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A Complete Electrical Printing Estab-
lishment.

One of the most interesting motor plants in Chicago

has recently been started up in the Lakeside Press build-

ing, 149 to 155 Plymouth court. This plant is relied

upon for the entire operation of the printing establish-

ment of the R. R. Donnelley & Sons company, which

now claims the honor of being the most complete elec-

trically operated printing house in the West, and the

only one (electrically equipped) in the country doing a

general competitive printing business. There are in

the East several electrical printing plants, but each of

them is engaged in some special line of work and does

not meet the open competition. Therefore the record

of the Donnelley plant will be watched with interest,

since it will demonstrate whether an electrically operated

printing plant is able to turn out work more economic-

ally than one operated by belts and shafting. The

Donnelley company made this departure from established

practice only after a thorough investigation, and its

action in this case shows its progressive spirit.

The interest in this installation, from an electrical

point of view, is centered in its completeness and in the

extreme conditions that had to be met regarding speed

variation.

The power plant consists of two Stirling boilers, each

of 150 horse power capacity and a i6o horse power Buck-

eye medium speed engine belted to a loo kilowatt West-

ern Electric dynamo (Fig. i). The switchboard is

provided with throw-over switches whereby current may

be supplied to both motors and lights from the Chicago

Edison circuits, in case it becomes desirable to do so.

The generator is a 230 volt machine, and the three-wire

system is used throughout

the building, the neutral

wire being connected through

the switchboard to a small

compensator. This outfit,

shown at the left in the pic-

ture, consists of a 230 volt

machine connected across

the outside wires, directly

coupled with a 115 volt ma-

chine connected to one of the

outside wires and to the

neutral.

Power is distributed
through the building to 400

incandescent lamps, 30 en-

closed arc lamps, two Crane

electric elevators and 35

Crocker-Wheeler motors.
Nineteen of the motors drive

cylinder printing presses

;

six are individually belted to

binding machinery, and
twelve drive shafts to which

are belted job presses and a

variety of binding and book-

making machinery. Four of

the cylinder presses have

slow-speed series motors

directly connected to the

driving shafts, while 15 of

them are belted to individual

compound wound motors.

Referring to the illustra-^
,. FIG. I.

tions on succeeding pages.

Fig. 2 shows one of the large presses in the basement,

directly belted to a bipolar motor, while Figs. 3 and 4

show machinery in the bindery, the former being a

view of a line of folding machines driven by a motor

attached to boxed-in shafting on the floor level, and

the latter showing a heavy "smasher" with an indi-

vidual motor. In the large binding room, where there

are many machines, the absence of overhead shafts

and belting is particularly noticeable and advantageous.

Fig. 5 represents an electrically driven press where

direct connection is used.

The nature of the work done on the presses varies

widely, and as a result a variation in the speed of the

presses from 600 impressions to r,8oo impressions per

THE LAKESIDE PRESS.

hour is necessary, and the armature speed of the mo-

tors is subject to a corresponding variation. The

belted motors, therefore, run from 333 to 1,000 revo-

lutions per minute. This speed variation is accom-

A COMPLETE ELECTRICAL PRINTING ESTABLISHMENT.—ENGINE ROOM.

plished entirely by change of field strength and voltage,

thereby permitting the motors to operate at a high efl5-

ciency throughout the entire range. Most of the ma-

chines in the bindery are grouped, and belted to short

shafts placed on the floor, each shaft being boxed in to

prevent accidents, and driven by a motor of suitable

size.

In adopting electricity as the motive power in this

plant three main advantages were looked for—cleanli-

ness, perfect control of machinery and economy of fuel.

Each one of these expectations has been abundantly

realized. The annual loss in paper spoiled by dirt,

dust and oil dropping from the shafting and thrown by
bslts is a very material item in a printing establish-

ment's expense account. The abolishment of overhead

belting and shafting, by driving each press with a sep-

arate motor, and by putting such short shafts as are

necessary in the bindery on the floor and completely

covering them, entirely eliminates this source of ex-

pense, and actual results obtained show a saving of i^
per cent, of the total amount of paper used. It will

also be readily appreciated that the general light is very

much improved by the omission of overhead belts.

The speed of the customary belt-driven printing press

is altered by a four-step cone pulley, and to change the

speed the press must be stopped and the belt shifted,

thus losing time and shaking down dust. When the

cone pulley will not give a slow enough speed the belt is

shifted only part way over onto the tight pulley and so

permitted to slip. This gives a speed that is unreliable

and unsteady. As opposed to this crude method of con-

trol, the speed of the electrically driven press may, by
simply shifting a lever, be altered at pleasure between

much wider limits, as previously stated, and by from

34 to 48 steps, each step equaling between 30 and 40 im-

pressions per hour. The facility with which the speed

is altered and the small steps by which the alterations

are made result in increasing the output of the presses

per hour run, which is equivalent to a reduction both of

wages and of general business expenses.

The saving of fuel by the substitution of motors for

belting and shaftiog is a subject that has been so fre-

quently and thoroughly dis-

cussed that there will be no
need of going into the details

of this particular case, but

it is of interest to state that

a saving of about 50 per cent,

is being effected.

This entire electrical in-

stallation was in charge of

Mr. Charles A. Pratt, con-

sulting electrical engineer,

of Chicago. It devolved

upon him to devise a suita-

ble method of speed control

for the presses, to determine

the best method of driving

the presses and other ma-
chinery, and to get the plant

into operation without delay -

or mishap.

The Lakeside Press build-

ing in which the plant is lo-

cated was erected during the

past winter. It is a thor-

oughly fireproof structure,

stands 100 feet square on the

ground and comprises seven

floors and basement. It has

light on three side and each

floor is an open manufactur-

ing space, free from parti-

tions, and the excellent light

and general cleanliness en-

able the proprietors to keep

the best class of employes.

The proprietors are always ready to extend every

courtesy to persons interested in electrical operation of

factories who may wish to visit their plant.

For the great naval review at Spithead last week the

electrical stores included 215,000 yards of electric cable,

40,000 yards of small circuit wire, 25,000 16 candle
power, 15,000 eight candle power, and 50 100 candle
power incandescent lamps, besides a large quantity of

electric light fittings.
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Recent Progress in Arc Lighting.

Bv Elipiu Thomson.

Part II.

In the use of "inclosed arcs" instead of "open arcs,"

one does not escape from the necessity of using in the

branch with the lamp a choking resistance. A constant

potential circuit of 45 volts will not supply current to arc

lamps demanding 45 volts at the terminals and approxi-

mately the same at the arc. By the use of resistance in

circuit, however, and sufficient additional potential, the

current, otherwise "unstable," becomes "stable," and
the arc stable. It is possible, indeed, with especially

sensitive lamp mechanism, to replace a part of the re-

sistance needed by inductance, and thus save some
energy. The "inclosed arc" also demands a sacrifice of
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FIG. 2. A COMPLETE ELECTRICAL PRINTING ESTABLISH-
MENT." MOTOR BELTED TO LARGE PRE.SS.

energy in resistance, for a circuit of 80 volts constant

potential will not run 80 volt arcs.

For the purpose of discovering the minimum drop of

potential required to exist over a dead resistance in cir-

cuit with arcs on constant potential mains, the writer in-

stituted and had tabulated a series of tests in which the

resistance in circuit with arc lamps was gradually cut

down along with the line voltage, while the current and
voltage of the arcs were maintained the same. A set of

tests was made with two Thomson '93 lamps in series,

using at one time plain National carbons, and at another

a cored upper of one-half inch diameter, and solid lower

carbon of one-half inch diameter. Also a set of tests

was carried out with 80 volt inclosed arc lamps adjusted

for currents of different amount at different times.

During each test the line voltage was lowered and re-

sistance cut out until instability of arc and current re-

sulted, while up to that time the current and voltage of

the arc were kept -the same during the particular test.

The general result of these tests was as follows:

TWO '93 ARC LAMPS IN SERIES, WITH VARIABLE RESIST-

ANCE.

One-half inch National carbons.

With 45 volts at each arc and a current of 9.6 am-
peres in the lamp branch, line voltage could not be re-

duced below no volts. This would give a drop of 20

volts over resistance and lamp magnets.
. With 45 volts at arcs and 7.9 amperes, the limit was
reached at 108 volts on the line.

With 46 volts at arcs and six amperes, the limit was
108 volts on the line.

TWO '93 ARC LAMPS IN SERIES, WITH VARIABLE RESIST-

ANCE.

Carbons, one-half inch cored upper; one-half inch

solid lower.

With 46 volts at arcs and 15 amperes current, the limit

was 106 volts on line:

With 46 volts and 12 amperes, the limit was 104 volts

on line.

With46 volts and 9.4 amperes, the limit was 108 volts

on line.

With 45 volts and 7.3 amperes, the limit was 104 volts

on line.

With 42 volts at arcs and six amperes, the limit was
98 volts on line.

TEST OF 80 VOLT INCLOSED ARC LAMP, WITH VARIABLE
RESISTANCE IN ITS CIRCUIT.

Solid upper and lower seven-sixteenths inch "Elec-

tra" carbons.

With 75 volts at arc and seven amperes, the limit of

line voltage was 88 to 90.

With 74 volts at arc and six amperes, the limit of line

voltage was 92 to 94.
With 75 to 76 volts at arc and five amperes, the limit

of line voltage was 92 to 94.

With 78 volts and four amperes, the limit of line volt-

age was 98 to 100.

With 76 volts and 3.2 amperes, the limit of line volt-

age was 100. (Carbons, three-eighths inch "Electra.")

The above tests are, doubtless, sufficiently accurate

to show the main point very clearly. This is that a cer-

tain line voltage as a minimum is absolutely necessary

in working arc lamps on constant potential lines, whether
they be open arcs or inclosed arcs. Thus, two 45 volt

arcs in series, with uncored carbons like the brand
known as "National," cannot be safely worked below
110 volts on the line with resistance in series with them.

More than no volts should, of course, be maintained

for safety of the service.

The tests show also that, with a cored upper carbon,

the limit is lowered several volts on the average, and it

is known that the voltage of the arcs may be safely re-

duced somewhat when cored positives are used.

It is also shown that a 75 to 80 volt arc, run upon a

constant potential line, is stable at considerably less line

voltage than the open arc. It would appear also that,

with either open or inclosed arcs at ordinary current

strengths of from five to 10 amperes, the steadying re-

sistance in the branch is required to cause a drop of

about 15 to 20 volts, or waste energy at the rate in watts

of 15 to 20 multiplied by the amperes of current used in

the lamp.
What the development of the art would have been if

the voltage of our incandescent circuits was, as origi-

nally set, say 90 volts, instead of no, is a subject for

meditation.

With inclosed arcs on continuous current circuits, as

with open arcs on similar circuits, the chief source of

light is the positive crater, and the downward emission

is, of course, favorable to their use in illumination. This

tendency to throw light downward is, in the inclosed

arc, modified by the diffusive action of the inner globe,

which tends to scatter the light received by it in all di-

rections—upward, downward and horizontally.

The running of single alternating current arc lamps

on constant potential circuits is facilitated by the ease

with which, by a transformer or compensator, the po-

tential required for the lamp may be obtained. It was
natural that, when arc lamps came to be used on con-

stant potential, continuous current circuits, a demand
for lamps which would work upon alternating circuits

fed by transformer secondaries should arise. While in

the direct current systems the potential was definite and
practically could not be adapted to the lamp, in the al-

ternating current case transformation was easy, as by
the simple device of a compensator the line voltage

could be raised or lowered to suit that demanded by the

lamp. An arc lamp compensator is simply a laminated

core bearing a coil divided into sections with connec-

tions carried out between the sections. If the self-in-

duction of the coil is proportioned for the secondary cir-

cuit voltage in a transformer system, as for no volts at

the ends of the coil, circuits of 30 volts may be obtained

by taking three-elevenths of the turns as a secondary;

that is, by connections which include between them any
turns of the coil which equal three-elevenths of the total,

or which give 30 volts. Moreover, several connections

of the kind may be made to the same coil anywhere be-

tween its ends, provided that the wire included between
the two connections for one lamp circuit is sufficient to

give the requisite voltage. Further, the sections of wire

thus chosen may overlap each other, and portions of the

compensator coll thus appear to be doing double or

treble duty. Whether the current be furnished direct

from the secondary of a transformer or through com-
pensators, the lines led to the lamps are of constant

potential character, and the lamps have to be adapted

thereto.

An alternating arc is peculiar and different from the

continuous current arc in a number of important partic-

ulars. The fact that the arc is extinguished between
successive alternations at the zero points of the current

wave, and at a rate equal to double the periodicity, re-

sults in the musical sound of the arc, which may become
a source of annoyance. The same cause gives rise to

difficulty in starting the arcs without having them chat-

ter, for until the.carbons get strongly heated the arc is

not re-established after extinguishment with the carbons

separateid: With cold carbons the carbons must touch

each otiier kfter an extinguishment at the zeros. Hence,

the carbons must be separated very slowly while a

large current flows so as to strongly heat their ends, or

a higher potential than that to be used in running the

lamp after starting must be applied at first. Another

way is to employ a resistance, or, better, a reactive coil

in circuit with the arc lamp, so as to change the charac-

ter of the potential at the lamp terminals, which then

becomes less than that of a constant potential, and, in

fact, begins to approach, in a measure, constant current

supply. But in the use of a resistance or reactance in

circuit with the lamp, it is, of course, necessary to in-

crease the potential of the line accordingly, so as to give

the proper potential to the arc, while both expedients

involve a loss of energy. It is found not .to be practi-

cable to run alternating arc lamps on circuits much be-

low 40 cycles. The common rates of 60 and 125 are

well adapted to the case.

The efficiency of the alternating arc as a source of light

has been shown by Prof. A. E. Blondel, in a recent

paper, to be quite variable. It depends on the length of

arc used with the particular carbons employed, and on

the diameter of the carbons as with continuous current.

It also depends on the form of the wave of the alternat-

ing current. It was found that with a rectangular wave
alternating current, such as may be produced by revers-

ing a continuous current by a commutator, the light

given out was as 79 to 59 in the case of sine wave cur-

rents. This should follow from the fact that the ex-

tinctions, as Blondel pointed out, were instantaneous in

the first case, and lasted for about one-quarter of an al-

ternation in the case of the sine wave.

The writer takes occasion to express the opinion that

with very flat-topped waves, or waves approaching

closely to rectangular waves, the limit of periodicity

would be found far below 40 per second, as regards the

maintenance of an arc. If the reversal or passage
through zero is quick enough, almost any reduction of

periodicity would become possible. There are, however,
practical considerations which set the limits in such a

case.

Soft carbons, or those best suited to readily furnish
considerable volatile matter, seem to be best adapted to

alternating current arcs, and they are frequently cored.

The color of the light suffers some in consequence.
The distribution of light from an alternating current

arc with vertical carbons, owing to the fact that the chief

light source—the positive crater—is on the upper and
lower carbon alternately, is both downward and upward.
The upward radiation, except in rooms with white walls

or ceilings, or with lamps provided with shades or globes

of a strong diffusing power, would be lost except for the

employment of deflectors or reflectors immediately above
the arc, which catch a fair proportion of the rays and
send them downward. The lamp in this case is made
focusing, so that the arc will always be kept burning but
a short distance below the reflector plate, which is made
with a heat-resisting, white enameled surface.

A moment's consideration will show that under no
circumstances can an alternating arc give out as much
light for a given expenditure of energy as does a con-
tinuous current arc for the same expenditure. The light

comes mainly from the positive crater, whose tempera-
ture and consequent luminosity is limited by the vapor-
izing point of carbon. The positive crater from which
the current passes to the arc is much larger and much
hotter than the negative spot on the opposite carbon
receiving current. If, now, there is a rapid interchange

or reversal of current and dead points or zeros between
the reversals at each alternation, the positive crater has

to form anew upon a surface which, while negative, was,

on the average, far below crater temperature, having

cooled during the time it was negative, and during the

zero or period of extinguishment. It results from this

that the average temperature of the light-emitting sur-

face of carbon in an alternating arc is below that of the

vaporization temperature of carbon, and the emission of

light consequently lessened. It is known that the light

emitted from a hot surface as temperature rises in-

creases far more rapidly than the temperature or total

radiation.

The shape of the wave of current has a great influence

on the conditions of temperature just pointed out, and
the rectangular wave must necessarily approach in its

efficiency more nearly that of continuous currents than

a peaked wave with longer zeros.

The use of single arcs across alternating constant

potential mains requires only that the lamp mechanism
be operated by variations of the current passing the arc.

Hence, an electro-magnet in series is used to lift and feed

the carbons, or sometimes the expansion of a high-resist-

ance wire, traversed by the lamp current, has been

applied for the same purpose, as in the "Kester" lamp.

The electro-magnet is open to the objection that its

FIG. 4. A COMPLETE ELECTRICAL PRINTING ESTABLISH-

MENT.— "smasher" in bindery driven by motor.

action is so instantaneous as to be liable to provoke chat-

tering at starting, requiring a carefully adjusted check

or dash-pot to prevent suoh action, and the magnet

armature, or core, may also, unless very carefully ar-

ranged, produce by its inevitable vibrations a harsh note

audible some distance away. Add this to the hum of

the arc itself, and it is easy to see that such a lamp may
become intolerable indoors in a quiet room. In the use

of a hot wire the objection of chattering at the start is

overcome without difficulty, and the wire is noiseless in

its action; but it demands that considerable energy be

wasted in it, and hitherto the temperature at which the

wire must be run to secure sensitiveness of feed or rapid

heating and cooling, following variations of current, has

been such as to endanger its permanence or cause it to
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oxidize. If the arc requires 28 to 30 volts, and the regu-

lating wire five to seven volts, it is easy to see that a

considerable sacrifice has been made for the result at-

tained, particularly as in the use of hot wire over-feeding

is liable to take place. The writer obtained, a consider-

able time ago, a much better result by using the hot-wire

principle, but variably shunting it by a set of contacts

controlled by a small electro-magnet in series relation,

which addition imparted greatly increased sensitiveness,

while the slow start given by the hot wire was still

secured.
It is well known that in practice an alternating cur-

rent arc often starts readily with new carbons, the

trouble of chattering appearing when a new arc is to be
started with carbons which had before been heated or

used. This difference is owing to the fact that in the

latter case the high temperature of the arc had driven

out the gases and volatile materials which, as present in

the ends of the new carbons, facilitate the formation of

flame or lower the resistance of the arc at starting. By
dipping the ends of the used carbons in a solution of

some salt for a moment, the required volatile matter
may be furnished to them so that they will start as read-

ily as the new carbons.

The arc in the ordinary alternating current arc lamp
appears to be stable, even when the connection is made
across constant potential mains without resistance or

reactance in the branch as a check upon the current.

Therefore, nearly all the energy may be thus delivered

to the arc itself without deduction. This fact tends to

neutralize the lower efficiency of light production in tha

alternating arc, since the continuous current arc on
constant potentials involves a dead resistance loss. Any
comparison, then, must, for practical purposes, consider

the total energy used in the branch in which the lamp
exists, and the light produced or emitted in directions

permitting utilization.

While the alternating arc, run from constant poten-
tials, is feasible, the difficulty of chattering and large

variations of current at starting results from the ar-

rangement, and any sudden fall of potential may cause
a momentary extinguishment. Particularly is this the

case when the arc is of the "inclosed," long-burning

type. In such case, on account of the greater length

of the arc, it is peculiarly sensitive to influences which
would aflect but slightly the ordinary open-air arc.

With the open-air arc a comprehensive set of tests

made under the writer's supervision disclosed the fact

that various makes of carbon gave widely different re-

sults. It was found that the length of arc or separa-

tion of the carbons for a given potential was, under
equivalent conditions, quite variable, and the curious

fact was noted that with some makes of carbon the

variation of arc length with variations in the potential

of the circuit supplying the lamp were much less than
with certain other makes. Some gave excessive varia-

tion of arc length with moderate variations of poten-

tial at the arc, while others gave only moderate variations

of arc length for considerable variation of potential at the

arc. 0£ course, the latter are far the most desirable

carbons for practical use. The results in each case

were plotted as a curve, and comparison and super-

position of the curves showed the superiority of one or

another brand. The curves showed also the arc length

for each kind of carbons for a given potential across

the arc, which it was important to know in selecting

carbons best adapted for allernating current work.

The carbon which gave the longest arc at the lowest

potential, and one which did not vary its length as

much or more than that obtained with other carbons
for certain variations of potential, would practically be
preferred, other things being equal. It is too early to

predict what part of the "inclosed" alternating arc

may play in.the future art of arc lighting, but it probably

will find a considerable application.

When an alternating arc is run with a considerable

dead resistance in series with it, or when a reactance

coil is in series, or when it is fed from the secondary of

a leakage transformer, taking the whole current thereof,

the condition approaches, though in cases only imper-

fectly, the running of the lamp on approximately con-

stant current. In reality, the condition is intermediate

between constant current and constant potential work-
ing. In such a case the regulation of the lamp may be

by a series magnet, or a shunt magnet, or by a combina-
tion of both. In fact, there is no real utility in generat-

ing a constant current of alternating character for work-

ing a single lamp. The utility of the "intermediate"

working, just alluded to, is in the lessened liability to

rupture oE arc, lessened chattering at starting, and
avoidance of excessive flux of current if the carbons, by
accident, come together. The condition is one decid-

edly useful in the case of the "inclosed arc" of alternat-

ing type, and it is doubtful if such arcs can be run, ex-

cept under conditions like those here called "interme-

diate." For saving energy a reactance or reactive coil

in the lamp circuit is preferable to a dead resistance,

and is relatively more effective.

It may be well to add to the present paper, which
has grown to unexpected length, a statement concerning

the results arrived at by innumerable tests of the differ-

ent types of arcs and arc lamps under conditions resem-
bling those of practice, with a view of ascertaining their

lighting values. These tests have been embodied in

comprehensive reports by Jesse Coates of the testing de-

partment of the General Electric company at Lynn, and
the tabulated results might easily furnish material for a

lengthy discussion. They embody complete series of

measurements of candle power in various directions,

and curves of the same for each kind of arc or condition

of surrounding globe, together with mean spherfcal and
estimated useful illuminating intensities. The methods
of measurement can not be detailed here, but are such

as, in the writer's judgment, can be relied upon to give
comparative figures. Moreover, the mean of many
observations is, in each case, taken for comparison and
plotting of curves.

The purpose here shall be to state, in a general way,
some of the results obtained.

It is well known that the larger the arc, or the larger

the current in it with a normal voltage, the more effi-

cient is the light production. The energy is more effect-

ively converted into luminous waves, so that the watts
per candle would naturally be less with a 20 ampere arc

at 48 volts than with 10 amperes flowing. Measure-
ment shows that where, with continuous current, the

same brand of hard carbons is used of diameters vary-
ingapproximately with the current strength, naked arcs,

with 10 amperes and 48 volts, may take for each mean
spherical candle power 1.2 watts, while arcs of seven
amperes and 48 volts require 1,4 watts.

The use of a cored upper carbon appears to raise the
efficiency to a moderate extent, probably because the arc
may be maintained at a voltage somewhat less, as at 42 or

44 volts. The use of a clear globe surrounding the arc

loses 10 lo 12 per cent, of the light, while alabaster

and opal globes lose from 45 to 65, according to their

thickness and the specific absorptive power of the glass.

Naturally, since an inclosed arc, consuming approxi-
mately the same energy in watts at the arc as a 10 am-
pere open arc, will have a current of only about 7^4
amperes, the efficiency would be expected to be less.

Measurements show, after a run of 102 hours, and
per each mean spherical candle power of 4^4 amperes
inclosed, continuous current arc with clear inner and no
outer globe (one-half inch carbons), an expenditure of

since the light is sent up and down equally. By a re.
Sector placed above the arc. a considerable fraction of
the light which would often be lost upward is sent down-
ward to increase the effectiveness; thus, a 16 ampere
25 volt, naked alternating current arc used, per mean
spherical candle, 1.49 watts, or for mean useful below
the horizontal, 1.12 watts, which was reduced to .8 to .9
watt when a porcelain reflector above the arc was used.
For the same causes that necessarily reduce the effi-

ciency of an inclosed continuous current arc as com-
pared with the uninclosed, the efficiency of an inclosed
alternating arc falls below that of the open arc with
similar currents. The watts at arc per candle will be
found, per mean spherical candle, to be, under the best
conditions, about two watts, increasing toward the end
of the run, owing to obscuration of the inner globe and
other causes. No reflector or deflector can be used
with much effect with the inclosed arc, so that the mean
useful is but little different from the mean spherical
candle power.
The apparent advantage in economy of the continuous

current inclosed arc over that with alternating currents
is in large measure neutralized by the fact of the former
requiring a dead resistance in circuit to give stability to

the current, while the latter can be run without it, or,

at most, with a reactive coil, which wastes but little

energy.
Still, it must be confessed at the end, that the lumi-

nous yield is but little better than that obtained in in-

candescent lighting. After all, it may be that the white-
ness of the light and the daylight effect obtained may be
a sufficient reason for the large introduction of inclosed
arcs, now that the frequent trimming and attention to
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1.94 watts at the arc. If the energy expended in the

lamp branch be taken as the true expenditure, that lost

in resistance is added to that of the arc, and the watts

per candle increased accordingly. A similar loss is, of

course, e.xperienced with naked or open arcs on con-

stant potentials, owing to resistance being used in series.

The result given above, or 1.94 watts per candle, is at

the end of a long run of 102 hours, but with a clear inner

globe. Inclosed arc lamps with clear inner and clear

outer globes are not satisfactory, and, in fact, for good
results of uniformity and diffusion, a slightly opal inner
globe is needed. Those now known as "alabaster" are

well suited to the purpose. When these are used, the

watts at the arc per mean spherical candle power will at

the first part of a run, range about two watts, increas-

ing seriously only towards the very end of the run.

While it may seem that the watts per candle are higher
than might be expected, yet it must be borne in mind
that in all inclosed arcs the current is relatively small

and the potential high for a given expenditure of energy,

and this acts in a double way to lower the efficiency, as

not only the crater emitting light is smaller, but a large

part of the energy goes to sustain the arc flame, which
is long, while, also the absorption of light by the sur-

rounding glass is not to be neglected. No construction

of lamp, regulation or adjustment thereof can get rid of

the inherent properties here pointed out. Nevertheless

it is true that the character of the light, both of the open
or exposed arc, and of the inclosed arc, is such as to

make it very desirable as a substitute for daylight and
for many cases of use. The fact that the light is shed
mainly downward by continuous current arcs results

virtually in an addition to the efficiency and economy of

the light; thus, if the light emitted downward be con-

sidered as alone useful, the expenditure per mean useful

candle would, with naked arcs, fall to about one-half a

watt, and with inclosed arcs, to from one to 1% watts

at the arc.

With alternating arcs the conditions are different,

the lamp is not needed. Indeed, it may also appear
that all the varieties of arc lighting which have grown
into importance within the past few years have their

own fields of usefulness, and that, therefore, the work
spent in developing them has not been labor in vain.

It should be said, in conclusion, that the figures given
above, and expressing the watts per mean spherical can-
dle, while strictly comparative so far as a study of arc

lights alone is concerned, might vary somewhat if the

object had been to compare arc and incandescent lights,

owing to the difference in color of light, though the va-
riation would not in any case be great.

Siemens & Halske Electric Company.
At the annual meeting of the Siemens Sc Halske Elec-

tric company of America the following-named directors

were elected: W. L. Elkins, Jr., Martin Maloney, B. W.
Grist, C. T. Yerkes, C. E. Yerkes. R. S. Grant, E. T.

Rice, Jr., W. P. Butler and F. W. Whitridge. Officers

were chosen as follows: President, C. E. Yerkes; vice-

president and treasurer, W. F. Furbeck; secretary, F.

B. Badt; assistant secretary and assistant treasurer, W.
T. Block. Charles T. Yerkes, W. L. Elkins, Jr.. andB.

W. Grist replace W. F. Furbeck, A. W. Wright and

D. B. Lyman in the directorate.

The new names indicate that Mr. Yerkes and his old

associates in Philadelphia will hereafter take an active

part in the conduct of the business. Mr. Elkins is a son

of W. L. Elkins, Sr., who was closely associated with

Mr. Yerkes in the Philadelphia street railway syndicate.

B. W. Grist is now general manager of the Pennsylvania

Ironworks of Philadelphia, and he has also been made

general manager of the Siemens & Hahke Electric ccrr
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pany. This action was taken in anticipation of the consoli-

dation of these corporations. The following self-explana-

tory letter has been sent to the stockholders of the Siemens

& Halske company by D. B. Lyman, C. T. Yerkes and

R. S. Grant, the committee in charge of the consolida-

tion;

The Pennsylvania Iron Works company of Philadel-

phia, Pa., has made a proposition to the stockholders of

the Siemens & Halske Electric Company of America,

and the majority of the stockholders of the latter com-
pany have already accepted the proposition and will

exchange their stock at an early date.

At the annual meeting the undersigned were appointed

a committee to communicate with individual stockhold-

ers with reference to the proposition of the Pennsylvania

Iron Works company, and to arrange the details of the

exchange of stock in behalf of any of the shareholders

who may desire to avail themselves of the ofier.

The proposition of the Pennsylvania Iron Works com-
pany (whose capital is $1,750,000 preferred and $1,500,-

000 common stock) is to exchange one million dollars of

its preferred six per cent., non-cumulative stock, and

one million dollars of its common stock, so far as the

same may be available by reason of the acceptance of

the proposition by the shareholders of the Siemens &
Halske Electric company of America, on the following

basis:

Each shareholder of the preferred stock is to receive

i.,^ shares of preferred stock of the Pennsylvania Iron

Works company in exchange for his preferred share in

the Siemens & Halske company.
Each shareholder of the common stock of the Siemens

& Halske company is to receive „^(y share of preferred

stock and J^g
of common stock in the Pennsylvania Iron

Works company.
The chairman of this committee is D. B. Lyman, 100

Washington street, Chicago, and is authorized by this

committee, and by the Pennsylvania Iron Works com-
pany, to receive for exchange the shares of the Siemens

& Halske company for the stock of the Pennsylvania

Iron Works company.
The proposition of the Pennsylvania Iron Works com-

pany is open for 60 days from the 17th of June, 1897,

and is regarded as a desirable proposition for the share-

holders of the Siemens & Halske company, and should

be availed of at once by those who desire to exchange

their stock.

Please to send your stock, for the purpose of exchange,

to D. B. Lyman, 100 Washington street, and he will

issue a receipt for your stock to be exchanged, or for a

return in case the stock for any reason is not issued.

All persons desiring further particulars can obtain the

same from any member of this committee.

The Pennsylvania Iron Works is one of the strongest

corporations in its particular line in the country, and it

is believed that a consolidation with that company will

result advantageously to the Siemens & Halske company.

ble duties of his position in a manner that met with

hearty approval. The ladies and gentlemen filled three

cars, and they all enjoyed themselves.

Northwestern Convention at La Crosse
This Month.

The fifth semi-annual convention of the Northwestern

Electrical association will be held at La Crosse, Wis
,

commencing on Wednesday morning, July 21st. All in-

terested in electrical matters, whether members of the

association or not, are invited to attend this meeting.

The Cameron Hotel will be official headquarters, and

the Hotel Law and Hotel Bronson will also accommo-

date delegates. One hundred and ten volt direct and

7,200 volt alternating current, with abundant space, will

be at the service of exhibitors. Address F. A. Copeland,

La Crosse, Wis., for hotel and exhibit accommodations.

The Western Passenger association has granted a iV^

rate, conditional, however, upon 100 certificates of at-

tendance. Special sleepers on the Northwestern road

will leave Chicago at 10:15 p- m. and Milwaukee at

8 p. M. on Tuesday, July 20th, runnmg together

from Madison via Elroy. Delegates from or through

Chicago should apply for reservations to George Cutter,

1104 Rookery building, Chicago; those from or through

Milwaukee to Secretary T. R. Mercein, 511 Montgomery

building, Milwaukee. Papers on "Meter Tests," "220

Volt Lamps," "Use of Oil in Transformers," "Utiliza-

tion of Exhaust Steam," "Evolution of the Incandescent

Arc Lamp," "Rotary Transformers" and "Fuels for

Central Stations" will be presented by Prof. D. C. Jack-

son of Wisconsin University, Prof. G. D. Shepardson of

Minnesota University, Prof. R. B. Owens of Nebraska

University, George L. Thayer of Iowa, O. M. Rau of

Wisconsin, C. F. Scott of Pennsylvania and John C.

McMynn of Illinois. The entertainment committee has

arranged an enjoyable programme, including a river ex-

cursion and picnic lunch, trolley parties, etc.

An Enjoyable Trolley Party.

About 150 members and friends of the Chicago Elec-

trical association enjoyed the delights of a trolley party

over the lines of the Calumet Electric Street Railway

company on the evening of June 25th. The host of the

occasion was Mr. W. A. Harding, the master mechanic

and electrician of the road, and he executed the agreea-

Westlnghouse Company Secures a 75,-
000 Horse Power Contract.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing com-

pany, on Tuesday, June 22, 1897, declared a quarterly

dividend on its preferred stock of 1^4 per cent.

On Wednesday the annual meeting of the stockholders

took place at the factory of the company in East Pitts-

burg. Pa. The annual report was read, showing the

condition of the company to be a prosperous one. The
board of directors of last year was re-elected. It is

composed of August Belmont, Lemuel Bannister, George

Hebard, Henry B. Hyde, Marcellus Hartley, A. M.

Byers, N. W. Bumstead, Charles Francis Adams, Bray-

ton Ives and George Westinghouse, Jr.

After the meeting announcement was made to the

stockholders of the company that the largest contract

for electrical apparatus which has ever been given out

had been secured by the Westinghouse Electric & Man-

ufacturing company on June 19th. This is from the St.

Lawrence Construction company of New York, and calls

for fifteen 5,000 horse power generators, which are to be

erected at the plant at Massena, northern New York, on

Central London Underground Electric
Railway.

The most recent addition to the system of under-

ground railways with which London is provided, and

the most important of all the present undertakings of a

similar character in the world— the Central London

_ railway (underground)—has an especial interest for

Americans. This is due to the fact that the entire sys-

tem of electrical equipment will be American manufac-

ture. With the exception of the elevators the entire

electrical contract has been assumed by the British

Thomson-Houston company, representing in Great

Britain the General Electric company of Schenectady, N.

Y., while the elevator contract has been secured by

Frank J. Sprague of New York.

The road, laid in two deep subway tunnels, driven by

the Greathead shield, stretches from Liverpool street,

beneath the station of the Great Eastern .Railway com-

pany, near Broad street, the city terminus of the North

London railway and the Bishopgate street station of the

Metropolitan underground railway, through the very cen-

ter of the great commercial district of the city, as shown

by the accompanying map, and runs due-west under Hol-

born. High Holborn, Oxford street and past Hyde Park

as far as the generating station located at the terminus at

Shepard's Bush. It follows the line of greatest traffic in
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the St. Lawrence River. This is the largest single or- London,

der ever given for electrical apparatus, and the amount

directly involved is about three-quarters of a million

dollars.

This contract, together with that recently given by

the Cataract Construction company of New York for five

5,000 horse power generators for installation at Niagara

Falls, N. Y., makes a total of twenty 5,000 horse

power generators, having a total capacity of 100,000

horse power, which have been ordered from the West-

inghouse Electric & Manufacturing company this year.

The five generators for Niagara Falls are well under

construction, arid the other 15 required by the St. Law-
rence company will be immediately proceeded with,

and their construction will give employment to a large

number of men. These orders cover only the apparatus

for generating electricity, and there will necessarily be

required other apparatus of equal capacity for the util-

ization of the electrical energy produced by these great

generators, and the Westinghouse ofl5cials expect that a

large proportion of the additional apparatus will be or-

dered from their company by reason of their having

already secured the contract for the principal apparatus.

The placing of these recent important contracts has un-

doubtedly resulted by reason of the success of the three

5,000 horse power generators already installed at Ni-

agara Falls, coupled with the fact that the Westing-

house Electric & Manufacturing company has excep-

tional facilities for turning out large machinery.

-DIRECT-CONNECTED MOTOR AND PRESS.

The road will receive passengers from the

great underground central depot, now in course of con-

struction by the Central Railway company, between the

Bank of England and the Royal Exchange, passengers

brought in by the main lines of the London & North-

western, Midland and London & Southwestern railroads.

It is especially at this point in the city that street cross-

ing is a perilous task, and the railroad company is now
engaged in constructing a series of subways immediately

below the surface for the convenience of pedestrians

and as approaches to its own station below. From this

central depot will radiate not less than five underground

tunnels, some 85 feet below the surface, each feeding a

separate and populous district of the great city.

The construction of the road itself has been carried

out by the Electric Traction company, which has also

financed it. It is this company that has made the con-

tracts with the British Thomson-Houston company, and

which will turn over the road fully equipped and in

working order to the Central London Underground

Railway company ready for operation.

It was not until three years after the necessary parlia-

mentary act was passed in 1893 that the actual work of

building this road could be undertaken. Vertical shafts

were driven at six different points to a depth of be-

tween 60 feet and 70 feet and the tunneling was begun

in four tunnels at once, two running in each direction

from the shaft. At each of the stations were driven two

shafts 23 feet in diameter and 87 feet deep and one iS
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feet in diameter and 76 feet deep—the two former con-

taining two ingress and two exit elevators and the

smaller two spiral stairways, one for ascending, the

other for descending passengers. The shafts are built

up of cast-iron plates I's inches thick and i^^-i inches

in the flanges. All crevices in the back of the plates

are filled with hydraulic lime grout injected under pres-

sure.

The glazed white brick passages leading from the bot-

tom of the shafts to the stations are eight feet three

inches wide on the entrance side. On the exit side,

where crowds might collect in front of the elevators,

they are 13 feet wide.

At the stations the widened tunnel is 21 feet in diame-

ter, and 375 feet long. The main tunnels are each 11

feet six inches in diameter, and are practically steel

tubes driven forward through the clay. The plates used

to line these tunnels are seven-eighths inch thick with

flanges four inches deep. The shield for driving the

small tunnel was 12 feet eight inches in diameter and was

pushed forward by six hydraulic rams giving a pressure

of 230 tons. For driving the station tunnels the shield

was 23 feet eight inches in diameter and was pushed

forward by 22 rams giving a pressure of 840 tons.

Each tunnel will contain one track, one tunnel carry-

ing the east-bound trains, the other the west-bound

trains. In laying the roadbed, the best modern steam

Arch , Marylebone Lane, Oxford Circus, Tottenham

Court Road, the British Museum, Chancery Lane, Hol-

born Viaduct, the Mansion House and Liverpool Street.

In designing the line a decided departure has been made
in the arrangement of the station approaches. As the

railway company is not embarrassed by any consider-

tions of grade, as in the case of surface railroads, the

plan is adopted of making the road act as an auxiliary

to the operation of the trains as well as merely to carry

them. On each side of each station is a three per cent,

gradient rising on the approaching side, and falling

again to the level of the road on the departing side,

This method gives a retarding effect to all trains ap-

proaching the stations equivalent to the application of

considerable braking power, while materially aiding in

the acceleration of all trains as they leave the platforms.

Furthermore, the saving in power necessary to secure

the requisite rapid acceleration is, by the adoption of

this plan, calculated to amount to about 33 per cent.

The schedule speed of the trains will be 14^2 miles

an hour, with stops at each station of 20 seconds. The
trains will be run at first under a headway of 2}4 min-

utes, which will be reduced as soon as the trafl5c de-

mands to a headway of two minutes.

The generating station will be located in the open air,

at the extreme western end of the line near Shepard's

Bush station. In building this the most modern Ameri-

CENTRAL LONDON UNDERGROUND ELECTRIC RAILWAY.

railway practice has been followed. The steel rails

weigh 100 pounds to the yard and are laid upon heavy

cross-ties. The system of contact will be ihird-rail, with

the contact rail placed between the service rails of the

track and well insulated. The conductors will be fed

at intervals from a copper feeder cable. This feed-

ing will be controlled from the signal boxes, and the

operator will be able to cut out any section of the line

when necessary. This method of contact is similar

to that employed so successfully by the General Electric

company in the installations on the East Weymouth,

Nantasket Beach and Berlin-Hartford branches of the

New York, New Haven & Hartford railroad. The

method of traction, however, will differ radically from

that used on the branches above mentioned. Instead

of passenger-carrying motor cars, with the motors

mounted on the forward axle, locomotives similar in ap-

pearance to those used on the Belt Line tunnel service

of the Baltimore & Ohio will be used to haul the trains.

The reason for this lies in the fact that the tunnel is

only iij4 feet in diameter and that the bottom of the

tunnel must accommodate the road bed. This mate-

rially reduces the clearance. The motors require to be

suspended between wheels at least 30 inches in diame-

ter to give the necessary clearance between them and

the ground, and this fact has brought about the loco-

motive in place oE the passenger motor car.

The total length of the road is 6}4 miles from the sta-

tion at Stiepard's Bush to the Mansion House, or 13

miles of single track. There will be 14 stations, includ-

ing the termini, located at the following-named points,

running east from Shepard's Bush; Holland Park,

Notting Hill Gate, Queen's Road, Westbourne, Marble

can methods will be followed. The steam will be sup-

plied from Babcock & Wilcox boilers, and the engines,

of which there will be six, will be horizontal AUis ma-

chines, each of 1,300 horse power.

The electrical system adopted is the three-phase alter-

nating high voltage primary, with reducing transformers

and rotary converters, similar in general principle to that

installed successfully by the General Electric company

for the roads between Lowell, Mass., and Nashua,

N. H., and at Portland, Ore., between Niagara Falls

and Buffalo, and on the line between Dublin and Dalkey,

in Ireland.

There will be six dynamos, and each will be directly

driven by its own engine. These dynamos are of the

newly developed rotating field and stationary arma-

ture type. Each will have a capacity of 350 kilowatts.

The speed of revolution will be 94, the frequency 25

cycles, and the initial electromotive force 5,000 volts.

The total capacity of the power station will be 5,100

kilowatts or 6,800 horse power.

From the switchboard the current is carried to the

converter sub-stations, of which there are four. Two of

these will contain seven step-down static transformers,

six for service and one in reserve, each of 300 kilowatts

capacity, and two rotary converters, each of 900 kilowatts

capacity. The other two stations will contain four 300

kilowatt static transformers and one 900 kilowatt rotary

converter. In the transformers the voltage of the cur-

rent will be reduced from 5,000 10330, at which pressure

it will enter the alternating side of the rotary convert-

ers, issuing from the commutator side as direct railway

current at 500 volts. The spare transformers men-

tioned above will be put into service when the head-

way of the trains is reduced. The static transformers
are of the air-blast type, the windings being cooled by
air forced through them by a blower. The rotary con-

verters will be similar in construction to those used;:

Niagara, Buffalo and Nashua.

The use of the sub-station method of electrical dis-

tribution insures a uniform pressure throughout the

entire length of the line. Fluctuation, therefore, which
would materially interfere with the lighting of the sta-

tion and trains, is reduced to a minimum. The limit

of variation fixed by the Board of Trade, to the rules

of which department all electrical installations in Great
Britain must accord, is 10 volts. With the method
adopted in this installation, the variation in pressure

will not exceed three volts.

The locomotives will number 35. Each will consist

of a sheet-iron cab containing the controller, indicating

instruments, air-brake, pump and controller, sand

boxes, etc., mounted upon a locomotive truck. The
motors have been especially designed for this work.

They are of the gearless type, and, according to the

new system of motor nomenclature adopted by the Gen-
eral Electric company, are known as the G E 56. Four
of these motors will be mounted on each locomotive,

one to each axle, the total draw-bar pull being 14,000

pounds. The controllers will be of the series parallel

type arranged for four motors. Each controller will

embody the magnetic blow-out

principle.

The weight of each loco-

motive complete will be 35

tons of 2,240 pounds. The
trains will be made up of

seven cars, weighing, when
loaded. 105 tons additional,

giving a total train weight of

140 long tons. The seating

capacity is calculated at 336

persons. Access to and exit

from the stations will be ef-

fected by means of powerful

high-speed elevators. These

will also be of American man-

ufacture, and will be built

by the Sprague Electric Ele-

vator company of New York.

The elevators will be 49 in

number, each with a capacity

of about 15.000 pounds, or 100

passengers per trip. The
speed of elevation will be

about 150 feet per minute.

These elevators will be of

the double-drum type, similar

to those built for the War De-

partment at Washington, but

of much greater carrying ca-

pacity.

It is estimated that the number of passengers which

this road will carry per annum is 48,000,000, which,

at an average fare of four cents, will give an ample return

to insure dividends upon the capital stock.

Chicago City Railway Company Exposes
Bribe Solicitor.

A six months' sentence for contempt of court in solicit-

ing a bribe from a litigant was inflicted by Judge Bren-

tano upon D. Knight Carter, a one-time prominent citizen

of Chicago, who was serving as a juror on the trial of the

$30,000 damage suit of Thomas Leach against the Chi-

cago City Railway company on June 24th. When ex-

posure came Carter sought mercy in a plea of destitution.

A sensation was produced during the trial when ex-Judge

Samuel S. Page of counsel for the street railroad company

took the stand against Carter. Mr. Page told Judge

Brentano in open court that Carter met him at the en-

trance of the Rookery building; that he spoke of the

Leach case then on trial, but drawing to a conclusion;

that he offered to secure a verdict in favor of Mr. Page's

client if such a verdict was desired, and wound up by

saying that "the railroad company knew where to find

him if it needed his services." The accused admitted

his guilt and was immediately sentenced to six months'

imprisonment, ,

Mary Mesarosh, a Hungarian girl living at Hudson,

N. Y., 17 years old, has been made demented by the

searchlight of a steamer. The powerful rays were

thrown into her room, and they frightened her so that

she became insane. She was adjudged a lunatic and

was sent to the Hudson River Stale Hospital, at Pough-

keepsie, for treatment.
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With the Niagara Falls convention number of the

Western Electrician, dated June 12, 1S97, this jour-

nal made a new record for itself both in circulation and

advertising. Of this 100-page number 20,000 copies

were printed and circulated and the amount of full paid

advertising matter carried was 8,643 square inches.

The remarkable success of this journal, especially in

view of the hard times that have prevailed throughout

the country, is all the more striking because of the fact

that it is only 10 years since the first number was issued.

Its advancement has been rapid and in keeping with

the progress of the great industry it represents and the

splendid field which it occupies. It is a noteworthy fact,

especially in view of existing conditions, that during the

period of depression this journal has made steady gains

in advertising. Beginning with the convention number

of March 3, 1894, the record shows constant gains each

year until in the present case the number of square

inches of full paid advertising matter is more than

double that of the 1894 number. The figures showing

this unprecedented gain are given in the accompanying

table:

Number of Whole Square Inches
Issue. Advertising Number of of Paid Ad-

Pages. Pages. vertising
Matter.

March 3, 1894 40 56 4.145
February 23, 1895. 52 68 5.593
May 9, 1896 72 88 7.576
June 12. 1897. . . ,

.

80 100 8,643

This constantly increasing patronage speaks elo-

quently of the influence and merit of this journal and of

the confidence and respect which it commands through-

out the country. It is pleasing recognition of the efforts

that have been made in the interest of the entire fra-

ternity.

The Supreme Court of Minnesota says that when a

"motoneer" discoversa vehicle on the track a short dis-

tance ahead of him, it is his duty to have the power

which propels the car under his control, and to use it so

as to avoid a collision with such vehicle if he can. The
fact that the vehicle can be turned in either direction,

and that the way is open for it to be turned, does not

relieve the "motoneer," further declares the court, of

the duty to use ordinary care to avoid a collision. If

nothing more, this decision gives judicial approval to this

title for the street railway employes to whom it is

applied.

The account given on another page of the interesting

equipment of the Central London railway cannot be

otherwise than gratifying to American pride. The en-

tire electrical equipment and power-house engines are of

American manufacture. It cannot be doubted that the

promoters of the road selected American apparatus be-

cause they considered that, for their purpose, there was

none other so good. Of course this is the truth; it

might be said, indeed, that there is no other well devel-

oped and carefully worked out type, so great has been

the expansion of electric traction in the United States.

In a case like that of the new underground road in Lon-

don, where the employment of the electrical system on

conditions approximating steam railway service was im-

perative, it was necessary to have recourse to American

engineers and American manufacturers. The English

electrical houses make excellent apparatus, but they

move slowly and were not prepared for this new demand.

Hence, it was necessary to appeal to American experi-

ence.

By the way, was it not the l^ondon £Zeet?-fcian vfhich,

not later than the ist of last January, demanded that

"not a single American pole, not a pound of American

plant, should be their [the English manufacturers']

motto"?

An important decision was handed down on June 22d

by the Supreme Court of Illinois in the proceedings in-

stituted by former Attorney general Moloney to prohibit

the General Electric Railway company of Chicago from

building and operating street railway lines under the

franchise granted by the Chicago City Council. The
court finds that the action was inspired by the Chicago

City Railway company and the Western Indiana Rail-

road company, whose business was threatened by the

new corporation, and it takes to task the attorney-gen-

eral for becoming the willing tool of these corporations.

The record shows that the Chicago City Railway com-

pany procured revocations, purchased or otherwise,

from property owners living along the proposed routes

of the General Electric Railway company, who had

signed the petition to the City Council for the new com-

pany. Another feature of the case alluded to in the

opinion is the fact that the attorney-general was silent

undercharges that he was paid for his professional serv-

ices by the railway company. The attorney-general had

based his action on the allegation that the General Elec-

tric Railway company had purchased consents from

property owners, and that the petitions contained nu-

merous forgeries as well as names of persons who were

not qualified to give consents, but the Supreme Court

refused to consider this feature of the case because the

action had been inspired by a corporation which had

resorted to similar methods in attempting to defeat the

General company. The decision hinged on the require-

ment that the complainant alleging fraud must come
into court with clean hands.

While the Fram, with Dr. Hansen and his adventur-

ous companions, was battling with the polar seas, the

Western Electrician gave a brief account, taken from

a magazine article, of the apparatus devised to produce

light during the long arctic night. It now appears, from

Dr. Nansen's book, "Farthest North," recently pub-

lished in this country by Harper & Brothers, that the

idea of operating dynamo by man-power was not real-

ized. The explorer says:

It may be mentioned as an improvement on former
expeditions that the Fram was furnished with an elec-

tric light installation. Baron Oscar Dickson provided
at his own cost the electric installation (dynamo, accu-
mulator and conductors), the dynamo to be driven by
the engine, while under steam, while the intention was
to drive it partly by means of the wind, partly by hand
power, during our sojourn on the ice. For this purpose
we took a windmill with us, and also a ' 'horse-mill" to be
worked by ourselves. I had anticipated that this latter

might have been useful in giving us exercise in the long

polar nights. We found, however, that there were
plenty of other things to do and we never used it; on the

other hand the windmill proved extremely serviceable.

Dr. Nansen mentions the use of kerosene in firing the

boilers, but states that this method was soon abandoned,

as the boilers were not adapted to it. He states that

Dr. Neumeyer of Hamburg took charge of the magnetic

equipment of the Fram.

The most startling features of the Tesla discoveries

that have been heralded by the daily newspapers

throughout the country lately are those which are sup-

plied by the imagination of the reporter or suggested

to the reader in glaring headlines. There is nothing in

what Tesla himself has said that could by any stretch

of meaning be considered as justification for the con-

clusions which his enthusiastic newspaper friends pre-

dict, and yet this great inventor is possessed of a hope-

ful temperament and that confidence which is born of

knowledge. When the subject of telegraphing without

wires was discussed by Tesla years ago, he expressed

the same confidence in the ultimate success of his work

that marks his utterances to-day. Nor has he added

much more to his expressions upon the topic of

vacuum lighting. It is not to be inferred from this

reticence that no actual progress has been made. Tesla

is an indefatigable worker and he has been engaged al-

most constantly upon these problems. He is certainly

entitled to success, and it is the earnest wish of all who
have followed his career that he may be amply rewarded.

But it must be admitted that thus far little information

and absolutely no results of a practical nature have been

given the world as the fruit of his years of toil in these

particular branches, Still, Tesla is confident of success,

and the world can well afford to share his hopefulness.

It is about time for the street railway companies of

Chicago to consider the problem of substituting a mod-

ern system for the antiquated and unsatisfactory cable,

that mechanical monstrosity that is at present employed

upon several of the most important trunk lines of the

city Since the introduction of the overhead trolley the

people of Chicago have come to realize the imperfec-

tions of the cable service, and there are complaints on

all sides because of the shortcomings and failures of

cable lines to accommodate the public. It is evident

that the Chicago City Railway company appreciates the

fact that it will be compelled to substitute electricity in

place of the present cable service, for it has bonded the

new rails which it laid on State street and Wabash ave-

nue across Jackson street, which is now being boule-

varded. This action on the part of the South Side com-

pany indicates that it recognizes the growing demand
for a change, and it is preparing to meet it. The only

question that remains to be settled is whether an over-

head trolley or a conduit system will be used. The
street railway companies, for obvious reasons, would

undoubtedly prefer to put in an overhead system, and it

is believed that the people would welcome the change,

but the opposition of the daily press might prevent the

City Council from granting the necessary permission.

At any rate it could cause serious delay. The people,

however, have gotten over their dread of the overhead

trolley wires, as practical experience has shown that

with first-class construction there is really no danger

from this source.
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TELEPHONE MEN.

Independent Association Formed at

Detroit—Activity in Other
Directions.

Permanent organization of the Independent Telephone

Association of the United States was effected at Detroit

on June 22d and 23d, when representatives from all

parts of the country gathered for the purpose of discuss-

ing the situation from the viewpoint of the operator of

the independent exchange. The delegates were wel-

comed by Mayor Maybury and Mr. Flowers of the De-

troit Telephone company, and a response was made by

Judge Thomas of Chillicothe, Ohio. Judge Taylor of

Fort Wayne followed with a brief address upon the Ber-

liner patent and its effect upon the telephone industry.

The constitution of the new organization provides for

the protection of operators and subscribers of independ-

ent exchanges and the establishment of a system of in-

tercommunication between cities and villages with a

reasonable charge for such service. Membership is

limited to those actually engaged in the operation of in-

dependent exchanges. Provision is made for the selec-

tion of officers and committees, and their powers and

duties are distinctly stated. A salary of $2,500 a year

was voted for the president, $1,000 a year for the sec-

retary and $750 a year for the treasurer. The actual

expenses of these offices will also be paid by the associa-

tion. There was considerable opposition to this feature

of the constitution, as well as to the plan of assessment.

Many members deemed the salaries too large and the

rate of assessment exorbitant. Mr. Holmes, represent-

ing the Detroit Telephone company, said there were

many objections among his associates to the constitution

as it stood as a whole. They objected to joining a body

organized for litigation. They believed in a commer-

cial association co-operating to extend toll lines and to

secure legislation favoring their purposes. The inde-

pendent companies were popular and could get the legis-

lation needed. What was really wanted was legislation,

not litigation. Mr. Holmes objected strongly also to

the charges per instrument and per toll-mile and to the

heavy salaries. The proposed constitution was on the

wrong path. It was foolish and suicidal. They should

not give out, moreover, that they feared or expected lit-

igation. If sued, they could attend to that when it

came. The Grand Rapids exchange had met the agents

of the Bell company three times on litigation and had

downed them. Others spoke in the same strain, but the

tendency of the majority was clearly in support of the

plan of the organizers of the association. The officers

elected were:

President—J. M. Thomas.

First vice-president—H. C. Young.

Second vice-president—E. K. Himes.

Third vice-president—T. Fricker.

Secretary^W. J. Vesey.

First assistant secretary—Z. W. Beers.

Second assistant secretary—D. C. Dow.

Treasurer—L. A. Carr.

President Keelyn on the Telephone Sit-

uation.

On Monday, following the recent Detroit gathering of

telephone men of the United States, a representative

of the Western Electrician called upon President

J. E. Keelyn of the Western Telephone Construction

company, at its Chicago office, to obtain his views on

the results accomplished at Detroit. Mr. Keelyn said:

"The Detroit convention, upon the whole, was as suc-

cessful as a convention could be, held under adverse

influences. To begin with, the association has for its

object most laudable things. Its membership includes

people from every section of the United States. Their

ideas naturally differed widely in matters of detail, al-

though they were a unit upon the main question. There

were, of course, people who had axes to grind, who created

a good deal of an uproar; but, like the bark of a stray

dog, there was little but the noise to fear. Some of the

reports which went out upon the convention will have

an unpleasant effect temporarily. However, it will

take only a short time to clear the atmosphere, and

show the real character of the institution to be of a suc-

cessful nature.

"Considering the magnitude of the undertaking, the

diverse views of those congregated upon questions of

detail, the convention accomplished an immense amount

of work, and finally resulted in an organization which

will very soon be operating effectively on clearly defined

lines. In fact, it may be said that already the associa-

tion is actively and systematically at work in line with

the purposes of the organization. It will probably as-

sume the usual attitifde of successful institutions of its

kind. Its work will be quiet and to the point in each

instance. Before leaving Detroit almost every element

of discord had been done away with, and it would as-

tonish even those present to find how greatly changed

some delegations are, and in the proper direction. The
association can do a stupendous amount of good work, if

properly guided. The officers and advisory board, hav-

ing direct charge of its affairs, are men of unquestioned

standing and the highest grade of intelligence. Every

mau is an earnest worker and a quiet fighter. As a matter

of fact nearly every delegate showed that he was a fighter.

If he had not been he would hardly have been in the tele-

phone business. In conclusion, I believe that the public at

large is to be congratulated that such a representative

body of citizens from all parts of the United States has

been found willing to espouse the popular cause of pro-

tection against monopoly and development of the great

art of telephony, with so little actual financial gain to

anyone, compared with the small pecuniary compensa-

tion for services."

H. C. Dodge Reviews the Convention.
General Manager H. C. Dodge of the American Elec-

tric Telephone company was seen on Monday last, and

his opinion requested as to the convention. Mr. Dodge

said: "About one-fifth of the independent telephone

exchange companies of the country w^ere directly repre-

sented at the Detroit convention. However, a large

number were represented by the respective manufactur-

ing companies with which they are dealing and to which

they are looking for protection and assistance, in a large

measure, in all that pertains to safe and profitable de-

velopment of their business.

"We ourselves were in receipt of letters from not less

than forty large exchange companies, asking us to rep-

resent them and use our best judgment in protecting

their interests. It is a well-known fact that the inde-

pendent movement has been so largely successful up to

the present time because of the untiring efforts of a few

old and experienced telephone men who have had the

courage of their convictions and have possessed ability

to construct apparatus of such efiiciency that its users

could successfully compete with service rendered by the

American Bell company; and one of the most encour-

aging things incident to the meeting was the manifest

spirit of harmony prevailing between operators of ex-

changes and legitimate manufacturers of apparatus. The
expression of opinion that these interests are entirely

mutual was gratifying. The prevalance of such confi-

dence will tend as much as any other one thing to in-

trench the interests of all concerned.

"As to the apparent results which will follow the

Detroit meeting, they can be conducive only to the wel-

fare of all interested in the defeat of the Bell monopoly.

While there were some differences of opinion and some

dispute regarding matters of equitable taxation and rep-

resentation, the very fact that these matters were

brought up so concisely and ably, that all could appre-

ciate the existence of the exact relation of the large in-

terests to the small ones, will be the means of bringing

about a speedy adjustment of disputed matters upon a

basis satisfactory and equitable to all.

"In our opinion all of the opposition companies will

eventually join the association, and harmony will pre-

vail.

"The various interests were represented by successful,

influential and conservative business men, of whose

ability, sincerity and trustworthiness there existed no

doubt."

Telephone Manufacturers Organize.

The manufacturers of independent telephones assem-

bled at Detroit June 23d, and heid an enthusiastic and

harmonious meeting, and organized an association to

protect and promote the interests of the manufacturers

and users of independent telephones. The following

named officers were elected unanimously:

President—H. A. Taylor, Standard Telephone & Elec-

tric company, Madison, Wis.
Vice-president^S. B. Rawson, Rawson Electric com-

pany, Elyria, Ohio.
Secretary and treasurer—J. Harry Lee, Viaduct Man-

ufacturing company, Baltimore, Md.

An executive committee was formed, consisting of one

member from each concern represented in the associa-

tion. .Ample means were pledged to carry out the ob-

jects of the association and conduct any litigation in-

volving the independent telephone business of the

country. The meeting was held behind closed doors,

and no detailed report of the proceedings of the associa-

tion will be made public.

Independent Telephone Association of
Michigan.

Representatives of anti-Bell exchanges in Michigan
organized a state association at Detroit on June 21st.

J. B. Ware of Grand Rapids presided during the or-

ganization of the association, and Alexander I. McLeod
of Detroit performed the duties of secretary. About fifty

persons interested in the independent telephone ex-

changes of Michigan were present. Judge Hatch of

Pontiac made an address, after which the convention

selected the following-named officers for the permanent
organization:

President—J. B. Ware, Grand Rapids.
Vice-presidents—W. L. Holmes, Detroit; James E.

Davidson, Bay City; George W. Finch, Escanaba.
Secretary—Alexander I. McLeod, Detroit.
Treasurer— J. H. Fildew, St, Johns.
Executive council—Dr.

J. Williams, Adrian; S. J.
Higgins, Saginaw; F. B. Johnson, Lansing; Hugh
O'Connor, Plymouth; Hugh Park, Muskegon; George
Weed, Lake Odessa, and the president, secretary and
treasurer.

The committee on resolutions adopted a report cen-

suring the Michigan Central, the Grand Trunk and the

Flint & Pere Marquette railroad companies for entering

into a contract to allow the use of Bell instruments only

in their stations.

Complaint in the Suit Against the Bell
Company for Patent Infringement.

[From the Boston correspondent of the Western Electrician.]

The American Bell Telephone company has until

August 2d in which to file its answer to the bill of com-

plaint brought by the Western Telephone Construction

company of Chicago, alleging infringement of the

Keelyn patent. The subpoena is returnable July 6th.

The bill of complaint alleging infringement, prepared by

Attorney S. S. Stout and signed by M. B. Kennedy for

the Western Telephone Construction company, is on file

in the United States Circuit Court in Boston, and is

substantially as follows:

The Western Telephone Construction company, a

corporation organized and doing business under the laws
of the state of Illinois, at 250 South Clinton street, Chi-
cago, brings this, a bill of complaint, against the Amer-
ican Bell Telephone company, a corporation organized
and doing business under the laws of Massachusetts and
having its ofiice in Boston in said district.

And thereupon your orator complains and says:

That your orator is informed and believes that prior

to January 5, 1897, James E. Keelyn was the original

and first inventor of a new and useful improvement in

telephone instruments fully described in the letters patent

hereinafter mentioned, and that said improvements had
not been known or used by others in this country and
not patented, or described in any printed publication, in

this or any foreign country before his invention or dis-

covery thereof, and not in public use or on sale for more
than two years prior to his application for letters patent

therefor.

And your orator, on information and belief, further

shows that said Keelyn, being, as aforesaid, the first in-

ventor and discoverer of said improvement, did, on the

27th day of April, 1S97, upon due application therefor,

obtain letters patent for the United States for said in-

vention, indue form of law, and numbered 581,350,

whereby there was granted and secured to said Keelyn
and his heirs, administrators or assigns, for the term of

17 years from and after the date of said letters patent,

the full and exclusive right and liberty of making, con-

structing, using and vending to others to be used, the

said invention and improvements as set forth in said

letters patent.

And your orator shows that by an instrument in writ-

ing, bearing date the 28th day of April, 1S97, the said

James E. Keelyn duly assigned, transferred and set over

unto your orator the said letters patent.

And your orator further shows unto your honors that

by virtue of the premises it became and now is the sole

and exclusive owner of said invention and letters patent,

and of all the rights and privileges granted and secured,

or intended to be granted and secured thereby. And
that since your orator became the owner thereof it has

invested and expended large sums of money and has been

to great trouble in and about said invention, and for the

purpose of introducing the same into use and making
the same profitable to itself and useful to the public;

and that said invention is and has been of great benefit

and advantage to your orator and the public; and that

the public have generally acknowledged and acquiesced

in the aforesaid rights of your orator, and your orator

believes that it will realize large gains and profits there-

from if infringement by defendants and their confeder-

ates shall be prevented.

Yet the said defendant, well knowing the premises and

the rights secured to your orator aforesaid, but contriv-

ing to injure your orator and to deprive it of the benefits

and advantages which might and otherwise would accrue

unto it from said invention, after as well as prior to said

assignment as aforesaid, and before the commencement
of this suit, did, as your orator is informed and believes,
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at the city of Boston and elsewhere in the United States,

without the license or allowance, and against the will of

your orator and in violation of his rights, and in the in-

fringement of the aforesaid letters patent, unlawfully

and wrongfully, and in defiance of the rights of your
orator, use and sell telephone switchboards embody-
ing and containing the invention described in and
patented by said letters patent, and that they still con-

tinue so todo; and that theyare threatening to continue
the aforesaid unlawful acts to a large extent, all in de-

fiance of the rights acquired by and secured to your orator

as aforesaid, and to its great and irreparable loss and in-

jury, and by which it has been and still is being de-

prived of great gains and profits, which it might and
otherwise would have obtained, but which have been
received and enjoyed and are being received and enjoyed
by the said defendant by and through its aforesaid un-
lawful acts and doings.

And your orator further shows unto your honors, on
information and belief that said defendant has had
notice of said infringement and of the rights of your
orator in the premises, but has disregarded said notice,

and refused to desist from said infringements, and still

continues so to do.

And your orator further shows unto your honors, on
information and belief, that said defendant has made
and realized large profits and advantages from said in-

fringements, but to what extent and how much exactly,

your orator does not know, and prays a discovery
thereof. And your orator says that the use of said in-

vention by said defendant and its preparation for and
avowed determination to continue the same, and its

other aforesaid unlawful acts, in disregard and defiance

of the rights of your orator have the effect to encour-
age and induce others to infringe said patent in disre-

gard to your orator's rights.

And your orator prays that said defendant, the Amer-
ican Bell Telephone company, and its and each of its

servants, agents, attorneys, employes, workmen and
confederates, and each and every of them, may be
perpetually restrained and enjoined by the order of an
injunction of this honorable court, from directly or in-

directly making, constructing, using, vending, deliver-

ing, working or putting into practice, operation or

use, or in any wise counterfeiting or imitating the said

invention or any part thereof; and that the said defend-

ant may be decreed to pay the costs of this suit; and
that your orator may have such further relief as to this

honorable court shall seem meet and shall be agreeable
to equity.

And forasmuch as your orator can have no ade-
quate relief, except in this court, to the end, therefore,

that the said defendant may, if it can, show why your
orator should not have the relief hereby prayed, and
may, but not upon corporal oath (the oath being ex-

pressly waived), according to its best and utmost knowl-
edge, remembrance, information and belief, full, true,

direct and perfect answer make to the premises, and
may be compelled to account for and pay to your orator

the profits by it acquired, and the damages suffered by
your orator from the aforesaid unlawful acts; and that

the court may assess said profits and damages to a sum
not exceeding three times the amount thereof.

Accompanying the bill are the letters patent describ-

ing Mr. Keelyn's invention. The patent is entitled

"Telephone Instrument," and the application for it was

filed January 5, 1897.

Telephone News from the Northwest.
[From the Minneapolis correspondent of the Western Elec-

trician. 1

Ninety-five men employed in the construction of the

long-distance telephone line were quartered at Marengo,

Iowa, recently,

John C. Baglien secured a verdict against the La
Crosse & Southeastern Telephone company at La Crosse,

Wis., for $1,900 damages for the destruction of hisstore

at Lovass by fire, alleged to have been started from de-

fective insulation. Lightning struck the wire and was

conveyed into the store over it. The case will probably

be carried up.

Employes of the Mutual Telephone company of Des

Moines, Iowa, struck and demanded a raise in their

wages from %2 to $2 25 a day.

The new building of the Northwestern Telephone Ex-

change company, at Fifth street and Third avenue,

south, in Minneapolis, has been occupied by the general

offices of the company, but the operating department

will not be moved until spring. The building is built

to meet the wants of a modern telephone exchange, and

Manager Christie affirms it is the finest of its kind in

existence. The operating room is 50 by 100 feet, lighted

by large windows on two streets, and also by skylights.

The room will have waiting rooms for the operators,

finely equipped, and there will be a bath and other toilet

accessories in connection. The new switchboard is be-

ing made in Chicago, and will not be ready until late in

the year.

The Home Telephone company of Cedar Rapids,

Iowa, which started last fall with about 300 instruments

in use, now has about 60a, and has toll connection with

over 70 towns.

The annual meeting of the Erie Telephone company,

controlling the Northwestern Telephone Exchange com-

pany, held in Minneapolis, resulted in the re-election of

the old directors and officers.

The Rocky Mountain Bell Telephone company is pre-

paring to make extensive improvements on its Coeur

d'AIene system this summer. New poles and new wire

will be put in at a cost of $10,000.

The Plymouth Telephone company of Plymouth, Wis.

,

will put in a new switchboard and make other improve-

ments.

The Council of Eau Claire, Wis., is considering grant-

ing a telephone franchise to the Western Telephone

Construction company.

Nearly enough subscribers have been secured at Rapid

City, S. D., to assure the Harrison Telephone company
extending its system to that place.

The Cedar Valley Telephone company contemplates

establishing a telephone exchange in Traer, Iowa,

The Northwestern Telephone company will extend its

lines from Greene, Iowa, to Mason City.

The American Telegraph &. Telephone company is an

applicant for a telephone franchise at La Crosse, Wis,

The Des Moines, Iowa, Council has ordered the Iowa

Telephone company to put its wires underground. The
cost is estimated at 830,000.

Business men of Hutchinson, Minn., contemplate

putting in a telephone exchange.

Driving a Dynamo from a Household
Faucet.

The Carlisle & Finch company of Cincinnati has re-

cently placed on the market a small water motor and

dynamo directly connected and combined to be used for

general experimental work and for charging storage bat-

teries, etc. The amount of water used is so small that

there is ordinarily no charge for it, thus rendering it pos-

sible to obtain electric current at a trifling expense.

DRIVING A DYNAMO FROM A HOUSEHOLD FAUCET.

This is a most convenient method of charging storage

batteries for bicycle electric lights, many thousand of

which are now in use. Physicians also find this little

machine well adapted to charging storage batteries for

cautery and other medical work.

The outfit, shown in the cut. may be attached to any

hydrant or faucet by means of rubber hose. The waste

water falls from the bottom of wheel case into the basin

or sink and is carried off by the waste pipe. Higher water

pressure is obtained on the lower floors of all buildings,

and it is best to connect as near the entrance of pipe into

building as possible. The bearings of the dynamo are

accurately made of brass or babbitt metal; they will run

a longtime with only occasional oiling. The commuta-
tor consists of two segments of ample wearing surface.

The brushes are tipped with a heavy block of German
silver and will run with very little wear. When worn

out they may be replaced at trifling cost. The dynamo
generates eight to 10 volts and one to two amperes, ac-

cording to the water pressure. The higher the pressure

the greater the output. It will light a six or eight-can-

dle power 10 volt incandescent -lamp, or several smaller

ones, if connected in series.

The machines are furnished with series or shunt wind-

ing. With the latter type and with 40 pounds water

pressure two storage cells in series may be charged.

With 90 to 100 pounds three cells may be charged.

Bicycle lamps are usually operated by two cells.

The company reports a very large sale of this novelty.

The commissioners for the management of the Arkan-
sas state penitentiary of Little Rock have awarded the

contract for the machinery and construction for the

state electrical plant to the Brown Electric & Machine
company of Little Rock. There will be two two-phase
50 kilowatt Westinghouse alternators belted to 12 by 12

inch Imperial engines. The construction work includes

about six miles of pole line and the wiring of all the

state institutions. P. T. Parker is the consulting engi-

neer.

A Speculation Regarding the Cause of
Rontgen Rays.
By Elihu Thomson.

Since so eminent a physicist as Prof.
J. J. Thomson

has in a recent paper put forward the hypothesis of the

breaking down of what we have been accustomed to call

the "elements" and has shown a reasonable basis for

such a hypothesis, the writer deems it not improper to

state that a similar view had quite independently arisen

in his own mind, the origin and progress of which may,

it is thought, be interesting toothers working and think-

ing in the same field. No apologies are offered for in-

dulgence in the speculations herein presented. They
are not presented as scientific theories, demonstrable by
appeal to facts, but may possibly aid in investigation,

and they are, therefore, given for what they are worth.

For some years the writer has felt that some light

might be shed upon the nature and relations of the so-

called elements could we attain exceedingly high tem-

peratures by any means. The elements may have been

evolved in the order of their complexity in a manner
similar in some respects to the species of plants and ani-

mals.

About four or five years ago an experiment was
planned as one possibly capable of permitting tempera-

tures far exceeding that of an electric arc, our present

limit, to be obtained, A temperature of less than

4,500° C. above absolute zero is not high when it is

remembered that there can be no upper limit assigned

to possible temperatures. Our chemistry is now ail con-

fined, so to speak, within lower limits than 4,000° C. to

5,000° C, and even within these limits most known com-
pounds are decomposed or dissociated. Can we not

raise our plane of temperature and give birth to a new
chemistry in which the present elements, though ap-

parently stable hitherto, shall become dissociated into

simpler forms? For that they are complex is to be inferred

from the complex spectra which all, not excepting

hydrogen itself, possess.

It was seen that the temperatures attainable by elec-

tric means were limited by the volatility and consequent

expansion into vapor of the substances subjected to elec-

tric current, but that if the expansion could be pre-

vented there might result the possibility of securing

indefinitely high temperatures. To do this it was
planned that a very strong and thick, but short, cylin-

der of tempered steel should have a small central open-

ing through it so as to make it into a thick tube. This

was to be lined with an insulating lining of some simple

compound, as magnesia, for example, in a perfectly pure

state. A core or wire of, say, metallic magnesium, was
to pass through this, after which carefully insulated

heads or caps were to be very solidly clamped to cover

the ends of the cylinder and form the terminals for the

passage of an electric discharge. This would pass

from head to head through the central core wire of

magnesium. This discharge was to be that of an enor-

mous condenser charged by alternating currents fur-

nished by a step-up transformer, and the amount of

energy to be delivered in a fraction of a second was to

be made very large. The operation would be nearly in-

stantaneous, and should result in enormously high tem-

perature of the material within the steel shell. There
could be no expansion to lower the temperature. A
spectroscopic examination was to be made of all the ma-
terials present before the experiment, and a similar ex-

amination after the experiment should declare the pres-

ence of any element not there before. Reasoning on the

idea that many complex compounds arise from sudden

heating and cooling of comparatively simple compounds,

it was thought possible that if dissociation of elemental

forms took place at the enormously high temperatures

the cooling would probably give rise to small amounts

of the denser elements, discoverable, perhaps, by the

spectroscope. These denser elements were to be the

"elemental tars" or "polymers" of simple ones sub-

jected to experiment. The experiment was to be varied

in many ways. This general proposition was described

to several associates at the time it was thought out.

Among these are several well-known workers, such as

C. P. Steinmetz, E. W. Rice, Jr., Robert Shand and

others. The plan was recognized as a basis for a possi-

bly fruitful research. There was no opportunity to pre-

pare for the work, and the idea was allowed to rest in

the hope that the future would yield the coveted freedom

to undertake it . After two or three years the discovery by

Rontgen of the peculiar radiation from the Crookes tube

led to the writer's giving considerable time to investigation

of the actions occurring, and probably as a consequence

of the prior thought in relation to elemental dissociation
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the idea came that in the Crookes bombardment stream

the conditions, upon collision with the platinum anode,

must represent those of an exceedingly high tempera-

ture of the gas. With certain exciting apparatus of

great power it was found that the bombardment was so

energetic as to heat in a few seconds an anode plate one-

sixteenth inch thick and an inch square to intense glow-

ing heat. Considering the small mass of the molecules

of gas projected from the cathode, the velocity of their

movement was seen to be extremely great if they were

to convey the energy delivered in so short a time to the

platinum anode. The layer of gas immediately in front

of the platinum must, it appeared, reach an extremely

high temperature and represent in a measure the condi-

tions sought for in the proposed experiment with the

steel tube already described.

The question arose. Could it be that the increase of

vacuum was after all due to the formation out of the gas

of small amounts of denser materials, or even that the

elementary gases were decomposed at the high tempera-

tures only tore-form on cooling but with a small "tarry"

residue, so to speak, polymers, perhaps, or denser, non-

volatile elements? If this were so, then the gas should

should eventually all disappear in the same way. It

does disappear, but how? We have guessed, but may

be mistaken. We need to know more o£ it.

Considering these matters, it occurred to the writer

that a cause for the production of Rontgen rays might

be found if the elements were dissociated into simple or

more primordial matter. Taking the view, which has

much to support it, that in the spectrum of ordinary

heat and light we find all those rates of electric oscilla-

tion which characterize vibrating molecules or the atoms

o£ elements composing them; that they set up waves in

the ether because the ether is essentially electro-mag-

netic; that the great rigidity of the ether, so opposed to

its apparent extreme mechanical mobility, is after all

only a chemical or electro-magnetic rigidity, bearing no

proportion to its mechanical properties, any more than

the ordinary fluidity of a chemical compound bears to

the chemical stability of the compound—we arrive at an

interesting supposition respecting the Rontgen ray

emanation. If the residual elementary gases are broken

up into simpler and finer matter within the area of the

bombarded spot, the normal electro-magnetic rates of

vibration of that finer matter should be far higher in

pitch or of shorter wave lengths than in the case of the

ordinary spectrum. According to this view, there would

be no oscillation so slow as ordinary light originating in

the finer matter dissociated from the elements at the

exceedingly high temperatures represented by the collid-

ing molecules or atoms immediately at the front of the

platinum anode. All the wave lengths emitted as nor-

mal to the new forms of matter, only existent at the

highest temperatures, would be of the Rontgen ray

order, and a spectrum of such rays might characterize

the matter present as the ordinary spectrum does the

low temperature combinations. But absence of diffrac-

tion and refraction effects thus far are formidable obsta-

cles to such analysis of these higher pitch rays.

The absence of the lower or Hertzian waves from

sunlight probably depends on there existing no mole-

cules or atomic aggregations in ordinary matter which

can possibly vibrate electrically at such low rates. So

in the hot primordial matter no ordinary light waves

need be generated, but only the higher order known as

Rontgen rays. The latter are the normal vibrations

occurring in such matter. The spectroscope cannot

help us in the analysis of these higher waves and the

forms of matter giving rise to them. Further, if in the

universe some of the hotter nebulae contain this ultra-

elemental matter the eye will not discover it, and the air

around the earth is too absorptive for these higher rays

to penetrate it and reach us. A "fire mist" of pri-

mordial matter must remain invisible until some part

cools sufficiently to form aggregations which we call

elements, which are, perhaps, only extremely stable

forms, resembling in stability most of our known com-

pounds at near absolute zero.

Admit the possibility of the view here expressed as a

speculation merely, and it follows that there may be

stars so hot interiorly as to possess only an outside layer

of elements in the ordinary sense, while farther down

within them are the black depths which shine only with

the higher rays. Our sun has a low density, and if its

interior, not subject to radiation loss, be ol very much
higher temperature than its exterior cloud of ordinary

elements, a rift in the cloud might let out Rontgen rays

which would produce electrical disturbances in the-earth's

outer atmosphere. Again, the mystery of the sun's sup-

ply of heat would be in part resolved. The heat given oat

in the formation of ordinary chemical compounds may be

relatively very small compared with that yielded during

the condensation of the ultra-elemental matter assumed

into ordinary forms called elements under very powerful

chemical or electrical forces. One can then conceive of

a real photosphere surrounding the sun, and begin to

understand the meaning of those tremendous outbursts

of activity connected with prominences and spots. Or-

dinary elementary forms, arising by combination and

cooling in the outer solar layers, would precipitate them-

selves into the hotter dark- interior, to be violently de-

composed, and this would occur over and over again,

until the interior temperature was too low for it. Should

the action become rhythmic we may begin to understand

sun spot periods or stellar variability.

These ideas are not scientific in the limited sense;

they are the result of imagination allow ed free scope in

dealing with imperfect data. The whole fabric must

stand or give way according to fitness in the light of

advancing knowledge of real facts. The history of

science and invention shows that progess often depends

upon a fortunate leap in the dark, and that no harm

can come from consideration of many suggested hypoth-

eses in a field where so little is known. To forewarn

is to forearm, even if the final result is to expose a

fallacy.

If the writer succeeds in drawing attention more than

ever to such a fruitful field of research as the Crookes

phenomena furnish, he will be satisfied. The convic-

tion cannot be escaped that we have in them the open-

ing of a new era in physical science—an extension of

limits, anew chemistry perhaps.

The "Unitary" Lighting System.
The T- B. AUfree Manufacturing company of Indian-

apolis, Ind. . claims to be the first firm to put on the mar-

ket a complete and comprehensive steam and electric

plant as a unit, especially adapted to isolated or "block"

lighting. This is termed the ' 'Unitary power and Ugh t

system." The picture gives an interior view of a power

house, or basement room of a business block, with an

AUfree safety boiler and a direct-connected automatic

engine. The boiler is of the internal furnace type,

having a large furnace flue extending from head to head,

and provided with rocking grate bars. A combustion

chamber at the rear conducts the gases into the tubes,

which return them to the smoke head at the front end

of the boiler, and then into the stack. No brick setting

is needed, and only such foundation as is required to

support the weight of the boiler. This type of boiler is

claimed to be the most economical in use. As all the

fire is contained within the boiler all losses of heat by

radiation are avoided, being absorbed by the water

contained within the shell. When properly insulated,

or covered by a good boiler covering, the loss by radia-

tion from the shell is inappreciable. The shell may be

Card Portable Motor.
In large machine shops, structural iron works and

other places where driUing or light boring has to be done
on heavy material much time can be saved by the use of

a motor if the latter is suitably mounted for easy trans-

fer from place to place. The frequent calls for such a

tool has caused the Card Electric company of Mansfield,

Ohio, to bring out the mounted motor illustrated by the

accompanying cut. All the working parts of the motor

are enclosed as a protection against accidents from dirt

or from the careless handling of material about it. The
cone pulley shaft is driven from the armature shaft by

CARD PORTABLE MOTOR.

gearing, and the ratio of the gears is such that the cone

pulley is made to run as near 200 revolutions per minute

as possible. On the armature shaft is a small pulley

which can be used for driving high-speed machinery

direct. The starting rheostat is non-combustible and
has a double-pole switch mounted on it, and as all the

connections to the motor are made before shipment from

the factory nothing has to be done to put the motor in

operation but connect the line wires to it. These mounted
motors are manufactured by the Card company in sizes

from two to 12 horse power, inclusive, and purchasers

are furnished a list of gears from which they can select

a pair to give the cone pulley a speed suitable for their

requirements.

"unitary" lighting system.

made of much heavier steel than is usual, and no cold

air is admitted to the combustion chamber. This boiler

is said to be comparatively inexpensive, cleanly, and one

easily cared for. The engine is an AUfree center crank

automatic engine, with extended shaft and base, on

which is located a multipolar dynamo of any desired

make, composing a compact, neat and handsome outfit.

Automatic lubrication is provided for all working parts,

which are provided with removable cast covers to pre-

vent splashing of oil and exclude dust. The steam

plants are made in sizes ranging from 15 to 150 horse

power, or 10 to 90 kilowatts generator capacity.

Test of an Electric Railway with Under-
ground Current Supply in Hamburg.
'Y:\i^ Hamhurgischer Correspoiidetit of April 4, 1897,

gives a favorable account of the trials made last winter

on the Lachmann system of electric railways with buried

conductors. The testing track is only 525 feet long,

but it is of normal gauge and

arranged with varying grades

and curves, and part of it is de-

pressed so that it may be over-

flowed. The car had a capacity

of carrying 36 passengers and

was operated by current supplied

at 500 volts. The tests were

made during rainy, unpleasant

weather and are said to have been

very severe, part of the track

being submerged. The system

makes use of a shallow conduit

or trough with a slotted opening

about three-fifths of an inch wide.

One trial consisted in running

the car into the water on the sub-

merged portion, allowing it to

stand there and then starting

up. This is said to have been

successfully accomplished, and

the writer of the article in the Correspondent says:

"It is therefore proven by repeated trials that the en-

trance of water into the conduit of the Lachmann

underground system does not cause any important dis-

arrangement in the operation of the railway." It is

calculated that the road (single track) would cost about

40 marks per meter to build, or about $17,000 per mile.

The Council of the city of Vienna, it is said, has voted a

credit for a trial track in that city to be at least 2,000

feet long.

The Commonwealth electric ordinance has passed the

Common Council of Chicago, over the mayor's veto.
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Municipal Lighting.^

By W. Worth Bean.

The subject to which I would respectfully invite your
attention is one of the most vital questions, and of the

most momentous importance—not only to the profes-

sion to which we have the honor to belong, but also to

various commonwealths of which it is our pride to be
citizens—that has ever arisen in this advanced electrical

era. Municipal ownership of electric lighting plants,

the most discussed of all the questions of municipal
polity, is the more insidious that it comes dressed in the

sheep's woolly garb of a philanthropist, which to the un-
initiated and ignorant has an alluring and plausible

aspect, but to the experienced are plainly visible the

wolf's deadly fangs, which have in every instance,

sooner or later, lacerated the taxpayer. The authors
and promoters of this alluring scheme are either vision-

ary theorists, who have no practical knowledge of its

manipulation, or unscrupulous politicians who, desiring

to pose as benefactors to the municipality, hope to in-

gratiate themselves in the hearts of the voter and thus
secure political plums for themselves and their hench-
men. That there are many honest supporters of this

political fad who, having been deceived by beautiful but
false reports from cities which are experimenting with

this question, are misled by political demagogues, is un-
deniable.

The tidal wave is sweeping over our land, and certain

municipalities are now on the crest, but it will not need
the average period of depreciation in a plant for the

wave to subside and leave the wrecks stranded with in-

creased burdens and depleted treasuries. Already cities

have sold their plants, paying dearly for their expe-

rience, and others are looking for buyers, in order to

unload their "white elephants." Municipal ownership
is contrary to the spirit of republican institutions.

From the Declaration of Independence we read: "We
hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are
created equal; that they are endowed by their Creator
with certain unalienable rights; that among these are

life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness; that to secure
these rights governments are instituted among men."
These are the fundamental principles of our republican
form of government, and nothing therein can be con-
strued to mean that government was instituted for the

purjiose of becoming a commercial producer. The
framers of our constitution had no idea that the govern-
ment they were establishing would ever enter the field of

competition to the discouragement of private enterprise.

The political demagogue of the present day would read
the above extract about as follows: That all men are
created equal—except central station men; they are
endowed with certain unalienable rights—except central

station men; that among these are life, liberty and the

pursuit of happiness—except furnishing municipalities

with electric lights; that to secure these rights—and also

municipal ownership—government was instituted among
men. No! Government, whether national, state or

municipal, was instituted for the purpose of protection

and not production. It would be just as reasonable for

the city to enter any pursuit, such as farming, or as a
grocer, or keep a sawmill to saw its own material for

sidewalks or paving, or manufacture shoes for its citi-

zens, or run a saloon for the profit there is in it, as for

it to enter the field of lighting. Just as sure as a nation
becomes a commercial producer, competing against its

own citizens, just so sure will the seeds of its own dis-

integration be sown.
Municipal ownership is a sourceof danger to the com-

monwealth, in that it affords a great opportunity for

fraud. Municipal corruption is so common and so well

known that it needs no argument to prove the danger of

opening a new avenue of power in the hands of un-
principled public officials. In this business there are a

number of important, and ought to be well salaried,

offices, which can be used to great advantage by political

manipulators to further their own ends to the detri-

ment of the city. In the state of Michigan one political

party had been in power for 34 years until 1891. A
member of the old party was elected to the Senate and
introduced a bill to benefit Coldwater, Mich., and this

has been the Mecca of the municipal advocates ever
since, It has been the oasis in the desert where the

could get sweet morsels to roll under their tongues to

advocate the scheme of municipal ownership. I ven-

ture to say that more than a score of towns and cities

have charged up expenses for the examination of this

delectable plant, and from their own printed statements
I am willing to qualify that the figures are not as they
should be made. Reports come from Grand Haven,
Mich. , that through political influence a competent elec-

trical corps has been discharged to make room for inex-

perienced friends of the "powers that be." "To the victor

belong the spoils" isa policy followed with unswerving
fidelity by a great many city officials. Scandals from our
great cities in regard to employes, inspectors, officials and
boodle alderman should teach us to avoid throwing this

enterprise, involving hundreds of thousands of dollars,

and positions of the utmost importance to the city, into

the maelstrom of municipal politics.

Municipal ownership is unjust to the electrical plant

now in the field. The central station man has, through

his industry, ingenuity and executive ability, built up a

large enterprise. The city has invited him to invest

thousands of dollars, not only of his own money,
but also the money of its own citizens, with no
immediate show of dividends, and, in some cases, barely

sufficient income to pay the running expenses and in-

terest on the bonds during a period that will amount
from one-half to the whole of the average amount of

I. Read before the National Electric Light association at

Niagara Falls, N. Y., June 8, 1897.

time allowed for depreciation of the plant. The central

station man during this time has been harrassed with

the anxiety of meeting the fixed charges, maintaining
the credit, providing a reserve fund to meet loss by fire,

windstorms and burned-up apparatus, and cheering up
despondent stockholders who have nothing to show for

their money but the rosy-hued prospect that, at some
time in the near future, there will be an adequate divi-

dend to compensate them for their risk, and now, when
these hopes are about to be reali;::ed, in a modest de-

gree, they are confronted by municipal ownership. He
must either compete with the city^—-which, through igno-

rance, will furnish lights below cost—or sell out. The
latter proposition is impossible, for he cannot hope to

dispose of a plant that has depreciated 50 or 75 per cent,

without great loss; therefore he is compelled to continue
in business with his former heaviest consumer now his

strongest competitor, with the prospect of having to

renew his plant within a very short time, at a heavy ex-

pense, and knowing full well that there is room for but
one paying plant in a city of that size. Such conduct
on the part of the city amounts to the indirect confisca-

tion of property; obtaining a competent and effective

service for years without profit, holding out the alluring

representations of a future gain.

Municipal ownership is unjust to the taxpayer. That
through ignorance or willful errors in keeping accounts
it is certainly true, in most cases, that lights are fur-

nished to the city and private patrons at a loss, and the

deficits charged to some other accounts. Very few of

its citizens are able to take the lights at the reduced
price, for the great majority of its citizens are day
laborers, who are paying for their homes, and cannot
afford to take the lights even at any price, but who
eventually must help to carry the burden of the ever-in-

creasing loss, thus making the many help pay for the

luxuries of the few. The city clerk of Hamilton. Ohio,
utters a disrail wail, recorded in the Electrical Engi-
gineer. He says:

Hamilton, oEall the cities in the Uaiced States, is the most
afflicted with the municipal ownership craze, and, having had its

lill on theory, is now reaching the result under adverse circum-
stances. We are deluded in the belief that we have cheap water,
cheap gas and electric lights, but when we add to these luxuries
the fact that we have so raised the rate of municipal taxation un-
til it has become burdensome, and then compare with other cities

of our size, we are not so well off as we think we are,

We are taxed to pay ttie interest on the gasworks and
the electric light plant, as well as to provide tor the redemp-
tion of the bonds, and we are also taxed for the purpose of light-

ing the corporation, which is nothing more than a double taxa-
tion.

Municipal ownership has cost the city ^575,000, It is

reported that an order has been made to discontinue the

electric lights, on account of lack of funds. This has
been a very expensive experience for Hamilton, and the

taxpayer who has burned nothing but an oil lamp now
helps to pay the bill.

The result, in most cases, will be less efficient service

than under the competitive system. Central station men
who have been in the business for a long time, and who
have had years of experience, are, without doubt, the

most competent to give the best service of the times. He
surrounds himself with expert electricians and a corps

of able assistants who have been educated in the busi-

ness and retain their position by the strictest attention to

duty. He is continually devising means for improving
his service, not only in employes, but also in the latest

improved machinery. On the other hand, municipali-

ties change their officials frequently and new men take

control. Councilmen who oftentimes are not even good
business men, and have no knowledge of apparatus and
electrical affairs, pass on the purchasing of supplies and
the competency of electricians and engineers, deposing
experienced incumbents and apportioning political plums
to friends of but ordinary ability. The men now in con-

trol attempt to compete with electrical experts and com-
petent engineers of long experience, and about the time
when they are beginning to understand their plant and
how to save loss—in a year, or possibly two—the coun-
cil changes, and they must step down to make way for

those of even less ability. Again, in smaller cities coun-
cilmen are often elected on the single issue of economy,
and in order to fulfill the expectations of their constitu-

ents, they must cut expenses. The first attack is made
ontheofficial salaries, which results in filling responsi-

ble positions with inefficient men. Experts cannot af-

ford to educate themselves for positions commanding
low salaries and subject to the vicissitudes of municipal
politics, and we all know too well the cheap men in this

business are the most expensive. Then, again, the eco-

nomical councilmen will object to improving the plant,

which will require vast suras in replacing that which has
but lately cost so much, and for which they have not as

yet finished paying. This is especially so if the improve-
ments are demanded in a time of financial depression,

and when taxes are already too high. Electrical plants,

of all apparatus, are the most liable to be out of date, as

in this class of machinery improvements are sudden and
extremely radical, and what to-day is the best that can
be bought, to-morrow, next month, or next year, is noth-

ing but scrap iron if placed on the market. City coun-
cils do not realize this, and in nine cases out of ten,

would refuse to appropriate the necessary funds for the

needed improvements, and, as a consequence, their

antequated machinery, combined with inexperienced
management, gives the city the meanest service for the

highest price.

The glowing reports from cities that are experiment-
ing with this question are unreliable and misleading, ex-

cept to the electrical profession. In some cases, where
the plant is new and there is no perceptible depreciation,

and where they have providentially escaped accident or

disaster, no doubt these statistics are honestly, though
ignorantly, compiled, deceiving the taxpayers into the be-

lief that their venture is a glorious success. The engi-

neer's salary and the coal bill are often charged to the
water department, and the water consumer helps pay
the electric light bill.

In most instances the item of interest on the outstand-
ing bonds is charged instead of interest on the entire
plant, and four percent, depreciation is charged, where-
as from 10 per cent, to 15 per cent, should be the rate.

In some cases losses by fire are not accounted for; in

others accidents are never charged. The loss to thecity
of the taxes that would be paid in by a private corpora-
tion is not computed, and in a great many cases the ac-
counts are so mingled with other departments that it is

impossible for even the officials themselves to tell how
much the lights for street purposes cost the city. The
chairman of the special committee of the municipal and
opposition ownership, in his report to the Northwestern
Electrical association, says:

We have endeavored to investigate the results obtained in the
municipal plants already established, but lind that this cannot
be properly done, except bj' sending a capable representative to
these plants. We have written for regular city reports, and have '

sent out blanks requesting answers to a number of questions
asked. We find that, in the majority of instances, the expense
report, as covering the cost of electric lighting, does uot covei
such cost, as is evidenced by finding electric light expenses
cliarged under separate heads, and in but few instances does the
city figure anything against the plant for interest, depreciation,
taxes, water rent, office rent, management, fire insurance, water
insurance, employers' liability insurance and general risk, It Is

needless to say that, without including but a portion of the ex-
pense of conducting an electric light plant, they can send out re-
ports that look veiy inviting to other cities that are paying a fair
rate for lighting their streets and houses. The easiest way to
demonstrate the fallacy of this scheme is by making a personal
investigation and determining just what portion of the expenses
are omitted that should be figured against the cost of the city's
expenses in operating their electric light plant,

I have personally visited Niles, Kalamazoo and South
Haven, Michigan, and I know that these cities are pay-
ing more for their lights than their official reports show
what they cost, and yet they are considered among the
list of those which are successful with municipal lighting.

The city of Detroit has probably the finest equipped
plant in the state of Michigan, and operated under the
most advantageous circumstances, and yet she pays Sioo,
in round numbers, per lamp, for 1,483 lamps under
municipal ownership, while St. Joseph and Benton Har-
bor, under the relentless pressure of a private corpora-
tion, only pay $90, on an average, for 62 lamps. Tipton,
Ohio, and Marquette, Mich., had serious accidents,
and the deluded taxpayer, with his eyes partly open,
refuses to vote more money for such a hazardous enter-
prise. It is not every city that can boast of the advan-
tages which South Norwalk, Conn,, enjoys, and of which
she should well be proud, in that she has an expert
electrician and a retired army officer to guard her plant
from the evils that have blighted most enterprises, and,
no doubt, to their efficient services is due the momen-
tary success attributed to that municipal plant (I am in-

formed, however, that their services are free to the

city) ; but in the great majority of cases the city is not
so favored, and the central station man, by his well
earned knowledge and education in the profession, by
his intimate acquaintance with the plant, and by the
rigid economy that only comes from long experience, is

enabled to furnish the city with the most efficient serv-

ice, at the same price or even less than the same price
that it actually costs the city to produce its own light,

and yet save for himself a reasonable profit for his en-
terprise.

At this present writing, however, municipal lighting

has not passed through its most dangerous period, and
it is difficult to predict its final result. It is now but at

the dawn of its existence, but a December day will be
long in comparison with the life it has to run, for when
bonds are to be redeemed, accidents befall the plant,

and a depreciated plant is to be renewed; then comes the
trying ordeal, and woe be to the city that has not pro-
vided against that day, but has wasted its substance in

riotous living, for then it will be found to have nothing
left for its existence but the husks of "municipal
lighting."

It is to be hoped that each and every member of this

association, and of every central station, will constitute
himself into a committee of one to get reliable data con-
cerning municipal ownership, and present it in a proper
form to the thinking public of this country, and after a

full and thorough examination by the voters and tax-

payers in this broad land, I think the question will be
effectually settled.

Thanking you for your attention, and hoping for your
hearty co-operation in dealing with this all-important
question, I respectfully submit this paper for your con-
sideration.

Discussion,

H. L, DoHERTv: I consider this subject a very seri-

ous one. I am out of the woods myself, but I have had
a little experience, as has Mr. Bean and several other
members. The city plants now in operation are dismal
failures, but every one of them sends out reports that

look very inviting to other cities.

J. I. Beggs: The remarks of Mr, Doherty prompt
a suggestion, taking a text from the president's re-

marks this morning, that he didn't think it was nec-
essary for an association of this kind to have a large

surplus fund. It seems to me that there is no use to

which the association could devote a part of those funds
with greater advantage to the central station and light-

ing interests of the country than to employ an intelli-

gent, painstaking expert to get reliable data from a
number of municipal plants in different sections of the
country. As has been well stated in this paper, the
data that is available, except in very few cases, is unre-
liable in the extreme. I believe that the only municipal
plant that has put forth a report that is entitled to any
respect as to its credibility is that of the city of Detroit;

and certainly any central station manager here, I think,
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would be very glad indeed, if he were running the cen-

tral station in the city of Detroit, to furnish their light-

ing at as low rates as they are getting now, and relieve

them of all the disasters that Brother Bean has suggested

are likely to overtake them in the future in connec-
tion with their own investment. But, as I had occasion

to say once before in this convention, I think the city of

Detroit was entirely justified in doing what it did. It

was driven to it. And, gentlemen, let us take a text

from that ourselves. Do not compel the municipalities

in which you are managing electric light plants to put
in for their own protection the means of lighting them-
selves. I take two papers that have been presented here
this afternoon and I contrast them; and I suggest that

from ray standpoint the one that was read just a little

while ago would be better if some of the things said

in that paper had not been said. I refer to it now simply
to suggest that in the paper read by Mr. Cahoon earlier

in the afternoon session the inference might be drawn
that the balance of your business in many of these cities

in which you are doing business is unprofitable, but it

is made to show a profit because of your city contract;

and I refer you to the first page of Mr. Gaboon's paper.

I desire to draw attention to that fact here, because it is

incumbent upon us who have large capital invested in

different sections of this country, to feel that we are

doing what we can do in a legitimate way to render un-

necessary the exploitation of municipal plants by
municipalities over the country; and therefore we
should see how we can reduce the cost of producing
electric current to a price where we can show to a city

that we can supply current because of the large business

that we are doing and because of having this expert

knowledge, better knowledge of the conditions necessary

to run a plant economically than they can possibly have.

But, unfortunately, many plants over the country have
not done that.

The accompanying data, relating to the depreciation

of the city of Detroit's lighting plant, were compiled by
the debaters of the Wisconsin University who so suc-

cessfully upheld the negative side of the question,

"Would it be advisable for the city of Madison to estab-

lish its own lighting plant?" It will be noted that they

have entirely omitted depreciation or appreciation on
the real estate exclusive of buildings. Of course, the

depreciation or appreciation on this property is an un-
known factor, but the balance of the data is extremely
interesting, inasmuch as competent authorities were con-
sulted in reference to the depreciation on the several

divisions of the construction, and in each case the low-
est figure given was accepted. A correspondent who
furnishes this data says that if it is accepted by thinking

people, it proves beyond a doubt that the city of Detroit

is losing considerable money through the ownership of

the electric lighting plant, to say nothing of the possible

loss which may occur through unforeseen changes in the

manner of producing light, or accidents which are not
beyond the line of possibilities:

Cost.
Rate of
deprecia-

tion.

Amount
of depre-
cialion.

Buildings, sidewalks, docks,
floors, railroad track, etc

Lamps and electric machinery. ..

5224,741.00

70.047.00
107,779.00
87,602.00

87,530.00

.025

.10

-20

-075

075

f 5,618.52
7,o,t7.oo

21.555-80
6,570.15

6,564-15Steam plant and machine shop. .

Total 8507,016,00 8.3^ 9+7,355-62

Government Ownership a Failure.

[From the Allegheny Rccora.

The action of Brazil in abandoning state ownership
of railroads must attract attention of all students of so-

cialism. The attempt of the Brazilian government to

make the railroads profitable has not been successful
financially, and it has recently offered to lease the entire

system of 14,000 miles of track to any responsible com-
pany that would pay a bonus of $70,000,000, this bonus
to cover the rental of the tracks, rolling stock and other
property pertaining to the railways for a term of 50
years, and to be accompanied by guarantees to restore

the property in good order at the end of that period.
No further obligation is incurred, except the ordinary
taxes. Two syndicates—one composed of German cap-
italists, in which Herr Krupp, the gun manufacturer,
was prominent, and the other of English bankers who
already have large interests in Brazil and other South
American companies—presented informal proposals
which, however, did not comply with the conditions,
and were not considered by the authorities. Some of

the Brazilian roads which used to pay dividends before
the government took control began to run behind almost
immediately upon the assumption of government owner-
ship. Thus the Central railroad, which formerly paid
a nine per cent, dividend, has been costing the govern-
ment $2,000,000 or $3,000,000 more than it earned.
This is true in measure of the other roads.

Copper, Platinum, Zinc and Mica.

The annual report of David T. Day, the chief of the

government division of mineral resources, shows that

the production of copper in the United States in 1896

far exceeded that of any previous year, being 453,007,-

139 pounds, valued at $48,698,267, nearly equal to that

of the gold produced in the country, and largely exceeded

in value only by iron and by silver when computed at the

coining value of the latter metal. To the electrical in-

dustries of the United States and of other countries is to

be attributed the increasing demand for copper.

Zinc does not show a like increase, being exceeded in

quantity and value in several years previous to iSg6.

The figures for last year were 81,499 tons, valued at

$6,519,920.

The report shows that platinum is one of the metallic

products of the United States, although the amount is

very small, varying (for the years from 1887 to 1896)

from 75 ounces in 1893 to 600 ounces in 1890. The
quantity produced in 1896 was 163 ounces, worth S944.

Among the non-metallic products enumerated mica is

perhaps of most interest to the electrician. The quan-

tity produced in 1896 is not given, but the value was

$57,041. The table shows that there has been a falling

off in the domestic production of this useful product,

especially noticeable since 1893, although the year 1S87

witnessed the greatest valuation of Amsrican-mined

mica—$142,250.

Litigation over Walker Company's
Plans.

Judge Taft of the United States Circuit Court at Cin-

cinnati has granted the Walker company a restraining

order, preventing W. H. Bone and R. T. Bone from de-

livering to supposed competitors certain plans, specifica-

tions, data and figures said to be exclusive by the prop-

erty of the Walker company. The company declares in

the bill of complaint that the defendants were employes

of the Walker Manufacturing company, and after the

organization of the Walker company they were con-

tinued in the employ of the new corporation. The
plaintiff states that Messrs. Bone are the custodians

of valuable papers, plans, etc., containing secrets of the

business. These plans, it is averred, cost the Walker

company in excess of $50,000, and are of immense value

in the business. The company then goes on to say that

the defendants, acting in connection with other parties

whom the company believes to be competitors in busi-

ness, but whose names it has not been able to ascertain,

have been taking copies of plans, specifications, data,

figures, and practically all of the valuable secret equip-

ment and business of the Walker company. The bill

of complaint further alleges as follows:

The defendants have been secretly carrying on their

plans in connection with other employes, and with the

knowledge of parties not in the employ of the plaintiff.

They have continually been carrying away tracings and
drawings used in the business, contemplating to deliver

such. The defendants are contemplating quitting the

employment of the plaintiff, and using or disposing of

the plans, which information they have acquired only by
means of their employment in the service of the plaint-

iff. This information is secret, valuable and confiden-

tial. The plaintiff believes and is informed that they
have in the day and night time entered the works and
carried away property, the full extent of which is not

known. They have copied or duplicated these plans,

returning the originals to their place.

Failure of a Horseless Carriage Com-
petition in England.

The Engineer of London is not so enthusiastic over

horseless carriages as it was. It offered a prize of 1,000

guineas for the best motorcar, as this type of vehicle is

denominated by some of the English writers, but the

committee in charge found no entry worthy the prize.

No fewer than 72 entries were made. When it came to

the point, however, five vehicles appeared, and the

judges found none that they could conscientiously give a

prize to. The result seems to show that there is no such

thing as a motorcar industry in England, and "no such

thing as a thoroughly satisfactory self-propelled vehicle

there."

Of one type the judges make this comment: "The
electric car is an ideal motor carriage; no dirt, no smell,

no noise; steered by a pair of reins: its power adjusted

by a slight motion of the seat beneath the driver. It

was enough to see this vehicle running quietly about the

grounds, up hill and down, without the smallest hesita-

tion or trouble, to be convmced of its merits. In the

details of its mechanism it is simplicity itself; but, alas!

it has the fatal defect that it cannot store electricity

enough for a run of more than about 20 miles. Yet

even with this limitation it is difficult to believe that

there is not a future for the electric motorcar."

It is to be assumed from this that the manufacture of

electric carriages has not proceeded so far in Great

Britain as in this country.

General Electric Railway Franchises.
The Supreme Court of Illinois has confirmed the Gen-

eral Electric Railway company's franchises, and that

corporation is now in position, so far as legal rights are

concerned, to construct and operate an electric railway

system upon the South Side in competition with the Chi-
cago City Railway company. The litigation was started

in the name of former Attorney-general Moloney, but it is

claimed that is was inspired and conducted by the Chicago
City Railway company and the Western Indiana Rail-

road company. The court in the opinion gives the fol-

lowing summary of facts as the result of its investiga-

tion:

Almost the whole of the street railway traffic of the
South Side of the city of Chicago is at present conducted
by the Chicago City Railway company. If the new road
be opened up, as contemplated in the ordinance in ques-
tion, it will compel the Chicago City Railway company
to divide its passenger traffic with the new road. Thus
the interests of the City Railway company are seriously
imperiled. It is not to be wondered at, then, that this
record discloses by numerous affidavits that the Chicago
City Railway company has procured revocations, pur-
chased or otherwise, from property owners living along
the line of the proposed road. Nor is it to be wondered
at that able and eminent counsel has appeared in this

court to assist the attorney-general, who meets with
silence the charge made in open court that he is being
paid for his professional services by this company.

Without doubt the interests of both the Chicago City
Railway company and the Chicago & Western Indiana
Railroad company and its lessee roads, some of whom
carry on a suburban passenger service, would be im-
periled by the building of the General electric rail-

way. During the long arguments before this court it

was not made to appear to the court that any other
property owner or citizen save and except those com-
panies would suffer any injury from the building of
this road. These considerations have been forced upon
the court during the arguments, and that they are
proper to be taken into account is shown by the lan-

guage of other courts in passing upon like cases.

From the evidence in this record we cannot escape
the conclusion that the inception of this information, its

progress in the court below and what has been done
here is in the interest of these rival companies. This
information does not appear to have been filed to pre-
serve a public right or benefit. It is, if sustained, pre-
ventive of a healthy compensation in the interest of the

people resident in that part of the territory in Chicago
where the road is proposed to be constructed. It is to

the disadvantage of the corporations which the chancel-
lor found were the only parties in interest aiding in this

proceeding. The infraction of public rights, if any
exist, is not that of which the people complain. The
complaint made on this information is not for the pub-
lic welfare.

The court accordingly sustains the decision of the

lower courts and refuses to grant an order prohibiting

the building and operation of the lines by the General

Electric Railway company.

J.
H, Torrey, Winnipeg, Manitoba, has secured the

contract for the electric wiring and fixtures for the new
Winnipeg Opera House.

Electrical Oil Pumping,
[From the Canadian Engineer.]

An interesting and highly successful experiment has

been carried out at Petrolia by W. H. Ashworth, man-
ager and electrician of the electric light company of that

towU; in applying electricity to the pumping of oil. Out
of the 8.000 oil wells, which yielded about 800,000 bar-

rels in Canada last year, there are nearly 6.000 in and
around Petrolia. One would think that in a town like

Pelrolia, where they have "oil to burn," so to speak,

they would use some kind of crude oil engine, or at least

use oil as fuel for the steam engines that are required on
the fields. But they do neither. They use steam en-

gines to work the pumps that lift the crude oil, and they

use wood and coal for fuel for these engines. • As those

acquainted with the petroleum business know, the wells

are bored in all directions about the town, many of them
in the back yards of the owners' houses, so that the visi-

tor on approaching the town sees a forest of derricks,

looking like the stumps of trees left after a fire has

passed through a green forest. Under each derrick is a

well, worked either by a "walking beam" or a "kicker"

—that is, two arms joined at right angles, one arm slant-

ing vertically, the other horizontally, the latter having

the pump rod attached to its outer end. A group or

"batch" of these wells is operated from one
engine, -rods and scantlings being connected from the

engines to the kickers and walking beams. The wells

run by one engine are at all kinds of angles to each

other, this being easily accomplished by a crude hori-

zontal wheel, making a quarter turn and back, and so

pushing and pulling the rods of the pumps on its line.

By putting a wheel whenever a well has to be reached

at an angle, a dozen or even 30 wells may be reached

from a single engine. Mr. Ashworth last July under-

took to operate a "batch" of wells from the dynamo in

the Petrolia Electric Light company's power house, and

installed a six kilowatt 500 volt Canadian General ma-

chine in a small building in the field beside one of the

old engine houses. The little shed required for the pur-

pose was only half the size of the steam power house,

and no heavy foundation or boiler setting was required.

The machine was placed on a frame consisting of two

pieces of 10 by 10 inch timber on each side, one on top

of the other, to give a clearance from the ground for the
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driving gear, which was a set of pulleys belted so as to

reduce the motion imparted from a main shaft operating

a crank at either end. the two cranks being placed so as

to give an alternate motion to the two sets of pump rods;

this simple apparatus was attached to 16 very heavy
wells known as "water wells," and running at much
higher than the usual speed, but they have been run

most successfully by electricity ever since. No boy or

man is required for firing, and the machine requires no
attention after it is started each day. Last year in Ohio
or Pennsylvania one or two wells were experimentally

operated by electricity, there being a separate dynamo
for each well, but this, we believe, is the first case on
record when a "batch" of wells has been electrically

operated.

Proceedings Against the Electrical
Journal Publishing Com-

pany.

On Monday, June 2Sth, the attorneys for A. W. Ste-

venson filed an amendment to the latter's bill asking for

the appointment of a receiver for the Electrical Journal

Publishing company. No receiver has been appointed,

although by a curious mistake on the part of a court

clerk the Western Electrician was led into the error

of so stating last week, this being the result of an entry

on the clerk's docket stating that an order to that effect

bad been entered by the court, when in fact such order

had been reserved for further consideration. The
amended bill will probably come up for action on the

next contested-motion calendar, and may be acted upon

on July 6th.

CORRESPONDENCE,

New York Notes.

New York, June 26.^An interesting legal examination

of Bell telephone men is in prospect. The Appellate

Division of the Supreme Court decided yesterday that

Simon Sterne is entitled to examine before trial the offi-

cers of the Metropolitan Telephone & Telegraph com-

pany and their books in his action to enjoin the com-

pany permanently from removing a telephone from his

office for which he paid S150 a year and which the com-

pany proposes to replace with a better telephone at S240

a year. The court says that as the questions at issue

are whether the company was not doing a profitable

business at its former rates for telephones and whether

the improvements in the service are of a character to re-

quire an advance to $240 a year, the examina-tion of the

defendants in connection with the company's books can

be required by the plaintiff.

The litigation growing out of the endeavor of the

Metropolitan Street Railway company to introduce elec-

tric traction in Eighth avenue and other streets drags

on its weary way. The appeal from Justice Beach's

decision, which was adverse to the city's right to buy

the road, was argued before the Appellate Division of

the Supreme Court on Tuesday. Several eminent

lawyers spoke. Wheeler H Peckham, for the property-

owners who began the action to prevent the construction

of an electric system, argued that the city had a perfect

right at any time to take possession of the road on pay-

ing the original cost of construction. He also touched

upon the powers of the Board of Electrical Control, ar-

guing that the company could not put electrical con-

ductors under the surface of the street without the con-

sent of that board. Assistant Corporation Counsel

William L Turner spoke for the city. He said that the

city had taken an appeal solely for the purpose of hav-

ing the powers of the Board of Electrical Control in the

matter judicially determined. The city authorities did

not regard it as open to serious question that the Legis-

lature had the power to authorize the change proposed.

The corporation counsel also urged that the question of

the city's right to purchase the road at any time should

not be decided upon a taxpayer's petition, but should be

reserved until such time as the city might undertake to

exercise this right. These points being put aside, Mr.

Turner argued that the court should restrain the con-

struction of the electric conduits proposed until the com-

pany submitted itself to the Board of Electrical Subway
Commissioners. As the summer vacation begins at the

end of June the case may not be decided until fall.

M.S.

PERSONAL.

Mass., spent a few days in Chicago last week looking

after the interests of his company.

J. Orne Ryder has resigned his position as secretary

and treasurer of the Crown Woven Wire Brush com-
pany of Salem, Mass.

B. F. Small, secretary of the Electric Cigar Lighter
& Advertising company, St. Louis, was in Chicago last

week in the interests of his company.

H. Barrington Cox of London, England, spent several

days in Chicago last week with S. F. B. Morse. Mr,
Cox, during his visit in this country, renewed acquaint-

ance with many friends of his youth, both in New York
and Cincinnati, his former home.

John B. Whitehead, who has been connected with
the Cataract Construction company at Niagara Falls for

several months, has been appointed to an assistant pro-

fessorship in the Johns Hopkins University at Balti-

more. iVIr. Whitehead will begin bis new duties next
October.

The deaths of C. W. Earle and Graff Baker, English
electrical men, are announced. The former was in his

sixty-eighth year and was largely interested in interna-

tional telegraphic cables; the latter was but 32 years of

age, but is spoken of as one of the pioneers of electric

traction in Great Britain.

W. R. Mason of Chicago-has been appointed agent of

the Walker company for the state of Missouri, with
head quarters in St. Louis. Mr. Mason is one of the

best known electrical dealers in the West, and he has
an especially wide and valuable acquaintance among
electric railway men His years of experience as man-
ager and salesman and his knowlege of southern trade
should prove of much value to the Walker company.

On June 2d there was a large gathering at the Cal-
vary Methodist Episcopal church, Seventh avenue and
I2gth street, New York city, to witness the marriage of

Miss Ida Maud Stafford and Mr. Robert Edwards. The
ceremony was performed by the Rev. Dr. McChesney
at eight o'clock. The bride's sister, Miss Bessie Stafford,

attended her as a maid of honor. Mr. Dudley Frost
was the best man-. A reception followed the church
ceremony at the home of the bride's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Harlow H. Stafford, 225 West 126th street. Mr.
Edwards is a member of the well-known manufacturing
firm of Edwards & Co. of New York. Many friends join

in best wishes for their future.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Robert E. McKisson of Cleveland, O., and associates,

who recently obtained franchise for railway in Jackson,
Miss., are now considering the erection of an electric

light plant in the same place. It is proposed to combine
the power and lighting plants, and $120,000 may be ex-

pended.

An electric light plant, to be operated by gasoline en-

gines, will be installed in the Huckins House of Texar-
kana. Ark. The hotel is wired for no volts potential,

and two engines and dynamos—the latter of about 100
and 200 lights' capacity each—are required. J. Huck-
ins, Jr.. is the manager of the hotel, and correspondence
is solicited.

It is stated that the electric lighting of Michigan ave-

nue from Fourteenth to Thirty-ninth streets will be ac-

complished by August ist. Sixty-six arc lights will re-

place 300 gas lamps, and the wires will be lead-encased
and placed underground in terra cotta conduit laid in a
shallow trench at the east curb. Current will be sup-
plied from the city plant at Fourteenth street and
Indiana avenue.

The Eatonton (Ga.) Electric Light company has
awarded the contract for the erection of its plant. A
75 kilowatt monocyclic generator is to be installed at a
water power plant about three and one-half miles from
the city; about 700 incandescent lights will be installed

in stores and residences, and during the day So horse
power in motors will be used for driving small manu-
facturing plants. Induction motors will be used for this

purpose.

With the specification of the Arnold system of power
station construction, with D. H. Burnham & Co. as

architects, and with the whole electrical contract let to

a Chicago concern, the western metropolis may be said

to have somethirg to do with the isolated plant in the
new Land. Title &: Trust building in Philadelphia.
There will be two 40 kilowatt direct-connee ted dynamos
with storage battery auxiliary, an electric elevator,

several ventilating motors and about 1,500 incandescent
lamps.

Prof. E. P. Roberts of Cleveland was in Chicago last

week.

M. L. Livingston, assistant general manager of the
Standard Thermometer Ji: Electric company, Peabody,

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The litigation between the Knoxville Street Railway

company and the Citizens' Railway company for the
possession of street rights in Knoxville, Tenn., has re-

sulted in a victory for the former.

"Illustrated Binghamton" is an attractive pamphlet
published by the Binghamton (N. Y.) Railroad company
"in the interest of Binghamton and its surroundings,
and incidentally to boom street railroad traffic." The
company hopes through the influence of this souvenir to

induce excursions to make Binghamton and its resorts

their objective points.

An electric road from Marseilles, HI., to Lake Geneva is

contemplated. The line will pass through Norway,
Sheridan, Sandwich, Hinckley, Cortland. DeKalb, Syca-

more, Genoa, Marengo, Harvard, Big Foot Prairie and
Walworth before reaching Cieneva Lake. The line

passes through one of the richest agricultural districts

in the world, and the construction will not prove very
expensive.

The property and franchise of the Gettysburg Elec-
tric Railroad company was bought by a committee of the

bondholders, consisting of Max Riebeneck and Luther
S. Bend, for $50,000, 00 June loth. The capital stock
of the road was $200,000. Eight miles of track have
been completed for some time, and the power house is a
substantial and attractive building. The receivers
were appointed in September, 1895.

The county commissioners of Crown Point, Ind., on
June 23d granted a franchise to Chicago and local capital-

ists to build and operate an electric railway between
Hammond, Crown Point and Cedar Lake. The road will

make a bid for summer resort traffic to Cedar Lake,
which has hitherto been held exclusively by the Monon
company. When the road is completed other roads in

northern Indiana will be built, giving the entire northern
part of Indiana electric railway communication.

Instead of fighting each other, two steam and electric

railroad companies doing suburban business in and
about St. Louis have agreed to divide the business

—

steam in the country, electricity in the city. The agree-

ment is between the Missouri Pacific and the Lindell
electric companies, the latter being one of the most im-
portant electric roads in St. Louis, controlling over 60
miles of track. The arrangement as perfected provides
for running frequent short steam trains from Meramec
Highlands to Vandeventer station, three miles within the

city limits and 3/2 miles from the business center.

The trains stop at this point, and thereby keep out of

crowded yards in the vicinity of the Union station.

At Vandeventer station passengers transfer to the Chou-
teau Avenue division of the Lindell electric railroad for

downtown points, or to the Vandeventer Avenue division

for West End points. One free transfer will be given
from either of these divisions to any other connecting
division of the Lindell line. Since the construction of

the electric lines into the county about two years ago,

the Missouri Pacific as well as the St. Louis & San
Francisco have been compelled to abandon over half of

their suburban trains, owing to a decrease of passenger
traffic, and now run a few local trains only, mostly in

the morning and evening. The new arrangement will

give the steam road an opportunity to recover part of its

former suburban business.

MISCELLANEOUS.
John S. Moyer, bookkeeper and cashier of the Chicago

office of the New York Insulated Wire company, has been
indicted on two counts on charges of larceny, preferred

by the company.

If John C. Levels plans do not miscarry, horseless

vehicles will soon be running on the state reservation at

Niagara Falls. Mr. Level has the lease of the van serv-

ice, and he has ordered a storage battery carriage for

an experiment.

Laird Clowes, the British naval expert, in an article

in the Daily Mail of London on the Spithead review,

highly praises the American use of electricity for va-

rious purposes in men-of-war, and declares that in this

matter England is years behind the United States.

The trial of the case of the Eddy Electric Manufactur-
ing company against the Chicago Athletic association

resulted in a verdict of $4,100 for the plaintiff. The
suit grew out of the contract for installing the original

plant in the clubhouse of the Athletic association, the

defendant alleging that the dynamos were defective and
refusing to pay for them. Neither side is satisfied, and
there may be a new trial.

The Cleveland Leader of June iSth said; "The
Buckeye Electrical company of this city will take no
legal steps in the case begun against it by the Manhattan
General Construction company of New Jersey until its

officials fully understand the allegations made against

them in the petition filed in the United States Circuit

Court. The New Jersey company claimed that the

Buckeye company had infringed on the powers granted

it by the Legislature, in that it had secured control of

the Jandus Electrical company, and in that manner had
injured the business of both the Jandus and Manhattan
companies. A Leader reporter interviewed one of the

officers of the Buckeye Electrical company yesterday on
the status of the case. The official refused to talk far-

ther than to say that he and the other officials of the

company did not understand the full import and details

of the allegations made by the Manhattan General Con-
struction company, and that the filing of the suit in the

United States Circuit Court was a complete surprise to

them. "We expect to protect our interests.' said he,

"but as yet we have not mapped out a line of action, and
we shall take no steps until we thoroughly understand

the situation.'
"

TECHNICAL SCHOOLS.
Columbia conferred the degree of electrical engineer

on 27 graduates last month.

At the commencement of June loth the University of

Nebraska conferred the degree of E. E. on Bion J.

Arnold of Chicago. The venerable Dr. Edward Everett

Hale of Boston attended the exercises, and it is esti-
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mated that 3,000 persons were present. In course the

University of Nebraska only confers the degree of bach-
elor of electrical engineering, so that Mr. Arnold's dis-

tinction is a noteworthy one.

The University of Wisconsin regents have conferred
the honorary degree of civil engineer on Edward Bates
of Chicago, superintendent of bridges and construction

of the Chicago. Milwaukee tt St. Paul railway.

Diplomas of the Chicago Manual Training School were
awarded on June 23d to 35 young men at the commence-
ment exercises, held in Steinway Hall. The class is the

i2th which the school has graduated, the total number
who who have finished the course being 600.

The Michigan Agricultural College has a school of

mechanical engineering, and it is stated that good oppor-
tunities are offered at low cost, with moderate admission
requirements. A catalogue will be sent on application

to the institution at Agricultural College Postoffice, Mich.

The Sibley College (Cornell) prizes for excellence in

mechanic arts have been awarded this year to the follow-

ing-named men in the order named: H. Diedrichs,

E. Tompkins, A. Harding, C. M. Eshleman and J. E.
Barney. The value of the prizes in the aggregate is 5 too.

The committee appointed by the Board of Overseers
of Harvard to visit the Jefferson Physical Laboratory
has just made its report. There have been many note-

worthy original investigations in the laboratory this

year. Perhaps Professor Trowbridge and his associates

have made the most interesting experiment on "The
Energy Conditions Necessary to Produce the Rontgen
Rays." A large steel grand-stand was recently erected

on Holmes Field. A curious fact was soon noticed.

This mass of magnetic material has caused variable dis-

turbances in the magnetometer records of the "hori-

zontal intensity" component of the earth's magnetism.
As the grand-stand will be removed to Soldier's Field

next year this inconvenience to the original investigations

which are constantly being made by the director and his

staff will be obviated.

Eighty-one graduates of the School of Technology of

the Lehigh University of South Bethlehem, Pa., pre-

sented theses for degrees at last month's commence-
ment. The degrees conferred were master of science,

engineer of mines, civil engineer, mechanical engineer,
bachelor of science (in metallurgy), bachelor of science

(in mining), electrical engineer and the degree of ana-
lytical chemistry. The thesis of C. W. Thorn. C. E..

was entitled '"Location and Estimate for an Electric

Railway from South Bethlehem to Friedensville," while

H. R. Peck, M. E., wrote of "The Design of an Electric

Locomotive." The list of papers presented by candidates
for the degree of electrical engineer is as follows: H. L.

Bell and H. H. Seabrook, "Design and Construction of

Field for a Direct Current Armature;" W. R. Binkleyand
R. S. Griswold, "Investigation of the Edison Chemical
Meter;" C. S. Bowers and L. Diven, "Design of a

Three-phase Alternator;" W. E. Brown and O. S. Good,
"The Design and Economy of an Electric Lighting
Plant for Lehigh University;" I. D. Fulmer and A. R.
Sterner, ' 'Construction of a Storage Battery of the

Plante Type;" W. S. Hiester and H. S. Johnson,
"Methods of Control of Street Railway Cars;" R. N.
Hood, "Design of a Direct-connected Dynamo for

Lighting;" A. P. Jenks, "Plans and Specifications for an
Electric Railroad Between South Bethlehem and
Friedensville;" C. V. Livingston and C. F. Scott, "De-
sign of a Multipolar Railway Generator;" A. F. Loomis
and C. P. Nachod, "Tests of Motor Electric Meters;"
B. MacNutt and H. R. VanDuyne, "Analysis of Coal
by Means of X-rays;" A. H. Serrell and P. B. Straub,

"Tests of Electrically Heated Utensils;" G. L. Yates,

"The Problem of Submarine Telephony."

TRADE NEWS.
M. M. Wood, the designer of Wood's railway mate-

rial, has severed his connection with the Ohio Brass
company of Mansfield, Ohio, to take the position of elec-

trical engineer of the Central Union Brass company,
St. Louis, Mo. Mr. Wood has a new line of overhead
material which this company will soon bring out.

The story of the letting of a contract for incandes-
cent lamps for the courthouse of Trumbull county,

Ohio, is told in a neat pamphlet by the Warren Electric

& Specialty company of Warren, Ohio. The corpora-

tion is fighting the lamp trust vigorously, and this is but
one of the telling points it has made against that aggre-
gation.

The Electrical Engineering & Supply company of

Syracuse, N. Y., has made a general assignment. Ben-
jamin Stolz is named as the assignee. The company
dealt in electric light and railway supplies. H. C.
Hodgkins was president and H. A. May secretary. The
company was unable to meet the claims against it in full,

andmade the assignment to make payment in the best pos-

sible way. For nominal consideration, all the interest,

stock and claims of the company were transferred to Mr.
Stolz. who is authorized to sell everything with reason-
able dispatch and convert the property into cash. As-
signee Stolz will act as attorney. The list of assets or
liabilities has not been recorded.

The Arnold system of power station construction is

coming into increasing use in both large and small
plants, as its advantages are obvious. One of the re-

cent plants for which it is specified is that of the Uni-
versity of Michigan. This system is owned by the Ar-
nold Electric Power Station company of 1540 Marquette
building. Chicago.

J. M. Thomas, treasurer of the Chicago Belting com-
pnny, is elated over the many large orders for Chicago
belting which his company has recently secured. Note-
worthy among these might be mentioned a S3. 000 drSer
which has just been received from West Virginia and an
exceptionally large one secured in Denver. A 32 inch
main double leather belt, furnished by the Chicago Belt-

ing company, is now being put up in the power house
of the Mason City (Iowa) electric road. This plant was
installed by the Western Engineering & Construction
company. The above are but a few of the orders which
the Chicago Belting company has now in hand. The
company is making a strong bid for new business, and
its excellent standing in the trade enables it to secure at

least its share of orders.

It is perhaps needless to say that the Western Tele-
phone Construction company was in Detroit for a few
days last week and was decidedly in evidence in the per-

sons of J. E. Keelyn. K. B. Miller, C. P. Piatt.
J. G.

Nolen, W. D. Barnard and J. A. Russell. The exhibit
made by the Western company was a most complete and
extensive one. There was a telephone booth, also a 100
drop switchboard of the company's most improved type.

This board is most compact and has mechanical self-re-

storing drops and the new Western automatic circuit

changers. The operator, by simply rocking a little lever
to and fro, can get and put the calling and the called

subscriber in quickest touch, yet maintain control of the
situation and thus give the quickest service. Over a
dozen different sets of the instruments, together with a
new long-distance transmitter, were also shown. On the

whole it may be said that the Western Telephone Con-
struction company's exhibit was one worthy of so large

and aggressive a concern.

The Dennis fluorometer, which is described as a sur-

gical adjunct of X-rays, is described in a neat pamphlet
issued by the Rochester Fluorometer company. It is

the invention of John Dennis, of Rochester, N. Y.,

and has attracted considerable attention among practi-

tioners employing X-rays. It is the function of the

fluorometer, in its relation to practical surgery, to es-

tablish with precision the location of any foreign object
within the human organism which is impermeable or com-
paratively impermeable to the X-rays. In other words,
it is the province of the fluorometer to enable observers
to form an exact and certain diagnosis in cases of the

presence of bullets, needles, calculi or any other sub-
stance which is comparatively more dense in its fluoro-

scopic shadow than the subject in which it is contained.
It is also its function to provide the surgeon with abso-
lute and reliable measurements in cases of dislocations,

fractures or any abnormal conditions of the anatomy
which are susceptible of reproduction in the Rontgen
shadow.

BUSINESS.
The Orne Electric Construction company, Chicago,

manufacturer of the Orne telephones, reports that it is

compelled to run its factory day and nigtit to fill orders.

The business ofifices of the Holtzer-Cabot Electric

company have been removed from the former location,

92 Franklin street, Boston, to the'factory building, Sta-

tion street, Brookline, to which place all communica-
tions should de addressed.

The Pacific Electric company of La Crosse, Wis.,
will be happy to meet all electrical friends who visit La
Crosse on the occasion of the convention of the North-
western Elecirical association of July 21st and 22d-
This is the company that makes the well-known Esper-
sen shade lamp.

The Rice Machinery company of 166-174 South Clin-

ton street, Chicago, general agent for the Dodge Manu-
facturing company, has issued a complete catalogue of

power-transmitting appliances and elevating and con-
veying machinery. The work is elaborate and contains
much valuable information. The company guarantees
to fill any contract in its line, no matter how large.

TheD. A. Kusel Telephone Manufacturing company
of 1105 Pine street, St. Louis, is prospering. Contracts
were recently closed by it for exchanges in Frederick-
town, Mo., Bunceton, Mo., Wagoner, I. T,, Butler,

Mo., and Troy, Mo. ; and a fine business is reported
from established exchanges usmg the D. A. Kusel in-

strument. Since the announcement of the Berliner de
cision, the company declares, it has had more business-

than during any similar period of time in its previous
history. "Give us a Berliner decision once a month "say
theD. A. Kusel folks.

The general 'catalogue, No. 11, of the General Incan-
descent Arc Light company of 572-578 First avenue.
New York, is comprehensive, and shows the latest
Bergmann arc lamps (open and enclosed), switches,
switchboards, panel boards, outlet boxes, etc. It is

well arranged, clearly printed in two colors and attract-
ively illustrated. It is a valuable compendium for the
man engaged in electric lighting.

Notwithstanding the unusually cold weather experi-
enced all over the country during the month of May, the
Electric Appliance company reports that the few days
of hot weather in June started the fan business going in
good shape, and gives promise of a prosperous fan
season. The Electric Appliance company states that
copies of its fan motor catalogue will be sent to the trade
upon application. This is a complete book of all styles
of fan motors.

The opportunity to keep his thriving enterprise well
to the front was not lost by President John Valentine of
the Valentine-Clark company, Chicago. Messrs. Valen-
tine and Clark, although young men, are nevertheless
old in the pole business. They have a host of good
friends among the largest buyers of poles in the United
States and especially among the telephone interests,
and it is safe lo say on this account that Mr. Valentine
was one of the best known and most welcome visitors

at the Detroit telephone convention.

The Moon Manufacturing company of Chicago ap-
peared at the Detroit telephone convention in the per-
son of Manager H. E, Procunier. Mr. Procunier is one
of Chicago's most enterprising managers of telephone
apparatus. He exhibited the new Moon terminal and
distributing box. This device is employed to enclose
and protect the ends of electric cables and furnishes a
means for easily testing and transposing conductors.
This device should be investigated by every manager of
telephone exchanges interested in advanced methods.

The many friends and patrons of the Garlock Packing
company will be pleased to hear of the continued pros-
perity of this enterprising concern. Notwithstanding
the fact that business generally is not brisk, the Garlock
Packing company finds it necessary to run its plants
overtime to keep up with its orders. The company has
now plans drawn which will greatly increase the ca-
pacity of its Palmyra (N. Y. ) factory, and has already
broken ground for an additional building, which, when
completed, will nearly double the capacity of the plant.

Encouraging reports of good business come from the
Schneider Manufacturing company of 11 34 Hamilton
street, Cleveland, Ohio. This concern manufactures
the Gem water-motor fan, which is taking well in

to%vns where the electric current is not supplied in the
daytime and also in districts where it is impracticable to

secure current to operate electric fans. The water-
motor fan is proving so satisfactory that many custom-
ers have duplicated their orders; indeed some have
ordered four or five times. The Schneider company
thinks that electrical supply dealers might well add
water-motor fans to their stock.

The new catalogue of the Triumph Electric company
of Cincinnati shows all the type of apparatus made by
this progressive company. There are direct-connected
machines, belted units—dynamos and motors of several
varieties—while the various parts are illustrated and de-
scribed in detail. This company claims that the suc-
cess of its apparatus is undoubtedly due to the careful

attention given every detail of manufacture, and the
rigid factory inspection and tests to which every ma-
chine is subjected before shipment, Insuring, as is

claimed, satisfactory and successful operation when
erected. The catalogue is well illustrated, and several
Triumph plants are shown.

Comprehensive indeed was the exhibit of the Ameri-
can Electric Telephone company at the recent telephone
convention at Detroit. The American company was
represented by President P. C. Burns and General
Manager H. C. Dodge. The exhibit comprised almost
every imaginable form of telephonic apparatus, includ-

ing the company's express switchboard, a new departure,
embracing features said to be possessed by no other
board on the market. This board is claimed to be the
most rapid switching device ever devised and was the

center of attraction to all telephone experts interested

in late improved apparatus. This board has a self-

restoring drop, self-restoring ring-off and a rapid ringing

device. Each drop and jack is self-contained in a
hard rubber case, and can be removed and replaced in

the board in less than a minute without disturbing a
single connection. Each drop, too, indicates that the

line is working properly. There was also exhibited late

improvements in bridging telephones, adjustable arm in-

struments, and the American's new solid-back amplify-
ing transmitter.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
584,785. Electric Gas Lighting and Extinguishing Ap-

paratus. Gottfried F. Krieger, Kiel, Germany.
Application filed March 2, 1897.

An electro-magnet is incladed in a suitable electric cir-

cuit: an armature is held normally retracted from its mag-
net: an armature lever and a link connected therewith are
provided with a stud working in a diametral groove in the
end of the valve stem.

Issued June 22, iSgj.

584.798. Burglar Alarm. Henry M. Sutton and Wal-
ter L. Steele, Dallas, Tex. Application filed Octo-
ber 29, 1895.

A relay has separate permanent and electro-magnets con-
trolling a circuit closer, a signal or alarm circuit including
therein the circuit closer of the relay, and an automatically
operating current-changing device included in a circuit
with the main-line wires and electro-magnet of the relay.

584.810. Telephone Transmitter. Russell S. Barnum,
Chicago, 111. Application filed July 9, 1896.

An electrode is provided with one or more cavities
therein for the reception of finely divided particles of con-
ducting material, and one or more tufts of elastic fibrous
material arranged within the cavities.
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584,819. Telephone Annunciator, Call Bell and Fire

Alarm. Manious Garl, Akron, Ohio. Application

filed April 6, 1895.

A device for a telephone for making a speaking circuit

from the main office, consisting of two posts forming a part
of the electric circuit between the various rooms, a sliding

bar mounted between tlie posts, upwardly projecting con-
tacts on the bar, upwardly projecting contacts adapted to

engage the contacts on the sliding bar, a bushing in a per-
foration behind the contacts, a plug adapted to be inserted
in the bushing to make complete electric connection be-

tween the rooms.

584,823. Combined Bracket and Insulator. George
W. Mead, Shellsford, Tenn. Application filed De-
cember 21, 1896.

A combined bracket and insulator are screwed into the
support, and a brace is connected to the support and the

bracket.

DQDDDD

NO. 584,911.

584,831. Trolley. William J. Smith, Gloucester City,

and William G. Johnston, Woodbury, N.
J.

Ap-
plication filed August 5, 1896.

A trolley fork, having a shank formed therewith, in

which is formed a socket of rectangular cross-section
adapted to fit the upper end of a pole similar in cross-sec-

tion, and a spring-latch for securing the fork upon the

pole.

584,843. Automatic Switch for Electric Circuits. Regi-

nald Belfield, London, England. Application filed

June 19, 1895.

A system of electrical distribution, comprising a central

station and one or more sub-stations, and means located in

the primary circuit at each sub-station, whereby the sec-

ondary of the sub-station transformer is cut into or out of

circuit as the corresponding feeder-switch at the central
station is closed or opened.

584,848. Electro-magnet. Charles P. Bostian, Milton,

Pa. Application filed April 22, 1897.

An electro-magnet has one or more perforations through
its core, and a rod of magnetizable material within and
nearly filling each perforation, the rod or rods being in-

sulated from the core.

584,853. Therapeutic Electric Current Generator. Ed-
gar W. Chellis, Erie, Pa. Application filed May
5, 1897.

Cylindrically arranged field of force magnets extend
around within a casing, and a relatively flat armature
rotates within the field of force magnets, driven by the

motor train.

584,856. Controller for Electric Motors. Harry P.

Davis, Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed October

28, i8g6.

The combination is described with an electric circuit,

and a resistance normally included therein, of a switch and
an actuating magnet for gradually reducing the amount of

the resistance in circuit; means for short-circuiting the
magnet when the minimum resistance is secured, and a

second magnet for maintaining the last-named condition
until the circuit is interrupted.

584.867. Arc Lamp Carbon. Theodore M. Foote, Chi-

cago, 111. Application filed February 17, 1896. Re-
newed April 21, 1897.

This carbon has a longitudinal groove, including the

center or core of the carbon, so as to penetrate into the

crater, and apex formed at the end of the carbon.

584.868. Telephone. John T. Gent, Alwyn W. Stave-

ley and Isaac H. Parsons, Leicester, England. Ap-
plication filed December 11, 1895. Patented in

England November 11, 1892,

A variable resistance is employed, consisting of a suit-

able conducting material, a pivotally or axially mounted
containing-receptacle for the material, a rack secured to

the receptacle, a pawl adapted to engage the rack, and a

pivoted telephone-supporting lever carrying the pawl.

584,873. Electric Railways. Frederic W. Hunter,

Cranford, N. J.
Application filed November 17,

1896.

Two widely separated conductors of the same polarity

are arranged, one upon each side of a vertical plane through
the slot, and suspended within the conduit so as to form a

clear space all around them; a depending current-collect-

ing device extends from the car through the slot of the con-ing device exte
duit and termi
conduit jOUrnalcu UJ^UU n iimiBvcisc hais, auu iiic

ing contact simultaneously with both conductors,

duit and terminates in a roller located wholly within the

conduit journaled upon a transverse axis, and making roll-

584,879. Coin Freed Electric Meter. George Knight
'

and George Ellis, Southsea, England. Application

filed November 14, 1896. Patented in Belgium
November 26, 1896, and in Canada December 12,

i8g6.

There is connected to the receiver a reservoir provided
with a float which is raised when the fluid is forced out of

the receiver into the reservoir, contact devices operating

to close the circuit while the float is descending, a solenoid

included in the circuit, and a valve operaiively connected
with the solenoid and controlling the passage of fluid from
the reservoir back into the receiver.

584.911. Electric Railway System. George Westing-
house, Jr., Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed Novem-
ber 26, 1892.

The claim is given: In an electric railway system, the
combination of a continuous trolley wire, a contact cylin-
der having a plurality of gooves and making uninterrupted
engagement with said wire, a fixed vertical support for
said contact cylinder, a car on which said support is

mounted, and yielding supports for said trolley wire, each
consisting of a centrally supported sustaining wire, and at-

tachments between the ends of said sustaining wire and
said trolley wire.

584.912. Brush Holder for Dynamos. James H. Years-
ley, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed April 8,

1897.

Features of this invention are : A box in which the brush
is adapted to be fed toward the ccmiiiutator, two arms
pivoted at one end to the box and having their free ends
resting upon the brush, a cross-piece or bridge uniting the
arms, and a spring adapted to depress the bridge toward
the box, whereby the arms are caused to press upon the
brush with a constant and uniform pressure.

584,918. Electric Railway Trolley. Edward M. Bent-
ley, New York, N. Y. Application filed June 4,

1896.

The pivoted arm is provided %vith a stop for limiting its

upward movement, and a movable end section thereon is

adapted to bear against the under side of the conductor
and make contact tlierewith.

584,936. Electric Conductor. Ira W. Henry, New
York, N. Y. Application filed September 15, i8g6.

A submarine conductor is composed of a conducting core
inclosed within a sheath ot waterproof insulating material
capable of preserving its insulating properties at great
depths in water, an inclosing sheath of fibrous material,
and an armor composed of non-magnetic wires side by
side.

584,945. Automatic Coin Actuated Machine. Remigio
Lo Forte, New York, N. Y. Application filed Janu-

. ary ii, 1S96.

A coin-actuated motor rotates a shaft, and an electric
contact is controlled by the coin-lever.

584,957. Electro-therapeutical Apparatus. Francis J.
Patten, New York, N. Y. Application filed Sep-
tember 30, 1896.

A source of electric energy is provided, leads therefrom
to the terminals of a current-reversing apparatus adapted
to transform the current to a uniformly and gradually
alternating unbroken current that leads from the current-
reversing apparatus to devices for applying the trans-
formed current to the human subject.

584,983. Electric Arc Lamp. Antoine Bureau, Brus-
sels, Belgium. Application filed January 27, 1897.

Patented in England August 9, 1893.

Claim one is given: In an arc lamp, the combination
with the frame and the chain connecting and operating the
carbons, of a grooved pulley supporting said chain, a ful-

cruined frame carrying said grooved pulley, an iron core
on each side of the fulcrumed frame, a wire coil on one of
said cores, two differentially wound coils on the other core,
an armature supported on one end of said fulcrumed frame
and at right angles to said cores and adapted to be con-
trolled thereby, a brake-wheel pivotally secured in the ful-

crumed frame and parallel to the grooved pulley, gear con-
nections between said brake-wheel and the grooved pulley,
and also carried by the fulcrumed frame, a brake fulcrumed
in the frame and insulated therefrom and metallically con-
nected with the difierentially wound coils, and metallic
connections between the wire coils and the brake-wheel.

585,019. Apparatus for Electric Thermal Treatment of

Metals, Ores, etc. George D. Burton, Boston, Mass.
Application filed November 30, 1896.

A main tank is adapted to receive the electrolytic solu-
tion aud is provided with a well; a second tank is provided
with a fluid conductor adapted to conduct the solution to

the well, whereby the well maybe kept constantly full to

overflowing.

NO. 585.137.

585,026. Tieless Insulator. Robert Delery, New Or-
leans, La. Application filed January 11, 1897.

This insulator comprises two sections, one of which is

provided with a screw-threaded attaching bolt, and an an-
nular flange ot less diameter than the section, and having
a vertical wire-receiving slot formed therein, and screw-
threads formed upon both its inner and outer walls, and
the other section having a screw-threaded socket adapted
to fit over and engage the screw-threads of the annular
flange, and a screw-threaded stud adapted to fit into the
flange and engage the screw-threads upon the interior of
the same.

585,030. Magnetic Circuit Breaker. Walter E. Har-
rington, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed De-
cember 26, 1895.

Claim is made for the combination with a switch and
contacts of a solenoid coil and core vertically movable
therein, a switch-arm approximately parallel to the core
when the switch is closed, and an independently movable
means above the core for communicating the force of the

impact of the movable core to the switch-arm to throw it

out of contact.

585,040. Method of Melting Iron by Means of Elec-
tricity. Carl G. P. De Laval, Stockholm, Sweden.
Application filed October 3, 1892. Patented in

Sweden March 8, 1892; in England March 8, 1892;
in Germany June 12, 1892, and in Norway Sep-
tember 7, 1892.

Features described are a transverse bridge of refractory
material, cavities at the bottom of the furnace on each
side of the bridge, and fusible pole-piecea received by the
cavities.

NO. 584,856.

585,047. Conductor for Underground Electric Rail-
ways. Charles Petersen, San Francisco, Cal. Ap-
plication filed January 29, 1897.

A subway for electric conductors, consihting of a tunnel
formed by angle plates, the upper edges of which approach
each other to form a slot, and the lower edges have flanges
adapted to secure them to the supporting structure, supple-
menial angle plates fitting the adjacent edges of the main
channel irons, and stay-bolts connecting the outer edges of
the supplemental plates with the exterior bottom flanges of
the main channel irons.

585,051. Apparatus for Electro-deposition of Metals,
Alfred S. Smith, Thomas A. Smith, Roland J.

Smith, Sydney Smith and Thomas Deakin, Wal-
sall, England. Application filed August 27, 1896.

In an electrolytic tank furnished with anodes there is the
combination with a perforated drum, of a vat for the elec-
lyte, conducting devices for suspending the drum therein
on a conducting axis, separated contacts loosely mounted
on a sleeve inclosing the axis, means for rotating the drum,
and negative and positive wires, the former connected to
the device supporting the anodes, and the latter to the sup-
port for the separated contacts.

585,072. Auxiliary Fire-alarm System. Richard E.
Alexander, Yonkers, N. Y. Application filed Octo-
ber 31, 1895.

There is the combination of a main circuit signal box,
comprising a let-oif magnet, a testing mechanism and auxil-
iary boxes, a normally closed circuit containing the testing
mechanism and auxiliary boxes in series, and a second
closed circuit controlled by the first, including the testing
mechanism and the let-ofl: magnet,

585,120. Electric Locomotive. Louis T. Pyott, Phila-

delphia, Pa. Application filed November 17, 1896.

A framework is described, having central supports with
spring pockets therein, springs in the pockets, a central
band upon the springs, an axle within the band, and side-
bearing wheels upon the axle and outside of the band.

585.137. Multiple Filament Regulating Incandescent
Lamp. Clarence Truitt, Columbia, Mo. Applica-
tion filed February 15, 1897.

The socket has spring contacts, and arc-shaped terminal
plates are united to the lamp base to be exposed for con-
tact with the springs, and double filaments, each having
one end attached to a common terminal plate, and the
other ends of the filaments attached respectively to other
independent terminal plates.

585.138. Electrical Alarm for Door Locks. Paul V.
Vandevelde, Corona, N. Y. Application filed April

6. 1897.

The device comprises a lock or latch-casing, a longitudi-
nally movable latch-bolt mounted therein, an insulated
spring connected with the casing adjacent to the rear end
of the latch-bolt, ahd adapted to be struck thereby, and an
electric alarm in circuit with the spring and the casing, the
casing being also provided with a tumbler, by means of
which the latch-bolt is operated, the tumbler being pro-
vided with arms which operate in opposite direction, and
an insulated fork mounted in the casing, the sides of which
are adapted to make contact with the arms of the tumbler,
the fork being also in the circuit.

585,160. Method of and Machine for Electric Weld-
ing. Richard D. Eyre, Johnstown, Pa. Applica-
tion filed October 30, 1896.

The method of electric welding set forth consists in
heating the ends of the articles to be welded by a suitable
supply of electric current, upsetting the heated ends and
compressing the upset metal as it is formed with a pressure
largely in excess of that required to form a weld.

11,613. Insulated Support forContact Rails. Augustus
Hanson and James R. Chapman, Chicago, 111. Ap-
plication filed October 31, 1896.

An insulator for the contact or third rails of an electric
railway, comprising a separate support adapted to be se-
cured to the rail by rotation, and a body of insulating mate-
rial separating the rotating support from the road structure.
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Henry B. Stone.

On July ist Henry B. Stone, for seven years the most

influential exponent o£ the Bell telephone interests in

the West, resigned the presidency of the three com-

panies with which he was connected. He intended to

devote some time to travel and recreation before again

plunging into that industrial activity for which his tal-

ents so conspicuously fitted hira for leadership. He jour-

neyed to his summer home in Massachusetts, near New
Bedford, to celebrate Independence Day with his family

and to rest before putting into execution his plan of

travel. There, at the seashore, he met death on July

5th, in the full prime of a useful manhood, by the un-

expected explosion of a bomb in a firework display.

The manner of death was distressing. The newspa-

pers give the account. Mr. Stone was entertaining a

party of friends with a display of fireworks. The prin-

cipal piece was a mine, which was so devised

as to scatter, when exploded, a number of

vari-colored tissue-paper animals and make

them fly through the air. The spark on the

fuse appearing to have gone out, Mr. Stone

picked up the piece to relight it. While hold-

ing it close to his face the bomb exploded.

The concussion caused instant death. The

skull was fractured and the face and body

mutilated by the explosion. Mrs. Stone, with

the two sons and two daughters of the family,

were, with the assembled guests, witnesses

of the terrible accident, which occurred late

in the forenoon. The physician who was sum-

moned with horror-stricken haste could do

nothing. The funeral services were held in

New Bedford, Mass., at the home of Mr.

Stone's mother, on July 8th. A number of

Chicago gentlemen attended.

Mr. Stone was a man of great energy and

ability, and he was remarkably successful in

the direction of affairs. Perhaps no man in

Chicago had a higher reputation for keen

business sagacity, for quick insight, for well

ordered judgment. His career is interesting

and instructive. The son of a leading lawyer

in his native town, Henry B. Stone was born

in 1852 in New Bedford, Mass. He was edu-

cated at Andover Academy and at Harvard

University, graduating from the latter insti-

tution with a bachelor's degree in arts. The
young collegian had an aptitude for practical

affairs, for mechanics, and he secured employ-

ment in a machine shop of the Waltham

Watch company, afterward working in the

Boston Ordnance Works. His next step in life proved

to be an important one, for by it he entered the railroad

business, in which he made a commanding success. He
went west and secured a position with the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy company. He began at the bottom

of the ladder, in the machine shops at Aurora. He worked

as a mechanic at first, carrying his own dinner-pail, and

living in the same manner as his fellow-workmen. But

he had an unusual aptitude and applied himself unceas-

ingly. Step by step, this college-bred mechanic worked

his way up, until he became general manager and sec-

ond vice-president of the great Burlington system. Dur-

ing the important locomotive engineers' strike of 1888

Mr. Stone fought the men resolutely, and he came out

of the grim contest victorious. The struggle engrossed

the attention of the entire country, and it made Mr.

Stone famous. It is thus described by a writer in the

Chicago Times-Herald

:

As soon as the strike was declared by the engineers
Mr. Stone took up the gauntlet and displayed consum-
mate ability in meeting their measures at every point.

He at once opened recruiting offices in the eastern

slates, and secured the services of several hundred engi-

neers formerly in the employment of the road. In or-

der to improve their skill he opened a school, where the

use of the air brake and other similar appliances was

taught. So great was his interest in the contest that he
was not willing to be out of reach of the dispatches at

night, and for a long time he slept on a cot in his office.

It was largely due to his masterly judgment that the
final result of the year's fight was a victory for the road
—a victory so complete that, when several years later [in

1894] the great railroad strike under Debs was inaugu-
rated the Brotherhood cf Locomotive Engineers showed
little inclination to participate.

Mr. Stone resigned his position with the railroad com-

pany soon after the settlement of the strike and spent

some lime in travel. In 1890 he cast his lot with the

Bell telephone interests, and up to July ist, as has been

stated, his was the commanding figure of the Bell com-

pany in the West. He was president of the Chicago

Telephone company, the Central Union Telephone com-

pany and the Bell Telephone company of Missouri.

He is believed to have known more about the inside

management and policy of the American Bell Telephone

HENRY B. STONE.

company than any other man in the West, and his coun-

sel was highly esteemed in the inner circle in Boston.

He was not, of course, a telephone pioneer, like the late

F. G. Beach, but his marvelous executive ability and

far-reaching business generalship made his services of

the greatest value to the western telephone companies.

When he announced his resignations he was entreated to

remain, but he persisted in refusal. Perhaps his retire-

ment may be considered significant of the changed con-

ditions of the telephone industry. At any rate, a gen-

tleman who was on terms of close intimacy with Mr.

Stone makes this statement: "He resigned because he

felt that he had completed the organization of this work.

He could not bear to become a mere operating man.

His ambitions, which were about to be gratified, were

far higher than such a life could bestow; and if anyone

ever had a right to entertain ambition, he had, judging

by the marvelous record he had made by his forty-fifth

year, when he died."

Mr, Stone had much to do with the building of the

World's Fair. He was the chairman of the committee

on grounds and buildings, which was the real body that

constructed the exposition, and thus, while he held that

place, he was, perhaps, the most important officer of

the local directory. He co-operated sympathetically

and intelligently with Mr. Burnham, the chief of con-

struction, and was, indeed, one of the strongest men in

the body of notable men that formed the governing

board of the Chicago corporation.

Mr. Stone was a member of the Chicago club and of

several other social and literary organizations. For
many years he had made his home in Chicago, and, a

type of a high standard of American citizenship, his

death is a distinct loss to the community. A wife and
four children are left.

Telephone News from the Northwest.
[From the Minneapolis correspondent of the Western Elec-

trician.!

The Iowa Telephone company of Burlington, Iowa,

has reduced its rates for party lines to $8 and S14 for

residences and business houses. Rates for

the selective service four-party line are S15
and S20 for residences and business firms.

The Fairmont Telephone company has ex-

tended it lines to Jackson, Minn., and may
extend to Lakefields soon.

The Cedar Valley Telephone company will

extend its system from Swaledale to Rockwell,

Iowa.

The Viroqua Telephone company has been

granted a telephone franchise at Viroqua,

Wis., and proposes to have a local exchange

in operation by August ist.

The Home Telephone companyof Fairfield,

Iowa, has let contracts for installing an ex-

change.

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange
company will extend its line from Grafton,

N. D., to Winnipeg, Man.
W. W. Pritchard of Spirit Lake, Iowa, and

others have begun work on a telephone line

trom Dakota City to Wayne, Neb.

The Minneapolis council committee cannot

"get together" with the Mississippi Valley

Telephone company on the terms of a fran-

chise, and the present outlook is dubious for

the success of the project.

The strike of the linemen of the Mutual

Telephone company in Des Moines, Iowa,

for a raise in wages has been terminated by

the men's demands being acceded to.

The telephone exchange at Devil's Lake,

N. D., has been closed for lack of patronage.

The Bell Telephone company of Missouri,

with offices at St. Louis, has filed with the

secretary of state a certificate of increase of capital

stock from $400,000 to $2,000,000,

Opportunity for American Capitalists.

English capitalists make investments in Mexico far

larger than those of American capitalists. The former
are at this time engaged in the construction of four or

five new railroad lines. They are putting millions into

manufacturing plants, for which the Mexican govern-

ment is always ready to make concessions. They ship

to Mexico vast quantities of English-made machinery.
They make large investments in Mexican lands and in

haciendas. They hold a large portion of the public

debt of the country, from which they draw interest.

England makes money out of Mexico, and a very great

deal of it, though the Mexican republic borders upon
the American republic, from the Gulf of Mexico to the

Gulf of California.—New York Sun.

It might be added that the people of Mexico are

anxious to deal with Americans and wherever possible

they give the preference to this country. At least this

has been the experience of American electrical concerns

which have had dealings with the people of Mexico,

yet it must be admitted that the field is not worked as

thoroughly as it should be even by the electrical com-

panies.
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Design and Construction of Electric

Power Plants.

By Bion J. Arnold, M. S.

{Copyright^ iSg7, by B. J. Arnold, Chicago.]

Part XX.

Storage Battery Auxiliaries.

A storage battery or accumulator is desirable as an

adjunct to an electric power station in certain cases.

In European practice storage battery auxilaries are com-
mon, but in this country their introduction seems to

have been slow. Patent litigation between rival manu-

^m^

FIG. 47. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF ELECTRIC POWER
PLANTS. ACCUMULATOR CELL IN A CHARGED

CONDITION DISCHARGING.

facturers has had much to do with our tardy progress, al-

though the failure of numerous poorly constructed and
unintelligently operated installations has had the natural

result of creating a quite general impression that stor-

age batteries are expensive and undesirable. A number
of large and successful installations made during the

last few years has done much, however, to dispel this

predjudice against batteries, and a growing, confidence

in their use is noticeable among central station engi-

neers. It is, therefore, reasonable to predict that in

a few years accumulators in central station practice

will be as common in this country as they are to-day in

Europe. As no part of the power station requires more
careful consideration in its selection than a storage bat-

tery, it is important that the designer of a power plant

shall thoroughly understand the principles underlying
the operation of an accumulator and the limitations

which control its successful installation.

The chemical theory of the common lead accumulator
may, for our present purpose, be briefly disposed of.

eHjO
PbSO^ Pb60^

FIG. 48. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF ELECTRIC POWER
PLANTS.—ACCUMULATOR CELL IN A DISCHARGED

CONDITION CHARGING.

The real reactions taking place in a battery cell while

being charged and discharged are quite complicated, but
for all practical purposes the probable chemical changes
may be represented by the symbols shown in Figs. 47
and 48.

Fig. 47 represents the cell in a charged state. The
cell shown consists of two plates of lead in an electrolyte

of dilute sulphuric acid (HoSOJ. The surface of the

positive plate is covered with a coating of peroxide of

lead (PbOo), while the surface of the negative plate is

pure lead (Pb) in a spongy condition. When the posi-

tive plate is thoroughly peroxidized the cell is said to be
charged, and at this point has its highest electromotive
force. If, while in this condition, the plates of the cell

are connected through any device for using current, as

shown in Fig. 47, a circuit will be completed. An elec-

tromotive force will be set up between the plates, which
will cause a current to pass in the direction shown by the

arrows and thus do useful work; the cell is then said to be
discharging, As the discharge continues, the coating

upon the two lead plates gradually changes its chemical
composition, until, when the cell is completely dis-

charged, we find them both in the same condition, as in-

dicated by the symbols in Fig. 48. Here we see that the

sulphur radical of the sulphuric acid has entered into

combination with the coating of "active material" upon
each of the plates by a double sulphating process, forming
lead sulphate (PbSOJ. It will be noticed that this

action reduces the density or specific gravity of the

electrolyte. These changes may be indicated by sym-
bols as follows:

CHARGED.

Positive Negative
plate Electrolyte plate

PbO„ + 2H,S04 -I- Pb

DISCHARGED.

Positive Negative
plate Electrolyte plate

PbSO, + 2H.O + PbSO^

When it is desired to recharge the cell the plates are

attached to a source of supply, as shown in Fig. 48, and
the current sent through the cell in a direction opposite
to that of the current passing through it when discharg-

ing. This charging current reverses the chemical reac-

tions which'took place upon the discharge, and at the end
of the charge the plates and the electrolyte are restored

to their original condition.

The action of an accumulator is thus seen to be en-
tirely a chemical one, and the cell does not, therefore,

actually store or retain electrical energy.
The changes in the electromotive force between the

elements of each cell of a battery during a cycle of

charge and discharge are shown graphically in the curves
of Fig. 49, When fully charged and the cell is still in

the charging circuit the voltage is about 2.5 per cell, but
if immediately discharged this voltage drops rapidly

for the first few minutes, and thereafter gradually, as

shown by the lower curve, until it reaches a value of 1.8,

which value is usually taken as thelowest practical limit

of electromotive force, as it would be injurious to carry
the discharge beyond this limit. Upon opening the cir-

cuit at the end of a discharge the electromotive force of

the cell rapidly recovers, and in a few moments will

stand at about two volts. Upon charging the electro-

motive force rises rapidly, and then more gradually, as

shown by the upper curve {Fig. 49), until it reaches a
point near the end of the charge, when it again rises more
rapidly. There is little to be gained by prolonging the
charging beyond this point in regular work, as the bend-
ing over of the curve indicates that the charge is com-
plete. If thecharging current iscontinued the electrolyte

assumes a milky appearance, due to the evolution of

free hydrogen and oxygen from the decomposition of the

water of the electrolyte; and when the electrolyte as-

sumes this appearance it may be taken as an indication

that the cell is completely charged, and any further
charge would represent the loss of just so much energy.

It is important to notice the limits of voltage, as
shown in Fig. 49, between which each cell works, be-
cause a "battery" consists of a number of cells in se-

ries, and the number- of cells in the battery will be
determined by the average voltage of each cell compos-
ing it. If the battery is working on a 110 volt lighting

system, for instance, the lowest voltage of the entire
battery at the ends of the discharge must be no volts,

and the number of cells in the battery would be deter-

mined by dividing no by i.S (the lower limit per cell al-

ready mentioned), which would give 61 as the number of

cells required. At the beginning of the discharge the cells

would have an average voltage of 2 i, and thus but 53
cells would be required to maintain the no volts re-

quired for the system, so that in this case eight cells

would be held in reserve as regulating cells to be cut
into service as the battery discharged.

Internal Resistayice.—The changes in the internal
resistance of the cell during a complete cycle present
some peculiarities worth noting. The curve shown in

Fig. 50 is typical of a number of curves prepared by
Messrs. Borst and Woolfenden at the University of
Michigan, showing the internal resistance of a number
of cells at various rates of charge and discharge. As
might be expected, the formation of sulphate upon the
plates during discharge caused the internal resistance to

be much higher at the end than at the beginning of the
discharge, but immediately upon opening the circuit

this resistance dropped to about its original value.
During charge, also, the internal resistance rose, drop-
ping again at once on breaking the charging current.
It is important to keep the internal resistance of the
cell as small as possible, not only to reduce the C-R
loss, but also to make the drop in voltage at times of
heavy discharge as small as possible.

Specific Crai'ity of Electrolyte.—The change in the
density of the electrolyte has already been noted. This
is shown more fully in the curve of Fig. 51, which is

plotted from the observed specific gravity of the electro-

lyte of a cell while being charged and discharged. It

will be noticed that the density of the solution gradually
increases on charge from 1.175 to 1.210 and correspond-
ingly decreases upon discharge. The density of the
electrolyte varies slightly with the type of cell, and as
it has an influence upon the electrotnotive force of the
cell it is important that it should be kept within the
limits determined by the manufacturer.
The variation in the density of the electrolyte forms

one of the surest indications of the condition of the cell.

It is possible for the cell to gas, even if it is not com-
pletely charged, and if its internal resistance increases
through any cause the voltage at the terminals of the
cell will be correspondingly high; thus neither of
these indications is always reliable for determining

when the cell is charged. But if the circulation of the

electrolyte in the cell is good, the reading of the hydrom-
eter showing the density of the solution will furnish a

sure guide as to the amount of charge in the cell.

Kale of C/iar^'C and Discharge,—It will be noticed

that in the curves which have been referred to the aver-

age time of charge and discharge has been about eight

hours. It is possible to charge or discharge a battery

in a longer or in a shorter time than this. To charge
with a smaller current fora longer period would simply
be a waste of time without any corresponding advan-
tage, while too large a current, either on charge or dis-

charge, tends to shorten the life of the plates. The
period of time during which a battery is charging or

discharging is known as the "rate" of charge or dis-

charge. For instance, a battery discharging in eight
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FIG. 49. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF ELECTRIC POWER
PLANTS. VARIATION OF VOLTAGE OF

AN ACCUMULATOR CELL.

hours' time is worked at an "eight-hour rate," while
one which delivers all its current in one hour is dis-

charged at a "one-hour rate"—the latter being consid-
ered as the higher rate. Present practice seems to have
determined upon the eight-hour rate as the normal rate

of discharge, and when the capacity of a cell is given,

if the rate at which it discharges is not mentioned, the

eight-hour rate is usually to be understood, although un-
til recently it was customary to call a ten-hour rate
the normal one, and some manufacturers still adhere to

this as their standard.
Capacity.—It may be well to define the meaning of

the term capacity as applied to storage battery prac-
tice. The capacity of a dynamo is determined by the
rate at which it produces electrical energy without ex-

cessive heating of its parts, but with an accumulator the
term "capacity" means not the "rate" but the total quan-
tity of electrical energy which it can deliver during the

period of one discharge; that is, it is the rate multiplied

by the time. The capacity of a battery may be ex-

pressed either in terms of ampere-hours or in kilowatt-

hours. If the ampere-hour rating is used, it means that

the capacity of the battery is determined by multiply-

ing a certain discharge in amperes by the time during
which that discharge cqn be maintained by the cell with-

out allowing its voltage to fall below the limit already
mentioned. The term "ampere-hour capacity" is the
one most frequently used, but it is not as exact as

the kilowatt-hour rating, as it fails to take into account
the variation of voltage during discharge. The capacity
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FIG. 50. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF ELECTRIC POWER
PLANTS.—VARIATION OF INTERNAL RESIST-

ANCE OF AN ACCUMULATOR CELL.

of a battery on the kilowatt-hour basis is determined
practically by taking the discharge in amperes and mul-
tiplying it by the average voltage and the time of dis-

charge and dividing the product by 1,000. If both the

current and the voltage are constantly varying during
the discharge, the kilowatt-hour capacity is~ obtained by
taking the sum of the products of simultaneous readings,

taken at equal intervals of time, of the current in am-
peres and the pressure in volts multiplied by the time

in fractions of an hour between readings and dividing

by 1,000.

The capacity of a battery depends upon the rate at

which it is charged or discharged. If it is charged and
discharged at an eight-hour rate it will have a certain

capacity. If it is charged and discharged at a greater

than an eight-hour rate (in three hours, for instance),

its capacity becomes less. The battery will have a

slightly greater capacity if worked at a less than an
eight-hour rate, but the variation in capacity is much
more markei, as the cell is worked above the normal
rate rather than below it. Fig. 52 shows the variation
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in the capacity of an accumulator with a change in the

rate of discharge. If the capacity of the cell when dis-

charged at the normal eight-hour rate be taken as 100, it

will be seen by the curve that at a one-hour rate only
one-half as much energy can be recovered from the ac-

cumulator, while at a three-hour rate it will have but 75
per cent, of its normal capacity. If charged at the

eight-hour rate and discharged at the one-hour rate, it is

very evident that there would be considerable loss in

efficiency, and this condition of operation is therefore to

be avoided. If the battery is both charged and dis-

charged at the one-hour rate, however, the sanre loss of

e£Bciency does not result, contrary to the usual supposi-

tion, and as far as excessive loss of energy is concerned,
there is little reason why the batteries should not be
worked at this rate.

The actual capacity of a given accumulator at any rate

of charge and discharge is determined by the amount of

active material exposed to the action of the electrolyte,

and as it depends upon the construction of the plates it

will vary slightly with different types of cells, but, allow-

ing for the portion of the plate which is used for me-
chanical support only, a fair average may be taken as

about one-third ampere-hour for each square inch of

plate; that is, a battery having a capacity of Soo ampere-
hours at the normal rate would have an area of positive

plates (figuring both sides) equal to about 2,400 square

inches. There is alvvays one more negative plate in a

cell than there are positive plates, in order to have the

entire area of all the positive plates effective, as the

chemical changes are more active upon the surface of

the positive plates than upon that of the negative plates.

The outside plates of an accumulator are therefore both

negative, and the surface of these plates not opposed by
a positive plate may be considered as inactive.

The normal ampere-hour capacity per pound of plate

varies also with the construction of the plates and with

the character of the service for which they are built.

It seldom exceeds four ampere-hours per pound of ele-

ment (plates only) in the largest sizes of central station
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FIG. 51. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF ELECTRIC POWER
' PLANTS.—VARIATION OF SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF

ELECTROLYTE.

batteries, and for small cells will average nearer three.

It is desirable that a battery should have a low ampere-
hour capacity per pound of plate, and too many mistakes

have been made in the past by manufacturers in an effort

to reduce the weight of the accumulator per given out-

put. This error results in an early destruction of the

plates from overwork.
To obtain any given capacity, then, it is simply a

question of providing an ample area of plates. Mechan-
ical reasons will dictate the relation between the number
and size of the plates. Batteries of any reasonable

capacity can now be obtained commercially, and accu-

mulators having a capacity of 4,000 lo 6,000 ampere-
hours capacity are quite common, and one of 10,000 am-
pere-hours has recently been installed.

CosL—As the capacity of a battery depends upon the

rate of discharge, we may expect to find the cost varying

also with the rate. The cost per kilowatt-hour capacity

at different rates is shown in Fig. 52. As a starting

basis $50 per kilowatt-hour at the normal rate of dis-

charge was taken as a fair figure upon which to base

estimates at the present time. It is believed ttiat this

figure will cover the entire cost of installation of the

battery, with all switchboards, wiring and accessory

apparatus, but not the building. The value of the or-

dinate at any other rate will give the cost per kilowatt-

hour capacity at that rate. Thus a battery discharging

at a four-hour rate would cost S60 per kilowatt-hour, and
one discharging at a one-hour rate would cost $100 per

kilowatt-hour.

Etficieiicy.—The efficiency of a battery upon discharge

depends very largely upon the immediate previous his-

tory of the cells, not only during the preceding charge,

but also during the previous cycle of charge and dis-

charge. For a battery which is charged and discharged

continously at the same rate, the watt-hour efficiency

will be at least 75 per cent., and may under good man-
agement be as high as 80 per cent. The former figure

may be safely used in designing a plant with a storage

battery auxiliary. The ampere-hour efficiency is some-

times given, but as this figure does not take into account

the variation in voltage during either the charge or dis-

charge it has little meaning, and as it is always higher

than the watt efficiency it is liable to be misleading.

The results of a capacity and efficiency test are shown
in Fig. 53, in which the upper curve represents watts in

charging and the lower curve watts in discharging. The
area below the lower curve divided by the area below
the upper curve gives watt-hour efficiency, which,

in this case, was found to be 73.6 per cent. Consider-

ing that the battery was new and had been working on
variable service just previous to the test, this figure is

fairly satisfactory. The ampere-hour efficiency at the

same time was found to be 90 per cent., showing the

difference between- ampere and watt efficiency already

mentioned. This battery after having been chargec.
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FIG. 53. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF ELECTRIC POWER
PLANTS. EFFICIENCY TEST OF ACCUMULATOR PLANTS.

and discharged from 40 to 50 times would show a watt
efficiency of So per cent.

Ap'Plications.^—The advantages to be gained by in-

stalling a storage battery as an auxiliary to a generating
plant can be shown in no better way than by taking a
number of cases in which their use has been successful.

/. Carrying Light Loads.—Fig. 54 shows the dis-

charge curve of the battery installed in the Chicago Board
of Trade. It will be seen that the battery in this case

has a capacity sufficient to carry the entire load upon the

plant from 11 p. m. until seven o'clock next morning, al-

lowing the generating plant to be shut down for eight

hours each day. To have carried this load upon the gen-
erating machinery direct would have either involved
the operation of one of the units at a very small per cent.

of its capacity, and therefore at very poor economy, or

the installation of a smaller unit, and in either case the

services of an engineer and fireman would have been
necessary. The curve showing the voltage of the bat-

tery is placed beneath the ampere discharge curve. In

this plant it is desirable not to allow the switchboard
voltage to drop much below 124 volts. It will be noticed

that at II p. m. the voltage of 62 cells was 125, but this

had dropped to 124 by midnight, when another cell was
cut in, raising the voltage by about two volts. Two
other cells were cut in during the night, and at seven
o'clock, with 65 cells in circuit, the voltage stood at

123^, or about 1.9 volts per cell, which indicates that

the battery was not nearly discharged.
In deciding upon the size of a battery to carry a load

similar to that shown in Fig. 54, two considerations
must be taken into account—the ampere-hour capacity

and the maximum rate at which the battery is to charge
or discharge. Sometimes one consideration will deter-

mine the size, sometimes the other; occasionally both.

In this particular case the discharge continued over a
period of eight hours, and the total discharge was 912
ampere-hours or an average discharge for eight hours of

114 amperes. A battery having a capacity of 1,000 am-
peie-hours at an eight-hour rate would have been ample

DIZiCHARCiE. 'RAT5" IN H0UR5
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PLANTS.— CAPACITY AND COST OF ACCUMULATORS
AT DIFFERENT RATES OF DISCHARGE.

for this particular night, but on account of this load be-

ing increased at times a 1,400 ampere-hour battery was
installed. A battery of 1,000 ampere-hours' capacity

would have a normal discharge of 125 amperes, and it

will be noticed that during the first hour only is the re-

quired discharge much above the normal. It is always

well to provide a battery of such a capacity that the

maximum discharge will not be greater than that which
the battery is capable of maintaining for one hour. In

this case a battery of 1,000 ampere-hour capacity at an
eight-hour rate will be seen from the curve of Fig.

52 to have a capacity of 500 ampere-hours at a one- hour

rate. The maximum discharge required of the battery

under consideration is only 150 amperes, and as this

falls well within the limit of 500 amperes, no capacity
need be added to our estimate to take care of the
maximum rate of discharge.

2. Reduciiig Fluctuations.—Fig. 55 (page iS) is a
five-minute section of the day load diagram of the Chicago
Board of Trade plant and shows the use of the same
battery in reducing the fluctuations caused by elevator
and motor service.

It may be well at this point to distinguish between the
term "variations" in the load and the term "fluctua-
tions." Fig, 54 shows the variations in the demand dur-
ing the night, the variation in the load between three and
five o'clock being caused by the janitors dusting, and each
night the load shows about these same variations both
in lime and amount. The dotted lines of Fig. 55, on the
other hand, indicate the fluctuations in the load caused
by the starting and stopping of the elevators. The
maximum amount of these fluctuations may be predeter-
mined, but the time at which they will occur can hardly
be predicted. A "variation" in load, then, is a gradual
increase or decrease, while a "fluctuation" is a sudden
change in the demand for current. The fluctuations on
an electric railway plant will be similar to those shown
in Fig. 55, though, as the number of cars upon the line
increases, the fluctuating effect, due to the starting of
one car, becomes less noticeable, as an increase in the
number of working units tends to even the load.

In Fig. 55 the diagram was plotted from readings taken
every five seconds and represents the conditions un-
der which a 75 kilowatt constant potential generator
operated with a service consisting of four electric ele-

vators and an additional load of about 500 amperes dis-

tributed to arc and incandescent lamps and motors used
for ventilating purposes. The unbroken line represents
the actual load upon the generator, while the dotted line
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FIG. 54. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF ELECTRIC POWER
PLANTS.—DISCHARGE CURVE OF BOARD OF

TRADE BATTERY.

represents the load which would have been upon the
generator if there had been no storage battery auxiliary.

That part of the dotted load line above the unbroken
line represents the discharge of the battery—the part

below shows when the battery was charging. It will be
noticed that of the current required to start the elevators

fully two-thirds was furnished by the batteries. Of the

other third, which was furnished by the generators, fully

one-half had, just previous to the starting of the eleva-

tors, been passing into the battery as a charging current,

so that the actual increased load upon the generator
really amounted to only about one-sixth of the extra de-

mand. It will readily be seen from this case that when
a storage battery is used in connection with a constantly

fluctuating load a much smaller generating unit can
be installed than would be required without its use, the

decrease in size depending, of course, upon the charac-

ter and extent of the fluctuations. With the case shown
in Fig. 55, on account of the combined elevator and
lighting service, it was found desirable to operate the

generator shunt-wound upon the elevators and storage

batteries in parallel and compound-wound upon the lights

in a manner explained in the lecture upon switchboards.

The use of a battery in connection with a fluctuating

load not only reduces the size of the generating plant,

but gives to such a smaller plant an added economy due
to a steady load at its full rated output. The economy
to be gained by these combined advantages will, of

course, vary with circumstances, but with a load in which
the fluctuations bear about the same relation to the total

load as do those shown in Fig. 55, the saving in fuel due
to the battery auxiliary will be fully 25 percent., making
due allowance for the small loss of energy inthe battery.

In determining the size of the battery for regulating

purposes alone, the consideration of the actual ampere-
hour or watt-hour capacity hardly enters, as it is more a

question of the rate at which the battery can discharge

in such service. As has already been pointed out, it is

not well to discharge a battery at a much greater rate

than it would be capable of maintaining for one hour,

though an occasional instantaneous discharge at a

greater rate may not prove injurious. It is good prac-

tice, however, in determining the size of a regulating

battery to allow sufficient capacity to carry the required

discharge for one hour. As the capacity of a battery at

a one-hour rate is one-half the capacity of the same bat-

tery at an eight-hour rate, we have but to multiply the

discharge in amperes required for regulation by two to

get the capacity of the battery at the normal eight-hour

rate.

[The concluding portion of Part IX. will be given next

week.]
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Nobel Prizes for Scientific Discoveries.

Much has been published in relatioa to the large be-

quests for prizes for scientific and literary work made

by the late Alfred Nobel, the Swedish manufacturer

and philanthropist. Mr. Ferguson, the United States

minister at Stockholm, furnishes the Slate Department

with the essential extract from the will, which, trans-

lated, is as follows:

My total remaining fortune, when capitalized, shall

be disposed of in the following way: When the capital has

been converted into good securities by the trustees, it

shall form a fund, the interest of which shall be dis-

tributed annually as prizes to those persons who shall

have rendered humanity the best services during the

past year. The interest shall be divided into five equal

portions, which shall be distributed as follows: One-
fifth to the person having made the most important

discovery or invention in the science of physics, one-

fifth to the person who has made the most eminent dis-

covery or improvement in chemistry, one-fifth to the

one having made the most important discovery with re-

gard to physiology or medicine, one-fifth to the person

who has produced the most distinguished idealistic work
of literature, and one-fifth to the person who has

worked the most or best for advancing the fraternization

of all nations and for abolishing or diminishing the

standing armies as well as for the forming or propaga-

tion of committees of peace. The prizes for phvsics

iOOO

Mr. Preece's Views Upon Marconi's
System.

On June 4th W. R. Preece read a paper before the

Royal Institution at London on "Signaling Through

Space Without Wires," in which he reviewed the work

that had already been done in that line, and then de-

scribed the Marconi system that has been the subject of

so much attention.

In Mr. Preece's view Marconi utilizes electric or

Hertzian waves of very high frequency. He has in-

vented a new relay which, for sensitiveness and delicacy,

exceeds all known electrical apparatus. The peculiarity

of Marconi's system is that, apart from the ordinary

connecting wires of the apparatus, conductors of very

moderate length only are needed, and even these can

be dispensed with if reflectors are used.

The transmitter is Prof. Righi's form of Hertz's radi-

ator, and is illustrated in Fig. i. Two speres of solid

brass, four inches in diameter, .4 and B, are fixed in an

oil- tight case V, of insulating material, so that a hem-

isphere of each is exposed, the other hemisphere being

immersed in a bath of vaseline oil. Marconi uses gen-

erally waves about 120 centimeters long. Two small

spheres, a and b, are fixed close to the large spheres
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FIG. 55. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS.—APPLICATION OF BATTERY FOR REGULATING
PURPOSES.

and chemistry shall be awarded by the Royal Swedish
Academy of Science, that given to works of physiology
and medicine by the Carolinska Institute at Stockholm,
the prize for literature by the Royal Swedish Academy
at Stockholm, and the prize given to the propagators of

peace by a committee composed of five members, who
shall be selected by the Norwegian Storthing. It is my
absolute wish that no importance shall be attached to

any difference of nationality in awarding the prizes,

which, consequently, shall be given to the most compe-
tent person, whether Scandinavian or not.

The Nobel estate is so large that, if the intention of

the testator is carried out, the yearly prizes will be of

munificent proportions. However, it is stated that sev-

eral of the heirs-at-law of Mr. Nobel are contesting the

will and that it may possibly be years before the execu-

tors will be able to distribute the prizes. Minister Fer-

guson gives these details: "The will was dated Paris,

November 27, 1895, and after disposing of about 2,000,

-

000 kronor in legacies to relatives, servants, etc., directs

that the remainder be devoted to the objects set forth in

the extract which I inclose. The amount thus devoted

to the advancement of science and literature is estimated

to be between 30,000,000 and 35,000,000 kronor and it is

thought that it will yield three per cent, per annum in-

come, or from $240,000 to $270,000 to be annually dis-

tributed in five prizes. Each individual prize will

therefore be worth between $48,000 and $55,000.

Messrs. Ragnar Sohlman of Bofors, Sweden , and

Rudolf Liljequist of Stockholm, Sweden, who now re-

sides at Bengtsfors, Uddevalla, are named execu.

tors."

and connected each to one end of the secondary circuit

of the induction coil C the primary circuit of which is

excited by a battery E^ thrown in and out of circuit by

the Morse key K. Now, whenever the key A' is de-

pressed sparks pass between /. .^andj, and since the

system A B contains capacity and electric inertia, oscil-

lations are set up in it of extreme rapidity. The line of

propagation is Dd, and the frequency of oscillation is

piobably about 250,000,000 persecond. The distance at

which effects are produced with such rapid oscillations

depends chiefly on the energy in the discharge that

passes. A six-inch spark coil has sufficed through one,

two, three, up to four miles, but for greater distances

a more powerful coil have been used—one emitting

sparks 20 inches long. It may also be pointed out that

this distance increases with the diameter of the spheres

A and B, and it is nearly doubled by making the spheres

solid instead of hollow.

Marconi's relay consists of a small glass tube four

centimeters long, into which two silver pole-pieces are

tightly fitted, separated from each other by about half a

millimeter—a thin space which is filled up by a mixture

of fine nickel and silver filings, mixed with a trace of

mercury. The tube is exhausted to a vacuum of four

millimeters and sealed. It forms part of a circuit con-

taining a local cell and a sensitive telegraph relay. In

its normal condition the metallic powder is virtually an

insulator. The particles lie in disorder. They lightly

touch each other in an irregular method, but when elec-

tric waves fall upon them they are "polarized." The

resistance of such a space falls from infinity to about

five ohms, The electric resistance of Marconi's relay

—

that is, the resistance of the thin disk of loose powder

—

is practically infinite when it is in its normal or disor-

dered condition. It is then, in fact, an insulator. This

resistance drops sometimes to five ohms, when the ab-

sorption of the electric waves by it is intense. It there-

fore becomes a conductor. It may be, as suggested by

Professor Lodge, that we have in the measurement of

the variable resistance of this instrument a means of
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FIG. I. MR. PREECE S VIEWS UPON MARCONl's SYSTEM.
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DIAGRAM OF TRANSMITTER.

determining the intensity of the energy falling upon it.

This variation is being investigated both as regards the

magnitude of the energy and the frequency of the inci-

dent waves. E. Branly (iSgo) showed this effect

with copper, aluminum and iron filings. Professor

Oliver Lodge, who has done more than anyone else in

England to illustrate and popularize the work of Hertz

and his followers, has given the name "coherer" to this

form of apparatus. Marconi "decoheres" by making,

the local current very rapidly vibrate a small hammer
head against the glass tube, which it does effectually,

and in doing so makes such a sound that reading Morse
characters is easy. The same current that decoheres

can also record Morse signals on paper by ink. The
exhausted tube has two wings which, by their size, tune

the receiver to the transmitter by varying the capacity

of the apparatus. Choking coils prevent the energy

escaping. The analogy to Professor Silvanus Thomp-
son's wave apparatus is evident. Oscillations set up in

the transmitter fall upon the receiver tuned in sym-

FIG. 2. MR- PREECE S VIEWS UPON MARCONIS SYSTEM.—
CONNECTIONS FOR GROUND.

pathy with it, coherence follows, currents are excited,

and signals made.

In open, clear spaces within sight of each other noth-

ing more is wanted, but when obstacles intervene and

great distances are in question, height is needed—tall

masts, kites and balloons have been used. Excellent

signals have been transmitted between Penarth and

Brean Down, near Westonsuper-Mare, across the Bris-

tol Channel, a distance of nearly nine miles.

Mirrors also assist and intensify the effects. They
were used in the earlier experiments, but they have

been laid aside for the present, for they are not only
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expensive to make, but they occupy much time in man-

ufacture.

The wings shown in Fig. i may be removed. One

pole can be connected with earth, and the other ex-

tended up to the top of the mast, or fastened to a balloon

by means of a wire. The wire and balloon or kite cov-

ered with tin foil becomes the wing. In this case one

pole of the transmitter must also be connected with

earth. This is shown by Fig. 2.

There are some apparent anomalies that have devel-

oped themselves during the experiments. Mr. Marconi

finds that his relay acts even when it is placed in a per-

fectly closed metallic box. This is the fact that has

given rise to the rumor that he can blow up an ironclad

ship. This might be true if he could plant his properly

tuned receiver in the magazine of an enemy's ship.

The distance to which signals have been sent is re-

markable. On Salisbury Plain Mr. Marconi covered a

distance of four miles. In the Bristol Channel this has

been extended to over eight miles, and we have by no

means reached the limit. It is interesting to read the

surmises o£ others. Half a mile was the wildest dream.

It is easy to transmit many messages in any direction

at the same time. It is only necessary to tune the

transmitters and receivers to the same frequency or

"note." Tuning is very easy. It is simply neces-

sary to vary the capacity of the receiver, and this is

done by increasing the length of the wings IF in Fig. 2.

The proper length is found experimentally close to the

transmitter. It is practically impossible to do so far away.

It has been said that Mr. Marconi has done nothing new.

He has not discovered any new rays; his transmitter is

comparatively old; his receiver is based on Branly's

coherer. Columbus did not invent the egg, but he

showed how to make it stand on its end, and Marconi

has produced from known means a new electric eye

more delicate than any known electrical instrument, and

a new system of telegraphy that will reach places hith-

erto inaccessible.

Electric Lighting and Power Plant for
the University of Michigan.

The last Legislature appropriated $20,000 for the pur-

pose of building an electric lighting and power plant for

the University of Michigan. The university already

has the necessary boilers and the building. A few of

the buildings are wired, and current for some of them

has been obtained from the city plant, the managers of

which vigorously opposed the appropriation. The en-

tire plant, including the hospitals, includes about 4,000

lamps.

At the last meeting of the Board of Regents a contract

was let to the Ridgway Dynamo & Engine company for

two 75 kilowatt direct current 240 volt generators, two

120 horse power single-valve engines, and the connecting

shaft, quills, etc., of the Arnold system. The capacity

of the plant is the same as that of the Chicago Board of

Trade. Another smaller generator remains to be con-

tracted for.

It is proposed to use 220 volt lamps and to run motors

from the same generators that are employed for light-

ing. These motors will replace several small engines

now supplied with steam from the central boiler house.

That is, the shops, themachinery in the Physical Labora-

NEW RAILWAY MOTOR.

tory and blowers for producing draft will all be run by
means of electric motors. The exhaust steam will be

used for heating purposes.

The wiring of the buildings requiring it will be done
by the university under the immediate supervision of

Mr. C. D. Jones, instructor of electrical engineering,

and Mr. John R. Allen, instructor in mechanical engi-

neering. Both these gentlemen have had large experi-

ence in work of this character. Engineering students

will be employed to do the work. The plans on the

electrical side are made by Professor Carhart and on
the mechanical side oy Professor Cooley. The work
be will begun immediately.

New Railway Motor.

The General Electric company announces a new street

railway motor, of less capacity than the G E r.ooo, but

of greater capacity than the familiar G E 800. As in the

nomenclature of its railway motors the General Electric

company has abandoned the method formerly derived

from the draw-bar pull and has adopted an arbitrary

nomenclature, the present motor is known as the GE
52. Its design is along lines dictated by years of experi-

ence, and no pains have been spared to make it light in

weight, compact in form and simple in construction, while

retaining all the excellent features of the G E 1,000

motor.

The G E 52 motor has an output of 28 horse power,

rated according to a maximum rise of 75° C. in the tem-

perature of the windings after a run of one hour at rated

load, the temperature of the surrounding air not exceed-

ing 25*^ C. It is intended only for ordinary street rail

way work and is not recommended for the heavier service

to which the G E 1,000 motor is adapted, and will ac-

commodate electric brakes; but as some additional

capacity is required for brake service the company does

not recommend this motor for such work except in purely

street railway service.

The frame is of steel, cast in two bowl-shaped pieces

and hinged and bolted in such manner that the motor is

practically water and dust-proof. A hand-hole, fitted

with cover-plate and gasket, is let into the lower half,

directly beneath the commutator, permitting easy access

to the bottom of the motor for inspection or for the re-

moval of any foreign substance. The motor has four

poles, each with its own coil. The pole-pieces are lami-

nated and are bolted to the frame in the same manner

core type, ir inches in diameter with a spread of nine

inches. The core is built up of well annealed laminae,

and, toincrease the circulation of the air, is provided with

three ventilating ducts, as in the G E generator arma-
tures. The armature has no spider, but it is assembled
directly on the shaft. There are 29 slots in its periphery,

each slot containing three coils formed into a com-
pact unit; consequently there are 29 sets of coils and 87

commutator bars. The small number of coils is of spe-

cial advantage in the matter of armature repairs, while

NEW RAILWAY MOTOR.
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as in the G E 1,000, the bolts extending through the

frame.

A large percentage of the cost of motor maintenance

is due to the expense of renewing the bearing linings.

The large bearing surface of this motor is one of its

most important features. The armature bearings, de-

signed for the use of oil or grease, or both, are of the

following dimensions: Pinion end, 7^+ by 2^4 inches;

commutator end, 6}i by 2j4 inches; and are constructed

on the ' 'outboard" plan. The upper support for the lin-

ing is cast with the upper half of the motor frame, and

when lite^Uaing is in place there is a space of one inch

in the cored recess between the inner end of the lining

and the motor frame. This space is occupied by a com-

bination thrust collar and oil guard. The thrust collar

is extended through the motor frame into the recess,

vhere it acts as an oil guard. This portion of the col-

lar is a tapered disk 6li inches in diameter. The
lower support for the lining is a cap bolted to the upper

half, but not enclosing the lower half of the oil guard.

This allows free outlet to the oil or grease. With this

construction it is impossible for the lubricant to

work into the motor. The upper grease or oil cups are

of ample size and are provided with wicks or wipers,

which wipe the shaft through openings cut in the lin-

ings. The axle bearings are also fitted with two wipers

to each bearing.

The field coils are wound with asbestos-covered wire

and "mummified." Each is held in place on its respect-

ive pole by means of the pole-piece projections, sup-

plemented by a spring steel plate, and is placed in posi-

tion before the pole-piece is bolted to the frame. For
convenience in car wiring and opening for motors, the

field connections between the upper and lower fields

have been made on the outside of this motor, and both

the field and armature leads are brought out at the front

of the motor as in the G E 1,000 motor.

The armature is of the well known iron-clad hollow

NEW RAILWAY MOTOR.

the method of forming them in groups of three admits

of a substantia! insulation of high quality. The com-
paratively small weight of the armature and its conse-

quent small inertia will be readily appreciated.

The standard gear ratio is 4.73, with taper bore pinion

having 14 teeth and a cast-steel gear having 67 teeth.

Higher speed gear ratios may be used, furnishing in-

creased speed with proportionately decreased tractive

effort.

The commutator segments are of hard drawn copper

i}§ inches deep, allowing a wearing depth of one inch.

In assembling clamping belts have been dispensed with

and the clamping ring is held in place by a ring nut.

The brush-holders are standard, and staggered to pre-

vent the wearing of ridges in the center of the commu-
tator. Each holder contains two radial brushes 2^4

inches long, iJ-( inches wide and one-half inch thick.

The brush-holder yoke is carefully treated with an insu-

lating compound and rubbed to an enamel finish, pre-

venting the lodging of carbon dust.

The suspension can be either the nose, the yoke or

the sidebar, as with the GE 1,000 motor. The yoke

suspension is especially recommended, as with this sus-

pension the weight of the motor is carried on springs,

placed upon the side frames of the car trucks. Lugs are

cast on the upper. half of the motor frame, to which the

suspension bar is bolted, the motor being suspended

from the top half. This permits easy access for inspec-

tion or repairs, as the lower half can be swung down
into the pit without disturbing the upper half, which re-

mains suspended from the axle and suspension yoke.

The same adjustable axle collar is furnished as with the

G E 1,000 motor.

When the motor is mounted on 33 inch wheels, the

clearance between the bottom of the motor and the top of

the track rails is $yi inches. The clearance between

the bottom of the gear case and the top of the track rail

is 4fs inches—a feature which railway men will appreci-

ate.

The motor, without gear or gear case, weighs 1,450

pounds; complete, with 67 tooth gear and malleable iron

gear case, the weight is 1,725 pounds.

Insects Attracted to the Naturalist's Net
by Electric Light.

By reason of its brilliancy the electric light is occa-

sionally used as a lure to trap fishes or insects at night.

A French entomologist describes a plan to secure speci-

mens of the creatures that are so numerous and noisy

about stagnant ponds on a summer evening:

Take an incandescent lamp of three or four candle
power and place on the bank of the pond a small stor-

age battery like those used for electric bicycle lamps.
Connect it to the lamp by wires of sufficient length.

The lamp, which is too light to sink into the water, is

fixed to a semicircle of iron, and below the semicircle

and lamp is placed a large net having an opening 80
centimeters [32 inches] across, and similar to those

used for snaring birds. The net is made of coarse pack-
thread and provided with a string. The whole, lamp
and all, is lowered very slowly into the pond. The
lamp is lighted; insects, fish, lizards, frogs, tadpoles,

larvjE of every kind rush up to it in great numbers. The
string is now pulled, closing up the net, and by a single

movement several pounds of victims are captured, espe-

cially if there are fish in the pond. A small Geissler

tube excited by an induction coil can be used in the

same manner.
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With the Niagara Falls convention number of the

Western Electrician, dated June 12, 1897, this jour-

nal made a new record for itself both in circulation and

advertising. Of this 100-page number 20,000 copies

were printed and circulated and the amount of full paid

advertising matter carried was 8,643 square inches.

The remarkable success of this journal, especially in

view of the hard times that have prevailed throughout

the country, is all the more striking because of the fact

that it is only 10 years since the first number was issued.

Its advancement has been rapid and in keeping with

the progress of the great industry it represents and the

splendid field which it occupies. It is a noteworthy fact,

especially in view of existing conditions, that during the

period of depression this journal has made steady gains

in advertising. Beginning with the convention number

of March 3, 1894, the record shows constant gains each

year until in the present case the number oE square

inches of full paid advertising matter is more than

double that of the 1894 number. The figures showing

this unprecedented gain are given in the accompanying

table:

Issue.

Number of
Advertising

Pages.

Whole
Number of

Pages.

Square Inches
of Paid Ad-
vertising
Matter.

March 3, 1894
February 23, 1S95.

May 9, 1896
June 12. 1897

40
52
72
80

56
68
88

100

4.145

5.593
7,576
8,643

This constantly increasing patronage speaks elo-

quently of the influence and merit of this journal and of

the confidence and respect which it commands through-

out the country. It is pleasing recognition of the efforts

that have been made in the interest of the entire fra-

ternity.

It is of much scientific interest and of not a little

practical importance to determine the conditions result-

ing in the maximum attractive power of the electro-

magnet. From a note extracted from the "Proceedings"

of the Royal Society of London, we learn that "H. Wilde

has exceeded his own estimated limit of 400 pounds per

square inch for magnetic traction by means of annealed

charcoal-iron wire 0.57 inch in diameter. The electro-

magnet was excited by a current of 40 amperes. With
a piece of wire 1.2 inches long the unprecedented

tractive force of 422 pounds per square inch was ob-

tained. That the magnetization limit was virtually ar-

rived at was shown from the fact that, when the current

transmitted round the electro-magnet was reduced from

40 to 26 amperes, the amount of the tractive force re-

mained constant. The determinations were made with

a single-pole electro-magnet." These detail are meager,

but the result obtained is certainly extraordinary.

With the single exception of Prof. William Crookes

no person who has won distinction in pure science was

rewarded with knighthood at the jubilee of Queen Vic-

toria. Under the circumstances the selection of Prof.

Crookes is especially pleasing to his friends, and it is

conceded thnt the distinction could not have been be-

stowed upon a worthier subject. Prof. Crookes has won
distinction by his labors in the electrical field, his in-

vention of the Crookes tube bringing him into special

prominence of late through the close relationship be-

tween his work and the discovery of Baron Rontgen.

The selection will therefore be commended throughout

the scientific world.

But it is really singular that at this time, when an

apparent effort is being made to convey the impression

that the queen and her ministers appreciate the luster

that has been shed upon the reign of Victoria by the

progress that has been made in the realm of science

and letters, decorations were bestowed so profusely upon

those who have served the government in civic, naval

and military capacities, and those who are supposed to

be in position to advance political missions, while the

scientists were neglected in comparison. It does not

appear that the distinction so palpably made is an envi-

able one.

The idea of arming a corps of electrical engineers for

militia service, as is to be done in. England, has an ele-

ment of the ridiculous in it that is appreciated by some

of the English themselves. The Electrical Keview of

London—which, by the way, seems to have the right to

style itself "the oldest weekly electrical paper," on the

showing of Mr. Lockwood of Boston and Mr. Fitz-Gerald

of London—fears that the corps will be top-heavy with

officers, from the class of men composing it. "We doubt

not that officers will be readily found, "says our contempo-

rary, ' 'but most of them will feel somewhat reduced in the

profession if their drill is to consist of switching on and

off a few searchlights, or laying short lengths of tor-

pedo cable. What arms are the new volunteers to

carry and are the officers to be mounted? Suggestions

are made to us that the staff should ride on electric

motor cars, and the rank and file should each carry a

wireman's complete outfit, with a few extra sticks of

'Chatterton,' three spanners and a coil of wire—though

none of these are of much service for personal defense

in hand-to-hand fighting. For that we should recom-

mend a three-foot length of lead-covered armored 61-12

cable, used in the style of a mediaeval mace." The

whole idea is so incongruous that it is small wonder

that it is the butt of ridicule. It is very patriotic and

proper, no doubt, for the electricians to serve as volun

teers, but why have a distinct "corps" of them any

more than of architects or surgeons or carpenters?

In both New York and Chicago the projects for elec

trie railways operated by the medium of underground

trolley wires are meeting with much opposition. In the

former city a rival company attacked the plan, and

has received the practical co-operation of a number of

property owners and of those who desire to see the

municipal government attempt to secure the lines in

question, now operated by animal power, under the

terms of an old charter. There also appears to be some
conflict of authority between the city Department of

Public Works and the Board of Electrical Control in the

matter of granting the desired permission, and, all told,

the proposal is so bound up in red tape, which can only

be untied by tedious legislation, that the prospect of the

actual operation of the trolley conduit system is dubious.

In Chicago the situation is different, and the outlook

for a trial of the underground plan is still more hopeless.

An application was made for a franchise for a new street

railway system on the South Side in which buried trol-

ley wires were to be uFcd. The City Council passed the

ordinance, but the project was not put into execution.

There were rumors of consolidation with this or that

existing road, of the great designs of outside capitalists,

and other startling reports, but no actual work was
done. Then, on July 6th, the council veered directly

around and suspended its rules by a two-thirds vote to

pass at once a new ordinance giving the General Electric

Railway company, which was to have built the trolley

conduit road, the right to use the overhead trolley sys-

tem. The new ordinance is likely to be vetoed by the

mayor, but what is known as the "boodle element" in

the council has enough votes to pass it over the veto.

The ordinance allowing the General Electric Railway

company to changeits motive power to the overhead trol-

ley system was accompanied by a petition in which it was
stated that the underground system at first contemplated

had been found to be impracticable, and that it was.

deemed necessary to adopt the overhead wires to sell the

bonds the road desired to put on the market. One of

the many conjectures brought out by this surprising

action is that the franchise has been sold and that the

change was necessary to bind the bargain. At any rate,

it appears that, for the present at least, there is no

prospect of an electric railway in Chicago to be operated

from trolley wires laid underground. From a compara-

tive engineering point of view this is to be regretted, as

with cable, overhead trolley and storage battery roads

in operation, the buried trolley system would about com-
plete the practical possibilities in street railway work,

and all might be compared on their merits under similar

conditions.

Another interesting development of the street railway

situation in Chicago is the likelihood that the main north-

and-south trunk lines of the Chicago City Railway com-

pany on State street and Cottage Grove avenue, now
operated by cable, may be transformed into overhead

trolley roads. The Western Electrician intimated

last week that this change was impending. The im-

provement has been seen to be inevitable for some time,

but it now appears that it may come quicker than had

been anticipated. The company is now figuring on the

change, and the cost is estimated to be about $1,200,000.

This is a large sum of money to invest in new equip-

ment, and of course it could not be contemplated were

it not for the ultimate saving to be effected. The im-

proved service is also taken into consideration both by

the company and by patrons. The excellent operation

of the company's long electric lines—their comfort and

speed—has been an unfailing object lesson to those

South Siders who were loud in denouncing the electric

cars three or four years ago. We don't hear as much
about the "deadly trolley" as we did. Things are dif-

ferent than they were. Two delegations of business

men instate street south of Thirty-ninth called at the

office of the railway company last week and urged that

the cable cars give way to the trolley. Traffic on the

State street cars has decreased considerably since the

Wentworth avenue electric cars began to run, and the

Cottage Grove avenue cables have also felt the effect of

the competition of the faster system. If the directors

give formal approval to the change and if the city

authorities give the necessary permisfion, it is probable

that the work will be started at once. Mr. Bowen, the

general manager, estimates that it could be carried out in

four months, and during that time the cable cars would

run as usual. It is thought that the electric cars might

be in operation by the beginning of 189S. The exist-

ing cable power stations will be made over into elec-

tric power houses, if the plan is adopted, and the cable

conduits will carry the feeder wires. Cars that are

heavy enough will be fitted with motors and trolley

poles, while the lighter ones will be used as trailers.

The track is already in fair shape to serve as the return

circuit. When the change is accomplished it will mark

a notable victory for the use of electrically transmitted

power in street railway work.
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The Spectrophotometry of Incandes-
cent Lamps.

By W. R. Turnbull.

In the January ist (i8g6) number of the Electrical

Engineer of New York, Dr. W. H. Birchmore pub-

lished an article on "The Mistaken Ideal of Artificial

Light Improvers." His curves are plotted from, and

his paper is based on, a table of mistakes which unfor-

tunately appears in Palaz's excellent book on "Indus-

trial Photometry." This table purports to come from

O. E. Meyer, but the Beiblaeticr reference' to Meyer's

article gives tables which are, in main essentials, the

same as the tables of other investigators. Apparently,

Palaz, in copying Meyer's table, did not give sufficient

attention to having the ratios right, and therefore

the table gives, for the most part, the reciprocals of

the proper values; e.g., Palaz gives

sunlight
= 4.07

gaslight

at the "B" line, whereas Meyer gives

gaslight

=4.07.
sunlight

The result is that the entire table is a mistake,

through which he attributes a large amount of blue rays

to incandescent lamD<=. and it is surprising that Dr.
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FIG. I. THE SPECTROPHOTOMETRY OF INCANDESCENT
LAMPS.

Birchmore did not compare such startling results with

the work of others, for to a worker along these lines the

error is apparent.

In aiming to improve our light sources, we should

indeed take sunshine as the ideal and normal light, but

the combined work of Schumann, Meyer, Vierordt.

Nichols, Franklin and others shows that our artificial

sources are weak, not strong, in violet rays, and they

are strong, not weak, in red rays; there is, therefore, no

mistaken ideal in attempting to get higher percentages

of blue rays incur artificial lights, for we need them.

Had this mistaken table been quoted by one writer

alone, it would hardly have been necessary to call atten-

tion to it; but again, and more recently,- it has been

made use of by Mr. M. A. Edson in an article on

"Vacuum Tube Lighting." In the context of this table

(which is transformed into percentages) he says: "As is

well known, violet light should be avoided." How has

this become "well known," when it is in direct variance

with the results of all workers who have studied the

matter thoroughly? It is true that a violet light is to be

avoided, just as a red light or a green light is to be

avoided, but a light with its proper proportions of violet

light, as determined by our natural illuminant, the sun,

is to be desired and not avoided. The light from

vacuum tubes often has a preponderance of violet and

ultra-violet rays, but this is not always the case, for a

tube containing traces of hydrogen gives a bright red

light, onecontaining nitrogen a purple light, and so on.

1. BeibL zu Wied. Ann., 1880, p. 130.

2. Western Electrician, March 6, 1897.

It is probable that if vacuum tubes were filled with

proper proportions of several different gases, before ex-

haustion, that the remaining traces of the gases would

give to the light the proper proportions of all rays from

red to violet.

I am sorry to have to speak so critically of the two

articles above cited, but it is time that our inventors
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FIG. 2. THE SPECTROPHOTOMETRY OF INCANDESCENT
LAMPS.

and engineers were helped by the investigations of

physicists who have studied the subject, and not

misled and confused by articles which, were the tables

on which they are based corrected, would disprove just

what the writers attempt to prove.

The accompanying curves give the results obtained

by Nichols and Franklin^ and by Schumann- in extended

studies of the incandescent lamp. Their results are in

good accord with those of other investigators and may be

considered typical.

Fig. I shows the proportion of colored rays indifferent

sources of light; the light from a i6 candle power Edison

lamp (operating at normal candle power) being taken as

a standard of comparison and all of the sources being

made equal to unity in the yellow region of the spec-

trum (at the D line). It is obviously necessary to reduce

the intensity of the light from different sources to unity

at some point {e. g., the D line), since we are only con-

cerned with proportions of colors and could make no

measurements that would mean anything by comparing

the total brightness from sources such as the sun and

any artificial light. No. I. is the curve for daylight

when the sky is clear, and it shows in a most marked

manner how very intense the blue end of the spectrum

is in comparison with the incandescent lamp (V.) and

with other artificial sources, such as the arc light (HI.)

and lime light (IV.), although in the case of the arc light

there is one region, in the violet, where the radiation

m

3. THE SPECTROPHOTOMETRY
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OF INCANDESCENT

is unusually intense. Curve II. shows that with a

clouded sky daylight is not so predominatingly strong

in blue rays, although it still shows itself much stronger

than most artificial sources. Were curves for petroleum

and gas plotted on Fig. i they would be a little above

curve V. at the red end of the spectrum and somewhat

below it at the violet end.

Fig. 2 shows curves for a 16 candle power Edison

lamp operated at the abnormally high candle powers of

1. Proceedings of the American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science, August, 1S88.

2. Elcktrotcchnische Zeiischri/t, May, 1S84.

22 and 28, and at the abnormally low candle powers of

10 and four. It will be noted that at the red end of the

spectrum the intensity increases more slowly than candle
power, and at the violet end the intensity increases

more rapidly than candle power. There is an interme-

diate region in which the intensity is proportional to

candle power, and the dotted line in the figure shows at

what position this holds true; it is in the yellow, very

near the D line.

It is to be hoped that in considering Fig. i no confu-

sion with luminosity will arise. The curves of Fig. i

simply give comparative values for the intensities of

different sources in different regions of the spectrum,
when these sources are compared with a i6 candle power
lamp and when the intensities at the /J line have pre-

viously been made equal; e. g., curve I. shows that sun-

light, in the blue region, is proportionately 20 times

brighter than the light from the incandescent lamp in

the same region, and so on; but it tells nothing of the

luminosity of a single source for any region of the spec-

trum and it gives no comparisons of luminosities for dif-

ferent sources.

Information of this kind can only be obtained from
such a curve as that shown in Fig. 3, which is the lumi-

nosity curve of an incandescent lamp at normal activity.

This curve shows to what extent the different colored

rays, making up its light, contribute to the light-giving

power of the source.

Luminosity curves may be plotted in several ways,

Auj7:i/ios{.
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FIG. 4. THE SPECTROPHOTOMETRY OF INCANDESCENT
LAMPS.

but the most usual one is to hold a book (one that neces-

sitates reading, not inference, such as a table of loga-

rithms) in the different parts of the spectrum and regu-

late the intensity of the light until one is just able to

read the print at a fixed distance. Holding the book

hrst in the red, then in the orange, and so on, the light

will, in general, be decreased until the yellow is passed,

when it will have to be increased as we approach and

enter the green, blue and violet. The inverse of the

values thus obtained for intensity of the source, when

different parts of the spectrum are considered, are then

plotted as ordinates (the maximum luminosity being

called equal to 100) and the regions of the spectrum are

made the abscissas.

This curve of Fig. 3 is similar in form to curves for

most other sources of light having a complete spectrum,

but it is, of course, not identical with these, and for the

incandescent lamp itself the luminosity curve changes

in magnitude and form as the watts per candle change.

(See Fig. 4, from Otto Schumann's results.)^ The low-

est of these curves is that for a lamp operated at a low

efficiency, and the highest of them is for the same lamp

at a much higher efficiency. Luminosity curves of all

sources that emit a complete spectrum from red to

violet must be similar in general form, from the very na-

ture oE our organ of vision, with its limitations beyond

both ends of the visible spectrum.

An examination of these curves shows that one ought

I. See E. L. Nichols' paper, Proceedings of the American In-

stitute of Electrical Engineers, May, 1889.
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to manufacture yellow light in order to obtain maximum
elliciency, for yellow light gives a maximum return for

the energy expended, but at the same time It is obvi-

ously necessary, for the health of our eyes, to have a

light with the proper proportions of all rays in it, and no

one, for instance, would advocate the use of the sodium

light by which to read.

"The most important wave lengths, so far as light-

giving power is concerned, are those which form the

yellow of the spectrum, and the relative luminosity falls

off rapidly both towards the red and the violet. The

longer waves have, however, much more influence

upon the candle power than the more refrangible rays,

as will be seen by an inspection of the curves [Fig. 4],

the relative falling off of the red end of the spectrum

being compensated by larger and larger accessions in

the blue and violet as the state of incandescence in-

creases.

"Luminosity is the factor which we must take into ac-

count in seeking a complete expression for the

efficiency of any source of illumination, and

the method to be pursued in the determina-

tion of luminosity must depend upon the use

to which the light is applied. If we estimate

light by its power of bringing out the colors of

natural objects, the value which we place

upon the blue and violet rays must be very

different from that which would be ascribed

to them if we consider merely its power of illumina-

tion as applied to black and white. In a picture gallery,

for instance, or upon the stage, the value of an illum-

inant increases with the temperature of the incandes-

cent material out of all proportion to the candle power,

whereas candle power affords an excellent measure

of the light to be used in a reading-room."'

It is not my object to go further into this subject at

present; this paper simply strives to correct a mistake

which already has become far too widespread, and if it

serves to make matters at all clearer regarding both the

composition of the light from different sources and the

meaning of the term "luminosity," it will have served

its end.

Acetylene Searchlights Proposed for

Niagara Falls.

A proposition has been made by the Acetylene Light,

Heat & Power company of Niagara Falls, through its

manager, Joseph Devine, to light the American Falls by

a series of searchlights erected, as now proposed, on

Goat and Luna islands. In all about a dozen lamps are

to be placed, and these are to be operated by acetylene

gas. The reason given is a desire to make a public ex-

hibition of the illuminating powers of acetylene gas.

Calcium carbide, from which the gas is made, is manu-

factured in large quantities at the Falls, and it would

seem quite appropriate that the first public exhibition of

the powers of the gas should be made there. The falls

under artificial light at night present a magnificent spec-

tacle, and all who saw the illumination -by electricity

some years ago remember it as one of the grandest even-

ing sights in memory. At the time the state of New
York took the lands about the falls for park purposes in

1885, the electric light plant in Prospect Park was dis-

continued and the illumination of the falls and the

beautiful fountain in the park was also discontinued. It

is only within a year or two that public sentiment forced

the park commissioners to establish electric lights about

the domain under their charge, but none of these lights

are used for showing the beauties of the rapids and falls.

With the acetylene gas the light may stream across the

upper rapids and the falls, adding much to the pleasure

of an evening at Niagara.

American Representation atthe Munich
Exposition.

An international exposition of engines, motors, ma-

chinery and tools will be opened at Munich on June 10,

1S98, and will continue four months. An effort is being

made by Alfred Weller and C. E. Freeman of Chicago

to secure a representative American exhibit. It is

pointed out that a more favorable occasion for the

American manufacturer could not have been selected.

In Europe, and in Germany particularly, manufacturing

interests in general are thriving. The result of this con-

dition is shown in «the custom-house statistics. The

gentlemen in charge of the affair hope to enlist the sup-

port of manufacturers of electrical machinery, especially

small motors for shop work.

I. E. L, Nichols.

The D. & W. Fuse.
An exhibit that aroused considerable interest at the

recent convention at Niagara was a non-arcing fuse

manufactured by the D. S: W. Fuse company of Provi-

dence, R. I. This device, shown by the cut, is quite a

departure from the heretofore prescribed methods of

fuse design and possesses several improvements. The
manufacturer's statement is quoted:

"TheD & W. fuse is absolutely non-arcing under any

conditions of rupture or short-circuit or overload, and

shows a high degree of accuracy as regards blowing time for

any given current value. It has been exhaustively tested

under ttie most severe condition by the underwriters,

who give it the highest indorsement.

"The principle involved is that of enclosing the fuse

within a tube which is then filled with a certain granu-

lated material except at the center, where an air space

of definite dimensions is provided. In this way the

melting time for any given current value is made con-

THE D. & W. FUSE.

stant, since there can be no variation in the air space or

the amount of material in contact with the fuse metal,

and on short-circuit paths are provided between the

granula filling for the escape of the vapor, which prevents

arcing.

"These fuses are intended especially for high-tension

work from 500 volts direct to 1,000 and 2,000 volts alter-

nating, and the company is turning out a complete line

of motor and feeder cut-outs, transformer boxes and a

junction fuse and switch box, also a line of subway

boxes. In this direction it has been especially success-

ful, since this fuse is the only one that can, with any

safety, be enclosed within a water and air-tight box and

yet operate with perfect security to the fittings. All

these devices are fully illustrated in a catalogue recently

issued."

The inventors of the fuse, L. W. Downes and William

C. Woodward, are both central station men who have

had long experience in the manipulation of high-tension

systems, and the experience gained in this way has en-

abled them to produce a device which is claimed to be

commercially practical in every sense. The illustration

shows one of the feeder and motor type of cut-out with

its mounting.

Cardew Earthing Device.

The illustration shows the Cardew earthing device for

protecting transformers. This appliance is manu-
factured under English license by the Diamond Electric

company of Peoria. It has proven very successful in

England, over ^i.ooo being in use. The action depends

on electrostatic attraction between two plates of an

CARDEW EARTHING DEVICE.

aluminous foil; the lower is permanently kept at the

potential of the earth, while the upper plate under

ordinary circumstances possesses a potential not exceed-

ing the secondary voltage. The electrostatic attraction

corresponding to this potential difference is insufficient

to raise the foil. If, however, a fault occurs between

the primary and secondary, the potential difference im-

mediately rises to such an amount that the electrostatic

attraction suffices to raise the foil and bring it into con-

tact with the upper plate, thereby earthing the second-

ary winding and making the primary fuse blow. The ap-

paratus is set to come into action if the potential of the

secondary rises to 400 volts. Hence, even an incipient

fault in insulation between the two circuits is sufficient

to automatically disconnect the transformer from the

circuit.

Standard Candle Power of Incandes-
cent Lamps.'

By Dr. Louis Bell, James I. Aver and L. A. Fer-
guson.

The task that your committee undertook was to draw
up a suitable specification for a standard incandescent
lamp and to devise a proper method for the commercial
application of this standard.
This problem divides itself into the three following

heads:
I. The determination of a standard of light and the

method of applying it under commercial conditipns.

II. The specification of a direct, simple and rapid
method by which the members of this association and
other users of incandescent lamps can apply such a
standard of light to the testing of commercial incandes-
cent lamps.

III. The specification of a normal standard of lumi-
nosity to which commercial incandescent lamps shall

adhere.
The first task was the selection of a primary standard

of light to serve as the basis of operations, proper ap-
paratus and methods for its utilization for the purpose in

hand. There are in use as primary standards of light a
considerable variety of sources of light, to-wit: Two
standard candles, English and German; three standard
lamps burning definite substances under definite condi-
tions^the Carcel lamp, the Harcourt pentane lamp and
the Hefner-Alteneck amyl-acetate lamp; one standard
gas light—the Methuen—and finally the Violle platinum
standard, one square centimeter of platinum at its point
of solidification. In addition, there are more or less de-
sirable forms of photometer.
Even assuming a standard light and method, the com-

parison of an incandescent lamp with it may be under
all sorts of conditions and at all sorts of angles.

In this state of affairs your committee requested the
CO operation of the American Institute of Electrical En-
gineers, and through the courtesy of the council of that
body the problem was referred to the committee on units
and standards. The following determinations were pre-
sented by that body, in which your committee, having
discussed the matter in joint conference, concurs:

(A) The Hefner-Alteneck amyl-acetate lamp is rec-
ommended as the primary standard, it being, on the
whole, the most reliable and uniform. It possesses the
additional advantages of having been subjected to most
exhaustive tests to determine its behavior underdifferent
conditions, and of being readily obtainable in standard
form from an authoritative source.

(B) The Lummer-Brodhem photometer screen is rec-

ommended as being well suited, from its great sensitive-
ness, to exact and refined determinations.

(C) It is recommended that in testing incandescent
lamps by these means the lamps be revolved on a cen-
tral axis at the rate of about two revolutions per second.
This process gives the mean luminosity in the plane of
revolution without a multiplicity of measurements.

(D) It is recommended that, in so far as the condi-
tions of commercial testing allow, the normal standard
incandescent lamp be rated in terms of its mean spheri-
cal candle power.

It now became the task of your committee to put these
recommendations in such concrete form as would most
directly render them useful to the members of this asso-
ciation and others interested in the everyday work of
testing lamps.
For easy and accurate photometric work it is highly

desirable that the lights compared should be of nearly
equal color and intensity. The Hefner-Alteneck stand-
ard is of about one candle power, and has a slight orange
cast, so that while giving very precise results in careful
hands, it is somewhat inconvenient for rapid compari-
sons. Your committee therefore recommends the use
of the Hefner-Alteneck standard to prepare secondary
stand rds for commercial use. These standards should
be incandescent lamps of uniform shape, construction
and character, standardized with the greatest attainable
exactness and suitable for direct comparison with com-
mercial lamps. In testing lamps by these secondary
standards, the above-mentioned photometer screen
being rather difficult of manipulation for rapid work, we
recommend a form of photometer designed specifically

for use in connection with a standard method of measure-
ment hereinafter described.

To avoid the complication incident to spinning both
the secondary standard and the lamp being tested, we
advise placing on the socket of the secondary standard a
defining mark showing the direction in which the di-

rectly given light is exactly equal to the mean deter-
mined by spinning. By placing this mark toward the
photometer screen and in the plane of the photometer
bar, only the lamp under test need be spun.

It is obvious to your committee that the common rat-

ing of incandescent lamps by their mean horizontal
candle power is objectionable and should not be con-
tinued. In the first place, as incandescent lamps and
other lights are practically placed, the spectator is in-

variably below them, and hence, if their axes are verti-

cal, below the principal plane of illumination. If their

axes are tilted we still get the full advantage of but a
portion of this principal plane. Second, it is unfortu-
nately only too easy to produce lamps in which the
maximum light is not only in the horizontal plane, but
which in all other directions give decidedly poor illumi-
nation. Such lamps are practically of far less than
their rated candle power.
The ideal distribution of light would be a ui iform

spherical one, except in so far as the socket might pre-

I. Report of committee of the National Electric Light asso-
ciation, presented at Niagara Falls, N. Y., June 10, 1897.
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vent. In any ordinary position such a lamp would dis-

tribute at least half its light uniformly downward where
it would be of most use. In practice this cannot be

readily obtained, but it is easy to produce a lamp that

will give a fairly uniform distribution, at least below

the plane of the socket when the socket is uppermost.

Rating lamps by mean spherical candle power will

strongly tend to produce lamps having such a distribu-

tion. The measurement of mean spherical candle

power is, however, a very troublesome matter, and,

even under the most favorable circumstances, is a slow

process, not readily applied to commercial testing.

Your committee, therefore, cast about for a practical

method of testing, such as would insure a good and use-

ful distribution of light and would be easy to apply. In

other words, How shall the light of a lamp be measured

so as to rate it as nearly as practicable on its useful dis-

tribution of light?

After looking into the distribution of light actually

given by commercial lamps, your committee believes that

the light given half way between the vertical and hori-

zontal planes forms the best simple criterion available.

This can readily be measured by rotating the lamp
socket down, with its axis inclined 45 degrees toward

the photometer screen and in the plane of the photom-
eter bar. This measurement gives a fair mean be-

tween the horizontal and vertical illumination, and in

most commercial lamps is a tolerable approximation to

the mean spherical candle power. Furthermore, it in-

sures a good downward distribution of light, even in a

lamp designed to meet this particular method of meas-

urement.
Your committee is fully aware that no simple meas-

urement can truly calculate the effective luminosity of

all forms of lamp, but. recognizing that in the rapid

commercial testing of lamps a single simple measure-

ment is highly important, strongly recommends this one

as most nearly meeting the necessary conditions.

By this process of simplification we have reduced the

measurement to be made by the user of incandescent

lamps to the comparison of two nearly equal and similar

lamps, of which only the lamp under test has to be re-

volved.

Furthermore, in much commercial testing it is not nec-

essary accurately to determine the candle power of the

lamp under test. In most cases it is sufficient to deter-

mine that it falls within certain definite limits prescribed

for the normal standard lamp. Hence it will generally

not be necessary to make an exact setting of the photom-
eter screen, but merely to observe the conditions ex-

isting when the screen is resting against stops in two

fixed positions, one corresponding to the minimum per-

missible candle power of the lamp under test, the other

to the maximum. The actual process of testing would

then be as follows:

Having placed the standard lamp in its marked posi-

tion, and adjusted the voltage to its normal value, the

observer would then place the lamp to be tested in its

socket and spin it, having first pushed the photometer

screen against the stop. If the candle power was all

right on this test, he would pull the screen against the

other stop and look again. The whole process need not

take over 15 to 30 seconds, according to the skill of the

operator, and would show definitely whether or no the

lamp fell within the standard limits. Your committee
will in due season place in the hands of the secretary a

full specification for the making and use of a simple pho-

tometer, designed to be used in the manner just indi-

cated.

We now reach the third portion of our task^the defi-

nition of a normal standard to which commercial incan-

descent lamps should conform. At present there is

much confusion on this matter, and we feel that it must
be reduced to terms at least simple and definite.

It seems to your committee inadvisable at present to

complicate the situation by introducing considerations

of efficiency, life and variations of candle power with

life. Efficiency, the candle power being known, is set-

tled at once by the application of a voltmeter and am-
meter, and the matter of life may properly be left to the

natural course of competition to settle. Variation of

luminosity with time is a matter of importance, and,

after a general and uniform standard has been promul-

gated, may properly be considered. For thepresent, how-
ever, your committee is of the opinion that attention

should be confined to the adoption of a standard specifica-

tion for light alone, and the production of suitable appara-

tus for testing the fulfillment of this specification. To
this end we believe it best to rate commercial incandes-

cent lamps by the illumination obtamed when the lamp
is spun with its tip inclined 45 degrees from the vertical

toward the line of observation, and to specify the rating

in candle power, this being the most familiar measure of

light and definitely legalized in some states. The ratio

between the English standard candle and the Hefner-

Alteneck lamp has been accurately determined by several

experimenters, so that it is easy to pass from the latter

to the former, thus avoiding the extreme unsteadiness

when used directly.

As a matter of manufacture it is very difficult to pro-

duce a lamp of a given voltage for an exact specified

candle power. Hence certain limits must be set, rather

than a certain definite candle power, and these limits

should be so drawn as to meet both the conditions of

manufacture and to insure a reasonably close accord-

ance with the rated intensity. For an incandescent

lamp rated at 16 candle power ^oblique zonal as above

indicated) 15 candle power for the minimum and 17

candle power for the maximum afford limits fair to all

parties concerned, and these your committee recom-

mends.
As to the method of procuring and distributing the

secondary standards to be used with the photometric

method already outlined, the following is desirable: In-

candescent lamps of uniform shapes and in standard
sockets, with filaments uniform in shape and section, in

all respects unmarked, should be furnished by the lamp
manufacturers to the standardizing committee. These
lamps should then be properly aged and standardized
at such voltage as may give precisely 16 candle power
with the greatest attainable precision, marked on the

sockets with a reference line, numbered, certified and
dated. They should then be turned over to the secre-

tary for distribution at a price covering the cost of

standardizing and handling.

Your committee therefore recommends:
1. That the standard 16 candle power incandescent

lamp shall be a lamp which, when measured in rotation

at about the rate of iSo revolutions per minute, with its

axis inclined 45 degrees, as herein specified, shall give

not less than 14J4 and not more than ly'/z candle power
and that every 10 lamps shall average between 15 and 17

candle power.
2. That your committee shall be empowered to make

suitable provision, with the consent of the executive

committee, for the production of the secondary stand-

ards and to request the co-operation of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers in the formation of a

non-partisan committee to supervise and certify said

lariips.

3. That the secretary be directed to undertake,

under the direction of your committee, the procuring of

lamps for standardization, their distribution when
standardized, and the preparation and distribution of the

specifications of your committee for a standard form of

photometer and a standard method of employing it.

Discussion.

Mr. Aver: I will state in connection with this report

that the theory is to have a form of incandescent lamp
specified which may be produced by the different manu-
facturers, so made that it could be without identifica-

tion marks, and submitted and sent to the secretary,

these in bulk to be turned over to some college testing

laboratory, where the testing process should be under
the supervision of this non-partisan committee of the

association and of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers. The members of the Institute were loth to mix
up with any commercial transaction of this kind, but see-

ing the importance of securing some standard, and know-
ing of the plan that was offered, whereby they could co-

operate, they have admitted their willingness to take part

in it in this manner. As to the efficiency of the photo-

meter and the arrangement of it, it is proposed to make
a specification of a photometer, which would cost little,

to be handed over to different manufacturers, and when
made the instrument would be submitted to this com-
mittee for its approval as to mechanical excellence

and suitability. This puts the central station man in a

position to have a photometer which can be easily oper-

ated by any ordinarily intelligent station employe, easily

determining the initial candle power of the lamps com-
pared; and later on, if he care to get life test and other

data it makes it extremely simple. Half a dozen lamps
of as many manufacturers, or a number of manufactur-

ers, could be placed on the rack in the station subject to

these working conditions, at intervals of time after the

first test, starting at the same initial candle power with-

in the limits mentioned, and could be compared for life

and quality as to the time limit. That is, you can get

down ultimately and put the central station man in the

position of being able to know what the candle power
value of his lamps is.

Mr. Stetson: I did not understand whether the

base of the lamp, at 45 degrees, was the orifice or the

dome.
Mr. Ayer: The dome would be inclined toward the

screen, but the center of the filament would be in the

vertical axis; that is, as shown by a plumb- bob, a line

hanging down, getting the definite position of the

screen or its position for the position of the lamp. In

this case a vertical line would pass through the center

of the lamp.
Mr. Stetson: You want the line of sight to run

through the center of the strongest illuminant quality of

the lamp?
Mr. Ayer: Well, through the point where useful

illumination is developed and where we want the lamp
at its best for commercial purposes. The theory is, as

everyone realizes, that a lamp gives its most valuable

results in the lower hemisphere of it. The lower halE

of it is what we use for illumination. We do not care

much about the upper half, up near the socket. Now,
if the lamps under this test can be improved, they will

probably be improved in their illuminating qualities, so

that you will get a stronger and better luminosity in the

distribution of light in the usual and natural positions

in which lamps are used.
Mr. Stetson: You recommend that the bar support-

ing the lamp might have a motion that could drop it into

the strongest luminous position?

Mr. Ayer: Not to drop it. The device would be
fixed, having a socket that would be spun so that 'you

could revolve it, but at an angle of 45 degrees. If meas-
ured horizontally, the candle power may be measured
and give a false value to a lamp. It would show strong-

est in that position, while in this position it would not be
so strong with the same lamp. This plan simplifies the

method of finding out what you have and what you use;

and if this report meets with your approval I want some
member of the association to move that its recommenda-
tions be adopted. The report calls for further action

on the part of this committee for carrying this out.

The report is worthless if it is simply accepted and
filed, because it means nothing as far as it has gone.

Here is a recommendation of the standard, the thing

that we were asked last year to do; and I can assure you
there has been a lot of work to it. The deductions are
all right. They are not oppressive on the lamp manu-
facturers, but they are certain to improve the standard
quality of lamps.
Mr. Stetson: I should think you were pretty liberal

toward the lamp people in your arrangement of 15 to
17. I do not wish to throw that out as any criticism,
because you are very much more thoroughly posted than
I am, but simply in the way of adiscusson of the subject.
I know that a flight rise in the candle power of a lamp
sends up your area of useful work, your hour candle
power capacity. You want to be careful not to get it

too high, because you may have a lamp that will make
that area but be a very short lamp.
Samuel Insull: I move that the report of the com-

mittee be accepted, and that the recommendations be
adopted by the association, and, if necessary, that the
committee be continued.

C. H. Wilmerding: From my recollection, when
this committee was appointed there was a provision in
the resolution that the Institute of Electrical Engineers
should also be consulted.
Mr. Aver: The report calls for that. That is part

of the whole scheme.
Mr. Wilmerding: Do I understand that they concur

in the report?

Mr. Ayer: Well, not in our report, but they make
recommendations upon which this report is based, as to
determining the standard. They have fixed it and we
have made the thing in accordance with their sugges-
tion for a primary standard.

[There was some further discussion, in which J. H.
Rhotehamel and

J. A. Seely participated, and then
President Nicholls put Mr. Insull's motion, which was
carried, and the committee was thus formally authorized
to continue its work.l

Needs of the Patent Office.
[Washington Correspondence New \'ork Tribune,'\

Frequent reference has been made in these dispatches
to the congested condition of the Patent Office, both on
account of inadequate space and lack of suitable facili-

ties for work and the insufficient number of examiners
and clerks employed. Attention has also been fre-
quently called to the fact that this condition of things
was all the more inexcusable and discreditable because
the Patent Office has been for many years past a paying
establishment in a pecuniary sense as well as in other
respects. In other words, not only has the entire cost
of maintenance been paid by the inventors of the coun-
try who have had dealings with the office, but they have
contributed a surplus which now amounts to between
$2,000,000 and $3,000,000. Anybody who did not know
how much inertia Congress possesses would naturally
suppose that, in view of such a state of facts, sufficient

space and suitable facilities would be provided and an
adequate force employed to keep the work up to date.

So much the inventors of the country whose fees sup-
port the Patent Office have a right to demand, but their
rights in the premises have been uniformly ignored or
denied by Congress.
To such a pass have things come, owing to the lack of

a sufficient number of examiners and clerks, that the is-

sues of patents in all divisions of the office are now de-
layed more than a month, and more than one-fourth of

the divisions are from two to three months behind in

their work. In one division no less than 1,400 cases
are now awaiting action. The number of applications
for patents is steadily increasing, as also are the multi-
plicity and variety of new inventions, and there is

urgent necessity, therefore, for new subdivisions of the
work of examination and an increase in the force of ex-

aminers.
Commissioner Butterworth is fully alive to the situa-

tion and its necessities, and he is trying, with the cordial
approval and support of the secretary of the interior,

to induce the Senate committee on appropriations to in-

sert in the general deficiency bill an appropriation to

allow an increase in the force of examiners and clerks

sufficient to bring the current work up to date and to

prevent further accumulation of arrears. The receipts

of the Patent Office on account of fees for the current
year will exceed those of last year by Sioo,ooo. This
fact alone sufficiently indicates that an increase of force

is absolutely necessary. It is estimated that an appro-
priation of less than one-third of the additional receipts

will enable the commissioner to meet the increased de-

mands upon his office and put its work on a satisfactory

basis.

A Municipal Business Expedient.

It seems that the managers of the municipal plants

abroad know how to "hustle" a bit to get business, for

over there some of the cities generate electricity to sell

as well as for their own use. The Electrical Engiyieer

of London tells of a novel phase of corporation electrical

enterprise that has just been displayed in Glasgow by

the opening of a pleasure resort under the name of the

"Scottish Zoo:"

The building is situated just beyond the center of the

town, and has been occupied by variety shows, people's

palaces, etc., until recently it has been acquired by E.

H. Bostock, who has entirely altered the old building

and reopened it with all modern improvements, includ-

ing, of course, electric lighting. Tenders were adver-

tised for to carry out this work, but the corporation

electrical department, apparently reluctant to lose such

a satisfactory client as these premises promised to be-
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come, proposed to put down a temporary gas engine

plant and supply the current by meter till such time as

their mains were extended to this district. This, we
believe, will now shortly be done, seeing that the in-

crease in pressure from 100 to 200 volts gives them a

much larger possible area of supply, and we look for-

ward to the close of the present financial year to see 'arge

extensions in the mains of the corporation.

The temporary plant which the corporation has laid

down consists of a i^ horse power gas engine, driving a

dynamo having an output of 105 volts and 120 amperes

at 680 revolutions.

The Daylight Work of Central Stations.'

By T. C. Martin.

The development of the central station industry has

been, in some respects, a disappointment. We have now
had nearly 20 years of central station work in this coun-

try, and have witnessed an enormous growth in that

period within the field of work covered by this organiza-

tion, but it is apparently as true to-day as when the as-

sociation was formed that the companies restrict them-

selves injuriously in their natural and logical advance

by remaining mere lighting corporations. What would

happen to us all if some new lighting medium came into

vogue that deprived us of our illummating business en-

tirely? If we had to fall back on daylight work, might

we not be better off?

That question suggests an extreme view of a rather

impossible situation, the fact being that eieclricity, as

an illuminant, gains steadily in public estimation, and

has, at this moment, no new rival within speaking dis-

tance. But there is vital importance in the opinion of a

local company as to whether it exists only to furnish

light, or. on the other hand, to supply current for a

variety of uses, new and old. My own opinion, modestly

expressed, is that the intrinsic value of a company rises

just in proportion as it gets off the lighting basis and
builds itself up on that of current; just in proportion as

it ceases to limit its activities by a moonlight schedule;

and, like the British drum-beat, chases the sun with an

insatiable, twenty-four-hour desire for more territory and
more trade.

A brief retrospect will not be out of place, if followed

by a study of the present situation. It is as well not to

go back further than 1886, for, although arc lighting is a

full decade older than that, the industry 10 years ago

took its great leap forward. A careful investigation

shows that, in 1SS6, there were about 410 central sta-

tions in this country. Of these, only 300 furnish avail-

able statistics, and it would appear that 226 of the com-
panies were then only doing a night arc lighting busi-

ness. It is safe to assume that all the companies which
did not report were in the same category as the 226, so

that, out of the 410 local companies, some 325 were

doing business only between dusk and daylight, and
were standing idle all the rest of the lime. In other

words, taking the year through, they were idle nearly

two-thirds of the day, if the average running be taken at

3,000 hours a year.

To what degree have these conditions been improved
in the 10 years? This is an extremely difficult question

to answer, but a few tentative figures may be acceptable

as a basis for study and discussion. At the close of 1896

there were about 2,400 central stations in operation in

this country, so that in 10 years the number had in-

creased sixfold, a gain that is simply stupendous.

Of th^se 2,400, however, 975 had, from the fig-

ures obtainable, no day circuits, and 220 others had only

arc apparatus, so that 1,195 local companies, by their

own admission, were limited to night work. The case

is not however, so encouraging as might be implied from
these figures. Of the remaining 1,200 companies, only

327 report day circuits, and if it is safe to assume that

half of the 900 companies and plants not giving these de-

tails were without day circuits, it would appear that,

out of 2,400 local plants, at least 1,500 are limited to the

night hours for their earning capacity. It must be
noted, however, that nearly all the 900 companies not

specifying day circuits are operating incandescent cir-

cuits, very largely with the alternating current, so that

the means for day operation are generally there under
more or less favorable conditions.

It is obvious at once that an immense amount of capi-

tal and machinery is standing idle that might otherwise
be productive of profit and dividends. Of the 1,200
companies confessing that they have no day circuits, only

some 7Sogive their figures of capital and generating ca-

pacity in steam or water. It would appear that these

plants, with a moderate capitalization of $46,908,000,
and with an engine and water-wheel capacity of 164,000
horse power, are standing idle two-thirds of the day and
often a great deal longer.

Such figures are given broadly, and may be a little in-

accurate in precise detail, but it is the mere fact that is

so striking. It is obvious that these figures apply to the

great bulk of small stations. And yet some of them are
certainly not small. At least 65 or 70 of them have
each a capacity of 500 horse power and upward, and
several of them are legitimately capitalized at above a
million dollars each. A company of such size 10 years
ago was rare and exceptional, and would have been dif-

ficult to start, except on the general hypothesis that its

business would include something beyond simple street

illumination, with a little house lighting thrown in. It

may be doubted whether capital of any magnitude could
be enlisted to-day for a company that had no ideas be-
yond ordinary lighting work.
Without presenting this state of affairs as a cause for
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alarm, or intending to imply that a business is neces-

sarily on a bad basis because limited to a few hours, it

is not improper to inquire whether there is no chance
for improvement. It cannot be said that local lighting

companies have become notorious, like some gas com-
panies, for paying large dividends; so that a slight

amelioration of financial condition might not be objected

to. Even trolley roads, running every hour of the day,

find it difficult, sometimes, to make ends meet, but they

have the satisfaction of a continuous use of their plant

and of knowing that they get all the business that offers.

If there is any sufficient reason why a local lighting

company should operate its generating machinery fewer
liours than a trolley road, it has not made itself specially

manifest, except in one direction, which will be briefly

referred to in a later paragraph. I believe every gas

company is on a 24 hour basis of supply.

If the stationary motor work, whose claims I ventured
to urge on this association 11 years ago, had been left

to the local lighting companies, I fear it would not have
made much headway. The 327 and other companies
with day circuits do an enormous amount of power
work, but a careful analysis of somewhat incomplete
data would lead one to believe that the isolated plants

are the real backbone of the electric power industry to-

day. Why this should be so, it is difficult to explain,

except on the hypothesis that station current, when
obtainable, often costs too much, and is generally not
obtainable. It will, I trust, be understood that this

paper is not offered in any wise as a criticism of central

station management, but simply a presentation of the

puzzling facts that confront students of the situation.

No one can know the inwardness of the problem so well

as the central station manager himself, and no one can
be more deeply interested than he in dealing with it

wisely and well.

It might be said that, in a general survey, four new
factors have presented themselves in the last 16 years

for the consideration and approval of the central station

manager. These are motors, alternating current sup-

ply, storage batteries and electric heating. The alter-

nating current is, for most stations, still restricted to

night work, and will be, probably, until more single-

phase motors of successful character are on the market.
This form of current has given such a tremendous stim-

ulus to lighting that it deserves a wider range of useful-

ness, so that, in time, alternating current stations may
compete with direct current stations as earners of divi-

dend.
Allusion has already been made incidentally to motor

work. What is possible in this direction is best judged
from what the large stations do. Of course, this is in

some respects an erroneous guide, but in the same man-
ner as great men are exemplars for those of less heroic

bulk, so the large stations indicate the actual possibili-

ties, even for a lower plane of execution. The following
are figures of a large western central station, showing
the horse power of motors connected to the circuits, and
the percentage that the power consumption bears to the

total output. The data come down to March 31, 1897:

LOW-TENSION.

Power connected April 24, 1897 5.396 horse power.
Power per cent, of the total output 23.1 per cent.

HIGH-TENSION.

Five hundred volt power con' ted A p. 24, '97, 1,566 hcrse power.
Power per cent, of high-tension output 21.4 per cent.

ALL SYSTEMS.

Power connected April 24, 1897 6,962 horse power.
Power p. c. of the total switchboard output. 22.8 per cent.

Another example is to be found nearer home, in the

work of the New York Edison company. The motors
to which that company supplied current from its dis-

tributing mains represented, on January i, 1S96, a total

installation of 11,640 horse power. On January i, 1897,
the motors connected were the equivalent of 15,930 horse
power, an increase of motors connected in a single year
of 4,290 horse power, or 36 per cent. This does not in-

clude an installation equivalent to 1,142 horse power in

motors, to which current is supplied from the New York
Edison stations during minimum hours, or for emergency
and break-down connections. It will be seen that this

brings the total horse power in motors connected to the

company's mains up to 17,072 horse power. The aver-

age size of these motors is from 'ii4 to four horse power.
Of the total motors connected it is estimated that about
5,000 horse power, equivalent, is installed in connection
with direct electric elevators and grip hoists.

In order that the idea should not go abroad that the

big companies are monopolizing the power business, but
that it is open to all, I would mention that in Massa-
chusetts, where there is only one large city, no fewer
than eight companies out of 58 are supplying power
from their arc circuits; 18 from incandescent circuits,

and 29 from independent power circuits; the total being
about 14,000 horse power of motors on the circuits. The
asking rate for kilowatt-hour averages about 20 cents,

but runs down as low as 10 cents.

Turning next to storage batteries, it is not my inten-

tion to agitate old discussions, but simply 10 give a few
figures, which would go to show that the batteries may
do more than perform the Alpine feat of taking care of

the peak of the load. There are at the present time in

America—I blush to give the figures—only 15 central

stations using batteries, with a total capacity of 25,000
horse power hours output. Four other stations are be-

ing equipped. I hope devoutly that some future chron-
icler will be able to report that 1,500 stations are

equipped with batteries, and that by their reservoir ca-

pacity they have answered in the affirmative the question
whether their life was worth living. What batteries can
do is best exemplified by the Duane street station of the

New York Edison company, one of the biggest stations in

the world, with an engine and generator capacity of 20,-

000 horse power. The load during minimum hours, lam
told by Mr. J. W. Lieb, Jr., the general manager of the
company, is such that it can be supplied in that period
from the storage battery annex at the Bowling Green
building in the southern tip of the tongue of Manhattan
Island, or from the storage battery plant at the Twelfth
street station, either alone or in conjunction with cur-
rent supplied from the Twenty-sixth street station over,
the feeder tie lines The supply of stored current from
the batteries in the annex stations during the minimum
hours enables the big Duane street station to be shut
down every night from 10:30 p. m. to 5 a. m.—nearly
seven hours; and on Sunday the operation of the gener-
atir.g machinery at Duane street is limited to one watch.
1 do not hold a brief for storage batteries, but in view of
such facts it is hardly possible to do other than press
their claims on the attention of central station managers.

A word in conclusion as to electric heating. When I

hazarded, 11 years ago, before this body, the expression
of an opinion that motors ought to be pushed, it was re-
garded in many quarters as premature and visionary.
From a conservative standpoint, it was so undoubtedly
but in everything success is not to be gauged by the
point you are at. The real test is the way you are going;
and if the tendency is right, all else that is desirable
comes in due time. Now, in central station work, we
can and must recognize but one tendency as the under-
lying and ultimate; namely, to increase the demand for
curreut, and whatever does that is to be welcomed. To-
day electric heating, using that term in its generic sense
to cover a variety of uses and purposes, stands just
where electric power did 10 years ago. It is a parvenu,
hardly admitted or recognized in good electrical society!
but a "pushing young particle" that there is no snub-
bing or subduing. Much more recently than 10 years
ago I was involved in a hot daily newspaper controversy
in New York, with the object of proving that electric
power had the ghost of a show; and now the advocates
of electric heating are similarly put on their mettle.
The main argument they have to contend against is an
elaborate formulation of caloric theories and laws, all
going to demonstrate the terrific loss and cost of heat
units when delivered electrically to the man who wants
them.

It is said that, with current sold on the basis of 20
cents a kilowatt-hour, no business can be done in heat-
ing, and that, even if the price be cut in two, the in-
ducement to possible customers is not great. If this
were true, the matter of price of current might forbid
the operation of a single fan motor from central sta-
tions. Making a rough calculation of one cent per hour
for the ordinary fan motor, that is, 10 cents a day for 10
hours' steady running, or, say, 53 per month or S36 a
year; allowing 12 such motors to the horse power, the
local companies are selling current to thousands of will-
ing customers in the summer time at the rate of $430 a
year per horse power, for a working day of only 10
hours. Other quotations can be made showing the high
price got readily for current in small quantities from
purchasers who are perfectly satisfied with the bargain,
and find it pays them also very handsomely in some ele-
ment of comfort, pleasure, convenience or even econ-
omy.
A test taken three years ago, for 12 weeks, of current

consumed in cooking a dinner of several dishes daily for
a large number of persons, showed that for 97 persons
the current fell as low as 307 watt-hours per person.
This would make 29,779 watt-hours, or, in round figures,

30 kilowatt-hours. At 10 cents per kilowatt-hour, that
means an expense of ^3 per day, or, say, $90 per month.
It will, of course, be objected that, in a great many iso-
lated plants, the current made on the spot does not cost
to exceed five cents per kilowatt-hour, which would, in
the building where the test was made, have brought the
sum down to S45. I have tried to get some basis of com-
parison between this and an equal amount of work on a
gas stove or range, for an equal number of persons, but
it is not easy to obtain. In one family I know, which
consists of six persons, they have been cooking by gas
for some five years. Itcosts, with gasatSi.25 pen, 000
cubic feet, on an average, ©5 to $6 per month, or from
16 to 20 cents per day, or about ^}i cents per head per
day, if all are at home to every one of the three daily
meals, which is far from being the case. If the same
expense averaged for the 97 persons for three meals
daily, the outlay for gas in cooking would be between
S90 and Sioo per month, or about as much, if my fig-

ures are approximately right, as electricity would cost,

if the current were supplied at five cents per kilowatt
hour. This is certainly a very encouraging showing for
electricity, but we must not forget that central stations
do not exhibit much anxiety to sell their current at five

cents per kilowatt-hour, or even per horse power hour,
and this is one reason why isolated plants have multi-
plied so tremendously in our cities. I might add, as
one point of interest, that, when the family I mention
began to cook with gas, it bought a gas range for S25 and
paid $2 or §3 more to get it set. The range has worn
out, and the family is how hiring a good one from the
local gas company for S3 a year.

From these crude remarks of mine, it will be seen
how sadly tentative and experimental the art of electric
cooking is for most of us; but is it not the duty of the
local lighting companies to go into this matter and see
how far they can foster the new art, by introducing the
apparatus and furnishing current for it cheaply? Even
if the price falls short of $430 per horse power per year,
for 10 hours a day only, they should not feel discouraged.

I have spoken of cooking, but this is but one of many
fields of usefulness for electric current heating supply.
Our esteemed ex-president, Mr. J. I. Ayer, who has
placed at my disposal much interesting data that I can-
not produce here for lack of time, gives me also a variety
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of information as to work that has lately fallen within

his sphere of practical attention as representative of a

large electric heating company. Their work includes a

wide extent of shoemaking machinery, heated silk-finish-

ing rolls, leather-working machinery, 3S7 curling-iron

sets in the dressing rooms of the combined Waldorf and
Astoria hotels in New York city. 72 sets in the Parker
House, Boston, and apparatus in the Plankinton and
Pfister hotels, Milwaukee, as well as on the American
line steamers across the Atlantic. It would not be fair

to omit the 14,000 car heaters installed, of one make
alone, in the past year and a half. A blank-book manu-
facturer has had in use since 1894 from 35 to 40 electric

glue pots, and Duryea & Co., the starchmakers, are also

users of electric heat apparatus. In Knabe & Co.'s

piano factory at Baltimore 20 electric heaters have re-

cently been placed, and there is a long list of clothing

houses throughout the country that use electric irons.

The same is true of vulcanizers for bicycle tire agencies

and factories, while irons in large numbers have been
supplied to state asylums in Indiana, Michigan, Wiscon-
sin, Illinois, New York, Massachusetts, Maine and Mary-
land. It is simply impossible that all this apparatus
should have been put in unless it was economically or

practically worth while; and this being so, is not the

electric heat field one in which the local companies can
now begin to work with advantage? Surely, here lies

opportunity of the largest kind to help the introduction

of apparatus that must serve as a large customer for cur-

rent at all season of the year.

The subjects I have brought up are perhaps inex-

haustible, but, in spite of the labor and tax on scant

leisure involved in collating some of this data, I shall be
repaid if in the smallest degree a stimulus is given to

central station work and prosperity. I feel sure that

whatever remarks I have made will be accepted in the

spirit that prompts them—one of heartiest good wishes

for the welfare of the typical comprehensive industry of

the age—that of the electric central station.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, July 6.—Considerable attention has been

attracted by the suit of the National Conduit & Cable

company against the New York & New Jersey Telephone

company, which is controlled by the American Bell Tel-

ephone company. The plaintiff owns the patentsof the

old Norwich Insulated Wire company, giving it, it is

claimed, the sole rights in certain improvements in in-

sulating electric conductors, consisting of covering the

wires spirally with lapping strips of paper composed of

pure vegetable fiber. It is said that this paper-covered

wire has been almost universally adopted for long-dis-

tance purposes. The Bell Telephone company, it is

asserted, has adopted the paper-covered cable in nearly

every city in which its telephones are used, and has

made itself the patented cable regardless of the rights of

the National company. A decision against the Bell

company will, it is said, involve the payment of some-

thing like $1,000,000 in damages, and probably as much
more in costs of one kind and another. The suit comes

up in the United States Circuit Court of the Eastern

District. Other wire manufacturers are greatly inter-

ested in this case.

The Metropolitan Street Railway company has com-

pleted negotiations for the lease for a term of 99 years of

the branch of the Union Railway company, sometime

known as the Huckleberry line, which runs through

135th street, from Eighth avenue to the Madison avenue

bridge. In leasing this line the Metropolitan corpora-

tion not only pursues its avowed policy of absorbing as

many cross-town lines as possible, but acquires a con-

necting link for its trunk lines on the northern end of

Manhattan Island. At present the branch is operated

by an overhead trolley, but it is understood that the

Metropolitan company will change the motive power to

an underground trolley, in order that a perfect loop may
be formed with the electric systems it is proposed to es-

tablish upon the Madison, Lenox and Eighth avenue

lines. The new acquisition will enable the company to

extend its operations to the highest part of Manhattan

Island. H. H. Vreeland, president of the Metropolitan

system, said: "Passengers who disembark from the

138th streetstation of the New York Central & Hudson
River railroad can now reach the West Side of the city

for one fare, while we can also reach the Polo Grounds

and Manhattan Field and transfer passengers as far east

as Second avenue. It will also enable residents in that

neighborhood to travel by our trunk lines on the east or

west side of the city without being called upon, as before,

to walk to ii6th street, or pay an extra fare to reach

that thoroughfare by horsecars." M. S.

New England News.
Boston, July 6.—In the United States Circuit Court

in this city Judge Morton has just concluded a hearing

on the bill in equity brought by the Consolidated Car
Heating company of New York against the American

Car Heating corporation, its officers and the West End
Street Railway company, asking for an accounting and

injunction to restrain the defendants from the alleged

infringement of patent No. 500,288, granted to James F.

McElroy on June 27, 1S93, for electric heaters. The
defendants deny infringement. The West End com-

pany is using the electric heater made by the American

Electric Car Heating company on its cars. Judge Mor-

ton has reserved his decision.

Marsden J.
Perry, temporary receiver of the United

Telegram company, has filed his report in the United

States Circuit Court in this city. He took possession of

the afiairs of the company on February 26th last. The
entire amount of cash then on hand was S76. 14, and the

only book which was turned over to him, or which he

has been able to find, is a cash book. This book shows

an apparent balance of cash on hand February 23d last

of S73.447. An examination of the accounts of the com-

pany with the Massachusetts National Bank, where

alone it made deposits, apparently, the receiver states,

shows that on this last-named day the account had been

overdrawn to the extent of S360. The receiver further

states; "It appears, however, that the sum of $72,732

was loaned to R. F. Straine, and his notes for this

amount, together with 6,500 shares of stock in the

United Telegram company as collateral, are held by the

receiver." Mr. Straine was an officer of the company

when the receiver took charge. The total receipts

which the receiver has received are $19,951, and the

total disbursements §13 515, leaving a balance of $6,435

on hand. He is running the business. He was author-

ized to pay $5,000 interest due on the company's bonds

and also debts incurred prior to the receivership.

The third season of the Greenacre lectures at Green-

acre-on-the-Piscataqua opened July ist at Eliot, Me., and

will continue until the evening of September 3d. This

year is considered a most important one for the course,

as many scientific men from all over the country will at-

tend the annual meeting of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers, to be held there during the week

beginning July 26th. During the electrical conference,

July 26th to 31st, the historical loan exhibit pertaining

to electrical traction will be-opened to commemorate the

semi-centennial of the running by Moses G. Farmer of a

small electrical car, carrying two passengers, in Dover,

N. H., July 26, 1S47.

A dispatch from Pennsylvania indicates that New
England capitalists are so well satisfied with electric

street railway properties that they are willing to go a

long way from home to invest in those enterprises. The
Easton, Palmer & Bethlehem Street Railway company,

with a capital stock of $150,000, has been granted a char-

ter by the Pennsylvania Legislature for a road between

Easton and Bethlehem in that state. W. B, Ferguson

is the president and Charles Barnes of Plymouth, Mass.,

is the treasurer. Among the directors is C. A. Richard-

son of Boston. The incorporators include Frank E.

Lowe, Greenfield, Mass., Michael P. McGrath, George

A. Murch and Wesley A. Kendall, Worcester, Mass.,

and N. Sumner Myrick of Boston.

The stockholders of the Manchester, N. H
,
Electric

Light company, at a special meeting held June 14th,

unanimously voted to authorize the directors to issue

bonds to an extent not exceeding $250,000, at not ex-

ceeding five per cent., to retire $80,000 of six per cent,

bonds now outstanding and pay for extensive improve-

ments and additions recently made and in contempla-

tion.

The Western Union Telegraph company has not filed

a certificate of its condition with the commissioner of

corporations at the state bouse. This fact has stirred

up some comment and many inquiries as to the reason

therefor. The state law requiring corporations doing

business within the limits of the commonwealth to file a

certificate of condition is very plain, and a heavy pen-

alty is attached if the law is not complied with. The
American Sugar Refining company failed to make its

return one year, and there was a lot of trouble. The
query at present is this: "Is the Western Union a

manufacturing company and therefore exempt from the

provisions of the state law?" It is so material that the

attorney-general may be called upon once more to bring

a foreign corporation into court.

The success of the trolley line to the top of Mt. Tom,
the most picturesque peak of the Berkshire Hills, out in

the western part of this state, has brought out a propo-

sition to build a similar road up West Peak for Meriden,

Conn., and one up Mt. Talcott for Hartford, Conn.

The construction is said to be entirely feasible, and the

opening up of the lines would give to each of these cities

a most attractive mountain park. C. S. G.

Northwestern Notations.
MiNNE.\poLis, July 6.—James H. Windsor, a wealthy

citizen of Des Moines, Iowa, has secured a temporary in-

junction restraining the city of Des Moines from entering

into a contract with the McCaskey & Holcomb company
for the erection of an electric lighting plant. It is sup-

posed that Windsor is backed by the General Electric

company, which controls the three old plants in that

city.

Receiver Rust of the National Electric company of

Eau Claire, Wis., has wound up the affairs of the com-
pany by selling $4,000 worth of outstanding accounts

at auction. They brought S53.

E. Peterson, superintendent of the Crookston. Minn.,

Electric Light company, has invented a mechanical

switch for cutting out and turning on electric arc lights

without interfering with incandescents where both types

are used on the same circuit. The device is placed at

the central station and has been tested and proved suc-

cessful. A patent has been applied for.

Lightning struck the electric light wires at Cedar

Rapids, Iowa, and incapacitated the incandescent sys-

tem of the west side. The arc circuit was uninjured.

The city of Negaunee, Mich., has made temporary

arrangements with the old electric light company to

furnish street lights while the city plant is being in-

stalled.

The formal opening of the electric street railway of

the Citizens' Traction company at Oshkosh, Wis., was

accompanied by much jollification on the part of the

citizens. The system has been in prospect and con-

struction, off and on, for about three years, and the

word was given that the plant would be in operation

on June 15th. Not till nearly ten o'clock did the ma-

chinery respond, but the promise was kept. Invitations

to over 1,000 prominent persons were given out to try

the new line. It will have 14 miles of road in operation

when completed, and will have cost $250,000.

The city of Little Falls, Minn., will appeal the case

against the electric light company to the Supreme Court.

In the caseof ex-Senator S. Peterson against the West-

ern Union Telegraph company at New Ulm, Minn., for

damages for transmitting the message "Slippery Sam,

your name is pants," the jury returned a verdict for

$1,800. This is the third trial, the first resulting in

$10,000 damages, the second for $5,200, and now the

third for $i,Soo. The Supreme Court reversed the sec-

ond verdict, holding the message libelous but the dam-

ages excessive. The message was sent when a United

States senatorial election was in progress and Peterson

bolted the caucus nominee. The company will again

appeal.

The city electrician of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, suggests

that the ordinance for electric wires be amended to con-

form with the rules of the underwriters.

Webster City, Iowa, has abandoned incandescent

electric lights for street lighting.

The council committee on light of Iowa City, Xa., will

secure an estimate of cost for an electric lighting plant

for that place.

R. R. Johnson was granted a franchise for electric

lighting at Benson, Minn.

H. C. Payne of Milwaukee announces that he has

concluded negotiations with Cleveland capitalists to

build an electric line in the Fox River Valley, from

Fond du Lac to Appleton, Wis. A portion of the line

will be built this vear. C.

From Old Virginia.

Richmond, July 6.—Washington College, the oldest

institution of learning in the South, which was content

to get along with the tallow dip in the days of its illus-

trious founder, Dr. Samuel Doak, is to be lighted with

electricity. A plant large enough to brilliantly illumi-

nate the campus and all buildings, including a handsome

new church, will be built and operated by water power.

A peculiar accident happened on the 17th to James T.

Dudley of Hampton, Va., who was employed as brake-

man on an electric car from Newport News to Buckroe

Beach. Shortly before reaching Hampton the lighting

wire running from the trailer to the motor car became

detached, causing a flash of fire, which severely burned

his face. He was dazed for a few minutes, but was able

to walk to his home some yards distant. Since the

accident, however, he has not been able to see at all,

and the doctors say that he may lose hio sight entirely.

The Port Norfolk Electric Railway company is being

taxed to its utmost to provide accommodations for

its passengers.

The men interested in the building of the long-dis-

tance telephone from Norfolk to Richmond secured the
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right of way from Disputanta on the Norfolk & Western

railway to within two miles of Petersburg. The poles

and wires are up from Norfolk to Wakefield.

The Berkeley Street Railway company has torn up

the old switch on Berkeley avenue, preparatory to intro-

ducing electricity on the line.

At the last meeting of the Alexandria City Council a

resolution requesting the Southern Bell Telephone com-

pany to furnish to the city, free of cost, telephones at

the jail, station house and city gas works was passed, as

was a resolution instructing the finance and light com-

mittees to inquire into the cost of engaging an expert

gas engineer, whose duty it shall be to thoroughly ex-

amine the plant of the city gas works and embody in a

report to the council suggestions for any changes and

improvements necessary and advisable in the construc-

tion and maintenance of the same, in order that gas

may be furnished cheaper for household, manufacturing

and other purposes.

C. P. Davis, manager of the Richmond Electrotyping

company, is experimenting with a new kind of kite

known as the Malay kite. He sent up at Riverside five

in one bunch. He will soon send up his camera to pho-

tograph the surrounding country.

The Bell telephone system has been completed in

Salem, and is now in operation. Salem now has con-

nection by telephone with Lynchburg, Roanoke,

Chatham, Bedford City and Fincastle. The Interstate

Telephone company says that it is coming to Salem and

will begin work on its system in a short time.

At the last meeting of the Richmond council com-

mittee on streets, in an opinion by City Attorney Mere-

dith, he said that as the city had revoked the franchise

of the Bell Telephone company and the matter was in

litigation, the city had no right to enforce the conduit

ordinance, as far as it affects that company, until the

matter was settled. As regards the other electric com-

panies, he is of the opinion that the ordinance can be

enforced.

The Manchester City Council has passed an ordinance

granting a franchise to the American Long-distance

Telephone company.

The Winchester telephone line is now in connection

with Rock Enon, and the extension is completed as far

north as the West Virginia line. This same company

will probably extend its line also from Boyce to

White Post.

The Southern States Telephone company will com-

plete its line from through the Western Branch trucking

section this week, connecting with theNansemond Tele-

phone company at Suffolk. It will also in a few days

commence extending its lines via Ocean View, connecting

with the Hampton & Old Point Comfort Telephone com-

pany and the Citizens' Telephone company at Newport

News. It will use metallic circuit copper wires, with

long-distance instruments.

A joint stock company is being formed to build an

electric railway line from Morgantown to Blowing Rock

to be run by electric or compressed air motor power,

but more probably the former. Already much of the

stock has been subscribed. Y. P.

tion as electrical eng_ineer for the Western Telephone
Construction company, in which capacity he devotes
himself exclusively to expert questions and the Western
Telephone company's large patent interests. Mr. Miller
has made many friends since his coming West, and he
will be heartily congratulated.

PERSONAL.
Robert T. Lincoln has succeeded the late Henry B.

Stone as president of the Chicago Telephone company.

W, A. Jackson, formerly vice-president of the Central

Union Telephone company, has been advanced to the

presidency, succeeding Mr. Stone.

The death of E. E. Bogart, son of the late A. L. Bo-
gart, which occurred in New York on June 24th as a re-

sult of injuries received by being thrown from a cable

car in that city early in February last, is noted with sin-

cere regret by his many friends in the electrical business.

Upon the death of his father, Mr. Bogart continued the

establishment so long conducted at 22 Union Square,
New York, in connection with his brother, A. L. Bogart.

The electrical fraternity in general, and especially

the telephone people of the West, will be interested in

the announcement that on Saturday, July 3d, Kemster
B. Miller, the electrical engineer of the Western Tele-

phone Construction company, was married to Miss Antha
Knowlton of Philadelphia. The wedding took place at

the home of the bride's mother in Chicago. Mr. and
Mrs. Miller started immediately on a trip to California,

to be gone about a month. Miss Knowlton is a grad-

uate of Vassar College, but has recently taken up her
residence in Chicago to finish her course of studies at

the University of Chicago, Mr. Miller graduated from
Cornell with the class of '93 and immediately entered the

Patent Office, where he remained three years, devoting
most of that time exclusively to telephone patents. Early
in 1S96 Mr. Miller left the Patent Office to enter the

service of -the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
company, but remained there only a short time, as he
was offered and accepted his present responsible posi-

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The trustees of the village of Depew have granted (he

application of the Buffalo & Depew Railroad company to

build its line within the corporate limits of that village.

They premise to go right ahead with the road,

A joint resolution has been introduced in the United
States Senate by Mr. Penrose, granting permission for

the electric railway line, at present running from the

Aqueduct bridge to Fort Meyer and Arlington, Va., to

be extended to the Washington end of the Aqueduct
bridge, the work to be done with the permission and un-
der the direction of the secretary of war. The cost of

the extension is to be paid by the railway company.

The Milwaukee Street Railway company has perfected

plans whereby it will have an electric line in operation
between that city and Waukesha within 60 days. Next
season the line will be extended to Pewaukee and Ocon-
omowoc. A narrow railway coach will be used, with
motor and trolley attachment. This action by the
Milwaukee company has caused the abandonment of

plans by two other companies organized for this special

purpose.

The Saratoga Northern Railway company has been in-

corporated with the secretary of New York slate with a
capital stock of Si, 000, 000. The company proposes to

construct an electric railroad from Saratoga Springs to

the village of Wilton and to Mt. McGregor in Saratoga
county, a distance of 11 miles. The directors are A C.

Kaufman, Harrison Hale Schoff, Edward A. Maurice, of

Pittsfield, Mass,; J. B. Robertson of New Haven, Conn.;
C. E. Arnold, H. McGonegal, L. C. Jordan, of New York
city; A. J. Voyer of Albany, and J. R. Hampton of

Philadelphia.

TELEPHONE.
Mayor R.

J.
Saltsman of Erie, Pa,, has affixed his

name to the conduit ordinance, and it is now a law.

This ordinance provides for the construction of a con-

duit through the line of the principal streets for the use
of all low-tension wires, the object being to free the

streets from the telephone and telegraph wires. State

street is especially crowded with wires. The old tele-

phone company opposes the conduit step on the ground
that the city has not the legal right to expend the public

money for a conduit, while the new Mutual Telephone
company is in sympathy with the conduit movement.
The bids for the work are about to be asked for.

The Chicago Telephone company calls attention to

the fact, that owing to the general observance of the Sat-

urday half holiday and the consequent rush of business

during the morning hours of that day, subscribers will

expedite their own calls and avoid "busy" calls to a

greater extent by extending the period of use of their

telephones over as large a number of hours as possible.

"A very great number of subscribers now attempt to do
all the morning's telephoning between the hours of 10

and II," it is stated. "As a result, many unavailing
calls are made for lines which are almost continuously
busy during that hour. By beginning the morning's
business which is accomplished by telephone at an
earlier hour and extending it at a more even rate up to

12 o'clock, the service will be expedited. Subscribers
whose telephones are of greatest value for receiving calls

are recommended to keep their lines as free as possible

for that purpose and to avoid blocking them by outgoing
messages. Subscribers who have more than one trunk
line or telephone are recommended to keep one line free

for incoming work as much as possible."

POWER TRANSMISSION.
Contracts have been let in San Francisco for what is,

in many ways, the most remarkable electrical power
transmission ever undertaken. The amount of power to

be transmitted is about 4,000 horse power, but the dis-

tance from the power house to the distributing station,

according to the Pacijic Electriciayi, will be 81 miles,

which is over twice the length of any transmission line

now in operation. The current will be transmitted at a

pressure of 33,000 volts, the highest voltage hitherto

used, 15,000, being on the lines of the Central California

Electric company, from Newcastle to Sacramento. The
electrical equipment will be furnished by the General
Electric and the Westinghouse companies. The South-
ern California Power company, which is putting in the

plant, controls most of the available water powers in the

vicinity of Los Angeles, and from advices received from
Southern California it is evident will shortly absorb the

San Gabriel plant, upon which work is now being done,

and thus practically control the electrical field in the

southern part of the state. The shareholders in the

company have recently secured control also of the Los
Angeles & Pasadena Railway company, the Los Angeles
Si Santa Monica Railway company, the Pasadena Elec-
tric Light & Power company and the West Side Light
ing company of Los Angeles.

Manufacturing company, and have leased a part of the

fourth floor of the Pettebine-Cataract Manufacturing
company's property on the canal basin.

The Cataract Power & Conduit company of Buffalo
has given the Metropolitan Trust company of New York
a mortgage of $2,000,000. It bears interest at 5 per
cent., payable semi-annually, and is to become due not
more than 30 years from date. It will be secured by
2.000 bonds of $1,000 each.

The Underground Electric Wire company of Syracuse
has been incorporated in New York state with a capital

stock of $400,000. The company proposes to produce and
supply electricity and to construct overhead and under-
ground structures for the purpose of stringing wires.

The directors are: William B. Kirk, Charles Hughes,
Eugene Hughes, Peter J. Mack of Syracuse, Anson M.
Bangs of New York city, John F. Gaynor of Fayette-
ville, N. Y., and Benjamin D. Green of Stamford, Conn.

The regular monthly meeting of the Cincinnati Elec-
trical club was held on Thursday, July ist, at the club
room in the College building. H. S. Rogers, division

engineer of the General Electric company, presented an
interesting paper on the monocyclic system, in which he
set forth the various systems of alternating current
transmission now in use, together with the advantages
and disadvantages of each. The club decided not to

hold the regular monthly meetings during August or

September, but the club room will be open at all times

to members.

TECHNICAL SCHOOLS.
The University of Notre Dame (Ind.) is extending its

electric lighting plant on account of the erection of new
buildings, which are to be lighted by electricity. The
work is in charge of J. J. Green, professor of physics

and electrical engineering at the university.

At the thirty-fifth convocation of the University of the

State of New York, "The Place of Electricity in a Col-

lege Curriculum" was discussed by Brother Potamian of

Manhattan College, E. L. Nichols of Cornell University,

W. L. Stevens of the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

and Charles W. Hargitt of Syracuse University.

Twenty men were graduated in the course in electri-

cal engineering at the recent commencement of the Uni-
versity of Michigan. The following are the subjects of

their theses: "Design and Construction of a 1,250 Watt
Transformer;" "Test of a Thompson-Ryan 100 Kilowatt

Direct Current Generator;" "Iron-clad Lifting Mag-
net;" ' 'Hopkinson's Apparatus for Finding Hysteresis in

Straight Bars;" "Comparison of the Alternating and
Continuous Current Methods of Measuring Electrolytic

Resistances;" "Investigation of the Enclosed Arc Lamp;"
"Test of 220 Volt Incandescent Lamps;" "Construction
and Test of a 1,500 Watt Polyphase Alternator;" "Test
of Primary Cells for Efficiency;" "Electricity Direct

from Coal."

MISCELLANEOUS.
Niagara Falls has a new industry in the shape of a

hair-cloth factory, which has been started by McSloy
Brothers of St. Catherines, Ont. They will use electric

power furnished by the Niagara Falls Hydraulic Power &

TRADE NEWS.
The Mississippi Telephone company has removed its

shops from Hazlehurst, Miss., to Wesson, Miss.

One hardly knows which to admire the more, the

sturdy patriotism or the ingenuity displayed in the

Fourth of July souvenirs of the American Electrical

Works of Providence. This year the words of "The
Star Spangled Banner" are given, and a silken Ameri-
can flag is shown in undaunted triumph over the ram-
parts which were the scene of the poem. The flag is on
one card and the printed stanzas on another, and the

two are tied by a dainty white ribbon.

The H. M. Underwood & Co. duplex lamp guard fac-

tory was destroyed by fire the early part of last week,
which will make from two to three weeks' delay in ship-

ping present orders. About 200 gross of guards were in

the shipping room boxed ready to be shipped and were
lost. The business of this firm has grown to such an ex-

tent that on and after July 15th the manufacturing de-

partment will be run under the name of the Duplex
Lamp Guard company, making two departments of the

business. The new factory will be located at 69 and
71 West Jackson boulevard, Chicago. The outlook for

business in the Cloos high-potential junction boxes for

the next six mouths is more than encouraging, and own-
ers of lighting plants and central stations all over the

country are taking the matter up with a view of install-

ing these boxes.

Although it is only a week since the Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing company made the announce-
ment that it had obtained a very large contract for

power transmission apparatus from the St. Lawrence
Construction company of New York, it has now been
learned that a few days ago the Westinghouse peo-

ple secured another contract for electrical apparatus
which, while not so large, is of equal importance. This
is a contract from the Boston Terminal company, which
is now constructing the Southern Union Depot at Boston,

Mass. Ft is the intention of the managers of the new
union depot not only to handle the largest number of

trains entering any station in the world, but to handle
them in the most complete and efficient manner. All

the modern devices of interior motive power for heat,

light, electric power, signaling, elevator work, refriger-

ation, ventilation, etc., will be taken advantage of in the

equipment of this gigantic undertaking, and the Westing-
house interests have obtained the entire contract for

doing all this work. In this fact lies an important
feature of the contract, because it was found by the

management that it was necessary, in order to obtain

uniform work, to put the entire matter into the charge

of one firm; and as the Westinghouse interests, as manu-
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facturers of steam engines, electrical machinery and
signaling apparatus, were the only ones bidding for this

work in a position to undertake it all, the management
of the Terminal company decided for that reason to

entrust the Westingbouse company with the work.

President Charles P. Clark, of the New York, New
Haven & Hartford railroad, says: "We awarded the

contract lo the VVestinghouse company because it is

the only concern that could cover the whole field. Any
subdivision for the engineering of construction the com-
pany will attend to, and thus it should be able to con-

nect and centralize all the heat, light and power
economically. We expect to be in the new union sta-

tion in i8gS." It is understood that this contract

amounts to over half a million dollars.

BUSINESS.
The Boston Motor company issues a compact cata-

logue of experimental electrical supplies, with tables and
formula?, and also states that it is prepared to do all

kinds of experimental or model work.

all of the wire used in the electrical equipment of the

R. R, Donnelley & Sons company's printing establish-

ment in Chicago was furnished by the Simplex Elec-

trical company, of which H. R. Hixson is the western
selling agent.

The Detroit & Cleveland Steam Navigation company
is making special tourist rates to Mackinac from Cleve-
land, Toledo and Detroit. An illustrated pamphlet will

be sent for two cents by A. A. Schantz, general pas-

senger agent, Detroit.

At the Tennessee Centennial Exposition seven differ-

ent sizes of Otto gas engines, ranging from three to 45
horse power, are shown in running order, representing

all types of engines— stationary, marine and portable

—

built by the Otto Gas Engine VVorks of Philadelphia.

Secretary F. B. Piatt of the Ansonia Electric com-
pany, Ansonia, Conn., has returned from one of his ex-

tended trips through the central and western states, and
reports that he is very pleased with the results. He
thinks that there is a decidedly improved tone in busi-

ness, which points toward a lively fall trade in his line

of business. Mr. Piatt states that at no time during the

year has trade looked so favorable for the future as at

present.

While the Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Manufactur-
ing company of Chicago is having an excellent business

in its public exchange and toll-line apparatus, it also

reports a great increase in demand for intercom-

municating and central station interior systems for iso-

lated plants. The field is not confined to large business
houses and hotels, but is rapidly being extended to pri-

vate residences, schools, charitable and reformatory
institutions, prisons, etc. One reason for this com-
pany's prosperity in this line is the fact that its instru-

ments have demonstrated themselves to be thoroughly
practical and durable, and they are said to be free from
infringement.

Business is good with the Ridgway (Pa.) Dynamo &
Engine company, which is fitting many plants with Mc-
Ewen engines and Thompson-Ryan dynamos. The
June sales include one tandem compound engine for

Purdue University; one 150 kilowatt plant for North-
western Mining & Exchange company; two 75 kilowatt

direct-connected plants Eor the University of Michigan;
two 50 kilowatt generators for the city of Buffalo, N. Y.,

two 75 kilowatt generators direct-connected to tandem
compound engines for Tulane Hotel, Nashville, Tenn.,
and one 10 kilowatt plant for W. H. Brown & Son, Pitts-

burg, Pa. The order from the University of Michigan
was secured in the face of active competition, as 23 con-
cerns figured on the plant.

George W. Lord of 316 Union street, Philadelphia,
makes a rather unusual ofier: "Lord's boiler compounds
are in use by the largest manufacturing establishments
everywhere; they are exported to all foreign countries
where steam is used; they are favorably mentioned in

our best modern works on steam engineering as a safe

and reliable remedy for the removal and prevention of

boiler scale and also as a complete remedy for pitting

and other forms of corrosion in steam boilers. To prove
this statement, and at the same time help our customers
to the information contained in these valuable scientific

works, we will send you any of these books by mail, free

of postage, at publisher's price, or free of cost with a
trial order, providing, of course, the order calls for a
reasonable shipment."

The F. & L. flush push-button switch is the Electric

Appliance company's latest specialty. This switch,
which must be seen to be appreciated, is a very simple
and compact device, the size of the face plate being no
larger than an ordinary two-button gas key. The face
plate is nickel-plated with pearl buttons. One of the

merits of the switch is the ease with which it is oper-
ated. It is also a less expensive switch to make than
any first-class push-button switch ever offered hereto-

fore, and the Electric Appliance company is thus en-
abled to offer it at even a lower price than the regular

snap flush switch. It is at present made only in single-

pble style, with a capacity of five amperes, although
other sizes and capacities are now in preparation. The

F. & L. flush switch promises to find a large and usefu*
field.

One of a comparatively few strictly high-grade engines
for electrical purposes is the Ball automatic engine, built
by the Ball Engine company, Erie, Pa. This engine's
beginning was almost identical with that of the electric
light business, and there are many stations where Ball
engines that have been running from 10 to 15 years are
giving good satisfaction to-day. The present manage-
ment, with the experience of 15 years building engines
for electrical purposes, has brought the engine to the
highest degree of perfection, and the large works of
this company are very busy. In addition to its exten-
sive business all over this country the company is ship-
ping a number of engines to foreign countries. A late
order is that from the Mount Vernon company. Wood-
berry. Md., which recently purchased a 100 horse power
Ball automatic engine, being the second order for this
make of engine.

The first large underground work in St. Louis is now
under way, 'and the Standard Underground Cable com-
pany of Pittsburg, New York, Chicago and St. Louis
has recently secured from the Bell Telephone company
of Missouri and the Kinlock Telephone company (both
of St. Louis), two of the largest contracts ever let in this
country (and probably in the world) for telephone cables;
these two orders comprising all the underground work in
St. Louis yet contracted for, and constituting the com-
plete cable equipment for both telephone companies.
Both contracts were secured in the face of severe com-
petition, and the excellence of the telephone cables
manufactured by the Standard Underground Cable com-
pany largely influenced the placing of the order, as the
prices were exceedingly close. To fill these contracts
there will be required more than 650,000 feet of cable,
which in turn requires about 100,000,000 feet of No. 19
B. & S. copper wire and 2,000,000 pounds of lead. To
meet this extraordinary demand, the manufacturing fa-
cilities of the cable company in the paper-covering de-
partment have recently been doubled, which places it

in a position to not only handle this volume of business
rapidly and easily, but at the same time to fill without
any delay the large and con.'itantly increasing orders for
telephone cables, electric light and powercables, rubber
insulated wire, etc., which are being daily entered. Con-
siderably more than one-half of this cable will be in-
stalled by the cable company; it has contracted to turn
the cable system of the Kinlock company over to that
company complete and ready for service. A large force
of expert workmen will be employed for nearly a year
in this work, under the direct supervision of the St.

Louis ofiQce.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
585,171. Burglar Alarm System. William T. Arnold,

Chicago, III. Application filed December 15, 1896.

The system comprises a sliding cover adapted to be
placed over an opening or object, and having a mounting or

. support which permits of its ready removal from its doi-

mal plane, a circuit closing or changing device adapted to

be operated by the cover when the cover is shifted from its

normal plane, and a burglar alarm circuit including a
signal or alarm apparatus adapted to be actuated by the
burglar alarm circuit when altered by the operation of the
circuit closing or changing device

585,185. Earth Conductor or Ground Wire Attach-

ment. Henry M. Crane, Boston, Mass. Applica-

tion filed May 10, 1897.

-iL_^^^L_Ii-

NO. 585,287.

A slotted metal angle piece with a threaded perforation
through one of its faces is combined with a metal strip

secured at one end to the outside of the perforated face,

arranged to pass twice in opposite directions through the

first slot, and once through the other, and adapted to sur-

round the grounding pipe between the points passing the

first slot; there is also a tightening set-screw associated

with the threaded perforation of the angle piece, and im-
pinging upon the metal strip between its fixed end and the
nearest slot thereto.

585,229. Apparatus for Applying Heat to Thermo-bat-
teries. Harry C. Reagan, Jr., Philadelphia, Pa.

Application filed May 15, i8g6.

The combination with a locomotive boiler, carrying a

pumping device and having a stack and smoke-bos, of a

thermo-batiery surrounding the smoke box. a water-jacket

surrounding the battery, a connection intermediate with

the pumping device and water-jacket and an overflow or

outlet for the latter.

585,249. Electric Clock. Robert Baumann and The-
odore H. Wurmb, St. Louis, Mo. Application filed

May iS, 1896.

An electrically controlled clock mechanism is described.

Issued June 2g, iSgy.

585,250. Combined Electric Fan and Electrolier. Ed-
win H. Bennett, Jr., Bayonne, N. J. Application
filed June 14, 1893.

The lamp-holder in this fixture is detachably connected
with ihe central support, so that the lamps carried thereby
may be removed from the fan collectively by detaching the
holder.

585,255. Contact Box for Electric Railways. William
M. Brown, Johnstown, Pa. Application filed July
18, 1896.

One claim describes a receptacle adapted to be remov-
ably secured within the contact box, the receptacle being
sealed, a fluid conductor within the receptacle and in elec-

trical circuit with the source of supply, a solid electrical

conductor floating or immersed in the liquid conductor.
the solid conductor being adapted to be put in circuit with
the contact portion of the contact box.

585.257. Electric Meter. Frank P. Cox, Lynn, Mass.
Application filed March 6, 1897.

A meter for registering at different rates at different
times, consisting of a single motor mechanism and single
registering meclianism. and means for controlling the
speed of the motor for a given load from a point distant
from the meter, as, for example, from the station or a sub-
station.

585.258. Electric Metering Apparatus. Frank P. Cox,

Lynn, Mass. Application filed March 6, 1897.

The first claim describes an electric metering apparatus,
comprising a number of recording devices giving inde-
pendent readings, one of the devices being arranged to

operate and continuously record all the electrical energy
consumed, and means for periodically throwing the other
measuring device out of and into operation at prede-
termined times.

585.264. Apparatus for Filling Bottles. Josiah H.
Fahrney, Chicago, 111. Application filed October

8, 1S95.

The valves regulating the flow of liquid to the bottles are
controlled by electro-magnets.

585.265. Apparatus for Filling Bottles. Josiah H.
Fahrney, Chicago, 111. Application filed October

S, 1S95.

The combination of a reservoir, a supply pipe therefor,

a valve in the supply pipe, a valve-rod connected to the

valve and extending upwardly, a magnet having a hollow
core to receive the valve-rod, an armature on the upper end
of the rod and above the magnet, a retracting spring mounted
on the rod and suitably housed within the core of the magnet,
a battery, electrical connections from the battery to the

magnet, and a float arranged within the reservoir and
adapted to close the electric circuit and energize the mag-
net to shut the valve in the supply pipe.

585,267. Electric Trolley Device. Alfred J. Gairing,

Johnstown, Pa. Application filed December 26,

1896.

The combination of a lazy-tongs frame carrying a trans-

verse shaft in proximity to the conductor, and having a

plurality of diverging members forming each of its four
sides, the two lower sides being pivoted near their lower
ends about a common transverse axis, and spring devices
secured to each of the lower sides below its pivotal point.

585,287. Ground Detector. Edwin W. Rice, Jr.,
Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed March i,

1897.

An electrostatic device having a system of stationary in-
ducing plates, some of which are connected to one side of
the line and others to the other side, with a second set of
plates maintained at equal potential and insulated from
the first, and an indicating device in inductive relation to
the stationary plates.

585,293. Electric Contact Device. Solomon H. Stahl,
Johnstown, Pa. Application filed February 23
1897.

NO. 585^293.

This contact device is adapted to be held to the con-
ductor by the pressure of a plurality of contact-makers
against the sides of the coDductor; it has a contact-carry-
ing frame composed of links pivotally connected together,
the pivotal connections being adapted to be located be-
neath the conductor and alternately at each side of the
vertical plane in which the conductor is suspended.

5S5.301. Electric Tower Clock. Theodore H. Wurmb
and Robert Baumann, St. Louis, Mo. Application

filed May 18, 1896.

These features are enumerated in the first claim: A
switch connected to and operated by rocking armatures,
which switch consists of a lever pivoted at one end, a bar
connected to the rocking armatures and operating trans-
versely of the free end of said lever, a pin fixed in the end
of said bar and operating in the slot in the free end of said
lever, a lug attached to the free end of said lever, a pin
transversely fixed to said lug, contact points upon the op-
posite ends of said pin, springs fixed to the base of the ma-
chine by posts, the free ends ot said springs being posi-

tioned adjacent said contact points, set-screws for adjusting
the free ends of said springs, and suitable electrical con-
nections.

585,307. Electric Dynamo or Motor. Charles E.

Emery, Brooklyn, N. Y. Application filed April

20, 1893.

An electric dynamo or motor, without field coils, provided
with an armature, a commutator, commutating brushes, a

permeable yoke and pole-pieces attached thereto, with the

width and length of the faces of such pole-pieces so pro-
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portioned and the angle of commutation so adjusted by
sliiflinR the brushes that the retim'red number of turns of

the armature (counted on one side) -vill be included in tlie

double angle of commutation to produce, with the current
ilowinR in the armature, tlie desired nniuher of ampere-
turns of excitinR force to produce the field.

585.308. Electric Broiler. George B. Fraley, Denver,
Colo. Application filed October 28, 1S96.

This utensil consists ot a hollow standard, a hollow shaft
rotatably mounted thereupon, blocks of lire-brick or other
suitable material, means for holding the blocks in as-

sembled position, conductors embedded in the blocks, sup-
porting devices for the material to be broiled, and wires
leading through the hollow standard and shaft to and from
the terminals of the conductors, whereby the blocks are
heated.

585.309. Electric Heater. George B. Fraley, Denver,
Colo. Application filed October 28, 1896.

A block having a substantially upright channel therein,
independent elements of conductive material located in the
channel, means for causing the elements to contact with
each other throughout the operation of the heater, and
means for supplying electricity to the elements.

NO. 585,307.

585.310. Alternating Current Electric Heater. George
B. Fraley, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed

April 27, 1897.

The apparatus described consists of a sheet of suitable
conducting material wrapped upon itselt, forming a core
and electrically connected at the ends thereof, insulation
between the convolutions of the core, a primary coil sur-
rounding the latter and insulated therefrom, a support en-
gaging the lower portion of the core and having a connec-
tion to the primary coil, a support for tbe upper portion of
the core but insulated therefrom, the support having also
a connection to the primary coil, a connection extending
from the upper support and sustained upon a portion of
the lower support but insulated therefrom, and means for
conveying electricity to and from the supports.

585.311. Electric Heater. GsorgeB. Fraley and Amos
B. Paulson, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed

September 21, 1896.

The combination of a metallic core, slotted for a portion
of its length, and an insulated resistance coil wound around
the core.

585,316. Electric Arc Lamp. Philip H. Klein. Jr.,

New York, N. Y. Application filed March 20,1897.

The globe tapers toward that extremity by which it is to
be attached to the lamp frame; there is a two-part thimble
located within the globe, provided with a screw-thread by
which it may be screwed onto the lamp frame, and with en-
larged ends which, when the parts of the thimble are as-
senzbled in position, bear against the inner tapering por-
tion of the globe and its outer end respectively.

585,317: Electric Arc Lamp. Philip H. Klein, Jr.,

New York, and Erwin Lavens, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Application filed November 9, 1896^

The first claim is given ; The support for the globe, the
hanging rod bearing such support and lugs at the upper
end of such hanging rod, in combination with a supporting
bracket having cuts and seats to receive said lugs on the
hanging rod, said seats being higher on one side than on
the other, and a stop-pin on said hanging rod so placed as
to prevent said lugs being lifted over the higher sides of
said seats.

585,318. Electric Arc Lamp. Erwin Lavens, Brook-
lyn, N. Y. Application filed March 20, 1897.

In an inclosed electric arc lamp, the combination of the
lower carboh-holder, which has a vertically bored-out por-
tion for reception of the carbon, the sliding pivoted cover
for the lower end of the carbon-holder, and means for
pressing the sliding cover against the bottom of the carbon-
holder to secure an air-tighi covering therefor.

585,319- Telautograph. Leon O. McPherson, High-
land Park, 111. Application filed November 24,
1896.

The combination of a line wire, means for causing pulsa-
tions to traverse the same, and a governor operating to
change the strength of current on line to compensate the
effects of changes in frequency of the pulsations.

585,321. Insulating Joint. Louis F. Van de Wiele,
Brooklyn. N. Y. Application filed October 14,
1S96.

An improved insulating joint having a yoke, two insulat-
ing disks fitting upon each other, a hickey which fits be-
tween the disks and is insulated by them from the binding-
pin and the yoke, and a binding-pin which carries the
insulating disks in the yoke.

585,342. Electric Train Signal. Myron W. Parrish,
Detroit, Mich. Application filed November 7,1896.

A signaling system, comprising two circuits, a signal, a
source of electric energy, spool magnets, a pivoted muffling
armature, and a permanent magnet adapted to be adjusted
to any number of volts and to lock the muffling armature
when the signaling circuit is broken.

585,350. Bracket for Incandescent Lamps. Herman
Noreck, Charlottesville, Va. Application filed March
5. 1897.

This bracket consists of one tubular section through
which the wires extend, this section' having an exterior
screw-threaded neck, and an overlapping guard surround-
ing the neck and forming a space between the two, and
another section to form a hood to receive the socket of the
lamp, this latter section having an interior screw-threaded
neck which fits in the space between the exterior screw-
threaded neck and the guard, and engaging with the
threads of the former.

585.355- Process of Obtaining Metallic Zinc and Cop-
per from Ores. Charles A. Burghardt and Gilbert
Rigg, Manchester, England. Application filed Tune
1, 1896.

The improved process of recovering metallic zinc from
zinc ores, whichconsists in treating the roasted and ground

ores with an animoniacal solution, then in precipitating the
iron dissolved in the resultant liquid by the addition of
hydraled oxide of tin, and in finally etTecting the electro-
lytic deposition of the metallic /inc.

585,359- Process of Obtaining Porous Metals by I'Jec-

trolysis. Ludwig Hopfner, Berlin, Germany. Ap-
plication filed October 5, 1896.

An electrolytic process of obtaining a composite metal
plate, which consists in electrically precipitating a porous
or spongy metal, and stiftening the same by precipitating
thereupon a denser metal.

585,371. Motor Vehicle. Clinton E. Woods, Chicago,
111. Application filed May 8, i8g6.

The last claim reads: In a vehicle, the combination of
two motors with separate braking devices, a single brake-
controlling device and an evener or equalizer, whereby the
one controller is connected with the two brakes.

585.379. Dynamo-electric Machine. George E. Dor-
man, Chicago, III. Application filed February 4,
1896.

The armature is provided with a series of poles having
coils thereon; a series of field magnet poles is arranged
around the armature; one end of the coils of the armature
is connected together, the other end of each coil being con-
nected to a section of a commutator ; a conducting device
is associated with the commutator, and the connected ends
of thearmaturecoilsare arranged so as to short-circuit one
or more of the armature coils at a predetermined point.

585.380. . Trolley Guard. Wallace C. Dunham. Indian-
apolis, Ind. Application filed December 27, 1895.

An automatically-acting wire catching and restoring de-
vice is provided with fingers and located alongside the
trolley wheel, with its catching-face normally below the
groove in the trolley wheel and arranged to rise above the
groove by force imparted from contact with the wire after
catching it.

585,387. Electrolytical Diaphragm. Carl Kellner, Vi-
enna, Austria-Hungary. Application filed August
18, 1894. Patented in Austria April 6, 1894: in Ger-
many April 19, 1S94; in Switzerland April 19, 1894;
in France April 19, 1894; in Belgium April 19,1894;
in England April 19, 1S94; in Norway April 19,
1894; in Sweden April 23, 1894; in Hungary May
14, 1894, and in Italy June 30, 1894.

A diaphragm for electrolytic apparatus composed of a
slab of soap.

585,444. Rheostat and Circuit Controller. Harry W.
Leonard, East Orange, N. J. Application filed No-
vember 24, 1896.

The combination in an automatic circuit controller of an
electro-responsive device connected across the terminals
of a translating device, so as to be subjected to the same
electromotive force as the translating device, a circuit
controller held by the device in a definite position under
normal conditions, and which device releases the controller
when the electromotive force at the terminals of the trans-
lating device is abnormally low. means for effecting the
release of the controller when the current through the
translating device is abnormally large, and means for oper-
ating the controller when so released to prevent or reduce
the flow of current through the translating device.

NO. 585,3^7-

585,472. Secondary Battery. George E. Hatch, Quincy,
Mass. Application filed April 28, 1S96.

A secondary battery, consisting of a conducting electrode
and a receptacle therefor, providing spaces between the
electrode and the walls of the receptacle, the receptacle
consisting of opposite plates having their inner faces
grooved in proximity to the edges, and packing strips in-
serted into the grooves, into which.lhey fit snugly, so as to be
laterally confined, and thereby held in place when the side
plates are detached from each other.

585.473- Secondary Battery. George E. Hatch, Quincy,
Mass. Application filed April 28, 1896. Renewed
March 11, 1897.

This battery has one or more pairs of supports, the rear
faces of which are provided with projecting ribs, and their
inner faces with pockets, to which supports the active ma-
terial is applied, and by which it is sustained by contact
with the interposed conducting electrode, each of the sup-
ports being composed of a number of plates of stiff, porous
earthenware disposed edge to edge, bearing surfaces being
formed between the separate plates of greater width than
the average thickness of the plates.

585,480. Electric Time Alarm. Alvah C. Roebuck,
Chicago, 111. Application filed July 27, 1896.

A time-alarm, comprising a graduated dial driven by
clockwork and carrying adjustable arms adapted to be set

to the time when the alarm is to be sounded, and a lever
adapted to be actuated by the arm to move a contact point
on tlie lever in the path of the contact point on the minute-
hand of the clock to close the circuit.

585,507. Circuit Breaker for Electric Wires. Andrew
J. Clark, Lexington, Ky. Application filed Novem-
ber 21, 1896.

This circuit-breaker is adapted for a suspended electric
wire, and comprises vertical levers, each having a contact
plate extended from its lower end and at right angles to
the levers, and a block of insulating material to which the
upper ends of the levers are pivoted, the longitudinal axis
of the pivot being arranged at an obtuse angle transversely
to the contact plates.

585.511- Circuit Controller for Electric Motors. Henry
H. Cutler, Chicago, 111. Application filed January
8, 1897.

NO. 585,620.

The combination with a circuit-controlling arm or ele-
ment of a retaining electro-magnet for locking the same in
position, means lor moving the same when released to alter
the condition of the circuit, a releasing electro-magnet for
de-energizing the retaining electro-magnet upon the flow
of an abnormal current, and means for adjusting there-
leasing electro-magnet to cause the same to respond to a
predetermined current strength.

585,512. Circuit Controller for Electric Motors. Henry
H. Cutler, Chicago, 111. Application filed January
8, 1897.

To lock the circuit-controlling arm or element in posi-
tion a retaining electro-magnet is employed. This magnet
is provided with opposed windings, Means for moving the
circuit-controlling arm when released are provided, and
there is a releasing electro-magnet designed to normally
maintain one of the windings of the first-mentioned mag-
net out of operative condition.

585,527. Electric Motor. Charles Lindberg, Duluth,
Minn. Application filed February 24, 1896.

An interna] armature is provided with grooves in its
periphery, and independently removable magnets arranged
about the same, each of these magnets consisting of three
approximately vertical webs connected by an approxi-
mately horizontal web, so as to form a double diverging
spool, one of the vertical webs being deeper than the others
for engaging the grooves in the armature to assist in hold-
ing the magnets in proper place.

585,560. Electric Telephone. Cleaveland F. Dunder-
dale, Chicago, 111. Application filed January 7,

1895.

The claim is given: In a telephone receiver, a gravity
switch therefor, consisting of a chamber divided into two
compartments located in the interior end of the receiver, a
movable ball contact-maker normally resting within one
compartment of the chamber when the receiver is not in
use, leads of the signal circuit terminating in said com-
partment, whereby the said circuit is normally completed
by said movable ball contact, and leads of the talking cir-
cuit terminating in the other compartment of said chamber,
whereby when the receiver is tilted in use the movable ball
contact shifts from one compartment into the other, thereby
disestablishing the signaling circuit and establishing the
talking circuit.

585,579. Trolley for Electric Cars. John C. Kellogg,
Lexington, Ky. Application filed September 25
1896.

The combination with the harp and trolley wheel and
axle, of the arms pivotally connected intermediate their
ends to the axle, the flaring fork at the upper ends of the
arms, the bail or yoke pivotally connected with the lower
ends of the arms, and the spring-arms secured to the fork
and bearing against the wheel.

585.602. Trolley for Electric Railways. Victor Thelin,
Geneva, Switzerland. Application filed November
30, 1S96. Patented in Switzerland May 16, 1896.

A trolley pole and supporting device designed to turn
automatically into correct position when the motion of the
car is reversed.

585.603. Electric Arc Lamp. Christian J. Toerring,
Jr., Washington, Pa. Application filed January 2,

1S96.

_
An arc-inclosing globe, a mounting for the same permit-

ting lateral movement of the upper end of the globe, and a
cover having a hole for the passage of the upper carbon, are
the features of this invention.

585,620. Electric Accumulator System. Harry B.
Cox, Hartford, Conn. Application filed Novem-
ber 10, 1893. Renewed November 7, 1896.

The first claim reads: In an electric accumulator sys-
tem, the combination of two concentric rings of insulated
contacts forming pairs of opposite contacts, sets of accu-
mulators, direct electric connections between the contacts
of one ring and said sets of accumulators, direct electric
connections between each contact of a pair with the elec-
trically opposite contact of an adjoining pair, an insulated
member concentrically within the ring and provided with
two insulated brushes sliding in electrical engagement
with the inner edges of the contacts of the two rings re-
spectively, a source of electrical energy of which said
brushes form the opposite terminals, and driving means
shifting the electrical contact between the brushes and
each pair of contacts at regular intervals, so that the cur-
rent of the generator is concentrated on each set of accu-
mulators in regular succession.
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Chicago City Railway Company's New
Electric Power Plant.

When, in the issue of February 20th last, the West-

ern Electrician gave a brief general description of the

new power bouse of the Chicago City Railway company

at Forty-ninth street and Oakley avenue, the work on

the machinery was not far enough advanced to make it

practicable to present interior views of this large and

impressive plant. These are now given, although there

still remain finishing touches before the plant now in-

stalled (half the ultimate capacity of the station) can be

considered complete. The six views on this and suc-

nomical because it was not designed with compound

condensing engines, but on the other hand it is insisted

that at the usual price of fuel at this station, which is

well located to obtain cheap coal, the saving would not

equal the interest on the increased investment of the

more expensive plant. It is expected by those in charge

of the station that when entirely completed and operat-

ing on a suitable load the plant will have a record of

producing current at a cost of less than three-quarters

of a cent per kilowatt-hour, including depreciation and

interest on investment.

The power house building is built of brick and is very

and thence into the buckets of a McCaslin conveyor

furnished by the John A. Mead company of New York.

The buckets are driven by means of a 15 horse power

engine, located between two of the batteries of boilers.

The coal is carried by the conveyor to elevated tanks

located above the boilers, where an automatic tripping

device is arranged so that the buckets will discharge at

any desired point. The empty buckets then descend and

run underneath the boilers, where they receive the ashes

from hoppers located under the ash-pits. They dump
into an elevated ash-hopper, whence the ashes are

dumped into cars.

FIG. I. CHICAGO CITY RAILWAY COMPANY'S NEW ELECTRIC POWER PLANT.—GENERAL VIEW IN ENGINE ROOM

ceeding pages are intended to supplement the picture of

the exterior and the plan and transverse section draw-

ings given in the preceding article. Fig. i represents

the general appearance of the engine room, with a far

glimpse of the switchboard, and gives an idea of the

size of the plant. Fig. 2 is another view of this room

from the generator side. This photograph was taken

from the switchboard balcony. Fig. 3 shows the vista

down the boiler room, while the great switchboard is

represented in Figs. 4 and 5, the latter showing the

back of the board. Fig. 6 gives an idea of the subway

leading out from the basement of the station, through

which the feeder cables are led under the sidewalk of

Forty-ninth street to steel poles.

The plant is a simple, non-condensing one, but is of

large size, and everything about it is planned on the

most generous scale. It has been criticized as uneco-

large, fronting 276 feet on Forty-ninth street and 214

feet on Oakley avenue. Following the usual practice,

it i's divided into engine and boiler rooms, with a wall of

masonry between. But half of the available space in

the building is utilized by the present plant, the remain-

der being left for extension in duplicate. The stack is

square at the base and round above and is 207 feet high.

It is of brick and the flue has a uniform diameter of 14

feet eight inches. A duplicate stack at the other end of

the station will be built when the full capacity of the

station is utilized. Between the base of the stack and

the wall of the adjacent boiler room there are two rail-

road tracks for coal cars or cars to remove ashes, used

in conjunction with the coal and ash-handling machin-

ery. The stack is entirely distinct from the building,

and the cars run underneath the connecting breeching.

The coal is discharged into a hopper under the tracks

In the boiler room (Fig. 3), which is 270 feet long and

99 feet wide, are 24 return tubular boilers built by John

Mohr & Sons of Chicago. These boilers are fitted for

Murphy furnaces and are placed in batteries of six, two

batteries on each side of the room. These boilers, 20

feet long and 7S inches in diameter, are built to carry a

working pressure of 120 pounds of steam and are rated

at about 350 horse power each. A duplex compound

feed pump was furnished by Weir & Craig of Chicago,

and a Green fuel economizer of exceptional size is to be

installed. The steam and water piping is all of the

single system, and was put in by S. J.
McCloud of Chi-

cago. The feed-water is taken directly from the city

mains through a Baragwanath feed-water heater by ex-

haust steam injectors. The live steam headers are placed

above the boilers, with which they are connected by

bent copper pipes entering the headers at the side. The
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pipes leading to the engines are connected at the top of

the header and are of wrought iron. Passing through

the dividing wall, these steam pipes bend over to the

engine cylinders, as conspicuously shown in Fig. i.

Each is provided with a "Direct" steam separator. The

exhaust header is in the basement. The pipe covering

was supplied by the H. W. Johns Manufacturing com-

pany.

Six engines and six generators (Fig. 2) comprise the

equipment of the engine room—half of the total capacity

of the station, as in the case of the boilers. The engine

room is 270 feet long and no feet wide, with a double

truss roof, having a line of piers of iron and brick as the

central support. The engines are arranged in three

pairs, each with a common shaft and fly-wheel, driving

by rope transmission a pulley on a jack-shaft supplying

power to the two corresponding generators. The en-

gines are of the Green-Wheelock type, with Hill valve

gear, made by the American Wheelock Engine com-

pany, and each pair can develop from 2,000 to 2,500

horse power. These twin-pair engines are run non-con-

densing at a steam pressure of from 105 to no pounds

and at 75 to 77 revolutions-per minute. The cylinders are

36 inches in diameter with 6oinch stroke. The weight

of each pair of engines is about 150 tons. The fly-wheel

is 20 feet in diameter and weighs 70 tons. It is grooved

for 30 turns of 1^-4 inch Manila rope. About a mile of

rope is used on each unit, the Hoadley compound wind

system of rope transmission being employed, with over-

head sheaves and tension carriage. In this system the

rope is continuous and is carried 30 times around the

fly-wheel, 12 times around a compound multiple winder

situated between the engines and the driven pulley,

and 42 times about the driven pulley. The compound

multiple winder and driven pulley are each eight feet

in diameter. The tension on the rope is maintained by

passing it around a 104 inch pulley mounted on a hori-

zontal carriage running on tracks overhead in the engine

room, and with tension weights hanging in the boiler

room.

The generators are of Walker make aiid are 800

kilowatt, 10 pole, 550 volt machines of the standard

type of railway equipment. They are over-compounded

10 per cent, and are operated at a speed of 220 revo-

lutions per minute. Each pair of generators is driven

from a jack-shaft on which, between the generators, is

4 and 5, the switchboard is a large and imposing

affair. It is on a balcony 108 feet long on the southern

wall of the building, 15 feet above the floor, from which

it is reached by circular iron stairways at each end. The

board is of enameled slate, 97 feet long and 12^2 feet

high. It has 12 generator panels in the middle portion

and 56 feeder panels, each arranged for two feeders. In

addition there is, on the central panel, the main station

ammeter, which reads up to 20,000 amperes, and is said

to be the largest instrument of its kind in the world. It

12,000,000 on each half of the board. The feeders, in th"

shape of rubber-covered cables, are led back and down

frora the board, as shown, to a subway in the basement

(Fig. 6), whence, now lead-encased, they are taken on

racks to the poles outside. As will be seen, the racks

provide ample accommodation for all the feeders that

will be needed for some time to come. The wire for

the station was furnished by the Washburn & Moen
Manufacturing company.

The equalizer switches are placed on a stand on the

FIG 3. CHICAGO CITY RAILWAY COMPANY'S NEW ELECTRIC POWER PLANT.—BOILER ROOM.

is a Weston instrument, as are all the ammeters and

voltmeters on the board. This panel also carries two

voltmeters, pivot mounted, while above them is a clock.

Six of the generator panels have each a 2,000 ampere

Thomson recording wattmeter, a 2,500 ampere amme-

ter, a Cutter automatic circuit breaker, two switches and

a hand-wheel for controlling the field rheostat. These

rheostats, or regulators, supplied by the Cutler-Hammer

Manufacturing company, are mounted back of the upper

part of the board on angle-iron supports. The resist-

engine-room floor, between the middle unit and the

southern wall.

The plant is now operated a portion of the day to re-

lieve the Fifty-second street station. It is situated in a

thinly settled part of the town, but in a few years will

probably be surrounded by a network of electric rail-

ways, although now only one is near. And if, as seems

likely, the State and Cottage Grove cable lines are elec-

trically equipped, there will undoubtedly be a heavy

demand on the new station for current for the cars on

some portions of these lines.

FIG. 2. CHICAGO CITY RAILWAY COMPANY'S NEW ELECTRIC POWER PLANT.—THE GENERATORS AND ROPE DRIVE.

mounted the driven pulley of the rope drive. This shaft

has two Hill friction clutches, one on each side of the

great pulley. Each of these clutches has 2,000 horse

power capacity and is used to transmit the power from

the pulley to the generator adjacent to it. Each unit

of two engines, two generators and the connecting ap-

paratus weighs about 300 tons. The foundations are

of concrete with spaces giving access to all anchor

bolts.

As may readily be judged by an inspection of Figs.

ance coils are open, and the rheostats are of sufficient

size to run cool.

Each feeder panel is equipped with Garton lightning

arresters, ammeters, circuit breakers and switches for

two feeders. Eventually 112 feeders will be supplied

with current in this way, although at present a load is

found for but a portion of the generator capacity already

installed. The back wiring of the board is well and

substantially done. The great laminated bus-bars have

a combined sectional area of 24,000,000 circular mils.

Chicago Street Railway Affairs.

The principal topic of conversation in street railway

and political circles in Chicago during the last two weeks

has been the controversy over the General Electric

Railway company's ordinance. The City Council had

granted the company a franchise to build an under-

ground conduit trolley system, and there had been much
litigation and discussion over the project, as the Chicago

City Railway company bitterly fought the new enter-

prise. The validity of the ordinance was passed upon

by the Supreme Court of Illinois only a few weeks ago,

and the favorable decision encouraged the hope that the

underground system would be given a fair trial. The
owners of the franchise, however, immediately secured

the passage of ah ordinance granting them the right to

construct an overhead trolley system instead of the

underground conduit trolley which they had promised

to build. At the last council meeting, on July 12th,

Mayor Harrison vetoed the action of the Council at; its

meeting on July 6th. In his message the mayor said:

"The main point at issue now is the flagrant breach,

first, of a contract entered into between the General

Electric company and the owners who signed frontage

consents for the property along the proposed line of con-

struction, and, secondly, of the contract entered into

between said railway company and the municipality

represented by the then mayor of Chicago. In this con-

nection it is well to bear in mind that the frontage con-

sents acquired by this company contain the following

clause: This petition to be void unless the underground

conduit system of propulsion is used (no poles or over-

head wires in the street). It was upon this express con--,

dition, unequivocally stated, that the right to use the.

various streets was given by the property owners and

secured by the company. This agreement has become

a vital covenant of the contract, and, according to all ,

reputable business principles, should be rigidly observed

and lived up to. The proposition to withdraw from this

contract, without even an effort to prove the efficiency of

the underground system, smacks of shady methods to say

the least, and this council, if it has the slightest regard

for the interest of the city or respect for the obligations
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of a contract, can do nothing else than recind its actions

of last week."

Not content with vetoing the ordinance, the mayor

made an active canvass of the aldermen and secured

enough votes to sustain his action.

During the week charges of perjury, forgery and cor-

ruption were freely made by the present owners of the

General Electric Railroad franchises and the original

promoters of the enterprise. Henry Brandenburg, who

FIG. 5. CHICAGO CITY RAILWAY COMPANY S NEW ELECTRIC
POWER PLANT.—REAR VIEW OF SWITCHBOARD.

was the originator of the scheme, began an action

against Lucius Clark for the recovery of stock of the road

said to have been transferred without consideration by

Brandenburg to Clark. The latter retaliated by begin-

ning criminal proceedings against Brandenburg, charg-

ing forgery and perjury. In the proceedings it was de-

veloped that several prominent aldermen and city hall

Ipbbyis's were mixed up in the deal and that in the even t
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Power Plant of the Pioneer Electric
Power Company of Ogden, Utah.

In the Western Electrician of May 22d last was
given a brief outline description of the exceptionally in-

teresting power transmission plant of the Pioneer Elec-

tric Power company of Ogden. Utah. A more detailed

account, with illustrations, is now at hand, and is

deemed worthy of the space accorded to it:

The city of Ogden is situated in the basin of the Great
Salt Lake, at an elevation of 4,300 feet above sea level,

about 13 miles east of that body of water and 35 miles
north of Salt Lake City. The city extends eastward to

the base of the Wahsatch Mountains, which tower 5,000
feet higher, reaching a total altitude of fully 9,000 feet

above sea level. This chain of mountains is inter-

sected by numerous deep valleys or canons, forming the

outlet for drainage areas of considerable extent. The
outlet of the canon of the Ogden River is east of Ogden
and distant about two miles from the business center.

It is a narrow, winding gorge, walled in by high and
precipitous mountains, nowhere more than a few hun-
dred feet in width at the bottom, while at some points it

is so narrow that the construction of the excellent

macadamized road that traverses it involved consider-

able rock excavation. At a point about six miles above
its mouth the narrow gorge through which the river

flows widens out into a valley, some eight miles long and
four miles wide, surrounded by an almost continuous
mountain chain. This valley is traversed by three
streams which unite at the upper end of the canon to

form the Ogden River.

The average annual rainfall in Ogden is 14 inches. In

the Ogden Valley it is probably twice as great. The
drainage area is about 360 square miles. The flow of

the river varies greatly in different years and at differ-

ent seasons. In May and June, when the snow on the

mountains melts, a maximum flow of 4,800 cubic feet

per second has been measured, while a minimum of 80

cubic feet in August and September is also on record.

The minimum in average years is fully 125 cubic feet

per second. The slope of the stream in the upper valley

is comparatively gradual, while in the six miles of the

canon there is a total fall of nearly 500 feet. This por-

tion of the river has long appeared an attractive field

for the development of power, but apart from a small

saw-mill near its mouth there have been only abortive
attempts made at utilizing the fall of the stream.

The plans of the Pioneer Electric Power company con-
template the utilization of the waters of the entire Ogden
River water-shed above the mouth of the canon for the de-

velopment of power as well as for irrigation. The central

features of the plant arc: A large storage reservoir and
a masonry dam at the upper end of the canon, a pipe
conduit six feet in diameter, a power house with water-
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bed. The up-stream face is protected by a steel plate
covering to prevent abrasion and percolation.
A nine foot tunnel excavated through the solid rock

around the south abutment of the dam, forms the outlet
for the water of the reservoir. At its upper end it con-
nects to a masonry inlet tower, which is in turn con-
nected by a riveted steel pipe eight feet six inches in
diameter, with the main gate house 100 feet below the
tunnel. This contains two 72 inch valves, one control-
ling the supply of the main conduit, the other discharg-
ing the surplus water.
The main conduit is a pipe line six feet in internal

diameter. Its total length is 31,600 feet, of which 27.000
feet is wooden stave pipe and 4,600 feet at the lower end

FIG. 6. CHICAGO CITY RAILWAY COMPANY'S NEW ELECTRIC
POWER PLANT.—SUBWAY FOR OUTGOING FEEDERS.

riveted steel pipe. It is laid in a trench 8^4 feet wide
(Fig. I), and covered with earth to a depth of three feet

on top. The selection of smooth wooden stave pipe in

lieu of steel pipe throughout was made on account of the
greater cheapness of the former, as well as itF less in-

ternal resistance to the flow. The pipe is laid along the
side of the canon and follows the mountains to a point
about half a mile beyond the mouth of the canon. It is

built to conform to a hydraulic grade line of two feet

per thousand, aslope believed to correspond to the fric-

tion in the pipe. At the upper end of the pipe the inlet

is funnel shaped, and the wooden pipe is continuous ex-

cept at three points, where two riveted steel elbows and
a short length of tunnel are substituted. There are
eight tunnels in the rock, the longest being 667 feet.

There are also eight steel bridges with a total length of

FIG. 4. CHICAGO CITY RAILWAY COMPANY'S NEW ELECTRIC POWER PLANT.—SWITCHBOARD.

of the case coming to trial it was promised that there

would be some sensational development) as to the

methods employed in securing the passage of the ordi-

nance. On preliminary examination Brandenburg was

held for the grand upon the charge of perjury. The
forgery case will be considered next Monday.

The village of Wadena, Minn., voted to purchase the

electric light plant.

wheels and electric generators, electric transmission
lines and sub-stations for distributing the power to differ-

ent points, and an extended system of irrigation canals.
The storage reservoir will cover an area of about 2,000

acres, and will have a capacity" of nearly 15,000,000,000
gallons. It will be formed by building across the canon
a short distance below its upper end, a dam of concrete
masonry built up of isolated piers and arches founded on
bed rock. The length of the dam on its crest will be
about 400 feet It will have a total height of 100 feet, 60
feet of which will be above the level of the present river

560 feet, beside a timber trestle. The maximum hydro-
static head in the wooden pipe is 117 feet, giving a pres-

sure of 50 pounds per square inch.

From the end of the wooden pipe the steel conduit
runs to the power house. The slope of this is quite

steep and the pressure is from 50 to 200 pounds per
square inch. It is 60 feet in diameter until it reaches a
point 100 feet from the po%ver house, where it divides

into two branches 54 inches in diameter, which lead to

two receivers, one on each side of the power house.

There are 13 elbows in this pipe and its entire weight is
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over 2,500,000 pounds. The total efficient bead, from
the flow line of the reservoir when it is full to the center
of the receiver, is 446 feet.

All the steel pipe sections were rolled and riveted at

Ogden, in a shop built and equipped with machinery
for that purpose. This was done in order to escape the

heavy railroad charges which would have been necessary
had the rolled sections been built at the works. The
building was equipped with all the machinery necessary
for rolling, punching, riveting and calking the pipe sec-

tions, and an air compressor by which the riveting and
calking machines in the trench were driven. After

about July 15, 1896, when the first plate was punched,
the work was carried on night and day and seven days in

the week. The steel pipe, after it had passed the rivet-

ing machines, was given a prolonged bath in asphalt.

The riveting of the pipe in the trench was effected by

pipe and the power house in the 54 inch branches lead-

ing to the receivers. These branches are reduced to 42
inches by the use of Venturi meters, thus permitting
the use of the smaller valves, which are operated by
hand. The pipe is fully provided with air, mud and re-

lief valves. The connection between the main pipe and
the branches is made by a breeches casting secured to

the steel pipes by cast-steel angle flanges and bolts. To

power house and receivers being built for the 10, the
balance can be readily installed at any time.

The Knight water-wheels are 59 inches in diameter,
and have 45 bronze buckets cast in one solid piece; 14
of these will, when the nozzle ports are all open, receive
the water at the same instant. The centers of the
wheels are made of cast-steel, the buckets being pressed
on these steel centers and secured with bolts. These

Fig. I. Trench in Ogden Canyon,

POWER
power riveters, operated by compressed air at a pres-
sure of from 50 to 75 pounds. Five hundred rivets per
day of 10 hours were driven by each machine. At the
steep grades of the steel pipe line it is anchored by
means of concrete anchorages built around it eight feet

by 10 feet in section and 10 feet long.

The wooden pipe is built up of Douglas fir staves
tongued and grooved, 32 in circumference, 16, 18 and
20 feet lengths and two inches thick. All the staves
were planed and dressed in a special mill erected near
the mouth of the canon. The pipe as shown in Fig.

2 was laid upon sills set in the trench, and was banded
with round steel rods five-eighth inch and three-
fourth inch in diameter, the latter being used where
the pressure exceeds that due to a head of 100 feet. In
order to bring the staves to the non-inaccessible parts of
the cai5on, a cableway 1,000 feet long, erected on framed
towers , was built.

Between the inlet tower at the dam and the power
houses there are five large gate valves, besides the smaller
blow oft and relief valves. Three are six feet in diameter,
the other two 42 inches. The first two the larger ones
weigh about 23,000 pounds each, and are in the gate

Fig. 3. The Pipe Line along the side of the Canyon.
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FIG. 2. POWER PLANT OF THE PIONEER ELECTRIC POWER
COMPANY OF OGDEN, UTAH.—MAKING THE

WOODEN PIPE.

house, the third is placed near elbow No. 2 of the steel
pipe line, about 100 feet below its junction with the
wooden pipe. Its purpose is to permit the closing of the
wooden pipe to keep it full of water even when the steel
pipe is empty. The head at this point is about 200 feet.

The valve has only a single valve stem and is operated
by a hydraulic lift supplied with pressure water from
the main pipe above the valve. The total weight of this
valve is 52,000 pounds, the heaviest single piece in it

weighing about 20,000 pounds. Besides these large
valves there are two smaller, each 24 inches in diameter.
These are placed between the lower end of the six foot

withstand the great longitudinal pressure, a heavy con-

crete block is built around the casting. Fig. 3 gives a

view of the pipe line along the side of the canon.

Of the nine bridges the longest is that over the Ogden
River. This is a riveted bowstring girder 75 feet long.

The other bridges carry tbe pipe line over lateral ravines

or were built in place of masonry retaining walls, where
a steel structure was cheaper.

The power house (Fig. 4) is built of pressed brick,

with concrete and rubble footings, and cut stone trim-

mings. Its outside dimensions are 135 feet in length by

50 feet in width. The roof trusses are of steel, and are

supported on steel posts imbedded in the brick walls

A traveling crane of 15 tons capacity, operated by hand
power, traverses the building, the track girders being

carried by the steel posts. This building contains all

the hydraulic and electric machinery used,

and is completely illustrated by Figs. 5, 6 and

7. A smaller separate building serves as a

machine and blacksmith shop.

The water is delivered from the pipe con-

duit into two receivers buried in the ground,

one at either side of the power house. They
are six feel in diameter, and, in their general

appearance and the material used, closely

resemble the regular steel pipe conduit, the

thickness of the metal, however, being in-

creased to seven-eighths inch in order to allow

for the water hammer.
The receivers are provided with five safety

valves each, which discharge when the pres-

sure exceeds 200 pounds per square inch, and
an outlet gate at the bottom. From each of

these receivers, five 20 inch and one 10 inch

intake pipes extend to the walls of the power
house to connect with the water-wheel nozzle

pipes. Between these intakes and the nozzle

pipes are placed the following valves in the

ordernamed: One 18 inch geared gate valve.

one 18 inch hydraulic gate valve, and one 18

inch butterfly valve.

The 18 inch geared gate valve is only to be
used in case of repairs to the particular ma-
chines that govern it. The 18 inch hydraulic
gate valve is piped up to a small D-valve,

which is placed back of the switchboard and
under the floor. By means of a lever on the

switchboard, connected to this D-valve, the

gate can be opened or closed at the operators'

will. This valve is the one which is to be
used for starting or stopping a wheel. The 18

inch butterfly valve is operated by means of a

worm gear from the governor, and is used in

checking the speed of the wheel by reducing
the head or pressure near the nozzle, and
thus avoiding a sudden fall of head in the main
pipe line, which would be detrimental to the
proper working of the plant.

The nozzle for the water wheels has six

rectangular openings or pores, ^r}hy 2)4 inches inarea,
of which the operator is able to close one or more, as he
may desire. The levers that operate the hydraulic gate
and nozzle are placed near the top of the switchboard.
The set of levers for each water-wheel is placed in the
panel governing the generator which is driven by the
wheel in question, so that the operations required in

starting or stopping these machines are reduced to a
minimum. The wheels are of the impulse type, directly

connected to the generators. The complete plant will

consist of 10 units, five being already installed. The

wheels are keyed to the generator shaft. Each wheel
has a capacity of 1,200 horse power at 300 revolutions
per minute, and each is provided with two fly-wheels
about 70 inches in diameter, each weighing about two
tons.

The armature, armature shaft, two fly-wheels and one
water wheel, which comprise the moving parts, weigh
15 tons. This allows auniform speed to be maintained,
notwithstanding changes of head in the main pipe or
changes in the generator load. The water-wheel, fly-

wheels, nozzle and the two hydraulic cylinders control-
ling the nozzle ports are encased in a steel housing,
bolted to the machine bed-frame.
Between the two lines of machines and down through

the center of the building underneath the concrete floor

is the spillway into which the wheels discharge the

FIG. 4.

PANY
POWER PLANT OF THE PIONEER ELECTRIC POWER COM-
OGDEN, UTAH.—EXTERIOR OF POWER HOUSE, SHOW-

ING ONE VENTURI METER AND RECEIVER.

water, and through which the water is carried back to

the river from which it is taken.

The generators used in this plant are of the General
Electric company's three-phase type, with 24 poles, and
at 300 revolutions per minute have an output of 750
kilowatts at 2,300 volts and a frequency of 60 cycles per
second. The factory tests show that the variation in
volts will be less than five per cent., with a constant
speed, should the full non-inductive load be thrown off

or on.

Between the machine foundations and the building
foundation wall, on each side of the building, is a subway
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which runs the entire length of the building and across

the rear, and in this subway are carried all the necessary

piping for water-wheel controllers and all the wires be-

tween the generators and the switchboards. The cable

connecting each generator to its respective panel on the

- generator switchboard is a three- wire concentric 250,000
circular mil lead-covered cable, and the exciting wires

are a two-wire concentric No. 4 B. & S. lead-covered

cable.

The exciters used on this plant are General Electric

six-pole 500 volt machines, and will give 100 kilowatts

at 550 revolutions per minute. Each of these machines
is ample for the entire exciting current that will be
needed for the ten 750 kilowatt alternators, and they are

each direct-connected to a 135 horse power Knight
water-wheel, similar to the 1,200 horse power water-

wheels previously described. These exciter water-
wheels are cross-connected to each receiver so that

either exciter can be operated from either receiver.

The generator switchboard consists of seven marble
panels; five for the alternators, one for the exciter and
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a 2'2 horse power 500 volt direct-current motor. These
blowers are used in cooling the step-up transformers,
and force the air up througb the bottom of the trans-
formers, around the coils and out at the top.

The transmission line is calculated to deliver about
3,000 horse power at the sub-station in Salt Lake City,

distant about 38 railes, and consists of two circuits, mak-
ing six wires of No. i B. & S. gauge. The poles used
on this line are of Oregon cedar, and are good, clear,

straight poles, 30, 40, 50 and 70 feet high, with nine and
10 inch tops. There are two cross-arms on each pole
for the wire. Two wires are on the top arm four feet

apart, and four wires on the bottom arm two feet apart,
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of delivering 3,750 kilowatts to its lines, but ample pro-
vision has been made to increase this amount to 7,500
kilowatts by installing five more 750 kilowatt machines,
as new industries or manufactories spring up as the re-
sult of the advantages offered to them in Ogden and
Salt Lake City.

There is one important feature in the arrangement of
the machinery which should be noticed, viz., the com-
plute duplication of all parts. All portions of the plant
below the breeches pipe casting, at the lower end of the
six foot conduit, are absolutely symmetrical about the
center lice of the power house, each side being entirely
independent of the other. This applies not only to the

Plan of Power House.

POWER

one for the instruments. These panels are 26 by go
inches each. They are built up of blue Vermont marble,
with nickel fittings. There are two sets of three-phase
bus-bars on the back extending the entire length of the

seven panels, as well as two,bus-bars also running their

entire length, from which the exciting current is taken.

From the generator switchboard the current is car-

ried to the distributing board over copper bars, of

which there are two sets of three, connecting the two
sets of bus-bars on the generator board with the two
sets of bus-bars on the primary panels of the distribut-

ing boards.

The distributing board is in a gallery in the rear of

the building and over the generator switchboard. Back
of this distributing switchboard are nine 250 kilowatt

air-blast step-up transformers, the lightning arresters

Fig. 6. Section of Power House.
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a circuit being on each side of the pole. These wires

are so arranged that should a plane be placed perpen-
dicular across the circuit it would show an equilateral

triangle, with a wire at each angle, the length of the

sides being two feet. These wires are transposed about
every half mile. By this arrangement of the pole line

wire the inductive efiect is reduced to a minimum.
About six feet below the second cross-arm on the poles

is a two-pin cross-arm, on which the telephone wires

are strung, being transposed about every four poles,

there being an average of about 50 poles per mile.

The current is fed into the transmission line at the

power plant at 16,100 volts and delivered to the step-

down transformers at 13,800 volts. This will give an
energy loss of about 10 per cent, in the line and a poten-

tial loss of about 14 per cent. The sub-station step-

pipe and the receivers, but to all the parts of the switch-
boards, etc., as well as to the generators and water-
wheels. Either one of the exciters, also, is capable of
providing sufficient current for all the large generators,
and can be run with water from either receiver. The
advantage of this arrangement is that an accident to
either receiver, or to one or more wheels or generators,
would not result in the shutting down of the entire plant,
but at the worst of only one side. For a short period all

the required power could probably be supplied from one
side of the power house.
The current will be used to drive factories, running

electric railways from Ogden to Salt Lake City, to the
lake, to Hot Springs and to light the towns and cities
in the north of the state. The surplus water in the
storage reservoir will be utilized to irrigate large tracts
of land in the vicinity.

The Pioneer Electric company was organized Novem-
ber 27, 1893. The president and treasurer of the com-
pany is the Hon. George Q. Cannon, the intellectual
and diplomatic head of the Mormon church. The gen-
eral manager is Frank J. Cannon, son of the president,
and United States Senator from the state of Utah. The
directorate consists of Wilford Woodruff, president of
the Mormon church, Joseph F. Smith, one of his conn
selors, F. D. Richards, one of the apostles, Asabel"
Woodruff and A. B. Patton, president of the Ogden
Chamber of Commerce. Mr. Patton and the chief en-
gineer and secretary, C. K. Bannister, are the only men
among the directorate not members of the Mormon
church.
The conception and successful completion of the

works belonging to the Pioneer Electric Power com-
pany are largely due to the efforts of C. K. Bannister,
M. Am. Soc. C. E., who, as chief engineer and secretary
of the company, has devoted several years to the careful
study of the engineering and financial problem:; in-

volved. Preliminary surveys were made in 1S94 and
1S95, but it was not until the beginning of 1S96 that the
location of the plant was definitely settled and actual
construction begun.

FIG. 7. POWER PLANT OF THE PIONEER ELECTRIC POWER

and the two blowers for cooling the transformers. The
distributing board is divided into two sections, the

primary section and the secondary section. Each sec-

tion has six panels. In the primary section four of the

panels are for the low-tension side of the step-up trans-

formers, the remaining two being for the local distribut-

ing lines in the vicinity of the power plant. In the

secondary section four of the panels are for the high-

pressure side of the step-up transformers, and two for

the long-distance transmission lines.

Back of the distributing switchboard and on a raised

platform are placed the step-up transformers. These
transformers raise the potential of the current from

2,300 to 16,100 volts, at which pressure it goes on to the

long-distance transmission lines. The transformers are

connected up in sets of three, the delta connection being

used on both sides, at each end of the building in the

gallery are placed the two blowers, direct-connected to

COMPANY OF OGDEN, UTAH. INTERIOR OF POWER HOUSE-

down transformers deliver this current to the local dis-

tributing lines again at 2.300 volts. There are at pres-

ent nine 250 kilowatt step-down transformers at the sub-
station connected by the step-up transformers, and the

switchboard in the sub-station is similar in every respect

to the distributing board in the power plant gallerj.

The cooling apparatus here is also identical with that

used in the power plant, except that the motors used are
60 cycle induction motors.
While the transmission lines are at present capable of

delivering 3,000 horse power at the sub-station, with a
10 per cent, energy loss, if it should become necessary
the step-up transformers can deliver more than this by
changing three wires on their high-pressure side and de-

livering the current into the transmission lines at 27,000
volts. Thus the line capacity would be more than
doubled.
The present installation of the power plant is capable

Northwestern Convention at La Crosse.

Indications promise an interesting and well attended

convention of the Northwestern Electrical association

at La Crosse, Wis., on Wednesday and Thursday of

next week. F. A. Copeland of La Crosse has taken

charge of the arrangements for hotel accommodations

and for exhibits. Secretary T. R. Mercein of Mil-

waukee (511 Montgomery building) and George Cutter

of Chicago (1106 Rookery) are the transportation agents.

The latter has secured a special rate of a fare and a third

for the Chicago delegates. This will not interfere with

the certificate plan for other delegates, as the Chicago

tickets will be counted to make up the 100 necessary.

All delegates going from Chicago should communicate

with Mr. Cutter at once, as he has to buy the tickets to,

gether in order to secure the rate. The train leaves the

Chicago A: Northwestern railway station at 10:15 p. ^i-

on Tuesday, July 20th; a special sleeper will be at-

tached.

The list of papers to be read was given in the Western
Electrician of July 3d.
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With the Niagara Falls convention number of the

Western Electrician, dated June 12, 1897, this jour-

nal made a new record for itself both in circulation and

advertising. Of this loo-page number 20,000 copies

were printed and circulated and the amount of full

paid advertising matter carried was 8,643 square

inches.

The remarkable success of this journal, especially in

view of the hard times that have prevailed throughout

the country, is all the more striking because of the fact

that it is only 10 years since the first number was issued.

Its advancement has been rapid and in keeping with

the progress of the great industry it represents and the

splendid field which it occupies. It is a noteworthy fact,

especially in view of existing conditions, that during the

period of depression this journal has made steady gains

in advertising. Beginning with the convention number

of March 3, 1894, the record shows constant gains each

year until in the present case the number of square

inches of full paid advertising matter is more than

double that of the 1894 number. The figures showing

Issue.
Number of
Advertising

Pages.

Wliole
Number of

Pages.

Square Indies
of Paid Ad-
vertising
Matter.

March 3, 1894. . .

.

February 23, 1895.

May 9. 1896
June 12, 1897

40
52
72
80

56
68
88
100

4.145

5.593
7.576
8,643

This constantly increasing patronage speaks elo-

quently of the influence and merit of this journal and of

the confidence and respect which it commands through-

out the country. It is pleasing recognition of the efi^orts

that have been made in the interest of the entire fra-

ternity.

Central station managers throughout the Northwest

should not fail to attend the meeting of the Northwest-

ern Electrical association at La Crosse next week, even

though they may not be members of the organization.

Special efiorts are being made to get a good representa-

tion from those districts that have heretofore shown lit-

tle inclination to encourage the movement. During the

last few months many of the companies that have been

threatened by the municipal ownership movement have

expressed a willingness to join the organization. While

the association is always willing to receive members, an

application that is prompted by fear of an attack of this

kind cannot be viewed with the same favor as those that

come from managers who desire to help along the

work that the organization has undertaken. In the

nistory of the association it has transpired that several

companies which have refused to join the organization

have afterward appealed for assistance in fighting the

municipal ownership movement. Aside from this feat-

ure of the organization's work, there is much to com-

mend it to central station men. The papers presented

at the meetings are always practical, and there are

always plenty of practical men on hand to discuss ques-

tions of operation and management.

Some eastern newspaper man anxious to make "a

good story" was no doubt responsible for an article pub-

lished in Chicago last Sunday and attributing extraordi-

nary designs to Mr. J. Pierpont Morgan, who proposes

to equip all the railroads in the United States for elec-

trical operation forthwith, if one may believe the ac-

count. Give heed to the magnificent details: "More
than 27,000 miles of railroads come within the scope of

Mr. Morgan's great plan, stretching from Boston to

Portland, Ore., and in the South to Florida and Missis-

sippi. These roads, together, represent a capitalization

of $1,016,982,259. Roughly estimated, the cost of elec-

trical equipment on this 27,367 miles of road will be

^547.540.000- Practically the whole of this amount of

^547.540,000 will pass through the treasury of Mr. Mor-

gan's electrical works, leaving there in the shape of the

manufacturer's profit 25 per cent., or $136,885,000. The
patents for the system which will bring in this princely

revenue are valued now at $8,000,000." The "electri-

cal works" referred to are those of the General Electric

company. It is explained that Mr. Morgan's friends

are a little "sore" because be induced them to invest in

General Electric, and that the great man has planned

this coup "to lead them out with honor.*"' The third-rail

is to be used, and the system is "already planned down
to the small details." There is, of course, a grain of

truth amid this bombastic chaff, but it is a pity that the

rational development of the work of applying electrical

power on railroads in place of steam locomotives, as

conditions may warrant, should serve as a pretext for

such foolish exaggeration as that quoted,

It might be considered presumptuous to pass upon the

relative merits of the controversy over the Chicago Gen-

eral Electric Railway comj)any's ordinance at the pres-

ent time, but there are certain features that may be dis-

cussed with propriety. Principal among these is the

well deserved rebuke administered by Mayor Harrison

in his veto message when considering the proposition of

the company to disregard the terms of its contract with

the city and with property owners from whom it ob-

tained frontage consents. The only claim the promoters

of the scheme had to consideration was the agreement

to build an underground conduit trolley line. Im-

mediately upon securing the ordinance granting this per-

mission, they announced that they bad sufficient capital

pledged to build the road. Later it developed that they

could not raise the funds unless the ordinance was

changed and provision made for the substitution of the

overhead for the underground trolley system. To this

the council agreed, but the mayor put an effectual check

upon the proceedings, and now the promoters of the

ordinance find themselves in a peculiarly embarrassing

position. Brielly stated, the record of this enterprise is

as follows:

First, a liberal franchise was granted for an under-,

ground conduit trolley line.

Secondly, the promoters declared that upon careful

investigation they learned that such a system was im-

practicable in Chicago because of climatic conditions

and poor drainage.

Thirdly, permission to substitute the overhead for the

underground trolley system was refused.

As a result, the projectors of this enterprise find that

they have a worthless franchise on their hands. They
have a right to build an underground trolley road, but they

themselves have publicly declared that such a road can-

not be operated in Chicago, and of course they cannot

now hope to interest capitalists in the original scheme,

after having condemned it themselves. It is probable

that very little consideration will be given the state-

ments of the promoters of this scheme by those inter-

ested in the actual development of an underground con-'

duit trolley system.

There are other features of this undertaking that are

equally reprehensible. It was generally believed by street

railway men that the ordinance was a "boodle" measure,

and this opinion is now confirmed by the disclosures that

have been made during the last two weeks in the litiga-

tion growing out of the claims of ownership of a consid-

erable portion of the stock of the company. It would

seem from the disclosures already made that the enter-

prise has been tainted with fraud and corruption from

its inception, and that disreputable methods have been

employed at every step. A complete exposure of the

methods and operations of the company should be made

The excellent work done by the committee represent-

ing the National Electric Light association in the con-

ferences which resulted in the adoption of a standard

set of rules for electrical construction by the electrical,

insurance and architectural interests of the country is

generally recognized and commended, but it is rather

unfortunate that it was deemed advisable by the com-

mittee to present a report in which a labored attempt

is made to place the blame for the evils of poor con-

struction and other faults upon the insurance interests.

In the first place the report is misleading, but even if it

were true in every particular, it would be far better to

pass these matters and take advantage of the good feel-

ing now displayed by the insurance interests of the

country. Everyone familiar with the actual condition

of affairs will acknowledge that much credit is due the

National Electric Light association for the position it

assumed upon this subject, and all who are interested in

the matter will gladly accord that organization and its

representatives great praise for their share in bringing

about the present condition of affairs. But those

familiar with the circumstances will recall the fact that

the conditions which the National association and other

organizations have been laboring for years to improve

were the result of the policy adopted by the electrical

interests in the early days. When the insurance com-

panies imposed heavy penalties and trying exactions

the conditions warranted them, and the electrical

interests were themselves to blame for bringing

about this slate of affairs. There is no doubt that

the underwriters resorted to extreme measures and

imposed conditions that were arbitrary and in some

cases, it is claimed, wholly unnecessary. But, primarily,

the electrical companies were at fault, and these condi-

tions were created by them. For a time there was a

conflict between the electrical and insurance companies.

The plans of the latter, it must be admitted, had little

to commend them to the favor of men of experi-

ence, and in many cases the so-called electrical experts

of the underwriters were not competent to discharge the

duties of their positions. It will be seen, therefore,

that there was ground for criticism on both sides, and a

close examination of the records will disclose the fact

that the electrical interests brought about much of the

trouble. Now, however, there is a material change for

the better, and the result of the conference will be still

further to improve the relatione between these interests

and promote harmony. It is desirable, therefore, that

this new condition should not be disturbed by a revival

of the controversy and by discussion of the faults and

failings of the conflicting parties in this memorable

struggle. Those who have the best interest of the elec-

trical fraternity at heart will accept the conditions of to-

day thankfully, and work in harmony with allied inter-

ests to improve the standard of practice.
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Part IX.
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Continued.

Storage Battery Auxiliaries.

J*.
Carryin^ir the ''Peak 0/ the Load.''—Frequently a

battery is called upon to take care of a load in which
the variations are very rapid, but are hardly sudden
enough to be called fluctuations. Such a discharge is

shown by the curve in Fig. 56 and is typical of the

"peak" to be found on the load diagrams of most cen-

tral electric stations. The "peak of the load" generally

extends over a period of from three to live hours, and
during this time the generating machinery is subjected
to a constantly varying demand. It is evident that if

this load can be carried by a storage battery auxiliary

many advantages will be gained.

The determination of the size of the battery necessary
for such service as shown in Fig. 56 is obviously more a

question of rate than of capacity. The actual discharge,

as given by the area of the curve, is 112 kilowatt-hours.

The normal discharge rate of a battery of this size is

it2-f-8, or 14 kilowatts. It is evident, then, that for

nearly 2}^ hours during the four-hour discharge such a

battery would be discharging at a rate greater than the

normal. The decrease in useful capacity, due to these ex-

cessive discharge rates, will make it necessary, therefore,

to provide a battery of a larger size than one which would
have the capacity at a normal rate determined by the

area of the curve. But the question is, how much
larger? A quick solution which will be found accurate

enough for all practical purposes is to take a rectangle

iDEj (Fig. 56} of the same area as the curve 0ACB4
and having its long dimension ^C equal to the maxi-
mum discharge required. Such a rectangle will give

the capacity of the battery and also the discharge rate at

a glance. Thus, to carry the load shown in Fig. 56, the
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FIG. 56. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF ELECTRIC POWER
PLANTS. METHOD OF DETERMINING CAPACITY

OF BATTERY.

rectangle indicates a battery having a useful capacity of
112 kilowatt-hours and a two-hour discharge rate.

The size of a battery, determined by this method, will

be slightly larger than that really required. It will be
seen that the areas oAi and JB4 are the same as the

areas ADC and BCE, but that the capacity of a battery
to handle a load represented by the former area is much
less than that required to handle a discharge represented
by the latter, on account of the evident difference in dis-

charge rates in the two cases. Thus, while the battery
is working on those parts of the load 'oA and B^, at no
time is it discharging at a rate as high as a four-hour
rate, while if it were called upon to discharge at a rate
indicated by the line DCE, the battery would be working
continuously at a two-hour rate. As the peak approaches
nearer a rectangle in shape—that is, as the top of the
curve flattens out— this method will approach more
nearly to giving the exact size, but with ordinary cases
it will approximate within 10 per cent, of the required
capacity. As some allowance must always be made for

an increased load, the extra capacity which a battery de-

termined by this method will have will, as a rule, be
found useful, and the method is therefore correct enough
for ordinary calculations,

A typical load diagram, having a "peak," is shown in

Fig. 57. In this particular case the maximum demand
occurs between the hours of 5 and 7 p. m., when the
output of the plant is nearly double that occurring at any
other time during the day. This load comes on very
suddenly and drops off even more rapidly, and is one of

the chief factors in raising the cost per unit of output in

an electric plant above the cost of developing a unit out-

put of the same size in any other kind of a power sta-

tion. It will also be noticed that the demand during
the hours between i and 7 a. m. is very small in compar-
ison to the load during the remainder of the day.
A consideration of the variations in the load diagram

is important when it comes to the selection of the size of
the units required. The economy of keeping the units
in service loaded as nearly as possible to their full rated
capacity has already been pointed out. Bearing in mind
this fact, and also the necessity of providing sufficient

machinery that the shutting down of any one unit will
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not cripple the plant, it will be seen that the load shown
in Fig. 57 can be conveniently handled by four units of

500 kilowatts and two of 250 kilowatts output. Between
7 a. .m. and 9 p. m. it will be necessary to operate two
500 kilowatt units continuously, and between 5 p. m. and
7 p. M, two more of the same-sized units will be re-

quired. At 9 \>. M. one 500 kilowatt unit can be put out
of service and replaced by one of 250 kilowatts output;
at I a. m. the other 500 kilowatt unit can be shut down,
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FIG. 57. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OP ELECTRIC POWER
PLANTS.—LOAD DIAGRAM WITHOUT BATTERY.

leaving the night load to be handled by a 250 kilowatt
unit. By following the load diagram in this manner
the steam consumption per delivered kilowatt-hour can
be kept within reasonable limits, although at times the
station will be unavoidably working at very poor effi-

ciency.

It will be seen that nearly one-half the machinery in

the plant is inoperative during 22 hours of the day. Thus
the earning capacity of that much of the plant is greatly
reduced, while at the same time the interest on thd in-

vestment and the fixed charges against this portion of
the plant remain the same as if it were operating con-
tinuously for 24 hours each day. The ratio of the aver-
age output of the plant for a given time to its maximum
possible output if worked continuously day and night is

known as the "load factor" of the plant. It is obvious
that the nearer this load factor approaches 100 per cent.
the better are the conditions for low cost of production,
and it is in the direction of "evening up the load line,"
and thus increasing the load factor, that storage battery
auxiliaries often show great advantages. The applica-
tion of a battery for this purpose is shown in Fig. 58.
The same load diagram as shown in Fig. 57 is taken, and
the load is divided between generating plant and accu-
mulator auxiliary in such a way that the result is a
steady load upon the generators during the entire time
of operation. That part of the diagram shaded with
lines inclining toward the right represents the charge of
the battery, and that portion shaded with lines inclining
to the left indicates the discharge of the battery. The
battery thus carries the excessive load between the hours
of 5 and 7 p. M. and also supplies the demand during the
hours of light load in the early morning. Without bat-
teries the total output found by integrating the area
under the curve is 18,800 kilowatt-hours. What will be
the total output if an accumulator auxiliary is installed,

taking into account the efficiency of the battery?
It will be seen that the charge beginning at 7 a. m.
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FIG. 5S. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF ELECTRIC POWER
PLANTS,—LOAD DIAGRAM WITH BATTERY.

continues for nearly lo hours, while the corresponding
discharge takes place in about two hours. Under these
circumstances, if but one charge and discharge were to

be considered an efBciency of hardly more than 50 per
cent, could be expected, as the amount of energy which
can be recovered from a battery discharging at the
above rate is only about 60 per cent, of the amount
which the battery would deliver at a normal rate. But
the fact remains that although the capacity of the bat-
tery is decreased by excessive rates of discharge, this
decrease is due to polarization, and the battery does not
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really become completely discharged. Therefore, upon
starting to recharge the battery it will be found to con-
tain a certain amount of energy, for which, in regular
work, it should have credit. For our purpose, then, it

will be fair to assume that the efficiency of the battery
will be 65 per cent, for the first discharge and 75 per
cent, for the second discharge, the latter occurring in six
hours, and therefore under more favorable conditious
th n the first. The discharge during the peak is seen to
be 1,140 kilowatt-hours. At our estimate of 65 per
cent, efficiency it will require a charge of i

, 753 kilowatt-
hours to provide for this discharge, and there will
therefore be lost in the battery 613 kilowatt-hours.
Similarly, allowing an efficiency of 75 per cent, for the
discharge of the battery on low load, we find it will re-
quire a charge of 458 kilowatt-hours in excess of this
discharge, making a total of 613-I-45S, or 1,071 kilowatt-
hours, which represents the excess of electrical energy
which must be produced on account of the losses in the
battery. This looks like a considerable loss to be
charged up against the use of the battery, but in reality
it means that the total output of the plant is increased
from 18,800 kilowatt-hours to only 19,871 kilowatt- hours,
or the loss due to the battery is only five percent, of the
entire electrical energy generated. Generators carry-
ing a steady load of i, 104 kilowatts continuously for 18
hours will supply the required output. Let us see what
benefits are to be gained by installing a battery under
such conditions.

In the first place, the original investment in power
station equipment will be less with the battery aux-
iliary. Without batteries there will be required four
500 kilowatt units and two 250 kilowatt units, as already
shown, making a total of 2,500 kilowatts. The cost of a
modern compound condensing electric station complete
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FIG. 59. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF ELECTRIC POWER
I'LANTS^ ^DIAGRAM SHOWING CONNECTIONS FOR

DIFFERENTIAL EOOSTER.

of this size may be estimated at Snoper kilowatt, which
corresponds to about $75 per indicated horse power.
Thus the cost of the plant without batteries will be

2,500X^110, or $275,000. On the other'hand, the steady

load of 1,100 kilowatts, which is the result of the use

of batteries, can be handled easily by four 250 kilo-

watt units, and if one is held in reserve the investment
in generating machinery becomes 1,250 kilowatts at $110
or $137,500. To obtain the cost of the battery it will

be necessary to determine its capacity by the method
alreadygiven in Fig. 56. Thus, a battery having a capac-

ity of 1,140 kilowatt-hours at a discharge rate of r'^

hours will h>e amply large. The cost per kilowatt-hour at

this rate is seen from the curve of Fig. 52 (given last week)
to be S90. The investment in the battery part of the plant

will therefore become 1,140X590 or §102,600, making
the total investment in the second case of $I37,5oo-|-

SI02,6oo or $240,100. Thus in first investment alone

the combination of generating plant and battery auxili-

ary will effect a saving of nearly $35,000. This saving

would be sufficient to justify the use of batteries in this

particular case, but even if the investment had proven
to be the same in both cases the battery plan has many
other advantages which would make its use advisable.

The number of attendants will be less with the battery

arrangement, not only on account of the actual running

time of the plant being shortened some six hours, but

also because there are a constant number of machines

in operation all the time and there is no necessity of

throwing in and out units, as was seen to be the case in

Fig. 56. The objection might be urged that the battery

would require an excessive amount of attention, which
would tend to even up the labor account, but in actua

practice an accumulator plant is found to require a re

markably small amount of attention. The attention i

does receive must be intelligent, however, and the at

tendant must understand the conditions under which th
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battery works successfuly; if this is the case the amount
of time which must be devoted lo an accumulator to

keep it in first-class condition will be found to be much
less than that required by a generating set of the same
output. It would not be far out of the way to estimate

that the labor account in the plant containing batteries

which is here cited will be at least $1,500 a year less

than with the other plan. This $1,500, capitalized at

six per cent., is the same as an additional saving in first

investment of $25,000.

In regard to the fuel economy, the records of many
stations operating in connection with batteries show a

considerable saving which can be traced to their use.

This added economy is due to the fact that the units

may be operating at full rated capacity while in service.

In Fig. 56 it will be noticed that although an effort was
made to change the number of units as the load varied,

there were comparatively few times when they were
working exactly at their rated output. The result would
very naturally be a fuel economy much less than would
be possible to obtain if the engines and generators were
running steadily at their most economical output. With
this in mind, it is fair to assume that the better running
conditions obtained by the use of the battery will prob-

ably effect a saving in fuel greater than necessary to

generate the amount of energy lost in the storage bat-

tery, and the net result will be less coal required for the

total output than when the station is running without an
accumulator. Another point which will have a marked
influence on the consumption of fuel is the necessity in

the first case of generating steam in a large part of the

boiler plant for only a few hours each day. The losses in

getting the boilers up to pressure, in holding them in

readiness for some little time, in working them partly

loaded while they are in operation, and In the unavoida-
ble radiation losses while they are standing idle, will in

themselves be more than enough to counterbalance any
loss of energy due to the use of the batteries. In throw-
ing in the units required for the peak of the load it will

generally be found desirable to keep them turning over

slowly for a short time before they are needed, as the

exact time when the demand suddenly begins to increase

cannot be predicted. In fact, the necessity of holding

sufficient engine and boiler capacity in readiness to be
used in case of emergency, such as the breaking down of

any of the machinery in operation or the sudden ap-
proach of darkness, cannot fail to be the source of a

constant loss, which seems almost unavoidable unless a

battery is installed. With a battery in the power sta-

tion uninterrupted service under the most trying condi-

tions becomes almost a certainty, and this one point

alone would in certain cases justify the investment,
even if there were no other advantages.

It is the fact that no general law can be laid down to

apply to the question, Shall a battery auxiliary be in-

stalled? Obviously, the conditions in each case will

influence a decision. In deliberating upon a proposed
, installation it must be remembered that it is not suffi-

cient to consider only first cost; economy in operation
has an important bearing, and due allowance must also

be made for the comparative importance of such items
as convenience and reliability. However, in comparing
the first cost of a storage battery to that of a generating
plant to do the same work, the fact that the cost of stor-

age batteries is given upon a different basis than the
cost of engines and dynamos must not be lost sight of.

A storage battery discharging at the normal rate can be
installed for $50 per kilowatt- hour. To get a battery at

this price, however, which will discharge at the rate of

say 10 kilowatts per hour, or one which can be com-
pared to a dynamo of 10 kilowatts capacity, it is neces-

sary to install an accumulator having an actual capacity
of So kilowatt-hours at the normal rate, which will

bring the investment up to SoX$50 or $4,000. The
cost of the battery, then, per kilowatt rate of discharge
is seen to be 54,000-^10, or $400, and this is the figure

which should be compared to the cost of machinery for

providing the same service, That is, the figure which
represents the cost of the battery to be compared to the

cost of a generating plant of the same output can be ob-
tained by multiplying the capacity in kilowatt-hours

into the price per kilowatt-hour at the given rate of dis-

charge and dividing by the rate in kilowatts. As the
capacity divided by the discharge rate in kilowatts gives

length of discharge or rate in hours, it will only be neces-
sary to multiply the price per kilowatt-hour at any given
rate by the rate itself to get the price per kilowatt out-

put to be compared to the cost of an independent plant.

Thus, the cost per kilowatt discharge at a one-hour rate

is Sioo, at a three-hour rate is S200, at a five-hour rate

$287 and at an eight-hour rate S400.
It will be seen, then, that if the method shown in Fig.

52 for determining the size of a battery to handle apeak
requires a battery discharging over a period of time
longer than three hours, it will probably becheaper in first

cost to install sufficient additional generating machinery
to carry the peak; but for peaks which can be handled
by a battery discharging in a shorter period than three
hours, the battery auxiliary will probably show advan-
tages. It is to be understood, however, that this con-
clusion applies only lo batteries used for the sole purpose
of carrying the peak of the load. If the battery is used
for other purposes, such as handling the night load, etc.,

the other considerations of economy In operation, re-

duction of labor account, convenience, etc., have a much
more important bearing, and the question is not so much
one of first cost.

JSIaijiLcnance.—It will be noticed that in the figures

already given no allowance has been made for deprecia-
tion in the case of either the generating machinery or
the battery auxiliary. Thisassumes, then, that the per-

centage to be allowed for depreciation is the same in

both cases, and under conditions prevailing at present
this may be considered true. Manufacturers of batteries

are willing to take contracts to maintain the plants which
they install in central stations at from six to eight per

cent, per annum on their original cost, the amount de-

pending upon the service to which the battery is sub-

jected. The fact that in a number of cases the pur-

chasers have found It to their interest to cancel the

maintenance contracts rather than allow the battery

company the proiit which would result if they were car-

ried out seems to Indicate that the depreciation upon the

battery part of the plant may safely be taken at as low
an estimate as Is usually allowed for the best steam and
electrical machinery.

Storage Battery Sub-stations.—T^q manufacture
of accumulators upon a large commercial scale has
made possible the use of battery sub-stations located at

points some distance from the central power station.

The use of these sub-stations in certain localities, under
certain conditions of service, will show a number of ad-
vantages.

In a residence district, for Instance, where a central sta-

tion would not be tolerated and which is removed from
the main generating plant such a distance as to make
prohibitive the investment in feeder mains for carrying
the peak of the load, a battery may be advantageously In-

stalled. This battery will be charged during periods of

light load upon the central station at a slow rate and
thus acts as a reservoir, which not only cuts down the

required investment In copper otherwise required, but
also tends to better the economy of the main power plant

by evening up its load line. It thus becomes possible to

use part of the central station equipment which would
otherwise lie idle during the day, and thus the total in-

vestment in generating machinery which would be
necessary without a storage battery auxiliary is materi-
ally reduced. Before the installation of a battery sub-
station Is decided upon in any particular case careful

figures should be made covering all the conditions. As
a rule the battery sub-station will effect a saving in fuel.

cut down materially the labor account and require a less

investment in real estate, buildings, feeder system and
power-station equipment. The question is, Will the sav-

ing effected justify the expense of installation and oper-
tlon of a storage battery? In some cases, if it is found
from calculation for economy only that the battery auxil-

iary will not pay, the Increased reliability of the service

may warrant its adoption.
In the operation of electric railways, and especially

upon long-distance lines, storage battery sub-stations will

show a saving not only In the first cost of installation but
also in the economy of operation. As the cost of the feeder

system varies as the square of the distance, so, as the

line extends away from the power station, a point Is soon
reached with the ordinary standard voltage generally

adopted where the cost of the feeders justifies an invest-

ment in a storage battery sub-station. This sub-station

battery will act as an equalizer, receiving the average
amount of energy required at a constant load, and there-

fore over a comparatively small feeder, and delivering

the current to sections of the line upon both sides of the

station as required by the varying demand.
If the electric line becomes so long that transmission

by direct current is undesirable, advantages can be shown
for a system having setrtions of the road operated by
sub-stations, the equipment of these sub-stations consist-

ing of a rotary transformer, the alternating side of which
is a tie line extending back to the central station. The
direct current end of the rotary transformer works upon
the lines in parallel with a storage battery auxiliary,

which serves the usual purpose of an equalizer.

Differential Booster.—^In all cases where a battery

is used in connection with a fluctuating load, and It is

thought desirable to maintain a practically constant

voltage upon the line and at the same time a constant

load upon the generator, the use of a differentially

wound booster becomes desirable. By its use it is pos-

sible to adjust the charging current so that its total for

a given period of time is equal to the amount of current

discharged plus the amount of energy lost in the bat-

tery, thus carrying a practically average load on the

dynamo.
The necessary connections of a differential booster

arrangement are shown diagrammatically In Fig. 59 (p.

35). The series field coils of the booster are wound in two
sections, so arranged that the windings oppose each other.

Taking the instance of the one car shown In the diagram,
when there is no energy passing out on the line all the

current generated at the power station passes through
the lower coils of the booster fields shown upon the

right-hand side, then through the booster armature,
where it is raised in voltage, and thence into the battery.

If there is a small demand upon the line the amount of

current required to supply it will pass through both
series fields of the booster, and as the windings are op-
posed the electromotive force of the booster will be
reduced and the current charging the battery will be-

come less in proportion as the current passing out over

the line becomes greater. At a certain point no current
whatever will pass into the battery, the entire output of

the generators passing through both windings of the

booster fields and out onto the line. If the demand con-
tinues beyond this point there will be more current

passing through the upper windings, and the effect of

these coils will overcome the effect of the other wind-
ing, reversing the electromotive force of the booster,*

which will then be added to that of the battery and as-

sist the discharge, having the same effect as adding cells,

so that the battery practically carries all of the extra

load.

Advantages Sumynarizcd.—To recapitulate, the ad-

vantages which may be expected from the Installation

of a storage battery auxiliary In connection with a cen-
tral electric power station have been shown to be as

follows:

First—The entire load can be carried by the battery

during periods of light deman'd, allowing the generating
machinery to be entirely shut down.
Second The battery will act as a reservoir in connec-

tion with a fluctuating load, taking energy when theload
is less than the average, delivering it when the demand is

excessive, and thus transform a very uneconomical load
on a large generating unit to an economical load upon a
much smaller unit.

Third—The excessive demand during the peak of the
load can often be furnished by a battery with a much
smaller original investment in the plant and with better
fuel economy than without its use.

Fourth—An accumulator will enable the entire plant
to be operated at all times at its highest economy, as it

furnishes a means by which the units can always be
loaded to their full rated capacity.

Fifth—A battery furnishes a reserve power which in-

sures reliability of operation, preventing a complete
shut-down in case the plant is temporarily crippled and
insuring satisfactory service at times of sudden de-
mand.
Sixth—The equipment of sub-stations with batteries

will often make possible the addition of a paying load to
the power station, which otherwise the cost of feeders
would prohibit.

["Preliminary Determinations" are considered in the
next lecture, the tenth in theseries.]

Telephone News from the Northwest.
[From the Minneapolis correspondent of the Western Elec-

trician.!

The new telephone line from Kingston to Dassel,

Minn., is completed and in order.

The Black Hills Bell Telephone company at Rapid
City, S. D., has reduced rates to Si. 50 for local service

per month and $2 per month for service covering the

Hills. The reduction is made to meet competition of

the Harrison Telephone company.
The Union Electric Telephone company has com-

pleted Its line from Zumbrota to Red Wing, Minn.
The Northern Wisconsin Telephone company of Gil-

lett, Wis., has made an assignment to its secretary,

R. A. MIneily. The company has been building a line

through the northern part of the state and it was the

plan to build into Green Bay this summer.
The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company

will have connection with Mapleton, Minn., in about a

month.

The Moravia Land & Investment company has com-
pleted a telephone line between Moravia and Iconium,

Iowa.

The Martin Telephone company has connected with

Ellsworth, Iowa.

There is talk of building a telephone line from Nece-

dah to New Lisbon, Wis.

J. E. Keelyn says that a telephone company, to be

known as the Wisconsin Valley Telephone company,
will be formed, with headquarters at Eau Claire, Wis.,

to build to connect with Minneapolis, Daluth, Mar-
quette, Mich., Wausau, Merrillan, Madison, La Crosse

and Red Wing. A company will also be formed to put

in a local exchange in Eau Claire.

The Independent telephone companies of Iowa, Ne-
braska and South Dakota are arranging for the consoli-

dation of all into one company, to be known as the Iowa
Telephone association.

The Dakota Central Telephone company will install

a telephone exchange In Waubay, S. D., at once.

The Interstate Telephone & Electric company has

been incorporated at Dubuque, Iowa, with Sioo.ooo

capital. F. F. Sapp of Chicago is president and E. T.

Keim, also of Chicago, secretary. R. W. Stewart of

Dubuque is attorney. Its purpose is to construct toll

lines to connect with the Dubuque Telephone company.

There is a scheme on foot at Glencoe, Minn., to con-

nect by telephone with all the towns in the county.

The Werner & Dwelle Telephone company of Lake
City, Minn., will extend a line to Zumbro Falls and

from Mazeppa to Hammond.
.A company of Walker, Minn., business men proposes

to construct a telephone line from Walker Bermidji,

via Graceland.

Telephone Cranks,

The telephone mania is among the latest negative re-

sults of modern inventions, asserts a daily paper, and
those who are Its victims are objects of dread to their

fellow- citizens, although they themselves frequently live

in blissful ignorance of their affliction.

The telephone maniacs are usually men of leisure who
have small appreciation of the value of time, and the

more leisure they have the less hope there is for them,
as far as cure Is concerned. Occasionally one may see

a busy telephone maniac, but the instances are rare, and
In those cases the malady is not fully developed, and the
chances for ultimate recovery are many. Among women
there seems to be a few real cases. An unmistakable
symptom of the disease is a desire to talk to people at
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distant points about all sorts of things at all hours of the

day or night.

"I am the prey of several of those incurable mani-
acs," said a busy man, whose office is visited by hun-
dreds ol people daily, "and at times they make life a

burden, but I see no way to cure them or to escape their

tortures. One of them calls me up at my home just

about breakfast time about three mornings every week
and asks me such important questions as, 'Wasn't it a

fine day yesterday?' or 'Did you ever see such disagree-

able weather as we are having?' or 'Do you think this

will be a good day for wheeling?' or 'Will you go down-
town early?' or 'How did you like the play last night?'

When he wants to give an air of business to his talk he
asks my opinion about the stock market, of which I

know absolutely nothing, or he asks will I be sure to at-

tend a directors' meeting which he knows I would not
miss if I had to go without my dinner. All the time my
coffee is getting cold, my family grows impatient, and
my temper is ready to assert itself. When I reach my
office an hour or two later the boy tells me that several per-

sons have called me on the telephone, and I know by the

names what their messages would have been and what
they will be when they call again."

The experience of this busy man is like that of hun-
dreds, and to avoid the senseless chatter and constant
"helloing" of the maniacs, many busy men keep their

names out of the telephone directory and refuse to an-
swer calls when their numbers become known. The
worst feature about the disease is that those who have it

never realize that they are making themselves ob-
noxious, 3nd, regardless of the hour or the pressure of

business, they insist on telling long stories over the wire.

"When a man tells you a story face to face," said

Horace C. Du Val, who is frequently annoyed by the

telephone maniac, "he can see by the expression on your
face, if he has the least knowledge of physiognomy, how
the story strikes you, and it is an easy matter to cut a

man off by a look or a gesture. But where are you
when the story teller is 10 miles away? He has you
cornered and you must listen. There is method in

the madness of some of the telephone cranks, espec-
ially those who call up this office. A man will come
here and wait for an hour to ask a favor. At the last

moment his courage fails him; he remembers that he
has an engagement elsewhere, and rushes downstairs,
but presently he will call us up on the telephone and
ask from a distance what he was afraid to ask at short

range. Men hate to be ' turned down,' and take it with
better grace over a wire.

"But we have other telephone maniacs, who think it

the proper thing to call Mr. Depew every time they see

anything about him in the newspapers, and tell him
what a 'fine letter he wrote' or 'what a lovely speech he
made,' or ask if this or that report is true; and all this

from people who, if they came to his office, would prob-
ably never say more than 'Good morning.' There are
cases every week when people go still further, and only
a few days ago a telephone caller wanted to know from
Mr. Depew if there was any doubt about getting a
'lower' for Buffalo that evening. It would be a difficult

matter to get along in a large city office without a tele-

phone, but we often feel like dispensing with it, if only
to avoid the telephone crank."

American Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers.

As already announced the fourteenth general meeting

of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers will be

held at Greenacre-on-the-Piscataqua, Eliot, Me., on July

26th, 27th and 28th. The following papers will be pre-

sented during the meeting:

"The Precision of Electrical Engineering" Inaugural
address, by the president, Dr. Francis B. Crocker of

New "York.

"The Alternating Current Induction Motor," by
Charles Proteus Steinmetz of Schenectady, N. Y.
"A New Form of Induction Coil," by Prof. EUhu

Thomson of Dynn, Mass.
"Effect of Heat Upon Insulating Materials," by

Putnam A, Bates and Walter C. Barnes of New York.
"The Effect of Armature Inductance upon the Electro-

motive Force Curves of an Alternator," by Prof. W. E.
Goldsborough of Lafayette, Ind.

"Electric Metering from the Station Standpoint," by
Caryl D. Haskins of Boston, Mass.

' "Development of the Fire Alarm Telegraph, " by Adam
Bosch of Newark, N. J. ,

"Electrical Traction: Notes on the Application of

Electrical Motive Power to Railway Service, with Illus-

trations from the Practice of the Metropolitan Elevated
Road of Chicago," by M. H. Gerry, Jr., of Chicago.

"The Cost of Steam Power," by Horatio A. Foster of

Buffalo, N. Y.
"Efficiency and Life of Carbons in Enclosed Arc

Lamps," by W. H. Freedraan of New York.
"Armature Reactions in a Rotary Transformer," by

Prof. Robert B. Owens of Lincoln, Neb.
"Recent Application of Storage Batteries to Electric

Railways," by Herbert Lloyd of Philadelphia.
"The Economy and Utility of Electrical Cooking

Apparatus," by Prof. J. P. Jacksoa of State College, Pa.

Greenacre is a quiet summer resort in the town of

Eliot, Maine, on the Piscataqua River, about four miles

above Portsmouth, N. H., and may be most conveni-

ently reached by steam launch leaving Portsmouth at

11:25 A. M., shortly after the arrival of the 9 a. m. ex-

press from Boston on the Boston & Maine Railroad.

The single fare from Boston is $1.60 and the excursion

by launch is 40 cents. No special arrangements for

transportation have been made.

A less direct route, but one which offers the attraction

of a short sea voyage, is that of the Maine Steamship

company, whose steamers leave New York for Portland

every weekday at 5 p. m. The running time to Port-

land, which is 40 miles from Portsmouth is 20 to 24

hours. The fare is $5, excursion §8, rooms $2 to $5,

meals 75 cents, fare from Portland to Portsmouth $1.50.

Staterooms must be secured at least one week in ad-

vance.

Members will be provided with'rooms at cottages on

the grounds, or dwellings in the vicinity, or if they pre-

fer, may secure teats in the Saaset Camp, price St. 50

per day, or !ip8 per week, with meals at the Greenacre

Inn. Members may also secure rooms upon applica-

tion to the secretary, at the Rockingham, Portsmouth,

N. H., $4 per day, or the Wentworth at New Castle,

N. H., $4 50 per day, American plan. Either of these

hotels is accessible by steam launch from Greenacre.

Ladies may be invited to the meeting.

Booklets, giving further information, will be mailed by

the secretary upon application to those who wish to

learn additional details before perfecting their plans.

The sessions will be held at Eirenion Hall on the

grounds. There will be a reception Tuesday evening,

July 27th. On Thursday, the 29th, there will be an ex-

cursion to the Isles of Shoals.

Insurance and Electrical Interests.^

At the seventeenth convention of this association, held
in New York, a committee to be known as a com-
mittee on standard electric rules, consisting of five mem-
bers, was appointed, with instructions to select one of

its members or some other person to represent the Na-
tional Electric Light association in the National Confer-
ence on Standard Electric Rules. This committee has
labored faithfully since its organization to bring about
the establishment of a uniform standard set of electrical

rules governing electrical installations to be enforced by
the fire insurance companies and municipal inspection
bureaus. Its efforts met with fierce opposition from
some and indifference on the part of others. It re-

ceived some encouragement from the press at times,
and no small amount of opposition at others. Some por-
tions of the insurance interests looked upon it with favor,

but a large portion opposed its aims and purposes. The
principal obstacles to be overcome were, first, indiffer-

ence on the part o£ those most deeply interested—those
engaged in the electrical industries—and, secondly, the
prejudice of the average underwriter against electricity

when introduced into the property he insured. To all

who witnessed the methods adopted by those who in-

stalled the first electric light and know something of the
losses sustained by the insurers and insured, this preju-
dice is excusable. Up to that time electricity had proved
itself a usef&l and harmless servant—the only evidence
of its ability to produce heat or flame was offered at the
contact points of the telegraph relay and key—but when
this very small spark was increased at the carbon points
to such size and intensity as to rival in brilliancy the
sun's rays, its power for good and evil was wonderfully
increased. Those who could keep under perfect control
the feeble battery current did not possess the necessary
appliances or knowledge to keep this new form of elec-

trical energy under proper restraint, while the fire un-
derwriters paid heavy tribute to it in the form of burnt
offerings and in the shape of indemnity to the policy-
holders.

Under such circumstances, who could blame these
powerful bodies for taking alarm and looking upon the
new candidate for public approval with disfavor? They
were between two fires, as it were, those caused by elec-

tricity improperly harnessed, and that of enthusiastic
admiration kindled in the breasts of their policy-holders
for the electric light, who would have it even if it did in-

crease the fire hazard. How to get out of this dilemma
was the question. Two remedies were tried: First, an
increased insurance rate was the penally exacted for the
introduction of electric lights. This plan proved inef-

fectual, because it did not prevent losses in excess of

premium rates, and it opened up a new field for the il-

legitimate underwriter, who preys on the insurer and in-

sured alike in the end. The second remedy proved more
effective. The underwriters called to their aid some of
those who were supposed to know how to lead this new
and unknown force along the straight and narrow path
designed for it and not permit it to wander into their do-
main and change fat dividends to heavy assessments.
Such men were scarce, and most, if not all, of those en-
gaged were' obliged to learn by experience the best
methods of procedure; the same can be said of those en-

gaged in the electric business, as the acquisition of such
experience up to a few years ago proved very costly to

the fire underwriters and others as well.

Gradually fire insurance associations appointed one or
more inspectors to examine the electric light wires,
lamps and fixtures installed in their territory and enforce
certain rules and requirements generally made by them-
selves. With the rapid advance of the electrical indus-
tries changes in these were inevitable, but lack of uni-
formity proved to be a crying evil. The best and most
reasonable requirements were formulated in the sec-

I. Report of committee of National Electric Light association
on standard electrical rules, read at Niagara Falls, June 8, 1897.

lions of the country where the electric light had found a
foothold earliest. Most of the inspectors, instead of
profiting by the experience of those longest in the busi-
ness and adopting the rules formulated by them, insisted
on issuing productions of their own, so that the so-called
insurance rules differed as widely as the excise laws of
Maine and New York. Some sections of the country
were fortunate enough to have men who were empow-
ered to make rules and enforce them, whose elevation
to such position did not make them dizzy and cause
thera to issue impractical requirements, the enforcement
of which did not always serve any good purpose, but
made life a burden to those who were so fortunate as
to come under their jurisdiction, whether manufacturers,
contractors or producers of electrical energy. But
other sections were not so fortunate. Among all the
burdens that those in the electrical business have had
to bear in the past, the whims and caprices of the au-
thors of insurance rules were not the least.

The loss of time and money caused by conflicting re-
quirements became so great in time, a movement was in-
augurated by this association for securing uniformity
of rules, a codification of the best and the repeal of the
productions of cranks and impracticals. This task was
accomplished by your former committee, the results of
its labors were approved and the first national code was
issued by this association. It was also adopted by the
insurance associations, who thus recognized the good work
performed. After the issue of this national code it was
thought that all the troubles here described were ended,
such, however, was not the case, for while representa-
tive men of the fire insurance associations agreed that
the electrical engineers and electric light superintend-
ents were the proper persons to formulate the rules and
requirements, and the insurance associations to enforce
them, there were others holding subordinate positions
who could not bear to have this sentiment put in prac-
tice. As a result of such feeling an organization known
as "The Underwriters National Electric association,"
which has claimed the sole right to issue new or amend
the original rules first issued by this association, and has
in the past insisted that the electric and allied interest
should have no voice therein. As time rolled by and the
organizati:m increased in numbers this sentiment has
changed somewhat as a result of the influence of broad
minded practical men who are members of it and to the
efforts of your former and present committee; and last,

but not least, to those of the National Conference on
Standard Electrical Rules, which was organized through
the untiring efforts of the chairman of the committee on
standard rules for electrical construction and operation,
W. J. Hammer, and his associates.

As a result of our combined efforts the last codification

of and amendments to the national code is the result of

the combined efforts of the National Conference on
Standard Electric Rules and the Underwriters National
Electric association. The right to do this is what your
committees have contended for in the past and have fin-

ally obtained. Your present committee on standard
electric rules selected its chairman to represent you in

the National Conference on Standard Electrical Rules,
which was organized at a meeting held m New York on
March 18 and 19, 1896, of representatives of insurance,
electrical and kindred interests, consisting of the follow-

ing organizations:

National Electric Light association, American Insti-

tute of Electrical Engineers, American Street Railway
association. National Board of Fire Underwriters,
American Institute of Architects, International Associa-
tion of Fire Engineers, Underwriters National Electric

association, Factory Mutual Insurance association,

American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Western
Union Telegraph company. Postal Telegraph company,
American Bell Telephone company. General Electric

company, Westinghouse Electric company. The com-
plete list of official delegates, complimentary delegates

and organizations to whom invitations were extended
can be found in the report of the committee presented at

the last convention and published in the last volume of

this association's proceedings. That body appointed a
committee on code consisting of seven members, one of

whom was your representative. To this committee was
assigned the task of amending and codifying standard
electrical rules. At the time of the last meeting of the

National Conference on Standard Electrical Rules, a
large amount of work was done by representatives of the

various electrical, insurance, architectural and allied

interests, tending toward the adoption of the one single

standard code of rules. A pamphlet had been prepared
embracing the various codes used most extensively in

this country and abroad ; and after these had been in sub-

stance considered, and many changes, omissions and
additions suggested, it was deemed desirable that the re-

sults of the two days' careful discussion should be handed
over to a special committee of seven, with the president

a member ex-o0icio, which committee should draft a

code based upon the lines suggested, and then refer the

same back to the conference for its approval.

Since the meeting of the conference, the committee
has by meetings and correspondence carefully taken up
the work assigned to it. The most important meetings

were held October 16 and 17 and December 11 and
12, 1896. Between these two dates, /. e., Decem-
ber 8th and 9th, the annual meeting of the Under-
writers' National Electric association was held, and
at the October meeting of the code committee it was
decided that the committee, through one of its members
(Mr. Merrill), should submit the draft already prepared

by them to the Underwriters' National Electric asso-

ciation to secure the benefit of their criticisms and sug-

gestions, and with a view of insuring a hearty co-opera-

tion upon their part. It was arranged that a joint meet-

ing should be held of our committee of the code and a
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committee from their association, to facilitate the prep-

aration of the final draft of the code, This meeting,

held in December, 1S96, was very successful, and it was

jointly agreed by the two committees that the title of the

new set of rules was to be "The National Electrical

Code;" that the National Board of Fire Underwriters in

printing the code should give on the inside of the cover

due credit to the National Conference for its work, and

place upon the cover the names of all the associations

forming the National Conference as fast as these bodies

gave their indorsements of the code; and that as far as

possible the code should be left in the form as then pre-

sented, save that the classification as recommended by

Mr. French be tentatively adopted, and after being set

up by the printer, be submitted for final consideration

by the members of both committees. The members of

the code committee of the National Conference having

met in New York on May 19, 1897. passed the following

resolutions:

AVjij/T'tv/. That each delegate who attended the National Con-
ference oil Standard Electrical Rules be sent a copy of the

standard electrical code, staling that said code had met with
tlie approval of tlie code committee of the National Confer-
ence and the code committee of the Underwriters' National

Electric association, and stating the belief of our committee
that there was no necessity for calling the conference together

as a body again, entailing, as it would, a very considerable sac-

rifice ot .time and money, and requesting their immediate
reply, if they acquiesce in this recommendation, and approve of

the report submitted by the conmiiltee and by the president, sec-

retary and treasurer of the conference itself. In the event of

their' objecting and desiring that the conference be called

together as a body to receive the committee's report,

answer is to be made within 10 days, or their opinion is to be
considered as favorable, and the code and reports published
through the press by the code committee, and each delegate

represented at the conference requested to bring same formally

before his association for approval.

A meeting of the committee was held in Boston on

June 5th, at which its previous action was ratified and

the code as a whole unanimously adopted. The National

Electric Light association was the first to adopt and

issue a national standard code of rules, and if it now
adopts the new codification of them it will not only be

indorsing the unanimous findings of its committee, but

the unanimous action of the code committee of the

National Conference on Electrical Rules, which confer-

ence was organized under the auspices of the associa-

tion; but furthermore, it will be the first body repre-

sented in the National Conference to do so; and your

committee earnestly recommends that it give its ap-

proval.
Discussion.

Captain Brophy: I believe I was one of the original

members of the conference first held at Cape May to

bring about this result. I have been a member of this

committee from that time on, and have labored faith-

fully to bring about this end. Sometimes the task

seemed almost hopeless, but I never was ready to yield

the right of the men engaged in the electrical business to

have their say in the formation of rules under which
they were obliged to install their apparatus. As I said

before, I have given both time and means to bring about

this end. I hope to see it consummated; then I shall be

satisfied and consider my task done.

J. I. Aver: As a member of this committee I have

been associated with Captain Brophy for a number of

years, and there is no one that knows better than I the

immense amount of labor that he has devoted to this

work. To appreciate what has been accomplished, you

must take into consideration the attitude of the insur-

ance interests, their refusal to recognize the rules of

this association, and our repeated efforts to bring about

some sort of harmony. Now we have not only done
this, but we have gotten, as a result, associated with, us

in indorsing the national code of rules, the American In-

stitute of Electrical Engineers, a body which heretofore

has refused to consider this question for the reason that

it preferred to keep out of all commercial matters and keep

the Institute free from any association with commercial
factors whatever. But it realized the importance of

the subject and has given its influence to bring about

this common result because it felt it was necessary for

the development of practical electrical work on proper

lines that . every effort, every power, every influence,

should be brought to bear to bring about a universally

standard code and avoid the friction which had devel-

oped in the past. In addition the approval has been se-

cured of the National Board of Fire Underwriters, the

American Institute of Architects, the International As-

sociation of Fire Underwriters, the Underwriters' Na-
tional Electric association, the Factory Mutual, cover-

ing all of the important insurance interests, and the

American Street Railway association as well. I want
to say right here, and I cannot say it too strongly, that

Captain Brophy is the man that has done it. We have

all done a little pushing and a little helping, but he has

been the leader.

Central Electric Company's Railway
Specialties.

Activity in meeting the demands of the electric rail-

way trade Is shown by the Central Electric company of

Chicago, which is well equipped, both in theory and

practice, to serve the interests of railway companies in

tendering engineering advice or furnishing necessary

supplies. Two of the specialties supplied by this com-

pany are herewith illustrated. Fig. i represents the

company's straight-line self locking hanger. Practical

experience has proven that the constant pounding of the

entire system by the trolley tends to loosen the cap on

the top of the hanger, allowing the insulated bolt or stud

to work loose from the ear or clip, resulting in the drop-

FIG. 2. CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY S RAILWAY
SPECIALTIES.

ping of the trolley wire at that point. To avoid this diffi-

culty the company has brought out the hanger shown by

the cut. The cap is provided with small tips, which,

being made of malleable iron, can be turned or pounded

into the groove, thus prohibiting the working of the

cap After having placed the hanger upon the line and

locked it, it is in position for all time. The tensile

strength of these hangers is many times greater than re-

quired, giving ample margin of safety.

Fig. 2 shows the Central Electric clincher ear, which

is made in 6, 7, 9, 12 and 15 inch lengths for No. 0, No.

00 and No. 0000 trolley wires or of special sizes to or-

der. The standard ear is tapped for five-eighths inch

stud, but the company can fill special orders for seven-

sixteenths or one-half inch stud. The advantage of this

clincher ear is that it requires no solder to place it upon

the line, nor is it necessary to be in possession of special

tools to satisfactorily install it. It offers to the trolley a

FIG. I. CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY'S RAILWAY
SPECIALTIES.

perfectly straight underrun, thus reducing sparking to a

minimum and adding to the life of the trolley wire and

decreasing the expense of maintenance. An ear made
in this form is more flexible and permits of bending, and

thus offers to the trolley the continuity of a perfect plane.

Star Annunciator.
Nearly everyone who has had occasion to install or re-

pair annunciators must have seen illustrations of the

disadvantages found in the different styles now in use,

arising in most cases from the fact that some force (usu-

ally gravity) is depended upon to operate the indicator,

thus necessitating unbalanced movable parts, which in

Heating and Lighting Plant for the
University of Illinois.

A new central heating and lighting plant is to be in-

stalled for the purpose of supplying the various build-

ings of the University of Illinois at Champaign, 111.

The plant will be housed in a detached building, and

some 2,000 feet of tunnels will- be needed to contain the

steam pipes and electric wires radiating from it. It is

probable that two-phase alternating current dynamos

will be installed for the service plant, and it is expected

that there will be other machines, probably wound so

that different voltages may be taken from the same

generator, for the use of students. C. G. Armstrong of

Chicago is preparing the plans

STAR ANNUNCIATOR.

turn enable false indications to be produced or existing

indications to be destroyed by a sudden mechanical

shock or jar.

In the drop illustrated it is believed that many such

faults are overcome, owing in part to the fact that the

indicator is directly moved by the armature, and is

spring locked in both its indicating and normal positions,

thus enabling the use of unbalanced parts to be dis-

pensed with, preventing any jar or change in position

from interfering with successful operation, and produc-

ing a positive action even when the electrical impulse is

of very short duration.

Trouble heretofore experienced on account of the

armature sticking to its magnet, will never exist, it is

said, where this drop is used, as the action of returning

the indicator to its normal position forces the armature a

sufficient distance from the magnets.

By an ingenious arrangement no retracting spring is

required for the armature, and the energy absorbed by

the locking spring when the indicator starts is subse-

quently applied lo complete its rotation, thus enabling

the drop to operate successfully on a minimum amount
of battery.

This desirable annunpiator is manufactured and sold

by the Star Electric company of 25 Front street, Bing-

hamton, N. Y,, which has a good reputation for quality

of materials and workmanship.

National Electrical Code.

Under date of July 12th, Dr. F. B. Crocker, chair-

man of the code committee of the National Conference

on Standard Electrical Rules, and C. M. Goddard, press

committee of the Underwriters' National Electric asso-

ciation, have issued the "National Electrical Code,"

together with an historical sketch of the making of the

rules covering electric light and power wiring in this

country. This sketch was prepared by the code com-
mittee of the National Conference on Standard Rules

and the committee on press of the Underwriters' Na-

tional Electric association jointly, and is herewith pre-

sented:

The long desired uniformity in the code of rules for
electrical installations would seem to have now become
an accomplished fact, as the new edition of the rules of
the National Board of Fire Underwriters, as recom-
mended by the Underwriters' National Electric associa-
tion, which is just from the press, is identical with that

which has received the unanimous approval of the code
committee of the National Conference on Standard
Electrical Rules, who have referred it to the various
delegates in the conference, with recommendation that
they report it to their respective organizations for adop-
tion or approval.

It has been thought advisable that in presenting these
rules to the public, they be accompanied by a sketch of

the manner in which this uniformity of rules has been
brought about, and this article has been prepared jointly

by the code committee of the National Conference and
the committee on press of the Underwriters' National
Electric association, in order to show the various stages
through which these rules have passed, and the success-
ful work of the National Conference in securing har-
mony among the divers interests which they affect.

As the adoption of a uniform set of rules for the safe
installation of electric light and power apparatus, by
the electrical, insurance and allied interests, marks a
distinct epoch in the history of rule making in this

country, it seems aproper time to give a brief outline of

the evolution of electrical rules from the crude begin-
nings of 15 or 16 years ago up to the present time, when
the rules in force are as nearly perfect as the combined
experience of interested parties has been able to make,
them.

After a large amount of correspondence, inquiry and
consultation of records, the following data has been col-

lected.

It seems that to the New York Board of Fire Under-
writers belongs the credit of the first printed require-
ments in relation to electric lighting. On October 19,

i38i, a circular was issued by that board containing the
following resolution:

Resolved, That the committee on police and origin of fires are
hereby directed to notify the owners and occupants of all build-
ings in which uncovered electric light wires, or in which arc
lights with open bottoms or without globes, are found, that the
wires must be covered, and the lamps altered to conform to tlie

rules of this board within 10 days from date of notice and request
that the lights shall not be used until the alteratioi^s are made;
and in case the alterations are not made within said time, the
committee are hereby directed to notify the members of the
board of said failure, and the companies insuring said property
are hereby recommended to give notice to the owners and occu-
pants or such buildings that unless the request is complied with
and the alterations made within a reasonable time, that the in-
surance on said property will be canceled.

The Boston Manufacturers' Mutual Fire Insurance
company comes in one day later with a circular dated
October 20, 1881, calling attention to the same hazards
from arc lighting.

Under date of January 12, 1S82, the New York board
issued a very brief circular containing a fewrulesfor the
installation of electric lights; and in January, February
and March of the same year, the Boston Manufacturers'
Mutual Fire Insurance company issued circulars on this

subject, in which the elements of later developments are
shown by the classification of the requirements under the

headings of 'dynamo machines, wires, arc lamps and
incandescent lamps.
On May 19, 18S2, the National Board of Fire Under-

writers adopted the standard requirements of the New
York board for the installation of electric lights, and in

the same month the Boston Board of Fire Underwriters
issued a circular containing similar rules.

On August I, 1885, the New England Insurance Ex-
change issued rules covering both arc and incandescent
systems. Previous to that time they had used the rules

of the Boston board, issued in 1S82. The rules of the
New England Insurance Exchange were perhaps the most
complete that had yet been put in print, and in a report
of the electric light committee of that body it is stated
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that in the arrangement of these rules they were ' 'largely

aided by some of the leading electric light people."

At a meeting of the National Electric Light associa-

tion in Baltimore, in i88g, a representative of the Bos-

ton board and also of the Boston Manufacturers' Mu-
tutal Fire Insurance company were present; and, while

there was considerable talk and discussion 00 the matter

of rules, nothing was carried to an issue. In the follow-

ing summer a joint conference of certain insurance rep-

resentatives and members of the National Electric

Light association insurance committee formulated rules,

which werelaterpresented to the National Electric Light

association, but were not adopted. The rules resulting

from this conference were promulgated simultaneously

by the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union and New Eng-
land Insurance Exchange, under date of May 15, 1SS9,

and these rules, it may be said, were the first which
fairly deserve to be called comprehensive, as the rules

of other insurance boards, as late as January, i8go, were
still very brief and incomplete.

In February, April, July and August. 1S90. quile com-
plete rules were issued by the Philadelphia Under-
writers' association. Underwriters' Association of New
York Stale and the Pacific Insurance Union, and jointly

by the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, Boston Man-
ufacturers' Mutual Fire Insurance company and the

Electric Mutual Insurance company.
In August, iSgo. at the Cape May meeting of the

National Electric Light association, a joint conference

between members of the association and insurance rep-

resentatives was held, which agreed on a large number
of points, which were reported to the National Electric

Light association, and a conference committee, consist-

ing of representatives from the insurance and electrical

interests, was formed under the name of the National

Electro-insurance Bureau.
In September, 1S90, the New England Insurance Ex-

change prepared, in conjunction with a committee from
the New England Electric Exchange, a set of rules

which met with the hearty approval of the Electric Ex-
change, and on November iS, 1S91, the New York
Board of Fire LTnderwriters also issued a set of rules.

In September. i8gi, the National Electric Light as-

sociation adopted the code of rules prepared by the

National Electro-insurance Bureau, which were the

first published by that association; but as there was no
special effort on the part of that association or the Elec-

tro-insurance Bureau to secure the general adoption of

the rules, they were adopted by only three or four in-

surance boards, covering a small portion of the United

States; and some of these boards in publishing the rules

made changes to suit themselves, basing their rules on
those adopted by the National Electric Light association

at their iSgi meeting. Most of the insurance boards
continued to use the rules which had so recently been
sent out by them, as they had no pressure brought to

bear upon them in the interest of uniformity.

In the early part of the year 1892 the secretary of the

New England Insurance Exchange, in the interests of

uniformity of rules, corresponded with the electrical in-

spectors of the various underwriters' organizations in

the eastern part of the United States, suggesting that a

meeting be held in New York city in August. This idea

seemed to meet with favorable consideration, and on
August iSth representatives of the underwriters' boards,

covering the New England, middle, south Atlantic and
gulf states, met in New York, and taking as a basis the

rules which had been adopted by the National Electric

Light association, they carefully considered them, sec-

tion by section, in order to make such changes as the

experience of the insurance inspectors indicated to be
necessary in the interests of the insurance companies.

The interest in this effort for uniformity of rules, so

far as the insurance companies were concerned, was so

great that it was decided to hold a meeting in New York
in December of the same year, and to invite the inspect-

ors of all the insurance boards in the United States and
Canada to be present. The rules, as revised at the first

meeting, were put in print; copies were sent with the

call for the meeting to be held on December 6th, and it

was also voted that a committee take into consideration

the matter of permanent organization. The response to

the invitation to this meeting was very favorable, and rep-

resentatives were present from underwriters' organiza-

tions which covered practically the whole of the United
States and a large part of Canada. A permanent or-

ganization was effected and an electrical committee
appointed, consisting of electricians in the employ of the

insurance interests, whose duties were to be the care of

the rules, the making of tests, and the giving of infor-

mation and advice to members of the association. The
proof of rules prepared at the August meeting was again

carefully gone over and revised, and the members pres-

ent pledged themselves to use their influence to have
their associations adopt these rules.

Proofs of the rules were sent to various prominent
electrical interests, with a request that they examine
them and submit any suggestions which they might de-

sire to make. The committee received a report from
the officers of the Edison Electric Illuminating company
of New York city, in which it was stated that these rules

in general were far in advance of any heretofore pub-
lished, so far as they were aware, either here or abroad.

These rules were issued under date of March 20, 1893,

and were almost immediately adopted by the following

fire underwriters" organizations: National Board of Fire

Underwriters, New England Insurance Exchange. New
Hampshire Board of Fire Underwriters, Boston Board
of Fire Underwriters, Suburban Underwriters' associa-

tion, Underwriters' association of New York State,

Philadelphia Fire Underwriters' association, Underwrit-
ers' association of the Middle Department, Pacific In-

surance Union, Western Union, Association of Fire

Underwriters for Arkansas, Chicago Fire Underwriters'
association, Cleveland Board of Underwriters, Under-
writers' association of Cincinnati, Detroit Board of

Underwriters. So that, with the exception of New York
city and the south Atlantic and gulf states, very general
uniformity of insurance rules was secured in less than
one year after the first meeting of the insurance inspect-

ors.

The next meeting of the Underwriters' National Elec-
tric association was held in Chicago, on August 17, 1893,

and an adjourned meeting was held in Boston on Sep-
tember 5th. The rules were again gone over carefully,

section by section, revised, and amended. The general

subject of the rules was divided into classes, and each
member of the electrical committee assigned to some
particular subject as his special field.

At the Washington meeting of the National Electric

Light association, beginning February 27, 1894, a re-

vised edition of the rules of the association was
presented by the committee on safe wiring, and
adopted.
Underdateof June 15, 1S94. the Underwriters' National

Electric association issued a bulletin advising that the

New York Board of Fire Underwriters, covering New
York City, Buffalo Association of Fire Underwriters.
Michigan Inspection Bureau, Southeastern Tariff as-

sociation. Milwaukee Board of Fire Underwriters.
Memphis Board of Underwriters, had adopted the rules

of the association, and in August, 1S94, the Associated

Factory Mutual Fire Insurance Companies also adopted
the rules, with a few modifications, so that in less than
two years, so far as the insurance rules ware concerned,
uniformity had been secured; and at the meeting of the

association held December, 1S94, on account of the fact

that certain boards had issued some slight amendments
and additions supplementary to the rules, thus, to a cer-

tain extent, destroying the uniformity which had been
secured, it was voted that the secretary correspond with

the various associations, asking them to have their rules

printed only by the National Board of Fire Under-
writers, and to make no changes in, or additions to.

these rules, except as promulgated through the National
Board on recommendation of the electrical committee of

the Underwriters' National Electric association.

In the meantime a bureau for the testing of devices

and materials, and for the dissemination of information
had beeh established at Chicago, in charge of a mem-
ber of the electrical committee, and quarterly reports

were issued containing brief accounts of fires in all parts

of the country due to electricity; also, bulletins were is-

sued from time to time containing reports of tests of

wires, devices, and materials.

The object for which this association was started, that

is, the securing of uniformity of rules to be enforced by
insurance inspectors, having been practically accom-
plished, and the results of the work of the committee
having apparently proven themselves to be proper and
satisfactory, the committee felt that they were now in

a position to invite general criticisms from all those en-

gaged in the electrical business. Their rules had been
adopted by practically all of the underwriters' organi-

zations, 40 of which were using rules printed from the

same type; they had been incorporated in the ordinances
of 15 or 20 cities, and had received the hearty approval
of representatives of many of the most prominent manu-
facturers and central station men. Early in October,
1S95, the committee sent out a circular letter with
blanks, practically broadcast, inviting any suggestions

for changes or additions in the present rules. Many
such suggestions were sent in, and at the December,
1S95, meeting they received careful consideration. At
this meeting the discussions and votes were not confined

to members of the electrical committee, but the full

privileges of both discussions and voting were extended
to all present, and there were representatives at this

meeting from several municipal inspection d>?partments,

who took active part in the matters before the com-
mittee.

There was still a feeling, howavar. that the electrical

interests did not have as full an opportunity to express
themselves on these rules as they were entitled to, and
under date of October 15, 1S95, a communication was
sent to various associations on behalf of the National
Electric Light association and their committee on stand-

ard rules, containing resolutions adopted by that com-
mittee in September of that year, suggesting a joint

conference composed of delegates from the following

associations: American Institute of Electrical Engineers,

American Street Railway association, National Board
of Fire Underwriters, American Institute of Architects.

International Fire Chiefs' association, American Bell

Telephone company. Western Union Telegraph com-
pany. Postal Telegraph company. General Electric com-
pany, Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing company.
National Electric Light association, who should "un-
dertake the codification, promulgation and enforcement
of one standard set of rules, which shall meet as fully as

possible the conditions that now exist, and be accepta-

ble to all electrical, insurance and allied interests."

Later the Underwriters' National Electric association,

the American Society of Mechanical Engineers and the

Factory Mutual Fire Insurance companies were invited

to send delegates, and certain others were invited as

complimentary delegates.

From this meeting the National Conference on Stand-

ard Electrical Rules was organized in New York on

March 18 and 19, 1896, and the voting delegates were
limited to those from the American Institute of Archi-

tects, American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Amer-
ican Institute of Electrical Engineers. American Street

Railway association. Factory Mutual Fire Insurance

companies, National Association of Fire Engineers, Na-
tional Board of Fire Underwriters, National Electric

Light association. Underwriters' National Electric asso-
ciation.

A committee on code was appointed, to whom was as-
signed the task of amending and codifying the standard
electrical rules. A pamphlet had been prepared, em-
bracing the various codes, printed in parallel columns.
These were carefully discussed, and it was decided that
the rules promulgated by the Underwriters' National
Electric association were the most feasible ones to take
as a basis. The results of the consideration by the con-
ference were referred to the code committee, and that
committee met in New York, in October, 1S96, and pre-
pared a number of suggestions for changes and additions
in the underwriters' rules. These were referred to the
Underwriters' National Electric association, through the
representative of the National Board of Fire Under-
writers, At the annual meeting of the electrical com-
mittee on December 8. 1896, the suggestions from the
code committtee of the conference, together with other
suggestions from various sources, were considered, and
on December nth. several members of the electrical
committee met with the code committee of the confer-
ence, and a report was made, showing that nearly all of
the conference suggestions had been adopted, and giving
the reasons why those which were rejected did not meet
with approval.
At the meeting of the electrical committee of the Un-

derwriters' National Electric association a sub-commit-
tee was appointed to recodify the rules, as the changes
in the electrical industry had made obsolete the classifi-

cation of 1892, and it was difficult to incorporate amend-
ments and additions under the proper heading. The
committee was instructed to make this re codification, so
far as possible, without changing the rules themselves,
and to submit the results of their work to the electrical

committee for approval. This work of re-codification
was duly undertaken, but proved to be a work of consid-
erable magnitude, which will account for the delay of
some six months in issuing the rules, as the results of
the re-codification were to be submitted in proof to the
electrical committee of the Underwriters' National
Electric association for approval, and were also sub-
mitted to the code committee of the National Conference,
and meetings of that committee with the recodification
committee were held in New York in May and in Bos-
ton in June. The rules as re-codified had already been
adopted by the Underwriters' National Electric associa-
tion and the National Board of Fire Underwriters, and
the code committee of the National Conference passed
the following resolution:

Ri-soh'cii. That each delegate who attended the National Con-
ference on Standard Electrical Rules be sent a copy of the Stand-
ard Electrical Code, staiine that said code had met with the ap-
proval o£ the code committee of the National Conference and
the code committee of the Underwriters' National association,
and stating the belief of our committee that there was no neces-
sity for calling the conference together as a body again, entailiof;,
as it would, a very considerable sacrifice of time and money, and
requesting their immediate reply if they acquiesce in tins recom-
mendation, and approve of the report submitted by the commit-
tee, and by tke president, secretary and treasurer of the con-
ference itself. In the event of their objecting, and desiring that
the conference as a body be called together as a body n receive
the committee's report, ansvj^er is to be made within 10 days, or
their opinion is to considered as favorable, and the code and re-
ports published through the press by the code committee, and
each delegate represented at the conference requested to bring
same formally before his association for approval.

The rules of the National Board of Fire Underwriters
are now printed with the following note:

The National Electrical Code, as it is here presented, is the
result of the united efforts of the various electrical, insurance,
architectural and allied interests, which have, through the
National Conference on Standard Electrical Rules, composed of
delegates from the following associations, unanimously voted to

recommend them to their respective associations for approval or
adoption:
American Institute of Archiiects, American Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers, American Society ot Mechanical Engineers,
American Street Railway association, Factory Mutual I'-ire In-

surance companies. National Association of Fire Engineers,
National Board of Fire Underwriters, National Electric Light
association. Underwriters' National Electric association. And
as soon as meetings of these associations are held, and action
taken, the fact will be noted.

These rules received the approval of the National
Electric Light association at its meeting at Niagara
Falls, held June Sth of the present year, and will, un-
doubtedly, receive the approval of the other associations

represented in the National Conference; so that now
for the first time a "National Electrical Code" is issued,

stamped with the approval not only of the insurance in-

terests, but also of the national societies of electrical,

architectural and allied interests.

From the foregoing sketch it is evident that the un-
derwriters have from the beginning availed themselves
of the advice and suggestions of the electric interests.

The 1SS5 edition of the New England Insurance Ex-
change rules was prepared with the "aid of some of the

leading electric light people." Insurance representa-

tives were present at the Baltimore meeting of the Na-
tional Electric Light association in 1SS6, and while that

association took no action on the rules which came froin

this and later meetings, they were recognized and
adopted by the Boston board and New England Insur-

ance Exchange in 1SS9. The rules of the New England
Insurance Exchange issued in 1S90 were submitted to

and approved by the New England Electric Exchange,
and when the LTnderwriters' National Electric associa-

tion was organized in 1892 it took as a basis of its rules

those which had been formulated in 1S91 for the Na-
tional Electric Light association by the Electro- Insur-

ance Bureau. The rules prepared by the Underwriters'

National Electric association were submitted to. and re-

ceived the hearty approval of, representative electrical

experts. The insurance interests, however, have always
felt that it was their province to settle what should be

the electrical equipment of risks which they insured.

This course has always been pursued in England, where
the Phcenix Fire Office Rules are practically the only
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ones recognized, and it is a position which can be well

defended, and must be admitted to be entirely reason-

able. It is equally true that the underwriters should not

be arbitrary and overbearing, and should make their

rules as favorable to the electrical interests as the over-

coming of the fire hazard will permit; and we believe

thai the facts show that this course has been generally
maintained.
The principal reason why harmonious relations be-

tween the electrical and insurance interests in the mat-
ter of uniform rules has not sooner been reached is, we
believe, because there was no organization through
which the electrical, architectural and allied interests

could be reached until the National Conference on
Standard Electrical Rules was formed. For the same
reason uniformity of rules iu the various insurance
boards was not accomplished until the formation of the

Underwriters' National Electric association, an organ-
ization through which the various boards could be
reached, and in which they had a voice. Just as soon
as this association was formed, uniformity of rules, so

far as the insurance interests were concerned, became
an accomplished fact, and just as soon as an organiza-
tion of the other interests was formed, complete uni-

formity of rules was secured.

In the joint meetings between the code committee of

the National Conference and the electrical committee of

the Underwriters' National Electric association the ut-

most harmony has prevailed, and suggestions from either

have been most courteously considered by the other. If

the Underwriters' National Electric association had not
been formed for the purpose of uniting the many inde-

pendent underwriters' organizations, and bad it not
been for their ready and cheerful co-operation, it is

probable that the National Conference could not have
brought about the result for which they were working.
The efforts of the members of the code committee of

the National Conference to secure harmony and uni-

formity are most certainly appreciated, not only by the
electrical, but by the insurance interests as well.

A.S matters now stand the conference has accom-
plished its work, and has adjourned. The organization
remains, and the work that it has done stands as a pre-

cedent, so that, should occasion ever again demand, the

machinery could be easily put into motion.
It is recognized that from time to time changes in the

rules will have to be made to meet the natural growth
in electrical lines; it is, however, felt that, considering
the very satisfactory results now secured, and the
slight changes needed in all probability for several

years to come, that the Underwriters' National Electric

association is the most available body to charge with
this work of revision for the immediate present.

To keep the conference in commission to do this work
is rather difficult, as it requires more time and attention
from men otherwise very busy than the needs seem to

warrant.
It is the purpose of the Underwriters' association to

give in the future, as it has endeavored to do in the

past, the fullest hearing on all criticisms, and the mem-
bers of the National Conference will be fully welcomed
and with full privilege of voting at the underwriters'
meeting, thus giving the very largest liberty and breadth
to the makeup of the Underwriters' association.

Power from Refuse Destructors.

A dispatch from London states that on June 2Sth an
important economic and scientific experiment was be-
gun. Lord Kelvin opened at Shoreditch the combined
electricity and dust destruction works erected at a cost

of about $750,000. The destructor cells are capable of

burning 20,000 tons of ashbin refuse yearly, and the heat
given out is sufficient for the electric light and power of
ihe whole of Shoreditch, with a population of 124,000,
beside supplying heat to the adjoining baths and wash-
houses.

In Paris lamps will be lighted by electricity furnished
by a destructor.

This unique municipal enterprise is exciting the live-

liest interest in scientific and municipal circles in Great
Britain and abroad. If successful it promises to revo-
lutionize the public supply of electricity, as the vestry
of Shoreditch promises to supply electricity at two pence
(four cents) per unit in the daytime, and at four pence
{eight cents) at night-time.

Daring a preliminary test 150 pounds pressure of
steam was raised in the boilers from dust alone, abso-
lutely no coal being used.

CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes.
New York, July 13 —The proposal for an electric rail-

way to connect this city and Philadelphia is again

brought to public notice by the action of the New York

& Philadelphia Traction company in beginning the

construction of a trolley road between Somerville and

Bound Brook, N.J. This is said to be the first link in

the system. Of course there will be opposition, and at

the present time the New Brunswick Traction company
seems to be leading the fight on the proposed line.

The American Electrical Maintenance company has

been incorporated here with a capital stock of $250,000.

The company proposes to contract with the owners of

electrical dynamos and plants to keep them in repair for

a stipulated yearly sum. The directors are Henry A.

Root and Arthur Hilton of Boston, and Alfred K. War-
ren, George H. Cook, George Stanmore, James R.

Steers, Edward R. Johnes, William Duryea and Henry
B. Wilson of New York.

Another big power scheme on the border of this state

is progressing. The St. Lawrence Power company of

Massena Springs, N. Y., has awarded to John W. Grel-

lin of Hazleton, Pa., the contract for a canal excavation

in St. Lawrencecounty, between the St. Lawrence and
Glass rivers. The canal will be three miles in length

and will require about two years to complete. The pur-

pose of the canal is to secure a waterfall and establish

an electric plant similar to that at Niagara Falls. West-

inghouse 5,000 horse power dynamos will be used. The
two streams running parallel at the place selected, a

fall of 48 feet is obtained, with natural declivities in

places that will make it, it is asserted, second only to

the famous Niagara power.

The complaint of the Knights of Labor, District As-

sembly 75, of New York city, alleging that the Metro-

politan Street Railway company violated the law in

failing to issue transfer tickets at certain points, was

dismissed by the state railroad commission on July Sth.

An important feature of the opinion was that portion

showing the extent of the transfer system of the com-

pany. The report says: "There are now 290 points at

which transfers are given by the company, and it is es-

timated on the basis of the business for nine months,

that the number of passengers who received transfers

for the year ending June 30, 1S97, was 65,000,000, as

against 185,000,000 cash fare passengers. For the year

ending June 30, i8g6, about 175,000,000 cash passen-

gers were carried and nearly 45,000,000 transfers given,

an increase of 20,000,000 transfers and 10,000,000 cash

fare passengers for the year 1S97."

The Kings County and the Brooklyn Elevated Rail-

road companies have applied to the Department of As-

sessments for a reduction of the assessed valuation on

their roads from $150,000 toSioo.ooo a mile. President

Uhlmann of the Brooklyn company said that since the

introduction of the trolley system both the elevated rail-

roads had been compelled to go into the hands of re-

ceivers, and that it was a struggle for them to exist. He
showed that there was a deficiency of $194,235 for 1S96

in the Brooklyn company, while the Kings County road

had a deficiency of $107,256 for the same year. Treas-

urer Frothingham of the Kings County road said the

receipts for May were $2,331 35 less than for the same
month in 1896. M. S.

New England News.

Boston, July 13 —The contract for the great electric

plant for the new South Union station, which has just

been let by the Boston Terminal company to the West-

inghouse interests, comprises an unusually compre-

hensive and complete engineering equipment and will

require an expenditure of half a million of dollars. The
various departments of the work, each of which is quite

complete in itself, and yet more or less connected with

the others, include interlocking and switching and sig-

naling apparatus; an extensive power house equipment

for furnishing steam, electricity, compressed air and
heat for the Terminal company's needs; an equipment

of elevators and lifts for passenger, freight and baggage

service; the heating and ventilation of the various build-

ings; a plant for making ice for use in cars, restaurant,

etc.; a refrigerating plant for mechanically cooling pro-

vision boxes and storage rooms in the head house; a

plant for filtering and cooling drinking water for the

public and for the use in the offices; provisions for heat-

ing cars when standing in the train shed and yards while

the locomotive is detached; an equipment for testing air

brakes before the trains are sent out from the station;

a fire protective service for the terminal buildings;

pumping apparatus for disposing of water which may
find its way into the portions of the property situated

below tide water; provisions for preventing the freezing

of water in the leaders which are to carry away rain and

melting snow and ice from the immense roof and train

shed areas; furnishing supplies of steam and hot water

in the head house, etc.

The switching and signaling system will include a

complete installation of Westinghouse electro-pneumatic

interlocking apparatus for handling all the trains of the

four railroads to and from the main train shed, and for

handling the frequent trains of the suburban service

which are to use the tracks in the depressed suburban

loop. Several hundred levers will be installed for hand-

ling the switches and signals, and two interlocking

towers will be built for the reception of the interlocking

machines and for the use of the men who are to operate
them. In each of these interlocking towers operating
models of the tracks will be placed, upon which each
movement of the switches and signals will be duplicated
in miniature, so that the operators will always have be-

fore them the exact arrangement of the section of the

track under their control. The signals will constitute a

complicated system somewhat similar to that in use at

the northern station but more extensive, and will era-

body a number of improvements. The switches and
signals will be operated by compressed air furnished

from the power house and controlled electrically by the

interlocking machines in the towers. The signals will

be located in some cases on the ground level, but princi-

pally on eight or nine signal bridges, varying in span
from 50 feet to 120 feet.

The power house equipment will comprise 10 boilers,

economizers and a large mechanical draft plant. About
1,500 horse power of Westinghouse compound engines

direct-connected to Westinghouse multipolar dynamos
will be installed in the engine room. The plant will be
operated condensing, using salt water from Fort Point

Channel, about 100 feet from the engine room, except

when exhaust steam is required for heating or other

purposes. A large switchboard providing for a dozen or

more circuits for the various uses of electric current will

be used; and the entire installation will be of the most
complete character and especially adapted to the mis-

cellaneous and varying requirements of the terminal

service. A traveling crane will span the engine room.

The electric arc and incandescent lighting is laid out

with special reference to the character of the service,

leading to the employment of a larger number of dis-

tributing centers than is customary in isolated plants,

and complete methods of switching are to be provided

in order to meet the demands of the lighting and motor
circuits and to aid in economizing power.

The elevator equipment is to comprise 19 electric ele-

vators and lifts, distributed through the head bouse,

train sheds and baggage rooms. Several of these are for

passenger service, two are for handling supplies for the

restaurant and other similar uses, and the remaining are

for handling baggage and express between the train shed

suburban loop levels.

The head house and baggage wings, which form a

building extending around three sides of the train shed,

and having a total length of more than 200 feet, are to

be heated and ventilated on an extensive scale. This is

to be done with various combinations of the direct and
indirect methods. Hot blast and tempered air is to be

furnished by fans which are to be driven by electric mo-
tors. The ventilation is to bs assisted by electrically

driven exhaust fans located in the attics, and entirely

separate means are to be provided for the toilet rooms.

Ice for general use is to be manufactured on the prem-

ises m an ice plant which will make 20 tons of ice per

day. This ice plant is to be conveniently located be-

tween the power house and one of the baggage wing5.

The restaurant and the storage rooms are to be cooled

by a refrigerating plant, and the same plant will be used

for cooling the supply of drirking water for general use.

An extensive system of steam and compressed air

piping is to be installed in the yards and train shed and

connected with about 50 stub-tracks for warming the

cars while they are standing on the tracks in cold

weather, and to furnish a suitable supply of compressed

air for testing the air-brakes prior to the departure of

the trains. This is an important feature in all terminal

work, and in this instance it will be unusually good.

For the protection of the head house and adjacent build-

ings a system of fire service mains and distributing lines

connected with the Boston high-pressure mains, and

provided with a large number of outlets, is to be fitted

with hose and reels ready for immediate use when
needed. The disposal of water from the water-proofed

structure involves somewhat unusual consideration, due

to the fact that a large part of the basements and all of

the suburban loops are to be below tidewater. Near

the power house, therefore, electrically driven centrifu-

gal pumps will be installed to pump away any possible

sewage and storm water which, owing to the grades of

the suburban tracks, will necessarily be carried to the

lower levels. The electrical pumping apparatus is to be

controlled automatically by the level of the water in the

pump, and a large reserve pump is to be installed to

handle unusual quantities of water. Electric alarms

are to be provided to notify the power house attendants

to start the large pump whenever the water reaches a

predetermined level.

The occasion for the protection of the water conduct-
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ors arises from there being some 14 acres of roofs, from

which storm water, melting snow and ice, are to be car-

ried away by many large conductors, the freezing of

which in winter would cause great inconvenience. Spe-

cial provision is, therefore, to be made to keep them

constantly open.

A system of hot water and steam supply is to be pro-

vided for the head house to take care of especial all-year-

round service, and this is to be wholly separate from

the heating system, which will be used only in cold

weather.

The letting of this contract completes the arrangement

for the construction of the principal portions of the new

terminal station. As a whole it was designed by George

P. Francis, C. E., engineer of the Boston Terminal

company, under the direction of the management of the

the Terminal company and of the chief engineers of the

various roads, the New York, New Haven & Hartford,

the Boston & Albany, and the New York & New Eng-

land, which will ultimately use the station. The com-

plete mechanical engineering equipment was designed

by Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co. C. S. G.

Northwestern Notations.

Minneapolis, July 13.—The engineer of the electric

light plant at Redwood Falls, Minn., made a big catch

of bullheads. He went to turn the wheel governing the

water-wheel but found it impossible and at last turned

off the headgates. In the morning be found 13 bull-

heads, weighing about one pound each, caught in the

wheel.

The receiver of the Belle City Railway company of

Racine, Wis., has filed a petition and an order to show

cause why the property should not be sold at auction.

There was no opposition and the court granted the order

and set the date of sale.

The electric light plant at Spencer, la., was sold to

the First National Bank of that place, for $10,000, at

the Sheriff's sale.

The electric light plant of Perry, la
, contemplates

enlarging its plant.

The Chippewa Falls, Wis. , Council has granted a fran-

chise to the Chippewa Valley Street Railway company

to build an electric line between Chippewa Falls and

Eau Claire and work will be begun at once.

C. F. Loweth, engineer of St. Paul, estimates the cost

of an electric light plant for Barnesville, Minn,, with

water works in connection, at $19,300.

The Ohio Construction company has announced that

it will pay the debt of the old street railway company at

Neenah, Wis., and will build an electric line to Kau-

kauna. This is intended to head off Henry C. Payne's

project of an interurban line.

C. B. Pride, C. E., of Appleton, Wis., has prepared

plans for the development of the Apple river water

power near New Richmond, Wis., for the Apple River

Power company to generate electricity.

The Western Electric company of Chicago secured

the contract to install an electric light plant at the state

insane hospital at Oshkosh, Wis., for $14,500.

The Chatfield Electric Light & Power company of

Chatfield, Minn., is having plans for its system prepared

by F. F. Vater of Minneapolis.

J. B. Nauert has been granted an electric light fran-

chise at Boscobel, Wis.

An electric pump is being placed in the capitol build-

ing in Bismarck, N. D., to keep the tank full. It works

automatically, always keeping the water at a certain

depth.

The street car company has won in a case at Duluth,

Minn., against the Northern Pacific railway, in which it

sought to cross the latter's tracks. The court held that

the street car company could make the crossing, provided

only that it should be safe for the operation of both

tracks.

The electric light plant at Pipestone, Minn., was sold

at auction by the sheriff and was bid in by the First

National bank of this place at $5,301, just Si more than

tht indebtedness against it.

bids are being taken until July 23d for installing an

electric lighting plant at the insane hospital at Roches-

ter, Minn. Bids are to be sent to T. H, Titus, secre-

tary, care the Hotel Ryan, St. Paul.

The Clarinda Electric Light & Power company of

Clarinda, la., contemplates utilizing the water power

and using storage batteries to store power through the

day.

The Council of Crookston, Minn., has secured an esti-

mate of cost for a municipal electric light plant for that

city, of $127,000 for a steam plant. C.

PERSONAL.
Captain W. L. Candee of the Okonite company, Nev;

York, was a Chicago visitor early in the week.

J.
McGhie of the New York ofiice of the General

Electric company sailed for London last week.

Frank A. Rogers, general manager of the Card Elec-

tric company of Mansfield, Ohio, was in Chicago dur-

ing the week.

Max A. Berg, the popular secretary of the Ohio Brass

company, Mansfield, Ohio, spent a few days' vacation

among Chicago friends this week.

H. L. Gifford, the secretary and treasurer of the

Cashier's Electric Safety Cabinet company of Cleve-

land, was in Chicago a few days ago. He reports an
active interest in the ingenious machine which his com-
pany is introducing and is confident that it will win
favor with banks and other large cash-handlers on its

merits.

Columbus R. Cummings, a wealthy Chicago financier,

died on July 12th. He was largely interested in electric

street railway companies in South Chicago, Grand
Rapids, Mich,, and Peoria, 111. He was also one of the

organizers of the Cicero & Proviso Street Railway com-
pany, which operated the pioneer electric line about
Chicago. Mr. Cummings was a considerable holder of

telephone stock and a director of the Central Union
Telephone company of Chicago. During his last ill-

ness Mr. Cummings' physicians forbade him to go up
or down stairs, and he caused an electric elevator to

be built in his residence, so that he might reach the

level of the street from his bedroom on the second floor.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The contract for the lighting plant for the state insane

asylum at St. Joseph, Mo., will be let at 9 a. m. on July
20th, Plans can be seen at the asylum or at the office

of A. L. McRae, consulting engineer, 306 Oriel build-

ing, St. Louis.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Common Council of the city of Niagara Falls has

taken a very firm position in regard to the employment
of alien labor on the Niagara Falls & Lewiston or Gorge
road. At a recent meeting it passed a resolution de-

claring the company's franchise null and void and giv-

ing it 30 days in which to remove its tracks from the

streets of that city unless within that time the company
discharged every alien employed on the road. Further-
more, the street superintendent was instructed to tear

up the tracks and remove all wires of the road if the

company did not comply in the specified time. This is

evidence that the feeling of the aldermen is not very
friendly for the Gorge road, and the step was taken to

put an end to the employment of Canadians on the line.

Of course the action has not had a tendency to increase

the friendly feeling between the people on the border,

for the alien labor question is an important one at the

Falls, where the bridges afford such easy means of

crossing the river.

TELEPHONE.
A commission has decided the case of coi demnation

proceedings of the Bell Telephone company of Buffalo

against James D. McVean of Le Roy, N. Y., in favor of

the telephone company. The action was instituted by
the telephone company to acquire a right of way for

poles along the highway in front of McVean's farm.

The company offered S14, but this was refused. McVean
will now receive $5, besides having to bear his share of

the expense.

Articles of incorporation of the Interstate Telephone
& Electric company were filed at Dubuque, Iowa, July
6th- The capital stock is Sioo.ooo. The president is

F. F. Sapp, Chicago; secretary, E. T. Keim, Chicago;
attorney, R. W. Stewart, Dubuque. The purpose an-

nounced is the construction of a toll-line exchange for

the Dubuque Telephone company. It is stated that

President Sapp is a capitalist and owner of independent
telephone exchanges in several states.

peel of patent law] is alarge and fruitful field where we
may hope to see some further movements toward assimi-
lation, in which direction the existing international con-
vention may be looked upon as a first step. The recent
announcement of some alterations in the United States
patent law may perhaps be also a hopeful sign that further
changes might possibly, in course of time, bring con-
flicting views in different parts of the world into har-
mony, and pave the way for an international patent
law."

The annual meeting of the Western Republic Con-
struction company of Chicago, which controls the Og-
den Gas company and the Cosmopolitan Electric com-
pany, was held this week at the general ofl5ces of the
company, 155 Washington street. The vole of the stock-
holders elected the following-named directors. Thomas
Gahan, E. R. Erainard. Andrew J. Graham, Jacob
Franks and Roger C. Sullivan. Andrew J. Graham is

a new director, and he succeeds P. J. Sexton. Thomas
Gahan and E. R. Erainard were re-elected president
and vice-president respectively, and Roger C. Sullivan
was elected secretary and treasurer, succeeding P. J.
Sexton in the latter position. It was stated that no im-
portant changes in policy were considered at the meet-
ing.

Advocates of the New York law providing for the in-

fliction of capital punishment are compelled to make ex-
cuses for the failures and blunders that are being con-
stantly made. According to the Sun, "the execution of
Giuseppe Constantino at Auburn for a murder commit-
ted at Utica in January, 1896. was not a very striking
illustration of the superiority of electricity over other
methods of inflicting the death penalty. Five separate
shocks had to be administered, and instead of the in-

stantaneous death which the system was always to pro-
duce, a period of eight minutes was required to kill the
criminal by means of the electric current. Somebody
appears to have been to blame for not having the mech-
anism and appliances in the proper condition to act
more speedily; and the superintendent of state prisons
should see to it that the person thus at fault has nothing
more to do with electrical executions in this state. We
have anti-cruelty societies to insure painless death to

decrepit, useless or objectionable animals; and having
undertaken to establish a merciful method of capital

punishment for men, the responsible authorities ought
to make certain that it is carried out."

TELEGRAPH.
According to dispatches just received in London, Lake

Nyassa is uow in telegraphic communication with the

East African coast and with England Large quantities

of telegraph material are on their way into the interior

of the Dark Continent for the purpose of carrying the

line north and south as quickly as possible. Indeed, the

only obstacle to the completion within a few months of

a direct land line from the Cape of Good Hope to Cairo
is the condition of the Soudan from 300 miles below
Khartoum to 300 miles above it.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The United States Consul at Belize, British Honduras,

reports that the Municipal Board of Belize is contem-
plating the erection of an electric lighting plant for light-

ing the streets and public buildings of the city, and he
expresses the belief that there is an opportunity for

American electrical manufacturers to install this plant.

A telegraph line of about 200 miles in length is also to be
constructed in the Belize consular district, and it isquite

likely that a telephone line will be used in conjunction
with it.

In reviewing an English book on patent law, the

London Electrician says: "It [the international as-

TRADE NEWS.
The Sterling Varnish company cf Pittsburg, Pa., has

recently ordered a 75 horse power Eall automatic engine
for electrical purposes from the Ball Engine company,
Erie, Pa.

Berthold Groote of Nuremberg, Germany, is exploit-

ing the "Simplex" socket for incandescent lamps. This
device is intended for use in exterior decorative lighting

and consists, essentially, of two spring clips fixed to a
porcelain base and intended to make contact with the
copper conductors when the socket is placed in position.

The advantages claimed are speed and convenience in

placing the lamps. One man, without tools or experi-

ence, can, it is said, attach 300 lamps in an hour.

J. Holt Gates, western agent of the Walker company,
has removed his offices to suite 1323 and 1324 Mar-
quette building. Chicago, where he has much larger

quarters. Mr. Gates also reports that he has taken the
western agency of the Wagner Electric Manufacturing
company's alternating current transformers, single-

phase alternating current motors, alternating current
instruments, switches, etc. Mr. Gates has also taken
the western agency of the Card Electric company of

Mansfield for slow-speed motors and dynamos.

The trade bulletins of the EuUock Electric Manufac-
turing company of Cincinnati contain much useful in-

formation for the engineer or buyer, and they are well
arranged and handsomely illustrated. Recent issues

describe "Multipolar Generators and Motors for Direct

Current Lighting and Power" and "Direct-connected
Slow-speed Motors" for machine tools. A bulletin

treating of direct-connected generators will soon be is-

sued, and it is expected that the new catalogue will be
out in about six weeks. Copies of the bulletins, as they
appear from time to time, giving special applications of

the Bullock apparatus, will be furnished on application.

BUSINESS.
The National Electric company of 15 Michigan street,

Cleveland, buys and sells new and second-hand ma-
chines and does rewinding and repairing of all kinds.

A circular gives information and will be sent on request.

The Partridge Carbon company of Sandusky, Ohio, is

very busy and reports more orders on its books than at

any time within the last three years. Customers ap-
pear to be satisfied; the merits of the Partridge brushes
tell in their favor.

The Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad company has or-

dered through Crook. Horner & Co., the Baltimore rep-
resentatives of the Ball Engine company, Erie, Pa., two
Ball engines for electrical purposes. One of these en-
gines is direct-connected to a generator. The engines
will be used at Newport News, Va.

The American Electric Heating corporation of Boston
has, it says, sold over a thousand electric laundry and
tailor irons in the last few months to make habitable
domestic and commercial laandries during the summer
months, as well as to effect positive economies in the

cost of operation in most cases. The addition to the

summer day load to many stations which can be effected
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by electrically heated goods is an important element in

solving the dividend problem. Electric heating for sum-

mer business should be investigated.

The severe competition in the manufacture of electric

bells has resulted, it is said, in lowering the grade as

well as the price of the regular electric house bell. Real-
izing the fact that the trade demanded a better article

in the line of an iron box bell, the Electric Appliance
company is placing on the market its Reliance iron box
bell, which, it claims, is considerably better than any-

thing in this line that has been placed on the market
for some time. This bell cost, more money to make,
but is put on the market at an honest price, and to

meet the demand of customers who are willing to pay
a fair price for a good article.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

585,647. Electro-pneumatic Circuit Closer. Birney C.

Batcheller, Brooklyn, N. Y. Application filed April

6, 1896.

The. circuit-closing device is operated by the ditlereiilial

pressure incident to the passing of the carrier.

585.662. Switchboard for Central Telephone Stations.

Charles E. Egan, Chicago, 111. Application filed

December 2, 1895.

Flexible arms having sockets nioiiuted thereon and con-

tact points on each side thereof included in the circuit of

the signaling apparatus are features of the invention.

585.663. Electric Attachment for Musical Instruments.

William B. Fleming, Detroit, Mich. Application

filed January 13, 1S97.

There are provided a conductor in electrical connection

with a roller, ashaft provided with aseries of disks adjacent

to the roller mounted upon the shaft and insulated one
from the other, and spring contact arms in electrical con-

nection with the disks.

585.699. Reversible Primary Battery. Leon W. Pul-
'

len,. Camden, N. J.
Application filed October 23,

1896.

This battery comprises a suitable cathode, a depolariz-

ing mass in contact therewith and consistinji of a mixture
of finely divided carbon, a salt of manganese and concen-
trated sulphuric acid uniformly distributed throughout the

mixture, and an anode arranged in a dilute electrolyie.

585,707. Joint or Splice for Electric Wires or Cables

and Method of Making Same. Ferdinand Schwedt-

mann, St. Louis, Mo. Application filed December

14, 1896.

The method consists in forming hooks in the ends of the

wire or cable, interlocking the hooks, and then molding a

conducting metal around the interlocked hooks.

585.726. Electric Arc Lamp. James J. Walsh, Paris,

Texas. Application filed July 29, i8g6.

NO 5S5 699

A feed regulator for a carbon carr>ing rod of an arc

lamp is described, comprising a pair of escapement wheels
arranged on one shaft, the teeth of one wheel alternating

with those of the other, and pendulum-governed escape-

ment dogs alternately coacting with the escapement wheels,

ihe dogs being mounted to swing independently one of the

other.

5S5.731- Telegraph Switch. James S. Allen, Halsey,

Neb. Application filed July 25, 1896.

Contact pins, a spring-pressed plate and a cut-out plug

are essential features. The plug has centrally grooved
contact strips, and is adapted for insertion between the

spring-pressed plate and the pins, and the plate serving to

reiain the plug and hold it so that the pins will lie in the

grooves of the contact strips.

585.733. Railway Signaling System. Henry Bezer,

New Rochelle, N. Y. Application filed April 22,

1895.

A seriss of signals is arranged in blocks, and circuit

controllers are controlled by the operation of each inter-

mediate sip;nal of each overlapping group of three signals

and controlling the circuits of the end signals of such group,
whereby such intermediate signal locks such end signals

at "danger" when it fails to go to "dcuger" behind a train.

585,760, Electric Motor for Elevators. John D. Ihl-

der, Yonkers, N. Y. Application filed August 11,

1896.

In an electric motor iu which the current through the

armature is reversed there is a series field iu sections, one
section of which is reversed with the reversing of the

armature.

585,772. Electric Controller. Alexander F. Macdon-
ald, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed January

5. 1897-

A contact cylinder is provided with contacts mounted on
the outer periphery of the drum, contacts mounted on the

inner periphery, stationary brushes engaging with the

outer peripheral contacts, and stationary brushes engaging
with the inner peripheral contacts.

585.853. Secondary Battery. Izak Samuels. New York,

N. Y. Application filed August 11, 1S96.

The element comprises a plate of active material, a ter-

minal embedded therein, a telescopic case of conducting
material inclosing the plate, and a telescopic case of non-
conducting material inclosing the conducting case.

585.854. Galvanic Battery. James Sully, New York,

N. Y. Application filed October 27, 1896.

This cell is composed of a negative, porous, eas-coke, car-

bon, cylindrical-containingvessel rendered sufficiently den^e
onits external surface to preventthe passageonto its surface
of an electrolytic fluid without destroying the porosity of

Issued July 6, iSgy.

the surface of the vessel or its inner porosity, and a posi-
tive zinc pencil immersed in an electrolytic fluid of car-

bonate of potash and kerosene oil contained within the
carbon vessel, and resting in a small quantity of quicksilver
contained within an insulation in the bottom of the vessel.

585,855. Galvanic Battery. Jaraes Sully, New York,

N. Y. Application filed February 16, 1897,

' In this cell a positive electrode of carbon has pressed
against or fastened to its lower end a section of an easily
oxidizable metal, notably aluminium or zinc.

NO. 585,726.

585,863. Armored Electrical Conduit. Edwin T. Green-
field. Brooklyn, N. Y. Application filed October

7, 1896.

A conduit having an external metallic armor, an internal
tube or lining of insulating material and an interposed
layer of fibrous material which is impervious to moisture.

585 864. Armored Electrical Conduit. Edwin T. Green-
field, New York, N. Y. Application filed December
10, i8g6.

This conduit lube is composed of a metal armor and an
interior lining of oilcloth, with the painted surface thereof
adhering to the inner wall of the armor.

585,872. Brush-holder for Dynamo-electric Machines.
Robert Lundell, Brooklyn, N. Y. Application filed

July II, 1S96.

A commutator brush-holder is described, consisting of a

stationary part and a movable part adapted to exert a pres-

sure upon the brush in two directions, in combination with
adjustable means connecting the movable part with the

stationary part, whereby the pressure may be varied as de-
sired.

585,892. Electricity Meter. Alwyn W. Staveley, Isaac

H. Parsons and Thomas J.
Murday, Leicester,

England. Application filed January g, 1897.

This device is for recording at regular intervals the in-

dications of an ammeter or wattmeter and computing the

results, and it comprises an electrically driven pendulum,
in combination with a trip contact-piece which only com-
pletes the circuit of the operating electro-magnet when the

arc of oscillation of the pendulum falls below a certain

length, thus insuring correct timekeeping under variable
loads.

each providing a non-inductive path and operating to in-
stantaneously short-circuit the respective lamp circuits
when the voltage therein exceeds a predetermined safe
working limit.

585,915. Operator's Switch for Telephone Exchanges.
Louis Johnston, La Crosse, Wis. Application filed

March 13, 1897.

A reciprocating circuit-changing cam is provided on its

under side at opposite sides of its longitudinal center with
alternately arranged projections and depressions, and
there are two longitudinally aligned series of pairs of con-
tact springs under the cam and in the path of its two sets
of projections and depressions.

585,937. Electro-magnetic and Mechanical Brake. John
E. Parker, Bayonne, N. J. Application filed De-
cember 17, 1S95.

An electro-magnetic brake-bar and blocks are placed
horizontally in juxtaposition to car-wheels, and a metal
frame supporting the bar and blocks, engaging with a shaft
placed transversely across the car and having a screw-
thread at each extremity, and controlled by hand by means of
a sprocket cylinder and sprocket chains, causing the brake-
block to advance or retreat in respect to the inner surface
of the car-wheels.

585,959- Apparatus for Electrolytical Decomposition
of Salt Solutions. Carl Kellner, Vienna, Austria-
Hungary. Application filed February 24, 1896.
Patented in Germany September 23, 1893; in
Switzerland October 17, 1893; in France October
17, 1893; in Belgium October 17, 1893; in England
October 17, 1893; in Norway October 17, 1893; in
Italy December 31, 1893, and in Austria-Hungary
March 22, 1S94.

In apparatus for the electrolytic decomposition of com-
mon salt for the purpose of producing bleaching agents
electrodes are provided, consisting of a group of inter-
spaced plates having one of their surfaces platinized and
the other amalgamated, the plaies rigidly connected by
non-conductive connections passing through the plates, the
opposite surfaces of each plate forming an anode and a
cathode respectively, and electric conductors respectively
connected with the platinized and amalgamated faces of
the first and last plates of the group.

NO. 585.853-

585,896. Telephone Transmitter. Ernest C. Wilcox
and Burton L. Lawton, Meriden, Conn. Applica-

tion filed August 31, i8g6.

A carbon conducting diaphragm is interposed between
the body and cap, and an annular elastic conducting washer
bowed flatwise to produce a plurality of contact points, and
arranged between the body and cap so as to make a plural-

ity of engagements with the diaphragm, whereby the same
" is firmly held in place, but not so closely as to interfere

with its vibration.

585,904. Automatic Cut-out. Charles N. Black, New
Haven, Conn. Application filed March 15, 1S97.

The combination with a dynamo-ele:tric machine having
two or more independent armature circuits of two or more
independent lamp circuits connected in series with and be-

tween the independent armature circuits ot the machine,
and automatic cut-outs corresponding in number to the in-

dependent lamp circuits which they are placed across, and

NO. 585,363.

586,014. Sand-box for Electric Cars or Snow-plows.
Edward C. Collins, Taunton, Mass. Application
filed March 15, 1897.

In a track-sanding device for electric cars the combina-
tion is described of a sand-holding receptacle having a
semicircular bottom and a discharge orifice in the bottom,
an oscillating valve located beneath the receptacle and ar-

ranged to normally close the orifice, means for moving the
valve in an arc of a circle lo open it by a pressure imparted
by the operator, and a spring for closing the same.

586,029. Electric Switch. Frank D. Hall, Syracuse,
N. Y. Application filed March 8, 1897.

The first claim is given: The combination with the in-
sulating base and a plurality of poles secured to said base
and disposed in pairs, of a tubular post projecting from the
base between the pairs of poles, a plunger guided rectilin-
early in said post, switch-plates carried by said plunger
permanently parallel with the respective pairs of poles, a
lever fulcrumed in the post, an eccentrically curved cam
fixed to said lever and bearing on the end of the plunger to

force the same toward the base, means for locking the
lever to retain the switch-plates in contact with the poles,
and a spring in the base of the post forcing said plunger
outward.

586,044. Electric Storage or Secondary Battery. Frank
King, London, England. Application filed January
26, 1897.

A secondary battery element consisting of a plate or sup-
port having perforations therethrough containing active
material or material to be rendered active, and having ap-
plied to the sides thereof an adherent coaling or mem-
brane of india rubber, perforations being made through the
rubber and through the active material, so that the electro-
lyte may have access to the active material through the
perforations, the faces of the plate being protected from
contact with the electrolyte by the adherent coating of
rubber.

586,055. Manufacture of Incandescent Lamps. Johan
W. Th. Olan, New York, N. Y. Application filed

March 13, 1S93.

An incandescent electric lamp having an incandescing
body whose ends are electro-plated with a non-oxidizable
metal. •

586,075. Electric Switch. Eustace Oxley, Wasbing-
D. C. Application filed April 23, 1897.

In a balanced system of electrical distribution there is

the combination with the balancing wire, of a switch nor-
mally closed against spring pressure, and completing the
circuit upon all sides of the system, an electro-magnet hav-
ing a winding of comparatively high resistance connected
to the opposite sides of the fuse of the balancing wire, and
an armature for the magnet connected to a device which
mechanically locks the switch in its closed or "on" posi-
tion.
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Illumination of Niagara Falls.
By Orrin E. Dunlaf.

For the second time in their history the falls of Ni-

agara are to be seen at night under artificial light. The
first time this spectacle was presented to the public was

in 1879, and the light used was electricity. Now it is

proposed to use a light which at that time was unknown,

and this is acetylene gas. This is the first public dem-

onstration of the illuminating powers of acetylene that

has been made, and for this reason it is attracting con-

siderable attention. The display is being made by the

Acetylene Light, Heat & Power company, of which

known as Goat and Luna islands, and also light the

way for the waters to make the plunge over the preci-

pice of the American fall. Down below the lights gleam

through the spray cloud as it floats out from the foot of

the fall and light up its whiteaess in a ^.leasing way.

No effort is being made to light up the Horseshoe fall,

but all efforts are confined to the river close to the

American shore. The pipe that runs from the gener-

ators to the lamps is carefully concealed beneath the

sod. The expanse oEthe water between the islands and

mainland is so great that the lights do not appear to pen-

etrate to any great distance, but this is said to be due to

terest, for the electric light was then more of a novelty

than it is to-day. Night after night Prospect Park was

crowded to the utmost with excursionists who came to

see the illumination, In one summer over 150 evening

excursions were run to the falls, and the receipts of the

Park company were increased over 20 per cent. One
night the rays of the lights were temporarily diverted

from the falls and directed toward the crowded porches

of the Clifton House on the Canadian side of the river.

When the light fell on them the people in the throng

arose as a single person and sent cheers and greetings

floating across the boundary gorge to the American side.

Joseph Devine is manager.

The plant in use was hur-

riedly installed in order

that the illumnation might

be in operation for thejen-

tertainment of the Pan-

American party on their

recent visit to the Falls.

For this reason the equip-

ment is not so complete as

it might have been had

more time been given.

The plant installed for

this special purpose con-

sists'of three Naphey auto-

matic generators, each of

250 pounds capacity. One
of these generators has

been placed in a small

room in the inclined rail-

way building, one in the

old park office at the lower gate, and the third in a build-

ing on Bath Island. From these generators so placed

half-inch pipe runs to 15 large locomotive headlights

placed m various positions. Six of these headlights have

been set on the piers of the bridge leading to Goat

Island, and as they are below the bridge floor they are

out of sight. Others have been set on temporary stands

in Prospect Park, while others are located on the debris

slope beneath the high bank at the foot of the American

fall. Eleven of the headlights have seven Napbey

burners, while the remaining four have five burners

apiece. The burners are the half-foot style. The lamps

on Goat Island bridge are intended to light up the upper

rapids, and three of them cast their light up stream,

while three others send their rays across the dancing

waves as they speed downward past the bridge toward

the brink of the American fall. The lights in Prospect

Park send their rays across toward those beauty spots

The enthusiasm over the lights on the falls at

that time was great, and the fountains in the

park were truly beautiful. But when the state

of New York purchased the lands about the falls

for free park purposes, the artificial effects were

discontinued, much to the regret of residents

and visitors to the Falls. It is understood that

the acetylene illumination will be continued

throughout the summer.

Fig. I. View up the River from Prospect Park. Fig. 2. Brink of the American Fall, Horseslioe I

Fig. 3. Goat Island Bridge. the Distance.

ILLUMINATION OF NIAGARA FALLS.

the lack of proper apparatus rather than to the gas, for

it is contended that the acetylene light is white and ex-

tremely brilliant.

In the accompanying illustrations three excellent

views of the portion of the river thus lighted are pre-

sented. Fig. I shows the Goat Island bridge from which

the principal illumination is made. In Fig. 2 is to be

seen one of the lamps standing close to Prospect Point,

and in Fig. 3 one of the lamps is to be seen casting its

beams on the brink of the American fall, with the Horse-

shoe fall in the distance. Fig. 4 on page 44 shows one

of the generators employed in the illumination.

Years ago, when the falls were illuminated by electric-

ity. Prospect Park was owned by a private company,

whose enterprise led it to purchase a Brush machine.

The first equipment was not large enough, and it was

exchanged for one of greater capacity. The effect of the

light on the falls was such as to excite surprising in-

Telephone News from the North-
west.

[From the Minneapolis correspondent of the Western
Electrician. 1

Arrangements will probably be made with

the Clearfield & Mt. Ayr Telephone company to estab-

lish a local exchange in Mt. Ayr, la.

The farmers who contested the advance of the North-

western Telephone Exchange company, in the vicinity of

Yankton, S. D., have been awarded an average of dam-

ages of 85 cents per pole by condemnation proceedings.

The Interstate Telephone company has just pur-

chased a 100 drop switchboard for the Edgemont, S. D.

,

exchange. This company is within 20 miles of New-

castle, Wyo., with its lines and will extend to that place,

Crawford and Hot Springs,

The handsome new building of the Rocky Mountain

Bell Telephone company in Helena, Mont., is approach-

ing completion.

A telephone line has been built from Moravia to

Iconium, la.

The Commercial Telephone company of Tama, la.,

having failed to pay expenses at the present rates, has
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notified patrons that rates will be advanced 25 cents per

month.

The Harrison Telephone company has connected with

Spearfish, S. D.

A Minneapolis paper charges that the obstacles which

the Council has placed in the way of the independent

telephone companies which have been seeking a fran-

chise, have been instigated by the Bell Telephone com-

pany. The Minneapolis Council has not a very savory

reputation, and such a charge is not hard to believe.

The Mississippi Valley Telephone company submitted

to the demand for a gross earnings tax, although the city

attorney said that such a tax could not be levied on the

present company, and to many other amendments, but

balked entirely at the demand that the company's books

be open to aldermanic inspection in order to ascertain

the gross earnings tax.

Long-distance Telephone Business.

"We don't build telephone lines altogether on the

principle that railroads are built," said Manager Brooks
of the American Telephone & Telegraph company to a
writer in the Chicago Record. "Sometimes a big city,

with the finest imaginable country around it, isn't worth
anything to us.

"Take Bloomington, for instance, right here in our
own' state. It has about 25,000 population, and it

scarcely pays us to keep our office there. It is in the

richest section of Illinois, so far as agriculture is con-

cerned, but it is not a factory town, and we get more
telephone business from Kankakee.

' 'All during the late fall, winter and early spring, Mad-
ison, Wis., is one of our dead letters. But it wakes up
in the resort season, and the wires are kept red hot.

Lake Geneva, Delavan, Oconomowoc, Waukesha, Ed-
gertOD and a score of other black dots on the Wisconsin
map make business for us in summer and die to nothing

.. ML Ji
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in the winter. So many families are divided in the sum-
mer, with husbands, brothers and sweethearts at home
in Chicago, that letter-writing won't wholly suffice. It

costs comparatively little for a five-minute conversation,
and many men avail themselves of it simply to hear the
voices of friends and relations.

"Milwaukee is on one of the busiest circuits out of
Chicago. There is an immense amount of business done
over the wires between these cities. As the smaller city,

too, Milwaukee sends more messages to Chicago than
Chicago sends to Milwaukee. In the routine of trade
this is natural, as Milwaukee depends more upon Chi-
cago than Chicago does upon Milwaukee.

"During the sessions of the Legislature the wires be-
tween Springfield and Chicago do a heavy business.
Very few people realize Chicago's interest in legislative

bills. When the Humphrey bills were up last spring
calls from Chicago citizens averaged about fifty a day.
Persons of every degree used the wires for calling up
legislative members and lobbyists.

"The map of the American Telephone company, with
a chart of its calls, will locate industries of the country
and the interests which bind them to another section.

"For instance, from Cleveland and from Pittsburg
the telephone calls between these places show their re-

lations in the iron industry. Practically all of the iron
ore of the north country is shipped to Cleveland, for
final manufacture at Pittsburg.

"At certain seasons of the year one of our busiest
lines is the great stretch of wire between Memphis,
Tenn., and Providence, R. I. Nine-tenths of the calls

from Memphis in this season are for Providence, thus
indicating the territory to which the southern cotton
crop moves for milling.

"In like manner the calls for Chicago from the pine
woods of Wisconsin, show where the products of the
woods find a market.
"So it isn't the size of the city or the population of

its sarrounding country that indicates telephone busi-
ness. Trade is our telephone barometer, and in map-
ping new lines the intent is to forestall trade interests."

The Board of Aldermen of St. Paul proposes to permit
the Silby avenue hill to be tunneled by the street car
company inord-^r that the cable may be changed to elec-

tric power.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

Design and Construction of Electric
Power Plants.

By Bion J. Arnold, M. S.

{^Copyright, iSgj, by B. J. Arjtotd, Chicago.]

Part X.

Preliminary Determinations.

Before the actual design of an electric power plant is

undertaken in any particular case, it is quite necessary for

the engineer in charge of the work to acquaint himself

with all the conditions which are likely to have any bear-

ing on the result. From what has already been said of

the individual parts which enter into the make-up of a

completed station, it is evident that no fixed set of rules

can be given for the design of a power plant, nor can the

variable conditions which must be considered be ex-

pressed by the terms of a formula. In proportion as the

designer of a plant grasps the situation and gives to

each influencing condition its relative value, will he be
successful in his work.

Unfortunately, it is not always simply a problem of

giving values to physical conditions which confronts the

engineer. Frequently he is called upon to use the

utmost tact and skilled judgment in handling men. One
of the first things he must know is the character of the

men with whom he is to be associated and his exact po-

sition in relation to the enterprise. Are the persons
furnishing the money willing to invest all the capital

which can be made to pay a reasonable return, or is

there a limited amount of money available with which
the best results possible are expected? Is the engineer
to have complete charge of the design, or must he make
his own judgment co-ordinate with the preconceived
ideas of his employers? If the engineer is given practi-

cally unlimited capital and allowed the free use of his

own judgment, then the situation is all that can be de-

sired, and a power station ought to be designed which
will give the greatest returns for each dollar invested.

But, on the other hand, if the designer of the plant is

hampered from lack of money it devolves upon him to

make the best showing possible with the capital at hand

;

anJ it will require fully as good judgment to decide
when a particular part of the equipment of the plant can
be cheapened or even dispensed with as to determine
whether the investment in a certain auxiliary is justified

by the advantages to be gained.

The engineer may find in some cases that there is

not only a lack of available funds, but also that he
is expected to work along lines dictated by others.

It is here that he is called upon to influence men as

well as to manipulate figures, for by changing the preju-

dice of the investors, or showing the necessity of secur-

ing a larger appropriation, he may make a comparative
success out of what would have otherwise proved a fail-

ure. Circumstances may dictate the acceptance of ideas

antagonistic to those of the engineer. In this case, if

the designer cannot satisfy himself that these ideas are
correct, or equally as good as his own, he should re-

sign his commission. If he elect to proceed with the

work, he should be as conscientious in his calculations as

he would have been had the conditions promised results

which would have added to his professional reputation.

It must be remembered that it is not always the most
efficient plants that prove to be the best investments, as

the conditions under which the electrical energy is dis-

tributed and used often determine wtiether the enter-

prise is a profitable one or not. It can easily be con-
ceived that the most efficient power plant located in an
unfavorable district would prove to be a poor invest-

ment, whereas an uneconomical plant, if in a more favor-

able locality, would prove profitable. The designer of a
power plant must early decide the policy which he is to

pursue in connection with those who have employed his

services and determine whether his position requires
him to make this or that suggestion, and when he is con-
vinced that an electric plant will not pay he should not
hesitate to advise against its installation.

The technical part of the problem will, of course, be-

gin with the determination of the character of the load.

Will the current generated be used for lighting, for

power, or for some of the other purposes to which it is

being applied every day, or will the plant be expected
to furnish energy for a variety of services? Where is

the demand for current located? What methods are to

be adopted for its distribution? What will be the effi-

ciency of the system? What will be the actual load
upon the power plant? How will it vary? These are

all questions which must be determined before the actual
work of design is begun, and though their consideration
involves problems of the distribution, rather than of the
generation, of electrical energy, yet their influence upon
the design of the power plant must be thoroughly un-
derstood.

Naturally, the amount of load upon the station for

each class of service must be determined, and in any
investigation along this line it is important to keep in

mind future exigencies as well as present needs. Too
many stations have been designed without due allowance
for even natural growth, while in others, in which some
provision was originally made for an added demand, the
use of current increased to an extent so much greater
than the investors contemplated that the original plant
was soon seen to be inadequate and a new station found
necessary. It is well, therefore, to estimate the proba-
ble, as well as to determine the immediate, demand. If

an old power station is to be rebuilt, the problem of the
amount of power is comparatively more simple than
when a new district is to be invaded, as the output of
the old station furnishes a basis for an estimate.

Obviously, the least possible amount of machinery in

any particular case will be that necessary to supply the
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greatest demand that will likely be made upon the sta-

tion within a reason ble length of time, as enough equip-
ment must be provided to carry the peak of the heaviest
load. The time and amount of this largest demand are
determined, evidently, by local conditions. In a light-

ing system, for instance, it will probably be during the
darkest days of the year, which usually coincide with the
holiday season. The number of lamps wired in on the
system will furnish a basis for an estimate, though it

will be necessary to approximate the percentage of total

lamps used at the time of maximum demand. Records
in some cases show that this percentage runs as high as

50 per cent., but in ordinary central station lighting
work it will be safe to allow as low as 35 per cent. This
applies, of course, to incandescent lamps. In an arc
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FIG. 60. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF ELECTRIC POWER
PLANTS.— LOAD LINE OF INCANDESCENT LIGHT

AND POWER SYSTEM.

system the maximum lamps required will be much
greater than 50 per cent, of the total, and will approxi-
mate in many cases to nearly or quite the entire number
of lamps connected. Power circuits are uncertain, but
in most cases less than 25 per cent, of the horse power
connected can be taken as a maximum c emand. But it

is upon railway circuits that the determination of the
maximum load presents the greatest difficulty, for just

when the greatest travel will occur and how much it will

be are questions which are as difl!icult of solution as they
are important to pre-deterraine. The number and
weight of the cars, the number and per cent, of the
grades, the maximum and average speeds, the probable
average and maximum number of passengers carried, are
all factors which enter more or less into the result, but
which cannot be discussed in detail at this time. For-
tunately, however, the exact determination of the mini-
mum amount of machinery actually required to do the
work will seldom be required, as the necessity of pro-
viding a reserve equipment, both for breakdowns and
growing demand, will dictate the erection of a power
plant sufficient for all immediate purposes.

Closely associated with the determination of the actual

load on the station will be the questions of the location
of the plant and the system of distribution. In fact,

these three questions are so intimately connected that it

will be impossible to decide questions involving one
without taking into account the influence of the other
two. Two load lines, one showing the actual demand
supplied and the other the actual load upon the station,

might appear very different. For instance, if a system
of storage battery sub-stations be adopted for the dis-

tribution of the energy, we can understand how the
load line of the power station might approximate toward
a straight line, representing a steady load, while at the
same time a load line constructed by combining the out-
put of the various sub-stations would display the pecu-
liarities of most load curves, having the usual peak and
also a period of small demand. Even if no batteries are
used and the output of the station follows closely the
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FIG. 61. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF ELECTRIC POWER
PLANTS.—LOAD LINE OF ELECTRIC RAILWAY SYSTEM.

variations and even fluctuations of demand, the load

upon the station will be greater than the energy actually

used by the amount lost in transmission. This trans-

mission loss will depend upon the system adopted and
also with any given system upon the location of the sta-

tion, and thus the questions of amount of load, location

of power plant and system of distribution go hand in

hand.
It is not my intention, at this point, to take up the

question of the distribution of electrical energy or add
anything here to the discussions of alternating versus
direct currents, high-tension versus low-tension, series

arcs versus constant potential arcs, polyphase versus
single phase, etc. These questions are of the most vital

importance and must be settled before the design of the
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power plant is undertaken, but it will suit our present

purpose to consider them as settled.

In certain cases the adoption of the system may do
much in determining the location of the plant, whereas,

on the other band, the location of the plant may prede-

termine the character of the distributing system. When,
however, peculiar advantages do not render the prob-

lem an easy one it may take the very best business and
engineering judgment to settle the complicated question.

The ideal location for a steam plant is one where the

cost of real estate is a minimum, where plenty of room
is available for extensions, where the insurance rates

will not be excessive, where there will be no trouble in

securing good foundations, where the coal supply can

be handled easily and cheaply, which is near an abund-
ant supply of water, and, finally, which is near the

center of distribution of the district or system to be sup-

plied with light or power.
It will be found that few locations possess all these

advantages, and in the choice between a number of

available sites it becomes a question of cost in deciding

which of the desirable features can best be sacrificed.

To determine the "center of distribution" it will be

found desirable to locate approximately, say upon a

map, the probable demand at different points, and then

determine the "center of gravity" of these various points,

taking into consideration, of course, theamount of energy

demanded at each point. In a railroad system this be-

comes a simple matter, as the load upon difEerent

branches or upon separate sections of the road can be

estimated; these loads can then be considered as con-

centrated at the middle points of the branches or sec-

tions, and the "center of gravity" determined. In this

determination the future demands must constantly be
kept in mind. It will seldom be found, tiowever, that

this center oE distribution possesses any of the other de-

sirable advantages of an ideal location for a power plant.

In a lighting system it will generally be found in the

heart of the business district, removed from a conven-

ient supply of water and coal, and in a locality where
the real estate is expensive, whereas in an electric rail-

way system it may fall in the center of a desirable resi-

dence portion of the city, where a power house would
not be tolerated. The importance of locating the power
house at or near the center of demand is of course more
serious with a low- tension system of direct current dis-

tribution than where a high-tension alternating current
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FIG. 62. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF ELECTRIC POWER
PLANTS.—LOAD LINE OF SERIES ARC SYSTEM.

is used. If the series arc system is the only one to be

considered, the question immediately loses its impor-

tance, as it is immaterial with an arc circuit at which

point on its periphery it receives its supply. But in a

parallel system of distribution over low-potential mains

the extra investment in copper necessary if the power
plant is located at some other point than at the center

of demand may become a serious matter. The weight

of copper required to transmit a given amount of power
with a certain percentage of loss between two points

varies as the square of the distance between the points,

so that as the station is removed away from the electrical

center of gravity the amount of conductor material re-

quired increases very rapidly, and in each particular

case where it is possible to locate the station at the cen-

ter of the system the advantage gained by the choice of

some other site must justify the extra investment in the

line. Such advantages would be, for instance, the econ-

omical handling of the fuel supply. This will generally

require that the station be located upon a line of trans-

portation, either rail or water, where the coal can be

transferred to the floor of the boiler room or by means
of conveyers to storage bins. Such a location will also

offer convenient facilities for the disposition of the

ashes.

An advantage which will outweigh the investment in

a large quantity of conductor material will be gained by
locating the station within a convenient distance of a

supply of water sufficient for condenser purposes.

Saving in the items of cost of real estate or of insur-

ance or the possibility of obtaining suitable foundations

may be sufficient in themselves to determine the loca-

tion. In fact no general law can be laid down. In con-

sidering a number of locations for a given plant the

question can be settled by estimating the amount of first

investment required and also the operating expenses for

a year in each case. A comparison of these results will

indicate which location is the more desirable.

The amount of load, the location of the plant and the

distribution system once decided upon, the next point

in the problem is the selection of the size of the units.

To make this selection successfully, it may be well to

lay out the estimated load line for each class of service.

It will usually be a good plan to lay out two load lines

for each case—one representing the maximum expected

demand and the other the probable minimum, as this

will give a very fair idea of the conditions under which

the station is to operate. A set of load curves is shown
in Figs. 60, 61. 62 and 63. Fig. 60 shows a typical dia-

gram of an incandescent light and power system, the

drop in the day load being caused by the shutting down
of the motors in a manufacturing district during the
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noon hour. Fig, 61 is the load diagram of an electric

railroad having a very high load factor while in opera-

tion, caused partly by not running the road between the

hours of I and 5 a. m. Fig. 62 is a typical diagram of

an arc circuit and shows the peculiarity of a practically

steady load which has already been pointed out. Fig.

63 is a load curve obtained by combining the diagrams
of Figs. 60, 61 and 62. To the knowledge of the load
to be expected, gained by a study of these diagrams, the

engineer must add considerable judgment of what is

likely to happen, for it is extremely important that in

selecting the si/:e and number of units he should make
provision for every possible exigency. The principles

to be borne in mind are:

First—Choose the size of the units so that those in

operation at any one time will be running at full capac-
ity.

Second—The number and size of the power units

should be such that there is always a reserve in case of

a breakdown of any one unit.

Third—^Wherever possible choose standard sized

units.

By the term "unit," as applied to the generating set,

is meant the engine and dynamo combined, considered

as one single piece of machinery. If one engine drives

two or more generators, the entire set is to be regarded
as one unit. While considering this phase of the sub-

ject, it is well to take into account the peculiarities of

the efficiencies and conditions of operation of both the

engines and dynamos. It will be remembered that an
electrical generator will operate at satisfactory efficiency

between 75 per cent, of it? rated output and 50 percent,

overload, but unfortunately the steam engine by which
it is driven has a sharper economy curve and its effi-

ciency drops off more rapidly as its output departs from
its rated capacity in either direction. (See Part V.,

Western Electrician, May 15, 1897 ) The desira-

bility of operating the engines, then, at their full rated

output is by this time well understood. But with a

constantly varying load this cannot be done. The only

thing left is to proportion the capacity of the generator

part of the unit for a greater output than the engine

part, selecting the size of the engine to correspond to

the average demand. The generator rating is a ques-

tion of heat limit, while the engine rating is a question

of economy. An overload on the generator, then, may
result in an injury to the armature, while a correspond-

ing overload on the engine will only result in a greater

consumption of water per delivered horse power, pro-

viding, of course, that the working parts of the engine
are designed of ample strength to withstand the strain.

The best combination, then, will be a generator of such

rating that it will not heat excessively at a load corre-

sponding to the outside limit of power of the engine and
an engine of such rating that it will be operating at its

most economical point of cut-off during the greatest

possible length of time during its period of operation.

It may be comparatively easy to proportion the size of

the units according to these principles if successive daily

loads upon the plant are similar, but when the output

varies with the weather and the seasons, as in a com-
mercial lighting plant, or is liable to excessive demands,
as with an electric railway, the selection of the proper

units may prove to be a very troublesome question, and
one in which all possible information pertaining to the

environment and conditions surrounding the plant will be

found useful.

It may be instructive to take up the case of the load

diagrams already shown. These diagrams are plotted

from the readings of the output of a large modern cen-

tral station and therefore are not ideal. In this station

the load shown in Fig. 60 was provided for by two 400

kilowatt generators. With the present load, units of

this size cannot fail to be uneconomical, as the genera-

tors will be running underload most of the time, and

further no allowance is made for reserve capacity.

Future growth will probably justify the selection of the

larger units, but if it were a question of the most eco-

nomical installation and operation at the present time it

will be seen from the diagram that three 300 kilowatt

units and one 100 kilowatt unit would have been better

and more reliable. It will be noticed that this diagram,

having a sharp peak, a long period of srriall demand and

a sudden shutting off of the demand for an hour during

the middle of the day, indicates an ideal case for the use

of a storage battery auxiliary.

The load given in Fig. 61 is carried by four 450 kilo-

watt generators. This is certainly a large allowance for

reserve capacity, but is evidently not a selection which

allows for economical operation with the load given.

One 600 kilowatt unit would handle the load shown with

success, while two such units would provide a reserve in

case of breakdown. In case of growth an additional

unit of 300 or 400 kilowatts capacity would allow an eco-

nomical manipulation. The tendency at present is

toward adopting a small number of large units rather

than having a large number of small units, as was for-

merly practiced, and a favorite arrangement is to select

duplicate units in two sizes, one size usually twice that of

the other. Generators having a capacity of 1.600 kilo-

watts are not uncommon, so that the designer of a power
plant has a wide range of sizes from which to choose.

There is danger, however, in installing large units of not

making adequate provision for economical operation

during the period of light load, which generally covers a

considerable period of the day.
In providing for the arc lighting load usual practice

has been to install a line shaft to which are belted the

various dynamos, ranging in capacity from 25 to 125

lights each, though in some cases the generators are

belted directly to the engine flywheels in sets of twos or

fours. If the former system is adopted two engines are,

as a rule, installed, either of which can drive the total

load, leaving one in reserve. If the second system is fol-

lowed, the size of the unit is determined according to the
principles already laid down. As indicated in the lec-
ture on generators (Part VIII.). arc dynamos are now
being made in larger sizes and suitable for direct con-
nection, and it will not be long before the complicated
and unsightly system of counter-shafting and beltingcan
bedoneaway with, and our arc lighting stations will as-
sume as neat an appearance as our modern railways
plants.

The size of the generating units disposed of, it will be
necessary next to determine upon the boiler units, and
this is done by considering the composite load line of the
plant, as shown in Fig. 63. It is generally found de-
sirable to set the boilers in batteries of two each, and
where convenient a battery of boilers should be con-
sidered as a single unit. In small plants a very con-
venient arrangement will be to have three batteries
so proportioned that any two will handle the max-
imum load, leaving one in reserve for cleaning and re-
pairs. In some plants the plan is sometimes adopted
of having a complete duplicate plant of boilers, firing
one set at one time and the other set at another, thus
working them alternately. This seems to be a waste of
money, for by providing much less reserve capacity suc-
cessful and reliable operation can be secured. As in the
generating units, the larger sized boilers are preferable to
the smaller sizes, both for fuel economy and for the
labor account.
Knowledge of the conditions of water supply are neces-

sary in choosing the kind of boilers, for in certain cases
it is preferable to install boilers which are easily accessi-
ble for cleaning, rather than to provide elaborate equip-
ment for the purification of the water. General laws
derived from particular experiences will be found of lit-

tle use in making the preliminary determinations for
each particular case, and, as remarked in opening, the
careful engineer will adopt plans only after the most
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FIG. 63. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OP ELECTRIC POWER
PLANTS. COMBINED LOAD CURVE OF ENTIRE

PLANT.

comprehensive study of the surrounding conditions, and
the results will depend upon his skill and judgment.

[The next lecture is the last of the series. It is en-

titled "Buildings and General Arrangements."]

Electrical Business Maxims.
An electrical company in Buffalo has compiled these

"Electrical Don'ts." Some good advice is tersely ex-

pressed:

Don't try to revolutionize the electrical business by

cutting prices. You can't.

Don't expect to get all the jobs you figure on and get

mad if you don't.

Don't expect to make a living on a 10 per cent, mar-

gin of profit. You can't.

Don't abuse your competitor because he underbid you.

He may lose money and yet do as good work as you.

Don't bid low, do poor work and employ boys to even

up. You can't.

Don't educate the embryo electrician and then try to

kill him off as soon as he is able to work.

Don't fail to keep your credit good. You must get a

fair price for your work or you can't.

j;)on't—with a big D—think you are the whole push.

There are others.

Don't give your work away. What is worth doing is

worth getting paid for; and, above all, employ good

workmen.

The Michigan Telephone company has declared and

paid a quarterly dividend of i '2 per cent, for the quar-

ter ended June 30th. This announcement has especial

interest from the fact that the Bell people have been

meeting competition in Michigan.
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Utilization of Water Power Electrically
Transmitted to Ansonia, Conn.

The economy and advantages of utilizing power gen-

erated at a waterfall and electrically transmitted to a

factory or otherpoint where it is to be employed indriv-

ing motors or furnishing light are well illustrated in the

plant of the Farrel Foundry & Machine company of

Ansonia, Conn., where the heavy machinery is driven

by motors operated by electricity transmitted from a

power plant three miles distant. Previous to the devel-

opment of the water power the generating

plant of the Farrel Foundry & Machine

company consisted of two 75 kilowatt, six-

pole, 275 revolution, 500 volt dynamos

directly coupled to roo horse power Ames
engines, and one fouf-pole 65 kilowatt 220

volt generator driven by belt. The latter

still furnishes current to three traveling

cranes, and the others are held in reserve,

being used only during a short space of

the year to drive the motors scattered

throughout the shops. The power station

of the Farrel company is illustrated in

Fig. I. This plant was purchased before

the Derby Gas company arranged with

the Farrel Foundry & Machine company

to supply current from the power station at

the Housatonic dam, where it utilizes the

excess water flowing over the dam. The

Derby company having two four-pole, 200

kilowatt, 550 volt machines, and being thus

in a position to supply power, made a favor-

able arrangement with the Farrel company.

Both dynamos are direct current ma-

chines, andas thelengtb of the transmission

is nearly three miles, they are coupled in

series to secure the necessary pressure, and

deliver current at the brushes at 1,100

volts. At the switchboard at Ansonia the

pressure is 1,000 volts. The distribution

is carried out on the Edison three-wire

system, and as half the motors in the works

are connected to each side of the system

pressure of each motor is 500 volts.

In the engine room at Ansonia is a switchboard of the

panel type, shown in Fig. 2, arranged not only for the

complete control of the motor plant operated from

Derby, but also for the isolated plant of the Farrel com-

pany. The two 75 kilowatt generators in the Farrel

works are used for about two months only in the year,

the current from the Housatonic dam being used for

The motor equipment consists in all of 19 motors of

the following horse power and speed; Three of 35 horse

power each at 525 revolutions; five of 10 horse power

each at 325 revolutions, and five of 15 horse power each

at 312 revolutions. They are all of the four-pole type,

and for the most part are located directly over the floor

of the shop on platforms suspended from the roof gir-

ders. From these the belts are taken to the shafting

below, whence the various machines are driven. The
illustration (Fig 3) shows six motors set on platforms in

motors taking a total power of from 125 to 150 horse

power.

The 65 kilowatt 250 volt generator supplies the cur-

rent to operate three traveling cranes and several

jib cranes. The machine is also subjected to very wide

fluctuations of load, sometimes extremely severe. Under
service of this character the ordinary generator might

be expected to give some dissatisfaction, yet it operates

without the least sparking and without the necessity of

changing the brushes under any change of load. The
entire electrical plant was furnished by the

General Electric company of Schenectady.

FIG. 3.

the working

UTILIZATION OF WATER POWER ELECTRICALLY TRANSMITTED
CONN.—SIX 500-VOLT MOTORS ATTACHED TO ROOF GIRDERS

NEW MACHINE SHOP, FARREL FOUNDRY & MACHINE
COMPANY, ANSONIA, CONN.

the new machine shop. They range in capacity from

10 to 35 horse power. Directly beneath them is the path

of one of the traveling cranes. Other motors are at-

tached to the wall, and a few are on the main floor near

the walls.

The machinery manufactured by the Farrel Foundry

& Machine company is of a peculiarly heavy type and

the machines driven by the motors are of various char-

acters and sizes, subjected to sudden, heavy and fiuc-

Steam Railroad Engineer Dis-
cusses Electric Traction.

The Chicago Record prints the follow-

ing experience of opinion in an interview

with "the chief engineer of a strong western

road," upon the possibility of substituting

electric motors for steam locomotives upon

the big railroads of the country:

Undoubtedly the time is coming when
electricity will be used to operate the rail-

roads of this country. Little by little the

electric motor is winning its way. It began
by knocking out horses on street car lines;

then it entered the fight for suburban busi-
ness with steam roads, and in many cities

and on many lines has won a decisive vic-

tory. But it will be many years yet before
the electric motor will supersede the steam
locomotive on main lines. The third-rail

system is all right for elevated railroads,

or for a railroad whose right of way is so
completely fenced in that passengers can-
not cross the tracks and trespassers cannot
walk over the roadbed. But the third rail

would be a constant source of peril on
railroads with an open road-bed, and, if

used, switchmen and trackmen would have
to wear rubber boots, and then would not
dare run over the tracks at night. Elec-
tricians are optimistic individuals, but as

yet they cannot give us a practical method
of bringing the current to motors large

enough and heavy enough to pull 30-car

freight trains or lo-coach passenger trains

which make an average speed of 50 miles an hour. The
overhead trolley is not a practical device' for trains as

heavy and fast as the ordinary trains on railroads to-day.

The third -rail system will not do except for elevated

roads, and the storage-battery system is far from being a
proved success even for street cars.

But one of the most serious obstacles in the way of

electric traction for railroads is found in the fluctuations

of business done on railroads. This applies to the freight

business. In installing electricity on a road, the road
would have to be divided into comparatively short divi-

TO ANSONIA,

IN

Fig. I. Power Station. Farrel Foundry and Machine Company, Ansonia, Conn. Fig.

UTILIZATION OF WATER POWER ELECTRICALLY TRANSMITTED TO ANSON

the other 10 months. The first two panels control the

two 75 kilowatt generators; the third is an outside sup-

ply panel, and then come 10 panels, each controlling two
motors. Each panel carries two motor automatic start-

ing rheostats, with magnetic cut-out, four single-pole

double-throw switches, so connected that any motor
may be thrown on either side of the three-wire system.

An ammeter is in circuit with each motor. The last

panel but one on the left is the feeder panel for the

three traveling cranes, while the last panel is the gener-

ator panel for the 65 kilowatt 220 volt generator supply-

ng current to the cranes.

tuating loads, yet, according to the officers of the Farrel

company, the plant, running since October. 1895, has

not only given complete satisfaction, but no repairs

either to generators or motors have been found necessary

during the 18 months in which the electrical system has

been in operation.

The economy induced by the introduction of the elec-

tric motors is psrhaps best illustrated by the result

obtained in the roll shop. This was previously run by
a 250 horse power Buckeye engine, usually loaded to its

full capacity. The same rolling machinery, as well

as a variety of other machinery, is now driven by

2. Switchboard in Power Station.

lA, CONN.

sions, each with its own power plant. Now, the experi-

ence of every railroad is that the freight business is

subject to violent fluctuations on its several divisions.

For instance, on one division the movement of freight

will be so heavy that engines, crews and cars must be
drawn from other divisions. At the same time, on an-
other division, the freight business may be so light that

but few engines will be in service. Now, in installing

the road for electricity, the power plant, boilers, en-

gines, generators, feed wires, and so on, must be of a

capacity to care for the maximum business on that divi-

sion, and this maximum power will only be used for

about eight per cent, of the year.

With steam locomotives there is an elasticity in the

service which makes it easy for us to meet the fluctua-
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tions, but this could not be done with electric service; at

least, not as it is at present. That is a feature of the
question which few electricians have ventured to tackle,

but until that particular question is solved electric

motors on railroads will be confined to suburban busi-

ness.

Protection of Ocean Cables.^
The claim of the submarine cables to international

recognition and protection is based partly upon the fact

that they traverse the high seas, and partly because
their termini rest within the territorial jurisdiction of

different states. These circumstances constitute their

conspicuous feature, and the practice of regarding them
in their international aspect preceded proclamation of

principles in respect of their treatment by the nations.

It soon became evident, however, that the proper pro-

tection of such cables could only be assured by enlisting

the co-operation of the great powers. With this end in

view, in i86g, the secretary of state, under direction of

President Grant, addressed a diplomatic circular to the

maritime powers, in which he expressed the conviction

of the president that "the present moment was favor-

able for the negotiation of joint convention of the mart-

time powers of the world for the protection of subma-
rine cables."

The United States, he continued, had a peculiar in-

terest in fostering the preservation of these indispensa-

ble avenues of intelligence and in protecting them
against wanton injury. The cable between Cuba and
the United States had recently been cut. Experience
had shown that the assumption by one nation to control

the connections with the shores of another would lead

to complications that would, unless arranged, result in

preventing all direct communication between the two
countries.

' General Grant deemed that such a result could best

be prevented in future by providing that hereafter no
exclusive concession should be made without the joint

action of the two governments whose shores are to be
connected. A draft for a convention was enclosed in

the circular, consisting of several well drawn articles,

whose purpose was to secure the safeguard of submarine
cables from wanton injury or destruction in time of war,

as well as during periods of peace. It proposed to pre-

vent wantop injury or destruction by a joint declaration

that such acts shall be deemed to be acts of piracy and
punished as such. It contained provisions against

scrutiny of messages by government officials.

The powers were invited to authorize their represent-

atives at Washington to enter into a conference for the

purposes indicated. The Franco Prussian war inter-

vened, and its prevalence, and possibly other reasons,

prevented the conference at Washington. Conferences,

however, were held subsequently at Rome, Brussels, St.

Petersburg and Paris, where the propositions announced
by the United States were zealously advocated and op-

posed.
At an international convention for the protection of

submarine cables, held in Paris in 1884, a convention

was signed by representatives of 26 powers for the pro-

tection of submarine cables in the high seas, but it was
limited in its operation in general to time of peace, as

appears from the terms of article 15, which was in these

words

:

"It is well understood that the stipulations of the

present convention do not affect the liberty of action of

belligerents."

In the year 1879 the subject of the protection of the

submarine cables was much discussed by the members
present of the Institute of Intern.'Ltional Law, and the

following resolutions were adopted by the Institute:

' 'It would be very advantageous for the different states

to agree upon a declaration that the destruction or injury

of submarine cables in the high seas is an offense against

the laws of nations, and to determine in a precise man-
ner the criminal character of the acts and the punish-

ments applicable; on this last point such a degree of

uniformity would be reached as is compatible with the

diversity of criminal legislation.

'The right to seize offending individuals, or those

presumed to be such, may be given to the public vessels

of all nations, under conditions regulated by treaties,

but the right to adjudicate should be reserved to the na-

tional tribunals of the captured vessels.

"The submarine telegraphic cable which connects two

neutral territories is inviolable.

"It is to be desired when telegraphic communication
must cease as the result of a state of war, that only

measures strictly necessary to prevent the use of the

cable should be employed, and that an end should be

put to these measures, or that the consequences should

be repaired as soon as the cessation of hostilities will

permit."

The committee declined to adopt the proposition of the

United States that the wanton destruction of submarine
cables should be assimilated to piracy, on the ground

that the punishment would be too severe and out of pro-

portion to the gravity of the offense. But why should

not the state, corporation or individual that would wan-
tonly destroy this now necessary avenue of communica-
tion between the states and communities of the world

be treated as hostis humani generis?

The end to be accomplished is the safeguard of these

instruments of communication and commerce at all

times. Terms are more or less inaccurate when subject

to a mere verbal criticism, and the methods necessary

to attain the end involve considerations not necessary

to enter upon here. It matters little whether the pro-

cess which secures protection is described as "interna-

tionalization" or as "neutralization," provided the end
in view is attained.

I, Abstract of communication of Alexander Porter Morse of
Washington, D. C, in New Yoyk Herald^ July 19, 1897.
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It is patent that a public sentiment is aroused among
civilized peoples which insists that war and its attendant
horrors shall be avoided when possible, and that all the
agencies which make in favor of the perpetuation of
peace among nations shall be employed and encouraged.
The internationalization of submarine cables will draw
the nations nearer together and bring home to them
what interest as well as justice demands in this relation.

This may be accomplished along the lines of the draft
contained in the diplomatic circular addressed by the
United States in 1869 to the maritime powers. The self-

ish commercial interests of states, not to mention higher
motives, would seem to dictate such a joint declaration.

It is noteworthy that the great submarine cables are
owned and operated by private corporations or compa-
nies comppsedof individuals who are citizens or subjects
of many different nationalities, and that comparatively

47

to the conflict of jurisdiction between the states and
federal government may arise, which may require ad-
judication by the courts, but meanwhile, for purposes of
defense, those avenues of international communication
and foreign commerce may be regarded as subject to the
power and jurisdiction of the federal government.
This subject was called to the attention of Congress

by the late attorney-general, who submitted his views on
one or two points, and suggested for the consideration of
Congress whether it would not be wise to give authority
to some executive officer to grant or withhold consent to
the entry of foreign cable enterprises into this country
on such terms and conditions as may be fixed by law.
"The existence," says the attorney-general, "of any

executive authority over the subject is at present in-
volved in doubt, and the United States Circuit Court,
in which a recent suit was brought, appeared to be some-
whatdoubtful as tojudicial authority in the matter."

FIG. 2. PHILADELPHIA TYPES OF CORLISS ENGINES.

few long cables are owned or operated by states. There
are 310 submarine cables owned by private corporations

or companies, having a length of 139,754 nautical miles,

and the length of cables owned by states is 18,132 miles.

There are but two great plants, one in England and one in

France, for the fabrication of cables and cable supplies,

and specially constructed vessels are required to lay and
repair cables.

Twelve cables traverse the North Atlantic: 11 are
owned and operated by American or English companies,
and one by a French corporation. All of these have their

termini in the territory of the United States or of Great
Britain except two, which have termini in France.
Three cables, one American and two foreign, traverse

the South Atlantic.

The policy of the United States in reference to the

landing of foreign cables within the territory, as indi-

Philadelphia Types of Corliss Engines.
By the accompanying illustrations are shown two

types of heavy-duty engines, with Corliss valve gear,

made by the Philadelphia Engineering Works. Fig. i

shows a balanced slide-valve reversing rolling mill en-
gine with cylinders 24 inches in diameter and having a
stroke of 42 inches. The main shaft is 16 inches in

diameter, and the weight without fly-wheel or gearing is

110,000 pounds. The frame is exceptionally heavy and
massive. The main throttle valve and quick-closing

valves at each cylinder are all operated from the plat-

form shown. The engine is completely under control
from that point. The main bearings are ample and
are fitted with loose bottom boxes and quarter boxes, the

cap, of extra strength, securing the frame as it lips over
both the inside and outside. This engine gives a com-
plete contact with the foundation from the end of the
cylinder to and beyond the center of the main shaft.

Fig. 2 represents a compound air compressor driven
by a cross-compound condensing steam engine. The
two air cylinders are operated by elongation of the pis-

ton rods, the low-pressure air cylinder being tandem to

the low-pressure steam cylinder and the high-pressure
air cylinder tandem to the high-pressure steam cylinder.

There is no merit in this special disposition of the cylin-

ders except harmony of design, for the power delivered
by the high-pressure cylinder is equal to that delivered

by the low-pressure cylinder, and the power required

by the low-pressure air cylinder is the same as that re-

quired by the high-pressure, or compression, air cylin-

der. The steam cylinders are 22 and 40 inches in

diameter; stroke, 48 inches. The high-pressure cylinder
is steam jacketed. The air cylinders are 38 and 23
inches in diameter, both carefully water-cooled by water
jacketing, without spray. The cylinders on each side

PHILADELPHIA TYPES OF CORLISS ENGINES.

cated by executive action at least, is based upon consid-

erations that are opposed to the amalgamation or con-

solidation of competing companies, and demands from

foreign governments reciprocal privileges for American

citizens and companies. It has been assumed that the

control of power to regulate the landing and operation

of such cables is in the federal government, and that the

executive will exercise the power in the absence of legis-

lation by Congress. The subject, however, is in a some-

what hazy and indeterminate state at present, and
various bills are pending before Congress to regulate the

establishment of submarine telegraphic cable lines or

systems in the United States.

The best thought of statesmanship should be invoked

to formulate such legislation as may be appropriate and

correspondent to the large subject. Nice questions as

are bolted to common bed-plates. This compressor is

guaranteed to show 88 per cent, of theoretical iso-

thermal efficiency, and the friction at rated duty will not

exceed 10 per cent, of the indicated horse power of the

steam end. Thus the power represented by the com-

pressed air within the receiver after it is cooled to its

initial temperature will be 90 per cent, of 88 per cent.,

or 79 2 of the indicated horse power of the steam end.

This engine is guaranteed to indicate a horse power with

14 pounds of steam delivered to the throttle valve at 125

pounds gauge pressure per hour, so that the power rep-

resented by the compressed air will require but 17.7

pounds of steam per horse power per hour.
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double that of the 1894 number. The figures showing

this unprecedented gain are given in the accompanying
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With the Niagara Falls convention number of the

Western Electrician, dated June 12, 1S97, this jour-

nal made a new record for itself both in circulation and

advertising. Of this 100-page number 20,000 copies

were printed and circulated and the amount of full

paid advertising matter carried was 8,643 square

inches.

The remarkable success of this journal, especially in

view of the bard times that have prevailed throughout

the country, is all the more striking because of the fact

that it is only 10 years since the first number was issued.

Its advancement has been rapid and in keeping with

the progress of the great industry it represents and the

splendid field which it occupies. It is a noteworthy fact,

especially in view of existing conditions, that during the

period of depression this journal has made steady gains

in advertising. Beginning with the convention number

of March 3, 1894, the record shows constant gains each

year until in the present case the number of square

qches of full paid advertising matter is more than

Number of Whole Square Indies
Issue. Advertising Number of of Paid Ad-

Pages. Pages. vertising
IMatter.

March 3, 1894. . .

.

40 55 4.145
February 23, 1895. 52 68 5.593
May 9, 1896 72 88 7.576
June 12, 1897 80 100 8,643

railway companies ought to be anxious at this time to

win the favor of the public. They will certainly need

it when consideration of their claims for extension of

the life of their franchises is in order.

This constantly increasing patronage speaks elo-

quently of the influence and merit of this journal and of

the confidence and respect which it commands through-

out the country. It is pleasing recognition of the efforts

that have been made in the interest of the entire fra-

ternity.

Municipalities have the right to prescribe a speed

limit for trolley cars. The question has been contested

in Brooklyn, where a hundred or more cases of violation

of the city ordinance regulating the speed of trolley car.'

have been brought against the local companies. In a

test case recently decided, the Appellate C ivision of the

S"preme Court in Brooklyn handed down a decision up-

holding the validity of the trolley car speed ordinance

adopted by the aldermen, and fixing eight miles an hour

as the limit. The Nassau company had ^een fined $25

by a po'ice justice for a single violation of the ordinance,

but the judgment wasreverredin the County Court. The
appellate division now sustains the ruling of the police

justice. Justice CuUen, who prepared Ihe decision, says

that it is as much the duty of the Legislature to protect

the traveller from unnecessary da-iger to his person

while he is on the highway as his health from infectiDU

while he is in his home, and that the power to perform

either obligation may be delegated to others. No doubt

this decision will be taken as a precedent in other states.

Plans for illuminating the falls of Niagara are de-

scribed on another page of this issue, and the methods

employed as well as the apparatus used are illus-

trated. The project will doubtless attract considerable

attention, especially in view of the fact that acetylene,

and not electricity, is employed. The scheme, it should

be explained, is in the nature of an advertisement for

the acetylene interests at Niagara Falls, which are

closely allied to the electrical interests. ' An excellent

opportunity will be afforded this new illurainf nt (o show

its powers of penetration, for which great claims have

been made. It would seem that thus far the experience

of the promoters has been somewhat disappointing. Mr.

Dunlap, in his interesting article on these experiments,

incidentally alludes to this failure. He says: "The ex-

panse of the water between the islands and mainland is

so great that the lights do not appear to penetrate to

any great distance, but this is said to be due to the lack

of proper apparatus rather than to the gas." It is to be

hoped that such an excellent opportunity to test the rela-

tive merits of acetylene and electricity for the operation

of searchlights will not be allowed to pass without a

comprehensive investigation of the subject being made.

Overcrowded cars are a nuisance at all times of the

year and particularly in warm weather. Just now the

newspapers of New York are protesting vigorously

against the policy of the street railroad companies of that

city, and in other large towns there are similar com-

plaints. In Chicago, while it must be admitted that the

street railway service generally is good, it is only too

true that there is reason for protests against the fail-

ure of the companies to provide a sufficient number of

cars during the rush hours. On some lines passengers

are crowded and huddled together like sheep, greatly to

their discomfort and annoyance. Of course the fault

lies with the management in not providing for the com-

fort of passengers. An idea of the extent to which this

overcrowding is carried in Chicago was illustrated last

Sunday, when a north side trolley car that was intended

to accommodate only 40 passengers started out of the

barns with 96 on board. When the conductor had rung

up that number of fares his attention was called to the

fact and he remarked that he had carried 120 passengers

on an earlier trip. On Thursday evening a north bound

Larrabee street trolley car left Washinnton street with

106 passengers on board, although there was provision

for comfortably seating only 40. Of course common

decency is outraged by such a policy and patrons are

obliged to submit to many inconveniences. The street

Consideration of an agreement to protect submarine

telegraph cables in time of war is being seriously urged

by naval authorities and by others directly interested in

the subject. A plan of this kind has been favored by this

country ever since the first Atlantic cable was laid. It

will be remembered that President Buchanan's message to

Queen Victoria on the occasion of the opening of the line

contained the following allusion to this subject: "Will

not all nations of Christendom spontaneously unite in

the declaration that it [the cable] shall be forever

neutral and that its communications shall be held sacred

in passing to their places of destination even in the midst

of hostilities?" This policy has been strictly adhered to

by the government of the United States and has been

urged upon the other great nations of the world, but has

never been formally accepted by them, although on sev-

eral occasions the subject has been considered and pro-

vision of some kind for the protection of ocean cables

recommended. An interesting communication from

Alexander Porter Morse on this subject in the JVezu y'ork

Herald is reprinted on another page of this issue. Mr.

Morse carefully reviews the efforts which have been

made by our government to bring about this result and

the reasons which have prompted its action. Among
those who were particularly zealous in this cause was

President Grant, who was fully alive to the importance of

protecting ocean cables in time of war as well as peace.

He took active steps to accomplish that object, but

without success. In 1884 an international agreement

was signed in Paris by the representatives of 26 powers,

but unfortunately its operation was limited to time of

peace. A systematic effort to bring about an interna-

national agreement extending to times of war as well as

peace might well be made by our government at this

time. It would be consistent with its policy ^nd would

reflect great credit upon any administration that might

bring it to pass.

Politics and patriotism are sadly mixed in the land

of the jubilee, and some of the colonial representatives,

who have been pledging themselves and their constit-

uencies to the imperial idea, are wondering whether they

will be able to keep their promises when the develop-

ments in the Pacific cable scheme become known. It

is now generally understood that the Eastern Telegraph

company is the controlling spirit in the enterprise, and,

in the event of the cable being laid, it is admitted that it

will become a part of the great telegraph monopoly.

Official confirmation of this news is bound to produce a

sensation, and it will unquestionably call forth a uni-

versal protest from all who are interested in the enter-

prise. The government will find it difficult to satisfy

the c )lonies that joined England in the necessary guar-

antees. Canada and Australia and New Zealand will

have to be pacified. Already annoying questions are

being asked, indicating the suspicion in the public

mind that the people have been duped by the govern-

ment officials or else that the latter have shown them-

selves unequal to the task oE dealing with the Eastern

Telegraph company

.

How and when did the Eastern company gain control

of the enterprise? It will be remembered that when the

scheme of laying a cable between Vancouver and Aus-

tralia was first mooted the Eastern Telegraph company

declared its opposition, as the proposed cable threat-

ened one of its most profitable monopolies and promised

to release the British colonists from the thralldom under

which they had long groaned. This opposition only

served to make the scheme popular, and when Mr.

Chamberlain became secretary of the colonies he dis-

played considerable interest in this cable scheme. The
Eastern company brought vast political influence to

bear upon the government, but it was commonly be-

lieved that it was unable to make an impression. Dur-

ing all this time there were many persons who declared

that the opposition of the Eastern company was not

genuine, that it was simulated merely for the purpose of

making the scheme popular, and that when the plans

were decided upon it would be found that the old mo-

nopoly had gained entire control of the project. While

these assertions attracted little attention at the time, it is

certain that in the light of subsequent events they give

the colonists grounds for demanding an investigation.

It is not to be expected that these developments will

tend to arouse or increase enthusiasm for the Pacific

cable in Canada, Australia and New Zealand.
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VANDEPOELE DECISION.

New York Circuit Court of Appeals
Declares the Patent Invalid.

A decision of great importance to the electric railway

interests of the entire country was handed down in New

York on July 22d by the United States Circuit Court of

Appeals. It held the Vandepoele under-running trolley

patent to be invalid on the ground that a previous pat-

ent on the same construction had been issued to Varde-

poele. Judge Wallace wrote the opinion, in which all

thejudges concurred.

The patent in suit is known as the broad patent -for

the under-running trolley. It is numbered 495,443 and

it was issued to Charles J. Vandepoele on April 11, 1893.

It is entitled "Traveling Contact for Electric Rail-

ways," and was assigned by the inventor to the Thom-

son-Houston Electric company and is now, of course,

the property of the General Electric company. It has

been considered one of the latter company's

most valuable assets, as it was believed to

cover every method by which a practic-

able connection could be made between a

car and an overhead trolley wire, in which

the trolley wheel presses up against the wire.

No other scheme of connection between car

wiring and trolley wire has been found so

practicable, although several have been

tried. With this patent in its possession,

therefore, it looked as though the General

Electric company would have a monopoly of

the business of supplying the trolley connec-

tionsto all of the electric cars of the country

of the ordinary type. In addition, it was

charged that the company's policy was to sell

trolleys at a reasonable price only to those

electric railway companies that used General

Electric apparatus. Thus it would have a

tremendous leverage on the whole electric

railway business of the country. Several

suits were begun to secure injunctions for

infringements oE this patent. One of these

was against the Hoosick Railway company,

although the Walker company supplied the

equipment complained of and was the real

defendant. In this case the Vandepoele pat-

ent vi^as upheld; but the present decision,

which was reached on appeal, reverses that of

the lower court, and, as has been said, pro-

nounces the patent invalid.. The case can go

no higher except in the rather unlikely event

that some other Circuit Court of Appeals

should uphold the patent. This is not apt to happen,

as courts of last resort of equal powers usually respect

the doctrine of comity and follow the decision first

reached on the merits of the case. However, should

one Circuit Court of Appeals hold to one opinion and

another to a contrary view, the issue could be brought

to the attention of the Supreme Court of the United

States, which, if it desired, could issue a writ of certi-

orari and bring the matter before it for final adjudi-

cation.

There is now pending a suit on this patent brought by

the Thomson-Houston Electric company against the

Ohio Brass company. This is in the Circuit Court of

Appeals that sits in Cincinnati, and was the first of

these infringement suits to reach the appellate court.

In granting the preliminary injunction in this case the

court expressed doubt as to the validity of the patent,

but declined to go into the merits on an application for

a preliminary injunction.

la holding the broad Vandepoele patent invalid by

reason of the fact that the same invention was disclosed

in ah earlier patent to Vandepoele, the court undoubt-

edly refers to patent No. 424,695, granted to Mr. Van-

depoele on April i, 1890, for a "Suspended Switch and

Traveling Contact for Electric Railways." In the two

patents the drawings seem to be identical, but the

claims in the later one are much broader. The prac-

tice of securing a broader subsequent patent on the

construction described in a previous patent has hereto-

fore been held by the Supreme Court to invalidate the

later patent.

There seems little doubt that this decision will give

to the whole country the benefit of competition in an

important part of the equipment of electric railways.

Thomas R. Mercein, Secretary and
Treasurer Northwestern Elec-

trical Association.

Probably no man engaged in the electrical business in

the West, and particularly in the Northwest, is better

known in the electrical fraternity than Thomas R. Mer-

cein, the subject of this sketch, whose portrait appears

on this page. It is unquestionably true that among cen-

tral station men of that section of the country Mr. Mer-

THOMAS R. MERCEIN.

cein has a wider personal acquaintance than any other

man in the business. This condition is due largely to

the active interest he has displayed at all times in the

Northwestern Electrical association and to his own per-

sonal efforts in promoting the welfare of the organiza-

tion. His position as secretary and treasurer of the as-

sociation has brought him into contact with the men
actively engaged in central station work throughout the

Northwest.

In this organization, as in others of a similar charac-

ter, experience has shown that while the great body of

members may be enthusiastic in support of its policy

and aims, the work of organizing forces and directing af-

fairs must be assumed by some individual member or

officer in order to secure results at all compensating for

the exertion expended. For several years it has fallen

to the lot of Mr. Mercein to act in this capacity for the

Northwestern association, and the best evidence of his

competency and faithfulness is presented in the work ac-

complished during his tenure of office. He has proved

a very efficient and popular officer and is highly es-

teemed by his fellow members, who took occasion a year

ago to mark their appreciation of his services by pre-

senting him a diamond badge.

Mr. Mercein was born at Vicksburg, Mississippi, but

the principal part of his education was received in the

North. He completed a course at the Brooklyn Poly-

technic Institute and practiced as a civil engineer for

several years in the East. In 1877 he was attracted to
Milwaukee and there engaged in business as a real es-
tate and investment broker. He was secretary and gen-
eral manager of the Milwaukee Exposition association
for two years, and not a little of the success of that en-
terprise is due directly to his personal efforts.

When electric lighting began to attract attention in
Milwaukee, Mr. Mercein took an early opportunity to

investigate the subject, and, securing an opening in this
field, he entered it with much enthusiasm. He became
secretary and general manager of the Badger Illuminat-
ing company of Milwaukee and had the distinction of in-
stalling the first arc lights in that city. He remained
with the Badger company four years, during which
period it developed into an enterprise of considerable im-
portance.

Mr. Mercein was interested in many
including the Milwaukee, Lake Shore (

way company and the Wisconsin Cent/
pany, in both of which he held official!

he became interested in the Milwaukl
Alarm company, and at the present tin

m^st of his attention to that system.

and general manager of the comp
Mr. Mercein is popular with his townsmen

and with his fellow workers throughout the

state, as well as with the fraternity generally
in the Northwest. He is president of the

Wisconsin Electric club, which has done ex-

cellent work in Milwaukee, and he has con-
tributed materially to the success of the

organization.

Mr. Mercein represented the Northwestern
association at the New York convention of

the National Electric Light association in

May, 1896, and again at the Niagara Falls

convention last month. He made many
friends for the young organization at both

gatherings. Personally, Mr. Mercein is a
very agreeable and entertaining companion,
and he has gained some reputation as an
after-dinner speaker. He has certainly con-
tributed valuable services to the Northwes-
tern Electrical association, and his associates

are always ready to certify their appreciation

of his work in behalf of the organization.

Remarkable Power Attributed to
X-rays.

[From the New York S»n.'\

As bearing on the general criticism of hav-
ing laymen instead of doctors act as super-
intendents of the city hospitals, the follow-
ing story is told about the superintendent of
a down-town hospital by a Philadelphia man
whose business brings him into contact with
the directors of hospitals and other public
institutions. About a year ago the Philadel-
phian had occasion to call on this superin-
tendent. At that time the entire civilized

world was ringing with the wonder of the
newly discovered X-ray. The newspapers
were full of it; doctors all over the country
were experimenting, and it was easily the
foremost scientific topic of the day. Having

concluded the business on which he came to the hospi-

tal, the Philadelphian said to the superintendent:
' 'Have you been doing anything here with the X-ray?"

"With what?" asked the official.

"The X-ray. Prof. Rontgen's discovery; this new,
penetrating light."

"Never heard of it," replied the superintendent; "and
anyway I don't take any interest in these fancy lighting

schemes. We've got the incandescent light in this hos-

pital and it's good enough for us."

"But you don't understand." said the Philadelphian.

"This is the X-ray for surgical operations and that sort

of things. It enables
"

"Oh, I know, I know, " interrupted the other. ' 'Agents

are constantly in here trying to sell me improved burn-

ers and things for the operating rooms. But I don't pay
any attention to those things."

"Nevertheless," replied the Philadelphian, gravely,

"I think you would be interested in this when you found

out about it. It's a curiously penetrating ray, will pene-

trate a very thick, solid substance, like your skull, for

instance. You really ought to have one in your office."

And later, when the superintendent found out about

the X-ray, he remembered that remark and wondered if

his visitor hadn't been guying him.

It is alleged that the fluoroscope has been pressed

into service by the French customs officers to detect

smuggled articles concealed beneath the clothing of

travelers. With the aid of the X-ray, jewelry, watches,

and other articles of the sort concealed about the person

are shown as readily as the shape of the bones and for-

eign substances present in the body. It is said that

during the progress of the Paris experiments a bottle of

wine was found on a woman.
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THE CONVENTION

Of the Northwestern Electrical Associa-
tion at La Crosse, Wis., July 21

and 22, 1897.

Another successful meeting must be adJed to the list

of gatherings of the Northwestern Electrical association

that have contributed so much to the advancement of

the interests of the fraternity in the great Northwest,

The La Crosse meeting has been no exception to the

rule, and this year's midsummer gathering will be re-

membered as one of the most enjoyable in the history of

the association.

The delegates assembled in the city hall at La Crosse,

Wis., July 2ist, at 10:30 a. m. In the absence of

President Higgins, Vice-president Cole acted as chair-

man of the opening session. There was a large attend-

ance, including an excellent representation of central

station managers and supply men. There were also

many prominent citizens of La Crosse present to welcome

the visitors and show their interest in the object of the

meeting.

F. A. Copeland of La Crosse, who had done so much to

make the convention successful, presented each member
of the association with a unique souvenir of the occasion

in the shape of a celluloid and metal badge, bearing the

inscription, "Summer Meeting, Northwestern Electrical

association, La Crosse, Wis., Julyai, 1S97," thereverse

containing a view of the city, showing the power house,

Mississippi river and bridge also. Prolonged applause

greeted the announcement of the distribution of these

souvenirs, which were proudly worn by all members
of the association.

The proceedings were formally opened by Vice-presi-

dent Cole, who delivered a short address. This was

followed by roll-call and presentation of the report of

the committee on programme, which was accepted.

Considerable enthusiasm was displayed on the an-

nouncement that there were 2 5 applications for member-

ship. These were taken up in order and passed upon.

One resignation, that of A. C. Bunce, was presented, and

was received with regret, as Mr. Bunce had been a very

faithful and valued member. Recess was then taken.

The delegates reassembled after lunch and the prac-

tical work of the meeting was begun. First of all a

paper on the subject of "Utilization of Exhaust Steam"

was read by George L. Thayer of Belle Plaine, Iowa,

and was thoroughly discussed. Prof. G. D. Shepardson

of the University of Minnesota read a paper on the sub-

ject of "220 Volt Lamps," which also provoked con-

siderable discussion.

The association then adjourned to the racing park

and witnessed some remarkable athletic performances

by some of its members.

In the evening a trolley party was enjoyed, and the

most attractive parts of the city and its suburbs were

visited by the members.

The first day's proceedings were closed with a com-

plimentary concert tendered the association at Ger-

mania Hall.

The second day's session proved as interesting as the

opening meeting. Several additional applications for

membership were accepted. The convention then went

into executive session, and the committee on legislation

presented its report, which was accepted.

Mr. Dee offered a resolution providing that the secre-

tary be instructed to confer with the secretary of the

National Electric Light association as to what action the

two associations would take with regard to making a re-

port on municipal ownership to the bureau of statis-

tics at Washington. The motion was unanimously

adopted.

A formal vote of thanks was extended F. A. Copeland

for his efforts in providing entertainment and perfect-

ing arrangements for the meeting.

Secretary Mercein read a paper upon "The Constant

Potential Arc," prepared by O. M;,_ Rau and F. A.

Vaughn.

"The Meters of To-day" was the subject of a paper

by R. F. Schuchardt, which attracted considerable at-

tention and provoked quite a spirited discussion. This

closed the programme as prepared by the committee.

The secretary was instructed to publish 500 copies of

the report of the meeting for distribution among the

members.

The chairman appointed as committee of entertain-

ment for the next meeting H. L. Doherty, W. L.

Church and L. B. Caswell, Jr. He also appointed as

special committee for municipal subjects W. W. Bean,

J. R. Dee and A. A. Cross.

It was unanimously decided that the association ex-

press its thanks to the La Crosse Street Railway com-

pany for the use of its lines of road, to the city officials

for the use of the city hall, to the Germania society for

the use of its hall and to the representatives of the local

press for courtesies extended.

The report of the secretary and treasurer, which was

approved, showed the financial condition of the organi-

zation, a detailed statement of receipts and expenditures

being presented. Concerning the work of the associa-

tion during the year, the report says:

In accordance with a resolution of last convention,
and after due notice, I dropped 22 names from member-
ship for non-payment of dues; five members resigned,

and one died. The shrinking of apparent assets from
these causes is S270.
On February gth I mailed postal notices to all central

station plants that had not filled out and returned the

question list sent them on October 10, 1S96, and after

waiting 30 days, as instructed, for their replies, I com-
piled, tabulated and indexed the information on hand
and applied for estimates thereon. The lowest bid for

printing obtainable was $102 for 300 complete pam-
phlets with separate key and index. I notified each
member and contributing plant that the necessary ex-

pense of the books would prevent the association from
furnishing them free, as contemplated, and that they
would be mailed on application at cost, 50 cents each.
For some time thereafter I was burdened with 50 cent
remittances in postage stamps of all denominations and
conditions. Some had been previously licked, and
others had been carefully and firmly attached to the
letter accompanying them. However, I negotiated the

most of them successfully, and on March 30th mailed
the complete, copyrighted pamphlet with its key and in-

dex to each subscriber. With all due modesty, I con-
sider the pamphlet one of the most valuable compila-
tions issued in this territory by any electrical or other
association. It is worth 10 times its price to every cen-
tral station man in the Northwest, and I would not
compile another for 20 times that sum. Eighty-four
copies were applied for, and the remaining 216 copies
are on hand at this convention, and I trust they will all

be taken before adjournment. The pamphlet contains
8,58s questions and answers, and covers central station

reports from nine northwestern states.

Thirty new members were elected in January. That
convention adjourned on January 23d, and on March
loth the full printed report thereof was mailed to each
member and to central station plants in the Northwest.
With each report was sent a copy of Prof. Jackson's
valuable circular of January 25th, 500 copies of which
he kindly sent me at my request. The result was to in-

crease that gentleman's mail by some hundreds of in-

quiring letters, rather to his dismay, as he evidently
had not counted upon the inevitable effect of this asso-

ciation's advertisements.
On March igth, at the request of the protective com-

mittee, I notified all Wisconsin members of the neces-
sity for concerted action to defeat Wisconsin Assembly
Bill No. 406, and on April Gth, with Chairman Norcross,
I visited Madison concerning that and other legislation.

On June 7th, by appointment of the president, ap-
proved by a majority of the directors, I attended the

National Electric Light convention at Niagara Falls,

and was enabled to practically cover the cost of the trip

by securing 11 new members while there.

On June 25th, first, and on July 12th, second, notices
of this convention were mailed to all members, and first

notices were also mailed to all central station plants in

Iowa and Minnesota.
At the request of the special committee I have had

correspondence with the Fort Wayne Electric corpo-
ration concerning an alleged promotion of municipal
ownership in our territory.

I had proposed to make this convention notable by
arranging therefor a full and free discussion of the im-
portant question of municipal ownership, and inviting

prominent advocates and opponents of such ownership
to meet on our arena without fear or favor, assuring both
of equal courtesy and hearing, but on consultation with
the president and directors on the matter it was decided
not to carry out the plan. I want this association to

lead when it can and follow only when it must, and I

think that the association that does, at the proper time,

permit and encourage such a discussion, will not
only win a valuable prestige and reputation, but
through the results of such a discussion do much to

stifle the rank growth of the municipal ownership idea.

I have had to visit Chicago frequently in the interests of

the association and have been able to secure a largely

increased list of advertisers. In this connection, and
solely to forestall possible unjust criticism of my suc-

cessor in office, I beg to remind you that secretarial

duties do not usually include the soliciting of adver-
tisements or the sale of convention matter; that the

officer should not be expected nor be considered remiss

if he fail to provide you with an annual income from
those sources of nearly S700, as the present incumbent
has been fortunately able to do and has gladly done, but
in so doing has established a precedent that may some
day cause an unreasonable disappointment. I regret to

announce that since the first notices of the convention
were mailed it has been found impossible for C. F. Scott
of Pittsburg to deliver his promised paper at this time
but it is only a pleasure deferred to next January's meet-
ing-

Rush & Mason of Forest Mills, Minn., contemplate
furnishing Zumbrota, Minn., with electric lighting.

Members and Visitors.

Following is a list of the delegates and others in at-

tendance at the convention:

Abadie, E. H St. Louis
Albrecht, A L. La Crosse
Andrae, Herman Milwaukee
Bacon, C. W Madison
Bean, W. W Si. Joseph
Bell, G. C La Crosse
Benton, W. F La Crosse
Boyei, F. N Chicago
Burns, P. C Ctiicaeo
Burton, Charles G Chicago
Bu.ch, L. W Madison
Cole.G. S Beloit. Wis.
Cooke, J. W Cbicago
Copeland, CoI.F. C '. ...La Crosse
Cross, A. A West Superior, Wis.
Cutter, George Chicago
Da Bell. E. L Sheboygan
Dee,J.R Houghton, Mich.
DeLand. Fred Chicago
Dodge, H. C Chicago
Doherty, H. L Madison
Espersen, H. L .^ La Crosse
Espersen, A. F La Crosse
Faust, Caspar Rhinelander
Ferris, Tom Milwiiukee
Finn, George H St. Paul
Ford. F. H Madison
Foster, G. B Chicago
Garrison, A. C St. Louis
Gill, H. J St. Paul
Greenwood, C. H La Crosse
Hackney, H. C Madison
Hill, Joseph M Chicago
Howard. S. B Minneapolis
Hurlbut, J. D Sparta
Jones, George H Fond du Lac
Kammeyer, C. E Chicago
Kellogg. F Spencer, Iowa
Killman, F. I La Crosse
Knutesen, L E La Crosse
Korst. P. H Racine
Leuermire, S. B Winona
Lohmiller, William La Crosse
Loper, A. N New Haven, Conn.
Low, W. W Chicago
Luther, F. P Chicago
Marks, J. H. C Freeport. 111.

McDonald, W. D La Crosse
McGill, T. Julian Chicago
Mclntyre, J. D Syracuse
McMasters, F Chicago
Mercein, Thomas R Milwaukee
Miller. W. L Winona. Minn.
Morgan, CM Poestin. Minn,
Newton, George M Sparta, Wis.
Norcross, Pliny Janesville
Paige, C. C Oshkosh
Pearce. H. F Negaunee
Pease, C. H : Richland center, Wis.
Perry, F. L Chicago
Richardson, L. D La Crosse
Ross, C. A Chicago
Schuchardt, R. F Milwaukee
Schumacher, Charles C Chicago
Schuetie, John Manitowoc
Sherwood, J. J La Crosse
Smith, W. R. C Chicago
Stevenson, M. S Chicago
Stiles, George S La Crosse
Sullivan, W. P Chicago
Swain, R. A Chicago
Thayer, George S Belle Plaine, Iowa
Tut tie, H. A Minneapolis
Upham, W. P Chicago
Valier, Peter La Crosse
Whyte, George S Chicago
Wilhee, N. H La Crosse
Withee. W. W La Crosse
Wolff, James Chicago
Zanel, A. G Chicago

Social Features.
At the termination of the afternoon session on Wed-

nesday all thought of business was thrown aside and the

entire party adjourned for the bicycle races on the local

race track. This feature of the amusement programme
proved a most entertaining one. Arriving at the track

officers were selected as follows: Judges, C. C. Paige

of Oshkosh, Fred DeLand of Chicago, and Col. Cope-

land; starter F. L. Perry, Chicago; timers, T. R.

Mercein and Tom Ferris. The rule was that the winner

of each heat was to receive his prize and drop out. A
heat consisted of one trip around the half-mile track.

In the first race there were quite a number of contest-

ants. The list included T. J. McGill, James Wolff,

F. McMasters, J. D. Mclntyre, J. V. S. Church, G. B.

Foster and two local men, Otto Langstsdt and Philip

Linker. The track managers were not on to Linker's

powers as a racer, and accordingly gave him a handi-

cap of only a few yards. The others started even.

Linker pulled ahead half way around the track and

kept the lead to the finish, Langstadt second. For

a prize Linker received a neat acetylene lamp. The
time was 1:24. In the second heat C. Schuchardt

entered, but was made to go around the track once

by himself to equalize matters. He finished first in

the heat, Foster second. Time 1:32. The winner re-

ceived a pair of bicycle hose. While the contestants

were resting, a fat man's race was got up between Jim
Wolff, Tom Ferris and C. H. Pearce. Pearce, who
weighs 260 pounds, won easily. Next came a slow

race which was won by T. J. McGill. The third heat

was also won by McGill, with McMasters a close

•.econd. Both received prizes. This ended the fun and

the visitors returned to town.

On Wednesday evening the visitors boarded a special

train of trolley cars, which was handsomely decorated,

and went to the North Side. On the return trip a stop
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was made at the power house and the machinery and

cars were inspected. Then they proceeded to the works

of the Brush company, after which they inspected the

plant of the Edison company. After these places had

been visited the party went to the Germania Hall, where

they were pleasantly entertained by the Deutscher

Verein. Mayor McCord was introduced by Mr. Cope-

land and welcomed the visitors with a short address.

This was followed by an address by President George

B. Rose of the Verein, after which Secretary Mercein

of the Northwestern Electrical association made a short

speech in behalf of the association. Other addresses

were made by J. V. S. Church, George Cutter and At-

torney C. H. Schweizer. Frank L. Perry responded for

the "Electrical Press." The programme consisted of

musical selections by Langs tad t's orchestra and de-

lightful vocal selections by J. R. Kerr.

Colonel Copeland's launch party on Thursday after-

noon was pronounced the success of the convention.

The colonel acted as commodore, and embarking on his

magnificent Upper Mississippi river squadron of twelve

launches about 5 p. m., the entire association left for a

seven-mile cruise up the Mississippi. During the ride

up the river the squadron was saluted time and again

from the residences on the river banks, which remind

one very much of the Palisades on the Hudson. After

a most delightful ride a landing was made at a charm-

ing glade on the west shore, where Colonel Copeland had

prepared a most bountiful spread. During the supper a

photographer was on hand to photograph the banqueters

at the tables, with the beautiful river view to the south as a

background. At the termination of the meal, Secretary

Thomas R. Mercein was again voted toastmaster, and a

great number of happy responses were brought forth

from the banqueters. The squadron returned to La
Crosse about 8:30, and during the return trip was

saluted by fireworks from the river banks as the fleet

sped homeward. This ended what was generally voted

to be one of the mcst successful of the Northwestern

conventions.

Convention Notes.
Charles Henry Bunting, representative of the Daily

Repiihlicaii Leader, made a faithful report of the pro-
ceedings.

L. W. Kittman of the Chicago General Fixture com-
pany of course came in time to join the parties of the

association.

"Champion" Doherty of Madison, W^is., and inci-

dentally of the anti-Municipal Control league, was there
in "full feather."

True to his custom for many years, Herman Andrae
of Julius Andrae & Sons company, Milwaukee, appeared
and was warmly welcomed.

The Fort Wayne Electric corporation made no ex-

hibit, but its representative, E. F. Kirkpatrick, did the

honors in true Fort Wayne style.

L. B. Howarth of the Electrical Engineering com-
pany of Minneapolis put in an appearance and kept his

progressive company well to the front.

Of course J. M. Hill, western manager of the Bryan-
Marsh company, was on the scene. Mr. Hill is one of

he most popular men of the Northwest.

H. J. Gille of the Washburn & Moen Manufacturing
company accompanied the St. Paul contingent and dis-

tributed a handsome pocket hand-book as a souvenir.

The enterprise of President P. C. Burns and General
Manager Dodge of the American Electric Telephone
company was the occasion of remark by many in a most
complimentary manner.

The Crouse-Tremaine Carbon company of Fostoria,

Ohio, was represented by John S. Maurer. The com-
pany is one of the most aggressive in the country, and
there is never a convention at which it is not repre-

sented.

George Cutter of Chicago added new laurels to his

already high reputation as an after-dinner speaker. Mr.
Cutter was almost "caught napping" at the Germania
Hall entertainment, but he nobly responded to a call on
such short notice.

The careful and conscientious work of Henry D.
Goodwin, the official stenographer of the Northwestern
association, was greatly appreciated by the newspaper
men in attendance. It is a pleasure to congratulate him
on the efficiency of his service.

T. Julian McGill of Chicago extended courtesies on
behalf of the Siemens & Halske Electric company of

America. If Mr. McGill continues to make friends at

the rate started at this convention his company hereafter
will have to give him a private car.

Western Manager Joseph H. Cooke of the Buckeye
Electric company, who also handles the Jandus arc
lamp, made an interesting exhibit of Buckeye lamps and
also presented the Jandus arc lamp and alternating and
direct-current lamps in various designs. Mr. Cooke
always makes a host of friends by his unfailing courtesy,
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and no one is more welcome than he at every conven-
tion

One of the most interesting displays was that of the
American Heating corporation, in charge of F. P. Luther
of Chicago, manager of the western department. Mr.
Luther exhibited cooking irons, kettles, curling irons
and other household articles, all for heating by elec-
tricity.

G. B, Foster, representative of
J. Holt Gates, was in

attendance during the meeting and made himself felt

generally. Mr. Foster took pleasure in reminding those
present that Mr. Gates had been recently appointed
agent for the Wagner Manufacturing company of St.

Louis at Chicago.

Thomas R. Mercein was voted great credit for his
compilation of central station reports. These reports
were from Illinois, Michigan, Nebraska. Indiana, Min-
nesota, South Dakota. Iowa, Montana and Wisconsin,
and bear upon economic questions relative to electric

light plants in that territory.

That energetic and progressive northwestern supply
house, the People's Electric company of Madison, Wis.,
was in force and made an interesting exhibit. Presi-
dent F. H. Ford and Secretary C. W. Bacon were at

all times on hand to do the honors to their large contin-
gent of friends at the convention.

Clarence A, Ross appeared for the Sawyer-Man
Electric company. This is the concern so well known
as the manufacturer of the old Sawyer-Man lamp. The
reputation of the lamp attracted a number of delegates
to this exhibit, where the representative of the company
furnished all the information desired.

George S. Wbyte of the Leschen-Macomber-Whyle
cmpany was there. And "Whyte" proved himself to

be an excellent host. In the train and elsewhere Mr.
Whyte had a fund of stories, and as a prince of good
fellows shows himself to be a tit companion for "Count
de Wolffski" and "Viscount Wilhelm Lowdus."

This time a new company appeared on the scene, the
Zamel Arc Light Meter company, and it was represented
by its president, C. C. Schumacher. Mr. Schumacher
presented a Zamel arc light meter and electric current
timer. This is a valuable article in the hands of central

station men, audits merits should be investigated.

The electrical journals were represented as follows:
American Elech'ician , New York. W. R. C. Smith;
Electrical Reviezv, New York, C. E. Kammeyer; Elec-
trical World, New York, J. V. S. Church; Electrical
Engineering, Chicago, F. DeLand; Electrical Engi-
neer, New York, W. P. Sullivan; Western Electrician,
Chicago, F. L. Perry.

Secretary Thomas R. Mercein is certainly one of the
most accomplished toastmast«rs, it is safe to say,
throughout the Northwest. His remarks, always witty
and to the point, yet never such as to excite other than
pleasurable comment, would seem to indicate that he is

fitted for even a more prominent position than that
which has been from year to year gladly voted him by
his host of friends in the Northwestern association.

It is said of Western Manager James Wolff of the
New York Insulated Wire company, that during this

midsummer convention he added a great number of new
friends to his already large list. In fact, Mr. Wolff
"did himself proud"— this time he excelled all previous
efforts, and as "Count de Wolffski" proved himself a
thorough man of distinction and a fitting companion for

"Viscount Wilhelm Lowdus of Applianceski, Sweden."

Of course the Columbia incandescent lamp kept up
its record and appeared in the person of Secretary and
Treasurer A. C. Garrison. Mr. Garrison made a small
but very interesting exhibit of the various materials used
in the process of manufacture of the Columbia high-
grade lamps. As the Columbia company is now recog-
nized as one of the most careful and scientific manu-
facturers, it was an unusual attraction. Mr. Garrison
distributed an attractive button, and as a sign of the
Columbia lamp it was seen everywhere.

"Clarence" -came up for the Commercial Electrical
Supplycompany of St. Louis. On this occasion "Clar-
ence" took the place of "Little Willie" and the "Old
Man," and although not so handsome nor so frolicsome
he did good work for the Commercial company. It was
remarked that "Clarence's" photograph was so much
admired that it now decorates one of the local desks in

La Crosse, where it may be seen from the street. It

was a matter of considerable regret that President
Joseph Franklin, Jr., and Manager of Sales Paul D.
Cable could not appear.

The Electrical Appliance company of Chicago was
represanted by its president, W. W. Low, assisted by
Frank McMaster. The company exhibited a line of
electrical soldering irons, also Highland soldering
paste. An interesting feature of the exhibit was the sad-
irons of the American Electrical Heater company, De-
troit, under which the delegates had their neckties
pressed and trousers creased. Another interesting and
novel feature was Newgard's waterproof globe, which
was shown with an incandescent lamp burning under
water.

Colonel Copeland's token, presented to the association
at the first day's meeting, was greatly appreciated. Col-
onel Copeland was assisted at the Germania Hall enter-
tainment by his two charming daughters, who left

nothing undone to make the social features of the con-
vention a thorough success and a credit to La Crosse.
Colonel Copeland's general and official entertainment
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committee was composed of the following gentlemen:
Arthur Espersen. C. H. Greenwood, James Sheridan,
Otto Langsladt, F. S. Walker. Peter Valier, I. Basset
Knutesen, G. S. Stiles, J. W. Johnston and L. D.
Richardson.

The La Crosse Daily Press showed its customary
enterprise in appearing at Colonel Copeland's magnifi-
cent banquet on the river bank with a large supply of
its evening edition, which was distributed, complimen-
tary, to the large number of delegates that partook of
the feast. City Editor E. Cole Burke was in attendance
and responded to the toast "The City Press." It is a
pleasure to state that the entire staff of the La Crosse
Daily Press contributed to the pleasure of the visitors.
W. S, Luce, proprietor, assisted by Ernest L. Tibbits.
telegraph editor, particularly added greatly to the pleas-
ure of the meeting.

The Electrical Supply company of Madison, Wis.,
was represented by L. W. Burch, its president, and
H, C. Hackney. The display consisted of a full line of
central station and construction material for both elec-
tric light and telephone systems. Special exhibits were
made of Grimshaw and Raven core wires. American
Marble company's tubes and insulators, Standard tele-

phones, extension bells, Columbia lamps, sockets,
switches and cut-outs. The display was neatly arranged
and was very interesting. Mr. Burch reports unusual
activity in the supply business. The company's new
illustrated supply catalogue will be ready for distribu-
tion in about 10 days.

Of course the Central Electric company of Chicago
was represented, Charles Burton and W. P. Upham do-
ing the honors. Mr. Burton did not appear until Thurs-
day, and it was a matter, too. of great regret that
President George A. McKinlock was prevented from
carrying out his previous intention of joining the North-
western boys at La Crosse. Mr. McKinlock was ex-
pected, but other business upset his plans. TheCentral
Electric company, as usual, secured a most promi-
nent place among the exhibits. Lundell apparatus
was everywhere in evidence, and the smooth-running
Lundell electric fans made the display a most welcome
one. A large and varied line of general supplies was
presented.

One of the parlor exhibits was that of the Pacific
Electric company of La Crosse, Wis., consisting of the
Espersen adjustable shade lamps, of which the company
makes 10 different styles; also the Espersen dental and
surgical lamp, and the Espersen examination lamp for
eye, ear, nose and throat work. All these lamps are
made up in very handsome designs, and shade lamps are
furnished to match the finish of the room in which they
are to be placed. Tjiese lamps are greatly admired for
their ease of adjustability and simplicity of construction.
The company is introducing its shades throughout the
country by means of establishing agencies as well as
through the electric supply houses. The company was
represented by Haskel Withee and Arthur Espersen.

The Peru Electric Manufacturing company was ably
represented by F. D. Covington, who exhibited a full

line of porcelain goods and batteries. One of the com-
pany's new specialties, which attracted considerable at-
tention, was a porcelain primary cut-out. This specialty
consists of an inverted cup containing a plug carrying a
fuse. It is of ample capacity and thoroughly reliable.
Another interesting feature of the exhibit were the Her-
cules batteries arranged with porcelain covers, which are
very neat and prevent evaporation. The company also
showed some high insulation triple petticoat porcelain
insulators of a neat and serviceable design. All who ex-
amined this line expressed themselves as highly pleased
with the advance made in this line by the Peru com-
pany.

The splendid exhibit of the American Electric Tele-
phone company of Chicago received much attention and
favorable comment. Connection was made with the
exchange system of the La Crosse Telephone company
and visitors were afforded opportunity of testing the new
American long-distance solid-back transmitters. Among
the novelties shown was a combined district telegraph
and telephone call box, for which claims of great utility

are made. The display of telephones was quite exten-
sive and showed great perfection of detail; instruments
were shown with cabinet-work of bird's-eye maple, ma-
hogany, cherry, oak, walnut and birch. Late improve-
ments were shown in switchboards, cabinet and desk
sets, adjustable arm transmitters, generators, repeating
coils and lightning arresters. General Manager H. C.
Dodge was on hand to meet and extend a cordial wel-
come to all callers.

The Wagner Electric & Manufacturing company of
St. Louis made quite an extensive exhibit of its ad-
vanced forms of alternating apparatus. Among the
most interesting features was an- alternating single-phase
five horse power induction motor, a Wagner alternating
current ceiling fan, a three horse power no volt direct
current motor, a Wagner station voltmetor illustrating

the company's most approved method of mounting on a
marble slab. A "type D" 30 light converter was also
presented, together with a varied assortment of the most
improved Wagner switches, economy coils, fuse boxes,
etc. It is perhaps needless to say that this very hand-
some exhibit was in charge of the Wagner company's
popular manager of sales. E. H. Abadie. Mr. Abadie
was greatly aided in his successful efforts for his com-
pany by G. B. Foster, representing J. Holt Gates of Chi-
cago, who has recently been appointed an agent at Chi-
cago of the Wagner company. Mr. Abadie was most
energetic in pushing his meritorious apparatus, and the
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fact that the Wagner company is one of the most ad-
vanced producers of alternating and direct-current ap-
paratus in this country made the display one of the
features of the convention. Mr. Abadie, too, is a man
of great popularity, and as a consequence the Wagner
exhibit was one of the centers of attraction.

One of the largest and most important exhibits at the

convention was made by the Westingbouse Electric &
Manufacturing company. It had a very desirable room
adjoining the hall in which the meetings were held.

One of the representatives of the Chicago office, Henry
Floy, was on band to extend the courtesies for his com-
pany. The company exhibited in operation a five horse
power, 220 volt, slow speed, multipolar shunt motor.
This is one of the standard machines of this company,
which builds all its direct current machines of 0U classes

with four laminated pole pieces and lathe wound, ven-
tilated armature coils. The constant potential, alternat-

ing current arc lamp shown in operation proved how
satisfactorily this type of lamp meets the demand for an
alternating current lamp that may be operated from
constant potential circuits. The lamp is very hand-
somely finished and would be an ornament to any store

or private dwelling. The lamp consumes 15 amperes
at 26 volts. The new Shallenberger integrating watt-
meter was also shown in operation, demonstrating its

ability to fulfill the guarantee which accompanies these
meters, namely, to start on one-half of one per cent,

full load current and to register accurately on all loads,

whether of an inductive or non-inductive character. A
number of instruments were shown, as lightning arrest-

ers of the non-arcing type for both direct and alternat-

ing current circuits. The Westingbouse company has
made an improvement on the direct current line arrester

which makes it much less liable to become short-cir-

cuited by water or from other causes. This arrester

has been extensively used throughout the country and
the improvement here mentioned will no doubt add to

its popularity.

The General Electric company was represented by
F. N. Boyer, manager supply department; Thomas Fer-
ris, representative in Wisconsin, and R. A. Swan, meter
and transformer department. The exhibit of this company
represented the latest improvements made in the light-

ing field and comprised a full line of instruments for

measuring current. The instruments are for station

switchboard, portable and pocket use. The portable
instruments are of the inclined coil type. The type H
transformer is represented by a 1,000 watt instrument,
which displayed the latest development in winding and
arrangement of cores. The new connecting board con-
tained the improvement made in arranging for the change
of secondary voltages. The full line of watt meters
which was displayed received considerable attention, as

the instruments showed a considerable range of voltages

and uses. The meters are manufactured for 50 or 100
volts on two- wire systems, 220 volts for two or three wire,

500 volts for stationary motor work. One of the principal

features of late developments is the 500 volt street car
meter. This meter is specially designed for street car
service and is for the purpose of permanently fixing on
individual cars, so that street car managers can deter-

mine the amount of energy consumed in watts per car
mile for any one trip or length of time. The arc lamp dis-

play introduced the long-burning inclosed arc alternating

lamp. This lamp is simple in design, artistic in appear-
ance, durable in construction, and the mechanism is not
likely to get out of order. The lamp is arranged by
means of a reactance coil to carry any voltage from 100
to 120, andean be adjusted for any frequency with a
long life at the greatest possible economy. The other
lamps on exhibiton were of the single-solenoid type of

80 volts at the arc, taking from three to five amperes with
a life of 100 hours. These lamps are unique in design,

with a case that is artistic in construction. The lightning

arrester displayed is of the latest Wirt type and is

similar in design to those installed at Niagara Falls,

where they secured the first place after severe competi-
tion, taking care of the heaviest electrical discharges.

The General Electric company received many congratu-
lations upon its excellent display.

Controversy Over Street Railway Fare
in Indianapolis.

In the controversy as to the validity of the law passed

by the recent Legislature reducing the street railroad

fare in Indianapolis from five cents to three cents, the

United States Circuit Court refuses to give way to the

Supreme Court of the state. As soon as the law went

into effect the Citizens' Street Railroad company se-

cured from Judge Showalter of the federal court an in-

junction against its enforcement. It was held by the

judge that the law was invalid by reason of being

special legislation, no other city in the state being af-

fected.

The attorney-general for the state took the case be-

fore the state Supreme Court, which held, unani-

mously, that the law was constitutional. It was then

urged on the part of the state that it was the duty of the

United States court to follow the decision of the state

court, as the question was one that concerned the peo-

ple of the state only, and Judge Showalter was

asked to modify his original opinion so as to make
it conform to the decision of the state court, and

dissolve his injunction against the enforcement of the

law. In his opinion, announced on July 22d, the judge

refuses to modify his first decision, and for the second

time points out that the law is unconstitutional. He
bases his decision upon two points, one that the law is

special legislation and the other that it seeks to abro-

gate a contract between the city and the street railway

company. He declares that when a federal question is

involved the decision of the highest court of the state is

not final, but is reviewable by the Supreme Court of the

United States. To that extent, he says, the judicial

power of the state is subordinate to that of the United

States. On the point that the law proposes to abrogate

a contract, and is, therefore, in violation of the federal

constitution, he points out that it is provided in the com-

pany's charter, granted in 1S61, that it shall have the

power to fix the fare to be charged, so long as it does

not exceed five cents.

The disposition of the patrons of the street railroad

is to recognize the decision of the Supreme Court of the

state as the law. Under the injunction the officers and

employes of the street railroad are restrained from col-

lecting other than five-cent fares, but the patrons, it is

pointed out, are not restrained from tendering a three-

cent fare.

The law provides that the company may be liable for

a civil penalty of S 100 for every passenger it charges a

fare in excess of the three cents, and now it is proposed

by patrons to tender the lower fare, and upon its being

refused to bring suit for the penalty. In anticipation of

this move the attorneys for the company went into the

United States court on July 22d and asked for an order

to restrain persons who brought suits before the injunc-

tion was issued from prosecuting them. A movement is

on foot to organize companies of 25 or more which shall

tender the lower fare and demand rides free unless it is

accepted. Under such conditions, it is pointed out, the

company will be at the mercy of the patrons. It is an-

nounced that the decision of Judge Showalter will be ap-

pealed from the Circuit Court to the Supreme Court of

the United States as soon as the final decree shall have

been entered.

Street Railway Monopoly.
[From the Chicago Chronzc-le'\

Reliable information is to the effect that a movement
is on foot to create an enormous street railway trust,

which will have ramifications in all the leading Amer-
ican cities, and which will manufacture in its own fac-

tories the electrical machinery necessary to equip its

hundreds of different lines.

The street railway lines of Philadelphia and Pittsburg
have already been consolidated by the prime movers in

the new traction trust, and the street railways of New
York, Boston, St. Louis and Chicago are in process of

consolidation by the same methods as fast as independ-
ent companies can be bought out or forced from the
field.

The principal organizers of the new tractioQ trust are
reputed to be fabulously wealthy and to have practi-

cally unlimited resources from which to draw the cap-
ital requisite to swing so vast a project. The local

traction magnate, Charles T. Yerkes, and his earlier

Philadelphia associates, Widener and Elkins, are said
to be prime movers in the enterprise, but the list of

backers also includes a score or more of other capitalists

prominently identified with railway, electrical and other
industrial enterprises in America and abroad.

Street railway transportation comes, if possible, nearer
to the pockets of the great masses of the people than
any other single commodity. It cannot be monopolized
without detriment to the people, and the latter, being
the owners of the streets, are themselves forging the
chains that bid fair to bind them to slavery.

Recent legislation in this state proves the power of

monopoly when allied with corruption as against the
rightful demands of the people who elect representatives

and senators only to be betrayed by them.. The history

of all trusts is plentifully strewn with corruption, but it

is rarely that the plotters exhibit the boldness that has
been witnessed in Springfield and Chicago recently in

relation to street railway monopolies.
It was claimed in defense of the Standard Oil trust

that the price to the consumer was lowered, and the
magnates of the sugar trust have always maintained a
similar attitude when pleading for more protection. In

monopolizing street railways the plotters make no at-

tempt at such flimsy pleas, and deliberately propose to

maintain indefinitely an arbitrary rate of fare.

Five cents for a street railway ride may have been
cheap twenty years ago, but it is nearly double what it

should be when compared with the lowering of other
commodities. The sole reason for a traction trust is to

keep opposition companies from the field at any cost

and to pile up colossal fortunes for the large stock-

holders by charging about twice what the service is

worth.
Locally, there are indications that a determined stand

may yet be made against the rapacity of the street rail-

way monopolizers. The next Legislature should have a
majority in both houses pledged to repeal the Yerkes-
Allen law, and if Mayor Harrison remains true to his

present course he may render it impossible for corrupt
aldermen to sell out the people to the traction trust in

advance of such a repeal.

Niagara Power.^

By L. B. Stii.lwell.

Sixty-eight years ago M. Guizot, professor of history
in the faculty of literature at Paris, delivered a remark-
able course of lectures upon the general history of the
civilization of modern Europe. In the introduction to

these lectures he divided the facts and forces which
operate to advance civilization into two classes: First,
those which help to shape the history of a nation by in-

fluencing society as a whole— "its institutions, its com-
merce, its industry, its wars, the various details of its

government;" and, second, "certain facts which, prop-
erly speaking, cannot be called social—invidldual facts
which rather concern the human intellect than public
life; such are religious doctrines, philosophical opin-
ions, literature, the sciences and arts." These latter
forces, he says, "seem to offer themselves to individual
man for his improvement, instruction or amusement,
and to be directed rather to his intellectual amelioration
and pleasure than to his social condition. Yet still, " he
contmues, "how often do these facts come before us—
how often are we compelled to consider them as influ-

encing civilization. In all times, in all countries, it has
been the boast of religion that it has civilized the people
among whom it has dwelt. Literature, the arts and
sciences, have put in their claim for a share of this

glory, and mankind has been ready to laud and honor
them whenever it has felt that this praise was fairly
their due."

I invite your attention to this quotation not because
the facts and forces referred to were at the time sketched
in anything but their true relative proportions, not be-
cause Guizot's perspective was incorrect for the year
1829, but because the perspective oE his picture was at

that time true, ai d because since that time one of the
forces to which he referis—then in the background

—

has grown into the very foreground of every true picture
of the forces contributing to modern civilization which
can be painted to-day. A few years after these lectures
were delivered, the first steam locomotives in England
and America were put into operation. In 1831 Michael
Faraday observed that a copper disk revolved in the
field of a magnet was traversed by an electric current,
and now, within the short span of a scriptural lifetime

—

three score years and ten—engineering science, by
steam and electricity utilizing natural forces practically
unobserved throughout all the long centuries preceding,
has effected a greater change in man's social condition
and has, perhaps, done more to promote civilization

than any other civilizing force. In the history of civil-

ization what a place must now be given to the art of
steam engineering— the applied science of thermo-
dynamics—not as "rather concerning the human intel-

lect than public life;" not as "offered to individual man
for his improvement, instruction or amusement;" not
as "directed rather to his intellectual amelioration and
pleasure than to his social condition;" but, on the con-
trary, as profoundly affecting social conditions by cheap-
ening the necessities and comforts of liEe, by reducing
the hours of labor and by imparting an almost incal-

culable stimulus to intellectual activity in every direc-
tion. And what a place must now be accorded to ap-
plied electrical science—covering the earth with lines

of instant communication, bringing all lands into touch;
lighting the dark places in our cities; doubling areas
available for suburban residence, separating the very
molecules of matter into their constituents, or forming
new compounds; and now beginning to turn the wheels
of industry in hundreds of factories and mills.

It is unnecessary to demonstrate to this audience that
well distributed acquisition of material wealth is desira-
ble and tends to advance civilization. It will be con-
ceded at once that a wise and not wasteful utilization of
natural forces, cheapening the cost of power for a com-
munity, is praiseworthy. We all believe that there is

in the universe a certain fixed quantity of matter which
we are powerless to increase or decrease, and we accept
the doctrine first fully ennunciated by Helmholtz, that
Nature provides also a fixed quantity of energy, to which
we can add nothing and from which we can take noth-
ing away.
A man, considered as an engine and compared with

the vast supplies of energy available in coal and falling

water, is capable of but an insignificant amount of work.
It has been calculated that a very strong man exerting
himself very violently, can, for a few minutes, work at

a rate approximating one-fifth of a horse power, but we
have only to remember that one-fifth of a horse power
means 6,600 foot-pounds per minute and that this is

equivalent to lifting no pounds one foot every second,
to perceive that the calculation does not apply to the
average man performing continuous work by the hour.
Considering work continued for 10 hours per day, I

think it is safe to say that the average output of 50
strong laboring men working steadly and faithfully

would not exceed one horse power, and it is probably no
exaggeration to say that the power of Niagara exceeds
the physical power which the whole human race is ca-
pable of continuously exerting.

Niagara is a great solar engine. You all understand
the cycle. Water raised by the sun from sea and lake
and river is precipitated to the earth by changes of tem-
perature, finds its way way into the great lakes and
thence by the Niagara River to the rapids above the
falls, more than 200 feet above the level of the water in

the gorge immediately below the cataract. To raise a
pound of water from the river below the gorge to the
head of the rapids, a force of one pound must be ex-
erted through a distance of, say, 200 feet. Therefore,
every pound of water at the upper end of the rapids

I. Lecture delivered at the Niagara Fails convention of tlie

National Electric Light association, June 9, 1897.
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represents 200 foot-pounds of energy, which are given
up in falling to the lower level. The rate of flow ex-

ceeds 7,000 tons of water per second, and the total

horse power is estimated (by the United Slates census
of 1880) to exceed 5,800,000. That is an enormous
amount of power. Let us see how much coal we should
have to burn to develop as much. A committee of the
National Electric Light association several years ago
made a systematic effort to ascertain the economy in

the consumption of coal obtained in electric light sta-

tions throughout the United States. The final report of

this committee is not before me, but the preliminary
report submitted at the convention in St. Louis, March
I, 1893, showed that the average consumption of coal

in these stations per horse power hour, measured, as I

understand, by electrical measuring instruments on the
switchboard, slightly exceeded six pounds. At this rate

it would be necessary to burn more than 130,000,000 tons

of coal per annum to develop power equal to that of the

Niagara River from the upper limit of the rapids to the

gorge below the falls. This would be substantially one-
third the coal product of the world, and would mate-
rially exceed the entire amount of coal now used for

power purposes. With the best of modern steam plants

the consumption of coal would still exceed the entire

annual output of the anthracite coal fields of Pennsyl-
vania. Making all necessary allowance for loss in an
hydraulic plant the power of Niagara Falls, if it

could be utilized as a whole, would supply more than
3,000,000 arc lamps of 2,000 nominal candle power each.

An idea of what that number means may be obtained
by imagining a row of arc lamps on either side of a rail-

way track extending from New York to San Francisco.

Were the number named available, 2,000 candle power
power lamps might be located on either side of the track

at intervals of 12 feet throughout the entire distance.

Kxpressed in terms of 16 candle power incandescent
lamps, there is sufficient power to drive 600 generators

like those now installed in the power house of the Niag-
ara Falls Power company, each of which supplies energy
equal to that required by about 75,000 50 watt lamps,

or, to put it still another way, the power of Niagara, if

used for the refining of copper by electrolysis, would
deposit more than 2,000 net tons per hour.

There is an important difierence between using the

energy of coal and utilizing the energy of water powers
for power purposes. Coal once burned cannot be used
again. Water powers, on the other hand, are solar en-

gines perennially renewed. We may utilize the energy

of Niagara to-day without subtracting a single horse
power from that which Nature intended not only for

our age, but for future ages. The thought, therefore,

immediately suggests itself that we should so far as pos-

sible utilize our water powers in the mechanic arts,

burning coal only for our protection from cold, for the

preparation of food, for necessary metallurgical pur-

poses, etc. If this be impracticable, we should at least

see to it that our utilization of the energy of coal does

not involve undue waste.

Of course, not all of the power of Niagara can be
utilized. Aside from esthetic considerations, which
will, perhaps, for all time prevent the utilization of a

sufficient amount to impair the beauty of the falls, and
considering the subject simply as an engineering prob-

lem, large deductions from the figures here named must
be made to cover the difference between the total and
the effective head, this difference representing the fall

in canals and tunnels conveying water to and from the

wheels. I suppose that it would be possible to deliver

about 4,000,000 horse power to the turbines, and of this

amount the turbines would deliver about 3,200,000 horse

power at their shafts.

At this point—the shaft of the turbine—engineering

science for a long time halted. Water wheels appear to

have been used at least 2,000 and probably 4,000 years

ago, though not extensively. Every water wheel neces-

sarily had a shaft upon which it was supported and
about which the blades revolved. The problem was
how might the power be conveyed from the shaft to a

point where it could conveniently be made to do work.

Naturally enough, men first used for this purpose some-
thing which they could see and handle and readily com-
prehend. They used wooden shafts, then ropes and
belts. Then someone thought of using a liquid, and the

science of hydraulics began. Still later somebody sug-

gested using a gas, compressed air, and pneumatic
transmission attempted to solve the problem.
When the officers and directors of the Cataract Con-

struction company came to decide what methods of de-

veloping and distributing the power of Niagara should

be adopted, they faced a problem of transcendent import-

ance. It involved far more than the mere capital to

be invested; it involved, in no small degree, the

future development, the prosperity of a territory

bounded by a circle having for its radius the utmost dis

tance to which the future advancement of engineering

science might make it possible to transmit power, and
the decision of the company carrying out to a conclusion

a project inaugurated on so vast a scale, occupying so

conspicuous a position in the eyes of the scientific and
engineering world, must inevitably exert a powerful in-

fluence upon the great world problem of the economical

utilization of our supplies of natural energy. To utilize

and distribute over the widest range, with the least

waste, with the greatest certainty, and in form adapted
to the widest variety of applications— these were the

conditions to be met. To enumerate them now is to

suggest to all our minds, with absolute certainty, elec-

tricity, the Proteus of engineering science as it exists

today, but it must be remembered that when those who
inaugurated and have thus far carried out the project,

began their study of the problem, the possibilities of

electricity had not been deraonstrattd and recognized as

they are to-day. At that time the relative advantages
and the limitations of water, air. rope transmission and
electricity were less evident than now, and it was
necessary to examine with great care and weigh with
accurate judgment the merits and defects of many differ-

ent plans This the company proceeded to do with re-
markable patience, thoroughness and ability, inaugurat-
ing a competition which many of the most prominent
engineers and manufacturing firms of Europe and
America were invited to enter, and offering prizes for
the best solution of the problem. The question was in
no sense begged at the outstart. The company did not
select electricity because it was the newest agent for
transmitting power, nor because the general public was,
as it still is, disposed to assume that electricity is neces-
sarily the agent best adapted to the solution of
every engineering problem. They arrived at their de-
cision to use electricity only after several years of in-
vestigation, in which, practically without regard to cost,
they endeavored to secure the best of engineering talent,

and in which they allowed no prejudice and no difficulty

to narrow or limit their cosmopolitan search for the best
solution.

Let us consider very briefly some of the limitations to
which our various methods of transmitting power are
subject. For obvious reasons, transmission by shafts,
ropes and belts is effective and efficient only over com-
paratively moderate distances. A shaft, for instance

—

even a hollow shaft—if strong is necessarily heavy. It

must be supported and carefully aligned. To effect a
change in the direction of transmission special devices,
such as gears and pulleys, must be used. All this means
loss of efficiency at every step, and ttie economical limit
is soon reached. In the case of transmission by ropes
or cables, also, loss of efficiency results from the neces-
sity of supporting the weight, and sharp turns are diffi-

cult to make aud imply heavy losses. Subdivision by
shafts or cables can be mechanically effected only by
the interposition of pulleys, gears and similar devices,
all of which consume energy, and therefore imply waste.

Hydraulic transmission is also limited to compara-
tively short distances. Under certain conditions and
for distances not exceeding two or three miles it is used
with good results. The municipality of Geneva, Switzer-
land, under the able direction of Col. Theodore Tur-
rettini, foreign consulting engineer of the Cataract
Construction company, has established an hydraulic
plant for the distribution of power throughout that city,

which has been splendidly successful and is worthy of
most careful study. Col. Turrettini and the munici-
pality of Geneva, however, recognize the superiority of
electric transmission over distances exceeding a very
few miles, and they have more recently constructed a
second power plant some four miles farther down the
Rhone, in this case using electricity to transmit and dis-

tribute the power.
Some of the causes which limit the distance to which

power can be economically transmitted by water will

readily occur to you. For example, the amount of

power transmitted through a pipe by water under pres-
sure is proportional to two things: the quantity of water
which flows through the pipe in a given time and the
head or pressure. Friction increases with pressure, and
also with an increase in the length of the pipe. Then
the efficiency of water motors, particularly those of com-
paratively small output, is low as compared with that

of electric motors. Again, the chance of water freezing
in the pipes must be considered, and a limitation not
frequently encountered in practice, but still worthy of

note, results from the fact that water, unlike electricity,

has weight. If we were to undertake to carry a pipe
line filled with water over some of the mountain
ranges now crossed by electric conductors, we should
have a pressure in the pipe, at certain points, of not less

than 1,500 pounds per square inch, due to the greater
elevation of other parts of the line.

The limitations of pneumatic transmission have not
been accurately determined, and it is probably possible

to obtain better results by this means than have as yet
been realized in practice. Air compressors, however,
have been made for many years and, as compared with
electric generators, are much less efficient. To com-
press a gas means necessarily to develop heat, and this,

so far as our purpose of transmitting power is con-
cerned, involves loss; and while it seems probable that

by using very high pressures in pipes of comparatively
small diameter, the cost of a system transmitting by
compressed air may be much reduced as compared with
present practice, there are serious difficulties to over-

come, and up to the present time no satisfactory method
of surmounting these difficulties has been demonstrated.
The fourth solution of the problem of transmission is

by electricity. That is, by the ether under unbalanced
pressure. Note, if you please, the interesting sequence
of the several solutions of this problem of transmitting
power: First, a solid, then a liquid, then a gas, and
Anally something {if I may use the expression) more vol-

atile, more subtle even than a gas; something which, in

itself, we can neither touch, taste, smell, hear, nor see;

something which we know only by its effects; something
so elusive that for centuries the world did not know that

it existed. Is it not significant of the progress of engi-

neering science that it should thus have advanced from
those agents directly perceptible to our senses to one
which our physical senses cannot perceive; from the

material to the immaterial?
And now what is ether? What is electricity? And

how is power transmitted by electricity? These are
questions which the science of the present day cannot
fully and satisfactorily answer. But we are not totally

ignorant of the nature and characteristics of this agent
which we are using with such confidence and assurance
of results, and it is not difficult to form in our minds a

rough conception, useful as a working hypothesis, though
not susceptible of proof, and very properly sub-
ject to criticism from various points of view. We know
from optics that there is a medium which is not a solid,
not a liquid, and not a gas. We may exhaust the air
from a glass vessel and light will still pass through it.

Air, therefore, is not the medium by means of which
light is transmitted. Evidently, there is something still

in the glass vessel which serves to convey the ray of
light. We know, also, that the space between the earth
and the sun is not filled with air. and yet it is traversed
by light. We assume, therefore, that the interplanetary
spaces are filled with this same something, and for con-
venience we call it ether and proceed to study its phe-
nomena. The science of optics, which deals with the
propagation of light through this medium, is so well es-
tablished by observed facts and by general theories
which explain and inter-connect these facts, that practi-
cally nothing within the range of human knowledge is

more certain than that something which we call ether
does exist and that it pervades all space and all matter.
In 1888 the German physicist, Hertz, proved beyond the
shadow of a doubt that electric and magnetic phenomena
have to do with this same medium.

Electricity is defined as ether in a state of strain, or,
more properly speaking, in a state of unbalanced strain,

this strain manifesting itself along the conductors of an
electric circuit connected at one end to a dynamo in ac-
tion and at the other end to a lamp, motor or other
translating device. Prof. Lodge advises us to conceive
of an electric conductor as a hole through the ether.
The static balance of the ether being relieved or unbal-
anced along the surface of the conductor, and the strains
to which our world of ether is subject (somewhat as
water at the bottom of the sea is under pressure) being
unbalanced along the line of the circuit, the ether trans-
mits along the surface of the conductor the strain or
pressure imparted to it by the dynamo. We need not
pause to consider whether the strain is transmitted by
the ether within the copper conductor or along its sur-
face, but we may imagine that following the path of the
conductor from the dynamo to the motor and back again
from the motor to the dynamo, a loop or chain of ether
transmits a stress or strain from the dynamo to the mo-
tor somewhat as a belt conveys power from a driving to

a driven pulley.

In the telegraph, and more recently in the telephone,
we have become familir with some of the characteristics

of electric transmission, notably the fact that it is prac-
tically instantaneous in its action. We press a key in

America aud the mind of an operator in England al-

most instantly has our thought. The mechanical move-
ment of the transmitting instrument here causes a me-
cbanical movement of part of the recording instrument
there. It is as if they were connected by a rigid bar
less compressible than steel, yet weighing nothing.
We are less familiar with the fact that electricity is

strong, but observation of thousands of street railway
cars driven at high speeds and up heavy grades, and of

motors operating heavy machinery in mills and fac-

tories, is teaching us this also. As a matter of fact the
power transmitted through a copper conductor of given
section, at the potential now being employed by the
Niagara Falls Power company in transmitting power to

Buffalo (between 10.000 and 11,000 volts), is sufficient to

break many steel cables of equal section moving 10 miles
per hour and attempting to transmit equal power. At
10,000 volts a single-phase circuit consisting of a copper
conductor one inch in section and carrying i. 000 am-
peres, transmits more than 13,000 horse power. The
strain upon a cable transmitting this amount of power
mechanically and moving ro miles per hour would ex-

ceed one million pounds, enough to break eight steel

cables one inch in section and having the high ultimate
tensile strength of 125,000 pounds per square inch. In
three-phase transmission, such as is used between
Niagara and Buffalo, the results in this respect are still

more remarkable, but to consider three conductors
makes our comparison with a steel cable less evident.

Power transmitted by electricity is delivered in a form
adapted to a remarkable variety of uses and, as com-
pared with power transmitted by any other system, pos-
sesses important advantages. Supplied to a motor, it

performs mechanical work at efficiencies ranging from
60 to 95 percent., depending upon the size of the motor.
Delivered to an arc lamp, it produces from 1,500 to

2,000 actual candle power per horsepower. Used to

supply incandescent lamps, it produces light agreeable
in quality, possessing substantial advantages over other
forms of illumination, and developing from 200 to 250
candle power per horse power. Conveyed to the termi-

nals of the electric furnace, it produces, by synthetic

process, various materials new in the arts and of great

value, or, traversing the electrolyte of the chemist, it

tears apart the very molecules of which matter is com-
posed and segregates their constituent elements. Un-
like shafts, belts and cables, it can be indefinitely sub
divided without material loss. It can readily turn cor-

ners. It is transmitted vertically with as much ease as

horizontally. Unlike water, it never freezes, and un-
like compressed air, it can be delivered from the gener-

ating machinery and transmitted many miles at very
high efficiency.

And now how is the Niagara Falls Power company
proceeding to develop Niagara power under the grants

which it has received from the state of New York and
the province of Ontario. The plans have been so often

and so fully described that I do not propose to consider

them in detail. In general, however, I desire to invite

your attention to certain facts connected with the work
and to certain features of the plans and the methods of

construction adopted, which demonstrate, I think, that

the Niagara Falls Power company thoroughly under-
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stands the magnitude and far-reaching consequences of

its project; that it is carrying out the project with re-

markable skill and courage, and with an evident desire

to build not only for the present, but for the future; and
that it aims not only to secure a fair return upon the

capital inves'ted, but to insure to the entire country,

within the rapidly receding horizon of practical power
transmission, the advantages which should result from

the possession of this wonderful gift of nature.

CORRESPONDENCE-
New York Notes.

New York, July 20.—To an inquiring reporter the

general manager of the Manhattan elevated railway sys-

tem declared yesterday that the third-rail system was

being carefully watched for improvements, that it

was favorably regarded even now, and that in all prob-

ability it would transmit the motive power for the road in

the future, but he could not say how near at hand the time

might be before the system would be equipped with the

third rail.

The Appellate Division of the Supreme Court in New
York city yesterday announced the appointment of three

commissioners to take testimony and to report to the

court whether the new rapid transit route, as last

planned by the Rapid Transit commission, ought to be

constructed. The commissioners appointed are Arthur

D. Williams, John Sabine Smith and Algernon S. Fris-

sell. Messrs. Williams and Smith are well-known law-

yers. Mr. Frissell is president of the Fifth Avenue

Bank.

Passengers in a Putnam avenue trolley car in Brook-

lyn last week saw a practical application of the power

of electricity that made them open their eyes wide. One
of the city ash carts, loaded nearly to the top, had found

a soft place in the mud between the boulders which do

for pavement in many of the streets, and both hind

wheels had sunk in almost to the hubs. Four powerful

horses were attached to the cart, but could not budge it

an inch. When the car came along it was concluded to

test its power. A chain with hooks was used to hitch

the wagon to the car. The motorman turned the cur-

rent on almost imp3rceptibly, and though the pull was

a diagonal one, the cart being next to the curb, the

wagon was drawn out of the hole easily and without

a jolt.

The transportation companies are having considerable

trouble, as usual, over the tax assessment. The Manhat-

tan Railway company has obtained from Justice Truax of

the Supreme Court a writ of certiorari to review the

assessment fjr the current year on its real and personal

property. The tax commissioners assessed the realty at

$27,553,000 and the personal property at $1,700,982.

The road contends that its realty should be assessed at

only $9,226,804.80, and that no personal tax should be

imposed. The value of the realty, according to the

company's figures, is $15,378,008, as shown by the cost

of purchase and construction, as follows: Metropolitan

line, $7,413,995; New York lines, $5,341,960; joint lines,

$993,802; suburban lines, $1,534,996; signal and tele-

graph system, $16,656, and docks north of 159th street,

$76,599. This total, it says, should be assessed at only

60 per cent., as other property is assessed on that basis.

The company says its total assets amount to $26,003,851,

its bonded indebtedness to $39,598,035, and unpaid

judgments $1,193, 193. Besides, it is asserted that

there are 2,590 actions pending against the company,

involving many millions of dollars, and in which judg-

ments will probably be secured against the company for

about $3,000,000. In 1895 the company was assessed

for $13,540,700.

Commisssoner CoUis gave a hearing yesterday on the

application of the Metropolitan Street Railway company

for permission to begin the work of changing the motive

power of the Madison avenue street car line to electric

power. One of the opponents of the application made
the curious assertion that, upon Madison avenue, the

change from animal power to electricity would, without

restrictions, depreciate property values. Commissioner

Collis said that he should like to have the Metropolitan

company file a map at his office, showing the existing

tracks and the way in which the applicant proposed to

cross the Third Avenue company's tracks, or, after get-

ting downtown, how it proposed getting back to Center

street. The Third Avenue people might see the map.

Until it was filed he would stay his hand. He made

clear during the hearing his wish to have the work that

was to be done, done this season, as he didn't propose,

he said, to allow the streets to be torn up in the winter.

Inspectors appointed by the Board of Health to count

the number of passengers carried on the principal lines

of the surface roads in this city report overcrowding of

cars in every instance. On one day, during two hours

when the traffic was greatest, the inspectors reported

that 1,750 passengers were standing in 135 north-bound

open cars. There were 35 passengers standing in one

of these cars, the greatest number counted in any one

instance. Three hundred and sixty-one passengers

were standing in 56 cars that went north past Seventh

street on Third avenue the sameday. Thirty moreopen

cars that passed on Sixth avenue at Twenty-third street

during two hours had 200 passengers standing. On the

main Broadway line at the same point 71 open cars

passed with 668 passengers standing. The most crowded

car had 28 standing passengers. At Eighth avenue and

Fifty-ninth street during two hours 29 open cars passed

with 223 passengers standing. Commenting upon the

condition of affairs thus disclosed, the //craid says: "It

is bad enough when five persons are squeezed into a seat

designed for four on an open car, but when the narrow

spaces between the rows of seats are wedged with stand-

ing passengers who haven't even a strap to cling to, and

the side steps and platforms are crowded, the result is a

nuisance that is dangerous as well as annoying, and one

that is not tolerated in Paris, London and other large

European cities." It is suggested that the Common
Council pass an ordinance requiring that no more pas-

sengers be taken on a car when every seat is occupied,

as is the practice abroad. Such a rule might be un-

popular with those who would rather squeeze into a

packed car than not get on at all, but it would at least

enforce the right of every passenger to a seat. More-

over, it would prove a most eftective means of bringing

about the running of more cars. M. S.

New England News.
Boston, July 20.—After a formal conference between

the Board of Railroad Commissioners and the Boston

Elevated Railway company, the latter filed an a])plica-

tion with the board for authority to issue $15,000,000 of

of the $20,000,000 capital stock authorized by the ele-

vated railroad act of the last General Court. The ap-

plication was signed by President William A. Gaston.

The petition states that the issue is asked, under the

statutes passed by the General Court, to construct its

road upon a route of not less than seven miles in length,

and, in addition, to construct its railroad between Brat-

tle square, Cambridge and its lines in the city of Bos-

ton. The commissioners will give a public hearing on

the petition to-morrow.

A. H. Overman, the bicycle manufacturer of Spring-

field, who was elected president of the Boston, Quincy

& Fall River Railway company during his absence from

the city, has resigned. This is the bicycle road of which

E. Moody Boynton is the inventor and for which a char-

ter was granted by the last Legislature. Mr. Overman,

in his letter, says that he thoroughly approves of the

one-wheel system for railways, but cannot give his time

to the presidency of the road.

The affairs of the United Telegram company have

been given a further airing in the United States Circuit

Court before Judge Colt. The case of William H.

Baker of Brooklyn against the United Telegram com-

pany and its officers, Robert F. Straine and Charles A.

Lamson, in which Marsden J. Perry was appointed re-

ceiver, was before the court upon an application made

by the plaintiff, asking that the receiver be ordered to

sell 6,500 shares of stock in the company which

were pledged with it by Straine to secure the pay-

ment by him of an indebtedness of $72,000, which he

owes to the concern. This suit was originally brought

by Baker, who is vice-president and general manager

of the Postal Telegraph company and a stockholder

owning three shares in the defendant company, and

also as a bondholder owning $113,000 of its bonds,

asking for the appointment of a receiver, and that

the defendants Straine and Lamson be enjoined

from acting as officers of the company, alleging

that they had improperly managed it. The case arose

out of internal differences in the company. Some weeks

after it was brought the parties to it entered into ne-

gotiations to settle their differences and reach some sort

of an agreement, which they tried to carry out, and

which they believed they had perfected until afterward,

when the receivership was discharged and the company's

property ordered turned over to its officers. Then a

further dispute arose as to who were the legal officers of

the company. The Baker faction, by virtue of the ne-

gotiations for settlement, claimed that it was entitled to

resume the reins of control, while the Straine-Lamson

faction, on the other hand, claimed that it was, because

the means employed to give the majority of the directors

to the Baker faction were illegal, the New Jersey law,

under which the company is organized, not being fol-

lowed. The result of this dispute was only the restora-

tion of the receivership and the reference of thequestion

of who were the legal officers to a master, who has made
his report, but whose report yet remains to be acted

upon by the court. The application for the sale of the

stock by the receiver was pressed by Moorfield Storey,

counsel for the plaintiff. He claimed that this was the

best time to sell. If it is held longer, he said, it will be-

come wasted because of several attachments laid upon it

in suits brought in New Jersey against Straine, W. M,
Stockbridge, counsel for the defendant, Lamson, ob-

jected to the stock being sold. He claimed there was no

foundation in fact for the reasons urged by counsel for

the plaintiff for the sale of the stock. The company is a

growing concern and is solvent. The suits in New Jer-

sey cannot affect the right of the company upon the 6,500

shares of stock, because they were pledged to it before

those suits were begun, consequently the pledge is valid

as against subsequent attachments. R. M. Morse,

counsel for the receiver, stated to the court that while

the receiver occupied a neutral position with respect to

the antagonism existing between the parties to the case,

still he felt that this was not a good time to dispose of

the stock. If it is sold now only a nominal price will be

realized from it. Counsel further stated that the com-

pany is doing business now, and is making money. It

has an inclusive contract with the Boston Stock Ex-

change to furnish its quotations to brokers in the city.

Judge Colt took the application, as well as amotion made
by the defendants for leave to file a demurrer to the

plaintiff's bill, into consideration.

One hundred and fifty members and guests of the

Massachusetts Street Railway association had an all-

day's outing on July nth, the Quincy & Boston Street

Railway company, of which Tohn R. Graham is presi-

dent, being the host of the day.

The mayor and Board of Aldermen of Concord, N. H.,

have refused to grant the petition of the Concord Tele-

phone company, a branch of the People's Telephone

company of Laconia, for permission to establish an ex-

change in Concord in opposition to the New England

company. The Bell company was represented by

counsel before the board, as was also the petitioning

company. Some interesting facts were brought out in

regard to independent telephone enterprises in the state.

Counsel for the petitioners stated that in the county in

which Concord was located there were more than 1,000

independent exchanges. In Laconia the company bad

234 subscribers, many more than the American or Bell

company had. In the first five months the company
paid a dividend of 11 per cent. "We can compete with

the Bell company and our experience proves it," said

counsel for the petitioners, "There is no job and no

scheme here. In Laconia we started with a capital of

$5,000. In 24 hours recently we raised $7,000, with

which we propose to extend our lines to Tilton, Frank-

lin and to Concord. Of the increase, 150 shares at $25

were taken in Franklin because the investment was a

paying one. A company of 300 subscribers in Concord

can pay a 10 per cent, dividend at $1.50 a month, or $18

a year per instrument. If you can get telephones for

SiS for which you are now paying $52, why should you

care even if there is a job in it?" The adverse vote on

granting the petition was nine to three.

The West End Street Railway company has just filed

its returns for legislative expenditures during the last

session. It cost the company something over $15,000

to oppose legislation inimical to its interests, the grea*-

part of which was spent in opposing the proposed free

transfer law. C. S. G.

Canadian Intelligence.

Ottawa, Ont., July 20,—The Ottawa Electric Street

Railway company is making a large addition to it power

plant at the Chaudiere. A new electrical generator of

400 horse power capacity is being erected. The arma-

ture of the machine was made by the Westinghouse

company at Pittsburg, while the fields were wound by
Ahearn & Soper of this city. The new machine will be

ready for use within a fortnight and will increase the ca-

pacity of the electric plant to about 2,200 horse power.

Since the incorporation of the Southern Counties

Electric Railway company, which was accomplished in

the last 3ays of the recent session of the Dominion Par-

liament, the promoters of the enterprise have lost no

time in getting the preliminary work under way. En-
gineers have been engaged in making surveys along the
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line with a view to certain changes in the route as at

first proposed. A. J. Corriveau, the company's presi-

dent, says that the New York capitalists who are inter-

ested in the project are delighted with the prospect of

success which they see in the new road, and that active

work of construction will not long be delayed.

' Alderman Lamb of Toronto is actively agitating for

the transmission of electricity from Niagara Falls to

Toronto. At present the question of long-distance

transmission is still in doubt, and it will probably be

some time before Toronto uses any power from Niagara

Falls. The Niagara Falls Power company, according to

the statement made by that company's electrical di-

rector to Alderman Lamb, is now transmitting 1,000

horse power from Niagara Falls to the city of Buffalo,

a distance of 26 miles. By the first of January next, it

is expected, 10,000 horse power will be transmitted to

that city by the company, but until it has had actual

experience in transmitting a block of 5,000 or 10,000

horse power and has made complete tests of the losses,

etc., no positive information could be given in regard to

a proposed transmission over the much greater distance

involved in the conveyance of power to Hamilton or

Toronto.

It is reported from British Columbia that the Rossland

district is about to have the benefit of cheap electric

power. The West Kootenay Power & Light company,

which was recently organized for the purpose of devel-

oping the magnificent water power available at the falls

of the Kootenay, 10 miles from Nelson, B. C, has just

closed a contract for the hydraulic and electrical ma-

chinery to develop 2,000 horse power at once with the

ultimate power to be afforded by the river at that point,

estimated at from 8,000 to 10,000 horse power. Sir

Charles Tupper is at the head of the company. The

three-phase system will be used. The initial generating

plant will consist of two machines having a capacity of

1,000 horse power each, from which the current will

pass through step-up transformers, raising it to 20,000

volts. This high pressure energy will be carried to a

substation at Rossland, a distance of 30 miles, where it

will be reduced to a low pressure and used in connec-

tion with the different mining operations.

The Canadian Power company has made a move to

begin work on its proposed power canal, which, accord-

ing to the plans on file in Ottawa, calls for a canal 200

feet wide at the bottom, and about 4.000 leet long, run-

ning from the Chippewa Creek to the head of the Duf-

ferin Islands. Men have begun clearing away ground

for the canal in about the center of the route. The
channel is to be 15 feet deep to the water level, and fol-

lows a natural ravine from near the head of the Dufferin

Islands to Chippewa Creek. The company expects to

develop 40,000 horse power at once, one- fourth of which

will be for direct use for mills, while the balance of 30,-

000 horse power will be developed in electrical form

and transmitted. W.

PERSONAL.
John N. Beckley of Rochester, N. Y., who was promi-

nent in street railway enterprises in the East, was in

Chicago this week.

R. M. Douglass, general manager of the Schuylkill Val-

ley Traction company of Norristown, Pa., was chosen
secretary and treasurer of the company by the board of

directors, July 15th, to succeed W. F. Kling of the Wtst
End Trust company, who had resigned.

James W. McDonough died suddenly in Chicago on

July 2oth, at the age of 52. Mr. McDonough was an old

electrical man, but his principal claim to distinction was
based on his invention of a system of color photography
which had attracted wide attention in this country and
Euiope.

The office force of J. Holt Gates & Co., western

agents, at 1323 Marquette building, Chicago, for the

Walker, Card and Wagner companies, has been greatly

strengthened by recent accessions. George B. Foster,

formerly in charge of the arc lighting service at the

World's Fair, has associated himself with the firm, and
so has George W. Henry, formerly western manager of

the Steel Motor company, and F. B. Duncan, who has

been connected with the Siemens & Halske and Northern
Electric companies. These gentlemen are well known
and experienced; their services should be of much value

to the firm.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
While rumors are current that suburban railroads will

soon be equipped with electric motors, it is said that

one of the inducements to the railroad companies to

make this change is that travel will be increased by rea-

son of the fact that it is far more pleasant to ride behind
an electric motor than a steam locomotive. Many peo-

sons are deterred from railroad trips in the summer by

the unpleasantness resulting from the cinders and smoke

from the engines. According to a Chicago daily news-
paper, the number of persons who ride on the elevated
electric roads for pleasure in warm weather is much
greater than the few pleasure riders on the steam ele-

vated line,

It now appears that the Chicago General Railway
company is on good terms with the other street railway
companies of the city. It has just been announced that

the Chicago General Railway company has eecured its

lease from the Chicago City Railway company for the

use of the latter's tracks in East Twenty-second street

from the river to Wabash avenue. In the lease is a
clause which binds the Chicago City company to obtain
an ordinance for and to build tracks in East Twenty -sec-

ond street between Indiana avenue and South Park ave-

nue, a distance of three blocks. The Chicago General
company is then to be allowed the use of East Twenty-
second street for the entire distance from the river to the

lake, paying a rental to the Chicago City company there-

for. It was announced at the offices of the Chicago Gen-
eral company that in view of obtaining its outlet to Lake
Michigan there would be no further present effort to

seek a downtown terminal. Lawndale passengers will

be able to connect with the north and south lines of the

Chicago City company at Wentworth avenue. State street

and Wabash avenue, and will also have direct connec-
tion with the Illinois Central. The construction de-

partment of the West Chicago company is also prepar-
ing to build a line to the stockyards in Throop, Main
and Laurel streets, for which an ordinance was obtained
more than two years ago. As soon as this line is built

it is to be leased to the Chicago General company, which
will then have a connecting line from Twenty-second
street to the stock yards. Both lines, it is said, will be
completed and in operation before the endof summer.

TELEGRAPH,
A London correspondent states that a crisis is ap-

proaching in the relations of the telegraph operators to

the British postoffice. The postmaster-general has
found it necessary to warn the service that overtime
work must be done or the results will be serious to mem-
bers of the staff. The operators in the postal service

have a powerful trades union, and the country is

menaced with a strike which will silence the wires and
cause great public inconvenience. This strike, it is

said, is distinctly one which can be prevented, but the
officials are unconciliatory and may force on a conflict

throught lack of flexibility.

TELEPHONE.
The Chicago Times Herald oi July 22d said: "Chi-

cago Telephone stock sold yesterday at 200 This is

the highest price the shares have touched since 1S93,

when they sold at 210. The first trades made were at

200. The stock closed at ig^,. The price which the

stock reached seems to be an odd illustration of overlook-

ing a valuable security. It appeared suddenly to occur
to those who had the stock for sale that at 200 it is on a
six per cent, basis, and just why it should not be as desira-

ble as some other 12 per cent, stocks which sell above
200 is not altogether apparent. For months Chicago
Telephone sold around 165. Meantime it not only

pays 12 per cent, per annum, but it pays it in monthly
installments of one per cent. The company has prac-

tically a monopoly of the telephone business in Chicago
and Cook county. It has the exclusive right to the use

of the Bell patents. There are some little telephone
companies operating locally in different parts of Cook
county, but their field is extremely limited."

TECHNICAL SCHOOLS.
The Missouri State University conferred the degree

of bachelor of science in civil engineering upon A. H.
Dunlap, H. H. Letter, W G. McMeekin, W. A. Miller,

E. L Rogers and T. J. Rodhouse. Geo. R. Staikoff re-

ceived the degree of bachelor of science in electrical en-

gineering and L H. Burkhart obtained a like degree in

mechanical engineering.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The bill passed by the Illinois Legislature, appro-

priating §45,000 for a state building and exhibit at the

Trans-Mississippi exposition was approved by Governor
Tanner. By the terms of this law the governor is

authorized to appoint a commission, to be known as the

Illinois Trans-Mississippi and International Exposition
commission, which shall consist of 20 members and
shall have general direction of all matters connected
with stale exhibits. Members of the commission are to

serve without compensation, but necessary expenses
not exceeding in the aggregate S5.000 will be paid by
the state. At the close of its service the commission
must make a detailed report to the governor covering

all transactions and disbursements. Governor Tanner
will appoint the commission within a few weeks.

TRADE NEWS.
The Weber gasoline hoisting engines are especially

treated in a catalogue just issued by the Weber Gas &
Gasoline Engine company of Kansas City. Testimonials

from practical mining men show the value of these en-

gines.

There seems to be no question that the International

Correspondence Schools of Scranton, Pa., are doing ex-

cellent work. Young men or mechanics who wish to study
any branch of engineering or technical work at home
will surely make no mistake in sending for circulars of
information.

Sargent & Lundy of Chicago have associated them-
selves with the C & C Electric company of New York,
in the capacity of general western sales agents, with
offices at No. 13 to rg Monadnock building. They carry
a complete line of C & C apparatus, from which ship-
ments can be made promptly. The C & C company, in
addition to its well-known types of bipolar machines,
is now manufacturing a full line of multipolar gener-
ators for direct connection, or belted, and also a line of
multipolar motors of the iron-clad type.

The Erie (Pa.) City Iron Works company has gone
into the business of manufacturing electric motors for
all purposes, having secured the services of C. J. Star-
geon, formerly vice-president and general manager of
the Keystone Electric company of Erie, who will

have charge of the new department. It is the intention
of the company to make a specialty of the manufacture
of reversible motors for use on elevators, cranes, mine
and dock hoists, or on any machine where a reversible

motor can be used to advantage. With these motors
will be furnished a new and improved controlling and
reversing apparatus. The Erie City company is also

making a special motor and controller adapted to inter-

mittent pumping service, arranged so that the motor
will be started and stopped by simply a change of water
pressure or by a float placed in a tank. It is also pre-
pared to make estimates on equipping factories and
shops of all kinds with electric power, and it will carry
in stock a full line of motors for the general trade.

BUSINESS.
The Partridge Carbon company of Sandusky, Ohio,

has appointed Schminke & Newman agents for New
Orleans, La.

As sales agent for the Wagner electrical apparatus in

Michigan, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa and the

Dakotas, with offices at 1323 and 1324 Marquette build-

ing, Chicago,
J.

Holt Gates will give all information and
data desired.

The D. A. Kusel Telephone Manufacturing company,
St. Louis, states that trade continues good. It has just

closed contracts for an exchange at Breckinridge, Mo.,
and has orders on hand for a number of other exchanges
in different sections of the United States.

The Mount Washington Electric Light & Power com-
pany, Mount Washington, Md., has recently increased

the capacity of its station by adding a 100 horse power
engine built by the Ball Engine company, Erie, Pa.,

being the third engine of this manufacture now in this

station.

The Highland electric soldering paste is meeting with

a large sale, and the Electric Appliance company, which
is pushing this specialty in the West, states that it prom-
ises to displace the well-known soldering sticks and
soldering acids, as it has many advantages over these

two methods of making a joint. The Electric .Appli-

ance company is still sendmg free samples on applica-

tion.

"The Midnight Sun" is the striking name adopted for

the pamphlet describing the Jandus enclosed arc lamps
for all circuits. This is a handsome catalogue, and the

mechanism of the lamp is described, while the various

types, all of graceful design, are illustrated. The
favorable result of an independent test of the Jandus
lamp is shown. The catalogue may be had of the Jandus
Electric company of Cleveland, and it is well worth
having.

The New Era gas and gasoline engines, made by the

New Era Iron Works company of Daytou, Ohio, are

sold on a year's warranty, being guaranteed during that

time to run well and to develop the power for which
they are sold. If any defects in material or workman-
ship develop within one year from date of starting, they

will be made good without expense to purchaser, upon
notice to the company at Dayton, Ohio. A neat cata-

logue, sent on application, gives full details of these

engines.

The Niles (Ohio) Boiler company was incorporated

on July i2th, with R. G. Sykes president, John McVey
vice-president, J. H. Orwig general manager, E. A.

Gilbert engineer, and T. F. Pendleberry superinten-

dent, for the manufacture of boilers, heaters, oil refin-

eries, together with all kinds of plate, sheet and struc-

tural iron work, which will include several specialties.

The buildings are almost completed, and machinery,
consisting of punches, shears, rolls, etc.. is now being

placed in position, so the plant will be ready for opera-

tion about August ist. The main building will be fitted

with an electric traveling crane and pneumatic riveting

plant and the smithing shop with steam hammer.

The Western Electric company of Chicago has just

issued a beautiful and complete switch catalogue. The
different sized switches are described by numbers,
with their capacity in amperes, and all the dimensions
of the switches are plainly given in tables, so that it is

possible to drill switchboards before the s^^itches are

received with the assurance that the switches will fit

when they are placed in position. Further than this, a

cut and catalogue number of every switch part is given,

which facilitates the ordering of small parts at any
future time. Special switches are made for 500 volts»
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and the Q switches, which represent the quick-break

type, are rnade in all sizes from 25 amperes up. There

is also shown in the catalogue the latest design of the

round type Ellicott voltmeter switch, the "Y" changing

switch, and the switchboard spring-jacks, plugs and

cords, all of which are high-grade articles. A copy of

this catalogue will be sent upon application.

It is a significant fact that the largest users of storage

batteries are those who have given the subject of their

manufacture and application the greatest amount of

study. Four of the Edison companies equipped with

chloride accumulators have contracted for duplicate

plants, /. c, New York, Brooklyn, Boston (three in-

stallations) and Lawrence, Mass. About a year ago a

battery of chloride accumulators was installed in the

New York custom house for the purpose of furnishing
current for 12 hours per day when the dynamos were
shut down. A contract has just been closed by the

Electric Storage Battery company for a second plant, to

be installed in the New York custom house to be used for

maintaining the night lamps in the sub-treasury and
the assay office. Other contracts recently closed cover
batteries of chloride accumulators for the San Francisco
Gas &: Electric company, the Criminal Court building,

the Commercial Cable building, the Queens Insurance
building, New York, the State Mutual Assurance com-
pany's new building at Worcester, Mass., and for Smith
& Wesson at Springfield, Mass. The installation of two
batteries of large capacities has just been completed for

the Consolidated Traction company of Pittsburg, where
they are used for regulation and maintaining the potential

on their trolley lines, and the Barre & Montpelier (Vt,)

Railway company has just contracted for a battery for

regulation. The Postal Telegraph-cable company is

installing chloride accumulators in its offices in Albur-
querque, New Mexico, and El Paso. Texas.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

586,133. Method of and Means for Supporting and In-

sulating Electric Conductors. Harry W. Leonard,

East Orange, N. J. Application filed February 13,

1897.

The conductor is attached to the support at intervals

through the agency of an adhesive material, the conductor
being free to expand without subjecting the adhesive mate-

rial to injurious strains.

586,171. Process of and Apparatus for Electro-refining

Copper or Other Metals. Charles R. Fletcher, Bos-

ton, Mass. Application filed January 27, 1892.

The improvement to the art of depositing metals by elec-

trolysis consists in dissolving by an electric current an
anode immersed in an electrolytic bath and depositing the

metal upon a cathode supported in the bath, and maintain-

ing in the interior of the cathode during such deposition a

source of artificial heat, whereby the heat is conducted out-

ward through the metal as it is deposited.

NO 5b0,i7i

586,193. Transmitting Electrical Signals. Guglielmo

Marconi, London, England. Application filed De-

cember 7, 1896.

The transmitter is capable of producing electrical oscil-

lations or rays at the will of the operator, and the receiver,

located at a distance, has a conductor tuned to respond to

such oscillations; there is a variable resistance medium in

circuit with the conductor, whose resistance is altered by
the received oscillations; means are provided controlled

by the received oscillations for restoring the resistance

medium to its normal condition after each reception of

such oscillations, and means for rendering the received
oscillations manifest.

586,208. Electric Arc Lamp. Bernard A. Stowe, Cleve-

land, Ohio. Application filed December 28, i8g6.

A device is so disposed as to intercept rays of light from
the arc as they pass from the arc and through the inner

globe, indicating on the outer globe the extent of consump-
tion of the carbons.

586,234. Dynamo-electric Machine or Electric Motor.

Abraham R. Griebov, Baltimore, Md. Application

filed June 2, 1896.

A dynamo or motor comprising the frame, having the

field magnets formed thereon, a supplier or collector suit-

ably attached to the frame provided with a series of seg-

ments, a commutator and armature suitably mounted on.

a

shaft, the commutator being provided with a series of seg-

ments adapted to be held in contact with the series of seg-

ments on the collector.

586,236. Process of Electrolytic Decomposition of Solu-

tions. Leon P. Hulin, Modane, France. Applica-

tion filed July 6, 1894. Patented in France No-
vember 25, 1893, and in Belgium November 27,

1893.

The process consists in confining an electrolyte between
two permeable electrodes, constituting an anode and a
cathode, passing a current through the electrodes and elec-

trolyte and causing the resulting anions to filter through
the anode and the cations to filter through the cathodes.

586,275. Incandescent Electric Lamp. Hermann F.

Schaedel. Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed July

6, 1896.
'

This lamp consists of the following parts in combination :

A globe having a depression in its neck, the lamp ter-

minal and the metal cap which embraces the neck of the

globe, and which serves as or is permanently connected
with the other lamp terminal, an insulated contact piece
which is secured in the depression, the two carbons con-
tained in the globe, permanent electrical connections be-
tween the ends of the carbon and the terminal and cap re-

spectively, permanent electrical connections between the
ends of the carbon and the terminal and insulated piece re-

spectively, and a switch for electrically connecting the cap
and piece.

586,282. Raceway for Electrical Conductors. John H.
Bleoo, Brooklyn, N. Y. Application filed April 13,

1897.

A raceway for the reception of a bare electric wire has an
exposed inner metallic surface, and is capable of being
bent; means are provided for insulating the raceway from
surrounding objects.

586,285. Switchboard. Charles E. Egan, Chicago, 111.

Application filed May i, 1897.

A jack is made flexible to permit it to be moved in effect-

ing the electrical contacts, and the drop-magnet is mounted
upon and movable with the jack.

586,302. Take-up Device for Trolley Cords. Albert J.

Wood, Springfield, Mass. Application filed April

9, 1897.

A spring take-up roller is mounted near the base of the
pole, a cord is provided having a winding engagement with
the take-up roller, and having at its end a cord-guide with
which an intermediate portion of the trolley cord has a
running engagement.

Issued July ij, iSgj.

586, 317. Electric Light Fixture. Louis McCarthy,
Boston, Mass. Application filed March 18, 1897.

An intermediate insulating disk is placed between the
canopy and ceiling or support, and formed with an aunular
groove in which the edge of the canopy rests.

586,372. Insulator. Henry W. Steinberg, Jr., Walla
Walla, Wash. Application filed December 3, 1896.

This device consists of a block of glass or other insulat-
ing material, a screw cast or otherwise secured in the block
by means of which the same may be attached to a suitable
support, the block being further provided with an irregu-
larly shaped slit in its upper end, in which the line-wire is

adapted to fit, and with an opening extending laterally
through the block and passing through the slit at a point
just above its lower end, and a securingwire fitting within
the opening.

586,378. Adjustable Support for Incandescent Electric

Lights. Charles A. Carmany, Ephrata, Pa. Appli-

cation filed March 22, 1897.

A device is described, comprising the non-conducting
base, the parallel standards secured thereto, a non-con-
ducting drum, conducting disks fixed on the outer ends of
the drum and journated in the standards, a transversely
divided cylindrical shaft mounted in the drum and having
the contiguous ends insulated from each other by a non-
conducting disk, a spiral spring having its inner end fixed
.to one of the standards and its outer end connected to one
of the disks, in combination with a duplex flexible conduct-
ing tape having the contiguous ends of its conductors elec-
trically connected to theinsulated sections of the divided
shaft, and adapted to be wound on the drum in the contrary
direction to the spiral spring.

586,399. Electric Lamp for Vehicles. Malcolm P. Ry-
der, Westfield, N J. Application filed September
10, 1896.

One claim is for a current transmitter, comprising an
elastic-limbed bru^h held in an insulating holder-block by
a central screw and a nut held from turning by the flanges
of the holder-blqck, the brush having enforced contact with
a current-collector ring forming part of the electric gener-
ator.

586,416. Primary Battery for Bicycle Lamps. Thomas
F. Boland and Harry C. Hubbell, Elmira, N. Y.

Application filed December 24, 1896.

A metallic rod constitutes one terminal ofuhe battery,

enlarged at its lower end and embedded in the bottom of
the casing and vertically sHtted at its upper end, while a
protecting covering extends from the bottom of the casing
part way upwardly of the height of the rod, and a zinc ele-

ment provided with a socket or recess at its lower end is

adapted to fit over the rod and extend downward to over-
lap the protecting coating of the rod.

586,422. Electric Railway System. Lawrence K. Dev-
lin, Havre, Mont. Application filed May 24, 1895.

The combination is described of a bos having a perfor-
ation in its wall, bearing-plates secured to the wall of the
bos on opposite sides of the perforation and provided with
aligned studs, and a lever pivoted between the studs and
playing through the opening in the wall of the box.

_^^_

NO. 586,234.

586,435. Arc Light Holder. Charles A. Haney, Pitts-

burg, Pa. Application filed February 19, 1897.

Details of construction include a casing on the upright, a
sprocket-wheel in the casing, a cross-piece carried by the
upright, a hanger carried by the cross-piece, a pulley
secured in the hanger, £ bracket secured to the cross-piece

near the upright, a roller secured to each arm of the
bracket, a passage-way formed between the rollers of each
arm for the lamp-bracket, an endless chain engaging the
sprocket-wheel and pulleys, and a hanger carried by the

endless chain to support the lamp and adapted to operate
between the rollers.

586,439. Joint-piece for Electrical Conductors. Ell-

wood Ivins, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed

November 11, 1896.

This joint-piece consists of a seamless tube, having its

sides indented so as to form three independent tubes ar-

ranged in triangular form.

586,459. Dynamo or Motor. Albert W. Smith, Wash-
ington, D. C. Application filed May 3, 1897.

A field magnet has on one side of itsneutral gap or point

a single wide pole or polar area, and on the other side of

the neutral gap or point a coil containing spaces contigu-

ous to the armature.

586.463, Cable Head for Electric Wires. Henry A.
Tobey, Toledo, Ohio. Application filed January 14,

1897.

A cable-head is described, comprising shells forming a
casement, openings in the casement for the admission of
the cables, the openings provided with suitable sealing ma-
terial, a connection-plate clamped between the shells, and
means for hermetically sealing the junction formed by the
shells and plate.

586.464. Cable Head for Electric Wires. Henry A.
Tobey, Toledo, Ohio. Application filed March 5,

1897.

An annular disk of non-conducting material is secured in
and inclosed by the cable-head for affording ready access
for change in wire connections; there are also a removable
cap for the head, main cable and branch wires entering the
head, and connection studs for the wires in the disk.

NO. 586,463.

586.479. Electric Igniter for Gas Engines. Harry S.
Dosh, Baltimore, Md. Application filed February
17. 1897-

Two electrodes have their ends formed as extended
plates, lying suflSciently close together to cause by their
separation a rarefraction of the gaseous medium between
them.

586,511. Igniter for Explosive Engines. Edward J.
Pennington, Racine, Wis. Application filed May
13, 1895.

A rigid electrode and an elastic electrode are employed,
the latter with its tree end arranged to contact the rigid
electrode and be snapped thereby during the movements
of the piston.

586,514. Commutator Truing Device. Percy B. Bos-
worth, Fort Wayne, Ind. Application filed Decem-
ber 17, 1896.

The device comprises a two-part base adapted to be
rotatably mounted on the armature shaft secured against
longitudinal displacement, a hand-crank fixed in the base
at right angles to the plane af the shaft and provided upon
its free end with an operating handle, a driving-head verti-
cally adjustable on the crank, laterally apertured for the
tool-holder and provided with an internally screw-tbreaded
revoluble sleeve arranged on the same axial line with the
lateral aperture, a cylindrical tool-holder mounted in the
sleeve and the aperture, arranged in parallel relation
with the shaft, carrying a cutting-tool upon its working
end, and having in its rear end a rigid screwa dapted
for a horizontal feeding engagement with the sleeve, a
feed-wheel fixed on the sleeve and adapted for an actuating
engagement with a feed-pin arranged in a fixed position
relatively to the shaft.

586,516. Electric Telpher Towing System. Harding
F. Gray, Passaic, N. J. Application filed Febru-
ary 14, 1894. Renewed October 19, 1896.

When utilized for towing, poles are located outside of
the tow-path and braced against lateral and longitudinal
strains; there. are electric tracks or cables, one mounted
upon the braces and another upon the poles, a motor run-
ning upon the tracks, and means for connecting the motor
to a canalboat.

586,529. Telephone System. William W. Davis, St.

Louis; Mo. Application filed September 5, i8g6.

Included in the arrangement are a bell-ringing circuit,

the secondary circuit and the receiver-hook for closing the
secondary circuit, a foot switch normally closing the bell-

ringing circuit, and spring-contacts with which the foot-
switch is adapted to make contact, the contacts being ter-

minals of the tiansmitter primary circuit, whereby, when
the foot-switch is depressed, it cuts out the bell-ringing
circuit and cuts in the transmitter primary circuit.

586,537. Electric Gas Lighter. Frank Rhind, Bridge*
port, Conn. Application filed May 17, 1897.

Features of this device are a stationary electric terminal,
a gas-cock, an operating lever on the cock, a button pivot-
ally attached at or near the end of the lever, a wirecontact-
arm formed with a spring-coil secured to the button, a
handle or pendant connected with the button and the lever,

and adapted to operate the cock through the lever and to

rotate the button on the lever, so that the contact-arm may
be brought into contact with the stationary terminal during
the opening of the cock and be carried back through a dif-
ferent path, so as to avoid contactwith the terminal during
the closing of the cock, and a spring pivotally attached to

the lever and adapted to hold the cock either in its closed
or open position.
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The Suburban Railroad Company's
System.

Probably there is no electric railway in or about

Chicago which is operated on conditions so nearly

approximating those that usually obtain in steam

railroad service as that of the Suburban Railroad

company. This company operates a system of lines

just west of Chicago, connecting one terminus of

the Metropolitan elevated railroad with the Harlem
race track. Central Gro\-e. Austin, Oak Park, River

mainder through private rights-of-way. It is the

intention to connect with one of the elevated

railroads by inclines, and thus run the coaches

of the Suburban company down town and around
the Union Loop.

About 14 miles of line is now in operation. The
road is cinder ballasted, and the ties are cedar on
tangents and oak on curves. Servis tie plates and

Chicago rail bonds are used throughout. Seventy-

pound seven-inch rail is used in the streets, and a

The motor cars have vestibules at each end, two
McGuire trucks and two 18 foot trolley poles.

Upon each truck is mounted a 50 horse power
Walker motor, and there are two Walker con-

trollers on each motor car. Christensen air brakes

are used, the compressor being driven from the

car axles, except in the case of one car, in which a

separate electric motor is used for this purpose.

Hand brakes are also provided. The cars are so

constructed that they are comfortable for service

THE SUBURBAN RAILROAD COMPANY S SYSTEM — ENGINE AND DYNAMO PLANT.

Forest, Concordia, Forest Home and Waklheim

cemeteries. Riverside, Grossdale and La Grange.

Some of its lines are leased from the Chicago &
Northern Pacific and Wisconsin Central Railroad

companies, and were formerly used for steam rail-

road service; others are newly built; but all are

of standard gauge, with heavy rails and well bal-

lasted track construction. The work of electrically

equipping the old and building the new lines, erect-

ing the power house and car barn and furnishing

the machinery and rolling stock was and is being

carried out by Naugle, Holcomb & Co. of Chicago,

who are also operating the road, and will continue

to do .so for a period of two years. Part of the

lines of the system are laid in streets and the re-

lighter rail on the other portions of the road. The
overhead system of electrical transmission is used,

and the construction is heavy and substantial. The
feeders are of 500.COO and 350,000 circular mils area,

and No. 00 trolley wire is. used, suspended from

span wires in the usual manner. The wire was
furnished by the Washburn & Moen Manufacturing-

company. The height of the trolley wire above the

rail grade is 22 feet 6 inches.

The cars are from the Pullman shops and are

handsome and comfortable. They are 40 feet 6

inches long, shorter than the standard coaches of

steam railroads, but considerably longer than the

ordinary electric street car. They have rattan cross

seats and center aisles and seat 48 passengers each.

all the year round, being adapted to be closed in

winter and practically open in summer. An ex-

cellent feature is a system of push-button calls, by

which a passenger can, without leaving his seat,

signal the conductor to stop the car by simply push-

ing a button. The Gold hot-water heating system

is used for the cars. Each motor car weighs 22

tons and each trailer 13 tons. A train consisting

of a motor car and trailer is shown in Fig. i (p. 58).

The power for operating this system is obtained

from a power station located on the northwest

corner of Harlem avenue and Twenty-second street,

which is about the center of the system. The power
station building (Fig. 2) is of brick, 108 by 96 feet

and 42 feet high. It is divided into two rooms by
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a division wall, which extends through the roof,

making a fire wall. The general arrangement will

be easily understood by referring to the sectional

drawing. Fig 3. In the larger or engine room

there is provision for the installation of a traveling

crane, and everything has been done to make the

plant a modern and economical one. A general

view of the engine room, taken from an elevation,

is given in Fig. 4. Here are installed two direct-

coiinected units, and provision has been made for

the installation of two additional units of 400 kilo-

watts each. The present installation consists of two

tandem compound improved Green engines, manu-

factured by the Providence Steam Engine company,

Providence, R. I., one being a 12 by 22 inch with

48 inch stroke, and one 17% by 33 inch with 48

inch stroke. These engines are provided with fly-

wheels 16 feet in diameter and weighing 30,000

pounds and 50,000 pounds respectively, and will

develop, when operating at their greatest economy,

under a steam pressure of 125 pounds per square

inch above atmosphere, with cut-off at one-quarter

stroke and running at 100 revolutions per minute,

240 indicated horse power and 560 indicated horse

power respectively, and are capable of reaching a

50 per cent, overload continuously without strain-

ing. The jet condensers used in connection with

the engines are of the independent Deane type and

were furnished by the Deane Steam Pump company.

Current is generated at a pressure of 650 volts

by two multipolar Walker railway generators of

250 kilowatts and 400 kilowatts capacity, which are

direct-connected to the smaller and larger engines

respectively, and which were manufactured by the

Walker company, Cleveland O. The switchboard,

which was also furnished by the Walker company,

is of black enameled slate, with illuminated dial

instruments, Cutler-Hammer circuit breakers, and

is made up in five panels, as follows: One main

panel on which total station readings are taken, two

machine panels and two feeder panels. Each feeder

panel has provision for two feeder circuit connec-

tions.

In the boiler room the installation consists of

three Stirling water-tube boilers of 250 horse power

capacity each, furnished by the Stirling Boiler com-

pany, Chicago, and equipped with Brown mechani-

cal cleaners. There are two boilers in one battery

and one boiler is set singly. The latter is arranged

so that an additional boiler can be installed at any

time, making a battery of two. The battery is

eciuipped with Meissner mechanical stokers, manu-

factured by the Meissner Engineering company,

Chicago, while the single boiler is equipped with

flat grates. The gases are led from the boilers

through a breeching built up o; plate steel and lined

by means of an air lift. The compressed air is

obtained by the use of an Ingensoll-Sergeant air com-
pressor, driven by an Ahlm- Edwards multipolar

motor of 10 horse power capacity. The water from

this well is either delivered into a wooden tank

(Fig. 2) at an elevation of 28 feet above grade, from

which a five-inch main leads into the station and

supplies water for circulation in the main pillow

blocks of the engines, priming for condensers and

general purposes, or is delivered into a cooling and

storage reservoir 105 by 205 feet in dimensions.

exhaust line from each engine, between the engine

and condenser, and one Cochrane heater and purifier

furnished by the Harrison Safety Boiler company,

Philadelphia, from which the water is taken at a

temperature of 208 degrees to 212 degrees and

pumped into the boilers by an M. F. Davidson out-

side packed plunger pump. The water is pumped
from the overflow main and forced into the heaters

by a Laidlaw-Dunn-Gordon pump, which also per-

forms the duty of a fire pump.
The piping system is in every way complete and

THE SUBURB.4N R.MLROAD COMPANY S SYSTEM.—IVIOTOR CAR AND TRAILER.

which has a depth of water of seven feet. This

reservoir, shown in Fig. 5 (p. 60), was constructed in

the manner indicated by the drawing. Fig. 6. From
this reservoir the water enters the station through the

crib, shown in Fig. 5, and an 18 inch main. This

main supplies the water for condensing purposes,

and a connection is also made so that water can be

pumped for fire purposes. Alter -the water has

passed through the condensers it is discharged into

an 18 inch main- which leads back to the reservoir

but empties upon a system of cooling tables, as

shown in Fig. 5. These are constructed of wood

THE SUBURBAN RAILROAD COMPANY'S SYSTEM.—THE POWER HOUSE,

with fire brick and tile to a self-supporting steel

stack, both of which were furnished and erected

by the Stirling Boiler company. The stack rises

from a brick stub or base 22 feet in height above

inside grade, which is octagonal in shape, being 20

feet across and testing upon a concrete foundation

26 feet square. The steel portion of the stack is

125 feet in height, is lined one-half the height with

fire brick and has a flue 96 inches in diameter. The
total height of the stack is 147 feet. Coal screen-

ings are used for fuel.

The water for the operation of the plant is ob-

tained from an eight inch drilled well 190 feet deep

and consist of three leaves 182 feet long and 30 feet

wide, making a travel for the water while exposed to

the atmosphere of 546 feet before it is precipitated

into the main body. After entering the main body

the water is obliged to travel 220 feet before enter-

ing the supply main. In this way a reduction of

from 20 degrees to 30 degrees in temperature is

gained. The water for boiler purposes is pumped
from the overflow main, which gives a temperature

of about go degrees to 100 degrees, From here the

water is put thrcugh a system of feed-water heaters

and purifijrs. These heaters and purifiers consist

of two Cochrane pre-heaters, one placed in the

is so designed that each individual piece of apparatus

can be cut out without a.ffecting any of the other

pieces. All piping which is under steam pressure

is extra heavy wrought-iron with screwed and
pcned flanges, is put together with steel bolts and
Rainbow gaskets, and Crane valves are used

throughout. The main header is 16 inches in

diameter and is connected to the boilers by U-shaped

bends. Besides the main header there is an auxiliary

header 10 inches in diameter, and there is also a

five-inch header from which the steam supply is

taken for operating the pumps and condensers. The
steam connections between header and engines are

equipped with Cochrane separators, thus avoiding

all danger of water getting into the engine cylinders.

Inserted in the exhaust lines from engines and be-

tween the engines and pre-heaters are Cochrane

oil separators, which remove the oil from the ex-

haust steam, thus avoiding the collection of oil on
the surface of the reservoir or of carrying any into

the boilers. The piping system for the water sup-

ply is so arranged that any individual piece of feed-

water heating and purifying apparatus can be used

independently, or all can be cut out and water sup-

plied direct to boilers from either overflow from

condensers or from reservoir by means of the

pumps. There is also a five-inch pressure main
throughout the station from which water can be

taken in case of fire. In addition there is a six-inch

water main running to the car house for fire protec-

tion, as well as 2% inch main for general uses.

The water in the 2?/-i inch main is supplied from the

wooden tank and is pure water, while that in the six-

inch main comes from the reservoir and is for wash-

ing cars and fire protection only.

Situated 422 feet north of the power station on

Harlem avenue, and with its longer dimension

parallel to the street, is the car house, which is a

brick building 224 by 114 feet and 22 feet in height.

This building is open and has a system of ladder

tracks at each end, thus making is possible to run

cars in or out of the building from either end and
removing all special work from the main tracks.

All the tracks inside the building pitch from the

center toward each end, with a grade of about one-

half of one per cent., thus making it very easy to

remove cars in case of fire, the only requirement

being to open the doors and release the brakes.

Adequate provision for cleaning the cars has

been made, and there is a wash rack with con-

crete floor, having a capacity of four cars. Provi-

sion has also been made for the rapid repair of

brakes or small portions of the car apparatus in a

pit with standing room for two cars under one

main track, thus enabling the car to enter at one

end, receive its repairs and proceed on its run by

passing through the building. Located along the west

side of the building is the storeroom, armature de-

partment, blacksmith shop and machine shop.
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These departments are equipped with every facility

which is necessary to the rapid repair of either

motors, trucks or air brakes. The pit in the ma-
chine shop has a capacity of two cars and is equipped

with a hydraulic jack car, which can be used at

any point in the pit. There is also a hand-power

crane for lifting machines from the pit to the main

floor of the shop.

In the earlier stages the engineering work of this

railroad system was in charge of B. J. Arnold, but

when the enterprise was given to Naugle, Holcolmb

& Co. this work was done under the supervision

of George Weston, manager of the construction

department of that lirm, and of W. H. Holcomb,

Jr., his assistant. Other engineers who should be

mentioned are I. B. Walker, electrical and overhead

work; C. E. Thomas, track construction, and

Charles A. Chapman, mechanical engineer, who de-

signed and built the power house and car shed.

The operation of the power-house plant is in charge

of J. S. Barringer.

Utilization of Exhaust Steam.'
By George L. Thayer.

In the lowering of prices of modern industrial

enterprises comes the important question of the

utilization of the by-products. In some lines manu-
facturers may be said to make their entire profits

from the wastes of a few years ago. You are all

familiar with the by-products in gas manufacture.

When the steam pressure was only a fraction of a
pound, the air valves did not readily remove the
air. The circulation could only be improved by
going to great expense for enlarged mains.
The first attempt to obviate this difficulty was to

put a return valve in the radiators and pump the
air and condensed water back to the boiler. In
order that one radiator should not short-circuit the
entire system, the valves were only partially opened.
The engineer used his own judgment as to their
adjustment.

In practical operation the method had some draw-
backs. The circulation was greatly improved, but
the adjustment of valves that was found to be best
for mild was not suitable for cold weather. They
required constant attention for this reason. Be-
sides the correct opening for the valve was at best
a guess on the part of the engineer; if not enough
the radiator did not get thoroughly hot, and if too
much the suction in the return was interfered with
and the surplus steam had to be removed by a
condensing coil. This was the original vacuum ap-
paratus, the so-called "Williams system."

Since then two rival concerns have obtained pat-
ents on improvements and on details. The situa-
tion reminds one a little of the incandescent lamp
patents five or si.x years ago. The real improve-
ment was the substitution for the set valve of the
Williams system of an automatic valve which
closed as soon as the steam reached it. The valve
is only a modification of the automatic air valve
on radiators, with which you are all familiar. This
valve operates by the dilterence in expansion be-
tween a cylinder of some rubber compound and the
metallic body of the valve.

One of these concerns places the valve at the

against the best results with engines which expand
down to nearly atmospheric pressure, as compounds
and underloaded Corliss engines. It may seem
strange, but it is an actual fact that a gravity plant
can be changed into a vacuum system and the coal
consumption reduced considerably, and that, too,
with better results in heating.
When the boiler feed water is of a bad quality it

will pay to return the water of condensation. Where
a good grade of cylinder oil is used there will be
no difficulty with the very small amount of oil
coming from the heating system. There will be
enough fresh feed-water added to prevent any
trouble which would come from using distilled
water in the boilers. It is needless to say that corro-
sion and scaling, with their attendant expense, will
be largely reduced. However, the loss through
wasting the condensed water is not as great as
may seem at first. The condensation can be led
into an indirect radiator and used to heat the fresh
air from outside. The water leaving the coil will
have all available heat removed. If, on the other
hand, the condensation at 212 degrees be returned
to the boiler, the radiation loss in the returns may
be more than the heat wasted when the water is dis-
charged from the system.
The correct design and construction of the under-

ground mains is a vital point, if the system is to be
successful. It is necessary to secure three results.

The radiation losses must be small; unless the dis-
tance run is excessive, they should fall within five

per cent, of the total system supplied. Expansion
and contraction should be provided for. Assuming
a range in temperature from 50 degrees to 212 de-
grees, 100 feet of main will expand 1% inches. In
a long line of pipe this becomes a serious matter.

m f ^
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sulphate of ammonia, the analine dyes and- others.

The large packing houses find a great profit in

what the local butcher throws away. In four-fifths

of the electric light stations we are wasting a by-
product of greater relative value than any other
industrial concern. The exhaust steam carries away
S5 per cent, of the heat supplied by the boilers.

The problem confronting the station manager of

the day is this: Can this stream of energy now
being wasted be put to some use, and, if so, will

it pay to do it?

This question can hardly be answered off-hand,

but I wish to say that generally speaking there is

no extension of your business that will pay larger

profits on the investment than that of steam heating.

The pioneer in central station heating is the

American District Steam company of Lockport,
N. Y.. using the HoUy system. That company was
installing plants as early as 1885. using live steam.

Commercially the plants were not successful. The
installations were what are known as the "gravity
system," that is, the movement of the condensed
water is controlled by the pitch of the piping. The
special fittings of the steam mains are numerous
and well designed, the object being to obtain a line

of pipe in which the expansion is taken care of. and
repairs reduced to a minimum^ The condensed
water from the radiators is not returned to the sta-

tion, but led into a special radiator, where the re-

maining available heat is extracted and the water
allowed to go to waste.

It was found in the operation of any extensive
heating plant that it was very difiEicult to force

steam to the farthest points of the system, even when
the piping was carefully designed, without undue
back pressure on the engines. Unless the air was
removed from the interior of the radiators, the full

\alue of the heating service could not be utilized.

I. Read before the Northwestern Electrical association. La
Crosse, Wis.. July 21. 1897.

bottom of the radiator and draws both the air and
the condensed water through it. It is then pumped
into a receiving tank at thfc boilers, where the air

is allowed to escape. The pump exhausts into the
general heating system. Because of the forced cir-

culation the returns are about half the size for an
ordinary gravity job. The service pipes, it is

claimed, can also be reduced somewhat in size. The
other system is usually designed for the use of

one pipe, that is, the radiator has only one valve for

both steam and water. The automatic air valve is

placed as usual and connected with a system of
return pipes. The air is removed, the condensed
water returning to the boiler or receiving tank by
gravity, through regular returns. Instead of using
a pump the suction is maintained by means of an
injector.

rts is apparent, the weak point, if any, is in the
thermostatic valve. This the makers claim is thor-
oughly reliable and gives no trouble in operation.
It should be remembered that a failure of the valve
is a failure of the entire system. The cost of main-
taining the vacuum is also an objection, though
not serious.

As to operation, there is no doubt that the cir-

culation is practically perfect, the extreme radiators
being heated with ease in the coldest weather, and
steam being circulated at practically atmospheric
pressure. With a plain gravity system, no matter
how well installed, it is necessary at times to carry
five to eight pounds back pressure on the engines.
This cuts down the capacity of the engines much
more than a corresponding loss of boiler pressure
would. An inspection of an indicator card will

make this plain. If on the card a line be drawn
representing five pounds back pressure and a line

representing five pounds less than admission pres-
sure, it will be apparent that the area of the card
is changed more by the lower line than by the upper.
This back pressure also operates unfavorably

The mains should be protected from surface water,

as the pipes are soon corroded through when the
pipe covering becomes damp. One standard
method of construction is as follows: At the bot-

tom of the trench is laid a tile drain. Pine logs
are bored and the outside surface painted with
asphaltum. These are tenoned together, and the

iron pipe, having received its covering, is placed in-

side. Expansion is provided for by a special fitting,

having a flexible diaphragm, doing away with a
stuffing box. Service connections are made every
50 feet. The work is simplified by there being no
return pipe.

Another method which seems to be successful
is to build a box of tarred boards. The pipes are
supported a few inches above the bottom of the
box to protect them from water which may accumu-
late at the bottom. The box is filled with asbestos
v.ooh or each pipe is covered with common pipe
coverning. Exjjansion is provided for either by
expansion joints, placed in manholes, or where the
pipe is small by U-shaped offset loops. Whatever
method is followed, it pays in the long run to have
the work well done.

I am indebted to Prof. R. C. Carpenter of Cornell
University for the following data on condensation
in steam pipes: The university buildings are heated
from one boiler plant, througfi underground mains.
The pipes are laid in a solid log bored two inches
larger than the pipe. The thickness of the wood
remaining is four inches. The logs were painted
on the outside with coal tar and sawdust. There is

in the system 150 feet of 10 inch pipe and 2,050
feet of si-x inch pipe, having a total heating
surface of 5.605 square feet. The temperature dif-

ference was 235 degrees. Twenty-seven horse
power of return steam was required to supply con-
densation, that is. one horse power loss for each
820 feet of six inch pipe, or its equivalent surface,

one horse power being taken as 30 pounds steam at
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70 pounds pressure with feed-water at 100 degrees.

In a more technical form the heat loss was .614

British thermal units per square foot for each degree

difference in temperature. With what is considered

good practice at the present time the radiator losses

can be reduced to 40 per cent, of these figures.

There is no hard and fast rule for the proportion-

ing of radiating surface. Of two buildings of the

same construction apparently, one will be warm and

the other cold.

The number of leaks, the exposure, and a host

of smaller items, will make the best of rules more
or less in error of radiating surface. The old plan

was to allow one square foot of radiating surface

to a certain number of cubic feet of contents. A
northwest corner room would take about I to 30,

the great run of rooms, 40 to 60, and large rooms
I to 100. Stairways and halls were simply guessed

at. If a room was hard to warm the fault was laid

at some other door than the lack of sufficient heat-

ing surface. In private residence work the general

circulation of air from room to room evened things

up. It was simply pretty good guesswork.
The formulie given in text-books are quite com-

plex and involve considerable labor. Contractors

who do figure by exposures use simpler, though
less accurate, fcrmulje, making such modifications

in particular cases as their experience suggests.

The method used by a firm in the West, which gave

good results with a minimum of work, is as follows:

The glass surface was figured first, taking total

opening of window frame to allow for leakage. The
exposed walls were figured and reduced to equiva-

lent window surface. For unfurred brick or stone

walls 15 inches thick, four square feet was taken as

the equivalent of one square foot of glass. For ordi-

nary wooden dwellings and furred brick walls the

ratio was I to 6; extra warm construction was I to

8. For Northern Illinois the required heating sur-

face was one square foot for two square feet of

glass. In rooms exposed to northwest winds the

radiator surface was increased 10 to 15 per cent.

.Any unusual conditions were allowed for, as ex-
perience suggested. The radiator was proportioned
to maintain 70 per cent, inside with zero weather
outside.

The rates and methods of charging for central

station heating vary considerably. There is a

tendency to charge according to the space to be
warmed, rather than by the square feet of radiation.

For a store 20 by 80 by 14 the charge for heating
is about $60. The radiating surface required is in

the neighborhood of 250 square feet, or 25 cents

per square foot heating surface per year. Such a

store will use five to seven tons of hard coal in an
(Ordinary winter. At $7.50 per ton. it will cost $45
to $50 per year for heating.

You are selling heat practically in competition
with hard coal, and the rates you are able to secure

As yet there is no meter on the market, except
that of the American District Steam company,
which is used only on that company's plants, but
there is no reason why a reliable meter should not

be placed on the general market as soon as there

is a demand for it.

The cost of operation, outside of interest atid

depreciation charges, will naturally vary greatly in

different plants. It should be borne in mind that

your profit lies in selling e.xhaust steam rather than
live steam. An increase in business beyond a cer-

tain point may not pay if fuel is high and the heating
rates are low.
One foot of radiating surface will condense one-

third pound of steam per hour. Assuming that 5%
months' steady heating will be the equivalent work

vcss
FIG 6 THE SUBURBAN RAILROAD COMPANY S SYSTEM.

—DETAIL OF RESERVOIR CONSTRUCTION.

for one season, coal at $2 per ton of an evaporation
power of seven pounds, the fuel cost will be ig cents.

If the revenue from one foot will be 25 cents, it will

probably be found that the business does not yield

any profit. In the stations of towns of less than 15,000

inhabitants 75 per cent, of the maximum evening
load will be carried for five hours during the heating
season. Outside of these hours the load will run
about 30 per cent, for the remainder of the lighting

hours. The day power load, if any, will hardly

exceed the all-night load. The conditions will be
that the first floor 30 per cent, of heating business
can be done with exhaust steam for at least 14 hours
per day. The fuel cost of live steam furnished will

be II cents per square foot. Another 45 per cent,

can be supplied with exhaust steam five hours per

day at a fuel cost of 15 cents per season. This
would indicate that the profitable heating is that

FIG. 5. THE SUBURBAN RAILROAD COMPANY S SYSTEM.—COOLING RESERVOIR AND WATER TABLE.

will be based on that method of heating. In the
territory covered by this association you ought to

get from 10 per cent, to 20 per cent, more than the
cost with hard coal. You can offer a much better
manner of heating, but with the disadvantage of
the cost of the radiators and piping. The following
are some examples of rates:

Plant I.—Storeroom, 20 by 90 to 100, $60 to $70;
office, IS by 20, or 20 by 20, $20 to $25; bank, 20 by
30, or 20 by 50, $40 TO $50.

Plant 2.—Store, 22 by 60, $50; 22 by 75, $62.50.
Plant 3.—$15 per 100 feet per year or $2 per 1,000

cubic feet in brick stores; $3.50 per 1,000 cubic feet in

dwellings.

Plant 4.—$100 to .$125 for 10 room house.
Plant 5.—$0.25 per square foot per year.
Plant 6.—$3.50 per i.ooo cubic feet. Heating done

by live steam on meter.

which can be taken care of during the greater part

of the evening load. Cost of fuel will determine
in each case whether new business will pay on a

live steam basis.

Some modifications of central station design
will follow when steam heating is added. The boiler

portion of the plant becomes of much greater im-
portance. Wastes which otherwise would be small
assume greater importance when the work done
by the boilers is more than doubled. Every effort

should be made to bring them up to the highest
efficiency. The installation of auxiliary devices will

sometimes be advisable.

It is evident that the value of a condenser is

lessened to a plant, for its use will be confined to

the summer months. As so many stations have

[Cojitinued on fage 66.]

Extension of Niagara Falls Power Com-
pany's Plant.

Bv Orrin E, Dunlap.

Rapid headway has been made in the work of

extending the wheel-pit of the Niagara Falls Power
company at Niagara Falls, so that now the work
of excavating has been completed, and the pit is

ready for arching and bricking. The contractors

on this portion of the work were E. D. Smith &
Co. of Philadelphia. The steel framework of the

power house extension has also been placed, and
R. D. Young & Co. are at work on the masonry.

The illustration accompanying this article shows
the length and size of the extended power house

with the structural steel in place. As extended, the

power house provides for 10 generators, while the

extended wheel-pit has room for the same number
of turbines. There are now three generators and

turbines in place. Five of these seven additional

turbines and generators will be installed at once, the

contracts for them having already been made. The
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing company
will build the generators, while the I. P. Morris

company of Philadelphia will make the turbines.

These concerns made the turbines and generators

of the original installation now in use. The new
turbines and generators will be of the same capacity

as those installed. The new section of the pit will

be bricked to a height of about 40 feet with a 30

inch wall, the brick to be furnished by Brush

Brothers of Buffalo. In all about 1,500,000 brick

will be used. The length of the original section

of the power house is 140 feet, while that of the

addition will be 286 feet, making a total length of

426 feet.

Several changes of importance have been made

in the construction of the new section of the wheel-

pit, all of which have been dictated by the experi-

ence with the first pit. The depth of the pit is 179

feet, the average width being 20 feet, which is in-

creased at the tcp to make room for masonry walls

six feet wide. These walls are carried down to solid

rock, the width between them being 21 feet. In

this new section of the pit all the penstock mouth-

pieces are built in the wall, whereas in the first

section of the pit they were inserted after the wall

was erected. Under this arrangement, when the

new dynamos are installed, no masonry will be

necessary, it having already been completed. In the

old pit the girders are built right into the wall, but

ir, the new pit they will be supported on castings

buih in the wall of the pit. Still another change

is that to be made in supporting the turbines. The

turbines now in place are supported on girders, but

in the new installation the wheel case and lower pen-

stock elbows will have projecting ribs supporting

them on castings which will be bricked into the

walls.

All who have seen or read of the present installa-

tion will recall that current for exciting the fields

of the generators is obtained from 200 kilowatt

rotary transformers, which stand at one end of the

switchboard structure. In the new installation a

change is to be made in this service, in that four

small turbines will be placed in the wheel-pit to

operate a like number of exciters, which will stand

on the power house floor. Although the present

method has been found serviceable, it is thought

that the change contemplated will be in the line

of an improvement, inasmuch as it will give an

entirely independent source of supply for the ex-

citers. It may be stated that the changes made

in the supports of the turbines were suggested by

Dr. Coleman Sellers, who is chief engineer of the

Niagara Falls Power company.

On the west side of the power house addition a

new conduit has been built for light and power

cables. This is seven feet six inches by four feet

four inches. The main subway will be extended to

the necessary length.

When the tunnel and first section of the wheel-pit

were built the excavated material or "muck" was

used for filling in and reclaiming land under water

in the upper Niagara, but the "muck" from the

wheel-pit extension has been used for filling be-

neath the trestle of the Niagara Junction railway,

which is owned by one of the allied companies of

the Niagara Falls Power company and is on the

latter company's property. In this way the road-

bed was made more substantial. All the work is
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done under the supervision of W. A. Brackenridge,

resident engineer of the Cataract Construction com-
pany. Mr. Brac!<enridge was connected with the

original instaliatign and is familiar with the most

minute detail of the work. So far all the contractors

have made rapid progress, and the new installation

will probably be completed the latter part of this

year or the first of next.

James W. McDonough.
By E. E. F.

James W. McDonough, whose sudden death in

Chicago on July. 20th caused much surprise and

sorrow to his friends and acquaintances, was

a man of exceptional ability, and the loss

to the scientific world occasioned by his death

will be sincerely regretted. His researches covered

many branches—mechanical, electrical and chemi-

cal—and, although quietly made, were of great im-

portance, and many of hiS discoveries and

inventions are being used all over the country.

Personally, he was a genial, even-tempered man,

esteemed by all who knew him. His firm determina-

tion and keen perception were almost sure to make

his first impressions of any subject correct ones,

and on such impressions were founded many of

his most successful projects. His generosity will

be remembered by many, fie never refused to

assist a worthy cause, and his advice was of great

-assistance to all who asked it.

Mr. McDonough was born in St. Louis, Mo.,

May 5, 1845, and came to Chicago in 1863 or the

year after, and in the latter city the greater part

of his early business career was spent. Prior to

1878 he was engaged in the furniture business, but

during that time he was experimenting on an elec-

trical instrument to transmit music and speech, prac-

tically the telephone of to-day. As early as 1867

he constructed an instrument for the purpose of

converting an interrupted current of electricity into

continuous sound. The instrument was practically

the microphone and receiver of to-day—a file, a

nail, a box with a paper head, having a piece of

iron glued on the center of it and in close prox-

imity to an electro-magnet, all included in an elec-

trical circuit. The result was that upon drawing

the nail over the surface of the file a continuous

sound was heard in the receiver, practically the

same as is heard in a Bell receiver when someone

attempts to ring the magneto when the listener has

the instrument at his ear.

The deceased inventor was one of the original

telephone litigants, and contested with Bell for the

honor and profit of the great invention. The find-

ing of the examiner of the United States Patent Office

was as follows (as copied from the court records):

"Taking, therefore. May, 1875, as the date of Mc-

Donough's invention, it remains to be considered

whether Bell has proved prior conception, for he

does not pretend to have constructed such a re-

ceiver prior to July, 1875. Upon this evidence it

is impossible to find that Bell conceived, much less

disclosed, his invention to Blake in October, 1874.

Upon this count, as defined and explained, Mc-

Donough is awarded priority of invention."

The fruits of Mr. McDonough's early labors in

the telephone field were lost from sickness and from

the further fact that the men interested with him

did not realize the importance of his work. He
went to New York city in 1881 and was electrician

for the United States Telephone company and also

for the Schuyler Electric Light company. His ex-

periments during that time were on the line of

Tesla's more recent investigations—that of produc-

ing light from exhausted tubes and tubes filled with

finely divided carbon dust by induction from a

rapidly reversed electric current of high tension.

He also conducted some exhaustive experiments

in multiple telephony, by which a dozen or more

telephones were operated over the same wire at the

same time, the vibrations of the different instru-

ments being synchronized. His success in this work

was very encouraging, but his experiments in this

line were discontinued on account of more import-

ant ones on his recent work of photographing in

color. To this work he gave his last and best ef-

forts and all his time for the last three years.

For years previous to this, from a time dating

back in the '70's, he had planned and devised

methods of photographing in color, all to be aban-

doned for his latest and more practical method,
which at the time of his death had reached a per-

fected state whereby the world will soon see it in a
commercial way. The day preceding his death was
spent among the flowers of a beautiful park. Under
the influence of a clear atmosphere and bright sun-
shine the blossoms seemed to give forth their most
brilliant hues and delicious perfumes tor the crown-
ing effort of his life, and the last picture made was

lAMES W. M DONOUGH.

of himself seated among them, with the green trees

and bright blue sky as a fitting background.

The principle of his process is very simple. He
selected three primary colors of the spectrum, red,

green and blue. These colors were of such a degree

of density that their combination (viewed as colored

lights) would produce white light. These colors

were ruled upon a transparent medium, such as

glass, in very fine lines from 300 to 600 to the inch,

yellow being a mi.xture of red and green, the action
would be through the red and green lines. In
like manner any color of nature would act through
the lines that, by their combination in part or in

whole, are required to make such a color. After
the negative is made, a positive or transparency, as
it is commonly called, is made from this negative,
and on this positive a screen similar to the taking
screen, or the taking screen itself, is placed. The
lines registered, the result is a most correct and
beautiful representation of the subject viewed by
the camera.

In this picture we have the beautiful picture as
seen on the ground glass of the camera, and so
often admired and wished for by all lovers of this

art. The picture on the ground glass is always
more beautiful than when seen outside by the naked
eye, for when viewed on the ground glass every-
thing is condensed and the eye sees the whole scene
at once, but when viewed outside it only sees a very
small part of the view, thereby losing the brilliancy

of the whole effect. This is why the comment has
often been made of the McDonough pictures that

they are too brilliant. A comparison of his pictures
and those viewed on the ground glass has often
been made, and the views were found alike in every
instance. The paper pictures are equally beautiful.

The paper is ruled in colored lines and the sensitive

emulsion placed over it. It is then ready to print

a colored photograph as follows: The negative
made originally through the color screen is placed
over this paper and registered (very easily by a

special device) and is placed in the sun to print, as

ordinarily. It is then toned and fixed in the old way.
and the result, as by magic, is a beautiful photograph
in color. Again, all the beautiful pictures in the

periodicals of the day can be rendered in color with
but one impression of black ink. The printing

paper is ruled in the three colors, and from the

original negative a half-tone plate is made. This is

placed in the press and inked with black ink. The
impression is now made on this ruled paper, whicfi

is registered by special arrangement, and the result

is a beautiful half-tone picture in natural colors.

The entire process is very simple, and its rapid

EXTENSION OF NIAGARA FALLS POWER COMPANY S PLANT.

or finer. This medium or screen, as it is then called,

appears to the unaided eye as a grayish-colored

piece of glass. To produce a picture this screen is

placed in the camera, color side in contact with the

sensitive plate, this sensitive plate being ortho-

chromatic, that is, color accepting. The actual

colors are not imprinted on the film, but their

values, being accepted, are evenly distributed all

over the plate. The exposure being now made, as

ordinarily in photography, the result is a negative

covered with fine lines. The red in the subject acts

en the sensitive plate only through the red lines

of the screen, the green through the green and blue

through the blue. If there is a yellow in the subject.

manipulation commends itself to the printing world
as the most rapid and faithful, as well as economical,

way of producing pictures in color. The wide
range of this valuable invention can scarcely be

comprehended, and as every part of it has been

thoroughly demonstrated there can be little doubt

as to its practicability and early adoption by the

photographic and printing industries.

It is interesting to note that the accompanying
portrait is a half-tone reproduction of a photograph

made from a negative taken by Mr. McDonough's
process.

An electric light plant is projected at Ord, Neb.
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With the Niagara Falls convention number of the

Western Electrician, dated June 12, 1897, this jour-

nal made a new record for itself both in circulation

and advertising. Of this lOO-page number 20,000

copies were printed and circulated and the amount

of full paid advertising matter carried was 8,643

square inches.

The remarkable success of this journal, especially

in view of the hard times that have prevailed

throughout the country, is all the more striking

because of the fact that it is only 10 years since the

first number was issued. Its advancement has been

rapid and in keeping with the progress of the great

industry it represents and the splendid field which

it occupies. It is a noteworthy fact, especially in

view of existing conditions, that during the period

of depression this journal has made steady gains

in advertising. Beginning with the convention

number of March 3, 1894, the record shows constant

gains each year until m the present case the number

of square inches of full paid advertising matter

is more than double that of the 1894 number. The.

figures showing this unprecedented gain are given

in the accompanying table:

Number of Whole Square Inches
Issue. Advertising Number of of Paid Ad-

Pages. Pages. vertising
Matter.

March 3, 1894. . .

.

40 56 4.145
February 23, 1895. 52 68 5.593
May 9, 1896 72 88 7.576
June 12, 1897 80 100 8.643

This constantly increasing patronage speaks elo-

'luently of the influence and merit of this journal and

of the confidence and respect which it commands

throughout the country. It is pleasing recognition

of the efforts that have been made in the interest

of the entire fraternity.

The American Institute of Electrical Engineers is

holding its general meeting this week. The attrac-

tions are many and there is reason to anticipate an

interesting and successful meeting. The programme,

it will be remembered, was printed in the Western

Electrician of July 17th, and a perusal of this would

in itself convey some idea of the character of the

meeting. The papers themselves, at least those that

were distributed in advance, confirm the good im-

pression and support the belief that the meeting

wdll prove an important event in the history of the

Institute. The fact, too, that the meeting com-

memorated the work of Prof. Farmer lent additional

interest to the gathering.

Mention was made last week of a decision by

the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court at

Brooklyn, upholding the validity of an ordinance

fi.xing the rate of speed at which trolley cars might

be operated in the public thoroughfares of the City

of Churches. Now the Supreme Court of Pennsyl-

vania announces that it is not prepared to lay down
any rule in regard to the rate of speed at which an

electric car may be run between crossings, nor to

say that the mere fact that a car was moving faster

than usual at the time of an accident, which was

the cause of the suit, would be "sufficient to justify''

the jury in finding the company guilty of neg-

ligence. It thinks all that can be safely said upon

this subject is that the car must be kept well in

hand, and that the speed must not be so great

as to make this impossible, or to endanger the

safety of the public using the streets with reasonable

care. It will be seen, therefore, that in this par-

ticular it coincides with the New York tribunal.

Continuing, the court says that these passenger rail-

ways are created to facilitate the movements of the

general public and to furnish rapid transit for

citizens from their homes to the business center of

the city. They are practically indispensable in all

great cities. The same rules as to speed that may
be applied to orumary vehicles propelled by horses

are not applicable to street cars. The latter move
upon a track from which they cannot turn, which

is plainly visible, and which is prepared with a view

to the rapid movement of cars upon it. The cars

can be seen and hearu for considerable distances,

and are required to warn persons who may be

upon their tracks of their approach. The purpose

of their owners and the demand of the public are

that the greatest rate of speed consistent with the

safety of other persons using the street or highway

shall be maintained; and so the court declares that

it is unable to say that any rate of speed that does

not transcend these limits is negligence, or should

be submitted to the jury as "sufficient to justify" a

verdict against the railway company.

Economy in central station management re-

quires close attention to details that only a few

years ago would not be considered worthy of notice.

This change is in keeping with the advancement

that has been made in other industries, as pointed

out by Mr. Thayer in his paper on "Utilization of

Exhaust Steam," in which he says that in some

lines manufacturers may be said to make their entire

profits from the wastes of a few years ago, and yet

four-fifths of the electric light stations, he adds, are

wasting a by-product of greater relative value than

any other industrial concern. This, it is needless

to point out, is the exhaust steam. In considering

how this energy can be put to some commercial

use, it must be admitted that some important

changes will be required in central station practice.

To begin with, there will be some modifications of

central station design when steam heating is added.

The boiler portion of the plant will become of much
greater importance, and wastes which otherwise

would be small will assmne greater importance

when the work done by the boilers is more than

doubled. Here, too, it is pointed out, the use of

storage batteries will assume a new importance.

In alternating plants it will be necessary to provide

a direct-current load during the heavy lighting

hours if batteries are used. At the same time it

must be admitted that the high cost of the battery

and the unwillingness of the smaller stations to

make large increase in their investment for the sake

of economical operation will deter many from taking

up this subject. Mr. Thayer calls attention to the

fact that once a heating system is in operation, it

becomes much easier to secure a paying power or

day lighting load. During the heating season the

machinery can be run at a small additional expense,

and with the coming of the warm months the fan

motor business can be made to tide over the summer
months when the station must be run "daytiine for

power alone. The trend of central station practice

seems to be along the lines of extending the hours

for the use of the output. Mr. Thayer concludes

that the ideal station should furnish light, heat,

power, and, if necessary, artificial refrigeration, and

he contends that as long as the station confines

itself to light, with power as a side issue, the interest

and depreciation alone will wipe out profits.

It is proposed to appeal the Indianapolis street

railway case, noted in the last issue of the Western
Electrician, and secure a review of Judge Sho-

walter's decision by the Supreme Court of the

United States. The decision in the Indianapolis

case holds that it is special legislation to pass an act

applying only to a city described by the number
of its inhabitants. It is said that the city might

as well be mentioned by name as to be ^lesignated

by its population. The three-cent act of the In-

diana Legislature applied only to cities of 100,000

inhabitants or over, according to the census of 1890,

and, therefore, it was directed against Indianap-

olis, as the description did not fit any other city

in the state. Should the decision be upheld by the

Supreme Court of the United States, it would in-

validate a considerable number of statutes now in

force in other states, and for this reason much gen-

eral interest is displayed in the outcome of this

litigation. Statutes relating to cities designated by

the class to which they belong, according to their

population, are passed in evasion of the inhibition

placed by the constitution on the enactment of

special laws. Many acts of this kind have been

passed by the Illinois Legislature, and the general

statutes have many chapters containing the same

conditions. These will all have to be overhauled

should Judge Showalter's findings be sustained.

Another feature of this case of scarcely less im-

portance is the ruling to the effect that the franchise

of the Indianapolis Street Railway company, giving

it the right to charge a five-cent fare, is a contract

and cannot be abrogated by legislative action. This

raises a point of great importance to the people of

nearly every municipality in the country, namely,

Avhether rates of fare can be altered by the governing

authorities after having been once stipulated in the

franchise. If rates can be so altered, Chicago, for

instance, may yet secure reduced fares, even if the

City Council shall pass ordinances favorable to the

street railway companies, as empowered to do by the

Allen law.

It may be well to sound a note of warning to

street railway men upon . this subject. Discontent

is everywhere manifest, and the demands for a three-

cent fare are growing louder every day. It can

only be a question of time when some concession

must be made.
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Electricity as a Motive Power on Ele- 75 passengers, 20 tons; drawn by a locomotive

vated Railways. weighing 23% tons; making a total of 123% tons

By S. H. Short. [or the complete train.

The elevated railways of New York, Brooklyn The loconioti\es are constructed so that 65 per

and Chicago were built to satisfy a crying demand cent, of their weight, or 15% tons, is upon their

63

In the accompanying diagrams, Figs, i and 2, I

have illustrated graphically the performance of one
of these trains, between stations, also the consump-
tion of power as calculated from the weight and
speed of the train. It will be seen therefrom that

it is not possible, with steam, to make a better

schedule time than is at present in force, I3ya

miles per hour, unless the weight of the locomotive

be increased or the trains be lightened. The heavier

locomotives would endanger the safety of the entire

Flructure. The lighter loads would necessitate more
frequent trains, consequently a much larger force

of skilled employes to run the e.xtra locomotives.

The cost of fuel for operating a steam locomotive

amounts to about 20 per cent, of the total operat-

ing expenses of these roads, the fuel consumption

Fig. I. Fig. 2.

Fig. 3-

for rapid transit from the business centers to the

suburban districts of these great cities. So long

as they had for their only competitor the slow-

moving horse car they were considered a great

convenience, notwithstanding that one was obliged

to walk from one to three blocks and climb a

difficult flight of stairs to reach these rapidly moving

trains.

Since the trolley car has come into general use

people have been educated to a still more rapid rate

of travel, and where the trolley car parallels the

elevated railway, as in Brooklyn and Chicago, the

frequent, speedy and accessible surface car is, by

far, the more popular. In New York, however,

the elevated railways still enjoy a very large traffic,

because the electric cars do not parallel their lines,

nor are the facilities for transportation yet sufii-

cient for the enormous masses to be moved back

and forth in that city. However, the surface lines

are soon to be equipped electrically, and their

carrying capacity thereby enormously increased, to

the detriment of the elevated railway travel. In

order to retain their traffic, it will be necessary for

the elevated railways to move their trains more
frequently and at a much greater rate of speed, to

compensate the traveling public for being obliged

to walk some distance and climb those disagreeable

stairs. It would add greatly to the travel on these

roads were some plan devised for mechanically lift-

ing passengers to the elevated stations.

The elevated roads are all built on the same

general plan, the structure being provided with

double track throughout the entire length, with

stations about one-third mile apart. The grades

ELECTRICITY AS A MOTIVE TOWER ON ELEVATED RAILWAYS.

drivers, giving an adhesion and therefore a maxi-

mum horizontal effort for accelerating the train

of 7,650 pounds. This effort is used for accelerat-

Fig. 4.

being about seven to eight pounds of coal per horse

power per hour.

With good compound condensing engines, driv-

FIG. 5. ELECTRICITY AS A MOTIVE POWER ON ELEVATED
RAILWAYS.

ing the train for 50 or 60 seconds, and a speed of 20

to 25 miles per hour is attained, while a maximum
of 300 horse power is developed by the locomotive.
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ELECTRICITY AS A MOTIVE POWER ON ELEVATED RAILWAYS.

are slight and the curves of not less than a 90 foot The brakes are then applied with a negative accelera-

radius. The structure is made to safelj' carry the tion and the train is brought to a standstill at the

standard elevated train, i. e., five passenger coaches, next station, where it remains on an average of 13

each 46 feet in length, weighing, when loaded with seconds.

ing electric generators at a station, the coal con-

sumption is reduced to about one-third of that

amount.

Were steam locomotives discarded it would be

possible to replace the high-priced skilled labor,

necessary for their operation, by ordinary trust-

worthy men who are not skilled mechanics, whose

rate of wages is about one-half that of a locomotive

engineer, and only one man would be necessary

to operate the electrical propelling mechanism. I

believe the repair account will be materially less-

ened both in the units of motive power and in the

permanent way were the trains equipped with

motors.

The care of a steam locomotive is very onerous,

the average run being only about 100 miles, when

it must be thoroughly overhauled and inspected by

skilled mechanics before being used again. Con-

trast with this the all-day service of most electric

motors—two or three hundred miles a day for days

and weeks without inspection, cleaning or care of

any kind.

The standard electrical equipment for an elevated

train consists of the present elevated car, as illus-

trated in the accompanying drawing. Fig. 3, pro-

vided with two swiveled trucks of special con-

struction, .arranged to receive electric motors of a

type adapted especially for this service. The wheels

of the trucks are 33 inches in diameter, and the

wheel base does not exceed six feet for the largest

motors, and is reduced to five feet six inches where

motors of the smaller size are used. The weight of

the motor car loaded to its full capacity with pas-

sengers is 32 tons, including trucks, motors and the

electrical equipment.

In most cases it is advisable to use only two

motors upon a motor car, and both should be placed

on one truck for convenience in repairing_^ There

is, therefore, ig% tons upon the drivers, or 61 per

cent, of the total weight of the motor car, which

corresponds favorably with the percentage of the

total weight of passenger locomotives upon their
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drivers. This gives an adhesion and, therefore, a

maximum practical horizontal effort for the motor

car of 9,750 pounds, or a total possible horse power

of 400, in accordance with standard motor rating.

This pair of motors is, therefore, capable of ac-

celerating a train of three standard elevated cars at

the rate of 1.85 feet per second, and of making a

but one motor car on the train. It is not advisable

to use more than two motors, owing to the com-

plications which arise in the controlling devices.

The requirements of the service to be rendered

on the different elevated railways necessitate very

careful consideration being given to the size of the

motor to be used upon the different roads.

Fig. 8.
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schedule of 16% miles per hour, including stops, as

illustrated graphically by the accompanying dia-

gram. Fig. 4.

If the other truck of the motor car is also

equipped with motors, a train of double this size

will operate in exactly the same manner and one

more car may even be added, because the tractive

effort required per ton decreases materially as the

number of cars in the train increases, there being

There seems to be no question about the ad-

visability of using as large a motor as possible upon

a road like the Sixth avenue in New York, where

the travel is constant throughout the day, and trains

of from four to five cars can follow each other at

short intervals all day. But in Brooklyn and Chi-

cago, where the traffic is heavy during short periods

of time, and light during a larger part of the day,

it seems desirable that trains of few cars, or even

single motor cars, shall be run at frequent intervals

without a printed timetable; thereby practically

securing a high-speed street-car service on the

elevated structure.

Another reason for frequent and light trains is

that these roads have branches, which, by this

method, would be served to better advantage.

It is possible, also, that these single motor cars

or short trains may be coupled into longer trains

during the rush periods of the day, and be operated

from the front platform by one motorman, if a

suitable controlling apparatus is provided, by means
of which all of the motors of the train can be simul-

taneously controlled.

A motor of much smaller size than would take

up the full adhesive power of the truck could be

used, where this method of equipment is adopted.

It, however, has the disadvantage of multiplying

the electrical apparatus necessary to move the roll-

ing stock of the road. It will also consume more

S;
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power per ton-miles of train, because the tractive

effort per ton of the trail cars is about half that

required by the motor cars, the difference being

due to the friction, windage, etc., of the motor cars.

The accompanying drawing. Fig. S, illustrates

the Baldwin standard elevated truck, equipped with

two standard 200 horse power *'L" motors, which

we have recently designed for this work. These

will operate a standard elevated train of three cars,

fully loaded, at a schedule speed of 16% miles per

hour. We also give train data sheet (marked Train

No. i) for this equipment, and speed and horizontal

effort curves. Figs. 6 and 7, for the motors. The

next drawing. Fig. 8, is a standard Jackson & Sharp

truck, equipped with two 125 horse power "L"
motors, of the same design, capable of moving a

standard elevated train of two cars, fully loaded,

at a schedule speed of 16 miles per hour. A train

data sheet (Train No. 2) and curves, Figs. 9, 10 and

II, for this equipment, are given. The next draw-

ing. Fig. 12, shows two 60 horse power motors of

ihe "L" type, mounted upon a standard McGuire

truck, capable of operating a single standard ele-

vated coach at a schedule speed of 15% miles per
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hour, with its corresponding train data sheet (Train

No. 3) and curves, Figs. 13, 14 and 15.

For the convenience of engineers making cal-

culations for the required current in amperes at

500 volts pressure, which will be necessary to

operate a given line of road with trains as specified,

we give a table (Fig. 16) showing the maximum
current consumed by trains during acceleration, the

current necessary to operate the trains at full speed,

and the average current and horse power for the

various trains.

Data of Operation.

train no. i.

No. of cars in train 3
Full speed of train on level track (miles per hour) .

.

31
Average speed, stops one-third mile apart (do.) 16.5

MOTOR CAR.

Weight of motor car body 10 tons
Weight of both trucks 10 tons
Weight of two motors 7 tons
Weight of 75 passengers 5 tons

Total weight of loaded motor car 32 tons

Number of motors on motor car 2
Commercial rated power of each' 200 h. p.
Safe constant load for each 100 h, p.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

MOTOR CAR.

Weight of motor car body 10 tons
Weight of both trucks 10 tons
Weight of two motors 5.5 tons
Weight of 75 passengers 5 tons

Total weight of loaded motor car. 30,5 tons

Number of motors on motor car 2
Commercial rated power of each^ 125 h. p.
Safe constant load for each 60 h. p.

Safe temporary tractive effort of equipment 5.600 lbs.
Safe constant tractive effort of equipment 1,600 lbs.

Weight on drivers , jg tons
Ratio of weiglit on drivers to total weight 35 %
Adhesive power ..;..; 9.000 lbs.
Ratio safe temporary tractive efifort to adhesion 62 ^

Ratio safe constant tractive effort to adhesion 18 %

COMPLETE TRAIN.

Total weight of loaded motor car 30.5 tons
Weight of one coach

, 16 tons
Weight of 75 passengers in coach 5 tons

Total weight of loaded train 51.5 tons

Maximum horizontal effort in accelerating train. ..

.

5,640 lbs.
Horizontal effort per ton during acceleration log lbs.
Maximum power in accelerating uniformly to full

speed , 280 h. p.
Maximum current at 500 volts accelerating uniformly

to full speed 500 amp.
Time required in accelerating uniformly to full

speed.. 37.5 sec.
Distance in which train will acquire full speed 953 feet

65

Time required in accelerating uniformly to full

^. speed, 36_5 sec.
Distance in which car will acquire full speed 810 feet
Horizontal effort, train running uniform speed 712
Power consumed, train running uniform speed 51
Tractive effort per ton, running uniform speed 25
Maximum practical negative horizontal effort io

braking 5,300
Time required to bring train to full stop 14.5 sec.
Distance traversed by trainduring braking 305 feet

lbs.
h.p.
ibi

lbs.

TRAIN PERFORMANCE.

Track. H. P.
Current at

500 volts.
Speed in miles

per hour.
Horizontal
effort.

Level
i:«erade. ..

2* grade. ..

3*Brade. ..

51
68

85
lor

90 amperes.
r24 amperes.
r54 amperes.
182 amperes.

26

19.9
17.2

15-5

7X2 lbs.
1,282 lbs.

1.832 lbs.

2,422 lbs.

MOTOR BEST SUITED TO ELEVATED SERVICE.

There being neither dust nor water to contend

with, the motor can be left entirely open, for the

free circulation of air over the armature and field

magnets, and not only thorough ventilation but

20 per cent more output can be obtained from
. a

given machine in this way. The open motor can be

much more easily inspected and kept free from oil
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70 in 12T3000 2930 2.300 1340

15 1166 1364000 3140 Z460 1650

ao laes 1455000 33>50 £6^0 1760

as 1450 1546000 35S0 S790 1870
so 1535 1637000 3770 S950 i9ao
100 1T05 1S19000 4190 3S.&0 S200

Fig. 21.

Fig. 18. Fig. 17.

ELECTRICITY AS A MOTIVE POWER ON ELEVALED RAILWAYS.
Fig. 19.

Safe temporary tractive effort of equipment 10,000 lbs.

Safe constant tractive effort of equipment 3.500 lbs.

Weight on drivers 19.5 tons
Ratio of weight on drivers to total weight 26 i,

Adhesive power 9,75o lbs.

Ratio safe temporary tractive effort to adhesion 100 %
Ratio safe constant tractive effort to adhesion 36 ^

COMPLETE TRAIN.

Total weight of loaded motor car
Weight of two coaches
Weight of 150 passengers in coaches

Total weight of loaded train

Maximum horizontal effort in accelerating train 9,

Horizontal effort per ton during acceleration
Maximum power in accelerating uniformly to full

speed
Maximum current at 500 volts accelerating uni-

formly to full speed
Time required in accelerating uniformly to full

speed
Distance in which train will acquire full speed
Horizontal effort, train running uniform speed i

Power consumed, train running uniform speed
Tractive effort per ton, running uniform speed
Maximum practical negative horizontal effort in

braking 13
Time required to bring train to full stop
Distance traversed by train during braking

TRAIN PERFORMANCE.

32
32
10

tons
tons
tons

74 tons

,750
132

lbs.

lbs.

412 h.p.

780 amp.

34
900

sec.
feet

,300
106

lbs.

h. p.
lbs.

,800

16

370

lbs.

sec.
feet

Track. H. P.
Current at

500 volts.
Speed in miles

per hour.
Horizontal

effort.

Level
i^ grade...
2i grade...
3^ grade...

106
170
235
295

190 amperes.
290 amperes.
400 amperes.
505 amperes.

32 >

22

20.8
19

1.300 lbs.

2.780 lbs.

4,260 lbs.

5,740 lbs.

I. This motor will deliver the commercial rated output for one
hour without heating more than 75 degrees C. above the sur-
rounding air.

TRAIN NO. 2.

Number of cars in train 2
Full speed of train on level track (miles per hour) . 31
Average speed, stops one-third mile apart (m. p. h.). 15.8

Horizontal effort, train running uniform speed 1,000 lbs
Power consumed, train running uniform speed 115 h. p.
Tractive effort per ton, running uniform speed 19.7 lbs.

Maximum practical negative horizontal effort in
braking 11,000 lbs.

Time required to bring train to full stop 16 sec.

Distance traversed by train during braking 390 feet

TRAIN PERFORMANCE.

Track. H. P.
Current at 500

volts.
Speed in miles

per hour.
Horizontal

effort.

Level
1 % grade..
2 f. grade..
3 ^ grade .

92
135
176
220

175 amperes.
250 amperes.
320 amperes.
390 amperes.

31

2+.8
21.3
ig.9

1,013 lbs.

2,043 lbs.

3,073 lbs.

4,103 lbs.

I. This motor will deliver the commercial rated output for one
hour without heating more than 75 degrees C. above the sur-
rounding air.

TRAIN NO. 3.

Number of cars in train i

Full speed of train on level track (miles per hour)..
Average speed, stops one-third mile apart (do.)

MOTOR CAR.

Weight of motor car body
Weight of both trucks
Weight of two motors
Weight of 75 passengers

26
15

3-5

5

Total weight of loaded motor car

Number of motors on motor car
Commercial rated power of each>
Safe constant load for each
Safe temporary tractive effort of equipment
Safe constant tractive effort of equipment
Weight on drivers
Ratio of weight on drivers to total weight
Adhesive power
Ratio safe temporary tractive effort to adhesion
Ratio safe constant tractive effort to adhesion
Maximum horizontal effort in accelerating train ....
Horizontal effort per ton during acceleration
Maximum power in accelerating uniformly to full

speed
Maximum current at 500 volts accelerating uni-

formly to full speed

tons
tons
tons
tons

28.5 tons

60

25

3.300
700

16

56

8,000

h p.
h. p.
lbs.

lbs.

tons

lbs.

*' i
3 i

2,6aQ lbs.

91.5 lbs.

122 h. p.

and grease. The accompanying drawing, Fig. 17,

shows the form of motor which I have designed for

elevated railway service.

This motor is intended to be taken apart by

running the truck from under the car, and lifting

the uper half of the magnetic ring by means of an

overHead crane; this exposes the armaiture, left

with its bearings in the motor frame, which is

journaled to the car axle at one side and supported

by the truck bolster at the other side. The niotor

frame has cast integral with it the lower half of

the magnetic ring. Each half of the magnetic ring

has two pole-pieces, wound with a few turns of heavy

copper ribbon, so that the magnetic system of the

motor is symmetrical and of very large sectional

area, to provide for the rapid acceleration control,

which will be discussed later.

The magnetic ring is large in diameter and the

axle is made to pass inside the ring, between the

magnet coils, so that the distance between the gear

centers is short. This makes the gears small in

diameter and gives a large clearance above the

stringers inside the rails.

The armature is especially large and heavy, pro-

vided with deep slots to secure the bar winding,

which makes but one turn per commutator bar. By
this means the self-induction of the armature wind-

ings is reduced to a minimum, and there is a very

low voltage between the commutator bars, provid-

ing for perfectly sparkless commutation.

Bronze is used for both the armature and axle
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bearings, and the lubricant is oil instead of grease.

The brasses are so arranged that the thrust caused

by the gears brings the shafts against solid un-

broken surfaces. The oil is stored in cellars and

is carried to the bearings by means of waste, which

wipes the entire length of the shaft within the

brasses.

Provision is made at the ends of the bearings to

collect all of the oil which may escape and return

it to the cellars to prevent a drip on the structure

and street beneath, The bearings are made exceed-

ingly long and the shafts are large in diameter, the

pressure per square inch being reduced to the very

low value of 37 pounds.

The armature bearings are solid and are lifted

out of the motor together with their oil cellars

when the armature is removed by an overhead

crane.

The gear housing is made of heavy cast-iron in

halves, the lower half being permanently fastened

to the motor frame, while the upper half may be

a train to be brought to a stop with a negative

acceleration of three feet per second, which is not

disagreeable to passengers.

The train pipe for this system of brakes is fed

with air from a main reservoir attached to one side

of the truck bolster of the idle truck of the motor
car, as illustrated in Fig 19. On the other side of

the truck bolster is attached an electric motor air

compressor, as illustrated. The motor is arranged
to automatically stop and start under the influence

of the varying pressure in the main reservoir. The
object of putting the air compressing apparatus on
the truck instead of on the car body is to avoid
the disagreeable noise due to the operation of the

pump, and to facilitate repairs, as the truck with
its entire air compressing outfit is run out from
under the car in the same manner as the motor
truck.

THIRD-RAIL FEEDER SYSTEM.

A third rail of varying section should be mounted
throughout the entire length of the road on sub-

Ihc track rails should be electrically connected
frequently with the elevated structure.

Care should be taken that all joints between
copper and steel should be made with clear, bright

surfaces and no space be left to admit water or air

to corrode the joints.

Utilization of Exhaust Steam.
[Continued from f'age 60.]

high-speed simple engines not adapted to working
condensing, this question need not be discussed.
The use of storage batteries in connection with a

heating plant assumes a new importance. It can
safely be assumed that during the hump of the load
more steam will be used by the engines than
can be discharged into the heating system. A
storage battery can be used to take a portion of the
load during the time. Later in the night, when
the heating must be done in part with live steam,
it can be charged at a very small expense for fuel.

Assuming boiler pressure 100 pounds and tempera-
ture of water from heating system at l8o degrees,
one pound of steam entering the engine becomes
nine pounds at exhaust, by adiabatic expansion—

a

loss of 10 per cent. The steam at atmospheric
pressure, and weight for weight as compared with
steam at boiler pressure, contains four per cent, less

heat. There will be available then 86 per cent, of

the heat entering the engine. Engine friction and
the loss by external condensation remain practically

constant. Internal cylinder condensation is slightly

less with the added load. Approximately the bat-

tery can be charged with 15 per cent, of the fuel

required under ordinary conditions. When condi-
tions are suitable there will be a marked gain by
their use.

In alternating plants it will be necessary to pro-
vide a direct current load durmg the heavy lighting

hours if batteries are put to this use. A power load
would probably be quite small after 6 p. m. Long-

FIG. 20. _ ELECTRICITYJASSA^MOTIVE P0WER".0N ELEVATED* RAILWAYS.

lifted ofif independently by the overhead crane. The
housing is grease-tight and the gears run in oil.

The entire motor is cast from the best quality

of steel.

THE CONTROL.

The motors are controlled by a series parallel

controHer, which provides for keeping a constant

current through each of the motors, of such a quan-

tity as will just avoid slipping the wheels during

the time of acceleration. We have named this the

maximum, constant current acceleration con-

troller. In order to accomplish this kind of con-

trol, the counter electromotive force of the motors

is prevented from rising until the train has reached

the maximum speed at which it is desired to operate

it. The counter electromotive force is then in-

stantly raised to a point which reduces the current

to a quantity which produces a horizontal effort

sufficient to overcome the resistance of the train

and maintain a constant speed.

The diagram. Fig. 18, shows the acceleration

curve of an ordinary series parallel controller and

two series motors; also a curve of the constant

current method of control, with two motors of the

same size. The advantages of this latter method
are apparent in the decrease of the schedule time

and the decrease of power consumption.

THE BRAKES.

Westinghouse automatic air brakes are used on all

trains, with a brake applied to every wheel, enabling

stantial insulators. Heavy rails should be laid near

the station and gradually taper ofif to the ends of

the road. For most "L" roads, it is not necessary

to use auxiliary feeders of any kind, as the entire

power necessary to operate all trains can be carried

by the third rail. This rail should be placed on

one side of the track, with its head some inches

above the track rails, so that sliding shoes made of

cast-iron and attached to the trucks may slide

freely upon their upper surface (Fig. 20).

The appended table. Fig. 21, shows the amount

of power which rails of different sections can carry,

with a drop of 100 volts per mile, when all the

power is delivered at the end of the mile. Of course

the same amount of power can be distributed with

the same drop over two miles of track. The table

also shows the relative cost of this method of dis-

tribution as compared with copper feeders.

BONDING.

All rails, as far as practicable, should be in 60

foot lengths. The third rail, as well as the track

rail, joints should be bonded by a flexible copper

bond, attached to the under side of the foot of the

rail by means of a number of rivets, and the area of

contact with the rail should be sufficient to provide

that not more than 100 amperes per square inch

should be required to pass through the joint be-

tween the steel and copper.

The sectional area of the bond must be one-si.xth

the sectional area of the rail itself.

burning arc lamps could be installed very success-
fully in this connection. In this case a good con-
struction would be made with a 220 volt power
circuit and a three-wire system for the arc lamps.
Close regulation not being necessary, considerable
complication due to cells and boosters could be
avoided.
The generator might in some cases be used as a

motor during the heavy lighting load, in the absence
of an arc light or power load for the batteries.

To offset these advantages is the high cost of

the battery and unwillingness of the smaller stations

to make large increase in their investment for the
sake of economical operation.
Once a heating system is in operation, it becomes

a much easier matter to secure a paying power
or day lighting load. During the heating season
the machinery can be run at a small additional ex-
pense; the principal items will be oil and the in-

creased wear and tear. With the coming of the
warm months a respectable fan motor business can
be worked up, which will tide over the summer
months when the station must be run daytime for

power alone.

The trend of central station practice seems to be
along the "lines of extending the hours for the use
of the output. The Ideal station should be a dealer
in light, heat, power, and, if necessary, artificial

refrigeration. As long as the station confines itself

to light, with power as a side issue, so long will

the interest and depreciation eat Into Its earnings.

All bids for furnishing an electric light plant for

the state agricultural farm at St. Anthony Park
were rejected and new bids will be taken. C. R.
Aldrich of Minneapolis is the architect.
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Profitable Extensions of Electricity Sup-
ply Stations.'

By Arthur Wright.

Part I.

Perliaps it may seem rather bold for an English-
man to write a paper on a subject relating to the
working of central supply stations in a country
from which we all acknowledge came the first real

impetus to practical electricity supply; but it oc-
curred to the author that by so doing the managers
of some of the American stations, in discussing the
conclusions which experience has led the author to

believe are sound, might throw some fresh light

on one of the most vital questions we all have to

meet.
If, owing to his ignorance of the special con-

ditions and difficulties under which electricity has
to be supplied on the continent of America, he has
made some mistakes of detail, the author trusts the
members will overlook them, so long as they do not
vitally afTect the main principles, on which their

criticism is earnestly invited.

There are many central stations which, very soon
after starting the supply, have to face extensions
of plant and mains, and generally such necessity for

extensions has been regarded as an unmistakable
proof of commercial success. That this is not neces-
sarily so, many of us have found, as it is obvious
that no extensions are warrantable unless a definite

profit can be assured from them.
No company should ue called upon to supply elec-

tricity to anyone at a loss, notwithstanding the com-
mon impression that it is necessary in electricity

supply business to take the bad customers with the
good, and tfie author hopes to show in this paper
that it is quite possible to devise a simple and equit-
able tarifif by which a profit to the supply company,
as nearly as is commercially practicable, is assured
from every consumer; and, moreover, that only by
adopting such a tariff of approximately equal rates
of profit from all constimers can central station
managers hope to get the use of electricity generally
adopted for all the many purposes it naturally lends
itself to.

The author also hopes to show that it is not only
possible, but extremely easy, to do an enormously
extended business in electricity supply in such a
way as to yield substantial profits to the supply com-
pany, and at the same time to supply electricity to
an ever-increasing number of consumers at rates
which will insure large business, and in most cases
to successfully compete with gas.

Hitherto the main governing idea among central
stations managers seems to have been that electricity

must rely upon its superiority as regards cleanliness,

convenience and healthiness over its competitors for
lighting purposes. The author hopes to convince
the members that, in one of the richest fields open
to central supply stations, electricity can compete
with its rivals, even as regards price.

UNRECOGNIZED PROFITABLE FIELD FOR LARGE EXTENSIONS.

Owing to the enormous development of the busi-
ness of electricity supply for power transmission,
for traction and other purposes, many central sta-

tion managers have lately devoted most of their
energies to the supply of electricity for those uses,
and have apparently assumed that they have al-

ready substantially secured the greater part of the
lighting business they are likely to get in their
districts. The author, on the contrary, firmly be-
lieves that there exists even a larger and more
profitable field for electricity supply ready at hand
in every town, waiting only to be tapped, and refers

to the supply of light to the thousands of domestic
lamps required by the middle classes in their homes,
which are used regularly every day for several hours,
summer and winter, and which, in many cases, can
be replaced by electricity at the same price, or even
less than the light now used, and at the same time
yield substantial profit to the supply' company.
This profitable domestic supply, which is largely

used after business hours, need in no way interfere

with the much-catered-for power supply, the value
of which the author fully appreciates.
Another enormous field for profitable extensions

is to be found in the smaller and lower classes of
stores, saloons and business houses that trade until

late in the evening. As these classes of consumers
frequently live over their business premises, their
use of artificial light is a very lengthy one; al-

though their bills may be small, they form a most
desirable class of possible consumers, and can be
supplied at a rate that, although low enough to
secure the business, will yet yield such a substantial
profit as to far more than counterbalance the extra
cost of connection and collection to such classes.

Central station managers are now seeking fresh
markets and uses for electricity supply, neglecting
the domestic lighting field, which has hardly yet
been touched. This, the author considers, is mainly
due to the habit that they have generally acquired,
of regarding consumers collectively instead of in-

dividually, and estimating the cost of supplying any
one class to be the average cost of supplying all

classes, thereby overlooking that it is quite possible
that more profit may be derived from the supply
of electricity to small long-hour consumers at a
low rate than from the supply of large consumers,
such as extensive stores, at a much higher rate.

I. Read before the Nacional Electric Light association, at

Niagara Falls, N. Y., June 9, 1S97.

IMPORTANCE OF THE TARIFF QUESTION.

The author doubts the possibility of much fin-

ancial success attending the efforts of central station

managers until they dismiss from their minds the
idea that large consumers' bills necessarily mean
large profits, as very freciuently the reverse is the
case. Although it seems a mere platitude to say
that a small business with a large profit is better

than a large business with small profit, yet this

would not appear to have been generally realized,

if we are to judge by the great inducements fre-

quently given in the matter of discounts off heavy
bills to consumers, irrespective of whether the con-
ditions under which their electricity has been sup-
jilied have yielded a profit or a loss, while very
little inducement, if any, has been offered to the

small consumer, who requires light for long hours,

in order to tempt him to use electricity for lighting

purposes.
The author trusts it will not be imagined that,

because he has expressed such a keen appreciation

of the small long-hour consumer, he does not appre-

ciate the large consumer having the same qualifica-

lion. His contention is that, if an equal rate of

profit be charged to all consumers of every class

and size, the field for profitable extension is prac-

tically boundless.
In this paper the writer has tried to confine him-

self solely to the commercial considerations which
govern the profitable extension of supply stations,

he being firmly of the opinion that, while engineers

have been devoting vast energy and time to con-
siderations of coal and plant economy, they have
neglected the easiest of all means for reducing the

cost of supplying the electricity, viz., the adjusting

of the charges so as to offer great inducements
to the profit-yielding consumers and to charge as

high a rate as possible to the unprofitable ones;
this will assuredly broaden out the average load

curve of the station and increase the usefulness of

the investment. Although in large stations the

question of coal economy comes almost next in

importance to that of the necessity for absolute

reliability of supply, the paramount consideration

must always be the arranging of the tariff so as to

attract the most profitable classes of consumers. The
raw materials of electricity supply, coal, water and
stores, have in many stations been brought down
to a little over one cent per kilowatt-hour, and
all the resources of engineering, so far as we now
know them, can only help us to make a fractional

improvement on that small figure.

Telephone News from the Northwest.
[From the Minneapolis correspondent of the Western Elec-

trician. 1

The Western Minnesota Telephone company has

been incorporated in Glencoe, Minn., with $30,000

capital stock, to establish a system connecting the

principal towns of the county.

An alleged shortage of accounts of Frank Drake,

secretary of the Inland Telephone and Telegraph

company of Spokane, Wash., has been investigated,

and all matters have been settled amicably. For a

while Mr. Drake was shadowed by a detective, dur-

ing the progress of the investigation.

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange com-

pany has just purchased the building which it has

fitted up for headquarters in Minneapolis. The
company held a 20 year lease, but decided to buy

it outright.

Council Bluffs, la., now has long-distance con-

nection with Chicago, New York and other eastern

cities.

The Jefferson Telephone company Is extending a

line from Lake City, la., to Holstein.

The Board of Supervisors has decided to order

out all Iowa union telephones in Sioux City, la.,

county offices, save one, and replace them with the

Home Telephone company's instruments.

The Marshall Telephone company of Marshall-

town, la., contemplates building lines to Tama
and Story City, la.

The council of Lamoni, la., was petitioned to put

in a municipal telephone system.

The telephone system of Beaver City, Neb., will

be extended to Harlan county, connecting with

Stamford, Orleans and Alma.

The Convention Number of the West-
ern Electrician.
[From Modern Machinery.]

The special convention number of the Western
Electrician is another example of the many which
have been furnished by this standard journal of the
energy and ability with which it is edited, and the
estimate in which it is held by the electrical trade.
This issue contains a hundred pages, and the extent
to which the leading manufacturers of electrical

machinery and electrical supplies are represented
must be a source of much satisfaction to the pub-
lishers. The Western Electrician has won for
itself the front rank among the very best technical
journals in the country.

Lightning's Queer Pranks.
(From the New York Sun

j

Ansonia, Conn., July 24.—It was not until the
latter part of last week that the frisky Connecticut
lightning with a reddish tinge in its glare began
to get in its work this season; but it had enough
fun then to make up for lost time. It was in
Goshen, at the upper end of the Naugatuck Valley,
that it made its playground. The first flash that

S'"? '"t-''^'^
^'°''™ J"^' '"<^«' its marksmanship.

Darius Thompson had been setting bean poles in
his garden that morning, and one of them was
particularly straight and handsome, somewhat
taller than the others. The bolt singled out that
particular bean pole, struck it on the tip end and
split it down to the other end, a foot or more
underground.
Having satisfied itself of its aim and having got

the range, it took another shot. This time it aimed
at the lightning rod on Fred Williams' house
iiighleen inches of the top of the rod. including the
copper point, was cut off as though it had been an
icicle, and stuck into the roof several yards away
f hen another section of the rod was clipped off
about eight feet of it, torn from its fastenings and
rammed 10 inches into the ground, where it stood
iiljright when Mr. Williams started to look for it
Having had its fun with the rod. the bolt followed
down to within about two feet of the ground where
it parted, one section going into the ground with
such force as to throw mud on the clapboards as
high as the roof, while the other section tore out a
piece of siding large enough to put a hand in and
began a trip of investigation.

'The first room it came to was Miss Wilfiams'
bedroom. She had been lying on the bed a few
minutes before, but had been called downstairs by
her sister. The lightning tore off a section of lath
and plaster, jumped down to the bed and tore every
slat on It to kindling wood, ripping the headboard
and footboard to pieces, and leaving not enouoh to
make over into a bunk. Then the bolt bored its
way into the parlor, wdiere another bedstead had
been put up for an emergency. It also struck this
bed, tore off the brass casters, hacked huge splinters
off the woodwork, and went through the mattress
quilt, and sheets. The family's dog was shut in a
closet in this room, but the playful electricity sought
him out and killed him. Then, having had fun
enough, it broke two panes of glass in the lower
window sash and went out.
This finished its work on the Williams farm, but it

struck several trees in that section of the town and
split them apart, tearing off the bark to the ground.

Struck by a "Streak" of Lightning.
[From the Galveston News.]

Orange Tex., July 9.—Yesterday afternoon
Charley Jr'lant, a farmer living about four miles
southeast of this place, rushed out during a light
shower to frighten jackdaws away from his fig trees.
As he stooped to pick up a stone to throw at the
birds a streak of lightning struck him just below
the right shoulder blade, ran under his arm around
to his right breast, then down and out at his right
foot. He was knocked senseless. The family car-
ried him into the house. He remained paralyzed
for several hours. Dr. Sholars was called, and after
careful treatment restored to him the use of his
limbs, but-he is confined to his bed on account of a
burn that extends from his right nipple down the
side and along his right leg. His right foot is
badly burned on the side and bottom.

Lightning Hit Negro, Missetd Chicken.
[From the Tri-VVeekly Kentucky Advance.

|

"Dog" Will Moore reports a funny freak of light-
ning during a recent storm. He was holding a
knife and a chicken in his hands, preparing to cut
off the fowl's head. Lightning struck the knife
glanced off and shocked a negro 10 feet away but
failed to give Moore the slightest sensation.' ' The
chicken disappeared and was not found.

'

Shepherd and 63 Sheep Killed by
'

Lightning.
fFront llie Topek^ Daily Capital.]

Earned, Kan., July lo.—Hans Anderson, a herder
was killed by lightning on a sheep ranch seven miles
southeast of Jetmore last night. Within a few feet
of where the body was found were 6} dead sheep
that had been driven into the pen and which had
evidently been killed at the same time.

Fire and Police Telegraph Superintend-
ents.

The second annual meeting of the International
-Association of Fire and Police Telegraph Superin-
tendents will be held at Nashville, Tenn., on Septem-
ber 14th and 15th. The headquarters will be at the
Maxwell House. It is hoped that a large attendance
will be present. Valuable papers will be read, touch-
ing upon many important subjects connected with
daily business experiences. Officers are to be
elected for the coming year, and, to a great extent',

the future welfare of the association depends upon
a successful meeting at Nashville. The Old-time
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Telegraphers and the United States Military Tele-

graph Corps will meet in Nashville at the same

time. F. C. Mason of Brooklyn is the president

of the association.

Improved Rontgen-ray Apparatus.
The increased demand by the medical profession

for Rontgen-ray apparatus which may be used with

ease and certainty, and appb'ed without fear of

failure to what are now considered difficult cases,

such as fracture or dislocation of the hip, has

led Queen & Co., Philadelphia, Pa., to institute in

their laboratory a series of careful experiments for

the improvement of this apparatus in the various

parts. One of the most important results of these

experiments is the Queen self-regulating X-ray tube,

which was fully described in the Western Elec-

trician of May 15th last. As further results im-

portant improvements have been made in induction

coils, vibrators and condensers, and in the com-

plete outfits. The cut shows the generating set

complete.

In designing the new line of coils Queen & Co.

have given careful attention to proportioning the

different parts so as to get a heavy and continuous

secondary discharge with the smallest possible

amount of wire. As every improperly placed or

unnecessary turn of wire in the secondary winding

of an induction coil increases its resistance and cuts

down the volume of the discharge without propor-

tionately increasing the length of spark, this is a

point of much importance, which has been too often

overlooked in coil designing. The distribution of

the wire on the secondary was determined by meas-

uring the discharge from single coils of a few turns

of wire, which were placed at intervals throughout

the field of the primary. From the data obtained

by these tests curves were plotted, showing the

proper distribution of wire for coils of all sizes.

Similar methods were used to determine the size and

number of turns of the primary and the amount of

iron in the core.

In the choice of insulating materials, and in as-

sembling, the greatest possible care is used. Methods

are employed which remove absolutely all air from

the insulating material of the secondary. By this

means it is not only impossible for the coils to

break down, but small leaks which diminish the

efficiency and may develop in time into serious

breaks are entirely prevented.

The induction coil has neither vibrator nor con-

denser, being intended for use with the adjustable

condenser and independent vibrator described be-

low. The spark points are adjusted by a hard-

rubber disk at the left of the base, which is so well

insulated that the operator is in no danger of re-

IMPROVED RONTGEN-RAY APPARATUS,

ceiving a shock even when the points are opened

out to the full extent. The coil is finished through-

out in polished mahogany and hard rubber.

The condenser and vibrator for use with coils of

this type are mounted together. Two of the bind-

ings posts are connected to the batteries, or lighting

circuit, and the other two to the induction coil.

The vibrator is operated by means of a small coil,

which is a shunt from the main circuit. An in-

dependent set of contacts makes and breaks the

circuit through this coil, and the switch near the

binding post opens and closes the shunt circuit.

The main circuit is controlled by the reversing

switch.

In the vibrator, which is a very luuch improved

form, the movable phitinum contact is carried on a

small vertical spring behind the vibrator sprmg.

When the contact is made the movement of the

vibrator is not arrested, as in other forms, but con-

tinues to its full amplitude, thus allowing a long
' make," The length of the "make" can be varied by
screwing in or out the other platinum contact. The
most important advantage of this arrangement is

the suddenness of the "break," which is accom-
plished by the collar in the vibrator spring striking

the movable contact while at full speed. In the

old forms of interrupters the break was made when
the vibrator started to. move, consequently it was
not only -nuch slower, but did not make use of the

momentum of the iron head of the vibrator. Some-
times the welding action of the current joined the

two pieces of platinum so tightly that the magnetic

pull was not sufficient to separate them. In the

new form, as the break is made when the vibrator

is at the middle of its swing, the sudden blow with

the entire momentum of the vibrator head' is always

sufficient to break the platinums apart, and once

started the vibrator continues in motion until the

current is turned off. The suddenness of the break

makes it possible to use this form of vibrator on

the 110 volt as well as battery circuits: it also adds

very greatly to the efSciency of the induction coil

with which it is used. A rod screwed into the

"TWO BALLS INCANDESCENT LAMP ADJUSTER.

iron head carries a weight, which may be mo\ecl

up and down and clamped in any position with a

set-screw. By this means the rate of vibration may
be varied within wide limits.

To summarize, the new vibrator has the follow-

ing advantages over older forms: First—Its action

is independent of the current going through the

coil. Second—Its rate of vibration is adjustable.

Third—It permits of a long ' make," and the length

of the "make" and "break" arc adjustable. Fourth

—

The "break" is very sudden, increasing the effi-

ciency of the coils and making it thoroughly

adapted to the lie volt circuit. Fifth—It never sticks.

The outfits complete for X-ray work consist of a

coil mounted on a base with rheostat if used for

1 10 volt circuit, and with an adjustable condenser

and independent vibrator mounted on the same base,

as shown by the cut. In addition to this a numljer

of tubes, suitable stand, fluoroscopes, etc., are in-

cluded with each set.

In making up these outfits Queen & Co. have

aimed to combine the apparatus in such a way as to

secure ease and certainty of operation, and at the

same time powerful results.

Bryant Fusible Wall Socket.

The device illustrated is made by the Bryant Elec-

tric company of Bridgeport, Conn., and consists of

the standard Bryant socket, mounted on a K. W.
rosette, making a combination which will be found

very useful, as it is fusible and can be furnished

with either the key or keyless, Westinghouse or

Thomson-Houston base. The shell of the socket

is held in place on the base by three bayonet joints,

which makes it thoroughly ri.gid and solid, capable

of supporting any weight of shade or lamp without

sagging. The socket, being fitted to the rosette cap,

can be used with any of the regular rosette bases,

all caps being interchan.geable.

"Two Balls" Incandescent Lamp Ad-
juster.

The cut shows the "Two Balls" adjuster, made
by M. I. Vought of 202 South Front street. La
Crosse, Wis,, attached to a common ceiling rosette.

The light may be drawn down or raised at will, the

lamp sustaining itself at any desired height. In

this application of the adjuster, if placed on a ceiling

BRVANT FUSIBLE WALL SOCEET.

of the usual height, there will be sufficient cord to

permit the lamp being swung to any point in a

common sized room, the adjuster automatically

keeping the cord taut and up out of the way. A
side swing attachment, known as the "Handy," is

also provided by the same manufacturer. This,

being adjustable, provides a means of fastening

at any desired point of swing. In offices it is

often the case that a single lamp hung in this man-
ner can be used over different desks around the'

room, by swinging from the center of the room.

The adjuster may also be connected to an attach-

ment plug and thus secured into a fixture in place

of a lamp. In this way the outfit makes an excel-

lent reading lamp, brmging the light exactly where

needed.

American Street Railway Association.

Appearances indicate that the Niagara meeting

of the American Street Railway association in Octo-

ber will have a mOst important auxiliary in its ex-

hibition of generating and operating machinery and

the many devices used in street railway construction

work. Secretary Penington announces that at

least two-thirds of the available space for exhibition

purposes has already been applied for. No assign-

ments have been made, and it is believed there will

be little choice in location, as members desiring to

attend the meetings will find it necessary to pass

through the exhibition hall in order to gain access

to the meeting room.

Chicago Storage Battery Road to be
Reorganized.

A decree of sale was entered on Tuesday, July

27th, by Judge Showalter at Chicago, directing

United States Master in Chancery Bishop to sell

the effects of the Englewood & Chicago Electric

Street Railway company. This step was necessary

preparatory to the reorganization of the company.

The decree shows that $1,178,000 worth of bonds

i\'ere issued and are outstaiidin.g. Of this amount

$278,000, including the so-called William V. Jacobs

$150,000 worth, is being contested by the receiver.

Levy Mayer, counsel for the receiver, insisted that

the decree of foreclosure should l^e entered and

that the property should be sold, notwithstanding

that the validity of all the bonds had not yet been

adjudicated. The decree provides that out of the

purchase price there shall first be paid the costs of

administration and then series "A" and "B" of

receiver's certilicates, amounting to $320,000, and

thereafter the bonds. Plans for the reorganization

of the company have already been agreed upon.

Metropolitan Electric Company's Finan-
cial Difficulties.

Judgments aggregating $34,773 were confessed by

the Metropolitan Electric company of Chicago in

the Superior Court on July 27th, and the property of

the concern at 18S Fifth avenue was immediately

levied upon. One of the judgments was for $2y,y2^

in favor of William H. McKinlock, president of

the company, and the other was for $7,050, in favor

of the American E.xchange National Bank. The
officers of the company assert that the liabilities of

the concern outside of the claims represented by

the judgments are very small.

The Metropolitan company was formed several

years ago by William H. McKinlock and Walter C.
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McKinlock, both of whom had had considerable

experience in the electrical supply business. The
company secured a good line of specialties and

engaged extensively in general supply business.

The cause of the company's financial difficulties is

said to be slow collections.

Rate War between Chicago Ligfiting
Companies.

In spite of the fact that Chicago is generally asso-

ciated with the idea of municipal ownership in the

consideration of all questions of public lighting, it

is a fact that the city depends upon central station

companies for considerable current to operate street

lights, particularly in the southern part of the city.

Two of the companies, the People's Electric Light

and Power company and the Hyde Park Electric

Light and Power company, have been engaged in a

spirited rate-cutting war for some time, and where-

e\er the lines of both companies were to be found

the people secured their service at a very small cost.

The city comptroller, becoming cognizant of this

fact, determined to secure some advantage for the

city, and he has accordingly asked both companies

to bid upon the city lighting for the district which

they occupy. It is possible that this may bring

the companies to their senses and be the means of

effectin.g a working agreement.

Telegraphic Communication with the
Klondike.

Arrangements ha\e already been made for estab-

lishing telegraph communication with the Klondike.

-Articles of incorporation of the Alaska Telegraph

and Telephone company were filed at San Francisco

on July 23d by local capitalists, who propose to run

a telegraph line from Juneau to Dawson City over

the trail by way of Chilcoot Pass and down along

the shore of lakes and rivers. No poles will be

used. Both telegraph and telephone wires will be

laid inside of a big cable, which will rest on the

surface of the ground. Of course, during the greater

part of the year it will be covered by snow. The
method of covering the cable will be the same

as that employed with ocean cable. From Dawson
branches will be built to Circle City and Forty Mile.

Agents will be established every 50 miles, to pro-

\'ide for messages along the route and to make "care-

ful daily inspections of the cable.

Alley "L" Electrical Equipment.
Reports from Schenectady are to the et^ect that

the tests of the si.x-car train of cars of the South

Side Elevated Railway company of Chicago have

been successful. The cars have been ecjuipped with

electric motors and controllers at the works of the

General Electric company, and with contacts and

connections for operation by the third-rail system.

The novel feature is the Sprague system of motor

control, by which, although each car is equipped

as an independent unit, all the motors of the train

can be controlled from one point when the six cars

or any number of them are coupled together.

Officers of the company, A. D. Lundy of Sargent &
Lundy, consulting engineers, and others, witnessed

the trials, on which depend the acceptance of the

Sprague system. A correspondent says: "The test

took place on a track 7,000 feet long, built for that

purpose, and was under the personal supervision of

Frank J. Sprague, the inventor of the system. The

cars used were those that run on the South Side

road, and were sent here several weeks ago to be

equipped. There were six of them, and they were

run singly and in bunches of two, three, four, five

and si.x. The speed register at times indicated 35

miles an hour, though the roadbed was new, and

the rails slippery from a heavy rain. The test was
satisfactory, and the Chicago men were nuich

pleased."

The contact rails for the new electrical eiiuipmcnt

ijf the Alley "L" have been distributed over the

structure, and the work on the power house found-

ations will be begun in a few da>s.

Excursion over the Storage Battery
Road.

The Y. M. C. A. Electrical club has planned an

excursion over the Englewood & Chicago electric

railroad for Saturday, August 7th, to which it invites

those interested in inspecting the new storage bat-

tery road. The club will meet in the association

parlors at two p. m., and will be met at the South

Park station of the Alley "L ' at three o'clock by
a special car, which will carry the party over the

[4 miles of road and will be side-tracked at the

power house, where every facility will be furnished

for the inspection of the method of charging the

batteries.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, July 27.—It is stated that the com-
missioner of public works has decided to grant a

permit to the Metropolitan Street Railway company
to open the street to change the motive power of

the Fourth avenue surface road from horses to elec-

tricity. At his request the company has filed a

may in the Public Works Department showing just

how the road will be built along Park row, under

the changed motive power, from Center street to

the terminus at Broadway. There was another hear-

ing in Gen. Collis' office on Friday morning on the

application. The plan showed- the Metropolitan's

intention so to change the Third Avenue company's

cable conduit on the down track now used jointly

by the two lines of cars as to make it into a double

conduit for cable power and electricity. The Third

Avenue company opposed the plan on the ground
that the only right which the Metropolitan had on

the down cable track was under a contract which

permitted it to use the track as at present, or for

the operation of cable cars, and that, by the Metro-

politan's own showing in previous contested cases,

the operation of a cable and an underground electric

line on the same tracks was impossible. Henry A.

Robinson, for the Metropolitan company, said that

that company had never contended that it was im-

possible to run cars by cable and underground elec-

tricity on one track. His company proposed doing

it in Twenty-third street, and had built the conduit

with that in view, he said, but he acknowledged

that it had not yet been done, and that there were

not two slots at present. He admitted that the

Metropolitan company claimed to own two tracks

down to the postofifice. The company rested its

rights in the original ownership and the agreement

with the Third Avenue company. Gen. Collis said

that if the Metropolitan company had a clear right

to use the tracks, he should not bother himself

much with the question of the physical possibility

of construction.

The Vandepoele decision has excited much atten-

tion, and its importance is generally recognized. It

is generally thought that the decision is final.

Rumors of street railway consolidation in this

city and Brooklyn have been rife for a few days,

but (there seems to be little foundation for the big

schemes proposed. However, the plan for the con-

solidation of the Brooklyn City and Newtown or

De Kalb avenue road with the Coney Island and

Brooklyn road has been announced. M. S.

TRADE NEWS.
At the regular fpiarterly meeting of the board of

directors of the Davis & Egan Machine Too! com-
pany, Cincinnati. Ohio, on July 24th, a dividend of
three per cent, was declared to all stockholders of
record. This was the ending of the company's fiscal

year, and it reports having done a profitable business
during the last 12 months, fully "j^ per cent, of
which was export.

John T. Caulfield of Richmond, Ind.. makes this
announcement: "I have transferred to the Fulton
Steam Boiler Works of Richmond, Ind., a com-
pany incorporated under the laws of this state, all

the real estate, buildings, merchandise, machinery,
patterns, tools and devices used by me in the steam
boiler works and foundry business, heretofore
known as the Fulton Steam Boiler Works and
Foundry of Richmond. Ind., together with all un-
completed contracts, accounts due nie and notes and
bills receivable. The Fulton Steam Boiler Works,
which has a capital stock of $85,000, receives all the
assets connected with the business and assumes all

my business liabilities." Mr. Caulfield is presidenl
of the company, and it is said that there will be no
change in the working management.

The Standard Underground Cable company of Pitts-

burg gives the following guaranty to its customers:
"Our attention has been called to the somewhat
extravagant pretensions put out by interested parties,

wherein claim is made, in substance or effect, of

an exclusive patented monopoly of paper insulated

electric cables and wires. We have been manufac-
turing and selling wires and cables of that kind
for many years, and, under advice of counsel, we
have no doubt whatever as to our right to do so.

We therefore advise you that as regards any such
wires and cables which you may purchase from
us, we will be prepared at any and all times, at ou'-

own charge and expense, to defend any suit or suits

brought against you for infringement of the patent

referred to, we to be promptly notified of such suit,

or suits, and to be allowed an opportunity to make
defense therein."

BUSINESS.
The well-known firm of James Leffel & Co.,

Springfield, Ohio, has issued a neat new pamphlet.
"D." replete with numerous illustrations and de-

scriptions of the throttling and automatic engines,

with portable and stationary boilers, which it is

building in a variety of sizes and styles. A copy
will be sent free to those interested, on application

to the company.

Niagara Falls is truly a great source of electrical

supply, but so is the Western Electric company,
and therefore when one receives a dainty picture

of the great cataract from the company named, with

the words under it, "A Great Source of Supply,"
the connection is evident. The pretty picture is

presented on cardboard, supplied with a cord for

hanging up, and it is well worth having.

The electrical house goods department in the

electrical supply business has been more or less

neglected, perhaps, during the last few j^ears, owing,
largely, to the prominence taken by the electric light

and power department of the same business. The
Electric Appliance company prides itself upon the

fact that the electrical house goods department of

its business has always had good attention, and
particularly during the last six or 12 months. The
house goods department in its new general cata-

logue is to be exceedingly complete, and the Elec-
tric Appliance company claims that it will list the

most complete line of house goods ever put before
the public.

The Electric Arc Light company reports a largely

increasing business. It is receiving large orders

with every mail for Pioneer long-hour inclosed arc

lamps and has been compelled to add to its already

large force in order to meet the demands. One of

the largest of the numerous contracts that have been
taken by. this company is that from Abraham &
Strauss, retail dry goods merchants of Brooklyn,
N. Y., who are equipping their new establishment

with Pioneer lamps. This building is an addition

to their already large quarters, and as soon as this

installation is completed the entire establishment

will be equipped with Pioneer lamps. This is said

ro be one of the largest contracts ever given for arc

lamps.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
586,5,39. Telephone Attachment. William W. Beck,

SebastopOl, Cal. Application filed March 5,

1897.
This device consists of a bracket having two forwardly

and inwardly projecting spring-metal clamping walls form-
ing a narrow opening at the front, a plate or arm provided
with a short slot, a screw-bolt projecting through the slot

and clamping walls and serving as a combined pivot and
adjusting device, and a second arm provided with a clip

adapted to receive and hold the telephone receiver and ad-
justably connected with the arm first named.

586.543. Connection for Electric Switches. Her-
bert A. Bullard, Pittsfield. Mass. Application

filed May 5, 1897-

A block having a tapered opening in one side, a recess in

the opposite side, a nut carried in the recess, an annu/ar

Issued July 30, iSgy.

groove around the nut, pins carried by the block and pro-
jecting into the annular groove in ihe nut, a tapered plug
screw-threaded at its extremity to correspond with the
screw-thread of the nut.

586,554. Flexible Insulated Conductor. John H.
Kelman, Pittsfield, Mass. Application filed

November 27, 1896.

This conductor consists of an extended length of tinned
copper coated with linseed oil varnish.

586,556. Trolley Guard. James M. Kirker. Louis-
ville. Ky. Application filed August 28, 1S95.

A trolley harp has on each side of the sheave on the same
st)indle an eccentric wheel adapted to hang when at rest
with its longest diameter downward, and to be revolved by
the line-wire falling on its rim, having a flat rim with a

raised outer edge at its shortest diameter, gradually chan g
ing to a beveled edge at its longest diameter.

586.559. Electrical Meter. William D. Marks.
Philadelphia. Pa, Application filed Januarv 23,

In combination with the actuating coils and the movable
member means are provided for eliminating or reducing
magnetic lag.

586.560. Electric Meter. William D. Marks and
George R. Green, Philadelphia, Pa. Applica-

tion filed May 29, 1897.

An oscillating motor is employed, together with a brake
carried by a stationary support and engaging periodically
with a movable member of the motor.
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586,565. Fusible Cut-out. Charles G. Perkins and

John Tregoning, Hartford, Conn. Application

filed December 15, 1896.

A base of insulating material has contacts adapted to be

connected with the circuit wires, the contacts have out-

wardly projectinK fastening-heads and wedge-surfaces that

incline toward the plane of the fastening-heads as they ex-

tend away from ihe fastening-heads, and a cap of insulating

material bears forked spring-arms arranged so as to engage
the inner edges of ibe fasteningheads and the wedge-
surfaces, which, as the cap is attached to the base, bend
the spring-arms out of their normal form and wedge them
into locking curves back of the fastening-heads.

586,575. Lightning Arrester for Switchboards.

Arthur M. Taylor, Niles, Mich. Application

filed March 8, 1S97.

In a pivoted eccentric contact bar. the jack springs and
contact plates are arranged transversely to the baseboard,
a spring-actuated rod is connected to the bar, an electro-

magnet has a coil connected respectively to the ground and
to a fusible wire secured to the contact plate of the bar.

and a latch connects the armature of the electro-magnet
with [he rod.

NO. 586,560.

586,578. Electrically Operated Railway Barrier.

Christiaem C. Van Der Valk, Haarlem, Nether-
lands. Application filed September 10, 1896.

There is a main or working circuit, and an auxiliary cir-

cuit operated by a railway train controls the main circuit

and preliminarily operates a warning signal.

586,602. Conduit Electric Railway. William E. M.
Jackson, Indianapolis, Ind. Application filed

October 5, 1S94.

The system embraces a slotted conduit, accessible in-

sulating supports situated at intervals m chambers, each
supporc comprising an open spiral non-conductive, a con-
taining-cup and its cover, a standard and a locking device
to hold the parts in normal position, combined with a
trolley wire, car and track equipment, and wiih suitable
trolley apparatus.

586,606. Circuit Controller for Electric Vehicles.

Karsten Knudsen, Chicago, III. Application
filed October 21, i8g6.

A contact finger for circuit controllers comprising two
parallel members carrying at the ends inwardly projecting
contact faces extending throughout a portion only of .the

length of the member, whereby a contact arm may be passed
between the resilient members to make and break contact
with the projecting contact faces.

586,615. Electric Heater. James F. McElroy, Al-
bany, N. Y. Application filed August 14, 1895.

A supporting frame carries at its upper and lower edges
insulatin;^ blocks or saddles; a continuous coil is arranged
m zigzag fashion about the insulating blocks in such man-
ner that the coils converge from top to bottom and bottom to

top respectively.

586,622. Induction Coil for Medical Apparatus.
Henry C. Porter, Chicago, 111. Application
filed January 26, 1895. Renewed January 18,

1897.

Current regulators are included in circuit with the source
of generation, and each arranged in a circuit independent
of the other, together with an induction coil included in
circuit with one of the current regulators and independent
of the other current regulator, whereby in one and the same
apparatus either a high-tension or low-tension current may
be interchangeably employed and each regulated as de-
sired; a contact-breaker is provided for the induction
coil, together with means for varying the rapidity of vibra-
tions of the contact-breaker, consisting of a sliding mem-
ber and a manually operated adjusting rod for the sliding
member.

586,627. Active Material for Secondary Battery
Plates. Sigmund A. Rosenthal, London, Eng-
land. Application filed October 15, i8g6.

This material is composed of oxide of lead, a rubber
binding material soluble in the usual acid exciting agent
and sulphate of ammonium

,

586,647. Trolley. William Willett, Johnstown, Pa.
Application filed March 22, 1897.

The harp is hinged to the upper end of the pole, and has
a movement at right angles to the movement of the pole,
and trolley wheels are arranged at obtuse angles to the
pole, and adapted to eoibrace and ride upon the upper side
of the conducting or trolley wire.

586,652. Apparatus for Working Electric Tram-
ways. Chris Anderson, Leeds, England. Ap-
plication filed Febuary 13, 1895. Patented in

England July 13, 1894.

In an electric tramway system, the combination with a
car carrying an electric motor, a contact-brush, a ramp, a
switchboard, electrical connections from the switchboard
to the contact-brush, motor and ramp, and a gripper, and
with an electric supply conductor, a peg for making elec-
tric connection between the conductor and the contact-
brush, and a haulage cable for use as an auxiliary power
actuated by an electric motor, of a haulage motor cable or
conductor for the motor, and a peg for making connection
between the conductor and the ramp

586.685. Telephone Switchboard. Hammond V.

Hayes, Cambridge, Mass. Application filed

January 29, 1897.
The claim is given; In a telephone switchboard, the

combination with a subscriber's line centering thereat, in-

cluding ttie subscriber's line-signal mechanism, of first a

registering mechanism of two movements, second an elec-

trical mechanism, the operation of which causes or permits
the first movement of said registering mechanism to be
taken, while its own operation for such purpose is caused
by the operation of the subscriber's line-signal mechanism;
and, third, an electrical mechanism, the operation of

which causes or permits the second movement of said

registering mechanism to be taken, while its own operation
for such purpose is caused by the completion of the opera-
tor's answering circuit, the two said electrical mechanisms
being also so associated that not only the elfective opera-

tion of the second cannot take place without the previous
operation of the first, but the operation of the second pre-

vents further operation of the first.

586.686. Electric Furnace. Robert F. S. Heath,
Camden, N. J. Application filed February 24,

1896.
This furnace employs depending stationary carbons, a car-

bon carrier, a screw-rod for raising and lowering the carbons,

a bearing for the screw-rod, a rotary melting pot, a material

feeder, and means for removing the carbide of calcium from
the melting pot.

586.687. Electric Furnace. Robert F. S. Heath,
Camden, N. J. Application filed February 21,

1896. Renewed April i, 1897.
Provision ismade for rotating tht carbon-carrying shaft;

a slotted arm or carbon carrier is adjustably fixed on the

shaft; a carbon holder is adjustably fixed to the slot of the

carbon carrier, and carbons depend from the carbon holder.

586,700. Electric Line Insulator. John J. Tracy,

Hartford, Conn. Application filed May 27,

1897-
An insulator having a base adapted to be secured to a

support that is liable to move, and a bracket with an in-

sulating wire-holding part movably connected with the

base, and adapted to be held stationary by the wire that is

connected with it when the base moves with its support.

586,702. Electrically Actuated Switch Mechanism.
Walram S. Browne, Brooklyn, N. Y. Applica-

tion filed November 25, 1896.
This device consists of a bar shaped on its lower edge to

correspond to the trolley-wire section, means for attaching
the trolley wire thereto, a longitudinal recess in one side of

the bar extending to and including the central line of the

bottom edge, and a plate therein, but insulated therefrom,
and adapted to be connected by the trolley wheel.

586,723. Excessive Current Recorder. James R.

Cravath, Chicago, 111. Application filed Feb-
uary 5, 1897.
The first claim is for the combination with a thin sheet of

fusible metal of a heating conductor extending transversely

thereto and heated by an electric current to cause the con-

ductor to melt its way through the sheet of fusible metal.

586,729. Method of and Apparatus for Effecting

Electrolysis. Carl Kellner, Vienna, Austria-

Hungary. Application filed February 24, 1896.

Patented in France December 15, 1894; in Bel-

gium. December 15, 1894; in Italy December 31,

1894; in Austria January 17, 1895; in Hungary
February 28, 1895; in Switzerland July 4, 1895,

and in Norway July 16, 1895.
An electrolytic apparatus comprising two compartments,

a fixed anode in one of them, a mercury cathode, and means
for causing the cathode to uninterruptedly flow from a

higher to a lower lever alternately and repeatedly from one
compartment to the other before reaching such lower level.

586,755. Telegraph Cable. James M. Barr, Lon-
don, England. Application filed December 26,

1896.
In a telegraph apparatus there is the combination of a

pair of parallel adjacent conductors connected at one end

to a common return, a source of current having one pole

connected to the common return, contacts connected to the

conductors at the transmitting end, and a key connected to

the other pole of the source between the contacts.

NO. 586,602.

586,793. Telephone Attachment. Stephen C.

Houghton, San Francisco, Cal. Application

filed June 15, i897-
One claim is for a transmitter, a receiver, a receiver-

supporting arm movably supported, a projection carried by

the arm and contact springs on each side of the projection.

586,809. Trolley Pole. Chauncey N. Dutton, New
'

York, N. Y. Application filed July 27, 1896.

The device is a tubular trolley pole with a truss-frame

fixed thereon, truss wires or rods connected to the truss-

frame and to the body of the trolley pole, and adjustable

struts connected to the body and to the truss-wires.

586,811. Electrical Conductor. Chauncey N. Dut-

ton, New York, N. Y. Application filed July

27, 1896.

A multiple wired electrical conductor, having its wires

woven around a forked support, is described.

586,813. Electrical Gas Alarm. John Erikson,
'

Providence. R. I. Application filed April 3,

1897-

The principal feature of this gas-escaping alarm is the

combination with a burner and a stop-cock, of a loop of

wire having one leg held stationary and the other leg left

free to break or make an electrical circuit by heating or
cooling one of the legs, with means operated by the stop-
cock to close the circuit when the gas is turned on. and
break It when the gas is completely turned oft, and wires
to form the electrical circuit.

586.823. Electro-magnetic Motor. Francis J. Pat-
ten, New York, N. Y. Application filed De-
cember 4, 1896.

In a rotary field electric motor a fixed-ring field magnet
is energized by multiphase alternating currents provided
with an internally eccentrically pivoted armature of mag-
netizable material tangentially in contact with the ring
field magnet internally at one pole thereof, and adapted to
follow the rotating magnetic field by rolling around the in-
side periphery of the ring.

586.824. Electric Furnace. Francis J. Patten, New
York, N. Y. Application filed January 30, 1897.

Two or more terminal electrodes are connected with
each other by a carbon pencil of relatively small cross-
section inclosed in a rotating magnetic field, the lines of
force of which are substantially transverse to the pencil,
together with means tor establishing a rotating magnetic
field around the pencil.

586.825. Electric Motor. Frank A. Perret, Brook-
lyn, N. Y. Application fi.led March 27, 1897.
The combination is claimed with a ring armature and

commutator ring, of a field magnet within the armature,
and a brush-ring mounted directly upon the field magnet.

NO. 586,615.

586,845. Electro-magneitc Third-rail System. Will-
iam Grunow, Jr., Bridgeport, Conn. Applica-
tion filed August 26, 1896.

An electrical contact system, consisting of a free or inde-
pendent reciprocating electro-magnetic contact operated by
the alternate action of a separate electro-magnet and gravi-
tation.

586,852. Underground System for Electric Rail-
ways. Alvaro S, Krotz, Springfield, Ohio, and
William P. Allen, Chicago, 111. Application
filed February 12, 1897.

A subway having the supporting yokes with the overhang-
ing portions reinforced by webs or ribs which extend in-
wardly and upwardly from the sides of the yokes, is de-
scribed, in combination with an insulator having a cap
with lugs or sleeves adapted to fit within the ribs, and re-
movable pins extending through the ribs and sleeves.

586,861. Electrically Operated Valve. Frank Mc-
Donald, Portland, Me. Application filed April
22, 1897.

A mechanism for controlling the flow of water through a
fire-hose comprises a valve, a sourcs of electricity, a motor
in the source of electricity, a reversing switch in the source
of electricity, a broad gear-wheel on the armature shaft of
the motor, and a gear-v?heel on a longitudinally movable
screw-threaded stem of the valve and engaging with the
broad gear-wheel.

586,864. Rheostat. Oscar H. Pieper and Alphonse
F. Pieper, Rochester, N. Y. Application filed

March 23, 1897.

A series of conducting contact plates insulated from the
support, and having apertures through which the support
passes, a continuous insulated wire wound upon the sup-
port between the plates of the series and electrically con-
nected to the plates at the points of crossing from one
space to the next, and a contact-arm co-operating with the
exposed edges of the plates.

586,888. Telephone Signaling Relay and Circuit.

Arthur S. Williams, Newton, Mass. Applica-
tion filed May 20, 1897.

An electro-magnetic relay, comprising an electro-magnet
with a central iron core, an iron casing, an interposed ex-
citing helix, an associated maintaining helis:, a tilting disk
armature resting on its edge in from of the core, and two
circuit-closers actuated by the armature, one controlling
the continuity of the maintaining helix and the other
adapted to control an independent local circuit.

586,891. Electrical Signaling Apparatus. Andrew
A. Andersen. Altoona, Pa. Application filed

February 14. 1896.

The arrangement comprises a receiver, comprising two
electro-magnets, a pivoted lever carrying an armature and
a verge, and an escape-wheel actuated by the verge to

operate a pointer, the verge having one of its pallets
rigid and the other pivoted, an adjustable stud, a link con-
nected with the movable pallet, and a screw eccentrically
mounted on the stud and serving to hold the link in place
thereon.

586,894. Electro-depositing Device. John Bossard,
Dubuque, Iowa. Application filed May 31,

1895.

A tank is provided with anode connection, a circular
carrier having cathode connections from which a number
of articles to be deposited upon are suspended within the
hath, and means for causing the carrier to rotate in a hori-
zontal plane, carrying the articles to be deposited upon
around in the bath.

586,920. Electric Railway System. Harlan P.

Wellman, Ashland, Ky. Application filed De-
cember 12, 1896.

A switch having an electro-magnet, a pivotally mounted
armature, opposite lugs carried by the armature connected
in series, and spring contact-arms connected in separate
series and designed when contacting with the lugs to close
a circuit.

586.933. Electric Switch. James F. McElroy, Al-
bany, N. Y. Application filed January 9, 1896.

The combination includes a suEp-switch for opening the
circuit, with an adjusting switch, consisting of terminal
blocks fixedly arranged around a vertical post, conducting
pieces for varying the connection attached to a carrier
which rotates on the vertical post, means for connecting
the carrier to the electric switch, whereby the electric
switch locks the adjusting switch when the electric switch
is closed and unlocks it when open.
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Englewood and Chicago Electric Stor-
age Battery Road.
By George A. Damon.

There is probably no electric railroad in the world
which is attracting more attention than Chicago's
new storage battery road now successfully operating
20 motor cars regularly in the southern part of the

city. This road is the first one in this country to

have an equipment specially designed throughout
for the use of this ideal system of electric traction,

and as it has been constructed and is now being oper-
ated under most favorable conditions, the result of

The history of the Englewood and Chicago rail-

road, under its present management, dates back to

1895, when the company came into possession of

valuable franchises, providing for a right of way
between Woodlawn and Harvey, with numerous
branches, covering in all about 35 miles of

streets. The company carefully investigated all the

existing systems of electric traction and decided in

favor of storage batteries. G. Herbert Condict, who
was then in charge of the battery cars operated on
Fourth and Madison avenues, New York, was early

given entire charge of the work of planning and
constructing the new road, with instructions to make

secure a number of trailers, but occasionally even
this equipment is found insufficient to accommodate
the patrons of the road.
The route of the road is shown in the map on page

75, in which the full lines show the road already in

operation, while the dotted lines indicate the pro-
posed extensions. It will be seen that the road
connects with the Alley "L" at the South Park av-
enue station on Si.xty-third street, in Woodlawn. A
picture of one of the battery cars in front of the neat
waiting room at the foot of the stairway leading
from the elevated structure is shown on page 75.
The road offers easy access to Oakwoods cemetery,

B.ittei y charging Room Showing Trays.

Transfer Carriage with Battery Tray.

Rolling Battery Tray on Transfer Carriage.

Raising Battery Tray under Car.
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the experience here obtained will be of lasting benefit

to those interested in the development of the storage

battery system of propulsion.

The consolidation of the storage battery mterests

a few years ago removed the danger of patent liti-

gation, and the lessons taught by the unfortunate

experiences of earlier attempts in this line had their

effect. High-class engineering talent was retained

and every advantage that could be obtained from an

economical power plant, operating on a steady load,

was secured. The roadbed and track were specially

designed for the unusual conditions of traffic, and
every detail of construction and operation has been
carefully considered. As a result, therefore, the in-

stallation of the Englewood and Chicago road de-

serves to be considered as a demonstration of what
storage batteries can do, rather than be termed an

experiment. In comparison, all former attempts at

storage-battery traction appear crude.

the equipment as complete as the stale of the art

permitted. In consultation with J. H. Vail of Phila-

delphia, and later with B. J. Arnold of Chicago,

who is the consulting engineer of the company, the

plans were perfected which resulted in the present

economical arrangement of the plant, and the unique
equipment for handling the batteries. Hugh Hazle-

ton was Mr. Condict's assistant, in active charge

of the work at the power house, and H. B. Quick
was superintendent of track construction.

The power house was completed last spring,^ and
on June 20th 10 cars were put upon the road. From
December last and all during the winter and spring

two cars were kept in service, the batteries being
charged from a temporary plant. At the present

time nearly 20 motor cars are making regular

trips, and giving satisfactory service. The large

crowds which have patronized the road since its

opening have led its superintendent, A. R. Davies, to

touches Auburn Park, and runs south on Vincennes
road, through South Englewood and Washington
Heights, where it crosses the city limits and pene-
trates Blue Island, the present southern terminus.
Eventually the line will extend to Harvey. On
Morgan avenue a spur line runs west through the

beautiful little village of Morgan Park, terminating

at Mt. Olivet and Mt. Greenwood cemeteries. xAt

present more than 23 miles of track are laid, of

which 19 miles are double track and four miles
single track.

Just at present the road is operating two sets of

cars, one running between Sixty-third street and
Morgan Park, under a 16 minute headwa}', and the
other with cars 22 minutes apart, connecting the ter-

minus at Seventy-ninth street and Halsted with
Morgan Park. The line runs through a pleasant

district and has already become popular for ex-

cursions, picnics and storage battery evening parties.
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It can easily be reached from the city, as it

makes connections with the Halsted street, the

Wentworth avenue and the Cottage Grove avenue
cars of the Chicago City railway, as well as with
the Alley "L." The lines of the Calumet Electric

railway cross it in a number of places.

Realizing that much depended upon a smooth
roadbed, which would prevent jolting of the bat-

teries, careful attention was given to the track

construction, with the result that it may be com-
pared to the highest class steam road practice.

Oak ties eight feet long, spaced two feet center to

center, rest upon six inches of gravel ballast. Eighty
pound seven inch Johnson girder rails, resting on
braced tie plates, are used throughout, joined

with six bolt fish-plates and kept from spreading

by tie-rods at every joint. The track, of course, is

not bonded and the entire absence of overhead con-
struction gives a very neat appearance, which is es-

pecially noticeable where the battery road connects
with or parallels the trolley lines.

The power house, also shown on page 75, is located

a large 3,500 gallon sprinkler and a snow plow. The
cars were built by the St, Louis Car company, and
are mounted upon Dupont trucks. In appearance
the cars resemble ordinary electric cars without
trolley poles, and in this respect are a great im-
provement over the usual storage battery car, in

which provision is made for storing the batteries

under the car seats. In the truck, however, radical

differences will be found. The method adopted for

handling the batteries is to place them upon strong
trays, which are supported upon the trucks beneath
the car and between the axles. To leave this space
free for the battery trays the 50 horse power
Walker motor with which each truck is equipped
is suspended on the outside of the car axle. The
battery tray is supported on two bars running across
the frame and engaging hooks formed by bending
over four five-inch channels, which pass under the
tray. The snow plow has provision for carrying
three trays of batteries, one for each 50 horse power
motor and one to operate the large broom for

cleaning the tracks. With such an equipment the

is arranged so that the rolls on the elevators may
be coupled to the rolls on the charging tables and
Iho tiays niitnmnticanv shifted. There are two of
these carriages, one in each charging room, though
the present equipment requires but one. Each car-
riage is provided with five motors: one to operate
each elevator, one for each set of rolls and one to
run the carriage up and down the alley between the
charging tables.

The process of replacing a battery tray upon the
car may be described as follows: The car rounds up
into the station from either direction, stopping under
the arcade exactly over the pit at the end of the
charging room. The attendant below raises an ele-

vator and removes the discharged battery, it being
released by the pulling of a lever. On lowering
the elevator the entire carriage is advanced a few
feet, bringing the charged battery directly under
the car truck, to which it can be readily elevated,
the hooks automatically engaging the cross-bars
and the brass plates on the sides of the trays making
a sHding electrical connection with the spring clips

at Eighty-eighth street and Vincennes avenue. The
cost of the road is not affected by the location of the

power plant, as in the case of a trolley line operated
by means of a feeder system, and in this instance a

site for the plant was selected which was convenient
to a steam railroad and where real estate was cheap.

The power plant is 5% miles from the Alley "L" ter-

minus and is one block from the South Englewood
station of the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific rail-

road. The power building is of brick and stone,

with a pitch and gravel roof, and consists of two
parts, the car barn and the power house proper
which comprises the boiler and engine rooms. The
plan of the car barn and power house is presented on
page 74, which also shows the arrangement of tracks
for the handing of the cars. Extending across the
front of the car barn and upon the second floor are
the offices, comprising a large general and private
office, a reading-room for conductors and motor-
men, a room for lockers and a toilet room, equipped
with shower baths. Under the offices an arcade
is formed in which the cars stand while changing
batteries. The car barn at present has a capacity
of 24 cars and when extended will accommodate
50. In fact, the entire equipment of the road
has been planned with the ultimate object of
operating a 50 car system. An electric transfer
table runs through the center of the building, taking
the cars from the tracks under the arcade and deliv-
ering them to the car barn tracks.

The basement under the car barn is the most in-

teresting part of the entire plant. Here the storage
batteries are charged. Several views of this part
of the plant are presented on page 71. A cross-
section of half of this basement shows the batteries
arranged on both sides of a central alley, extending
the length of the building. The center of the car
in the barn comes directly over this alley.

The rolling stock consists at the present time of
16 open cars, 8 closed cars and 16 trailers, as well as

Switchboard.

Engine and Generators.
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minimum amount of trouble will be experienced
in keeping the tracks clean and the road in opera-
tion in the severest weather.
The method of handling the battery trays, how-

ever, presents the most unique features of the en-
tire installation. The problem was to remove the
discharged batteries at the end of each trip and
replace them by a charged set with the least possible
delay and with the minimum amount of labor. The
ingenious device designed to do this was furnished
by the Shaw Electric Crane company of Muskegon,
Mich., and it enables the batteries to be changed
in 1V2 minutes. The entire work is done by one
man. The elevator is part of a traveling car-

riage which runs along llie track in the alley, ex-
tending down through the center of the charging
room in the basement. This carriage is provided
with two elevators—one at each end—while the mid-
dle is occupied by a platform for the attendant, from
which he controls the operations. Each elevator
is fitted with rollers worked by skew-bevel gearing
upon which the battery trays are carried. The
charging tables on each side of the transfer pit are
also fitted with similar rollers and a clutch coupling

on the car trucks which are the terminals of the
controller cables. The empty elevator is lowered
and the car is ready to proceed upon its trip. The
tray of discharged batteries, which has just been
removed from the car, is conveyed by the carriage
to an empty charging table, where it is rolled from
the elevator, making automatically by means of the
plates on its side an electrical contact with the
charging circuit. The mechanism of this battery
transfer carriage is made entirely interlocking, so
that it is impossible to perform two operations at

the same time, which would probably prove disas-
trous. Thus it is iinpossible to move the carriage
until the elevator is lowered from under the car, and
the trays cannot be rolled in either direction until
the charging tables and the carriage tables are di-

rectly in line.

The elevators can also be used for placing a
charged battery in the car while it stands on the
car barn tracks, so that each car on leaving the
house is ready for the road. The motors on the
cars can also be removed with the aid of the eleva-
tors, thus facilitating repairs and inspections. The
batteries on each car consist of 72 cells, each con-
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taining nine plates—four positives and five negatives.
The negative plates are all of the "Chloride" type,

but part of the cars are equipped with the "Tudor"
and part with "Manchester" positives. Each plate

is 14% inches long and 7% inches wide. The
negative plates are one-fourth inch and the positive
plates five-sixteenths inch thick. The outside di-
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which results in a charging current of about 150
amperes. This current gradually becomes less until,

when the attendant observes from the ammeter above
the tray that it has reached 30 amperes, the battery
is changed to the next higher potential, which is 172
volts. The charging current again reaches 150 am-
peres and similarly decreases, and finally the battery

U<'thod of Sup[>art)ilE UaiD Cab!,.*
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mensions of the hard rubber containing jar is 5% by
SVi! by 17% inches deep. The weight of the ele-

ments of each cell is 75 pounds; of the jar five pounds
and of the electrolyte, 20 pounds, making a total

weight for each cell of 100 pounds.
Each tray contains 72 ceils, arranged in 12

rows of six each. The battery plates are connected
by means of lead strips electrically welded so as to
make a solid joint, neither bolts nor screws of any
kind being employed. The cells are connected in

four separate groups of 18 cells, each group being
connected by flexible cables to two large brass
plates on the side of the trays. The entire weight
of the tray of batteries is 7,800 pounds, which
makes the extra weight of the car due to the storage
cells about four tons. The top of the batteries are
covered with a loose-fitting hard rubber crate which
prevents the splashing of the acid out of the con-
taining jars. The storage batteries, when in series,

will deliver a current of 400 amperes at about 144
volts. They were specially designed for traction pur-
poses, and were supplied by the Storage Battery com-
pany of Philadelphia. Those which have been in serv-
ice more than six months, and have made over 6,000
miles, have yet to show any signs of deterioration. To
make the round trip of nearly 24 miles takes a car
about two hours, which is practically the time each
battery is in service. They can be fully charged in

40 minutes, but will show a slightly better efficiency

if the time of charging is longer. It will thus be seen
that it is unnecessary to provide twice as many bat-
teries as cars, as is usually supposed, as the road can
be operated successfully with an equipment of battery
sets only 50 per cent, greater than the number of
cars on the line.

It is well known that as a battery becomes charged
its electromotive force rises. If the charging volt-

age remains constant the current received by the
battery diminishes in proportion as its electromotive
force rises. Thus to charge a cell at a given
rate requires a constantly increasing charging volt-

age. If the final voltage were to be applied to the
battery at first in its discharged condition a great
rush of current would result, which would be injuri-

ous to the plates. It is desirable, then, that the
charging cells be subjected to a variation of voltage.

is connected to the highest potential of 176 volts,

where it completes its charge and is ready for service.

The controllers were manufactured by -the Walker
company and are of special design for the service, as

the low voltage and the large currents used require

contacts of much larger surface than are ordinarily

necessary. The controller has five points and allows
the following combinations: (i) The four sets of bat-
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sisting of 192 pipes, by which their temperature
is considerably reduced. A by-pass is provided for
use when the economizer is not in operation. The
stack is self-supporting and is constructed of steel,

150 feet high and 7 feet in diameter and was fur-
nished by the Variety Iron Works of Cleveland. It

rests upon a brickwork foundation, raising it an
additional 22 feet above the ground. The brick
smoke flue from the economizer enters this brick
base.

The feed water is obtained from two independent
sources—the city supply and an artesian well. Jet
condensers in conjunction with a cooling tower are
installed, so that the same water is used over and
over, comparatively little additional supply being re-
quired to make up the waste due to evaporation.
The pumps, condensers, and cooling tower are of the
Worthington patterns. Duplicate pumps are pro-
vided, either of which can take the feed water from
the city mains, the artesian well or the discharge
pipe from the jet condenser. The water can be de-
livered through the heater which receives the ex-
haust steam from the auxiliary pumps and then
through the economizer into the boiler, or either of
these feed-water heaters can be cut out in case repairs
are necessary and the water delivered directly to the
boilers. The economizer utilizes the waste flue gases
to heat the water up to boiler temperature ready to
make steam. It also acts as a reservoir, containing
a considerable supply of hot water at the evaporative
point, and thus materially increases the duty of the
boilers.

The live steam leaves the boiler through a si.x inch
pipe and enters from the bottom a header supported
on the walls of the engine room. From the top of
the header a wrought iron bend is taken leading to
each engine and terminating in a copper bend to
provide for expansion. An auxiliary header is pro-
vided below the engine room floor for the live steam
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furnished to the boiler feed and air pumps. The
exhaust from the engines is conducted to the
jet condensers, where it mixes with the injection
water, which is at a temperature of about 80 degrees
as it comes from the well at the bottom of the .cool-

ing tower. The air pump of the condenser delivers

the condensed steam and heated injection watertothe
top of the Worthington cooling tower. This tower
is 30. feet high by 12 feet in diameter. Here by
means of revolving pipes turned by the pressure of

teries in parallel, giving about 36 volts; (2) batteries
in series parallel in sets of two, giving about 72
volts; (3) batteries in series with resistance; (4) bat-
teries in series without resistance; (5) the same, with
the field of motor shunted.

In describing the power house a beginning will

be made with the fuel and water and the several de-
partments considered in order. Coal is deliv-
ered upon a siding immediately back of the boiler
room, and can be shoveled from the cars directly

ENGLEWOOD AND CHICAGO ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY ROAD.—ELEVATION OF ENGINE AND DYNAMO PLANT.

To accomplish this without the use of boosters, re-

sistances, or counter electromotive force cells, any
of which methods would be uneconomical, the plan
of operating three dynamos at three voltages was
adopted and is working successfully. Three cables
having a common negative return extend from the
back of the switchboard along the cells on the charg-
ing tables. By means of plug switch the operato?
upon the transfer carriage can connect each tray
of batteries at will to either cable. The discharged
battery is first subjected to a potential of 160 volts,

upon a coal platform made of iron extending along
the boiler room in front of the boilers. Without be-
ing lifted it can be conveniently passed into the hop-
pers of the Roney stokers with which the boiler
grates are supplied. At present three Heine water-
tube boilers are installed, but ultimately the boiler
equipment will consist of six boilers of the same
type, and provision has been made for them. The
escaping gases pass through a smoke flue back and
above the boilers to the stack, encounterin.g
on the way a Greene fuel economizer con-

the escaping water itself, it is delivered in jets over
the top of a collection of vitrified sewer tile laid up
on end in tiers in such a manner that the water, trick-

ling down over the pipes, is spread out over a large
surface. A blast of air from a powerful blowing fan

driven by an electric motor cools the air sufficiently

so that, as it collects at the bottom of the tower, it

can be used again as injection water. The feed-water
tap in the condenser discharge is made before the
pipe is led to the cooling tower. An auxiliary ex-
haust header is provided ending in an exhaust head
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and an aiitonialic pressure valve lo be used in case

the condensers fail to work. An opening in the en-

gine room floor allows an easy inspection of the

exhaust and feed-water piping, the pumps and con-

densers in the basement. The engine room is upon
the ground level and the head room allowed in the

basement is about eight feet. A door leads out of the

condenser pit into the boiler room.
In selecting the sizes of the generating units sev-

eral considerations were kept in mind. It was nec-
essarj' to have three dynamos operating at different

voltages all the time, and it was desirable to have one

Bullock Manufacturing company of Chicago, as

shown on page 73. The two end engines develop
250 horse power each and the center engine, wliich

is rated at 500 horse power, is similar in every respect

to the end engines except that it has four instead

of two sets of cylinders. The speed of each engine
is regulated by a throttle valve in tlie live-steam pipe
controlled by a centrifugal governor on the shaft.

The cranks are set opposite each other and the steam
acts on one side of the piston, resulting in a pressure
in only one direction upon the crank-pins. The
steam entering the high pressure cylinder from the

additional engine hav,e been saved. The entire plant
of J,000 horse ])owcr is contained in a space 56 feet

long by 12 feet wide.
At the present time the large center engine is not

installed, as will be seen in the picture on page 72,

which represents the view of the engine room from
the visitors' gallery. In its place a temporary shaft

is erected carried on separate bearings, so that it is

possible to operate any one or all four of the gen-
erators from either end engine resulting in an eco-
nomical plant even under the unfavorable condi-
tions of the small load now existing.

The illustration on page 72 shows two of the gener-
ators and part of one engine, and a cross section of

the method of mountingand connecting the generators
is shown on page 74. Here it will be seen
that the generator armatures are mounted upon
hollow steel shafts or quills resting in the
independent bearings PP and pp. Through the
center of this quill concentric with it but
not in contact at any point, extends a solid over-

r,^u^Ji
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relay generator. This practically necessitated the

installation of four dynamos. Provision was to be

made for an ultimate output of twice that required at

present, and it was decided to install at once gener-
ators of sufficient capacity to handle the future de-

mands. To directly connect these four generators
to independent engine units was considered expens-
ive and uneconomical, while to belt the generators to

counter shafting, it was thought, would require a large

steam chest, exhausts through the hollow piston rod
into the receiver space below, ready to act on the fol-

lowing piston. An air cushion is provided which
takes up the momentum of the moving parts and
allows the high rotative speed of 380 revolutions per
minute without noise or vibration.

The engines and dynamos are connected so that

the center engine can operate any one or all of the

four generators, while either of the smaller engines

ENGLEWOOD AND CHICAGO ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY
ROAD.—SECTION OF PIT.

hanging steel shaft E. supported also by independent
bearings Dd. Suitable flanges and couplings are

provided at the ends of the shaft and of the quills to

connect with the engine flywheels Hh. It is the in-

terior shaft that is peculiar to the Arnold system
and gives to it its flexibility. Normally the shaft is

idle and the system requires the movement of no
more shafting than usual; but in case it is desired to
operate a generator by an engine which is not con-
tiguous to it. the shaft is brought into play and is

connected to the engine shaft at one end and extend-
ing through the hollow quill is connected to the gen-
erator quill at the other end. In the present case
the couplings are mechanical and the engines arc
stopped a short time when the changes are made.
This, of course, introduces no serious inconvenience
on account of the character of the load, but in a case

where it is imperative to operate the generators con-
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Cooling Tower and Base of Stack.

amount of floor space and would have been at best
an unsightly and awkward plan, though it would
have reduced the number of engines required to two
and made a flexible arrangement. The plan finally

adopted for connecting the engines and generators
was that known as the Arnold system of power sta-

tion construction. This arrangement furnished a
very happy solution of the difficulty and resulted in

a neat, compact, flexible and reliable generating
plant. The plant as it will appear when completed
will consist of four igo kilowatt multipolar genera-
tors made by the Walker company and three upright
tanden central valve Willans engines made by the

Plan of Power House showing Arrangement of Tracks.
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at the ends of the shaft can run either or both of the

adjacent generators. Thus the center engine can
operate the three dynamos required, leaving the two
small engines and one dynamo idle, or the large

engine can run any two generators and one of the
end engines can operate the other dynamo necessary,
still leaving a reserve of one engine and generator;
or the large engine can be shut down and the plant
still be operated economically. In fact the same
flexibility and reliability has been secured as would
have resulted from four independent direct-con-

nected units, but by means of the Arnold system
much floor space and the investment required for an

tinuously magnetic couplings are designed to go
with the system, and by this means the generators
can be shifted from one engine to another by the

throw of a switch.
The switchboard is a handsome structure of five

panels of two inch white marble, and is located at

one side of the engine room. The connections arc

shown in the cut on page y^t, while the appearance of

the board in the station is set forth in the half-tone

picture on page 72. It will be seen that one panel is

provided for each generator and an additional panel
contains the motor switches. Along the back uf
the board extend four heavy omnibus bars. The
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upper bar is the common negative bar while the three
lower bars are the high, medium and low voltage
bus-bars respectively. Each generator panel is

eqviipped with two separate single throw switches of

sufficient size to handle the entire output of tlic

dynamo. One switch connects the negative lead of

the generator after it has passed through a recording
ammeter and a circuit breaker to the common neg-
ative bus, while the other switch can be turned
through an angle of 180 degrees and can connect the
positive lead of the dynamo, which is also protected
b^^ a circuit breaker, to any one of the three bus-
bars. In this way any generator can work o"n any
bus-bar. Each generator panel is also equipped
with a Weston illuminated dial ammeter and a volt-

meter of the same pattern, while a rheostat for con-
trolling the generator voltage is placed at the bot-
tom. The motor panel controls the circuits run-
ning to the two battery transfer cars, the car trans-

fer tables, the cooling tower and other motors
in the building. The large circular switch in the
middle of the panel is designed to connect the

motor bus-bars at will to the high, medium or low
onmibus bars on the back of the board or to anj'

one of the four generators. This makes a very flex-

ible arrangement and allows the motors to be oper-
ated by a set of car batteries when the generating
plant is not in operation.

Some idea of the carefulness with which details of

the business, as well as the engineering part of the
power station construction, has been watched by
General Manager Condict can be gained, when it is

stated that the entire cost of the power plant, when
completed, including boilers, stokers, stack, econo-
mizer, cooling tower, condensers, piping, crane.
foundations, engines, generators, Arnold system, and
switchboard, capable of delivering 1,000 mechanical
horse power, will be only $S6 per horse power.
When it is considered that everything which has
been put in the plant is of the very highest possible
grade, resulting in a model power house, which,
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Union Pacific Telegraph System.
The Union Pacific Railroad company is prepar-

ing for tlie separation of its business from the
Western Union Telegraph company and the estab-
lishment of an independent telegraph system. The
origin of the demand for separate telegraph systems,
after the two big companies had maintained one
system with satisfactory results for a generation, is

something of a mystery, but it is conceded generally
to have been due to stockholders of both companies,
who contended that each was securing advantages
by the combination to the disadvantage of the other.
Finally the litigation for separate maintenance was
commenced, but in rather a covert manner, the gov-
ernment being the ostensible complainant, on the
theory that its interests would be better conserved
if the Union Pacific had an independent telegraph
system. Both companies resisted the application,
but not, as they alleged and as many railroad men
think, because there was any particular advantage
in the combination to either side, but because of
the extraordinary difficulty of separating the multi-
plicity of int^ests involved which had accumulated
through more than 30 years of constant service.
The United States court ordered the two companies
to separate their lines, but dilatory tactics were re-

sorted to, and for several years the court's order
was held up. Now General Superintendent Korty
has gone out to begin the work of separation. Al-
ready he has begun the construction of a separate
system leading from Salt Lake City up to Ogden,
and from there the work will be pushed rapidly east-

v.'ard.

Some idea of the gigantic project involved maj
be secured when it is remembered that in order to
operate its great train service properly the Overland
must have at least five through wires from one end
to the other, three of which must be of the best
copper and the other two of fairly good material.

Still, the work of constructing the new line across
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operating on a steady load, ought to produce a horse
power-hour on less than two pounds of coal, these

figures are surprisingly low.

The regular w'orking force of the- power house
consists of a fireman, an engineer and a man to han-
dle the batteries, and the shifts are eight hours each.

The road is often operated at times when the power
plant is not running, and the coal and labor items

of the operating expenses promise to be compara-
tively small. The road has not been in operation

long enough, however, to warrant the publication of

any figures on the cost per car mile, but careful

records are being kept, and preparations for elaborate

tests are being made. It is promised that the results

will be made public.

The one uncertain factor in the success of the enter-

prise is the life of the plates and the cost of repairs

on the batteries. Everything else is certain, and is

favorable to success. The roadbed is smooth, level

and permanent, and the generating plant is the most
economical that can be built. The battery shifting

device is automatic and requires the minimum of

labor and time. The three charging voltages contrib-

ute to an economy in charging the batteries, and the

management of the road has been intrusted to expe-
rienced and capable men. Of the batteries it may be
said that advantage has been taken of the experience
gained elsewhere, and that the manufacturers have
endeavored to produce a plate which will have long
life.

Whatever the outcome, the fact remains that the
road, as it now stands, is a uniciue and notable engi-
neering accomplishment, and to the engineers who
have had the work in charge, and especially to Gen-
eral Manager Condict. credit is due for the skill

and ability which has been shown in its conception
and construction.
Taken altogether the plant may be considered a

model in design and construction, and the efticiency

thus far obtained justifies the care and study that
ha\'e been devoted to the problems involved. It is

unquestionably the most complete installation of the
kind in the world and is believed to be consider-
ably in advance of foreign practice.

rivers, deserts, and snow-capped mountains will be
child's play in comparison with the difficulties at-

tending an equitable distribution of the telegraph
property now in use by the two companies. Origi-
nally the interests were quite distinct, but repairs
were made repeatedly, new lines erected to accom-
modate the increasing traffic and a multiplicity of
conflicting properties merged into the one system,
continuing through a period regarded as the life

of two complete systems of telegraph. At first

the telegraph line was pushed out from day to day
along with the construction of the railroad. At that
time but one small iron wire was strung, though
the cost was enormous. The work was done by the
construction company having the contract to build
the railroad, and the lien of the government was
supposed to' apply to this, as well as other property
of the company on the main line. Future develop-
ments indicated that nothing of the kind was con-
templated by the original owners, and to-day the
telegraph lines will not go with the road. So if

to-morrow the government should foreclose on the
property it would have to buy the telegraph lines

of the company or erect some of its own. Meantime
the trains could not be operated on the road without
the help of the telegraph system, so the old company
controls the situation completely.
For several years after the completion of the road

the corporation operated an independent telegraph
line. At that time the great combination known as
the Western Union was in its infancy, and the Union
Pacific Telegraph company was only one of many
srnall lines doing business throughout the country.
Finally, as the Western Union continued to absorb
other lines, the Union Pacific found itself exchang-
ing business at Omaha with that monopoly wholly.
Then the proposition was piade by the Western
Union to take possession of the Union Pacific's lines,

do the Union Pacific's business free, pay the
operators' salaries and keep the line in repair. In
leturn for this the Western Union was to have the
commercial business originating on the line, the
exclusive privilege of transferring all business at this

point and the practical control of Union Pacific

75

telegraph lines for all purposes that did not conflict
with the operation of the train service and other
things appertaining to the business of the Union
Pacific. At once the commercial offices of the two
companies here were combined and the Union Pacific
surrendered all control of its telegraph business. New
lines of wire were necessary to transact the increasing
business, ,and these were constructed by the Western
Union. Old wires were destroyed and the Western
Union put in new ones, and old instruments gave
way before the later inventions, until to-day scarcely

ENGLEWOOD AND CHICAGO ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY
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a vestige of the original telegraph system of the
Union Pacific remains. From time to time supple-
mentary contracts were made, modifying or amplify-
ing the original one, until to-day it is quite impossi-
ble to tell one clause from another. The Western
Union claim.s all the lines in use along the right
of way of the Western Union, and, having been so
long in possession, is in a position to maintain its

claims. Then, too, the railroad can scarcely dispute
this claim, since in equity it appears to be a just
claim. So this practically forces the railroad to put
in a new system of its own. This means a parallel
system half way across the continent. It will mean
two telegraph offices in each town of any conse-
quence between the Missouri river and the Rocky
Mountains and a duplicate set of telegraph operators.

It is not, however, wholly settled that the railroad
conipany will surrender everything to the Westerii
Union. Though the Union Pacific is at work con-
structing its .new independent line, there is yet a
probability that the officers will insist on a com-
mission being appointed to investigate the situation
and make an award of the properties of the two com-
panies. If this is done it will be probably by the
employment of some of the old employes who were
associated in the original construction of the Union
Pacific's telegraph lines.

There will be much confusion in commercial busi-
ness between the East and West, since the two com-
panies must establish separate offices and all busi-
ness originating on the Union Pacific for out-
side points must be handled twice the number of
times now necessary, and business going overland
or to points on the Union Pacific must be trans-
ferred also, at Omaha. This is certain to double
the expense of telegraphic messages to the patrons
of the company and result in numberless annoyances
that the public is not now subjected to. One feature
of this case is that all other railroad companies in
the United States are liable to be forced into the
position now occupied by the Union Pacific, since

ENGLEWOOD AND CHICAGO ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY
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the relations of the telegraph company to the other
roads of the country are exactly similar to that of
the Western Union with the Union Pacific.

Hereafter the Chicago City Railway company and
the Chicago General Railway company w^ill dwell
together in peace and harmony. There will be no
more smashing of cars, no more litigation. Every-
thing has been settled satisfactorily, and the new
company will use the tracks of the old corporation,
paying a stipulated rental for the privilege. By this

arrangement the Chicago General Railway company
secures a line extending from Lawndale to the lake
on Twenty-second street. Both companies are well
satisfied with the arrangement.
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With the Niagara Falls convention number of the

Western Electrician, dated June 12, 1897, this jour-

nal made a new record for itself both in circulation

and advertising. Of this loo-page number 20,000

copies were printed and circulated and the amount

of full paid advertising matter carried was 8,643

square inches.

The remarkable success of this journal, especially

in view of the hard times that have prevailed

throughout the country, is all the more striking

because of the fact that it is only 10 years since the

first number was issued- Its advancement has been

rapid and in keeping with the progress of the great

industry it represents and the splendid field which

it occupies. It is a noteworthy fact, especially in

view of existing conditions, that during the period

of depression this journal has made steady gains

in advertising. Beginning with the convention

number of March 3, 1894, the record shows constant

gains each year until in the present case the number

of square inches of full paid advertising matter

is more than double that of the 1894 number. The.

figures showing this unprecedented gain are given

in the accompanying table:

Number of Whole
Issue Advertising Number of of Paid Ad-

Pages. Pages. vertising
Matter.

March 3, 1894 40 56 4.145
February 23, 1895. 52 68 5.593
May 9, 1896 72 88 7.576
June 12, 1897 80 100 8.643

quently of the influence and merit of this journal and

of the confidence and respect which it commands

throughout the country. It is pleasing recognition

of the efforts that have been made in the interest

of the entire fraternity.

Boston can well afford to stand the pleasantries

directed ajt it by other cities if it succeed in effect-

ing the reform inaugurated upon its street car lines

last week. Hereafter conductors and other em-

ployes of the Lynn and Boston Railroad company,

who have occasion to address the women patrons of

the company, will use the word "madanie," instead

of "lady," as has been the custom heretofore. Now,
if the manager of some , line will only set the

example by instructing his employes to discontinue

the use of the term "gents," a great advancement

will be made. When street railway companies show
interest in such matters it is not too much to expect

that "pants" and similar terms may cease to be favor-

ite expressions in New York.

An example of advanced practice in storage bat-

tery street railway construction is presented in the

Englewood and Chicago storage battery road, which

is the subject of the leading article in this week's

issue. Mr. Damon says that this plant is really a

demonstration of the practicability of the storage

battery traction system, rather than an experiment.

The problems which naturally presented themselves

in an undertaking of this character have had the

earnest consideration of experienced engineers, and

in their successful solution rests the hope of the stor-

age battery foi traction purposes in this country, for

the present generation at least. Thereare manyfeatures

in this plant that impress the observer with the ad-

vancement that has been made during the last few

years in the application of the storage battery to

commercial use. The plan for handling the. cells,

with its many details, is an illustration of this. Labor
has been reduced to a minimum, and the same ideas

of economy of operation have extended to all parts

of the system. It has been the aim of the manage-

ment to secure a model equipment, and the result

can be judged pretty closely by those who carefully

peruse Mr. Damon's article and examine the illus-

trations which accompany it. If street railway man-
agers can be induced to look with favor upon this sys-

tem of transportation, many streets in exclusive resi-

dence districts may be occupied that would be forever

closed to the overhead trolley and even the under-

ground conduit trolley system.

This constantly increasing patronage speaks elo-

Some of the eastern newspapers have made them-

selves ridiculous during the last two weeks by their

sensational stories concerning the so-called seizure

of Palmyra Island, in the Pacific ocean, by the Brit-

ish government. The island has long since been

recognized as a British possession, and may possibly

be utilized as a cable station. Admiral Walker, who
has given considerable attention to the Pacific

islands, in speaking of the British claim to Palmyra,

says the possession of that island means a cable

station. Great Britain, he said, would not land a

cable on any island unless she had absolute control

over it. While an island of the Hawaiian group
would have been preferred by Great Britain, Pal-

myra will answer every 'purpose for a cable station.

Palmyra Island is not, geographically, one of the

Hawaiian group. It is separated from the latter by
a thousand miles of open sea. It is one of the Cen-
tral Polynesian Sporades, and has been occupied by
Great Britain during the last ten years. In fact, the

only significant part of the whole proceeding at this

time is the evident purpose of the British govern-

ment to protect its interest so that it can have a cable

station in or near the Hawaiian islands. The British

survey steamer Penguin has just completed the pre-

liminary survey for the Australian-British Colum-
bian cable. She ran a line of soundings from
Palmyra Island to a point 300 miles to the southward

of Honolulu, finding an average depth of 2,700 fath-

oms. She is now undergoing general repairs at

Honolulu and will return to Palmyra Island and run a

line of soundings southwest to Sydney. The Pen-
guin left Sydney on April loth, proceeding by way of

Suva Fiji to Palmyra Island, where a party was
landed to observe the tides. The steamer then pro-

ceeded to the north and made an accurate survey

of Kingman reef, which was found to be 60 miles

due north of Palmyra Island. Twenty days was

consumed in a fruitless search for the Calder anil

Maria shoals, and then the Penguin proceeded to

Fanning Island, which was surveyed and an accu-

rate map made. The officers of the Penguin say that

Palmyra Island was claimed by the Hawaiian gov-

ernment in 1862, but that it was sold to private

persons who went into bankruptcy and let the island

go. Afterward some San Francisco men got hold

of the island, but they, too, gave it up. In i8<Sg

a British cruiser made a survey of the island ar;d

claimed it as a British possession, the union jack

was raised and a proclamation, printed on a board,

was set up in a prominent place. The Penguin
found them very much dilapidated and the procla-

mation almost unreadable, and so it restored both.

This is evidently the only ground upon which the

bugaboo about the British seizure of the island was
based-

In a recent article on seamanship and the responsi-

bility of an admiral in managing a fleet of battle-

ships, Charles H. Cramp calls attention to the

changes that have been made in the equipment of

large vessels, and he institutes a comparison between
the first and last battleships built by his company
for the government, showing the advancement that

has been made in 35 years. The first was the New
Ironsides, built in 1862; the last is the Iowa, com-
pleted in 1897, each fairly representative of the

maximum development of its day. The New Iron-

sides had one machine, her main engine, involving

two steam cylinders. The Iowa has 71 machines,

involving 137 steam cylinders. The guns of the

New Ironsides were worked, the ammunition
hoisted, the ship steered, the engine started and
reversed, her boats handled—in short, all functions

of fighting and maneuvering—by hand. The ship

was lighted by oil lamps and ventilated, when at

all, by natural air currents- In the Iowa it may
almost be said that nothing is done by hand except

the opening and closing of throttles and pressing

of electric buttons. Her guns are loaded, trained,

and fired, her ammunition hoisted, her turrets

turned, her torpedoes—mechanisms of themselves

—

are tubed and ejected, the ship steered, her boats

hoisted out and in, the interior lighted and ventilated,

the great searchlights operated, and even orders

transmitted from bridge or conning tower to all

paiis .by mechanical and electrical appliances. Mr.

Cramp contends that a commander should be suffi-

ciently familiar with the apparatus employed for this

service to detect faults in construction and operation

without depending entirely upon subordinates-

In spite of the recent heavy rains in New York,

resulting in swollen creeks and other water courses

that overflowed much meadow land and injured the

quality of the hay by submerging it, the price has

been unusually low, and the farmers are of course

looking about for an explanation. The reason gen-

erally assigned for the anomalous decline in the

price of hay, corresponding with the reduction in

the product, is "the steady decline in the demand
for hay and oats consequent upon the increased use

of steam power and electricity for traction purposes,

further enlarged this year by the introduction of

horseless carriages. With the decline in the number
of horses in use and the need of horses there has

been a corresponding reduction in the demand for

fodder." So far as this explanation relates to trolley

lines, it is doubtless correct, but it will undoubtedly

be news to most people that the development of

the horseless carriage business has in any way af-

fected the market. However, some enthusiasts seem
to look upon the subject as being fully settled in

favor of the motor cart. For instance, in speaking

of the arrangements for an exhibition and race of

horseless carriages in France recently, Figaro said:

"The organization was perfect. The mounted gen-

darmes, imposing on their large chargers—last ves-

tiges of a breed destined to disappear—preserved

good order, so that no imprudent person should

slip into the midst of the vehicles, which formed a

long file on the road facing the stands, and the com-
petitors themselves quietly took their places near

the trees, which bore numbers corresponding to

those on their carriages." Generally spealcing, it

is safe to say that American opinion on this subject

is not as far advanced as that expresed by our con-

temporary.
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Design and Construction of Electric
Power Plants.

By Bion J. Arnold, M, S.

\Copyrisht, iSg7, by B, J. Arnold, Chicago.\

Part XI.

Buildings and General Arrangements.

One of the mcst important questions of tlie entire
problem of power-plant design is tfie arrangement
of tfie machinery and the station accessories. So
many arrangements are possible, and the convenient
and'even economical operation of the plant depends
^o much upon the selection of the right one, that*

the careful engineer will be slow in arriving at his
decisions. The number of possible arrangements
will depend largely upon the location and environ-
ment of the station site and also somewhat upon the
kind of machinery to be installed.

One of rhe principal things to be borne in mind is

FIG. 65. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF ELECTRIC POWER
PLANTS.—STATION OF PEOPLE'S TRACTION COM-

PANY, PHILADELPHIA.

to allow ample provision for increased capacity. It

is advisable to lay out the power house for much
more than the immediate needs, the amount of in-

creased capacity provided for depending upon local

conditions.

The next important consideration is convenience
of operation, and much consideration should be
given each case, so that the plant when completed
may be operated with the minimum amount of labor.

For this purpose full knowledge of the best devices
for handling the fuel and for disposing of the ashes
will be advantageous. Many times, if the proper
arrangement is adopted, the coal can be delivered
immediately from the cars directly upon the boiler
room floor, or perhaps in storage bins above the
boilers, and thus the cost of handling the
coal is reduced to a minimum. A saving of but a
few cents a ton may appear like a small matter, but
the total saving in the fuel bills of the entire year, if

capitalized, would represent no inconsiderable in-
vestment, and can be effected often by foresight in

planning the station.

Another important consideration, which will

have more or less influence upon the design, is the
necessity of abundant light and air. and in order
to secure them the design will often be affected by
the character of the surrounding buildings. But, as
a rule, the power station building itself, from the
aichitectural point of view, may be very simple in
design and ornamentation, as long as it is sub-
stantial and suited to the purpose. It may be well
here to indicate the line separating the duties
of the power station designer and the architect. It

ground. These piles may consist of a variety
of woods (preferably white oak;, but should
be of perfectly straight, round timber, and care
should be taken to drive them vertically.. It is im-
portant that they be sawed off below the water line,
so that they will always be submerged, as otherwise
they would rot quickly on account of being ex-
posed to the atmosphere. A timber cribbing, which
should also be submerged, is as a rule placed over
the tops of the piles and filled with concrete. Where

FIG. 66. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OB ELECTRIC POWER
PLANTS.—STATION OF THE CITY ELECTRIC

STREET RAILWAY, LITTLE ROCK,

ARK.

will always be found preferable to intrust the de-

sign of the building proper to an experienced archi-

tect, for such a man, if competent, will frequently

save the cost of his services many times over by

adopting methods of construction which will prove

to be as satisfactory as those more expensive. But

the power station designer should early insist that

the architect recognize the purpose of the plant to

be one of utility rather than beauty, and should see

that none of the desired convenience be sacrificed to

contribute toward some architectural effect. It is

well for the machinery part of the plant to be laid

out first and afterward surrounded with the plan

of the station building, and with a new plant this

can usually be done. In cases where the design of

the building is determined by the shape of the

property, as is often the case in crowded districts,

the machinery must be arranged to fit the building.

The designer of the plant must keep in mind, how-
ever, the limitations of building construction, and
lay out a plant which will avoid wide spans of roof

trusses or other details which will make the build-

ing too expensive.

FOUNDATIONS.

The first thing to be done on the building

part of the power station problem will be

the determination of the kind of foundations needed.

The site chosen may provide solid rock foundations,

in which case it will simply be required to level off

the surface to provide for the building footings, or,

in the other extreme, the site may be upon very soft

ground, which will require the driving of piles over

the entire area. It will generally be found necessary

to make some investigation into the nature of the

soil which is to support the building and machinery.

This can be done by digging trenches which will

show the successive strata of earth, or preferably

by boring test holes or by driving down ordinary
gas pipe, which will collect and show the character

of the ground underlying the site.

The usual data for the safe -bearing" power of soils

are given below:

Kind of Material.

Rock, the hardest, in thiclt layers
Rock, equal to brick masonry
Rock, equal to poor masonry
Clay in thick beds, always dry
Clay in thick beds, moderately dry ....

Clay, soft
Gravel and coarse sand, well cemented.
Sand, compact and well cemented
Sand, clean, dry.
Quicksand, alluvial soils, etc

Bearing Power in tons
per square fool.

Minimum. Maximum.

25 30

5 10

\ 6
2 4
1 2

8 10

4 6

2

.5

4
J

When the soil is of a compressible nature several

methods are followed in obtaining a firm bed for

the building and machinery. Short piles are some-
times driven over the entire site, and in other cases

the whole area under the power plant is covered
with a monolithic bed of concrete, to a depth of two
feet or more, the object being to distribute the
weight over as large an area as possible. More fre-

quently, however, it will be unnecessary to cover
the whole area with an underfooting of concrete.

In such cases trenches are dug following the out-
lines of the walls of the building, and these trenches
are filled to a depth of six to eight inches with con-
crete, upon which the footing courses of the building
are placed. These footings will consist of brick
or stone and will be laid in courses, the lower
course being much wider than the wall, and each
successive course being somewhat narrower until

the thickness of the wall is reached.
In cases where the ground is very soft it will

be necessary to drive piles of some length into the

cribbing or capping is not used it is well to allow
the piles to project into the concrete a short dis-
tance, making a solid footing for the foundations.
When excavation is necessary in order to reach

a firm soil it will be found desirable, as a rule, to
excavate over the entire site of the engine and boiler
room, so as to leave a basement which, in the case
of the engine room, will be utilized for piping and
under the boiler room for ash pits and air chambers.
The foundations for the engines and generators will
require especial attention, as these portions of the
equipment of the power house contain moving
and reciprocating parts, and vibration must be
guarded against. The depth of the foundations for
these particular machines will be determined often
by the head-room allowed in the basement, as their
foundations will extend from the grade line or the
top of the concrete to the engine and dynamo room
floor.

The foundations for the machinery can be made
of brick, stone or concrete. In laying out these

FIG 64 DEbltiN AND CONbl RUCTION OF ELECTRIC POWER
PLANTS.—STATION OF PHILADELPHIA EDISON

COMPANY.

foundations solidity is the first thing to be con-
sidered, and calculations upon the supporting
strength will, as a rule, be uncalled for, as the
foundation will always be sufficiently strong to sup-
port many times the mere weight of the machinery.
Where the entire foundation of machinery and

building is upon solid rock, or in any other case
wdiere it is desired to prevent the vibrations of the
machinery being transmitted to the building proper,

as with an isolated plant in an office building, it

will be well to "deaden" the machinery foundation.

This can be accomplished by surrounding the found-
ations -on the sides by some such material as sand,

cork, mineral wood or asphaltic concrete, and a
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layer of the same material is also laid under the

foundations.
Before the foundations for the engines and gen-

erators are built a template, consisting of a light

framework, accurately laid out according to the sub-

base designs, is suspended above the space provided

for the foundations. From this template the hold-

ing-down bolts are hung accurately in position.

These bolts are provided with foundation plates at

their lower extremities, which prevent the bolt heads
from crushing the foundation material. The found-

ation is built up around these bolts, though some
slight play must be alloived at the top of the bolts

in order to easily fit them into the cast-iron sub-

bases. This play is sometimes provided for in an-

other way by building into the foundations suitable

boxes large enough to easily carry the bolts, and
after the foundations are finished, the bolts inserted

and secured to the machinery, the spaces surround-
ing the bolts are filled with cement mortar, poured
in when in a liquid state.

Any part of the building subjected to vibration

or to considerable weight should be built with
cement mortar. Lime mortar is liable to crumble
under vibration or great stress, and therefore is un-

suitable for foundations, and should never be used.

All brick used in machinery foundations should be
hard-burned and of good quality. Concrete gen-
erally consists of what is known as "I—3—5" mix-
ture, one part of Portland cement, three parts of

clean, sharp sand and five parts of broken stone,

broken small enough to pass through a two-inch
mesh. In laying the concrete for machinery founda-
tions a mold of boards is made, the exact shape
and size of the desired foundations. Into this mold
the concrete is filled immediately after being mixed,
and is tamped to place in layers from six to 12

inches thick. Each layer is allowed to set slightly

before applying the next course. If the work is

stopped over night or longer, ^50 as to allow the top
course to set thoroughly, it should be well washed
and roughened by means of a pick before applying
the next course. For small foundations brick will

be found the cheaper, but for large foundations
concrete can be most economically used.

WALLS.

The walls of the building will be of wood,
stone, iron or brick. Wood is not advisable on
account of the fire risk, and wooden construction
in any part of the building is rapidly giving away
to the numerous forms of "fireproof" construction
now in vogue. Stone will be used in certain locali-

ties where it is plentiful and in places where a very
ornamental efifect is desired. Iron and steel are
often used for the framework of the structure, being-

filled in with a veneer of brick or stone work.
Brick will probably continue to be the most common
material for power station walls, however, and
in city plants and others where ornamentation is

desired the exterior walls should be veneered with
pressed brick.

The thickness of the brick wall will depend upon
the size of the station, and will vary from 12 inches
in the small stations to 17, and even 30 inches, in

the large power houses, depending upon the height.

amine some of the arrangements adopted in a

number of power stations.

Philadelphia Edison Station.—Fig. 64 is tj^ical

of a number of low-pressure nicandescent lighting

central stations which are constructed two and three

stories high in order to overcome the disadvantages
of expensive ground space. Here the engines are
installed upon the ground iioor and the generators
are placed upon the floor abo\'e and connected to

the engine fly-wheels directly by means of belts. The
boilers, containing no moving parts of any import-
ance, set up no vibrations, and therefore, if suffi-

cient support is provided for their dead weight, can
safely be placed anywhere in the building, and in

this case are erected in two tiers above the engines
and dynamos. Storage bins for the coal are placed
at the top of the building, from which the fuel

can be delivered conveniently to the fioor of the
boiler rooms by means of chutes. The ashes are
caught in pockets beneath the boilers and removed
by means of ash cars. Between the lower tiers

of boilers a storage battery room is located. Taken
all in all, the arrangement is about as compact as

could be built at the time it was installed, for then
only belted generators were available, but at the

fig. 68. design and construction of electric power
station of narragansett electric light com-

pany, providence, r. i. (transverse
section).

same time it furnishes a very good example of "how
not to do it," unless the conditions make it im-
perative. The dynamos being driven by vertical

belts, running at an angle with the horizontal of

more than 45 degrees, cannot be expected to

operate satisfactorily without close attention. As
such a station is usually built in a district

where it will be surrounded by other buildings,

artificial light must necessarily be depended upon
for a good part of the building, and the most careful

preparations must be made to secure proper ventila-

tion and provide air for combustion. The fumes
from the battery room must be guarded against, or
they will attack the iron of the building and of the
boilers. Inconvenience of operation makes the
upright plan anything but an ideal one, and it should
only be adopted for those lovv-pressure systems of

supply in which the necessity of placing the power
station near the center of distribution locates the
plant in a crowded district where the cost of real

estate is high.

Power Plant of the People's Traction Company.
Philadelphia.—An arrangement which may well
serve for a model, where a two-story station is neces-
sary, is shown in Fig. 65. The building is built

upon a foundation of piling, capped with concrete.

67. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS.

-

COMPANY, LITTLE ROCK, ARK.

-STATION
(plan).

OF CITY ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAY

If the roof is supported by trusses, as will be most
likely, each truss will be supported by a pilaster,

which will be at least four inches thicker than the
connecting wall, and have a face of about two feet.

AVhere a crane is installed pilasters, additional to
those required for the roof, will be provided to sup-
port the track. Iron columns for supporting the roof
trusses and crane track, built into the walls, are
sometimes used.

TYPICAL STATION ARRANGEMENTS.

That we may have a better idea of the various
types of power plants it will be instructive to ex-

The plant is not surrounded with other buildings,
and therefore has an ample supply of light and air.

The generator units are of the direct-connected type,

and therefore lend themselves '.o a compact arrange-
ment and are free from the objection to belts men-
tioned in connection with the preceding case. The
switchboard is conveniently located on the engine
room floor. The live-steam piping is simple and
direct, while the basement allov/s an accessible ar-

rangement of the exhaust and condenser pipe lines.

Ash conveyers carry the coal to storage bins above
the boilers. Two cranes are provided for handling
the heavy machinery in the engine and dynamo

room, the sujiports of the building making possible

the adoption of cranes of short span. One objection

which might be found to the iilan is that evidently

no arrangement has been made for extensions.

Power Plant of the City Electric Street Railway,

Little Rock, Ark.— Fig. 66 is typical of a power sta-

tion built according to "mill" construction." Here
the engines and boilers are placed upon the natural

solid slate foundations, and the dynamo room is

located above. The fly-wheels of the engines are

connected by means of belts to two lines of counter-

shafting. Belted to one line of shafting are the rail-

.:*" ,'*
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FIG. 69. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF ELECTRIC POWER
PLANTS.—NARRAGANSETT ELECTRIC LIGHT COM-

PANY, PROVIDENCE, R. I. (pLAN).

way generators and to the other the dynamos used

for lighting. The two sets of shafting are cross-con-

nected by means of a large belt, so that any generator

in the plant can be operated by any engine. The plant

is located upon the side of an embankment, so that

the car barn, above the dynamo room, comes on the

level with the street. The floor of the car barn is

inclined, so as to make the removal of the cars a

comparatively easy matter in case of fire. Above
the car barn provision was made for a summer
theater, and the offices of the company are located

in the front part of the building opening into the

street.

Fig. 67 is a plan view of the same station, show-
ing the arrangement of boilers and engines. The
engine room walls were used for the purpose of

providing a foundation for the two lines of shafting.

The boilers are backed up against the wall separat-

ing the boiler and the engine rooms, with a small

space between, and the engine cylinders are simi-

liarly placed, so as to allow the shortest and sim-

plest steam-pipe connections. All the steam piping

is in duplicate to insure reliability. The condensers
are placed in a pit which had formerly been used
for a water-works well at the back of the building,

and the supply of injection water is obtained from
the adjacent river. Upon each side of the stack

are placed the coal sheds, within easy reach of the

railroad siding running in the rear of the building.

The advantage of this arrangement is compact-
ness, thus necessitating a small amount of real

estate and permitting the entire building, including

power house, shops, car barn and offices, being
placed under one roof, with the consequent low
first cost. The disadvantages are that the fire risk

is greater than with detached buildings, and the

space occupied by the machinery is much greater

than would be required at present by the use of

direct-connected units, which could not be obtained
when the plant was built in 1891.

Power Plant of the Narrangansett Electric Light
Company, Providence, R. I.—The power station

shown in Figs. 68 and 69 is a typical composite
station designed to furnish current for a variety

of purposes, and contains generators both direct-

connected and belt driven. The arrangement of

counter-shafting is shown, and it will be seen that

the shaft is located in an alley under the dynamo
room and connected to the engine wheels by belts

fitted with belt tighteners. The dynamos are

operated by belts passing up through the floor.

This arrangement insures a neat-looking and open
dynamo room, but requires considerable space. The
roofs are of iron, surmounted by monitors for light

and ventilation. The dynamo room is provided
with a traveling crane, which insures easy handling
of the armatures or other parts of the generators.
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The plan of the station shows several features which
it would be well, if possible, to avoid. The location

of the boiler room makes necessary a very long
live-steam header, which will contribute its full

share to losses by condensation. The header is sup-
plied with steam from the boilers at one point only

and that at the extreme end. If anything should
happen to the header near the boilers, the entire

plant would be crippled. Each boiler is supplied

with an individual economizer, which seems like an
unnecessary expense, as when any boiler is not
being operated the corresponding economizer is

also out of use. One economizer of a size much
less than the combined capacity of the individual

ones installed would do the work and take up much
less space. The location of the stack is unfortunate,

as it takes a large amount of space which is desir-

able for generating machinery.
[The concluding portion of "Buildings and Gen-

eral Arrangements" will be given next week. This
will end the Arnold series of lectures.!

Three-phase Mining Machinery.
The comparatively recent developments in the

manipulation of the alternating current have, in

coal cutter (Fig. 1) shows the latest type—a sta-

tionary frame and traveling carriage carrying the
motor, driving gear, feed gearing and cutting chain.

The motor is an induction motor laid on its side.

It has neither commutator brushes nor moving con-
tacts, and as it cannot spark can be used in gaseous
or dusty mines where a spark might result in a

costly disaster. The windings of the motor are
stationary coils, embedded in metal and protected
from injury, and as these coils are separately formed
and insulated, they may be readily removed ana
replaced. The motor is entirely inclosed, and no
starting box being necessary, complete control is

given by a simple inclosed switch. The motor
stops work the moment it is overloaded, and the

machine is thus subjected neither to strain nor
breakage. The shaft of the motor is vertical and
luns at a low speed, allowing the chain sprocket
wheel to be driven by a single reduction spur gear,

thus avoiding on the main drive both worm and
bevel gears. The feed gearing is driven by a worm
at the lower end of the armature shaft. The back-
ward thrust of the feed gearing is taken by a single

rack, so located as to compensate largely for the

side thrust of the chain as it cuts the coal. Into
this rack mesh two pinions, one for the forward

THREE-PHASE MINING MACHINERY. ^CHAIN COAL CUTTER.

broadening the whole field of electrical application,

extended the use of the current also in the mining
industry and given to the mine operator a system
extremely efhcient and flexible both in its distribu-

tion and adaptation. The alternating current pos-
sesses one great advantage, among others, which
no other system presents, in the ease with which
the voltage may be varied. This is done by means
of transformers and allows the electricity to be
transmitted at a high voltage, and, consequently,
cheaply, over long distances, to be transformed
down at the point of utilization. It also allows of

the use of motors which, equally effective in their

performance with direct current motors, are free

from commutators and moving contacts, and conse-
quently from sparking, as well as from other short-

comings.
To the mine operator the alternating current s^'S-

tem, or rather a modification of it known as the
three-phase system, offers special advantages. Mines
many miles apart may be operated by current
generated at a single central point, situated where
it can be procured and distributed most economic-
ally. The electricity, transmitted at a suitable

high voltage, on reaching the mine mouth is re-

duced in pressure, and the wires taken down the

shafts carry a low voltage current only. It can
then be used not only to drive the mine machinery
but also to light arc and incandescent lamps on
branches from the same main circuits, at even a

lower voltage than that used for the machines. In
Ccise continuous current is required in lieu of alter-

nating, as for the operation of mine locomotives,
the alternating current can be converted into con-
tmucus in a rotary converter, and the voltage of

the latter current regulated to the necessary poten-
tial for the new use. Furthermore, although three

wires are used with the three-phase system and two
with the direct, the cost of the three wires is one-
quarter less than that of the two wires, allowing the

same loss in transmission and using the same initial

voltage.

The developnjent of electric mining machinery
to be operated on the three-phase system has been
carried forward vigorously by the General Electric
company, and, convinced of the advantages of the

system, while recognizing the need of propaganda,
it equipped a large freight car as a central three-

phase station, with boiler, engine, alternator and
station equipment complete. This was held ready
for installation at the mouth of the mine of any
operator desirous of investigating the economy and
efficiency of the system. The installation made,
station and mine apparatus were left with the
operator. He v.as then placed in a position to

watch both generating and operating machinery
and judge for himself. This car was never long
out of requisition.

To the cutting of coal by machinery the three-

phase system seems peculiarly suited. The chain

and one for the backward motion of the carriage.

The reverse lever at the back of the machine throws
clutches in or out of these gears and is arranged to

throw automatically when the end of the cutter
travel is reached. A characteristic feature of this

cutter is the small amount of gearing emploj'ed and
the reduced number of wearing parts.

the props are away from the face, the floor rea-
sonably smooth and the face of the coal properly
squared. The time of loading and moving the cut-
ler from room to room will average about 15
minutes, provided the rooms are adjacent. The time
required for setting the bits will average jo minutes*
The cutter has in favoraule coal, where other condi-
tions were rather unfavorable, such as roof, props,
track, etc., been able to average eight cuts or runs
each 3O inches wide, per hour, or at the rate of 240
lineal feet per 10 hour shift. The conditions -can
scarcely be so unfavorable that it will not always
be able to average at least four runs per hour.
An approximate idea of the number of machines

required for any particular mine can be obtained
from the following formula, which gives the ton-
nage output:
(Number of feet face per 10 hour shift) X (depth

undercut) X fheight coa!) ~ 27 cubic feet = number
of tons run of mine coal.

To reduce this to lump coal the percentage of fine

coal that passes through the screens from pick-
mining is ascertained. The percentage of lump
from the machine will then be 25 per cent, greater
than when produced by pick or hand labor. The
amount of powder to shoot or break down the coal
is also largely decreased. Any coal that would
require ordinarily an 18 inch cartridge to break
down, will require, when the same coal is properly
undercut with the machines, an eight inch cartridge
for the same or a greater amount of coal.

The electric mining pump has the great ad-
vantage of portability, which renders the electric

pump superior for mine work to pumps driven by
any other method. With an electric pump the pump
shaft is free from all machinery. It contains only
the conductors and discharge pipes. Indeed, the
three-compartment shaft so common in mines, one
for pumping and the other for hoisting, can, by the
use of the electric pump, be reduced to two, as the
discharge pipes and wires which occupy so little

space can be placed in one of the hoisting compart-
ments. Furthermore, with an electric pump,
deleterious and often disastrous effects inseparable
from the use of steam are absent. Moreover, the
three-phase pump requires no attention beyond an
occasional oding, and needs no attendant to start

or stop it. It can be operated by a switch from
the engineer's office at the mine mouth.
There are different types of electric mine pumps,

but the three-phase pump presents features of ex-
cellence similar to those noted in the coal cutter.

Fig. 2 shows a Knowles 7H inch by 12 inch double
acting horizontal triplex pump, having a capacity
of 600 gallons a minute, against a head of 200 feet.

The motor is also of the sparkless induction type,

but of 75 horse power capacity, and the outside
dimensions of the combination of motor and pump
are nine feet high, six inches wide and 25 feet by
6 inches deep. This mine pump is now in use in

Mexico.

THREE-PHASE NMINING MACHINERV —DOUBLE ACTING HORIZONTAL TRIPLEX PUMP, 75 HORSE POWER
INDUCTION MOTOR.

The chain is arranged to take three shapes of bits,

each form cutting grooves about iVa inches deep,
separated from the next groove by a ridge of coal,

which is broken down by the links. The cut is

about four inches high by 36 mches wide, and the
bits, made in the form of an arc of a circle, can be
set out as required. This gives a great advantage
in shapening, as no part of the bit except the cutting
edge needs redressing and all of the steel may be
used up. The chain is built to stand the strain and
the vibration of the cutter. The bit links are of
tough phosphor-bronze, and the strap links are steel

drop forgings, of such shape as to bring all the
strain directly upon the solid forgings and not on
the rivets.

In rooms where the proper clearance can be ob-
tained, this coal cutter can be shifted or moved from
the first position ready for the second cut in an
average of two minutes, it being understood that

The induction motor is also applied to the mining
hoist.

Generally speaking, the use of electric mining
machinery reduces materially the amount of dead
work, and in the case of the cutter reduces the
amount of haulage. These two factors alone result

in a decreased cost of mining, and although it is

difHcult to state the extent of the saving, the prac-
tical operator will be able without effort to realize

the benefit derivable from the use of electric mining
machinery. Beyond those already mentioned the
following may be enumerated: Ventilating fans

may be placed in any part of the mine and be driven
by motors; partitions can be lighted by incandescent
lamps; the coal can be hauled by electric locomo-
tives, and all with no greater encumbrance in the

mine workings than some small wires strung on
porcelain conductors out of sight, almost on the

roofs.
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American Institute of Electrical En-
gineers.

[Special con-espondenct til" the Western Electrician.)

The American IiistiUitc of Eleelrical Engineers on

Monday, Jnly 26th, opened a week's session at Green-

acre-on-the-Piscataqua, Eliot, Me., a little town near

the New ?Ianipshire boundary, to celebrate the

semi-centennial of an event winch has led to results

cf almost incalculable importance to modern civiliza-

tion~-the successful operation of an electric passen-

ger car, which was publicly exhibited for the first

time at Dover, N. K., July 26, 1847. It was emi-

nently fitting that the event should be com-

memorated at Greenacre, for it was there that Moses

G. Farmer, the pioneer elecliical inventor, made
his home for many years, and it is there that his

daughter, Miss Sarah G. Farmer, has established a

summer school, where representative men and

women in the spheres of literature, science, art and

religion congregate for mutual instruction and im-

provement during the months of July and August

of each successive year. The members of the Insti-

tute arrived at Greenacre Monday morning and

Miss Farmer personally welcomed the distinguished

company of scientists.

The meetings were held in Eironion Hall, where

W. S. Key of Boston had arranged an exhibition

of photographs and electrical r.odels, among which

were several of the crude appliances Prof. Farmer

used in his early experiments. The exercises were

opened by Prof. Cyrus F. Bracket! of Prmce*on,

who read a paper on "The Past and Present Out-

look of Electrical Science." Prof. A. E. Dolbear of

Tufts College then presented r. careful and compre-

hensive review of the work of Moses G. Farmer

as an electrical pioneer. He .eierred to many of

the men who had experimented with electricity

along the lines which Prof. Farmer followed, pointed

out the fact that whereas others had dropped their

researches, failing to see the vast importance of

the possible results, Farmer continued his efforts

until he had triumphantly operated an electric car,

lighted his house with incandescent electric lamps,

utilized the mysterious force in cooking, established

a fire-alarm signal system and rendered other

services to the world which are now, after many
years, fully appreciated. In the evening Prof.

Edward F. Barker of the University of Pennsyl-

vania formally welcomed the members of the Insti-

tute. Prof. F. B. Crocker of Columbia College,

president of the Institute, responded.

In the Eironion, which was simply but tastefully

decorated with evergreens,, was opened the exhibi-

tion of the Farmer apparatus and models. The
engine devised and exhibited 50 years ago had not

arrived, though it was expected, as it had been

loaned by the National Museum at Washington.
Among the most interesting of the exhibits were

three fire-alarm' boxes, showing stages in the per-

fection of the device; the second from the custom
house, the third from the Sherman house, Boston

(1864); a keyboard transmitter for transmitting the

fire call; an eight-function keyboard, whereby eight

different messages could be sent over one wire; a

torpedo exploder for exploding by electricity tor-

pedos or for blasting purposes, with an automatic

alarm warning the operator of the instant the ex-

plosion should have taken place; a printing tele-

graph operating box; several self-regulating arc

lamps and regulators; a broiler on which Prof;

Farmer broiled chops and steaks in 1850 by elec-

tricity; a cable testing.apparatus; some incandescent

lamps, :870-i874; an electric perforator for cable

transmission; the modern ticker; apparatus for gen-

erating and storing electricity by windmill for use

in lighthouses; an early reversible electric motor
which had the honor of settling forever a hopeless

dispute between rival inventors, proving conclu-

sively that both had been anticipated and ending the

litigation; the keyboard for the first printing tele-

graph; a sliding non-adjustable rheostat; a thermo-
pile, generating electricity from a gas jet; a tangent

galvanometer and many more inventions testifying

to his genius and mechanical skill. A number of

models by Thomas Hall were also on display. On
the wall was placed a magnificent portrait of Prof.

Joseph Henry, loaned by the National Museum, and
below it was his first dynamo. There were also a

large number of interesting photographs of Prof.

Farmer at various ages, and a most lifelike portrait

in oil by the famous artist, F. H. Tompkins of

Boston, showing Prof. Farmer as he appeared in

his last years seated in his library, a large magnetic
coil on a table near at hand. Sidney H. Short of

Cleveland, the General Electric company, Prof. Elihu
Thomson and the Pope Manufacturing company,
sent many very interesting photographs of apparatus
and inventions, while W. J. Hammer contributed
his collection of autograph portraits of contem-
porary and pioneer electricians.

As this was the general meeting of the Institute

a large number of valuable papers were read and
discussed. The titles of these papers and the names
of the contributors were presented in the Western
Electrician on July 17th. One of the most interest-

ing features of the meeting was Prof. Thomson's
lecture, Wednesday evening, on the "Future of Elec-
tricity." The speaker believed there remained many
applications of electricity not yet developed.

. In compliance with a resolution presented at the
Monday evening session, a committee, including
Mrs. Ole Bull, Mrs. K. T. Woods, Profs. Barker,
Dolbear and Thomson, was appointed to take in

hand the subject of a Farmer memorial. Prof.

Dolbear in his address had alluded to the neglect
of Prof. Farmer's memory by those benefited by his

achievements.
The visitors were given an opportunity to visit

the Farmer homestead at Eliot, a mile from the

meeting place, and all took advantage of it. The
rooms devoted by Prof. Farmer to experiment and
study have been preserved in the condition they
were in at the time their occupant was called from
his labors. They are filled with his apparatus, and
form a most interesting reminder of the great genius
of the inventor.

Prof. Owens took occasion to urge the claims of

the West for the next general meeting of the Insti-

tute and extended a formal invitation to hold the

meeting at Omaha in connection with the Trans-
Mississippi exposition. 'The matter was referred to

the council with the recommendation that Prof.
Owens' invitation be accepted.
The way in which Moses G. Farmer became in-

terested in electricity makes an interesting story.

Along in 1846, while on his way to Boston on a
business trip. Prof. Farmer happened to see a man
reading a book entitled "Electro-magnetic Teleg-
raphy," by Alfred Vail. He was prompted to pur-
chase a copy of this book in Boston, and by the
time he had reached home he had learned the Morse
alphabet. This gave him a taste for electrical

matters, and set him thinking and working on sev-

eral problems. Foremost in his mind was the sub-
ject of how to utilize the force he was so fond of

experimenting with for propelling vehicles, and so
persistently did this idea retain possession of his

mind that it took actual shape, and resulted in the
construction of a train of two cars, on one of which
was mounted the motor and battery which furnished
the current, the other being a passenger car. An
accurate sketch of this train was given by Prof.

this time in earnest, and with what astounding results

all the world knows and enjoys.

NEWG.\RD WATERPROOF RECEPTACLE.

Farmer himself a few months before his death to

W. S. Key of Boston:
The rails of the track were of cast-iron and

the ties or sleepers of wood. The rails were about
two feet in length, and the middle was deeper than
the ends. The depth of the rail in the middle was
about an inch and a half, or an inch and three-quar-
ters. The thickness of this part of the rail was
from one-eighth tp five-thirty-seconds of an
inch. The depth of the rail at the end was
about an inch, and fitted into a groove sawed across
the sleeper or tie. The latter was about two inches
wide, and the end of the rail reached half way across
it. The length of each tie was 18 inches, its depth
being three inches. The flange of the rail was a
little over three-eighths of an inch, its depth being
rather more than an eighth of an inch. On these
rails ran two cars, one for carrying passengers, the
other being the locomotive, each car about four
feet long and a foot and a half wide. The frame of

Ihe car was made of cherry. On the passen.ger cars
were placed two seats, one at each end, the pas-
sengers facing each other. The seats were sup-
ported on C-shaped steel springs. They were up-
holstered in crimson plush. The wheels were of

cast-iron, about six inches in diameter, and had
flanges of a little over one-quarter of an inch in

depth, being supported at the ends of a steel axle.

The electric current was generated in 48 cells of

Grove's battery, the size of a small beveled gear,

and on the axle of the forward pair of wheels was a

somewhat larger beveled gear. Connecting the two
was an inclined axle, carrying two beveled gears.

One of these engaged with the beveled gear on the
axle of the armature wheel, and the other with that
on the car axle. In 1850 the cars were exhibited in

the city of New York, and there, as elsewhere,
attracted universal attention. For some reason,
however, the principles embodied in this great
novelty were not immediately seized upon by elec-

trical engineers, and^ for many years very little

progress was made in the art. When at last the
work of impressing electric current into general use
for illuminating purposes had been accomplished,
scientists turned their attention to electric traction.

Newgard Waterproof Receptacle.

The cut shows a coaibinalion of waterproof socket
and waterproof globe complete in one appliance. A
single piece of porcelain form.s a socket or receptacle
for the lamp, and the cover for the globe. The con-
dutcing wires are permanenently sealed in this por-
celain cap, which is thieaded inlo the receptacle, and
the glass globe and rubber gasket in the cover
makes a water-tight fitting between the cover and
the .globe, making an outfit which can be used under
water with perfect safety. It is used largely in

breweries (several hundred having been placed in

Chicago breweries already), packing houses and
similar establishments where it is customary to wash
the floors, walls and ceilings with shov/ers of water.

It will also be found to be a perfect solution of the
difficulty in all places where severe conditions have
heretofore made a perfect insulation of lamp and
socket an impossibility, such as cold storage ware-
houses, paper mills, etc. The receptacle is made
regularly with T.-H. base, but can be used with the
Edison lamp and a T.-H. adapter. The globe will

take either a 16 or 32 candle power lamp, the open-
ing in the globe being 2% inches. The length of

the globe is six inches, while seven inches is the
length of the outfit over all. The Electric Ap-
pliance company of Chicago, which handles this

specialty, will be glad to give further information.

Profitable Extensions of Electricity
Supply Stations

Bv Arth.ur Wright.

Part II.

EFFECTS OF VARIOUS METHODS OF CHARGING.

It may be argued that if the principle of equal
rates of profit from all consumers be carried into
effect, it might result in a serious loss of revenue
to the supply stations, owing to the large but short-
hour consumers objecting to the higher rates
thereby necessarily charged to them; in practice,
this need not be feared, as consumers of that type
are generally either unable to dispense with elec-

tricity or are in sufficiently good positions to be able
to afliord to pay comparatively a high price for the
luxury of having the best light procurable for a
short time per day or at irregular intervals. More-
over, any consumer discontinuing his supply for
the reason that he was charged at a higher rate
than his neighbors would not necessarily be a loss
to the supply company, as, unless he is a source
of profit, the plant allocated to his wants could be
better 'employed; in fact, ,it certainly would be
greatly to the advantage of many stations having a
uniform rate of charge if they were to disconnect
some of their large short-hour consumers instead
of increasing their capital in order to extend their
plant.

A perfect answer to these short-hour consumers,
who object to pay a higher rate than their long-hour
neighbors, is that under no circumstances whatever
ought their supply to involve a loss to the supply
company or increase the charge on the more profit-

able classes, as it is obviously very sound commer-
cial practice in every business, without exception,
to encourage the profitable, even at the risk of
losing some of the profitless business.
American central station managers were among the

first to recognize that the cost of supplying a given
quantity of electricity depends in nearly every case,

far more on the time over which the supply is

spread than on the quantity taken, and early saw
the commercial unsoundness of indiscriminately sup-
plying all consumers at the same fixed rate per
lamp-hour or kilowatt-hour, regardless of the
varying lengths of time over which the supply was
spread; but they, with many others, have been
deterred from changing their method of charging
by the doubt as to whether a more equitable one
could be successfully carried out in practice.

If it be theoretically sound that the cost of sup-
plying electricity generally depends chiefly on the
length of time the necessary plant and mains are
used, it seems an obvious corollary that the charge
for the supply should conform to the same law. The
author hopes to show that this theoretically correct
principle can be successfully carried out in practice

to the great advantage of both the supply stations

and the general public. He moreover contends that

it is impossible for a general supply to be given
at so low an average cost or price on any uniform
basis of charge as it can be on an equitable sliding-

scale tariff, as a uniform price necessitates the long-
hour, or profit-yielding, consumers having to make
up to the company the loss incurred in supplying the
short-hour consumers; this must tend very greatly

to limit the use of electricity by the long-hour con-
sumers, and, further, to bring to the station a large

and undesirable class, who are thereby enabled to

get their supply at less than its cost, and surely
means placing quite an unnecessary and unwise
limit to the lowering of the price at which elec-

tricity can be profitably supplie"d.

If the principle of a sliding scale, based upon the

more or less prolonged use of the maximum de-
mand is correct, then, on every consideration of

practice and of policy, it should be applied to each
consumer without distinction.

Uniform rates mean that, if high, they discourage
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the only class of business yielding profit; and if

low, mean a heavy loss on supplying short-hour
consumers, which they directly encourage. More-
over, a uniform rate can never be so low for the
supply of electricity to long-hour consumers as

charges on an equitable sliding-scale system.
The author hopes to prove, by the figures given

later, that a uniform charge for electricity limits

its use to the classes, and that it is only by the

system of making the charges follow the same law
as the costs that the masses can be reached. This
limiting of the use of electricity to the select lew is

still more aggravated by the prevalent, but highly
pernicious, system of only giving substantial dis-

counts to large consumers, irrespective of their man-
ner of consumption.
One would think, to judge from the load curves

of many of the central stations, charging on the uni-

form-price system and giving discounts in propor-
tion to the amount of the consumer's bill, that

nine-tenths of the population went to bed about
eight o'clock in the evening, or, in any case, did

not require artificial light after that hour; yet the

amount of light acquired from then until 11 or 12

p. m. must be immense, and, being a prolonged
load on the central station, would be taken under
the most favorable conditions for cheap supply. As
a matter of fact, in such towns it will be generally

found that consumers pay two lighting bills—one
for electricity, which, by reason of the high uni-

form rate of charge, only is used in the short-hour
lamps in conspicuous places, and another for gas
or other illuminants, which are used in the long-
hour burners, by reason of their lower price—yet

the actual conditions unaer which these different

lights are produced and supplied favor quite the

reverse.

It is important to bear in mind that gas is con-
sidered good enough in a considerable proportion of

the situations where artificial light is required, and
competition with it, in such positions, must be on
the basis, of cost. The public freely admits that

electric lighting is necessary for living rooms, offices,

shops, theaters and restaurants, but with elec-

trical energy at a uniform price, or other form of

restrictive tariff, it is apt to remain satisfied with
gas in corridors, kitchens, bedrooms, girls' work-
rooms, etc.

Although there are very few men who, having
studied the question of the cost of supplying electric-

ity, will now deny that this has to be provided and
delivered under essentially different conditions from
those appertaining to the supply of commodities,
such as gas and water, yet it is not by any means
so generally recognized as the author thinks it must
ultimately be, if the use of electricity is to become
equally general, that these great differences in the

methods of production and supply are so radical

that they necessitate entirely different methods of

charge.
Taking the cases of gas and electricity supply, in

the former, owing to the low cost and efficiency of

gas storage reservoirs, it may be taken as nearly

correct that one consumer taking the same quantity

of gas per annum that another does, but at quite

a different maximum rate, will cost the gas com-
pany practically the same amount; whereas, with
electricity, owing to the greater cost of, and un-
avoidable loss in, storage batteries, compared to

the cost of a boiler and stream dynamo plant of

equal maximum output, it can be shown that a

kilowatt-hour, consumed in, say, half an hour, ma:"
quite possibly cost the company nearly 10 times as

much as if the same consumption had been spread^
over 10 hours in the same day, owing to the capital

outlay and standing charges being so enormously
greater in the first case compared with the second.

Now the author challenges anyone to prove that it

can be either equitable or even commercially ex-

pedient to charge for these two equal quantities

of electricity at the same rate per kilowatt-hour.

Moreover, he asserts most emphatically that, unless

the charges for these equal quantities vary in about
the same ratio as their respective costs, the supply
companies are seriously discouraging their very

best consumers and actively encouraging the most
undesirable class they can have, and so long as the

many-hour user of light is expected to pay the cost

of keeping plant standing idle for other people, so
long will he stick to gas if he is in a small way,
or prefer an isolated plant if he is wealthy.

DISCOUNTS ON CONSUMPTION PER LAMP FIXED.

It may be said that all this is very much like

thrashing a dead donkey, as many managers have
long ago introduced the system of giving discounts

in proportion to the number of lamp-hours con-

sumed per lamp fixed per annum. However, the

author's contention is that, although this is an
honest attempt to solve the diiBculty, the counting
of the lamps and estimating their current-consuming
capacity is only applicable to those stations that

cater merely for street or similar lighting.

The author maintains that, for anything else than

street lighting, this system must have a very per-

nicious effect on the development and extension

of the supply business, for the following reasons:

Firstly, as the discount given is frequently in-

versely as the connected load (a strange method
surely of encouraging the public to give a whole-
hearted support to electric lighting), a consumer
usually installs only those lamps he can use very
freely, and, under this scale, the longer he runs
them the larger will be his bounty in the shape of

discounts; as he knows very well that if he fixes

any less frequently used lights, his consumption per
lamp, and, consequently, the discount given him,
will decrease, so he stops short of the number
he would like to use, and electric lighting remains
for him a luxury strictly confined between the limits
of certain business or social requirements.
The economic disadvantage of this method of

charging, then, is that it tends to contract the load
curve and drive up the peak, which seem to the
author fatal to this system. This restriction of the
use of electricity must prevent the consumer's in-
dividual load curve being broadened out by the use
of lamps that, although not used for many hours
daily, yet are used at a time when many of the
others are extinguished. It is obvious that the
more generally a building is wired the more natural
is it that a prolonged demand for current from the
supply station should result. In domestic lighting
and in competition witn isolated plant supply, giv-
ing discounts only on lamps actually fixed, is pro-
hibitive; a domestic supply of light is very imper-
fect unless it can be had when and where required,
and in both of these cases it seldom happens that

anything like all the lamps are required to
be lighted simultaneously. By this method of dis-

counts, hotels and private residences, which afford
probably the most profitable field for electricity

supply, would be charged at a rate so high as to

prohibit the general wiring of them, although, by
their being generally wired, their load curves would
be so spread out as to make them highly desirable:

consumers. This method of giving rebates must
also, prevent large business est;ablishments from
wiring their entire premises, although, probably, the

lights would be used in the upper residential parts

when those on the lower floors have been extin-

guished.
The second objection is that in practice the author

maintains it is impossible, in a large business, to

ascertain with sufficient accuracy throughout the

year the wired capacity of all the consumers' prem-
ises. This is patent when we remember the largely

varying capacity of lamps, the natural desire and
unobjectionable habit of consumers changing the
candle power of their lamps to suit their varying
reciuirements, and the temptation this system offers

to fraud; furthermore, it is no more equitable to

estimate a consumer's actual demand from his wired
capacity than it is to rate a motor at its maximum
possible output, irrespective of its actual current
requirements.
The third great objection is the inexpediency and

great expense of insisting upon the necessary dom-
iciliary visits in all parts of private houses, hotels,

etc., which this system requires. These visits are
not only highly objectionable, so far as the con-
sumers are concerned, by reason of the intrusion

into the privacy of every part of the building, but,

from the company's point of view, the expense en-
tailed is very large, as the visits, to be of any use,

must be frequent, and the time expended in counting
lamps and noting their candle power is very serious.

In one way or another the public has tolerated a

good deal from electrical men—roof fixtures, for

example—but the author's own experience has led

him to the conviction that the best policy is to give

a good and steady supply on an encouraging tariff,

to draw the revenue in due season, and otherwise
trouble consumers as little as possible. The" author
cannot think there is any finality in a tariff which
makes it necessary for anyone to intrude on the

privacy of a man's premises for the purpose of
checking his connected load.

Such a system, to put it mildly, leaves room for

considerable inconvenience to both parties, and,

as we elect to call electrical engineering a tolerably

exact science nowadays, I think the time for domi-
ciliary visits has gone by, as we can get all of the

necessary figures in the neighborhood of the meter
by the use of a suitable instrument.

Finally, no one can pretend to say that there is

any real connection between the cost of supplying a

large establishment, such as a hotel, and the sched-
uled number of lamps installed.

Fortunately, there is a much cheaper way of deter-

mining the consumers' true demand on the station

for supply, and consequently the true basis on
which the charges should be made, viz., by measur-
ing the greatest rate at which they usually require

to be supplied with electricity.

Another system now very much in vogue, but
having equally bad effects in preventing the profit-

able development of supply stations, is the unsound
practice of charging a higher price for electricity

consumed in lamps than in motors or other current-

consuming apparatus, thus implying, for some rea-

son, that the consumer who requires the use of the

station generating plant at night should be debited

with the whole of the standing charges incidental

to keeping this plant ready, although the same plant

may be equally used in the daytime to supply an-
other consumer's motor. Surely both of these con-
sumers ought, in common fairness, to share these

necessary costs of keeping this plant ready. For.

a

reductio ad absurdum of this practice, we have
only to compare the relative profitableness of a

basement user of lamps with that of an elevator

motor, the former being the steadiest and longest
consumer any manager can desire to have, and the

latter the most objectionable kind of short-time
user of electricity.

THE ISOLATED PLANT QUESTION.

In the author's opinion, one of the most profitable

fields for extension lies in the displacement of iso-

lated plants, which to-day are frequently a curse
to the supply stations by requiring connections to
the company's mains as a stand-by against accidents.
This practice forms one of the strongest reasons

the author can quote for the necessity of chargine
each consumer the cost, as nearly as possible of
keeping a proportion of the plant and mains ready
to supply him, just as much as it is necessary tomake him pay in proportion to the quantity of
electricity he consumes. The author maintains thatthe isolated plant question can, by a judicious tariff
be turned into a blessing, instead of a curse and
his experience leads him to believe that there should
be little difficulty m obtaining practically the whole
ot the profitable part of this business as regular
consumers, instead of irregular worries. By no
other method than that of an equitable sliding scale
can this particular and generally very profitable
business be obtained. It is well known that isolated
plants are generally only installed where the de-mand for electricity is of a lengthy nature, conse-
quently they would form a most desirable class of
consumers if their permanent supply could only be
obtained.
That the result of an equitable sliding scale is to

get this class of consumer on a central station sup-
ply, IS shown m Brighton, England, where, since
the sliding scale has been adopted, several valuable
isolated plants have been secured to the supply
station mains, and not a single new one has been
installed in that town.
What is there fundamental in the organism of a

central station which should enable it to furnish
a block with electrical energy more favorably than
can be done by means of an isolated plant? Clearly
It is the diversity of the duty which may be per-
formed by the central station.
The cost of a plant supplying a few premises

whose requirements make their individual load dia-
grams pretty closely coincide, must clearly be
higher than those of a station catering for a wide
variety of demand, and the more diverse this de-
mand in point of time, the greater the output of
electrical energy for a given expenditure.
VALUE TO SUPPLY CO.MPANV OF VARIED CLASSES OF CON-

SUMERS.

Another excellent method of profitably extending
the business of central supply stations, is catering
for, as much as possible, different classes of con-
sumers requiring electricity at varying hours, and
on the same principle encouraging consumers to
install lamps that will be used at different times of
the day and night. This diverse supply in a town
obviously means a much less plant capacity than
would be the case were all the lamps required for
the sarne purpose and at the same time. As an
illustration it is only necessary to quote the two
cases of a large, early-closing store and a theate"]:,
or, as applied to the individual consumer, the public
rooms and bedrooms of a hotel. In these cases the
plant required to supply the store and theater, or
the hotel as a whole, would be generally much less
than the sum of the requirements of the two classes.
In the town of Brighton, where the actual demands
of all the consumers are accurately known, and
where the use of electricity is very evenly divided
between' residences and stores, this diversity factor
is nown no less than 1%; or, in other words, if all

the Brighton consumers were to require, simulta-
neously, their ordinary maximum supply (not their
wired capacity), the generating plant of the station
would have to be increased very nearly 50 per cent.
The consumers have a community of interests in

flattening out the station load curve, and they are
bound to do it on a tariff that encourages them to
wire their premises throughout.

BEST DIRECTIONS FOR ADDITIONAL CAPITAL OUTLAY.

The importance of considering in which direction
any additional capital of a supply company can be
best spent, is also worthy of special study.

In the author's opinion, it is very much more
important to run, very soon after the starting of the
station, mains in all districts of the town in which
artificial light is used late in the evening, although
this may be in the districts of the poorer classes of
consumers, than it is to spend it on coai-saving
refinements, or in running large mains in districts

occupied by immense early-closing stores or by the
mansions of the wealthy; both classes being very
expensive to supply, because of the short daily use
made of the plant by the former, and the latter's

frequent and lengthy absences from home, or the
erratic nature of their demand.
The author would specially point out the true

economy of a liberal supply of distributing mains,
which can be made to serve the double purpose of
supplying the street lamps as well as the general
public. In this connection he questions very seri-

ously the wisdom of the practice, resorted to by
many central station managers, of running special

mains and systems for the sole supply of the public

street lamps, as by so doing they needlessly increase

the total cost of supplying the whole of the require-

ments of the district.

The author thinks that insisting on a high initial

rate of charge per kilowatt-hour, or lamp-hour,
being maintained to each consumer until the annual
cost of getting the plant in readiness to supply his

maximum wants has been covered, and then sub-
stantially reducing the charge for the subsequent
consumption, forms the basis of a perfectly equit-

able tariff, applicable to all stations and conditions

of supply.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes.

New York, August 3.—The lirst direct result of

the recent decision in the Vandepoele case was the

action of Jiulfje Laconibe of the llnited States Circuit

Court entering orders vacating the injunctions which
have prevented the Union Railway company of this

city and the New York, Elmsford and White Plains

Railway company from using trolley pole devices.

Judge Lacombe based his action upon the decision

of the United States Circuit Court of Appeals,

handed down on July 2ist, dismissing a similar in-

junction in the case of the Thomson-Houston Elec-

tric company against the Hoosick Railroad com-
pajiy.

Gen. Collis has given a permit to the Metropoli-

tan Street Railway company to change the motive
power of the Fourth avenue surface road from horses

to electricity from the southern end of Center street

to the extreme northern end of the line in Harlem.
Decision on the application to continue the change
of power from the southern end of Center street to

the terminus of the road at Broadway, has been
reserved until the protest of the Third Avenue has
received fttrther consideration. The ofiicer.s of the

Third Avenue object to a change of motive power
on the Fourth Avenue line along Park Row because,

they say, one track is theirs. No practical scheme
can be evolved whereby electric and cable companies
can use the same conduit.
Municipal ownership of street railways is promised

as a factor in the approaching charter elections.

1 he Progressive Democratic League has taken up
the matter. A member of that organization ex-

plained th.at "the main object now is to force into

the campaign the issue of municipal ownership and
the operation of all municipal franchises. The city

owns the franchises now. We shall insist, on the

lines of the Chicago platform, that it shall operate
them. We are going ahead with our conferences
with the other clubs and are organizing thoroughly
everywhere, so that we will be in a position, if

Tammany Hall does not reaffirm the Chicago plat-

form and does not adopt herself a plank for the

operation of franchises, to perfect our organization

In every district, and to constitute ourselves the

regular democratic party of the city of New York."
It is suggested that the true reason of the with-

drawal of Messrs. Whitney and Flower from the

democratic party was fear of the position it might
assume on this subject.

The Caracas Electric . Light, Heat and Power
company was incorporated at Trenton, N. J., July
28th, with a capital stock of $1,000,000, to be fully

paid up when business is begun. The company will

build and operate electric plants and a railroad in

Venezuela and other South American countries.

John E. McEwan of Brooklyn, Charles C. Drew of

New Brighton, S. L, and Robert Weinmann of Jer-

sey City are incorporators.

Elizabeth was visited on July 28th by the most
severe storm known in that city in 20 years. The
flood practically separated the city into two parts,

one of which, the northern, was deprived of service

by the fire department and trolley cars, and was
virtually isolated. The plant of the Suburban Elec-

tric company, which supplies the electric lights for

Elizabeth, Roselle, Cranford and Westfield, is lo-

cated on the bank of the river on Murray street. The
water reached the boiler room at eight o'clock, and
at 9:30 put out the fires. The electric lights through-
out the city went out and left the city in darkness.
Trolley car traffic was suspended about nine o'clock.

The cars had not been running over the entire route
for several hours.

Fire cansed considerable damage in the Excelsior
Electric company's four-storied building fronting on
Willoughby street, between Navy and Raymond
streets, Brooklyn. July 27th. The company carries

a large stock of dynamos and other electrical sup-
plies, and they were much damaged by water.

Four street railroad companies were incorporated
with the secretary of state at Albany on July 28th,

having the same interests behind them. The roads
are to be constructed in Greene, Albany and Scho-
harie counties, to be operated by electricity and to

carry passengers, express and freight. 'The first

company is the Coxsackie and Greenville Traction
company, to operate a road from the terminus of the
ureen County Traction company's line in Coxsackie
to Greenville and Durham, a distance of 12 miles.
The capital stock is $150,000. The second is the
C)ak Hill Traction company, to construct a road 20
miles long from the above terminus to Oak Hill,

ConesviUe, Cooksburg, Rensselaerville, East Dur-
ham and Cairo, in Green county. It is capitalized

at $250,000. The Middleburg and Oak Hill Trac-
tion company is the name of the third company,
formed to connect with the last named road near
Rensselaerville, Greene county, running thence to
Rensselaerville, Albany county, to and through
Broome and Middleburg, Schoharie county, a dis-

tance of 25 miles. The capital stock is $300,000. The
name of the fourth is the Windham Traction com-
pany, fornted to connect with the second named com-
pany near Durham, thence to run to ConesviUe,
Manor Hill, the towns of Windham and Ashland,
and the villages of Harrisonville and East Windham,
to a point near Butt's hotel, in Durham, a distance
of 20 miles. The capital stock is $250,000. The
directors of these companies are: W. G. Raines,
T. E. Smith, W. F. Leland, W. S. Smith, M. E.

IngersoU, P. Anderson, E. Richter and Albert A.
Lasson of New York and George C. Spencer of

Chicago. The principal office of these companies
v\ill be in New York, and T. E. Smith of New York
subscribes for a majority of the capital stock of each
corporation. These companies do not have to pay
the incorporation tax required until the State Rail-

road Commission consents to the construction of the

roads. The Greene County Traction company of

Coxsackie is the name of a company incorporated
some time ago by these interests and with which the

four companies organized to-day are to connect.

The Greene County Traction company has already

applied to the Slate Railroad Commission for per-

mission to construct its road, and the commission
will give a hearing on the application in New York
on August nth. It is proposed by the operation

of these roads to open up a fertile section not now
accessible by rail through Greene and Schoharie
counties and a portion of Albany county, and to

maintain these roads as a feeder for the West Shore
railroad at Coxsackie.
The fleet of warships anchored off Tompkinsville,

Staten Island, last week, drilled with their electric

signal and flash lights. The spectacle was witnessed

by hundreds of people along the Staten Island shore.

The signals could also be seen from the Brooklyn
water front, from Fort Hamilton to Governor's
Island, and from the Battery. The first drill was
with the electric signal lights, and the rapidly chang-

ing colors of the lights presented a pretty picture.

When this drill was over the searchlights were set

at work, and their combined light illuminated the

bay in a dazzling manner. They were thrown upon
Staten Island, and several prominent points were

picked out by them. The wharves along Staten Island

were carefully searched, and then the lights were

thrown upon the forts at the Narrows. Then the

entire battery of lights was trained upon the Statue

of Liberty. The figure could be seen fai^ clearer

from Staten Island than it can be by daylight. The
next drill was the searching for and following the

movements of steamers moving about the bay. In

this way all the lights were used, each light having

a certain area to cover. The wreck of the Ailsa at

Fort Hamilton was also illuminated with the search-

light.

agent in the apparatus department. His connection
with the General Electric company has been success-
ful and pleasant, and he leaves it with the best wishes
of his associates and the company for his success
in his new undertaking.

PERSONAL.
General Manager Kuhlman of the Kuhlman Elec-

tric company of Elkhart, Ind., was a visitor at the

office of the Western Electrician last week.

The Hon. George S. Hale of Boston, who died

suddenly .at his cottage at Bar Harbor recently, was

the father of R. S. Hale of Boston, known to many
of the electrical fraternity.

Electrical Contractor Harry S. Smith of 14 South

Broad street, Philadelphia, visited Chicago last week

in the interest of the Scott and Janney Electric Man-
ufacturing company. Mr. Smith expects to return

to New \ ork alter a short stay in Chicago.

General Manager A. H. Patterson of the Phcenix

Glass company of New York has been a visitor in

Chicago during the last week. He reports that

business is better at present than it has been for the

last year, and that the outlook generally is very

favorable.

Charles T. Yerkes may soon retire from the

presidency of the West Chicago Street Railroad

company. This statement has been printed each

year for the last six years just before the annual

meeting, but this time the story of his probable re-

tirement is received with a little more credence than

formerly, because of the source from which the story

emanates. The reason given for the probable re-

tirement of Mr. Yerkes from West Chicago is that

he desires to spend more of his time in New York
than he has been doing, and West Chicago requires

the constant attention of an executive to keep its

complex affairs in shape. Mr. Yerkes, it is said,

will keep the presidency of the North Chicago Street

railroad, which, it is explained, will almost run it-

telf, spending a few days each month in Chicago

and transacting the ordinary business that will go to

him from New York. If Mr. Yerkes ceases to be

president of West Chicago it will not mean that he

is giving up his interest in that corporation. There
are three names mentioned as Mr. Yerkes' probable

successor—D. H. Louderback of Chicago, W. L.

Elkins and P. A. B. Widener of Philadelphia.

W. L. Arnold has severed his connection with the

General Electric company, with which he has been
associated for the past seven years, to accept the

business mangement of the Arnold Electric Power
Station company of Chicago. Upon leaving col-

lege Mr. Arnold began commercial life, and prior to

entering the electrical field was in the retail shoe

business in Minneapolis, Minn. In July, 1889, he

took a position with the Excelsior Electric company,
representing it at St. Louis, Mo., until May, 1S90,

when he was given the position of manager of the

St. Louis office of the Thomson-Houston Electric

company, and continued in that capacity after the

consolidation of the Thomson-Houston and Edison
General Electric companies, and represented the

General Electric company as manager at St. Louis
until June i, 1895, when he was transferred to the

Kansas City office, which he managed until June i,

1896. From Kansas City Mr. Arnold was called

to the Chicago office, where he has been associated

until the present time in the capacity of a special

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Fayetteville, N. C, has voted to bond the town

to the amount of $15,000 for a system of electric

lighting.

City Electrician Ellicott of Chicago announces
that he contemplates extending the street lighting
system on West Adams and West Monroe streets

between Canal street and Center avenue. Thirty
new lights will be put in this district.

The municipality of Munich has decided to erect
an electric lighting station. The city electrical engi-
neer has designed a station of 4,250 kilowatts capac-
ity, generating current at 5,000 volts pressure, and
a number of sub-stations, in which the pressure is to

be reduced for lighting and power. The initial

outlay is estimated at $2,000,000, to be increased later

to $2,750,000. There are already 206 private in-

stallations in Munich, which include 63,000 incan-
descent lamps and 2,000 arc lamps. From replies to

circulars issued, the demand has been estimated at

an 8,000 kilowatt lamp connection. Three-phase
current is to be used to facilitate the use of power
in factories.

A suit to recover $500,000 damages was begun in

the Common Pleas, July 31st, by James Madden and
other stockholders of the Penn Eectric Light com-
pany against John Lowber Welsh. Thomas Dolan,
William Wood, Richard Brock, Clement B. New-
bold, George W. Hill, John Boyd and A. J. De
Camp, alleged partners in the electric trust, which
for six years, it is charged, controlled an illegal

monopoly of the public lighting in the most import-
ant territory of Philadelphia during that period.
The property and franchises of the Penn Electric

company, it is alleged, were depreciated in value
by the fraudulent practices of the defendants, who
controlled a majority of the stock. A. J. De Camp
was made president of the Penn, and during his

executive management, the bill charges, an agree-
ment was maintained with the Edison Electric Light
company by which the latter company controlled a
monopoly of the city lighting to the prejudice of the
Penn; whose rights and privileges as competitor were
suffered to lapse into disuse.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Charles Green, president and receiver of the Peo-

ple's Railway company and the Fourth street and
Arsenal line, St. Louis, is reported to have promised
that the Fourth street and Arsenal line will be a
'three-cent fare line."

Construction work has been begun on the exten-
sion of the Bluff City electric street railway from
Waukegan, 111., to Evanston. Ground has been
broken at a point north of Wilmette, where the line

runs along the west side of the Chicago and North-
western railroad. At Winnetka it crosses to the east
side of that road, and continues up to North Chi-
cago.

Dr. Lueger, the anti-Semitic mayoT, declared that
he hated the Vienna tramway, as being a Jewish
undertaking, and since then not a single proposition
could the company make but the Municipal Council
rejected it. The new syndicate which has now se-

cured control is said to have the German Bank and
Siemens & Halske at its head, and it is supposed
th.at the motive power will be changed to electricity.

The Lake Forest (111.) Town Council has
granted a franchise to the Bluff City Electric Rail-

way company to build and operate an overhead
trolley railway in Depot avenue through the town.
As the consents of the villages of Lake Bluff, Fort
Sheridan, Highwood and Highland Park have been
obtained, the company is now free to extend its

line. The section between Fort Sheridan and High-
land Park will be built first.

The management of the Chicago General Railway
company has practically completed arrangements
for placing a large block of the company's bonds.
The agreement recently reached between the City
Railway and the Chicago General concerning the
Twenty-second street line has created an impression
that the bonds are to be taken by the City Railway
people. It is understood the bonds will be sold at

about 90. This is a much better price than could
have been had previous to the settlement with the
City railway. The Chicago General bonds are five

per cents., due in 1835. The authorized issue is

$3,000,000, and $1,300,000 has already been issued.

The Milwaukee Electric Railway and Light com-
pany has completed negotiations for control of the
Waukesha Beach electric road, running from Wauke-
sha to Pewaukee lake. This road will be extended
to Oconomowoc and other resorts in Waukesha
county the present year. Henry C. Payne said it

was the intention of the Milwaukee company to

extend its lines to Waukesha to connect with the
Beach line, and that the road to Waukesha and the
connections of the new system would be ready for

operation before July of next year. The City Coun-
cil of Waukesha voted unanimously, July 28th, to
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grant a franchise to the Waukesha Electric Railway
company, the stockholders in wiiich are the same as

those in the Milwaukee Electric Railway and Light
company. The price paid for the Waukesha Beach
line is said to have been $65,000. The road will be
transferred subject to a mortgage for $50,000. The
original cost of the road was $106,000.

Judge Kirkpatrick of the United States Circuit
Court at Trenton, N. J., on July 2ist set aside a
$75,000 bond issue made by the Asbury Park &
Eelmar Street Railroad company, on the ground that
it was fraudulently executed. The company is now
in the hands of a receiver, and the suit testing the
validity of the bond issue was brought by Adrian
Vanderveer, trustee under a mortgage. Judge Kirk-
patrick says that any bonds held by innocent parties,

who hold them for money paid, will be declared
valid. The company was organized under a law
which requires that its capital stock shall be not
less than $10,000 for each mile of road to be built;

that at least 50 per cent, of the capital stock shall

be paid up in cash before the work of construction
is begun; that before the work is begun all the
capital stock must be shown to have been subscribed
for by responsible persons, and that no issue of
bonds may be made by the company until the full

amount of the capital stock is shown to have been
expended in the building of the road. The com-
pany was organized to build a trolley line two miles
long to connect lines running to Long Branch and
Belmar. The capital stock of the company is

$75,000. After the company was formed the stock
was duly subscribed for, but not a dollar was ever
received by the treasurer of the company in return
for the stock issued, although a check for $30,000
was tendered him. This check was never presented
for payment, but was subsequently returned to the
maker, Mr. Aldrich, one of the directors. Judge
Kirkpatrick says that this check was a mere ruse,
designed as a salve for the conscience of the officers

of the road. Upon the strength of it the affidavits

were made that half the stock had been paid for

in cash when the construction of the road began.
The contract for building the road was awarded to

T. B. Wilson, the price to be paid being 690 of the

750 shares of capital stock and all of the $75,000
bond issue. Judge ICirkpatrick says that Wilson
was a mere dummy in the matter, and that the work
was really to be done by the directors, who were
to receive all the benefits from the transaction. The
directors were George Aldrich, George Potts, L. E.

Watson and Thomas Bullock. Judge Kirkpatrick
says that these methods are clearly fraudulent and
illegal and that the entire road could easily have
been built for much less than the amount of the
capital. From this fact alone he considers it suffi-

ciently evident that the law had not been complied
with and that the bond issue was invalid.

TELEPHONE.
The earnings of the Chicago Telephone company

for the first six months this year are said to have
shown a good increase over those of the same period
in 1896, and this showing probably accounts for the

recent heavy advance in the company's stock. The
company has decided to make some improvements,
but the sum to be expended will not be large, and
is now in the treasury of the company.

All the men employed as night operators in Bos-
ton and the suburban offices of the New England
Telegraph and Telephone company have been noti-

fied by Superintendent Fiske that their services are
not required. Their places are taken by young
women. Complaints had been numerous of in-

civility on the part of the "hello" men, and the

company, settled the matter by discharging the entire

force of 30 men.

Announcement is made that the control of the
Newark Telephone company has passed into the
hands of a syndicate of New Jersey capitalists said

to be composed of United States Senator James
Smith. B. M. Shanley, James F. Connolly and E. B.

Gaddis of Newark and Thomas Nevins of Orange.
The syndicate, it is said, has agreed to put in $150,-

000 cash, take up all the unsubscribed stock, and
complete the work of construction, so as to have
2.200 telephones in operation by December 1st. The
Newark Telephone company was organized a little

over a year ago with the avowed intention of fight-

ing the Bell company. Several months ago suit

was brought in the Chancery Court at Jersey City
for the appointment of a receiver, upon the allega-

tion that :he company was insolvent, but this prayer
was denied. Afterward an action was begun by an
equipment company of Philadelphia against the New
York Telephone and Telegraph Construction com-
pany, which built the telephone company's subways.
This suit, which is still pending, and the other, were
supposed to be in the interests of the Bell people.
It was rumored that the transfer was in the same
interest, but this President John M. Gwinnell denied.

A circular issued by Robert Mellors, secretary of

the Association of Trade Protection Societies of

Great Britain, and dated Nottingham, July 15th, con-
tains a statement with regard to the telephone serv-
ice, together with a letter received by Mr. Mellors
from the postmaster-general in reply to a letter for-

warding a copy of a resolution adopted at the forty-

ninth annual meeting of the association. The reso-

lution pointed out that the difficulties connected with
telephonic communication were a serious impedi-
ment to business, and the hope was expressed that
the postmaster-g-eneral would speedily provide in-

creased telephonic lines, while a desire was also ex-
pressed for the hire of telephonic instruments at less

cost than that now charged. In the course of the
statement given in the circular, the high annual
rents charged in England for telephonic instruments
were contrasted with the rates prevailing on the
Continent. It is considered reasonable, owing to

various circumstances, that a higher price should
prevail in England than in some other countries;
but it is submitted that the present rent charge
IS excessive, and that the service would pay quite

as well at reduced rates, by the probable increase

in the number of subscribers. Thus, Stockholm,
with a rent of ^2 i6s. for government telephones
and £4 gs. for privately owned telephones, and a

population of 200,000, has 20,000 telephones; Not-
tingham, with telephone rents very much higher,

and with a population of 240,000, has 1.350 instru-

ments. It is further pointed out that the system of

charging by distance has been abolished in letter

carriage and with telegrams, but has been adopted
with the telephonic service for reasons not obvious.

What is wanted is a larger extension of the tele-

phonic service, at uniform rates and cheaper rents.

The postmaster-general's reply, dated July loth, to

the association, is to the effect that a very large

number of additional trunk lines, have either been re-

cently completed or are in course of construction,

and that the service is now satisfactory, except in a

few cases where difficulties have prevented the erec-

tion of additional trunk lines with such speed as

could be wished. If. however, any particular case

is specified by the association in which the trunk

wire accommodation appears to be inadequate, the

postmaster-general will be glad to consider the

matter. As regards the question of charges for the

hire of telephonic instruments, the government "is

giving careful consideration to the whole question,

and will be glad if it should find it possible to meet
the wishes expressed in the resolution."

MISCELLANEOUS.
Charles Kinkele, proprietor of the Lake Shore

hotel. Walker, Cass county, Minn., is in the market
for about 30 miles of small telephone wire.

Business will be practically suspended in electrical

circles throughout the East on August 21st. that

being the date set for the nineteenth annual Rhode
Island clam dinner tendered to the electrical fra-

ternity by Eugene F. Phillips, president of the

American Electrical Works of Providence. The
scene of festivities will be the Pomham club, and
it is needless to say that everybody of conseauence
in the electrical world will be there. Mr. Phillips

knows how to make these annual gatherings at-

tractive, and those who have once enioyed the hos-

pitality of Pomham are ever afterward constant and
enthusiastic friends of Mr. Phillips, the American
Electrical Works and everybody and everything in

which they are interested.

Electric pacing is pooular in France. Recently

on the Seine track at Paris an electric triplet re-

ceived a trial and traveled five miles in 7 minutes
^2 2-5 seconds. The tubing on the machine differs

from the rearular triolet, inasmuch as it i.' necessary

to carry 28 boxes of accumulators. Each box con-

tains 13 plates V5 millimeters wide and Ii^ hi.gh.

weighing in all about 84 kilograms. The ac-

cumulators furnish current to a small electric motor
of three horse power, which adds to the efforts

made by the riders. The motor by a chain system

works on the rear wheel, taking the place of a

fourth rider. The machine is made to run at a sneed

of 66 kilometers an hour. A modification of its

construction is contemplated to increase its rate of

speed.

TECHNICAL SCHOOLS.
The announcements of the evening college con-

ducted during the winter by the central department
of the Young Men's Christian association, are now
out and ready for distribution. The college this

year will have 27 instructors, and will offer over
.in different branches of study. Among other things,

classes will be formed in arithmetic, algebra, me-
chanics, free-hand, architectural and mechanical
drawnng. machine design, ohvsics. chemistry, steam
engineering, electricitv and electrical practice. The
work in electricity is divided into two parts, elemen-
tary and advanced. The elementary class will take
UD the work as laid out in Houston & Kennelly's
electrical engineering leaflets, covering the funda-
mental theory of every-day electrical phenomena,
while the advanced class- will take up the use of
electrical measuring instrument, the methods of

makine tests, the working of practical problems and
the study of the questions involved in the construc-
tion and attendance of electric olants and apparatus.
The classes are intended for electricians, engineers,
wiremen. clerks, electrical workers, or anyone wish-
ing to become more intelligent in a nractical way
uoon the subject of electricity. The electrical
classes this vear will again be in charge of Geo. A.
Damon, while Charles W. Naylor will look after
the class in steam engineering.

TRADE NEWS.
The Electric Arc Light company of 687 Broadway,

New York, manufacturer of the "Pioneer" 150 hour
inclosed arc lamp, continues to report the booking
of satisfactory orders, a very large one of which is
for the installation at the Seventh Regiment Armory
of New York city. This contract was awarded after
a very severe test.

J. M. Knox and J. B. Farrington of the Varley
Duplex Magnet company of Jersey City have been
spending several days in Chicago calling upon the
trade in relation to the company's well-known prod-
uct. They report that the results attained have been
far beyond their anticipations, so much so, indeed,
that they have concluded to extend their trip to other
points in the West.

A. J. McLean of Menominee, Mich., dealer in
poles for electric light, telephone, telegraph and
electric railway companies, reports a prosperous
business. Mr. McLean carries a large stock of
assorted poles. Contractors and others desiring
white cedar poles will do well to communicate with
Mr. McLean, whose facilities for prompt shipments
are unsurpassed.

The Pacific Electric company has obtained pos-
session of a device called "the electrical trick," by
which a piece of money can be made to disappear
in the most mysterious manner, so that the spec-
tator will fail to detect how it is done. The com-
pany employs it to advertise its shade lamps and
dental lamps, and will be pleased to send one of
these tricks to anyone who will write for it, inclosing
four cents in stamps to cover cost of mailing.

The Mason Electric Equipment company, 1202
Fisher building, Chicago, states that its order-book
proves conclusively that "prosperity" has arrived.
During the last month a largely increased business
has been done, and shipments of electric railway
supplies have been made to all parts of the country.
In the absence of W. R. Mason, who is now repre-
senting the Walker company in St. Louis, E. R.
Mason is conducting the business in a manner that
bids fair to give him decided prominence in the
supply field.

The Consolidated Car Heating company of Al-
bany, N. Y., announces that "the United States
Circuit Court of Appeals for the second circuit, on
Thursday, July 22d, rendered an elaborate and
sweeping decision, reversing the decree of the United
States Circuit Court, which had granted to the
Devyey Electric Heating company an injunction
against the Albany Railway company, to prevent
the use of the Consolidated Car Heating company's
temperature regulating switch in connection with
an indicating device, as being an infringement of
the ninth claim of the Dewey patent No. 464,247.
The court holds that this claim is entirely void
for want of patentable invention, and this decision
finally settles the right of the Consolidated Car Heat-
ing company and its customers to use its tem-
perature regulating switches with indicators as the
save have been and are now constructed."

BUSINESS.
Judge Lacombe of the United States Circuit Court

for the District of New \ ork has handed down a
decision in favor of the Jandus Electric company
in its litigation with the Manhattan General Con-
struction company. Another case of the same charac-
ter is to be decided shortly by Judge Hammond,
sitting at Toledo, Ohio.

The Point Marion Manufacturing company of 430
Fourth avenue, Pittsburg, is doing a larger business
this year than ever. It handles poles for any
work, manufactures cross-arms, white and yellow
pine, oak and locust pins and brackets, poplar and
hardwood moldings, and oak and locust iron pole
tops. The company is running its factory at Point.
Marion, Pa., day and night, and is making arrange-
ments to put a branch factory in the East. It is rep-
resented in Pittsburg by the Globe Manufacturers'

' Supply company of 42 River street.

The growing tendency among those who have
given careful consideration to the subject of pro-
tective coverings for iron structural work, is to add
some form of carbon to the red lead used, or to dis-
card red lead altogether. This has caused the red
lead manufacturers to issue pamphlets condemning
the use of carbon, especially graphite. The Joseph
Dixon Crucible company says that these statements
of the red lead people have been so wide of the facts
that it has made reply by issuing a pamphlet on the
"Merits of Lead Paints and Dixon's Silica-graphite
Paint Compound," which is well worth reading.

The Davis & Egan Machine Tool company, Cin-
cinnati. Ohio, has purchased the extensive works
formerly occupied by the W. S. Merrill Chemical
company of Cincinnati, Ohio, The buildings are
modern and massive, and adapted to the operation
of heavy machinery. They have 103 feet front, five

floors, with basement and sub-cellars, and a railroad
frontage on two streets. The new purchasers are
now making a complete installation of new engines.
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boilers, generators, dynamos, etc., and will have
when completed an up-to-date power plant. The
new addition joins the present works of the Davis

&: Egan company, the purchase being necessitated

by the rapidly expanding foreign trade.

The Dolgeville Electric Light and Power com-
pany of Dolgeville, N. Y., has contracted with the

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing company,
through the latter's Syracuse agency, G. W. Pulver
& Co., for two 450 kilowatt two-phase alternating
current generators, one 250 kilowatt rotary trans-
former, exciters and a large marble switchboard,
together with a number of transformers for light

and motor work. The generators will be connected

direct to Victor turbines, running at 300 revolutions
per minute, under 72 feet head. The rotary trans-
former will deliver direct current at 600 volts, for
present direct-current motor ser\ice in Ufc in various
manufactnring establishments. Both light and power
will be furnished. The alternating current gen-
erators are of 7,200 alternation!..

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
586,957. Brush-holder. Neal M. Beede, Schenec-

tady, N. Y. Application filed May 5, 1897.

Carbon brushes are mounted in receptacles, spring-clips

are secured to the brushes and flexible leads fastened to

the clips; spring-clamps are secured to the leads, and lugs

on the body of the brush holder for holding the clamps,

586,986. Electric Arc Light Reflector. Charles M.
Holies, Dallas, Tex. Application filed July 13,

1896.

The reflector is secured upon the lower edge of the annu-
lar band and extends inwardly therefrom, having an aper-
ture for the passage for the arc light conductor, and means
for securing the band upon an arc light cone.

NO. 587,081.

586,993. Telephone System. Gustaf Dilberg and
Parnell Rabbidge, Sydney, New South Wales.
Application filed September 9, 1895.

An induction coil having its primary and secondary coils

in series in the speaking circuit, and an armature con-
trolled by the induction coil to control the call-circuit, are
described.

586,995. Form for Winding Coils for Dynamo-elec-
tric Machines. Henry Geisenhoner, Schenec-
tady N. Y. Application filed March 16, 1897.

It is intended to provide means for giving the coil a
shape while winding similar to the finished article, except
for the offset in the ends; and, also, means for forming an
offset in the ends of the coil-

587,002. Electrically Operated Locking Device for

Elevators. Thomas W. Jenkins, Philadelphia,

Pa. Application filed October 2, 1895.
- A car with a power-controlling wheel and a door, a lock
for the wheel, an electric circuit with a magnet controlling
the lock, and contact points connected by the action of the
door, are combined.

587,004. Telephone Exchange. Milo G. Kellogg,
Chicago, 111. Application filed June 15, 1895.

Multiple switchboards are divided into two sections,
which are distinct and placed apart from each other over
different floor space, an answering section containing ihe
annunciators and switches of the lines whose calls are to

be answered at the board, and a calling section containing
two switches on which the operator may call and connect
any line which she has answered, the calling sections be-
ing placed end to end and the answering sections each con-
venient to and in front of its calling section.

587,013. Telautograph.
Highland Park, III.

9, 1895-

Leon O. McPherson,
Application filed October

Mechanism is provided for sending pulsations of succes-
sively alternate polarity for controlling the operation of a
receiving pen, a reversing mechanism and a reversing re-

lay in the circuit of the pulsations for controlling the oper-
ation of the reversing mechanism, the same being con-
trolled by changes in the strength of the pulsations, and
means whereby the action of the reversing relay is effected
by changes in the rapidity of the succession of the pulsa-
tions.

587.014. Child's Cradle. Granville F. Packard,
Fort Wayne, Ind. Application filed December
12, 1896.

Electricity is employed to give a swaying motion to the
crib which is pivotally suspended and adapted for an
oscillating movement. An eJectro-magnet is fixed to the
frame and has an armature pivotally mounted in the frame
of the electro-magnet in the path of oscillation, and con-
nected in electrical circuit with the electro-magnet and
adapted to accelerate the movement of the crib at each
alternate oscillation thereof under the influence of the
energized electro-magnet by the contact of the armature
with a spring fixed to the crib or cradle when tbe electric
circuit is closed.

587.015. Electric Meter. Granville F. Packard,
Fort Wayne, Ind. Application filed May 6, 1897.

This instrument comprises an energizing coil or coils or
field of force, a rotary armature of separable radial vanes
rigidly connected on their supporting shaft or spindle by a
pair of recessed and slotted disks interlocking therewith,
the vanes being so arranged in inductive relation to the
field as to be successively repelled therefrom ; tlie clamp-
ing disks mounted on the shaft have their inner faces re-

cessed to receive interlocking lugs on the vanes and are
radially slotted, a speed-regulator comprising a slotted
base is fixed on the shaft and one or more adjustable strips
arranged therein, and a counting or registering train is

connected with the armature.

587,047. Trolley Wheel Fork. Samuel B. Thomp-
son, Baltimore, Md. Application filed Decem-
ber 2, i8g6.

One of the prongs or supports for the axle is formed of a
flat spring, the upper end of which presses against the hub
of the trolley wheel, forming an electrical contact there-
with, and its lower end is rigidly secured to the base of the
fork.

587,062. Electric Bell. John T. O'Brien, Bridge-
port, Conn. Application filed April 13, 1897.

There is the combination with a main circuit, a shunt
circuit, a bell and an electro-magnet in the main circuit, of
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an armature in the shunt circuit carrying a striker and a
contact, and a pin in the shunt circuit carrying an insulat-
ing block and a contact, the first contact being normally in
contact with the insulating block, but being placed in en-
gagement with the last contact, and thereby closing the
shunt circuit by the movement of the armature to the mag-
net, which is caused by the closing of the main circuit.

587,073- Car Step. Albert Blum, Cincinnati, Ohio,
Application filed August 3, 1896.

A swinging step mounted upon arms hinged to the car
and adapted to swing horizontally into a position vertically
beneath the stationary step or into a position vertically
outside and below the stationary step, is controlled and
operated electrically.

587.080. Calling Appliance for Telephone Switch-
boards. Frank R. McBerty, Downer's Grove,
III. Application filed November 12, 1895.
Where telephone lines and a return circuit therefor have

oppositely polarized signal bells in branches between each
line conductor and the return circuit, and several pairs
of connecting plugs for uniting different telephone lines, a
key in each plug circuit is adapted to assume two positions,
in one of which positions it severs the plug circuit and con-
nects the operator's telephone with one of the plugs, and a
pair of signaling conductors with the other plug, and a
group of keys are connected with the signaling conductors,
one adapted to send current of each polarity on each line
conductor to operate a corresponding bell.

587.081. Telephone Exchange Apparatus. Frank R.
McBerty, Downer's Grove, 111. Application
filed June 3, 1896.

A telephone line is grounded at two points subject to dif-
ferences of potential, and is provided with a generator of
alternating current at one sub-station and an annunciator
at the other station, and a group of polarization cells in
one of the ground branches.

587,114. Electric Condenser. Charles S. Bradle}',

Avon, N. Y. Application filed October 7, 1895.
An electric condenser having its pile of plates inclosed

in a fluid, and air-tight metallic casing hermetically sealed
at all joints, whereby the access of moisture in th'% outside
air is prevented and the capacity is kept unaltered.

587.119. Telephony. John W. Gibboney. Lynn
Mass. Application filed July 26," 1895.
A generator is described for use in a telephonic transmit-

ting system, comprising a stationary armature having sub-
stantially a continuous winding, and a revolving field mag-
net coil carried upon a shaft having reduced portions at
each end making connection through mercury cups to a
source of current connected to the cups, the shaft being
divided into two portions electrically insulated from each
other, and the field magnet coil having its terminals con-
nected respectively to the shaft portions.

587.120. Telephony. John W. Gibboney. Lynn,
Mass. Application filed August 3, 1896.

The improvement described in the art of electrically
transmitting sound waves consists in generating alternating
currents of relatively displaced phase, superposing upon
one or more of such currents electrical undulations or
vibrations corresponding to the sound vibrations to be
transmitted, and by such superposed electrical undulations
or variations actuating a suitable receiver.

587,143. Electric Programme Clock. Ernst Bob-
sien, and Sigimund L. Prager, Mount Vernon,
N. Y. Application filed February 8, 1897.

This is an electric time signal clock with an auxiliary
or index dial arranged below and visible through the open-
ing in the main dial, there being suitable insulating means
between the auxiliary and main dials, and a set of contact
devices on the auxiliary dial.

NO. 587,114.

587.163. Multipolar Dynamo Electric Machine.
Samuel W. Rushmore, Brooklyn, N. Y. Ap-
plication filed February 23, 1897.

The machine contains an armature, several magnets ar-

ranged about the armature, and sets of brushes for sepa-
rately collecting the currents generated in the parts of the
armature under the different magnets independently of
other sections, and connections from each set of brushes
through the field coil of its magnet only.

587.164. Dynamo Electric Machine. Samuel W.
Rushmore, Brooklyn, N. Y. Application filed

May 14, 1897.

The method of operating a dynamo having a plurality of
pairs of N and S poles consists in collecting current under
but one pole only of each pair, using the second pole of
each pair to keep the magnetic flux of its section from
flowing to other sections.

587,182. Electric Furnace. Guillaume de Chalmot,
Leaksville, N. C. Application filed February
27, 1896.

There is a crucible or hollow hearth into which the car-
bon pencil may enter, and independent mechanism con-
nected thereto for agitating or jarring the crucible in order

to shake down the granular material fed thereto, and facil-
itate the feeding thereof into the arc.

587,204. Switchboard Annunciator. Newman K.
Holland, Montreal, Canada. Application filed
September 5, 1896.

An annunciator having an electro-magnet with a project-
ing core end, an armature, a shutter and a carrying-plate
for the two latter, the projecting core end being annularly
grooved and formed with lugs, and the carrying plate hav-
ing an opening through which such lugs can be passed.

587,213. Conduit. Aivaro S. Krotz, Springfield,
Ohio, William P. Allen, Chicago, 111., and Oli-
ver S. Kelly, Springfield, Ohio. Application
filed May 28, 18

'

NO. 587,182.

The depth of one side of the contacting rail is greater
than the other, and an insulating support is attached to the
side of greater depth; there is a covering over the insulat-
ing support and over the contacting rail.

587,214. Trolley. Aivaro S. Krotz, Springfield,
Ohio. William P. Allen, Chicago, 111., and Oli-
ver S. Kelly, Springfield, Ohio. Application
filed June 16, 1896.

One claim is for a base, one or more flat-spring supports.
a contact shoe attached to the free end of the spring sup-
ports, a conductor strip of high conductivity connecting
the contact shoe and metal support or base and a stop.

587.216. Wire-holder. Joseph B. Lawrence, Salem,
N. J. Application filed November 2, 1896.

The device consists of an upright standard having feet
provided with openings, upwardly projecting arms having
interior screw-threads, and an exteriorly screw-threaded
insulator.

587.217. Fuse-holder and Electric Cut-out. Harry
A. Lewis, Norristown, Pa. Application filed

January 11, 1897.

A device of this class is provided with a circuit-breaker
interposed in the line-wire, and a thermostat comprising a
tube fixed at one end, and a line-wire passing through the
tube to heat the same, an intermediate mechanism for con-
necting the tube with the circuit-breaker.

587,226. Telephone Trunk-circuit. Joseph J. O'Con-

~

nell, Chicago, 111. Application filed February
II, 1897.

A feature of the arrangement is a plug-seat switch, con-
sisting of a seat for a plug, a casing inclosing two mechan-
ically connected but insulated contact springs, one of
which plays between two contact points and is provided
with an extension into the plug-socket, a lever-connector
adapted to be actuated by the movement of the other con-
tact spring to reverse its position, the spring being adapted
to make electrical contact with the lever.

587,237- Apparatus for Treating Diseases. Hercules
Sanche, New Orleans, La. Application filed

October 27, 1887.

The claim is given: The clinicar instrument, compris-
ing a contact plate or member adapted to be attached to
the body to be treated, a second plate or member adapted
to be placed in or under the influence of a temperature
higher or lower than the body to which the other plate is
attached, or under the influence of matter which is electro-
positive or electro-negative to the body having said other
plate or member attached to it, and a flexible conducting
or transmitting medium connecting said two plates or
members, said medium being of a relatively small size to
said plates or members, and of a length sufficient to permit
said two plates or members to be placed at such distances
apart that the body having one plate or member attached
thereto will be removed beyond the range of influence
transmitted by direct radiation, conduction or contact Irom
said other plate or member.

587,260. Circuit-closer. Steuhen C. Houghton, San
Francisco, Cal. Application filed May 14, 1897.

A movable slide carries a pivoted contact arm, and there
are a contact plate parallel with the slide, a spring tending
to force the arm into contact with the plate, and a pivoted
and spring pressed guard adapted to intercept and divert
the arm away from the plate during its motion in one direc-
tion, but permitting it to make contact and retain such con-
tact throughout the length of the plate during its motion in
the opposite direction.

587,273. Insulator. Heinrich Rudolf, Berlin, Ger-
many. Application filed October 14, 1896. Pat-
ented in Germany April 25, 1895, and in England
January 24, 1896.

An insulator is described, consisting of a body portion
baving a head in which is formed a deep transverse g roove,
in the bottom of which is a cavny or recess adapted to re-
ceive a bend or loop in the wire or conductor, the head be-
ing also provided with a transverse perforation which
passes through the cavity or recess, and a locking-bolt
which passes through the perforation, and which holds the
wire or conductor in place.
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Buffalo Grain Elevator to be Electrically

Operated.

By Orrin E. Dunlap.

Tlie Great Northern elevator that is being erected
in Buffalo between Ganson street and the ship canal
is to be one of the most modern structures of the
kind, and is destined to attract considerable atten-

tion because of many novel features, the principal

one of which is that it will be operated by trans-

mitted electric power from Niagara Falls.

Still another feature is that the grain bins are
to be great steel cylinders. In the illustration pre-
sented herewith, these steel cjdinders are displayed
in course of construction. The bins farthest to
the right are shown at their full height. When all

the bins are built they will be inclosed within brick
walls, which will give the elevator building very

Improvement in Telephone Exchange
Business.

Phenomenal appreciation in the value of telephone
securities has been the subject of much comment
recently. A couple of weeks ago, when Chicago
Telephone sold at 200, 35 points above the last

previous public quotations recorded about one
month before, people wondered at the sudden ad-
vance. Much more astonishing is the increase in

the value of Central Union. On August loth, 28
shares of the stock sold at 50, an advance of 100

per cent, in the price in a little over four months,
and 12 points advance in less than a week. Ten
shares of the stock sold at 38 last Thursday. Cen-
tral Union is one of the most inactive stocks on the
list and but five trades in it have been reported
since March 22d. They were as follows: March
22, 25 shares at 25; May 3, 20 at 30; June 29, 18 at

35; August 5, 10 at 38, and August 10, 28 at 50. It

rights. This offers an opportunity to compare the
gross earnings of those lines for the period men-
tioned. The gross earnings of the city lines for

the first six months in 1897 were $704,575, and in

1896, $677,817, showing an increase for 1897 of $26,-

758. Last year the gross earnings of the same lines

for the same period showed an increase of $57,844
over 1895, so that this year's showing is equal to an
increase of $84,602, or 13.6 per cent, over 1895.

Telephone Litigation.
[From the Boston correspondent of the Western Electrician.

1

The answer of the American Bell Telephone com-
pany and its kindred corporations to the complaint
brought by the Western Telephone Construction
company of Chicago, alleging infringement of the
Keelyn patent, has been filed in the office of the
clerk of the United States Circuit Court in Boston.

much the appearance of other similar structures, and
serve to conceal all the steel work. The elevator
is being erected by James Hill, president of the
Great Northern Steamship company. The capacity

of the elevator will be 3,000,000 bushels. The il-

lustration shows that there will be three rows of

bins, and each row will have 10 bins, or 30 in all,

each of which will have a capacity in the neigh-
borhood of 100,000 bushels. The height of each
bin is to be 84 feet, with a diameter of 38 feet.

The foundation of the elevator is laid at a depth
of 50 feet, and on this foundation is built a steel

structure, the columns on which the steel bins rest

being about two feet square. This construction is

clearly shown in the illustration. It will be noticed
that between the rows of large bins are smaller

bins, and it is into these small bins that the grain

is put as it conies from the boats, being afterward
elevated to the larger bins.

The electric power for the operation of the ele-

vator will be furnished by the Cataract Power and
Conduit company, the contract having been made
some time ago. The plans for the electrical equip-

ment are no\v being completed. The elevator will

be ready for business next spring, in all likelihood.

It will be the first of its kind in the world.

BUFFALO GRAIN ELEVATOR TO BE ELECTRICALLY OPERATED.

is reported that the company is in a position to

pay a dividend and will soon declare it. Nothing
has been distributed on the stock since the first

quarter of 1S96, when a one per cent, dividend was
paid for that period. For five years previous to

1896 dividends were paid at the rate of five per
cent, per annum regularly. The company operates
telephone exchanges in the principal cities of Illi-

nois, Indiana and Ohio, excepting Chicago, Cincin-
nati and Cleveland, and has encountered much op-
position during the last few .years.

There has been considerable comment upon the
steady advancement in the price of Chicago Tele-
phone stock from 165 to 200 in 30 days. The record
of the company for the first six months of this

year, in the face of depression in many lines of busi-
ness as shown by comparisons with last year, is

very satisfactory. The earnings of the lines within
the limits of the city of Chicago show an increase
for the six months ended June 30th of over four
per cent., compared with the corresponding half of
1S96. The company recently paid over to Comp-
troller Waller the sum of $21,137.27, being the three
per cent, tax on gross receipts of the company's
city lines provided for in the compensation clause
of the ordinance which granted the company its

It is a general denial of the allegations in the com-
plainant's bill. The Bell company claims to have
been using instruments embodying the alleged in-

vention for several years, and denies that there is

any novelty in the Keelyn patent. It claims, too,
that the essential features were embraced in im-
provements which were covered in the following
patents:

No. 186,787, dated January 30, 1877, and granted
to Alexander G. Bell for "Improvement in Electric

Telephony."
No. 200,631, dated February 26, 1878, and granted

to John Trowbridge for "Improvement in Tele-
phones."
No. 204,027, dated May 21, 1878, and granted to

F.lisha Gray, for "Improvement in Speaking Tele-
phones."
No. 204,029, dated May 21, 1878, and granted to

Elisha Gray, for "Improvement in Speaking Tele-
phones."
No. 214,029, dated April 8. 1879. and granted to

.'\dolf Eccard. for "Impro\'ement in Speaking Tele-
phones."
No. 233,527, dated October ig, 1880, and granted

to William C. Lockwood, for "Improvement in Tele-
phones."
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No. J.i7,37y, dated February 8, 1881, and granted

to Gay VV. Foster, for 'Improvement in Telephones."

No. 245,919, dated August 16, 1881, and granted

to David W. De Forest, for "Improvement in Telc-

piiones."

No. 309,476, dated December 16, 1884, and granted

to James Lowth, for "Improvement in Tele-

pliones."

No. 318.058, dated May 19, 1885, and granted to

Henry E. Waite, for "Improvement in Magneto
Telephones."
No. 516,642, dated March 20, 1894, and granted

to Henry A. Chase, for "Improvement in Tele-

phones."
In substance, the Bell company alleges that the

Keelyn patent, 581.350, does not constitute any new
and useful art and that it does not exhibit or em-
body any substantial variation or change from what
had belonged to the state of the art as it existed at

and before the time of Keelyn's assumed discovery,

but had already become a matter of common knowl-

edge among ordinary electricians and mechanics

skilled in the art of constructing telephonic appar-

atus and instruments.

ductors are "Johns" and "Henrys" to many of the
patrons. The line is well operated, for the old New
England democracy always knew how to get there
on schedule time.

Telephone News from the Northwest.
[From the Minneapolis correspondent of the Western Elec-

trician. J

For greater convenience in operating their lines

in conjunction, the Rocky Mountain Bell, the Lewis-

town and Great Falls and the Northern Montana
Telephone companies have agreed to occupy the

same office at Great Falls.

Prescott, Wis., has established connection with

Trimbelle, Ellsworth, River Falls, Hudson and
Maiden Rock.
A. Foster has severed his connection with the

Rochester. Minn., Telephone company, and has en-

gaged witli ihe Automatic Telephone E.xchange of

Amsterdam, N. Y.
The Mutual Telephone company of Des Moines,

la., has begun operating its system, with connection

in 26 towns.
The Elroy, Wis., Telephone company will extend

to Wonewoc. Wis., at once.

The Dakota Central Telephone company has con-

nected with Summit, S. D.
The Wausau Telephone company has connected

with Tomahawk, Wis.
The Southwestern Telephone company is extend-

ing a line to Mt. Horeb, Wis., from Dodgeville.

The Fornian Telephone company of Milnor, N. D
,

will extend its lines to Wahpeton, N. D.
The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company

is having trouble getting a right of way for its

long-distance line 'near Willmar, Minn.
It is understood that the Fairmont Telephone

company will extend its wires to Heron lake, Minn.
The Sibley County Telephone Exchange com-

pany has been organized to construct telephone
exchanges in Sibley county, Minn.
Swaledale, la., now has telephonic communica-

tion with the outside world over the wires of the

Iowa Telephone company.
The Richmond County Telephone company has

completed a line from Muscoda, Wis., to Homer,
thus connecting Grand and Richland counties.

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company
of Little Falls, Minn., will make no more additional
telephone connections until enoitgh have been se-

cured to make the number in use 50, when an
exchange will be put in. There are now 36 instru-

ments in use at Little Falls.

The council of Rapid City, S. D., has given the

ordinance granting a right of way and privileges

to the Harrison Telephone company the third read-

Electric Torpedo Boat Launched.
The Plunger, a submarine torpedo boat of the

Holland type, designed for the United States navy,
was successfully launched at the yards of the Colum-
bia Iron Works, Baltimore, on August 7th. The
boat is cigar-shaped, 85 feet in length and 11 feet five

inches in diameter. When floating light it had a

dispacement of 155 tons, and, when down to the
load line, 167 tons. A steam plant is provided to

operate twin screws when afloat or awash, and a

70 horse power motor, furnished with current from
48 storage batteries, will operate the vessel when
submerged. The steam power, electric dynamo and
storage cells are so arranged as to be readily re-

versed, thus making it possible to recharge the cells

from the power plant on the boat. The electric

power may also be connected to the propeller shaft

placed in the a.xis of the boat, in addition to the
connection with the main propeller shaft. The
motor may thus operate a special propeller in addi-
tion to driving the main shaft independently of the
steam engines.

Know Their Passengers.
[From the Boston Evening Transcript.]

The student of sociology will find a good many
of the old New England ways still enough alive

to travel on rural trolleys. On one line in Boston's
suburbs the conductors ajid motormen know their
passengers. The other day a conductor excused
liis hurry in making change by saying he had to

"look after Mrs. Blank, 'cause she's lame." Having
helped that lady to reach terra firma, the conductpr
resumed the collection of fares, beginning with a
little girl, of whom he asked: "How's father's cold
to-day, Annie?" Needless to say that the con-

Electrlcity to Supplant the Cable on
Chicago South Side Lines.

The Chicago City Railway company has made
official announcement of the contemplated ' trans-

formation of the cable lines of its system into trolley

that an extra dividend of at least 20 per cent, will

be made to City railway stockholders through an
issue of new stock. It is roughly estimated that

$2,000,000 will be required to change the equipmeuv
as proposed. If stock is issued to raise the amount,
which is likely, it will, according to the company's
custom, be issued to the present stockholders at

par. City railway stock now sells at 245, but al-

lowing for an easier price on the issuance of the
new stock, suppose it has a certain value of 220.

The issuance of $2,000,000 of stock at par would

FIG. 70. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS.

-

COMPANY.
-PLAN OF POWER PLANT OF TOLEDO TRACTION

lines. This action had been anticipated, but no
official statement was issued until August loth,

when employes on the State street and Cottage
Grove avenue lines received cards notifying them of

the plans of the company. The cards also informed
the employes of a contemplated reduction in their

wages.
In financial circles the decision to convert the

cable lines of the company is construed as meaning

mean a gift to the stockholders at $2,400,000, or 20
per cent. 011 the capital stock of $12,000,000. The
additional dividend rcc|uirement by reason of the

issuance of the $2,000,000 new stock would be $240,-

000. This amovint, it is claimed, would be more
than made up by saving in operating expenses and
increased traffic, the result of the introduction of the
trolley, and the 12 per cent, dividend would in

nowise be impaired.
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Interesting Results of a Test of a Gov-
ernment Plant.

The new electric ligiiting plant in the government
hospital for the insane at Washington, D. C, com-
prises two engines and four dynamos connected by
rope drive. The larger engine is rated at 200 horse
power and the smaller one at 100 horse power, while
two dynamos are equal to an output of so kilowatts
each and two to 30 kilowatts each. The plant is

housed in a separate brick building and is designed

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

withstanding this great increase in the use of light
in the building, the aggregate cost so far has not
increased.
The consumption of lamps forms an important

item in the expense of operating a plant. When I

installed the plant in the Albatross in 1882, lamps
cost $1 a piece; now they are bought at 17 cents.

With $1 lamps, their lifetime was an important
factor; it was economical to obtain great duration
at the expense of current. Lamps which glow up
to candle power at 3.1 watts per candle power will

Hi

nig them to a higher voltage, as there is a drop of
2.5 volts between the switchboard and the farthest
lamp. In this way we manage to get a greater life
out of the lamps, and yet keep them nearly to candle
power.
The mean load factor on one plant in the State,

War and Navy Department building during the year
was about 22 per cent. During office hours it rose
to a mean of 36 per cent.; the maximum during
first quarter was 53 per cent., second quarter 66 per
cent., third quarter 114 per cent., and fourth quarter
73 per cent. A second plant is used to prevent an
overload on the first. Our load on Sundays often
falls to 12.5 per cent. In electric lighting, as in
other commodities, the higher the load factor em-
ployed, the greater the economic efficiency.

FIG 71.—DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS —TRANSVERSE SECTION OF THE PLANT OF THE
TOLEDO TRACTION COMPANY.

to supply current to about 3,000 lamps. It was
planned by G. W. Baird, chief engineer of the

United States Navy, who, in the Journal of the

American Society of Naval Engineers, makes the

following general remarks about it:

The output of these plants, compared with an
equivalent gas light, as obtained from the ordinary
batwing burner, at VVashington prices, is favorable.

A five foot burner gives a light equal to 16 candle
power. At one dollar per 1,000 feet of gas, we

.obtain 16X1,000-^5=3,200' candle power per hour
for a dollar.

Taking coal at $2.65 per ton, lamps at 20 cents,

repairs at two per cent., and allowing an expendi-
ture of 3,000 lamps per year, and a full load on the

small plant, the cost per year will be about as fol-

lows:

Three engineers $3,000
Three firemen 2,160

One electrician 1,5°°

Two linemen 1,200

Two laborers 1,000

Repairs 1,000

Lamps 600
Coal 2,453

Oil 200

not last more than half so long as those which con-
sumes four watts. If we assume 4.3 cents per 1,000
watts for current and allow 500 hours for each of
two lamps (making 1,000 hours), the total cost of
the lamps (at 17 cents), and the current for the 3.1

watt lamps will be $2.47; assuming the same cost
for current used in a four-watt lamp, and taking a
single lamp at 1,000 hours, the cost will be $2.92.

These figures are from tne results I am now obtain-
ing from the plant in the State, War and Navy De-
partment building. It will be seen that the dif-

Daslgn and Construction of Electric
Power Plants.

By Bion J. Arnold, M. S.

\_a>pyr!ght, rSQj, by B.J. Arnold. Chicago.

\

Part XI.

—

Continued.

Plant of the Toledo Traction Company.—Fig.
70 illustrates another case where it was neces-
sary to install a power station for furnishing
current for light, power and street railway circuits,
but the arrangement adopted for this plant is much
inore compact than that of the last example. Both
direct-coupled and belt-driven generators are used.
Two independent sets of direct-connected gener-
ators are installed with tandem compound engines.
The other four direct-connected generators, how-
ever, are each mounted upon the shaft of a cross
compound engine, which also carries a large driving
pulley for a rope drive. This fly-wheel pulley is

connected by means of a rope transmission, wound
on the American system, to a countershafting
located under the engine and dynamo floor and
extending the entire length of the building. The
traveling carriage and sheave for keeping the rope
tight are also placed beneath the floor. The shaft
is divided into four sections, provided with friction
clutch couplings so that each engine can operate
the section to which it is connected independently,
or all four sections can be connected. The gener-
ators are placed on the floor above the shaft and
are run by belts which are tightened by sliding the
dynamos on their bases. Each belt passes over a
friction clutch pulley upon the shaft, the clutches
being operated from the dynamo room by means
of hand wheels, the spindles of which pass up
through the floor from the line shaft. This arrange-
ment leaves a fairly open floor for the dynamo
attendants, while the plan of putting the rope tight-

ener beneath the floor instead of arranging it above
the shaft allows the use of a crane. It will be seen
then that the cross compound engines not only
drive the countershafting, but at the same time

Total , $13,113

or $1.50 per hour. The output of the small plant,

at the poles, was 57,200 wafts per hour. The drop
would reduce this about six per cent., so that the

output at the distributing board would be about

53,768 watts, laking lamps at 3.2 watts per candle

power, the current would give 16,800 candle power
for $1.50. Reduced to a dollar, it would be 11,200

candle power for the electric plant, and, as shown
above, 3,206 candle power for the gas. The
gas output may be doubled per unit of gas by
using the Welsbach burner, but the cost of replacing

the mantles is considerable, probably half the price

of the gas saved.

The output of this electric plant is 228 watts per

pound of coal per hour, which, I believe, is a more
economical result than is attained anywhere in the

District of Columbia. The electric plants in the

capitol are giving excellent results, but they are

using Bulkley condensers, the water for which is

pumped up by other machinery, the expense for the

latter not showing at the capitol.

One of the local electric lighting companies is

charging 13.5 cents per 1,000 watts to private con-

sumers; but to large consumers, particularly those

who use most current in daytime, it makes a reduc-

tion, going as low as 10.7 cents per thousand. The
plant at the hospital obtains it at 2.8 cents, neglect-

ing, interest on the money invested in the plant,

and at 3.5 cents per i.ooo, if six per cent, interest

on the plant is allowed.

Wherever electric is substituted for gas lighting, a

greater quantity of light will be used. For example,

in the State, War and Navy Department building,

the mean number of gas jets in use was 112, before

installing the electric plant; since then the mean
number of electric lamps used is about 372. Not-

-DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS. — PLAN OF THE CHARLESTOWN STATION OF THE
WEST END STREET RAILWAY, BOSTON.

ference in favor of the 3.1 watt lamp is 18 per cent.
The total number of lamps in this installation is

2,025, and in the executive mansion (which is lighted
by the same dynamos) 950, making 2,975 in all.

The expenditure of lamps in this building for the
year was $1,278, or about 63 per cent, of the installa-

tion, but during the first part of the year four-watt
lamps were used. The present expenditure is at

the rate of 1,800 lamps, or nearly 90 per cent, of
the number installed. The central stations figure
on two complete renewals a year; they purpose re-

newing lamps when they glow quite red. My
method, in the above building, is to shift the lamps
from time to time from the remote parts of the
building to places nearer the dynamos, thus subject-

they operate the generators directly attached to

their shafts. This arrangement is made possible on
account of the continuous demand for current b\'

both classes of service represented by the two
types of machines.
The engine cylinders are arranged as they al-

ways should be, so as to make the shortest possible
steam pipe connection. A large steam header is

supported on the fire wall dividing the engine and
boiler rooms on the boiler room side. All the
gate valves which cut off the supply of steam from
the boiler to the header can be reached from the

engine room floor. This is a wise provision, as
in case of trouble to the header the engine room
would not be filled with steam, while the attendant
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could reach the valve quickly, and cut out the faulty

part without danger of being burned. All the leads

from the boilers to the header and from the header

to the engines are of bent pipe to allow for expan-

sion, and both enter the top of the header. The
header is divided into three parts connected by cop-

per goose-neck expansion joints. The exhaust pip-

ing and condensers are placed as usual in the base-

ment. Each engine has its own independent jet

condenser, the air pump of which is driven by a belt

from the shaft of the engine, and the boiler feed

pumps attached to the cross-heads of the air pumps
are also driven directly from the engine shaft. The
boilers are arranged in five batteries of two each,

with the flue for gases carried above. The stack

is located at one end of the boiler room, and just

before the smoke flue reaches the stack it is en-

larged to make room for an economizer. This

economizer is erected upon girder-rail construction,

about 20 feet above the fioor of the boiler room
and has a by-pass flue below, which can be used

when it is desired to cut the economizer out of

service. It will be seen that this arrangement al-

lows the use of one economizer for the entire plant,

which is the plan that should always be adopted.

The location of the economizer, in this case above
the boilers, allows the floor space below to be util-

ized for the boilers themselves, but necessitates a

somewhat high boiler room.
In this plant arrangements are made so that both

the coal and the ashes are handled but once. The

carts and hauled, after being weighed, to the boiler

where it is to be burned.
For handling tlie ashes similar arrangements are

made. A hopper under each furnace receives the
aslies, which, from time to time are dumped into

an iron wagon, hauled to the end of the room and
dumped in front of the ash conveyor which delivers

them to the wagons outside. The ash conveyor and

lead conveniently to the hoppers of the mechanical
stokers. The breeching for the flue gases is car-

ried above the boilers on both sides of the boiler

room, the two passages uniting before entering the
stack. Room for a fuel economizer is allowed in

the center of the boiler room, dampers being placed
in the breeching so as to lead the gases from the
furnaces through the economizer pipes.

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

coal conveyor are both dri^'en by electric motors.
Plant of the Chicago City Railway Company.

—

The plant illustrated is said to be the largest rail-

way power house in the world, and is given here as

typical of a simple non-condensing "dry-land" plant,

which, in a number of features, departs from gen-

ELECTRIC POWER PUNTS-
CITY RAILWAY.

-COAL AND ASH CONVEYOR, CHICAGO

FIG. 72 —DESIGN AND CUNiirtUcnoN OF ELECTRIC POWER
PLANTS—TRANSVERSE SECTION AND PLAN OF

ONE HALF OF PLANT OF THE CHICAGO
CITY RAILWAY.

coal is delivered at one end of the building, shov-
eled onto a grating, through which it drops onto
an elevator that carries it up an iron chute affixed

to the wall on the outside and dumps it into the

storage bin. In the bottom of the bin are four
hoppers through which the coal is dropped into iron

erally accepted railway power-station practice. The
generators are not direct-connected but are oper-
ated in sets of two by means of rope drives. The
large driving pulley is turned by two simple slow-
speed engine cylinders of the independent valve
type, working on one shaft. The rope transmission
is compound wound, according to the American sys-

tem, with the tension carriage on a track above the
engines, as shown in the cut. Each generator is

connected to the driver pulley by means of a friction

clutch ptdley, so, that it can be thrown in or out at

will. The plan, shown in Fig. ']2, represents only
half of the plant, but will give an idea of the gen-
eral floor space arrangement of boilers, engines
and generators.
The boilers, which are of the horizontal tubular

return flue type, are placed in banks of six in two
rows, one on each side of the boiler room, with the

common firing space between. Coal tanks for car-

rying a supply of fuel are supported by steel frame-

work directly above the boilers, and coal chutes

A steam header is provided for each battery of
six boilers. The separate headers on each side
of the boiler room are connected by copper goose-
necks as usual, while the headers on opposite sides
of the building are cross-connected. Each division
of the steam piping is connected by valves, so that
the station can not be shut down through the fail-

ure of any one part of the system. The engines
deliver steam into a common exhaust header be-
neath the floor of the engine room, from which it

passes through an upright heater directly to the
atmosphere, except that portion used to feed water
into the boiler by means of an exhaust injector.

The building is of modern steel construction, filled

in with brickwork. It is built in three bays, for

the boilers, engines and generators respectively.
The switchboard is conveniently placed at one side
of the generator room and is located on a gallery
reached by a winding stairway at each end. The
foundations for the engines and generators are solid
masses of concrete, built up with manholes located
so that access to the foundation bolt plates is an
easy matter. The adoption in this case of the sys-
tem of driving the generators by means of ropes,
and the installation of fire-tube boilers, accounts
for the size of the building.
The coal and ash handling apparatus is worthy

of notice and is shown in Fig. 73. Two tracks run
between the building and the stack, one of which
is for the coal cars, the other being for the ash
cars. The coal cars run over a hopper into which
they discharge their loads. The coal then descends
into the buckets of a conveyor which is driven by
a small engine, and is deposited in coal tanks, shown
above the boilers. Here an automatic tipping de-
vice is arranged so that the buckets will discharge
the fuel at any point above either coal tank, as
required. The empty buckets then descend on the
other side of the boilers and return in a tunnel
underneath. They are arranged so so as to re-
ceive the ashes from the boiler hoppers and dis-

charge them into the elevated ash hopper, from
which they are dumped into railroad cars on the
ash track.

Charlestown Station, West End Railway Company,
Boston.—Fig. 74, is a very fair example of a modern
railway power plant of moderate capacity, and shows
compact arrangement of machinery. Only di-

rect-connected generating units are installed. The
engines are of the cross-compound type and carry
the fly-wheel on the same shaft with the armature.
Between the engines and in the basement an upright
receiver is placed. The steam piping to the engines
is arranged so that either the high-pressure or the
low-pressure cylinders can be used independently.
The exhaust steam on the way to the condenser
passes through a closed feed-water heater, and an
auxiliary heater is also provided for the exhaust
from the air and feed-water pumps.
The arrangement of the boilers allows for the

installation of an additional boiler, but no provision
has been made for another engine without in-

creasing the size of the engine room. This plant
is used as a sub-station and, therefore, it was not
necessary to proportion the size of the units to
handle the load economically, as is usually the case.

The economizer and by-pass are placed at one
end of the boiler room. This arrangement takes
up floor space but makes possible a low roof. The
steam pipe leads from the boiler headers through
the fire wall and down to a main header below the
floor of the engine room, thus practically hiding
the piping. The switchboard is conveniently lo-

cated on a platform at one side of the building mid-
way between the two generators. Plenty of win-
dows in the building furnish abundant light.

Columbian Intramural Railroad Power Station.

—

This station. Fig. 75. is of interest as it contains
a number of different types of railway generating
sets. A is a tandem compound Corliss side-crank
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engine with outboard bearing for the fly-wheel, and
directly connected to its generator; B is a vertical

cross compound automatic high-speed engine, also
operating a direct-connected generator; C is a hori-

zontal cross compound Corliss engine, with the fly-

wheel and armature mounted on the same shaft;

D is a high-speed, horizontal tandem compound
engine with direct-connected generator, and E is

a belted unit with a tandem compound slow-speed
engine of the independent \alve type, with the fly-

wheel belted directly to the pulley of the dynamo.
The section. Fig. 76, shows the general arrange-

ment of the machinery. The condensers, air pumps
and boiler feed pumps were placed in the basement
directly back of the engines. As oil was used for fuel

and as no provision was made for handling coal, the
usual position of the boilers could be reversed.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

Typical Motor Installations in Sacra-
mento.

The utilization of electric power in Sacramento
is becoming quite general since the introduction of
the current generated at Folsom, 24 miles away,
demonstrated its cheapness when compared with
steam power. Electricity is now used in Sacra-
mento to drive machinery of all kinds, and is enter-
ing largely into what may be called the household
life of the city. One of the most important motor
installations is that driving the machinery in the
shops of the Southern Pacific Railway company.
At about the time this was eft^ected the Buffalo
Brewing company of Sacramento substituted motors
for the steam engines upon which it had previously
been dependent for power. This brewery is one

h

o
Fig. 76 —Transverse Section of the Power Plant of the Columbian Intramural Railway.
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Fie- 75-—Plan of Power Plant of the Columbian Intramural Railway.

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS.

leaving the firing room next to the engine room
and also allowing a neat arrangement of the flue

for gases and the passages containing the econo-
mizer pipes. The stack was placed on the center

line of the building and the arrangement of damp-
ers allowed an easy control of the direction of the

flue gases.

The steam from the boilers passed into a main
header directly back of and above the boilers.

From this header three main steam pipes passed
down beneath the boilers to the engine room fur-

nishing steam to the several engines. All the steam
piping was supported independently of the build-

ing itself.

This building was located upon sand, which was
submerged in water all the time, and the method of

building the foundations is therefore of interest.

An excavation was made .^Mi feet deep and the

length and width of the building, leaving a surface

of sand submerged in water. Over this surface

[Con^zmeed on fage g3~\

of the largest on the Pacific coast. Its present
motor equipment consists of one five horse power,
one 10 horse power, one 20 horse power and
two 30 horse power motors. They are all of the
General Electric company's three-phase induction
type, without brushes, collector rings or moving
contacts, and run almost without attention beyond
an occasional oiling. They are driven by 200 volt
current supplied from the 1,000 volt circuit runnin.g
from the substation a distance of two miles, the
pressure being transformed down at the brewery.
The smallest motor is used in the bottle washing
house; that of 10 horse power in the keg washin,g
department, and the three others are used to operate
the blowers, the malting house and the machine
shops. The large ammonia pumps in the brewery
will also shortly be driven by electric motors.
The printing presses of Day & Joy in Sacramento

are also driven by motor. In this case the motor
is of similar type to those in the brewery, but of
10 horse power capacity. It was one of the first

in the city to take current of the long-distance trans-

S9

mission. On the day of its installation, the eight
horse power engine, formerly used, was draped in
crape. Its usefulness had departed, with its noise,
heat and discomfort. The motor now drives one
four-roller Huber cylinder press, one Cottrell press
and two job presses, and although it has been ii;

use a number of months has not involved the firm
in a cent for repairs.

New Station of the Cincinnati Edison
Company.

A large new down-town central station is about to
be built for the Cincinnati Edison Electric company
at Plum and Charles streets. The old station on
West Eighth street, which is situated in a residence
district, will be abandoned, much to the relief of
the owners of adjacent property. The plans and
specifications for the new plant arc being prepared
by Sargent & Lundy of Chicago. They will call
for a complete, modern equipment of large size.
The building will be fireproof and laid out in the
manner usual for single-story stations. The stack
will be of steel, 200 feet high and lined with fire

brick to the top. There will be eight water-tube
boilers of 500 horse power each in the plant at first

installed, although here, as in every other part of
the station, generous provision will be made for
extension. Coal and ash-handling machinery will
be installed, and the auxiliary steam plant will be
most complete, including economizers, heaters and
condensers, with the necessary pumps and other ap-
paratus. Four engines—three of 1.500 horse power
each and one of 750 horse power—will be put down.
These will be of the vertical, cross-compound, con-

' densing, medium-speed type, and will drive incan-
descent dynamos and arc machines. Both direct
connection and belting will be used, the former for
the incandescent and the latter for the arc machines.
The arrangement will be such that any engine can
be used to drive dynamos of either type or of both
types.

Lightning's Queer Work.
[From the Chicago Chronicle.]

Hagerstown, Ind.. August 2.—At noon yesterday,
during a very severe electrical storm, the residence of
Daniel Fist was struck by lightning. The light-
ning entered the house at a window sill in the second
story, shattering into fragments a bedstead standing
near by, and burned the covers on the bed. It then
entered the wall half way to the ceiling, scattering
the lath and plaster over the room.
The frames of several pictures that were hanging

on the wall were torn to bits, the paper behind the
glass was discolored, and the engravings totally
ruined, while the glass was not broken in any of
them.
A farm hand was in the adjoining room within a

few feet of the wall that was demolished, and was
not aware that anything unusual had occurred until
he was apprized of it by others. This is the second
time this house has been struck by lightning, al-

though it has the latest improved lightning rods at
every chimney.

Not the Jersey Variety.
[From the New York Sun].

The meteorological soothsayers who do the
weather for this neighborhood had given up busi-
ness for the night when the spectacular storm weav-
ers of New Jersey, who are responsible for most
of the electrical outbursts in these parts, began to
put up a cloud building on the other side of the
Hudson.
Not being able to get the figures of the sooth-

sayers, the Sun is forced to rely on its own fore-
caster, whose spirit of prophecy is confined chiefly

to telling about things that have passed into history.

The thunder shower was not expected by the sooth-
sayers. It came up in a somewhat unusual way.
Instead of being preceded by a gust, it brought the
gust with it. The cloud structure began to glow
at short intervals with heat lightning, like a giant
firefly. Then an unobtrusive midsummer drizzle

came down.
That lasted until about a cjuarter of an hour be-

fore midnight. Then there was a change in the
aspect of the western sky. The cloud structure

began to tremble. There were jagged incandes-
cent rents in its walls, and you could hear them
tumbling. This is another way of saying that the
lightning was vivid and that the thunder was of the

roaring sort.

Lightning Ignited Gas.
[From the New York Herald.]

Bridgeport, Conn., July 30.—Coroner Doten to-

day gave his finding in the inquest on the c.k-

plosion on the steamer Nutmeg State, last Friday.

The coroner attributes the accident to a current of

electricity which ignited the naptha gas generated
from the insect fluid used on the boat. He exon-
erates B. M. Reed, who used the preparation, from
blame, and says the compan^^'s officers were not
guilty of criminal carelessness.

The six injured A-ictims at the hospital testified that

they saw no stroke of lightning, but the manner in

which the boat was damaged near the electric wires
convinced the coroner that lightning caused the

accident.
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With the Niagara Falls convention number of the

Western Electrician, dated June 12, 1897, this jour-

nal made a new record for itself both in circulation

and advertising. Of this 100-page number 20,000

copies^ were printed and circulated and the amount

of full paid advertising matter carried was 8,643

square inches.

1. State of Illinois, County of Cook—ss :

Thomas Jansen, being duly sworn, deposes and says that he is

a resident of the city of Chicago, in the county of Cook
and state of Illinois, and that lie is the foreman of the printing
department of the Electiician Publishing company, the publish-
ers of the Western Electrician ; that he was present at and su-
perintended the printing of No. 24 of Vol. 2c of the Western
Electrician, issued on June 12, 1897, and that there were printed
by actual count 20,000 complete copies of said Western Elec-
trician of the volume and number above specilied. And further
this affiant sayelh not.

Thomas Jansen.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 27th day of July, 1897.
Chicago, July 27, 1897. Ira B. Jones, Notary Public.

State of Illinois. County of Cook— ss:
Frank Foster Kenworthy being duly sworn deposes and says

that he is a resident of the city of Chicago, in the county of Cook
and state of Illinois, and that he is tlie superintendent of'the bind-
ing department oE the Electrician Publishing company, the pub-
lishers of the Western Electrician ; that he was present at and
superintended the binding of No. 24 of Vol. 20 of the Western
Electrician, issued on June 12, 1897, and that there were sent out
by actual count 20,000 complete copies of said Western Elec-
trician of the volume and number above specified.
And further this afliant sayetli not.

Frank Foster Kenwortuv,
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 27th day of July, 1897.
Chicago, July 27, 1897. Ira B. Jones, Notary Public,

Beginning with the convention number of March

3, 1894, the record sh6ws constant gains each year

until in the present case the number of square

inches of full paid advertising matter is more than

double that of the 1894 number. The figures show-

ing this unprecedented gain are given in the accom-

panying table:

Issue
Number of
AdvertisiuR

Pages.

Whole
Number of

Pages.

Square Inches
of Paid Ad-
vertising
Matter.

March 3, 1894
February 23, 1895,

May 9, 1896

June 12. 1897

40
52

72
80

56
68

88

100

4.145

5,593
7.576
8,643

This constantly increasing patronage speaks elo-

quently of the influence and merit of this journal

and of the confidence and respect which it commands

throughout the country. It is pleasing recognition

of the efforts that have been made in the interest

of the entire fraternity.

Brooklyn has an electric fountain, and as a popu-

lar attraction it bids fair to rival the Yerkes' fountain

that for years has delighted visitors to Lincoln

Park, Chicago, and incidentally proved a source

of great profit to the street railway lines in which

Mr. Yerkes is interested. On the opening night in

Brooklyn it is estimated that between 20,000 and

30,000 persons gathered at Prospect Park plaza

to Avitness the wonderful display. It is a remark-

able fact that the public never tires of exhibitions of

this kind. In Chicago greater crowds visit Lincoln

Park every year on nights when the fountain plays,

and it is quite likely that this will also be the ex-

perience in Brooklyn.

With this week's installment of the Arnold lec-

tures, that admirable series of articles on "Design

and Construction of Electric Power Plants" is

brought to a close. These contributions form a

comprehensive work upon this important subject,

embodying as they do all that is recognized as the

best modern practice in this branch. The su-

periority of this work was early recognized by many

of the engineering institutions of the country, and

students in electricity and electrical engineering

were encouraged to follow these lectures as a supple-

mentary course. Many expressions of appreciation

have been called forth by the publication of these

lectures, showing conclusively that the need of such

a work was generally recognized by the fraternity.

Those who are so eager for a governmental tele-

graph system should be willing to wait until the

postoffice department has perfected the mail service,

or at least brought it to a more satisfactory condi-

tion. Those who make no use of the telegraph are

said to constitute 95 per cent, of the total popula-

tion, and this leads a contemporary to ask: "Is

this 95 per cent, to be taxed in order that the

federal government may buy the plant and operate

it, just to give lower rates to the five per cent, who
patronize the telegraph?" It is estimated that it

would require an outlay of at least $1.50 per capita

for the government to buy the telegraph.

Improvement in the mail service, especially in the

larger cities which bear the burden of expense, is

much more desirable than the addition of a tele-

graph system under governmental ownership' or

control.
'

Good times coming? Of course they are. The

improvement can be felt in all lines of commerce

and industry now. "Trade is much better. Con-

fidence has returned." These and similar expres-

sions are found in newspapers that are opposed to

the protective tariff policy of the present administra-

tion. The commercial agencies funiish favorable

reports of the condition of general trade and the

industrial outlook, while the returns of such cor-

porations as the telephone exchange companies

prove conclusively that the times are on the mend.

The Chicago Telephone company, for instance, in its

statement to the city comptroller, reports a marked

increase in the business transacted during the first

six months of the year, and this, too, in spite of the

fact that the first six months of last year showed
great improvement over the corresponding period

of 1895. It is considered an excellent indication of

improvement in general business when the tele-

phone exchanges in the great commercial centers

of the country make such favorable reports.

Wheelmen in Western New York will be inter-

ested in the plans of bicyclists of Rochester and

Bijffalo and of the intervening towns along the

Ridge road to construct a model bicycle path be-

tween Rochester and Buffalo. An important feature

of the scheme is the proposition to establish an

electric lighting system which will enable wheelmen
to enjoy this celebrated road at night without any
of the dangers attending riding on lonely country

roads after nightfall. The beauties of the Ridge
road, which is certainly the most celebr.ited highway
in Western New York, are appreciated at present by
a number of riders who make trips on Sundays, and
by comparatively few who ride that way during
the week, but the novelty of a long ride on this

path at night is known to few. When the road is

properly lighted it is anticipated that it will prove

very attractive to evening parties.

The telephone girl has found a champion in Tren-

ton. That much abused servant of the public was
the subject of a cartoon printed in the New York
Herald recently entitled, "Hello, Central! Busy?"
It pictured the operator sitting beside the switch-

board, her chair pushed back, her feet resting upon
a footstool and in her hand a cheap dime novel,

which engrossed her entire attention. It must be

admitted that the treatment of the subject was not

particularly happy, and the chivalrous Jerseyman

was moved lo administer a well-deserved rebuke to

the offending newspaper.

In criticising telephone service and the telephone

exchange system it would be well for subscribers to

bear in mind the fact that the lot of the operators

is not exceedingly happy and that aside from the

very exacting and trying service they are obliged to

give they must submit quietly and peaceably to all

kinds of treatment at the hands of subscribers, not

daring to utter a remonstrance or protest, but are

expected to remain courteous and obliging regard-

less of abuse. Consideration is certainly due

these public servants who are obliged to sit during

all the warm weather for ten hours a day facing the

switchboard, a transmitter in front and a receiver

fastened to the head of each of them. If users of

telephones would comply with the instructions fur-

nished by the companies the burden of the operators

would be considerably lessened and the service vastly

improved.

Because of the New Jersey statute of April 21,

1896, the Supreme Court of that state holds that

electric light companies cannot lawfully erect poles

in any street of a city, for public or private lighting,

without first obtaining from the city a particular

designation of the streets in which the poles are to

be placed. Reliance was put in the case of the state

against the Hudson County Electric company, in an

early city ordinance purporting to authorize the

company to erect poles "in all the public roads,

public places, highways, streets, avenues and alleys

of the city" for electric light, heat and power pur-

poses. If circumstances should exist in which an

electric company proposed to erect poles at once

throughout every public street in a city for the pur-

poses mentioned, the court says, such an ordinance

as this might be considered a sufficient compliance

with the statutory requirement. But when, as in

the case under consideration, neither the city nor the

company intended the immediate prosecution of so

general a work, the court thinks an ordinance of this

character a mere evasion of the law. To give it

effect, it thinks, would be to authorize the com-

pany, instead of the city, to designate the streets

in which poles were to be placed, whenever, in

the judgment of the company, a proper occasion

should arise. Furthermore, if a designation of

streets by the city was, under this law, a necessary

preliminary to the erection of electric light poles by
the company, the court holds as illegal a resolution

of the City Council providing for three electric lights

on designated street corners, but leaving the whole

plan of construction to the discretion of the city

surveyor, especially as to the placing of poles for

supplying electricit}' to these electric lights.
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Profitable Extensions of Electricity
Supply Stations.

By Arthur Wright,

Part III.

As the knowledge of the profit-earning capacity

of any electricity supply station so obviously de-

pends upon the correct method of determining the

cost of supplying electricity, the author thinks that

the accompanying tables, relating to the flevclop-

ment of a supply station in the fairly representative

English town of Brighton, will be found interesting.

He trusts that the results shown in th.; table-;

will be all the more useful to central station man-
agers generally, as the profit-earning capacities of

both the small pioneering and the large permanent
stations erected in that town have been amply
proved, and from which an uninterrupted supply of

electricity to the public has been given; the eco-

nomical working of the two stations has also been
generally acknowledged, and lastly, the efforts there

to get electricity generally used have succeeded
in a remarkable way, as shown by the consumption
per inhabitant at Brighton being far and away ahead
of that in any other town in the United Kingdom;
viz., 17 kilowatt-hours consumed per inhabi-

tant this year. The columns of the tables have

been arranged in a form which will enable

company managers to compare their results with

the figures given.

The first small station was built on the usual

pioneering lines adopted by many companies be-

fore security of franchise could be sufficiently as-

sured to ten'pt capitalists to put much money in

the concern, and the second on the modern lines

of a permanent station possessing an absolutely

secure franchise. As both concerns, in their re-

spective years, were quite free from any promoters'

paper capital, and always gave a supply whenever
and wherever called upon to do so, the author sees

no reason why the figures given should not form
a basis for estimating the cost of supplying elec-

tricity under the most diverse conditions, by the

necessary alterations being made in the cost of capi-

tal, coal, etc., and thereby enable any manager to

find out the proper basis upon which to construct

an equitable tariff for any particular town or condi-

tion of supply.

Colunms have been inserted in the tables giving

equitable charges that should have been made to

the consumers during the different years on the two
systems of charging advocated by the author, the

first being based on the principle of charging the

amount shown in column g of table I., per annum
per maximum kilowatt demanded by each individ-

ual consumer, and then charging all the electricity

consumed, quite irrespective of the purpose for

which it has been used, at the rates given in col-

umn 10 of the same table; and the other tariff,

which is commonly known as the Brighton system,

of charging a sufficiently high price per kilowatt-

hour consumed, until all the costs the company is

put to in standing by have been covered; these fig-

ures being given in columns 11, 12 and 13, respect-

ively, of the same table. The fact of this system hay-

ing been adopted in about thirty English towns will

convince the members of its commercial practi-

cability

On this tariff it is advisable to make the differ-

ence between the initial price and the reduced price

as marked as possible.

In the preparation of the tables, the author has

employed the method of cost analysis by differences,

explained at length in his paper before the London
convention of the Municipal Electrical association

in 1896. In arriving at the total charges against

the revenue accounts for the respective years, he

has assumed that all stockholders would be quite

willing to invest their money if 5% per cent, on it

were put aside out of revenue for the purposes of

redemption and depreciation, and at the same time

there was a reasonable chance of their getting

another five per cent., at least, for the use of their

money. He regards this as sufficiently liberal, as,

so far as his knowledge goes, very few electricity

companies set aside so large a percentage as 5V2

per cent, on the whole of the capital for deprecia-

tion and repayment of capital, exclusive of dividends.

With this provision the author has prepared the

columns already referred to, showing what the tariff

should have been to have produced this satisfactory

result.

In a perfectly equitable system of charging, which,

in the author's opinion, will generally be found
synonymous with the soundest commercial tariff,

it is obviously correct to make everyone, whether
using electricity for power or lighting purposes,

pay the cost the company is put to in preparing the

plant to supply the individual consumer's demand.
Column 9, table I., is therefore given, showing the

cost of so doing during the various years, and it

is obviously inadvisable to look for a profit on this

expenditure, or on the service rentals, but to make
the whole of the net profit for dividend-paying pur-

poses on the amount of the electricity actually

consumed.
It must be understood that these tables have been

prepared without making any arbitrary assumptions,

and that the various amounts for running, standing-

by, and service rentsls have been ascertained by the

aforesaid method of differences and by a close an-

alysis of the stations' cost sheets.

It will be seen from column 5, table III., that at

Table I. —Showing development of business, proper charges for service rentals, .standing-by,
current consumption.
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III
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^ In. K. W.
° hours.

1

In 50 watt
lamp-
hours.

Ratio

of

cluuRe

hour

to

subs

hours

(excli

renewals).

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 M

Pioneer,... ( Overhead wires, multiple series.H. T.
1887

1888

1892

1893

1894

1895
1896

2 53.000

3 75.000

r 156,041
2 286,895

3 5»3.7oi

+ 867.494
5 1.388,821

1,060,000

1,500,000

3 120,820

5.737 900

11,674,020
i7,349.S8o

27,776.420

57

86

212

420

853
1.065

1,366

S

23.40

14 86

14
10.26

7.28
8.60

7.68

i

214

170

82.1

69.5

46
49.8
50.4

cts.

8.58

8.8

9-775
7.17

5-9
5.28
4.06

cts.

67.08

55-3

32.27
26.22

25-55
18.93
17.86

cts.

3.394

2.805

1.664

3505

• 9675
.9865

•933

cts.

.469

.48

-335
.304

-243

times.

7.8

6-3

3-3
3.65

4.34
3.58
4-4

Do. \ H. T. alternating, house transformer

Permanent,

Do.

Do.

i Buried conductors, two-wire L. T.
storage battery, 1,500 ampere-hours

! capacity
Ditto, three-wire L. T. sliding scale..

1 Ditto, with H. T. alternating sub-sta-

Do. Ditto
Do.

Table II.

—

Comparative effects of the correct charges during the various years of development.
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gSBS B. H. P. hour.

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ir 12 13 14

cents. cents. cents. cents. cents. 8 S S S s S cents.
1887 2 67.08 23.23 2.89 7-2 3-394 4.8 7.515 4.24 1-5 95 264 307 214 8.6
1888 3 55-3 20.45 2.71 5.83 2 80, 4-245 7.125 3 5 I 325 89 245 286 170 9
1892 I 32.27 15.4 2.10 31 I 664 1.28 6.515 2 08 r 025 813 219 262 82 9 7
1893 2 26.22 11.93 2.2 3. 38 I 3505 2.5425 4 9325 I t>7 792 615 165 208 69 7 17
1894 3 25-55 9.06 2.82 2.87 967'i 1.9725 3.9825 I 21 6n 49» 131 174 46 6
i895 4 IS.93 S.7 2.18 3-25 986s 1.8975 3.7225 I 235 59 4b5 121 164 50 5 28
1895 5 17.86 7-51 2.37 3-i>5 933 1.6200 3-12 I 165 505 39 100 143 50 4

Table III.

—

Data for determining the correct charges.

c

rt

a

Total annual
standing-by
charges per
maximum
K. W. at
station.

Running costs per K, W. hour.
Amount of
profit to

equal 5 per
cent, addi-
tional inter-

est on capital
invested.

Daily cost
per 50 watt
lamp of

standing-by.

Correct
charge per
lamp hour
for continu-
ing to supply
(including
lamp re-

newals).

Date.
Coal. Stores and

water.

Haltrepairi
to machinery
and plant.

Total.

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1887... 2

3
I

2

3

4

5

S
214.

189.

103.

94-25
70.80
76.60
73.70

cents.

3-

3-3
2.42
1. 416
1.32
1.27
1. 016

cents.
1.8

1.32
.09

.214

.162

.118

c 3nts.

48
68
0368
0302
176
104

077

cents.

5-3
5-3
2.546

i!S2

1-54
1. 21

S

1-735
2.615
11.265

15-775
23.700
32.500
39-125

cents.
2.925
2.325
1. 125

• 9525
.6325
.6S25

.690

cents.

.469
48
•539
393
-335
304
243

1892

1895
1S96... ..-

Table IV.

—

Showin-g total investment and annual charges to revenue account.
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I 2 3 4 5 6 7 S 9 10 II

1887 S 44,800

59.750
255.000

375.000
574,000

S12.720
18,830

S 936 S 2,810 319
3.46
4.16

1S88 3 1,070
2,n6o

3,980
lagz. £23,700

19,500
15,200

5480
419
312

S34I
213
155

S452
312
262

1893 175.500
206,000

89,400
132,500

35,000
51,200

3,240
4.630

4-765
10,650

5.67
3.3S1894 3

1895 728,000 326,500 165,200 78,250 3,250 13,330 4.25 16,600 306 155 210
1896 5 857.500 384.000 194.000 99,000 9,350 16,800 4 34 17.500 281 142 196

Table V.

—

Showing lamps connected, maximum load, diversity factor and length of distributing mains.

Date.
Year
of

operation.

Equivalent No. of

16 candle pfiwer
lamps connected

at end of year as
applied for.

Diversity factor
of the

consumers as a

whole.

Mean of the
two-years' station
maximum loads
in kilowatts.

Kilowatt hours
sold in the year per
mean maximum

kilowatts.

Length of streets
with

distributing
mains at end of

year.

I 2 3 4 5

1887 2

3
I

2

3

4

5

5.614
S,8So

5,614
9.8S0

19,243
25.032
33-319

I

I. II

1.25
1.36
1.54

lit

42

/el
2S7
508
740
990

1,260

1,025

913
1,000
1.150

1.170

1,405

Miles.

1888 .

1892 4-25

9-5
17-5
19-75
22.05

1893
1894
1895
1896

Brighton, where coal on the average costs about
$5 a ton, delivered in front of the boilers, the cost
of producing the electricity has always been very
small compared with the cost of getting everything
ready to supply.
The author need hardly remind company man-

agers that where coal is relatively cheaper, or water
power is the source of energy, this proportionately

large amount of standing-by costs will be still

further increased.
It may be thought that all this great cost of put-

ting the station in a position to run, compared with
the cost of actually running the machinery, will

practically disappear with a large extension of the

motor supply business. This, in the author's opin-

ion, is a complete fallacy, as the lighting load in
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any town will be very similar, liowever general the

supply may become, and whether a constant day

load is added to this or not makes no difference

at all in the relative cost of supplying lamps one

hour or, say, four hours. Until storage batteries

become much cheaper than steam generating plants,

the ratio of the standing cost to the running cost

for lighting purposes will remain high.

As the standing charges of late years at Brighton

have been found to rise nearly in proportion to

the maximum annual load on the station, the author,

in estimating the cost of supplying any customer,

debits him with an amount of the standing charges

in proportion to his maximum call for current.

The author calls the members' particular atten-

tion to column 4, table V.. show-
ing the enormous increase in the

sales per maximum kilowatt load

on the station that has occurred

since the sliding scale of charging

was adopted, at the beginning of

the year 1893. From the column
it will be noticed that this prolon-

gation of the use of the plant has

been no less than 54 per cent, in

four years, and it is perhaps need-

less for the author to point out

what a great effect this has had
in reducing the cost of produc-
tion, as. with coaT costing even
the high price it does at Brighton,

an improvement of the load factor

of only three per cent, has the

same efi'ect in reducing the total

cost of producing electricity as if

the coal bill had ben reduced 15

per cent.

It will be noticed from the

tables that the only items that

were found to vary with the

amount of electricity actually sold

from a given plant, were coal,

stores, water and repairs. Should
any managers find that their

wages or other costs vary also on
this account, it is easy to separate

these into standing-by and run-

ning costs by the above simple
method of differences. Perhaps
it may be well to remind those

members who did not read the

author's paper on the "Cost of

Electricity Supply," in England,
last year, that this method of

analysis by differences is a means
for determining the cost the sta-

tion is put to in having to supply
every additional kilowatt-hour
from its plant, and it consists in

dividing the difference between
the amounts debited in the six

winter and six summer months,
respectively, to the special account
required to be so analyzed by the

difference in the number of kilo-

watt-hours sold in these two re-

spective periods, the result giving

a very correct estimate of the run-
ning cost per kilowatt-hour dur-

ing that year.

In the comparison of the cost of

an electric lamp with that of gas,

it has-been assumed that the gas is

of a quality known as 16 candles,

which, burnt with ordinary burn-
ers, generally gives two candle
power per cubic foot.

In order to make the compari-
son, in columns 8, g, 10, of table

II., between the charges for elec-

tricity and gas, applicable to other
towns, it seems to the author fair

to assume that the ratio of the

cost of producing gas and elec-

tricity in any one town bears gen-
erally a constant ratio, as the items
which affect this, such as the cost

of capital, coal, labor, etc., would
generally vary in similar propor-
tions.

From table II. it will be seen
that, even in the year 1893, when
something under 300,000 kilowatt-

hours were sold, the charges for

a 16 candle power lamp, burning
four hours a day throughout the year, would have
been less than gas at 80 cents per 1,000 feet, and
that last year, when the supply was -under

1,500,000 kilowatt-hours, electricity burnt under
these circumstances could compete with gas at

so cents; while for street lamps or lamps used
in basements all day long, electricity was cheaper
than gas at $1 per 1,000 feet, in .1887, supplied from
the small pioneering station.

Columns 11 and 12 of table II., giving the charges
for current and total inclusive cost for a 500 watt
arc lamp, may be of interest, as also may be the
proper tariff for motive power, shown in columns
13 and 14 of the same table.

To illustrate how impossible it is for electricity

to be supplied on a tmiform tariff at so low a price

to the lamps used in the average house of the mid-
dle classes as it can be profitably done on an equit-

able sliding" scale, it is only necessary to note that

to have produced the same amount of profit in 1896
the uniform charge per kilowatt-hour would have
been, to this four hour class of consumers, 9.3 cents
against the equivalent charge of 7.5 cents, or at an
increased charge of 25 per cent.

If we take the case of saloons and clubs, which
keep open late throughout the year, and burn, on
the average, their lamps six hours a day, the neces-
sary uniform charge would have been 46 per cent,

higher, and, in the case of basement users, using
their lamps 10 hours a day, on the average, through-
out the year, a uniform charge would have to have
been 70 per cent, dearer than it could have been
supplied on the system of equal profits, whereas
the one hour consumer, on the uniform system.

instead of once a month, as hitherto, these service
rentals will very much diminish.

In case any of the members should be inclined
to think that there is no necessity to depart from
the ordinary method of charging a uniform price
per lamp-hour, the author has prepared the curves
showing how very slightly the total costs of a
central supply company vary in the different months
of the year, notwithstanding the enormous variation
in the number of kilowatt-hours sold. These
curves, in the author's opinion, are the most speak-
ing condemnation any manager can possibly have
of the commercial unsoundness of the uniform
method of charging.

In order to demonstrate very clearly the effect
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PROFITABLE EXTENSIONS OF ELECTRICITY SUPPLY STATIONS.

would have been charged 9.3 cents against the proper
charge of 17.86 cents per kilowatt-hour, and, as 15

cents would have been the actual cost to the supply
station in giving him this kilowatt-hour, the com-
pany would have lost no less than si.x cents for

every kilowatt-hour so sold.

It may be thought that the amount of the service

rentals shown in column 8, table I., to be equitable

in the different years, may prevent the classes the

author so strongly suggests should be catered for

from being able to benefit in point of ecomomy by
a supply; but it is easy to show from the tables

that even in the year 1S94, with a sale of 583,701

kilowatt-hours in any ordinary residence Where at

least four lamps are generally used till 10 p. m.,

any householder should have been able to get elec

tricity cheaper than gas. Moreover, directly cheaper

forms of electricity meters are put on the market,

and meter readings can be taken once a quarter

of the gradtial development of the business on an
equitable sliding scale of charges, the author has
prepared the curves showing how the varying
chare per kilowatt-hour, according to the number
of hours the demand is used, has diminished in the

various years, as many managers have suggested
that this necessity for a high initial rate will dis-

appear on electricity being more generally used.

Ground has been broken for the addition to the

plant of the United States Electric Light company,
at Fourteenth and B streets northwest, Washington,
D. C. The new structure will be 134 feet square,

of brick and stone, and will rest upon a very strong
foundation of piles and concrete, capable of sus-

taining heavy machinery. The building will be one
story high with a basement, and will cost about
$75,000, the foundations alone costing over $24,000.
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Design and Construction of Electric
Power Plants.

\Conlinucd from page Sg.\

were placed two layers of three inch by 12 inch
hemlock plank laid at right angles to each other
and well spiked. This was covered with a con-
crete bed three feet thick, of the following com-
position: One part of American Portland cement
to four parts of sand and four parts of broken lime-

stone, thoroughly mixed and rammed into place.

This brought the foundation about level with the

surrounding ground. On top of this bed were
built the foundations for the engines. These foun-

dations were lO feet high and were of brick laid in

cement mortar, consisting of one part of American
Portland cement to three parts of sand. The en-
tire weight of the machinery was about 2,800 tons,

resulting in a load of about 700 pounds per square
foot on the sand under the foundations.

Plant of St. Charles Street Railroad, New Orleans.
—The general arrarigement of the machinery and
of the building of this station. Fig. yj, is very
similar to the one last mentioned, in that it follows
what may almost be considered the standard plan.

as it has been adopted by so many engineers. This
arrangement places the engines in a room separated
from the boiler room by a fire wall containing but
one or two small doors closed with iron shutters.

A space of about six or eight feet is allowed be-

tween the end of the cylinders and the wall, to

allow a free passageway and also for the removal
of the pistons when necessary. The floor of the

engine room is raised above the boiler room floor,

which is on the ground level, and the basement is

utilized for piping and auxiliaries.

This station shows the details of the building
construction somewhat better than the others. The
foundation footings are of concrete in two layers,

one 12 inches deep and the next 16 inches deep.

The building wall is of brick, 13 inches thick, with
pilasters 25 inches square to support the crane and
roof trusses.

The crane is carried upon a T-rail track which
rests upon I-beams supported upon the capstone
of the pilasters. These I-beams are thoroughly
anchored to the wall by means of one inch bolts

passing through the wall and provided with a heavy
washer to prevent their crushing into the brickwork.
The roof trusses are of steel and rest upon cap-

stones. Across the trusses run purlins consisting
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built, however, but one engine was put in. This
engine was of the slow-speed, side-crank Corliss
type and was connected to the generators so that
it could operate either or both of them. This was
accomplished by the system already described in

this course of lectures, and which is clearly shown
by the accompanying drawing. Fig. 78. Shaft E
is revolving only when engine No. i is operating
dynamo No. 2. Prevision was made in this plant
for sliding the entire field frame of the generator
along and parallel with the shaft, so as to allow
easy access to the armature and field windings.

93

Chicago Y. M. C. A. "Battery Party."
The "battery party" given by the Central Y. M.

C. A. Electrical club of Chicago to its friends last
Saturday over the Englewood and Chicago Electric
road, was an enjoyable event. The large party
which left the Young Men's Christian association
building, at 153 La Salle street, was increased in

size at Woodlawn, where special storage battery
cars were in waiting for the club. The five-mile
ride to the power house was thoroughly enjoyed
by all, many of whom had never before experienced

FIG 77.- -DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS.— TRANSVERSE SECTION OF THE POWER PLANT OF
THE ST. CHARLES STREET RAILROAD, NEW ORLEANS, LA.

The dotted lines show the method of increasing
the capacity of the plant by installing a center-

crank engine of double the rated output of the

side crank engine, and another generator. When
this is done the plant will have three generators
and two engines, but the large engine will be
capable of operating, if necessary, the three dynamos
and the small engine can run two, so that almost
as much flexibility is secured as though the
engines and generators were connected to counter-
shafting. The plant eventually will have the

same capacity as one containing three direct-

connected units, but with this arrangement
the floor space occupied is much less, the founda-
tions are smaller, the piping is simpler on account
of there being one less engine, and for the same
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FiG. 78.—DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS,-^PvAN AND CROSS SECTION OF ENGINES AND
GENERATORS IN THE PLANT OF THE FT. DODGE, lOWA.-tKlHT AND POWER COMPANY.

of six inch I-beams, upon which are placed T-irons
spaced about i8 inches apart. To these T-irons
hollow tile is secured and the top of the tile is

finally covered with asbestos roofing, making a

completely fireproof roof. A monitor for furnish-

ing light and for ventilating purposes is placed at

the apex of the engine room roof, and a large ven-
tilator is provided in the flat roof of the boiler room.

Plant of Ft. Dodge, la., Light and Power Com-
pany.—Fig. 78 shows an arrangement which can of-

ten be adopted with advantage where it is desired to

economize floor space and at the same time save

money in the first investment. In this case two
generators were installed, thus providing a reserve

in case of emergency. At the time the plant was

reason the amount of attention reciuired for opera-
tion will be reduced.

An unusual accident is reported from New
Rochelle, N. Y. The New York Telephone com-
pany was stringing a line of wires across New
Rochelle Creek between Main Landing and the

Iselin property on Davenport's Neck, and a gang
of linemen was setting poles. They were in mud
up to their waists when one of the poles fell and
almost buried several of them in the mire. Some
of the men could not get up till help came One.
James McCormack of Yonkers, was badly injured

about the legs and body.

the pleasure of riding along at the rate of 18 miles
an hour, on a smooth-nmning storage battery car.

The entire absence of overhead construction, as well
as underground conduit, was especially noticeable.

An hour was spent at the power house, during
which time all the novel processes of removing
the trays of batteries from the cars, of replacing
them with charged sets, of lead burning, of the
automatic transfer arrangements and of the charg-
ing of the cells, were thoroughly investigated.
Everybody was profuse in praise of General Man-
ager Condict's model power house.
The counterweight system at Morgan Park at-

tracted considerable attention, as it carried the
heavy cars up the steepest grade in the city. The
feature of the afternoon, however, was the efforts

made by the ladies of the party on the trip home-
ward to inform the natives along the route that the
temperature in some ancient city was to be con-
siderably elevated that evening. The accompanying
illustration shows a picture of one of the cars jn

service on this occasion.

Meters of To-day.
By R. F. Schuchardt.

The importance of the meter question has long
been recognized by central station men. The ad--
visability of the sale of electricity by meter is no
longer disputed. A good meter is always superior
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to the best contract for the station manager. The
meter will give a good basis from which to esti-

mate the schedule price instead of making him
guess at it; the ratio of income to cost of opera-
tion will be fixed; there is less unnecessary burn-
ing, so the life of the lamps is considerably in

creased. The customer can regulate his light bill,

and there will be square dealing on both sides.

But to attain these advantages the meter must
be at least fairly accurate. It is the intention

of the writer to describe the condition of the com-
mercial meters now in use.

Since 1872, when the first meter was patented
in his country, much mechanical ingenuity and skill

have been expended in designing and perfecting
this apparatus, and well-known electrical engineers
are still struggling with the subject, aiming at the
production of a cheap and at the same time accu-
rate and serviceable instrument.
There are three classes of meters—the electrolytic,

clock and motor meters. In the first, the quantity

of current is measured by the amount of metal de-

posited or the quantity of electrolyte decomposed
in an electrolytic cell. The only one of this class

which has found much use in America is the Edi-

r. Read before the Northwesiero Eleccrical association at

La Crosse, Wis.. June 22. 1897.
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son chemical meter, which, though exceedingly ac-

curate under proper conditions, has the disadvantage
of having no recording device, and like all electro-

lytic meters is likely to freeze unless heat is pro-
vided, which entails a loss.

Most of the clock meters consist of two clocks,

one of which keeps accurate time, the other being
retarded or accelerated by the action of the current

on its pendulum. This retardation or acceleration

is registered by a differential gear connecting the

two clockworks, which, in turn operates a train

of gears connected to the dial. The objection to

most of these is that the clock must be wound up
every month or so, which, if neglected, will cause
the meter to run backwards and destroy all former
readmgs. Of this class the Aron is the most suc-

cessful, being constructed for both direct and alter-

nating currents. It is, however, little used in

America to-day.

The most important class comprises those meters
which operate on the principle of the electric motor.
The American meters of this class are the Thom-
son of the General Electric company, the Duncan
of the Fort Wayne corporation, the Shallenberger
of the Westinghouse company, and the Scheeffer
of the Diamond Electric company. The Thomson
is built to operate on both direct and alternating
currents, and consists of a simple motor with no
iron in the armature or field. All of the others are

induction motors.
The ideal meter should be a wattmeter, as am-

months or so in order to see that they are working
properly. This is hardly ever done. Our method
of calculating the error of the meter may be of
interest: The speed of the meter is directly pro-
portional to the load; therefore, for a given load
the product of seconds per revolution of the arma-
ture and amperes (in ampere-hour meters), or watts,

(for watt-hour meters), equals a constant (which
wo call K), which varies with the make and size

of the meter. This K is the time in seconds which
it takes for the atmature to make one complete
revolution per unit of load, ampere or watt.

The product of the observed load and seconds
per revolution divided by this K, amperesXseconds
-^K or wattsXseconds-^K, should then equal unity
for an accurate meter and the variation from unity
will give directly the error. Should this quotient
be more than unity, the meter runs too slowly on
that load; and if less than unity, the error will be
negative, which means that the meter is running
too fast. Thus, let the time per revolution be four
seconds for load of 440 watts on a 10 ampere, 100
volt Thomson wattmeter; the value of K for this

meter is 1800; then, 4X44o-f-i8oo:=;.978, which
shows that the meter runs 2.2 per cent, too fast

on that load; or, let the time per revolution of the
armature be two seconds for 3.3 amperes on a 20
ampere Shallenberger ampere-hour meter in which
the value of K is 6.33; then 2X3.3-^6.33=1.042.
The meter is therefore 4.2 per cent, slow on that
load.

ELECTRICITY ON SHIPBOARD —AFT DBCK

peres do not represent the true consumption of
energy, especially on an- inductive load.

It should be direct reading and have a constant
of unity.

It should start immediately with the smallest
load, and be equally correct on all loads.
The meter should absorb no energy, nor should

there be any drop of pressure through it.

It should be simple, both in construction and
operation, and mechanically correct, so it can be
easily installed and looked after, and it should not
deteriorate in service.

It should be designed to operate with a slow
speed.

The case should have a glass or mica window, so
that the meter can be readily calibrated while in
service, and it should be easily sealed.
Above all, it should be cheap without sacrificing

any of the conditions mentioned.
George H. Jones of Fond du Lac and myself

have just completed a thesis on American elec-
tricity meters, under Prof. D. C. Jackson at the
University of Wisconsin, and I have, drawn largely
from our results for this paper. The investigations
show that the meters of the present day are not
all that might be desired, and you central station
men, who know that the bills of customers, using
approximately equal amounts of light, often vary
to a great extent, and who continually have com-
plaints of overcharges made to your companies, will
bear me out in this. It is of the utmost importance
that central station men test each meter they install.

Many managers are beginning to realize the im-
portance of this subject, and have added meter test-

ing departments to their stations, where all meters
are tested before they are installed. After they are
once installed they should be inspected every si.x

BREMEN, SHOWING EIGHT CRANES.

We found our samples of the Duncan watt-hour
meters to run too fast, but by properly adjusting
the magnets, their error could be brought within
the limits of about five per cent, either side. Both
of the Duncan ampere-hour meters tested started

much too slowly and were also much too slow
on the high loads. The effect of frequency is very
marked, the difference in error at full load be-
tween frequencies of 60 and 130 being about 30 per
cent.

After starting load, the Scheeffer wattmeter ran
with a small and fairly uniform error. These me-
ters are designed for frequencies, and when built

for two frequencies are provided with a special

German silver resistance in the pressure circuit to
compensate for the difference. One of the meters
tested by us, built for frequencies of 60 and 130,

ran with an average difference of about six per
cent, between these frequencies.

All of the new Thomson wattmeters started on
no load, while the old ones started much too slowly.
Their curve of error is a remarkably straight line

after starting load. They are, of course, independ-
ent of frequency.
The Shallenberger ampere-hour meters started

much to slowly. One of the three tested ran fairly

uniform after startmg, while the other two were
too slow on high loads. The higher frequency
makes them run from five to 15 per cent, faster.

The Shallenberger watt-hour meter was found
to be very fair. It started on a very light load,

ran without any great error, and responded
promptly to changes of load. Frequency has no ap-
preciable effect.

All of the meters tested are practically unaffected
by the changes of pressure likely to occur in serv-

ice. The Diamond wattmeter should not be used

with inductive load, as the effect of such load is

very marked, making the meter run much too
slowly, and with a power factor low enough it

stops entirely and even runs backwards.
Besides these meters tested in the laboratory, we

were enabled, through the courtesy of the Madison
Gas and Electric company, to test meters in actual
service. The general results of this test indicate
that the ampere-hour meters require a compara-
tively large current to start them and run much too
slowly on starting load and on the higher loads. Most
all of them have considerable error on overloads.
The wattmeters are somewhat better, and, as a rule,

run too fast on all loads except at starting, and with
a fairly uniform error. The Thomson meters show
the least variation in error, but the continuous watts

absorbed are more than in any of the others.

A fact of great importance brought out in this

test, is the lack of proper attention paid to the
installation of the meter. In many cases the meters
are placed on door frames, where they are contin-
ually jarred. They should be installed by securely
fastening them to a firm wall, in a readily accessible,

dry place, and well leveled. The meters should be
carefully sealed to prevent being tampered with.

The seal should bear the private mark of the com-
pany, so that any unauthorized inspection of the

meter can be detected. The meter is a delicate piece

of apparatus and should be carefully handled when
being placed in position, so as not to injure it.

After it is installed, it should be tested to be sure

it is running correctly. Spiders and insects in gen-
eral are very fond of the warm meters and have
many times helped to reduce the consumer's bill.

The meter should, therefore, be dust-proof and
should be regularly inspected.

In choosing a meter the following points should
be considered:

(:) Accuracy.
(2) Registration.

(3) Power absorbed.

(4) Direct reading.

(5) Attention.

(6) Mechanical construction arfd durability.

(7) Cost, initial and continuous.
(I and 2). The m.eter should be accurate within

at least five per cent., either way, on all loads for

which it is designed and should begin to register

on at most one per cent, of its full load.

(3). The power absorbed should not exceed two
wattts per 10 amperes capacity of wattmeter, nor
should the full load drop through the meter be
larger than .5 volt.

(4). The reading should be direct and not have
to be multiplied by a constant. The multiplier

means extra work for the clerk, and offers a chance
for an error both in the calculation and in the pos-
sible omission.

(5). There should be no electrical contact mak-
ers, which rapidly deteriorate, and the meter should
require no attention.

(6). Delicate mechanism should be avoided. The
meter should not be liable to wear out nor get out
of order readily. The cover should be dust-proof
and capable of being easily sealed.

(7). Last, but not least, comes the cost of meters.
This is not only the amount paid for the meter, but
includes the cost of energy continuously absorbed.
Take a meter costing $10 and absorbing 10 watts
continuously, with interest at six per cent., energy
at four cents per kilowatt hour, and 10 per cent,

for depreciation, which probably is a low value for
a cheap meter, the annual cost of the meter to the
central station is $5.10. A meter absorbing two
watts at the rate mentioned, would cost $3.90
per year. At the end of 10 years the first meter
will have cost $61, while the $20 meter will have
cost but $59, and it ought still to be in good con-
dition at that time, The higher priced meter is

likely to be the more accurate of the two. With
a meter for every customer, this question of cost
is a very important one to the central station man-
ager.

There are several ways in which a meter can be
tested. In some methods the load is computed from
the time per revolution of the armature, and the
true load found on an indicating instrument. We
think that a "per cent, error" states the condition
more clearly than any method which finds the error
in amperes or watts for the different loads. We
also think the stop-watch method the most satis-

factory. It takes much less time and therefore less

power than the five-hour full load test used in some
methods. For a satisfactory test, the starting load
should be found and also the time per revolution
taken with a stop-watch, the accuracy of which can
be relied upon, at starting, %, %, %, full load and %
overload. Any number of ammeters can be con-
nected in series and tested at the same time. With
the aid of a slide rule, the per cent, error can be fig-

ured while the meter is coming up to speed on the
next load.

Electricity on Shipboard.
The electrical equipment of the North German

Lloyd steamship Bremen is said to be the most
complete of any vessel of the merchant marine in

the world. An interesting feature of the plant is the
equipment of electric cranes, 16 in number, to super-
sede the noisy donke}^ engines. Four of these
cranes have a capacity of 3,000 kilograms, or 6,614
pounds, and 12 of 1,500 kilograms, or 3,307 pounds,
and have a total swing outboard of 20% feet.

The generating plant is located in the after por-
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tion of the engine room and consists of four directly-

connected dynamos, two on the starboard and two
on the port side. The dynamos have each a capacity

of 75 kilowatts or 100 horse power, and run at a

speed of 210 revolutions per minute, delivering cur-

rent at a pressure of 105 volts. The output of two
machines is used for the cranes; one is used for the

lighting of the ship, and the fourth is held in reserve.

The engines are of the triple expansion type.

The cra.ies, motor and controlling mechanism arc

mounted upon a circular iron platform, which re-

volves upon a pivot. This is turned by a motor
of seven horse power, running at 700 revolutions

per minute, directly coupled to a worm gear, which
in turn meshes in a gearing bolted to the deck. The
loads are raised by a 25 horse power series motor,
running at a speed of 500 revolutions, and driving

a special worm gear meshing into the gear of the

drum. On the gear end of the drum shaft is fitted

a winch head.
The controllers resemble a double street car con-

troller about two feet high. They are fitted with
magnetic blow-out, any spark being immediately
extinguished in a magnetic field. The contact
cylinders are operated by a special mechanism, actu-

ated by a simple handle or lever, the movements
of which correspond to the movements of the load.

Raising the handle raises the load, depressing the

handle lowers the load, and movement of the crane
to the right or left is obtained by corresponding
movements at the lever. Raising and swing'ing

movements can be effected simultaneously. Motors
and controllers are water-tight and dust-tight, but
the cases of both can readily be opened when neces-

sary. To .give a more perfect control both motors
are provided with band brakes operated by the foot.

These brakes are attached to an extension of the

motor shaft.

The difference between the large and small cranes
lies in the hoisting speed. Practically both cranes

are identical in electrical equipment, but the hoisting-

speed of the 3,000 kilogram crane at full .load, 60
feet per minute, is only half that of the 1,500 kilo-

gram crane at full load, which is 120 feet per minute.
The movement of the ]ib of the cranes is IJ feet per
second.
The most remarkable feature of the cranes, how-

ever, is the absolute noiselessness of their operation,

which will recommend the electrical crane to ship-

builders, especially those of passenger steamers in
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insulating knobs. This makes a neat arrangement
of the loops, and at the same time a perfect insula-
tion of both wires. The McDonald glass hanger
board is being placed on the market by the F.lectnc
Appliance company of Chicago.

CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes.

New York, August 10.—Now or never. Unless
rapid transit plans are adopted at once it is feared

that the long cherished project for an underground
system will have to be abandoned. Even the com-
missioners seem to realize the necessity of immediate
action and they have shown signs of lite of late. This

M DONALD GLASS HANGER BOARD.

is because it is feared that it something tangible is

not accomplished before Greater New York comes
into existence there may be violent opposition on
the part of Brooklyn, Richmond and Queens to the

spending of so large a sum for the benefit of Man-
hattan and the Bronx, and that it will at least

seriously delay carrying out the plans of the com-
mission. It will now be necessary to proceed at

once with the hearing of testimony by the com-
missioners appointed by the Supreme Court to pass

on the question of the necessity of the proposed
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intersecting points along the lines. With the con-
solidation of the two companies there will be next
summer a direct line from North Beach to Coney
Island. The Brooklyn City and Newtown road
contemplates building an extension from the pres-
ent terminus at De Kalb and Hamburg avenues
to North Beach. The cars will run in a direct line
along Franklin avenue to and around Prospect park,
connecting with the present route of the Coney
Island and Brooklyn road to the island. The only
opposition that has developed thus far was on the
part of Patrick H. Flynn, the promoter of the
Nassau Electric Railroad company, who was op-
posed to the organization of the Brooklyn Traction
company, which controls the Brooklyn Heights,
the Brooklyn City, and Brooklyn, Queens County
and Suburban Railroad companies. He is also a
stockholder in the Coney Isand and Brooklyn Rail-
road company. President Partridge notified Mr.
Flynn, who owns 346 shares in the Coney Island
corporation, that the contract had been entered into.
Mr. Flynn said that he would oppose any such
consolidation, and his lawyers were instructed to
apply for an injunction restraining the consolida-
tion of the two roads. Mr. Flynn said that some
time ago the directors of the Brooklyn Traction
company offered to purchase the Coney Island and
Brooklyn road, and were willing to pay $22 for
each share of stock. The otTer was not accepted.
Another big consolidation that is as good as

completed is the merging of the People's Electric
Light and Power company of Newark and the
Newark Gas company. Philip N. Jackson, presi-
dent of the People's company, said, in regard to
the terms of the deal, that it would be effected in
a way similar to that of a consolidation of the gas
and electric light companies of Rochester. The elec-
tric light company has a capitalization of $5,000,-
000, and has issued no bonds. The gas company

Starboard Dynamos, 75 Kilowatts Each, Steamship -'Bremen.'

such trades as that of the Mediterranean, where

loading and discharging at every port is ail import-

ant feature.

McDonald Glass Hanger Board.

The insulation of appliances used in high tension

series arc lighting is always of the greatest im-

portance and particularly for inside arc light wiring,

where a dangerous voltage is ;arried into the build-

ing and directly to the lamp. The McDonald glass

hanger board, shown in the accompanying illus-

tration, consists of glass insulating knobs mounted

on a glass base or support. This secures a perfect

insulation which will always rernain the same, as

moisture or corrosion is not possible. This hanger

makes a bright, clean appearance, and can always

be kept in that condition. The extra holes shown
in the base allow the board to be used with three

insulators, or with only two insulators, one at each

end of the board. When a series of lamps is being

hung the board at end of the series may be used

with two insulators, while all the other boards should

be used with three insulators. Thus, when the wire

reaches the first board it is tied to the first of the

two insulators at the double end; from this point

a loop is made for the lamp and the line wire leaves

from the other insulator on the double end. This

is repeated on each board of the series until the

last board having only two insulators is reached.

On this board the line goes first to the insulator

at one end of the board, then through the lamp
to the insulator at the other end. From this point

it starts back out of the building, using as support
the free insulators on all of the boards having three

Controller with Universal Gear.

ELECTRICITY ON SHIPBOARD.

roads, and a favorable report from these commis-
sioners, if approved by "the court, will stand in lieu

of the consents of the owners of property along the
proposed route. So confident are the rapid transit

commissioners of a decision in their favor that the
form of contract for the construction of the under-
ground railroads has already been drafted and put
in type for their consideration. This document
represents a good deal of work on the part of the
commission's counsel and engineer. It makes a
good-sized volume. The commissioners feel sure
that a bidder and lessee will be secured, and it is

their belief that they will be in a position to award
the contract in November. It is believed that two
years will be occupied in construction work, aside
from delays of all kinds.
Formal announcement has been made of the con-

solidation of the Brooklyn City and Newtown rail-

road, better known as the De Kalb Avenue road,
and the Coney Island and Brooklyn road, long
known as the Smith street line. Col. John N. Par-
tridge, president of the De Kalb Avenue line, will

probably retain his place, and John L. Heins will
continue to serve as secretary and treasurer. It is

said that the capital stock of the De Kalb Avenue
company has been increased from $1,000,000 to

$2,000,000, and the stock of the other company, which
had a capital of $1,000,000, has been exchanged for
the De Kalb Avenue stock. The consolidate roads
will have a mileage of 21 miles and a clear track
all the way from North Beach to Coney Island
down the old boulevard, starting directly from the
rear entrance to the park. It is understood that
free transfer stations will be established at all the

Cranes Showing Operating Handle.

has $1,000,000 capital stock and $4,000,000 of bonds.
The electric light company controls the lighting
of nearly 20 towns, and most of the plants in New
Jersey, not owned or controlled by the company,
are owned or controlled by the United Gas Im-
provement company of Philadelphia, which has,

within a month, secured 2,500 shares of the People's
company stock. The Newark Gas company con-
trols the gas lighting in Harrison, Kearnej', Mont-
clair and other places, near Newark, while the Phila-
delphia Gas Improvement company controls the
same interests in Jersey City and Paterson. The
consolidation, when effected, will, therefore, have
control of nearly all the gas and electric lighting

interests of Northern New Jersey, and it may event-

ually embrace the same interests in the entire state.

The new consolidation will represent a total stock
capitalization of $15,000,000. The present Newark
Gas company was formed a year ago by a con-
solidation of the Citizens' and Newark Gaslight
companies. The largest stockholder in the Citizens'

company was Henry C. Kelsey, secretary of state,

and the largest owner of Newark company stock

was Eugene Vanderpool, the president. The stock-

holders accepted bonds for their stock, paying five

per cent, and interest, and $4,000,000 was issued.

Mr. Kelsey became president of the new company.
The People's Electric Light and Power company
is a combination of all the electric light companies
in Newark and neighboring towns, and the con-

trolling spirit in it is Bernard M Shanley, who
is also one of the principal men of the Consolidated

Traction company. E. B. Gaddis and others who
are heavily interested in the Consolidated Traction
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conipanj', also have large interests in gas and elec-

tric light.

The electrical fountain on the Prospect Park plaza

in front of the Soldiers' and Sailors' Memorial
.'Vrch, is to be one of Brooklyn's attractions. The
fountain was designed by F. W. Darlington of

Philadelphia, and constructed by the Wilson and
Baillie Manufacturing company of Brooklyn. The
basin, which is of heavy concrete, with a cement
bottom, is 360 feet in circumference, and the high-

pressure service from the water tower close by will

furnish the fountain 75,000 gallons an hour, The
Brooklyn Heights and Nassau Electric trolley com-
panies will supply the necessary power to run the

pump and illuminate the fountain free of cost, in

anticipation of an increase in the traffic on their

cars passing the fountain. In operation there will

be 152 colored slides and the flow of water will be so

arranged as to secure a variety of displays. While
the electrical displays are suspended, the basin itself

will be illuminated with 60 incandescent lamps
around the base. There will also be 19 automatic
focusing arc lamps of Soo candle power each,

which can be adjusted by the opertor, so as to

illuminate the memorial arch and the picturesque

walls surrounding the plaza. The contract price

for the fountain was $24,500. M. S.

Western New York.

Niagara Falls, N. Y., August 10.—^Judge Buffing-

ton, in the United States District Court for the

Western District of Pennsylvania, has rendered a

decision in the case of the Cowles Electric Smelting
and Aluminum company of Lockport against the
Carborundum company of Niagara Falls, in favor
of the latter company. The patents involved were
obtained by E. G. Acheson, who is president of

the Carborundum company. The suit was first en-
tered in 1S94, and the argument before Justice Bui
fington was begun on December 7, 1896. It was
claimed bj' Alfred H. Cowles that the electric furnace
used was his discovery and that he had made car-

borundum in 1885. The suit asked for an injunction
restraining the Carborundum company from usmg
the furnace. The Carborundum company was
among the first enterprises to locate on the land,=

of the Niagara Falls Power company, and the
business grew so rapidly that the factory was very
early enlarged. The business of the Monongahela
City, Pa., plant was transferred to the Falls, and
to-day the furnaces produce on an average 4,200
pounds of carborundum per 'day. The business
has spread to such an extent that plants have been
established in Austria and Germany. Canada will

have a plant within a year in all likelihood, while
the Niagara Falls plant supplies the English and
ether foreign markets.
Mr. Acheson, president of the Carborundum com-

pany, has returned from Germany, where he went
to establish a branch of the carborundum business
in that country in order to protect the German
patent. Mr. Acheson established a factory at

Dresden, where a frame building was erected to

start with, and made arrangements for 400 elec-

trical horse power to be furnished from the
municipal lighting plant of the city. The plant will

be operated by a Dresden company, which will

supply the German trade with carborundum in bulk.

Wheels and other articles of the kind will not be
made by the company. While abroad Mr. Acheson
arranged an agency in London for the English trade.

Orders from England will be fi.Ued from the Niagara
Falls plant, which will also supply manufactured
carborundum for the German trade.

The Cataract Power and Conduit company of

Bufi^alo is busy extending the conduits for the trans-

mission of Niagara power through several more
streets in Buffalo. Cables will be laid from Albany
street to Niagara, to Court, to Main and to the
island. The Main street conduits are already in.

From Old Virginia.

Richmond, August 10.—The electric light com-
pany of Newport News is an indispensable institu-

tion. The company was organized in 1891 for the
purpose of supplying electric light and power to

Newport News and vicinity, and since its incor-
poration has been highly successful. In 1896 it ab-
sorbed the Crystal Ice and Refrigerator company and
the two are now being conducted by the one cor-
poration. The officers are _E. C. HiUyer, president
and manager; William B. Vest, treasurer, and J. H.
Wickham, secretarj'. The central station of tthe

company is a substantial brick building 100 by 90
feet, and contains the generating plant. Adjoining
is the boiler house, 40 by 96 feet, contaming the 600
horse power boilers, while on the adjouiing block,
covering an area of 175 by 100 feet, are located the
ice factory and stables. The lighting plant is a

model of its kind and is equipped with three 125
horse power improved Green engines, three Thom-
son-Houston arc dynamos of 175 lights capacity,

and four Edison dynamos of ,3,000 lights capacity.

The company now has 143 arc lamps and 2,800 in-

candescent lamps in operation. It also supplies
power for mam;facturing purposes
The Southern Bell 'Telephone company's exchange

in Danville has until now escaped the opposition
fever that has broken out in several of the Virginia
cities, but an active effort is now being made to

secure a cheaper servce. Several prominent busi-
ness men conceived the idea of protesting, and aftei-

a conference w^ith other influential citizens drafted

a petition to the telephone company asking that the

rates now prevailing be reduced. This paper was
numerously signed. The local manager of the tele-

phone exchange, H. O. Fanes, announced that the
case would be laid before the district superintendent,
C. E. McLuer of Richmond.
The Bell company is without competition in Dan-

ville, although in Roanoke, Lynchburg, Norfolk,
Alexandria and Richmond rival local companies are
fighting the old system, with the result of con-
siderably reducing rates. In Roanoke, for instance,

the yearly charge for telephones is $12 now, whereas
before the advent of competition the rate was several
times that amount. The prevailing rales in Dan-
ville are: Business, $40; residence, $30; duplex busi-
ness, $20; residence, $18. These rates are a reduc-
tion from 'those in force several years ago. The
Danville exchange has now about 260 telephones in

operation, is giving good service, and apparently
is better equipped to give satisfaction than ever be-
fore since its establishment. A switchboard of the
latest design and of very costly finish was placed
there about a year ago at great cost to the company.
At the same time other improvements were added.
The Shenandoah County Telephone company is

extending its connections.
A mortgage filed on August 3d, was executed

by the Falls Road Electric Improvement company
to the Maryland Trust company to secure an issue
of $552,000 in 50 year five per cent, bonds. All of the
property and franchises of the road are pledged.

Charlottesville will profit by Staunton's example
in the telephone line. The Chamber of Commerce
has taken the matter in hand and will get up a
mutual company and furnish service to business
houses for $18 and to residences for $12 a year.
The company now charges $30 and $24.
A new dynamo has been put in the street railway

power house at Staunton, which gives all the needed
power to propel the cars at high speed up hill and
down. Interest has revived in the project of an
electric railway for freight and passenger service
from Staunton to Highland county. I. P.

Northwestern Notations.

Minneapolis, August 10.—The breaking of a rod in
the power house of the street railway system in

Tacoma, Wash., caused the 40 ton fly-wheel to go
to pieces and wrecked the buildings and plant, doing
$20,000 damage.
The new electric light company at Cedar Falls,

Iowa, has been incorporated with $20,000 capital
stock. Henry Gilky is president, M. W. Bartlett
vice-president, A. Grundy secretary and Roger
Leavitt treasurer.

The St. Cloud, Minn., electric street car line
will be put at once in repair. The local bondhold-
ers have accepted the offer of the eastern bond-
holders, who now own all the stock. The system
will be taken out of the receiver's hands as soon as
possible.

Harold V. Smith of Marion county, Ind., who is

connected with the Western Electric company of

Chicago, was married at Redwood Falls, Minn., to

Marion L. Everett.

John I. Wilson, George A. Cutting and E. G.
Nourse of Winona, Minn., are applicants for an
electric light franchise in that city.

The Mason City & Clear Lake Traction company
has completed its electric line between Mason City
and Clear Lake, Iowa, and has it in operation.
The Citizens' Traction company of Oshkosh, Wis.,

will establish a system of 'buses on the south side

of the city to compete with the horse cars in that

section.

Minneapolis aldermen are considering utilizing

the trolley system for street sprinkling.

William Russell of Inkster. N. D., has bought
the Pembina, N. D., electric light plant.

The survey for the electric line between Eau
Claire and Chippewa Falls, Wis., for the Chippewa
Valley Railway company, has been about completed.
Harry Sterling is making efforts to secure an

electric light plant for Huron, S. D.
Adams, Green & Co. of Morrison, 111., secured

the contract to install an electric light plant in

Eldon, la.

Eagle River, Wis., will vote July 31st on granting
F. J. Thrun a franchise for electric lighting.

The Electrical Machinery company of Minneap-
olis secured the contract to install an electric light

plant at Valley City, N. D., from plans by W. I,

Gray & Co. of Minneapolis.
The new electric lighting company of Cedar

Falls. la., has let the contract for a dynamo to the
Westinghouse company.
The Little Falls, Minn., Electric & Water com-

pany has ordered a new Brush dynamo for its light

plant.

The Belle City street railway of Racine, Wis., was
sold b.v the receiver to Frank J. Miller, represent-
ing the bondholders of the road, for $150,000. A
new company will be organized to take charge of
the line.

J. A. Brown of Moline, 111., has invented an auto-
matic fire alarm for covering the business portion
of the city. It is to be attached to the ceiling and
is so sensitive to heat that a bucket of burning
shavings will cause an alarm.

West Liberty, la., voted to install an electric light
plant.

The Patten street railway system is being
tested in Stillwater, Minn. It is said to be much
more economical than the overhead wire system.

The city of Mankato, Minn., is taking bids for

furnishing electric lights for the streets for five

years.

As soon as the Barnes Electric Light and Power
company of Maquoketa. la., completes its dam it

will extend wires to Delmar, la., and furnish light
for that place.

The Fox River Valley Railroad company has
been incorporated at Milwaukee, Wis., to build an
electric line from Neenah to Appleton, Wis., and
later to Kaukauna.
The electric light plant at Woodstock, Minn., has

been completed and put in operation.
The West Algoma street branch of the Citizens'

Traction company's system in Oshkosh, Wis., has
been completed and put in operation.
The Janesville Electric Light and Power com-

pany of Janesville, Wis., has been incorporated with
$25,000 capital stock to furnish lighting for stores

and private residences. The plant is to be put in

at once.
W. D. Lewis, manager of the Western Union

Telegraph company office at Green Bay, Wis., who
was drowned recently, has been succeeded as man-
ager by Mr. Elliott of Escanaba.

L. A. Seamans is in charge of the North Ameri-
can Telegraph company's office at La Crosse, Wis.,
succeeding F. W. Robbins.
Osage, la., rejoices in the return of electric light-

ing. The dam supplying power went out this spring
with the high water and has just been rebuilt.

The city of Spokane, Wash., has doubled the num-
ber of arc lights it will use in lighting its streets
after September ist.

The Grand Forks Gas and Electric Light com-
pany has withdrawn its suit against the city of
East Grand Forks, Minn., to collect $11,000 alleged
to be due for lighting. The company will take the
suit into the United States Circuit Court at once.
Work has been begun on the electric line of the

Fox River Valley Electric railway at Appleton, Wis.
The line to Neenah will be built first.

Work will shortly be begun on the electric light
plant of the Chaifield Electric Light company.

Snapp)ii Reid & Co. contemplate putting in an
electric light plant in Carson, la., for street light-
ing.

There is a project at Carroll, la., to furnish current
for electric lighting at Glidden, la., from the Carroll
plant.

The City Council committee has recommended the
acceptance of the bid of the Minneapolis General
Electric company for lighting the streets of Minne-
apolis after January I, 189S. The company agrees
to furnish 200 lamps all night and 600 on moonlight
schedule, for $118 and $100 per year respectively.
At present the company is .getting practically the
same figure for furnishing 100 less lights.

The electrical inspector of St. Paul in his first

report says the ordinance will be strictly enforced
and all dead wires ordered down. He has been at
work since July 7th only, but has found 112 dead
wires in the business district, which ,have been
ordered removed.
The village of Barnesville, Minn., will vote on a

new charter which will permit the issue of bonds
for electric lighting.

The council of Madison, S D., has rejected all

bids for furnishing an electric light plant, and will
take new bids on revised specifications for furnish-
ing a system employing direct-connected machinery.
Telegraph conrfection between Wardner, Ft.

Steele, Idaho, and Kalispell, Mont., will soon be
established.

The contract was let at Marquette. Mich., for
furnishing 2,022 feet of steel flume for the city light-
ing plant, to the Muskegon Boiler Works for $13,-
092.

Bankson Taylor of St. Paul has made a proposi-
tion to build an electric street car line in Mankato.
Minn.
The city of Madison, S. D., let the contract for

an electric light plant to the National Electric com-
pany for $6,282.

J. K. Tillotson of the Citizens' Traction company
of Oshkosh, Wis., is the author of several plays,
and is now negotiating with several companies to
produce them in Oshkosh. C.

Canadian News.
Ottawa, August 10.—A new company has been

organized in this city called the Dominion Electric
Heating and Supply company, and will commence
operations very shortly. Andrew Holland is the
president and J. I. MacCraken, secretary and treas-
urer. The object of the company is to supply heat
at a much lower figure than the present rate. The
company intends to commence by supplying heat
for domestic utensils, such as fiat-irons, cooking
appliances, etc., and gradually extend to car heating,
and in the end to house heating. IThe intention of
the company is to establish workshops here on a
small scale and, if results warrant, to extend them
considerably and erect a large factory.
The contracts for the plant in connection with

the Sherbrook Street railway have been let. The
specifications for the cars call for the very latest

improvernents. Electric heating will be adopted.
There will be two motors on each car, giving 70
horse power. The work on the power house is

being rapidly pushed, and every effort is bein.g
made to have constiuction work completed at the
earliest possible moment.
The city of Toronto has recently complained to
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the electric light company regarding the nuisance
caused by smoke from the company's plant, in con-
sequence of which the company is now considering
plans of several smoke-consuming appliances.

A. V. W.

PERSONAL.
William Wright has resigned his position as man-

ager of the Chicago Armature company and has
taken the general western agency for the E. G.

Bernard Electric company of Troy, N. Y.. manu-
facturer of dynamos and motors and electrical sup-
plies, with offices at 939 Monadnock building, Chi-
cago.

C. C. Haskins, who for 13M: years has been em-
ployed by the Chicago city government as electrical

inspector, has severed his connection with the mu-
nicipal corporation, and opened an office at 62J
Western Union building, as an electrical expert. Mr.
Haskins' claims to the title are based on a thorough
theoretical and practical knowledge of electrical

applications, commencing with telegraphy in its

earliest days, passing through its various phases,

then several years of telephone experience, and fin-

ally, an electric light schooling as inspector.

Thomas B. Dixon, whose system of sextuplex
telegraphy was tried in Boston recently, is a Ken-
tuckian by birth, although he has lived for several

years in New York. He is 32 years old, and is

the youngest son of Archibald Dixon who suc-

ceeded Henry Clay in the Senate in 1852, and was
at one time governor of Kentucky. It is related

of the inventor that when he was only 12 years old

he lost his arm while hunting, but that did not

prevent his becoming an exceptionally good per-

former on the piano. Mr. Dixon also plays the

guitar well. Part of his youth was spent in Germany,
where he continued the studies begun in this coun-

try. ______^^^
ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

H. W. Lackey & Co. of Gilman, 111., contemplate
installing an electric light plant, and would be
pleased to hear from dealers in electrical machinery.

Mayor Ross of Terre Haute has refused to sign

the order for the payment of $2,199 to the electric

company for street lighting during July, on the

ground that the company owes the city $4,944 back
taxes and $8,415 for street improvements. Russell

Harrison is president of the local street railway

company, and a year or so ago he organized a light-

ing company, whose plant is operated in connection
with the trolley system. Mayor Ross says that

Harrison transferred the franchises, good-will, etc.,

of the lighting company to the street railway cor-

poration to avoid meeting his obligation to the city.

President Harrison says he has a right to delay in

the payment on the street improvements because,

under the law passed at the last session of the Legis-

lature, street railway companies were given the same
terms as abutting property owners for the payment
for the paving of streets, which is 10 years, in

annual installments.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Trolley parties are popular with the mighty as

well as the lowly in Massachusetts. Here are some
of the names of those who enjoyed a 60 mile run
on last Saturday: Senator George F. Hoar, Colonel
E. B. Stoddard, Dr. Thomas C. Mendenhall,
Nathaniel Payne, Colonel E. B. Glasgow, General
Rockwood, Charles F. Aldrich, Henry A. Marsh,
M. V. B. Jefferson, Colonel Theodore S. Johnson
and Samuel R. Heywood. The party was gotten up
by Senator Hoar. The start was made at Scollay

Square, Boston, and the route took in Swampscott.
Lynn, Salem and Gloucester, where dinner was
served.

The Metropolitan Traction company claims to

have financed its first mortgage bonds. By terms
entered into with the Equitable Trust company
it has secured $2,000,000 with which to begin con-

struction. The mortgage trust deed for $2,000,000

was filed for record last Wednesday morning in

favor of the Equitable Trust company as trustee,

and the State Trust coinpany as co-trustee. The
bonds are 2,000 in number, and run 30 j'ears at five

per cent, interest. The funds secured by this mort-

gage will be used to build and equip the first sec-

tions of the road, which the officers promise will

be in partial operation by March 1st. The charter

under which the company received permission to

build its 200 miles of roadbed was only granted

two months ago l)y the Cook County board. The
contest to secure the charter was rnemorable be-

cause of the stubborn wrangles which it precipi-

tated. The same i,nterests back of the Metropolitan

"Traction are also back of the Chicago General Elec-

tric Railway company. For this reason conservative

men look upon the plan with distrust.

Lake Street "L" is now being regarded by the

Chicago investors as a thermometer, registering the

temperature of the controllers of the Union Ele-

vated loop as it varies in the negotiations for the

Metropolitan and Alley "L" contracts. The Metro-

politan company was ready to sign its loop agree-

ment, but was delayed by the refusal of the South
Side Elevated company to meet the terms imposed
by Mr. Yerkes. It is said that the loop company

wishes a larger compensation than that demanded
in the original document, but the south side road
is unwilling to agree to such a payment. There
is also some difference with reference to the pro-
portionate expense of operating the loop. The
Northwestern "L" will not be completed for at least

a year from the time work is resumed on its struc-
ture, and in the interim Mr. Yerkes does not desire
to pay one-fourth of the cost of maintaining and
operating the loop, as it is provided under the orig-
inal loop contract. The result of this parrying is

expected to be adjustment on the original lines, for

without the south side road the loop company will

be placed in an embarrassing position, while the
Alley "L" can get along without the loop.

TELEPHONE.
Charles A. Grant, treasurer of the Erie Telegraph

and Telephone company, announces that a quarterly
dividend of one per cent, will be paid by check
mailed to stockholders, August i6th. The stock-
books were closed at noon, August 7th, and will be
opened on Monday morning, August i6th.

The Interstate Telephone company of Central Illi-

nois, with headquarters at Tuscola, has recently
completed re-equipping its entire system. The com-
pany has probably one of the largest and best
paying toll line systems hi the independent tele-

phone business. I'hese lines connect Decatur,
Moroa, Clinton, Monticello, Vorhies, Champaign,
Chrisman, Oakland, Areola and all intermediate
towns with Tuscola. The central station at the
latter place and the toll lines are now equipped
throughout with apparatus and special switching
and testing equipii'ent made by the Stromberg-
Carlson Telephone Manufacturing coinpany of Chi-
cago. It is said the service given is satisfactory,

and that the company's business is steadily increas-
ing since the change.

TELEGRAPH.
Press dispatches from Boston announce that on

August 2d a se.xtuple.x telegraphic wire was suc-
cessfully operated there in the presence of
representatives of New York and Boston news-
papers. The circuit was to New Haven and return,
a distance of 300 miles. Three different messages
were sent over the wire simultaneously, and were
easily and accurately received on the receiving sides.

The inventor is Thomas B. Di.xon of Kentucky.

Recent news from London is to the eft'ect that
the attitude of the postoffice telegraphers is becom-
ing threatening. The answer of the postmaster-
general, the duke of Norfolk, to their demands
is not forthcoming, and if the telegraph operators
carry out their threats, an almost complete stop-
page of the service is probable. The delays in the
transmission of messages are already scandalous.
The financial secretary to the treasury, R. W. Han-
bury, in the House of Commons last week, ex-
plained that the delay was due to motives of econ-
omy. The newspapers throughout the country are
most scathing in their comments on the misman-
agement of the postoffice.

Telegraph companies, other than the Western
Union Telegraph company, shall be allowed to

charge and collect 20 cents for a message of 10

words or under, exclusive of date, address and sig-

nature, between any two points within the limits

of Virginia, and not more than one cent for each
additional word. Whenever a message is sent over
two or more telegraph lines owned, controlled and
operated by two distinct corporations or individ-

uals, the joint rate shall not exceed 30 cents for each
message of 10 words or less, exclusive of date, ad-
dress and signature, between any two points within
the limits of the state, nor more than one cent for

each additional word.

A commercially practicable submarine cable for

telephonic and rapid telegraphic messages, in which
electrostatic capacity is reduced to a minimum by
the substitution of air for gutta-percha between the
conductors, has been made for the English post-
office department by the Telegraph Construction
and Maintenance company, and has recently been
laid in the Solent. The cable was designed by Wil-
loughby Smith and W. P. Granville, and may be
regarded as to some extent a practical outcome of

the telephone submarine cable designed by Mr.
Preece and described by him at the British asso-
ciation meeting last year. In Mr. Preece's cable
two semi-circular conductors were separated by
paper insulation, while in the new cable now laid

in the Solent paper is not used, the space between
the four wires being filled with air, except in so far

as it is occuped by a certain amount of gutta-percha
necessary to hold the wires in place. Thus the new
cable is literally a hollow tube, which, however, is

stopped up at intervals by partitions that divide
the air space into water-tight compartments.

J. Henniker Heaton and Horace Plunkett, mem-
bers of the House of Commons, have sent a letter

to the president and directors of the Anglo-Ameri-
can Telegrah company, and the Western Union
Telegraph company, congratulating the companies
on their arrangements for the chess contest between
the House of Commons and the House of Repre-
sentatives on May 31st and June 1st. "The ab-
solute accuracy and rapidity of the transmission

was," the letter says, " 'simply amazing,' to use the
words of our generous rivals across the Atlantic.
There was not a single error during the match, and
the distance of over 4,000 miles did not perceptibly
impede the progress of the games," A brochure
has been issued, giving quotations from press
notices of the game. The English papers of June
1st said that one move at 10 o'clock was received in
Washington, and the answering move recorded in
40 seconds. Another move and a reply occupied
13% seconds, this being considered a record in
telegraphing by cable. Thirty-six moves (18 moves
each side) were transmitted in 75 minutes, including
the time occupied by the players—a feat which
evoked a cable message saying: "Washington sim-
ply amazed at rapid transit."

MISCELLANEOUS.
Bids were opened by the United States govern-

ment, Tuesday, August 3d, for a large equipment
of machinery for the navy yards at Port Royal,
S. C. The Davis and Egan Machine Tool com-
pany of Cincinnati was awarded the contract for
several of the machine tools.

Commenting upon recent contracts noticed in
these columns, the New York Tribune says: "Eng-
lish journals are as much excited over the purchase
of American electrical machinery for the London
railroads as if England were not a free-trade coun-
try which was always preaching to us how much
better it would be for us to buy our manufactured
goods abroad."

An observation tower, recently opened to the
public, is a permanent addition to the seaside at-

tractions of Great Yarmouth, England. The struc-
ture is 125 feet in height, and is built entirely of
steel on concrete foundations. Including the ma-
chinery, it weighs about 125 tons. A circular plat-
form built round the tower, and constructed to ac-
commodate about 160 passengers, is raised to the
summit and lowered by means of steam power. As
it ascends, the platform is revolved by electric
motors at the rate of one revolution in three minutes.
There is another platform at the summit, to which
access is obtained from the revolving apparatus,
and which is hoisted to an additional height of
about 20 feet. At night the structure is illuminated
by 50 incandescent electric lights and by three arc
lights.

In the course of some observations reported in

the Journal of the Chemical Society, M. Moissan
found that diamonds which had been subjected to

molecular bombardment in a Crookes tube were
completely blackened on the surface, and after pro-
longed treatment with nitric acid and potassium
chlorate yielded graphitic oxide, which when heated
changed into pyrographitic acid. The graphite was
very slowly oxidized, and in this respect behaved
like graphite formed at a high temperature. After
four treatments with the oxidizing mixture, the
diamonds were still covered with a maroon-brown
film of finely-divided carbon. Since diamond is not
converted into graphite in the oxy-hydrogen blow-
pipe, it is clear that the molecular bombardment
must produce a temperature which exceeds 2,000
degrees. The behavior of the graphite is said to
indicate that it was formed at a temperature similar
to that of the electric arc.

TRADE NEWS.
F. W. Home, formerly identified with the elec-

trical trade, has placed a large order for lathes,

planers, shapers, milling machines, etc., with the
Davis and Egan Machine Tool company of Cin-
cinnati, for shipment to Japan. He will represent
that company in China and Japan.

The popularity of apparatus furnished by the
Ahlm-Edwards Electric company of Cleveland, is

attested by the orders received recently by that

concern. The company has supplied several equip-
ments for printing plants and the operation of ele-

vators, in addition to lighting and general power
plants.

"Four of a kind"—a good hand in any game, is

unusually strong when backed by such a concern
as the American Electrical Heater company of De-
troit. The cards which this company is playing
announce the superiority of the electric soldering
iron for telephone exchanges, electric tailors' irons,

electric curling iron heaters and electric laundry
irons, which it is outting on the market.

BUSINESS.
The Electric Arc Light company of New York

is being favored to such an extent that it is com-
pelled to add still more to its facilities. The in-

crease in the cost of carbons in the new tariff is

adding to the prospe:ts of this company, as the
increased economy of the inclosed arc is made r'ore
prominent.

Walter C. McKinlock has opened an office in the
Fort Dearborn building, Chicago, to handle a gen-
eral line of electrical merchandise, and 'he is now
arranging for agencies. He has had 15 years' ex-
perience on the road and has a largi^ personal ac-

quaintance with station superintendents and owners,
and electrical contractors in Chicago and through-
out the West.
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ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
587,296: Electric Bale Tie Machine. William O.

Bates and William J. Hutchins, Jolict, 111.

*- -'--'-n filed March 8, 1897

together.

587,311. Regulating Admission of Currents to

Motors. Frank E. Herdman, Winnetka, 111.

Application tiled November 27, 1896.

The device is adapted in its movement to vary the

amount of current passing to the motor, and means are

connected with and operated by the motor to normally
control the position of the cnrrent-reeulating device.

587.336- Telegraphy. Franc M. Short, Cleveland,

Ohio. Application filed April 9, 1896.

The apparatus employed includes a transmitting instru-

ment, comprisine insulated points, one of the points in-

cluded in circuit with a source of current, and the other in-

cluded ill circuit with tlie line wire, the circuit between the

points adapted to be closed by the conducting material
composing the message design or the like to be trans-

mitted, a receiving instrument comprising a vibrating re-

cording style, and means energized by the current of the

line circuit for vibrating the style.

NO. 587.340-

587,340. Operating Alternating Motors. Charles

P. Steinmetz, Lynn, Mass. Application filed

November 23, 1893.

The method described consists in feeding alternating
currents to one member of one such motor from a source of
power supply, converting the energy so supplied to the
motor partly into mechanical energy expended in driving
ths mechanism, and partly into electrical energy in the
form of alternating currents induced in the secondary ele-

ment of the motor, and supplying a second alternating
motor with the secondary currents.

587,343- Electric Furnace. George S. Strong, New
York, N. Y. Application filed January 20,

1896.

The improvement recorded in the art of electric smelling
consists in forming electrodes of a mass of material includ-
ing a material which will bind the mass together under
pressure and simultaneously atjglomerating, torming and
feeding the mixture forward to a furnace by pressure,

587,379- Dynamo Electric Machine. Ernest P.

Warner and Henry H. Wait, Chicago, 111. Ap-
plication filed June 3, 1896.

A pole piece is provided with one or more slots, narrow
at the nole face and of increased width at portions removed
Irom the face of the pole p'ece, to thus leave constricted
necks or paths between the face of the pole piece and the
remaining portions of the field magnet circuit to prevent
the formation of a local magnetic field.

587.405. Signal for Telephone Switchboards.
Charles E. Scribner, Chicago, 111. Application
filed August I, 1895.

Two terminal plugs of a pair and the plug circuit thereof,
means for connecting a generator of signaling current with
one of the plugs, a bridge of the plug circuit, a source of
current and a signal in the bridge, and another signal in-

cluded in a conductor of the plug circuit between the
bridge and that plug with which the generator of signaling
current may be connected.

587.406. Apparatus for Telephone Switchboards.
Charles E. Scribner, Chicago, 111. Application
filed December 18, 1896.

A source of current in the line, and means at the sub-
station for determining the flow of current consequent on
the use of the telephone, a line signal associated with the
line in the central office and controlled by currents in the
line, a relay adapted to break the circuit through the
signal when excited, a local circuit including the relay,
and means for closing the local circuit in the act of mak-
ing connection with the line, whereby the line signal is

effaced when connection is made with the line.

587,421. Electric Arc Lamp. Sigmund Bergmann,
New York, and Erwin Lavens, Brooklyn,
N. Y. Application filed February 7, 1896.

A globe is closed at the bottom and has an aperture at

the top. and a cap for the aperture is adapted to fit the
upper carbon, and is provided with a depending flange
slightly smaller in diameter than the aperture, permitting
lateral play of the carbon while holding the cap in place.

587,433. Electric Signaling Apparatus. Mortimer
Du Perow, Washington, D. C. Application
filed July 10, 1895.

The normally open partial speaking circuit having in it a

telephone, or the primary and secondary coils thereof, and
the independent normally open partial signal transmit-
ting circuit having in it a source of electricity are com-
bined with the independent partial signal receiving cir-

cuit, having in it a signal and being normally closed by a
switch adapted when moved in one direction to succes-
sively open the signal receiving circuit, close and then
open the signal transmitting circuit, and finally close the
speaking circuit, and when moved back again to reverse
these operations.

587,435. Automatic Telephone System. Moise
Freudenberg, Paris, France. Application filed

October 22, 1896.

One feature is a counter composed of a series of wheels
provided with adjustable arras, switch points and connec-
tion for completing a circuit through the arms in series,

and an electro-magnet operating means for turning the
wheels.

Issued Aii^^usi J, i8gy.

587.436. Electro-therapeutic Apparatus. Frederick
Geiger, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed May
13, 1897.

This includes a main circuit, a patient or operator cir-

cuit, a fixed resistance in series with the operator circuit,
and a variable resistance in the main circuit and in shunt
with the patient or operator circuit.

587.437. Apparatus for Manufacturing Chloraie of

Potash by Electrolysis. Ferdinand Hurter,
Liverpool, England. Application filed May 8,

1897. Patented in England August 12, 1893.

A cathode consisting of a metallic vessel having a porous
protective lining, is employed.

587.441. Regulating Apparatus for Electrically

Driven Mechanism. Walter H. Knight, New-
ton, and William B. Potter, Lynn, Mass. Ap-
plication filed May 21, 1892.

A switch is used for placing the motors successively in
series and multiple, magnetic pole pieces adjacent to the
several contact plates of the switch, and a common mag-
netic cJre for energizing the pole pieces,

587.442. Method of Regulating Electrically Driven
Mechanism. Walter H. Knight, Newton, and
William B. Potter, Lynn, Mass. Application
filed May 21, 1892.
A resistance is inserted, disconnecting one motor so as

to leave the other motor in series with ths resistance, and
then connecting them both in multiple.

587.458. Electric Switch. Herbert W. Smith, Pitts-

field, Mass. Application filed May 5, 1897.

An electric switch terminal, comprising a block, an under-
cut recess therein, a contact plate bent to correspond sub-
stantially with the recess, and a pin adjacent to thebend and
within the recess to secure the plate in place in the recess.

587,465. Electric Arc Lamp. Edwin F. Taylor,
West Chester, Pa. Application filed March 18,

1896.
A chimney for electric arc lamps has a plate adapted to

close its top, the plate having orifices symmetrically dis-

posed about its center, a chamber into which the orifices
open, an escape passage leading from the chamber to the
air, and means for closing the bottom of the chimney
adapted to have only a contracted opening thereto.

587,467. Telephone Central Station Signaling Cir-

cuit. George K. Thompson, Maiden, Mass.
Application filed May 25, 1897.

The combination is claimed in a telephone central sta-

tion apparatus of aseries or group of connecting cords or
conductors, a corresponding series of disconnecting lamp
signals, a shunt circuit round each signal, an electro-mag-
netic switch controlling each shunt circuit, and a common
supplementary Tr pilot signal in an auxiliary local circuit,

with a relay controlling such auxiliary local circuit and
pilot lamp, and wound with a plurality of excitins coils as-
sociated with the cords and disconnecting signals re-

spectively, the coils or windincs being each connected in
parallel with its associated lamp, and susiainine like rela-
tions with the lamp to the shunt circuit thereof and its con-
trolling switch.

587,502. Central Office Switcbhoard System. Will-
iam S. Harrison and Edward M. Harrison,
Chicago, 111. Application filed March 30, 1895.

Polarized annunciators, spring-jack switches and com-
panion switch plugs, one plug being insulated on the upper
surface and the other in the under surface for cutting one
annunciator into circuit and the other annunciator out of
circuit, are described.

587,507. Electric Signal Device for Elevators.

Otto Raacke and Gustav Hensel, St. Louis,
Mo. Application filed March 11, 1897.

A suitable spring plate is adapted to be movably secured
to either the elevator or shaft ; means are provided for co-
operating with the spring plate during the travel of the
elevator in one direction for shifting the plate, whereby
the normal relation is disturbed, and thus depress the free
end of the circuit closing arm, bringing the end into con-
nection with the opposite pole of the circuit, and thereby
sounding an alarm.

587

NO. 587.405-

',534. Electrical Alarm for Cars. Alexander
Nathan, New York, N. Y. Application filed

June 8, 1897.
An electric alarm for cars is described, consisting of a

vertical shaft, a spring-supported disk or plate mounted
thereon, and insulated therefrom by means of a sleeve, a

disk or plate connected with the lower end of the sleeve,

another disk or plate mounted on the shaft below the last-

named disk or plate and insulated from the shaft, and an
electric bell in circuit with the last-named disks or plates.

587,531. Electric Motor or Dynamo Electric Ma-
chine. Robert Lundell, Brooklyn, N. Y. Ap-
plication filed December 15, 1896.

The machine, has a rotary armature and a field magnet
composed of duplicate or interchangeable parts, with over-
lapping field-magnet poles surrounded by an energizing
coil inclined at an angle to the axis of the armature, and
permitting of removal thereof without disturbing the field

magnet.

587,565. Electric Signal Box. Albert T. Whittle-

sey and Frederick B. Dodge, Cleveland, Ohio.
Application filed June 18, 1896.

This device consists of a mechanical movement-releasing
device consisting of a lever engaging the movement when
in its normal position, the lever being pivoted to and
carried by another pivoted lever, whereby the movement-
engaging lever is released to send in special signals by the
operation of the lever to which the movement lever is

pivoted.

587,568. Electrolytic Heating Apparatus. George
D. Burton, Boston, Mass. Aj^plication filed

February 24, 1897.

An improved soldering apparatus, consisting of a tank
provided with an electrode adapted to contact with the
contents of the tank, in combination with a second elec-
trode adjacent to the tank, a hori;^ontally and veitically
adjustable rest adjacent to the second electrode.

587,573. Dynamo-electric Machine. Valcre A.
Fynn, Erith, England. Application filed August
3,1896. Patented in England December 20,

1895-
1 liere IS the combination of an armature composed of

two laminated rings or sections, and a held magnet having
its two sets of poles arranged alternately in different planes
transversely of the shaft, the poles of the same polarity
aciing upon the same armature ring or section.

587.576. Dynamo-electric Machine. Charles M.
Green, Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed No-
vember 10, 1896.

In a multipolar dynamo machine, the combination is

claimed with a series of commutator rings, of armature
coils connected with commutator segments at the same
side of the armature at which the coils are located, and
several sets of commutator brushes to engage the commu-
tator rings.

NO. 587,649.

587.593. Telephone Transmitter. Owen Moran,
New York, N. Y. Application filed December
22, 1896.

One claim is given : In a teleuhone transmitter, the com-
bination with the casing, the cap fitted thereon having a
suitable mouth-piece, and with the diaphragm between
said casing and cap, of the carbon block within the casing
having a central hole extending therethrough for the re-
ception of granules of carbon or other conducting material
in a loose state, a set-screw extending through the bottom
of the casing upwardly into said hole of the carbon block
to form a support, and adjusting medium for the loose
granules and a carbon pencil extending downwardly from
the diaphragm into said hole of the carbon block to con-
tact with granules.

587.594. Electric Contact. Arthur J. Moxliam,
Lorain, Ohio. Application filed January 28,

1897.
A metallic cover-plate having a perforation and upward

projections on each side thereof, with the contact secured
in the perforation, but insulated from the projections.

587,614. Electric Wire Holder. Charlie J. Stram,
Waterman, 111. Application filed May 27, 1897.

A holder is described, consisting of a piece of rubber or
analogous material provided with an opening therein, and
a support for the holder having embracing tongues and a
supporting lip.

587,642. Electric Contact Box. William M. Brown,
Johnstown, Pa. Application filed September
30, 1896.
A switching mechanism for electric contact boxes com-

prises the combination with a fixed contact and a contact-
carrying armature, of a spring encircling and secured to
the armature and to a fixed portion of the mechanism.

587,654. Telephone Transmitter. Oscar A. En-
holm, New York N. Y. Application filed

November 17, 1896.

A composition of an adhesive elastic substance is inter-
mixed with conducting material, interposed between two
electrodes.

587,649. Electrocution Chair. Edwin F. Davis.
West Caton, N. Y. Application filed January
6, 1897.
Means are provided for registering the physical condi-

tion of the person seated in the chair, a generator and a

rheostat for varying the voltage of electrical current pro-
duced by the machine, a switch for making and breaking a
circuit of the machine, and means for putting a person
seated in the chair in circuit with the machine.

587,663. Telautograph. George S. Tiffany, High-
land Park, 111. Application filed June 7, 1895.

Two magnets are used, one for raising and one forlower-
ing the transmitting pen; an armature lever is provided
with armatures for the magnets and carries the pen-lifter,
the armature lever being pivoted upon and supported by a

second lever carrying a make and break, aud a paper-
shifting magnet of which the circuit is controlled by the
make and break,

587.669. Burglar Alarm System. William T. ArT
nold. Chicago, 111. Application filed December
15, 1896.

Apparatus at each subscriber's station is connected with
the central office to respond upon a change in the condi-
tion of the circuit at the subscribers' stations.

587,674. Electric Railway. Rudolph M. Plunter,

Philadelphia, Pa. Apolication filed October i,

1891.
A bared working conductor extends along the railway,

and is divided into two or more sections insulated from
each other ; an insulated supply conductor is buried or ar-

ranged below the level of the track and connected at inter-

vals with the sections of working conductor, a return cir-

cuit, and a source of electric energy for supplying current
to the insulated supply conductor and return circuit.

REISSUE.
11,624. Coating Metals by Electrolysis. Hans

Alexander, Berlin, Germany. Application filed

June 18, 1897. Original No. S^z:j^Z, dated July

14. 1896.
An electrolytic bath for coating metals is composed of

a solution of from five to eight parts of commercial chlor-

ide of aluminium containing free scid in one hundred
parts of water, and of so much of reguline coating metal
as will dissolve therein while the bath is heated to the
boiling point, and frpm two-teqths to three-tenths of a
part of chloride of the coating metal.
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Illummation of College Buildings by
Acetylene.

By Orrin E. Dunlap.

The recognition that acetylene gas is winning as

an illuminant of great merit is well displayed in

its adoption for lighting the great college buildings

of Niagara University and Seminary of Our Lady
of Angels at Niagara Falls. This college was
founded in 1856, and has won a place among the

great educational institutions of the country, Very
Rev. P. MacHale, C. M., being president. For
nearly a quarter of a century the college has main-
tained a crude oil gas plant, owing to the fact that

it is situated some distance beyond the city liinits.

This gas plant was very satisfactory in its workings,

In the main building there are 197 lights; in the

chapel, 34; in the postofifice_ building, 40; in the
printing office, the home of the Niagara Index,
the college paper, 12, and in the engine room, four.

Of the crude oil gas burners in the study room
they had 32, whereas they have now onl}' eight

acetylene burners, and on these it has been found
necessary to put shades, owing to the brilliancy of

the light. Before the door of the gas house, as

shown in the illustration, are to be seen two of the
drums in which the carbide of calcium is shpp;d,
each drum containing about 1,100 pounds. The fact

that the carbide is manufactured at Niagara Falls

makes it very easy for the college' to obtain its

material for making gas.

The adoption of this system of lighting by the

Chicago City Railway Company's Plans.

It was announced last Saturday that General
Manager Bowen of the Chicago City Railway com-
pany had stated that the wages of cable-car em-
ployes would not be cut at present. Mr. Bowen
says that the directors have not yet decided upon
substituting the trolley for the cable on State street

and Cottage Grove avenue. He has been examin-
ing the question and has prepared a report which
will be submitted to the directors when they take
up the subject. Until they pass upon it, however,
nothing will be done toward changing the motive
power.
An interesting contribution to the wage ques-

tion, signed "Cable Driver," appeared in the Chi-

Fig. I. Niagara University.

Fig. 3. Acetylene Gas Generators Used at Niagara University. Fig
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Fie. 2. Gas House at Niagara University.

Old Crude Oil Plant Supplanted by Acetylene.

but it hardly answered the increasing needs of th;

institution. In contemplation of making a change,

the college management gave Rev. Father Hayden
power to investigate other systems of lighting, and

to install a new plant of any knd he deemed ad-

visable. Father Hayden visited Philadelphia and
witnessed experiments with acetylene, and was so

well pleased with the new gas that he at once or-

dered the necessary plant, which has since been

installed. To-day the faculty of the college has the

pleasure of knowing that its institution is probably

the largest in the world lighted by acetylene.

The old crude oil plant (Fig. 4) was located in

a stone building (Fig. 2) about 100 feet from ths

main buildings of the college (Fig. i), and it is

in the same building the acetylene generators (Fig.

3) have been placed. They are of the Dolan pat-

ent, and a half-inch pipe connects them with the

buildings to which the gas is supplied. From Oc-

tober to April about 2,000 feet of gas have been

consumed each night heretofore, and it is expected

that the cost of operating the acetylene plant will

be about one-third of the cost of the oil plant.

The burners in use are of the half-foot pattern.

university has attracted some little attention, be-

cause it is the first building of any size in Western
New York to use acetylene. However, since_ the

plant has been in operation the new illuminant

has given satisfaction, and the college fraternity

commend Father Hayden's judgment in adopting
the system. It is not all unlikely that other large

institutions in the Niagara district will take advan-
tage of this experience, many personal visits hav-
ing been made to the college to see it in use. For
lighting isolated institutions like Niagara Univer-
sity, acetylene would seem to possess m.any de-

sirable qualities. About the only attention the

Niagara University plant requires is to have some-
body visit the gas house and turn the crank to

agitate the carbide in the generators. In the case

of the university the new installation has done away
with the services of an attendant at the gas house.

The Acetylene Light, Heat and Power company
is well pleased with the showing the gas makes at

the university.

Chilton, Wis., is about to put in an electric light

plant.

cago Record of Wednesday. It outlines a com-
promise and may have emanated from the company,
although ostensibly written by an employe, fol-

lowing is the substance of the letter:

Of course paying cable men 30 cents an hour and trolley men
21 cents an hour seems out of proportion. We contend that the

trolley men are underpaid, and the officials contend that the

cable men are overpaid. We want a leveling up and they want a

leveling down. Twentv-one cents an hour was the pay of the

conductors and drivers'on the horse cars. When the system was
changed to electricity the pay remained the same, but the

change enabled the company to get out of one man the work of

two, or, rather, made one man do twice as much work in a given

time, so that all the profit from electrical invention went to cap-

ital. Let me illustrate by a case in point: A horse car running

on Thirty-ninth street, between the stock yards and Cottage

Grove avenue, made 20 trips a day, and took in an average of $20

cash for 12 hours' work. A trolley car in the same time makes
40 trips and takes in an average of S45 cash and Too transfers.

I need not point out that the labor of handling 1.600 passengers is

twice that of handling 700. in addition to which the conductor

must run 80 times to signal his car across the railroad tracks be-

tween State street and the yards, where formerly he ran only 40

times. Nor is this all. By putting trailers on the Wentworth
avenue motors the company is able to get out of one motorman
the same work that formerly was performed by four horse-car

drivers. Now, the reverse process has been going on on the

cable road. These men formerly were paid by tho trip, com-
puted at 23 cents an hour, but the company found it necessary to

shorten the time by taking out the slow loops, so that the trip
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from Lake street to Oakwoods, that formerly occupied 60 min-
utes, cau'iiow be made in 50. Let Mr. Wlieeler do the fair thing

and make it 25 cents all round.

Owing to the large number of bicycle riders using

Jackson boulevard, recently paved with asphalt,

"General Manager Bowen has ordered all drivers

of north-and-south cars to come to a full stop in

approaching that street and then to proceed over

the boulevard at a rate of speed not to exceed four

miles an hour. This is an important recognition

of the rights of the cyclists.

220 Volt Lamps.'
By G. D. Shepardson.

The high voltage incandescent lamp has been

attracting an increasing amount of attention during

the last four or five years. Much has been said

and written about them, but there is an almost

total absence of definite information regarding their

performance. As much of the pioneer work in

the adoption and development of the 220 volt sys-

tem has been done in the Northwest, it is fitting

that the first public report of accurate commercial

tests of the lamps should be made before the

Northwestern Electrical association.

Prior to 1893, the literature concerning high-

voltage lamps was exceedingly meager and was
confined principally to accounts of efforts and hcppes

of experimenters to bring out a commercial article.

The paper read at the St. Paul meeting of this as-

sociation seems to have marked the beginning of

the active introduction of the high-voltage lamp
in the Northwest and probably in the wor.d. Since

that time a considerable number of plants have
been installed.

Many difficulties were encountered at first. Lamp
manufacturers attempted to make 220 volt lamps
as soon as the contractors forced a market upon
them, but one after another gave up in despair

until only two or three companies ventured to

send out such lamps. They could be had only
on special order and usually only after waiting an

indefinite time. Lamps from one factory would
not operate successfully on the same circuits with
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FIG. I. 220 VOLT LAMPS.

those from another factory, and frequently not with
those from the same factory on subsequent order,

since some were 20 candle power and some 16:

some were for 215 and others for 230 volts, although
all were marked " 16 C. P., 220 V." Many of

the lamps exploded when first put into circuit,

and the loops of the filaments of others touched
and short-circuited or bent over and cracked
the globe when switched on and off with key
sockets.

I I

These difficulties have been overcome to a large
extent; the business has increased so that the lamp
makers can sort their lamps better to supply orders
exactly, and now the 220 volt lamp seems to be
in the field to stay. Reports from the plants are
almost invariably encouraging, whether coming from
manager or from patrons. Their common verdict
that this is the best system extant must be accepted
as proof positive of good, reliable service and of
a good reputation at home, although it must be
borne in mind that much of their praise comes
from those who have had little or no experience
with other modern systems and who also naturally
stand up for home industries and for "our plant."
Even the reports from engineers who have changed
frorn no to 220 volts must be taken with some
caution. For example, from one of the large English
plants that has recently changed over comes the
report that the new 220 volt lamps give better light

with less watts than the no volt lamps displaced.
But by test the no volt lamps were of very low effi-

ciency and old at that. The new22o volt lamp would
doubtless give more light for a tew hours than
the old no volt lamps displaced,, and the user re-

members the favorable comparison at the time of
change, and believes that it remains so, not being
able by his unaided eye to discern the rapid de-
crease in light and efficiency of the 220 volt lamp.
The advantages of using higher voltages are well

understood by engineers. Doubling the voltage
allows a given district to be covered with one-
quarter the weight of copper without increasing
the percentage loss on the lines; or double the
distance may be reached with the same weight of
copper and the same percentage loss. It is com-
monly understood that 125 volt systems cannot
economically serve districts more than about 1,000
feet distant. For larger districts the three-wire and
alternating systems have had the field to themselves.
But the low all-day efficiency of the alternating

I. Read before the Northwestern Electrical association at
La Crosse. Wis., June 21, 1897.

system, when used for scattered lighting, and the

exclusive control claimed over the three-wire sys-

tem have driven the independent manufacturers to

the high-voltage lamp as the only practical means
of competing tor such business. The 220 volt lamp
has been so successful for lighting villages and
small cities that the alternating system seems to

have given way and almost all ot the new plants

in such places now adopt the 220 volt direct current

system, where a few years ago alternating systems

had the field almost to themselves. The companies
using the three-wire systems also find in the 220

volt lamp the possibility of extending their lines

to outlying districts and of operating motors at

440 volts directly from the outside mains of the

lighting service, instead of requiring special 500
volt generators and power circuits.

It is urged against the 220 volt lamp that it is

of lower efficiency than the no volt lamp, so that

the power plant must be larger to supply an equal
amount of light. The larger item of interest on
first cost of power plant and larger fuel account
may more than offset the saving in cost of copper
it calculated for the same percentage loss. The
220 volt lamps also cost more than the no volt,

but this is unimportant, since the first cost of an
incandescent lamp is only a small fraction of the

value of the current used during its lifetime. Again,
the average life of the low efficiency 220 volt lamp
seems to be longer than that of the h'gher effi-

ciency no volt lamp, so that the cost of renewals
may even be in favor of the 220 volt lamp.
The economy of copper is even greater than in-

dicated by the foregoing discussion. The allow-

able drop on a system of distribution is not deter-

mined in practice by Kelvin's much quoted and im-
perfectly understood law that the greatest net econ-
omy is secured when the value of the watt-hours
annually lost on the lines just equals the interest

and depreciation on the part of the line whose cost

is directly proportional to the weight of conductor.
The loss is usually determined in practice by the

maximum variation of candle power that the cus-
tomer will tolerate. Changes in the distribution

of the load must be provided for and the system
must be so planned as to avoid excessive variations

of voltage. The high voltage on some lines that
are lightly loaded when others have heavy loads
gives fine light for a time, but the lamps age rapidly
and give poor service. This, of course, is well
understood by station managers, who wisely fur-

nish low-efficiency lamps for such places. It is

well known that the efficiency of a given lamp
creases with the voltage. The candle power in-

creases much more rapidly than the voltage. It

also increases more and more rapidly. A given
percentage change of voltage, therefore, affects the
light much more when the lamp is working at high
efficiency than when it is at a lower efficiency. Lamp
makers advise the operation of lamps at high effi-

ciency only when the regulation is close, and they
advise low-efficiency lamps for use where the volt-

age fluctuates considerably. The 220 volt lamp
cannot be made with as high efficiency combined
with reasonable life as can the no volt lamp of
equal candle power on account of the smaller diam-
eter and greater length of the filament. When
operating, at high efficiency, the temperature of the
filament is higher and the filament is therefore
softer, less rigid and mechanically weaker. Since
the no volt lamp is operated at as high a tempera-
ti're as is practicable, it is seen that the 220 volt
lamp, with its longer, smaller and much weaker
filament, must continue to be less efficient. What-
ever improvements may raise the practicable effi-

ciency of the one will also improve the other, so that
their relative efficiencies must remain about the

same unless the no volt lamp meets the fate of

the 52 volt and becomes a back number.
The necessarily lower efficiency of the higher volt-

age lamp is not an unmixed evil. For, since its

efficiency is low, the allowable variation of voltage
is greatly increased. Consequently, if two systems,

one for no volts and one for 220, be laid out for

equal percentage variation of voltage, the var'ation

of the light from the 220 volt lamps will be hardly
noticeable when that of the higher efficiency no
volt lamp will be intolerable. From this it fo'lows
further that if the two systems be laid out for equal
fluctuation of light, the) 220 volt system will allow
much greater percentage range of voltage and re-

quire correspondingly less investment in copper.
This seems a reasonable result, even allowing for

the counterbalancing greater drop due to the lower
efficiency of the 220 volt lamps. The conclusion is

therefore reached that the 220 volt system requires

considerably less than one-fourth the weight of cop-
per required by the no volt system for serving; the

same district with equal satisfaction to users. When
it is considered that the cost of the feeders and
mains often equals or exceeds the entire cost of thj

station equipment, it appears that the great saving
in copper easily balances the increased cost of the

larger generating plant and of the larger amount
of fuel.

While the writer has not calculated in detail the
exact results for any particular case, it is believed

that the argument here given is in the right di-

rection, and it is hoped that others in possession
of more extended data may work out the problem
in its commercial aspect.

Although 220 volt lamps have been on the Ameri-
can market for several years, there is a lack of

published information regarding their performance.

It is generally known that the lamps cost more
and require more watts per candle than the no
volt lamps, but exact figures are hard to find. In
order to obtain accurate and reliable data concern-
ing various 220 volt lamps on the market, new
lamps were secured from the regular stock of sev-

eral lighting plants in Minnesota, representing the
regular output of three different manufacturers as

furnished to regular customers. Samples were ob-
tained directly from another manufacturer for test

purposes. Lamps were ordered from a fifth fac-

tory which claimed extraordinary results, but they
declined to furnish the lamps, ostensibly on the
plea of being behind their orders, owing to an un-
usual rush of business.
Arrangements were made for a life and efficiency

test of the various lamps. By the courtesy of the
Minneapolis General Electric company, current at

220 volts was obtained from the outside mains of
the Edison three-wire system. The city gas in-

spector allowed the use of his photometer room,
wliich was connected with the three-w.re street

mains at a point about 2,000 feet from the station
and where the voltage fluctuated as much as at

any part of the system. The measurements were
made by O. G. F. Markhus and W. A. Meyers,
fourth year students in electrical engineering at the
University of Minnesota. Care.ul'y calibrated Wes-
ton and Whitney instruments were used for measur-
ing current and voltage. A sensitive, frictionless re-
cording voltmeter kept record of the fluctuations
of voltage, which were found to remain close to the
mean value. An Argand gas burner with Methven
screen was used as the working standard, being
calibrated daily by standard candles.

Before and after the Ufe test two lamps of each
make were tested for efficiency, by varying the volt-

age through a considerable range and measuring
the candle power at various voltages. In each case
the lamp was placed vertically and the candle power
was taken in a direction at right angles to the
plane of the base of the filament.

All of the lamps were operated continuously at

the voltage marked upon their bases at the factory.

For one lot of lamps marked 226 volts the line

voltage was raised by three storage cells, which
were renewed daily and kept well charged. Five
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lamps of each make were tested, three being placed
vertically and two horizontally. Of the two hori-

zontal lamps, one had the shank or stem in a hori-

zontal plane, the other in a vertical plane. Read-
ings of candle power and current at the marked
voltage were taken each night for each lamp, the

results being given in the curve shown in Fig. i.

The various makes of lamps are marked A, B, C
and D. Although all the lamps were rated at 16

candle power and were operated at voltage marked
on the base, it is seen that the initial candle power
varies from 13.6 to 19.8, while lamp B rises to

21. 1 candle power after 90 hours, gradually falling

off to 14.4 candle power at the end of 920 hours,

when the test ended. Four of the A lamps start at

an average of 13.9 candle power, rising to 15.4

candles in 90 hours and then falling off to 13.8

candle power in 921 hours. One of the A lamps
started at 12.4 candle power, dropped to 7.3 candle
power in 90 hours and to 6.2 candle power in 921

hours. The general average for the A lamps be-

gins at 13.6 candle power, rising to 13.8 in 90 hours
and gradually falling to ii.g in 921 hours.
There was also one bad lamp in lot C, which

started at 15.7 candle power, but fell off to 9 candle
power in 90 hours and to 6.2 in 921 hours. Four
of the C lamps started at an average of 19.7 candle
power, falling off to 15.4 candle power in go hours
and to 13.2 candle power in 921 hours. The gen-
eral average for the C lamps starts at 19 candle
power, falling off to 14.2 candle power in go hours
and to 11.4 candle power in 921 hours.
The general average of the D lamps, which were

obtained directly froin the maker, starts at 15.6

candle power, falling off to 13.5 candle power in

90 hours and to 13.4 candle power in 921 hours.
These lamps seem to have been aged somewhat
before leaving the factory.

The curves (Fig. 2) showing the variation of watts
per candle with the life show equally interesting re-

sults. The good lamps of group A start at an av-
erage of 4.6 watts per candle, improving to 4.45
in 30 hours, increasing to 4.8 in 90 hours and to

4.94 in 921 hours. The poor A lamp starts at 4.6

watts per candle, increasing to 7.35 in 00 hours and
to 9.1 watts per candle in 921 hours. The general
average for group A starts at 4.6 watts per candle,

inereasing to 5.3 watts per candle in go hours and
to 6 watts per candle in 921 hours.
Lamps of group B start at 4.3 watts per candle,

increasing to 4.5 watts per candle in 90 hours and
to 5 watts per candle in 921 hours.
The good lamps of group C start at 4 watts per

candle, increasing to 4.6 watts per candle in go
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hours and to 5.5 watts per candle in 921 hours.
The poor lamp starts at 4 watts per candle, increas-
ing to 7 watts per candle in go hours and to 10.4
watts per candle in 921 hours.
Lamps of group D start at 5.5 watts per candle,

improving to 5.3 watts per candle at 90 hours, to
.S.I watts per candle in 3C0 hours, and then increas-
ing to 5.8 watts per candle m 921 hours.
At the end of 921 hours the lite tests were stcppad

because of other work requiring, the attent on of
the students, but since nearly all the cury,es of
candle power and of watts per candle hid become
practically straight lines, it would probably be safe
to e.xterpolate and prolong the curves almost in-

definitely in the directions indicated.

The record of breakage is somewhat interesting.

Twelve lamps of make marked D were obtaiiied
from the factory, six directly and si.K through an
agent. Four broke in transit, two exploded as
soon as connected into circuit. Of the two placed
with globes horizontally, the one having- the plane
of the filament at base in the vert'cal position lasted
throughout the life test, while with the one with
plane of filament in the horizontal position the fila-

ment drooped in 159 hours so far as to touch the
globe and crack it. The filament of the corre-
sponding lamp of group C drooped and broke the
globe in 215 hours. The corresponding lamp of
group D broke in the same way in 315 hours. The
anchor in the horizontal lamp of group A, having
the plane of shank vertical, broke and allowed the
lilament to touph and break thf. globe after 345
hours. With these exceptions all the lamps were
in fair condition at the end of 920 hours.Svhen the
test closed. The conclusions seem to be that if

the lamp is hung vertically it will last 1,000 hours
or more if it lasts 10 minutes. If th? lamp must
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Ball Engine company and a 55 kilowatt dynamo
made by the Siemens & Halske Electric company.
The plant has operated two years with entire
satisfaction. Arc lamps used, Manhattan; incan-
descent lamps, Edison. Average of mcandescent
lamp life, about 600 hours; number of arc lamps
used for street lighting, 12; number of arc lamp,;
used for inside lighting, none; number of incan-
descent lights used in stores, 480 16 candle power;
number of incandescent lights used in residences,
no 16 candle power; cost of 16 candle power in-
candescent lights per month in stores, 45 cents;
cost of 16 candle power incandescent lamps in
residences per month, 45 cents for 10 o'clock cir-
cuit, 55 cents for 11 o'clock, 65 cents for 12 o'clock;
the plant runs at this season of the year (January,
1S97) six hours per day; meter rate to consumers!
8% cents per 1,000 watts; income from the plant per
month, $185; expenses of operation per month, $193;
amount of (Youghiogheny) coal used last month,
about 19 tons. The waterworks and electric lights
are operated from the same plant at Adrian.

Wells: The electric light plant consists of an 80
horse power engine made by the Ball Engine com-
pany and a 50 kilowatt dynamo made by the Gen-
eral Electric company. The plant has operated
two years with good satisfaction. Arc lamps used.
Thompson '93 and Manhattan; incandescent lamps
used, Edison; average life of incandescent lamps,
600 hours; number of arc lamps used for, street
lighting, 6; number of arc lamps used for inside
li,ghting, 16; number and candle power of incandes-
cents lights used for street lighting, 25; number of
incandescent lamps used in stores and res'dences,
900 16 candle power; cost of 16 candle power lamp
per month in stores, 50 cents for 10 o'clock. 65 cents
for 12 o'clock; residence lights all on meters; meter

loi

Power Plant at Great Falls, Mont.
An interesting installation that is attracting con-

siderable attention at Great Falls, Mont., is em-
ployed in the works of the Boston and Montana
Consolidated Copper and Silver Mining company.
It mcludes a pair of horizontal turbines said to be
the largest and most powerful, for the head of
water under which they operate, that have ever
been built. These turbines are of the latest design
of the new American pattern. 57 inches in diameter
and under a head of 50 feet will develop 3.945.6 horse
l)0wer. The turbines are placed on a cast-iron draft
chest and discharge centrally through a draft tube
10 feet in diameter, and are encased in an iron flume
14 feet 4 inches in diameter, 32 feet 6 inches long,
made of half-inch tank steel, with cast-irori
heads, and the flume is mounted on two pairs of
double I-beams 20 inches deep, 38 feet long. The
shaft in the wheels is 10 inches in diameter, 42 feet
2 inches long, made in two sections, and its weight
is over five tons. The clamp coupling which con-
nects these two sections of shafting in the center of
the draft chest weighs considerably more than one
ton. There are stands, weighing 8.000 pounds each,
outside of the flume at each end. which carry the
journal boxes for this shaft. The two turbines,
with their complete outfits, weigh approximately,
250.000 pounds.
They operate two Westinghouse electric gener-

ators, one direct-coupled to each end of the shaft,
which runs from. 144 to 160 revolutions per minute.'
The current is used for electrolytic refining. The
varying speed at which the machines operate in-
creases or diminishes the current as conditions mav
require. In addition to the large Westinghouse
machines shown in the cut, power is furnished for

•• Nq^gS§^^

Flume and Wlieels in Course of Erection.

POWER PLANT AT GREAT FALLS. MONT.

be placed horizontally, the shank of the filament
should be vertical rather than horizontal. It is

also suggested that the size of globes might be
increased with advantage.
As a matter of general interest a new lamp of

each group was subjected to a breaking test. Each
lamp was placed in series with a w-ater rheostat
and then connected across a 500 volt circuit. The
rheostat was adjusted so as to bring the lamp, to

its normal ' voltage. The voltage was then raised
slowly and at a nearly uniform rate until the lamp
broke, the current and voltage at instant of break-
ing being recorded by one observer while another
noted the time taken to ra'se the voltage from nor-
mal to breaking point. The following table shows
great variety both in the toughness of ihe filaments
and also in the change of resistance:
Lamp. Voltage. Amperes. See's.

A 316 1.05 31
B 366 .78 30
C 447 -85 40
D 378 1. 10 31

The lamp tests here presented are offered not
as an exhaustive research covering all suggested
or possible problems connected with the perform-
ance of high-voltage incandescent lamps, but sim-
ply as a modest contribution to the literature of

a subject upon which much has been w'ritten, bat
concerning which very little definite information
is available. The tests were limited, both in th:

number of lamps tested and in the length of the
run, but they were made under com.niercial con-
ditions and it is hoped will be of some value to

engineers.
In closing I will submit some reports recently

obtained from a few of the 220 volt municipal plants

in Minnesota, which were kindly placed at my dis-

posal by W. I. Gray & Co. of Minneapolis,

COPY OF REPORTS RECEIVED FROM 220 VOLT PLANTS AT
ADRIAN, WELLS, LAKE CITY AND WINDOM, MINNESOTA.

Adrian: The electric light plant consists of an
So horse power high-speed engine made by the

rate to customers, 10 cents per i.coo watt-hours; a\-
crage load, 125 amperes; largest load, 196 amperes;
income from plant per month, $300 average; ex-
penses, $300; amount of Wilmington coal used
(January, 1897), 45 tons.
Lake City, Minn. : The electric light plant at

Lake City consists of a 125 horse power Ball and
Wood engine, a 40 kilowatt, 220 volt dynamo made
by the Commercial Electric company, and one 75
light Excelsior arc dynamo. The plant has oper-
ated for 1% years with entire satisfaction. Incan-
descent lamps used, Edison; number of arc lamps
on streets, 45; number of arc lamps for ius'de light-

ing, 11; number of incandescent lamps for ins'de

lighting, stores and residences, 850; cost of 16 can-
dle power lamp per month in stores and residences,

40 cents for 9:30 o'clock, 50 cents for 11:30 o'clock;

largest load in amperes, 115; the plant runs at this

season of the year (March, 1897) eight hours p:r
day; meter rate to consumers, 10 cents per i.ooo

watt-hours; income from plant per month, $225.
Windom. Minn.; The electric light plant at

Windom, Minn., consists of an 80 horse power
high-speed engine made by A. L. Ide & Son and
a 60 kilowatt 220 volt dynamo made by the Western
Electric company. The plant has operated one
year with good satisfaction. Arc lamps used. West-
ern Electric company; incandescent lamps. Edi-
son; average life of incandescent lamps. 401 hours;
number of arc lamps used for street I'shting,

4: number of arc lamos used for ins'de ligh ing,

18 (Manhattan); number of incandescent lamps
used for street lighting, 40; number of incandescent
lamps used in stores and residences, 700: cost of
t6 candle power incandescent lamps oer month,
four and over, d$ cents; average load in amperes,
150; largest load, 210 amperes: meter rate to cus-
tomers, 10 cents per 1,000 watt-hours; income from
plant per month, $225; expenses of operation per
month, $165; amount of coal used (January, 1897),

38 tons.

These are all municipal plants owned and oper-
ated by the cities

Interior of Power House.

an arc light dynamo and the two 50 horse
power e.xciters for the large generators, the power
being transmitted from the Avheel shaft to the dy-
namo by means of a 20 inch double leather belt.

The photographs from which the illustrations

were made were taken in the power house at Great
Falls, one of which represents t'ne erecting crew
at work on the mammoth flume, and the other
shows the turbine outfit completed, connected by
means of flexible couplings to the Westinghouse
generators.
Under test, conducted by the Holyoke Water

Power company before shipping, these wheels, both
the right hand and left hand turbine, showed an
average efficiency from three-quarter to whole gate
inclusive of 81% per cent., which is particularly

pleasing, in view of the fact that these turbines were
the first ones ever made of that diameter by the
Dayon Globe Iron Works company of Dayton,
Ohio, which installed the plant. These wheels were
sold on a guarantee that they would show an av-

erage efficiency of So per cent, from three-quarter

to whole gate and would develop 2,800 horse power
under 40 feet head, and they exceeded the guar-
antee both in horse power and efficiency.

It is worthy of mention that the buckets were
made very thick, as the turbines were required to

stand the great strain due to 50 feet head. Ifad the}^

been made of the ordinary thickness, it is estimated
that the percentage of useful effect would have been
increased to 83% to 84 per cent. This was the

judgment of a number of engineers who made an

examinaton of the turbines. Another factor to be
considered is that the turbines were tested with the

ordinary cylinder below the wheel, whereas flaring

draft tubes or diffusers would have increased the

percentage.

The Sturgis Electric Light and Railway company
has been granted a right of way on the Fort Meade
reservation in South Dakota for an electric motor
line.
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Effect of Heat on Insulating Materials.'

By Putnam A. Bates anu Walter C. Barnes.

A paper on this subject was presented before the

American Institute of Electrical Engineers on May
20, 1896, by Messrs. Sever, Monell and Perry. In

the discussion which followed, the results were
questioned by several members, and C. F. Scott

cited some investigations of Mr. Skinner, who ob-
tained curves which differed very considerably from
those shown in the paper. For the present inves-

tigations the ordinary "red fiber" insulating ma-
terial, having the general appearance of thick red

paper, has been selected. Its thickness is about
.009 inch.

The apparatus consists of two distinct parts, the

device for heating and that for testing the insulation

resistance. The heating apparatus consists of a

single electric heater, having a radiating surracc

of 47 square inches. This is nothing more than
si.x resistance coils tightly packed with asbestos in a

short sheet-iron cylinder, whose lower end is open.

The terminals come from the ends of this set of

resistance coils through the bottom of the heater,

and are then connected through a suitable switch

to a no volt circuit. This heater is supported on
three porcelain insulators, which rest on a slab

of slate 1% inches thick and one foot square. The
heater takes exactly four amperes of current when
all other resistance is cut out of the circuit.

Around the heater is placed an earthenware cylin-
,

der one foot high and nine inches in diameter.
This provides an excellent method of keeping the
heat in. and together with the electric heater se-

cures perfect regulation of temperature. The ter-

minals of this heating circuit are brought directly

down and out from the heater through the base slab

of slate to the terminals of a no volt lighting circuit

and are thus kept entirely separate from any other
part of the testing apparatus.

Resting on an asbestos collar and at a height
of about two inches above the heater, in the earthen-

; ware cylinder, is placed a circular iron pla'e one-
eighth inch thick, which is one terminal of the test-
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FIG. I. EFFECT OF HEAT ON INSULATING MATERIALS.

ing circuit itself and is connected to one binding post
of a Thomson high-resistance galvanometer; a
standard megohm being placed in series between
the two.
The insulating material to be tested is wrapped

on an iron cylinder three inches in length and
having an external diameter of .875 inch, the insula-
tion not quite reaching to the ends of the cylinder.
The insulation is then wound with No. 26 B & S
bare copper wire. This winding makes the other
terminal of the testing circuit, and is connected to
the other post of the galvanometer. The iron cylin-
der, upon which the insulation is placed, is lh;n
placed upright on the abo\e mentioned iron plate.
Thus it will be seen that the insulating material
now separates the copper wire winding, as one
terminal, from the iron cylinder, which is now in
contact with the iron plate, as the other lermnal.
The leading-in connections to these terminals pass
through small holes bored in the earthenware
cjlinder. Glass insulators are used in these holes
in order to prevent any current from creeping
across from one wire to the other over the sur-
face of the earthenware. Heavy covers of asbestos
board are placed over the top of the earthenware
cylinder, and this again is entirely covered with
a large glass globe.
The potential used in this circuit is 500 vo'.ts. A

suitable shunt, consisting of one or Two turns of
bare copper wire wound on each end of the sam-
ple of insulation, so situated that they would inter-
cept and shunt past the galvanometer any current
tending to leak along the surface of the iusu'a'ion
from the iron cylinder to the winding, that is from
one terminal to the other, is used in order that a
deflection of the galvanometer needle will be pro-
duced only when a current actually passes through
the insulating material under test.
In making the apparatus we have been 1 ery par-

ticular to eliminate all metals, with the exception
of iron and copper, thus avoiding any possibility
of the volatilization of zinc, which was one of the
points raised in regard to the previous tests.
This apparatus when complete works admirab'y

absolutely no difficulty being experienced with
either the heating or the testing circuit.

In«iff?,?^t Ki."'.°-
'"""^^.I'h eeneral raeetina of the AmericanInstitute of Electrical Engineers, Eliot, Me., July 26. 1897.

The questions that we have attempted to answer
by this investigation arc four in number, viz.:

First—Does the presence of brass or ether met-
als from which zinc may become volatilized, in

the apparatus in which tlic test is conducted, affect

the insulating material or its behavior?
Second—Why should one experimenter obtain

an insulation resistance curve for fiber, whose min-
hium point is at about the same temperature as
the maxinnim point of an insulation curve obtained
from similar material by another experimenter?
Third—What effect on fiber insulating niater'al

is produced when it is subjected to conditions simi-
lar to those likely to occur in dynamo-electric
machinery?

Fourth—What is the action or actions that take
place when fiber insulating material is repeatedly
heated from 20 degrees C. to 200 degrees C. ?

Question No. i has been approached in the fol-

lowing manner: The resistance of the insulating ma-
terial at the temperature of the air, or 20 degrees C,
being determined, the temperature is gradually
raised until 200 degrees is reached, when the test

is discontinued. Tfie time taken for this rise was
exactly 2% hours. Resistance measurements are
made at frequent intervals, and from these curve
No. I is plotted, the area of insulation tested
being 5.5 square inches thickness ^ .OC95 inch.

The position and shape of this curve agree very
closely with the results obtained by Messrs. Monell
and Perry, who in their experiment used a brass
cylinder, but a confirmatory test with a brass cylin-
der was also made in our apparatus. This experi-
ment was deferred until the completion of all other
experiments.
Curve No. 2 thus obtained from a like sample
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FIG. 2. EFFECT OF HEAT ON INSULATING MATERIALS.

of insulating material, thickness .0095 inch, area
tested = 4.6 square inches, showed that the pres-
ence of brass in the apparatus does not affect the
shape or position of the curve.

In taking up question No. 2, it is intended to
prove by comparative tests that the position of thj
maxima and minima points of the resistance
curves depend upcn the opportunity of escape gi.en
to the moisture originally contained in the specimen.

Curve No. 3 shows the results from a test on a
sample of plain red fiber, thickness .C09 inch, the
area of insulation under test being 2.2 square inches.
In this case five layers of No. 26 B. & S. bare
copper wire were wound closely upon fhe fiber,

the length of winding being only .8 inch.
Curve No. 4 has been obtained from a test o 1

a specimen cut from same sample wrapped with a
sheet of thin malleable iron held firmly in place
by a number of layers of tightly wound copper
wire, thus approaching the conditions under which
the experiments cited by Mr. Scott were made.
The area covered by this iron wrapping is 6.75
square inches. This test consisted, as before, in

gradually raising the temperature from that of the
air to 200° C. the resistance being measured at
frequent intervals. The curve obtained under the
conditions named is almost identical with that pub-
lished by Mr. Scott.

It is clear from these two experiments that the
position of the curve may be shifted at pleasure
by simply varying the opportunity for the escape
of the moisture originally contained in the insulat-
ing material. That is to say, if we wind our speci-
men with wire and only cover a small area, we
find that the moisture has a much better chance
of escape than if completely covered with an iron
wrapping extending over a large area, and that the
curve \vill actually take a position depending upon
the rapidity of escape of the moisture. In the case
of the wire-wound specimen the mois'ure escaoed
not only through the interstices between the wires,
but also, and to a much greater degree, from the
exposed ends which it reaches through the pores

of the material; while with the iron-wrapped speci-
men the only chance of escape is from the exposed
ends. Therefore, the greater the area covered,
the longer will be the path traversed by the moist-
ure and consequently a longer time or higher tem-
perature will be required.

Question No. 3. A new specimen of plain red
fiber .009 inch thick was wound with four layers
of No. 26 E. & S. bare copper wire, the area cov-
ered being fciur square inches, and then subjected
to the variations in temperature and exposure tj
moisture which are most likely to take place in
dynamo-electric machinery.

Insulating material when used in this way is sub-
jected to repeated heating and cooling, being kept
at a moderately h-gh temperature for varying
lengths of time, also being exposed :iiore or less
to the moisture in the air. Therefore, the following
eight tests have been made under conditions ap-
proximating the above and upon the above de-
scribed specimen.

In all of these tests the tempera'ure is gradually
raised from that of the air, 20' C, to 80° C, at
which temperature it is kept constant for 3% hours.
The time taken to raise the tempera'ure this amou.it
is about 45 minutes.
Curve No. s has' been obtained from the first

heating. The specimen was then allowed to stand
unexposed to moisture for 16 hours, at the end of
which time a like test is made, giving curve No.
6 After a lapse of 24 hours, during which time
the specimen was exposed to the atmosphere, which
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FIG. 3. EFFECT OF HEAT ON INSULATING MATERIALS.

was very damp, the temperature is again gradually

raised and kept constant as before, curve No. 7
resulting.

It wdl be seen by examination of these curves
that the specimen after exposure to moisture re-

turns to its original condition. The method of

exposing the specimen to moisture is to remove
the glass globe from the apparatus and the asbe tos

covers from the top of the earthenware cylinder,

the specimen itself being undisturbed. Three days

(72 hours) having elapsed, the specimen being un-
disturbed and unexposed to the atmosphere, is

subjected to further test, giving curve No 8.

Great care is now taken to protect the speci-

men from all moisture for 16 hours; at the end of

which time, upon again testing, curve No. 9_ is

obtained. The test consisted, as before, in raising

the temperature to 80° C, where it was kept con-
stant for 2^/-i hours.

All covering is now removed and the specimen
E-Uowed to cool to 23.3° C. the time occupied be-

ing" 3% hours. Curve No. 10 is then obtained upon
reheating.

Again great care is taken to protect the speci-

men from disturbance and all moisture for jg hours.

On being again subjected to test, curve No. 11

results.

Now the specimen is allowed to stand for exactly

five days freely exposed to the moisture of the

atmosphere, it being situated in a room near a
window which is left open a considerable portion
of the time, thus subjecting the specimen to con-
ditions of atmosphere similar to those occurring
in a station or factory.

The weather during the five days was unusuallv
damp. A number of severe rainstorms occurred,
thus giving the specimen an extremely good oppor-
tunity to absorb moisture. At the end of this time
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a test was made, from which curve No. 12 was
derived.

The object of this test is to see if, after expos-

ure to moisture, the material will return to its

original condition. By a glance at 'he curve thu<

obtained it will be seen th.it this actually lakes

place.

Let us now compare the eight curves. Curve 5

represents the original resistance variation of the

material. Curve 6 shows the increased initial re-

sistance on cooling, the specimen having been

protected from moisture in the meantime. Curve

7 shows the return to the original condition on
absorption of moisture. Curve 8 the higher value

of the resistance curve when the specimen has beei

kept at 80° C. for 3^i hours and then allowed to

cool, but not exposed to moisture. Curve 9 shows

that the heating up to 80° C. has practically no

effect on the resistance after the moisture has been

driven out and not allowed to return. Curve 10

shows the condition into which the specimen was
thrown when cooled while exposed to the atmos-

phere. Curve II indicates that the moisture had

again been practically been expelled, and therefore

the heat produced no change in the resistance.

C^un-e 12 shows that the specimen, having beer

fieely exposed to moisture, has returned to almost

its original condition. In all these tests the resist-

ance remained constant during the entire time that

the temperature was kept constant. On eximini-

tion. the specimen was found to be practically

unchanged in appearance, mechanical streng h or

other qualities. One might, therefore, conclude,

on inspection of the various curves in connection

with these experiments, ihat the action whi h takes
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From the toregoing we may derive the following
general conclusions:

a. The presence of brass in the apparatus dne;
not affect the shape and position of the curve.

b. The difference in the curves depends .solely

upon the amount of moisture contained in the

material and its opportunity to escape.

c. Kvery time the specimen cools the resistance

increases to a value much above any resistance

that it possesed before, provided it is kept from ab-
sorbing moisture.

It is impossible to determine the limit of this

action with the present apparatus. But all the

curves, particularly Nos. 5 to 13. clearly show this

stepping up effect, which is practically the same
as the well-known result obtained by baking in-

sidating materials.

FIG. 4. EFFECT OF HEAT ON INSCLATING MATERIALS.

place in a fiber insulating material when heated up

to about 80' C. merely depends upon/ the amount
of moisture contained in the material at the time

at which each measurement is made.
Question Xo. 4 may be answered by reference

to the curves obtained from the three tests on one
piece of insulating material wound with four lay-

ers of No. 26 B. & S. bare copper wire, .^rea of

insulation under test was 4.125 square inches, atd

the thickness was .cog inch.

Curve 13 is the resistance curve for the first

heating from 20° C. to 200° C.

The descending portion of the curve between 23'

C. and 40' C. is probably due to the coalesc'ng

of the moisture within the material; that portion

between 40^ C. and 80' C. shows the rise in resist-

ance due to the expulsion of the moisture and the

remainder the negative resistance coefficient which
infulators usually possess.

This test being completed, the specimen was al-

If'wed to stand undisturbed and protected from
moi.sture for 24 hours. Upon reheating, curve 14

was then obtained. This shows the rapid drop

from the enormous resistance acquired by the ma-
terial on cooling from the previous test

While the specimen was cooling from the heat

applied in test 14. frequent measurements were

made, resulting in curve 14a, which .shows the

rise to a still higher resistance than before. At
30C° C. the resistance was too great to be meas-

ured by the apparatus at hand.

Now the specimen was allowed to stand undis-

turbed for 36 hours, during which time the air in

the apparatus was kept moist. Curve 15 was then

obtained on repetition of the test, showing that

the material when repeatedly heated to 200° C. still

retains its property of absorbing moisture, and the

effect upon its inselation resistance is not as great

as would be expected. But it should be noted that

this high temperature of 200° C. greatly injures the

mechanical strength of the insulating material.

from one circuit to another while the currents are
direct currents in each circuit. To insure this be-
ing the case in S, the time of contact of segment
on F with brush J must be selected so as not to
permit any reversal, i. e., the break of said seg-
ment with K must be timed tf) he made on the
cessation of the first impulse or discharge from S.
To do this an ammeter, responding 10 direct cur-
rents only, placed in the iiattery circuit, or in the
leads from S, will indicate a maximum direct cur-
rent when the segment F is of proper extent, and
Uss under other conditions.
With the principles of the above apparatus in

mind, it is easy to understand the action of my
new form of induction coil, which may be described
briefly as follows; The iron core I, Fig. 2, of the
induction coil is wound with the ordinary coarse

New Form of Induction Coil.'

By Elihu Thomson.

The induction coil presently to be described, it

is believed, constitutes a new type employing the
principle of a "substitute primary" or "secondary
primary," which principle has been applied by m;
in a variety of ways.
The prime object of this coil is to permit the

direct connection to circuits of considerable poten-
tial for obtaining energy for the production of high
potential discharges, like those of a Ruhmkorff
coil for working Rontgen ray vacuum tubes, and
for such like purposes. The object, also, was t.)

avoid the employment of banks of lamps or storage
batteries and to limit the energy consumed to only
that amount required to work the coil itself. Fur-
thermore, no larger condensers than those ordi-

narily used with an induction coil of equal capacity

are needed, and no airblast, while the coil as a

whole is still available as an ordinary Ruhmkorff
without change in its structure or connections.

To illustrate the principle, reference is made to

Fig. I. where p n represent connections to mains
at, say, no volts difference of potential; 1 1 is an
iron wire core around which are wound two coils,

one over the other, either of which may, of course,

he the primary. The inner coil F in the figure is

made the primary, and is wound with many turns
of comparatively fine wire. For no \olts it may
have some thousands of turns and be wound with a

wire safe for .5 to .75 ampere. The outside wire
S maj- be coarse or fine. In the figure it is quite

coarse and of relatively few turns, since it is as-

sumed to give low potential and large current. The
coil S is so proportioned as to be practically almost
short-circuited at intervals by its load at B, which
is three cells of storage batterj' in series, for ex-

ample. The object is assumed to be that the bat-

teries are charged by transference 01 energy from
coil P to S at low potential in S. The coil S should
have ample copper so as to lower its internal re-

sistance as much as possible; the resis:ance of the

cells B should be low, and the average voltage of

discharge of S much superior to the counter electro-

motive force of B. Two sychionously revolving
break-pieces, E, F, which ma}', in fact, be combined
into one are used; E is for governing the intervals

of passage of current m coil P and connec ion of

condenser C across the break or interruption peri-

odically made betsvcn one terminal of P by a brush
G and a metallic segment on E occupying a con-
siderable arc on its periphery. Brush H connects
to main n. Back of the main segment on E is a

small condenser segment in continuous connection
with one side or foil of the condenser, and the

other side is connected to the other tcrm"nal o; P.

or that leading direct from line p. The contact
maker and breaker F has a segment w'hich is in

continuous connection with one terminal of battery

B to be charged, and which touches a s ationary
brush J, at or about the time of the break, between
brush G on the main segment of E. The battery

P may have terminals by which it may furnish cur-
1 ent while being charged.
Xow let the break-wheels E and F be given rapid

revolution, say, 10, 20 or 30 per second. The con-
tact of brushes G and H with the main segment
of E passes current for a certain considerable frac-

tion of the revolution, at full line potential of 113
volts, through primary P. The current rises grad-
ually during this period, and may at the end attain

a value of one ampere, more or less. With slow;

revolution it would he limited by the resistance of

P chiefly, but at rapid rates the time constant of

P, acting as a self-induction, determines the ultimate
value of current before breaking. Upon the break
of brush G with the main segment.' it touches the
condenser segment, which is thereby put across

the break, but the circuit of .S is also closed by
contact of segment on F with brush J. The con-
denser receives only a small charge on account of

the circuit of S having been closed. In fact, lh^

break at G with main segment of E would be nearly

sparkless without the condenser C. but what slight

self-induction is not wiped out by the mutual in-

duction of the currents in S and P is very easily

taken care of.

The magnetizing of the core I I or absorption
of energj- is by P, while delivery of energy is by
S acting as if nearly on a closed circuit. This con-
dition, however, does not involve much waste of

energy if the ohmic resistance of the circuit of S
be low enough. Here, then, is a transfer of energy

I. Read before the American Instiiine of Eleclricat Engi-
neer.=;, Eliot. Me.. Jaly 26. 1S97.

FIG. I. NEW FORM OF INDUCTION COII..

primary coil, and terminals provided therefor. Then
a coil of intermediate gauge, between the inner
primary and the outer secondary, is wound. It is
to be capable of being connected across a circuit
of no volts, as with coil P, Fig. i. This coil is

the true primary or energj'-supplying coil, but for
convenience and saving of wire I prefer to connect
it in as the under portion of the real secondary
circuit. It thus becomes useful as a part of the
secondary itself, and, having several thousand turn.-,

adds a considerable fraction to the total potenfal
of the secondary. The secondary is, as usual, of
quite fine wire of many thousands of turns, well
insulated throughout.

In Fig. 2 the coarse coil is marked S P and th;
intermediate coil P S, while that outside is marked
S. The functions of the coils S P and P S are to
act as secondaries and primaries alternately. This
is, in fact, an essential function of S P, but is

only incidental to coil P S, having been connected
into the secondary circuit S, whose terminals are
at 1 1. The break-wheels E F are like those of Fig.
I, except that in F there is a much shorter main
segment and a condenser segment following, as in

E. There is no battery in the circuit of S P, hut
is put on dead short-circuit at intervals, just at the
time P S is broken. Coil P S receives current from
line at pn at no to 200 volts or more. On the
break of this circuit at brush G the ampere-turns,
so to speak, are shifted suddenlj' into circuit oi

S P, closed on itself by J F. The consequence is

that even at slow breaks no spark occurs at the

rupture of G E. As soon as the current has b:en
fully established in S P on short-circuit, and after

brush Q has got entirely away from all metallic

connections on E, the main segment of F breaks
the circuit of S P, which is conveying a very heavy
current at low potential. The condenser C is put
instantly across the break, and the spark flies be-
tween terminals 1 1. In this way a coil of the size

of a six-inch Ruhmkorfif gives a torrent of six-

inch sparks with an average current from a no
volt line of about one-half an ampare. A s'mple
motor or clockwork may be u^ed to drive tli3

break-wheels E F, which are mads of fair diameter
to insure accuracy in operation. The best remits
are only to be obtainerl when the proportioning of

the parts is carefully done, and with a knowledge
of the result to be obtained.

The discharges are indistinguishable from thos;
of a similar Ruhmkorff. In fact, the coil described
might be used with the same condenser C as an
ordinary Ruhmkorff coil energized by batteries. In

this case the terminals of the coil section P S are

disconnected, brush J lifted and battery inserted

between brush G and terminal of S P, which goes

FIG. 2. NEW FORM OF INDUCTION COIL.

to J in Fig. 2. The break-wheel, E or F, when
run with low potentials, may be immersed in water

in the usual way to facilitate sharp breaks, but the

apparatus has been very successfully run, at full

output, dry, or a little heavy oil on the break suf-

fices. .\lso the flu.x of current in S P may be made
by a magnet to break its own circuit under water

when the current has risen to a predetermined

amount. In other words, it may be provided with

the usual automatic break, damped or adjusted not

to get into tremulous vibration. It will be seen

from the above description that a new way of en-

ergizing an induction coil or other transforming

apparatus has been embodied and that it consists

in the rapid substitution of secondary and primary

functions in the coil S P.
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With the Niagara Falls convention number of the

Western Electrician, dated June 12, 1897, this jour-

nal made a new record for itself both in circulation

and advertising. Of this loo-page number 20,000

copies^ were printed and circulated and the amount

of full paid advertising matter carried was 8,643

square inches.

Beginning with the convention number of March

3, 1894, the record shows constant gains each year

until in the present case the number of square

inches of full paid advertising matter is more than
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double that of the 1894 mimber. The figures show-

ing this unprecedented gain are given in the accom-

panying table:

Number of Wliole Square Inches
Issue Advertising Number of of Paid Ad-

Pages. Pages. vertising
Matter.

March 3. 1894. . .

.

40 56 4.145
February 23, 1895. 52 68 5.593
May 9, 1896 72 88 7.576
June 12, 1897 80 100 8.643

This constantly increasing patronage speaks elo-

quently of the influence and merit of this journal

and of the confidence and respect which it commands

throughout the country. It is pleasing recognition

of the efiforts that have been made in the interest

of the entire fraternity.

On another page of this issue is presented a highly

interesting interview with Lord Kelvin, upon the de-

velopment of Niagara and power transmission, prin-

cipally. It will be seen that the eminent visitor is

conservative in his estimate of the practicability of

transmitting power long distances by electricity.

Advices from London indicate that the trouble

betwen the Postal Telegraph Clerks' associa.tion

and the government has been terminated, for th:

present, at least, as the members of the org.miza-

tion have determined not to strike, but to continue

their agitation for redress of their grievances. The
committee which negotiated with the postmaster-

general declared that it could not recomms.nd the

members of the association to accept the decision

of the postmaster-general as final. It added that

it was unable to longer consider the possibility of

a compromise. The telegraph clerks, who in Eng-

land are employes of the government, have a

number of grievances. The principal complaints

were directed against the smallness of their pay,

being compelled to work overtime without extra

compensation, and the examination which they are

obliged to undergo when seeking admission to the

senior grades. The postmaster-general declined to

concede the request that the maximum salary be

increased from $800 to $950 per year, but agreed

to create 40 additional superintendents in order to

relieve the pressure of work, to abolish the techni-

cal examinations of candidates for the senior grade,

and to grant a double increment after five years'

service to clerks who are under 21 years of age.

The service has sufifered greatly during the adjust-

ment of these difficulties, and public attention in

this country and in England has been directed to

the fact that governmental control of the telegraph

has not prevented labor troubles, although that

was one of the blessings to be gained.

Chicago, July 27, 1897. Ira B. Jones, Notary Public.

American scientists can learn a lesson in loyalty

at least from their English contemporaries. The
British Association for the Advancement of Science,

which is in session this week at Toronto, is one of

the great institutions of the empire, and it is zeal-

ously supported by workers m every department of

pure and applied science. Unlike the American as-

sociation, the English organization commands the

best efforts of the most eminent scientists of the

nation. Moreover, its meetings are attended, and

the members consider it an honor to be permitted

to contribute to the discussions. They work for its

prosperity, even where their personal comfort and

convenience suffer. Lord Kelvin, for instance, has

not missed a meeting in 40 years. He has twice

crossed the ocean for the purpose of participating

in the meetings on this side of the Atlantic, the first

time being in I884, when Montreal was the scene

of the gathering. There are many other prominent

Englishmen in the British Association. Sir John
Evans, for instance, who presided at the Toronto

gathering, was one of the most successful business

men of Great Britain for years. When he retired

from the paper-making industry he devoted his at-

tention to geology, antiquities and old coins, and he

has earned considerable distinction by his researches.

Sir William Crookes is another distinguished worker

and Sir John Lubbock, the naturalist, is said to be

more devoted to his scientific work than he was to

finance when his ability in that field brought him
into prominence. With such men devoted to

science, is it to be wondered that scientific study in
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England is popular with all classes? Then, too, the

honors that are bestowed on those who are suc-

cessful in scientific work are a great inducement to

a title-loving race.

The same character or degree of care to avoitl

collision must be exercised by those operating an

electric car along a puljlic liighway, in approaching

and going over a steam railroad crossing, as is

required of one driving or operating an ordinary

vehicle. They must look and listen for the ap-

proaching train. If such care l>c not exercised, the

electric railway company will be liable to the .steam

railroad company for injuries arising therefrom by

reason of collision, unless the negligence of the

servants of the railroad company contributed to the

accident. This is the substance of a decision by

the Supreme Court of New Jersey in the case of the

New York and Greenwood Lake Railroad company
against the New Jersey Electric Railway company.

The steam railroad company, the court maintains,

has the right of way over the crossing, and may run

at a high rate of speed. Ordinarily it exercises all

the care required when the whistle of the locomo-

tive is sounded or its bell rung at the distance

from the crossing prescribed by the statute. But

this it is bound to do, and, if the neglect to comply

with this provision of the statute contribute to the

collision and injury, the railroad company will be

•prevented from a recovery for injuries sustained in

the collision. The fact that the electric and steam

railroad companies have an agreement between them
providing for a derailing switch on the tracks of the

electric railway, as a precaution against collision

at the crossing, and providing in addition that

before an electric car shall be permitted to pass

over the crossing the conductor of the electric car

shall look in both directions, and listen for the

approach of the railroad train, the court holds, will

not excuse the railroad company from giving the

statutory warning signals. Nor will the latter com-

pany be entitled to recover from the former dam-

ages for a collision, notwithstanding any negligence

on the part of the conductor of the electric car, ii

its neglect to give the required signal appears to

have contributed to the accident.

Indianapolis has determined to appeal from the

decision of Judge Showalter in the three-cent fare

case to the United States Circuit Court of Appea's,

the question being the right of the city and state

to fix the charges of corporations and to reguLit;

the service. The final settlement of this case will

affect many corporations besides the street railway

company. The gas company, for instance, is at

present fighting an ordinance passed by the City

Council of Indianapolis reducing the price of gas

furnished by the company to 75 cents per thousand

feet, the former price being $1.25. In this case, as

in that of the street railway company, much will

depend upon the terms of the franchise and the

conditions under which the company is now oper-

ating. The street railway company claimed, and the

court held, that the act reducing fares was invalid

because, first, it was special legislation, as it re-

lated only to one city, that of Indianapolis, de-

scribed as having over 100,000 population by the

census of i8go. No other city in Indiana had that

popidation. Second, the provision for the reduc-

tion of fares violated the charter of the corporation,

which was a public contract. The ruling of the

Supreme Court of the state i.s precisely contrary

to that of the United States Circuit Court, and it

was accordingly determined to carry the case to

the highest tribunal, the Supreme Court of the

United States, as speedily as possible.

In the meantime the war on corporations is be-

ing waged with imabated vigor in Indianapolis.

The State Board of Tax Commissioners has in-

creased the assessment of the street railway property

from $1,900,000 to the sum of $3,000,000. The as-

sessment of the gas company was raised from

$1,000,000 to $1,500,000.

An early judicial settlement of the question of the

power of local authorities to reduce charges for

the service which corporations render and to im-

pose taxation may be had in the result of the quar-

rel between the Indianapolis corporations and the

public, as nearly every question on the subject has

been raised and must be determined in the courts.

Street railway and lighting corporations in other

states will be affected by the decision.
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Electric Metering from tine Station
Standpoint.'

By Caryl D. Haskins.

The general adoption of the electric meter is

in itself an endorsement of the precise methods
which characterize engineering practice. It is, in-

deed, a well established fact to-day, well borne otit

by data from widely separated portions of the coun-
try, that the average electric lighting station can

do one-third more business with the same station

capacity on a meter basis, than it could upon a

contract basis, under what were nominally equiv-

alent contract rates, netting at the same time the

same revenue per light as formerly. In other

words, it is apparently well established that 33M;

per cent, represents the average wastefulness of

average human nature in connection with the use

of light.

In many central stations to-day, I find that, whilst

managers are almost universal in favor of an ex-
• clusively meter basis, a large proportion are still

in ignorance as to what qualities they should seek

and what they should avoid in selecting a meter.

In response to an inquiry as to what merits in

a meter are necessary to success, a common reply

is, accuracy, durability, registration in a simple unit

easily comprehended by the customer, and ability

to withstand tampering. These points are probably
of importance in about the sequence in which they

are commonly stated; but they are too sweeping,

too entirely generic and too slightly specific to be

in any high degree helpful.

Let us, for example, consider the broad question

of accuracy. A meter, which will be accurate under
commercial condition from quarter load to full

load within i-io of one per cent,, or a meter
which will start on one per cent, of its rated capac-

ity, are neither of them necessarily either the most
accurate or the best for general commercial use.

This latter point is one which is frequently raised.

The fact that a meter will start on one per cent,

of its rated capacity is in reality no sure criterion

of the accuracy of that meter, even on light loads.

It is not necessarily even good evidence; yet I find

that in very many cases this is almost the only test

applied to meters at the time of purchase. The
percentage of accuracy at light loads is very im-
portant, more important, I believe, than is com-
monly appreciated; but I am perfectly safe in

saying, that a meter which will run within five per
cent, of zero error on five per cent, of its rated

capacity may readily be a much better meter, even
though it will not run at all on one per cent, of

its rated capacity, than one which will run on one
per cent, of its rated capacity but in regard to which
no evidence is at hand as to its percentage of ac-

curacy at reasonably low loads.

Ability to start on very light loads is certainly

an indication of merit and is important, but it is

not nearly as important a point to determine as is

the lowest load at which a meter begins to register

with fair accuracy. I have inspected a very large

number of meters which would start on phenom-
enally low loads and which would yet fail to give
anything like approximate accuracy at reasonably
low loads.

In considering the question of accuracy, therefore,

the first two steps should be to determine the ac-
curacy of the meter by actual measurements at full

and medium load; and also at a reasonably low load;

say, for example, five per cent, of the meter's rating.

That low load accuracy is really of vital import-
ance is well shown by the fact, that with the av-
erage 24 hour station, in the neighborhood of 15
per cent, of the total station output goes to feed
one and two lamp loads. Yet in the face of this

I have seen large installations of meters reported
as entirely satisfactory, tested with frequency and
care under admirable systems, but only at full or
medium loads, and yet failing to account for more
than 50 per cent, of the one and two lamp loads,
or in other words, losing to the illuminating com-
pany an average of probably 7V2 per cent, of the
revenue which their measured station output should
give them, after deducting for legitimate losses.

Granting that, having determined the actual per-
centage of accuracy obtainable at light, medium
and full loads, a very important and in fact prob-
ably the most important evidence as to accuracy
has been obtained, there still remains much infor-

mation of vital importance which should be sought
and which should materially influence a decision.
One point which is very commonly neglected,

but which is, nevertheless, quite essential, is the
ability of a meter to give accurate results for brief
periods on overloads. This is a point at which
many meters fail, and it is also a point which, odd
as it may seem, is intimately related to light load
accuracy. It may be laid down as a rule, that in

station operation the smallest meter which will do
the work should always be used. Otherwise, how-
ever good the meter on light loads, much of the
light load revenue must be lost in the effort to take
care of occasional heavy loads. Extremely heavy
loads are generally of brief duration, and on these
loads a meter should operate with accuracy and
also without injury to itself. This, therefore, should
be an early point of investigation in selecting a
meter.

On alternating circuits, inductive loads are be-

t. Read at the fourteenth general meeting of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers, Eliot, Me,, July 27, 1897,

coming commoner every day. The wider use of fan
motors and other alternating power devices, the
rapidly growing popularity of alternating circuit

arc lamps, and the commoner use of inductive dim-
mers, all render it essential that a meter should be
accurate irrespective of the power factor. The com-
pany which insists upon charging its patrons for

power delivered to fan motors on a basis of volt-

amperes, is obviously rendering itself unpopular,
greatly limiting its business and giving its com-
petitor or competitors, the best of opportunity for

intruding; yet many such companies exist to-day,
and they exist not because they arc following a
wise policy in their own estimation, but because
they are ignorant of what they should look for in

the meter which they are using.

Again, there are few electric light stations to-day
of any considerable size and age which are not
operating some smooth core and some tooth core
alternating armatures. It is, therefore, important
that the meters in service at such stations should be
equally accurate on any shape of wave; yet many
meters fail in this particular; and seldom, if ever,

is the point made a subject for investigation in

selecting measuring apparatus.
This same consideration holds good in connection

with frequency, and this is a point which it is dif-

ficult to overcome in most metering devices; but
it is one which should be earnestly sought and
which is of importance both to the station and to

the consumer.
Even after this long list of points which must be

investigated as contributing to the broad question
of accuracy, there are others which also merit con-
sideration, but to a less degree. Such for example,
as barometric conditions (more especially altitude),

temperature and humidity. These all have direct

bearing upon the question and all enter into the
everyday conditions of central station practice.

Summing up the question of accuracy, we may
say, therefore, that the following points should be
investigated with care:

Ordinary volt-ampere accuracy,
-'Accuracy on inductive loads.

Accuracy on varying wave forms.
Accuracy on overload.
Accuracy on varying frequencies.

Influence on accuracy of variations of tempera-
ture, barometric conditions and humidity.
The second point, which is commonly given con-

sideration in the selection of a meter, is that of life.

This is a question which must depend more upon
good judgment than upon any test which can be
applied; for it is in reality no test of the enduring
qualities of a meter to run it at excessively high
speed for a relatively brief time. The life of a

meter, in other words, cannot be measured by rev-
olutions, irrespective of the speed of those revolu-
tions; nor can it be determined by the speed at

which it rotates alone.
Ninety per cent, of all the wear in a meter cen-

ters in the case of motor meters at the single jewel
bearing, which is almost universal. The two chief

factors which have influence upon the mere mechan-
ical life are the weight of the moving mechanism
and its speed, the variation of the area of the point
of contact being, of course, always so small as to

be out of the consideration.
A low-speed meter is usually the best meter, pro-

vided the speed be not carried so very low as to

threaten the accuracy of the meter on light loads,

by reason of being held up by intermittent friction

in the form of dust or a spider. Practice has indi-

cated that low speed is more conducive to long life

than is light weight of the moving mechanism, al-

though both are, of course, very important. More
important than either, however, is the quality of

the material used at the points of friction and the
ease with which the friction parts can be renewed.
The best of sapphire is barely good enough, and
the pivot end must be of correct shape, burnished
to the highest degree, and its point must be ab-
solutely concentric with the center of movement.
More than half of the ineter jewels which are

destroyed are rendered useless, not by the rotary
motion of the shaft, but by reciprocating motion
of the shaft due to vibration. Hence it is very
necessary that the jewels should be m some way
cushioned, for vibration cannot be always avoided.
These are all, I admit, mechanical considerations,

but they compass much of failure or success in

electric metering. The purely electrical features of

the meter contribute no grave factor of considera-
tion in connection with the life question, always
supposing that the copper is ample and the poten-
tial windings are so distributed and so ventilated

as to preclude a burnout.
Passing over the central station man's third factor

for consideration, that of the best unit of measure-
ment, as one which is practically a closed question,
we are brought face to face with his lamentable
fourth point, the necessity that the meter should
be able to withstand tampering. It is a regrettable
fact, that this is a consideration which is coming
daily into more prominence; but light has to to

be sold to all sorts and conditions of people; and
apparently the transgressor against meters is even
more common than the transgressor against taxes;
and this is a growing evil, largely, perhaps, be-
cause of the lax conditions of the laws which can
be invoked to protect the meter owner in many
of our states.

The methods which are commonly practiced in

tampering with meters can scarcely form any proper

part of a technical paper; but as this paper may go
into the hands of some who need the knowledge
to guard themselves and their interests, it can do
no harm to briefly state the common methods used,
not only that they may be guarded against, but also
that meters may be selected which lend themselves
least readily to such practices. It is not unusual
to place large masses of iron above, below or at
the side of meters, but this practice is falling some-
what into disrepute among its advocates, since even
they have in time discovered that there is a class
of meter which it accelerates.

Electromagnets, drawing their energy from the
circuits under measurement and used as the iron
was formerly used, are now not uncommon, and
it is difficult to prove in court deliber.ite evil in-
tent.

Meter covers and bases are drilled and wires,
broom straws and the like inserted. Covers are
pried up and healthy colonies of spiders introduced.

Ingenious individuals have even been reported
as fmding profit in a clever apparatus for injecting
fine iron filings into meters by means of a bellows.

All of these things need to be watched for and
guarded against.

The question of installation and care of meters
is a wide subject, and in connection with it I shall
endeavor to mention only a few salient points, se-
lecting those which are most commonly overlooked
or neglected.
The most radical cause of trouble in connection

with installation is vibration and the consequent
reciprocating motion of the shaft; for this reason
the most solid of foundations should be selected,
the neighborhood of moving machinery should be
avoided, as should partitions of light construction
in which doors are located. The rhythmic vibra-
tion of moving machinery is infinitely more dan-
gerous than occasional heavy shocks.

Meters should be installed as near to the founda-
tion as possible, not as is now quite common, at
the top of buildings, where the amplitude of all

vibrations is of course much greater.
Locations where great variations of temperature

occur are undesirable. For this reason also, base-
ments are preferable to attics.

A very common error, causing the loss of verj-

many meters annually, by the burning out of the
potential circuits, occurs in connection with the
metering of power delivered to motors. In the
effort to save the very trivial amount of energy
passing through a potential circuit, it is very com-
mon to install meters on the motor side of the con-
trolling switch. This not only exposes the meter
to the full force of the field discharge, but it also
results in the constant cooling and heating of the
potential winding, and the resultant expansion and
contraction chafes and weakens the insulation and
also weakens the wire itself at the turns, opening
the path for a final breakdown either by a lightning
discharge or by a field discharge.
As to care of meters, it is a fallacy to suppose,

as many insist upon doing to-day, that meters
should require no care whatever. Almost all me-
ters will continue operative for a very long period
without any care whatever; but the cost of a clean-
ing and testing visit twice annually is trivial as
compared with the good results which follow such
a system, by reason of the better light load accuracy
obtained. It is not, I think, too strong a statement
to say that such a system will have an influence for

good, amounting to from three to five per cent, on
the meter readings annually.

Central station managements have probably given
more attention to systematic methods of meter read-
ing than to any other one point contributing to

success. The old and faulty plan of reading the
dials of a meter at the time of the visit to the

meter, is fast giving place to the better system,
which provides the reader with a fac-simile of the
meter dial in blank upon a page of his meter book.
This fac-simile is roughly marked in pencil to in-

dicate the position of the hand at the time of the

visit. These fac-similes are taken into the office

and are all read by one individual who is an expert
in meter reading, and who sets down the consump-
tion under the fac-simile on each page. Such a

system commonly reduces the errors from about 10

per cent, per month, where they not uncommonly
stood under the old system, to materially less than
one per cent, under the new; for surprising as it

may seem, it is an extremely easy thing to make
mistakes in reading meter dials.

In changing from the old and not infrequently
popular contract system, a good many central sta-

tions in the earlier days made the grave blunder of

.going on to the new basis during the winter months,
with the result that the highest bills of the year
reached the customer after a long period of indul-

gence under the contract system, and the result at

times proved temporarily disastrous.

Even to-day the pernicious influence of uniform
bills the 3'ear through, which was created by the

contract system, still lingers; and the proportion
of customers who complain because their winter
bills are materially higher than their autumn and
summer bills is quite considerable.

It will be said that the explanation is sufficiently

simple; but, unfortunately, however good and how-
ever simple the explanation, it has proved no simple

matter to secure its acceptance and credence, I

have lately been much impressed by a system which
has recently been adopted by a prominent western
company to at least partially offset this difficulty.
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During tlic nioiilhs which arc growing darltcr, Ihcy

read their meters a day or two earlier each month,

thus arbitrarily creating shorter months, while .is

llie year progresses to the period of lighter days,

the months are lengthened. This somewhat tends

to even up the bill, is apparently quite as satisfactory

to the customer, and is certainly entirely just and

has created a very great falling otiC in the complaint

list, for the character of the complaint keeps pace

with the period of the year. Out of the hundreds

of complaints which I receive annually, I find that

liy far the greater proportion in the snnnner are

of slow meters and in the winter of fast meters.

I do not feel that I shall be doing justice to my
subject, should I fail to make at least brief mention

of the application of meters to the measurement of

station output.

The gas companies to whom all central stations

look for precedents, long ago found it nnpei-ative

that they should have some means of determining

just how much of their commodity they produced,

and sent out through their mains. In all com-
mercial enterprises it is difficult to satisfactorily

!;:ude and control a business, unless there be some
positive means of determining how much of any-

thing is produced; and it is surely just as im-

portant to all electric lighting companies to know
how much of their commodity they manufacture

as for any other concern. Until ciuite recently it

has not been possible to obtain recording meters
sufficiently large to care for the heavy outputs which
are now so common, but such meters arc now
readily obtainable.

The value of a system of station meters must
necessarily prove very great, since it furnishes an
absolute check system upon coal and water con-

sumption, and engine and dynamo efficiency, while ,

it also furnishes a ready means for comparison
between station output, custoiners, meter indica-

tions, line losses, leaks and grounds.
In closing, some brief consideration at least is

due to the new fields into which meters are reach-

ing, and to the help special metering features may
perhaps give indirectly as well as directly, to the

amplifying of the business of electric light and
power companies and to their more economic oper-

ation.

There has recently been much interesting discus-

sion regarding the question of the flattening of the

peak of the load either by the systematic modifica-

tion of rates under special time contracts, govern-
ing the hours of burning, which does not concern
the immediate subject matter of this paper, or by
an actual modification in one of several forms in

the meter itself, which should practically make the

meter automatically control the modification of the

rates in such a way as to gain the same end with
certainty, as is aimed at in the special contract

system.
While personally I have grave doubts regarding

the actual feasibility of this plan commercially, in

view of other and perhaps simpler methods by
which it can be accomplished, I still have much
respect for all of the various methods which have
been proposed, and do not question that there

will be at least many cases where they can be
advantageously applied. Questions relating to the

peak of the load, however, are subject to such
great variations locally that a rule which would
apply in New York might very readily fail in a
system adopted in a smaller town.

It is quite obvious that the best double-r.ate meter
will be that which tends to flatten the load curve
of the station, not by oppressing or discouraging
the user of light, who must have his light at the

period of the peak, so much as by encouraging the

use of light at other periods. W'e do not want to

provide means for cutting off the peak so much
as we want means for raising the rest of the curve
to the same height as the peak. In my personal
opinion, it is in this respect that perhaps tlie most
ingenious of all these double-rate meters falls short.

I refer to that form of two-rate meter which pro-
portionately increases its rate of record at such
time as the local load which it is measuring is

highest. This discourages the use of light at the

period of the local peak, and if the local peak and
the station peak are coincident, it absolutely fulfills

its purpose. But it they are not it fails, because
instead of discouraging the use of a large amount
of light at the time of the local peak, it should
actually encoiu'age it. Encouragement of local

peaks, which are not coincident with the station

peak, is beneficial to the central station in the highest
degree, for it tends, as I have pointed out it should,
to raise the general load curve toward the station

peak magnitude.
If two-rate meters arc to be used, therefore, I

believe that their increased proportional speed
should be dependent purely upon the occurrence
of the station peak, and should bear no relation

whatever to the occurring of the local peak. Such
an arrangement can be secured in a number of

w.ays, all of them simple and all of them effective.

One other feature of metering, which has recently

come into existence in Europe, is about to make
its appearance commercially in this country. It

brings with it much of promise for the increase

of profitable business for central stations. I refer

to the prepayment meter system. The drop-a-
nickel-in-the-slot-and-get-your-money's-worth meter.
In gas practice this system has proved an unqualified
success. I am informed that the London Gas Light
company added 6,000 new customers of a profitable

kind over and above their average annual growth
in a single year, and that other companies have had
similar experience.

There is in every large city a considerable area

into which illuminating companies have been imable

In go by reason of the untrustworthy character of

llie people, who would there be their customers.

In other words, because the people in these dis-

tricts are a floating population without credit, com-
ing to-day and going to-morrow, and yet ready

and willing to buy electric light at high rates.

The prepayment meter throws open this new field

and makes it immediately available; and here I

predict for it wide usefulness.

oil' io o'clock or other earlier lights, and the light-
ing company is also enabled to place new contracts
with consumers who would not go on a monthly
schedule.

Zamel Arc Light Current Timer.

The accompanying cut illustrates the Zamel arc

light meter and current timer, a very simple yet val-

uable device for service in connecton with arc light

central stations.

It is a well-known fact to those making contracts

with stores for arc light service that the customer
often declines and will not insert a light in his

ZAMEL ARC LIGHT CURRENT TIMER.

establishment on a contract basis. The customer
prefers and, in fact, oftentimes demands, that the
lighting company allow him to pay for his arc
.;ght by the hour or half hour, in a word, pay for

what he uses.

The Zamel arc light timer was brought out by
the Zamel Arc Light Meter company of 266
Pdue Island avenue, Chicago, to overcome the diffi-

culty here described. The meter is inserted in cir-

cuit in series with an arc lamp or any given num-
ber of lamps in any particular establishment. When
the lights are turned on the meter starts its opera-

tion; and when the lamps are turned off the meter
ceases to register, thus showing the customer, on
its face, as it were, an accurate registration of the

number of hours the light or lights were used.

As under this system the charge is so much per
hour or fraction of an hour, it will be easily seen

Heavy-duty Engine.
The cycloidal heavy-duly engine illustrated here-

with was designed to meet the demand for a mod-
erately high speed engine, wdiich can be directly
coupled to electric generators and operated with
the highest degree of steam economy. The show-
ing which this engine has already made for itself

is highly satisfactory and has commanded the atten-
tion of steam and electrical engineers. Careful tests
have convinced its builders that it is more eco-
nomical than the Corliss type of engine, and without
having the restriction of comparatively slow speeds
imperative with the Corliss style of releasing valve
gear.

The general appeai-ance of a direct-coupled unit
is shown by the cut. The engine is designed for
the heaviest kind of duty; the bed plate is massive
and has removable, adjustable main bearings. All
bearings, pins and wearing surfaces are very large
and carefully finished; cylinders are steam jacketed
and fitted with two admission and two exhaust
\ alves, all of the multiported gridiron type, hav-
ing flat wearing surfaces and removable seats. Ad-
mission and exhaust valves are separately operated,
the admission vah-es being closecl by direct steam
pressure. Steam ports are very short and direct,

and the steam clearance is reduced to a mininrum.
This valve gear is capable of very close adjust-
ment; \'alves are quick opening and closing, very
short travel, and give a long range cut-off.

The engine is fitted with the latest improved oil-

ing devices, and can be thoroughly lubricated while
under continuous running at full speed. The gov-
ernor is of the inertia type, is mounted on the main
shaft and gives extremely close regulation.
The engine can be furnished either simple or com-

pound, direct-coupled to generator or direct-belted
:f desired.

The Atlas Engine Works of Indianapolis designed
and built this engine. They have a special de-
partment with the best methods and appliances lor

the manufacture of high-grade engines. This com-
pany has also recently brought out the improved
Atlas-Corliss engine.
A. M. Morse is the manager of the Chicago office,

at 110S-9 Marquette building.

Telephone News from the Northwest.
[From the Minneapolis correspondenl of tlie Western Elec-

trician.]

M. M. Marshall, manager of the Des Moines
office of the Iowa Telephone company, has resigned.

The Northwestern Telephone E.xch.mge company
is having some trouble with I he farmers along its

proposed line from Minneapolis to Wilmar, Minn.,
in getting a right of way.
The Sibley County Telephone company will

HEAVV-OUTV ENGINE.

that the customer knows and need pay for only the

actual amount of light used.

The device is exceedingly simple, and it is its

simplicity that makes it evident to anyone examin-
ing it that the meter should prove an eminently
valuable and reliable adjunct to any arc light cen-

tral station. The main feature of the meter is the

method through which the clock is started and
stopped. This portion of the mechanism is positive

in its action, and it is difficult to see how it could
possibly get out of order. The Zamel company
claims that this meter, or "timer," as it is more
properly called, has been tested by several .com-
panies and found to operate in a perfectly reliable

manner. The meter will register 144 hours. It is fig-

ured that through its use, and having the customer
turn the light on or ofif as it is needed, there is

saved the salary of a man to patrol circuits to shut

build a line from /Vrlington, Minn., to New Aubu n,

Minn., if sufiicient stock is subscribed.

The Iowa Telephone company will move its office.;

in Des Moines, la., to the Globe blcck.

The Southwes'ern Minnesota Telephone com;any
of Pipestone, Minn., has been incorporated with
$30.coo capital stock.

The Northwestern Telephcne Exchange company
has filed amended articles with the secretary of

state in St. Paul, increasing its capital slock to

$3 ooo.coo.

The Northwestern Telephone company of Win-
ona, Minn., has refitted its offices and put in a new
metallic switchboard.

E. S. H. Johnson is an applicant for a telephone
franchise at Gaylord. Minn.
The Iowa Telephone company's exchange at Eagle

Grove, la., will be in operation by September 1st.
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New Governor of the Ball Engine Com-
pany.

Recent develupnients in connection with electric

lighting" in office buildings necessitate such exact-
ing service as to allow only the minutest variation
of speed under widely varying loads and changing
pressures. Not only must the speed be uniform, but
it must remain so during the period of the change.
To meet these new and rigid requirements, the
Ball Engine compaiiy, Erie, Pa., has, after months
of experiment, perfected a governor which, it is

said, in everj' way fnltiils the demands referred to,

with the additional beauty of extreme simplicity.

This governor, shown by the cut. is an adaptation
of the Rites governor system. Not only does this

governor regulate perfectly, as is claimed, but with
an extraordinarily nipid adjustment and \vi hout in-

stability or surging.
The centrifugal element is combined with an in-

ertia element relatively so great that instant and
extreme changes of load are immediately provided
for without waiting for the otherwise necessary'

manifestation of centrifugal force. The entire gov-
ernor consists of but a single moving piece, sus-

pended upon cne pivotal point, thereby reducing th:

friction to a minimum, and with no joints to in-

terfere with the best action of the governor. The
suspension pin or pivotal point is made of hardened
crucible steel. The suspension-pin eye is lined with
phosphor bronze, and the little lubrication that is

required is accomplished by forcing grease, by
means of a compression grease cup, into a number
or recesses arranged around the bore of the bush-
The extreme simplicity of this governor will recom-
recommend it to users of engines, and -to this is

joined the claim of perfect regulation.

Automatic Safety Rheostat.

The rheostat herewith illustrated is made by the

American Rheostat company of Milwaukee as a

motor starter, and is automatic in operation, merely
requiring the closing of the switch. The device com-
prises a double-pole knife sw'itch, fuse block, release

magnet, overload magnet and automatic circuit

breaker, all on one slate front. The operator clos:s

the switch, pressing the handle somewhat, which
brings a plate connected with the switch in contrct
with the stem of the plunger, and thereby remores
the pressure from the latch. This being done, the

magnet immediately draws the latch over, and on
letting go of the handle of the switch it is retained

by the latch, if there is current passing the fields,

otherwise It will not catch the latch. If the switch is

retained the resistance Is automatically cut out of

circuit. If an overload occurs, the overload magnet
acts and releases the latch, thereby opening the

double-pole knife switch. If from any cause the
resistance is cut out of circuit when the knife switch
is open, it is impossible to^close the knife switch.

If on closing the switch the^' current is excessive,

thereby causing the overload to act, it will simply

is very easy and simple in comparison with that
of the ordinary pendant burner, the greatest ad-
vantage is in the impossibility of a short-circuit
occurring during Its operation. This is obviated
by a simple device which causes the movable elec-

trodes to pass under the fixed electrode when the
gas is being extinguished without making contact.
The mechanical details of the burner have been

carefully considered, resulting in a device which
is strong, well made, requires no oiling, and Is nut
afifccled by dust. The burner is now manufactured
in the following styles: Straight stem as illus-

trated, side lever, straight stem and side lever
candle, and straight stem and side lever Argand.

AUTOM.-^TIC S.^FETV RHEOSTAT.

The stems are made in different lengths. In-

sulating bushings are also fitted to any of these

styles, which do not increase the length of the
burner. The manufacturer of this burner is the

Electric Gas Lighting company, 193 Devonshire
street, Boston, Mass.

Plans for Telegraphic Communication
with the Klondike.

The Canadian government has submitted formal
proposals to the government of the United States

to establish communication wdth the Klondike
region in Alaska by the construction of a telegraph
line from the head of winter navigation on the Lynn
Canal, in the cen'er of the Klondike district. The
proposals have been approved by the British prin-

cipal secretary of state for foreign affairs, and
were forwarded by the governor-general of Canada,

NEW GOVERNOR OF THE BALL ENGINE COMPANY. ADVANCE STEM GAS BURNER.

prevent the cutting out of resistance until the over-

load drops, when the latch will retain the knife

switch, and the resistance will be automatically cut

out of circuit. With this rheostat the knife switch,

fuse block, circuit breaker and accompanying switch-

board and connnections are all done away with.

Advance Stem Gas Burner.

The accompanying citt illustrates the Advance
burner, which is claimed by the manufacturer to

be meeting with a large sale. The burner is oper-
ated in the same manner as the ordinary gas key.

A quarter-turn opens the gas-cock and operates
the arm, which creates a spark to ignite the gas;
a partial reverse motion serves to diminish the

size of the flame and a full quarter-turn to ex-
tinguish it. While the manipulation of the burner

through the British embassy, to Washington, where
they are now in possession of the Interior Depart-
ment. The proposals, while reserving the right of
either country pending the settlement of the i iterna-
tional boundary line between the United States and
Canada south of Mount St. Elias, urge the expedi-
ency of establishing a permanent route, giving access
to the interior at all seasons of the year. The most
feasible route, in the judgment of the Canadian
authorities, would be to start from the head of win-
ter navigation on the Lynn Canal (the body of water
running from near Juneau up beyond Dyea and
Chilkoot, forming part of the present overland
route), crossing the mountains by White Pass or any
other pass which may seem more accessible, and
proceed northward to Fort Selkirk, thence to Klon-
dike. The Canadian government asserts its readi-
ness to undertake to open communication by con-

structing a telegraph line from the head of winter
navigation un the Lynn Canal, traversing a distance
of 80 miles across the summit of the mountain
range, where a trail can be followed to Furt Selkirk
and Klondike.

Tabulated Prices of Electrical Supplies
for the Government.

When the different departments of the government
advertise in the spring of the year for their annual
supplies, the amounts of the different articles wanted
are generally so large and the specifications so volu-
n;inous, that, after the bid opening is held, it takes
quite a long time to properly schedule or tabulate
the proposals received, and. consequently, as a
rule, it is late in the summer when the result of
the bid opening is made public; after that the con-
tracts are awarded. This is the case with the Gov-
ernment Printing OfHce, which annually purchases
quite a quantity of electrical supplies of various
kinds. The tabulation of the bids for supplying
electrical material and supplies to the bureau has
just been completed and is as follows:

Incandescent Lamps of ft} CandU Povj^r {1 to volts. 50 watts'!.

Each.
James S. Barron & Co.. New York city s 0.17The UHi\'ersal Supply company, New York city 20
Beacon Lamp company. New Brunswick, N. J 165
The Columbia Incandescent Lamp company, Si.
Louis, Mo 20

General Electric companv. Philadelphia 20
Vallee Bros. & Co.. Philadelphia 16
Sawyer-Man Electric companv. Allegheny, Pa 18
The Perkins Electric Switch Manufdcturing com-
pany, Hartford. Conn 18

M.Du Perow, Washington, D. C Izo

JiicaiidesccfU Lamps 0/ 23 Candle Foiuer (/ lu --o/ts yS -watiy).

Each.
James S. Barron & Co, New York city S 0.21
The Universal Supply company. New York city 22
Beacon Lamp company, New Brunswick. N. J 20
The Columbia Incandescent Lamp company, St.
Louis, Mo 20

General Electrfc company. Philadelphia .20
Vallee Bros. & Co., Philadelphia 16
Sawyer-Man Electric company, Allegheny. Pa 18
The Perkins Electric Switch iManufactiiring company,

Hartford, Conn 20
M. Du Perow, Washington, D. C 20

Incandescent Lamps 0/33 Candle Ptrwcv {i lo volts, too Wi

Jaoies S. Barron & Co., New York city S
The Universal Supply company. New York city
Beacon Lamp company. New Brunswick, N. J
The Columbia Incandescent Lamp company. St.
Louis 50

General Electric company, Philadelphia .30
Sawyer-Man Electric companv, Allegheny, Pa 28
Vallee Bros. & Co., Philadelphia 27
The Perkins Electric Switch Manufacturing com-
pany. Hartford, Conn 27

M. Du Perow, Washington, D.C 30

Rosettes for Cleat Work. Each.

James S. Barron it Co., New York city « 0.08
Royre iS: Marean, Washington. D. C :i

The Universal Supply company. New York city 10
General Electric company. Philadelphia 11
Vallee Eros. &: Co . Philadelphia 105
The Perkins Electric Switch Manufacturing com-
pany, Harcford, Conn 10

Anchor Electric company, Boston o3
M. Du Perow, Washington. D. C .10

Rosettes for Moldiiii^ ll'ork. Each.

James S. Barron, New York city s 0.0775
Royce & Marean. Washington, D. C 11

The Universal Supply company. New York city 10
General Electric companv, Philadelphia 11

Vallee Bros. & Co., Philadelphia 105
The Perkins Electric Switch Manufacturing com-
pany, Hartford, Conn 10

M. Du Perow, Washington, D.C 10

Porcelain Cleats (tTvo-wire). Per t ,000.

James S. Barron & Co., jS'ew York city S13.00
Royce & Marean, Washington. D. C 16-00
The Universal Supply company. New York city 15-00
General Electric company. Philadelphia 15.00
\'allee Bros. & Co., Philadelphia 8. 00
Anchor Electric company, Boston 9.00
M. Du Perow, Washington, D. C 20.00

Hard Rubber Bushings for Edison Sockets. Per j ,ooo.

James S. Barron & Co., New York cil> § o 40
Royce & Marean, Washington, D. C 1.20
The Universal Supply company, New York city 75
General Electric company. Philadelphia 375
Vallee Bros. & Co., Philadelphia 2.00
M. Du Perow, Washington, D. C 1.00

ats).
Each.
0.30
32
.26

Wooden Soi./cef Handles. Each

.

James S. Barron & Co.. New York city S 0.125
Royce & Marean, Washington. D. C 01
The Universal Supply company, Philadelphia 01
E.P.Gleason Manufacturing company. New York city .15

Vallee Bros. & Co.. Philadelphia 02
M. Du Perow, Washington, D. C 015

Cord Adjusters. Each.

James S. Barron & Co., New York city S 0.005
Royce & Marean. Washington, D. C 005
The Universal Supply company. New York city 005
General Electric company, Philadelphia 005
E. P. Gleason Manufacturing company. New York

ci ty 005
Vallee Bros. & Co., Philadelphia 02
Anchor Electric company, Boston, Mass 75
M. Du Perow, Washington, D. C 01

Attachment Plugs toft Edison Sockets. Each.

James S. Barron lS: Co.. New York city S o.io
Royce & Marean. Washington, D C 13
The Universal Supply company, New York city.

, 17
Genera! Electric company. Philadelphia 15
E. P. Gleason Manufacturing company. New York

ci tv 10

Vallee Bros. & Co., Philadelphia 11

The Perkins Electric Switch Manufacturing com-
pany, Hartford, Conn 10

M. Du Perow, Washington, D, C 12

Key Sockets, Polished Brass, Edison Type. Each.

James S. Barron &: Co.. New York city S 0.147
Royce 5: Marean. Washington. D. C 15

The Universal Supply company. New York city .17

General Electric company, Philadelphia 145

E P. Gleason Manufacturing company. New York
city 155

Vallee Bros. & Co., Philadelphia 16

M. Du Perow, Washington, D. C 145
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A'ryifss SofMs. Polished /irass, Edison Type. Each.

lames S. Barron. New York city.... 8 0.135

Koyce & Marean. WashiriKton. D. C 13

The Universal Supply company, New York city 18

General Electric company. Philadelphia 13

Vallee Bros, & Co., Fliiladelphia 14

M Du Perow. Wasliinston. D. C 135

Keyless Wall Sickds, Edison Type. Each.

lames S. Barron & Co.. New York city S 0.18

Royce & Marean. Washinfiiton, D. C 29

The Universal Supply company, New York city 22

General Electric company. Philadelphia 15

V-Ulea Bros. & Co . Pliiladelphia 15

M. Du Perow, Washington. D. C i35

Griiiiskiiu T.iy-, /HaL-i-, t/irjj-/o/irl/ts inch zuidc-. Per Pound.

James S. Barron & Co.. New York city .... .., S 0.59
Royce & Marean, Washington. D. C 63

Tlie Universal Supply company, New York city 63

Vallee Bros. & Co., Philadelphia 78

The Safety Insulated Wire & Cable company, New
York city 45

M. Dii Perow, Washington. D. C 62

Pute Rubber Tape. Pi^r Pound.

James S. Barron & Co.. New York city S 0.40

Royce & Marean. Washington, D. C *5

The Universal Supply company. New York city S7

Valles Bros. & Co.. Philadelphia 75

M Du Perow. Washington, D, C 7°

Siuidc Holders. JI.4 inch, Glcason Clamp. Per Gross.

James S. Barron & Co., New York city S 9.00

Royce & Marean. Washington, D. C 7-9Q

The Universal Supply company. New York ctty 8.50

E P. Gleason Manufacturing company. New York
city 7-88

Vallee Bros. & Co., Philadelphia 7 -50

TheE.F Brooks company, Washington, D. C. i.soo

M. Du Perow, Washington, D. C 6.50

Cut-outs yo. 61,4(^5- Each

James S. Barron & Co.. New York city S o 37
Royce & Marean. Washington, D. C 39
The Universal Supply company. New York city 40
General Electric company. Philadelphia 35

Vallee Bros. & Co., Philadelphia...' j 35

Cut-outs No. brayS. Each.

James. S- Barron & Co., New York city S o.So
Genera) Electric company. Philadelphia 75
Royce & Marean, Washington. D. C .-, -80

The Universal Supply company. New York city 85

Vallee Bros. & Co., Philadelphia 75

Cut-outs No. br,24S. Each.

James S. Barron & Co., New York city S i.io

Royce 5: Marean, Washington, D. C i .10

The Universal Supply company. New York city 1.15

General Electric company, Philadelphia i.oo

Vallee Bros. & Co.. Philadelphia i.oo

Cut-outs No. 6j,Sjs- Each.
' James S. Barron & Co., New York city S 0.60

Royce & Marean, Washington, D. C 55
The Universal Supply company, New York city 1.15

General Electric company, Philadelphia 50
Vallee Bros. & Co., Philadelphia 50

Lamp Cord. No. /SB. >5r^ S. Gau^c. Per Yard.

Royce Lt Marean, Washington. D. C So .06

The Universal Supply company. New York city 05

General Electric company, Philadelphia 045
Washburn & Moen Manufacturing company, Philadel-

pliia 032
The Safety Insulated Wire and Cable company, New
York city 048

M. Du Perow, Washington, D. C 026

Shawm lit Fuse ii'irc {/ ampere.) Per Found.

James S. Barron & Co., New York city So .50

The Universal Supply companv, New York city 50
Vallee Bros. & Co., Philadelphia 55
M. Du Perow, Washington, D. C 50

Shazvmiit Fuse Wire (/o ajupcre). Per Pound.

James S. Barron & Co., New York city So .44
The Universal Supply company. New York city 40
Vallee Bros. & Co.. Philadelphia 45
M. Du Perow, Washington D. C 42

Shawnini Fuse JFire (20 ampere). Per Pound.

James S. Barron &. Co., New York city So .31)

The Universal Supply company, New York city 35
Vallee Bros. &. o., Philadelphia 45
M. Du Perow. Washington, D. C 37

Shaiumnt Fuse ]t^ire (jo ampere). Per Found.

James S. Barron i^ Co., New York city £0 .39
The Universal Supply company. New York city 35
Vallee Bros. & Co.. Philadelpliia 45
M. Du Perow, Washington, D. C 37

Shaivmut Fuse Wire [rjs ampere]. Per Pound

.

James S. Barron lS: Co., New York city $0 .39
The Universal Supply company, New York city 35
Vallee Bros. lS: Co., Philadelphia 35
M. Du Perow, Washington, D. C 37

Sha^vmut Fuse Ribbon {/oo ampere). Ftr Pound

.

James S. Barron & Co.. New York city So .35
The Universal Supply company. New York city 30
Vallee Bros. & Co.. Philadelphia 40
M. Du Perow, Washington, D. C 34

Shawmnt Fuse Ribbon {/jo ampere). Per Found.

James S. Barron &. Co., New York city So .35
The Universal Supply Co , New York city 30
Vallee Bros. & Co., Philadelphia .... 40
M. Du Perow, Washington, D. C 34

Sha-wmnt Fuse RiJbon {200 ampere). Per Pound.
James S. Barron & Co., New York city go .35
The Universal Supply company, New York city 30
\'allee Bros. & Co., Philadelphia 40
M. Du Perow, Washington, D. C 34

Shawmut Fuse Ribbon {2^0 ampere). Per Found.
James S. Barron & Co., New York city So .35
The Universal Supply company. New York city 30
Vallee Bros. & Co., Philadelphia 40
M. Du Perow, Washington-, D. C 34

Fuse Links {10 ampere, i^^ inchesfrotn ccjtter to center). Per 100.
James S. Barron & Co., New York city . S 4.40
The Universal Supply company. New York 4 00
Vallee Bros. & Co.. Philadelphia 3.00
M. Du Perow, Washington, D. C 4.50

Fuse Li?iks (jo ampere, /% inchesfrom center to center). Per / 00.

James S. Barron & Co., New York city S 4.40
The Universal Supplv companv. New York city 4.50
Vallee Bros. Sc Co,, Philadelphia 6.00
M Du Perow^ Washington, D. C 4.50

Fuse Links (50 ampere, /^g inchesfrom center to center). Per 100.
James S. Barron & Co.. New York city S 4.40
The Universal Supply company. New York city 5 00
Vallee Bros. & Co.. Philadelphia 7.20
M. Du Perow, Washington, D. C 4.50

Fuse Links (100 ampc7-e. 4]/^ inchesfrom ce7iter to center). Per 100.
James S. Barron & Co., New York city % 6.60
The Universal Supply company. New York city 7.25
Vallee Bros. & Co., Philadelphia 9.00
M. Du Perow, Washington, D. C 7 25

Fuse Links {t50 ampere, 4% inchesfrom center to center). Per 100.

James S. Barren & Co.. New York city S 6.60
The Universal Supply company. New York city 7.50
Vallee Bros. & Co., Philadelphia g.oo
M. Du Perow, Washington, D. C 7.25

Fuse Links {300 ampere, 4% inchesfrom center to center). Per 100,

James S. Barron & Co., New York city S 6.60
The Universal Supply company. New York city 8 00
Vallee Bros, ik Co., Philadelphia 18.00
M. Du Perow, Washington, D. C 7.25

Fire and Moisture Proof Jl'irc, No, 12. Per 100 Feet.

The Manhattan Supply company, New York city So .625
Vallee Bros. & Co., Philadelphia

_
. .72

WaShburn & Moen Manufacturinj^ company, Phila-
delphia ,. .50

The Safety Insulated Wire and Cable company, New
Y^rk city 696

M. Du Perow, Washington, D. C 75

Fire and JMoisturc Proof Wire, No. jo. Per 1 00 Feet.

The Manhattan Supply companv. New York city S 1.04
Vallee Bros. & Co., Philadelphia 96
Washburn & Moen Manufacturing company, Phila-
delphia 72

The Safety Insulated Wire and Cable company. New
York city 969

M. Du Perow, Washington, D. C 1.15

Fire and IMoisturc Proof Wire, No. S. Per 100 Feet.

The Manhattan Supply company, New York city S i-355
Vallee Bros. & Co., Philadelphia 1.20
Washburn & Moen Manufacturing company, Phila-
delphia 95

The Safely Insulated Wire and Cable company, New
York city 1 . 18

M. Du Perow, Washington, D. C 1.50

Fire and Moisture Proof Wire, No. 6. Per 1 00 Feet

.

Tlie Manhattan Supply company, New York city S i .8525
Vallee Bros. & Co., Philadelphia 1.65
Washburn & Moen Manufacturing company, Phila-
delphia 1 .40

The Safety Insulated Wire and Cable company, New
York city .... l.go

M. Du Perow. Washington, D. C 1.95

Rubber Wire, No. 12. Per loo Feet.

Vallee Bros. & Co., Philadelphia 8 1.40
Washburn lS: Moen Manufacturing company, Phila-
delphia 1.50

Standard Underground Cable company, Pittsburg. . 1.15
The Safety Insulated Wire and Cable company. New
York city 1.25

M, Du Perow, Washington, D.C 2.00

Rubber H'ire, No. 10. Per 100 Feet

.

Vallee Bros. & Co., Philadelphia S 1.80
Washburn Si Moen Manufacturing company, Phila-
delphia 1.85

Standard Underground Cable company, Pittsburg. ... 1.60
The Safety Insulated Wire and Cable company, New
York city 1.75

M. Du Perow. Washington. D. C 2.275

Rubber Wire, No. S. roo F'eet.

Vallee Bros. & Co., Philadelphia S 2.10
Washburn & Moen Manufacturing company, Phila-
delphia 2.45

Standard Underground Cable company, Pittsburg. ... i .95
The Safety Insulated Wire and Cable company, New
York city 2.00

M. Du Perow, Washington, D. C 3,15

Rubber IFire, No. 6. Per too Feet.

Vallee Bros. & Co., Philadelphia s 3.00
Washburn it Moen Manufacturing company, Phila-
delphia 3.00

Standard Underground Cable company, Pittsburg... 3.00
The Safety Insulated Wire and Cable company, New
York city 3 50

M. Du Perow, Washington, D. C 6-375

Engineers' Club of Chicago.
Incorporated last month, the Engineers* Club of

Chicago has been organized for "the adA'ancement
of engineering in its several branches, the profes-
sional improvement of its members, and the en-
couragement of social intercourse among men of

practical science." Regular meetings for the dis-

cussion of technical subjects will be held at least

once a month, and permanent quarters have been
established at 1800 Fisher building. Membership is

limited to "citizens of the United States who are
actively engaged or interested in the management,
operation, sale or manu.'^acture of engines, boilers,

pumps and electrical machinery, or any of the legi-

timate supplies and accessories that go to make
up the whole or part of power generating or trans-
mitting plants." The dues are small, and the man-
agement is vested in a board of seven trustees, con-
sisting of the president, vice-president and secretary
of the club and four other members. The trustees

for 1897 are: M. O. Kasson, the president; C. W.
Naylor, the vice-president; Lewis M. Ellison, the
secretary and treasurer, and C. DeWitt Wines,
B. W. Thurtcll, James McDonough and T. J. Mc-
Master.

Alley *'L" Electrical Equipment.
Continued tests of the Sprague system of inde-

pendent units and central motor control, as applied
to railway operation in the experimental train at

Schenectady, seem to be equally as successful as the
first. The records of control, speed and accelera-
tion are all good, and there appears to be no ques-
tion that Mr. Sprague has demonstrated the general
excellence of his plan, with the result of its adoption
by the South Side Elevated Railway company of
Chicago. The contact rails for the new system on
the Alley "L" are now being laid, and the tracks are
being bonded. The work of fitting for electrical

operation will be steadily prosecuted from this time
forward.

Some Day, Some Day.
[From the London Electrical Review.]

On the whole, we have, as must be obvious to
every fair-minded man, an enormous amount to
learn from American engineers in tramway matters;
their experience, gained at heavy cost and with hard
work, is made available for our benefit, and the
meed of thanks should not, therefore, be ungener-

ous. We pay it by going to the States for motors,
controllers; sometimes engines; even cars; poles,
too, in a few cases; while overhead fittings fur Eng-
lish tramways have to date univer.sally crossed the
Atlantic. Perhaps the time may not be far distant
when all these things will be made in England
for cheapness and convenience, but the credit will

even then be largely due to America for showing the
way and building the rough foundations upoii which
English solidity and thoroughness of method will

raise a superstructure of improvements.

Government Telegraph Demanded.
The Times-Democrat of New Orleans has issued

a circular letter in support of its demand for a gov-
ernment telegraph service in which it says: "In
the matter of telegraph tolls and charges, you have
but to look over your bills to see that there has been
no reduction in the last 10 years. The cost of
poles and wires and the wages of employes have
been cut down, and the service costs the Western
Union not over 60 per cent, of what it cost in 1887,
yet its tolls to-day are as high as they were then.
Every other article of general consumption, food,
clothing, fuel, etc-, has fallen in price. The tele-

graph alone has made no reduction, in spite of the
fact that it has profited more than any other line of
service in the decline in the cost of the materials
used by it, the wages paid its employes and the great
improvement made in all electric and telegraphic
machinery and implements, which enables it to send
ten words off now with the same efifort and cost it

required to send off one a few years ago. If you
compare your telegraph bills to-day with those of

10 years ago, you will find that they have doubled
relatively in that time and are now from 10 to

20 per cent, of your gross expenses as compared
with five or 10 per cent, in 1887. The business in-

terests of the country have been plundered by this

monopoly worse than the press, and have presented
hundreds of petitions to Congress in favor of a
postal telegraph system operated, like that of Eny:-
land, as part of the Postofhce Department, which
has given such satisfaction to the press and people
of that country. Congress, on its part, in spite of

the Western Union lobby, has been favorably dis-

posed toward the change. Eourteen congressional
committees have, at dififerent times, reported in favor
of a postal telegraph, and Congress on one occa-
sion passed the necessary bill providing for its

establishment. On all these occasions the Western
Union was saved by the press, which ivus unwilling
to see the telegraph pass under the control of the
government, fearing that it might become tangled
up in politics. Now that this fear no longer exists,

is it not the duty of the press, recognizing that there
is no possibility of improvement from a company
whose only idea is to squeeze as much money out of

its patrons as possible, and which, believing itself

firmly intrenched in its monopoly, is unwilling to'

grant any concession or to make any improvement
in its service, to demand the only relief in sight

—

that the United States resume the control of the
telegraph, which it possessed half a century ago,
and which England, France and nearly all the Euro-
pean countries exercise to-day with the greatest
general satisfaction?"

The Synchronograph in England.

A cable message from London says that the
English postoffice officials are deeply interested in

ihe experiments in telegraphy made by Prof. Cre-
hore of Dartmouth College and Lieutenam Squier
of the military school at Fortress Monroe. The in-

ventors claimed that they could not secure facilities

for long-distance operations in this country, and
accordingly appealed to the British government for

assistance. Mr. Preece placed the government
plant at their disposal and directed the subordinates
to give them every possible aid in making the trials

over the London and Birmingham line. It is re-

ported that the tests made have been entirely satis-

factory.

An official of the British postoffice said; "I am
surprised that more assistance is not given to in-

ventors in the United States. England seems more
friendly to American inventors than their own
home."
The inventors may go to France and Germany

to show their scheme to the telegraph officials of
the governments of those countries.

Failure of Electrical Service at Pater-
son.

Paterson, N. J., was deprived of electric lighting
and trolley service last week when a huge bin that
held 1,000 tons of coal burst in the Edison Electric
Illuminating company's building. The coal, whose
weight had burst the bin, poured from its gaping
sides, buried two men and drove iS more Hy'ng
for their lives before it. The falling ccal snapped
cfi:' the great steam pipe that supplied the big en-
gines in the building. The steam escaped, scorch-
ing, hissing, and added to the deafening din of the
falling coal, to the danger and excitement. The
company supplies Paterson with electricity, drives
the cars on the trolley lines and lights the arc and
incandescent lamps throughout the city. The in-

stant the big engines ceased to move for lack of
steam the lighting and transportation service was
cut off.
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Lord Kelvin's Views on Niagara De-
velopment.

[From the Niagara Falls correspondent of tile Western Elec-
trician,]

Lord Kelvin visited Niagara Falls last Sunday,
and in company with Dr. Coleman Sellers looked
upon the turbines and generators in the power plants

there. It will be recalled that Lord Kelvin, then

Sir William Thomson, was president of the Interna-

tional Niagara Commission, established in London,
England, in June, 1890, for the purpose of examin-
ing plans for the then proposed Niagara develop-

ment, and that the Niagara Falls Power company
acted upon the suggestions of the commission. De-
spite Lord Kelvin's prominent connection with the

project in its early stages, he had never, until Sunday,
August 14th, looked upon the results of the develop-

ment other than in pictures. For this reason, if for

no other, this initial visit of the noted scientist and
electrician to the great power plant at Niagara was
replete with interest. Dr. Sellers, who also was a

member of the International Niagara Commission,
and who is now president of the Niagara Falls Power
company, was at the Cataract House, prepared to be
among the first to greet Lord Kelvin on his arrival

at the Falls from New York, the trip from the me-
tropolis having been made, much to Lord Kelvin's

delight, on the New York Central's world-famous
"Empire State Express." The greeting of the two
men was full of feeling.

Over two decades had passed since Lord Kelvin

was at the Falls before, and what changes those

years had wrought! The year was 1876. The idea

of using the waters of the Niagara was in many
minds. Much had been written upon it. Several

coinparatively small factories were using power from
the hydraulic canal, but the total amount of power
so used was very small. The above facts were re-

cited by Lord Kelvin by way of introduction to the

interview, and then he was asked:
"You were originally inclined to believe that

power could be transmitted much more economically

by some new appliance rather than by shafting?"

"Yes. At the 50th annual meeting of the British

Association I gave estimates of appliances by which
power could be transmitted from Niagara Falls to

a distance of 300 miles by single wire, but instead of

a single wire 31x3 miles long the calculation would
be applied to transmit 150 miles by wire and return,

insulated metallic circuit, and I showed that it was
only the question of the voltage used what would
be the loss of energy in the wire. I gave an esti-

mate on transmission with 80,000 volts, and I think

about 20 per cent, would be lost on the way. A
voltage of 80,000 would be possible, but neither then

nor now would I advise the adoption of so high a

voltage as that. There would be no difficulty in

using 20,000 volts for transmission to a distance of

20 miles, and a fairly economical transmission to a

distance of 40 miles. Forty miles could be realized,

but most probably it would be much better for the

factories to come to the power, or to come within

10 miles of the power, than to transmit to a great

distance."

"You think the future of Niagara Falls is more
assured by this power development than by any-

thing else?"

"Yes. I think we already see the beginning of what
is destined to grow into a great industrial district

around Niagara Falls, within 10 or 20 miles of

Niagara, both on the United States side and on the

Canadian side. I do not prophesy anything, but I

anticipate industry will advance on both sides of the

border, and that the power of Niagara will be taken

advantage of to any extent we may imagine.
" I have witnessed with great interest the advance-

ment made by the Cataract Construction company
with the project of using 120,000 horse power, and
the actual realization of a large part of the project.

Also the prospect in the near future of 50,000 horse

power being actually generated by 10 turbines, and
transmitted to distances from five to 20 miles, it may
be farther, and to shorter distances.

"These units of power are what you recommended
to the International Niagara Commission? It was
decided by the commission that 5,000 horse power
would be a possible amount of power to be trans-

mitted?"
"I was chairman of the commission invited by the

Cataract Construction company to meet in London
and consider the project. That commission decided,

or concluded, that 5,000 horse power unit for devel-

opment of the power by a single turbine was practi-

cable, although the greatest amount of horse power
given by a single turbine before that was only 1,500

horse power. From this it will be seen that the

Cataract Construction company and the cominission

had the courage to make a very great step in advani:e

of anything that had been done before. Still, this

was only looking into the future, and the commis-
sion left the development to the Cataract Construc-

tion company, after considering plans that had been
given them by many of the greatest constructors of

turbines and of electrical machinery. After care-

fully considering what could be done, either by
electricity or compressed air or by hydraulic pres-

sure, for transmitting power, the commission
strongly recommended the choice of electrical trans-

mission in preference to any other known or con-

ceivable method. They did not express any opinion

as to the nature of the electrical current which should

be used, as they believed at that time that the state

of the art was one of transition. It might be in the

future turned one way or the other, and no one could
predict exactly what could be developed.
"The Cataract Construction company has carried

out the project left in its hands, and has taken advan-
tage of great developments in electrical engineering,
which have grown up since the sittings of the com-
missions. In the result, as we now have it in the
power house of the Niagara Falls Power company
and in the several factories, chiefly at present elec-

tro-chemical, which have sprung up around it

within the last four years; in the electric supply
of the tramways between Niagara Falls and Buf-
falo on the one side and Lewiston on the other,
and in the local lighting of Niagara Falls, we have
already a .splendid installment of the work pro-
jected and now in progress for utilizing the great
natural power of the place.

"Positively I have been intensely interested in all

that I have seen here during the last three days, and
I can scarcely find words adequate to express the
great admiration which I feel for the inventiveness,
the scientific care in design and the skill in exe-
cution which I have witnessed in the power house,
and in some of the factories supplied by it. These
results and the smooth and uninterrupted success
in the actual working during the two years which
have passed since the first of the dynamos com-
menced running in August, 1895, are largely due
to the hearty and harmonious co-operation of the
great electrical construction companies and their
generous rivalry in assisting the scientific staffs of

the Cataract Construction company and the Niagara
Falls Power company.
"The originators of the work so far carried out

and now in progress hold concessions for the de-
velopment 450,000 horse power from the Niagara
river. I do not myself believe any such limit will

bind the use of this great natural gift, and I look
forward to the time when the whole water from
Lake Erie will find its way to the lower level of
Lake Ontario through machinery doing more good
for the world than that great benefit which we now
possess in the contemplation of the splendid scene
which we have presented before us at the present
time by the waterfall of Niagara. I wish I could
think it possible that I could live to see this grand
development."

A well-known gentleman who was present and
heard Lord Kelvin's words stated that it might be
well for him to insert a saving clause in that state-

ment, the gentleman having in mind the past un-
necessary alarm about the beauty of the falls being
impaired by power development, but Lord Kelvin
grew more enthusiastic than at any previous time
in the interview, and said:

"No. I do not hope that our children's children
will ever see the Niagara cataract."

His enthusiasm over what he had seen while in

the great power house was no doubt finding its

way to expression, and these few words will portray
how well he enjoyed his visit at the Falls.

"I may add," continued Lord Kelvin, "if it is

not irrelevant to the questions you have put to

me, that I look forward to a revival of both life

and prosperity in the Highlands of Scotland, and
tne present crofters being succeeded by a happy,
industrial population, occupied largely in manufac-
tories, to be rendered possible by the utilization

of all the water power of the country. The people
there say that to do away with the Falls of Foyre is

to supersede an industrious people for the porters and
guides of tourists. It seems to me a happy thought
that the poor people of the country will be indus-
trious artisans, rather than mere guides and as-

sistants to tourists."

"Am I to understand that it is your belief that

the limit of power transmission with the present-day
apparatus is 20 miles?"

"Forty miles. Rather let the factories come to

the power, than the power go to the factory."

"How about lighting New York city by Niagara
electricity,"

"Of course, with electric lighting, that is another
question. You cannot bring New York to the Falls

to be lighted, but you can bring factories to the
Falls to be operated."
"Do you think it possible, then, to light New

York from Niagara?"
"It would be too expensive. It could be done,

but more than half of the current would be lost in

transmission."
"Will electrical apparatus, in your opinion, un-

dergo great changes?"
"No doubt there will be great improvements.

There has been enormous improvement during the

last five years, and it is not likely that the next five

will be less progressive than the last."

"In your opinion, what is most needed in the
electrical science to-day?"
"More and more of it."

This ended the interview, and Lord Kelvin and
party departed with William B, Rankine, secretary

of the Cataract Construction company, for a trip

over the great Gorge road, where he had another
opportunity to see what electricity is doing for

ihe Niagara locality. While at the Falls Dr. Sellers

was the constant companion of Lord Kelvin, and
showed him every attention. With Lord Kelvin
were Lady Kelvin, Dr. J. T. Bottomley, Lord Kel-

vin's nephew, and Mrs. Bottomley. They left Niag-
ara Falls on Wednesday, August l8th. for Toronto,
Ont., where Lord Kelvin attended the meeting of

the British Association for the Advancement of

Science.

CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes.
New York, August 17.—In the present stage, the

tunnel scheme of lapid transit for ihc city of New
York is in the hands of a commission appointed
by the Supreme Court, which is taking testimony
in relation to the cost and practicability of the road
planned by the Rapid Transit Board. If the com-
mission reports favorably to the Appellate Division
of the Supreme Court, the business of awarding the
franchise for the road and condemning property will
be begun at once. The advocates and opponents of
the road are represented by counsel, and the hear-
ing promises to last for some time to come. The
chief witness so far has been Mr. Parsons the
chief engineer for the Rapid Transit Commission,
who produced a book of drawings, showing the
general plans of the proposed road, with its routes
and the profiles of the surface of the ground along
these routes; also profiles of the proposed tunnels
and elevated roads which will make up the two
routes. He explained the difference between the
present plans and those for the Broadway route
which were rejected a year agoi by the Supreme
Court. The main differences, he said, were in
avoiding that part of Broadway between the city
hall and Thirty-fourth street, where the work of
construction would have been enormously expens-
ive and uncertain, and in substituting a great deal
of elevated structure for the more expensive under-
ground system. By the present plan there would
be 20.03 miles of road built, reaching from and in-
cluding a loop around the postofiSce to the Kings-
bridge station on the West Side and to Bronx Park
and the Boston road on the East Side. This is
nearly two miles more than the total length of the
older routes, but has two miles less of four-track
tunnel. Instead of costing $49,600,000, as Mr. Par-
sons had estimated for the Broadway route, the
present one would cost not more than $32,600,000.
Even this figure Mr. Parsons reduced, for he said
that in making it up he had included the cost of
putting in pipe galleries along the sides of the tun-
nel up Center and New Elm streets to Lafayette
place and putting new pipes in the galleries, and
besides this he had included the cost of facing the
entire tunnel with fancy porcelain-covered brick
and of much brickwork which he had since found
could be replaced by concrete. The changes that
might thus be made would bring the cost below
$30,000,000. Interesting figures of the passenger
traffic of New York were also presented by Mr.
Parsons. The traffic on the surface railroads in
1896 amounted to 341,489,027 and on the elevated
roads 184,793,636. This would make the total num-
ber of passengers carried on the elevated and surface
rijiads last year 526,192,663. Mr. Parsons said that
his idea was that the rate of speed should be about
25 miles an hour for e.xpress trains and 15 miles
an hour for regular trains. A speed of 60 miles
an hour might be attained with safety, he thought,
by not making stops at stations.

Consolidation has been virtually effected by the
American Air Power company and the Compressed
.'Mr Power company, and there is a rumor that this
movement was effected in the interest of the Met-
ropolitan Street Railway company, which is con-
sidering the pneumatic system, it is claimed, for
some of the lines to be operated by mechanical or
electrical power in place of horses. Probably the
wish is father to the thought on the part of the
compressed-air advocates, and it is likely that they
are the ones who have started the talk. At any rate,

no definite action has been taken. M. S.

PERSONAL.
W. A. Barbot, secretary and general manager of

the Earls of Electra, of St. Louis, has been in Chi-
cago several days.

William C. Woodward of the D. & W. Fuse
company of Providence, R. I., is making a western
trip and was a recent Chicago visitor.

Among the American visitors at the meeting of

the British Association in Toronto was Dr. H. S.

Carhart, professor of electrical engineering at the
University of Michigan.

T. C. Penington, secretary and treasurer of the
American Street Railway association, is in the East,
arranging details for the annual gathering at Ni-
agara Falls in October.

Ludwag Gutmann, electrical engineer of the Royal
Electric company of Peoria, was in Chicago last

week. Mr. Gutmann has just finished an exten-
sive trip through the West.

Prof. R. B. Owens of the University of Nebraska
passed through Chicago on Wednesday on his way
to Lincoln, Neb. He states that the prospects for

the .success of the electrical department of the Oinaha
Exposition next year are bright, and judges from
the preparations now making that the electrical dis-

play will be distinctly creditable to the industry.

Hugh J. Ellis, late of Ellis & Clark, a firm

of electricians of Adelaide, Australia, has returned

to the United States to engage in electrical work.
Mr. Ellis, who designed the first dynamo built in

South Australia, says that the electrical outlook in

that colony is not particularly bright, but that
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greater activity is reported from New South Wales
and Victoria.

Louis K. Comstock, one of the best known of

the electrical construction men of the West, has been
appointed superintendent of construction for the

Western Electric company of Chicago, succeeding

Edward B. EUicott.

Lord Kelvin, who crossed the ocean to attend the

British Association meeting in Toronto, was, of

course, interviewed in New York. If the reporter

made a correct record of the conversation, his lord-

ship is greatly interested in the plan for utilizing

garbage as fuel in the production of electrical en-

ergy, particularly as practiced at Shoreditch in

England. He is also reported as saying that teleg-

raphy without wires is feasible for short distances.

trie Street Railway company's attorneys say they
are seeking to prevent by injunction the City Rail-
way company from harassing it by suits of various
kinds, which, it is averred, were instigated by the
old South Side company.

TELEPHONE.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
G. Wilbur Wiley of Beloit, Wis., will soon put

in an electric light plant in Bedford, Iowa- Manu-
facturers may address him at Beloit.

The Common Council of the city of Niagara Falls,

N. Y., will receive bids until November 1st for fur-

nishing street arc lighting to the city for a period

of five years from November i, 1898. The esti-

mated number of lamps is 300, and each is to be of

2,000 candle power. Informaton will be furnished

by S. F. Arkush, the city clerk, on application.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
"So far as the traveling public is concerned, the

ideal method of transportation in a city's streets

is the underground trolley," says the New York
Sun, and it adds: "The sooner the desired per-

mission is given to the Metropolitan Traction com-
pany to apply the trolley wherever it wants it, the

better."

The street railway company of Lincoln, Neb., has

given notice that it will discontinue operating the

line because it cannot procure coal. It has been
securing fuel at Mount Pulaski, but the operators

there have served notice they can furnish no more
coal. The electric light company still has a supply

of coal on hand.

The Tradesmen's National Bank of New York
surprised ihe managers of the Atlantic Highlands,
Red Bank and Long Branch Electric Railroad
company on August 13th by disconnecting the

company's tracks and building a fence across the

road at two points. The bank owns six lots now
traversed by a double-track trolley road, and noti-

fied the trolley company that unless a settlement

was made for the trespass action would be taken.

The balance sheet of the West Chicago Street

Railroad company, just issued in connection with

the recent application to list the securities of the

company on the New York Stock Exchange, shows
that the company has, in cash on hand and in banks,

the large sum of $1,805,052.87. The cost of the road,

equipment, right-of-way and construction is placed

at $16,331,184.52, while the real estate is valued at

$1,580,202.65. In round numbers, the capital stock

is $13,000,000 and the bonds issued amount to $14,-

700,000.

The application of the Alley "L" for permission
to change its motive power from steam to electricity

should be hailed with delight, not only by the peo-
ple who use that system, but also by those who live

along the route, says the Chicago Chronicle, which
adds that the disappearance of the smoke producers
in the shape of the dummy engines of the line should
make a wonderful difference in the atmosphere of

the South Side. It will also make a difference to the

passengers, for there will be no more black clouds
of smoke and cinders blowing in at the windows as

they ride.

The articles of incorporation of the Milwaukee
and Waukesha Railway company were amended on
August i6th by reducing the capital stock from
$3,000,000 to $100,000. This action was taken for

the purpose of overcoming an injunction restrain-

ing the company from entering into a contract for

the construction of a strip of road, which was
granted in the Circuit Court on the filing of a com-
plaint by one of the stockholders, who alleged that

20 per cent, of the capital stock of the concern had
not been actually paid into its treasury, as is re-

quired by the statutes of Wisconsin before a cor-

poration can transact business. It was stated by
the officers of the company that work would begin
immediately on the electric road it contemplates
building in Milwaukee. The various injunctions ob-
tained in the courts of the county restraining the
company from proceeding with the work of con-
struction have had the effect of extending the time
allowed the concern in its franchise in which to

begin the work of laying track.

Judgment for $1,786 was entered against the Gen-
eral Electric Street Railway company of Chicago
last week in favor of Edwin F. Getchell, as the
defendant failed to file a plea in time, and the
court refused to allow further delay. Getchell sued
for services which he says he rendered for the com-
pany in obtaining frontage consents. The fight be-
tween the General Electric Street Railway com-
pany and the Chicago City Railway company is

now practically concluded, and the contending par-

ties are awaiting the decision. The General Elec-

J. H. Janson contemplates forming a company
and putting in a telephone exchange at Washburn,
Wis.

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company
will probably build a line from Yankton, S. D.,

to Utica, S. D.

The WiUmar Telephone company is erecting poles

and stringing wires at Willniar, Minn., as fast as

possible. The Northwestern Telephone Exchange
company has appealed from the decision of the
commission appointed to assess damages to land
owners, and, unless the decision is radically changed,
its line will not touch Willniar, but will end at

Litchfield.

W. E. Stanley will conduct the Sunday School in

the First .Methodist Episcopal church in Wichita,
Kansas, next Sunday, by telephone from his resi-

dence in the suburbs, a mile and a half from the
church. Mr. Stanley has been superintendent of the

Sunday School continuously for 21 years, but was
thrown from a buggy, which incapacitated him from
attending to his Sunday School.

TELEGRAPH.
Judge Sanborn of the United States Circuit Court

at Topeka, Kansas, has issued an order requiring
the expenditure of $27,000 by the receiver of the

Union Pacific Railway company in repairing the

Western Union lines along that road, and also an
order requiring anyone who has any objections
to the Postal company having the right to use
the wires along the Union Pacific to appear be-

fore him and show cause why it should not.

The Western Union Telegraph company filed a
petition in the United States Circuit Court at

Omaha, August 17th, asking that W. D. Cornish, as

special master, be granted an extension of time until

October 15th, in which to complete the arangements
for the segregation of that company and the Union
Pacific Railroad company. The petition says the

contract between the companies is of such long
standing, and that it requires so much time and hard
work to thoroughly investigate and arrive at con-
clusions, that it would be impossible to make the
change by September ist, as ordered.

The Postal Telegraph-cable company has filed

with the State Railroad Commision of Tennes-
see a complaint against the Mobile and Ohio
Railroad company, alleging discrimination in favor
of the Western Union Telegraph company. The
Postal company charges that the railroad company
is distributing telegraph poles along its hnes for

the Western Union company and refuses to distrib-

ute poles along the line for the Postal Telegraph
company, which is desirous of building a telegraph
line along the road. The complaint also alleged

that the railroad company's action is based on a
contract with the Western Union.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Penny-in-the-Slot Electric Supply company,

with a capital of $250,000, of which $100,000 is re-

served for working capital, has been incorporated
in England. Its object is "to develop a slot elec-

tric meter and to work on the free wiring lines."

Sealed proposals for furnishing and delivering to

the government of New York city oil engines,
rotary transformers and storage batteries will be
received until September 6, 1897. Information will

be furnished upon application to Major John G. D.
Knight, Willets Point, N. Y.

Dr. Cornelius Herz of Panama Canal fame has
filed a claim with the State Department for dam-
ages against the government of France for illegal

arrest and detention in England. After a careiul

examination of the papers in the case, however,
the government declined to prosecute the claim,

and has so informed Dr. Herz's counsel.

All manufacturers are requested to mail one of

their more recent catalogues to the American Cata-
logue Bureau, Cleveland, Ohio. It is the intention

of this bureau to open free business libraries in

several of the more important cities of this coun-
try and abroad. By complying with this request
m.anufacturers will not only benefit themselves, but
assist in imparting some valuable information.

A safety brake invented by John Schuman, a
poor machinist of Pittsburg, Pa., was tested re-

cently on the line of the Pittsburg and Birming-
ham Traction company. By a small lever the mo-
torman may lift the car off the rails, it is claimed.
The shoe is in the form of a wheel, and when
applied forms a sort of sled on the track, bearing
the weight of the car. A car running at full speed
was stopped within a space of 25 feet by this device.

City Engineer EUicott has awarded a contract for
putting in 32 new electric lights in Monroe and Ad-
ams streets, between the river and Ashland avenue.
The construction work went to James Lyman & Co.
at their bid of $2,090. The Western Electric com-

pany was given the contract for furnishing the lamp
posts at $1,280. The contract for furnishing the
supplies for the fire-alarm and police telephone and
signal systems, amounting to about $8,000, has been
divided between the Western Electric company and
the Central Electric company.

The annual reports of the secretary and treasurer
of the National Association of Gas and Electric
Fixture Dealers, just issued in pamphlet form and
covering the year ended on June 30th last, show
that the membership has more than doubled during
the year and now represents 26 states. The officers

are: President, L. B. Cross, Kansas City, Mo.; vice-
president, W. E. Goodman, Milwaukee, Wis.; sec-
retary, Francis Almy, Buffalo, N. Y. ; treasurer,

John Kelly, Pittsburg, Pa. E. Baggot of Chicago
is a member of the executive committee, and the
state vice-president for Illinois is R. Williamson of

Chicago.

A Washington dispatch relates that United States
Treasurer Ellis H. Roberts has prepared a plan
for protecting the money vaults of Uncle Sam in

the treasury building by modern electrical devices.

The plan has been approved by Secretary Gage, and
contracts will be let in a few days for doing the work.
If the system works satisfactorily, it will be extended
to the other bureaus of the department, where money
and valuable stamps are largely handled. The sys-

tem provides for a central station outside the treas-

ury building, as well as for stations within. These
stations are on the same order as an alarm in a
fire engine house. The different safes and vaults
will be connected with these stations. In case a

vault or safe is tampered with an alarm is immedi-
ately rung in at the stations. Should the stations

in the treasury building be tampered with to pre-

vent the proper alarms there, the central station

would be sure to furnish the location of the evil

work. The man in charge of the central station

would immediately notify those inside. Treasurer
Roberts will have an arrangement by which he can
at once be notified at his home if anything wrong is

going on. By the electric system the safes and
vaults close at a certain hour, and if an attempt is

made to open them previous to the hour fixe'd by the
system for their being opened, the alarm is turned

TECHNICAL SCHOOLS.
By reason of the partial failure of its revenues,

Lehigh University was forced to appeal to the state

of Pennsylvania for aid. In response a grant of

$150,000 was made for maintenance and general
expenses. Thus, the present financial crisis has been
tided over, and the work of the institution is unin-
terrupted.

Upon the retirement of Prof. H. W. Harding,
professor of physics and electrical engineering at

Lehigh University, he was presented a loving-cup,
suitably inscribed, by the members of the faculty.

Prof. Harding has a record of 25 years of active

service, and the trustees made him emeritus pro-
fessor of physics on his retirement. His successor,

Prof. W. S. Franklin, late of the Iowa State Col-
lege, is a young man who has already made a rep-

utation for himself as a teacher, investigator and
author.

The Society for the Promotion of Engineering Ed-
ucation held its annual session in Toronto early in

the week. There were about 50 members present.

The president. Dr. Flenry Eddy of the University of

Minnesota, in his opening address, spoke of the
development of engineering and the advancement
of the profession to a standing equal to that of

law or medicine. W. H. P. Creighton of Purdue
University, Lafayette, Ind., read a comprehensive
paper on methods of teaching, and J. J. Flather of

the same place contributed one on the teaching of

machine design.

Charles H. Manning has prepared a favorable re-

port of the Lawrence Scientific School of Harvard
University. Better buildings have been provided;
its equipment has been greatly improved; it is now
well supplied with the best modern apparatus; the

number of instructors has been increased to 16,

and the students in its classes reached 146. A
course in mechanical engineering was established
four years ago, and the courses in civil and elec-

trical engineering were remodeled, and all of them
were arranged as regular four-year courses. Under
the head of engineering there are 44 subjects of

study for the members of the classes. The Rogers
building has been fitted up for engineering experi-
ments and tests of a general nature. The low^er

floor is for machinery, and two floors, put in for
lecturing and drafting purposes, are occupied by
advanced students.

ELECTRICAL SECURITIES.
The Cicero Water, Gas and Electric Light com-

pany of Chicago has declared a semi-annual divi-

dend of one per cent.

Announcement is made that Mr. Yerkes has ob-
tained control of the Metropolitan Traction com-
pany, which has leased the General Electric Rail-

V ay company, and through these franchises pro-
poses to establish connections on the South Side,

which for years he has been negotiating with the
Chicago City Railway company in vain. All state-
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ments concerning the Metropolitan and General
Electric companies are regarded with distrust by
those who are acquainted with the history of these

enterprises.

The gross earnings of the Brooklyn City and New-
town Railroad company for the quarter ended June
30th were $135,048, a decrease of $7,115 as compared
with last year. The operating expenses were $70,981,
the fixed charges $32,780, and the surplus $33,164, an
increase in the net income of $2,895.

The Coney Island and Brooklyn Railroad com-
pany's gross earnings during the quarter ended
June 30th were $90,801, a falling off of $6,913 as com-
pared with 1896. The operating expenses were also

decreased, but only $3,613, leaving the net earnings

$31,105. The fixed charges were $14,869.

The Central Union Telephone company of Chi-
cago is said to have placed $500,000 of bonds, the
proceeds of which will be used in the work of con-
struction now going on. The company proposes
to erect 4,000 miles of copper wire telephone lines

between cities and towns in which it has exchanges.

During the quarter which ended on June 30th the

Nassau Electric Railway company of Brooklyn re-

ports its gross earnings as $507,070, an increase of

$41,819 over the corresponding period of 1896. The
operating expenses were $279,424, fixed charges
$182,866, leaving a surplus of $45,437, as against

$22,052 in 1896.

The Edison Electric Illuminating company of

New York reported gross earnings for July of $162,-

453, an increase of $5,562 as compared with the
same month of last year, and net $59,034. an in-

crease of $1,767. For the seven months ended July
31st the gross earnings were $1,391,219, an increase
of $128,423 as compared with the corresponding
period of last year, and net $630,749, an increase of

$88,943.

The report of the Edison Electric Illuminating
company of Brooklyn for July contains the follow-
ing items of interest: Gross earnings, $65,688, an
increase of $8,062; net, $26,765, an increase of

$4,018; taxes, $3,000, a decrease of $1,000; balance,

$23,765, an increase of $5,018; other sources, $1,200.

a decrease of $192; net result, $24,965, an increase

of $4,826. The report for seven months ended July
31st includes the following: Gross earnings, $488,-

896, an increase of $37,085; net, $219,213, an increase

of $24,559; taxes, $23,200, a decrease of $4800; net
earnings, $196,013, an increase of $29,359; other
sources, $7,730, a decrease of $2,888; net result,

$203,743, an increase of $26,471.

An advance of several points in North Chicago
securities during the week served to revive the story

of a possible increase in the capital stock. At the
last annual meeting Mr. Yerkes observed that he
tfiought it would be not an unwise move to double
the North Chicago stock. The latter now stands at

$6,600,000, and rumor suggests the intention of the
financial sponsors of the company to double this,

making it $13,200,000. It was figured that the com-
pany could easily pay seven per cent, dividends on
the doubled capitalization instead of the 12 per cent,

paid now, and that the expansion would be a good
thing for the shareholder, as it would increase his

income and pave the way for the listing of the stock

on the New York Stock Exchange.

During the last week there has been considerable
interest shown in electrical securities both in New
York and Chicago. In the local market the feature

has been the strength and activity in South Side "L"
and Metropolitan "L." Those who claim to have
some information concerning the plan on which
the Metropolitan will be reorganized say the

bond issue will be cut in half and the stock will

be assessed but $7 per share, five per cent, preferred
stock to be issued to the amount that the bonds
are scaled. This would give the holder of a $1,000

bond, which is now selling at $500, a $500 bond
and five $100 shares of preferred stock, which

should be worth $20 a share at least, if the com-
mon stock is worth $7, with a $7 assessment in
prospect. Lake Street "L" started higher but fell

back.

The rapid rise in the price of Central Union Tele-
phone stock is explained by the fact that a pool
of moneyed men was formed some time ago to
gather in all the loosely held stock to be had, and
employed brokers to canvass among the small
owners of the shares, who are scattered all over
Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Iowa and Wisconsin. The
recent sudden jump of 12 points in the value of
stock came when the news of the operation of the
pool leaked out, through comparison of notes by
stockholders who had been asked to sell. The ad-
vance has given rise to a report that the company
contemplated the early declaration of a dividend.
The policy of the company for the present year has
already been mapped out, and, it is said, no dividend
will be paid in 1897. The company earned on its

stock last year 3.6 per cent, and business has
far in 1897 shows some improvement. The manage-
ment is conservative and paid but one per cent,
last year. With a revival of business the stock will

be worth more than 50, it is believed, and it is quite
probable that the regular five per cent, dividend
may be resumed in 1898.

On August I2th the listing committee of the
Stock Exchange of New York recommended the
listing of the securities of the West Chicago Street
Railroad company, including $3,969,000 first mort-
gage bonds, $6,031,000 consolidated mortgage
bonds, and $13,189,000 capital stock. It was shown
that the company had paid five per cent, dividends in

1888, 1889 and 1890, six per cent, in 1891, 6% per
cent, in 1892, nine per cent, in 1893 and 1894, and
six per cent, in 1895, 1896 and the first half of the
present year. The comparative statement for the
first five months of 1896 and 1897 showed a consider-
able falling off of receipts, but there was a corre-
sponding reduction in operating expenses. The re-

ceipts were $1,651,642.52 in 1896, and only $1,511,-

232.84 this year, while the operating expenses were
$1,065,028.10 in iSg6 and $923,526.32 this year. The
net profit, therefore, this year is greater than last.

According to the statement made by the company
to the listing committee, it has 2,000 cars, 300 horses
and 83 miles of double track of electrical con-
struction. The general balance sheet of the road
also submitted gives the cost of road equipment,
right-of-way and construction as $16,331,184.52,

while the cash on hand or in banks is $1,805,052.87.

TRADE NEWS.
The Central Electric company has just issued a

very comprehensive catalogue of Hill switches, em-
bracing the full line of these standard goods, which
will be sent on application to any address. There
are a number of new switches described.

The Law Battery company has been leased by the
Gordon-Burnham Battery company, and all goods
manufactured by either company can hereafter be
obtained direct from the office of the latter at 82
to 86 West Broadway, New York city.

The New York offices of the Western Electric
company have been removed to the new building
of the company at 57-67 Bethune street, near West
street, where a store for the sale of electrical goods
has been opened. The store in the Thames street

building is retained.

William H. McKinlock has notified customers of
the Metropolitan Electric company, which recently
made an assignment, that, in sending their orders,
if the stock of the company is not complete enough
to meet the demand, he will fill the remaining
portion of such orders without delay and at satis-

factory prices. Mr. McKinlock adds: "We desire
to retain your trade and hope that 'within a short
time we may effect a settlement whereby the Metro-

politan Electric company may go on with its busi-
ness as heretofore."

General Manager G. L. McDonald of the Elec-
tric Supply company of Memphis, Tenn., was a
visitor in New York for several days last week.
His trip was devoted entirely to business, and he
reports that the outlook for the electrical trade
in the vicinity of Memphis is better than it has
been for several years, and that his company will
carry a larger stock than it has ever done before,
in order to meet this demand.

The Consolidated Car-heating company of Al-
bany says: "On August 2d Judge Wheeler of the
United States Circuit Court for the Second Circuit
rendered a decision in favor of the defendant in the
case of the Burton Electric company against the
Union railway of New York, which was defended
by the Consolidated Car-heating company. This
decision settles the right of the Consolidated com-
pany to use the multiple series system of wiring
with its electric heaters, and is a decided victory."

Many of the residents of Warren, O., participated
in a great picnic held a short time ago at Conneaut
Lake. The train was run in three sections, and it is

estimated that 2,500 people enjoyed the outing.
One notable feature is thus described by the Warren
Daily Chronicle: "The most conspicuous train was
the second section, which had three coaches set apart
for the Warren Electric and Specialty company.
Long banners in bold-faced letters were attached
to the sides of these cars, bearing the inscriptions:
'The Warren Electric and Specialty company

—

Manufacturers of Anti-Trust Incandescent Lamp.s.'
The company closed down its large factory in every
department, despite the fact that the concern is

rushed with orders, and took a day ofi-'. The entire
force of employes and some outside friends, to the
number of 150, went to Conneaut Lake as the guests
of the Warren Electric and Specialty company.
General Manager E. W. Gilmer was with the party,
and saw that the orders for a thorough good time
were fully observed."

BUSINESS.
The ninth catalogue of the enamel rheostats made

by the Ward Leonard Electric company of Ho-
boken, N. J., is complete and gives much valuable
information about essential electrical apparatus.
General and catalogue indexes add to the value of
the pamphlet.

J. Holt Gates & Co. of 1323 Marquette building,
Chicago, report a good business. The firm is

the western agent for Walker, Wagner and Card
machinery and apparatus, and has recently made
many sales, including a 3,000 light alternator to
the Maywood Electric Light company and an 800
kilowatt generator to the Memphis Street Rail-
way company.

To W. B. McDonald, superintendent of the Peo-
ple's Light and Power company, Chicago, must be
given the credit of producing an arc lamp hanger
board made entirely of glass, having a glass back
or support, as well as glass insulating knobs. The
device is known as the McDonald glass hanger
board. This board can always be relied upon as

a perfect insulator, and always looks bright and
clean. This specialty is placed on the market by
the Electric Appliance company, Chicago, which
will be glad to quote prices on application.

The Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Manufactur-

ing company reports a large demand for its switch-

board operator's instruments, consisting of trans-

mitter and induction coil with adjustable swinging
extension arm and watch-case receiver, and in many
instances including hand or power generators. This
company has recently made a material change in its

receiver, cutting down the adjusting case and mag-
net holders, which reduces the weight about one-half

and in no way affects the efficiency and durability.

It claims that none of its receivers so far has be-

come demagnetized.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
587,693. Signal Receiving Apparatus. Walter F.

Banks, Milford, Conn. Application filed Octo-
ber I, 1896.

This device comprises a receiving magnet short-circuited
when the apparatus is at rest, an armature for controlling
the short-circuit, a magnet for controHing the armature,
and a mechanical retarding device for governing the move-
ment of the armature.

587,696. Apparatus for Electrolysis. Anthelme E.

W. Boucher, Prilly, Switzerland. Application
filed August 13, 1896.

The construction of this apparatus requires a positive
plate of non-osidizable material, two bars of osidizable
material supporting the plate, material adapted to in-

sulate the bars from the electrolyte, two negative plates
inclosing the non-oxidizable plate and insulated there-
from, each of the negative plates being perforated to per-
mit of the passage of the electrolyte, and a hood adapted
to inclose the plates to collect the gases arising therefrom.

587,698. Apparatus for Detecting Electrolysis of

Underground Pipes and Locating Transmission
Losses. Harold P. Brown, New York, N. Y.
Application filed January 27, 1896.

Two high-reading voltmeters, a low-reading voltmeter
and rail and pipe conductors, or their equivalents, are
employed-

Issued Auffjist 10, iSgy.

587,700. Telephone Booth. Eugene B. Cadwell,
Jamestown, N. Y. Application filed October
22, 1896.

A telephone booth having sides with double walls dis-
tanced by wooden blocks and interposed sound-deadening
material between the blocks and the walls.

587,720. Electric Railway System- Stephen D.
Field, Stockbridge, Mass. Application filed

November 21, 1891.

A slotted conduit embodying metal frames, insulators
flexibly mounted on arms projecting from the frames, and
a working conductor composed of magnetic metal flexibly
suspended from the insulators, are combined in this ar-
rangement.

587,738. Trolley Truck. Thomas M. Kenna, New
Haven, Conn. Application filed May 16, 1896.
The usueI electric railway equipment is applied to trucks,

and an arm is provided having a trolley wheel at one end
and being pivotally connected at the other end to the end
of the pole, and adapted to fold into the recessed part
when not in use.

587,747. Igniter for Explosive Engines. Philip
Mueller, Decatur, 111. Application filed Decem-
ber 18, 1896.

A pluralityof brushes communicating each with sparkers,
a movable electrode adapted to contact with the brushes

successively, a short-circuit for the current passing from
the electrode to the brushes, or the reverse, and means for

maintaining the short-circuit while the electrode is out of

contact with a brush, and for breaking it when contact is

made.

587,750. Electric Arc Lamp. James McLaughlin,
Chicago, 111. Application filed August 26, 1895.

An arc-establishing magnet or solenoid in a derived cir-

cuit about the arc is movable, and adapted to close the

cut-out circuit, and in so doing include its coils in the cut-

out circuit, and a shunt magnet or solenoid is connected
mechanically with the arc-establishing magnet, the former
raising the latter to close the cut-out circuit, whereby the

coils of the arc-establishing magnet provide a resistance

in the cut-out circuit.

587,752. Electric Railway Switch. Matthew J. M-
O'Hara, Wilmington, Mass. Application filed

March 27, 1S97.

In addition to the railway main line and branch line

there are a horizontal pivot, on which the switch tongue is

movable vertically to connect and disconnect the main line

and the branch line, a normally open electric circuit, an
electro-magnet, a lever provided with an armature adapted
to be attracted by the magnet when the circuit is closed to

raise the tongue.
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587.764. Wire for Armature Windings. Sidney H.

Short, Cleveland, O. Application filed March

19, 1896.

A conductor for use in winding armatures and similar

appliances comprisinR a plurality of wires, the adjacent

contact surfaces of which conform in cross-section to the

interstices between such wires, and thereby fill such inter-

stices.

587.765. Armature for Dynamo-electric Machines-

'Sidney H. Short, Cleveland, O. Application

filed March 29, 1897.

A plate or lamination for armature cores is described,

having the ends beveled to lines radial to the armature
center, the outer edge curved to the circumference of a

circle struck from the center of the armature, and the

inner edge straight.

587,769. Electric Motor. Julius L. Thoma, Kan.sas

City, Mo- Application filed August 17, 1896.

NO. 587,696.

This motor comprises a circular casing, a top plate

provided with a series of insulated holes or openings; a

shaft is journaled in the bottom of the casing and in the

top plate; a circular series of field coils is suspended from
the top plate within the casing and having their upper ends
extending through the insulated holes or openings ; a com-
mutator is mounted upon the top plate, surrounds the shaft

and is provided with a series of pins which are connected
to the ends of the field coils; a conducting annulus in the

bottom of the casing is electrically connected to the oppo-
site ends of the field coils; a conductor from the source of

supply is connected to the annulus and extends through the

casing; an armature is mounted rigidly upon the shaft
within the casing and below the field coils; an armature is

mounted upon the shaft above the commutator, and is pro-
vided with depending pins having their lower ends con-
tiguous to the upper ends of the field coils, studs depending
also from the armatures, brushes carried thereby and en-
gaging the commutator, a collector at the upper side of the
armature, and a collecting brush engaging the same and
electrically connected to the source of electrical supply.

587,770. Apparatus for Causing Chemical Changes
in Gases. Nicolaas van der Sleen and August
Schneller, AUen-Oudshoorn, Netherlands. Ap-
plication filed January 18, 1S95. Patented in Ger-
many November 30, 1894; in England December
1, 1894; in Belgium December 29, 1894; in Italy

December 29, 1894; in Switzerland JDecember
29, 1894; in Luxemburg December 29, 1894; in

Sweden December 29, 1894; in Norway Decem-
ber 29, 1894; in France December 29, 1894; in

Spain March 30, 1895, and in Austria September
30, 1895.
Two or more electrical discharging apparatuses are em-

ployed, containing each a number of separated electrodes
of the same polarity connected each to a separate specific
resistance and electrodes of the other polarity, while cool-
ing devices are arranged so as to alternate with the elec-
trical discharging apparatuses.

587,782. Electro-depositing Device- John Bossard,
Dubuque, Iowa. Application filed June i, 1896.

A supporting device is mounted above the tank, with sus-
pension hooks hung upon it, and means secured to the sup-
porting device for advancing the articles through the bath,
and suitable anode and cathode connections.

587,792. Electric Railway. Robert L. Caldwell,
Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed January 21,

1S97.

A connecting member for a main and a branch connect-
ing wire consists of a straight leg adapted to be connected
to the main wire, with its lower edge in the plane of the
lower surface of the main wire; a diverging branch le^ is

adapted to be connected witli the branch wire, and having
its lower edgs inclined downward from both ends beljw
the plane of the lower edge ot the main leg, and a depend-
ing wing on the lower edge of the main leg near the open
end of the connecting member.

587,798. Electric Meter, jean F. de Bauw, Brus-
sels, Belgium. Application filed April 26, 1897.

Patented in Belgium August 29, 1896.

A solenoid has a hollow core, through which passes a
_ shunt current from the main current; an interrupter
renders this current intermittent; one end of a soft-iron
armature enters the hollow center of the bobbin; a flexible
rod is suitably supported and attached to the other end of
the armature, and a spring-pawl is fixed to the flexible rod

;

a ratchet wheel is engaged by the pawl; a shaft carries the
ratchet wheel; a spring controls the shaft, the entire ar-
rangement being such that the passage of the current in
the bobbin produces a to-and-fro movement of the arma-
ture and of the flexible rod, whose pawl each time the
armature is attracted by the bobbin causes the ratchet
wheel to partly rotate, thereby producing a proportionate
tension in the spring coiled around the shaft.

587,805. Trolley Hanger.^ Theodore Fletcher, St.

Louis, Mo. Application filed October 10, 1896.

A suspension device for trolley wires consists of an in-

sulating body having embedded tiierein a shank carrying a

wire-supporting device, the body having a recessed neck,
and protecting half collars surrounding the neck and
adapted to receive the suspension wires.

587,818. Lightning Arrester. Edward M. Hewlett,
Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed March
16, 1897.

There is the combination of arcing electrodes, a non-
inductive resistance in circuit with one of the electrodes,
and a blow-out magoet having the ends of its coil or coils
connected to the non-inductive resistance at points be-
tween which there is a difference in potential due to the
dynamo current following a lightning discliarge.

587,838. Circuit Breaker. Hermann Lemp, Lynn,
Mass. Application filed April 3, 1897.

This is a contact device for induction coils, comprising a
pair of fixed terminals, a bridge normally held in contact
with the tixed terminals by a spring, and a rheotonie
hammer for opening the contacts.

587.868. Commutator and Lead- Sidney H. Short,

Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed March 12,

1897-

A lead for connecting an armature inductor with its

commutator bar is described, consisting of a plurarity of
metallic ribbons riveted together and adapted to be con-
nected at one end to a commutator bar, and at the other
end to an armature inductor.

587.869. Field Magnet for Dynamo-electric Ma-
chines. Sidney H. Short, Cleveland, Ohio.
Application filed March 12, 1897.

Field magnets for dynamo-electric machinery are com-
posed of a plurality of solid magnet cores, each having one
end furcated by intersecting slots, combined with a yoke
cast about the furcated ends of the magnet cores.

587.870. Trolley. Sidney H. Short, Cleveland,
Ohio. Application filed February 16, 1897,

In a trolley there is claimed the combination of the
trolley arm, its forks and fork ends, and a shaft which ex-
tends between and is secured to the fork ends, with a
tubular roller surrounding the shaft, bearing pieces fitted
and secured in the ends thereof, which bearing pieces are
circumferentially grooved, an oil duct through each bear-
ing piece to the groove, and an oil duct through the grooved
part to the shaft, and bent springs secured to the fork ends
and extended between the same and the roller.

587.871. Armature. Sidney H. Short, Cleveland,
Ohio. Application filed March 13, 1897.

An end ring at each end of the slotted core having per-
ipheries adapted to support the armature inductors beyond
the core, insulating covering surrounding the peripheries
and protecting the inductors from them, and troughs of in-
sulating material in the core slots, the troughs projecting
beyond the core.

587,883. Device for Examining Jewels by Rontgen
Rays. 'Elihu Thomson, Swampscott, Mass. Ap-
plication filed September 4, 1896.

The apparatus described for facilitating the examination
of jewels by Ronigen rays consists of means for producing
the rays, a support for the jewel opaque to light but trans-
parent to the Rontgen rays, a fluorescent screen for convert-
ing the Runtgen rays into light after the passage through
the jewel, a mirror for reflecting the rays, and eye-pieces
for examining the reflected image.

587,921. Apparatus for Generating Constant Elec-
tric Currents. Charles N. Black, New Haven,
Conn. Application filed April 26, 1897.

A directly connected constant current dynamo, with its

working or distributing circuits connected in series with
and between its independent armature circuits, translating
devices located in the working or distributing circuits and
arranged in series, has an automatic steam cut-off arranged
to act when the same exceeds its rated speed.

587,931. Burglar Alarm. Clyde Coleman, Chicago,
III. Application filed January 11, 1897.

In an electrical barrier there is the combination with a
plurality of parallel insulating strips, of a plurality of
parallel conducting strips secured to the insulating strips
and arranged so as to overlap.

587,937. Regulating Electric Motors. Albert G.
Davis, Washington, D. C- Application filed

November 17, 1896.

The method of increasing the torque of a tandem motor
system consists in neutralizing by a phase-advancing de-
vice part or all of the lag of the intermediate circuit or cir-

cuits.

587,998. Electro-pneumatic Alarm. George W.
MacKenzie, Beaver, Pa. Application filed April

15, 1897-

Electro-magnets are placed in proximity to the support-
ing rod for attracting the rod magnetically when the mag-
nets are energized by a current established by contact with
the rod, and an alarm device in circuit with the magnets.

NO; 587.S83.

J,oi2. Process of and Apparatus for Making Me-
tallic Carbides. Isaiah L. Roberts, Brooklyn,
N. Y. Application filed September 14, 1896.

The process of continuously forming metallic carbides
consists in moving beneath a horizontal electric arc the
metallic compound and carbon to be converted, and in re-
flecting the heat of the arc downward.

3,021. Means for Controlling Electric Motors.
Sidney H. Short, Cleveland, Ohio. Applica-
tion filed May 17, 1896.

The combination is claimed with a driving electric motor,
of a controlling electric motor, a fluid brake connected
with the armature of the controlling motor, a valve for
controlling the fluid brake, whereby to vary the load on the
armature of the controlling motor, and a switch connected
with the valve for short-circuiting the controlling motor.

3,035. Electrolytic Apparatus. William Thum,
Newark, N. J. Application filed October 8,

1896.

A cathode sheet is secured upon the inclined bottom of
the tank, and anode cells are adjustably supported within
the tank and provided with an inclined perforate bottom
parallel to the inclined cathode slieet.

8,046. Printing Telegraph. Emile M. D. Andre,
Meru, France. Application filed October i,

1896-

This instrument comprises a key disk and type disk, both
revolving in unison, a switch and stop-lever of conducting
material pivoted on a bracket lying beneath the key disk
and movable on its pivot in a horizontal transverse line, a
spring-driven train of gears, and electrically controlled
means for releasing the gears.

3,048. Insulator for Wires. George Asliby, Ham-
ilton, Canada. Application filed December 24,

1896.

An insulator is formed of a stem provided with an arm
having a lug. a bolt connected with the stem, and a cylin-
drical piece mounted upon the bolt.

588,053. Overhead Trolley System for Electric Rail-
ways. Solomon H. Cauffiel, Johnstown, Pa.
Application filed July 24, 1896.

A crossing structure for conducting wires and trolleys,
comprising intersecting arms having rails, part of the rails
having pivoted self-sustained bars, one of which forms
part of the support for a trolley, while another is raised by
the inclined pole of the trolley.

588.084. Process of and Apparatus for Electro-
chemical Treatment of Straw or Other Fibrous
Materials. Goldsbury H. Pond, Ashburnham,
Mass. Application filed September 15, 1896.
The method described consists in packing or banking the

straw in a tank containing a solution of chloride of sodium
in such manner that an open cell or space is formed be-
tween the anode and the mass of straw, and then causing
the solution to be circulated in the vat and subjected to the
action of an electric current.

588.085. Method of and Apparatus for Electro-
chemical Treatment of Fibrous Material. Golds-
bury H. Pond, Ashburnham, Mass- Applica-
tion filed February 12, 1897.

One feature of the method described consists in decom-
posing the chloride of sodium solution in separate ceils
formed on each side of the material being treated, and
drawing the resultant parts of the decomposition of the salt
from either cell in the proportions desired, and circulating
the same through the material.

588,097. Electric Railway System. Louis E. Walk-
ins, Springfield, Mass. Application filed April

15, 1897.

One claim is given: In an electric switch mechanism,
in combination, a part movably mounted and adapted to

be operated by a passing object as a wheel of a car, two
pairs of electric terminals or contacts for different cir-

cuits, and two switches movable to connect and disconnect
the contacts of both pairs, a switch-operating part receiv-
ing movement from said wheel-operated part, and connec-
tions between it and both said switches actuated by said
switch-operating part, whereby both switches are simul-

- taneously operated, an armature arranged to normally en-
gage said switch-operating part, and an electro-magnet
adjacent the armature.

588,101. Electrically Operated Loom. Edwin D.
Chaplin, Cambridge, and Henry G- Halloran,
Boston, Mass. Application filed July 16, 1896.

One claim is for an electro-field magnet, an armature re-
ciprocable exterior to the coils thereof but intersecting the
lines of force of the magnetic field, a shuttle-carrier con-
nected with the armature to move therewith, a shuttle
mounted on the carrier, means to produce a current in the
field magnet and armature, and means to reverse the cur-
rent of one of them at each stroke of the armature.

588.104. Electric Locomotive. Rudolf Eickemeyer,
Yonkers, N. Y. Application filed May 9, 1892.

An electric motor having field coils divided into sets or
sections, in combination with shunt resistances, each
separately connected with ihe terminals of appropriate
field coil sections.

588.105. Electric Locomotive. Rudolf Eickeraeyer,
Yonkers, N. Y. Application filed August 22,

1892.

An axle, a motor separate therefrom, gearing between the
motor and the axle, a link hinged or articulated with both
the axle and the motor constituting a housing for the gear-
ing, and another arm extending from the axle to the motor.

588.106. Elevator Controller Lock. William C.

Fahy, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed April

4, 1896-

There is the combination of a sliding door, a lever hung
in front of the door, mechanism yieldingly actuating the
lever in one direction, the lever having its free end curved
in the direction opposite that toward which it is impelled
by the mechanism, a guide for the lever, a part connected
with the starting mechanism, locking device engaging
with the part, and connections between the locking device
and the lever.

588,111. Current Collecting Device for Electric

Railways. Rudolph M. Hunter, Philadelphia,

Pa. Application filed February 4, 1897.

A support is jointed to the car at the bottom, and has a

guide at the top adapted to travel along the under'Side of
the suspended conductor, combined with a current-collect-
ing roller journaled upon an upright axis and arranged
close to the side of the guide and electrically insulated
from it, whereby the contact is made with the conductor
immediately in the vicinity of the guide.
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The Boston Subway.

Three of the 12 sections of the subway in Boston
will be entirely coiripleted by September 1st, ancl

on that date 50 per cent, of the cars of the West End
Street Railway company will be taken off of Tremont
street and run through the subway. These will in-

clude the cars which run in town from the southern
suburban districts of Boston and which are now
turned at the head of Tremont street in front of the

old Granary burying ground and sent out over the

route by which they come. Of course the cars which

would permit of no encroachnient on the sacred soil

of ancient Boston Common. The sentimentalists on
this subject, and they included many of the most
influential and powerful families in the city, were
extremely bitter in their antagonism when the sub-
way plan was first brought forward. It contem-
plated cutting up the common to some extent, and
the defenders of this sacred spot turned out en masse
to protect it. Many hearings were held before the
legislative committee which had the subject of rapid
transit under consideration. Letters appeared con-
tinuously in all of the Boston newspapers in relation

proper authorities to provide a proper grade from
a point where its tracks leave the surface lino to the
point where they are to connect with the subway
system. It is probable that both of these sections
will be equipped and cars running therein before
the snow flies.

Sections 6 and 7, extending from Park street to

Scollay square, together with sections still farther

north, are also completed. Bids for section 11 will

soon be advertised, the Transit Commission having
already decided upon the form of the contract.

On the Tremont street mall of the common arc

The Loop at the Park Street Station.

3. Typical Ticket Office.

THE BOSTON SUBWAY.

come in from the south and which go clear across

the city to the Union station and those entering

from the north will use the highways until the other

sections of the subway are completed.
This subway is designed to solve the problem of

rapid transit through the congested business dis-

trict of the city. It will cost eventually something
like $7,000,000. It is safe to say that there has not
been a project of public improvement of the mag-
nitude of the subway before attempted in the history

of the city of Boston, and both before and after the

passage of the Subway Act early in July, 1894, by
the Massachusetts Legislature, there was a most per-

sistent fight made by an element in the commimity
which was hostile to the construction of a subway
and which did not believe that it would accomplish
that which the projectors claimed for it. In ad-

dition to the objections which the friends of the

subway had to meet from those who were hostile

to it from a purely business point of view, they had
also to contend against a public sentiment which

to the subject, but finally the friends of the scheme
succeeded in stifling the opposition, and the Subway
Act became a law. The opposition was revived soon
after the passage of the act, however, and the last

round of the battle took place in the Supreme Court.

On June 15, 1896, the Supieme Court decided that

the Subway Act wa.-^ constitutional.

The subway has been constructed under the di-

rection of a commission of five men appointed by
the governor, Hon. George G. Crocker being the

chairman. The three sections of the subway which
are to be opened for public travel on September Ist

extend from the Public Garden entrance on Boylston
street, opposite Church street, through Boylston and
Tremont streets to Park street, where the loop oc-

curs, thereby accommodating all Back Bay, Brook-
line, Allston, Brighton and cross-town cars. Sec-

tions 4 and 5 on Tremont street, south of Boyl-

ston street, are completed and have been ready for

equipment for months, but the West End has delayed

putting down the steel, owing to the failure of the

. Boylston Street Station.
Exit at Park Street Station.

the exterior glass-covered stations which will form
the entrances to and exits from the subway. These
are located every two or three blocks. Entering
one of these, the sightseer gets a sweeping view of

the broad stairway leading directly down to the

depth below, and sees the network of tracks, trolley

wires and subway equipment generally, stretching

far away in the perspective. The interior of these

subway stations is as light as day. Directly over-

head is suspended a large arc light which brilliantly

illumines the white enameled brick walls and throws
daylight into every nook and crevice, as far as the

eye can reach. A flight of some 30 iron steps, pro-

vided with a patent safety tread of corrugated lead,

which makes slipping an impossibility, leads down
to the subwaj' platform. At each side a brass hand-
rail runs the entire length of the stairway. On ar-

riving at the foot of the stairs the traveler will find

his "open sesame" to be a five-cent piece, which he
will hand into the ticket office and will receive in

exchange a ticket which will entitle him to a ride
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and which will be lakeu up by the conductor on the

car or train and registered as a regular fare. There
are four of these ticket ofiRces at every entrance, each

of light pine wood. The central one is double and
is flanked by two smaller ones. Between these ticket

offices arc four passages, each of which is just wide,

enough to admit one person at a time.

The subway platforms are of smooth and solid

granolithic composition (artificial stone), and be-

tween the platforms are high barriers of netting, de-

signed to keep people from crossing one track to

another. The style of construction of all the exits

and entrances is similar, the only difference being

that, instead of having ticket offices, the exits are pro-

vided with big wooden turnstiles about eight feet

high. There are eight of these turnstiles, set in an

iron frame, at each of these exits. The West End
company, acting under authority of the Transit Com-
mission, is now preparing plans for swinging doors
to be placed at the open ends of the station coverings.

Broken stone ballast is used, and for the section

south of Park street over 10,000 tons are required.

The ties on which the rails are laid are of chestnut,

boiled in woodiline to exclude moisture. Si.Kteen

ties are used to every 30 feet of track. The rail is

the American Society of Civil Engineers' standard
.section of T-rail for steam railroad use, and weighs

85 pounds per yard. The rolled steel wheel guard
on the inside of each rail, and bolted to the rail,

weighs with bolts about 43 pounds to the yard, mak-
ing the total weight of the rail and guard as bolted

together 12S pounds. This guard has been adopted
as a complete security against derailment. The
jomts and tie-plates are of special type, represent-

ing the most advanced methods of construction.

The switches wdl be provided with moving rods

similar in construction to those used on steam roads.

The overhead construction, consisting of a wooden
trough of cypress plank, thoroughly painted, is se-

the dials register in the city hall and not on the

individual meters. The clockwork, actuated by the

passage of the water consumed through the service

pipe, is removed and replaced by a simple pin, which
moves with every revolution of the water wheel or

every stroke of the piston and makes and breaks
an electrical contact, thus registering with unfailing

accuracy on the dial in the water office. An at-

tempt to interfere with the operation of the device
by short-circuiting would instantly give an alarm
in the water office by causing a bell to ring and an
indicator to record the number of the meter being
operated upon. The same bell alarm system is used
to prevent the meter from being opened, the re-

moval of the cover infallibly breaking the circuit

and setting the bell going.
The cost of installing this system would be great,

but the inventor seems confident that it would pay.

Electric Plant at Shoreditch, England.
Lord Kelvin's advocacy of the plan adopted at

Shoreditch, England, of burning garbage and utiliz-

ing the heat thus produced for the production of

steam and electricity, has attracted the attention of

many who are endeavoring to solve the same prob-
lem in American cities.

"It is only six weeks since the works were opened,"
Lord Kelvin is reported to have said in newspaper
interviews, "but they have proved themselves to be
a great success- Ten tons of 'dust' are equal, we
calculate, to one ton of coal for steam making.
Enough energy is now obtained to operate the muni-
cipal electric lighting plant, and so long as 'dust'

is obtainable not an ounce of coal need be used.
Whatever dust or refuse is collected has combustible
qualities, and is therefore available." Shoreditch,
he said, had hitherto paid two shillings three pence
a ton to have the garbage carted away and emptied

not at the front. Owing to this arrangement, the
cells may be repaired independently of the boilers,

and the boilers may be repaired independently of

the cells. Moreover, in the event of refuse not being
collected or being deficient from any cause whatso-
ever, steam may still be raised by means of coal.

It is said to be possible for one man to keep the
whole of the 12 cells charged at regular intervals,

and, moreover, the refuse' is never left to ferment
or heat on hot brickwork or ironwork. It is always
kept cool and thoroughly well ventilated by means
of artificial draft provided by the fans.

Steam will be generated at all hours during the
twenty-four, owing to the necessity of burning ref-

use continuously, and the working conditions are
therefore essentially different from those prevailing
in the ordinary coal-fired boiler house.
With the arrangements at Shoreditch, during the

daj'time, steam generated in the boilers is passed
into a thermal storage cylinder, where it is mixed
with a small quantity of cold water from the feed
pumps, the proportions being such that when the
evening approaches the cylinder is full of water at

the temperature and pressure of the steam required
by the engines. The cylinder is then shut off from the
feed pumps and connected to the boilers, which, in

their turn are connected direct to the engines, hence,
when the boilers require feed-water, they are sup-
plied with it from the cylinder at such a temperature
that the fuel that is then being burnt has merely to

furnish to the water in the boilers the heat sufficient

to overcome the latent heat of evaporation at the
required pressure. The result of this arrangement
is that the boilers are able to evaporate about one-
third more steam than they would be able to evapo-
rate were they connected directly with the water
mains, and, moreover, gases can be sent away from
the boiler at such a low temperature that they would
be useless for the jmrposes of even an economizer.
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Destructor Cells and Boilers, Tipping Platform and Thermal Storage Cylinder.

ELECTRIC PLANT AT SHOREDITCH, ENGLAND.

curely bolted to the roof of the subway, proper in-

sulation being used. The trolley wire used is of

figure 8 pattern, weighing 1.064 pounds per foot, and

having an area of about 362,000 circular mils, or

nearly 3% times the size of the ordinary trolley wire.

It is held in place by a specially designed clip and

hanger provided with the necessary insulation.

At the stations the platforms will be lighted by

arc lamps. Between stations incandescent larnps

will be used, one about every 12 feet. 'Ventilating

fans operated by electric motors are installed.

The West End company has a 20 years' lease

of the subway, and the first spadeful of earth was

removed in the presence of Gov. F. T. Greenhalge

on March 28, 1895. On March 23, 1895, the con-

tract for section I was awarded to Jones & Meehan,

a firm of local contractors; the contract for section

2 was awarded to E. W. Everson, September 20,

1895, and the contract for section 3 was awarded to

F. E. Shaw, October 21, 1895.

There has been but one accident during the course

of the construction of these sections of the subway.

On March 4, 1897, there was an explosion of gas

between the planking and the roof of the subway at

the corner of Tremont and Boylston streets, which
resulted in the death of 10 persons and the injury

of about 40 others. No blame was attached to either

the subway commission or the contractors engaged
in the work of building the structure.

A careful estimate made by the operating depart-

ment of the road places the number of cars which
will be run through the subway at 90 an hour, or a

car every 45 seconds both ways.

Electrical Water Meter.

There has been so much complaint of theft of

water from the mains of the city of Chicago that,

at the request of Mr. McGann, commissioner of

public works, Alexander Trussing has devised an

electrical recording water meter intended to defeat

the schemes of the dishonest. By the new method

into the sea. Now, he said, he believed the city was
in a fair way to get a revenue from the garbage in-

stead of the great sum which it had cost to dispose

of it. The slag, which is the final residue from the

Shoreditch furnaces, he said, was to be used for road

making.
There are several interesting features mentioned

in a description of this plant in the London Electri-

cal Review, from which the accompanying cuts are

reproduced. Shoreditch has a large area and pop-
ulation. It is provided with 300 public-houses, nu-

merous manufactories and warehouses, and alto-

gether, is considered a splendid field for the sale of

electric light and power. Of the plant itself, it may
be said that the destructor house is 80 feet square,

and contains 12 cells, each having 23 square feet

grate area and six water-tube boilers, each with 1,300

square feet of heating surface. Halpin's thermal

storage' system is used, and electric lifts and motor
cars are substituted for revising and distributing

refuse throughout the cells, in place of the more
usual inclined road and tipping platform. The boil-

ers and thermal storage vessel, which is 35 feet long

and eight feet in diameter, are designed to work at

a pressure of 200 pounds per square inch, and are

suppUeti with duplicate fittings throughout, to guard

against breakdown. There are three motor-driven

fans, calculated to deliver each 8,000 cubic feet of air

per minute. The chimney is 150 feet high and seven

feet internal diameter at the top, jacketed with fire-

brick throughout, and surrounded at the base with

a centrifugal dust-separating chamber.

The gases from the cells pass out of each cell at

the front, thence through the boiler tubes and out

at the back of the boilers into either of the two main
flues leading to the settling chambers and chimney.

Whenever required each boiler may be shut off,

by means of dampers, entirely free from each or

both, of its adjacent cells, and may also be fired at

all times independently with coal or any other suit-

able fuel. Again, the cells may be worked independ-

ently of the boilers, but in this latter contingency

the gases pass out from the cells at the back and

It is anticipated that the most efficient rate of work-
ing the destructor will be found to lie between eight
and 12 tons per cell per diem. The combined ar-
rangement of cells and boilers is designed so that
when 10 cells and five boilers are at work, the av-
erage evaporation per hour from refuse only will

about equal the average quantity of steam requiretl
by the engines throughout the whole of the 24 hours.
The system of lighting is that known as the Ox-

ford, the generating station being near one portion
of the low-tension network; a low-tension steam
plant is also installed in the generating station as
well as the high-tension continuous current plant
for feeding the motor-transformer sub-station. The
plants at present installed in the generating station
consists of three generators coupled to Willans
three-crank engines, each set having an output of 160
kilowatts at about i,iix> volts, and three low-tension
dynamos coupled to Willans three-crank engines,
each set having an output of 70 kilowatts at 165 volts.

The speed of the larger sets is 350 revolutions per
minute, and the speed of the smaller sets 460 revolu-
tions per minute.
The Willans engines of both sizes have been spe-

cially arranged with automatic expansion gear, so
that economical results and good .governing arc
obtained when working at any pressure within the
wide range of 200 pounds to 120 pounds to the square
inch—this range of pressure being necessary in or-
der to enable the thermal storage system to be
utilized in connection with the scheme.
The armatures of the dynamos are of the drum

type, with Eickemeyer coil winding. There is also
installed in the generating station a volt-raising" trans-

former capable of adding 75 volts to a current of

200 amperes. This transformer is used for adding
the necessary volts to completely charge the set

of accumulators.
A motor-generator is a feature of the generating

station, having an output on cither side of 60

kilowatts, and being used to enable either high-
tension current to be produced from the low-tension
generators, or low-tension current to be produced
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from the high-tension generators. By this means,
dnritig light k-ad times, when it may be economical
only to run one set, either a high or low-tension gen-

erator ctirrent can still be produced of the other

character. The main switchboards arc divided into

three sections, namely—high-tension board, low-ten-

sion board and arc-light board, each board being
designed to permit of future extensions.

The public lighting consists of 57 standards, sup-
porting arc lamps, replaced by incandescent lamps
after midnight, and 36 incandescent lamps in side

streets, burning all night.

The system of using arc lamps until midnight only,

and replacing them after midnight with 3J candle
]5ower incandescent lamps, was recommended because
of its success at Portsmouth. Owing to the economy
liius effected in the consumption of current between
midnight and dawn, larger arc lamps than those gen-

erally tised, namely. 12V2 amperes at 45 volts, will

be employed. These lamps are arranged in circuits

of 19 in each series, running off the high-tension
Inis-bars at a difference of potential of 1,000 volts.

The vestry has arranged for three sub-stations in

the parish. Of these, the principal one is already
luiished and in operation. It consists of an under-
ground room 22 feet 6V2 inches by 17 feet, which
has been constructed underneath a road refuge, from
which access is had to the sub-station by a flight of

stairs. In this sub-station are at present installed

three motor-transformers with their automatic
switches. The other two sub-stations are cottages,

the basements of which will be fitted up to take simi-

lar motor-generators, the upper parts being let to

the employes at the generating station as residences.

The battery of accumulators employed is capable

of discharging at a rate of 170 amperes for six hour.^

at least, and of maintaining a minimum electromo-

tive force of 165 volts throughout the discharge. It

is also to he capable of being discharged without
injury to it at much higher rates, the ma.ximum being

,350 amperes. The capacity of the liattery for a higher
discharge rate than the normal is 272 amperes for

three hours, the minimum electromoti\'e force of

165 volts being maintained in all cases.

enrolled him in the alumni of the university. Lord
Kelvin was tendered several receptions during his

stay in Toronto.

Lord Kelvin's American Visit.

Ldrd Kelvin has been the recipient of unusuil
honors and marked attention since his arrival in

this country two weeks ago, and every facility has

been afforded him of studying the examples of Amer-
ican engineering work, in which he is particular-'y

interested. He announced on landing in New Ycr.;

that while he would read a paper at the Toronto
meeting of the British Association for the Advance-
ment of Science, his principal object in \isit'n ^

America at th s t'me was to observe and study A 1 e -i-

can practice and note the advancement tnat had
licen made since his last visit, 13 years ago.

The first point of interest was the grc.it eicctrical

dcvelcTpment at Niagara Falls. Lord Kehnn'.s views

upon this project were communicated in an inter-

view with the representative of the Western Elec-

Irician at Niagara Falls, which was published in the

hist issue of this journal. During his inspection of

the great electrical plants at Niagara, Lord Kelvin

was attended constantly by Dr. Coleman Sellers,

who was pleased to reciprocate the attention which
he himself had received from Lord Kelvin while

abroad. W. B. Rankine also contributed largely tn

Ihe enjoyment and comfort of the party. Dr. J. T.

Eottondey, Lord Kelvin's nephew, who has charge

of the laboratories at the Glasgow I'niversily, in

which Lord Kelvin spends a great deal of h-s time,

was an interested observer of the processes an:l prod-

ucts of the great electro-chemical works whicn the

party visited. Lady Kelvin and Mrs. Boltoniley

were given an opportunity to enjoy the f;;lls and
the park with all their natural scenery. Before the

visitors left the Falls a photograph was made of

the group, of which the accompanying picture

is a reproduction. Lord Kelvin was very much
impressed by the character and extent of the work
that has been undertaken at Niagara.

."M Toronto Lord Kelvin was given a hearty wel-

come. On Friday, August 21st. he read an interest-

ing paper upon the "Fuel Supply and the Air Sup-
ply of the World." which attracted considerable at-

tention and led to nmch discussion and speculation.

It was an interesting collection of facts and figures

which, from the nature of the subject, could point

to no definite conclusion. He had calculated the

total present available supply of oxygen, exclusive

of that in the sea, at 510 million million tons, and
since it recjuires one ton of oxygen to consume one-

(hird of a ton of fuel he reckoned that when 340 mil-

lion million tons of fuel had been disposecl of the

fuel business would be come extinct. Taking this

estimate as practically the total amount of fuel in

the world, he found it provided 200.000 tons for each

person alive to-day, which reasoning alone would
bring the end of the human family appreciably near

in the future. But nature appears to be taking care

of the oxygen supply by restoring, through the out-

put from vegetation, much of the ravages made by
the combustion of fuel, so that after all Lord Kelvin's

estimate permits man to breathe easier over the

possible fate of his posterity.

Lord Kelvin, in company with Lord Lister, the

retiring president of the British Association, and Sir

John Evans, the present head of the organization,

was honored by the Toronto University, which con-

ferred upon him the degree of doctor of laws and

British Association Meeting.

Comparatively little attention was bestowed upo.i
purely electrical subjects at the Toronto meeting
of the British Association, rather to the surprise of

those who who had anticipated an interesting ses-
sion to consider soiue of recent developments. Sev-
eral interesting papers were presented, however,
and there was no lack of attention to these con-
tributions. An enjoyable feature of the meeting
was a trip to Niagara, where the members were
given excellent oportunilies to examine the power
plants and study the developments that had bee.i

made during the last few years.

In a contribution on August 20th Prof. H. L.
Callendar and L. N. Evans of McGiU Univers'ly.
Montreal, reported that under certain conditions
carefully dried and purified argon placed in an
X-ray tube is absorbed with exlreme rapidity, and
with intense sputtering and healing of the cathode
in a manner which suggests the formation of a
very stable compound.

Prof. S. P. Thompson described experiments
which help to explain some of the intricate phe-
nomena of cathode rays. He said I hey seem to
show that a molecular torrent of negatively elec-

and small copper tubes carried away the liberated
gases. These tubes first ran into a small copper
vessel which was filled with solidified carbonic acid
and alcohol to keep the temperature sufnciently
low to prevent the destruction of the apparatus.
When Profesor Meslaus had arranged everything
to his satisfaction, the current was turned on and
the gas began to form. Then a number of experi-
ment were carried on, showmg that the curious ele-
ment attacked practically every substance oresented
to it, bursting into flame the moment it' touch.-d
charcoal, silicon, alcohol, benzine, sulphur, potas-
sium, iodide and many other substances.

Fuel and Air Supply of the World.
Lord Kelvin's address on the "Fuel and Air

Supply of the World" was the feature of the meet-
ing of the British Association for the Advancemen;
of Science. It was delivered at Toronto on August
2cth and was received with marked attenti n. The
discourse was largely an informal talk, much after
the style of the college professor explaining the de-
tails of a problem for the benefit of a class in mathe-
matics. The eminent scientist was very much inter-
ested in his subject and imparted much of his
enthusiasm to his audience. In the course of his
lecture he said:

"Three tons of oxygen are required to burn
a ton of average coal. An average of three tons

Wi.T, B. Rankine. Dr. Coleman Sellers. Dr. J. T. Bottomley.
Lady Kelvin. Lord Kelvin. Mrs. J. T. Bottomley.

LORD Kelvin's American visit.

trified particles may be deflected by a magnet and
by electrostatic force, and that the part of the
emanatlcns from the cathode which is not deflected

by either influence is what may be called light,

being most probably a wave motion of the ether.

In Ihe evening d'scussion Lord Kelvin gave as

his opinion that this proposition was supported
by the experiments.

Experiments with Fluorine Gas.

According to reports from Toronto, .August 23d.

fluorine gas was made for the first time in America
dunng the meeting on that day of the British Asso-
ciation for the Advencement of Science. It was a

portion of the chemical section's programme of

interesting demonstrations, and its announcement
attracted the majority ot the distinguished thinkers.
The feat was accomplished by Professor Mesla'-JS,

head assistant to the famous Professor Molssan of
Paris, whose researches with fluorine have been one
of the features of the recent chemical progress of
the world. Professor Meslaus journeyed all the
way to Canada to make the demonstration and suc-
ceeded most admirably. His running talk, which ac-
companied the experiment, was in French and was
merely a description of the apparatus and method
employed. Professor Meslaus' apparatus consisted
of a bucket filled with snow and salt, in which was
immersed a U-shaped lube containing hydro fluori;

acid. Two electric wires dipped into the liquid,

of oxygen cmi s in the formaticn of vegetable sub-
stance the same heat as a ton -of coal or of some
analogous fuel.

'I shall, for brevity, then, take as the standard
fuel one that requires three tons of oxygen to

burn it. We have a very short fuel supply of the
world. It cannot be more than the total oxygen of

the world. The total fuel of the world is eeptal to or
less than the total oxygen in the air and sea.

"I do not reckon the oxygen in the sea, because
the total amount in the whole depth of the sea is

small in comparison with the oxygen in the atmos-
phere.
"Computed by the French -i:etrical system, wdilch

seems to be confirmed in its simplicity by its nat-

ural relations to the varying systems of measure-
ment throughout the world, we find that the weight
of the atmosphere is 10 1-3 tons per square meter.
What, then, is the total fuel of the world? What is

its superior limit? Three tons of oxygen to each
ton of fuel. Well, 510 million million tons of

oxygen, and 340 million million tons of fuel, w-hich

is equal to or greater than the who'e fu;l in the

earth, the fuel of all kinds, wood, grass and plant-;,

at present on the surface and vegetable mold con-
taining a certain amount of fuel.

"Now, there is something like .00000 tons of fuel

per capita of population, so that it is interesting to

compare that with the po|3Ulation of the w'orld aiul

the use of fuel per inhabitant.

"Now, it is probable that England and Scotland
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have more coal in them than they can burn, and if

we were to pile the whole amount from Great

Britain into a mass sky high and get all the coal

out at once and burn it, the oxygen would be all

consumed long before the coal would all be burned.

"After all, It is the want of oxygen rather than

the want of coal that we must look forward to,

unless—and now I come to the point—unless vege-

tation continues to do its work. The coal supply is

tlie mere reservoir of a small part of the work done
by sunlight in the 20 million years which I believe

is the duration of vegetable or animal life in the

world.
"I do not subscribe to the extreme view of 50

million years, but believe it is from 20 to 30 million

years. Taking the amount of dry fine wood pro-

duced by the German forests, reduced to British

acres and thence to square meters, it appears that

two tons of fuel per square meter per Ihousand
years is about the power of vegetation under ihi

most favorable circumstances for producing fuel.

"It is curious that the German forest and the Eng-
lish hay field give very nearly the same amount.

"It seems to me that the problem for ihe agri-

turist and for mankind generally is improved agri-

culture, so that it will produce as nni h fool a;

ages caused by the accident. In addition to the

motive power furnished to the trolley lines in the
city and vicinity, the Ed!son company supplies the

power for 654 arc lights in the city and 134 through-
out the county; 300 incandescent and 150 ordinary
arc lights in stores are supplied, and 20,000 in-

candescent lamps in business places and private

residences. There are 12,000 fans in operation
throughout the city. Motors are used for running
machinery as follows: Carpenter shops, 10; silk

and rug manufacturers, 14: printing presses, 7;

coffee mills, 9; exhaust fans, 3; machine shops, 4;
elevators, 13; cutting machines, 11; pumps, 3; ice

cream freezers, 12; butchers, 8; church organs, 3;

repair shops, 12; jewelers, 3; miscellaneous. 20.

The inconvenience and annoyance caused Ijy the

breakdown were felt by residents of the city far

more than any actual damage lesulting from 1h»
accident.

Reminder of the Northwestern Meeting.

A somewhat belated photograph of the North-
western picnickers, enjoying the hospitality of Col.

Copeland of La Crosse, has just been received from
tlie local artist who tmdertook to perpetuate the

their work was only begun. The probleifi was
to get the insensible man to the ground, but ihr;

men accomplished the feat in safety, and by the
time it was done people were beginning tL. realiz'

something was the matter. After gef.mg the man
from the wires the linemen held the body and
pulled up the crossbar. The rope vvas then put
about the body of the insensible man, and Sanborn,
supporting the body from beneath, slowly went
down the pole, while Allen dealt out the rope from
his lofty perch. It was a bit of prompt, level-

headed work on the part of Welch's fellows, and to
them in a way he owes his life.

Natural Scenery and Industrial Develop-
ment.

Lord Kelvin surprised many of his admirers by
his outspoken advocacy of the utilization of the

water power at Niagara, even at the expense of the
natural scenery, as related by the correspondent of

the Western Electrician last week. He also touched
upon the question of the water powers of Scotland
and the possibilities of a revival of life and pros-

perity in the Highlands being brought about by
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it produces now and twice or three times as mu^h
fuel material.

"Some people have called attention to the great
possibilities contained in the vast water powers of

the earth, but when we consider that the 120,000

horse power thus far developed at Niagara is only
equal to four ocean liners, and that its 3,000,000 horse
power is equal to 100 ocean liners, and then con-
sider the water powers in other parts of the world,

we still find that it is exceedingly small in compari-
son with all the wants of the earth.

"Therefore we conclude that as coal is buvnel
vegetation must produce its equivalent, or else in

a very few years we should lose the air and should
die, not for want of coal, but for want of air to

breathe."

Paterson's Crippled Electric Plant.

The accident to the power station of the Pater-

son Electric and Illuminating company described in

the last issue of the Western Electrician, which
plunged the city in darkness and caused a cessation
of traffic, has been partially repaired, and the plant

is again furnishing current for electric lighting,

street railway and power purposes. The loss in

traffic to the Paterson Railway company caused by
the accident was at least $3,000, and that to the

other two trolley lines about the same. The Ed'son
company sustained a loss of about $25 coo or $30 oco

on account of its failure to supply light and power,
but imder its contract it cannot be held for dam-

REMINDER OF THE NORTHWESTERN MEETING

features of those who participated in that enjoyable
gathering. It is here reproduced more for the pur-
pose of assuring the gentlemen that they were really

photographed than for any other purpose. No one
has volunteered an explanation or excuse for the
disappearance of the photographer, nor does there

seem to be any reason why he should reappear at

this particular time. At any rate, those who com-
prised the party will be glad to have a souvenir of

the day which will recall the faces of the jolly crowd
that participated in this excursion and the hospit-

able reception and entertainment accorded the visi-

tors by Col. Copeland and those associated with
him.

Rescuing a Lineman.

Eugene Welch, a lineman employed by the

Springfield, Mass., electric light company, received
a severe shock while at work at the top of a 65 foot

pole with two companions, Ralph Sanborn, a fore-

man, and Charles Allen, a lineman. The other two
men were on the crosspiece above, drawing up an-
other crosspiece, and Welch was on the "T" bar
beneath, winding a wire. In some way bis left

shoulder hit a live wire, and his right hand coming
in contact with the line he was winding, the cur-

rent passed through his body. He gave a scream
and became insensible, but the wires and the
prompt action of his fellow linemen prevented him
from falling to the pavement below. The men
pulled him from the wires by main force and then

taking advantage of these natural resources. Lord
Kelvin had alreadv expressed similar views before
leaving Scotland, and it appears that his remarks
were not received with unmixed pleasure. The occa-
sion of this e-xpression was the opening of the carbon
works of the British Aluminum company at Green-
ock, when, referring to the electrical utilization of

the Falls of Foyers, Lord Kelvin is reported to have
said that the magnificent piece of work was the be-
ginning of a scheme that would yet transform the
whole social economy of districts like the Highlands
of Scotland, where water aibounded. He looked for-

ward to the time when the Highlands would be re-

peopled to some extent, not by the cultivators of the.

soil, but by industrious artisans, doing the work
which that scientiiie utilization of water power pro-
vided for them, it was only people at a distance

who concerned themselves with the sentimental ques-
tion as to what would become of the beautiful falls

He did not himself utter the aspiration that these
falls might go on forever in all their beauty. W^heii

the time came for every drop of water that now fell

over the falls to be used for the benefit of mankind,
no man who thought of the good of the people
would regret that the power in the waterfalls was de-

veloped for the general good.
These views do not command the cordial sup-

port of the British press, as is shown by the follow-

ing comment of the London Electrician, which is

fairly representative of public opinion on this subject:

"It seems to us that these remarlcs of the venerated
leader of the electrical profession are permeated by
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that spirit of subdued fanaticism characteristic of
so many engineers. Except that the re-peopling of
tlie Highlands by 'industrious artisans' instead of

by 'cultivators of the soil' would lead to larger en-
gineering orders, we do not see how the algebraic
sum of human happiness would be increased. And
as for the water of the Falls of Foyers be used for
'the benefit of mankind' and 'the general good.'
we would only remark that we had no idea that the
shareholders, employes and customers of the British
Aluminum company were so numerous. There is

also, it would seem, an underlying assumption that
a worker in metals is a better man than a tiller of the
soil, and that benefit connotes only materia!, pecu-
niary gain; otherwise there could be no possible
cause for enthusiasm in the substitution of manufac-
turers for farmers at the expense, or largely at the
expense, of some ot the most health-giving scenery
in the United Kingdom. Of course the day may
come when, by reason of the exhaustion of the
world's coal supplies, every available fall of water
and every available windy hill-top will be eagerlj'

sought after for 'the benefit of mankind,' aye and for

its very existence. Until that day of doom arrives
engineers would do well, from the point of view of

mere policy, to assume a virtue even if they have it

riot, and show some outward respect for the tender
susceptibilities of the sentimentalists who prefer a

1
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FIG. 3. LIFTING MAGNETS IN A PLATE MILL.—SECTION
OF DOUBLE-POLE MAGNET.

high waterfall to a long pipe line and the perfume of

the pine to the smel! of sulphuretted hydrogen."

Lifting Magnets in a Plate Mill.

Many attempts have been made to make the at-

tractive power of the electro-magnet a factor in the
practical work of factory and workshop, but seldom
on a larger scale than in the plate mill of the Illinois

Steel company, as shown in the photographic repro-
duction of the interior herewith given (Fig. i).

The Wellman magnets are installed, and the Iron
Age gives these details : The magnets first de-

signed were of the double-pole type, as shown in

Figs. 2 and 3, and were put in use at the Otis Works
in 1889. This first magnet was designed for load-

ing four by four inch billets from a pile in the stock-

yard onto cars for shipment, but it was found upon
putting this magnet into use that it was not practical,

on account of the billets being so thoroughly en-

tangled in the pile. The magnets were then at-

tached to a crane in the plate mill and used for hand-
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Considerable difficulty was experienced on first

starting the magnet in picking up single plates from
a pile, as the magnetism was carried through sev-
eral plates. The operator, however, in a very short
time became expert in operating the switch. After
the magnet has been lowered onto a pile of plates
and several plates have been taken up together, the
operator simply pulls the switch out, thereby break-
ing the current for an instant. By this operation
one or two plates can be dropped off at each break-
ing of the- current, enough residual magnetism re-
maining in the plates next to the magnet to hold
them until the current is again switched on. This
operation is continued until only one plate remains

FIG, 4, LIFTING MAGNETS IN A PLATE MILL,—SECTION
OF SINGLE-TOLE MAGNET,

attached. The concentric pole magnet (Fig, 4) was
specially designed for handling hot plates and ingots,
and there has been no difficulty in handling a 6,000
or 8,000 pound ingot at a low red heat.

The effective use of electric magnets in this man-
ner has been limited. But where the iron or steel

to be handled in such shape that it is possible to
get a good contact, there is no doubt that it is

the most economical and rapid method of handling,
A great many concerns have been afraid to put mag-
nets into use on account of the apparent danger of

dropping the material and thus endangering the
men who may be at work. In years of e,X]Derience

the company supplying the magnets does not know
of a single case where anyone has been injured by
the material dropping, and it firmly believes that
it is the safest way possible to handle certain classes

of iron and steel product. The magnets are so de-
signed that it is impossible for the men that are
placing them to receive a shock.

Electrical Vehicles.

There seems to be a considerable interest m elec-

trically propelled vehicles at the present time. In
Chicago, for instance, the American Electric Ve-
hicle company is turning out rather a gorgeous lot

of delivery wagons for Charles A. Stevens & Broth-
ers, the silk merchants. The first installment of two
wagons have been on the streets for a week, and they
have not only performed the work for which they
were intended, but they have likewise proved an
excellent advertisem.ent. Four more wagons, simi-
lar in every respect to those now in use, are nearing
completion, and they will be pressed into service as
soon as they are ready.

Two light vehicles and a couple of rigs known
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fully through the traffic. The tariff is the same as
that of the cabs.

"Electric Sleighs" on the Yukon.
The Chicago Record correspondent at Seattle.

Wash., announces that "winter travel to Dawson City
will be one of the features of this year's great Klon-
dike rush if Chicago business and railroad men
succeed in a novel transportation scheme. They pro-
pose an 'electric sleigh'- service from the headwaters
of the Yukon River and the lakes to Dawson City
in sleighs capable of traveling 60 miles an hour on
a smooth surface." The letter says that the sleighs
will be furnished with upholstered berths, heated
and lighted by electricity and "operated h^ a motor."
The source of power and method of application are
not disclosed, nor are the details of construction
explained, but the story is a good one and is as likely
to contain as much truth as most of the yarns that
come from that wonderland.

Telegraphers' Troubles in England.
Fines have been imposed upon the leaders of the

Telegraphers' association in England because of
their action in inciting the clerks to insubordination,
and this has naturally increased the tension between
the men and the government. It is pretty generally
conceded that the telegraphers overreached them-
selves. They blufifed the postmaster-general suc-
cessfully into reconsidering their case, and ought to
have abandoned the game, which could have yielded
no more points for them. But when the government
reconsideration was discovered to have been merely
a subterfuge to carry matters over until the proro-
gation of Parliament the telegraphers got angry and
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LIFTING MAGNETS IN A PLATE MILL.

ling plates, and have been used since then in several

large concerns with very satisfactory results.

Magnets for this work in connection with an elec-

tric traveling crane are specially well adapted for

handling plates, as the connections to the magnet
are placed on the bridge of the crane in the same
manner as the connections for the operating motors,
and after the magnet is placed on the plates to be
lifted the electric connection is made by means of

an ordinary switch placed in a convenient position

in the operator's cage. The magnets are so designed
that they are practically water-proof, and can be
used for handling plates and other material out of

doors. The double-pole magnets in use by the Illi-

nois Steel company can handle with safety five tons,

and only take about four amperes, with a 240 volt

current.

as runabouts are now being gotten ready under
special orders for prominent Chicagoans.
Advices from London indicate that the electric

cabs that were introduced a few days ago on the
streets of London are in great demand. Only two
of them are plying for hire, the others having been
privately engaged for 25 shillings a day. The com-
pany owning the vehicles says that it could let hun-
dreds of them if it possessed them. They resemble
coupes, and the accumulators consist of 40 cells,

capable of propelling them over 50 miles at a cost

of 50 cents. The rear wheels do the driving and the
front wheels the steering. "They have heavy rubber
tires, have upholstered spring cushions, are lighted

by electricity, are speedy and almost noiseless. They
appear to be giving satisfaction. The machines seem
under perfect control and thread their way wonder-

FIG. 2. LII-TING MAGNETS IN A PLATE MILL.—PLAN OF
DOUBLE POLE MAGNET,

resorted to the old methods. Then the Duke of Nor-
folk showed his teeth, and immediately the would-be
mutineers fled in wild dismay. The government
has won and the telegraphers know it. In the course
of the struggle which has been going on virtually
since last May the telegraphers have learned that
there are a good many outsiders who can manipu-
late Wheatstones and Morse sounders. The dis-

covery was an unpleasant one to the men, and the}*

will now proceed to bring these outsiders into the
union fold, so that there may be no outsiders when
the next struggle comes.

Fifty-year Franchise Wanted.
Residents of Austin and Oak Park, two of Chi-

cago's most populous suburbs, have long desired a
five-cent transportation rate to the heart of the city.

Originally the Cicero board made an agreement with
the Lake Street Elevated Railroad company to the
effect that this single fare should be granted in ex-
change for certain right-of-way which the corpora-
tion sought from the town authorities. When the
"L" company passed into the control of Mr. Yerkes
this contract was cancelled, and Mr. Yerkes forfeited

a $25,000 bond executed by the former owners of

the "L" company in guaranteeing their contract.

Mr. Yerkes. however, has made a proposition to re-

place the $25,000 bond by a new Ijond for $100,000
guaranteeing that the Lake Street "L" will be ex-

tended to Austin avenue within 18 months and a

five-cent fare to the city granted, provided the fran-

chises held by his corporation in the town of Cicero
are extended from 20 to 50 years.

Discussing the development of the steam turbine,

a recent writer states that within the last five years
direct-coupled turbine dynamos of 500 to 700 elec-

trical horse power, both condensing and non-con-
densing, have been constructed and put to work,
and at the present time about ,30,000 horse power
of these motors are at work in England.
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With the Niagara Falls convention number of the

Western Electrician, dated June 12, 1897, this jour-

nal made a new record for itself both in circulation

and advertising. Of this 100-page number 20,000

copies* were printed and circulated and the amount

I. State of Illinois, County of Cook— ss :

Frank Foster Kenworthy being duly sworn deposes and says
that he is a resident of the city of Chicago, in the county of Cook
and state of Illinois, and that he is the superintendent of the bind-
ing department of the Electrician Publishing company, the pub-
lishers of the Western Electrician; that he was present at and
superintended the binding of No. 24 of Vol. 20 of the Western
Electrician, issued on June 12, 1897, and that there were sent out
by actual count 20,000 complete copies of said Western Elec-
trician of the volume and number above specified.
And further this affiant sayetb not.

Frank Foster Kenworthy.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 27th day of July, 1897.
Chicago, July 27. 1897. Ira B. Jones, Notary Public.

of full paid advertising matter carried was 8,643

square inches.

Beginning with the convention number of March

3, 1894, the record shows constant gains each year

until in the present case the number of square

inches of full paid advertising matter is more than

double that of the 1894 number. The figures show-

ing this unprecedented gain are given in the accom-

panying table:

Number of Whole Square Inches
Issue Advertising Number of of Paid Ad-

Pages. Pages. vertising
IVIatter.

March 3, 1894. . .

.

40 56 4.145
February 23, 1895. 52 68 5.593
May 9, 1896 72 88 7.576
June 12, 1897 80 TOO 8.643

This constantly increasing patronage speaks elo-

quently of the influence and merit of this journal

and of the confidence and respect which it commands

throughout the country. It is pleasing recognition

of the efforts that have been made in the interest

of the entire fraternity.

George B. Pennock of battery fame is entitled

to rank as prince of promoters. He has hypnotized

the Sun's office cat and exploited his "wonderful"

inventions through that journal. If you see it in

the Sun, you can't tell.

Years ago the thief who was daunted only by a

hot stove was regarded with amazement by those

who recognized daring wherever displayed, but his

adventures pale into insignificance when compared

to the light-fingered gentry of the present year of

grace, who have distinguished themselves by steal-

ing a quantity of wire from a central station com-

pany of New York, carrying current at remarkably

high voltage. Evidently there are experienced line-

men in New York out of employment.

Street railway men of Cincinnati are bestirring

themselves to secure the convention of the American

Street Railway association for their city in 1898.

Formal invitation will be extended the organization

when it meets at Niagara Falls in October, and the

advantages of Cincinnati as a convention city will

be duly impres.sed upon all in attendance at that

meeting. The fact that there is already provided a

splendid convention hall at Cincinnati, in connection

with which there is an enormous power building

for exhibition purposes, should have considerable

influence in determining the choice of the organiza-

tion. There is also assurance that the delegates and

visitors will be well cared for, as the local companies

and the merchants of the city are anxious to have

the meeting held in Cincinnati and will see to it that

every coinfort and convenience is furnished.

Encouraging reports of the commercial situation

are received from all parts of the country, indicating

marked improvement in all lines of trade. The com-

mercial agencies' reports are the most encouraging

that have yet been offered. Bradstreet's, for in-

stance, says: "No such volume of business, largely in

anticipation of requirements, has been reported since

1892," and Dun's says: "Not for several years have

the telegraphic reports from various cities in all parts

of the country been as encouraging or shown as uni-

form improvement as this week. The markets are

called crazy by some, but fairly represent the peo-

ple, whose confidence in the future is strong and

increasing. Nothing appears to check it." There

were 221 business failures reported throughout the

United States last week, as against 264 a year ago.

The third week in August has been a trying period

of late years, and in 1893 there v.ere 45(5 failures re-

ported throughout the country.

Some interesting statistics showing the progress

that is being made in electric lighting in Germany

have just been gathered for publication. On March

1st, it is reported, there were 265 central staions

in operation, and 82 in course of construction or

definitely projected. This is a notable advance-

ment, as in 1894 there were only 148 central stations

in operation in Germany and at the time of pub-

lication of the last reports, October i, 1895, this

number had increased to 173. Of those in opera-

tion at the present time 204 employ continuous

current only, and 26 alternating current. The ca-

pacity of the former has increased 54 per cent, since

1895 and the latter more than 150. The use of

three-phase current also shows a decided increase.

On examination it appears that while only 57 per

cent, of the stations depend entirely on steam power,

Ihe steam plants represent 84 per cent, of the pknt
capacity of all the stations. The 17 per cent, of

the stations driven by water power alone are gen-

erally the smaller ones with less than 100 kilowatts

output, there being only 10 of over 100 kilowatts

capacity, although this includes one item of 1,360

kilowatts. Six plants, aggregating 460 kilowatts,

are driven entirely by gas engines, and in other cases

gas engines are used as reserve. It is found that

133 out of the 265 have less plant capacity than 1015

kilowatts, and there are 21 of over 1,000 kilowatts,

including nine over 2,000 kilowatts. The largest

plant is the Manerstrasse station in Berlin with

5,486 kilowatts capacity. The total plant capacity

of the five Berlin stations is 10.968 kilowatts. An-
other interesting point developed is that the motor
connections correspond to 23.5 per cent, of the

entire load of the German stations. In 1S97 there

were 1,025,785 "incandescent lamp connections in

terms of 50 watt lamps," as against 632,986 in l8q5

and 493.C81 in 1894. The number of 10 ampere arc

hmps in operation at the time these returns were
made is reported as 25,024, while in 1895 there were

15,396 and 12,357 in 1894. The motor load in horse

power is given as follows: 1897, 21,809; 1895, 15,-

396: 1894, 5,635. As a matter of fact, the motor
load has increased out of all proportion to the

lighting load.

The address delivered by Lord Kelvin last week be-

fore the British Association at Toronto on the "Fuel

Supply and Air Supply of the World" was the feature

of the meeting, and it was worthy of all the consid-

eration which it received. It was really a strong

plea for the cultivation and preservation of forests

as the only safe and practical means of prolonging

the supply of the earth's oxygen so as to enable

man to make use of the enormous stores of fuel de-

posits which otherwise would be useless. The
speaker first determined the limit of the total amount
of the fuel supply of the world, that which is relied

upon for the future needs of life and civilization.

The supply, he said, was limited in amount by the

total quantity of oxygen available to consume it.

He had calculated that there was 510,000,000 mil-

lion tons of oxygen, which would burn 340,000,000

million tons of fuel obtainable from the e-xisting coal

measures, the oil-bearing strata, the forests and some
minor sources, the latter including the vegetable

mold which will contribut." to the vegetation of the

future. It is obvious, however, that far less than the

amount named can be used by man, as long before

all of it was consumed the human race would cease

to be able to breathe, and therefore could not live.

Moreover, the estimated supply provided 200,000

tons of fuel only for each person alive to-day, and

therefore left but a limited span for life on the earth.

The hope of futurity rests in vegetation, which in-

definitely prolongs the process of consuming the

earth's o.xygen, and makes it possible to use the

enormous stores of fuel deposits which exist on the

earth. Lord Kelvin did not believe that much relief

could be expected from the utilization of natural

water powers. The total energy now being devel-

oped at Niagara he rated as less than that of four

ocean liners, and if all the water in the falls could

be made to turn wheels the result would be less than

100 of the great transatlantic ships. Taking all of

the waterfalls of the world into account, the speaker

declared they made but an insignificant sHl>wing

in the task of furnishing power for the worl^
Another feature of the address was the gi^ for the

universal adoption of the metric systeai^of weights

and measures. The speaker expressed the hope

that soon the Canadians and the British colonists.

Great Britain and Ireland would shake off the

bondage of the old and complicated system of acres.

"Perhaps the Dominion will precede England in

that respect," he concluded, "and make all govern-

ment contracts and reports in the French metrical

system, and I believe in a very few years it will be

universally and cheerfully adopted," This sugges-

tion was not received with universal approval, how-

ever.
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Constant Potential Arc'
By O. M. Rau and F. A. Vaughn.

The incandescent arc light, or the arc light in

multiple on constant-potential circuits, is very little

applied by the smaller plants, and, in view of the

present developmcni of this branch of the lighting

art. there seem to be no good reasons for this in-

action.

Let us apply the incandescent arc to the problem,

not that its extensive use is to be advocated here, but

simply to keep your customer on your service. Al-

though you may, perhaps, make no appreciable profit

from the contract, you will have gained the advan-

tage of having kept your competitor from adver-

tising his light and will have increased the efficiency

of your station, if understood, to say nothing of keep-

ing in use meters, wires, cut-outs, etc., which would
otherwise be scrap or dead stock. Light equivalent

to 40 16 candle power lamps can be obtained from
two 450 watt arc lights of the open or enclosed

type fed from the same service as the incandescent

light. The distribution of light may not be as ef-

fective as from the incandescent lamp, although

with the enclosed arc very good diffusion and quality

is obtained, but the general effect will be very pleas-

ing and no doubt satisfactory.

With this method of lighting the customer's bill

will be about one-half of that of Welsbach lamps,

and nine times out of ten this proposition will keep

the customer on your mains, particularly in small

towns, which are to be especially considered in this

paper, where perhaps an arc light is a novelty and
a .good "ad." for the merchant.
Not only is this proposition available as. noted,

but may be used to obtain new business where every

other method has failed, and it is especially recom-
mended where the generating plant is operated un-

der three-quarter load, as it will then increase the

efficiency of the plant and the net profit on the pres-

ent load, leaving out the consideration of a margin
from new' business.

The first question arising from this proposition is.

Who shall pay for the lamps? This causes no seri-

ous difficulty with the Welsbach man; he simply

proves this to be a first investment which will be

paid for in a few months by the reduced bills. But
the electric light solicitor has the same advantage,

which should be supplemented by the additional in-

ducement that a remittance of the cost of lamps,

less 10 per cent., be allowed if the lamp is returned

in good condition. This will obviate the necessity

of any increased investment in apparatus being in-

curred by the electric light company when new
customers are connected to its mains,- and will

give the customer some security on his investment.

In large stations where a variable demand for lamps
of this class prevails they are invariably the prop-

erty of the company, except when other than plain

lamps are desired. Ornamental lamps should in all

cases belong to the customer.
The question of carbons and trimming should be

entirely in charge of the station and the expense
borne by it. This expense, especially with a

100 hour lamp, is very small and would not per-

ceptibly increase the cost per watt-hour, and the

trimming can readily be taken care of in connection

with the street-lighting system or by one of the as-

sistants in the station, causing no extra expense.

From these remarks it will be seen that, while

arc lighting from incandescent circuits may not be

as desirable as incandescent lighting, it is the only

method which our centa^stations can adopt to suc-

cessfully meet compeU^n from other artificial meth-
ods of illuminatioiT^^^

In connectiony/with this subject it was thought
that it might be of interest to note a few advantages
and disadvantages possesed by the several types or

incandescent arc light system, and to take a cursory
glance at the state of development reached.

A few points in favor of incandescent arcs as a

class over series arcs may be cited: Independence
of light units and flexibility of the system; less lia-

bility to burn-outs and other advantages possessed

by low-potential generators; low voltage and con-

sequent safety to human life; easy maintenance of

insulation of lines and dynamos; ease of installation

together with incandescent lamps (two sets of mains
being no longer necessary) ; facility of metering cur-

rent supply; relative safety of low-potential dynamos
from lightning; feasibility of operating lamps of

various candle power from the same dynamo; greater

efficiency in production of current, equal to 25 per

cent, or more, due to feasibility of using large gen-

erating units at a lower potential, and more effi-

ciently designed generator and engine imits. A
50 kilowatt constant-potential incandescent dynamo
can be guaranteed a commercial efficiency due to

direct connection and slow speed; while an arc light

dynamo with an efficiency of 80 per cent, when new
may depreciate to 7c per cent, and often to .SS and

50 per cent., although modern arc light dynamos
of too lights capacity may have a commercial effi-

ciency of 86 per cent, when new, or 82 to 83 per

cent, for a 60 lighter.

The greatest disadvantage is that a dead resistance

must necessarily be included in the lamp branch
of the circuit, which entails considerable loss of

power. Regarding this use of resistance. Prof. Elihu

Thomson stated some time ago that a great deal

of useless experimenting had been and probably

is yet carried on in the vain endeavor of getting rid

I. Read before the Norlliweslern Electrical association at

La Crosse, Wis., June 22, 1897.

of the existence or choking coil in this case, but the

difficulty is inherent in the nature of the arc; the

relations of R to C giving rise to instability of

current in the arc; and in his recent paper before
the National Electric Light association he shows
that a certain line voltage as a minimum is ab-

solutely necessary in working satisfactorily arc

lamps on constant potential lines, whether they be
open or enclosed arcs; thus two 45 volt open arcs
in series require at least no volts on the line with
a resistance in series with the lamp. This entails

a drop of 20 volts in the resistance, with consec|uent

loss. If one similar arc be used, this drop is in-

creased to 65 volts. If one 80 volt arc be used it will

require at least 100 volts, so that with either open or
enclosed arcs at ordinary current strengths of from
five to 10 amperes the steadying resistance in the

lamp branch is required to cause a drop ofabout 15 to

20 volts. The loss due to this dead resistance, added
to the loss in line and feeders may overcome the

25 per cent, or more increased efficiency previously
noted as an advantage. Also a more expensive car-

bon of better quality is required for constant poten-
tial use. Both of these disadvantages assume import-
ance if a plant were to be operated exclusively with
this style of lamp, but from the point of view taken
in this paper they are of minor consequence. The
loss due to external resistance can be cut in on
either side of the meter. When the consumer pays
for this the relative saving on his bill is affected,

but this is not to be recommended-
To meet the various conditions arising in practice,

numerous constant-potential arc lights have been
designed, viz.: the direct current constant-potential

open arc, where the carbon points are subjected to

unlimited air supply; alternating current constant
potential open arc similar to the above, but adapted
to alternating currents; direct current constant-po-
tential enclosed arc. where the carbon points are

surrounded by a glass envelope or small globe,

whereby the ingress of air to the arc is prohibited

by a valve, and egress of CO and CO., formed by
combustion is regulated, and the alternating current

constant-potential enclosed arc of a similar nature

to the last mentioned.
Open arcs, burning singly, on no volt circuits,

while possessing the advantages of flexibility and
independence, are very wasteful and should never
be resorted to, the cases where only one lamp is

required being seldom met.

Any arrangements of the lamps in series, as for

instance, two in series across no volt mains, four

in series across 220 volt mains, five or more in series

across railway circuits, are considerably less waste-

ful, but they have not the advantage of flexibility

and independence.
It is to be regretted that no alternating current

constant-potential arc light can ever be as efficient

as the direct current arc. This is owing to the cool-

ing effects of the zero points in the alternate current

wave, and consequent lowering of the temperature

of the arc, and owing to the fact that the reversals

of the alternating current form craters on both upper
and lower carbons, each of which is relatively small,

and the light from the lower carbon can be utilized

only by reflection with consequent losses. The
total mean spherical candle power of an alternating

arc is therefore less than that of a unidirectional arc

for the same expenditure of energy. Lowering the

frequency of the alternating current decreases the

efficiency, as might be anticipated, because of the

greater cooling effect of the zero or dead points

in the current wave, with the lower frequencies and
resulting longer time required to pass from positive

maximum to negative maximum. Seven thousand
two hundred or 16.000 alternations per minute are

very well adapted to running alternating current arcs,

although lower frequency than the former would
approach the limit of good practice. Nevertheless,

the alternating arc light system possesses all the

advantages belonging to alternating current distribu-

tion systems, as well as extreme flexibility and ab-

solute independence.
The alternating current constant-potential open

arc may, of course, be used singly, or in series of

two or more, across no volt mains, considerably

more efficiently than the corresponding direct cur-

rent lamps, as a well designed reactive coil may be

used as a substitute for dead resistance with but

very small loss.

The most desirable method of utilizing the alter-

nating current constant-potential arc is by -trans-

formation of the current from the high-potential

mains and applying it directly to each individual

lamp. The transformers or economy coils used
for this purpose have very high efficiencies.

The alternating current open arc light will require

32 volts across the arc, but the transformer must
have a secondary voltage of about five volts greater

than this, which extra voltage should be taken up
by the steadying or choking coil. An economy
coil with the secondary voltage of 37 or 38 volts

will operate one 2,000 candle power alternating cur-

rent open arc very efficiently. This will require 12

or 13 amperes, with a resulting life with cored car-

bons (which are essential) gVi inches by 7-16 or l-j

inch, of from 10 to 12 hours. The line losses will be

small, as only about one-half ampere in the i.ooo volt

mains will be required for each lamp. Economy
coils of SO volts or no volts, secondary voltage,

may of course be used by a suitable arrangement
of the lamps in series and the reacting or choking
coils.

A very desirable plan is to supply the alternating

arcs from the otherwise useless old 50 volt trans-
formers, which most of us undoubtedly have storcil
away with other abandoned apparatus-

It rnust not be forgotten, however, that shorl-
circuiting of any of the above constant-potential
transformers is not only undesirable but detrimental
to the apparatus, and therefore to avoid excessive
currents, should the carbon points come together
or fail to strike an aic. the lamp mechanism must be
designed to throw in a resistance or reactance
equivalent to the arc in such emergencies. The lat-
ter difficulty can be overcome and the reactance sub-
stitute avoided by the use of a transformer which,
if designed with considerable magnetic leakage be-
tween primary and secondary coils, will give an
approximately constant cuuent. This means that
if a transformer be designed for 9.6 amperes in the
secondary, at a pressure of 48 to 50 volts, and the
resistance of the secondary circuit is decreased, by
shunting the lamp or otherwise, the secondarj' volt-
tage rapidly falls, reaching zero when the terminals
are short-circuited, the current varying only a few
per cent, from light to full load. It will give an
efficiency of over 87 per cent, at the lamp, and allows
of the use of ordinary arc light carbons for this work
instead of expensiv; cored carbons. .-V 2.000 candle
power alternating current open arc burning on the
secondary of this transformer obviates the necessity
of inserting any resistance or reactive substitute
\yhen one or more of the lamps in the series is ex-
tinguished. The current remains practically con-
stant, though only one, or even none, of the lamps
be burning. While the regulation of any of the
constant potental arcs, burning singly, may be ac-
complished by a series coil only, depending simply
upon the current flowing in the branch, the regula-
tion of an arc burned on a constant-current trans-
former must be accomplished in a manner similar
to that used in any constant-current lamp mechan-
ism having a shunt coil across the arc.

The enclosed arc light is a comparatively recent
development brought out to obviate some of the
difficulties inherent in previous arc lamps for con-
stant potential circuits.

It was found that by enclosing the arc in a small
glass chamber, sufficiently thin to withstand heat
and sudden changes in temperature, and covered
with an opalescent coating to efficiently diffuse the
light, that the life of the carbons was enormously
increased, that the voltage across the arc could be
nearly doubled, and that the quality of the light was
very pleasing and well diffused.

In the course of experimentation, there developed
the necessity of supplying some means of egress for

the gases CO and CO.. formed by the combustion
of the carbons, in order to prevent too frequent
bursting of the enclosing globe. A check valve is

therefore used, which will allow the gases to escape
should the internal pressure increase dangerously,
but will prevent any abundant supply of oxygen
from entering the chamber and coming in contact
with the incandescent carbon points. Owing to the

exclusion of a sufficient amount of oxygen to sup-

port combustion in any great degree, the life of T2

inches of one-half inch carbon is increased to from
100 to 150 hours, with consequent lengthening of

time between trims. The saving in cost of carbons
and trimming is evidently considerable, and this

allows of the use of the more expensive grades of

carbon so necessary to the satisfactory working of

constant potential arcs. It has been stated that the

cost of carbons would equal only about one-twen-
tieth that of the open arc. while the cost of attendance
will be but one-tenth as great.

The annoyance of trimming, so strenuously ob-

jected to by some customers, can no longer be con-

sidered a serious objection with this style of lamp,

and the still more pressing objection raised by mer-
chants and dealers in perishable and inflainmatcpry

goods, and sustained by fire insurance companies,

on account of the sparks and carbon dust thrown
down from an open arc, is met by the enclosing

globe, forming a perfect spark arrester, and by the

entire consumption of the carbon dust by the arc.

with no blacking effect on the globes, making a ^-ery

cleanly and safe light for interior use. It is also a

fact that the efficient diffusive effect, uniformity

and good quality of the light and absence of shad-

ows are wonderfully marked.
The high voltage at which the arc may be main-

tained admits of one lamp being used with good effi-

ciency across no \'olt circuits, thus obtaining the

advantage of absolute independence.
Nearly double the usual voltage (about 80 volts')

being required across the arc, correspondingly small

currents will produce steady arc lights of standard

candle power, free from noise or chattering.

The regulation of the arc in this case will be ac-

complished by a series solenoid or magnet, respond-

ing to variations in the current passing through the

arc. which makes an extremely simple mechanism
and one easily kept in repair.

The simplicity of lamp mechanism is taken ad-

vantage of and a lamp constructed which is ex-

tremely short, ornamental and well proportioned,

possessing none of the lean, attenuated qualities of

the familiar type of open arcs. These lamps are

made as short as 24 and even 16 inches, making a

lairip scarcely larger than an incandescent 16 candle

power lamp with globe attached.

Owing to the very slow consumption of the car-

bons, and small variation in the length of the arc.

this lamp feeds only once in a relatively great length

of time. This quality adds considerably to the steadi-
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ncss of the light, as the flickering and fluctuations of

the light, caused when a lamp feeds, occur only every

three or four hours instead of every five or 10 min-

utes as in open arcs, and the advantage of a "sneak-

feed" is obtained.

Any automatic cut-out, other than a fuse in the

lamp branch, is unnecessary when one enclosed arc

is burning on no volts, but carbons are obtainable

which have imbedded in them at a proper distance

from the end a piece of refractory and insulating

material, which assures the arrest of the arc when
the carbons have burned to the proper length, and

obviates the blowing of the fuse from the carbons

burning too short.

The use of the dift'usive coating on the enclosing

globe, although it possesses small absorptive power,

affects the efficiency of the light to some extent, and

the mean spherical candle power of an enclosed arc

is slightly less than an open arc for the same energy,

but the quality and other properties possessed by the

light make it very satisfactory. The objectionable

violet hue may be varied by proper coloring of the

globe. The ordinary opalescent outer globes of un-

due thickness and absorptiA'e power are unnecessary.

The arc rotates or migrates from one side to the

other of a blunt-ended carbon of the usual type, but

the diffusive power of the inner enclosing globe does

away with this entirely, especially when cored or

slit carbons are employed to confine the motion of

the arc within small limits.

The enclosed type of arc lamp has been adapted

to alternating currents quite successfully of late, and

it would seem to have quite a brilliant future before

it. This type can be used on alternating mains of

from 100 to 120 volts, and possesses the same advan-

tages over the direct-current enclosed arc which the

open arc of the former class has over the direct open

arc, the principal one being the small loss due to

the use of a reactive coil instead of dead resistance.

The greatest economy to be obtained by any of

these methods would be by installing the enclosed

alternating arc light with suitable transformers, thus

obviating the use of wasteful resistance or reactance,

and retaining all the advantages possessed by in-

dependent light units on flexible systems, as well

as those of the long-burning arc. The alternating

closed arc lamps are made to burn on frequencies

of either 7,200 or 16,000 alternations per minute.

Aside from the considerations, pro and con, from

a scientific standpoint, it is confidently believed that

the constant-potential arc in almost any of its forms

will meet all requirements of a successful rival to

the numerous other artificial lights, and the use of

this method would certainly be a more legitimate

way of suppressing "the enemy" than that followed

in the past.

Telephone News from the Northwest.
[From the Minneapolis correspondent of the Western Elec-

trician.

1

Geo. R. Thompson has been granted a franchise

at Chatfield, Minn., which allows him to put in a

telephone exchange.
The Forman Telephone company will extend its

long-distance line at once from Forman, Lidger-

wood. Great Bend and Hankinson to Wahpeton and
Milnor, N. D. The line is to extend to Sheldon
and Lisbon and possibly other places.

The People's Telephone company has been in-

corporated at Mt. Hope, Wis., with $1,072 capital

s'ock. Andrew Cairns is interested.

The Sibley County Telephone company has been
granted a franchise at Gibbon, Minn.
The Western Minnesota Telephone company of

Glencoe, Minn., will probably put a long-distance

line between Redwood Falls and towns of that

county.
The Mutual Telephone company of Des Moines,

la., has connected with 200 of its subscribers and
expects to have the remaining 675 connected by
Sep'.ember 1st. The Iowa Telephone company will

cut rates at Des Moines after September 1st.

The Northwestern Telephone company has been
granted a franchise in Centerville, S. D. It is said

ihat the Northwestern Railroad company owns Ibis

system.
The council of Chippewa Falls Wis., granted a

telephone franchise to J. E. Keelyn of Chicago.
The mayor vetoed the franchise and the veto was

.

sustained, those in favor of the franchise .lack'ng

cue vote of the necessary two-thirds to csrry it ov;r
the veto. An attempt will be made to formulate a
franchise evading the objections of the mayor.
The Cedar Valley Telephone company reports an

increase of 20 per cent, in its business for six

months at Waterloo, la.

Telephone service at Burlington, la., is very
cheap, owing to the rate-cutting started by the Iowa
Telephone company when the Mississippi Valley
company's exchange was completed. Residence
phones are $15 a year and party lines are $8.

A telephone line is being constructed between
Sigourney and Lancaster, la.

Chas. M. Waterbury, general manager of the
Phcenix Telephone and Construction company of
Indianapolis, died at Lake Minnetonka this week,
aged 32 years.

The Stanton Telephone company expects to have
its exchange in Great Falls, Mont, completed and
operating by October 1st.

The Wapsie Valley Telephone coinpany has be?n
formed at Troy Mills, la., to build to Arlington,
la., and intervening points.

Ou ting of Electrical Men at Sandy Hook.
A jolly party of electrical men responded to the

invitation of President Benjamin M. Whitlock and
General Manager Leonard F. Rcqua of the Safety In-
sulated Wire and Cable company of New York, meet-
ing at the Bay Ridge boat landing in New York on
August i8th to participate in a day's outing. Among
those present were the following-named gentlemen;
Charles Blizard, A. L. Salt, E. F. Peck, Nelson W.
Perry, J. N. Lavens, Chas. J. Klein, W. F. Wells,

J. C. Hatzel, J. B. Falkner, Jr., J. F. Ontwater,
Chas. A. Edwards, J. Elliot Smith, Sol. Davis,
Edgar L. Morley, W. F. Hunt, James Jones, Jr.,

James Ferguson, W. J. Johnston, W. H. Tapley.
W. Alexander Henderson, Stephen L. Coles, F. S.

Blackall, W. F. Osborne, H. F. Stevens, H. S. An-
derson, Burton G. Loomis, James Leitch, James
Kite, John E. Gordon, M. R. Brennan, J. K. Dex-
ter, Harold P. Brown, C. A. McGrew, Wm. H.
Foley, G. C. Allen, M. Carrichoff.
The guests were met by H. T. Richards, I. W.

Henry, A. P. Eckert and J. B. Parsons, representa-
tives of the company, and were conducted to the

Atlantic Yacht Club float at Bay Ridge, and then
taken in naphtha launches on board the beautiful

steam yacht Hildegarde, where a welcome was ex-
tended the party by President Whitlock and Gen-
eral Manager Requa. In a few moments straw hats
were exchanged for yachting caps, and the Hilde-
garde headed for the fishing grounds ofl^ Sandy
Hook. During the trip down the bay, amusement
was furnished the guests by the Neapolitan Quar-
tette in native costume and Cooper and Miller.

L. G. Day sang a number of songs of his own com-
position, and related stories to the great delight of

those present. Lunch was served en route. About
noon the expedition arrived at the fishing grounds.
Previous to embarking in naphtha launches to board
the eight fishing sloops which awaited the party,

fisherman's overalls were supplied to

all those who cared to indulge in the

sport. Amusements were arranged for

those who remained on board the yacht.

Chumming for bluefish off Sandy Hook
is not always attended with success,

but there was a splendid catch on this

occasion in all of the sloops, in spite

of a severe squall v/hich raised a heavy
sea. The collection was varied: blue-

fish, shovel-nosed sharks, dogfish,

skates, sea robins and sea possums
were all proudly held up by the en-
thtisiastic fishermen to admiring friends
on their return at five o'clock.
The yacht Hildegarde, which is the

property of President Whitlock, is one
of the noted boats in New York harbor.
Its dimensions are 120 feet in length
and 20 feet beam. It was originally
owned by the Prince of Wales, and has
made several trips around the world.
It is fitted with a complete electrical

outfit, one feature being a reproduc-
tion in incandescent lights of the pri-

vate flag of President Whitlock, who
holds the rank of rear commodore in

the Atlantc Yacht Club.
The following resolutions, signed by the entire

party, were presented to President Whitlock and
General Manager Requa: "OS Sandy Hook. Au-
gust 18, 1897. We, the assembled guests of the Safety
Insulated Wire and Cable company, in the fullness of

' our hearts and bodies, cannot refrain from giving
expression to our feelings of gratitude as follows,
to wit: Our thanks are due, and are hereby heart-
ily tendered to President Benjamin M. Whitlock,
rear commodore of the Atlantic Yacht Club, for
his hospitality in placing at our disposal his auxiliary
steam yacht, the Hildegarde, and an equal number
of thanks we hereby tender to General Manager
Leonard F. Requa of the Safety Insulated Wire and
Cable company for the entertainment (physical,
mental and musical) which we have this day enjoyed
aboard the Hildegarde. Safety forever!" 'Three
cheers were heartily given for President Whitlock
and General Manager Requa. President Whitlock
responded by a salute from the yacht whistle, and
invited the party to join him at dinner at the Atlantic

, Yaclit- Club, where a generous repast was provided.
EStgressions of regret were received from Nikola

Tesla, Thomas A. Edison. Gen. Thos. T. Eckert,
Charles R. Huntley, U. N. Bethell, A. B. Chandler,
"George W. Ward, Samuel Insull and inany others,

who were unavoidably detained.

Thunder and Lightning.

All parts of the East were visited by severe storms
on Sunday, August 15th, especially New England.
At Pine Point, Vt-, a heavy storm broke over Lake
St. Catherine, its coming being heralded by a

report like that of a cannon and a blinding flash

of lightning. When the report was heard a tjall of

fire was seen to descend and strike the peak of

the house and three young ladies who were ap-
proaching the porch and all the ladies who sat in

front of the door were thrown to the ground sense-
less, stunned by the terrific shock. Nearly all the
ladies were scorched or buined about the arms or
feet, and one young lady suffered from a stinging
burn on her left ear. The floors of the cottage were
strewn with splinters of wood from the rafters and
door casings, and a looking-glass in the front sleep-

ing room was shattered to fragments. The bolt hail

struck the front of the peaked roof, followed a row
of nails down to and through the floor, and then,

following the hinges on the front door underneath,
had run part way down to a point where it was di-

verted by the steel handle of an umbrella standing
on the piazza beside the door. The wooden handle
of the umbrella was splintered into fragments, and
the lightning, running along the steel rod, passed
across the piazza and into the ground. Two ladies

who sat directly in front of the door were the most
severely shocked. The umbrella which diverted the

current and gave it an outlet to the piazza and the

ground stood directly behind these ladies, and its

presence undoubtedly saved their lives. Some
strange phenomena accompanied the lightning's visi-

tation. One woman distinctly saw the bolt as it

struck under her feet, raising one of them a foot,

and passed off the piazza into the earth. A number
of celluloid hairpins Avorn by another woman were
scorched to such an extent that they were no longer
flexible. One of the victims had been suffering from

Scrubbing by Electricity.

A Cleveland janitor, H. F. Ackerraan, has in-

vented an electrical scrubbing machine. Rapidly
revolving brushes are driven by a motor at the rate

of 400 revolutions a minute, and the operator
simply pushes the machine over the floor. The
brushes cover a space 24. inches wide rnd the
motor is of one-half horse power. The inv.ntor
says that he can scrub 15.000 square feet in three
hours, less than one-third the time foriuerly re-

quired when it was all done by hand, and besides
this reduction in lime there is also a great reduc-
tion in the amount of help required.

F. C. Manning of Stimter, S. C, says that he is

contemplating the erection of a telephone exchange
of 100 instruments.

OUTING OF ELECTRICAL MEN AT SANDY HOOK — YACHT HILDEGARDE.

a slight deafness, but after the shock her hearing be-

came almost normal.

In the Pequot House, New London, Conn., the

lightning flashed along the electric wires into the

building, and small globes of fire led each other a

merry chase over the building and down the wires

to the cellar, where they spent themselves in one big

flash. At the Heath cottage the family and friends

were sitting in one of the rooms when the bolt

struck. A rent was torn in the roof, and the elec-

tric fluid followed down the chimney, gathering in

a bright ball as it emerged from the center of the

room and then exploded. Those in the room were
scattered in all directions by the shock, and it was
some minutes before they recovered. At Council-

man A. L. Dean's house on Montauk avenue, the

servant girl received quite a severe shock, and the

rest of tire family had their nerves upset for the rest

of the day. The girl, who was in the dining-room
at the time, said that three balls of fire came down
the chimney and went out of the window.

The house of John Murray of East Hartford.

Conn., was struck by lightning, and the occupants

had a narrow escape. The bolt penetrated the roof,

passed down the chimney, and entered the bedroom
occupied by Mr. and Mrs. Murray- The bed in

which they were sleeping was struck, the headboard
being broken into splinters and the bedpost shat-

tered. The bed dropped to the floor and the couple
were badly frightened, but were not injured. The
bolt then passed through to the basement and struck

a dog, paralyzing it. The walls and roof of the

house were badly damaged.

A similar accident was reported from Osborne,
Ohio, by the family of C. I. Spencer. Lightning
struck the chimney flue and entirely demolished it.

Mr. Spencer, his wife and baby were sleeping on a

bedstead which WhS torn almost to pieces and the

wire springs were melted in several places. Neither
of the occupants of the room was hurt or even
shocked. In adjoining rooms were the three

daughters, aged 4, 13 and 15 years. The four-year-
old child was burned about three inches wide en-

tirely around the body and up the spinal column
above the shoulders. The other two girls were
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both burned on their bodies and lower limbs and
all three suffered severe pain for several hours.
The house was badly shattered, most of the plaster

fall'ng from the ceiling and walls.

Referring to the frequent instances, during the last

year or so, of chemical laboratories being destroyed
by lightning, the Springfield Republican notes the
singular fact that, while the earlier discoveries in re-

lation to the nature of electrical force found instant

practical application in measures designed to safe-

guard life and property against lightning, the im-
mensely more important discoveries of the present
era ignore this phase of the problem alto.gether, or
have little or nothing to offer toward the disarming
of the Ihimderbolt; indeed, the only progress made in

this direction has been to prove the worthlessness of
the lightning rod—to demonstrate, in a word, the
uselessness of the one practical outcome of the
earlier discoveries. The lightning specialist con-
nected with the Government Weather Bureau goe;
so far this year as to maintain not only ihat rods are
of no use, but that most of all the precautions taken
by persons to keep out of the path of a possible
electrical discharge are useless.

Thr.e trees on New Jersey avenue. Atlantic City,

N. }.. which have been the home of a large colony
of sparrows, were struck by lightning during a

heavy thunderstorm on August 13th, and thousands
cjf the birds were killed. The street was covere I

with the dead sparrows. Lightning also struck a
flagstaff on the Daily Union office, shattering the
pole and damaging the roof of the building.

A severe thunderstorm occurred at Delhi, N. Y.,
August loth, doing considerable dairage. A terrific

electric storm visited many places in Lewis and
Oneida counties at the same lime. At Boonville
the high-school building was fired by li.ghtning and
consideraby burned. A large tarn of Ellis Ballou
considerably burned. A large tarn of Ellis Ballou
Charles Cronizer, a cheesemaker, was struck by
lightning and killed.

Lightning did ccnsiderable damsge at the Amer-
ican Brewery, New Orleans, on August nth. It
.struck the brickwork of two imir.ense batteries of
boilers, by which the machinery of the plant is

operated. One of the boilers was undermined and
fell with a crash to the ground. The other was
net so badly damaged. Two men were injured, one
of whom may die.

Lightning struck and killed two horses in a field
of Franz Hill, near Trenton, according to the New
\ ork Sun. A third horse lying between the other
two was uninjured, and was lying quietly between
the dead ones the next morning.

.At Norwich the members of Charles Charaplin's
family, on Thames street, were well shaken by a bolt
which made a small hole in the ceiling. How the
lightning entered or made its exit is a mystery, but
it is claimed a year ago it struck in exactly the same
idace.

Several hotels were struck at Narragansett Pier.
R. L, and a barn owned by Edmund Davis of New
York was destroyed. The buileling and contents
were valued at $10,000.

Haircut by Lightning.

[From the Mew York Tribune.]

During the thunderstorm which raged in the east-
ern part of Dutchess county on Sunday afternoon.
August 15th, lightnmg cut up some curious pranks.
iVIany barns were struck and destroyed by fire. At
Millerton, Frank Silvernail's summer resort, the
Central House was struck. The lightning went
down the chimney into the kitchen, and passed
through the dining-room and the billiard-room. In
the hotel at the time were the proprietor and several
meinbers of the Julian Comedy company. One of the
women members was shocked and was unconscious
for some time. At Pawling a party of three met
with a peculiar experience. Bert Spaulding, his sis-
ter Sadie, and a friend were returning from the
Quaker Hill camp-meeting, and when the storm
overtook them they sought shelter in a barn on Will-
iam Ludington's place. A heavy bolt of lightning
struck in front of the large open door, near which
all three were standing. They were knocked down,
as was also their horse. For a short time they were
unconscious. Upon recovering. iVIiss Spaulding
found that her dress anel wraps were badly torn.
JVIr. Spaulding's gold watch and chain wee muti-
lated, and the hair was singed from one side of his
head. The other young man suffered greatly from
shock.

Fatal Lightning on His Kite String.
[From the Chicago Record.]

Kansas Cit}', Mo., August 9.—While flying a kite
during a heavy electrical storm this afternoon, Wal-
ter Vinson, a 12-year old boy, who lived in Chel-
sea place. Kansas City, Kan., was struck by light-
ning and instantly killed. The fluid ran down the
string, and the lad's hands were burned to a crisp.

His body was turned black all over. The body was
not found for some tiine after the storm had passed.
The boy was the son of W. H. Vinson, yardmaster
at the stockyards.

Lightning Kept the House Vacant.
[From the Louisville Eveniiiji post,

I

Not far from Hodgenville stands an old house
which has a wonderful power for the attraction of
lightning. It is in an unused field, surrounded by
shrubbery and undergrowth. It is only the frame
of a once costly dwelling, and has been standing
there for .]0 years. Strange as it may seem, it

has been struck by lightning every time an electric

storm has visited that section.

The house was erected by a well-to-do farmer years
ago, and was intended for a dwelling for his family,
but had to be deserted on account of its habitual sub-
jection to lightning. It has never since been occu-
pied. During a thunderstorm one perpetual flash

of lightning plays about the old house. On a dark
night, and during a storm, a more beautiful scene
could not be found. The whole sky and earth
around the old house is brightly illumined by the
lightning. The house has been torn away, strip by
strip, with each bolt of lightning, until now only a
small portion is left standing. So far as is known
no fatalities have ever occurred in the house.

Lightning Uncofflns a Victim of Light-
ning.

I
From the Courier-Journal.]

Fort Ogden. Fla.. August 4—Lightning has been
very fatal in this section the past month, over eight
people having been killed by it. Many strange in-

cidents are related, the most extraordinary being a
story from across the Kissimmee river told here to-

day. Henry Myers was killed by lightnmg there
last week while in a field, and buried the next day.
The second day a heavy thunderstorm arose. His
gra\e was struck, the lightning tearing open the
gra\'C, throwing the coffin out and Ijreaking it open.

Stock Blinded by Lightning.
[From tlie Indianapolis .Sentinel.)

Kokomo, August 9.—In the last heavy storm that
struck this region lightning hit a large oak tree, on
the farm of Jacob Somsel, near Galveston. Under
the tree at the time were 91 sheep and 50
chickens. Thirteen of the sheep were killed, and
the remainder were struck blind, many of them in-
juring themselves in fleeing from the tree. The
chickens that had taken shelter in the hollow of the
huge oak were also blinded by the bolt.

Lightning Causes Explosion.
Buffalo, N. Y., August 19.—Lightning struck

a powder and dynamite magazine at Port Col-
borne, Canada, at 5:30 o'clock this morning, and
the explosion was so terrific that it acted like an
earthquake for 20 miles on each side of the lake.
The shock was distinctly felt in Buffalo. The mag-
azine contained half a ton of dynamite and many
hundred, pounds of powder. The building was
built half way in the bed rock. Near by stood
the glass factory owned by the Hamilton glass
syndicate. It was completely demolished. The
nearest person to the scene of the explosion was
James Home a watchman. He was knocked off
his feet by the concussion, but wa,s not injured.
All the windows in Port Colborne were broken,
mirrors fell off walls, china was broken and fur-
niture jumped about the rooms. The explosion
was followed in a few minutes by a severe thunder-
storm.

System of Shop Drawings.
The accompanying illustration shows a new sys-

tem of shop drawings, as used by the Davis &.
Egan Machine Tool coinpany of Cincinnati. The
drawings are all made to one or the other nf iwn

s-iSTE.M OF SHOP DRAWINGS

It was tihus found two days afterward by some rela-

tives, and the body reburied. The body was not
disfigured by the last electric bolt, but the coffin

had been torn to pieces, the body being left on top
of the upturned earth, with the splintered coffin

fragments around it. This is vouched for by several
people from that section.

$200,000 Lightning Flash.
Baltimore, Md., August 15.—During a severe thun-

derstorm here this afternoon lightning struck the

weather vane over the Tunis company's lumber
yard at Canton and, descending to the shaving shop,
set it on fire. The wind carried the burning I'agols,

and the immense licorice warehouse ownetl by the
T. S. Young company caught fire and communicated
to the McCosker dry dock. Near this were the two-
masted schooner Cadet and the old United States
revenue cutter Guthrie, which was bought recently
from the government and used as a pleasure boat.
These, with the licorice warehouse, were destroyed,
while only a part of the dry dock was saved, Thg
loss, it is believed, will amount to not less than
$200,000.

Struck by Lightning and Burned.
Saratoga, August 13—During the terrific thunder-

storm yesterday afternoon, lightning struck and
fired the barn at the country seat of William J.

Youmans of New York, editor of the Popular Sci-
ence Monthly.

standard sizes, 19 by 13 and 19 by 26. They are-

mounted on galvanized iron, having the ends and
sides turned over 50 as to preserve the edges and
lend additional stiffness. They are placed in the
drawing cupboard, shown in cut. Directly opposite
each shelf, on the door, appears the name of the
machine which the drawings represent.
Accompanying each set of drawings is an index

sheet, giving the number of each detail sheet, and
duplicates of this index are hung in convenient places
throu,ghout the works.

In combination with the cupboard is a checkboard.
shown at the right. At the top of this checkboard
is the name and size of each machine for which there
are drawings in the cupboard. At the right-hand
side of the checkboard appear the numbers of the
detail drawings.
When a workman in any department wants a draw-

ing, he consults his inde.x, and obtains the number
of the drawing wanted. He then sends a bell-bo}^
to the main tool room where the drawings are kept,
secures the drawing and leaves the workman's check,
which is then hung directly under the name of the
machine and opposite the number of the detail sheet,
so that a glance at the checkboard readily shows the
number of drawings in use in the works and just
what workmen have them.

The Carrollton Railroad company, it is reported,
has arranged to build its proposed extension in the
city of New Orleans and suburbs.
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American Electrical Works Nineteenth
Annual Clam Dinner.

As each year has passed along since the first clam-

bake was given l)j' the American Electrical Works
until they have now counted up nineteen, it is need-

less to say that they have not passed without changes
from year to year in the personnel of the gatherings.

Some have moved from the vicinity where they could

attend, others have entered other lines of business,

and many have passed away. But the high stand-

ard originally adopted for these clambakes has al-

ways caused the participants to say that each suc-

ceeding year was better than the one before, and so

again it is heard onjill sides from the large nuni

ber gathered at Providence on August 21st to par-

take of the hospitality extended by President Eugene
F. Phillips. It is thesame old story that this year

exceeded all others in its general good time.

As usual, the party, to the number of about 300,

gathered in the morning at' the Narragansett Hotel,

from which point special trolley cars were run down
the bay to the Poniham club, where arrangements
had been made for the usual games and sports, con-

sisting of baseball, shooting, cjuoits and bowling.

Lunch was served at 11 o'clock, after which the

photograph was taken from which the cut shown
herewith was made.
About three o'clock the guests were invited to

take their places in a large tent to partake of_ the

celebrated clambake for which the American Elec-

trical Works are noted. After discussing a menu
which surpassed any previous effort of the chef

of the Pomham club. President Phillips in a

few graceful and complimentary remarks to those

present called upon Samuel L. Powers to act as

toastmaster and the latter introduced iVIayor Mc
Guinness of Providence, who presented the freedom
of the city to the visitors. George R. Stetson was
called upon to respond to the toast. "The National
Electric Light Association," and he took occasion to

impress his hearers with many facts relating to the

great benefit that the association had been to ihz

Delightful music was furnished during the day
by an orchestra, and souvenirs of beautiful sterling

silver-headed canes were piesented to those in at-

tendance.

Death of Edward L. French.
Edward L. French of the American Electric Tele-

phone company of Chicago died suddenly on .Au-

gust 2ist in St. Vincent's Hospital in Toledo, O.
On August nth Mr. French, who was but 26 years

of age. met with an acci-

dent at Put-in-Bay, which
caused spinal injury. He
was removed to the hos-
pital in Toledo, and there
suffered a fatal shock of

paralysis. The young man
\\'as the general salesman
of the company and was
highly esteemed. In a

brief tribute. iVIr. H. C.

Dodge, the general mana-
ger of the American Elec-

tric Telephone company,
has this to say of Mr. French: "Possessing a
fund of good nature, originality and wit, always
cheerful and cheering, looking on the bright side
of life and challenging defeat, animated by generous
impulses, manfully aggressive and courageous, with
much tenacity of purpose and a fine sense of justice,

he was well equipped to fight life's battle, mentally
and physically. He was proficient in all manly
sports, of charming manner and courteous bearing
—a friend worth possessing and an enemy not to be
despised."

"

Public Lighting in Buffalo.
Not the least important preparation for the re-

ception of the Grand Army men in Buffalo was the
lighting of Main. Seneca and Exchange streets,

which had been specially arranged for the occasion.
The work of putting in the new arc lamps on Main

is entitled to great credit for this work. The appear-
ance of Main, Seneca and Exchange streets under
the .glow of the new street lights at night would be
creditable to any city in the world. The work of

laying the conduits fur the new lights was done in

75 days and so skillfully that traffic was not inter-

fered with and tlic people scarcely knew that the
streets had been torn up. There are 220 new lights

in the streets and the parks under the new system.
On Main street, from the docks to Tupper street,

there are 152; in Exchange street, 24; in Seneca
street, 24, and in the parks 20. The lights are each
2,000 candle power and arc placed 100 feet apart,

being set diagonally across the street. The under-
ground work was all done by the J. G. White com-
pany of New York. The electric work was done
by H. G. Stott, the electrician for the General Elec-
tric company. The cables were made by the Safety
Insulated Wire and Cable company of New York.
The poles, which are an ornament to th.e city, were
made by J. P. Cullen & Co. of Buffalo and Morris.
Tasker & Co. of Philadelphia. The manholes were
constructed by Bingham & Taylor of Buffalo.
- "The General Electric company has taken great
pride in this work and may well feel that it has" con-
tributed a great deal to the fine appearance of the
city. Charles R. Huntley, the general manager of

the company, is also entitled to, a great deal of credit

for the work he has done as chairman of the G. A. R.
committee on illuminations and decorations."

English Messenger Boys Under Arms.
Grim-visaged war must haunt the visions of loyal

Britons in this j^ear of grace 1897, for not only are
the peaceful electricians incited to join the Volun-
teers, but even the messenger boys have been armed
and drilled as a military corps. The fact seems
really remarkable, but the statement is made on the
respectable authoritj' of the London Electrician,

which, in a recent issue, said: "More than 1,000

messenger lads in the employ of the postal authori-

ties who ha^-e been drilled and armed as a Vohntecr

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS NINETEENTH ANNUAL CLAM DINNER.

electrical fraternity, and the prominent place which
the American Eleclrical Works had always held in the
estimation of that society Samuel A. Duncan made
a few remarks in regard to the Postal Telegraph.
R. F. Ross spoke for the "Electrical Press." A few
plea.sant words were spoken by H. F. Wood of the
West End Railway company of Boston, and the Hon.
John C. VVynian kept the audience in the best of

humor enjo^'ing the many anecdotes that he had to

relate, sometimes at the expense of those present
It was noted that there were two gentlemen pres-

ent who had attended every clambake of the Ameri-
can Electrical Works—Frank Ridlon and Stephen
E. Field.

street was completed last .Saturday. The Welcome
arch at Main and Niagara streets was fitted with
2.000 eight candle power lamps, and the Triumphal
arch was illuminated with searchlights from neigh-
boring buildings. The General Electric company
of Buffalo, which furnished the numerous electrical

devices about the city, exhibited a very attractive

and appropriate design in front of its building on
Court street, comprising a waving flag containing
2,100 incandescent lamps in red, white and blue.

The enterprise displayed by the company in arrang-
ing the street lamps was the subject of much favor-

able comment. The Buffalo Evening News says:

"The Buffalo General Electric company certainly

corps, were inspected in Hyde Park last week by
Major-general Lord Methuen. It is stated that

about one-third of the metropolitan telegraph mes-
sengers are members of the corps. Lord Methuen
expressed his gratification at the soldierly bearing
of the lads."

Association of Edison Illuminating Com-
panies.

The annual convention of the Edison association

will take place at the Cataract House, Niagara Falls,

on September 14th, 15th and i6th. 'The programme
is about completed and, it is believed, will prove
highly attractive.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes.

New York, August 24—Municipal ownership is

to be an issue in the coming city campaign, if some
of the labor men can make it so. A meeting was
held one evening last week under the auspices of

the Knights of Labor to advocate the municipal

ownership of public franchises. The hall was well

filled, it is said, and the views of the speakers were en-

thusiastically received. The speakers were Michael
Fitzgerald, ex-master workman of District Assem-
bly No. 49, Knights of Labor, who presided; Will-

iam Hepburn Russell and Thaddeus B. Wakeman.
All advocated municipal ownership and urged that

it should be an issue in the coming city campaign.
Resolutions in favor of it and denouncing the city

officials for not re-acquiring the Sixth and Eighth
avenue railroad franchises were adopted. Letters

of regret were received from the Rev. Dr. McGlynn,
Judge Gaynor and Mirabeait L. Towns.
The daily papers relate another instance of fatal

carelessness in an electric light .station, and that on

the part of an experienced man. Over-confidence

resulted in the death of George Leuthhauser of

Brooklyn, who was the head electrician for the com-
pany supplying current to the Annexed District.

He was shutting down some machines on Wednes-
day morning when he met death. One account

states that "One of the switchboards is directly over

a dynamo, and Leuthhauser had time and again

vaulted on top of the machine to reach the lever.

With the carelessness born of custom he stepped

on the dynamo yesterday morning, but by some fatal

mischance he slipped. He had his hand on the lever

of the switchboard, and as he slipped he instinctively

threw out his other hand. The convulsive effort

to save himself from hurt cost him his life. The
outstretched hand rested on the field of the dynamo,
and Leuthhauser fell, a lifeless mass, to the ground.

The 2,000 volts generated by the dynamo had en-

tered his body. The sound of the falling body as

it struck the stone flooring attracted the attention of

the engineers and stokers in the power-house, and

they rushed to the spot. One glance was sufficient

to convince them that the master electrician was be-

yond the power of human help. A scar in the palm

of his hand and burns on the finger-tips showed
where the fatal fluid had entered." This account is

not as precise as might be desired, but it shows very

clearly that the man brought his death upon himself

by imprudence. The lesson of it is a repetition of

the old warning to treat high-voltage machines and

conductors with respect, no matter how familiar

they have become by long association.

A meeting of the stockholders of the Metropolitan

Traction company has been called for September

14th, to vote on a proposition to wind up the com-
pany. The explanation is made in a circular, signed

by the president, H. H. Vreeland, that the pur-

poses for which the company was formed have been

accompHshed. The object of the company was to

secure and bring together street railway lines. The
circular says: "The combined property is directly

represented by the capital stock of the Metropolitan

Street Railway company, now in the hands of the

Traction company. The stockholders of the Trac-

tion company are the real owners. There seems to

be no reason why these owners should not now
receive the stock which directly represents their

property, and at the same time be relieved from the

now unnecessary burden of double administration

and very heavy double taxation." There is $30,000,-

000 of Metropolitan Street Railway stock and $6,000.-

000 of other stocks and bonds in the company's

treasury. Traction company stockholders will re-

ceive for their holdings an equal amount of Metro-

politan Street Railway stock and 20 per cent, in

other securities.

The State Board of Railroad Commissioners at

Albany has granted the application of the Second

Avenue Railroad company of this city for permis-

sion to change its motive power to the under-

ground electric trolley system. The board has also

granted an application of the Forty-second Street

and St. Nicholas Avenue Railroad company of New
York city to substitute the underground electric

trolley system for the present motive power. This

company asked to be allowed to adopt either the

underground electric trolley or the compressed-air

system. The board did not consider the last part

of the application, saying it does not desire at this

time to pass upon the compressed-air system as a

method of motive power. The board has approved

the application of the Ocean Electric Railway com-
pany to construct a surface road to Far Rockaway.
A condition of the application is that the road

shall not be constructed at grade across the Long
Island railroad at Hollywood and Carnaga avenues,

but may be constructed at grade on Wait avenue.

The Hardie compressed-air motor was operated

on the Sixth Avenue "L" road last week. It pulled

a train of four cars with 192 passengers from
Rector street to Fifty-eighth street and back to

Cortlandt street. The up trip was quickly and easily

made, but coming down town there were several

stops, and the time was not so good. The air-

compressing plant is at 100 Greenwich street. From
this point the air passes in a pipe to the water sta-

tion on the elevated road near Rector street. When
the engine is to be charged a connection is made
with this pipe and the air passes into a stack of

steel tubes concealed in a boiler-like jacket, which
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receive it at a pressure of 2,500 pounds to the inch.
It is said that a charge which will run a train to
Fifty-eighth street and back can be taken on in the
same time it usually takes to receive the water for
a trip. In relation to the trip General Manager
Fransioli is reported to have said: "It would be
unfair to say much about the motor. The trip last

night was by no means a test trip. There were
only four cars and less than 200 passengers. There
were no grades, and the conditions were all favor-
able for any kind of a feasible motor. The engine
ran very smoothly and made the up trip, where
there were no stops, in much quicker time than the
down trip, where there were several stops. In order
to ascertain the practicability and feasibility of a
motor, it must first be subjected to all kinds of
rigorous tests, such as severe weather, changes in
tracks, steep grades and unusually large loads. The
pneumatic motor exhibited last night did not differ

much from the pneumatic motor exhibited several
years ago."
The contracts between the trustees of the Brook-

lyn Bridge and the owners of the two elevated rail-

roads and the principal trolley lines in Brooklyn, un-
der which cars of both kinds are to be run over the
bridge to the New York terminus, were signed yes-
terday. There seems now to be no reason to doubt,
says the Sun, that within six months one will be
able to take a trolley car for any part of Brooklyn
at this end of the bridge, and that within a year the
same will be true of the elevated trains. The bridge
fare in each case will be eliminated, and the entire

ride over any one of the various lines in question will

cost but five cents. The contracts require that the

trolley roads shall begin the work of altering the

bridge for their purposes vthin 10 days and com-
plete the work within six months. The Brooi<lyn
Elevated is to begin its work within 60 days and be
ready to operate across the bridge within 10 months,
and the Kings County road has a year within which
it shall be ready to operate. The roads are to pay
the cost of all alterations on the bridge. Those to

be made by the elevated roads will be insignificant

and consist principally of a Long Island platform

to be erected between the tail tracks in the New
York terminal and of stairways to reach this. The
Brooklyn City road will have the use of this plat-

form, while the Kings County trains will alternate

with the bridge cars in using the present platforms.

The elevated roads have got to do a great deal of

work besides this. They must both provide all of

their cars which are to cross the bridge with cable

grips, and they must build out their car platforms

three inches on a side, to the width of the bridge

cars and cut off their own station platforms the same
amount. The Brooklyn City road will also change
its motive power along the whole line to electricity,

and for all purposes, Mr. Uhlnian says, it will be

obliged to spend $1,250,000 to $1,500,000. The
Kings County road will probably make no general

changes of this sort, but will make an arrangement
with the bridge people to furnish electric motors to

shifts its trains to and off the bridge. M. S.

New England News.
Boston, August 24.—The members of the Fire

Department of this city are fast becoming students

of electricity. Some time ago it was deemed ad-

visable to instruct the firemen in regard to elec-

trical appliances, and, after a conference with the

fire commissioner, the Wire Department installed

specimens of transformers, switches, fuse boxes,

hanger-boards for arc , lamps, and all appliances

that might be necessary for the firemen to under-

stand in case of fire. At the Fire Department head-
quarters a school of instruction in electricity has
been established, and Wire Commissioner Flood is

of the opinion that both firemen and policernen

should be familiar with the use of various electrical

appliances of modern life. Electrician Brophy has

been detailed by Commissioner Flood to instruct

Drillmaster Kinney, who in turn is to instruct his

several classes how to operate and handle the vari-

ous electrical appliances.
At a meeting of the stockholders of the Vermont

and Boston Telegraph company, held at White
River Junction, the following-named were chosen
directors: Thomas T. Eckert, John Van Home.
Roswell H. Rochester, Charles A. Tinker of New
York; Thomas Roche and Henry C. Sherman of

Boston; Robert J. Kimball of West Randolph and
Charles W. Smith and Henry E. Tinker of White
River Junction. Thomas T. Eckert was chosen
president and Charles A. Tinker vice-president,

Thomas T. Eckert, Charles A. Tinker and John Van
Home executive committee.
Henry B. Cutter, the Philadelphia electrician, who

has been in Boston looking into electrical matters,

called upon Commissioner Flood and Chief Elec-

trician Brophy, and stated to them that in his opin-

ion the department was as near perfection on elec-

trical lines as one could desire.

Chief Electrician Brophy has been requested to

prepare a paper on "Modern Construction and
Maintenance of Electric Wires of Municipalities."

to be read at the September annual meeting of the

International Association of Fire and Police Tele-
graph Superintendents, to be held at Nashville,

Tenn.
Stephen M. Canty of Hartford, an electrician,

was found dead at the residence of his brother-in-
law in that city recently, death having resulted

from heart failure, brought on by excessive smok-
ing. He was 36 years of age, and was well known
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as an electrical expert, especially in Connecticut
and New York. He was the inventor of a storage
battery bicycle lamp and of a telephone bell. He
leaves a widow and a daughter in Hartford.
The electric street railway lines are becoming an

important factor in the tourist business. It is un-
derstood that Raymond & Whitcomb have for
some time been using the cars of the West End
Street Railway company instead of coaches in
showing the patrons of excursions the sights of
Boston. It is generally conceded by those who are
familiar with both methods that they experience
more real pleasure in looking over the city from an
open street car than they do from a slow-moving
carriage, that affords no protection from the sun
and limits the range of vision dead ahead. The
plan is to put no more than three persons on a seat,
and divide the group into two parties, assigning to
each a lady who is perfectly familiar with all the
prorninent buildings and the various historical lo-
calities.

The electrical workers of this city have begun
preparations for a better organization of the trade,
in the hope of establishing a higher standard of
workmanship and uniform wages. At a meeting
held in this city recently, under the auspices of
Electrical Workers' Union No. 35, it was voted
that all union electricians should demand the fol-
lowing schedule of hours and wages: Eight hours
shall constitute a day's work; time and a half for
overtime; a first-class man shall be capable of doing
all kinds of work appertaining to electrical con-
struction in his class in a workmanlike manner; his
wages shall not be less than $3 per day, and
when selected to take charge of the work as fore-
man, with three or four men under him, he
shall receive not less than $3.50 per day; a second-
class man must be able to do work when so di-
rected in a workmanlike manner, and his wages
shall not be less than $2.50 per day. It was de-
cided that an apprenticeship system was also neces-
sary, and in accordance with this decision rules
were adopted which provided, among other things,
that an apprentice shall not be allowed to finish
work in any branch of the trade under two years'
service, when he shall be examined by an examin-
ing board.
The New England Telephone company is at-

tempting an experiment of underground telephone
service on Beacon street in this city. It is only
an experiment, and will not be tried in any other
part of the city. The cables are laid in wooden
boxes, and are covered with pitch, which pro'.ects
the insulation. The experiment will be tried on
the water side of Beacon street and will be com-
pleted in about three weeks.

Committees representing the West End Street
Railway company and the Boston Elevated Rail-
road company are in constant consultation drawing
up the lease of the West End to the Elevated com-
pany. The lease will probably be in shape for pre-
sentation to the stockholders of the West End
within a week or 10 days. The directors that are
drawing the lease are Messrs. Rogers, Gaston and
Winsor for the Elevated company, with Gaston &
Snow as counsel, and Messrs. Coolidge, Russell and
Weld for the West End company, with ex-Attorney-
general Richard C. Olney as counsel.
The Board of Harbor and Land Commissioners

has received a petition from the People's Telephone
company of Haverhill for permission to lay cables
across drawbridge channels of the Merrimac River
between Haverhill and Bradford and Groveland, in

tidewater of the Merrimac River. C. S. G.

Washington, D. C.

Washington, August 24.—The District commis-
sioners have refused the request of John .A. Hughes
for permission to operate a horseless wagon
through the streets of Washington. In refusing the
request the commissioners state that experience
with similar vehicles has shown that they cause
much serious danger by frightening horses, and
that several runaways and accidents resulted on
the trial trip of a similar vehicle a short time ago.
The vehicle referred to above was to have been
used by Mr. Hughes as a delivery wagon in con-
nection with his business. It is propelled b}^ a
gasoline motor and makes a puffing noise while
running, having about the same effect on nervous
horses as does a steam street roller.

Bids have been opened in the office of the archi-

tect of the Capitol for a new elevator to replace
the one now in use at the end of the west corridor
on the Senate side. This elevator is the one set

aside exclusively for the use of the Senate during
the session and is a very slow, old-fashioned affair.

Congress at the last session made an appropriation
to replace it with a more modern elevator. Two
bids were received, one from the Sprague Elec-
tric Elevator company of New York and one from
the Otis Elevator company. The bid from the
Sprague company was $3,685 for a modern ele-

vator of 4,500 pounds capacity, constructed so that
the speed may be regulated anywhere between one
foot a minute and 250 feet a minute. This was
the lower bid and will probably be accepted. The
Otis bid was $4,220 for a hydraulic elevator and
$4.370 for an electric elevator.

In the last few months the District commissioners
have received many requests from persons living

in the resident portions of the city, regarding street

arc lights, the majority of the requests being for

the shading of the globes so that the glare of the
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light will not fall on certain residences, and in some
cases requests have been made for the entire re-

moval of the lamps. To offset this there have been
but few applications to have lamps put up. The
numerous requests for shading globes are doubt-

less due to the season, for in the warm weather

a great many persons desire to sit in their yards

or on their stoops, and find it unpleasant with the

rays of a 2,000 candle power lamp glaring them
in the face. The lamp that has been practically

unnoticed all winter then becomes a source of com-
plaint. Sometimes it is the resident in front of

whose premises the lamp is situated, while again
it may be from his next-door neighbor or the one
across the street, or, sometimes, from one half way
down the block. Most of the requests are simply
for the shading of a part of the globe. Often the

person making the request offers to pay the cost,

but again a request comes for the immediate re-

moval of a light which is declared to be a nuisance.

All sorts of devices are resorted to to get rid of

the rays, and the latest request that has reached
the commissioners is from a resident of the fashion-

able part of the city who wants to erect a canvas
screen, a huge sail-like affair, to keep out the light.

This request was refused. Many have secured
awnings and curtains for their porches to screen
ofif the light, and it is no uncommon thing to s;e
parties sitting on their stoops late at night pro-
tected by upraised parasols.
Acting Secretary Meiklejohn of the War Depart-

ment has prepared and will issue new certificates of

honor under the act of Congress granting such cer-

tificates to telegraphers who served in the late war.
The first certificates were prepared hastily and were
unsatisfactory, as they designated as operators only
those cormected with the Quartermaster's Depart-
ment, when the act provided that it was to be
granted to all telegraphers who served during the
war. It is estimated that there are about 150 actual
telegraphers, but the act will include all others con-
nected with the telegraph service during the war.
There were 23 of the first certificates sent out, but
the asistant secretary ordered them to be returned,
and so far iS have been received. As soon as the
new certificates can be engraved they will be issued
to those entitled to them.

Postmaster-general Gary is now in direct com-
munication by long-distance telephone with the
principal cities east and west. The circuit extends
from Bangor, Me., to St. Paul and St. Louis. The
department will use this service to communicate
with postmasters, inspectors and other officials.

The Treasury Department is to have a complete
system of telephone exchange. The Chesapeake
and Potomac Telephone company has been awarded
the contract at a cost of $2,262.50. The system
is to include 45 stations, 39 of which will be in the
Treasury Department. The remaining six will be
distributed, one each for the Marine Hospital, the
office of the auditor for the Postolfice Department,
the Bureau of Statistics, the office of the auditor for
the War Depiartment, the treasury stables and the
secretary's private residence. Instruments are to b:
placed on the desks of the secretary and three as-
sistants and all chiefs of bureaus. It will be neces-
sary to have a switchboard in the department. The
Bell system will be used, and the instruments will
be metallic circuit, long-distance telephones, ex-
cept in cases where the chief will prefer not to have
the long-distance attachment. T. I. P.

PERSONAL.
A. C. Garrison, secretary and treasurer of the

Columbia Incandescent Lamp company, St. Louis,
was a Chicago visitor this week.

Charles Holmes, purchasing agent of the Chicago
Edison company, accompanied by his wife and fam-
ily, is enjoying a well earned vacation at Fox Lake,
111., where he will in all probability remain until the
first of September.

Eastern electrical circles are exercised over the
fact that Prof. A. E. Dolbear of Tufts College has
seen the ghost of Moses G. Farmer, who died in
Chicago during the World's Fair. Perhaps it was
a dream, but if so, the professor thinks it was a very
strange dream.

The sudden death on Avigust 7th of one of the
most promising electricians of the country, George
R. Lean of Cleveland, is announced. Mr. Lean, at

the time of his death, was superintendent of the Buck-
eye Electric company and also of the Jandus Elec-
tric company. He had held these positions for some
years, and during that time made several notable
inventions connected with the design and manufac-
ture of arc and incandescent lamps. Mr. Lean
was 35 years old, and died very suddenly after

an operation for appendicitis. Altogether he was
ill but five days, and this sudden and imtimely
end of one so young and promising has been a
great shock to his associates, as it will also be to the
many friends he had in the electrical fraternity.

pacity of its plant, putting in new boilers of 500 horse
power, new engines of 400 horse power and five new
dynamos.

The Town Council of Donaldsonville, La., has
engaged George U. Borde of New Orleans to pre-
pare plans and specifications for the contemplated
water and electric light works.

The contract for erection of the electric light plant
and the construction of water works at Lafayette,
La., has been transferred by J. M. Ferguson, the
crginal contractor, to the Consolidated Engineering
company of New Orleans.

The City Council of Joliet, III., the Economy
Light and Power company and several prominent
business men along JefTerson street are involved in

an interesting controversy, which grew out of an
order by the council that the electric light poles
be set back off the street, thus making it necessary
to cut into the sidewalks. The business men ob-
jected and threatened to arrest the electric light em-
ployes. The latter kept on and then the courts were
appealed to. Injunctions have been issued and there
will be a judicial hearing before any more poles are
set.

The correspondent of an English paper states that
one of the most important and probably remunera-
tive concessions that has been granted in Siam for

some time past has been signed at Bangkok by the
minister of finance. The concesion in question
grants to L. E. Bennett, an American engineer, the
exclusive right to work the concern known as the
Siam Electric Light, for a period of 10 years, with
the option of holding the concession and all exclu-
sive rights for an additional 10 years at Mr. Bennett's
pleasure. The terms of the contract give Mr. Ben-
nett the exclusive right to light Bangkok and sub-
urbs, the latter term being somewhat vaguely ex-

tensive. A local company has been formed with a
capital of 100,000 ticals (about $50,000) to make nec-
essary repairs and alterations and increase the effi-

ciency of the concern. This sum was promptly
taken up in a few hours by a few local business peo-
ple, and, judging by the eagerness to obtain shares
of 1,000 ticals each, 10 times that sum might have
been covered locally.

adopted until after its publication as amended for
two weeks.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The city of Hannibal, Mo., is in the market for a

second-hand Corhss engine, 400 or 500 horse power,
right-hand and 24 by 48, to be used in electric light

plant. R. H. Wom.ack, city clerk, should be ad-
dressed.

The Electric Lighting company of Mobile, Ala.,

is making arrangements to duplicate the present ca-

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Knoxville (Tenn.) Street Railroad company

proposes to build an extension in North Knoxville
to be operated by electrical power.

It is stated that the Sprague multiple-unit system
of electric traction will be further tested on the Alley
"L" road of Chicago, under actual conditions of

service, late in October. So far only favorable re-

sults are reported.

Messrs. Meliss of New York, lawyers and engi-

neers, have made a contract with the city of Caracas,
Venezuela, by which they will establish an electric

light, heat and power company. They will utilize

the power from the waterfalls of Macuto.

A continuous trolley hno is projected for the west
side of the Connecticut River, connecting the cities

of Springfield and Hartford. The Southwestern
Trolley company has secured a charter to build the
road, and has given assurances that it will be com-
pleted by the first of November.

When work on the construction of the trolley
lines between New Brunswick and Bound Brook
was begun at Bound Brook, N. J., last week, the
road was christened with a bottle of champagne by
Edward H. Radel, the superintendent and secretary
of the Brunswick Traction compan3^

It is stated that the Wheeling (W. Va.) and Elm
Grove Railroad company is about ready to let

contracts for the construction of its electric line.

The road is to be laid with 90 pound rails, and
within the city limits will be 2% miles long.
Brown & Hazlett, engineers, at Wheeling, are in
charge.

The Staten Island Electric Railroad company be-
gan the operation of a new line from Port Richmond
to Bull's Head on Sunday. August 22d. The new
branch is about three miles long, and was built in

10 days. The last rail was laid at nine o'clock Sat-
urday evening, and a special illuminated car filled

with Staten Island officials was run over the line.

Along the route citizens greeted the opening of the
line with displaj's of fireworks.

Syracuse, N. Y., is a town in which visitors noticed
the high rate of speed of the trolley cars. For a

time the cars were allowed to be operated at the
rate of 15 miles an hour anywhere outside of a cir-

cle in the central part of the city which had a half-

mile radius. Now, however, the Common Coun-
cil has revoked the ordinance giving this permission,
and the rate of speed must not exceed eight miles
in the city.

Proceedings were begun at Milwaukee to invali-

date the street railway franchise granted the Mil-
waukee and Waukesha Electric Railway company
by the Milwaukee Common Council. The com-
plainant claims that the city charter provides that

an ordinance to grant a franchise must be published
for two weeks prior to its final passage, and as the
Milwaukee and Waukesha Electric Railwaj' com-
pany franchise was amended at the council meeting
at which it was finally adopted, it is claimed, this

enactment was illegal, as the amended ordinance be-
came a new measure and could not be legally

TELEGRAPH.
Arrangements have been completed with the two

great railway systems of the Republic of Mexico,
the Mexican National railway and the Mexican
Central, by which the telegraph lines have passed
under the control of the Postal Telegraph-cable
company. The Postal company thus secures a
contmuous system from the United Slates to all
the prmcipal cities in the neighboring republic.
As a consequence of the e-xtension, it is claimed,
the message tolls from American cities have been
reduced 40 per cent.

Lieutenant Squier of the artillery school at Fort-
ress Monroe, Va., and Prof. Crehore of Dart-
mouth made some demonstrati.ms of the possibil-
ities of the synchronograph in England last week
the government telegraph officials gave the in-
ventors the use of a clear line, 860 miles long mak-
ing a circuit through London, Leeds, Glasgow
Edinburgh, Newcastle, York and other places over
which the Americans succeeded in transmitting
short niessages at a speed equivalent to 4,000 words
per mmute. The messages were received with per-
fect clearness. Forty-four miles of the line was
underground.

TELEPHONE.
M^illiam Jennings Bryan delivered an address on
Bimetallism at Rapid City, S. D., August 24th.
the Black Hills Iclephone company had placed a
phonographic attachment in front of the speaker and
his words were reproduced and telephoned over the
entire circuit of the Hills.

The Maryland Telephone company has been in-
corporated by Claude M. Acklen, Ira H. Gaither
Lhas. C. Richardson, R. B. Hazlett and Charles E
i^ink, for the purpose of manufacturing electrical
apparatus and equipping lines for the use of tele-
phones and other purposes. The capital stock is
$200,000.

Thf^ Interstate Telephone and Electric company
of Dubuque, Iowa, has been organized to establish
a local exchange in opposition to the Bell company
It announces that all stock has been subscribed and
that work will be begun at once. F. F. Sapp of Chi-
cago IS president and E. T. Keim of Dubuque sec-
retary. The capital is $100,000.

MISCELLANEOUS.
It is stated that a large electric power plant for

the shops of the Georgia railroad is to be erected at
Augusta, Ga.

The Chicago Tribune says that Mrs. Frances Shaw
of Irving Park, Chicago, has invented a new en-
amel that has wonderful heat-resisting properties.
If all that is claimed for the invention is true, Mrs.
Shaw should have something of great interest to
the manufacturers of electric heating and cooking
utensils.

On August 25th City Electrician Ellicott opened
bids for the repair work on the city electrical ap-
paratus. The contract amounts to about $30,000,
and was made necessary by the closing of the city
repair shops. The contract will not be awarded
until the mayor returns home. The Pioneer Elec-
tric company was the lowest bidder. It ottered to
repair police signal boxes for $1.75. The Western
Electric company bid $2.50 for the same work. The
Pioneer company offered to repair arc lamps for
$2.35, while the Western Electric company bid from
$6.50 to $8.

"What is an E. L. E.?" asks the London Electrical
Review. "We have occasionally seen the appendage
'Ass.,' etc., to a name, and have more than once quite
pardonably, nodded approval; but when a gentle-
man's card is put before us, Mr.

, E. L. E.,
,\ve must confess to something more than a nod. We
are non-plussed, for E. L. E. might mean so manv
things. But perhaps it is, after all, only an attemp't
to dub oneself an electric light engineer in an im-
posing manner. A correspondent, who sends us a
card decorated in this way, suggests that, perhaps
'E. L. E. is a new degree or a Jubilee honor.' "

A. Bloudel, in some recently published observa-
tions on the nature of the electric arc, concludes that
it has now been definitely established that the elec-
tric arc behaves as a resistance, and does not offer
any back electromotive force comparable to the ob-
served difference of potential at the terminals. The
phnomena are also not due to electrolysis. With
the degree of accuracy obtainable the experiments
determined that if a residual counter electromotive
force should exist due to thermo-electric effect, it

would not exceed a fracton of a volt, and that finally
the arc is equivalent to a resistance, but up to the
present the nature of the resistance has not been
determined.

Lord Kelvin is disposed to make great account
of mathematics in the advancement of the sciences.
The possibility of a metaphysician unden'aluing
mathematics, he says, has always seemed to him
one of the greatest marvels of contradiction, which
that very wonderful - phenomenon in matter, the
human mind, can develop. Of all classes of think-
ers, he declares, the metaphysical class is the one
that ought to pay homage to mathematics. And
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yet, says the Chicago Tribune, in the signally im-
portant contributions both to pure science ard to

applied science made by Lord Kelvin himself, his

genius for mathematics would have made but small

headway without the "proleptic glance," the fore-

casting lead of the imagination.

A recent amendment to rule 17 of the Rules of

Practice of the United States Patent Office contains
the announcement that a register of attorneys will

be kept "on which will be entered the names of all

persons entitled to represent applicants before the

Patent Office in the presentation and prosecution of

applications for patent." The amended rule recites

at length the qualifications of the persons entitled

to registry and makes provision for the limited rec-

ognition, for a certain specified application, in the

discretion of the commissioner, of persons or firms

not registered. Otherwise, "after January i, jSgS,

no person not registered in accordance with this

rule will be permitted to prosecute applications be-

fore the Patent Office." Inventors should, there-

fore, employ none but registered patent attorneys.

A simple application to the commissioner of patents

will secure for the applicant the knowledge of his

attorney's registry status with the department.

An attempt will be made, it is said, to transmit

an electrical message without wires by the utilizing

of ether currents within two weeks. The experi-

ment, if the plans meet with no check, will take

place Labor Day, September 6th. Two kites carry-

ing copper wire will be used. Silas Conyne, who
will undertake the experiment, will not give out

all the details. He says they are not yet entirely

settled. It is, however, provided that one station

will be at Humboldt Park, Chicago, and the other

at River Grove, 111. At each station a kite, con-
nected at the ground with the delicate instruments
prepared for the purpose, will be sent into the air

a quarter of a mile. It is the inventor's belief that

when a particular current is reached the electricity

generated at one end will be discharged, will trans-

mit itself to the ether current, and will be trans-

ferred to the other kite 20 miles away. Mr. Conyne
says: ''There can be no question that at some
time the experiment will be a success. How soon
only the experiment itself can prove. The air is full

of currents along which electricity may be trans-

mitted as readily as though they were sheets of

copper; the problem before electricians is to con-
struct such instruments that the currents or sheets
of air can be utilized. Our instruments are now in

course of preparation. I do not care to say where,
but at a well-known manufactory of electrical goods
in Chicago. They will be completed ver}^ shortly
and then we will make the experiment. It is my
judgment that for communication of messages 100
miles not more than 1,000 feet of altitude would be ab-
solutely necessary, but it is as easy to put the kites

we shall use 3,000 feet into the air as it is 1,000."

ELECTRICAL SECURITIES.
The first consolidated mortgage gold bonds of

the Edison Electric Illuminating company of New
York, due September 1st, will be paid on and after

that date by the Guaranty Trust company of New
York.

The New England Telephone and Telegraph
company offers 10,395 shares of the capital stock,
now remaining unsold in the treasury, to stock-
holders for cash at par in proportion to their re-

spective holdings.

Enough Siemens & Halske stock has accepted the
proposition of merging with the Pennsylvania Iron
company to assure the success of the consolidation.
For the present there will be no change in the cor-

porate forms of the two companies—that is, the
Siemens & Halske Electric company of America will

continue just as before, the Pennsylvania com-
pany holding that portion of its capital stock which
has been exchanged for Pennsylvania Iron stock.

The United Electric Securities company's profit

and loss account for si.x months ended August ist

shows: Underlying bond interest and dividends
-received, $167,023; collateral trust bond interest and
expenses, $119,813; net profit, $47,210; profit from
sale of underlying bonds and purchase of Collateral
Trust 5's, $40,195; total six months' gain, $87,405; sur-

plus February I, 1897, $6,808; charged ofl, $50,672;
surplus August 2, 1897, $43,541.

In the way of earnings the showing of the Metro-
politan Street Railway company of Kansas City for

the month of July is much better than that for the
previous month. A comparative statement for the
month of July, i8g6 and 1897, is as follows: Gross
earnings, 1896, $163,184.55; 1897, $168,986.49; in-

crease, $5,801.94; operating expenses, 1896, $91,513.44,

1897, $92,473.70; increase, $960.26; net earnings,

1896, $71,671.11; 1897, $76,512.79; increase, $4,841.68;
total interest charges for month of July, 1897, $45,-

065.17; net surplus for month of July, 1897, $31,447.62.
In June the net earnings of the system showed a
decrease of $248 as compared with June, 1896.

The semi-annual report of the Cuba Submarine
Telegraph company announces that the gross re-

ceipts amounted to ^5,623 14s. 7d., and the gross
expenditure to £7,005 15s. id., leaving £18,617 19s.

6d., which added, to the balance brought forward,
leaves £21,717 9s. to the credit of. revenue. The
traffic receipts show a decrease of £10,854 19s. nd..
when compared with the corresponding period of

last year, the falling off being chiefly due to the loss

of the French company's traffic. Dividend on the
preference shares absorbed £3,000. leaving £9,717 gi.,

out of which the directors recommend the payment
of a dividend on the ordinary shares at the rate of

eight per cent, per annum free of income tax.

The Brooklyn Heights Railroad company and the
Brooklyn, Queens County and Suburban Railroad
company, which are owned by the Brooklyn Rapid
Transit company, have completed their annual re-

ports and issued the following statements:

Brooklyn Heights Railroad Company—Gross earnings (1897),
84.392,298; (1S96), S+, 272, 392. Operating expenses (1897). §2,017,738;
(1896;. $2,503,226. Net earnings (1897), $1,774,560; (1896), Si. 769,-

166. Other income (1897) 8238,298; (1896), 5232,599. Total in^
come (1897), 82,012,858; (1896), 62,001,765. Taxes and charges
(1897), 81,900,365; (1896), 82,044,875. Surplus (1897), 8x12,493;

(1896), deficiency, 843,109.

About $22,000 of track rentals, which in 1896 were
charged to fixed charges, were last year charged to

operating expenses. The balance sheet shows that
the company has no floating debt, as against bills

payable on June 30, 1896, of $349,546.
Brooklyn, Queens County and Suburban Railroad Company-

Gross earnings (1897), S730.276; (1896), S684.946. Operating ex-
penses (1897), S437.502; (1896), '8451,130. Net earnings (1897),
S292774; (i8g6). 8233,816. Other income (1897), S9.382 ;

{1S96),

S18.017. Total income (1897}. 8302,156; (1896). 8251,833. Taxes
and charges (1897), 8357,272; (1896), 8345,561. Deficit (1897), S55,-
116; (1896), 893,728.

The Brooklyn Rapid Transit company owns the
capital stock of the Brooklyn Heights and Brooklyn,
Queens County and Suburban Railroad companies
and has outstanding bonds of $5,511,000, leaving

$1,489,000 in its treasury. The Brooklyn Heights
company contributes over $160,000 a year toward
meeting the interest on these bonds, this amount
being the interest on the construction advances to

the Heights company by the Rapid Transit company,
which are included in the Heights company's fixed

charges, mentioned in its statement. In addition

the Brooklyn Rapid Transit company receives over
$100,000 a year in interest upon securities held and
funds invested, and is entitled to all the surplus

profits of the two operating companies.

TRADE NEWS.
The Missouri Telephone Manufacturing com-

pany of St. Louis has recently taken a number of

exchange contracts which will crowd the factory

to its utmost capacity. A visit to the company's
works will conclusively prove that business with it

is booming.

Walter C. McKinlock of Chicago has been ap-

pointer general western selling agent for the Max-
stadt combination double-pole porcelain fusible cut-

out lightning arrester, to represent the American
Electric Fuse company. Mr. McKinlock's office is

in the Fort Dearborn building.

The Ball & Wood company of New York has

issued a handsome catalogue of its engines. It

builds simple and compound horizontal engines of

all the usual sizes in tandem, cross-compound and
vertical arrangement. All useful details and dimen-
sions are given, with well executed pictures, and the

work should be a good reference book for engineers.

The Brush Electric company has lately made the

final shipments of manufactured and raw materials,

machine tools, etc., from Cleveland to the East to

be used in manufacturing there. The works belong-

ing to the company, located on Mason and Belden
streets, Cleveland, are now partially occupied by
tenants engaged in metal working and other manu-
facturing, but some extensive and well equipped
shops are still to be let.

The Electrical Engineering company of Minne-
apolis has secured the services of R. A. Powell as

one of its traveling salesmen. Mr. Powell was for-

merly with the Minneapolis Electric and Construc-

tion company and enjoys an extensive acquaintance

in that locality. He will cover Minnesota and
Northern Wisconsin, and in addition to the general

line he will push the sale of the Buckeye lamp and
the various styles of telephones put out by the com-
pany.

The H. W. Johns Manufacturing company. New
York, some time ago concluded arrangements with

Bergtheil & Young, 12 Camomile street, London,
E. C, for the sale abroad of its well-known
"H. W. J." electric car heaters, moulded mica trol-

ley line, vulcabeston and other insulating materials.

E. B. Hatch of the Johns-Pratt company, Hart-

ford, Conn., who represented the Johns company
in a recent trip to England and France, reports that

the Johns name is already recognized on the other

side, and that, through the efforts of Messrs. Berg-

theil & Young, a great number of orders for for-

eign account are to be expected during the year.

Several roads in Europe have during the last three

years been insulated throughout with the trolley

materials manufactured here by the H. W. Johns
Manufacturing company.

The Garvin Machine company of New York has

issued a book of well executed views of its new
building and plant. The business was established

in 1862, and incorporated in i88g as the Garvin Ma-
chine company. The disastrous fire of March 6,

i8g6, made it necessary to seek the new quarters,

which are equipped throughout with electrical power
for driving machinery, one passenger and two
freight elevators and also for lighting. Every
modern convenience has been installed, including

a telephone system of 26 stations, and call bells con-

necting all departments. The equipment through-

out, of both large and small tools, being entirely

modern, the facilities for construction are unex-
celled.

When the duty on carbons was placed at such a
high figure, it was generally thought among the
electrical trade that this would result in the prac-
tical extermination of the import business of this
class. However, in a recent interview, Hugo Rei-
singcr of 38 Beaver street. New York, declares
that instead of there having been a falling off in his
business, there has been a decided increase, of which
he feels very proud, because it is his belief that it

demonstrates beyond question the superiority of
the Electra carbon for direct and alternating current
arc lamps.

BUSINESS.
The second of the Western Electric company's

advertising pictures is a reproduction of a famous
battle scene of antiquity. 'The half-tone and print-
ing are good, and the picture is worth preserving.

The Strombe.-g-Carlson Telephone Manufacturing
company, Chicago, reports a steady increase in de-
mand for interior systems, especially from eastern
cities. Among the recent shipments are several or-
ders to the Pennsylvania Railway company at Pitts-
burg, Pa., for the various offices, and a large equip-
ment for the Scott Block, Erie, Pa.

Light weight, with high efficiency, durability and
compactness, is claimed for the Hatch accumulator,
made by the Hatch Storage Battery company of

53 State street, Boston. Causten Browne, the emi-
nent la\vyer, gives it as his opinion that the Hatch
batteries do not infringe the Brush patent. A de-
scriptive pamphlet is sent on application.

The Upton "Midget" enclosed arc lamps are made
by the Standard Thermometer and Electric company
of Peabody, Mass., for constant potential, constant
current and alternating circuits. The length of the
lamp is only 22 inches, and the carbons burn from
80 to 150 hours (according to the type) without re-
trimming. This company also makes open arc
lamps.

Perhaps the most compact push-button switch on
the market is the F. & L. push flush switch, for
which the Electric Appliance company of Chicago
is general selling agent. The face-plate of this

switch is no larger than an ordinary one-light gas
key, and the switch operates on very much the same
plan. It is easy to operate and sure in its results,

and it is low in price.

On September 7th and 21st and October 5th and
igth the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway
company will sell round-trip excursion tickets to a
great many points in the western, southwestern and
northwestern states, both on its own line and else-

where, at greatly reduced rates. Details as to rates,

routes, etc., may be obtained on application to the
ticket agent at 95 Adams street, Chicago.

Power pumps for every service and their applica-
tions are considered in the new catalogue of the
Goulds Manufacturing company of Seneca Falls,

N. Y. Many types of pumps are shown, including
electrically driven pumps, both direct-connected ami
belt-connected. Especial stress is laid on the tri-

plex power pump, which, it is said, represents the
best design and construction. The Chicago office

is at 22 North Canal street.

The Detroit Lubricator company, Hodges build-
ing, Detroit, Mich., has just issued a new catalogue
showing the different lubricating devices manufac-
tured for the different kinds of engines. Besides
showing a very complete line of sight-feed lubrica-

tors, glass and brass oilers, oiling devices, globe
valves, etc., the catalogue contains some tables and
data, such, for instance, as shown on page 7, which
are of general interest to all users of steam power.
A copy will be sent to anyone applying for it.

The long expected wave of prosperity has at last

reached Chicago, and its effects have been felt by
the Hartley Electrical Works, 263 Randolph street,

Chicago, of which B. Hartle}'^ is manager. The
Hartley company makes a specialty of electrical re-

pairing in all its branches, and Mr. Hartley is particu-

larly well fitted for this work, having had an e.xperi-

ence of over 12 years. The company also deals in

new and second-hand dynamos, motors and trans-

formers and other electrical goods. At the present
time it has on hand a dozen or so solid brass eight-

light electroliers and a number of other articles

which it is willing to sell at a sacrifice.

M. I. Vought, La Crosse, Wis., manufacturer of

electrical specialties, who has recently placed on the

market the "two balls" adjustable hanger for incan-

descent lamps, reports a very flattering business.

He says that his sales are running beyond his ex-

pectations and that his factory is compelled to work
overtime in order to keep up with the demand. The
incandescent lamp adjuster mentioned is being sent

out by him in dozen and half-dozen lots to be re-

turned if not entirely satisfactory, and Mr. 'Vought
declares that not one as yet has been returned. The
lamp adjusters are gotten out in black, white and
gilt finishes, also brass and nickel, the last with a

ceiling canopy to match, making a very handsome
fixture for the home library. Many of the black

finish are used in shops, offices, breweries, mills

and factories.

The Central Electric company of Chicago is issu-

ing a neat and comprehensive small catalogue of

electric railway quick-break, snap fusible sivitches.

These switches are made in various designs for con-
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trolling car-light circuits, also in combinations, so

that one switch will control two headlights as well

as the car light circuit. The company is distributing

these catalogues to its patrons, and is pleased to

furnish them upon request. It is also sending out

with these catalogues circulars of its changeable

electric headlights. The Central Electric company
has equipped a great many roads with these head-

lights, and in every instance, it is asserted, satis-

faction has been the result.

The new catalogue of the Clayton Air Compressor
Works of New York is a good one. It shows the

many uses to which compressed air is applied and
enumerates all sorts of compressed-air tools and

appliances. But the novel feature is in the back
of the book, where 27 pages are devoted to the ad-
vertisements of other businesses, from patent at-

torneys to bridge builders. Every page has the
headline "Clayton Air Compressor Works," and the
catalogue has an "Index to Advertisements" and the
request, "Please mention this book in communi-
cating with our advertising patrons." Whether the
pamphlet is properly a catalogue, a house organ or
a new effort at co-operation is hard to determine.
At any rate, it is a good thing for the Clayton Air
Compressor Works.
One of the most useful catalogues for the tele-

'phone trade is gotten out by the Farr Telephone

and Construction Supply company, 342 Dearborn
street, Chicago. This little book, which contains
almost 100 pages, not only includes descriptions of
all sorts of telephones, batteries, switchboards, con-
struction supplies and electric specialties, but also
devotes considerable space to the putting up of tele-
phones, locating faults and general instructions for
telephonists, and in addition gives a number of dia-
grams of special value to those installing telephones.
The Farr company has done a large business in its
particular line, and the indications for a large fall
trade are very bright. Anyone contemplating the
purchase or installation of telephones will do well
to secure a catalogue from the Farr company.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
588.144. Electric Trolley Device. Samuel Harris.

Johnstown, Pa. Application filed December
3, i8g6.

A slidable carriage for electric trolley devices is com-
posed of a contact-maker, plates between which the con-

tact-maker is mounted, tubular connections between the

plates, and suitable bearings within the connections.

588.145. Electric Trolley Device and Conductor
Construction Therefor. Samuel Harris, Johns-
town, Pa. Application filed January 20, 1S97.

A conductor connection is adapted for use at bridges,
with trolley devices employing large wheels adapted to

make contact with a suspended conductor, having a hori-

zontal portion adapted to be placed under the bridge, and
inclined portions at each end thereof connected to the con-
ductor and adapted to turn the contact wheel to a nearly
horizontal position.

NO. 588,170.

588,170. Method of and Apparatus for Multiple
Rate-metering for Electric Currents. Eustace
Oxley, Washington, D C. Application filed

June 19, 1S97.

The method is described of separately metering the con-
sumption of currents during different periods, which con-
sists in connecting wiih each of a series of consumers' cir-
cuits a plurality or series of metering mechanisms
"electrically controlling from a single point the operative
selection of one series, and simultaneously effecting from
the point the connection of all the meters of that series and
the disconnection of the other series.

588.188. Electric Contact Device. David S. Shal-
lenberger, Johnstown, Pa. Apphcation filed

January 30, 1S97.

Features of construction include a longitudinal I-beam,
a contact-carrying arm carrying rollers at its lower end
adapted to engage the sides of the I-beam, a member
pivotally secured at its outer end to the arm, and means
for imparting upward pressure to the outer end of the
member.

588.189. Accumulator Battery. John V. Sherrin
and Henrietta H. Sherrin, London, England.
Application filed March 22, 1897.

There is the combination of a core, conductors helically
wound thereon, a strip of springy non-conducting material
helically wound on the conductors in the opposite direc-
tion, and interstitial active material.

588,206. Protective Appliance foi Electrical Appa-
ratus. Arthur S. Williams, Newton, Mass.
Application filed May 7, 1897.

This device is adapted to be held in supports under
spring pressure, and normally forming an electric connec-
tion between the supports, but adapted to dissever the
same, consisting of a metal thimble provided with a heat-
ing coil at one end, an insulated pin extending from the
opposite end through the coil, and a metal tube concentric
with the pin and soldered to the bobbin of the coil.

588,251. Recording Instrument. William Thom-
son, Largs, Scotland. Application filed Octo-
ber 2, 1896. Patented in England December
28, 1895.

One claim is for the combination of the marking point,
the paper and platen having means in connection therewith
for oscillating it to and from the marking point, and suit-
able means for feeding the paper forward as the platen is

oscillated.

588,258. Switchboard Apparatus. Walter F. Banks,
Milford, Conn. Application filed October i,

1896.

Provision is made so that a call may be received at the
central station over the telephone and calling line, and by
manipulating the plug or switch the telephone line may be
thereupon connected to the calling line, so as to cut the
battery out of the telephone talking circuit.

588,267. Electric Furnace. Guillaume de Chalmot,
Leaksville, N. C. Application filed December
24, 1893-

An overflow opening is combined with a revolving part ar-
ranged beneath it to receive the overflowing materia], and

588,
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means are provided for sprinkling a layer of subdivided
material upon the revolving part in advance of the falling
upon it of the material overflowing from the furnace.

276. Electrolytic Process and Apparatus There-
for. Carl Kellner. Vienna, Austria-Hungary.
Application filed February 24, 1896. Patented
in Belgium April 11, 1895; in France April II.

1895; in England April 11, 1895; in Norway
July 16, 1895, and in Italy September 30, 1895.

Several decomposing cells having mercury cathodes and
suitable anodes are connected in series, together with a
plurality of oxidizing cells connected in series.

306. Automatic Rheostat Controller. Robert
Wilson, Louisville, Ky. Application filed May
29, 1897.

An actuating lever, a cam moved thereby, a rheostat
lever controlled by the cam, and means whereby the actu-
ating lever is permitted to move a short distance inde-
pendently of the cam, are described.

^,320. Lightning Arrester. Cummings C. Ches-
ney, Pittsfield, Mass. Application filed May 14,

1S97.

There is a nest of concentric cylinders having flaring
sides, the parts being separated from each other; aline
terminal and a ground terminal are also used, the latter be-
ing connected to the outer cylinder,

5,348. Holder for Incandescent Lamps. Charles
H. Otis, Orange, Conn. Application filed

March lo, 1897.

A clasp is adapted to embrace the neck of the lamp, and
to be detachably secured upon it, the bracket arms pivoted
to the clasp at one of their ends, and a wire-receiving
socket at the other end of the arms, by which wires or cords
may be attached.

5,382. Electrical Conductor. James D. Bishop,
New York, N. Y. Application filed May 6,

1897.

Wire ribbons are wound side by side, -having intervening
air spaces.

i,39i. Electric Motor Car Truck. George M.
Brill and John A. Brill; Philadelphia, Pa. Ap-
plic<^tion filed March 25. 1890.

An electric motor frame is journaled at one end upon a
car axle, with a cross-bar elastically connected at each end
with the truck frame, and a mechanical connection be-
tween the other end of the motor frame and the middle of
the cross-bar.

5,396. Electric Railway System. Jean Claret
and Olivier Vuilleumier, Paris, France. Appli-
cation filed August 4, 1896. Patented in Franco
June 8, 1895, and in Switzerland December 2,

1895.

An essential feature is a distributer having a series of
keys to be connected to the spaced contacts of the railway,
contact arms to move over and touch the keys, an electric
motor to move the arms, a locking wheel secured on the
shaft of the moving part of the motor with elastic connec-
tions, armature levers to lock the wheel and electro-mag-
nets to act on the armature levers,

NO. 588,144.

588,399. Electric Fire Engine. George W. Cox,
Stuart, la. Application filed December 30, 1895.

An electric motor and a rotary pump are mounted on the
same shaft; a suitable water-tank is supported between the
wheels of the carriage ; a storage battery is mounted on the
tank, while wires connect the storage battery and motor
and the pipes leading from the tank to the pump.

588,435. Rail Bond for Electric Railroads. Victor
E. Hunter, Cleburne, Tex. Application filed

June 24, 1897.

A split-headed axially and angularly bored coupling bolt,

a connecting wire extending through the perforation and
bent or coiled once around the bolt, and means for clamp-
ing or comi)ressing the bend or coil of the wire firmly
against the side of the rail.

588,448. Trolley. Frank Krabal, Pittsburg, Pa,
Application filed August 22, 1896.

The combination with the trolley pole, having the trolley
wheel journaled therein, of standards or guides on the
trolley pole, spring-operated levers on the trolley pole,
and pivoted spring arms or guards on the levers within the
standards or guides extending across the trolley wheel and
movable laterally and toward each other,

588,465. Trolley Bicycle,; Robert T. Oney, Charles-
ton, W. Va. Application filed September 10,

1895-

A trolley driven carriage is arranged to run upon ordi-
nary roads, and having an electric motor geared to one of

Its wheels, in combination with a trolley pole connected to
Its main frame and carrying a double-wheeled trolley; two
conductor wires are arranged on opposite sides of the
trolley and hold it between them, while branch wires lead
from the two trolley wheels to the two poles of the motor.

588.489. Magnetic Switch Lock. Sidney H. Short,
Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed December
22, i8g6.

A mechanical latch is adapted to lock the switch in at
least two positions, and an electro-magnet is connected in
the main circuit, exerting its magnetic force to prevent
the unlatching movement of the latch.

588.490. Brush-holder Support for Electric Gener-
ators or Motors. Sidney H. Short, Cleveland,
Ohio. Application filed January 2, 1897.
An adjustable roclier is mounted concentrically with the

commutator and radially adjustable brush-holder hangers.

NO. 588,267.

588,491. Multipolar Dynamo. Motor or Rotary
Transformer. Sidney H. Short, Cleveland,
Ohio. Application filed March 12, 1897.
A yolce having magnetic cores extending therefrom close

to an armature, whereby a magnetic circuit of low reluc-
tance is provided, in combination with closed-circuit
metallic bands or conductors of low electric resistance
surrounding the yoke between the magnet cores.

588.511. Transmitter. Anthony Van Wagenen,
Siou.x City, Iowa. Application filed April 30,
i8g6.

Circuit making and breaking mechanism is movable in a
prescribed path forward and having no return or backward
niovement, and locking mechanism normally engaging the
circuit making and breaking mechanism and preventing
movement thereof, but adapted to be thrown out of engage-
ment therewith by the operation of the power-storing
mechanism.

588,524. Electrolytic Apparatus. Edward Balbach,
Jr., Newark, N. J. Application filed July 2,

1896.

The cathode case is composed of a trough having its
bottom divided into two portions, one of which is horizon-
tal andthe other inclined, so as to slope down to and con-
nect with the horizontal portion throughout its length,
and provided with a cathode plate, and an anode sus-
pended therein arranged to cover the horizontal portion of
the bottom only,

588,528. Electric Railway. Rudolph M. Hunter,
Philadelphia, Pa. Original application filed

July 19, 1886. Divided and this application
filed July 20, 1895.

The method described of operating an electric railway
consists in maintaining a current of constant potential in
line circuits extending along the railway, supplying cur-
rent therefrom to an electric motor and secondary bat-
teries on the car, changing the counter-electromotive
force of the secondary batteries to a higher potential ap-
proximately equal to that of the line circuit, and regulat-
ing the speed of the motor by controlling the current de-
livered to the motor while maintaining the higher potential
of the batteries.

588,541. Current-conducting Rail for Electric Rail-

ways, Louis E. Walkins, Springfield, Mass.
Application filed May 21, 1897.

This rail is composed of a body of iron or steel, and has
it's tread side covered with a layer of copper welded
thereto.

Reissued.

11,626. Electric Burglar-alarm. Clyde Coleman,
Chicago, 111. Application filed January 18,

1897. Original No. 570,906, dated November
10, 1896.

The combination is claimed, with a structure or district
inclosed and surrounded by electrical conductors, of an
electric protective circuit or circuits including the con-
ductors, an alarm device controlled thereby and at a dis-
tance from the protected structure, and time mechanism
inclosed within the electrical barrier at the protected dis-

trict for throwing off the alarm to permit access to the
guarded structure.
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An Incident of the Grand Army Meeting.

By Orrin E. Dunlap.

Several hundred thousand people attended the

national encampment of the Grand Army of the

Republic, held in Buffalo the last week in August,

and the majority of them visited Niagara Falls.

This resulted in all the avenues of travel to that

popular resort being crowded to the utmost capac-

ity, and alt the steam and electric roads did a very

big business. This was especially true of the Buf-

falo and Niagara Falls electric road, the cars of

which were loaded as they were never before in

their history. Thousands upon thousands of peo-

ple enjoyed the ride from the Queen City to the

Power City in the yellow cars, and all were cared

for without accident. It was on the return to Buf-

falo that the crowds fought to get seats, or even

standing room on the cars, and the scene at the foot

of Falls street in Niagara Falls was one never to be

forgotten. The picture iire-

sented shows one of the Ely

line cars besieged by an anxious
crowd at the foot of Falls street,

hundreds of others standing

about realizing how useless it

would be to try and get a seat

thereon. Men and women
climbed into the windows of the

cars while the passengers down
were getting off, the motto
seeming to be "Any way to get

in." The cars were stopped four

and five blocks up the street by
people anxious to return to Buf-

falo, but in the majority of cases

the down cars were so crowded
that more could not get on.

The Gorge road also enjoyed
a heavy patronage, and cars

were borrowed from the Niag-
ara Falls and Suspension Bridge
line to afford sufficient facilities,

for transporting all the people.

No accident occurred to mar
the enjoyment of the many who
sought pleasure at the Falls,

and for this the managers of

the roads are thankful and
happy.

according to traffic, and will pay in addition one-
half cent a passenger, which one-half cent for both
roads must amount to $187,500 a year. At present,
roughly, the Metropolitan has about four-sevenths
of the total traffic of the two roads and the Lake
Street about three-sevenths. The Metropolitan's
minimum, therefore, would have to amount above
expenses to about $107,500 a year, and the Lake
Street to about $80,000 a year. At one-half cent
a passenger this would take an average traffic of

about 44,000 daily for the Lake Street and 59,000
daily for the Metropolitan. At times the traffic of

both roads has reached these figures.

"The disagreement between President Carter [of

the South Side company] and the Union Loop peo-
ple is understood to have some reference to the

guarantee minimum rental, which the fromer claims
to be excessive. There appears to be no immediate
prospect of the Alley *L' entering into the agreement,
as the hitch still is on a vital point. But the other

just after the capture. A kit of burglars' tools and
a bunch of skeleton keys were found inside the rear
hallway. The police claim 'hat Woods is much
wanted on other charges of burglary. The Scribner
family was out of town.

Union Loop Completed.
The Union elevated railway

loop is practically completed,
and it is expected that the trains

of the Lake Street and Metro-
.politan companies will make the

complete circuit of it within a

couple of weeks. The electric

power plant of the Union Ele-
vated Railroad company, on
Market street, at the foot of

Congress street, is far from com-
pletion, and it is likely that the
current for the operation of the
trains will continue to be taken from the Hawthorne
avenue station of the North Chicago Street Railroad
company for some time. The contract for track privi-

leges on the loop has not been signed by the Alky
"L" people, it is said, and it will probably be several
months before the cars of this company are operated
over the loop.
The Chicago Tribune claims to have information

about the rental arrangements proposed by the
Union Elevated Railroad company and accepted by
three of the four outlying elevated railroad com-
panies. It says: "There is to be a total rental

and a guarantee minimum rental. The first includes
the payment of half a cent for each paying passenger
each line carries and proportionate payments which
each road contributes toward the operating expenses
of the loop. The minimum rental will include the
expenses of maintenance and operation of the loop
and power house, with ground rent; secondly, the
net sum of $250,000 per annum, and, thirdly, the
cost of maintaining the corporate existence of the
loop company. The total rental paid by whatever
number of roads use the loop must always be equal
to this minimum. If one of the companies (applies

to the Northwestern) signing the agreement is not
ready to use the loop it will pay only $62,500 per
annum as rental. Until the loop power house is

built the lessee roads will furnish their own power.
Under the agreement if only the Lake Street, Metro-
politan and Northwestern execute the lease at pres-
ent, the Northwestern Elevated will pay $62,500 a
year, while the Metropolitan and Lake Street Ele-
vated will divide the loop expenses between them

AN INCIDENT OF THE GRAND ARMY MEETING.

companies, it seems, are now satisfied, and will no
longer wait for the Alley 'L' to sign."

Westinghouse Company Reported to

Have Absorbed the Gibbs Company.
It is reported that the Westinghouse Electric and

Manufacturing company has secured the control of

the factory, good-will and business of the Gibbs
Electric company of Milwaukee. The stajtemenit

has not been officially confirmed, but it is widely

circulated without denial. The Gibbs company has

made a good reputation for itself in the manufac-
ture of motors and special motor devices, and is

believed to have done a good business.

Mr. Scribner's Effective Burglar Alarm.

Chai-les £. Scribner, the leading expert of the

Western Electric company, resides at 172 Forty-
fifth street. Chicago, and the practical efficacy of his

electrical knowledge was recently demonstrated by
the capture of a burglar. A morning newspaper
tells the story: Eric Petersen and Albert Nelson
heard a burglar alarm ringing in the house of

Charles E. Scribner of 172 Forty-fifth street. They
started to enter the residence when they saw a man
dash out of the rear door and start for the street.

The two followed, and after a chase the man was
captured. He gave the name of Frank Woods.
Neighbors had telephoned the police of the Hyde
Park station that the burglar alarm was ringing in

the Scribner residence, and the patrol wagon arrived

Telephone News from the Northwest.
[From the Minneapolis correspondent of the Western Elec-

trician.!

The Eau Claire, Wis.. Telephone company has
been incorporated with $100,000 capital to operate
the local exchange, and the Wisconsin Valley Tele-
phone company, with $200,000 capital, has been in-
corporated to maintain long-distance lines. Thej;
are both Keelyn companies and promise big things'
including the construction of 5,000 miles of line.

The Interstate Telephone and Electric company
has been organized at Dubuque, la., with $100,000
capital. R. W Stewart, the promoter, claims to have

money in sight to put in a tele-

phone system. F. F. Sapp of
Chicago is named as president
of the company.
The Spokane and British Col-

umbia Telephone and Telegraph
company proposes to have con-
nections between Spokane and
Kaslo within 60 days.
The North Montana Tele-

phone company of Great Falls
will enlarge its plant and make
extensions to Fort Benton,
Browning, Kalispel, Libby, Troy
and Sylvanita.

J. H. Jansen, formerly man-
ager of the Wisconsin telephone
exchange at Ashland, Wis., pro-
poses to organize a company to
put in a new system there.

An extension to East Chain
Lakes is proposed by the Fair-
mont, Minn., Telephone com-
pany.
The Western Minnesota Tele-

phone company has bought the
local system at Olivia, iMinn

L. S. Taintor of Menomonie,
Wis., has been elected president
of the Wisconsin Telephone
company, and Mr. Heafield of
the same place secretary.

Telephone connection between
Eau Claire, Wis., and Milwau-
kee has been made.
The Dakota Central - Tele-

phone company has completed
connections, giving it 37 sta-

tions.

The committee of the St. Paul
Assembly decided that the pro-
posed ordinance giving a fran-

chise to the American Telegraph
and Telephone company was too
indefinite, and it was referred

for further overhauling.

The $750,000 mortgage (original copy) given by
the Iowa Union Telephone company to the Illinois

Trust company is reported to have been lost in the

mail.

Work is being rushed on the Dubuque telephone

line, and the company expects soon to have con-

nections with the Twin Cities.

Telephone connection was formally opened be-

tween Minneapolis and New York, Boston, Chicago,

Philadelphia, Detroit, St. Louis, Louisville and other

towns on August 31st. The introduction of the

long-distance telephone to the business men of the

city took the form of an "opening." The long-

distance franchise is controlled by the American
Telephone and Telegraph company, and it united

with the local exchange in sending out 1,200 invita-

tions to business men and to others throughout
the state During the afternoon there were probably
some 300 or 400 responses in the form of calls.

Wonders Never Cease.
[From the Richmond, Va.. correspondent of the Western Elec-

trician.]

A curious thing is reported from Staunton. The
telephone people, whose experience with pretty tele-

phone girls has not been altogether satisfactory,

advertised for ugly girls, and there were 25 appli-

cants!

W. C. Wright of Aberdeen, S. D., contemplates

the establishment of an electric light plant in Water-
town, S. D.
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Armature Reactions in a Rotary Con-
verter.'

By Prof. R. B. Owens, D. W. Hawksworth and H.
w. doubrava.

It was primarily desired to obtain curves showing

tlie instantaneous distribution of induction over the

pole faces of a rotary converter for different armature

positions and conditions of loading.

In general the method employed to effect this

consisted in measuring the instantaneous electro-

motive forces under different conditions, generated

in a series of small equally even spaced coils of fine

Fig. a.

Figs. 3, 4, 5. and 6.
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armature shaft and connecting segments i, 19 and

37 of the commutator respectively to rings I, 2

and 3. No suitable three-phase generator being
available, it was used only to convert continuous
into three-phase currents. The applied voltage at

the brushes was kept exactly at no volts, the energy
being supplied by a 15 kilowatt Edison generator.

Instantaneous electromotive forces were measured
by the usual zero method, using telephone.

The particular contact maker used may, however,
be described. An iron ring was cast in the form
indicated in Fig. 2, and attached to a hard rubber
disk about one-half inch thick. A A' are glass

coil of fine wire was wound lengthwise around the

armature and the ends connected to the contact rings

at pulley end of machine. Fig. 3 represents the

relative position of coil and three limbs of secondary
circuit of converter; A B is the fine wire coiPwound
through the point where one contact ring is tapped;

I-II, II-III and III-I represent the three limbs

of the secondary circuit.

The machine was first run as a motor with no
load and the curve in plate i obtained. Thisshowsthe
induction distribution to oe quite uniform over polar

surface, but slightly shifted in opposite direction to

rotation. This would naturally be expected as the
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ARMATURE REACTIONS IN

Plate 3.

ROTARY CONVERTER.

wire wound over the armature surface, the electro-

motive forces in these coils in any position being, of

course, proportional to the induction density in that

part of pole opposite coil.

The machine experimented upon is of the well

known consequent pole type, made by the old United
States company. Its output is 3^^ kilowatts at 110

volts; normal speed, 2,400 revolutions per minute.
Fig. I shows two views of machine. At the com-

mutator end are seen three slip rings, connected to

commutator, also the contact-maker at the end of

shaft. At the pulley end are two contact rings to

which the several test coils may in turn be connected.

The armature is drum wound with smooth core. The
commutator has 54 segments.
The machine, originally designed for a continuous

current generator, was changed as shown into a

three-phase converter by placing slip rings on the

I. Read at the fourteenth general meeting of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers, Eliot, Me., July 2G-28. 1897.

wedges and B is- a thin steel clock spring placed

between them; C is a screw with insulated head
by which the wedges are forced into a wedge-shaped
slot in the rim and held firmly in place. The metallic

strip B is connected to the contact ring E. The
glass wedges and strip are ground even with the

rim of the cast-iron ring. The contact brush, which
consists of two thin steel watch springs, coming in

contact only with polished metal and glass surfaces,

wears well, and the contact is always clean and good.

No difficulty whatever was experienced in reading

electromotive forces to less than one-fiftieth of a volt.

Since the object desired was to show the instan-

taneous induction distribution over the pole faces,

and the variation in induction density in particular

points on the polar surface as the armature and
armature currents varied in position and value, the

ordinary single or two-brush method of exploring

commutator potentials for continuous current ma-
chines would evidently be useless. First a single

armature reactions with so small an armature current

would be but slight.

The machine was again run under steady load as

a motor up to about its full capacity, the armature

taking 32.6 amperes. In this case the distribution

curve shows a very decided distortion of the field,

as indicated by curve, plate 2. Both of these curves

are exactly like what would have been obtained by

the ordinary two-brush method of exploring com-
mutator.
The machine was next run as a converter, the three

limbs being equally loaded with incandescent lamps.

The armature took 39.45 amperes. Although in this

case the armature current is much larger than

when the machine was operated as a motor, no shift-

ing of the brushes was necessary to avoid sparking,

as was before the case, showing the small reactioiis

in a rotary converter. The curve in plate 3 is

the exploration curve from the same test coil for

this case, and curve in plate 4 is the exploration
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curve from test coil when equal inductive loads were
put on the three limbs, the armature taking 11.

7

amperes. The last two curves must not be con-
fused with curves which show the instantaneous dis-
tribution of induction for particular armature posi-
tions and loads. They merely show the induction
at a fixed angular position from the loaded legs
as the armature assumes different angular positions.
From a series of such exploration curves the in-
stantaneous induction distribution can, however, be
easily obtained as follows: First, we will consider
the case of a single limb loaded. It will be seen
by an inspection of Fig. 4 that placing test coils 10
degrees apart at points i, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 and taking
readings from each separate coil with limbs I-II,
II-III and III-I loaded separately, is the same as
having but one limb loaded, and coils placed 10
degrees apart entirely around the armature. The
three armature windings being known to be prac-
tically identical when the limb I-III is loaded, test
coil I will give the induction 60 degrees behind the
center of loaded limb; coil 2, 50 degrees: coil 3, 40
degrees, and so on to coil 6. When limb II-III
is loaded, the curve from coil I shows the varia-
tion of induction at the center of the loaded limb.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

5. Suppose it is desired to draw a curve representing
the variation of induction at 140 degrees from the
zero point. Connect the points where a vertical
through the 100 degree point of each curve inter-
sects the curve. The new curve so found, when
compared with the right line A E, drawn through
points representing 140 degrees and 12 volts for
each curve, shows the variation above or below the
induction corresponding to 12 volts.

Taking points from 30 degrees to 150 degrees, in-
clusive, and changing the axes, gives the series of
curves, plate 7. It will be noted that the variation
of induction at some points is greater than at others,
and that the waves of variation differ in phase, as
of course would be expected. Connecting the points
where these curves cross the I2 volt line shows
the variation of induction at successive points in
time and amount very nicely.

The exploration curves in plale 8 were taken with
all three limbs equally loaded with incandescent
lamps. When one limb is loaded, any particular dis-
tribution of induction occurs twice in every revolu-
tion of the armature, but with three limbs loaded
this happens six times per revolution. In plate 8
cuive VI. is exactly similar to curve I., and, referring

129

Western Union Claims Against the Gov-
ernment.

First Assistant Postmaster-general Heath expects
to make his report, as referee in the claim of the
Western Union Telegraph company against the
Postoffice Department, within a week or 10 days,
says a Washington correspondent writing under date
of August 28th. He has had a force of clerks work-
ing on the report for the last two months, and hopes
to have it in shape in a few days. The case involves
an amount estimated to be from $600,000 to $1,000.-
000. It grew out of the reduction by Mr. Wana-
maker, when he was postmaster-general, of the rate
of toll paid the telegraph companies.
Mr. Wanamaker w;;s an enthusiastic advocate of

the postal telegraph scheme, and he also wished to
reduce to a minimum the amount paid by the gov-
ernment for its telegraph service. Under the law
of 1866 the postmaster-general had at that time the
right to fix the amount paid for telegraphic service
by all the departments of the government. Mr.
Wanamaker reduced the rate greatly from that fixed
by his predecessor, Mr. Dickinson, and wished to
reduce it to about one mill a word. The service
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coil 2 shows the variation of induction lo degrees in
advance of the center, and so on up to coil 6.

When limb I-III is loaded, test coil i gives the
variation of induction I20 degrees behind the center
of the loaded limb; test coil 2, no degrees behind,
and so on up to coil 6. Thus are obtained a series

of i8 curves, showing the instantaneous induction
for every lo degrees from I2o degrees behind the
center of the loaded limb to 50 degrees in advance
of the center as the armature rotates. The 18 curves
numbered I. to XVIII. are shown on plate 5. The
origin of each curve is shifted 20 degrees to the right
and 1% volts below that of the preceding curve for
clearness.
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From those exploration curves the instantaneous
induction distribution for particular positions of the
armature is easily found. Suppose that the center
of the loaded limb is on the line of commutation,
which in all cases is 15 degrees from the point mid-
way between the pole tips, as shown by line A B in

Fig. 5, and that the distribution was desired for the
limb in this position. The line of commutation is

taken as reference line. It will be seen by reference
to Fig. 4 that taking the zero point of curve VII.
gives the induction at the point where the center
of the loaded limb is at zero degrees; then if the
reading TS taken at 10 degrees on curve VIII., the
amount of induction for 10 degrees in advance of

the center of the limb, which is still in same position,
is obtained. The induction for 10 degrees further
will be represented by the reading for 20 degrees on
curve IX., and so on.

The series of readings for curves in plate 6 were
obtained in this manner, and show the instantaneous
distribution of induction over the pole faces with
one limb loaded in different angular positions.
Of course, the same curves might have been ob-

tained directly, by measuring successively the electro-
motive force in each of a series of test coils evenly
spaced for one particular position of the loaded limb
or armature, but the above indirect method is easier
of manipulation.
The curves in plate 7 show the variation of induc-

tion through particular points in the polar face as
the loaded limb assumes different positions. These
euives are obtained directly from the ctlrves in plate

POINTS AT WHICH
CURVES ARE TAKEN

Plates.

ARMATURE REACTIONS IN A ROTARY CONVERTER.

to Fig. 6, It Will be seen that the distribution of
currents m the armature will be the same when A B
and C are either at N or P. The curves showing
instantaneous distribution of induction with armature
position can be obtained from the exploration curves
in plate 8 m the same way that curves in plate 6 were
obtained from curves in plate 5.
The shape of the electromotive force curves taken

from a rotary converter depends on the induction
distribution. If the lines of force through the poles,
air gap and armature were uniform and parellel, the
electromotive force in each turn of wire on the
armature would be sinusoidal, and the electromotive
force as measured between any leg, being the sum of
sine waves, would also be sinusoidal, but the electro-
motive force curve we actually get is the sum of a
series of electromotive force curves similar to
curves in plate 5, differing in phase by the conductor
angle. On plate 9 are shown electromotive force
curves between legs for dififerent loads. Curve I. is

for full load, curve II. for half load and curve III.
for no loaff. Curve IV. is a sine wave whose R. M. S.
value is 67.4 volts. Plate 10 shows the efficiency
curves for the machine as a motor and as a converter.
If the load on the machirte as a converter had been
increased until the losses equaled the losses of the
motor at full load, then the ratio of the two outputs
would be the relative capacities of the same machine
working in the two ways.

had been worth $200,000 to the Western Union up
to this time. The company entered a strong protest
sgainst the reduction, and for about three years
refused to send in a bill. It did, however, transmit
the messages, but received them under protest.
When Mr. Bissell became postmaster-general, he

restored the rate fixed by Mr. Dickinson, and the
company began rendering its bills once more. It
then brought suit against the government in the
United States Court of Claims for the money due
on the telegrams sent during the last three years
of the Wanamaker administration, and the court
appointed two referees to audit the account. One
was C. O. Shepherd, at that time chief of the Salaries
and Allowance Division of the department, who
was chosen to act for the department. The other
was William A. Brown, selected by the attorney
foi the Western Union. These two referees began
the work in rooms in G street. The telegrams
amounted to more than a million in number and
were brought over from the Western Union office
in bo.xes. The auditing of these required consider-
able time, and the work dragged along for several
years. At length, the Western Union became tired
of the dilatory proceedings. Mo appropriation hav-
ing been available for the work, the company had to
advance the money, and after it had expended about
$8,000 it asked the court to set a time limit for the
report. The court ordered the referees to report
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hist November, but they did not do so. They set

up the claim that they had not been paid by the

Western Union for their work.

When the present administration came into power

and Mr. Shepherd resigned, the department wished

to substitute Mr. Heath. The Western Union
agreed to accept him as sole referee, and his appoint-

ment was made. Mr. Brown rendered his report, but

up to the present time Mr. Shepherd has made no
report. In order to be certain of the correctness

of the accounts, Mr. Heath had them all re-examined,

and the work is now about completed. When the

report is made it will go to the court and arguments

will be heard in the case.

It is a grave question whether the government has

the right to force upon a company for its services

pay which the company deems grossly inadequate

and would refuse from a private customer. In 1891

the signal-service work, which forms the bulk of

the telegraph custom of the government, was taken

from the postmaster-general, and the secretary of

agriculture was empowered to fix the rates.

400 Horse Power Induction Motor.
Bv Orrin E. Dunlap.

The Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing

company has recently installed in the station of the

Buffalo and Niagara Falls Electric Light and Power
company at Niagara Falls the largest motor of the

Tesla induction type ever made. The new machine

is of 400 horse power, and two of them are to be

put in to take the place of the 300 horse power motors
\',hich have been in use. The service of the 300

horse power motors has been discontinued. It will
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be used in the business of the applicant or otherwise,

under penalty of $100 for each day such company
continues £uch discrimination and refuses such facili-

ties after compliance or offer to comply with the

reasonable regulations, and time to furnish the same
has elapsed, to be recovered by the applicant whose
application is so neglected or refused."

Residents of towns of about the same size as

Columbia think that they are discriminated against,

unless they, too, have 50-cent service. One hun-

dred citizens in Brownsville, Lebanon, Gallatin,

Pulaski and Murfreesboro respectively have ad-

dressed formal applications to the company for tele-

phones at the rate of 50 cents a month, claiming

that the several towns in which they live are in the

same class with Columbia, and they are entitled,

therefore, to rates as low as those enjoyed in Colum-
bia. At present the rates in -the towns mentioned

range from $2 to $3. The applicants purpose wait-

ing a reasonable time for the Cumberland people to

comply. In case the company refuses, they will

bring suit against the company for the forfeiture of

$100 daily to each applicant so long as the company
declines or fails to give the undiscriminating service.

There is prospect of trouble in Memphis also,

where the rate for residence telephones is from

$50 to $60 per year, or an average of nearly $5 per

month. The rate charged in Memphis is about

the same as that of the same company in Nashville,

Chattanooga and Knoxville. When it became
known in Memphis that the 50-cent rate had been

n;ade in Columbia, Messrs. Cary and Ewing, of the

law firm of that name, acting for themselves, and

for H. S. Spinning, H. C. Polk. W. T. Avery, G. M.
Brasfield, W. C. Graves. Hunsdon Cary, T. B.

400 HORSE POWER INDUCTION MOTOR.

be recalled that they were of the direct-current type.

The installation of this new motor marks one of

the very notable changes Manager Frank G. Lott

is making in this station, which has such unex-
ceptional facilities for operation. The new motor
takes the current direct from the big dynamos in

the power house of the Niagara Falls Power com-
pany at 2,000 volts. That the motor has many
economical features will be quickly recognized. So
far in its career it has given eminent satisfaction.

The illustration presented herewith will give an ex-

cellent idea of the motor.

Bell People in Trouble in Tennessee.
The Cumberland Telephone and Telegraph com-

pany, a Bell licensee, is facing an unpleasant situa-

tion in Tennessee. It appears that some time ago
an independent company went into the telephone

business in Columbia, where the old company had
been charging $4 a month for its service. The new
company made a rate of about $1, and it is said that

the Cumberland's list dropped so rapidly that it

determined on active warfare, finally reducing its

price for telephones to 50 cents a month. There is

nothing unusual in these tactics; but in Tennessee
there is a law which reads as follows:

"Every telephone company doing business within
this state, and engaged in a general telephone busi-

ness, shall supply all applicants for telephone con-
nections and facilities without discrimination or par-
tiality, provided such applicants comply or offer to

comply wich the reasonable regulations of the com-
pany; and no such company shall impose any con-
dition or restriction upon any such applicant that

are not imposed impartially upon all persons or com-
panies in like situations, nor shall such company
discriminate against any individual or company en-
gaged in lawful business by requiring, as condition
for furnishing such facilities, that they shall not

Armistead and T. C. Guinee, made application for

the use of telephones in their residences at the rate

of 50 cents per month. Each application was made
cut as follows:

"To the Cumberland Telephone and Telegraph

company, Memphis, Tennessee; I hereby apply for

the use of a telephone in my residence at ,

city of Memphis, Tennessee, at 50 cents a month;

the rate charged by your company at Columbia,

Tenn., for similar service, and I state that I am
ready and willing to comply witli the reasonable

regulations of your company in respect to the use of

such telephone.
"This demand is made under and by virtue of

section 1842 of Shannon's Code of Tennessee, and
the forfeiture therein allowed will be claimed in the

event of your refusal to comply herewith.

"This the 28th day of August, 1S97.

With the applications the attorneys sent a letter

in which they stated that the forfeiture of $100 per

day would be claimed as provided by law if the

requests of the applicants were not granted. The
telephone company has not yet given its answer to

the applicants or to the letter of the attorneys.

Similar applications have been made in Nashville,

and Mr. Ewing is in receipt of a letter from a promi-
nent Nashville attorney, in which he states that a

general fight will be made over the entire state

for the 50-cent rate.

It is said that the telephone company has made
the rate of 50 cents in Columbia for 12 mgnths. If

the company should wish to raise the rate in Colum-
bia this contract must be broken, and if the rate is

lowered in other places the loss would be great.

It is estimated that the receipts of the telephone
company in Memphis alone would be $23,000 less

this year than last if the 50-cent rate were made for
residence telephones. Should the company be made
to pay the forfeit it would cost a very large sum.
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Portable Telephone Outfit for Gold
Hunters.

[From the CIiicaRO Record, .^uRust 20th.]

Five young men, whose objective point is Alaska,
will try the efficacy of electricity in keeping each
informed of the actions and whereabouts of the

others, while making efforts to locate paying claims
in the mountains of the Yukon country. They are

James H. Wilson, Henry C. Cary, John Collins,

Edward Mills and John Lammy, the last two of St.

Louis. Cary and Lammy are practical electricians

and have been in the employ of the telephone com-
panies of both Chicago and St. Louis.
Yesterday the men were purchasing the necessary,

supplies to open telephonic connections on a liberal

scale, and early next week they will take passage for
Dyea and attempt to get over the Chilkoot pass.

Failing in this they will turn back to the Skagaway
route, by which they believe that they will be able to
get through.
The electrical supplies that the five men are taking

into the northern country are intended for their own
use. At the same time, the men expect to be able
to turn a few extra dollars to their account by per-
mitting others to use their service. They propose
to travel together until they have reached some part

of Alaska which gives promise of gold. Then they
will plant a dry battery and run five wires from it.

These wires are of the lightest of insulated copper,
and each man will carry a spool sufficient to run him
for a day or two while prospecting.
Each night the wires will be tapped and the trans-

mitting instruments which the men carry will be
attached. Then each man will tell the other of his

success. As soon as one strikes a lead which gives
promise of panning out well the others can be sum-
moned, and each will be able to locate the find by
following the right wire. In case neither finds a

paying claim from the first battery "plan," they will

all return, pack up their stores and move to some
other point, where the same ceremony can be gone
through with again.

The idea originated with Lammy, who several

years ago was m Chicago and employed as a line-

man by the telephone com.pany. jle communicated
with Cary, and the other three were interested in

the scheme. Collins is a machinist and Mills has had
considerable experience as a miner, having been
raised in California, and having worked for some
time in the mines there. Lammy said yesterday:

"A man can easily carry enough wire to cover a

distance of five or more miles, and besides affording

him a means of direct communication it will be a

guide for him back to his starting point and will

insure liim against being lost. Another advanta.ge

will be found in the fact that, in case of injury a mem-
ber of our party will have it in his power to summon
assistance. There will be nothing permanent about
our telephone line, and we do not expect to start

a service for commercial purposes, although we may
gather in some small change from miners whom we
meet in various parts of the country. Our intention

is to prospect in a careful manner; that is, to cover
the ground thoroughly, so that we may miss nothing.

In case of a strike it will not require more than

half a day to have all five of our party on the ground."

Telephones for Farmers.
[From the Chicago Chronicle.]

In this age of cheap application of electrical

science to human need one is not surprised at the

rapid extension of telephonic communication in the

smaller towns and even villages of the country.
Nor can we really affect surprise when we learn

that the boon of cheap telephone exchanges is in

a fair way of being extended in the purely rural

districts. We are already informed that in Central

Kansas there are a numoer of ranches connected
by telephone with one another, enabling the owners
and their families to enjoy intimate communication
for both social and business purposes.
The Kansas plan is to utilize the little railroad

stEtion in the vicinity of the farming district as the
"central" office and to connect the various farm-
houses. A plan somewhat similar to the one de-

scribed has been experimented with on some of

the larger Nebraska ranches, and we are informed
that wherever tried the success is so marked as to

guarantee a rapid extension of the system through
the rural districts. There is no mention as yet

of any action by the large telephone trust in regard
to patent infringements by the farmers, and prob-
ably such action, if taken, may be successfully re-

sisted by one or more of the independent com-
panies.

Why should the average farmer or his family be
cut off from intercourse with neighbors or adjoin-

ing municipalities? It is probably a Question of

time when the farmers will have the benefit of free

postal delivery, at least in the older settled neigh-

borhoods, and it is but a step along the line of

progress to telephonic communication at very slight

expense to each rural subscriber. The saving of

time and horseflesh, to say nothing of the increased

facilities for business transactions, resulting from
the introduction of farm telephones, renders it ex-

tremely probable that when once proved successful

they will be extended as paying investments.

For the female members of the average rural

household no words are too strong to picture the

altered conditions of life that will ensue from the

introduction of the telephone. Isolation is pro-
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nounced by all sociologists the greatest bane of

farming life and is probably responsible for more
dwarfed womanhood than any other single cause.

The telephone, for social reasons alone, will prove
itself a benefactor to rural communities by exchang-
ing for monotony and isolation the benefits which
are already considered indispensable to urban
dwellers.

manufactures high-grade bar and wire solder for
electrical purposes. Another specialty is cotton and
woolen waste in bales of 100 pounds and 500 pounds,
a large supply of which is kept in stock for ready
shipment. The ofHcers of the company are Seymour
Swarts, president, and Louis Schwab secretary.

Testimony Over Telephone.
There was a forcible illustration of the use that

can be made of modern invenLions in the Supreme
Court late yesterday afternoon says the New York
Evening Sun of August 26th, when an affidavit taken
over the long-distance telephone wire between this

city and Cincinnati was submitted to Justice Beek-
man in a suit for an attachment.
The suit in which the telephone affidavit played

such an important part to save delay was one
brought by Frank A. Rothier against George P.

Altenburg of the Cincinnati firm of brokers and
bankers of G. P. Altenburg & Co.

In his complaint, drawn by Horace E. Deming,
the plaintiff alleges that on August ,31, i8g6, he
deposited with Altenburg $2,200 to be invested in

Western Union and other stocks.

It is charged in the complaint filed in the Supreme
Court yesterday that the defendant never invested

the money in any stocks, and has refused to return
it. Counsel for Rothier desired to get an attach-

ment yesterday against any property that Altenburg
might have in this state, but to do so it was neces-
sary to have the papers sworn to by the plaintiff,

and as Mr. Rothier was not in this city, but in

Cincinnati, counsel was somewhat perplexed as to

how to proceed.
The papers filed in court show that the telephone

was used successfully by the lawyers, and the attach-

m.ent was secured without a delay of several days,
as would have otherwise been necessary.

In his affidavit Joseph G. Dean, of counsel for

the plaintiff, narrates how he learned by telephone
from E. K. Stallo that Rothier was in Cincinnati.

Mr. Dean was familiar with Mr. Stallo*s voice and
requested him to call Mr. Rothier to the telephone.
The lawyer had a long conversation with Rothier,
and the affidavit contains the following:

"I then read over the facts of the foregoing .affi-

davit to said Rothier, and the gentleman made oath
that he was the plaintiff and that the facts in the
said affidavit were true, and I then made this affi-

davit."
Counsel then filed a bond for $250, and the at-

tachment was issued by Justice Beekman.

Automatic Interrupter for High-tension
Circuits.

This apparatus is worked by a feeble current fur-
nished by a local battery, and consists of two electro-
magnets which actuate a lever. The lever bears,
at one of its extremities, a series of metal rods

Where the Old Copper Goes.
An important industry, and one of especial in-

terest to the electrical trade, is that which has for its

object the refining and reclaiming of old brass and
copper. In Chicago this work is done by the Swarts
Metal Refining company of 20 North Desplaines

AUTOMATIC INTERRUPTER FOR HIGH-TENSION CIRCUITS.

tipped with platinum which dip into a series of cups
of mercury when the lever inclines to that side. The
other extremity of the lever is provided with a
counterpoise with lock screws for regulating the ap-
paratus.

When the battery current is sent into one of the
electro-magnets the armature is attracted and acts
upon the beam of this balance, which is inclined in

one direction, to the right, for instance, and the metal
rods dip into the cups of mercury. These mercury
cups are formed of a block of porcelain in which
are holes insulated from one another and filled with
mercury. As the first and last of these holes be-
come connected—one with one of the poles of the
primary current, and the other with one of the
terminals of the transformer—every time the rods
dip into these cups the primary current will be
closed on the transformer. When, on the contrary,
the battery current is sent into the opposite electro-
magnet, the armature being attracted in a contrary
direction, the lever inclines to the left, the rods are
lifted out of the cups of mercury and the primary
current is interrupted. Two catches are worked al-

ternately by the same electro-magnets that move
the lever. These catches, under the action of the
electro-magnets, release the lever so as to leave it

free at the moment when it is required to incline

to the right or left, and afterward hold it, when it

has reached the end of its movement, thus prevent-
ing the possibility of its returning to its original
position. The current of the battery that works the
electro-magnets is interrupted automatically after

each oscillation of the lever, in order to avoid the

WHERE THE OLD COPPER GOES.

street, and the picture gives an interior view of the
company's plant. The company is always a pur-
chaser of scrap copper wire, rail-bonds, burned-out
armatures and other worn-out apparatus made of
copper or brass. At the shop, wire of long lengths
and in good condition is tested, rebound and sold
as second-hand wire. All scrap brass and copper
is refined and cast into ingots for brass foundries.
After several years of experience the company has
perfected a high grade "XXX metal" for the bear-
iuETS of motors and other high-speed machinery.
This babbitt has been tested with most satisfactory
results. It is an amalgamation of pure tin, copper
and antimony, each in its proper proportion, and
will not heat or pound out. The company also

exhaustion of the battery and to allow of a service
of longer duration. Six Leclanche elements are
sufficient to work the system.
This apparatus is particularly adapted to electric ele-

vators, as it enables the primary current to be closed
upon the transformers only during the time really re-
quired for their use. The manipulation of the cable
closes the circuit of the battery on one of the electro-
magnets of the apparatus, and the primary current
being immediately established, the car ascends; the
second manipulation of the cable again closes the
circuit of the battery on the opposite electro-magnet,
which this time, causing the lever of the interrupter
to turn in the opposite direction, breaks the primary
current and stops the car.

As this apparatus interrupts high-tension currents
automatically and from a distance by cutting out the
transformers, it will render great service wherever
current is only employed at certain times, or as in
the case of an engine or of electric lighting during
certain hours or during the evening only, as it will
avoid the continual expense of the transformers
working without any load. By adding clockwork
mechanism designed for the purpose, the primary
current might be connected with the transformers
only during the hours of lighting. The cut is re-
produced from LTndustrie Electrique.

Two New Electrical Plants for Factory
Transmission.

The Wcslinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
company has just secured, through its Chicago of-

fice, a good contract from Swift & Co., the meat
packers, for the complete electrical power equipment
of the latter firm's new establishment at St. Joseph,
Mo. All the machinery in the new packing house
and slaughtering establishment will be electrically

operated, and alternating current will be used.
There will be two generators, of 180 and 250 kilo-

watts' capacity respectively, and these will supply
at an electromotive force of 220 volts two-phase
current to no less than 56 motors, ranging from one
to 40 horse power.
A large addition to the Deering Harvester Works

of Chicago is building, and its machinery will be
electrically operated. Three-phase current at 550
volts will be generated by a 750 kilowatt dynamo
installed on the premises and directly connected to
a steam engine, probably of the horizontal Reynolds-
Corliss type. The generator wdl be of the revolving
field construction and will be driven at no revolu-
tions per minute. It will supply current to 11 iiT-

duction motors—eight of 75 horse power each and
three of 50 horse power each. The contract, which
has been awarded to the General Electric company,
includes the switchboard. The motors will drive
the twine and other machines used in the new fac-

tory.

Faith Cure Administered by Telegraph.
[From the St. Louis Globe-Democrat.]

Austin, Te.x., August 24.—One of the most re-

markable faith cures on record has just taken place
here. Last week William Lockridge, a prominent
merchant, was lying prostrated with paralysis of his
lower limbs, which were so badly affected that they
had to be lifted every time he turned in his bed.
So critical was his condition that his family physician
had given up all hope of his recovery. To-day he
is walking about the streets, apparently as well as
if he had never been crippled with the disease, and
his recovery is attributed solely to his being treated
b}' telegraphic direction within the last few days by
a lady faith healer of Illinois.

Sunday evening Mr. Lockridge, who was speech-
less and so low that he seemed to take no notice
of anything, intimated by means of his hand that

he wanted a pencil and paper, with which he made
known that he was feeling better. It was about this

time the healer wired that she had begun her treat-

ment. The patient had been sick nearly three
months, during which time the paralysis had crept up
his legs from his feet to his body as far as his waist.

He is practically cured and is rejoicing with his

family. He claimed to be well yesterday.
The facts are authentic, and the Globe-Democri't

correspondent, who is acquainted with the family,

can vouch for them.

Calculation of the Energy Loss in Arma-
ture Cores.'

By W. E. Goldsborough.

The paper discusses the character of the internal

distribution of the magnetic flux in laminated iron
cores. Experimental results are cited to show that
the flu.x density, in a section of the core taken mid-
way between the poles and parallel to the shaft, is

much greater near the air-gap surface than near
the inner periphery. When the armature is in mo-
tion this lack of even distribution is intensified,

owing to the repelling force exerted by the eddy
currents, magnetic sluggishness in the iron and the
disturbing reaction of the armature currents.

The experimental results were obtained by thread-
ing insulated wires through a series of holes drilled

in a laminated iron core; these served as exploring
coils.

By taking the uneven distribution into account the
calculated core losses agree with experimental deter^

minations without the introduction of arbitrary con-
stants into the formulae.

Telephone Testimony in Kansas.
[From the Topeka State Journal ]

Fort Scott, August 23.—An innovation was intro-

duced in the court here Saturday, when two wit-

nesses were examined and gave their testimony' over
the wire. After the trial in the case was com-
menced two witnesses were wanted. Both were
business men, and the attorneys for both sides agreed
that to save time they should give their testimony
by telephone, which was done. Affidavits have been
sworn to and acknowledgments taken by telephone

and sustained by the courts, but this is believed to

be the first time that testimony has been received

by 'phone.

I. Synopsis of paper presented before section D, A. A. A S.

Detroit, August 9-14, 1897.
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With the Niagara Falls convention number of the

Western Electrician, dated June 12, 1897, this jour-

nal made a new record for itself both in circulation

and advertising. Of this lOO-page number 20,000

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

copies* were printed and circulated and the amount

of full paid advertising matter carried was 8,643

square inches.

Beginning with the convention number of March

3, 1894, the record shows constant gains each year

until in the present case the number of square

inches of full paid advertising matter is more than

double that of the 1894 number. The figures show-

ing this unprecedented gain are given in the accom-

panying table:

Number of Whole Square Inches
Issue Advertising Number of of Paid Ad-

Pages. Pages. vertising
Matter,

March 3, 1894. . .

.

40 56 4.145
February 23, 1895. 52 68 5.593
May 9, 1896 72 88 7.576
June 12. 1897 80 100 8,643

This constantly increasing patronage sppaks elo-

quently of the influence and merit of this journal

and of the confidence and respect which it commands
throughout the country. It is pleasing recognition

of the efiforts that have been made in the interest

of the entire fraternity.

Government inspectors in France continue to in-

dulge in theatrical effects in the discharge of their

duties. Complaint is made by travelers who carry

photographic plates that they are destroyed by the

X-ray customs examination. A correspondent gravely

announces that "the authorities promise to take

precautions, when possible, against damage by the

new detective agent."

A newspaper dispatch from Cleveland, Ohio, an-

nounces that ''four Ohio scientists have returned

in anger from the congress of the British Associa-

tion for the Advancement of Science at Toronto.

They complain that they were completely snubbed

by the members of the association and were made so

uncomfortable that they started for home before the

convention was two days old." The names of the

"scientists" alluded to and their standing and

achievements in the scientific world are made known
through the same agency, but we refrain from divulg-

ing this information, as the disclosures might pre-

cipitate an international dispute.

The street railway companies of New Jersey are

actively opposing the enforcement of the vestibule

law, and the matter has been taken to the Supreme

Cotirt of the state for consideration. The New
Jersey Legislature passeu a law last winter which was

intended to compel the Consolidated Traction com-

pany to run vestibule cars on its lines during the

winter months, but the wording of the act was such

that the requirement was for the summer instead of

winter, and for this reason the Traction company

will contend that the law is defective and unconstitu-

tional. If the court decides the law to be invalid,

another measure will probably be introduced in the

next Legislature.

Since the discovery of carborundum the electric

arc has been drawn into all sorts of experiments

in the hands of the modern alchemists, who seek

the formation of diamonds, etc., by the fusing of

sundry earths or mineral ores, and some quite

curious results have followed.

For a long time the mineral bauxite has been cal-

cined, producing a very hard .grinding material for

dressing millstones. Then the idea took possession

of M. Gin, a distinguished engineer and inventor, of

volatilizing aluminum, and combining its red fumes

with other vapors, and watching the result. M.

Gin in this way started the wholesale manufacture

of rubies, not by the handful, but by tone!

M, Gin asked a patent of the German government.

The Patent Office doubted, smoked, and shrugged its

shoulders, metaphorically, and asked for a sample

of the manufactured article, expecting probably a

trifle or two from the laboratory.

M. Gin was a little mischievous, or wild with joy,

I . Slate of Illinois, County of Cook—ss
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Electrician, issued on June 12, 1897, and that there were printed
by actual count 20,000 complete copies of said Western Elec-
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for he sent in answer to Berlin a box of rubies, and

an enormous block—one monster manufactured ruby.

The patent papers came by return mail; but the

ruby as a gem has probably seen its best days.

"Passengers asserted that the motorman was not

to blame, as it was impossible to stop the car," is

the conclusion of a paragraph in a daily newspaper

detailing an accident on a suburban electric line in

which an infant was thrown fi-om a carriage and
killed. The circumstances as related do not justify

this conclusion. With an open line and no obstruc-

tion to the view of the track, the car properly

equipped and operating at a reasonable rate of speed,

the motorman should have been able to stop the car

and avert the accident. The responsibility of motor-
men is great, and none but thoroughly reliable men
should be accepted for such positions. A little more
care in the selection of employes might well be
exercised by many operating companies.

The Englewood and Chicago Electric Street Rail-

way company, operating "the only electric storage

battery street railway line in the country," has is-

sued a neat folder setting forth the attrac-

tions to be found along its line and making an

appeal for the business of the pleasure-traveling

public of Chicago. The idea of following the ad-

vertising methods of the. passenger departments of

steam railroad companies is a good one for suburban

electric railway companies, and is being taken up
quite extensively. However, it was hardly neces-

sary, in the present instance, to make an attack

on the trolley system, as is done in terms following:

"With the advent of the electric storage battery

and its application to street cars, great inroads are

being made upon the introduction of the trolley

system, and the gradual retirement of the latter will

soon be an accomplished fact. The great danger

and unsightliness of the trolley, with its overhead

wires and poles, together with the great danger to

life and liability of fire along the line of the road,

will ultimately drive this system out of our city

streets, and the advantages of the storage battery

system will gradually bring that method into promi-

nence." These statements are certainly exaggerated,

if not altogether untrue, and they should have had

no place in the literature of an electric street railway

company.

The commissioner of public works proposes to

relieve the downtown business district of Chicago

by removing tracks from several streets and estab-

lishing a surface loop for the use of the cars on

the lines affected. From what Mr. McGann has said

of his scheme, it appears that he is going to ask the

Yerkes system to use only two bridges to the North

Side and two bridges to the West Side, and operate

downtown only on Fifth avenue. Van Buren street,

Wabash avenue and Washington street, making one

big loop five blocks square, with double tracks, one

to be used exclusively by West Chica.go and the

other by North Chicago lines. The Yerkes system

now occupies Fifth avenue, Van Buren, Washington,

Madison, La Salle, Dearborn, Adams, Clark and

Lake streets in the downtown district, and it will

be seen that in accepting the proposition of the

commissioner, Mr. Yerkes would be making all the

concession. It will be seen, too, that at present Mr.

Yerkes has franchises on all the streets covered by

Mr. McGann's proposed loop, with the exception of

Wabash avenue. That street is occupied by the Chi-

cago City Railway company and is double-tracked over

all that part which Mr. Mc'Gann's loop would cover.

The best that can be said of this plan is that it may
temporarily relieve certain districts which are now
greatly congested, but there are so many objections

to the scheme that its adoption can hardly be men-

tioned among the remotest possibilities. It is a

weak adaptation of the elevated loop idea to surface

railway lines, and as the conditions under which sur-

face and elevated roads are operated are entirely

different, it is hard to understand how Mr. McGann
can hope for the adoption of his plan. A compre-

hensive subway system, taking the place of all the

surface lines, would afford permanent relief to the

crowded district, but it would be very expensive, and

as the street railway franchises are about to expire,

the companies would probably oppose such a

scheme unless they were assured of 50-year exten-

sions of their franchises, at least.
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American Engineers and English Rail-

way Projects.

English electrical engineers seem to be greatly

exercised over the announcement that an American
engineer might be retained by the Liverpool cor-

poration in the electric railv^iay project now under

consideration. The London Electrical Review, un-

der the heading, "No Need to Go Abroad," leads

the attack on the proposed arrangement as follows:

"One of the daily newspapers is our authority

for the statement that Sir A. B. Forwood has re-

signed the chairmansnip of the Liverpool City Coun-
cil tramways committee because of an adverse vote

in regard to the committee's proposal to engage
an American engineer for carrying out and super-

vising the work on the experimental trolley line

section to be shortly equipped. If this be the case,

we think that the Liverpool City Council has shown
a good deal of common sense and fairness. No rea-

sonable Englishman wishes for the days of protec-

tion to return, and we are as strong free traders

as anyone could wish to be; but vyhen there are

engineers in this country of professional standing,

such as Professor Kennedy or Dr. Hopkinson, and
manufacturers of world-wide repute, we don't need

to go across the Atlantic for a consulting engineer

who shall be capable of carrying out a complete

electric tramway system. There are many directions,

as, for instance, the design and manufacture of tram-

car motors and controllers, in which we acknowl-

edge American supremacy, and in these we are glad

to avail ourselves of Brother Jonathan's experience

(of course paying for it), but to call in a consultant

from the other side is rather too much of a good
thing. The Dingley tarifif is hardly likely to en-

courage the average Englishman to shower benefits

unnecessarily upon America. Of course, we have

not a word to say against the elect of Liverpool's

tramway committee; far from that, for Mr. Peai;son

(we understand it is he) must have by now acquired

such a mass of traction experience as few others

possess. Yet it must be remembered that his skill

"and knowledge deal with conditions as they are

found across the Atlantic, and these are not by any

means necessarily the same as rule at Liverpool

or elsewhere in this country. Apart from that, how-
ever, we protest against the committee asking for

powers to engage Mr. Pearson as an expert, if

only on the ground that there are competent Eng-
lishmen ready to undertake the work, and in over-

ruling this proposal of the committee the City Coun-
cil is to be congratulated. We are surprised that

the chairman of the committee should have taken

such a course as that of resignation; a step of this

kind savors too much of pique, which ought hardly

to enter into an important municipal question. In

any case it should not be regarded as a Tuarked want
of confidence for the council to reject a part of the

committee's proposal, especially when patriotism is

the cause. For the council to give way now would
put it in the position of yielding against its better

judgment, in order to avoid unpleasantness." _

Americans will find it difficult to understand just

where "free trade," "protection" and "patriotism"

enter into this problem. The English idea is con-

cisely expressed by the Review in this admission:

"We are glad to avail ourselves of Brother Jona-

than's experience, but to call in a consultant from
the other side is rather too much of a good thing."

In other words, John Bull, who prides hirnself

upon his fairness, wishes to appropriate American
ideas, gain all the advantages of American experi-

ence, borrow American designs for apparatus, but

g:ve all the credit for the enterprise to some English

engineer who has had absolutely no experience what-

ever in this line of work. That is essentially a "fair-

minded" Englishman's idea of equity.

The London Electrical Engineer contributes the

following to the controversy:
"We think it only just to the profession generally

to protest against the proposed appointment of a

foreign engineer to advise the Liverpool corpora-

tion over their traction work. We do so not from
any personal motives, as we are convinced that Mr.

Pearson is well qualified to carry out the work, and
that he would use his best endeavors to make the

same a thorough success. What we do say most
emphatically is that we have many consulting engi-

neers in England who are cjuite as capable from a

technical point of view, and who, both from their

residence here and their knowledge of English
municipal practice, should not be lightly passed

over. The fact that we have not had so many lines

laid down on this side is the fault, not of our engi-

neers, but of that of our democratic tramway laws;

and we would say unreservedly that the English
lines equipped by English engineers are not behind
the American practice in any way. Perhaps one
reason for this may be gathered from the fact that

here we are not in the hands of the contracting

firms, who in America control the industry. In
other words, the English consulting engineer does

design the work to suit the locality, whereas much
of the work carried out on the other side is on th^

standard system. If the standard system does not
suit the locality, so much the worse for the local

people. Something beyond giving an order for so

m.any miles of track with all needful gear is con-
sidered necessary here, and the fact that the General
Electric company can dispatch tramways much as

some grocers fulfill their weekly orders is not in

cur eyes a recommendation to the professional skill

of the resident engineers. We put this to the Liver-
pool people as a reason for considering before

finally committing themselves to the report of the

tramway committee, and trust that the corporation
will decide that English tramway experts should
have a large voice in the electrical traction schemes
they are proposing. They cannot plead a want of

knowledge, as the Liverpool overhead railway is a
practical example of what original thought and care-

lul design has accomplished."
The absurdity of the position taken by the English

engineers could not be set forth more plainly than
in this assumption of knowledge and experience.

Their claims to originality in design and the ad-
vantages of their methods of adaptation to suit the
conditions of the locality appear ridiculous to those
familiar with the work that has been done by these

"English tramway experts." There is not a single

feature in their work that is not taken from the

American "standard system," which the English
engineers aflect to despise. The much vaunted su-

periority of English methods over American prac-

tice has been amply illustrated in the work of George
Forbes, the champion controversial engineer of the

British Empire.

Universal Alternator for Laboratory
Purposes.'

By Henry S. Carhart.

The design of the machine was adopted for the

following reasons-
1. Simplicity of construction in the engineering

shops without tools or dies.

2. Its similarity to a bipolar dynamo, so as to

illustrate two or three-phase current generation, but
without the limitation to low frequency.

3. To illustrate the etTect of combining electro-

motive forces differing in phase in .1 variety of

ways.
Both the field and the armature are made with

poles, the latter havmg two more than the former.
The field is the revolving member and is of the

C. E. L. Brown type. The diameter of the armature
pole faces is 10.25 inches; length of poles, four

inches; width of poles, 1.5 inches; depth, 0.5 inch.

The armature poles were wound with 40 turns of No.
If) wire. The double air-gap is 0.25 inch. The
field coil contains 1,012 turns of No. 16 wire. The
armature coils were connected in pairs and the ter-

minals of each pair are brought up to a board on
top.

Since opposite poles of the field are of opposite

sign, while the corresponding coils of the arma-
ture are similarly wound, when the armature is

connected as a closed coil the electromotive forces

balance exactly as with a bipolar machine. Hence
connections may be made for two or three phase,

as with a bipolar dynamo.
The coils may also be joined either in star fashion

or zigzag across, so as to join opposite groups with
no phase difference between them.
The phase difference from coil to coil is one-twelfth

of a period. Hence the series may be represented

by a regular polygon of 12 sides, and the phase
difference reduces the electromotive force of the six

coils in series to 0.643 of the electromotive force

without such phase difference.

With 2,000 ampere-turns in the field, the follow-
ing are the observed and computed values of the

voltage for the several connections

:

Connection. Observed. Computed.
Two-phase mesh 79 79
Two-phase star 112 ' 112

Three-phase mesh 69 68.6

Three-phase star 121 1 18.8

Three-phase zigzag 136 136.8

Effect of Governmental Ownership.
What with threatened strikes and parliamentary

inquiries the state telegraph system of Great Britain

has come upon troublous times. A correspondent
states that when Parliament meets again in England
attention is to be drawn to the unprecedented man-
ner in which private telegrams have been seized

and made public during the recent South African in-

vestigation at Westminster. There was so much
protest raised in Parliament years ago when Maz-
zini's correspondence was opened and examined by
the authorities, that it seems strange that so many
weeks should have been allowed to elapse before
anything was heard about the violation by the gov-
ernment of private telegraphic correspondence. The
Postoftice Department is just as much bound to ob-
serve the sanctity of correspondence by wire in-

trusted to its charge for transmission as corre-

spondence by letter.

American Street Railway Association.

So great has been the demand for space for exhi-

bition purposes at the Niagara Falls convention of

the American Street Railway association that it has
been found necessary to revise the original plans
and make provision for an additional 2.500 feet, and
even this will not meet all the requisitions that have
been made, although 11,851 feet has already been
allotted. The officers of the association claim that

they could use at least 5,000 feet additional room if

they could obtain it. Everything indicates that this

will be the largest nieeting that has ever been held
by the association.

I. Synopsis oE paper presented before Section D, A. A. A. S.,

Detroit, August g-14, 1897.

Electrical Development in England and
France Compared with American

Practice.

By J. MgGhie.

The outcome of a hurried visit to England and
France is, perhaps, not so much the acquisition of
the idea that both of these counties are hopelessly
behind in the race, electrically speaking, with the
enlightened sons of Uncle Sam, as the receipt of
a very strong impression that they are much farther
ahead than we have been led to suppose from the
reports of the veracious foreign correspondents of
the daily press. True it is that electricity has by
no means become the handmaiden of daily home
and business life, as it has on this side of the At-
lantic, but, freed from the bumble-like restrictions
placed upon its adaptation by sundry parliamentary
wiseacres in the early eighties, when the industry
needed most enc.iui'agcnicnt, it promises to become
as widespread in its use in the United Kingdom
as here in the United States. The period through
which this country passed some eight years ago,
when the boom of electricity in the lighting as well
as in the railway branches enveloped every town
and hamlet, has for some time dawned in Great
Britain and France, and there is plainly evident a
marked avidity to acquire as soon as possible a
better means of illumination than is afforded by
very poor and very poisonous gas, and a better
method of transit than the poorer, horse and the
hearse-like tramcar.
The lack of private initiative, however, which has

prevailed during the last few years, is strikingly
apparent. Under the governmental restrictions im-
posed upon it, electricity as a field for investment
presented few or no inducements to capital, and
where, in the United States, thousands of dollars
were poured out for the purpose of installing stations
and spreading the use of the current, it seems to
the ordinary observer that in England and France
pennies only have been invested, and those with a
niggardly hand and suspicious mind. The confi-
dence in the future universal use of electricity which
characterized the pioneers on this side seems to have
been almost entirely absent from the minds of the
men on the other; and that which is here termed
European conservatism is simply either a pure lack
of appreciation on the part of the English or French,
or a determination to do nothing until, by the
experience gained in the United States, capital could
see its way clear to the assurance of a profitable
return. Any lack of appreciation, however, is

rapidly giving way before the active propaganda
now being carried on. Indeed, it may be said to
have already made way for a very lively realiza-

tion of the positive benefits to be derived from the
use of electricity—a realization of which certain

American companies, with an eye kept vigilantly

open for future business in Europe, have already
taken advantage.
To glance over the list of projected companies

having the utilization of electricity as a basis for

their appeal to the public, in England, that country
of easy flotations, is calculated to make one believe
that the electrical millenium is near at hand. Hardly
a city or town, however important, or a Little Ped-
dlington, however insignificant, but is desirous of

having a station within its limits, and if the public
were as sanguine as the promoters, there is little

doubt that the boom of electricity would assume
overwhelming dimensions. It is, perhaps, fortunate
that the mysterious je ne sais quoi which to the un-
tutored envelops all things electrical is still un-
penetrated by the general public, otherwise Eng-
land would probably see another panic such as was
caused by the collapse of the great boom in the early

days of railroads. In view of this an immediate,
widespread extension may not, therefore, be looked
for, but instead, a healthier, steady and cautious
increase.

It is not until the visitor has left Liverpool, when
he lands, that the still chary use of electricity makes
itself felt. The first impression gained from a view
of and a trip over the Liverpool overhead railway,

is that he has dropped among a distinctly electrical

people. Here is a road which enjoys the distinction

of being the first permanent elevated electric rail-

road in the world, between six and seven miles long,
running the entire length of the magnificent estate

of the Mersey Docks and Harbor Board, from the
Dingle to Seaforth. It is run without hitch or acci-

dent, and traveling upon it is a distinct pleasure.

The road is phenomenally smooth and the perfect

manner in which the train service is carried on is a
delight. Although this road was installed in 1893,

and was preceded and followed by important sub-
terranean electric railroads in London, it is a strange
fact that comparatively slow progress has been made
in the adaptation of the electric motor to the street

railway systems. It is as though the country had
paused for breath after the exertion.

After leaving Liverpool electrical installations of

all kinds become markedly sporadic. Electric light-

ing is still a luxury to be enjoyed with the pride of

possession, or gingerly with the satisfaction that

comes of playing wath a half-understood and dan-
gerous plaything. The pushing little private com-
pany, securing with a hurrah and the expenditure
of a little palm money a franchise for nothing from
a venal or semi-venal board of aldermen, is prac-
tically unknown. The installation of an electric

lighting plant is a matter of grave concern to be
approached with a seriousness befitting the case.
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And here is appearent the extent to which municipal

socialism has crept into English city life. A large

number of the electric lighting plants concerned

with city lighting which have been installed are not

private, but municipal, owned by the city or town

and operated by the corporation officials. To the

American imbued with the knowledge gained from

hard experience—that any municipal plant would

prove a municipal curse in the hands of the poli-

ticians—this ownership and operation of electric

lighting plants by the cities themselves is a source

of wonder by no means diminished by a visit to the

station and an examination of the accounts. It rnay

be the thin edge of the socialistic wedge leading

to eventual universal state ownership, but so far as

England is concerned the apparent results are grati-

fying. The process by which these are obtained is

simple. The decision to acquire or establish a plant

by a municipality is followed by the retention of the

most talented consulting engineer it can afiford

—

such men as Dr. John Hopkinson and Professor

Kennedy, for example—and the advice of this engi-

neer is followed and not set aside for that of some
man with a pull. The estimates are honestly called

for and honestly treated, and the result is, without

exception, the purchase of the best available ma-
chinery the town can pay for. The deliberation

accorded the project, though to us somewhat slow,

receives its compensation in the perfection of the

result achieved. The erection of the plant is fol-

lowed by the engagement of a competent operating

engineer, and on his appointment the role played

by "inflooence" is very minor. H is not a political

position to be given away as compensation for value

received, and it is held so long as the incumbent
behaves himself. There is no dismissal on account

of political dififerences and no retention oil account

of political services. The same rule applies to all

the positions connected with the station. The net

result of the injection of a little honesty into these

municipal matters is a plant which is the pride of

the taxpayer instead of a yawning gulf of expense.

The impression gained from a visit to English or

French central stations is essentially agreeable. In-

stead of a station containing half a dozen different

makes of dynamos, some driven by belt and^ some
directly connected, with a switchboard on which all

makes of instruments are descernible—a station

which has grown up with ex-perience of a costly

interest-devouring nature, a concrete history of the

development of the art, so frequently fotmd here,

the despair of the manager and the haunting bete

noire of sundry shareholders—one finds a perfect

whole, carefully designed and executed with

thoroughness. One is not confronted with the "O
it'll do" earm.arks of expediency. It is usually a

consistent installation throughout. Indeed, there are

but few stations in America which can compare in

finish of detail, symmetry and general perfection

with some of the recent installations which I had

the pleasure of seeing in England and France. It

should be remembered, however, that both these

countries have profited largely by our experience,

and perhaps I may be giving them too much credit

for avoiding the rocks and shoals which we en-

countered in our pioneer work. We have the ap-

paratus, but do not seem to dwell largely enough
upon the necessity of absolute thoroughness through-

out the station. At the stations of Croydon, near

London, and Versailles, near Paris, the cleanliness,

neatness and general consistency is noteworthy, and
yet in each of these stations apparatus of American
make alone is used.

One striking difiference between English and
American practice lies in the willingness with which
the manager of an English station will give another
valuable information regarding his experiences with

his own plant. Here, our managers, outside the

Edison fold, are as silent as carp regarding their

methods of management, economies induced and re-

sults achieved. They are "giving away no wrinkles"

to the other fellow. He might some day become
a competitor. He never does, but silence is golden.

And thus much useful knowledg:e is withheld.

As I said before, electric lighting is still a luxury.

This remark applies more strongly to the use of

the current in houses and stores. Street lighting

by electricity is becoming very general in both
countries, and both London and Paris have now
very creditable services. During the past two or
three years the incandescent lamp has had an
arduous struggle against the mantle gas burner, the

application of which did not necessitate the cost

of a wiring installation, but it afifords me pleasure
to say that this light has been found so trying that

it is rapidly dwindling in popularity. This assur-
ance has been given me by lighting station managers
who have felt the competition. In France, where
the gas companies are more powerful, the mantle
gas burner is still a very active competitor. An
excellent indication of the increasing use of elec-

tricity for lighting purposes lies in tlie fact that the
manufacturers of gas fixtures are now turning out
large quantities of fixtures wired for incandescent
lamps. Such an increase can only have had one
cause—the increased use of the current.

The business in electrical appliances arid supplies
is healthy of tone, and manufacturers are crowded
with orders. English and French appliarices are, as

a rule, made with a little less utilitarian aspect than
are ours. Their snap switches, fuse holders, cut-
outs, etc., are not so homely. There exists a desire
to render them artistic, and they can thus be used
in places where our rosettes, cut-outs, etc., would

need boxes to hide them in. American manufacturers
of lighting supplies, before entering into competi-
tion with English manufacturers, would perhaps do
well to study carefully the character of the demand
before attempting to press upon the market the ap-

pliances which are accepted here. I noticed in many
stations that American measuring and indicating in-

struments, as well as rscording wattmeters, were
used. To my inquiries I received replies very flat-

tering to the manufacturers.
The most marked advance electrically made during

the last two years in England and France is in the

railroad field. The urgent demand is tor an im-
proved method of traction, and both countries are

in a position similar to that in which this country
found itself in the early nineties. The improved
method must be electric. Cable traction is now con-
sidered out of date, so far as rapid transit is con-
cerned. Compressed-air traction is the laughing
stock of all street railway engineers and managers.
Compressed air has been played upon the trans-

Atlantic public altogether too often, and mention
of the compressed-air car experiments in New
York, in the presence of English, French or German
engineers, usually provokes a smile of pity for those
furnishing the money for the experiments. They
have long ago passed that point in Europe.

Electric traction is, therefore, the order of the

day. The success of the trolley roads in Bristol,

Birmingham, Dublin, Coventry, Lyons, Marseilles,

Havre and those in Germany is the common in-

centive to reform elsewhere, and the change is sure

to come and quickly. The municipal authorities of

Glasgow and Liverpool have practically decided upon
the use of electricity in lieu of horses, and this is not
surprising when such competent men as F. S. Pear-

son, the chief engineer of the Metropolitan Street

Railway company of New York, can embody in their

reports such assurances as the followirig, extracted

from the report presented to the municipal commit-
tee appointed to examine into the question at Liver-

pool:
"Mr. Pearson in his report states that he estimates

the cost of operation per car per mile asfoUows:

Cost of opera-
tion per year

Cost of opera- on the basis

System. tion per car- of 130,000 car-

mile. mi 1 e s per
mileof track.

3.68 pence £138,000
Slotted conduit - 4.00 pence ISO.OOO

Compressed air 5.02 pence 18S.250

"As compared with these figures. Sir David Rad-
cliffe stated that on the same date the present cost

of horse traction is 7.19 pence per car-mile, and
the cost of operation per year £269,625."

The field for electric traction in England and
France is large, but it should be borne in mind that

in England, at least, a large number of the tramvyay

companies' charters carry the municipal purchasing
clauses, and that committees and not individuals will

have to be dealt with. Furthermore, electric rail-

way apparatus cannot be sold upon "wind." Neither

Englishmen nor Frenchmen will purchase apparatus

on the mere ipse dixit of an American manufac-

turer, and in both countries guarantees have an un-

pleasant knack of being enforced by the_ courts. If

American apparatus is to make its way in England
and France, it must emerge successfully from the

tests which will be applied to it, and manufacturers

must be prepared to- find the guarantee severe in its

conditions—and it will not be possible easily to

buy the cancellation of the guarantee.

One thing more: Americans should realize that

they have to live down considerable odiurn caused

Ijy the super-smartness of certain of their com-
patriots in former days. The English and French

have been gulled on many occasions, and to term a

device American implies with them a quality of

second-rateness extremely galling to the sensitive

American. Bearing this in mind, the American
manufacturer should be able to sell goods in Eng-
land. He has no tariff to act as a deterrent, and
provided his products are up to the standard suc-

cess should meet his efforts.

The Trolley Stage Coach.

To operate electric carriages over ordinary roads

without accumulators, a system has been devised

and is said to be in operation in Greenwich, Conn,
It is intended especially for stage routes, and is

styled the "electric trolley stage." Conducting wires

are strung on poles along the side of the road, a

complete metallic circuit being used. A flexible

cable gives connection with the carriage motor, and

:tlie vehicle is thus propelled over the highway with-

out the use of rails. A descriptive writer says:

"The device by which the trolley is conducted along

the circuit wire is very ingenious, and it is this which,

perhaps, constitutes the most valuable feature of

the invention. The problem which Mr. Van
Hoevenbergh [the inventor] had to solve was to

devise some means whereby two trolley vehicles

might pass each other readily, and whereby each

might turn around and pass from one side of the

road to the other. As finally designed, the contact

device consists of a set of rollers attached to either

of the main circuit wires, and so guarded that it will

not fall off, or 'run away' when the vehicle is descend-

ing a hill. For vehicles which are passing in one
direction, say south, for instance, the trolley rollers

are attached to the inner wire, or the one next the

sidewalk, while vehicles passing to the north feed
from the outside wire. With a little care the motor-
men of the vehicles passing in opposite directions

may manipulate their trolley wires so as to avoid
any possibility of confusion. It is this facility of

movement and control which will, no doubt, prove
a very valuable feature of the electric stage. The
arrangement of the rollers and connecting wires is

such as to permit of the stage being run in either

direction at will, and of being turned around, and of

crossing from one side of the road to the other, as

if it were drawn by horses,"

Association of Edison Illuminating Com-
panies.

The eighteenth annual convention of the Associa-
tion of Edison Illuminating Companies will be held
at the Cataract House, Niagara Falls, beginning on
September 14th, and continuing through three days.
The organization is composed of the Edison electric

illuminating companies of the country which oper-
ate under licenses from the old Edison Electric
Light company of New York, the corporation that

supplied Mr, Edison with funds for his experiments
and which owned all his patents for electric light,

heat and power. At the present time the officers

of the association are: President, Samuel Insull of

Chicago; vice-president, R. R, Bowker of New
York; secretary, W, S, Barstow of Brooklyn, and
treasurer, J, W, Lieb, Jr., of New York. C. L.

Edgar of Boston is chairman of the executive com-
mittee, the other members being Alexander Dow,
Detroit; J, H. Vail, Philadelphia; G. R. Stetson,

New Bedford; A. W. Field, Columbus, and ex-

oflicio the officers already mentioned.
The convention will hold two sessions each day,

m.orning and evening, and the afternoons will be de-

voted to visiting the scenic and electrical attractions

about Niagara Falls. Only members of the association

will be admitted to the meetings of the organization,

which are always held behind closed doors, and the

proceedings of which are strictly guarded. The or-'

ganization has never published any of the papers
read at these meetings, and has been very severely

criticised because of this policy, as it has thus with-
held from the public many valuable contributions
to electrical literature. The attendance at the meet-
ings of the organization is composed exclusively

of officials of the Edison illuminating companies,
of whom about 150 will be present at the Niagara
meeting. This body naturally includes the oldest

men who are now engaged in the electrical illumi-

nating business. There is no associate membership
of any kind, but on the occasion of the Niagara
meeting it is expected that there will be a large
number of former Edison men in attendance.

The proceedings of the convention will be
opened with an address by President Insull, who,
through his identification with the Edison interests

from the earliest days, is undoubtedly better quali-

fied to speak of the expansion and development of

Edison central station work than any other man
in the country. Among the technical papers to be
presented will be one on methods of charging cus-
tomers for electric current, by J. W. Lieb. general
manager of the Edison Illuminating company of
New^York. Another, prepared under the direction

of C. L. Edgar, vice-president of the Edison
Electric Illuminating company of Boston, will deal

with the use of storage battereis in connection
with central station work. L. A, Ferguson, gen-
eral superintendent of the Chicago Edison com-
pany, has prepared a paper on the economical
distribution of electric current, and George R. Stet-

son, of the Gas and Edison Light company of New
Bedford, Mass., will contribute some interesting in-

formation upon photometric measurements.
Probably the most interesting feature of the Ni-

agara meeting will be the discussion of the rela-

tions between the members of the organization and
the parent company, the old Edison Electric Light
company, which is now owned by the General
Electric company. The subject of the lamp supply,

the contract for which has been made since the last

meeting of the association, will be carefully con-
sidered in this connection.
Through the influence of President Insull, a large

number of the pioneers in the Edison business have
been induced to take an interest in the Niagara
m.eeting, and several have given personal assurance
that they will attend. It is expected that a large
number of what may be called the original Edison
men, that is, the men who were identified with the
development of the Edison interests in the early

days, will be on hand. This mieeting will unques- •

tionably be the largest gathering in the history of

the association.

The London Electric Cab company's service was
opened by W. H. Preece recently. In a long speech
Mr. Preece referred humorously to the unmechanical
construction and unscientific method of locomotion of

the horse, and to the superiority of the electric motor
in this respect. He recalled the fact that in 1881

300 pounds weight of batteries was necessary for

the storage of a Board of Trade unit, whereas this

qusntity of energy was stored by 100 pounds weight
of tfie batteries used in the new cabs. He had now
under test at the postoffice cells which promised to

give still better results. Fourteen electric cabs are

plying for hire in the London streets as ordinary
licensed hackney carriages.
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A Mild Criticism.

A book was recently published in England with
the title "Some Unrecognized Laws of Nature; An
Inquiry Into the Causes of Physical Phenomena,
with Special Reference to Gravitation." The title is

pretentious, and the book was issued from the press

of the printer to the University of Oxford. But the

Electrician of London says that it is filled with
scientific rubbish, although written in good style

by men who seem to have received the conventional
education. The review is very caustic, and one can-

not but sympathize with the prevailing idea of re-

buke to "educated" dabblers in technical matters,

although; perhaps the language is unnecessarily
severe. These are the concluding paragraphs of the

critique:

"The reviews in the daily and literary press have
given no sufficient indication of the atrocious quality

of the nonsense perpetrated in this pretentious book.
The authors permit themselves to criticize dicta of

Helmholtz and other leaders of science, denouncing
them as absurd and erroneous, with the utmost free-

dom; and we suppose that to the British public the

word of these self-constituted critics is as good as

that of anybody else. The book is a sign of the

times. It is an indication of what a feeble hold the

real truths of science have and must necessarily have
upon the ignorant public. As we have so often in-

sisted, so long as schools and public education gen-
erally remain what they have been in the past, it

only needs the death of a comparatively few individ-

uals in order to loosen the grip of the human race

on natural knowledge and plunge it back into the

picturesque medievalism so congenial to the mind
of the average man.
"We cannot help thinking that in any other coun-

try such a book would have appeared, if at all, in a

bare paper form at the expense of the authors, and
would be promptly ignored; whereas, here is a vol-

ume fit for any library shelves, reputably published
and printed, written in fair style, illustrated by quo-
tations which show no lack of what is called edu-
cation on the part of its authors, and nevertheless

full of balderdash from beginning to end. We are

thankful that few of our so-called educated men feel

called upon to write a treatise on science; it is bad
enough to have to explain things to them, but when
they begin explaining things to us, when the man
in the street sets himself up as an authority on the

philosophy of science, the result is well illustrated

in the work before us."

zontally from the motor, or nearly so, this style of

support is desirable, since the belt-tightening screw
is in the best position for quick adjustment.
The style of base shown in Fig. 2 is adapted to

support the motor on the floor, as shown in the cut,

or, by changing the position of the armature bear-
ings, in order to keep the oil boxes right side up,

from the wall or ceiling; and when the belt is to

run nearly vertical this style of base is better than
the bracket for wall support because of the better

position of the belt-tightening screw. It is obvious
that these motors can be used to drive shafting by
gears as well as by belts, when it is desirable to do
so. As motors of this kind are frequently fastened

to iron girders or posts in buildings, and therefore
grounded, protection to the armature and field coils

is provided in the construction by heavy insulation

between the pole frame and base. In all other ways
care has been taken to insure rigidity and lasting

qualities. These motors are made in sizes up to 15

horse power.

engine cylinder and valves are never fouled, and
that the working of the engine is never affected
by rocking in a boat or jolting on a wagon or car.

The electric ignition is effected in the valve cham-
ber by self-cleaning contact points, which are kept
from overheating by the alternate action of the air,

where the gas is most sensitive, and when fired
send a volume of flame into the main chamber, in-

suring instantaneous and complete combustion. This
igniter is operated by the cam at the right. The
cam in the center opens the, exhaust valve.

The engine is capable of high speed, and the uni-
form combustion and sensitive action of the governor
insure a regulation close enough, it is said, to drive
dynamos direct without counterbalance. Oil cups
are so provided that the engine may be run night

Neale Automatic Call Indicator for Tele-
phones.

The cut shows an ordinary telephone, to the bell-

box of which is fastened the new Neale automatic
call indicator and circuit-closing attachment. This
device is made by the Clima.x Novelty company of

New Bethlehem, Pa., and its purpose is indicated by
the name given to it. It works independent of the

line circuit, and gives a visual signal that announces
that the telephone has been called during the absence
of the user or his clerk. A hole in the indicator

fits over the hammer of the telephone bell, and the

device may be adjusted to fit any bell-box. When
the hammer begins to vibrate a leaf falls, giving the

visual signal and coming in contact with an insu-

lated tongue, closing the circuit.

Special Factory Motors.

The rapidly growing demand for motors for

machine shops and factories to drive tools and
machinery of all kinds, and the confidence in their

reliability and durability which has resulted from

Prouty Electro-gasoline Engine.

The picture is a reproduction of a photograph taken
from a four horse power Prouty gasoline engine,

made by the Prouty company of 79 Dearborn street,

Chicago, which bunds a number of different sizes,

which are identical, except in larger or smaller coj;

responding proportions. The two and four horse
power are 18 inches from crank-shaft to top of

cylinder; the six and eight horse power, 24 inches;
the 12 and 15 horse power, 36 inches, and the 20
and 25 horse power, 48 inches from crank-shaft to

top of cylinder.

The sub-base is used on stationary engines, but
is omitted on marine, portable, street-car, road-
wagon and traction engines. The size of upper base
on the four horse power engine is 12 by 16 inches
and the sub-base 14 by 26 inches, and other bases
correspond to the larger sizes. The diameter of the
fls'-wheels on the four horse power is 24 inches,

and corresponding dimensions are kept on the other
sizes, with an average weight of 50 pounds to the
horse power. The total weight of the four horse
power is within 500 pounds, without the sub-base,
and corresponds in the other sizes.

Both the intake and exhaust poppet valves are

PROUTY ELECTRO-GASOLINE ENGINE.

and day for weeks without stopping if the work
requires it. Provision is made to use manufactured
O'- natural gas in localities where it is more eco-
nomical to do so.

A four horse power engine will consume about
three pailfuls of water a day, and other sizes a cor-
responding amount, the water being used at the
boiling point and circulating by gravity. Cold wp,ier

has the same unscientific effect on a perfect gasoline

engine, says the manufacturer, that ice would have
if applied to a steam engine. The water tank is

set at any convenient point on a parallel with the
engine cylinder. The gasoline tank is located at any
suitable place, only on a parallel with the plunger,
except in case of large electric lighting or other
plants, when provisions are made to take the gasoline

from large submerged tanks.

All engines contain the best materials and are

FIGS. I AND 2. SPECIAL FACTORY MOTORS.

NEALE AUTOMATIC CALL
INDICATOR FOR TELE-

PHONES.

their successful use in the past, has created a call

for special designs which will permit of their being

put, without much additional cost, in out-of-the-way

place?,, so as to occupy little room and, if possible,

no floor space at all. To meet this demand the Card

Electric company of Mansfield, Ohio, has brought

out the motor shown in the accompanying cuts

(known as the S type), which can be set on the floor,

or supported from a post or wall, or suspended

from the ceiling.

Fig. I shows the motor with a bracket support

for fastening to a post or wall. By changing the

position of the armature bearings—i. e., turning

them one-half round on the pole frame—the bracket

will be brought above the motor, which will then

hang down. When the driving belt is to run hori-

located in the projecting chamber at top of cylin-

der in front, and the cold air alternately passing over
them protects them from scaling. The gasoline
is projected with great force against the intake valve
from within the vertical tube suspended from the
valve chamber through the vertical pipe seen below,
in which is a lock cut-off, preventing the escape of

any except the exact amount determined by the
action of the plunger seen at the left, which is con-
trolled in turn by the governor located in the disk

of the gear. By this process the proportion of gaso-
line and air is determined exactly to the given pres-

sure, producing a perfect gas mi.xture, which is fol-

lowed logically by perfect combustion, giving the

greatest percentage of power. The manufacturer
claims that there are no offensive odors; that the

constructed by mechanics of highest skill. They
are guaranteed without reservation.

New York Street Railway Association.

The fifteemh annual meeting of the Street Railway
Association of the State of New York will be held

at the Internationa] Hotel, Niagara Falls, on Sep-
tember 14th and 15th. The Edison convention will

be held in the same city at the same time. Several

papers will be read, but the titles are not announced.
An elaborate programme of entertainment has been
arranged, and on the night of the 15th there will be
a grand ball at the International. The banquet is

set down for the preceding evening.
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Progressive Telephone Factory.

When in the early part of April of the present

year the business of the Missouri Telephone Manu-
facturing company was purchased by J. D. Perry

Lewis and H. A. Turner, it was promised that the

new management, backed as it was by increased

capital, would push this already thriving institution

into an enviable position in the telephone field.

Apparently this prophecy has been amply fulfilled,

as the company now reports a wonderful increase in

business. The Missouri company states that it has

installed a number of exchanges as well as supplied

the material to reconstruct not a few exchanges
that had already been placed by other companies.

Believing that the policy of "the very best goods at

fair prices" would be a winning one in the long run,

the management has spared no pains to improve in

every way possible and keep its apparatus thor-

oughly up to date. Such a policy necessitates the

employment of the highest grades of material as well

as the most skilled workmanship, and, of course,

enables the institution to guarantee that its product
is as good as money can buy. Several new styles of

instruments not mentioned in the company's cata-

logue have been recently brought out, and the gen-
eral improvement throughout its product has neces-

sitated the preparation of a new and complete cata-

logue, to be out by the first of the year.

A word relative to the management of the Mis-
souri Telephone Manufacturing company will be
of interest to many. President Lewis has long been
identified with electrical matters, having made elec-

trical engineering a study from his boyhood. He
was graduated from the Troy Polytechnic Institute,

and is well versed in all branches of electrical

science, both practical and theoretical. Mr. Lewis
built with his own hands one of the first electrical

carriages that was ever made, and he still has this

vehicle in use and frequently rides in it through the

parks of St. Louis. Mr. Lewis is personally in

charge of all the Missouri company's technical mat-
ters; in fact, this branch of the business is left

exclusively to him.
Mr. Turner, the secretary of the company, was

formerly manager of the Union Casualty and Surety
company of St. Louis, and his extensive knowledge
of financial matters eminently fits him for his present
responsible position. Mr. Turner, too, is constantly
in attendance at the company's factory, and in addi-
tion to his duties as secretary he is always on hand
to welcome and extend courtesies to the company's
numerous customers that visit St. Louis to investi-

gate before making large investments in telephonic
apparatus.
Manager of Sales Henry A. Coit is one of those

young men bound to succeed; of pleasant ad-
dress, keen and progressive in his ideas, he is well
calculated to handle the business of a concern operat-
ing on modern business lines. Mr. Coit was for-
merly a broker in crude drugs, and has traveled ex-
tensively all over this country in that line of busi-
ness, and enjoys a large acquaintance. He has also
been connected with several large real estate deals
in St. Louis.
The company states that business has increased

so much during the last six months that it will be
obliged to move from the present quarters by the
first of the year. The company expects to build
for itself, and when located in the new establish-
ment it will be able to show one of the most com-
plete telephone factories in the country.

Personal Characteristics of British
Scientists.

A writer in the New York Tribune gives some
personal gossip of the leading men at the Toronto
meeting of the British Association which is of con-
siderable interest.

Lord Kelvin, he says, held the post of honor at re-
ceptions and banquets, and in the groups of dis-

tinguished people on the stage at various meetings
and lectures of general interest. Although his beard
and hair were white, his keen eye, ruddy counten-
ance, happy humor and vigorous intellect made it

difficult to believe that he had attained the age of

7i years. When speaking he turned from side to
side with great frequency, and, if he stood before
a table, he was almost sure to lean over slightly,
resting his outstretched finger tips upon it. These
remained almost stationary, even though his body
swayed about them continuously. He spoke hesitat-
ingly at times, even when much in earnest, evidently
seeking with great care for the right phrase or word.
In this latter effort he was always successful. There
was nothing in his appearance that suggested the
fop, but he was more observant of the small con-
ventionalities of dress than most of the elders beside
him. Lord Kelvin's wife and a niece, Mrs. Mc-
Donald, accompanied him to several of the scientific
meetings and all of the garden parties that he at-

tended. Mrs. McDonald, like her husband, is much
interested in economic science. Lady Kelvin is a
hap.dsome woman, with excellent conversational
powers, and attracted much attention. .\Ithough
Lord Kelvin has engaged in a great variety of re-
searches, and invented several different instruments,
the one thing in his career which was chiefly em-
phasized in all the speeches relating to him was the
share he had in making submarine telegraphy a suc-
cess.

Further on, the Tribune man remarks that Lord
Rayleigh had encouraged the local committee in To-

ronto to expect him there, but he was detained in

England by some cares not generally known. So,
too, was Mr. Preece, head electrician of the British
postal service. Dr. Oliver J. Lodge, another author-
ity in electrical matters, came over, however. He had
little to say in the lecture room, but made a hand-
some end man in a row of dignitaries on the stage.

Dr. Lodge is a large man, with a bold forehead,
like that of Henry George. But his hair is darker
and his figure is more commanding than that of the
great expositor of single-tax ideas.

Large Factory Transmission Plant.

From a brief description of the electrical power
transmitting and translating plant of the Ramapo
Iron Works of Hillburn, N. Y., in the Railroad Ga-
zette, the following data are taken

:

The entire plant covers about 12 acres, and the total
floor area of the shops is about 100,000 square feet.

The products are frogs, switches, stands, crossings,
cars, brakeshoes, miscellaneous castings and general
track supplies. Being situated on a narrow neck of
land between the Erie railroad and the turnpike it

was necessary to spread the buildings out along
the line of track, which, of course, enables the ma-
terial to be handled very conveniently. The railyard
in which is kept a stock of about 80 different sec-
tions, is at the north end, on the west side, and next
to this is the saw shop, and immediately following
are the planing and erecting shops. In the latter

the material is handled by an electric crane of five

tons capacity, covering an area of 25 by 140
feet. The buildings on the east side of the track
are arranged so that the finished product from one
department can be taken directly into another build-
ing, where the work progresses without unnecessary
interruption.

The steam for the plant is generated by one 60
horse power and one 150 horse power horizontal
tubular boiler at a pressure of 80 pounds, and two
150 horse power horizontal tubular boilers at 125
pounds pressure. The power is furnished by two
engines. One is a Wetherill Corliss of 170 horse
power, operating main shaft through switch and
frog planer shops and air compressor, and the other
a 150 horse power Westinghouse compound engine
operating a Westinghouse continuous current dy-
namo rated at 500 amperes and 250 volts, or about
168 horse power, running at a speed of 700 revolu-
tions per minute.
The motors are 'distributed as follows:
Saw Shop.—One 10 horse power Lundell, running

three rail saws and a saw grinder.
Switch Planer Shop.—One 10 horse power Lun-

dell, running three drills, a bender and an emery
wheel, and a 25 horse power Lundell, running heater
fan.

Pattern Shop.—One 7% horse power Lundell, run-
ning circular saw, turning lathe and face plate, and
one two horse power Lundell, running jig saw.
Frog Erecting Shop.—One 10 horse power Gibbs,

running punch and shear; one 7% horse power Lun-
dell, running three radial drills, a rail bender and a
grindstone; two 10 horse power Westinghouse, run-
ning eight emery wheels, and one three horse power
Lundell, running rail saw.

Store House.—One 10 horse power Lundell, run-
ning shear.

Foundry.—One 35 horse power' Lundell, running
two blowers for stacks, three cinder mills and a hoist.

Machine Shop.—One 10 horse power Lundell, run-
ning five engine lathes, one speed lathe, two crank
lathes, shaper, milling machine, three planers and
two radial drills; a 7% horse power Gibbs, running
two turret lathes, and a three horse power Lundell,
running two pipe-cutting machines.
Blacksmith Shop.—One 10 horse power Lundell,

running punch and shear; five horse power Lundell,
running emery wheel; one-half horse power Lun-
dell, running small drill; 12% horse power Lundell,
running blast and part of machine shop; 20 horse
power Lundell, running blast; 15 horse power West-
inghouse, running heater fan; 15 horse power West-
inghouse, running bolt plant, drop hammer and
trimmer, and a 15 horse power Westinghouse, run-
ning bulldozer.
Car Shops.—One So horse power Westinghouse,

running four-sided planer; 25 horse power Lundell,
running circular saw; 25 liorse power Lundell, run-
ning cut-off saw and tenoning machine; 15 horse
power Lundell, running boring and gaining machine;
five horse power Lundell, running radial drill, bolt
cutter, small drill and emery wheel; 15 horse power
Westinghouse, running mortising machine and band
saw, and a 30 horse power Westinghouse, running
shaving blower.
The longest electric circuit is 2,200 feet. This

main is composed of two lines of 0000 (B. & S. gauge)
wire and the voltage is kept at 225 at the dynamo.
Switchboards are conveniently located in all the

shops, and' each is supplied with an automatic cut-

out. Current is used during the daytime for light-

ing the fireproof vault and the engine and boiler

rooms. When used thus, four 50 volt lamps are

placed in series. When required in large quanti-

ties, all suitable forgings are formed on either the
bulldozer or drop liammer, the motors on which
handle the work without difficulty. Considerable
die work of a large character is done on the large
punch and shear.

Outside of the electrical features, as given above,
the company has made a beginning in the use of

'compressed air, using it for small rail hoists, a large

overhead traveler for transferring material from nar-
row gauge to full gauge cars, and also on a portable
power riveter. Besides this they are building a 60
foot span overhead traveler for the foundry, to be
operated by compressed air, and are considering the
advisability of using this power in place of steam
to work the power hammer in the blacksmith shop.
Some chipping has also been done with compressed-
air tools, with considerable satisfaction.

Lightning Strikes Brooklyn Trolley
Wire.

[From the New York Tribune, August 23d.]

In the thunderstorm which arose just after si.x

o'clock, while the lightning was flashing and the
rain was pouring in torrents, a bolt struck the ele-

vated railroad structure of the Brooklyn Elevated
Railroad company, which runs through Hudson
street, at Willoughby street. The crosstown electric

line of the Brooklyn Heights railroad runs down
Willoughby street at this point. The wire was melted
by the lightning, and a seething, cringing line of fire

fell into the street, sending up a shower of sparks.

A policeman standing two blocks away, at Myrtle
avenue and Hudson street, thinking there was a fire,

sent in an alarm from box No. 31. Engine com-
pany No. 10, whose house is in Carlton avenue, near
Myrtle avenue, responded. The wire had ceased to

burn when the company dashed into Willoughby
street from Hudson street. Quicker than a flash

the engine had run on to the wire, and in a minute
sparks were flying in all directions from the ap-
paratus. The horses reared and plunged, and the
firemen, jumping from their seats, went to hold
them. As the men grasped the metal of the engine
they received severe shocks, and some were thrown
to the ground. The hosecart, which was coming
up rapidly behind, turned violently to the right,

narrowly avoiding a collision, and also became
tangled up in the wire. John Mullaly, the driver,

was thrown to the ground and received such a severe
shock that he had to be removed to his home. No. 72
Lafayette avenue, where he will be laid up for several

weeks.
One of the horses of the engine, Dick, in his strug-

gles, got the wire wrapped around his neck and body,
and slowly burned to death, his cries frightening
many persons.

Tiie firemen soon recovered, and cut the wire.

1'hey then went to the rescue of the other horse,

wdiich was not killed, but had to be taken to the
department hospital. A telephone message was sent

for another pair of horses, and the engine company
returned to its house.

Lightning Rods on Flagpoles.
[From the New York Sun.]

Fewer lightning rods proportionately are used
in a large city like New York than in smaller cities

and towns and in the country; but if they were
sought for in this city they would be found in con-
siderable numbers. They are less conspicuous in a
compactly built city, and they may be quite out of

sight. They are likely to be found here on churches,
though they may be so placed as not to be seen

by the casual observer from the usual point of ob-
servation, the street in front. They are placed on
various other buildings, and sometimes here on
flagpoles. On flagpoles the lightning conductor, a
copper cable, is wired to the steel rod that supports
tlie vane, if the pole is surmounted by a vane, and
carried down the rear side of the pole, to which it

is secured, and over the roof and down to the ground
at the rear of the building. If there is no vane on
the pole, the lightning conductor starts from the

ball at the top. The cable is secured to the rear

of the pole so as not to mar the symmetry of the

pole's appearance, and because the cable runs off to

the ground on that side.

Boston Subway In Use.

Early on the morning of September 1st the first

regular trolley car was run through the complete
portion of the new Boston subway. There was no
formal opening. The first car was switched in, and
went down the incline in the most commonplace,
ordinary manner. The trip from the portal in the

public garden to Park Shelf was made in just four
minutes. The same trip on the surface cars would
occupy 10 minutes, and in the rush hours 15 or
20. The great tunnel was in splendid condition.

It was brilliantly lighted and perfectly ventilated.

There was no hitch of any kind in the arrangements.
The cars ran finely over the perfectly ballasted

tracks, and the new employes handled the great
crowd of curiosity seekers, who ceaselessly rode
back and forth all day, with perfect expedition.

After a legal battle at Aurora, 111., lasting four

weeks, the Aurora and Geneva Street Railway com-
pany succeeded on August 27th in condemning pri-

vate property for its own use. The company has
been seeking right-of-way from Batavia and Geneva
through some of the beautiful suburban country
seats owned by Chicago people, much to their dis-

pleasure. The property owners made a hard fight,

first to prevent the construction of the line and then
to collect large damages. The jury allowed the

property owners $4,533, one-tenth of what they
asked.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes.

New York, August 31.—One of the many "hear-

ings" in the matter of installing trolley conduit
service in this city was given on Friday by General
CoIIis, commissioner of public works. President
Elias and his counsel, William H. Page, Jr., and an
engineer of the Third Avenue system, of which the

Forty-second street railroad is a part, were present.

The IMetropoIitan company was unrepresented, Elihu
Root and W. C. Whitney having already appeared
and protested on behalf of the company against the
granting of the application on the ground that the

cars of the Forty-second street line would run over
the Metropolitan company's tracks at six different

points, and would interfere with the company's
traffic if the change of motive power were made.
General CoUis' proposition that both companies use
the same tracks on Amsterdam avenue, from Seven-
ty-first street to One Hundred and Twenty-fifth
street, was also opposed by Mr. Whitney and Mr.-

Root on the same ground. When the hearing
opened, Mr. Page, on behalf of the Third avenue
company, said that the company was willing to

accept General Collis' proposition that the com-
panies should use the same tracks in Amsterdam
avenue if the Metropolitan company was bound by
an agreement from which it could not recede. A
letter from Mr, Root, however, said that his com-
pany could not even consider the proposition. Gen-
eral Collis said that he would compel the two com-
panies to use the same tracks if he had the power,
and he would ask the opinion of the corporation
counsel as to his power to refuse both permits if the

companies declined to use the same tracks. In the

meantime he would grant the Metropolitan com-
pany's application for permission to change its

motive power in that avenue. Mr. Page protested
vigorously against this decision, but his argument
did not affect General Collis' determination. The
hearing was adjourned to obtain the opinion from
the corporation counsel.

The sessions of the Supreme Court's special com-
mission, appointed to report on the feasibility of the
tunnel railway scheme proposed by the Rapid Transit

Commission, will be resumed one week from to-day.

The contract for equipping the vaults of the

United States Treasury with electric burglar alarms
has been awarded to the Home Electric Protective
company of this city.

Staten Island is a hot-bed of electric railway con-
tention. The latest outbreak is caused by the alleged
seizure of the sidewalk on one side of Richmond ave-

nue, from the boundary line of Port Richmond to

Bull's Head, a distance of two miles, by the Staten
Island Electric Railroad company. Many residents of

Graniteville claim that the company has gone further

—that it has laid its tracks and erected its trolley

poles on private land, and that its agents have
laughed at the owners when they dared to protest.

A highway commissioner is said to have exceeded
his powers, and it is said that damage suits will be
instituted.

It is certainly very unfortunate that the city of

Paterson, N. J., should be compelled to suffer the
great inconvenience of a second breakdown in the
station of the Edison Electric Illuminating com-
pany within two weeks of the first. These accidents
are the more mortifying to electrical men, as the
new Paterson plant was supposed to be one of the
crack Edison stations of the country. Evidently,
hov/ever, there were radical defects of construction,
however theoretically efficient the installation might
be. The second accident occurred on Sunday even-
ing, and was due to the breaking down of a pump.
The whole plant was shut down for several hours,
and in consequence all the electric cars were stalled
and practically every electric lamp in the city was
dark. In churches lighted by electricity the con-
gregations were dismissed. Thousands of people
in the city and suburbs were stranded miles
from home by the stoppage of the trolley cars, and
hackmen and cabmen did a business only linitied

by the capacity of their vehicles. The whole police
force was sent out on patrol duty as soon as the
serious nature of the accident was apprehended.
The people again vividly realized their dependence
as a community on this one electrical plant; and it

is to be hoped that they will continue to exercise
forbearance and patience.
The poor rapid transit scheme has been dealt

another blow. It is the park commissioners who
object to it now. They say they can't approve of
the tunnel plans as at present in evidence, because
they will damage Battery Park. The engineer of
the Park Department advises that the chief engineer
of the Rapid Transit Commission be requested to
make further surveys, with a view of improving, if

possible, the route of the westerly side of the loop.
The park commissioners are sorry they can't ap-
prove the plans, but say they must protect the parks.
This opposition is believed to entail a further delay
01 four months. M. S.

has made a proposition to the citizens living be-
tween Falls Church and Vienna to build the elec-
tric road from Vienna to Fairfax Courthouse if

they will build it from Falls. Church fo Vienna.
A new telephone line passing from Washington,

D. C, to Norfolk, Va., has been built through
lower Prince William. The line crosses the South-
ern railway at Sideburn, Fairfax county, passes
through Dumfries, Minnieville and through Fred-
ericksburg. It is one of the most substantial lines

put up in this section of the state.

The project for utilizing the immense water power
at Richmond for the production of electricity is as-

suming definite shape. The indications of return-
ing prosperity lead the General Electric company
and other capitalists behind this enterprise to feel

confident that there will be little trouble in obtain-
ing the money needed to carry it out. It is believed
that when established this enterprise will do more
for the material development of Richmond than
all other enterprises that have been attempted for
half a century. There is more than 100,000 of un-
developed horse power in the James River at this

point.

The affairs of the Home Telephone company took
an unexpected turn in Baltimore when Judge Den-
nis of the Supreme Court of Maryland, ignoring the

action of the West Virginia court, appointed Walter
B. Brooks, Jr., and John C. Distler, Jr., receivers,

and gave them immediate possession of the prop-
erty. He also enjoined James Russel, the receiver

appointed by the West Virginia court, from inter-

fering with the new receivers. The receivers were
appointed for the Home Telephone company, which
is the West Virginia corpoijation, and for the Horn:
Telegraph and Telephone company, which was in-

corporated in Baltimore. The receivers gave bond
for $20,000 each, with an additional injunction bond
of $5,000. They are now in possession. The plaint-

iffs in the receivership proceedings are A. Hoen &
Co., who, it is understood, are in sympathy with
the anti-Atkinson forces in the directory. The suit

is brought on an unpaid judgment of $175 and costs.

At a late meeting of the Town Council at Hamp-
ton the question whether the Bell Telephone com-
pany should be admitted to Hampton was argued
and finally decided in the negative. The vote of

the councilmen was a tie, and Mayor J. Barrow
Thorpe gave the deciding vote against the Bell

company, and thus the question was finally settled.

The people who are pushing the plan to build a

40 mile electric railway between Morgantown and
Ijlowing Rock say they are now sure of success.

There is .going to be a lively fight at Danville
pretty soon over the proposition to put the street

cars over the bridge into the Fourth Ward. Peti-

tions for and against the movement are already in

the field.

The Sparta telephone line is Hearing completion.
Superintendent George R. McDonell of the Ports-

mouth Electric Street Railway company has ten-
dered his resignation. He has been a most efficient

oiBcer, and his departure is much regretted. It is

almost certain that his successor will be a northern
man.
At an adjourned meeting of the Charlottesville

City Council, on the 19th, a charter was granted to

the Albemarle and Charlottesville Telegraph com-
pany.
The Portsmouth Light and Water company has

filed a deed of trust to the Farmers' Loan and Trust
company, trustee, to secure consolidated first-mort-

gage bonds. The total issued is $500,000.
The Seaboard Air Line, whose officers are always

on the lookout for the safety of passengers, will

in a short time put electric headlights on all its

locomotives. A trial light was put on the other
night, and it was a decided success. It lights the
track, at least for a long distance, as light as day.

Y. P.

From Old Virginia.

Richmond, August 30.—A new company, to be
known as the Albemarle Telephone company, was
organized on the pth at Charlottesville. The com-
pany proposes to have its lines in operation at an
early day.

It is understood that J. E. Willard of Fairfax

New England News.
Boston, August 30.—In the installation of the

new storage battery to supply the electric lamps
for the lighting of the new union station in New
Britain, Conn., the management of the New York,
New Haven & Hartford Railroad company has again
demonstrated its progressiveness. The officials

oi'iginally intended to light the stations in Hartford
and New Britain with current from the third rail,

but the use of the storage battery was decided upon
for three reasons: First, as the third-rail cars are
in operation only until 11:30 p. m., the machinery
at the power house would have to be kept running
for lighting only after that time; second, in the
event of an accident to a third-rail car, or in the
case of the circuit being broken because of a wire
across the tracks, the lights would be extinguished;
third, the storage battery was considered cheaper,
because it could be charged without extra power
during the time that the cars stand at the New
Britain and Hartford stations. The battery now
ready to be placed in the passenger station at New
Britain will be of sufficient capacity to operate 500
lamps for 24 hours. The battery in Hartford will

be of the same size. The third rail will be tapped
at both stations for the battery supply wires. The
present cost of lighting the union station property
in Hartford" is said to be about $500 a month, and
the estimated cost of operating the storage system
will be about one-fifth of that amount.
The network of wires which has been stretched

above the buildings in Boston" has fast disappeared

under the diligent work of the Wire Department
of the city. During the first half of 1897 more
than 60,000 feet of subway has been built. A
synopsis of the work done by the Wire Department
during the last six months, issued from the office
of the department, states that the various companies
using underground wires have jointly laid 60.543
feet of subway, and 273,718 feet of duct, and that
261,311 feet of cable has been drawn in. There was
also 344 service connections and 206 manholes built.
In addition to this, the Edison Electric Illuminating
company laid 37,500 feet of solid tubing and located
35 distributing boxes. Plans have been filed by
the West End Street Railway company for 157,000
feet of duct; Edison Electric Illuminating company,
112,000 feet of duct; Boston Electric Light com-
pany, 95,000 feet of duct; New England Telephone
and Telegraph company, 47,000 feet of duct. The
Edison company has plans filed for an additional
100,000 feet of Edison solid tubing to be laid in the
coming six months. The New England Telephone
and Telegraph company has extended its under-
ground system to an extent comprising 99,603 feet
of duct. There has been removed by the department
697,950 feet of wire, of which 25,650 feet has been
letained; the remainder has been deposited on the
dumps. The estimated amount of wire in the 1897
underground district is 2,765,590 feet, about one-half
of \vhich is high-tension wire. The department
has investigated all fires and accidents due, or sup-
posed to be due, to electricity, and found that 40
fires were due to electrical causes.
A syndicate composed of R. W. Brown, E. F.

Page, J. P. Clark and A. H. Weston has bought the
Norridgewock and Skowhegan (Me.) electric rail-
road from the bondholders, paying $15,000 therefor.
The road cost, when constructed four years ago,
$55,000. It is proposed by the new syndicate to im-
prove the line and to build a hotel in Norridgewock
and a pleasure pavilion at the Pines, about half way
between the two villages. It is expected that the
improvements to be made will cost about $40,000.
Edwin G. Crocker of Bridgeport, Conn., has in-

vented a new surface-contact electric railway, and
the demonstrations so far given are said to have
been highly successful. The magnet boxes and in-
sulated wires from which the power is derived are
covered with cement and located below the level
of the roadway. Among the interested spectators
at the first private trial of the invention was Daniel
S. Lamont, former secretary of war and now second
vice-president of the Northern Pacific railway.
An important business transaction was consum-

mated in Lewiston on August 25th, when the ma-
jority of the stock of the Lewiston and Auburn elec-
tric railroad was sold to a syndicate composed of
Amos F. Gerald of Fairfield, the Hon. I. C. Libbey
of Waterville and Galen C. Moses and the Hon.
Fritz H. Twitchell of Bath. Several weeks ago the
syndicate bought $152,000 of second-mortgage bonds
which was held in Portland, and later $25,000 of
the second-mortgage bonds which was held by the
Framingham (Mass.) bank. On the 2Sth the syn-
dicate concluded its deal for $34,500 of the second-
mortgage bonds held by the Manufacturers' Bank,
$15,000 of which was held by the First National
Bank and $7,500 which was held by the Androscog-
gin Savings Bank, both of Portland. The total
amount of bonds which was issued by the com-
pany was $350,000, and of the amount $85,000 was
impounded. The syndicate now has the control of

$235,000 of the bonds, and will assume control of
and reorganize the road. In another year the syndi-
cate will carry out its plan of issuing $750,000 worth
of bonds and of building a trunk line from Lewiston
to Brunswick, and from that place to Bath. It may
also build a line from Lewiston to Turner.

C. S. G.

Northwestern Notations.

Minneapolis, August 31.—The city engineer of
Duluth, Iwlinn., was instructed to prepare plans for

an electric light plant.

Eagle River, Wis., has voted to contract with
F. J. Thrun to furnish electric lighting, he to oper-
ate the waterworks in connection.
H. C. Sterling will put in an electric light plant

at Huron, S. D.
O. D. Armstrong has given up the project to

put an electric light plant in at Kasson, Minn.
Eastern capital is interested in a project at Butte,

Mont., to secure water power from Big Hole river
and generate electricity. The estimated cost is

$500,000 to $1,000,000.

The Mankato, Minn., City Council has received
two bids for furnishing electric lighting for five

years—one from the present company a;id one from
a new company to be known as the Independent
Electric compan3^ The prices of the two com-
panies are practically the same, and the council is

understood to be a tie on the matter.
The South Koolenay Water Power company of

Nelson, B. C, has arranged to put in a plant to
generate electricity.

The Mason City and Clear Lake Traction com-
pany has completed 17 miles of its road in the time
promised, and has it in operation.

After vainly attempting to secure the operation
of the street railway system in Stillwater, Minn.,
the council has brought suit to compel the owners
to take up the tracks and for the annulment of
their franchise.

The negotiations between the Oshkosh Street

Railway company and the Citizens' Traction com-
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pany for the purchase of the former's system by

the latter arc all ofif, and it is understood that the

Street Railway company will change its lines to

electric power" at once. At the same (ime the Citi-

zens' company will build a line to the south side

of the city.

An electric light plant will be put in at Argyle,

Minn.
The sale of the Belle City street railway in Ra-

cine, Wis., was confirmed, and a new company, com-
posed of old bondholders, now has the system.

R. L. Frazee contemplates putting in an electric

lighting plant at Pelican Rapids, Minn.
The council of Kaukauna, Wis., voted to replace

the incandescent lights of the city streets by arc

lamps.
At Traer, la., reduction in the price of electric

lighting is ofifered if 50 additional patrons are se-

cured.

C. N. Parker offers to extend the Brainerd, Minn.,

street railway and operate it for a year longer if

a bonus of $2,500 is raised.

Changes and improvements in the fire-alaim sys-

tem of St. Paul are proposed, at a cost of $6,000.

Foree Bain of Chicago has sued Hennepin county
for $200, which he says is still due him for serv-

ices as electrical expert in looking over and re-

porting on the condition of the electric equipment
of the Minneapolis courthouse. The county com-
missioners dispute the bill.

The Tacoma Railway company has offered to

furnish the city power for operating its lighting

plant at 1% cents per kilowatt-hour, provided the
city pays $7,500 toward changes in the building and
machinery.
H. H. Hagensick and others are applicants for

an electric light franchise at Elkader, la.

A trolley line from Charles City, la., to Rock-
ford, la., is projected.

Work has been begun on the electric light plant
at Park Rapids, Minn.
The Commonwealth Lumber company of Frazee,

Minn., has ordered an electric light plant for its

lumber mill.

The Consolidated Gas company of Davenport,
la., has received a new 1,000 light dynamo.
The Apple River Power company of New Rich-

mond, Wis., has let the contract to build a dam to
generate electric power.

E. W. B. Snyder and others will put in an electric

light plant at Sanborn, la.

A committee from Carson, la., is examining
electric light plants at other points and will report
on the best system for Carson.
The contract for furnishing and installing an el-

ectric light system at the insane hospital at Roches-
ter, Minn., was let to the General Eectric company
for $17,200.
The electric light plant at Augusta, Wis., has been

completed and tested.

The electric power station at Eldon, la., is about
completed.
The Board of Equalization in St. Paul has finally

placed the valuation of the St. Paul City Railway
company's system for assessment purposes at

$2,000,000. It was first proposed to make it $2,500-
000, but it was finally reduced.
The village of Wadena, Minn., has purchased the

electric light plant from Northfoss & Sons for

$7,666.

The new electric light plant at New Prague, Minn.,
is completed and in operation.
The council of Wells, Minn., is considering in-

creasing the capacity of the electric light plant.

George E. Brettell of Lead, S. D., proposes to
utilize the water power of Spearfish Creek to de-
velop electric power. He expects to secure two
plants of 1,200 horse power each, but will begin
with a small one of 300 horse power.

It is reported that C. N. and F. Parker will take
up and remove the electric car line from Brainerd,
Minn., to Fargo, N. D.

Capt. J. S. Bradley and others of Charles City,
la., have been corresponding with various persons
in regard to a trolley line to Rookford, la., from
Charles City, la.

The Board of Equalization of St. Paul has reduced
the valuation of the street railway company's sys-
tem from $2,000,000 to $:,65o,ooo, the reduction be-
ing on the item of tracks and trackage.

P. J. Petrie of Long Prairie, Minn., contemplates
establishing a flour mill with an electric light plant
in connection at New Paynesville, Minn.
Samuel P. Howard has sued the Butte Consol-

idated Street Railway company of Butte, Mont.,
and the Butte, Anaconda & Pacific Railway company
for $5,000 damages. Howard was a brakeman on the
railroad, and when on top of a furniture car, while
in the performance of his duties, was siruck by the
trolley wire of the street railway company, which
the latter had maintained at an insufficient height,
was thrown down and the ear drum punctured,
destroying his hearing and preventing him from
pursuing his vocation.

J. C. Gauvin, for several years an electrician em-
ployed on the Brainerd electric railway of Brain-
erd, Minn., has gone to Fargo, N. D., where
he will put in a lot of new machinery and will later

go to the Pacific coast.

Henderson, Minn., voted to establish electric
lights.

It is currently reported that the Mason City and
Clear Lake Traction company will extend its trol-

ley system from Clear Lake, la., to Lake Mills, la.

C. W. McElyea of Cedar Falls, la., has ordered
two of the Patton storage electric motors for his
street car line, on trial.

The Huron Electric Light and Power company
has sold its plant to Harry S. Sterling, who will at
oiice put in an improved system. He has leased the
Risdon artesian well for power.
The Electric Light and Power company of Chat-

field. Minn., is rapidly putting in its new plant.

The Street Railway company of Marinetle, Wis.,
contemplates extending its lines to make a com-
plete loop system or double tracking the present
line next season. C.

PERSONAL.
Louis A. Ferguson, general superintendent of the

Chicago Edison company, has entirely recovered
from his recent illness and is again at his post.

Seth C. Adams has resigned his position as secre-
tary and treasurer of the Bossert Electric Construc-
tion company of Utica, N^ Y. Frank Schofield
of New York succeeds him.

Carl K. MacFadden, formerly well known in Chi-
cago as an electrician and electrical writer, was in

town early in the week. Mr. MacFadden now makes
his home in Geneva, Ind., in the oil belt, as he is

interested in the production of crude petroleum.

Michael J. 'Burke of Chicago, who has been ap-
pointed Uni^ed States consul at St. Thomas and Fort
Stanley, Ont., was president of the Telegraphers'
McKinley club and secretary of the Railroad Men's
McKinley club during the recent campaign. The
appointment was considered as a recognition of the
telegraphic fraternity. Mr. Burke was given a com-
plimentary dinner at the Great Northern Hotel by
his associates before his departure for Canada.

John Knight, general manager of the Oswego Elec-
tric Light and Power company, so well known for
his long connection with the manufacture of arc
lamps, was a visitor in New York last week. He
reports that the general condition of business in the
electrical field in the central portion of New York
state is better than it has been for several years.

Quite a number of large extensions for street rail-

way and electric light companies are under con-
sideration.

In a sketch of the late Hayward Augustus Harvey,
the inventor of the famous Harveyized armor plate,

the Scientific American gives some interesting facts

about his father. Gen. Thomas W. Harvey, who was
a skillful mechanic, an untiring experimenter in the
metallurg>' of iron and steel and an inventor of the
gimlet-pointed screw and other mechanisms now in

general use. It is said that in Poughkeepsie in 1842
he ran all the machinery in his machine shop by a

magneto-electric engine. As early as 1841 he re-

marked to the late Dr. Hazeltine, at that time an
inmate of his family; "If you live to the ordinary
age of man, you will see electricity the great motor
power of the world.

'

Edward G. Acheson, president of the Car-
borundum company of Niagara Falls, was held up
and robbed on the night of Friday, August 27th,

within a few doors of his home in Buffalo. Mr.
Acheson had left his house. No. 41 Fargo avenue,

to go to the railroad station, intending to take a

train for Pittsburg. It was 11 p: m., and Mr. Ache-
son's cry of "Murder" startled the neighborhood.
He was picked up unconscious and carried to his

home, where he revived and told how three young
men had attacked him. Two severe scalp wounds
told of their ugly work. Mr. Acheson was relieved

of his gold watch, a memorandum book and some
private papers, but the book and papers were dropped
by the thieves. The police believe that he was struck
by brass knuckles. What money Mr. Acheson car-

ried was in an inside pocket, and this the thieves

did not get. While Mr. Acheson's injuries are
severe, his full recovery is expected.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The numerous gas lamps on Michigan avenue,

Chicago, between Fourteenth and Thirty-ninth

stieets, have been replaced by arc lights. The in-

creased volume of light and the change from yellow
to white light are noticeable.

In addition to its other troubles the arc lighting

plant in Garfield Park, Chicago, is now decided to

be too small. The West Park Board has decided to

expend about $60,000 in new engines, boilers and
dynamos, and in an extension to the power house.

Bids will soon be asked.

It is said that Hiram Maxim, the American in-

ventor who lives in England and has given his name
to the Ma.xim rapid-fire gun, has invented a new fila-

ment for incandescent lamps. According to the

newspaper account, the new filament is made of

a mineral instead of a vegetable substance, and, com-
pared with the ordinary filament, it lasts twice as

long with the consumption of half the energy for

an equal light. However, the further claim of an

efficiency of 2.8 watts per candle does not bear this

out. It is claimed that the new filaments are very

cheap and that a thousand of them can be made for

a dollar.

Consolidated lines, according to a dispatch from
that city. Most of the capital will be furnished by
New York investors. Mayor R. E. McKisson is

said to be interested in the project.

The Pensacola (Fla.) Electric and Terminal Rail-
road company has applied for a charter. The capi-
tal is to be $200,000, and the officers are to be as
follows: W. H. Northrop, president; A. C. Blount,
Jr., vice-president, and D. W. Thom, secretary and
treasurer. The length of the railroad proposed is

II miles. Baltimore men are interested.

There is a newspaper rumor of the creation of an
electric railway system along the shore of Lake
Michigan, from Chicago to Green Bay, with
branches, by building new lines and absorbing exist-
ing ones. Warner Miller, the wealthy ex-senator
from New York state, is said to be the man on whose
action depends the execution of the project.

The Electrical World, which has an office in Chi-
cago, comments sagely on the advertised sale of the
steam locomotives of the Lake Street Elevated Rail-
road company, which has been using electrically
transmitted power for about a year and a half. It

explains that the railway system of the company
mentioned "is ordinarily known as the Alley ele-

vated railway" and that it is to be equipped with
the Sprague system.

The electric railways in Dresden are equipped with
about 200 of the Siemens & Halske electric brakes,
and it is said that they have given excellent results
during the last 12 months. These brakes act upon
the car axle, which is not driven by the electric

motor. They are fixed both upon the motor car and
upon each of the trailers, and act simultaneously.
It is claimed that these brakes act in about one-third
of the time of the hand brakes. Trials with both
show that the electric brake stopped a car going at

the rate of 15 miles per hour within 14 yards, while
a car with a hand brake going at 12 miles per hour
traveled 35 yards after the brake was applied. The
same electric brakes are used for the line Behren-
strasse-Treptow at Berlin. In this case the brake
acts upon the motor direct, and there is no brake
upon the trailing carriages. When going at the
usual speed these cars are stopped within eight

yards.

TELEPHONE.
George W. Schening of Memphis, Tenn., has

lately purchased the Greenwood, Miss., exchange.
He also owns the exchange at Corinth, in the same
state, and both are reported to be successful.

The following statistics, which come from reliable

authority, give some idea of the spread of the inde-
pendent telephone movement: The independent
telephone exchange at Ft. Wayne, Ind., has 2,405
paid subscribers, and the Bell at same place 1,600;

the independent telephone exchange at Detroit,

Mich., has 4,006 paid subscribers, while the Bell
claims only 2,igo; at Grand Rapids, Mich., the inde-
pendent company has 2,350 paid subscribers, against
the Bell's 900, and at Lafayette, Ind., the independ-
ent has 670, where the Bell can show but 41.

Judge Nathan Gofif of the United States Circuit

Court at Richmond, Va., has sustained the Bell

Telephone company in its fight with the City Coun-
cil. The council refused to renew the company's
charter unless certain conditions were granted,

which the company refused to submit to. An in-

junction was secured restraining the city from in-

terfering with its lines or works till the case could
be decided by Judge Goff. One claim of the com-
pany was that the streets it occupied were postal

roads and part of the mail system. The court up-
liolds the company's contentions.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Plans are on foot for the building of a big street

railway system in Cleveland in opposition to the

MISCELLANEOUS.
The commissioner of public works of Chicago has

taken steps to enforce the provisions of the ordinance
passed two years ago requiring steam, cable, electric

and horse railway companies to furnish light at

street intersections on their lines.

The Portsmouth Street Railroad and Light com-
pany, Portsmouth, O., is receiving prices for one
new railway generator, one new 2,000 volt alternat-

ing incandescent light machine and two 50 light

ai'c machines. It expects to contract for this appa-
ratus not later than September 15th.

A press dispatch states that Robert S. Straine,

president and director of the United Telegram com-
pany in Boston, was arrested on August 30th on a
charge of embezzling $73,500. The arrest is the
result of the discoveries of Marsden J. Perry, re-

ceiver of the company, who reports that there is

only $76.14 in the treasury, instead of the $73,444.21
that ought to have been there.

Competition is a good thing if not carried too far.

Recently it involved two German engineers in liti-

gation, and one of them was severely punished for

criminal libel. The trouble grew out of a contract

for a municipal plant at Munich. Oscar von Miller
commented upon a competitor, Karl Corper, and the

latter accused vori Miller of acting in the double
character of consulting engineer and contractor, and
made insinuations against his professional and his

moral character. The evidences of the witnesses in

court completely failed to substantiate any of these
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charges, and von Miller was shown to be an ex-

pert of the highest standing and professional char-

acter. The sentence on the defendant was 14 days
imprisonment, since the judge considered that a

fine would not be a sufficient punishment to a man in

the defendant's position.

TECHNICAL SCHOOLS.
The Society for the Promotion of Engineering

Education, at the closing session of its Toronto
meeting, elected the following-named officers:

President, Prof. J. B. Johnson, Washington Uni-
versity; vice-presidents. Dr. T. C. Mendenhall, Wor-
cester Polytechnic fnstitute, and Dr. H. W. Tyler.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology; treasurer.

Prof. J. J. Flather, Purdue University; secretary.

Prof. A. Kingsbury, New Hampshire College.

hold a meeting to finally determine on the change.
City Railway stock at present is selling at 243. It

'S rumored that earnings during the last month were
greater than during any month since the World's
Fair year. The whole earnings for that year were
at the rate of 26 per cent, on capital. It appears
incredulous that any present condition could have
iM'ought earnings up to anywhere near that rate."

The City Railway people would be glad to cor-
roborate this statement, but unfortunately the facts

do not warrant it.

ELECTRICAL SECURITIES.
On September ist the Chicago City Railway com-

pany declared a quarterly dividend of three per cent.,

payable September 30th.

During the first six months of the present year
the Albany Street Railroad company's gross earn-

ings were $269,959, an increase of $5,628 over the

corresponding period a year ago, while the net
earnings for the same period showed a gain of

$14,092.

The Buffalo Street Railway company found the
first half of the present year unusually trying. Its

receipts show a falling off of $42,255, as compared
with last year's, but the net earnings were better by
comparison, although there was a decrease there,

too, of $20,35S.

In Detroit the Citizens' Railway showed an in-

crease of $30,578 in its gross earnings from January
1st to June 30th, and $59,717 in its net earnings, as

compared with the same period a year ago. The
Detroit Electric Railway company, on the other
hand, records a decrease of $15,882 in its receipts

and $518 in its net earnings during the first six

months of the present year, compared with 1896.

The receipts of the Citizens' Railway amounted to

$617,137 and the Electric Railway $234,364.

Chicago Lake Street "L" sold up to j8 this week.
Favorable action by the Cicero Town Board on Mr.
Yerkes' application for certain rights for his

suburban electric road, which will enable it to ap-
proach the Lake Street "L" terminal in the most
desirable manner, was anticipated. The trustees of

the town would also give the Lake Street "L" per-
mission to build an extension farther west, it was
believed. The favorable conditions vmder which the
Lake Street "L" company goes into the loop agree-
ment have also improved the feeling toward the
stock. On the other hand. Metropolitan "L" shows
signs of weakness.

Central Union Telephone stock continues to at-

tract considerable attention among Chicago in-

vestors. The company has been steadily gaining
bfsiness, and with the sum realized from the bond
sale the floating debt has been taken up and valuable
improvements made in the plants of the principal

cities and towns in Illinois, Indiana and Ohio in

which the company operates. The earnings at the

present time, it is said, justify a resumption of

dividends, and this may account for the interest

already manifested, although the policy of the
directors is to acquire a good surplus and postpone
the payment of a dividend until next January.

The Edison Illuminating company of St. Louis
has defaulted in the payment of the interest on a

$4,000,000 mortgage on its property, and the plant

is to be sold under foreclosure proceedings on Sep-
tember nth. The holders of ^^917 shares have signed
an agreement for the reorganization of the com-
pany on a plan favored by the Street Railroad and
Illuminating Properties company of Boston, the

largest stockholder. James Gamble, who owns 57
shares of stock, is opposed to the reorganization,
and applied to Justice Dickey in the Supreme Court
in Brooklyn August 24th for an order to stay the
sale under foreclosure. He alleged that the directors
had appropriated $1,365,000 of the funds for fictitious

improvements, part of which money ought to have
been used to pay the interest on the mortgage.
Justice Dickey denied the application on the ground
that the Knickerbocker Trust company, the trustee,

had a right to sell the property under foreclosure,
and that as the reorganization plan was perfected, in-

terference with it would be disastrous and the injury
incalculable. There was no proof that the plaintiff

had been tricked or defrauded.

Occasionally the "financial authorities" of the
daily papers lose their reckonings. The Chicago
Tribune, for instance, printed the following an-
nouncement last Sunday: "It is probable that one
of the first important ordinances which will come
up before the City Council when the vacation period
is over will be to grant the City Railway permission
to convert its cable lines to electrical power by the

stringing of overhead wires in the downtown dis-

trict. The cost of making the conversion is esti-

mated at about $1,250,000, and on the basis of the
present wage scale a saving through electrical opera-
tion considerably in excess of the annual interest

on that sum of money is figured. It is e-xpected
that the City Railway company directors will soon

TRADE NEWS.
At about II a. m. on Tuesday, August 24th, the

building at 904 and 906 Nassau street, Philadelphia,

occupied by Elmer G. Willyoung & Co. as a
branch shop, and in which were also the drawing
and photograpic rooms, experimental laboratory and
glass shop, took tire and was practically destroyed.

The loss was about $3,000, offset by insurance to the

amount of $2,500. The plant was used principally

for the manufacture of induction coils and X-ray
apparatus. New quarters were secured at once, and
v.'ithin 24 hours work had been resumed. The de-

lay in orders due to the fire will not be longer than

three or four days.

On August 25th Judge Putnam of the United
States Circuit Court for the Eastern District of Mas-
sachusetts rendered a decision in favor of the com-
plainant, with an order for an injunction and ac-

counting, in the suit of the Consolidated Car Heat-
ing company of Albany, N. Y., against the American
Electric Heating corporation and the West End
Street Railway company of Boston, Mass. This
is the suit for the infringement of the patent to

James F. McElroy, covering the Consolidated Car
Heating company's spiral coil construction of elec-

tric heaters, which is now used, it is said, in the

majority of street cars operating electric heaters in

this country. It is considered a most important
victory.

Walter C. McKinlock, 1108 Fort Dearborn build-

ing, Chicago, although but recently started in busi-

ness for himself, has closed some good contracts for

rubber-covered wire and incandescent lamps. Mr.
McKinlock is handling the Merritt Electric com-
pany's products. This company is a renewer of

incandescent lamps, and is said to be the original

refiller of lam.ps. It can refill any lamp made, it is

claimed, in a manner that makes it impossible to

distinguish it from a new lamp. A new lamp is

practically made from a burnt-out one, and as a

new filament and new vacuum are the only essential

things, there is no good reason why every lamp
user should not renew his lamps. The factory that

Mr. McKinlock represents has a capacity of 25,000

lamps per day. On any order the lamps can be
refilled and returned within three days.

On August 20th in the United States Circuit Court
at Boston, Mass., in the case of the Hart & Hege-
man Manufacturing company against the Anchor
Electric company of Boston, Judge Putnam or-

dered the respondents to file a draft decree dis-

missing the bill with costs. This action was for the

infringement of a patent for snap switches. In his

cpinion. Judge Putnam holds that the Anchor Elec-

tric company's manufacture is a device clearly de-

scribed and explicitly covered by a patent issued

to Norman Marshall, vice-president of the Anchor
Electric company. Judge Putnam further finds that

the switches manufactured by the Anchor Electric

company in nowise infringe the Hart patent, and in

conclusion says: "If the complainant has any
remedy, it is not in the courts, but in convincing the

purchasing public that the device of the respondents

is less simple, economical and compact than its

own." C. F. Mitchell of New York appeared for

the complainant and E. P. Payson of Boston for the

defendant.

Owing to the large increase in the business of

the Singer Manufacturing company of New York
of late, it was moved to consider the appointment
of an assistant general manager. After looking
about for the right man for some little time, it

offered the position to Mr. E. H. Bennett, Jr., general

manager of the Diehl Manufacturing company of

Elizabethport, N. J. The selection of Mr. Bennett
to fill this high position is a well merited compli-
ment to his previous efforts, as shown in the build-

ing up of the Diehl Manufacturing company from
a small concern to its present large proportions.

It is a real pleasure to learn that he will not entirely

sever his connection with the electrical trade,

in which he is so favorably known, but will keep a

general oversight of the business of the Diehl Manu-
facturing company. When it is understood that the

Singer company has nearly 60,000 people in its em-
ployment in various factories in this country and
abroad, and that the greater part of the detail of

running the affairs of the concern will rest to a large

extent with Mr. Bennett, the great responsibility

which he has accepted in taking this position can
be appreciated; but, taking his past record as a

criterion, there is no doubt as to the success he
will achieve in his new field of operations. He
certainly has the best wishes of a host of friends

in the electrical business.

The largest and most imposing catalogue of elec-

trical supplies issued within the last two years is

undoubtedly the general catalogue of the Electric

Appliance company, Chicago, which has just made

Its appearance. This is a cloth-bound volume of 567
pages, each 6'/- by 10 inches. It lists, with prices,
trade numbers, code words for ordering, dimensions
and other information, electric light, power and rail-
way supplies, telephone and telegraph goods, elec-
trical house goods and other apparatus that may rea-
sonably be expected in a completely equipped elec-
trical supply house. Nearly every piece of apparatus
described is illustrated by one or more cuts, and
the general arrangement and printing are satisfac-
tory. The book seems to be a very complete com-
pendium of electrical supplies. The publishers are
entitled to congratulations upon it, and they seem
to have made good the promise of a prefatory note:
"We have made it a special point to list only such
articles as are reliable and standard, and not cumber
the catalogue with specialties and novelties whose
only merit is that they are different from something
else. We think that a careful examination of these
pages will easily convince an experienced investi-
gator that It contains more solid information than
any other electrical catalogue of anywhere near the
same size, and that in it can be found any material
that properly comes under the head of electrical
supplies."

BUSINESS.
September blotters issued by the Warren Elec-

tric and Specialty company of Warren, Ohio, recall
the fact that this company is fighting the incan-
descent lamp pool as vigorously as ever.

The Blue Hill Electric company of Canton, Mass.,
has added to its plant a horizontal tubular boiler
built by the Stewart Boiler Works of Worcester,
Mass., having dimensions of six by 17% feet.

The Mason Electric Equipment company of 1202
Fisher building, Chicago, deals in electric railway
supplies exclusively, and furnishes everything for
the complete equipment and maintenance of electric
roads. It directs special attention to its line hangers
with patent locking device.

Edward L. Nash, manager of the Philadelphia
office of the Jandus Electric company, was a visitorm New York last week. He reports a brisk demand
for the Jandus arc lamp, far in excess of that of
July. The new "Midnight Sun" catalogue of this
company is highly appreciated.

Says the Evening Post of Lincoln, Neb. : "Frank
Thompson, representing the Triumph Electric com-
pany, to-day closed a contract with H. Herpol-
sheimer & Co. for the putting in of a $2,000 electric
plant at the big department store. Mr. Thompson
has made several other large contracts in Lincoln."

J. M. Hill, the western agent of the Bryan-Marsh
company, has returned to Chicago from a six weeks'
business trip in the Northwest and middle West.
He says that he found everywhere indications of
better business conditions. He booked a number of
orders, and is highly gratified at the success of his
journey.

The Gisholt Machine company of Madison, Wis.,
makes lathes and tool-grinding machines. It has
just issued a fine catalogue, very handsomely illus-

trated, which shows a line of high-class machine
tools. Pictures of a variety of pieces finished on Gis-
holt lathes are given; and, taken altogether, this
catalogue shows a line of machinery which is very
creditable to the company producing it.

The Ball Engine company, Erie, Pa., says; "The
J. S. Menken company, Memphis, Tenii-, in a letter
to us ordering a crank-pin bo.x for a 60 horse power
engine, says that this is the first repair part ordered
since the installation of the engine 10 years ago.
This substantiates our claim, which we can verify
by other instances, that a well built high-speed en-
gine has as long a life, with greater freedom from
repairs, than a slow-speed engine."

The Commercial Electrical Supply company of
St. Louis is beginning its usual large fall business.
One of its largest orders is for 131 Helios enclosed
arc lamps. This order was placed with the Com-
mercial company by the managers of the St. Louis
Exposition and Music Hall. The Commercial com-
pany states that its catalogue has met with a most
favorable reception. In fact, the company has been
flooded with requests for this handy and carefully
compiled volume.

From appearances at the office of the Wagner
Electric Manufacturing company of St. Louis, this

concern will have more business during the fall than
it can well take care of. The Wagner company is

now equipped to turn out high-class appliances for
almost every branch of the electrical business. Its

direct current apparatus is meeting with a flattering

reception, and its single-phase alternating current
power motor is said to be without a peer. Manager
of Sales E. H. Abadie is kept busy every moment
of his time; he recently closed an especially hand-
some order for Wagner transformers. Mr. Abadie
is kept constantly on the move, and by his good
work for the company no stone is left unturned to

secure business.

Not a little of the e.xpense in brazing is due to the

cost of removing the brass which has stuck to the

metal where it is not wanted. The removal of this

brass is usually attained only by patience and dili-

gent filing. Now comes to the aid of the brazier

that unique mineral, graphite, which is not affected

by acids, alkalies, heat or cold. Braziers who have
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made use of Dixon's "pure flour of graphite" pro-

nounce it of great value. A sample will- be sent

without charge by the Joseph Dixon Crucible com-
pany, Jersey City, N. J., which is the only manu-
facturer.

The Upton long-burning "Midget" lamp in its

original form, adapted to burn singly on no volts,

has proven to be such a success that several modi-
fications of it have been designed, including the

"Midget" long-burning lamp to burn two in series

en 220 volts, a "Midget" lamp to burn five in series

on 500 to 550 volts and a "Midget" high-tension

series lamp to burn on series arc circuits of from
4% to seven amperes. All of these lamps, it is said,

are giving remarkable results and are having a large

sale. The "Midget" Upton lamp is one of the Elec-

tric Appliance company's specialties, and this com-
pany is pushing it with its usual energy.

The Electric Arc Light company of 687 Broad-
way, New York, manufacturer of the Pioneer en-

closed arc lamp, is to be congratulated on the suc-

cess it is having with its lamps, especially within the

last 60 days. It has within that period closed some
large contracts, and the following are among those

who will soon enjoy the advantages of the enclosed
arc system of lighting as furnished by the Pioneer
lamp: Jas. A. Hearn & Son, Fourteenth street. New
York, 135; Abraham & Strauss, Brooklyn, 300;
Callender, McAuslin & Troop company. Providence,

76; Flint & Kent, Buffalo, N. Y., 60; Seventh Regi-
ment Armory in New York city, 105.

The price of Gale's commutator compound has
been reduced one-thiru Speaking of this reduction,
Mr. Isaacs, secretary of K. McLennan & Co., states

that there would be no reduction in quantity or
quality, but alone in price. There are several rea-

sons for this reduction, he said. For one thing, the

former sales have been trebled. The adoption of

Gale's commutator compound by nearly every elec-

trical power plant and central station and by a vast

number of isolated plants has more to do with the
reduction than any one other cause; as, in fact, it

has made possible the other reasons, that of im-
proved new machinery and direct importation of in-

gredients. The latter will result in large saving,

and it is proposed to give the users of the compound
the benefit. The reduced price will prevail for all

supply houses, and free sample sticks will still be

furnished to the few, if any, who have not, as yet,

tried Gale's.

The Miller-Knoblock company. South Bend, Ind.,

whose electric street sprinkling cars are well known,
is adding to its already large business an electrical

department, which will be under the direct super-
vision of Mr. A. W. Morrell, an experienced elec-

trical engineer and constructor, who has had years
of experience in street railway motor work. It is

the intention of the company to manufacture and
carry in stock, ready to ship at a moment's notice,

Morrell's improved assembled motor commutators
for street railway motors. The fact that street rail-

way men can procure assembled commutators for
any and all standard street railway motors will be
appreciated. The company will also carry in stock
armature coils for all the standard motors. A com-
plete eciuipment for the rewinding of armatures has
been put in. Mr. Morrell, who has charge of TEe
electrical department, has had long experience in

electric street railway work, and is well known at

St. Louis, Minneapolis, Indianapolis and Cleveland,
where he has had charge at different times of im-
portant works.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

588.591. Electric Battery. William Mills, Eliza-

beth, N. J. Application filed November 30,

1S96.

The element is formed of a plate of zinc, a recess being
formed in one of its edges, the vertical walls of the recess
being reinforced, a screw-thread being formed in the walls
of the recess, and a supporting bushing being provided
with an external screw-thread for engaging the first men-
tioned screw-thread.

588.592. Electric Battery. William Mills, Eliza-

beth, N. J. Application filed November 30,

1896.

The construction of the cell, cover and bushing contains
special features, the bushing having a head and body, a

boss formed on the exterior of the body at the junction of

the head and body, a hole formed in the cover, and a

seated recess formed in the top of the cover at the hole for

receiving the boss.

^'Zi^

NO. 588,602.

Dynamo-electric Machine588,602.

Rice, St. Louis,

ber 4, 1896.

Mo.
Lewis C.

Application filed Novem-

The machine has a stationary armature, a stationary
field magnet or magnets, a rotating inductor magnet having
poles of opposite polarity magnetically insulated from
each other, and a casing completely inclosing the arma-
ture, field magnet or magnets and inductor magnet, and
forming part of the magnetic circuit.

5,610. Electric Arc Lamp. Thomas Spencer,

Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed November
16, 1896.

This is an inclosed arc lamp adapted to be operated by
an alternating current with opposed solid carbon elec-

trodes, an inclosure for the proximal ends of the elec-

trodes, a choking coil in electric circuit with the electrodes,
an automatically movable core for the choking coil, and
means connective of the core and one o£ the electrodes,
whereby a reciprocatory movement of the core may be im-
parted to the electrode.

5,629. Igniter for Explosive Engines. Leon Bly,

Decatur, III. Application filed December 26,

1896.

Characteristics particularly mentioned are as follows:
A group of separated contact points, a single contact point
adapted to strike against the members of the group succes-
sively when suitable motion is given to the group or to the

point, a source of electrical energy, an induction coil and
ignition points, one terminal of the source of electrical

energy being electrically connected with the group of con-
tact points, the other terminal of the source of energy be-

ing connected with one terminal of the primary winding of

the induction coil, the other terminal of the induction coil

being electrically connected with the contact point, and
the terminals of the secondary winding of the induction
coil being electrically connected, one with each ignition

point.

Device. Henry
N. Y. Applica-

3,669. Electric Wick-lighting
Van Hoevenbergh, New York,
tion filed May 5, 1896.

A high resistance electrical conductor is located adjacent
to the upper end of the wick-tube, one end of the conductor
being in electrical contact with the body of the lamp and
the other end insulated from the lamp and in contact with
one pole of an electric battery carried by the lamp ; an elec-

tric lead extends from the other pole of the battery to a
contact point insulated from the body of the lamp, and a

wick-raising mechanism is provided with a contact point
adapted to be automatically brought into contact with the
last-mentioned contact point when the wick is raised,

8,683. Electric Lighting System. Frederic W.
Lord, Boston, Mass. Application filed June 19,

1897.

A two-way lamp socket is a feature, comprising means
for making contact with a lamp, three contact points con-

Issued August 34, iSgy.

nected to leading-in wires, and means for connecting one
of the points to either of the other two through the lamp
contacts.

588,686. Electric Cut-out. Norman Marshall, Bos-
ton, Mass. Application filed May 29, 1896.

The method of interrupting electric arcs formed between
two circuit terminals normally connected by fusible mate-
rial consists in creating a substantially large gaseous or

air pressure by the heat generated by the melting of the

fusible material and consequent formation of the arc, and
causing the same to pass in a smaller or restricted amount
across the plane or path of the arc formed between the

terminals at a different point from that at which the pres-

sure is created.

588,692. Armature for Induction Motors. Abe L.

Cushman, Concord, N. H. Application filed

August 15, 1894.

Provision is made for a core having a short-circuiting

ring at one end and short-circuiting ring segments at the

other, and two or more interiorly connected plates in-

sulated from each other, a series of energizing coils ex-

ternally arranged upon the core, one end of each coil con-

nected to the plates, and the opposite end closed on the

short-circuiting ring, spring-actuated levers pivoted within

the core and provided with plates insulated from each
other and adapted for contact with those of the core, and
coils provided within the core and composed of separate in-

sulated wires of varying degrees of resistance, one end of

the interior coil being attached to the plates of the core

and the other to the plates of the levers.

588,695. Electric Burglar Alarm. Harry M. Dumas,
Detroit, Mich. Application filed August 24,

1896.

With a normally closed main circuit there are a normally
open shunt in the guarded building, a door guard-switch in

the main circuit adapted to close the shunt, abranch of the
.

main circuit around the guard-switch, and a lock or switch

outside the door for opening and closing the branch.

588,701. Station Indicator for Tramway or Other

Cars. Henry W. Langschmidt, Brooklyn, and

Richard F. Le Brocq, New York, N. Y. Appli-

cation filed October 16, 1896.

An electrical switch, consisting of a main disk or plate,

segmental plates secured to one side thereof and insulated

therefrom, a spring-supported and spring-operated switch-

bar mounted between the segmental plates and insulated

from the main disk or plate, the switch-bar being adapted ro

be turned so as to form a contact with the segmental plates,

binding posts secured to the main disk or plate and in-

sulated therefrom, and provided with contact devices which
bear upon the ends of the switch-bar when the latter is in

its normal position, the main disk or plate being also pro-

vided with other binding posts which are in connection

with the segmental plates.

588771. Electric Connection Between Railway
'

Rails. Ford Marsellis, Peralta, Cal. Applica-

tion filed May 13, i897-

NO. 588,610.

This device consists of curved segmental conducting
plates adapted to span the space between the rails, having
their opposite ends bent or curved to one side to form con-

tact with the rait-webs, and superposed fish plates with
holding bolts, whereby the conducting plates are forced
into contact with the rail-webs.

^88,797. Electrical Keg Register. William Kraft,

Baltimore, Md. Application filed June i, 1897.

This apparatus registers kegs as they are removed from
the cellar by means of an elevator, the mechanism em-
ployed consisting of a lever which is moved by the kegs as

they ascend, a roller carried thereby, plates in electric cir-

cuits across which the roller is adapted to pass, electrically

operated registers in the circuit of the plates, and a finger

pivoted in the lever to normally keep the circuit open, and
which as the kegs pass it is deflected to close the circuit

and operate the register,

588,791. Electric Rail Bond. William B. Cleve-
land, Cleveland, Ohio. Amplication filed April
15, 1897. "

An oblong frame is formed from a laterally compressed
coil of flat wire arranged to have its flat sides bearing
against each other, and of terminal heads and lugs cast
upon the doubled ends of "the frame

588,822. Electric Arc Lamp. Benjamin F. Greene,
Sheridan, Pa. Application filed April 22, 1897.
There is the combination with a clutching ring of a sleeve

having a mitered end engaging the clutching ring, and a
swinging frame carrying an elbow lever to engage the ring,
the swinging frame connected to an armature and dash-pot
to operate the clutching ring and automatically feed the
carbon as required.

588,831. Electrical Transmission of Power. Emil
Lanhofifer, Mulhausen, Germany. Application
filed June 20, 1895. Patented in Germany May
4, 1894; in France September 13, 1894; in Eng-
land February 11, 1895; in Russia June 10, 1895;
in Hungary June 16, 1895, and in Austria June
27, 1895-

An electrical regulating device, comprising a switch,
means for shifting ihe same, a second snitch operatively
connected to the first-named switch, yet capable of remain-
ing relatively stationary, stops for temporarily arresting
the motion of the second switch, and yielding projections
to move with the first-named switch and to shift the second
switch.

588,880. Electrical Indicator for Valves. William
J. Rickard, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed

October 31, 1896.

Comprised in this arrangement are an indicating device,
a discharge main, a gate valve therein, a safety valve
located in the discharge main in advance of the gate valve,
a hose or nozzle located in advance of the safety valve, an
overflow for the latter, and an electrically operated alarm
device attached to the safety valve, and adapted to be
operated when the flow of water through the nozzle is cut
ofi^.

588,890. Incandescent Electric Lamp Support. Er-
nest L. P. Wetmore Marquette, Mich. Appli-
cation filed March 13, 1896. Renewed March
27, 1897.

A carriage operated on suspended metal tracks with cir-

cuit wires connected thereto, comprising a non-conducting
body having a series of holes or openings therein, metallic
side plates, screws holding the same to the body, nuts on
the screws located in the holes or openings, wheels con-
nected to the sides and engaging the tracks, the plates on
the body in electric connection with the side plates, the
lamp and the flexible wires thereof connected to the plates.

588,905. Active Material for Electrodes of Electric

Accumulators. Siegfried Hammacher, Berlin,
Germany. Application filed August 28, 1896.

The active material is described, containing a compound
of lead oxide and a member of the pyridine series.

588,923. Trolley Wire Hanger. George E. John-
son, Los Angeles, Cal. Application filed June
5, 1896.

As means for attaching a trolley wire to a trolley support-
ing wire a connection is described in which the frame is

made of one piece with a suitable insulator for preventing
the current from the trolley wire from passing into the
trolley wire supporting wire, and suitable screws for fasten-

ing the connection to both the trolley wire and the trolley

wire supporting wire.

588,933. Electrically Operated Ship-cleaning Device.

Eddy T. Thomas, New York, N. Y. Applica-
tion filed April 21, 1896.

An arched frame supports the electric conductors in com-
bination with the truck, provided with the wheels for hold-
ing the portable suspended motor and tools operated by
the motor.
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Edison Lighting Interests.
The interests that will be represented next week

at Niagara Falls in the Edison convention form a

remarkable organization. It is wholly unlike any
other trade or technical body in this country or
abroad, and is really a magnificent monument to

the great master mind whose work forms the founda-
tion upon which the business of the members is built.

The Association of Edison Illuminating Companies
comprises the central

station companies of

the country operating
under licenses from
the Edison Electric

Light company of

New York. It was
formed in 1883, not
long after the Edison
central station system
had been put into

commercial use, and
from its inception it

has proved a great

help to its members.
The object of the or-

ganization is mutual
business advance-
ment, the comparison
of data and discussion
of methods of opera-

tion. The first presi-

dent of the associa-

tion was James S.

Humbird, who was
afterward connected
with the Westing-
house company, and
is now president of

the Washington Car-
bon company. From
the first the organiza-

tion has grown stead-

ily and has partaken
of the general pros-
perity which the Edi-
son interests have en-

ioyed. Samuel InsuU,

who is now president

of the association, has
been closely identified

with Mr. Edison
since February, 1881,

and is now .president

of the Chicago Edi-

son company. He
has watched the de-

velopment of the Edi-

son system from the

experimental stage
and the growth of the

central station busi-

ness from the forma-
tion of the first

Edison Illuminating
company in New
York down to the

present day, when
there are 63 Edison
central station com-
panies scattered
throughout the coun-
try, employing up-
ward of $100,000,000

capital. These local

companies hold li-

censes from the Edi-

son Electric Light
company of New
York to operate un-
der Mr. Edison's
patents in their re-

spective territories.

The parent com-
pany, which, by the

way, is now owned by
the General Electric

company, was formed
for the purpose of

providing funds for Mr. Edison's experimental

work in the development of what is now
known as the Edison system of electric lighting.

The preliminary steps in the formation of this cor-

poration were taken in 1878 by Grosvenor P. Lowrey,

a prominent lawyer of New York, and the organiza-

tion was completed early in 1879. The immediate

cause of the organization of this company was the

intense public interest in the work of Mr. Edison

in the development of a general system for the

electrical distribution of light and power from a

central station, and the utilization of the current in

incandescent lighting. The articles of incorporation
were filed on October 17, 1878, the incorporators be-
ing Thomas A. Edison, Tracy R. Edson, James H.
Banker, Norvin Green, Robert L. Cutting, Jr.,
Grosvenor P. Lowrey, Robert M. Gallaway, Egisto
B. Fabbri, George R. Kent, George W. Soren,
Charles F. Stone, Nathan G. Miller and George S.

Hamlin. The object of the company, as announced
in the articles of incorporation, was "to own, manu-
facture, operate and license the use of various ap-
paratus used in producing light, heat or power by
electricity." It will be seen, however, from the sub-
sequent history of this company, that it was not
deemed wise to take advantage of all the powers
conferred upon it through these articles of incor-

poration, and that it never really engaged in the
manufacture and sale of apparatus or the operation

of central stations. Several of the incorporators
were personal friends of Mr. Edison; they had great
confidence in his ability as an inventor and an engi-
neer, and many of them had gained material benefits
through previous inventions of an electrical nature
which he had made. There were other prominent
men identified with this movement who saw the
possibilities in this field and who regarded Edison
as the most likely person to solve the problems and

overcome the ob-
stacles vjhich had
proved unsurmount-
able to other invent-
ors. In the list of

members of this com-
pany in its early days
are to be found the
names of J. Hood
Wright and Ernesto
P. Fabbri, partners
in the banking house
of Drexel, Morgan &
Co. Norvin Green,
Tracy R. Edson ancl

James If. Banker,
who were connected
with the Western
Union Telegraph
company, and who
had witnessed Mr.
Edison's remarkable
success in the tele-

graphic and t e 1 e-

phonic fields, became
subscribers because
of their implicit faith

in his ability and in-

ventive genius. Rob-
ert L. Cutting, Jr.,

who was mentioned
among the incorpor-
ators of the company,
was a member of the
illustrious family of

that name and father

of the gentleman who
now bears it. He lent

valuable aid to the
enterprise in its early

days, Henry Villard.

who was induced to

join the movement,
has ever since been
interested in electri-

cal securities, and
Edward D. Adams,
president of the Cat-
a r a c t Construction
company and pro-
moter of the Niagara
Falls electric power
development scheme,
was one of Mr. Edi-
son's chief supporters
at that time. Calvin
Goddard, who was
one of the builders of

the Chicago All^
"L" road, and has
been identified with
many other large

public improvements,
was secretary of the

original Edison com-
pany early in its his-

tory.

With the support
of such an aggrega-
tion of capitalists and
combination of pro-
gressive business men
it might reasonably
be expected that
every feature of the
electric lighting and
power distribution

sj-stem would be vig-
orously pushed, but

the company contented itself with granting licenses

to local companies for the operation of central
stations, and at an early period in its history decided
not to engage in such a precarious business as the
manufacture of electrical apparatus was considered
to be at that time. An entry in an early minute-
book of the company records the adoption of a
resolution declaring this to he the policy of the
concern. Another important feature of the manage-
ment of this property, which was adopted at the
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formation of the company and strictly adliered to

throughout its career, was the settlement of the

terms upon which patent rights were granted lo

operating companies for their respective territories.

01 course it was to be expected that part of the

purchase price of these privileges would be paid in

securities issued by the local companies, and in order

to protect the value of these securities an agreement
was exacted regulating the issuance of the remainder
of the securities. It was stipulated in this agree-

ment that all the stock of the local company not

paid to the parent company must be subscribed fc
at par. As a result of this policy the stock of every

local company held by the parent company was
really an eciuivalent of its face value, and to this

policy can be attributed the general strength of

Edison securities throughout the country. Good
management has, of course, added considerably lo

the natural stability of these properities and good
fortune or the magic influence of Edison's name
has further enhanced their value.

At the time of the formation of the Edison Elec*

trie Light company Mr. Edison was conducting
his experiments at Menlo Park, N. J , where he

had established his laboratory in 1876. His prin-

cipal assistant at that time was Charles Batchelor.

Edward H. Johnson, on his return from Europe,
where he had been engaged up to 1880 in promoting
Mr. Edison's telephone enterprises, became en-

listed in the management of the Edison interests.

At a later period Mr. Johnson became president

ul the Edison Electric Light company, succeeding
S. B. Eaton, and continuing in that capacity up to

the formation of the Edison General E'ectric com-
pany. John Kruesi, now with the General Electric

company at Schenectady, was foreman of the ex-

perimental machine shops at Menlo Park during
these early experiments, and he continued to be
closely associated with Mr. Edison and the Edison
enterprises up to the formation of the General
Electric company, when he joined his interest with
that corporation. Mr. Kruesi contributed valuable
service in working out the details ol the many
perplexing problems involved in the development
of the Edison system, particularly the underground
conduit. It should not be forgotten that from the

very start Mr. Edison contended that the distribu-

tion of eliictric current for incandescent lighting

should be accomplished by means of an underground
.system. Mr. Kruesi's work did not end with the

solution of the underground problem, but his serv-

ices were utilized in the organization of the Edison
shops at Schenectady, which were esiablished in

1886 by Mr. Insull. He was selected to act as Mr.
Insull's assistant at the Schenectady shops, and he
has since remained there. Other valuable assistants

to Mr.' Edison at that time were Francis R. Upton
and Charles E. Clarke, who acted as mathematicians;
Prof. Edvvard L. Nicholls, now of Cornell Uni-
versity, who has gained considerable distinction

through his valuable experimental work and con-
tributions to electrical literature; J. H. Vail, now
engineer-in-chief of the Edison Illuminating com-
pany of Philadelphia; Francis Jehl of Hardmuth &
Co., the carbon makers of Vienna, Austria, and C. T.

Hughes, who occupies the position of eastern man-
ager for the General Electric company.

In the winter of 1879-80, Mr. Edison announced
that he had reached a point in his experiments
where he was satisfied of his abilitj' to produce
incandescent electric light commercially, and for the
first time a public demonstration was made at Menlo
Park It proved eminently satisfactory and in the
following winter was repeated on a much larger
scale, this time upward of 1,000 lights being operated
in the laboratory and in the homes of his assistants.

The announcement of the success which attended
Mr. Edison's efforts at this time caused a remarkable
Hurry in financial circles, not only in this country
but abroad, and created a panic amonsj holders of

gas securities in London and Paris A special cable
dispatch published in the New York Herald at

the time contains the following interesting state-

ment: "In gas securities there is a perfect panic.

Owing to the publication of Prof. Edison's dis-

covery for the distribution of the electric light some
gas stocks fell 12 per cent."

The public exhibition of electric lighting at Menlo
Park in 1880, which was witnessed by thousands
of persons, many of whom had come irom distant

points, has an especial interest to the electrical fra-

ternity, because of the fact that it was the first public
demonstration on a large scale of the practicability

of a system employing constant potential and vary-
ing current, and, moreover, because the distribution
was accomplished by means of underground con-
ductors, embodying the essential features of the Edi-
son system of to-day. It will be interesting to recall

the fact that in Mr. Edison's earliest expressions
upon this subject he displayed a remarkably clear
conception of the requirements of a practical system
for the distiibution and utilization of current for

electric light, heat and power. In an intcview
published in the New York Sun, en September 16,

1878, he is reported as saying: "These wires must
be insulated and laid in the ground in the same
manner as gas pipes. I also propose to utilize the
gas burners and chandeliers now in use. In each
house I can place a light meter, whence these wires
w'U pass through ihe house, tapping small metal'ic
contrivances that may be placed over each burner.
* V * * Wiji, the power you can run an elevator,
a sewing-machine, or any other mechanical con-
Irivaiice that requires a motor, and by means of
the heat you may cook your food. To utilize the

heat it will be necessary to have the ovens or Steves
properly arranged for its reception. This can be
done at trifling cost." Again in the New York
Tribune of September 28, 1878, Mr. Edison is re-

ported to have said: "There 's no difficulty about
dividing uji the electric current and using small
fjuantitics at different points."

An unfriendly critic of Mr. Edison, after men-
tioning the first exhibition of incandescent lighting

at Menlo Park and the progress made up lo 1881,

says; "The public exhibition at Menlo Park had
already, in Ilie minds of intelligent and competent
critics, established beyond question the practicability

of incandescent lighting." Mr. Edison likewise was
satisfied with the result of his experimental work,
and in February, 1881, he abandoned his laboratory
and established himself in New York, where he at

once became engrossed in the exploitation of the

electric light commercially. The Edison Electric

Light company fitted up a brownstone mansion
at 65 Fifth avenue for the purpose of demonstrating
the practicability of the incandescent electric light-

ing of dwellings, offices and for commercial uses gen-
erally. The details of this enterprise are so graph-
ically related by Richard N. Dyer in his paper upon
"Development in Electrical Fi-Ktures," published
on another page of this issue, that it is unnecessary
to give more than passing mention to it here, al-

though the event was fraught with interest to the

electrical fraternity and the entire community. At
this time, it must be remembered, an experimental
system only had been produced ; nothing commercial
was in existence. The exhibition at Menlo Park
had been the most pretentious effort of the kind
that had yet been made. There was no electrical

manufacturing company to turn out apparatus for

the production of electric light and power. There
were no factories and no facilities of any kind for

SAMUEL INSULL, PRESIDENT OF THE ASSOCIATION OF
EDISON ILLUMINATING COMPANIES.

manufacturing purposes at Mr. Edison's command.
Everything had to be made, and he had nothing

with which to make it. The directors 01 the Edison
Electric Light company were opposed to engaging
in the manufacturing business, as has already been
explained. Yet, in spite of these conditions, so un-

bounded was the confidence of capitalists in Mr.
Edisou, even at this early day, that stock in the

Edison Electric Light company of a par value of

$100 sold as high as $2,000 and sometimes $3,000
per share.

Mr. Edison had long realized the absolute neces-

sity of having shops under his own control, where
ht could have his apparatus manufactured according
to his own ideas, and now having brought his system
through the experimental stage to the point where
he considered it commercially practicable, he set

about the formation and organization of a compre-
hensive system of manufacturing establishments for

this purpose.
In the fall of 1880 the first incandescent lamp

factory was built at Menlo Park. It was established

by Mr. Edison in company with Messrs. Batchelor,

Upton and Johnson, who had formed a partnership

for the purpose of manufacturing lamps under con-
tract with the Edison Electric Light company,
Francis R. Upton being the manager of this concern.

The establishment was subsequently removed to

Harrison, N. J., and occupied the premises of the

present lamp works of the General Electric com-
pany. The original lamp factory at Menlo Park
was destroyed by fire after its abandonment.
Next in order was the formation of the Electric

Tube company for the manufacture of underground
conductors to be used in the Edison system. This
company was started in February. 18S1. It opened
its shops at 65 Washington street, in the lower
part of New York, and it was there that many
details of the most perplexing problems involved
ill the underground system were worked out under
the personal direction of John Kruesi, who was
general manager and treasurer of the company. Too

much credit cannot be given to Mr. Kruesi for his

valuable work in this department. The Electric
Tube company was composed of Mr. Edison, Mr.
Kruesi, and several partners in the banking house of
Urexel, Morgan & Co. Later on the Tube com-
pany was absorbed by the Edison Machine Works,
v/hich was organized to make heavy machinery, in-

cluding dynamos and motors, and was owned by
Mr. Edison and Mr. Batchelor at the time of its

formation. Mr. Insull and Mr. Kruesi subsequently
became interested in the company. The shops were
located at the old /Etna Iron Works, where John
Roach, the famous shipbuilder, laid the foundation
for his fame and fortune. Mr. Edison leased these
works on March i, i88i, and it is an interesting
incident in the career of Mr. Insull, who had just
arrived in this country, that the first service he per-
formed for Mr. Edison was in connection wi.h the
establishment of the Edison Machine Works in this

plant. In the winter of 1885 the Edison Machine
Works were removed to Schenectady by Mr. Insull,

with the assistance of Mr. Kruesi. Two of the old
shops, which are still standing, were occupied by the
Edison Machine Works, which at that time em-
ployed 250 men.

It was still necessary to provide for the manu-
facture of electrical specialties, small supplies and
fittings of all kinds. Sigmund Bergmann, who had
been employed in the seventies as a mechanic in

Mr. Edison's shops at Newark, was at this time
running a small shop in Wooster street. New York,
in partnership with Edward H. Johnson, for the
manufacture of telephones. They were induced to

devote their time and the facilities of their small
establishment to the perfection of electrical devices,

such as sockets, cut-outs, switches, fixtures, elec-

troliers and similar supplies. A partnership was
formed between Mr. Edison, Mr. Johnson and Mr.
Bergmann to conduct this business, and a large
shop was purchased at the corner of Avenue B and
Seventeenth street, New York, where the business
was conducted under the name of Bergmann & Co.,
until it was removed to Schenectady.
This was the condition of the business in 1881,

when Mr. Edison established his headquarters in

New York. The Edison Electric Light company
owned the patents of Mr. Edison, the Edison Lamp
company manufactured incandescent lamps, the Edi-
son Machine Works built dynamos, motors and
other heavy apparatus, the Electric 'Tube company
made underground conductors, and Bergmann &
Co. furnished the electrical sundries for inside light-

ing. It will be noticed that in all of these enter-
prises Mr. Edison occupied a prominent position,

and it should be explained that the bulk of the
capital required for the develtypment of these enter-
prises was supplied by him personally. Those who
were interested with him at that time say that he
carried the burden. He invested in these manufac-
turing concerns the proceeds of his telephone and
telegraph patents, designed the apparatus used and
everywhere displayed remarkable ability in the or-
ganization and development of this stupendous un-
dertaking. He had absolute faith in the incandescent
lighting systeii), which he had invented, and he suc-
ceeded not only in impressing capitalists with faith

in his work, but he is said to have inspired his

assistants and associates with absolute confidence
in his ability to solve the most abstruse and difficult

problems by the sheer force of his inspirational
genius. Mr. Edison was at that time considered by
those about him, as he is now generally acknowl-
edged by the entire civilized world, to be the great-
est inventor that the world has ever produced, an
engineer of profound ability and one of the great
master minds of the century.
While the organization of the several manufactur-

ing concerns was taking place, the Edison Company
for Isolated Lighting, operating under the auspices
of the Edison Electric Light company, was formed
in 1881, and in 1882 it engaged in the installation

of isolated plants. This concern was afterward ab-
sorbed by the Edison Electric Light company, and
the isolated business was taken over by the manu-
facturing interests under the name of the United
Edison Manufacturing company. In 1S89 the Edi-
son General Electric company was formed for the
purpose of consolidating all the Edison manufac-
turing companies with the Edison Electric Light
company. Up to this time the influence of the latter

corporation had predominated, owing to the fact

that the patents covering the Edison system were
owned by it. Subsequently, however, the manufac-
turing interest became the controlling factor, chang-
ing the entire complexion of the business. The
first president of the Edison General Electric com-
pany was Henry Villard, who had long been in-

terested in enterprises of Mr. Edison. The active

nianagement of the business, however, was placed
under the personal supervision of Samuel Insull,

who was vice-president of the company. Mr. Insull

continued to be the active manager up to the time
of the formation of the General Electric company,
when the Thomson-Houston company was con-
solidated with the Edison General Electric company.
At the time of the formation of the General Electric
company the business of the Edison General Electric
company had reached $10,000,000 a year.

While Mr. Edison and his associates were engaged
in the formation and development of the manufac-
turing and construction companies the central sta-

tion interests had not been neglected. Immediately
after Mr. Edison quitted Menlo Park, in i88i, the
Edison Electric Illuminating company 01 New York
began active operations. This was the original Edi-
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son central station company. It had applied to the

municipal government in December, 1880, for a

franchise for opening the streets, and now it began
the construction of its underground system, which
was composed of conductors, embedded in insulat-

ing material inclosed in wrought-iron pipes and
laid 18 inches below the surface of the street. The
first central station plant of the country was, how-
ever, built in Appleton, Wis., while the prepara-

tions for the work in New Ytfrk were being made.
The capital necessary for building the large station

at New York was subscribed by the individual stock-

holders of the Edison Electric Light company, and
it is a significant fact that Mr. Edison was the largest

individual stockholder in this concern, and that he
remained so for many years, thus showing his im-
plicit faith in the commercial practicability of his

central station system. Mr. Edison directed the de-

signing of the plant, the laying out of the under-

ground system and the building of the apparatus to

be employed. The station at 255 and 257 Pearl

street, opposite the old United States Hotel, was
finally completed and was operated until a few years

ago.
It may be of interest to recall the fact that this

original Edison plant was composed of direct-con-

nected units and that the engines were run at a

speed of 350 revolutions per minute. They were sup-

plied by the Arlington & Sms company of

Providence and the Southwark Foundry and Ma-
chine company of Philadelphia. It will be seen,

therefore, that the best engineering practice of the

present day supports Mr. Edison's original ideas.

The Pearl street station in New York was com-
pleted in the autumn of 1S82, and the machinery, was
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trie lighting business. These are Samuel Insull,

president of the Chicago Edison company, who is

also president of the Edison association and of the

National Electric Light association; John Kruesi
of the General Electric company, who still remains
at Schenectady, and Charles T. Hughes, the eastern

manager of the General Electric company. There
were many others, of course, who occupied subor-
dinate positions, and still more, who were associated

at a later period, who are now prominent in elec-

trical affairs, and it is hoped that many of them will

attend the Niagara meeting, which in a measure
will partake of the nature of a reunion.

Development of Electrical Fl

By Richard N Dyer.

143

xtures.

British Scientists' "Outing."

By Orrin E. Dunlap.

When the members of the British Association
for the Advancement of Science visited Niagara
Falls they inspected the power station of the Niagara
Falls Power company, and then boarded the "direc-

tors' car" of the Niagara Junction Railway company,
which was placed at their disposal by Superintendent
Wheeler, for a trip over the road in order that they
might get a good idea of the lands owned by the
Niagara Falls Power company, of which the Niagara
Junction Railway company is an allied concern. The
day was beautiful, and the ride over the company's
lands to the factories they were permitted to inspect

was most enjoyable. The illustration shows the

party "all aboard" for the trip standing close to the

power house. Clemens Herschel, the eminent hy-
draulic engineer, who was consulting hydraulic
engineer of the Cataract Construction company dur-

BRITISH scientists' "oUTING."

started for the first time on the afternoon of Septem-
ber 4th. The work of construction of the under-
ground system had progressed fairly well, and at

the time the company began supplying current there

were 85 buildings wired for 2,323 lamps. So popu-
lar did the new light prove that in April, 1884.

it was announced that the central station was supply-
ing current to 11,272 lamps located in 500 residences

and places of business. A corresponding increase

in the isolated business was also shown, the number
of Edison plants in use at that time being officially

stated as reaching 307, with a capacity for supplying

59.173 lamps. The original investment in the first

central station in New York was $1,000,000, and
it is a remarkable fact that a dividend was paid upon
the stock before any additional money was invested

iri, the plant. In fact, the company had been operat-

ing scarcely a year when the business was on a

paying basis.

While the work of installing the Pearl street plant

and developin.g the central station business in New
Y'ork was in progress, the formation of several small

central station companies throughout the country
was undertaken, but no enterprise of particular in-

terest was started at that time. Everything seemed
to hinge upon the success of the New York corn-

pany. It was not until five years later that an Edi-

son station was started in Chicago, and at that time

the complete success of the Edison system had
been established.

After the Edison interests had been merged into

the General Electric company, and the identity of

the original Edison companies thereby obliterated,

there was a general shifting around and many of

the old Edison men retired from the electrical busi-

ness. At the present time it is believed that of all

the men who were prominently associated with Mr.
Edison in his earliest experimental work in electric

lighting only three remain identified with the elec-

ing the period of construction, is seen hanging on
to the brake. The two gentlemen standing to the

left near the engine are Secretary Rankine and Resi-

dent Engineer Brackenridge. No doubt Western
Electrician readers will be able to pick out many
more familiar faces from such a highly interesting

group of notables.

First Trip Around the Union Loop.

The first train to make the entire circuit of the

Union elevated loop in Chicago was run on Sunday
by the Lake Street Elevated Railroad company. It

consisted of a motor car and three trailers and car-

ried as passengers the ofificers and most of the

directors of the Lake Street "L," as well as the heads

of the various departments. The test was pro-

nounced successful. In a few days the trains of

the Lake Street and Metropolitan lines will begin

using the structure. Three complete circuits of the

loop were made, causing much interest in the down-
town section. The impression was created that the

loop was at last in operation, and the pla.forms along

the line soon were filled with people anxious to take

a ride. It required the efforts of 50 specially as-

signed employes to clear and keep clear the plat-

forms at the various stations. Switches, curves and
signals were carefully examined, and everything was
said to be in perfect condition.

Lightning Liberated a Canary Bird.

[From the Lewiston Evening Journal.]

Lightning sometimes plays queer freaks, as when
it melted the wire from which hung a Berwick cana-

ry's cage, the cage falling to the floor and liberating

the bird, which was not hurt a bit

To a manufacturer or dealer who entered the
business after the present constructions had be-
come standard, and wi.hout knowle ge of the travail

which preceaed that result, electric ai.d combination
pendants appear to be only ihe ordinary gas fix-

tures with the wires and insulating joints added,
and with such simple changes in construction as
are required to accommodate those additions. Back
of this, however, there is a history which has never
been and probably never will be fully written, and
which is known only in part to those few manu-
facturers and dealers who participated in the early
introduction of the incandescent electric lamp.
That lamp was invented by Mr. Edison m the

summer and fall of 1879, and was publicly exhib-
ited in operation on a considerable scale at Menlo
Park, N. J., during the Christmas hoi.days of that

year. The exploitation of this lamp as a substi-

tute for gas for interior illumination was undertaken
by the Edison Electric Light company. During the
year 1880 the only plant worth noting was that

on the steamboat Columbia, of the Oregon Navi-
gation company, plying between Portland, Ore., and
San Francisco, Cal. This boat had oil fixtures to

which were added crude attachments for supporting
incandescent lamps. The fixtures were made by
Williams, Page & Co. of Boston, Mass. They were
of special construction, which have never been re-

peated, and which furnish no indication of how to

build pendants suitable for general use for the
lighting of houses.

In February, 1881, the Edison Electric Light com-
pany rented the dwelling house No. 65 Fifth ave-
nue, located on the east side of Fifth avenue just

south of Fourteenth street. It undertook to equip
this building with a complete electric lighting plant

which would show the possibdiiies of the i.. can-

descent lamp for interior lighting, both for office

and household uses. The rooms were to be pro-

vided with pendants corresponding in number and
location to those which had been used in the house
for gas, with a newel post standard, with a slide

fixture, and with brackets. All these fixtures were
for electric light only, no comb nation arrang ments
being included. The slide fixture and the brack-

ets were of special constructions, and are not in-

teresting for the purposes of this paper. The con-
tract for these fixtures was given to M tchell, Vance
& Co. on specifications furnished by the Edison
Electric Light company. Mitchell, Vance & Co.
did the metal work, and called in Charles R. Hinds,
a gas-lighting electrician of reputation, to furnish

the electrical devices in accordance with the speci-

fications. The fixtures were built on a patented
idea of Mr. Edison involving the "knock-down"
principle. They were brass finished fixtures, of a

selected design for gas work, and were provided
with large bodies open at the boUcm, and in these

open bodies were located large circular blocks of

vulcanized fiber, upon which the electrical con-
nections were made. Each arm of the fixture was
wired complete, and the wires terminated at the

inner end of the arm in two insulated contacts cor-

responding in principle to the contacts on the base
of an incandescent lamp. The block of vulcanized

fiber secured in the body of the fixture was pro-
vided for each arm with a set of insulated contacts

corresponding in principle with the contacts in a

lamp socket. The object was to enable the con-
nections between the arm wires and the main or

stem wires to be made by simply screwing the artn

in place, and thus the fixture arms could be wired
complete and the fixtures taken apart or "knocked
down" for shipment without disturbance of the wir-

ing. The fixtures were not provided wi'.h any main
stem wires by the manufacturers. These v. ere to

be provided by leaving the wires projecting from
the outlet of sufficient length to enable them to

be drawn through the pendant to its lower end
and there secured by screws to the proper contact
plates on the block of vulcanized fiber in the bod-
ies of the fixtures.

The arrangements just described were actually

carried out, the main wires being passed through
the outlets by putting in T connections with the
horizontal pipes in the ceiling, which T connections
had openings at the center of the T for permitting
the main wires to be run directly down through
the outlet. The fixtures were delivered on March
IS, 18S1, and Luther Stieringer, at that time em-
ployed by Mitchell, Vance & Co., was given the

work of erecting the fixtures. Stieringer was to

have nothing to do with the electric work; that

was in charge of an electrician for the Edison Elec-

tric Light company. Difiiculties arising from bad
contacts, ground connections, etc., were soon devel-

oped; and after considerable tinkering to overcome
these difficulties, Stieringer, with the consent of

the Edison comp?ny, took out the electrical con-
trivances in the fixtures and rewired them on the

simple plan, at present employed, of soldering and
tapping the joints between the stem and arm wires;

and to avoid still other difficulties he opened the
line of piping back of each fixture, leaving an
air gap which cut off the fi.xture from the .ground
formed by the house piping. The result was sat-

isfactory, and the electrical difficulties disappeared.

From this work Stieringer was brought to an
appreciation of the fact that if internally wired fix-

T. Read before the National Fixture Dealers' association, at
Niagara Falls, N. Y.
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tiircs of the general design of gas fixtures were
to be made useful and were to be supported from
tlie Itousc pipmg, as lie believed tbey should be

in the case of simple electric fixtures, and l<new

they would have to be in the case of combination
arrangements, it would be necessary to provide a

device which should form an effective mechanical
connection i)et\veen the fixture and the outlet and
an effective electrical separation or insula.ion be-

tween those parts. This resulted in the produc-
tion of the insulating joint, two forms of which
(one adapted for electroliers and the other for com-
bination fi.xtures) Stieringer made about this time,

the work being done at night at his house. It

was some time later, however, before he had an
opportunity to put his ideas to the test of practice,

but these insulating joints he carried around in

his pocket and showed to various people in explain-

ing his notions relating to fi-xture work.
During the year ifcSi several manufacturing es-

tablishments were organiied for making the vari-

ous kinds of apparatus required for incandescent
lighting by the Edison company, and an effort was
made to get one or more of the gas-fixture houses
to undertake the manufacture of electric fi-Ktures.

None of these houses was found willing to go to
the expense of developing the new forms and devices
which would be presumably required, while they
were quite willing to do work at the risk of the
purchaser in accordance with specifications which
might be submitted to them. Their position was
thought by the electric light men to be antagonistic
to the new industry, and perhaps it w^as, in the
sense that there w-as no certainty that the new il-

luminaiit would furnish them with the same busi-
ness opportunities as did the gas which it would
replace; and, naturally enough, gas-fi.xture manu-
facturers with an established line looked upon the
new industry as involving experimental expense
without an assured outcome.

In this situation the firm of Bergmann & Co. was
organized and a small shop established for the
manufacture, not only of fixtuies, but of miscel-
laneous small devices, such as sockets, safety catches
and switches, which were not within the scope of
the other Edison factories. That firm undertook
the electric-fixture business on lines quite inde-
pendent of the gas-fixture art. Their first pendants
consisted of a simple iron pipe for the stem and
a large cast-iron body open at the bottom, in which
the arms were screwed. The iron was given a
bronze finish, and the bottom of the body was
covered whh a hard rubber crp, which, being black
in color and presenting a different appearance from
the finish of the fixture, was painfully conspicu-
ous. A large block of wood was set in the body,
and on this block were mounted plates to which
the arm and stem wires were screwed. Circuit con-
trollers having stems projecting through the hard
rubber cap were also mounted on this block, as
wjell as safety catches. These fixtures were pro-
vided with a crowfoot or with an equivalent device
in the form of a closed cast-iion canopy with a
flange for fastening screws, and whether provided
with the crowfoot or the flanged canopy the fix-

ture was designed to be secured to a large base
of wood, which, in turn, was attached to the ceil-

ing. The fixture as manufactured was wired com-
plete in ihe arms, but the stem wires vere omitted
and were designed to be provided by wires extend-
ing from the ceiling which were to be drawn through
the stem of the fixture and secured at their ends
to plates on the wooden block in the body.
An improvement upon this construction intro-

duced by Bergmann & Co. was a similar fixture
provided with stem wires which ended in a large
plug attached to the top of the stem, this plug
being similar to the base of the lamp, or to an
attachment plug such as now employed, but made
of wood and several times larger. To the ceiling
was attached a large circular block of woodTiav-
ing a socket corresponding to the lamp socket, in
which the ceiling wires terminated. By this plan
a building could be wired complete, the wires
terminating in the sockets in the ceiling blocks,
and the fixtures could also be wired complete and
could be attached in place by simply screwing the
plug on the end of the fixture to the socket in
the ceiling block, making at the same time a me-
chanical and an electrical connection.
A number of fixtures of the two kinds described

w^ere manufactured and shipped to the Paris Expo-
sition in 1881, and a few, particularly of the kind
supported by the crowfoot or flanged canopy, were
put into use in this country. During this time
electricians who did not care to use the Bergmann
fixtures supported their lamps by means of such
expedients as came to hand. Some gas fixtures
were used with wires wrapped around the outside
or carried to the lamps aerially, and in some in-
stances a partial concealment of the wires was ef-
fected; but nothing in the way of a standard of
construction was adopted except in the case of
these fixtures manufactured by Bergmann & Co.

In the fall of the year 1881 Stieringer wired and
hung, in accordance with his own ideas, electric
light fixtures in the house of J. Hood Wright in
New York city, and in the spring of 1882 d^d sim-
ilar work in the house of J. W. Doane of Chicago.
Both Mr.^ Wr-ght and Mr. Doane were interested
in the Edison business. Having thus demonstrated
to his own satisfaction the success of his plan of
using internally wired gas fixtures supported by
insulating joints, Stieringer applied for his patents
covering the use of the insulating joint in connec-

tion with electric and combination fixtures of this

character. His work, however, had not so strongly
impressed the electric light people as to effect a
change in the character ot the fixtures manufactured
by Bergmann & Co.
The recognition of the merit of gas-fi.xture de-

signs for electric fixtures, and of Stieringer's method
of using them, was of slow growth, a..d only came
about by the gradual introduction of the incandes-
cent lamp for interior illumination in locations
where the users would not consent to the lack of
ornamentation and artistic effect which had become
a standard in connection with gas lighting. As
the business grew, the frequency with which fixtures

of this class were required, and the dangers from
fire which their use involved, brought the subject
to the attention of the fire insurance interests, who
formulated rigid rules as to the separation of wires
carrying the electric lighting current from each
other and from other conducting bodies v/hich, if

enforced, would have prohib.ted the use ot inter-

nally wired metallic fixtures. Indeed, the insulated
wire at that time on the market was quite unsuited
to the work, and it is Ciuestioiiable whether the
fire insurance underwriters would ever have per-
mitted the internal wiring of metal fixtures as a
regular practice if improved forms of insulation had
not been developed.

Stieringer's plan of introducing an insulating joint

between the fixture and the outlet reduced the dan-
ger considerably, and in 1884 the New England
Insurance Exchange adopted a rule requiring the
employment of insulating joints when fixtures were
hung from grounded supports. This requirement,
which was adopted later by fire insurance vmder-

Suburban Railroad.

John M. Roach, vice-president and general man-
;iger of the North Chicago and West Chicago Street
I'ailroad companies, has been elected president of
the Suburban railroad, "which is now, in effect, a
Ycrkes line. Mr. Holcomb of Naugle, Holcomb &
Co. was elected president of the road following its

partial reorganization and the settlement of dif-

ferences with C. L. Leeds some time ago. The
connection which the Suburban is to build with the
Lake Street road will make the latter the desirable
line for suburban passengers to take in coming
down town, and it is expected to largely increase
the traffic of that road. The Northern Pacific leased
lines, which are now operated by the Suburban Rail-
road company as a steam road, are being rapidly
converted, and it is expected they will be operated
by electricity some time during next week.

Western Union Claim Allowed.
Reference was made in this journal last week to

the claim of the Western Union Telegraph company
against the government for messages transmitted
during Mr. Wanamaker's administration of the
Postoffice Department, and for which, as was
claimed, inadequate remuneration was made. The
report of Perry S. Heath, the first assistant post-
master-general, acting as referee in the controversy,
was filed in the Court of Claims at Washington
on September 4th. The contention of the telegraph
company is sustained. The essential paragraphs of
the report are as follows:

"I find that the amount which would be due for
the telegraph service rendered by the claimant to

VIEW OF CONVENTION HALL AT NIAGARA FALLS.

writers throughout the country, together with the
improved forms of insulated wire which w'ere de-

veloped, resulted in the general adoption of the

present standards of construction in the electric-

fi-xture business, and the gas-fixture manufacturers,
commencing first with the larger houses, and ex-

tending subsequently throughout the trade, took
up the manufacture of electric and combination
fixtures as a part of their regular business.

A review of the entire situation shows that it

was the insulating joint and the ideas involved in

its use which led to the present universal employ-
ment of gas-fixture designs for electric and com-
bination fixtures. Without the insulating joint,

a form of insulated wire having a high insulation

protected mechanically by some armor which would
prevent abrasion m ght have been finally developed
and would have enabled the safe internal wiring of

metal fixtures without the use of the insulating

joint. Such an improved insulated wire might
have been produced as the result of the pressing
demand for it in the absence of the insulating joint;

but it is apparent that with the imperfect insulations

which existed in the early days of the electric light-

ing art, and which still exist, the insulating joint

is the foundation upon which the present electric-

fixture art rests. That joint and its use in this

connection were invented by Stieringer and are cov-
ered by his patents, to which, in view of the meri-
torious results accomplished, full credit should be
.given.

the defendant for the period embraced in the claim-

ant's petition (July i, 1889, to June 30, 1893), at the
rates of tolls for telegraphic service fixed in the
orders of the Hon. J. Sterling Morton, secretary of

agriculture, and Wilson S. Bissell, postmaster-gen-
eral, respectively, aggregate $258,869.84. The gross
amount of the service rendered by the Western
Union Telegraph company during the period was
$610,470.18. The payments made by the govern-
ment through its various executive departments to

the Western Union Telegraph company during this

period amounted to $351,600.34, leaving, as stated

above, a balance of $258,869.84 due for service ren-
dered.
"The total number ot telegrams involved in the

audit is 1,759,500. It will thus occur to the court
that the total amount of material placed in my hands
to be searched and used in this audit was very large;.-

There were more than three wagonloads of tele-

grams alone. The sheets and abstracts alone, the
residuum of the information contained in the vast
amount of raw material, would almost make an ad-
ditional wagonload."

Surprised by Lightning.

[From the Kansas City Times
]

Lightning struck J- H. Engle of Abilene on the
shoulder the other night, and ran down his leg and
out through his boot. He was surprised for a min-
ute or so.

American Street Railway Association
Arrangements have at last been completed for the

exhibition that is to be held at Niagara Falls, Octo-
ber 19th to 22d, in connection with the annual meet-
ing of the American Street Railway association. The
building in which the convention and exhibition will
be held is located at the corner of Walnut and Sixth
streets, within two minutes' walk of the Niagara
Falls and Suspension Bridge street ralway line, and
within less than 10 minutes' ride from any hotel in
the city. Its location is on the highest land in
Niagara county, and about midway between the two
business sections of the city. Its dimensions are
150 by 125 feet.

The front of the building is two stories high, and
the second floor will be remodeled in order to make
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a convention hall capable of seating 300 people. It

is intended that the entire ground floor shall be given
up for exhibition purposes, with the exception of the

space marked off in the corner, which will be occu-
pied by the Accountants' association, an organization

of street railway accountants which will meet during
the convention of the American Street Railway asso-

ciation.

A floor plan of the exhibition hall, showing the

allotment of space and the location of the exhibitors,

together with the names of the companies to be
represented, is presented on this page. It will be
seen that 55 concerns have taken advantage of the

association to bring their apparatus before street

railway operating companies, 13,875 square feet be-
ing devoted to this purpose in the exhibition hall,

l>eside the exhibition of cars on the track outside
of the hall. A sidetrack has been laid in front of
the building on Walnut street, for the purpose of
giving exhibitors an opportunity to show their

trucks and car bodies under practical conditions.
It will be noticed that the main entrance to the

exhibition hall is on Walnut street. All other doors
will be closed during the meeting, as it is the in-

tention of the management to have members see
exhibits if they visit the meeting hall. Access to the

upper floor can only be gained by passing up one
aisle, across the building, and then down another
aisle, taking in all the exhibits on the way.

In order to provide ready facilities for shipments
temporary connections were made with the Erie
road, and for this purpose a branch has been ex-
tended to the doors of the convention hall. The
building, which is in a fine state of preservation, is

heated by steam and supplied with electric light and
power. The sides of the exhibit room are 16 feet

high, from which point the trussed, open timbered
roof springs. The rooms are all well lighted and
there is a commodious basement.
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No. of Exhibitor. Square

space. feet.

1 Windsor & Kenfield Publishing company,
Chicago 100

2 Street Railway Journal, New York 100

3a Westinghouse Electric and Manufactur-
ing company, Pittsburg 9-^0

3b Barney and Smith Car company, Dayton,

Ohio 350

4 General Electric company, Schenectady. . .1,100

5 Walker company, Cleveland 7°°

6 Wells and French company, Chicago 350

7 Cambria Iron company, Philadelphia 100

8 John T. McRoy, Chicago 100

9 Paul Jones, Cincinnati 100

10 Adams & Westlake company, Chicago 100

11 Dilworth, Porter & Co., Ltd., Pittsburg. .. 100

12 Trojan Button Fastener company, Troy.. 100

13 Bridgeport Deoxidized and Metal com-
pany, Bridgeport, Conn 100

14 Corning Brake Shoe company, Bufialo... 100

15 Murphy Manufacturing company, Pitts-

burg 480

16 Edison-Brown Plastic Rail Bond company.
New York 150

17 Consolidated Car Fender company. Provi-

dence 200

18 Christensen Engineering company, Mil-

waukee 900

No. of Exhibitor. Square
space. feet.

19 Cutter Electric and Manufacturing com-
pany, Philadelphia 100

20 American Railway Supply company. New
York 100

21 Fuel Economizer company, Maiteawan,
N. Y 100

22 Central Electric company, Chicago 200

23 E. T. Burrowes company, Portland, Me.. 175

24 Forest City Electric company, Cleveland,

Ohio 100

25 Pomeroy & Fischer, New York 100

26 Cleveland Frog and Crossing company,
Cleveland, Ohio 1.50

27 D. J. Sinclair. New York 100

28 J. G. Brill company, Philadelphia 650

29 Standard .Air Brake company. New York.

.

250

,i0 William Wharton, Jr., & Co., Philadelphia. 250

31 Ohio Brass company, Mansfield, Ohio.... 200

32 Creaghead Engineering company, Cincin-

nati, Ohio 200

33 Falk Manufacturing company Milwaukee,
Wis 200

34 R. D. Nuttall company, Allegheny, Pa 200

35 Clarence Whitman & Co., New York 150

36 W. F. Ellis, Boston, Mass 100

37 Electric Mutual Casualty association. Phila-

delpnia 100

38 Detroit Stove Works, Detroit, Mich 100

No. of Exhibitor. Square
space. feet.

30 H. W. Johns Manufacturing company. New
York 200

40 Pennsylvania Steel companj', Steelton, Pa.. 350
41 McGuire Manufacturing companj', Chi-

cago 600
42 Peckham Motor Truck and Wheel com-

pany. New York 800

43 Taylor Electric Truck company, Troy 340
44 Forsythe Bros. & Co., Chicago 100

45 Rochester Car Wheel Works. Rochester. . . 200
46 New York Car Wheel Works, Buffalo 300
47 New Haven Car Register company. New

Haven 100
48 A. O. Norton, Boston 100

49 Meaker Manufacturing company. North
Chicago 200

50 International Register company, Chicago. . 100

51 Paige Iron Works, Chicago 100

52 St. Louis Register company, St. Louis 200

53 Johnson company, Lorain, Ohio, and
Johnstown, Pa 560

TRACK SP-4CE.

J. G. Brill company. Philadelphia.
Duplex Car company, Boston.
McGuire Manufacturing company, Chicago.
Peckham Motor Truck and Wheel company.
New York.
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With the Niagara Falls convention number of the

Western Electrician, dated June 12, 1897, this jour-

nal made a new record for itself both in circulation

and advertising. Of this 100-page number 20,000

copies' were printed and circulated and the amount
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superintended the binding of No. 24 of Vol. 20 of the Western
Electrician, issued on June 12, 1S97. and that there were sent out
by actual count 20.000 complete copies of said Western Elec-
trician of the volume and number above specified.
And further this affiant sayeth not.

Frank Foster Kenworthy.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 27th day of July. 1897.
Chicago, July 27, 1897. Ira B. Jones, Notary Public.
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of full paid advertising matter carried was 8,643

square inches.

Beginning with the convention number of March

3, 1894, the record shows constant gains each year

until in the present case the number of square

inches of full paid advertising matter is more than

double that of the 1894 number. The figures show-

ing this unprecedented gain are given in the accom-

panying table:

Number of Whole Square Inches
Issue Advertising Number of of Paid Ad-

Pages. Pages. vertising
Matter.

March 3, 1894. . .

.

40 56 4.145
February 23, 1895. 52 68 5.593
May 9, 1896 72 88 7.576

June 12, 1897 80 TOO 8,643

This constantly increasing patronage speaks elo-

quently of the influence and merit of this journal

and of the confidence and respect which it commands
throughout the country. It is pleasing recognition

of the efforts that have been made in the interest

of the entire fraternity.

If there is one hollow sham and wretched nuisance
to-day, it is that of giving and hearing evidence in

the law court, and every honorable, .sensible man
abhors the whole proceeding.—Electrical Engineer.

Words, words, words! Down in his heart the

editor of the Engineer should have a warm spot for

the "law court," otherwise he would be an ingrate.

A new danger in electricity has been discovered

by an English newspaper, the Surrey Advertiser,

which, in the course of a description of a fire in

an electrical works, says: "It was nothing short

of providential that a number of dynamos stored

in the building failed to explode, otherwise the

damage to surrounding property would probably

have been enorniotas." This is on a par with some
of the statements that occasionally appear in Ameri-

can journals upon electrical subjects.

Two conventions in which electrical men are in-

terested are to be held at Niagara Falls next week,

and the outlook for large attendance is good in both

cases. The street railway men have been affected

by the hard times and by the bicycle, but most of

the companies in the New York state association

are in splendid financial condition. The Edison

companies throughout the country have shown no
symptoms of decline. In both meetings there will

be plenty of topics for consideration, and as Niagara

possesses many attractions for students of street

railway, power and lighting systems, there should

be a good attendance.

The proposed Pacific cable was one of the topics

considered at the great conference held in June and

July last between Joseph Chamberlain and thS

premiers of the self-governing colonies of Great

Britain, and it is frankly stated in the parliamentary

paper which has just been issued that much that took

place in the way of discussion still remams a secret.

The home government expressed its entire satisfac-

tion with the present arrangements, but announced
its willingness to have the views of the colonies on
the question of a cable passing entirely through

British territory. Such a cable was practicable

enough, but an important consideration would be
what subsidies would the several colonies be will-

ing to grant toward the undertaking. The majority

of the premiers desired this subject to be deferred

until they had had time to consider the report of

the committee appointed to consider the matter last

year. The government will now await definite pro-

posals from the colonies before proceeding further

in the matter.

There is a curious coincidence between an article

published in the Electrician of London under date

of June 25, 1897, and one that we find in the Elec-

trical Engineer of the same place of August 27th

last. The former is published as origmal and is

entitled "An Incident in the Working of the Gilgit

Telegraph Line," while the later article is shorter

and is credited to the Standard (evidently of Lon-
don), which, in turn, quotes it from the St. Louis

Globe-Democrat. The second article is headed
"Perils of Asiatic Telegraphing," and appears to have

been made up from the first, without credit, al-

though it is, of course, barely possible that both
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may have been taken from some farther source.

However, we do not believe that the St. Louis

Globe-Democrat has access to the same informa-

tion about the telegraphs of India that is open to the

Electrician. It is entirely probable that the second'

story was rewritten and abridged from the first, and

it is interesting to note how it traveled from St.

Louis back to London, appearing in a great daily,

to be copied in a second technical journal two

months after the original publication.

A grave charge is brought against the telegraphic

administration of the French government by the

Paris correspondent of the London Times. It is

asserted that Le Temps of Paris, "the well-known
governmental French paper," suminarized and criti-

cized a telegram sent to the Tiines by its corre-

spondent in Rome, the article appearing in Paris 12

hours before the message was printed in London.
This is taken as conclusive proof that someone con<-

nected with the telegraphic service, a government
employe, must have violated the sanctity of tele-

graphic correspondence and communicated t6

Le Temps the telegram in transit to the Times.
Keen as is the news-gathering rivalry of the United
States, we do not believe that any of the private

corporations doing the telegraphic business of the

country has ever been guilty of duplicity of this

character. Apparently, too,- in the case cf the French
government, the practice has been carried on for

some time, for the blunder of printing the news
before publication by the rightful owner is most
easily explained by the assumption that long usage
had made the culprits careless.

But the French government is not the only trans-

gressor of this description, for, as was related in the

Western Electrician last week, it is probable that

at the next sitting of Parliament an inquiry will be
made into "the unprecedented manner in which
private telegrams have been seized and made public

during the recent South African investigation at

Westminster." Truly, one should put his trust in

state telegraphs no more than in princes; private

ownership is good enough.

In considering the horseless carriage from the in-

vestor's point of view, the Daily Financial News of

New York says: "We must make a low-cost motor
carriage. Electric storage carriages and the $2,500

machines made by one or two of our manufacturers
in this line to-day are all very well for the rich,

but what is needed is a $100 motor carriage, or even
a $150 conveyance, which would perinit popular use
by everybody who now owns or seeks to own a

bicycle."

Anybody can see what a fine thing it would be
for all concerned if a practicable motor carriage

could be retailed for $150. But it is idle to indulge
in such a speculation in the present state of this

new art. It is of no significance that "good buggies
are now advertised at retail for $40 or $50;" and the

added statement that "an engine and boiler attach-

ment good enough for ordinary service in large

quantities ought to be made for from $25 to $40
additional" shows a misconception of the facts. The
"good buggy" would not be suitable, as the frame-

work of a self-propelling carriage must coin-

bine great strength and light weight, must turn very

easily and be provided with steering apparatus. In

addition there must be an efficient brake, as well as

expensive rubber tires of some sort to make the

running as easy as possible. All the gearing must
be calculated to reduce friction to the minimum, so

that none of the power may be wasted.

The idea of equipping the carriage with a ''good

enough" engine and boiler at a cost of less than

$40 is chimerical. Nothing that would unite the

requisite efficiency and lightness could be produced
for any such sum, to say nothing of the weight and
cost of fuel and water. Moreover, there is the ob-

jection that a steam engine would frighten horses

and also the fact that the pleasure of travel in sum-
mer would be marred by the heat and noise of the

boiler and engine.

For pleasant riding the electric carriage is the

ideal, but unless there is a great slump in the storage

battery market, vehicles of this character will remain
a luxury for years to come. However, electric car-

riages are not all so expensive as the figure given

by the Daily Financial News indicates, and with

increasing demand they will become cheaper.
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Electrolysis in Street Railway Work.
By G. W. Knox.

Electrolytic action on gas and water pipes, in

the imagination of a great many wlio have not had
an opportunity of knowing its extent by actual

observation, assumes the shape of a mammoth octo-

pus which reaches out, grapples with and devours
everything within its reach. There is in reality

no more cause for fear of the pipes being destroyed

by the return currents of the railway than there is

of their being destroyed by the flow of water or

gas within. This may seem like a sweeping as-

sertion; nevertheless, I believe it may be easily

proven.
The railways are putting out in the shape of re-

turn copper conductors from 20 to 30 per cent, in

excess of the outgoing feeders. This excess is

mostly for the purpose of allowing for any break-

ages in the bonds or wires until such a time as the

breakages are repaired. This insures an excellent

return conductor for the current, which we know
to be many times better than a rusty iron pipe, hav-

ing a conductivity of only one-seventh tht of cop-
per, together with a multiplicity of the worst possible

conducting joints. Again, it must be remembered
that this flow of current has a pressure of only
four to five volts, so that there is scarcely any in-

clination for the current to leave its good path

—

the copper return—and overcome the high resist-

ance of the earth between the rail return and the

pipes, and attack the high-resistance conductor

—

the rusty, jointed pipes.

There are, however, times when there is a tendency
for the current to leave the rails and seek the pipes.

This takes place when we have what may be termed
the "slopping over" effect at some point on the
system, which may be caused by excessive bunching
of cars in case of blockades. For instance, suppose
that cars are blocked at the point indicated by A
in Fig. I. The return conductors along a a are of
ample capacity for the regular service but inade-
quate to handle the abnormal flow of current com-

a
A
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ing from the blockade without an increased drop
I'his would result in there being an increased po-
tential in the vicinity of A, and should there be
extraneous conductors like pipes close enough
to this locality, they will attract the overflow of
current for the time, and to an extent tend to re-

duce the rise of potential on the return at A. It

is then that there is current in the pipes, but as this

is only for a period of perhaps a few minutes, no
damage will be done to the pipes.

It may be argued that enough return conductor
should be run out to take care of this "slopping
over," but this is in no wise necessary, as a blockade
is not liable to happen at any one point on the
system often, and, again, the expense of putting out
so much copper where its use would be called for

so seldom would be prohibitory.
It is also true that no matter how large a return

conductor is provided, there is certain to be a slight

difference of potential between the rail and p pes.

To illustrate why this happens, let us say C in Fig. 2

is a canal full of water. At C is another canal run-
ning parallel to and a few inches be'ow the first

canal C. There is, of course, a difference of pres-

sure, relatively, in the water in canal C and C\
Now, let C represent the railway return and C the
pipes. We have a higher potential at C than C^,

because the cars are giving off current at C. Along
the rail at C the current is pursuing its regular
course back to the power station, and a small amount
of current may leak over from C to C, which will

be in proportion to the resistance of the path be-
tween C and C, the volume of current at C and
the resistance of its path, and the resistance of the
path for the current at C'.

In this example we have the whole proposi-
tion of whether we are to have electrolytic action
between the railway return and the pipes. In the
first place, the path at C must have am.ple capacity
to take care of the calculated current without ex-
cessive drop. At C^ we have the rusty iron pipes
with one-seventh the conductive capacity of the
copper return and the many high-resistance joints

in the line of pipes spoken of, with the h'gh-resist-

ance path between points C and C. In Chicago a
sandy soil predominates, which has, perhpps, more
resistance as an electrical conducor than any other
soil. Taking into consideration that the return
conductors exceed the outgoing conductors from
2C to 30 per cent., and that the drop of the overhead
and return circuits has been determined irom seven
to 10 per cent., how is it possible that there should
be any disastrous results from electrolytic action?

The small seepages from rail to pipes which may

take place at a few points on the system, should the
path by means of the pipes be ample, may result
in the current being quite heavy at other places
in the pipe, and should the pipes having such cur-
rents lay close enough to the rail or return there
will be an inclination for the current to leave the
pipes for the rail, and it is at this time that the
pipes are damaged.
The only way of eliminating this difficulty is to

connect the rail or return to the pipes by means of
an eciualizing wire, as shown in Fig. 3, which will
pick all the current out of the pipes and not allow
it to leave the pipes for the rail by jumping off

the pipes and traveling through the earth to the
rails or return.

It is believed by some that the railway companies
wish to use the earth and pipes as a part of the
return conductor. Nothing could be further from
the facts, as this practice was abandoned several
years ago, when it was proven of no value as
a return conductor for the currents employed in

railway work. It is highly false economy not to
have ample return conductors, as it takes an in-

creased pressure to overcome the paths of Iiigh

Telephone News from the Northwest.
[From the Minneapolis correspondent of the Western Elec-

trician.]

The Blue Earth Valley Telephone company has
just completed work on the telephone exchange
at Wells, Minn.
The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company

has completed its line between Mankato and Roch-
ester, Minn.
The southern e.xtension of the Dakota Central

Telephone lines has reached Huron, 3. D.
The Mutual Telephone company of Des Moines,

la., has commenced regular service with 500 instru*
ments in use.

The completion of connection by telephone with
Chicago is much appreciated in Minneapolis. The
sound from New York comes very clear and distinct.
The long-distance line from Davenport to

Dubuque, la., will be completed by October 1st.

Work is being done on the telephone line between
Elkport and Updegraff, la.

Ex-Mayor Stewart of Dubuque, la., has organized
the Interstate Telephone and Electric company, with
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resistance which would be offered by the pipes and
earth. This, of course, is all a waste of power,
which the railway companies readily comprehend.
There are times when it may be found that there

is an unbalancing effect with the return, this being
caused by changing the number of cars on some
routes, the breaking of bond or return wires. After
making tests and calculations it is sometimes found
necessary to run out and tap with more copper the
districts where the tests demonstrated that there
was a heavy reading in volume and pressure of
current between the rails or copper return and the
pipes.

Wabash Special to the American Street
Railway Association Convencion.

The Wabash road, having carried the members
of the American Street Railway association to both
the Montreal and St. Louis conventions, and having
given them such excellent service, it has been de-
cided by this association to patronize the Wabash
to the Niagara Falls meeting. Arrangements have
been made for a special train via that line from
Chicago to the Falls, leaving Chicago at 3 p. m.,
October i8th. The Wabash now operates its own
line through from Chicago to Niagara Falls, and
is in position to give better service than ever before.
The Wabash is the shortest line to Niagara Falls
via Detroit.

a capital of $100,000, to run in opposition to the
Bell company.
The telephone rate war continues at Des Moines,

la. A short time ago the Bell company cut its rate

in the business districts to $24, just half its former
price.

A new switchboard has been necessitated by the
"good times" at Mason City, la.

The Western Telephone Construction company
has applied for a 20 year franchise for a system at

Stevens Point, Wis.
A secret meeting of the Iowa telephone companies

was held at Des Moines, la., last week, with an
attendance of 25.

A company has been organized ;to erect and
operate telephone lines in Iowa, taking the name
Chairton and Newbern Telephone company. The
capital stock is $2,000, and J. N. Bowen is the secre-
tary.

A New York firm saved $9,000 since the comple-
tion of the telephone connection between that city

and Minneapolis. Austin, Frazer & Co. of New
York had an attachment against the Bank of Minne-
apolis which, the firm knew, had a balance in the
National Bank of Commerce of New York. The
claim was assigned by telephone to a New York
representative, the necessary affidavits were trans-

mitted and written out, and within an hour the funds
of the Minneapolis bank in the National Bank of
Commerce were tied up. Eastern lawyers say there
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is no question as to tlie legality of the proceedings.

Odebolt, la., people are considering the proposi-

tion to make connections with the Jefferson tele-

phone system.

O. G. Potter, W. H. Murray and A. B. Lenhart

have organized themselves into the Pepin (Wis.)

Telephone company.
The Dakota Central company has equipped its

central office at Milbank, S. D., in W. M. Thomas'
store.

The Western Electric Telephone system of Britt,

la., and the Dakota Central lines are arranging to

cooperate, connections probably being made at

Ortonville, Minn.
W. .1. McAllister of Willmar, Minn., is promoting

the interests of the Minnesota Central Telephone
company at Clara City.

Brussels International Exhibition.'

By Ernest Kilburn Scott.

Although there was unusual delay in getting the

exhibition ready, now that it is in full swing, it can
undoubtedly claim to be a succesS; which is saying a

good deal in a year when our Jubilee festivities

have attracted so much attention. The general Brit-

ish section (thanks to the efforts of our executive

commissioner) is well arranged and includes col-

lective exhibits by the Cleveland Ironmasters' asso-

ciation, Leeds Chamber of Commerce, Machinery
Trust company, and the various railway and steam-
.=hip companies, the latter having a very large dis-

play of mercantile flags. The usual ship models are

shown, among them being the Blanco Encalada,
built by Sir W. Armstrong, and destroyed in the

last Chilian war. The English sailors in attend-

ance seem to be very popular. An interesting boat
model is also to be seen at Messrs. Cook & Sons'
stall. It was found in a tomb in Upper Egypt, and
represents a funeral boat used for carrying the dead
across the Nile for burial. It is estimated to be
over 4,000 years old. Perhaps the most interesting

exhibit in this section, from an engineering point
of view, is that of Mr. Robert W. Blackwell, electric

tramway expert, of Queen Victoria street, West-
minster. A detailed examination of this exhibit is

almost an education in electric traction in itself,

everything appertaining to this branch of electrical

engineering being shown.
Among trolley wire exhibits is the wire of dumb-

bell section, which can be erected without the use
of solder, the top part of the wire being mechanically
gripped at the pole. It also ensures a uniform path
for the trolley wheel, an important point at high
speeds when a sudden increase of cross-section may
be enough to bounce the wheel off the wire. In
this case the pole springs up into a nearly vertical

position, and unless the car is stopped in time may
strike and damage a span wire.

'Aetna" insulators of the peculiar chocolate color,

spangled with mica particles, get a good show. This
hydraulically-molded composition has evidently

come to stay, and, if the pottery makers do not
mind, may encroach on the domain of the porcelain

insulator, over which it has the advantage, in that

its color does not provide such an inviting target

to the small boy, and if hit with a stone does not
fly to pieces like pot. The composition gives the

appearance of becoming slightly plastic under very
hot climatic conditions, but such is not the case;

and the writer had the pleasure of recommending
their use in the overhead line work for the electric

lighting of Coolgardie, West Australia, which at

certain seasons is one of the hottest places on earth.

Among the rail material is the well-known Chicago
rail bond, consisting of a copper rod slightly longer
than the fishplate, with thickened ends which are

inserted into holes in the webs of the nils and then
expanded by driving in conical drift- pins. The
Daniels modification, which enables the expanding
drift-pin to be driven into position from the out-

side of the rail, does not require the removal of

the pavement on both sides of the rail.

The Edison-Brown plastic alloy bond, which Mr.
Baylor brought to the notice of tramway engineers
in this country in his recent paper before the Insti-

tute of Electrical Engineers, is also shown. In this

bond a plastic metallic composition is inserted be-
tween the rails and the fishplate, and is held in place

by being surrounded with a cork frame or case,

which is squeezed up by the bolts. It is claimed
that such a bond on a nine-inch rail will carry 1,500
amperes with a fall of but .03 volt. The plastic

compound is packed in small wooden boxes, hold-
ing the exact amount required for a joint. One
platelayer cleans the contacts, another amalgamates
them and slips the bond into place, v/hile a third

tightens up the bolts. These bonds are at present on
their trial, but it has been decided to employ both
forms of bonding on the'extensions at Dublin. This
plastic material is being used in America for making
ordinary switchboard and other connections with
excellent results.

Several of the latest types of electric tramway
trucks, with motors and gear complete, are exhibited,

the General Electric company and Westinghouse
motors being shown side by side. The trucks of the
Peckham cantilever machine-made type, which has
had a large sale in America, are also shown. Among
them are the "extra long" type, capable of support-
ing 35 foot car bodies on an extraordinarily short
wheel base, and also the new swivel or bogie trucks,
which run two to a car as in large steam trams,

I. From the Electrical Engineer, London.
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and which are now on trial in this country. The
space between the axles is such that it is possible

to mount two motors without difficulty, and the

springs and fastenings are so arranged that with the
body packed up the truck frames can be run out
for examination of the motors, etc. Dust-tight self-

lubricating journal boxes with coil springs are used
throughout, in which either oil or grease may be
used. Ten to one lever brakes with positive pull-

back coil springs to release the brake shoes are

fitted, and also lifeguards consisting of a rectangular
frame of pipes carrying a netting.

Messrs. Parsons & Co. exhibit a 32 kilowatt con-
tinous current dynamo coupled direct to the im-
proved steam-blast turbine, which is complete with
jet condenser. The speed for 135 volts is 4,000 revo-

lutions per minute, the air pumps of the jet con-
denser being worked by means of a worm-wheel of

32 teeth worked by a single-thread
^
screw on the

turbine spindle; consequently, the air pump takes

one stroke in every 32 revolutions of the machine.
Oiling is automatic by means of an oil pump worked
from the same worm-wheel as the air pump, the

oil being forced up underneath the bearings, and
as it is used over and over again there is very little

waste. The total weight of this plant is about 3%
tons. Steam is admitted to the turbine in gusts by
means of a double-beat valve worked by a steam
relay piston, the duration of the gust being con-
trolled by an electrical governor, which is so quick
in its action that the whole load can be suddenly
switched off or on with only a momentary variation

of the volts. Owing to there being no parts in con-
tact in the turbine proper, and consequently no wear,

• the steam consumption does not increase aftei" sev-

eral years' running, as is the case w^ith ordinary
reciprocating engines, and also, as no lubrication is

necessary, the condensed steam can be passed
straight back into the boilers.

One London company has now 11 350 kilowatt
turbo-alternators in two of its stations. The al-

ternators are four-pole, with the armature coils

wound in tunnels on the armature core, and the

speed is 3,000 revolutions per minute. They work
perfectly in parallel with other types of alternators

running at much lower speeds, and the steam con-

sumption is 38 pounds per kilowatt when non-con-
densing, but a consumption as low as 14 pounds
per indicated horse power has been obtained on a

condensing steam turbine of 200 horse power.
Messrs. W. T. Glover & Co., Salford, exhibit

their patent diatrine cables and twisted wire armature
bars with solid ends burnt or melted on. They also

show samples of reostene, a new resistance metal

having a specific resistance 44 times higher than that

of copper. Tramway cables, similar to those sup-

plied to Leeds, are another feature of this interesting

and up-to-date exhibit.

Messrs. Fielding and Piatt of Gloucester show a

five horse power oil engine, and also a very massive

75 horse power gas engine specially designed for

driving dynamos direct. The engine takes its ex-

plosion every time whatever the load, the govern-

ing being eiifected by a sensitive high-speed ball

governor, which controls the gas and air inlets.

It might be mentioned, in passing, that 60 horse

power and 120 horse power two-cylinder gas en-

gines, driving eight and ten-pole dynamos direct,

are used for part of the public lighting of Brussels.

J. C. and J. Field, Limited, of Lambeth, one of

the very oldest firms in London, show Galician

ozokerit, which is so extensively used by the Brush
company and several other firms for insulating and
waterproofing, especially for transformers.

Some dynamos made by the Society Hydraulic and
Electric of Charlerois for the Belgian government
are shown coupled directly to Card's high-speed

inclosed engines, something like the Belliss engine
in appearance. The Society Gramme of Paris shows
the two largest dj'namos in the exhibition, and
dynamos are also shown by Jaspar of Liege.

All the multipolar machines have parallel-wound
armatures, that is, with as many sets of brushes as

poles, and the calm way in which these machines are

turned out abroad, all with parallel winding, leads

one to the belief that the warning Mr. Swinburne
delivered in Industries some years ago, that such
winding would give trouble if the armature was to

get out of center from wear of bearings or other

cause, was a mare's nest after all. Two electric

locomotives, one suitable for mining work, are

shown, besides motors coupled to pumps and fans.

Messrs. Ganz & Co.'s exhibit is too extensive and
weighty for it to be in the Hungarian gallery, so it

is separated in one corner of the machinery hall.

They show several types of inductor alternator and
transformers for both single and multiphase high-

tension currents, and a line of three-phase 300 volt

motors, ranging from one horse power to 100 horse

power, a three horse power machine for working an
electric lift being complete with its reversing ap-

paratus, and another motor coupled to a hydro-
extractor. There are also several synchronous and
asynchronous monophase 100 volt motors of one-

half horse power to 25 horse power. Messrs. Ganz
appear to be taking up traction work in a thorough
manner, and have on exhibition a four-pole 500

volt series-wound tramway motor; a magnetic blow-

out ccntroUer like the Thomson-Houston, but with

two or three slight improvements- and a new type

controller, built in the plate or panel form; also

lightning arresters, magnetic cut-outs, etc. A
Blathy automatic rheostat, a 5,000 volt condenser

and a portable electric milling machine for trim-

ming plate edges are interesting. This firm goes-in
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for very heavy engineering work, and a pyramid
of railway wheels, a 160 horse power Gerard hori-
zontal turbine and a 320 horse power vertical tur-

bine is imposing. The finish and strength of parts
are more like British work than is the case with
other Continental manufacturers, and the windings
on the electric machines is especially noticeable for

neatness.
This exhibition differs from all others in being

divided into two distinct parts, which are about
six miles apart. The more remote portion is in

the very beautiful park of Tervueren, and is ap-
proached by what will eventually be one of the
finest avenues in the world. The making of this

avenue, together with its electric tramway service
and arc lighting, has been part of the exhibition
scheme, and one in which the king has interested
himself very much. It cuts right through a portion
of the forests of Soignes, the natural beauties of
which are well worth the journey to see. At night,
when the 300 odd arc lamps are lighted, the view
from Tervueren and in the forests is magnificent,
One cannot help contrasting the lighting of this

avenue (through six miles of absolutely open coun-
try) with the lighting of, say, the Thames Embank-
ment. The arc lamps are suspended on very high
lattice poles.

The electric tramway service has only been in
operation a few months, and it has been put down
by a separate company to the one that runs the
trams in Brussels proper. The generating station
is situated at Auderghene. on the way to Tervueren,
and the principal point of difference to the Brussels
tramway being the narrower gauge and the adoption
of the Dickenson swinging trolley pole, as used on
the South Staffordshire, line. It is made of a
tapered steel tube about 20 feet long. One very
significant feature of the Continental tramways is

the almost universal adoption of the Thomson-
Houston car equipment—i. e., magnetic blow-out
controllers and G E 800 motors. The Elektricitats
Gesellschaft of Berlin, which represents the Thom-
son-Houston company on the Continent, will no
doubt soon manufacture these details, as they are
now doing the dynamos; but for the present they
appear to be content to import from America.
The arc lighting at Tervueren has been carried

out by M. Fabius Henrion of Nancy, and consists
of 150 10 ampere arc lamps arranged five in series

on a 240 volt circuit; the carbons are 11 millimeters
solid and 16 millimeters soft core. All the wire is

overhead, a good deal of bar iron being used. The
lamps are lowered for retrimming
A somewhat novel form of switchback has been

fitted up by M. Henrion, and which, like all such
harmless contrivances, appears to be coining money.
The rails are arranged round and round in the form
of a spiral, finishing up with a run through an un-
derground tunnel. In order to save passengers the
trouble of ascending a number of steps to get into
the cars, they simply walk in on the ground level,

and are raised up a 30-degree incline to about 25
feet high by an endless chain driven by a 10 horse
power electric motor.
The Behr monorail or lightning express railway

at Tervueren constitutes one of the most distinct

novelties of the exhibition on account of the high
speed at which the carriage will travel and also
because the propelling agency is electricity. The
track is constructed en the Lartigue system, with
which Mr. Behr. the designer, has had considerable
experience at Killarney and elsewhere. It is extra
strongly built to withstand the extreme stresses,

and is about three miles long, consisting of two
straight sections joined at the ends by curves of

1,600 feet radius.

The carriage, made by the Gloucester Carriage
and Wagon company, Limited, is sg feet long, and
specially constructed with an air brake, so the re-

sistance of the air in front of the carriage is utilized

for reducing speed when required. The lower part
of the carriage consists of two bogies connected
together by a flexible joint, and they carry the main
and guide wheels and the electric motors. The
upper part of the body has seats for 100 persons,
and two compartments for the driver and conductor
at either end. Each bogie carries 16 horizontal
guide wheels, or 32 altogether, their object being
to maintain equilibrium and transmit to the guide
rails the pressure produced by centrifugal force in

rounding curves.

The line itself is very solidly constructed of steel,

so as to easily resist any pressure which may be
produced, and it is chiefly the construction of the
line in its relation to the guide wheels and the car-

riage generally which enables the train to travel at

very high rates of speed without danger of derail-

ment, or the accidents liable to happen under similar

circumstances on ordinary double-rail track.

The carriage weighs 50 tons, or half a ton of dead
weight per passenger, and the centrifugal force

exerted at the curve at 100 miles an 'nour is about
18 tons. In order to reduce the starting effort as

much as possible, roller bearings are used, the axle

boxes being supplied by the Roller Bearings com-
pany. Limited, of Westminster.
The electricity is supplied to the motors from

an electrical generating station furnishing about
1,000 horse power, erected in the machinery hall

at Tervueren. This electric station consists of six

four-pole dynamos by Dulait & Co. of Charlerois,

each giving 750 volts and 130 amperes. In this

matter of power, Mr. Behr has been somewhat un-
fortunate in his relations with the exhibition authori-

ties, as it appears he was to have been provided with
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current at a very much earlier date than he actually

did get it. Fortunately, he was able to get current

for the recent visit of the lord mayor, but since

then there have been several stoppages of the gen-

erating plant.

The motive power on the train is supplied by four

series-wound motors of the four-pole type, having
toothed armatures wound with Eickemeyer coils.

Each motor is capable of working up to 150 brake

horse power when supplied with current at an elec-

tromotive force of 700 volts and running at a speed

of 600 revolutions per minitte. It transmits energy

to the wheels by means of twO Renold patent

steel chains from pinions geared on each end of

armature shaft. The chain wheels are of hematite

iron, and are flanged, and have 32 machine-cut teeth.

The pitch is 1% inches and the outside diameter

12% inches, which gives a chain speed of 2,000 feet

per minute. The chain is of the laminated or silent

type which was recently introduced by Mr. Renold,

and which gives an even load distribution over all

the teeth in the circumference clasped by the chain.

Each chain is four inches wide, there being one
to each of the four motors and axles. The gear is

level—that is, both the motor and the axle run at

600 revolutions, but the chain is necessary in order

to get the motor low down and to allow for the

movement on the springs of the carriage. The
motors are controlled by a set of switch-gear fixed

in the driver's box. At starting, the four motors are

connected in two parallel groups, with a resistance

in series with them. This resistance is gradually

cut out, and the connections are then changed, so

that all four motors are connected in parallel with

the resistance in series. This latter is then cut out,

so that the four motors in parallel then become con-

nected directly across the full electromotive force.

To attain a still higher speed, the series field wind-
ing of the motors is shtmted through the resistances.

A double-pole automatic magnetic cut-out is fixed

above the controlling switch, and circuit is made
and broken entirely by this either automatically in

event of too much current being demanded for any
reason, or by the man in charge when he wishes to

stop the train. A reversing arrangement is pro-

vided, so that the train can be run in the reverse

direction at a slow speed should it be necessary.

The electrical conductor placed along the line

consists of a steel rail of channel section, 4% inches

by two inches, supported on china insulators at-

tached to the steel sleepers. Rotating wheels run-

ning along this rail pick up the current as the train

moves, the return circuit being made through the

wheels and ordinary rails.

The government invited Mr. Behr to construct the

experimental line at Tervueren, with a view, if it was
successful, of adopting such a system from Antwerp
to Brussels. The designer estimates that the cost

of constructing such a line, including rolling stock,

electrical generating station, and everything com-
plete (exclusive of land), would be about ig.ooo per

mile; and the tests have shown that the working
expenses would be much less than with ordinary
double-rail track wherever a large and regular pas-

senger service is assured. This is distinctly the case

with Antwerp and Brussels, which are almost
analogous to Glasgow and Edinburg: and if rea-

sonable fares could be charged, there is not the

slightest doubt that Brussels would benefit largely

by such a line.

Owing to the temporary character of the line at

Tervueren, and the tw'O curves in so short a length,

the trials are being carried out under more difficult

circumstances than would be met with on such a

trunk line as is proposed. The difficulty of finding

suitable ground has been so great that it became
necessary to construct an embankment j8 feet high,

besides a deep cutting, in order to obtain possible

working gradients. The starting point had to be
placed in the middle of the curve instead of on the

straight, and the curves are very much sharper than
would be employed in actual practice. The transi-

tion curves between the principal curves and the

straight line could not be made of the length re-

quired, for the simple reason that if they had been
the four transition curves alone would have absorbed
the whole length of the line. From the above it will

be seen that the conditions are extreme ones, and if

Mr. Behr can get his train to run at 70 to 80 miles

an hour on such a line, there is not the least doubt
that he could safely travel at a 50 per cent, greater

speed on a properly constructed line.

The first tim.e the train was run round it attained

a speed of over 70 miles an hour, and the side strain

due to centrifugal force was sufficient to alter the

angle of the rails on the embankment from four

degrees to 11% degrees. This was a good deal due
to the loose, sandy soil of the embankment, but it

shows how valuable the experiments which are now
being conducted at Tervueren are to those interested,

and which will form the basis of the future high-
speed lines which we are bound to have before
many more years are past.

It is a satisfaction to know that Mr. Behr is quite

convinced that electricity will have to be the power
employed. He is undoubtedly on the right track
for attaining high rates of travel which, in the entire

absence of points, should be quite as safe as 60 miles
with steam locomotives and an ordinary four foot

8% inch track. From a British point of view, a
very satisfactory feature in connection with the line

is the fact that the motors, controllers, switchboard,
etc., were designed and supplied by Messrs. Thomas
Parker, Limited, of Wolverhampton. In choosing
this firm as the contractors for what may be called

the brainy part of the work, the promoters were no

doubt largely influenced by the plucky way in which
Mr. Parker and his young men (as he affectionately

calls the prominent members of his staff) met and
successfully carried out the electrical equipment of

the Liverpool overhead railway. Before leaving
Wolverhampton the motors were exhaustively tested

at the speeds and, as far as possible, under the

same conditions as they will be under when travel-

ing at 120 miles an hour, and were passed as thor-
oughly satisfactory. When the car is going at 100

miles an hour, the speed of the motor is 600 revolu-
tions per minute.

Ireland Denied Permission to Develop
Water Powers.

[T. M. Healy in ihe London Times.]

On page 4 of the Times of to-day there is a striking

advertisement. It fills the whole page and is in

double column- Everyone who sees the paper must
be caught by it, even folk who usually do not read
advertisements. It is about an American canal. Its

authors want half a million of English money. They
set out that they have got an act from, the state of

New York to develop the water power of the St.

Lawrence, and the following reason, among others,

is given to show that the investment is sound:
"It is estimated that the production of power by

steam costs, under favorable circumstances, about
iio per electrical horse power per annum. At Niag-
ara a charge of about $19.11, or, say, £4 per electrical

horse power per annum is made, while this company
will be able to sell at $12, or, say, ii los. per horse
power per year. It is considered that the demand for

cheap power is so great that the whole of the power
this company has to dispose of should be raoidly

taken up. It is understood that there are various
electro-chemical processes which depend for their

success upon being able to obtain very large quanti-

ties of power at a low rate."

Just so- But a couple of months since the House
of Lords rejected an Irish "Industries bill" which
would have allowed water power in waste places in

Ireland to be similarly developed. We sought no
half million on the Stock Exchange. We only
asked from the conqueror permission to develop our
humble resources; but the House of Lords, at the in-

stance of its chairman and of the prime minister,

unanimously rejected a bill unanimously passed by
the Tory House of Commons. Then comes a for-

eign company to you for £500,000, flourishing an

act of the state of New York, and the upholders of

the system who reject a bill to enable the "sister

island" to compete in the industrial race wdll doubt-

less cheerfully subscribe the half million asked for

by the Yankees.
By and by Irishmen will be asked by the superior

race why they can never do anything for themselves
and are unable even to employ the resources which
nature showers on their island.

Hence we are a very loyal race, and gladly con-
tribute i8,000,000 annually as a tribute to the bless-

ings we receive from the British constitution.

Engineers for Electrical Boats.

The following has been issued from the office

of the secretary of the treasury in relation to the
law requiring steam engineers on vessels propelled

by electric motors, etc.:

"Under the act of Congress, approved June 18,

1897, 'vessels of above 15 tons burden, carrying
freight or passengers for hire, propelled by gas,

fluid, naphtha, or electric motors,' were included in

all the provisions of section 4,426, R. S. U. S.,

which requires a licensed engineer and a licensed

pilot, the same as is required for steam vessels under
said statute. The only qualifications for engineers
provided for in Title LIL, R. S. U. S., which in-

cludes the statute above noted, are to be found in

section 4,441 of the same title, and the rules and
regulations of the Board of Supervising Inspectors
founded thereon; and there is no authority in this

department to order a different ruling, as to do so
would be contrary to the law and the regulations
referred to. This department realizes the difficulties

of the situation in regard to 'gas, fluid, naphtha and
electric motor' engineers, and will submit the matter
to the Board of Supervising Inspectors when it

meets in regular session in January next. In the
meantime and until the board takes action on the
subject, the class of vessels under consideration will

have to employ a regularly licensed engineer, such
as employed on steam vessels."

Reduction of Telephone Rates in Mich-
igan.

[From the New Yorlt Tribune.]

Detroit, Mich., September 3.—The old telephone
monopoly in this state, that of the Michigan Bell
Telephone company, to-day announced that it felt

the competition of the new company by an au-
thorized statement that hereafter the rates for tele-

phones in business houses would be reduced from
$72 to $36 a year, and that state connections would
be made at 10 cents for five minutes instead of 25
cents, as under the old regime, both to take efl^ect

Octolier 1st. Mr. Forbest, manager of the Bell
company, admitted that his company had been
forced to this step by the competition of its rival,

and said that private or house telephone rates would
be cut later in the same proportion. He also added
that the price of coupon books of message tickets

would be reduced 25 per cent, on every $50 pur-
chased.

President Holmes of the Detroit Telephone com-
pany says that the company will pay no attention
to the new rates, as he is satisfied that people will

stand by the company w^hich has forced the old
monopoly to reduce rates. At no other point in the
country will telephoning, after October 1st, be so
cheap as in Detroit and the state of Michigan.

Art in Advertising.
To advertise well is an art, surely, and to use

effectively works of art for this purpose is thus, in

a double sense, "art in advertising." The Western
Electric company, in addition to its newspaper work,
is calling the attention of its customers to its ex-
tensive line of goods by the method of using
high-class pictures, clearly printed on heavy card-
board. The first picture is a reproduction of a
photograph of Niagara Falls. The second picture
is a handsome photo-engraving, 11 by 14 inches,

of the famous battle between the Romans and
Sabines, about 750 B. C. This picture is aptly
named "The Battle of Competition." While the
combatant who represents the Western Electric com-
pany is not particularly pointed out, an apt
quotation from Shakespeare printed under the pic-

ture gives the observer enough range of thought to

select the one most appropriate. The picture will

undoubtedly be preserved by all those fortunate
enough to secure a copy.

New Kokomo Telephone.
The line of telephones and telephonic apparatus

made by the Kokomo Telephone and Electric Manu-

NEW KOKOMO TELEPHONE.

facturing company of Kokomo, Ind., is c'aimed to

be of the highest grade. The goods are fully guar-
anteed, made by skilled workmen from the best of

material, and the company says that every ex-

change which it has equipped stands as a reference.

The transmitter is the princ pal fea'-Ure. It is said

to be a mild microphone, built on the granular, car-

bon principle but on entirely different lines from
the Hunning or Berliner. It was patented on Nov-
ember 17, 1896. The manufacturer claims that it

is impossible to pack this transmitter, and adds that

it does not depend bn the constant contact of two
electrodes for the variable resistance. The tele-

phone shown by the cut—known as No. 6—is fitted

with this long-distance transmitter and also with
a 10,000 ohm magneto, an adjustable iron arm,
standard hard rubber receiver and two cells of bat-

tery. The instrument is elegant in design and
finish—a handsome exchange instrument. It is

encased in quarter-sawed white oak.

Modern Inventions.
Some idea of the extent to which modern inventions have

broadened industry is furnished by the statistics of tlie various
enterprises which depend upon eiectricity.—tjtica Daily Press.

True, and one can hardly find a better illustra-

tion of the falsity of the old cry that improved
machinery is an injury to labor.

More than two millions of skilled workmen antj

ordinary artisans get a living out of electricity.

Tliere are the telegraph and the telephone, which
give constant employment to a large army of la-

borers. Then the electric light system extends to

all parts of the country and demands another army
almost equally large.

Electricity may deprive a dozen men of their old-

time tasks, but it calls for two dozen to do other
tasks, with good wages. There is no use in having
a crick in your neck looking at the past and warbling
about "the good old days." There never were bet-

ter days than these, and there never were more conr
tented people than can be seen right here and now.

—

New York Herald.
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Sewage and Drainage Utilized for Power.

About one year since the regents of the Wash-
ington Agricultural College and School of Science

at Pullman, Wash., offered a prize to the civil engi-

neering department of the school for the best sys-

tem of waterworks for the college. Plans were pre-

sented, enrailing a cost of nearly $15,000, but lack

of funds prevented any further action. During the

winter the knowledge of the offered prize came to

two of the mechanical students in the electrical de-

partment, and quietly they prepared a complete and
original set of plans, making all surveys, etc., with-

out the matter becoming known except among a few

of the professors. These plans have just been ac-

cepted by the Board of Regents, and the tvvo

students, of the class of 1898, have been placed in

charge of the construction. The entire plant, in-

cluding the apparatus in use at the time of the prize

offer, will be built for less than $1,700.

In order to describe the installation proposed it

will be necessary to indicate the topography of the

college grounds. The college buildings are situated

on the slope overlooking the town of Pullman, at

an elevation of about 200 feet above the town. Back
of the buildings and on the summit of the hill is

the reservoir, now being supplied by the city pumps.

At the foot of the hill is the light and power plant.

At a slightly lower elevation than the buildings is

the large settling basin and flush tank into which
all the college sewers turn their waters. The
students conceived the idea of conducting this sewer

water from the flush tank to the power plant in a

pipe and there utilizing the fall by a Pelton water

wheel to drive a power pump takmg water from an

artesian well in the power house. In order to still

further increase the efficiency of the plant, the young
men propose to turn the drainage from the roofs of

the buildings into the general sewer, thus making
the descending rain-water assist in pumping drink-

ing water to the reservoir. Two steam engines are

comprised in the present power plant, but are

worked under small load. The pump to which the

water wheel will be belted is also to be belted to

the jack-shaft in the plant. The flushing of water

from the tank and the pumping by water wheel are

arranged to work automatically, the engines to be

used only to make good the losses in supply and to

keep the supply even.

The new plant is arranged so that a portion can

be constructed and put into service at once, the

complete installation awaiting the necessary appro-

priation. The cost of the part of the plant necessary

to give service for this year will not exceed, the

rent to be paid to the city for the water for one

year under the terms offered, while the expense of

running will be small, all pumping being done while

lights are in use.

The college authorities have also entered into con-

tract whereby they furnish lights for the city. A
500 kilowatt alternating dynamo of the Westing-

bouse pattern is now en route from the East for this

service. The dividend derived by the college from

this contract, together with the money saved in

pumping water, will represent a saving to the college

of about $2,000 per annum.

Telephones in Corry.

In Corry, Pa., there is a Keating exchange which
has been in operation about 18 months. It has now
about 125 subscribers. It is said that the old ex-

change, owned by the Bell company, had only about

17 subscribers for several years, until stirred up by
lively competition. The warfare is now unrelenting.

One incident that has created a local commotion is

the refusal of the Pennsylvania Railroad coiupany
to put back a Keating instrument in its freight office

after taking it out, It is said that 50 of the best

business men of Corry, who are connected with the

Keating exchange and also have business with the

freight house, petitioned the Pennsylvania company
to replace the Keating telephone, but to no avail.

This refusal is attributed to Bell machinations, al-

though the railroad company, in its letter of refusal,

refers to some existing contract and also to its fear

of litigation.

Alley "L" Power House.
Workmen are engaged in making the excavation

for the power house of the South Side Elevated
Railway company of Chicago, to be used in furnish-

ing the electrical power which will shortly replace
the steam locomotives. The building will be erected
at State and Fortieth streets, where the road turns
eastward. The structure will extend 112 by 199
feet on the ground and will be one story high,
wiih a 200 foot stack. It will be built of brick, and
will cost, exclusive of machinery, about $65,000.

Telegraph Business and the Klondike.
The Western Union Telegraph company is to

string a new wire between San Francisco and Chi-
cago to accommodate increasing business. It will
follow the Central and Southern Paciric railroads,
and will be completed in about 60 days. One of
the principal reasons for the company being anxious
to finish this work immediately is the immense
amount of matter ordered daily by prominent east-
ern journals regarding the gold discoveries on the
Klondike.

Precision of Electrical Engineering.'
By Francis B. Crocker.

Part I.

There still exists ciuite a general idea that elec-

tricity is so imperfectly understood that its laws and
actions are little more than matters of chance or
guesswork. The experience of the electrical engi-
neer is supposed to consist of a series of surprises

and shocks to his mind as well as to his body. This
notion is not confined to the ignorant, but is believed

by many educated persons, even including our
brother civil and mechanical engineers; indeed, sonte
members of our own profession hear this opinion
expressed so often that they partly accept it as true,

or at least they have no ready arguments with which
to refute it.

The existence of this popular error concerning
electricity is perfectly natural, and arises from the
novelty of thesubjectand the fact that its development
has been so great and so rapid that no one but a
few specialists have been able to keep pace with it.

The subtlety, extreme rapidity of action and the
astonishingachievements of this modernagencymake
it appear most mysterious and occult in comparison
with the ordinary forms of energy, such as heat and
mechanical power. Possessing such transcendental
powers, it is looked upon as something not only itn-

known but unknowable—an irresponsible power for

great good or great evil. This idea has sometimes
been the cause of actual harm to the progress of

electrical engineering. The profession has been
considered to be hardly legitimate, those who prac-
ticed it being regarded as either wizards or charla-

tans, or a combination of the two. During the
present year the president of a large steam railroad

system on which electric propulsion is being tr ed
publicly expressed his opinion that electr.'cal engi-
neers know little or nothing of their subject. In
legal decisions m this country and abroad, judges
have stated that electricity was so vaguely under-
stood that testimony concerning it was of no prac-
tical value.

It has also been held by many courts that elec-
tiicity, bemg intangible, has no real existence, so
that the tapping of current from the wires could
hardly be considered as a theft, except in an imagi-
nary sort of a way. The production of electrical

energy in central stations has been decided by
metaphysically inclined judges to be a totally dif-

ferent kind of business from the manufacture of gas.

In point of fact, the differences are all in favor of
the practical character of electricity. More useful
operations can be performed by it; it can be more
easily transmitted and distributed; the percentage of
leakage is less, and its measurement is far more
convenient and accurate.
The idea that "no one knows what electricity is,

therefore we know practically nothing about it," is

often expressed by those who want to excuse their

own ignorance of the subject. They are glad to
think that they are no worse oft' in this respect than
the rest of the world. Their deduction is quite
natural, but is absolutely fallacious. While we must
admit that we do not know the real nature of elec-

tricity, the same limitation of knowledge applies to

all other fundamental facts. Gravitation is the most
familiar of natural phenomena, yet we have no con-
ception whatever of what it actually is. Our theories
and mental pictures of the nature of electricity are
much more definite than those concerning gravita-
tion. In regard to the latter, little progress has
been made since the time of Newton, while elec-

trical knowledge has advanced and is now advancing
with giant strides. There is every reason to believe
that we shall "know what electricity is,'' and be able
to explain the inherent mechanism by which elec-

trical actions take place, before we understand how
and why a stone is drawn to the earth. What we
do know, however, are the laws cf both electricity

and gravitation, as well as the results that they
produce, and it is very doubtful if our ability to

control, measure and utilize these agencies would be
improved even if we understood their exact nature.

The laws and applications of hydraulics would be
just as definite and successful even though the fact

were not known that water is composed of two
atoms of hydrogen and one of o.xygen. It is possible
that methods of generating electricity may be ad-
vanced when its real character is discovered, but it

is not likely that this knowledge will greatly affect

the methods of handling and using it.

The popular ignorance and doubt concerning elec-

tricity are rapidly disappearing ni consequence of the
remarkable results accomplished by it during the
last 10 or 15 years, but it will not be out of place, I

think, to consider at this time the remarkable exact-
ness which electrical engineering has reached. A
discussion of this question may serve to inform
laymen who are not familiar with the facts, and
may also be a matter of interest and satisfaction to
ourselves. This profession has only very recently
gained for itself a position of independence and
equality among the branches of engineering, but
it can now fairly claim to be an example for the
others to follow, not only in the magnitude and
rapidity of its results, but also in the e.-cactness and
certainty of its methods. Let us consider what are
the principal facts upon which this strong claim is

based.
The names connected with electrical science—Gil-

bert. Franklin, Faraday, Ampere. Maxwell, Henry,

I. Inaugural address of the president, at the fourteenth gen-
eral meetina of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers,
Eliot, Me., July 26, rSg?.

Ilelmholtz, Kelvin, and a long list of other distin-

guished electricians—are not those of men whose
ideas are vague or incorrect. Indeed, it is a sig-

nificant fact that the ablest and most profound
scientific men have been attracted by, and have per-
formed some of their best work in, the study of
electricity.

The rapid progress of electrical science and its

applications is an absolute proof of sure and exact
knowdedge. Uncertamty would necessarily cause
delay, and error would involve repeated trials before
success could be reached. The fact that the difficult

arts of long-distance transmission of power and
electric traction have been developed to their present
state of importance and success in about lo years
shows conclusively that electrical theories and de-
signs agree very closely with the actual facts.

The great results accomplished by electrical engi-
neering are probably its strongest claim. Many of
these are so unique and astonishing that we still

regard them with wonder even after we have become
familiar with them. Among the most striking of
these examples are the locating of faults on sutj-

marine cables, telephoning a thousand miles or more,
transmitting power over loo miles, sending simul-
taneously a number of messages on the same wire,
utilizing the power of Niagara and producing the
Rontgen ray. These and hundreds of other wonder-
ful feats are not accomplished by chance, or by
groping in the dark.

The close relationship between pure and applied
electrical science is still another proof of the exact-
ness and truth of both. If knowledge were com-
plete, theory and practice would become identical.

The agreement between theoretical and practical
electricity is largely due to the small losses which
occur in electrical apparatus and processes Even
quantities which correspond to friction in mechanics,
such as electrical resistance and magnetic hysteresis,
are capable of exact calculation. It is only the
purely non-electrical factors, such as the friction

of bearings and air resistance, that are uncertain in

designing electrical machinery. The almost infinite

rapidity of electrical action makes the time element
so small that it can almost always be neglected. This
greatly simplifies calculations and renders their re-
sults more accurate. The fact that there is only
one kind or quality of electricity also gives definite-

ness to our ideas and calculations. With coal we
must know its quality, including both its physical
and chemical properties, in order to make even
approximate calculations concerning it. In the case
of steam, pressure and volume are not sufficient data;
the amount of moisture or superheating must also
be known. The most accurate methods of the
physicist are not any too good nor beyond the reach
of the electrical engineer, and they are often em-
ployed by him. A notable example of this is Lord
Kelvin's work in connection with laying the Atlantic
cable, which was undertaken at about the same time
that he began to publish his essays on the vortex
theory of matter. When Werner Siemens first built,

his self-exciting dynamos, he also constructed the
sensitive galvanometers used in the researches of

his friend Helmholtz. It was Siemens, the electrical

engineer, who gave his money and influence to the
Reichsanstalt, an institution where the most accurate
physical work is now being carried on.

A historical example of the a.greement between
electrical theory and fact is the brilliant work of

Ampere, who gave to the world a beautiful and com-
plete theory of electro-magnetism within a few days
after he heard of its discovery 'by Oersted. The
work of Maxwell is another great example of the
power of the intellect to deal with electrical

problems.
Hertz said, in regard to Maxwell's electro-mag-

netic theory of light: "It is impossible to study this

wonderful theory without feeling as if the mathe-
matical equations had an independent life and an
intelligence of their own ; as if they were wiser than
ourselves, indeed, wiser than their discoverer; as if

they gave forth more than he had put into them.
And this is not altogether irnpossible; it may happen
when the e4uations prove to be mure correct than
their discoverer could with certainty have known.'*

It can hardly be admitted that there is anything
in Maxwell's equations that he did not put into

them, but the remarkable experimental corrobora-
tion of Maxwell's theories, many years after they
were evolved, shows that from a few fundamental
truths almost the whole theory of electricity may
be deduced.
This power to solve problems successfully by a

priori reasoning demonstrates the perfection of elec-

trical science. We can arrive at the facts by rea-
soning out what they ought to be; hence we may
say that electrical science is ideal. In other branches
of applied science, as for example, in civil engi-
neering, the corrections, factors of safely and other
allowances are often much greater than the original
quantity itself. In such cases it is obviously im-
possible to go very far from an experimental fact

by any process of reasoning. The errors would
immediately become so magnified that the truth
would be greatly distorted or lost entirely.

To take a concrete example, the losses in trans-
forming electrical energy are only two or three
per cent., and if an error of lo per cent, is made
ill calculating these losses, the actual error is only
two or three-tenths of one per cent. It would,
therefore, be possible to design a system in which
electrical energy was transformed many times, and
yet the final error would only be one or two per
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cent. If, on the other hand, the losses in mechani-
cal engineering are 10 to 20 per cent., or even 50
per cent., as is often the case, an error of 10 per
cent, in calculating these quantities would soon be-
come multiplied to a large figure.

Exactness in electrical units and terms is another
strong point of electrical engineering, because defi-

niteness in terms and ideas go hand in hand. The
system of electrical units is complete and scientific,

being based directly upon the C. G. S. system, and
is the only example of a set of units which are
univeisally adopted. The metric system is not in

use in the United States, England and her pos-
sessions and many other countries, but the same
electrical units are accepted by all nations. This
avoids the great confusion which arises from the use
of scA'eral different units for the same thing, as is

the case in steam engineering, in which at least four
different heat units are commonly employed.
In electrical engineering the distinction between

the various quantities is usually more clearly un-
derstood, as, for example, the difference between
force, work and power. In other branches these
quantities were often confused, and the fact that

mistakes of this kind are not more often made at

present is largely due to the influence of electrical

engineering in the accurate use of terms. The
useful word torque has been introduced through
electrical engineering, although it is a purely me-
chanical quantity. The adoption of such terms as

impedance and reactance gives a nicety of expression
which is rarely found in other applied sciences.

The facility and accuracy of electrical measure-
ments contributes greatl)' to the precision of elec-

trical engineering. Volts and amperes can be easily,

quickly and accurately measured by means of con-
venient portable instruments. The products of these

volts and amperes gives the watts or power which
is the most important quantity.

If desired, a single instrument, the wattmeter, can
be used to combine the two quantities. Electrical

resistance can also be measured e.'sily and quickly,

and with still greater accuracy. Even the less com-
mon electrical quantities, such as capacity and in-

ductance, can be measured without much difficulty

and with reasonable exactness. The magnetic quan-
tities are also quite easily and correctly determined.

As already stated, the most doubtful factors in elec-

trical engineering are the mechanical ones.

The enormous range in electrical engineering, is

still another proof of its precision. The same laws
and principles which apply to the almost infinitesimal

galvanometer current are equally applicable to the

current from an electric lieht station. The former
may be only a hundred billionth of an ampere and
the latter reaches ten thousand amperes, which is a

thousand million million (lo'') times greater.

An even greater ratio than this represents the

range of resistance measurements In the case of

large copper bars, a determination to within .000001

ohm is often required, and for insulation testing

10.000 megohms is not an unusually high figure.

This gives a range of measurement of ten thousand
million million (10^").

An electrical instrument, the bolometer of Pro-
fessor Langley, is used to measure the heat received

from the fi.xed stars, and electricity is also the agent
selected when loo.coo horse power are to be dis-

tributed from Niagara. Instead of saying that elec-

tricity is selected for these extreme uses, it would
be more correct to state that it must be employed,
just as it is the only means of transmitting speech
a thousand miles, or performing the many other
miracles of which it alone is capable.

The directness and high efficiency with which
electrical energy can be converted into other forms"
are other facts which give exactness to our work.
It can be transformed into heat, light, magnetic,
mechanical or chemical energy, by the simplest
means, and, conversely, the latter forms, with the

possible exception of light, can be readily changed
into electrical energy. In most cases the conversion
is almost perfect, the efficiency of an electric motor
or dynamo being usually over 90 per cent, and often

93 or 94 per cent. The chemical energy in a storage
battery represents nearly 90 per cent, of the watt-
hours applied to it, assuming the losses in charging
and discharging to be about equal. The storage
of magnetic energy may be effected at an even
higher efficiency of 97 or 98 per cent., and the con-
version of electrical energy into heat is complete,
the efficiency of an electric stove actually reaching
the ideal figure of 100 per cent. The production
of light cannot be accomplished so economically,
nevertheless the arc lamp has a far higher efficiency

than any other source of artificial light, although
it is usually stated to be only eight or 10 per cent.

It is also more than probable that the long-sought-
for high-efficiency lamp will be an electric one when
it is finally invented. This facility and economy
of transformation puts electricity directly in touch
with the other sciences and their applications, avoid-
ing the chances for error which roundabout
processes necessarily involve. None of the other
forms of energy possesses anything like the same
convertibility. The one serious difficulty in connec-
tion with electricity is the fact that its generation
requires a boiler, engine and dynamo, bringing in

heat and mechanical power as steps in tho process. If

this complication could be avoided, and electrical

energy produced directly from the chemical energy
of the coal, the only limitation would Ve removed.
This has already been done in an experimental way,
and by the substitution of water power for steam.

one piece of apparatus and one form of energy are
eliminated, but the complete independence of elec-
trical engineering and the realization of all of its

possibilities will be secured when the direct con-
version of fuel energy into electrical energy is ac-
complished practically.

It has been shown that there are no less than
eight substantial grouncls upon which the precision
of electrical engineering is based. .The considera-
tion of these has incidentally brought out 'several
concrete examples, but it will be well to cite a few
other special instances which demonstrate electrical

exactness.
The one which first claims our attention, not only

on account of its historical precedence, but also
from its wonder-compelling results, is the locating
of faults in ocean cables. In this connection I quote
from information kindly furnished me by one of the
vice-presidents of the Institute, A. E. Kennelly, who
has had a long and successful experience in this
branch of the profession. He states that, "In the
case of cable coiled in a tank and which has been
taken into the tank over a measuring drum without
being subjected to any considerable tension, the
precision with which a fault in the yutta percha
can be located is sometimes very considerable. I

have known one or two cases in which a fault has
occurred in a length, of, say, 30 miles of cable im-
mersed in water and maintained at practically one
temperature in the tank, and in which, by means
of the Varley loop test repeated many times and
under various conditions to eliminate constant
errors, the electrical position of the fault has been
determined to within a probable error, representing
about 20 feet of length. On turning the cable over
from one tank to another by a seven foot drum on
which the cable makes three turns, and cutting the
cable wdien the computed distance has been run
ever, the fault has been found on the drum, that is,

in the 60 feet or so of cable then lying on the drum."
".As regards the location of faults in submarine

cables on the ocean bed, the precision depends upon
a variety of circumstances, and in general is neces-
sarily much lower than in the case of a cable coiled
in a tank. The average error in practice, or the
difference between the true electrical and computed
positions, is perhaps about 15 ohms, or about i'/2

miles of cable having the common resistance of 10

ohms per mile. Under favorable circumstances a
complete break in a cable developing a fair extent
of surface exposure to the sea water at the end of
(he copper conductor, the electrical position can be
determined within five ohms in 3 total conductor
resistance of 1,000 ohms. In the case of a fault in

the insulator, sufficiently serious to interfere with
signaling, specially favorable cases will occur in

which the electrical position of the fault can be
determined to within one ohm when a loop test is

obtainable and when the total conductor resistance

of the loop does not exceed 3,000 ohms." "I have
known a case of total loss of continuity in the con-
ductor, accompanied by perfect insulation. It oc-

curred in lifting a cable for repairs and was within
half a mile of the ship. . A measurement of elec-

trostatic capacity enabled the distance lo be deter-

mined within a few yards." Other cases are given
by Mr. Kennelly, and many may be found in various
works and journals, but these are sufficient to show
the astonishing results that are possible, as well as

those that are obtained in regular practice.

The methods employed in locating faults in un-
derground conductors are quite similar to those
used for submarine cables, but the results are less

striking and important. William IVfaver, Jr., who
is an authority on this subject, cites a case in which
the calculated position of a fault was 2,343 f^et from
the testing end of an underground cable 4,200 feet

long. The defect was found at the exact point in-

dicated. The alternative would have been the tear-

ing up of the street and cutting through a heavy
iron pipe until the fault was found, as the conduit
was not provided with manholes. One way to locate

a ground connection, which illustrates the simplicity

and certainty of electrical testing, consists in sending
a current through the conductor to the ground
through the fault in the insulation A compass car-

ried along over the cable ^vill indicate by its de-

flection or non-deflection when the fault is reached.
The facility of overcoming distances and obstacles
impassable lo othet- agencies is characteristic of elec-

tricity and magnetism.
The writer has had occasion to test the resistance

and position of faults ("grounds") on- a very large
system of underground conductors for electric light-

ing. Although the ,problem w^as complicated by the
fact that it was a three-wire system which extended
several miles, it was found possible to determine
the insulation resistance of each of the three con-
ductors. The position of a "ground" is shown by
the potential difference between the conductor and
the earth, being a minimum at that point. For
example, if a ground connection exists on the posi-
tive wire and a considerable current flows through
it into the earth, the potential of the earth at that
point will be raised above its normal value. The
potential difference existing between the wire and
the earth is actually less near the ground coniTection.
This may be measured from the station by using
the "pressure wires" ordinarily laid with the feeders
and special wires which connect to the ground at

various points of the system.

W. H. Patton will give his motor-car a 60 day
trial at Cedar Falls, la.

Electricity in the Air.'

Bv E. B. Dunn.

It is a scientific fact that the atmosphere contains
more or less electricity at all times. Over a cen-
tury ago Benjamin Franklin gave a practical demon-
stration of this truth by drawing a current of elec-
tricity from the upper atmosphere through a kite.
Other experiments of a similar nature resulted in
the death of several experimenters, they having un-
wisely lost sight of the fact that it was necessary
to have some protection in the shape of insulation
in case of an overcharge.
These experiments have proved beyond doubt that

electricity may be drawn from the atmosphere by
simple means, all of which have been long under-
stood and are quite natural; moreover, we know-
that it is easier to obtain this current under some
atmospheric conditions than others. Dry air is a
non-conductor and moist air a good conductor of
(his valuable invisible power, and the greatest amount
of electricity is fomid when the atmosphere is

charged to its full capacity with moisture.
Electricity is shown in the phenomena of thunder-

storms, in the slight electrification in the air during
clear weather, and in the aurora.
During the auroral display it has been possible,

owing to the abundance of electricity in the air, to
work telegraph lines and transmit messages for
long distances without the aid o,' a battery. The
most plausible theory of the aurora is that of Frank-
lin, that it is caused by electric discharges in the
upper air, resulting from differing electrical condi-
tions of the cold air of the polar regions and the
warmer streams of air and vapor raised from the
ocean by evaporation in tropical regions.

It is generally understood that the clear air above
the earth is positively electrified, and that the air at
the earth's surface is negatively electrified and its

volume measured by its potential from a point above
the earth to that at the surface, while the air be-
tween the upper and lower layers serves to keep
the opposite charges separate.

It is usually found that in cloudy or rainy weather
the charge is of a negative character, and with clear-
ing weather it changes to positive, any definite
change in the electrical conditions indicating a
change of \veather conditions.
Atmospheric conditions must necessarily play a

very essential part in the electrical potential. This
being so uncertain and weather conditions so change-
able, it may never be possible to obtain a constant
for any given elevation; but it is possible to so
govern the current drawn from the clouds or a
clear sky, by passing it to earth through lightning
airesters or possibly resistance coils, that by the
time it reaches the desired point its potential would
be so rediiced as to allow its charge to be utilized
in charging storage batteries.

Now, it may be said that under the most adverse
conditions the current would be found too weak
to be of value; but I believe that even under such
conditions there would be sufficient electricity
gathered to continue in force that-previously stored
without failure or loss of power, provided the capac-
ity of storing is sufficient to meet the wants of an
emergency of this character.

This woidd provide against the unstable atmos-
pheric element, and the periods and conditions under
which its greatest volume exists being known, extra
precaution and provision must be made for storing
for future use.

It is contended by some that the ocean affords
the best facilities for gathering and storing this

valuable po\ver. I contend that, although the ocean
may be the better conductor, it would be more
difficult to store on the ocean than on land, for it

is always an easy matter to carry a current to moist
soil and there do the storing. Besides, there is in

addition to be gathered the earth currents and that
artificially generated by the thousands of dynatnos,
etc., wdiich is of itself to-day a vast power and is

hardly utilized before the power is lost. There is

nothing to prove that a current w-hen once set in

motion cannot be controlled and made a permanent
power; its force, if stored, may be used over and
over again, if a proper conductor is provided, after

it has performed its work, to carry it to a reservoir
or storage plant for future use.

Have you ever thought of the great volume of

electricity which our atmosphere contains? VVe in-

hale with every breath a sufficient quantity to
strengthen and invigorate us—it is one of the most
important elements. There is an ebb and flood
wave to our atmosphere which is similar in its

action to the tides of the ocean. Its maximum
pressure occurs at certain hours of the day and
night, and its minimum at opposite hours. When
the pressure is at its minimum the electrical force

of our bodies is least, and at such, times we are

greatly enervated and weakened, and at periods of

excessive humidity similar effects in our physical
condition may be observed. When the atmosphere
is thoroughly saturated it is a more perfect con-
ductor, and the current readily leaves us for that

offering the least resistance. All these forces tend
to show and prove that there is an electrical dis-

charge from one substance to another, and fully

demonstrates that it needs but the best conductor to

gather and a proper receptacle to store the electric

fluid which constantly surrounds us.

Several experimenters are already employed in

I. From the North American Review.
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devising a plan for gathering and storing atmos-

pheric electricity, and I am confident from the

progress already attained in this line that it will

not be many years before atmospheric electricity

can be properly stored and utilized, taking the place

of all lighting, heating and motor power employed

at the present day.

The possibilities and uses to which this power
may be applied are innumerable. I expect to see

it used in every house in as simple a manner as

gas or water, so that it shall be within the reach

of the poor as well as the wealthy.

The earth and atmosphere were given to men,

mice and bugs for useful purposes; the earth has

responded to many of their wants, and now, as

science progresses and we are becoming more en-

lightened, the possibilities of atmospheric qualities

and quantities are open for experiment.

now frequently happens. Protection might be easily

afforded by electrical means in various ways, and to
disregard the many possible advantages of electricity

is little less culpable than to fail to adopt the most
modern rifle and ammunition.

Suggestions for Electrical Exporters.
[From tlie Journal of Commerce, New York,]

The opportunities offered to the manufacturers of

the various electrical appliances to increase their

export trade have been quite encouraging for the

past few months. In fact, the exportation of elec-

trical machinery, material and appliances is to-day

as heavy as any other class of manufactured articles

shipped from this port. A glance at the outward
manifests published daily by the Journal of Com-
merce and Commercial Bulletin will verify this state-

ment and show that there is hardly a steamer leaving

New York that has not a good quantity of electrical

goods on board. Electrical material for export,

however, is one of the most difficult classes of mer-
chandise to trace, on account of the various ways
in which it is shipped and manifested. Dynamos,
motors and other heavy pieces are invariably shipped

as machinery without being classified. Electrical

fixtures made of brass or iron often go as hardware,

and any quantity of material made of glass is shipped

as glassware. According to the export representa-

tive of one of the leading local electrical companies,

the only materials that usually have the proper classi-

fication are sockets, wire, incandescent lamps, tele-

phone and telegraph material and general station

supplies. More care is taken on the classification

of electrical goods going to Central and South
America and the West Indies than to Europe. The
reason for this is that in many of those Spanish re-

publics a heavy fine is imposed unless the material

is properly classified, while for Europe not so much
care is taken. The shipments of telephone material

to Mexico have been unusually heavy during June.

Between two exporters upward of $25,000 in value

has been sent. To Venezuela some good orders for

the same kind of goods are at present being placed

by a Broad street firm, which has just closed a con-

tract for lines of some length. There are also a

number of inquiries in the market for several tele-

phone lines in Central America. Colombia and Guat-
emala are said to be the best markets in that country.

The European market is at present the best for

electrical equipment and machinery. The export
representative of the Walker company, when ques-

tioned on the subject, said that in the majority of

cases all the European business was transacted di-

rect. When an exporter is interested in the trans-

action it was only in the way of attending to the ship-

ment and making payment. From the Argentine
Republic there is considerable business anticipated

in the way of electrical roads, but it is the general

opinion that a good share of the transactions may
come through European bankers. In comparison
to the amount of export trade transacted in the elec-

trical business there are but a few firms catering to

that trade through local exporters. Since E. S.

Greeley & Co. went out of existence only one large

concern remains that caters generally to the elec-

trical sundries in telephone and telegraph material

for export; that is J. H. Bunnell & Co. Concerns
like the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
companyj Walker company. General Electric com-
pany and Western Electric company have their own
specialties and do not, as a usual thing, execute or-

ders for goods other than their own manufacture.

This is the reason why, in the opinion of certain ex-

port merchants, there is a comparatively good field

awaiting certain classes of electrical goods manufac-
turers to increase their export trade.

Electricity in Warfare.
The recent attack on the British camp on the

Malakand, has once more emphasized the necessity
for such isolated military posts being protected by
electric searchlights. A London correspondent says
that had there been a searchlight available on this oc-
casion, its use might, perhaps, have averted an attack.

It would certainly have enabled the defenders of the
position to give a better account of the enemy. The
extended application of the use of electricity in In-
dian warfare has been urged, and attention has been
drawn to the fact that during the Chitral campaign
the bursting of a few star shells led the tribesmen
in the Panjkhora Valley to abandon their intention

to rush a camp at night. The obvious advantages
of a searchlight as a means of defense for standing
camps liable to hostile attack are such as to put all

consideration of cost out of the question. There
are no engineering difficulties involved that cannot
be overcome. Another point that requires considera-
tion is the prevention- of sentries and outlying pick-
kets being stalked in the darkness and murdered, as

Printed by Lightning.
[From the Mobile Daily I?egister,J

Yesterday afternoon there was a lone flash of

lightning and an accompanymg clap of thunder,
and then the rainstorm which was threatening blew
over. But the lightning had made a record for it-

self which will remain. It went into the photo-
graphing business without the aid of any apparatus
except an object to be photographed and a piece of
sugar candy for a receiving plate.

In the candy store of Mr. Tonsmeire on lower
Dauphin street was the candy that the lightning
chose to operate upon. The candy was of sugar
and glucose, brown in color, and transparent. It

lay on a slab on a table in the midst of the store.

The article photographed was the wrapper of small
American flags, then iymg imbedded in some melted
candy on the floor of the store, in Iront of the table,

but not in line of view of the candy on the table.

On the wrapper was an inscription in condensed
gothic type, reading "National Flags." This in-

scription, beginning with the fourth letter of the
first word and part of the third letter, just so much
of the lettering as was vis,ble on the wrapper as
it lay crumpled in the midst of the sticky siutf on
the floor, was taken by the lightning and transferred
to a piece of the candy on the table; not transferred
simply, but imbedded in it, beneaih the surface the
smallest fraction of an inch. It was a pertect re-

production, and perfectly black, but inserted face

front just as in the original, and not reverse as
would be the order of the letters if anyone should
attempt to transfer them by applying the wrapper
to the surface of the candy.

Sylvester D. Fosdick brought the candy to this

office last night for inspection. He says that as
soon as the flash of lightning came and vanished,
Mr. Tonsmeire observed the printing on the candy
that was before him on the slab, and exclaimed in

astonishment at the sight, the candy being of his

own manufacture and having had no sort of mark
upon it. In a search for a clew to the sudden and
mysterious appearance, the paper wrapper was dis-

covered on the floor with those letters exposed which
appeared on the candy. Mr. Fosdick says that
there is a mirror in front of the table that possibly
had something to do with the photographing, since
the mirror is in line with the location of the wrap-
per; but this does not explain anything; rather does
it serve to deepen the mystery.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, September 7.—Chief Engineer Par-
sons of the Rapid Transit Commission is naturally
chagrined at the refusal of the park commissioners
to sanction his tunnel plans for the loop under
Battery Park. He says that the Rapid Transit
Board has done every thing in its power, short of

abandoning the route, to satisfy the park commis-
sioners; but, he continues, "In the face of all our
efforts to meet their demands, the members of the
Park Board kicked the whole thing over and prac-
tically blocked rapid transit south of the postoffice.

The hardship of the matter is this: There is now
a commission in session, appointed by the Supreme
Court, to obtain the consent of the property-owners
along the line of route. This we have practically

obtained, and if the Park Board had given its con-
sent the plan would have gone through at once.
But the refusal of the Park Board, to which I have
referred, prevents this." And thus it was for many
a day.

A destructive fire occurred on Friday morning
in the general repair shop of the Nassau Electric
Railroad company at Thirty-seventh street and
Fourteenth avenue, Brooklyn. The repair shops
covered nearly an entire block, .and in apprehension
that the flames would sweep completely through
them, three alarms were sent out in quick succes-
sion and in a short time Chief Engineer Dale was
on hand with almost all the fighting force of the
department. The firemen succeeded in confining
the flames to the general repair shop, which was
entirely burned out. The othei; losses included ig
trolley cars and a quantity of material used on the
road. The entire loss will not fall short of $80,000,
which is fully covered by insurance. There is some
suspicion of incendiarism. Traffic was interrupted
for only a short time.

A young tinsmith named William Jessup met a
distressing death on Friady evening in the East
Twelfth street plant of the Edison Electric Illumi-
nating company. In some manner he was caught m
the eight-foot fly-wheel of an engine, and before the
machine could be shut down he was whirled to
death. No blame attaches to the station hands for
the deplorable accident. The young mechanic was
ac work in a dangerous position and must have
made a misstep. M. S.

New England News.
Boston, September 7.—Hon, F, B. Torrey of Bath,

Me., proposes to establish in New Haven or Bridge-
port, Conn., a plant for the manufacture of electric

motors and propellers for small boats. The portable
electric motor, rudder and propeller weighs about
25 pounds, and is quickly attached to any row-boat
or tender, and is hooked in the gudgeons in the same
way a rudder would be placed in position. The
motor, being small, is mounted on top ot the rudder
and operated by a battery, placed either in the bow
or under one of the seats. The propeller is at-

tached to the rudder with a shaft connecting it with
the motor, the tiller arm extending around under the
arm of the person steering. The power is controlled
by a small rotary cock handle at the end of the
tiller arm, which is always held in the hand of the
man in charge. An electric switch is attached inside
the handle, which controls the current either for
forward or backward running. The battery will run
a boat all day, it is said, and it takes only a few
minutes to pour in a new solution.

F. Henry Davidson, inspector of wires for the
city of Chelsea, is held in $5,000 bail for the grand
jury. He is charged with manslaughter, in that,
owing to his negligence, William Casey and Patrick
Gavin of Chelsea were killed on the night of May
14th by coming in contact with a fallen and sur^
charged telephone wire at the corner of Dudley
street and Webster avenue, Chelsea.
That portion of the subway in Boston which was

opened to public travel a week ago, through which
cars at the rate of go an hour are run by the West
End Street Railway company, has proved a pro-
nounced success. The opening of the first thr^e
sections of the subway dispels all doubt of the utility

of the entire project, and that it will prove an im-
portant factor in transporting the public through
the congested portions of the city has been demon-
strated to the satisfaction of almost everybody.
Everything went off very smoothly from the time the
first car entered the gradient on the public garden.
Every detail of the electric equipment fully came up
to anticipations. The cars moved regularly and
speedily over the roadbed. There was not an acci-
dent, not a hitch of any kind. C. S. G

Canadian Intelligence.

Ottawa, September 6.—The Ottawa Car company
is at present working on an order from the Hamilton
and Grimsby electric road for two new cars of
unusual design, to be 50 feet in length and having
baggage and mail compartments. These are said
to be the largest electric street railway cars ever
manufactured.
The capital of the Quebec Electric Street Railway

company is to be increased from. $320,000 to $400,-
000. The purpose the company has in view in ex-
panding the capital of the railway is to enable it

to complete and equip the whole line intended to be
built, and that it may be finished without delay.
The effort to bring about an agreement between

the Hamilton and Dundas Railway company and the
Hamilton Street Railway company, in relation to
the former's running rights over the street railway
in Hamilton and the supply of electric power, has
been iinsuccessful. The Hamilton and Dundas com-
pany is continuing its arrangements to change the
present system to that of electricity, and to continue
on its old tracks throughout the city.

At a recent trial on the Ottawa River a new in-

vention, called the submarine searchlight, proved a
decided success. The searchlight shoviied the bed
of the river plainly for a circumference of 50 feet;

and at a depth of 35 feet objects could be distin-
guished without any difficulty. The object of the
inventor is to enable divers to 'perform their work
with accuracy and to trace lost treasure. It is es-
pecially adapted to assist the workers on wrecked
vessels lying underneath the water at a great depth.
The inventor is Mr. Joseph de I'Etoile of this citj'.

Sir Charles Ross, the Scotch baronet and pro-
moter, is pushing the work on an electric power
plant at Middle Falls, on the Kootenay River, 17
miles above Robson. The promoters ot this electric
scheme expect to have the power house built, dy-
namos set and wires strung within four months.
They will at first furnish power to the Central Star
mine. The capacity of the plant will be 10,000 horse
power. The length of the transmission line will be
at least 36 miles, or 10 miles greater than the distance
from Niagara Falls to Buffalo. An interesting
question is involved in this enterprise—its commer-
cial success. Mr. L. B. Stilwell, electrical director
of the Niagara company, says that the transmission
of 1,000 horse power 26 miles is still an experiment,
and until he has had actual experience in transmit-
ting a block of 5,000 or io,coo horse power that
distance he has no opinion to express upori its

efficiency. The Kootenay promoters seem to take
it for granted that they can successfully transmit
the 5,000 or 10,009 horse power 36 miles, and make
their plant the great generator of electric power for
West Kootenay.
One of the largest foreign enterprises that Cana-

dians have undertaken will soon be under way in

Jamaica. Mr. W. B. Chapman of Montreal has just
returned from that island, having secured a charter
and franchise from the Jamaica government to build
electric tramways on the island, and it is expected
that the work of construction will be begun within
60 days and continue all winter. Montreal and
Halifax, N. S,, capitalists furnish most of the money,
and nearly a million dollars will be expended in

building the first 25 miles of road in the city of
Kingston and suburbs. A large power house will

be built on the foreshore, and electric lighting will
also be taken up. The conditions are said to be
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very favorable for electric traction, as in a city of

80,000 inhabitants few think of walking the long
distances; and the old street-car company, which
used mules as a means of locomotion, has earned

from 15 to 20 per cent, per annum for the last 20

years. The old company's assets have been pur-

chased by the promoters of the new electric tram-

way service, who are Messrs. F. S. Pearson of New
York, W. B. Chapman of Montreal and B. F. Pear-

son of Halifax, N. S. They have now secured a

practically perpetual franchise, after a close contest

with a Boston, Mass., syndicate. A. V. W.

Northwestern Notations.

Minneapolis, September 7.—Citizens of Oshkosh,

Wis., are endeavoring to secure the removal of

horse-car tracks, and the substitution of an electric

street railway.

The council at OrtonviUe, Minn., has appointed a

committee to investigate the cost of a waterworks

and electric light plant.

The electric light and power commission of Mar-

quette, Mich., has sold $25,000 electric light bonds

at a premium of $2,136. The money thus raised will

be spent in improving the municipal plant.

Surveys are being made for an electric railway

between Union Center and Hillsboro, Wis.

An electric lighting plant is being put in at Cash-

ton, Wis., by Benton & McDonald of La Crosse.

W. T. McCaskey of the McCaskey & Holcomb
company has filed his bond to construct the electric

lighting plant at Des Moines, la., but work cannot

go forward until the injunction suit brought by the

General Electric company is settled.

The street-car company is considering a plan to

substitute an electric line for the present cable line

up the hill at Anaconda, Mont.

R. R. Johnson has been granted the right to con-

struct an electric light plant in Benson, Minn.

The Common Council of Hartford, Wis., has

granted Rowell & Co. of that place an exclusive

franchise to erect and operate an electric light plant

for a period of 10 years.

Ten thousand dollars will be spent on the Sf.

Cloud street-car improvements, the General Electric

company having confidence in the future of this line,

whose bonds it owns.

J. K. Tillotson is promoting the scheme of an

electric railway between Oshkosh and Berlin, Wis.

Work on the electric street-car line at Boone, la.,

is progressing so satisfactorily that it will be com-
pleted next month.
A special election will be held on September gth at

Elkader, la., to vote on the establishment of an

electric light plant.

The Star Electric company has asked the city of

Dubuque, Iowa, for a five years' renewal of its

contract.

W. L. Elliott of Chicago will make the plans

for the Hartford, Wis., electric plant.

The street railway company has installed a modern
electric system at Spokane, Wash., and the Edison
Electric company has made similar improvements
on its illuminating plant.

The St. Paul Board of Public Works has recom-
mended that the city discontinue 1,000 gas lamps
next year and substitute 226 arc lights.

The Sheboygan (Wis.) Council sat down on the

clock column scheme proposed by the Postal Tele-

graph company, by introducing a resolution com-
pelling a guarantee that the clocks would never go
astray.

Some of the citizens of Council Blufifs, Iowa, are

doing "tall kicking" because the Motor company
asks for a new contract, claiming that it cannot
proceed under the old one.

Henry C. Payne, the street railway magnate of

Wisconsin, and Charles F. Pfister of Milwaukee are

considering the purchase of the Oshkosh street rail-

way. If this is done the road will be changed to

an electric line.

The Council Blufifs (Iowa) Street Railway com-
pany operates a motor-car between the Iowa city and
Nebraska, charging a fare of 10 cents. It now asks

for a 50 year extension of franchise, and the citizens

are opposing.
C. B. Luck is installed as superintendent of the

electric plant at Owatonna. Minn.
The street-car service at Brainerd, Minn., is at an

end. as it did not pay.
The work of setting poles for the electric light

system now being introduced in Chatfield, Minn.,
will soon be completed.
Three storage batteries, fire and police alarm

systems, are the latest improvements to be added
to the city hall at Tacoma, Wash. C.

PERSONAL.
Charles D. Shain of New York is spending a

few days in Chicago.

Frlnklin W. Kohler. of Kohler Bros., Chicago,
has returned to his desk from an extended pleasure

trip in the East.

W. F. Livers of Livers & Co., manufacturers of

electrical woodwork at Grottoes, Va., was in Chi-
cago early in the week.

Thomas R. Morgan, president of the Morgan En-
gineering company of Alliance. Ohio, died sud-
denly on Monday, September 6th.

G. A. Roth, a member of the well-known firm
of Roth Bros., Chicago, manufacturers of dynamos
and motors, is receiving the congratul.ations of his

many friends on his marriage to Miss A. E. Huster,
which took place Wednesday evening, September
1st.

T. P. Bailey, of the Chicago office of the General
Electric company, is combining business and pleas-
ure by a trip to New York and other eastern points.

Prof. Albert C. Crehore and Lieut. George O.
Squier, who have been exploiting their system of
rapid telegraphy in England, arrived in New York
on their return on September 4th.

T. T. Flagler, president of the Holly Manufactur-
ing company of Lockport, N. Y., died on September
5th at the age of 86. He was at one time president
of the Lockport Gas and Electric Light company
and of the Lockport and BulTalo railroad, and a
director of the Lockport Hydraulic company.

The friends of the late Harvey L. Lufkin of New
York are making up a purse for his widow, who, un-
fortunately, is in financial straits. A committee has
been formed to undertake the collection of funds
for her benefit, and James W. Godfrey, 15 Cortlandt
street. New York, has kindly consented to act as

treasurer. The other members of the committee are
George F. Porter, C. O. Baker, Jr., Robert B.
Corey and Joseph Wetzler.

States, as it is said to be the only cable which does
not pass over British territory. The cable was first

laid under authority given by the president, through
Secretary Evarts, in 1879, and recently the French
company has been replacing this line with a new
copper cable.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
An election at Dublin, Ga., has resulted in favor

of the issuance of the $12,000 in bonds proposed.
The electric light plant and waterworks will be
extended and other public betterments made.

The Interior Department, through the Indian
Bureau, is inviting sealed proposals for furnishing
and installing an electric light plant at the Indian
industrial .-ichool at Oneida, Wis. The cost of the
plant is limited to $1,000. No time is set for the
opening of the proposals. Further information re-

garding this contract may be obtained upon applica-
tion to Charles F. Pierce, superintendent, Oneida,
Wis.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Washington capitalists, under the name of the

American Honduras company, have secured a con-
cession for the construction of an electric railroad,

to extend from Puerto Cortez to Truxillo, Hon-
duras.

The Kansas City and Eastern Railway company
has been incorporated with a capital stock of $50,000,
to build an electric road from the end of the West-
port cable line to Leeds. Among the incorporators
are B. F. Robinson and John Hoffman of Kansas
City, and Henry Pfeiff'er, Westport, Mo.

It is stated that the City Passenger Railway com-
pany of Baltimore has been considering the idea
of using the trolley system on its Madison avenue
and Gay street lines in place of cable cars, and that
the work of construction for these improvements
may be commenced before January i, 1898.

The Leavenworth (Kan.) and Lansing Electric
Railway company has been incorporated with a
capital stock of $150,000, to build an electric road
between the cities mentioned in the title. The
directors include C. B. Leavel and W. E. Winner of

Kansas City, Mo., and E. B. Merritt of Lansing,
Kan.

The Baltimore & Northern Electric Railroad com-
pany has recently purchased 22 cars for the line

which it is now building and for the road running
between Pikesville and Emory Grove, Md. About
cne-half of Ihe railroad between Baltimore and
Pikesville has been completed, and work is progress-
ing upon the overhead structure, which is to cross
the Northern Central railway tracks at Mount
Washington, Md.

TELEPHONE.
G. A. Gillette, representing P. A. Gillette & Co.

of Saginaw, Mich., has made application to the
Town Council of Daytona, Fla., for franchise for
the establishment of a long-distance telephone sys-
tem.

Advertising in the daily papers is one of the re-

sources of the Metropolitan company of New York.
"Telephony is the spice of trade" is a newly promul-
gated maxim found in the advertising columns of
the New York dailies. No name is appended to this

declaration, but it is not doubted that the local Bell
exchange is authority for it.

TELEGRAPH.
The commisioner of public works of Chicago has

ordered the Western Union Telegraph company to

take down its poles and place its wires underground
in Wabash avenue, between Twelfth and Eighteenth
streets and in Thirty-fifth street between Michigan
avenue and Western avenue.

Information received at Washington on Septem-
ber 6th indicated that the last link in the line of

the French cable would be completed m midocean
in about 10 days. The American connection at

Cape Cod is completed. The question has been
raised as to the right to land a cable of a foreign
company, and there appears to be much doubt as

to the law. The French company has urged that
the line was a renewal of the old line and not a new
Ime. It has also pointed out in a communica-
tion to the Senate committee on commerce that the
line was of strategic iniportance to the United

MISCELLANEOUS.
An electrical power piant is to be installed in the

factory of the W. W. Kimball company of Chicago,
which manufactures pianos and organs. There will
be a 180 kilowatt alternator and several motors.
Westinghouse apparatus will be used.

The new tariff of Japan places a duty of 10 per
cent, on electric light machinery, 25 per cent, on
phonographs, 10 per cent, on telephones and tele-
phonic apparatus, 10 per cent, on telegraph wires,
galvanized, and a like percentage on submarine and
underground cables.

It is stated that prosperity has struck the lead
industry and the market is on the up turn. Prices
are higher than they have been for the last five

years, with the prospe'ct of attaining the highest
point in the history of the metal. Missouri mines
which were on the point of closing down have re-
sumed operations full blast and will produce a larger
tonnage than ever before. Since August, 1896, wheij
the price of lead reached the lowest point, it has
been gradually advancing, until last week it was
quoted at $4.05 to $4.10 p«- hundred. It is predicted
by competent authorities that the price will reach
$4.50 before the close of the year.

ELECTRICAL SECURITIES.
A notable increase is shown in the earnings of

the Nassau Electric Railroad company for the year
ended June 30th. Its gross receipts amounted to
$1,825,272, its operating expenses and fixed charges
being $1,754,674.

The Brooklyn City and New Town Railroad
company paid dividends of $80,000 in its year ended
June 30th. The receipts amounted to $519,374. and
a surplus of $642 was left in the treasury after pay-
ing operating expenses, fixed charges and dividend.
Last year $100,000 was divided among the stock-
holders.

The Buffalo Railway company's annual report
shows a surplus of $40,087 after paying operating
e.xpenses of $668,852 and fixed charges of $427,123.
The gross earnings showed a falling off of $48,684.
The Crosstown- Street Railway company, Buffalo,
shows a marked improvement over last year. Its

gross earnings were $465,431, as against $-1^^.031 in

1896, while the operating expenses were $312,733
last year and $292,785 the preceding 12 months.

The General Electric company is now half through
its fiscal year, but results to date in net figures have
not been as good as the first half of the previous
fiscal year, according to the Daily Financial News
of New York, which on September 6th said: "If

there is no improvement before the end of the year
the General Electric common stock will earn at

least one per cent, less than it did last year. The
present business of the company is understood to

be showing up very well, in that the foreign com-
pany in which the General Electric company owns
a controlling interest has secured the imderground
contract in London."

In the Chicago market during the week Lake
Street "L" has been active and firm on the prospect
o; betterment of earnings through operation around
the loop and connection with the Suburban railroad.

With the addition of only eight stations and small
increase in pay rolls the traffic will be increased
materially, and the Suburban railroad will soon be
connected with the elevated line, giving through
passage from Riverside to the heart of the city. The
net earnings of the Lake Street are now slightly above
those for the corresponding period last year, due
largely to the decreased operating expenses. West
Chicago was more active, with fair buying at 108.

The traffic in August showed a steady gain and the
travel in the first week of September has been above
the average of last year. The earnings for 1897, it

is estimated, will exceed eight per cent, on the stock,

against seven per cent, last year. The Metropolitan
elevated railroad has been benefitted during the
month of August by traffic of the Suburban road,
which was about 38,000 a day, or an mcrease of a

few hundred passengers a day over the traffic for

July and an increase of more than 2,500 over the
tiaffic for August of last year. The plan of reor-
ganization for the road is likely to be announced
before the end of the present year.

TRADE NEWS.
The Daily Financial News of Pittsburg says thdt

$50,000 was the price paid for the Gibbs company's
business by the Westinghouse company.

A neat and nicely illustrated price-list has been re-

ceived from Machado & Roller, 203 Broadway, New-
York, sole selling agents for the A. E. G. incandes-
cent lamp, manufactured at Berlin, Germany. This
little book gives a complete illustrated story of how
incandescent lamps are manufactured in the large

establishment of Allgemeine Elektricitaets Gesell-

schaft, one of the largest concerns of the kind in the
world. It is understood that Machado & Roller will

carry in New York a large stock of incandescent
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lamps of all voltages to meet any demand up to

100,000, whxh gives them an opponunity to take

care of any reasonable order.

F. W. jinnts. formerly assistant secretary and

treasurer of the Walker company of Cleveland, Ohio,

has bought out the Cuyahoga Supply company,

dealer in electric street railway and lighting supplies

and general selling agent for Eugene Munsell &
Co. and the Mica Insulator company in Clevelanrl

and Northern Ohio. Mr. Bunts will continue the

business under the same title as formerly, occupying

the offices at 102 Superior street. He is a young
man who has a large acquaintance in the city of

Cleveland and vicinity, and his association with the

electrical trade will no doubt brin.j to his company
a large business. His leading lines, to which he

will devote his especial attention, will be the

"Micanite" specialties, as manufactured by the Mica

Insulator company of New York, Chicago and Lon-

don, and Eugene Munsell & Co.'s India and amber

mica in all of its various forms. The electrical trade

of Cleveland and vicinity will find that a large stock

of these lines will be carried ready for immediate

delivery.

Francis B. Badt has resigned his position as

secretary of the Siemens and Halike Eectric com-

pany of America to engage in business with Ed-

ward W. Meysenburg as "brokers, contractors and

engineers in railway and electrical equipment, ap-

plfnces and con.truction, experts in patent causes

and consulting engineers." Headquarers have

been estrb'.ished at 1522 Monadnock bui ding, Chi-

cago. The new concern will be known as Meysen-
burg & Badt, Mr. Badt being president and Mr.

Meysenburg secretary and treasurer. Mr. Badt has

been prominent in electrical circles, especially in

Chicago and ihe West, for many years. He :s an

experienced engineer and desig.ier and is familiar

wi h he design, eons rucion and operation of stand-

ard apparatus lor lighting, railway and power work.

He has made a special study of transmission of

electrical energy and has had valuable experi nee

in every field of electr'cal development. Mr. Mey-
senburg has been associated with h's brother, O. W.
Weysei burg of ihe Wells & French company, who,

with Mr. Wright, orginiz'd the American Siemens
and Halske company in Ch'cago.

BUSINESS.
The Swett & Lewis company, 11 Bromfield street,

Boston, has enlarged and improved its plant for the

production of X-ray supplies, and is now prepared
tf. fill orders promptly.

Charles Holmes, purchasing agent of the Chicago
Edison company, has returned to Chicago after a
pleasant vacation at Fo.x Lake. Mr. Holmes is

now, to quote his very apt expression, "ready to

receive large orders and ciispense small ones.''

The Missouri Telephone Manufacturing company
of St. Louis closed two large deals early in the
week. One order is for a complete exchange at

Fayette, Mo., and the other is for 200 instruments
and a switchboard to be shipped to Los Angeles,
Cal.

The Walker company has its own ideas of the
proper manner of selecting a dynamo, and in the
pamphlet "How to Select a Dynamo" these ideas

—

and they seem to be good ones—are clearly set forth.

The reader is posted on efficiency, regulation, cool
running, sparking, durability, ease of repair, etc.,

and many suggestions of practical valtie are made.
The good points in the electrical and mechanical
design of the Walker machines are not neglected.

Thomas C. Perkins has recently accepted the posi-

tion of assistant general sales agent for the C. & G.
Cooper company of Mt. Vernon, Ohio, in connec-
tion with the Boston office of the company. The
territory in which Mr. Perkins will operate will be
principally in New England. Mr Perkins is well
known in the electrical fraternity, and will be re-

membered as having been formerly connected with
the Ball & Wood Engine company of New York.
He is an energetic and popular salesman.

The Jandus Electric company of Cleveland, Ohio,
makes announcement that it is the sole owner of
the patents of William Jandus and the sole manu-
f.ncturer of the enclosed arc lamps made under those
patents and heretofore sold as "Manhattan," The
company has now organized a sales department,
and will sell the lamps directly to agents, dealers
or customers, instead of marketing its products

through a general sales agency. The "standard

Jandus lamp" is the same as that formerly sold as

"Manhattan," many thousand being now in use
throughout this country and abroad.

The Zamel Arc Light Meter company, througli

President C. C. Schumacher, reports that it is

progressing finely in the matter of introducing its

very useful instrument. The Zamel meter has just

been approved, Mr. Schumacher states, by the Na-
tional Fire Underwriters' association, a letter from
the association to that efifect having been received

a week or so ago. The Zamel meter, or, more
properly, the "current timer," is a device well worth
the investigation of every arc light central station

man who linds 't difficult to run lights on the con-

t^^act system and \\ho finds customers more willing

to buy their li.gnt i-y the hour.

C. H. Thordarson, who for many years has been
engaged in constructing and repairing dynamos,
motors, transformers, induction coils, e,c., has now
built up an excellent trade in Chicago and enj :ys

an enviable reputation among the electrical fra-

ternity. He has for some years done considerable
repair work for the Chicago Telephone company.
Postal Telegraph-cable company. Central Union
Telephone company and the Western Union Tele-
graph company of Ch'cago. Mr. Thordarson maees
a special y of winding armatures of any s'ze or sys-

tem, and his shop is exceptionally well fitted for

work of th's kind. His office and shop are located

in the Electric block, 82 Market street, Chicago.

The Electric Appliance company is well pleased

with its experiment of carrying in stock in Chicagd
a line of porcelain in all styles and sizes of knobs
and tubes, that enables itto fill any order. The ad-
vantage of having this stock in Chicago, instead of
having to go to the factories for the material, seems
to be appreciated by the trade, and the Electric Ap-
pliance company is reaping very satisfactory results.

It is the Chicago depot for one of the largest por-
celain works in the country, and is carrying what is

claimed to be a much larger and better assortment
of porcelain than has ever been carried in Chicago
before. A customer's requirements must be very
severe, indeed, if he cannot satisfy his wants di-

rectly from the Electric Appliance company's stock.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
Issued Auffust iSgy.

588,965. Municipal Signal System. Howard F.

Eaton, Cambridge, Mass. Application filed

November 24, 1888. Renewed February i,

1897.

In a municipal telegraph 'system the central station and
several sub stations are connected by an eleclric circuit'

and multiple signal transmitters are employed at the sub
stations for transmitting in conjunction with some of the

signals several regular impulses, combined with a register

for the signals.

NO. 589.042.

588,997. Electric Alarm and Call Bell. Frank C.

Jordan, Wadsworth, Ohio. Application filed

January ii, 1897.

The clock has its hour-hand connected with one pole of
a battery, contact fingers adapted to make connection with
the hour-hand and connected with a switchboard, a series
of contaci plates connected vilh the switchboard.

588,999. Electric Meter. Elton J. .King, Fort
Wayne, Ind. Application filed May i, 1897.

An electric meter, comprising field coils and a plurality
of movable coils secured ai an angle to each other upon a
common axis within the field, connections for energizing
the coils and means for measuring the resulting torque.

589,015. Electrical Body Appliance. James P. Mc-
Gill, Chicago, 111. Application filed February

23, 1897-

A flexible battery belt has continuously arranged gal-
vanic or voltaic couples, insulation between the adjacent
couutes and flexible conneciioQ between the couples and
insulatTon.

589,042. Storage Battery. William J. Still, Toronto,
Canada. Application filed February 10, 1896.

An electrode is described, comprising a rectangular con-
tinuous hollow spiral of flat strip thtet- <.i i 1 >

form with both edges free, and an interposed hollow spiral
of active material exposed at the inside and outside, and a
supporting post for the electrode extending up within the
spiral and forming a guide for the free lengthwise move-
ment of the spiral.

589,048. Electric Dental Furnace. Charles A.
Timme, New York, N. Y. Application filed

March 14, 1896.

Claim is made i~iT the combination of a muffle composed
of refractory material, removable independent heating
plates disponed in the walls of the muffle and composed of
refractory material having conductors embedded therein,
two separate conductive straps sui rounding the muffle near
its front end, each provided with a plurality of binding
posts for establishing connection with the electric source
and with the heating plates independently of each other.

589,073. Electric Regulator for Dynamos. William
H. Chapman, Portland, Me. Application filed

April 4, 1896.

The claim: In combination with a dynamo having a
shunt winding on its field magnet, a rheostat connected in
circuit with said shunt winding, a solenoid electrically
connected with the terminals of said dynamo, and having
a movable iron core arranged and adapted by its magnetic
force to operate the arm and slider of said rheostat; an
adjustable retarding device consisting of a cylinder, a
piston and piston-rod, said piston-rod being attached to

said core at one end, and at the other end being threaded
to receive the piston, and having a passage through it

which the piston is arranged to close or open according as
it is screwed to different positions along the rod

589,093. Automatic Switch for Railroads. Loring
A. Moore, Brooklyn, N. Y. Application filed

April 10, 1897.

NO. 589,048.

Included in this device are an insulated track section, a

movable switch-point forming a part thereof, an inclosing

case beneath the insulated track section, a weighted elbow
lever pivoted within the case, engat-ing the swiich-point

and tending to keep the switch open at all times to the main
line, an electro-inaenet arranged in position to attract an
armature on the elbow lever and close the switch to the

main line when an electric circuit is completed through
the magnet, and electrical connections between the in-

sulated track section, the magnet and the ground.

589,112. Electric Car Lighting System. Frederick

M. Bennett, New York, N. Y. Application filed

January 4, 1897.

The dynamo is actuated by the hub of the vehicle wheel
and charges a secondary baltery. and a switch is provided
for directing rhe current to tlie secondary battery, consist-

ing of an armature controlled by the field ot the dynamo.

589,130. Electric Headlight. John Kirhy, Jr., Day-
ton, Ohio. Application filed February 15, 1897.

In the dashboard of the car there is an opening cut
through, and a headlight is there placed, with the front or
open end of its casing secured to the rear side of the dash-
board and registering with the opening.

589,170. Railway Signal. Charles W. Grant, Con-
cord, Mass. Application filed November 19,

1896.

The device employs a series of track coils, an inducing
coil carried by tiie locomotive for generating current in
the track coils, an alternating current generator energiz-
ing the inducing coils, a test coil placed adjacent to the
inducing coil, and indicating devices in the circuit of the
test coils.

NO. 589,093.

589,186. Means for Operating Generators and
Storage Batteries in Conjunction. Wynn Mere-
dith and Andrew M. Hunt, San Francisco, Cal.

Application filed September 8. 1896.

The apparatus employed includes an auxiliary dynamo,
storage battery and main dynamo, the armature of the
auxiliary dynamo and rhe storage battery being connected
in series, and the two being in shunt with the main dy-
namo, the auxiliary dynamo having two independent field

windings magnetically opposed, one being in series with
the external circuit of the main dynamo, and the other in
shunt with any source of approximately constant potential
difference.

589,252. Apparatus for Refining Metals by Elec-
trolysis. John O. S. Elmore, Kapurthala, In-

dia. Application filed August 17, 1896.

Aperies of cross-frames is arranged in a closed tank at

intervals ; plates or slabs of the metal to be refined are in-

closed within the frames; appertures are arranged in the
alternate ends of the frames, an anode plate and outlet
pipe being in one end of the tank, a cathode plate and inlet

pipe a' the other end of the tank, and an electric circuit

connected at its terminals to the anode and cathode plates.

589.347. Electric Piano. James L. Fulkerson,
Kansas. City, Mo. Application filed December
4, 1896.

A pivoted k^y is provided with a longitudinal slot, a wire
extending wirhin the slot, a contact point arranged at the
front end of the key and conne'^ted to the wire, a platinum
sprine at tbe oppo'iite end of the key having connection
with the wire and miintained in electrical contact with the
circuit wire, and a contact plate arranged under the front
end of the key.
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Electrical Illumination of the Tennessee
Centennial Exposition.

By W. D. Williams.

Perhaps no feature of the Tennessee Centennial
Exposition at Nashville is so thoroughly enjoyed
by all classes of visitors as is the electrical illumina-

tion. There are no startling features connected
with the plant in the way of electrical novelties.

Reliance is placed, rather, on the general effect

and beauty of the lighting, and these are certainly

striking and undeniable.

In the generating plant are 15 dynamos, as fol-

lows: Six General Electric alternators, which
have a capacity of 120 kilowatts each; two Brush
multi-circuit arc machines, with a capacity of 125

lights each; two Western Electric arc machines,
rated at 100 lights and 80 lights respectively; one

300 candle power, which are used for outside dec-
oration and inside illumination, and 446 arc lights

so distributed over the Centennial Park and build-
ings as to give the best illumination possible. The
buildings are all well lighted with arcs, while the
incandescent lamps at the different exhibits give
a most pleasing effect.

All the exposition buildings are outlined with
incandescent lights, while the side buildings on
Vanity Fair are gaily decorated with many-colored
lights as suit the fancy of those who have them
in charge. The agricultural building is perhaps
the most beautiful in original design and requ'res
over 1,800 incandescent lights for outside decora-
tion. The style and contour of each building has
been followed in the electrical decoration, so that
a person entering the exposition grounds by night
for the first time can distinguish the style and

about eight years ago, and, seeing the great pos-
sibilities offered lor a young man in this field of
work, applied himself d.ligenlly to the task of train-

ing himself. How well he accomplished his task is

seen in the brilliant display at the e.xposit.on. He
was chosen from among a great many other ap-
plicants for the responsible position of general
superintendent of the electrical department by
Director-general Lewis, who had implicit faith in

his ability. Mr. Pentecost has worked his way
up from the ranks, having served his time as a line-

man and in other subordinate positions. He was a
foreman at the Atlanta Exposition, wh:re his abil-

ity was recognized. He prepared the plans for
the electrical equipment of the Tennessee Centen-
nial, and when they were submitted to the officials

in charge not one change was made. To the great
credit of Mr. Pentecost it mav be said that the

Parthenon, with Corona of .\rc Lights on Flagstaff above. Commerce Building. Memphis Pyramid.
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Wood arc machine, capable of supplying 40 lights.

This constitutes the apparatus at the power house
and is used solely for lighting purposes. In Ma-
chinery Hall there are four other dynamos, con-
sisting of one Triumph 75 kilowatt 500 volt gen-
eijator, one 62 kilowatt 500 volt General Electric

generator, one 2,000 light direct-connected no volt

n^'achine made by the Western Electric company,
and one 800 light no volt Wood dynamo. The
engines which drive the power-house dynamos
include four Westinghouse compound engines
v/ith a capacity of 400 horse power each. To these

four engines are belted six alternators and four
large arc machines. A 50 horse power Beck en-

gine is used to drive the Wood arc machine. In
Machinery Hall the Triumph generator is directly

connected to a Weston engine. The Western Elec-
tric no volt machine is directly connected to a
Phoenix engine, while the General Electric gen-
erator and the Wood dynamo are driven from
line shafting operated by a Hamilton-Corliss 500
horse power engine. The switchboard arrange-
ment at the power house is excellent. The al.er-

nating switchboard consists of six panels of beau-
tiful variegated marble, very handsomely finished,

and is so wired that any combination can be ob-
tained. The arc board is of the well-known Brush
make of the latest improved type. There are

f7,482 incandescent lights, ranging from two to

architecture of each building by looking at the
illuminated parts.

All the wire used within the park proper is

underground and was supplied by the New York
Safety Wire company in the form of lead-covered
cable, of which there was e'ght miles laid. Forty-
one men are employed in the electrical depart-
ment of the exposition, and by a system of indi-

vidual reports a complete record of the operation
of the entire plant is kept, and the superintendent
can locate at a moment's notice any trouble that
may occur. There are eight inspectors whose du-
ties are to make a thorough inspection daily of

the lines and circuits, while nine linemen look
after the line work. In addition to the daily in-

spection by the operating department, magneto tests

are also made, wh le nightly tests are made of all

the circuits while the current is on.
An interesting feature of the lighting of the fair

is the corona of arc lights hung on the main flag-

staff. 210 feet from the ground. This cluster of
lights is used as a signal for turning on all the
lights of the exposition, and is operated from the
power house, which is located three-quarters of a
mile away.

J. W. Pentecost, who designed and executed the
electrical display is a young man, 38 years of age,
who received his education in the public schools
of Nashville. He began the study of electricity

U Tennessee Centennial is the first exposition where
the entire electric light plant was ready tor busi-

ness on the opening night. At that time every
light on the ground was burned. Every lamp has
burned every night since, and the plant has given
no trouble.

The general night effect is beautiful, and an idea

of the appearance of the illuminated buildings,

towers, bridges and waters of the exposition
grounds may be had from the accompanying pic-

tures.

Prominent among the electrical features of the
fair are the powerful searchlights on the giant see-

saw on Vanity Fair. The light from these great
lamps penetrates far into the gloom of the night
and can be seen a distance of 30 miles, as it

sweeps the country with its powerful rays. The
illumination at the chutes is from a different source
from that of the rest of the exposition, yet for
brilliancy and general effect it is the most con-
spicuous as well as the most prominent illumina-
tion on Vanity Fair. Situated at the end of the
grounds, on a high hill, its light can be seen from
all parts of the exposition park. Surmounted w th
a cupola of 70 incandescent lights, the chute boats
glide down a descent under an arbor of 12 arches
of colored lights, whose blending effects are most
beautiful. A single row of incandescent lights

runs along the guard railing and the loading plat-
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forms, while the refreshment and band stands are

beautifully decorated with many-colored stars. The
entrance to the chute presents a dazzling effect,

being a crescent around whose edges and sides are

placed an innumerable number of lights, while "The
Chutes" appears in large letters in va' ied colored
lights which can be seen the entire length of Vanity
Fair. There are 630 incandescent and 10 150-hour
arc lights, supplied from a separate dynamo of 80
kilowatts capacity. Three 30 horse power motors
arc used, one for running the hoisting drum, one for

running the endless chain that drags the chute
boats to the top of the incline, and one tor furnish-

J. W. PENTECOST, GENERAL SUPERINTENDENT ELECTRICAL
DEPARTMENT TENNESSEE CENTENNIAL EXPOSITION.

ing water to the pump. This plant is quite an
interesting feature to the e.xposition visitor.

The Edison Convention.

For the first in the history of the .A.ssociation

of Edison Illuminating Companies ou'.siders were
admitted to the opening session at the Niagara
Falls meeting this week. It was considered a great

concession, and taken as an indication of an im-
proved condition of mind that might eventually;

develop to the point where the entire proceedings
would be given to the public. But it is hardly to

be e.xpected that the present generation will witness

such a complete transformation. It will be noticed

that those sessions at which papers are read and
discussed were held, as usual, behind ciised doors.

However, it was not at all difficult for those who
were inquisitive to find out the trend of the opinion
e.xpressed at these meetings.
The attendance at the convention was excellent

in point of numbers and in the prominence of the

members. There were among the "outsiders" many
old Edison men now engaged in other enterprises,

who, however, had not lost interest in the organiza-

tion, and took this means of recalling snd renew-
ing old friendships. It was noticeable, too, that

among the members were found many who had
been identified with interests opposed to the Edison
companies in the early days.

The convention was held in the Cataract House,
the hall being admirably adapted to the needs of

the association. The first session was called to

order shortly after 10 o'clock on Tuesday mornin.g,

the first order of business being the reading of the

annual address of the president. At its conclusion
a vote of thanks was unanimously tendered Presi-

dent InsuU for the interesting document he had con-
tributed to the history of the organization, and also

for the highly valuable services he had performed
in the interest of the organization during his term
of office.

Letters had been received from Mr. Edison, Mr.
Tesla, Fra:nk Sprague and Edward H. Johnson ex-
pressing regret at their inability to attend the opeii-

ing session. Messrs. Sprague and Johnson, how-
ever, gave promise of putting in appearance at a later

day. It was announced that J. H. Vail of Phila-

delphia had been seriously injured in a recent ac-

cident, which explained his absence. Much regret

was expressed by the members for their old asso-

ciate.

During the morning meeting the ladies accom-
panying the members were entertained by a tally-ho

driveunder the guidance of Wilson S. Howell.

President Insull's Address.

The decision of the members of the association

at the last annual meeting to hold its eighteenth
convention at Niagara Falls was naturally dictated

by the world-wide interest in the work of generat-
ing and distributing electrical energy, using the
famous Niagara River as a prime motor. In as-

sembling at a spot where so much can be learned
by those engaged in electrical business, we are, as
an association, paying the highest tribute that we
can to the wonderful work of those who have had
the courage, as capitalists and engineers, to design
and build a plant which has given a great impetus

to the economical production of electric current,

not only by means of water as the prime mover,
but by all other methods for the production of elec-

trical energy. We cannot all have the advantage
of a large water power to assist in the econom.cal
pioduction of our product right at our threshold,

but in studying the methods employed here at Niag-
ara Falls there is much information that we can
take away with us which will lead us to concentrate
our works at the most economical point of produc-
tion in .the various cities in which we live, and we
can take advantage of the methods of distribution

here employed to distribute our current to distant

Iicints where we desire to use it, far more econom-
ically than we can produce it at those distant points
themselves.
The question is often asked by those engaged in

the electric light and power business why the com^
panics known as "Edison Illuminating companies''
or "Edison licensees" should find it necessary to

combine themselves into an association. This
question is best answered by the fact that the Edi-
son Illuminating companies all operate under prac-
tically the same form of contract with the company
that controls the Edison patents, namely, the Edi-
son Electric Light company. In the main they
purchase their goods, under contract, from the
same licensed manufacturer of the patent-owning
company, namely, the General Electric company,
and as there is but one Edison company in each
particular city, the interests of these various com-
panies are naturally mutual. When I remind you
that the various companies which we, either as
officers or employes, have the honor of represent-
in'li-here, have invested in their business more than
$105,000,000, it will be readily appreciated that it

must be greatly to the advantage of the various
properties which we operate that we should meet
from time to time to exchange ideas as to the
proper conduct of our business, and that we should
continue an organization to watch over our inter-

ests in our dealings with the patent-owning and
manufacturing side of the Edison business.
At what happily would appear to be the close of

an unparalleled period of industrial depression,
the various Edison Illuminating companies have cer-
tainly much cause for mutual congraiulaiion. Not-
withstanding this long period of paralysis of indus-
trial enterprise, they have, with hardly an excep-
tion been able to show good earning capacity and
to pay to the holders of their securities a substan-
tial return on their investment. This is partly
owing to the inherent merit of our business, partly
to the wise foresight of the illustrious inventor
whose system this business is based on, and partly
to the conservatism of the original projectors of the
Edison lighting and power business, who insisted
that the Edison Illuminating companies should be
estabfished on a sound financial basis.

This experience during the depressed times will

portions of our territory, has forced upon many of

us the desirability of employing more economical
methods of transmission, with a view to the aban-
donment of small and expensive stations and the
concentration of our production of current at the
point of greatest economy. This matter was
touched upon a certain extent during the last

convention. A number of our companies are now
spending large sums of money on these lines, and
as a result of the importance that this subject has
assumed, it is but natural that a considerable por-
tion of our time will be occupied in deliberating on
this subject.

In connection with the matter of economical
transmission, the subject of economical storage is

naturally of importance, and we should, in the
course of our proceedings, be able to obtain consid-
erable information on the advantages of the use of
fht storage battery in connection with the Edison
system from those who have had the courage of
their opinions and have invested largely in storage
battery plants. I think we all concede the advan-
tages to be obtained from the use of the storage
battery from the storage point of view only, but
some of us are still in doubt as to our ability to
save sufficient money from their use to justify the
large investment in capital they call for.

A subject of prime importance with.the economi-
cal proQuction of our proauct is the basis upon
which we shall sell it to our customers. It should
be remembered that we are engaged in a public
business, and that our companies have duties to
perform to the public as well as money to earn for
our security holders. In fulfilling our obligaiions
to the public the question of the basis of charging
for our product is the all-important one. This is

a matter which on previous occasions has received
your earnest attention, and is one on which there
will undoubtedly be earnest discussion on this oc-
casion.

For several years past some of the larger illumi-
nating companies, members of this association,
notably those of ISoston, New York and Chicago,
have been in the habit of comparing the details of
cost and selling price of their product, their ac-
counts being kept on the same basis, as near as local
conditions permit. The information obtained, so
far as my experience goes, has been of great advan-
tage in enabling the companies in question to reduce
their cost and assisting them to an intelligent de-
cision as to the policy to adopt toward their custo-
mers.

It seems to me that it would be advantageous to
the members of this association if a uniform sys.em
of accounts were adopted and arrangements made
to compare the results obtained by the various
companies operating under similar conditions. In
putting such a scheme into operation a number of
difficulties would naturally have to be overcome,
such as the differences in local conditions and the
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necessarily lead investors to the conclusion that the
securities i>f the Edison Illuminating companies
are among the most desirable of local investments,

as if it is possible to earn substantial returns on cap-
ital invested during such periods of business dis-

turbances as that which we have recently gone
through, surely we can look forward to laying up
a substantial surplus to provide against a 'rainy
day" during times of prosperity which all of us
hope and some of us think we are now entering
upon.
The use of large generating units in the large

stations for the production of electrical energy, in-

augurated but a few years ago, and the necessity of

extending the field of our operations into distant

necessity of carefully guarding information of so
confidential a character, but I would suggest the de-
sirability of the association instructing the execu-
tive committee to take this matter up, with a view
to formulating a plan which might be tried experi-
mentally.
The changes that have taken place from time to

time since the formation of this association have
rendered it desirable that some modifications should
be made in our by-laws. A report will be made to
you during our meeting, setting forth the changes
suggested, which have been discussed and approved
by the executive committee of your association.
The main business of your executive committee

during the past year has been the negotiating with
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the General Electric company of a contract and
specifications with relation to the incandescent
lamps used by the Edison licensees who are mem-
bers of this association. As a result a lamp-test-
ing bureau has been established at the lamp lactory

at Harrison, N. J., which bureau is under the con-
trol of this association and is operated for its ac-
count by Mr. Wilson S. Howell. A number of our
members have taken advantage of the arrangements
made, and we believe that considerable benefit will

accrue to those who arrange to purchase their

lamps under the contract in question.
Great credit is due to the chairman and members

nency. Our main investment, in the larger cities

at least, is in our underground work, and if you will
look over the records of the various companies
using the Edison system I think you will find that
their underground work is as useful to them now as
when it was laid, and it seems to me that there is

no reason for us to fear that this condition will
change in the future. We may have different meth-
ods of illumination; we may get a higher voltage
lamp; we may find that the current of the future
will not require as large a cross-section of copper
as in the past; but I doubt if we will find that any
method of distribution will be invented that will
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of the executive committee for the results they have
been able to achieve, and they are certainly deserv-

ing of our thanks for the time and moiiey they have
spent in this matter for our benefit. I think for

the first time in the history of the electric lighting

business we are now able to obtain lamps made ac-

cording to specifications agreed on, and the result

must be an improvement in our service and a sav-

ing of money to our central station companies. The
details of this matter will be carefully dealt with in

reports by Mr. C. L. Edgar, chairman of the ex-

ecutive committee, and Mr. Wilson S. Howell, the
testing officer in sharge of the bureau at Harrison.
The relations of the Edison licensees with the

Edison Electric Light company and its licensed

manufacturers, the General Electric company, have,

during the past year, been of the pleasantest charac-
ter. This is probably owing to the fact that those
operating the General Electric company since the
consolidation of the Thomson-Houston company
and the Edison General Electric company have had
fuller opportunity, as time has gone on, to appre-
ciate the importance of the Edison licensee business
to the patent-owning and manufacturing interests.

The matter of patents continues to be in far from
a satisfactory condition, the licensees receiving
very little protection in the enjoyment of the ex-
clusive privileges under the Edison patents which
they had every reason to look for in view of the
large amount of royalty paid by them to the patent
company. It is doubtful whether the Edison Elec-
tric Light company or the General Electric com-
pany can be held responsible for this state of affairs,

as they have continued to spend very large sums
of money in the prosecution of their patent rights

in the courts.

It is to be regretted that many of the electrical

manufacturing companies continue to foster oppo-
sition central station plants in territory already
covered by good-paying illuminating properties,

with the result of seriously affecting the credit of

the customers upon whom the manufacturers must
rely for trade, if they desire to create a permanent
manufacturing business. We have all of us suf-

fered more or less from this policy of the manu-
facturing interests, and while in some cases there

may possibly be a temporary advantage to one or
another manufacturer, it is natural for us to wonder
what permanent advantage can come to the manu-
facturing interests as a whole by the adoption of

m.ethods which would seem to have in view the
ultimate destruction of the goose that lays the
golden egg.
With the many changes that must of necess-'ty

take place in so new a business as the electr'c I'ght

and power industry, the question is often raised as

to whether or not our plant is of a permanent char-
acter. A close examination of the Edison system
must bring home to anyone the fact that the won-
derful inventive and engineering talent displayed
by Mr. Edison in his early work has given us the
advantage of a system that is of the utmost perma-

supplant that which we are using; and if such be
the case, we should rather welcome than fear new
inventions, feeling that in pur own particular cities

we are the most desirable purchasers of any inven-
tions which may lessen the cost of electrical energy
to our customers. When those of us who have
been connected with this great industry from its

early childhood recall the fact that scientists and in-

ventors on both sides of the Atlantic persistently
condemned the scheme originally laid out by Mr.
Edison we must, as central station managers of to-

day, feel that we owe a deep debt of gratitude to

him for his courage in insisting that the only prac-
ticable method of distribution of electrical energy
was by the use of a constant pressure and a vary-
ing current, when everybody else was talking a con-
stant current and a varying pressure. This is no

stations, read an interesting paper upon "Economy
in the Distribution of Electrical Energy," which,
together with a resume of the discussion, is pre-
sented on another page. The reading and discus-
sion of this paper occupied the remainder of the
session.

At the evening meeting there were two papers
presented. George R. Stetson of New Bedford
read a paper describing and illustrating the use
of the photometer in the gas industry, the unit of
measurement being the English standard candle
and the photometer being of the Bunsen type.

In the discussion, J. VV. Lieb, Jr , referred to the
Lummer-Brodhun photometer and the Hefner von
Alteneck standard light, with incandescent lights as
secondary standards, and compared details of these
devices. He also called the attention of the mem-
bers to the arrangements which had been made for

the supply of calibrated incandescent lanips of 16
candle power for practical use as station standards.

S. Dana Greene noted the difference among
authorities as to classification of incandescent
lumps, some observing mean spherical candle power
and others adhering to the customary classificat'on

by mean horizontal candle power. The subjict was
further discussed by Messrs. Howell and Bowker.

Caryl D. Haskins of Boston presented an illus-

trated paper describing "Recent Developments In
Electrical Measuring Devices," including a prepay-
ment wattmeter, improved station watimeters and
telltale dials for the same, storage battery watt-
meters show-ing the state of charge of a storage
battery, and new switchboard instruments. The
discussion which followed was of a general charac-
ter and showed the interest of the members in the
matter. It was in the main an exchange of experi-
ences with meters.
The committee on acetylene gas and Welsbach

burners presented a report, which was accepted.-

This closed the first evening meeting.
At Wednesday's morning's meeting the first order

of business was consideration of the report of
the treasurer, which was presented and accepted.

J. W. Lieb, Jr., of New York read a paper on
"Methods of Charging for Current." He discussed
10 methods in use, as follows: Flat rate; flat rate
with connection to circuits shut dowm at agreed
hours; discounts computed on duration of demand,
based on the stated time of closing of the cus-
tomer's premises; special rates for motors; dis-

counts on gross bills; discounts based on average
use per day of units installed; the Hopkinson sys-
tem—a fixed annual rental based on customers' load
factor, and an additional charge per unit used;
double discounts, one on gross bill and a second
on average use of installation; the Wright system
with demand meter; the Kapp or double rate sys-

tem, the maximum rate being charged at the hours
of the peak of the station load and a lower rate

during the remainder of the 24 hours; and lastly, a
set of tables showing the rates and- methods of

charging of 12 large stations.

In a written review of the subject, A. S. Knight
of Boston acknowledged the value to the industry
of the analysis of costs which had been made and
published by English electric light men, particularly

Arthur Wright. He admitted that American rates

had generally been made with too little analysis of

cost of product; but he objected that the Wright
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occasion for invidious comparisons, but with every
desire to pay the highest tribute to the many bril-

liant men who have contributed to the success_ of

the business of manufacturing and distributing

electrical energy, we venture to claim that their

work is all subordinate to the master mind who
persisted in the early experimental days at Menlo
Park in working on a multiple arc system, without
which (with the exception of the series arc I'ght)

no form of electric light or electric energy could be
commercially operated to-day.

Proceedings of ExEcuTive Sessions.

At the first executive session Louis A. Fergti-
son, general superintendent of the Chicago Edison

system went too far in the other direction by dis-

regarding the wholesale feature of sales to large

consumers. W. S. Barstow read a carefully pre-

pared statement of the situation, and showed dia-

grams which emphasized the effect on cost of

product at different hours of the demand var"ation

from hour to hour, and particularly the value of

a high load factor in reducing possible selling pr'ce.

He recommended the double rate system of charg-
ing with a constant minimum rate in effect at all

but the "peak" hours: the minimum rate being cal-

culated to begin with, and any readjustment toward
lower rates due to reduced cost of production to

be made by lengthenina the hours during which
the minimum rate should be in effect. The "Kapp"
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system and a Kapp meter made from one of the

common type of meters by the addition of a self-

winding clock attachment were his preferences as

to the manner of applying the double rate. A gen-

eral discussion ensued at this point, questions being

asked of the delegates who had spoken in order to

elucidate their methods of apportioning costs of

production. The interest in the subject was so gen-
eral that it was determined to continye the discus-

sion at the evening session, and at that time the

matter was again brought up. Every man in the

association presented his views and experiences, and
at a late hour the meeting adjourned.
On Thursday morning Charles E. Paltison pre-

sented a paper entitled "Storage Battery Progress
and Results in the Edison Boston Station." The
paper embodied a record of three years and six

The closing session was held on Thursday after-

noon, when the reports referred from the previous
session were fully discussed, and after electing offi-

cers for the ensuing year the convention adjourned.
The following is the list of officers elected:

President—Samuel InsuU, Chicago.
Vice-president—R. R. Bowker, New York.
Secretary—Wilson S. Howell, New York.
Treasurer—W. S. Barstow, Brooklyn.
Executive committee—Charles L. Edgar, Bos-

ton; Alexander Dow, Detroit; George R. Stetson.

New Bedford; J. W. Lieb, Jr., New York; Samuel
Scovil, Cleveland.

Entertainment of Visitors.

Each day brought forth a surprise in the way of

entertainment for visitors. Tally-ho parties were

Agricultural Building. Machinery Building.
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Negro Building.

months' experience with the first battery, two years
and three months with the second and one year with
the third. His conclusions were that his company's
experience to date indicated great benefits from the

batteries, and that while they had weaknesses, the
expiense of maintenance was not so great as for

some of the other apparatus in use. The most not-

able benefits were the better regulation of pressure

on the system, particularly the elimination of fluc-

tuation due to intermittent motor loads,, such as

direct-connected elevators, the improvement of gen-
erating economy, due to the custom of charging
the batteries during hours when the load would
otherwise be light, and the reduction of expense
hitherto necessary in keeping furnaces banked and
engines ready for emergency use. The discussion

provided for the ladies on Tuesday and Wednesday
morning, one being devoted to the American side

and the other to the Canadian. They were largely

attended and greatly enjoyed.
Oh Tuesday afternoon the entire party of mem-

bers and visitors visited the power plant of the
Cataract Construction company, and were taken
in . charge, by Dr. Sellers and Messrs. Stillwell and
Dunlap. The feature of construction that proved
most impressive was the pit under the extension
of the power house. Other features were also

carefully examined and every detail was explained.

A visit to the observation tower and a trip on the

inclined railway and Maid of the Mist completed
the afternoon's entertainment.
Wednesday afternoon was devoted to an inspec-
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by R. R. Bowker, W. S. Barstow, J. W. Lieb, Jr.,

L. A. Ferguson, Samuel Scovil and others showed
differences of opinion among the members having
experience with batteries as to which of the advan-
tages to be gained by their use was very important.
The expression varied between those given by Mr.
Pattison and that by another delegate, who was of
the opinion that the immediate availability of the
battery as a reserve in case of accident to the gen-
erating plant was its principal recommendation.

J.
W. Lieb, Jr.. presented the report of the com-

mittee on storage batteries, which, among other mat-
ters, contained a recommendation that a rating of
battery capacity more conservative than that here-
tofore in use by the manufacturers should be
adopted. The report of the executive committee and
the report of the lamp-testing bureau, presented by
Wilson S. Howell, the chief of the testing bureau,
were read and referred to the afternoon session for
discussion.

tion of the Gorge and the Whirlpool Rapids. The
party left the Cataract House at 2:30 o'clock, crossed
,tlie bridge to the Canadian side, where cars were
waiting to carry the sight-seers to the battlefield

of Chippewa. From this point they made the trip

along the Canadian side to Lewiston, passing
Brock's monument, the steel arch bridge, the new
suspension bridge, the ruins of the first suspension
bridge, the stone erected by the Prince of Wales
marking the spot where General Brock fell, the
battlefield of Queenstown Heights and the ruins of

the house in which the first Canadian newspaper
was printed. From the line of the Niagara Falls

Park and Railway company splendid views of the

points of interest along the river were had. Sev-
eral stops were made for this purpose. The road
passes through a fine country of vineyards and or-
chards. An amusing mcident that enlivened the
trip was the wild scramble for peaches that marked
the arrival of the party at the first orchard. Some

one signaled to stop the cars and immediately the
train was deserted and the orchard taken by storm.
A huge dog that had been on guard viewed the
approach of the party for a moment and then, with
a cry of alarm, turned and fled, leaving the attack-
ing party in possession of the field.

At Lewiston a boat was taken across stream and
the return to town made on the American side
over the Great Gorge route. The trip is un-
doubtedly more impressive than that on the Can-
adian side, but the latter is very attractive and the
inspection of the river is not complete without
both experiences.

In. the evening the most sensational feature of the
week was presented, when the visitors were invitefl

to witness the electrical illumination of the Whirl-
pool Rapids, described elsewhere in detail.

Edison Convention Notes.

The attendance at the meetings was the largest
that has yet been known in the history of the asso-
ciation.

Charles D. Shain, who accompanied the Chicago
party to the Falls, was greeted heartily everywhere
Mr. Shain, although fio longer directly identified

with the lighting business, is very popular with his

old associates.

A conspicuous figure about the Cataract was Allen
R. Foote, who will be remembered as a former sec-
retary of the National Electric Light association.
Mr. Foote is now living at Washington attending
his numerous publications.

Many ladies attended, the convention and enjoyed
the hospitality of the association. John W. Howell
was unremitting in his efforts to provide for the
comfort and entertainment of the ladies, and he
succeeded admirably in his efforts.

The programme was admirably arranged, and the
plan of holding morning and evening meetings
proved a very agreeable change from the experience
of the National Electric Light association. At the
June convention of the latter ora;anization the
visitors found it difficult to 'pass the evenings pleas-
antly. It proved a much better arrangement to

devote the afternoon to social features

This year a press committee was appointed and
such matter as was considered of general public
interest, and the publication of which was not
antagonistic to the interests of the members, was
given out. Messrs. Dow, Edgar and Bowker pre-

pared these reports, and their services were highh'
appreciated by the representatives of the electrical

journals.

W. M. Habirshaw of New York constituted an
unofficial entertainment committee for the Edison
convention. Dr. Habirshaw;'s familiarity wi'h Ni-
agara Falls and the great work that is being done
there brought his services into great demand. He
was the guide, philosopher and friend of the visi-

tors and evidently enjoyed ' extending hospitality

as much as the recipients of his favor were benefited

by kindness.

Martin J. Insull, accompanied by his wife, was
the guest of his brother, Samuel Insull, during the
convention. Martin Insull has not been in the elec-

trical business as long as his brother, but he is

displaying the same characteristics, and will un-
doubtedly gain a prominent place in the electrical

world. He is a partn-^r with Sarsri^iit & Lundv.
electrical engineers of Chicago, and looks after the

business of the concern. He has already established

an excellent reputation as a business man.

It may seem rather strange to Chicagoans to find

Alexander Dow numbered among the Edison men.
When in Chicago Mr. Dow was the expert for the

Brush company, and anyone who heard him extol

the merits of the Brush apparatus could have no
doubt of his sincere belief in the Brush doctrine.

But times have chaneed, and now Mr. Dow, who
is with the Detroit Edison company, is just as en-

thusiastic and to all appearances as firm a believer

in Edison as he was formerly a devoted follower
of Brush.

Considerable surprise was manifested on Wednes-
day evening by the appearance of Silvanus_ P.

Thompson at the Cataract House, and it was jok-

ingly suggested that the eminent English electrician

had come over to attend tlie Edison convention.

He did not remain long at Niagara Falls, however,
but while there met several old friends. He had
been in the West since the Toronto meeting of the

British Association, and vras on his way to New
York. He expressed himself as well pleased with
his American trip.

E. Lavens. general manager of the General In-

candescent Arc Light company, who attended the

F.dison convention, related manv intpresfing ex-

periences. One of these, illustrating the difference

between English methods and American practice,

was an incident that came under his own observa-

tion, during a visit to England last summer. His
attention was attracted by two men (rimming arc

lamps. They had a push-cart with a ladder unon it

and went from lamp to lamo, one holding the ladder
to keep it steadv while the other climbed to the

Inmp and changed the carbons. Mr. Lavens noticed
that they were verv deliberate in their movements-^
fair examples of English conservatism—and he took
occasion to preserve a record of their movements.
From the time they left one lamp until they trimmed
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Ihe next and started for another, the average time
consunieel was 17 minutes. The result of this ob-
servation amply repaid the American visitor for the
time he had spent in watching the movements of

the English workingmen.

"One of the best things that P have read in a
long time," remarked a member, "was the reference

to a peculiarity of Luther Stieringer contained in

Mr. Dyer's paper on electrical fixtures, which was
printed in the current number of the Western Elec-

trician. Mr. Dyer calls attention to the fact that

Stieringer carried parts of an invention about in

his pocket and stopped his friends on the street to

talk about it. No matter where you meet Stieringer

you will find him ready to talk about the latest

thing out. Although he is not required to work as

hard now as in those early days, he is just as much
interested. He is certainly an enthusiastic and in-

telligent worker." Mr. Stieringer represented the

New Orleans Edison company at the Niagara
gathering, and acted as sergeant-at-arms during the

convention.

President InsuU tells many good stories of Edison,
one of which will bear repeating here. Mr. Edison
had been importuned by an old friend for a word
of advice for a young man \vho was just entering
life. At the time Edison was standing in the ofnce
of his laboratory at Orange, gazing abstractedly at

a clock that never ran—a present, by the way, to-

gether with the other fittings of the place, which
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and one of the old telephone companies in the Flower
City. He is widely known in every branch of the
business.

There are differences of opinion among Edison
engineers as well as ordinary mortals, and these
gentlemen frequently engage in diicussions as
animated as those which occupied the attention of
the advocates of the relative merits of direct and
alternating systems in -the early days. This week's
meeting of Edison men was no excepiion. and the
proceedings were enlivened by several lively, good-
natured tdts. No record was kept of the discus-
sions, of course, and the world will not enjoy the
advantage which it might have gained had the ex-
pressions of this able body of engineers and
managers been preserved for later consideration.
However, a line or argument was started at Niagara
which will be followed until the questions involved
are settled, so far as such matters can be deter-
mined in a g:eneral way. Boston and Chicago dis-

agreed, as might have been expected, owing to the
fact that Mr. Ferguson and Mr. Edgar, both men
of pronounced views, advocated the methods prac-
ticed in their respective cities, which happen to be
different in many important details. Mr. Edgar
has been an earnest advocate of the use of storage
batteries in central stations, and he believes the
experience of Boston proves their value as an
auxiliary. . On the, other hand, Mr. Ferguson finds
that the conditions in Chicago make the use of
rotary current transformers advisable, and he has
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inventor he found it difficult to overcome the diffi-
dence and modesty of the great man. "Edison"
was reticent when his work was the topic of conver-
sation, which, by the way, was all one-sided for a
time; then, when the first blush had disappeared,
the young interviewer was loaded up. He was am-
bitious and careful in his work, and several times
had statements repeated that he did not understand,
and which, if printed, would have blasted the repu-
tation of Edison or anybody else to whom they
might have been attributed. Of course the inter-
view never got into print, although it came pretty
near being published, and, had it not been for the
fact that the city editor of the paper had a personal
friend among the members who assured him that the
affair was a hoax, it would undoubtedly have been
the talk of the country the' following day. The
young man who had afforded the boys so much
amusement did not suffer because of this incident.
He was amply repaid by getting several good stories
that were not "killed," and making many friends
among the members.

Members and Visitors.

Following is a list of the delegates and visitors in
attendance at the Edison convention:
Abbott, John Jay, assi-stiint to general superintGuilGiit.
Chicago Edison company, Chicago, HI.

Anthony, AV. M., comptrollGr Chicago Edison company,
Chicago, III.

Barstow, W. S., general superintendent Edison Elec-
tric Illuminating company. LSrooiilyn, N. Y.

Batcheler, Charles. New \ork.
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was furnished for him before he moved into the
Orange establishment. While standing thus, pluck-
ing his eyebrows, as is Edison's habit when en-

grossed in deep thought, his friend said; "Just give

him a word, or sentence that he can carry in his

mind through life." Thus recalled by the voice of

his friend, Edison said: "Tell him never to look
at the clock." His companion greeted the remark
as a jest, but those who are acquainted with the

Hfe and habits of the great inventor realize that it

told the stoi-y of his life, and that it furnished the key
to much of his phenomenal success. Edison may
be said to have continued his experiments in every

subject he investigated until his task was com-
pleted.

George A. Redman, who has been a regular at-

tendant at the Edison conventions some time back,

has not always been a believer in the Edison sys-

tem. He was the first superintendent of the Brush
company at Rochester, a pioneer in arc lighting,

and he developed that company's business until it

became a splendid property, and was absorbed by
the Rochester Gas and Electric company, when the

latter corporation acquired all the lighting plants of

the Flower City. Mr. Redman was retained as gen-

eral superintendent of the electrical department, with
the large Edison plant among the stations he con-
trolled. He lias evidently become convinced that

the Edison system possesses merit, for, on occasion

at least, he is an ardent supporter of it. Mr. Redman
is a member of the National Electric Light associa-

tion, and has served upon the executive committer
of that body for several years. He is also interested

in the street railway system of Rochester. Before
entering the lighting business Mr. Redihan was local

manager of the Western Union Telegraph company

become a champion of sub-stations based on the
employment of these machines. He found many
followers and inclined others to his view._ Another
fruitful topic, as may be surmised from the report
of the proceedings, was the subject of charging for

current. This was one of the most valtiable dis-

cussions of the meeting. It rnay be said that every
paper presented was carefully prepared and showed
a thorough knowledge of the subject. Moreover,
they, all dealt with live topics.

There are always plenty -of smokers at convention
time to accommodate those who do not retire early.

On Tuesday evening.several members who had had
many years' experience spun yarns by ihe 3'ard, some
of them being of general interest.' One story will

be recalled by those who attended the Edison con-
vention at Minneapolis several years ago. It had
been reported, as usual, in advance that Mr. Edison
would attend the meeting, and when the New York
delegation arrived in Minneapolis the reporters for

the local papers were on - hand, eager to catch a
glimpse of the great inventor. Edison had not ac-

companied the party, but one young and ambitious
scribe refused to accept the statements of several

members to whom he applied for information. It

transpired later that someone had given this

neophyte a pointer that Edison avoided publicity

as much as possible, and had hurried from the train

to the hotel before his presence was discovered.

The young man accordingly haunted the rotunda
and corridors of the West Hotel, and pestered the

rhembers of the association until someone realized

what an excellent opportunity it was for a little fun.

Several visitors were let into the secret, and finally it

was arranged to have John Muir impersonate Edi-

son- Wh§n the young man accosted tlie supposed

Heal, M. A.,' secretary and treasurer Forest City Elec-
tric Light and Power company, Koclilord, lil. ^

Eeale, AA illiaui G., counsel 01' Cnieago Edison company,
Chicago, 111.

Bowker, R. R., first vice-president Edison Electric II-

luminating company, -New York.
Chandler, William, Edisou Sault Electric company,

. Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.
Clark, Wallace S., Schenectady, N. Y.
Colby, J. S.. treasurer aud general manager Des Moines
Edison Light company, Des Moines, Iowa.

Crider, J. S., Edisou Electric Illuminating company,
Cumberland, Md.

Davenport, George W., treasurer Electric Light and
Power (^onipany, Syracuse, N. Y.

Dow, Alexander, general manger Edison Illuminating
company, Detroit, Mich.

Edgar, H. T., New York.
Edgar, C L., vice-president and general manager Edi-
sou Electric lllumiuatiug company, Boston.

Ferguson, L. A., general supenutendeut Chicago Edi-
son company, Chicago, 111.

Field, A. "W., secretary and manager Columbus Ed-
ison Electric Light company, Columbus, O.

Finn, George H., secretary, ixeasurer and general man-
ager Edison Electric Light and Power company, St.
Paul.

Francis, W. H., Edison Electric Illuminating company,
Boston, Mass.

Girvin, Warren H., general manager Edison Light and
Power company, Syracuse, N. Y.

Greene, S. D., General Electric company, Schenectady,
N. Y.

Habirshaw, W. M., New York.
Hale, R. S., Boston. Mass.
Howell, John W., expert General Electric Lamp Works,
Harrison, N. J.

Humbird, James T., Edison Electric Illuminating com-
pany, Cumberland, Md.

Insnil, Martin J., Sargent & Lundy, Chicago, 111.

Insull, Samuel, president Chicago Edison company, Chi-
cago, III.

Johnson, W. H., secretary and manager Edison com-
pany, Philadelphia, Pa.

King, Charles G. Y., mechanical engineer Chicago Edison
company, Chicago, 111.

Knight, A. S., auditor Edison Electric Illuminating
company, Boston, Mass.
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Ki'ueal. Jobn, Geuoral Electric company, Schenectady,
N. Y.

Laveus. B., genernl manager Incandescent Arc Light
company, >Jew Vork.

Lleli, J. W., Jr., general manager Edison Electric
llluniiuiUlng company of New York.

Magner, George 1^., treasurer Newport Illuminating com-
jtanv, Newport, U. I.

Martin, T. C, Bloctrical Engineer, New York.
McGliie, John, General Electric company. New York.
0"Hara, John B., AVestern Electrician, Chicago, III.

Pattlson, Oharles E., Edison Electric Illuminating com-
pany, Boston, Mass.

Peri'y, C. C, Indianapolis Electric Light and Power com-
pany, Indianapolis, Ind.

Tost, Hoyt, director Edison Illuminating company, De-
troit. Mich. ; also director Edison Light company.
Grand Uapids.

Price, Charles R., treasurer New Bedford Gas and Edi-
son Light company. New Bedford, Mass.

Redman, George A., general superintendent electrical
department, Rochester Gas and Electric company,
Rochester, N. Y.

Robertson, A. M., secretary and general manager Min-
neapolis General Electric company, Minneapolis. Minn.

Seherck, Leon H., Edison Electric company. New Or-
leans, La.

Shain, Charles D^ New York.
Smith, August Leonard, president Appleton Electric
Light and Power company, Appleton. Wis.

Smith, W. S., superintendent Toledo Consolidated Elec-
tric company, Toledo, O.

Stetson, George R., president New Bedford Gas and Edi-
son Light compan.y. New Bedford, Mass.

Stieringer, Luther, Edison Electric company. New Or-
leans, La.

Sunny, B. E.. General Electric company, Chicago.
Wustenfeld. Christopher, manager Elgin City C. & A.
Ry. Co., Elgin, 111.

Illumination of the Wliirl pool Rapids
One of the magnificent sights enjoyed by the mem-

bers attending the convention of Edison companies

duced evoked a gasp of admiration from the favored
spectators. The intensity of the white light upon
the masses of tumbling, roaring waters was moi'e

than magical. They seemed to be endowed with a
new life, weaving and interweaving in white, fleecy

foam and pale emerald overturn, curving under and
over as they dashed down toward the whirlpool.

It was a new view of the rapids, and conveyed, per-

haps, a better idea of the force and violence of the

current than can be gained under the light of day.

To endeavor to improve on this seemed an anti-

climax, but Mr. Stieringer had another treat in

store. He had provided a series of colored screens

to see' what effect colored beams would give to the

water. The red screen was lowered in front of the

reflectors, and the effect produced showed that

the climax had not yet been reached with the pure
white light. The water now assumed an almost
blood-red hue, such as is found in the depths of a
furnace of molten metal. The great masses of under-
current moved onward a deep red, the leaping foam
of a lighter hue, playing like the lambent flame over
the solid water beneath. From the cars this burst
of color in the inky blackness of the surroundings
was weird. From the top of the gorge bank the

effect was almost diabolical. In the words of one
of the spectators, "had Dante witnessed this he had
constructed another circle to his Inferno."
The lamps were left lighted during the return

journey, and there was no part of the whirlpool
rapids but was momentarily illuminated by the con-
centrated beam of white light.

Perhaps of all the varied entertainments provided
for the<members and guests, none evoked such ex-

CAR WITH SEARCHLIGHTS FOR ILLUMINATION OF THE WHIRLPOOL RAPIDS.

at Niagara Falls was afforded by an experiment
arranged between Superintendent J. K. Brooks of

the Great Gorge route, Luther Stieringer and the
General Electric company. Briefly, it was the il-

lumination of the whirlpool rapids by powerful
searchlights. The idea originated with Mr. Stier-

inger. whose experience with searchlight effects on
movisng waters, gained from the electric fountains
at the World's Fair at Chicago, enabled him to
gauge the probable success oj this experiment.
Mr. Brooks arranged the car and the lights and
provided the current, while the General Electric
company furnished the searchlights and colored
screens. The illumination was merely in the nature
of a trial demonstration of the feasibility of realiz-

ing Mr. Stieringer's idea, which comprehends ulti-

mately the illumination of the whirlpool rapids
nightly during the season on a very much larger
and more substantial scale. The methods adopted
in this instance were somewhat crude, owing to the
shortness of time in which arrangements had to be
made.

Six standard General Electric searchlight lamps
were employed. They were set in six plain wooden
boxes painted dead black inside. In front of each
arc lamp, attached to the back of the box, was a
polished silvered reflector. The boxes were placed
on one of the flat cars of the Great Gorge railway,
and the lights were controlled by a rheostat, also
on the car. A start was made from the Cataract
House in special cars, under the immediate charge
of Superintendent Brooks. Many of the party had
no idea of what they were about to contemplate.
Arrived opposite the point in the whirlpool rapids,
where the movement is most turbulent, the lights
on the cars were suddenly extinguished. The moon
had not risen, and the Gorge was a huge cave
paved with a hurrying, leaping mass of grayish
viiater and roofed with the almost black sky. The
scene was impressive.

The small switch on one of the uprights of the
car was suddenly closed by Mr. Brooks. Instan-
taneously the beams of light, concentrated into one,
flashed out upon the rapids. The effect thus pro-

pressions of^ satisfaction and admiration as this

grand spectacle.

Street Railway Magnates of the Empire
State.

The Street Railway association of the state of

New York is an all-star combination, and its fif-

teenth annual meeting was attended by many prom-
inent men. Is is evident from the class ot men
interested that street railway securities are consid-

ered pretty good investments in the Empire State.

Of course the attendance at a state convention,
even in New York, with all its pretensions,

is necessarily rather small in comparison with
that at the national gatherings of street railway
and lighting organizations, but the members con-
sole themselves with the reflection that it is a very
select body, and they are entitled to whatever com-
fort they may get out of the thought. It is cer-

tainly a fact that New York has many prominent
street railway men, and they all seem to take a lively

interest in the state organization. There is some
rivalry between the cities in the interior of the state

ever honors, but it does not appear openly.

Binghamton has been honored with the presi-

dency several times, although it is one of the smaller
towns of the state. It is a very attractive place,

and the corporation of which Mr. Rogers is the

directing and controlling spirit ias done much
toward earning for the town the title it enjoys of

being the Parlor City. The street railway company
is an enterprising concern and it has provided the
city and suburban districts with excellent service.

Next to the president the most important figure

at this year's meeting was the Hon. W. Caryl Ely,

the resident vice-president, upon whom devolved the

task of making arrangements for the meeting and
providing entertainment for the members and visi-

tors. Mr. Ely is a lawryer of some prominence in

the western part of the state, and he is well known
to electric light men as well as in street railway
circles. Members of the National Electric Light
association who attended the mid-summer meeting
of that body at Niagara in August, 1889, will recall

his clocjuent speech at the opening session. Mr.
Ely must feel gratified now when he reflects that

the predictions which he made for the future of
Niagara power development have been fulfilled.

John N. Beckley of Rochester, who was also vice-
president, is numbered among the most enthusi-
astic workers of the association. Mr. Beckley is

an ex-president of the organization and he has on
more than one occasion entertained that body in

the Flower City. He boasts of having introduced
the first complete electric street railway system in
the Empire State. When he was a struggling young
lawyer in Rochester, 12 or 15 years ago, the street
railway service was furnished by bob-lail horse-
cars and the passengers walked to ihc front of
the car and deposited the fare in a box or "passed
it up." While Mr. Beckley was occupying the po-
sition of city attorney the complaints against the
Rochester City and Brighton Railway company,
the old corporation, grew so loud that it was be-
lieved the time had come for bringing about a
change. Mr. Beckley was the man who formed the
syndicate, purchased the stock of Messrs. Barry,
EUwanger, Woodworth and others, and immediately
set about reorganizing the property. An electrical
system was substituted for old slow-going horse-
cars and a wonderful change came over the town.
Rochester assumed metropolitan airs at once and
it has made a mighty effort to sustain these preten-
sions ever since. As a result it is one of the pretti-

est and cleanest cities in the country. Last year
Mr. Beckley, who had been president of the Roch-
ester Railway company since its formation in 1890,

decided to retire from active management, and at

the annual election in January Frederick Cook suc-
ceeded him. Mr Cook is interested in many large
corporations in Rochester. He is president of a
bank, a brewery, an insurance company and a race
track, and he is one of the best natured of Roch-
ester's many jolly Germans. Fred Cook, as every-

body calls him down in York state, made his money
himself and is proud of it. He started in life as

a railroad hand and for several years was con-
ductor on an emigrant train on the New York
Central. He is respected and honored by his fel-

low townsmen and he enjoys the confidence of ihe

people throughout the state, as was shown by his

election as secretary of state over Col. Fred Grant.
He has been offered many other political honors by
the Democrats of that state, but he has been forced
to decline them, as his private interests demand his

entire attention.

T. J. Nicholl, who was the official representative

of the Rochester Railway company at the conven-
tion, is an experienced street railway man. He is

general manager of the Rochester corporation, ana
has had entire charge of the operation of the system
during the last eight, months. Mr. Nicholl is an old

sleam railroad man, and his experience in that line,

supplemented by his more recent work in the man-
agement of electric roads, makes him an exception-

ally valuable man for the Rochester company. Plis

judgment in matters pertaining to street railway

management is highly regarded by his associates.

The New York member of the executive com-
mittee. H. H. Vreeland, has the distinction of being

at the head of one of the best street railway prop-
erties of the world, although in point of equipment
it is now at the bottom of the lisL This is not the

fault of the company, however, but of the city gov-
ernment and the kickers, wlio seem to flourish and
thrive and multiply in the city that considers it an
honor to play second fiddle to London. However,
the Metropolitan company is now preparing for

an elaborate system of conduit electric railway. Mr.
Vreeland hopes that the unenviable reputation he
has had of being the last to make the change from
horses to electric power will have advantages in

giving him the benefit of others' experience. He
stated recently that there were 6,000 men at work
on the Fourth and Madison avenue line and that

by next month electric cars would be in operation

from Astor place to the Grand Central station. He
said that the underground work from One Hun-
dred and thirty-fifth street to Ninety-second street,

which was begun on August 4th, was almost com-
pleted, and that by the first week in October it

would be ready for use. "When we have done,

the company will have expended from $10,000,000

to $15,000,000 in improving the transit facilities

of the city and at least $1,000,000 in practically re-

paving 50 miles of streets."

Clinton L. Rossiter, Mr. Vreeland's neighbor, has

gained the good-will of the Brooklyn populace by
giving better service and putting a stop to the reck-

less manner of running motor cars on the lines

controlled by the Brooklyn Railway company. Mr.
Rossiter is rejoicing in the increased patronage that

the company's system has lately enjoyed.

The biggest street railway man in the western
end of the state is Henry M. Watson, president of

the Buffalo Railway company. Mr. Watson had
grave fears last year that the people of Buffalo had
determined to walk or ride bicycles, so marked was
the falling off in the patronage ot the principal lines,

but now a noticeable improvement has taken place

and all is serene once more on the shores of Lake
Erie. Mr. Watson has been president of the Ameri-
can Street Railway association, as has also H. H..

Littell, the general manager of the Buffalo system
—a distinction of which no other street railway com-
pany in the country can boast. The company is

using Niagara power to operate a portion of its

system.

An old-timer in association work is John W. Mc-
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Namara, an experienced street railway man, who
has contributed largely toward the development of

the Albany system, of which he is general manager.
His position and influence at the state capital have
always been exerted in the interests of his asso-

ciates throughout the state whenever their property

has been attacked. This has been one of the most
successful features of the state association, and
the fact that adverse legislation has been headed off

can be attributed largely to the personal efforts

of Mr. McNamara.
Improvement in business has made the Troy

City Railway company happy and has lifted a burden
from the shoulders of the management. On Septem-

ber loth a dividend of one per cent, was paid, the first

that had been ordered since that of last December.
Heretofore i^/4 per cent, has been the quarterly rate

paid by this company, but the directors decided to

cut off one-fourth per cent, and apply it to a sinking

fund to take care of the$40o,ooobonds of thecompany.

President Cleminshaw, who represented the com-
pany at the convention, said that the prospects for

improvement in business were certainly very favor-

able in the city of collars and cufifs.

New York Street Railway Association.

The street railway men opened their convention

at the International Hotel, Niagara Falls, on Tues-

day, September 14th, with a blare of trumpets.

There was a large attendance, and it was found that

a splendid list of papers had been prepared for the

Heller, W. H., Lewlstoa & Youngstown Frontier Railway,
Lewi Ston.

mil, Olmrles B., Niagara Falls and Suspension Bridge
Railway, Niagara Falls.

Johnson, H. L., president Nassau Railroad, Brooklyn.
Johnson, Henry A., Metropolitan Eitreet lUiilway com-
pany, New \ork.

Maloney. F. G., electrician Elmlra and Horseheads Rail-
way company, Elmlra.

Marshall, O. K., N. F. & B. Ry., Niagara Falls.
McCabe, Ambrose P., Metropolitan Street Railroad
company. New York.

McCormack, J. H., general superintendent Brooklyn
Heights Railway company, Brooklyn.

McNamara, John W., Albany Railway company, Albany.
Moffitt. John H., Rapid Transit itallway company,
Syracuse.

Mooney. F. P., C. & H. Traction company, Cortlant].
Morgan, Godfrey, Buffalo, Main Street and Tonawanda
Railway company, Tonawanda.

Newton. Henry S., Syracuse Rapid Transit Railway com-
pany, Syracuse.

NichoU, T. J., general manager Rochester Railway com-
pany, Rochester.

O'Connor. Edmund, attorney of association, Einghamlon.
rhillips, W., Niagara Falls Park and River railway, Ni-
agara Falls, Ont.

Porter, B. \V., Saratoga Traction company. No. 99

Cedar street, New York.
Porter, Alexander J., director N. F. & S. B. R. R. Co..
Niagara Falls.

Rogers, G. T., president Bingliamtoii Railroad company,
Binghamton.

Seixas, E. F., Amsterdam Street Railway company,
Amsterdam.

Sliney, George H., Nassau Railroad company, Brooklyn.
Smitli, Charles H., superintendent Troy City Railway,
Troy.

Stedman, J. H., Rochester Railway company, Roches-
ter.

Story, C. B., Ho'og^ck Railway company, Hoosick Falls.

Manson, George T., The Okonite companv. New York.
McGhie, J., General Electric company. New York
Morrell, Frank A., Sterling Supply and Manufacturing
company. New York,

Morris, Elmer P., McGulre Manufacturing company,
New York.

Murphy, J. F., Dublin Tramwavs, Dublin. Ireland.
Murphy, William Martin, Dublin and Belfast Tramway,
Dublin, Ireland.

Peckham, E., president Peckbam Truck company. New
York.

Penington, T. C, American Street Railway association,
Chiciigo.

Pulk, R. K.. William Wharton, Jr.. & Co., Philndolphia
Potter, D. F., General Electric company. Buffalo.
I'ugh, D. W., The Stephenson comi>any. New York.
Randall. F. C, Cbrlstensen Engineering company, Hart-
ford. Conn.

Ransom, H. N., Consolidated Car Heating company,
Albany.

Rr-nd. John A., Tonawanda. Railroad c'omnanv. North
Tnn;i\\ ;iliila.

Slinrji, IM\\;ird P.. manufacturers* agent, Buffalo.
Slii.'blu, Franklin, Edison-Browu Rail Bond, Philadc
phia.

Shipp.v, H. L.,

i-

.... .
John A. Roebllng's Sons company, New

York. ,

Smith, Pemberton, New York Car Wheel Works. Buf-
falo.

Swan, G. W., John A. Roebling's Sons Co., New York.
Ten Broeck, William H., Diamond Truck and Car Gear
company, Kingston.

Vosburgh, A. C, The New Process Rawhide company,
Syracuse.

Vincent, C. A., vice-president the Bali-Wood company.
New York.

Vosburgh, A. C, secretai-y and treasurer New Process
Rawhide company, Syracuse. N. Y.

Waite, E. B., Tonawanda Railroad company. North Ton-
awanda.

Walsh, C. N., Mcintosh, Seymour & Co.. New York.
Watson, H. D., The E, P. Allis company, Milwaukee.
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occasion. A number of distinguished visitors were
present, including the street railroad commissioners
of the state and their electrical expert. T. C Pen-
ington of Chicago, the secretary and treasurer of

the American Street Railway association, was on
hand to urge the members to attend the October
meeting of the general body. A delegation from
Dublin, Ireland, and Birmingham, England, at-

tended the meeting and were greatly interested in

the proceedings. There was also a large attend-
ance of supply men.

President J. Tracy Rogers of Binghamton called

the meeting to order, and on roll call it was found
that the following-named gentlemen were in attend-

ance;

Delegates of Street Railway Companies.

Boyle, John W., president Utlca Belt Line Street Rail-
road, Utica.

Brewster, J. C, superintendent N. F. & S. B. R. R. Co.,
Niagara Falls.

Cahoon, J. B., general manager Elmlra and Horseheads
Railway company. Elmlra.

Clark, J. P. E., general manager Binghamton Railroad
company, Binghamton.

Clemlnsliaw, Charles, president Troy City Railway,
Troy.

Cole, William W., West Side Railroad company, Elmira.
Cooper, H. S., Schenectady Railway company, Schenec-
tady.

Danforth. R. E., Buffalo, Bellevue and Lancaster Rail-
way company, Bellevue.

Deming, Peter C, superintendent Buffalo Railway com-
pany, Buffalo.

Ely, W. Caryl, president N. F. & Buffalo Ry. Co., Ni-
agara Falls.

Evans, H. C, Nassau Electric Railroad, Brooklyn.

Fearey, Thomas H,, Buffalo. N. Wain Street and Tona-
wanda Railway company, Buffalo.

Havens, William E., superintendent Citizens' Street Rail-
way company, FishkiU-on-Hudson.

Ames, Kingston City Railroad company,

F. & B. Ry., Niagara Falls.
president Buffalo Railway company.

Van Etten,
Rondout.

Van Horn. Burt, N.
Watson, Henry M.,
Buffalo.

Wheatly, W. W., secretary Brooklyn Heights Railroad
company, Brooklyn.

Exhibitors and Visitors.

Adams, H. E., Central Electric company, Chicago, III.

Aeby, A. E., The Pennsylvania Steel Co., New York.
Allison, Giles S., St. Louis Register company. New York.
Anderson, Edgar P., Dublin United Tramways company,
Dublin, Ireland.

Anderson, William, secretary and manager Dublin
United Tramways company, Dublin, Ireland.

Baker, Frank M., railroad commissioner, Owego.
Barnes, C. R., inspector state railroad commission,
Rochester, N. Y.

Beach, R. H., General Electric company. New York.
Beattle. T. Stoddard, Municipal Record and Advertiser,
New York.

Beeton, S., Dick, Kerr & Co.. Hove, Susses, Eng.
Burns, C. J., contractor, Rochester.
Clark, William. J., General Electric company. New York.
Cole, Ashley W., railroad commission, Albany.
Concanon, J. B., Dublin, Southampton, Barcdona and
Tramway Union company, London, Eng.

Dickinson, Alfred, European Tramways, Birmingham,
Eng.

Dunn, George W., railroad commission, Binghamton.
Estep, Frank A., president and treasurer R. D. Nuttall
company, Allegheny, Pa.

Evans. H. C, The Johnson company. New York.
Fearey, Thomas H., General Electric company, Buffalo.
Flett. George, managing director, Dick, Kerr & Co.,
London.

Granger, J. A.. New York Car Wheel Works. New York.
Haskell, G. W., J. G. Brill company, Philadelphia.
Holbrook. Percy, Weber Joint Manufacturing com-
pany. New York.

Jackson, George J., secretary National Conduit and Ca-
ble company. New York.

Lawless, E. J., American Car company. New York.
Peckham Motor Truck and Wheel company.Long, E. T.

New York.
MacGovern,
York.

Frank, Rossiter, MacGovern & Co., New

Wood, Charles N., B. D. Nuttall Co., Boston, aiass.

The press was represented as follows:

Grossman, T. E., stenographer. New York.
Kenfield, F. S., Street Railway Review, Chicago
Martin, T. C, Electrical Engineer, New York.
McGraw, James H., Street Railway Journal, New York.
O'Hara, 3. B^ Western Electrician, Chicago.
Parker. L. H., Electrical World, New Y'ork.
Price, Charles W., Electrical Re-\iew. New York. •

Slaain. Charles D., Electricity, New York.
Taylor, W. H., Street Railway Journal, New York.

The president opened the proceedings with the
reading of his address, which is appended:

President Rogers' Address.

In behalf of the Street Railway Association of the

State of New York it is my privilege to extend
to you all a cordial welcome to this, our fifteenth

annual convention.
It seems most fitting that we should meet here

at Niagara, if for nothing more than to observe the
object lesson which nature unfolds before us. The
power exhibited here in nature's workshop is awe-
inspiring, and could it be utilized would propel
every street car in our state.

This year, which closes a decade of electrical

traction, has been one of steady advancement on
old lines; while no startling developments have
been attained during the year, it seems almost im-
possible that the next lO years should witness so
many radical changes of benefit and advantage to
us and the public.

The last year will long be remembered by those
connected with street railroads, in many cases, as
one of the most discouraging since the adoption of
rapid transit. Trade and commerce have, we hope,

{^Co}iti7iued on -page j6j.'\
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With the Niagara Falls convention number of the

Western Electrician, dated June 12, 1897, this jour-

nal made a new record for itself both in circulation

and advertising. Of this loo-page number 20,000

copies^ were printed and circulated and the amount

of full paid advertising matter carried was 8,643

square inches.

Beginning with the convention number of March

3, 1894, the record shows constant gains each year

until in the present case the number of square
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inches of full paid advertising matter is more than

double that of the 1894 number. The figures show-

ing this unprecedented gain are given in the accom-

panying table:

Issue
Number of
Advertising

Pages.

Whole
Number of

Pages.

Square Inches
of Paid Ad-
vertising
Matter.

March 3, 1894
February 23, 1895.

May 9, 1896

June 12, 1897

40
52

72.
80

56
68

88

100

4.145

5.593
7.576
8.643

This constantly increasing patronage speaks elo-

quently of the influence and merit of this journal

and of the confidence and respect which it commands

throughout the country. It is pleasing recognition

of the efforts that have been made in the interest

of the entire fraternity.

Much of the space in this issue of the Western

Electrician is devoted to reports of the two inter-

esting conventions held in Niagara Falls this week

—

those of the Association of Edison Illuminating

Companies and of the Street Railway Association of

the State of New York. The former report is of

unusual interest, as being the most complete ever

given to the electrical public by this important but

exclusive organization. President Insull's address

is particularly notable in its allusions to the pleas-

ant relations of the association and the General

Electric company. Mr. Ferguson's paper, advo-

cating the use of the alternating current for trans-

mitting power from central to sub-stations in large

cities, is also sure to attract attention.

Complaints are constantly being made of the

damage the electric light is doing to the eyesight of

those who work entirely by incandescent light. To
determine the exact condition of affairs a novel line

of experiment has been carried out by a Russian

physician, to determine the wearying effect of several

illuminants. He assumed that inasmuch as the act

of winking was a natural method of resting the eye,

it might be taken as a basis for comparative test ; in

fact, this has been, it is claimed, physiologically

proven. In making the test in his own case, after

repeated trials of reading 10 minutes each, he gives

the following results: Winks per minute, with a

candle, 6.8; with city gas, 2.8; with incandescent

light, 1.8. It should be understood that to fulfill the

best conditions the light should be perfectly steady

—

and. presumably, the experimenter as well. In this

case all the requirements were met, unquestionably;

otherwise, how could the learned subject of the czar

record the fractional part of a wink?

The New York Tribune makes known its opin-

ion that "if there is a worse abomination than

'bike'—meaning a bicycle—in current speech, it is

'shadowgraph'—meaning a picture made with Ront-

gen rays." "Shadowgraph" is certainly a badly

constructed and unlovely word. "Radiograph" is

little better. Early in the confusion of napies in-

cident to Prof. Rontgen's epoch-making discovery,

the Western Electrician concluded that "sciagraph"

was the most accurate and befitting appellation for

a picture produced by the X-rays, and we note with

pleasure that, among our contemporaries, this view

is held by a constantly increasing number. It is

but just to say that if the word was not actually

coined by Prof. W. M. Stine of the Armour Insti-

tute, he was among the first to publicly champion

its use.

While this subject is under consideration it may
also be remarked that the term "X-ray" has about

accomplished its mission as a stop-gap, and that

the scientific word-builders should give us a more
distinctive designation.

Commissioner Butterworth's request for' an in-

crease in the working force of the Patent Office,

to keep the work of the bureau from falling hope-

lessly in arrears, seems to be entirely within the

bounds of reason, and we trust that Congress vrill

enact the necessary law at the coming session. On
July 1st over 12,000 applications for patents were

pending in the Patent Office—a larger number
awaiting action than ever before enumerated in the
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annual reports of the commissioners. The number
has been reduced somewhat since then, but still the

congestion continues, and, as more patents are sought
in prosperous times than in hard times, it promises

to gradually increase unless some effectual remedy
is applied. This remedy must not be foimd in a low-

ering of the standard of the examiners' work—the

courts find enough to correct after the patents are

issued as it is—but rather in increasing the force and
affording the office all needful accommodations for

its work. This is but the due of the great army of

American inventors, who, by paying the large fees

demanded, have made the Patent Office so much
more than self-supporting that there is to-day in

Uncle Sam's treasury a balance of over $5,000,000

to the credit of the Patent Office fund. Some of

this money might be very advantageously expended
to expedite the work of the department, so that the

coveted parchments might be di,stribnted to those

entitled to them with no more delay than is actually

necessary for careful examination.

Electrically propelled street-cars, introducing

rapid transit, have entailed not a few changes in

street railway law. Thus the Supreme Court of

Louisiana holds that the "Stop, look and listen"

rule developed in steam railroad practice must now
be applied to street railways operated by electricity.

It says that when street-cars ran slowly, and could

be stopped within a distance of a few feet, the rule

for the pedestrian to exercise his senses of sight

and hearing, and to stop, look and listen, did not

apply as it does to the electric cars. Greater

prudence is required of a pedestrian who crosses

a railway track of a steam or electric car in a city.

It is his duty to exercise his senses of sight and

hearing. Granted that the car complained of was

running with speed, the court holds that that, of

itself, was not negligence, if all needful care was
exercised by the company. Nor does it consider

that a dim headlight, or the fact that there was

no ringing of the bell, relieved the pedestrian of

his obligation to exercise ordinary care to avoid

an injury, especially at a place not known as a reg-

ular public crossing. One who, in the nighttime,

with full knowledge that a car may come at any

moment behind him, attempts to cross an electric

street railway track, the court continues, must use

his senses to avoid an accident. On these grounds

the court annulled and reversed a judgment for

$10,000 against the railroad company, decreeing

that the plaintiff's demand be rejected, because

whenever the plaintiff's case shows any want of

ordinary care his right to recover is thereby de-

stroyed.

The bad accident on the Suburban electric rail-

road, near Chicago, serves to again direct atten-

tion to the need of train-dispatching service on
long single-track electric railroads doing the sub-

urban or cross-country transportation formerly per-

formed, if furnished at all, by steam railroads.

Some managers seem to think -that street railway

methods of operation are good enough for raiL-

roads of this class, but they are mistaken, as acci-

dents too frequently prove. As this journal has fre-

quently pointed out, the best methods of dispatch-

ing trains with safety and accuracy, as deduced

by long years of experience on steam railroads,

are none loo good for electric railroads. It makes

no sort of difference that the motive power is dif-

ferently applied; the same vigilance and caution

must be used in handling the trains of the newer

system as were necessary in the old. It is easy

enough to construct a telephone line along the

road, with stations at suitable intervals; and the

movements of the trains could be, by this means,

reported to the central office by the trainmen them-

selves, who could receive running orders thereby,

dependent on the movement of other trains or

the exigency of the situation. If some such a sys-

tem had been in use on the Suburban road, it would

seem that the accident wotild have been avoided.

In Ohio, where there are several comparatively

long electric railroads, with single track, it is

found to work well. Of course, if found necessary,

a more elaborate system could be employed with

station agents. There should certainly be some
system better than that by which trains rush from

one siding to another with no other guidance than

the unaided judgment of the train crew.
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New York Street Railway Association.

{^Continued from fgc /6/.]

reached their lowest ebb. The bicycle is now our

too successful coinpetitor. It operates without

fianchise or track and pays no taxes. On the

contrary, cinder paths are constructed, pavements

laid down and in many cases pavements changed

for its benefit. As a means of locomotion the

bicycle has come to stay, but as a novelty it is being

overdone and will share the fate of other novelties,

and I believe has reached its zenith.

It has taken an almost superhuman effort during

the past year on the part of a manager to keep the

receipts of his road up and the operating expenses

at a minimum. The populistic element among us

has attacked us on every line, and it seems as if

the accident lawyer has been more vigilant than

ever before, i£ that were possible.

But the dawn of good times is here, and we have

reason to believe we shall receive our share of

good things to come. It is evident that investors

believe in the future of street railroads, for durmg

the past year there has been expended over $1,000,-

000 in Brooklyn alone in extensions, new equip-

ment and track. There have been 1,900 mdes of

electric railroads built and S,ooo motor cars added

tc equipment in the United States, amountmg to

an investment of $35,000,000. Many new roads are

being built in our state, connectmg towns and vU-

lages with cities.

Notable improvements have been made recently

in motor car construction, especially for the sub-

urban and interurban roads; cars with all the com-

forts and conveniences of a steam passenger coach

are now in operation on some lines.

The Legislature and the New York city officials

have been dawdling with the question of rapid transit

for a number of years, but whatever results have

been accomplished in this direction may be attributed

to the enterprise of the railroad companies. They

have recently obtained the consent of the State

Board of Railroad Commissioners to adopt elec-

tricity instead of horse power, over a distance cov-

ering no miles of track. This change involves .an

expenditure of $12,000,000, and I am informed that

contracts have already been made for a large por-

tion of the work.

Contracts have recently been closed between the

Brooklyn Bridge trustees and the Brooklyn sur-

face railroads by which the trolley roads of Brook-

lyn will extend their lines across the bridge. They

propose to carry a passenger for a single five-cent

fare from New York to any portion of Brooklyn

reached by their lines, thereby saving the passenger

the usual three-cent bridge charge and the annoy-

ance of chaneing cars. This great improvement

will cost the Brooklyn roads $500000.

These improvements, costing millions of dollars,

now about to be made in rapid transit for Greater

New York cannot help but meet the approval of

the public, and the advantages to be derived there-

from by the people of the metropolis are incalcuable.

Nothing has been done within the last 10 years

which has inured more to the benefit of the people

of our state than the adoption of rapid transit and

the consolidation of street railroads in cities, both

large and small. Consolidation, which was at one

time regarded as a menace to public welfare, is

now universally recognized as redounding to its

advantage. .

Since the development of rapid transit the areas

of our cities have extended to a marvelous extent.

This rapid growth could not have been attained but

for our street railroad systems and the adoption of

electricity, furnishing a cheap, flexible and easily

controlled motive power.

It is far within the bounds of truth to say that

for every dollar invested in street railways another

dollar has been given to the people through the

resulting increase in property values alone. The

street railways have handsomely repaid the public

tor their franchises. .

The populistic element, with its plans for obtain-

ing cheap fares and its ideas of municipal owner-

ship together with the high taxation of railroads,

if allowed to be succesful will materially cripple

street railwavs. Such dangerous methods, if ad-

hered to, will wreck the property of investors in

street railroads and turn over to duly appointed

receivers the street railroad properties of our state.

It will paralvze the splendid suburban growth, which

is the magnificent payment being daily made to the

people by the street railroads for whatever benefits

thev mav have received. The American system of

uniform fares is intended to stimulate this grow h and

to put the whole municipal area and its environs on

an equality. It secures to the common people

freedom from the tenement and a basis of calcula-

tion in changing of homes or places of labor. Free

transfers and numerous other advantages have been

given the people by the street railways without com-

pulsion of the Legislature or municipalities.

The free transfer system has been so Hberally

adopted in this state and the margin of profit is al-

ready so small, that any legal reduction on fares,

however little, would compel a complete abandon-

ment of the far-sighted policy which is building up
the cities of our state.

Our street railroads are earning less per car-mile

than they earned under the horse-car period. This

is due to several causes—the generous building for

the future in suburbs, the increase of interurban

traffic, and the generosity of the street railroad man-

agement in giving the people a better service by in-

crease in car speed or greater frequency of cars.

Vested right is the last remedy we should seek in

order to protect our franchise rights, but in many
instances such measures must be resorted to in or-
der to protect us against the clamor of the social-

istic element. A number of decisions has been
made of late which should be very gratifying to us.

Millions of dollars of street railway securities are

held by the masses, and the Legislature and munici-
pality cannot afford to allow this vested right or
earning power to be interfered with. Our securi-

ties rank higher each year in the financial world,
and are more acceptable as collateral for loans or
investments.

It has been my experience that the majority of

people appreciate, and are ready to reciprocate, any
improvement or benefit extended to them. The
roads with which I am connected have enjoyed the
hearty co-operation of the public, the press and
the officials of our city, and it is an obvious fact

that the nearer we can consistently conform to the
wants of the people the less trouble we shall have
in getting what we ask of them.
More bills affecting street railroads were intro-

duced in the Legislature last year than ever before,

no doubt a majority of them at the request of con-
stituents. Had they become laws and been put in

operation, the public, as well as ourselves, would
have suffered. We found the members ready to

listen to our arguments and anxious to enact such
laws as would be of service to the public good.
During the past year there has been organized an

Association of Street Railroad Accountants. This
association should have a cordial and hearty sup-
port. Next to the manager of a road, I consider
the accountant the most important official; in fact,

the successful manager must rely upon him largely

as a guide in the management of the road. The
manager and accountant must act in harmony in

conducting the policy of the road, and in order to

make any street railroad a success all heads of de-

partments must be interested and act in unison.

An important advance made by the street rail-

roads since the adoption 'of rapid transit is the im-
provement in character of employes. Better dis-

cipline is now maintained and more courtesy shown
in catering to the public. As our business §^rows

in technical and scientific requirements, it natu-

rally attracts a class of men to whom there was
formerly no call or inducement to enter its service.

These are facts to be considered in selecting our
employes.
The street railroad companies of this state ai'e

taking great interest in their employes. Nearly
every road has a mutual benefit society or employes'

club connected with it. Each has a plan agreeable

to the ideas of the employes, and in nearly all in-

stances the management has not only endorsed,

but become a part of these societies. A number of

roads have furnished clubrooms and other sub-

stantial assistance for them. We cannot take too

much interest with the men connected with the op-
eration of our roads.

The organization of mutual indemnity insur-

ance companies for electric railways has been sug-

gested as a protective measure against the prohib-

itive rates we are now charged. For years insur-

ance companies have been experimenting with in-

surance upon street railroads. From the results

olDtained I should judge the business was not satis-

factory. The insurance companies have either re-

fused to write this class of risks or have established

in many instances prohibitive rates. In a measure
this may be the fault of the street railroad man-
ager, who, feeling the responsibility in part re-

moved, may have been more careless in the hand-
ling of his road. A number of roads still have low-
rate policies, but they are based upon the record of

the road's casualities. Not long since the rate for

fire insurance was almost prohibitive, but I am
pleased to state that we are now being insured at a

fair rate, as compared with other business risks.

Owing to the insurance regulations we are now de-

barred from the sale of power, which, in many cases,

would be a large source of revenue, and under the

present restrictions commercial lighting from the

electric railway circuit will have to be confined to

out of doors.
The rapid increase in the number and size of

parks and pleasure resorts owned by street railway
companies and operated by them as traffic promot-
ers has been one of the striking developments
which has accompanied the introduction of electric-

ity as a motive power on street railroads. The gen-
eral opinion of street railroad managers who have
had experience in this direction is that such pleas-

ure resorts properly conducted, with a judicious

selection of amusements and entertainments, tend
to increase the ordinary traffic of a road. But, in

some cases, where the character and class of people
to be served has not been studied, parks owned and
operated by street railroad companies have not
been successful adjuncts to the road. An amuse-
ment league for the interior cities of the slate has
been suggested. The idea is worthy of considera-
tion, and, if properly handled, should be a saving
and convenience to the roads in such cities.

The experiment of carrying United States mails
has proved a success, and the postal car service on
our roads is appreciated by the public and accepted
by the government. New freight and express
routes are being established, which operate not
only as a convenience to the people, but as feeders
to the steam roads.

The application of electricity to the existing steam
roads is to-day a question of great importance to
the practical railroad man. They are still in search
of Aladdin's lamp, but they do not seem to have
made any decided advance during the past year.
We have' no doubt, made inroads into their local
passenger receipts and probably will continue to
do so. Our roads are so situated that in most in-
stances we are at an advantage. We can operate
at a much less cost than they, and our depots are at
our patrons' doorsteps. The convenience and
cheapness of our transportation recommends itself.

I believe there is room for both of us, and, in a
measure, the electric roads are a feeder to the steam
roads, and the more closely they arc allied the better
for both.

Considerable progress has already been made in

the utilization of the different water powers in which
the state abounds, notably the Falls of Niagara, the
St. Lawrence River, the Hudson River at Mechan-
icville, Oriskany Falls, near Utica, and several
others which are worthy of mention. It has been
suggested that the latent power now contained in

the large culm piles of Northern Pennsylvania be
also made available. The increased facilities re-
sulting from new class of machinery and inven-
tions for power transmission, the development of
the alternating current, the multiphase system, and
the creation of the induction motor have become
actual facts, and practical long-distance power trans-
mission is within our reach.

It is still a question as to whether the storage bat-
tery is becoming a practical factor in the operation
of our roads, and whether at the present cost we
can use it to advantage in our central stations and
at the ends of our feeders, thereby assisting in main-
taining the potential on the trolley lines. Com-
pressed air and the many other powers now being
tried may have some surprises in store for us. The
results of these experiments and the inventions may
be the beginning of a new era in the street railway
world.

I congratulate you upon the financial and phys-
ical conditions of your roads, for notwithstanding
the past year has been the most depressing in our
history, it is the first year for some time during
which a receiver has not been asked to take,charge
of some road of our state.

Many of the improvements I have referred to
have been materially promoted by the intelligent
discussions they have had at the meetings of our
association. I am a believer in the importance and
good results that can be accomplished by united
action. I know from personal experience for the
past two years that this association has been a
tower of strength in protecting the legitimate rights
of street railway interests of this state, and I hope
that the same earnest and energetic support it re-
ceived during that time will continue to be given
it by all persons charged with the duty of looking
after such properties.
The growth of our association and the interest

taken in it by nearly all of the roads are subjects
o? congratulation. It is the desire of the manage-
ment that the active men connected with our roads
take more interest in the association, and espe-
cially the convention work.

I desire to thank you for the interest you have
taken, also for your earnest co-operation in the
affairs of the association and the prompt response
which I have always been accorded. I sincerely
believe in the future of the association, but it will

become whatever we make it.

Thanking you for your kind attention, I wish
you. one and all, a large share of the prosperity
which I believe is in store for us.

General Business.

Secretary Robinson then read the report of the
executive committee, which was received and ap-
proved.

ihe report of the treasurer showed the financial
transactions of the year to be as follows:
Receipts $7,637.62
E.xpenses 6,326.24

Balance $1,361.38
The president announced that the next order of

business was the reading and discussion of papers.
He also said that a delegation of prominent tramway
men from abroad was present, and in behalf of the
association he extended to them a hearty welcome,
and invited them to participate in the discussions.
The first paper announced was on the subject "How
Can We Increase the Efficiency of Employes?" by
W. W. Wheatly of Brooklyn. N. Y.
The ne.xt paper was entitled "A Decade of Electric

Railroad Development," by W. J. Clark of New
York, after which the meeting adiourned.
The afternoon session was opened with a paper by

Caryl D. Haskins of Boston, the subject being
"Economical Influence of Accurate Measure-
ments."
This was followed by a paper on "The Advantages

of a Car Mileage Record," by T. J. NichoU of
Rochester, who said, however, that the paper was
prepared by the company's mileage clerk, Charles

J. Ingalls, and that any credit which may attach
to it was certainly due to him.

"Facts and Fancies of Railroads," was the title

of a paper by W. W. Cole of Elmira.
The next contribution was by H. S. Newton of

Syracuse, on "Track Bonding; How Can We Ob-
tain the Best Results?''

The president announced that the paper by C. L.
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Rossitcr of Brooklyn on "Advantages of Up-lo-date

Street Railroad Service; Why the Rate of Fares

Sliould Not Be Reduced," was next on the pro-

graiTiMie. The secretary read Mr. Rjssiter's paper.

J. P. E. Clark read the paper by Robert Dun-

ning of Buffalo on "The Repair Shop."

This closed the afternoon session.

The banquet at the International on Tuesday

evening was well attended and proved a delightful

affair. The Hon. W. Caryl Ely of Niagara Falls

acted as toastmaster and the following sentiments

were responded to: "Welcome," Hon. Arthur C.

Hastings: "The Empire State," Hon. James M. E.

O'Grady: "The Niagara of To-day," Hon. Thomas
V. Welch: "Street Railroads from the Consumers'

Standpoint," John Kendrick Bangs; "Our Hosts,"

Hon Edmund O'Connor; "The Railroad Commis-

sioners," Ashley W. Cole; "Our Trans-Atlantic

Visitors," William Murphy and J. B. Concannon;

"The Association," John W. McNamara; "The
Railway Press," J. H. McGraw; "The Ladies,"

J. H. Stedman; "The Supply Men of To-day," W. J.

Clark.

A brief meeting was held on Wednesday morn-

ing, at which no business of importance was trans-

acted, an adjurnment being taken so that the dele-

gates might make the trip to Lewiston. At three

o'clock in the afternoon the meeting reconvened,

and President Rogers appomted as the nominating

committee Messrs. MofHtt, Robinson and Mc-
Cormack.
The paper by H. H. 'Vreeland on "M'niicipal

Ownership," was then read, but was not discussed

as the president explained that it was the des're

of the members to proceed whh the reading of the

papers in order to finish the programme.
H. S. Cooper then read a paper on "The Pre-

vention of Accidents; the Best Method to Accom-
plish this End."
At this point J. P. E. Clark called attention

to the lateness of the hour and the amount of busi-

ness to be transacted, and suggested that the re-

maining papers be read by title, as the gentlemen

who prepared them, he knew, would not be af-

fronted. This was done. The papers referred to

were: "Low Joints; How to Prevent Them," by

C. L. L. Allen of Syracuse; "Street Car Wheels

—

SKould They be Made Heavier?" by F. D. Rus-
sell, Rochester; "Construction and Maintenance of

Car Bodies and Trucks," by Robert Dunning,
Buffalo.

It was moved that a committee of five be appointed

to confer with the railroad commissioners of the

state for the purpose of framing a set of standard

or uniform rules to govern the operation of street

railroads of the state. Mr. Clark's motion was
put and carried, and the president appointed H. H.
Vreeland of New York, C. L. Rossiter and A. L.

Johnson of Brooklyn, H. H. Littell of Buffalo and

J. W. McNamara of Albany.

The election of officers took place on Wednesday
afternoon, and resulted in the selection of the fol-

lowing-named gentlemen:
President—G. Tracy Rogers, president Bingham-

ton Railroad company, Binghamton.
First vice-president—W. Caryl Ely, president

Niagara Falls Electric Railway companv, Niagara
Falls.

Second vice-president—T. J. Nicholl, general

manager Rochester Railway company, Rochester,

N. Y.
Secretary and treasurer—Henry A. Robinson,

vice-president Metropolitan Street Railway com-
pany, New York.

Executive committee—Herbert H. Vreeland,

president Metropolitan 'Street Railway company,
New York; John W. McNamara, treasurer and gen-

eral manager The Albany Railway, Albany; Henry
M. Watson, president Buffalo Railway company,
Buffalo; Clinton L. Rossiter, president Brooklyn
Heights Railroad company, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Mr. Rogers had expressed his determination not
to serve another term, but he was persuaded to re-

consider his decision. The only change in the

list of officers was the substitution of Mr. Nicholl
of Rochester for Mr. Beckley.

J. P. E. Clark said: "The Street Railway Asso-
ciation of the State of New York has two import-
ant functions, the protection of the rights of its

members and the holding of the annual convention.
I believe that the business of the meeting should
not be made subservient to the entertainment. We
appreciate the good time we have had, but the
royal entertainment we have received has over-

whelmed the business, and we have not been able

to properly discuss the papers presented. I desire

to suggest that in conducting the next annual meet-
ing and subsequent conventions, that the business
of the convention be concluded before the question
of pleasure is considered." The suggestion was
approved.
Mr. McNamara presented a resolution extending

a vote of thanks to the Buffalo and Niagara Falls

Electric Railway company, the Niagara Falls and
Lewiston Railroad company, the Niagara Falls
and Suspension Bridge Railway company, the
Lewiston and Youngstown Frontier Railway com-
pany, the Niagara Falls Park and River Railroad
company, the Niagara Falls and Clifton Suspen-
sion Bridge company, the Niagara- River Naviga-
tion company, the Cataract Construction company,
the Niagara Falls Hydraulic Power and Manu-
facturing company, the International Hotel com-
pany, and the local committees of arrangement

and reception, for their courtesies and the arrange-

ments which they made for the entertainment of

the delegates and others at the meeting. It was
adopted unanimously. This closed the Niagara
Falls meeting, which was one of the most .success-

ful in the history of the organization.

The next place of meeting will be Brooklyn.

Street Railway Convention Notes.

T. C. Penington, secretary and treasurer of the

American Street Railway association, made arrange-

ments during his visit to have the exhibition space

for the October meeting still further enlarged. He
has secured 8,000 feet additional space for exhibit-

ors.

Railroad Commissioners Baker, Cole and Dunn
were on hand to urge the operating companies to

take measures to prevent accidents on their lines.

The question of providing fenders was thoroughly
discussed, informally, and many influential members
displayed a willingness to co-operate with the com-
mission.

Aside from the banquet, the leading features of

the entertainment of the Street Railway association

vi'ere the ball with which the meeting closed, and
several trips about Niagara which were greatly en-

joyed by all. The general entertainment arranged

by the local committee included an inspection of

the plants of the Niagara Falls Hydraulic Power
and Manufacturing) company, the Niagara Falls

Power company, and a trip to the New York state

reservation and islands, rides over the several pic-

turesque railways in the vicinity, including a trip

over the Gorge road. On Thursday morning the

entire party was conveyed to Buffalo in special

cars of the Buffalo and Niagara Falls Electric

Railway company, by the Niagara Falls and Sus-

pension Bridge Railway company and the Buffalo

Railroad company, closing a very satisfactory meet-

ing.

The government of New York boasts of a state

electrician. The office is under the State Railroad_

commisison and was created last year because of

the general use of electricity f^r street railway

purposes. The first person appointed to the posi-

tion was Charles R. Barnes of Rochester, who has

been .engaged in electrical work since his boyhood.

Mr. Barnes began life as a telegraph operator, but

pcundinj a key at a crossroads telegraph office

was not an ideal existence, so he selected Rochester

as the scene of his operations. His advancement
in public service was rapid. First he was given

charge of the fire-alarm system, and to this was
soon added a police telephone service. Later, when
electric lighting and electric railways were intro-

duced, Superintendent Barnes' office assumed greater

importance and he was raised to the dignity of

city electrician. When the time came for the ap-

pointment of a state electrician, George W. Al-

dridge, now state superintendent of public works
and formerly chairman of the Executive Board
of Rochester, under whom Mr. Barnes had served

for several years, saw that his old friend was not
forgotten. It must be said of Mr. Barnes that he
is well qualified for his position. He is a close

student of electrical matters and has kept in touch
with the advancement in the electrical field; he is

progressive and capable and is one of the most
widely known men in the electrical fraternity. It

was under Mr. Barnes' supervision that the tests

were made of the electrical towing of canal boats
at Rochester and Tonawanda.

Convention Shop Ja'k.

Charles T. Chapin of Rochester represented the

Rochester Car Wheel Works at the Street Railway
convention. Mr. Chapin has grown up in the car
wheel business, and is thoroughly well acquainted
with the details ot manufacture.

The Peckham Motor Truck and Wheel company
of New York had a model on exhibition in the

rotunda of the International, which was carefully

examined by the delegates. It was equipped with
General Electric motors. The company also dis-

tributed circulars calling attention tQ, the advantages
of the special features of design and construction of

its trucks.

The Bergmann long life arc lamp for constant-
potential direct current circuits was the principal
feature of the exhibition of the General Incandescent
Arc Light company of New York. This lamp will

burn from 100 to 150 hours with one set of carbons,
and operate with a potential of about 80 volts across
the arc. It is provided with a resistance mounted
on the lamp, and is to be connected in multiple on
circuits of 100 to 120 volts, provision being made
in the resistance for this range of variation in voltage.

The advantages claimed for these lamps are
economy, safety, cleanliness and steadiness. Each
lamp is separately controllable, the light is evenly
diffused, and casts no shadows, and the current
consumed at all times remains practically the same,
whether at the striking of the arc, at feeding, or
between. For circuits of 200 to 240 volts, they
can be connected two in series; for circuits of 500
to 600 volts, four or five in series. A special wind-
ing, however, is required for two in series, and a
S]>ecial winding and cut-out for three or more in

series. The company also showed switches for railway
circuits and other devices. The company showed
in operation an automatic self-winding clock switch,

adapted to cut lamps in and out of circuit at a

predetermined time each day. A double and a

single-throw switch for railway circuits of 500 volts

comprised another feature. Low-tension single

and double-break switches, voltmeter switches,

two and three-pole switches, were also shown.
These devices attracted considerable attention among
street railway men as well as the Edison men.

The Keystone arc light ground detector was the
special attraction of the exhibit of Elmer P. Morris
of New York. It is claimed for this apparatus that

it combines in one instrument a voltmeter giving
t'le actual voltage of each circuit, or the total \oit:ige

of the generator, and consequently the number of

lamps burning, and a ground detector which will

indicate a ground, determine its character and lo-

cation. It will indicate the character of the ground,
its resistance, and its location on the line by taking
three readings and equating them in simple formuUc.
It can be used when the circuit is "alive," thus giv-

ing results under working conditions. It replaces a

cable testing set which has proved extremely unsat-
isfactory owing to the many microphone contacts
in circuit. It is self-contained, well made, accurate,

reliable, dead-beat, unaffected by external fields or
changes in temperature, easy and safe to manipu-
late. In connection with a set of switches and a
battery of cells, or an ordinary incandescent circuit,

it can be used to test the conductivity of the line,

and the resistance from line to earth during the day,

and for this purpose will be found much easier to

handle, luore accurate in results, and quicker in

action than any galvanometer and brulge method.
A trial of 30 days is the condition upon which the

instrument is offered to responsible station mana-
gers. Mr. Morris represented the Point Marion
Manufacturing company, cross-aims, pins, p^ileb and
electrical molding; the Bradford Belting company.
Monarch insulating paint; Hemingray Glass com-
pany, insulators: McGuire Manufacturing company,
trucks; Garton-Daniels Electric company, lightning
arresters; Electric Railway Equipment company and
Hope Electric Appliance company.

The General Electric company was represented

at the convention of Edison Electric Illuminating

companies by S. Dana Greene, H. W. Darling,

John Kruesi, G. T. Hughes, M. K. Eyre, A. D.
Page, John W. Howell, C. D. Haskins, F. M. Kim-
bal, S. B. Payne, W. S. Andrews, W. S. Clark and

J. McGhie. In one of the rooms of the Cataract

House, directly behind thje convention hall, the

company made an exhibit especially for the Edison
people. Upon a switchboard were mounted ex-

amples of their incline coil instruments, including

the edgewise instrument for feeder board service,

a large "G 2" astatic ammeter for recording the

total output of stations and calibrated to 2,000 am-
peres and a direct current astatic ammeter. A sam-
ple of the new Thomson recording wattmeter, espe-

cially designed for use by Edison Electric Illumi-

nating companies, was also shown, as well as a

lamp inspector's indicating wattmeter. Upon a

table were laid samples of the new porcelain cut-

outs developed by the General Electric company,
sections of its wires and cables and examples of

underground junction boxes and distribution boxes.
To explain the manufacture of type "FT' trans-

former there were shown the component parts of

a transformer in course of manufacture. The ex-

hibit also comprised samples of the single solenoid
arc lamp and of the lately developed and very suc-

cessful alternating current enclosed arc lamp. The
exhibit was completed by two one horse power
motors, one for 500 volt and the other for 220

volt circuits. The room was hung with the diplo-

mas which the company has taken at the different

expositions and photographs of some of its more
important works. A full supply of literature was
provided for the use of the delegates. P'or the

Street Railway association the company made no
exhibit. It was represented by W. C. Clark, the

manager of its railway department, and R. H.
Beach.

Electromania at Niagara Falls.

The visitor to Niagara Falls cannot fail to be
impressed by the evidence on every hand of the

prevailing epidemic of electromania in the most
aggravated form. The entire community seems to

be afiflicted, and at present there seems to be no
choice but to accept the situation and permit the

disease to run its course. Electromania has mani-
fested itself in many forms and places, entirely

distinct and wholly different. For instance, the

main thoroughfare of the town contains the "Elec-
tric City Bank " and an establishment of "elec-

tricians and keyfitters." There is an "electric bicy-

cle works" across from the International, and an
"electric stable" not far away. An investigation

failed to disclose any electric vehicles, however.
Almost every form of industry at the Falls has an
establishrnent known as "electric" or "electricity,"

the barber-shops and bakers included, and the fad

is so terribly overdone as to be supremely ridicu-

lous. However, in spite of this devotion to elec-

tricity and all the boasted advantages the Falls

has derived from the electrical development there,

the Cataract House management has not shown
sufficient enterprise to have the building electrically

lighted, and the people qf the town are informed
of the hour for beginning their daily toil by the

blowing of numerous whistles, all indicating that

there is yet much to be done in Niagara as well as

in the transmission of power to Buffalo.
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Precision of Electrical Engineering.
By Francis B. Crocker.

Part II.

The paper on "The Alternating Current Induction
Motor," presented by Vice-president Charles P.

Sleinmetz at this meeting of the Institute, affords

an excellent example of the marvelous precision of

electrical engineering. In Figs, i and 2, two curves
are shown which give the efficiency, speed, power
factor and other characteristics of a three-phase
induction motor under various conditions. These
curves were all predetermined by calculation. In
the same figures the results obtained by actual test
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1-8-30-900-110, Form"A." 60 Cycles, 8 Poles, i:o Volts. Three
Phase. Curves calculated with: V = .045 + .384/; Zq = .045 —
.\7AJ\ Z^ = .041 — .I24y. Friction; 510 Watts at Synchronism.
Observed by Test: X.

FtG. I. PRECISION OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.

are also inarked by small crosses. The agreement
in all cases is so close that curves plotted from the
actual results of tests would practically coincide
with those predicted by calculation. This is all the
more remarkable when it is remembered that the
three-phase motor is one of the newest of electrical

machines, and is a difficult problem from a theoretical

standpoint. It has long been possible in design-
ing direct current machinery to predetermine the
results with almost as great accuracy as that shown
in the curves of Mr. Steinmetz, but, of course, that

is a much older problem. Nevertheless, the pre-
determination of results in direct current machinery
is fully as difficult as in the case of alternating cur-
rent apparatus, because permeability is the most
doubtful factor in such calculations and is especially

so at the high flux densities used in the former. It

is to be observed, however, that any error in the
permeability data can be corrected by increasing or
decreasing the ampere-turns on the field magnet.
This is easily accomplished by providing five or 10

per cent, greater magneto-motive force than the cal-

culations require, which may be reduced, if necessary,
by the introduction of resistance. Since the energy
used for the field is a very small percentage of the
total amount, it may be considerably varied without
materially affecting the other factors in the machine.

1.8-30-900-110, Form "A." 60 Cycles, 8 Poles, no Volts. Three
Phase. (Curves calculated with: 1"— .045 + .384y; Z5 = .045 —
.1247; Zj =.041 — .1247'. Frictioji: 510 Watts at Synchronism.
Observed by Text: X.

FIG. 2. PRECISION OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.

Sparking at the commutator brushes is an addi-
tional and by no means simple question which con-
fronts the designer of direct-current apparatus. I

remember, however, being informed by Mr. Gano S.

Dunn several years ago that he had found by ex-
perience in many cases that the efficiency of a direct

current dynamo or motor can be predetermined from
the drawings before the machine is built, within a
fraction of one per cent.; in fact, he relied more
upon his calculations than upon an actual test of
the completed machine, even when performed by
skilled men. In one case the calculated efficiency

was 93 per cent, and the result obtained by test was
92.7 per cent., and in another case the total flux

was found to be 1.38 per cent, greater than the

computed value. This agreeinent is somewhat closer
than is found in everyday practice, but is not acci-
dental and can usually be approximated by careful
work.
We naturally suppose ourselves to be familiar with

mechanical energy and heat; but as soon as we con-
vert these well-known forms or energy into that
extremely subtle and mysterious agent—electricity

—

it immediately becomes far more definite and con-
venient to control, measure, transmit and utilize.

In becoming intangible, it forthwith acts as the
most reliable and matter-of-fact tool in the hands
of those familiar with it. For example, the quickest,
neatest and most exact method of making a test

of mechanical friction, or the power required in

any given case, is by the use of an electric motor.
In this way, for example, we can determine the
friction of different bearings or lubricating oils

under various conditions of pressure and speed, or
the power consumed by fans, pumps and other
machines.

Quite a striking example of the possibilities of
electrical measurement is the deterinination of the
electromotive force of a dynamo machine without
running it, which I saw successfully carried out
more than 10 years ago. All that is necessary is

to measure the torque exerted by the machine with
a given current in its armature. This may be ac-

complished by simply clamping a stick of wood to

the pulley and weighing the pull at a given radius
by means of a spring balance. If the same machine
were run as a dynamo and had no losses, it follows

that

EI 27rr s P

whence
746 33.000

rSP

7.04 I

in which r is the radius at which the pull is measured,
S is the speed in revolutions per minute at which the
dynamo is to be run, P is the pull in pounds at the
given radius and C is the current in amperes. The
field strength is supposed to remain the same. This
method is correct whatever the efficiency of the
machine may be. The electrical and magnetic losses

due to the C"R effect in armature, field current,

eddy currents and hysteresis do not enter this

problem. Even the mechanical losses arising from
friction of bearings, brushes, etc., may be eliminated

by measuring the pull plus the friction and then
minus the friction, the actual pull being one-half

the sum of these two results. The effect of friction

m.ay also be gotten rid of by tapping the shaft when
the measurement is made. It certainly strikes one
as strange that electromotive force, which depends
upon cutting lines of force, can be determined while
the machine is standing still.

In electro-chemistry and electro-metallurgy quan-
titative relations are particularly precise. The am-
pere being defined as the current which deposits

.001118 gramme of silver per second, the weight
of any other substance is, by Faraday's laws, pro-
portional simply to its chemical equivalent. This
definition eliminates any error in passing from the
electrical to the chemical data, or vice versa. The
volt is also defined electro-chemically in terms of

the electromotive force of a Clark cell.

The author presented before the Institute, in May,
18S8, a paper on "The Possibilities and Limitations
of Chemical Generators of Electricity,"' in which
the weights of materials, electromotive force and
other data Avere given for various voltaic combina-
tions. Some of the figures were obtained by experi-

ment and some by calculation. The paper also gives

the electromotive force produced by combinations
of 13 of the most important metals, with chlorine,

bromine and iodine, respectively. The average dif-

ference between the calculated and tested values

was less than one-tenth of a volt. Even this small
error is practically eliminated when the results are

corrected by the equation of Helmholtz, that is, by
d E

adding the quantity +T
, in which T is the ab-- d T

solute temperature and E is the electromotive
force of the cell. Since the weights of materials
liberated or consumed by a given current in a given
time can be definitely predetermined and the voltage
due to a certain chemical combination can also be
accurately calculated, almost any problem in electro-
chemistry or electro-metallurgy is susceptible of be-
ing quite easily and correctly solved.
That branch of electro-chemistry and metallurgy

which employs electrical heating methods is also

very definite, the exact amount of heat in gramme-
degrees produced by an electric current being always
given by the simple expression, .24TR, or .24EI.

In support of the proposition advanced in the
title of this address, I am able to produce most
interesting personal testimon}-. Mr. Edison and
Mr. Tesla have independently expressed to me their

opinion that electrical knowledge had become so
definite and general that almost anyone could apply
it, and comparatively little opportunity was left for

invention. They believed that chemistry and ther-

inodynamics were far more uncertain and therefore

offered a much better field for improvement. These
views were expressed several years ago, and sub-
sequent events have shown that they contain a great

deal of truth. It is a fact that electrical engineering

has advanced along the lines laid down by these

and other great inventors, and it is also true that

miUch of the work has been done by the rank and

I. Transactions, vol. v., p. S27.

file of the profession. The trails blazed by the
pioneers have since become broad highways with
many branching roads, built for the most part by
common workmen. On the other hand, the dis-

. covery of the Rontgen.ray has since been made; and
both of these investigators have given much valu-
able time to it. It would seem, therefore, that the
electrical principles and laws of to-day are true for
all time, and afford a firm foundation for unlimited
future progress, but that there are also many addi-
tional facts yet to be discovered that are well worthy
of the efforts of the greatest genius.

In conclusion, the following quotation from the
preface of Ma.xweU's great work on "Electricity and
Magnetism" is appropriate: "The important applica-
tions of electro-magnetism to telegraphy have also
reacted on pure science by giving a commercial
\alue to accurate electrical mcasurem.ents, and by
affording to electricians the use of apparatus on a
scale which greatly vranscends that of an ordinary
laboratory. The consequences of this demand for
electrical knowledge and of these experimental op-
portunities for acquiring it have been already very
great, both in stimulating the energies of advanced
electricians and in dift'using among practical men a
degree of accurate knowledge which is likely to con-
duce to the general scientific progress of the whole
engineering profession."
These words were written in 1873, and yet they

show strong confidence in the accuracy of electrical

methods and full appreciation of the close relation-

ship between electrical science and engineering, as
well as their beneficial effects upon each other. At
that time the telegraph was the only practical ap-
plication of electricity. What language would ex-
press Maxwell's wonder if he were alive to-day!

Economy in Distribution of Electrical
Energy.'

By Louis A. Fergcson.

Ever since the advent of the Edison central sta-

tion for the distribution of electrical energy for

lighting and power work, it has been the universal

practice among the designing engineers of both the

parent company and the local companies to confine

themselves almost exclusively to the use of the di-

rect current for both transmission and distribution.

Following this idea, it has been customary in thi
development of the lighting and power business of

a large city to erect the original central station in

the heart of the business district, laying an Edison
underground network in that section and supplying
it by feeders from the station.

With the successful lighting of the business dis-

trict a demand is created for the electric light in the

residence portion of the city, and to supply this the

same method is followed as has been employed in

the down-town district. Another steam plant must
be erected at a central point and the territory

covered by a network of underground conductors.

Other districts are covered in the same way, until

three, four and sometimes five steam stations are

generating and supplying electricity to the several

portions of the city; in some cases each supplying

its own respective district and in others all sta-

tions delivering energy into one general network
of conductors, covering the whole territory. It has

been the practice in some cities to connect the bus-

bars of two or more stations by means of direct

current tie lines; in some cases the tie lines being
used to send current from one station to the other

to assist at the time of maximum load, or to charge
storage batteries, or even to furnish the entire out-

put during hours of minimum load in the territory

supplied at other hours by a generating station.

In all cities of moderate size or considerable im-
portance the service is furnished 24 hours every

day in the year, therefore the cost per kilowatt-

hour of operating in the stations having a small load

factor will be very high, especially during the hours
of minimum load, which is often 16 or 18 hours
each day. This has been realized for some time,

and many methods have been suggested and em-
ployed to reduce the cost of operating the smaller
stations in the large cities.

We have all listened to the arguments in favor of

the use of storage batteries in conjunction with the

steam plant in these secondary stations, and several

companies have employed them.
Some of us are using the direct current tie line

from the main station to the secondary station to

supply the entire output for the secondary terri-

tory during the greater portion of the day, operat-
ing the secondary stations as a steam plant from
dusk until midnight only.

In Boston a storage battery sub-station supplies

the residence portion, the battery being charged
fiom the network during the time of minimum
load, and in that city also a tie line connects the

main station in Atlantic avenue with the Head Place
station, charging a battery in the latter station and
also feeding the underground system. The direct

current tie line is economical and useful for carry-

ing during the minimum hours the entire output
of a residence district station or other station hav-
ing a small load factor, when the distance between
the two stations is not so great that the loss of en-
ergy in transmission and the interest and depre-
ciation on the cost of the tie line will counterbal-
ance the saving effected by shutting down the res-

idence district station, but when the length of the
direct current tie line is very long it then becomes

1. Read before the Association of Edison Illurainating Com-
panies, at Niagara Falls, September 14, 1897.
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uneconomical, owing to the excessive loss of energy

in transmission. Ine pressure curve of a tie-line-

fed sub-station whose underground network is not

interconnected with the network supplied by the

main station will be a very bad one, owing to the

fluctuations of pressure due to ordniary variations

in load, and more especially so if the load on the

sub-station be even snghtly unbalanced, which con-

dition causes an excessive drop on the neutral of

the tie line.

if, however, the underground network of the mam
station and the sub-station be interconnected and

the tie line between the station bus-bars be used

only to take such a portion of the sub-station out-

put as will be necessary to give the desired pressure

at the sub-station bus-bar, then the pressure curve

of the sub-station will, without doubt, equal in reg-

ularity that of the main station, and the use of the

tie line under this method will be economical and

satisfactory.

While airect current tie lines between stations

over two miles apart are useful at times of maxi-

mum load and in cases of emergency, this method

is not the most economical for shutting down the

sub-station under the ordinary conditions existing

in large cities, even when storage batteries are em-
ployed in the sub-station.

It has been my belief for several years that the

day has passed when we should erect steam gener-

ating stations distributed in the various sections

of our large cities, and I feel confident that the

the greatest and most profitable development in

the lighting and power industry will be ertected by
intelligent combination of the alternating and the

direct current, the former being used lor trans-

mission and the latter for distnbuiion. I think it is

generally conceded' by all fair-minded engineers

m America, experienced in central station work,

that, despite all the advance in alternating current

work in recent years, there has not yet been devised

a system of alternating current distribution which
possesses the advantages and simplicity of the three-

wire direct current system for cities of moderate

or large size. This being true, the underground
system will remain as it is, and any increase in

economy of operation must come from the aban-

donment of steam generating stations, except one,

or possibly two main stations located on the water

front, where m.nltiple expansion condensing engines

can be employed and cheap luel may be obta.ned.

The supplying of the business district will be from
the mam station by means of the three-wire direct

current system if the distance from the s.ation to

the electrical center of distribution be less than,

say, one mile. The remaining two, three or more
stations, as the case may be^ which tormerly sup-

plied the outlying territory will be abandoned as

steam generating plants and will become simply

sub-stations, receiving their eleclr.cal energy from
the main station by means of three-phase alternat-

ing current transmission.

Under conditions where the main sta.ion is

within a mile of the electrical center of the busi-

ness district and the principal output is furnished

by the three-wire system, there will be three meth-
ods of supplying the sub-stations, the appara.us in

the sub-stations remaining the same in each case;

First.—In the main station we may install three-

phase alternating current generators in suitable

units to meet the conditions, the combined capacity

being sufficient to take care of the entire output of

all of the sub-stations. These generators should

be" built with rotating field and stationary arma-
ture and wound for the voltage of the line trans-

mission, which should be from 2,000 to 6,oco volts.

In each sub-station there should be stationary

transformers w'ound to reduce the pressure from
that of the line to about So volts. The secondaries

of these transformers in sets of three should then

be connected to rotary current transformers in units

of proper size to suit the conditions of the load

in the sub-stations. The rotaries should be ar-

ranged in pairs, each rotary having an independent
set of stationary transformers, and having the di-

rect current side connected to the bus-bars of sub-
stations on the three-wire plan. They will take the

alternating current from the line, convert it to di-

rect current at from 115 to 130 volts and deliver it

to the bus-bars for distribution, giving to the cus-

tomer direct current as formerly supplied by the
Edison dynamos. This method is an exceedingly
efficient one, and assuming that the efficiency of

the alternating current generators in the main sta-

tion is eciual to that of the original Edison dynamos
in sub-stations, w^hich is very conservative, then
the efficiency of the system from the switchboard
in the main station to the switchboard in the sub-
station will be from 84 to 86 per cent., based upon
the following efficiency in apparatus: Rotary trans-
formers, 91 per cent.; stationary transformers, gjlk
per cent.; line loss, three to five per cent.

The Edison Electric Illuminating company of
Brooklyn has adopted this method of distribution
for development of new outlying territory, and is

now installing apparatus on a large scale.

Second—The second method, though apparently
not as efficient as that just described, when
the apparatus is considered by itself under full load,
will Be found exceedingly useful in developing new
territory and for additions to existing plant, and
may yet, when all things are considered, prove
nearly as efficient as the first method.

Instead of installing in the main station three-
phase alternating current generators for the express
purpose of delivering energy to the sub-stations,

we may install in the main stations rotary current

tiansformers so wound that their direct current

sides may be connected to the positive and negative

bus-bars of the main station, and operating con-

versely to the manner of operating rotaries in the

sub-station. They will then take direct current

from the main station bus-bars, convert it to

three-phase alternating and send it through station-

ary step-up transformers which will raise the pres-

sure to the desired voltage required for line trans-

mission. The apparatus in the sub-station will be

exactly the same as that described in the first

method. With this second method we have the

advantage of only one kind of generating .apparatus

in the main station, all direct current on the three-

wire plan, and, further, all current required by the

converse rotary to supply the sub-station transmis-

sion will be obtained from the Edison generators in

the main station, thus loading them and their en-

gines and increasing their efficiency of operation.

This method is being employed by the Chicago
Edison company temporarily, although the appa-

ratus was originally built for the third method, which
I am about to describe, and which will ultimately

be adopted by that company for all its sub-station

w crk. The apparent efficiency of the second method
is 75 per cent., considering the losses in apparatus

and line by themselves and not crediting the ad-

vantages gained by additional loading of engines

and dynamos in the main station.

Third—The third method combines all the ad-

vantages of the first and second methods and has

none of their disadvantages. The main station in

this case is the same as before, having dynamos
operated on the three-wire system.

Instead of the three-phase generator, as men-
tioned in the first method, we will install generators

designed and built to give three-phase alternating

current and direct current at the sarne time, in any
quantities desired, up to the capacity of the ma-
chines. These generators will be practically power
driven rotary current transformers and may be

directly coupled to the engine or belted if preferred.

They will furnish three-phase alternating current

to the sub-station transmission line through step-

up transformers in quantities sufficient to operate

the sub-station, and the balance of their output may
be furnished at the same time in direct current

to the three-wire bus-bars of the main station. As
the demand at the sub-station increases, the quan-

tity of alternating current delivered by the special

generators will increase and the quaniily of direct

current furnished to the bus-bars will decrease cor-

respondingly, until finally, when the time of maxi-

mum load has been reached in the sub-station, the

generators will be working at their full capacity

as three-phase alternators and will be disconnected

from the direct current bus-bars.

The efficiency of this method, from the main
station switchboard to sub-station switchboard, is

from 82 to 84 per cent., considering all stationary

and rotary transformer losses and line losses.

It will be seen, too, that with these special gen-

erators we have the advantage of working them and
their engines at full load all the time, and, there-

fore, at maximum efficiency, and we also have the

additional important advantage of avoiding dupli-

cation in machinery and being enabled to use the

same investment in machinery for the maximum
load, both in the main station and sub-station, when
the maximum loads do not coincide, which is the

condition ordinarily met with in America.
In many of these sub-stations it may be found

advantageous to operate series arc dynamos for

municipal or commercial lighting in territory not
covered by the Edison network, and in this case the

rotary current transformer becomes an exceedingly

useful machine. The shaft of the rotary may be

provided with a pulley and belted to a pair of arc

dynamos in tandem or to a line shaft to which are

belted the arc dynamos to be driven.

The rotary may then be used as a converter of

alternating current to direct current, and at the

same time as a motor driving the arc dynamos.
In this way its capacity may be utilized advantage-
ously and the machine operated at good efficiency.

The rotary current transformer is
" exceedingly

useful in developing new territory, since the ma-
chines are very small for their output, and a rotary
sub-station will thus require only one-third the
space of a steam station of the same capacity, and
moreover the investment will be less.

Compared in point of economy of operation with
a direct current tie line sub-station, or a storage
battery sub-station fed by a direct current tie line,

the rotary current transformer sub-station is much
more efficient and requires less investment for the
same output when the average peak width of the
sub-station is over three hours, as is the case in
nearly all of our American stations.

We have seen that the efficiency of the various
rotary transformer methods ranges from 74 to 85
per cent., and experience in the operation of stor-

age battery sub-stations shows the watt loss through
the battery itself to be 25 per cent. In addition to
this we must consider the energy required to oper-
ate the booster for charging the battery, and also
the loss of energy in the tie line between the sta-

tions. Ine labor required to operate the rotary
current transformer sub-station is very small, only
dynamo ten '.e-s being required.

Compared with the ordinary steam station in the
residence district, the economy of operation of the
rotary transformer stations is very pronounced;
two-thirds of the cost of fuel in the steam station

and all labor and supplies incident to the operation
of the boilers and engines may be saved, and during
16 or 18 hours each day the sub-station may be
operated with only one man, and without any ad-
ditional labor in the main station.

In connection with the rotary current transform-
ers in the sub-station, storage batteries may be em-
ployed, if desired, to be used as auxiliaries in cases
of emergency, but they will not increase the efficiency

of the system.
Appreciating the value of broadening the load

curve of their low-tension stations, a lew of the com-
panies have taken up contract arc lighting, both for
commercial and municipal service, with, the result
that several of the residence stations which formerly
had an average peak width of two to three hours
now enjoy a peak from five to seven hours in width.
This tendency to widen the peak width lessens the
value of the storage battery in residence stations,
owing to its great cost, and increases the value of
the rotary transformer method for sub-station work.
The real field for the storage battery as an econo-

mizer is in its employment in conjunction with the
main steam generating station, erected in the station
itself when the latter is located in the electrical

center of the district, and at the center of distribution
when the main generating station is situated at a
point distant from the electrical center of the terri-

tory to be supplied.
The rotary current transformer methods, besides

being more efficient in themselves, when compared
with other systems, increase the economy of the
main station by loading the units in that station in

a manner similar to the storage battery.

The field for economy in the manufacture and dis-

tribution of electrical energy has not yet been ex-
hausted, and there remains much that may be ac-
complished in electrical as well as steam engineer-
ing, but the best results cannot always be obtained
by adhering to old methods and barring from our
doors the experience gained by those who have
been thinking along different lines than ourselves.
We must acknowledge the good to be derived

from the use of the alternating as well as the dire:t

current, when properly applied, and v,'e should so
employ them that we may enjoy the benefit of the
advantages of both without the disadvantages nf

either, and thus devise for ourselves a system of

generation and distribution which will be more effi-

cient and more flexible in operation than any method
which lies within the reach of the alternating or
direct current alone.

Discussion.

The discussion was opened by R. R. Bowker,
who said that his recent inquiries in Europe showed
results confirming generally the position taken by
IVIr. Ferguson, but he pointed out that the invest-

ment already made in steam sub-stations was by
no means rendered useless by the new method, as,

so long as the lighting load was characterized by a
high peak, the steam stations could be profitably

operated to carry the peak portion of the load.

H. F. Parshall discussed English distribiition

systems for power and light, noting the high
periodicity chosen in most of the English alter-

nating distributions, and the large proportion which
incandescent lighting formed of the total load in

those systems. He did not see an advantage for

lighting alone of changing the alternating current

to direct current for distribution to consumer.
C. L. Edgar pointed out that the choice of either

of the three generating arangements described by
Mr. Ferguson for any given case would depend
upon the proportion of alternating current and direct

current in the total demand of the consumers, so

that the different choice of method in Chicago and
in Brooklyn had been controlled by local conditions.

W. S. Barstow described very fully the new Brook-
lyn generating station at Bay Ridge, the three-

phase transmission at high pressure of alternating

current, and the transformation of the three-phase

current by means of rotaries into low-tension direct

current for distribution on the Edison three-wire

system, and the operations of synchronous motors
driving arc dynamos for high-tension direct current

series arc lighting. The distance to one sub-station

by the route now used is 12 miles, and the service

is perfect. A storage battery is placed in one sta-

tion as a reserve.

S. Dana Greene pointed out in reply to Mr. Par-
shall that American city conditions difier from those

of London and other English cities in that there is

an important, demand for direct current lor many
services for which alternating curreiit was net avail-

able. He discussed and described some details of

rotary sub-stations, particularly the independent regu-

lation of pressure at sub-station according to its

own requirements.

J. W. Lieb, Jr., emphasized the necessity for the

distribution of direct current by instances from both
European and American practice. He incidentally

noted the superiority of direct current arcs over
alternating arcs; and he described a temporary trans-

mission used by the New York Edison company
in which a two-phase motor supplied by high-tension

currents drove a pair of low-tension direct current

dynamos feeding into the Edison three-wire mains
at a place where there was a large demand for cur-
rent.

President Insull stated that the Chicago Edison
company's experience had proven the advantage of

concentration of generating plant. He remarked
that the instances of sub-station distribution which
h^d been mentioned in the discussion wcr? all lo-
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cated in large cities, but that the principle was
equally applicable ro smaller stations, ami that many
of these might with advantage be rearranged or

extended in this way. He recommended the study

of the method to all present, with a view to its pos-

sible application in their own cities.

R. R. Bowker summed up the discussion by say-

ing that no distribution would fit the conditions

of central station work to-day, unless it possessed

the flexibility and the wide range of application

which characterized the original three-wire system,

and that it seemed to be impossible to secure these

in conjunction with long-distance transmission ex-

cept by the use of rOtaries, and Mr. Ferguson, in

closing, adopted Mr. Bowker's expressions.

Evans Electric Company's Specialties.

The accompanying cuts illustrate respectively the

dynamos and motors and the storage cell now being

exploited by the Evans Electric company, 61-63

North Ashland avenue, Chicago.
Relative to the Evans company's dynamos and

FIG. I. EVANS DYNAMO.

motors it may be said that they are, generally speak-

ing, of the same design as illustrated in Fig. i and
range in capacity (in 16 candle power lamps) from
20 to 200. The company, in its circular, guarantees

the armatures of these machines against burn-out far

five years and offers to repair free of charge, except-

ing transportation charges, any burned-out armature
returned to the factory, provided it was not over-

loadeil much above its rated capacity. Dyn?mos will

be tarnished compound wound if desired. In build-

ing the machines it is the effort of the company to

offer at a low price a machine durable and simple

and yet one that may be set up and run by anybody
capable of understanding the d'rections whch the

company provides with every machine. This type of

machine is described as provided with a very large

commutator of copper and insulated with mica,
extra wide brushes and spring brush holders. The
boxes in these machines are made of brass and
babbitt and are fitted with the Lunkenheimer grease
cups. The armature and field cores are made of

wrought-iron. The claim is madie of twelve 16

candle power lamps per horse power. The Evans

FIG. 2. EVANS STORAGE BATTERY.

Electric company makes a specialty of a 50 light

dynamo to be run by a gasoline engine to furn'sh
current for thirty 16 candle power incandescent and
two arc lamps. It is figured that such a plant as

this can be run at a cost of six cents per hour. The
company also makes electro-platmg dynamos, com-
plete with sliding base belt-tightener and regulator.

The motors are of the same general design as
the dynamos and are built with sliding base belt-

tightener and automatic starting box. This box is

made of brass and iron and is mounted on slate.

The company's one-fourth horse power incandes-
cent motor and arc motor, however, does not re-

quire a starting box. The 4, 10, 30, 50 and 75 volt
motors are especially adapted for storage battery
work. The one-fourth horse power motor is suit-

able for dental use and has a two-speed pulley,
also a reversing attachment. The company's arc
motors have copper brushes, while the other styles

are fitted with woven wire gauze or carbon brushes,

as desired.

The storage battery cell (Fig. 2) exploited by
the Evans company is of the "Simpson type," and
it is claimed that its plates will not buckle and
that they retain their charge for months and are

always ready for use and require no 'attention ex-
cept a little water added when necessary to replace
loss by evaporation. The elements always remain
in the solution and do not have to be lifted out
when not in use. The Simpson 30 ampere battery
weighs eight pounds. The glass jar is seven inches
high, two inches wide, 5% inches deep. It is stated

thai these storage batteries have a uniform electro-

motive force of 2.3 volts, and will discharge a
current of not to exceed eight amperes (which is

the maximum discharging rate) without variation

of electromotive force of over five per cent, be-
tween full charge and discharge. Full directions
are sent with every battery, also a package of seal-

ing compound for sealing batteries, so they can be
carried without spilling solution.

The Evans company also makes a specialty of re-

winding armatures and general repairing.

ture coefficient than meters constructed at Lynn, but
possessed a greater frictional resistance, or had "an
initial energy coil" which was not powerful enough.

W. E. AYRTON.
Lynn, Mass., September 6, 1897.

COMMUNICATIONS .

The Thomson Recording Wattmeter.
To the Editor of the Western Electrician

:

There appears in a paper by Mr, Ricks, read
before the British Association at Toronto, a descrip-

tion of certain tests made in my laboratory on vari-

our electric supply meters. From the results there
given it would appear that the Elihu Fhomscn
energy meter (or so-called '"recording wattmeter' ),

when used at ordinary temperatures reads about 13

per cent, too low at one-tenth full load, and that,

when measuring oidinary direct current loads an
increase of temperature of 39° C. raises the speed of

the meter by about 11 per cent.

I have no reason to doubt the accuracy of Mr.
Ricks' results: indeed, the very careful and painstak-
ing way in which he carried out the investigation

described in his paper leads me to think it highly
probable that the figures and curves which he pub-
lishes do really record the behavior of the meters
which he tested. But, during my recent visits to the

works of the General Electric company at Schen-
ectady and at Lynn, I have become convinced
that the particular meter which was lent Mr. Ricks
by the British Thomson-Houston company for

testing cannot be regarded as a sample of the in-

struments which are now being manufactured in

large quantities.

From his tests of the Thomson meter Mr. Ricks
states, "It may, therefore, be surmised that the co-
efficient [of change of resistance with temperature]
of the pressure coil is very much less than that of

the copper disk." To construct an energy meter with
this difference in the temperature coefficients is, of

course, quite wrong scientifically; and Professor
Elihu Thomson tells me that in his instructions he
has emphasized the fact that the temperature co-
efficient of the pressure circuit should be equal to

that of the copper pressure disk. As a proof that .

this condition is really fulfilled in the Thomson
meters constructed in the States, various curves have
been shown me, from which it appears that, at ordi-

nary loads, a change of 40° C. in the temperature of

the meter alters the constant only ^^2 per cent,

instead of by the 11 per cent, found by Mr. Ricks.
Further. I have watched tests being made on one

of these meters at Lynn at temperatures of 65° C.

and at 24° C. The meter in question was a 50
volt, IS ampere meter, and, when tested at 52 volts

and 11,75 amperes, that is at about three-quarters

of full load, there was only one per cent, difference

between the results obtained at these two tempera-
tures, although they differed by 41" C,

Next, as regards the difference between the value
of the constant of this type of meter at low and high
loads, it would appear from the curves which have
been shown me recording the results of various
tests, that with some specimens, there is practically

no appreciable difference in the value of the con-
stant anywhere between full load and one-twentieth
full load, while with other specimens the constant
is about two per cent, higher at one-tenth of full

load than at full load. These are very different re-

sults from those obtained by Mr, Ricks with the
meter lent him for testing, for he found that the con-
stant at full load had to be increased by ig per cent,

to make the meter read corectly at twentieth of full

load.

Some hurried tests at various loads were made in

my presence here of the meter already referred to.

The results at low loads were not very satisfactory,

as the meter armature turns very slowly, of coirrse,

at small loads; and time pressed, as the factory was
on the point of being closed for three days. Hence
we had to content ourselves with timing one revolu-

tion only of the armature instead of waiting to take

many, as was done in the very much more accurate
tests carried out by Mr. Ricks. But it seemed clear

that the variation of the constant between full and
one-thirtieth of full load was not as large as was
found by Mr. Ricks between full and one-twentieth
of full load.

Hence, I conclude, both from the curves of previ-

ous tests, as well as from the tests which I saw car-

ried out, that the Elihu Thomson meter tested by
Mr. Ricks had not merely a much higher tempera-

Car Heater Litigation.

To the Editor of the 'Western Electrician:
The recent decision on car heaters against the

West End Street Railway company of Bos' on re-
fers to some heaters furnished two yfars ago by
the old organization of the American E'ectric Heat-
ing corporation, similar to those made by another
company, but totally unlike the American company's
regular car heater, which was in no way involved
in the suit.

The suit will be appealed, as is usual.
The patents under which the American company's

heaters are made fully protect them and the users
of them and have never been called into question,
and the American company reports a record of
complete satisfaction.

American Electric Heaf'ng Corporation.
JAS. I. AYER, General Manager.

Boston, September 11, 1897.

Telephone News from the Northwest.
[Krom the Minneapolis correspondent of the Western Elec-

trician.]

The Pepin Telephone company has been formed
in Pepin, Wis. This company has completed a line
from Pepin to Stockholm and proposes placing in-
struments at Ella, Plum Creek and other points
and eventually to reach Lake City, Minn.

C. H. Zarbock has resigned as superintendent of
the Brainerd. Minn,, telephone exchange and gone
to take a s-milar posi'ibn at Kokomo, Ind, He is

succeeded by Frank Sheldon of Minneapolis,
An effort is being made at Iowa Falls. la., to

secure sufficient pledges to warrant the construction
of a telephone line to Williams, la., where coTinec-
tion could be secured with the Cedar Valley sys em.
The Interstate Telephone company is getting in

shape at Edgemont, S. D., to extend its lines.
It is rumored at Sheldon. N. D., that the For-

man Telephone company will remove the telephone
exchange at that place to Lisbon. There is also
talk of local capitalists buying the Sheldon exchange
and the line to Lisbon.
The village of Trempealeau, Wis., is unique

among all the cities that have telechone service
in the character of its complaint. 'Wiih the com-
pletion of the La Crosse Independent Telephone
company's system to that place ihre are four tele-
phone companies operating in Trempea'eau. And
the home telephone company has an exclusive fran-
chise, too. The residents think they have a little

too much telephone service and altogether too
many wires in the streets.

The City Telephone company of Viroqua, Wis.,
has completed its exchange and starts with 60 pat-
rons.

The new telephone exchange at Chatfield, Minn.,
is expected to be in operat'on in October.

It is understood that the Souhwes'ern 'Telephone
company of Pipestone, Minn,, will connect with
Marshall, Tracy, Ruthton, Holland, Slayton and
Woodstock, Minn.
The Minnesota Central Telephone company is

sounding sentiment at Eden 'V?lley, M'nn . wi'h a
view to mating telephone connection with tha' place.
The company proposes to connect with all towns be-
tween Minneapolis and Elbow Lake on the Soo
I ine.

Electric Lighting on the South Side
Chicago.

The Chicago Edison company has acquired pos-
session of the plant and business of the Chicago
Illuminating company on Twenty-first street, Chi-
cago, and will take possession October 1st. The
latter corporation's financial difficulties some time
ago made it necessary to dispose of the property
or reorganize upon an entirely different basis, and
a committee has had charge of the affairs of the
company, endeavoring to bring about a desirable
settlement.

The company's business represented the combined
efforts of three small enterprises which have been
in operation on the South Side for several years.
The first of these was a Thomson-Houston plant
at Thirty-first street, the second, using Excelsior ap-
paratus, was in practically the same territory, and
the third was located in Twenty-first street. All
were established before the Chicago Edison com-
pany's South Side station was in operation, but they
had made scarcely any material advancement against
that corporation, and for some time it has been
seen that they must eventuallj^ drop out of the con-
test. It is announced that the investment repre-
sented by the Illuminating company amounted to
$250,0(Xi, but the purchase price in the transaction
of last week was about half that sum, - it is be-
lieved. It is announced authoritatively that the
Twenty-first street plant will be closed and the busi-
ness carried by the present Edison stations. The
principal business of the company was in supplying
arc lights.

Another interesting event in Chicago lighting

business is the announcement that Samuel Insuli,

president of the Chicago Edison company, has
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been elected president of the Hyde Park Thomson-
Houston company. The controlling interest in this

corporation recently changed hands, but it is not

announced whether the Chicago Edison company
or the Calumet Gas company secured the property.

It may be accepted as a fact, however, that the

policy of the old management will be discarded at

once. This will effectually put an end to the pro-

posed consolidation of the South Side companies
and make such an arrangement impossible. It

may also be taken for granted that the ra.e cutting

war will cease so far as these companies are con-

cerned.

Disastrous Collision on an Electric Rail-

road.

A bad accident happened on the Suburban rail-

road in the town of Cicero, near Chicago, on
September 14th. and, as near as can be le: r.ied 23
persons were injured, but none dangerously. This

is the electric road described in the Western Elec-

trician of July 31st as operated on conditions nearly

approximating those that obtain in steam railroad

service. It has track of standard gauge, long, heavy
cars, and runs for considerable distances over its

own private right-of-way. The accident was caused

by a head-on collision on a single tr:ick dur.ng a

dense fog in the early morning. The electrical

equipment was in nowise at fault, and it is said that

if the cars had not been so heavy and strong" the

accident would have been much worse.

CORRESPONDENCE.
N«w York NotRs.

New York, September 14.—The fight between
the Third Avenue Railroad company and the Metro-
politan Street Railway company over the proposed
trolley conduit in Second avenue goes merrily on.

It is now in the Supreme Court. One lawyer for

the Third Avenue company contends lliat by the

terms of its charter the Second Avenue company
is debarred from using any power bttt horse power
south of Forty-second street. This provision v/as

ratified by the Legislature in 1854, it is said, and
this took the question outside the authority of the

railroad commissioners, who last August approved
the change of motive power, subject to the fulfill-

inent of the legal requirements. Counsel further
argued, rather curiously, that the conduit for the
electrical wires was in the nature of a vpulc or c's-

tern. and should iherefore be paid for before 'he con-
struction of the trolley road was begun at a rate of

not less than 30 cents a cubic foot to the city. This
would make no less a sum than $1,663,200. The
lawyers on the other side areued th-^t this case was
similar to those of the Sixth and Eighth Avenue
railroads, in which Justice Beach ruled that the work
of construction for the change of motive power
could not be interfered with. Justice Beach's ruling
has been affirmed by the Apoellate Division."

While the electric launch Corcyra was returning
to John Jacob Astor's yacht Nourmahal, after land-
ing its owner at a North River pier on Wednesday
last, it was struck and sunk by the fast river steamer
Mary Powell. One sailor was in charge of the
launch, and he was rescued. The matter is being
investigated, and it is possible that Mr. Astor may
enter suit for damages.
A curious accident occurred on E'ghth avenue

one evening last week. Frederick W. Gerken was
walking down the street wi*h his bro'her, Char'es A.
Gerken. They were passing the dry goods store of
Jr.nap & Co.. at No. 289 Eighth avenue, when
Charles heard a noise overhead. He saw a heavy
arc lamp swinging back and forth, and the light was
sputterinsr. He no'iced that some'hi-^g was wi'o*"'g,

and, grabbing his brother Frederick by the arm. he
tried to pull him away. He was not quick enough,
and the lamp fell with a crash. The globe struck
Frederick on the head, crushing his stiff derby hat
and cutting a two-inch gash in his scalp. The frame-
work of the lamp struck him on the shoulder, and
man and lamp went to the sidewalk in a heap.
Charles did not attempt to remove the lamp, but
ran into the store and had the current cut oft. Then
he pulled his brother away from the wreck. A
policeman helped take the injured man to the police
station, and from there he was sent in the patrol
wason to a hospital. His injuries are not serious,
aside from the cut in the head and the shock.
The Rapid Transit Commission and the park com-

miss-oners are defending the'r rc^pec'lve pos't'ons
in relation to Battery Park. Alexander Orr, the
president of the former, has written to the latter,

charering them with imperiling the whole rapid
transit scheme. In defending the stand taken by
the park commissioners in this matter, Samuel Mc-
Millan, president of the board, -said to a reporter:
"This is not a question at all of the oreservation of
two grass plots and a few trees. The issue is an
extremely broad one. and involves the safety of prac-
tically the whole of Battery Park. The plans drawn
up bv the R^O'd Tr^rn^if comm'ssif^iiiers are so
general in character, and the powders given to them
by the Legislature so extensive, that it is within
their province to appropriate the choicest portions
of the Dark for their project. To allow Mr. Orr and
h'S fellow commissioners to cut up the ground for
the purpose of makinsr a tunnel and to build a sta-

tion, to and from which 5.000 to 10.000 people an
hour will pass, will utterly destroy the character of

the park. As I have said, the plans which have
been submitted us are so general in construe ion
as to bind the Rapid Transit commissioners to noth-
ing. All that we ask for is that specific and definite

details should be placed before us. When that is

done we shall be ready to give our consent, and, if

necessary, will even call a special meeting to place
our approval on record. I ain as much in favor of

rapid transit as anybody, but it would not be consist-

ent with the oath I hjive taken to preserve the public

parks to agree to the plans in their present form."
M. S.

New England News.
Boston, September 13.—At last the lease of

the West End S.reet Railway company to the Bos-
ton Elevated Railroad company, approved by the

directors of both corporations, has been given to

the public. It has been anxiously awaited. The
lease is made to commence on October ist, and
to run 99 y, . ,, and the Elevated ror d is to pay
the interest on I he outstanding bonded indebted-

ness of the West End road and e ght per cent,

upon ihe cap'tal stock of the West E d. The lease

covers all the properly and franchises of tae West
End street railway, and includes an ass gr.ment of

its righ.s under the subway contract. It prjvides

that the properly is to te operated by the E evated

road in accordance with the requ.rements of ad
public boards, and prov des also that the "L'' road

shall make such additions and increase the trans-

portation facikties as may be necessary for the

safe and convenient transportation of the public.

It provides for ihe issue o.' s ock and bo: ds by the

West End for the payment of perm.,ineat better-

ments and improvements so far as the railroad

commissioners may approve. There is a general

provision by which all questions wh ch arise be-

tween the parties to the lease shall be decided by
an arbitration board, to consist of three persons,

one to be chosen by each of the two parties, aid

the thrd by the two so chosen. The interest on
the bonded indebtedness of the West End is to

be paid by the Elevated direcdy to the bondholders,

and the income bf eight per cent, is to be paid

directly to the holders of the stock. Generally

speaking, the effect is to put the whole manage-
ment of the operating of the road in Ihe hands of

the Elevated company.
The commission created by the last Legislature

to inquire into and report on the relationsh p of

municipalities to electrical street-car development
is securing valuable data from many of ihc larger

cities throughout the country. C'^mm ssioner Ad-
ams is absent in Europe on a s'milar m ssion, and
upon his return the commission will settle down
to active operations on the lines la'd down for its

conduct. Commissioners Crapo and Hayes have
been making preliminary stud'es of the relations

existing between the street-car companies of the

larger cities of the West and the municipalities in

which they are operated. The grovi-th of the elec-

trical systems and '' i-'r close idenffication with the

business interests of the localities in which they are

situated are matters wh'ch ihe T>eg:slature of 1897

evidently considered should be supervised by the

state. An impor;ant consideration in the future

extension of elec'ric lines would appear to be to

what extent should the public highways be furher
encroached upon.
The manpgement of the Lew'ston and Auburn

electric railway will immediately begin a survey

of the various routes over which ex'ens'ons are

contemplated. Two hundred thousand tons of

steel rails has been purchased and will be sh'pped

to the var"ous spots convenient to the exiensiins.

The routes of ex'ension are to the town of Turner
to Sabatus and from Lewis'on to Bath, through
Lisbon, Topsham and Brunswick, with an aggre-

gate of 7S miles, at a probable expense of $750 000.

Work will be begun oh these extensions wi'hin a

month. C. S. G.

PERSONAL
Frank S. De Ronde, the manager of the Standard

Paint company of New York, made a flying visit

to Chicago on Tuesday.

C. J. Sturgeon, manager of the electrical depart-

ment of the Erie City Iron Works of Erie, Pa.,

was a recent Chicago visitor.

W. R. Pinchard, who has been connected with
the electrical trade in Chicago for about e"ght years,

has recently accepted a pos'tion as city salesman
for the Electric Appliance company.

Funeral services over the remains of Henry B.
Stone, late president of the Chicago Telephone com-
pany and Central Union Telephone company, who
died at his summer home in New Bedford on July
Sth last, as the result of an exp'os-on of fireworks,
were held in Graceland Cemetery, Chicago, on Sep-
tember 15th.

Charles A. Chapman, lately with Naugle, Hol-
court & Co., and designer of ihe power house and
car shed of the Suburban Rai'road company, has
opened an office at 1020 Monad"ock block, Ch'-
cago. as a consulting engineer. Mr. Chapman will

make a specaHy of steam and elec'ric power plants,

power transmission and railway construction.

Something like 50 prominent scientists, who came
over to attend the recent meeting of the Bri'ish
Association for the Advancement of Sfience in Tor-
onto, made an extended tour of Canada, many

of them being accompanied by their wives. They
have gone as far west as the Pacific coast. Lord
Kelvin, Lady Kelvin, Sir John Evans, Lady Evans,
Lord Lister, Professor Ramsay, Sir George Scott
Robinson, Prince Krapotkin, Dr. J. Scott Keltie
and Professor Silvanus P. Thompson were in the
party.

A monument to the memory of Samuel Thomas
Si3mmerring was unveiled a few days ago in Frank-
fort-on-the-Main. Sommerring was a German phy-
sician, and his countrymen claim that he invented
the electric telegraph. He did, indeed, produce
a telegraph in 1808, but it was a very cumbrous
and complicated affair. It required 35 wires for
its operation (although later the number was re-

duced to 27), and the signals were obtained by the
decomposition of water in 35 little glass tubes.
This, of course, was not a practicable telegraph,
but Scmmcrring nevertheless did much to advance
the study of electricity by his researches and ex-
periments. He was born at Thorn in 1755 and
died at Frankfort, the city wliich has now honored
his memory, in 1830.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The city controller of Chicago is advertising for

bids for excavating and laying conduit for street arc
lighiing in Collage Grove ave. ue, between twenty-
second and Thirty-third streets, and in Wabash
avenue, between Fouiteenth and Twenty-second
streets. He also advertises for 29 single-carbon a'c
lamps and posts, and 25,740 feet of lead-covered
cable. Sealed proposals will also be received until
noon of September 21st for the exchange of one
6o-light Western Electric high-tension, direct
current arc dynamo, now in use by the city of Chi-
cago, for one new 100 light, high-tension, d rect cur-
rent, arc dynamo to be furnished to the city.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Suburban railroad of the WVst Chicago sub-

urbs is now connected with the Lake Street "L"
road, and makes its down-town connection with
the latter.

The City Passenger Railway company of Balti-

more denies that it contemplates the substitution
of electricity for its cable service on Madison av-
enue and Gay street.

Cairo, in Egypt, has an electric railway system
that was installed by a Belgian company, working
in conjunction with German electrical engineers.
The English are "kicking."

The railroad from Birmingham, Ala., to Pratt
City and Ensley City, about seven miles long, is

now operated by electricity, which displaced- s'-eam
dummy locomotives. Much quicker and pleasanter
service is secured, and the patrons of this line,

which is owned by the Birmingham Railway and
Electric company, are greatly pleased.

TELEPHONE.
The directors of the American Bell Telephone

company declared the regular quarterly dividend
of three per cent, on September 15th. The divi-

dend is payable October 15 h to stockholders of
record of September 30th. This dividend of three
per cent, makes 10% per cent, declared so far this

year. »

Omaha lias now a long-distance telephone connec-
tion and can talk to Ch cago and New York. The
long-distance "opening" in Omaha took place on
September 15th, and the Nebraska Telephone com-
pany invited a large number of business men to
its building at Eighteenth and Douglas streets to
enjoy the novelty.

ELECTRICAL SECURITIES.
It is stated that the increase in the net earnings

of the Erie Telephone company this year will ex-
ceed any in the company's history, and will, it is

said, warrant an increase in the div.dend rate should
the directors desire to make it.

The Western Union Telegraph company reports
for the quarter ended September 30, 1897 (partly
estimated): Net revenue, $1,750,000, increase, $162,-

467; interest and sinking fund, $245,000, increase,

$1,641; balance, $1,505,000, increase, $1608 6; divi-
dend, $1,216,975, increase, $25,014; surplus, $288,025,
increase, $135,812; previous surp'us. $7.647,54,1,
decrease, $I48,;66; to'al surp'us, $7 935,566, decrease,
?12,554. 'The annual report of the coinpany will be
submitted to the annual meeting October 13th.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Mayor Harrison and other city officials of Chi-

cago are inspecting eastern garbage reduction
plants. It is possible that a plant to utilize the
garbage in the production of electricity may be
established in Chicago.

The Municipal Board of the city of Belize, British
Honduras, has under consideration the construction
of an electric light plant for lighting the public
buildings and streets of that city. A telegraph line
of 200 miles is also to be erected, and there is a
rumor that a telephone line will be used in con-
nection with it.

The Rochester (N. Y.) Acetylene Light, Heat
and Power company has been incorporated and
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capitalized at $100,000. The company will manu-
facture acetj'lene gas burners, generators, gasorne-

ters and lamps, and mechanisms in connection

therewith. The directors are Henry E. Shaffer,

Myron W. Sprague and Willey H. Almy, all of

Rochester. The stockholders and holdings are:

Henry E. Shaffer, 300 shares; Leonard Henkle,

200; Myron W. Sprague, 200; Elmer E. Almy, 50,

\\'illey H. Almy, 50.

This curious note comes from Oswego, N. Y.

:

Jesse A. Hathaway, a prominent lawyer, died sud-

denly to-night (September 8ih) under unusual cir-

cufnstances. In company with his wife he attended

the weekly prayer-meeting at Grace Presbyterian

Church. As he rose to pray a belt at the electric

company's power house broke, causing the ex-

tinguishing of all the electric lights in the city,

those in the church included. Mr. Ha'haway fell

to the floor, and when the gas was lighted a mo-
ment later he was found to be dead. Many persons

fled from the church. Coroner Vowinkel and phy-

sicians who were summoned said that death was
due to apoplexy.

TRADE NEWS.
The Standard Underground Cable company has

just established a southeastern sales department,

with headquarters in the Betz building (rooms
1225-26), Philadelphia, in charge of T. E. Hughes.

The Farr Telephone and Construction Supply
company, Chicago, has just issued an attractive

calendar covering a period of a year from August
I, 1897. Exceptional taste is shown in the arrange-

ment of the calendar, which is pr.nted hands jme y
in three colors. A copy will be sent to anyone ap-

plying for it to the Farr company.

Sealed proposals for the purchase of the book
accounts, bills receivable, stock shares and other

property of the Metropolitan Electric company
will be received by the Chicago Title and Trust
company, assignee, at 100 Washington street, Chi-
cago, until noon of September 24th. Information
can be had at the office of the assignee.

The Automatic Electric Traction company, Lock
Box 1 1 18, Chicago, has purchased Foster's patent
electric supply system for railways (patented Novem-
ber 27, 1894), with all improvements. It is now pre-

pared to make plans or estimates of cost, or it will

lease or license the right to use this system. For
information write to the address given.

The anti-trust Warren Electric and Specialty
company of Warren, O., keeps hammering away
at the incandescetit lamp pool. Its advertising lit-

erature is very effective, and iis latest production,
"Flim-flam Tests versus the lest of Experience"'
is no exception to the rule. The booklet makes
interesting reading for all electrical men.

The Proctor-Raymond Manufacturing company
of Buffalo has recently been reorganized, and its

working capital has been largely increased. Mr.
John Gowans, a prominent and wealthy business
man of Buffalo, will have charge of the finances
as secretary and treasurer. The company is getting

ready to put on the market se\eral patented special-

ties in bells, annunciators and similar lines.

The Armorite Interior Conduit company of Pitts-

burg, Pa., has just established an oflice in New
York city in room 711 Havemoyer building, and
Jas. F. Cummings, the enterprising president of

the company, says that his company proposes to

n'ake a vigorous push for its share of the busmess
in New York. With the able assistance of R. B.

Corey, the general manaKt '' "i^ ''h- \t\\ York office,

it would seem that "Aniun uc ' should i^e exten-

sively used in and around New York city from now
on.

A new product called mica fiber is manu'ac'ured
by the Diamond State Fiber company of Elsmcre,
Delaware, for which the company makes some in-

teresting claims. This fiber is said to combine the

high insulating properties of mica, together with

the toughness and flexibility of hard fiber, being
easier to turn, saw or drill than hard fibi-r. In
many respects it would seem as an article destined

to have an assured position in the electrical trade.

It is made in sheets, rods, tubes, etc., and ihe com-
pany reports that it already has a large call for

this product.

The Hartley Electrical Works, Chicago, recently

completed a special job of rewindin.; two 250 light,

70 volt United States dynamos, which were used in

the electric light plant of the Palmer House, Chi-

cago. While rewinding of machines is, of course,

very common, the case in question has several ex-

ceptional features which, no doubt, will be of inter-

est to the readers of the Western Electrician. The
dynamos mentioned above were rewound for no
volts and compounded, and the owners are now able

to obtain no volts without an increase of speed, while

the compound winding gives perfect regulat.on.

Moreover, 300 lights are now obtained f/om each ma-
chine, whereas with 70 volts but 2.50 lights were possi-

ble. The Palmer Louse people write in the highest

terms of this work to B. Hartley of the Hartley Elec-

trical Works, who superintended the job. They are,

of course, highly pleased with the superior serv ce the

machines now give. This is but a single instance

of the many fine pieces of work turned out by the

Hartley company.

BUSINESS.
The Western Electric company is placing upon

the market a special annunciator, called style D,

and is also manufar'uring a superior line of speak-

ing tubes. It reports that the demand for its Econ-
omy batteries is incieasiiig.

The elaborate catalogue of W. H. Weston & Co.

of Philadelphia is descriptive of switches, switch-

boards, etc. It is profusely illustrated with half-

tones showing the apparatus; and the tab'es which
are to be found in this catalogue show the result

of great care and attention to the delails of con-

struction work in this line of business.

The Central Manufacturing company, Chatta-

nooga, Tenn., manufacturer and dealer in yellow

pine cross-arms, oak and locust insulator pins and
brackets, reports an increased trade. The Ijusiness

of this firm has been steadily picking up, and at

the present time it has plenty of orders on hand.
Its products seem to give entire satisfaction whcre-
ever used.

The Scott & Janney Electrical and Manufactur-
ing company of 1707-1709 Filbert street, Philadel-
phia, is making extra preparations to meet a large
demand for its alternating current motors for single,

two and three-phase sysiems, which are at present
attracting so much attention from the electrical

trade because of their new method of construction,
which appeals very pointedly to the purchaser who
is looking for first-class electrical apparatus at a
minimum price.

The advertising agency of Jules Viennot of Phila-
delphia is at present enjoying a prosperous condi-
tion of business, showing a large increase over that

of last year. The mechan:cal lines which are
served by Mr. Viennot take in some of the strong-
est manufacturers in the country. It is a pleasing
fact to note that September 1st marked the com-
pletion of the eighteenth year since the es.ablish-

ment of this business, which has always maintained
its high standard.

The J. C. McNaughton company. Bourse build-
ing, Philadelphia, which is cme of the largest pur-
chasers of. railroad ties and poles in the country,
reports that its business for the last two weeks
has shown such a large increase that is has been
obliged to arrange for extra facilities in order to

fill orders promptly. One of the large orders whi^h
this concern has recently received was from the
Greene County Traction company of Coxsackie,
N. Y., consisting of street railroad ties for the main
line and its branches.

The Murray Iron Works company of Burling-
ton, Iowa, is selling a large number of Sioux
Corliss engines and high-pressure tubular boilers,

and evidently feels the revival of prosperity. In
a long list of recent orders' it is noticed that the
company is bu.lding a 6co horse power cross-com-
pound, direct-connected, condensmg Sioux Cor-
liss engine for the San Antonio (Tex.) S.reet Rail-
way company. It is also doing a large business
in mining engines and boilers for Mexico and the
West.

An article of considerable merit which is finding
favor in electric light and street railway plants

is Holm's "Tesoline," a commutator compound for

which the Boiler Expurgator company, 115 Dear-
born street-, Chicago, is the sole selling agent.
This compound has been in use for over a year,
and since the above company has begun to push
it actively its sales have grca.ly increased. It has
been used by many of the prominent elec ric light
companies throughout the West, particularly in

Chicago plants, and these users, without exception,
have informed the manufacturers that the com-
pound is giving entire satisfaction. Special claims
made for "Tesoline" commulator compound are;
It prevents sparking and cutting; will not gum the
brushes; is guaranteed to keep the commulator
in good condition. It also, it is said, affords a
great saving in brushes. A free sample will be
mailecl to anyone desiring to give "Tesoline" a
trial.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
Issued September 7, iSgy.

589,412. Auxiliary Electric Contact. William M.
Brown, Johnstown, Pa. Application filed

February 23, 1897.
In this invention an auxiliary contact shoe is provided

for vehicles using the third-rail system, together with
means for bringint; it into use only as needed.

589.429. Multiple-series System of Electrical Dis-
tribution. Charles D. Haskins, Brooklyn,
N. Y, Application filed June 8, 1895.

In a system of ele^^irical distribution, the comhinalion
with a source of electrical energy of the n)ainB of a woik-
inn circuit connecttd therewith, wherein the translating
devices are connected in muhiple series between the
mains; a compensating conductor f nd an electro magnetic
device consisting of a polarized element and an element
energized by differential coiI-j respectively connected be-
tween the compensating conductor and the mains, and
means controlled by the actuation of the electro-magnetic
device for maintaining the balance of the system.

589.430. System of Electrical Distribution. Charles
D. Haskins, Brooklyn, N. Y. Application
filed July 6, 1S96.

In a multiple series system of electrical distribution, the
combination with main and equalizing conduciois of a
generator from which the main conductors are led, an
electro-magnetic switching device havint< two relatively
movable elements, an armature and a magnet, one of these
elements being connected with the conductors and adapted
to have its polarity chaneed as the load prtdominates in
one branch of the system or another, the other of the ele-
ments being polarized in a constant direction.and a dynamo-
electric machine adapted to be included in circuit with
one branch or another of the system by this switching de-
vice.

589.431. Telephonic Measured- service System.
Hammond V. Hayes, Cambridge, and Thomas
C. Wales, Jr., Newton, Mass. Application
filed June 23, 1897.

At a telephone sub-station is placed a call-register re-
sponsive for the registration of a call ; two successive
oppositely directed electrical current impulses traversing
the m*in circuit in a dednite order; the call apparatus at
the suD-station is organized to establish in the circuit the
required initial current impulse of appropriate direction
when operated to transmit the call, and switch apparatus
9t the central station is adapted when operated for the

answer of the call to e=;tablish in the circuit the required

final current impulse of direction opposite to that of the

first.

NO. 589.430.

Starting-box for Electric Motors. Rob-589,433.
ert B. Hirst, Brooklyn,
filed July 3, 1S97.

N. Y. Application

The combination with a resistance bos and its lever of

a switch controlling the main circuit movable to closed

position by the lever, a spring tending to open the switch,
a retaining magnet adapted when excited to hold the
switch closed, and means cperated by the lever for break-
ing the circuit of the magnet to release the switch.

589,44s. Electric Hair Singer. David Seide,
Hartford. Conn. Application filed April 15,

1897.

This tool for singeing hair consists of a comb and an in-
sulated handle. The comb is made of conducting mate-
rial, and is connected with an electrical circuit. A wire
of comparatively small conducting capacity is held ad-
jacent to the comb-teeth and adapted to be connected with
anelectrical circuit. The comb and fine wire are electrically
connected at one end ; there is a switch in the handle for
opening and closing a circuit through ihein.

NO. 589,445-

589,452. Traveling Contact for Electric Railways.
William F. Weiss, Stockton, N. J. Applica-
tion filed April 24, 1897.

An overhead trolley device having a transverse rod on
which the revolving contact wheel can move laterally, .

with springs to bring it back to the normal central posi-
tion.

589,485. Electric Rail Bond. George H. Scott,

Worcester, Mass. Application filed January'

26, 1897.

The holes in the rails are provided with bushings cut
away on jne side to allow the conducting wire to be bent
closely against the side of the rail.

589,509- Electrical Igniter for Gas Engines. Ed-
ward R. Moffitt, San Francisco, Cal. Appli-
cation filed February 27, 1896.

A new form of spark generator for producing the ex-
plosions in a gas engine.
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589,510. Watchman's. Electric Time Recorder.

Charles H. Phinney, Boston, Mass. Applica-

tion filed December 9, 1895.

The indicating apparatus is operated by means ot a num-
ber of circuit controlling devices.

589,523. Process of and Apparatus for Elecroly?.-

ing Fused Salts. Johann Boelsterli, Neuhausen,
Switzerland. Applic.ition filed October 27,

1896.

Ttie process consists in electrolyzine a fused alkali metal

salt and liberating the alkali metal exclusively at ihe

surface of the electrolyte. Suitable apparatus is pro-

vided.

589,543. Electric Motor Car. Harold P. Brown,
New York, N. Y. Application filed March
II, 1893.

One claini reads:. In an electric motor car, the combina-
tion of the cur axle with an ele-^iric motor, a planet gear

di-k or wheel carrying planet gears, an internal Bear inesh-

ini; therewith, a sleeve Ions- on the car axle and furnished

with a pillion meshing with said planet gears, iiiedns for

coiiiiiiuriicatine motion from the motor shaft to siaid sleeve,

a friction brake wheel and friction brake, and a supple-

mental brake wheel, and a revolving supplemental brake
engaging said supplemental brake wheel.

NO. 589,566.

589.556. Transmission of Energy by Alternating

Currents. Charles S. Bradley, Avon, N. Y.
Application filed March 21, 1896.

A system of transmission tor alternating currents, r^Ti-

prising an alternating current generator of definite funda-
mental rate and a circuit containing inductances connected
in parallel at intervals, these inductances being propor-
tioned to produce resonance of the circuit with the gener-
aior.-

589.557. Lightning Arrester. Charles S. Bradley,

Avon, N. Y". Application filed May 28, 1895.

Renewed February 9, 1897.

A lightning arrester comprisins; two conductors in mutual
inductive relation, having two terminals connected to line

and two to a translating device, the conductors being asso-
ciated 10 oppose one another in magnetizing effect under
tbe working current passing to tne translating device,
thereby permitting such current to pass freely, but assist-

ing one another in majneiizing effect when the line is

charged by a lightning stroke.

589,566. Lightning Rod. Elbridge Marshall, Gar-
nett, Kan. Application filed June i, 1897.

Mr. Marshall proposes for a lightning rod a crown or
endless ;able provided with arms radiating in various
directions upon the roof of the building, a pair of rods or
cables connecting with tbe same and grounded at their
lower ends, and provided at their upper ends with hollow
or cylindrical points provided with sub-points or spines,
mecnllic cylinders or sleeves incasing the rods or cables
belovv the tubular points to strengttien them and increase
their conductive capacity, and braced vertically by means
of guys, wh ch are connected at their lower ends to the
crown or cable.

589,582. Electric Switch. Joseph B. Smith, Ar-
thur W. Ferrin an-d Albert L. Clough, Man-
chester, N. H. Application filed August 15,

1896. '

In an electric switch, electric magnets in series with the
field current and armature current of an electric motor,
independent armature-^ under the influence of the magnets,
soring-actuated'switch blades, a spring attached to one of
the armatures for holding it normally away from the pole
of the magnet traversed by the armature current, and means
whereby a variation of current in the armature or field cir-

cuit causes the switch to automatically open.

589.618. Electric Switch and Cut-out for Tele-
phone Boxes. Arthur C. Robbins, San F*-!''-

cisco, Cal. Application filed March 26, 1897.

In an inclosed telephone, a transmitter, receiver and
local battery with induction coil and connecting wires, a
door attached and opening to expose the interior of the in-
closing box, contacts and a lever fulcrutned between its

ends, having one portion bent into the path of the door so
as to be actuated thereby, and the opposite portion having
the contacis on its opposite sides, whereby when one con-
tact is made the telephone apparatus is thrown into the
circuit, and when this is broken and the other made the
current is shunted around the apparatus.

589.619. Telephone Transmitter for Signal Boxes.
Arthur C. Robbins, San Francisco, Cal. Ap-
plication filed March 26, 1897.
The combination with a box having an outwardly open-

ing door and a transmitter hinged or pivoted therein, of a
lug or cleat adapted to contact with and raise the outer end
of the transmitter by the closing of the door.

589,624. Underrunning Trolley for Electric Rail-
ways. Sidney H. Short, Cleveland, Ohio.
Application filed July 29. 1S96.

An underrunning trolley comprising a base plate having
a central hub, a casting arranged to be seated in the hub, a
trolley pole carried by the casting and pivp^tally mounted
to swing vertically, a movable lock for normally locking
said hub and casting against relative rotation, ihe lock ar-
ranged in the path of vertical swing of the trolley pole,
whereby when the poj; is depressed the lock is encoun-
tered thereby and disengaged from locking position,

thereby permittin;^ the casting to jrotate in its seat,in tho
hub; there is also an elongated coatactroller^ckmed by
the trolley pole.

589,669. Electric Safety Appliance for Railroads.
Edward L. Orcutt, Somerville, Mass. Appli-
cation filed February 6, 1897.
A claim is given: In an electric safety appliance for

railroads, a track mechanism consisting of an open track
circuit composed in part of both rails of the track, and an
open line circuit governed or controlled by the track cir-

cuit, and a train mechanism consisting of a supply of elec-
tricity, an open circuit charging the (rack circuit, a closed
circuit looping in the line circuit, a magnet in the closed
circuit, and a signal governed or controlled by the arma-
ture of said magnet.

589,672. Electric Meter. Charles C. Schumacher,
and Albert G. Zamel. Chicago, 111. Applica-
tion filed May 22, 1897.

In this meter there are a recorder provided with a bal-
baUnce wheel, a pinion ou the balance wheel, a toothed
segment engaging the pinion, an armature connected with
the segment and a magnet for attracting the armature.

589,674. Alternating Current Generator. Frank
H. Sleeper, St. Johnsbury, Vt. Application
filed May 21, 1896.
The first claim gives this description : In an alternating

current generator, a continuously magnetized field, each
pole divided to present two or moie divisions to tlie arma-
ture, and shaped to the path of its teeth, a revolving arma-
ture having teeth of nearly the same form and angular
breadth (measured from the axis of rotation) as the said
divisions of the field poles and moving close to ihem, these
teeth separated by depressions of substantially the same
angular breadth as the teeth, and in combination with
these elements circuit-generating coils upon these divis-
ions of the field poles, the arrangement and spacing of the
whole being such that for the generating coils of each cir-

cuit all ihe right-hand wound north pole divisions and all

the left-hand wound -outh pole divisions shall, in one posi-
tion of the armature, have its teeth pre^ented to ihem. and
in the next position when the armature has moved the
breadth of one tooth all the left-hand wound norih pole
divisions and alt the right-hand wound south pole divisions
shall have its teeih presented to ihem, whereby when the
armature is rotated the magnetic flux is directed alternately
through the two opposite wound sets of pole divisions, and
an alternating electric current is induced in the generat-
ing coils

589,693. Trolley. Frank W. Canales, Portland,
Me. Application filed May 21, 1895.

The combination with a supporting frame having an an-
nuldr top plate, of a cap fitting over and turning upon the
top plrtte, a trolley wheel mounted on the cap, and double-
acting.springs between the cap and top plate, these springs
having one end connected to the cap and theii other ends
-engaging stops on the top plate.

589,702. Trolley Wheel for Electric Cars. ' James
A. Crawfo'rd and Thomas E. Crow, Dallas,
Tex. Application filed September 12, 1896.

This trolley for electric cars comprises a frame, a wheel,
a wheel axle, disks eccentrically journaled upon ibe asln,
lugs upon the disks, and projections upon the frame lying
in tbe path of the lugs.

589,726. Coin-Operated Telephone. Frederick
Hoffman, Paragould. Ark. Application filed

May 3, 1897.

Mechanical means are described, whereby tbe insertion
of a coin in a chute in a telephone serves to close the cir-

cuit.

589,742. Static Machine. Cornelius H. Myers
and Henry C. Rose, South Bend, Ind. Appli-
cation filed December 5, 1896.

The combination with a machine for generating static
electricity and an inclosing case therefor, of means for re-
frigerating or reducing the temperature of the air in the
case. This apparatus appears to be intended lor use in
electro-tlierapeutics.

589,745. Device for Indicating Escape of Gas.
Michael O'Donovan, Boston, Mass. Applica-
tion filed May 24, 1895. Renewed January 25,

- ^ 1897.

An electrical device for operating an indicator to indi-
cate the escape of gas comprises in its construction a
thermostat adapted to be in6ueDced by the gas flame, a re-
sistance coil in circuit with the thermostat, a supplemenial
thermostat adapted to be influenced by the resistance coil,
and an indicator in circuit with the supplemental thermo-
stat, all co-operating.

NO. 589,760,

589.746. Electric Signaling Apparatus and Circuit.

Edward H. Owen, Charles N. Williams and
Fred H, Donaldson, Garvanza, Cal. Applica-
tion filed April 22, 1897.

An elaborate electrical signaling mechanism is de-
scribed.

589.747. Annunciator System. Edward II. Owen,
Charles N. Williams, and Fred H. Donaldson,
Garvanza, Cal. Application filed June 18, 1897.

The combination of a plurality of pushes and push-
button contacis associated with marks or words which
identify each one of a series of distant points.

589,760. Electrical Junction Box. George Tail-
leur, Chicago, 111. Application filed June 7,

1897.

An electrical junction box having holes in one of its

walls through which the conductors pass, in combination
with perforated flanged bushings, tbe bodies of tbe bush'

ings profecting through the holes, and the flanees of the
bushings being secured to the box-wall, and suitable packing
interposed between the bodies of the bushings and the
conductors passing therethrough.

589.783. Dash Electric Headlight. John Kirby,

Jr., Dayton, Ohio. Application filed Febru-
ary 10, 1897.

The combination with the dashboard of a railway car,

having an opening cut through the dashboard below the
top thereof, of an open headlight frame registering with
said opening and secured to the dashboard, and a bead-
light case containing a reflector, a lamp socket, a lamp
socket bolder and an incandescent electric lamp held in
the lamp socket, the headlight case being carried by the
frame and detachably held therein-

589,785. Surface Contact Electric Railway. Lee
H. Parker, Schenectady, N. Y. Application
filed November 18, 1896.

This system is described as combining stationary con-
tacts, switch mechanism for including the contacts in cir-

cuit with the source of supply, coils permanently con-
nected between each contact and the ground, a contact
shoe mounted on the vchiqle and supplying currefat to the
coil as it advances, a magnet mounted at the front of the
vehicle co-operating with ihe coils to close the switches,
and a second magnet mounted on the rear of the vehicle
co-operating with tbe coils to open the switches.

NO. 589.745-

589.786. Closed Conduit Electric Railway Sys-

tem. William B. Potter, Schenectady, N. Y.
Application filed October 6, 1896.

In this invention the prmcipal features are a feeder, sec-

tional conductors, a track and electro magnetic switches
for establishing temporary connection between tbe feeder
and the successive sectional conductors, each switch pro-
vided with a single coil in circuit on the negative side of
the system, and contacts making' direct connection be-

tween the feeder and the sectional conductors, each switch
furnishing current to more than one sectional conductor.

589.787. Closed Conduit Electric Railway. Will-

iam B.-Po-tter, Schenectady, N. Y. Applica-

tion filed November 18, 1896.

This patent is for a system comprising a feeder, track
rails and sectional conductors in the roadway, with elec-

tro-magnetic switches serving to make temporary connec-
tion in sequence between the feeder and tbe Sectional con-
ductors, the switches connected between tbe negative side
of the system and ground by coils in multiple upon the
^different switches.

589.788. Closed Conduit Electric Railway Sys-

tem. William B. Potter, Schenectady, N. Y.
Application filed November 28, 1896.

Here there is a single row of sectional contacts, some of
which are directly connected to the feeder by the closing
of suitable electro-magnetic switches, while others, are
connected to ground through high-resistance magnets
actuating the switches, the high-resisiance cdils'of these

" inagnets forming a shunt to the motor circuit, and perma-
,nent electrical connections connecting each of the motor
contacts with more than one of the switches, and each of
the switches likewise with a plurality of motor contacis.

Closed Conduit Electric Railway. Will-

iam B. Potter, Schenectady, N. Y. Applica-

tion filed November 28, 1896.

Sectional normiily insulated contacts are used, and
there are a feeder, switches for connecting the sectional
contacts in sequence with the feeder, and electro-magnets
operating the switches having a pick-up coil in shunt to the

motor circuit, each switch energizing a plurality of surface
contacts carrying motor current, and each mutor contact
taking current from more than one of the switches.

589.790. Closed Conduit Electric Railway. Will-

iam B. Potter, Schenectady, N. Y. Applica-

tion filed January 2, 1897.

A series of high-potential studs is arranged alternately in

a number of different parallel rows ; switches for connect-
ing the studs with the line circuit are provided, and elec-

tro-magnets for closing automatically the switch contacts.

589.791. Surface Contact Railway System. Will-

iam B. Potter, Schenectady, N. Y. Applica-
tion filed January 25, 1897.

In this systetn there -is a storage battery auxiliary which
preserves tbe connection of the lighting circuit of the car
to tbe surface contacts when the motor circuit is inter-

rupted.

589.792. Closed Conduit Electj'ic Railway. Will-
iam B. Potter, Schenectady, N. Y. Applica-
tion filed November 18, -1896. Renewed June
30, 1897.

A feature is a safety device comprising an independent
"ground" adjacent to the sectional conductors, having in-

cluded in its circuit a coil upon the pick up switch.

589.798. Multiple Cut-out for Telephone Sys-
tems. AlmOn B. Strowger and Alexander E.

Keith, Chicago, 111. Application filed Feb-
19, 1896.

The combination with a central station, of a series of
sub-stations, an electrical circuit common to all of the
stations, a switch, a locking device and two magnets for
each sub station, one of the magnets being connected with
one of the wires, and the other inaguet being connected
with the other wire, and means for moving the switch in
one direction by one of the magnets and causing it to auto-
matically engage with the locking device, and means for
releasing the SM'itch by the other magnet, and means for
completing the circuit through either of the sub-stations,
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Electric Wagon Haulage in Foundation
Building.

From the windows of tlic office of the Western
Electrician the worlc now in progress on the foun-

dations for the new government building forms an
interesting spectacle. The site occupies the whole
square bounded by Jackson, Clark, Adams and
Dearborn streets, and upon it the government is

about to erect, at a cost of several millions of dol-

lars, a fine, large edifice to replace the old building

on the same location, which was condemned on ac-

count of its insecure foundations. Great care is

taken to insure permanent and stable foundations
for the new building. As is generally known, Chi-
cago has not the advantage of a rock foundation
for its buildings, and at the site under consideration
the soil has such particularly unsatisfactory char-
acteristics that quite unusual precautions were taken
to provide a firm and unvarying support for the
great weight of the building which is to be erected.

A general view of the site, showing the work un-

cavation of some 70,000 yards of earth. Much of

this has been already done, and, as has been stated,

the central pit has been dug down to a depth of 27
feet. The earth taken out is.of a heavy, clayey nature,
peculiarly tenacious and viscid, and the laborers
throw the clods into the wagons with pitchforks
instead of shovels. Two temporary roadways have
been constructed from the central depression to the
street for the use of the teams taking the dirt away.
These are constructed of three-inch planking and
have such a steep grade that it would be impossible
for any practicable number of horses to pull up the
k-aded wagons. Mechanical means is used instead
—in one case a steam hoisting engine and in the
other an elctric motor. The use of electrical power
for this purpose is something of a novelty, and it

was introduced by McArthur Brothers rather as an
experiment, but the result has been entirely satis-

factory.

The general method of using the electric power
is shown in Fig. i. A 20 horse power series wound
F.dison motor is installed in a shed (Fig. 3) on Dear-

100, and an average effort of IS horse power is re-
quired. As high as 25 horse power has been ex-
erted in cases where wagons have run ofif the track.

The motor weighs 2,100 pounds and is operated at
I,coo revolutions per minute at full load. It is found
to be more economical than the steam hoisting en-
gine and more easily controlled and regulated;
it takes up but little space and makes no noise or
smoke in the street. The advantages of cleanliness
and quiet running are of considerable value in the
present location, as the work is done opposite the
Great Northern Hotel, and the guests have com-
planed that the steam hoisting engine is a nuisance.

Telephone News from the Northwest.
[From the Minneapolis correspondent of the Western Elec-

trician.

1

Some time ago the county board at Sioux City,
la., ordered the Iowa Telephone company to re-
move all its instruments but one from the court-
house. The company did not do so, and as some of

der way, is given in Fig. 2, on the next page. From
careful borings which were taken to determine the

character of the subsoil, it is determined that hard-

pan is reached only at the average depth of 72 feet be-

low the sidewalk grade of the adjacent streets. To
secure the support of this substratum of hard earth,

piling is employed, and before the work is com-
pleted between 5,000 and 6,000 piles of unusual length

will have been driven in the earth. Steam ham-
mers are now at work driving piles in the central

portion of the site, as shown in the picture (Fig. 2).

The design of the building is such that the heaviest

weight comes on the square central portion, and
here the piles are most numerous. The excava-
tion at tliis place extends 27 feet below street grade,

so that piles 50 feet in length are long enough to

reach hardpan. These piles are fine, straight logs

of Norway pine, and they are driven by 2,000 pound
steam hammers. They are to be capped with white
oak timbers, 14 by 14 inches, bolted to the piles by
wrought-iron drift-bolts 20 inches long. By the
aid of ten low-tension arc lamps the contractor for
the foundations, the McArthur Brothers company,
is pushing the work night and day, and the foun-
dation work will probably be finished by March i,

1898. The erection of the building will probably
take two years longer. Gen. William Sooy Smith
is the foundation engineer.
One indispensable feature of the work is the ex-

N I. ELECTRIC WAGON HAULAGE IN FOUNDATION BUILDING.

born street, near the corner of Adams, on the street

level. It is operated at 220 volts and is supplied
with current, through a Cutler-Hammer starting

box, from the Chicago Edison company's three-
wire mains in the street. The motor is directly

geared to a 14 inch hoisting drum, which is equipped
with a band brake. The connection with the loaded
wagons is supplied by about 125 feet of three-quar-
ter-inch wire rope. This is wound about the drum
and is taken from suitable sheaves, firmly secured,
down the roadway to the pit where the wagons are
loaded. There is a hook at the end of the rope and
this is secured to the tongue of the wagon or to
the forward axle, as is most convenient. A signal
is given to the motorman, and the load is easily

pulled up to the street, the horses merely walking
up in their places with a look of gratification and
without pulling a pound. Fig. i is a reproduction
of a snapshot photograph taken when the motor
was pulling a load up the incline. Two men walk
up with the wagon, one with a wedge to block the
wheels in case anything should break, and they
often take the rope back with them for the next
load, although sometimes this is done by an empty
wagon going down.

It is no light load that the motor deals with. The
driver and wagon weigh about 1,500 pounds and the
earth about 5,000 pounds—a total of 6,500 pounds.
This is pulled up a grade having a rise of 27 feet in

the connections promised by the Home Telephone
ccimpany have not been made, the board rescinded
the order.

The Electric Telephone Exchange company of
Hudson, Wis., has begun operating its exchange.
The council at Carver, Minn., has granted a fran-

chise to the Western Minnesota Telephone com-
pany.
The Werner-Dwelle Telephone company of Lake

City, Minn., will construct a line to Mazeppa and
Cannon Falls.

The Forman Telephone company is arranging to
connect with Wahpeton, N. D., and will have an
exchange in operation there soon.
The Michigan Telephone company will reduce its

rates on residence telephones in Menominee, Mich.,
to $24 per year on October ist.

Edwin A. Knapp of St. Louis has been granted a
franchise for a telephone exchange at Ottumwa,
la. It will connect with the J. C. Hubinger ex-
change of Keokuk, la.

The Dakota Central Telephone company has com-
pleted connection between Aberdeen and Huron,
S. D., and Big Stone City.

The Wisconsin Telephone company at Madison,
Wis., will move its exchange to new quarters soon.
The Mississippi Valley Telephone company of

Keokuk, la., is an applicant for a franchise at

Omaha, Neb.
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Diversified Uses of Electrical Power at

Niagara.

One of the most interesting of tlie many lectures

;.nd essays tliat have had for their subject the elec-

trical utilization of the power of Niagara Falls is

that written by Charles F. Scott of the Westing-

house company and recently read before the Engi-

neers' Club of Philadelphia. Mr. Scott is clear,

forcible and pleasing in his treatment of a theme

so well worn that a good style of writing is now
necessary to make it attractive. One striking in-

troductory statement is this:

"Most of us have very little conception of large

powers. The statement that the power of Niagara

IS six or seven million horse power conveys no
definite idea. A simple illustration may help us

to form a conception of its vastness. Suppose
pumps be placed below the falls for pumping the

water up again to its former level. If a man ex-

erts a force of about 20 pounds per stroke and

works at a fair rate for eight hours per day, it

would take about 10 tiines the total population of

the United States to pump the water back as fast

as it is flowing over the falls. Consider for a mo-
ment what this means. If 70,000,000 of us were

engaged in manual labor, all the work we would
do could be accomplished 10 times over by the

power which is now going to waste. All the work
of laborers, all our actual exertions in digging,

hammering, lifting, climbing stairs, running sew-

ing-machines or riding bicycles probably do not

represent the one-hundreth part of this stupendous

power."
Further on, Mr. Scott makes approximate me-

chanical analogues for direct and alternating cur-

rents that are interesting: "Ordinary commercial

currents are of two kinds, direct and alternating.

The direct current is one which flows constantly

in one direction. It has a mechanical analogue

in the continuous flow of water through a pipe

or in the transmission of power by a belt. An
alternating current corresponds to a reciprocating

motion. If a pipe have a piston in one end which
is drawn back and forth so that the water within

the pipe has a reciprocatmg flow, the action is

somewhat analogous to that of the alternating cur-

rent. Corresponding to the comparison between
direct current and a belt, we may liken alternating

current to motion by a crank. As there are vari-

eties of cranks there are varieties of alternating

currents. A shaft may be driven by a single crank
or by two or three cranks intermittently. In the

same way an alternating current system may em-
ploy more than one current, the seveial currents
acting successively. As the uniformity of motion
in a shaft driven by an engine of several cranks
is greater than when a singlej;rank is used, so the

low-tension two-phase system to a high-tension

three-phase system may be illustrated by mechani-
cal analogue. Suppose a shaft driven by a two-

cylinder engine in which the cranks are set at right

angles and have but a short stroke and require

therefore strong and heavy connecting rods. On
this saine shaft let there bo three equally displaced

cranks which are long and consequently give a

high velocity to the rods to which they are con-
nected. The rods which are moving at the higher
velocity may be comparatively small and light and
may therefore be carried to a considerable distance

without exceeding moderate dimensions. By a simi-

lar arrangement at the other end of the rods the
motion may again be reduced by letting the three

FIG. 3. ELECTRIC WAGON HAULAGE IN FOtJNDATION
BUILDING.

rods be connected to three cranks on a shaft which
is provided with two short cranks driving rods at

slow speed. In the electric system heavy wires or
copper bars conduct the two-phase current from
the generator to raising transformers, which supply
a high pressure to an outgoing circuit and which
are connected in pairs in such a way as to deliver

a three-phase current to the three outgoing wires

of the transmission circuit. A reversed arrange-
ment may be used for re-transforming to two-phase
currents at low pressure."
The concluding portion of the paper is devoted

ELECTRIC WAGON HAULAGE IN FOUNDATION BUILDING.

flow of energy or supply of power, which must
be intermittent when a single current is used, may
be made uniform and constant from two or more
suitably adjusted currents. The winding on the
Niagara generators is such as to produce two alter-

nating currents, each of which has its maximum
value when the other has its zero value. * * * *

A two-phase system is best suited for the local dis-

tribution, as it possesses' certain advantages in regu-
lation of pressure and adaptation to the service to

be supplied. On the other hand, three-phase cur-
rent, or a system in which there are three currents
following one another at equal intervals of time,
has advantages for long-distance transmission, as

the number of wires and the weight of copper re-

i|uired are reduced. The transformation from a

to the commercial applications of the power elec-

trically transmitted by the Niagara Falls Power
company. The diagram of circuits herewith re-

produced is a graphical aid to the understanding
of this diversified industry. Says Mr. Scott:
The first commercial use of the electric power

was by the Pittsburg Reduction company in its ex-

tensive works on the river a short distance above
the power house, tor the manufacture of aluminum.
The current is reduced in pressure from 2,200. volts

to a low voltage and is supplied tO' machines for

transforming the alternating current into direct

ciurent. These machines perform the double func-
tion of operating as alternating current motors and
as direct current generators. The machines are
similar in general to direct current dynamos, with

the addition, however, of collector rings for receiv-

ing the alternating current and introducing it at

suitable points in the armature winding. A me-
chanical analogue is found in the shaft of an engine
which receives power by two cranks from recipro-

cating rods and delivers it to a belt running in a
constant direction. This plant has a capacity of
nearly 4,oco horse power, which is used in the form
of direct current at about 160 volts for the manu-
facture of aluminum by the Hall process.

In the works of the Carborundum company a
large transformer and a regulator are installed
which deliver 1,000 horse power of alternating cur-
rent to electric furnaces for making carborundum,
the new abrasive, whose hardness is exceeded only
by that of the diamond. The suitable m.aterials,
salt, glass-sand, sawdust and coke, for making the
carborundum are placed in a furnace built of loos;
bricks and the current is passed through from one
end to the other. The passage of the current pro-
duces heat throughout the interior and raises the
temperature to a very high degree. The resistance
changes during the process, requiring an adjust-
ment of the current in order to maintain a con-
stant supply of energy. This necessitates a change
in pressure from about 250 to 100 volts. After
about 24 hours a compound of silicon and carbon
is formed, the amorphous central core being sur-
rounded hy beautiful crystals.
The Acetylene Light, Heat and Power company

manufactures calcium carbide by the union of Imt
and coke in the presence of an intense heat gener-
ated by the electric arc. The current passes be-
tween two enormous terminals or electrodes which
are separated by several inches, and the arc through
this space radiates an intense heat. The powdered
materials surround this arc. The arc gives an in-
tense light and a loud humming sound having a
frequency corresponding to that of the alternations
of current. This coinpany has operated with a
1,000 horse power transformer which reduces the
pressure to 100 volts. It is now installing several
ro.ore transformers of the same size.

The Niagara Electro-chemical company uses
about 500 horse power in direct current for the
manufacture of metallic sodium by the Castner
process. The current is delivered at a voltage
which may be varied from 125 to 165 volts by
means of a regulator connected with the lowering
transformers. The number of turns in one of the
winding of these transformers may be varied at
will, thus changing the ratio between the number
of turns in the two windings and thereby raising
of lowering the resultant pressure, which in turn
varies the pressure delivered by the machine which
supplies direct current. One of these machines is

the first of its type. It differs from other machines
in having no field coils and is termed an "induction
rotary." The magnetizing effect, which is usually
secured by direct current through the field winding,
is here obtained from the alternating current
through the armature winding. It possesses many
elements of excellence in simplicity of construction
and operation.
The Matheison Alkali company is now installing

a plant in which about 1,500 horse power will be
used in the form of direct current at a voltage
variable from about 175 to 225 volts.

The electric light plant for the village of Niagara
Falls has in addition to its former steam plant two
400 horse power induction motors which receive

porver from the Niagara generators and are used
for driving the dynamos which supply the commer-
cial lighting circuits. Much of this lighting might
be supplied directly by the circuits from the large

generators, but a part, notably the arc lighting,

cannot be thus supplied, and the motors were in-

troduced as a simple mechanical arrangement for

furnishing power to the existing plant. The in-

duction motor possesses many advantages over its

rnal, the direct-current motor, not only as regards
electrical performance, but especially in its me-
chanical characteristics. As is well known, the

commutator in direct-current machinery is the ele-

ment which is most difficult to construct and w-hich

is the part most liable to accident and deteriora-

tion and wear, and which calls for care and skill

in attendance. This feature is entirely absent from
the induction motor, which in its most approved
type has no open nor moving ekc'ric contacts what-
ever. The revolving element is ideally simple. It

consists of an iron core with holes near the cir-

cumference, through which are placed copper rods

which are securely bolted to rings at each end.

The currents in this element are inauced through
magnetic action from the currents in the coils on
the outer stationary part of the machine which
are received from the supply circuit. The induc-

tion motor tends to run at a certain definite speed

and falls off a trifling amount from this speed as

it is loaded. The synchronous alternating current

motor must run at a perfectly definite speed, and
when the speed falls below this amount, caused *y
overload or otherwise, the motor will stop. It is

much more sensitive in its operation and requires

closer adjustment and attention, both mechanically

and electrically, than the much more flexible in-

duction motor.
Mechanical power is supplied from Niagara cir-

cuits for various minor operations, such as driving

fans, pumps, crushers, etc., in connection with the

various establishments which have already been
described.

The only present use of mechanical power on a
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large scale is in the operation of street railways.
Direct current at a pressure of about 500 volts is

obtained for this purpose througli the agency of
transformers for reducing the pressure of the main
circuits and rotaries, which are similar to the ma-
chines at the various chemical works which receive
alternating and deliver direct current. Three ma-
chines of 500 horse power each are located in one
end of the power house and supply current to the
railways in Niagara Falls and to the Niagara end
of the road to Buffalo.
We have now completed our examination of the

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

He has called attention, I notice, to an important
improvement in the transmission of electricity.
From two-phase generators which need four cables
for such transmission he has explained how, by
conversion into three phases in the step-up trans-
formers, three cables only are required to form the
line, thus saving 25 per cent, in copper and the same
amount in the number of insulators needed. He
modestly refrained from connecting his own name
with this important invention, which he made pub-
lic at a meeting in Washington, D. C., when the
study of the subject for the Cataract Construction
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DIVERSIFIED USES OF ELECTRICAL POWER AT NIAGARA.

diversified methods of using electric power near
the generating plant. The feature, however, which
attracts the greatest popular interest is the trans-
mission to Bufifalo. In the transformer house are
two transformers, with a total capacity of 2,500
hojse power, which transform the 2,200 volt two-
phase current into 11.000 volt three-phase current,
which is carried by three heavy copper cables on
a substantial pole line to the outskirts of Buffalo,
where it passes into cables in ar; underground con-

company was exciting the inventive faculty of com-
peting electrical manufacturing companies.
Mr. Scott's use of the two-throw cranks analogue

in explaining the advantage of two-phase genera-
tion has been enhanced by his ingenicus compari-
son of the principle of the step-up transformer to
short radius cranks with heavy connecting rods re-
ceiving the power from the prime motion, while
long radius cranks and lighter connecting rods for
the transmission of the power to a distance is new
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This firm had previously designed no turbines of
over 700 horse power, and the nature of the prob-
lem as presented required much study and could
be met only by wide departure from common prac-
tice.

While designed abroad, the turbines and machin-
ery connected therewith were built in this city, and,
so far as the operation of the wheels thernsclves
is concerned, we have every reason to be sa.isfied
with our choice. Some radical changes had to be
made in the few bearings needed to steady the
revolving shaft, for while designed in accordance
with the best European practice they did not meet
the conditions, and were therefore modified on
lines well established by long experience in Amer-
ica, but not familiar to all engineers. More than
3C years' experience in manufacturing shafting en-
abled me to design the bearing that has been so
successful in the present case. The construction
of the turbines was well under way before any
conclusion had been reached as to the character
of the electrical system to be employed. The dy-
namos were not ordered until 1893, and at ihat time
little was known as to what uses the power de-
veloped would be applied. Mr. Scott has explained
to you that the system adopted was ccmsidered by
experts as best adapted to power purposes. This
differs in many ways from what, to a limited ex-
tent, was then in use in operating machinery by
direct-current motors. He has explained by dia-
gram the perfect elasticity of the multiphase alter-

nate current system, and the great scope of its

economical utilization. With this in mind, you
can well appreciate the value of the selection, con-
sidering the paucity of data at command to aid
in designing the power house and in anticipating
the character of the appliances to be accomo-
dated therein.

At the present time the wheel-pit and power
house at Niagara Falls are being extended, and
new machinery is well under way. Five units,

each of 5,000 horse power, will be added to the
three now in operation. The extension of the
machinery is in harmony with the present plant,

which was considered experimental by most engi-
neers. A careful study of the operation of the
turbines and of the dynamos has enabled improve-
ments to be made in the direction of simplicity
and increased durability. The efficiency promised
by the makers of the existing plant was deemed
by many engineers as problematical. For the new
machinery a higher efficiency is guaranteed, and I

have confidence in the result. The new djmamos
will not differ in outward appearance from thos'.^

in use, the changes being mainly in the armature
for the diminution of copper and iron losses and
more perfect ventilation.

The present dynamos are excited from steam-
driven direct-current generators, or can be self-

excited froni rotary transformers. In the extended
plant the excitation will be from direct-current

dynamos, driven by special turbines of American
design, arranged in a group in the middle of the
long line of dynamos, which thereafter will be
operated wholly by water power. The anomaly of
so large a water power being dependent on steam
for its ability to generate electrici'y will thereafter

cease to obtain in practice, as sufficient direct cur-
rent will be generated from turbines to excite the
fields of 10 dynamos and also operate such direct-
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THE ROYSE SYSTEM OF TELEGRAPHING FROM MOVING
TRAINS.

duit to the power station of the city railway plant,
a total distance of 27 miles. Here the current is

reduced in pressure, is transformed into direct cur-
rent and supplies about 1,000 horse power to the
trolley circuits. It is proposed to increase the
transmission voltage to 22,000 volts and supply
power on a large scale for general purposes as
soon as the apparatus can be installed.
Mr. Scott's paper was briefly discussed by Dr.

Coleman Sellers, who said:
It has afforded me much pleasure to follow Mr.

Scott's description of the work of developing the
power of Niagara Falls, particularly his statement
of the electrical conditions and explanation of the
mode of meeting the requirements of the problem.

THE ROYSE SYSTEM OF TELEGRAPHING FROM MOVING TRAINS.

to me and must be hereafter associated in my mind
with others of his happy thoughts.

In following the rapid progress in the art of
generating and transmitting electricity I have had
repeated conferences with the technical staff of the
leading companies engaged in manufacturing elec-

trical appliances, and as I am familiar with what
Ihey have done to advance the art, I can fully ap-
preciate Mr. Scott's contribution to this advance-
ment by economical methods, and recognize his

part in the inventions he has briefly mentioned this

evening.
In regard to the fact that the turbines at Niagara

Falls were designed by foreign engineers, it may
interest you to know something of the circum-
stances that led thereto. Certam fixed conditions
and requirements were submitted to turbine build-
ers both in this country and in Europe. At the
recommendation of the Niagara Commission that
met in London in 1890, a unit of 5 000 horse power
had been adopted under the ava'Iable head of 136
to 140 feet, and a speed of 250 revolutions per min-
ute was prescribed. NO' turbine of 5,000 horse
power had been built by any manufacturer, and
none of the commercial sizes of turbines on the
market could be utilized. A new design was there-
fore required to meet the conditions and many
plans were submitted . The design of Messrs.
Faesch & Piccard of Switzerland proved to be the
most acceptable and was accordingly adopted.

current motors as are required in the house and
to supply all arc lights used on the premises.

The Royse System of Telegraphing
from Moving Trains.

There was on exhibition last week in the First

National Bank building, Chicago, a rough model
of a new system of telegraphing from moving trains.

The inventors are Clarence D. Royse, a telegraph
operator of Greencastle, Ind., and his brother,

W. A. Royse, an Indianapolis newspaper man, who
was in charge of the model. The system requires
a light insulated third-rail or electrical conductor of

some sort laid between or adjacent to the track rails.

Rubbing or rolling contacts are attached to one or
more cars of each train, and the electrical circuit is

made through the instruments on the train to a
track rail, which serves as one leg of the circuit.

The method of wiring is interesting, and may be
traced by the accompanying diagrams, which show
the theoretical construction of the system. The
larger drawing gives one method of wiring and the
small drawing shows how instruments at terminal
stations may be connected. The two sets of batter-

ies are connected in reverse order; that is, the like

poles of both batteries are connected to the third
rail and the other poles to the running rail, or
ground. While this makes a complete metallic cir-

cuit, there will be no current in the line, for the line
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will be at zero potential. The relays arc connected

between the third rail and the runnnig rails in mul-

tiple; i. e., one wire connects Avith the third rail at

any point and the other wire from the relay con-

nects with the running rail. These relays are of a

very high resistance, and, although they are con-

nected directly with the two legs of the circuit, they

cannot take the full current from the third rail. It

will readily be seen that, with this arrangement, a

suitable connection will cause two complete electric

currents to flow from the two sets of batteries. It

will also be seen that the connections of all relays

are practically the same. The current, in passing

through the relays, encounters a high resistance,

and therefore only a small portion of the entire

current will pass through the relays. Now, if any

key, all being connected as shown in the drawings,

be closed, it will offer a direct passage through the

closed key for the entire current, short-circuiting

all the relays. The armatures of the relays then

drop back from the magnets and this action of the

relays closes all sounders. When the key is opened

again the sounders all open, completing the electric

signal.

Jiach car will have a revolving metal brush on
each truck of the car that carries the telegraph in-

struments. This is so that Avhen one brush is not

in contact with the third rail the other one will be.

These brushes carry the current from the third rail

to the telegraph instruments, and the current is re-

turned through the truck of the car to the running
rails. It is the reverse battery that makes the work-
ing of the system possible. Without that there

W'Ould be no effect on the instruments under this

kind of wiring.
The advantages of telegraphing from moving

trains are obvious. Were the train dispatcher able

to communicate instantly with any train traveling

over his section of road, collisions ought to become
very infrequent, if not cease altogether.

liAV, whence it is deflected outward into the air nexi
the ceiling. As this is a trifle heavier than the sur-

rounding atmosphere, it sinks, carrying with it an
imperceptible moisture, just sufficient for the pur-

pose of daiTipening the textile fabric, paper or other
material as required.

The superabundant water is now drained away
by the second or lower pipe. Fig. 2 shows a press-

room in which the drosophore is in operation.
During the heated term the temperature of the

air is reduced by the humidity, while in the colder
seasons of the year the water used is of a higher

The Drosophore.

The question of humidity in the atmosphere of

some classes of w'orkshops, especially those where
the' manufacture of textile fabrics is carried on,

has been a puzzling problem and one that has been
only partially solved. Steam mingled with the at-

mosphere has given some relief, but it has at the

same time been in a degree objectionable, even in

the coldest weather.
There is also another class of industries which

is greatly interfered with in dry, cold weather by
static electricity; namely, the paper industries. It

is not unusual for sheets of paper to adhere to

each other in printing offices, binderies and simi-

lar places so that they will tear in separating.

The static charge constantly accumulating on
belts driving all kinds of machmery is also an an-
noyance, especially as the sparks from them are

FIG. I. THE DROSOPHORE.

temperature, and serves the double purpose of

moistening and warming the air at the same time.

Economy and Utility of Electrical Cook-
ing Apparatus.'

By John Price Jackson.

The tests of electrical cooking apparatus detailed

in this paper were made with the hope of obtaining
a method of cooking that would be satisfactory

with a minimum risk of fire. During the past win-
ter a serious fire, which might readily have become
disastrous, occurred in one of the buildings of the

FIG, 2. THE DROSOPHORE.

looked upon as a fire hazard by the insurance peo-
ple.

To remedy this class of disturbances an ingenious
invention, known as the drosophore, has been in

use for some months, according to La Nature,
in Amiens, with excellent success.
The apparatus consists of two systems of pipes,

shown in the illustration, Fig. i. The upper one,
the inlet pipe, properly governed by the stop-cock
shown, has two discharge pipes, in opposite di-
rections, so placed that two fine streams of water
are thro\vn up and down against each other, break-
ing the liquid into most perfect foggy spray. But
the downpouring stream, being of greater ca-
pacity, forces the washed air against the cone be-

coUege with which the writer is connected, caused
by the use of an alcohol stove. As this institution

is lighted and furnished with power by electricily.

it was naturally felt that such a danger should be
avoided, if possible, b}^ the use of electrical ap-
pliances. It was also desired to find out whether
at least a portion of the cooking in the woman's
department of the college could not be done sat-

isfactorily by electricity.

To settle these points, I procured from the Amer-
ican Electrical Heating corporation of Boston
(through the courtesy of Mr. Sayles) the following-
pieces of apparatus:

I. Read at the fourteenth general meeting of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers. Eliot, Me.. July 26, 1897,

One oven, 12 inches by nine inches by 15 inches,

having three heats, three, 10 and 17 amperes respect-
ively.

Three stoves of two, four and five amperes re-

spectively.

Two flatirons of 1.5 and six amperes capacity.

One broiler of 12 amperes capacity.
The pressure used by these is no volts.

The stoves arc round disks of iron, on the under
side of which the heating wires are imbedded in

a non-conducting, non-combustible compound.
The oven is a box, so thoroughly heat-insulated
that the outside metal covering never reaches a
temperature uncomfortable to the hand. Thi-
broiler is made of a corrugated metal surface,
slightly tipped from the horizontal, with a drip
groove at the lower edge for catching the meat
juices. The flatirons are similar in construction
to the stoves, the larger one having a low heat
switch, which enables the operator to control the
heat.

In all these appliances the heating coils are so
arranged that the energy is largely concentrated at
useful points. They are also supplied with sup-
ports and cases which will not conduct heat.
The efficiencies of the two larger stoves were

obtained by heating two pounds of water to the
boiling point and measuring the power supplied by
a calibrated wattmeter. The cooking vessels used
were ordinary stewing pans, with the bases nearly
the same size as the tops of the stoves. The efii-
ciencies, considering the ratio between the amount
of heat absorbed by the water and the amount re-
ceived by the stove, were:
For the larger or No. i, 4S.9 per cent.
For the next size. No. -2, 43.1 per cent.
These efficiencies could be increased by having

the pans made to fit the stoves exactly, and still
further by carefully covering the pans, lids and
exposed portions of the stoves with a non-con-
ductor of heat.

When it is desired to boil water, the best plan
is to place- an immersion coil in a properly heat-
insulated pot; such an arrangement should give
an efiiciency of from 90 to 100 per cent We un-
luckily did not have such a coil at our disposal.

It was impossible to measure the cooking effi-
ciency of the oven, but as it was merely warm on
the outside after potatoes or bread had been baked
and "done to a turn," the eificieincy is high. In
baking, the current was turned on and the oven
allowed to heat for five minutes before the articles
to be cooked were placed within, and the current
was turned oft' from 10 to 20 minutes before the
baking was done, -vvhen the heat of Ihe oven was
sufficient to complete the operation. The broiler
was manipulated in much the same manner, thus
utilizing the greatest possible amount of heat. This
electrical apparatus was used in cooking most of
the meals for a family of six for several weeks.
The following table indicates the amount of cook-

ing done for the first breakfast, dinner and supper,
respectively, and may be taken as a fair average of
the whole period.

All costs have been estimated on the basis of
10 cents per kilowatt-hour, the average rate charged
for residence electrical supply in a near-by town
The foods were not measured, as it was believed
more desirable to determine whether in a long
period of cooking the apparatus would prove sat-
isfactory in a family of given size.

The largest stove is designated No. i; the next
size, No. 2; the third size. No. 3; the broiler, B.
and the oven, O.

BREAKFAST.

Time. Utensils. Food. Watts,
6.55 No. I, on Rolledoats
G.55 2, on Coffee .s^.j

7-45 2. off

7,-15 B, on Beefsteak 1,500
7-55 2, off 1,55
S.05 B,off

Kilowatl-honrs, 1,355. Cost, 13-55 cents.

DINNER.

10,25.,

10,35..
XI 14.

.

11.46..
12.05..

12.05,.
12. II. .

12.29..
12.32..
12,32,

Kilowatt-hours, 2

.No. O, on Roast beef. . I

Potatoes... .. - i,6io
Pie i

1, on Asparagus i,ggo
0, off

2. on Coffee i.tSo
B, on Toast" for asparagus 2,200
1, off I S35
B. off

2, off

Cost, 29. S cents.

SUPPER.

4.59 No. I, on Cocoa 630
5.15 2, on Potato cakes "...,1,010

5.10 B, on Omelet 2,100
5.22 2, off 1,700

5.26 B,off
5.26 2, on 1.130

5-43 2, off

5- 4-1 I. off 640
Kilowatt-hour, .839. Cost, 8. 39 cents.

Four pies can be baked in the oven at an ex-
penditure of .62 kilowatt-hour and a cost of 6.2

cents or 2.05 cents per pie. Two large loaves of
bread were baked with the current on the oven
50 minutes, at an expenditure of 1.22 kilowatt-
hours, at a cost of 12.2 cents or 6.1 cents per loaf.

Four rather small-sized loaves could have been as
readily baked. Biscuits with about the same ex-
penditure of energ}- as in the case of pies. The
broiler utilized about the same amount of energy
for all kinds of meat as indicated in the table.

The result of the whole series of meals was a
cost for electricity of 13. i cents per meal. The
heating of water for washing the dishes took an
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additional .35 of a kilowatt-hour per meal, which
raises the cost to 16.6 cents per meal.

To determine the relative cost of cooking with

electricity and coal, the same foods were cooked
on the No. 8 Othello coal stove ordinarily used by
the family. The coal was carefully weighed. Tbj
results gave an average of 12.6 pounds per meal,

which at $5 per ton gives a cost of 3.15 cents per

meal.
The results show the cost of cooking by coal

about 19 per cent, of the cost of cooking by elec-

tricity.

Ironing was done for the same household a num-
ber of times. The heavy articles were done with

the large iron, while for fancy dresses and small

articles the small iron was used. The average

time taken was four hours, and the expenditure of

energy in kilowatt-hours was 2.27. This made the

cost of the ironing 22.7 cents.

A equal number of tests was made using the coal

range, the fuel being carefully weighed. For the

same size wash, the ironing took five hours, at a

cost of 12.25 cents. This shows the cost of energy

by the use of coal to be 54 per cent, oi that by
elctricity.

The results of the cooking tests seem to indi-

cate that for the ordinary cooking of a family for

the whole year the expense would be larger than

would be ordinarily acceptable, notwithstanding the

great advantages in other respects. However, in

The following classes their utility should be great:

I. For light housekeeping, such as is practiced

in small city apartments, or in many larger houses
during the summer months, no other method pre-

sents so many desirable features. The dirt of coal

and ashes, disagreeable gases and abnormal tem-
peratures due to a coal stove are entirely obviated.

For such housekeeping a disk stove using 500 or

Coo watts and a broiler using about 1,200 watts

would be sufficient for a small family and would
cost from $20 to $30. A teakettle or immersion
coil might be added at a cost of from $6 to $10.

A special pair of wires would of necessity have to

be run into the cooking room from the house or
apartment supply mains. The latter would ordi-

narily warrant the extra call that would be made
upon them in this way. For similar purposes coal-

oil, gas or gasoline are frequently used, but with
the inherent disadvantages of greater heat in the

room, offensive odors, comparative uncleanliness

and danger.
2. This form of cooking apparatus could be

used with facility in boarding houses and restau-

the cleanliness and convenience of the utensils. I

sincerely hope that some of them at least may be
retained in the house permanently."
The general results of the tests were of such a

nature that the writer is warranted in the belici
that if central station managers would more gen-
erally introduce exhibition equipments of these
domestic utensils, a new call on their station ca-
pacity would develop, of which the larger propor-
tion would be during the light-load periods.

I wish to acknowledge my indebtedness to Ru-
dolph F. Kelker of Harrisburg, Pa., for his valuable
aid in carrying out the work thus briefly described.

FIG. I. GUVOMARD AND KOLLAND'S MICROPHONE.—HOOK
ATTACHMENT ADER TELEPHONE.

pally in the hooking arrangement, about which there
has been so much legal controversy in this country.
The novelty of the new apparatus consists in a

peculiar arrangement of the carbons, with a view
to eliminate the scratching, sounds so common in

microphones with movable carbon.
The microphone. Fig. 3, comprises four carbon

pencils C, C, C", C", arranged vertically in cups

MANUFACTURES BUILDING AT THE OMAHA EXPOSITION.

rants for purposes which require an even tempera-
ture, such as is needed in baking griddle' cakes,

boiling eggs, etc.

3. Where electricity is available, nothing could

be more convenient than a small electrical stove,

requiring 300 or 400 watts, for the many uses to

which at present the alcohol flame is put. such as

the afternoon teakettle, chafing-dish, toaster, etc.

This use of alcohol is most unsafe as regards dan-
ger from fire, and could well be discarded for elec-

tricity, which is absolutely safe when properly in-

stalled, as well as being more convenient an.l

better in other respects.

4. In the shop, the glue pot, solder pot, braz-

ing iron, etc., can be heated advantageously by elec-

tricity, and one of the most gratifying consequences
of our experiments has been the decision to put
such an equipment in our college shops.

5. The test of the electrical flatirons showed
them more economical than the old form, when
the saving of labor is taken into account. Not
only is there a saving in time, but the severity of

labor is much lessened. Our experience was that

a laundress who had used an electrical iron would
be exceedingly unwilling to go back to the old

form.
A small flatiron of tv.'o or three amperes attached

to the ordinary lighting fixture in a dressing room
is a great convenience, and with an electric tea-

kettle and curling-iron are destined to become es-

sentials in the modern home.
Concerning the questions whether the use of

electricity had proved satisfactory in its operation'^

in the cooking tests described, the housekeeper in

charge said: "The instruments were excellent in

every respect. We were able to cook more rapidly,
to keep the heat at just the right point, and could
readily prevent overcooking or undercooking.
While ws were using electricity every dish was
perfect. When I think of these advantages and of

hollowed out of the horizontal carbon prisms P,
P'. P"—these last being bolted on a fir board.
The cylindrical carbons form with the prisms

P, P', two groups, in each of which the two
carbons are mounted in derivation. These two
groups are installed in series, by contact throu.gh
P'" at the top of Fig. 3.

The line wires are brought to the carbons, P. P',

to which they are attached by set screws in the
bolts which confine the carbons to the backboard A.
The peculiar finish of the extremities of the car-

bons is novel. Each extremity of the movable
carbons is channeled, .the object being to lessen
the displacing or trembling of the carbons in a
lateral direction, vibrations which are secondary
in their character and interfere with the clear-cut
nature of the primary sounds. There is also this
advantage: that the sticking of the cylinders
to the prisms is prevented, and the powdered
carbon which wears off the contact surfaces is also
prevented from accumulating in the bottom of
the cups, as it escapes readily through the grooved
surfaces and drops out of the perforated bottoms
of the cups.
The regulation of the microphone is accom-

plished through the spring blades R, R'. R", R'".
shown in front of the carbon cylinders, Fig. 3. The
free ends of these springs rest upon the lateral sur-
face of the corresponding carbon, and to prevent
the possible metallic vibration which may result,
and also the wear of the carbon, a cushion of rub-
ber or felt, c, c', c", c'", is interposed at the point
of contact.

These springs are solidly fixed at their bases to
the brass rod T by a pin. This rod is movable
b5' the screw V. which is capable of regulating the
pressure, and thus adjusting the carbons.
This screw V formerly reached from the out-

side of the box, was constantly tampered with,
so that in all the later instruments the m.anufac-

turers have placed it wholly within the case, but
a pointer on the outside of the box indicates the
amount of pressure.
The aeljustment is claimed to be delicate and eas-

ily arrived at, and the instruments have attained a
inarked popularity wherever used in France. The
illustrations and data arc from I'Electricicn.

Guyomard and Rolland's Microphone.
This invention comprises an inno\'ation in mi-

crophones, which is the result of much study, and
it is claimed is a very perfect instrument for its

purpose—that of telephonic transmitter. While
the first instruments were adapted to the form
known as the Ader transmitter, Fig. i, the later
apparatus is adapted more especially to the Bert
and d'Arsonval form, Fig. 2, which differs princi-

Manufactures Building at the Omaha
Exposition.

Readers of the Western Electrician will be in-

terested in the accompanying picture, which shows
what the manufactures building at the Trans-Mis-
sissippi E:<position will look like. This exhbition

FIO. 2. GUYOMARD AND HOLLAND S MICROPHONE.—HOOK
ATTACHMENT

—

EERT-D'aRSONVAL TELEPHONE.

w'ill be held in Omaha next summer, and promises
to be especially rich in electrical attractions.

The manufactures building is characterized by
the Greek Ionic style of architecture. The order is

of heroic proportions, carried out with artistic care
in every detail. The principal feature of the lagoon
facade is a circular dome 150 feet in circumference,
rising to a height of 75 feet. The dome is supported
on a circular row of fluted Ionic columns, and the
space enclosed by them and under the dome is open,
forming a grand vestibule for an approach to the
building. The inner dome is richly designed with
ribs and panels and is to be decorated in colors,

while the outer is formed by a series of steps rising

in the form of a cone to the apex, which is crowned
by a richly decorated base for a flagstaff. The
outer row of dome columns is detached and the
entablature is broken around them at the base of

the dome, and over each column is a statue and
pedestal, having as a background the stylobate of
the dome. This treatment is very monumental in

effect, and while in good taste and harmonious with
the architectural style, it is at the same time original
and interesting. Over the doorw"ay leading from
this vestibule into the building are three large pan-
els between the pilasters to receive paintings which
will be emblematical of the character of the exhibits.

Flanking the central dome are beautiful Ionic col-
onnades which form covered ways along the entire
fapade, stopping at the corner towers. Over these
colonnades are balconies capable of holding large
numbers of people and opening from the interior
galleries of the building, affording a fine point from
which to obtain an elevated view of the lagoon and
the beauties of the grand central court. The four
corners of the building are marked by square plain
towers surmounted by ornate, open, columned pa-
vilions, circular in form and tc serve for electric

lighting. The manufacUres buildingi wnll be 300

FIG. 3. GUYOMARD AND ROLLAND S MICROPHONE.

feet long and 140 feet wide. It w^as designee! by
S. S. Beman of Chicago.

Buffalo's Water Supply.
[From the Buffalo Express.]

The commissioners of public works believe

that electricity is the pumping power of the near
future. They think that the proposed new pump-
ing station should be equipped with electric en-
gines. But the 30,000,000 gallon pump, bids on
which already have been submitted, must needs be
of the steam variety, inasmuch as the Buffalo En-
gineering company, the bidders, are unable to

make satisfactory arrangements for electric powder
just at present. So the contract goes to the Lake
Erie Engineering Works, the low^est bidder on
steam pumps. It is a pleasure to know that the
construction work will be done in Buffalo.
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With the Niagara Falls convention number of the

Western Electrician, dated June 12, 1897, this jour-

nal made a new record for itself both in circulation

and advertising. Of this 100 page number 20,000

copies^ were printed and circulated and the amount

of full paid advertising matter carried was 8,643

square inches.

1. State of Illinois, County of Cook—ss;
Frank Foster Kenworthy being duly sworn deposes and says

that he is a resident of the city of Chicago, in the county of Cook
and stace of Illinois, and that he is the superintendent of the bind-
ing department of the Electrician Publishing company, the pub-
lishers of the Western Electrician; that he was present at and
superintended the binding of No. 24 of Vol, 20 of the Western
Electrician, issued on June 12, 1897, and that there were sent out
by actual count 20,000 complete copies of said Western Elec-
trician of the volume and number above specified.
And further this affiant sayeth not,

Frank Foster Kenworthy.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 27th day of July, 1897.
Chicago, July 27, 1897, Ira B. Jones, Notary Public.

Beginning with the convention number of March

3. 1894, the record shows constant gains each year

until in the present case the number of square

inches of full paid advertising matter is more than

double that of the 1894 number. The figures show-

ing this unprecedented gain are given in the accom-

panying table:

Number of Whole Square Inches
Issue Advertising Number of of Paid Ad-

Pages. Pages. vertising
Matter.

March 3, 1894 40 56 4.145
February 23, 1895. 52 68 5,593
May 9, i8g6 72 88 7.576
June 12. 1897 80 100 8,643

This constantly increasing patronage speaks elo-

quently of the influence and merit of this journal

and of the confidence and respect which it commands

throughout the country. It is pleasing recognition

of the efforts that have been made in the interest

of the entire fraternity.

In England some -of the electrical men propose

the organization of a league of cricket clubs com-
posed of men from the central stations and elec-

ti ical factories. This is much more sensible than

the ridiculous plan of having a corps of Volunteers

composed entirely of electrical engineers. Let hon-

est sport take the place of silly martial bluster.

Alderman Mangier has testified before the grand

jury that he was offered a bribe of $2,000 for his

vote in favor of the General Electric Railway com-
pany's ordinance changing the proposed system

from underground to overhead trolley, and Henry
Brandenburg has been released from custody in

spite of the sworn testimony of Lucius Clark that

the signature to the transfer of stock in dispute

was not his and that it must have been forged

by Brandenburg. Under the circumstances the

General Electric Railway company cannot expect

to enjoy the confidence of the community. No
wonder every announcement emanating from that

concern is viewed with suspicion.

The London electrical "papers are congratulating

themselves upon the successful issue of their move-
ment against F. S. Pearson, the American engineer,

whom it was proposed to place in charge of the

building of the Liverpool electric roads. -Mr. Pear-

son has relieved the tramways committee from all

embarrassment in connection with the question of

his appointment as consulting engineer. The com-
mittee received a communication from Mr. Pearson

intimating that his numerous contracts preclude

him from accepting any position under the corpora-

tion, even in a consultative capacity. It was inti-

mated that Dr. Hopkinson's services would be se-

cured, but later it was announced that Granville C.

Cunningham and H, Graham Harris will probably

be appointed as engineers. One of our contem-

poraries says: "We are glad, not from any per-

sonal motives, as we have already stated, but be-

cause we feel so strongly that charity should begin

at home—in other words, that while we have the

men capable of doing the work there is no need to

go out of the way to appoint men from foreign

countries. We were sure that if the matter was

placed before the Liverpool people in the proper

light, they would agree with the justice of our view,

and therefore we did not hesitate to speak plainly;

and we are rejoiced to find that our view has pre-

vailed." Mr. Cunningham hails from Montreal and

Mr. Harris is a general engineer without any spe-

cial experience in electric railway work. Yet the

English papers are happy, merely because an Amer-
ican engineer will not enjoy the honor of putting

in this important work.

Negligence in insufficient or defective bonding

of a street railway track was charged in suits

brought for the recovery of damages alleged to

have been sustained therefrom by injury to a val-

uable horse and of a person thrown from the

carriage in the resulting runaway. On appeal, it

was contended that, as the averments of negligence

were limited to the bonding of the rails, the plaint-

iffs were obliged to point out and establish some

particular defect or insufficiency in such bonding.

But the Court of Errors and Appeals of New Jersey

held otherwise, in a case in which the Trenton Pas-

senger Railway company was intcres'.ed. It says thit

it would have been sufficient to aver that electricity

was, through negligence, permitted to escape from

the rails; but, as it appeared in the case that such

escape was only possible at the ends of the rails,

it was a necessary conclusion that, if it occurred,

it must have been due to insufficient or defective

bonding. It must be assumed, continues the court,

that with proper and sufficient bonds the rails

would have carried a current of electricity with

safety to horses stepping upon them, otherwise the

operation of the railway in a public street by means
of such a current passing through its rails was by
the mere fact itself a nuisance. No legislaation has

authorized such an infringement on the rights of

the public in a highway. If, therefore, electricity

did escape from the rails, that fact was presumptive

proof of negligence. Or, as the court expresses

it in the syllabus which it prepared, escape of

electricity from a street railway, to the injury of

a horse being driven on a public street, is pre-

sumptive proof of negligence in the operation of

the railway. On the other hand, the court says

that, of course, proof of a latent defect or of a break

in a bond, of which the managers of the railway

could not with due diligence have learned, might

rebut the presumption of negligence.

Time was when the idea of eating one's break-

fast in Chicago and dining in New York was at-

tractive because of the novelty of the proposition,

but at no time has it been seriously considered as

practicable, yet there are crack-brain inventors and
enthusiastic promoters who periodically revive the

scheme and get some gullible newspaper to pub-

lish their "plans." The latest victim of this class

is the Chicago Tribune, which is old enough to

know better. That journal published in last Sun-

day's edition a highly -sensational story of a pro-,

ject for operating trains between Chicago and New
York in nine hours. "The project would appear

ridiculous," says the -Tribune, "were it not for the

indorsement given it by electricians of high stand-

ing. These assert the project is not only prac-

ticable, but the speed limit set by the promoters

is far below what can be safely and surely reached

by the aid of Tesla's genius in harnessing

the alternating current." Inasmuch as "Tesla's

genius in harnessing the alternating current" has

nothing to do with the problems involved in high

speed railroading, the project continues to appear

ridiculous and so does the Tribune in presenting it.

Concerning the work already done, the Tribune

says: "Trains which the most powerful engines of

the company [the B. and O.] could barely move
were readily handled by use of the electric motor."

This, of course, is all bosh. Another statement is

equally interesting: "One apparently insurmount-

able trouble has been the power house problem.

Direct currents of 500 or 600 voltage require power

plants within close touch. With alternating cur-

rents, harnessed by the Tesla system, these power

houses may be 50 miles apart, and this distance

is even now in a fair way of being extended to

100 miles." Why use power stations at all? Can-

not "Tesla's wonderful genius," or, more properly

speaking, the remarkable imagination of the Trib-

une reporter, devise a system that will not require

generating plants and wires? But this is not all.

It appears that "the engineers' plans, which are

now awaiting the indorsement of the board of di-

rectors, make the road run in an air line from

Chicago to Jersey City by way of Buffalo and

Cleveland. There will be no curves to derail trains,

and to guard against the possibility oi cars jump-

ing the rails when going at full speed an ingenious

contrivance which locks the wheels to the tracks

is to be provided."

In order to reach New York by a straight line

from Chicago it will be necessary to cross portions

of Lakes Michigan and Erie, but such trifling ob-

stacles as these will not be permitted to stand in the

way where so much genius is on tap. However, it

may be remarked that it will certainly require "an

ingeniuous contrivance" to "lock the wheels to

the track" and operate trains at a speed of 100

miles an hour.
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Work of the Patent Office.

Major Butterworlh, commissioner of patents, has

recently made a report of the business of the Uni;eJ

Slates Patent Office for the year ended June 30th.

He shows that there were received in that period

43,524 apphcations for patents, and that 23,934 pat-

ents were granted, including reissues and designs.

The number of patents which expired was 12,584.

On July 1st 12,241 applications were awaiting action

in the Patent Office. This is a larger number of

pending applications than has ever been reported

before. The total receipts of the year were $t,343,-

779.44. The e.NCcess of receipts over expenditures

was $317,135.05, and the total balance in the treas-

ury of the United States to the credit of the Patent

Office amounts to $5,093,6i4-23-

The commissioner comments on the condition

of business in the office in the following terms:

"A greater number of applications for patents

were filed during the year 1896 than in any previous

year in the history of the Patent Office, and yet

the number filed during the first six months of

1897 has exceeded by more than seven per cent,

the number received in the first half of i8g6.

From Januray i, 1897, to June 30, 1897, there were

filed 25,559 applications. During the same period

the total receipts of the office were $722,897.47, a

gain of $102,015.50 over the six months immedi-

ately preceding. A comparison of the same periods

shows an increase of about six per cent, in the

number of patents granted, and a like increase is

shown in the number of assignments recorded and

certificates issued. During the same period in 1S95

there were sold 334.931 printed copies of patents,

while in 1897 there were sold 679,483 copies, or an

increase of nearly 103 per cent, during the first six

months of the present year. The increase in the

number of copies sold has not, however, resulted

in the material reduction in the space occupied by

these records which was expected when the price

of the copies was reduced.

"While it was reported that on June 30, 1896,

there were 8,943 applications before the office await-

ing its action, during some weeks prior thereto,

during all of October and November of that year,

and at other periods the number exceeded 10,000:

but, beginning with February, 1897, and continuing

to the close of June, 1897, a steady increase was
maintained until the applications pending for ac-

tion on the part of the office reached the number of

12,241. reported in the above table. By constant

and diligent effort by the examining corps the

number has since June 30th been brought down to

about the number in arrears in the fall of 1S96. In

crowding the work, however, it occurs that the ex-

aminations may not be as thorough as they ought

to be. and inasmuch as inventors have provided a

fund ample to employ a force sufficient to insure

efficiency and promptness in the dispatch of busi-

ness, it is submitted that the appropriation of the

fund so provided should be adequate to the just

requirements of the bureau. It is not probable

that the number of applications on hand could be

brought or kept below 10,000 with the present force

of the office, even under the rushing process, if

there were no increase over 1896 in the receipts of

applications. The field of search, especially among
foreign patents now accessible to this office, has

greatly increased during the last few years, and the

character of the work is such that it is impossible

for the examining corps, in which there has been
no increase since 1891, already pressed to its ut-

most capacity, to reduce the volume of work and
do the work properly. With the indicated increase

of applications the work must continue to fall fur-

ther behind unless relief is afforded."

The Missionary City of Dunshalt.

William Arthur of 403 West Twenty-eighth
street, New York, seems to be a reformer of re-

formers. He has many ideas for the betterment

of mankind, and he expresses them in a language
of his own contrivance, which he styles "Neu Ing-
lish" and which is principally distinguished by
spelling which is so far advanced, phonetically,

that it forms an interesting puzzle to him who is

merely proficient in old, every-day English. Mr.
Arthur is an advocate of the establishment of a

model city in the state of Arkansas, and he has

drawn up, evidently with great pains, a "speshal

aurdinans"—which seems to be a sort of charter

—

for the proposed community. This instrument has

been published by Mr. Arthur as a 32 page pam-
phlet, and someone has kindly sent a copy to de-

light the Western Electrician. The charter is

reminiscent of the work of the late Josh Billings

in orthography, but it shows that Mr. Arthur is a

man of ideas at any rate, and although his plans

are visionary, the whole scheme seems to be put
forth in good faith to make men and women hap-
pier—^under the benevolent tutelage of William
Arthur.
A few sections of this fantastic "aurdinans" will

be of interest to the readers of this journal.

"§ 31. No franchizez shal be granted faur eni pur-

pus. The siti shal oen and operait—not lees—aul

such natyooral monopoliz az street karz. wauter
wurks, elektrik leiting, gas wurks, etc., etc. Hwen
reumatik teubz ar poot in, the siti onli shal yooz
them to do such expiesing az kan be karid in

thair deiameter. The R. R. terminal sistem shal

aulso be oened bei the siti. The raits to railroedz

yoozing onli Neu Inglish shal be ten per sent,

cheeper than to thoez yoozing the ocld spcling.
' §32. The Poest Ofis must be in the senter ov

the siti, and so bilt that the karz kan run direktli

into it. If the siti erekt an e.xpies bilding faur its

oen yoos, it must be neer the sentral R. R. stai-

shun and the P. O.
"§ 33- The siti must hav subwaiz faur peips ov

aul keindz, faur weirz, seurz, etc., and proper kon-
ckshunz to eech lot must be maid befocr the paiv-

ing iz laid in aurder to avoid oepning the street.

The seuej ov the siti must not run into eni streem.

"§ 34- Wauter, gas, elektrisiti aur enithing sup-

leid bei the siti must be soeld at the saim preis

to rich and poor. Thair mai be a distinkshun be-

tween supleiz faur domestik and manyoofakiiuring
purpusez, but in eech klas the preis must be the

saim hwether the amount yoozd iz kounted az

ten aur ten thouzand.
"§ 35- The konduktorz in street karz shal not

wair punchez aur rejisterz, and thai shal not be

yoozd on the karz. Men on street karz aur neer

masheeneri shal not smoek sigarets. The street

karz shal not run on Sundai unles it iz so deseided

bei feiv-aitths ov the voeterz."

Many other curious "sekshunz" might be cited,

but one must suffice:

"§ 57. Aul planz maid piust be in the Metrik

sistem. Aul wurkerz shal yooz the Metrik sistem.

Az far az posibl the fermz yoozd shal be thoez

aproovd bei the authoritiz: the yoonits ov mezh-
oorment ov elektrisiti, faur egzampl, shal be thoez

adopted in aul kuntriz. The waits shal be thoez

ov the Metrik sistem onli. Neu Inglish .speling

shal be yoozd in the siti until Fonetik Inglish is redi.

'The Mishuneri Dikshuneri and Grainar' shal be

the standard."
Certainly much may be forgiven Mr. Arthur,

so long as he leaves us the present units of elec-

trical measurement, which have caused discussion

and contention enough, without the added con-

fusion of an entirely new and distinct set in Duns-
halt.

Municipal Ownership and Operation of

Street Railways.'

Bv H. H. Vreeland.

The discussion of this question, which, in the

Unied States, is as old as the oldest franchise grants,

has, in the last few years, owing to a singular intem-

perance of treatment, awakened such interest that

the attention of the courts has been directed to it,

after its treatment and discussion by orators, edi-

tors, legislators and university professors.

A singular feature of the voluminous literature

the question has provoked is its single-sidedness.

Those most vitally interested in the debate have not

been heard. Everyone has spoken except the rail-

way owner and manager and the passenger, who
can in New York city np^w ride for five cents along

25 miles of road and through territory which 10

years ago would have cost him 25 cents and three

hours of time. It is true the railroad man has had
some skirmishing talk in the newspapers, but he

has contributed nothing to the permanent literature

of this subject. That, co-existent with the rise of

this discussion, street railroading has had its great-

est physicial development and improvement, rnay

explain why the academical questions concerning

the business have been so neglected. Whatever
the cause, the fact remains that the advocates of

municipal ownership and operation have had the

field virtually to themselves for several years, and
during that time have succeeded in circulating a

number of falsehoods, which, unanswered, the

people at large are justified in accepting as true.

It is fair to suppose that during the years in which
they have held undisputed control of public atten-

tion, the advocates of the doctrine have fully stated

their case, and so it seems to me that at this time we
are advantageously placed to view the whole of the

claims made by them. In attempting^ to classify

these claims, one is surprised, in reviewing the dis-

cussion, at their number and diversity. Here 'tis

claimed that hours of labor of employes would be
reduced: there, that wages would be increased; then,

that in the hands of a set of men to be changed with

every varying political wind, life would be made safer

in cities; someone else explains how fares could be

reduced and greater civility assured. The lack of

unanimity is startling. On two points only are they

all agreed, to wit: That something must be done
to deprive the railroads of their property and rights;

that something must be done to relieve the people

from wrongs under which, demagogues and agi-

tators complain, they suffer.

These two unanimous claims I will discuss later.

I wish first to clear the question of what may be
called an expired claim, which agitators imagine
has still some vitality. When originally broached,
municipal ownership was coupled with the idea of

municipal operation, but this claim has been for-

mally and publicly abandoned by the most advanced
spirit in the so-called reform. In a discussion of

this kind, it is bewildering to attempt to locate the

responsible advocate, and when a sentiment has been
developed by ungoverned discussion, one is at a loss

whom to answer. For the purpose of a discussion

of this kind, however, one may be justified in look-

ing beyond self-appointed "Committees of Fifty,"

I. Read before the Street Railway Association of tlie State of
New Yorli. at Niagara Falls, September 15, 1897.

"Committees of One Hundred," "Co-operative Citi-

zens," and all other so-called "bodies" to the "As-
sociation for the Public Control of Franchises,"
since it claims to have formulated the demand for
municipal control and operation, and has stated the
benefits to accrue from both. In its last circular,
dated July 18, 1897, this association declares that
According to the most conservative authorities, half the city's

revenue couhl be derived from its street-car. gas and other fran-
chises. In this event, taxes upon private and personal property
would be cut in two.
What is even more important to the mass of our citizens;

Public control of transportation an.-l illuminating will lead to a
similar reduction in car fares and gas bills.

Let US pause for a moment and consider these
claims, based, we must infer, on some knowledge
of the subject. In the first place, half the city's

revenue is to be derived from street-car and other
franchises named. The city's annual revenue, ac-
cording to the report of the comptroller for the
year ending August I, 1897, amounted to $104,449,-
390, derived as follow-s:

Taxes 541.877,841.00
General fund 2,222.195,00
Appropriation account 241,393 00
Special and trust accounts 8.622.409.00
Loans 51.485 552 00

Total S104.449.390. 00

Unlimited as are the claims of the advocates of
municipal ownership, I do not imagine they in-

tend to insist that the city would not be compelled
to borrow any more money after repurchasing of

those franchises, and so, for the purpose of reason-
able argument, let us subtract the item of the loans
in the above table and state the total revenue at

$52,693,838, which is the amount minus the item.

.\ccording to the most conservative authorities, half the city's
revenue could be derived from its street-car, gas and other fran-
chises.

In Other words, it could get $26,481,919, provided
that the taxes still remained at $41,877,841. But,
unfortunately, this amount is to be reduced, as "taxes
upon private and personal property would be cut
in two." How the city is to grow rich by a re-

duction of its revenue is explained in the second
clause I have quoted from the circular. It is to

be brought about by a "similar reduction in car
fares and gas bills." An ordinary city, if its rev-

enue from taxation was reduced 50 per cent,, would
have to increase the revenue derived from other
sources in order to make both ends meet; but here
it is proposed to perform the operation by reducing
to one-half the only other available source of rev-

enue. In other words, by reducing the revenue 50
per cent, taxes are to be cut in two. In view of

the fact that, according to Edward E. Higgins, the
recognized statistician on this subject, the entire net
earnings (exclusive of interest for dividends) of

street railways, gas and electric lighting properties

in New York do not exceed $18,000,000 per annum,
it is useless to pursue a discussion of these claims

any further.

It is not to be expected that an advocate of mu-
nicipal ownership and operation will be influenced

by the statements of a railroad president on the sub-
ject. I take it, however, that both those who have
a "professional" and those who have only a senti-

mental interest in this debate will accept as final

the statements of such men as Dr. Albert G. Shaw,
cne of the professors of the Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity, and author of "Municipal Government in

Great Britain" and "Municipal Government in Con-
tinental Europe;" Louis Windmueller, president of

the Reform Club; J, Harsen Rhoades, Allen Ripley
Foote, author of "The Law of Incorporated Compan-
ies Operated Under Municipal Franchises;" Fred-
erick W. Wurster, mayor of Brooklyn; Charles A.
'Schieren, ex-mayor of the same city; John Jorale-

mon, president of the Board of Aldermen of New
"Vork city, and a number of others equally distin-

guished, whom I will quote in support of the asser-

tion that the idea of municipal operation has been
abandoned as part of the doctrine.

If further authority than this is needed, it will

be found in the quotation herein from a report made-
to the Legislature of New York by a special com-
mittee appointed for the purpose of investigating

that subject of the alleged public demand for mu-
nicipal ownership and control. This report is con-

tained in two bulky volumes, accompanied by the

testimony taken by the committee and published

by the state as a public document in 1896. That
committee not only failed to find that the demand
for municipal ownership was supported by public

sentiment, but reported directly against it in un-
equivocal language.
While the claim that municipalities .should oper-

ate franchises may still have some pleaders, they

are among the class of place-makers whose motives

are so apparently selfish that honest public senti-

ment gives them no support, since it sees behind

the plan the danger of multiplication of offices and
enlarged opportunity for political patronage and
corruption. If, then, we consider the subject with

this original menace of municipal operation re-

moved, the doctrine, in its bearing on railroad prop-

eries at least, is divested of some objections that

were common alike to the conservative public and
to railroad owners.
So far as the city of New York is concerned, all

that is left of the original claim in favor of mu-
nicipal ownership has been conceded in the normal
development of the law, for that municipality now
owns such franchises as have not already been given

or sold to the highest bidder at public auction. To-
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day, with us, no franchises can be legally given

away; regulations are prescribed by statute under

which they are sold in open market, after long

notice, to "anyone who offers the highest price for

them. This highest price, by the way, is so fixed

that it varies with the growth of the gross receipts

earned from the franchise granted.

There remains, then, concerning the roads now
in operation, the single question of municipalities

purchasing back those franchises which they have

already given and sold. Franchises that were given

away in the early history of street railways in New
York city were of little value at the time of granting,

and the history of their development and the difS-

culties experienced in obtaining money to build

and operate them would be interesting reading to

those who insist on discussing them from the point

of present value. The stock of some of the horse-

car lines in >Icw York city was given away in pay-

ment for hay, oats and bedding at 25 per cent, of

its face value, and was only accepted at that rate

for the reason that there was nothing else \yith

which to pay. The heated advocates of municipal

ownership and operation are ignorant of facts like

these, and insist on discussing the original grants

fiom the point of present value—a value largely

imparted to them by the enterprise and good man-
agement of their owners. It is unfortunate, too,

that the case of railroad franchises has been coni-

plicated in this discussion with that of other quasi-

public grants, because the merits of our^ position

are distinct. The benefits which street railway de-

velopment have contributed to cities in a variety

of ways is beyond calculation. Through its agency
the death rate has been reduced by relieving the

congestion of population in certain crowded areas,

and it has increased the taxable value of real estate

enormously. The careful consideration of this last

economical feature of the question might well form
the subject of a separate paper. I have not the

time here to do more^ than suggest the siibject as

a topic for future discussion.

Let me, before proceeding to discuss the two
claims before mentioned, quote you the authority

on which I have based the assertion that the original

demand for municpial operation has been aban-
doned. It will be seen from these quotations that

the most advanced advocates of reforms of various

kinds are far behind the irresponsible pleaders for

confiscation and municipal management.
Dr. Albert G. Shaw, in a sworn statement made

to a committee of the Legislature in November,
1895, in answer to a question, said:

I have never dreamed of advocating municipal ownership in

the city of New York. I have never thought of it as a remedy,

Louis Windmueller, in May last, said:

lam opposed to the municipal ownership of public franchises.
I tliink we have already too much paternalism, and that the btts-

iness would be better conducted in the hands of private individ-
uals or companies. We had a discussion about that some time
ago in the Reform Club, and I was very much opposed to it. as
we already have enough of political patronage as it is. I think
the business is better conducted by private enterprise- more hon-
estly and economically than it would be under the municipal
government's control.

At the same time, and in the same discussion,

Robert B. Roosevelt said:

I am not in favor of government control of any more busi-
nesses.

Continuing the discussion, the Hon. Charles A.
Schieren, ex-mayor of Brooklyn, said:

I have no opinion to express as to the advisability of a city

owning these franchises and itself operating them. When I was
in Glaseow, the mayor of that city said that he was of the opin-
ion that the city should not own its street railways.

John Harsen Rhcades, on the same occasion, said:

I am opposed to public franchises being run by municipal
ownership, for the reason that, under our republican form of
government, there is already too much power exercised by the
political parties of the day toward controlling the votes of those
who are directly or indirectly in their service. In my judgment,
to add to this pot\'er. with all the opportunities for corruption
and bad management which have lieretofore characterized so
many of the municipal governments, would be a very dangerous
thing.

The Hon. Frederick W. Wurster, the mayor of

Brooklyn, discussing municipal ownership of gas
works, took occasion to say:

I believe it advisable for the city to manufacture its owm gas.
Ownership of street railroads is something that should be care-
fully studied before it is adopted, from the fact that there are
now in the employ of the different railroads of the city of Brook-
lyn 10.000. yes. I should say. nearly 15,000 men, and the question
of so much patronage being given to any party is one that should
be very carefully considered.

Speaking of the city railroads, John Joralemon,
the president of the Board of Aldermen of New
York city, in a voluntary contribution to the dis-

cussion, said:

I am of the opinion that private corporations can manage such
large enterprises much more economically than would be prac-
ticable for a municipality.

John H. Inman, late rapid transit commissioner,
testified under oath before the legislative com-
mittee, whose findings conclude this array of au-
thorities, when asked his opinion on the subject of
municipal ownership of railroads in the various
cities of the state:

I do not favor it at all. except for perhaps a largfi enterprise
like the proposed subway road in the city of New York; gener-
ally speaking, I do not favor municipal ownership of property of
that character.

The late William Steinway, in this same proceed-
ing, in answer to an identical question, said:

I would be entirely opposed to it. I think it would be a huge
political machine, a refuge for old political hacks, no good for
anything, and would make no money; the operation of these
things should always be left to private enterprise, when the city's
interest is properly protected.

C. E. Curtis, in the Yale Review for May, 1897,
thoughtfully discussing the relations of street rail-

ways to the public in Great Britain, Canada and
the United States, says:

For American cities to undertake this experiment {the owner-
ship and operation of street railways) would involve such grave
objections, through political abuses, as to far outweigh the pos-
sible advantages, especially as it is yet to be shown that the
working of the tramways by English inuncipalities has in itself

wrought substantial benefit to the citizens.

With this testimony before them, the committee
of the Legislature reported back to that body:
We have attempted to give all classes an opportunity to be

heard on the question of municipal ownership, and many have
appeared before the connnittee and expressed their views, giv-

ing their reasons for or against the various municipalities of tire

state embarking in this business. But few have advocated the
ownership and operation of railroatis by the cities. The pre-
ponderance of testimony taken and the majority of opinion
expressed before this committee are against the subject so com-
monly referred to as municipal oumership. It is obvious, under
our present system of municipal governtnent, the ownership and
operation of railroads by the cities and municipalities would
have a tendency to convert these enterprises into powerful polit-

ical machines, the results of which would' be detrimental to the
public welfare. Under all the conditions and circumstances it

would seem that the ownership and operation of street railways
by the municipal authorities is quite impracticable at the pres-
ent time. As an abstract proposition we believe that no govern-
ment, national, state or municipal, should embark in a business
that can be as well conducted by private enterprise. The reverse
of this proposition carried out to a logical conclusion would put
all business enterprises under governmental management and
control, and leave to no citizen any hope, ambition or aspiration
beyond that of seeking an ofticial position that affords a meager
existence.

If, in the face of the deliberate utterances and
warning's of those who have officially investigated

the merits of the question, it should still be de-
termined that the municipalities of the state should
own and Operate the the street railway franchises,

the two unanimous claims of the advocates of the
doctrine, so far as New York city is concerned,
will come up for discussion and consideration in

this form:
How is the city to take possession of the property

and rights now owned by private corporations?
What improvement can the city make to relieve

the public from the "wrongs" which demagogues
have invented?
An intelligent answer to the first question re-

quires that reference should be made to the char-
acter of the property of a street railway corporation.
The property of such a corporation consists of

its real estate, which includes land, buildings and
track; its personal property, consisting of cars,

horses and all rnovable chattels, and its franchise
to construct, maintain and operate its road.

It is quite apparent that the franchise is the ele-

ment which gives value to the corporate property.
It is that upon which the earning power of the
corporation depends, and it is that which gives
value to the corporate stock.

The character and nature of a franchise as prop-
erty has frequently been the subject of considera-
tion by the courts.

It has been uniformly decided to be a contract
and entitled to protection against legislation which
would destroy it, or which by some alteration of

the charter would impair its obligations. Corpora-
tions are entitled to have the clause of the Federal
constitution liberally construed, so as to secure their

franchises every immunity in such respects.

In the case of the People vs. O'Brien, which
arose out of the legislation which annulled the
charter of the Broadway Surface Railroad company,
it was decided by the Court of Appeals that while
the Legislature might annul and dissolve the cor-
porate body, the franchise survived the dissolution
of the corporation and was irrepealable and inde-
structible, and was property the value of which
could not be taken from 'he creditors and stock-
holders of the corporation either through the ac-
tion of municipal officers or by the Legislature.

That the grant of the right to construct a railroad

in the street was in perpetuity, and the title thereto

was indefeasible, and that the track and the fran-

chise to maintain and operate the road were insep-
arable. In another recent case before the Court
of Appeals it was decided that the Legislature could
not destroy or confiscate th'> property and fran-

ch'ic of a corporadin, and that v,'hilc such j.rop-

erty was, like all other, held subject to the right

of the state to appropriate it for necessary and rea-

sonable public use, that could only be done upon
just compensation being provided to be made there-
for.

In the case of the Monongahela company vs. the
United States, decided by the Supreme Court of the
United States in 1893, there was an express direction
in the act of Congress authorizing the acquisition of
the plaintifif's property, that the franchise to collect

tolls, 'which the corporation possessed on the Mo-
nongahela River, should not be estimated or con-
sidered by the commission appointed to appraise
the value of the property. But the court heM that

the right to take tolls was as much a vested right
of property as the ownership of tangible property,
and that the national government, under the power
to take property for public use, cotild not deprive
the corporation of its right to take tolls without
just compensation being made therefor.

The power of eminent domain, which is the re-
served right of the state to take and appropriate
private property for public use. can be exercised
only under the constitutional limitation, that com-
-pcnsation must be made tor all property taken,
and when not made by the state it must be ascer-
tained by a jury or by commissioners appointed by
the court.

Assuming that ownership of street railways would
be decided by the courts to be a municipal power.

under the constitution the power of eminent domain
can be delegated by the Legislature to municipali-
ties, and it could be, through its exercise, in the ab-
sence of agreement with the corporation, that
railroad property and franchises now in existence
could be acquired by the cities of the state
Municipal ownership of street railways has never

been the policy of this state, and before there can
be such ownership the municipalities must be em-
powered, by appropriate legislation, to acquire and
hold such property. When such enablmg statutes
are passed and the power of eminent domain dele-
gated to the cities, street railroad property now in
existence may be either purchased by agreernent
with the corporation owning and operating it, or
may be taken after the value is ascertained by the
method I have pointed out. In ascertaining and
fixing that value, the most important element will
be the value of the franchise to maintain and oper-
ate the road, and in fixing that, due regard must
be had and due effect given to the future growth
of the locality in which the roads are operated,
and the life or term of existence of the corporation
owning them, and the reasonable and just expecta-
tion which those who have invested money in such
properties or its securities had in mind when so
investing.

It is quite plain, therefore, that to acquire many
of the existing roads in the state would impose
upon the cities taking them a large burden of debt
and taxation, which, in some instances, it is not
improbable, Avould be entirely beyond the limit of
indebtedness which the constitution imposes upon
the municipal corporations of the state.

The answer to the second question, in view of the
suggestion made in the authorities I have already
quoted, will be obvious -when I have stated what
private ownership and consolidation under the
Metropolitan street railway systein in the city of
New York have done for the traveling public in
that city.

Nowhere in the debate on this subject have I been
able to find, even in the statements of the most
heated advocate of municipal ownership and con-
trol, any denial of the fact that the centralizing
under single management of the various railroads
that make up the Metropolitan street railway sys-
tem has improved the public comfort and con-
venience. The extent and nature of the benefits
which this centralizing has achieved is best shown
by the statistics. The following table shows the
expansion of its transfer system for the last 10 years:

Miles
of

Track.

Paying Pas-
sengers.
Total

Number.

Transfer
Passengers.

Year.*

Total
Number.

Prop.
to

Paying.

age
Fare.

(Cents)

190

172
140
131
80
6t

37
36
36

36

177.338,677
145.965.251
109,686.472

107,036,524
63,011,785

43,239,670

39.971,929
39.571-464

37 386,809
37.318.730

56,929.611

28,450.996
9,671,697

5,306,654
3,203,832
2.645.800
2,766.080

3.523.239
2.206.866
1.996.871

325!

19

9

5

7
6

6

.5

3-78
4 18

1893-9+
1892-93

4.76
4.76

4.68
1SS9-90
iSSS-Sg ....

1887-88
4.7."i

I'Years ending June 30th, except 181

ended September 30th.

'-88 and 1888-89, which

From this table it will be noticed that in the first

seven years about one passenger out of 15 or 20
received a transfer; in the year 1894-95, one out of
every 11 passengers received a transfer; in 1895-
96, one out of every five; and in 1896-97 about one
out of every three.

The phenomenal development by the company
of this great privilege speaks for itself. By mean's
of it, the general fare during the whole day has
been reduced to 3.78 cents, and during the crowded
rush hours of morning and evening, when the work-
ing people are going to and coming from their
work, the average rate of fare is only 2.5 cents.
This transfer system, like the lighting of cars and
various other improvements, was done without
legislative compulsion and in accordance with the
settled policy of the company to increase public
safety and cheapen transit.

While voluntarily developing this transfer sys-
tem, the company has also made large contributions
annually to the funds of the city and state. A res-
olution was recently passed by the Board of Alder-
men of New York city, demanding that the comp-
troller furnish the board with a statement of the
amount of taxes paid by the various street railroads
in the city of New York, and the comptroller fur-
nished it with the following table, showing the
amounts paid, during the year 1896, by tht Met-
ropolitan Street Railway company and the Met-
ropolitan Traction company:

City Taxes.

Percentage of receipts s 43.101.93
Fixed rental 150.00000
Car licenses 40,280.00
Personal tax 39.114. 27
Tax on real estate 1 12,607 30
Track taxes.

.

54,4

State Taxes.
Percentage of earnings 5 90.000-OO
On capital stock of Street Railway company. . 20,000.00
On capital stock of Traction company 42.000.00

Total -.S591.593.25

In this statement no account was taken of the
contributions of the company, amounting to over
$100,000, in the shape of repaving and maintaining
pavements.
The time is ripe, I think, for a clear understanding
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o( this qucsiioii of municipal owiicrship, and if one

could be assured that those who advocate it under-

slood the situation, there would, to my mind, be

no cause for heated discussion. The trouble with

the discussion thus far has been, that inost of those

who have taken part in it have been either ignorant

of the truth, or have wilfully ignored facts that

were within easy reach. When people are in-

fornied that railroad franchises are no longer given

away in New York city, but that they arc sold by
the municipality, after a long advertisement, to

the highest bidder, for a percentage of. the gross

earnings, which secures to the municipality a par-

ticipation in the yearly increase of the business

developed by' the company along the line in ques-

tion, and by meaiis that bring to it the contributing

travel collected along and on about 200 miles of

road elsewhere in the city, it seems to me that

loose talk about franchise grabbing will not find

attentive listeners.

The trouble is that the question is discussed,

not in the light of existing conditions, but with

continual reference to methods and practices long

since obsolete. It would not be a greater anach-

ronism to discuss transcontinental travel from a

stage-coach point of view than to refer to the pres-

ent system of traffic in cities as most of the ad-

vocates of municipal ownership insist upon con-

sidering it. No later than IS years ago the only

revenue the city received from these franchises was

in the shape of car licenses; whereas, to day. as

I have shown in the figures given above, a single

corporation contributes over a half million dollars

to the public treasury.

I ha\'e nowhere seen any definite figures pre-

sented by the advocates of municipal ownership

;M'd control, so far as it relates to street railway

properties, and I think, when these figures are ar-

rayed, the gentlemen who advocate ownership and

control will hesitate. Roundly stated, the street

railway properties in the city of New York, and

they are only a small portion of the franchises pro-

posed to be taken, can be purchased for about

$29S 000,000. I hardly think that, in the present

state of the public's mind, there is any likelihood

that the city of New York will take upon itselt

by purchase so great a burden, especially when it

is coupled with the danger of expensive manage-

ir.ent and political opp ortunity.

Tne Influence of Accurate Measure-

ments upon Economic Operation.'

By C. D. Haskins.

In no branch of commerce, save perhaps in some

of the industries dependent upon the generation

of electrical energy, is it considered sufficient to

know only what raw material is used and what

revenue is received.

Until very recently, however, there has been no

satisfactory method of actually determining how

much electrical energy has been produce during

any given period. ...
, 1 f„i

Many generating stations in the early days fol-

lowed a system ot frequent readings ot ammeters

and voltmeters, basing their assumptions as to act-

ual output on the product of coincident readings

multiplied, of course, by the time factor, thus ob-

taining an approximation of the kilowatt-hours out-

put per day and therefore the approximate cost

of generation per kilowatt-hour.

Many however, abandoned these frequent read-

ings of instruments, feeling that the approximations

of true output measurement were too unreliable

to be of real value, because of the constant fluctua-

tion of load between readings.

The conditions just described are in reality those

of yesterday rather than to-day, and they existed

only up to that time when it became possible to

obtain output meters of sufficient capacity to meas-

ure in an accurate and proper manner the true

output. '

'

Such meters as those to which I refer are now
readily obtainable and are being rapidly adopted,

not only by street railway companies, but by lighting

companies also.

Electrical engineering skill has responded to

the needs of the industries to which it is tributary,

and standard designs now exist up to capacities as

high as 8,000 amperes, while special instruments

have been designed large enough for 16,000 amperes.

These total output meters are accurate to a high

degree, not only upon steady and normal loa,ds,

but upon rapidly fluctuating loads as well, giving

a true energy account of all energy output through

thera on loads ranging from five to six per cent,

of their rated capacity up to about 15 per cent,

above their rated capacity, the reliability of the

record being unaft'ected with the rapidity of fluctua-

tion of current between thtse points.

It is doubtless needless for me to emphasize the

real economic value of the reliable data which can

be obtained by the use of these total output meters.

Knowing the efficiency which is to be expected

from the generator, engine and boiler equipments,

it is a simple matter to determine just how much
coal and water should have been expended for the

run of any given day to generate the indicated
kilowatt-hours output.

Thus it not only becomes possible to determine
just what it is costing to generate a kilowatt-hour,

r. Read before the State Association of btreet Railways of
New York, September 15, iHtj7.

but it also becomes possible to check the inefficiency

of the equipment and to locate trivial faults which
might otherwise have escaped notice.

For example, should the indicated output fall

10 per cent, below what ought reasonably to be
e,\pected from the known input of coal and water,

an effort would at once be made to determine where
the trouble lay, whether in uneven firing of the

boilers, ill-set valves on the engines, or some minor
fault in the generator.
In no other way known to me can this positive

means of check upon the generating system be
maintained than by the use of total output meters,
Important as is tire measurement of the total

station output, there is yet another application of

positive measurements, which, while it has long
been appreciated by many, has not been applied
in practice at all up to the present time, simply
because the necessary meter was not available. I

refer to the measurement of the energy used daily

to operate each car.

Every street railway management realizes that a
C|uite large proportion of the total energy generated
is wasted by the careless and improper use of the
controller and the brake, and where the old rheo-
stat method of control is used the opportunity for

waste on the part of the motorman is yet greater.

Almost every street railway superintendent makes
a different estimate of the percentage of power
wasted upon the system under his charge, for there
can be no positive knowledge upon the subject, nor
can the conditions be regarded as at all stable.

An average, drawn from the opinions which have
been expresed to me, would, however, indicate that

and reliable data upon which to base promotion
or encouragemnt, rpriniand or discharge.
Many steam railroads have long made a practice

of olifering annual prizes to the engine crew doing
the most woik with the least coal and water, and
I anticipate that a similar system of reward may
be found advantageous and profitable in street rail-
way practice.

Cutting down the waste of energy 50 per cent,
means saving 10 per cent, of the total output, and
it therefore means to the street railway manage-
ment either the saving of 10 per cent, of the coal
and water which is being used to-day, or the ability
to operate 10 per cent, more cars with the same
central station capacity. In whichever way the
matter may be viewed—whether in the light of a
saving of raw material, or an increase in service
without increase in expense at the station—the
economy accomplished is very great, and you will
all, I am sure, agree with me when I venture to
assert that the influence of accurate measurement
upon economic operation is of the first importance,
provided proper use is made of the data thus ob-
tained.

High Potential Testing Transformer.
It is a well-known fact that electrical apparatus

rnay show high insulation resistance when tested
in the usual manner at low voltages, and yet may
be easily damaged by the application of a few thou-
sand volts potential. A thin film of air will show
almost infinite resistance when measured with a
galvanometer, but it offers practically no resist-

HIGH POTENTIAL TESTING TRANSFORMER.

no less than 20 per cent, of the total energy gen-
erated is wasted by improper manipulation of the

handles upon the part of the motorman, this im-
proper manipulation being due to some extent to

ignorance, but more generally to carelessness.

.>-\ meter has now been designed which will, I be-

lieve, change all of these wasteful conditions. This
meter is intended for permanent installation upon
the car, and its indications show accurately the

consumption of energy in kilowatt-hours for any
desired time.

Grave difficulties surrounded the designing of a

satisfactory meter for this purpose, and the perfect-

mg of the device has only been accomplished by
sustained effort extending over a long period. It

was necessary not only that the meter should be

accurate under the extremely unfavorable condi-

tions of heavy vibration and shock, to which it has

been exposed, but also that its construction should

be of such a character as to endure these rough
conditions for long periods without damage to the

mechanism and without the impairment of accuracy.

Such a meter as that which I have described is

now obtainable, and has been successfully operated
in actual service over an extremely rough piece of

track for many months.
With a street-car meter permanently installed

on every car the street railwa\' management at once
has the same means of checking the motorman as

is provided by the cash register for checking the

conductor.
Assuming that the energ}^ wasted is actually 20

per cent, of the total, as I believe it to be, it is,

I think, fair to expect a saving of at least half the

present waste, or 10 per cent, of the w^hole amount
of the energy generated, as a result of the knowl-
edge on the part of the motorman that the manage-
ment has absolute means of ascertaining how much
power he itses per run or per passenger or per mile.

For, under this system, he cannot fail to realize

that the management has in its possession adequate

ance to the path of a high-tension current. For
this reason, when determining the security of ap-
paratus, such as the secondary of a lighting trans-
former, against high-potential charges from the
primary circuit, it becomes necessary to test by the
direct application of high potential across the in-

sulations to be measured. For this purpose the
General Electric company has developed the 10,000
volt high-potential testing transformer shown by
the cut. This consists of a small transformer
wound on a rectangular core, similar in construction

- to that of the "Type H." The low-tension circuit

is wound on one branch of the core, and on the
other branch the primary coils are .placed. There
are four primary coils, each wound and insulated
independently, the four coils being assembled on
a sleeve of heavy insulating material. .'Mter as-

-sembling, each transformer is tested to a maximum
strain of 35,000 volts between the high and low-
potential windings, thus insuring safely from ac-

cident. By means of a porcelain series multiple

connection board the apparatus can be used on
either 52 or 104 volt circuits. The transformer
itself is immersed in oil.

On the top of the apparatus is a box with a glass
window, enclosing a micrometer spark-gap ar-

ranged as a shunt across the high-potential termi-
nals. This box or cover carries four long contact
studs, fitting into sockets in the transformer box.
The lifting of this cover for the purpose of adjust-

ing the spark-gap entirely disconnects the spark-
gap from the high-potential circuit. On one
side of the transformer case are six terminals, two
for the main circuit, two for the adjusting rheo-
stat, in series wnth the low-potential circuit, and
two small terminals providing connections for a
voltmeter permanently across the low-potential
circuit of the transformer. The transformer case
is mahogany: the trimmings are of nickeled brass
and polished hard rubber. The case is provided
with two handles for transportation, also with a
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si op-cock for drawing off the oil when necessary.

I'lovision is made for readily polishing and re-

adjusting the points of the spark-gap.

When using the apparatus the spark-gap is first

set to discharge at the limit of voltage desired,

readily done either by the use of a calibration

curve or by a voHmeter on the low-potential circuit,

the ratio of the transformer being known. Hav-

ing adjusted the spark-gap, the apparatus under test

is connected to the high-potential termmals on the

spark-gap base and the potential again brought

up to the amount desired and held as long as nec-

essary. The apparatus under test is thus connected

in multiple with the spark-gap, and the accidental

application of higher voltage than was intended

will merely result in the formation of an arc across

the spark-gap, short-circuiting the apparatus under

test and protecting it from damage. The trans-

former is designed to run on either 50 or 125 cycle

circuits and to deliver up to 10,000 volts at a nor-

mal, current of .05 ampere in the high-potential

circuit. This can, however, be exceeded for shorter

periods.

The rheostat used to control the voltage on the

low-potential side may be of any conven.ent type.

A small rheostat of portable form for this purpose

has also been developed by the General Electric

company. This consists of a vertical tube and

stand with a fixed contact plate at the bottom and

another plate attached to a sliding rod, the rheostat

being filled with water to which a small quantity

of salt or soda has been added.

article stands it provides that the citizens of each

of the contracting states shall enjoy in all the other

states the same advantages that are given to the

citizens of those states.

It has been lonnd that this provision works a

hardship upon our patentees taking out patents

abroad, entirely out ot proportion to the tax upon
foreigners taking out patents in this country. The
intention now is to ask for a reciprocal arrange-
ment which will provide that while American pat-

ents may be issued to citizens of other countries

on the same conditions in other respects as they

are issued to American citizens, our rates to them
shall be made equal to theirs to us. They are

now many times cheaper.
There will also be an effort to restrict the ar-

ticles which are patentable in this country, so that

the subject of another country cannot patent an
article in the United States upon which he cannot
secure a patent in his own country.
An amendment will also be suggested on behalf

of this country to Article 4, so as to define more
clearly the right of priority and put inventors of

this country on the same footing as those of other
countries where patents are granted, without the
preliminary examinations which our laws require.

The Warner Telephone Generator.

The accompanying cut illustrates something new
in the way of a generator to supply current for

operating subscribers' bells from telephone ex-

changes. The motor which drives the generator

is mounted on the same shaft and base. The
manufacturer states that exhaustive tests have

proven this little machine equal to any and all re-

THE WARNER TELEPHONE GENERATOR.

quirements of a desirable telephone generator.

Chief among its many desirable features is the sav-

ing of power over that required by an ordinary high-

speed motor belted to a generator. It takes about
one-half ampere at no volts to operate it and runs at

a very slow speed, being almost noiseless. It is

portable, compact, convenient, and, it is claimed,

requires less than half the power used to drive the

regular high-speed motor and gerator; no belt to slip

and break, no high-speed motor to heat and rattle,

no special room needed for its installment, and can
be placed in the operator's room, on a desk, shelf

or any convenient place. It occupies a space less

than 12 inches square, has large self-oiling bearings,
runs perfectly cool and requiies little attention.

The design is handsome, making it an ornament
to the office or wherever placed. The motor can
be wound for all continuous current circuits, of any
voltage, but is regularly wound for no, 220, 500
volts. It is arranged for two different speeds.

The generator can be wound for any resistance,

but is regularly wound for 30,000 ohms. The ma-
chine has a capacity suitable for 1,200 'phones, and
is guaranteed to ring six 'phones continuously.
This generator is manufactured by W. F. Warner

of Muncie, Ind.

International Patent Relations.

A Washington dispatch states that Commissioner
Butterworth and Assistant Commissioner Greeley
of the Patent Office are engaged in putting in shape
amendments to be offered to the treaty existing
among the leading nations of the world "for the
protection of industrial property." A meeting of

the representatives of these nations has been called

to convene in Brussels next December, and it is

the purpose of this country to secure, if possible,

certain modifications of the present agreement.
The convention .was entered upon for the pur-

pose of protecting patents, trademarks and other
similar interests.

Article 2 of the treaty is one which, it is said,

this country will seek to have changed. As the

Advancages of Up-to-date Street Car
Service—Why the Rate of Fare

Should Not Be Reduced.'
By C. L. RossiTER.

One has only to recall the wretched transporta-

tion facilities of horse-car days to appreciaie the

advantages of an up-to-date street railway. We re-

member the small, dimly-lighted horse cars, so cold
in winter that straw was placed in them to keep
the feet warm, and so poorly lignted that it was
impossible to read in them, insufificient horse
power frequently made it necessary for passengers
to get out and assist the horses on the steep grades.

To-day over 80 per cent, of the street railways in

this country are operated by electricity, and mil-

lions of new capital have been expended in con-
structing the necessary new tracks, cars, electric

equipment and expensive power houses, so that to

ride in one of the modern cars of an electric rail-

way to-day is a positive pleasure, and thousands
of dollars of the income now received by the roads
comes from this pleasure riding.

The electric street railway to-day is essential to
every city, not less so than its department of sewers,

water and street lighting, and, in fact, the railroad

in nearly every case is the pioneer in all the im-
provements and building up of the city. The rail-

road corporation are very frequently looked upon
as being antagonistic to the city's interests, and
both the public and the city are oftentimes in-

clined to impose unjust burdens and hardships upon
the roads^ w^hen, in fact,;' the capital to construct
the railroads is furnished by banks, trust companies
and organizations having in their trust the savings
of the people.

It is only a few years since the western part of

our country was almost unknown, its wonderful
fertility and resources of no profit to mankind. It

required only the railroads to make possible the
populating of it, building up its vast area and bring-
ing its enormous yields of grain to the eastern
market, thus adding untold wealth to our nation.

In the same way the up-to-date electric railway
opens up the suburbs of our cities and makes it

possible for those of moderate means to find pleas-
ant and healthful homes, obtainable in no other
way, and enriching the city by adding to its tax-
able value.

The purchase of a piece of farm land for building
purposes in the suburbs of any ot our cities is fol-

lowed immediately by a request upon the local
railway to extend its line, and without such exten-
sions it will be found that the city itself will be
very slow to make expenditures for the improve-
ment of the streets and sewers, water mains, etc.,

and next to impossible to get the gas and other
companies to extend. In support of this statement
some figures in regard to Boston are very instruct-
ive, showing, as they do, in the case of Brookline,
a suburb erf Boston, that in the 30 years from 185s
to 1885 the increase in value was from five and one-
half millions to sixteen millions, while in the next
five years, years with the introduction of the street

railway, the value increased to thirty millions. An-
other case that will illustrate this has occurred in

Brooklyn. During the year 1896 one of the roads
constructed an extension some three miles in length,
through an entirely new territory, where the streets

for blocks had not been cut through and no improve-
ments whatever made to the adjoining property.
To-day, less than a year after, many houses
have been built (nearly all of them being oc-
cupied as soon as completed), on the line of this

street and adjacent side streets. If it had not been
for the railroad extension not one of these houses
would have been built, and it can be readily seen
that it is not the railroad company which will reap
the first benefits, but the citj', which will have in-

creased its assessment roll not less than $3,000,000
in the present year, and the opportunity given to
hundreds of individuals of finding comfortable
homes. It the city and the public treat the rail-

road companies justly and fairly, there will be no
I. New York State Street Railway association, Niagara Falls,
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trouble caused by the policy that the companies
pursue, as nothing pays better to the owners of

the railroad property or to the city itself than to

have an up-to-date railway in its cars, equipment,
tracks and facilities, and the roads can be trusted

as they continue to be prosperous to give the

greater part of every nickel that is taken in to the
public in the shape of good wages to their em-
ployes, thus securing competent and reliable men,
and also expending, as it can afford to do so, the
necessary money for extensions as required, and
for new cars and equipment properly maintained,
and the companies will continue this policy so long
as the public show appreciation of it by patronizing
the cars. On the other hand, if the earnings of the
road are not sufficient to properly and well maintain
the property the spectacle of old cars and equipment
and negligent employes will be seen, and, while
this means loss to those who have invested, it is-

no less a direct loss to the city and the public
which has such a railroad. To secure the needed
funds for extensions and improvements of our elec-
tric roads there must be a perfect understanding
between the city and the owners of these properties.
If the city places unnecessary burdens and taxes on
the roads that cannot be met, then those who are
called upon to furnish the capital will refuse to
do so and the city will be the loser 1 en-fold over
what it could possibly gain in any other way.

I believe the street surface railway to be as neces-
sary to a city as its street, sewer, water and gas
sj^stems, and if the railways to-day can maintain
friendly relations with the city's representatives and
give to them and to the public full information as
to the financial and physical condition of the prop-
erties, a much better understanding will be had
and the final result will be to secure the good-will
of those on whom success of the railroads depend.
An up-to-date street railway service pays the com-
pany itself, particularly if it has a competitor who
is not up to date, and it pays the city and the pub-
lic in the immediate benefits they receive, in clean,
attractive cars, good service, and freedom from
accidents, and it pays the employes of such a com-
pany to be identified with it and to assist in bring-
ing such a result about, as well as in good wages
promptly paid.

In regard to the matter of fares and why they
should not be reduced, I want to say at the outset
they have been reduced, and to-day the street rail-

ways of this country are carrying passengers a
longer distance and at cheaper fares than in any
other country in the world. The distances in the
10 largest cities in this country where the public
is carried for a single fare of five cents range from
9.9 miles to 18 miles; this latter in Brooklyn. In
horse-car days a ride of five miles for a single fare
was a long one and the average was below this.

The railways in Glasgow, Berlin, and some other
foreign cities are frequently referred tc as furnish-
ing lower rates of fare. This is not so. On the
contrary, they are not only much higher, but they
have many disadvantages which would not be tol-

erated in this country. The average and usual rate

in England is two cents for the first mile and one
cent for each mile thereafter, and this works injury
to the laborer and artisan classes. In this country
the average rate is from one-fourth to one-half cent
per mile, and in many cases less than one-third
cent per mile. Abroad five representative cities

average 11,099 population per mile of track. Seven
of the largest cities in this country average 2,127
population per mile of track. This means that the
laboring classes and artisans abroad are compelled,
on account of the high rates of fare to the sub-
urbs, to live in the crowded quarters of the city,

to the menace of their health, and this over-
crowding and density of population is causing
much concern to the cities; while the railroads in

this country, with five times the tracks and facilities

to the same population, give to those who desire it

the opportunity of finding comfortable homes in the
suburbs, where their families can be properly
brought up. In the matter of wages of conductors
and drivers, in England they receive from 85 cents
to $1.12 per day of 10 hours. In this country the
conductors and motormen receive from $1.75 to

$2.25 per day of 10 hours. Very many trips are
run on all our roads for the accommodation of the
public Oil which the revenue taken in does not
equal the wages of the conductors and motormen.
and the average street railway to-day with the lux-
urious and comfortable electric car, well lighted
and well heated in winter, gives the cheapest trans-
portation in the world.

It has been said that it would be an ideal condition
to have the street railways all confined to some
lonely field in the remote country, where they coulQ
be run on time, never crowded, and quite unobjec-
tionable, but quite useless also; but as crowded
thoroughfares are unavoidable in a large city, and
means of transit indispensable, the problem is, how
best to accomplish it to the benefit of all concerned.
Complaint is too often made without cause and
without reason. The fact is that most of the roads
are giving better service to the public than they
can afford, the trouble being that the people expect
too much for five cents.

The explosion ot an incandescent electric lamp
in Bismarck, N. D., completely destroyed the eye-
sight of Mrs. R. D. Hoskins, wife of the clerk of
the Supreme Court.
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Street Car Wheels Should They Be
Made Heavier?'

By F. D. Russell.

It seems to me this subject might be better

handled by some practical street railway man, the

user of the wheels, than by the maker, for the one

knows from actual experience what is needed, while

the other can only get his knowledge second-hand,

as it were, from observation, and by keeping in

touch with what is going on. However, to see what

can be done with the subject by the maker, suppose

we first glance at the motors, beginning with the

earliest, their weight and power, and then at the

character of the service, and see what is now re-

quired of wheels.

Mr. Sprague's Richmond motor, of the summer
of 1888, which I understand is the same as Edi-

son No. 6, had 15 nominal horse power, and could

work up to about 23, under favorable conditions.

Its weight was about 1,700 pounds, and it recjuired

a 3% inch axle. The F 30, another double reduc-

tion motor of 1888, was rated at 20 horse power,

could develop 30, and weighed 2,200 pounds. The

S R G of 1891, and the W P 30 and 50 of 1892, as

also the G E 800 and G E 1,000, which brmgs us to

the spring of 1896, together with the Westinghouse

motors of corresponding period, are so well known

to all of you that I will not go into detail regarding

them further than to say that by the spring of iSgS

we arrived at 35 to 50 horse power motors nommal
capacity, and weight of 2,100 pounds to 2,400 pounds,

using 3% inch or four-inch axles. I understand the

Westinghouse company has made a special 62y2

horse power motor for Pittsburg, using a four-mch

axles, and that there is a G E 5: rated at 80 horse

power, competent to work up to 120, and weighmg
nearly 4.000 pounds. This uses a 4% inch axle.

Of course, there are larger motors, but this is about

the limit at the present time for street-car service.

I confine myself for purposes of illustration to these

two lines of motors, and no neglect is intended

toward any other makes.

Of course, motor wheels have been undergoing

during the last nine years a somewhat similar de-

velopment to that of the motors, trucks and cars,

and may be said to have kept pace with what has

been required of them. Our first 30 inch motor

wheel weighed about 250 pounds or 260 pounds,

and our first 33 inch was a 300 pound wheel, and, I

may add, this is a good pattern yet, for moderate

sized cars at not over 15 or 18 miles. Next we
came to 280 pounds for the 30 inch, and 325 pounds

for the 33 inch, and then, which was about four

vears ago, to 300 pounds and 350 pounds respect-

ively and remained at that for a couple of years or so,

with the exception, of course, of special lots from

time to time. About a year and a half ago we added

about 20 pounds to wheels for interurban service,

which brought us to 370 pounds or 380 pounds.

We also brought out a 400 pound w'heel, having

eight spokes or arms instead of the usual number
of seven, for fast, long runs, also snow plow and

snow sweeper and sprinkler service. These are all

33 inch wheels. On 30 inch we now run about 325

pounds, sometimes to 335 pounds and 350 pounds,

but 325 pounds is probably heavy enough for a

30 inch wheel.

I do not wish to be understood that mere weight

is in any sense desirable. The lighter the wheel,

in fact, the lighter the whole equipment within

limits, the better it is for the roadbed. The serv-

ice, is bad enough for the tracks as it is, without
adding any more weight than is absolutely neces-

sary. A comparison of the weights of the motors
v/ill show that the increase has been mainly in ca-

pacity.- Take, for example, two Westinghouse mo-
tors, viz., the 15 horse power of 1890, and the 50
horse power of 1896. These both weighed 2,400

pounds. Anfl so it has been with us to an extent.

There is a great deal in the manufacture 01 a wheel
besides the mere question of weight. The ques-

tion of the pattern, the careful apportionment of

all parts to obviate strains in cooling, the mixture
and treatment of the iron, as well as the annealing
of the wheels, not to mention any number of minor
things, which have to be watched carefully, all

these must be combined to produce a thoroughly
reliable wheel. To sum up briefly, and taking the

33 inch wheel for a standard, our conclusion is that

380 pounds to 400 pounds on 2V4. inch and 2V2 inch
tread is not any too much for the present service.

There are two factors which try the very withers

of cast-iron wheels. One is the twist or tortional

strain as the motor drives the wheel, and the other
is the heating of the periphery of the wheel from the
friction generated by high speed, or continued ap-
plication of the brakes. This latter, I firmly be-
lieve, is the hardest part of the service required of

a motor wheel, because it tends to expand the rim,
and set up a severe strain where the arms, which
remain cool, unite with the rim. All our patterns
are designed to resist this strain.

Now a few words on the subject of standards

—

axle standards, I mean, for the wheels, in tread
and flange, are gradually approaching as near to
a standard as the varying conditions of service will
admit. We lately purchased about i.ooo bars of
steel for axles, and it was nothing short of a Chi-
nese puzzle to make up a list which would properly

1. New York State Street Railway association, Niagara Falls,
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cover our needs. Taking the trucks in order of

length of axle, we have:
Taylor axle. 6 leet 3 inches long.
F«.;Knjin a.'ile, o leet 4';'b inciiei long, and 6 feet 6'^a inches long.

brill axle, b leet 5 inclies long.

McGnire axle, o leet 5 inches long, and 6 leet 6 inches long.

Udiuisdud tialiunore axle, 6 leet 5i'4 iiiclies long.

Diamond axle, 6 leet j'/a inches long.

I have not at hand the lengths of the DuPont
o" Dorner & Dutton, or any other axles not men-
tioned in the above list, but you can depend upon
It, they are different.

The foregoing lengths are on standard gauge and
usual tread, which means not exceeding 2'/2 inches.

All, I believe, are subject to variation where wheels

have treads wider than 2% inches, and, of course,

for wider or narrower than standard gauge.

My idea in speaking of these varying lengths of

axles, is to suggest whether yoii cannot get together

and establish a standard axle, and by amicable ar-

rangement with the various truck makers, bring
about the adoption of a standard length of axle,

a standard journal, a standard brass and a standard

box. The master car builders of the steam rail-

roads long ago took exactly such action, and it

is nothing new which I suggest. They have a uni-

form standard. Their axle is six feet ii¥i inches

long, and the journals and bo.xes and brasses are

interchangeable the country over. If they could
establish such a standardj why cannot street rail-

ways arrange for the same? Instead of interfering

with the interests of any truck maker, it seems to

me it would benefit, and it certainly would simplify

matters enormously for everybody concerned.

Low Joints—How to Prevent Them.'
By C. LooMis Allen.

Nearly every street railway company has a stretch

of poor track which for good leasons it is trying

to use for a term of years or until such a time

as it is possible to rebuild with what is now called

"permanent construction," and the greatest of the

trackman's troubles in keeping this track in a con-

dition for the operation of cars is the joint. In

the majority of cases it the joints that were placed

on the rail at the time of the construction of this

track remain in use the bolts will become loosened

and at a great many joints shear off. The support-

ing ties may be tamped solid, yet tne joint will hold

its proper place for only a short time.
" In Syracuse, last fall, during our reconstruction,

we had a street 4,5(X) feet long, in which were double
tracks. The structure was a 47 pound stringer

rail upon five by seven inch pine stringers, the ties

supporting the stringers every hve feet. It was
our aim to save as much of this structure as possible

and yet have a track structure in the street which
would survive a period of five years' traffic. At the

end of that time it is hoped that all the sewers,

water, gas and conduits will be in the street, so that

permanent construction can be built without being
ruined during the process of construction of these

underground structures.

The paving was removed and the stringer rails

consigned to the scrap heap, the stringers and ties

lowered 2% inches below the original grade. Ties

were introduced between those under the stringers

so that the spacing under tlie stringers was 2V2 feet

between centers. To the stringers were spiked the

Johnson company's 66-^/^ pound girder rail, which
had been removed from track by reason of failure at

joint. This rail had been laid on chairs and had
become so worn at the joints that it was doubtful

whether it could be used; but, aside from the de-

flected ends, the rail was in good condition and not
worn out. The ends of a great many of these rails

were tested for deflection previous to laying ^nd
in many cases 3-16 inch defltction was found.

What effect traffic would have upon the ends of the

rail after placing upon them the Weber joint

was a result that was awaited with much interest.

This joint was purchased with the idea of benefit-

ing the rails, bringing them up to grade and in

proper line. The rails were laid with broken joints

with rail ends butted tight. No trouble was en-
countered in placing iRe joint, and the track structure
was completed and paved in. It was our intention

at the time of construction to operate on the track

a day or two previous to replacing the pavement,
and then to tighten the bolts once more firmly.

The conditions of traffic would not allow this and
the structure was paved in without this second tight-

ening.
At first the cars wdiich were operated upon this

track pounded considerably at every joint. As the
construction of this track was c(;mpleted just before

the final freeze-up last fall, the pounding was made
more prominent by reason of the frost holding the
track structure firmly.

In the spring, after the frost had left the ground,
the rails were e.xamined, and although no metal was
'estored to the head of the rail the ends of the rail

had been brought up to grade and line. The bolts

of some of these joints had become loosened, so that

paving blocks were removed at the joint and the
bolts thoroughly tightened. This track is not as

good a track as our standard nine-inch construction,
but we have saved from the scrap heap rails, that
without the use of these joints, could not have been
used as re-laying rails. This construction, we be-
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lieve, will do the work expected of it, i. e., the carry-
ing of traffic for a period of five years.

During the past four years girder rails nine inches
in height, with brace plates and with joint plates of

varying dimensions as to thickness and length, have
b'jen considered standard material for permanent
construction, but the joint is still the weakest por-
tion of the track structure.

Three things that arc important in the solution
of the joint question are as toilows:

First—Materials used in track construction.
Second—Manner of supporting the rails.

Third—The location ot the joints in relation to
each other.

In the purchase of track material for nine-inch
construction, if the rails are all that are considered,
and the selection of a suitable joint for the rail is

passed upon lightly, one would naturally buy that
\\diich would give to him track material at the low-
est cost per toot of single track, i. e., the joint
would be the cheapest joint purchasable. The
other appurtenances aside from the rail would
receive like treatment. But if, on the other hand,
a good track structure throughout is desired, with
a minimum cost of maintenance after the track con-
struction has been turned over for operation, due
consideration will be given to all track appurten-
ances before final decision is made to purchase
cheap material. Good material throughout is neces-
sary to good construction, and without it permanent
construction cannot be had. The best material pur-
chasable to-day will be poor enough after 10 years
of operation under electric traction.

Corisidering that good materials are economical,
we will now turn our attention to the support of
the rails. The support of the rails along the entire
length is just as important as for the rail to be well
supported at the joints. The greater the number of
lineal inches of tie-bearing supporting the rails
when the ties are well ballasted and tamped, the
longer the life of the track structure. To give good
support to the rails, ties should be placed as close
together as it is possible to do so arui yet give room
to properly tamp with the tamping bars the bal-
last supporting the ties.

The manner of fastening the rails to the ties
should be carefully considered. Spikes that will
give good holding power and not split or cut the
ties so as to injure them should be selected. The
joints in the rails upon either side of the track
should not be opposite each other.

Rail ends of the same section very frequently
show, tipon being calipered, that there is a differ-

ence in their height, and wdien two ends like this
are united by the joint a. pound or blow will result
at this joint, causing a weakness upon that rail of
the track. If another joint is laid immediately op-
posite upon the same ties supporting the poor
joint, no matter with what care or in what con-
dition the joint when laid may be, this pound or
blow will have its effect upon the good joint, and
it will not be long before two weak spots will ap-
pear on the track where, if the joints had not been
laid opposite each other, there would have been
but one; on the other hand, if the joints be laid
broken the pounding is transferred by the axle of
the car, not to the weakest spot on the opposite
rail, i. e., the joint, but to the solid portion of the
rail. The cost of maintaining to proper grade and
line track laid with broken joints is not so great
as track having joints laid opposite, as when once
repairs are needed, the latter will require attention
a greater number of times. In the construction of
permanent track to-day, street railroads have the
joint question to face only half as many times as
they did three years ago. Sixty foot rails have
cut the joint question in two.
We are laying in Syracuse the following construc-

tion at the joints, and from it have had no trouble:
The joints are laid broken with rails butted tight.
Corrugated joint plates, 9-16 inch thick and 36
inches in length are bolted tight by means of 12
one-inch bolts, the nuts of which are held in place-

by the Young gravity nut lock. The ties at the joint
are laid to form what is known as the three tie

joint; the center tie supports the rail ends equally,
and the other ties are laid so that the ends of the
joint plates are supported upon the center of the
ties, thus giving three ties supporting the rail under-
neath the joint plate. The spacing under the rails,

aside from the joint, is 1.93 feet between centers
of ties, giving 32 ties to every 60 feet of track. The
ties used are southern yellow pine, six inches by
eight inches by eight feet, and they are supported
by eight inches of broken stone ballast.

The question of low joints cannot be solved by
simply considering the joint alone, nor by consider-
ing everything else and omitting the joint. The
whole track structure must be considered. The
subgrade upon which the ballast is placed must be
made perfectly firm. The ballast must be of good
thickness to give proper subdrainage and thor-
oughly rolled to give firm support. The ties should
be the best obtainable, and, as stated before, the
closer spaced the better the track structure. The
steel rails and their appurtenances used should be
the best material that money can buy, and when
this track material is properly assembled the ques-
tion of low joints should not arise for some time.

N. Bink has been granted a franchise for electric

lighting at Chilton, Wis.
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Virginia Teleplione Notes.

[From tlie Ricliiiioiid, Va., correspondent of tlie Western Elec-
trician.

J

The record in the case of the city of Richmond
against the Southern Bell Telephone company has

been sent from the United States Circuit Court to

the United States Circuit Court of Appeals. The
case will be argued the second week of the Novem-
ber term, possibly November 10th or iith. An
opinion will probably be rendered by February.

The opinion is expressed that the ruling of Judge
Goff will be somewhat modified if not reversed by

the higher court.

The Select Council of Norfolk has confirmed the

sction of the Common Council in directing the city

attorney to take measures to prevent the Bell Tel-

ephone company from doing local business in the

city

It is stated that the Bell Telephone people are to

make another effort to get a foothold in Hampton,
and it is also asserted that if the present company
does not give better service than it is now giving,

the former company will carry its point.

While fixing a wire on a cross-tree of a telephone

line in Portsmouth a few days ago, Charles Yeager,

a young man employed by the Southern Bell Tel-

ephone company, touched an electric light wire

with his foot. The shock caused him to lose his

balance and he fell across the electric light wire,

breaking it and carrying it down with him. He
struck the street head foremost, fracturing his skull,

and dying almost instantly. A horse car was pass-

ing under the wire at the time and two horses were
caught in it as it fell. They were killed almost in-

stantly. The driver was severely shocked.

The improved switchboards have been put in place

in the central offices of the/ Staunton Mutual fele-

phone company. Hereafter the office will be open
all night and the service greatly improved.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, September 21.—The hearings of the

Supreme Court's commission of inquiry into the

rapid transit scheme have been resumed. One wit-

ness, Arthur Crowell, a civil engineer, was of the

opinion that Mr. Parsons' borings were not suf-

ficiently accurate or comprehensive to guarantee

a close estimate of the cost of the road.

The stockholders of the Metropolitan Traction

company at the special meeting held last week
authorized the winding up of that company and
the exchange of the stock for that of the Metro-
politan Street Railway company. There was rep-

resented at the meeting over i|>24,ooo,ooo of the stock
out of a total of $30,000,000. 'The vote in favor of

the proposed dissolution of the Traction company
and the distribution of its assets was unanimous.
An agreement was approved between the Traction
company and the Metropolitan Street Railway com-
pany by which the assets of the Traction company
other than the $30,000,000 of street railway stock
in its treasury were assigned to the street railway

company and capitalized in the sum of $6,000,000.

These assets covered about two-thirds of the capi-

tal stock of the Second Avenue Railroad company,
more than two-thirds of the capital stock of the Cen-
tral Crosstown Railroad company, 600 bonds of the

Metropolitan Crosstown Railroad company and
Broadway Surface Railroad company, about $1,700,-

000 in cash; part of the stock of the Central Park,
North and East River Railroad company, also of the

Forty-second Street and Grand Street Ferry Rail-

road company, and $270,000 worth of improved
city real estate—property and cash equal to about
$6,000,000. The directors recommended and the
stockholders approved the accepting from the Street

Railway company of a five per cent, obligation in

the way of a debenture, interest upon which should
begin to run after the earning capacity of the prop-
erty had received the benefit of the expenditures
now being made. The Metropolitan Street Railway
company has on hand, with the money assigned by
the settlement of the Traction company, in the
neighborhood of $7,000,000 cash, for which bonds
have been issued, which money is being expended
in the improvements of the property. The im-
proved facilities being created will begin to earn in

December probably, but the large development can-
not be made for a considerable time thereafter, and
the stockholders of the Traction company were
asked to forego interest upon the certificates of in-
debtedness until next summer, when the new im-
provements will have largely increased the earnings.
This was unanimously voted by the stockholders.
Each stockholder will receive in lieu of his Traction
stock an equal amount of Street Railway stock and
20 per cent, in these certificates.

A libel for $3,500 damages was filed in the United
States District Court on Thursday last by William
H. H. Curtis, master of John Jacob Astor's yacht
Nourmahal, against the steamboat Mary Powell,
which sank an electric launch belonging to the
yacht in the North River on September 6:h. Captain
Curtis says that the sinking of the launch was due
to the improper and negligent manner in which the
Mary Powell was navigated.

General Collis, commissioner of public works,
having refused to grant the application for open-
ing Amsterdam avenue to construct the pro-

posed trolley conduit line, the Forty-second
street, Manhattanville and St. Nicholas Avenue
Railway company has asked for a mandamus to

compel the commissioner to issue the desired per-
mit. General Collis objects to four tracks on the
street, and suggests that the Third Avenue and Met-
ropolitan companies use one set of tracks in com-
mon. He says: "My engineers inform me that
the construction of four tracks on this avenue, with
underground conduits, would not only imperil ex-
isting city property, but would render ready access
to our many underground pipes almost impossible,
but at all events risky and expensive. There are
upon this street already six water mains, each four
feet in diameter (similar to those I am now laying
in Fifth avenue) upon which the entire population
of the city depends for the safe conduct of a suffi-

cient water supply. In addition there are two elec-

tric subway conduits, one 20 inch and one 12 inch
water main, six gas mains eight and ten inches in

diameter, one 30 inch gas mam and one 20 inch
gaspipe. In fact, this avenue is the great artery
through which flows most which is vital to the
health and comfort of the citizens, and it should
be protected by my department whenever threat-

ened." The corporation counsel has suggested
that the commissioner shall make an application to

the State Board of Railroad Commissioners setting

forth the difficulties which may result from the pro-
posed change, and asking that the case be re-

opened and reheard. The corporation counsel adds:
"Even if the railroad commissioners should not
deem it wise to rescind the consent already given by
them, they may surround stich consent with such
restrictions, conditions and modifications as will

obviate or lessen the difficulties suggested by you.
If I can render you any assistance in pursuing the
course I have suggested, I shall be glad to do so."
General Collis promptly accepted the suggestion.
He said that he was already preparing affidavits to

show that the existence of four tracks in Amsterdam
avenue would be a menace to life, limb and prop-
erty, and also to demonstrate that the use of two
tracks is feasible and less expensive than the use of

four. Commissioner Collis said that he would write
to the railroad commissioners at once. In the
meantime the issue of a mandamus is to be opposed
by the city. M. S.

Northwestern Notations.

Minneapolis, September 20.—The stock sub-
scriptions for the proposed Twin City Electric

company at Grand Rapids, Wis., are coming in

fairly well, and the projectors expect to have the
plant installed by next season at the latest. The
company is co-operative.

Allan Thompkins of Minot, N. D., will estab-
lish an electric light plant at Devil's Lake, N. D.,
at once.
The Superior Rapid Transit company of Su-

perior, Wis., contemplates changing its tracks to

standard gauge, in order that connection may be
had with Duluth without change of cars. Large
cars, such as are in use between Minneapolis and
St. Paul, are to be used.

There will be a general change in the officers

of the Gas and Electric Light company of Fargo,
N. D. Among the new officers will be ex-Sheriff
O. G. Barnes.
The Electric Light association of Waupaca, Wis.,

has made a proposition to build an electric railway
to the Chain of Lakes, if the city will enter into
a 10 year contract for street lighting. It is sus-
pected this is a shrewd move on the part of the
company to secure itself against a municipal light-
ing plant, as the city is about to buy the water-
works plant, and could easily operate an electric
lighting plant in connection.

Citizens of Menominee, Mich., have petitioned
for the extension of the street railway line on Broad-
way.
The Manawa Railway company of Council Bluffs,

la., proposes to build an electric railway to connect
with the East Omaha line.

H. C. Higgins, president of the Marinette, Wis.,
street railway, and his brother, Thos. Higgins of
Neenah, Wis., have bought the electric railway be-
between Peru and La Salle, III, and propose to ex-
pend $25,000 in improvements.

Jerry Taylor, manager of the Rocky Mountain
Telegraph company of Butte, Mont., has disap-
peared, leaving a shortage in his accounts, the ex-
tent of which is unknown. He had been "playing
the races." He has been located at Minot, N. D.
The municipal electric lighting plant in Negau-

nee, Mich., has been completed and put in operation.
The sheriff is in possession of the waterworks

plant at Maplewood Springs, owned by the Tacoma,
Wash., Gas and Electric Light company, which was
levied on to satisfy a judgment.
An electric light plant is being discussed for Tvn-

dall, S. D.
An electric lighling plant will probably be put

in at the state university in Bozeman, Mont, as
soon as the buildings are completed.
The council of Mankato, Minn., has finally ac-

cepted the bid of the Mankato Gas and Electric
company for electric street lighting.
The City Council of Casselton, N. D., voted to

establish an electric lighting plant, the cost not to
exceed $6,000. The city has cash enough in the
treasury to pay for it.

General Hughes of Bismarck, N. D., has made

a proposition to establish an electric light plant in
Fargo, N. D.
The contract between the Star Electric company

and the city of Dubuque, la., has been extended for
10 years.

The electric light plant in the waterworks pump-
ing station at Madison, Wis., has been completed
and put in operation. It cost about $600.
The Northern Lumber company of Cloquet,

Minn., is putting in an electric lighting plant for the
yards and mills.

The Valley City, N. D., Council has decided to
make a lower price for electric lighting than was
at first proposed.
The street railway company and the Citizens'

Traction company of Oshkosh, Wis., are getting
together on a price for the sale of the former's sys-
tem to the latter. The street railway company has
reduced its price to $37,000 for its system and the
electric company offers $31,000. Citizens are rais-

ing funds to meet the diflerence, and it is expected
that the sale will be made shortly.

George B. Ellison has resigned from the electric

company of Albert Lea, Minn., to accept a posi-
tion on the road with the Western Electric com-
pany of Chicago.
The Merrill Railway and Lighting company has

contracted to furnish the city of Merrill, Wis., with
60 arc lights of 1,200 candle power for $3,300 per
year.

J. E. Tomlinson of Centerville, S. D., contem-
plates erecting an electric light plant in Woon-
sccket, S. D.

It is announced that the project to extend the
electric car line from Clear Lake, la., to Fertile,

la., is now an assured fact.

Jared How of St. Paul, representing eastern bond-'
holders in the electric street railway company of

St. Cloud, Minn., has been looking over the system
to ascertain what improvements are necessary. It

is likely that in addition to improvements to the
rolling stock and roadbed a new power house will

be built.

The District Court at Ottumwa, la., has com-
pelled the Western Union Telegraph company to

produce certain telegrams in court. The company
was inclined to refuse, but finally acceded to the re-

quirements of the court.

The council of Cedar Rapids, la., recently ordered
some additional street lights, at a price below the
contract price for the present lights. In reply the
Cedar Rapids Electric Light and Power company
says it cannot afford to furnish light for less than
the contract price, and offers to sell the plant to
the city.

Judge Crofoot and Stenographer Granger of Ab-
erdeen, S. D., are about to apply for a patent for an
electrical selecting instrument which they have
jointly invented, which provides a means whereby
central offices can select any one of a series of
switches or electrical devices, all on a single wire,

and operate it without operating or acting upon the
others.

When the Northwestern Guarantee Loan company
of Minneapolis failed in 1893 it carried down with
it the Gallatin Light, Power and Railway company
of Bozeman, Mont., which was a creation of L. F.
Menage, the head of the Guarantee Loan company.
Joseph Kountz has acted as receiver since that time.
The financial difficulties of the institution have been
cleared up and a cash offer has been made by
Henry Elling, Mr. Kountz and George L. Ramsey
for the property, which has been accepted.

D. M. Benton has made a proposition to install

an electric lighting plant at Whitehall, Wis.
It is claimed that a right of way has been secured

between Rockford and Rockton for the Rockford,
Beloit and Janesville electric line, and that the pro-
ject will be carried out. Rockton people claim that
the power house is to be located there.

J. H. Marshall has bought the electric light plant
at Roseau, Minn,

F. W. Springer has been appointed instructor in

electrical engineering at the University of Minne-
sota at Minneapolis,

C. L. Jensen and others have applied for a fran-
chise for a street railway at Hot Springs, S. D., and
offer to use electric power after the city attains 5,000
population and animal power until that time.
The work of laying rails for the new electric rail-

way at Menasha, Wis., has been begun.
An electrical inspector has found a great deal of

defective electric wiring in Negaunee, Mich.
The council of Des Moines, la., has passed an or-

diance reducing rates for electric lighting. The
electric companies will doubtless contest the mat-
ter in the courts. C.

PERSONAL.
George S. Hegeman, vice-president of the Hart

& Hegeman Manufacturing company of Hartford,
Conn., died recently in Detroit. He was on his
way to the Pacific Coast, and, stopping over in De-
troit, expired, after a three days' illness. He was
40 years of age and unmarried.

According to a New York newspaper. Lord Kel-
vin passed through that city last Saturday on his
way to Southampton, Long Island, where he will
spend a few days with John Bottomley. an old
acquaintance. After his visit at Southampton Lord
Kelvin will again proceed to Canada on an im-
portant mission for the British government, which
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will detain him for a week or 10 days. He will

then sail for England, after a short stay at Lenox.
Mass., witli Lady Kelvin, as the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Westinghouse of Pittsburg.

In Atlantic City, N. J., on September 20th, Patent
Commissioner Butterworth was the victim of a street

attack by two robbers, one of whom was identified

as a notorious criminal. Major Butterworth made
a desperate struggle, and finally, with the assist-

ance of passers-by, overpowered the ruffians.

Frederick P. Fish of Boston, leading counsel of

the American Bell Telephone company, has been
suffering from a severe attack of typhoid fever in

a New York hospital since the latter part of July.

Mr. Fish's illness explains the delay in the Berliner
litigation. It will be rememberea that testimony
in the cases under the Berliner patent, now pending
in Boston, was to have been completed September
I St. The time has now been extended.

Mr. and Mrs. Henry A. Pevear of Lynn, Mass.,
celebrated their golden wedding on Thursday of last

week. There were music and flowers, troops of

friends and many handsome presents. Mr. Pevear
was president of the Thomson-Houston Electric

company, and is one of the most prominent citizens

of Lynn, where he was for many years engaged
in the leather trade. His son, John B Peavear, is

the assistant manager of the General Electric com-
pany at Cincinnati.

Charles A. White of Maiden, Mass., very well

known to the electrical men of the country, died at

his home on September i6th, Bright's disease being
the cause of death. Mr. White was for some time
engaged in the lumber business, but of late years

was associated with Charles E. Bibber in the elec-

trical supply trade in Boston. He was married,

and Mrs. White and two children survive him. Mr.
White was a pleasant, genial man of fine presence,

and he was popular in electrical circles. He also

had a taste for politics, and in January last was
elected president of the Maiden Common Council.
His death is widely regretted.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

Sealed proposals will be received at the office

of the clerk of the city of Charlotte. Michigan, un-
til noon on October 2d, for lighting that city by elec-

tric lights for the term of three years, under the
following propositions: First, 15 arc lights to run
all night and 26 or more arc lights to run until

midnight every night in the year; second, 41 or
more arc lights to run to midnight every dark night
during the year; third, 41 or more arc lights to

run until midnight every night and all night every
dark night during the year. All arc lights are
to be 2,000 candle power. M. B. Warren is the
city clerk.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Railroad Gazette says: "A report states that

the contract has been let for building the Galveston
and Houston electric railroad, which is to run
between the two cities mentioned in the title. Work
is to be begun by October 15th and completed by
April I, 1898." Such a road would be about 55
miles long.

The Chicago General Railway company, formerly
known as the McGann concern, announces that
it is about to extend its Kedzie avenue line, which
now runs from Twenty-second street to Thirty-
first street south to Sixty-third street, where con-
nection will be made with the Chicago City rail-

way. On the north it will extend the Kedzie av-
enue line to Ogden avenue, where connection
with Yerkes' West Side line will be had and be-
yond that point. This will give the Chicago Gen-
eral a Kedzie avenue line between seven and eight
miles long.

The annual reports of the railroad commissioners
of New York and 'Massachusetts 'show that of 19
companies operating less than 250,000 car-miles,
four are obtaining power at a cost of less than two
cents per car-mile, six between two and three cents,
five between three and four cents, one between four
and five cents and three at more than five cents.
Of the five companies operating over 5,000,000 car-
miles per year, one obtains the power at less than
one cent per car-mile, three between one and two
cents and one between two and three cents. Other
similar figures are also given between these limits.
The Brooklyn Heights company has the cheapest
power, 0.86 per car-mile, followed by the Bing-
hamton with 0.94. The cost of power for Massa-
chusetts roads includes repairs and depreciation of
the station plant, which is not the case with the New
York roads.

TELEGRAPH.
In a report to the State Department Consul Ger-

main, at Zurich, Switzerland, says that the total
length of the world's telegraph system has now
reached 4,908,823 miles, exclusive of 181,440 miles
of submarme cable. This mileage is apportioned
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as follows: America, 2,516,548; Europe, 1,764.790;
Asia, 310,685; Australia, 217,479; Africa, 99,419 miles.

The Society of the United States Military Tele-
graph Corps, in session at Nashville, elected the
following-named officers for the ensuing year:
W. B. Wilson, Holmesburg, Pa., president; E.
Rosewater, Omaha, vice-president; J. E. Pettit,

Chicago, secretary and treasurer. The convention
adjourned to meet next year in Omaha.

TELEPHONE.
W. J. Kurtz, president and manager of the Na-

tional Telephone company of Indianapolis, and
P. A. McDonald propose to organize a new tele-

phone exchange company in Anderson, Ind. It is

said that the franchise has been secured.

TECHNICAL SCHOOLS.
Prof. Olin H. Landreth, professor of engineering

in Union College, Schenectady, N. Y., has issued a

special circular descriptive of the improvements in

the engineering school of that institution. The
students of this school have special privileges in

the works of the General Electric company.

ELECTRICAL SECURITIES.
The New Orleans Traction company reports gross

earnings for July of $104,062, a decrease of $12,044
as compared with the same month of last year,

and net $23,710, a decrease of $22,746.

A decrease of $116,139 in the receipts of the

Staten Island Rapid Transit company is shown in

the annual report just issued. The company's op-
erating expenses were cut down $24,218. but the

charges were increased nearly $7,000. From a sur-

plus of $26,445 in 1896 the company has dropped
to a deficit of $72,457.

A Western Union director is reported as saying
that earnings of the company as shown by test

offices are now upon a larger scale than for a long
time past, the improvement being uniform all over
the company's system. A rough estimate of actual

receipts is made by doubling figures recorded at

test offices. The ratio of this increase in the last

three weeks, if continued throughout the year, would
porduce earnings equal to half the amount that is

called for to pay the yearly dividend. In other
words, the company is now earning at the rate

of about 7.12 per cent.

During the six months ended August 31st the
Chicago Metropolitan "L" road earned net $129,-

048.50, or five per cent, interest on $5,161,920 of

bonds, a trifle more than one-third the present out-

standing issue. Considering that the months in

question cover a period of low earnings, it may be
taken with reason that the Metropolitan, as now
situated, is in a position to earn five per cent, on
one-half of the $15,000,000 bonds it has outstanding.
If access to the loop, which the road will soon
have, is to help the property in any such measure
as anticipated, then the road ought to be able to

earn sufficient to pay five per cent, interest on
$10,600,000 of bonds. If it proves its ability to

do this, the reorganization committee will prob-
ably scale the bonds one-third, distributing among
the bondholders, non-cumulative preferred stock or
income bonds of a par value equal to the amount
scaled off their bonds.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The National Electrolytic company, capitalized at

$200,000, has been incoirporated, to manufacture
chlorate of potassium at Niagara Falls. The com-
pany has contracted for 1,000 horse power with the
Niagara Falls Power company, and by next spring
hopes to have its product on the market. The di-

rectors of the company are James A. Roberts, Ed-
ward Michaed, Henry Koons and Tracy C. Becker of
Buffalo, Charles W. Hackett of Utica. William T.
Gibbs and Stanislaus P. Franchot of Buckingham.
Quebec, Canada. The new industry is one of the
fruits of the Dingley tariff, and the directors have
elected the following-named officers: President,
Edward Michael; secretary, Henry Koons; treas-
urer, Tracy C. Becker. Franchot & Gibbs have been
in the business of making chlorate of potash in
Buckingham, Quebec, and their process has been a
success. The salt from which chlorate of potash
is made comes from Stassfurt, Germany, in bags
weighing 224 pounds. It is known to the trade as
muriate of potash, the correct name being chloride
of potash. The production of chlorate of potash
by electrolysis will have a tendency, it is said, to
revolutionize the trade.

TRADE NEWS.
Announcement is made by the D. A. Kusel Tele-

phone Manufacturing company of St. Louis that,
owing to the growth of its business, it will be com-
pelled to enlarge its capacity (for the second time in
18 months), and that, therefore, it will remove to
1123 Pine street on or before October ist. In the
new location the company will have double the
space formerly occupied. It is noted that the orders
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are principally for supplying equipment for long
lines.

A daily newspaper announces that the Westing-
house Electric and Manufacturing company has
received from its European company notice of the
award to it by the Metropolitan Electrical Supply
company of the contract for a large electric light-
ing plant to be installed in London. The apparatus
will be of the multiphase type, involving the use
of the Tesla patents, which are owned in England
by the Westinghouse company. It is understood
that the contract amounts to between $350,000 and
$400,000.

The Massachusetts Chemical company of Boston
makes most elaborate tests to insure the high-re-
sistance properties of its insulating compounds.
'Five cents' worth of poor insulation," it says,
'will disable a thousand-dollar machine," and so,
as the company claims, every lot of crude materia!
used is exhaustively tested. Mr. Farrington, the
treasurer of the company, states that in his opinion
the Massachusetts Chemical company is making
7.S per cent, of the insulating compounds (paints and
varnishes) that are used in the world. He attributes
this solely to the quality of the materials, ob-
tained only by indefatigable investigation of what
he calls one of the most intricate problems ever
presented. He says that the Chemical company's
foreign salesman has just returned from Europe
with flattering reports of the prosperity of the elec-
trical industries there and of large sales of the
products of the company.

BUSINESS.
Business is very good with the Card Electric com-

pany of Mansfield, O., and were it not for lack of
space a long list of recent orders for dynamos and
motors could be enumerated here. These orders
came from the East, the South and the West, and
in addition the company is having more inquiries
than it ever had.

The Murray Iron Works company of Burlington,
Iowa, is building one of its well-known Sioux Cor-
liss engines for the new Armour packing house at
Omaha. This engine is to be of the cross-com-
pound condensing type, of 300 horse power, and
its design and construction will embody all the
late improvements in high-grade engines.

Taber & Mayer of Boston, Mass., report that
they are rushed in order to keep up with their or-
ders for telephone apparatus, and are now consid-
ering extending their capacity in order to meet the
demand. This firm has taken a prominent position
in the trade in the manufacture of telephone switch-
boards, transmitters, receivers and various telephone
supplies.

The Hope Appliance company of Providence,
R. I., has recently perfected a line of knife switches
which will be offered to the trade soon. These
switches will be manufactured in the usual excel-
lent style of this company, and "no shortage of mate-
rial necessary to carry the current as agreed for it"

will be a guarantee that will go with every switch
that is sold. This concern is rapidly increasing
facilities to take care of a large business this fall.

Although the New England Butt company of
Providence, R. I., has done a good business during
the depressed times, it has prepared to meet a
changed condition of trade by the purchase of large
amounts of raw material. This precaution was taken
none too soon, as a decided improvement is already
seen in orders for the line of apparatus which this
concern manufactures. The braiding machines are
known as standard among the manufacturers of in-
sulated wire.

The Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Manufactur-
ing company is enjoying a steadily increasing trade
in its public exchange apparatus. It is not only
continually adding many old exchanges to its list
of regular customers, but is constantly equipping
newly established exchanges with complete systems.
Among the company's most recent orders for
complete exchange and toll-line systems are those
for Sheldon, III., Huntsville, Texas, Freeport
Fla., and Hume, III.

The Electric Appliance company has just com-
pleted the distribution of its latest edition of cata-
logue known as General Catalogue No. 12. Every
mail brings a large number of complimentary letters
from customers and the trade in general from all
parts of the country. It is very evident that the
style in which this catalogue has been issued is the
one that is the most satisfactory to the trade, and
the Electric Appliance company will undoubtedly
reap the benefits that naturally come from the exer-
cise of the best judgment in matters of this kind.

The Kneeland Reflector company of 24 Travers
street, Boston, has recently offered a new price-list
of its reflector shades which very materially
changes the former quotations made by this con-
cern, and it will be well for purchasers of this class
of goods to write to the Kneeland company about it.

It will be remembered that this company is the ori-
ginal patentee and manufacturer of the ground glass
bottom reflector shade known as the McCreary
shade, and as its contract with Mr. McCreary has
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expired, it states that it is now prepared to furnish

the trade at factory prices.

A. G. Roth, one of the active members of the

firm of Roth Brothers, manufacturers of electrical

machinery, Chicago, has just returned from an en-

joyable vacation, and informed a representative of

the Western Electrici.in that he is again "ready to

receive orders" for Roth apparatus. It is hinted

that Mr. Roth became an expert bowler while away
from Chicago.

Assistant General Manager M. L. Livingston of

the Standard Thermometer and Electric company

of Peabody, Mass., has recently returned from a
short trip to various cities in the East with some
large orders for the Upton Midget enclosed arc
lamps. He states that this lamp is destined to be
a quick seller, having the advantage of burning
150 hours and being made for high and low
tension street railway and power circuits. It can be
placed in almost any room because it is only 22

inches long, and has the least possible mechanism,
while the claim that it is the cheapest to buy and
maintain is of the very strongest character.

George W. Patterson, until recently with S. F. B.
Morse & Co., Chicago, has just been appointed

Chicago and western representative for the Gordon-
Burnham primary battery and the Fiberite com-
pany's M^dbery switches and overhead railway ma-
terial, with ofifice at 11 14 Marquette building. Mr.
Patterson is well known to the electrical fraternity
through his past connection as "the right-hand
man in Morse's office," and also by his very ingen-
ious electrical Indian clubs (first famous at the
Trocadero in 1893), with which he often entertains
friends and the public. Mr. Patterson is a "hustler,"'

and with two such agencies, backed by his pleasing
address and energy, he will, without doubt, make a
success as a man "in for himself."

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
589,830. Secondary Battery. Henry W. Head-

land, London, England. Application filed Feb-
ruary II. 1896.

A metallic grid-like support for the active material con-
sists essentially of a series of superposed open frames of
polygonal form interconnected at their exterior and in-

terior angles by connecting bars or posts.

589,832. Electrical Signaling Device for Use on
Pneumatic Conveyer Tubes. George W.
Hook, London, England. Application filed

February i, 1897.

A trigger arm is provided with a convex side extending
into the conveyer tube and pivoted within an air-tight
chamber outside the conveyer tube, and a cam on the axis
of the trigger arm; a contact device is adapted to be oper-
ated by the cam as the trigger arm swings on its pivot.

589,838. Coil for Electrical Machines and Method
of Making Same. Benjamin G. Lamme, Pitts-

burg, Pa. Application filed April 17, 1897.

NO. 589,904.

The method described of manufacturing bar windings
for armatures of electrical machines consists in forming a
single flat bar of approximately uniform lateral dimensions
into a loop, the arms of which are approximately parallel
and lie in the same plane, then bending the respective
arms in opposite directions about an axis which is parallel
to the long portions of the arms and which passes through
the end of the loop.

589,839. Armature for Electrical Generators and
Motors. Benjamin G. Lamme, Pittsburg, Pa.

Application filed July 2, 1897.

An armature is described comprising a core provided
with slots and a winding located in the slots, the winding
comprising an inner long bar and outer short bar in each
slot, and end connecters bolted or riveted to the project-
ing ends of the bars.

589,842. Method of Manufacturing Electrodes for

Secondary Batteries. Henry Leitner, Nieder-
schonhausen, Germany. Application filed Jan-
uary 23, 1896.

The method consists in finely powdering and intimately
mixing about ninety-five per cent, oxide of lead with about
five per cent, carbon, turning that mixture into a pulp by
aid of a suitable medium, forming the pulp into a fiat or
curved plate by distributing it upon a sheet of pierced lead,
or upon a piece of lead network, letting the pulp become
hard, reducing it to porous lead by exposing the plate to

the action of an electric current and subjecting the plate to

a high pressure.

589,845. Coil for Electrical Machines. John P.

Mallett, Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed Feb-
ruary 15, 1897.

This coil comprises straight parallel sides of unequal
length, the opposing faces of which lie in converging
planes and ends, each of which consists of a portion ad-
jacent to the long side and approximately perpendicular
thereto, and a longitudinally inclined portion joining the
perpendicular end portion with the short side.

589,865! Switch for Electric Circuits. Herbert B.
Shallenberger, Rochester, Pa. Application
filed May 26, 1897.

A switch for electric circuits comprising a base having
two pairs of jaw terminals and a pair of block terminals, a
pair of blades connected at one end by an insulating head
and having their other ends bent to form bow springs, and
bolts or screws for pivotally fastening the spring ends to
the block terminals,

589,891. Elevator Controller. Maxwell W. Day,
Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed June 12,

1897.

Contacts are provided for connecting the motor with the
source of supply, and means for disconnecting the motor
from the source and connecting a resistance across the
mains; also means for shunting the armature by a portion
of the resistance.

589,893. Automatic Switch for Surface Contact
Railways. Edward M. Hewlett, Schenectady.
N. Y. Application filed January 25, 1897.

A controlling device for an electric car provided with
motors, a storage battery and a resistance has contacts and
connections adapted to include the battery at starting in
series with the motors and one part of the resistance, and
in multiple with another part of the resistance, and to cut
it out as the speed of the motors is increased.

Issued September 14, i8gy.

589,894. Surface Contact Railway. Edward M.
' Hewlett, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed

May 27, 1897.

The automatic switch is actuated by a contact in the
roadway to open the battery circuit, with a switch acting
to reverse the leads between the motors and battery and
the contact shoes.

589,897. Bell. Samuel Jevons and William Col-

lins, Birmingham, England. Application filed

October 28, 1896. Patented in England Julv
21, 1896.

A single hammer is arranged between two bells and com-
mon to both, the single armature attached to the hammer,
a pair of magnets arranged to act on the common £rma-
ture. the contact pillars, one on each side of the armature,
the contact springs carried by the armature, a circuit and
push-button for each magnet and contact pillar, and a
double pushbutton independent of the two first mentioned
and adapted to be located at any desired distance there-
from, with circuit connections for closing both circuits to

energize both maguets and sound both bells from the com-
mon hammer,

589,904. Dynamo Brush Holder. John A. Marsh,
St Louis, Mo. Application filed January 9,

1897.
,

An improved dynamo brush-holder having a casting pro-
vided with a slot adapted to be fitted over a quadrant bar
of a machine, a casting movably secured to the casting held
to the quadrant bar, a bar adjustably secured to the mov-
able casting, a clamp placed upon the end of the bar, the
clamp carrying a brush, the movable casting regulated by
a spring, the spring connecting both castings.

589,938. Electrical Cigar Lighter. Timothy G.

Dobbins, Telluride, Colo. Application filed

May II, 1897.

A block having rows of insulated metallic pegs, the pegs
in the alternate rows being electrically connected and
adapted to be oppositely polarized, ^ith a separate metal-
lic igniting device constructed to be drawn across the
silrface of the pegs to create a series of short circuits, and
thereby cause an ignition of the material on the igniting
device,

589,996, Electric,"Arc Lamp, Thomas E, Adams,
Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed July 28,

1896.

Id an arc lamp there is the combination with a magnet
having salient poles of like polarity and a consequent pole
of the other polarity, of an armature pivotally supported
between its ends by the consequent pole within the path of

the Hues of force, the armature being constructed and
adapted to be vibrated by the action of the salient poles.

590.000. Mounting for Commutators of Dynamo-
electric Machines. Erasmus Caemmerer, Chi-

cago, 111. Application filed May 13, 1897.

The dynamo-electric machine, with the commutator and
the commutator frame supoorling the commutator but elec-

trically insulated therefrom, and an insulating mounting
interposed between the commutator frame and the sup-
porting part of the dynam'^-plpctric machine.

NO. 590,000.

590,021. Brake Merhanism for Power-driven Ve-
hicles. John R. Price, Brooklyn, N. Y., Ap-
plication filed May 12, 1897.

This electrically propelled vehicle employs two electric

motors mounted thereon and an electro-magnetic brake
device operatively cjnnected with the brake lever.

590,098. Alternating Current Generator. Henry
Fairbanks, St. Johnsbury, Vt. Application filed

March 6, 1S97.

A continuously magnetized field magnet having its poles
facing each other, each pole divided into two or more equal
pole divisions alternately right and left-hand wound with
generating coils, separate inductor masses reaching nearly
across between the poles, and each substantially of the
size of the presenting end of one of the pole divisions, and
a non-magnetic carrier arranged in one position to present
the inductors fairly to all the right-hand wound pole di-

visions, directing ihe magnetic flux through them, and in

the next position to present these inductors to all the left-

hand wound divisions, directing this flux in the same way
through them, whereby an alternating current is induced
in the generating coils.

590,136. Telephone Exchange System. William
W. Dean, St. Louis, Mo. Application filed

November 3, 1896,

Two telephone lines are employed, each provided with a
switch at the subscriber's station, and at the central office
switching devices for uniting the lines, in combination
with a signaling generator adapted to be closed to the
called subscriber's line when the lines are united, -an
electro-magnetic circuit-clianging device provided with
two windings or helices, one winding being connected with
the generator circuit and the other being connected in a
local circuit containing two openings and a source of cur-
rent, one of the openings being closed when the lines are
connected together, the switch of the called subscriber
when operated being adapted to reduce the resistance of
the circuit containing the signaling generator to increase
the current traversing the coil connected with the gener-
ator to operate the electro-magnetic circuit-changing de-
vice, to close the other opening of the local circuit, and
immediately thereafter to open the connection between the
generator and the coil or winding of the electro-magnetic
circuit-changing device connected therewith.

NO, 590,

590,137. Telephone System, William W. Dean,
St. Louis, Mo. Application filed September 28,

1896. Renewed August 2, 1897.

One claim is for the combination of line wires leading
from a central office to subscribers' stations, with calling
apparatus at the subscribers' stations, a calling generator,
an electro-magnet adapted to include the generator in cir-
cuit with the subscribers' calling apparatus, means oper-
ated by the called subscribers' apparatus for removing the
generator, and apparatus at the central office for ex-
clusively controlling the operation of the electro-magnet,
whereby its operation by sub-station apparatus is pre-
vented and false signals obviated.

590,151. Secondary Battery. Gilbert Hart, De-
troit, Mich. Application filed January 14, 1897.

An electrode for this storage battery consists of two
similar sheets of metallic lead, each sheet having half
cells formed by walls integral with the sheet, the side
walls converging toward the latter from the open top of the
trough to its bottom, the two plates being united with the
half cell-i registering adjacent series of the cells being
separated by plane vertical portions of the united sheets,
which are united when the two plates are brought to-
gether.

590.185. Telephone Exchange System. William
W. Dean, St. Louis, Mo. Application filed

July 2, 1897.

The essential features of the system include the combi-
nation with a telephone line having a switch and a signal
bell at the subscriber's station, of a circuit inde-
pendent of the telephone line, an electro-magnetic circuit-
controlling device connected in the circuit, means governed
by the switch for changing the electrical condition of the
circuit, whereby the operative condition ot the electro-
magnetic circuit-controlling device may be altered, switch-
ing apparatus at the central office for uniting and discon-
necting telephone lines, a calling generator, a calling
switch adapted to be operated by the circuit-controlling
device to include the generator in circuit with the signal
bell at, the station when the condition of the independent
circuit is normal or unchanged by the operation of the
switch at the subscriber's station, the switching apparatus
being adapted to associate the calling switch with the tele-
phone line upon being manipulated to connect subscribers
for conversation, and a switch in the independent circuit
also provided for the purpose of controlling the same.

590.186. Telephone System. William W. Dean,
St. Louis, Mo. Application filed July 12, 1897.

Telephone lines extend from subscribers' stations to

an exchange, each subscriber's station being provided with
a signal bell, with switching apparatus at the exchange for
uniting subscribers' lines for conversation, a calling gener-
ator, a calling switch adapted upon being actuated to in-

clude the generator in circuit with the bell at the called
subscriber's station, a detent adapted to engage and main-
tain the calling switch in the position to which it has been
actuated, whereby the generator is maintained in circuit
with the called subscriber's bell, an electro-magnet for
withdrawing the detent Irom engagement with the switch,
and switches at the subscribers" stations, each switch be-
ing adapted when its station is the called station to oper-
ate the magnet, the calling switch being adapted when thus
disengaged from its detent to resume its normal idle posi-
tion to remove the generator from lipe.
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A Model Isolated Plant.
The increasing number of comparatively small

lighting plants which have been^ installed for the

lighting of private residences affords sufficient rea-

son for the following description of one of the

most modern and entirely complete plants that has,

up to the present time, been put in operation. This

is the plant installed for Mr. H. N. Higinbotham
of Chicago at his country home near Joliet, 111.

The first intention was to light the house by gas

furnished from a plant which it was proposed to

install upon the grounds, and with this in view
the entire house was piped. Upon second con-
sideration, however, it was decided to abandon this

plan and to wire the building for incandescent
lighting, placing the necessary machinery and ap-
paratus in one-half of the building already set apart
for the plant to be used for the heating of the house
and conservatories.

As the house was to be complete and furnished
in every detail with the most modern appliances
conducive to the comfort and convenience of the
owner, it was necessary that the lighting plant

should conform in every respect to the surround-
ings, nothing being omitted which would add to
its completeness and the facility of operation. The
professional services of Pierce & Richardson, con-
sulting engineers, Chicago, were retained to this

The fi.xtures for the house were especially de-
signed to suit the finish of the rooms; those for the
reception room, for example (Fig. 3). being gold-
leafed, the finish of this room being in old ivory
and gold. The lamps for all fixtures are ground
glass with the exception of the candelabra lamps,
which are porcelain candle lamps made for this

installation upon special order.
T"=« in,,,.,-.^--'- used throughout the grounds

formerly graced the

exhibit of the West-
ern Electric com-
pany in the Elec-
tricity Building at

the World's Fair.

As these posts were
already on the

ground, and it was
desired that they be
used, if possible,

some special pro-
vision had to be
made for lamps, as

the capacity of the
plant prohibited the
installation of con-
stant potential arcs.

A novel idea was

tapped to receive a close nipple: the shade-holder
is securely held in position on this nipple, between
two nuts, around which compound was poured to

prevent moisture entering the pipes. Above these
nuts is fitted a reducing nozzle, to which the lamp
socket is attached. As the shade-holders are solid,

they were drilled lo allov/ any water which might
collect to easily run off. These precautions were
necessary, owing to the fixtures being exposed to

Interior of Engine Room, Showing Dynamo and Switchboard.

FIG. I. A MODEL ISOLATED PLANT.

end, the matter being left entirely in their hands
as to the arrangement and selection of apparatus.

The work of laying out the plant, and of designing
many special decorative and operative features, de-

volved upon Mr. S. G. Neiler, of the firm mentioned,

and was executed in a manner that reflects credit

on his engineering judgment and constructive in-

genuity.

General Arrangement.

By a glance at the small picture giving a view

of the house and grounds (Fig. 2, page 186), the

reader will gain a general idea of the area to

be supplied with current. The plant provides for

the lighting of the house, stable, conservatories,

grounds and the station itself

adopted,, by which the regular constant potential

arc lamp casings, without the mechanisms, were

placed in the posts and a three-light incandescent

cluster was suspended in the interior of each of the

globes. This gives ample light, and at the same

time the effect is all that could be desired, the opal-

escent globes diffusing the light and the whole

having the appearance of the regular arc lamps.

The special decorative wrought-iron posts upon

the bridges over the waterways connecting artificial

lakes were designed in the office of Pieri;e & Rich-

ardson and deserve passing remark, owing to the

manner in which the lamps are attached. Through
the center of the post a three- inch iron pipe is

extended, reaching nearly to the top and is there

finished with an ordinary cast-iron cap, this being

the weather, and as the
lamps are placed in a ver-
tical position. The whole
is covered with an opal-
escent round electric ball
shade, making a very at-
tractive completed fixture.
The lead-covered con-
ductors are led directly
from the manhole bo.xes to
the lamp sockets, and, with
the construction adopted,
any possible trouble from
moisture is entirely ob-
viated.

There is no special fea-
ture in the conservatory
lighting or that in the
stable; the latter, however,
being most complete; three-
point switches are placed
in convenient places, per-
mitting a certain portion of
the lights to be operated
from the several points.

The house is provided
with a most complete bur-
glar-alarm system, protect-
ing all accessible openings.
A special circuit, is run to
the stable for the extension
alarm bell there installed;

this circuit is provided with
a relay which automatically
brings a local circuit at the

stable into operation, this

latter circuit being fur-

nished with an independent
cut-out switch.

The house is in direct

communication with the

stable by a telephone line. The instrument at one
end is located in the butler's pantry, while that

at the other end is in the main carriage room.

Circuits.

All the circuits throughout the house are carried

in iron-armored conduit. The feeder wires from
the switchboard were led through a brick tunnel

or subway, built for carrying the steam pipes for

the heating system, through the conservatories to

the basement of the building.

For the lighting of the ground, lead-covered con-

ductors were drawn into galvanized iron pipes,

leading from the end of the brick subway to each

manhole in succession. These manholes were built

of brick, as were also the foundations for the lamp-
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posts, the covers being the same style cast-iron

covers as were designed for the World's Fair.

For the stable lighting a galvanized iron pipe

was laid between the lighting station and the

stable, into which wires were drawn; a second pipe

for the telephone and burglar-alarm wires was laid

in the same trench, this pipe, however, being con-

tinned to the house where the telephone and bur-

glar-alarm annunciators are placed.

The ground lighting was divided upon two cir-

cuits, each being provided with separate and in-

dependent switches at the cut-out cabinet located in

the basement of the dynamo room. In connection

with these circuits, Sechrist automatic magnetic

switches were installed, the battery circuits con-

necting with them being run to the dynamo room
as well as to the house, where were placed nickel-

plated ffush push-buttons for operating either or both

of the circuits by merely pressing the button corre-

sponding to the circuit it is desired to operate or

cut out of service, as the case may be. Either set

of pushes can be operated independently of the

other. The ease with which the ground lights may
thus be cut in or out, without going from (he house,

and the reliability of the system, render the arrange-

ment especially convenient, as the storage battery

could, in case of emergency, take care of these lights

long after the dynamo plant had been shut down.

Dynamo and Battery Plant.

As has been stated, the plant is housed m a sep-

arate power house, which also contains the heating

plant. This pretty little building is adjacent to the

conservatory, and an exterior view of it is given in

the upper picture in Fig. I. The large picture

shows the engine room, which is very neat and
handsomely finished. The floor is made of narrow
hardwood strips, oiled; the walls and ceiling are

plastered and whitened, while a high wainscoting of

narrow, matched and beaded hard pine, rubbed down
in hard-oil, completes the building finish. A fine

hand railing of polished brass with fancy swinging
gate separates the machinery from the entrance way.

The dynamo is of the Crocker-Wheeler make, the

manufacturers' rating being 10 kilowatts at 125 volts.

A special pulley was provided and the dynamo
speeded up sufficiently to generate a potential of 140

volts with the resistance nearly all cut out of the

rheostat, as this potential is necessary for charging
ihe storage battery plant. The dynamo is belt-driven

from a Lewis gas engine of 17 horse power, running
at 230 revolutions per minute, a five-inch Under-
wood cotton-leather belt being used.

The engine is operated by gasoline, the supply
tank being located underground about 30 feet from
the building line and connected by suction and over-

battery room. By inspection of the diagram it can

readily be seen that while one set of three cells is

discharging, the second set will be charging; thus

always insuring one set being fully charged, as the

discharge rate is necessarily less than the charging,

owing to the intermittent spark required for igni-

tion. The usual spark coil is inserted in the cir-

cuit leading to the terminals at the engine.

In the basement of the building, and almost di-

rectly under the switchboard, an ideal battery room
has been built. A portion of it is shown in Fig. 5.

FIG. 2. A MODEL ISOLATED PLANT.—MR. HIGINBOTHAM S

COUNTRY HOME AT JOLIET.

The walls are brick, the inside being plastered and
the floor cemented. The battery shelves were built

of such size as to accommodate the elements in-

stalled; upon these shelves and resting upon special

oil insulators are wooden trays containing sawdust
in which the glass jars are set. Both shelves and
trays are thoroughly painted with P. & B. paint, the

acid having no action upon the wood when so

treated.

The battery plant comprises 58 elements of the

Electric Storage Battery company's chloride ac-

cumulator, type "E-ii," in glass jars, so arranged
as to be readily accessible in event of repairs being
necessary. This battery has a normal rating of 250
ampere-hours, and, as advertised by the manufac-
turer, will stand a discharge rate of 50 amperes for

four hours. The battery, with the new Manchester
positiA'e plates, which were furnished about eight

months after the first installation, has been in use
for about six months and apparently is in as good
condition to-day as when the new type plates were
substituted. The battery is arranged so that the 15

end cells are automatically cut in or out of service

as the load demands, so as to mamtain the line

pressure constant.

All the wires are led directly from the battery to

the switchboard through an opening in the wall of

FIG. 3. A MODEL ISOLATED PLANT.—FIXTURES IN RECEPTION ROOM.

flow pipes with the engine. Generally, in ordinary
gas-engine plants, a large water tank is conveniently
located and so connected to the jacketed cylinder of
the engine as to permit of a circulation of water
about the cylinder. In the present case, however,
connection was made through suitable valves di-

rectly to the main water supply pipe, thereby in-

suring a constant flow of cold water through the
jacket, thus materially simplifying the arrangement
as well as improving the general appearance of the
plant. The engine is provided with an electric ig-

nition device operated from storage batteries, con-
nected through a four-pole double-throw switch, a
diagram of the connections of which is shown in
Fig. 4 (p. 187). The small 25 ampere-hour cells

used for this purpose are located in the regular

the battery room left for the double purpose of con-
ductor space and ventilation.

Switchboard.

Upon entering the dynamo room the switchboard,
stands immediately to the left (Fig. i), a polished
hard pine panel inclosing the end, giving a finished
appearance to this part of the board. It is of pol-
ished white Tennessee marble, the instruments being
mounted on the face of the board and all connec-
tions made at the rear. The diagram of wiring
(Fig. 6, p. 188) clearly shows all connections and
can be easily traced out. While seemingly com-
licated, the connections are quite simle. The in-

teresting part of the entire installation, from an
engineer's point of view, centers in the switch-

board. The comparatively .ew devices, and yet the
multiplicity of combinations which can be made,
render a detailed description desirable.
The ammeters and voltmeters are the standard

round-dial pattern Weston instruments. At the
bottom of the diagram of the switchboard connec-
tions is shown an automatic end-cell switch, the de-
tailed connections of which are shown in Fig. 7.

This switch was designed especially for this in-

stallation, the object being to maintain a constant
potential of no volts at the center of distribution in
the house, whether the batteries were being charged
while the dynamo was furnishing light direct, or
whether the batteries were supplying current with
the dynamo idle. The switch is controlled by a
small motor connected across the battery circuit as
shown in the diagram. This motor is connected
by a belt to a worm, operating the worm-wheel,
which is connected to a movable contact arm. This
arm is so connected that when moved in one direc-
tion some one or all of the 15 end cells are cut in

service and when moved in the opposite direction
the cells are out of service, but as they are dis-

charged, the switch automatically cuts in cells so as
to maintain a potential at the center of distribution
of approximately no volts. The motor in connec-
tion with this switch is operated, stopped, reversed
and again started by the action of a potential in-

dicator located at the top and in the center of the
board, the connections to the same being clearly
shown in the diagram of details (Fig. 6).

In addition to this automatic end-cell switch, there
is a full accompaniment of automatic overload
switches and overcharge and discharge switches.
At the back of the board there is placed a motor-

starting box so connected that when starting the
plant the battery current can be used to run the
dynamo as a motor and thereby get the engine up
to speed before the gas is turned into the engine
at all. This is a most convenient adjunct to the
operation of a gas-engine plant and makes a very
easy and convenient means of starting the plant.

The double-scale battery-charging ammeter is so
arranged and connected that when the dynamo is

charging the batteries direct the ammeter indicates
to the left, and when the load is increased to such
an extent as to exceed the capacity of the dynamo
and the batteries are called into service, the battery
ammeter will indicate in the opposite direction,

which shows a discharge.
The maximum load of the dynamo is 80 amperes,

but when running in connection with the battery,

the load can be so divided, by manipulating the
rheostat that the dynamo can carry the entire load
up to this amount, the battery in such cases acting
as an equalizer in maintaining a constant pressure
on the lines and may, in such case, indicate either

charge or discharge, according to the requirements.
In Fig. I, at the end of the switchboard, there

will be noticed a small switch-plate with two light

and two dark buttons. These are the Sechrist
SAvitches at the station already referred to.

From the start, the plant has been under the
direct charge and supervision of Mr. J. D. Thomp-
son, to whom praise is due, as the plant has operated
very successfully and is certainly a model isolated

combination dynamo and battery plant.

Municipal Officers Meet.

The meeting of mayors, aldermen and other city

officials at Columbus, Ohio, this week, considered
the subject of municipal ownership of lighting and
railway plants.

Mayor McVicar of Des Moines, la., read a paper
on "Street Lighting by Contract and by Municipal
Ownership."
He said that the local companies made a vigorous

campaign to defeat the proposition authorizing

municipal ownership of a plant in Des Moines,
money and political influence being freely used, but
the vote was favorable by nearly three to one. The
plant is not yet built, owing to suits threatened by
prominent taxpayers under the direction and ad-

vice of the attorneys of the local companies. He
continued: "While we now generally concede the
justice of municipal ownership of waterworks and
are about ready to indorse municipal street lighting,

we hesitate at going further and declaring for city

ownership of such natural monopolies as gas and
street railways. However, we are rapidly coming
to believe in the soundness of this principle."

-The Chicago Tribune succeeded in working up a

sensation in connection with the meeting by charg-
ing the General Electric company with an attempt
to pack the convention with opponents of the mu-
nicipal ownership idea. The basis of this statement
was a letter sent out by William J. Clark, general
manager of the railway department of the General
Electric company, in which he said:

I have reliable information to [he eitect that extraordinary
efforts will be made to have the convention declare itself in
favor of municipal ownership of street railway, gas and electric
lightine companies, and similar corporations, or. at least, to
place heavier burdens upon them. It is expected that those city
officials who favor the theory mentioned will constitute the ma-
jority in attendance imless speedy and extraordinary efforts are
made by those most interested to secure the attendance of city
officials who view the problem from a different standpoint.
Therefore. I would respectfully suggest the advisability of

your consulting with the officials of other interested corporations
in your city and having such action taken as is possible to secure
the attendance at the convention ot city officials who do not be-
lieve in municipal ownership and operation as against private
corporations. I should, periiaps. explain tliat I am sending out
this letter at the urgent request of certain of my friends repre-
senting large street railway and lighting interests—not in any de-
sire to be officious in matters directly affecting local interests.
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Municipal Ownership in Philadelphia.
[Fioni tbe New York Sun.

I

Philadelphia is the chief American city which
owns its gas-plant. .Artificial gas as an illuminanl

was first made in the United Stales in 1806. A gas

company was chartered in Baltimore in i8i6; one

was chartered in Boston in 1822, and New York
adopted gas for illuminating purposes in 1825.

Ten years ago gas was introduced into the city

ni Philadelphia by a private company, the mu-
nicipality reserving the-right, on stated terms, to

buy out the stockholders, which was done in 1841,

more than half a century ago. The United Gas Im-

renders inevitable llie expenditure of very large sums of money.
;\ municipal orKaiiization cannot properly meet the conditions
and coutiniiencies of the future.

In other words, as set forth in the arguments
advanced by those who favor the withdrawal of the

city of Philadelphia from the gas-making and gas-

selling business after long experiment, it has proved
to be a failure in operation, for th.; reason that th.-

l)nsiness is not as well conducted by public au-
thority operating on political lines as it would or
could be by a business corporation chartered by
public authority and operating under public safe-

guard and under the competition of rivals to supply
the municipal ownership of the gas plant acquired

insufficient for the requirements of so large a city—
an appropriation of thousands where several million
dollars ir.ight perhaps be expended to advantage
in the improvement of the plant.

It is under these circumstances in Philadelphia,
where municipal ownership has been tried on a
broad scale, and after 50 years of practical and un-
satisfactory experience, that the leading and most
active citizens of the city, representing both politi-
cal parties and all elements of the population, are
united in favoring a formal lease of the gas-works
to a private corporation, getting back to the ori-

ginal starting point, which was the supplying of gas
for public uses, not by the city itself, but by one or
more corporations authorized to do it. One sig-

riificant result of the operation in practice of the
so-called "principle" of municipal ownership has
been that when the director of the Philadelphia
public works was asked to furnish on Tuesday a
statement of the case for the guidance of the coun-
cil, "giving the present value of the gas-works and
a statement showing the assessed valuation of the
buildings and grounds occupied, together with the
quantity of water consumed by the gas-works,"
he stated in answer "that he was at work on his

report, and expected to have it completed within a
few days."

Municipal ownership as applied to gas-works in

Philadelphia is not a success, and Tuesday's hearing
of the application for the lease of the works illus-

trates this very clearly.
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FIG. 4 A MODEL ISOLATED PUNT.—DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS FOR GAS-ENGINE ELECTRIC IGNITION.

provement company, a private concern, is now
seeking to get from the city a lease of its gas-works,

and the city authorities, after more than 50 years'

experience ' with "municipal ownership" of gas-

works, are desirous of (jisposing of them under

such lease. The city solicitor, whose position cor-

responds with that of corporation counsel in the

city of New York, has sent to the chairman of the

Philadelphia Council committee on finance and
water an opinion to the effect that the city au-

thorities have the right to make the lease, his con-

clusion being in the words following: -

In the existing condition of the law upon the entire subject I

am obliged to advise you that, in my opinion, the city has a right

to make a lease of its gas-works if authorized by an ordinance.

At the hearing on Tuesday some facts were dis-

closed which show how in practical operation "mu-
nicipal ownership" of gas works in Philadelphia.

The area of Philadelphia is 129 square miles and
the number of gas lamps in the city is I7,500. The
current expenses of the Bureau of Gas amount to

more than 5^3,000.000 a year and the city's loss on
gas amounts to about $150,000 a year. The gas

burned in Philadelphia is sold at a rate no cheaper

than in some other American cities in which the

municipality has nothing to do with supplying it.

and moreover, the quality of the gas furnished in

Philadelphia by the city is, as all travelers can at-

test and all candid Philadelphians admit, inferior.

Col. A. K. McCIure, one of the speakers at the

public hearing in Philadelphia on Tuesdaj', said:

We have very bad gas in Philadelphia. I doubt whether any
other city in tire Union has as bad gas as we have. You have
lost thousands and thousands and scores of thousands, yea, hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars in this city because your gas is un-
fit tor use. This is a fact that none will dispute. Men have
given all manner of theory, but we must look at the facts, and
unless Philadelphia shall produce a better quality of gas, in five

years from this time probably as much as 25, 30. or even 40 per
cent, of the gas will be supplanted by electric lights. Our gas-
works do not pay. They are to-day a positive loss to the tax-

payers of this city. They show in a year a loss of nearly a quar-
ter of a million dollars.

The reasons assigned by Col. McClure for the

failure of municipal ownership of gas-works in

Philadelphia are the same as are to be found gen-
erally. The gas plant is imperfect, primitive, not
up to date, and insufficient for the requirements of

the city. Tlie management of the .gas-works, in-

stead of being in the hands of business men de-
siring to operate them for profit and compelled by
competition to furnish the satisfactory supply at

a proper rate, are under the direction of politicians

of no particular knowledge on the subject and with-
out the incentive to furnish the city with the best
service posible. John C. Bullitt, one of the speak-
ers at Tuesday's meeting in advocacy of the policy
of leasing the gas-works, now operated under mu-
nicipal ownership, to the corporation which is bid-
ding for the lease, said:

The private organizations who are stimulated by their interest
ran unquestionably secure greater etiiciency and better service
in manufacturing enterprises. Another difficulty in the manage-
ment of the gas-works by the city is this: Judicious operation of
such a large business enterprise requires that the persons manag-
ing it should be forehanded in the plant and in the preparations
in reference to future business. Pipes will rust and give out.
The size of the pipe fitted for the business will change from time
to time. Extensions and expansions are required. New material
and new methods are being from time to time required. All this

by purchase from private companies. Millions of

dollars of unproductive investment are represented

in the plant. The loss entailed each year upon the

people of Philadelphia is from $150,000 to $250,-

000, variously estimated, but there is no claim or
pretense of any profit, while the conditions estab-

lished are such, by the municipal ownership of gas,

Canadian Tariff Duties on Electlcal
Machinery and Supplies.

For the convenience of American manufacturers
and exporters the State Department has issued a
copy of the new Canadian tariff law now in force

and known as the customs tariff of 1897. Those
sections of particular interest to the electrical and
allied interests are the following:

144. Acid, sulphuric, 25 per cent, ad valorem.
171. Lubricating oils, composed wholly or in part

of petroleum, costing less than 25 cents per gallon.

five cents per gallon.

175. Lubricating oils, not elsewhere specified, and
axle grease, 25 per cent, ad valorem.

185. China and porcelain ware, also earthenware
and stoneware, brown or colored, and Rockingham
ware, white granite or iron stoneware, "c. c." or
cream-colored ware, decorated, printed or sponged,
and all earthenware not elsewhere specified, 30 per
cent, ad valorem.

213. Skins for morocco leather, tanned but not
further manufactured; sole leather and belting

leather of all kinds; tanners' scrap leather; and

FIG. 5. A MODEL ISOLATED PLANT.—STORAGE BATTERY.

that there is no business competition against the
city, which enjoys a monopoly, and the quality of

g^s is so poor that the city's monopoly gets less

value each year through the more extended use of

electricity. It is not practicable for the city to "im-
prove" its gas-works for the reason that there is

no available fund out of which such improvement
may be made, and if there was. the money would
be disbursed not by those having familiar knowl-
edge of the matter, experts in gas-making under
the most favorable conditions, but by persons hav-
ing no accurate knowledge of the matter whatever.
Last year only $55,000 was set aside for permanent
improvements in the city's gas-plant, a sum totally

leather and skins, not otherwise provided for, 15
per cent, ad valorem.

238. Iron and steel railway bars or rails of anj^

form, punched or not. not elsewhere specified, for

railways, which term for the purposes of this item
shall include all kinds of railways, street railways
and tramways, even although they are used for pri-

vate purposes only, and even although they are
not used or intended to be used in connection with
the business of common carr3dng of goods or pas-
sengers, 30 per cent, ad valorem.

241. Locomotives for railways, not elsewhere speci-

fied, 35 per cent, ad valorem.

243. Forgings of iron or steel of whatever shape
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or size or in whate\oi* stage of iiiamitactiirc, not

elsewhere specified; and steel shafting, turned, com-
pressed, or polished; and hammered iron or steel

bars or shapes, not otherwise provided for, 30 per
cent, ad valorem.

249. Wrought iron or steel boiler tubes, not else-

where specified, including flues and corrugated tubes
for marine boilers, five per cent, ad valorem.

264. Wire, single or several, covered with cotton,

linen, silk, rubber or other material, including cable

so covered, not elsewhere specified, 30 per cent,

ail valorem.
265. Brass wire, plain, 10 per cent, ad valorem.
266. Copper wire, plain, tinned or plated, 15 per

cent, ad valorem.
267. Wire cloth, or woven wire of brass or copper,

25 per cent, ad valorem.
26S. Wire of all metals and kinds, not otherwise

provided for, 20 per cent, ad valorem.
269. Wire rope, stranded or twisted wire clothes-

cliandeliers, gas, coal or other oil fixtures and elec

trie light fi,\tures, or metal parts thereof, including
lava or other tips, burners, collars, galleries, shades
and shade holders, 30 per cent, ad valorem.

298. Lamp springs, and glass bulbs for electric

lights, 10 per cent, ad valorem.
299. Babbitt metal, type metal, phosphor tin and

phosphor bronze in blocks, bars, plates, sheets and
wire, 10 per cent, ad valorem.

315. Steam engines, boilers, ore crushers and
rock crushers, stamp mills, Cornish and belted rolls,

rock drills, air compressors, cranes, derricks, per-
cnsion coal cutters, pumps, not elsewhere specified,

windmills, horsepowers, portable engines, thrashers,

separators, fodder or feed cutters, potato diggers,

grain crushers, fanning mills, hay tedders, farm
wagons, slot machines and typewriters, and all ma-
chinery composed wholly or in part of iron or steel,

not otherwise provided for, 25 per cent, ad valorem.

341. Vulcanized fiber, karlavert, indurated fiber.

V-
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FIG. 6. A MODEL ISOLATED PLANT.—DIAGRAM OF SWITCHBOARD CONNECTIONS.

line, picture or other twisted wire and wire cable,

not elsewhere specified, 25 per cent, ad valorem.
272. Lead, old, scrap, pig and block, 15 per cent,

ad valorem.
273. Lead, in bars and in sheets, 25 per cent, ad

valorem.
275. Lead, manufactures of, not otherwise pro-

vided for, 30 per cent, ad valorem.
276. Brass and copper nails, tacks, rivets and

burrs or washers; bells and gongs, not elsewhere
specified, and all manufactures of brass or copper,
not otherwise provided for, 30 per cent, ad valorem.

277. Zinc, manufactures of, not otherwise provided
for, 25 per cent, ad valorem.

27S. Nickel anodes, 10 per cent, ad valorem.
294. Telephone and telegraph instruments, elec-

tric and galvanic batteries, electric motors, dyna-
mos, generators, sockets, insulators of all kinds; and
electric apparatus, not elsewhere specified, 25 per
cent, ad valorem.

295. Electric light carbons and carbon points, of
all kinds, not elsewhere specified, 35 per cent, ad
valorem.

296. Carbons over six inches in circumference, 15
per cent, ad valorem.

297. Lamps, side lights and headlights, lanterns.

and like material, and manufactures of, not else-

where specified, 25 per cent, ad valorem.

385. Oiled silk and oiled cloth, and tape or other
textile India rubbered, flocked or coated, not other-
wise provided for, 30 per cent, ad valorem.
Among other articles enumerated on the free list

are philosophical instruments and apparatus, sci-

entific, electrical and engineering books, copperas,
blue vitriol, nickel, silex, electric or magnetic ma-
chines for separating or concentrating iron ores,

platinum wire or bars, zinc in blocks, sheets and
plates, and these brass, copper, rubber and gutta-

percha products:
492. Brass and copper, old and scrap, or in blocks;

and brass or copper in bolts, bars and rods in coil

or otherwise, not less than six feet in length, un- .

manufactured, and brass or copper in strips, sheets

or plates, not polished, planished or coated, and
brass or copper tubing, in lengths of not less than
six feet, and not polished, bent or otherwise man-
ufactured, and copper in ingots or pigs.

573. Rubber and gutta-percha, crude caoutchouc
or india rubber, unmanufactured; powdered rubber
and rubber waste; hard rubber in sheets but not fur-

ther manufactured and recovered rubber and rub-
ber substitute.

Telephone News from the Northwest.
[Hroiu the Minneapolis correspondent of the Western Elec-

trician.
I

The Mutual Telephone company of Des Moine.-;
has received the second section of its switchboard
on which 500 additional instruments can be con-
nected, making a total of 1,000 in use.
The American Telephone and Telegraph com-

pany, which has been unable to get long-distance
lelephone connection into St. Paul, without ac-
cipting a burdensome franchise, is again working
to secure a franchise there. The council wants
the company to agree to give connection with any
other local company securing a franchise.
The EIroy Telephone company has completed a

line from Elroy to Wonewoc, Wis., and connects
with Viroqua, La Crosse and other points.
The council committee on ordinances of Min-

neapolis is considering a repeal of ihe ordinances
under which the Northwestern Telephone Ex-
change company -works, it being proposed to pass
another franchise which shall provide for a gross-
earnings tax. The attorney for the telephone com-
pany has been before the committee vigorously op-
posing the repeal.

The St. Croix Valley Telephone company has
been granted a franchise for a telephone exchange
at Osceola, Wis.
An independent telephone company is an appli-

cant for a franchise at Ottumwa, la.

Wire will be strung for the Portage-Lodi tele-
phone line soon. A spur line will be built from
Poynette to Arlington, Wis., and another to Col-
umbus via Leeds and Hampden, V\^is.

The Western Minnesota Telephone company has
been granted a franchise at Glencoe, Minn., and
will build from Glencoe to Hutchinson.

FIG. 7. A MODEL ISOLATED PLANT.—CONNECTIONS OF
AUTOMATIC END-CELL SWITCH.

The Dakota Central Telephone company of Ab-
erdeen, S. D., contemplates extending its lines to
Ellendale, Monango and Edgeley, N. D.
Mondovi, Wis., is being canvassed for a tele-

phone system.
The telephone exchange at Jackson, Minn., has

just been opened, the Electrical Engineering com-
pany of Minneapolis furnishing the supplies.
The Northwestern Telephone company has be-

gun work on the construction of a telephone line
between Big Lake and Monticello, Minn.
Work is progressing on the line between Will-

mar and Minneapolis, Minn., and will be completed
in 30 days, a crew having just started to work west
from Cokato, to which point work has advanced,
and one has started working east from Willmar.
The distance is 43 miles.

Henry Brandenburg Released.
Judge Payne of the Superior Court has released

Henry Brandenburg from the custody of the sheriff

on a writ of habeas corpus. Brandenburg was
held to the Criminal Court by Justice Underwood,
on a charge of forgery, but the Superior Court held
that there was not sufficient evidence given before
the justice to bind him over to the grand jury.
The trouble involving Brandenburg came from

his interests in the General Electric Railway com-
pany, together with those of Lucius Clark. A civil

suit has been in progress between Brandenburg
and Clark in regard to General Electric stock. The
present case was a charge made by Clark that

Brandenburg had forged a receipt for 10,000 shares
of stock, which Brandenburg claimed he had placed
in Clark's possession, and in which he claimed an
interest. On behalf of the prosecution Clark testi-

fied that the signature on the receipt was not his,

and experts corroborated his statement. The de-
fense produced testimony to show that Clark had
admitted that he had signed the receipt. The Su-
perior Court held that the crime of forgery as
against Brandenburg could not be presumed on
this evidence.

Casselton, N. D.. will take bids for furnishing
an electric light plant.
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COMMUNICATION.
Large Induction Motors.

To the Editor of the Western Electrician:

In a recent issue of your paper we notice an ac-

count of a 400 liorse power induction motor by the
Westinghouse company, which is described as the

largest ever made.
As the speed of the motor is not gis'en, it is

difficult to judge of its size, but, as it is not de-
scribed as built for specially slow speed, we suppose
it runs at about three or four hundred revolutions
per minute.
We beg to point out that we have two of our

induction motors running for over a year and a

LARGE INDUCTION MOTORS.

half, giving 300 horse power each at the exception-
ally low speed of 200 revo)lutions per minute.
These motors are coupled directly to the main
shafts of a cotton mill in Italy, and run day and
night at full load. They are built for a voltage
of 3,000, with so periods per second. During the
tests it was founnd that they would gi^'e out their

full power, even if the voltage were reduced by
about a third, thus demonstrating that they have
a very large margin of power.
The accompanying illustration shows the gen-

eral appearance of the motor, and it will be seen
that the process of evolution has produced a re-

markable similarity in the design of these two mo-
tors from opposite sides of the Atlantic.

We may add that we have had motors of loo

and 200 horse power for tensions up to 5,000 volts

in use for the last four years.

BROWN, BOVERI & CO.
Baden, Switzerland, September 17, 1897.

Lord Kelvin at Schenectady.
Lord Kelvin, accompanied by Lady Kelvin, Count

di Brazza-Savorgnan. Spencer Trask, A'anson
Trask, R. R. Bowker and Professor Elihu Thom-
son, visited the works of the General Electric com-
pany on September 23d. He was met by Captain

Eugene Griffin, Joseph P. Ord and E. W. Rice, Jr.,

the three vice-presidents of the company, and
S. Dana Greene, manager of the lighting depart-

ment. In addition there were present W. F. Mer-
rill, vice-president and general manager of the Eric

railroad. Dr. Louis Dnucan. Dr. Gary T. Hutchi 1-

son, Frank J. Sprague, T. C. Martin, Chas. \\

.

Price, H. G. Prout, C. T. Childs, J. J. Swan, W. J.

Clark, W. B. Potter, A. H. Rohrer, C. P. Stein-

metz and others.

The opportunity given Lord Kelvin by his at

tendance at the meetings of the British Association

at Toronto, of visiting the United States and ai'

predating the enormous strides made by electricit)

since he was last here in 1884, was one of which
he has as fully availed himself as the time at his

disposal permitted. He has been able to see a large

number of electrical installations, including the

works of the General Electric company at Schenec-
tady.

Under the immediate care of Professor Thomson
and E. W. Rice, Jr., Lord Kelvin was conducted
through the works, starting at Building No. 9,

where the heavy machinery is constructed. This
building was crowded with dynamo parts in all

stages of completion. All the machinery in the
shop is operated by electric motors, and many are

so arranged that the work may be kept stationary

while the cutting mechanism is moved from point
to point as the operations require. This building
contains some very large planers, and the largest
boring mill ever built.

From this building the party passed into the test-

ing room, where every machine is subjected to rigid

test before shipment. Connected to this building
and forming a part of it is the machine shop and
shipping department, a total length of 1,320 feet,

all under one roof, with electric traveling cranes
running from end to end carrying the unfinished
parts to their respective assembling points, and
the finished machines finally to the shipping de-
partment end. In planning this building every-
thing was disposed for handling the machinery
with the utmost rapidity and precision. Ranged
down both sides of the central aisle stood ma-
chines of all sorts and sizes, from that with a

capacity of some 15 or 20 16 candle power lamps
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to those built to supply current to the enormous
number of 30,000 lamps. One of the latter ma-
chines had just been shipped to Brooklyn, the parts
making live complete carloads. Seven 1,500 horse
power railway generators were in process of com-
pletion for the Fourth and Si.xth avenue lines of
the Metropolitan Traction company, and two of
2,000 horse power each for Boston. Under test
were two 1,000 horse power three-phasers for the
Lachine Rapids plant, five of 800 horse power each
for the great works at St. Anthony Falls, Minne-
apolis, together with the 1,250 horse power 20,000
volt transformers for use at Niagara Falls and Buf-
falo and five 700 horse power rotary converters for
St. Anthony Falls. Lifting its respectable height
to the roof, was one of the 1,200 horse power
smooth-body armature machines for the Edison
Electric Illuminating company of New York, almost
ready for shipment.
From this building the party passed into the

power house, in which Lord Kelvin was shown an
interesting collection of dynamos, including many
of the older types of machines, as well as some of
the most recent, all in operation, furnishing power
to each department through a system of under-
ground conductors. The ne.xt building visited was
No. IS. in which the great part of the armature
winding and the manufacture of armature coils is

carried on. Here Lord Kelvin was shown ex-
amples of the recently developed "G E" revolving-
field alternators, dynamos with revolving fields and
stationary armatures—a method of construction
adopted to allow of more perfect insulation for high
^oltages, while eliminating collector rings and mov-
ing contacts. In long-distance transmission work
such dynamos as these can be wound for the high
voltages necessary for the transmission lines and
step-up transformers can be dispensed with. Wound
for a pressure up to 15,000 volts, they are subjected
to very high voltage tests, the 1,000 kilowatt three-
phase alternator for the Brooklyn Edison company
being tested in the presence of Lord Kelvin under
a pressure of 25,000 volts. The distinguished visitor

was too late to see the 2,000 kilowatt machine for
the same company, which left the works on the day
previous. The diameter of this machine is 25 feet.

It weighs 163,000 pounds and is, perhaps, the largest
dynamo ever built in point of size. Its speed is

75 revolutions, the field being keyed directly to the
engine shaft.

An interesting experiment in high-voltage cur-
rents was then made by Mr. C. P. Steinmetz. An
arc was sprung between two metallic points, some
15 inches apart, with the current at a pressure of

180,000 to 200,000 volts, and drawn out to a length
of about five feet, until it could no longer hold.
Passing from Building 15 to Building 12. Lord

Kelvin was shown the principle of Professor Thom-
son's magnetic blow-out. A current of 1,000 am-
peres at 500 volts was passed through an automatic
circuit breaker, and the extinction of the arc in-

stantaneously fully demonstrated. To show the
effect of the magnetic blow-out on a blown fuse, the
magnetic fuse-box was brought into requisition and

J*"''-

alive: all the others arc without current. The cur-
rent is brought to the positive disks by an auto-
matic magnetic switch, which is set with a number
of others in a manhole, instead of being buried in
the street near to its own disk. The car is provided
with a small storage battery and with two long
shoes suspended beneath it, touching always one or
two disks. To start the car. current from the bat-
tery is let into the shoe. This energizes through
the disk the coil in the automatic switch, and estab-
lishes connection between the feeder circuit and the
motors. All leakage is taken care of by placing the
negative disks in a cast-iron box, which acts as a
shield and effectually takes care of any wandering
current. Sparking in the automatic switches is pre-
vented by providing them with magnetic blow-outs.
After witnessing the operation of this system, the

party mounted the searchlight tower, whence a
splendid bird's-eye view of the entire works was had.
Descending this the party was grouped at the base
and photographed.
The electric brake for electric cars was shown to

Lord Kelvin on car No. 9 of the Schenectady street
railway. This brake practically gives the niotorman
an automatic and instantaneous check on the mo-
tion of the car, the brake being applied by the same
single movement of the handle of his controller
which cuts out the current from the motors. It
consists of two steel disks, one of which contains
a coil of wire; the other is a plain metal disk. The
moment the car is stopped and no current is flow-
ing from the controller the motors become powerful
dynamos, which turn their current into the coil of
that one of the disks which is attached to the motor.
It then becomes a strong electro-magnet with a
great power of attraction. The other disk is re-
volving on its axle, but the moment the first disk
becomes an electro-magnet its attraction is so pow-
erful to the surface of the latter that it is brought
to a standstill, and with it the car. Should the
wheels skid as on an incline, the amatures of the
motors naturally stop; the disks separate, the wheels
begin to revolve again, and the moment they do so
current is generated in the motors, and the disk
with the coil becomes an electro-magnet and the
car stops again. In other words, the brake is always
in operation once it is applied.
Asked to express an opinion on his visit. Lord

Kelvin said: "I am enjoying myself very much and
learning enormously. There are no shops in the
world like these; they are among the great wonders
of America."
Lord and Lady Kelvin and immediate party were

entertained at luncheon by Mr. and Mrs. S. Dana
Greene, and then left for Boston with Prof. Elihu
Thomson and Mr. T. P. Ord.

Chicago Electrical Association.

During the fall and winter semi-monthly meet-
ings of the Chicago Electrical association will be
held as usual at 1737 Monadnock building. The
list of papers now announced is as follows:

LORD KELVIN AT SCHENECTADY.

the same test applied. The blown fuse withdrawn
showed the very small amount of metal melted, as
the arc was created and extinguished. The railway
motor testing department was next visited, and the
method of testing railway motors under very severe
conditions explained.
The party then proceeeded to the rear of Building

2^'^, where the new surface-contact system of the
General Electric company was shown in actual
operation, with all the working details visible. The
advantages of such a system for city streets were
quickly appreciated. The overhead trolley wire is

superseded by a series of small cast-iron disks set

in the pavement in parallel rows between the rails

of the track, each disk convexed to about one inch
above the surface, at distances of about four feet.

The disk near to one rail is the positive disk, that

near the other the negative disk. In this system
only those disks immediately under the car are

October i
—"Economy in Electric Car Control,"

by James R. Cravath.
October 15

—"Evolution of the Isolated Electric

Plant," by Harold Almert
November 5

—"The Safe Current Capacity of

Electrical Conductors," by C. H. Sewall.

November 19
—"Daily Mathematical Conven-

iences," by S. G. McMeen.
December 3

—"Heavy Electric Traction," by
Cloyd Marshall.
December 17

—
"Electricity in Ship Building." by

C C. Mattison.
January 7

—
"Electrical Shop Transmission," by

H. G. Dimmick.
January 21—"The Art of Constructing Telephone

Apparatus," by Henry P. Clausen.

Rails for the interurban railway have arrived at

Menasha, Wis., and tracklaying will be begun soon.
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The season has fairly opened and meetings oE

technical bodies arc announced with the regularity

and punctuality of old. The American Institute of

Electrical Engineers started in this week, and the

Chicago Electrical association also held the first

meeting of this season. May the season prove not

only entertaining and instructive, but prosperous as

well, for organizations and members.

An ordinance has been passed by the Chicago

City Council requiring the street railway companies

of the city to equip their cars with fenders. The

idea is an excellent one and should be put in force

at once. Furthermore, the street railway companies

should be compelled to provide a better class of

braking and regulating apparatus than that now
employed on many lines.

The "wave of prosperity" has not struck Chiciago

promoters yet. These enterprising gentlemen have

a large stock of franchises of more or less value

on hand. The Commonwealth ordinance was

passed around quite freely for inspection last week,

but no one seemed disposed to invest; the General

Electric Railway company's franchise has been

knocked about so freely that it may now be con-

sidered damaged property, and the Metropolitan

Traction is following so closely in its coures

that, despite its present influential backing, it bids

fair to meet the fate of many a good thing that has

gone before it.

The character of the meeting to be held at Ni-

agara Falls next month by the American Street

Railway association can be fairly judged by the

official programme, which is presented on another

page, and the list of exhibitors who will participate

in the display to be made in connection with this

year's convention. Electrical subjects predominate,

and it is noteworthy that the only forms of propul-

sion to be considered are those employing elec-

tricity. The fact, too, that the principal exhibitors

at the convention will be electrical companies is

of interest. The entire meeting will partake of the

nature of an electrical gathering and will have un-

usual interest for electrical men.

Discussion of the Allen law and the extension of

franchises generally has been precipitated by the

action of the street railway companies at Peoria

in petitioning the City Council to grant the full

measure of relief to be enjoyed under the new law.

There are complications in this controversy which

will probably make the corporations' position much

harder to sustain than it would otherwise be. The

Peoria ordinance provides for license fees or taxes,

the same as the companies now pay. It also pro-

vides that the fare shall not be reduced below five

cents for a period of 20 years. If at the end of

that time the council shall reduce fares to three

cents the existing taxes and license fees on the lines

of the company shall cease. The matter has not

been finally determined, but it is believed the com-

pany will secure what it wants.

Fifty years' experience in the operation of its gas-

plant has convinced the city of Philadelphia that

municipal ownership is not desirable, and many

of the leading citizens, representing both political

parties and all elements of the population, have

joined in a formal indorsement of the proposition

to lease the city gas-works to a private corporation.

The city of Philadelphia has supplied gas of the

poorest quality for public and commercial use;

there has, of course, been no competition; con-

sequently, while the service has been wretched the

price has been high, and all this time the city has

been losing money. Nobody seems to know just

how much this loss has been, although it has been

variously estimated at $130,000 to $200,000 ainually.

The business has been conducted much in Ihe same

manner as all municipal enterprises of this char-

acter, no attempt being made to secure exact data

upon cost of production and distribution. During

a public hearing, at which the city officials in charge

of the plant were present, it was admitted by the

head of the Department of Public Works that he

had no data at hand that would enable him to give

an intelligent idea of the value of the city gas-plant,

the assessed valuation of the property occupied, the

quantity of water consumed or the value of the

output. Of course no better results could be ex-

pected under such management, and yet the same

character tjf public service is to be found through-

out the country wherever public works are con-

ducted by political bosses.

The question has been raised as to whether a

railroad upon which electricity is used as the mov-
ing power continues to be a railroad in the full

sense of the word, especially within the provisions

of such a statute as one providing that when the

tracks of two railroads cross each other, engineers

and conductors must cause the trains of which they

are in charge to come to a full stop within 100

feet of such crossing, and not proceed until they

know the way to be clear, and giving the train on
the railroad having the older right of way the right

to cross first. In the case of the Louisville and
Nashville Railroad^ company against Anchors,
where a rehearing was denied, June 29, i8y7, it was
contended that the railroad of the Oxford Lake
line, an electric road running from Anniston to

a point beyond the corporate limits of the city,

was not a railroad within the meaning of the fore-

going statute, but the Supreme Court of Alabama
held that it was, and says that the statute itself

makes no distinction, and, in considering the pur-

poses intended in the adoption of these regulations,

it is unable to see any good reason why persons
traveling upon electric ears are not entitled to the

same protection as those traveling upon cars pro-

pelled bv steam. Public necessities, even within

city limits, demand increased facilities for travel

over the horse car: and many decisions of courts

applicable to street railways operated by ' horses

could not be applied without manifest injustice to

trains operated by steam or electricity. The speed,

economy and convenience afforded by electricity

commend its use, even for commercial purposes,

as well as travel, as superior in some respects to

any other motive power thus far applied. Con-
sequently, the court concludes that a railroad within

the provisions of the statute does not cease to

be a railroad because it may discontinue the use

of steam and substitute that of electricity. The
change in the motive power may relieve it from
soipe provisions of the statute, but those which are

needful for the protection of life and property con-

tinue in force.

Certain members of the Chicago City Council de-

mand information regarding the management and

operation of the street railway lines in the city

before extending the franchises under the Allen

law. Among the points enumerated upon which

information is desired are the following:

What lines of street railway are now operated
by each company and under what franchises, and
specifying the dates when the franchises expire re-

spectively.

An inventory of all the tangible property of each
street railway company, its original cost and pres-
ent cash value.

The gross receipts of each company during each
year of its existence.

The operating expenses and fixed charges paid
by each company during each year of its existence.

The amount and rate of dividends paid by each
company during each year of its existence.

The amount of capital stock of each company
and the average market value thereof during the

year 1896 and prior years so far as may be deemed
material ; also the date, amount and purpose of each
issue of stock and the consideration for which it

was disposed of.

The amount of bonded indebtedness of each com-
pany at the present time, and the annual interest

thereon, and for what purpose such bonded indebt-
edness was created.

The amounts paid into the public treasury by each
company for taxes, licenses or other public pur-

poses during each year of the existence of the com-
pany.
The number of passengers carried and the num-

ber of transfers issued by each company in the year

i8g6, and in previous years so far as may be deemed
material.

The amount and value of all donations, bonuses
or other payments of any kind received by each
company at any time for the extension or building

of any line of street railway.

The amount of capital lost by any company at any
time by reason of a change of motive power.
THe scale of wages paid employes by each com-

pany and the conditions of employment.

It is contended that the public is entitled to this

information, and, moreover, that it must have it in

order to reach a fair decision upon the conditions

which should govern the granting of the desired

extensions of the franchises.
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American Street Railway Association.

Arrangements have been completed for the six-

teenth annual meeting of the American Street Rail-

way association at Niagara Falls, N. Y., beginning
on Tuesday, October 19th, and continuing four days.

It has been decided to hold one business meeting
each day, beginning at 10 o'clock in the morning
the first day and 9:30 thereafter and continuing until

the work laid down for the session is completed.
The afternoons will be devoted to sight-seeing and
the evenings to general amusement. There will

be plenty of music for those desiring to dance, and
concerts will also be provided, which will no doubt
prove a pleasing feature. The prograinme, includ-
ing each da3''s features in their order, is as follows:

Tuesday, October iqth, id a. m.

Meeting called to order by President Robert Mc-
Culloch.
Address of welcome by the Hon. A. C. Hastings,

mayor.
Calling of the roll.

Invitation extended to join the association.

Address of the president.
Report of the executive committee.
Report of the secretary and treasurer.
Reading of paper on "JMunicipal Ownership of

Street Railways," by P. F. Sullivan, general man-
ager Lowell and Suburban Railway company, Low-
ell, Mass.
Reading of paper, "Some of the Difficulties Ex-

i>ting in the Construction and Operation of Electric
Street Railways,'* by G. W. Knox, electrical engi-
neer Chicago City Railway company, Chicago, III.

Entertainment, 2:30 p. m.

A visit will be made to the power house of the
Niagara Falls Hydraulic Power and Manufacturing
company, after which the cars of the Niagara Falls
and Suspension Bridge Railway company will con-
vey the party to the power house of the Niagara Falls
Power company and the factories of the Niagara
Falls Paper company and the Carborundum com-
pany.

Pleasant entertainment will be provided in the
evening at the hotels, including music, dancing, etc.,

and a trolley party excursion to Whirlpool Rapids.

Wednesday. October 2oth, 9:30 a. m.

Reading of paper on "Application of Storage Bat-
tery to Electric Traction," by Charles Hewett, elec-

trical engineer Union Traction company, Philadel-
phia, Pa.

Reading of paper on "Power Distribution and
Use of Multiphase Curent Transmission for Ordi-
nary Street Railways," by Maurice Hoopes, elec-
trical engineer Lynn and Boston Railroad company,
Lynn, Mass.
Appointment of committe on nomination of offi-

cers and next place of meeting.

Entertainment, 2:30 p. m.

Party will walk across the upper suspension
bridge to the Canadian side, where the cars of the
Niagara Falls Park and River Railroad company
wnW convey party to Chippawa and Queenston,
where the steam ferry of the Niagara Falls Navi-
gation company will be taken to Lewiston, thence
by the Niagara Falls and Lewiston Railroad com-
pany (Great Gorge Route) through the gorge to

Niagara Falls.

The committee will provide pleasant entertain-

ment in the evening.

Thursday, October 2ist. 9.30 a. m.

Reading of paper on "Discipline of Employes,"
by George H. Davis, superintendent of Canal and
Claiborne Railroad company. New Orleans, La.
Reading of paper on "Application of Electricity

to i^ailroads Now^ Operated by Steam Power." by
H. N. Heft, president Meriden Street Railway com-
pany, Meriden, Conn.
Reading of paper on "Best Method of Settling-

Damage Cases and Prevention of Accidents by Use
of Fenders or Otherwise." by C. G. Goodrich, vice-

t.)resident and general manager Twin City Rapi<l

Transit company. Minneapolis, Minn.
Election of officers.

Entertainment. 9:30 a. m.

A trip will be arranged for the ladies to Youngs-
town and Fort Niagara over the Great Gorge Rou'e
and the Frontier railroad, in charge of ladies' re-

ception committee assisted by gentlemen of the re-

ception committee.

7 p. m. Annual dinner at the International Ho:el.

Friday. October 22D, 9:30 a. m.

Unfinished business.
Installation of officers.

.Adjournment.
Following are the olficers of the organization for

the present year:
President—Robert McCulloch, vice-president and

.general manager Citizens', Cass Avenue and St.

Louis Railroad companies, St. Louis, Mo.
First vice-president—Charles S. Sergeant, general

manager West End Street Railway company, Bos-
ton. Mass.
Second vice-president—D. B. Dyer, president Au-

gusta Railway and Electric company, Augusta, Ga.

Third vice-president—C. F. Holmes, general man-
ager Metropolitan Street Railway company, Kansas
City, Mo.

Secretary and treasurer—T. C. Penington, treas-
urer Chicago City Railway company, Chicago, III.

Executive committee—H. M. Littell, vice-presi-
dent and general manager Metropolitan Street Rail-
road company. New York; H. P. Bradford, general
manager Cincinnati Inclined Plane Railway company,
Cincinnati, O.; Charles H. Smith, general superin-
tendent Troy City Railway company, Troy, N. Y.

;

Harry ScuUin, vice-president and general manager
Union Depot Railroad company, St. Louis, Mo.:
George B. Hippee, general manager Des Moines
City Railway company, Des Moines, la., together
with the president and vice-presidents.

The local committees are made up of the follow-
ing-named ladies an gentlemen:

General—Hon. A. C. Hastings, chairman; Hon.
W. C. Ely, president Bnfi^alo and Niagara Falls
Electric Railway company; Charles B. Hill, treas-

urer Niagara Falls and Suspension Bridge Rail-
way company; Capt. John M. Brinkcr, president
Niagara Falls and Lewiston Railway company;
W. A. Heller, superintendent Lewiston Frontier
Railroad company; John Foy, general manager
Niagara Navigation company; Col. Henry M.
Watson, president BufTalo Street Railway com-
pany; H. H. Littell, president Crosstown Rail-
road company, Buffalo; J. M. Bostwick, treas-

urer Niagara Falls and Clifton Suspension Bridge
company; W. Phillips, superintendent Niagara
Falls Park and River railway; Burt Van Horn,
general manager Buffalo and Niagara Falls Elec-
tric Railroad company; Frank LeBlond, manager
Maid of the Mist Steamboat company; Hon.
Thos. V. Welch, superintendent State Reservation;
James Wilson, superintendent Victoria Niagara
Falls Park; Hon. Arthur Schoellkopf, secretary
and treasurer Niagara Falls Hydraulic Power and
Manufacturing company; W. A. Brackenridge, engi-
neer Niagara Falls Power company; Joseph P. De-
vine, L. W. Pettebone, Hon. James Low, A-. H. G.
Hardwicke, Win. Richmond, Benj. F. Thurston,
Wm. S. Humbert, W. H. Barnes, Walter McCul-
loch, Eugene Gary, Thomas McDowell, D. Isaacs,

Gen. Benj. Flagler, Richard Williamson, Lawrence
Davis, Andrew Dickey John M. Hancock, James
Simmons, H. W. Beardsley.
Committee on banquet—Hon. A. C. Hastings,

Hon. W. Caryl Ely, Hon. T. V. Welch.
Committee on exhibits—H. W. Beardsley, W. A.

Heller, W. Phillips.

Committee on entertainment—W. S. Humbert,
Hon. James Low, James S. Simmons. Mrs. W. C.
Ely, Mrs. W. S. Humbert, Mrs. A. G. Hardwicke,
Mrs. George Nye, Mrs. Burt Van Horn, Mrs. F. A.
Dudley, Miss Bessie Low, Miss Grace Cuddaback.
Mrs. J. M. Hancock, Mrs. M. Cohn, Mrs. Eli Nich-
ols, Mrs. F. K. Paddock, Mrs. H. W. Beardsley,
Mrs.W. W. Reed, Mrs. W. D. Hough, Mrs. E. H.
Ste-ivart, , Walter McCulloch, David Isaacs, H. W.
Beardsley, Mrs. A. C. Hastings, Mrs. H. E. Wood-
ford, Mrs. F. W. Oliver, Mrs. H. A. Francis. Mrs.
N. L. Benham, Mrs. F. E. Johnson, Mrs. E. O.
Babeock, Mrs. C. W. Dill, Mrs. J. C. Morgan, Mrs.
W. Richmond, Mrs. W. R. Campbell, Mrs. A. Thi-
baudeau. Miss Rose, Mrs. Thomas McDowell, Mrs.
W. L. Laraont, Mrs. W. C. Johnson.
The Intern.ational Hotel will be the headquarters

of the association during the convention, as this is

the favorite resort of the street railway men. It

has accommodations for 600 guests, and on this

occasion special provision will be made for the
delegates and their friends. The house will be
turned over to the street railway men practically,

as the regular season will have closed.
Those attending the American Street Railway as-

sociation convention at Niagara Falls, October igth
to 22d, will be interested to know that they may
take the Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Lim-
ited, leaving Chicago at 5:30 p. m., October i8th and
arrive at Niagara Falls, via Buffalo, at 8:30 on the
morning of the 19th. The rate to Niagara Falls
for this occasion is one and one-third fare ($18)
for the round trip, on the certificate plan. 'This
rale is available on the Limited eastbound, the extra
fare heretofore charged on that train being discon-
tinued. Sleeping-car reservations may be made in
advance at the city office, 180 Clark street, Chicago.

A Woman's Electrical Work.
Electrical construction is one of the fields of work

lately invaded by woman, if the following dispatch
from Syracuse to the New York Sun is to be be-
lieved: The new Wieting Opera House, which has
just been opened, was wired by a woman. Mrs.
W. J. Blackburn of New York, wife of a theatrical
electrician, came here on July loth to execute for
her husband the contract tor the electrical work,
and continued solely in charge of it until a few
days before the opening. It was quite a compli-
cated job, there being 1,250 incandescent lights for

the auditorium, stage and lobby. Mrs. Blackburn
makes a specialty of designing switchboards, and
with her husband has wired many prominent the-
aters, including the new Manhattan in New York,
the iSIontauk and Bijou in Brooklyn, and several
in Chicago. Four years ago Mr. and Mrs. Black-
burn removed to New York frcm Chicago, where
the}^ held permanent contracts w-ith the Chicago
Opera Flouse and the Columbia Theater. Mrs.
Blackburn says the work is fascinating, and as far

as she knows, she is the only woman in the coun-
try who makes this a business.

American Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers.

The Chicago branch of the American Institute
of Electrical Engineers held a meeting at Armour
Institute Wednesday evening to consider the "Na-
tional Electrical Code." which had been referred
by the executive committee to the Institute for
discussion.
Angus S. Hibbard presided and R. H. Pierce

opened the discussion. He said the only criticism
he had to offer was not upon the code itself but
upon the use to which it was sometimes put—a use
for which it was never intended. Many architects
and builders used it as a specification, whereas it was
merely intended as a safely measure.
Other speakers were A. V. .Abbott, S. G. Mc-

Meen, R. E. Richardson, C. E. Burton and W. H.
Merrill, The general opinion seemed to be that
the new rules were a great improvement on all

former efforts in this line and that they should be
given a fair trial.

Prof. Stine read the report of Dr. Crocker, who
was the delegate of the Institute at the conference,
in which he said:

Tlie influence already exerted by the Institute in this matter
has been most important; in fact, it is no exaEgeration to sav
that tlie conference would have failed to accomplish its object
had the Institute held aloof from it. The representative of the
Institute was appointed chairman of the committee on code,
which performed the actual wort: of revising the rules. The
new code contains many amendments in reuard to tlie technical
requirements, and in form it has been entirely revised. This
latter fact is particularly important, as previous codes had be
come a patchwork, containing many repetitions and interpola-
tions. This result alone is a sufficient reward for the labors of
tlie conference It is not claimed that the code is perfect, but it
can be said tliat each word in it was carefully considered by a
number of men representing the most diverse interests and
points of view. If amendments are required in the future they
can easily be made, the new arrangement of tlie code being spe-
cially designed to enable tliis to be done williout injury to its
general form. In view of the very great advantages to be ob-
tained by the general adoption of one uniform code for the whole
country, the fact that it has already been adopted by the most
important bodies represented in the conference, and in order to
complete the powerful and benelicial influence which the Insti-
tute has already exerted in this matter, your delegate earnestly
recommends that the Institute give its approval to the -'National
Electrical Code." This action need not be an adoption of the
code which would be in anyway binding upon the individual
members of the Institute. All that is necessary is that tlie Insti-
tute should approve the code as representing uniformity and co-
operative action. One of the most important functions that the
Institute can possibly perform is the encouragement and securing
of the very uniformity which this code so well represents.

The following expression of opinion upon the
subject was unanimously adopted:
whereas. The rules and requirements for the installation of

wiring and apparatus for electric light, heat and power, known
as the "National Electrical Code,'- are the result of the united
efforts of the electrical, insurance, architectural and allied in-
terests represented in the national conference on standard elec-
trical rules, composed of delegates from the American Institute
9f Architects, American Institute of Electrical Engineers. Amer-
ican Society of Mechanical Engineers. American Street Rail-
way_ association. Factory Mutual Fire Insurance companies,
National association of Fire Engineers, National Board of Fire
Underwriters, National Electric Light association and Under-
writers' National Electric association; and
Whereas, This code is shown to be the best at present avail-

able for use from the fact that it has been adopted by the various
municipal and insurance inspection departments of'the country,
as well as by the National Electric Light association and ilie
National Board of Fire Underwriters and other bodies: and
Whereas. Representatives of the American Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers, headed by the present president of the Insti-
tute, were important factors in its compilation; therefore be it
Resolved. That the "National Electrical Code" be and hereby is

indorsed for general use as a standard set of specifications gov-
erning the safety of electrical equipments, and further be it

Resolved, That this code be recommended to the board of
managers for adoption as the standard of the .American Institute
of Electrical Engineers.

Trolley Freight Line.
The first electric road built for freight as well

as passenger service in the West, and the first thai
steam roads would recognize and join in rate tarift's.

has been in successful operation for three months,
in Iowa, according to the Chicago Tribune.
The line was built by the Mason City and Clear

Lake Traction company of Mason City, la., W. E.
Briee being president and general manager of the
company and L. H. Ong the general superintend-
ent. Its construction is the same as a steam road,
with 60 pound steel rails. Its motor cars will
pull 12 loaded passenger cars or 10 grain or stock
cars. The passenger coaches are large, being
eight feet eight inches wide and 42 feet long, with
a 33 inch wheel.
The overhead trolley system is used, but this

road is in no sense a street railway. The passenger
business is handled in exactly the same inanner
as a steam road. The company has two lines of
street railway in Mason City, running- from one end
to the other of the main streets and connecting with
the larger line.

The passenger part of the service lias been the
only part in use up to within the last two weeks,
but the road has been in shape to handle freight
since September 1st and has extended spurs
into the lumber yards and stockyards which have
just been completed, and are handling- all the Iowa
Central's business and that of all of its connections
into Clear Lake. Grain, coal, lumber, lin-ie and
cement are being shipped into Clear Lake in large
quantities by this line; in fact, it is getting at least
three-quarters of the business. This is well situated
for stock shipping, on account of the ranches sit-

uated in this vicinity, the 4.000 acre ranch of Mr.
Linden having given considerable business to the
line already.

The city of Athens, Ala., will contract at an early
date for the erection of an,, electric light plant, to
be run in connection with the city waterworks.
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A Decade of Electric Railway Develop-

ment.'

By William J.
Clark-

An eminent writer on railway subjects lias siib-

stanlially said that a railway is a "miicliinc for thj

mamifaclure of transportation."

Were we asked, in a single instance, to cover the

full meaning of this paper's title, we might respond

with such a quotation, for, most certainly, viewing

the true objects of a transportation company in

the broadest manner possible, it is to exemplify

this theory, and probably in the whole history of

transportation no class of managers has done so

nuich to create travel, rather than to merely take

care of what may seem to be the existing demand,

as have those of American street railways since

they have had at their command that most flexibl:

of transportation agents—electricity. In carrying

out this broad-gauged policy they have benefited

communities and the general public to an extent

that is beyond any estimate, and while it is true

certain benefits have accrued to stockholders, these

do not begin to aggregate the blessings that e.ec-

tric traction has conferred upou those who are

frequently the most anxious to condemn it as a

motive power. It is with this phase of the situa-

tion that this paper w-ill deal, rather than elaborating

upon the ccuqucsts that have been achieved in the

technical and engineering branch.

Going back to the comm;ncement of the present

decade, there was in your state but one electric

line, some three miles in length, and this par.icuUr

road, although it enjoys the distinction of being

the nucleus around which you have built an ex-

tensive and model electric railway system, you will

concede was experimental in its character, and
that those other small lines which were contem-

plated at the same period in New York state were

of similar experimental character, so that, com-
mercially, electric traction could not be said to

have existed in the Empire state 10 years ago;

at the present moment there are slightly over

6.000 motor cars m daily use within the territory

covered by your association. But to grasp the

extent and rapidity of electric railway develop-

ment the following comparative statement, cover-

ing all the street railways in the United States,

will serve best as an illustration:

From such statement should be noted not only

the tremendous increase in percentage of electric

traction to the total, approximately 15,000 per cent.,

but also the fact that the street railway mileage

of the United Slates has increased over 156 per

cent, during the period given. During the same
interval the mileage of American steam railways

has increased but 31 per cent. This fact in itself

would seem to demonstrate that the American
street railway men have grasped the possibilities

of building up transporlation in a more thorough
manner than have their brethren of ^he seam rail-

way fraternity, as well as demonstrating the theory

that we have advanced. But for a more imme-
diate illustration of the comparative growth, as

well as some other startling facts, let us come
nearer home and introduce a comparative state-

ment compiled from the reports of the railroad

commissioners of the state of New York for the

years 1887 and 1856, covering street railways, sur-

face steam railways and steam elevated systems;
It may be said that all of the wonderful progress

above shown by the street railway interests canno;
be directly attributable to electricity, as the intro-

duction of cable in New York city is, to a cer-

tain extent, responsible for such progress, yet as

the effect of the cable traction on our general
proposition is so similar to that of electricity, and
as New York is so fast becoming an electric trac-

tion city, it is considered unnecessary to go into

the refinement of sub-division of mechanical trac-

tion methods in their effect, for both tend to dem-
onstrate the theory which we have advanced, and
show that as great benefits ha\e been conferred
upon the community served as can be done con-
sistently with the financ'al investments in th2
corporations, and, unquestiorably, to a certain ex-
ten, show also that in development which discounts
the future, resulting in the public benefits referred

to, the interests of s.ockholders may not have been
as thoroughly promoted as if a less liberal policy
had been pursued. Yet. some of the figures, un-
less further explained, might be grasped by those
who advocate municipal ctwnership. reduced rates

of fare and additional burdens upon street raiiway
corporations, as demonstrating the theories of in-

creased earnings, reduced operating expenses and
other things which they consider sufficient rea-
sons for advocating practically the confiscation of

vested rights of the gieatest benefactors, in a cor-
porate way, communities have ever had. True,
street railway earnings have increased and oper-
ating expenses have decreased, and many other
advantages have come to the street railway com-
panies through the introduction of elec:ricity, but
for every dollar of actual net return wh'ch tlie

investor in street railway securities has received in

the Kmpire state, we do not hesitate to say that
the municipalities and the general public have
received at least $10 direct benefit and that
the general public has thus profiled far more greatly

I. Read before the New Ytfrk State Street Railway assoria-
lion at Niagara Falls, September 14, 1897.

General Comparative Statement of Street Rail-
ways IN THE United States January i,

1888, and January i, 1897.

Jan. I, '88. Jan. I. '97-

Total number ol' operating coiiipaiiies ..

Number of street railway systems oper-
615

566

18

35

21

5.474
217

216
86

5.993

21,736

2-777

423

172

25,108

-914
-036
.036
-014
-866
-III

.017

.006

9 67 ini-

12 06 mi
6-17 mi-
4-03 mi.

S06

167
Number of street railway systems oper-
ated by cable.. ..

Number of street railway systems oper-
ated by steam duininies (not iticludiog
elevated)

38

33
Number of street railway systdliis oper-
ated by electricity 6gS

Mileage of cable track 515

145

13.580

15.250

3.654

5,957

3-8

Mileage of steam dummy track (not iu-

Total mileage of street car tracks

Number of horse cars
Number of cable cars: grip, 860; trail. 1,917
Number of steam dummies and cars:
dummies. 165; cars, 253

Numoer of electric motor cars, 166; trail

Total number of street cars, all descrip-
47-036

-066

.034

.009

.891

.078

.127

.007

.788

6.05 iiii-

13-55 ini-

4-39 mi-
18 02 mi.

Percent. horse car track to total mileage
Per cent, cable track to total mileage—
Per cent, dummy track to total mileage..
Per cent, electric track to total mileage..
Per cent horse cars to total number
Per cent, cable cars to total number
Per cent, dummy cars to total number. ..

Per cent, electric cirs to total number. .

.

Average length horse car systems

Taxation Statistics. Street Railways in New York
State. i8g6.

Case one
Case two
Case three
Case four ,

Case five

Case six
,

Case seven
Case eight
Case nine
Case ten
Case eleven
Case twelve

,

Case thirteen
Case fourteen
Case fifteen
Case sixteen
Case seventeen
Case eighteen
Case nineteen
Case twenty
Case twenty one
Case twenty-two
Case twenty-three
Case twenty-four
Case twenty-five
Case twenty-six
Case twenty-seven
Case twenty-eight . . .

.

Case twenty-nine
Case thirty
Case thirty-one
Case thirty-two
Case thirty-three
Case thirty-four
Case thirty-five

Case thirty-six

Case thirty-seven
Case thirty-eight
Case thirty-nine
Case forty
Case forty-one
Case forty-two
Case forty-three
Case forty-four
Case forty-five

Case forty-six

Case forty-seven
Case forty-eight
Case forty-nine
Case fifty

Case fifty-one
Case fifty-two

Case fifty-three

Case fifty-four

Case fifty-five

Case fifty-six

Case fifty-seven . .

.

Per Mile
Track

517,205
1.381

54,537
i.oSz

3.

22.055

289.723
24,33&

80,525
1,189

1,560

157
6^8
170

23 399
18;

600

24.932
1.430

2.505

1,033

1.475

1.450
1. 151

602
600

1,257

1,498

4.505
1,640

427,699
1.385

16273
3.271
5.42S

1,736
860

2.567
48"
3365
1,497
680
329
778

6,777

93,519
1.689

148

12,769

18,964
3,00:

68f

587
3911
1-914
2.661

814

S8S0.00
283.00

1.280.00
102.50
113-50

1,175.00
1,442.00
540.00

1,197.00

79-50
52.00

52 50
199.50
39-80

935 00
31-70
57-20

312.00
387.00
224.00
243-50
83.20
162.00
192.00
140 00
118.50
525.00
214.00
214.50
577-00

8,550.00
103.00
266.00

593.00
331-00
272.00
147-50
153 00
55S.00
218-00
30S . 00
300.00
74-50
104 00
214.00

3,300.00
283.00
54-00

505-00
557-00
375 00
222.00

90.50
236.00
212 00
295.00
74.00

Per Car
Mile.

Per Pas-
senger.

S . 00768
01485
.00283

-00379
.00947

-01347
.0071;

.01285

.00564

.00251

.00210

.00304

.01132

.00240

.00283

.00910

-01965

.00495

.00490

.00354

.00635

00339

.004S5

.0071"

-00S75
.01820

00335
.00352
.00779
.01220
.01480

.00467

.00975

. 02850

.02140

.00624

.00316

.00590

.00740

.01510

.00274

00575

.00363

.00337

.00179

.00518

.00449

.00865

.00590

$.00228
.00377
.00110

.00094

.00164

.00272

.00157
-00235
.00025
.00236

.00185

.00083

.00032

.00355
,00067
.00085
.00181

. 006 I

3

.00184

.00238
-00119
.00139
.00131
-00191

- 00227
.00402
.00097
,ooi8z
.00195

.00245

.00112

.00114

.00189
,00369
.00426
.00275
.00143
.00282

.00590

.tXJ228

.00412
- 00306
,00312
.00172
.00149
OI515
.00132
,00127

.00195

.00085

.00122

.00105

.00157
,00147
- 0021

5

.00140

Comparative Statement of Average Wages and
Services Required, Street Railway Em-

ployes OF New York State.

1887. 1896.

Wages
per hour.

Hours
per day.

Wages
per hour.

S-159
-183
.182

.145

143
• 153

145

Hours
per day.

Conductors S.141
.141

.iS-t

-142

.142

.158

.131

.
-252

.248

.241

-225

-217

.148

.109

.172

-264
.215

-220

-095

11-79
11.97
II. 14
14.09
10.68
10.29
11.52
ID. II

10.14
10.22
10.00
10.70
10.50
12.31
10,50
10.00
11.50
11.33
14.00

10.62
10.40
10,90Starters

10.44
10.20

10.57

Roadmen
Hostlers

Carpenters
Painters

.200

.200

10.00
10.00

-235 9.50

Tow boys

Repairmen
-200

.243

.161

.222

.219

-193

.159

.227
-200

Engineers 10.37

9.98
9.95
10. ig

10 Si

.

10. 15

from the advantages of rapid transit than have the
investors who produced it.

Let us consider some of the figures quoted: In

1896 the operating street railways of New York state

paid $1,164,820.40 in direct taxes—a good-sized per-
itntagc in itself on gross receipts, as will be noted.
This, let it be remembered, does not include certain

additional amounts paid by the holders of securi-
ties of lessor and other companies, or certain per
centage contributions, which, if calculated together,
would compare favorably in amount with the de-
mands for percentage payments made by some of

the loudest advocates of such theories. A little cal-

culation will also show that the street railway com-
panies maintain about 9,000,000 square yards of

street surface or paving, the practical equivalent of
niaintaining a street 250 miles long; yet, as is well
known, with the now rare exception of horse rail-

ways, the street railways of New York stale do not
wear the surface of the street at all, but their tracks
unquestionably save much wear from vehicle trave\
as compared to the ordinary roadway, whxh must
be maintained by the municipality- Remember,
these burdens are imposed for the privilege of run-
ning the "poor man's carriage."
From a calculation based upon the census relur.is

of 1890, the average tax rates of the various cit'cs

in New York slate, the owner of an ordinary car-
riage or vehicle pays, proportionately, only about
one-sixth as much for his privilege of going where
he will with the same and wearmg out the pave-
ments at pleasure.

One of the results for which I presume electric-

ity must be to a certain extent held responsible,
owing to the expectation of greater returns and
other excuses made by. municipal officials for un-
reasonable assessment, is inequality of taxation.
To illustrate this point, we interject here a somewhat
surprising calculation compiled from the railroad
commissioners' report for iSgS, which would seem
to demonstrate that valuation of property, earnings,
passengers carried, car-miles run. or no other in-

telligent basis of assessment of taxation on street

railways in this state has been followed; and that
certain hardships have resulted, is, we think, clearly

apparent.
But to return to our analysis of the general sta-

tistics given, it is to be regretted that the data is

not attainable which would show the exact increases
ill valuations of real estate caused directly by the ex-
tensions of street railway lines during the last 10

years. We believe, however, that such increases

in New York state amount to $300,000,000, a direct

gain to the holders of abutting and adjacent prop-
erty and a direct benefit to the slate and municipali-
ties by increasing the amount of taxable property.
This, it will be noted, is more than the entire invest-

ment in street railway properties.

Let us make another calculation; It is certainly
reasonable to suppose that the extensions of street

railway lines and faster service obtained, during
the past 10 years, saves to each passenger at least

10 minutes of time. This means annually to the
citizens of New York state a saving of 112,083,127
hours. Consider such time to be worth only an av-
erage of as low as 10 cents per hour, and we have a

saving of $11,208,312. or nearly double the net earn-
ings from the operation on all the street railways of

the state.

Looking over our figures, we might be met with
that oft-repeated statement that street railways have
been over-capitalized- To this charge we cannot
but reply that the promoters of some of the street

railways have not beci entirely guiltless ot the sin

of over-capitalization to a certain extent, yet far less

than is ordinarily supposed. We believe, however,
that the aggregate amount of all such illegitimate

financiering ni connection with the street railways
of New ^ ork staie. since the advent of mechanical
traction, is not so great as the unintelligent and
wasteful expenditure of public funds in one or two
large cities of the United States, for a fraction of this
period, and we cheerfully invite the advocates of
municipal ownership to devote some study to this

feature. Where the money represented by the pres-
ent investments has gone is in the legitimate pur-
chase of underlying companies, or companies ante-
dating mechanical traction, and in expensive con-
str^iction and equipment, which could be duplicated
to-day at a much smaller figure. In the early days
of electric traction, when most of the construction
and equipment were done in tfiis state, girder rails

cost more than double their present figure; electric

car equipments from 250 to 400 per cent, more; car
bodies from 25 to 35 per cent, more; power station
equipment from 100 to 300 per cent. more. That
prices have depreciated is not the fault of the railway
investors and managers, and surely does not affect

the legitimacy of their investments. The public
should feel grateful for the additional incentive
which the present low prices now give the railway
corporations for offering them still better transpor-
tation facilities. Somewhat on the same lines, we
should refer to the mistaken impression generally
prevailing, even among those who are supposed to
have some knowledge of the subject, as regards the
entire cost of thorough electric railway' construction
and equipment. As illustrating this, a few months
since I was called upon to prepare a careful esti-

mate on the cost of duplicating an extensive street
railway system in ihe West, where the city engineer
had stated that approximately $3,500,000 would re-
build the system in accordance with the most ap-
proved ideas. The engineer referred to was re-
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c|uested to answer ;i l"tig list of (iucsIidhs, which
practically constituted specifications, as to his ideas
on construction and equipment, and a most careful

calculation was made by myself and others in ac-
cordance with his ideas, the result being that at least

$7,500,000 was found to be necessary to duplicate
such a system in accordance with ihe specifications

of the engineer. The opponents of the present meth-
ods of street railway ownership and operation wcuKl
probably state that the rapid extens'on of street rail-

way lines would not have been made had not addi-
tional returns been expected by the investors, and
that, to a certain extent at least, the results which
we have quoted would verify this statement. Yet,
far more apparent than this is the fact that with the
extension of lines have come the transfer system and
lengthened routes, so that the average nickel will

now carry a passenger three times as far on the
street railways of New York as it would have
done 10 years ago—another illustration of the bene-
fits which the public has derived; and it is safe to say
we would hear no comments on the fact that the
rales per passenger had been reduced during the
past 10 years. Let us now for a moment consider
what might have been the result had the street rail-

way management of New York state, as a whole,
been less progressive than it has. All of the large sys-
tems are practically the outgrowths of old horse-
car companies, which were generally laid on the prin-
cipal thoroughfares, affording a large short-haul-
age travel, and which could now be handled in a most

Wc regret thai lime and space will not permit us
to make an claborale comparison of the wages paid
street railway employes here with those prevailing
abroad, or to demonstrate at length that electric

traction increases the labor account, although it

produces economy in other directions. Wc would
note, how-ever, that according to the last report
of the Glasgow tramways—the model horse-railway
system of the world and the ideal of municipal own-
ership—the total wages aggregate but 43 per
cent, of the operating expenses, while en that model
of electric street railways, the Buffalo system, as
shown by its report for 1896, over 77 per cent, of
the entire operating expense is ynud to labor, while
this percentage holds practically good on all the
street railways of the s.ate operated by mechanical
traction. This analyzed would mean thnt out of
approximately $29,000,000 gross receipts received by
the street railways of the state, $13,000,000 is paid
directly to employes as wages, while, of course, a
goodly share of the remainder of the operating
expense goes indirectly to labor in the production
of materials required in connection with operaion
and replacement. Against this, the stockholders of
the operating companies get but, approximately,
$3,400,000 annually in dividends for their large in-

vestment.
Now as to the most serious of all offenses that

have been charged to mechanical traction, viz., ac-

cidents: The daily press is constantly filled with
references to the "deadly trolley," with occasional

rnents on street railway accidents, it would be sup-
posed that no such thmg had ever been heard 01
until the introduction of mechanical traction, yet in
1887 the street railways of Nc^v York killed one
person for each 9.9S3.646 passengers carried; almost
the same average as the present, as shown above.
They injured one person for each 1.39S.487 pas-
sengers carried, or proportionately 25 per cent.
more than in 1896. This, we think, tiiorougiily
demonstrates that mechanical traction is far safer
than the horse car in every way. But ano.her sur-
prise: While, as shown, the percentage of accidents
has been decreased, the natural n)|'erence would
he that this improvement had occurred in connec-
tion wnth the passengers or employes, and that with
increased speed must come greater danger to those
upon the streets. Strange to say, howtrver, the
proportion of accidents between 1887 and 1896 to
this class is 33 1-3 per cent. less. It should be re-
membered in this connection that the average speed
of cars on the street railways of New York state
has more than doubled during the past 10 years.
The accumulation of statistics quoted has length-

ened this paper far beyond my original expectations,
imld I fear it has become burdensome, and at the
same time I may be accused of treating almost en-
tnely subjects which would only indirectly com-j
under the title, yet you are all practically as fa-
miliar as I am with the technical and engineering side
of electric traction development, so I trust I may be
pardoned for not dilating upon the same, and will

Comparative General Statistics on All Operating Railway Companies, New York State, 1887-1896.

Gross earnings, freight and pas-
senger traffic

Operating expense, freight and
passenger traffic

Net earnings from operation
Income from other sources
Gross income from all sources.

.

Interest
Rentals of leased lines
Taxes
Miscellaneous deductions from
gross income

Total deductions from gross in-
come

Net income from all sources
Dividends
Miscellaneous payments from
net income

Surplus
Percentage operating expenses

to gross receipts
Percentage net income to capital
stock

Percentage dividends to capital
stock

Percentage grossinconie to cost,
road and equipment

Total passengers carried
Passenger earnings per mile
traveled*

Passenger expense per mile trav-
eled*

Passenger profits per mile trav-
eled*

Miles of track in New York
state *.

Gross earnings from operation
per mile of road operated ....

Operating expense per mile of
road operated

Net earnings from operation per
mile of road operated

Average number of employes for

Surface Steam Roads.

Combined net income of operat-
ing companies and dividends
of leased companies, consti-
tuting entire net income of all

roads

S143.724.490.62

92,439,974-60
51,284,516,02

5.453,671.31

56.738.187.33
17,469,522.2

14,702,117.28

5,018,907.21

i,039.697.4q

38,230,244.19
iSi507,943.i4

10,207,885.50

15,654.04
8.284,403.60

64.42

3-5

2.19

4.81
94,272,116

2.36cts.

i.Sicts.

.85 ct.

12,248.44

Si2,06o 03

7.776.00

4-314.03

102,634

822.122,931.74

5210,039,592.75

146,063 417.17
64,026.174.98
7,132.210.

71,158.385.86
23,052,019.30
20,710,892.89

7,781,389-3;

1,390,260.29

52,934-561
18,223.824.06

14,557.45400

102,554.13

3. 563.815-93

69.52

2.43

2.49

5.39
179,315.449

2.22 cts.

i.64cts.

.58 ct.

14,401.25

Sr3.787.21

9.58547

4.201.74

146.987

866,365,102 13

53.523-442.57
12,741,658.96

1,673.539-57

14,420,198,53

5,582,497.09
6,008,775.61

2.762,482.11

350.562.81

14,704.317.6
284.119.0)

4.349.568.50

86.900.00

4,720.587.67

5
83,043.333

.14 ct,

.i3Ct,

27 ct,

2,152 81

81,697.18

i,8og 47

112.29

44.353

822.337.604.59 6214.662.85

Per cent,

Inc. or Dec.

46.09

57.98
24.87
30.80
25.90
32.00
40.80
55-01

33-72

52 20

1.53 Dec
42.12

555-10
87.00 Dec

7 92

30,6 Dec

13.7

12 07
90.25

5.94 Dec

8.61

31.73 Dec

17-57

14.04

23.32

2.61 Dec

43.22

Elevated Steam Roads.

1887.

§8,691,439 49

4.962,148.96
3,729.290 53

87.659.06

3.816,949.59
1,781,442.29

20,000.00

478,294.83

2-279,737 12

I. 537.212.47
1,560.000.00

22.787 53

57 -oS

4-79

4-9

7.96
172,358,082

5.04 cts.

2.88 cts.

2.16 cts.

109,81

579,140.69

45.103 60

34,037.09

5.136

81,537,212 47

811,896,461.45

7,154.58

4,741,880.23
247,119.

4,989.000.10
3.104. 125.36

68.225.00

895,830.31

4,068,180.67

920,819.43
i.SoQ.ooo 00

879,180.5:

60.14

5 02

235.330,148

4.05 cts.

3.04 cts.

2.01 cts.

167.743

S70.921.73

42 652.80

28,268.93

8920,819 43

Per cent.
Inc. or Dec. Inc. or Dec.

83.205,021,96

2,192,332.26

1,012,589.70
159.460.8

1,172,050 5:

1,322.683.07

48.225.00

417,535-48

r.788.443.55

616.393 04
240.000.00

856.393.04

3.06

2.94
62,972,066

.01 ct

.16 ct

.15 ct

57-933

88,218.96

2.450.8c

5.768 16

1,984

86 16.393 -04

36.87

44.20
27.18
182.00

30.72
74.24

Z41.1
87.40

78.53
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15.38

376-5 Dec
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60.13 Dec

23.90 Dec

36.93 Dec
36.53
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5 56

6.9+ Dec

52.75

10.38 Dec

5.45 Dec

16.94 Dec

38.66

Street Railways.

517.966,518.3:

13,291.855.32

4,674,662.99
320,933.38

4,996,596.37
1.565,711.62

342,318,00

829,192.49

54.747.97

2,791,970.08
2.203,626.29
l,4'5.397.50

36,128.76
752,100.03

73.98

6.89

4-5

8.58

361,543,930

4.97 cts.

3.68 cts.

1.29 cts.

S0S.91

819,765 12

14,622 49

5.142.63

13,873

$28,808,898.84

17,848,759.27

10,960,139.57
1,428,192."'

12.388,332.43

3,351,770.31

3,833.211.91
1,164,820.40

170,993.42

3,520,796.04

3,867,536.39

3.379.953-95

S.503.73

479,078.71

61.96

3.61

5 08

672,498,760

4.28 cts.

2.65 cts.

1.63 cts.

1,736.99

816,591.25

10,275.60

6.325.S5

23,952

*On street and elevated railways these figures are given "per passenger.'
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4.556,903.95
6.285,486.58
1,108,259.

7.391.736.06
1.786.058.69

3,490 893 91
335,627.91

116,245 45

5,728,825 96
1.663.910.10

1.964.556.45

27.625.03

273,021.32

r2.02

3. 28

58

3.7S

310,954,830

.69 ct.

1.03 cts

34 ct.

53,173.87

4,346.80

1,183.02

10,079

Per cent.
Inc. or Dec.

60.38

34-31
134-6
346-4
148.1

114.15
1,020.0

40.4

212.

6

205.3
75.65
113.95

76.7 Dec
36.33 Dec

16.26 Dec

47.65 Dec

12. 8g

44.05 Dec
86.1

13.90 Dec

28.00 Dec

1S.07 Dec

29-68 Dec

23-05

72.70

159.3

profitable way by mechanical traction methods at an
average rate mucli less than upon systems which
have extended their lines, so that a large proportion
of their mileage is suburban or through compara-
tively unprofitable territory. Let us cite a case from
acttial records, showing what the effect would have
been. A certain street railway system in a large

city, operating about 30 miles of track by horse
traction in 1887, equipped its lines with mechanical
traction, but has never extended the same. Jt is well
managed and gives magnificent service, but cannot
be said to have conferred the benefits upon the coni-

funity. which other systems have that have followed
the general programme of extension. The follow-

ing shows the approximate results from its opera-
tion in 1887 and i8g6:

1896.

52,680,448,00
1.448,157.00

54-2
316.007.00
886,284.00
800,000.00

Gross receipts £1,346,550.00
Operating expenses 974.794.00
Per cent, operating expenses to gross
receipts 72,5

Fixed charges 294,326.00
Net income 77,428.00
Dividends 60,000.00

We think no comment is necessary to illustrate

this company's prosperity. Nor does it need any
elaborate argument to show, in this particular case

at least, better results could not have been obtained
had extensions been built.

We have heard it claimed that the employes of the

street railway companies ha\'e not profited as they
should through the advanced methods adopted by
their companies. A glance at the statistics we have
quoted illustrates how their number has increased,

and the following statement will, we think, demon-
strate that the condition of the enlployes of no other
large industry in this country has shown as compar-
atively great improvement in 10 years as has that of

the street railway employe in the Empire state.

remarks concerning Mr. Vree!and's cars of "Jugger-
naut," but what are the real facts concerning this

very serious matter, and what are the comparative
results between the present and the past on street

railways in this state, and how does the annual
result compare on street and steam railways? Ac-
cording" to the railroad commissioners' report of

1896, there were killed, on the street railways of

New York state, 13 passengers, seven employes, and
51 others, making a total of 71. This represents
one for each 1,807.316 car-miles run, or one for each
9,383,258 passengers carried. Against this number
the surface steam railways killed five passengers.
211 employes and 544 others, or a total of 760. This
represents one for each 241,950 train-miles run, or
one for each 235.941 passengers carried. So it is

safe to say on fatalities that our steam railway
friends are producing the same in the proportion
of about eight to one, as against the street railways.

In the same year the street railways injured 197
passengers, 35 employes and 157 others, or a tolal

of 389. This represents one for each 329.875 car-

miles run, or one for each 1,728.788 passengers car-

ried. During the same period the steam railways
injured 174 passengers, 2,142 employes and 592
others, or a total of 2,908, runnmg for each 63,233
train-miles, or carrying 61,663. The total killed and
injured on street railways was 462. or one for each
277,752 car-miles run, or one for each 1,442,016
passengers carried. The total killed and mjured on
the steam railways amounted to 3,668, or one for

each 50,131 train-miles, or one for each 46,886 pas-
sengers carried. From this comparison it will be
seen that if the daily press demoted as much space
comparatively to steam railway accidents as to those
on street railways, they would have room for noth-
ing else in their columns, and might require daily
Sunday editions. To listen to some of the com-

close with the brief prophecy that another decade
will find electric traction occupying the same posi-
tion as regards operation of heavy standard rail-
ways that it now does toward the street railway.

Railway Telegraphers in Trouble.
W. V. Powell, grand chief, and II. B. Pcrham

grand secretary of the Order of Railroad Tele-
graphers of North America, were taken before
United States Commissioner Howe at Peoria, 111.,

September 27th, to answer a charge of violating
the alien labor law by employing a Canadian clerk
in the offices of the order. They waived examina-
tion and gave bail in the sum of $1,000 each for
their appearance before the United States grand
jury.

The action against the ofiicers is brought by a
former employe in the grand offices, who lost his
position when the Canadian clerk was employed.
The complainant claims that there was an ante-
election agreement between the grand officers

whereby the Canadian was to receive emploj'ment
in the offices for services rendered the officers in

the campaign. The officers deny this. They say
a large percentage of the membership of th--

brotherhood is in Canada, and that Canada is en-
titled to some recognition in the headquarters.

The old plant in the city hall, Chicago, broke
down last week, an engine cylinder head blowing
out, and the second engine breaking down when
the entire load was thrown upon it. The building
was left in complete darkness for a time. Then
an attempt to use gas resulted in an explosion.
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Faries Universal Lamp Holders.

U is safe lo say tiiat there are some dealers iti

supplies and other purchasers of high-class elec-

trical specialties who do not fully realize the va-

riety of the Inie of goods made hy the Karics Man-
ufacturing eonipajiy of Decatur. 111. Incandescent

lamp brackets, detachable arms of all conceivable

shapes and patterns are illustrated in this com-
pany's very handsome and complete catalogue; and
the accompanying cuts give but an inadequate idea

of the artistic and beautiful design of this com-
pany's various lamp holders. The Faries simple
one-arm lamp holder is very useful for store-win-

dow service, as it can easily be swung so as to carry

the lamp well out of the way. Then there is the

-^f

i

FIGS. I AND 2. FARIES UNIVERSAL LAMP HOLDERS.

long-arm jointed bracket for factory use, and also
the exceedingly artistic design of . "long-reach"
bracket for dentists.

This "long-reach" bracket has met with ready
sale, especiallj^ through a dental supply house in

Pittsburg. Figs, i and 2 show an adjustable lamp
support for table or desk use, either in the office,

store or home. It has a heavy base, and a study of

the curved standard supporting the lamp shade and
lamp reveals the extent of the angle to which the
lamp held by this stand may be adjusted. The
Faries company also inanufactures what might be
aptly termed a line of "universally adjustable" chan-
deliers, which have arms that may be adjusted into

almost any position. These chandeliers can be
furnished with different designs of arms or branches
to support different, styles of lamp shades.
The company has also recently gotten out a new

device in the shape of a detachable arm which car-

the \-;irious valuable features embodied in the Faries
specialties one must first study the catalogue and
then inspect the goods, as the appearance of the
ornamental designs and artistic finish of these fix-

tures only becomes evident after personal inspec-

tion.

electrical salesman, h.as been engaged to travel for

the company, and Mr. Money is now on the road.

New Chicago Supply House.
The opening in Chicago of a new electrical supply

house at the present time can be taken as a sign

indicative of the strong belief and conviction that

prosperous times are at hand. Last week a new
sign made its appearance at 236M; East Madison
street, and the Reliable Electrical Supply company
opened its doors for business.

The proprietors of this new company are J. Harris
and Otto Reiman. Mr. Harris is a capitalist well

known in Chicago real estate circles, and his un-
questioned business ability will contribute largely

as a factor in the success of the business. Mr. Harris
will devote himself almost exclusively to the finances

of the company for which his experience eminently
fits him.
Otto Reiman hardly needs an introduction. For

w% 'X'
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i

\
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PM
offices and Salesroom.

NEW CHICAGO SUPPLY HOUSE.

years he has been the financial and credit man of

the Metropolitan Electric company of Chicago.
His knowledge of the general electrical supply busi-

ness will stand him in good stead in his new
venture. Mr. Reiman made a good reputation for

himself in the handling of the old Metropolitan
company's financial matters, and his long experi-

ence, too, with the credits of that company should
contribute to his success in the management of the

new enterprise.

Roth Multipolar Dynamo.
The type of multipoh'r dynamos and motors made

by Roth Bros. & Co. of 30 Market street, Chi-
cago, is shown by the picture. Great care has
bten taken to produce a reliable machine fitted to

stand the most critical inspection. All wearing
parts are interchangeable. As dynamos or motors,
the machines are wound for no, 220 and 500 volts.

When built for lighting or general current distribu-

FIG. 3. FARIES LJNIVERSAL LAMP HOLDER,

tion, they are compounded and are made self-reg-

ulating at constant speed.

The armature is of the hollow drum type, the

core being built on a cast-iron hollow cylinder

easily removable from the shaft. The core disks,

varnished for insulation before being put together,

are held between two solid cast-iron end plates,

the clamping bolts passing through the inner space
of the hollow drum. This method of construction
avoids holes through the core disks, thus giving
a uniform magnetic path in the armature. The
armature coils are wound on a form, taped w'ith

silk tape, varnished and baked before being placed
on the core. The parallel grouping of armature
construction is employed, which, in connection with
a special system of commutator connections, greatly

RELIABLE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY GO.

Exterior View.

ries a lamp and works in a support that may be
attached to, say, a wall. As many as three or four
supports may be put at convenient places on the
wall and the lamp quickly changed from one to an-
other, thus making the lamp in a measure portable.

The base of Fig. 3 is very heavy and strong, and
has a 1% inch standard with a i 1-16 inch iron pipe

'inside (these are all outside measurements), making
these fixtures very strong and rigid. With the cut
in view it seems hardly necessary to say that the
outer arms can be thrown up or down to any de-
gi-ee. They also have free motion sidewise to nine-
tenths of a circle. Besides this, the inner arm, to
which the outer arms are attached, has a horizon-
tal swing three-fourths around or more. The
lamp is placed in the desired position and the shade
slipped around so as to shield the eyes, and by its

reflecting surface, throw the light strongly onto the
work.

It may be said, however, that to appreciate fully

j, Hariis.

NEW CHICAGO SUPPLY HOUSE.

The Reliable Electrical Supply company makes its

start on a conservative basis, and it has come lo stay.

It is the idea of the company to have the institution

follow in the wake of its trade, so to speak, rather

than the trade build up to the institution. Messrs.
Harris and Reiman intend to carry on their business

at a minimum expense consistent with the furnishing
of the very best goods on the market by the prompt-
est sort of shipment. They intend to make their

stock of the choicest and have it complete in every
respect in so far as the very best line of specialties

is concerned. The main idea underlying their pol-

icy is large sales at small profits, and their conserva-
tive start in the matter of expense is indicative that

this will be adhered to. It is the purpose of the
Reliable company to hold its trade by adhering
strictly to the prompt and complete filling of all

orders at the closest prices possible. In a word,
goods are to be shipped the same day they are or-

dered. Already C. W. N. Money, a well-known

Otto Reiman.

facilitates the repair of the armature. In case a

coil has to be removed, this may be done by simply
loosening the two armature connectors of which
the coils form a part.

The commutator has a liberal collecting surface

as well as wearing stock and a large number of

sections. Carbon brushes are used on all machines
of no volts and over. The brush-holders are of

the tangential reacting type, the commutator sur-

face moving in a direction opposite to the pressure
of the springs. Each brush-holder contains a num-
ber of square carbons, each pressed against the
commutator by a spring. The tension of the
springs may be adjusted and the carbons removed
while the machine is running. These brush-hold-
ers are among the simplest and most efficient yet
devised.

The field frame is of the radial external-pole

type, which form has met with general approval
during late years. The yoke is broad and entirely
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protects the field coils. The field cores are an-

nealed wrought-iron with circular section, which
combines a maximum economy in the work of

winding and the material of the field coils. The
bearings are self-oiling, self-aligning, and provided
with oil gauge and cock.

Reversible Elevator Controller.

To control the movements of electric elevators,

the American Rheostat company of Milwaukee has
devised the switch-and-rheostat mechanism shown
by the cut. The elevator machine is connected
with the controlling switch of the controller either
by link chain, or shaft, or gears, as may be desired.

The direction in which the switch is thrown gov-
erns the direction in which the car moves, the
switch being both reversing and a cut-out switch.
This is practically sparkless in its operation, it be-
ing constructed so as to fully receive the discharge
of the fields. This is an important feature, as will

be readily understood by those handling such con-
trollers, and is covered by patents. The operator

VERTICAL CROSS-COMPOUND ENGINE.

can bring the rheostat arm to its central position
and retain the brush in any position on the con-
tacts he may desire, thereby placing in his power
the control of the speed of the car, bvit he cannot
carry the brush over the contacts to cut out the re-

sistance; this is done automatically, and a control-
ling magnet prevents excessive curent from passing
the armature. As soon as the amount of current
is reached for which it is adjusted it prevents the fur-

ther movement of the brush. A latch in the con-
necting rod and operating on the quadrant pre-
vents the rheostat brush from passing over the con-
tacts until the operating mechanism has been
thrown sufficiently to insure the positive closing of

REVERSIBLE ELEVATOR CONTROLLER

the cut-out switch in either direction. The resist-

ance is mounted on porcelain, and is of ample ca-
pacity to prevent the possibility of burning out. No
pains have been spared to make a first-class con-
troller in every particular, both as to construction
and operation.

.

Hand Power Dynamo.
The hand power dynamo shown by the cut is

made by the Carlisle & Finch company of Cin-
cinnati, which manufactures a variety of electrical

novelties and toys of original design, including sev-
eral types of electric railways adapted for use as
show-window attractions or for amusement or ex-
periment. It is simply a dynamo-electric machine
of miniature size adapted to be operated by hand.
The handle is fastened to a large gear-wheel which
meshes into a pinion on the armature shaft. The
weight of this dynamo, packed for shipment, is

16'/;! pounds. The machine can also be furnished
with pulley for belt driving and then weighs two
pounds less. It is very compact and gives a power-
ful current for a machine of its size. It is mounted
on a hardwood base, has a tool-steel shaft and bab-
bitted bearings and is neatly painted. The man-
lU'acturer states that this little dynamo will light
a 10 candle power, 10 volt incandescent lamp, fur-
nish current to run several electrical toys at
once, or perform almost any electrical experimem.
Among other things it will decompose water, elec-
ti opiate metals, fire blasting fuses, etc. When used
with any of the toy railways it makes an ideal minia-
ture power plant. There are no batteries to be
considered; the power is ever ready, and the speed
of the car can be varied by changing the speed of
the dynamo.

Volo Microphone.
The illustration shows the Volo microphone made

by William M. Snyder of 216 Mill street, German-
town, Philadelphia. Mr. Snyder puts forth this
transmitter as an article of real merit, and he says
that where one is used more will be demanded.
The Volo microphone, it is claimed, requires a
smaller battery than is usually reciuired for trans-

Vertical Cross-compound Engine.
The cut shows a vertical cross-compound engine

erected at the works of the Western Electric com-
pany, at Chicago, by the Philadelphia Engineering
Works. This engine drives a 400 kilowatt Western
Electric generator, from which power is distrib-
uted throughout the building.
The principal dimensions are as follows: Diam-

eter of high-pressure steam cylinder, 22 inches;
diameter low-pressure cylinder, 34 inches; com-
mon stroke, 36 inches; length of main journal,
24 inches; diametei- of main journal, 12 inches;
diameter main shaft at wheel scat and generator,
16 inches; diameter of crank pin, six inches; length
of crank pin, seven inches; connecting rod, length,
seven feet six inches; connecting rod, diameter in
center, 5 1-8 inches; piston rods, diameter four
inches; surface of each of the four cross-head
slippers, 180 square inches; throttle valve diameter,
eight inches; fly-wheel diameter, six inches; weight
of fly-wheel, 50,000 pounds.
The engine runs at the rate of 100 revolutions

per minute, with a boiler steam-gauge pressure of
130 pounds. Its usual load is about 700 horse power.
It will be observed that the dimensions of the
cylinders ai;e for non-condensing compound. These
engines, however, are built for condensing com-
pound by simply changing the proportions of the
cylinders as may be required for the steam pressure
and power. The governor is positively driven.
In this instance the distribution of power has been
very well developed, and is really worth a visit

Interior \iew of One quarter Horse Power Motor.

PaRAGON MOTORS.

from anyone interested in the distribution of power
over large works and areas.

The form of these engines is especially designed
for direct-connected work^ as the inside of the

frame is entirely closed, preventing either oil or
water from injuring the generator.

VOLO ^tICROPHONE.

mitting speech; at the same time it gives noticeably
loud, clear and natural tones. Indeed, it is said
to be entirely without the thick sounds like words
running together or the harsh, grating sounds some-
times heard. Talking through it is said to be a
positive pleasure to speaker and listener alike,

the effect being as though the first were speaking
in an ordinary tone close to the ear of the other.

This transmitter is claimed to be equally reliable

for interior or long-distance work. It will not
pack or get out of order, it is said, and, on the
whole, is confidently presented to the users of
telephone apparatus as an honest combination of
efficiency, strength and beauty.

An old advertising scheme has been adapted to
electrical use by an English electrical paper. The
proprietors offer the sum of 10 pounds to the next
of kin of any person who may be killed by accident
through electric shock in the United Kingdom,
provided that a copy of the current issue of the
paper be found upon the deceased at the time of
the accident.

Paragon Motors.
The Paragon motor, which has lately become

well known as a fan motor, is now being built in

small sizes for general power distribution purposes.
The sizes now in stock are one-twelfth, one-eighth,
one-fourth, one-half and one horse power, and the
motor is designed and made with all the care that
is usually spent on large units. The general famil-

iar features of the Paragon fan motor are embod-
ied in these power motors, namely, iron-clad con-
struction, enclosing everything but the pulley,

with the circular field and toothed armature. The
new motors are made with an iron base, with the
edge turned up to form an oil pan, and are fitted

with radial brushes, the pressure of which is ad-
justed by a screw and lock nut. Owing to the ex-
cellent magnetic circuit, low air-gap reluctance,
etc., rnotors are of light weight and highly efficient

for their size. The one-half horse powxr size, for
example, weighs only 60 pounds. They are also
made up as small-size motor-dynamos for the gen-
eration of alternating currents from direct cur-
rents, etc. This line of motors is handled by J. P.
Williams, general agent, 39 Cortlandt street. New
York.
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Electric Railway Development at Home
and Abroad.

Eiiglisli contractors (Dicl:, Kerr & Co. of Lon-
don) have secured tlie order for the electrical equip-

ment of the street railway systems of Madrid and

Barcelona, Spain, but the sub-contract for the

generators and full station equipment has been

placed with the General Electric company of

Schenectady. The Railway World of London
states that 160 motor equipments will be required

for these lines and that the full amount of the orig-

inal contract is about $800,000. The following ex-

tract from a press dispatch from Schenectady, dated

September 26th, is an interesting comment on the

use of American electrical machinery:

"While Lord Kelvin was in the act of gratifying

his intense curiosity about the General_ Electric

works here, news came of the closing in New York
of further contracts, employing English capital, for

large electric railway systems in Dublin, Madrid

and Barcelona. The amount involved is said to

n.ach 1500,oco. Lord Kelvm was asked his views

on this matter. He said: T do not consider it

out of the way or surprising that these orders

should be placed here. England has not yet devel-

oped her electric railway work to as large extent

as you have, and hence is buying, as she always

does, in the best market to save money. She has

the engineering and manufacturing talent, but lacks

the opportunity. Here you have towns of 10,000

population springing up in a year, and they natu-

rally want the latest and best, making a good de-

mand which renders easy production on a large

scale and also stimulates the older communities
near them. We have no such developments in

England, and the areas of our towns are smaller,

so that the necessity of city transportation is not so
.

keenly felt as with you.'
"

The same state of affairs was recently considered

by the Electrical Engineer of London, and the re-

marks of that journal are interesting as showing
the British point of view: "We have been pleased

to note that the English contracts for electric tram-

ways are being placed more frequently with Eng-
lish contractors, and that in certain cases the Eng-
lish contractors have obtained important contracts

abroad in the face of the direct opposition of agents

from America. This state of affairs is gratifying

to the profession, but the fact that the majority of

the material used, e\en by English contractors, is

obtained from America, is to be deprecated. The
reason for this is to a certain extent to be found in

the fact that the severe competition in America has
reduced the prices; but, on the other hand, it is also

the fact that in some departments the English man-
ufacturers are not sufticiently prompt to take up the

requirements of the new industry. We were in-

formed, for instance, the other day by a large con-

tracting firm that the steel poles for the construc-

tion of an important electric tramway they were
equipping had been ordered from an English firm

at prices which compared favorably with those of

-'\merican goods. The order having been placed,

considerable trouble arose from the delay in de-

livery, and the organization of the line was seri-

ously impeded from this cause. Delays of this kind
naturally tend to keep the trade out of the country.

Another point we have noticed recently, when in-

specting new traction plant, is that the American
engine builders have paid particular attention to the

design of their engines for traction work, whereas
the tendency of the English manufacturers is to

supply an engine which has been found suitable for

electric lighting purposes. It by no means follows

that this engine will be suitable for traction work,
because the rapid way in which the load varies and
the short duration of the periods of extremely
heavy loads strain both the engine and its govern-
ing arrangements most severely. If our manufac-
turers will keep themselves to the fore in matters

of detail of this kind, we see no reason why the

present procedure of ordering goods from abroad
should continue. The boom in electric traction

which is now commencing will then benefit the

English profession and enable the manufacturers
to hold their own in colonial tramway equipment.
Not only in English-speaking countries, but on the

Continent electric tramway schemes are being de-

cided upon every day, more particularly, perhaps,
in the mountainous regions and other places where
there is a plentiful supply of water."

In Australia the American cars are very favor-

ably received, to judge from the following note in

Transport: "The railway commissioners of New
South Wales are experimenting on the Sydney
tram lines with an open car of American make
and design. The new car is the theme of local ad-

miration and of eulogistic notices in the press. The
old car, which is its companion on the road, is

practically deserted. Everybody, in fact, rushes to

this elegant and attractive vehicle, which not long
ago was publicly tried for the first time. It is said

that as a summer car it would be difficult to sur-

pass it. It is perfectly open from end to end, the
sun, wind or rain being excluded by cleverly de-
signed blinds, which can be lowered or raised at

will, and which, being on the automatic principle,

stop just exactly in the position wished. The seats

are reversible, being made of light wood, beauti-
fully polished. It runs particularly smoothly, and
has accommodation for 40 passengers, with a small
cab at either end for the man controlling it. This,
of course, is when the car is driven by electricity.

The real name is 'The Brill Car,' being manufac-
tured by the firm of that name in Philadelphia.

The truck on which it runs is called the 'Peckham'
truck. The car being about half the weight of those
at present in use, will eflect a large saving in haul-

age."

CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes.

New York, September 28.—One of the witnesses
of last week tsefore the Supreme Court Rapid Tran-
sit Commission of Inquiry was O. 1'. Crosby, the

well-known electric railroad expert. Mr. Crosby
gave much testimony regarding the average of

grades, rates of speed and as to the power neces-
sary to bring a train traveling at 48 miles an hour
to a stop in 22 seconds. Speaking in a general

sense, Mr. Crosby expressed the opinion that it

would be cheaper to operate the proposed under-
ground road by electricity than by steain power.
The years of delay in this matter of -providing

rapid transit for New York is a source of mortifi-

cation to the citizens of this city. The Scientific

American says that it is doubtful if the gentlemen
who compose the Supreme Court Cominission have
ever carried a more serious responsibility than that

just now incurred in deciding the fate of the plans

for rapid transit which were prepared by the New
York "Rapid Transit Commission. "It is to be
hoped," adds this journal, "that a decision will be
rendered at the earliest possible date, for the rea-

son that the consolidation of the present several

m.unicipalities which will constitute Greater New
York will take place on the first day of January,

1898, and if the immediate construction of the pro-

posed lines is to take place, the contracts must be
let before that date. With the close of the year
the present governing bodies of the city will cease

to exist, and before any progress could be made
with rapid transit it would be necessary to form
a new commission and begin over again the tedious
preliminary work. Should the judgment of the

commission be unfavorable or should it be rendered
too late for the commencement of construction, the

city will find itself exactly where it started many
years ago, and all the time, trouble and expense
to which it has been put will have gone for noth-
ing." In conclusion the Scientific American cites

the work on the -Boston subway—which was not
projected until some years after the Rapid Transit
Commission of New York had commenced its la-

bors—and notes with shame that "even at this late

hour the consummation of a similar work in the
metropolis is in danger of indefinite postponement."
The troubles of the Metropolitan Street Railway

company continue. John F. White has written to

the mayor to say that the company is, without au-
.thority, converting its cable road in Columbus av-

enue, between Fifty-ninth and Si.xty-fifth streets,

into a line which shall be operated either by cable

or a conduit trolley system. This charge is said to

be true by officers of the Department of Public
Works, who state that the company has no permit
to tear up Columbus avenue. In Broome street,

too, the company seems to have evinced a disposi-

tion to grab more than it is entitled to. On Sat-

urday Justice Lawrence, in the Supreme Court,

granted an injunction restraining the Metropolitan

Street Railway company from tearing up Broome
street for the purpose of laying an electric conduit.

August EickhofT, an owner of abutting property,

who obtained the injunction, says that when the

company some time ago obtained permission to

change its motive power on the Fourth avenue
branch the permit gave the company; authority to

change the single track operated in Broome street.

The company, however, Eickhoff declares, seized

the opportunity to lay an extra track without au-

thority. M. S.

Northwestern Notations.

Minneapolis, September 28.—A company with

Matthew Edwards at the head has been formed at

Lancaster, Wis., and applied for a franchise for

electric lighting.

The Electrical Installation company of Chicago
has filed a claim for a lien on the plant of the

Citizens' Traction company at Oshkosh, Wis., for

work done on that line for the Winnebago Con-
struction company.
Supplementary proceedings have been begun

against the Duluth street railway at Duluth, Minn.,

to collect a judgment of $5,663.

The Chatfield, Minn., electric light plant will be
ready for operation about October 1st.

Work is being pushed on the Montana Power
company's electrical plant near Butte, Mont. The
company will secure power from the Big Hole
River, and it is expected to have electricity from
the plant by March i, 1898. The capacity will be
4,000 horse power to start with.

A mass meeting , of the property owaiers was
held in Sioux City, la., to protest against the ex-

tension of the franchises of the various traction

companies there. The Sioux City Traction com-
pany wants its franchise extended to 1983.

Grand Forks, B. C, will put in an electric light

system.
The Benton Power and Traction company has

been incorporated to put in a water power at Sauk
Rapids, Minn., and generate electricity for street

railway, electric lighting, and manufacturing pur-
poses.

Henry E. Combacker and others of Osceola, Wis.,
have applied for a franchise for electric lighting.

It is reported that an English syndicate has an
option on the Jay Cooke water power near Duluth,
Minn., and proposes to develojj the water power
and transmit electrical power to Duluth and Su-
perior.

There is a scheme on foot to build an electric
railway line from Charles City, Ia_., to Hampton, la.

W. M. Hewitt of Stillwater, Minn., is preparing
to take hold of the proposed Oshkosh, Berlin and
Omro, Wis., electric line, provided certain mat-
ters relative to franchises are adjusted satisfactorily.

It is proposed to triple the number of electric

street lights in St. Paul, adding 240 arc lights in

the business part of town.
The proposed arc light system at Kaukauna,

Wis., calls for 40 arc lights of 1,200 candle power
each.

The Mankato Gas and Electric Light company
of Mankato, Minn., has contracted with the city

to furnish electric street lighting for five years.
The council has dictated lower prices for elec-

tricity to consumers,
The electric fire-alarm system of St. Paul will

probably be modernized at a cost of $7,000.
The St. Paul council has passed the ordinance

requiring the street railway company to put in a
loop to the Union Depot. It is understood, how-
ever, that the street railway company will refuse
to comply with the ordinance. The ordinance re-

quiring the Selby avenue cable to be supplanted by
electric power has also passed the council and has
gone to the mayor for approval.

Geo. W. Hayford, secretary and treasurer of the
Electrical Engineering company, reports that busi-
ness is at least 20 per cent, better than at this

time last year. '

Electric light plants are being constructed at

Graceville and Argyle, Minn., and at Valley City
and Madison, S. D.
The Minneapolis General Electric company is

laying an underground cable for a three-phase
power transmission to operate rotary transformers,
and from these transformers will feed directly into

the Edison three-wire system in the Edison build-

ing from the East Side water power station. The
present steam-driven Edison station will be aban-
doned entirely.

The work of repairing the St. Anthony Falls

Water Power company's new dam, which was in-

jured by the high water last spring, has been com-
menced. C.

PERSONAL.
Gerald W. Hart, the president of the Hart &

Hegeman Manufacturing company of Hartford,

Conti., was a recent Chicago visitor. Mr. Hart has

a long list of friends in the West, where he is well

known and well liked, and in company with Geo.

S. Searing, the popular Chicago representative of

the company, he called on many of them last week.

Friends of Edward L. Draffen will be interestert

to note that he has joined the ranks of the Fort
Wayne Electric corporation. Mr. DrafTen was for

many years with the New York office of the General

Electric company under District Manager Charles

D. Shain. Before his connection with the General
Electric company he was identified with the West-
inghouse interests.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

An electric light plant is proposed in Cumber-
land, Md., and it is said that Frank Rae of Chi-

cago is preparing the plans.

The electric light plant of Fernandina, Fla., is

to be removed to a new brick power house and
enlarged by the addition of new engines, boilers

and dynamos.

Keosauqua, Iowa, proposes to have electric

lights—about 10 arcs and 400 incandescent lamps.

It is proposed to use the waterworks engine to

drive the dynamo,

The Borough of Manhattan Electric company,
to furnish electricity for lighting, heating, and
power purposes in New York city, was incorpo-

rated September 22d with a capital of $100,000. The
directors are Charles A. Lieb, Hugh H. Harrison,

Joseph F. Darling, Albert S. Williams, Charles P.

Blaney, Robertson Honey and Edward Schmidt

of New York.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The railroad commissioners of the state of New

York have received an application for a certificate

authorizing the construction of 60 miles of cable

road from Coxsackie to Middleburg. Foui" com-
panies were named in the application as being in-

terested in the proposed road. They are the Mid-
dleburg and Oak Hill Traction company, the Cox-
sackie and Greenville Traction company, the Wind-
ham Traction company and the Oak Hill Traction

company. The companies are capitalized at $1,000,-

000. The promoter of the system is W. J. Raines,
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a brother of State SenaLor John Raines, author of

the now famous Raines law.

On the night of Wednesday last the large power

house of the Capital Traction company of Wash-
ington, D. C, was totally destroyed by fire. The
building occupied nearly the entire square between

Pennsylvania avenue and D street, and from Four-

teenth to Thirteenth and One-half streets. It was

at one time feared that some of the government

buildings would be damaged, but the fire was con-

fined to the immediate locality of the power house

by the work of the firemen. The plant had a ca-

pacity of 1,600 horse power, and the loss on build-

ing and machinery is several hundred thousand

dollars. All of the cable lines of the city will be

incapacitated for some time, and some of the electric

roads will be crippled.

President Russell B. Harrison of the street rail-

way company of Terre Haute, Ind., has formally

announced to the public that there will be a week

of slow transit for the purpose of showing the qual-

ity of service that would result should an ordinance

ending in the council be passed. Mr. Harrison has

some bitter opponents, and they have prepared

an ordinance which provides for several changes

in the methods of operating the trolley system

Recently there were two distressing accidents and

they form the basis for the proposed ordinance.

Under the new schedule the cars will be run at

about one-third speed, stop at near crossings, and

come nearly to a standstill at every intersecting

street regardless of the fact as to there being pas-

sengers to get off or on. All cars have to run to

a central point in Main street, but to lessen the

danger in that street transfers will be given from

cars on other lines where they intersect Mam street.

Considerable interest is being manifested in the

completion of the Ballston terminal railroad, at

Ballston Spa, N. Y. This road has been contem-

plated for some time, and now, under the energetic

management of J. C. Stanton, gives evidence of

early completion. The power house, which is a

commodious and substantial structure, of modern

ideas is now completed. The plant includes Bab-

cock' & Wilcox boilers, Hamilton-Corliss engines.

Westinghouse electrical apparatus. Brill cars and

Mayer & Englund overhead material. The road

bids fair to be completed before the close of next

month. The road is largely a freight road, and

the company will handle the freight by electrical

locomotives designed especially for its use. These

locomotives are now being erected at the car works

of the J. G. Brill company in Philadelphia. Ihe

passenger service will be taken care of by the ordi-

nary passenger cars.

WESTERN ELECIRICIAN.

cents every time he wishes to call up his own
office from another 'phone, there appears a striking

contrast between the telephone charges of the Amer-
ican and the Swedish capitals."

TELEPHONE.
The Southern Bell Telephone company has pur-

chased a building in Birmingham, Ala., for $14,000

which it will improve and enlarge for the use of

its works.

Wm. R. Eareckson and Arthur Williams have

petitioned the county commisssioners for authority

to construct a telephone line from Halethorpe to

Elk Ridge, Md.

W H Preece tells a story about the early

days of the telephone: In order that the queen

might test the new invention he put Osborne,

Portsmouth and London in communication, and ar-

ranged that a band should play while her majesty

was at the other end of the instrument, but the

queen was detained, and before she arrived the

band had been sent away. It occurred to Mr
Preece to act as the band himself, so he stepped

to the instrument and hummed into it "God Save

the Queen," and asked if her majesty recognized

the tune? "Yes," she said, "it was the national

anthem—but very badly played."

E. B. Overshiner of the Logansport (Ind.) Mu-
tual Telephone company has just finished a tele-

phone plant in the city of Winamac, Ind., for 70

subscribers. He has built a toll-line connecting

the new plant with the Logansport exchange, which

gives it outside connections with 200 miles of toll-

Unes and 80 towns and cities in Indiana and Illi-

nois. He will shortly build a metallic circuit to

Monticello, Ind., giving his company a metallic

circuit as far west as Kankakee, 111., Lafayette, Ind.,

and all the principal towns in western Indiana and

eastern Illinois. The Logansport exchange now
numbers 400 subscribers and is still growing.

Writing from Stockholm, a recent correspondent

says: "There are some things they do much better

over here than we do in America, and the telephone

is one of them. I venture to say there are more
telephones in Stockholm than in any other city of

the world in proportion to population. Nineteen

thousand is the number of subscribers in this city

of a quarter of a million souls. Nor is it surprising

that the number is so great, as one may have a

telephone in his house at a cost of $10 a year, and

in his office or shop for $16 a year. In addition

to the 19,000 telephones in the city system, there

are 2,500 instruments in the suburban towns, many
of them 40 or 50 miles distant, which city sub-

scribers may call up without extra charge. To one
who is assessed $110 a year for a telephone in

Washington, and is besides compelled to pay 10

ELECTRICAL SECURITIES.
The Edison Electric Illuminating company of

Brooklyn reports gross earnings for the eight
months ended August 31st of $561,721, an increase

of $38,638 as compared with the corresponding pe-
riod of last year, and net $252,719, an increase of

$24,388.

The Cambridge (Mass.) Electric Light company
has petitioned for approval of an issue of new capi-

tal stock at par value of $100,000 for the purpose
of paying its floating debt and enlarging its plant.

The petition has been granted by the Board of

Gas and Electric Light Commissioners.

The North Shore Traction company of Boston
reports gross earnings for August of $177,394, an

increase of $1,831 as compared with the same month
of last year, and net $100,800, an increase of $3,763.

For the seven months ended August 31st the gross

earnings were $336,259, a decrease of $13,044 as

compared with the corresponding period of last year

and net $188,576, a decrease of $7,802.

The Columbus (Ohio) Street Railway company
reports gross earnings for August of $52,365, a

decrease of $1,156 as compared with the same month
of last year and net $26,007, a decrease of $775.
For the seven months ended August 31st the gross

earnings were $440,102, a decrease of $38,095 as

compared with the corresponding period of last

year, and net $226,586, a decrease of $15,429.

At the second annual meeting of the stockhold-
ers of the Union Traction company of Philadelphia

last week, John B. Parsons, vice-president and gen-
eral manager, was elected a member of the board
of directors, and A. J. Cassatt, who was elected

to fill the vacancy of C. F. Fox, resigned his place

on the board of directors. The report of nine
months' operation shows a deficit of $851,934, which
is a decrease of about $350,000 from the deficit of

the corresponding nine months of the previous
year.

"Matthew Marshall," the noted financial authority
of the New York Sun, utters a note of warning
against the prevailing rage for speculation in stocks.

He calls attention to the fact that the conditions
of to-day are somewhat similar to those that pre-

vailed in 1893. "People bought stocks then as
eagerly and at as inflated prices as they are buying
them now," he says. General Electric is mentioned
as an example. That stock sold four years ago
as high as 114, upon the report that its earnings
were "far beyond the amount needed to pay eight
per cent, on its stock," but "General Electric has
paid no dividends at all since 1893," he adds.

Talk of a consolidation of all the surface roads
of Chicago under the Yerkes-Eikins-Widener con-
trol ITas been revived, and from Philadelphia comes
a statement of the proposition which the Yerkes
interests made to the stockholders of the Chicago
City Railway company, who are the chief objectors
to the scheme. It includes a guaranty of the $4,619,-

500 4% per cent, bonds of the South Side company
and the payment of 12 per cent, per annum on the
capital stock of $12,000,000. The West Chicago
stockholders are offered six per cent, on $13,189,000
of stock and a guaranty of all fixed obligations,
and those in the North Chicago road 12 per cent,

on the $6,600,000 of stock. The Metropolitan Trac-
tion company, in the event of consolidation, it

is claimed, would be the central company, and its

capital stock would be increased to $50,000,000. A
director of the Chicago City Railway company is

authority for the statement that no proposition
from the Yerkes interests has met with favor. As
the City railway has been paying 12 per cent, the
of^fer has no inducements.

A financial paper of recent issue states that a fore-
closure case which involves about $600,000 is being
heard in the Wayne Circuit Court of Detroit. The
old Brush Electric Light company sold that amount
of bonds to the Peninsular Electric Light company
in 1893. The latter company was formerly known
as the Fort Wayne Electric Light company. Clar-
ence A. Black, who was then traveling in Japan,
was made trustee of the bonds, and E. W. Pendle-
ton, Richard Fyfe and W. C. Colburn were made
a committee to look after the running of the plant.
It was the intention to make this trust permanent
by securing the consent of the bondholders, but
when Mr. Black returned to Detroit, R. W. Mc-
Donald, owner of $50,000 of stock, had transferred
his interest to the American Trust and Loan com-
pany, which concern refused to consent to the
plan. Trustee Black was then requested by the
holders of $100,000 worth of the stock to begin
foreclosure proceedings, the Peninsular Electric
Light company having defaulted by the non-pay-
ment of six months' interest.
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York electric cab. The cab suddenly stopped, and
one of the occupants—a cool-headed engineer—in-
vestigated the cause and found that ihe fuse had
blown. It was the work of an instant to take a
tablet of chocolate out of his pocket, remove the
tinfoil in which it was wrapped and connect it in
place of the fuse, so as to allow the cab to proceed
gaily on its way again.

MISCELLANEOUS.
A playful French contemporary, L'Electricien,

gravely cites an instance of great presence of mind
on the part of a Frenchman traveling in a New

TRADE NEWS.
Owing to a large increase in the business of the

American Rheostat company of Milwaukee, the
capital stock has been increased to $25,000.

The Zimmerman Cycle company of 19 York
street. West, Savannah, Ga., intends to put in a
complete line of electrical goods in connection with
its present business. It requests catalogues of
electrical machinery, material and supplies.

Charles M. Proctor, president of the Proctor-
Raymond Manufacturing company of Buffalo.
N. Y., was in Chicago last week. Mr. Proctor
is making a trip in the interest of his company and
is presenting to the various supply houses an ex-
tremely attractive line of new specialties.

"We manufacture a strictly high-grade lamp
only,"^ and "by purchasing from us you save the
dealer's profit," are the claims for business urged
by the United Electric Improvement company.
Nineteenth street and Allegheny avenue, Philadel-
phia, manufacturer of incandescent lamps. Sample
orders of lamps may be returned "if they are not
equal to the best."

George W. Conover, with office in the Monad-
nock block. Chicago, has been appointed western
agent for the Puritan Electric company. He will
handle in the vicinity of Chicago the Jr'uritan alter-
nating arc lamp, which has been on the market for
the past year. Mr. Conover is particularly adapted
for this position, as his experience in selling arc
lamps has covered a long period.

In addition to his engineering business Force
Bain of Chicago is now engaged in soliciting pat-
ents in the United States and foreign countries.
Mr. Bain has had a practical experience of 20
years in designing, manufacturing and installing
apparatus for telegraphy, telephony, electric light-
ing and power. He is also familiar with gas eu;
gines, steam engines and other branches of ap-
plied electricity and mechanics.

One of the busiest belting firms in the country
is the Shultz Belting company, St. Louis, whose
reputation as a manufacturer of rawhide belting is

known far and wide. The Shultz company's prod-
uct is extensively used, not only in the United States,
but all over the civilized world. At the present
time the company has all it can possibly do to fill

its orders and its capacity is taxed to the utmost.
The Shultz company is one of the oldest firms in
the business and its standing, especially in the elec-
trical trade, which has used Shultz belting ex-
tensively, could not be better.

"Wire in Electrical Construction" is (he title of a
useful little book issued by the John A. Roebling's
Sons company of Trenton, N. J. The work is got-
ten up in engineers' pocketbook style, and it seems
to be accurate and reliable, so far as it goes. The
object is "to give in a convenient form the prop-
erties and dimensions of bare and insulated wires
and cables used in electrical construction." This
is done in the form of tables, and the belief is stated
in the preface that some of the matter is new. The
book is well printed and contains very little adver-
tising matter. It is a dignified trade publication
of the best class and should be of considerable as-
sistance to the users of electrical wires.

The Western Electrician has received the 1897
catalogue of P. & M. Herre, Berlin, Germanv,
manufacturers of incandescent lamps. The pam-
phlet is illustrated and the text is printed in German,
French and English, the prices of the articles
lifted being given. The English is faulty, but the
sense can usually be made out. Beside a full line
of incandescent lamps and parts thereof, there are
also shown electric contact thermometers. Geissler
tubes, Crookes tubes and other electric specialties,
which the firm manufactures. Those interested
in these goods may examine the contents of the
catalogue at the offices of the Imperial German
consulate in Chicago (room 826 Schiller building),
where free copies may be had.

Edward Wertheim, 55 South Canal street, Chi-
cago, recently incorporated under the laws of Illi-

nois his prosperous business under the new name
of the Advance Packing and Supply company.
Mr. Wertheim, as is pretty generally known, was
the sole owner of this business, and he becomes the
president of the new organization. As Mr. Wert-
heim is familiar to the electrical trade through his
large sales of high-grade carbons, it is a matter of
interest to note that the new company is still push-
ing an imported carbon manufactured by the Union
Carbon company of Kronach, Germany. This
agency has been in the hands of Mr. Wertheim for
a long time and will receive an additional impetus
in the new compan}'. Besides its regular brand of
carbons for open arcs, the Advance Packing and
Supply company is introducing a special high-grade
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carbon under the name of Germania, suitable for

inclosed arc lamps, the main features of which are

long life and minimum deposit during combustion.

Mr. Isaacs of K. McLennan & Co. states that

while no doubt the conditions in the business world

have materially improved while the sales of Gale's

commutator compound have increased, he does not

believe that such increase in the sales of their com-

pound could fairly be attributed to the times.

Gale's commutator compound has become a staple

article, he says, adopted and in regular use by

nearly every power plant and central station in the

United States and Canada and a large number of

isolated plants. "Doubtless," continued Mr. Isaacs,

"the reduction in price has worked some increase,

as some of the smaller plants may have felt that

the former price was too high." The ofSce of

K. McLennan & Co. is at 1128 Marquette building,

Chicago.

BUSINESS.
Everyone desires to keep informed on Yukon,

the Klondyke and Alaskan gold fields. Send 10

cents for large compendium of vast information

and big color map to Hamilton Publishing com-
pany, Indianapolis, Ind.

"Coal Handling for Steam Generation" is the

title of a valuable pamphlet issued by the C. W.
Hunt company of New York and devoted to the

explanation of the numerous features of the Hunt

noiseless conveyor. Many plants using this ap-

paratus are cited to show the high opinion enter-

tained by engineers. Electric lighting and street

railway plants form a considerable part of the in-

stallations described.

The Garvin Machine company, Spring and Var-
ick streets, New York, has just issued List No. 20 of

new and second-hand machinery in stock for im-

mediate delivery. The list of new machinery com-
prises, besides the company's own manufacture,

many of the well-known makes of lathes, planers,

shapers, drill-presses, presses and shears, grinding

machines, miscellaneous machine tools and special

bicycle machines. The second-hand list is nearly

as complete, and has also a number of the Garvin
company's well-known milling and screw machines
listed, which are in as good condition as when new.
The list will be sent to anyone desiring it.

The Burnley Battery and Manufacturing com-
pany of Painesville, O., is placing upon the market
a new type of primary battery which is a radical

departure from existing methods of construction.

It consists of a glass jar and a cylinder of thick

zinc, in which is placed the negative electrode and
suitable depolarizing matter, so that the zinc cyl-

inder, depolarizing agent and carbon electrode form
a compact body. At the bottom of this body is

a porous septum for the admission of the necessary
moisture. This battery starts to work with a full

force the instant it is set up, giving 1.5 volts and

from eight to 10 amperes. The Burnley dry bat-

tery is well known, and scores of commendatory
letters testify to its efficiency.

The demand for knife switches for motor wiring
and general electric light work has increased very
much of late, and knife switches are sold in large
quantities. The F. & L. motor knife switch, han-
dled by the Electric Appliance company, is one
of the most desirable switches on the market in

this line, being a good article at a low price. The
Electric Appliance company carries a large and
complete stock of these goods, and is prepared to

make prices that will get the business.

Among the many western concerns that have felt

the wave of prosperity is the Farr Telephone and
Construction Supply company, 342 Dearborn street,

Chicago, which has received more than its share of
telephone orders and supplies, particularly within
the last two months. While this is due to a large
extent to the company's energetic management, the
excellent reputation its goods have earned is no
doubt responsible in a large measure for the largely
increased business. The company has received
orders from all parts of the United States and, in

addition, from many foreign countries. The cata-
logue and handbook of information which the Fan-
company is willing to send to anyone on request
has met with great favor among telephone users,
as it contains much useful information for those
desiring to put up telephones.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
Issued September iSq7.

590,238. Electric Arc Lamp. William R. Ridings,

George F. Bull and Llewellyn B. Codd, Bir-

mingham, England. Application filed May 28.

1896.

A brake mechanism for an electric arc lamp comprises

a friction wheel, a set of toggle levers, a pad carried at

the joint of the togele levers, electro-magnetic devices for

operating the levers to cause the pad to clutch or engage
with and leave the wheel, and connections between the

wheel and the carbons.

590,263. Electric Measuring Apparatus. John C.

Henry, Denver, Colo. AppHcation filed July

3. 1897.

The magnet is placed in a shunt around ths field magnet
ot the motor, and alarm devices are operated by the

magnet.

NO. 500,420.

590,267. Electric Alarm. John C. Kenmouth,
Spearfish. S. D. Application filed January 20.

1896. Renewed June 14, 1897.

The combination with an electric circuit, a battery, an
electric bell and box inclosing the same, a strong flat

spring having one end secured to a plate and electrically

connected to one of the posts, a contact point electrically

connected to the other posi, and against which the spring
normally bears, a trigger having one end suitably secured
to the plate, and having a notch therein into which the

end ot the spring catches when it is moved, and of engage-
ment with the contact point, and a snare-wire connected
to the outer end of the trigger.

590.299. Signal Mechanism. John P. Coleman.
Swissvale, Pa. Application filed March 27, 1897.

An electric motor, an electrically controlled connection
between the motor and signal, and a motor-brake mechan-
ically released by the signal, are important leatures.

590.300. Signaling Apparatus. John P. Coleman,
Swissvale, Pa. Application filed April 24, 1897.

An electric motor is separably connected to an appliance
for controlling a moving train, a magnet having high and
low resistance coils for controlling such connection, and
a generator common to the magnet and motor, the high-re-

sistance coil being in a shunt around the motor.

590.301. Signaling Apparatus. John P. Coleman.
Swissvale, Pa. Application filed May 3,' 1897.

Catches are used for locking the signal rod and the hold-

ing rod to the frame, and electrically controlled dogs for

shifting the catches.

590.303. Signaling Apparatus. John P. Coleman,
Swissvale, Pa. Application filed May 29, 1897.

There is the combination of a crank connected to a signal,

a weight for rotating the crank, mechanism for controlling

the rotation of the crank, an electro-magnet controlling

such mechanism, and a motor operative regardless of the

position or movement of the signal for raising the weight.

500.304. Common Battery Multiple Switchboard.
Henry M. Crane. Boston, Mass. Application

filed August 9, 1897.

Provision is made for^ main or sub-station circuit hav-

ing plug-socket switchboard connections at a central sta-

tion, and plug and switch-cord complementary connectors,
each plug and cord having two main circuit conductors
looped through a current generator, with a third conductor
for the plug and cord forming a part of a local signal and
test circuit also containing a source ot current and divided

into two parallel branches, a relay in one of the main con-

ductors controlling the continuity of one of the branches,
and adapted when excited to close the same, a signal

switching relay in the branch controlling the continuity of
the other branch, and adapted when excited to open it, and
a supervisory signal in the other branch, whereby the
signal branch is maintained open and the signal undis-
played during a conversation, but is closed and the signal

displayed on the close of such conversation.

590,310. Electric Railway. Rudolph M. Hunter,
Philadelphia, Pa. Original Application filed

October 27, 1886. Divided and this applica-

tion filed September 12, 1887.

An electrically propelled vehicle has a frame supported
upon the axles or axle-boxes independently of the springs
supporting the car-body, in combination with a horizon-
tally movable collector arm hinged thereto, a collector

wheel journaled upon the free end of the arm, and a work-
ing conductor upon which the collector wheel runs.

S9^,7i7:i- Interior Conduit for Buildings. Harry
G. Osburn, Chicago, 111. Application filed

November i, 1895.

A metallic casing or lube having an oval or elliptical

cross-section contains insulating tubes disposed within
the casing for conducting wires.

590,374. Interior Conduit for Electrical Conduct-
ors. Harry G. Osburn, Chicago, 111. Ap-
plication filed March 23, 1896.

An outer casing or sheath incloses the insulating tubes,

the walls of the casing being formed tn give them a spring-

like action, whereby the casing adapts itself to tubes

slightly irregular in form or size.

590,386. Electric Trip-knife Switch. Augustus C.

Carey, Lake Pleasant, Mass. Application filed

May 24, 1895. Renewed June 29. 1897.

Contact posts and a tilting knife carrier are combined
with a tilting device comprising a lever having a spring

connection with the knife carrier and provided with pro-

jecting fingers, and spring-stops provided with stop-lugs

which engage angles on the knife carrier positively to sup-

port the knife carrier in either of its tilted positions.

590.398. Electric Signaling. Simon de Jager, Pat-

erson, N. J. Application filed January 23, 1897.

A system of transmitting electrical signals comprises a

source of electricity, a main circuit, a transmitting device

with means for sending a predetermined number cf im-

pulses of one polarity, followed by an impulse of ihe oppo-

site polarity, a selecting device comprising two or more
groups ot magnets, contacts in the main circuit controlled

thereby, a separate circuit in the selecting device and con-

tacts therein also controlled by the magnets, the magnets
responding to the main or the separate circuit upon the

automatical closing of the corresponding contacts, and a

receiving device also controlled by the contacts.

NO. 590.514.

590,420. Electric Railway. Robert Lundell, Brook-
lyn, N. Y. Application filed July 18, 1896.

A switch-box is provided with a mud-groove near its top,

in combination with a cover provided with two down-
wardly extending flanges, one of which is adapted to rest

in the mud-groove and the other to surround the switching
mechanism when the cover is located in position.

590.427. Coin-Operated Electrical Apparatus.

Webb B. Wheeler, Lincoln, Neb. Application

filed March 16, 1897.

An electro-magnet is mounted adjacent to the clockwork
mechanism; an armature lever is pivotally supported
above the clockwork mechanism and adapted to operate

to stop the balance-wheel, a coin-chute is mounted on the

base-plate adjacent to the clockwork mechanism; a pin

wheel is connected with the clockwork mechanism and is

provided with pins which project in the direction of the

coin-chute, a lever is pivotally connected with the side of^ the coin-chute and is adapted to swing in the direction of

the wheel, the clockwork mechanism, the magnet and

lever being in an open electric circuit which is adapted to
be closed by a coin dropped into the coin-chute, and by
which the armature lever is operated.

590,466. Commutator and Means for Assembling
Same. Sidney H. Short, Cleveland. Ohio. Ap-
plication filed July 12, 1897.

A commutator cylinder is mounted on the hub, and an
expansible ring interposed between the commutator cylin-
der and the hub.

590,497. Electrical Igniting Device for Lamps.
Svend M. Meyer, Brooklyn, N. Y. Applica-
tion filed April 27, 1895.

A central draft oil lamp is provided with a high resist-
ance electrical conductor located adjacent to the upper
end ot the wick tube and attached to and supported by the
air distributor.

NO. 590,527.

590,514. Process of Producing Metallic Carbides.
Alfred H. Cowles, Cleveland, Ohio. Applica-
tion filed August 19, 1895.

The process described of making calcium carbide con-
sists in causing a current to pass between electrodes later-
ally projecting into a mass of intimately commingled cal-

cium oxide and carbon of such extent that a material
proportion thereof will remain undecomposed by the pas-
sage of the current, and in gradually separating the elec-
trodes as the material between them is reduced, so as to

produce between the electrodes a body of the carbide sur-
rounded by an undecomposed mass of the mixture.

590.527. Trolley for Electric Railways. William
E. Kenway, Birmingham, England. Applica-
tion filed May 4, 1897.

The "invention" provides for a double-track electric
railway and a single overhead electric conducting wire, of
an inclined arm adjustably supported on each car and
carrying at its outer end a vertical rod or contact-maker
provided with rotatable disks or buttons at top and bottom,
the contact-maker on the arm of the car most distant from
the overhead wire being adapted to pass with a sliding or
rolling motion over the contact-maker on the arm of the
other car when two cars are passing, and pressure mechan-
ism for preserving substantially continuous contact of the
contact-maker with the side of the overhead wire.

590,548. Process of Producing Hydrates or Other
Salts of Alkaline Metals. Charles Kellner, Hal-
lein, Austria-Hungary,
filed November 12, 1892.

plication filed July 7, iS

many August 17, 1892;

26, 1892; in Belgium September 26, 1^92; m
England September 26, 1892; in Sweden Sep-
tember 26. 1892: in Norway September 26, 1892;

in Italy September 30, 1S92; in Austria-Hun-
gary December 28, 1892; in Russia May 28,

1894. and in Switzerland July 14, 1895.

This method of producing hydrates or other salts of the

alkaline metals consists in forming at one point a given
quantity of amalgam by electrolysis of a solution of a suit-

able salt in presence of a mercury cathode, and simultane-
ously oxidizing a substantially equivalent quantity of the

alkaline metal contained in the amalgam at another point

by constituting the latter the anode fzinc pole) of a gal-

vanic cell containing a liquid reagent and a cathode elec-

tro-negative to the amalgam and short-circuited therewith.

Original application
Divided and this ap-

Patented in Ger-
in France September
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Elevated Railway Progress in Chicago.
Since Sunday, October 3d, tlie Union elevated

railway loop in the down-town business district of

Chicago has been in regular use for the trains of the

Lake Street Elevated Railroad company. Within

a very few days the trains of the Metropolitan West
Side Elevated Railroad company will also be using

the new structure, and prob-
ably within a month the Soutli

Side service will be added.
Work on the Northwestern
road on the North Side has
been suspended for the pres-

ent, and the date of the com-
pletion of that road, and its

consequent connection with

the loop, is uncertain. But
the West and South Side ele-

vated railroad companies are

using, or, are about to use,

the loop, and therefore a great

improvement in Chicago's
rapid-transit facilities has
been secured, although at the

cost of some disfigurement

and darkening of a few down-
town streets.

As all readers of the West-
ern Electrician are aware, the

Union Loop is an electric

railroad. It is owned and
operated by a distinct corpo-
ration—the Union Elevated
Railroad company, incorpo-

rated nearly three years ago,

with a capital stock of $5,000,-

000—which is installing its

own power plant at Market
and Congress streets, with a

capacity of 6,500 horse power.
The work on the powerhouse
has been delayed by work-
men's strikes and other
causes, and the machinery
will not be ready for opera-

tion until about December
1st. It is interesting to note

that the plant will be con-

nected with the structure by
II lead-covered positive ca-

bles of 1,500,000 circular mils

area each and by an equal

number of bare copper cables

of 1,000,000 circular mils

each. These connections are

now being made, and tempo-
rarily the loop is supplied

with current from the Haw-
thorne avenue station of the

North Chicago Street Rail-

road company through a

special switchboard in the

interlocking tower at Lake
street and Fifth avenue.

The loop consists of two
tracks, and each track is sep-

arately wired and entirely dis-

tinct from the other. Thus
there are tw^o track loops on
Qne elevated structure. Each
track is divided into two
feeder sections, and as there

is a carefully planned system
of switches and cross-overs,

by which, if necessary, trains

can be transferred from one
track to the other, and as

several sources of current

will be available when the

loop is in full operation, it

will be a very serious emer-
gency which will stall the

whole system. Of course
there is a peculiar necessity

for providing a very large fac-

tor of safety in the operation of the loop, for it

it should become disabled the whole elevated rail-

road service of the city would be crippled. Nor-
mally, two companies will use each track, the Lake
Street and Northwestern trains on the outside

track and the South Side and Metropolitan trains

on the inside. Thus in Fig. I the Lake Street

train is shown on the outside track, although it

is proceeding in a direction contrary to the usual
rule of the road in American railroad operation.
The two sets of trains will proceed in opposite

directions around the loop, so that passengers go-
ing from one loop station to another can get a

train in either direction. The photograph repro-
duced in Fig. I was taken from an upper floor in

the Old Colony building at Dearborn and Van
Buren streets, and it shows a portion of the Van
Buren street leg of the loop, looking east, and

FIG. I. ELEVATED RAILWAY PROGRESS IN CHICAGO.—A VIEW ON THE UNION LOOP.

the turn into Wabash avenue in the distance.
^
A

three-car Lake Street train, westbound, is just

pulling out of the station at State and Van Buren
streets.

A glance at the map on the next page, which is a

reproduction of a drawing made for the Economist
(Fig. 2), shows the importance of the Union Loop to

the elevated roads of Ch'cago. By its use passengers
will be enabled to go by these lines from one division

of Chicago to either of the others without de-

scending to the ground. Indeed, in the case of

a transfer between the South Side and Metropoli-
tan trains, or between the Lake Street and North-
western, the passenger will simply go from one
end of the platform to the other, passing through
the ticket office to pay his fare. In connecting
between trains on diiTerent tracks the traveler will

go down a lew steps, through a passageway under
the tracks and up on the

other side.

The loop is about two
miles long and is leased,

with power, to the four com-
panies operating long lines.

The Union Elevated Rail-

road company has no cars

of its own, but supplies cur-
rent through contact rails

to the motors of the tenant
companies. It has agreed to

pay to the city from its re-

ceipts, after deducting $250.-

000 per year for interest on
its bonds, during the five-

year period from January i,

1897, to December 31, 1901.

both inclusive, five per cent,

per annum ; during the five-

year period from January i,

igo2, to December 31, 1906,

10 per cent, per annum; dur-
ing the 10 year period from
January i, 1907, to Decem-
ber 31, 1916, 15 per cent,

per annum; during the 15
year period from January i,

1917, to December 31, 1933,
20 per cent, per annum; for

the remaining term, approx-
imately 15 years, 25 per
cent, per annum. The lease

in each case provides that

rental dues shall begin to

accrue 10 days after it is

executed. Each contributing

company shall pay to the

loop company one-half cent

per passenger on its whole
paid traffic. Also each road
shall bear such proportion

of the total cost of operating
and maintaining the loop
power house, including

ground rental, as the total

number of car-miles which
it runs over the loop bears

to the total number of car-

miles run over the loop' by
all the roads; also, such pro-
portion of the total cost_ of

operating and maintaining

the loop itself as the total

number of passengers it car-

ries bears to the total num-
ber of paying passengers

carried by all the roads using

the loop. If the total rental,

as thus computed, paid by
all the roads does not equal

a minimum rental of $250,000

(the interest on the author-

ized bond issue), then what-
ever deficit there is will be
paid by each of the roads in

the ratio which the total

number of paying passengers

it carries bears to the total

number of paying passengers

carried by all the tenant

roads. The case of the

Northwestern "L" is met by
a provision that if any road

is not ready to use the loop

when the latter is ready for

use, then that road's rental

is to consist of a payment of

$62,500 a 5'ear, to be paid in monthly installments.

The rentals from all the roads are to be paid

monthlv, on the 15th. The management of the

loop win rest with a board of managers composed
of the presidents or receivers of the roads patron-

izing it. This board has appointed S. S. Neff as

superintendent of the loop. The loop company is

controlled and largely owned by C. T. Yerkes.

The full operation of the loop will make neces-

sary several changes by the contributing compa-
nies. For one thing, the present terminus of the
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Metropolitan road on Franklin street will be aban-

doned. The Metropolitan owns the five-story build-

ing at that point, which will be remodeled for busi-

ness purposes. The South Side Elevated Railroad

company is buildins the connecting spur in Har-

rison street from its present line to the loop's ex-

tension in Wabash avenue. The company has pur-

chased 50 feet of ground m Harrison street, south

side, just east of the alley. The buildings on this

property are now being torn down to make room
for the curve.

At first the South Side trains will be pulled

around the loop by the present steam loco-

motives. This will afford a fine opportunity to

contrast steam and electric traction on the same
railroad. But within a few months the Fortieth

street power house of the South Side company will

be ready to provide the current for the electrical

The Use of Acetylene.'

Bv A. H. MullikeH.

Acetylene is a pure hydro-carbon gas, chemically
Urown as C,,U„, It is clear, colorless, lighter

than air and has a specific gravity of 0.91. It con-
tains 92.3 parts carbon and 7.7 parts hydrogen. It

has a strong odor, like garlic, except when burning.
Tt has no effect upon iron, steel or brass. It is a

chemical union, and when produced, is always the

same. It is ahvajs to be depended upon, and is as

reliable as the law of gravitation.

Pure acetylene will not explode. It is only ex-
plosive, like ordinary city gas, when mixed with
air in a room, if lighted: but as acetylene burners
are never more than one-fifth the size of other gas
burners, it will take five times as long for acetylene

to escape, if a burner is left open; and, therefore, it

MAP 5HDW1NE
THE ELEVATED P^AILRDAD SYSTEM

CITY DF CHICABD

FIG. 2, ELEVATED RAILWAY PROGRESS IN CHICAGO.

operation of the road, and then there will be no
more steam locomotives on the elevated railroads

of Chicago. A large number of men are engaged
on the transformation of this road. The third

rail and bonding has been completed from the Stony
Island averiue terminus as far north as Thirty-

second street. The machinery foundations at the

power house are being put in as rapidly as pos-
sible and the cars are being eciuipped at the Wells
& French works. The work of elevating the
structure iiVu feet at the railroad crossing at Six-
teentli street is also under way.

The street railway companies of Cleveland, O.,
have submitted a proposition to the City Counc'l,
offering to sell six tickets for- 25 cents, give uni-
versal transfers and pay a percentage of gross re-

ceipts into the city treasury in return for extension
of franchises for 25 years from date of renewal, which
will extend existing franchises from nine to 14 years.

This offer is the result of a vigorous agi'ation for

lower fares made pending the passage of an ordi-
nance reducing fares to four cents on one of the
Cleveland lines as a test of the city's rights.

is only one-fifth as dangerous as city gas. To quote

from Prof. John H. Long: "Acetylene is an ex-

ceedingly stable substance, and not at all prone to

spontaneous decomposition, such as occurs in nitro-

glycerine and some kinds of gun cotton, for in-

stance. The gas itself is as stable and safe to handle

as common illuminating gas. To cause an explosion

with it, the presence of air or oxygen is necessary."

Acetylene will not explode in the same manner as

gasoline or kerosene. Not being a liquid, it is less

liable to the accidents w'hich daily occur with these

two illuminants.

After most careful experiments, it has been found

that acetylene is not poisonous and does not change
the character of the blood, like ordinary gas. Al-

though it is evidently not made to breathe, yet it is

a fact that all of the men employed at our Appleton
carbide plant who had chronic catarrh have been
entirely cured; and. as stated by some of our most
enthusiastic agents, the medical rights are free lo

every purchaser of carbide.

Acetylene will burn (this is a point on which in-

I. Abstract of papei" read before the Fire Underwriters' As-
sociation of the Northwest, at Chicago, September 30. 1897,

surance men are all interested); but it will only
burn under certain conditions, and these conditions,
at the present time, are such that I do not know of
a single loss having been paid on a fire caused by
the use of acetylene as an illuminant. From an
insurance standpoint, acetylene reduces the fire risk
wherever it replaces oil lamps and gas machines.
Acetylene is produced by the action o' water upon

carbide of calcium. Calcium carbide has the chemi-
cal formula CaC.;, and contains in 100 parts, 62.5
parts calcium and 37.5 parts carbon. The oxygen
jf the water combines with the calcium of the calcic
carbide, forming oxide of calcium; the hydrogen
of the water unites with the carbon, producing
acetylene.

Calcium carbide is manufactured from ground lime
and coke in an electric furnace. One pound of good
commercial carbide contains five cubic feet of
acetylene gas. About 20 tons of calcium carbide
are now being manufactured every 24 hours in the
United States, which will produce 200.000 cubic feet
of acetylene, equal, theoretically, in illuminating
power, to 6,000,000 cubic feet of ordinary city gas;
and, in actual use, to about one-half that amount.

I believe that acetylene will take the place of
kerosene and gasoline, but it will not drive out all

other forms of illumination, as is sometimes claimed
for it; it has its place, and will find it, and will
do its share in lighting the world.
The electric light, when it first flickered into

existence, was considered at least an improbability^
if not an impossibility. It is said that Thomas A.
Edison used to walk up and down every night in
front of the first house he lighted with electricity,

until the lights were extinguished, for fear that the
house would burn down ; and 1 am sure that any
insurance man present, if his own house were wired
and lighted by electricity in the same way as that
first building, would be a good deal more scared
than was Edison. When the incandescent lamp ap-
peared it was condemned as impracticable: it is now
used almost everywhere, and there is hardly a town
in the United States but that has its electric light
plant.

We have become so accustomed ro the con-
1 enience of the present illuminating methods that
we forget the difficulties encountered by those who
tnade them a success. Ask any man who has been
connected with the manufacture and introduction
of illuminating gases, if it was an easy thing to do,.

Hiid he will assure you that he never would go-
thiough it again.

Acetylene, compared to the slow growth of the-

ordinary illuminating gas and electricity, has really

made rapid progress.
Acetylene light is the most beautiful light in the

world, excepting only sunlight. It has been rightly
called "artificial sunlight." The light is pure white:
it burns with a steady flame, more brilliant than
ordinary gas or electric light; its rays diffuse to a
greater extent than that of any other known illumi-

nant: all colors are easily distinguished by its light:

and its effect in the room is very much like that of
the sun. At the present time it is used principally

for isolated lighting, and largely in towns and
Aillages that are not supplied with either ordinary
gas or electric light.

Carbide is placed in a generator which auto-
matically furnishes acetylene, when the jgas is-

lighted at one or more burners. For the protection
of the public, the insurancei companies and the

business, the design and construction of the gen-
erator, as well as the materials ot which it is made,
are of the greatest importance. Two years ago there

was not a single generator on the market, and
three years ago no one knew anything about
acetylene generators. What we know to-day is from
practical experience, and from an expenditure of

money and time. There was. and is. no school in

which to study the science of acetylene. It has been
impossible to find a professor of facts in regard to

carbide. It is a new thing, and. like most new
things, it has been injured by irresponsible men
who would say anything to make money, and with-
out any regard for the future, here or hereafter.

The standing of men in all established lines of busi-

ness is always considered, but it is a curious facf

that in new enterprises, where the field is un-
trodden, we are one and all as green as grass, and
while admiring the new sensation forget to inquire

about the character or previous history of the ex-

hibitor.

Acetylene, however, as a business, is being estab-

lished, and in a business way. The tin-can gen-

erator man has nearly passed: the inhabitants ipf

the city, as well as the country, have made hi-3

acquaintance, and are now convinced that it was the

"feller" who "stuck them." and not the light. I

I egret that this education of the masses attends al-

most every new thing, but as shown in this busi-

ness it appears inevitable.

Acetylene has not yet been used through mains,,

in lighting large towns or cities. As far as I knoxy.

I here is no reason why it cannot be used in this

manner; and I understand that this will be at-

tempted within the next six months.
At the present time it is the country, and not the

city, which is using acetylene. The farmer, in this

"dawn of prosperity," is not only enjoying "dollar

wheat," but also the best light in the world. To-
night, in the state of Illinois, more than 200 farm-

houses will be lighted by acetylene ; and as the wheat
of the farm finds its way into all the homes of the

country and becomes the "staff of life," so, I be-
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lieve, will the light from acetylene, starting on the

farm, pervade all of our towns and cities, and its

brilliance be enjoyed by everyone, and become the

'staflf of light."

The history of artificial light shows that it has

I'.ever been produced without trouble, expense and
delay. Acetylene is no exception to this rule; the

law of progress is still in force, and rules the

universe to-day, as when the divine command went
forth, "Let there be light."

Death of E. H. Arnold.

The sad news of the sudden death of Ernest How-
rd Arnold, superintendent of the Mazatlan (Mexico)

Gas and Electric Light com-
pany, on September 24th,

was received in Chicago last

week by his brothers, B. J.

and W. L. Arnold. No defi-

nite information regarding

the cause of his death is

known here yet, except such

as was given by a dispatch

t(T the effect that it was a

contagious fever. Full par-

ticulars are expected by mail.

Mr. Arnold left Chicago on
October 6, 1896, on his 27th

birthday, to take the position he was filling at the

time of his death, and as he was in good health

the last time he was heard from by letter, the tele-

graphic news of his death and immediate burial is

a severe shock to his family and friends.

Mr. Arnold was born at Ashland, Nebraska, Oc-
tober 6, 1869. and after finishing at the high school

went to St. Louis. Mo., where he was engaged in

electrical construction work for the Southern Elec-

tric company for about one year. The school xear
of 1890-91 he spent at Hillsdale College, Mich.,

afterward returning to St. Louis, where he was em-
ployed by the Thomson-Houston Electric company
on the work of the Cass Avenue and Fair Grounds
railway, the Benton and Bellefontaine railway, and
the St. Louis and Suburban and Missouri railways.

He was electrician for the Southern Hotel company
for nearly three years, and after the cyclone in St.

Louis was employed by the St. Louis and East
St. Louis Electric Railway company to reconstruct

its work during the recovery of the superintendent,

who was injured by the storm. Mr. Arnold had
a natural aptitude for electrical work. He was of

a generous and loyal nature, and has left a record
of duty w^ell performed. He was unmarried. Be-
sides his mother, Mr. Arnold is survived by eight

brothers and one sister. He was the fourth son
and the first to die.

12,000 Ampere Dynamo Switch.

Modern electrical apparatus for low-tension dis-

tribution is so little like its prototype of a dozen
years ago that it is sometimes interesting to make
comparisons between the practices of to-day and
those in vogue during the earlier history of the

low-tension electrical industry. In the case of

switches used for controlling low-tension dynamos,
the example of the switch illustrated herewith cer-

tainly shows a marked development from the plug
switch used in the early days of electric lighting.

This instrument is one of a set of dynamo
switches recently designed by J. J. Van Vleck, and
constructed by the General Incandescent Arc Light
company of New York for installation in the

Duane street station of the Edison Electric Illumi-
nating company of New York, and is probably
the largest low-tension switch yet constructed; it

consists of two switches mounted on one base, each
being intended for insertion in the neutral con-
ductors from a pair of 800 kilowatt dynamos. The
normal current-carrying capacity of both switches
combined is 12,000 amperes, although the switch
can carry, without undue heating, at least 16.000

amperes.
The extreme length of the switch, over all, is

46 inches and its width is 12 inches. The switch
is mounted in a horizontajl position, as shown,
and in addition to its function as a switch, it serves

as a base-plate for supporting the well-known Van
Vleck edgewise apparatus^ in which the dynamo-
regulating quadrants are mounted directly on the
upper surface of the copper conductors, and in this

way the entire apparatus forms a comprehensive
mechanism in which a width of only 12 inches is

required to operate a pair of 800 kilowatt gener-
ators.

The current enters the cable lugs at the lower
right-hand end of the device; it then passes through
the blades and clips and finally out at the rear con-
nection, shown at the left of the switch; this rear

connection being designed to take the terminals of

copper shunt, used in connection with the large pat-

tern edgewise Weston amperemeters.
In addition to the main blades and clips, there

is mounted on the side of each switch the , Don-
shea field-charging mechanism, which enables each
dynamo to be charged from the bus, on starting

up. but in shutting down it automatically converts
each machine into a selt-excited dynamo, thus do-
ing away with the objectionable features connected
with discharging a field of large capacity.

The main conducting parts of the switch are

constructed of pure wrought and cast copper, fin-

ished all over, which parts are mounted on marble-
izedslate.
The weight of the device is 1,800 pounds, which

shows an interesting increase in size over the primi-
tive plug switches, used a dozen years ago, which
were mounted on wood and which, for a pair of
dynamos, would scarcelv weigh over five pounds.
The manufacturer of this switch was also the

maker of the switch mechanism used at the
Duane street station of the New York Edison com-
pany, which is, perhaps, the most notable switch-
board in existence, on account of its being con-
structed on the Van Vleck edgewise system, which
permits of the control and distribution of 150,000
amperes in a space not exceeding 40 feet in length.

by time, the area inclosed by such speed curves
represents the distance covered. The area inclosed
by A and B is the same, hence the service per-
formed is the same in ,the two areas. That the
theoretical energy required in curve A is less than
in curve B is evident from the fact that the energy
wasted in the brake shoes in stopping the train
is equal to

massXCvelocity)'

according to the law of accelerated bodies; which
means in this case that with curve B the energy de-

Economy in Electric Car Control.'

Bv J. R. Cravath.

As electric railroading grows older and one by
one the more serious difficulties which hamper
operation are disposed of, the electric railway engi-
neer is enabled to give his attention to economies
and improvements that have been heretofore un-
thought of. With some roads apparently the only
object of the management is to keep the cars op-
erating, regardless of what the expense may be:
but the competent manager is always on the look-

out for changes and improvements that will lessen

the cost of operation without interfering with the
service. There are obviously many ways to reduce
operating expenses—by a reduction of salaries, a re-
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ECONOMY IN ELECTRIC CAR CONTROL.

siroyed by the brakes must equal one-half the square
on the line X, X, while in the second case the en-
ergy wasted in the brakes is half the square on line
Y, Y. Thus the theoretical ideal economy would be
secured were we able to accelerate and stop cars in

an infinitely short space of time, as we could then
perform the same service with lower maximum
speeds. It might be concluded then that the great-
est economy would be secured by accelerating as
quickly as possible and stopping according to the

duction of the force employed or a reduction in the
car service given—but as these methods are liable

to cause dissatisfaction on the part of the public and
among employes, managers hesitate before resorting

to them through fear of reduced earnings and in-

creased expenses in other ways, so that the favor-

ite place to look for a reduction of expenses is

in the electrical and mechanical departments, where
it is so often possible to effect a saving without in

any way interfering with the service. The item

of motive power usually forms only a small part

of the operating expense of a road, yet a reduction

here involves less risk of loss in other directions

than reduction in most other departments.
The most fruitful sources of loss in power and

repairs heretofore have been inefficient power
plants, poor return circuits and motors and con-

trollers of early design not suited to railway work.
There remains one chance for economy about
which very little has been said, and that is at the

controller handle. When electric roads were a nov-

elty and it was often difficult to keep enough mo-
tors otit of the repair shop to operate the road,

some managers perhaps realized the necessity of

getting motormen to handle their controllers prop-
erly. To-day on the majority of roads there is

a waste of power by the motormen that is well

worth considering. To get a car over the road on
time with a minimum of energy drawn from the

power plant requires the exercise of considerable

skill, care and intelligence on the part of the motor-
man, which few of them will exercise as long as

there is no incentive to do so.

Before going further let us analyze the matter

of electric car control and see where the losses

through carelessness may occur. On nearly all

electric roads the service is of such a character

as to require frequent stopping and starting. If

a motorman could operate his car from one end
of the road to the other by simply putting his

controller handle full on and leaving it there, ob-

viously there would be no chance for either waste

or economy: but frequent stops and starts make
it possible in practice to waste power in several

ways, principally by turning on current too rapidly

in starting, and using an unnecessary amount of

energy in the brakes.

To operate a car or train between two stops

in a given time we may adopt a variety of meth-
ods, as shown by the speed curves A and B in

Fig. I. The curve A shows a quick acceleration

and low maximum speed, while B shows a slower
acceleration and higher ma.ximum speed. Since

distance covered is the product of speed multiplied

1S97.
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same principle; and so it would were we able to

ojperate an electric road under ideal conditions,

which, unfortunately, never exist in practice. The
difficulty in carrying out this theoretically correct
method of operating cars is that, when we at-

tempt to get rapidity of acceleration beyond a cer-

tain point we give rise to a number of sources of

loss which more than make up for the gain that
results. Quick acceleration is a desirable thing,

but there is a limit beyond which we cannot go
without loss, and it is the constant tendency of

motormen to overstep this limit and turn on the
power too fast for the best efficiency.

The theoretical amount of energy required to

accelerate a car from rest to a given speed is the
same whether that power be applied to start the
car quickly or slowly, but practically there are ele-

ments which enter into and modify this consider-
ably.

The loss in the electrical conductors in the cir-

cuit (this includes power house generators, feeders,

trolley lines and ground return) varies according
to the square of the current flowing. Thus, the
motorman who uses the heavy starting current,
even though he uses it for a proportionately
shorter time, consumes more energy to get his
car up to speed than the one who draws his power
at a slower rate. For example, let the time of
acceleration from zero to a certain speed be seven
seconds and the current used during that time 100
amperes. Then, by the formula, watt-secondsn:
(current)"Xtime in secondsXresistance (the resist-

ance being assumed at .2 ohm, corresponding to

20 volts drop); the watt-seconds lost in line and
generator equals 14,000. If, however, a current of
5c amperes be drawn for 14 seconds through the
same line to give the same acceleration the loss
is 7,000 watt-seconds.
But this is only one item. When a car is

equipped with series parallel controllers, according
to the best general practice, there is another chance
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for waste of power in starting by throwing motors
in multiple before they have had opportunity to

attain nearly their full speed when in series. When
the motors are in series the torque per ampere
drawn from the line is double what it is when
they are in multiple. Now, it is torque per ampere
that determines the efficiency of the motors as car

accelerators. Consecpiently, to get the full benefit

of the efficiency of a series-parallel controller ab a

car accelerator, the full use must be made of the

series combination of motors. Up to half speed

the series parallel controller afl'ords a means of

accelerating a car with but half the current required

by a plain multiple controller, but if a motorman
skips over the series points and into multiple with

scarcely a pause, he is throwing away half the power

he uses during a part of the process of acceleration,

and the car might as well be equipped with the

old wasteful parallel controller.

Very many motor equipments are now provided

with a shunt around the field coils, which is in-

tended to be cut in to weaken the fields, to increase

the speed after the full speed has been attained

by the motors witlv fully excited field. The
common practice of motormen is to cut in this

shunt when the motors are already groaning in

an effort to start the car. Weakening the fields

at such a time, of course, lowers the torque per

ampere that can be obtained from the motors, and

consequently the efficiency. It may also be men-
tioned that since energy lost in heating the mo-
tors is proportional to the square of the current,

the larger current used with the quicker start not

only heats them more and endangers the insula-

tion, but sometimes very materially lowers their

speed and efficiency.

It has been maintained by some that the resist-

ance should be cut out as rapidly as possible in

starting, in order to avoid the loss of energy in

the resistance. While it is true that it is possible

to waste energy by continuing to keep in resist-

ance after a car has attained speed on a point, the

unnecessary waste of energy in resistance during

actual acceleration is more imaginary than real:

first, because it is hard to find a man who will keep

it in too long if the timetable is as fast as it should
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sary with a more careful set of motormen, and
more feeders are necessary to keep down the fluc-

tuations in voltage.
Still more important than this, in some cases,

is the desirability of keeping down repair bills due
to abuse of motors by motormen.
To make this paper complete I must refer briefly

to the tests that have been made in various ways
from time to time by different men, which dem-
onstrate the opportunities for economy by a reform
in the common methods of controller handling.
The commercial effect of too rapid turning on

of current in starting a car is well illustrated by
the results of a number of tests made by G. W.
Knox, electrical engineer of the Chicago City Rail-

way company, in 1895, which have since been cor-
roborated. As they have been published several

times I will not reproduce them here. In one set

of tests the controller was put at the top notch
in four .seconds and 307,176 w-att-seconds were used
in acceleration, speed being attained in 9V2 sec-

onds. In the other series the controller was put
at the top notch in 10 seconds and 221,676 watt-

seconds were used in acceleration, speed being at-

tained in 12 seconds. The maximum drop in

^'oltage was 80 in the first case and 20 in the sec-

ond. Now, since in city service, according to good
authorities, the energy used in acceleration is about

75 per cent, of the total energy used by the road.
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be, and, secondly, because a little mathematical
calcuilationi shoiws that the resistance introduced
during acceleration is a necessary loss which can-

not be eliminated by too rapid controller handling.

Let c' r t=loss in rheostat and motor resistance

during any brief interval of time during accelera-

tion. Suppose now the resistance be reduced, say,

one-half, with the result of doubling the current

and dividing by two the acceleration produced dur-

ing the time. Then
r t

(2C)=X~X—
2 2

equals loss in second case, whence by elimina-

tion c"rt=w, just as in the first case. However,
very slow controller handling is not to be rec-

ommended any more than very quick, because

as soon as the car has responded to any one resist-

ance point on a controller the loss in the resistance

begins. An exact analysis of this action is a com-
plex mathematical problem which it is not neces-

sary to enter into here.

Before leaving the subject of losses liable to

occur in acceleration, I must mention a mechanical

loss which has not been investigated very thor-

oughly as yet, but which observation leads me to

believe is very extensive on all large roads. I

refer to the slipping of wheels when starting. An
electric motor gives such a steady torque that slip-

ping of wheels is not very noticeable except by
close observation. It is unnecessary to say that

the energy so expended in wearing out wheels and
rails does no good.
The opportunities for a motorman to save power

by allowing the car to "drift" with current off,

thereby utilizing the energy stored in the car at

the time of acceleration, are evident even to the

layman. When a car has been brought up to speed

it has a momentum which must be destroyed by
the brakes as soon as the car has to stop. The
less energy, therefore, a motorman has to destroy

in the brake shoes in maintaining a certain schedule
time, the more economical he is as a car operator.

The amount of drifting he c;in do depends, of

course, on the schedule and the traffic, but under
conditions as they exist to-day a great deal of en-
ergy is wasted in the brakes unnecessarily.

I have so far considered this subject mainly from
the standpoint of energy or watts consumed per
car-mile. There are, however, other considera-
tions which are fully as important as the average
power consumption in some special cases. When
all the motormen on a road are habitually using
excessively large starting currents the maximum
drain on the power plant is such as to require
the running of more generating apparatus to pro-
vide for the maximum load than would be neces-

time. In one set of tests eight consecutive starts
were made by a regular motorman, who was one
of the best on the road and was doing his best to
make a good showing. Plain rheostat control was
employed. The maximum currents he used varied
between .300 and 210 amperes, the average of the
maximums of the eight starts being 262.5 amperes.
The average ampere-seconds used per start were
6,814, and the average time per start 54 seconds.
This was thought to be a very good record and,
indeed, it was, as compared with the practice of
many men on the road, but on the same trip and
under the same conditions another man who had
been able to give the matter a more intelligent
study took hold and made six consecutive starts'
averaging 50 1-3 seconds per start, with maximum
currents ranging from 200 to 160 amperes. The
watt-seconds used per start averaged 5,794 and the
average of the maximum currents used was 185.

Tests on the same road^ including 129 starts with
a somewhat lighter train, all tended to confirm
the conclusions from the results of the tests just
mentioned, viz., that to maintain the schedule of
the road higher maximum starting currents were
being commonly used than there was any necessity
for and that the men using the highest maximum
starting currents did not necessarily get the quickest
or most efficient acceleration, the contrary very
often being the case. Thus I notice one run with 12
stops on which the average time per start was
41 seconds (ampere-seconds per start, 4,063) and
average of the maximum readings 188 1-3 amperes.
On another run by another man where 17 stops
were made the average time per start was 25 11-17
seconds (ampere-seconds consumed in start, 2,9317
and the average of the maximum current values
184 amperes. The tests mentioned were all made
with the attempt to keep maximums as low as pos-
sible, and the maximums were all, of course, lower
than in common practice. The gentleman who had
the tests in charge tells me that the best results
were obtained by working the controller so as to
give as smooth an acceleration curve as possible,

stich, for instance, as curve C in Fig. 2, rather than
curve D in the same cut. With plain rheostat can-
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APPLICATION AT GRADE CROSSINGS.

it can be seen how important a bearing it has on
the total power consumption to properly handle
the controller in starting so as not to waste power.
It will be seen that an economical start does not
necessarily mean a very slow one, but simply that
it requires a little care in advancing the controller.

A Chicago road which is equipped with a device
designed by the writer to check the use of excessive
starting current by motormen recently made a sav-
ing in coal of 15 to 20 per cent, in performing ex-
actly the same service by the use of the instrument,
and also reduced the maximum load at the power
house about 25 per cent. This resulted from keep-
ing an individual record of excessive current con-
sumed by eaclil man and sholwed the difference
between care and carelessness in controller hand-
ling. '

I
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As showing the difference between men and
methods of acceleration I may mention some tests

I have in my possession which were made by
the officers of a road operating a very heavy class

of electric service. They were made with a view
to determining the best way of operating the par-
ticular type of controller used on that road, so
as to start trains with the smallest possible maxi-
mum current consistent with a fairly fast schedule,
and also to determine within what limits the maxi-
mum current taken by a train could be kept so
as to reduce as low as possible the maximum drain
on the power plant and the heating of motors.
The tests made covered simply train acceleration.
Readings were taken at two-second intervals from
the time each start was begun until the ammeter
indicated that full speed was reached. Three men
were employed in the test, one to read the am-
meter, one to put down readings and one to call

trol, as used in the test mentioned, this meant that

to keep down the high maximum at the beginning

of the start there must be considerable resistance

in circuit and the acceleration must be compara-
tively slow for the first few seconds, and after that

more rapid.

As to the general power consumption of one
motorman as compared to another, tests made at

Baltimore some years ago showed a difference of

20 per cent, in watt-hours consumed per car-mile

in favor of an electrician who acted as motorman
and a motorman above the average intelligence

making the same round trip. In view of this one
wonders what would have been the difference could
the test have been made on some unsuspecting
motorman below the average capacity. Some
tests made at Terre Haute about five years ago
showed that a green man used 50 per cent, more
energy than one of more experience and skill in

making the same trip on the same day with the
same car, the difference in that case being due
mainly to the waste of energy in the brakes.

Let us now see how a motorman should apply
correct principles in the actual operation of a car
over the road so as to get the best all-around eco-
nomical results. In the first place, in starting a
car he should pause after each notch long enough
to let the car run nearly up to speed on each notch.
This does not mean that he should wait until he
can detect absolutely no further increase in speed,
but he should at least wait until he feels that the
motors have responded to the movement of the
controller. This will prevent slipping of wheels,
jerking of passengers and the use of excessive cur-
rent. He should be especially careful not to throw
from series to multiple until the motors have at-

tained nearly their full series speed. He should
also be careful not to move onto a field shunt
point before the motors are speeded up on the
previous one, or he will waste power and strain
armatures. He should always remember that the
car should never be accelerated up to full speed
when no time is to be gained by doing so. For
example, it is very common in city service to see
a man run his car up to full speed just before
coming to a team oil the track and then slowing
up by hard braking just behind the team and wait
several seconds for it to clear the track. He gains
no time by such a proceeding and the energy used
in running the car up to speed is immediately
wasted in the brake shoes. In running up behind
teams at full speed when it is seen that they will

not immediately clear the track, he should shut off

current some distance back and let the car
drift until the point of obstruction is reached. It

is a good general rule to shut off current and drift

with brakes off as long before making a stop as is

consistent with the schedule time. It is a poor plan
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to make too gradual stops with the brakes. Let
the car drift as long as possible and then apply
the brakes hard enough to make a moderately
quick stop. In this way the high speed is main-
tained for a longer time than when the brakes are
set very lightly for a long time, and consequently
better time can be made with less power. On
down grades use the citrrent as little as possible.
It will save work with the brakes and power also.

AH unnecessary stops should be avoided.
The author does not wish to pose as an advocate

of snail-like operation of cars, but he does wish
to point out the fact that the controller handling

FIG. 2. ELECTRIC LOCKS FOR DERAILS AT CROSSINGS.
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on the majority of large city roads is such as to

cause a power consumption out of proportion to

the results that might be obtained with no change
in schedule. The schedule of 99 out of a 100 roads
is so fixed that a man can maintain schedule time
without violating any of the correct principles

spoken of. I believe in fast schedules. It is the

way to make a road earn money and the way to

please the public, but some means should be pro-
vided to require the motormen to do their best
to maintain the schedule with the minimum ex-
penditure of energy, and prevent the men from
using 1,300 watt-hours per car-mile to maintain a
service that others on the same service and s^me
cars take only 1,000 watt-hours to perform, and
also to prevent motormen from heating their mo-
tors to the breaking-down point.

As long as there is no incentive to proper con-
troller handling it is useless to look for any re-

form on the part of motormen. They are but hu-
man and will not worry themselves to save some-
thing of which no record is kept. Education of

motormen is of little use unless there is an incentive

to make them apply the knowledge thus acquired.

Probably the majority of large roads employ spot-

ters for the purpose of keeping down abuse of

motors, but a few hours spent on any large road
will demonstrate that the evil is by no means over-

come by the services of such men and it becomes
a question whether the salary paid them might not
better be spent some other way. Looking at the

steam roads, we find that they have settled the ques-

tion as far as their engineers are concerned by
keeping comparative coal records for each engine
crew, and they find it pays many times over for

the clerical labor involved, in spite of the fact that

many railroad men laughed at the idea several

years ago. The day is soon coming, I believe,

when economy will require electric roads to keep
comparative records of the efficiency of each mo-
torman, just as such roads are now, for financial

reasons, keeping many other records they did not
dream of several years ago.

Electric Locks for Derails at Crossings.

Experience has shown the necessity of protecting

against the changing of derails or switches immedi-
ately in front of a train which is moving at high
speed. The arrangements of all properly designed

signal plants provide that the signal cannot be clear

unless the switch is locked in the proper position;

but unless some provision is made to require the

signal operator to keep the switch closed after a

train has accepted a signal, and until it lias passed
beyond his jurisdiction, there is always a possibility

of throwing the signal back to danger and opening
the derail. This danger has been emphasized many
times by derailments at high speed, which could
not have occurred had the switches been equipped
with suitable electric locking.

When interlocking was first introduced into the

United States there was some effort made in this di-

rection, but it failed to receive universal commenda-
tion for two reasons: First, that the apparatus and
installation of the work were very complex, requir-

ing the attention of a skilled electrician to insure its

working, and, secondly, the cost was more than the
railroads care to incur; and the subject of electric

locking was for a time dropped. The frequency of

accidents, however, has forced the subject upon the
consideration of signal engineers, and the National
Switch and Signal company of Easton, Pa., has de-
signed a device which is very simple and does not
require the attention of an electrician, as it can be
easily cared for by the leverman.
The track circuit between the home and distant

signal, formerly used, has been abolished and the
only wiring now used is within the limits of the de-
rails. Fig. I shows the application of electric lock-
ing to a simple grade crossing. The electric lock
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is applied on the locking frame of the machine in
such manner that when the magnets of the lock are
dc-cnergized, a bolt is plunged through the tappet
by gravity, and in this position the tappet, which in

all interlocking machines is actuated by the latch
handle on the lever (preliminary locking), cannot
be moved, and it is only after the magnets are en-
ergised that the tappet is released by the withdrawal
of the bolt.

The electric lock has a cone-shaped armature
which reduces the necessary battery to a minimum
and assures accurate working of the lock. There
can be no sticking of the armature on the poles
of the magnet, since they do not come in contact
The four home signal levers have circuit breakers
on their vertical rods. The circuit from the tracks
runs through the track relay 74.03 (Fig. 3). Having
installed the system as shown, the operation will be
as follows:

In order to pass a train over the crossing the op-
erator must first close the derails on one track by
throwing either lever 6 or 7, and the throwing of
either lever locks the other in the opposite position.
The interlocking provides that the derails on both
tracks cannot be closed at the same time. Having
thrown (reversed) lever 6 and closed the derails, the
operator desires to pass a train from left to right and
reverses home signal lever No 2. The act of re-

\ersing this lever de-energizes the lock magnet by
means of a circuit breaker 77.34 (Fig. 2) and causes
its plunger to drop into the tappet, holding it as
before described.

But putting this home signal lever " home" again
would not release the electric leek, as the circuit

once broken the armature (74.01) has fallen and
broken the circuit, so that until this relay has been
re-energized the armature cannot be lifted nor the
circuit restored.

As soon as the first pair of wheels reaches the
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FIG. 3. ELECTRIC LOCKS FOR DERAILS AT CROSSINGS.
ELECTRO-MAGNETS FOR TRACK CIRCUIT

SWITCH LOCKING.

irack circuit inside the derails the armature of the

track circuit 74.03, falls, completing the locking cir-

cuit through a, b, c, d, e and f. and energizing the

locking relay; but the locks are not moved, as most
of the current passes around them, owing to their

greater resistance. When the train has passed out
of the track circuit and therefore out of the derail

limits, the track relay is re-energized, lifting its

armature and forcing the entire current to pass
through the locks by way of a, b, c, d, h, k. m, re-

energising them and withdrawing the plunger from
the tappet, provided the home signal has been re-

stored to its normal position (Fig. 3). If it is not
restored the circmit cannot be complerted. It is

necessary for the operator to return the home s'g-

nal to danger before the train has passed out of the

limits of the derail or else the operation of the lock-

ing relay will be ineffective and the operator will

find that he cannot place the derail lever (6) normal
so as to pass a train on the other track.

This might also occur in case a train which was
approaching the home signal (2) under a clear sig-

nal should be stopped before reaching the derail and
remain there while a train on the other track de-

sired to cross. In order to avoid the tying up of

the signals in such a case a release switch, 77.20. is

provided. This switch is inclosed in a box having
a glass face which the operator has to destroy before

he can operate the releasing switch, and since he is

required to report all such breakages it forms a

check against the unnecessary use of the releasing

switch. Experience has demonstrated that while

this releasing switch should be provided for ex-

treme cases it is very seldom used.
The application of electric locking is, of course,

not confined to simple grade crossings, but is found
very desirable in the most complex interlocking

plants, and especially where a drawbridge is to be
protected.

It will be noticed that no crossing (detector) bars
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are shown in the plan. Special note should be made
of the security of substituting the rail circuit, wh.ch
furnishes the same measure of safety as if the cross-
ing bars were extended from derail to derail; the
track between derails must be entirely clear before
the opposing route can be set up. It will be seen
that by using the rail circuit a protection not pos-
sible with crossing bars or any mechanical means
is furnished; and, in considering the cost of apply-
ing electric locking the cost of the four crossing
bars necessary at a single-track crossing must be
deducted.
The reason for showing detector bars at the de-

rails is to cover the remote possibility of the op-
erator being able to split a train' when the electric

lock fails to control the derail lever. This is very
remote, as the electric lock acts by breaking circuit,

and since gravity is always present it works con-
tinually on the safe side. The illustrations arc re-

produced from the Railroad Gazette.

Leiievre's Electric Furnace.
Since Moissan gave to the world the result of his

investigation of the electric furnace, and more recent
experiments have led to the discovery of carbo-
rundum and the carbide of calcium, the attention of

inventors has turned to electric furnaces, of which
good, bad and indifferent examples have appeared.
One of these is that of Lelievre of Tours, France,

which is described in L'Electricien.

The furnace, as shown in the cut, is charged
through the funnel D' and the continuation B',

which leads a short distance below the cover C.
That portion of the diagram above and separate
from the main body is another form of feeder,

which comprises a tube within a tube. The ma-
terial is introduced through the central passage M',
while the outlet tube carries the carbon to the
furnace, its passageway having the same diameter
as the furnace. The two, ascending at the same
time, are not mixed; the first is melted in the cen~

ter of the cylinder formed by the second, and the

two are separated after the mass is cooled down.
In this form the outer cylinder forms a sort of

shield, protecting the outer wall of the furnace A,
whicia rests on a base G, having an opening the

full size of the furnace. The opening here becomes
curved, the elbow I being movable around its axis

K, of which the extremity terminates in a gutter-

like receptacle S, having a diameter some milli-

meters superior to that of the elbow I. A slide U,
of cast-iron, forms a closing to this gutter, which
is composed of several parts or wheeled trucks,

movable on rails, S\ S", etc.

The method of discharging the
,
product is pecu-

liar. The curved portion or elbow of the appa-
ratus is oscillated by means of the lever L, the
cam M, and train O P. The motion is regulated
by the speed of the pulley, and the amplitude of the
vibration by the limiting screw V.
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"LELIEVER S ELECTRIC FURNACE.

This vibratory action causes a regular and con-
stant dropping of the treated matter into the gutter,

from which it is automatically pushed to the right

by the action of I, at each oscillation. The little

cars are thus filled in turn.

The upper portion of the furnace forms a cham-
ber E'. which receives the gases from the heated
material before their emission by the tube G\
From here their heat can be utilized as dryers, or
they may be condensed if desired; or, they can be
made to move a registering counter, and thus rec-

cord the amount of work done. In the manufac-
ture of carbide of calcium, the gases may be burned,
and the heat thus generated used for drying the
material, either before or after these are introduced
into the furnace. One method of thus utilizing the
heat is shown, where several gas burners are dry-
ing the material before using. E, E, E, E, shows
the arrangement of the current-carrying carbons.
There is also shown a section through X Y, giving
the detail at that point.
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Chicago is to be coiigraliilatcd upon the success-

ful opening of the Union loop for elevated railroad

trains. Only one company is at present using the

structure, but others will take advantage of it at an

early day. The Alley "L" will not wait for the com-

pletion of the electrical installation, but will operate

its trains by steam locomotives for a short time, thus

afl'ording a practical illustration of the superiority

of the electric system.

Opposition to the provisions of the Allen law

was manifested so strongly at Peoria, during the

controversy between the rival street railway com-

panies in that city, that the Central Railway com-

pany determined to withdraw its application for a

SO year extension of its franchise, greatly to the

surprise of the citizens who had assembled to pro-

test against granting any further privileges, ,
The

Peoria company secured a 20 year fratichise two

years ago, but hoped to gain the full measure of

50 years under the Allen law

"From the wild and woolly West" is a favorite

expression in English newspapers, especially in re-

lating some hair-raising incident that is supposed

to have occurred in this part of the world. Once

in a while our friends on the other side draw

their inspiration from reliable sources, but even

then they find it convenient to distort the facts

somewhat to enliven their pages and make the

story palatable to English readers. A case in point

is the account of the manner in which an "enter-

prising motorman" in America, "who thinks that

trolley cars can swim, makes no scruple about

running over an open drav;bridge." According to

our contemporary, "the curious point about such

incidents is that those at fault appear to be quite

ready to take their chances along with the other

victims, and the death of one motorman would

probably not deter others from equal carelessness"

What a credulous people the readers of English

newspapers must be.

It is interesting to note the change in sentiment

often shown by politicians, and to speculate upon

the influences at work. The Massachusetts Repub-

lican convention inserted a plank in its platform

declaring that "the time has come to restrain the

extension of boards and commissions and to pro-

mote the rational simplification of many now ex-

isting." This is in line with the recommendation

that Governor Morton and Governor Flower of

New York made to the Legislature of the Empire
state. The cost of New York commissions increased

from $4,000 in 1880 to nearly a million in 1895. In

Massachusetts there are 34 commissions, it is said,

invested with large powers, responsible to no one

but the legislature that created them, and exercis-

in.g authority in destruction of local self-.govern-

ment that has a parallel only in the intendants

of the old regime. The worst feature is that,

like legislatures, they become centers of intrigue

and corruption, since they often have valuable priv-

ileges to bestow that become objects of struggles

between persons seeking thein. This change in

sentiment in New York and Massachusetts is

worthy of attention.

Street railway men have a way of construing

the laws to suit themselves, regardless of the wishes

of others. Many people have wondered what right

a street car conductor has to refuse to take them
aboard when they signal properly for the car to

stop. It has become customary when street cars

become "bunched" to run through to the end of

the line, stopping only for those who wish to alight.

Sometimes the would-be passenger, upon signaling

the approachin.g train, is given the curt advice to

take the next train, and frequently he receives no
answer at all as the cars whiz by. A man often at-

tempts to board the cars, thinking that they are

about to slacken their speed, and if one comes to

harm a jury will make short work of the suit, for

he has transgressed the rules of the company in

trying to board the cars while they are in motion;

and yet cars seldom come to a full stop at any
time to take on a passenger. It would be inter-

esting to have a court decision on the point of

whether street cars are run for the purpose of

making a certain schedule time or to accommodate
the people. Some of the Chicago street railway

men seem to regard the schedule with awe. A
little respect for public sentiment would not be

out of place.

In determining the time and place for holding

meetings of such organizations as the American
Street Railway association and the National Elec-

tric Light association, which draw their members
from all parts of the country, consideration should

be had for the weather to be expected at the season

when the conventions are held. It has been the

experience of many to attend meetings of these or-

ganizations at very unsuitable times and places.

The National Electric Light association has wisely

decided to leave this matter to the determination

of the executive committee, and the American Street

Railway association will follow its example next

year. The plan should meet general approval.

Municipal ownership was the btirden of the song

that proved most popular at Columbus, Ohio, dur-

ing the conference of mayors and city councilmen

last week. The movement has undoubtedly gained

temporary advantage by the prominence given the

discussion of this topic, and no doubt the advocates

of the theory will endeavor to convey the impres-

sion that the meeting fairly reflected public senti-

ment. Their position would be much stronger had

the leaders at Columbus been men of experience

and established reputation. Mayor MacVickar of

Des Moines, who posed as the special champion

of municipal ownership throughout the meeting, and

who was chosen president of the organization, spoke

with an air of authority upon this subject, in spite

of the fact that there is no municipal plant in the city

of Des Moines, and that there is not likely to be one

there for some time. Yet Mayor MacVickar will

henceforth be quoted as an authority upon this sub-

ject by advocates of municipal ownership, although

his address merely repeated the claims of those who
were interested in securing the establishment of a

city plant in his bailiwick. His assertions may
prove true or they may be entirely erroneous, but,

under the circumstances, no business man would

be guided in making an investment or determining

the policy of any enterprise he was directing, by

views of one so inexperienced.

It is admitted even by those who favor the new

idea that many of its most earnest advocates are

actuated entirely by selfish motives. They may be

influenced by the desire for political advantage or

financial gain, in any event the taxpayers' interests

are lost sight of. When such rapacious spoilsmen

as the Tammany leaders, for instance, advocate mu-
nicipal ownership in their platform honest men hesi-

tate about joining in such a movement. "We favor

municipal ownership and inunicipal control of all

municipal franchises," cries Tammany Hall. The
heelers are hungry and thirsty and the prospect of

thousands of fat jobs is tempting. Think of the

city of New York—Greater New York—with its

enormous interests, turned over to a horde of hungry

office-seekers of the Tammany stripe.

"No sentiment," said Mayor MacVickar at Col-

lumbus, "should be allowed to stand in the ^vay

of utilizing these monopolies, although it be at the

expense of private gain." Sentiment has nothing

whatever to do with the matter, nor has the ques-

tion of private gain the slightest claim to consid-

eration. The sole point to be decided is a practical

one, namely, whether private or public ownership

of these monopolies conduces to public welfare,

and therefore to private welfare, and not whether
municipal lighting plants and street railways are

successfully operated in European cities, where
politics do not prevail as they do in the United

States, but whether they are succesful here. Pub-
lic sentiment is frequently misrepresented by ofifice-

holders, who labor under the impression that they

form and direct public opinion, whereas they are

merely the creatures of circumstance. Too much
importance should not be attached, therefore, to

the expressions of local politicians whether they

are clothed in official authority or merely aspire

to place.
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Track Bonding—How Can We Obtain
the Best Results?'

By H. C. Newton.

The true importance of rail i:)onding, that is, the
really significant factor it becomes in determining
the cost of operation of the road, is but indirectly

realized, I am inclined to think, by the large major-
ity of railroad men. The dimming of the lights on
the car on which he is traveling over his road in

the evening is a source of regret to the street rail-

road manager always, for he realizes that there is

something wrong; yet his conclusion generally is

that there are some bonds loose somewhere, and
his regret, when expressed, is most often for the
decrease in the speed of his motors which accom-
panies the fall in voltage, not for the watts of elec-

trical energy which are being consumed heating up
bad track joints.

There is an old formula in elementary electricity

which, if kept more constantly in mind by street

railway economists, would explain some of the ob-
^'ious faults in the ground return and the extrava-
gant fuel records which have appeared in some first-

class street railway power stations. This formula
is that for the energy developed in an eleclrical cir-

cuit. It is expressed variously in terms of the cur-
rent and voltage of the circuit as CE, in terms of

the resistance and voltage as ER, or in terms of

the resistance and current as C"R. All or any one
of th^e expressions may be used to advantage in

calculating the magnitude of leaks, but they are all

generally overlooked by the so-called practical m;in
when reaching his conclusions.
An equipment consisting of a first-class 600 volt

voltmeter and a 250 ampere ammeter, with a motor
car and an accurate knowledge of the voltage car-
ried at the station, is all the apparatus and data nec-
essary to determine the quantities in\'olved and to

obtain with fair approximation the loss which is

going on in the circuit outside of the motors and
the generators at the station.

The first factor in the determination, viz., the loss
in the trolley line, is, to some extent, a known quan-
tity. You have already, or can figure easily, the
resistance of the trolley and the feed, and, by assum-
ing a certain volume of current, the amount of en-
ergy lost, varying, of course, with the power con-
sumed, is at once arrived at. The second factor
must be obtained by the subtraction of the deter-

mined factor from the total loss. For this total loss

your instruments come in play, and it is only by a
series of readings on them with the car in motion
on the road, and the determination thereby of the
watts spent in running the motors, that a sat^s.^ac-

tory result can be obtained. The difference be-
tw'een the voltage as shown on the voltmeter and
the volts shown on the voltmeter at the station,

nmltiplied by the current, gives us this result. The
difference between this result and the loss obtained
for the trolley and trolley feed lines by calculation
should give us the loss in the track of the power
employed for that individual car. The result is gen-
erally astonishing, especially if the traffic is heavy;
and there are cities not a thousand miles from here,
w^here the sun of the horse-car rail is not 3'et set,

where reading will show 50 and 60 per cent, loss at

certain times.

To obtain the best results a rail joint should have
an equal or better, a greater current-carrying-capac-
ity than the body of the rail itself. We have all

heard this theory advanced before, but we are all

bound to acknowledge that we have never seen it

put in practice without it was on a new piece of elec-

trically welded track, on which the joints had not
had time to break. Yet every city has portions of

track through which a congestion of traffic and a
consequent piling up of cars are forcing such a vol-

ume of current as to lead to serious power losses

therein. The engineer will possibly remember of

specifying a No. 0000 copper bond at the time the
last piece of nine-inch girder was laid in the con-
gested district, and of congratulating himself on
thus getting what he thought was a first-class job
of bonding. And yet w^hen he comes to consider
that that rail has probably nine times the current-
cacrying capacity of the bond itself, and the bond is

only riveted or upset in some way in the hole in the
rail, and instead of having six times its cross-sec-
tional area in contact with the steel of the rail, it has
possibly two, he will perceive that there is some
reason to doubt whether he has such a first-class job
after all.

A waterworks system which was so laid out that

10 per cent, of the power at the station was spent in

overcoming friction in the mains w'ould hot be re-

garded with much favor. On the same principle, a

street railway system on w-hich a similar percentage
of the power is lost in the rail should hardly be con-
sidered as a perfect example of electric railroad

practice. Yet I will venture the assertion that there

are not more than a score of roads in the United
States to-day that can prove a more satisfactory

condition of affairs. The trolley feeder systems are

carefully calculated, but the rail is bonded, how little

or how well is immaterial, the ground will take care

of what slops over.

With all due deference to the ideas of the track
man, whose greatest glory is in a perfect roadbed,
and to those of the electrical engineer, whose hobby
is a complete trolly feeder system with a theoretical

loss of five per cent., I must yet insist on the im-

T. New York State Street Railway association, Niagara Falls,
N, Y., September 15, 1897.
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portance of the rail return. Down in Syracuse wc
use the soldered bond with no track feeders on the
permanent way. The bonding is of No. 0000
capacity and double throughout. The congested
district of the city, the common center, is not (as it

should be) bonded to equal the capacity of the rail

section. Our financial backing has not been edu-
cated to that extent as yet and would regard such an
outlay as extravagance. The whole track, however,
is in such a condition, where the above-named
bond has been used, that a low-reading voltmeter
has failed at any time to detect a difference of poien-
tial between water pipes and rad, and the Western
Union Telegraph company, with its keen nose for
electrolytic action, has been unable to locate a drop
between its lead-covered return and the iron of
the rail, the attempt being made with an instrument
reading to .01 volt.

The importance of a true metallic return cannot
be overestimated. Where the chance for corrosion
between bond and rail is allowed to remain the cer-
tainty of an interrupted contact one day is assured.
The jar produced at the joint by the impact of the
car wheels results in vibration enough to loosen
fish-plate bolts, and in the natural course of events
must loosen rivets as well.

The rail should be one mass of continuous metal
throughout to give permanency of electrical con-
tact. It must therefore be homogeneous. To
make it so some process of brazing or soldering
must be adopted. The former process has been
found impracticable except in cases where it is

possible to take advantage of welding currents, or
return currents of immense volume. These can be
obtained ordinarily only at the power station, or by
a large expenditure for special welding- apparatus.
With these considerations in view the conclusion

is forced upon us that the really practicable process
is to solder the bond to the rail. Experience has
pro\'en it economical m first cost, and niost desir-

able in the character of the resulits obtained.
The current-carrying capacity or the number and

section area of the bond conductors should depend
upon the location of the track, many and large for
the crowded districts and. at the points where the
great volume of return current flows before entering
the return feeders to the power house, of smaller
number and capacity in the outlying districts.

With these provisions for perfecting the ground
conies as a matter of course freedom from electrol-

ysis and water and gaspipe corrosion, and a saving
in overhead negative feed lines, which should be of
immense importance in the design of the permanent
system.

Telephone News from the Northwest.
[From the Minneapolis correspondent of the Western Elec-

trician.]

The prospects are that there will soon be about
3,000 telephones in use in Des Moines, la. The
Iowa Telephone company has 1,000 in use now,
and claims 500 new subscribers as a result of lower
rates, while the Mutual Telephone company has 500
instruments in use, 500 to be added as soon as the
sw^itchboard can be put in place, and many new
orders. There is a war to the death between these
companies and prices have been cut deeph'. Mem-
bers of the Grocers' association have signed an
agreement to use only the Mutual instruments, and
other tradesmen threaten J^o boycott the Iowa com-
pany. Rumors are that the latter has offered yearly

service for $18, but this is denied by the Iowa
company's manager.
An independent telephone company is an appli-

cant for a franchise at Ottumwa. la.

The Wisconsin Bell Telephone company invited

the council of Chippewa Falls, Wis., to visit Osh-
kosh and Milwaukee, to examine the company's
exchanges in those cities. The Bell company is

sparing no expense to induce the council to refuse
the franchise to J. E. Keelyn, of the Western Tele-
phone Constrction company. The council, how-
ever, on its return, granted the franchise to Keelyn.
The Willmar, Minn., Telephone Exchange com-

pany has put in an exchange at a cost of $3,000.
There are 78 instruments in use.

Rushford, Minn., now has telephone connection
with Winona, Minn.
The Rocky Mountain Bell Telephone company's

new building in Helena, Mont., is about ready for

occupancy.
The AVisconsin Valley Telephone company ex-

pects to have toll-line connection between Min-
neapolis and St. Paul and Winona, Eau Claire,

La Crosse, Stillwater, Hudson, Menomonie, Ash-
land and Superior.
The Western Telephone Construction company

expects to extend its lines through Thorpe, 'Wis.,

soon.
The Pepin Telephone company contemplates

running a line between Alma and Mondovi. Wis.
The Wisconsin Valley Telephone company pro-

poses a line from Eatt Claire to Madison, with a
branch to Marshfield, and one east to Green Bay.
If sufficient interest is taken, the line will be built

this fall.

The City Council of Butte, Mont., gave the street

railway company permission to shut down the
cable until June 20, i8c^, without forfeiting its

franchise, to permit it to make changes in its tracks.

The company contemplates building an electric line

next year.
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Advantages of Car Mileage Record.'
Bv T. J. NlCHOLL.

In the wonderful evolution which the application
of electricity as a motive power has everywhere
wrought in urban and interurban transit, it is not
surprismg that street car companies, in the creation
of new and adjustment of old departments, import-
ant to the new order of things, should possibly
have failed to give some matters the attention they
demand.
We believe that in the radical and rapid develop-

ment which has taken place, the subject of mileage
is one of the details of the street railway business
that has not received the attention or discussion
which its importance merits. In fact, it is almost
impossible to find an article in reference to the same
in any of our railway magazines, and we rarely hear
the matter brought up for discussion at railway
conventions.
At one time all that was considered necessary was

a record of the total mileage made per day on the
entire road, and this was kept in a rough way and
was only used in figuring earnings and expenses
per mile at the end of a certain period. During the
horse-car days an estimate, in many cases, sufficed,
but the change to electric traction demands a most
complete and accurate record, not only of the total
daily mileage for the road, but of each route, indi-
vidual car, the various systems of equipment and
trucks, also for the different parts of an equipment,
viz., wheels, gears, pinions, armatures, brake-shoes,
trolley wheels, etc. In fact, the mileage is the chief
and in most cases the best and only basis on which
to figure statistics in reference to earnings, traffic,
the various operating expenses, etc. In this w-ay
it brings every item down to a standard for compar-
ison, and thus proves an almost indispensable guide
to economy.
Although, as before stated, the subject has not

received sufficient attention, progressive and eco-
nomical managers are, with the ever-increasing de-
velopment of electric railroading, realizing more
and more the importance attached to a correct mile-
age record. The tendency is toward greater accu-
racy in this department in future. We must admit
that if a record is worth keeping at all it is worth
keeping well, for should a manager make any cal-
culations from statistics based upon an incorrect
mileage, he would be liable to entail considerable
loss.

With the object in view of having, as near as pos-
sible, an absolutely correct system of computing its

mileage, this company has spared no eflfort, with
the result that the system now in force works to per-
fection, and answers our requirements in every de-
tail.

Having been requested to furnish a paper on this
subject, we will endeavor to give, as briefly as pos-
sible, the system adopted by this road, Roping the
same may prove of some value, and furnish some
ideas and suggestions.
We operate 78.73 miles of track in the city, cov-

ering an area of about 18 square miles. Some of
our routes are quite intricate, and on part of them
we have as many as six turning points where we
can turn part of our cars, as the traffic on the bal-
ance of the line may not warrant the same service
as nearer the city. In some instances our cars run
on several different lines during one day.
Our average daily mileage is between 13,000 and

14,000 miles, or about 5,000,000 miles annually.
In the first place our engineers made a \ery care-

ful survey of each line, and mapped same out to
the scale of 400 feet to one inch. iThese maps show
all switches, cross-overs, junctions, cross-streets,
etc., and the distances are given from commence-
ment of the line to all points where it is possible to
turn. From these maps we have figured tables for
any specified number of trips or half trips in either
direction on each route.
Each motorman makes report of the number of

trips made by his car daily, "on a card which answers
a threefold purpose. In addition to giving the
number of trips made, it answers as a time card and
also as a trouble report.

Any motorman taking out a car makes out one
of these cards, which he hands to his relief, and the
nian pulling the car into the barn drops this card
into a box provided for the purpose. The night
foreman has access to this box, and from the re-
ports finds out all repairs necessary to be made, and
anything he is unable to complete he reports to
the day foreman.
Every motorman is advised of the importance of

having his trips, time, etc., correct, and is required
to account for any trips lost and also to report any
defect which he may notice about his car, and if he
fails to do so is held strictly accountable.
The trip cards are checked w-ith the starter's re-

port, so that no cards can be left out; also the time
of leaving barn and pulling in must agree, and there
is no chance of anyone getting more time than is ac-
tually put in, as the time a man leaves the car must
agree with the time his relief takes it.

From these trip cards the mileage is fi,gured by
routes, the mileage for each car being put down
separately on the slip.

The individual car mileage is then posted daily to
the credit of each car, in a book provided for the
purpose, and the amounts are carried forward
monthly, so that when we want the mileage of any

I. Read before the New York State Street Railway association,
at Niagara Falls, N. Y., September 14, 1897.
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article we hiive only to subtract the mileage 'at the

time the same was put into service from the total

mileage made by the car on which it is used, at time

it comes out.

The route mileage is posted up daily in a book
provided for this purpose^ and in this way we get

the mileage of each for the month or year; the earn-

ings are also shown on this book,

A daily report is made for the manager, which
shows the mileage and earnings on each line, also

weather, etc. It also gives the corresponding fig-

ures for the previous year.

A monthly mileage, earnings and passenger re-

port is also rendered. This furnishes a comparison
between the current and previous year, for each

line. It shows the mileage, total earnings, earnings

per car-mile, passengers and transfers. It also

shows the increase or decrease, as the case may be,

and affords an excellent guide in regard to service

that should be provided for each line, and we can

thus keep each individual route up to a standard.

From the figures on this sheet many valuable sta-

tistics can be deduced, especially in reference to traf-

fic, etc.

On our monthly mileage statement we figure all

the various operating expenses per car-mile, show-
ing also the corresponding figures for the previous
year, and thus we have a very good comparison of

results. We also keep records of the cost of re-

pairs per mile on the various equipments in use;

also of the life of car wheels and other parts of an
equipment. In short, from the mileage we obtain

most interesting statistics in almost every branch of

the business.

To close, we hope the above statement of our ex-

perience and system may prove interesting, and
that if nothing more it may promote discussion, and
bring forward views and suggestions, from others,

thus giving the subject of car mileage the position

to which it is entitled, as a most important factor

in street railway statistics.

A 2,500 Horse Power Alternator.

As mentioned in the last issue of the Western
Electrician, the great three-phase alternating cur-

rent dynamo intended for the new station of the

Edison Electric. Illuminating company, of Brooklyn,
N. Y., has been shipped from the works of the Gen-
eral Electric company, Schenectady, N. Y. To
transport this exceptional generator to its destina-

tion not less than five flat cars were needed, and
Fig. X shows the train with foiir of , them hauled
by the General Electric switching engine to the

tracks of the New York Central Railroad.

This generator is an , alternating current three-

phase machine, of the revolving field type, with 40
poles and a normal output of 1,500 kiJowatts when
running at 75 revolutions. In designing it the in-

structions, as far as cost and expense of operation,

were duly considered in relation to the conditions

of service, but the design was left entirely to the

General Electric company. The machine which

tion and insidation being especially adapted to high-
voltage work. The armature frame is built to give
perfect ventilation to the windings and the machine
is guaranteed to operate continually with a heavy
overload with only very moderate heating.

Built upon a cast-iron spider, the field structure
(Fig. 3) is bolted with a steel ring to the ends of
the spokes. To this ring are bolted 40 field pole-
pieces, each built up of carefully annealed sheet-
iron laminations. Each pole-piece carries a coil

made up of heavy copper strip wouiid on edge. All

over which the Brooklyn company is preparing to

operate covers over 75 miles; and by the use of a
great central station at tidewater, with sub-stations
at convenient points, the company proposes to dis-

tribute current over this large section. A large
portion of the current will be transformed down to

.375 volts and then, fed to rotary converters, will be
distributed as low-voltage direct current to the Edi-

. son three-wire system now receiving current from

. the stations already in operation. A part of the
-high-potential current will be used to drive syn-

FIG,,-,I, A 2,500 HORSE POWER ALTERNATOR.—FOUR CARS LOADED WITH BROOKLYN GENERATOR ONLY.

these coils are connected in series, the direct cur-

rent used for excitation being carried through them.
This field structure will be mounted on the steel

shaft, 27 inches in diameter, of the triple expansion
engine. On the same shaft are the engine cranks
and a heavy fly-wheel, of such weight that the angu-
lar variation of speed within each revolution at full

lead cannot exceed one-quarter of one per cent.

The armature structure will be supported on rails

instead of a masonry foundation. This allows the

armature to be moved along the rails away from the

field, giving easy access to both field coils and arma-
ture winding.
The size of this machine, and incidentally, the

range of the dynamo and motor work of the Gen-
eral Electric company, may be gauged from the illus-

tration (Fig. 2), which shows standing beside the

armature frame a "G E" induction motor of one-

chronous motors directly coupled to arc machines,
as well as to drive other motors for various power
ptirposes. With this source of power supply at

iheir doors, it is expected that the present users of
. steam power in Brooklyn will avail themselves of

the cleaner and more flexible system of drive which
the electric current offers.

Dr. Lodge on Electric Traction.

The following communication from Dr. Oliver

J. Lodge on the subject of electric railway traction
appeared in the Liverpool Daily Post:
"As I see that the subject of the tramways is un-

der discussion, perhaps a few words concerning
the successful tram service at. work in the cities of
Montreal and Toronto may not be inopportune.
The power is electric, supplied by overhead wire at

Fig, 3, Revolving Field Frame, Brooklyn Generator,

A 2,500 HORSE POWER- ALTERNATOR,

has resulted would, under ordinary conditions, be half horse power capacity. The dimensions of the
considered one of 2,000 kilowatts. In use it will generator are as follows:
be driven directly by an engine giving its highest „ < . , ,. 1, it » . « . .

, ,./^, •' '^
, .? *=• ^, . , Span of casting or lower halt of ainature frame 25 feet,economy at a little over 1,500 kilowatts, or which Vertical outside diameter of amature frame 31 feel 2 inches,

may be operated to advantage, and will probably Length along shaft 51 inches,

be operated, at an output of 2,000 kilowatts. The Weight of revolving field 59.000 pounds,
,^ 11- r 1. J i • 1 - Total weight 163,000 pounds.

engine selected is a four-cylinder triple-expansion
engine built by the Mcintosh & Seymour company. In service this machine will be placed in the new
The dynamo is wound for an output of 2,000 kilo- station of the Edison Illuminating company at Bay

watts at 6,600 volts. The armature windings are Ridge, at the entrance to the Narrows of New York
mounted upon the stationary part of the machine. Harbor On the Long Island side. It will deliver

shown in Fig, 2, These windings form one of high-potential three-phase current to a system of

the most interesting features of the construction of conductors, over which it will be distributed at dif-

this class of machine, the method of coil construe- ferent voltages for many purposes. The territory

Fig. 2, Armature Frame, Brooklyn Generator,

safe voltage from a central steam station, not unlike
that of our own electric railway; the speed attained
by the cars is very high, especially uphill; the start-

ing and stopping are rapid, but free from jerk; the
cars are easy of access and are extremely popular;
indeed, very little other traffic exists, except wag-
ons by the side of the track and innumerable bicy-
cles, usually on the track and going at a speed sim-
ilar to that of the cars. The lines intersect the town
in all directions, and, by transfer ticket, it is easy
to go very quickly from any part of the town to
any other by a single payment of fare, the same for
all distances. The lines do not stop at the boun-
dary of the town, but run well out into the coun-
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try, and thus make many otherwise inaccessible

dwellings available for clerks and city men. The
hours of running are long, in order to suit all

classes of the community, whether for business or

pleasure. The cars are light and frequent and airy.

They are never allowed to dawdle or rest at either

end of their line, but all the plant at work is kept

constantly iu earning condition. No attempt is

made, however, to employ only one set of men. It

is felt to be essential that the men shall have all

their wits about them, for safe driving on the one

hand, for picking up fares in a smart and business-

like manner on the other, and accordingly they are

only worked in five-hour spells. At present the

running is something like this: It begins at 5 a. m.,

and the first set of men conduct it till 10, at which
time a fresh relay takes their place-till three; then

the first set resumes till eight, and the second set

continue till after midnight. The whole thing is

said to pay extremely well, and though a few defal-

cations from the fare-boxes have still to be ad-

mitted or suspected, it is hoped by better wages and

by general raising the status of the service to re-

move every important temptation in that direction.

This, be it remembered, from the point of view of

a dividend-paying company, not from that of a

community employing its own members and anx-

ious to set a good example to other employers.

The electric power supplied overhead is found

beautifully elastic and manageable, easy to adapt

to the conditions of junctions and crossings and

hills; in fact, the one and only objection to the

whole system is that the poles and wires, though
not very conspicuous along the tree-shaded avenues

which constitute many of the streets in Toronto,

and the heat circulates in the tubes around the

outer shell and vents of the flume, giving a large

heating surface in a small space. This method is

thought to absorb the greatest amount of heat be-
fore it reaches the stack and so lessen losses from
radiation. The smokestacks used in the plant

were made by the Clonbrock company. They are

17s feet in height, with a diameter of 16 feet at

base and II feet at the top.

The Significance of the Increasing Use
of Water Power.

In considering the rapidly increasing use of elec-

trically transmitted power from waterfalls, the Lon-
don Spectator gives these statistics: "In America
the total of the larger installations is 72,000 horse

power, with the prospect of this total being in-

creased to 150,000 when the Niagara scheme is

completed. In addition to this there arc. a very

large number of smaller plants in operation in the

mining districts of Colorado and Nevada. Switzer-

land occupies the second place with 32,000 horse'

power. This will be increased to 48,000 when the

second water power plant on the Rhone, near Ge-
neva, is completed. France follows with 18,000

horse power, which will be increased to .30,000 by
the completion of the power plant near Lyons.

Germany has only one water power of any mag-
nitude, that at Rheinfelden. This will yield iS.ooo

horse power when completed. Italy has 18,000

horse power; Sweden and Norway between 10,000

Electric Street Railway Repair Shops.'

By Robert Dunning.

The equipment of the repair department of the
modern street railway is of necessity governed by
the same conditions which will obtain in other de-
partments. There is, of course, much in common
whether the road be of electric, cable or horse
power, but as this paper is limited to the electric

railway I will confine my remarks to what, in my
experience, has proved to be the most practical for

the proper maintenance of the repairs of that style

of road.

The repairs of the electric road which operates
12 or 15 cars are, generally speaking, as varied in

character as those of a much larger road, but it

would be impossible for the small road to maintain
a repair equipment equal to that of the large road,

as much of the former's repair work must of neces-
sity be done outside. But it is of the larger road I

speak—the road which operates from 100 to 400
cars.

In the lists of machinery and tools which I have
prepared I have aimed to give only those which are

most generally useful as the volume of work in-

creases. Many little conveniences for its quick and
easy handling will suggest themselves and can be
added to the equipment.
The machine shop, with its au.xiliaries, the black-

smith shop, truck shop and armature room, natu-

rally takes precedence in repair work. The value

of convenient arrangeme^it of these departments and

Fig. 2.

are nevertheless to some extent unsightly: but the

advantages conferred by rapid and cheap locomo-

tion in a large town are felt to far more than coun-

terbalance this admitted objection. Next to the

exuberant and impressive loyalty of the Canadians

to the mother country, the thing that most struck

the recent British Association visitors was the per-

fection of their tramway system, and the satisfac-

tion felt with it by CA'ery class of the cominunity.

It was impossible for an inhabitant of Liverpool

not to feel something akin to disgust at the con-

trast when he remembered the slow and lumbering

inefficient and antiquated methods of public street

locomotion still prevalent in his own great city."

Climax Boilers in a Brooklyn Lighting
Station.

Recently the Clonbrock Boiler Works of Brook-

lyn, N. Y., completed a battery of boilers in the

new plant of the Municipal Electric Light company
at Rodney and Ainslie streets, Brooklyn, and the

installation is worthy of note, as it shows well the

advance in recent years in the construction of steam

boiler apparatus. The plant consists of four 450

horse power boilers of the standard type of Morrin

Climax. As the construction and erection have

been carried out, space is planned for four more
boilers of a similar size which, it is believed, will

be installed soon. Fig. i shows the plant as com-
pleted. Fig. 2 shows excellently the two stages

of construction of the Climax boiler and the method
of arranging the tubes.

By examining this installation, the character-

istic features of the Climax boiler may be observed.

Those that are particularly favorable for electrical

service are these: It has neither screw joints,

metal joints, packing joints, cast-iron pipes, mani-
folds, nor headers to cause trouble from unequal

expansion and contraction: there are no large

diameters exposed to pressure, resulting in caus-

ing the ultimate strength to be far in excess of the

strains to which the metal is subjected. A salient

feature also of the boiler plant is its compactness.

The vent tubes and main shell are filled with water,

CLIMAX BOILERS IN A BROO.KLVN LIGHTING STATION.

and 20,000 horse power each, with almost limitless

possibilities of further development, while England
and Scotland come at the end of the list with only
4,000 horse power."
The contemplation of these figures is rather dis-

quieting to the London journal, which sees in them
a remote possibility of disaster to British indus-
tries. The deduction is made as follows: "There
is another aspect of this development which is less

cheerful for contemplation by three of the nations
of Europe. The position which England, Ger-
many and Belgium occupy to-day as the leading
manufacturing countries of Europe has resulted
chiefly from their possession of extensive coal fields

capable of cheap development, coal having been in
the past the chief factor in determining the indus-
trial progress of any country. The progress of
electrical science has, however, apparently changed
the conditions ol industrial supremacy, and it ap-
pears as though the possession not of coal fields

but of water power will be the determining factor
in the future. Whether the check to the natural
growth and expansion of industry in the older
manufacturing countries of Europe, that may al-

ready be observed as one result of the increased
use of water, power in countries hitherto of little

or no account in the industrial struggle, will be
followed by the gradual migration of the staple
industries to the cheaper centers of power, remains
for the future to disclose: but it is a question of
tremendous significance for the prosperity of the
countries concerned. It would involve a rearrange-
ment of the relative position of the nations of Eu-
rope, and however pleasant the period of transi-

tion and change might be for the nations which
would thereby rise into industrial importance, it

would most certainly be very much the reverse
for the peoples of those three countries of Europe
which to-day stand foremost in the extent and num-
ber of their manufacturing industries."

The court has authorized repairs to the water
power dam furnishing the street railway and elec-
tric light plants with power at St. Cloud, Minn.,
to the extent of $5,000.

rig I,

the proper location of w^ork-bcnches and machinery
to give full working space cannot be overestimated.

To find that you cannot operate your speed drill

press at times, on account of work in the shaper or
planer being in the way, is aggravating and unprof-
itable. In a factory where new work is being turned
out, space may be economized, but in a repair shop
you know not what a day may bring in to you. A
good rule to observe in this matter is to take as

much room as you think you will need and then
double it.

A lathe equipment consisting of one 24 inch, one
20 inch and one 10 inch speed lathe will meet all or-

dinary requirements of that class of work. The
larger lathes should be provided with jib crane fitted

with differential air pressure lifts for the safe hand-
ling of heavy work.
Two large drill presses 22 inches and 26 inches and

one speed drill press will do the work of that de-
partment.
The other machinery may be listed about as fol-

lows;
Good milling machine (not necessarily universal).

Shaper with 18 inch stroke.

Hydraulic wheel press.

Pinion press.

Vertical wheel-boring machme
Axle lathe.

Power shearing machine.
Power hack saw.
Power thread cutter, right and left.

Power punch.
Bending and shaping machines for sheet-iron and

tin w'ork.

The grinding work can be done with one dry and
one wet grinder, a fine and coarse emery wheel, and
there should also be a set of buffing wheels for fin-

ishing car and electric fittings.

A babbitting furnace and suitable gas or char-
coal stoves are a necessity. The air for blowing
these fires may be provided by a tank and pump
operated from a special pulley on the overhead
shafting.

The necessary vises and hand tools must be ac-

I. New York State Street Railway association, Niagara Falls
N. Y., September 15, 1897.
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cording- to the men and work, but in the matter of

wrenches I prefer the solid jaw fitted to standard

nuts, ratlier than the screw or set wrench, A good

arrangement for tools is to have a special tool room

in charge of a competent toolmaker and a check

system for the purpose of making the workmen re-

sponsible for tools drawn.

In the armature rooin, besides the necessary work-

benches and armature stands, a binding machnie,

a field winding machine and bake oven are essen-

tial. A jib crane or overhead trolley with chain

falls is necessary for the proper handling of arma-

tures, and a full outfit for testing work completes

this outfit.

Have system in the arrangement of work-benches.

Keeping the dil=ferent kinds of work separate, you

will thus avoid the delay and trouble of huntnig for

mislaid pieces.

The truck shop, besides the usual assembhng

tools, should have an overhead hand-power crane

of from 4,000 to 6,000 pounds capacity for the safe

handling of motors.

The carpenter shop next claims our attention.

The same rules which apply to space and arrange-

ment in the machine shop apply here.

The following outfit of mach.nery will do for all

ordinary work:
Planer.
Resurfacing machine.

Jointer.

Mortiser.
Boring machine. •

Shaper.
Wood-turning machine.

Band saw.
Emery wheel.

Grindstone.

A first-class man should be in charge of the ma-

chinery, who thoroughly understands the grinding

and sharpening of tools, and it should be his work

to see that not only the machines are kept in or-

der, but also that tools owned and used by work-

men are in proper shape.

In the space devoted to work on car bod es see

that there is plenty of room for necessary trestle

benches and the convenient handling of work. Pit

room for half a dozen cars is a necessity. As a

means of moving cars and trucks between carpenter,

machine and truck shops, an electric transfer table

will be found most convenient.

The paint shop should be constructed so that it

will have good roof light, and the width beLween the

tracks should be sufficient to allow the work to be

pei-formed on cars standing parallel and not to

crowd the workmen ; in other words, the gauge lines

of tracks should be between seven and eight feet and

should be of such capacity as to have the cars pass

through regularly every nine or 10 months.

The floor should be of concrete with a smooth
surface, so that it would be easily kept clean and free

from dirt, and should also be graded to be easily

drained.

The power for operating the machinery can gen-

erally be best furnished by motors in each shop con-

veniently located, and so set up as to permit of quick

substitution in case of a burn-out or break-down.

Many small repairs which can be done by hand,

such as the replacing of trolley wheels, switches,

bell or register cords, etc., can be as well done in the

car-house proper as in the shops, and result in a con-

siderable saving of time: and I think it well to have

tracks set aside for this work and have the conduc-

tors of cars instructed to run cars in need of certain

repairs onto these tracks when coming into the

barn, and to leave a note on file in the barn fore-

man's office stating repairs needed.

In the whole general scheme of repair work there

are minor btit yet important parts which go to round
out and complete the whole. Among these is the

patternmaker, a visit to whose den shows many
minute reminders of the transitory state of affairs,

even in the street railway lousiness, and the draught-

ing room, where a look through the drawers and
pigeon-l^oles reveals many ideas "born to blush un-

seen" by the outside world.

The management which has the interests of its

road constantly in mind will keep ever closely in

touch with the repair department. Do not be afraid

of doing too much for it. The fault is generally the

other way, for though it works in dirt and as a rub-

bish producer is unequaled, it is but performing
the vital work of renovation and removing that

which is dead and is acting as a clog to the whole
system.

I do not wish to create the impression that re-

pair work is the one great and vital factor in street

railroad economy, but I do wish to claim a high
place for it.

Look well to the repair department.

Management of Municipal Plants.

LFroin the Rochester, N. Y,, Post-Express.
"j

Not a city in the United States can be named
where the business intrusted to it is managed with
anything like the skill and economy of a sucessful

private business. It may be said, as is. in fact, often

said, that when gas-works and street cars are in

the hands of private capitalists, the public is merci-
lessly robbed to enrich them. Even if the charge
be true, is it robbed to the extent that it is under
political management? Does it suffer in like de-

gree from the evils inseparable from politics?

Construction and Maintenance of Car
Bodies and Trucks.'

By Robert Dunning,

As the life of a car body depends almost entirely

upon the bottom framing, nothing but well sea-

soned and perfectly sound, straight-grained tim-

ber should be used. Ordinary kiln-dried lumber

is not suitable for car framing, and even when
timber has been in the drying shed for a long time

it should be given a couple of weeks' seasoning

after its first working, for well dried timber will

show a slight shrinkage after being worked. Too
much care cannot be used in the cutting of mor-
tises and tenons to see that they are tight all the

way round and all the way through. The placing

of cross sills will be influenced somewhat by the

style of car and motor equipment, and there

is probably nothing better than strong diamond
bracing to hold the frame square. Lead the mor-
tises and tenons, and when the frame is driven

together, put in the tie rods, draw up tight and
put on corner angle plates and finally square and
'level up the whole work.

The end and side framing should be assembled
with the same care and set up in solid sections

on the bottom framing, and lastly put the roof

framework in place. Avoid splicing and do not

use two short pieces where one long one can be

made to do the work. Secure all corners inside

and out with light steel angles, and where possi-

ble the inside and outside angles should be held

in place by the same bolts.

The framing of the platforms should be well

considered and made to meet any emergency. The
size of timbers will in any case be proportioned to

the carrying capacity of the car. The application

of the outside covering, inside lining and trim-

ming, should be carefully studied as to its effi-

ciency in the covering of joints and to keeping the

frame dry, as well as to its appearance. The main
principle to be observed in the whole framework
is to produce a combination truss that will offer

the greatest resistance to any strain that may be
imposed upon it, and the avoidance of the intro-

duction of useless material.

The present tendency in painting is toward sim-
plicity as to colors ancl ornamentations, and is cer-

tainly to be commended from a practical stand-

point. - The use of a few colors and those that

do not fade quickly makes retouching easy and sat-

isfactory and reduces the cost of painting very ma-
terially. The neat effect of natural wood finishes

in the inside of the car is also to be commended
for beauty and long wearing qualities. As to the

methods of applying paint, any one which em-
bodies the principle of good materials well mixed,
carefully applied and cut down, wdll prodtice good
results. Nearly every boss painter has some little

difference in the method of handling his work, but
if he is intelligent and unprejudiced he will pro-
duce good results.

In truck construction we have nearly as many
patterns as there are life guards, and each makes
claims to embody some principle which no other
truck has, and all other trucks are therefore fa-

tally defective. With one the great principle of

a perfect truck lies in the bearings, with another
it is in the frame, another the springs, another
the amount of traction, and so on, with additions,
subtraction, multiplication and divisions, and the
end is not yet. Taken collectively the truck build-
ers have wrought a great work, and when the
day comes that produces a truck in which each
of the principles they claim is brought to the per-
fection they now claim in each instance, we can
cease our looking for improvement in that direc-
tion and reflect coifiplacently that Solomon was
certainly mistaken when he said that there was
no perfection under the sun. As it is, we must
be content with the knowledge that there is one
best truck on the market, and though each maker
claims it is his, we still have the privilege of
choice and can act accordingly, even to experi-
menting a little ourselves when we feel like ex-
ploiting a pet theory. The ideal truck is the one
which gives the maximum amount of traction,
rigidity of frame, flexibility of operation, ease of
running and the minimum amount of oscillation
and weight. These and many minor principles go
to make the perfect truck, tfow to attain them is

the study of every mechanical engineer in the
street railway business and some outside. To en-
ter into a discussion of the principles involved is

impossible in this paper, as any one of them would
require a long article which time forbids, so we
will pass on to the maintenance of cars and trucks.

Perfect maintenance may be described as that
which produces the greatest efficiency and best ap-
pearance extended over the longest period of time.
The method of accomplishing this will differ in

minor details under different conditions and serv-
ice, but the main principles are the same. As to
the car body, the words paint and varnish cover
nearly the whole subject, and if the car be kept well
varnished the question of painting, if well done
in the first place, may be set aside for an indefi-

nite time. A car in regular service should be re-

varnished once in nine months, or oftener, if the

locality in which it operates is subject to condi-
tions which are specially injurious to varnished

I, New York State Street Railway association. Niagara halls,
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work, such as an excessive amount of smoke and
coal gas in the -jitmosphere. Before retouching and
varnishing have the joints of the car inspected, and
if any indication of shrinkage or working is shown
see that it is put right.

In the truck besides the painting and varnishing,
other conditions are to be met, for here the wearing
parts demand constant attention and should be gone
over every time the car is run into the house.
You cannot depend upon the driver or conductor
to always report defects, even though they are or-
dered to do so; their mechanical knowledge may
be very limited, and as long as a thing works it is

all right to them. In the matter of brake shoes see
that the shoe sets true upon the wheel and is in

perfect contact jdu the whole face; through care-
lessness in truck construction and the molding of
brake shoes we often see them worn through at

one end and scarcely touching at the other, and
again worn in such a way as to ^how they were
set diagonally to the face of the wheel. Test the
brake, track cleaners, sanding apparatus and wheels,
for you cannot tell what may have happened to them
while in operation, and it may mean the saving of
life and thousands of dollars to the company if

these things are constantly and carefully looked
after.

In the matter of flat or skidded wheels, we all

know the causes; we also know many remedies for

the trouble and have applied them, but the wheels
continue perversely to skid, and will probably con-
tinue to do so as long as the braking power is

applied to them and emergency stops are made.
The regular sanding of the track has probably done
as much good as anything that has been tried so
far, but for the present there seems to be nothing
better than to get as high a mileage contract a«
possible from the wheel maker with the necessary
re-grinding included.
To the electrical equipments, all the previous re-

marks relating' to testing and careful inspection
appl^' wnth double force. The power which is so
quick and ready when properly conveyed and
guarded will vanish upon the least relaxation of

vigilance, and leave disaster in its wake. How to
properly care for motors, switches and wiring is

also a subject too broad for this paper, to attempt
to cover, and only a few general points can be men-
tioned, one of the most important of which is clean-

liness. Care in this direction will save many a

breakdown, and it is hardly possible to be too thor-
ough. Dirt may be a good insulator at times, but
it is scarcely safe to trust it.

Insulation is another point to be carefully scru-

tinized and the careful and solid connection and
securing of the various parts is another. A loose
wire if not attended to means damage sooner or
later, and a poor connection loss of power, and pos-
sible burning. Some companies advocate the taking
apart and thorough overhauling of motors and con-
trollers once a month. This would seem to be
somewhat oftener than is actually necessary, and it

would be an extraordinarily severe service that

would require it. The chance of doing damage to

electrical apparatus while it is undergoing an over-
hauling is ciuite a factor, and it would seem to be
more reasonable to use judgment in this matter
than to take the apparatus out and put it back at

regular periods without regard to other conditions.

The question of maintenance naturally merges
into the one of repairs and it is difficult to tell

where one leaves off and the other begins. The
work of correcting and replacing the thousand and
one little things constantly reciuiring it can only be
realized by one who is fully experienced, and for-

tunate is the road that has efficiency and ability and
thoroughness in this department. To say that a

street railway company is known by the cars it

keeps may be an odd adaptation of an old saying,

but it is true, and the road that is thorough in this

respect will not stop here, but will keep its other

departments up to the same high standard and its

reward in nickels will be great.

Data Upon Municipal Ownership,

During the meeting of mayors and city council-

men at Columbus, Ohio, last week a resolution was
adopted declaring that the conference cordially ap-

proved of the investigation to be made for the pur-

pose stated by the Hon. Carroll D. Wright, United
States commissioner of labor; and that the dele-

gates tender to the United States Department of

Labor, and to its duly accredited agents, co-opera-

tion in every practical way to facilitate this investi-

gation in the respective municipalities, and to make
the information collected complete and accurate.

Arcadia, Wis., has voted bonds for an electric

light plant.

Early in the present month the new electric

power dam will be used in running the street rail-

way cars in Minneapolis. Two large direct-con-

nected generators are now being put in, and it is

the intention at present to start them as soon as

they are ready to run. When this is done one

of three engines now used at the Second street

power station will be laid off. There are to be

five high-voltage machines at the dam, three for

Minneapolis and two for St. Paul.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, October 5.—After some correspond-

ence between the Rapid Transit Commission and

the Park Board in relation to the proposed tunnel

under Battery Park, the park commissioners have

surrendered and have adopted a resolution approv-

ing the plan of the Rapid Transit Commission. At-

tached to the resolution was a proviso to the effect

that all questions of detail in the construction of

the rapid transit railroad under streets, parks and
public places under the jurisdiction of the Park De-
partment, such as the depth of the road under the

surface at any point, its method of construction, its

relation to park or other property under the juris-

diction of the Park Department, the damaging of

such property by the construction, the periods for

which the property shall remain open, and its res-

toration, shall be submitted to the park commis-
sioners for approval before the construction of the

railroad shall be undertaken; also that no such con-

struction shall be begun until the working plans

are approved by the Park Board. The Sun asserts

that these conditions mean nothing, even if they are

accepted by the Rapid Transit Commission, for, it

says, it is evident that they cannot be enforced.

In relation to the "calling down" of the Metro-

politan Street Railway company for putting in two

tracks in Broome street, where permission for only

one had been obtained, Mr. Vreeland claims, in ad-

dressing the mayor, that the New York and Harlem
Railroad company acquired, on May 4, 1838, a fran-

chise to construct a double track in Broome street,

between the Bowery and Center street, and has never

abandoned that franchise. He goes on to say that

under subsequent permission of the Common Coun-
cil the company has for a long time maintained one

track in Grand street, and only one in Broome
street. There are now three railroad tracks in Grand
street, which occupy practically the entire street,

and to remove one would be to the advantage of

the business houses which line it. The property-

owners in Grand street, Mr. Vreeland claims, are

anxious upon the reconstruction of the tracks for

the introduction of electric power, that one track

should be removed from Grand street and trans-

ferred to Broome street. This transfer the company
consented to make, not for its own benefit, as Grand
street is a better thoroughfare for its purposes, but

for the benefit of the public. Mr. Vreeland's letter

ends as follows: "This is a matter for the public in-

terest, and not a matter of special concern to the

Metropolitan Street Railway company. If the pub-

lic authorities prefer that we should continue the

use of the track in Grand street we can, of course,

do so, although we do not for a moment assent to

the proposition that we are not entitled to construct

and maintain a double track in Broome street."

It is stated that the new Electric Vehicle company
will put from 150 to 200 electric cabs on the streets

of New York. This big corporation buys out and
absorbs the company which has been operating 11

experimental electric cabs in this city. These car-

riages will continue to be run by the new company,
and others will be added as fast as possible.

The new Amsterdam Electric Light and Power
company of Brooklyn has at last begun operations,

and the Tribune says that a bitter war between elec-

tric light companies will, in all probability, be the

result. The company had considerable trouble in

securing a franchise, and not until the Supreme Court

was appealed to did the city grant a franchise to the

officers of the new concern. The new company will

furnish arc lights for 30 cents a night, or 2V2 cents

less than is charged by other companies. It is the

intention of the company to establish a large plant

somewhere in the central part of the city. At pres-

ent the company has a plant at the end of South
Ninth street.'

No little interest has been shown in anticipation

of the class of telephone apparatus the Smith-Vas-
sar Telephone company of 2j William street, this

city, would place upon the market. This curiosity

was satisfied on last Thursday when this company
invited the public to see its new telephone in opera-
tion at its offices. A large number of gentlemen
were present, and unusual interest was shown in

following the statements made by the various at-

tendants, who explained the radical improvemen's
which are claimed for this telephone system, the
two strong points being the dispensing of the serv-
ices of operators at the exchange and the low cost
of maintenance of the system by the use of but few
wires. The new telephone has a switch with 50
or more numbers on it, and to call a subscriber it

is necessary only to put a plug in the hole corre-
sponding to the subscriber's number and turn the
switch, when he is called up instantly without dis-

turbing the bells of any of the other subscribers on
the line. The present private-line system requires the
ringing of all the bells on the line one, two. or
more times, according to the number wanted. Un-
der the existing system it is necessary to have two
wires from the central office for each subscriber,
while the new telephone will require only five or
six wires for a hundred or more, the idea being
that there will always be a wire not in use. The
telephone is switched automatically to this wire,
and if all are in use the mechanism is so arranged
that it will make a metallic circuit on the first un-
used wire. It will not, however, cut in on a busy
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wire. The company intends to begin the use of
the telephones in small towns and villager which
cannot be supplied with telephones by the Bell
company because of the great expense in maintain-
ing the system. The new telephone dspcnses with
the operator except in a city where 2,000 subscribers
are obtained and where 20 sections might be neces-
sary. One or two operators would be sufficient,
however, to connect sections. .As an example of
the difference in the cost of maintenance of a line,

5.000 subscribers under the present system would
require lo.oco wires to run into the central office,

while under this new system less than fioo wires
will furnish the same service, it is conlcnded. with
much greater promptness. James G. Smith, the in-
ventor of this system, who is the electrical engineer
for the Smith-Vassar company, was for many years
a superintendent for the Western Union Telegraph
company, and he has been associated with R. G. Vas-
sar in developing this apparatus. The company as
organized consists of F. S. Pusey, president: John
G. Dorrance, vice-president and general manager:
R. G. Vassar, secretary and treasurer. The com-
pany has among its directors several gentlemen
well known in financial affairs in New York.
A company has been formed with $20,000 capital

to conduct an electrical exhibition in 1898 in this
city. Articles of incorporation have been filed in

.Albany, and these gentlemen were named as officers

and directors: Cyrus O. Baker, Jr., president;
Ferd. W. Roebling, vice-president; George F. Por-
ter, secretary and treasurer. These officers, with
Leonard F. Requa. Charles A. Lieb. J. W. Godfrey
and H. H. Harrison, constitute the board of direct-
ors. The executive committee will include C. O.
Baker, Jr., Leonard F. Requa and H. H. Harrison.
Marcus Nathan has been selected as general man-
ager.

Some enemy or practical joker played a trick on
several brokers in New street last week. Forged
notices that the concerns were going out of busi-
ness and wished their tickers removed were re-

ceived late an Thursday afternoon at the office

of the Gold and Stock Telegraph company. That
company at once sent out men who removed the
tickers. The absence of the tickers was a surprise
to the proprietors of the places when they got down-
town. The brokers hurried to the office of the
ticker company, where the notices, which ihey at

once pronounced forgeries, were shown to them.
Matters were finally straightened out and the tickers
were replaced; but in the meantime the market had
been open nearly an hour, and, in the absence of
auotations, the regular patrons had deserted the
cencerns and gone to other offices in the neighbor-
hood to place their trades. W. F. O.

From Old Virginia.

Richmond, October 4.—A little drift of sand
across the tracks of the Norlh Portsjnouth electric
railway on South street was the cause of a peculiar
delay. The sand broke the circuit; the car came
to a standstill and the lights went out. The motor-
man and conductor thought at first that the power
had given out. owing to some accident at the power-
house, but when, after a good deal of exertion, they
succeeded in pushing the car over the drift, the
power was available.

J. B. Crankshaw of Newport News will resign h's
position as electrician of the Newport News, Hamp-
ton and Old Point Railway company, having ac-
cepted a position with the Dayton and \Ves:ern Trac-
tion company of Dayton. Ohio, as superintendent
of construction. He will make the change this

month.
A survevine: corps is now engaged in surveying

a route from Staunton to North River Gap. for
a Chesapeake and Western connection, and it is

said to be a certainty that the road will be pushed
that far at once. Owing to the numerous moun-
tains and heavy grade to Highlands, there is a
prospect that the electric railway project will be
abandoned as impracticable, and a road be built
from Staunton to join the Chesapeake and Western
at Mount Solon and thus get into Highlands.
This now seems the only feasible route.
The Richmond Telephone company is getting

ready to place telephones in Manchester.
The efforts of the Potomac Lighting and Power

company of Washington to get the contract for
lighting the streets of Alexandria are not meeting
with much success, as the council committee on
light and finance will not listen to any such pro-
posals.

The Hampton Electric Light and Power com-
pany has sued the city of Hampton for $25,000, to
recover damages, which the plaintiff alleges were
done to its property in 1892. During that year the
city council concluded that the company was not
fulfilling its contract, in that it was not furnishing
the candle power contracted for in its agreement
with the city. After repea ed warnings it is alleged
that the city authorities ordered all the company's
poles cut down. At any rate the town sergeant
chopped them down, leaving nothing but their
stumps to tell where they once stood." The prop-
erty thus destroyed is said by the plaintiff to have
been worth $9,000.
At the last meeting of the Richmond Academy of

Medicine and Science the telephone question occu-
pied the attention of the members to the almost
total exclusion of matters professional, and the fol-
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lowing resolution was adopted: "Resolved, That
it is the opinion of the academy that but one 'phone
should be used in the city." It is presumed that
the grave and reverend dignitaries meant one tele-
phone company and not one telephone only.
Jhe war recently waged against the Interstate

telephone company of Charlottesville by the new
Albemarle Telephone company waxes fiercer. The
old company has reduced the price of the service"
but the new company persists in establishing its
line.

The Richmond Traction company is preparing to
begin work on the Expo.sition grounds to turn it
into a pleasure resort to be known as the Electric
Park. Y p

New England News.
Boston, October 5.—The Board of Railroa.I

Commissioners of Massachusetts gave a hearing
recently on the terms of the lease of the West End
street railroad to the Boston Elevated Railway
company, and after both sides—that is the pro-
moters and the objectors to the lease—had been
heard, the hearing was closed. Of course what-
ever opposition there is comes from the outs'de
public, as the stockholders of the West End and the
Boston Elevated Railway people are all perfectly
satisfied with the terms. The opposition wh'ch
was heard at the hearing was markedly weak or
to say the least was not very formidable. Now
however. Congressman John F. Fitzgerald of Bos-
ton, who is distinguished among other things as be-
ing the only Democratic congressman from New-
England, IS out in a letter to the Board of Rail-
road Commissioners which may possibly result in
having the hearing reopened. Congressman Fitz-
gerald, who claims that he did not know^ that the
hearing was to take place, although the fact was
advertised in at least three Boston daily newspa-
pers, represents a constituency which is about as
anti-corporation in sentiment as any in the United
States. The congressman bases' his objection
principally to the ratification of that clause of the
lease and charter of the elevated company which
gives it the power to charge a five-cent fare for a
period of 25 years without any restriction. This
section Mr. Fitzgerald considers to be outrageous,
and, considered with the fact that the West End
stockholders are to be guaranteed eight per cent, on
their stock, free from taxes, it leads him to believe
that the railroad commissioners will never consent
to such a "monstrous proposition." While he was
a member of the Massachusetts State Senate Mr.
Fitzgerald worked hard to secure a system of free
transfers on the West End. That was some years
ago, and unlimited free transfers seem to be as far
away as ever, although a transfer check is granted
on some lines of the road. If Congressman Fitz-
gerald can show that there is a demand that the
hearing shall be reopened, the commissioners will
of course sit again on the subject.
A remarkable story, which the daily newspapers

jumped at the opportunity given to illustrate, comes
from Norway, Me., near which the Oxford Central
electric railroad is being constructed. The Ital-
ian workmen employed on the road, having been
unable to get any pay for their services, seized Al-
bert Davis, one of the contractors, and a brother of
Contractor Wilson, to hold them as hostages until
they received their pay. Two deputy-sheriffs madi
a successful attempt, on September 20th, to rescue
the imprisoned men. The Italians tried to prevent
the escape of their prisoners and fired revolvers.
The officers returned the fire. One Italian was shot
and had his leg broken and one of the officers re-
ceived a slight bullet wound.
The West End company has completed the chim-

ney for its new power house on Bovlston street,
Cambridge. It is 226 feet high, and mo're than 800.-
000 bricks were used in its construction. The cap
of cast-iron weighs six tons. The stack has been
provided with lightning-rods made of copper % inch
in diameter, four in number, that are fastened to Ihe
chimney by bell metal holds at distances of five fe.-t.

E.xtraordinary care has been used in securing a
perfect electrical ground connction. At a distance
of 30 feet from the chimney two holes, each five feet
deep, were dug, laige copper cylinders, filled with
charcoal, placed therein and covered. An electri-
cal test has been made with satisfactory results.
Prof Albert C. Crehore of the scientific depart-

ment of Dartmouth College, Hanover, N. H., who
spent the summer in England with Lieut. G. O.
Squier, U. S. N., of Fort Monroe, Va., conduct-
ing experiments with the synchronograph, has
made announcement of the results attained, which
greatly interests the college and which will prove
of value to the scientific world. Prof. Crehore
says that the experiments were conducted in Eu-
rope because the offices there were found to be
better equipped with instruments than those in this
country. He was accorded the gratuitous use of
government wires, and any desired length of un-
interrupted circuit was placed at his -disposal. All
offices along the line of experiment w-ere closed,
and Mr. Augustus Eden, a British government
engineer, assisted in the experiments. "Our long-
est wire used was a loop circuit of both copper
and iron wire, extending from London to Glas-
gow, Aberdeen, Edinburg. and back to London,
a distance of I,T00 miles, including about 50 miles
of underground cable," says Prof. Crehore. "We
sent over this long line and received simultaneously
messages averaging a speed of over 4000 words per
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minute, 733 waves per second, or 1.446 suiglc mi-

pulses. We even carried the experiment to sucli

a degree as to satisfactorily establish the law for

the machine in tlie same way that the law for the

Wheatstone instrument is known; that is, with any

given wire we can foretell accurately the speed of

transmission by the instrument." The electricians

are confident that their invention will revolutionize

both telegraphy and telephony. They claim that the

system will largely supplant the mail service, and

by its use it will be possible to transmit matter

enough for a whole newspaper in an hour. Ex-

periments by tlie inventors have also shown that

the synchronograph can transmit a message on one

line and simultaneously receive another on an-

other wire; also that manifold copies of a single

message can be sent by the same transmitter sim-

ultaneously and to widely different localities.

In the United States Circuit Court in this city

on September 2Sth, in the matter of the petition

of the defendant in the case of W. H. Baker against

the United Telegram company for an order re-

straining the receiver of the company from ap-

pearing in the state court with the company s books

and papers, Mr. Stockbridge, counsel for the de-

fendant said that some circumstances had arisen

since the trial which made it unnecessary for him

to press the motion. Mr. Thorndyke, for Mr. Baker,

read an affidavit denying the allegations of the

petition so far as they affect him. Mr. Baker de-

nied all knowledge of the action brought against

Straine and Lamson in .the state court until after

their arrest The court ordered the affidavit placed

on file with the petition, and the matter rests for

the present. . , ^ 1

Frank A. Laws, S. B„ instructor m electrical

measurements at the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, has been made assistant professor on

the same subject. With Prof. Norton he will give

a new prescribed course at the Institute this year

in electrical and heat measurements.

Section 4 of the subway in Boston was opened

to traffic on September 30th. This section was

built by the Metropolitan Construction company,

the bid being $293,375, and it was one of the hrst

finished anywhere near the time called for in the

specifications. The style of construction differs

materiallv from that of sections i and 2, in that it

is an arch of brick which springs from heavy con-

crete walls. It is not as roomy or as handsome

as the sections now in use, and doubts have been

expressed whether or not it will properly accom-

modate the equipment to be used by the Elevated

Railway company. The space between the over-

hanging of the double-track electrics and the row

of incandescent lamps which illuminate the tunnel

is understood to be less than two inches, and with

an increase in the height of the cars, which would

be necessary on the elevated structure, a new prob-

lem in lighting the section will have to be met.

The New England Telephone company has be-

gun a long-distance service between Boston and

points in Canada connecting' with the wires of

the Canadian Bell Telephone company. Ihe long-

distance service of the New England company ex-

tends only to St. Albans, Vt., but in order to make

a perfected service heavy wires were strung trom

Greenfield, Mass., to St. Armand, P. Q., where the

lines of the Bell company have been met. ine

preliminary test of the new service was made by

President Sherwin of the New England company

and President Pludson of the American Bell com-

pany in the Boston office. They exchanged con-

gratulations with President Sise of the Canadian

Bell company in Montreal. The service was per-

fect and later Quebec and Montreal were con-

nected The distance between Boston and Toronto

is 800 miles, and the sen-ice is as good as that oi

any line tor an equal distance . C. b. Cr.

Washington. D. C.

Washington, October 5.—People are still talk-

ing about the great fire of a week ago, which de-

stroyed the power house of the Capital Traction

company. It is stated that property worth more

than $1 000,000 was destroyed within an hour.

The building was constructed after that pattern

known as "slow-burning," and yet it was but 20

minutes after the fire broke out before the walls

fell in It is not known that anything except the

books and papers of the railroad company were

saved This utter destruction and rum has seri-

ously crippled the Pennsylvania avenue, George-

town Fourteenth street and Navy Yard lines of the

company, and the traffic is being taken care of at

present by horse cars. While the directors have

not absolutely decided, it is almost certain that the

cable will not be used again as a motive power, nor

are those interested anxious to monkey with

compressed air, and it is generally conceded by all

that the underground electric system will be in-

stalled The company will abandon the site which

the power house occupied. This gives credit to the

report that the underground electric system will be

used in the future, as the company will be able to

operate its lines from the new station in George-

town. Vice-president Glover states in an inter-

view that a first-class rapid transit system will be

established. Several tenders of assistance were

made by the other railroad companies, business

men and contractors to President Dunlop.

The general feeling among capitalists and others

who are interested in the affairs of the Capital

Traction company is to the effect that the ground
on which the old power house stood will be sold,

it has increased in value considerably since the

company bought it, and it is believed that it would
be an excellent move to sell. The building was the

largest that has ever been erected in this city by a
private individual or corporation, costing over
$255,000. The machinery in use was of the best,

and consisted of three separate sets of engines,
drums and boilers. This triplicate arrangement
was thought to be necessary on account of the fact

that three lines of cable were run out of the build-
ing, one to Georgetown, another to the Navy Yard
and a third to Mount Pleasant, and should any one
engine become disabled the cable could be quickly
transferred to another. Traction company officials

state that the machinery cost $600,000 and the build-
ing $255,000. After deducting the insurance, an es-
timate of the net loss would place it at about $600,-
000. The offices of the company have been moved
to the new Union Station in Georgetown, to re-
main there until final arrangements are made.
The incandescent light circuits of the United

States Electric Light company were almost wholly
shut off throughout the entire city, as the main
line of the wires ran by the burned building. The
street lamps were not affected, however, as most of
the wires for that service are underground. As
soon as workmen could get near enough, a force
was set at work running lines of wire around the
scene of the fire, again connecting the circuit. This
company's loss is confined to the wire and labor of
repairing the circuit.

The Baltimore and Potomac Telephone company
escaped with much less loss, as but few of their
wires were burned outside of those running into
the power house. Linemen were at work before
the fire had ceased to heat up the avenue, cutting
out the dead wires.

The Postal Telegraph company was not dis-
turbed as far as the out-of-town wires were con-
cerned, but the messenger service was greatly
crippled. Some of the branch telegraph offices
about the city were cut off from the main office,

and the repairs will be considerable.
The Western Union Telegraph company had

about the same experience. Its local wires were
broken, crippling the messenger service and cut-
ting out branch offices.

The station of the Washington, Alexandria and
Mount Vernon electric railroad, just across the
way from the burned building, was damaged be-
yond possibility of repair, and the car service was
crippled, as the debris is piled 20 feet deep or more
on the tracks.

T. C. Schofield, an electrician, who had an of-

fice in the building, lost a number of valuable elec-

trical working tools and instruments.
Prof. Berliner, the scientist, had a large and valu-

able collection of scientific instruments, which was
totally destroyed.

J. E. Bromwell & Sons, silver and nickel platers,

had an extensive and expensive plating and electric

plant. Their stock of plated goods and tools on
hand was quite large. The loss is said to be over
$1,500; the insurance is not known.
The Baldwin Electric Meter company, whose

plant was in the building, incurs a heavy loss, as

its tools and machinery were delicate and expensive.
Several valuable meters were also destroyed.

T. I. P.

Northwestern Notations.

Minneapolis, October 5.—The five street railway

companies of Sioux City, la,, have all asked for

extensions of their franchises, one for 29 years,

three for 50, and one tor 70, and the people are

somewhat indignant over it. Mass meetings have
been held to, protest against granting the exten-

sions. The requests are based on the statement

that extensive improvements are contemplated,

which cannot be made unless bonds can be issued,

and they cannot be floated on a franchise which
does not run a long time. Arrangements have
practically been closed by which these five com-
panies are to be consolidated under one' company.
Heretofore they have all had a hard struggle to

make expenses, but with the reduced expenses re-

sulting from consolidation, it is thought there will

be profit for them.

L. L. Brown, Wm. Hayes Laird and John Dietze

have applied to the council for a franchise for elec-

tric light, heat and power furnishing. If granted,

they will form the People's Light and Power com-
pany, with $80,000 capital stock.

Business men of Anoka, Minn., will wait on the

Minneapolis Street Railway company to induce it

to extend a line to that city. There is very little

likelihood that the company will build it, but if

Anoka people will make a proposition to build a

line, the question of its operation would be another

matter.

The Western Union Telegraph company has

protested against the council of St. Paul forfeiting

franchises of certain telegraph companies claiming

to operate under the franchises of these unknown

companies as well as under its own. The com-

panies whose franchises were threatened were the

American Union, Mutual Union and Chicago and

Northwestern.
, , . . , j tj j

The joint committee of the Assembly and iioard

of Aldermen in St. Paul recommends taking bids
for an electric light plant with a capacity of 400
arc lights for constant service and 100 arcs for
contingencies. C.

PERSONAL.
J. E. Walsh of the Hodge, Walsh & Loring Elec-

trical Engineering company, Kansas City, Mo., was
in Chicago this week.

W. H. St. John has been elected superintendent
of the municipal plant for electric lights, water-
works and sewerage of Grenada, Miss.

General Manager Baird of the Eddy company,
while in Chicago on Monday, said that there was
a marked improvement throughout the East in all

lines of business.

Frank J. Sprague. who will apply his system of
motor control to the newly equipped cars of the
South Side Elevated Railroad company, was in Chi-
cago several days this week.

On October ist the legal firm of McMurdy &
Job, well known to Chicago electrical men, dis-

solved partnership by mutual consent. Each part-
ner will continue the practice of law.

The municipality of Leghorn (Italy) has erected
a monument to the memory of Galileo Ferraris,
bearing the date of his birth (October 31, 1847)
and also the date of his death (February 7, 1897).
The authorities at Rome have also founded a schol-
arship to perpetuate his memory, which will take
the form of a biennial prize for inventions in the
application of electricity.

William W. Griscom, well known to electrical

men as an authority on storage batteries, was ac-
cidentally killed while rifle shooting near his sum-
mer home at Minniocoganshene Island, Ont. The
death occurred on Friday, September 24th, and on
the succeeding Tuesday the funeral services were
held at Haverford, Pa. Mr. Griscom was 46 years
of age and had been in ill health of late years. A
wife and two children survive him.

Albert L. Ide, the well-known engine builder of
Springfield, III, died at Chetek, Wis., on Septem-
ber 30th. Mr. Ide was a wealthy and prominent
citizen of Springfield, where he had resided for

many years, although a native of the state of Ohio.
He was 56 years of age. In partnership with his

son Mr. Ide manufactured the Ideal high-speed
engine, which had a large sale for use in electric

lighting plants, particulary in the West. Mr. Ide
was also president and manager of the Springfield

Electric Light and Power company.

The Prince of Naples is said to be an amateur
electrician of no mean capacity. It is reported that

"his hobbies are of a scientific nature" and that "he
is, perhaps, the only real electrician among all the

present princes of Europe." He has never occupied
himself much with literature, music or painting, but
he is said to be a master of electric mechanism, be-

ing familiar with all that concerns the application

of electricity to light, motive power, sound and
photography. He was one of the first and most
successful experimenters with the X-rays, and in

Rome his residence in the Quirinal had the aspect,

during his bachelor days, of a scientific laboratory.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The State Department has been informed by

United States Consul Tucker, at Martinique, that

the city of St. Pierre has decided to light its streets

by electricity, and will grant a concession for 25

years. The city has ample water power to run
dynamos. Bids for the contract, which must be
made in the French language, will be received up
to December 6th.

The Allegheny County Light company, Pitts-

burg, Pa., has recently installed four very large

Westinghouse engines of the vertical, compound,
marine type, each driving Westinghouse two-phase

1,500 kilowatt generators. These are" the largest

steam-driven alternating current machines ever

built, and the engines are the largest to which al-

ternating current machines have ever been directly

connected. ^^__^^^^^^^_____

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Five residents of Chicago have filed in the Lake

County, Indiana, Circuit Court damage suits against

the Calumet Electric and the South Chicago City

Railway companies, and ask an aggregate of $200,-

000 in damages for injuries received in a collision

of cars of the two companies at Seventy-fifth street

July 4th.

At Bloomington, 111., last week the ladies of the

city took charge of the trolley lines and the receipts

were devoted to charity. Only cash fares were re-

ceived and the ladies were not always punctilious

about returning change. Many fines were paid by

those who were detected walking, riding a wheel

or driving in a carriage.

On September 20th two ordinances were passed

granting an extension of franchise for 50 years to

the Omaha and Council Bluffs Motor company and

the Lake Manawa Railway company. The charter

of neither expires until 1910, yet they sought the
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extension before the new laws went into efifect,

which gives the people of Council Bluffs the right

to vote on these questions. On September 30th at

nine o'clock the mayor signed both ordinances. As
a result there was intense excitement in Omaha and
Council Bluffs. Great crowds thronged the streets

in front of the city hall, some cheering the mayor,
others denouncing his action.

MISCELLANEOUS.
A large party made up of members of the West-

ern Society of Engineers and ladies made an east-

ern pilgrimage two weeks ago under the direction

of a committee consisting of Isham Randolph, W.
A. Finley, H. W. Parkhurst, G. M. Wisner and

A. C. Schrader. The trip was enjoyed by 190 per-

sons, who inspected the electrical plants at Niagara

Falls, the Bethlehem (Pa.) Iron Works, cement

works at Coplay, Pa., and Phillipsburg, N. J., the

factory of the IngersoU-Sergeant Drill company at

Easton, Pa., the Brooklyn navy yard and other

points of interest.

"The term horse power when applied to a boiler

is always misleading," says Power, "besides being

a misnomer to start with. A hundred horse power

boiler will supply steam for a modern engine to

develop 200 horse power. The term should be

avoided when speaking of boilers whenever it can

be gracefully done, and we notice with gratification

that an English writer says of water-tube boilers

that 'the approximate cost erected is ^96 per 1,000

pounds evaporation.' That is to say, you can buy

and erect for ^96 enough boiler to evaporate 1,000

pounds of steam per hour. You can use the steam

in a pump at an expense of 200 pounds per hour

per horse power, making the boiler supply five

horse power, or in a compound engine at an ex-

pense of 13 or 14 pounds, making the boiler supply

70 horse power, or you can use it for boiling glue

and generating no horse power at all."

ELECTRICAL SECURITIES.
The Edisoni Electric Illuminating company of

New York has declared a quarterly dividend of

1% per cent., payable November 1st.

The Brooklyn Rapid Transit company reports

gross earnings for September of $47^,830, an in-

increase of $27,327, as compared with the same
month la.ot year.

The North Chicago Street Railroad coinpany on

October ist declared its quarterly dividend of

three per cent., payable October 15th to stockhold-

ers of record October 5th.

The Mexican Telegraph company has declared

a quarterly dividend of 2?-/-i per cent., payable Oc-

tober 13th. The company reports for the quarter

ended September 30th; Gross earnings, $73,076;

operating expenses, $16,000; net earnings, $57,076;

other income, $7,477; total. $64,553; dividends,

$47,815; surplus, $16,738; total surplus, $610,826.

The Central and South American Telegraph com-

pany has declared a quarterly dividend of 1% per

cent., payable October 6th. The company reports

for tfie quarter ended September 30th: Gross re-

ceipts, $188,161; operating expenses, $75,ooo; net

earnings $113,161; other income, $3,I39; total,

Sii6,30o; dividends, $115,884; surplus, $416; total

surplus, $388,406.

The New Orleans Traction company reports gross

earnings for August of $106,958, a decrease of $881

as compared with the same month of last year, and

net $26,303, a decrease of $19,620. For the eight

months ended August 31st the gross earnings were

$865,588, a decrease of $40,089 as compared with

the corresponding period of last year, and net $274,-

132, a decrease of $122,584.

In connection with the recent offering of $300,000

of the bonds of the Chicago General Electric Rail-

way company, with a block of Love Traction stock,

at auction in New Y'ork, and its subsequent with-

drawal, it is now reported that the Englewood and

Chicago Electric Railway company is negotiating

for the purchase of the stock and bonds and con-

trol of the franchise. It would prove a valuable

privilege to the storage battery road.

During the week there has been placed on the

market $500,000 of five per cent, first mortgage
gold bonds of the Michigan Telephone company,
part of an authorized issue of $750,000. The price

asked is 100% and accrued interest. The bonds
are dated July I, 1896, and the principle is due July
I, 1917. The sinking fund requirement is that

commencing July i, 1902, the company shall each
year set aside $36,000 to be invested in the bonds
if they can be had at par and interest. The pros-
pectus accompanying the ofler of the bonds says

the value of the security covered by the issue as

shown by the books December 31, 1896, was $2,574,-

418.41, represented by stocks and other companies,
accounts due and sundries, $450,000; franchise,

$110,000; real estate, $226,000; construction, $1,800,-

000. The net earnings of the company in 1896 were
$192,000. The purpose of the issue is to provide
funds for extensions, and all property acquired by
the proceeds will be subject to the mortgage. The
Michigan Telephone company is controlled by the
same interests which control the Chicago Tele-

phone and the Central Union Telephone com-
panies. It is the sole licensee of the American Bell
Telephone company in the state of Michigan.

The plan of reorganization of the Englewood and
Chicago Electric Street Railway company provides
for issuing the following securities: First mortgage
five per cent. 30 year gold bonds, interest payable Jan-
uary and July in each year, the first coupon payable
July I. 1898, the bonds to be redeemable at 105 on
January 1st and July 1st each year, $500,000; consoli-

dated mortgage five per cent. 30 year gold bonds,
dated January i, 1898, interest payable April 1st and
October 1st each year, $i,oco,ooo; capital stock, com-
mon, $2,000,000; total capitalization immediately
authorized, $3,500,000. The mortgage securing the

consolidated bonds shall provide that for the first

five years the interest shall be payable only out of

surplus net earnings, above the interest on the first

mortgage bonds, as declared by the board of di-

rectors. This interest for the first five years shall

not be cumulative. After five years the five per

cent, shall be a fixed and absolute charge. Both
the first and consolidated mortgage shall provide
for an additional issue of bonds above $500,000 and
$1,000,000 respectively, to an indefinite amount, to

pay for the actual cost of new property and equip-
ment, or consolidated mortgage bonds may be issued

to take up first mortgage bonds. The title to

the common stock, except such number of shares

as shall be necessary to qualify directors, is to

be vested for five years in three voting trustees,

to be named by the reorganization committee;
vacancies among the voting trustees to be filled

by the survivors. Until the stock is delivered

by the voting trustees to the persons entitled to it

the trustees shall issue certificates of beneficial in-

terest. The owners of the $900,000 first mortgage
bonds held by the committee are to subscribe for

an amount of the new first mortgage bonds equal

to 30 per cent, of their holdings ot the old bonds,
and to pay for them in cash in three installments.

On making such payment the receipt holders will

receive an amount of the new first mortgage bonds
equal to their subscriptions, and consolidated bonds
equal to the par of their holdings of old first mort-
gage bonds and double that amount in new common
stock. This arrangement will bring $270,000 in

cash into the reorganization committee's hands.
The public sale of the property will take place Oc-
tober I2th. The reorganization committee expects
to be the purchaser.

TRADE NEWS.
G. A. Hurd, the ubiquitous representative of the

Crane company, Chicago, expects to be one of the

early arrivals at the Niagara street railway con-

vention in order to have his company's exhibit ready

in due time.

For convenience, in view of rapidly increasing

business, the Phoenix Interior Telephone company
of New York has changed its name to the Phcenix
Electric Telephone company, with address at 95
Washington street. New York.

One of the machinery attractions at the St. Louis
Exposition is the 100 kilowatt direct-connected

Walker dynamo in use in the power house. This
generator was sold to the E.xposition company by
W. R. Mason, the St. Louis representative of the

Walker company.

The large number of friends of George W. Con-
over, Monadnock building, Chicago, will be inter-

ested to know that he has been appointed western

agent for the Manhattan General Construction com-
pany, with office at 1511 Monadnock building. He
has also recently received the western agency of the

Puritan Electric company, manufacturing the Puri-

tan alternating inclosed arc lamp. Mr. Conover is

an enterprising salesman and has made for himself

an enviable reputation as a thoroughly reliable and
efficient man. The two companies mentioned might
have searched a long time and not found one bet-

ter qualified to take charge of their affairs in the

West.

While General Manager Wessels of the Standard
Air Brake company was in Europe he noticed that

the powerful Board of Trade in London permitted
the use of electric brakes on street railway cars in

England and Ireland, but there was no reference

made in the government specifications to air brakes.

He at once took up the matter actively with the

secretary, and volunteered tO' discuss before the

Board of Trade the question of the relative merits

of air brakes and electric brakes. The members
of the board advised him that it was contrary to

precedent for them to have such questions verbally

discussed before them, but that they would be glad

to hear from him in writing on the subject. Mr.
Wessels' faith in air brakes is so unbounded that

he presented an exhaustive argument to the board,

in which he showed how widely Standard air brakes
had been adopted in Europe and that they had be-

come standard and were mentioned in all the speci-

fications in Australia. After weighing his argu-
ments, the Board of Trade sent a letter to Mr.
Wessels before his departure for America reading
as follows: "With reference to your letter of July
8th on the subject of the use of air brakes on tram
cars, I am directed by the Board of Trade to inform

you that they arc advised that there is no reason
why an efficient air brake should not be allowed
by the department." It will thus be seen that there
is no obstacle whatever in the way of Standard air
brakes being adopted by any of the street railways in
the United Kingdom. The Standard Air Brake
company is receiving congratulations.

The automatic circuit breakers, enamel rheostats
and other specialties of the Ward Leonard Electric
company have become so thoroughly introduced
both in this country and abroad that their increased
sale has forced the Ward Leonard Electric com-
pany to greatly extend its manufacturing facilities,
and also provide for its expected future growth,
and consequently the company has recently pur-
chased a fine factory plant at Bronxville, N. Y.,
which, being but two miles north of New York
city, is extremely convenient as regards location
for the New York city trade. The company has
just moved into its new buildings, but everything
is already running smoothly. Everything about
the plant is of the most recent type, and the com-
pany's officers are much pleased with their new
quarters. It is hardly possible to conceive of a
more efficient manufacturing equipment than this
company now has, and it is fair to assume that the
move of the company to Bronxville will soon result
in still further reductions in the prices of its well-
known circuit breakers and enamel rheostats.

BUSINESS.
A pretty picture in colors representing a box of

strawberries tipped over is the latest contribution
of the Western Electric company.

Everyone desires to keep informed on Yukon,
the Klondyke and Alaskan gold fields. Send 10
cents for large compendium of vast information
and big color map to Hamilton Publishing com-
pany, Indianapolis, Ind.

The Vindex Electric company of Chicago is

crowded tO' its factolry capacity making Vindex
transformers. These transformers are exploited
for high average efficiency, great economy and re-

liability. A neat little catalogue, sent on applica-

tion, gives in detail the points of the devic.e.

Supplies for electric lighting, house goods and
telephone and telegraph instruments and acces-

sories are listed and illustrated in the No. 9 cata-

logue of the Manhattan Electrical Supply company
of 32 Cortlandt street. New York. This company
makes a specialty of open-circuit batteries. The
catalogue is sent on application, and dealers can
have a discount sheet also.

The covering of pipes and boilers is an import-

ant item in the economy of steam plants, and one
to which the careful engineer gives close attention.

A little book bearing the name "Carey's Coverings"
has been issued by the Philip Carey Manufactur-
ing company of Lockland, Ohio, to give informa-
tion on this subject. All sorts of pipe covering and
lagging are described, and a number of testimoni-

als show the appreciation in which the Carey prod-
ucts are held.

The Boiler Expurgator company, T15 Dearborn
street, Chicago, sole selling agent of Holm's "Tes-
oline" commutator compound, is gratified with the
success which it has had in placing its product on
the market. Orders in dozen lots and requests for

samples are being received almost every hour of

the day, and flattering testimonials from those who
have tried the compound come in daily. The com-
pany claims for its product features of unusual merit.

Those who desire to give it a trial can obtain a
free sample on request.

The Hart switch is one of the standard articles

known throughout the electrical fraternity for its

excellence of manufacture, and, therefore, it is not
surprising that the manufacturing company reports
that the call for its apparatus of late has been in ex-
cess of that for the same length of time during the
last year. The No. 2 box for iron armored conduit
with gang of two switches, which is furnished with
any number of outlets desired, is also in demand,
as shown by the large number of orders that has
been received since it was offered for sale.

There are few concerns in the electrical trade
whose apparatus is more widely known than that
of the Eddy Electric Manufacturing company of
Windsor, Conn., and it is, therefore, not surpris-
ing that when a return of good business occurs
this company should feel it among the first. Sec-
retary A. D. Newton reports that he can see a de-
cided improvement each week in their business,
and he and his associates are pleased to note that
a large share of the inquiries and prospective fu-

ture business is coming from the central and west-
ern states.

The Electric Appliance company has just issued
a new circular on the "Midget" Upton long-burning
arc lamp giving a complete description of the lamp
in the various styles and types, together with illus-

trations of complete lamps and the working mech-
anism. The company reports that this lamp is one
of its most satisfactory specialties, as it sells on
sight and always gives good results. In construc-
tion it is probably the simplest arc lamp on the
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market to-day, ami. in this lamp at least, simplicity

of construction means satisfactory operation. The
Electric Appliance company would be glad to send

its new circular and make prices on application.

President F. A. La Roche of the Ideal Electric

corporation of New York reports that his com-
pany has recently completed orders for 20 of the

largest switchboards which have been sent out

from New York tor a long time. These boards

were mounted with the company's new perfected

knife switches and Keystone instruments. This

concern has recently been obliged to add materially

to its working force in order to meet the increase

of business. The La Roche alternating current arc

lamp, which is claimed to run for 75 hours with

one trimming and to work on any voltage from

100 to 125, has many strong features; all the elec-

trical energy, it is pointed out, is used to develop

light. The company reports large sales in this de-

partment, and is looking forward to an increased

business.

The Electric Storage Battery company (Chi-

cago: 154,1 Mar(|uette building) has closed a con-

tract with the Edison Electric Illuminating com-
pany of Boston for a battery of chloride accumula-
tors. This will make the fifth battery in the service

of the Boston Edison company. Contracts have
also been recently closed for central station bat-

teries with the Cleveland Electric Illuminating
company and the Richmond (Va.) Railway and
Electric company, and for batteries for regulation

on trolley roads with the Central Railway company
of Baltimore and the Potomac Electric Power
company of Washington. The Potomac company
has been operating a battery of chloride accumula-
tors for about a year. A battery is also being in-

stalled on the lines of the Barre and Montpelier
Electric Railway company, Montpelier, Vt. Chlor-

ide accumulators are being installed in the Read-
ing terminal station in Philadelphia to carry the
peak of the load and to furnish current for the
lamps burned during the early hours of the morn-
ing. A battery is being installed in the new library
building of Princeton University. This battery
is to be charged by the town plant between dusk
and midnight, and during other hours will furnish
the current required for the lamps and for operat-
ing three ventilating motors, two elevators and one
book lift. The government has recently contracted
for a battery for lighting work at David's Island,
and has also ordered something over 1,000 cells to
be distributed at various points for coast defense
work. Chloride accumulators have been installed
in the residence of S. S. Childs, Baskingridge, N. J.,
where they are being operated in connection with
a gas engine and dynamo plant, D. S. Brown &
Co., New York, are installing chloride accumula-
tors for night lighting in their new factory.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

500,589. Electric Trolley Device. Antoine B. du

Pont. Detroit, Mich. Applicalioii filed Jan-

uary 15, 1897.

A coniact-raakine carriage for electric trolley devices

comprisiug a tubular bearing, a contact wheel mounted
thereon, with sides secured to the bearings and rollers

secured between the sides.

500.599. Signaling for Electric Railways. Jacob

B. Struble. Wilkinsburg, Pa. Applicaticn filed

January 2, 1897.

A trolley wire extends along the block to be protected,

and is divided into two or more sections, each section hav-

ing a permanent connection to the main feed wire, with

magnets forming portions of the connections between the

feed and trolley wires, a signal and a circuit controlling

the signal, and including as parts thereof the armatures of

the magnets.

NO. 590,650.

590,603. Electric Fire-alarm System. John L.

Walker and George B. Walker, Pensacola, Fla.

Application filed January 12, 1897.

The claim is given; In a continuous circuit system the
combination of the main station and sub or signal stations,

of an alarm at the main station located in the continuous
circuit, a telephone at the main station having means for
bringing it into the continuous circuit without a break
therein, a telephone located at tbe sub-station normally out
of the continuous circuit, and means for bringing it into

the continuous circuit and at tbe same time signaling at the
main station, consisting of a pair of spring arms in contact
with sach other and located in the continuous circuit, and
a plug connected with the telephone formed with a wedge-
shaped non-conducting head which is adapted to part the
springs to break the circuit, and thereby signal at the main
station, and with a metal contact point for again closing
the circuit and bringing the telephone into the continuous
circuit.

590,633. Telephone System and Telephone Ex-
change Mechanism. Harlen P. Snow. Er^e, Pa.

Application filed September 19, 1896!

In an exchange switchboard each outgoing line wire is

paired with the return line wires so as to form a circuit;
induction coils are in circuit with each of tbe pairs of
wires, and a switch-plug is connected with the secondary
of each of the induction coils.

590.648. Recording Wattmeter. William H. Pratt,

Lynn, Mass. Application filed May. 15, 1897.

An astatic motor mechanism is employed, comprising
more than a single armature winding or section of winding
which respectively act under the influence of magnetism
in opposite directions to rotate the shaft in the same direc-
tion, arid a damping mechanism.

590,650. Alternating Current Meter. Robert Shand,
Lynn, Mass. Application filed March 12, 1S97.

This is an induction meter, the principal feature of which
is the combination of a current coil, a potential coil, a
transformer whose primary is coupled across the circuit
mains, and a third coil in the secondary circuit of the
transformer, all the coils being in inductive relation to the
rotating armature.

590.653. Shielding Device for Electric Meters.
Elihu Thomson, Swampscott, Mass. Applica-
tion filed May 21, 1897.

A moving armature and stationary held coils are em-
ployed, with a shield of good conducting material sur-
rounding each of the field coils, a disk carried by the
armature shaft, and magnets for damping the rotation of
the armature.

590.654. Electric Measuring Instrument. EHhu
Thomson, Swampscott, Mass. Application filed

June 17, 1897.

A coil is mounted at an angle on a shaft, a second coil at
an angle to the first coil and its shaft and encircling the
same, the second coil being in series with the first coil, an
indicator and scale for reading the movements of the shaft
and tnovable coil, and means for returning the instrument
to zero and opposing the movements of the movable coil
under the action of the current in the coils.

590,664. ,
Printing" Telegraph| Rheinhold Kiibler,

Berlin, Germany. Application filed September
8, 1896.,

A transmittiuii instrument for printing-telegraphs com-
prises a base and clockwork, a metallic key supporting

Issued September 2S, iSgy.

ring supported thereon, a metallic contact ring provided
with interrupting insulations and insulated from the key-
supporting ring, a contact arm revoluble thereon by the

clockwork and connected with the main circuit, and a key
for closing a local circuit and causing the arrest of the
clockwork and arm to control the local circuit and the
synchronously operated mechanism of a corresponding re-

ceiving instrument.

590,725. Electric Arc Lamp. Henry Leitner, Lon-
don. England. Application filed April 16.

1897.

A series and shunt coil are placed side by side and wound
in independent sections, and a set of contact bars is pro-
vided for each coll, each bar connected to a section, with
a central iron core in each coil, a frame connected to each
core, brushes on each frame bearing on the contact bars
and connections from the cores to the carbons.

590,750. Safety Fuse for Electrical Devices. Da-
vid J. Cartwright. Boston, Mass. Application
filed April 19. 1897.

A fuse wire passes through the tube or case; a rod ex-
tends transversely through the case and is normally held
by the fuse wire when the fuse wire is unbroken, and a
spring acting when the fuse wire is broken to cause the
projection of the rod.

590,777. Magnetic Brake. William Stanley, Pitts-

field, Mass. Application filed July 31, 1897.

A permanent magnet has a stationary body portion, with
a metallic disk rotating in the field thereof, the magnet
having polar projections adjustable in a direction vertical
to the plane of the disk.

590,786. Incandescent Lamp. James Bradley, Bos-
ton, Mass. Application filed October 15, 1896.

Filament supports and tips therefor between the ends of
the suppjrts and the filament, and consisting of an alloy of
platinum and a baser metal

.

500,806. Insulator. Fred M. Locke, Victor, N. Y.

Application filed December 16, 1896.

An insulator is described, having its outer skirt oblong,
and means for conducting the moisture toward its lateral
extremities.

NO. 590,725.

590.808. Magnetic Ore Separator. Lewis G. Row-
and. Camden, N. J. Application filed Decem-
ber 22, 1896.

A conveyer belt travels within and beyond the magnetic
field of the electric machine ; a receptacle is beneath the
conveyer within vertical lines through the horizontal
limits of the magnetic field, and another receptacle is be-
neath the conveyer beyond the magnetic field of the elec-
tric machine.

590.809. Magnetic Ore Separator. Lewis G. Row-
and, Camden, N. J. Application filed January
22, 1897.

Conveyer belts extend within and beyond the mag-
netic field of the electric machine, there being a space be-
neath the conveyers within vertical lines through the hori-

zontal limits of the magnetic field, and a receptacle beneath
each conveyer beyond the magnetic field.

590,813. Controller Circuit Breaker. Thorsten von
Zweigbergk, Cleveland, O. Application filed
March 15, 1897.

A magnet core his continuously wound field coils sur-
rounding it and two pole-pieces projecting from it, arma-
ture coils surround the two pole-pieces in opposite; direc-
tions, and an armature is oscillatably journaled in suitable
relation to the pole-pieces.

590.832. Insulator. Fred B. Grimm and John H.
Nessler, Quincy, III. Application filed Jan-
uary 4, 1897.

This insulator is provided in its lop with a transverse
sigmoidal wire-receiving groove having downwardly con-
vergent side walls formed with a plurality of upright chan-
nels.

NO. 590,777.

590,838. Incandescent Electric Lamp Fixture.
Benjamin B. Hoffman, New York, N. Y. Ap-
plication filed February 6, 1897.

The electric lamp fixture has a hollow base, a battery
within the base, a cover for the base upon which is

mounted the lamp supporting stem or arm which forms
one side of the lamp circuit, two insulated metal rods
within the stem, one for making contact with one of the
lamp terminals and the other for making contact with one
of the battery terminals, and a circuit controller for mak-
ing contact between the rods.

590,852. Electrical Transformer. William D. Pack-
ard and James W. Packard, Warren, O. Ap-
plication filed May 5. 1897.

Core plates composed of strips of magnetic metal are bent
to form corners between the portions,

590.881. Electric Railway. John W. Darley, Jr.,

Baltimore, Md. Application filed January 13,

1896. Patented in France January 9, 1896, and
in England January 17, 1896.

This electric railroad is provided with a sectional con-
ductor and armatures operating as switches along the
roadway for cutting the conductor sections into and out of
circuit, two traveling electro-magnets, one closing and the
other opening the switches, and means for shifting the
magnets laterally,

590.882. Electric Railway. John W. Darley, Jr.,

Baltimore, Md. Application filed August i,

1896.

A magnet frame provided with grooved tracks at each
end is mounted independently of the truck; magnets are
suspended from rollers traveling in the grooved tracks
with meaos for moving the magnets laterally, and means
operated by the magnets for completing the electric cir-

cuit through the motor on the car.

590,910. Rheostat. Thomas M. Pusey, Kennett
Square, Pa. Application filed February 3, 1897.

A rheostat comprising a base, a series of contact plates

arranged thereon, a threaded rod extended from the center
of the base, an interiorly threaded sleeve engaging the rod,

a contact arm mounted to rotate on the sleeve, the contact
arm consisting of two sections removably clamped to-

gether, a peripherally grooved wheel mounted to rotate on
a sleeve extended from the hub of the contact arm, the
sleeve surrounding the first-named sleeve, a setting arm
attached to the sleeve extended from the bub of the con-
tact arm at the outer side of the grooved wheel, a spring-
plate attached to the setting arm. a dog attached to the

spring plate and extended through an opening in the arm
to engage in any one of a series of notches formed in the

outer surface of the grooved wheel, and a rocking finger

en the setting arm engaged by tbe forwardly extended por-

tion of the spring-plate.

590,916. Electric Heater. Richard A. L. Snyder,

Pittsburg, Pa., and August F. Tinnerholm, De-
troit, Mich. Application filed December 22,

1896.

This apparatus is composed of a metallic part to be
heated, a metallic core, layers of resistance wire arranged
on the core and insulated therefrom, a metallic strip be-

tween the layers of resistance wire and insulated there-

from, the strip in metallic contact with the part to be
heated.
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Electrical Illumination of the Whirlpool
Rapids.

The building of the Great Gorge route at Niagara
Falls afforded visitors to that famous resort another
feature of interest and placed at the command of

hjvers of scenerj' an opportunity for studying one
of the most attractive and impressive works of nature,

the Whirlpool Rapids.
That road e.xtcnds along the American bank of

the Niagara River from the observation tower in

the center of the city of Niagara Falls to Lewiston,
passing the Whirlpool Rapids and many other points

of interest. It affords a splendid view of the falls

in the distance and the features of interest along the

Canadian bank as well as on the American side, but

The first efifort of the kind was succdssfuUy ac-
complished during the convention of the Edison
association last month, when the possibilities of the
searchlight in creating startling effects upon a rush-
ing torrent of water were clearly demonstrated. The
idea originated with Luther Stieringer, whose ex-
perience with searchlight effects on moving waters,
gained from the electric fountains at the World's
Fair at Chicago, enabled him to gauge the probable
success of the experiment. A flat car was provided
and upon this was placed the searchlights and
screens used. On the occasion alluded to the il-

lumination was merely in the nature of a trial dem-
onstration of the feasibility of Mr. Stieringer's idea,

which comprehends ultimately the illumination of

turned on the searchlights the effect is intensified
by the beam of white light that penetrates Ihe dark-
ness of the night and illuminates the river-bed and
opposite shore. This view of the masses of tunv-
bling, roaring waters is more than inagical. They
seeiTi to be endowed with a new life, weaving and
interweaving in white, fleecy foam and pale emerald
overturn, curving under and over as they dash on-
ward. It is certainly a new view of the rapids,
and it conveys perhaps a better idea of Ihe force
and violence of the current than can be gain-?d
by an inspection during the day. The surroundings
naturally lend much to the impressiveness of the
of the scene.

It has been demonstrated that the effect can Ije

all other attractions pale into insignificance in com-
parison with the wonders of the whirlpool. This
point, which has long been celebrated in song and
story, takes on new interest smce opportunity has
been afforded visitors to make a close inspection of

its beauties from' the Great Gorge road. It has in-

deed proved the greatest attraction in and aboitt Ni-
agara Falls during the season just closing, and this

fact has led to the further development of the pos-
sibilities of this great natural phenomenon.

It has long been the dream of enthusiasts to view
the river, the falls and the rapids at night, illuminated
by powerful electric searchlights or other means, but
heretofore this has been deemed impracticable owing
to the inaccessibility of many of the most important
points of interest. The Great Gorge route, however,
passes so close to the Whirlpool Rapids that the
spray is felt by passengers on the open cars that are
operated on this line, and it has therefore been deemed
practicable to illuminate this point at least. Plans
have been perfected for making this the central fea-

ture of entertainment at the convention of the Amer-
ican Street Railway association at Niagara Falls
iie.xt week.

ELECTRICAL ILLUMINATION OF THE WHIRLPOOL RAPIDS.

the Whirlpool Rapids nightly during the season on
a very much larger and more substantial scale. Six
standard General Electric searchlights were set in

six plain wooden bo.xes painted dead black inside.

In front of each arc lamp, attached to the back of the
box, was a polished silvered reflector. The boxes
were placed on the flat car and the lights were con-
trolled by a rheostat, also on the car. Apparatus
of similar design and construction will continue
to be used, although it may be somewhat modified.
According to the programme prepared for the

convention next week, it is proposed on Tuesday
evening to take the delegates and visitors on special

cars down the gorge opposite the point in the Whirl-
pool Rapids where the movement is most turbulent,
when the lights on the cars will be suddenly extin-

guished and the illumination by means of the search-
lights begun. It will be necessary to arrange for

an early start in order that the illumination may
be made before the moon has risen, as much more
startling effects can be produced when the gorge
has the appearance of a cave, while the water tossing
and leaping and madly rushing along lends wild
enchantment to the scene. But when the current is

greatly heightened by the use of colored screens.

When, for instance, a red screen is used the eft'ect

produced shows that the climax is not reached with
the pure white light, as the water takes on an almost
blood-red hue, such as is found in the depths of a
furnace of molten metal, the undercurrent moves
onward in deep red, while the leaping foam has a

lighter hue. This combination of colors can be
added to at the will of the operator. In view of the

possibilities here presented, it is not too much to

expect that this will prove the most popular feature

of the many attractions in and about Niagara Falls.

Glasgow International Show.

Glasgow, the second city in Great Britain, hav-

ing decided to hold an International Exhibition in

igoi, the citizens have already started preliminary

operations, and, according to a cable dispatch, they

avow their intention of beating Chicago's record.

The guarantee fund amounts to $750,000. It is ex-

pected that the total, $5,000,000, will be raised

within six months.
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American Street Railway Association.
The last detail in the arrangements for the six-

teenth annual meeting of the American Street Rail-

way association at Niagara Falls, N. Y., October
i<)th-22cl, has been settled, the final revision of the

programme has been made and the allotment of

space in the exhibition hall has been concluded. The
official diagram, showing the location of exhibitors,

is presented herewith. Secretaiy Penington, in

making this final revision, announced that no fur-

ther changes would be made. It requires only a

glance to confirm the impression that the exhibition

this year, as well as the meeting itself, will partake

largely of the character of an electrical event.

The official programme of the meeting was pub-
lished in this journal on October 2d, and it is

only necessary to recall some of the more important
features at this time. Papers upon the subjects men-

tioned are to be read by the following-named gentle-
men:
"Municipal Ownership of Street Railways," P. F.

Sullivan.

"Some Difficulties Existing in the Construction
and Operation of Electric Street Railways," G. W.
Knox.
"Application of Storage Battery to E'.ec'.ric Trac-

tion," Charles Hewitt.
"Power Distribution and Use of IVIultiphase Cur-

rent Transmission for Ordinary Street Railways,"
Maurice Hoopes.

"Discipline of Employes," George H. Davis.
"Application of Electricity to Railroads Now Op-

erated by Steam Power," H. N. Heft.
"Best Method of Settling Damage Cases ar/l Pre-

vention of Accidents bv Use of Fenders and Other-
wise," Willard J. Held'.
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AMERICAN STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION—FLOOR PLAN AND LIST OF EXHIBITORS.

There will be a number of excellent speeches made
during the convention, including the annual address
of the president and the address of welcome by Mayor
Hastings of Niagara Falls.

The social event of the gathering will be the an-
nual dinner at the International Hotel on Thursday
evening. The illumination of the Whirlpool Rapids
is announced for Tuesday evening.
On Tuesday afternoon delegates and visitors will

inspect the power house of the Niagara Falls Hy-
draulic Power and Manufacturing company, the
power house of the Niagara Falls Power company
and the factories of the Niagara Falls Paper com-
pany and the Carborundum company.
Wednesday afternoon will be devoted to the ex-

amination of points of interest about Niagara Falls.
The visitors will walk across the upper suspension
bridge to the Canadian side, where the cars of the
Niagara Falls Park and River Railroad company
will convey the party to Chippawa and Queenston,
where the steam ferry of the Niagara Falls Navi-
gation company will be taken to Lewiston, from
which point they will return by the Great Gorge
Route to Niagara Falls.

The ladies of the party will be taken to Youngs-
town and Fort Niagara over the Great Gorge Route
and the Frontier railroad, in charge of the ladies' re-
ception committee assisted by gentlemen of the re-
ception committee, on Thursday morning.

Ten Years Ago.

It is interesting at this time to recall the con-
vention at Philadelphia 10 years ago, when elec-
tricity first created a stir in street railway circles.

The character of that gathering may be judged from
the design that appeared on the menu of the annual
dinner. It was, strictly speaking, a horse railway
organization, and it was not changed into an elec-

trical association without vigorous and spirited pro-
tests from members who had no sympathy for the new
order of things. However, the printed proceedings
of the Philadelphia meeting show that considerable
time was devoted to the discussion of a paper on
electric traction, which was read by William Whar-
ton, Jr., of Philadelphia. Among those who par-
ticipated in this discussion were Frank J. Sprague
and Charles J. Van Depoele. Calvin S. Richards,
president of the Metropolitan Railroad company of
Boston, was an enthusiastic advocate of the trolley,

and Charles B. Thurston, president of the Jersey
City and Bergen Railroad company, was one of the
most persistent seekers after information. The latter

gentleman asked Mr. Sprague, among other ques-
tions, whether it would be advisable to have horses
pull cars up a grade of six per cent., provided the
electric system was introduced.
There are many other interesting features in the

report of the Philadelphia meeting, not the least of

which is the announcement that Charles B. Holmes
of Chicago, who was elected president, was notified

by telegraph, and that he sent his acceptance by
"duplicate message" over the Western Union and

No. of Square
space. Exhibitors. feet.

1 Street Railway Review, Chicago 100

2 Street Railway Journal, New York 100

3a Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
company, Pittsburg 920

3b Barney & Smith Car company, Dayton... 350
4 General Electric company, Schenectady. ...1,100

5 Walker company, Cleveland 700
6 Wells & French company, Chicago 350
7 Cambria Iron company, Philadelphia 100

8 John T. McRoy, Chicago 100

9 Paul Jones, Cincinnati
-_;>-?i*

• ^"^^

10 Adams & Westlake company, Chicagw^v. . . 100
11 Mica Insulating company, Cliicago. .f». . .

.

12 Trojan Button Fastener company, Troy...
i.l C. N. Wood, Boston .:.

;

14 Corning Brake Shoe comfi-any, Buffalo...

35 Murphy Manufacturing company, Pitts-

burg i

16 Edison-Brown Plastic Rail Bond company,
New York .,.-«..

[7 Consolidated Car Fender companytT'rovi-
dence

iS Christensen Engineering company, Milwau-
kee

ig Cutter Electric and Manufacturing com-
pany, Philadelphia 100

20 American Railway Supply company, New
York 100

21 Fuel Economizer company, Matteawan . . . . 100
22 Central Electric company. Chicago 300
23 E. T. Burrows & Co., Portland 175
25 Pomeroy & Fischer, New York 100
26 Cleveland Frog and Crossing company,

Cleveland 150
27 D. J. Sinclair, New York 100
28 J. G. Brill company, Philadelphia 650
29 Standard Air Brake company, New Y'ork. . 250
30 William Wharton, Jr., & Co., Philadelphia.. 250
31 Ohio Brass company, Mansfield, 200
32 Creaghead Engineering company, Cincin-

nati 200

33 Falk Manufacturing company, Milwaukee. . 200

34 R. D. Nuttall company, Allegheny, Pa.... 200

35 Clarence Whitman & Co., New Y'ork 150
36 W. F. Ellis, Boston 100

37 Electric Mutual Casualty Association,
Philadelphia 100

100
100
100
TOO

150

200

900

No. of Square
space. Exhibitors. feet.

38 Detroit Stove Works, Detroit 100

39 H. W. Johns Manufacturing company,
New York 2C0

40 Pennsylvania Steel company, Steelton, Pa. 350
41 McGuire Manufacturing company, Chi-

cago 600

42 Peckham Motor Truck and Wheel com-
pany. New York.. 800

43 Taylor Electric Truck company, Troy.... 340

44 Forsythe Bros. & Co., Chicago 100

45 Rochester Car Wheel Works, Rochester.

.

200

46 New York Car Wheel Works, Buffalo 300

47 New Haven Car Register company. New
Haven, Conn '.. 100

48 A. O. Norton, Boston ; 100

49 Meaker Manufacturing company, North
Chicago ,

'.
.- 200

50 International Register company, Chicago.. 100

51 Springfi^d Manufacturing company, Bridge-
- port; Coiift -. 100

52 St. Louis Register company, St. I.ouis.... 200

53 Johnson company, Lorain, O., and Johns-
town, Pa 950

54 Sargent company, Chicago 100

55 Edward P. Sharp, Buffalo 100

56 W. T. Van Dorn & Co., Chicago 100

57 Gold Street Can Heater company. New
York 150

58 F. H. Newcomb, Brooklyn 100

59 Cleveland Construction company, Akron,
Ohio 100

60 Charles Scott Spring company, Philadel-
phia 100

61 Monarch Stove company, Mansfield, Ohio. 100

62 Diamond Truck company, Kingston, N. Y'. 500
62% Joyce-Gridlaw company, Dayton, Ohio... 100

03 Consolidated Car Heating company, Al-
bany 150

64 Crane company, Chicago 200

63 Standard Underground Cable company,
Pittsburg 100

66 Electric Storage Battery company, Phila-

delphia 100

G7 National Water Tube company. New
Brunswick, N. J 100

65 Pettingell, Andrews & Co., Boston Wall

5^--^^- =

AMERICAN STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION—TEN YEARS
AGO.

Baltimore and Ohio telegraph lines, "in order to

insure its reception."

An idea of the character of street railway litera-

ture of 10 years ago may be gained from the title

of one of the papers printed in the official proceed-

ings of the Philadelphia meeting, "Does the Use of

Salt on Snow Act Prejudicially IJpon Horses' Feet?"

which was at that time a subject of absorbing in-

terest.

Street-car Fares in Cleveland.

Agitation of the question of lower street-car fares

in Cleveland has brought from the companies the

ofifer to adopt a rate of six tickets for 25 cents,

universal transfers, and a reasonable percentage of

the gross receipts to be paid into the city treasury.

The companies ask in return an extension of all

franchises for 25 years from this date and a release

from all obligations to keep the street between their

tracks in repair. It is said that the authorities will

compromise on an extension of all grants to the
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year 1914—the time limit of the longest existing

franchise—if the companies will agree to pay five

per cent, of their annual gross receipts into the

city treasury. Other features of the proposition are

pleasing to both parties. The prospective agree-

ment is the outcome of an agitation for lower fares

begun with the introduction in the City Council

of an ordinance providing for the sale of eight

tickets for 25 cents during the busy hours of the

day. The legal department suggested that the re-

striction as to hours would not do, and proposed

that the ordinance be made to read eight tickets

for 25 cents at all hours. Thjs alarmed the com-

panies, and their proposition was the result.

Trolley Freight Service at Niagara.

By Orrin E. Dunlap.

That the handling of freight is getting to be an

important department on some trolley lines is made
clear by the showing in this hne of business on

the electric road that runs between the villages o!

Youngstown and Lewiston, in Niagara county.

This line runs through one of the best fruit-grow-

ing localities in New York state, and until the

trolley line pierced the farming section the farmers

were forced to draw fruit intended for shipment

several miles to Lewiston, where the tracks of the

New York Central are reached. Now matters re-

lating to shipment are simplified by running regu-

lar steam road freight cars down the electric road

to desired points, where they are loaded with fruit

and returned to Lewiston for shipment over the

New York Central. This year the peach crop of

this section of Niagara county was enormous, and

the part the trolley played in placing it on the mar-

ket with promptness is worthy of record.

In order that the accommodations for haulinj

the cars should be of the best and not interfere

with the regular trafific of the road, a motor car

was provided for drawing freight trains, and it i;

doubtful if any trolley line can show greater freigh:

activity than the road referred to. The motor car

has an extreme length of 20 feet, the length of the

box being 14 feet. The height from top of rail

to top of car is 10 feet 8 inches, while the car

rests on a single truck especially designed for

strength with a seven-foot wheel base. The frame

of the car is of heavy oak timber, and it weighs

seven tons. It has a capacity of 10 tons additional.

A Gould coupler and a radial draw-bar are pro-

vided in order that the car may be coupled to

freight cars or to street-car trailers. Two General

Electric 1200 four-turn motors are provided, and

these are wound in such a way as to exert a high

tractive effect for a given amount of power. These

motors are about 50 horse power each, and they

can pull several loaded freight cars on level grades.

The car has been fitted whh road scrapers and a

snow plow, and during the winter it will be used for

keeping the tracks free from snow. The plans and
specifications for the car were prepared by Robert

B. Goodman.
In Fig. I will be seen a view on a siding on this

road in the village of Y^oungstown. The cars are

being loaded with peaches, and as far down the

road as the eye can see wagons are standing wait-

ing their turn to unload. Other wagons are stand-

ing by, loaded with freight of troops being trans-

ferred from Fort Niagara to Fort Porter, in Bufifalo.

The liveliness of the scene would do credit to a

freight house of a well established steam road. In

Fig. 2 the motor car described is to be seen attached

to a train of freight cars bound for Lewiston, where
they are turned over to the New York Central com-
pany for shipment to the markets of the country.

Englewood and Chicago Road Sold
Under Foreclosure.

As the result of the foreclosure proceedings

brought by Stephen D. Bayer, a stockholder, the

property of the Englewood and Chicago Electric

Street Railway company was sold at public auction

on the courthouse steps in Chicago on October
I2th. There was but one bid—thai of the reorganiza-

tion committee of the eastern bondholders, repre-

sented by Jules S. Bache of New York, of $260,000.

And this was accepted by the master in chancery who
conducted the sale. The company was chartered
early in 1894. and had a capital stock of $2,500,000.

Bonds to the amount of $1,000,000 were issued.

The road was built for operation by storage batteries

on the cars, and therefore has an especial interest to

electrical men. It was described at some length in

the Western Electrician of August 7th last. The
actual value of the property is believed to be easily

a million dollars. G. Herbert Condict, the engineer
\Nho built the road, was appointed receiver last Jan-
uary.
The affairs of the company are in a somewhat

complicated state, owing largely to claims grow-
ing out of the disposal of the old Jacobs franchise

under which the road is operated. The reorganiza-
tion committee spoken of consists of Alfred S. Heid-
elbach, Jules S. Bache and Samuel R. Shipley of

New York and Isaac L. Rice of Philadelphia. They
represent the holders of $700,000 of the company's
bonds. The balance of the bonds, amounting to $218.-

000, are owned by a large number of small holders,
who do not appear to be "in it" to a very large ex-
tent. The other liabilities of the road consist of re-

ceivers' certificates, $60,000 of the first series ordered
by the court January 19th, $242,000 of a second series

ordered to pay for the construction of the road and
other expenses, which bring the amount up to $327,-

000. As soon as the sale is coniinned by the court
the proceeds will be used to |iav the first issue of

the receiver's certificates in full. Holders of the

second series will receive about 71 cents on the

dollar. Many of the larger holders of the certificates,

material men and building contractors, have agreed

Use of Electricity in Vienna.
The Chamber of Commerce of Vienna, in its an-

nual re])ort for 1S96, describes the development of
electric light and power transmission in that city,

and quotes interesting returns from three firms.

The first is the Austrian General Electric company,
which has a length of cable of about 52 miles, sup-
plying about ,3.074 customers. There are 69.502 in-

TROLLEV FREIGHT SERVICE AT NIAGARA —LOADl.NG FREIGHT 0-\ THii " ULU FOKT ROUTE

to join in the plan of reorganization-. By agree-
ment they will receive half of their claims in cash
and the remainder in the stock of the reorganized
company. The operation of the road will be con-
'jinued by Mr. Condict. Application will at once be
made to Judge Showalter for a confirmation of the

sale. Following his action, the purchasers of the

--oad will probably organize a new company.
There has been some talk of the consolidation of

this road with the Calumet and South Chicago sys-

candescent lamps, 2,811 arc lamps and 341 motors,
equal to 199,264 30-watt lamps. The number of

motors has increased considerably, chiefly on ac-
count of their being used for elevators in private
houses. The International company has about
3.630 customers, taking about 75.000 lamps of 16
candle power, including about I.goo arc lamps and
163 motors of 285 horse power. The central sta-

tion is now increased to a capacity of 8,500 horse
power, as compared with 7,200 horse power in the

FIG. 2. TROLLEY FREIGHT SERVICE AT NIAGARA.^MO rOR CAR DRAWING A FREIGHT TRAIN ON THE "OLD FORT ROUTE.

teins and the securing of the General Electric fran-

chise for a trunk line down-town. Such a system

would prove a very formidable rival to the Chicago
City Railway company; but the prospect that the

scheme will be realized is very shadowy.

Convention Train.
The Wabash Railroad company will run a special

train from Chicago to Niagara Falls on Monday,
October i8th, to accommodate the western dele-

g:;tes and visitors to the American Street Railway
association. Ths train will leave the Dearborn sta-

tion on Monday at 3 p. m.

previous year, and the length of cable is about 116

miles. The number of customers is 2.938. using

6.932 kilowatts. The electric railway which this

company fitted out is being extended from about

five miles (its present length) to about seven miles.

The great scheme for an electric railway which was
started in 1S95 has up till now only resulted in an

experiment. A section of line formerly used for

horse traction has been converted to electric trac-

tion, and the experiment has answered so well that

the Municipal Council decided to acquire the con-

cession for the construction of all electric lines, and

is even now considering various offers for the
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equipment of the lines. The third company whose
returns are quoted in the Chamber of Commerce
report is the Vienna Electric company, which has

laid about 23 miles of cable, supplying 41,140 lamps
and 27s motors, with a total output of 708 horse
power. The total kilowatt capacity of the three sta-

tions for the year was 15,887, against 12,385 for the

previous year, an increase of 3,502 kilowatts.

There is a very rapid increase noted in the use of

electric motors. Since May, 1896, the three com-
panies had had in use a tariff for single-phase cur-

rent which was cheaper and simpler than the

former tariffs. For one kilowatt-hour the charge
is 16 cents up to 60 hours, and above that figure

the cost is fixed at 10 cents per hour. For indus-

trial uses the charge is from 10 to five cents.

Electricity at the Trans-Mississippi Ex-
position.

Luther Stieringer, the well-known authority on
decorative and interior lighting, has been engaged
as consulting electrical engineer of the Trans-Missis-

sides of the main entrance, is an open portic,o 16

feet wide, running the entire front of the building.
The center entrance feature projects beyond the por-
tico, thus forming the grand entrance vestibule.

Above the main floor is a gallery 32 feet in width, ex-
tending around the four outer walls. The gallery is

reached by spacious staircases located in the front

corners of the building. In the rear corners are
commodious toilet rooms. This leaves a high cen-
tral court 248 feet long by 80 feet wide, lighted from
the skylights and clere-story windows above 'the

roof.

The character of the exhibits sheltered by this

building is shown by the decoration. The orna-
mental spandrels and panels receive all of their

motifs and suggestions from machinery. The crest-

ing at the top is compcsed of cogwheels, this prin-

ciple being carried out in all of the decorations.

The underlying principle and function of machinery
is symbolized by the groups of statuary on the

top of the building. At each of the four corners
are groups representing the early supremacy' of man
over the untamed forces of nature. These forces

Railway company, and a day later the articles! of
incorporation were filed in the office of the secretary
of state in Albany. The chief promoter of the first

street railway in what was then the two villages

of Niagara Falls and Suspension Bridge was Arthur
Schoellkopf, and the company he aided in organiz-
ing built a road about 1% miles long, extending from
the foot of Falls street, Niagara Falls, to North
avenue. Suspension Bridge, on Second street, On-
tario avenue and along what was then Lewiston
avenue, near Main street, in the former village of

Suspension Bridge. Horse cars were used, and the
picture in connection with this article well portrays
the service of that time. This original horse-car
line was most successfully managed by the com-
pany, despite all the predictions that "it would not
pay." It proved to be quite a mint in its way, and
thousands of excursionists found it a ready and
rapid means of going from the falls to the rapids.

In 1890 Orrin E. Dunlap secured an option on the

MACHINERY AND ELECTRICITY BUILDING AT THE TRANS-MISSISSIPPI EXPOSITION.

sippi and International Exposition to be held in

Omaha next summer. Mr. Stieringer has had a wide
experience. He was one of the men associated with

Edison in the pioneer days of incandescent lighting,

and he designed some of the first electric lighting fix-

tures to be commercially employed He was promi-
nently connected with the famous Edison exhibit at

the Paris Exposition of :889, and he has had some-
thing to do with the electrical part of almost every
American exhibition where electricity was largely em-
ployed. At the World's Fair his services were
sought at an early stage of the construction work
and his advice was in constant demand. Among
other features he designed the twin electric foun-

tains and suggested the great arc light coronas in

the Manufactures building. Only last month he ar-

ranged the very striking illumination oi the Whirl-
pool Rapids near Niagara Falls, which forms the

subject of illustration in the frontispiece of this

issue of the Western Electrician. Mr. Stieringer

contemplates further experiments along this line in

the night illuminations at the Trans-Mississippi Ex-
position, principal among which will be an electric

garden, showing the various hues and tints of the

flowers by means of colored screens and powerful
searchlights. There will also be demonstrations with
searchlight effects on the moving waters of the Mis-
souri River for a long distance, and also on the blu!Ts

on both sides.

Probably the American Institute of Electrical En -

gineers and the National Electric Light association

will hold their meetings in Omaha during the ex-
position season, and these gatherings will be a sirong
incentive for a complete demonstration of all th.

applications of electricity. Special features will em-
brace electricity in agricultural work, long-distanci
power transmission, recent applications of eleclricity

in power distribution, electricity in mining, e'ectrc-
metallurgical processes, long-distance telephony,
domestic applications of electricity for cooking, iron-
ing and heating purposes, and the transmission o;
intelligence by Hertzian waves.

Professor R. B. Owens of the University of Ne-
braska, commissioner for the electrical section of
the exposition, has secured the following-named ex-
hibits: Direct current, single and multiphase mo-
tors for stationary use, railway apparatus, electric
niining apparatus, high-frequency and high-poten-
tial apparatus, telephone and telegraph apparatus,
electric wire-making machinery, electro-chemical
processes for the reduction of metals, searchlights,
electric supplies and specialties.

Application has been made and space assigned to
the following-named electrical concerns: The Walker
company, Fort Wayne corporation. General Electric
company. Western Electric company, Wagner Elec-
tric and Manufacturing company. Crocker-Wheeler
Electric company, Okonite company. Cutter Elec-
tric and Manufacturing company. Keystone Elec-
trical Instrument company, Cutler-Hammer com-
pany, Elmer G. WiUyoung company.
Most of these exhibits will be housed in the Ma-

chinery and Electricity building, which is herewith
illustrated. This building is located in the north-
east corner of the grand court, being east of the
Mines building and across the lagoon from the
Manufactures building. It has a frontage of 304
feet and is 144 feet deep. There are triple entrances
on the main floor level in the center of the main
front and similar groups in the centers of the east
and west fronts, with four emergency exits in the
north wall. In front of the building, flanking both

are represented by wild animals. Men in their

youth are seen subduing them for the simple pur-
pose of escaping injury and the preservation of

their own lives at the sacrifice of the natural forces.

A higher supremacy is shown by the center group,
which is the dominating feature of the entire de-
sign. In this, man, developed beyond the youth-
ful stage, having wisdom, takes these same untamed,
unharnessed forces of nature and harnesses them
to his chariot, making them do his bidding, sym-
bolizing in a direct way the service which ma-

E. H. ABADIE.

road, which resulted in its sale to the present com-
pany. The line was then a single track. Soon after

the new life was infused into the company electricity

was adopted and the road extended. In the summer
of 1892 the road was rebuilt and double tracked.

E.xtensions on Falls, Erie and Buffalo streets to
Sugar street were constructed in 1891, while in 1892
extensions on Whirlpool avenue. Chasm avenue,
Ontario avenue. Sugar street and Pino avenue were

FIRST STREET RAILWAY AT NIAGARA FALLS.—OLD HORSE-CAR SERVICE.

chinery docs for man in using the powers of steam,
electricity and gravity.

Color enters into the design with ma.ximum im-
portance. The ornaments in the panels under the
porticos and over the main entrances will be highly
emphasized by small background spaces of strong
colors. The entire building will be a series of yel-
low and ivory tones, growing more intense as they
reach the top, culminating in the dull golden stat-
uary which surmounts the building and symbol-
izes its use. The building was designed by Dwight
H. Perkins of Chicago.

First Street Railway at Niagara Falls.

it is an interesting coincidence that the American
Street Railway association should select Niagara
Falls as the place for holding its meeting on the
fifteenth anniversary of the date when the first steps
were taken to build a street railway in the territory
now known as the city of Niagara Falls.
October 20, 1882, was the date of the charter of

the Niagara Falls and Suspension Bridge Street

built. The capital stock of the original company
ivas $50,000. This was increased in 1891 to $100,000,
and again in 1892 to $250,000. In 1893 it was further
increased to $750,000, and the number of shares re-
duced from 30,000 at .^25 per share to 7,500 at $100
per share.

The total length of line owned by this company
is 13.26 miles. The road is double tracked on Falls,
Second and Main streets, also on Erie and Buffalo
avenues to Sugar street. The Ontario avenue line
is a single track, as are also the Whirlpool avenue.
Pine avenue and Sugar street lines. The company
also operates the Whirlpool and Northern line, which
is a single track, running to the Devil's Hole. The
equipment of the road is first-class throughout.
When electricity was first adopted as' the motive
power, a plant was installed in the car barns on Main
street, but the power supply is now taken from the
Niagara Falls Power company. The rate of fare is
five cents, half-fare tickets being sold for use during
certain hours in the evening and morning. The
president of the company is Captain J. T. Jones of
Buffalo, the superintendent being J. C. Brewster.
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Besides this local line, the Buffalo and Niagara
Falls electric road and the Niagara Falls and Lewis-
ton road both run to the falls, and atford the best

of facilities, thus making clear that few cities of the
size of Niagara Falls can boast of such exceptional
street railway service, both in the city and to adjoin-

ing towns.

E. H. Abadie.

"With the Wagner company since '91," was the

answer of the subject of this sketch to a question
recently put by a friend as to the period of his iden-

tilicatiori with this company. The fact that Mr.
Abadie, through all the changes and upheavals of

the electrical business during this extended period,

has retained the confidence of the company and con-
tinuctl in the position of manager of sales, together
with the additional fact that even through the strin-

gent times just drawing to a close the Wagner com-
pany's business has prospered, indicate that the
sales department has been ably conducted. Well
known as Mr. Abadie is through his extensive cor-

respondence with the various buyers of electrical ap-
paratus throughout the United States and abroad, it

is safe to say that many of them have never seen

ills face, and the accompanying portrait will there-

fore be of interest. A young man, energetic, pro-
gressive and of most pleasing address, backed, too,

by a thorough knowledge of a business full of tech-
nicalities, Mr. Abadie is eminently fitted for his re-

sponsible position; and those who know him in-

timately do not wonder at his pronounced success.

For years Mr. Abadie has been a constant attendant
at almost every gathering of electrical men, and dur-
ing last year's convention of street car men in St.

Louis he added to his laurels through his unfailing
courtesy and hospitality to the visitors in his home
city. Mr. Abadie is a member of the Mercantile
Cltib of St. Louis, also of the University Club in

the same city, and his friends are numbered among
the best business men in his section.

Pan-American Electrical Exposition.

Cayuga Island, the site selected for the Pan-
American Electrical Exposition in iSgg, is located
in the Niagara River opposite La Salle, which is

practically a suburb of Niagara Falls, and so it may
be understood that the exposition will be at Niagara
Falls. In its area the island has T75 acres, which is

ample room for the exposition, but should more
land be required it can easily be acquired on the
mainland. The views and map presented herewith

PAN-AMERICAN ELECTRICAL EXPOSITION.—MAP SHOWING
RELATIVE POSITION OF CAYUGA ISLAND.

picture with accuracy the location of the island and
the beauty of its surroundings.
The company that is to control the great show

includes Dr. Chauncey M. Depew, president of the
New York Central and Hudson River Railroad
company; E. B. Thomas, president of the Erie Rail-
road company; the Hon. Roswell P. Flower, ex-
governor of New York; H. Walter Webb, vice-
president, and Edgar Van Etten, general superin-
tendent of the New York Central; Daniel O'Day,
general manager and vice-president oi the United
Pipe Lines company; Hon, W. F. Sheehan, ex-
Iieutenant-governor of New York; John M, Brinker,
piesident of the Niagara Falls and Lewiston Electric
Railroad company; F. C. M. Lautz, vice-president

of the same company and president of the EUicott
Square Bank of Buffalo; Capt. J. T. Jones, presi-

dent of the Niagara Falls and Suspension Bridge
Street Railway company, the largest individual oil

producer in the United States; Charles R. Huntley,
general manager of the Euflfalo General Electric
company; Charles R. Haskins, formerly manager
of the Wisconsin Telephone company cf Milwaukee,
Wis.; Hon. W. Caryl Ely, president of the Buffalo
and Niagara Falls Electric Railway company; Henry
J. Pierce, president of the Manhattan Spirit com-
pany; Howard H. Baker, postmaster of Buffalo;
Ilobart Weed, F. S. McGraw. Herbert P. Eissell

;nd R. C. Hill of Buffalo. The directors for the
first year are: Hon. Roswell P. Flower, Hon.
Chauncey M. Depew, H. Walter Webb, Daniel
O'Day, Edgar Van Etten, William F. Sheehan,
John M. Brinker, F. C. M. Lautz, Charles R.
Haskins. Charles R. Huntley, E. B. Thomas, Hon.
W. Caryl Ely and Herbert P. Bissell. The directors

power house at Niagara Falls. The heating and
cooking will be done by electricity, if possible,
and boilers and smokestacks will be excluded from
the island. The cars of the Buffalo and Niagara
Falls electric railway pass between the tracks of
the steam railroads and the island, thus assuring
trolley as well as steam railway and boat facilities.

The Little Niagara River and Cayuga Creek are
recognized as ideal for the operation of electric
launches, which will be an important feature of
the exposition.

The reports of the commissioners of the State
Reservation at Niagara Falls establish the fact that
500,000 people visit the falls annually to see the
great cataract, and it is confidently expected that
with the added attractions of the exposition and

m
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PAN-AMERICAN ELECTRICAL EXPOSITION.

have elected these officers: President, John M.
Brinker; first vice-president, the Hon. Roswell P.
Flower; second vice-president, the Hon. Chauncey
M. Depew; third vice-president, E. B. Thomas;
treasurer, F. C. M. Lautz; secretary, R. C. Hill.

One significant thing about the company is the
vast railroad interests represented on its board of
directors. Cayuga Island was selected as the site

for the exposition because of the excellent trans-
portation facilities it affords. Within 200 feet of
the island run the New York Central and Erie
tracks, over which speed the trains of the New York
Central, Erie, West Shore, Grand Trunk, Michigan
Central, Lehigh Valley, Rome, Watertown and
(J)gdensburg, Canadian Pacific, Lake Shore and
Wabash lines. The island has a magnificent river
frontage where boats can land, thus making it possi-
ble to run excursions both by rail and water to tile

f-xposition. There is ample woodland on the island
to make delightful groves where visitors may rest

and enjoy the cool breezes of the ever-beautiful

Niagara.
The small village on the mainland opposite the

island is named after La Salle, the famous French
explorer, who on December 6, 1678. brought his

brigantine of less than a dozen rons to anchor near
the mouth of the Niagara, and traveled through the

forest to the little stream now known as Cayuga
Creek, where some historians say he built the

Griffon, the first vessel other than Indian canoes to

sail the great lakes. The work of preparing for the

e.xposition will naturally throw new life into this

village, as no time is to be lost in erecting the build-

ings.

Details of the plans for the exposition are now
under consideration. At a recent meeting of the

board of directors in New York the general plans

were submitted and approved. The first stake for

the exposition was driven by President McKinley
when he visited Buffalo recently to attend the Grand
Army encampment. When the Pan-American dele-

gates in June last visited Cayuga Island they in-

spected and approved the site. The officials of the

exposition company say that applications for space

have been far ahead of anything expected. The
applicants include many of the persons who are

going to exhibit at the Paris exposition in 1900.

They intend showing their exhibits at Cayuga first

and moving them across the Atlantic when the Pan-
American exposition closes.

The exposition is intended to be representative

of the progress made in the Pan-American coun-

tries during the century which will be closing in

1899. It will be kept "open from May until No-
vember, and all the machinery on the island will

be operated by electricity generated in the big

the remarkably low rates that the railroads will

offer the number of visitors to the falls in 1899
will be more than doubled, if not trebled. This
means a constant crowd during the period of the
exposition, and the attendance, it is confidently an-
ticipated, will compare very favorably with any
exposition or fair ever held in the world.

American Development and English
Comment.

Considerable fuss has been made with regard to
the electrical equipment contract for this line [Cen-
tral London railway] going to the United States.
.As a matter of fact, however, we believe that no
small part of the plant will be made in Berlin at

the works of the Union Elektricitats Gesellschaft:
but although manufactured under a name of such
repute, it may be doubted whether the patriots who
wanted all the equipment to be turned out in this

country would not just as soon have bought it in

the LTnited States as Germany, if buying were neces-
sary.—Electrical Review, London.

It is pretty well understood that our .American
competitors have exploited almost every corner of
the world in order to introduce electric traction.

We commend their business energy, but certainly

we can wish that the electrical firms in England
had followed a similar course. At the present mo-
ment we believe Mr. Gustave Fischer, the engi-
neer for tramway traction in New South Wales,
is in America to supervise the construction of the
electric apparatus for tramway work which is being
made at Milwaukee. We can only trust that in the

end the fable of the hare and the tortoise may be
followed, and that in the long run the race for trac-

tion work will show that English manufacturers at

any rate are not behindhand with any other com-
petitors.—Electrical Engineer, London.
The total mileage of electric traction in Europe

comes to 940 miles, on which are employed about
300 carriages. In America the total mileage is about
12,500 miles [15,000 would be a more accurate fig-

ure], but the circumstances are of course different.

Progress in America and progress in Europe are

two very different things, but there are many indi-

cations that Europe is going ahead now ver}- fast,

not only in the matter of electric traction, but also

as regards lighting and the more general use of

electricity. We know what rapid developments are

taking place in England, and a perusal of the

French and other Continental electric papers re-

veals the fact that those countries are, if anything,

ahead of us in the way they are adopting electricity

in small towns as well as large, especially for trac-

tion purposes.—Electrical Engineer, London.
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Apparently the practice of holding the city of

Glasgow up as a model in the way of municipal gov-

ernment is having its effect. Those who are op-

posed to the idea of cities owning and operating

quasi-public enterprises claim In h.-ivc investigated

the subject carefully, with the result of establishing

the fact that the conditions in .^nicriciin cities are

entirely different from those that obtain at Glasgow,

and that the service, which is the pride of the Scotch

metropolis, would not be acceptable in I'luch smaller

communities here. The English, too, especially the

people of London, resent the con.stant effort to

magnify Glasgow's municipal greatness. This is dis-

closed in a recent editorial paragraph in the London
Electrical Review, which says: "One has been often

told by Scotch papers that the municipal govern-

ment of Glasgow is the best in the world, and, no
doubt, much has been done to ameliorate the con-

dition of those who are compelled to live in Glas-

,gow." The same journal shows by comparison that

Glasgow is not by any means a fair example of

British progress in the matter of the application of

electricity to the needs of the people. Manchester

and Leeds seem to have accomplisliod much more
;han Glasgow in this respect.

By a unanimous vote the City Council of Chicago

passed an order October 13th authorizing the ap-

pointment of a cominittee to investigate the street

railway properties of the city. The points upon

which information is wanted have already been

enumerated in these columns. They include cr'gi-

nal cost of property, additional inve.Ttments, pres-

ent valuations, dividend-yielding capac'ty and char-

acter of pi-esent holdings: also, information con-

cerning the construction, maintenance, opera' ion

and management of the several systems.

The measure was advocated by Alderman Hai-

lan on the ground that the council should be in pos-

session of this information to act intelligently upon
the proposition, when submitted by the companies,

to extend the street railway franchises 50 years, un-

der the provisions of the Allen law. When (he res-

olution was first introduced it was referred to a com-

mittee, as some of the aldermen thought that the

order was premature, contending that there was

plenty of time to get this information when the street-

car companies come to the council to ask the 50-year

extensions of their franchises. On the other hand,

it was urged that the longer the aldermen had this

information before the compaiiiies could apply for

extensions the better the questions could be consid-

ered when the time comes. The advocates of the

measure pleaded that if they had this information they

would be able to dispose of the questions when
they came up, to the benefit of the public, even

though the companies may not go to the council

for three or five years.

Measures providing for the protection of motor-

men and gripmen have been introduced in the Chi-

cago City Council. One of these provides that every

person or corporation owning or operating street

railways in the city of Chicago now or hereafter

shall equip all motor or grip cars at the front end

of each car with an inclosure during November. De-

cember, January. February and March of each year.

The penalty subjects the company to a fine of not

more than $50 nor less than $5 for each day and

for each car used in violation of the ordinance. An-

other ordinance of the same nature has been intro-

duced which also provides for heating the platforms.

The street railway companies of New Jersey

will probably evade the vestibule law passed by the

last Legislature, although public sentiment favors

the enactment of some measure of this kind, in-

tended to protect the motormen froin the inclem-

ency of the weather. In an opinion submitted to

the police commissioners of Newark, City Counsel

Price pronounces the act mentioned to be fatally

defective. The first section makes it imperative for

the trolley companies to use vestibuled cars; the

second section seems to forbid this under penalty,

thorugh a careless use of language in the draw-

ing of the law. The second section reads as follows:

"For each day or part of a day any such car, motor,

or other vehicle for the conveyance of passengers,

shall be operated and used in the operation of any

street railroad or railway operated by means of elec-

tric motors, the company owning or operating said

car, motor, or vehicle shall be liable to a penalty

of $25." In his official capacity, Col. Price has

given this opinion: "The words 'any such car,

motor, or other vehicle,' etc., refer to the cars hav-

ing a vestibule, and consequently make it a penal

ofl'ense for the cc^mpany to op'erate a car with a

vestibule between the first day of November and
the first day of April. You will thus perceive this

is a fatal mistake in the drafting of the act."

Clearly the object of the law was to afford relief

to the motorman. but the purpose of the act was
defeated through faulty wording of that portion pro-

viding penalty for failure to comply with its pro-

visions. This is not the first time that measures
aimed at corporations have Ijeen defeated by some
hocus pocus in the New Jersey Legisature.

Labor organizations have viewed with displeasure

the utilization of the street railway systems in the

principal cities of the country for the transportation

of mail, but little organized opposition has been
shown. It is contended that the companies in case

of a strike would seek the protection of the govern-
ment in case of any interference with the operation

of the cars. Just how the labor organizations could

consistently object and at the same tiine protest

against violent measures is a problem that has yet

to be solved. In any event the labor leaders are

bent upon making trouble for the Chicago street

railway companies and they have appealed to the

Cily Council for assistance. When the employes of

the Chicago City Railway company were discussing

a propositiO'U to precipitate a general strike recently,

the council demanded a legal opinion on the subject,

_

as it was then evident that much would depend
upon the rights of the railway company to carry

United States inails on its trains and the sub;eqnent

right to demand federal protection of the property

in case of trouble. According to an opinion just

submitted by Corporation Counsel Thornton, th;

street railway companies of Chicago are hauling

United States mail and freight without authority of

the city of Chicago. In the opinion it is stated that

the companies are doing something which their char-

tors froiu the City Council give them no right or

authority to do. The city's legal department has

examined the several ordinances passed by the coun-

cil and acts of the Legislature granting the street

railway companies the power to operate their lines,

but in no case has any authority been discovered

for the carrying of mail. The opinion says that un-

doubtedly the cable and electric lines in the city of

Chicago are transporting the United States mails

and carrying postal cars for the distribution of the

same by order of the postmaster-general, who is

authorized by statute to establish mail routes on all

railroads or parts of railroads, steamboats and pub-

lic highways. But it is further held that this is not

sufficient. The opinion concludes with the follow-

ing statement:

I fail to find anywhere any revocation of the re-

ciuirement that the street car companies shall carry
only passengers. No permission ever seems to have
been granted by the Common Council permitting
the street car companies or any of them to carry
mail. The prohibition against carrying any.hing but
passengers is in full force, and it is my opinion there-

fore that the street railway coiupanies at present are
carrying United States mail and running cars for

the accomiuodation of the mails over their several

routes not only without any authority whatever, but
in direct opposition to the provisions of the original

grants to the railway companies. Of course, the

mere authorization by the United States authorit'es

is not sufficient to entitle the street railway com-
panies to carry mail against the express proAnsion^
of the several ordinances tmder which they are op-
erating.

The postal authorities in Chicago contend that the

government has the right to use the railway com-

panies' lines. One official is quoted as saying:

"If the city wants to test the matter of street-car

lines hauling United States mail, I guess the gov-
ernment will meet it. Any interference on the part

of the city would be regarded as an interference with
the mails. The cable-car lines are post routes. The
companies carry the mail on a contract. The fed-

eral courts have held freci^uently that the streets of

cities are post roads under the contemplation of the

act of Congress. As such, the mail of the govern-
ment can be hauled over the streets, and, I think,

the courts would hold that it is immaterial whether
such hauling is by wagon or street cars."

The matter will undoubtedly be brought to an

i.'^sue, as the labor organizations will press the ad-

vantage they have gained through the corporation

counsel's opinion and probably endeavor to prevent

the further operation of mail cars upon street rail-

way lines. Considerable opposition will be pro-

voked by such a policy, as the local mail set vice has

undoubtedly been greatly improved by the use of

the street cars for this purpose.
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How Can We Increase the Efficiency
of Our Employes? '

By W. W. Wheatley.

The term efficiency implies the existence of a

standard of excellence. To speak of increasing the
efficiency is only another way of speaking of a

nearer approach to that standard. Briefly outlined,

a high standard of railway service may be described
as safe, regular, frequent, rapid, clean and comfort-
able. Any near approach to that standard will be
found to depend largely upon the human element
in the service.

In order to divest the subject of any uncertainty

and to confine its consideration within definite lim-

its, the writer assumes that it refers principally to

those employes who operate cars; In other words,
to conductors, motonncn or gripmen. They are the

employes who come into direct daily contact with the

public, and whose bearing and conduct in the public

eye is. to a great -extent, the embodiment of the
efficiency or inefficiency of the service rendered by
the company. Our problem therefore is, How can
we manage to secure in the personn<2l and In the

conduct of our employes the nearest possible ap-

proach to a higher standard of service, public and
private?

For the safe, economical and efficient operation
of a railway there are three essential conditions:

First—A good track and motive power.
Second—An attractive and comfortable car equ"p-

ment.
Third—Faithful, capable and well trained em-

ployes.

The first and second requisites may be obtained
by a reasonable expenditure of money assisted by
a high degree of mechanical skill. Moni?y alone
cannot buy the third requisite, because character and
faithfulness, upon which alone conscientious, capable
and trained service depend, must be cultivated and
developed. Of course it pays to give a good price

for brains, but brains alone will not make faithful,

capable and well trained employes. Good material

brings a high price, and intelligent men are worth
more, because they are more likely to become com-
petent than ignorant ones.

A simple and direct solution of our problem may
be indicated under two headings:

First—Improve the personnel by the selection of

better men.
Second—Improve their conduct and increase their

faithfulness by a better system of discipline and
training.

Let us consider first how we are to obtain better

misn. The man becomes the employe not entirely

upon his own volition, but through the process of

selection by one of the company's officials. What-
ever official is charged with the duty of selecting

conductors, motormen or gripmen bears a heavy
weight of responsibility. To a large extent he is

responsible for efficient service on the road, for

upon him depends the selection of men who in

their habits, education and tendencies are fitted for

the work. Unfit men once in the service may be-
come very grave factors in the attainment or non-
attainment of good results. The very best mechani-
cal and engineering talent is engaged at great ex-
pense for the purpose of selecting and testing the

material used in the construction, repair and main-
tenance of roadway, power plants and equipment,
and watching the results obtained from them. The
utmost care is exercised before any device or ma-
terial is selected for temporary or permanent use;

but what methods do we pursue and how do we
assure ourselves of the fitness of the men in whose
hands are to be placed expensive property and hu-
man lives? Are they not often hurriedly selected

to meet some pressing temporary requirement, or

what is worse, are they not often permitted (with-

out regard to their fittness) to enter the service

at the behest of some politician whGse friendship
may become useful?

The officer who is to select the men should .him-
self be selected with great care, and he should be
protected from any influence likely to prevent him
from selecting the best material. H's field of choice
will be limited laigely by the wages paid to em-
ployes. If only such wages are paid as will suffice

to command the services of inferior and therefore

incompetent men. he should not be blamed for his

frequent failure to select" good men. No definite

rules can be laid down for the selection of better

men except to say that good character and fitness

for the work should be the sole requirement for

entry into the service. An ignorant, talkative black-

guard should, under no circumstances, be permitted
to enter, because he Is not built right for the busi-

ness, and by no system of discipline or training can
a man of this character be fashioned into a gentle-

manly, courteous employe. The writer believes it

is best, as a rule, In selecting new and inexperienced
men, to take those who have had more or less of

mechanical training, either on the farm or in the
workshop, provided, of course, they are suitable in

other respects; and preferences should be given to

married men beyond the age of 25, because, as a

rule, they are more steady, reliable and more amen-
able to discipline. Professional floaters who go from
place to place, often under assumed names, are al-

ways to be avoided. This branch of the subject is

too large to be compassed in a few paragraphs.
Suffice it to say that success in selecting good men

I. Read before the New York State Street Railway associa-
tion, Niagara Falls, N. Y., September 14, 1897.
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is largely a question of being a good judge of hu-
man nature, aided by careful methods of looking
up the antecedents of applicants.

To improve the conduct and increase the faithful-

ness of our employes, a better system of discipline
and training is demanded. It is the policy of rail-

road managers to bring their equipment, track and
power up to the highest state of efficiency, but do
they know that their men have a clear and practical

^ knowledge of their rules and of the proper operation
of their equipment? Do they know that their rules
are habitually observed, and that their equipment
is operated in the manner prescribed?

Experience has taught the leaders of military or-
ganizations that it is one thing ttt make a rule or
give an order, but quite another thing lo know that

it is enforced. They have learned that efficiency

of discipline caii be obtained only by close inspec-
tion, and it is so in railway service. Inspection
should be made, not by secret- service detectives,

but by trained inspectors, as Is done in military or-
ganizations. In dlsclplihe, as in some oth^r things,

an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.

Discipline consists not merely in administering
punishment for offenses, but in a broader sense it

consists in educating and training the men, so ihat
it will not often be necessary to administer punish-
ment. We may have the best roadway and equip-
ment, but unless we are able to properly control
and guide the intelligent human mach'ncs through
whose agency results are to be accomplished, we
may never have a high s'andard of efficiency.

Efficiency of service comes only as the result of

long and persistent training, educallo'i and experi-
ence, and is therefore Incompatible with short ten-

ure of position. Is it not a consp'cuous fact in

street railway operation, that there is a compara-
tively short tenure of service of conductors, motor-
men or gripmen? Are we not cont'nually discharg-

ing one set of men and employing new and inex-

perienced men to take their places, and If so, what
is the underlying cause and what the remedy?
Passing hurriedly over these very suggestive and
interesting questions regarding tenure of position,

it may be profitable to briefly review our present
methods and opportunities of training new and In-

experienced men.
In steam railroad practice, before a man is per-

mitted to act as conductor or engineer In charge_of
a train with valuable property and human lives, he
is subject to several years of education and training

in one or more subordinate positions. Opportunity
is thus afforded to study his character and tempeta-
ment, observe his methods and measure his fitness

for promotion, but in street railway practice there

are, as a rule, no subordinate positions in which men
are required to serve before being placed In charge
of a car. New and inexperienced men are inducted
into the service in large numbers, and after being
schooled for a few days are given exclusive, abso-
lute and independent control of a car running
through crowded city thoroughfares and populous
suburbs. Is It to be wondered at that costly acci-

dents are the result?

It will be generally conceded that the position of

mo'.orman or gripman is a vastly more Important and
responsible position than that of conductor, as it

concerns safety in operation. Why then should not
all motormen or gripmen be required to serve an
apprenticeship of three to six months in the shops
or as conductors, during which time (hey could be-
come perfectly familiar with the roadway, equipment
and the rules and regulations, and during which time
the officers could become better acquainted with
them? After having served such an apprenticeship,

would they not naturally be better qualified for the
more responsible position? Men often blunder be-
cause they know no better. Some know they are
ignorant and try to learn, while others do not try

to learn. Some know they are ignorant and try to

learn, but they do not know how. while there are

still others who think they know It all and are en-
tirely unconsclotis of their ignorance. In either case

the officers of a road are more or less culpable if they

do not take the measure of the men. and not only
give them the opporttmity to become competent
but insist upon their becoming so before being
placed In positions of responsibility.

But after all has been said about obtaining bet-

ter men and training them to become more proficient

in their duties, it still remains to make them faith-

ful and attach them to the service. This point needs
no emphasis when we remember the exactions of

the service and the influences that are continually
at work to degrade and mislead them, and prevent
the proper and faithful discharge of their duties.

There is no other calling which makes heavier de-

mands upon the mental and physical endurance of

men, and they should not be surrounded by demor-
alizing conditions which unfit them for the best serv-

ice. Every company should take some interest In

the social surroundings of its employes. They
should be given some opportunities of enjoyment
as well as self-improvement. We must remember
that the chief end of their existence is not work, and
when their work for the day is done we should offer

them some counter-attraction to the s'reet corner,

the saloon or the gambling den. We should try to

lead the men to feel that the company takes an In-

terest in their welfare and wishes to improve then-

social condition. By so doing we shall more surely
attach them to the service and make them more
faithful and efficient.

Minor mistakes and blunders there will always
be, but men do not as a rule make serious blunders
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with deliberate intent. In order to avoid blunders

some incentive should be held out to make the men
more careful. It is indeed questionable whether the

fear of punishment is always the best incentive to

offer, and yet how many of us offer anything else?

The disgrace of suspension and the loss of w^ages may
often be a deterrent, but what kind of an impression

does it leave on the man's mind after it has been In-

flicted, especically so when it comes after a long term

of faithful service? Well may we raise the question

whether our system of discipline is not wrong, when
we hold out no other incentive to efficient, faithful

service than the fear of punishment.
Many of the principal steam railroads through-

out the country are making a distinct advance

in their system of discipline, which Is more
in keeping with the prog;.rcssive. enlightened spirit

of the age. They are trying to abandon the "mas-
ter and man" Idea and are seeking to attach men to

their service by treating them like men and by giv-

ing some recognition and credit for varying tcrm.'^ of

faithful, efficient service. Instead of fines and sus-

pensions, which often beget a suUcn. revengeful spirit,

many roads are adopting what is v/idely known ?s th-^

"Brown system of discipline, without suspension."

which consists In keeping a debit and credit ac'-ount

with each man and advising him personallv as the

entries are made. Suspensions are made only noni'-

nally—that is, they are entered against the man's
record, but are not actually enforced. George P.

Brown, general superintendent of the Fall Bro^k
railway, who first inaugurated this system, says coTt=

cerning it in substance as follows:

Penalties are imposed for two purposes: First, to uphold
tbe law and prevent its further violation : and second, m
reform the violator. Punishment inflicted indirectly benefits
many who do not violate Uie law as well as the one who
does. It often occi:rs that the disgrace and injury occasioned
by a strict enforcement of a sentence does more to ruin the
guilty than anything elsp, and a wise provision has been made
allowing courts to use their jiid2ment as to carrying out punish-
ments: this is known as "suspending sentence." If the some-
time offender does better and is not guiltv of the same or other
offenses, the judge conveniently forgets the indictment hanging
over him. but should he go on committing one misdemeanor after
another his record rises up to condemn him. I believe in the
practice of suspending sentence with railroad employes.

Under this system a man's position depends on
his record, and a long term of faithful service en-
tered to his credit counts for something every time
the account is balanced. That is undoubtedly tbe

correct principle which teaches the employe that he
will as surely receive credit for his good work as

that he will be charged with his errors and faults,

and he will certainly become a better man when he
learns that his final success depends solely upon
the record that he makes. The writer suggests that
it may be possible to embody into practical methods
adapted to street railway S(=rv'ce the principle herein
briefly outlined, but it should be undertaken only
by those who are in sympathy with it. and whose
experience In dealing with men h^s fully convinced
them that harshness is less powerful th^n kindnes=.
and that just, humane treatnipnt of men will br'ng
about a closer relationship and more perfect con-
fidence between employer and employe.

Illegal Taxation of Poles.
In the case of the city of Saginaw against the

Swift Electric Light company, the Question was
raised as to the reasonableness and lesralltv of a
charge for the inspection of pales. The City Council
had passed a general ordinance intended to regulate
the placing and putting up and taking down of
electrical wires and cables and the placing of con-
duits therefor In the streets, alleys and public spaces
of the city. Section ig of this ordinance read: "The
city of Saginaw shall cause all poles used and main-
tained and occujMed by any person, company or cor-
poration for stringing or sustaining his or its elec-
trical wires or cables in said city to be inspected
once each year, to ascertain whether the same are
secure and maiiitained in accordance with this

ordinance of said city, and such person, company
or corporation shall pay to said city for such in-
spection the sum of 50 cents per annum for each
pole so maintained by him or it." The electric
light company was organized under the general
statute of the state of Michigan, giving it the right
to do business under "such reasonable regulations
as the municipal authorities may prescribe." In
pursuance of the section of the city ordinance quoted.
all of the poles on the east side of the city of Saginaw
were inspected by a man employed under the direc-
tion of the Common Council and the Board of
Public Works. He inspected In all "^.072 poles, of
which 1.045 belonged to the electric light company.
Ke spent 66^.''2 days doing this work, and received
JF2.25 a day for his wages, which made the cost per
pole about five cents, so that the actual cost of
Inspecting the defendant's poles was $^2.25. while it

was to be charged $522.50 therefor. It appeared
further that the defendant company had inspected
its i,oa.5 poles In three days, and that two men went
over the entire line every day and Inspected th'^

poles and trimmed the lamps, which Avere on 158
of the Doles. It also appeared that It had been as-

sessed $15,000 upon its real estate and $40,000 on its

personal property, which incltided the poles. Un-
der these circumstances the Supreme Court of

Michigan held the ordinance unreasonable and in-

al'd. The court says that while it thinks it proper"

for the city to make a reasonable inspection, and it

Is not prepared to say that this was not a reasonable
one. there is no occasion for requiring the electric

company to pa)'' more than a sum sufficient to pay
the reasonable cost of such inspection.
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Wagner Alternating Apparatus.
For years the Wagner Electric Manufacturing

companj' of St. Louis lias been identified in the

closest manner with the development of elec-

trical apparatus. Starting in a conservative way,
this concern has kept continually increasing its

plant until it now occupies one of the finest

factories in the United States for the production
of its varied product. As the alternatingi appa-
ratus branch of this conipany's . business, however,
is the one through which it is best known, the ac-
companying cuts are of interest in that they present
a good idea of the variety of types of the conipany's
product.
With reference to self-starting single-phase al-
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is known as getting out of step with the generator.
They further will not slow down and stop when
a lieavier load than normal is applied, as is the
case with the synchronous motor, but when the
excess load is discontinued will pull up to normal
and continue the same as before. An illustration

of the motor is presented herewith. Fig. i shows
the general mechanical design. The very rapid
rise of the efificiency curve on light loads is a sig-

nificant feature. Not less noticeable and note-
worthy is the high efficiency maintained up to the
point of so per cent, overload. This small drop
in speed with increased loads is a further point of

superiority, while the high power factor at all

loads is a characteristic unprecedented in motors
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curately plotted by independent calibration, and
as there are no parts the constant of which is sub-
ject to change, indications arc permanently reli-

able.

In the Wagner instruments. Figs. 2, 3 and 4,

the oscillating of the indicating needles has been
wholly eliminated by floating all the moving parts
in a light, colorless, odorless oil, a couple of small
aluminum vanes serving to afford a dashpot ac-
tion by which needles are held stationary against
any passing, instantaneous disturbance, and at once
brought to rest on throwing over. That the in-

struments are economical in operation is apparent
from the statement that the voltmeter consumes
but seven watts on no volts pressure.

Admirable provision has been made for illumina-

tion of the scales; the lamps, two in number for

each instrument, are eight candle power, 50 volts

each, connected two in series and mounted on a

special bracket which holds them in the necessary
position. The body of the instrument, which ex-

tends through the board, is highly japannct! in

black. The front cover is of polished bra^s. Pro-

Fig. I.

ternating current power motors, the Wagner com-
pany states that pressure is being constantly
brought to bear on owners of stations to induce
them to throw away their single-phase apparatus
and install instead polyphase apparatus. The as-

sertion is made that no alternating current central

station can be made to pay until a day load is se-

cured, and that with single-phase apparatus, such
a day load cannot possibly be secured, for the very
siriiple reason that "there are no commercially suc-

cessful single-phase alternating current power mo-
tors." Such an assertion, the Wagner company
claims, is now a flat contradiction of fact, for it has
had in operation for many months, undergoing the

most severe tests to which power motors are ever
subjected, single-phase, self-starting induction mo-
tors. The principle of the motor is extremely sim-
ple, there being a primary and a secondary ele-

WAGNER ALTERNATING APPARATUS.

of this capacity. It is possible to pull up from
rest double the rated load of the motor with a

current only exceeding the load current by 50
per cent. The motor very quickly runs up to the
load-service speed, and operates under any and all

loads with smoothness and quietness. Another
feature which will prove most .attractive to the

central station man is that there are no pulsations

of current with this motor. The motor is also

absolutely unafifected by, momentary interruptions

in the current supply or a sudden change in fre-

quency or voltage, resulting from necessary station

switching.

F'C. 5-

vision is made to keep all dust out of the instru-

ment. The oil is carried in the cup forming the

rear portion of the body. The cover to this por-
tion is removable, affording easy inspection and
filling of cup with oil. The ammeter is identical

in general appearance with the wattmeter and volt-

meter, but the principle employed is somewhat dif-

ferent. In instruments up to 100 amperes capacity

the entire current of the circuit is sent through
the instrument coil. Above 100 amperes use is

made of a series transformer, the primary of which
is cut in on the bus-bar. In the voltmeter move-
ment use is made of the dynamometer principle.

Fig. r

ment. bearing the same relation to each other as
the primary and secondary coils of a static trans-

former. The primary constitutes the stationary

element corresponding to the field of a direct cur-
rent motor. The secondary' is the movable ele-

ment, corresponding to the direct current "arma-
ture." This secondary is constructed to operate in

a double way. For starting, it is thrown in series

with the primary by means of carbon brushes run-
ning on a commutator. With this connection the
operation of the motor is in every essential fea-

ture exactly that of a series direct current motor.
On attaining the running speed the connections
are simply changed, the commutator, in the op-
eration of changing, being completely short-cir-

cuited and the carbon brushes lifted off. The mo-
tor then runs as a non-synchronous induction mo-
tor. These motors are not affected by switching
at the station, nor is their operation interfered with
by the interrupted electromotive force on the line.

As they are induction motors, they do not run in

synchronism with the generator at the station and
do not experience the unfavorable condition of what

WAGNER ALTERNATING APPARATUS.

The frequencies generally found in single-phase
stations are 16,000 and 7,200 alternations per min-
ute. This design of motor is guaranteed to op-
erate with equal effectiveness on either.

One of the needs in alternating current central
station equipment has been a reliable dead-beat,
w'ide-scale, indicating switchboard instrument. This
company has developed a line of indicating volt-

meters, ammeters and wattmeters which it claims
meet every requirement. These instruments are a
radical departure in design, both mechanically and
electrically. The moving parts are carried on a
vertical shaft, the lower point of which runs in a

jewel bearing. This point is at all times immersed
in oil, and, accordingly, friction is reduced to a
minimum. The deflecting force is so very great
that every point on the scale has a positive dif-

ferential value, and successive deflections, with the
same deflecting force, are absolutely the same.
Furthermore, the inductive error is eliminated,
voltmeters, for example, reading practically the
same on direct curent as on alternating current
of 16,000 alternations. Finally, every scale is ac-

Fig. 3.

The scale, being one 'of 67 degrees arc, is almost
absolutely uniform throughout the range. Scales
can be plotted to an}' value desired, from zero to

the maximum callcrl for, or from any specific point
to the maximum. The maximum pressure of op-
eration is 150 volts. Above that point step-down
transformers are furnished.

In the wattmeter the dynamometer principle is

again employed. The pressure coil is connected to

the 100 volt ends of a step-down transformer. The
scries coil, for circuits of 25 amperes, takes the
entire line current. Above that amount a series

transformer identical with that used for ammeters
is employed.

Figs. 5, 6. 7 and 8 show respectively the Wagner
500 light indoor type transformer, the 100 light

type D transformer with bracket fuse boxes, the
Wagner XL fuse cut-out box and a glimpse of a
line of the company's step-up transformers, 600
kilowatts, 10,000 volts, water jacketed.

The Wagner transformer is the result and em-
bodiment of several years' experience in the use

of transformers in one of the largest existing sta-
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tions. High and practically indestructible insula-

tion, though costly, is obtainable, and such ma-
terial, the company states, is used throughout in

its transformers. It has been the company's pur-
pose further to effectually guard against heat ef-

fects and electrical strains. To such a high de-

gree of perfection has this been carried, that every

transformer readily withstands lo times the normal
primary voltage, impressed between the primary
and secondary coils. Standard transformers are
tested with a pressure of 10,000 volts alternating

current between primary and secondary and be-
tween primary and the iron core. An insulation

test is made between the secondary and the iron
case and the iron core of 6,000 volts. The com-
pany is therefore ready to guarantee transformers
against burning out from any cause, except over-
load, fire or mechanical injury, for a period of two
years from date of purchase. Leakage or mag-
netizing current constitutes the principal loss or
waste in the transformer, and therefore demands
the most careful consideration. On account of hys-
teresis, this leakage current is dependent to a
large extent on the quality of the iron employed,
and may therefore differ considerably in two trans-
formers in all other respects identical in design.
The iron used in Wagner transformers is made by
one manufacturer expressly for them. Owing to this

careful selection of iron and to an ingenious de-
vice in the design, transformers are produced dif-

fering from one another in characteristics and effi-

ciency by an incredibly small amount. The Wag-
ner company believes it has discovered the causes
of the ageing- of transformer iron, and has suc-
ceeded in determining a formula for the prepara-
tion of the iron by which the causes of this change
are eliminated. Step-up transformers are now be-
ing introduced to a large extent for long-distance
transmission. These step-up transformers, being
used in large units, are very efficient, and render
such service very satisfactory. The company makes

New Railway Motor.

In line with the "G E 52" and "G E 1000" railway
motors the General Electric company announces a
third, the "G E 57." This is called forth by the suc-
cess and popularity of the "G E 1000," to which
it is similar in design but of greater capacity,
while still as compact and simple. It is intended

and extends through the motor frame into the cored
recess, where it acts as an 'oil guard, eight inches
in diameter. The support for the lower half of the
Iming is a cap bolted to the upper half, but not
inclosing the lower half of the oil guard. This al-
lows free egress to the lubricant after it has passed
through the bearing and makes it impossible for it

to work through into the motor frame. Either oil
or grease may be used in the bearings. The lower
boxes, or oil wells, are provided with felt wicks,
which wipe the shaft through holes cut in the lin-
ings. For the armature bearings there are two of
these wicks on the pinion end and one on the com-
mutator end. For each of the axle bearings there
are two wicks.

Field Coils.—The coils are wound on cast spools
thoroughly insulated with asbestos, mica and paper
and wound with copper ribbon insulated with asbes-

FIG. 6. W.-\GNER ALTERNATING APPARATUS.

for heavy city and suburban work, and is suitable

for service of that class either as a two or four
motor equipment.
Rating.—The "G E 57" has an output of 50 horse

power at 500 volts, rated according to standard Gen-
eral Electric basis, a maximum rise of 75° C. in

the temperature of the windings after a run of one

FIG. 2. NEW RAILWAY MOTOR.

tos. A covering of heavy duck, drawn togeher and
sewed after the spool has been wound, forms a per-

fect mechanical protection for the winding. As in

the "G E 1000" motor, the upper and lower field

connection is made on the outside of the motor, and
all leads to the car are brought out on the front end.

This has been found convenient in the car wiring
and opening of the motors.
Armature.—The armature is similar in construc-

tion to the "G E 52" armature. It is small and com-

FIG. 7. WAGNER ALTERNATING APPARATUS.

these in standard sizes from 100 lights to .3,000

lights capacity—for 4,000, 5.000 or 10,000 volt&.

The XL fuse cut-out box is a comparatively new
form. It is adaptable for use on primary circuits

of transformers as a protective device against short-
circuiting or overloading, or for primar3^ distri-

buting circuits as a protective or switching device.
It is waterproof, affording perfectly safe replacing
of fuses on live circuits, and assures reliable blow-
ing of fuses. On opening the box, the lid comes
forward and down, the top porcelain block con-
taining the fuse drawing out with it. In this way
Ihe opening of the box breaks the circuit. The
porcelain block containing the fuse is still further

removable by simply drawing out from the end

hour at rated load, the temperature of the surround-
ing air not exceeding-25° C.

-Jrame.—The frame is of similar construction to

that of the "G E 52" motor. It is steel, cast in two
bowl-shaped pieces, with a hand-hole in the lower
half directly beneath the commutator. This permits
free access to the bottom of the motor for inspec-

tion or cleaning. The frame is both water and dust

proof, the cover plate of the top half being provided
with a felt gasket and clamping bolts as in the " G E
1000" motor. The motor has four laminated poles,

each having a separate coil held in place by the

pole-piece, which is bolted to the frame, the bolts

projecting through the frame with nut and lock
washer on the outside.

FIG. S. WAGNER ALTERNATING APPARATUS.

of the lid, thus entirely detaching it from the box.
The resistance to this removal is a spring between
the block and the lid, so constructed as to prevent
the block sliding out by its own weight.

The porcelain parts fit closely together, the
spring in the lid serving also to press the upper
half down on the lower half. A rubber gasket
completes the perfection of the joint.

It is proposed to lay a cable to connect Iceland
with the North of Scotland, but it is likely that finan-

cial and other difficulties will prevent the execu-

tion of the scheme.

Bearings.—Knowing the amount of trouble that

has been experienced by street railway companies
from small motor bearings and their poor lubrica-

tion, the bearings of this motor have been designed
with special reference to these points. The arma-
ture bearings are of the following dimensions:
Pinion end, 3% by 8% inches; commutator end, 2%
by 6% inches. They are designed and built on the
'outboard" plan. The support for the upper half

of the lining is cast as a part of the upper half of

the frame, and between the inner end of the outboard
bearing and the motor frame there is a large cored
recess. This space is utilized for a combination
thrust collar and oil guard, which is funnel-shaped

NEW RAILWAY MOTOR.

pact, being 14 inches in diameter, with a spread of

12 inches, and has 33 slots. It is ironclad, the core
being built up of well annealed laminated disks as-

sembled directly on the armature shaft. In assem-
bling the core, three sets of spacing blocks are used,
providing three \entilaling ducts. This form of

construction is similar to that of the large generator
armatures of the General Electric company. There
are 3^ triple coils: each coil composed of three
separate coils bound into a compact single unit.

The separate coils are wound with either two or
three turns per coil, as may be specified, the
three-turn winding being standard for ordinary
sci-vice. This method of winding is a distinct

advantage in. the matter of armature repairs, there
being comparatively few coils to look after, while
the construction admits of a substantial insulation
of high ciuality. insuring immunity from repairs.

A special effort has been made in the design of th's

motor to have the armature as light as possible
without detracting from its electrical merit and
efficiency, a light armature having small inertia pre-
senting special advantages in starting and braking.
The standard gear ratio is 3.72, with a taper-bore

pinion having 18 teeth, and a cast-steel gear having
67 teeth, and a face of five inches. A two-motor
equipment with this ration will propel an 18-ton car
about 26 miles per hour on level track. For heavj-

haulage work a lower speed gear ratio may be used,
giving a slower speed and correspondingly increased
tractive effort. A higher speed gear ratio may also

be used, giving an increased speed and correspond-
ingly decreased tractive effort.

Commutator and Brush-holders.—The commu-
tator is similar in construction to the *'G E 1000," and
has 99 segments. The segments are of hard-drawn
copper two inches deep, allowing a w-earing depth
of one inch. The brush-holders are staggered to
prevent the wearing of ridges in the commutator,
and each holder contains two radial brushes 2%
inches long by 1% inches wide by % inch thick.

Suspension.—The standard "G E 57" motor is

adapted to either the nose or the yoke suspension, as

in the"G E 1000" or the "G E 52" motor. The motor
can be fitted for side-bar suspension, but this necessi-
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tales a slight modification of the frame. The yoke
suspension is rucommLMuiutl, as witli this suspension

the weight of the motor is carried on springs placed

on the side frames of the car trucks. Lugs are cast

on the upper half of the motor frame, to which the

suspension l)ar is bolted. For inspection or repairs,

the lower half of the motor can be swung down
into the pit without disturbing the upper half.

When the motor is mounted on 33-inch wheels the

clearance between the bottom of the motor and the

top of the track rail is iVi inches. The clearance

between the bottom of the gear case for 67 tooth

a.xle gear and the top of the track rail is 4% inches.

Weight.—The "G E 57" motor without gear or

gear case weighs 2,632 pounds. With 67-toolh gear

and gear case the weight of the motor complete
is 2,972 pounds.
The cuts show the front end of the motor (Fig. i)

and with lower frame dropped to show the armature
in position (Fig. 2).

Puritan Alternating Arc Lamp.
The cut shows the arc lamp manufactured for

alternating current circuits by the Puritan Electric

company, 150 Nassau street. New York. Central

station managers will find, it is claimed, that faults

and failings of the old open arc have been reme-
died, and the difficulties encountered in the applica-

tion of arc lamps to alternating current circuits

have at last been sur-mounted.

This lamp is designed to burn upon a secondary
voltage anywhere between 90 and 120 volts, and ta'c-

ing si.K amperes of current the total wattage of thL-

lamp will range between 400 and 450, of which all

but 25 watts is actually consumed at the arc in pro
ducing light. The mechanism is simple and no'

easily deranged, and too hours' life is obtained

from two 7V2 by Vj inch carbons, the upper and
lower carbon being of the same length.

It is adaptable for use for both inside and outsxl:

lighting, and the humming and buzzing common to

the old alternating arc have been entirely eliminated

making it unobjectionable in even the most confiied
cjuarters, while its short length makes it adaptable

to the lowest ceilings.

No special transformers or economy coils are nec-
essary, and the lamp is entirely self-contained and
burns in multiple.

C & C Iron-clad Motors.
The C & C Electric company of New Yorx

claims for the motor illustrated herewith a wider

PURITAN ALTERNATING ARC LAMP.

range of application than any other type on the mar-
ket, as it can be belted, back-geared, direct-con-

nected or furnished with change gears to drive at a

range of speeds; it can be run in any horizontal posi-

tion whatever, inverted or otherwise, is dirt and dust-

proof and has a high efficiency under all the above
conditions.

The frame consists of a soft steel shell with radial

poles projecting inward; the shell is capped at each
end with a circular end-plate which carries the bear-
ings and also the rocker arm support. The mag-
netic circuit of this machine has four poles and mag-
net coils, and the coils may be readily removed after

taking out the armature and are interchangeable.
The armature is of drum type, built up of thin

laminae of soft iron, well insulated to provide against
Foucault currents, and having the conductors laid

in slots, the coils bemg wound on forms. The com-

mutator is of generous proportions with ample brush
surface. The brush-pin support is designed to se-

cure mechanical rigidity and to avoid humming
noises. The brush holders are of the well-known
reaction type, securing a flexible and even pressure

of the brushes with a minimum wear, and of such
design that the brushes maintain a constant relative

position on the commutator, thereby providing
against the necessity of shifting the brushes forward
when they have been shortened by wear.
The bearings are self-oiling, with oil wells of a

large capacity, thus providing an ample quantity of

clear oil for lubricating purposes. The shaft is of

best steel and of such proportions as to insure rigid-

ity and ample carrying capacity. The cylindrical

form of this machine makes it well adapted to all

cases of direct connection, either through gears or

otherwise. The gear shaft boxes can be placed on
the shell at any convenient position, as the distance

from the shaft to the outsicle of the shell is always
the same. The machine itself can be placed in any
horizontal position, thus making it well adapted to
run as a ceiling motor, or attached at any angle to

an "A" frame, or to bolt to the bedplate of any ma-
chine or tool with which it may be combined; the
circular form of the endplates allowing them to be
bolted on always with the oil wells in the proper
position.

The iron-clad magnetic field, the manufacturers
claim, is ideal in its compactness, its circuits of mini-
r. I m length and ils freedom from "external fie'd" or
v.ir g e c I alf'g'^, all of wh-ch qu:l t'es effect a sav-

fj'om 85 to 92 per cent., depending on the size of the
motor.

This machine can be furnished, first, with speed
regulation by means of a field controller, giving a
speed range of from full speed down to two-thiras
of full speed, with a proportionate output (this

avoids the use of series controllers where they may
be objectionable); second, back-geared to any de-
sired speed, making it a very compact and efScient
motor driving at slow speed; third, with back shaft
and change gears, making it possible to obtain a
range of speeds on the driving shaft by changing the
gears, requiring only a moment's time and involv-
ing the use of no rheostats whatever.
Quite a number of this type C & C machines

have already been introduced by the company' west-
ern manager, Martin Insull, in Chicago, and through-
out the West.

Recording Wattmeters for Street Cars.
The adoption of more careful and accurate meth-

ods in s'.ree; railway work is typical of the uni-

C .^ C IRON CLAD MOTORS.

ing in magnetizing force, and consequently a gain
in efficiency. While improving on the ordinary
type by providing an iron-clad type of field, the
outer shell also forms a protection to the motor,
making it especially valuable where dust or dirt or
dampness are apt to occur, and, in fact, anywhere
where employes are liable to be careless with ref-

erence to the motor. It will be noted that on this

motor neither the commutator nor none of the mov-
ing parts, except the pulley, pinion or coupling, are
outside of the shell, which secures safety not only to

RECORDING WATTMETERS FOR STREET CARS.

versal struggle for economy. The advantage of

exact measurement of station output has long been
recognized, and the requisite meters provided, but
to record the ever-varying energy used on a car

traveling over all conditions of road involves diffi-

culties almost unsurmountable. In the Thomson
recording wattmeter for street railway service, the

General Electric company claims, however, to have
overcome all the obstacles. The new meter, which
has been placed on the market after a number of

years of experimental work, is intended for installa-

tion in the car, like a cash register. The cut shows
it with case removed. It records the actual energy
used by the car. A few trials determine the proper

C & C IRON CLAD MOTORS.

the operator, but also to the armature of the ma-

chine. As the shell is of steel, five-eighths inch or

more thick, it may be tapped into wherever desira-

ble, as in a ease of direct application to machine
tools or other classes of machinery, provided iron

bolts are used, thus making the motor form part of

the framework as well as the driving power.

The construction of the armature, while making
it a beautiful winding, has also the mechanical ad-

vantage that it can be handled without danger to

the winding, the conductors being below the sur-

face of the armature. The motor is guaranteed to

deliver the full rated horse power at pulley, pinion

or coupling in continuous service. No part of the

armature conductors, field conductors, brushes or

commutator, the C & C company further states,

will show a heat of more than 50° C. above the sur-

rounding temperature. The efficiency claimed is

energy consumption per car per trip under various
conditions of track and traffic. Siibs'^quent read-
ings of the meter determine at once if energy is

wasted, and thus serve as an effectual check on
the motorman and condition of the motors.

Experiments are said to prove that meters on
lighting circuits increase the lighting capacity of

the station by nearly 30 per cent.; that is, 30 per
cent, of the light used when the contract plan is

followed is generally wasted. Many railway man-
agers agree that the average waste due to careless-

ness of the motormen amounts to not less than
20 per cent of all the energy generated. The econ-
omy, therefore, which will be induced by the use
of street-car meters will mean a saving of half of

the average waste, or 10 .per cent, of the total en-
ergy generated. The profit from such economy is

two-fold. It saves, first, the cost of coal and
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water necessary to generate one-tenth of the total

energy output of the station, and, second, it in-

creases the receipts by increasing the car capacity

without enlarging the station, or, in other words,
it enables the station manager to operate 10 per

cent, more cars without increase in the station equip-
ment.

Car meters used in connection with station meters
supply a system by which the detailed and com-
bined efficiencies of a station are directly obtained
and an account given of the energy developed by
every pound of coal consumed in the station. The
adoption of such a system \vill, by necessity, in-

crease the efficiency of any station under intelligent

management, since it reveals and locates with un-
failing accuracy any causes of wasted energy.
The simple motor construction of the car meter,

as shown in the accompanying illustration, is simi-

lar to that of the other forms of Thomson recording
wattmeter, but new conditions imposed by the rough
service have been met by the careful design of the ro-

tating parts. Unavoidable vibration, due to rough
tracks, demands a low drop in the armature in order
that contacts may not be injured by spa''king. High
torcjue is also a requirement, so that heavy brush
pressure insuring perfect contact can be used. The
stidden and wide variation of current requires a

meter that will start quickly and slow down as soon
as the current diminishes. The General Electric

company claims high accuracy for its new car meter
and ability to withstand severe and continued use on
the roughest tracks. The meter is now made for

500 volt circuits m sizes for 25 or 50 amperes, with a

liberal provision for overloading.

Electric Railway to Be Built in Sicily.

Mr. L. H. Bruhl, the consul of the United States

in Catania, Italy, thinks that there is a chance for

the use of American apparatus on the street rail-

ways to be built in that city. Catania is a city of

nearly 125,000 inhabitants on the eastern coast of

Sicily, and it has a considerable coasting trade. An
electric railway system is to be built, and a proposi-
tion to the City Council has been made by Eterlin

capitalists, who have been on the ground, accom-
panied by a practical engineer. But the German
offer may be rejected. Says iVIr. Bruhl; "Fratelli

Prinzi (steam millers) are quite hopeful of receiving
the concession or charter, although the Berlin com-
pany is working \-ery hard. Should the former win,
they will purchase the material, rails, wire, cars,

dynamos, etc., and construct and operate the line

themselves in connection with their steam mills.

This firm promised me last year, and renewed their

promise a tew days ago, that they would give Amer-
ican manufacturers an eciual chance to supply the
plant, but expressed surprise that no offers had bee.i

made to them as yet, nor had any illustrated cata-
logues been sent from America, while they have quite
a number of such coming from other countries.
Public sentiment is in favor of foreign capital, feai -

ing that the Catania projectors have not sufficient

capital to construct a line which would be a credit

to the city, while the Berlin company has built lines

in a large number of cities. As soon as I noticed
that the tramway question was being pushed in earn-
est I endeavored to learn whether or not there
would be any chance for American manufacturers.
On account of the distance at least two months would
elapse before Americans could act, but I hoped the
Catania firm would gain the fight, and then our
manufacturers, if they acted at once, would have
time to put in their bids. I kept in communication
with a leading member of the City Council regard-
ing this matter, and have just now been favored
with a letter from him, informing me that the pro-
posals will not be taken up and acted upon before
the second half of November, at the earliest, and
that therefore American companies would have am-
ple time, if they acted at once, to study the ground,
make their plans, present such, together with illus-

trations of their plants as existing, and enter into
competition with the other projectors. An Ameri-
can street railway in Catania would be a great stand-
ing advertisement for American industry, and an en-
tering wedge for our commerce with Sicily, espe-
cially in machinery, tools, etc."

Acceleration Tests.

A series of additional train acceleration tests was
made on October 7th on the experimental track of
the General Electric company at Schenectady, in

the presence of A. W. Sullivan, general superintend-
ent, W. Renshaw, stiperintendent of machinery, and
John Lundie, consulting engineer of the Illinois

Central railroad, and E. C. Carter, principal assist-

ant engineer of the Chicago and Northwestern rail-

road. Although the weather was most unfavorable
and the runs made in a heavy downpour of rain,

the results recorded were pronounced very satisfac-

tory. The tests were made more especially for the
purpose of giving to the railroad men a clearer com-
prehension of the adaptability of electric traction,

and of securing that acceleration from rest which
would satisfy the demands of a congested suburban
traffic such as that with which the Illinois Central
Railroad company has to cope in Chicago.

The car used on the occasion of these tests was a
standard elevated railroad car, weighing empty about
2S tons. It was eciuipped with four 50 horse power
motors, one mounted on each axle, controlled by a
standard series parallel controller. In order that
the officials present should be able to witness the
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actual performance of the car, the interior was
equipped with voltmeter, ammeter, recording watt-
meter and compensated chronograph, with bell at-
tachment sounding at two-second intervals. At-
tached to one axle was a Boyer speed recorder, with
the gauge on a level with the window.
The car was driven by W. B. Potter, chief

engineer of the railway department of the General
Electric company, and the tests were made under his
direct supervision. A series of 14 runs was made
on the tangent of the experimental track—a stretch
3,000 feet long—and the results on the wet track
showed that in five seconds the car holding 20 peo-
ple reached a speed of ig miles per hour; in 10 sec-

onds, 30 miles per hour; in 15 seconds, 35 miles
per hour, and 41 miles an hour in 20 seconds. This
was with a wet and greasy track. During the lat-

ter half of the test the rain ceased and a second series
of tests was made with a dryer track. The results
were more favorable, and a speed of about 41% miles
an hour in 20 seconds was obtained.

Perhaps a better idea of these results may be con-
veyed by saying that an ordinary elevated steam
train would reach a speed of about 14 miles an hour
in the same lapse of time, while it would be only
possible to accelerate it to the same speed in the
same space of time by starting it on a down grade
of about 15 per cent. The significance of sucti ac-
celera-tion may still better be grasped by the fact

that it would mean a saving of not less than 15 min-
vites in the running time over a distance of 10 miles,
w'ith the same number of stops as in ordinary sub-
urban or elevated service.

The tests are to be continued at Schenectady under
varying conditions; that is, wdth dififerent weights
of cars and different equipment. The need of elec-

tricity on certain branches of the traction service
of roads now operated by steam is becoming more ur-

gent, and although it is perhaps premature to pre-
dict any immediate revolution in steam road methods,
the encroachment of electricity in that domain can
no longer be denied.

Women in Electrical Factories.
The Bureau of Labor has recently completed a

tabulation of statistics relative to the employment of

women in various industries in place of men, and
the effect the employment of women had upon that

of men. One of the subjects of the investigation
was to learn whether the employment of women in

the making of electrical goods was increasing. The
information gathered on the subject is meager, sta-

tistics being given for but three slates in the Union.
Manufacturers of electrical apparatus in Illinois re-

port that the number of women in their employ-
ment has steadily increased during the last 10 years
and is continuing to increase year by year. Women
were first employed in this industry in 1881 in this

state. In Connecticut manufacturers report that

the number of women employed in the industry is

not increasing. Women were first employed in that
state in 1880. Maryland began to employ women
in 1879, and reports that the number is increasing.
The reasons given for employing women are that
they are cheaper than men and at the same time are
more careful, more quiet and easy to control, and
consequently less likely to strike; they are not in-

temperate, and are, in the opinion of the employers,
better adapted to certain classes of work.

CORRESPON DENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, October 12.—The Appellate Division
of the Supreme Court has given the Special Com-
mission of Inquiry on Rapid Transit until November
8th to file its report. This is the second extension of

time granted the commission since its appointment
two months ago. One of the witnesses of last week
was F. S. Gannon, first vice-president and general
manager of the Southern railway, who testified that
at one time he was general manager of the Staten
Island Rapid Transit system, and in detail gave the
rates of travel on the roads as they were then
operated. Express trains of six cars each on the
proposed underground railway could, he said, be
run at a 36-mile-an-hour-gait. He calculated that
on the schedule laid down in the plan the local
and express trains, running respectively at one and
two minutes headway, would carry from one point
to another 32,000 passengers per hour. He said he
believed that a higher rate of speed could be main-
tained by trains in the underground railway than is

at present maintained on either the Third or Sixth
avenue elevated railroads.

W. T. Manning of Baltimore, who was engineer
in charge of the Baltimore and Ohio tunnel during
its construction, was called. He testified in reply to
Mr. Boardman that he was engineer of the Staten
Island Rapid Transit railroad, and also assisted in
the construction of the Baltimore tunnel. Mr. Man-
ning said he had traveled over the entire route in
the city and found just as much obstruction at cer-
tain points caused by the tearing up of the streets
as would be met with if the proposed underground
road was in course of actual construction. He agreed
on the whole with Mr. Parsons' plans, and the esti-

ir.ate of the cost be considered ample.
Howard A. Carson, chief engineer of the Boston

Rapid Transit company, told about the Boston un-
derground route. He thought that the estimates of
cost of construction made by Mr. Parsons, the chief
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engineer of the Rapid Transit Commission, were gen-
erally liberal.

Controller Fitch was called and tesiificd that on
August 3 1 St of this year, when the last accounting
was made, the amount of city cash in the treasury
derived from the sale of bonds was $9,901,763.49.
In regard to the amount the city could afford to
spend within 10 years for rapid transit purposes
without bringing the city debt any nearer its limit
than It IS at present, Mr. Fitch was not prepared to
^,ay definitely.

Wheeler H. Peckham, the well-known lawyer,
gave testimony about the Boston underground rail-^
way, which he had inspected while on a visit in that
city recently. He described it as being as charming
and admirable a method of travel as anj'one could
desire. "The air," he said, "was as perfect as could
be desired; there was no dampness, and the tunnel
was sufficiently lighted with incandescent and arc
lamps. My general impression was and is that if

we had that kind of rapid transit here there would
be no occupation for objectors."
The report of the Metropolitan Street Railway

company for the year ended June 30th gives the
following figures: Gross earnings, $8,888,804;
operating expenses, $4,810,235; net earnings, $4,078,-
509; other income, $547,529; fixed charges, $3,186,-
975; net income, $1,439,122; four per cent, dividend
declared on $30,000,000, amounting to $1,200,000;
total surplus, $1,332,488; cash on hand, §295'oi3;
number of passengers carried, including transfers,
234,705,704; transters issued, 56,929,611. The net
earnings of the company for the year were increased
by $98,690 as the result of interest on investments
by the Metropolitan Street Railway company for-
merly paid into the treasury of the Metropolitan
Traction company. During the year 16 passengers
were injured and two killed; two employes were
injured and two killed, while 19 persons not pas-
sengers or employes were, injured and eight killed.
A new charge is made against the Metropolitan

company to add to its other troubles. Application
has been made for a writ of mandamus directing
Commissioner Collis to put a stop to what is alleged
to be a scheme of the Metropolitan Street Railway
company to secure without authority of law privi-
kges of enormous value. The application for the
writ has been made by Meyer Lehman, through
his counsel. Mr. Lehman alleges that the Metropol-
itan company, in all the streets in which it is now-
installing the underground trolley system, is also
constructing, in a practically surreptitious manner,
a complete system of electrical subways, by means
of which it will by-and-by be enabled to conduct
a general electrical business throughout the city.
The allegation is made that the terra cotta con-
duits which are being laid, one row on each side
of the track, along all the line of the "new work," and
which contain each from 12 to 15 holes, of an in-
terior diameter of three or four inches, are 18
to 20 times as large as is necessary for the
accommodation of the feed wires and other wires
essential for the equipment and operation of the
proposed underground trolley railway lines, and
are several times as large as the subways authorized
to be constructed under the company's permit. The
company which now constructs and operates sub-
way conduits as the agent of the city, it is set forth,
receives $1,000 a mile annually for a three-inch
cable, or from $12,000 to $20,000 a mile annually
for the use of conduits of an aggregate capacity
equal to that of the conduits which, it is alleged,
the Metropolitan company is now constructing in
many places along the 45 miles of new tracks
which that corporation is now putting in; w-hich
conduit space, if it should hereafter be leased by
the railway company to electrical companies for the
accommodation of their wires, would yield to that
corporation a sum of perhaps $900,000 a year, which
sum should properly go into the city treasury.
The application for a mandamus will be argued be-
fore Justice Pryor a week from to-day. If it be
granted. General Collis will be directed by the court
to abate the public nuisances which, it is alleged,
are being created by reason of the work of con-
strttction of the conduits complained of, by stop-
ping the alleged illegal acts on the part of the Met-
ropolitan company, and also compelling the removal
of the conduits already laid. At any rate, it is urged,
the company, even if it is not compelled to remove
the conduits, must go on record as declaring that
they will be used only for the operation of its own
lines of railway.

At Trenton, N. J., yesterday, the certificate of
incorporation of the Sprague Electric company was
filed with the secretary of state. The corporators
are Albert B. Chandler, Edward E. Johnson and
Frank J. Sprague. The principal office of the com-
pany will be at Watsessing, N. J., where the busi-
ness will be conducted. The company receives
power, however, to conduct its business in other
states and in foreign countries, and to hold real
and personal property out of the state. The capital
stock is $5,000,000, equally divided into common
and preferred stock. The dividends of the com-
pany are to be paid at the rate of six per cent, on
the preferred stock. The term of the corporation is

50 years. Its object is the manufacture of elec-
trical appliances. William W. Cook, counsel for
the company, says that the new company will take
over the Sprague method of using electricity on
elevated roads, and in the suburban and local busi-
ness of steam roads, including the contract already
obtained for equipping, the South Side Elevated
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Railroad company in Chicago. The company will

also take over the property of the Spragiie Electric

Elevator company and its plant at Watscssing.

which cost over $500,000. This will include the

contract for the elevators for the underground road

in London. Albert B. Chandler will be president

and managing director of the company. It is said

that J. Pierpont Morgan and John W. Mackay wll
be the largest stockholders. M. S.

PERSONAL.
Geo. B. Fraley, general manager of the Globe

Electric Heating company of Philadelphia, is in Chi-

cago.

Robert W. Hunt of the Robert VV. Hunt & Co.

Inspection Bureau. Chicago, sailed for Europe on
October 2d, expecting to spend some considerable

time abroad.

Thomas W. Fowler, for many years superintend-

ent of the Lewis & Fowler Car company, d'ed on
September 30th at his residence in Brooklyn, at the

age of J"] years.

Frank S. De Ronde of the Standard Paint com-
pany of New York has been visiting Chicago, en
route to the meeting of railway superintendents of

bridges and buildings at Denver, Colo.

Tom Johnson, who is conducting Henry George's
campaign for mayor of Greater New York, is a resi-

dent of Cleveland and is largely interested in street

railway properties of that city, Delroit and Brook-
lyn.

W. J. McConnell has been appointed the vyestern

representative of the Electrical Engineer of New
York. Mr. McConnell is a man of many friends

and he will doubtless find a welcome in the West.
His oi^ce will be in Chicago.

H. Hilley has been appointed one of the electrical

inspectors of the city of Chicago. Mr. Hilley's long
connection with the electrical business eminently
fits him to fill the position of inspector. His many
friends are congratulating him.

I. R. Prentiss of Schenectady, N. Y., who has
beeen connected with the Brush interests for years,

and who was in charge of the Brush company's ex-

hibit at the World's Fair, was in Chicago for a

flying visit on Monday and Tuesday.

James F. Cummings of Pittsburg, known far and
near among the electrical fraternity for his eminent
success with Armorite and ec|ually esteemed for

engaging social qualities, spent a few days in Chi-
cage early in the week. He has many Chicago
friends, and they were all glad to see him.

Lord Kelvin and Lady Kelvin were the guests of

President Francis L. Patton of Princeion at Pros-
pect on Monday. They met the Princeton faculty in

the Chancellor Green Library, after which they visited

the points of interest on the campus. The degree
of LL. D. was conferred on Lord Kelvin in absentia

at the sescjui-centennial celebration at Princeton last

year.

On Thursday evening of last week the Union
Depot in Chicago was the scene of quite a gather-
ing of electrical men; the occasion was the departure
for a permanent residence in Philadelphia of C. W^
Woodward, who has been for several years the man-
ager of the western office of the Electric Storage
Battery company of Philadelphia. Mr. Woodward
came to Chicago a total stranger, but he not only
made a great many w^arm personal friends, but his

energetic and progressive business methods have
left him an enviable record. Mr. Woodward, it will

be remembered, was the active man in the matter of

bringing about and pushing the negotiations be-
tween his home companj' and the men that had
projected the Englewood and Chicago electric rail-

way, which stands to-day a monument of a suc-

cessfiil storage battery road. Mr. Woodward goes
to Philadelphia to act as assistant to General Mana-
ger Lloyd of the Electric Storage Batteiy company,
and his extensive western experience and knowledge
gained of western methods will undoubtedly make
his services in his new capacity of decided value.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The trains of the Metropolitan West Side com-

pany are now running over the Union Loop in Chi-
cago. The Alley "L" trains \m\\ be run over the loop
early next week.

The New Rochelle Electric Railway company
was incorporated by the secretary of state at Albany.
October 7th. to construct a road eight miles long.
The capital stock is placed at $80,000 and the di-

rectors are William T. Emmet, Charles Nittt,

Sainuel F. Swinburne of New Rochelle.

The Cicero (111.) Town Board is making another
effort to secure a five-cent fare into Chicago. Nego>-
tiations have been opened between President Traill

and representatives of the Yerkes corporations, and
although no definite agreement has been arrived at

the lower rate is said to be within the bounds of

possibility. The Lake street "L" company is will-

ing to construct a surface extension from the ele-

vated to Oak Park and to charge only five cents
into the city, provided the franchises of the Cicero
and Proviso and Ogden street railways shall be ex-
tended 50 years.

The principal enterprise now on foot in the Depart-
ment of Transportation of Hanover is the exten-

sion of the network of eleclr'.c lines to Hildeshein.
14 miles distant, for the purposes of both passenger
and freight traffic. It is not at all unreasonable to

suppose that American firms interested in this class
of work might find that they have at I heir disposal
various devices which the Germans would be glad
to a,dopt. "Frequent disasters on railroads in Ger-
many are the means of directing attention to appli-
ances for the prevention of such accidents," says a
recent writer, "and this again is an opportunity that
our manufacturers should not overlook. But in

order to take advantage of such hints and oppor-
tunities those interested must be ably represented
by agents competent to see what is needed and pres-
ent to push every opportunity."

TECHNICAL SCHOOLS.
The formal dedication of the Bradley Polytechnic

Institute at Peoria took place on October 8th in the
auditorium of Bradley Hall, the main building.
Lyman J. Gage, the secretary of the treasury, made
the principal address. The institute will be affil-

iated with the University of Chicago.

ELECTRICAL SECURITIES.
The Detroit, Lake Shore and Mt. Clemens Rail-

way company has executed a $260,000 mortgage to
the New York Security and Trust company of New
York city, which has been filed in the register of

deeds' office.

Metropolitan Street Railway company stock, issued
in exchange for Metropolitan Traction company
stock, amounting to $6,000,000 thus far exchanged,
has been admitted to the unlisted department of the
New York Stock Exchange.

It is stated that the Fidelity Trust company of

Louisville has completed the deal for a sale to the

Cincinnati Street Railway company of nearly all the
second-mortgage bonds of the Cincinnati Incline
Plane Railway company, know"n as the Main street

line. Negotiations have been pending for a long
time for the transfer of this road.

It is stated that prominent interests in the Eiectric
Storage Battery company are in favor of retiring

the outstanding scrip promptly, and it_will probably
be paid off before the close of the year. It amounts
to btit $40,coo, and as the company earned a surplus
of $135,000 last year and will earn between $200,000
and $300,000 this year, the scrip can easily be taken
out of the earnings.

The Bridgeport Traction company reports gross
earnings for September of $28,507, an increase of $89
as compared with the same month of last year, and
net $15,416, an increase of $4,748. For the three
months ended September 30lh the gross earnings
were $92,882, a decrease of $5,863 as compared with
the corresponding period of last year, and net $49.-

709, an increase of $4,734.

The reorganization committee of the Missouri
Edison company is making good progress with its

work. The capital stock of the new company will

be $4,000,000, and it will be bonded up to the limit

tmder the state law. The first-mortgage bond-
holders will be given additional security by having
their mortgage cover the entire properly of the re-

organized company. Arrangements are now being
made to float the new issue of $4,000,000 bonds in

New York city. The stockholders of the old com-
pany, who would have been "wiped out" except for

the arrangement made by the reC)rganization com-
mittee to take care of them, w'ill be given 50 per
cent, of their holdings in stock of the new company,
while the second-mortgage bondholders will receive

50 per cent, of their holding in preferred stock of

the new compan}'.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Wuozen Electrical company is the title of a

company which has just been formed in St. Peters-
burg with a capital of 3,500.000 roubles, to acquire
the right to certain water power on the river Wuo-
zen, in Finland, and to install a plant to utilize

this power in the generation of electrical energy for

lighting and power purposes. It is reported that

Brown, Boveri & Co. of Baden, Switzerland, are
interested in the project.

American Trade is the title of a small paper which
is published by the National Association of Manu-
facturers at No. 1 75 1 North Fourth street, Philadel-
phia, Pa. The first issue bears the date of October
1st, and it is announced that it wnll appear on the

1st and 15th of each month. The purposes of the
paper are to advance the welfare of the industries of

the United States, and particularly to assist in pro-
curing the broader opening of foreign markets for

American products.

A man in Duluth has invented a device for indi-

cating the presence or absence at office of the per-

son sought. The device is designed to enable call-

ers having business with tenants to tell by a glance
at the building directory whether the person desired
is in his office or not. It takes the place of the usual
building directory, giving the name and number of

the office of each tenant. When one leaves his office

for any length of time he can touch an electric but-
ton and his absence and the hour at which he will

probably return will be indicated on the board at the

entrance to the building. When he returns and

seats himself at his desk he again touches the button
and the board shows that he is again ready to re-
ceive callers. If it is not desirable to have an elec-
trical attachment, the information desired can be
given by the office tenant as he enters or leaves the
building, and the indicator on the directory board
moved by hand. It is to be feared, however, that
busy men would not be always careful to signal their
return to office on the indicator.

TRADE NEWS.
The Ball Engine company of Erie. Pa., is doing a

good business and branching out by building larger
sizes of engines.

The new Chicago supply house, the Reliable Elec-
trical Supply company, reports that it has been very
busy of late and that the business as well as the
method of prompt defivery are getting to be known.
The company will soon bring some specialties be-
fore the public.

The Davis & Egan Machine Tool company of
Cincinnati. Ohio, has sold through its Berlin office
a large line of lathes, shapers, drill presses, etc., to
the A. Borsig company of Germany, which oper-
ates one of the largest locomotive works in Europ;,
employing over 8,000 men.

George R. Hamlin, with office at 606 F street,
Washington, D. C, is a gentlemen who has had long
experience in the procuring of patents, and who has
been very successful in this pursuit. Mr. Hamlin
has recently created a special department for elec-
trical business. He will give to this department
his personal supervision.

The Leecol Storage Battery company of Chicago
has brought out a portable storage battery lamp
with ruby-colored glass front designed for use in
photographers' dark rooms. The idea is an excel-
lent one, and will doubtless redound to the profit of
the manufacturers. The lamp will burn from eight
to 10 hours with one charging.

K. McLennan & Co., sole manufacturers of the
celebrated Gale's commutator compound, state that
they will have at the street railway convention a sup-
ply of cards on which all persons who are troubled
with sparking and cutting of commutators may write
their names and addresses and secure free a sample
slick of the compound. To those who do not at-
tend the convention these sample sticks will be sent
free upon application to the office at 1128 Marciuette
building, Chicago.

A Racine (Wis.) dispatch states that a deal has
just been consummated transferring the big plant
of the J. I. Case Threshing Machine company to
a syndicate of eastern capitalists. The purchase
price is said to be $2,000,000. It is said that for
a long time there has been considerable discord
among [he stockholders and some changes have re-

cently been made in the management. Stockhold-
ers held their interest at $4,000,000, but accepted the
proposition, knowing" that something had to be done.

The indications, from the orders which have been
placed with the Electric Arc Light company, maker
of the Pioneer inclosed arc lamps, are that there
is a special movement among dry goods people in

anticipation of the conceded revival in trade.
Among this company's New York orders, it reports
just having closed with the dry goods firm of H.
O'Neil & Co., Sixth avenue and Twentieth street,

for the equipment of their establishment with Pio-
neer lamps. The Pioneer people state that this or-
der was obtained as a result of a test where their
claims were fully established for the highest effi-

ciency, the lowest consumption 6i current and steadi-

ness; also demonstrating the superiority of their
type of mechanism as against the direct-carbon feed
lamps.

Eugene Munsell & Co., miners and importers of

mica. New York and Chicago, will exhibit their

line of India and amber mica at the street railway
convention to be held at Niagara Falls from the
19th to the 22d of this month. Franklin Brooks of

the New York house and Chas. E. Coleman, man-
ager of the Chicago branch, will be in attendance.
The exhibit will be in connection with that of the
Mica Insulator company, occupying space No. 11,

and will consist of mica in the sheet as it comes
from the mines, mica segments and a variety of cut
sizes as used by the electrical trade generally. A
souvenir in the form of a puzzle will be given to

those who call at the booth. This little novelty is

known as the mica mine puzzle. The idea is to get
all the miners into one mine. The delegates in at-

tendance will find this a difficult matter to do, and
it will provide innocent amusement during the quiet

hours after the banquet.

The Monona Cedar company of Marinette, Wis.,
has just entered the field for the sale of white cedar
products. The company was incorporated with a

capital stock of $500,000 and has started four yards
at advantageous railroad points. The officers of

the company are T. E. Brittingham of Madison,
Wis., president; J. M. Hixon of La Crosse, Wis.,
vice-president, and J. E. Reinger of Ingalls, Mich.,
secretary and treasurer. The Monona company
makes a specialty of white cedar poles for telephone,
telegraph, electric light, street railway and other
purposes and claims to be able to furnish the best

stock. It is already meeting with excellent results,

having secured a number of good orders from some
of the prominent telephone and electric light com-
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piuiies in the West. The company is said to be in

a posilion to quote attractive prices, and it is sug-
gested that those in the market for white cedar prod-
ucts write to the Monona company before phicing
their orders.

The General Electric company will makt a repre-
sentative exhibit at the sixteenth convention of the

American Street Raihvay association. The space
selected by it is immediately to the right of the en-

trance on Walnut street, and the exhibit will occupy
1,100 square feet. The headquarters of the company
v.ill be at the Internafional Hotel, where its interests

will be cared for by the following-named representa-
tives: Railway department, W. J. Clark, general
manager; W. B. Potter, chief engineer; R. H. Beach,
L. D. Tandy; supply department, j. K. Lovejoy,
general manager; H. C. VVirt, chief engineer; J. H,
Aitken; meter department, C. D. Haskins; con-
vention comnnttee, F. M. Kimball, secretary, Bos-
ton; T. Beran, New York; A. D. Page, manager
incandescent lamp department, Harrison, N. J. The
sales offices will be represented as follows: New
York, W. G. Bushnell. A. B. Shepard; Chicago.
T. P. Bailey; Philadelphia. F. C Mullen, H. J.

Crowley; Boston. C. C. Peirce; Cincinnati, W. F.

JJays. F. H. Strieby or H. H. Corson: Atlanta,

S. W. Trawick; San Francisco, F. F. Barbuur.

The strong rivalry between the American Bell

Telephone company and the Citizens' Mutual Tele-
phone company of Decatur. Hi., which has been
noticeable for many months, has at last resulted in

victory for the home company. It appears that

the Bell company has had on the ground three ex-
pert solicitors for several weeks, and enough new
subscribers to its exchange system were secured by
these men to warrant, in the opinion of the manage-
ment, the increase of telephone rates, as it was as-

sumed that with these additions the Bell service

would be much more valuable than the service given
')y the home company. The Bell company raised the

rates on the first of the present month from $iS for

residence telephones and $24 for busness telephones
to $24 and $36 respectively, and subscribers refused
to pay these rates. Two hundred of the Bell sub-
scribers signed contracts with the Citizens' company
at the regular rates, which are $1 per month for resi-

dence telephones and $2 per month for business tele-

phones. The Bell company had approximately 500
telephones in use and the Citizens' company about t'le

same number. The Cit'zens' company is now increas-

ing the capacity of the plant and will add upward of

200 new stations and will have conned cd within the
next 60 days over 700 subscribers. The old com-
pany has fallen off from 500 to less than 300. The
American Electric Telephone company of Ch'cago
has been awarded the contract to furnish additional
equipment, consisting of telephones, switchboards
and appliances, to meet the demands of the increase.
A large amount of new construction work will be
done, and John A. Roebling's Sons company has
been awarded the contract to furnish cable.

BUSINESS.
W. W. McChesney, 'Jr., representing Huebel &

Manger of Brooklyn, spent a week in Chicago on
his regular western trip. Mr. McChesney reports
a steady increase in his line of business.

Everyone desires to keep informed on Yukon,
ihe Klondyke and Alaskan gold fields. Send 10
cents for large compendium of vast information
and big color map to Hamilton Publishing com-
pany, Indianapolis, Ind.

The catalogue of the products of the Perkins E'ec-
tric Switch Manufacturing company of Hartford.
Conn., is an attractive one and shows only such
.goods as are made by the company under its own
patents. The switches, sockets, rosettes, cut-outs

and lamps supplied by the Perkins company are
well known and need no comment. Edward K. Pat-
ton represents the company in Chicago, with an
office at 1537 Monadnock building.

F. N. Manross of Forestville, Conn., manufac-
tures hair-springs for all purposes. He claims, on
an advertising blotter recently issued, to be the larg-
est manufacturer of hair-springs in the United
States.

Telephones, telephone supplies and electrical
house goods are made and dealt in by De Veau &
Co. of 32 and 34 Frankfort street, New York, who
have recently issued a new edition of their conven-
ient catalogue.

J. H. Cook, the western representative of the Jan-
dus Electric company, manufacturer of the Jan-
dus (formerly known as the Manhattan) enclosed
arc lamp, reports a promising outlook for business
the coming season.

SchifT. Jordan & Co. of 232-234 Greenwich street,

New York, report that they have put in double
stock of their carbons since September J5th in order
to meet the large increase in orders for the:r goods.
They have increased the output of the factor}-^ in

Vienna to such an extent thaT they have added mate-
rially to this department, and the same may be said
of the factory located at Nuremberg. Especial at-

tention has been given to the demand for carbons
to burn in 150-hour arc lamps. The tirm has also
the usual full stock of plain and coppered carbons.

The Mica Insulator company of New York, Chi-
cago and London will exhibit at the street railway
convention at Niagara Falls next week a full line

of its ' Micanite" insulating specialties. During the
last year the company has added several new lines

of insulating materials to its already extensive list.

Two of these may be mentioned—the flexible "Mi-
canite" plate and "M. I. C." msulating compound.
"Micanite" and "Empire" cloths and papers, to-

gether with "Micanite" plates for commutator seg-
mtnts, will be attractively displayed, and as the com-
pany is a manufacturer of commutator rings and
segments to a large extent, the exhibit promises to

be one of unusual interest to all railwa}^ men in at-

tendance. Franklin Brooks, vice-president of the
company, and Chas. E. Coleman, manager of the
Chicago branch, will be in attendance and be pleased
to welcome their many friends in the trade.

J. H. Rhotehamel, president of the Columbia In-
candescent Lamp company of St. Louis, is with-
out doubt one of the best informed lamp manufac-
turers in the United States. Concerning the new
Maxim lamp Mr. Rhotehamel says: "The state-

ment in the press dispatch in regard to the

economy of American lamps is in error. The best
quality of American lamps average between 3.1 and
3.5 watts to the candle. It is stated in the dispalch
that the American lamps run 4.8 to 5 watts to the
candle. It is also stated that European lamps take

4.2 watts to the candle. The limp of Mr. Maxim is

reported to be a 40 candle power lamp (voltage not
stated), and taking 2.8 watts to the candle. In high-

candle power lamps one can readily get higher
economy than when one makes lamps at S. 10 and
16 candle power, and an 8, 10 or 16 candle power
lamp at 3.1 watts is. in fact, a showing of higher
economy than 40 candle power of 2.8 watt lamps, con-
sidering the relative amount of light furnished.
When one attempts to get high economy in very
low candle power one cannot succeed so well as

if dealing with very high candle power. The type
of lamp manufactured in the United States for sev-

eral years, and. in fact, until about three years ago.
was of a type such that while starting at a high econ-
omy, the filaments increased in resistance to such
an extent that the light fell off so much that they
soon became lamps of low economy. The lamps

manufactured by the writer's company during the
past three years possessed the following qualities:
The resistance of the filaments from the beginning
of its time of burning throughout the entire life
of the lamp is almost absolutely maintained. This
result brings naturally with it a maintenance of can-
dle power. If the filaments increase in resistance
It follows that the light also must decrease. We
behcvc the present filament manufactured by us is
superior to any yet attempted and that Maxim's
filament, with all that is claimed for it, is not its
equal. I think that the American manufacturer

.
should be treated fairly in this matter and should
not be misled by statements in regard to Maxim's
lamp that are not correct. Consideration should be
given to the quality of the American product in
comparison to what Maxim claims. The result of
this coniparison would show that Maxim has. on
the claims made, made no improvement over the
American product, assuming that the statement of
his correspondent is correct in regard to the quality
of the lamp which he claims to have produced."

The Clonbrock Steam Boiler company, Brook-
lyn. N. Y.. reports recent sales of Morrin Climax
boilers as follows: Salt Lake County Light. Heat,
Power and Cold Storage company, Salt Lake City,
Utah, four 250 horse power boilers: Queen Dyeing
company. Providence. R. I., one 400 horse power
boiler; United Electric Light and Power company,
New York city, three 600 horse power boilers; Prov-
idence Gas company. Providence, R. I., one 250
horse power boiler (second order^; Converse Build-
ing, Boston, Mass., two 125 horse power boilers;
Roxbury Gas company. Roxbury, Mass., two 50
horse power boilers ; Economy Light. Heat and
Power company, Scranton. Pa., two 300 horse power
boilers; People's Light and Power company. Jersey
City. N. J., one 600 horse power boiler (fourth or-
der); Whitney Factory. North Attleborough, Mass..
one 80 horse power boiler; Brazer building, Bos-
ton, Mass.. two 90 horse power boilers; New Jersey
and Pennsylvania Concentrating Works, Edison,
N. J., two 350 horse power boilers (third order); Riv-
erside Iron Works. Wheeling. W. Va.. two 550 horse
power boilers (twelfth order); Tennessee Centennial
Exposition company. Nashville, Tenn.. 2,500 horse
power; Providence Gas company. Providence, R. I.,

one 200 horse power boiler; Crescent Insulated Wir.2
and Cable company, Trenton N. J., one 200 horse
power boiler; Jacksonville Electric Light company.
Jacksonville. Fla., one 200 horse power boiler: Jer-
sey City. Hoboken and Rutherford Electric Railway
company, Rutherford, N. J., one 350 horse power
boiler (second order); Geo. Watkinson &: Co.. rub-
ber works. Philadelphia, Pa., one 300 horse power
boiler (second order); People's Light and iPower
company. Orange, iN. J., two 600 horse power
boilers; New York Steam company. East Six-
tieth street. New York city, two 1,000 horse
power boilers; Hazleton iManutacturing com-
pany, Hazleton, Pa., two 200 horse power boilers;

American Manufacturing company. Brooklyn.
N. Y., one 500 horse power boiler (second order);

Mathieson Alkali Works. Saltville. Va., one 500
horse power boiler (second oider); Latimer &
P'ernandez, St. John. Porto Rico, one 250 horse
power boiler; Edison Electric Light company,
York. Pa., one 350 horse power boiler. In addition
to the above, the Clonbrock shop is working on
many orders for prompt delivery and most of

the sales have been made to old customers who arc
enlarging their plants. The company is highly
pleased with its past sales, and indications now
point to a very busy season. The company has also

secured the entire power plant required by the
Trans- Mississippi and International Exposition
company. Omaha, Neb., which is another triumph
for the Climax boiler.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
591,002. Electric Bell-chiming Apparatus. Neal

McMenamin, Trenton, N. J. Application filed

November iS, 1896.

Means are provided for ringing bells and for other pur-
poses, comprising essentially a circuit closer, an oper-
ating lever or key for tilting the circuit closer to complete
the circuit, and means to restore the circuit closer to its

normally inactive position when released from the in-

fluence of the lever or key, combined with a bell-actuating
lever adapted to be connected with the bell, a pole-piece
suspended from the bell-actuating lever, an electro-mag-
net arranged adjacent to the pole-piece, and electric con-
ductors wired with the electro magnet, the circuit closer
being arranged and operated to make and break tlie cir-

cuit between the conductors.

501,010. Automatic Test Circuit. Lewis G. Row-
and. Camden, N. J. Application filed Decem-
ber 22, 1896.

A main circuit and a secondary circuit are provided, the
latter having a source of current supply independent of
the main circuit supply, and separate branches with indi-
cating devices and a switch in each branch, the switch of
one branch being provided with a device tending to keep
i[ closed, and the switch of the other branch with a device
tending to keep it open, an electro-magnet acting when
energized against both the devices.

591,01 1.Telephone System. Allen W. Rose, New
York, N. Y. Application filed October 7, 1896.

A telephone exchange operator's table is described, con-
sisting of a frame, a series of strips mounted upon the
frame and independent of each other, call-off. listening
and ringing keys supported by each of the strips and con-

Issued Oclohcr j, iSgy.

nections for the keys, whereby each of the strips with the
keys carried by it maybe removed independently of the
other strips.

591.024. Dynamo-electric Machine. Milton E.

Thompson, Ridgway, Pa. Application filed

April 12, 1S97.

In this construction there is a coil of wire having a bind-
ing wrapper, as of cord, and studs projecting from the
faces of the coil and having feet engaging under the
wrapper.

NO. 591,002.

591,026. Electric Arc Lamp. Charles S. Van Nuis,
New Brunswick, N. J. Application filed May
I, 1896.

An inclosing globe and a cap through which one of the
carbons passes are claimed, the cap consisting of several
circular cup-shaped parts screwed together to form sepa-
rate chambers having central openings in the walls thereof
for the carbon and valves for each chamber.

591,042. Trolley for Electric Cars. William L.

Harvie, Newton, Mass. Application filed Oc-
tober 2. 1896.

The fork is mounted in the trolley wheel with plates
upon each side and hinged at their upper ends to the
upper ends of the fork; cords are connected to the lower
ends of the plates, and grips rotaiably mounted on the
plates and extended beyond the upper ends thereof, while
springs are arranged between the outer faces of the foik
and the inner faces of the plates,

591,071. Electric Gas-lighting Apparatus. Adrian
L. Bogart, Jamaica, N. Y. Application filed

February 24. 1897.

The electrical valve controller is adapted to maintain
the valve open while the circuit is closed at the circuit
controller or key, and to close the valve when the circuit
is open at the circuit controller or key.

591,081. Method of Magnetizing. William D.
Marks, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed Au-
gust 3. 1897.

The method is described of tempering and magnetizing
steel, consisting in first heating the steel to a sufiicfent de-
gree, then simultaneously subjecting the heated steel to

the influence of a magnet and immersing the heated steel
in a tempering bath.

591,100. Electric Railway. John C. Henry, Den-
ver, Colo. Application filed June 29, 1897.

Electric motors are connected to the generating plant
and have their field magnets excited by a current inde-
pendent of the armature currents, the controlling devices
connecting the armatures of the motors in series or paral-
lel relation.
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5yr,i04. Insulator for Electric Wires. Willis Rob-

erts, Mobile, Ala. Application filed November
3, i8g6.

A wire-attacluDg and insulating device is provided with

a transverse opening, a slot to admit the wire into the

opening, and a groove intersecting the slot and adapted to

receive and retain the wire.

591,105. Electro-magnetic Braiding Machine. Al-

pheus C. Shuttleworth, Philadelphia, Pa. Ap-
plication filed March 2, 1S96.

Electro-magnets are placed in proximity to the shuttles

on either side thereof; contact plates are carried by the re-

voluble shuttle-carrying shells; brushes are carried by the

frame which complete the circuit with the magnets through

the contact plates, and a source of electrical energy for ex-

citing the magnets.

591.123. Igniting Means for Explosive Engines.

Vincent G. Apple, Miamisburg, Ohio. Appli-

cation filed April 22, 1897.

A dynamo driven by an engine is in circuit with the con-

tact points, with which a battery is also in circuit; there is

also an electric alarm with a switch and connections
adapted to cause the battery to furnish current for the first

few explosions until the engine is driving the dynamo at

normal speed, when the dynamo develops current to sound
the alarm, which ceases only when the switch is moved to

bring only the dynamo in circuit with the contact points.

591,127. Telephone Exchange System. William R.

Cole, Detroit, Mich. Application filed April

28, 1S97.

The first claim follows: The combination with the main
lines and terminal contacts therefor arranged in groups of

trunk lines equal in number to the total number of main
lines, and extending to all the groups, main and auxiliary

annunciators for each of said main lines and their corre-

sponding trunk lines arranged at their respective main-
line groups, said main annunciators adapted in their oper-

ation to operate their auxiliary annunciators, and said

auxiliary annunciators adapted when operated to bretk
their operating electric circuits ; means at each group for

closing an electric circuit through any one of the trunk
lines and its auxiliary annunciator when the latter is in

its normal position, a signal for indicating to the operator
when said circuit is closed, and means for connecting any
of the main-line contacts of each group with any of ihe

trunk-line contacts.

591,141. Process of and Apparatus for Electrolytic

Extraction of Metals from their Solutions. Jo-
seph W. Richards, Bethlehem, Pa. Applica-

tion filed March 6, 1897.

The process of extracting metals from their solutions

consists in subjecting such solutions to the electrolytic

action of an electric current passing into the solution by a

liquid amalgam anode, and separating the anode from its

cathode by a porous partition.

591,226.

591,160. Electric Apparatus for Surgical Purposes.

Willard E. Dow, Braintree, Mass. Application
filed August 16, 1897.

A rotatable cylindrical body of insulating material has a

longitudinal bore with resistance wire wound on the body
iu the form of a helix with separated coils, a contact piece
in constant electrical engagement with the helix, a rod
entering the bore of the cylinder, and means intermediate
the rod and cylinder acting upon rotation of the latter to

cause axial movement thereof.

591,162. Speed and Direction Indicator. Bradley
A. Fiske, U. S. Navy. Application filed Feb-
ruary 24, 1896.

The, indicator is situated in a casing mounted in gimbals
and a rheostat mounted upon the standard supporting the
gimbals, with flexible conductors connecting the rheostat
and the indicator, whereby the rheostat may be adjusted
without interfering with the freedom of movement of the
indicator.

591,182. Electric Arc Lamp. Ernest P. Warner
and August J. Ochring, Chicago, 111. Applica-
tion filed August 10, 1896.

A vertically adjustable carbon carrier is suspended from
one end of a ribbon; a weight is suspended from the other
end of the ribbon; an electrically operated clutch mechan-
ism engages the ribbon, controls its feeding movement and
secures the adjustment of the same, and means are con-
trolled by the movement of the ribbon for altering the cir-

cuits through the lamp.

591,192. Multiple Switchboard for Telephone Ex-
changes. Walter S. Nash, Knoxville, Tenn.
Application filed May 20, 1897.

A test-thimble is attached to each of the spring-jacks,
one end of each spring switch being in electrical engage-
ment with the test-thimble of a corresponding spring-jack,
and adapted to be operated by the insertion of a suitable
switch-plug through the thimble of the spring-jack.

591.194. Method of and Apparatus for Multiple
Rate-metering for Electric Currents. Eustace
Oxley, Washington, D. C. Application filed

August 23, 1897.

The method described of metering the consumption of
electric energy at different rates during different periods
of time consists in inserting a definite resistance in the
armature -circuit of each one of a number of meters in-
stalled at a corresponding number of separate points of
consumption, maintaining the resistances in the circuits
during the period of consumption at a reduced charge, and
withdrawing the resistances during the period of consump-
tion at full rate.

591.195. Method of and Apparatus for Multiple
Rate-metering for Electric Currents. Eustace
Oxley, Washington, D. C. Application filed

August 23, 1897.

This method consists in varying the speed of the regis-
tering mechanism at a number of consumers' stations by

connecting the armatures of the meters between the two
outside wires of a three-wire system for one period and
rate, and between the neutral and one of the outside wires
for the other period and rate.

591,201. Electrical Exchange. Almon B. Strow-
ger, Frank A. Lundquist, John Erickson and
Charles J. Erickson, Chicago, 111. Application
filed July 17, 1895.
Claim is made for the combination with a series of wires

or contacts of a series of rods or parts, each insulated from
the other, and each carrying angularly displaced contact
arms or wipers, means for rotating the rods step by step to

bring the arms thereof into engagement with the wires, and
a selector for connecting a line wire with either of the
rods.

NO. 591,240.

591,203. Commutator for Dynamo-electric Ma-
chines. James J. Wood, Fort Wayne, Ind.

Application filed April 29, 1897.

Features of this invention are the spider and begments,
the latter having substantially parallel clamping portions
at opposite ends and two segmental clamping rings over-
hanging the opposite clamping ends of the segments, and
radial screws or bolts for drawing the segmental clamping
rings against the segment ends.

591.217. Electric Clock. : Carl Gullberg, Jersey
City, N. J. Application filed February 25, 1897.

The switch point Has rubbing contact with the spring
and also with its pivot, which is connected with one of
the circuit wires, the contact spring being in connection
with the other circuit wire.

591,226. Junction Box. Jacob Cloos, Milwaukee,
Wis. Application filed March 6, 1897.

Busbars or conductors are located in the junction boxes,
feeders and mains connected with the bus bars, auxiliary
feeders extending between the junction boxes, and switch-
ing mechanism for uniting the auxiliary feeder with the
bus-bars.

591.240. Phase Adjusting Method and Means for

Alternating Current Apparatus. Oliver B.
Shallenberger, Rochester, Pa. Application filed

January 9, 1897.

The field coil is supplied with an alternating current,
and a second field coil and a transformer having a second-
ary circuit including the second field coil and inductively
influenced by two prinlary circuits is connected to the
source supplying the first field coil by circuits having dif-

ent co-efficients of self-induction.

591.241. Electrical Measuring Instrument. Oliver
B. Shallenberger, Rochester, Pa. Application
filed January 26, 1897.

An electrical measuring instrument comprising a perma-
nent magnet having polar extensions and a magnetic shield
partially surrounding the extensions tor equalizing the
distribution of the magnetic field, and means for adjusting
the shield with reference to the polar extensions.

591.242. Alternating Current Electric Motor. Oli-

ver B. Shallenberger, Rochester, Pa. Applica-
tion filed June 7, 1888.

The conversion of electrical energy of alternating cur-
rents into mechanical energy in aii electric motor is ef-

fected by establishing a system of alternating lines of
force, causing a portion of such lines of force to directly
induce secondary alternating currents, the direction of
whose path is at an angle to the first-named currents, es-
tablishing by such secondary currents lines of force at an
angle with reference to the polar line of the first-named
currents, and causing the movable element of the motor to

move under the influence of the resultant effects of the
two systems of lines of polarization thus produced.

the cups and then down to atid connected with the positive
electrode.

591.267. Alternating Current Generator. Charles
S. Bradley.- Avon, N. Y. Application filed

June 22, 1896.

The method of varying the rate of an alternating current
generator consisting in developing a rota ry magnetic field

in one winding and varying the rate of rotation of the
field.

591.268. Alternating Current Motor. Charles S.

Bradley, Avon, N. Y. Application filed June
22, 1896.

An alternating current induction motor having a station-
ary element provided with a rotary field winding, a rotary
element connected with a primary coil wound on an annu-
lar core fixed to the rotary element, a secondary coil on a
core in close inductive relation to the primary coil, and a
regulating switch in circuit with the secondary coil.

591,301. Alternating Current Electric Motor. Will-
iam Stanley, Jr., Great Barrington, Mass. Ap-
plication filed October 23, 1888.

An electric motor is described, consisting of a field mag-
net having a closed core and having two coils, one adapted
to be connected in series with a source of alternating elec-
tric currents, and the other acting as a secondary coil with
reference to the first, whereby the effects of the current
induced in the latter and the current flowing in the former
combine to establish poles in the field magnet core and an
armature in the field of force thus established.

Switch. William A. Drewett,
Y. Application filed March 15,

591,331. Electric

Brooklyn, N.
1897.

A switch comprising a base provided with stationary
contacts, a contact arm, a spring adapted to hold the arm
in its normal open position, a handle and connections be-
tween the handle and arm to move the arm in either direc-
tion to close the circuit aTid to release the arm and permit
it to assume its normal position under the influence of the
spring 10 break the circuit.

591.339- Railway Telegraph. Albert C. Frieseke,
Floral BlufT, Fla. Application filed November
20, 1895.

In a railway telegraph or telephone system, a main sta-

tion and sub-stations carried by trains, three wires con-
necting tht stations, a set of instruments in each station,
the instruments of the main station being connected to the
first and second wire, the instruments of the sub-stations
being connected in multiple to the second and third wires,
a switch at the main station to throw the instruments of
that station in connection with the second and third wires,
and switches in the sub-stations to throw their instruments
in connection with the first and second wires.

NO. 591,265.

591,251. Trolley Finder for Electrical Railroads.

Paul Goldsmith, Troy, N. Y. Application filed

February 10, 1897.

Two outwardly flaring arms are arranged to approach
each other; the trolley wheel is inclose proximity to the
rim of the latter at its top ; each arm is journaled onto the
trolley wheel shaft where projecting beyond the wheel; a

frame part at each of its two upper ends is hinged to the
lower end of one of the trolley finder arms and constructed
to lock and be reversed on the hinged connection with the
frame.

591,265. High-tension Battery. Ralph Ashley, Port
Republic, N. J. Application filed November 27,

1895. Renewed March 25, 1897.

A secondary battery comprising the non-conducting cups
or trays is nested together, but out of contact with each
other, forming a vertical stack or pile, the positive and
negative electrodes secured to the inner and outer sides of

the bottom of the cups, the conductors connected with the
pegative ejectrodes of each cup passing up over the edge of

NO. 591.343-

591.343. Indirect Regulation of Dy;iamo-clectric
Machinery. Gano S. Dunn, East Orange, N. J.

Application filed July 8, 1896.

The method of regulating one dynamo-electric machine
by another consists in making variations in the field

strength of the regulating machine dependent upon the
current in the armature of the machine to be regulated, and
independent of the current in its own armature and mak-
ing variations in the field strength of the machine to be
regulated dependent upon the algebraic sum of the volt-

ages of the line and the regulating machine.

591.344. Indirect Regulation of Dynamo-electric
Machinery. Gano S. Dunn, East Orange, N. J.
Application filed July 10, 1896.

The method of obtaining a constant current upon a main
circuit consists in connecting the circuit to a constant
potential source through the armature of a regulated ma-
chine, energizing the field magnet of the main regulated
machine from a source which is controlled by the current
in the main circuit, and varying and reversing the current
supplied to the field coils of the regulated machine,
whereby the current on the main circuit is kept constant.

591,345- Indirect Regulation of Dynamo-electric
Machinery. Gano S. Dunn, East Orange, N. J.
Application filed June 22, 1897.

The method of regulating electric motors consists in
supplying the armature with a constant current, supplying
the field from a source of energy separate from that
which supplies the armature, and varying the field by vary-
ing the effective electromotive force in the field circuit
simultaneously with the speed of the armature of the ma-
chine to be regulated.

591^365. Magneto-electric Generator. Joseph A.
Williams, Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed

May 3, 1897.

The pole-piece consists of a plate cut, stamped and
formed with the lower edge slitted, folded upward, and
with the outward bends forming seats for the permanent
magnets.

591,369. Illuminated Electric Sign. George K.
Burleigh, Northfield, N. H. Applica.tion filed

October 31, 1896.

Included in this arrangement are the main circuit, a
plurality of branch lamp circuits, circuit closers interme-
diate the main and branch circuits, a spring motor to oper-
ate the circuit closers, and a cut-out. one member of which
is connected with the main circuit and the other member
with the circuit closers, the yoke-like movable member of
the cut-out being engaged and moved by tlie expansion of
the motor spring to finally cut out the lamps,
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Albion E. Lang, President American
Street Railway Association.

The newly elected president of the American
Street Railway association dates his entrance in

ihe street railway field back to the time when the

organization of which he has just been elected

president was formed, 16 yea' s ago. Albion E.

Lang secured control of a horse-car line in Toledo,

Ohio, at that time. In 1885 he added another line;

further acquisition was made four years later, and
in 1896 the entire system of street railways of the

city passed under the control of the Toledo Traction

company, of which he is president. Mr. Lang is

also president of the Toledo Consolidated Electric

company, which furnishes light and power in that

city. Both companies secure their current from one
power house.

President Lang has seen the street railway busi-

ness of Toledo develop from a few
straggling horse-car lines to a network
of 120 miles of electrically operated

roads. Other changes of equal im-

portance have been made during his

administration. When he assumed
charge of the horse-car line 16 years

ago, the employes worked 16 hours

a day. Since then their hours of

service have been gradually decreased

until now nine hours constitute a day's

work. Their condition has been im-

proved in other respects, and they are

contented, happy and prosperous.

President Lang has been promi-
nently identified with the American
Street Railway association since iSSy.

He attended the meeting at Washing-
ton, which was a notable gathering, as

it marked the first important step from
the old horse-car service to the modern
overhead trolley system. He recalls

the fact that it was at that meeting that

objection was raised to consideration

of the electric system. Some of the

old-timers wanted "practical subjects"

discussed, such as the feeding and care

of horses, the method of working
them, etc. They protested against de-

voting valuable time to new-fangled
ideas. President Lang has long been
a member of the Ohio Tramway as-

sociation, and served one term as

president of that body.
The newly elected president is a

native of Ohio. He was born at Hunt-
ington in 1849, and spent the early

years of his life at Wellington. All

his business interests are centered in

his native state, but he is well and
favorably known by street railway men
throughout the country.
Mr. Lang will undoubtedly prove

a worthy successor to the eminent
street railway men who constitute the

list of e.x-presidents of the association.

His long experience well fits him for the honorable
position which his associates have called upon him
to fill.

Telephone News from the Northwest.
[From the Minneapolis correspondent of the Western Elec-

trician.!

The Wisconsin Valley Telephone company has
arranged to extend its lines to Neillsville, Wis.,
soon. - Mr. Heath of Mauston will put in a local

exchange also.

J. L. Ball of Augusta, Wis., is furnishing a few
telephones between offices and business places, and
it is suggested that he put in an exchange.
The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company

has decided to build a line this fall from Ramsey to

Spring Valley, southern Minnesota.
A toll station on the new Northwestern tele-

phone line has been opened at Wayzata, on Lake
Minnetonka.
Telephone extension will be made this fall from

Albert Lea to Northwood, Iowa, by the Bell Tele-

Street Railway Investigation.

Mayor Harrison has named the street railway in-

vestigation committee previously noted in the

Western Electrician. Alderman John M. Harlan
will act as chairman of the committee. -Mayor
Harrison is chairman ex-ofiicio, but he announced
that his duties would not permit him to give the

necessary time to the work cut out for the com-
mittee, and he designated Alderman Harlan to act

in his stead. The other members of the committee
are Alderman Jackson of the Fourth ward. Walker
of the Twenty-fourth ward and Maypole of the

Thirteenth ward. The committee will be called to-

gether in a few days and will then map out a plan

of action. The council received the announcement
of the committee in silence. The mayor's friends

said he had named a committee that would carry out

the instructions of (he resolution under which it was
appointed if any committee could do so. Mr.
Harlan said that he believed that much information

could be secured which would be of value when the

extension franchises were under consideration, and
the other members said they were ready to go to

work at once.

J. and W. A. Elliott of Minneapolis secured the

contract to furnish an electric light plant for Hen-
derson, Minn.

ALBION E. LANG.

phone people. The Iowa Telephone company will

build from Mason City to Northwood to make con-
nections with this line.

A local telephone exchange will be installed at

Adrian, Minn.
A local telephone exchange'has been established

in Minneota, Minn., and connection has been made
with Marshall, Tracy, Garvin, Balaton, Amiret and
Ghent.
The Rushford Telephone company of Rushford,

Minn., will extend a line to Winona, Minn., at once.

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company
will extend a line from Albert Lea, Minn., to North-
wood, la.

The Portage Long-distance Telephone company
has been granted a franchise for a local exchange
at Lodi, Wis.
The Hanamo Telephone company of Marysville,

Mo., has been granted a franchise for a local ex-

change at Clarinda, la.

Lars Erickson contemplates running a telephone
line between Milaca, Minn., and the Bradbury
Brook colony, in the spring.
The Blue Earth Valley Telephone company of

Winnebago City, Minn., expects to have the local

exchange in Mankato, Minn., in operation before

snow falls. This company contemplates removing
its headquarters to Mankato.
Mr. Heath of Mauston, Wis., has been granted

a franchise for a local exchange at Neillsville, Wis.
The Wisconsin Valley Telephone company has

arranged to connect with the Winona Telephone
company at Winona, Minn., and will build to con-

nect with Eau Claire, Ashland, Superior, Neillsville,

Hudson and other Wisconsin towns, St. Paul, Min-
neapolis, Stillwater and other Minnesota towns.

J. L. Ball of Augusta, Wis., is furnishing tele-

phones between offices and dwellings in that city

and keeping them in repair, and it is suggested that
he put in an exchange.
The Northwestern Telephone E,xchange company

will soon have connection between Willmar, Minn.,
and the Twin Cities.

The Dakota Central Telephone company of Aber-
deen, S. p., contemplates extending its lines to
Butler and Lilley.

Tlie telephone war at Des Moines, la., between
the Mutual and Iowa companies waxes furious.
Merchants have threatened to boycott even the
railroads if they do not use the Mutual instruments
and have forced them to it. Rates have been cut
in half. The Iowa company wants a new franchise

and the council wants to impose bur-
densome conditions and refuses to
grant any other. The American Tele-
phone and Telegraph company has
made application for a franchise, but
the council suspected the franchise
would immediately be assigned to the
Iowa company, and so proposed to

amend it to permit it to run wires
only on certain streets, which would
be all right for a long-distance system,
such as it proposed, but would prevent
a local exchange being operated under
it. Action was finally deferred. It is

also said that the Iowa Telephone com-
pany has approached the Mutual Tele-
phone company with an offer to pur-

. chase that system, the amount being
sufficient to cover all expenses and
leave a neat margin. The ofTer is a
standing one. and was refused.
The council of Green Bay, Wis., re-

fused an extension of the franchise of
the Northern Wisconsin Telephone
company.

J. E. Keelyn has been finally granted
a franchise for a telephone exchange
in Chippewa Falls, Wis.

Electrical Progress on
Alley "L."

the

Five cars equipped with motors and
controllers in accordance with the
Sprague system are now on the Alley
"L" structure on Si-xty-third street.

They are subjected to informal tests
and seem to meet every requirement.
The tracks are now bonded for elec-
trical operation, and the third-rail is

laid as far north as Twenty-seventh
street. The drilling for the bonding
was accomplished by two electrically
operated drills. The motors were
mounted on small trucks and con-
nected with the drills by flexible

shafts. Current was taken from the feeders of the
Chicago City Railway company. Each drill could
bore 200 holes in a working day through three-
fourths inch web. The holes are seven-eighths
inch in diameter. The foundations for the power
house are about completed. The trains of the
South Side company now run around the Union
Loop, drawn by the steam locomotives. The loop
service has brought a great increase in the number
of passengers, said to have been 50 per cent, for
the first day.

The Occident Club.

The Western Electric company of Chicago has
provided two large rooms for the girls employed
in its factory. These girls have formed a club called

the Occident Club, which has now been in existence
for two years. It is self-supporting and entirely

nianaged by the girls themselves. The members
have fitted up the rooms which have been furnished

them by the company. One is a library and reading

room and is also used for concerts. It has a seating

capacity of about 500. The other is of the same size

and has been fitted up with lunch counters and a

kitchen. On Saturday of last week the Occident

Club gave a literary and musical entertainment from

4:30 to 5:30 p. m., and from 5:30 to 6:30 furnished

refreshments for those who cared to stay. The bal-

ance of the evening was spent in a social way. Over
400 persons attended the entertainment.
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THE CONVENTION

Of the American Street Railway Asso-
ciation at Niagara Falls, N. Y.

Unusually favorable conditions attended the

opening of the sixteenth annual meeting of the

American Street Railway association at Niagara

I''alls, N. Y., this week. The weather was ex-

ceptionably mild for the season of the year, and

as the large hotels had been practically deserted

by the regular summer visitors, the street railway

men had the town to themselves. Most of the

exhibitors were on the ground Monday making ar-

rangements for the display of their apparatus and

the delegates began to arrive on Monday night,

and at noon on Tuesday the visitors took formal

possession of the city. Mayor Hastings having for-

mally capitulated on behalf of the citizens.

It was estimated that the attendance, including

delegates, manufacturers, supply men and other

visitors, reached 1,000. The convention hall was
packed during the opening meeting, and the big

exhibition rooins downstairs were thronged all the

time. '

i
M I

When the president, Robert McCuUoch of St.

Louis, called the meeting to order at II o'clock

Tuesday morning, there were seated on the platform

ex-Presidents H. H. Littell, Henry M. Watson, H.
M. Littell and George B. Kerper and the following-

named officers and members of the executive com-
mittee: Charles S. Sergeant, D. B. Dyer, C. F.

Holmes, H. P. Bradford, Charles H. Smith and
T. C. Penington.

a chance to give thanks that they are olive and
healthy. From the same report I find the capi-

tal invested in '93 was something over $100,000,000,

with some $20,000,000 gross income in New York
state alone, but I also find your business was not

very much better as to net profits than a great

many others in that year. From the general air

of prosperity, as shown in your faces, it nmst have
improved, and I trust it will keep on improving.

"We appreciate the honor of your visit and want
you to leave with such an impression that the mem-
cry will always be pleasant. Remember the latch-

string is always out for you, and we trust you will

come again, individually and collectively. We
wish you all success in your deliberations. May
your association grow and flourish like a green

bay tree. The gates of the city are wide open to

you, and the only restriction made is, that if you
find anything bolted down, please leave it.

"Personally, it is a pleasure for me to meet and
welcome you, and I trust to have that pleasure

again."
The following-named companies then acquired

membership in the association: Nassau Electric

Railroad company, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Binghamton
Railroad company, Binghamton, N. Y; Buffalo

Traction company, Buffalo, N. Y.; Roxborough,
Chestnut Hill and Norristovvn Railway company,
Philadelphia, Pa.; Chester Traction company, Ches-

ter, Pa.; Colorado Springs Rapid Transit company,
Colorado Springs, Colo.; Southwest Missouri Elec-

tric Railway company, Webb City, Mo.; Union
Traction company, Anderson, Ind. ; Atlanta Rail-

way company, Atlanta, Ga. ; Wakefield and Stone-

STREET RAILWAY EXHIBITS AT NIAGARA FALLS.

The president introduced the Hon. A. C. Hast-

ings, mayor of Niagara Falls, who made the follow-

ing address of welcome:
"It hardly seems necessary for me, representing

the city of Niagara Falls, to extend a welcome to

an association of such a wide reputation that all

cities are anxious and happy to entertain you. • It

seems fitting that we should have you within our

gates long enough to show you the power we
generate and send out for manufacturing. We have

two large companies; one delivers current to our

Buffalo neighbors, some 20 miles distant, and the

other runs electric cars 14 miles in another di-

rection.

"While the last few years have seen great strides

in the commercial use of the great cataract, as

long ago as 1725 the French sawed lumber here

with power from Niagara River to build old Fort

Niagara. From that time forward more or less

use has been made of this wonderful fall of water.

'With some 200,000 horse power being devel-

oped by the two companies we will have enough
power to run a great many factories, and we expect

that you gentlemen in the near future will be knock-
ing at our doors to obtain power to operate your
roads for hundreds of miles about us. The roar

of Niagara was heard in New Y'crk on a telephone.

Why not the same energy in larger qviantities and
commercially? We are generous and trust you
will call on us for all you want.

"I have this week seen a report of the New York
State Railroad Commission of 1893, and find that

our local road, the Niagara Falls and Suspension
Bridge Street Railway company, w^as chartered
October 20, 1882, this being their fifteenth anniver-
sary, or crystal wedding, as it were. They have

ham Street Railway company, Boston, Mass.;
Mystic Valley Railway company, Boston, Mass.
The president called attention to the fact that the

minutes of the last meeting were issued within 30
days after the adjournment of the St. Louis meet-
ing. The minutes were approved as printed.

President McCulloch then read the address of

the president.

President McCulloch's Address.

After an introductory reference to the industrial

revolution accomplished at Niagara Falls, Mr. Mc-
Culloch said:

To keep our place in the procession we must
join in the cry of "The king is dead! Long live the
king!" We must discard the old and adopt the
new, or else be ground under the wheels of this

juggernaut of progress. Unfortunately, if we en-
deavor to "shun Scylla, we are in danger of being
wrecked on Charybdis;" hence w^e assemble here to

counsel together as to how we may best shape our
course. To learn more of this revolutionary fac-

tor in our business, to discuss this and other kin-

dred subjects, to compare our experiences, to meet
and greet each other, to renew old friendships and
acquaintance, and to form new ties, to be forced,

if need be, to recognize that "there are other peb-
bles," to find that the American Street Railway as-

sociation is filled with men to know whom is both
an honor and a pleasure—these, my friends, are

some of the things which have brought us together,

and it is hoped that a full measure of pleasure and
profit will reward all who honor us with their pres-

ence.

Our local brethren, with a hospitality as abound-
ing and exhaustless as the never-ceasing flow of

their great river, have provided for our physical
comfort and entertainment. We beseech them not
to seduce us from a proper contemplation of the
business before us.

Our noble ally, our helper in all the good work
we accomplish, our always alert, jovial and genial
friend, the supply man, has contributed, as usual,

his share to our entertainment and enlightenment.
He is here to show us the best of everything he has.
He is not, in one sense, a member of our associa-
tion; he does not participate in our deliberations;
but he stands at our threshold, and the vigilance
which he exercises, that none may escape, is worthy
of our emulation in the conduct of our business.
Let us show our appreciation of his efforts by in-
specting his wares, by loading him with orders and by
fraternizing with him, that his enjoyment of the
occasion may be equal with ours.
We have still another and a new element in our

gathering for this year. While we are here en-
gaged in the discussion of questions pertaining to
the construction, equipment and ope:'alion of the
roads and interests in our keeping, there is as-
sembled near by, and also in deliberative convention,
an earnest, intelligent, enthusiastic body of mostly
younger men than ourselves. They have in view
the same objects which bring us together—a bet-
terment in the performance of street railway work.
Their duties, while distinct and apart from ours,
are just as essential, and the requirement is for the
same degree of intelligence, industry and integrity.

Their organization is young, and they are just
starting out in their efforts to enlighten each other
by a mutual interchange of information as to meth-
ods and ways. I allude to the Street Railway Ac-
countants' association. Let us not extend to them
the right hand, but both hands, and help and en-
courage them to persevere in their good work.
Their interest and efficiency in the performance
of their duties is susceptible of the same betterment
by convention as ours. If they find it desirable
and convenient to meet at the same time with our-
selves, and thus extend the acquaintance and good-
fellowship between the operating and accounting
departments which must result from contact, let

that arrangement continue; but if it be considered
wiser to have two separate meeting times and places,

that may be the plan : but they should have our
encouragement and indorsement, and even financial

support, if necessary.

Our meetings are always attended by quite a num-
ber of persons engaged in the same business as our-
selves, but whose companies are not members of

the association, and we receive requests for in-

formation from the same source, which information
is always cheerfully given. We would not like to

close our doors against these non-members, but we
would be glad to enter their names in our official

lists, and their annual dues, which is only a small
amount, would fill an aching void in our treasury.

There is still another class who, although mem-
bers of our association, seldom or never grace our
meetings with their presence. Whether this may
be from a lack of time, a feeling of exclusivenes or
a consciousness of a possession of all the knowledge
attainable concerning our business, I know not.

But if the first, an effort and sacrifice might be
made experimentally; if the second is the cause
of their absence, a surprise and discovery is in

store for them if they will only develop it. And if

the last reason keeps them away, a feeling of char-
ity and good will for their fellow-laborers should
impel them to come among us and show us how
to surmount our perplexing obstacles.

The questions to be discussed in our convention
have been selected with reference to newer devel-

opments and applications. The gentlemen hoiiored
by selection (and the honor should be much cov-
eted) to prepare papers have all been ur.ged to be
present and personally present their efforts, thus
giving them a force that can only be imparted by
the enthusiasm of the author. Time will be given
for the presentation' and discussion of each paper,

and it is hoped the discussions will be free and
exhaustive.

I wish that my successor in office may have a
secretary and executive committee who so thor-
oughly realize and faithfully perform their duties

as have the secretary and executive committee who
have assisted me in the performance of my very
pleasant work.
And now, my friends and brethren, thanking you

you with more earnestness than my language can
express for the unexpected honor with which you
crowned me a year ago, and promising an impartial

ruling on all questions presented, w^e will proceed
with the business of the convention.

Tuesday's Business.

The secretary read letters of regret from Thomas
Lowry of Minneapolis and C. Densmore Wyman
of New Orleans.
H. H. Littell of Buffalo presented the following

resolutions, which were unanimously adopted:
Whereas, The American Street Railway association, through

the report of its president, has been officially informed of the
organization of the Street Railway Accountants' Association of
America: and
Whereas, The aims afid objects of that association are to

bring together those engaged in the accounting department of
street railways for the interchange of ideas, to promote the
adoption of a simple, concise and uniform system of accounts,
and to improve the work of the accounting department ; and
Whereas, That association is now in convention assembled in-

this building; therefore be it

Resolved. 'That the American Street Railway association, be-
lieviog that the attainment of the aims and objects of the Ac-
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countants' association will be of permanent benefit to the street

railways ot America, heartily endorses and approves of the
organization of that association, and pledges it their cordial
encouragement and support.

This concluded the routine business on hand, and
the reading of papers was announced as the next
feature. The first paper was on "Municipal
Ownership of Street Railways," by P. F. Sullivan,

general manager of the Lowell and Suburban Rail-

way company of Lowell, Mass. This is a subject

to which Mr. Sullivan had given considerable per-

sonal attention, and he had gone to great trouble

and expense to procure information on this sub-
ject. The secretary read the paper. A vote of

thanks was extended to Mr. Sullivan for his able

paper.
The next paper considered was "Some of the

Difficulties Existing in the Construction and Op-
eration of Electric Street Railways." It had been
prepared and was read by G. W. Knox, electrical

engineer of the Chicago City Railway company.
Owing to the lateness of the hour, the paper was
not discussed, but President McCuIloch took oc-
casion to extend the thanks of the associat'on
to Mr. Knox for the careful consideration he
had given the sul)jcct and the excellent man-
ner in which he had presented it. H. H. Lit-

tell of Buffalo, speaking on the same subject,

said: "I think that the paper just read com-
mends itself to CA'ery street railroad man,
whether he be president, general manager, or
superintendent of jt. company, and especially

if he be the electrician. The paper should
be read carefully and studied carefully, as it

is very important, particularly the point about
calling the heads of departments and employes
together. I have been practicing that for a
good many years, and we have a school every
morning. We not only talk over matters,
but we discuss them, and the practice is at-

tended with a great deal of good. It is cer-

tainly a great benefit to our company, and
consequently to the public, and I think that

this paper should be given a great deal of

careful consideration."
This concluded the first session, the con-

company of Lynn, Mass. Mr. Sergeant explained
that Mr. Hoopes intended to be present and read
his paper and answer questions, but that he had
been compelled to abandon his work and go away
for recuperation. In his absence the secretary read
the paper. At the conclusion Mr. Kelly of Colum-
bus presented a vote of thanks to Mr. Hoopes for
his able paper, which was unanimously adopted, and
a telegram was sent to Mr. Hoopes congratulating
him on the paper, and expressing the hope that
he would soon be restored to health.

The last business of the day was the appointment
of a committee upon nomination of officers and se-

lection of next place of meeting. There had been
considerable rivalry between Boston and Cincinnati,
and the friends of Detroit and Omaha were also
active. The committee met in the evening and had
a long session, but did not make known its de-
cision until Thursday morning.

Thursday's Session.

The third day's meeting was the most important
and interesting session of the convention; the at-

Bean of St. Joseph opposed the innovation on the
ground that much of the interest in Ihe meetings
would be lost. This view was entertamcd by other
influential members, and when the question was put
to a vote it was overwhelmingly defeated.
The committee on nominations, through Col.

Henry M. Watson of Buffalo, presented its report,
which recommended the selection of the foUowing-
nnmed gentlemen for the offices mentioned:
President—Albion E. Lang, Toledo, Ohio.
First vice-president—W. Caryl Ely, Niagara

Falls, N. Y.
Second vice-president—John A. Rigg, Reading,

Pa.

Third vice-president—E. G. Connette, Nashville,
Tenn.

Secretary and treasurer—T. C. Penington, Chi-
cago.

Executive committee—Robert McCulloch, St.

Louis; C. Densmore Wyman, New Orleans; H. C.
Moore, Trenton: John. M. Roach, Chicago: Rob-
ert S. Goff, Fall River.

The selections were confirmed by a unani-
mous vote, and Boston was named as the
place for holding the next meeting.

Friday's Session.

The newly elected officers of the associa-
tion were introduced and installed in their
respective positions, with the usual exchange
of courtesies, after which the convention was
adjourned.
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vention adjourning until 9:30 a. m., Wednesday.
Wednesday's Session.

When the second session was called to order on
Wednesday morning at 10:30 o'clock, the auditing
committee reported that it had examined the ac-
counts of the secretary and treasurer and found
them in satisfactory condition, the cash balance be-
ing $2,931.48. Mr. Penington was commended for
his excellent work in this important department.
The first order of business was the reading of the

paper on "Storage Batteries and Their Application
to Electric Traction," by Charles Hewitt, electrical

engineer of the Union Traction company of Phila-
delphia. Mr. Littell of Buffalo asked consent to
have the storage battery men address the conven-
tion, but objection was raised on account of the
lateness of the hour, and the discussion was dropped.
A vote of thanks was tendered Mr. Hewitt for his

able paper, and President McCulloch took occasion
to thanf; him for personally presenting it and answer-
ing the questions which it prompted. Additional
force and value was given the paper this way, he
said.

The president announced that the next paper on
the programme was on "Power Distribution and
Use of Multiphase Current Transmission for Ordi-
nary Street Railways," by Maurice tloopes, elec-

trical engineer of the Lynn and Boston Railroad

tendance was larger than at any other meeting and
interest was maintained throughout. Three papers
were read, the first being by Geor.ge H. Davis,
superintendent of the Canal and Claiborne Railroad
company of New Orleans, on "Discipline of Em-
ployes," and was followed by a brief discussion.
The second paper was on the "Application of Elec-
tricity to Railroads Now Operated by Steam
Power," by H. N. Heft, president of the Meriden
Street Railway company of Meriden, Conn. This
paper described the equipment of a part of the
New Haven system which was recentl}- transformed
nto an electric road. Col. Heft announced that
any data, diagrams, maps or information of any
kind that the members desired would be gladly
I'urnished by the company. The last paper of the
convention was read by W. J. Hield of the Twin
City Rapid Transit company of Minneapolis. It

was a carefully prepared article upon the "Best
Method of Settling Damage Cases and Prevention of
Accidents by Use of Fenders or Otherwise." This
concluded the programme. The association ex-
tended a vote of thanks to each of the gentlemen
who had contributed papers to the meeting.

The question of having the papers prepared in

advance and printed in pamphlet form for dis-

tribution among the members was brought up and
provoked quite an animated discussion. W. Worth

Entertainment of Visitors.

It was generally agreed that the comlttees
in charge of the arrangen'ents had provided
plenty of entertainment and of sufficient vari-
ety to please everybody. For the ladies
there were drives and trolley parties during
the day. musical entertainments and dancing
in the evening, and a reception given at the
International Hotel by the ladies' entertain-
ment committee. The Whirlpool Rapids
proved a great attraction, and as the weather
was favorable, there was a constant stream
of visitors to that interesting spot. Many of
the ladies accompanied the gentlemen on
their visit of inspection to the power house

and the numerous factories that have sprung up
since the development of power at Niagara Falls
was begun.
The exhibition hall proved to be the main at-

traction for the delegates and no exhibitor was
slighted. Many of the exhibitors dispensed at-

tractive souvenirs of the convention in the way of
card-cases and note-books, badges, etc. There was
a great demand for these articles.

The programme of entertainment as outlined in

the Western Electrician was closely followed, and
many other features were added by the manufac-
turing companies. The General Electric company,
for instance, had an X-ray display at its hotel head-
quarters which interested and amused many.
The principal social feature, of course, was the

banquet on Thursday evening, which proved a most
enjoyable affair.

The new Jamaica cable is promised for January
next. A company has been formed under the title

of the Direct West India Cable company, for the
purpose of connecting the islands of Bermuda,
Turks Island and Jamaica by a cable which will af-

ford direct telegraphic route to Canada and Europe
by means of the Halifax and Bermudas company's
route and the different Atlantic lines.
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Convention Gossip.

Cli.irles T. Barns of Rocliester, N. Y., wlio repre-

sented tlie "Board of Trade" as well as his business

interests, announced that Tom Christy and George
Belknap and other distinguished members of that in-

iluential body deeply regretted their inability to be

present.

T. C. Penington is a model secretary, and he is

entitled to great praise for the manner in which he

arranged the programme and ensured the pre-

sentation of the papers read before the association.

The newspaper men espscially are under obliga-

tions to him for many courtesies.

Dan Hemingray of Covington tried to make the

delegates and visitors believe he belonged at Cin-

cinnati. The Kentucky colonel was very much in-

terested in the contest over the selection of the meet-

ing place for 1898, and his enthusiasm for Cincin-

nati led him to repudiate his connection with Cov-
ington. It is feared that Dan will have considerable

difficulty in explaining the situation (n his return

home.

The International Hotel, was the headquarters of

the association during the convention. This hotel

is the favorite resort of the street railway men. It

has accommodations for 600 guests, and on this

occasion special provision was made for the dele-

gates and their friends. The house was turned over

to the street railway men practically, as the regular

season had closed. Mr. Greenwood, the manager
of the hotel, was indefatigable in his efforts to en-

hance the comfort of his guests.

Button, button! who's got the button? The as-

sociation badges were in great demand, as every-

thing in the city of Niagara Falls and the neigh-

boring country was free to the possessors of these

magic buttons, and conductors on the Buffalo

street railway lines refused to accept fare from
them. On the Great Gorge route, the lines in Ni-

agara Falls and the trolley road between that city

and Buffalo conductors had been instructed not

to accept fare from the visiting street railway men.

Much interest was shown in the details of maii-

agement of the Buffalo Street Railway company's
plant. There was one feature especially that at-

tracted the attention of those who took a ride over

the trolley line between Niagara Falls and Buffalo.

All of the cars on this line have fenders, but in

appearance at least they do not inspire confidence.

Indeed, it is doubtful if they do not add to the

danger. A good deal of time is consumed in car-

rying the fenders from one end of the car to the

other at each end of the line, and two men find it

difficult to make the change.

Detroit seemed to make no special effort to in-

duce the association to pronounce in its favor. It

was explained that the representatives of the Wolver-
ine district felt that they were entitled to the honor,

as they had already showed their loyalty to the asso-

:iation on the occasion of one city finding it well-

nigh impossible to comply with the requirements.

Although it was late in the season. Detroit offered

to take the convention and provide an exhibition

hall, entertainment, etc., but fortunately it was not
found necessary to make a change. However, De-
troit showed its good-will, and it was believed i'

was entitled to some consideration.

Elmer P. Morris furnished considerable amuse-
ment for the visitors. His "personal representa-

tive," who has the distinction of being the "tallest

black man" in western New York, visited the con-
A'ention hall accompanied by a brass band and
displayed an announcement that there would be
a hot time in the old town as long as he remained
there. He kept his promise, and wherever the

red-headed darkey appeared he was sure of a crowd.
Tuesday night the E. P. M. band gave serenades
on every floor of the International between II and
12 o'clock, as it was feared that some of the visi-

tors who retired early might feel slighted if th'ey

were not permitted to enjoy the music.

Boston—dignified, cultured Boston—made a bid

for the convention of i8g8 in true Boston style. No
brass bands, no colored posters, no badges, no
boomers were employed in this campaign. The
modern Athens appealed to the intellect and to the
imagination of the members. Its claims to distinc-

tion were set forth in verse—it could scarcely be
dignified with the name of poetry, even with the
Boston stamp of approval. Here is an example:

We'll show you modern railway lines
That cover many miles.

And try and win you over,
From woolly western wilds.

One gentleman remarked that if Boston failed to

get the convention the blame could be laid at the
door of the man who perpetrated this literary

outrage.

Buffalo street railway men are greatly interested
in the outcome of the mayoralty contest in that
city. One of the candidates, John N. Scatcherd,
is said to be largely interested in street railway se-

curities and also in the local electric lighting sys-
tem. Mr. Scatcherd has been vigorously opposed
because of his interest in corporations enjoying
special privileges in the way of franchises, but he
has publicly declared his intention to withdraw
from these enterprises in the event of his election.

At a public meeting last week he made the follow-

ing statement: "There is one thing I want to
speak about in connection with this campaign. It

has been charged that I am too closely identified

with corporations to become a good mayor. With
regard to that I have to say that I own stock in

only one corporation which in any way comes up
in connection with the government of the city, and
that is the Buffalo Street Railway company. I

have said before and now repeat, that if I am elected
to •the office of mayor of this great city I will

immediately sell iny stock in the Buffalo Railway
company, tender my resignation as a director, and
be ready to see that the rights of the citizens are
protected whenever any matter may come up, any
controversy occur, which would seem to be detri-
mental to the citizens." It is believed that Mr.
Scatcherd will be elected.

Notes of Exhibitors and Exhibits.

"Gold Bond" J. M. Atkinson did the honors for

J. M. Atkinson & Co. of Chicago.

Electrical Engineer E. P. Roberts of Cleveland
found time to drop in at the convention.

Secretary J. S. Crider of the Washington Carbon
company of Pittsburg was an interested attendant.

President Charles E. Bibber of the Bibber-White
company of Boston was among the most welcome
visitors.

It was expected until the last moment that the
Commercial Electrical Supply company of St.

Louis would send a representation, but pressure of

from the mills, also Messrs. Cockey and General
Manager Shippy did the honors.

Edward P. Sharp of Buffalo, the second-hand
railway material man, made a hit through his sign
"Any old thing you may want," over his exhibit.

President Samual W. Glover, of the Post-Glover
Electric company of Cincinnati, worked hard for
his home city as the city of the next convention.

Of course the Central Union Brass company of St.

Louis, Mo., was on hand, and Manager T. C. White
of the electrical department did the honors in true
southern style.

The Forest Electric company of Cleveland made
a handsome exhibit, and it was a matter of regret
that W. B. Cleveland was not present to hear the
favorable comments of visitors.

Treasurer F. M. Laughlin made no exhibit, but
the Solar Carbon and Manufacturing company found
in him a representative capable of doing the honors
to its many friends in royal style.

The Safety Insulated Wire and Cable company
was represented by M. B. Austin. Chicago manager,
and Lieut. E. J. Spencer of St. Louis. Mr. Austin
was envied by his competitors for more reasons than
one.

A new cleansing compound for cars appeared
under the name of "Kleanit." This was presented
by the

,
Kleanit company of Akron, Ohio, under

the representa,tion of W. F. Dressier. Mr. Dress-
ier called attention to a long list of roads that found
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business at the home office prevented the arrival of

either President Franklin or Manager of Sales
Cable.

General Manager McBrier of the Ball Engine
company of Erie, Pa., was looked fo' all through
the convention.

John T. McRoy, the ubiquitous clay conduit
man, was "everywhere," extending to his friends
his usual hospitality.

J. O. Crane of Holmes, Booth & Haydens of

New York and Waterbury, Conn., spent his time at

Niagara to good effect.

George D. Rosenthal, manager of the St. Louis
department of the General Electric company, was on
;he ground at all times.

President Page, of the Page Iron Works, was,
as usual, on hand, although he had not expected
to put in an appearance.

P. C. Ackerman of Providence and Frank B.
Baker of New York, of the American Electrical
Works, arrived at the Falls.

F. G. Fuller represented W. R. Brixey of Day's
Kerite. Mr. Fuller was warmly welcomed, and there
were many inquiries for "Brixey."

The Consolidated Car Heating company of Al-
bany, N. Y., presented each delegate a ground plan,
showing the location of the various exhibits.

John A. Roebling's Sons company was well repre-
sented. Western Manager George C. Bailey of Chi-
cago, together with Messrs. Walsh, William Doyle,

this substance of decided value as an aid in cleaning
cars.

The Rochester ^ar Wheel company had a num-
ber of trucks equipped with its wheels, and its rep-
resentative, Mr. Russell, directed attention to the
merits of the company's product.

Arthur Hartwell, the energetic manager from the
Westinghouse Pittsburg agency, put in an appear-
ance Wednesday. It is needless to say that Mr.
Hartwell was one of the best-known men at the
convention.

Holmes' Tesoline, the new commutator com-
pound now being exploited by the Boiler Expurgator
company of 115 Dearborn street, Chicago, would
have found the present convention an excellent op-
portunity, as there were many inquiries for it.

Western Manager J. G. Shainwald of the Stand-
ard Paint company accompanied the Chicago dele-
.gation. Mr. Shainwald, as usual, distributed at-
tractive souvenirs, and there were few present that
did not know of the many advantages of "P. & B."

The Edison-Brown Plastic Rail Bond company of
New York came to the frontwith a handsome exhibit.
This bond has met with remarkable favor in the
hands of street railway men, and the company is

naturally proud of its great and continuous success.

Manager of Sales E. H Abadie, of the Wagner
Electrical Manufacturing company, was unable to
put in his appearance. Mr. Abadie is a constant
attendant at electrical conventions, but this time
matters of importance caused him to remain at home.
The Wagner company reports of late an extraor-
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dinary increase in business, and Mr. Abadie's respon-
sibilities keep him close to his desk at the St. Louis
headquarters.

Manag'er Isaacs of K. McLennan & Co., manu-
facturers of Gale's commutator compound, made
arrangements to have his circulars distributed

at the convention, and, as a consequence, "Gale's

commutator compound" was decidedly in evidence.

Secretary and Treasurer King looked after the in-

terests of the Ohio Brass company, and took great

pride in its very handsome exhibit at the hall. Mr.
King is an indefatigable worker and deserves the
success which has attended his eflorts during the last

few years.

Frank Donohoe, western manager of the Ameri-
can Electrical Works, as usual, was everywhere.
Mr. Donohue is one of the most popidar western
representatives in the wire business, and he was kept
extraordinarily busy taking care of his host of street

railway friends.

Whyte of the Leschen-Macomber-Whyle company
came down on the Wabash train, on his way abroad
to join his wife at Hamburg. .Ke left a memento
that was greatly appreciated, in the shape of a cun-
ning little advertisement, entitled "The Clink of the

Ice," by Eugene Field.

The Skeen automatic safety electric signal system
and the Skeen automatic magnetic regulator were ex-

hibited under the care of the inventor. The Skeen
regulator is designed to be used on lighting and
heating circuits, to keep lamps and heaters in service

r'.t a constant potential, overcoming the dropping and
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has met with favor, and was adopted and used ex-
tensively by nearly all the leading railroads and many
of the street railway companies; in fact, they make
a point of reminding people that the Forsyth fixture

has been complimented by the sinccrest of all flat-

tery—imitation.

Secretary and Treasurer Ferguson of the Walker
company of Cleveland was on hand early Wednes-
day morning. It must have been exceedingly gratify-

ing to Mr. Ferguson to hear che many favorable
comments on the tine exhibit made by the Walker
company. The Walker company put its best foot
foremost.

The Fuel Economizer company of Matteawan,
1i. Y., exhibited sample castings which, with a per-
fect little model, perfectly illustrated ihe use and
construction of this machine for utilizing the waste
heat for heating of boiler feed. P. J. Challen of Mat-
teawan, N. Y.. made a good impression as a repre-
sentative.

The ubiquitous Hurd of course had charge of the
Crane company's exhibit of Chicago. If there is any
place of any importance in the way of any town
or city that Mr. Hurd does not touch during his

travels, it would be hard to mention. Of course
he is the man who did the honors at the Niagara
convention.

The duplex car was shown for the first time at a
street raihvay convention. It was operated on the
lines of the local company and on the Great Gorge
route for the accommodation of the visitors. Only
persons wearing badges were pcmitted to ride on
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i'aring of the light. The Skeen company is now
manufacturing its product at 3023 North Broadway,
St. Louis.

A. L. Daniels, the energetic and ubiquitous repre-

sentative of the H. B. Camp company of Aultman,
Ohio, made an interesting exhibit, illusLrative of the
merits of Camp's underground and int-^rior conduit.

Mr. Daniels reports that his company's conduit -is

meeting with phenomenal success.

Capt. Willard Candee of the Okonite company
not only sent a pleasing exhibit in the shape of

"feeders" that attracted considerable attention and
complimentary comments, but he did the honors
in person. A convention would not be complete
without Captain Candee of Okonite fame.

Vice-president and General Manager Joseph N.
Thomas did the honors, and royally, too, for the
Steel Motor company of Johnstown, Pa. Mr. Thomas
has only recently assumed his present responsible*

position, but already the increase in the company's
business would indicate that he is well fitted for it.

Albert Mann, the Buffalo agent of the Standard
Thermometer and Electric company of Peabody,
Mass., made an attractive exhibit at the convention
hall of Upton "Midget" enclosed arc lamps specially

adapted for street railway connections. The com-
pany manufactures open arc lamps for all circuits

as well.

Forsyth Bros. & Co., railway supplies of Chicago,
were faithfully represented by W. H. and G. H.
Forsyth. This concern is energetically and agres-
sively pushing the merits of the original Forsyth
patent roller-tipped car curtain fixture. This device

this car. The construction of this car has already
been explained in the Western Electrician. It is

rather an odd-looking affair and attracted considera-
ble attention.

J. Paul Baker, secretary and treasurer of the
Baltimore Car Wheel company, came up from Buf-
falo, where he was spending a few days, on Thurs-
day, and mingled with the boys at the International,

The New York Car Wheel Works of Buffalo
made an extensive display, the special feature of

which was its interurban wheel, especially designed
and constructed for electric lines. This wheel, it

was stated, was the result of extensive observation
and experiment, and it has been found to be par-
ticularly well adapted to interurban service.

President James F. Cummings of the Armorite In-

terior Conduit company, having stated that he would
be likely to be at Niagara, was daily expected. One
of Mr. Cummings' intimate friends has referred to

him as the "conduit king;" and somehow the ap-
pellation fits him to a "T," for he certainly is not only
a keen business man, but is recognized as a "prince of

good fellows."

"Richards," who is recognized as a most aggressive
salesman for the Safety Insulated Wire and Cable
company of New York, spent Tuesday at Niagara,
and he left a "trailer" behind him in the shape of

a fine letter of recommendation for Safety wire from
James R. Chapman, manager of the electrical de-

partment of the North Chicago and West Chicago
Street Railway companies. These letters were
found under the doors of practically every room of
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the International Hotel when the occupant awakened
on Wednesday morning.

The International Register company of Chicago
made a handsome exhibit of its product under the
care of Manager A. H. Woodward. The car register
v.-^:ploited by the International company has many
important and valuable features. Without going into
details of construction, it may be said that it is
deserving of a most careful investigation on the part
j1 conservative railway men.

Bailey Whipple appeared in the interest of the
Buckeye Electric company of Cleveland and also
the Jandus Electric company of the same cily. Mr.
Whipple was constantly on hand and has made
many friends for his company. As is well known,
the Buckeye is highly thought of in electric railway
circles, and Mr. Whipple did good work in adding
to the company many friends.

General Manager James Partridge and President
D. F. Mcintosh of the same company royally did
the honors for Sandusky. Dr. Mcintosh is one of
the most prominent physicians of Sharpsburg, Pa.,
and being a man of great genialty, he and Mr. Part-
ridge added greatly to the popularity of the Partridge
Carbon company. Their "Scratch him on the back"
advertising scheme made a hit.

If there was a man at the convention that had a
greater fund of good humor, could tell better stories
or sound the praises of his company in a happier
vein than W. H. Gray of the western office of the
Peckham Motor Truck and Wheel company, he was
hard to find. Like the old woman who lived in a
shoe, if Mr. Gray makes any more friends he will
not know what to do with them.

Up to the last moment it had been expected that
Manager Tucker of the sales oepartment of the
Western Electric company would join the party on
v'ne Wabash special from Chicago. Pressure of busi-
ness, however, prevented Mr. Tucker's attendance,
and it was a matter of regret that he did not appear,
as he is a man of many friends, and has made a
mark in the street railway world.

Gustave Fischer was a welcome visitor at Niagara.
Mr. Fischer is the chief assistant engineer for tram-
ways at Sydney, Australia, and he took the splendid
opportunity of the street railway convention to post
himself in a comprehensive manner on the most
modern street railway machinery of the world. Mr.
^IScher- has been in this country two months, and
expects to be in Chicago in about two weeks, whence
he will proceed to Vancouver to sail to Australia.

One of the smallest exhibits, yet one that at-
tracted much attention on account of its novelty,
was the Cravath excessive current recorder, for
keeping tab on motormen, shown by J. R. Cravath,
president of the Cravath Manufacturing company,
S25 Monadnock building, Chicago. This is the
first convention at which anything for this purpose
has been exhibited, and it marks one of the ad-
vances of street railway practice during the year.

A. W. Morrell of the electrical department of the
Miller-Knoblock company of South Bend. Ind., il-

lustrated the merits of his methods of refilling com-
mutators by an improved hydraulic process. Mr.
Morrell has only recently connected himself with
the Mdler-Knoblock company, and will have the
management of their special electrical department.
Those interested in commutators, their construction
and troubles, will find Mr. Mori ell's process of de-
cided merit, and well worth a little investigation.

Secretary and Treasurer A. C. Garrison of the
Columbia Incandescent Lamp company of St. Louis,
contrary to expectation, appeared at the Interna-
tional Hotel and was on deck at all times during
The entire convention period. Mr. Garrison made
no exhibit at the hall, but he brought with him a
special Columbia railroad lamp. The Columbia In-
candescent Lamp company is noted for the high
character of its productions, and this special rail-

way lamp was an object of interest to Mr. Garri-
son's many friends.

Townsend V. Church looked after the interests of
Julian L. Yale & Co. This concern deals in rail-

road supplies and steel rails, and is also in the busi-
ness of relaying rails. Mr. Church and Mr. Yale
formed this company last February, both gentlemen
having been, previous to that time, prominently con-
nected with the Illinois Steel company of Chicago.
Mr. Church made many friends for his new and
itiriving institution. The extended experience of
these gentlemen in the steel business should insure
success to the new enterprise.

The Creaghead Engineering company of Cincin-
nati, Ohio, made, as usual, a very complete display

of flexible brackets in both plain and ornamental
designs. These brackets are accepted as a standard
on high-speed roads and are manufactured in the

best possible manner. The company also exhibited

a full line of overhead material, malleable iron pole

fittings, section insulators and strain insulators.

The booth was handsomely decorated and in

charge of the company's superintendent, G. R.

Scrugham, who distributed as a souvenir a very
neat steel pocket rule in a leather case.

{^Continued 071 fage 2jj.]
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Careful estimate places the number of delegates

and visitors at this week's convention of the Ameri-

can Street Railway association at i.ooo. No more

impressive indication of the importance of the in-

dustry could be asked. In other respects the gather-

ing was a notable one; the papers were practical

and useful and the exhibits varied and interesting.

It was a great convention—practically a great elec-

trical convention.

The airy, nonchalant manner in which the Chicago

daily newspapers dismiss the question of municipal

ownership, as applied to electric street lighting in

Chicago, is rather amusing. Listen to the News, for

nstance: "While $50 per annum represents the

annual expense of furnishing the electric lights now
operated by the city's plant, those operated by the

companies cost from $105 to $137..W per lamp. For-

tunately the city has a wideawake inayor and a

trained business comptroller, who are able to see

the absurdity and prodigality of paying the electric

'ighting companies two or two-and-a-quarter times

the sum for which the city could, had it a sufficient

plant, furnish the lights." There is the whole

problem disposed of in two sentences! We can do it

for ourselves for $50, and the companies charge us

two and two-and-a-half times as much. Why
shouldn't we own and operate our own plants? But

we may well pause to question, Are the facts cor-

rectly stated? Doesn't it cost the city of. Chicago

more than $50 per light to maintain its e'ectrlc light-

ing plants when all the items of expense are fairly

taken into account? We think that it does. Delroit

is conceded to possess the model municipal plant of

the country, and there the cost has been shown to be

nearly $100 per light. There are weighty questions

of public policy and vested rights to Ce considered

in this municipal-ownership discussion, but, aside

from these, considering merely the cost to the tax-

payers, it is yet to be proved that any great ad-

vantage lies in aldermanic control.

President McCuUoch. in his annual address at

Niagara Falls, made an appreciative reference to the

presence and work of the supply man at the con-

ventions of the American Street Railway associa-

tion. He alluded to the supply man as "our helper

in all the good Avork we accomplish," and said:

"Let us show our appreciation of his efforts by in-

specting his wares, by loading him with orders and

by fraternizing with him, that his enjoyment of the

occasion may be equal with ours." This utterance

displays the right spirit. The manufacturing and

supply companies add greatly to the importance of

the annual gatherings of such bodies as the Ameri-

can Street Railway association and the National

Electric Light association. They contribute to the

material and financial success of the associations,

too, often directly and always indirectly. Their ex-

hibits are yearly expositions of progress in the art

and have a great educational value. Many mem-
bers learn more from inspecting the exhibits than

by listening to the reading of the papers,, valuable

as the latter are, The papers and discussions are

reprinted and are available to all after the conven-

tion, but one must be on the spot to see the exhibits,

to compare one type of apparatus with another, to

see what improvements have been made. Thus the

supply man's side of the conventions is of much

value. Even if the exhibitor has an entirely

selfish end to serve, his efforts add so much

to the usefulness of the gathering that he is entitled

to the cordial co-operation of the association. And,

indeed, who is there who attends a convention with-

out a selfish interest?—who does not go to receive

some benefit? The supply man pays his score,

shows his goods and does his share to make the

convention interesting, bright and profitable. It is

a great mistake to underrate his work—to sneer at

the "bazaar," as has been done—and it is a pleasure

to note that Mr. McCulloch took occasion to voxe

his appreciation of the help of the supply man.

Judges have been heretofore rather in doubt

whether sciagraphs were competent to be admitted

in evidence in courts of law. Differing views have

been held in various localities as to the legal credi-

bility of the X-ray pictures, but the weight of

authority seems now to indicate that a properly

authenticated sciagraph is as admissible as a photo-

graph. An interesting case in point was recently

decided liy the court of last resort in Tennessee.
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In the process of the trial of a personal injury case,

a physician was called as a witness, and he was per-

mitted to submit to the jury an X-ray picture taken

by him, showing the overlapping bones of one of tile

plaintiff's legs at the point where it was broken by
the fall, to recover damages for which the action was
brought. This picture was taken by the witness,

who was a physician and surgeon, not unly familiar

with fractures, but with the characteristics and use

of the X-rays. He testified that the picture accu-

rately represented the condition of the leg at the

point of the fracture in question, and, as a fact, that

by the aid of the X-rays he was enabled to see the

broken and overlapping bones with his own eyes,

exactly as if, stripped of the skin and tissues, they

were uncovered to the sight. Objection was made
.0 this testimony. But, verified by this picture, the

Supreme Court of Tennessee h'.'ld that it was al-

together competent for the purpose for which it was
offered. The court says that, new as th:s process

is, experiments made by scientific men have demon-
strated its power to reveal to the natural eye the

entire structure of the human body, and that its

various parts can be depicted, as its exterior sur-

lace has been and now is. Nor did it consider that

r.ny sound reason had been assigned why a civil

court should not avail itself of this invention, when
it w"as apparent ihat it would serve to throw light on
the matter in controversy. It is not "to be under-

stood, however, adds the Supreme Court, that every

picture offered as taken by the cathfide or X-ray

process would be admissible. Its competency, to be

first determined by the trial judge, depends upon the

science, skill, experience and intelligence of the

person taking the picture and testifying with regard

to it, and, lacking these important qiwlifications, it

should not be admitted; and,* again, even when it is

not conclusive upon the triers of fact, it is to ne

weighed like other competent evidence.

An interesting telephone inquiry is in progress

in Glasgow. It appears that the National Tele-

phone company's service has been A-ery bad, and

there is a proposition that the city take over the

business and operate it. Much of the testimony

adduced is amusing and shows that the people of

Glasgow are more patient and long-suffering than

had been supposed. A professor at the university

laments that he made man}^ personal complaints

to the company at all times of the night, and once

found an operator intoxicated. He would not like

his daughter to communicate with the exchange

because she might hear bad language—other peo-

ple swearing horribly at times. A leading mer-

chant prefaced his evidence by announcing that

"there are no oaths in the language strong enough

to express my sentiments to your company." He
personally did not want the municipality to take

over the telephones. The magistrates had too

much on their hands already. If they had their

way, he said, they would provide midwives and

hearses and take charge of the whole population.

In a letter from this witness to the company he

appealed to them in this strain : "Fancy your own
feelings every time you try the cursed thing and

twiddle away at a handle that has no more

result than if you were grinding a disemboweled

hurdy-gurdy."

The apologists of the Glasgow system maintain

that the locality is not favorable for telephone

work, as the atmosphere is charged with soot,

which largely destroys the efficiency of the insula-

tors. Moreover, the moisture causes leakage, it

is said. These are but poor excuses, however, for

telephone service of the character that appears to

have been given. Nor is there much prospect for

betterment in municipal operation. The experi-

ence of government control in England seems to

prove this. Says the London correspondent of

the New York Sun: "Where the Gencal Post-

office does manage the telephones it makes such

a mess of it as to be reasonably suspected of play-

ing purposely into the hands of the National Tele-

phone company. It has had absolutely to close

the postoffice telephone exchanges in such im-

portant centers as Derby, Exeter, Plymouth and

Londonderry. In 1890 it had 190 subscribers at

Leicester. In four years they had dwindled to 50,

and last year they were 28. It is the same every-

where." The remedy seems to be the competition

of private companies.
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Death of Mr. Pullman.

Street railway men will take a melancholy in-

terest in the news of the death of George M. Pull-

man, the founder, controlling spirit and president

of Pullman's Palace Car company. Mr. Pullman
died quite suddenly at his Chicago home early on
Tuesday morning from a disease of the heart. His
wife and children were away from home at the

time.

Mr. Pullman diied in his 671'th year. He was
gifted with business genius and achieved eminence
by his own etiforts. as he had no advantages of birth,

wealth or influence to aid his early struggles. He
possessed remarkable foresight in commercial af-

fairs, great strength of character and a mind ca-

pable of a broad and bold outlook. He did not
trouble himself with details and was dignified and
deliberate in manner. It is said that he never made
a public speech in his life, but those who knew him
well testify that in private converse he spoke con-
cisely and well. He was a clear-headed, deter-

mined man. and as he expected his opinions to

carry weight he did not give utterance to them
without due reflection, choosing his words care-
fully. But, if occasion demanded, he could give
a ciuick decision. He established a great business
and also the manufacturing town bearing his name,
where he carried out many benevolent ideas. He
:iccunuilated wealth and is said to have given
liberally to charitable enterprises.

Pullman's Palace Car company is sa'd to be the
largest manufacturing corporation in its line in

the world, and it is also one of the largest of any
kind in the United States. The capital stock is

$,?6,ooo,ooo, and shares sell at about 170, while the
value of the assets is placed at $63,500,000. The

GEORGE M. PULLMAN.

company employs about 10.000 persons, of whom
4.000 are in the shops at Pullman, where $200,000

is distributed in wages monthly. The principal busi-

ness is the manufacture and operation of Pullman
sleeping cars for steam railroads, but the company
is also one of the largest builders of electric railway

cars in the United States. Its activity in this line

dates back to the time of Van De Poele's experi-

ments, and Mr. Van De Poele gave his personal

attention to the building of the first electric cars

at the Pullman shops. Since then many types of

trolley cars have been made by the Pullman com-
pany, and the tracks in the shop-yards have been
the scene of a number of experiments in electric and
compressed-air traction. The company also made
a series of experiments in electric train lighting,

principally under the direction ot tne late Mr.
Bauer.
Mr. Pullman was one of the directors of the Chi-

cago Telephone company.

' Chicago General Electric Railway.

Afifairs of the General Electric Street Railway
company of Chicago are to be further investigated.

Possibly a receiver may be appointed. It is

charged that $350,000 has mysteriously disappeared

and the Perry Hull-Lucius Clark combination will

be asked to tell Master in Chancery Sherman of

the United States Court just what has become of

this money. Vague insinuations are made that

large sums of monej' have been paid to the City

Council to secure the General Electric franchises.

The books of the company will be brought into

court to see w'here the truth is. The complaint
is made by Charles Austin Bates. The hearing has
been set for November 2d. Nothing has been done
in the way of construction, it is charged.

The St. Louis Car company has received a con-

tract to build too trolley electric cars for the Berlin

street railway of Berlin^ Germany. It is reported

that the same road wdll soon place further orders.

Notes of Exhibitors and Exhibits.

[Continued from fagc 2j/.]

C. R. Sackett did the honors for Niagara Falls

at the exhibition hall and presented an interesting

device in the shape of his automatic trolley catcher.

Without going into details as to the mechanism of

this simple device, it may be said that it is designed
and acts to catch the poles the instant the trolley

leaves the wire, thus .saving delay, expense and the

inconvenience of repairing crossed wires and pos-
sibly poles from entanglement through the slip of

trolley poles. The catcher is made of aluminum and
is consequently of surprising lightness.

Secretary and Treasurer William M. Smith of the

Chicago Insulated Wire company joined the street

railway contingent and came down to Niagara with
the delegates on the Wabash special. Mr. Smith
made no exhibit, but he added to his present large

line of friends. The Chicago Insulated Wire com-
pany, located as it is. with its factory in the center

of a large wire-consuming district, has been
eminently successful, and no little credit is due to

Mr. Smith's energetic efforts in never losing an op-
portunity to call attention to the merits of "Chicago"
wire.

The Gold Street Car Heating company of Frank-
fort and Cliff streets, New York, was decidedly to

the front with its host of represcn'.atives. consisting

of President E. E. Gold, Treasurer W. E. Banks,
Western Agent Burt Gold, Manager John E. Ward
and Eastern Representative H. E. Beack. It would
be impossible to give the details as to the variety

of electric lighting apparatus exhibited by this con-

cern, but it may be said that they presented almost
every conceivable type and a number of designs

especially adapted for modern electric street-car

heating.

The popular secretary and treasurer of the Mitch-
ell Tempered Copper company. J. G. Ruhl, put in

an appearance on Wednesday. Mr. Ruhl is pre-

senting to the trade an extraordinarily fine line of

pure tempered copper castings for all systems of

electrical appliances and especially suitable for

street railway service. Commutator bars and seg-

ments are this company's specialty. Mr. Ruhl and
his energetic manner of pushing his goods and care-

ful manner in which he attends to all his matters

have won him a nice business, which is rapidly

growing.

J. S. Stevens, the well-known Philadelphian, took

care of the business of the Keystone Electrical In-

strument company of his city. Mr. Stevens ex-

hibited a special board feature with voltmeters and
ammeter for railway feeder service. He also pre-

sented his company's regular switchboard equipped

with various instruments, a new portable direct cur-

rent voltmeter and a new arc light meter and
ground detector. This last device was sold at the

convention, and it is rumored Mr. Stevens also closed

several other handsome orders of which he made no
mention.

The Adams & Westlake company was well repre-

sented as usual with an attractive exhibit, and three

representatives were on hand to entertain the rnany

friends of this popular house. The exhibit consisted

of Acme car curtains, electroliers, car trimmings,

headlights, signals and brake handles. H. E. Keeler,

the New York manager. L. A. Gray, middle states

representative, and W. S. Bartholomew, the west-

ern agent, were everywhere in evidence, and no one
failed to realize that the Adani', & Westlake com-
pany was fully alive to the requirements of present-

da}' practice.

The Cutter Electrical and Manufacturing com-
pany of Philadelphia made a small but exceedingly

attractive exhibit, in that there was presented for

the first time a 3.000 ampere ^iouble-pole circuit

breaker. This device was the center of interest in

the neighborhood of the exhibit, as it was claimed

to be the largest of its kind ever manufactured.
Electrical Engineer William M. Scott of the com-
pany and H. B. Kirtland did the honors. It should

be mentioned that there was presented a full line

of street railway circuit breakers and also one for

alternating circuits.

One of the most interesting and convincing ex-

hibitions seen at the convention was the short-cir-

cuit test of the D. & W. Fuse company of Provi-

dence, R. I. A fi\-e-ampere naked fuse was short-

circuited across the mains of the 500 volt power
circuit, producing a brilliant though dangerous dis-

play. Immediately following" this test, the repre-

sentatives short-circuited one of the D. & W. fuses

of 10 amperes, under similar conditions, surprising

the spectators by opening the same circuit su,ccess-

fully without arc or flash and with perfect safety.

The exhibit was in the hands of L. W. Downes
and A. W. Hutchins.

Manufacturers' Agent Elmer P. Morris made a
great hit through his unique ad^-erti^ing schemes.
On Tuesday evening Mr. Morris had engaged a

negro orchestra to give a concert in his parlor at

the Cataract House, and the great crowd there in-

dicated the popularity of his scheme. After the
gathering had been entertained by music and in

other ways a procession was formed headed by
the band, and the Morris delegation made a tour
of the hotels, creating quite a stir by the impromptu

traveling concert. Mr. Morris is one of the most
popular salesmen in the East and is meeting with
great success with his various agencies.

The exhibit of the H. W. Johns Manufacturing
company of New York occupied a very prominent
space. The company was represented by T. Emery
Meek of New \ ork and H. Herbert Luscomb of
Hartford. These gentlemen had a full line of sam-
ples of overhead material which had been adopted
by many of the leading railway companies as their
standard. The toggle-clamp pole insulators, with
which the company has had remarkable success,
were shown clamping several sizes of cables. The
H. VV. J. car heater was shown in operation, for
which the claim of great efficiency with a minimum
amount of current is made. Both panel and cross-
seat heaters were shown.

The Garl Electric company was represented ijy

Inventor Garl himself, who had a very attractive e.x-

hibit, showing the Garl street car telephone. This
system is a portable one for electric railway cars, so
that communications may be made direct from the
car to headquarters. In case a car is disabled and
away from any connection box or hook. the telephone
can be carried to the nearest connection box. Mr.
Garl stated to the representative of the Western
Electrician that he had remarkable success, even in
.he short time of his exhibition at Niagara, having
placed his apparatus in contact with as many as 18
roads, the majority of which placed orders with
him for the portable telephone outfit.

Manufacfurers and supply men had no reason
to complain of lack of attention. The large ex-
hibition hall was filled at all hours with interested
visitors, and every device that possessed merit was
given considerable attention. The aim of the man-
agement had been to make the exhibition a lead-
ing feature, and in this it succeeded admirably.
Every delegate who attended the meetings was
obliged to pass through the exhibition hall before
reaching the session room. On every side there
was moving machinery—mostly electrical—and
competent men to explain the application of the de-
vices to the operation of street railways. 'The illus-

trations present several general views.

The Rochester hose bridge was placed on the
line of the local lailway company near tre convention
hall in order to show the visitors that it was prac-
ticable. It attracted much attention and favorable
comment. The bridge is said to be the invention
of a Rochester school teacher. George F. Flannery,
whose attention was called to the need of some'
device of this kind during a fire in the Flower City
vvhen the street car system was blocked. These
biidges are placed on the tracks of the railroad
and enable the cars to pass over them. Apertures
in the bridge permit the placing of hose across the
.rack. At present a fire in the vicinity of a street
railway line often necessitates serious delay in the
operation of cars.

The American Electric Telephone company of
Chicago never loses an opportunity to make an ex-
hibit of its most interesting line of telephone equip-
ment, and, although the street railway convention is

in one sense out of its line, it was expected at the
last moment that that institution might be in some
way represented. Its exhibit at the recent La Crosse
electric light convention created much comment,
and from the fact that the telephone is now playing
such an important part in its railway equipment, it

might have been an excellent opportunity for ad-
vertising. The American company, however, is

simply rushed with orders at the present time, and
It is hard to spare even one man from the manu-
facturing end of the institution.

It is no flatter}' to say that the city passenger
and ticket agent. N. C. Keeran, and the superin-
tendent of the dining car service, P. R. Myrick. of
the Wabash road, deserved the highest compliments
on the careful and thoughtful manner in which they
individually and collectively watched every point in

order to secure the highest enjoyment for the pas-
sengers on the Wabash special during the recent
trip from Chicago to Niagara Falls. Their kind
attention drew forth many comments that should
have been very gratifying to them. In fact, as one
gentleman remarked: "A passenger is made to feel

like somebody when he goes over the Wabash."
The Wabash company should greatly appreciate the
SCI vices of such careful workers as Messrs. Keeran
and Myrick.

.\n attractive and interesting exhibit was that of

the Mica Insulator company of New York, Chicago
and London. Prominently located at the left of
the main entrance, the handsomely decorated booth
presented a very attractive appearince. Commutator
rings, segments, troughs, tubes, disks, plates and a
^'ariety of forms of insulation were displayed, and
^vere of special interest to all electric railway men.
The company's new product known as M. I. C. com-
'potind was for the first time e.-chibited. Ten dif-

ferent grades and styles of micanite and empire
cloths and papers were shown. This is probably
one of the largest exhibitions of insulating material
exclusively ever made, and goes to show the progress
which the company has made during the last four
years in bringing to perfection this particular branch
,>f the electrical industry. By the use of micanite
in the construction and maintenance of the ap-
paratus, electricity as a motive power has become
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a phenomenal success. Charles E. Coleman of the

Chicago house was in attendance and had charge

of the exhibit. Franlclin Brooks, vice-president of

the company, was also in attendance.

The Jos. Dixon Crucible company of Jersey City

occupied space No. 39, and the display of electrical

graphite goods was quite extensive. Chief among
these was the new graphited wood-gear grease, for

doing away with all noise. This grease will not

drip and ooze otit of the cases, being a solid lubri-

cant, nor will it cake in the bottom of the gear

cases. It is said to last much longer and to be

far inore economical than former lubricants of th's

class. The Dixon silica graphite paint for trucks,

iron and wood poles, roofs and smokestacks,
was shown. On car trucks it will stand mud
and sand abrasion. Belt dressing, pipe-joint grease,

and graphite connnutator lubricant in stick form
—to prevent sparking—were also shown. A sam-
ple stick will be sent to engineers who will write

for it. The exhibit was in charge of John H.
Baird and A. L. Haasis.

Of course the Central Electric company of Chi-

cago was in the front rank of street railway exhibi-

tors. Tha Central Electric company has of late

years paid the most careful attention in the matter
of pushing a rapidly growing street railway busi-

ness, and in this instance a most handsome exhibit

was presented, backed by the street railway mana-
ger, W. R. Garton, and Eastern Manager H. E.

Adams. It would be impossible to give a complete
list of the great variety of specialties offered by this

energetic house, but it may be said that the exhibit

was most comprehensive. The Central Electric com-
pany is noted for carrying an immense stock, and its

great specialty is prompt shipments, so much de-

sired by purchasers of street railway material.

Messrs. Garton and Adams neglected no oppor-
tunity to advertise their company in the best man-
ner to bring trade. Regret was expressed that

neither President McKinlock nor Secretary Brown
could put in an appearance even for a day.

Eugene Munsell & Co. of New York and Chi-
cago made a very fine display of India and amber
:iiica, both in the sheet as it comes from the mines
and segments for railway motors The exhibit was
made in connection with that of the Mica Insulator
company. A variety of segments was attractively

displayed beneath a large signboard, on which was
shown a full line of Van Waggoner & Williams
Hardware company's drop forged copper segments,
for which Munsell & Co. are general western selling

agents. At the entrance to the booth was shown
India mica cut in sizes froin g-i6 by Vs to 8 by 10

inches. This large range of sizes shows that the
firm is prepared to furnish mica in almost any size,

shape or pattern. A souvenir in the form of a mica
mine puzzle was given, and probably sought for as

much as any souvenir at the convention. Street

railway men not in attendance can secure these
souvenirs by writing the company at either New
York or Chicago. The exhibit was in charge of

Charles E. Coleman of the Chicago house.

The interests of the General Electric company
were cared for by the following-named gentlemen

:

Railway department, W. J. Clark, general manager;
W. B. Potter, chief engineer; Ralph H. Beach,
L. D. Tandy, J. G. Barry, Lee H. Parker, F. B.
Case, W. G. Carey, E. D. Priest, F. H. Boyles
and H. Kernochen, Schenectady; foreign depart-
ment, Edgar Carolen; supply department, J. R.
Lovejoy, general manager; H. C. Wirt, chief engi-
neer, and J. H. Aitken; meter department, C. D.
Haskins; convention committee, F. H. Kimball,
secretary, Boston; T. Beran, New York; A. D.
Page, manager incandescent lamp department, Har-
rison, N. J. The sales ofifices were represented as
follows: New York, W. C. Bushnell and A. B.
Shepard; Chicago, T. P. Bailev; Philadelphia. E.
D. Mullen and W. I. Crowley; Boston, C. C.
Peirce; Cincinnati, W. F. Hays and F. B. Strieby;
Atlanta, S. W. Trawick and A. C. Tenney; San
Francisco, F. F. Barbour; St. Louis. George D.
Rosenthal; Buffalo, T. H. Fearey and D. F. Potter;
Denver, Irving Hale.

Morrin Climax steam boilers are especially well
thought of by street railway men because of their
special features, namely: Safety, durability, steadi-
ness of water level, accessibility and draft, perfection
in mechanical construction and absence of dead
points in circulation. This company is naturally
quite proud of its recent success, as evidenced in
the recent selection by the Trans-Mississippi and
International Exposition company of Omaha, Neb.,
of the Morrin Climax boilers, the exposition com-
pany having recently placed an order for 3,500
horse power Morrin Climax boilers. The Morrin
company is putting out at the present time a new
catalogue that is of decided interest to steam users.
It is a gem in its way and should be of decided in-
terest to purchasers of boilers, as it brings out the
features of the apparatus described in the fewest
words. The Clonbrock Steam Boiler company was
represented by President Thomas F. Morrin, accom-
panied by Chas. H. Sammons. These gentlemen
made exhibits of portions of their apparatus and
models, illustrating the many valuable features of
the Morrin boiler. Mr. Morrin is a gentleman of
pleasing personality, and he was on hand during the
entire exhibition, together with Mr. Sammons, wel-

coming the rapidly growing circle of friends of

the Morrin boiler. The Clonbrock exhibit was a
notable one and attracted much attention. A very
handsome souvenir, too, with photographs repre-
senting the Morrin boiler, was generously dis-

tributed.

The Electric Storage Battery company's space
was occupied by a vevy interesting exhibit, showing
ilie results to be obtained by the installation of a

storage battery at the end of a feeder on a trolley

line. There were arranged 55 chloride accumu-
lators of type E II, mounted upon insulated
trays upon a rack. They were connected in

series across a no volt circuit and wired to

a white marble switchboard, which carried an
ammeter (A in the diagram) in the dynamo or
feeder circuit, a two-way reading ammeter B in the

ijattery circuit, and an ammeter C ir. the line or
trolley circuit; a double-pole single-throw switch

'.vas connected in the feeder circuit, and a similar

switch F was connected in the main line or trolley

circuit, across which was also connected a volt-

".neter G. The current in the feeder circuit was
regulated by means of a rheostat II. By making and
breaking the circuit at F, a variable load was ob-
tained, representing the load on a trolley circuit.

The load on the feeder remained constant, the bat-

tery supplying the current required in excess of that

on the feeder and charging when the load dropped
below that on the feeder, the rapi.' changes of charge
and discharge being shown on the ammeter B. By
opening the circuit at E the entire load was put upon
the battery. With rapid change of load from a
charge of 50 amperes going into the battery to a
lischarge of 200 amperes on the line, the variations

in the feeder load were less than 70, and the pressure
c»n the line remained constant. The advantages of

the system in the way of saving in feeder copper.
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DIAGRAM SHOWING CONNECTIONS IN STORAGE "BATTERY
EXHIBIT.

regulation of load on the generators, and maintain-
ing the pressure, the possibility of extension of lines,

etc., were appreciated by the many street railway
men who inspected the exhibit. The Electric
.Storage Battery company was represented by Her-
bert Lloyd, the general manager, J. B. Entz, F. H.
Clark, Charles Blizard and J. Y. Bradbury.

In addition to an excellent equipment on the
switchboard of the Walker company at Convention
Hall the General Incandescent Arc Light company
showed a complete line of lamps and switchboard
instruments in the Cataract House. General Man-
ager Levens, who was in charge of the exhibit, ex-
plained the workings of the numerous devices which
made up this display. Principal among these were
the Berginann radial voltmeter and ground detector
switches, the Bergmann radial differential volt-
meter switch and the all-drawn pure copper quick-
break blade switches for high amperages, mounted
on finished slate bases. For railway work that re-

quires a switch to break a large amount of current
at a high voltage, past experience has shown the
defect in switches now used for this work to be that
the arc of breaking roughens the contact surfaces

and rapidly reduces^their carrying capacity, leading
them to heat badly with normal loads. In this

switch a form of construction is used which over-
comes this objection. First, the current-carrying
blades are in no way affected by the arc in breaking,
as the current is broken by a separate and independ-
ent blade, and at a different point of the switch
joints than that used for contact. The breaking
blade is made light and under a high spring tension
at breaking, which gives an instantaneous and long
break, and under all conditions severs the circuit

promptly and with a very slight flash, so that the
current-carrying capacity of the switch is not re-

duced by prolonged use. The Bergmann flush push
switch was also on exhibition.

At the foot of the stairs which led to the meeting
hall of the convention, was the crhibit of the West-
inghouse Electric and Manufacturing company, in

one of the largest spaces of the entire exhibit. As
usual, the Westinghouse people had a complete line

of electric railway apparatus, from the standard
well-known No. 3 motor to the No. 49 motor
for heavy locomotive work. The special feature

of the exhibit, however, which attracted the
most attention, was the booster outfit, consist-
ing of compound wound motor driving a 300 kilowatt
series wound generator, with the necessary switch-
board and switchboard appliances to operate the
two machines. A coniplete line of detail apparatus,
such as switches, circuit breakers, lightning arresters

and fuse blocks, was distributed on a long table,

each article being marked and described for the con-
venience and information of the visitors. There was

also a large assortment of photographs on the wall,
illustrating the company's factory at East Pittsburg,
as well as some of the largest apparatus made by
the Westinghouse company. The exhibit was in
charge of W. K. Dunlap, assisted by M. McLaren,
who arranged the beautiful exhibit of electric lighting
apparatus which the Westinghouse company made
during the convention of the National Electric Light
issociation, held at Niagara Falls last June. The
company had a large personal representation at the
convention, consisting of E. T. Gray, E. H. Hein-
richs, Robert Siegfried, R. F. Storcr and F. H.
Mallet of Pittsburg, W. F. Zimmermann of Nevv
York. C. A. Bragg of Philadelphia, J. R. Gordon
of Atlanta, Paul T. Brady of Syracuse, H. F. Fren-
year of Buffalo, R. S. Brown of Boston and Maurice
Coster of Chicago.

The Standard Air Brake company had a striking
exhibit which greatly eclipsed those of former years.
Not only was it an object lesson, but it showed the
great progress which that energetic company has
made. As is generally known, the Standard Air
Brake company was the first concern in the world
to build street railway air brakes, and its exhibit
practically illustrated the different types of appa-
ratus manufactured, from the beginning of its busi-
ness to date. The exhibit occupied a prominent
space, between the General Electric and Brill com-
panies, and was inspected by the majority of the
delegates. The apparatus was in charge of the com-
pany's managing director, E. J. Wessels, who was
assisted by the chief engineer, E. H. Dewson, Jr.
The company was also represented by George E.

Pratt and C. B. Fairchild, special agents, H. B. Tay-
lor, assistant engineer, and E. E. Robinson, foreman.
On entering the exhibit, on either side was to be
found a Brill No. 27 truck, the one on the left

equipped with the well-known duplex compressor,
direct axle-driven. There are many of this type in
service here and abroad. Thirty are completing
their third year of active service on the Buffalo Rail-

way company's road. On the right was shown the
well-known geared compressor, which is the stand-
ard on several roads in the United States and Can-
ada. This type has proved admirably suited for

heavy traction and high speeds. Back of the
duplex was shown the Standard company's hollow
spindle brake cylinder with fulcrum on back head
for equalizing double-truck brake rigging. A handy
attachment enabled delegates to see how quickly and
easily pressure can be applied. The attachment em-
braced a graduated spring, with a pressure indicator
which showed the range from minimum to maxi-
mum, the latter being equal to an emergency stop.

There was . also shown the well-known Standard
interlocking handle, by means of which the control-
ling valve was worked; also the chime whistle. This
was blown from time to time and announced to
delegates that the Standard company was, as usual,
actively in the field. Adjoining this stood the
automatic curent controller, which excited favorable
comment from the numerous delegates who watched
the precision and accuracy of its movements and
were surprised at the narrow limits within which it

operated. This device makes it unnecessary tor the
motorman to have any connection with cutting cur-

rent in or out. Next to the current controller was
shown the company's water and dust-proof electric

compressor. Its freedom from vibration and noise
was remarkable. The ease with which it compressed
the air quickly, and the remarkably small space it

occupied excited mucli interest. The motor com-
pressor was piped to a 14 by 48 inch special reser-
voir. The company's reservoirs are guaranteed to
resist a far higher pressure than is required when
operatin,g the Standard system. Next was shown
a No. I type brake cylinder with attachments show-
ing the manner in which trail cars are braked.
In addition there was a proftision of special hose,
couplers, gauges, regulators and mufflers, the whole
giving a comprehensive idea of the entire Standard
air brake system, and showing its remarkable sim-
plicity as well as the substantial character of the
apparatus. The company's display was augmented
by views of cars and trains in different paits of the
globe on which Standard air brakes are used. The
company's World's Columbian Exposition diploma
and medal were also displayed, and a striking sign

proclaimed that the "Standard" was first in the field

and the only concern which had received a diploiTKi

and medal. The Standard Air Brake company's
Australian agents, Noyes Brothers, were represented
by Edward Noyes, the senior partner, of Sydney,
New South Wales, who was an interested spectator
and gave those who inquired a graphic report of
the satisfaction which Standard air brakes had given
in the distant colony in which he resides. Great
credit is due to Mr. Wessels for his untirin.g energy,
which has not only kept his company at the head
of the street railway air brake industry, but has
led to the building of a large and constantly in-

creasing business.

A notable exhibit was that of the Walker com-
pany of Cleveland, whose attractive booth with its

fine examples of electrical railway machinery, kept
scores of interested spectators before it. All the de-
vices were handsomely designed and finished and
made a most attractive spectacle, even to the uniniti-

ated. The feature of the exhibit was the 400 horse
power elevated railway truck, which furnished an ex-
ample, perhaps never before equaled in mechanical
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traction, of concentration of great power in small
space. It consisted of a McGuire truck lUted witfi

two No. 25 Wall^er elevated railway motors of 200
horse power each. It was especialy designed for the
extremely heavy work to be met with in elevated

railway traction and was capable of accelerating

a three-car train to a speed of 25 miles per hour
in 18 seconds. The motor was open to allow am-
ple ventilation, ^vhile the bearings were self-oiling

and so arranged that all waste oil was thrown back
into the oil wells. A double 4 A equipment, con-
sisting of two 30 horse power Walker motors, was
shown on a Peckham truck, and with the electric

brake controller formed an example of the Walker
company's standard equipment for street railway

work. The controller (type J 2) had been de-

signed to meet the demand for quickly applied

braking without the disadvantage of clogging the

truck of the car with special gearing. While it

accomplished this thoroughly the controller was
very simple. To apply the brake the reverse han-
dle was turned to the approprate notch, opening
the trolley circuit and converting the motors into

generators, the current developed being absorbed
in a rheostat and the pull of the fields on the arma-
ture producing the necessary braking. The con-

tacts were arranged so that it could be used either

as a gradually applied brake for ordinary stops

or as one instantaneously applied, in case of emer-
gency. In addition to these two trucks a third

was show designed for interurban service. This
truck, a Dorner & Button, was fitted with two
50 horse power motors and comprised, with the

controllers shown, the Walker lO-S double equip-
ment. The motors in this and the 4-A equipment
were spring-suspended after the Walker method.
Controllers for all the standard equipments were
shown, from the single motor controller to that for

the double 50 horse power equipinent. An excel-

lent idea of the Walker motor construction was
obtained from the handsome single motors and
parts, noticeably an example of a 2-N-20 horse
power motor designed for narrow-gauge work

—

120 of these motors have been sold in a siiigle

order to the Oberschlisische Dampfstrassenbahn
(the Upper Silesia steam street railway) in Prussia, a

steam road "electrified" where the track gauge is

only 31 inches. The 150 kilowatt Walker street

railway generator afforded a good example of mod-
ern generator construction. It was of 500 volts

winding and had eight poles. Its protected back,

ventilated armature and neatly wound field coils,

protected with rope, were a few of its points of

excellence. The brushes were held at a fixed angle

with the commutator, yet the arrangement ad-

mitted of the removal or replacing of a brush while

the machine was in operation without risk to at-

tendant or without loosening any screws or clamps.

The 25 kilowatt generator on the right of the

booth showed the smallest dynamo manufactured
by the Walker company. It weighed 4.200 pounds
and was capable of a continued output of 240 am-
peres at 125 volts, its speed being 300 revolutions

per ininute. At the back of the booth was shown
a large switchboard, built for the Taniaqua and
Lansford railway. This was arranged for two
225 kilowatt railway generators and had four feeder

circuits. The board consisted of four white marble
panels mounted on an iron frame. Upon one panel

were mounted the generator circuit breakers, am-
meters, switches, lightning aresters and rheostats;

on another the main ammeter, a recording watt-

meter and a recording voltmeter, all showing the

total output of the station, and on the other two
the circuit breakers, ammeters, switches and light-

ning arresters for the various circuits. Particular

attention was given to making all the connections

on the back of the board in the simplest manner
possible, and all contacts and connections were de-

signed to carry double the normal load without
appreciable heating. A solenoid blow-out con-

troller showed the company's latest type of street

railway controller, and it was pronounced the em-
bodiment of all the Walker patents. To cut out

a motor in case one becomes disabled it was shown
that it was not necessary to open the controller

and pry out a plug which might be rusted into

place from disuse. There were six positions ap-

propriately marked, for the reverse lever, instead

of merely the usual "forward" and "reverse," as

follows: Both motors ahead; No. i motor ahead.
No. 2 motor cut out; No. 2 inotor ahead, No. i

motor cut out; both motors back; No. i motor
back. No. 2 motor cut out; No. 2 back. No. i motor
cut otit. The operation of ctitting out the mo-
tors was as simple as reversing the car. There
were five running positions of the controller, ar-

ranged for uniform graduations of speed, the rheo-
stat being so proportioned that the car could be
run any length of time on any notch. The reverse

cylinder was secured by a magnetic locking device

which made it impossible to move the reverse when
current was flowing through the controller. The
solenoid blow-outs were embodied in the partition

between the controller fingers. This prevented
them from injury by the arc. A marked advan-
tage of this arrangement was that the absence of

conducting core rendered it impossible for a

ground to develop in the solenoid circuit.

The General Electric company made the most
extensive exhibit at Convention HalT, confining it,

however, to motors, controllers, meters and sub-
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S'diary apparatus. It occupied the southwest cor-
ner of the main hall, and, brilliantly illuminated,
formed a centej' of attraction for the entire fraternity.

The motor exhibit comprised examples of the
latest type "G E" 51, 52, S3, 55 and 57. The "G E
55" of 175 horse power capacity attracted inuch
attention. This was not mounted. The others
were all shown in motion mounted upon trucks.

One McGuire pivotal truck was equipped with
a "G E 51" 80 horse power motor on one axle,

and an electric brake on the other, both controlled
by a B 7 controller. Another truck of similar make
and type carried on one axle a "G E 53" 50 horse
power motor of special build for narrow-gauge work,
and an electric brake. A Brill No. 27 truck was
equipped with two "G E 57" 50 horse power mo-
tors, with an electric brake on each axle. This is

the equipment used in the high-speed work on
the Cleveland and Lorain road. To accommodate
both motor and brake on the same axle the wheels
are dished. The equipment was controlled by a

B 8 controller. A Diamond truck also carried

two "G E 57" motors, without brake equipment.
On a Peckam flexible cantilever truck were
mounted two "G E 52" 27 horse power m.otors
with K 10 controller. All these equipments were
arranged to show the operation of both motion
and brakes. The equipments of the two McGuire
trucks were controlled by one controller and were
run either singly or both together. On each of

the above equipments was set a Thomson record-
ing car meter for use on the car itself, serving to

show how a check may be placed on the perform-
ances of motormen with the controller. In the ex-
hibit of the Barney and Smith Car company two
'G E 1000" motors were mounted upon a pair of

class H trucks. In the Peckham Truck and
Wheel company's exhibit two "G E 52" motors
were mounted on a cantilever street-car truck.

The Duplex company's car running on the city

tracks was also equipped throughout with General
Electric apparatus, consisting of a double "G E
1000" equipment, B 13 controllers and electric

brakes. Annature construction was exemplified
bj' two completed "G E 52" armatures, a full set

of motor mica insulations, a series of armature
coils ready for application to the core, and a num-
ber of field coils. There were also several com-
plete sets of motor commutators bound and headed
for shipment. The gear work was well repre-
sented, all gears and pinions shown coming from
the gear plant of the General Electric company.
Three boards were erected in the space. The first

was devoted to circuit breakers of the K, L, Q
and M types, with magnetic blow-out, each of

which could be shown in operation by means of

a special switch, currents up to 200 amperes being
ruptured. Upon the second was mounted an ex-
tensive line of instruments used in street railway
and general work. These comprised the new elec-

tiostatic ground detector, Thomson inclined coil in-

struinents of the portable and switchboard types,

Thomson arc ammeter, astatic ammeter, G 2 astatic

recording wattmeter for station output meas-
virements, portable indicating wattineters and
pocket ammeters and voltineters. This board was
surmounted by one of the new "G E" edgewise
ammeters. The third board was equipped mth
M. D. magnetic blow-out lightning arresters, both
open and closed. These were shown in operation,

the equivalent of the lightning flash being obtained
from a Thomson X-ray inductoriuiff, the flash

being followed by current from the 500 volt cir-

cuit. This exhibit attracted considerable attention

from the railroad men, to whom its operatiori was
fully explained by H. C. Wirt. They were en-

abled to appreciate the method by means of which
lightning discharges on lines are safely handled.
To exemplify the action when an accident should
cause a high-potential wire to fall across trolley

wares with one end grounded, a vc^ltmeter was
used. The pressure being brought up to 2,000

volts, the arrester came into action, showing that

the current, instead of passing through the appa-
ratus, would take its path through the arresters.

The exhibition space was illuminated by a num-
ber of enclosed lOO-hour arc lamps for use on rail-

way circuits. In front was an ornamantal cornice
carrying colored incandescent lamps. Above and
behind it was a large sign with the coinpany's
name, and on the wall another giving succinctly
the railway record of the General Electric com-
pany, viz., 2,173 generators, aggregating 512,213
horse power, 46,191 motors, aggregating 1,059,060
horse power, and 4,000 series parallel controllers.

The headquarters of the General Electric coinpany
were in the writing room of the International Ho-
tel. Here it had erected a sinall booth, in which an
X-ray exhibition was given continuously. The new
screen first used on this occasion is fixed, 12 inches
square, and platino-cyanide of barium is used in-

stead of the ordinary fluorescing salt. The walls
of the writing rooin were hung with neatly framed
diploinas, and with these a large volume on the
table made an excellent showing of the General
Electric company's prominence and pre-eminence
at great expositions. For the first time a large
number of the medals awarded to it were also
shown. The social side was not neglected by the

General Electric company. On Tuesday it ar-

ranged an enjoyable tally-ho and carriage party
over to Canada. This courtesy was taken advan-
tage of by nearly every lady at the convention.
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Parlor D was the company's social annex, which
after about 9 p. m. seemed a remarkable center of
attraction for everyone.

Combination Fuse and Carbon Tele-
phone Lightning Arrester.

The accompanying cut illustrates a device now
being pushed by the American Electric Telephone
company of Chicago for the purpose of insuring
greater safety in telephone exchanges from light-
ning and sneak currents. The arrangement consists
essentially of a fuse block and an American carbon
lightning arrester. The latter portion of the com-
bination, the company states, is constructed in ac-
cordance with principles practically and theoreti-
cally correct. It is said to inore perfectly serve the

COMBINATION. FUSE AND CARBON TELEPHONE LIGHTNING
ARRESTER.

purpose of an arrester than any other device on
the market. This purpose is the protection from
burn-outs by lightning of telephones and switch-
boards.
The cut is an enlarged view of the simple carbon

arrester that accompanies every fuse in the line.

Rubber Products for the Engine Room.
At the recent convention of the National Associa-

tion of Stationary Engineers in Columbus, the Peer-
less Rubber Manufacturing company of New York
occupied a store opening into the main lobby of

the hotel, and exhibited a full line of its engineering
goods, particularly Eclipse sectional Rainbow gas-
kets. Rainbow sheet packing. Honest John hydraulic
and Hercules packings. It also e-xhibited combina-
tion stop valve packing and Peerless piston packing.

The Rainbow gauge glass rings. Anaconda steam
hose for use in blowing out tubes, belting, hose,

rubber valves, etc., received particular attention

from the delegates. The company's Rain-Besto
gaskets for very high pressure, being cut with metal-

lic insertions, received especial attention. The ex-

hibit was handsomely prepared and the goods made
a fine showing. Hudson Dickerman of New York

RUBBER PRODUCTS FOR THE ENGINE ROOM.

was in charge of the exhibit, W. J. Courtney being
also in attendance. They presented the ladies with

handsome bouquets on the night of the reception

and entertained the delegates with true hospitality.

Street Rail'way Matters in St. Paul.

President Lowry of the street railway company
has refused to accept the ordinance which the coun-
cil of St. Paul recently passed, directing the com-
pany to change the Selby avenue cable to an electric

line. The council, to even things up, has under con-

sideration the passage of a resolution directing the

company to proceed at -once to pave between its

tracks. Mr. Lowry gives at length, in a letter to

the council, his reasons for not agreeing to the ordi-

nance. He claims that the time given for the change
is insufficient; that the ordinance limits the electric

franchise to 42 years; that the cable system is bonded
and bondholders will not consent to the ordinance;

that the ordinance requires an e.xtended service to

Prior avenue, where the company hopes soon to

make another interurban line; that the transfer sys-

tem required would be inconvenient and unprofit-

able.
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Surface-contact Street Railway System.
On the occasion of the recent visit of Lord Kel-

vin to the works of the General Electric companj'

in Schenectady the new surface-contact system of

electric traction developed by that company was
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rows between the two rails of the track and arc set

alternately. In the illustration the positive or com-
nnniicating disks are on the right, the negative or
discharging disks are on the left, one of each be-
tween two "of the others. Each positive contact
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from llie diagram (Fig. 3;. A. A' and A" are the
I'egative plates and B, B' and B" the positive con-
tact plates, placed equal distances apart, a little less
than one-half the over-all length of the shoe. C,
C, C", represent the automatic magnetic switches

SURFACE-CONTACT STREET RAILWAY SYSTEM.—STRETCH OF TRACK IN YARW5 OF GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY S WORKS
AT SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

STAR SOLDERING STICK.

given a public and successful demonstration, after

several moiiths' experiment in private. Some ac-
count of this interesting system has been given, but
the company now sends out a more complete de-
scription, with the statement that in a European
city the first practical surface-contact electric rail-

way is already far advanced toward completion.
The experiments at Schenectady have been car-

ried out upon a stretch of the track which forms part
of the e.xtensive factory tramway system of the Gen-
eral Electric company's works. As the illustration
(Fig. I) shows, the addition to the roadbed between
the rails of the track consists simply in two parallel
rows of iron disks, convexed to a height of about
one inch above the level of the rail. The car shown
in the illusration is a simple factory tramway to
which the controller, motor and storage battery
equipment have been fitted. It may be said here
that the General Electric company is now engaged
r.i changing over to the surface-contact system the
entire trolley tramway system in its yards.
The main requirements in a surface-contact sys-

tem are four: Low cost of installation and main-
tenance; absolute absence of current from all disks
not covered by the car: freedom from leakage of
current, and reliability under all possible conditions
of weather, service and location. It is the attempt
to meet snnultaneously all these requirements that
has rendered the problem one of considerable diffi-
culty, demanding long study and costly experiment
to overcome. In the General Electric surface-con-
tact system, it is claimed that the requirements are
adequately complied with.

plate is made ali^e by the operation of an automatic
magnetic switch, which, instead of being placed

and D, D' and D" their armature or contact makers,
r' is the positive or collecting shoe, E is the nega-

£f^fl OK t^ -

SURFACE CONTACT STREET RAILWAY SYSTEM.—SURFACE OF STREET AND SECTIONS THROUGH POSITIVE AND
NEGATIVE PLATES.

in immediate ju.xtaposition with its plate or oppo-
site it outside the track, is placed in a manhole with
a large number of others, each connected to its own

(3eneT~atror^

SURFACE-CONTACT STREET RAILWAY SYSTEM,—DIAGRAM SHOWING METHOD OF OPERATION.

respective plate. Through each negative plate is

performed the double duty of closing the contact
in the switch, which "cuts in" the positive plate
and of receiving the return current from the motors.
Fig. 2 shows the arrangement of the plates on the
street surface.

The operation of this system will be understood

FIG. 3.

The only live portions of the system on the street
surface are the contact plates immediately beneath
the car. This is true whatever the position of the
car and whatever the speed—each plate in turn com-
mimicating current to the motors and becoming
inert as the contact shoe on the car leaves its sur-
face. These contact plates are placed in parallel

tive or return shoe and G the track return. H and
K are switches which form part of the controller,
the latter connecting in or cutting out the cells of
a small storage battery, which is used only to en-
ergize the coil of the first switch through the plate
over which the car passes in starting. After the
armature of the first switch has been raised into
contact and the line current has completed its cir-

cuit, the battery is cut out by the forward movement
of the controller handle. In the diagram the car
IS to move to the right and all the magnetic switches
are open. The handle of the controller is turned to
the first notch and switches H and K are closed.
Current from the battery flows through a small
portion of the motor resistance to the shoe, thence to
contact plate A' and the coil C', completing the
circuit to the ground. The coil C', thus energized,
raises the armature D', closes the circuit through
the automatic switch, and the line circuit completes
its path through the motors and through the greater
part of the motor-starting resistance shown by the
arrows through the positive plate B and shoe F.
Part of the return circuit goes to the storage cells,

which are kept constantly charged, and part through
shoe E, negative contact plate A' and coil C' to
ground, keeping the latter energized and the auto-
matic switch closed so long as the shoe remains
on contact plate A'. Moving the controller han-
dle forward from the first notch to the second notch
opens the switch K, cuts out the battery and sends
all the return current through the coil C'. The
shoes E and F in the diagram are a little longer
than the distance between contact plates. Thus
when the car moves forward slightly, the shoe will
be in contact with the two contact plates A and A'
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and the return circuit will divide, half going
through coil C and half through coil C, energizing
both, and closing the armatures in the switches D'
and D. The car moves forward and the shoe passes
beyond the contact plate A'. The circuit in the

coil C is broken, the armature D' drops, cutting
i)Ut entirely posilive plate B", leaving it tlead but
allowing B' still to receive current through the
closed switch at t). Shoe F moving forward then
makes contact with plate B before it leaves plate B'
ar,d the current is uninterrupted in its flow.

The automatic magnetic switch is the heart of

this system. It has been designed to endure under
the severest strains and to act with such uninter-

rupted precision that the working of the system may
not be impaired. The development of this auto-
matic magnetic switch marks a decided step for-

ward. Mechanically the switch is simple, strong
and durable, with all chances of derangement re-

duced to a minimum. In the course of the experi-
ments this switch has been subjected to the roughest
possible usage and has withstood it unharmed.

If the leakage is great an arc is likely to form
when the armature of the switch drops, and so long
as this is held the contact plate on the street would
remain alive, while the arc would burn the switch.
It is not practicable to allow the armature to drop
far enough to break the arc. and to extinguish it

the magnetic blow-out principle is brought into
play. By the use of this, retention of this arc is

impossible. But there is also the possibility of an-
other arc forming in case of accidental ground on
one of the leads to the positive contact plate or if

the forward switch fails to close when the handle
of the controller is on the first notch, giving a
path to ground through battery. This is also taken
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Fian<;aise Thomson-Houslon, over a distance ot
aboiit three miles. It is expected that this line will
b( in operation soon.

Star Soldering Stick.

The Western Electric company is placing npon
the market the soldering stick shown hy the ac-
companying illustration. The stick is about six
inches long and seven-eighths inch in diameter.
It is composed of carefnlly prepar;d and pure
chemicals which are non-corrosive and at the same
time make a superior flux for soldering. The vir-
tue of this stick is that it makes the solder stick
to the wire and all well posted electricians under-
stand how important it is that the solder should
xuiite with the wire in making a joint. If there is

a gap between the solder and the wire and the two
metals do not amalgamate, there is a local action
caused by the current of electrichy which event-
ually will eat away the wire at the joint. It is for

this reason that the underwriters ha\'e been so
particular to specify that joints shall be we!l cleansed
and soldered, knowing that a joint that is not cleansed
could not be well soldered and would l^e a hazard
from the fire insurance standpoint. For this rea-

son the Western Electric company asserts that

every wireman should carry in his grip a Star sol-

dering stick.

How to Avoid Lightning.
[From the London Chronicle.]

The other day a gentleman who happened to be
in the middle of a field was struck by lightning.

Most people would have thought his position about

FIG. 4. SURFACE CONTACT STREET RAII-WAY SYSTEM.—SHOWING AUTOMATIC MAGNETIC SWITCHES
IN TEMPORARY .MANHOLE.

care of by the magnetic blow-out. All surface-

contact systems have similar conditions to meet, but

none have incorporated the magnetic blow-out prin-

ciple.

The form of the contact plates is shown in Fig. .;.

They are first set in iron boxes and then surrounded
by insulation. The contact plates consist of two
parts, a wearing piece screwed into a support and
held by a spring washer. This wearing piece can

be removed readily without disturbing the support.

The standard shoe is 13 feet long. Its shape and
suspension are shown in Fig. 5. the ends being curved
upward slightly to prevent catching. The shoes

are supported from the axles and have a slight up-
ward and downward movement to allow for any
irregularities in the height of the contaci plates.

The amount of drop in the shoe is regulated by a

set-screw.

The automatic magnetic switches are grouped in

manholes where inspection can readily be etfectcd.

Fig. 4 shows a group of these temporarily arranged
for exhibition. Each manhole will contain about
20 switches, and the wires from the contact plates

to them will be protected in similar manner to
underground wires for any other purpose.
The battery on a car consists of 10 cells with

normal capacity of 50 ampere-hours at five amperes.
It is equal to all emergencies, being called into
requisition only momentarily, wdiile being charged
the balance of the time the controller handle is on
the first notch.
A close examination of the design and operation

of this system will show that it possesses many ad-
vantages. The operation of the automatic switches
is claimed to be perfect under all conditions, as
the full line voltage can be secured to close them
and they open by gravity. There is no possible
chance of the contact remaining electrified after the
car has passed, as by the use of the blow-out on
the switch and the switch itself, which opens as
soon as the current is shut of!', all danger and trouble
due to live contacts are eliminated.
Grouping the switches in manholes renders the

working part of the system easily accessible for
inspection.

In the city of Monte Carlo, in the principality of
Monaco, this system is being laid down by the Cie.
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IVIuniclpal Ownership and Operation of
Street Railways.'

By p. F. Sullivan.

The subject of this paper is one which cannot
be treated properly or in other than a limited man-
ner within the time and space permitted. What
I shall write, therefore, is intended more to sug-
gest lines along which others may follow, rather
than to attempt to treat it exhaustively.
The subject will be considered under the two

following propositions:
Municipal administration in American cities is

so extravagant and unbusinesslike, that in the in-
terest of the public the powers and duties of mu-
nicipalities should be reduced rather than en-
larged.

Municipal ownership and operation abroad are
the exception rather than the rule; and were the
reverse true, and such ownership and operation
successful from a financial point of view, it does
not follow that American cities could or should
follow such examples, or that if they did so, success
would result.

As to whether we should experiment with social-
ism, particularly under our forms of municipal
government, while still going through the experi-
mental stage, and as to whether popular govern-
ment should compete with private enterprises, I

leave for other and separate discussion.
Thoughtful men view with alarm the growth of

American cities and the maladministration of their
affairs; some go so far as to believe that both con-
ditions seriously threaten the future of the republic.

So alarming have these become that patriotic and
thoughtful men, and women, too, have organized
m nearly every city in the country with a view of
arousing public opinion, of devising ways and
means to purify local politics, and to obtain a fair

return for money e.xpended.
In nearly every large city in every state in the

Union, from Maine to California and from Oregon to

FIG. 5. SURFACE-CONTACT STREET RAILWAY SYSTEM.

-

SHOWING SHOES ON CAR TRACK. ^

the least dangerous in a thunderstorm. The po^nt
they have asked themselves, therefore, is, "What
should we do when caught in a thunderstorm?"
Campbell Swinton says lightning is most apt to

strike projecting objects—for example, a tree. On
that principle you ought to keep clear of trees, just
as you would keep clear of a hayrick. Similarly,
if you are in a flat space, like a farmer's field, you
should make 3'ourself as little objective as possible.
If everything about is level you yourself become
the projective point which may attract the light-

ning. Therefore, lie down flat on the ground, or,

even better, get into a hole.
"A person who took shelter in a hole," Campbell

Swinton continued, "would be absolutely safe, I

should think. Even if the lightning were to strike
the ground near by, its power would scatter so
much that he would hardly be likely to come to
harm. Then, if you are in a house while a thunder-
storm is raging, the safest shelter would be found
in the cellar—that is, far away from the objective
parts of the building. For myself. I am rather
skeptical how many folks w-ould care to crawl into
a hole or plunge into a cellar. You see, the risk

tc life and limb in England from lightning is very
small indeed—so small that the average man would
run it rather than disturb himself."

"I suppose the idea which you have indicated to
me explains the damage that factory chimneys and
the chimneys of dwelling-houses occasionally sus-
tain from lightning?"

"Just so; they are points of attraction. Not only
that, but there must be an additional attraction in

the column of warm air which rises from a chim-
ney when a fire is burning beneath it. I once saw
a chimney struck by lightning, and smoke had been
issuing from it. There were various neighboring
chimneys, but, so far as I could make out, none of
them was active. The incident occurred while I

was sitting in the Wellington Club, and the dam-
aged chimney belonged to a house on the other side

of Grosvenor crescent."

The St. Paul Board of Aldermen has adopted a
resolution calling for bids for electric motors and
generators, to supersede the batteries in the opera-
tion of the police patrol telegraph.

Florida, such or,ganizations exist under one name
or another, and in some cities they go so far as

to employ counsel and to instruct city governments
in their duties. This is true of Boston. Providenc:,

New York, Baltimore. New Orleans, Chicago, San
Francisco and other cities. At the present time
there are over 50 of such organizations in existence.

Not only are there local organizations, but such
organizations also send delegates to national con-
ferences to adopt methods of arousing public opin-
ion and purifying local politics in every city in the

Union. Conferences for good city government w-ere

held at Philadelphia in 1894, at Minneapolis and
Cleveland in iSq.S, at Baltimore in 1896, and at

Louisville in 1S97. To show how general and
widespread are municipal maladministration and
corruption throughout the country, I quote below
extracts from the remarks of a few of the delegates.

[Here are given extracts from the views of Frank-
lin MacVeagh of Chicago, Charles J. Bonaparte
of Baltimore. Rev. Dr. Washington Gladden of
Columbus, Edwin D. Mead of Boston, James C.
Carter of New York and several others.]
LTnder the conditions disclosed by the foregoing

extracts—extracts, too. from American citizens—is

it not strange that men will be found who will

advocate enlarging the opportunities and powers
of our city governments? Surely no business man
would advocate it. On the contrary, he would
have our municipalities conduct the business in hand
in the same manner as the same business could be
conducted by private enterprise before he would
approve enlarging their powers and opportunities.

But the theorist says, "Enlarge the responsibili-

ties of the government, and you will improve it."

Acting upon that theory the doors of every house
of correction and penitentiary in the land should
be opened and every ev'il-doer therein sent back
to the community whence he came. He should
then be restored to his former position in the com-
munity, and instead of looking after his conduct
and affairs more closely, he should be given carte

blanche to do as he may wish.
According to the returns of street and road

tramways to Parliament, July, 1896, there were 153

I. Abstract of paper read before the American Street Railway
association at Niagara Falls, October 19, 1897.
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distinct street' railway undertakings in Great Brit-

ain and Ireland, subdivided as follows:

Niimbei of companies owned and operaleri by private capital. iir>

Nnnil)er of nndeitakings wliere tracks are constructed by llie

municipalities and leased to private parties. 31

Number of undertakings owned and operated by tile rnunici-

palitifs

J 5.1

Considering now the six cities where the tram-

ways are operated by the municipalities, we note

these statistics:

same population, taken from the Yale Review for
May, 1897.

City.

City. Population, Mi les of Track.

Glasgow and 8+0,000
400,000
380,000
100,000

90.000
35,000

73

Slieftield

Hiidderstield 21

5

150

Glasgow.—Of the above cities, Glasgow is the

only one wherein the undertaking may fairly be

called successful. And with reasonable economy
it could not well be otherwise than financially suc-

cessful. For a population of over 8co,ooo Glasgow
has only 73 miles of tracks, whereas St. Louis,

with a population of less than 700,000, has over

335 miles of tracks. It does not follow, therefore,

that if the government of St. Louis was conducted
equally as well as the government of Glasgow,
that it could also operate the street railway system

of that city successfully financially.

It is well to remeinber, however, that Glasgow
boasts of a "continuity of existence of over nine

- centuries." We may therefore safely place it within

the limits of possibility that when our Ainerican

cities survive a "continuity of over nine centuries,"

that they may be so far advanced in methods and
morals that they, too, may be intrusted with ad-

ditional power and responsibilities.

Leeds.—The city of Leeds had operated its street-

car system for nearly three years. The first year

showed net earnings of approximately $I5,0CX3, less

than one per cent, upon the capital invested,

whereas private capital earned and paid seven per

cent, the previous year. The second year showed
net profit of $35,000, not quite the interest upon
the sinking fund. And such results, too, with a

population of nearly 15,000 per mile of track.

Sheffield.—Previous to the acquisition of the street

railway by the inunicipality, July, i8g6, private

capital received from five to eight per cent, divi-

dends from the operation of the property. Under
municipal management there was a loss the first

year, not even earning the interest upon the capi-

tal invested. And such results in a city which has

over 17.000 persons per inile of track!

Huddersfield.—This is the first city in England
to attempt the operation of its street railway, and
for the 14 years which it has operated the property

there is a loss of $311,000, varying from $3,300
to $83,000 in a single year. This loss has been
met by drawing $105,000 from the depreciation ac-

count and the balance by taxation, varying from
one-ninth of a penny to five pence per pound. It

may seein, strange that the municipality should thus

continue to operate under such conditions. The
fact is that Huddersfield is a inanufacturing city

and the non-property and small tax-paying voters

are in a majoritl^
Plymouth.—In the last fiscal year there was a loss

of $5,430. This city did not acquire the property

voluntarily. On the contrary, the operating com-
pany intentionally forfeited its charter and aban-
doned the operation of cars.

Blackpool.—This operation shows a net profit for

four years of $992 after paying interest and charging
off to depreciation.

And yet in Plymouth, Huddersfield, Sheffield and
other cities in England boys of from 14 to 16 years

of age, receiving $2.50 per week, are employed as

conductors. Notwithstanding such conditions, some
of those cities have not earned the interest upon
the capital invested. Does anyone suppose that

American cities if operating street railways could
employ such conductors at such rate of wages?

In Germany there are only three cities which
own and operate their street railway systems, and
two which own the tracks and lease them to op-
erating companies. In France there are none.

The facts as they are before us are, that there

are few cities abroad which own and operate their

street railway systeins with more or less indiffer-

ent results, and only one of which, viz., Glasgow,
which can properly be called a financial success;
and yet there are those who would have American
cities, regardless of diif^erences of conditions and
institutions, plunge blindly into the acquisition and
operation of 15,000 miles of street railway tracks
because Glasgow operates jt, miles successfully.

It seems to me that those who honestly advo-
cate the acquisition and operation of street rail-

ways by municipalities do not look below the
surface. They find that an occasional city abroad
does such things and they iinmediately jump to

the conclusion that we should do likewise. TThey
do not study the conditions with respect to ac-

commmodations furnished abroad as compared
with those in this country: the methods of atimin-
istration there compared with those here, and the
civil service abroad compai"ed with ours.

In a previous paragraph I showed the difference
between St. Louis and Glasgow. Below will be
found a comparison of other cities of nearly the

Birminf;ham
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Edinburgh
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Detroit
Leeds
Cleveland. . ..

Liverpool
St. Louis
Manchester. ..
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New Orleans.
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497'000 20 33 .066C

494,000 37 2S5 •597
289.000 14 21 .072

300,000 2S 202 .673

400,000 34 27 .067

350,000 32 205 .585

641,000 21 66 .103

644 000 62 216 .320

530,000 20 54 .102

512,000 34 262 .511

228,000 17 21 .091

250.000 40 169 .676
4.400,000 105 230 .052

1,851,000 59 357 .203

%

1.65
8.00
1.50
7.2t

0.79
6.40
3.14
3.50
2.70
7.70
1.23

4 22
2.19
6.05

Compare any one of the above foreign cities with
an American city of the same population and you
will find that the area of the latter is greater and
the street railway accommodations greater in pro-
portion than the former. The English cities av-

erage over 15,000 persons and the American cities

over 2,600 per mile of track. And yet there are

those who would state that because Leeds could
operate 27 miles of track successfully that Cleve-
land, with nearly the saitie population and area,

could also operate 205 miles of track, nearly nine

times as many miles of track, also successfully.

If, therefore, the methods of civil service and ad-
ministration were the same in both cities, Leeds
could be eminently successful and Cleveland a

monumental failure.

[Long quotations are given from authors who
point out the lax conduct of the public works of

American cities and, in general, the crude methods
of municipal government.]
The experience of France and Brazil \vith gov-

ernment ownership of railroads is not encouraging
to the advocates of the idea that railroads should
belong to the people at large, and should be op-

erated by officers appointed by the government.
The South American republic has determined to

abandon state ownership of railroads, after a thor-

ough test of the theory, and is now negotiating with

European capitalists for a lease of the entire sys-

tem, comprising 14.000 miles of track. When
Brazil took charge of the Central railroad, that

corporation had paid as high as nine per cent,

dividends, but under government control it has

not only failed to earn its expenses but has cost

the people $2,000,000 or $3,000,000 a year above
its receipts.

The experiment of state ownership of railroads

has been tried longer in France than in Brazil, and
under inore favorable conditions. The inodel road

there runs through well populated districts, with

large cities as terminals, but the results in France
are discouraging. Eighteen years ago a railroad

system was constructed, which was to furnish

cheap rates for passengers, cheap freight for ship-

pers, and abundant profit for the state. It has

done none of these things. At first the advocates

of the enterprise insisted that only time was re-

quired to prove the wisdom of this project. Eigh-
teen years have passed and the results may be briefly

summarized. Theoretic methods have been abim-
doned, and the railroad is now managed substan-

tially as are those in the hands of private capi-

alists, except its tariff of rates is a little higher
,i.nd its cost of operation is considerably larger.

The last report shows that the net return on the

whole capital expended is 1.35 per cent., and even
the state cannot borrow money for less than three

per cent. The government has every year a con-

siderable deficiency to settle, and the people who
use the line pay somewhat more than they would
have done if the enterprise had been left to private

capital.

Canada has had an experience of state owner-
ship also, but upon a more limited extent. There
the government owns about 10 per cent, of the

whole, upon which it loses about $500,000 annually.

The railroads and their equipments and fares of

France and Germany operated by the government
cannot be compared with those of England operated
by private capital; and the manufacture of tobacco
and cigars by the government of France has pro-
duced such vile stuff as to be an object lesson to

enthusiasts of government monopoly.
Some of the advocates of changing the present

state of things stop short at the operation of street

railways by the municipalities, and advocate that

the municipalities own the tracks and lease them
to private capital. They are aware of the present
condition of our administrations and dare not go
the logical length of their position. If our mu-
nicipalities are so unbusinesslike and corrupt in

their methods as to be incapable of operating a
street railway property, then they are also unfit to
manage the construction of the property and to

make contracts for its use. You cannot stop half

way.
The motive for public ownership abroad is two-

fold. The first has reference to the conditions of

the streets and street surface. They have, as a

rule, finely constructed and maintained streets, and
in their very proper regard for keeping them so,

they desire to control all construction and main-
tenance of tracks. The second has reference to

controlling and regulating the method of operation.

That has proven a failure, and can be accomplished
better when granting a franchise. In nearly every
case in England where the municipality acquired
the operation of the properly it did so involuntarily.
The city of Toronto, Canada, is the only instance

in this country of public ownership and private
operation. The conditions and contract there
please the theorists and the street railway company,
and all are happy. While I am neither a prophet
nor the son of one, I will state that, in my opinion,
before the contract period shall have expired, To-
ronto will have cause to regret that it adopted
some English methods under almost American
conditions. The municipality constructs the con-
crete bed for the tracks, supplies and does all pav-
ing, and removes all plowed snow. The compensa-
tion which it receives per mile of track is much
less than that paid in some states by one company
for running over the tracks of another company.
Percentage of receipts, rates of fare, etc., should
be looked upon as nothing more nor less than a
premium for which the operating company re-
ceives a monopoly. Competition and the fear of it

are completely shut out. Single fare and transfer
carry a passenger only to the suburbs. Those go-
ing to and from the suburbs pay e.xtra fares, and
as the city grows in population, it will become as
congested as foreign cities, or the people will be
compelled to pay extra fares to get to and from
suburban homes. Such conditions exist nowhere
in the United States.

The conditions with respect to Toronto and its

suburbs suggest a practical problem in the United
States should municipalities desire to acquire street
lailway properties. Street railway systems abroad
are usually operated within the limits of the mu-
nicipality, as at Toronto. Shoidd the systems be
extended further additional fares are charged. In
the United States, on the contrary, in nearly every
instance the street railway system extends beyond
the city or town limits, and usually only a single
fare is charged. Should a city obtain the street
railway system within its own jurisdiction, an in-
teresting problem is opened with respect to the
owner of the balance of the property; and in case
the balance of the property should be acquired by
the other towns through which the system may
be operated, as to divisions of "spoils," profits and
losses. It may result, as it did in Birmingham,
England, in the price of gas. That city provides
its own gas and charges suburban towns 50 per
cent, more than it charges its city consumers.

MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP.
street Railways Abroad.

[From the Chicago Times Herald.]

One woidd think, to read Professor Frank Par-
sons' series of articles in the New Time that nearly
all of the street railways in Europe were operated
by municipalities. But this is not true. Municipal
ownership is the exception, not the rule.

In his admirable article in Municipal Affairs for
September, E. E. Higgins presents figures wliich
show to what a limited extent municipal operation
prevails. In Canada there is but one example,
found in Port Arthur, a town of 2,700 inhabitants,
which owns an eight-mile line, on which four cars
are operated. There are but four instances in Ger-
many, and these are among the smaller towns, the
big cities like Berlin and Hamburg being served
by private companies. In Switzerland there are
but three cases of operation by cantons. Great
Britain has but six municipal lines, against about
125 privately controlled, and two of the former are
on an extremely small scale. There is nothing of
the kind in France, Austria, Hungary, Belgium,
Italy, Russia, Spain and Holland. In all the world
but 14 cities and towns have assumed the responsi-
bility of operating their street railways.
The single example of successful municipal op-

eration is that of Glasgow, and of this the socialists
make much. Mr. Higgins has taken the pains to
compare the Glasgow tramways with those of
Brooklyn and Boston, the two American cities most
nearly approximating the Scotch metropolis in size.

Glasgow has the advantage of a density of popula-
tion of 20,oix> per square mile, against Boston's
density of 5.700_ per square mile. Boston has five

times as many miles of line, while Brooklyn has
seven times as many. In Glasgow the average fare
paid is 1.85 cents per mile, but the fares are based
upon the length of distance traveled, and the av-
erage distance traveled per passenger in Glasgow
is only one mile. One may ride 18 miles in Brook-
lyn for five cents, and Mr. Higgins regards it as
certain that street railway transportation rates per
mile traveled are, in both American cities, much
lower than in Glasgow.

Socialists always talk of profits to municipalities.
They argue as if the diversion of revenues from the
people to the state were the greatest desideratum of
modern civilization. But, granting their contention,
Mr. Higgins disposes of their last argument. He
shows conclusively that during its last financial

year the West End Street Railway company of Bos-
ton paid into the public treasury in the form of
taxes a sum greater by 28 per cent, than the entire
operating profits of the Glasgow municipal system
during its last financial year; and the street railway
properties of Brooklyn paid as taxes twice over as
much as the Glasgow operating profits.
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Glasgow's Municipal Service.

[From the London Electrical Review.]

The treasury inquiry into the question of the

municipalization of telephones which was opened

on Tuesday last at Glasgow will, no doubt,

be followed with the greatest interest, not only

by telephone men and the electrical profession

generally, but by those interested in the widening

of municipal operations. One has often been told,

by Scotch papers, that the municipal government

of Glasgow is the best in the world, and, no doubt,

much has been done to ameliorate the conditions

of those who are comRelled to live in Glasgow.

Should it come to pass, however, that a Glasgow

municipal telephone system became an established

fact, we trust its attainment may be accomplished

without indulging in that penchant for conducting

inquiries in foreign lands that is a distinguishing

characteristic of Glasgow committees, and it would

be a matter for profound regret if any dispute were

to arise as to the proper committee to supply the

electrical current necessary to work the teRphone

system.
. , . ,, .

Although Glasgow may consider itself in many
respects the center of light and leading, it has by

no means made astonishing progress in municipal

electrical work. The population of Glasgow is

657,000, and the ratable value £4,046,726; Man-
chester, on the other hand, has a population of

530,000, and a ratable value of £2,911,083. Curi-

ously enough, the municipal control of electric

lighting commenced in the two cities within a few

months of each other, but the latest returns show

a marked difference in the two systems^ as will

be seen from the following figures:

35 watts
lamps. Units soltj. Revenue.

Manchester 123.595 1.748.2M ?38 253

Glasgow 79.140 1.090,959 i25,868

For years past the Glasgow corporation has

owned probably the most paying system of tram-

ways in the kingdom, and four or five years ago

a committee collected an amazing mass of informa-

tion on the subject of working tramways by elec-

trical means; moreover, it was generally accepted

that electrical working was far and away the best

system. Four years ago the tramways in Leeds

were owned and worked by a company, yet to-day

the corporation of Leeds has not only taken over
• the whole of the city tramways, but has equipped

10 miles with the overhead trolley system—and

Glasgow to-day is in a difficulty about running a

short experimental line on the same system. Not-

withstanding. Glasgow has sufficient confidence in

itself to be desirous of acquiring and working a

telephone system.

Mr. Dooley'3 Views on the Subject.

[Reported by F. P. Dunne in the Chicago Evening Post.]

"What we need in this counthry," said Mr. Dooley,

"is muny-cipyal ownership."

Oh, aye," said Mr. Hennessy in a puzzled tone.

"What we need," said Mr. Dooley, "is muny-clpyal

ownership."
"Sure," said Mr. Hennessy. "What is it?'

"Here's a paper about it," said Mr. Dooley. "I

got it off a man that was in here that'd just been

discha-arged be Yerkuss f'r stoppin' at a sthreet

corner f'r passengers. He give it to me. He's in

favor iv it.

"Ye see 'tis this way. Th' city is goin' to (3\yn

th' sthreet railroads an' th' gashouses an' th' ilic-

thric lightin' plants an' all. Th' city'U own thim

an' r-rim thim f'r th' binifit iv th' people an' a ma-an
instead iv payin' a nickel f'r ridin' in th' sthreet

ca-ar to a la-ad he niver see befure, will thransfer

th' coin fr'm wan pocket to another an' ring up wan
fare f'r himsilf.

" 'Twill make things good in politics again. Since

th' clan wint to pieces an' me Boolgahrian frind

Misther Kraus come into his job, politics has been

so quite an' simple in th' Sixth wa-ard that anny
German cud undherstand thim. But whin we have

muny-cipyal ownership 'twill be diff'rent. Willum

J. O'Brien will be prisident iv th' sthreet ca-ar

company, if he don't acquire it be degrees be that

time, an' me frind little Jawnny Powers '11 r-run

th' gashouses. They'll meet together th' night be-

fure th' prim'ries. 'Is Casey with us?' says Powers
Tm afraid not,' says O'Brien. T heerd him call

f'r Mclnerney to sing "Gawd Save Ireland" at th'

picnic' 'I'll cut off his gas to-morrow, an' do ye see

that he walks downtown f'r th' rist iv his nachural

life,' says Powers. 'How is Adofski, th' Polish

man?'
" 'He's thrue as steel,' says O'Brien. 'Him an'

his tin thousan' Polackers is with us to a man.'

'Give him a season pass an' I'll se that his meter
is turned back a few thousan' feet,' says Powers.
'He's a good man. Is his brother wur-rkin'?' 'I

spoke to Coughlin las' week f'r to make him super-

intindent iv th' tiliphone comp'ny, but he had a man
f'r th' place—th' big fellow named Smith that done
up Sandy Walters.' 'That's jist like Coughlin,' says

Powers. 'He's a perfec' hog. Didn't we lave him
put Jawnny Sterchie in as threeasurer iv th' clearin'-

house las' year? Ye'd betther see Brennan an' ask
him if can't make Adofski's brother his sicrity in th'

ilicthric light wur-ruks. He's a good man. He
can't read or write.' 'I'll do it,' says O'Brien. 'Ar-re

th' boys r-ready f'r to-morrow?' 'They ar-re,' says

Powers. 'AH r-ready. We'll have five thousan' in

th' war-ard and wan thousan' to go over in thrucks

to th' twinty-ninth whin Mclnerney goes f'r to vote

th' employees iv th' Town iv Lake lines. He's goin'

to stop th' cars all day. Don't ye think we'd betther

do th' same?' 'No,' says O'Brien. 'If we don't

have some ca-ars r-runnin' how can we get th' boys
fr'm wan prim'ry to th' other?' 'Willyum, ye'cr a
janius,' says Powers. 'But how about th' gas wur-
ruks?' 'Shut thim down,' says O'Brien. 'Our fel-

lows can wurruk a dale betther in th' dark.' 'So
they can, so they can. I'll go to th' saloon now
an' declare an exthra dividend. We'll need ivery

cint to-morrah. I hear Mclnerney is givin' gas away
free f'r this week.' 'Th' ma-an's foolish,' says
O'Brien. 'Th' day afther th' prim'ry I'm goin' to

ask ye to call a meetin' iv th' directors to raise th'

price to $5 a thousan'.' 'I'm afraid we can't get

a quorum,' says Powers. 'Manny iv th' la-ads is

out iv town. Spike Hinnessy is oft' with his sthring

iv horses an' th' big Swede has been exthradited

to New York f'r blowin' a safe. Thin Carlson is

out throwin' th' shells afther a circus, an' on'y you
an' me an' Brenner is left iv th' w-hole boord.' 'Well

thin, we'll have to pump in a little air,' says O'Brien.

'We've got to get square somehow.' 'The people'U

kick,' says Powers. 'Iv coorse they will,' says

O'Brien. "They kick about iverything. Oh, 'tis a

thankless task to sarve th' public. Tin iv th' best

years iv me life have I spint in their intherests.

an' I'm growin' tired. I've half a mind to take what
there's left in th' dhrawer an' lave this ongrateful

counthry.' An' thin they'll go away together.

"Oh, 'twill be a great thing f'r th'. city whin it

gets goin'."

"It'll niver get goin', " said Mr. Hennessy.
"An' why not?" said Mr. Dooley.
"Because th' la-ads that has hold now have a grip

ye cudden't break with an ice pick."

"Perhaps ye-er right," said Mr. Dooley. "An' I

don't know but what I'd as soon have Powers an'

O'Brien as thim we do have. It's on'y a question

iv who does th' robbin'. Th' diff'rence is between
pickin' pockets an' usin' a lead pipe."

Philadelphia's Gas Plant.

[From the Chicago Record.]

The Philadelphia experiment does indeed prove
that municipal ownership is not a cure-all for every

ill, and that it should not be entered upon regardless

of conditions. It should be set down as fundamental
that municipal operation cannot succeed and ought
not to be undertaken with the spoils system in vogue.
It is folly amounting almost to a crime for anyone
to advocate municipal ownership and operation who
is not willing first to see a thorough-going civil

service system in vogue. Therein is the inconsistency

of some of Chicago's labor leaders, who advocate
municipal ow'nership and operation while fighting

the merit system. Philadelphia undertook to operate
a municipal gas-plant with the spoils system in

vogue and the city in control of a vicious political

machine. Naturally the gas-plant, like every other
department of the public service, was used to per-

petuate the power of the ring. Under such circum-
stances, of course, a municipal gas-plant could not
be a success, especially when the influences of the
franchise-holding interests of the country were ex-
ercised to make of it as much of a failure as possible.

It must be remembered, however, that the gas-plant

under municipal control was not the only institution

01 which Philadelphia has had cause to complain.
Other industries of a public nature under private
control have also been powerful forces working for

niisgovernment and machine rule in that city, just

as they are in Chicago and other American munici-
palities.

The Philadelphia experiment proves just what
everybody of ordinary sense knows, that municipal
operation under the spoils system is bound to be
a failure. And, for that matter, all government must
prove a failure under the spoils system. The Phila-
delphia experiment proves nothing more than this,

and the effort to make it appear that it settles con-
clusively the question under discussion is false and
misleading. The argument to this efl?ect would only
be put forth by those with a predisposition in favor
of private management. As to whether or not mu-
nicipal ownership and operation would be successful
with the merit system in operation is another ques-
tion entirely.

Failure of City Gas Plant in Philadelphia.
[From the Philadelphia North American.]

The gas supplied to the city of Philadelphia is

very bad, and it is so owing to a variety of reasons
which it is not in the power of the municipal gov-
ernment to amend. Chief among these reasons is

the condition of the plant. It is partly worn out,

wholly out of date, and radically inefficient. Over
a large part of the city the service pipes are too
small for the work required of them, and to a great
extent they are so rotten that a very considerable
percentage of the gas which they convey is lost

through leakage. To replace these pipes and to

construct a new plant, enlarged to meet the neces-
sities of an enlarged community, and provided with
the modern appliances of manufacture and distribu-

tion, would require the immediate expenditure of not
less than $5,000,000. This money the city does not
possess, as applicable to this purpose, and has no
means of obtaining. This is one argument in favor

of the lease, and it is an unanswerable one.
Another thing. Perhaps most people have an

idea that the operation of the gas-works is a source

of considerable revenue to the municipality. This
is a mistake. As a matter of fact, the works are
run at a loss. In 1896 the receipts from all sources
of the Bureau of Gas were $3,318,145, and the ex-
penditures, $3,552,103, showing a deficit of $234,-
958; and it should he noted that in arriving at these
figures no allowance is made for interest upon the
investment or for the deterioration of the plant,
items which always enter into the business man's
calculations when he is striking a profit-and-loss
balance. It is true that upon the whole the chief
of the Bureau of Gas is able to figure out an apparent
profit of $352,988, but this is done by including the
profit on $700,000 worth of gas purchased from the
Philadelphia Gas Improvement companj' at 37 cents
a thousand, and sold to the public at a dollar. Upon
Ihe gas manufactured by the city the loss is con-
slant and considerable, and even the profit reported
is illusory, because in arriving at it no account is

taken of the interest on the investment cr of the de-
preciation of the plant. It is said that there is no
reason why the city should not -conduct the works
as economically and efficiently as a private corpora-
tion. Perhaps not, in theory, but there is in prac-
tice; and it is an insurmountable one. The reason
is that it is impossible to keep politics out of the

gas-works so long as they are operated as a de-
partment of the city government, and the result of
this is a substantial increase in the cost and decrease
in the efficiency of their administration.
A late dispatch from Philadelphia states that the

resolution recently passed by the Select Council
to submit the question of leasing the city gas-
works to a private corporation was defeated in

Common Council. The vote was 54 for the res-

olution and 64 against. There were few absentees.
A joint sub-committee on finance and gas has been
considering various propositions to lease the city

works for 30 years, and referred them all to the
general joint committee, recommending only that

submitted by the United Gas Improvement com-
pany. It was after this step that the Select Coun-
cil resolution prevailed. The defeat of that res-

olution prevents the people from voting on the

question.

Value of Franchises.
[From the Springfield Republican.]

Now comes the United Gas Improvement com-
pany of Philadelphia with a proposi.ion to lease th^

plant on what are regarded as most favorab'e
terms to the city. Briefly, the offer is to take the

plant for a term of 30 years, pay the city fully for

the material and supplies on hand, to expend $5 000.-

000 within three years for necessary repairs, to

expend $10,000,000 more for future enlargements
and necessary extensions, to furnish gas of 32
candle power during the first 10 years at 90 cents

a thousand cubic feet, at 85 cents in the next five

years, 80 cents in the next five, and 75 cents in the

next 10 years, to provide the city for public pur-
poses with gas free of charge, and finally, at the

end of 30 years, to turn over the plant to the city,

together with the present property of the United
Gas Improvement company, free of all obligat'ons.

The city also to have the option of resuming pos-.

session at the end of 10 years by paying to the

company the appraised value of improvements
plus interest at six per cent, on the same from
date of contract. Ttiis offer is particularly cal-

culated to impress people with the great value

of such a franchise. It is being regarded most fa-

vorably. The Philadelphia Record is a stout cham-
pion of city ownership of the works, says the

offer is worthy of careful consideration, and admits
that public operation has had costly defects. But
there is no hope of immediate reform in the pub-
lic management, it says, and a lease on such favor-

able terms, which still leaves the city in possession

of the franchise, is worth attention.

Business Sentiment Opposed to City
Plant.

[From the New York Evening Post ]

The confessed break-down of the municipal gas-

system in Philadelphia is a severe blow to the ad-

vocates of municipal ownership. A legislative in-

vestigation has finally laid the entire system so bare

and defenseless that the business sentiment of the

city is now strong for turning the whole thing

over to private companies. It is amusing to read

that the only argument made against this course

was that of "calling attention to the rate at which
gas is furnished by municipalities in England."
The argument really is, a capable and honest gov-
ernment can run city gas-works; therefore an in-

competent and corrupt government can do it.

The contest between the New York and Phila-

delphia Traction company and the Brunswick
Traction company over right of way for construc-

tion of a trolley road between New Brunswick,
N. J., and Somerville, N. J., a distance of 12 miles,

has assumed large proportions. Each company has

offered to pay $25,000 for the privilege. 'The New
York and Philadelphia Traction company has built

about two miles of its proposed road under a dis-

puted franchise. It has secured the requisite num-
ber of consents, and deposited the amount specified

by the township for the franchise, but the commit-
teemen refused to act on its application.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, October 19.—Amid all the political

cares pressing upon him, Seth Low found time to

entertain Lord Kelvin on Thursday last. In the

the morning Lord Kelvin breakfasted with Mr.
Low at the Holland House. Upon his arrival at

Columbia University shortly afterward, he asked

that he be excused from delivering an address to

the officers and students, on the ground of fatigue.

He said he wanted to learn, and not to teach.

After examining the reading-room of the library

and studying the details of the huge "moon"
which reflects the electric light, he proceeded to

the Physics building. He then went to West Hall,

where an informal luncheon was served, at which
the following-named professors were present: Og-
den N. Rood, Charles F. Chandler, John K. Rees,

William Hallock, Michael I. Pupin and Robert
S. Woodward. Lord Kelvin was surprised that

such buildings could be erected in two years, and
expressed pleasure at the liberality of the wealthy
Americans whose subscriptions made the new site

a possibility. It is much more difficult to get

such funds in England. He further announced that

he soon expected to publish his lectures on "Mo-
lecular Dynamics," delivered at Johns Hopkins
about 13 years ago. On Saturday Lord and Lady
Kelvin took the steamer on their return to Europe.
During last week's testimony before the Su-

preme Court's Rapid Transit Commission of In-

C|uiry, Stevenson Towle, formerly consulting engi-

neer to the Department of Public Works, produced
copies of contracts and other data relating to the

cost of the excavations in the city streets, and froin

these drew the conclusion that Chief Engineer Par-
sons' estimates of the cost of excavation for the
underground railway were not too low. W. B.

Potter of the General Electric company was called,

and said he had estimated the entire cost of equip-
ment for the operation of the proposed road, in-

cluding cars, motors and lighting, at $7,845,000.

John Van Home, the veteran telegrapher, vice-

president of the Western Union company, has re-

signed from the directory of that company. The
resignation was presented at the annual meeting
last week. Jacob H. Schifif was elected a director

in Mr. Van Home's place. Mr. Van Home has
been associated with the Western Union company
for 47 years. His resignation was tendered be-

cause he desired to return to his home in Ken-
tucky, as his wife was unable to live in the more
rigorous climate of the North. The resignation

• was reluctantly accepted, after every inducement
had been ofifered to have him reconsider his deter-

mination. The report of President Eckert gives
the amount of capital stock outstanding as $97.-

370.000, of which $29,850.35 belongs to and is in

the treasury of the company. The net revenue,
expenses and profits for the year ended June .10,

1897. were as follows: Revenues, $22.638,859.16:

expenses, $16,906,656.03. Deducting moneys ap-
plied for dividends, interest on bonds and sinking
fund appropriations, there is a surplus to June 3oh
of $7,647,541.06. The assets and liabiiities are

placed at $128,410,498.42 each. M. S.
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partment of electrical control, says the report, is

much felt, and the recommendation for it is renewed.
T. I. P.

Washington. D. C.

Washington. October ;8.—The directors of the
Capital Traction company have formally determined
to take action to put in the underground system of

electricity on the Pennsylvania avenue and Four-
teenth street lines, as provided by the General Elec-
tric company. It v.'as also decided to commence th?

work of changing the conduits at once, z-nd the con-
tract for doing this was awarded to E. Saxton. .A

buildin.£r committee consisting of President Dunlop.
Henry Hurt and Samuel F. Philb'ps was appointed.
This committee will take entire charge of the work
of installing the new system. The contract with
the General Electric company for the equipment of

the lines will be drawn up and signed In a few days.
The new system will comprise all of the latest im-
provements of a successful character applicable to

undersrround electric propulsion of street cars, and
upon its completion will be surpassed in its equin-
ment by no other street railway system in the world.

It is recommended in the annual estimate for the
expenses of the District of Columbia for the fiscal

year ending June 30. i8gS. that the use of arc lamps
on resident streets should be avoided because thev
are annoyinsr to many people in the summer months
by their brilliancy and the insects they attract. It

is suefgested that $3,000 of the annual aooropriation
be set aside for experimental lighting with improved
lamps. The marked increase in the appropriation
for street lighting is explained by the following
statement: "The existing ser\'ice is not saHs^actory
or in keeping with the standards maintained in other
branches of the city government. Nearly all the city

streets and avenues are but dimly lig-hted. and some
streets and populous alleys are not lighted at r^H.

In manv of the suburbs improvements are rao'dV
p"oing forward and appropriations are rot sufficient

to furnish all the necessary lau'ps. even in th'^se

cnburbs that are practically a portion of the city.

Manv of the important resMential streets, partic-

ularly the broad and well shaded avenues, should
be more bricfhtly lip-hted. and all streets occupied by
rapid transit lines should be lighted with arc lamps
or other high-power lights." The need of a de-

PERSONAL.
Charles Ackeiman, president of the Central Elec-

tric Light company of San Francisco, ic in Chicago.

Among the out-of-town electrical men in Chi-
cago last week was E. Ward Wilkins of the Part-
rick & Carter company of Philadelphia.

William Hathaway Forbes, who has. just died at
the age of 57 years, was for a long time, says the
New York Tribune, closely identified with the busi-
ness and financial interests of Boston. He served
gallantly through the war, and for eight years was
president of the Bell Telephone company. His wife
was a daughter of Ralph Waldo Emerson.

It will no doubt be a great surprise to the many
warm friends of the Electrical Exchange, Chicago,
10 learn of the marriage of its manager, Thaddeus
."^elby Lane, to Miss Lillian Paynter, on September
30th. Miss Paynter is a resident of Long Island
City. N. Y. There was considerable wonderment
on the part of Mr. Lane's friends and also his em-
ployes as to where he was spending his "vacation,"
but now that the news is out there has been a general
agreement that his increase of present responsibilities
was the wisest step of his life.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The village of West Liberty, Iowa, has awarded

the contract for its electric lighting plant to Adams.
Greene & Co. of Morrison, 111. The work is to
be begun at once, and the plant is required to be
in operation by December loth.

The Charleston (S. C.) Edison Light and Power
company has applied for a charter. It will organize
to purchase and operate the old Charleston Light
and Power company's plant, which was in receiver's

hands and recently sold. Additional machinery may
be put in.

) ; : :
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An ordinance, prepared at the suggestion of

Comptroller Waller was passed at the meeting of

the Chicago City Council on Monday. It author-
izes the expenditure of $150,000 in the improve-
ment and extension of the elecCVic lighting system
of the city.

Morelia is said to be one of the best lighted cities

in Mexico. The plant belongs to the government
and is under the management of Albert E. LaAv-
rence, a Canadian by birth. It was established in

t888 and now supplies 116 arc and 1,075 incandes-
cent lamps. It will be moved in a few mionths to

a fine new stone building now in course of con-
struction opposite the "Bosque" park, and a new
dynamo with a capacity of 1,200 lights is to be added
to those already in use.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Louisville Street Railway company has paid

to Attorney-general Taylor of Kentucky $25.-

147.55, the amount of the judgment recently ren-

dered against the company for franchise tax, and
has decided to abandon the contemplated appeal.

The September gross and net earnings of the
Columbus (Ohio) Street Railway company are said

to have been the greatest in the history of the com-
pany. It is reported that the company will buy th^

Columbus Central street railway, now in receivers'

hands.

The Cleveland. Medina and Southern Railway
company, which has filed articles of incorporation
Avith the secretary of state of Ohio, proposes, is is

asserted, to construct an electric line from Cleveland
to Cincinnati via Columbus. The capital stock is

fixed at $750,000.

The contract for building a standard gauge rail-

road from Canon City to Cripple Creek. Colo., has
btcn let by the Caiion City and Cripple Creek Elec-
tric Railway company to Orman & Crook of

Pueblo. The road, as at present planned, is to be
30 miles in length, and must be ready for use on
March 20, 1898.

An amicable understanding having been arrived
at between the Chicago City Railway company and
the Chicago General Railway company in relatioti

to the use of the tracks in Twenty-second street,

the suit brought by the latter company was dis-

missed by stipulation in the Supreme Court at

Springfield on October 12th.

A clerk in the general office of the Albany Rail-
way company, five conductors and one other man
have been arrested for defrauding the company by
using tickets a second lime. The clerk in the gen-
eral office sold packages of canceled tickets to th"-

conductors, who then turned them in in place of
cash fares collected. These operations have been
going on for several months.

The text of the decis'on of the Supreme C^urt of
Connecticut against the Shelton Street Railway
company proves to be verv important in its bearing
on projected parallel trolley enterprises, ft sus-
tains the lower court in its finding that the fi"ancial
strength or weakness of the proposed road must
be considered in determining the question of pub-
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lie necessity and convenience. The practical effect
of the decision is to compel all projected parallel
trolley enterprises which have not heretofore passed
the lower courts of Connecticut to prove their finan-
cial strength before these courts will approve them.

Corporation Counsel Flowers of Detroit has on
behalf of the city, began suit in the County Court
to have the consolidation of the Detroit and the
Fort Wayne and Belle Isle street railways (three-
cent fare lines) with the Detroit Citizens' Street
Railway company declared invalid. The bill of
complaint asserts that the franchise of the Detroit
railway, granted in 1894, expressly stipulated that
it should not consolidate with the two old com-
panies, and that the effect of the consolidation in
management has been to curtail the service of the
Detroit railway and make it merely an insignificant
part of the Citizens' railway (six for a quarter; sys-
tem, and also resulted in doing away with the con-
tinuous transfer system originaly operated by the
Detroit railway.

The. Milwaukee, Racine and Kenosha Electric
btreet Railway compay has filed with the council of
Kenosha another application for a franchise and
right of way through the city. This makes its third
attempt to get through. Each of the former ap-
plications was rejected by the city, because it was
unwilling to grant a franchise for 50 years which
was the term asked for. The ordinance now asked
lor IS virtually the same as those rejected, with a
tew minor concessions to the city, which were con-
tended for by the council. Mayor Cully says thecompany will not be granted the privileges asked
tor unless it is willing to give the city something
which may be considered an equivalent. A local
service is desired, and the aldermen v.'ant the com-
pany to secure the consent of at least three-fourths
ot the interested property owners. The company
s rongly objects to furnishing a local service which
the citizens consider of any value. It is believed
there will be another clash on these points The
road IS now built to the north limhs of the cityand will be m operation within a couple of weeks.
The Chicago Times-Herald recently published the

tollowing: That there is some prospect that the
Chicago and Northwestern will equip its suburban
trams with electricity is indicated by the fact that an
official of that line is now at Schenectady N Y
studying the third-rail system, as used on an exp-r'-
mental track there. This official is in company w fi
General Superintendent Sullivan of the lilinos Cen-
tral, which already practically has decided to equip
Its suburban service with electricity. Northwestern
officials in this city admit that they are try"n<» to
keep abreast of the times and are closely watchin<f
the application of electricity to suburban Iraffi- As
to whether there is an intention of adopting the sys-
tem they are reticent. Aside from the Illinois Cen-
tral, no railroad in the city doing a heavy suburban
business is in as good a position to adopt an elec-
trical equipment. Its tracks are elevated for' the
greater part within the city limits and it is possible
to keep all trespassers from the right-of-way The
third-rail system could therefore be adopted with-
out fear. That it is intended to find a new and
cheaper motive power there is every reason to be-
lieve, for the competition of the electric lines tap-
ping the road's suburban territory is already felt se-
verely. Officials of the road have practically admit-
ted this by reducing the price of 25-ride tickets and
adding many trains to the already fine service wi hin
the last year. An electric line from Milwaukee soon
will parallel its tracks for almost the entire length
and a reduction of fares will then be necessary if its
business is to be retained. Fare reductions under
the present method of operation are not considered
practical.

TELEGRAPH.
An underground telegraphic cable is now being

aid to connect London and Birmingham in Eng-
land. °

From India comes another complaint against
government telegraphs. It is charged that a
press telegram intended for Indian Engineering
mysteriously made its way into the office and col-
umns of a Calcutta daily. The matter is now in
the hands of the director-general of telegraphs.

TELEPHONE.
From information received at the State Depart-

ment, it appears that a joint stock company, with a
capital of 10,000 contos, is to be established in the
Federal District of Brazil. This company has for
Its object the connecting of all of the state capitals
of the republic by means of telephones, and has
taken the name of Sociedade Telefonica Norte Sul.

The Home Telephone and Telegraph company
of Fort Wayne. Ind., is an enterprising anti-Bell
company. Its directory is handsomely printed and
veil arranged. In the book are the following in-
teresting statements: "The Home Telephone and
Telegraph companj'. Fort Wayne, Indiana, operates
the largest telephone exchange in the United States
in proportion to size of the city; has one 'phone foi
each 30 inhabitants; is not dominated by any
trust or monopoly (Fort Wayne capital exclusively
employed); was the the first company in the state
of Indiana using underground wires for electrical
purposes, besides furnishing to the city free service
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between all of its departments. It pays two per

cent, of its gross income as a special tax, and is

the only corporation within the city rendering it

any compensation. It has reduced rates for tele-

phones 50 per cent.; has improved the service 100

per cent., and is now furnishing connections to

three times as many persons as were accommodated
by the great monopoly."

Hon. Eugene Germain, United States consul at

Zurich, has forwarded to the State Department the

following report on telephones in France: There

are at present 112 towns with a population of 6,000,-

000 which have iS.igi subscribers, half of whom arc

in Paris. It is not in Paris, however, that there are

the most subscribers in proportion to the number
of inhabitants, for at Cannes the proportion is I

to 120; at Fourmies i to 198; at Mentone I to 205,

and at Fourcong i to 222, against i to 253 in Paris.

The article further shows how little the telephone

is used by comparison with neighboring countries,

like Germany and Switzerland, for while the number
of "communicationcs" in France last year was only

74,000,000, the total for Germany, excluding Ba-
A-aria and Wurtemburg, was over 424,000,000. Switz-

erland, with a population hardly the tenth of France,

had at the end of last year over 1,000 miles of tele-

phone lines, with 29,533 subscribers, and about

15,000,000 "communicationcs." While the cost of

telephones in Switzerland is more than covered by
the receipts, the contrary is the case in France,

though the subscription price is much higher than

in any of the other countries, being as much as $So

per annum in Paris, and from $40 to $60 in provin-

cial towns, to say nothing of each subscriber

having to contribute toward getting connections

to the Swiss system; in addition to the charge of

getting an instrument put in and connected, the

charge is $8 per annum and five centimes (one cent)

for each conversation of three minutes' duration.

The Swiss telephone system is operated by the gov-
ernment.

much thicker than the sheet forming the barrel body,

it is the practice after the weld is finished to place

a heavy mass of hot iron on top of the work until

the whole is cooled down. A certain annealing ef-

fect is thus secured by which possible contraction

strains at the joint are avoided. The U.xbridge

works of the company have a present capacity of

about 240 barrels per week.

POWER TRANSMISSION.
A press dispatch from Mechanicville, N. Y.,

dated October l6th, says: Three hundred men are

working night and day on the great dam now in

course of construction at this place. The dam,
when finished, will be one of the finest in the world
and will aid in developing an electric power that

will supply the entire Hudson Valley with elec-

tricity. The work on the dam is being pushed so

rapidly that it is thought all the hydraulic work
will be completed by November 1st. At the point

selected for the hydraulic development, a small

island, about midway in the stream, divides the

flow of water into two parts. Across^ the channels

thus formed concrete dams, having "an aggregate

length of about I,0G0 feet, are being erected. The
concrete of which these are composed is made of

broken rock, brought from the quarries near South
Bethlehem and iSuanesburg. The dam is con-

structed with an almost vertical back and curved
apron, deflecting the overflow water into a prac-

tically horizontal flow to eliminate all danger of

washing away the sub-structure. At the ends of

the dam massive piers of concrete of circular plan

are anchored solidly into the rock of the shore.

The power house is to be built integrally with the

western portion of the dam, and, as in certain

ether modern structures of this character, uses

horizontal turbines below the water level, the dy-

namos being directly connected to the shafts of

these. The title of the corporation to control this

electrical output is the Hudson River Electric

Power Transmission company. It is expected that

the current will be turned on from the plant about
January 1st.

MISCELLANEOUS.
London Engineering describes the method of

making welded steel barrels, which is now carried

on at Uxbridge. England, under the Barrbeat-Stange
patents. The body of the barrel is rolled out of

steel plate, and buckling is prevented by easing the

rolls at the ends. The rolls then bear only on the

center of the sheet passed through them and thus
extend the metal there and there only, the sheet

remaining its original, size at the edges. Under
these condition it shapes itself naturally into the
barrel form as the rolling proceeds, and when re-

moved only requires its ends sheared straight in

a special machine, and to have its longitudinal seain

welded. This latter operation is effected electrically

by the Bernados process, with which no skilled

labor is required. The bent sheet is clamped with
its two opposing edges some one-quarter or three-
eighths of an inch apart; a small fragment of steel

is placed over the opening and melted by means of

the elecric arc by one man, while another stands by
to hammer it as soon as ready. By welding on suc-
cessive fragments in the manner named, the whole
joint is finally completed, and the cask is finished

by adding its heads and its bung bosses. The heads
are first cut in a circular shearing machine, and
then corrugated and dished in a 400 ton hydraulic
press. The dished edge fits inside the barrel edge,
and a ring of sheet metal three-quarters to one inch
wide is also placed round the head of the barrel
outside. The three edges of this ring, of the bar-
rel itself, and of the head, are then melted together
by the electric arc. The bung bosses are also
welded on. These are steel stampings, and being

TRADE NEWb.
The Bibber-White company, 49 Federal street,

Boston, Mass., has been appointed eastern distrib-

utor or Holm's "Tesoline" commutator compound,
placed on the market by the Boiler Expurgator
company, Chicago.

The Electric Arc Light company, manufacturer

of the Pioneer inclosed arc lamp, has moved its

offices to the American Tract Society building, 150

Nassau street. New York. W. C. Hub!)ard has been

elected secretary of the company.

The Popular Science News for October says:

"A properly made paint of graphite and boiled lin-

seed oil is the most suitable for protecting structural

ironwork, roofs, etc., e.xposed to the destructive

agencies of heat, cold, storms, etc." The Jos. Dixon
Crucible company of Jersey City, N. J., can give

further information on this subject.

A. O. Schoonmaker, 158 William street, New
York, one of the largest dealers in mica in this

country, has made a change in his Cleveland

agency, being now represented by Hayes & Arthur,

Cuyahoga building, who are well known in the

electrical trade. The firm named will carry a stock

of Mr. Schoonmaker's mica, so that all orders will be

filled promptly.

T. M. Crane, president and manager of the Pacific

Coast Electric company of San Francisco, Cal.,

was in Chicago this week on his way East. Mr.
Crane has 'secured a number of excellent special-

ties, among them being Okonite and Central Elec-

tric products. Mr Crane, who is also connected
with the San Francisco Gas and Electric company,
reports an excellent business on the coast, and
states that the electrical business in that part of the

country was never in a healthier condition.

The Lynn Incandescent Lamp company of Lynn,
Mass., has e.xperienced such a rapid increase in the

growth of its business that it is obliged to open
a sales department, which it has placed under the

management of O. S. Burr, who will take entire

control of the output of this concern for the United
States. Mr. Burr has recently been in New York
city and other points in the East appointing agencies

for this concern. He will soon visit Chicago and
other western cities in arranging for proper rep-

resentation for the sale of the Lynn incandescent
lamp in the West.

The Davis & Egan Machine Tool company of

Cincinnati informs its patrons that Mr. L. E. Rhodes,
formerly of the L. E. Rhodes company of Hartford,
Conn., and prior to that for many years connected
with the Pratt & Whitney company, has associated
himself with the Davis & Egan company, and will

have charge of the department in which are manu-
factured Lincoln millers, hand millers, etc. The
company has secured an order from the Krupp
Works of Essen for a number of machine tools,

through its office at Dusseldorf, Germany. The
Krupp Works are known to be the largest in the

world, employing over 20,000 men, and it speaks well
for any American house to introduce its goods into

this immense manufactory.

General Manager M. E. Baird of the Eddy Elec-
tric Manufacturing company of Windsor, Conn.,
was a visitor in New York last week on his return
from an extended trip throughout the central and
western states. He reports a decided improvement
in general business wherever he has been; he is

convinced that the West is in better condition for
the sale of electrical apparatus than it has been dur-
ing the last three years. He reports that the Eddy
company has the honor of the shipment of the first

electrical apparatus into the Klondike gold mining-
region of Alaska, having sent from its San Fran-
cisco agency last week one of its si.K-kilowatt ma-
chines, with orders for several others on file for the
same point, to be shipped as soon as transportation
can be effected.

A notable addition to the already extensive elec-

trical plant of the Niagara Falls Hydraulic Power
and Manufacturing company in the power house at

the foot of the cliff, at Niagara Falls, N. Y., will
shortly be made in the form of a General Electric
company electrolytic generator, which will be the
largest of its kind ever constructed. It will be both

. lilierally and carefully designed to enable it to cope
with the very severe service of electrolytic work,
i. e.. for practically continuous operation. This ma-
chine will have 14 poles and will run at 257 revolu-
tions, giving an output of 5,000 amperes at 175 volts,

or a capacity of 875 kilowatts. It will be of the
latest typo and will be directly connected to the
water wheel shaft. It will be provided with a spe-
cial panel switchboard with full form K equipment
of instruments necessary to handle a current of
5,000 amperes. The General Electric company is

already well represented in the power house of the
Niagara Falls Hydraulic and Manufacturing com-
pany. Two of its six-pole 560 kilowatt, 300 revolu-

tion, 650 volt railway machines are directly con-
nected to the same turbine shaft, and supply current
to the Great Gorge railway. In addition the station

contains a "G E" booster and two other generators,
one of 100 and one of 90 kilowatts.

The Standard Paint company of New York is

erecting a large factory in ifamburg to supply the
needs of its European trade in P. ajm a. insulating
compounds. The company has had a good Euro-
pean trade for six years, but the length of time
elapsing between the sending of the order and receipt
of goods and the tariff in Germany were drawbacks.
President Shainwald went over the ground carefully,
and it was decided to erect a factory in Germany,
Hamburg, with its fine facilities for foreign and
domestic water transportation, being selected. The
new factory will be ready next month to accept
and deliver orders for European markets. The
North and South American business will be sup-
plied from the American works, as heretofore. The
foreign sales office is in charge of the firm of .Albert
Noodt & Meyer, 33 Grinnn, Hamburg.

BUSINESS.
The Peerless Rubber Manufacturing company of

16 Warren street. New York, will send samples of
its gaskets, packings and other engineering goods
to anyone desiring to test the merits of these prod-
ucts.

Everyone desires to keep informed on Yukon,
the Klondyke and Alaskan gold fields. Send 10
cents for large compendium of vast information
and big color map to Hamilton Publishing com-
pany, Indianapolis, Ind.

Much space in the Deming company's special
catalogue of power pumps is devoted to electrical
pumping, although steam and other pumps are
made, of course. The Chicago office is at 6l-6g
North Jefferson street. Henion & Hubbell are the
general western agents.

The illustrated descriptive bulletin of direct cur-
rent (class "C") multipolar generators and motors
built by the Keystone Electric company of Erie.
Pa., is an excellent pamphlet. It should be added
to the collection of every electrical engineer and
contractor, and it will be furnished upon appli-
cation.

Secretary J. G. Hickcox of the American Rheo-
stat company, Milwaukee, passed through Chicago
last week on his way home from an eastern trip.

Mr. Hickco.x reports a most encouraging increase
in business. The American Rheostat company has
recently installed 32 American crane controllers in

one contract.

One of the handsomest catalogues ever issued
by an independent telephone manufacturer has just
been gotten out by the Standard Telephone and
Electric company of Madison, Wis. It illustrates

the many different types of exchange telephones,
desk sets, switchboards, transmitters, etc., manu-
factured by the company. It also contains valuable
information to purchasers and exchange subscrib-
ers and good advice to prospective telephone users
in general. Over one dozen pages are devoted to

testimonials from users of Standard telephones,
which speak in the highest terms of the products
of the company. The catalogue will be cheerfully
mailed to any interested person upon request.

The Farr Telephone and Construction Supply
company, 342 Dearborn street, Chicago, claims to
be in a position to save money for all those desiring
to purchase telephones and telephone supplies.
This well-known firm handles everything used in

a telephone exchange, and as it has special facilities

for manufacturing its products it is in a position to
make prices that usually sec-ure the order. .\1I those
in the market for telephones, or likely to be at some
future time, will do well to get the Farr company's
catalogue before placing their orders. The company
is also willing to forward to any address a copy of
its handbook of useful information, which contains
diagrams and illustrations showing how to connect
telephones and also gives other useful hints.

The Ohio Electric Works of Cleveland announces
that it has something new under the sun. Battery
table lamps are the latest, and the company named,
the pioneer manufacturer of portable lights with
primary batteries, is the producer. This company
first introduced the successful necktie light, then
the bicycle electric light with primary batteries,

which it has brought to a high standard of perfec-
tion, and afterward the carriage lights, with dry
batteries, which have become popular. The popular
priced table lights v/iil undoubtedly have a large
sale, and dealers can obtain exclusive sale by ap-
plying early for agencies. The new catalogue, for

1S9S. is now ready for distribution, and a cop3' will

be mailed to anyone who mentions this journal.

Address the Ohio Electric Works, Cleveland, Ohio.

The Ayers self-locking arc lamp windlass is not
a new article and is reasonably well known to the
trade. It has not, however, received the attention
as a specialty which an article of this kind needs
to get it properly before the buying public. The
Electric Appliance company has recently taken up
this article as a leader, which is a guarantee of the
fact that the trade will become better acquainted
with it. The Ayers windlass is probably the simplest
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and most durable windlass ever constructed, being

built to stand the wear and tear of rough work. It

is also sold at a price which is a good deal of an

inducement, and a great many of them should be

placed this fall and winter. The only safe method
of suspending lamps, the company claims, is the

windlass arrangement, which is a little more ex-

pensive on the start, but is said to be the cheapest

plan in the long run.

The Central Passenger association i.coo mile

interchangeable rebate ticket is for sale at principal

ticket offices of the Pennsylvania lines. It is hon-

ored one year from date of sale for exchange tick-

ets over either of the following-named lines: Ann
Arbor; Baltimore and Ohio; Baltimore and Ohio
Southwestern; Chicago and Eastern Illinois;

Chicago and West Michigan; Cincinnati and Mus-
kingum Valley; Cincinnati, Hamilton and Dayton;
Cleveland and Marietta; Cleveland, Canton and
Southern; Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St.

Louis; Cleveland, Lorain and Wheeling; Cleve-
land Terminal and Valley; Columbus, Hocking Val-
ley and Toledo; Columbus, Sandusky and Hocking;
Detroit and Cleveland Steam Navigation; Detroit,

Grand Rapids and Western; Dunkirk, .Allegheny
Valley and Pittsburg; Evansville and Indianapolis;
Evansville and Terre Haute; Findlay, Ft. VVayne
and Western; Flint and Pere Marquette; Grand
Rapids and Indiana; Indiana, Decatur and West-
ern; Lake Shore and Michigan Southern; Louis-
ville and Nashville (between Louisville and Cin-
cinnati and between St. Louis and Evansville);

Louisville, Evansville and St. Louis; Louisville,
Henderson and St. Louis; Michigan Central;
New York, Chicago and St. Louis; Ohio Central
Lines; Pennsylvania Lines west of Pittsburg;
Peoria, Decatur and Evansville; Pittsburg and
Lake Erie; Pittsburg and Western; Pittsburg,
Lisbon and Western; Toledo, St. Louis and Kan-
sas City; Vandalia Line; Wabash Railroad; Zanes-
viUe and Ohio River. The price of these tickets
is $30 each. They are not transferable. If the
ticket is used in its entirety and exclusively
by the original purchaser, a reiaate of $10 is paid
by the commissioner of the Central Passenger as-
sociation. E. A. Ford of Pittsburg, Pa., is the
general pa»senger agent of the Pennsylvania com-
pany.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
Issued Ociobcr i8g7.

591,376. Signaling on Railways. Archibald C. T.

Bond, London, England. Application filed

May 14, 1897.

A railway signal comprising two rails and a return, bat-

teries connected respectively with the rails and the re-

turn, contacts for reoderioE eicher of the batteries in-

operative and a lever between the contacts for operating

them, together with a cab electrically connected with the

rails and the return, and carrying signal devices in the

electrical connections.

591,395- Magnetic Coupling. Thomas J. Fay,

Brooklyn, N. Y, Application filed September

30, 1896.

The combination of a hermetically sealed case, a ma-
chine therein Iiaving a main rotating shaft to be driven, a

driving motor and its rotating shaft located outside of the

casing, an electro-magnetic clutch having its two members
mounted respectively on the two rotaring shafts, one mem-
ber being inside the casing and the other outside thereof,

wherebv the clutching and unclutching of the two rotating

shafts may be effected through an unperforaied wall of the

casing.

591.426. Electrical Protector. Charles A. Rolfe,

Chicago, 111. Application filed January ii,

1897.

The device includes a cut-out for removing the instru-

ment from the line, means for bridging the break caused
by such removal, a ground circuit provided with a cut-out

operating upon an excess of current therein, and means
for including the ground cut-out in the ground circuit after

the operation of the line cutout.

591.427. Galvanic Battery. Charles B. Schoen-
mehl, Waterbury, Conn. Application filed Feb-

. ruary 2, 1897.

In the jar there is a perforated corrugated conducting
basket containing a suitable depolarizing material; bolts

pass through the basket securing the bottom and cover
thereto; detachable insulating blocks rest upon projections
of the bottom of the basket, and a circular zinc is sup-
ported upon the blocks.

NO. 591.571-

591,451. Electric Switch. John C. Cassidy, East
Orange, N. J. Application filed March 20,

1897-

A new form of snap-switch is described.

591,486. Carbon Holder for Arc Lights. Oscar S.

Moss, Syracuse, N. Y. Application filed Jan-
uary 28, 1897.

The top of this holder has an inner convex bearing sur-
face; there is a side piece having both faces concaved, one
of which is adapted to engage with the carbon, and the
other with the inner face of the top, and means for holding
them and the carbon together,

591.489. Trolley Wheel. Richard S. McPhail,
Toronto, Canada. Application filed May i8.

1896.

Especial attention is paid to lubrication in the design of
this device.

501.490. Fitting for Glow Lamps. Friedrich Palm,
Nuremberg, Germany. Application filed May
10, 1S97.

A holder for incandescent lamps, consisting of an in-
sulated socket provided with spring pressure fingers for
each terminal, these fingers being provided with outwardly
curved portions near their ends, combined with the naked
circuit wires suitably spaced apart, which are securely
grasped by the spring pressure fingers.

591.491. Electric Switch. Joseph W. Parkin,
Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed January
21, 1897.

In an electric switch, a disk, a main contact strip thereon,
a series of auxiliary strips on the disk, a second disk, con-
tact strips thereon, conductors leading therefrom, an inter-
mediate disk, contact plates on the intermediate disk and
having a portion which is adapted to contact with the
strips, and means for rotating the intermediate disk.

591,499. Electric Dental Mallet. Percy Russell,
New Market, Md. Application filed October 6
1S96.

This tool appears to be constructed on the principle of
the solenoid.

591.516. Electrical Rail Bond. William H. Wig-
gin, Worcester, Mass. Application filed April
26, 1897.

This bond is composed of an edgewise curved, flat-sided
plate, and has a partial, flatwise twist in its centra! portion
or body between the terminals.

NO. 591,698.

591,571. Process of and Apparatus for Electrolytic

Recovery of Metals from Their Solutions. Jo-
seph W. Richards and Charles W. Roepper,
Bethlehem, Pa. Application filed January 7,

1897.

The process consists in first applying an electrically con-
ductive coating to and throughout a highly porous mass of
organic substance, having an extensive internal surface
aad penetrable by the electrolyte; second, in depositing
the metal which is to be recovered upon the mass thus
coated by constituting it a cathode in an electrolytic bath
containing the metal in solution, and, third, in recovering
the metal thus deposited by destroying the poroub sub-
stance by heat.

591,590- Switch Apparatus. John P. Coleman,
SAvissvale, Pa. Application filed July 3, 1897.

. In an apparatus for shifting a part or appliance con-
nected to a track for controlling the movement of trains,
the combination of a motor, a generator having each of its

poles connected to both poles of the motor, a circuit-
changer coniroJIing the connection of.the generator to the
motor, a magnet controlling the circuit-changer, and con-
nections from the motor to the part or appliance to be
shifted.

591.598. Igniter for Gas or Gasoline Engines.
Milon O. Godding, Monrovia, Cal. Application
filed February 3, 1897.

The stem of the electrical contact pieces is constructed
with a square portion fitting into a correspondingly square
hole in the insulating stuffing bjx.

591,623. Dynamo-electric Machine. Edward TJ.

Farnham, Chicago, 111. Application filed June
14, 1897.

The first claim enumerates the combination of a frame,
an armature rigidly secured in the frame, a cylinder over
the armature rotatably mounted on the non-rotatable axle
of the armature, magnets secured in the cylinder so that
the positive poles thereof are adjacent and the negative
poles are adjacent, cheek-pieces uniting the posicive poles
and cheek-pieces uniting the negative poles, a commutator
ring and collector rings on the armature electrically con-
nected with the wound wire of the armature, and brushes
rotating with the cylinder secured to such cylinder in
electrical contact with the commutator and collector
rings.

591,395-

591.624. Telegraph Key. Edward W\ Farnham,
Chicago, 111. Application filed July 19, 1897.

Features are a depressible lever, an auxiliary depressible
lever, a spring attached at its ends to the levers respect-
ively, yieldingly holding them in a raised position, a con-
tact point on the auxiliary lever and a spring anvil in elec-

tric connection with one of the main-line binding posts of
the sending-key, whereby the depression of the first-

named lever will force the contact point on the auxiliary
lever into contact with the spring anvil and close the cir-

cuit in which the sending-key is placed.

591.625. Dynamo-electric Machine. Edward W.
Farnham, Chicago, 111. Application filed July

19, 1897.

The combination of a permanent C-shaped magnet, a
frame in which the magnet is placed, an armature rotat-

ably mounted in the end walls of the frame, a cylinder
forming a casing to the armature, and an outer casing

rotatably mounted on the ends of the frame with the inner
peripheral surface of the cylinder forming part of the
casing in frictional contact with the cylinder of the arma-
ture, so that rotation of the outer casing produces rotation
of the armature.

501,641. Electric Meter. Gustave A. Scheeffer,
Peoria, 111. Application filed December 9, 1896.

One claim reads as follows: In an electric meter, the
combination with terminals connected with the measured
circuit, of a body of fluid conducting medium electrically
connected therewith, armatures immersed in said medium.
means for directing current from the conducting medium
through the said armatures substantially in radial direc-
tions, helices connected with the measured circuit and
adapted to supply magnetic fields in which the armatures
are rotatably mounted, whereby a torque is imparted to the
same and a damping effect is obtained, and means for
registering the rotation of the armature.

591,698. Trolley. George K. Shryock, Johnstown,
Pa. Application filed April 23, 1897.

This novel trolley support consists of two arched springs
arranged longitudinally with the car. and having a lapped
and slip joint connection with each other at the top. and a
separate lifting spring for each arch spring lor forcing the
arch springs up.

591,706. Electric Railway. David Urquhart and
Frank Wynne, London, England. Application
filed November 17, 1896.

This is a surface contact system in which are provided a
suitable number of road contacts, a main conductor and
electro-magnetic devices or switches for successively
placing the road contacts in connection with the main con-
ductor; there are also conducting guard-plates or rails
located in proximity to the road contacts and adapted to
be connected to the main conductor by the switch of the
corresponding road contact, and to be then placed in
parallel with the electro-magnetic winding of the switch.

NO. 591.7^3-

591,725. Protecting Alarm Circuit. Irvin E.. Bar-
riclow, Dallas, Tex. Application filed June 22,
1896.

The first claim describes a device for protecting electric
circuits, combining a suitable alarm, an electro-magnetic
device controlling the alarm and arranged to be held nor-
mally inoperative by a current of certain intensity, a cir-
cuit including both the alarm-actuating device and the
distant object to be protected, pole-changers located in the
circuit at the station and at the distant object, resistances
adjacent to the respective pole changers and adapted to be
alternately introduced into the circuit, and means for
actuating the pole-changers synchronously.

591.730- Process of and Apparatus for Electrolyz-
ing. Willy Bein, Berlin, Germany. Applica-
tion filed June 15, 1S96. Patented in Germany
October 22, 1893; in England November 12, 1894;

•in France July 20, 1895; in Belgium July 20, 1895;
in Hungary October 31, 1895, and in Austria
May 8, 1896.

An electrolytic cell is arranged so that the chemically
different layers formed by the electrolysis are allowed to
remain undisturbed and unaltered as long as the current
is passing through the cell; then fresh solution is fed to

the intermediate undecomposed layer of salt solution,
which should be retained at a certain depth, and the upper-

• most and lowest layers of decomposed products are
withdrawn at a point outside the influence of the patb of
the current in such proportion as to retain a predeter-
mined position of the respective layers. At the close of
the electrolysis, the layers are divided* by means of inter-
posed partitions which arc made wholly impervious to the
liquid.

501,783. Electric Heater. Oscar B. McClellan,
Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed October 17,

1895.

A heater comprising an inner gas-tight receptacle con-
taining an inert gas designed to circulate therein, an outer
or surrounding receptacle separated from the inner re-
ceptacle by a heating space or chamber, a number of tubes
extending through the walls of both the receptacles, and
carbon candles or points arranged in the tubes and extend-
ing into the inner receptacle.
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Power and Lighting Plant in " The Fair "

Building.

As may be readily surmised from the glimpses
of machinery arouped in the accompanying pictures.

the plant illustrated is not exactly a model one in

arrangement or general plan. This arises largely

from the fact that it is the result of successive ac-

cretions and was not laid out as a whole or in

pursuance of any general design. It is used to

furnish light, heat and power for the large edifice

built and occupied by "The Fair" department
sto-re in Chicago, and which is illustrated by the

The plant is distributed about the western half

of the basement of the building. The boilers are
near Dearborn street. There are ten of them

—

six in the older equipment and four in the new—all

of the tubular type. The old boilers are 60 inches
in diameter and 20 feet long and were made by the
Excelsior Iron Works. The new ones have di-

mensions of 66 inches and 18 feet, and were sup-
plied by the National Boiler Works. Hollow
grates are used in the furnaces, and forced draft

is employed, the air being forced into the furnaces
by two blowers driven by separate steam engines.

Soft coal (nut and slack) from Ohio is burned,

Thirteen arc dynamos supply current to 540 series
high-tension lamps of 1,200 nominal candle power
each. These arc machines were made by the
Standard Electric company, and they have a rec-
ord of good service. The machines have a ca-
pacity of supplying current to from 50 to 65 lights
each. The general illumination of the building is

accomplished by arc lamps, and the number of
series lamps was considerably larger at the time
when a number of outdoor lights were used for
advertising purposes. The arc dynamos are oper-
ated at 950 revolution per minute and arc directly
belted to three Dick & Church horizontal com-

Engiues Driving Arc Dynamos.
3. Arc Macbiues.

POWER AND LIGHTING PLANT IN

Direct-connected Low- tension Units.
4. Switchboards.

'the fair building.

small picture on the next page. The older portion
of this structure was finished and occupied in 1891;
the newer part was put up this year. It happens
in consequence that part of the plant has been in

use over six years, while another portion has been
installed but a few months. In addition, machinery
was added during the interval. Thus the collection

is somewhat heterogeneous. It will be noted that

the high-potential series arc machines, belted to

the engines, are of the earlier date, while the low-
tension, direct-coupled units, for both arc and in-

candescent lighting, are new. But the installation

is principally interesting on account of its size.

It comprises 10 boilers, 38 steam engines, 10 steam
pumps, 18 elevators and 17 dynamos. The electric

lighting engines alone are of 1,100 horse power ca-

pacity. It is wo'"thy of note, too. that from the
time the plant was started the building was never
without light when wanted. There have been no
break-downs to seriously impair the efficiericy of

the plant, which is in charge of J. G. Broman.

and combustion is aided by an iron stack 150 feet

high and nine feet in diameter.
There is a varied assortment of pumps and small

steam engines. Of the 18 elevators 12 are oper-
ated by steam and six by hydraulic power. Eleven
of the elevators are for passengers and seven for

freight. One fine, large triplex, high-duty pump,
supplied by the Crane Elevator company, is used for

the elevator service, and there are two auxiliary

pumps for this purpose—a Blake pump and a Lud-
low & Gordon duplex pump. Four Worthington
boiler pumps are in use and two fire-pumps. The
latter are also used in connection with a tank-and-
gravity system of water distribution throughout the

building.

Another use for small steam engines is found in

the pneumatic air-tube system for cash delivery.

Two blowers are used to exhaust the air from the

tubes, and each has its engine. Several engines
of small size are also used in connection with the

heating and ventilating system.

pound engines made by the Phcenix Iron Works.
These engines have cylinder dimensions of 13 by 20

by 15 inches, and are rated at 200 horse power
each. They are the largest engines in the plant

and turn at 230 revolutions per minute, with steam
at about 100 pounds pressure.

The newer generators are direct-connected. There
are four sets of this class, all with Westingliouse
multipolar direct current dynamos, wound for 125

volts output. Three of these machines have Ide

Ideal engines and are of 100 kilowatts capacity each,

"and one. of 75 kilowatts capacity, is driven by a

Ball & Wood engine. The current from these units

is used to supply about 3,000 incandescent lamps of

16 candle power each, as well as 350 low-tension

arc lamps wired across the incandescent circuits.

Three motors are also operated—two to run coffee

mills in the grocery department on the fifth floor

and one driving a blower used in the ventilating

system.
Two marble switchboards are placed in a corner,
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adjoining at right angles. The smaller one is used

for the control of the arc circuits, with the usual

plug-and-cord switches, while the other has been

more elaborately fitted by the Western Electric

company for the new plant. The large switchboard

has rheostats with sunken contact segments, Wes-
ton instruments and knife switches. It presents a

pleasing appearance.

Some of the Difficulties Existing in tlie

Construction and Operation of

Electric Street Railways.'

By George W. Knox.

With the smaller street railways, during the panic

period, from which, it is' to be hoped, we are emerg-

ing, it has been a struggle for existence, and a

road that has pulled through these times without

running behind may be considered fortunate.

The railway management has often during these

"the fair" building.

times been called upon to make a good showing

in dividends, having at the same time a decrease

in earnings to contend with. How to do this has

been a most perplexing problem for many a street

railway manager. Failure to meet the emergency

has resulted in a long list of roads in the hands

of receivers.

I do not charge to the stock manipulators or

the hard times all the receiverships of these rail-

ways. Many an electric road now in the hands of

a receiver could be making neat incomes for the

investors had a closer study and practice of the

economic principles governing the details of con-

struction and operation been made, and thereby

done away with the many wasteful measures which

are sapping the very life out of what might have

been paying investments.

The keynote of doing this does not he altogether

in the ability to make one or two large reductions

or savings, but rather in lopping ot=f here and there

the many unnecessary extravagances existing in

the various departments of the system.

The first and most important step in working

out economies is in selecting a corps of operators,

from the head foreman down to the man sweeping

out the depot. If they are interested and are work-

ing for the good of the company, scarcely an hour

of the time in which they are engaged can go by

without their effecting little savings which in time

swell the item of economies to mammoth propor-

tions.

The examples of how this is done are very

numerous. For instance, had a certain motorman

been the man for the position and exercised more

care in operating his car, he could, perhaps, have

averted an expensive accident case lor his com-

pany. In a minor matter an armature winder, by

being interested and more painstaking in his work,

could, by insulating an armature coil with perhaps

a thirty-second of an inch more insulation, have

saved a burnout and an expense of $25 or $30.

These are only examples of the many instances where

a reduction in expenses is made possible.

In considering the question of our engines and

electrical machinery, we have reached a state of

comparatively high efficiency and economy, and

there is not the chance of making the saving on

these lines, in either the designing or operation,

that there has been in the past.

There is also but little chance, in a broad sense,

for argument upon such questions as feeder re-

quirements, the necessity of ample and absolute

return, cars, motors, etc. A general idea of what

is required is so well understood that these prob-

lems narrow down to a study of how to accom-

modate the conditions as found, which the man in

charge should be fully able to meet.

In the management of railway work the greatest

opportunities for economy wall be found in the

details of construction and operation. It is totally

out of the question for anyone to lay down a

code of rules to be followed, owing to the varying

conditions. The success attained in both con-

struction and operation depends wholly upon the

practicability of the man in charge of the work.

What is greatly needed by those directly in charge

of the equipment and operation of electric rail-

ways is a better opportunity for meeting each other

to discuss matters of detail in construction and
operation.
One of the mistakes into which we are most

liable to fall is the rut of self-satisfaction with our

I. Read before the American Street Railway association at

Niagara Falls, October 19, 1897.
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own style of work. Then it is that the manifesta-

tions of decay and inefficiency begin. Those who
are most satisfied with their own work are often

the ones making the poorest showing. Xt is im-
perative, in order to eliminate the difficullies with
which we meet, that we brush up against the other
fellow and get his ideas. To be better able to do
this, the plan now adopted by the electric railway
companies of several states of having state meet-
ings for the discussion of plans for belter methods
of carrying on the work should be made general.

There are a few of these state organizations for

the purposes mentioned, but there are not enough
of them. The American Street Railway associa-

tion has, I believe, too much of a national char-

acter to afford the time to take up and discuss

details, of which the work is principally composed.
To these state meetings the companies should

send the men at the head of the different depart-

ments, for which all concerned would be well re-

paid by the benefits derived therefrom. By keeping
a man isolated, back in some dingy old shop or
barn, he cannot be expected to be bristling with
the bright ideas that bring forth the efficient serv-

ice which characterizes the other fellow's road,

and makes it a good dividend payer.

Following up the idea—that it is the first wrong
step that counts—our whole aim must necessarily

be to make as few mistakes in the construction as

possible, for it is an easily demonstrated fact that

the cost of operation depends largely upon the

method of construction. It is an absolute neces-

sity that we look ahead and plan against all kinds
of speculative disaster, ignoring, " if you please, in

this case, the teaching that "we should not cross the

bridge until we come to it." A little foresight

which results in preventing an accident will prob-
ably mean the saving of the profits for many days'

operation. One of the examples being (with ordi-

nary conditions in the installation of overhead
work) the use of but one insulation between posi-

tive and negative. For the first year or so this

will be found sufficient, but a little later on the

insulation begins to deteriorate, and there follows
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of the contractor or supervising engineer, who was
not necessarily dishonest, but a man who knew a

good thing when he ran across it, and perhaps
slighted the work accordingly.
Among the most important matters to study for

economy connected with construction and opera-
tion is the supply department. There is an im-
mense sum of money needlessly squandered in

supplies and repairs for an electric road in a year.

One of the causes of this waste lies in the fact that

the roads have not yet arrived at a standard in

the design of the apparatus which they use, to

which too much importance cannot be attached.

Every road should be its own designer of all ar-

ticles used. Why should the manufacturer be
better able to determine than you what is required?
You are on your own ground, know exactly the

conditions to be met and are in constant touch
with the difficulties as they arise, and are far bet-

ter able to devise the remedies than is the manu-
facturer miles away, who perhaps has only his own
experiments and a confusion of theoretical specu-
lations to rely upon.

I mean in no wise to decry the assiduous and
most excellent work of the manufacturers of elec-

trical apparatus. It was and is a field of necessary
inventive development, and the manufacturers are
sparing no effort or expense in their endeavors
to supply the trade with the improvements in de-
mand, but the unwary railway man has had an
immense amount of experimental claptrap ma-
chinery inflicted upon him, all of which has cost
dearly, and which is still maintained at a sacrifice.

It is a lamentable fact that we have not done more
than we have toward correcting this evil.

Along this line another evil for which the rail-

way man, in his effoi-ts to save money, is in

part accountable, is the shaving of prices on ma-
terial to the extent that it has resulted in corripe-

tition being so sharp among the manufacturers
of electrical supplies that they have adopted the

piece-work plan in order that cheapness may, be
secured, thus turning out upon the market apipa-

latus that was not gotten out for efficiency, but

2. Old Boiler Room.
POWER AND LIGHTING PLANT IN "THE FAIR" BUILDING.

New Boiler Equipment.

frequent short-circuits and burnouts, which stop

traffic and entail an expense many times the cost

of two additional insulations, which w-ould insure
to a reasonable extent against such leakages and
burnouts.

It is not fair to owners of the majority of the

electric railway properties to say that they have
worked on the retrenchment idea as regards ex-

pense in putting in the system, as, universally,

they have been liberal with their money; but where
they are to be censured is in the fact that they have
not familiarized themselves more fully concerning
the methods of installation. They have been in-

clined to leave the question entirely to the honesty

to fill orders. Of course these articles may have
been built according to specifications, and stood
the shop test, but there is demonstrated an entirely

different proposition when this apparatus is put
into actual use; it is then that we see the bad ef-

fects of the hurried and slighted work of the piece-

workers;
To free ourselves of these troubles we must be

more careful in getting out the specifications and
checking up the material received. The most care-

fully prepared specifications in detail should go
out for every piece of apparatus used; you will

then find that your supplies are coming to you
made up in the proper manner, your supply man
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knowing that should he send out a mixed up and
defective lot of material it will be promptly re-

turned to him with charges "collect."

To be able to get out the specifications needed
requires a certain amount of experimental work,
and how far to go with this experimenting is a

problem requiring the keenest discretion. Ex-
perimental work should only be encouraged and
allowed by a company to the extent of having in

view the elimination of an existing money-wasting
evil. The testing, making of new designs and
patterns, with perhaps the subsequent throwing in

the scrap heap of the article gotten out to con-
form to some pet theory, when kept track of, are

found to be a tremendous waste of money.
Experimental work should, however, be en-

couraged as far as it is profitable in the way of

stimulating sagaciousness and promoting adapta-
bility on the part of the men handling the work,
but all experiments should be allowed only as

passed upon by the management of the road,

which should be fully competent to determine the

probable practicability of the theory proposed.
In making up and buying supply parts, one of

the factors of economy lies in the bidk to be used.

Of course, the greater the amount purchased, the

greater the saving. I would, though, strongly ad-
vocate not getting too great a quantity of stock
of any kind of material on hand, as the defects de-
veloping often require the complete changing of

designs, with consequent scrapping of all material
in stock.

Another serious difficulty to be considered in

connection with operation is the inefficiency of the
motormen. I concur with a railway manager who
once said: "Motormen, like poets, are born, not
made." There are motormen who will operate a

car day after day, year in and year out, without
the slightest accident or complaint, while others
are constantly having wrecks and their cars are
always being run in the depot out of order.

In the calling of a good motorman we have a

position with more responsibility attached, perhaps,
than the position of an engineer of a steam
railroad. A motorman, of course, has not in trust

propeity that has the value of a steam railway train,

but his field of operation lies where there is greater

menace to life and property (for which his em-
ployer is responsible in case of injuries) than with
a steam railway engineer. A trustworthy motor-
man should be required to pass a physical ex-
amination, possess a cool, collecti\'e temperament,
jtidgment in cause and effect of ideas in general,

and have a fair amoimt of mechanical' ability. He
should be obliged to undergo the most strict ex-

amination as to his fitness in these requirements,
and, in addition, be thoroughly conversant with
the correct methods and rules of how to handle
the equipment.
The board of e.Kaminers for the fitness of em-

ployes on street railways will be able to make a

better showing in efficient operation than most
other departments by giving more attention to the

examination and instruction of operators; and that

there is needed improvement in this particular is

evinced by~the magnitude of the accident account,
which is due mostly to the operators not being
properly schooled in the work they are handling.

I do not believe in attempting to educate motor-
men to any extent in electrical knowledge, as it

has been proven that it is a waste of time, and nothing
is accomplished by it. By giving them an insight

into and encouraging them in determining the

cause and remedy of some electrical trouble with
which they may meet on their cars while on the

road, you will have men with all kinds of theories,

wasting the cotnpany's time in tearing apart and
dissecting the equipment, and perhaps not then lo-

cating the trouble; at the same time, they are un-
doubtedly blocking the line. Had the men, after

failing with the simpler methods of locating the
trouble, called for an emergency crew, or been
pushed into the depot, they would have been doing
much better service. There are, of course, some
cases where it is excusable for men attempting

the locating of trouble on their cars, but. as a rule,

it is found to be the wrong practice. If they un-
derstand the brake mechanism, the proper man-
ner of applying the power into their motors, how
to cut out a disabled motor, and the rules as given

in the rule books, they will have about all they
are able to master.
A good, bright, interested motorman, or other

operator on the system, tipon noticing anything
wrong with the equipment, should be educated to

feel that it is his first duty to report everything
coming under his obversation that is working to

the detriment of his company, and he should have
this so impressed upon him that he will feel un-
easy about his position until he does so.

It may be asked. What is to be done with em-
ployes in cases of carelessness and consequent
losses through their action? Of course, it is out
of the question to always avert accidents or mis-
haps, and specific rules cannot be laid down de-

fining what is to be done in handling every case,

other than by saying that it depends mostly upon
ability to get the right kind of men and to instruct

and impress upon them that the burden of pre-
venting such losses rests entirely upon them. It

is well to remember in disciplining men for of-

fenses or carelessness in their work, that if they
have clean records in the way of good intentions,

they shoidd be given another chance, as they will,
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in all probability, improve as a result of their ex-
perience, and make valuable employes for the
company.

In placing a man in charge of work or a de-
partment he should be given the full responsibility
of his position; then he will take an interest in
what he is doing, have a little company of his own,
so to speak, wherein he tries to save the dollars
to the extent that he would were it his own. That
is the way he should feel and act, and if he does
not, his place cannot be filled too quickly. A com-
pany should, however, move with caution in making
changes in heads of dep-artments, also operators in

general. A man assuming a new position usually
comes loaded down with fertile ideas. They may
have fitted perfectly the conditions existing at his
former location, and believing that it is a poor rule
which does not always work, he immediately pro-
ceeds to put into effect his ideas Some of them may
be good, but usually by the time he has tried all

of them the company (unless heretofore there ex-
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times had all to do with its being in this position.
As a rule, the general condition of affairs out

on the line and in the depots and stations of street
railways is in a much shabbier state than exists in
other lines of business. This is partially on ac-
count of the apparatus used being out in the mid-
dle of the street or back, maybe, in an old, dark
barn, where no one really expects to see good
order and cleanliness prevail; but it is a most seri-
ous mistake to allow this state of affairs to exist,
B.esides being directly wasteful of itself, it has the
effect on every man connected with the company
of making him generally careless and neglectful in
his work. Out on the line it breeds contempt for
the whole system in the public eye, and will act
as a barrier to getting further concessions for lines.
I can call to mind a repair depot, where the floor
of the shop part is as clean as the floor of a Dutch
kitchen, the walls and ceilings are neatly white-
washed, and there is an individual place for every
repair part used, from the cotter pin of the trolley

I. Boiler Pumps and Feed-water Heater.
Elevator Engines and Machine Shop. 3. Elevator Engines and Auxiliary Elevator Pumps.

4. Fire and Boiler Pumps.

POWER AND LIGHTING PLANT IN "THE FAIR" BUILDING.

isted a deplorable state of affairs) is liable to lose
money by his practices.

I know of an excellent piece of railway property
which should be paying good dividends. The
company was born at a time when the experimental
stage in electrical apparatus was well under way,
thus enabling the selection of a fairly first-class

equipment. They spent plenty of money on their

installation, but as soon as the road was equipped
the practice of changing management every three
or six months was adopted. This resulted finally

in their having about every style of apparatus.
One of the managers came to the conclusion that

he could make money by scrapping a style of

motor he found on the road, so back in the corner
they went. When his six months had expired, and
the other fellow came on, he said he could make
those motors go all right by changing their wind-
ings and otherwise fixing them up, and they were
dug out of the scrap pile, the rust scraped off.

new windings of field and armature substituted, and
the motors are now in operation.

This practice costs money. There is nothing
at all strange that this road should be struggling
along for existence in the hands of a receiver, and
I will not believe that overstocking or the hard-

wheel to the truck wheels of the car. The repair-
man could be blindfolded in this depot and j'et

he would be able to go straight to and get any
article of repair needed. There is no time lost in

pulling out and hauling over material to find what
is wanted. The results obtained by reason of these
practices are highly profitable and wonderfully
gratifying to the management. Neatness of the
cars causes a minimum in the number of car trouble
reports and amount of material used in repairs,

while the car expense per day is no greater, and
in most cases less, than that of other depots work-
ing under like conditions.

Much valuable time is lost and money thrown
away by roads which are keeping so many records
on matters pertaining to operation. Where a few
records may be gotten out with a view' of demon-
strating that a leak is going on in some line of
the work, or for the purpose of comparison in

spurring some of the departments up when they
are inclined to be negligent, there is of course
money in it, and in fact it is necessary, in order
that the work may be handled intelligently. But
men often spend their time in keeping track of
how long a certain armature ran. the length of

time it takes to make repairs of a certain part of
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the motor,' etc., making records which are rarely

referred to, and should one want to use them, it

would be necessary to spend as much time as it

originally took to get them out in looking them

up for use. This is all a waste of time and money.
The man in charge of a department should be

able, when called upon, to show exactly what it

is costing to perform any part of the work under

his charge, but he should be able to have this

knowledge without the constant keeping of a lot

of records.

One of the most commendable practices em-
ployed in the maintenance of a street railway is

the regular calling together of the heads of the

different departments for consultation on matters

pertaining to their respective departments. The
details and new complications constantly coming
up concerning the work are so varied and numer-
ous, and the men actually handling the work have

such an excellent opportunity of observing and
dealing sucessfully with the difficulties arising,

that their reports at once place the situation of

affairs panoramically before the management for

action. Some serious trouble with the equipment
or operation may be going on; some one man.
perhaps, has a way of remedying the difficulty,

which the others had not though of, and again,

practices that are extravagant may come to light

during these meetings; so that those who have not

tried this plan will find it a most valuable adjunct

in methods of operation.

The subjects mentioned are, I know, being con-

stantly thought about and worked upon by all

street railway men, and are well understood by
them, but there is no denying the fact that there ex-

ists with us in our work at times an unjustifiable and
inexcusable amount of carelessness which results in

the property depreciating as a money earner to

the extent that the holders of street railway securi-

ties become disgusted, withdraw their holdings,

the receiver is appointed and the road is branded
as a failure.
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FIG. I. ELECTRIC TOWING ON FRENCH CANALS.—BOAT
TOWED BY THE "ELECTRIC HORSE."

The remedy in most of these cases rests with
the men who are actually handling the equipment,
in assisting the management in keeping down ex-
penses. How far this is accomplished resolves

itself into the extent to which we go in getting

the most practical men, who will be able to adapt
themselves to and handle efficiently the conditions
existing in their respective lines of work; and
there must be constant vigilance on the part of

heads of departments in taking advantage of the

advancements being made and in thoroughly and
constantly checking every man and his work.

namo generating a current which, carried on an
overhead circuit, formed a trolley line, whence it

was carried to the motors on the canal-boats.

Official experiments were made at various dates
on this four-kilometer section of the canal. A rec-

ord of those of the 13th and 17th of December, 1895,

at which a single generator furnished power, shows
that the speeds attained with several towing and push-
ing boats were from 2.15 kilometers per hour to

4.24 kilometers against and with the wind, and a
trifle higher average for the "electric horse" on the

FIG. 2. ELECTRIC TOWING ON FRENCH CANALS.—BOAT
DRIVEN BY A TROLLEY PROPELLER.

towing path. The tonnage hauled varied from 76
tons light to 418 tons loaded.

At present the installation on the canal of I'Aire

and la Deule is no longer an experiment, but an
industrial enterprise. Two systems have been used

—

either the drawing of the boat by an "electric horse"
upon the tow-path, or driving the boat direct by
a motor. In either case the wire is tapped by a

.trolley. Fig. i shows the former, while Fig. 2 shows
the latter method. Fig. 3 represents -the "electric

horse," and Fig. 4 the propeller system.
The "electric horse" is a motor, and it travels

along the towing path, talcing its current from an
overhead line, which follows all the sinuosities of the

water course, by a rigid trolley. The towing cable

is attached between the two rear wheels. In front

the single guide wheel is controlled through a bev-
eled gear. The motor has a ring armature;' the

fields are in series; and it absorbs about six kilo-

watts. The shaft o! the armature communicates
motion to an endless screw of bronze which meshes
into the toothed wheel of the drivers. These are

of iron, and the felloes are covered exteriorly with
cords of aloes fiber to give them elasticity and aug-
ment their adherence. Inside the cab are found the
necessary switchboard and the steering gear, speed
regiilators and brake. The front of the cab has
glass sash, so that the motorman, while protected
from weather, can watch the road ahead of him.
The propeller, actuated by a motor, is a three-

bladed affair, making 300 revolutions per minute.
The efficiency of this combination is a little less than
with the "electric horse" system, which, at 300 volts,

is as follows:

Electric Towing on French Canals.

That most abject slave, the horse, who eats when
fed and drinks at his master's option, goes or stands
at his bidding, is being rapidly emancipated where-
ever electric traction can possibly be substituted.

The trolley, overhead and underground, and the

third-rail combination are plotting to free the life-

long sufferer from the street railways, and ere long
it may be reasonably believed that the automobile
electric carriage will be substituted quite generally
for the lighter road vehicles.

Even the tow-horse of the canals is too slow for this

age of progress- Experiments have been made on
several of the American canals, notably on the Erie,

in New York state, looking toward the substitution

of electric haulage, and, according to ITndustrie
Electrique, there is a fair prospect that similar sys-

tems will prevail on all the French canals, and that

electrical energy will perform the present work of

the tow-path animal and do it better, more rapidly

and with greater cleanliness.

The horse in towing being usually able to accom-
plish only a speed of about a mile an hour, several
attempts have been made in the past few years to

increase this rate by mechanical means, on several

of the canals of France, among them experiments
with steam power on the tow-path; but these were
all failures.

Then, turning to electrical energy, several in-

ventors sought to solve the problem on this line.

The administration granted permission for the use
of four kilometers of the Bourgogne canal by the

experimenters. A turbine was installed in each
waste weir. This was directly connected to a dy-

Condition of boat. Hourly speed. Power.

Load of 387 tons 2 kilometers.
3 kilometers.
6 kilometers

3.45 kilowatts.

Light (no load) 0.9 kilowatts.

The total weight of the propeller and attachments
is 700 kilogrammes.
The installation in process of completion on the
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FIG. 3. RLECTRIC TOWING ON FRENCH CANALS.—THE
"ELECTRIC HORSE."

Aire canals contemplates the annual handling of

3,118,286 tons, or 11,000 boats with 290 tons and
5,274 empty boats. The electric energy required
is developed at two stations, at Beuvry and at Bau-
vin. These equipments comprise semi-tubular boil-

ers of 135 square millimeters of heating surface,

with so horse power engines making 95 revolutions

per minute. Assuming that one kilogramme of

coal vaporizes seven kilogrammes of water, the in-

dicated horse power hour requires 1.5 kilogrammes,
and the effective horse power hour for an efficiency

of 80 per cent., 1.9 kilogrammes of coal.

The two stations will have three groups of out-

fits in constant operation. The output will be 144
amperes per station. The tension at the generator
is to be 625 volts, with an allowance of 30 volts
maximum drop on the line. The conductor is of
chrome bronze, having 98 per cent, conductibility,
supported on posts of Finland pine, at intervals of

40 meters. The return is made through earth con-
nections.

Patents on Electric Cables and Acces-
sories in Litigation.

Buyers and users of underground and aeriel elec-
tric cables will be interested to learn that the Stand-
ard Underground Cable company of Pittsburg,
Pa., has entered suit against the National Conduit
and Cable company of New York for alleged in-
fringement of a number of its patents on cables,
terminals, "T" joints, etc. The Standard Under-
ground Cable company was the earliest in the field

in this country as a manufacturer of electric cables
and contractor for their installation, and its reputa-
tion is good.
The following patents are involved in the suit:

No. 242,894, relating in general to a duplex or
two-conductor flat form of cable for telephone,
telegraph or electric light service, this form of cable
being especially economical in manufacture and
installation, and especially well adapted, owing to
it,": practical elimination of self-induction, for alter-

nating current transmission.
No. 388,477, relating to what might be termed

a "semi-concentric cable" composed of a central
conductor or core, and a number of insulated con-
ductors arranged 'spirally around the same, and
having a cross-section greater in breadth than thick-

ness, and composed of a number of smaller wires
or strands, the purpose being to produce a flexi-

ble cable of the smallest dimensions, and also, by
the position of the wires with respect to each other,

and by including them under one lead cover, to
reduce self-induction to a minimum, all of which
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FIG. 4. ELECTRIC TOWING ON FRENCH CANALS.—THE
TROLLEY PROPELLER.

are desirable and valuable features in electric light

service.

No. 371,808, which is believed to cover generally
the so-called "T-joint," or a metallic case or pro-
tecting shield secured around the insulated con-
ductor joints between the main and branch cables.

It is considered that a device of this kind is prac-
tically indispensable wherever branches or loops
are to be taken from a lead-covered main or trunk
line cable.

No. 395,546 is for a coating of tin or alloy

thereof, or other material more durable than lead,

as a protection against mechanical injury to the

softer lead cover of the cable, and to resist the

oxidizing action of acids, alkalies and similar agents
that might work the destruction of a plain lead cov-

ering.

No. 574,343 relates to the well-known cable ter-

minal head, tubular in form, and split in two longi-

tudinal sections for convenience of joining the

cable conductors to their respective binding post.s,

the sections being made of substantially uniform
cross-sectional shape throughout their entire length

and of such internal dimension as to make a tight

joint with the cover of the cable when applied

thereto, and provided with binding posts for con-
nection with the cable conductors and the exterior

distributing wires.

The suit has been entered in the United States

Circuit Court for the Southern District of New
York by Kerr, Curtis & Page of New York city, as

solicitors, and Geo. H. Christy of Pittsburg, Pa.,

and Thomas B. Kerr of New York city, of counsel,
and it is expected that these suits will be pushed to

a speedy trial and decision.

Speaking of the new subways, the Boston Tran-
script says: "It is hard to realize that the street is

overhead, and that the light and air that one en-
joys are not the open air. Its peculiar diffusion, and
the feeling that the light comes from all around one,
as it does out-of-doors, is certainly a triumph of

lighting, or engineering, or something, and its fine

uniformity suggests a wish that the air and light up
in Tremont street could always be as good. One
almost envies the ticket-takers, starters and other im-
perturbable West End functionaries who live down
there."
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Echoes of the Street Railway Conven-
tion.

On the recommendation of Frank R. Ford, who
represented the street railway interests at the Na-
tional Conference on Standard Electrical Rules, the

American Street Railway Association, at Niagara
P'alls last week, formally adopted the National Elec-
trical Code. It is believed that all contributing in-

terests have now adopted the code, which has, there-

fore, become fixed as the American standard.
In future the date of the convention will be not

earlier than September 15th nor later than Decem-
ber 15th in each year. The executive committee is

to fix the exact date and announce it not later than
March 1st. The time latitude was given in order
to meet the climatic exigencies of both northern
and southern cities.

During one of the sessions of the convention the
newly formed Street Railway Accountants' asso-
ciation appeared in a body. The young men were
cordially welcomed by President McCulloch of the
older body, and Charles N. Duffy of St. Louis made
a pleasant speech of thanks.
The committee appointed a year ago to consider

the advisability of the adoption of a standard code
of rules for the government of street railway em-
ployes was continued for another year.

There was some discussion of the rates paid by
the government for mail-carrying service, bvit no
action was taken. Some of the members were sat-

isfied with the price received, while others thought it

too low.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

An Artificial Moon.
In the illumination of the interior of the new li-

brary of Columbia University in the city of New
York an artificial moon is used in the manner
shown by the cut, which is reproduced from the
New York Herald. Like the real moon in the heav-
ens, this "moon" shines only by reflected light,

Air-brake Installation.

Recently there were installed on the rolling stock
of the Mason City and Clear Lake Traction com-
pany, running from Mason City, Iowa, a number
of Standard air brakes. The service

required of them was rather unusual.
The company operates an electric

locomotive which has been made
cut of a combination passenger and
baggage car 45 feet long. This was
equipped with the Standard Air
Brake company's 1% horse power
electric compressor, governed by
the company's automatic current
controller. 'The locomotive draws
a number of trailers, sometimes
seven in one train. There are five

open trailers, one closxl trailer and
one baggage and freight car, all of

which are equipped with Standard
air brakes. The trailers have 20 f,-

double seats with a center aisle, and
have a seating capacity of 80 passen-

gers. This makes heavy traffic, but

the air brakes have proved fully

equal to all demands made upOn
them. The entire train of eight cars

can be perfectly braked with a low
consumption of air. The trailers

require only one pound of air and the loco-

motive two pounds for effective braking per

stop. The trains make a speed of from 30
to .^2 miles per hour along the line. For about
a mile there is a grade of four per cent. The
illustration shows the train, in the vestibule of which
the Standard motor compressor is located. An
excellent opportunity for demonstrating the value

of these air brakes recently arose. The superin-

tendent was running a train of *locomotive and
trailer, and while approaching the city, with speed
reduced to 15 miles per hour, a runaway horse with

AN ARTIFICIAL MOON,

which in this case comes from eight arc lamp pro-
jectors made by J. B. Colt & Co. of New York.
The "moon" consists of a hollow sphere, seven

feet in diameter, constructed of wood and painted
a dull white. It is suspended 30 feet from the dome
by a wire cable and hangs just above the four great
arches of the library, so that when the light is thrown
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Electric Carriages in Berlin.

From the report of the United States commer-
cial agent at Berlin, it is judged that the Germans
have developed nothing new in the application of
storage batteries to carriages and railway cars, al-
though the statement of the success of a street rail-
way line using accumulators is interesting. Mr.
Moore says:

"The use of accumulators as a motive power for
street railways having proven a success on the Char-
lottenberg "pfcrdcbahn," there seems every likeli-
hood for the further development of this means
of locomotion in the city of Berlin. Already ex-
periments are being made as to its application to
motor carriages in addition to street railways.
"The great weight of the accumulators has hith-

erto been the most serious difficulty to overcome.
Experiments are being made to reduce this feature,
which seems to present a barrier to further progress.
Another solution of the problem is being sought
by constructing the cars so strongly as to enable
them to carry the heavy batteries.

"Accumulator casings have been made from hard
rubber, which withstood the vibration caused by
uneven road surfaces, and at the same time, owing
to their hermetical qualities, prevent the loss of the
acids contained in the batteries.

"Trials are now being made in the Wostend and
Moabit districts \vith a four-seated carriage, whose
weight is 3,000 pounds, including the accumulator.
On a level road, with a power of 30 to 35 amperes,
it attains a speed of from 7% to 9% miles per hour.
Steep gradients are not, of course, so easily trav-
ersed. It, however, climbs the Spandauer Berg,
(grade i : 28) at the rate of four miles per hour,
using 130 amperes.

"Strange to say, it does not show the minimum

LARGE TURBINES FOR ELECTRICAL MACHINERY IN THE WEST.

on it the arches are in shadow. On the second floor

of the library, in the recess below everyone of the
four great windows, is stationed a row of book-
shelves. In the corners of every row stands an un-
obtrusive box of finished oak, about fivt feet high.

There is no covering to these boxes, and in the depth
of each burns a powerful arc lamp, whose rays are
directed through a lens toward the wooden ball.

Thus, the strong electric lights, often painful to

the sight, are entirely hidden. As one walks about
the floor of the library and looks up, the eight boxes
in their respective comers seem portions of the

consumption of power on asphalt roads, but on a
first-class Belgian block pavement. The reason
seems to be that asphalt, being smooth, the wheels
stick to it and the progress is retarded. Even a
rather poor stone pavement does not offer the same
resistance to speed that asphalt does. The turning

on and shutting off the current, guidance and apply-

ing the brakes are effected with the utmost facility

and security from the conductor's seat. The ac-

cumulators are placed beneath the passengers'

seats. This new vehicle excited the curiosity of

the public to the highest degree, the Berliner be-

ing, as yet, rather unused to rapid transit, and fol-

lowing the progress of the carriage with consider-

able astonishment."

AIR- BRAKE INSTALLATION.

buggy attempted to cross the track. This buggy
contained a woman and three children. The super-

intendent made an emergency stop, which brought
the train to a standstill four feet away from the

buggy, which had been overurned by the frightened

horse.

The assembly of the St. Paul council has author-
ized, by resolution, the joint committee on streets to
investigate the affairs of the street railway company.
Under certain conditions the company agrees to
phange the Selby Hill cable to an electric line.

woodwork. Even on the floor above, when one is

groping among the books on the shelves, the elec-

trical mechanism is hidden from view. Each one of

the eight projections of light is about 75 feet long,

and their combined radiance covers about three-

fourths of the ball. The wooden sphere is intensely

illuminated and reflects a light which is similar to

moonbeams, being soft and diffused.

The idea originated with Prof. Hallock of the

university, and Librarian Baker says that it has
proved an entire success.

There is talk of electric lights for Pukwana, S, D.

Large Turbines for Electrical Machinery
in the West.

The illustration represents a pair of 51 inch Mc-
Cormick turbines installed in station No. 2 of the

Sacramento Electric Gas and Railway company,
Folsom, Cal. This outfit was built by the S. Mor-
gan Smith company, York, Pa., which two years

ago furnished the same company with four pairs

of 30-inch McCormick turbines of 5,000 horse power
capacity, which continue working in a highly sat-

isfactory manner at station No. I. The turbines

illustrated run on horizontal shafts and in an iron

case with rope sheaves 10 feet in diameter, having

27 grooves for 1% inch rope. The turbines de-

velop 1,300 horse power and are driving a 750 kilo-

watt generator at station No. 2.

It is also stated that the S. Morgan Smith com-
pany has recently shipped the Bunker Hill and
Sullivan Mining company a pair of 30 inch McCor-
mick turbines, mounted in an outer iron case on

a horizontal shaft, which are operating under 50

feet head, driving electrical machinery.

Another interesting contract is that with the Jor-

dan River Electric Generating company of Salt

Lake City to furnish two pairs of McCormick tur-

bines of 1,600 horse power capacity, and two pairs

each of 200 horse power capacity, to be directly con-

nected to generators. Four of these turbines will

operate under 75 feet head and two under 40 feet

head. The manufacturing company is also to fur-

pjsh two feed pipes 700 feet long,
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Mr. Knox made a very readable paper for the

Niagara Falls street railway convention. It is

printed in full in the present number of the Western

Electrician. Mr. Knox is a practical man, and his

paper is full of practical hints. It necessarily deals

with points often discussed, but as they are points

that cannot be overlooked and always will be dis-

cussed, contributions from men of such wide ex-

perience as Mr. Knox will always be welcome.

tniiily, after this, no one can deny that the elec-

trical "infant" has reached a sturdy manhood.

Glasgow telephone users are not the only "kick-

ers" in the United Kingdom. The London County

Council has agreed "That it be referred to the high-

ways committee to report to the council what steps

can be taken to investigate the present position of

the telephone service in the metropolis." It is

complained that London has about the worst tele-

phone service in England, but the Electrician has

"no hesitation in asserting that in 1897 the London
telephone service is nearly as good as the circum-

stances of the case permit." This is faint praise,

and leads one to think that the service might be

a great deal better. In this country, in these days

of anti-monopoly in telephone operation, the Bell

companies take care to give pretty fair service.

New Orleans may be an aspirant for the honor of

entertaining the American Street Railway associa-

tion in a year or two. A gentleman from that city

intimated as much at last week's convention, and

at his suggestion the possible date of holding the

conventions was put as late as December 15th. The

Crescent City has many attractions and would un-

doubtedly be looked upon with favor by many of

the members. The meeting of 1894 was held in

Atlanta, but aside from that the association has

never visited a southern city, unless .St. Louis be

so called. If New Orleans can provide fitting ac-

coiTimodations for the association, whose annual

gatherings are constantly growing larger, it ought

not to experience great difficulty in getting the con-

vention of 1899 or igoo.

Public recognition of faithful service is commend-

able, especially in large corporations, and as it

tends to promote better feeling on the part of work-

ingmen toward employers it is a wonder that it is

not often adopted as the policy of companies con-

ducting quasi-public enterprises. The Metropolitan

Street Railway company of New York has decided

to decorate the sleeves of the new uniforms of all its

employes with service stripes, which will indicate

the length of time the men have been in the employ-

ment of the company. For each year of service up to

and including the fourth, the employe will be entitled

to one blue stripe, and after the first five years all blue

stripes are to be discarded and replaced by one gold

stripe, and for every subsequent five years of serv-

ice another gold stripe will be added. Some of the

employes have been in the service for more than 30

years.

Those unthinking persons who indulge in glib

repetition of the assertion that "electricity is still

in its infancy" might well give heed to the fact

that on October 12th the great German house of

Siemens & Halske celebrated the fiftieth anniver-

sary of the establishment of the firm at Berlin.

"The event has caused a very great amount of in-

terest," says an English contemporary, "and con-

gratulations were presented at the celebration meet-

ing by deputations from the Berlin, Charlottenburg,

Vienna, St. Petersburg and London branches, and a

number of presents were offered, including a por-

trait of Herr Werner Siemens, painted by Koner,

Herr Carl Siemens read a deed establishing a fund

of a million marks for the benefit of the workmen

and officers of the firm, and providing for the ap-

• pointment of a committee of officials to consider

the best means of employing the money, Herr

Wilhelm Siemens delivered a speech, dwelling upon

the two guiding principles of the firm—scientific

research and perfection of work. Congratulations

were also presented by Herr Delbrueck, minister of

state, on behalf of the Association for the Promo-

tion of Industry, and by Privy Councillor Herz, on

behalf of the Berlin mercantile community," Cer-

What with the increased traffic from service

around the down-town loop and the prospective

reduction of operating expense, due to electrical

transmission of power, the prospects of the Alley

"L" road were never brighter. The trials of Mr,
Sprague's system of car control indicate that it will

be successful under the usual conditions of practice,

although, of course, it will remain for every-day ex-

perience with ordinary motormen to determine the

point definitely. Certainly, the cars now on the

structure at Sixty-third street are controlled with

great ease and nicety. It is probable that a train

of them will be tried on an electrically equipped

road—perhaps the West Side Metropolitan—before

the system is in operation on the South Side, The
Alley "L" electrical equipment will have several

other interesting features. One is the overhead

trolleys which will be placed on all cars, in addition

to the third-rail contact shoes, for use in the yards,

where it is impracticable to lay a third-rail. Al-

together, the road will be quite an exceptional one

when it is in electrical operation.

Score one for the Allen law. At least one town
in Illinois has recognized the wisdom of the meas-

ure which was passed by the last Legislature for

the benefit of the street railway companies. Ger-

mantown, which is described as a suburb of Dan-
ville, has gained the distinction of being the first to

grant a 50-year extension to the local street rail-

way company. The population is small and the

only general importance of the village consists in

the fact that a street-car line passes along its borders

from Danville to the fair grounds of the Vermillion

County Agricultural society. The corporation own-
ing this street-car line applied to the trustees of the

village of Germantown for a 50-year extension of

its grants. It was conceded without question. The
cars run along a track which is but little more than

a country road. Following so soon after the fight at

Peoria, this movement is supposed to have some
peculiar significance, but just what influence the ac-

tion of an insignificant tow'n can have on the rest

of the state cannbt now be determined.

A considerable portion of Mr. Hewit-t's important

paper on the "Application of the Storage Battery to

Electric Traction" is presented in this issue. The
author is the electrical engineer oftheL^nion Traction

company in Philadelphia, and, considering three ap-

plications of accumulators in railway work, he nat-

urally devotes a large portion of his paper to the

one with which he is presumably most familiar

—

the use of the battery at the ends of long feeder

"lines. This use he approves under certain condi-

tions, and he gives an interesting mass of data

relating to the Chestnut Hill plant of his company.

Mr. Hewitt also favors the employment of batteries

ill generating plants to even up the load line. But

he does not regard the storage-battery car as a

promising factor in street railway work. He thinks

that the outlook in this direction is not brght and

does not "look for much improvement unless some

combination of elements be discovered whose char-

acteristics are entirely different from the lead bat-

tery." Specifying the Englewood and Chicago

road, which has been built and so far operated with

great care to show what storage-battery cars can

do, Mr. Hewitt is still incredulous. He says:

"Great results are expected from the experiments

now being made in Chicago; but great results have

been expected before, and I do not look for results

in Chicago much different from those that have

preceded. It is claimed that the batteries in use

in Chicago will show a much longer life than any

that have as yet been tried. But even if the life

of the plate were all that could be desired, we would

not feel warranted in recommending the system."

In the use of batteries on the cars, success in

operation, on level roads, seems to be practically

assured. The final verdict turns on the question

of economy. It is physically possible to operate

the cars; but is it financially practicable? That is

a question that is now awaiting the showing by the

Chicago road.
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An Experiment with tVie Electric Arc.

By W. R. Bonham and Harold Almert.

Having followed with interest tlie many valiialjjc

discussions in tlie late technical journals regardinij

the phenomenon of the electric arc, we record an

experiment recently performed by us which we
think may throw some light on this interesting sub-

ject. The object of the experiment was to deter-

mine whether or not a counter-electromotive force

exists in the electric arc.

The method employed was as follows: The total

heat energy of the arc was measured and compared
with the total energy absorbed by it, on the assump-
tion that if the total heat energy equaled the total

absorbed energy of the arc, it would indicate an
absence of a counter-electromotive force, and the

presence of something in the nature of a resistance

in its stead, while if the values of the heat energy
and the absorbed energy varied greatly it would favor

the assumption that a counter-electromotive force ex-

isted.

An Adams-Bagnall constant potential enclosed arc

lamp was used to eliminate as far as possible errors

due to the heat of combustion of the carbon. As
will be seen by the diagram, the arc lamp was en-

closed in a sheet-iron box four feet square. This
box was placed in a small inside room of a capacity

of about 700 cubic feet, containing no window or

transoms and but one door. Two pair of leads were
brought into the room, one pair being connected to

the lamp, while the other pair was connected to a

small iron wire resistance R, also placed in the box.
Provision was made for measuring the voltage of

cither circuit inside of the test room by means of a

Whitney voltmeter and double-throw switch, while

While we do not pretend to account for the ab-
normally high resistance present, we think that the
experiment proves beyond a doubt that the phe-
nomenon is not due to a counter-electromotive
force.

Telephone News from the Northwest.
[From the Minneapolis correspondent of the Western Elec-

trician.

1

J. P. Estee is about to put in a telephone system
at Miller. S. D.
The Wisconsin Valley Telephone company is ar-

ranging for quarters in Chippewa Falls, Wis., for

an exchange, and will soon construct a system in

that city.

The Wisconsin Telephone company is preparing
to meet competition in several cities in Wisconsin
by a reduction in rates. At Eau Claire a reduction
is announced, to take effect January 1st or sooner,

to $30 for business instruments and $18 for resi-

dences, with a further reduction of 10 per cent, on
these rates on three-year contracts. Further, the

company will meet any rate made by the opposition.

The same rates are to go into effect at Chippewa
Falls at the same date. At the same date in Osh-
kosh the rates of the Wisconsin Telephone com-
pany will be advanced from $24 and $12 for busi-

ness houses and residences to $30 and $18, the same
as the Northwestern company's rates to that city.

The Rocky Mountain Bell Telephone company
of Helena, Mont., has just moved into its handsome
new building, erected at a cost of $30,000. It is

of granite, and equipped with every modern ap-
pliance known to telephone users. This company
has between 800 and 900 miles of metallic circuit

ENCLOSED ROOM

AN EXPERIMENT WITH THE ELECTRIC

the current in either circuit was regulated and meas-
ured by means of a Thomson-Houston regulator
and an ammeter in each circuit, located in an outer
room. The current in the arc lamp circuit was
measured by an Edison ammeter, while the current
flowing through the resistance R was measured by
a Whitney ammeter. While neither of these am-
meters had been standardized, they were compa''ed
with each other before and after the experiment and
found to read the same. The inside temperature
of the box at one point and the temperature of the

room at two points were recorded by standard
Centigrade thermometers.
The arc lamp was permitted to burn for 9.5 hours

with 4.65 amperes at iig volts, when the temperature
of the box and room were found to remain constant
at 38.5° C. in the box and 24.75° C. in the room.
The heat which maintained this constant tempera-
ture was produced in the mechanism, resistance
coil and arc of the lamp.
To determine the heat produced by the arc, the

carbon holders were short-circuited, as at A, and
the current through the mechanism and resistance
of the lamp again adjusted to 4.65 amperes, thus
keeping the heat generated in those parts constant.
Current was then sent through the resistance R and
adjusted until at the end of four hours the same
constant temperatures of 38.50^ C. in the box and
25** C. in room w^ere obtained.
The energy thus expended in the resistance R

(5.8 amperes at 71 volts) must evidently equal the
heat energy of the arc, since the temperature pro-

.
_duce.d in each case under constant conditions are
the same. The total energy consumed by the arc
lamp=ii9X4-65, or 553.35 watts. The energy con-
sumed by the mechanism and resistance of the lamp
=36X4-65, or 167.4 watts. This, subtracted from
the total, leaves 385.95 watts representing the en-
ergy consumed by the arc. The energy consumed
in the resistance R necessary to produce the same
heat as that of the arc=7iX5-8, or 41 1.8 watts, leav-
ing a discrepancy of 25.85 watts, which, under the
circumstances, we consider an allowable error.

copper toll-lines in the
state and connects with
over 60 towns.
The city of Sheboygan,

Wis., is preparing to lock
horns with the Wisconsin
Telephone company, on the
question of the latter's

right to occupy the streets

with its poles. It is claimed
the company is a trespasser,

having no franchise and
never being granted au-
thority to construct its line.

The council has ordered the

Board of Public Works to

remove the telephone wires
that are attached to elec-

tric light poles. It is be-

lieved the city will make the telephone company
take the case into court as plaintiff.

The Inland Telephone and Telegraph company
contemplates constructing a long-distance tele-

phone line between Arlington and Heppner, Ore.

The Fountain City Telephone company of Foun-
tain City, Wis., will extend a line through Mondovi
to other towns in Buffalo county.
The Werner-Dwelle Telephone company has be-

gun setting poles for its exchange at Lake City,

Minn. This company will connect with Oak Cen-
ter, Zumbro Falls, Mazeppa and Hammond.
The Dakota Central Telephone company contem-

plates locating a station at Beardsley, Minn.
D. H. Campbell has been granted a franchise for

a telephone exchange at Brookings, S. D.
The Hanamo Telephone company, wdiich has

been granted a franchise at Clarinda, la., for a

local exchange, will build south to Marysville and
other Missouri towns.
The Western Electric Telephone company will

connect with the Winnebago Valley Telephone
company's toll system at Mankato, Minn., at once.

Minneota, Minn., now has a local telephone ex-
change, which is owned by the Southwestern Minne-
sota Telephone company.

P. G. Reynolds, superintendent of construction
for the Northwestern and Southwestern Telephone
companies, has gone to Arkansas, to superintend
the laying of a cable across the Mississippi River,

from Helena to Trotter's Point. The cable is for

the use of the Southwestern Telephone company.
He will be absent about a month in Arkansas and
at his southern headquarters, Waco, Tex.
New telephone poles are being placed between

Minneapolis and St. Paul. The old poles were not
tall enough to keep wires clear of the trees and were
becoming rotten. All of the present telephone wires
will be transposed to the new poles and new wires
strung. The poles are planted in an adamant
foundation.
Owen & Hille of this city have been awarded the

contract for the new Indian school and equipment

at Vermillion Lake, Minn., which included a com-
plete electric .light plant.
The telephone line between Minneapolis and Will-

mar is now complete, and the exchange offices are
being rapidly equipped.
The Twin City Rapid Transit company is plan-

r.ing to extend its present field of operations by
constructing a new power dam at Coon Rapids, in
the Mississippi above Minneapolis, where it is

estimated 12.000 horse power can be made available.
The preliminary surveys have been made, and repre-
sentatives of the company are at work securing
flowage rights. The new dam is not to furnish power
for the operation of the street railways, but is a
commercial investment. The site of the dam is

admirably adapted for manufacturing concerns and
has the best railway facilities also. Work will be
commenced probably some time this winter, unless
the engineers decide to wait for more favorable
weather.

Electric Railways in Dublin.
When the New York State Street Railway con-

vention was held at Niagara Falls in September,
there were present William M. Murphy and J. B.

Concannon of the Dublin United Tramways com-
pany. They had come to America on important
lousiness connected with the conversion of the en-
tire Dublin tramways system into an electrically

operated service, and the convention above referred

to being in session, they took opportunity to at-

tend it on pressing invitation. This was not Mr.
Murphy's first visit to America, for two years ago
he came to this country to investigate electric rail-

roading, and traveled over a greater part of the
states at that time. Returning home, his company
secured permission to equip "the whole of the Dub-
lin system with electrical apparatus, and then began
to cast about to find where they could purchase
the necessary machinery at the best price. They
found that the American manufacturers were the

leaders in this industry, and so they came here to

make the necessary contracts.

On his return to Ireland Mr. Murphy spoke of

the results of his American trip as follows:

"We purchased machinery of various kinds at an
expenditure approaching nearly £150,000 and at

about tw^o-thlrds of what w^e had estimated the cost

would be six months ago. Moreover, by our per-

sonal contact with the manufacturers we believe

we have done better by from £20.000 to £30.000

than we should have been able to do with English
manufacturers, or by correspondence with Ameri-
can manufacturers. We have further the satisfac-

tion of knowing that we have been able to place

our contracts at these low prices with firms of the
very highest reputation In the United States. We
are. therefore, as you may suppose, thoroughly
satisfied with the result of our visit and feel amply
repaid for our time.

"With regard to the electric traction system, we
found it has extended everywhere, and now pre-
vails in American cities to the almost exclusion of

horses, and the system Is also becoming rapidly ex-
tended for suburban and interurban communication.
In some cases electric lines connect outlying towns
30 and 40 miles away wath some of the large cities.

"We expect to spend from £250,000 to £300.000
on the conversion of the horse tramways into elec-

tric tramways, and if we obtain the powers for ex-
tension, which are shortly coming before the Privy
Council, we shall spend about £100,000 more. The
capital for the scheme has already been provided.
We are working immediately on the extension of

the electric lines from Haddington road to Nelson's
Pillar, and from Annesley Bridge to Nelson's
Pillar, the Clontarf line being already equipped.
We have power enough in our present station to

work those lines. We shall build a new central

station from wdiich the whole of the tramways will

ultimately be operated, and as fast as the materials

can come forward from America we shall equip the

whole of the cIt3^ I expect that within less than
18 months from this date (October 9th) there will

not be In the city of Dublin a tramcar drawn by
horses.

"As to speed, under our new net we have no
limit except such as the Board of Trade and the lo-

cal road authorities may prescribe. They ^^PveI verv
i"uch faster in America than even our Dublin and
D''lkey line before obiection was raised to it by the
'-ailway comDany. We find the feeling, both at

home and abroad, is in favor of rapid transit, and
>vhat the public w'ant they must get sooner or later.

I expect that we shall be restricted to eieht miles
an hour in the center of the city, w^hich \v\\\ be quite
speed enough, but that when we get out into the
suburban roads a speed of 12 miles or more an hour
will be sanctioned.
"Under the terms of our act of Parliament there

will be a considerable reduction of fares when elec-

tric traction is introduced. For Instance, w^e may
not charge more than a penny from the center of
the city to the city boundary, where the distance does
not exceed a mile and a half, and the fares from the
extreme ends of the present lines to the center of

the city, which are now threenence, will be, in most
cases, reduced to twopence."

General Eckert. Colonel Clowry and several other
officers of the Westerw Union Telegraph company
are making a tour of inspection west of the Missis-
sippi.
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Street Railway Situation in Terra Haute.

Suprise is general that the Terre Haute Electric

Railway company, of which Russell B. Harrison is

president, should have been placed in the hands of

a receiver, as was done last week. The company
owns and operates the entire street railway system of

the city, owns and operates the Citizens' electric

lighting; plant, lights the city streets by contract, and
sells exhaust steam for heating throughout a con-

siderable section of the city. It has a capital stock

of $500,000, and lias issued $900,000 in bonds, $400,000

of which is in escrow to retire the outstanding bonds
of the old Terre Haute Street Railway company,
which was absorbed by the present company.
The claim on which the receivership was sought

and granted is for back taxes, but the trouble seems
to be due to municipal opposition rather than to

financial distress. A dispute with the mayor has

grown out of an indebtedness for street paving as-

sessments. The company contends that, under an
act of the Legislature, this indebtedness may be

rightfully cared for by a bond issue. The mayor's
signature was required for the proposed bonds, and
this his honor refused to give, asserting his opinion

that the law was unconstitutional. The company's
counsel contend that the act is constitutional, and
that the city would not be responsible for the bonds.

On Monday of last week the city treasurer made an
early morning levy, and then the mayor made affi-

davit to the mdebtedness and threw the company
into a receivership. It is said that the city council

did not authorize the mayor's action, being in

ignorance of his intention. For several hours the

cars did not run. The receiver is now operating the

property, and will continue to do so, of course, until

a settlement is made.
A gentleman who is interested in the affairs of the

company says: "The sentiment of the community
'

is overwhelmingly with us at the outrage, and the

citizens are very indignant at the action of the city

officials. The company has paid already this year

$5,000 into the city treasury on account of street

paving assessments, and was given no notice that a
levy was intended. The City Council, believing that

a serious blunder had been made, and to show its

feeling, unanimously adopted a resolution on Tues-
day of last week, complimenting the management of

the company, and requesting the receiver to retain

it. There has never been a case before in this state

where a recei^'ership was applied for in a tax mat-
ter, and those well informed do not think such a

step can be taken in the matter of street paving and
assessments under any condition."

The lubrication of the engine is accomplished by
the use of the gravity system of supply to graduated
sight-feeders located at the various oiling points
upon the engine. This system becomes automatic
through the use of a pump that is driven continu-
ously from the valve motion, delivering oil into the
tank. The pipes are so connected that direct pres-
sure may be established on the supply pipes for the
purpose of removing any obstruction that may oc-
cur. The gravity system of oiling seems to have
many advantages over the splash or direct forcing
system, for in these systems, in the process of ele-

vating the oil to a sufficient height to feed over the
engine, the oil becomes aerated, but in the gravity
by pumping into a tank there is opportunity for the
air to leave the oil; conseqtiently each of the feeds
show clear oil instead of an oil that is almost
saponified by being filled with air. The oil, after

having been distributed over the running surfaces,

gravitates down to the bottom of the inside of the
frame, and from there is led out to the front end
of the frame and through an inclined pipe down
to a receiving tank setting near the floor level. Here
the oil passes through one or two screens to re-

move any floating particles of foreign matter, and
is then pumped to the supply tank above the en-
gine in a much greater quantity than is called for

to supply the engine, the surplus being carried back
to the receiving tank by an overflow pipe. This ar-

rangement insures an absolute flood of oil, if de-

sirable, over the engine, as well as a supply of oil

for a long run without the use of the pump.
The Ball Engine company of Erie, Pa., manufac-

tures this engine.

Improved Ball Engine.

A pleasing appearance is made by the Ball single-

cylinder engine as now improved, and as shown by
the illustration. This engine is equipped with the
new Rites governor and automatic lubricating sys-

Electricity Applied to Plant Life.

• A. S. Kinney, of the Massachusetts Experiment
Station, has written the Agricultural Department
at Washington concerning experiments he has
made in the application of electricity to plant life.

Mr. Kinney used batteries—four Leclanche cells,

arranged in series, giving an electromotive force of

four or five volts, and two Samson cells, giving an
electromotive force of 2.88 volts. In order to se-

cure a larger variation in the force obtained, a Du
Bois-Reymond induction coil was used.

In applying the stimulation, moistened seeds

were placed in glass cylinders, and the opening was
closed with copper disks, to which the wires were
attached. Another method of applying the stimu-
lation consisted of a glass funnel, in which were
two copper disks, the upper one containing twelve

holes. Between the two disks was a layer of moist
sand, in which the seed was planted, and connec-
tions were made so the current would be passed
through the- whole apparatus. When this apparatus
was used, the seeds were first germinated in saw-
dust, and when the radicles had reached a length

of two centimeters they were transplanted to the

IMPROVED BALL ENGINE.

tein. The governor was illustrated separately and
described in the Western Electrician of August 2ist
last. It is a combination of inertia and centrifugal
forces, and not only regulates to a very high degree
of perfection, but with very rapid adjustment, and
without instability or racing. It also has the ad-
vantage of great simplicity, as the entire governor
consists of but a single moving piece suspended
upon one pivotal point, thereby reducing friction to

a minimum.

sand. The plants which were investigated to as-

certain the effects of electricity in the germination
and growth of radicles were white mustard, rape,

red clover and barley. Twenty-five seeds of each
kind were used in 64 lots. From the results of

the experiments Mr. Kinney concludes that the
application of certain strengths of electric current
to seeds for short periods of time accelerate the
process of germination. It was found at the end
of 24 hours over 30 per cent, more seeds were

germinated of the treated lots than of the normal
ones; and at the end of 48 hours there was about
20 per cent, excess. The seeds receiving the elec-
trical stimulation also gave a higher total percent-
age of germination than the others. The minimum
strength of current at which acceleration was barely
perceptible is a little less than one volt.

The seeds subjected to but a single application
lost the stimulating effect within a few hours; but
when it was applied hourly to germinated seeds or
growing plants, it acted as a constant stimulus to

their growth and development.

Enclosed Alternating Current Arc Lamp.
Perhaps the most objectionable features of some

alternating current enclosed arc lamps that have
been placed on the market have been their too
low economy and noisy, uncertain action. In
the new alternating current arc lamp manufac-
tured by the General Electric company these char-

ENCLOSED ALTERNATING CURRENT ARC LAMP.

acteristics are said to be overcome. It operates on
constant potential alternating circuits with higher
economy and greatly diminished noise. The prin-
ciples of the enclosed arc lamp and the economical
advantages of its use over open arc lamps are fa-
miliar, but as between open and enclosed alternat-
ing arc lamps, it is not so generally known that a
greater difference in economy in favor of the en-
closed lamp is shown than in the same comparison
between open and enclosed direct current arc lamps.
In the "G E" alternating current enclosed arc lamp,
one pair of carbons will last between 60 and 70 hoursj
and induce a saving of about 80 per cent, in the cost
of lamp carbons; a larger arc is maintained; the
light is emitted without obstruction; and its protec-
tion from currents of air and any sudden action
of the mechanism allows the light to become and
remain steady.

The mechanism is simple, the number of moving
parts being reduced to a minimum, and its action
is quick and positive. A special adjusting spring
keeps the current constant whatever the position
of the core. The mechanism is supported on a
frame with a double base, which gives a dead air
space and provides protection for the mechanism
from the heat of the arc.

This lamp operates on circuits of 100 to 120 volts
and 60 or 125 cycles frequency. About 70 volts is

required at the terminals of the arc, the normal
current being 5.5 to 6 amperes. An inductive re-
sistance contained within the ornamental top of
the lamp, and connected in series with the arc, gives
the necessary reduction in the voltage, and, pre-
venting sudden changes in current, checks any
unsteadiness of the light. The half-inch carbons
used are 9% inches long in the upper holder and
six inches in the lower—one cored, the other solid

—

and they must, of course, be of high grade. They
are proportioned to allow the piece left in the
upper holder after one run to be used in the lower
holder for the next. The inner globe is supported
by a self-locking device. To lower the globe, the
lower ball is unscrewed, the globe raised slightly

and released by turning the release screws on the
side of the cylinder. To replace it, the globe is

simply raised until it locks, when it is tightened by
screwing up the lower ball.

The General Electric alternating current enclosed
arc lamp is 28% inches in length and 31% pounds
in weight. It is artistic in its proportions and is

judiciously ornamented. For interior illumination,
i. e., for halls, large stores, restaurants, theaters

public buildings, the casing of the lamp is finished

in ground brass or black enamel: for outside use
a weather-proof casing is furnished.

Ortonville, Minn., voted $15,000 bonds for an
electric light and waterworks plant.
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Application of the Storage Battery to
Electric Traction.'
By Charles Hewitt.

Part I.

To give a history of the applicalion of the storage
battery to electric traction would only be turning
o\'er dry bones. The long series of remarkable
failures is no doubt familiar to you all. To say
that the storage battery has no place in electric

traction is an error, and on the othe hand, to say
that it will supplant all other means of applying
power to the cars is, I believe, only the dream of

the enthusiast. We are sufficiently acquainted
with the possibilities and limitations of the storage
battery of to-day to be able to make installations

whose success will be certain: improvements in

manufacture have certainly been made during the

past few years, but the cause of past failures has
been due quite as much to errors in installing and
in manipulation as in manufacture.

In preparing this paper I have made an effort

to obtain accurate information from Germany,
France and England, but all such attempts have
been of no avail. As far, therefore, as the state of

the art in Europe is concerned, we must rely upon
what we have been able to gather from current
literature.

The most important applications of the storage
battery to electric traction are:

First—The application of the battery direct to

car or locomotive.
Second—The application of the battery at points

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

the same size and under the same conditions, and
further, the battery car will require a larger invest-

ment in generating machinery. The unreliability
of the battery car, and the disadvantages due to
the necessity of constantly changing the batteries,

are familiar to you all, and we have no facts which
would warrant us in holding out any hope of im-
provement in this line. In fact, unless some form
0/ battery be discovered with entirely different

characteristics from the lead battery, I should ad-
vise leaving such experiments to those who enjoy
spending money on this kind of a hobby.
When the action of the battery is thoroughly un-

derstood it is not difficult to understand the cause
of failure. Every battery has what may be termed
a critical rate of discharge. From zero up to the

critical rate the working electromotive force re-

mains practically constant. Above the critical rate

the electromotive force decreases as the rate of
discharge increases. On the other hand, the elec-

tromotive force increases with the rate of charge
and the length of charge. From any particular

battery there is a rate of charge which cannot be
exceeded without useless waste of energy. In
Fig. I I have shown typical curves for charge and
discharge at normal or critical rates, and the por-
tion between the curves represents lost energy.
In Fig. 2 I have shown the discharge curve taken
from a traction battery test. With a fairly constant
discharge at the average rate used by the car, with
rests of one minute every 15 minutes, the fall of

electromotive force is very marked. You will ap-
preciate, therefore, the remarks of Sir David Salo-
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reasonably be considered, and in those cities the
slotted conduit has (and I believe wisely) been
adopted.
The advantages of this method are apparent.

Aside from the lack of overhead lines in the
crowded city center, which is purely aesthetic, the
most marked advantage is the lack of necessity for
changing the batteries for charging. But this ad-
vantage is offset by the fact that as the charging
is done en route the current for charging must be
transmitted over the feed wires in addition to the
current necessary for propelling the car with its

extra weight of battery, thus increasing the loss
due to charging. The power transmitted may be
divided as follows: First, to propel the car with-
out battery; second, for propelling extra weight
of battery; third, for charging battery.

I regret that I have been unable to get accurate
data showing the relation of these items to each
other. But I feel satisfied that the extra cost of

feeder cables due to the extra pov;ef transmitted
and the decrease in efficiency, will more than offset

any saving in cost of linework, while the cost of

operation must be and is acknowledged to be in

excess of the less complicated system in common
use in this country. The fact that overhead lines

are in use up to the prescribed limit and that the

battery is only used where it is compulsory, speaks
volumes. It is also significant that the commis-
sions appointed by the larger roads in England
and Scotland to investigate the various methods
of traction in vogue throughout Europe and Amer-
ica have vetoed any form of battery car.
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APPLICATION OF THE STORAGE BATTERY TO ELECTRIC TRACTION.
CURVES.

11 12 13 H Hour;.

-CHARGE AND DISCHARGE

on the line distant from the generating station.

Third—The application of the battery in the

power house.

Application of the Battery Direct to Car or
Locomotive.

We are led to consider this form of application
first, not on account of its successes, but rather on
account of its conspicuous failures. From our in-

vestigation we can see nothing in this form of

installation to commend, except for certain local

conditions which are peculiar to the large cities on
the continent of Europe.
The first cost is greater than our present overhead

form of construction, and the expense of operation
is considerably greater; in fact, it is doubtful
whether the expense of operation can be brought
below that of horses. It is less reliable and more
objectionable to passengers on account of the gas
given off. But very little reliable data is obtain-

able from all the various experiments which have
been made. Most all such experiments, in this coun-
try at least, have been made by the battery manufac-
turers, and the results obtained have been most
carefully guarded. Mr. Dawson, in an article pub-
lished in Engineering, October 16, 189C, says:
"Two principal causes have so far prevented the
successful use of the accumulator cars: their great
weight and the rapid deterioration of plant. Ow-
ing to these causes, the manufacturers of storage
batteries only have seriously taken up accumulator
traction, and although they have been working on
the problem since 1880, little reliable information
has ever reached the public."

In a paper read by the writer before the Engi-
neers' Club of Philadelphia, December 5, i8g6, I

gave in detail results of a test made by me of a
certain battery car. The main results agreed quite
closely with data which has come to us through
European publications, and I feel confident in stat-

ing that the battery car requires considerably more
power to operate than an ordinary trolley car of

I. Read before the American Street Railway association at
Niagara Falls, October 20, 1897.

mon, 'that it takes power to get current through
the battery, and it alsO' takes power to get the cur-
rent out." These critical rates of charge and dis-

charge seem to be partly due to the time required
for the chemical reactions in the battery to take
place. The physical hmitations of a car require
the battery to have a large output for its weight
and bulk. To obtain this it is necessary to increase
the surface of active material as much as possible
and to decrease the inactive supporting grid. In
consequence the battery plates become mechanically
weak. The conditions seem to prevent the making
of plates large enough to prevent exceeding the
critical discharge rate, and which are at the same time
light enough and small enough to be carried on a
car. The ^.nherent characteristics of the lead battery
are such that it is very doubtful whether it will ever
be successful in propelling cars unaided by other
sources of power. Great results are expected from
the experiments- now being made in Chicago; but
great results have been expected before, and I do
not look for results in Chicago much different from
those that have preceded. It is claimed that the
batteries in use in Chicago will show a much longer
life than any that have as yet been tried. But even
if the life of the plate were all that could be desired,

we would not feel warranted in recommending the
system.
There is another phase of this method of appli-

cation which is used somewhat extensively in Eu-
rope. In some of the larger cities on the continent
there is a prescribed area within which overhead
lines are not allowed to be erected. To overcome
this difficulty the cars are supplied with batteries

sufficiently large to propel them at a low rate of

speed for a distance of three or four miles from
the point where the overhead line ends, into the
city and return. While the cars are completing the

trip the batteries are charged from the overhead
wire. I am sure such an arrangement would not
commend itself to any practical railroad manager,
except as a makeshift in such government-ridden
cities as exist in Europe. There are only two cities

in this country where such an arrangement might

5. 2. application of the storage battery to electric
traction.—battery discharge THROl'GH RHEOSTAT.

The following data are taken from the writings
of Mr. Dawson and others:

CoTifparative Data of Accumulator Cars.

Paris. Berlin. Vienna.

Letid. Lead. Copper
and Zinc.

50
iS.oSi

25.799

3.7+9
56

230

r,i20

31

19.845
2^,630
7.270

8S

130

1.072

16,097
21.036

3.969
136

Empty car, weight in pounds
Loaded car. weight in pounds
Weight of ceils

Capacity of cells, in ampere-

Power per car-mile required
at power house, in Board
of Trade units 1,280

Data of Accumulator Cars Ritunitig in Fai'is.

Number of cells 108

Number of plates per cell i:

Size of plates, in inches 7% by 7%
Thickness of negative plate, in inches.

Thickness of positive plate, in inches.

Weight of plates, in pounds
Capacity in ampere-hours
Efficiency per cent
Average discharge rate

Maximum discharge rate

Life of negative plate, in car-miles..

Life of positive plates, in car-miles.
Passengers carried
Weight of loaded car, in pounds..
Weight of cells, in pounds

.236

.31S
59-69
250
70

35
100-120

93,750
8.750

50

30,870
6,615

Data of Accumulator Litie at the Hague, iSgi (Julien
Accumulatorsj .

Length of line 3.5 miles

Ma.ximum grade 1.50

Weight of car, loaded 14 to 16 tons

Number of cells 192
Weight of cells 4 tons
Maximum speed, in miles per hour 12.5

Maximum distance run with one charge... 44 miles

Average distance run with one charge.... 35 miles
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Capacity of cells, in ampere-hours per pound
of plate 45

Positive plate can run without renewal
9,000 to 11,000 miles

Cost of maintenance of cells per car-mile 8.Sd

Cost of handling cells per car-mile 2.3d

Board of Trade units, consumed per car-rnile. .1.080

Probable maximum discharge rate 13b amperes

A third phase of the battery-car system is the
battery locomotive. Aside from special forms such
as the Heilman locomotive, the one most worthy
of mention is the experiment on the New York
elevated railway, in which the battery is connected
in multiple with the motors and charges or dis-

charges, according to the demands of the train.

When the demand of the motor _ is sufficient to

due to the fall of the electromotive force on dis-
charge.
Only a few such installations have been made,

two of which are on the Isle of Man, One has
been installed by the Anaconda Mining company
at Butte, Montana. There is also a small plant at

Merrill, Wis. The first installation, however, that
has been made for any large city road for its sub-

FIG. 3. APPLICATION OF THE STORAGE BATTERY TO ELECTRIC TRACTION.—VOLT-
METER CHART TAKEN AT CHESTNUT HILL BEFORE THE BATTERY WAS INSTALLED.

FIG. 4. APPLICATION OF THE STORAGE BATTERY TO ELECTRIC TRACTION.-

VOLTMETER CHAELT TAKEN AT BEECH AND GREEN STREET POWER HOUSE.

Cost of Running Accumulator Cars in Birmingham,
England, ^er Car-mile in fSgj.

Wages 3.37 pence 6.74 cents

Fuel 1.76 pence 3.52 cents

Stores (58 pence 1.36 cents

Water and gas 12 pence .24 cents

Sundries 17 pence .34 cents

Repairs and maintenance. .5.49 pence 10.98 cents

11.29 pence 23.18 cents

Car-miles run 140,993

Working Exfenses of Accumulator Traction in Paris
in iSgj ;per Car-mile.

Pence Cents

General expenses 204 .40S

Cost of power 2.828 5.656

Maintenance and handling of accumn-,
lator 2.537 5.074

lower the pressure on the line to or below that of
the battery, the battery will then discharge into the
motors, thus relieving the feeders. When current
is shut off from the motors, the battery will charge.
No results of this experiment have been made pub-
lic yet, but it is difficult to see how much is to

be expected. It has the advantage of maintaining
a fairly constant pressure at the motors, but this

can be accomplished better in other ways, as I

shall show later. It subjects the battery to usage
which history has proved to be disastrous to its

life and efficiency. In this method the extra weight
of the battery has the certain advantage of giving
additional adhesion to the rails.

While not wishing to seem pessimistic, I must
confess that to me the outlook for the battery car
is not bright, and I do not look for much improve-
ment unless some combination of elements be dis-

urban service, I find, is the one installed by the

Union Traction company of Philadelphia, Pa.

The road was briginally a horse-car line, which
ran as far as the depot at Pelham, a distance of 7.3

miles from the power house. Conduits and cables

were installed for operating a number of cars which
were supposed to be amply sufficient. The phe-
nomenal increase in the travel, however, necessi-

tated a large increase in the car service. In addition,

the success of the line warranted its extension to

Chestnut Hill, 2.3 miles farther. More recently the

line has been extended down a long grade to Hill-

crest avenue, and from Hillcrest avenue to the

wheel pump on the Bethlehem pike, 1,6 miles far-

ther, making the line II.2 miles from the power
house. With the first extension of the line to

Chestnut Hill, the underground cable was also ex-

tended, but the drop in pressure over this long line

made it imposible to run the requisite number of

FIG. 6. APPLICATION OF THE STORAGE BATTERY TO ELECTRIC TRACTION. VOLT-
METER CHART FROM BATTERY HOUSE AFTER THE BATTERY WAS INSTALLED.

FIG. 7. APPLICATION AF THE STORAGE BATTERY TO ELECTRIC TRACTION.

-

BOOSTER VOLTMETER CHART.

Motormen and assistants 1.210 2.420

Maintenance of motors and trucks. .. .1.410 2.820

Heating, lighting and various 138 .276

8.327 16.654

Miles run I44,7i8

Comparative Cost of Various Systems of Traction
in Paris in Cents per Car-mile.

Horses 17.10 cents

Accumulator 16.66 cents

Hot water locomotion 10.78 cents

Overhead trolley system 9.24 cents

covered whose characteristics are entirely different

from the lead battery.

Application of Storage Batteries on the Ends of
Long Lines.

In such applications the conditions are entirely

different. The battery in this case acts essentially

as a pressure regulator. The conditions do not
restrict the size of the plates, so that the plates can
admit of such a size that the current density on
discharge can be kept well within the limits of nor-

mal discharge; and in consequence of this, the

battery is not subject to the great loss of efficiency,

cars, as the speed of a trolley car is approximately
in the direct ratio to the applied electromotive

force. The cables for feeding this section consisted

of one cable extending to Chestnut Hill, one to

Chelten avenue and one to Wayne Junction, about
five miles from the station. AH these cables were
1,000,000 circular mils, copper, rubber-covered and
leaded, laid in terra-cotta ducts. The investment, in

feeders for this line had reached a point consid-

erably above $100,000, not including the conduits.

To have increased the cable system so as to have
supplied this section properly would have required

about 336,000 feet of 1,000,000 circular mils cable.
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At $1.05 per foot, laid, this would amount to $352,-

800; deducting the value of cables which were al-

ready laid, and which are estimated at $70,000, we
find that the extra cost for cables without conduits

would have been $273,800. This figure is, of course,

prohibitive.

In order that you may appreciate the condition

of the line previous to the installation of the bat-

tery, I would call your attention to Fig. 3, which
shows a recording voltmeter chart taken at Chest-

nut Hill, and to Fig. 4, which shows the pressure

at station bus-bar on the same day. Three hundred
and fifty volts was frequently touched. The aver-

age was a little over 400 volts, with 530 at bus-bar.

It was necessary, therefore, to furnish some means
of keeping up the pressure. If a station had been

built at that point, it would of necessity have been

small and inefficient. From records taken at the

main power house, it was found that it would be

necessary to provide a station of about 750 kilo-

watts capacity; such a station would have cost about

$85 per horse power, or a total of $85,000. A battery

station, on the other hand, required but little real

estate, and would be inexpensive to operate; its

cost would be considerably less than a power sta-

tion. In the Chestnut Hill plant the entire cost of

real estate, battery and building was approximately

$25,000; to this must be added the cost of a booster

in the main power house. This required a 200

kilowatt generator, which, with its engine, would
cost about $8,000. The total cost of battery and
booster would therefore have been $33,000. In

this installation, however, the company simply

adapted a 300 kilowatt generator at the power house
for this service, so that is was put to but little extra

expense in the power house for adapting it to

booster purposes. We find, therefore, that, deduct-

ing $33,000, the cost of the battery and booster,

from $85,000, the cost of a station, the difference in

first cost is $52,000 in favor of the battery. In ad-

dition to this, the company was put to an expense
of a little over $13,000 for changes in the cable.

In the estimates that follow I do not include any
cost or interest on the cable, as the investment

would have been about the same whether the com-
pany had built a station or installed a battery. It

after the battery was installed. When the load in

the line is low, the current going over the cable

No. 3 to the battery house divides at the bus-bar,

one part supplying the necessities of the line, the
other part charging the battery. When the demand
on the line is heavy, the pressure drops a little at

the battery house; all the current going over cable

No. 3 will pass out over cable No. 4, and in addition

the battery will discharge sufficiently to make up for

the extra demand for current. This has the effect,

as I have stated above, of keeping an almost con-
stant load on cable No. 3. At times the load on
cable No. 3 has become so heavy as to e-xceed the

cable's capacity. At such time, by an arrangement
of switches at the power house, shown in Fig. 5,

cable No. 4 is put on the booster as well as cable

No. 3. In doing this, the current through the

booster is largely increased, but the pressure can

be reduced from about 250 to 125 or 130 volts (see

Fig. 7), and, in addition, better pressure is obtained

at the Wayne Junction end of the section.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, October 26.—The taking of evi-

dence before the Supreme Court's Rapid Transit

Commission has ceased, and a favorable decision is

now hoped for. The report must be made by No-
vember 8th. It will probably come after election,

when it will receive attention. If this report be

favorable and is approved by the court, a bidder

must be found for the franchise. It is said that the

New York Construction company is ready to bid,

and has ample capital. There is even hope that

the whole line will be built in three or four years,

but, as the Tribune says, the average New Yorker
takes this with a grain of salt.

The State Railroad Commission has denied the

application of citizens residing along Amsterdatii

avenue to reopen its decision approving the appli-

cation of the Forty-second Street, Manhattanville

and St. Nicholas Avenue Railroad company for

permission to adopt the underground electric trol-

ley system as a motive power. The Metropolitan

Chestnuv
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Street Railway company, which operates its road
on Amsterdam avenue, also has received permis-

sion to use the underground trolley system and has
begun the work. Each company operates two
tracks. Citizens along the avenue, fearing that the

increased rate of speed under which the cars can
be run with electric power would greatly endanger
the lives of school children and citizens using that

thoroughfare, petitioned the State Railroad Com-
mission to reopen and amend its approval of a

change of motive power on the Forty-second
Street, Manhattanville and St. Nicholas Avenue
road by compelling the company to use the tracks

of the Metropolitan street railroad on Amsterdam
avenue between Seventy-first and One-hundred-
and-twenty-fifth streets. This would reduce the

tracks from four to two, and would, the citizens

argued, deci-ease by one-half the danger arising

from the speedy operation of the cars. The mem-
bers of the railroad commission considered this

question at length and came to the conclusion that

the commission has no authority in law to impose
as a condition of its approval of a change of mo-
tive power that these two companies shall use the

same set of tracks. While reaching this decision,

however, the commission, in an opinion written
by President Cole, says that the maintenance of

four tracks upon Amsterdam avenue is a burden
on the thoroughfare, and that the two companies
involved should agree to use but one set of tracks.

If they do no do so, the decision says, the local

authorities have ample power to regulate the speed
of the cars so that it can be kept down to that of

a horse car.

Another trolley-car accident due to defective

brakes is reported. A car of the Staten Island
electric railway, while on its way from St. George
to West Bri.ghton, over the Brighton Heights di-

vision, ran away in Castleton avenue. It was go-
ing downhill when the trolley left the wire, and
when Frank Dodell, the motorman, attempted to

apply the brake the shoes would not hold. The
car slid along the rails until it struck a switch,
when it left the track and brought up suddenli'.

There were seven women and five men in the car
and all were thrown from their seats, but no one
was injured. All were badly frightened.
The Engineers' Club is well pleased with its new

home on Fifth avenue, near Thirty-fifth street. The
house was formerly the residence of Coleman
Drayton and is large and elegant. Little alteration

was required to fit it for a club. There are 14
sleeping rooms. The club's membership includes
many prominent engineers and scientists of the

is very apparent, therefore, from the facts given,

that on the score of the first cost, the battery was
by far the cheapest installment which could have

been made. In order that you may better under-

stand the results which I propose to give in ref-

erence to the operation of this battery, I beg to de-

scribe the plant somewhat more in detail.

You will see by Fig. 5 that there are three

cables concerned in this work, which are numbered
No. 3, No. 4. and No. 7, all of i,oco,ooo circular mils

capacity. The lengths x>i these cables are shown in

the diagram. Cable No. 4 is the only one which
supplies the trolley wire direct; or, in other words,

all the taps from the underground cable to the trol-

ley wire are tapped on cable No. 4. This cable runs

all the way from the bus-bar at the power house to

the end of the line on the Reading pike at Chestnut

Hill. It feeds in all about 12 miles of trolley wire.

Cable No. 3 runs direct from the power house to

the bus-bar at the battery house, as shown in the

diagram. Cable No. 7 simply augments the capacity

of cable No. 3.

In ordinary operation the current on cable No.

3 passes through the booster at the power house,

by which the initial pressure is raised 150 volts more
or less above the ordinary bus-bar pressure of 550
volts (Fig. 7), By this means the drop in the cable

is overcome, so that the pressure at the battery house
can be adjusted to a point where the battery varies

but little to either side of the zero point; in other

words, it charges and discharges continually, main-
taining the load on cable No. 3 nearly constant,

and consequently maintaining a constant electro-

motive force where the current passes out from the

battery house through cable No. 4, as shown in

Eig. 5. This cable (No. 4) is therefore fed from
two points, namely, from the power house end at

550 volts and from the Chestnut Hill end at about

515 volts. As a consequence, the distribution along
the line from Wayne Junction to the end at Chest-
nut Hill is comparatively uniform and is now very
satisfactory.

At first the battery was allowed to discharge dur-
ing the day about three times as much as it charged,
making up the charge at night between the hours
of I a. m. to 5 a. m. Later the amount of day dis-

charge was decreased until the charge and discharge
were about equal. The first gave a very even volt-

age of a little over 500. With the present method
the voltage is somewhat more irregular, but the av-
erage is somewhat higher. By keeping the battery
continually up to full charge, the night man has
been dispensed with.

Fig. 6 is a copy of an average voltmeter chart

country: nearly half of them are non-residents. Out
of a total roster of 650, 355 come from New York
and its vicinity. The club was organized Febru-
ary 3, 1888, and its house, until February of this
year, was at No. 10 West Twenty-ninth street. The
presidents have been James A. Burden, Charles
Macdonald, J. F. Halloway, John Stanton and
Charles H. Loring, the last being the present in-
cumbent. The other officers and the chairmen of
committees are: Vice-presidents, David Williams
and John Thomson; treasurer, A. C. Rand: sec-
retary, G. W. Bramwell; house committee, John C.
Kafer; membership, Stephen W. Baldwin; library,

G. W. Bramwell; auditing, George E. Weed.
M. S.

Canadian Intelligence.

Ottawa. October 25.—The Electric Railway com-
pany of Hull, Que., will erect a new stone car shed
and station at Deschenes, similar to the one used
at present, for the housing of additional rolling
stock.

The city of Hamilton made a contract with its

street railway company in 1892, by the terms of
which, in addition to a high mileage rate, it agreed
to pay a percentage on gross receipts, increasing
from six per cent, upward. The bargain was a
good one for the city, but not quite so good for
the company; and now the latter is threatened with
bankruptcy unless the terms are altered. It has
petitioned the city for better terms, and, unless the.

request is granted, the owners of the electric rail-

way will lose every cent invested in the enterprise.
An extensive system of electric railway from

Montreal through the eastern townships is being
projected. It will be known as the Montreal
Southern Counties railway. It is the intention of
the promoters of the enterprise to run the line
through Chambly, where it will get the necessary
power from the rapids. The proposed route em-
braces St. Johns. St. Alexandre, Bedford, East
Stanbridge, Dunham, Cowansville, Sweetsbury,
Knowlton, Bolton, Eastman, Magog, thence over
Hatley mountain to North Hatley and Sherbrooke,
via Capleton and Lennoxville.
At a meeting of the directors of the Montreal

electric street railway a semi-annual dividend of
four per cent, was declared, and, in addition, a bo-
nus of one per cent, was given. The earnings of
the company over and above all dividends, bonuses,
expense of operation, etc., last year amounted to
$102,106.79. It is expected that the company will

transfer to the surplus account this year a sum
which will exceed this considerably.
Mr. Kingsbury of Sydney, Australia, an electri-

cal engineer and contractor, has been in this city,

studying Canada's developments in electrical sci-

ence. In Sydney, Mr. Kingsbury said, very few
people realized the advancement which Canada has
made, and he expressed his pleasure at the evi-

dences of Canada's progress in electrical engineer-
ing, a matter in which Australia is comparatively
young. The qualit}', finish and general character
of Canadian street railway cars specially im-
pressed him, and he thought a large business could
be done with Australia in this line.

During the recent meeting of the British Associa-,
tion in Toronto, it transpired that the usefulness
of the government magnetic observatory, in that
city, had been destroyed by the operation of the
electric railway service. The attention of the Do-
minion .government was drawn to the facts, and a re-

port on a new location for the observatory has
been ordered. In all probability the site will be
selected here and the observatory removed to Ot-
tawa, which is free from the objections which de-
stroyed its usefulness in Toronto.

It is said that the Lachine Rapids Hydraulic and
Land company's power house, which was formally
opened recently, is the largest electrical installation

in the world outside of Niagara. At present the
plant is incomplete. There will be yi turbines
which will one day be whirling under a head of

16 feet of water. There are 12 generators, at pres-

ent, of 1,000 horse power each. The power, at

present, is carried to the corner tower, whence it

is conveyed by overhead lines on steel poles to

a sub-station at the corner of McCord and Semi-
nary streets, Montreal, for distribution. The com-
pany is now offering light 20 to 30 per cent, cheaper
than existing rates, and power at half the cost of

production by steam. - The enormous dam and res-

ervoir, in connection with the works, cost over
$500,000. A. V. W.

Northwestern Notations.

Minneapolis, October 25.—The plant of the Rail-

way and Light company at Winona, Minn., has been
inspected by Arthur Perry of Brookline. Mass..

and Winthrop Coffin of Boston, both connected
with the United Electric Securities company of Bos-
tin, which owns about a half interest in the Winona
plant. These gentlemen are on a tour of inspection

of the 75 electric plants in which the Boston com-
pany is interested.

The master in chancery has made his report in

the case of the Illinois Trust and Savings Bank
of Chicago against the St. Cloud Water Power and
Mill company of St. Cloud, Minn. He recommends
the sale of the property at once, as the dam is going
to ruin for lack of repairs, and the bondholders
of the company are anxious to secure possession
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of the property and make the necessary repairs. The
vahie of the company's property is placed at $60,000,

and the probaljle income of the company, if all the

power can be rented, is placed at !fr;,ooo per an-

num. This company furnishes power for operating

the electric street railway system of St. Cloud.

Arthur Peabody contemplates putting in an elec-

tric light plant at Baldwin. Wis.

The Clarinda, la., Electric Light and Power com-
pany has bought the water power in that city and
will put in a supplementary plant to use the water

power.
Negotiations are pending between the Gas and

Electric Light company and the Fox River Street

Railway company of Green Bay, Wis., with a view

to consolidating the two systems.

The Apple River Power company of New Rich-

mond, Wis., is pushing work on its new power sta-

tion at Somerset, and the electric machinery is

being installed.

Boys of Sheboygan, Wis., have done considerable

damage and caused no end of annoyance hy climb-

ing the poles and loosening the wires holding the

arc lights and permitting them to fall to the ground.

The live wires have laid on the ground all night,

offermg serious injury to anyone who might touch
them.

J. H. Brown of Chicago, representing eastern

capitalists, has secured an option on the water and
electric light plant at Marshfield, Wis., from the

Marshfield Light and Power company. Mr. Brown
proposes to sell the plant to the city on easy terms.

The electric system of Huron, S. D., which has

been shut down for a long time owing to the great

expense of operating it, has been put in operation

by Harry Sterling, who has utilized the famous Ris-

don artesian well for power.
In July, 1896, the mayor of Tacoma, Wash., had

the electric wires of the Commercial Light company
beyond Eleventh street cut, claiming the company
had forfeited its franchise. The case was taken into

court and carried to the Supreme Court, which has

just handed down a decision to the effect that the

franchise had not been forfeited, and the cutting

of the wires was wrong.
The Butte, Mont., Street Railway company de-

clined to accept a franchise granted that company
for extending its system, and a new ordinance which
was introduced in the council was defeated.

The council of Gladstone, Mich., has finally en-

tered into contract with the Fort Wayne Electric

corporation for an electric light plant. The bids

were taken last March.
A franchise for electric lighting will be granted

at Maquoketa, la., shortly.

Ortonville, Minn., is taking bids until November
2d for installing an electric lighting plant.

The new electric light plant at Eldon, la., has
been completed and put in operation. C.

Owing to the general dissatisfaction of the public
in Butte, Mont., with the arrangement made by the
street railway company for planking between its

tracks instead of paving, the company has asked the
council for permission to build an electric line to

Walkerville, and agrees to pave between the tracks
this fall.

J. G. Robertson of St. Paul secured the contract
for furnishing an electric light plant for Brecken-
ridge, Minn., for $4,480.

Blabori & Son of Philadelphia have become in-

terested in the proposed electric line between Osh-
kosh and Berlin, Wis., and will soon make a pei-
ponal examination of the route. The necessary
franchise over Oshkosh streets will be readily
granted.

J. H. Marshall, who recently purchased the elec-

tric light plant at Roseau, Minn., has added new ma-
chinery and is improving the plant.

The council of Winona, Minn,, will take bids for

lighting the city by electricity and also by gas..

The city of Grand Forks, B. C, has let the con-
tract to Contractor Davies to install an electric light

and waterworks plant at a cost" of $13,974.
James LefFel & Co. of Springfield, O., have been

awarded the contract to furnish six 1,000 horse
power water wheels for a $2,000,000 power plant to

be established on the Big Hole River, near Butte,
Mont., to furnish electric power for the smelters and
other industries of Butte.

The Manawa Railway company of Council Bluffs,

la., has secured an extension of its franchise for 50
years, and will make a number of extensive improve-
ments.
.The Hartford Electric company of Hartford, Wis.,
has been incorporated and will put in a plant at

once. Power will be secured from the Hartford
Plow Works.
The application of the Light, Heat and Power

company at Winona, Minn., for a franchise was de-
nied.

The Norway Electric company has been incorpo-
rated at Iron Mountain, Mich., to furnish electricity

for lighting, heat and power for the towns in Dick-
inson county. The water power of the Sturgeon
river in that county has been bought by the com-
pany.

Mr. Davis, representing the Electric Gas Light
company of Boston, was dealing with St. Paul and
Minneapolis merchants last week.
William de la Barre, chief engineer for the Twin

City Rapid Transit company, states that although
the work on the St. Anthony Falls power dam is

progressing nicely, with 300 men now at work, it

will not be in shape so that the railway company
can take possession of the plant before January ist.

The cables and conduits are all in between St. Paul
and Minneapolis, and work is now in progress in

Minneapolis. The greater part of the machinery
oideretl from the General Electric company is now
on -the way to this city.

Allen Shewman ot Green Bay, Wis., is an ap-
plicant for a franchise for an electric car line in

Waupaca, Wis.
Boland & Smith will make a proposition to put

in an electric light plant for Verndale, Minn.
It is announced that the Interurban electric line

between Oshkosh, Wis., and Neenah is to be con-
structed at once.

The Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway
company has reopened its telegraph offices in Fari-

bault, Minn., for night business.

The electric light system of Toledo, la., is to

be extended to the Indian school at that place.

The council of Grand Forks, N. D., will secure
estimates of cost for a municipal electric lighting

system.
The general ofilices of the Minneapolis electric

street railway will be moved from their present quar-

ters to the Thirty-first street station as soon as the

power from the new dam is ready. The present

quarters, together with the engines which now fur-

nish power, will probably be rented.

The Twin City Rapid Iransit company has ofifered

to the Postoffice Department a plan tor carrying mail

on all electric cars operated in St. Paul and Min-
neapolis. Two hundred mail boxes will be re-

quired. Each car will be a mail collector, the mo-
torman stopping on a signal from one wishing to

mail a letter. The plan is said to have worked ex-

cellently in Des Moines, la.

Twenty telegraph tickers are to be purchased for

use of the fire-engine houses of the city, if the coun-
cil agrees to the plan submitted by the fire chief

and Hre committee of Minneapolis. The object of

the tickers is to inform the headquarters and other

fire-houses that the various pieces of apparatus have
returned from a fire and are ready for service. The
firemen will go into the mysteries of telegraphy

to a limited extent.

A St. Paul man, John J. Schoei-leber, has invented

a telephone system by means of which no central

office is required, and a person is entirely protected

from other interfering callers when conversing with a

distant person. The instrument is operated as an

ordinary telephone, with the addition of a dial switch

which moves automatically and accomplishes the

desired result. Mr. Schoenleber is proprietor of

the Northwest Engineering company and has ap-

plied for letters patent on the invention.

Bids for the new fire-alarm apparatus for St. Paul
have been opened by the Fire Commissioners'
Board. The Gamewell company offers to install

a manual central system for $9,040.25 and the old

apparatus, or to install the automatic system for

$7,990.25. The United States company offers to in-

stall the manual central system for $8,494, or the

automatic for $7,511, allowing $500 for the old ap-

paratus.

A resolution has been adopted by both bodies of

the council, directing the city clerk of St. Paul to

advertise for bids for a city electric lighting plant

with a capacity of 400 arc lights, upon plans and
specifications to be submitted by Gustave Willins,

Jr., Joseph King and Assistant Electrical Inspector

Varnum. C.

PERSONAL.
A. McNab Little has accepted a position as travel-

ing salesman for the Western Electric company.

C. J. Sturgeon, manager of the electrical depart-

ment of the Erie City Iron Works, Erie, Pa., called

on his Chicago friends last week.

Thomas Doane, a prominent Boston civil en-

gineer, who died' last week, is said to have been the

first American engineer to make use of the electric

spark in blasting operations.

John I. Drake, secretary of the Hope Electric

Appliance company of Providence, R. I., was in

Chicago a few days ago in the interests of the new
Hope switches, which attracted wide attention at

the recent street railway convention.

Among the students recently admitted with high

honors to the Ecole Polytechnique in Paris is a

Becquerel. He enters on a scientific career in which
his family has become famous. His great-grand-

father, Cesar Antoine Becquerel, who died in 1878

at the age of 90, was a noted investigator in the field

of electrical research. His grandfather, Edmond
Becquerel, was a professor of ph3'sics in the Ecole

des Arts et Metiers, and did important work in optics

and the study of light, and his father, Henri
Becquerel, now a professor in the Ecole Polytech-

nique, is a well-known physicist. His maternal grand-
father was also a professor of physics who taught in

the Ecole Polytechnique 20 years.

Professor A. A. Michaelson, professor of physics
at the University of Chicago, has been made a mem-
ber of the international committee of weights and
measures. This committee is composed of one
member from each of the following-named nations:
France. Germany, England. Russia, United States,

Italy, Austria, Sweden, Switzerland, Spain, Portu-
gal, Roumania and Norway. The membership in

this body is for life and the elections occur only
when death or resignation causes the vacancy. The
vacant seat to which Professor Michaelson has
been elected was caused by the death of Dr. B. F.
Gould. The purpose of the committee is to pro-
pose and cause the adoption of a uniform system
of weights and measures for the world.

The Western Electrician is in receipt of the fol-
ic wing communication, dated October 22d: "Mr.
John Needham of Manchester. England, senior
partner in the firm of John Needham & Sons, who
are largely engaged in the iron, steel, engineering
and machine industries, and whose firm has handled
a considerable quantity of American products, in-
cluding wire rods, compressed steel shafting, bi-
cycle tubes, screw bolts and nuts, labor-saving ma-
chine tools, bent timber for carriage building, man-
ufactured spokes, wheel .centers, etc., is in this
country. Mr. Needham is desirous of extending
his firm's business with America in connection with
the iron, steel, machine and kindred trades. He
ia now at the Hotel Duquesne, Pittsburg, but is

making visits to a number of other cities, among
which are Cleveland, Youngslown, Philadelphia
and Chicago. Mr. Needham will be back at the
Windsor Hotel, New York, about the loth of No-
vember, and any communication to him at that
hotel will no doubt receive Mr. Needham's atten-
tion and consideration before he leaves for England.
Mr. Needham e.xpects to leave New 'York for Eng-
land at the latter end of November or early in De-
ceiTiber."

Professor James M. Crafts, who has been elected
president of the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-/
iiology, was graduated from the Lawrence Scien-
tific School in 1859, and then spent six years in

foreign study. Just before leaving Paris he was
decorated by the French government with the
medal of the Legion of Honor. In 1867, at the
age of 28 years, Mr. Crafts was made professor of
chemistry at Cornell, and two years later he was
called to the Institute of Technology to take the
place left vacant by the death of the head of the
chemical department, Professor Storer. After two
years in the institute Profesor Crafts was compelled
by poor health to go abroad, and resigned his

professorship. From 1871 to 1892 he divided his

work between the laboratories of this country and
France, laboring most of the time with Professor
Fridel, in the Sorbonne. In 1892 he again returned
to America, and began independent investigations

in the laboratory of the Institute of Technology.
He was elected a member of the corporation of the
institute soon after his return. In the same year
the position of professor of organic chemistry was
offered to him, and accepted, and since that time
he has been mainly occupied with the duties of that

office.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
At the last meeting of the Chicago City Council

the committee on gas, oil and electric lights was
authorized to consider an order introduced by Al-
derman Kahler, to the effect that upon the termina-
tion of the present contract between the city of Chi-
cago and the various gas companies for lighting

the streets, the use of gas be discontinued, and that

no further contracts be entered into by the city for

the supply of gas for street lighting. The same
order authorized the mayor and the commissioner
of public works to advertise for bids for the proper
lighting by electricity of such streets, as in the

opinion of the council may be necessary, and that

until such time as the city may hereafter decide to

operate its own electric plant, and supply itself, such
contracts shall be let to the lowest responsible bid-

ders for supplying such light. This thrust at the

gas trust has been contemplated by the aldermen,

it is said, ever since the passage of the consolidated

and frontage bill by the Legislature. The order
was prefaced by a resolution, in which it was held

that the lighting of the streets of Chicago by gas is

inadequate to the requirements, while electricity was
found to be not only practical, but efficient.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The work of building the Northwestern elevated

railroad will probably again proceed within 10

days. Since the franchise for the construction of

the road was granted there has been delay in carry-

ing out its requirements. When the time limit was
about to expire last December the company got
an extension to January i, 1898. Every effort will

be made to complete the road within that time,

but it is certain that another time extension will be
necessary. Mr. Yerkes went to New York last

Saturday, it is said, to secure funds to push the

elevated work. He will undoubtedly return pre-

pared to put a large force of men at work on the
structure. Work was begun in January, 1896. The
iron work is erected north of North avenue and
the foundations laid along nearly the entire course
of the seven miles of right-of-way.

For some time the Peoria and Pekin Union Rail-

road company, owning a belt line, has levied tribute

on half a dozen steam railroad lines which do busi-

ness in Peoria, for they are obliged to enter Peoria
over the rails of the belt line. Not long since the

Peoria and Pekin Traction company was organized,

apparently to build an electric line between Peoria
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and Pckin. The belt line management looked on
the new enterprise as an ordinary trolley line to

carry passengers and picnic parties between the two
cities, but a few days ago it developed that the

trolley line \vas a full-fledged competitor of the belt

line. The Peoria and Pekin Traction company a few
days ago bought a site for a union depot, paying

$5,000 cash for it. Then several carloads of material

for building a track for an electric and steam road

were received by the traction company for the line

to be built between Peoria and Pekin, and it was
given out that the traction company had invited the

Chicago, Peoria and St. Louis, the Big Four and
the Peoria, Decatur and Evansvillc to use its line.

If they make such arrangements the monopoly en-

joyed by the belt line will be broken. The St. Louis,

Peoria and Northern, now in course of construction,

will use, it is said, the tracks of the traction company
to enter Peoria, and the Santa Fe, which has a di-

vision terminating at Pekin, will enter Peoria in the

same manner.

TELEPHONE.
The United States Circuit Court of Appeals has

ordered a mandate to issue in the case of the West-
ern Union Telegraph company against the Ameri-
can Bell Telephone company, in accordance with an

opinion filed by the court in September, 1895. The
case is one in which the Western Union Telegraph
company demanded heavy damages on account of

a contract, by the terms of which it claimed to be
entitled to a percentage of the earnings of the sub-

companies of the American Bell system. The case

was brought in the United States Circuit Court and
was referred to Judge Lowell as master. He heard

the case, and prepared a report in favor of the Bell

company. As soon as the Western Union's counsel

ascertained this fact, he moved to haA e his bill dis-

missed. The Circuit Court entered a decree, allow-

ing the bill to be dismissed, and the Bell company
appealed to the Circuit Court of Appeals, which de-

cided in favor of the appellant. Counsel for the

Western Union then appealed to the United States

Supreme Court for a writ of certiorari to review the

proceedings of the court below, but the motion was
denied on April 12th. The Circuit Court of Appeals
sent notice to counsel that the mandate would issue

on October isth. The result is that the case now
goes back to the Circuit Court, and the Western
Union company must either allow a decree against it

on the master's report, which would end the litiga-

tion, or go on and have a trial.

TELEGRAPH.
A telegraph convention is under consideration

between India and China. The work of extending the

telegraph across central Asia to Chinese Turkestan
has been completed. Beginning outside the great

wall, a line runs from Turfan all the way to Kash-
gar and Yarkhand, to the south of the 'Thian-Shan
mountains, through Kashgaria, and is now being

continued southward from Yarkhand to Shahidullah,

the famous trading station on the northern side of

the Karagorum pass, where it will be close to the

Cashmere border and Indian lines. A second line

runs for Shuchow, at the western extremity of the

great wall, across the great desert of Gobi to

Urumtsi, the administrative capital of the region,

and to the capital of Ili-Kuldja. It runs close to

the Russian frontier at two points. A connection

of the first with the Indian lines will probably be
arranged shortly, and then messages may be sent

from London to all the towns in the heart of Chinese
central Asia, and even to Pekin and the coast of

China, by this route. But, like the Burmah route,

it can never seriously compete with the cables until

the Chinese character and modes of doing business

are altered, or until the administration of the tele-

graphs is in European hands, for the delays owing
to neglect and incompetency, even in China proper,

are so great as to impair seriously their utility. But
a line across the passes into Cashmere could not

but be of great utility to trade between India and
central Asia.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The farmers in Saxony are giving a great deal

of attention to the use of electricity in agriculture,

and it is finding much favor with them. Recent
experiments in threshing by electricity have given

surprisingly good results, so much so that in sev-

eral sections of the country threshing will, it is

said, hereafter be done by electric power exclusively.

Electricity has been decided upon as the motive
power for the turrets on the new battleship Ala-

bama, building at Cramp's, and the Illinois, budding
at Newport News, instead of hydraulic power, as

the original plans called for. The sister ship Wis-
consin, building on the Pacific coast, may also be

fitted with the same mechanism. Contracts have

been awarded by the Navy Department, by which
each ship will be supplied with the proper gear for

working the turrets at a cost not to exceed $10,000

for each vessel. This is considered by the Navy
Department remarkably cheap, the former estimate

having placed the amount as high as $75,000. The
Brooklyn is fitted with electric gear, which works
very well.

William E. Curtis, the Chicago Record corre-

spondent, claims that there is a movement on foot

to consolidate all the wire manufacturers of the

United States under a single corporation, with a

capital of $100,000,000. "To evade the anti-lrust

laws all, or nearly all, the wire industries will sur-

render their independence," he says, "and sell

their plants to a new organization for cash at an
appraised value, the money to be furnished by a

syndicate of bankers in this city. As usual. Pier-
pout Morgan is the head of the scheme. When the
new company is organized and all the properties
are actually taken over, the trustees will receive
subscriptions from their present owners for the

preferred stock, which will carry a guaranteed seven
per cent, cumulative dividend. That is, if the earn-

ings of the new company are not sufficient to pay
seven per cent, in any one year, the balance will be
made up from future earnings before dividends are

paid upon the common stock. If the subscriptions

to the preferred stock exceed $50,000,000 an allot-

ment will be made among the former owners of

the mills on the basis of the value of their property.

It is then proposed to issue $50,000,000 of common
stock, which will be offered to the public, at a price

to be based upon the first year's earnings. I un-
derstand that all the wire mills in Chicago and vi-

cinity, those in Pittsburg and Cleveland, the Wash-
burn-Moen properties in Massachusetts and all the

other large companies are in the deal, and that

experts are now visiting the several works to make
appraisements."

TRADE NEWS.
The Pacific Electric company of La Crosse, Wis.,

has sold 500 of its Espersen shade lamps for ship-

ment to Paris, France.

G. W. Chance, C. E., has opened an office at 915
and 916 Rothschild building, Philadelphia, as an
engineer and technical adviser on steam and electric

railways.

Baker & Co., the platinum refiners of Newark,
N. J., have issued a neat booklet devoted to platinum
and emphasizing their desire to purchase the crude

ore at the highest market price.

W. H. McKinlock announces that John McKiu-
lock has purchased the stock of the Metropolitan
Electric company of Chicago, and that W. H. Mc-
Kinlock and W. C. Camp will act as agents in the

disposal of the stock and in taking other business

in the line of electrical supplies. The big catalogue

of the Metropolitan company is considered an im-
portant asset.

The Puritan Electric company, formerly of 150

Nassau street, New York, has removed its office

to the Bowling Green building, ii Broadway, New
York, where it has increased facilities for handling
the alternating enclosed arc lamp which it manu-
factures. This change was rendered necessary by
the large increase in business which the company
has received since the fall season commenced, and
which has taxed its facilities of production to the

utmost.

A "chain of vestibuled luxury" refers to the Penn-
sylvania Limited, the solid vestibule train of Pull-

man drawing room sleeping, dining, compartment,
parlor smoking and library cars, and observation car,

leaving Chicago daily at 5:30 p. m. Every link rep-

resents the luxury of modern hotel, club or home.
An important link is the only observation car run-
ning to New Y'ork. Apply to H. R. Dering, as-

sistant general passenger agent, 248 South Clark
street, Chicago, for details.

George E. Pratt, the late secretary and general
manager of the Hunt Air Brake company of Pitts-

burg, has severed his connection with that concern
and entered the service of the Standard Air Brake
company as special agent. Mr. Pratt is an earnest
worker in the air-brake field, and as he thoroughly
believes in air brakes, decided to continue in the busi-

ness. It is certain that Mr. Wessels is surround-
ing himself with representative men in the various
branches of the company's business.

Hugo Diemer, heretofore purchasing agent for

the Bullock Electric Manufacturing company, and
C. R. Hebble of Xenia, Ohio, have gone into busi-

ness as electrical contractors. The partnership
will be known by the name of Diemer & Hebble,
with headquarters at 810 Neave building, Cincin-
nati, O. The gentlemen named will represent in

their territory the Card Electric company of Mans-
field, O., and the Shelby incandescent lamp. As
both are graduates from technical institutions, and
have had practical business experience, they hope
to secure a fair share of the business in their terri-

tory.

BUSINESS.
Everyone desires to keep informed on Yukon,

the Klondyke and Alaskan gold fields. Send 10

cents for large compendium of vast information
and big color map to Hamilton Publishing com-
pany, Indianapolis, Ind.

"If you shovel coal, or buy it for someone else to

shovel," say James L. Robertson & Sons of 204
Fulton street. New York, "send for our general cat-

alogue." The firm makes grate bars which are

claimed to have great efficiency and durability.

The Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Manufactur-
ing company has recently duplicated some of its

heavy machinery and added improved tools, which

were made necessary by the rapidly increasing de-
mand for its apparatus. The company is again able
to fill all orders promptly.

Blotters illustrating the various styles of minia-
ture lamps manufactured by the American Endo-
scopic company. Providence, R. I., have been
issued. The high grade of miniature lamps man-
ufactured by this concern is well known to the
trade.

The American Electric Telephone company, 171-
173 South Canal street, Chicago, has just issued a
little pamphlet explaining the advantages gained
by the use of bridging bell telephones on long lines,

with valuable instructions for operators and tele-
phone users in general. This pamphlet will be
cheerfully sent to any interested person on rccpiest.

Going around Horseshoe Curve a magnificent
view of the romantic Allegheny Mountains is ob-
tained. The foliage in autumn attire presents a
grand spectacle from the observation car on the
Pennsylvania Limited, the only observation car run-
ning to New York. It leaves Chicago 5:30 p. m.
every day, and crosses the Alleghenies after break-
fast next morning. Full details for the asking. Ad-
dress H. R. Dering, assistant general passenger
agent, 248 South Clark street, Chicago.

The Electric Appliance company has recently
increased its stock of clay tubes and bushings for
electric wiring, and is now prepared to furnish
promptly from Chicago stock clay tubes in any
size, and of any length up to 24 inches, in unlimited
quantities. The demand for wiring tubes ha_s in-
creased very much of late, and the clay tube seems
to be in general favor on account of its economy
and its power to stand rough handling. The break-
age in clay tubes is considerably less than with
the porcelain goods.

The Electric Arc Light company, 150 Nassau
street. New York city, is working hard to secure its

share of the holiday lighting trade. This well-
known company, which manufactures the Pioneer in-

closed arc lamp, claims that its lamp is particularly
adapted for interior illumination, and has recently
made the following sales: Abraham & Straus,
Brooklyn, 300 lamps; James A, Hearn & Son, New
York, 130 lamps; Callender, Mc.Auslan & Troup
company. Providence, 76 lamps; H. O'Neill & Co.,
New York; 76 lamps; Flint & Kent, Buffalo, 61
lamps; Jos. H. Bauland, Brooklyn, 47 lamps.

The Western Electric company's fan motors for
desks, ceilings and walls are in preparation for the
v«rm season of next year. The smooth running
and economical operation of the Western Electric
fans placed them at once in the front ranks of fan
motors last season, and the difficulty was not to
sell them, it is asserted, but to keep up with the
orders. To avoid any disappointment to customers
the company is making ample preparations to meet
the rush of business next spring and summer. The
Endolithic company of London has appointed the
Western Electric company agent for its goods in

the United States. This company manufactures all

kinds of name-plates for dynamos, testing instru-

ments, switchboards, furniture; in fact, for anything
where a name-plate may be used. The Western
Electric company is using these name-plates on its

desk fans.

K. McLennan & Co., sole manufaturers of Gale's
commutator compound, which will prevent spark-
ing and cutting of commutators, put a high gloss
on the commutator and not gum the brushes,
stated recently; "The sales of the compound have
increased more than three-fold since the first of
September; at the present time the compound is

regularly used by nearly every power plant and cen-
tral station in the United States and Canada, and by
a vast number of isolated plants. The reduction in

price of the compound has helped to increase sales.

VVe have recently established agencies in Norway,
Sweden, England, France, Germany, and have in

course of completion an agency in Japan. Nearly
all of this foreign business is due to advertising,
and we invite the readers of the Western Electrijrian

who have not yet tried this compound to ask their

supply house for a free sample stick, or to write

to us at our office, Marciuette building, Chicago."

The Mica Insulator company of 117 Lake street,

Chicago, calls attention to its new M. I. C. insulator
compound. The product is chiefly one of refined

linseed oil. asphalt and rubber, with a character that

has taken several years to form. The initials M.
I. C. denote that the Mica Insulator company is

behind it; standing as a guarantee that it is of a

high grade. The M. I. C. compound is an enamel;
black in color, and manufactured in four grades
to suit all requirements. Each grade is an insula-

tor, wet or dry; durable, elastic, even after baking.
It does not contain carbon-bisulphide or any other
objectionable materials. It is non-corrosive, stands
high temperature, is impervious to moisture, has
no offensive odor and can be reduced to any de-

sired density of solution with turpentine or benzine.

For the insulations and coatings of all parts of

motors, generators, armatures, field magnets, wires,

cables, transformers, overhead line constructions,

arc lamps, switchboards, bare metal surfaces, and
on cloth, paper, fuller board, etc., it is said to have
no equal. Manufacturers of every variety of elec-

trical apparatus, railway, telegraph, telephone, elec-

tric light and electric power companies, require a

high-grade article of this kind, and, after the most
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exhaustive tests and trials, the company stakes its

reptitation upon the new compound.

A representative of the Western Electrician re-

cently visited the new factory of the .^rniorite In-

terior Conduit company of Pittsburg, and was
surprised to note, the rapid progress that had been
made in locating and starting the new machinery
that had been removed from the old factory on
Brady street. The new Armorite factory is located

close to the old gas-works, and is indeed situated

in a model location for handling the raw material

necessary to the production of Armorite, as well

as having every shipping facility for disposing of

the finished product. Anyone who saw the Ar-

morite company's plant of a year ago in Detroit
would be surprised to-day to note the large in-

crease of factory and equipment that has been made
necessary by the rapidly growing demand for this

popular conduit. It would be noted, too, that
much of the work fhat was done in Detroit by
hand labor alone is now being carried out by spe-
cial machinery. President James F. Cummings
has shown a master hand in the matter of the pro-

'

duction of special devices for facilitating the pro-
duction of Armorite in large quantities, as well
as having demonstrated high executive ability in

equipping and placing in operation so extensive
an establishment in so short a time. The Armorite

factory, even with its increased plant, finds it hard to
keep up with orders. Mr. Cummings states that
the plant is running night and day, with orders
still behind. As an instance of the phenomenal
success of this institution, it may be said that word
has just been received by the company from New
York to the effect that the Armorite New York
office has just closed a contract for the entire tub-
ing of the big Empire building, Broadway. This
order included i.i;o,ooo feet of Armorite. The Pitts-
burg factory is now running on this order, and the
Armorite conduit is being shipped as it comes from
the factory. President Cummings has left for New
Y'ork. where he will remain for a few days.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
59i,855- Klectrode for Storage Batteries. Herbert

S. Lloyd, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed

March 15, 1897.

The electrode comprises a frame, two or more layers or

strips formed of lead or an alloy thereof extending be-

tween the side bars of the frame, and a perforated leadnn
plate situated between the layers.

591,861. Electrical Current Interrupter. Henry W.
Mather, Roscville, N. J. Application filed Feb-
ruary 17, 1897.

A strip or ribbon for an electrical current interrupter
stencil made of paper, having a portion of its fiber

rendered structureless and forming a hard mass about the
remaining fibers.

591,869. Electric Transformer. Walter S. Moody,
Lynn, Mass. Application filed May 20, 1897.

The insulation between the primary and secondary wind
ings is not applied directly, but is separated from the
windings by air spaces, permitting a more ready absorp-
tion of the heat.

591.878. Mounting for Contact Shoes of Surface-
contact Railways. William B. Potter, Schenec-
tady, N. Y. Application filed June 19, 1897.

The third claim enumerates a mounting for contact
shoes of surface-contact railways, the combination of a
support interposed between the shoe and the truck, the
support being substantially rigid with its attachment to the
truck at one end, and having a sliding attachment at the
other, with a contact shoe and intermediate devices con-
necting the contact shoe and the support, such interme-
diate devices consisting of springs and levers having
limiting devices preventing excessive play.

591.879. Electric Controller. Henry G. Reist,

Schenectady, N, Y. Application filed March
9, 1897.

In a controller for alternating current induction motors,
the combination of a single switch for opening and closing
the primary circuit of the motor and for reversing the
motor, and a separate regulating switch in the secondary
circuit of the motor.

NO. 591,897.

59ij89S. Electric Push-button. Elijah H. Stanley,

Lake Geneva, Wis. Application filed Decem-
ber iS. 1896.

The contact strips are placed in recesses in the shell,

with free portions projecting into a central concavity
where the contact is made.

591.897. Electro-magnetic Engine. William M.
Storm, New York, N. Y. Application filed

December 8, 1896.

Patent is allowed for the combination with two helices
arranged in an electric circuit, a main shaftand a solenoid
or piston guided in the helices and connected with the
main shaft, of mercury cups to which the terminals of the
helices lead, and means actuated by the main shaft,
whereby the circuit is alternately closed in the helices
through the mercury cups,

591.898. Damper for Electrical Measuring Instru-
ments. Elihu Thomson, Swampscott, Mass.
Application filed July 22, 1897.

Mechanism consisting of a moving member, a brake-
piece and a coil inducing an alternating magnetic field
acting upon the brake-piece to alternately apply and re-
lease it.

591.899. Regulating Rontgen-ray Tubes. Elihu
Thomson, Swampscott, Mass. Application filed

August 4, 1897.
The device, intended for use with Crookes tubes, has an

extension containing a volatilizable substance or com-
pound, a separable vacuum adjuster consisting of an ex-
liausted auxiliary bulb having a portion fitted to the main
tube for the transfer of heat thereto, and contains termi-
nals for the passage of electric discbarges.

Issued October ig, i8qj.

591,911. Electrically Operated Railway Gate. John
S. Biggar, Chicago, 111. Application filed July
29. 1895.

A pivoted gate-arm is provided with a bearing shaft; an
electric motor is connected directly with the shaft and

^ adapted to rotate or rock the same to operate the gate
Electrically controlled means independent ot the motor
for holding the gate in a lowered position are also pro-
vided.

%— "@-
NO, 591,099.

591.995- Electrical Steering Gear. John D. Will-
iamson, Jr., Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed

May 15, 1894.

The first claim is given: In an electric telemotor, the
combination of an electric generator, a current transmitter
provided with numerous contact points for regulating the
extent of movement of the object to be moved, a combined
current receiver and circuit interrupter electrically con-
nected with the contact points on said transmitter and
provided with a series of stationary contact points and
with a series of movable contact points, one of the latter
being a circuit-interrupting contact point connected by a
wire with the generator, an electric motor electrically con-
nected with said receiver and interrupter, and means for
mechanically operating said interrupter so as to cause its

said circuit-interrupting contact point to interrupt the cir-

cuit to the motor, and simultaneously establish a new cir-

cuit with the generator through said wire.

591,997' Insulated Electric Conductor and Appa-
ratus for Making Same. James D. Bishop,
New York, N. Y. Application filed June 7,

1897-

Apparatus for covering a conductor with a continuous
tube of flexible insulating material, comprising feed de-
vices for feeding the conductor and a web of insulating
material simultaneously, to a flaring former to curl the
material about the wire wich overlapping edges, means for
applying adhesive material to an edge of the flexible mate-
rial to unite the overlapping edges, and a pressure device
to force the overlapping edges to adhtre to one another.

592,016. Insulating Coupling for Electric Wire
Conduits. Louis McCarthy, Boston, Mass.
Application filed July 2, 1897.

The coupling comprises opposite connections made
hollow or tubular for the reception of conducting wires
and an interposed insulator. At opposite sides of the in-
sulator there are lateral passages to permit the wires to be
withdrawn and passed around the exterior of the in-
sulator.

592,025. Electric Conductor Wire Connector. Isaac
Shultes. Martin. Mich. Application filed April
2, 1897.

A wire connector consisting of side pieces, a block pro-
vided with grooves in its under face, a plate spanning the
space between the grooves, wedge pieces in the grooves
with wires connected thereto.

NO. 592,104.

592,056. Electrical Traction. William Kingsland,
Llandudno, England. Application filed March
5, 1897. Patented in England May 21, 1896.
Ths combination with a continuous main electrical con-

ductor and sectional working conductors from which the
motor-car directly collects the current ot a number of sec
lional auxiliary conductors,- one such for every sectional
working conductor, and through which auxiliary conductor
the current is passed from the main to the sectional work-
ing conductor, and means whereby each sectional auxiliary
conductor can be either connected to or disconnected from
the main conductor or from its corresponding sectional
working conductor.

592,097- Electrolytic Apparatus. Bernard Moebius
and Gustav Nebel, New York, N. Y. Applica-
tion filed July 6, 1897.

An endless silver-belt passes slowly through the vat con-
taining the electrolyte, out of the vat and bark inio it. By
mechanical means the surface of the belt is oiled v hen out
of the bath and after the silver has been scraped tff.

59^.100. Automatic Magnetic Circuit Breaker.
William M. Scott, Philadelphia, Pa. Applica-
tion filed March 17, 1897.
One claim is quoted : In an automatic magnetic circuit

breaker, the combination with a switch and contacts of a
coil and a core vertically movable therein, said core
adapted to be held within the coil during normal flow of
current through the coil, but to fall by force of gravity upon
an interrupted or predetermined below-normal flow, a rod
attached to the movable core, a lever adapted to engage
with the rod and to be actuated by the rod, a cam adapted
to engage with the said lever and to be actuated by it, and
a latch adapted to restrain the switch and to be actuated
by the cam upon the movement of the movable core com-
municated to it through the rod and lever to release the
switch.

592,104. Controller. Thorsten von Zwelgbergk,
Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed April 3'

1897-

The combination with an electric motor and a controller
adapted to entirely open the circuit through the field of tbe
mitor, of means for short-circuiting the field while leaving
the armature circuit open just after but not until after the
controller has opened the circuit.

592,120. Combined Automatic Block ' and Signal
System and Brake Automatic Appliance. James
G. Pearce, Oakland, Cal. Application filed
April 3, 1893.
The system includes a series of depression levers situ-

ated near the station, with electrical wires connected
therewith, an indicator at the station from which the train
is departing so connected with a lever that its depression
by the passing train operates an adjacent signal and re-
turns the first-named signal to "safety." a second lever
succeeding the first one and electrically connected with
signals at the succeeding station, whereby the depression
of the second lever indicates the approach of the train
with the section, a series of check levers and electrical
connections situated in groups between the stations for
operating the train mechanism, a third lever at the depart-
ure station with electrical connections through the groups
of levers, whereby the depression of the third lever by (he
passing train sets the mechanism of the groups throughout
the section in condition to check the progress of an oppos-
ing train.

NO. 592,150.

592,123. Electric Switchboard. George W. Ribble,
Hyattsville, Md. Apj)lication filed August 19
1897.

A switch terminal or circuit-closing part is described.

592.150. Traveling. Contact Device. Emil Lund-
qvist, Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed October
28, i8g6.

A rolling contact wheel h.is recesses concentric with the
axle of the wheel; there is an elastic continuous ring of
suitable electric conducting material on tbe wiieel and
supported by the walls of the recesses; means are provided
for pressing the wheel against the conductor, whereby
when the wheel is forced against the conductor tbai part
of the ring so pressed will be forced toward the center of
the wheel while the remaining part of the ring is conformed
to the recesses.

592.151. Electric Car Truck. Emil Lundqvist,
Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed December 29,
1896.

The combination of two wheel axles, a driving motor
solely moiinted on the truck frame between the axles, a
motor shaft having a pinion on either end thereof, a motor
casing; the pinions each engage a gear rotatively mounted
in bearings in the extensions of the motor casing and
loosely surrounding tlie axles; the gears are connected to
the axles through flexible joints consisting of sleeves
loosely surrounding the axles, one end of each sleeve
flexibly coupled to the axles and the other end similarly
coupled to the gears.

592,225. Electrical Railway. Rudolph M. Hunter,
Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed June 12,

1897.

The first claim reads: In an electric railway car, the
coinbination of a series of electrically independent longi-
tudinal conductors terminating in suitable couplings at
each end of the car, an electric motor on the car" having
one terminal of its field t^uagneis and armature electrically
connected with a portion of said longitudinal conductors,
and switch devices interposed between the motor and said
longitudinal conductors for cnhneciing at least one of the
elements (the field magnets and- armature) with either ong
of tbe series ot said longitudinal conductors.
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A North Side Central Station.
Among the smaller central station plants in

Chicago, that of the Western Light and Power
company in Lake View possesses considerable in-

terest. The plant has recently been remodeled
throughout, and it is sheltered in a new fi-e-proof

. building in the rear of the office at 660 Lincoln
'avenue. It contains two generators of alternating

current of a recent two-phase type, a standard 500
^volt power generator of direct current and several

series arc machines of the familiar Thomson-Hous-
. ton pattern. Incandescent lamps, direct current
motors and series arc lamps distributed over a
^wide area on the North Side are supplied with cur-
rent from this station. The company has no op-

cross-compound engine of 700 horse power, which
operates a large alternator and two arc dynamos.
A 300 horse power simple Ball engine drives the
power generator and the smaller alternator. A 100
horse power Ball engine is belted to three arc ma-
chines. All lubricating oil i| collected and used over
again, a gravity return system being installed for

that purpose.
The new alternators were supplied by the West-

inghouse company and are of the two-phase type.

The larger one is of 375 kilowatts capacity, and
the other is rated at 150 kilowatts. The exciters

are belt-driven from the main armature shaft in

each case. The 500 volt power generator is from
the General Electric shops, and has a current ca-

The Fire in Washington Street Tunnel.

On the evening of October 28th, about five o'clock,

smoke was detected in the basements near the east

end of theWashington street (Chicago) tunnel, which
on investigation proved to be caused by an almost
inaccessible fire. The former footpath under the

South Branch, abandoned as such, has of late been
utilized as a subway through which the electrical wires
of various corporations and the city departments are

run. There are five wooden cases extending the
length of the tunnel, arranged one above the other.

Commencing at the top there are city fire-alarm, tele-

graph, police and telephone wires; next below are
the Western Union lines, including those of several

A NORTH SIDE CENTRAL STATION.—DYNAMO ROOM OF THE WESTERN LIGHT AND POWER COMPANY.

position in its territory and seems to be prosperous.

Max Eichberg is president and treasurer of it, and
his son, William N. Eichberg, is the superintendent.

Louis A. Heile is the secretary.

Views taken in the engine and boiler rooms of

the plant are herewith presented. The former, on
this page, shows the dynamos and switchboard,

while the latter, on page 258, depicts the new water-

tube boilers. These boilers were made by the

Standard Boiler company of Chicago, and have

evaporative capacity rated at about 400 horse power
each. They are fitted with Murphy automatic

smokeless furnaces. There are also two National

boilers of 100 horse power each. Lump coal is

used, and no hand firing is required with the new
boilers. A i,6oo horse power Excelsior feed-water

heater is installed, and there are two Worthington
boiler pumps. Water is obtained from the city

mains. A fire wall separates the boiler and engine
rooms, and the opening is provided with double
iron doors. Exhaust steam is sold for heating

purposes, an adjacent public school being supplied

in this manner.
There are three engines driving dynamos, the

connection being by direct belting. All are run
non-condensing. The largest one is a Buckeye

pacity of i8o amperes. The five series arc dyna-
mos are of the well-known Thomson-Houston type.

Each is a fifty-lighter. A marble board carries the
switches for arc, power and alternating circuits.

The portion used for the plug switches of the arc
circuits is not shown in the picture. Westinghouse
instruments are used. The station is run contin-
uously, day and night.

Receiver Asked for a Municipal Corpo-
ration.

Advocates of the municipal ownership idea will

find food for reflection in the following press dis-

patch, dated at Cincinnati, October 23d: "The Post-
Glover Electric company of Cincinnati filed a peti-

tion in the Common Pleas Court of Butler County
at Hamilton, O., praying for the appointment of a
receiver for the city of Hamilton. The petition al-

leges that the city, through corrupt mismanagement,
has been brought to insolvency, that the funds have
been depleted in the treasury, that the city cannot
meet its obligations, and that the public schools will

have to be closed, etc. The petitioners are creditors
of the city of Hamilton for electrical machinery and
supplies."

of the steam railroad companies; the two lower cases

were filled by the Chicago Telephone company.
In addition to these there are other electric wires,

notably those of the Chicago Edison company, car-

rying current for arc lights and power, not in cases,

but on insulators.

The smoke in the tunnel was so dense that it

was impossible for the department to cope with the

fire for some time, and it was only effectively at-

tacked by approaching it from the west end of tlie

tunnel, over all sorts of debris, broken boards, etc.,

the accumulation of several years. When the fire

was finally extinguished a broken, tangled mass of

wires and lead was all that remained of about 25

feet of the five wooden cases, with their hundreds

of conductors.
The telephone company lost about 1,300 wires,

while about 350 of its subscribers were cut off. The
Western Union company lost four cables contain-

ing about 100 wires each. The city lost all of its

connections for police and fire purposes, and the

West Side was, for an hour and a half, turned back

to the days before the present methods of fire pro-

tection. All the steam railroad companies on the

West Side, whose wires run into the Western Union
office on Jackson street, were badly crippled for
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want of lines, and until near midnight their train

service was anything l3ut satisfactory. Temporary
hnes were run, and the various services were in

fair working order by nightfall of Friday; but it

will be some time before a perfect restoration of

the various properties is secured.

The cause of the fire is a mystery which. no one
seems able to explain, but it can hardly be attributed

to any source but electric current. The ruin was
so complete when the fire was out that the place

of its origin was impossible of location. Whether
it was caused by a static spark followed by an arc,

or was the result of a contact between a telephone

wire and a trolley or an overhead arc wire, or

simply a case of cross or grounding through poor
insulation, it seems impossible to determine. All

queries relative to a supposed origin give only this

clue: "It was the other fellow's line that did the

mischief, not ours; our lines never do anything
wrong." Two of the companies whose wires go
through the tunnel have proven a conclusive alibi.

.Their conductors were on insulators outside the

boxes, and were totally unharmed. These com-
panies are the Postal Telegraph company and the

Chicago Edison company.
A meeting of several representatives of the vari-

. ous companies was held at City Electrician Elli-

cott's office on the day after the fire, looking to

better protection of their conductors in the future.

The city lines will at once be carried through the

three tunnels under the river, so that in future its

eggs will not be all in one basket. Suggestions
were made by which the boxes will be removed and
metal pipes, shelves or brackets substituted. Cost
will be a secondary consideration.

This is the second time a fire has occurred in this

tunnel. On a former occasion suspicion pointed to

cable thieves who accidentally cut a live wire, but
proof was wanting to point out the guilty one.

Diesel's Caloric IVIotor.

Hon. Frank H. Mason, United States consul-gen-
eral at Frankfort, has forwarded to (he State De-
partment the following report as to the present con-

dition of the experiments with the new Diesel motor.
On the i6th of June last, before the congress of

German engineers at Cassel, Mr. Rudolf Diesel of

Munich presented an elaborate scientific description

and history of liis new caloric motor, an invention
which so eminent an authority as Prof. Schroeter
endorses as a scientific triumph, and which, in the

opinion of many expert engineers who attended and
tested it in operation, marks an era in the progress
of thermo-dynamics.

It is well known that the steam engine, after its

inestimable work during the past century, and with
all the improvements that it has undergone during
recent years, is still, from a scientific standpoint,

a wasteful and imperfect motor, which utilizes only
a small percentage of the energy stored in the fuel

which it consumes. Competent authorities estimate
that an ordinary high-pressure steam engine utilizes

only five per cent, of the value of its coal: a Cor-
liss engine, of the best modern type, may reach an
efficiency of eight per cent., while a triple-expansion

engine of 1,000 horse power or more, with condenser
and perfected cut-ofi, does not surpass 12 to 13 per
cent., which is the maximum economic achievement
of the steam engine at its present state of develop-
ment. The remaining 87 or 88 per cent, of the
fuel is wasted in imperfect combustion, the costly

evaporation of water, by radiation at every point,

and the heat that escapes with the exhaust steam
after it has done its work.
Nearly a century ago, Sadi Carnot. the eminent

French engineer, formulated and described in theory
a perfect engine, and his specifications, embodied in

text-books on thermo-dynamics, have formed the
guide and goal of modern students of that science.

Fifteen years ago. Mr. Rudolf Diesel, then a young
engineer at Munich, took up the task he has car-

ried so far toward success as to produce a motor
which, with oil or coal gas, utilizes from 28 to 30
per cent, of the fuel consumed. The problem has
been to condense the essential elements of the mo-
tor; shorten the distance between the point where
combustion takes place and the point where the gen-
erated energy is applied; to eliminate the costly and
cumbrous evaporation of water, the waste of ex-

haust steam and the loss from condensation and
radiation. Progress along this line had already de-

veloped the gas motor of various but substantially

similar types, in all of which gas, mixed with at-

mospheric air, is exploded by ignition inside the
cylinder. Within certain limitations the gas motor
has been reasonably successful, especially for ma-
chines not exceeding 50 horse power, but it has
the serious defect that the maximum expansive force

is created as a sudden, explosive shock at the mo-
ment of ignition, causing a heavy momentary strain

upon the machinery, followed by a decline of the
expansive energy as the piston recedes at each suc-
cessive stroke. This inherent defect of the gas
engine pointed the way to a new and higher type
of motor, in which boilers, coal bunkers and water
should be eliminated, and the fuel burned within
the cylinder; not by artificial ignition and explo-
sion, but by spontaneous combustion and slow ex-
pansion, like the action of slowly burning smoke-
less powder upon a projectile in a long and closely

rifled gun. It is because the new Diesel motor is

believed to have met this fundamental requirement

to a degree hitherto not attained by any other de-

vice, that its advent has been hailed as the begin-
ning of a new chapter in the application of heat as

a motive force to the requirements of industry.

After more than 10 years of study and experiment,
Mr. Diesel published in 1893 a brochure in which
he announced the cardinal principle upon which
his invention is based: the ignition of fuel within
the cylinder by means of heat spontaneously gen-
erated by mechanical compression of atmospheric
air. His demonstration was so convincing that a

combination was thereupon formed between the in-

ventor and an important manufacturing machine
firm at Augsburg, through which working models
were built and the inventor supplied with means for

further experiments.
The first practical Diesel motor built at Augs-

burg was one of 12 horse power, which ran with en-
tire success until it was superseded by another of

20 horse power, improved in several details, and
' which, after eight months of constant service, is

conceded to have fulfilled every claim and promise
of its inventor.
Omitting all scientific technicalities, the new mo-

tor may be concisely described as a gas engine,
somewhat similar in outward appearance to the or-

dinary type, but more compact and heavier, since
the enormous pressure under which it operates
requires great solidity and strength in all of its parts.

The piston is long and of peculiar construction,
having a countersunk recess in its outer face. The
niachine is so constructed that at the end of the
outward stroke, of the piston compressed air is ad-
mitted to the cylinder, and, at the same time, fuel,

in the form of petroleum or coal gas, is ignited in

the proper quantity. The piston, returning with the

negotiations which will probably be closed before
this report may appear. In France important
works are being established at Bar-le-Duc for the
manufacture of this new motor. In England a

motor of 250 horse power is being built for marine
use, it being expected that the suppression of boil-

ers, coal bunkers and condensing apparatus, com-
bined with a motive force of 500 pounds per inch,

will enable the new motor to revolutionize the ma-
chinery of torpedo boats and destroyers, if not
ultimately of all sea-going war vessels, since its use
will, among other advantages, allow watertight
bulkheads, which must now be kept open for the
passing of coal, to be kept closed indefinitely when
a ship is in action or danger.
Thus far the fuel used has been mainly petroleum,

but it has been demonstrated that common illumi-

nating gas is a perfect material for this purpose,
and the use of producer gas at American prices
would, it is estimated, furnish power at half the
cost of the steam generated with coal costing 80
cents per ton. At Nuremberg, Diesel motors are
being built iop street and railway cars, as well as
for a motor tricycle, it having been demonstrated
that for the latter purpose this device occupies but
one-third of the space of an ordinary petroleum
motor. The Otto Gas Engine company at Deutz
is building a number of Diesel engines for use in

Germany, and in May next all German makers of
this motor will hold at Munich a joint exposition
to exhibit what they may have accomplished toward
its improvement.
So many inventions have been made, patented

and announced as likely to supersede the steam en-
gine, that claims like those now put forth for the
Diesel motor will naturally be received with some

A NORTH SIDE CENTRAL STATION.—BOILERS FITTED WITH AUTOMATIC FURNACES.

momentum of the fly-wheel, compresses the already
partly condensed air to a density of 35 atmos-
pheres, generating by such compression a tem-
perature of about 1,200° F., sufficient to instantly

ignite the fuel, which burns with a slow but expan-
sive force, .'ioo pounds to the square inch, that drives
the piston outward until the pressure is released by
an opening valve at the end of the stroke.

Thus far the energy has been applied to but one
side of the piston, the forward end of the cylinder

being open, as in the ordinary gas engine, but there

is no apparent reason why the same process can-

not be repeated in both ends of the cylinder, and
it is confidently expected that a double-acting, 1,000
horse power Diesel motor will be the crowning
feature of the German exhibit at the Paris Exposi-
tion of 1900. The cylinder is enclosed in a water
iacket. which maintains a moderate temperature and
whollv averts the deterioration of the interior work-
ing surfaces that is caused by the action of super-
heated steam. From this brief description it will

be seen that Ericsson, in the construction of his

engine, was on the right road, but he was not edu-
cated in the science of thermo- dynamics as it is

understood to-day, and by applying the heat out-

side of the cylinder missed the essential point that

could alone secure success.

From the verbal account of an eminent American
engineer, who came specially to Germany for the

purpose, and has lately spent some time at Augs-
burg, studying and testing the 20 horse power
motor in operation there, it appears that the ma-
chine is compact, runs almost noiselessly and with-

out shock by jar, and after eight months of serv-

ice shows better results than when put in operation.

The Diesel motor has been patented in all coun-
tries where patents are granted for inventions, and
the rights for France and Great Britain have been
sold, while those for the United States are under

incredulity. It is stated that it has been examined
and approved by scientists like Lord Kelvin in

Great Britain and by Prof. Schroeter, who, since

the retirement of Dr. Zeuner, is the foremost au-
thority on thermo-dynamics in Germany. Expert
commissions from all civilized countries, includng
notably Japan and Australia, have come to Augs-
burg to examine the new motor, and have added
their testimony to the general verdict in its favor.

American Institute of Electrical En-
gineers.

At a meeting of the Institute held in New York
on October 27th a paper was presented by Richard
Lamb on the "Development of Electric Cableways,"
describing the use of the electric motor for logging
and canalboat haulage. It was fully illustrated by
lantern slides. The paper was discussed by Messrs.
Bijur, Henshaw, Keith, Leonard, Mailloux, Martin,
Sachs and Wolcott. About 75 members and guests
were present.

At the meeting of the executive committee in the

afternoon the following-named associate members
were elected: Abe Balsley, Terre Haute, Ind.;

Herbert A. Balcome, Windsor, Conn.; Chas. T.

Child, New York, N. Y. ; William Goltz, Milwaukee.
Wis.; M. E. Jones, Ithaca, N. Y.; Gifford Le Clear,

Boston, Mass.; Silvanus P. Thompson, London,
England; Geo. Henry Williams, Belfast, Ireland;

James A. Wotton, Atlanta, Ga.
The following-named associate members were

transferred to full membership: F. D. Sampson,
Charlotte, N. C: A. Davidson, Lima, Peru; Ed-
ward P. Decker, New York, N. Y.

Walter Dickey has been granted an electric light

franchise at Ellsworth, Wis.
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A Two-phase Installation In France.
The Northern Railway company of France has

been Cjuietly experimenting for some years on the

transmission of electrical power. The first essays

in that direction, dating back as far as 1894. between
La Chapelle and Epinay, resulted most satisfactorily,

a total industrial ctificiency of 85 per cent, being
attained, according to M. J. Lafifargue, in La Nature.

The second series of e.xperiments was carried out
in 1896. and the installation then essayed is now in
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cuit, with a frequency of 39 periods per second.
These generators are direct-connected to condensing
Corliss engines of 350 horse power, making 65
revolutions per minute. Fig. i gives an illustration

of engines and alternators. The armature coils are
fixed, and are constructed of bars of copper seated
in iron in the interior peripliery of a ring 6V1 meters
diameter. The windings arc arranged to furnish the

two circuits. The field is made up of a huge fly-

wheel carrying J2. poles mride lip of sheet-iron, two

A TWO PHASE INSTALLATION IN FRANCE.—ENGINE-DYNAMOS AT SAINT-OUEN LES-DOCKS.

complete operation. The plant is located at Saint-

Ouen-les-Docks, generating diphase currents which
are transmitted to the passenger station of La Cha-
pelle, at Paris, where the alternate currents are
transformed and distributed as continuous current
of variable potentials, as required by the several

applications. The sub-station at La Chapelle sup-
plies light and power to the freight depot, the ofitices,

shops and warehouses of the roadway and those
of the rolling stock. The station at Landy is fur-

nished with current for charging accumulators for

lighting the coaches, the freight sorting station of

La Plaine, the stations of the Faubourg St. Denis

millimeters in thickness, fastened by bolts. A por-
tion of the current is made continuous by commu-
tator rings, and is utilized as an exciter for the 72
electro-magnets. The two alternators may be.

coupled in quantity without difificulty. Their effi-

ciencies are respectively 92.5 per cent, and 94.3 per
cent.

Leaving the alternator, the two circuits carry
the current at 88 volts, pass through the step-up
transformer shown in Fig, i, where the potential is

raised to 6,000 volts. These transformers are made
of three magnetic cores, the last being common
to the two circuits thus formed. Upon each core

FIG. 2. A TWO-PHASE INSTALLATION IN FRANCE.—SUB STATION AT LA CHAPELLE.

and the light and power station of the Boulevard
Barbes.
The statement has been made above that the cur-

rents employed are diphase. These are produced
in two distinct circuits, and are so arranged that

when one of these attains its maximum intensity

the other is at the lowest—in fact, is nil—and the

reverse order follows immediately. The two then

have a difference of phase of 90°.

The central station of Saint-Ouen-les-Docks in-

cludes two alternators of the diphase form, of 250
kilowatts at 88 volts and at 1,420 amperes per cir-

are wound the low-tension primaries. The second-
ary windings (6,000 volts) are fixed above, a space
sufficient to insure insulation between the two sep-
arating them. The efficiency of the transformers
has shown as high as 96.7 per cent.

From St. Ouen an aerial line has four conductors
of 12 wires each, making a total section of 21 square
millimeters. This line, for a distance of about 3,000
meters, is on poles; thence it is placed underground,
and is composed of two concentric cables, having
two conductors 3,540 meters in length, with a sec-

tional area of 30 millimeters. From these current
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is taken for the stations at Landy. La Chapelle. the
Faubourg St. Denis and the Boulevard Barbes.
At La Chapelle the conductors pass through gen-

eral switches and cut-outs, and thence to meters
and self-induction regulators of tension. The cur-
rent now enters the transformers and is reduced to
no volts. The current from these windings is

thence carried to a motor-generator which is act-
uated by a small synchronous motor. Two brushes
now carry the current from the commutator, at no
volts, to the various services for lighting and power.

Fig. 2 gives an interior view of the dynamo and
engine room at the sub-station of La Chapelle.
showing the two transformers of 45 kilowatts each,
which reduce the tension from 6,000 to no-165 volts.
The motor-generators, three in number, have a ca-
pacity of transforming 300 amperes at that pressure;
one of these instruments is a "spare," for emergen-
cies. Fig 3 shows one of these in detail.

Experiments with the motor-generator at La Cha-
pelle resulted in the satisfactory handling of .300

amperes at 130 volts for six consecutive hours. The
self-induction spool permits of ea.^y and perfect uni-
formity of regulation. Experimental!}', the load has
been raised to 350 amperes without a spark at the
brushes.
The efficiencies of the different parts of the in-

stallation are as follows: Efficiency of the transfor-
mation of diphase into direct currents at La Chapelle.
or.2 per cent.: of the line (length qVi kilometers). 92
per cent.: of the transformers at St. Ouen. 96.6 per
cent.; and finally, the mean efficiency of the gen-
erator, 96 per cent. The industrial efficiency of th:

FIG 3. A TWO-PH\SE INSTALLATION IN FRANCE —MOTOR-
GENERATOR IN DETAIL.

transmission, comparing the util.'zable continuous
currents at La Chapelle with, the power delivered
from St. Ouen is 77.8 per cent., a most satisfactory
result.

Astoria Hotel Plant.

In the new Astoria Hotel, New York is said to
possess the "largest and most sumptuous struc-
ture of its kind in either hemisphere." Certainly
the plant for heat, light and power is of ex-ceptional
size for a private installation. The description
following is supplied by the Scientific American;
The boiler plant consists of Babcock & Wilco.x

boilers aggregating some 3,000 horse power. The
electrical plant aggregates 2,2co horse power, and
electricity is used for lighting, vent.lating and ele-

vator service. There are 18 elevators in the hou..e,

including those used for freight.

An idea of the size of the electric lighting in-

stallation may be gathered from the fact that it

includes 7.500 outlets which serve a total of 15,000
lights. The circuit wiring has been arranged with
the object of individualizing each floor or portion
of floor, and in some cases even single rooms.
The switchboard is 50 feet long, and the power and
lighting circuits are separately pro}ided for. The
generating plant has a capacity of 1,300 kilowatts.

It is supplemented by a storage battery giving
sufficient reserve to cover all possible emergencies.
The generators alone can carry a load equivalent
to from 20.000 to 25,000 16 candle power lights,

and the storage battery increases the capacity about
50 per cent. The plant includes four Corliss en-
gines, each direct-connected to a 250 kilowatt gen-
erator, and two engines driving two 100 kilowatt
generators. One-third of the current generated is

used to drive the electric motors, which operate
the elevators, ventilators, laundry machinery and
other plant in various parts of the building.
The equipment of electric signals, annunciator

bells, telephones, etc., is one of the most, if not
the most, elaborate in the world. The circuits have
been designed with the idea of subdividing each
floor into "districts," each of which has its local sta-

tion. These stations are "interconnected" by trunk
lines, and they are also connected with the main
central or operating station, which is located on
the mezzanine floor. Here the trunk lines con-
verge from all directions. At each floor the lines

also converge to a local or floor office. At each
local office there are several hundred lines, and
the number of lines that converge at the main cen-

tral office aggregates some 4,000. The connections
are such that a call from any room is recorded at both
the local floor office and the main central station

on the mezzanine floor.
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New Projects at Niagara.

An association to be known as the Canadian

Niagara Power League was rccentlj- organized

in Niagara Falls, Ont.. the object of which seems

to be to inspire a national loyalty in the develop-

ment of the power of the falls and rapids on the

Canadian side of the Niagara River. It is an-

nounced that the organization will be purely non-

political and will be made up of prominent men
of all parties. It will organize branches in many
cities and villages throughout the Dominion. The
men back of the association announce that every

possible leverage will be brought to bear for the

attainment of the league's object—the development

of Niagara's power on the Canadian side. They
point to the fact that the power of the province

of Quebec is being developed with profit; also that

the power of the Niagara on the New York state

side has been developed to a considerable degree,

liut that the Canadian side is barren of factories

which might be obtained were the power available

at their command. They feel that the Niagara
power question is of importance to the whole Do-
minion, but that the question is not properly un-

derstood. For this reason they will take steps to

inform all interested on the different phases of the

situation. Whether they will be friendly to the

Canadian Niagara Power 'company, which holds

exclusive privileges in Queen Victoria Park on the

Canadian side, is not yet clear. A circular letter

i.s being mailed, and all public-spirited men will

be asked to subscribe, with the idea of bringing

the advantages of Canadian Niagara power to the

attention of the world.

The very latest power project at Niagara Falls

is one that advocates the construction of a tunnel

on the New York state side from a point at the

head of the rapids to the Devil's Hole, or there-

abouts. This tunnel would not follow the course

of the river, but. on the contrary, would.be sunk fit

a depth of about 200 feet across the neck of land

formed by the river turning at a right angle at

the whirlpool. The distance is about lO.coo feet,

it is estimated, and the head that would lie avail-

able is about 8.3 feet. The tunnel would have to

start and end on the properly of the Niagara Fal.s

and Lewiston railway, better known as the Gorge
road. As yet the project has not assumed definite

form, but the promoters are active in a qniet ef-

fort to enlist the attention of capitalists in Ihe idea.

The length of the lunn I
0' he Niagara Falls

Power company is about /.-co fi-et. and this work
occupied years in conip!e.ion. The estimated

length of the proposed tunnel at the rapids is .^.000

feet greater than that of the tunnel above referred

to, and it would, therefore, occupy a much longer
time to finish it. while it would al.so entail an enor-
mous expenditure. The amount of pow-er to be
made available by such a tunnel as that proposed
would, of course, depend largeiy on the size of

the tunnel, no dimensions of which ha\'e as yet

been given by the promoters. The Devil's Hole,
the point referred to, is midway between the F'alls

and Lewiston. It takes its name from an excava-
tion in the cliff, and is on the line of the Gorge
road

Audibility of Thunder.
[From the Pittsburg Dispatch.]

In connection with the proposal to establish a
number of government stations for reporting the
phenomena of thunderstorms, it is stated that while
lightning may be seen and its illumination of
clouds and mist may be recognized when it is even
200 miles distant, thunder is rarely audible 10 miles.
The thunder from very distant storms, therefore,
seldom reaches the ear. Hence, if every thunder-
storm has to be recorded, a large number of sta-

tions will be needed: probably one for every
25 square miles would not be too many. A few
stations would suffice, at least for the night time,
for the reporting of the direction and movement of
every case of distant lightning.
The reason of the great uncertainty in the aud-

ibility of thunder is not hard to understand. It

depends, not merely on the initial intensity of the
crash, but quite as much on the surroundings of
the observer, even as in the quiet country one will
observe feeble sounds that escape the ear in a
noisy city. Perhaps the most curious and impor-
tant condition of audibility is that the thunder wave
of sound shall not be refracted or reflected by the
layers of warm and cold air between the observer
and the lightning or by the layers of wind, swift
above and slow below, so as to entirely pass oyer
or around the observer. Sound, in its wave-like
progress obliquely through layers of air of differ-
ent densities, is subject to refraction, and this re-
fraction may occur at any time and place. Thus,
observers at the topmast of a ship frequently hear
fog whistles that are inaudible at sea level; those on
hilltops hear thunder that cannot be heard in the
valley; those in front of an obstacle hear sounds
inaudible to those behind it.

The rolling of thunder, like that of a distant can-
nonade, may be largely due to special reflections
anci refractions of sound. Again, the greater ve-
locity of the air at considerable altitude above the
.ground distorts the sound wave and shortens the
limit of audibility to the leeward, while increasing
it to the windward.

A Modern 230-volt English Central
Station.

Bradford, in 1889, was the first borough in the

United Kingdom to possess an electric lighting

station. Continuous current was adopted from the

first, but in those early days the supply was by two
wires at too volts. The generating plant consisted

of three Lancashire boilers, each of 180 horse power,
three 1 ^o indicated horse nower steam engines, work-
ing at 120 Dounds oressure. one by Marshall, Sons &
Co.. Gainesborough. and the other two by Willans &
Robinson. These engines were direct-coupled to

Siemens dvnamos, developing 120 electrical horse
power (90 kilowatts) each. About 10 miles of cable

were put down, including four feeders, and this work
was entrusted to Siemens Bros. & Co. The small
number of consumers connected to the mains
at this time necessitated the plant being run only
for a few hours before midnight, as there were no
motors in use to demand a day load. Nevertheless
steady progress was made during the first few
months, and so satisfied were the consumers with
the light and the price charged for the current (5d.

per unit), that others soon began to appreciate its

advantages, and in 1890 applications for light were
so numerous that the works had to be extended
at a cost of an additional £.^0,000. A portion of this

extension consisted of a secondary battery of 70
cells, of 1.000 amoere-hours' capacity.

Bv the end of the year 1891 the number of con-
sumers had increased considerably, as may be gath-
ered from the f.act that over 10 miles of additional
mains had been laid, and the number of British

Board of Trade units sold amounted to 235„36i, the
total cost oer unit sold being 2.47d. The supply
was now uninterrupted throughout the 24 hours.

in less than si.x months over 40 additional motors
were added to those already upon the circuits, bring-
ing up the demand for motive power in the daytime
to .wo horse power. At the present time the motor
load is no less than 642 horse power.
The new power station is capable of holding plant

aggregating several thousands of horse power, and
affording ample provision for rapid and great e.K-

tensions in the future. As will be seen in Fig. 1,

which shows the interior of the new engine room, the
actual plant already erected covers but a small frac-

tion of available floor space, while foundations have
been prepared for new sets that may shortly be
needed. The rear part of the room is of a tem-
porary character, and opens on to a large piece of

waste ground which is held in leservc for exten-
sions of the machinery room and boiler house.
The building is an imposing stone structure situ-

ated in Valley Road. In the front part are ofifices

and storerooms, the main portion of the rear form-
ing a lofty and spacious engine room, while the
boiler house forms a wing, the floor of which is

considerably lower than the main floor. In the

basement of the front part are the condenser and
pumps.
The engine room measures at present 85 feet long,

and has a width of 61 feet, this entire width being
carried in one span by the roof. The height of the
side walls to the springin.g of the roof girders ii

28 feet. A hand crane extends the entire width of

the room, and is capable of handling 12 tons. The
floor of this room is laid in ornamental tilework
on concrete arches, and steel joists, there being am-
ple space provided below the floor, in the way of

tunnels, for inspection of the machinery foundations
and for conveying cables from the dynamos to tlie

sw'itchboard. The switchI?oard, w'hich was built by

FIG. I. A MODERN 23O-VOLT ENGLISH CENTRAL STATION.— ENGINE ROOM.

and it may be mentioned that a few electric motors
had been connected during the year. In 1892 the

vear's work realized a profit of ^1,385, and in the
following year the rapidly increasing area of the
supply necessitated a change from the two-wire to

the three-wire system, and a sum of ^30.000 was
obtained for the extensions w-hich were carried out
at this time. In 1894 additional plant at the power
station was urgently needed. The new boilers were
of the marine type, and were fitted with the Ellis

and Eaves system of fan draught, similar to that

in the boiler house of the new station just opened.
Two Willans-Siemens .300 horse power sets were
also added to the equipment. In the year 1895 the

full capacity of the plant was 18 per cent, below
the maximum possible demand, and the committee
in charge saw that the interests of the electricity

department would be seriously handicapped in the
event of the breakdown of any engine or dynamo,
as there was no "stand-by" plant to rely upon in

case of emergency. It was therefore determined to

build a new station in a situation more suited to

future extensions than that of the present one, and,

a favorable site having been chosen, borrowing
powers were obtained for another £40.000, and work
upon the new station was proceeded with in the
early part of 1896.

It is worthy of mention that about this time the

pressure of supply was raised from 115 volts to 230
volts on each section of the mains. This period is

also notable for the introduction of the free supply
of lamps to consumers, and for the reduction of
motor power to 2%d. per unit. The practice of
hiring out motors and arc lamps was also com-
menced. So successful were these various changes
in the conditions of supply that the demand for cur-
rent and revenue therefrom both rapidly increased,

showing both a larger and steadier demand; while,

G. A. Steinthal of Bradford, is supported on steel

girders carried on round, cast-iron columns. There
are two central large panels and 10 smaller side

panels above the, platform, and btlow the platform
there are 10 panels, on which are fixed Thomson
recording meters, these being in the feeder cir-

cuits. The switchboard equipment comprises two
very large Weston quadrant station voltmeters,
Kelvin multicellular check voltmeters, double-break
knife switches, and automatic circuit breakers.
A steam ring main entirely surrounds the engine

room at a height of several feet above the floor level,

and will supply steam to the 12 generating sets for

which the room is designed. The main ring is of

lap-welded steel tube, 10 inches in bore and three-

eiehths inch thickness, with cast-iron T-pieces at

the engine and boiler branches. The branch pipes
are of solid drawn copper, of six inches diameter
and one-fifth inch thickness and of four inches di-

ameter and one-si.xth inch thickness. The exhaust
ring is carried undej the floor, and is of cast-iron,

two inches in diameter, with 14 inch and 18 inch
branches.
Four generating sets have already been erected.

Two of these are 300 horse powder Willans-Siemens
sets that have been transferred from the old station.

The engines are three-crank triple-e.xpansion engines,

and are each capable of developing 360 horse power
when running at 350 revolutions per minute under
steam at 200 pounds pressure. They are direct-coupled

to two continuous current two-pole drum-wound
dynamos, built by Siemens Bros. & Co.. each ca-

pable of an output of 750 amperes at 250 volts. The
other two generating sets also consist of Willans
engines direct-coupled to Siemens dynamos, but are

each twice the capacity of the former. The engines
are three-crank triple-expansion engines, fitted with
Willans & Robinson's automatic expansion gear,
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and are each capable of developing 600 horse power
at a speed of 300 revolutions per minute. The dy-
namos are six-pole drum-wound machines, with

interconnections for two sets of brushes. The out-

put of each machine is 750 amperes at 500 volts.

The engines are designed for condenser working,
but provision has been made for either condensing
or non-condensing.
The boiler house is a spacious but as yet scan-

tily occupied apartment, the two compact boilers

that have already been erected requiring quite a small

fraction of the available space. The dimensions are

driven by two electric motors, each of 21 horse
power, built by Ernst Scott & Mountain of New-
castle. The motors are direct-coupled to the fans.

Each boiler normally develops 600 horse power,
but can be readily forced up to 800 horse
Ijower. The boiler plant is equipped with injectors

and electrically driven feed pumps, and is connected
on occasion with duplicate testing tanks, each of

1,000 gallons capacity.

The condensing and water-cooling plants are ad-
mirably arranged. In the basement beneath the of-

fices are to be found a marine surface condenser

FIG. 2. A MODERN 23O-VOLT ENGLISH CENTRAL STATION.—BOILER ROOM AKRANGEMENT.

105 feet long, 48 feet wide and 23 feet in height. In

the roof are a number of ventilators for the escape
of steam, etc. Space is provided for seven boilers,

of the same type as the two now erected. These
are marine boilers, built by John Brown & Co.
of Sheffield, and fitted with the Ellis and Eaves sys-

tem of induced fan draught. The boilers are stoked
by hand with bituminous nuts, costing from 5s. to

7s. per ton. Coal is brought in carts, and, after

being weighed in the station yard, is run up an in-

clined way and tipped into the bunkers. One of

these bunkers, together with the two boilers, may
be .-^een in Fig. 2,

A striking feature of the boiler plant is the high
draught under which it works, the usual draught
being rather over four inches of water. This
draught is developed by means of electrically driven
centrifugal fans placed in a late part of the flues.

There are two furnaces in each boiler, and the gases
pass independently from each through the internal

flues and then through an exterior flue to the fan

chamber. In this exterior flue the hot gases pass

FIG. 3. A MODERN 23O-VOLT ENGLISH CENTRAL STA-
TION.—SURFACE CONDENSER AND ELECTRICALLY

DRIVEN AIR PUMPS.

between a number of lubes, arranged in a stack

between tube-plates, through which the air passes
and is heated on its way to the grate. The warmed
air is discharged into the fireplace both above and
below the grate and chiefly around the space just

inside the fire door. After passing through the

centrifugal fan, the furnace gases pass upward to

an exterior flue which conducts them to the front

of the boiler range, where they are discharged into

the smokestack. The fan draught apparatus is

and duplicate air and circulating pumps. The sur-

face condensing plant (Fig. 3) is capable of con-
densing 30,000 pounds of steam per hour with a

vacuum of 26 inches. The tempei^ture of the steam
is about 200° F., and the temperature of the cooling-

circulating water is about 60" F. The condenser is

circular in form, the outer casing being fitted with
two large feet for supporting the condenser
and is also fitted with two strong rolled brass

tube plates. The tubes have a total surface of 2,500
square feet, and each tube has an external diameter
of three-fourths inch of No. 18 (British wire gauge)
radial thickness, secured by gun-metal ferrules

screwed into the brass plates with tape packing, so
arranged that the tubes cannot slack back. Thfe
condenser is fitted with manholes for cleaning pur-
poses. The inlet for the exhaust steam is placed
on the top of the condenser midway between the
ends. The condenser has been tested to 30 pounds
per square inch water pressure.
The two air pumps are arranged side by side and

bolted together in the center. The air pumps work
with a vertical motion and are driven by an electric

motor geared to a crank shaft common to the two
pumps. The air-pump casting is of cast-iron, with
gun-metal liners and seatings, the whole arrange-
ment working practically noiselessly. The electric

motor is provided with a resistance in the main
circuit and gear for regulating the speed. The mo-
tor is shunt-wound for a working pressure of 250
volts. The searing from the motor spindle to the
pump crank shaft consists of spur wheels, the teeth

of which are accurately machined in order to ob-
viate as far as possible any noise in working. The
circulating pumps are capable of discharging 2,500
gallons of water per minute at about 350 revolutions,

and are driven direct by an electric motor. The
hot well is of steel plate six feet by six feet by six

feet, stayed together by internal stays, and is pro-
vided with a long gauge glass on the outside.

Cooling plant for the circulating water is Rro-
vided in the waste ground at the rear of the building.

The hot water is discharged into a long cast-iron

chute, whence it descends to a series of tanks, the

whole arransrement providing a considerable amount
of cooling surface.

The new generating station is connected to the

old station and to the original feeding points by a

complete system of feeders and pilot wires, by means
of which the two stations work conjointly on to the

same network of distributors. There are five new
cable lines, each 1,030 yards in length and 1.5 square
inches sectional area. The cables were made by
the British Insulated Wire company of Prescot,

and are protected with a solid lead tube of a radial

thickness of one-eighth of an inch. A further pro-
tection consists of two ribbons of mild sheet-steel,

wound one over the other so that the convolutions
of the tipper layer overlap those portions of the

cable left unprotected by the lower layer. One
thousand and fifty yards of three-core pilot wire is

also laid with the above cable, to which the regis-

tering instruments on the switchboard are connected.

These facts and the illustrations are taken from
the London Electrician.

A Great Light for Mariners.
Alluding to the experiments ordered to be con-

ducted at Tompkinsvdle, Staten Island, by the
Lighthouse Board, a Washington correspondent says
that important results are expected, which will in all

probability materially diminish the menaces to navi-
gation along the New Jersey coast and prove a great
step toward rendering impossible a recurrence of
last winter's disasters which had their climax in the
running on shore of the American line steamer St.

Louis and the narrow escape of other great trans-
atlantic ships. The tests are intended to prepare for
installation at Barnegat the splendid revolving lens
exhibited at the World's Fair, which was subse-
quently purchased by this government for $ro.ooo.
and has since been allowed to remain idle. Al
Tompkinsville it is to be at once erected in a room,
and the electric light apparatus, with which its

illumination is supplied, will be run continuously, in

order to study its trustworthiness and endurance, and
to make the lightkeepers familiar with its care. A
closed room is essential for the conduct of these
experiments, as otherwise all neighboring lights

would be invisible to mariners on account of the
blinding glare it diffuses.

The light now marking Barnegat is of a high order
compared with other American coast safeguards, and
is visible in clear weather along a horizon 22
miles distant, that limit being fixed by its height
above sea level, rather than by the brilliancy of its

lamp. But with the lens now to be tried, the in-

tensity is so great that although the lighthouse
itself could not be seen in the daytime beyond
22 miles, the night illumination would be
appreciable through reflection from the clouds for

at least 100 miles. A somewhat similar light

at the entrance of Cherbourg Harbor, France,
has been used as a guide by a vessel 100
miles ofif. This new light is of the revolving order,
giving alternate flashes and eclipses, which further
insures its recognition by navigators, and prevents
its confusion with other sources of illumination. If

no difficulties arise during the forthcoming tests, it

is proposed to put the lens into practical operation
at Barnegat without delay, and to ask Congress for

several others, which might advantageously be lo-

cated at Fire Island. Hatteras and other dangerous
points.

Lincoln Park Electric Fountain.

Since the electric fountain in Lincoln Park. Ch'-
cago. was illustrated and described in the Wesern
Electrician seven years ago. many changes have
been made in it. The charm of novelty has worn

LINCOLN PARK ELECTRIC FOUNTAIN.

oi¥, but the display is more beautiful and varied
than ever, and still attracts throngs of spectators

on every pleasant summer evening when it is shown.
The season of 1S97. now closed, was no exception,
and the drawing power of the beautiful colors and
graceful forms of the leaping waters seems una-
bated. The illustration shows the present appear-
ance of the fountain in daylight, with central jet

and surrounding "wheat-sheaves." This is but one
of many possible combinations. The picture gives

but slight indication of the brilliancy of the spec-

tacle at night. Paul C. Just is in charge of the

mechanism.

The question of installing a municipal light and
power plant is to be submitted to the people of

ToroiTto at the next municipal elections. The
matter has been brought to this straight issue by
the passage of the following resolution in the Com-
mon Council: "That it jbe an instruction to the

city engineer to prepared an estimate of the cost

of a plant of sufficient capacity to provide light

for all municipal buildings, public streets and parks,

and the supply of electric power to be offered to

manufacturers as an inducement to locate in the

city of Toronto, and that the question of installing

an' electric -plant for the supply of electric energy
for the above purposes be submitted to a vote of

the duly qualified rate payers at the next municipal

elections."
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From an ea.stern contemporary we learn that we
have "just reason to be proud" of our accomplish-
ment in putting the Western Electrician, with a

full report of the street railway convention, in the

hands of our readers in Chicago early on the morn-
ing of Saturday, October 23d—within less than 24
hours of the adjournment of the convention. This

. is what the Electrical World says that it did, and

it tells us all that the doing of the same was "some
punkins" in the way of enterprise, if it does say

it itself, as shouldn't. Niagara Falls is as far from

Chicago as from New York, but it hadn't occurred

to us that getting out the report at the proper time

was an especially meritorious performance. But the

Electrical World say that it was, and that by doing it

in New York it beat the other eastern electrical

papers by four days. Well, well! The World cer-

tainly has improved. At a certain important Ni-

agara convention only a month before, its prompt-

ness wasn't so marked, if we remember rightly.

With the Armour Institute of Technology, the

Lewis Institute, the Manual Training School and

the Pullman Industrial School, Chicago will be

very well equipped with practical institutions to sup-

ply technical instruction in the industrial arts. But

it will be some time before the doors of the Pullman

institution are thrown open to students. The will

of the late George M. Pullman provides for the

expenditure of $200,000 for lands and buildings and

$1,000,000 for the maintenance, management and

endowment of a free school of manual training for

the benefit of the children of persons living or em-

ployed in the Chicago suburb which bears Mr.

Pullman's name. His executors, Norman B. Ream
and Robert T. Lincoln, and his friends, John M.

Clark, John S. Runnells, Frank O. Lowden, Charles

E. Perkins and John J. Mitchell, are requested to

act as the first directors as soon as the corporation

has been formed under the laws of Illinois. The

gentlemen, named are undoubtedly coinpetent to

execute the trust implied by the benevolent in-

tentions of Mr. Pullman, who had long cherished

the intention of founding an institution of the char-

acter named. The bequest is certainly very gen-

erous in amount, although it does seem unfortunate

that only children of residents or workers in Pull-

man can participate in its benefits. However, there

is an old adage reciting the impropriety of looking

a gift-horse in the mouth, which seems to apply

in this case. A splendid school will undoubtedly

arise in Pullman, and the boys and girls, the young

men and young women, of that suburb are to be

congratulated. After a long delay, the opportuni-

ties for technical education—primary technical in-

struction, at any rate—seem to be springing up in

all our large cities. We trust that all these insti-

tutions will so distinguish themselves by practical,

useful work that the beneficent designs of their

founders will result in the real and lasting good of

their respective communities.

For a clear exposition of what has been accom-

plished in New England in the electrical transmis-

sion of power on steam railroads, one could ask

nothing better than Col. Heft's paper, which is

begun in this issue. Col. Heft attended the con-

vention as a street railway man, he said, but as he is

also one of the best known steam railroad managers

ii: the country, his account of the experience of the

New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad com-

pany, with the lessons to be drawn from it, was gladly

received. The management of the company is well

satisfied with its electrical service, it seems, and, we
gather, has under consideration the extension of it.

Col. Heft is certainly not prejudiced in favor of elec-

tric traction, and his testimony is especially valuable

and significant. "To the average railroad man," he

says, "street railways have, until recently, seemed a

pretty sort of toy, fit for apprentices in the art of

transportation. Latterly, however, he has waked up

to the fact that 'the tail will wag the dog' unless

some radical action is taken, particularly in subur-

ban and short-distance work, and, in the eastern

sections of the country anyway, railroad men have

become modest enough to be willing to look with

respect upon the great work which has been ac-

complished in street railroading."

Attention is called by the writer to the superiority,

in accelerating power especially, of the rotary mo-
tion of the electric motor, compared with the recip-

rocating action of steam locomotives. The third-

rail is commended for use on surface roads; there

has been no difficulty, as had been apprehended,

from short-circuiting through accumulations of

water during rainstorms. The question of danger

from shock is, of course, an important one where
the contact rail is on the surface of the ground.
It is considered briefly by Col. Heft, who concludes:

"We do not sav that the third-rail has no dangers,

but we do not consider the danger as being at all

serious or one which should interfere with the ex-

tension of the system."

In his general summing up, the writer chooses
his words with care. He evidently proposes, for

his company, to test all things and hold fast to

that which is good. Unlike those sensational jour-

nalists who seem to regard all things "electrical"

as actuated by some all-powerful magic. Col Heft
has not consigned the steam locomotive to I he scrap

heap. But he does say, by fair inference if not in

set terms, that heavy electric railroading has been
tried and found excellently well adapted to certain

traffic conditions heretofore served, but less effi-

ciently, by the use of steam locomotives. Where
these conditions prevail we may look forward with

confidence to the ultimate adoption of electricity in

every case.

A disclaimer filed on October 20th and promul-
gated in the Official Gazette of the United States

Patent Office last week may prove of much im-
portance to electric railway men. We quote from
the text of the notice:

The Thomson-Houston Electric company en-
ters this disclaimer to claims numbered 9, 10, XI,

and 13 of said letters patent No. 495,443, without in
any way hereby disclaiming any other of the said
claims of said letters patent No. 495,443, or any
of the subject-matters of said other claims, and
without prejudice to any rights vested in your pe-
titioner by or under any similar claims of letters
patent No. 424,695.

Patent No. 495,443 is the one issued to the late

Charles J. Vandepoele on April 11, 1893, and en-

titled "Traveling Contact for Electric Railways."
It was assigned to the Thomson-Houston Electric

company, and is the broad patent for the under-

running trolley which, as the property of the Gen-
eral Electric company, has caused so much talk and
litigation. As is well known, the patent covers the

most practicable method of making electrical con-

nection between an overhead trolley wire and a

railway car—the method used by practically all the

electric railway companies of the country. The
question of the rightful use of the under-running
trolley is of the utmost importance, and the posses-

sion of the patent has been of great value to the

General Electric company. But on July 22d of this

year the United States Circuit Court of Ap-
peals in New York gave a decision in which
this patent was held to be invalid on the ground
that the invention had been patented by a pre-

vious patent issued to Mr. Vandepoele—No. 424,-

695, granted on April i, 1890, for a "Sus-

pended Switch and Traveling Contact for Elec-

tric Railways." Both patents originated in the

application of Vandepoele filed on March 12, 1887.

The application was divided, and, after interference

proceedings in one case, the two patents were is-

sued as before noted. The drawings are, for all

practical purposes, identical in the two patents, but

the claims of the later one are inuch broader than

those of the first, and therefore it has been consid-

ered the valuable, fundamental patent. In setting

aside the later patent last July, the court of last re-

sort, through Judge Wallace, said: "It would be

a waste of time to dwell upon the verbal differences

in these claims. The changes in phraseology im-

port nothing of substance into their respective com-
binations. They describe the same things in differ-

ent language, and the draughtsman seems to have

expended great ingenuity in cataloguing a group of

S3'nonyms." This decision was a great relief to

street railway men, as the earlier patent, which still

stands, of course, is comparatively narrow in its

claims, and it is thought that it will cause com-

paratively little trouble. The decision is only bind-

ing in the states of New York, Connecticut and Ver-

mont, but will undoubtedly be followed by other

United States Circuit Courts of Appeal where the

question arises.

The disclaimer now filed seems to be intended to

have the effect of meeting the judges' objection to

the later patent. It looks as though the General

Electric company, holding fast to its earlier patent

always, still hopes to accomplish something by the

later patent in emasculated form. I
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Electric Pumps for Boilers.

A recent article in L'Electricien, by M. P. Simon,
discusses at considerable length the ciucstion of

water feed for steam boilers, dividing the neces-

sities of the case under three heads. These are:

First—The water should be both chemically and
mechanically as pure as possible.

Second—it should be fed into the boiler at as

high a temperature as possible, being heated by
waste steam only.

Third—The feeding apparatus should be simple,

economical, and little liable to derangement or

accident.

The third factor in the case appears to be open
to more thorough discussion than the two former.

In considering methods there seem to be but two
which have place in the discussion—injectors and
pumps.
The injector is open to serious objections. Its

first cost is high; it can only be used economically

with cold water; the quantity of water it is ca-

pable of handling is nearly or quite a fixed amount,

if the water is heated for the injector it is expen-

sive, because of the loss of steam used for this

purpose. In addition to these objections, the in-

jector sometimes gets out of order, and requires

time (during which the boiler must be supplied

by another means) to repair, as it is at best a rather

delicate piece of apparatus, though not very com-
plicated.

Pumps, on the contrary, are extremely varied,

of all forms, sizes and action. They are readily

changed to suit all circumstances.

The rated output may be doubled or tripled

with ease; they will handle hot as well as cold

water without difficulty. The system is capable of

the greatest flexibility with the least inconvenience.

Where these are actuated directly by a pumping
engine there is more work done at times than is

required and the overflow runs back into the tank,

making a loss of that much power. This some-
times amounts to two or three times the power
utilized.

'

Putting these steam driven pumps on a multi-

ple system of boilers, where several are fed from
one source, the complication of pipes, valves, etc.,

becomes burdensome and objectionable. When
the pump is actuated by a driving belt, in case of

constant demand and continuous suppl}', the same
objections obtain. In general, an independent
power supply is preferable, as indicated by the

great number of donkey engines in use for such
service.

But these engines consume an amount of power
entirely disproportioned to the good achieved.
This is not to be wondered at. As a rule, the
smaller the machine the less the efficiency. The
author cites a pump which requires 400 kilo-

grammes of steam to produce one horse power of

work.
There is an electrical method of disposing of the

question. A motor, shunt wound, having a field

rheostat, can be run at varying speeds and regu-
lated with great precision by means of the adjust-

ing coils. It will impart motion either through
direct coupling or belting. One of these in serv-

ice, operating a three-cylinder pump, is capable of

most perfect regulation between very large limits.

There are no shocks; the traction on the pulley

is regular and constant. Such a pump has taken
the place of a steam pump which consumed, accord-
ing to circumstances, from 30 to 75 kilogrammes
of steam per hour, while feeding the boiler with
600 kilogrammes of water. The horse power ex-
pense theoretically varies, then, between 130 and 340
kilogrammes of steam. Per contra, the electric mo-
torwhich supplanted the engine absorbs six amperes
at no volts, or 660 watts, which costs hardly 10

kilogrammes of steam. The economy is nearly 10

per cent, in coal consumed. Another instance is

given where a similar application of electric power
has effected a saving of 14 per cent. In addition to

this there is a large economy in the item of oil by
the electric system, which averages about 87 per
cent.

A system of feeders for several boilers actuated
by a single motor is suggested. A small reservoir

is placed between the pump and the feed-pipe run-
ning to the several boilers, each of which is fitted

with a check valve and an indicator. There is no
waste of steam or power, and the whole operation

of water feed is made perfectly automatic and thor-

oughly economical. With no demand on the res-

ervoir the motor stops and the pump is still.
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insane, Donnelly's lawyers, Balkey, Gray & More,
engaged W. C. Fuchs to make a sciagraph of the
fractured femur. The judge admitted the picture,

and it showed the injury so clearly that the jury
did not hesitate to give the plaintiff a verdict for

$12,500.

Building Commutators.
By B. F. Fells.

Fig. I is a drawing of a half of mold used by the

writer for casting bars from pure copper. Fig. 2

is a new form of test gauge for determining the

radius. It is made of tool steel, the sections hinged
as shown, and the part A passed through a slot

,

in the part B. If properly marked off, this gauge
will aid materially in testing diameters, etc. Fig.

3 is another form of gauge, consisting of a square
on one side, the extension (C) of which is pro-

vided with the beveled piece D. The adjustment
of the latter is made with a thumbscrew. The
use of the instrument is to ascertain the correct-

ness of the beveled ends of the bars.

Having gotten the bars into shape, I next take

up the mica, and instead of cutting it out to pat-

tern by means of a cold chisel upon a flat surface,

I now employ blanks A and B. as in Fig. 4, bolting

the two blanks together with the sheet of mica

Sclagraphic Evidence in a Federal
Court.

A sciagraph played an important part in a damage
suit just tried in a United States court in Chicago.
Charles Donnelly, a stockman of this city, some time
ago sustained an impacted fracture of the thigh

bone while accompanying a train-load of cattle

which he was shipping eastward by way of the

Fitchburg railroad. The train was wrecked and
Donnelly's mishap occurred. Suit for damages was
brought against the railroad company by the in-

jured man, and the case was tried before Judge
Allen. For the purpose of making clear to the

jury the extent of the man's injuries, upon the

advice of the pla'ntiff's expert. Prof. J. B. Hamil-
ton, superintendent of the Elgin hospital for the

T'i^

BUILDING COMMUTATORS.

between, as shown. I then secure the blanks in
a vise and cut out the mica close to the pattern.
This assures uniformity of the work, and does not
take much extra time.

Coming now to the setting up, I first straighten
any kinks in the bars, and remove all defects, such
as lumpy places, knobs, etc., then shellac the bars
and stand them up to dry. I then treat the mica
with shellac. seein.g to it that no scales are left

open, and making the sheet as solid as is possible.
Some years ago I did not give much attention to
any kind of a cement substarce, and depended
wholly upon a tight adjustment of the bevel to

keep things together. But I found that it was
frequently necessary to repack and turn the com-
mutators in order to keep them in shape. Since
adopting the shellacking method, following it up
with proper baking and hardening, I have had
much less trouble with loosening of parts.

Fig. 5 shows the process of building up the seg-

ments. I first build the lower half circle, then put
in a mandrel A and complete the rest. If the final

bars fit too tight, I force the bars already in with
wedges, holding them in position with the set-

screws until the last bars are placed.
The baking process can be accomplished by plac-
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ing the commutator over a coke fire, oil lamp, gas
burner or brazing jet. Ordinarily, the cylinder is

permitted to stand motionless while the heat cooks
the shellac until hard and dry. Lately I have tried
the plan shown in Fig. 6 with success, consisting
in setting the cylinder up with a band (C) about it,

and this band is arranged to bear upon an outer
cylinder rim B. The latter is shown in section.
A handle is provided at D with which connection
can be made with something to protect the hand
from the heat, and the cylinder is slowly revolved
during the baking. This results in unformity of
the drying-out process and increases the rigidity
of the combination. The heat is introduced at E,
passing out at the top.
Next we have the commutator at the lathe for

turning, flanging, truing, etc. The custom is to
chuck by the set screws, but as the set screw heads
are likely to slip at times, I have recently used
secondary pieces A, as shown in Fig. 7, which
pieces are made of steel and of right proportions to
reach across two set screws, as shown. The chuck-
ing is then made upon these cross-pieces in such
way as to distribute the pressure over screws
on either side of the cylinder. Truing the center,
filing and other work may be done at this time,'
and while the work is in the chuck I use muriatic
acid and zinc for a flu.x.

I get efficient results with amber mica for insu-
lation. All commutators should be carefully tested
and inspected before leaving - the shop, as some
minor defect which could be easily rectified might
ultimately cause considerable trouble if the same
were not remedied at the shop.

Telephone News from the Northwest.
[From the Minneapolis correspondenl of the Western Elec-

trician.]

The Dakota Central Telephone company of Ab-
erdeen, S. D., has completed work on an extension
to Sisseton, S. D., and Brown's Valley, Minn. The
company will extend lo Beardsley, Wheaton and
Graceville, Minn., if given sufficient support.
The Harrison Telephone company has about

completed its exchange at Rapid City, S. D.
A local telephone exchange is projected at Man-

kato, Minn., and stock subscriptions are being taken
quite rapidly. The committee will continue its

work until 300 instruments and stock for $10,000
are signed for. The Western Electric, Union Elec-
tric, Blue Earth Valley and New Ulin Telephone
companies are all anxious to connect their toll lines
with a Mankato local exchange. The Northwest-
ern Telephone Exchange company has added an-
other operator to its Mankato exchange, owing to
increased business.
The time-honored privilege of swearing at the

central operator because a line is busy has produced
trouble at Fargo, N. D. Landlord Cole, of the Ho-
tel Metropole, is alleged to have sworn at the tele-

phone girl, and the instrument was taken out of his
place of business by Manager Garrett of the North-
western Telephone Exchange company. It was
afterward replaced. Later Cole went to the office

and is said to have struck Garrett twice with a cane.
A canvass is being made at Hastings, Minn., for

a local telephone exchange.
Manager Willits of the Wisconsin Telephone

company's Ashland exchange has been promoted to
take charge of the exchange at Milwaukee.
The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company

has connected with Fairniont, Minn. This com-
pany will soon have its line between Willmar, Minn.,
and Granite Falls, Minn., in operation. A right of
way has been secured for a line from Canton, S. D.,

to Sioux City, la. The poles are up between Sioux
City and Hudson, and work is being pushed to com-
plete the line.

A. L. Waterbury of Mason City, la., has been
interviewing business men in Graceville, Minn.,
with a view to establishing telephone connection
with that place.

The recent announcement of rates by the new
Houghton County Telephone company of Hough-
ton, Mich., is followed by the announcement of the
Michigan Telephone company of a reduction. The
local manager also said his company would cut any
rates made by the new company.
The Iowa Telephone company is just completing

work for the season on a toll-system covering the
entire state. There are 3,500 miles of copper metal-
lic return circuit, reaching the cities along the
Mississippi River, north to the Twin Cities, south-
east to Ottumwa and other towns and west to Council
Bluffs. Next year the system will be completed to

reach every county seat in the state, and give each
connection with the other.

The Wisconsin Telephone company is giving free

telephone service at Centralia, Wis., to compete with
the local exchange there.

The Northwestern Telephone company has a crew
of men at work pushing the construction of the
line between Canton, S. D., and Akron, la. At the
latter place it connects with the Iowa Telephone
company.
The Wisconsin Telephone company is preparing

to perfect its systems in Eau Claire and Chippewa
Falls, Wis., putting in additional wires between
those cities and also putting in a metallic circuit

between Chippewa Falls and Menomonie.
The Minnesota Central Telephone company vnll
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establish a telephone exchange at Annandale, Minn.

Rowe Bros, of Pierre, S. D., propose a telephone

system to connect with the small towns between

Pierre and the Black Hills. The line is to reach

Midland this fall and the Hills next year.

The Sonthwestern Telephone company of Dodge-
villc, Wis., will extend a line from Linden to Rewe'y.

A franchise for a new local telephone exchange
will be applied for at Marshfield, Wis.

The Elgin Telephone company of Elgin, Minn.,

has begun construction work on a line to Potsdam,

and win later build to Rochester, Minn.

The Wisconsin Valley Telephone company an-

nounces it will push work on a telephone exchange
in Eau Claire, Wis., and one at Chippewa Falls at

once, and will have both exchanges in operation by
January 1st.

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company
will soon connect with Renville, Minn.

Polyphase Plant for Factory Trans-
mission.

Nelson Morris & Co. of Chicago, the large meat
packers and shippers, are erecting an extensive es-

tablishment in St. Joseph, Mo. It will be equipped
for electric lighting and power transmission
throughout, and the contract for the electrical ma-
chinery lias been secured by the Westinghouse Elec-

tric and Manufacturing company, through the efforts

of Frederick Nelson of the Chicago ofhce. It is in-

teresting to note that, although direct current was con-
sidered for this plant, polyphase machinery will be
used, although at a greater first cost. There will be
two generators—one of 250 kilowatts at 440 volts and
a smaller machine of the same type of 120 kilowatts
capacity. These are to be driven from a line shaft

by belting, and two engines supply the power,
the arrangement of clutches being such that either

dynamo can be driven by either engine. The en-
gines are of the Corliss slow-speed type, and are to

Barrier and Quick-break Switches.
Of the switches used by th^ General Electric

company upon the alternating current switchboards
manufactured at its works in Schenectady, one is

the double-break switch, commonly called "T-H."
This has recently been improved by placing bar-
riers between the blades, making it satisfactory

for use on circuits with a potential up to 2,300
volts. The other is the so-called "safety" switch,

which has the contacts on the back of the panel,

while the blades are on the front. When this

switch is closed the blades pass through holes in

the marble and enter contacts. Barriers are also
placed between the blades of this switch. The
blades are insulated from the metal back which
holds them. Thus, when closed, no current-carry-
ing part of the switch is exposed, and the chance
of shock becomes almost impossible. For higher
voltages and inductive loads, especially designed
switches are constructed to meet the requirements
of the case.

The quick-break switches for use on circuits of

nominal 500 volts manufactured by this company
are constructed with the view ^il' obtaining the

greatest accuracy. The switch-blade contact con-
sists of two pieces laid edge to edge, and con-
nected to a common hinge. The contacts are also

connected by a pair of spiral sprin.gs, one on each
side. Both sections of the blade make connection
with the contact clip. In opening the switch, the

outer section of the blade, to w-hich the insulated

handle is attached, is withdrawn to an angle of
30° before the inner section moves. The inner

half of the blade then begins to move, forced from
the clip by positive action: as it leaves the clip

it is drawn smartly up to the outer half of the

blade by the action of the tension springs. The
result is a quick break and a wide gap, over which
an arc cannot hold. Switches of this type, made
in capacities from 50 to 5,000 amperes at 750 volts,

are constructed for the single and double throw.

Actual Cost of Operating the Battery and Booster.

Watt-hours delivered to cable No. 3 by bus-bar 136,576,919
Watt-hours generated by booster 34.234,648
Total watt-hours delivered to cable No. 3... 170,(111,567

The cost of operating the power house for the
month of October, exclusive of interest and depre-
ciation, was seven mills per kilowatt-hour; therefore,
we obtain the following:

170.811,567 kilowatt-hours at 0.7 cent 81,195.68
Cost of labor and supplies at battery house 179.73

Total 51,375-41
Depreciation of battery at five per cent. per annum 83.33
Interest at five per cent, per annum on 533,000 137.50
Taxes, insurance, etc 32.00

Total cost of operation £1,628.24

Deducting this from the cost of operating by a
station at Chestnut Hill, we find the difference in
favor of the battery for the month would be
$1,302.83.

Since October i. 1896, the method of operating has
been somewhat changed, and by installing watt-
meters more accurate data has been obtained.
During the month of May, 1897,

Watt-hours.
There was delivered to cable No 3 at 550 volts. 101.750,000

" " " " by booster 28,960,380

Total " " " at station 130710,380

Total delivered at battery house 103.673.448
Less amount lost in battery ... 620.000

Total output at battery house to line 103 053.448

103.053,448 watt-hours at l^ cents per kilowatt. Si. 545. 80
Interest on S85.000 at five per cent, per annum ,

.

354. 17
Depreciation at five per cent, per annum 354.17
Insurance, taxes and miscellaneous 200.00

Total cost for May, 1S97, by direct method. .. S2.454.14

Actual cost of operating battery:

130.710.380 watt-hours at 0.6 cent per kilowatt.

.

5 78426
Cost of labor and supplies 163.67

„ . . ,
5 947-93

Depreciation of battery at five per cent, per
i^Cannum 83.33

Switch with Barrier. Fig. 2.

be furnished by the Vilter Manufacturing company of

Milwaukee. The installation will include 23 motors,
ranging in size from three to 40 horse power. These
motors will drive pumps, hashers, conveyors, hoists

and oleo presses. The illumination will be fur-

nished by about 800 incandescent lamps and 30 series

arcs. The latter will be supplied with current by a

separate dynamo. The Westinghouse contract in-

cludes the switchboard instruments.

Heat-unit Standard Advocated.
At the Hartford meeting of the American Society

of Mechanical Engineers, William S. Aldrich, of

Morgantown, W. Va., a member of the society, read

a long paper on the rating of electric power plants

upon the heat-unit standard. It is Mr. Aldrich's
opinion that the progress of power plant engineer-
ing has reached such a stage of development that

electric power plants should be contracted for on a

somewhat similar basis of guaranteed performance
as that now in vogue for pumping plants. There
should be guaranteed a definite output in the case
of the electric plant to be measured at the switch-
board and expressed in kilowatts per 1,000,000

British thermal units supplied to the steam used in

the whole plant. Mr. Aldrich suggested the follow-
ing advantages of having such a standard for this

purpose, founded on the heat-unit basis: It is a

simple basis, involving quantities easily measured.
It applies to all plants operated by any kind of a heat
engine. It forins the most satisfactory basis for

comparison of plants. It will facilitate the prede-
termination of the performance of electric power
plants. It will promote the most economical arrange-
ment of plants. Heat-unit specifications will form a
proper basis of agreements. Contract trials of elec-
tric plants should be based on heat-units. It will

advance this industry along engineering lines.

W. Elliott of Chicago has purchased the electric

light plant at Antigo, Wis., and has contracted to
furnish the city 25 new arc street lights for $84 each
per year.

Safety Switch with Barriers.

BARRIER AND QUICK-BREAK SWITCHES.

with or without bases, v/ith either front or back
connection, except with the 1,800, 3,600 and 5.000
ampere switches, which are not furnished with
bases unless on special order. Single-pole
switches, three-point, four-point, etc., are also man-
ufactured by the General Electric company, and
are of great convenience in many cases. They
swivel at the hinge connection and may control
any reasonable number of circuits. Like the stand-
ard switches, they are built with bases or back
connections for switchboards as desired. The base
of the 50 ampere switch is of porcelain; slate is

used for the larger sizes.

Application of the Storage Battery to
Electric Traction.
By Charles Hewitt.

Part II.

Cost of Operating.—From volt and amperemeter
readings taken from the power house in October,
1896, we find that 136,576,919 watt-hours was de-
livered to the line at the battery house. These fig-

ures, I may explain, do not include the watt-hours
generated by the booster, since we have assumed
that this entire amount is lost in transmission. As
a matter of fact, this is not strictly correct; but if

a station were operated at Chestnut Hill, it would
be run at a bus-bar pressure a little above the bat-

tery pressure, and therefore for our present pur-
poses the assumption is correct. From our experi-

ence in operating power houses of various capacities

we find that a power house operated at Chestnut
Hill under conditions which I have described would
cost about lJ4 cents per kilowatt-hour. We there-

fore get the following as the cost of generating the

number of kilowatt-hours required by the Chestnut
Hill branch during the month of October, 1896, if

furnished by a station at Chestnut Hill:

134,848 kilowatt-hours at IH cents 52,022.73
Interest on 885.000 at five per cent, per annum 354.17
Depreciation on machinery, etc., at five per
cent, per annum 354.17

Insurance, taxes, etc 200.00

Total co^t of operation for the month by di-

rect method S2.931.07

Fig. 3. Quick-break Switch without Base.

Interest at five per cent, per annum on S33,ooo.
Taxes, insurance and miscellaneous

137 50
32 00

Total cost of operation 81,100.76

Note:—Cost of operating power, house for May, 1S97. was
0.6 mill per kilowatt-hour. Five per cent, depreciation of battery
is amount guaranteed by makers.

Deducting $1,100.76, the actual cost of operating
battery for May, 1897, from $2,454.14, the cost if

station had been built at Chestnut Hill, we find a

saving of $1,353.38 in favor of the battery.

We may safely say, therefore, that the saving by
using the battery is about $1,350 per month, or about
$16,200 per year.

Recapitulation

.

Saving in cost of installing battery over a
new power station for Chestnut Hill. .$52,000.00

Saving in operation per annum 16,200.00

These results speak for themselves, and need no
further comment. The following data may also be
of interest:

October,ii)97. May, 1897.

Watt-hours. Watt-hours.
456,000
312,000
385.T61

456,000

300.000
150,000
218.380

250,000Highest discharge for z\ hours
Lowest discharge for 24 hours 216.000 150.000
Average discharge for 24 hours 329.419 198,380

Per cent. Per cent.
Average efficiency for the month 85-5 90.8
Average day charge in amperes 46 45-8
Average night charge in amperes. . .

.

155
Average discharge in amperes 50 JB.;

Ratio of the night charge to the day charge:
Highest, 4 to i; lowest, 1^4 to i; average, 2.63 to i.

Oct., 'g6, May, '97.

t Highest I to 4.45 i to 1.5

Ratio of day charge to discharge :-^ Lowest i to 1.86 i to ,78

( Average i to 2 95 i to i.io

Specific Gravity.

Maximum specific gravity at 6 a. m 1.211

Minimum specific gravity at 6 a. m 1.2

Average specific gravity at 6 a. m 1.207

The above are the specific gravities at the end of

full charge.
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Maximum specific gravity at 6 p. m I.20I

Minimum specific gravity at 6 p. m 1.184

Average specific gravity at 6 p. m 1.192

Maximum specific gravity at 12 p. m I- '94
Minimum specific gravity at 12 p. m 1. 182

Average specific gravity at 12 p. m 1.188

At a specific gravity of 1.16 the battery would be

about empty; so that we find at no time was the

battery more than half discharged.

.At the end of 15 months of continuous operation,

we have only had to repair two leaky tanks, at an
expense of about $25. The positive plates look as

good as when first installed, and show no deprecia-

tion whatever: the negatives, on the other hand,
have contracted somewhat and some of the plugs
have cracked, but this in no way impairs their use-

fulness.

This method of power distribution cannot be con-
sidered economical per se, but where the conditions
are such as we have described, there is no ciuestion

as to the economy in favor of the battery.

Application of Battery to Power House.

This form of installation has not become very gen--

erally appreciated in 'his country, and but few in-

stallations have been made. As its advantages
become better known, I feel confident the practice

will become more general.

The wide fluctuations in load in railway power
houses is now well known. The average daily load
varies from 50 per cent, of the maximum in small
stations to 70 per cent, of ma.ximum in the largest

stations. From a very large number of observations
in all parts of the country, I find that in the ma-
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and discharge can be kept very low. In the case
described a battery rated at 120 amperes has suc-
cessfully regulated for a total output of 1,400 am-
peres. For load regulation, however, the battery
should have a capacity equal to one-third the max-
imum output of the station. The average load of the
station may then be made the maximum load of the
engines, the battery taking care of the fluctuations.

As in the previous case, there are no physical
limitations to be placed on the si^c of the plates to

be used, and the charge and discharge may be kept
well within the normal rates. Under such condi-
tions the efficiency of the battery is high, 85 per cent,

to go per cent., and the deterioration very low. In
most cases no additional labor will be required.

Discussion.

I. A. MeCormack, Brooklyn: Mr. Hewitt, I

understood, stated that there were two cities in the
United States where a car storage battery would be
applicable. I would ask what cities he referred to.

Mr. Hewitt, Philadelphia: I have in mind the
cities of New York and Washington. There may
be other cities which would like to have that sys-

tem, but these are the only two which are seriously

considering it.

lohn MacFayden, Chester, Pa.: Do you recom-
mend the storage battery in conjunction with the
booster in smaller stations, or the booster itself, say
with a capacity of 900 amperes?
Mr. Hewitt: From mv observation I believe that

all small stations would be benefited in a large meas-
ure in their economy, if they had a storage battery.

Of course, the question of investment must be con-
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We still have our steam plant kept in good running
order, but it takes from an hour to an hour and a
half to steam up when these things occur. I was
thinking when listening to the paper, that it might
be possible that we could operate a storage battery
in connection with our plants. I would like to ask
Mr. Hewitt if, in his opinion, we can profitably use
a storage battery, and if it would be a plausible
scheme to turn the current after shutting down (we
are at present, on average days, not counting the
big days, running from 300 to 500 amperes), and
run the plant by a battery; and if so, at which end
of the plant would it be best to put the battery?
I presume, of course, at the transformer end.
Mr. Hewitt: I think I am right in saying that

the transmission referred to by the gentleman i^

an alternating current transmission; and there are
difficulties in working a storage battery in conjunc-
tion with the alternating current. For that reason
it would be impracticable to put the battery at the
generating end. To put it at the steam plant end,
which, I presume, is in the city, is simply a ques-
tion of dollars and cents. A battery can be bought
large enough to run any road in the United States,
if you want to pay for it. It takes a pretty large
battery to run the road, independent of all other
sources, but it is simply a question of dollars and
cents entirely. In using the battery, in conjunction
with other sources of power, as I have explained in
the paper, you take up simply the fluctuations, and
let the station do the main work; but to have a
battery installation large enough to do the entire
work, and make up the fluctuations as well, you
would find it necessary to have a pretty large bat-
tery for any ordinary road, but it can be done, if you
want to buy it.

Mr. McFayden: Would you consider it econom-
ical to have a booster and storage battery combined,
as a booster line, where you would only want the

Fig 8.
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jority of stations the average load is very close to

two-thirds of the maximum load. Now it is also a

well-known fact that the maximum economy of the

steam engine exists for a very small range of load,

and that on each side of the point of maximum econ-
omy the efficiency falls off; rapidly on the overload,

somewhat less rapidly on the underload. The result

is apparent. In most stations the engines, at the

best, have an average load of only two-thirds their

most efficient load, and as a consequence consume
over 4.5 pounds of coal per kilowatt-hour.

With badly regulated engines, and especially with
water power plants, the changes in load are accom-
panied by variations in speed, and consequently in

voltage. These troubles may be entirely corrected

by installing a battery.

The battery in this case becomes distinctly a load
regulator. Figs. 8 and 9 show results obtained at

Woonsoeket, which is a water power plant. In

Fig. 8 the load is carried entirely by the generators

and, as is to be expected, the potential curve is

very irregular, varying almost 100 volts, while the

current varies from zero to 250 amperes. The ac-

tion of the battery is shown in Fig. g, where the

generator load varies about 50 amperes and the
potential curve is most regular. Fig. 10 shows the
results obtained at Easton, Pa. In this case the
battery is quite small, and the advantage is not quite

so marked as it would be if a larger battery were
used. Instead of. using four generators, however,
they are able now to operate the same number of

cars with three engines. No cost figures of these

plants are made public, but the increased efficiency

is made aooarent.
It is necessary that the capacity of the battery

should bear a larger ratio to the output of the sta-

tion than is necessary for potential regulation as

described in the previous section of this paper. In
potential regulation a comparatively small battery

is necessary, since by changing the potential of the

booster from time to time during the day the charge

application of the storage
battery to electric

traction.

sidered in all these cases; but, as a general principle,

the operation of the station would be economized,
if the battery can be used as an auxiliary.

Mr. MacFayden: What is the difference in cost
between the kilowatt output of the booster, inde-

pendent of the battery?
Mr. Hewitt: The only case in which I have had

personal experience is the one in Philadelphia. I

assume the output of the booster to be the same as
the general output of the station. We do not keep
separate records of the cost of it, and it would be
impossible to do so. The steam furni*ed for the
battery engines is from the same source as the steam
furnished for the other engines, and we could not
separate them; but I have taken the cost of the sta-

tion for the months described, and assumed that was
the pro rata cost of the kilowatt-hour generated by
the booster.

W. E. Harrington, Camden, N. J. : I ask Mr.
Hewitt if the manufacturers of the battery installa-

tion have guaranteed the depreciation, and if so,

what the guarantee is?

Mr. Hewitt: The storage battery people will

guarantee the depreciation, and they have guaranteed
the depreciation in our case. I believe it is for five

or 10 years, and at a certain rate pro rata to the
cost of the battery. I do not feel at liberty to say
just what the figure is. I do not think, however, that

there is any special secret about it. Any man who
wants to purchase the battery will get the informa-
tion from the battery company.
W. S. Patterson, Salt Lake City: I am very much

interested in Mr. Hewitt's paper. It brings out
some things that I have been thinking of on this

line. We in Salt Lake City have a steam plant as
well as a water power plant, and we are now running
our system by water power 18 miles from the
city. We have occasionally, not often, been caused
to shut down, once from a snow slide, which swept
away the channel which we had around the moun-
tain, and once from losing a bucket off the wheel.

Fig 9.

power at certain times, during heavy loads on heavy
grades? The reason I ask is, that we have a booster
and only use it as required, and we have very good
results, using it without any storage battery at all.

I do not know about the economy. Would .it be
better to have the battery in conjunction with the
booster, for such work, or turn the generator into
a booster? We can use it either way, as required.
If we do not use it as a booster, we can run it as a
generator.
Mr. Hewitt: In the case referred to at Chester,

I do not think the battery would add to the economy.
The battery, as a potential regulator on the end of a
long line, becomes useful when the variations are so
great that in case of a sudden stopping of the cars the
potential would go so high as to do damage. For
instance, at Chestnut Hill, on our plant there, we at

times have the booster as high as 250 volts above the
usual 550 volts, making 800 volts in all. If the
cars should be stopped or blocked at any point, the
potential would go very high, and become danger-
ous and blow out the lights in the lamps and cause
damage to controllers, and other evil consequences
would be sure to follow. The battery prevents the
pressure going up in such cases. In the ease the
gentleman lias spoken of, where the potential does
not have to be boosted so high as to be dangerous,
and is only boosted at times of heavy load, when the
potential on the end of the line is within safe limits,

I do not think it would be economical to use a
battery. The local conditions of every case must be
considered in all such installations.

Mr. Mundy, Lowell: I desire to ask about the
application of the battery, particularly in suburban
work, such, for instance, as race-track travel, w^ith-

cut the use of the booster. If the battery were
mounted in cars, would it be practicable to run these
cars out in cases of special loads to the end of the
route, where you will have the load, and then, dur-
ing the race, or anything of that sort, charging the
battery from j'our line, and at- the instant of starting

the cars, pulling ofl at the same time the battery,

and discharging back into the line, to carry you
over the heavy peak? What do you think of such
an application? You could use that same battery, in

times of long waits of that kind, by having a side-
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track at the station, and run it in to act as an aux-

iliary at the station.

Mr. Hewitt: That is one of the variations of the

scheme used aliroad which is perfectly possiljle. It

is a matter, of course, on which an opinion could

hardly be given in an off-hand way such as this.

It would have to be considered entirely with a view

to the local conditions. The cost of the battery

would have to be considered against the cost of

putting up the necessary line work, and running

cars under these conditions, and the cost of main-

tainijig the batteries would have to be considered

as against the cost of running the cars in the other

way. It might in some cases prove valuable, and
it might in other cases prove very costly. I could

not give an off-hand opinion or estimate at the

present time.

Mr. Mundy: Which do you consider would be

the more economical? The use of the battery or the

use of the booster?
Mr. Hewitt: I am hardly prepared to give a

judgment in an off-hand way in a case like that.

H. H. Littell. Buffalo: This is the most important
guestion, as far as dollars and cents are concerned,

that has been brought before this meeting—the ques-

tion of saving money. The gentleman talks of a

saving of $33,000. It has been shown to us that we
can save $751,000 yearly in our operation by the use

of the storage battery, and I am almost led to be-

lieve that we can do it, but we have not made any
contracts yet. I believe we ought to hear from all

of the storage battery men. They have not asked
me to make this request, and I have not talked with

them on the subject. I believe we should give thm
an opportunity to say what they have to say. I ask
that unanimous consent be .given to the various rep-

resentatives of the storage batteries to state the

merits of their respective batteries.

President McCulloch put the question asking
unanimous consent to have the representatives of

the storage battery companies address the meeting:
hut as objection was raised by some of the members
that the time of the convention would not permit

this, the opposition prevailed.

Mr. Mundy: I ask the question if it is practicable

to construct these batteries so that you could handle
them on cars without drawing the liquid from the
cells?

H. H. Littell: That shows the necessity of hear-
ing from the battery men. The battery Mr. Hewitt
described does not go on the cars, and is not sup-
posed to be put on the cars.

Mr, Mundy: I mean with reference to what I

said a few minutes since, using it at the end of the

line. Could it be handled in a car of that kind, to

stand jolting, without spilling the cells?

C. P. Wilson, Sioux City, la. ; During the last

few years a number of the smaller plants through-
out the country, those which are operating a load
from 300 to 1,000 amperes, have mslalled direct-

connected units, a great many of them using com-
pound engines. As Mr. Hewitt stated, those en-

gines run at their highest efficiency only through a

small range of the lead. Now. in these smaller
plants these engines run at very light load the most
of the time. Mr. Hewitt spoke, briefly I thought,

of the application of storage batteries to stations for

load regulation. I would ask him if he can say
anything further on that point, and give some idea

of what saving coidd be effected in stations of the

size I have mentioned.
Mr. Hewitt: I spoke briefly on that subject be-

cause there has been so little done in that line. If

I had gone any furtlier, it would have been in the

line of argument only, and I wanted to keep as close

to the facts as possible. In the case at Easton, it re-

quired four engines to run their cars. At the pres-

ent time they run with three engines. That of itself

shows that these three engines will run more eco-
nomically than four m the previous case, the number
of cars remaining the same. The difference will be
between the economy of an engine running at ap-
proximately its maximum economy and an engine
running at a low economy. Just what the dift'erence

is at Easton, I do not know, because I was unable
to get the exact data; but it would probably be a
difference of 25 per cent, in the coal. If an engine
is running at a low economy, with five or six pounds
of coal, at a low average load, and you increase the
load to its maximum economy, you can probably
reduce the coal per horse power hour output down
to 20 or 25 per cent.; but, in addition to that, you
must deduct the loss in the battery itself, so that the
net saving would possibly be 20 per cent, or there-
abouts. I do not wish to quote that as an authority,
because I have not the facts.

Mr. Harrington: I would inquire if there is any
person present who has had experience in the ques-
tion which has been raised, as to the matter of per-
centage of efficiency between running with or with-
out the storage battery. It has been raised in our
particular case, and just that one question is the
hinging point, I think, more than anything else,

to decide the question with us—just what saving
would be effected, what the percentage would be.
Mr. Hewitt thinks it would be about 20 per cent. If
any of the Easton people are here, they would prob-
ably know.
W. C. Ely, Niagara Falls: I agree with Mr. Littell

that this is probably the most important question
coming before us, as it means, if successful, the sav-
ing of thousands of dollars. We are taking power
for the Buffalo and Niagara Falls railway, and the
other street railways of Buffalo as well, from these

large generating companies, the Niagara Falls
Power company and the Niagara Falls Hydraulic
Power and Manufacturing company. They gener-
ate the power and sell it to the street lailway com-
panies at so much per electrical horse power per
annum. You will see at a glance that the street
railway company has to pay for that power, whether
it is used or not, and for eight hours -^f the day, on
an average, but a small quantity of the power will

be used, and for a certain number of hours, on our
line particularly, for four or five hours, no power
whatever is being used; but we are paying all the
time the fixed ratio for the entire amount of power.
If the accumulator could be used to store the cur-
rent, and we could use it at times when we might
not take it from the power companies direct, it would
be a saving to our companies of thousands of dol-
lars per annum. In Mr. Littell's case it would be
a great saving. His company is taking 1,000 horse
power daily per annum from this transmission line,

and they are going to take more. Mr. Hewitt, in

your judgment, as the result of your investigation,

has the state of the art advanced to that degree that

storage batteries or accumulators may now be safely,

practicably and] economically installed to meet
such ca.ses?

Mr. Hewitt: Yes, sir; I think the batteries can
undoubtedly be installed in such cases, with econ-
omy. It is merely a question of size. If you install

a battery powerful enough to do the work it will do
it well and reliably. The trouble in most cases has
been an overrating of the batteries. The batteries

are expensive, and in most cases the railroad com-
panies have been afraid to buy a battery large enough
to do the work well. If you buy a battery which
is too small, it will go to pieces. If you pay enough
money to get one that will last you for years, it will

do the work well, and will be a valuable auxiliary.

Whether it will be a saving to any considerable ex-

tent in this particular case, I could not say off-hand.

It could be figured out and possibly effect a con-
siderable saving. From what you have said, I can
see that if you are paying for a 24 hour day, and you
could accumulate a certain amount of powder in ah
accumulator, you might reduce the amount of power
which you are paying for; in other words, it you are

paving for a thousand horse power hours you might
reduce it at the end of your present contract to a

lower amount, and use your power then the whole
24 hours. That is a possibility; whether it

would save you money, I would not wish to say off-

hand. It would have to be considered; the expense
of the battery, maintenance and such things would
have to be figured out. As far as the physical possi-

bilities go, it is perfectly feasible.

D. B. Dyer of Augusta. Ga., offered a resolution

of thanks to Mr. Hewitt for his able paper. Mr.
Dyer's motion was carried. President McCulloch
thanking Mr. Hewitt for his answers to members'
questions.

Application of Electricity to Railroads
Now Operated by Steam Power.'

Bv H. N. Heft.

Part I.

The New York. New Haven and Hartford Rail-

road company owns and controls about 2,Soo miles

of main line railroad track in New York, Massachu-
setts, Rhode Island and Connecticut, of which about
16 miles are operated by electricity on the third-

rail system and 14 miles on the overhead trolley

system. The company also owns the entire capital

stock, of the Stamford Street Railroad company and
the Meriden Electric Railroad company, the former
operating about 10% miles of track and the latter

about 17% miles on the overhead electric system.

It is through my official connection with the Meri-
den company that I am permitted to be present at

the meeting of the American Street Railway asso-

ciation—a •privilege which I thoroughly appreciate.

Electric railroading on a large scale is but the

development of street railway experience, and if the

future brings success in the effoits now being made
to use electricity for heavy work, it will be due,

largely, to the courage and enterprise of those who
have "blazed the path of progress" and forced the
fighting by entering into competition with an industry

which believed itself, 10 years ago, absolutely se-

cure in its position.

There is little for me to tell you of novelty in the

work done bv the New Haven company in Meriden
and Stamford. These are ordinary street railway
systems, fairlv well equipped, and we try to operate
them to serve the public properly. Believing, as we
do, that a good track is the foundation of a good
system, we have thoroughly reconstructed the track
in both cities with heavy rails. In doing so, we
have paid the most careful attention to the matter
of return circuit, bonding the rails so thoroughly
as to make them the path of smallest resistance

back to the station. We have thus avoided, to a
very large extent, trouble with electrolysis. Noth-
ing is more certain to my mind than that careless-

ness about making a track return circuit is a most
serious mistake, and that carelessness about testing

and maintaining joint conneetions is another. I

would rather spend a thousand dollars or more in

providing ample carrying capacity of rail bonds
than to put the same amount of money into the

I. Read before the American Street Railway association at
Niagara Falls, October 21, 1897.

overhead circuit, if, by doing the latter, I should
neglect the former.
About three years ago, the New Haven company

found that various electric railw;iys in its territory
were gradually extending their operations into the
field of interurban work, and that the company's
passenger earnings were suffering accordingly. It

was at once seen that by no ordinary methods of
changing schedules or increasing speeds could this
lost traffic be won back again, and, with characltr-
istic knowledge and courage. President Clark and
the New Haven directors determined to "steal the
thunder" of its new competitors, and commenced
a series of elaborate experiments in heavy electric

railroading. It must be confessed that this decision
was reached only after some misgivings. To the
average railroad man, street railways have, until

recently, seemed a pretty sort of toy, fit for appren-
tices in the art of transportation. Latterly, how-
ever, he has waked up to the fact "the tail will wag
the dog" unless some radical action is taken, par-
ticularly in suburban and short-distance work, and,
in the eastern sections of the country anyway, rail-

road men have become modest enough to be willing
to look with respect upon the great work which
has been accomplished in street railroading.
The first line to be equipped by the New Haven

company was a purely summer road, operated for

about four months in the year only, through a
narrow peninsula running out from the mainland
on the Massachusetts coast from Nantasket Junc-
tion to Pemberton, a distance of about seven miles
of double track. This line was chosen partly be-
cause the main-line operation would not be inter-

fered with in case of trouble with the electric trains,

and partly because of the existing heavy summer
traffic which would put the new apparatus and the
feasibility of the entire system to a severe test. An
overhead trolley line was built, with center pole
construction, and everything made very strong and
more substantial than was at that time found in

any street railw^ay work to our knowledge. At the

time of construction of this overhead line, there

were no suitable movable switches in the market,
and we had to remodel and have built especially

for our purpose those which we finally adopted.
One feature perhaps worthy of note is the connec-
tion of the overhead switch with the track switch
in such a way that both are controlled by a single

lever at the switch stand.

The line was operated for the first summer with
excellent success, and, all fear of trouble having
disappeared, an extension of 3.6 miles was made on
the main line of the company's Plymouth division,

from Nantasket Junction to East Weymouth, this

section being operated by the third-rail system.
In December, i8g6, we commenced work on a

new line running from Berlin, Conn., through New
Britain to Hartford, a distance of 12.3 miles, three

of which, from Berlin to New Britain, is a double
track, and the remainder, from New Britain to

Hartford, a single track. A power station was built

at Berlin, one end of this line, partly because of a

desire to test transmission of power to a consid-
erable distance, and partly because Berlin is the
center of several radiating lines which may event-
ually be put into operation by electricity.

The physical characteristics of both these lines

have been so carefully and accurately described in

technical papers that I shall only refer to them
more or less incidentally in the following, confining
my remarks chiefly to the results which we have
found, and the conclusions which we have reached
in our own minds as to the best methods of apply-
ing electricity in heavy railroad work.

Train Service and Traffic.

We have learned very thoroughly, in our street

railway experience, the lesson of the importance to

any transportation agency, working in a thickly
populated territory, of uniform fares and a frequent
and regular train service—of a train service which
requires no printed schedule to enable people to

know when cars may be found in waiting. The
time has come when every progressive railroad man-
ager must recognize that new conditions and " the
new character of competition require a complete
change of operating methods.
On its Nantasket Beach line, the New Haven

company gave, during the last summer, a regular
half-hour service from 6:30 in the morning until

11:30 at night. When unusually heavy boatloads
arrived at Pemberton from Boston, trains were run
in as many sections as were found necessary to

take care of the people, but still the half-hour sched-
ule was not departed from on ordinary days. On
Sundays and holidays, when boats arrived at Pem-
berton every 15 minutes during the greater part of
the day, express trains between Pemberton and
Nantasket were sandwiched in between accommo-
dation trains in such a way as to give a 15-minute
schedule of alternate express and accommodation
trains. The time-table this summer reciuired ;is

regular trains daily, each way, between East Wey-
mouth and Pemberton. During July and Au.gust
the traffic increased to such an extent as to require
six motor cars in constant week-day service, and
on Sundays and holidays II motor cars have fre-

quently been called for.

The fares charged on the Nantasket Beach line

before the advent of electricity were 10 cents from
Pemberton to Nantasket and 18 cents from Nan-
tasket to East Weymouth, a total of 28 cents from
Pemberton to East Weymouth. With electric trac-
tion they have been placed at a uniform rate of five
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cents from P«mberton to Nantasket and five cents

from Nantasket to East Weymouth, a total of 10

cents from Pemberton to East Weymouth. Under
these new conditions, the traffic has increased enor-

mously on this line; the summer of 1895, the first

of electrical operation, showing an increase of 92.6

per cent, over the previous summer in the number
of passengers carried; the summer of 1896 showing

45. 1 per cent, increase over 1895; while in the sum-
mer just passed we have carried nearly three times

as many passengers as in the last year of steam
operation.

The operation of the line from New Britain to

Hartford was commenced in May last, with a reg-

ular half-hour train schedule from six in the morn-
ing to 11:30 at night, and with a uniform fare of

10 cents each way. instead of 23 cents, the former
charge. The electric line carries through passen-

gers only between Hartford and New Britain, the

passengers for the five way stations being carried

by the regular steam trains running on a parallel

track. For ordinary evcry-day service, a single open
motor car was used during the past summer, while

for extra loads, light double-truck trail cars, seat-

ing 70 people, were attached. On rainy days a

standard closed passenger coach was hauled by the

open motor car. On holidays and Sundays the

cars pulled two trailers, the entire train seating

nearly 250 passengers. About the middle of August
steam service on the Berlin-New Britain branch
was discontinued, and traffic has since been handled
entirely by electricity. Sixteen trains each way per

day are run, connecting with steam trains.

Under the conditions named on the Hartford-

New Britain line we have carried, during the three

summer months, 400 per cent, more passengers

than we carried through the corresponding months
of last year.

Speed, Acceleration and Schedules.

I do not suppose that any but a trained railroad

man can understand the impossibility of operating
trains and maintaining schedules by steam loco-

motives in the way that has been done by electricity

at Nantasket Beach this summer. There are a great

many curves on the line, and several grades. There
are no excessively sharp curvatures or steep grades,

and it is not here that the trouble has come. The
difficulty is found in the fact that there are no less

than 17 stations on a line only 10.6 miles in length,

or an average distance between stations of but about
six-tenths of a mile. To make a run of 10 miles with
16 stops in 26 minutes; to be obliged to do this in

order to connect with boats arriving at regular half-

hour intervals, and to keep out of the way of frequent

regular steam trains on the main line of the Ply-

mouth division; to allow but four minutes at each
end for unloading, switching (including running
around trail car), and loading; and to do this day
in and day out, in regular service, through an en-

tire summer—^these are things which cannot pos-

sibly be accomplished by steam locomotives.

Now the reason why electricity can do this and
sleam cannot is found in the tremendous accelerat-

ing power of properly designed electric motors,
with rotary motion, as compared with reciprocal

motion of steam locomotives. A 60 ton train, in

running from Windermere to AUerton, a distance

of only 1.800 feet, reaches a maximum speed of 31

miles per hour, while in the longer run from Power
Station to Nantasket Junction, a distance still of

but 5,808 feet, a maximum speed of 39 miles is

reached. The entire distance is covered, in reg-

ular service, at an average speed of 24.6 miles per
hour, including stops.

Between Hartford and New Britain the 9.3 miles

distance is covered regularly by motor cars with

the two trailers in from 18 to 20 minutes, an average
speed of from 28 to 30 miles per hour, while, with

a special high-geared motor a maximum speed of

over 60 miles has been made, the entire distance of

9.3 miles being covered in 10 minutes. On this line

a 52-ton train often reaches a maximum speed of

50 miles per hour. The current is cut off at 29
grade crossings when single-car trains are run.

It is worthy of note in this ccnnection that the

line between New Britain and Hartford is in direct

competition with a trolley line between the same
points but following a more circuitous route. The
schedule time of trolley cars is 55 minutes, as against

our timef of less than 20 minutes, and the rate of

fare is 15 cents (including a transfer given for use

on the steam railways of either city), as against ours

of 10 cents for the straight run between the two
cities only. The ownership of right-of-way has a

very important influence upon speed and competi-
tive conditions under circumstances like these.

Cars and Equipment.

The type of car selected for any good transporta-

tion service has a direct bearing upon the develop-
ment of traffic and maximum gross receipts. It

has been difficult for steam railroads to depart far

from the long established custom of closed passen-
ger coaches of the present standard type, and to

adopt open cars, on account of tihe disagreeable
effect on passengers of the smoke and gases from
engines. This has naturally thrown a great deal

of traffic to competing street railway lines running
open cars in summer, on account of the much
greater pleasure in riding.

With electric operation, open cars in heavy rail-

road practice are possible, even at considerable
speed, particularly if the front of the car is closed in

with glass, and both at Nantasket Beach and on
the Hartford-Berlin line we have used heavy open
cars with great success.

The motor car which we have so far used we
do not consider, by any means, the final type, and
even now we have in mind plans of combination
cars which we believe will be, on the whole, well

adapted for railroad work. The present motor
car is very heavily built, with floors of a height

equal to that of our standard passenger coaches.

It contains 16 cross seats, capable of seating 96
passengers, and the entrance is from either side,

with three steps. Each car has two heavy railroad

trucks, one of which is equipped with two 125

horse power motors. The total weight of the mo-
tor car is 32 tons, and the trailer car of the same
type weighs 25 tons. The motors which we have
used up to date have been of a type common in

heavy elevated railway work. These motors have
often been in service for several consecutive days,

making 324 miles each day, without apparent in-

jury. We found the motors we are using already

in the market when we commenced our experiments,

and until recently no attempt has been made by us

to specify changes. Under these circumstances

great credit is due the manufacturers for their ef-

forts to meet the difficulties encountered. The ex-

perience gained with these motors has served as

a basis for building larger and heavier types, better

adapted for the severe work which they will be called

upon to fulfill to meet our requirements. An im-
portant point which we shall specify in new motors
is that they shall have the most perfect ventilation

possible. The efforts of manufacturers have been

hitherto directed toward completely encasing the

motors, so as to make them waterproof, but in

doing this ventilation has been sacrificed.

We have found it beneficial to blow out our mo-
tors several times during- the day by means of a

blast of air from a hose-pipe connected to our air-

brake reservoir, but this is, at best, but a make-
shift.

It is very difficult to dispose of all the necessary

cables, wires, brake rods and chains, air-brake cyl-

inders and apparatus, switches and other car-control-

ling mechanism in the limited space beneath the car

floor, as may be readily imagined by those familiar

with street railway work. As a consequence, there

has always been more or less controversy between
those responsible for the placing of the different

portions of the equipment, as to who shall have the

first right to a given space, perhaps hardly half

a dozen square inches in section. There is also

more or less trouble with abraded wires, short-

circuited shoe hangers, etc, and for our future work
we are making an effort to simplify this mass of

equipment mechanism by putting some of it, par-

ticularly the wires and cables, in a space between
the true floor of the car and a false floor several

inches below, specially provided for the purpose.

For operating heavy trains of this character,

where currents of from 500 to 1,000 amperes are

sometimes used, the controlling apparatus must be
massive and strong in every part, and the greatest

care must be taken to prevent arcing. We have
had no trouble with controlling apparatus on our
regular equipments, and we consider .this branch
of the apparatus well perfected.

The danger to station and car apparatus from
lightning discharges, which is so important a fac-

tor in street railroading where the overhead system
is employed, is avoided in third-rail work, since

the third rail is so close to the ground that

it is practically a lightning arrester itself through-
out its whole length.

The problem of braking, which is so important
a one in street railroading, is found more so with
us. since the train weights and speed are enor-
mously greater. The regular Westinghouse air-

brake system, with engineer's valve, is used on our
electric trains, but instead of steam air compressors
we have an electric motor compressor, controlled

by an automatic regulator, which has given excel-

lent satisfaction.

Our experience with trolleys on the overhead line

at Nantasket Beach, originally put in two years ago,

has not been satisfactory. We find it quite impos-
sible to prevent the destruction of trolley wheels

bv almost continued arcing when attempting to

take from the wire the heavy current required in

starting and during acceleration, as well as the

smaller currents taken at the maximum speed.

There has been a good deal of trouble, moreover,
in keeping the trolleys on the wire in making speed
and taking curves, and many trolley poles have been
broken. The trolley difficulties have not interfered

with the continuous operation of our line, but the
cost of replacing wheels and poles has been rather
large.

These difficulties have had an important influence

in causing us to reach a decision in favor of the

third rail. The contact shoes which take the cur-

rent from the rail to the motor circuit have given,

on the whole, good satisfaction, although they are

occasionally carried away by the approach blocks
at grade crossings, when these blocks happen to

be slightly misplaced so that the shoe strikes them
at the wrong angle. The contact shoes are sus-
pended by cast-iron links, which are intended to

be weak enough to allow the shoe to break away
easily without doing damage to the framework of

the car. The trail cars are also equipped with shoes
and connected with the circuits on the motor car

by means of flexible couplings, and it is possible,
therefore, when the cars are run in train, to bridge
the longest gaps found at grade crossings and
switches, so that it is not necessary to turn the cur-
rent off on approaching these. This arrangement
makes our trail cars independent of the motor car
for heating and lightmg.
The Nantasket cars have two trolley poles as

well as contact shoes, and the changing from trolley
to third rail simply means the pulling down of the
pole and the closing of the third-rail switch.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, November i.—The daily and technical
press is devoting much attention to Mr. Edison's plan
for extracting the metallic oxide from iron ore of
suitable character by using the principle of mag-
netic attraction. The idea is not a new one, and
the inventor has been working on it for years, but
it is only now that the plant is considered to have
reached a stage of development suitable for pub-
licity. A great establishment has been built at
Edison, N. J., and it is said that the company work-
ing the mines has 16,000 acres of land under its con-
trol. In outline, the plan is to crush the ore and
to subject it to the action of a series of electro-
magnets of varying strength. By this means the
particles containing any considerable proportion of
metallic iron are separated from the residue, which
is called "sand." The separate ore or "concentrate,"
about one-fourth of the crude ore treated, is molded
into briquettes and shipped to the blast furnaces to be
reduced to pig-iron. The economy of the plan is

twofold—in increasing the output of the blast fur-
naces from 35 to 50 per cent, and in reducing very
greatly the freight charges for hauling the ore from
mine to furnace, as one ton of "concentrate" yields
as much iron as four tons of crude ore. Against
this, of course, is the cost of working the concen-
trating works at the mine's mouth, but where the
work is done on a large scale and by the use of a
number of labor-saving devices invented by Mr.
Edison, it is said that the whole operation shows a
satisfactory profit. Of course the geographical lo-

cation of mines and furnaces cuts a great figure in

the calculation, and then, too, some additional reve-
nue is expected from the sale of the "sand" as a by-
product. The details of the construction and opera-
tion of the great magnets have not been given out.
This is perhaps natural enough at the present
juncture. One writer gives this account: "From
the stockhouse the ore goes to the magnet tower, on
the inner side of which are ranged a series of mag-
nets 12 inches wide and six feet long. The upper
ones are the weakest, the middle somewhat stronger
and the lowest the most powerfully energized by the
current influencing them. The ore is dropped in

from the top of the tower. As it falls the metallic
particles are deflected by the magnets and turned
to one side, while the 'tailings,' in the form of
sand, fall to the bottom of the tower, where they
are removed to the sandhouse. To every ton of
ore there are three .tons of sand. The sand receives
special treatment, according to the purpose for
which it is intended—building, cement or lime
work, foundries, locomotive and electric car sand-
boxes, sand blasting, etc. That for which no present
use can be found is thrown out on the sand heap,
which bids fair soon to need a small county to it-

self. The 'concentrates' are subjected to a second
and then a third series of magnets, which give them
the finishing separation. They are passed into a
stockhouse, and are ready for mixing with the bind-
ing material, which gives cohesion and other neces-
sary qualities to the briquette. Mr. Edison made
several thousand experiments before he discovered
a suitable medium for this purpose." As has been
stated, the economy of operation lies largely in the
automatic devices planned by the great inventor.
Conveyors, for instance, are seen in various forms
all over the Edison works. They are an impor-
tant part of the general scheme of economy of
labor, which is carried out rigidly. In fact, it is

said that from the moment the rock is mined to its

shipment as a finished product not a hand touches
it, every part of the process being automatic.
The body of Miles H. Landon of this city was

found on Friday near the ferry slip at St. George,
Staten Island. The last seen of the unfortunate
gentleman was on October 21st, when he left his

office to go on a business errand to Staten Island,
and preparations to endeavor to locate his where-
abouts had been begun when the news was received
of the finding of his remains. Mr. Landon was
well known in electrical circles. He was formerly
cashier for the Weston Electrical Instrument com-
pany in its office at New York. He was a cousin
of M. D. Landon, "Eli Perkins." He was one of

the prominent members of Kismet Shrine of Brook-
lyn, in which a number of electrical people are
members. His death will be a great shock to his

friends in the East, as well as in Chicago and vi-

cinity, where he was well known. M. S.

Northwestern Notations.

Minneapolis, November 2.—The St. Paul Assem-
bly has followed in the footsteps of the Board of

Aldermen, by adopting, at its last meeting, a reso-

lution calling for a thorough investigation into the

status of the street electric railway company. The
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council and the rapid transit company are having

much difficulty in Retting at an understanding.

The fire commissioners of St. Paul awarded the

contract for a new fire-alarm system to the Game-
well Fire Alarm and Telegraph company. The new
equipment, which is known as the manual system,

will cost $Q.Q40.2S. A central office with 30 cir-

cuits is called for in the specifications. The con-

tract was awarded after Assistant Electrical In-

spector Varnum and Superintendent Carey had in-

spected the United States company's system at

Columbus, Ohio, and the Gamewell system in op-

eration at Detroit, Mich.
A party of engineers has been making a prelimi-

nary survey for an electric line connecting Minne-
apolis with Lake Minnetonka. The scheme is a

feasible one, and prominent citizens are behind it.

An electric line alreadv runs to St. Louis Park, and
the new line would probably extend from there to

the popular summer resort. It is understood that

work on this improvement will be pushed in the

spring.

A new scheme is about to be inaugurated on the

popular interurban electric line which will commend
itself highly to business men and university stu-

dents who live in St. Paul. It is proposed to run
fast "special" cars, which will make the distance be-

tween the two cities in 30 minutes, instead of 50, as

at present. An experiment was made by changing
the form of the motors slightly and adding a new
brake on car No. 61S, and it was found that a mile

in one minute and 31 seconds could be made, in-

cluding five stops. To run the "specials" various
sidetracks will have to be built for the regular cars,

and only five stops will be made in the outlying
portions of both towns. The right-of-\vay for the

additional tracks has been secured in Minneapolis
and will be in St. Paul when the trouble with the
council in that city is settled.

The Minneapolis council has decided the lighting

question. The bid of the General Electric company
of this city was accepted. It provides for 650 lights

on a moonlight schedule at $ioc per year, and 150
on all-night schedule at $118 per year Two thou-
sand gasoline lights and an indefinite amount of

gas lamps will also be used to illuminate the city.

The committee reported that the city of Minneapolis
gets its light considerably_cheaper than other cities.

Morgan Brooks, president and general manager
of the Electric Engineering company, has gone to

New York and Boston to spend a month attending
to business matters.

The Gladstone Electric Lighting and Power com-
pany has petitioned the District Court for a dissolu-

tion of the corporation. It is represented that all

claims have been paid in full. Judge Johnson has
set December nth as the last day in which claims,

if such there be, may be filed against the company.
Burger Bros, have been granted a franchise for

electric lighting at Pine City, Minn. They will do
business as the Pine City Electric Light and Water
company. The equipment has been ordered and
will include machinery for 600 incandescent and
100 arc lights.

People of Lakeside, a suburb of Duluth, Minn.,
have a vigorous complaint to make on the street-

car service they get. It is infrequent and inade-
quate, and they propose to have the council compel
a better service. The council started to do so once
before, but on promises of the street railway com-
pany refrained. This time promises "don't go."
A collision occurred on the Citizens' Traction

company's line in Oshkosh, Wis., in which the

vestibules of both cars were smashed, and two pas-
sengers slightly injured. One car was waiting for

the other to stop on a switch to pass, but the second
car was running at such a rate of speed that it went
through the switch and into the waiting car.

Daniel Haynes of Troy, O., will engage in the
electrical business in Bedford, la., with C. Wiley.
The council of Neenah, Wis., has come to terms

with the Fox River Valley Railway company, and a
franchise has been agreed upon. The mayor of
Menasha served an injunction on this company to
prevent it from using wooden poles in that place,
and called a special meeting of the council to com-
pel the use of iron poles. The council, however,
voted to permit the use of wooden poles.

S. L. Doying and E. J. Letford contemplate es-
tablishing an electric light plant in Osakis, Minn.
They will canvass the town, and if enough support
can be pledged, will put it in.

City Electrician Joslyn of Tacoma, Wash., has
been dropped, in the interest of economy, and in
his place comes E. Bachelet as foreman of lines,

being promoted from lineman. As the office is

under civil service rules it will be abolished, and
the new office formed.
Steps are being taken at Cloquet, Minn., to secure

electric street lighting from the Northern Lumber
company's new plant.

W. I. Gray of Minneapolis predicts that most
of the towns of North Dakota will be lighted by
electricity soon.
W. H. Clement has retired from the Polar Star

Electric company of Faribault, Minn., and is suc-
ceeded by H. O. Clement.
W. D. Evans has resigned as engineer and cus-

todian of the city electric light plant at Le Sueur,
Minn.
The street-car controversy in Oshkosh, Wis., has

come to an end at last by the Citizens' Traction

company absorbing the horse-car line, and the lat-

ter has ceased operating. The purchase price was
$37,000. The electric company is pushing work on
a line on Ninth street.

A plan for the consolidation of the electric rail-

way companies at Green Bay, Wis., and the electric

companies is being considered.
The Board of Public Lands and Buildings of Ne-

braska contemplates putting in an electric lighting
system to furnish light for the five state buildings
at Lincoln—the state capitol, asylum, university,
penitentiary and Home for the Friendless.
The City Council of Grand Forks, N. D-, has

instructed the city engineer to prepare plans and
specifications for a municipal electric lighting plant.

The estimated cost is $13,324.
Arthur E. Appleyard, secretary and treasurer of

the Chippewa Valley Electric Railway company, an-
nounces that the line for the interurban to Chip-
pewa Falls from Eau Claire, Wis., is a sure go.
It is proposed to plow and scrape and set the poles
before frost strikes into the ground, and if this can be
done, to continue construction through the winter.
In arty event, the line is expected to be in operation
by May 1st.

L. G. Van Ness of Lodi, Wis., has applied for a
franchise for electric lighting in Dodgeville, Wis.
Even Aspnes of Granite Falls, Minn., contem-

plates establishing an electric light plant at Madison,
Minn.

Electric light business in Sauk Center, Minn., is

booming, and many orders for lighting private resi-

dences are coming in. Additional dynamos will be
put into the plant.

The Windom, Minn., electric light plant is fur-

nishing light to the limit of its capacity. The system
is more than self-sustaining, but a new engine,
boiler and dynamo are needed to meet the demands.
The receipts are said to be $400 per month and the
expenses $180.

Mr. Hodges of Kent, Wash., contemplates put-
ting an electric light plant in at Ritzville, Wash.

C. G. Keebler has sold his interest in the Fair-

mont, Minn., electric light plant to B. E. St. John,
his partner, and the latter now controls the plant.

A resolution has been introduced in the council
at Sioux City, la., looking to municipal ownership
of the street railway systems.

It is announced that Philadelphia capitalists have
bought $260,000 bonds of the proposed electric line

to run between Oshkosh and Berlin, Wis., and the
funds will be used in the constructing and equipping
of 22 miles between those cities. Construction is

to be begun as soon as the funds are paid over.

The electric light plant in Moorhead. Minn., is

not meeting with a smooth path in its progress.

The council has made war on certain saloonkeepers
who were getting lower rates, and one has put in

a private plant. Another is securing gas from
Fargo, N. D., instead of using electric light.

C.

a few days, and thence Capt. Sheridan was to take
his party home, possibly by a route through St.

Louis.

PERSONAL.
T. T. Mosher of the Furniture City Electric com-

pany,- Grand Rapids, Mich., visited Chicago last

week-.

D. Brunner Heilman. superintendent and electri-

cian of the Standard Electric company of Reading,
Pa., was a recent Chicago visitor.

Geo. F. Porter of New York, who is manager for

W. R. Brixey, manufacturer of Day's Kerite, as

well as secretarv of the National Electric Light
association, was in Chicago during the week.

Announcement is made that Nelson W. Perry, for

several years editor of Electricity of New York,
has retired from that journal to accept a position

with Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co. and the

Westinghouse Machine company. Although by
education and exoerience an engineer of approved
capacity, Mr. Perry is likewise so well adapted for

technical journalism that his retirement will occa-
sion sincere regret. He re-enters the field of active

engineering work, however, with the best wishes of

the friends he has made by his journalistic labors.

His new business address will be 604 Havemeyer
building. New York.

On the afternoon of October 29th a jolly party

of prominent gentlemen passed through Pittsburg

en route to Omaha, as the guests of Capt. John
Sheridan, government -director of the Union Pa-
cific railroad, vice-president of the Mt. Savage
Fire Brick company and president of the New York
Mining company. Capt. Sheridan had been ten-

dered the private car Delaware, starting over the Bal-

timore and Ohio railcoad from Baltimore, Md., and
had invited as his guests to Omaha Col. J. A. Rob-
inson, a prominent capitalist of West Virginia; Supt.

A. E. Hutchins of the Barton and George's Creek
Valley Coal company, Frostburg, Md.

; J. B. Oder,

editor and Dublisher of the Mining Journal, Frost-

burg, Md., and General Agent V. L. P. Shriver of

the Mt. Savage Fire Brick company's Pittsburg

office. Capt. Sheridan, who is a prince of enter-

tainers, as well as one of Maryland's keenest and
most prominent citizens, being due in Omaha on
Union Pacific business the morning of November
1st, took the opportunity of entertaining the gen-

tlemen named by having them with him on his trip.

The car Delaware was to have remained at Omaha

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The Treasury Department is inviting sealed pro-

posals until November 30th for installing an electric
light and power plant for the postoffice building
at Washington, D. C. Proposals will be deceived
as follows: First, for tubing and wiring the build-
ing; second, for dynamos and engines; third, for
the plant complete. Prospective bidders can ob-
tain full specifications upon application to the chief
clerk. Treasury Department, Washington, D. C.

United States Consul Childs has informed the
State Department that an electric light plant has
been established in Ch'ang Sha, capital of the most
exclusive and hostile province in China, where, a
few years since, the people refused to allow tele-

graph poles to be erected. A native company has
been organized to light the city with electricity,

and it will only be a short time before it_ will be
under way, as most of the capital has been sub-
scribed. The consul states that the public build-
ings will be electrically lighted and that prejudice
is giving way to the modern invention.

At the special term of the Supreme Court held
in Buffalo on Monday, November ist. Justice Titus
appointed John F. Moffet of Watertown as tempo-
rary receiver of the Medina, N. Y., gas and elec-

tric company's plant. The appointment was made
at the request of Attorney Edward Jellinek. The
Holland Trust company has begun an action to
foreclose a mortgage given by the Medina corpo-
ration to secure an issue of bonds in the sum of

$75,000. It was this company that Attorney Jelli-

nek represented. He stated that under the mort-
gage the application could be made without notice,

consequently the application for the appointment
was not opposed. He also said that the company
had had a contract to light the village of Medina,
but that the contract had been abrogated by the
village. In addition to this the village trustees "had
ordered , the gas company to remove all its wiresj

poles, conduits, etc., from the streets, but that the
company did not want to do this. There was no
income from the plant and ho funds in the treas-

ury, therefore he desired the appointment of a
receiver to restrain the village from acting; also to

pay the taxes on the property, as it was going to

ruin, and a sale of the plant for taxes had Ijeen

threatened. The receiver is the largest bondholder.

TELEPHONE.
The Missouri Telephone Manufacturing company

took this week what is said to be the largest telephone
order ever placed in St. Louis. It was for 500

telephones, to be placed in the new independent
telephone exchange now in course of construction

at Ottumwa. la.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The next annual meeting of the American Elec-

tro-therapeutic association will be held in Buffalo

on September 13th, 14th and :5th of next year.

Dr. Charles R. Dickson of Toronto, Ont., is the

president of the association, and Dr. John Gerin of

Auburn, N. Y., is the secretary.

In a little more than half a year the value of the

exports of electrical apparatus from the United
States has amounted to more than $2,000,000, which
represents an increase of about $500,000 over the

figures for the corresponding period of last year.

This increase, while noteworthy, is likely to be
small in comparison with the increase which will be

seen before another year has elapsed, as the foreign

demand for American electrical supplies is appa-

rently growing stronger.

Work has been commenced at Niagara Falls on
the new factory of the National Electrolytic com-
pany, which is to be located on the property of

the Niagara Falls Hydraulic Power and Manufac-
turing company. John Sandstrum has the contract.

The main building will be of brick, 40 by 85 feet,

and 2% stories high. The company will make
chlorate of potash.

Assistant Secretary Howell has instructed cus-

toms officials that in the opinion of the Treasury
Department the duty of go cents a hundred on elec-

tric light carbons should be based upon the length

of the carbons as used in the lights. In order to

avoid paying this rate of duty importers had the

carbons shipped to them in pieces of sufficient

length to make three for commercial use. and in-

sisted that the long pieces should be admitted at

the rate fixed by the tariff law. The question was
presented to the department a few weeks ago by
Appraiser Wakeman of New York.

TRADE NEWS.
The Swarts Metal Refining company, Chicago,

has been kept exceptionally busy during the last

two months. As is well known, this concern_ is

always on the lookout for scrap copper, for which
it is willing to pay a good price. Street railway

and electric lighting companies, therefore, will find
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it to their advantage to communicate with the Swarts

company whenever they have on hand old copper

which they wish to sell for cash.

The Pittsburg Reduction company has reduced

its price for aluminum sheets, so that, consider-

ing the weight factor, it is claimed that aluminum

is a cheaper metal than brass.

The Automatic Switch company of 703 Equitable

building, Baltimore, makes a fine line of motor-

starting switches, elevator controllers and reversmg

switches. It sends a descriptive booklet on appli-

cation.

Recent inquiries from Japan and Mexico for K.

McLennan & Co.'s commutator compound, in

which the Western Electrician is mentioned, show

the far-reaching efifect of advertising a standard ar-

ticle in a well circulated medium.

Roth Bros. & Co., 30 Market street, Chicago,

the well-known manufactures of electrical machin-

ery, report a brisk trade. This firm has installed

a number of its new multipolar and bipolar ma-

chines, which have given the best of satisfaction.

The Simplex Electrical company, through H. R.

Hixson, the western selling agent, has recently se-

cured several good contracts in Chicago, includiog

the insulated cables for the electrical equipment of

the South Side elevated railroad, underground

lead-covered cables for the city of Chicago and

the South Park commissioners.

The Hartley Electrical Works, 263 Randolph

street, Chicago, dealers in second-hand electrical

machinery, have in stock a number of excellent

bargains. It may pay those looking for good sec-

ond-hand electrical machinery to correspond with

the Hartley company. The company also does a

large business in electrical repairing.

Manager Otto Reiman of the Reliable Elec-

trical Supply company, Chicago, reports that during

the first month of his new business matters have

progressed most satisfactorily. The Reliable com-

pany has recently started its salesmen on the road

for a second trip, and it is the intention of Manager

Reiman to soon add another man to travel a. dif-

ferent section of the country. The Reliable com-

pany has recently footed up its business and, with

great satisfaction, found it beyond expectations.

A new plan of paying for instruction in elec-

trical engineering and the other subjects which

they teach by mail is announced by the Inter-

national Correspondence Schools, Scranton, Pa.

Students may enroll upon paying a small sum

in advance, the balance being payable in monthly

installments. The schools were established m
1891. They have been very successful in teaching

by mail, their students exceeding 25,000. Full

information regarding the schools and their elec-

trical coitrses is given in a pamphlet of 112 pages

which will be sent free.

Prof. William D. Marks of the American Elec-

tric Meter company of Philadelphia has brought

his meter to a high degree of perfection. During

a recent call of a representative of the Western

Electrician many commendatory letters from those

who have been making practical tests of the in-

strument during the past year were noted. Among
many points of merit claimed for this meter are

that it requires no knowledge of electricity to

erect; it shows the load passing out every instant;

it is hermetically sealed, and is calibrated ready

for immediate use; it will measure correctly with

uneven loads; it can also be calibrated with a watch

in six minutes; guarantees are given that it requires

no lubrication; it is -mechanically shielded, and it

is direct reading, having no multiplier. Probably

the strongest point claimed for it is that it does

not require one-thousandth of a horse power to

operate it, and it can be used for several years

without opening.

General Agent V. L. P. Shriver of the Mt. Sav-

age (.ikd.) Fire Brick company's Pittsburg office

passed through Chicago last week in the private

car Delaware on the Baltimore and Ohio railway, en

route to Omaha as the guest of Capt. J. Sheridan,

government director of the Union Pacific railroad.

Capt. Sheridan is also vice-president of the Mt.

Savage Fire Brick company. The Mt. Savage Fire

Brick company is one of the oldest concerns of its

kind in the country and has many friends in and
around Pittsburg and Chicago as well. Under the

management of Mr. Shriver its Pittsburg business

has increased rapidly. Mr. Shriver's office is at

6og Park building, Pittsburg, where he also repre-

sents the Fidelity company of Baltimore as general

agent. , ,

BUSINESS.

Johnson & Morton of Utica, N. Y., issue a blot-

ter with blank spaces for memoranda. The firm

does electrical repairing.

The successors to the Metropolitan Electric com-
pany of Chicago have on hand a large line of por-

celain white tubes, as well as clay tubes in all sizes,

which they are furnishing to the trade at "bargain

prices."

Everyone desires to keep informed on Yukon,
the Klondyke and Alaskan gold fields. Send 10

cents for large compendium of vast information

and big color map to Hamilton Publishing com-
pany, Indianapolis, Ind.

Recent publications describing automatic circuit

breakers for direct current circuits for potentials

not exceeding 750 volts and switches for circuits

not carrying over 600 volts may be had of the

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing company
of Pittsburg.

The city of Chicago has given the Boiler Expur-
gator company, Chicago, an order for a quantity of

Holm's "Tesoline" commutator compound to be

used in city plants. The company is placing large

quantities of this compound in some of the largest

plants in the country.

The Electric Appliance company reports that it

is rapidly reaping the benefits of-the complete dis-

tribution of its new issue of General Catalogue No.
12, and that it is resulting in a large increase in

the business and the opening of many new and
desirable accounts. The Electric Appliance com-
pany is certainly entitled to reap its reward, as the

catalogue issued is a very elaborate one and has

been published and distributed only at great ex-

pense. -

,

Geo. W. Patterson, general western agent for the

Medbery electric street railway material, and also

for the Gordon-Burnham Battery company, reports

the prospects of business as being excellent. Mr.
Patterson has recently gotten out a unique card

that should be of decided interest to every business

man. It is entitled "Periods When to Make
Money." From the way Mr. Patterson is now
hustling it would seem that he fully appreciates the

fact that now is the accepted time.

Considering all the difficulties in the way of mak-
ing a satisfactory light for the wheel, the Ohio
Electric Works are certainly to be congratulated
on their recent success in their four and three-cell

outfits. It is claimed that these lights cannot be
jolted out; that they throw a light 200 feet, and that

they will run four hours on a charge costing two
cents. One customer says: "Your three-cell light

is fine on a dark night; it throws a light 200 feet.

Everyone who has seen it says it is the coming light.

I cannot say too much in praise of it." This is the
way users of the Ohio electric bicycle lights are
talking. For a new catalogue, for 1898, now ready,
address Ohio Electric Works, Cleveland.

The Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Manufactur-
ing company is reporting not only a general in-
creasing trade for complete exchange and toll-line

apparatus and private plant equipment, but is hav-
ing a large demand for its "triplet" from old ex-
changes for re-equipping. This apparatus is es-
pecially adapted for re-equipping instruments, as it

comprises all parts of a telephone excepting the
magneto and blackboard, and it can be readily at-

tached to anv make of telephone, and it completely
changes the talking circuit.

The only train in the world on which the traveler

may perform the functions of social or business
life with as much ease as within the walls of a
private house is the Pennsylvania Limited, with its

barber shop and bath, stenographer and type-
writer, commercial and news reports fresh from the
wires; cosy boudoirs; palatable meals; enclosed
bed rooms, single and en suite; and the only ob-
servation car running to New York. Apply to
H. R. Dering, assistant general passenger agent,

248 South Clark street, Chicago, for particulars.

The Charles H. Besly company, Chicago,
dealer in general specialties for use in electric light

and street railway plants, etc., reports a marked
improvement in its business. The company has
received a number of orders from abroad for its

products. It is needless to say the specialties of

this company have a wide reputation. The Besly
company is at present having a large demand for

its brush copper for electrical purposes, which seems
to meet with favor. The company announces that

the August edition of its catalogue is just out and
will be mailed to anyone free of charge on request.

The Scott & Janney Electric and Maufacturing
company of 1707 and 1709 Filbert street, Phila-
delphia, feels proud of the awarding of the con-
tract to it for 10 motors to operate the ammunition
hoists to be used on the United States batSeship
Alabama now in course of construction by Wm.
Cramp & Sons of Philadelphia. This was an order
which attracted the attention of nearly all the man-
ufacturers of electric motors, and it is understood
that it was upon very close investigation into the
merits of the various apparatus that the order was
given as above stated. These motors will be of
the company's standard iron-clad type for direct
current.

The business formerly conducted by D. A. Kusel
and Jas. S. Cuming, under the firm name of the
D. A. Kusel Telephone Manufacturing company,
will in future operate as the Central Telephone and
Electric company, D. A. Kusel having sold
his interest and good will in the business to
R. T. Durrett, who will have charge of the finan-
cial department of the new company, while Mr.
Cuming will give his entire attention to the prac-
tical management of the business. All instruments
heretofore manufactured by the D. A. Kusel Tele-
phone Manufacturing company will be manufac-
tured by the Central company, though it will make
such improvements as experience has taught will
elevate the standard of excellence to the highest
point obtainable. All the books, accounts and corre-

. spondence of the old company are the property of
the new company. Therefore any reference to for-

mer correspondence will receive intelligent attention.
The company will soon issue a new catalogue
and price list, which, it is claimed, will be the most
complete of its character ever printed. In the
meantime the company will be glad to furnish re-

vised prices on any article in the telephone line.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

592.244. Electrical Power Transmission. Thomas

J. Fay, Brooklyn, N. Y. Application fijed Feb-

ruary 12, 1897.

The driven machine is placed within a hermetically

sealed casing. An electric motor has a rotary member
consisting merely of a body of iron located inside of the

casing and connecting with the machine to be driven, and

a stationary member upon which the electrical conductors

of the motor are wound located outside of the casing. An
unperforated wall of the casing is located between the

rotary and stationary members.

592.245, Electric Hair Drier. Heinrich Futterer,

Dusseldorf. Germany. Application filed April 13,

1897-

Insulated wire, electrically heated, is used on a sliding

comb-plate held by a frame.

592,249. Face Plate for Flush Switches. Gerald W.
Hart, Hartford, Conn. Application filed No-
vember 5, 1896.

The patent covers the details of making a face-plate with

a recessed portion to receive the push-button.

592259. Electrical Equipment for Vehicles. Sid-
'

ney H. Short, Cleveland, Ohio. Application

filed August 27, 1896.

The combination with a movable vehicle, of translating

devices carried thereby, a carbon in electrical connection

Issued October 26, i8gy.

with one of the terminals of the translating device, a me-
tallic oxidizable material in electrical connection with the
other terminal of the translating device, an aqueous elec-
trolyte maintained in an unheated condition in which the
carbon and metallic material are immersed or partially
immersed, a pump carried by the vehicle and arranged to

deliver oxygen to the electrolyte through the metallic
material, and means actuated by the movement of the
vehicle for operating the pump.

592,269. Electric Vibrating Bell. Henry F. Al-
bright, Elizabeth, N. J. Application filed July
II, i8g6.

An improvement in electric bells is described.

592,301. Multiple Switchboard. Milo G. Kellogg,

Chicago, 111. Original application filed April 27,

1887. Divided and this application filed
,
No-

vember 12, 1890.

The first claim is quoted: In a telephone exchange sys-

tem, the multiple switchboards of the exchange to which
the same telephone lines are connected, two of said lines

temporarily connected together at either of said boards
into a closed circuit for conversation, and an electric bat-

tery in the central office connected in the circuit of said
lines whenever and as long as they are so connected, in

combination with test-receiving instruments, one at each
board, each instrument being grounded on one side and
connected to a switch-testing device on the other side, and
test-bolts or contact pieces, one bolt on each board for

each line, each bolt being connected to its line between
the subscriber's station and the separable contacts of the

line on all the boards, and the testing device at each board
being adapted at the will of the operator to be brought into
connection with any test-bolt at its board, whereby an
operator at any board may connect her test-receiving in-
strument to the circuit of either line and determine that
said line is in use for conversation.

[The next patent issued, and all succeeding ones
UD to and including- No. .^02.415, bear the same title.

"Multiple Switchboard," and are all issued to Milo
G. Kellogg of Chicago, and assigned to the Kel-
logg Switchboard and Supply company of Chicago.
The aoplications were filed in 1887, 1888, 1889, 1890
and 1891. The patents numbered 592,364, 592,367,

592,375 and 592,376 have been patented in one or
more foreign countries.]

592,416. Spring-jack for Telephone Switchboards.
Milo G. Kellogg, Chicago. 111. Application
filed April i, 1893. Renewed December 30, 1893.

A spring.jacb switch containing a contact piece in or
along the switch-hole and a pair of contact pieces normally
closed, and another pair of contacts permanently insulated
from the rest and normally open, in combination with a
loop-switch plug containing two contact pieces, each in-

sulated from the other, and an insulated surface of the
plug insulated from the plug contact pieces, the plug being
inserted into the switch, and when inserted automatically
opening the normallv closed contact pieces and forming
connection between the two contact pieces of the plug re-

spectively, and the contact piece in or along the switch-
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hole and one of the contact pieces of the pair of normally

closed contact pieces, and the insulated surface of the

plug pressing one of the normally open contact pieces of

the switch into electrical contact with its mate.

[Patents numbered 592.417 to 592,425» inclusive,

are erranted to Milo G. Kellogg of Chicago,

and entitled "Multiple Switchboard." All are as-

signed to the Kellogg Switchboard and Supply

company. The applications were filed in 1893 and

1895. and patent No. 592,418 lias been patented in

France. In all, this remarkable series of patents to

Mr. Kellogg includes 125 patents. It is undoubt-

edly the largest number of patents ever issued to

one inventor in one day.]

NO. 592,301.

592,427. Cut-out for Electric Signal Boxes. Louis

W. Miller, Rochester, N. Y. Application filed

September 29, 1896.

The combination with an electric signal-box provided
with a door and lock, of a cut-out arranged to be operated
by the closure of the door, and a supplemental spring-
actuated lock attached to the door and having a movable
bolt adapted to prevent the closing of the door until re-

tracted by the key.

592.431. Telephone Switchboard Apparatus. Frank
R. McBerty, Downer's Grove, III. Application

filed September 25, 1896.

The combination with a telephone line having means for
producing signaling current in the line, of a line annunci-
ator connected therewith, a clearing-out annunciator also

connected with the line, switch contacts actuated by the
clearing-out annunciator in its response, and circuits con-
trolled by the switch adapted to render the line annunci-
ator inoperative.

592.432. Cut-off Relay for Telephone Switchboards.
Frank R. McBertv. Downer's Grove, 111. Ap-
plication filed March 11, 1897.

This device has a straight core with a suitable winding,
of pole-pieces for the core extending at right angles
thereto and bending toward each other, an armature be-
tween the core and the pole-pieces overlapping the pole-
pieces, a switch-spring parallel with the armature outside
the pole-pieces and a normal resting anvil therefor, and a
stud connecting the armature with the switch-spring.

592,441. Electric Cable. William R. Patterson,

Chicago, 111. Application filed August 20, 1896.

A flat electric cable, consisting of insulated wires wound
about a central copper ribbon, the wires being bound
together by a serving, over which are wound, in the order
following, paper, lead tape, paper and a serving. The
copper ribbon is adapted to be used as a conductor, while
preventing the cable from being compressed edgewise.

NO. 592,502.

592,443. Automatic Electric Circuit Breaker and
Closer. Edmund Pruckner and George Schind-
ler, Newark, N. J. Application filed February

4. 1897-

Features are a vertically movable and adjustable core
monnted upon a rod which is connected to a lever, and a
vertically movable rod having a plug connected thereto
and insulated therefrom, and two plates insulated from
each other adapted for engagement with the plug, whereby
they may be brought into electrical connection with each
other, and a base-plate of insulating material formounting
the parts.

592,452. Pilot Lamp for Telephone Switchboards.
Charles E. Scnbner, Chicago, 111. Application
filed March ii, 1897.

The first claim describes the combination in a circuit of
a source of current, a switch controlling the continuity of
the circuit, an electro-magnet in the circuit and switch-

contacts actuated thereby, a short-circuit of the magnet
adapted to be Closed by the switch-contacts when the mag-
net is excited, and means tor retarding the tnovement of
the switch-lever controlled by the magnet.

592,463. Electrical Resistance Device. Elliott E.

Anthony, Detroit, Mich. Application filed Feb-
ruary 23, 1897.

An electrical resistance composed of a concentric series
of polygonal resistance coils supported upon a reel or
skeleton frame electrically insulated from each other by
insulating material at the corners and air-spaces between,
and a sliding spring-jack in frictional adjustable contact
between each pair of coils,

592,494. Telegraph Transmitter for Ocean Cables.

David Lynch, New York, N. Y. Application
filed March 16, 1895. Renewed April 8, 1897.

Magnets are used for closing currents in the line in op-
posite directions; local batteries are in circuit with the
magnets; circuit-closers short-circuit the magnets, and
there are means for automatically opening and closing the
circuit-closers at predetermined intervals.

592,497. Contact in Shunt for Circuit Breakers.

William M. Scott, Philadelphia, Pa. Applica-
tion filed May i, 1897.

In a circuit-breaker the combination with the main con-
tacts, of carbon contacts in shunt for final separation with
metal plates yieldingly attached to the carbons adapted to

overlap the opposite contacting carbons respectively, and
to contact with the carbons upon the other sides from that
of the carbon-to-carbon contact.

592.502. Support for Armature Shafts. William R.
Thompson, South Norwalk, Conn. Application
filed April 26, 1897.

...
With the supports of an armature shaft a yoke is secured-

in combination; a tubular screw-threaded shaft passes
through the yoke, and a supplemental spring-operated
shaft passes into it. and is adapted to bear on the armature
shaft.

592.503. Automatic Electric Alarm Device. Paul
V. Vandevelde, Corona, N. Y. Application filed

July 26, 1897.

The combination with the frame and sash of a window,
of an electrical alarm device comprising a contact point
mounted in the frame, a spring brush mounted adjacent
thereto and adapted to rest normally in contact therewith,
the contact point and brush being in electrical connection
with the circuit, whereby the circuit is completed when
the brush is in engagement with the contact point, the
brush being held out of contact with the contact point by
the sash weight when the sash is in a closed position.

NO. 592,711.

592,505. Electrical Insulator. Wellington Barbour,
Bar Harbor, Me. Application filed August 28,

1897.

There is an inner cylinder of glass or other suitable in-

sulating material provided with an internal screw, and ex-
ternal projections ; an outer covering of elastic material is

provided with a groove.

592,524. Supply System for Electric Railways. Au-
guste Megroz, Budapest, Austria-Hungary.
Application filed April 13, 1896. Patented in

Switzerland March 24, 1896; in Belgium April

15, 1896; in Italy May II, 1896; in Spain May
29, i8g6; in France July 3, 1896; in Sweden
July 8, 1896; in Austria July 21, 1896; in Hun-
gary September 30, 1896; in Germany November
9, 1896; in England December 12, 1896, and in

Denmark December 31, 1896.

The first claim is given: In electric railways a single
insulated main conductor, rocking feeders arranged at
suitable distances apart, conductive connections between
the feeders and conductor, and circuit-closers interposed
in the connections and provided each with a stationary
and a gravitating contact, the circuit-closers carried and
rocked by their respective feeders to close and interrupt
the feeder-circuit, in combination with a traveling current-
collector adapted to take current from the feeders, and
appliances independent of and traveling with the collector
operating to rock the successive feeders to move the same
alternately into and out of contact with the collector, and
thereby alternately close and interrupt the feeder-circuit.

592,528. Electric Railway. Eben C. Crocker,
Bridgeport, Conn. Application filed March i,

1897.

This railway system comprises bonded rails and cars
capable of traveling thereon, each car carrying a suitable
motor and controller-bos, a continuous length of insulated
rails between the bonded rails laid and secured in posi-
tion with their abutting ends insulated from each other,
and magnets carried in pairs at each end of the car and
having their cores normally depressed with a spring action
against the insulated rails, the coils of the megnets being
electrically connected respectively with the cores and
controller-box; insulated solenoids are located in the road-
bed beneath the insulated rails, the armatures immedi-
ately beneath the latter and within the field of the mag-
nets and carrying insulated contacts ; connection is made
between the solenoid cores and the armatures, whereby
the elevation of the latter will bring the former within the

magnetic field of the solenoids, the coils of the solenoids
being electricallj[ connected respectively with the con-
tacts and a line wire.

.592, .551^ Iiic'andescent Electric Light Support. Ross
L. Mahon, Duluth, Minn. Application filed

July 17, 1896.

Parts enumerated are a base, a rod or arm monnted on
the base and capable of universal movement with respect
to the same, a collar rotatably mounted on the rod or arm.
spring-clips carried by the collar and an incandescent
lamp supported in the spring-clips,

592.56=;. Joint for Third Rails for Electric Railways.
Patrick Haley and Paul P. Thompson, Chicago,
III. Application filed March 22, 1897.

The joining plates are adapted to close the bottom and
sides of the joint, and a good conductor is filled in be-
tween the ends of the rails and held therein by the plates.

NO. 592,722.

Contact Device for Electric Railways. Eu-
Applica-

592,596,
gene R. Pommer, New York, N. Y.
tion filed November 20, 1888.

On the roof of the car a trolley arm is attached to a sup-
port. This arm is so attached to its bearings that it can
rock on either side of a transverse axis, and also on either
side of a longitudinal axis.

592,600. Thermometric Electrical Circuit Closer.

Giles H. Zeal, London, England. Application
filed Mav 10. i8o7.

A two-tube thermometer has circuit terminals applied
thereto, with a mount carrying the thermometer, a fixed
support or backboard to which the mount is pivoted and
upon which it is adapted to be turned on its pivot in a
plane parallel with the plane of the tubes to vary the
heights ot the mercury in the tubes, and thereby vary the
distance between the mercurial column and one of the cir-

cuit terminals, whereby the circuit may be closed at vary-
ing temperatures.

592,610. Electric Motor Regulator. Felipe Vidal y
Vilaret and David Belais, New York, N. Y.
Application filed May 24, 1897.

There is a series of resistances, a movable contact arm
and an electro-magnetic device actuating the arm, the re-

sistances, arm and electro-magnetic devices being in series
in the field circuit of the motor, and an escapement
mechanism regulating the rate of movement of the arm.

592,703-
ton,

Electric Conductor. Gorham Gray, Bos-
Mass. Application filed December 4, 1896.

A couductor having a continuous core and an outer por-
tion divided by longitudinally and annularly extending
grooves, the core being of material harder than that of the
outer portion.

592,711. Conduit Railway Trolley. William Luer,
Chicago, 111. Application filed January 4, 1896.

A frame is suspended from the bottom "of the vehicle and
adapted to swing thereunder; a series of rods is carried by
the frame ; contact blocks having link connections are sup-
ported by the rods; spring connections are provided be-
tween each pair of the series of the rods, with means for
regulating the tension of the springs.

NO. 592,735-

592,722. Electric Battery. Frank M. Bell, New
York, N. Y. Application filed May 18, 1896.

The element is formed of a lead negative plate provided
with a body of peroxide of lead, one or more amalgamated
zinc positive plates, a perforated sheet of insulating mate-
rial extending over the upper end only of the negative
plate and inserted between the positive and negative
plates, an elastic band stretched over the perforated sheet
and over the negative plate, and an electrolyte surround-
ing the positive and negative plates.

592,735. Apparatus for Electrically Treating Liq-

uids. Fernando Jones, Chicago, 111. Applica-

tion filed February 23, 1897.

The combination with equidistant sinusoidal electric con-
dHcting sides of a non-electric conducting bottom, end
pieces separating the sides, and an electric connection
with each of the sides.
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Electric Lights on the "Lal<e Shore
Limited."

I".;k'1i iif llu- tlirtH' i)i-incip;il lailrnad cuiipanif^

iijicratiiiK liotwcc'ii Chicagu and Nrw Ynyk runs a

crack "liiiiilcd" train daily cacli way between these

cities. The Lake Sliore- company, in conjunction
witli tile Wagner Palace Car company, lias lately

lieguii the operation of four hrand-uew trains in

its "limited" ser\icc, and these trains are very line

iNaniples of the Ul.\nry now attained in railroad

ira\cl in the United States; indeed, they are said to

he the finest trains in regular daily service in the

cinmtry. The trains are duplicates of one another:

two' arc always oil the road
and two are lying in the

yards in New York and
Chicago, where they ar..

cleaned and restocked for

the next tri|). .\ lifth train

will he tinned out from the

Wagner shops in Buffalo to

go on the road when, one
iiy one, the trains are with-

ilrawii tor the o\crhauling
process necessary at frequent

and regular intervals. The
trains are elaborately fin-

ished and handsomely ap-

pointed, with rare woods
carved and inlaid, rich hang-
in.gs and carpets, fine fur-

niture and beautiful metal

work. There arc drawing
rooms, observation rooms,
public and private dining

looms, a library, private

apartments as well as sleep-

ing berths, bath-rooms, a

barber shop and commodi-
ous kitchen, and. of course,

the whole train is vestibuled

from end to end. Each
train, as it pulls out of Chi-

cago, beside the locomotive

and tender, consists of five

cars, in this order: buffet

s m o k e r and combination

baggage car. New York lo

section and double drawdiig-

room car. Boston lo section

and double drawing-room
car. dining car and com-
bined parlor and observation

car. Coming west the train

IS hea\ier, and between -"M-

banv and Syracuse consists

of eight cars. The trains

leave "Chicago at .S:.W p. m.

and arrive in Mew ^'ork at

(i:,10 p. ni. of the day follow-

ing: leave New York at 5

p. 111. and arive in Chicago
at 4 |i. in. of the next d.iy.

In the forward end of each

of the baggage cars of these

trains is an electric light

idaiit. One of these plants

inrnishcs the subject of the

illustration. The plant con-

sists of an engine-dynamo
driven by steam from the

1 o c o m o five boiler. The
steam passes through a iVi

inch flexible coupling at the

liack of the tender, and is

used at a pressure of from 70
to 80 pounds, p a s s i n g
through a steam separator

before reaching the small

engine. High-pressure steam

for heating the train is also taken from llie loco-

motive through the same connection, the lighting

and heating of the train being in charge of a man
who does nothing else.

The engine is of the Wcstinghouse upright en-

closed type, rated at 30 horse power, with cylinder

diinensioiis of /'/i by seven inches. It turns at 400

revolutions per mimite, and the shaft is directly con-

nected to the armature shaft of a IJO volt multipolar

dynamo made by the Westinghouse company, w-hich

is easily capable of generating 150 amperes of cur-

rent. This set is neatl}' painted and is placed across

the car oier the forward truck. A guard rail is

provided to separate it from the space used for carry-

ing baggage. An exhaust pipe leads up through
the roof from the engine. The whole plant is very
compact. Back of the engine-dynamo is the steam
separator spoken of and an oil separator used in

conjunction with the engine, the working parts of

which run in water and oil. The main circuit switch,

I lie field rheostat and the measuring instruments,

with the steam g.augc. arc placed on the forward end
of the car. The whole outfit, with the passage at

the side of the dynaimt. dcics not take vp more
than five feet of the depth of the car.

The train is wired on the three-wire system. The
electrical connection between the cars consists of

;i section of three-wire conductor, perhaps three feet

long, well insulated and taped. This is curved suffi-

ciently to allow for the necessary play due to the
motion of the train. This connector terminates :it

both ends in three plugs which are adapted to fit

and cover the lamp, but unless the other man is also
through with the light it will continue to glow until
half-jiast ele\-en, when the Pintsch gas is lighted ofr
the general dim car illumination. .Yearly all the
lamps are of 16 caudle power, but there arc some
1 J candle power lights and a few of jo candle power.
The berth lamps are nearly round and have a coiled
filament doubly anchored to the base. They are
supplied by the Edison Lamp Works. Clear glas?
lamps are mjw in use. but grounrl glass globes arc
to be substituted. With the niaxiiiiuni eight-car
train, there are nearly 400 lamps connected with
the electric lighting system.
With this system of electric train fighting the lights

are iiulependent of the motion
of the train, so long as the

dynamo engine is supplied
with steam. It is not subject
to the limitations, in this re-

spect, of the axle-driven and
storage-battery systems. But
it is obvious that when the
locomotive is taken away the
lights w^ill go out. There are
two places—Elkhart, Ind., and
Albany, N. Y.—where loco-

motives are changed during
the running hours of the elec-

tric light plant. To provide
uninterrupted light in this

situation an arrangement is

made to secure current from
outside sources. When the

locomotives are to be changed
one of the connectors used
Iietween the cars is attached
to outside terminals on the

baggage car and plugged into

a local lighting circuit at the

railroad station. The main
circuit switch back of the en-
gine-d}'namo is .a double-
throw switch, and when it is

thrown o\ er the load is in-

stantly transferred to the out-
ride source of supply. Then
the locomotive steam con-
nection is uncoupled: the
fresh locomotive backs down

;

the steam coupling is again
connected: the switch is

thrown back and the outside
electrical connection de-

tached. .-Vll this is accom-
plished in perhaps three min-
utes, and all the passengers
notice is the momentary
"winking" of the lights at

the instant the switch is

thrown.
The Lake Shore electric

train lighting service has been
in operation only about a

week and so far seems to be
entirely satisfactory. 1 1 is

thought that the locomotive
boilers can make all the steam
required to heat and light the

train as well as pull it. That,

of course, is an important
question: and it now seems
that the limit of the boilers

has not been exceeded.

ELECTRIC LIGHTS ON THE "LAKE SHORE LIMITED. —BAGGAGE-CAR PLANT.

into spring-clip terminal boxes in the hoods of the

cars. The connections are thus overhead, easily

and quickly made or broken, and accessible at all

times, whether the train is in motion or at rest.

Combination fixtures arc used for the overhead
aisle lights, as Pintsch gas is used after 11:30 p. m.,

when the electric lighting plant is shut down. But
the berth or reading lights are exclusively electric.

The arrangement of these is such that one lamp sup-
plies two berths—that is, one lamp for tw^o adjoining
upper berths or for two lower berths. The lamp
is set in the partition, and a rolling metal shade on
each side is ingeniously arranged so that lifting it

switches the lamp into circuit. However, the re-

\erse motion does not cut out the lamp unless one
shade is already down. Thus the occupant of one
berth cannot be deprived of his light by the action

of another passenger. He can pull down his shade

Military Telegraph
Lines.

Gen. .-V. W. Greely, chief

signal officer of the army,
informs Secretary Alger in

his annual report that at

nded September 30th thethe close of the year
permanent military telegraph lines operated by the
Signal Corps aggregated 802 miles in length, ex-
clusive of the short cable in New Y'ork harbor.
The principal work of the year was done by the
Signal Corps in connection with the ope**'^" js

against the Arizona Indians, wdiere highly s^t.tisfac-

tory experiments were made with the combined
telegraph and telephone apparatus devised by Capt.

James Allen of the corps.

"An operator can easily carry a combination tele-

graph and telephone office." says Gen. Greely, "and
while one soldier telegraphs a message another may,
over the same wire, talk telephonically with another
station, the distant receiving operators hearing only

their own message. The outfit weighs only^ 16

pounds, including battery, and has been
_
rigidly

tested up to a distance of more than 600 miles and
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is a pronounced success in its various capacities

as a 'buzz' Morse telephonic and phonoplex instru-

ment."
This was the most notable advance of the year,

and its importance, the chief adds, is not confined

to the field work of the corps, but its useful appli-

cation may be made general.

Electrolysis of Buried Pipes from Es-
caping Street Railway Current.

Complaints have again been made that leakage of

current from street railway returns is causing elec-

trolysis of water and gas pipes in Chicago. The
subject is recei\'ing the careful attention of tlie city

administration, and at the direction of the mayor
City Electrician EUicott has made a thorough in-

vestigation of the actual conditions in various quar-
ters of the city. Usually the measurements were
made at the hydrants or tire-plugs, but in sonie

cases the tests were made by digging down to the
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ELECTROLYSIS OF BURIED PIPES FROM ESCAPING STREET
RAILWAY CURRENT —DIAGRAM SHOWING TESTS

ON KEDZIE AVENUE, CHICAGO.

water pipes. In every case where the latter method
was adopted, a greater current was detected than at

the hydrant on the surface, the difference being ac-

counted for by the resistance of the joints of the
pipe leading to the hydrant. The accompanying
diagram is one of a large number made for Mr,
Ellicott. It shows the measurements made on Ked-
zie avenue between Twelfth and Madison streets.

The letters have the following significance: H.
hydrant: V. volts: M, milliamperes; A, amperes.
From the reports made by the city electrician to

Mayor fSarrison the following facts are taken:

South Side.

"The tests have extended from Madison street to
Sixty-sixth street on Clark street and Wentworth
avenue. Between Madison and Forty-fourth streets

the hydrants and pipes are negative to the rails, and
in that condition there is no danger. The amount
of current which they are carrying is but small, and,
owing to the negative polarity, does not endanger
them. South of Forty-fourth street the quantity of
current which is carried by the pipes begins to in-

crease. At one point we found as much as 46 am-
peres, which was an exceedingly dangerous amount
of current.

"As soon as we reached Fiftieth street the rail-

way company became aware of the condition of

affairs and started to make connections with their

return wires by putting in some additional bond
wires, which immediately 'cut down this 46 amperes
to 2V2 amperes. But the pipes are positive to the
rails, and 2V2 amperes is a dangerous amount of

current and liable to injure the pipes at the point
where it leaves them to form a circuit with the rails.

"South of Fifty-first street about the same condi-
tion exists and there is an injurious amount of cur-

rent passing between the pipes and the rails.

"I met the electrical engineer for the railway com-
pany, and he offered to assist me in any way possible

in making the tests and placed their men or appa-
ratus at our service, and stated that they would
carry out any suggestions we have to offer with a

view to overcoming tire difficulties.

"On Wednesday :\fterncioii [October i.^th] I re-

quested them to discontinue one of their long feeder
lines extending from Twenty-second street to Fifty-

first street, and allow us to make a test of the con-
ductivity of rails which they use as a return circuit.

I found there was a drop in potential between
Twenty-second and Fifty-first streets of 12% volts

at three o'clock in the afternoon, when the load was
comparatively light. We tested the drop in poten-
tial on Twenty-second and Thirty-eighth streets,

which is just half way, and found it to be but aVj

volts, thus showing that the conductivity of the rails

was much less between Thirty-eighth and Fiftieth

streets than it was for the same distance between
Twenty-second and Thirty-eighth streets.

"Upon investigation I found that the return wires,

which should extend the full length of the system,
branched off at Forty-seventh street and left nothing
but the rails to carry the current between Forty-
seventh and Fifty-first streets. There is also a bad
railway crossing at Root street, and I think these
two conditions are really the cause of the great drop
in potential between Thirty-eighth and Fifty-first

streets. You will note that while it is but 2V2 volts

between Twenty-second and Thirty-ninth streets, it

is 10 volts for the same distance between Thirty-
eighth and Fifty-tirst streets.

"The railway company stated that they would
proceed at once to examine the bonds on the rails

and decrease this large drop, and I think when they
have done this it will do away with the dangerous
amount of current which the pipes are at present
transmitting.

"I have not tested any of the cross-town lines on
the South Side, for the reason that the railway com-
pany has now had it presented to them that the diffi-

culty really exists and there is no reason why they
should not go over their whole lines and put the
return circuit in proper condition and then advise
us to make our tests.

"Upon looking into the matter, I find they have
experienced trouble in other cities from pipes carry-
ing current where large trolley systems are in use,

and in some instances they have made contact l>e-

tween the water pipes and the rails to prevent injury
being done where the current leaves the pipes, and
at other places they have paid more attention to run-
ning a copper return wire of sufficient cross-section,
while at other places it has only been necessary
to properly bond the rails where joints are made.

"I feel quite sure that if the Chicago City Railway
company will Ltse proper bonding between rail and
joints they will not have to put in much copper wire
to use as return, as the rails are very heavy and
in most instances have sufficient current-carrying

rails in a satisfactory manner, put in the necessary
copper wire for return current, and to bond the re-

turn wires and the rails at a greater number of points
than they are at present. At present they make a
connection between the return wires and the rails

about every 1,000 feet. In the new construction the
commissioner of public works is requiring, on my
recommendation, that the return wires, where they
arc used, be bonded to the rails every 120 feet.

"I consider this matter of great importance, and
the railroad companies can certainly make the de-
sired changes and eliminate any danger without a

very great expense.
"I do not think any serious damage has been done

to the water pipes up to the present time, but from
some of the tests which I have made on the West
Side. I do not think that it will be more than two
years before it will be necessary to make a great

many repairs to the water pipes, which are certainly

being affected at this time."

Electric Railway in Alexandria.

The land of the Pharaohs, the cradle of Egyptian
civilization, has been invaded by electric power, and
to-day the sleep of forty centuries is broken by the
hum of the motor, and the Egyptian darkness is

illuminated by electricity.

On September nth the electric road between
Alexandria and Mex was formally opened with
great eclat, under the auspices of the khedivc. His
excellency, Ismail Pacha Sabri, governor of Alcx-
aiidria, the French consul-general, representatives

of the Russian and Spanish governments, with a

host of other dignitaries, were present. y\t the ap-
pointed hour the khedive gave the' signal to move.
A writer in I'Energie Electrique says that it was
with extreme difficulty that the crowd of young
effendi and others was restrained from usurping the

places of invited guests, so eager were the spec-

tators to have a ride on the first train. Several
thousand persons were present, and their shouts, com-
bined with the noise caused by the stamping of feet

and clapping of hands, were almost deafening. The
entire length of the route the train was run at a

comparatively slow rate,- because of the crowds of

children who climbed on evei'ywheTe that foot or

hand could cling. The entire route was decorated

for the occasion, and the train was greeted by pa
rades of students and workingmen, who saluted it

with national songs. A halt was made in the

Arab quarter, and then the train proceeded into the

desert, on its way to Mex, past an encampment of

Bedouins, whose camels regarded the passing train

ELECTRIC RAILWAY IN ALEXANDRIA.— ON THE ROAD TO MEX.

capacity without shunting any current into the water
pipes."

West Side.

"These tests were made on the West Side on the

lines of the West Chicago Street Railway company.
The tests start on Van Buren street at Charles place

and extend west on Van Buren street to Kedzie
avenue. There is also a section on Kedzie avenue
from Madison to Twelfth streets.

''There are not less than 30 places where there

is a dangerous flow of current from the pipes to the

rads, and at some places there is an exceedingly
dangerous amount of current. These most danger-

ous points are found between Twelfth and Madison
streets on Kedzie avenue.

"There are but very few cars running on this line,

and the indications are that, owing to an improper
design and construction of some of the other lines,

a part of the current is sent back to the power sta-

tion over Kedzie avenue' line, whereas provision
should be made for it upon the lines which the cars

are operated.
"I would recommend that the West-Chicago Street

Railway company be required to re-bond all their

with indifference, while the black, half-naked at-

tendants showed as little interest as the beasts.

The central plant of the line is situated at Kar-
mous, on the bank of Mahmoudieh Canal. Two
Walker dynamos are actuated by two French en-
gines. The gauge of the road is 1.44 meters, and
the rails weigh 40 kilogrammes to the meter.
The coaches, like the French tramway cars, are

divided into three compartments, with arrangements
to allow of quick changes from summer to winter cars.

The divisions are marked first and second class, and
"Ladies Only." The road has 10 of these coaches,
each furnished with two 25 horse power motors.
The first round trip was made in about two hours,
and on the following day the road was opened to

the public, more than 8,000 passengers being car-

ried. The trainmen managed to collect only about
one-half the fares.

Niagara Falls has just made a five years' lighting

contract with the Buffalo and Niagara Falls Electric

Light and Power company at $84 per light up to

325 lights, the price to be $80 per light when the

number in use exceeds 325.
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Application of Electricity to Railroads
Now Operated by Steam Power.'

By H. N. Heft.

Part II.

Third RAIL and Return Circuit.

Our third-rail and return circuit experience will

perhaps be of value to both street railway and rail-

road managers, as we have undoubtedly made a wide

departure from established methods. We have

solved a number of interesting problems.

First is the question of insulation. The third rail

has a potential of 600 volts above the ground and

rests upon creosoted wooden blocks dowelled into

the ties, its eaves being only 1% inches above the

tie. Now it frequently happens that water accurnu-

lates two inches or more in depth over the ties,

and, if it were not for our experience to the con-

trary, we would naturally suppose that, under these

circumstances, the line would be directly short-

circuited between the third and service rails

throueh the water, the distance being but about two

feet each way. Nevertheless, we have been able to

operate our road without the slightest difficulty,

when this has happened, and nothing unusual has

been noticed at the station, nor has the electrical

output, as registered by the recording wattmeter,

been abnormal. At Berlin we have watched the

ammeter closely when we knew the tracks to be

submerged in two places 10 miles apart, during a

heavy rainstorm, and have found that the leakage

was almost imperceptible when both cars on the

line were at rest and their air pumps out of circuit.

At the same time the wattmeter was standing still.

Of course, if a long length of track was submerged

the leakage might become serious, but we have

yet to learn how much is necessary to accomplish

this result.

We aim to so connect our third-rail lines and the

service-rail return as to have a practically complete

metallic circuit of extremely low resistance, as far

as possible disconnected with the ground. We do

not believe in grounding our track, and though
ground plates are placed at the station, connected

to our generator, by far the largest proportion of

the return current comes through the cables con-

nected directly with the track, the percentage com-
ing from the ground plates being extremely small.

The joints of the third rail are bonded by long

copper plates, firmly bolted to both sides of the

joint, 16 bolts being used in all. These copper

plates are tinned before being put into position.

Ow'ng to the large area of contact surface, the pres-

have. now a slightly greater conductivity than an
equal length of the rails themselves.

A few words about the danger of the third-rail

system would be, perhaps, in order, There have
been many cases of people who have stepped from
the ground to the third rail without feeling the
current, and anyone can step upon it from a dry tie

without the slightest effect. On all except wet days,

our employes work about it without trouble, avoid-

ing, of course, putting themselves in direct contact

with both service and third rails, but not infrequently

"monkeying" with the current in such a way as to

get shocks of more or less severity in a sort of horse

ELECTRIC railway IN ALEXANDRIA.—TERMINAL OF "THE
KOAD AT THE STOCK YARDS. I I

play. On wet days, they refer to the third rail as

being "lively," and are inclined to let it alone.

Many of our employes have, however, received the

heaviest shock possible to obtain, time after time,

and care little about it, though those who are more
influenced bv electric shocks than others are some-
times throwm off their feet, but recover fully in a

few minutes. We do not say that the third rail has

no dangers, but we do not consider the danger as

being at all serious or one which should interfere

with the extension of the system.

As a result of e.xceptional care, which we have
taken in bonding our third and service rails, we

ELECTRIC RAILWAY IN ALEXANDRIA.—THE ARAB QUARTER.

ence of rust on this surface does not materially in-

terfere with the conductivity of the joint, as shown
by accurate tests. *

The service rails are bonded with the greatest

care, four copper leaf bonds, having a cross-section

of copper equal in conductivity to that of the rajil,

being used. These bonds are inserted in the base

of the rail instead of the web, so as to prevent
breakage through play at the joints. The copper
leaves are cast into end-piece blocks in such a way
as to weld them thoroughly together in the blocks.

The latter are formed into a hollow- cylinder, one
inch in diameter, which passes through a hole in

the flange, and by which a large area of contact is

secured. Tapered pins are driven into the inside

of this cylinder from the top of the flange, and the

connection made is very perfect. Careful tests have
shown thfit the joints of bptb third and service rails

have found it unnecessary, in any third-rail work so
far done, to use copper feeders, in spite of the fact

that we are obliged to transmit current from Berlin

to Hartford, a distance, as before stated, of 12.3

miles, straight awav from the power station. This
work is made up as follows; From Berlin to New
Britain, a distance of three miles, there is a com-
plete double-track electric road with two 100 pound
third rails and four 74 pound service rails, all most
carefully bonded as described above. From New
Britain to Hartford, a distance of 9.3 miles, there

is one complete electric track, with 100 pound third

rail and 70 pound service rails, all carefully bonded,
in addition to which we have connected to the serv-

ice rails of the electric track the rails of the second
track, paralleling this the entire distance, at various
places, in order to get the benefit of whatever con-
ducting povjrer there might be in this track con-

nected only by its fishplates at the joints. As a
result of this work, we are able to run two trains of
52 tons each on the New Britain and Hartford line
with an average loss of but 26% per cent. The
current output of the station at such a time averages
about .soo amperes, with a maximum flow of about
700 amperes at a pressure of 600 volts. Of course,
if the service were heavier, so that more cars would
be required, it would undoubtedly be necessary to
reinforce the third rail with feeders.

Cost of Power.

In our Nantasket Beach station we have installed

two engine-generator units of 800 horse power and
550 kilowatts capacity each. The steam is supplied
by eight boilers of 200 horse power rated capacity
each. On heavy days both these engines are re-

quired, but on ordinary days but only one, and this

is not fully loaded, the average loads being perhaps
one-half the maximum.

In the Berlin station we have installed two en-
gine-generators of 1,200 horse power and 850 kilo-

watts each. The steam is supplied by 10 horizon-
tal tubular boilers of 200 horse power each. One
unit only is required in the' practical operation of
all the cars on the Berlin and Hartford lines, and
the average power output is hardly one-fourth of

the ma.ximum capacity.

In both stations our aim has been not to follow
out any engineering fads, but to provide apparatus

ELECTRIC RAILWAY IN ALEXANDRIA —ROAD CONSTRUCTION.

proved bv long experience to be of the most simple

and durable character.

We are now running our Nantasket plant con-
densing and our Berlin plant non-condensing, the

loads in the latter being too light to make con-
densing profitable.

In spite of the fact that these general conditions
of operation do not point to a low cost of power,
because of the fact that we are working neither sta-

tion at anywhere near its full capacity, I suppose we
are, as a matter of fact, producing power more
cheaply than can be done in any power station in

the country using coal as a fuel, the reason being
that we are burning sparks. "Sparks," as we are

accustomed to call them, are the half-consumed coal

dumped from the extension fronts of locomotives at

the company's various roundhouses. Nevertheless,
there is a great deal of steam-generating value in

these sparks, as we have found by experience, and
they are being carried on the company's cars to our
stations at Berlin, Nantasket and Stamford, and
charged to the electrical operation at the cost of

freighting (including the usual profit to the company
for transportation), plus the cost of loading and un-
loading, a total charge of 70 cents per ton delivered.

In order to burn these sparks we are obliged, of
course, to make some changes in the furnace ar-

rangements, chief among which is provision for

the introduction of live steam under the grates, form-
ing a blower or forced draft as well as providing
the water which, in decomposition, furnishes the
oxygen and hydrogen gases which increase greatly

and facilitate in combustion of half-burned coal and
add enormously to the furnace heat. We origi-

nally supposed that some form of shaking or self-

cleaning grate would be necessary in burning
sparks, but have found in practice that vnth
ordinary grates, together with the steam blower,
there is no difficulty. In our experimental days it
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was IhouRlit that it might be necessary to use a pro-

portion of ordinary soft coal with the sparks, and

did so for awhile, but it was not long before our

firemen were educated to burn sparks only, with en-

tire case, and no other kind of fuel is now used by
us. Of course, \vc have to use a greater weight of

this half-consumed coal than would be the case with

new coal, but still the economy is great, as a good
ciualitv of run-of-mine coal costs us, in Connecti-

cut, about to per ton delivered at power station.

A few figures as to the cost of power at Slam-
ford may be of interest. This station furnishes

current for our street railway system at Stamford

and for lightins our railroad stations with 350 in-

candescent lamps. We are operating one engine

only, of 500 horse power total capacity, direct-con-

nected to one .•?oo kilowatt generator. In the boiler

room are six 200 horse power boilers. For the

first si.x months of full operation with sparks only,

the total cost of fuel for this station amounted to

three mills per horse power hour or four mills per

kilowatt-hour. For so small a station and one
where the average amount of power developed is

hardly more than one-third the rated capacity of

the engine. I believe this to be a low figure. We
have recently made, for our own information, for

use in larger plants, special tests of the cost of

power developed in this way, using for this purpose
a water rheostat, in order to load the engine up to

more nearly its full capacity. As a result of these

tests, we find the cost of fuel for power, with the

use of coal, to be 3.2 mills per horse power hour, 4.2

mills per kilowatt-hour. With the use of sparks

the cost is reduced to 1.9 mills per horse power
hour or 2..S mills per kilowatt-hour.

At our Nantasket power station this season the

operating on streets and highways, where passen-
gers can be taken up and let off at their own doors.

It is possible that, in some thickly settled districts,

such as are found in New England and the Middle
states, where population groups almost touch each
other, these two classes of service may occasionally

be performed by the same agency, but there is no
reason ordinarily why there should not be the most
amicable and friendly relations, and not infrequently
of a business character, existingi between steam
railroads and street I'ailway companies.

Discussion.

G. W. Palmer, Jr., Fall River, Mass.: I ask
Mr. Heft what the costs he has given us represent
—the total cost of power or cost of fuel only?
Mr. Heft: I stated plainly that it was the cost

of fuel only.

Mr. Palmer: Can you give us any figures which
will show us the total cost of power per kilowatt-
hour or car-mile?
Mr. Heft: That would depend entirely on the

conditions at your station. No two stations would
have the same conditions. At Stamford you can
notice that our power costs us a great deal less, be-
cause we are running nearer to the normal capacity
of our engines. At Nantasket the economy is not
so great, and at Berlin, where we are only running
the high-pressure side of the engine, it costs a
great deal more. This is true also of the labor.
The labor where the large engines are costs more
than it does with the small engines, where you are
running away below your normal load. If we were
running our Berlin station up to its normal capac-
ity, we would show a greater economy in fuel and
labor than in the other power stations, because

Mr. Heft: I think, if I recollect the figures aright,

that the third-rail construction costs us, for the
third rail, bonding of the rail and cables at the grade
crossings and bonding of the surface rails, about
$3,000 per mile. Figured against our cost at Nan-
tasket. it is about one-half, it I recollect the figures

riglitlv.

Electrically Operated Tools in Ship-
yards.

An interesting and recent application of electrical

power to portable machine tools is, according to

I'EIectricien, to be found in an Austrian ship-build-

ing plant. Perhaps there is need at some far-off

point in the yard for a drill. A portable motor is

trundled down to the locality designated, and a pair

of wires led from the generator in the dynamo room
to this peripatetic instrument, A flexible drill is

perhaps necessary, but this does not hamper the

work. When the switch is turned the man who
sits in the boiler (Fig. i) accomplishes his work
reachly, quietly, and, what is of no small account,

without being annoyed for lack of shop room, for

there may not be another piece of machinery
or a workman within several yards.

An important installation of this nature is in the

arsenal at Trieste, furnished through the manager
of the Austrian Lloyds, who states that the shops,

under his control can now furnish electrical ma-
chinery by which a marine cylinder weighing 11

tons can be finished ten days sooner than by former
processes. The advantages he claims are three-
lightness, simplicity and ease of transportation. This

gentleman recently exhibited no less than six dif-

ferent models of drills and countersinking ma-
chines. The first weighs loi kilogranmies, is of one

horse power and drills hole? 25 millimeters diamete-.

It. is mounted on two wheels and is easily handled

by one person. It has a telescopic shaft with two
universal joints, and is readily adaptable to all con-

Fig. I. Boiler Work Outside the Sliop. Fig. 2. Bridge and Armor Plate Work Outside the Shcp.
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cost of fuel, with the use of coal, has averaged 4.2

mills per horse power hour or 5.6 mills per kilowatt-

hour, while with the use of sparks, the cost has

been 2.1 mills per horse power hour or 2.8 per
kilowatt-hour.

As before stated, our Berlin plant has not been
run as economically thus far as it will be when a
greater load is put on the engines, and it will seem
to be in the interest of economy to run compound
condensing. At this station the cost of fuel, with
the use of coal , has been nine mills per horse
power hour or 12 mills per kilowatt-hour. Using
sparks as fuel has reduced this cost to three mills

per horse power hour or four mills per kilowatt-

hour.
It is very difficult, of course, if not impossible,

to make any direct comparisons between the cost

of motive power for electric railroading and that

for steam railroading, on account of the dififerent

way in which the trains are made up. The best
criterion would be the cost of motive power per
ton-mile hauled, but even here the results would be
of little value on account of the wide difference in

conditions, and, as a matter of fact, we have never
attempted to make such comparisons.

I have tried to give you, as briefly as possible,

some of the results of the pioneer work which the
Ntw Haven company has been doing in heavy elec-

tric railroading. They are roughly stated, and we
cannot pretend that they are in any way conclusive
as affecting general railroad practice. For our-
selves, however, we have formed some definite ideas
as to what is possible for us to accomplish, and our
plans for the future are being made with great care
by President Clark and the board of directors, with
the intention of dealing with the new transportation
conditions which confront us in a broad-minded
and progressive way. It is felt that a great trans-
portation agency of this character owes it to the
public from which it has obtained its franchises to
furnish the best possible service and to make the
most of the natural advantages which it possesses.
There will always be room, doubtless, for rail-

roads of two characters, the one operating on a
purchased right-of-way, where trespassers can be
kept away and high speed attained, and the other

there is a certain fixed charge which we are sub-
jected to at all stations, and the amount of that de-

pends on the size of the station and the number of

units.

Mr. Palmer: I appreciate that what you say
must necessarily Obtain, but what I wanted to find

out was whether you had at hand or could give the
cost for any one particular station.

Mr. Heft; We have that information in our of-

fice. I did not put it in this paper.

Mr. Palmer: It seems to me that it would be
very interesting for some of us who are operating
street railway power stations to be able to compare
our cost of production of power with the cost of

production of power in these plants which have so
recently been fitted up with everything of the latest

type, and I should like to be able to compare some
of the figures which we have made with some of
those which the New York, New Haven and Hart-
ford have been making in their stations. For in-

stance, the total cost per kilowatt-hour delivered at

the switchboard, including all expenses which
should properly come in—taxes, insurance, interest,

labor, supplies and everything else chargeable to it.

Mr. Heft: I will say to the members of the as-

sociation that we will very gladly furnish any of this

data that vou ask for, upon application at our office.

We will supply any of our plans, maps or data
sheets. We have nothing that there is any mystery
or secrecy about, and we will be glad to place it at

the disposal of any member of the association.

J. K. Newman, New Orleans: What is the cost
of the sparks?
Mr. Heft: I stated that to be 70 cents for a ton

of 2.000 pounds. These figures are based against
coal costing $3 a ton. While the sparks do not
cost our company anything (it is really an
expense to get rid of them, as every steam railroad

man knows), we pay our motive power department
of the road the cost of handling and loading and
the freight department the freight between the
points where it is loaded and our power station.

C. K. Durbin. Denver: Can you give me some
idea of the relative cost of construction of the third-

rail system, as compared with the overhead and
feeder system, in this case?

d'tions reqtiired of it. The second is similar to the

first but weighs 203 kilogrammes and is capable

of cutting a hole of 37 millimeters. The motor is

of 1V2 horse power.
The third type is especially for marine work, has

a motor of one and a half horse power, and an up-

right shaft driven by conical wheels. With this

machine a single man can drill 400 holes in plate

of one centimeter thickness, and the same machine
can easily countersink 800 to 1,000 holes per day.

Fig. 2 will illustrate the action of this machine. The
workman handles the drill much as if it were a

wheelbarrow. The drill is withdrawn by means of

the wheel above, and then changed to the new
work. It is far easier to move the machine than
the plate. It is the old problem of Mohammed and
the mountain. The arsenal shops have six of these

machines in constant use, working on bridge iron,

A second type of this machine has capacity for cut-

ting 82 miUimeter holes and has a rating of three

horse power. This is especially for armor plate.

In the construction of warships and other large ves-
sels the plates are so unwieldy that M. Kodolitsclr

conceived the idea of moving the punching machine,
rather than the plates. Two men are required to

operate this, which is of 1% horse power, and the
reduction of expense is about 15 per cent.

A boring and mortising machine is another of

this facile inventor's applications of electrical en-
ergy. This is a most important addition to the outfit

of a shop of this character. The truing-up of a jour-
nal and the fitting of heavy eccentrics is extremely
simplified, and far more readily accomplished by
means of this portable machine, besides doing away
with the necessity of either carrying the shop to
the vessel or hauling the latter to the shop.

Besides the above there are applications for en-
larging the bolt holes in repairing or changing the
journal seat of a shaft, for boring a cylinder, for
casing it, for fitting the boiler flues, for riveting
by a succession of taps at the rate of 2,400 blows
per minute, a rapidity which insures the perfection
of the work while the iron is still hot. A pump, a
windlass, a ventilating fan and a crane, all porta-
ble, close the list, if there are omitted saws, winches,
elevators, both freight and passenger, all qt wUQli
are actuated by «teQtricity.
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Power Distribution and the Useof Mul-
tiphase Current Transmission for

Ordinary Street Railways.'

By Maurice Hoopes.

Tlie subject that has been assigned to me for dis-

cussion is one that has received considerable atten-

tion of recent years. Aside from the demands of

what is usually considered steam railroad service,

the business of the ordinary urban and suburban
railways has grown lately in a way that requires

some means of augmentmg the usual method of

power distribution. Lines have been extended to

greater distances from power stations, and traffic

has increased on lines which always have been re-

mote from their points of power supply. These
conditions have arisen at places where disadvantages

of location or lack of sufficient load would render
additional power stations unprofitable. To meet
such demands, several methods have been devised.

The consideration of the comparative merits of

these systems is the principle purpose of this paper.

Before undertaking this task, however, the writer

desires to discuss some of the conditions met with

in the operation of the ordinary 550 volt distribu-

tion system. Some of the points raised have been
frequently made. For these, an apology is offered

in advance, the excuse being that they are suffi-

ciently important to bear reiteration.

The usual electric railway distribution system, with

its copper network as one, and its iron network as the

other half, offers rather more complicated problems
than does the ordinary form of all-copper circuits.

The latter system is symmetrical, whereas the former
is likely to have greater resistance in the copper
than in the iron portion. A rule that holds good
of both systems is that the maximum benefit in re-

duction of total resistance, due to the addition of a

given amount of conductor, results when the addition

is made to the parts in which the drop is greatest

per unit of length. An observance of this rule is

important in adding to distribution systems. This
demands a carfeul analysis of existing conditions.

Before adding feed wire to a railway circuit, it is

important to know the drops, under usual load, of

the parts of the circuit. These may be found by the

use of pressure wires, or by short-circuiting the

trolley wires to the rail, and pasing a given current

through the circuit, measuring the total drop and
deducting the calculated overhead resistance from
the total resistance thus found. Private telephone

lines serve the purpose of pressure wires to meas-
ure track drops, and public lines connected through
the exchange may be used without interference with

the service. An exception to the general rule that

the copper should be added to the part of the circuit

showing the greatest resistance is the case of a

poorly bonded track that may show less resistance

than the overhead. Reinforcing such track with
overhead copper connected to each end of all spe-

cial work may result in the greater decrease in the

total resistance of the circuitt. Thisi is really a

special application of the general rule, rather than

an excepton to it, however.
Means for regular and easy measurement of track

=/

enough to have abnormal resistance, it will get
worse rapidly, and show excessive drop with even
small amounts of current. It behaves very much as
did the little girl, and is either "very, very good"
or "horrid."

It is universally recognized that the maximum
efficiency is obtained from a distribution system
when it is operated as a whole, and not divided into
sections. The liability of accidents to railway trol-

ley wires makes it necessary to separate them in

such a way that trouble at one point will not block
the whole road. These sections should be as few as
possible, while accomplishing the purpose for which
they are designed.

Where one road has two or more power stations,

2 Ohms

4. The alternating current transmission system,
desirable for railroad work, consists of high-volt-
age multiphase generators (or low-voltage gener-
ators with step-up transformers) in the main sta-
tion, connected with one or more sub-stations con-
taining step-down and rotary transformers. There
are some half dozen such systems in use in this
country, of which the best known are those from
Lowell to Nashua, and from the station of the Ni-
agara Falls Power company to Buffalo.
With any of the foregoing systems the storage

battery may be applied as an auxiliary. In a railway
power station a battery is useful to the extent that
it improves the station capacity and fuel economy
by removing the immediate fluctuations. The writer

o o
20 Amperes per

POWER DISTRIBUTION AND THE USE OF MULTIPHASE CURRENT TRANSMISSION FOR ORDINARY STREET
WAYS.—DIAGRAM OF UNBALANCED THREE-WIRE SYSTEM.

the sections approximately equidistant from each
of the two stations should be connected with both.
They may then serve to equalize load between sta-

tions, the common section being cut loose from the
station needing to decrease load. Two feeders to
such a station, one from each station, constitute

a tie line between stations. If desired the potential

may be raised in one station to a point that will

deliver current into the other. Unless the drop in

the combined feeders is excessive, it will probably
be safe to allow the section attached to take the
increased potential. Tie lines between stations

which serve none but emergency purposes are ex-
pensive, especially if the stations are distant from
each other.

Where the ordinary methods of distribution are
not applicable because of the prohibitive amount
of copper necessary, some one of the following sys-

tems is commonly used to care for the particular

section:

1. A special generator run at increased voltage
and usually over-compounded as much as possible,

handling the section and no other load.

2. A booster, consisting of a series-wound gen-
erator, connected in series with the feeder as it

leaves the main station bus. The field turns of this

generator should be such as to make the electro-

motive force of the armature as nearly as is possible

equal to the drop in the feeder, throughout all ranges
of current.

3. The three-wire system, requiring the division
of the section into two. One-half is then supplied
from the regular bus, and the other from a special

C- ReCT^inj >tiffmc&
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POWER DISTRIBUTION AND THE USE OF MULTIPHASE CURRENT TRANSMISSION FOR ORDINARY STREET
WAYS.—DIAGRAM OF SWITCHBOARD FOR USING SPECIAL GENERATOR AS BOOSTER.

joint drops should exist. For tracks having fre-

quent high-resistance joints, there is no better way
than by walking over it with a low-reading volt-

meter connected to prongs on the end of a stick,

that it may be bridged across joints. For de-
tecting poor joints in good track, where they
are far apart, and for the general inspection of the

condition of track wiring, a car is convenient. A
bo.x trailer with each wheel insulated from all others,

and a voltmeter connected between the two wheels
on each side of the car, may be used. A third meter
connecting the two opposite wheels will indicate

defects in cross bonding. The writer considers
that it is unnecessary to complicate the measure-
ments by attempting to measure the resistance of

the joint. His experience is that, if a bond is loose

I. Read before the American Street Railway association,

Niagara Falls, New York, October 20, 1897.

generator, with the polarity reversed, to bring the

trolley wire opposite in potential to that of the rest

of the system. The trolley wire should be so divided
into the two half-sections as to leave, as nearly as

possible, equal loads on the two at all times. With
this arrangement the current in the track is only
that flowiiig from the cars on one half-section to
those on the other. If these half-sections are lo-

cated near each other, this path through the track is

very short. For this reason, it is usual to make
one track of a double-track road one half, and the

other track the second half-section. Unless condi-
tions are such that the cars are likely to be bunched
on one track, this seems the better way of dividing.

In addition to conducting current between cars, the

track has to conduct back to the power station the
excess in current used on one hall-section over that

used on the other.

considers that there are few instances where a bat-
tery can be installed, with resultant profit, where its

function is the storing of power one hour for use
the next. Except with very short time peaks, the
battery costs as much as the additional generating
apparatus. Particularly in small stations, however,
there is such variable load that it is impossible to
average full load from the station for a period of
time, because of the inability to handle the very
short time overloads that such an average load de-
mands. In such a station a battery may result in

a considerable increase in station capacity, and, by
allowing the engines to operate at practically con-
stant loads, reduce the fuel consumption greatly.

While a battery may do these things in the station, it

may do even more, remote from the station. In the
latter location it will keep the potential near it

practically constant, and will also maintain uniform
current flow between the station and the particular
point, thus adding the advantages of regulation and
greatly increased copper efficiency.

One side of the story makes a pretty good case
for the storage battery; unfortunately, the other
must be told. The first cost of a battery is so very
great that reasonable interest and depreciation on
the amount invested will more than consume the
apparent saving, in many cases. Especially is this

so in the case of a battery located on the line, where
it has been shown that the gross saving is the great-

est. This is true because it requires a very much
larger investment in battery to care for the load
variations of a given station if the batteries must
be divided up among several sub-stations, the load
factor of each of which is necessarily lower than
that of the main station. The sum of the maximum
variations of the several stations is always greatly

in excess of the maximum variations in the main
station. If, however, a power station were to be
located at a considerable distance from a single

center of distribution, through which all feeders

from the station passed, it is quite probable that

a battery placed at the latter point would result in

a net saving, due to its giving each, the station and
copper, a uniform load.

When it becomes necessary to select from the

foregoing list the most suitable system for a given
case, there are many conditions to consider in the

decision. Either of the first three, the special

generator, the booster, or the three-wire system,
may be arranged with the apparatus in any railway

power statiop^ assuming that it includes a reserve

generator of the necessary size. It is better to use
standard railway machines for these purposes, and,

if possible, to arrange the station so that any one
of the regular station machines may be used.

^
It

frequently happens that one or more sections of line

fed from a certain station have copper enough lead-

ing to them to care for them properly at all times,

excepting a few hours on each ordinary day, and
for longer periods on heavy days. While the work
may be quite variable at times of light load, when
the load increases it becomes more nearly uniform.

Such sections may be satisfactorily supplied oyer
the cooper designed for the lighter load, by raising

the voltage on the station end of the feeder during
heavy loads. Usually, the margin in the field rheo-

stat vrill allow the increase of voltage on any one
of the generators to a point considerably above the

normal. When this is not so it is possible that the

generator speed may be increased, unless limited

by the requirements of safety in the driving engine.

In one or both of these ways it is often possible

to get from 700 to 750 volts from a standard 550
volt machine. This increase enables the heavy load

on the section to be handled very satisfactorily.

The voltage at the feeder end necessarily varies with

the load, and with ordinary fluctuations there_ may
easily be 100 volts difference between the minimum
and maximum. A recording voltmeter placed at

\Continued on fage syS.}
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It is anticipated that the Allen bill will be tested

when the North Chicago Street Railroad company
attempts to transform the Evanston avenue horse-

car line into an electric road. An application has

been made by the company for a permit from the

city, although the corporation claims the right, un-

der the Allen law, to make the change whenever

it sees fit to do so. It is believed that the present

administration will attempt to prevent the change

if the corporation counsel can find grounds upon
which to make a fight.

Perhaps it isn't necessary to dwell upon the les-

sons of the Washington street tunnel fire in Chi-

cago, because, as we learn, the sufferers—not the

citizens dependent on the service, but the owners

of the electrical circuits—are taking steps to secure

better construction in the future. But possibly in

other out-O'f-the-way corners in Chicago, and other

cities there are still wooden-encased wires carrying

heavy currents of electricity or liable to come in

contact with such wires. If there are such, the

recent fire is a reminder of the possibility of dan-

ger ahead which, with due warning, may now be

averted.

It is greatly to be regretted that in their anxiety

to dispose of business at the recent Niagara con-

vention the members of the American Street Rail-

way association failed to give some of the papers

read on that occasion the consideration they merited.

In the case of the article on storage batteries, a gen-

eral discussion would have resulted in bringing out

much interesting information upon this important

subject, but the restriction prohibiting the participa-

tion of others than members in the proceedings pre-

cluded the possibility of such a result. There were

several men present who had valuable experience

in the use of storage batteries, and they would will-

ingly have given the association the benefit of their

knowledge, but it was decided not to hear them.

Mr. Hoopes' excellent paper was another example.

Had engineers of experience been permitted to dis-

cuss this contribution, its value would have been

greatly enhanced, as there were many points merely

touched upon by the author, with the evident pur-

pose of leaving them open for discussion.

The association as a body seemed to fear that the

admission of manufacturers' representatives and en-

gineers to the floor of the convention would detract

from the dignity and importance of the meeting,

while as a matter of fact the opinions and sugges-

tions of these experts would have added greatly to

the value of the proceedings. The leading technical

organizations of the country are glad to avail them-

selves of the ideas of these experts, and frequently

papers are presented before these bodies discussin.g

what might almost be classed as commercial prob-

lems. Yet no one suggests the idea that the stand-

ing of these organizations is lowered in consequence.

The street railway meetings in the early days of

electricity were interesting because of the spirited

discussions of advocates of the different methods of

propulsion then appearing. It would seem as if the

organization was hardly in position to dispense with

the services and opinions of the experts who are

engaged in improving and perfecting present meth-

ods.

Congo negroes have a method of telephoning

which is not in interference with anything known to

Bell or Reis or any of the other numerous "original

inventors" of that wonderful system of transmission

of sound. It is not an electric telephone, as the

fundamental base of the system is a drum, the dia-

phragm being made of the skin of the native an-

telope stretched over a rude frame of cross-sticks.

The device is made in as many forms and

sizes as its various uses demand. For instance,

there is a huge affair which is only beaten in case

of war, and is displaced by a more pacific instru-

ment which sounds when peace is declared. There

are birth drums and funeral drums, marriage drums

and dance drums, and drums for sounding official

and commercial messages. The intelligence is con-

veyed by the method of handling the sticks, some-

thing after the drummer code in the army, but

far more extensive and complicated. The native is

capable of reading by sound and readily distinguishes

between the good and evil portent of the message,

A recent traveler in the Congo country, according

to I'Electricien, says that when Inspector Five on
one occasion arrived at his post after a trip in the

country, with the commissary, he was hungry and
tired and had no means of satisfying his needs.

When four leagues away from his destination he

requested the resident chief to notify the Basoka
authorities of his approach. As the inspector and
his attendants left the station the drum was beaten,

and a response came from the next point, from which
the signal was repeated by relays to its destination.

Arrived at the station at midnight the travelers

found supper hot and waiting, and, on inquiry, learned

that the drummer had received this message: "Even-
ing, boula matari (inspector or governor) will ar-

rive hungry."

On another occasion the steamer having the in-

spector on board was billed to remain some minutes

at Basoka, and a message was sent ahead to have
the table servants dressed in uniform, on the steam-

er's arrival, for the purpose of having a photograph
taken. The inspector was met by the military con-

tingent, which gravely saluted him with "present

arms." Inquiry disclosed the fact that the drum-
mer had ordered the servants of the state instead

of the servants of the table to present themselves.

Like the old-time telegraphers and the railroad

dispatchers of this country, these drummers have

occasional meetings for rehearsals and for enlarging

their repertoire.

The culmination of the troubles in which the city

of Philadelphia has become involved through mis-

management of its gas-works has at last been reached,

and it has been decided to lease the property to a

private corporation. The reckless extravagance

practiced in this department of the public service

was exposed in a recent investigation, and, as a

result, prominent citizens of all parties, who had

before been favorably disposed toward the mu-
nicipal ownership of such enterprises, joined in a

m.ovement to abolish the present system and grant

a franchise to a private corporation. On Monday
the ordinance providing for leasing the city gas-

works to the United Gas Improvement company

of Philadelphia was passed by the Common Coun-

cil, the vote being 78 to 52, and the foUow-ing day

the Select Council approved the measure by a vote

of 25 to 13. It was announced that the mayor fa-

vored the proposition and would sign the franchise.

This will effectually dispose of the city gas-works

of Philadelphia, which have been cited for years as

an example of the practicability of municipal own-

ership of such enterprises. Under the agreement

the United Gas Improvement company is to take

charge of the works owned by the city immediately

on the approval of the ordinance by the mayor, and

during the period specified to manufacture and sell

gas to consumers at $1 a thousand cubic feet. Dur-

ing the first 10 years of the contract the company

is to pay the city all receipts from consumers in

excess of 90 cents a thousand cubic feet; during the

next five years all in excess of 85 cents; during the

succeeding five years all in excess of 80 cents, and

thereafter all in excess of 75 cents. It is stipulated

that the city may reduce the price to consumers

to the extent of its royalties from the company.

In other words, if the city desires gas to be sold to

consumers at any time in the next 10 years at 90

cents a thousand feet, the consumers get the reduc-^

tion and the city gets nothing. Another considera-

tion exacted in the agreement is the company's

promise to expend $15,000,000 during the term of

the contract in the improvement of the works.

Philadelphia's experience with municipal owner-

ship has been discouraging. The city gas-works

were erected in 1836, and their management was

entrusted to a trusteeship created by an act of As-

sembly. The trusteeship became in course of years

a source of political pestilence. A few years later

it was vacated by the provisions of a new charter,

under which the city government is now adminis-

tered, and the gas ring ceased to exist. But the

city gas-works seem to have been the victim of more

mismanagement, and at the present time the prop-

erty is practically worthless, in spite of the fact that

the plant was valued at $30,000,000 in the mayor's

last message.

It is the old, old story of official corruption, in-

competence and mismanagement, resulting from

political interference.
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Proposed Combination of Rubber Wire
Manufacturers.

Preliminary steps liave been talcen in tile forma-
tion of a combination of rubber wire manufacturers
to control the output of the factories which they

operate and regulate the price of the product. It

is said that the following-named concerns are in-

terested:

Bishop Gutta Percha company, New York.
India Rubber and Gutta Percha Insulating company, New

York (Habirshaw).
W. R. Brixey. New York (Kerite).
New York Insulated Wire company, New York (Grimshaw).
Okonite company, New York.
Eastern Klectric Cable company, Boston (Clark).

It is reported that the original proposition was
to form a company that would dispose of the prod-
uct of the factories controlled by the companies
in the combination and limit the output of each
factory to a certain kind of wire. An arrangement
for sharing the profits according to the value of

the plant and business turned over by the several

companies was also proposed.

Coast Signal System.
Announcement is made of a plan that is being

perfected by the Navy Department for the estab-

lishment of a complete system of signal stations along
the Atlantic coast, by which ships of the navy pass-
ing near the shore may receive messages from and
send them to Washington authorities. It is intended
to use, when practicable, the life-saving stations for

signal towers, and where such stations are not well

located new ones are to be established for the ex-
clusive use of the signal service. A board has been
appointed by Secretary Long to report a practica-

ble measure. This board consists of Commander
Schouler, Lieut. Gibbons, Lieut. Harlow and Lieut.

Anderson of the New York Naval Militia, and has
been in session several days. Along the Long
Island shore, and at other points where the life-

saving service cannot be utilized for the new scheme,
stations will be placed in charge of members of the

state militia, which will have entire charge of the

system in time of war. Communication from one
station to another will be had by telephone and tele-

graph, so that it will be possible for the movements
of a ffeet sailing well inshore to be kept in touch
with the entire system. It is probable that the
government will have a special line of wire to Wash-
ington, in order that it may be kept in prompt
communication with the signal stations, when neces-
sary. For years Great Britain, France and other
European powers have iised a like system exten-
sively, and with a chain of life-saving stations ex-
tending from Maine to Florida it will not be difficult

for the navy to apply it here.

Telephone News from the Northwest.

[From the Minneapolis correspondent of the Western Elec-

trician.!

A local telephone exchange is among the proba-
bilities at Preston, Minn.
The long-distance telephone system has reached

Blue Earth City, Minn., and will go no further south
at present.

St. Croix Falls, Wis., has secured telephone con-

nection with Taylors Falls, Minn.
A commission has been appointed at St. Peter,

Minn., to appraise the value of certain lands con-
demned by the Northwestern Telephone Exchange
company.
The Central Wisconsin Telephone company is

adding to its list of subscribers at Black River Falls,

Wis., materially, and is preparing to have a toll-

line to connect with the Winona, Minn., and Ar-
cadia, Wis., systems.

The Perry Telephone company contemplates put-

ting an exchange in Panora, la.

The North American Long-distance Telephone
company is an applicant for a telephone franchise at

Duluth, Minn.
The telephone line to be built from Pierre, S. D.,

to the Black Hills by Rowc Bros, of Pierre is to

be built to Midland this fall.

The Dakota Central Telephone coiupany of Ab-
erdeen, S. D., will rebuild its toll-line to Groton,
S. D.. this fall.

The Northwestern Engineering company will put
in a central exchange for the telephone system at

Ortonville, Minn.
Crawfordsville, la., wants toll-line connection with

Washington, la., and offers to build the line half-

way if the Washington exchange will do the same.
Menomonie, Wis., is delighted to have toll-line

connection with neighboring towns over the Wis-
consin Valley Telephone company's lines.

The Wisconsin Telephone company is an appli-

cant for a franchise at Sheboygan Falls, Wis.
The Wisconsin Valley Telephone company has

accepted the franchise offered by the Chippewa Falls,

Wis., council and given a bond to complete the

system in six months.
The Iowa Telephone company has given free

service in one or two instances in Des Moines, la.,

to compete with the new Mutual Telephone com-
pany. An instrument was put in and the subscriber

was to pay $15 per year if he liked it. No contract

was asked.
The city of Sheboygan, Wis., may begin a war

on the Wisconsin Telephone company by cutting

its wires, if they are not removed on 24 hours' no-
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tice. The company has attached its wires to the
electric light poles.

The Electric Telegraph and Telephone company
is an applicant for a franchise for toll-line connec-
tion with Superior, Wis.
The merchants of Pierce and St. Croix counties.

Wis., are agitating free telephone service to the
Twin Cities. The connection to Stillwater, Minn.,
is very convenient, and that town is getting much of
the trade that would go to the Twin Cities if con-
cessions as to telephone service were made.
The Northwestern Telephone company is prose-

cuting its construction with much diligence to get
it completed before winter sets in. The line between
Sioux City, la., and Yankton, S. D., will be fully

equipped in two weeks, and from Sioux City to

Canton, S. D., a little later. The work is now done
between Mankato and Wells, Minn., and the station
at Albert Lea is being equipped so 'as to give com-
plete connections between Austin and Fairmont.
The system is also being extended south from Albert
Lea to the state line to meet the Iowa company.
The Northwestern company has built and equipped
475 miles of lines throughout the Northwest.
The telephone exchange at Fargo, N. D., is being

rebuilt and the whole system improved and enlarged.
This is necessitated by the number of subscribers,

which has now reached 500. A large amount of new
cable will be laid.

New Municipal Lighting Plants for
Chicago.

The sum of $150,000 recently appropriated by the
City Council of Chicago to extend the electric street-

lighting service of the city will be devoted to the
erection of two new plants and the extension of one
of the old ones. The new plants will be erected at

pumping stations- of the city waterworks, with the
idea that the labor account will be lessened, propor-
tionately, and that the boilers for the pumping en-
gines can be relied upon as the reserve of the elec-

tric light stations, effecting a material saving in first

cost.

The new South Side plant will be installed in

the pumping station at Sixty-eighth street, on the
lake shore. It will have sufficient capacity to sup-
ply 1,000 all-night arc lamps of 2,000 nominal candle
power for the streets in the territory bounded by
Thirty-ninth street. Lake Michigan, South Chicago
and Western avenue. This portion of the city is

now largely dependent upon gas lamps, the serv-

ice from the city electric lighting plant at Fourteenth
street extending only as far south as Thirty-ninth
street.

On the North Side a new plant will be put in at

Lake View pumping station. It will have a capacity

of 600 lamps and will supply the district lying be-

tween North and Graceland avenues, the lake and
Western avenue, thus meeting at North avenue
the street lighting service from fhe existing plant

at Chicago avenue and Sedgwick street.

Specifications for the-installations are in course of

preparation by City Electrician Ellicott. As has
been stated, there will be but one battery of boilers

for each station. The engines will either be low-
speed Corliss or smaller high-speed units for direct

connection to the dynamos, probably the former.
The dynamos will undoubtedly be of large size, but
in this and other particulars considerable latitude

will be allowed the bidders, the object being, of

course, to obtain the best plant for the money. Bids
will not be sought on each plant as a whole, but on
the different parts—boilers, engines, dynamos, lamps,
wire, etc.

After the new plants have been provided for, the
remainder of the appropriation will be devoted to

an extension of the service of the West Side plant
at Halsted street and Blue Island avenue.

Street Railway Situation in Terre Haute.
[From the Terre Haute Gazette.]

The Gazette sincerely trusts that the outcome of

the trouble into which the electric street car com-
pany has been rather precipitately plunged may be
a return of his property to President Russell B.
Harrison. He has labored with great energy and
uncommon ability, early and late, to make the Terre
Haute street railway the model system in the coun-
try. And he has made it that.

A multitude of difficulties have pressed upon him.
Times have been hard. Business has been dull.

Failures have occurred all over the country, and here
in Terre Haute as well as elsewhere. Taxes have
been heavy—the city taxes, county taxes and state

taxes, all heavier than they ought to be. He has
had a frightful load to carry in the matter of street

paving. Vexatious and harassing suits have been
brought for damages growing out of accidents. The
Legislature has frightened capitalists in the matter
of street-car bonds. The council has recently pro-
posed ordinances that would necessitate a large

outlay on the one hand and diminish business on
the other.

And the result of it all has been that this man,
who has worked like a slave and has given us a
splendid street-car service, and cheaper light for

the streets than the town has ever had and cheaper
than most towns have, has fallen down under the
heavy burden.
For its part the Gazette is mighty sorry that this

has happened. It hopes that he may get upon his
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feet again and that the road may pass into his hands
to lie managed by him along the line of progressive
improvciuent inaugurated and carried on by him.

Linemen Cannot Rely Upon Safety of
Poles.

There is a general rule of law that it is the duty
of employers to use ordinary care to provide for
their employes safe places in which to work, and
safe appliances with which to perform their work.
But the Supreme Court of Errors of Connecticut
holds (October, 1897) that this cannot avail injured
linemen, in such a case as thai of McGorty against
the Southern New England Telephone company,
brought to recover damages for personal injuries
sustained by the fall of a pole. The lineman in-
jured had been sent up a pole, which had been in
use about 11 years, to remove the wires and cross-
arms. The pole looked well and had been tested
by another lineman with satisfactory results. It
did not occur to the lineman injured, nor to the one
who tested it, nor to the foreman, that there was
any danger in climbing it. In answer to the in-
quiry of the man ordered up this one, if the old
poles were all right, the foreman replied: ''Yes;
we have been up there and taken oR old wires a
hundred times." But the important point on which
it appears to have been decided that there was no
negligence on the part of the company, and that,
if the accident was the result of negligence, it oc-
curred from the fault of the lineman injured, and
that he was entitled to recover only nominal dam-
ages, was that it was the custom, rule and practice of
the company, and of other companies operating lines
of wires on poles, not to place responsibility upon the
foreman of a gang for the work of examining the
poles to determine whether linemen might safely
climb them, but that each lineman was to look out
for his own safety in climbing a pole. That this
lineman knew this rule, and understood that testing
and inspecting were a part of his duties, the court
holds, must be presumed from the fact that he was
a lineman of 14 years' experience, and in that ca-
pacity had formerly been in the employ of the com-
pany. As he was able to perform both the work
of inspecting and climbing, the court declares
the company ought not to be required to employ
some other person to test the poles, and that if he
chose to rely upon the safe appearance of the pole
and the assurances of his fellow workman, rather
than to inspect it, and if he doubted its safety to
support it bv appliances furnished for that purpose,
he took the risk of so doing. Nor does the court
think that it can be laid down as a proposition of
law that the linemen of telegraph and telephone
companies have a right to rely upon the soundness
and safety of the poles upon which they are work-
ing, and that it is the duty of such companies to
inspect and test poles, and support such as are in-
secure, before permitting linemen to climb them.

Electrolysis at Washington.
[From the Washington correspondent of the Western Elec-

trician.]

Inspector Allen of the street lighting department
has submitted to the commissioners an important
report concerning electrolysis. For some time past
he has been engaged upon a series of experiments
and investigations. The report gives in detail the
liiie construction of the several railroads using elec-
tricity as a motive power, and discusses at length
the damages that have resulted to the gas and water
pipes therefrom. The inspector states that imme-
diately after the installation of the Potomac com-
pany's lighting system from a grounded circuit,

the Chesapeake and Potomac company commenced
to have trouble with its cables, th eresulting damage
being so great that the telephone company was
compelled to draw into its circuit a bare copper wire,
to which it bonded all its cables. The inspector
goes on to say "that the solution of the whole mat-
ter is very simple. The extension of the under-
ground electric system as is employed upon the
Metropolitan railroad lines to the suburban trolley

roads is too expensive to be put into operation.
But its substitute^ the double trolley, can be easily
installed and successfully operated." * * * "As long
as the rails are used for a portion of the return
current, the system will be grounded, and the cur-
rent, to a greater or less extent, will seek other
paths than those provided for it."

Commander Davis of the Washington Naval Ob-
servatory has added another chapter to the discus-
sion noted above. In a letter to the commissioners
he says: "The observations of magnetic force car-

ried on regularly at this observatory for many years
past have been rendered practically useless of late by
disturbances caused by the proximity oi the Tenley-
town electric railway. My attention has been called

to a report by Inspector Allen of the street lighting

department on electrolysis of water mains. I have
been carrvins: on some observations here with a

view to locating the direction and force of local

disturbances, and an investigation of the whole sub-

ject is now being made." After requesting some
information as to the difference in potential between
the water mains and the rails of certain electric

railroads, he says: "I further understand that it is

contemplated to insist on a return wire for electric

railways, preventin.g the grounding of these power-

ful currents. Should such an intention be carried
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into effect it would probably remove the cause of

disturbances affecting our instruments, and its re-

sults would be directly beneficial to science. The
present site of the naval observatory was chosen

only about 15 years ago. because it was believed

that the location itself and the extent of the grounds

were a peroetual Guarantee against the disturbances

of commerce and traflfic. The electric railway had
not been perfected, nor could the pernicious efifects

of its close proximity be foreseen. As these rail-

ways are now managed it would probably be neces-

sary to remove our magnetic instruments to a dis-

tance of at least two miles before the effects of the

local disturbances would cease to be felt. This

would retire the observatory from the national capi-

tal, which, in view of the amount of money already

spent here and the beauty and fitness of the site in

all other respects, is not to be thought of. The
only other alternative is to discontinue magnetic
observations here. This would be a loss to science,

because there are only two magnetic observatories

on the continent of North America, the other one,

situated at Toronto, being unfortunately in the same
predicament as ours, owing to the close proximity

of a troUev road; so that the accumulation of accu-

rate magnetic observations, which are of incalcu-

lable value for the future solution of one of the

great problems of nature, has practically ceased in

North America."

Power Distribution and the Use of Multi-
phase Current Transmission for

Ordinary Street Railways.

[Continued from page .?7j.]

the feeder end will show a very inky piece of paper,

after a run. In practice, on a line which the writer

finds it necessary to handle in this way, he gets

variations from 450 to 550 volts. The minimum is

infrequent, however, and the schedule is made ap-

parently as well as though the potential were ab-

solutely uniform.
Considering the question of abuse of apparatus,

the increased voltage is not likely to injure a gen-
erator of modern construction. Practically, the

only additional care that seems necessary is of the

generator fields, noting that the increased current

in the shunt windings does not heat them above
safe temoerature. So long as the potential at the car

stays under 600 volts, there is little probability of

trouble with equipment. Although the writer has

had no such experience, he has known of cases

where higher voltages have caused the arcs at con-
troller contacts, when breaking, to jump to the

iron frames. This difficulty has been experienced
more particularly on small roads using boosters,

where one car might constitute the entire load on
the booster. At times of throwing oft' the power
the booster holds up its potential for a sufficient time
to result in a very greatly increased voltage during
the time of the controller opening.
The method just described has the advantage of

simolicitv and economy. Cases arise, however,
when the very great fluctuations in load make its

use impracticable. With a line which, at certain

times, carries very heavy current, as compared
with the average, there must be some means
of automatically raising and lowering the voltage
at the station end of the feeder, to properly com-
pensate for the variable drops. To accomplish this

a booster is used. As has been said, this machine
is a series-wound generator, connected in the feeder

as it leaves the main bus. and so proportioned that

a given current through it will give sufficient field

strength to induce an electromotive force in the

armature equal to the fall of potential which the
same current causes in the feeder. In practice, this

condition is only approximated. Were the gener-
ator to have a perfectly straight characteristic curve,

of proper pitch to match that of the feeder drop,
the feeder and potential would exactly coincide with
that of the power station. The curves of all dy-
namos droo awav toward the horizontal as the
magnets approach saturation. This results in the
booster failing to compensate wholly for drops of
currents above a certain amount. In practice, how-
ever, boosters are used which raise a feeder poten-
tial to 1.000 volts, and care for variable loads without
allowing the light load voltages to rise at the feeder
ends to dangerous amounts. The system has the
advantage of caring for extreme overloads on par-
ticular feeders, and is useful in cases where, for

short periods of time, the feeder load is such as to
cause excessive drops, and the time is not great
enough to justify increased copper investment. On
the other hand, it is expensive of operation, due to

the facts that it wastes considerable energy and that
it generates this wasted energy in rather an ex-
travagant way. If the booster is engine-driven, the
engine has widely fluctuating loads to handle, the
load varying as the square of the current in the
feeder. These variations necessarily result in a very
low economy for the engine. With a motor-driven
booster, there are the constant losses of the two
machines to meet. These are not so great as those
of the engine and booster, but the necessity of keep-
ing a particular generator for use as a booster limits
the flexibilitv of the arrangement as compared with
one^ which permits the use of any of the regular
station generators, and, moreover, the addition of
a motor booster does not increase the capacity of the
station, as the power to drive the motor must come
from the engines. The compounding of the stand-

ard types of railway generators is usually such that,

when full load current is passed through them, the
series turns alone will raise the fields to a point that
will induce nearly normal electromotive force in

the armature. This adapts the machine for use as
a booster on almost any line, excepting one requir-
ing more than 100 per cent, increase of potential
at times of full load. As lines when so overloaded
would be much better provided for by the addition
of more copper, they need not be considered. In
most cases it is necessary to cut down the electro-

motive force of the standard generator in order to

secure the proper ratio of electromotive force to

current for boosting, and this may be done by de-

creasing either its speed or the number of field

turns. The former method has the advantage with
an engine-driven unit of improving the engine econ-
omy by lessening the friction losses and keeping
the cut-off at a less wasteful point, whereas the lat-

ter is the simpler way. To accomplish this, the

writer uses a long German silver strip of sufficient

section to carry the proportion of current that it is

desired to shut out of the fields. This strip is fas-

tened to the generator frame, connected across the

terminals of the series field and doubled on itself

in such a way that a clamp may be slid back or

forth on it, raising or lowering its resistance.

Knowinsf the resistance of the feeder upon which
the machine is boosting, the clamp may be shifted

to the point where the ratio between the readings
of the voltmeter and the ammeter is equal to the

feeder resistance, and the proper adjustment reached.

For temporary uses, it is possible to make the

necessary switchboard connections with flexible

cables as the only adjuncts to the apparatus on the

regulation board. A cable which may be attached

to the positive load of any of the generators at the

switchboard and to any feeder answers the entire

purpose. With some boards it is only necessary

to have terminals on the cable that may be inserted

into switch jaws. If the generator leads and the

feeders happen to terminate in switch blades in-

stead of jaws, the cable must have its ends fitted to

clamp quickly to these blades. With this prepara-
tion, in order to transfer a particular feeder to a

special generator for the purpose of increasing the

voltage upon it, the cable should be attached to the

positive generator terminal, the other end hung
convenient to the feeder switch, the generator built

up already for use, the feeder opened and attached

to the cable, and finally the circuit breaker and neg-
ative generator switch closed.

If it is desired to extend this system to booster
working, it is necessary to have a second cable lead-

ing from the positive bus-bar and capable of con-
nection to the negative terminal of the booster. It

is best to include a circuit-breaker in this cable to

protect the booster, as the regular generator cir-

cuit-breaker will be cut out.

At best, howfver. cables are troublesome appli-

ances and allow only comparatively slow transfers.

Moreover, it is impracticable to arrange cables so
that two generators may be run in parallel on the
special high-voltage service. Where a new board
is being installed, and where the circumstances jus-

tify the alterations in an existing board, such a one
as is shown in Fig I (page 275) meets the required
conditions. The two equalizing bars make it possible

to run two or more machines on each of the regular
and high-voltage at one time. With the arrangement
any two combination of feeders and generators de-
sired mav be had. When running the "special gen-
erator" the negative switches are thrown up, and
the positive and equalizing switches on the special

machines thrown down. The switches on the feed-

ers needing the increased voltage are likewise
thrown down. If it is desired to use the auxiliary

bus for booster purposes, the equalizing switch is

left open and the adjustable field shunt applied, the
negative generator switch is thrown down, after

closing the booster circuit-breaker, and the feeder

is transferred down to the auxiliary bus. This
puts the booster generator in series with the par-

ticular feeder. One very important thing in this

connection is to make sure that the shunt field cir-

cuit is open on the boosting generator. It might
be advisable to interlock the field switch with the
negative generator switch in such a way that the

latter could not be thrown down except with the

former open.
The drawing of the board shows a wattmeter

and an ammeter in each bar. By providing a double-
throw switch connected in such a way as to open
the lower wattmeter from the feeder board and con-
nect it to the upper bus-bar on the generator side

of the ammeter shunt, the four instruments will be
in series between the generators, all running on the

lower bus, and the feeders all running on the upper
bus. This offers convenient means for checking
meters, care being taken to see that current passing
through the diagonal bar on the back of the instru-

ment panel does not introduce an error into the
wattmeter indications.

In a modern station of few large units it is improb-
able, were the necessity for booster service to ex-
ist, that one of the large generators could be spared
or would be desirable for the purpose.

In such stations, however, it is usual to install a
smaller machine to carry the all-night and other
light loads. This machine might be relied upon
for the booster work. If the engine driving it have
its governor arranged to adjust for a large variety

of speeds, both above and below normal, and the

unit be designed to run safely at the increased
speeds, the combination will be found very con-
venient for meeting all classes of demand. The
speed may be dropped for booster working and
rased when the generator is run at high voltage on
a particular feeder. With this arrangement of de-
pendence upon an individual unit for the special
service, it is, of course, unnecccssary to equip the
whole switchboard with the e^itra negative bus
I he double positive bus will be found convenient
in any station, however.
The three-wire system, although very useful in

lighting work has been of little service in railroad
distribution Its value for the latter purpose has
been considerably overestimated, although there
are places where its use has resulted in the main-
tenance of satisfactory potential on sections of trackusing the same copper, when the usual system couldnot approach doing it.

The advantage of the three-wire system is based

T,uT ^?''.-"?'J
"/"=^bles the use of double heusual potential for distribution, thus in the perfectcase reauiring but one-fourth the copper to transmit

a given current at a given loss.
This law that the amount of copper varies in-

r? *{ f i'l^jqu^re of the potential, is due to the
fact that doubling the voltage halves the current
for a given amount of energy. The same percentage
of loss allows a loss of twice the number of voltsand this, with but half the current, admits of the
use of copper having four times the resistance
hence one-fourth the weight. The "perfect case"
just cited IS one in which no third or "neutral" wire
IS necessary. Such an one does not exist in prac-
tice, and this neutral wire has to be supplied to con-
duct the excess of the current used on one side of
the system over that used on the other, between
the generators and the motors. In railroad work
the rail is used as the neutral conductor. It is sel-dom that a whole road is operated on the system
the common practice being to apply it to only those
parts on which the ordinary system is insufficient.
Where there are but one or two sections to operate
with the reversed potential, the switchboard de-
scribed may care for them satisfactorily. If one
generator is made to build up with reversed polarity
and IS coupled into the auxiliary bus, it will handle
such feeders as may be thrown upon it as the nega-
tive side of a three-wire system. The generator
mav have its residual charge reversed in a number
of ways, one of which is to have the shunt field
wired through a double-throw switch on the ma-
chine, arranged to disconnect the field coils from
the armature and connect them in the reverse direc-
ton to a pair of charging wires fed from the switch-
board. The machine may have its residual charge
brought back to the usual direction by the com-
monly used means of throwing in the positive and
equalizing switches, with the negative open, and
allowing the current shunted from the series coils
of the other machines to energize its series coil.
Where three-pole switches are used on the genera-
tors the shunt field double-throw switches may be
omitted and the field reversed through the series
coil by using an X-shaped pair of contact pieces
insulated from each other at the point of intersection.
These may be pressed against the switch jaws in
such a way as to reverse the current shunted from
the other series coils through that of the machine
to be reversed. Where the three-wire system is the
regular system of operation, and the sections are
divided equally between the two sides of the sys-
tem, a regular three-wire board is preferable. For
a less general use of the system, the method de-
scribed answers as well. The arrangement then be-
comes the same as that of the special generator, with
the polarity reversed, and the potential on the ma-
chine may be raised above normal, and the advan-
tage of greater allowable drop in the copper added
to that of the saving in track drop, due to the re-
versed current flow.
The writer has said that the value of the three-

wire system in railroad service has been considera-
bly overestimated. This statement probably needs
explanation. In lighting work the three-wire sys-
tem saves 62% per cent, of the copper. Each wire
has to be but one-fourth as large as with the two-
wire system, but it is usual to make the neutral
of the same size as the other wires, thus requiring
three wires, each of one-fourth the size of those of
a two-wire system, hence the use in the three-wire
system of three-eighths, or 37% per cent, of the cop-
per necessary in the two-wire system. Because
this is true of lighting work, it is often assumed to
be true of railwav work. It is not, however, and
in no case where the track renders any appreciable
service as a conductor can the saving from the
adoption of the three-wire system approach the
above figures. In general, its use will make a gross
saving of the loss in track (assuming that there is

no copper paralleling the track that may be used as
a positive feeder). The net saving will be this gross
loss in track less the track losses due to the passage
of current from car to car, and of the excess of cur-
rent due to lack of balance, back to the power sta-

tion, and the increase overhead loss due to the
greater drops in the divided feeders than in them
when combined. The sketch (Fig. 2) may present
this more intelligently. It illustrates the simple
case of an unbalanced three-wire system, and shows
that its losses aggregate 4,100 watts under the par-
ticular load. If this system were changed to a two-
wire one by throwing the feeders in parallel it would
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save 400 watts in the feeders and lose 800 more in

the track, leaving a net loss of 400 watts, or about
10 per cent, of the total loss. Such a difference as

is shown by this hypothetical case would not jus-

tify the complication introduced by the system.
The only conditions where the method seems to be
applicable are those of excessive track losses with
fair opportunities for balanced load. Such a case

existed on the Lowell and Suburban road. They
have a heavy business over a double-track line to

their park, some six miles from the power station.

By chan.2;inf! to positive feeders those formerly

used as overhead returns, and operating the line as

a three-wire one. they very greatly improved the

efiiciencv of the distribution system.

In the selection, from the various systems of dis-

tribution, of the one best adapted to a particular in-

stance, there is always a large number of variable

factors to consider, and usually more or less spec-

ulation as to the value of certain ones on which no
accurate data are accessible. This makes it impos-
sible to work from fixed laws, and demands individ-

ual consideration of each case. For these reasons,

there is considerable room for divergence of opin-

ions in the matter. The writer has given his ideas

as to the comparative infrequency of cases in which
the three-wire system is desirable. The booster

has a very much more general application, and is

suited to a greater number of cases than is any one
of the other systems. Nevertheless, wherever work
can be satisfactorily handled by a special generator,

it should be, unless the change involves abandoning
existing apparatus. The last method saves consid-

erably over the booster, and is preferable for its

simplicity. The only limiting condition to its use

is satisfactory regulation.

The alternating current system, with rotary con-

verter sub-stations, competes with the booster and
snecial srenerator in cases where the load factor (the

ratio of averaee to maximum load) is high, and
where the regular 500 volt transmission will suffice

during only a few of the 24 hours. In such a case

the copper losses, because of the length of time

during which they are excessive, are so great that

they may often exceed the entire expense of an alter-

nating transmission system. The latter system also

enters into competition with the independent power
station for that class of business that is too remote
from an existin.g station to admit of satisfactory

handling bv the other transmission methods and too

small to furnish load for such a station as may ap-

proach in economy the station from which the alter-

nating transmission would be operated. Cases of

each kind arise with city roads, in their needs for

transmission to suburban centers of load, and with
interurban roads.

The roads which the city station receives from the

suburban centers have usually a very low factor.

At morning and night they are excessive, and
through the remaining hours comparatively light.

Were an alternatin.g transmission system installed

for such use it would probably lie idle for a large

part of the time, its copper benig used to transmit

direct current. During the heavy hours it would
be called into service. This same service might be
rendered by raising the voltage on the different cur-

rent feeders by use of the "special generators," and
allowin.g the loss, which has been from five per cent,

to 10 per cent, during the light load, to become 25

per cent, or .^0 per cent. In this way the line may
carry three or four times as much current and main-

tain the voltage at the distant end.

In comparing the systems, it is necessary to com-
pute the annual cost of each, including the items in

the following list:

Direct Current.
Interest, depreciation and

repairs on such increased cost
of engines and generators as
is occasioned by their being
titled to furnish increased
voltage.
Cost of fuel to produce out-

put representing difference be-
tween losses in direct current
feeders and those in alternat-
ing current feeders and trans-
formers.

This assumes that the same amount of copper is

used in each system, that the alternating system
does not remove the need for sufficient copper to

handle the load with direct current during a part of

the time, and that this amount of copper will suf-

fice for heavy loads by means of the increased direct

current potential transmission. Should the load be

of such a nature that the alternating transmission
would be operated throughout the whole time, there

may be a correction made in its favor of the annual
cost on the increased amount of copper necessary

for the direct current system over that for the alter-

nating system. It is probable that the direct cur-

rent generator and engines need not be increased

in cost more than 10 per cent, by the requirements
of the increased voltage. The writer has said that

he is operating satisfactorily with machines designed
for the standard voltage. Points which should be
made against the alternating current system, which
cannot be given exact money values, are the danger
to life from the increased voltage, lack of uniform-
ity in equipment, making lack of ffexibility in sta-

tions (where, under the other arrangement, any gen-
erator may serve any demand) and the danger of
delays due to the increased complication of the sys-

tem, it sometimes requiring 15 or 20 minutes to

start the sub-station machinery and get it into serv-

ice after it has been stopped in the midst of load by

Alternating Current.
Fixed charges and repairs on

main station static transforn:-

ers, if any, and on sub-sta-
tion static and rotary trans-
formers, and accessories.
Fixed charges on sub-sta-

tion land and buildings.
Suk-station labor.
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accident. These points of disadvantage are very
important ones, and operating companies can well
afiford to expend considerable money to avoid them.
Especially is it undesirable to install for railroad
work a system which may be disturbed by the ex-
treme overloads such work introduces, and which
cannot be restored to an operative condition imme-
diately the load is brought within bounds. With
the rotary transformer system any short-circuit or
extreme load, which is not relieved by the sub-sta-
tion direct current circuit-breakers, may stop the
rotaries and shut the power off the line during the
long interval it takes to start them and put them
into service.

In the comparative estimate, the results depend
more upon the load factor than any other condition.
With it sufficiently high, the alternating transmis-
sion may show an economy over the direct current
for areas within a very few miles of the power sta-
tion. Unfortunately, however, the yearly load fac-
tor is usually very low on railroad work. With
such a condition, it is cheaper to have excessive
losses in copper at times of heavy loads than to carry
the necessary equipment of alternating transmission
apparatus to keep the losses down at such times.
The railroad manager naturally insists that the volt-

age be maintained reasonably near its normal value
over the whole road at times of heaviest business.
Estimates that show immense costs for copper to
accomplish this under the regular distribution sys-
tem make him turn to the consideration of addi-
tional power stations and multiphase transmissions.
If he can be shown that he may care for his maxi-
mum loads over the existing copper by simply
raising the voltage on the station end of the sec-
tions of heavy loss, and pay for the loss with coal
instead of with interest and depreciation on a great
amount of additional machinery, he is likely at least

to determine carefully which he can better afford
to do.

While, in the writer's opinion, the majority of
cases may be best handled by direct current distribu-
tion, there are many instances of need for a distribu-
tion system where none but the alternating current
system is applicable. Where water powers are used,
ihey are almost always so remote from the center
of load that very high potentials must be used for
economical transmission. Long interurban roads
operating so few cars that load can be had for only
one power station bring a condition where distribu-

tion must be accomplished by sub-stations, on the
alternating system. The Lowell transmission pre-
sents a case where it was a problem whether to care
for the new territory with a separate station, or to

transmit it from the existing station. So much has
been written about the multiphase current system
that was decided upon and installed there, that

it is unnecessary to attempt a description of it. Mr.
.Sullivan, the general manager of the company, has
kindly furnished the writer with a copy of the esti-

mates from which the choice of systems was made.
He states that operation justifies the estimate in its

statement of the cost of the multiphase system. It

showed the cost of power delivered to the trolley

wire to be for the transmission system 70 per cent,

of that for the separate power station. There were
no figures showing what this work could have been
done for with a booster system. Inasmuch as the
latter method has been used successfully in place
of the other, temporarily, it would be interesting to
know its comparative cost. Tests of the Lowell
system, extending over 18 days, showed an all-time

efficiency of 70 per cent., as measured from alter-

nating generator output to rotary converter output,
the losses being those of two sets of static trans-

formers, line and rotaries. The maximum efficiency

for any one day was 7,s per cent. The voltage reg-
ulation at the sub-station is about equal to that of

a well governed steam-driven power station.

The writer has said that the use of alternating
currents for ordinary electric railways is limited to
the rotary converter system. This is due to the fact

that alternating current motors, in their present
state of development, are not adapted to the needs
of such railways. As yet, their use for traction
purposes is limited to a few European roads, of
which the best known is in Lugano, Italy. Alter-
nating motors have the disadvantages of limited
torque and tendency to synchronism. This makes
them poorly adapted for the uses of any line but
one having long runs at practically uniform speeds
and few stops. These conditions are those of a
through express service between cities. Accommo-
dation and ordinary street railway services are such
as can only be handled satisfactorily by direct cur-
rent motors. At first notice, this fact seems rather
contradictory to one's ideas of the flexibility of al-

ternatine currents. The ideal system has been
thought to be one composed of a generating station
containing large multiphase generators, with lines
distributing current at a potential high enough to
require but a comparatively small amount of copper,
static step-down transformers, and motors that may
be re.gulated throughout all desired variations of
speed by merely changing the impressed electro-
motive force with a controller depending upon the
use of various ratios of transformation. This dream
included the freedom from the care of commutators,
and pictured a car equipment that would need a
minimum of attention. Were it possible to realize
all those advantages, it is probable that the some-
what serious complication introduced by the neces-
sity for two trolley wires might be tolerated. There
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seems to be little probability, however, of an early
solution of the problem of adapting the alternating
motor to the intermittent work of the street railway.

In conclusion, the writer desires to say that the
title of this paper may have led some to expect
rather more particular attention to the multiphase
transmission system, and less about direct distribu-
tion. He has, however, given the various systems
the same relative importance in the paper that he
considers them to have in application. Hence, the
subordination of the alternating current system in
the consideration of the general subject of "Power
Distribution."
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Development of Electric Cableways.'
By Richard Lamb.

Large expenditures of thought and money have
been made to devise means of transportation that can
disregard the insurmountable difficulties of some
surface roads, such as excessive grades, too much
bridging, or too great a cost for roadway. The nat-
ural suggestion has been to make the roadway
through the air, and air-ships, flying machines and
suspended cableways have been sought for to solve
the problem.
Macaulay wrote, "Of all inventions, the alphabet

and printing press excepted, those inventions which
abridge distance have done most for civilization."
The most baffling problems we have before us

to-day are those of abridging distances. With all

the expenditure of life and money' that has been put
into the endeavor, man has not as yet even been
able to traverse this orb of the universe upon which
we are living, and with untold riches as the goal,
thousands stop within a few hundred miles of the
Klondike, at the first short pass, to await a less

hazardous season to risk the journey.
There are millions of feet of valuable timber in

swamps standing within rifle-shot distance of con-
venient points of navigation that have been prac-
tically unobtainable. The miry soil makes regular
roadbeds too expensive, and it has been as impos-
sible to get the teams into the swamps as to get the
logs out. It w^as to solve this particular problem of
abridging distances that my electric cableway w-as

built.

I first built a cableway, having portable iron
bracket supports to attach to the trees, and an end-
less cable supported by sheaves upon the brackets.
The cable was passed around a sheave which was
driven b}' a steam engine at one end of the line.

This cablew^ay worked well, and could haul logs
for a distance of half a mile, which w^as farther than
the distance attained by any other method previously
tried. I found that steam cableways were limited

to straight lines, and as trees do not always grow
in long straight lines, I devised a means by which
the car would replace the traction cable in its sheave
if it was dislodged in passing a bracket on account
of the cable line not being straight. But this did
not obviate the difficulty of having to select the

route with reference to a straight line.

In the excellent article on "Railways in the Air,"

published in a recent number of the Strand, the
writer states: "Two stout wire-carrying ropes are

laid parallel on standards of wood or iron and then
stretched tightly in a straight line. Aerial rope-

ways cannot run around corners." This condition
is due to the fact that a moving cable has a tendency
to work itself out of its carrying sheave, unless the line

of the pull of the cable is straight. This fact suggesLed
to me the necessity of the traction cable being station-

ary. It was a natural advance in the line of thought
to note that if a sheave would transmit sufficient

power to haul logs a distance of half a mile from
the same, that it would be even more efficient if

the power applied to the sheave was near by and
accompanied the load on its travel. As an elec-

trician, the cables of the steam rig naturally sug-

gested to me conductors for an electric motor that

would operate the sheave. Such a motor admits of

the traction cable being stationary by passing it

about the sheaves several times and anchoring it

at both ends; thus, the motor winds in and pays out
the cable, on the principle of a capstan. The fact

that the traction cable is stationary, and that the

lower bracket catches the cable as the motor passes,

makes a system of this kind the only one that can
be operated upon concave and convex curved lines.

One of the essential features of the steam cable-

way is having the traction rope always parallel with

the bearing cable. The disregard of the direction

of forces in other cable systems has been one of the

main causes of their failure. On approaching a

support the cable naturally sags and the carriage

r. Read before the American Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers, New York, October 27, 7897,
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has to be propelled up an incline. If the grade of

the cable is steep, as it is in practice, and the power

is applied in a horizontal direction, the resultant

force will neutralize the pull, and the carriage will

stop. Cableways, operated by horses upon the

ground, pulling the carriage on the cable, have ac-

cordingly been inoperative. It was important,

therefore, in the electric cableway, to have the trac-

tion cable alwaj'S parallel with the bearing cable.

Supposing the incline of the cable is raised until it

is vertical, we would then have an elevator; the

bearing cable being the guide and the traction rope

the hauling rope, the motor being on the elevator

car instead" of at the top or bottom of the shaft. It

is this feature that enables this system to operate

on grades that would be impracticable by other

methods.
This system consists of a carriage with grooved

wheels in tandem that move upon a cable or sus-

pended trackway. From this carriage is hung a

frame, pivoted to the carriage so that it can main-

tain a vertical position regardless of the grade of the

track. This frame holds an electric motor, prefer-

ably of an iron-clad cylindrical type. The motor

is geared to an elliptically grooved sheave. A steel

cable is wrapped around this sheave two or more

times and is anchored at both ends. For the sake

of economy in conductors, the upper or bearing

cable is insulated from the lower or traction cable

and is used to carry the electric current. The car-

riage is insulated from the suspended frame and mo-
tor. An insulated wire is attached to the carriage

and conveys the current to the rheostat. The other

pole of the rheostat is connected with a convenient

part of the suspended frame. The rheostat is de-

signed to control the speed and reverse the current.

A circuit-breaker is put in circuit. Tracmg the cur-

rent from the generator, it passes along the bearmg

cable to the carriage, thence through the insulated

wire, through the rheostat to the frame of the motor,

thence through the traction cable, back to the gen-

erator. At intervals along the line, connection is

made between the traction cable and the ground.

A bar of copper-coated iron is buried at the foot

of a tree or post to which the cable brackets are

attached. A well bonded copper wire extends from

chis ground plate to the lower bracket, upon which

the traction cable rests. In swamp and canal serv-

ice the plate is buried well into the moist earth. A
most marked difference in the resistance is noted

when the ground connections are disconnected.

When connected, the resistance is the same as if

the traction cable was the same size as the bearing

cable.

In making the first saddles to support the cable

they were designed for movable brackets, which

could be easily put upon trees and removed to other

trees when the line was changed to a different lo-

cation. These saddles have a U-shaped clamp that

goes over the cable and is bolted down with wedge-

shaped bolts. Under the saddle is a petticoated re-

cess, designed to shed rain-water from the insulation

placed between the saddle and the bracket to keep

the current from grounding or short-circuiting.

This develops a new feature in insulation. It

appeared that many of the njaterials ordinarily serv-

iceable for insulating were not available, owing to

the fact that often a rolling load of 10,000 pounds

or more passed over the brackets, producing a

grindin.g and crushing effect.

Lava, hard rubber, micanite, shellac, mica and its

products, glass, porcelain, ozite and all products of

rosin, proved to be too brittle. Vulcanized fiber

was finally used and proved quite satisfactory for a

time. As only 220 volts are used in logging plants,

and as it is an advantage from a construction stand-

point to have the insulation as thin as possible,

sheets of fiber one-eighth inch thick were used. It

was found that although this insulation was pro-

tected from the rain by being shellacked and cov-

ered by a petticoat, after being exposed for some
time it would lose considerable of its resistance, and
while some of the brackets could be passed by the

electric motor, the heavy load on others would cause

a short-circuit through the insulation. This was
averted by painting the saddles, brackets and fiber

with insulating paint, and by increasing the thick-

ness of the insulation to one-fourth inch and using

fiber that has been solidified under unusual pres-

sure. This was found to work all right.

The saddles for the plant for the Erie Canal tow-
ing test were made so that the tread of the bearing
wheels would leave the rope, and the wheels would
pass over the saddles on their rims, guided by flanges

cast upon the saddles. On curves these flanges were
made concave or convex as required. These saddles

worked excellently, and the motor passed over them
easily and satisfactorily. These brackets were in-

sulated with ozite and vulcanized fiber and painted

with insulating paint.

Work in swamp lo.gging demonstrated that small

short saddles are all that are needed, even for de-

flections in the line of from 20 to 25 degrees. The
saddle was much simplified by attaching to the
brackets an insulated cone-shaped pin, over which
the saddle is placed, by having a cone-shaped recess
in the under part of the needle to fit the pin. This
recess also acts as a petticoat to protect the insula-
tion. The question of insulating the cone-shaped
pin was an important one. Vulcanized fiber could
not be molded upon the pin. A material was needed
that, while having a high resistance, would adhere
to the pin, and that would stand a great crushing

strain. It should be preferably non-hygroscopic and
show a minimum aljsorption of w^ter.

Insulated trolley hangers were secured, that showed
an insulation resistance measured under 150 pounds
vertical stress above .300,000 megohms, and after

sprinkling with water, one-half hour, measuring im-
mediately above 300,000 megohms; after again
sprinkling with water 20 minutes, they measured
immediately above 300,000 megohms. Tested for

absorption after soaking in the water four days, they
showed weight of 312.9 grammes; weight as received

312.7 grammes; absorbed 0.2 gramme.
In the insulated stud made for the saddles, the

breajking strain measured over 35,000 pounds. At
that point the insulation showed no signs of giving

way, and the same stud was subsequently used for

regular work. The instrument used for measuring
the crushing strain measured only 50,000 pounds.
It was thought best not to test above 35.000 pounds,
which was more than needed in any service it would
be required to perforin. The pressure was put upon
the too of the saddle and the bottom of the stud. As
the thickness of the insulation is over twice as great

on these saddle pins as was used on the trolley studs

tested, the resistance should be at least over twice

as .great. '
'

!

The best steel cable forcableways are the interlocked

and patent locked wire rope. These are almost as

compact as solid bars of steel, and yet can be easily

coiled by hand in coils four feet in diameter. A
simple coupling is used to connect the cables. The
wheels of the car oass over these couplings so

smoothly that the rider on the motor scarcely no-

tices the fact. These points of connection are as

strong as any section of the cable. An advantage

in these interlocked cables is that they present a

smooth surface of comparatively fiat steel, which
wears a great many times longer than the ordinary

cables whose surfaces present round wires that wear
through and unravel. These cables are made to

bear much greater strains than the ordinary cables,

and being so nearly solid they make much better

electrical conductors.
The traction cable is made of five-eighths inch or

three-fourths inch specially strong "19 wire" steel

rope, with a soft iron wire core, in place of hemp,

which is ordinarily used. This increases the con-

ductivity. One of the most remarkable results in

practice in this system is the fact that the traction

cable does not have to be pulled very taut; in fact a

sag in the cable seems to be of no disadvantage, as

the motor does not tighten the line far ahead, even

when doing considerable service. The sag adds to

the weight of the cable and to the friction on the

brackets, and these two resistances act as an anchor

for the traction cable, independent of the terminal

anchorages. For example, in the case of a trial

plant for a German canal, the resistance to be over-

come by a motor, or its "draw-bar pull," was to be

645 pounds. Now, at one pound per running foot

of traction cable, the influence of the motor pull

would only be felt 645 feet ahead of the motor.

Therefore with motors distributed 643 feet apart,

each one oracticallv has its traction cable anchored

from the motor ahead, and, in consequence the com-
bined null of all the motors is not exerted upon the

terminal anchora.ge.

In the first plant, the clamps on each of the lower

or traction cable brackets were made with steel jaws,

with springs under them, such as are used on grip-

pulleys. When the traction cable was pulled the

clamos griooed the cable, and when the motor lifted

the cable, on pasing the bracket, the jaws released

the cable. These clamps were found to be unneces-

sary.

In canal practice the terminals will be 10 miles

apart with tension stations every two miles. At the

terminal stations rotary transformers will transform

the high-voltage alternating current to 500 volt di-

rect current, and send the same each way a distance

of five miles. When the traffic justifies, a line will

be placed on each side of the cable, when the in-

sulated or bearing cables will be connected at inter-

vals to feed each other. The anchorage of the

traction cable will be made with a series of clamps,

and the motors will be passed through them as canal

boats pass through locks. At the end, the motor

is released from its traction cable and is conveyed
across the canal on a cable, or where masts are al-

lowed on boats in the canal, by a hinged trussed

track that can be opened like a gate, or raised out

of the way. The handle of the rheosat is easily

controlled from the boat by a cord attached to the

handle. When the cord is pulled from the opposite

direction to which the motor is to be run, the cur-

rent is admitted in the proper direction, and the

motor proceeds. When the cord is released, the

handle flies back to a vertical or cut-off position,

and the motor stops. When two boats pass they
exchange motors by simply exchanging tow-lines

and controller cords.

The first test of canal-boat towing with this sys-

tem was made on the Delaware and Raritan Canal

at the Trenton Iron Works. The motor was made
to go over concave and convex curves and up and
down grades while towing the boat.

In reference to the test of canal-boat towing on the

Erie Canal, at Tonawanda, it is not necessary to

make anv apologies for the system. Superintendent
of Public Works Aldridge, in his report to the Legis-
lature, unqualifiedly indorsed the system and stated:

"Early in the spring of 1895 application was made
to me to officially designate a part of the Erie Canal

for the proposed test of the efficiency, economy and
practicability of the so-called 'Lamb system' for im-
proving the present system of towage on the canals
of the state. The location selected was a piece of
canal about 1% miles in length at Tonawanda, N. Y.
The purpose was to select such a portion of canal
as would embrace as many practical obstacles to
the success of such a plan of towing as could be
found anywhere in a section of canal that length."

In the report of Charles R. Barnes, electrical
expert for the Public Works Department of the
state of New York, he sums up by saying: "The
electric towing system appears to present so many
meritorious features that I have no hesitation in
indorsing it as the system deserving preference over
any other hitherto experimented upon, or likely to
be devised in the near future." .

So short a time was given in which to construct
the trial plant that existing models had to be copied.
The motor was over nine feet in length; it weighed
2.213 pounds. The elliptically grooved sheave was
driven by a worm-gear. The voltage, which was
gotten from a trolley line, fluctuated from nothing
to 500 volts, but seldom equaled the latter amount.
The bridges under which the motor had to go were
very low, and had to be approached by reverse
curves on a grade of about 20 degrees. Trenches
had to be dug next to the abutments to give room
for the motor to pass under the bridges. Both
convex and concave curves had to be passed over,
and at one point the deflection was about 30 de-
grees. In spite of the difficulties the trial showed
that the system performed economically and effi-

ciently all that it was designed to accomplish.
In the plant recently constructed for trial on a

German canal, the motor has been shortened to less

than five feet in length, and its weight reduced to

L.'^oo pounds. The woim-gear has been avoided by
a double reduction direct gear, gaining 50 per cent,

in efficiency over the worm-gear, and the elliptically

grooved sheave has been placed about the cylindrical

electric motor, getting a large bearing surface and
increasing the efficiency accordingly. At the test

made at the Trenton Iron Works this motor, using
a five horse power Storey motor, wound for 500
volts, and going at the rate of 2.3 miles per hour,
pulled 800 pounds when having the use of only 220
volts. This shows a remarkable efficiency, which is

due to the mechanical principles utilized, viz., haul-

ing the motor along by a fixed rope, attached to

a capstan operated by practically a winch.
The uses to which this method oftelpherage can be

put are so numerous that I will not attempt to give
descriptions of plans that have been and are now
being made for such services as fortification work,
rice culture, mining plants, ship building and sewer
excavating plants. I will confine my descriptions
to completed work.

Possibly the most universally serviceable applica-

tion that has been made of the system is traversing
motors with double hoisting drums for quarry pur-
poses. These motors are to go on 700 feet span
cableways. Each of these cableways has one end
stationary and the other is movable on a curved
track. It is desi.gned to lift 10,500 pound rocks at
the rate of 100 feet per minute and traverse at the
rate of 600 feet per minute. At a test at Trenton
made upon a temporarily erected cableway we
raised 6,6co pounds, and ran on the cabe at the rate
of 10 miles per hour, part of the time going up a
grade of over ,30 degrees. There will be no difficulty

in these motors raising over 10,500 pounds and
running 10 miles an hour. A 15 horse power Storey
motor is used. The rheostat reverses the motor
and regulates the speed. A band brake also is used
to regulate the stopping. This is controlled by a
lever in front of the motorman. There is a safety

brake to be used in case the band brake should fail.

This is operated by a wheel. The shoe of this brake
clamps the upper cable. It is attached to the car
proper, and with the wheel handle oscillates with
the carriage as it climbs or descends grades. A
lever in front of the motorman is used to control the

speed of the drums that raise and lower the skip.

A friction clutch, controlled by a wheel handle,

disconnects the traversing sheave gear and en-

gages the hoisting drums or vice versa.

In a place within reasonable distance of an elec-

tric plant having surplus power, these electric cable

hoists can be erected and operated for a compara-
tively small cost. In contracting work, where elec-

tric lights are also used, these cable cranes can be
used to great advantage. In other places the small
generating plant necessary to operate these motors
vnll add but little to the expense of an outfit.

Those who think that electrical machinery is of

such a delicate nature that it is only serviceable for
cities of advanced civilization should go to the
Dismal Swamp, and see a so-called dainty machine
doing as rough and dirty work as any service to

which a machine could be put. He would see the
laborers, over their knees in mud, sawing down
giant trees, and hear the woodsman sing: "Stand
from under; she's saying good-by to her neigh-
bors." With a crash that throws mud and water
high into the air, a tree will fall and fill a space
with broken limbs, embedding itself well into the

mire. This means work for the motor. Logs are

to be drawni from their beds, and when the ammeter
in the generator room on the scow, for an instant

runs up, possibly to a point of overload, it is the

motor overcoming the suction in drawing out a

buried log. With the voltmeter standing at 220
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volts, you would see the needle momentarily go to

.?5 amperes and then drop to about from lo to i6.

depending upon the size of the log. As the cone
over the end of the log strikes a stump or a cypress

knee, the needle flies to about 20 and then back,

and as the log dives off an obstruction it may be

crossing, the current drops to zero momentarily.
Finally when the log reaches the tail-tree about 20

amperes is recorded as the log rises from the ground
and hangs suspended by the hauling cable. This

cable is rived through a sheave, which is attached

to the tail-tree 50 or more feet from the ground.

.'\fter a number of logs are drawn to the t&il-tree,

Ihev are transported over the cableway to the ter-

minal on the hanks of the canal. Reaching the am-
meter as the log comes in, we see it start at about
five then go up to 12 or 14, as it crosses the bracket

saddles, then go down to five again. In this pro-

cess of transportation, one end of the log is sus-

pended bv a car on the cable. The end of the log

is raised from the ground by holding fast the bight

of the grip-block rope and going ahead with the

motor. The block is attached to the car, when the

same results are produced as if the power was ap-

plied to the rope direct. When the end of the log

has been raised to the proper elevation, the

grip holds it from falling, and the rope is coiled

and placed on the tongs which holds the log, and

after getting a couple of cars loaded you are ready

10 carry your valuable logs from one of nature's

worst fastnesses to a point where they become val-

uable to mankind.
The ouestion has been asked: "Do you require

expert help about these logging plants?" In an-

swer, I would say that I am satisfied with my super-

intendent. He has spent his life in swamp logging,

and has had no chance for education, much less

scientific studies. When I assembled the generator,

I he first time that I put up the plant, he put on a

pair of rubber gloves, not wishing to run any
chances of getting a shock, even if there was no fire

in the boiler. While testing the plant a fuse blew
out on the generator, and one of my negro helpers

started on a run in the swamp and never returned

again to work.
In spite of the lack of electrical information of

the logging crew, no inconvenience has been occa-

sioned on that account. All features of insulation

are provided for before the plants are shipped. An
ordinary steam engineer acquires quickly the neces-

sary information for running the dynamo. The
motor is shipped with all parts adjusted, and the

extent of the motorman's duties is simply to push
the handle of the rheostat according to the direc-

tion he wishes to go.

The light first cost, the high efficiency', the ease

with which it can be operated by ordinary mechan-
ics, portend for this system an important place

amon.g the useful applications of electricity of this

century.

New Keystone Instruments.

The Keystone Electrical Instrument company of

Philadelphia announces a new line of switchboard,
potential and current indicators, designed to meet
the class of trade requiring accurate and durable
instruments at low prices. The cut shown herewith
gives a general idea of the shape of the instrument
and the character of the scale. The instruments are

NEW KEYSTONE INSTRUMENTS,

mounted in a tastefully designed case, finished in
oxidized copper and well lacquered. The moving
parts are mounted in jeweled bearings, the cases
are dust-proof, and the instruments are not affected
by external magnetism or changes <.>f temperature.
While the prices at w'liich these instruments will be
offered are low, yet it is claimed that none of the
essential features of a thoroughly reliable instrument
have been in any way slighted.

Development of Hydraulic Power.
The influence which the introduction of electric

transmission has exercised upon the development
of hitherto unused water powers has been noted
repeatedly, but its growing importance is made
apparent by the frequent references to new phnits
and applications. This is true in \arious coun-
tries, and in La Kevue Technique lor .August 25tli

and in the Zeitschrift des Vereinigten Deutscher
Ingenieure for August ]4lh the subject is brought
out by reference to new or contemplated installa-

tions.

In the former journal M. Durandy calls attention
to the resources of the .'\l|)ine departments of
France. In the departments of Savoie, Haute-
Savoie, and Isere, the p ower of the mountain
streams has been utilized to a large extent alreadj%
and a company has now been formed to develop
the water power of the Maritime Alps in a system-
atic manner.
Of the sites controlled by the company there are

three of especial importance, namely, the fall of
Mesela, the fall of the Plan du Var and the fall of
Cians. The first two of these utilize the water of
tlie Var, furnishing about 700 cubic feet per sec-
ond, with a fall of about 38 feet in the first case
and 70 feet in the second.
Taking into account the various losses, it is es-

timated that these two plants will develop 2,000
and 4,000 horse power respectively, but the con-
struction of the plants will involve some titnneling

m order to take advantage of the sudden curves
of the stream through its rocky channel, and ob-
tain the necessary fall within a short lengtli.

The third site is one of reverse conditions, the
fall being great and the volume small. By the
construction of a short canal a fall of 400 meters,
or about 1,300 feet, can readily be obtained, but
the volume of water available is only about 28
cubic feet per second, from which, however, at

such a head, an effective development of 3,200 horse
power can be obtained.

None of these installations is as yet constructed,

liut the first is now under way and is expected tt)

be completed within a year, while the others will

follow as tlie demand for power warrants. It is

expected that these new developments of hydraulic
power will be of increasing importance, beeaiise'

of the neighborhood to the Mediterranean ports,

thus bringing manufacturing and water transporta-
tion in close proximity.
The article in the Zeitschrift des Vereinigten

Deutscher Ingenieure is by the well-known elec-

trician, Herr Uppenborn, and describes some of

the new hydraulic and electric plants already com-
pleted and in operation in various parts of Ger-
many and Switzerland.
.\mong these may be mentioned the power plant

at Hollriegelsgreuth. on the Iser above Munich,
where a volume of about 2,000 cubic feet per sec-

ond is given a fall of nearly lo feet by a dam,
more than 2,000 horse power being developed' for

electric lighting and power in Munich.
In Switzerland, the hydraulic plant at La Goule,

in the Bernese Jura, is of interest from the fact

that the water of the Doubs is conducted through
a tunnel, and then through a closed pipe 7 feet

4'/:: inches in diameter, gi\ing an effective head
of 82 feet capable of developing about 4,000 horse
power, although the turbines as yet in use give

only 2,000 horse power. Current is furnished from
this station, both for lighting and power. Some
data are given as to charges, which would be more
\aluable if they were more comprehensive. For
motors of two to 12 horse power the price is about

$50 per horse power per year, but special terms

are made for larger powers. Current is distributed

within a radius of 10 to 15 miles, the loss in trans-

mission averaging about 10 per cent, for lighting

and 20 per cent, for power.
.\nother recent Swiss power plant is that at Zuii-

kon-Bremgarten. where the power of the Reuss !s

ntilized by taking advantage of the fact that the river

makes a bend of nearly 180 degrees, and that there

is a difference in level of nearly 18 feet between
two points m the stream which are thus brought
so near to each other that a short canal through
the intervening neck of land enables the water to

be brought across. A canal less than a quarter
of a mile long thus permits the utilization of about
1,300 horse pow-er, of which nearly 800 horse power
is distributed in small motors at Zurich; 240 horse
power is used in the large flouring mills of that
city, and the rest is used for lighting purposes.

At Knoxville, Tenn., on November 6th, the Su-
preme Court of the state affirmed the decision of
the lower court in the consolidated causes, involving
rights of way on principal streets for street railroad
purposes. The opinion was in favor of the Knox-
ville Street Railway company, of which J. Simpson
Africa of Philadelphia is trustee, and against the
Citizens' Railway company, of which W. G. Mc-
Adoo of New York is president.

Dr. H. Bendelack Hewetson of Leeds, England,
writing of the danger of temporary blindness due
to exposure to strong electric light, says: "It is

found by experience in Sheffield that ruby glass
shields or spectacles of such a density as to reduce
the full light of the sun's disk to the intensity of
a single candle power are required to preserve the
workmen's eyes from the effects of large electric

welding operations. In view of the ever-increas-
ing application of electricity for welding, boring
and like engineering operations, the reports of such
symptoms (which agree in all details with those
which I had some time ago the opportunity of ob-
serving and reporting) are of the greatest interest

and importance, as pointing to the best means for
their prevention, and, when they unfortunately do
occur, their cure."

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, November 9.—Another chapter in the
long history of the agitation for rapid transit in
this city was closed yesterday, when the Supreme
Court commissioners reported that the road, as now
planned by the Board of Rapid Transit Commis-
sioners, ought to be constructed and operated. The
crjurt commissioners approve oftheengineering plan,
of the Rapid Transit Board in every detail and are
satisfied that the cost will not exceed $35,000,000 at
farthest, while $,30,000,000 is :i fair estimate. E'ec-
trical men will observe with .satisfaction that the
tunnel scheme is heartily commended. "Our own
observation," s:iy the court commissio:iers. "no less
than the testimony submitted herewith, has con-
vinced us that no adequate sohilion of the rapid-
transit problem in this city belcw ihe Harlem is

practicable except by an underground road. The
criticisms generally made upon tunnels are not a|)-
plicable to the tunnels contemplated in this plan.
Experience in other cities, including our personal
examination of the Boston subway, has convinced
us that, where the motive power involves no com-
bustion and where suitable light without combustion
IS provided, travel in tunnels can be made thor-
ougly wholesome and agreeable. Even if it were
to be less so, it is not too much to say that' the
construction of high-speed railroads to occupy the
surface of the streets of New York is open
to grave objection." The proposed railroad will
have capacity to carry at least 425,000 passe-ngers
a day, and the court commissiouers are satisfied
that it will carry at least 300,000 a day from the start.
The figures of construction and operation are in-
teresting: "Considering the statistics furnished by
the Elevated Railroad company and having due re-
gard to the e.xpense incident to motive power, in-
volving, as in the case of electricity, no combustion
in the tunnel, the operating expenses of the road
will not, in our opinion, exceed 60 per cent, of the
gross receipts. On the basis of 300,000 passengers
per day the gross annual receipts from passengers
would be $5,475,000. Adding estimated receipts
from advertising, etc., $100,000, the gross receipts
would be $5,575,000. Deducting operating expenses.
60 per cent.—that is, $3,285,000—the net earnings
would be $2,290,000. Interest at the rate of 3V4.per
cent on an amount not exceeding $35,000,000 would
not exceed $1,137,500. Estimating cost of equip-
ment at $7,845,000 and allowing 10 per cent.—that is.

$784,500—for interest and depreciation, which we
consider a liberal allowance, this will mean a total

of $1,922,000, leaving a balance of $368,000." This
balance is more than suflficient to meet sinking fund
requirements.
The State Railroad Commission has approved the

application of the Dry Dock, East Broadway and
Battery Railroad company for permission to change
the motive power on its road fronr horses to the un-
dergroimd electric trolley system, conditional upon
the company filing with the commission affidavits

showing that the consents of the owners of .one-

half in \-alue of the property on the streets traversed
Ijy the road have been obtained in favor of such
change. Pending the filing of such consents, the

company is authorized by the commission to install

the necessary underground work at the crossings
of other street surface railroads which are now adopt-
ing a similar system of motor pow'er, so that all

work at such points may be done at once without
necessitating the tearing up of the pavement? again.

Twelve of the new electric cars of the Metropolitan
Street Railway company were placed in serA'ice last

week between Astor place and Forty-second s'reet.

on that part of the Fourth avenue and Madison
a\"enue line which has been completed. The opera-

tion of these cars marked the opening of the com-
pany's new conduit trolley system, with which not
only the Madison avenue road but Second and
Eighth avenues and several crosstown routes -are

to be equipped. .\t present the energies of the com-
pany are being devoted to finishing the Madison av-

enue line. Men are working night and day in haslen-

ing the work, and it is expected that in less than
a month the whole of the road, from the postoffice

to Harlem, will be available for transit purposes.

By those who traveled in the new^ cars the system
was pronounced an unqualified success and a de-

cided improvement upon the means of transport

hitherto employed south of Lenox avenue. The
new^ cars are built on exactly similar lines to those
used on the cable roads. They are illuminated at

night by eight incandescent lights, while the front

and back platforms are also well lighted. The mo-
tormen in charge were experienced men drawn from
the Lenox avenue system, who were engaged at

the same time iii "breaking in" the new hands who
will be required when the service is extended.

M. S.

From Old Virginia.

Richmond, November 8.—The Richmond council

committee on streets, after four hours' discussion,

agreed by unanimous vote to report favorably the

ordinance granting the Virginia Electric company
of Baltimore oermission to develop the water power
of the Tames River and to furnish electric lights and
power. Many prominent business men appeared in

support of the measure, which has attracted a great

deal of attention here. An unsuccesful attempt was
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made to retiuire the company to put its wires in

conduits from the start. The enterprise will involve

$1,500,000, and is to be under way in a year,

JudRe Notion of Alexandria has granted a char-

ter to the \\'ashin,i{ton Klcctric and Mannfaeluring
company.
The prolialiililics are that tlie .ijeneral ofliccs of

the Kicliniond Railway and Klectric company will

be removed ,it no very distant d,iy from its presenl

location at jidinson's island and insl.alled in ,'i hand-

some buildintr, which will be erected ,il ibc norlli-

east corner of Seventh and P'ranhlin sireets. Some
time ago Mr. George IC. iMsher, general manager
of the company, songlU to purchase this property,

saying that he wanted tin gem ral offices of tlic

company to he located at a ninre ceiUral |>i>ini than

Ihe present one. There seemed to be some hitch

in the matter, however, for he only lately became
the possessor of the lot. The place is one of the

best locations in Richmond for the purpose for

which it is designed. It is amply large enough for

almost any kind of a building which the company
might choose to erect, and is situated just y.here

the City Railway company's line turns from Frank-
lin to go up Seventh street. Little is yet known
of the character of the building to be erected, but
it is said that it will be a handsome structure, which
will do no discredit to the neighbcrhood. V. P,

Northwestern Notations.

Minneapolis, No\endjer g.—The electric car line

between Mason City and Clear Lake, la., has received

a shipment of steers over that line to eastern mar-
kets. This is the system which it is proposed to

extend through Fertile to Lake Mills and south-

east to Coldwater and Rockford.
George Weaver and George Cox contemidate es-

tablishing a factory at Stuart, la., to manufacture
an electrical fire engine.

Bids arc being taken at Grand Forks. N. D.,

for. ar. electric light plant. The estimated cost is

$14,000.

The city of Lancaster. Wis. has refused to grant

a franchise for electric lighting, for the reason that

the corporation proposes to put in a plant and op-
crate it.

The village of Wadena, Miiui., has reduced rates

for electric lighting. Since the city assumed con-
trol of the plant the number of lights used has in-

creased nearly 25 per cent.

,\ number of merchants of .-Vberdeen, S. D., con-
template putting" in a private electric light plant

which they can operate as they please—earlier in

the evening or later in the morning than the pres-

ent plant does. Nothing definite has been done.
The Western Electrical Supply company has

given a bill of sale transferring its property in Des
Moines, la., to the Iowa Electrical Construction
company.
East Grand Forks. Minn., is inclined toward a

municipal electric light plant.

A resolution has been introduced in the ct)uncil

of West Superior. Wis., instructing a committee to

ascertain the cost of the city ow'ning an electric

lighting plant and to notify the light and power
company that when the ju'esent contract for 100

lights expires in January it will not be renewed.
The Merchants' association of Fergus l^^alls.

Minn., has i)assed a resolution reciiiesting the coun-
cil to secure sul^icient dynamos to furnish all the
lights for which there is demand.
The F<.)rt Wayne Electric corporation has been

.iwarfletT the contract for the electric light plant at

Ortonxille. fin- $3.5CO.

The large building (ieo. W. Andrew^ i^ eia'CLing

for the use ctf Uean & C'l.'s macli lury w.-irehonse in

Minneapolis will be e(.)ui]>i»c(l with three electric clc-

\ators. (Mie with a capacity i-f 16.000 and two with

;i capacity of 4.OCO ).ioimd"^.

Charles L. f^illsbury. city electrician of Minneap-
olis, is at \vi>rk reniodelin.g and rebuilding an ele-

vator fin- the Wyman-Patridge & Co. It is to be an
absolutely auiomatic high-speed dundj waiter and of

no\ el construction.
The D. v\r 1), h'lcctric company has just completed

an exteiisi\c contract, placing a Ooo kilowatt dy-

namo and an engine in one of the fmildings at the

State Farm at St. .\nthony Park, .V large amount
of electric wiring was also done. The buihlings

are now excellently lighted.

The St. Paul Gasli.ght compan\- has sid:miitteil a

proposition to the council committee to furnish the
120 arc electric lights now in use for the present
contract price of $69.50 a lamp per year and to

furnish 85 more lights at $85 ]jer year each.
The street railway of Madison, Wis,, will be sold

under foreclosure December 1st. The debt is about
$174,000. The system is now on a paying basis.

The Lfnion Electric Construction company has
been incorporated at Des Moines. la., with $5,000.-

coo capital stock.

R.. R. Johnson has been granted a franchise for

an electric light plant at i^enson. Minn., and has
had work begun on the plant. It is to be in opera-
tion by November I5tli.

Bonds \^ere voted at Whitehall, Wis., for an elec-

tric light plant.

The council of Butte, Mont,, has granted the fran-

chise requested by the Butte Street Railway com-
pany for a line to Walkervillc. via Broadway.
The Rapid Transit company of Superior, Wis..

will soon change its tracks to standard gauge for

the entire system, beginning with the line to Duluth.
Heavienr rails will be put, and cars similar to those

in use between Minneapolis and Si. raiil, will be
put in between Dululh ami Superior. The work
will be begun this fall.

The Electrical Workers' L'nion of Minneapolis
has been organized with a large membership. Na-
tional Secretary Kelly of St. Louis was present
and made an interesting address. The officers

elecled were: President, (). k, Shortall; vice-presi-
dent, F. F. Burns; recording secretary. W. L. Ifey-
ttood: financial secretary. J. L. Wolf; Ireasiirer,

J. J. Somers; jiress secretaiy, \V. i". Carpenter;
foreman. M. D. Sheridan; inspectoi-, N, VVarriner.
.A memliersliip of 100 is expected before the first of
the year. The new union will be known as No.
-M of the National Brotherhood.

It is reported that C. }l. V. Draper will make a
prn|iosition to install an electric light plant at
iVlaniL'in. N. D., soon.

The h'ort Wayne Electric corporation contem-
plates putting in an electric light plant at Tyndali.
S. D.
Mad carrying on the electric street cars was

liegun in Minneapolis this week and is already
demonstrating its usefulness. The mails are de-
livered to the motormen at the central office and
sub-stations, all cars carrying mail bearing a sign
"IJ. S. Mail." About sixty mails a day are car-
ii'ed. The street railway company gets $900 a year.
The box service, which has been established on
the interurban line for some time, brings $1,000 to
the company. Q

Canadian Intelligence.

Ottawa. November 9.—The formal opening of the
Sherbrooke, Que., electric street railway took place
last week. The line, as it will be operated this
winter, is about five miles in length. The East
Sherbrooke line will not be opened until the spring.
\vhen the present wooden bridge over the St. Fran-
cis Ri\ci-. will be replaced by an iron structure.
Alderman Hallam of Toronto intimates in a let-

ter to Ihe mayor of that city that he is one of a
company wdiich is prepared to supply the corpora-
tion with electrical energy at a cjuarter of a cent
jier horse power per hour, direct from Niagara
Falls. The Toronto Council now has before it a
proposal to purchase electric energy from the Acjue-
dnct company at one-half a cent per horse power
per hour.

F^rom an authentic source it is repotted that the
Niagar-a Falls Park and River Railway company,
on the Canadian side of the river, has at length
secured the right to deliver surplus power to all ap-
plicants. It is also stated that the privilege of using
power has been granted to a party of capitalists
on the New York side of the river, for the purpose
of promoting industrial schemes, which will have an
important bearing to both sides of the river.

The Hull (Que.) Electric company has purchased
the ,^yImer branch of the Canaclian Pacific railway,
which is at present under lease, the price being in

the neighborhood of $100,000. The purchase only
rccmires ratification by the Dominion Parliament.
Since leasin.g this piece of road the Hull company
has double-tracked it from Hull to Aylmer. im-
jiroved the roadbed, and in other ways greatly en-
hanced the value of the line.

The Ross-McKenzie street railway syndicate, the

chief members of which are James Ross of Mon-
treal and William McKenzie of Toronto, will soon
be the largest owner of electric-car systems in the
world. The syndicate will at once begin the con-
slruetion of a trolley system. 2,1, miles long, in the
cit\' of Kingston. Jamaica. The s\-ndicale is kec])-

ing an eye on Ihe transporlatiim iiroblein in Lon-
don. Eng.. and Mr. McKenzie ho])es soon to obtain
an o]iening there. ,'\mong the roads at present
controlled and largely owned bv Ihe syiuFcate and
iis friends are the elcclric street railways of Mon-
treal. Toronto and Winnipeg, in Canada, and of

Cirmingham. England,
'the net [irofits of the MmUreal Street R:iilw;)y

tiimiiatiy for the year ended October ist were
,$507,885.60. on a capital of $4,000,000. The com-
lirmy has increased its rollin;.; stock during the ye.o-

iiy the addition of 55 closed motor cai-s and 25 open
motor cars, constructed at the cfunpany's own work-
shops; 22 more motor cars :ire under construction
for the winter's service, and also 60 more open mo
III]- cars for anticipated increased traffic next sum-
mer. The capital stock of the company is now
$5,000,000. The surjilns over lialiilitics is .$,;,W,-

247.26.

The Deschenes Electric company has recently

taken out a license to supply electric light and
power in the city of Ottawa and county of Carleton.

This company was organized in July last under a

Dominion charter granted in January. 1896. The
company obtained a lease from the Dominion go\-
ernment to lay cables from the Ottawa Ri^er at the

foot of the locks of the Rideau Canal, on the Ot-
tawa side of the ri\er, and along the canal for a

distance sufficient for their purpose. In return for

this privilege the company is to supply electric cur-

rent free to light the canal locks, basin, etc. It is

understood the company has arranged to deliver

the current to the cables of the Hull Electric com-
pany, at the water's edge in Hull. The work of

laying the cables across the Ottawa Ri^'er was skill-

fully carried out by Mr. J. E. Brown under the

direetiim of Mr. Ste\'cnson, the exjiert sent by the

Nalion:il Cable ;ind Conduit comp;inv of New York.
A. V. W.

PERSONAL.
(,'harles R. Barnes of Rochester, N. Y., was in

Chie;igrj early in the week.

I'". H. Badt of Meysenbnrg & Badt of Chicago has
iclnrned from New York after a month's visit.

A. M. Patitz, mechanical and electrical engineer
of Milwaukee, has opened a Chicago office at 1501
Schiller building.

lienjamin Bntterworth. commissioner of patents,
w.is ,iltacked by pneutnonia last week at Cleveland
while visiting United States Senator 1 lamia. The
cause of his illness is supposed to be overwork and
exposure during the recent campaign in New York.

The minister of railways, posts and telegraphs of
the IJelgian government has advised Prof. D. E.
Flughes. the English electrician, that the king of
Belgium has conferred upon him the decoration of
"ofificier de I'ordre Leopold." This mark of aji-

preciation is due to Prof. Hughes' labors in con-
nection with his printing telegraph instrument, which
the Belgian government has largely used during the
last 27 years.

The host of friends of Joseph Franklin. Jr., presi-
dent of the Commercial Electrical Supply company
of St. Louis, will be interested to know of his mar-
riage on Tuesday, November 4th, to Miss Laura
Allen Young; daughter of Dr. J. H. Young, rector
of Trinity Church, Baltmore. Mr. Franklin is one
of the most popular yoiuig business men of St.

Louis, and is a member of the Mercantile club of
that city. Mr. and Mrs. Franklin will reside in St.

Louis.

On October 27th Mr. James Warner Kellogg of
the General Electric company of Schenectady. N. Y..
was married to Miss Louise Cook Pierce of New
Bedford. Mass., daughter of Mr. .Andrew G. Pierce
of the Wamsutta Mills. Mr. Kellogg is an honor
graduate of Lehigh University. His practical ex-
perience began in the engine works of the AUis
company at Milwaukee. Fie entered the service of

the Edison General Electric company as a draught-
ing engineer. He has steadily riHcu until to-day he
is ill charge of that important branch of the General
Electric company's business devoted to marine and
isolated plant work. He has had the supervision of

the electrical equipment of almost all the vessels

of the LTnited States Navy, and deservedly holds
a high position in the esteem of his employers, com-
rades and business friends, who wish him all pos-
sible happiness in his new relation.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Smith & Newkirk of Fowler, Ind.. write that

they haA'e leased the Fowler electric light plant for

three years and that they will be in the market to

imrchase material for iiiipro\'ements.

The Water Board of Dunkirk, N. Y.. has acqui-
esced in the request of the Common Council to im-
mediately purchase a dynamo for furnishing incan-
descent light for the iinblie buildings of the city.

The incandescent light system will be owned by
the city and operated by the Water Board in con-
nection with the water supply and the municipal
street arc lighting. The secretary reported sufficient

money in the treasury to meet the expense. It was
also mentioned in the board meeting that after sup-
plying light to the public buildings the surplus
power may be used in e.xtcnding the service to pri-

^ate consumers.

The commissioners in the eomlemnation proceed-
ings of the village of Le Roy, N. Y.. against the Le
Roy Gas Light company have made an award of

$27,850 for the gas and electric company. The pro-
tccdin,!as were instituted by the Board of V/a'er and
Li.ght Commissioners of the \'illage to aci-inire pos-
icssion of the plants for municipal purposes. Sev-

eral hear'ngs were held, all in Batavia. .\rgunicn's

in closing Ihe case were made before Ihe commis-
sion on November .\d. There is a bonded indeb'ed-

ness on the iilant of .$25,000, and the bondholders
were represented by ;in attorney at the lle;ir;iigs.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The syndicate whicli contemplates the construc-

tion oi an electric railway from Rockford, 111., to

Dixon has purchased the franchise and right-of-

way owned by James S. Bicknor of Rockford. and
it is announced that the road will be built in the

spring. John Farson of Chicago and Congressman
.Aiken of Flint, Mich., are said to be interested in

the project.

.\t Harrisburg, Pa.. November 8th. a charter was
granted by the secretary of slate to the Washington
Westminster and Gettysbitrg Electric Railway com-
pany, which will build a line 14 miles long from Get-

tysburg to the state line. This is the company which
intends to build a line to the national capital. The
capital stock is $400,000. and the officers are; Presi-

<ient. James B. Colgrove. Washington; directors.

Samuel S. Bushman. Charles .A. Trastel and Henry
C. Little. Gettysburg; Henry A. Cady, Washington;
Charles FI. Duttera and John A. Shore, Littlcstown.

In order that the New York Central Railroad
company may get a share of the large grape ship-

ments at the foot of Canandaigua Lake each year,

it is proposed to extend the tracks of the Canandai-
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Hua electric railroad down through Ontario street

in Canandaisfua, with a switch at the freight house.

Central freight cars will then be run to the lake on
the electric road tracks, thereby enabling the New
York Central to compete with the Northern Cen-
tral, which now enjoys a monopoly of handling the

,grapes of the vicinity. It is also proposed to ex-

tuul the Canandaigua electric road tracks through
Ontario street to Wood, thence to Gibson, to Wash-
mgton. to Howell, to Park, to Mechanic, lo the

fair grounds.

TELEGRAPH.
According to a recent consular report recei\'ed

at the State Department from Zurich, the total

length of the world's telegraph system has now-

reached 7,goo,ooo kilometers (4,908,82,^ miles), ex-

clusive of 292,000 kilometers (181,440 miles) of sub-

marine cables. This mileage is apportioned as fol-

lows: Europe, 2,840,000 kilometers 0,764,790
- miles); Asia, 500,000 kilometers (,?)0,685 miles):

Africa. 160,000 kilometers (99,419 miles): .-\ustra-

lia, ,150,000 kilometers 1217,479 miles): .\meric:i,

4,050,000 kilometcfs (2,516,548 miles). It will l)e no-

liced that, notwithstanding the steady increase in

the building of telegraph lines all over Europe,
.America still leads and has rdmost dcmble the mile-

age of Europe.

TELEPHONE.
The Kurtz National Telephone company of the

state of Indi.'ina has been incorporated with a capi-

tal stock of $50,000. The officers arc: President,

William H. Dye, 401 Lemcke buiUling, India-

napolis: secretary, J, Y. Mitchell: treasurer, John
.M. Cobb: vice-president ;ind manager, William J,

Kurtz. The company is authorized ta do l)nsi-

iiess^in every county in the state. It has a plant

in operation in Martinsville Intl., and it is <aid

that 220 instruments are connected to it.

ELECTRICAL SECURITIES.
The American District Telegraph comp;my has

declared a dividend of one per cent., payable Nti-

\(.mber i6th.

The North Shore Traction company of Boston
reports gross earnings for September of $144,17,1,

an increase of $12,391 as compared with the same
month of last year, and net $72,758, an increase of

$6,805. For the year ended September ,10th the

gross earnings were $[,4,^1,9,16, an increase of $6,015
as compared with the corresponding period of last

year, and net $61,1, ,110, an increase of $25,7 [7.

The last quarter showed improvement in the af-

fairs of the Rochester (N. Y.) Railway conii:tany.

Owing to the fact that several of the important lines

were closed part of the time on ;icc nint of i)ublic

improvements and street pa\ing, the receipts fell

otT. but by carefid management the net earnings
showed an increase of $1,654, wdiile the surplus for

ihe quarter, $14,987, was an increase of $5,079 over
that of the corresponding period of la.st year.

MISCELLANEOUS.
:\. gentleman bearing the suggestive name of

Thunderbolt has patented a new electric governor
which is described in the English papers.

Several valuable documents ha\'e been issued re-

ctntly by the Canadian Patent Office, including

"Rules and Forms" and "List of Canadian Pa;ents
'from the Beginning of thi^ Patent C)ffice, June, 1824,

to the ,11st of .-Vugust, 1872." The Western Elec-

trician is indebted to W. J. Lynch, chief clerk ol

the Canadian Patent Office, for a set of these pub-
lications.

The Na^y Department, through the Bureau oi

Supplies and Accounts, is invitii^g sealed proi)osals

until Novemtier 2,^. 1897, for furnishing the New
\'oi-k na\y yard with a (inantit}- of battery cells,

electrical apparatus, h;ual rubber tuiiing, thernui-

stats, \-entilatiug sets, generators, ammeters, lubri-

cators, voltmeters, tachometers, niic.i, etc. Pros-

pective bidders desiring specifications and Idank
forms of proposals can obtain them upon apitl'ca ion

lo the na\y pay office. New York, N. Y.

In a recent letter to the Philadelphia Inquirer

Robert P. Porter says: 'In visiting twenty-five ol

the leading Enropean cities last summer, it w'as

a matter of gratification to find how rapidly .Ameri-

can electrical cn.gineering is pushing its way. not

only in En,gland, Init in e\'ery directitni on the Con-
tinent. In London, Dublin. Cork, Bristol, Cov
emry, Paris. Berlin, Hamburg, Brussels, Ai.x-la-

Chapelle, Dresden, Vienna, and as far southeast as

rUulapcst, I found .\merican electrical engineering
has l)een practically adopted for the street-car sys-

tems. In fact, wdierever a community was breaking
away from omnibuses, or those nightmares of street

irrmsportation, the hideous steam tram cars, there

1 could easily discern the ingenious hand of .Ameri-

can enterprise. Nay. more than this, for as a rule

I met in charge of these works either our own coun-
trymen, or foreign engineers wdio had spent years
in the United States in our great electrical estab-

ments."

TRADE NEWS.
I lie Cloos Electrical Engineering conipanj' of

Milwaukee has been organizetl. with Jacob Chios
as j)resident.

The city of Hannibal, Mo., has ordered from the
Murray Iron Works company of Burlingt(m. la.,

a Sioux Corliss engine of 450 horse ])ower. This
IS to bi- installed alongside an engine r,i similar
pattern that has been in continuous operation for
stnne years, the intention being to sell more power.

The E. F. Chase company secured all the illu-

minated sign work for the horse show held in Chi-
cago. It uses exclusively the Sunbeam incantlcs-
cent lamp, a number being the special four candle
power lamps designed especially' for sign work.
The W'estern Electric company is agent for this

lamp.

The "Van" gas engine, manufactured by Van
Home, Burger & Co., Dayton, Ohio, is receiving
strong words of praise from its users. The manu-
facturers have lately received a number of unso-
licited testimonial letters which are highly appre-
ciated. It is claimed that the "Van" engines possess
many features of unusual merit, and it may pay
those about to purchase gas engines to investigate
the "Van" before placing their orders,

McKinlock & Camp, agents for John McKinlock.
are now located at the store of the Metropolitan
Electric company, Chicago, wdiere they are busy
di.sposing of the former stock of the Metropolitan
IClectric company. They arc callin.g special atten-
tion to a large stock of porcelain tubes and other
porcelain stock, as, well as cut-outs, switches and
sockets. These gentlemen are also desirous of mak-
ing sales of a large lot of Metropolitan incandes-
cent lamps.

The American Electric Telepht>ne company of
)7f-i7.? Siiuth Canal street, Chicago. w"as very suc-
cessful at the Tennessee Ceritenn'a' exposition, which
has just closed. It received the highest award for
meritorious apparatus in the way of telephones and
switchboards. The American company is to be
congratulated on its success at Nashville, as it fol-

lows up, in a most satisfactory manner to the com-
pany, the previous successful competition at .\tlanta.

at which exposition it also received the highest
award.

The General Incandescent Arc Light company
says; "Owing to the unexpected increase in vol-
ume of the inclosed arc lamp business, and in view
of greater convenience to our customers, we have
decided to open a do\\n-toHn office in New York,
instead of hamlling l:in^inL-,s entirely from our fac-
tory as heretofore, and \r,i\v aonnlingly est.ablished
headquarters in room No. (102 Bowling Green build-
ing, II Broadway, and have placed in charge Fred
E. Dolbier as manager of the arc lamp sales depart-
ment, to which office all orders and inipiiries for
:irc lamps should be sent."

The Jewell Beltm.g company of Hartfox'd, Conn.,
has opened a branch in Chicago in conjunction with
tile New Jerse\- Car Spring and Rubber company
at 175 and 177 Lake street, where a full line cif

all kinds of leather and rubber belting and acces-
sories is carried. This extension has been brought
about by the continued .growth of the company's
bu.siness in the central and western states. The
Chicago establishment will be under the manage-
ment of F. G. Davis, a gentleman wdio is well
known in tb.e belting business, and particularly so
in the Northwest, having for a number of years
ijcen located at Minneapolis.

D. .\. Ku.sel, the St. Louis telephone manufac-
turer, makes this announcement: "Having severed
my connection with Mr. Cuming, my former part-
ner, I take pleasure in informing you that I have
again started in the manufacture of telephones,
switchboards and electrical appliances. My long
and tried experience as a practical niauufacturer
of telephones, together with the latest modern ma-
chinery in my new factory, is a guarantee of the
aihantages that I possess o\er all other dealers in
my line of goods. It shall be my greatest aim to
avail myself of all the latest improvemenls in the
m.amifacture of telephones and switchlioiirds. Ihns
enabling me to fui'ni-,h all goods in ni\- line .it

cheaper ririces than e\er before. To a\-oid confu-
sion with the old firm's name in the Iransmissimi of
orders through the mails, I will conduct the new
business under the name of the D. A. Kusel Tele-
phone and Electric Manufacturin.g company, with
office and factory at iiio Pine street. I am now pre-
paring a new revised, illustrated catalogue, wdiich

will be ready for distribution in a short time. In the
meantime, I will be pleased to (luote prices on apjdi-

cation."

BUSINESS.
Catalogue No. 29 of the Murray Iron Works

company of Burlington, la., describes ice and re-

frigeratin.g machines ranging in capacity from one
to 100 tons. It will be sent on application.

The Western Electric company has furnished a

room 18 by 18 feet in the rearxif its store as a show-
room for fixtures. Numerous chandeliers and
brackets ha\'e been placed in this room, and these
have been wired up with two-point, three-point,

four-point and combination switches in order to

show the methods by wliich lights in private houses
may be controlled. A large variety of beautiful
shades is shown on the fixtures. Five of the West-
ern Electric enclosed arc lamps are also exhibited.

O. S. Burr, general sales manager of the Lynn
Incandescent Lamp company. Lynn. Mass.. is in
(. hicago to secure a representative for Chicago. Mr.
Burr states that his company is working overtime
to catch up with its orders, and that the i)rospecls
for a large winter trade are very bright.

Samuel Mnnkowitz, Chicago, wholesale and retail
dealer in electrical supplies and materials, is carry-
ing on a most successful business, to judge from
the busy appearance of his Clinton street store. Mr.
-Mankowitz gives close attention to his business,
lie is now engaged in selling a lot of weather-
proof wire. One of the feature? of his business
is th.it he buys or sells electrical goods of every
iharacte'-: in other words, he desires his institu-
tion to be looked upon as a "bargain house" where
"evc'-ything electrical'' may be purchased, and where
he stands willing to buy as well as sell.

Perhaps not everyi>ne in the telephone business
is aware that the Farr Telephone and Construction
Supply company. .542 Dearborn street. Chicago, has
issued a valuable catalogue and handbook of useful
information for telephonists. This little book.
which will be sent free to anyone on request, con-
tains much valuable information for the telephone
iiian. It gives a num))er of ili:igranis showing how-
to connect telephones, and to those installing tele-
phones and not fully j)osted on this Iiranch of work
the book should be especially valuable. Ii, addition,
the catalogue lists a full line of the .goods manu-
factured by the Farr company. This well-known
firm claims to be able to sell telephones and kindred
supplies much cheaper than other like concerns.

Western Man;iger Stanle\- Green of the Fuel Econ-
omizer company. Matteawan. N. Y.. is now distribut-
ing to the many friends and customers of his com-
l)anj- a handsome combinatiim card-case and mem-
orandum book. Since Mr. Green took char.ge of
the 1-nel Economizer company's business. se\-eral
years ago. the business of the company has increascfi
to a most satisfactory extent. The latest design of
Green's patent fuel economizer is the result of 30
years' experience and experiment in the utilization
of the waste heat leaving the boilers, for heating
feed-water or water for dyeing, heating. wa,shing
and manufacturing purposes. Fuel economizers
have been applied, the manufacturers state, to over
150,000 boilers, ranging from 100 horse power to
15,000 horse power plants.

Eugene Munsell & Co. and the Mica Insulator
company of 218 Water street. New York, and 117-
1 19 Lake street, Chicago, announce that they carry
at all times a large stock of their "three great line's

of insulation," mica, micanite and M. L C. com-
liouiid. and are in a position to supply at short
notice special fcu-ms of insulation for any system of
electrical apparatus. They make a specialty of the
prompt filling of orders, both from their .stocks at
New York and Chicago, as well as at their local
a.gencies, the Cuyahoga Supply company, Cleveland,
(;.: .\rthur S. Partridge, St. L(.ui.s, Mo.: Sinclair
Raiulall. Cincinnati, O., and the Brook.s-Follis
Electric company, San Francisco, Cal. The M. I. C.
coniiiouiid is their latest production, and is com-
manding considerable attention among the electrical

trade.

William H. McKinlock and ^^"illiam C. Camp,
agents of the successor to the Metropolitan Elec-
tric company of Chicago, are now making an ex
tensive tri]i thrmighout the East and are at this time
in New York. The purpose of Messrs. McKinlock
and Camp is to visit a number of eastern houses
and manufactories in order to establish a fine line

of eastern connections. Messrs. McKinlock anti

Camp are now advertising extensively to dispose of

the large stock in the possession of the successor to

the Metropolitan company. With this stock as

a basis it is their purpose to start an entirely iiew-

liusiness, and the eastern trip is to -establish those
connections wdiich w-ill best work in conjunction
with the new supply business they are now- inaugu-
rating. It is not known when these gentlemen will

return, as they propose to cover the East very thor-

oughly.

The Ball Engine company of Erie, Pa., is in re-

ceipt of the following letter from Julian Kennedy,
the eminent steel works engineer of Pittsburg, which
refers to a 400 horse power vertical engine direct-

connected to a Siemens & Halske generator: "I am
in receipt of a letter from H. S. Loud, general man-
ager of the Nicopol-Mariopol Mining and Metal-
lurgical company's works in South Russia, in

which, among other things, he says: "The electric

idant is working beautifully. You would be doing
an almost obligatory service in thanking both the

Siemens & Halske and the Ball engine people for

me for the very great satisfaction which their ma-
chinery has given this company. The Ball engine
people were especially gracious in the prints, etc..

sent, and their workmanship is magnificent.' I take

piea.sure in advising you of Mr. Loud's apprecia-

tion of your machinery."

The Garlock Packing company is pleased to an-

nounce to engineers, steam users and the trade that

it is now manufacturing a full line of cut gaskets

for boiler manholes and handholes: als.T for all
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other users. The Garlock cut gaskets arc of a high

grade and superior to any now on the market.

With patented automatic machinery, gaskets are cut

10 any size and in a perfect ellipse, or round, to the

requirements of customers. They are manufactured
in a number of grades to meet all demimds of the

trade. Among them may be mentioned the Gar-

lock gasket, the Economican gasket and the Achilles

.uaskct. The company'.s perfected machinery en-

ables" it to cut gaskets from any material for special

purposes. The attention of engineeers who are

experiencing trouble with leaky manhole or hand-

hole plates is invited. It is said that a single trial

will convince tlte most skeptical that these gaskets

are unexcelled by any on the market.

Speaking of electric bicycle lamps, Mr. Fletcher

..f fhe Ohio Electrical Works made an interesl:ing

slalement in a recent interview in Bearings, the b'.cy-

cle journal. "Our main trouble until now," he said,

"was to make a solution that would run our lamp
long enough, without recharging, to satisfy cus-
tomers. Three and a half hours was about the limit,

antl that was hardly enough. We have tried for
two years to better this but without success, and
sc^me big lights have had a try at it too. The other
day I asked Prof. Burwell, of the Cleveland labora-
tory, his opinion. lie looked over our formula and
said it was all right, as far as it w'Cnt, but what it

needed was a little common table salt. Wc tried

the experiment, but, I must admit, without luuch
faith. The result was really wonderful, for it has
doubled the life of the solution, and we can now
guarantee at least seven hours of constant light

without recharging. We might make a secret of

this, but such is hot our intention; we prefer to

give it to the public and expect benefit, of course.

for our lamp. You may print it in Bearings, if

you like, for the fluid is good for any battery. It

is made in the following proportions: Two quarts
of water, one-half pound bichromate of potash, one
ounce bisulphate of mercury. 12 ounces (,by weight)
of sulphuric acid, two ounces of salt. Dissolve the
potash, salt and mercury in the water and then add
the sulphuric acid; stir well when making and liefore

using. In shipping a lamp, the potash and mercury
go with it; the rest of the ingredients can be easily
obtained almost anywhere, and you have an electric

light at a cost not to exceed two ceius a night. A
small pitcher, marked inside for the proper amount
of fluid to use for a charge, is also sent. Now that
this vexing problem has been successfully disposed
of, we shall pay more attention to the outward ap-
pearance of our lamp and make improvements
wherever it is possible."

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
Issued Voi'CJfilnr iSgj.

592,760. Galvanic Battery. Horatio J. Brewer, New
York, N. Y. Application filed April 15, 1893.

The zinc is composed of two similar parts provided
with a connector and with flanges for securing it to the

hattery cover, End formed with the greatest body of metal

at the bottom and edges tapering toward the top for pre-

senting the maximum metal surface at the point of great-

est corrosion.

^0^.769. Method of and Apparatus for Relaying
Telephonic Messages. Albert W. Erdman, Mil-

burn. N. J. Application filed July 6. 1807.

The method if repeating the electrical transmission of

speech between two circuits consists in transforming the

electrical undulations of the voice-currents in the trans

mitting circuit into similar mechanical vibrations ; in

rausine these to correspondingly vary the flow, and
thereby ibe pressure of a current of air or gas. and in

causing the air pressure vibrations to correspondineij
vary the resistance, and thereby the current of the receiv

ins circuit.

NO. 593,050.

Generator. Henry K.
Application filed May

502.782. Chemical-electric

Hess, Syracuse, N. Y.

7, 1894.

A series of negative electrodes is arranged within the
electrolyte, containing a casing or shell, and a series of
positive electrodes is interposed between ihe negative
electrodes, each comprising an electrical conductor and
an active material; inclosing supports for the positive
electrodes are interposed between the negative electrodes',
and a conduit is provided with a series of branch passages
communicating with the inner chambers of the inclosing
supports for discharging the active material therein.

592,802. Electric Diaphragm. Nicolas Marchal,
Dieuze, Germany. Application filed January 13,

1896. Patented in Germany August 28. 1894.

An electrolytic diaphragm in the form of a plate is cut
from limestone or ei|uivalent integral natural alkaline-
earth carbonate.

592,805. Electric Light Fixture. Francis B. Ma-
son, Brooklyn, N. Y. Application filed March
19, 1895.

In an arc lamp a pair of carbon-holders is employed,
with a shaft provided with right and left-hand screw-
threads, a sleeve screw-threaded on the interior to fit the
screw-shaft, and also screw-threaded on its exterior with
a thread of a different pitch to fit a screw-thread in one of
the brackets, means to secure the sleeve to either the
bracket in which it fits or to the shaft, the brackets being
mounted on the screws and operated thereby.

592,815. Electric Conductor and Connection and
Support Therefor. William McElroy, Brook-
lyn, N. Y. Application filed April 30, 1892.

The support for electric conductors consists of the sup-
poninj piece hiving cam projection in combination with
the terminal piece pivotally connected to the supporting-
piece adapted normally to be supported ihtreby, and hav-
ing an arm adapted to engage with the cam projection
upon the tilcinE of the terminal piece, and thereby to dis-

connect the latter from the supporting-piece.

592,831. Electric Railway System. William Rob-
inson, Boston, Mass. Application filed Feb-
ruary 15, 1895.

Included in this arrangement are the line or feed-wire,
the return conductor, the working conductor formed in

electrically disconnected sections, the sections being
normally disconnected from the feed-wire, and a plurality
of switch magnets connected in series and included in a

continuously closed circuit, the magnets being operated or
controlled without opening the circuit, the magnetization
of the magnets respectively disconnecting the respective
sections ot working conductor from the line or feed-wire.

592,844. Apparatus for Electrically Treating Dis-
eases. Henry E. Waite, New York, N. Y. Ap-
plication filed August II, 1897.

In this apparatus an air-impulse device and an electric-
impulse device are arranged so that the air and electrical
impulses shafl be simultaneous.

592,853. Electric Battery. Alden D. Wheeler, Hyde
Park. Mass. Application filed January 22, 1897.

A two-part cover cf insulating material is employed, the
parts of v/hich rest one upon the other and formed to pre-
sent when so disposed openings for the necks of the elec-

trodes, and vertical flanges or ribs formed upon the
uppermost part, upon which the electrodes rest and by
which they are solely supported.

592,878. Dental Electrode. Francis L. Morhard.
New York, N. Y. Application filed March i.

1897.

This device is composed of a conductor having a pocket
to hold the anaesthetic and a nonconducting shank adapted
for contact with the opposite jaw or toolh.

592,889. Distribution Board for Electric Currents.
Harold W. Shonnard, New York, N. Y. Ap-
lilication filed November 17, 1896.

The parallel main-circuit bars, of branclicircnit bars
composed of flexible comparatively thin strips of metal.
each passing beneath and connected at one point to one ot

the main-circuit bars and arched upward by bending to ex
tend above and cross over the adjacent main-circuit bar,
and cotinections therefor directly to the foundation of tlie

board, and electric connections therefrom to the main and
branch-circuit wires.

592.923. Trolley Wire Hanger. Napoleon J. St.

Hilaire, Gardner, Mass. Application filed Tunc
28, 1897.

Claim is made for the combination with a frame, of jaws
fulcrumed in the frame having upwardly extending ends
and provided at their lower ends with recesses shaped to

grip a trolley wire, a wedge having a screw-threaded por-
tion passing through a screw- threaded opening in the
upper part of the frame, and means to rotate the wedge
and force the jaws to clamp a trolley wire.

592.924. Automatic Heat Regulating System. John
V. Stout, Easton, Pa. Application filed June
6, 1895.

The system comprises a main valve for controlling de-
livery of the heating agent, a motor for actuating the
valve, a source of fluid pressure, a pipe connecting the
motor with the source of fluid pressure, an auxiliary valve
for controlling the pressure on the motor, an electric
[iiotor for actuating the auxiliary valve, and two valves
operatively connected with the auxiliary valve Jand with
the electric motor, and serving to seal, the shell or casing
containing the auxiliary valve.

592,928. Trolley for Electric Oirs. Ehvood C.

Davis, New York, N. Y. Application filed May
25, 1897.

A trolley arm is provided with a swiveled attachment,
which in turn is provided with spring arms which project
parallel and in the same direction a s the trolley arm, the

• spring arms being provided at their outer ends with a shaft
on which a trolley wheel is mounted, and the attachment
being also provided between the inner ends of the spring
arms with a supplemental trolley wheel, and the spring
arms being composed of central rods on which are wound
a plurality of coils of spring wire.

NO. 592.^44.

592.930. Insulating Coupling. Charles F. Hum-
mel, Brooklyn, N. Y. Application filed March
22, 1897.

A pipe joint is described, consisting of two similar
coupling lieads, each of which is conical in form, and pro-
vided with a screw-threaded central bore, at ihe inner end
of which is an inwardly directed annular flange, an in-

sulating plate or disk placed between the coupling heads,
an insulating casing mounted on each of the coupling
heads, and two sleeves fitted lespectively upon the coup-
ling heads over the insulating casings, and one ot the
sleeves being provided with an annular rim which is

screw-threaded and adapted to engage with a correspond-
ing thread formed on the otiier sleeve.

592.962. Electric Signal Apparatus. Frederick W.
Cole, Newton. Mass. Application filed March
ro, 1896.

Two different classes of signals may be sent over one
circuit—code signals and telephonic messages—by code
signal and telephonic transmitters and receivers, and
automatic switches for the telephonic transmitters oper-

ated by any one of the code signal transmitters in the cir
cult.

592,965. Electric Motor for Street Cars. Charles
E. Emery, Brooklyn. N. Y. Application filed
October 15, 1892.

A trough-shaped motor frame capable of being mado
fiuid-tight, with the ends raised above the center to re-
ceive pole-pieces and with the sides forming the field
yokes cut down at the armature shaft benrings, in combi
nation with a removable pole-piece. bru = h holding device
and bearing-caps constructed, arranged and operating so
that the armature with its connections may he removed at
will from the top of the trough shaped frame.

NO. 593,138.

59.3.050. Alternating Current Regulator. Daniel O.
Hull. Clyde, Ohio. Application filed October
17, 1895.

To maintain a constant current in a circuit fed from
alternating current constant potential mains an auto-
converter is connected across the mains, a row of contact
pieces is connected with the windings of the auto-con-
verter; a movable brush is adapted to contact with any of
the contact pieces; the circuit to be controlled is con-
nected at one terminal with one of the mains and at the
other with the brush, an induction motor and a solenoid,
both connected in the circuit ; a reversing motor switch is
connected in the circuit between the solenoid and motor;
mechanism connecting the movable part of the switch with
the armature of the solenoid, and mechanism for trans-
mitting motion from the motor to the converter brusli be-
ing also employed.

503,094. _ Type-writing Telegraph. Leo R. Ham-
mond, New Haven, Conn. Application filed

May 18, 1896. Renewed September 15, 1897.

An electro-magnet and armature are utilized, together
with a series ot keys and a series of circuit-closers oper-
ated by the keys for closing the circuit through the
magnet.

093,138. Electrical Transformer. Nikola Tesla,
New York, N. Y. Application filed March 20,

1897.

A transformer for developing or converting currents of
high potential, comprising a primary and secondary coil,

one terminal of the secondary being electrically connected
with the primary, and with earth when the transformer is

in use.

593.143. Electric Railway System. Harlan P. Well-
man, Ashland, Ky. Application filed May 26,

1897-

An electric railway system i^ described, compiising a
sectional conductor, a feed in switch for each section for
-r^ontrolling the electric current thereto, a translormer or
converter initially partially charged by the alternating
current of one section of the conductor, and having its

magnetic circuit noimally inrcmplele or iiiieimpied. and
means for temporarily completing the magnetic circuit,
whereby the transformer will operate (he same feed in
switches.

593,154. Current Collector for Electric Railways.
Frederick A. Anderson, Washington, D. C.

Application filed October 12, 1897.

The device consists of a standard comprising a plurality
of frame bars, with conducting bars arranged between the
frame bars and insulated therefrom, and terminals ar-

ranged at the top of the standard, fuse blocks arranged in

the upper portion of the standard and having recesses in

which the upper ends of the conducting bars andthelower
ends of the terminals are housed, whereby to insulate
these parts from each other while fuses are arranged ex-
teriorly of the sides of the fuse-blocks and on opposite
sides of the standard, and means are employed to permit
the ready removal and replacement of the fuses.

593.167. Electro-magnetic Circuit Breaker. Daniel
C. Spruance, Philadelphia, Pa., and Montgom-
ery Waddell, New York, N. Y. Application
tiled January 25. 1897.

The method of opening an electric circuit consists in

mechanically breaking out bv a hammer blow a section of
the circuit from between two terminals and simultaneously
breaking the removed section into a plurality of parts,
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Rae's Electric Carriage.
Many indications go to show that mechanically

propelled self-contained road carriages arc destined
to have a permanent place on city streets. These
vehicles seem particular!}' adapted for passenger
service and for the delivery of light merchandise.
No doubt the horse, with its many admirers, will

always have a place in the cities as elsewhere, but
il seems to be beyond question that many of these

useful animals will be superseded by the use of ve-

hicles carrying their own po\i er, while it is en-

tirel}' possible that in the days to come the car-

riage or draught horse will be as great a rarity

on city streets as the horseless carriage is at pres-
- cnt.

Of several general types of horseless carriages,

the electrically propelled vehicle certainly has the

advantage of cleanliness, noisekssness and safety.

In appearance and ease of manipulation it is in

every way admirable, and it is claimed that, not-

withstanding the weight of batteries and motor, the

efficiency of electric propulsion of road wagons has
been thoroughly demonstrated. The electric motor
has ousted the horse in street-car service; it has

demonstrated its superior-
ity to the steam locomo-
tive for certain classes of

heavy railroad traffic, and
it certainly seems reasona-
ble to assume that its ad-
vantages will be as gener-
ally recognized in the or-

dinary service of road ve-
hicles, although, of course,

the weight of the storage
battery, as now manufac-
tured, introduces an un-
favorable complication. But
c\en with the drawback of

the heav3' lead plates of the
secondary battery cells,

comparative tests, as in the
case of the Chicago Times-
Herald competition, show
a higher total etficiency for

the electric carriage over
other types. Wherever
used, electric carriages
seem to be popular. In

New York, for instance, the

Electric Carriage and Wag-
on compan3\ which fur-

nishes cabs and broughams
for hire, has just placed or-

ders for 100 new^ carriages.

This and the fact that the

calls during June, the first

month of operation, aver-

aged 21 a day, show that

electric cab service has
been successful in the east-

ern metropolis.
Among the numerous de-

signs for electric carriages,

one of the latest and most
interesting is that of

Frank B. Rae of Chi-
cago, which is herewith il-

lustrated. Mr. Rae is an
engineer of wide and
practical experience. His work in electric railway
and electric elevator design is well known to the

electrical fraternity, and whatever he advances in

machine design is sure to be worth\' of respectful

consideration. He has devoted much thought to

his electric vehicle, which, he considers, embodies
several valuable improvements. Figuring the av-

erage weight of a driver and two passengers, with

a motor of 500 pounds and batteries complete, the

weight of the loaded carriage is 2.000 pounds. It

is graceful in appearance and is said to be capable

of a continuous run of 60 miles on ordinary roads
without recharging.

The efficiency of the storage battery and electric

motor as applied to road vehicles has been taken
to mean the efficiency at full speed and full load.

Efficiencies at intermediate speeds, and particularly

the starting efficiency, have not been so clearly de-

termined. The conditions of starting and accelerat-

ing the motor-wagon, and their relation to motor
design and method of motor regulation, have not,

perhaps, received the attention that they merit. Cur-
rent economy in starting and accelerating the load
and in surmounting grades has bten sought by some
arrangement of the gearing or power-transmitting
devices between the motor shaft and wheels by
which the maximum speed and torque of the motor
are reduced to the slow movement of the wagon
wheel.s. Methods of this kind introduce mechan"cal

complications and losses and should be avoided,

of course, as far as possible. Mr. Rae insists that
the conditions should be met by the electrical de-

sign of motor and controller, and, without under-
rating the importance of the mechanical connections
to the driving wheels, he has designed his carriage

to more nearly meet the conditions of practice in

street railway work. Of course in the electric road
vehicle the conditions are more severe, because the
source of power must be carried on the vehicle, and
any extreme pull upon the batteries lessens by so
much the efficiency of operation. Thus, by what-
ever amount the watt-hours consumed in starting

and climbing grades exceeds the normal output for

maximum speed on a level, by that amount is the

tolal mileage lessened for a single charge of the cells.

Mr. Rae employs a single motor geared to both
rear wheels with a simple differential gear. The
motor is controlled by a switch under the driver's

seat, the handle of which is shown on the left in

the picture. The design and arrangement of the

motor arc such that four speeds are obtained with

four positions of the switch, the torque in inch-

pounds being constant for any position wdicn run-

ning on a level road.

These figures are certainly of much interest. Up-
on them Mr. Rae bases his claim that the rating
for his machine on the basis of mileage may be
made upon the watt-hour capacity of the battery,
with some small allowance for grades in time only,
and that with 100 ampere-hour cells and a maxi-
mum speed of 15 miles per hour the vehicle could
make 60 miles on ordinary roads, the current con-
sumed being proportional to the speed. Details
of construction arc withheld for the present, owing
to Patent Office requirements, but will be awaited
with interest.

RAE S ELECTRIC CARRIAGE.

In a machine designed for a maximiim speed of

20 miles per hour, which would not. of course, be
reached in ordinary w'ork. the foUownng deter-

minations were made for level-road running, with
a tractive effort of 60 pounds per ton:

T or q a e
Position of C a r r i a ge in in c li- Efficiency of

c n t rol- speed Current at pounds on motor and
ler. (mi I e s

^ per liour)
70 volts. 111 tor

shaft.
cells together.

I 3-72 17.

s

121 64.3 per cent.
2 9.2 17.8 121 79.8 per cent.

3 13.9 _24.3 121 8S per cent.

4 ig 7 34 2 121 89 per cent.

From the above table it will be seen that the car-

riage is started and accelerated Avith a current
draught rising from 17.8 to 34.2 amperes, the torque
remaining constant. For the same machine and
load on grades the following data are furnished:

Grade. Position of
controller.

Carriage
speed [miles
per hour).

Cii rren t at

70 volts.

I

2

3

4
I

2

3
2

3
2

2.45
6.90

10.50

14.00

1.60

5-70

8.73

4.67

7.70
3-27

24.40

24.40

44-50
32
32

38.50

Four per cent

Ten per cent 50

Telephone News from the Northwest.
[From the Minneapolis correspondent of the Western Elec-

trician. 1

The Wisconsin Telephone company is giving free

service at Ccntralia, Wis., to about 25 persons, to
compete with the home company. A local paper
remarks that before there was competition it was
dilVercnt. When the Wisconsin Telephone com-
pany extended its lines to Centralia it took an in-

ducement of $700, but now the company is willing

to give free service.

The Ottumwa Telephone company of Ottumwa,
la., is said to be a sure go. Manager Edwin A.
Knapp has gone East to purchase materials.

.\ telephone exchange will be installed at Em-
mettsburg. la.

The Central Telephone conipany has been incor-

porated at Rockwell City, la. The company has
been operating for about a year and owns a line

from Rockv.-ell City to Churdan and from Farn-
haniville to Lake City.

The Dakota Central Telephone company's line

from Wilmot. S. D., to Brown's Valley, Minn.,

is m operation.

It is rumored that the Iowa Telephone company
w-ill put in an exchange at

Albia. la.

J. H. Jansen has been re-

instated as manager of the

WisX*onsin Telephone com-
pany for the northern part

of Wisconsin.
The Central Wisconsin

Telephone company is in-

. stalling a telephone ex-

^^m~ ^ change at Black River
-^'h^} .i Falls. Wis.

The Wisconsin Telephone
company has begun work
rebuilding its exchange in

Menomonie. Wis. A new
switchboard and entire new
office appliances will be put
in. O. K. Ranum. who
has been manager of this

office for 13 years, has re-

signed and will devote him-
self to the drug business
hereafter.

The American Telephone
and Telegraph company
will make an efTort to se-

cure a franchise for long-
distance connection at Du-
luth. Minn. The company
will have to build a line

from the Twin Cities, 150 miles, as there is no long-
distance line passing through Duluth.
Jones & Winter of St. Paul have the contract

to construct the Wisconsin Valley Telephone com-
pany's line from Shell Lake to New Richmond,
Wis., and have begun work.
The Houghton County Telephone company is re-

ceiving substantial encouragement in Houghton,
Lake Linden and other towns in the Upper Penin-
sula of Michigan. The company has 250 sub-
scribers and about 100 shares of stock taken.

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company
attempted to cross the right-of-way of the Chicago.
Milwaukee and St. Paul Railwa}' company in Fari-

bault county. Minn., but the railroad company re-

fused permission, because It has a contract with the
Western Union Telegraph company for the exclu-
sive privilege. Suit was brought at Wells. Minn.,
and the court decided for the telephone company,
and appointed a commission to fix damages sus-

tained by the railroad companj'.
The Northwestern Telephone company of She-

bogan. Wis., has ordered a 400 drop switchboard
to replace its present one, which is a 300 drop
board.
The Mutual Telephone company of Des Moines,

la., now has nearly i.ooo instruments in service.

The Chicago and Northwestern Telephone com-
pany is the name of a new company for which
articles of incorporation are now being prepared at
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Eau Claire, Wis. It is a project of J. E. Keelyn,

and its purpose is to cover Eastern Wisconsin and
Northern Michigan and connect with the Wisconsin
Valle)' Telephone company. The latter company
has for its territory the district bounded by the

Twin Cities and Winona. Minn,, on the west, Ash-
land and Superior on the north, Waus'au, Wis., on
the east, and Madison, Wis., on the south. This

company proposes to build independent exchanges
in all towns of importance that have none now, and
will connect with all such exchanges as are estab-

lished. New exchanges are to be put in at Eau
Claire. Chippewa Falls, Stevens Point, Ashland and
other points.

James Harper of the Northwestern Telephone
company has been attending to business matters at

Atwater, Minn.
By means of the Wisconsin Telephone company's

service every incident of the football game played

between the Wisconsin and Minnesota universities

a short time ago was followed by President Adams
and a body of students at Madison, Wis., through-

' out the afternoon.

Telegraphs and Telephones in Persia.

Vice Consul-general John Tyler at Teheran has

forwarded the following interesting report to the

State Department:
The first telegraph line in Persia was erected

about 36 years ago, and in the beginning was vigor-

ously denounced and opposed by the priests as

being a species of magic and closely allied to other

evil principles greatly subversive of religion and
the best interests of the state, and, as such, ought
not to be permitted to have a place in the economy
of government. This opposition, however, was
overcome, and it will be seen further that the class

which resisted so stoutly at the first now use the

telegraph with the most complacent indifference.

In the year 1862 the construction of a telegraph

line from India to England, through Persia, Russia

and Germany, was commenced, which was com-
pleted and in working order on the first of January,

1870. Some work had been carried on for three or

four years, however, by a line through the Euphrates

Valley, but this was not by any means of a satis-

factory character, and serious errors, delays and
interruptions on the lines and in the messages oc-

curred. This line is still used occasionally, but the

transmission through Turkey cannot be depended
upon.
The Indo-European, as the line now passing-

through Persia is called, is the joint property of

the Indian government and a London company.
The meeting point of their respective administra-

tions is in Teheran, the eastern division belonging

to the government, and the western to the London
company. It is generally considered to be a well

constructed and efificiently managed line. From
Bushin to Kurachi there is both a cable and a land

line, worked througout by English operators. I

mention this line, because it provides the local native

administration with one wire, which, so far as in-

ternal traffic is concerned, is the only one that can

be depended upon.
The local lines, with the exception of the one wire

mentioned above, are the property of the Persian

government. The ownership was accniired by the

cost of construction, and has been maintained by

also reduce the expcn.st considerably. The lines

bing subject to many accidents, and the inspection
and control very indiffcreni, the working is by no
means satisfactory.

The yearly receipts of the telegraph have been
about 60,000 tomans. As no new lines have been
erected for some years past, the above is probably
a fair average. I must, however, remark here, that

wdien any depai-tment of the government re\'enue

depends upon the system of farming, the income of

the parties interested is always made to appear as

low as possible, in order to prevent an increase in

the government demand.
The expentlitnres, including the late rise in the

revenue payable to the government, will, 1 am told

by the comptroller, equal, if not exceed the incuni .

The Persian newsjjapers rarely contain informa-
ticiii of sufficient imporlance to be sent by (clegrajdi.

consequently there is no press rate and very few
ju'ess messages.
There are four newspapers in Persia printed in

the vernacular and under government control.

These should be issued once a fortnight, but
they are often issued at longer inter\'cds. They
are in no sense considered as leaders or exponents
of the ideas or feelings of the pcojjle, and I am of the
opinion that they are hardly accorded the impor-
tance they desire and deserve to attain.

It would be utterly impossible to estimate what
is the actual \';duc of the work performed Ijy the
Persian telegrriph in the course of a year. I .-im told
that a large [jerceutage of giucrninent work is

FIG. 2. SUBTERR.VNEAN ELECTRIC LINE AT BUnAPEST,— KIOSK AT DEAK STATION.

They are, therefore, attempting some reforms, which
certainly seem to be needed, especially in the di-

rection of compulsory payments. I am informed
that fully 50 per cent, of the telegrams are sent
gratis. Officials of the government, central and lo-

cal priests, expounders of the law-, relatives of per-
sons connected with the working and administra-
tion, and everyone who can pro\-ide him?elf with
a reason or an excuse, send then telegrams free of

expense. As this system has been growing for

many years past, and most of those who ha\'e bene,
fited by it are in positions to give trouble, the man-
agement finds it difficult to introduce changes neces-

sary for their own protection.

The Persian local system comprises about 31.000

miles of wire and 86 offices for the receipt and dis-

patch of messages. The wire, provided by the Indo-
European administration gratis, is about 1.300 miles

never paid for. and it has been already shown
wdiat number of people use the line free of charge.
The late minister of telegraphs, who died a short

time ago,, and who had been charged with the man-
agement from the introduction of the lines into the
country, was a man of a benevolent disposition and
easy-going character, and in order to keep free of
opposition allowed tho=e who had the power to in-

jure his position to use his department for their

advantage. .Another order of things has sprung up.
iind his eldest son. who has been confirmed in his

place, finds it difficult to make both ends meet.
The late Nasredin, shah, on the 8th of December,

1889, granted to the then minister for foreign afifairs a
concession for electric lighting, the introduction of
telephones, phonographs, and the application of elec-

tricity to industrial purposes for the whole of Per-
sia, with protection to the monopoly for the period

Fig. 1. Tunnel Entry at city Park.

defraying the expenses of preservation. The actual
administration is deputed to one man, w"ho, until

about tw^o months ago. contributed to the govern-
ment 12,000 tomans ($12,000) a year. This royalty
has now been raised to 30,000 tomans a year, but
I am told that the balance of receipts over expendi-
tures will hardly be sufficient to meet the increase.

As Persians are very indifferent bookkeepers,
and do not always study with care the relation be-
tween outlay and income, I regret to state that the
record of telegraph construction has been no ex-
ception to that rule. I have not, therefore, been
able to ascertain from any source what has been
the actual cost of the creation of the lines. The
configuration of the land surface and the state of
the population, generally scant, would curtail the
cost of construction. The poles, wires, etc., have
been transported by mules and camels, which would

SUBTERRANEAN ELECTRIC LINE AT BUDAPEST.

long and extends from the Persian Gulf to the

Russian frontier.

Stamps are not used for any purpose in Persia,

except for letters. Even documents of great value
and importance give no indication of the cost of

registration or other legal formality.

Messages are restricted to 10 words at a charge
of 2% kraus {25 cents). The actual charge for the

message is two kraus. and the one-half krau is for

the paper on which it is written. In case the mes-
sage extends to a large number of words it is cal-

culated at the rate of 10 words to the two kraus.

The tariff above mentioned is the same for any
distance, great or small, in Persia. I find that the

administration do not tabulate any department of

the work, consequently they have no idea of the
number of words or the general or average distance

the messages are sent.

FiK. 3. Metallic Roof of StHtioii.

of 60 years. This concession was transferred to
Dr. W. W. Torrence, an American citizen, for a
certain valuable consideration: but from want of

means the purposes of the concession have not been
put into execution. In order to prevent the con-
cession from lapsing two or three wnres were put
up and kept in a working state and are now in use.

Five 3^ears ago the Railway and Tramway com-
pany commenced erecting private wdres for anyone
who would undertake the expense, and established a
telephone exchange office on their own premises in

Teheran. It has not been extended to any other
town. So far no record has been kept of the nuni-
I'.cr of miles of wire erected, but from my observa-
tions I should say not more than 50 miles, includ-

ing the wires into villages of summer resort, and
those to different parts of tlie eih'.

At the present time there are 15 owners of pri-
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\atc R'lcplionc wires, each of whom pays the com-
pany $2 per month for keeping the wires in repair

and tile instruments in order. The receipts about
balance the expenditures, but this includes the free

use of the lines by the company, who provide the

only office there is in the city, and in the country
during the summer months. As messages are not
received from the public no taril^ has been formu-
lated; subscribers are put into communication and
use the telephones as long as they wish. The cost

of construction has been about 390 tomans per kilo-

meter. As a more extended use of the telephone

would interfere with the receipts of the telegraph,

permission to use it has not been granted to dis-

tances appropriated by the telegraph. No laws or

regulations have been issued by the government in

connection with the telegraph or telephone.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

a white light at the last station, showing the track
clear over the block just vacated, while at the sta-

tion in ad\'ancc a small red signal indicates that

conductor and trainmen. Twenty
crated on the line, 14 of which can
roa^l at one time, following succ
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coaches are op-
be placed on the
essively at inter-

Subterranean Electric Line at Budapest.

The Hungarian capital possesses an underground
electric railway which has attracted a good deal of

attention because ot special features of construction

and equipment.
The commencement of the line is near the quay

ot the Danube, in the central part of the citj'. This

line extends to the city park, a distance of 3,700

meters. There are 11 stations along the route, nine

of which are below the surface, while two are on
a level with the surface, and are located within the

public grounds. The tunnel entry at the city park is

shown in Fig. i. This tunnel is a divided arch, with

a row of columns running through the center, and
provided with two footways, each one meter in width,

the space above narrowing to 0.65 meter. The
roadway of the passage is built on I girders, with

intermediate arches. The footpaths are entirely of

cement, and the iron girders of the roadway are

protected from rusting by several coverings of felt

saturated with asphaltum. The metallic roof of one
station is shown in Fig. 3.

FIG. 4. SUBTERRANEAN ELECTRIC LINE AT BUtAPEST.—BOILER PLANT.

the road is occupied—a train is comiDg. Each sta-
tion is equipped with telephones, so that if neces-
sary these can be used in place of the automatic
block system.

vals of 10 minutes. One-half the coaches have mo-
tors with two poles and the rest with four poles.
The weight of a coach is 15 tons.
During the first five months of operation the

number of passengers carried was 2,261,940, and the
kilometers run amounted to 369,680. The franchise
allows a maximum fare of 4.2 cents, during the
first IS years, and allows the city the right of pur-
chase (by giving a previous two years' notice) in

1940.

FIG. 5. SUBTERRANEAN ELECTRIC LINE AT BUDAPEST.—DYNAMO ROOM.

The underground stations are reached by stair-

ways through the kiosks. One of these at Deak
station is shown at Fig. 2. These stairways are
from 1.9 to 2.5 meters in width and have from 19
to 24 steps each.

Tfie power station equipment consists of four
multitubular boilers of 267 square meters of heating
surface, as shown in Fig. 4, and two compound con-
densing engines, each actuating one directly con-
nected Siemens & Halske dynamo. Fig. 5. Each
dynamo generates i,ioo amperes at .300 volts, but
on occasion the capacity can be increased to 1.400

amperes. The chimney has an internal diameter
of five meters, and a height of 50 meters. Current
is carried from the distributing board at the cen-
tral station by armored lead cables. There are
also separate cables for supplying current for illu-

minating purposes and for the operation of the
block and telephone systems. At intervals along
the line arrangements have been made to enable
the central station men to couple the underground
system in parallel with the surface lines, both sys-

tems of feeders being below ground. The feeders of

the subterranean lines are of 500 square millimeters
section. The two cables arranged for the illumina'.ion

and the block systems are of 150 square millimeters
section. Underground the wires are suspended
from the ceiling, while above ground they are car-

ried on transverse lines from posts. The feed-

ers below are of copper bars, 50 millimeters high
and weighing five kilogrammes per lineal meter,
while overhead they are of hard-drawn copper of
10 millimeters diameter; the sub-feeders or trolley
lines are naked cables. The lamps used are for 100
volts, three in series.

A block system is employed in which each train,

as it passes a station, makes 'contact which lights

a red signal at the station, and simultaneously lights

The coaches of the road have flexible trucks, as

shown in Fig. 6. The motor acts directly on the

axle. The distance between trucks is eight meters,

Increased Traffic on "Chicago "L"
Roads.

The traffic of the Metropolitan elevated road has
increased 45 per cent, since the opening of the
Union Loop. The report of Receiver MacAllister
for the month of October filed in the Federal Court
contains the following statement;

Cash on hand, Oct. 1st. .. .$168,256.35
Receipts from fares 76,678.55
Receipts from privileges . . . 2,849.35 $247,784.25
Disbursements

—

By order of court $57,754-83
Receivers operation ex-
penses

—

General $15,013.04
Pay rolls 27,796.08 $42,809.12
Cash on hand, Nov. i $147,220,30 $247,784.25

The report for September showed $57,204.80 cred-
ited to fares. The report for October shows $76,-

678.55 credited to fares, so* that there is a gain of

$19,473.75 on three weeks' use of the Union Loop.
Disbursements have increased $31, 517-55, nearly all

of which is on court vouchers for extensions in

rolling stock equipment. Pay-roll disbursements
are slightly less.

In the items of expenses the amounts refer to the
payments made only, and practically equal the ex-
penses of the previous month, for the pay-rolls and
bills are met the first of the month following that

SUBTERRANEAN ELECTRIC LINE AT BUDAPEST.

-

and the length of the coach between couplings is 11

meters, while the width is 2.35 meters. Seats are
provided for 28 passengers and standing room for

14 more. There is a private compartment for the

TRUCK EQUIPPED WITH FOUR POLE MOTOR.

Loop rentals had notin which they were incurred
yet been paid.

The receiver's report shows that the loop has
caused a daily average increase of about 45 per
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cent., the daily average traffic now being at slightly

over 60,000. The following are the receipts from
fares in past months of this year: January 20th to

February 28th, $86,647.45; March, $74,108.90; April,

$68,318.90; May, $62,546.90; June, $63,076.05; July,

$57,669.20; August, $58,635.10; September, $57,204.80;

October, $76,678.55.

The Union Loop company's first bills for the Oc-
tober rentals of the three lessee elevated roads were

due last week in accordance with the terms of the

leases, but are not quite ready for presentation.

The amounts to be charged up against each of the

roads for the use of the loop will not be given out.

From known data of average daily trafhc on the

three lines since their use of the loop it can, how-
ever, be approximately estimated that the Union
Loop company will come out ahead quite hand-
somely in its first monthly account.

The Alley "L" used the loop for 14 days during

the month. During its first week of the loop it

carried 334,206 passengers and during the second
week 336,026, making a total of 670,232, so that the

amount of the loop rental it contributes, at the

one-half cent per passenger rate, is exactly $3,351.16.

The Metropolitan's daily traffic since its use of

the loop from October loth averaged 60,000 per

day, according to the receiver's report, or 1,260,000

for the 21 days. The rental of this road therefore

would approximate $6,300.

The Lake Street's present daily traffic, according

to the deliberately conservative statement given

out in Judge Grosscup's court, since the completion

of the loop, has been 36,000 per day. This amounts
to 1,008,000 passengers carried during the 28 days'

use of the loop. Consequently the rental bill for

October would foot up to $5,040.

The total of these three rentals amounts is $14,691.

The total average number of passengers carried

over the loop on one dayis thus 144,000 in round fig-

ures, which, at the same average for one year, would
amount to 52,560,000; and at the rate of one-hal!

cent per passenger the whole loop revenues from
this source for one year would be $262,800—which
is $12,800 more than the minimum rental amount
which the roads using the loop guaranteed to pay.

It would thus appear that even if the Northwest-
ern elevated should never use the loop or shoukl

be relieved of its one-fourth part of the $250,000

aimual guarantee, the other roads would have no
deficits to make up, and the Union Loop company
without demanding of the other roads payments
to cover deficit would hav& sufficient earnings to

pay interest on its $5,000,000 of bonds, and also

something to pay on its stock. The sale of adver-

tising privileges would also be a remunerative item,

and as the year progresses traffic on the elevated

roads is likely to show still further good increases,

as evidenced already in the weekly increase records

of Alley "L."
Union Loop operating expenses, which, accord-

ing to the lease agreement, must be borne jointly

by the roads, have not as yet amounted to much.
The five per cent, payments to the city on
receipts after interest on bonds has been de-

ducted will not begin until January ist. So far

as the three elevated roads are concerned the 10

per cent, which they must pay to the Union Loop
company out of the gross receipts from fares will

inflict no hardship on ' them, with an increase of

nearly 50 per cent, in the traffic of Alley ' L' and
Metropolitan, and of 33 per cent, in the traffic of

Lake Street. Union Loop bonds have risen about

10 points within the last four weeks, and now sell

at 97 and 98.

Electric Railway for Klondike.
Among the schemes that are engaging the atten-

tion of the people in the Klondike region is one
reported from Seattle, Wash. James Hopkirk of

Oakland, Cal., who is said to have superintended

the construction of the Washington state building

at the World's Fair, is negotiating with contractors

for the erection of an electric elevated single-track

radway from Skaguay over the White Pass. He
said: "I have solved the problem of transporting

passengers and freight from the coast to the lakes

in the quickest, cheapest and safest manner by
means of an electric elevated single-track railway,

that can be built in 90 days at a cost well inside

of $100,000, with a capacity only limited by the num-
ber of cars in use. The track consists of 12 by 12

inch posts, six feet high, 14 feet apart, on top of

which are strung two timbers, each 6 by 12 inches,

28 feet long. On top of the timbers is a 30 pound
steel rail on which the cars run.

"The cars are 15 feet long, seven feet high and
four feet wide, capable of carrying three tons each.

Two cars are joined together by heavy beams and
run one on either side of the rail, making prac-

tically one car. Two heavy car wheels support
the load and two 15 horse power motors are needed,
one for each wheel. The cars weigh 2,500 pounds
each, exclusive of the motor, and can be built for

less than $100 each. The bottoms of the cars run
two feet above the ground.
"The cars are steadied by wheels at the bottom,

set with a spiral spring which takes off the oscilla-

tion. The cars can turn on a radius of 50 feet and
with a 15 horse power motor can climb a 17 per
cent, grade. Two trips a day can easily be made
and a double car carries six tons.

"I am now negotiating with a syndicate to con-
struct a road over the Skaguay trail, and expect
to get well under way inside of three months."

Electrically Driven Flour IVIIIls.

Since the completion of the great three-phase
electric power transmissions on the Pacific Coast,
between i'olsom and Sacramento and the San Joa-
quin and Fresno, the use of electricity as a motive
power has made great strides. Two of the most
important Hour mills arc now added to the already
long list of consumers.
The first to be placed in dependence on electric

motors was the Sperry flour mill of Fresno. This
is driven by a General Electric sj'nchronous motor
of 150 kilowatts capacity, running at 600 revolu-
tions. Fig. I shows this motor, with a small bi-

polar motor to bring it up to speed, in the base-
ment of the mill, whence the main belt passes to

the rolling and grinding machinery above.
The second mill is the second in importance on the

Pacific Coast and the largest flour mill in the United
States using electricity instead of steam. Its electri-

cal equipment consists of three General Electric

three-phase alternating current induction motors op-
erating at a pressure of 500 \^olts. The largest of the

three motors (Fig. 2) has a capacity of 75 horse
power. This is belted to the main shaft of the

mill and drives all the flour-making machinery. It

runs continuously for 24 hours, and for three

months without stop. The second largest motor
is one of 30 horse power, and i? shown in Fig. 3.

This occupies a position on the second floor of the

mill and drives all the cleaning machinery. It runs
continuously for 18 hours daily. The third is a
20 horse power motor, and is placed in the base-

It is estimated that the economy in actual power
consumed in the Phcenix Mill by the present
method of driving is not less than 15 per cent.,

and the total saving in the entire cost of operation
will, it is said, pay for the electric motors, their

iiutallation and adaptation, in less than one year.
In addition to the economy in the operation of

the mill by the introduction of electricity as the
motive power, a considerable amount of .space has
also been saved, as will readily be realized, and
the room formerly occupied by the driving ma-
chinery can now be utilized for other machinery
or for storage purposes. The present capacity of
the Phcenix Mill is 275 barrels of flour and 20 tons
of rolled barley and feed, every 24 hours, and the
entire output of this mill is taken by local con-
sumption, none of the product being shipped out-
side the state. It was due to the careful investi-

gation of the subject by Mr. J. H, Arnold, the
manager, that electricity was adopted as a motive
power. He is already reaping his reward for him-
self and his company in benefits constantly accru-
ing.

Production and Utilization of Ozone.
The Commercial Ozone Syndicate, Limited, has

been engaged for a year in the experimental applica-
tion of ozonized tiir, ozone being produced by
means of the Yarnold apparatus, which is based
on the principle of the so-called "silent discharge"
of an electric current at high potential, certain de-
vices and improvements in construction being in-
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ment near the 75 horse power motor. This drives

the roll for grinding the corn and the barley. Its

woik is intermittent and it runs from eight to 10

hours per day only.

The power consumed by the motors is registered

by means of recording meters, which show the total

horse power of current consumed. These meters
register exactly the power used and allow the com-
pany to keep a careful w^atch upon its machinery
and obtain the highest economy in operation. For
instance, when the cleaning for the day is completed
and the 30 horse power motor and all the cleaning
machinery are shut down, all expenses for power
in that department cease at once. No power is

wasted in running idle shafting and belting. The
same is true in a still greater degree in the corn
and barley crushing department, where the work is

more intermittent.

Still another source of saving lies in the fact that

neither engineer nor fireman is required to operate
the mill electrically. The motors are so simple in

their operation that any employe about the mill

can handle them. To start the motor "a simple
switch is closed and a lever on the motor thrown
over. In less than a minute the motor begins to

perform its full load of work and continues with-

out further attention from the operator. The stop-

page of the motor is an equally simple process.

No attention is required beyond this, except that

entailed in keeping the motor lubricated. Power
is always ready at call, but the mill is not put to

one penny of expense for power after the ma-
chinery ceases to operate. In addition to this econ-
omy, the wear and tear on belts, bearings and
machinery is reduced to a minimum by the system
of subdivision of power which has been adopted.
The cost of hauling coal from the river to the
mill, which is in the center of the city, is also saved.

troduced, by incans of which a high efficiency or

yield of ozone per electrical horse power has been
obtained.
The plant employed by the syndicate, as described

in the London Electrical Review, consists of a drier

(an apparatus for passing atmospheric air through
freshly-calcined lime to remove excess of moisture
and carbonic acid), a Roots blower for air delivery,

ozone generators and step-up transformers, a com-
pressor to deliver ozone at pressure, and suitable

zinc and galvanized iron piping for delivery of

the ozonized air. The alternating current of elec-

tricity is supplied at 100 volts, this being raised by
specially constructed step-np transformers, stand-

ing in oil, to 12,000 volts or over. The plant gives

an output of 1,800 to 2,000 cubic feet of ozonized air

per hour. The ozone generators have been in con-
tinuous use for nine months, and for long runs of

several days and nights' duration they have exhibited

very excellent working qualities.

The cost of the ozonized air, as produced and
utilized by the syndicate, is stated to amount to

less than id. per 2.000 cubic feet, based upon the

rate for electrical energy at 4.d. per unit. If surplus

power was available for driving a dynamo, the cost

could be considerably reduced.
Experiments have been carried on in a thorough

manner, under two experienced chemists for several

months, in connection with the drying and thicken-

ing of linseed oil for painting and linoleum manu-
facture, also in expediting the seasoning of linoleum
and in the manufacture of the peroxide of hydrogen
for disinfecting and bleaching purposes. It is

found that linen and cotton yarns and fabrics can
be effectually bleached without the ill effects arising

from the u^e of chemicals. Great success has at-

tended the application of ozone in cleansing brewers'
foul casks ("stinkers"), and exhaustive tests have
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been made by large brewers, a leading firm having
it in contemplation to erect a plant to treat prac-

tically the whole of its casks, in order to ensure a

uniform quality in the output of the beer.

It may be pointed out in connection with this puri-

fication of casks, that apart from the actual ozone
production plant and compressor, no expensive
special apparatus is necessary for the application of

the :jas to the fcul casks, the ozone being conveyed
by a little additional piping to the steam nozzles

already in use at all breweries, and injected under
pressiire, together with steam, into the casks under
treatment. The price of ozone being low, its ap:

plication in this direction must result in great sav-

ing to the brewers, as a 36 gallon cask costs about
.25s., and is usually worthless when it becomes foul.

Such casks number thousands yearly in large

breweries, and it is calculated that at Burton-on-
Trent alone the loss, owing to the hitherto impossi-

bility of curing these casks, amounts to over f 100,-

000 annually. Wine and spirit casks can be equally

effectually treated.

Elaborate experiments have been carried out on
the drying and thickening of linseed and such like

oils with most satisfactory results. A special ap-
paratus has been constructed for the treatment of 20

gallon charges, and oils so dealt with surpass, in

color and drying properties, the best boiled or other
drying oils on the market. The process is said to

cost about 4s. per ton oi oil, against :os. per ton by
the ordinary methods, and it is claimed to obviate
the danger of fire and heavy insurances involved
under the oresent "boiling" system.
As regards linoleum, it is found that the exposure

of the raw product at the usual heat to a current
of ozonized air efifectually seasons it in a few days,

against weeks of drying in the ordinary manner;
the colors also are found to be greatly improved.

Peroxide of hydrogen is well known for its dis-

infecting and bleaching properties, and it is found
that this can be very cheaply produced by ozone, in

a simple and inexpensive apparatus, and can there-
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The following are the names of some technical
authorities who have investigated and reported on
the action and use of ozone, viz.; Dr. Frolich, G.
Clapperton, Dr. Ohlmiiller of the German Imperial
Sanitary Board; D. S. Rideal, Drs. Tabbe and
Oudin.

Electrically Driven Turntables.

A source of much annoyance and no little ex-
pense to railroad companies is the turning of loco-
motives and cars at division points and terminals.
Workmen are not especially employed for this serv-
ice, but engine wipers and helpers about the engine
house are called upon each time the turntable is

used. The number of men that usually assist in

this work is four, two at each end of the table, and
the time they lose from their regular duty is con-
siderable, as they are frequently in the pit under
an engine in the engine house, on top of the engine,
or at some other inconvenient place to get away
from when called, and their movements are slow.
Then they frequently engage in conversation when
meeting. This takes up time that should be devoted
to other ptirposes.

The general master mechanic of the Baltimore
and Ohio Southwestern estimates that it costs 12
cents to turn each engine by hand. Observing
these delays and the expenses attending them, the
Railway and Engineering Review says that one of
the master mechanics about 2% years ago devised
a plan for turning the 60 foot turntable at Chilli-

cothe, Ohio, by means of an electric motor. This
motor was applied to an old car wheel by cast-iron
spur gear wheels, so as to reduce the speed. The
car wheel and motor were attached to a frame
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Electricity Direct from Heat.
In a note presented to the French Academy, ac-

cording to I'Electricien, Marcel Deprez discussed
the problem of developing electricity direct from
heat, and offered some interesting suggestions.
"The only process with which we are acquainted

for producing electromotive force direct from heat
is that discovered by Seebeck, exemplified in the
thermo-electric battery," he said. The eminent in-
vestigator continued: "I propose to show a second
process, based on the remarkable magnetic proper-
ties of alloys of iron and nickel, the discovery of M.
Guillaume.

"It is a known fact that M. Guillaume has shown
that these alloys can be rendered strongly magnetic
at a certain temperature and become non-magnetic
with a rise of temperature of but 50' C. In des-
ignating by n the percentage of nickel in alloy with
iron, and by T the temperature at which its mag-
netic properties disappear, we will have a formula,
sufficiently exact for the purpose, as follows:

T=34.i (rl—26.7;—0.80 (n—26.7)^
"In an alloy 26.7 per cent, the complete loss of

magnetism occurs at zero. In all the alloys of iron
and nickel the thermal interval between saturation
and perfect loss of magnetic property is about 50° C.
"Assuming in this formula n=3o, T will ^=104° C.

An alloy of 30 per cent, of nickel will then almost
completely lose its magnetism at 100° and be
strongly magnetic at 50°. This alloy is chosen for
the following example:
"Suppose that we construct an apparatus com-

prising a horse-shoe magnet, between the poles of
which we place a bundle of wires of the alloy named,
perpendicular to the axis of the magnet and paral-
lel to the line of the poles, so that the magnetic
circuit is closed by the bundle, of which the ex-

Fig. 2. Seventy-five Horse Power Induction Motor Driving Flour Making Maciiinery.
Plioenix Flour Mills.

ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN FLOUR MILLS

Fig. 3. Thirty Horse Power loductioD Motor Driving Cleaning Machinery,
Phoenix Flour Mills.

fore be used for many purposes, impracticable,

hitherto, on account of the prohibitive price. By
its agency linen and cotton yarns and fabric can be
cheaply and expeditiously bleached, and it is said

that the most delicate silks and the finest yarns
sutifer no harm by exposure to this bleaching agent.

Ozone can be used for the sterilization of water
it has been proved satisfactorily by Dr. Frolich

that it effects purification of water, killing bacteria

tljerein; and for sanitation Dr. Ohlmiiller, of the

German Imperial Sanitary Board, reports that

an(thrax, typhus and cholera bacilli, as well as

anthrax spores, are destroyed within a few minutes
by ozone. Ozone is known to be a powerful agent
in sanitation, and it is a fact that it has the property

of fixing the ammoniacal compounds, converting
them into nitrates, and so increasing the utility of

sewage as a fertilizer.

It has been found by the medical profession that

ozone can be used in alleviating the distressing

symptoms in cancer and malignant growths by de-

stroying the offensive smell. It can also be used
by inhalation, and mitigates bronchitis and asthma.

Dr. S. Rideal, F. I. C., public analyst, made care-

ful experiments with ozone gas to determine its

action on arsenical pyrites, and has given the follow-

ing opinion as regards the action ozone on ores

(Yarnold's process): "From my experiments on
this process for the treatment of arsenical ores, I

am of the opinion that the process might prove
useful for the preliminary treatment of refractory

gold ores, and so render them suitable for treat-

ment by the ordinary cyanide process, and that it is

well worth a certain expenditure of capital in order

to test the feasibility of the process on a com-
mercial scale so soon as you have secured your
patents,"

Dr. Rideal also writes: "I am strongly of the

opinion that there is an enormous commercial future

for cheap ozone. . . . From the demonstration
at Mr. App's in December last, I am of the opinion

that the Yarnold apparatus can be worked most
economically, and that ozone manufactured by it

would be available for many industrial uses."

The use of ozone in metallurgical and chemical
operations is a field which has yet to be explored.

which was hinged to the girder of the turntable,
the car wheel to run on the circular rail or the
track of the turntable. It was found that the weight
of the frame, motor and car wheel -vvas sufficient
to give necessary adhesion, so that the tractive
force would easily turn any engine.
On trial it was found that the heaviest engine

could be turned completely round in 56 seconds.
The current is carried to the motor by an overhead
wire which is connected directly over the center of
the turntable by two brass rings insulated with hard
wood so that a perfect contact is always given, thus
furnishing a good conductor for the current to the
motor. The current is controlled by a rheostat so
the motor can be run in either direction and at such
speed as may be desired. This is done by a simple
lever which is moved back and forth.

The cost complete, including motor, did not ex-
ceed $500, and after 2% years' use the device seems
just as good as when constructed, and has given such
satisfaction that it was decided to operate the turn-
table at Park street, Cincinnati, O., in a similar
manner, except that the current is taken under-
ground and connection made around the center
cone of the table so that all wiring is concealed,
thus presenting a neater appearance.
The electric power is purchased from the Union

Depot company through a meter. The cost of this

power for four months. May, June, July and August,
was $29.

This turntable is used on an average of 50 times
each day, thus making a cost of less than one-half
cent for each time the table is turned, while if it

were operated by hand, using figures of the general
master mechanic (12 cents for each engine), it

would have cost $738, which shows a saving of $709,
no cost being allowed for repairs

;Y
the repairs, how-

ever, will never be very expensive.

The Baltimore and Ohio Southwestern has just

completed a plan for equipping the turntable at

Garrison shops, Ind., with a device similar to the

one in use at Chillicothe, O., and will have it in

operation in a few weeks. An even better showing
can be made there than at Park street, Cincinnati,

as more use is made of the table.

tremities touch the inner faces of the magnet.
Around this bundle, as a core, we wind an insulated
wire, thus making an armature which is connected
to an exterior conductor. When the temperature
falls below 50° this core will become strongly mag-
netic, and develop a flow of magnetic intensity.

"If now we heat this to 100°, the conditions change
and the magnetism will disappear almost com-
pletely; if we let e represent the time necessary
to produce this elevation of temperature and F
the flow of force of the armature, the mean electro-
motive force developed in each spire of the bobbin
will have a value of

F

e

and give a current of which the mean intensity will
be

• N F

R e

R being the total resistance of the spool and the
exterior circuit, and N the total number of turns.

"If now the coil is cooled from 100° to 50°, we
will have an equal electromotive force but of con-
trary sign. This apparatus is therefore a generator
of alternate currents."

Heilmann Electric Locomotive.

A successful test of the latest form of the Heil-
mann electric locomotive was made at Paris on
November 12th. The train hauled by the locomo-
tive weighed about 200 tons. The trial was in-

tended chiefly to illustrate the reduction of vibration
and the regularity of movement of the new machine.
This was demonstrated, but the speed did not ex-
ceed iS miles an hour.
The locomotive resembles the hull of a torpedo

boat. The wheels are scarcely visible. The loco-
motive is 18 meters long and weighs 125 tons. It

is regarded as a great improvement on Heilroann's
first engine.
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Governor Pingree of Michigan delivered an ad-

dress before the Nineteenth Century Club in New
York on November nth, and as usual his remarks

were highly entertaining, although they could
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scarcely be considered instructive. Parts of his ad-

dress were really amusing and much of his language

was picturesque, but, sad to relate, the governor fre-

quently indulged his propensity to exaggerate. It

is evident that the Michigan statesman has lost

none of his admiration for the reform mayor of

Detroit; in fact, the New York deliverance v.-as a glo-

rification of the three P's known in common parlance

as Potato Patch Pingree, but officially interpreted

as Citizen Pingree, Mayor Pingree and Governor

Pingree—a great trio, indeed, but evidently the list

is incomplete in the estimation of the bumptious

Michigander.

No wonder expert testimony is regarded with sus-

picion. In Brooklyn recently a physician testified

in a damage case that he had examined a patient,

who was plaintiff in the action, under the fiuoro-

scope in order to corroborate a diagnosis. Imme-

diately the opposing attorneys demanded similar

examination by physicians of their own selection.

This was permitted and every facility was afforded

the physicians, the X-ray apparatus being set up

in court. The result of the investigation was evi-

dently unsatisfactory to the defense, for the phy-

sicians testified that the fluoroscope could not be

relied upon. One of the experts said that he did

not consider the fluoroscope trustworthy, "because

the flickering of the light makes things appear ab-

normal when no abnormality exists." The jury evi-

dently considered the physicians' testimony incon-

sistent with their action. At any rate it disregarded

this evidence and awarded damages to the plaintiff.

After a careful investigation of the subject of mag-

netism and electrolytic conductivity, G. Milahi con-

tends that the announcement of Neesen, 13 years

ago, that a strong magnetic field is capable of modi-

fying the conductivity of a solution of ferric chlor-

ide, which would be of paramount importance to

the theory of electric conduction, is not true. In

recent experiments a U-tube was employed, carry-

ing the liquid and provided with side tubes, through

which a pair of unpolarizable electrodes was intro-

duced. The latter formed the terminals of a very

sensitive capillary electrometer and consisted of the

capillary ends of siphon tubes leading into bottles

containing saturated ZnSOi solution and a rod of

amalgamated zinc. The magnetic field was gener-

ated by a large horseshoe magnet 1.2 mdlimeters

long. Alterations of temperature were precluded by

the rapidity of the measurements. The dimensions

of the tubes, the concentration of the solution, the

currents and magnetic fields were varied in every

possible manner. A difference of resistance of

about one-half per cent, was apparently produced,

but this was almost en.tirely suppressed by a perfect

insulation of the electrometer wires. The result of

these observations is the conclusion that Neesen's

effect either does not exist or is so small that its

existence cannot at present be demonstrated.

An important subject for the consideration of the

executive committee of the National Electric Light

association at its meeting next Monday evening will

be the determination of the time and place of hold-

ing the next meeting of the organization. Omaha

and Indianapolis have already presented their

claims, and friends of both cities are urging the

members to give favorable consideration to their

petitions, but there appears to be a reluctance about

accepting either of these invitations displayed by

many prominent and influential members, and in

some cases opposition to the plan of holding the

convention either in Indianapolis or Omaha has de-

veloped. There is unquestionably a growing sen-

timent in the asociation against the practice of con-

stantly changing the place of meeting, and a plan

to hold the conventions alternately in New York

and Chicago has many earnest supporters. These

considerations will no doubt laigely influence the

executive committee in reaching a decision, and the

action of that body next Monday evening will be

regarded as an indication of the general sentiment

on this subject, as it is known that an effort has

been made to ascertain the views of central station

men in all parts of the country. There are many

advantages in the proposed plan, not the least of

which is the opportunity that will be given central

station managers of studying the practice of the

large plants operated in these towns and of exam-

ining the methods of metropolitan companies. Su-
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perior accommodations are to be had and the loca-

tion and railroad connections are also in favor of the

larger cities. It is not necessary to present in de-

tail the merits of this city and New York as meet-

ing places. They have already been tested by the

National Electric Light association, and that ex-

perience is the best recommendation that can be

given. Chicago will extend a hearty welcome to the

National Electric Light association. The Western
Electrician voices the sentiment of the electrical in-

terests of Chicago and the West and of the business

interests of Chicago in extending a cordial invita-

tion to the National Electric Light association to

hold its next convention in this city.

Objections to municipal ownership of quasi-pub-

lic enterprises are succinctly set forth in a state-

naent of the reasons which governed the mayor of

Philadelphia in signing the lease of the city gas-

works to a private corporation, .-\mong the points

raised by Mayor Warwick the following will appeal

to business men: "The constant succession of ad-

ministrations every four years, the consequent

changes in the heads of departments, the inability

to continue by reason of these changes a settled,

definite policy looking to one end, must prove to

every thinking man that these conditions greatly

interfere with the successful operation of any busi-

ness enterprise." The mayor rightly concludes that

"there is no private business that could prosper

under such a system." In view of the experience

of Philadelphia in this matter the following expres-

sion by Mayor Warwick is of interest: "It is a

grave question in my mind whether or not any

municipality should operate any manufacturing in-

ditstrj'." It has been demonstrated that city em-
ployes could not operate the works except at a con-

siderable loss to the taxpayers, yet there seems to

Ije no question that a private company can pay a

fair rental for the plant, give first-class service and

earn a fair return upon the investment in spite of

the expense to be incurred in putting the plant in

good condition. This illustrates the difference be-

tween public and private management of such en-

terprises.

The following communication from W. R. Brixey,

which appeared in the New York Herald of No-
vember 14th, will prove interesting:

My attention has been called to the article in

this morning's Herald [November nth] headed
"Great Wire Trust." in which it is stated that among
the prime movers in the attempt to form a monop-
oly of the leading American insulated cable plants

to control the industry is the Kerite factory.

I am the sole owner of the Kerite factory, and
wish to deny that I am a mover in any such en-

terprise. I am the only individual owner of any
of the factories mentioned in the article, manu-
facturing rubber insulated wires and cables. I

know of no reason why I should sacrifice a business

that has been established since i860. If any of the

other companies named are in such straits as to

require them to form a trust to monopolize the

market the same should not be attributed to me.
I always have been and still am prepared to carry

out the contracts which I undertake, without the

assistance of my competitors.

Conflicting statements of the nature and extent

of the proposed combination of rubber wire manu-

facturers have been circulated, but one thing is

certain, and that is that an effort will be made to

regulate prices and control the product of the prin-

cipal factories. That it will fail eventually, as have

all similar attempts to control other branches of

the industry, is to be expected, particularly as the

proposed trust cannot invoke the protection of pat-

ents. It would seem as if the combination would

merely invite additional competition and result in

the formation of new companies. The experience

of the incandescent lamp makers should serve as

a warning against such combinations. It is safe

to say that the lamp business of the country is in

worse condition to-day than at any time in its his-

toi-y prior to the formation of the combination.

As far as Mr. Brixey's denial is concerned, it

would seem as if the reasons which he gives for

not going into the proposed combination are per-

fectly valid and should apply with equal force to

any concern in the position which he describes.

It may possibly interest others connected with

the proposed combination of wire manufacturers

to know that there is at least one large concern

in Chicago that will probably engage in the manu-

facture of rubber-covered wire in case the combina-

tion is formed.
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Civil Service Examination for Govern-
mental Positions as Electricians.

All electricians or wiremeii who desire to enter

the service of the government are now required to

pass a civil service examination. Vacancies in tlie

departmental service in Washington do not often

occur, but when they do they are filled from what
is called the "eligible" list on the records of the

Civil Service Commission: that is to say. one of the

three persons at the head of the list of the whole
number of persons examined is chosen to fill the

vacancy. The post of electrician or wireman comes
under what is called at the Civil Service Commis-
sion the "third grade." and all applicants must pass

a general examination, given in common to all per-

sons who desire to enter the departmental service

in that grade, such as engineers, elevator conduct-
ors, attendants at the Government Insane Asylum,
microscopists, firemen, map-printers, messengers,

niodel-repairers, skilled laborers and watchmen.
Three hours are allowed the applicant for answer-
ing questions in the basis examination, and four

hours for the practical examination. Three con-

siderations govern the determination of the average

for the two examinations.
There are five subjects embraced in the third

grade basis examination—spelling, aritlimetic, letter

writing, penmanship and plain copying. The spell-

ing is dictated by the examiner, the words being
usually those in common use, the examiner pro-
nouncing each word plainly and giving its ordi-

narily accepted defmition. In arithmetic simple

tests in addition, subtraction, multiplication, divi-

sion and United States money are made. The ap-

plicant is required to write a letter on some subject,

given by the examiners, chiefly to test his knowd-
edge of simple English composition and his general

intelligence. The fourth subject is penmanship, the

marking being determined by legibility, rapidity,

neatness, general appearance, and by correctness

and uniformity in formation of words, letters and
punctuation marks in the exercise of the fifth sub-

ject, copying some article given the competitor.

The principal point observed is absolute accuracy,
every comma being of importance. General ex-

perience and the age of the applicant are also taken

into consideration. All applicants for positions in

this grade must be at least 20 years of age.

Anticipated Inventions.

It is curious to reflect, says the London Electri-

cal Engineer, that many of our so-called modern
inventions have been invented long before and for-

gotten, but that this is so many authorities can
vouch. We are so constantly hearing of them that

they pass almost unnoticed, and our revelry in the

newness of them remains undisturbed. An author
writing on this subject in an evening contemporary
a short time ago referred to an early discovery of

the electric telegraph, which may have escaped the
notice of many of our readers. Arthur Young was
on a visit to Mr. Lomond, at Paris, in October,

1787, when he saw what he describes as something
very remarkable. He says: "You write two or

three words—Mr. Lomond takes them with him
to his room and turns a machine which is enclosed
in a cylindrical case. A wire connects it with a
similar cylinder and electrometer in a distant apart-
ment. His wife stationed there, by remarking the
corresponding motions of a ball, writes down the
words they indicate. Length of wire makes no
difference in the effect." Mr.Yoimg does not go
into details, probably for the very reason that they
were beyond him, iDut it is somewhat remarkable
that, considering how much we know of Mr.
Lomond as a savant of his time, we have no other
record of his discovery. The Revolution was re-

sponsible for a good many things, and perhaps the

forgetfulness of this invention must be attributed

to the same disturbing element.

National Electric Light Association.

President InsuU has issued a call for a special
meeting of the executive committee of the National
Electric Light association, to be held on Monday,
evening. November 22d, at the Holland House, Fifth

avenue and Thirtieth street. New York, at which
time matters of considerable importance to the as-

sociation will be taken up. It is quite probable that

the time and place for holding the next annual meet-
ing will be determined. There seems to be con-
siderable opposition to Omaha, which was consid-
ered the most likely place during the last conven-
tion. Indianapolis is in the field and is making a
strong canvass, but it seems to be pretty generally
agreed that Chicago will be the selection. Presi-
dent Insull has refused to take any part in the con-
troversy and has even refused to express an opinion,
as he did not wish to influence the committee in the
matter.

Electric Railway Depot under a Church.
A branch of the London Metropolitan under-

.ground railway has one of its stations directly un-
derneath a church, that of St. Marie Woolnoth.
The edifice is over 200 years old and in the midst
of a bustling thoroughfare in the heart of the city,

wrhere a depot was of paramount importance. But
it was also of great importance to retain the character
of the structure in order to preserve intact tlie title

to the property. Accordingly a spacious vault was
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constructed underneath the church for the accom-
modation of the railway traffic, and the original
building was in no way disturbed, although it boasts
a bell tower and two wings, the mass representing
a weight of 1,500.000 kilogrammes. The ceiling of
the vault is supported by steel arches which rest
on 20 massive columns of cast-iron. At the right
and left of the church stairways lead to the vaulted
depot, and there is also an elevator which enables
passengers on the King William street branch to
reach this underground station.

Franklin's Neglected Grave.
[From the Philadelphia Times.]

Benjamin Franklin's grave is in a neglected condi-
tion. No appropriate stone rises over it, the
ground round about it is uncared for, and the tomb
of the great scholar and statesman is as obscure
as that of a man whose name and fame were no part
of the glory of his country.
His grave is destitute even of a headstone. It is

covered by an old-fashioned marble slab which was
placed there a hundred years ago, and is now worn
and discolored by age.

Nothing has been done to it since Franklin was
bm^ied there, and even the modest arrangements of
the grave are not kept in the perfect condition that
is expected of a great man's tomb. The earth on
all sides is bare of grass, the common thatching
of the commonest grave, and an air of desolation
is about the whole place.

The sexton said that the descendants of Franklin
would not do anything to repair the grave, neither
would they allow anybody else to do anything.
Every day he has received offers of subscriptions
from visitors, who are distressed by the forlorn ap-
pearance of Franklin's resting place and who would
like to see it improved. In reply he says, as he
has been instructed, that Franklin wished it so.

"being a plain man averse to display of any kind."
Not long ago, at his own expense, he had the fading
inscription recut, or else even the only distinguish-
ing mark, the name, would be gone.

If he had not done so, the last resting place of
the greatest man, outside of Washington, in Ameri-
can history, would have been forgotten and un-
known. Who is responsible for this condition of
affairs? Not the living relatives of Franklin. The
responsibility rests with the American people, to
whom the man belongs. They should see to it in
the future that what little is there to mark the grave
is kept in better order than it has been in the past.

Before he died Franklin provided for fris own
gravestone and instructed a stonecutter of his ac-
quamtance in every detail, even to the inscription
which was to be placed upon it. He desired to be
buried beside his wife, who had died some years
before, and a common slab was to be placed over
them both. The inscription arranged as he ordered
it reads:

'
'

'

BENJAMIN
and

DEBORAH
FRANKLIN

Everything was done as he desired, and the work
was paid for out of his estate, and stands to-day the
same as when he died.

Rontgen Society Formed in London.
A new scientific society has been formed in Lon-

don that is to be dev-oted to matters relating to
Rontgen radiation, and has been styled the Ront-
gen Society. The honor of being the tirst president
of this new fraternity has been conferred upon Prof.
Silvanus P. Thompson, whose work in this field

has been particularly valuable. As a result of these
investigations. Dr. Thompson has published a
volume on "Light, Visible and Invisible." It is an
elaboration of the series of lectures delivered by Dr.
Thompson at the Royal Institution, at Christmas,
i8g6. To each reprinted lecture there is appended
a useful series of notes and comments. "Rontgen
Light" is the title of one of these lectures, which is

naturally a synopsis of the views of the best authori-
ties upon this phenomenon. The newly formed
Rontgen society will find plenty to do in studying
the nature and action of these rays.

Theory of the Induction Coil.

The theory of the induction coil is as yet in an
imperfect state as far as the mechanism of the in-

terrupter and the constitution of the primary cir-

cuit are concerned. B. Walter, who conducted
some investigations lately, worked with a pecu-
liarly efficient coil, provided with a condenser and
a silver-and-mercury interrupter working under a
layer of petroleum. He introduced condensers of
various capacities, and determined their effect upon
the length of spark obtained in the secondary cir-

cuit. It was found that the length greatly increases
\\-ith the capacity up to a certain limit, which was
0.2 microfarad in his coil, and then gradually di-

minishes. This may be explained by the method
devised by Braun, which consists in making the
magnetic field deflect a narrow beam of cathode
rays impinging upon a fluorescent screen, and
drawing out the vibrating spot into a curve by
means of a revolving mirror. The "malce" current
is thus seen to describe a regular logarithmic
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curve, as required by the theory, while the "break"
current, on the other hand, falls evenly to zero.
The fall is made more rapid by the introduction of
a small capacity, thus giving a higher spark po-
tential in the secondary circuit. The condenser,
which serves to absorb the current, may, if large,
actually retard the extinction of the current. At
0.22 microfarad distinct vibrations set in, which at
first go to increase the rapidity and extent of the
fall, but at 0.9 microfarad the wave-length of the
vibrations is sufficient to flatten out the curve and
reduce the electromotive force in the secondary
circuit. It should be mentioned that this method
of observation is only available when the secondary
circuit is open, since otherwise the magnetic effect
of the primary is canceled, but vibrations actually
exist under all circumstances, as is shown by the
intermittent appearance of the secondary spark.
Generally speaking, it may be assumed that the
maximum value of the secondary electromotive
force is directly proportional to the maximum in-
tensity attained by the primary current and to the '

square root of the inductance of the secondary coil,

and inversely proportional to the square root of
the capacity of the primary condenser. A crucial
experiment showed that the spark-length is strictly

proportional to the maximum value of the primary
current. If this is generally true, then the voltage
corresponding to a spark one meter long would
be 650,000, and to a lightning flash 200 meters long
a voltage of 130,000,000.

Municipal Ownership.
[FroKi the Chicago Chronicle.

J

.Vrising mainly from the fact that valuable
nmnicipal assets have been bartered away by bribed
municipal authorities, there has arisen in the United
States a sentiment which is not at all confined to
professed socialists that there should be municipal
ownership of public business that is in its nature
monopolistic. We may, however, in adopting any
such changes contemplated go incontinently from
the frying pan into the fire.

Explaining why the gas plant of Philadelphia,
owned by the city, was leased. Mayor Warwick
said: "If the plant were in a first-class condition,
working satisfactorily and giving a good quality
of gas to-the consumer, the lease w'ould never for a
moment have been considered, but the ccmstant com-
plaints of our citizens and the inability to secure
sufficient appropriations for the improvement of

the plant should be argument enough to show that
the works should be leased to an experienced, re-

sponsible company, able to furnish the money for
the improvements required and so organized that
it can at once take hold of the works and operate
them without delay."

In this instance of ownership the city was an
absolute loser. The explanation, in a word, is the
spoils system, and it will be idle to talk of municipal
ownership of illuminating plants, telephone outfits

and intramural transportation businesses that must
have the city's assent in order to their operation
until there is firmly grounded, not through a pass-
ing sentiment, not through a splurge of reform, but
as an essential and matter-of-course policy of

muncipalities, an undisputed merit system that shall

not make employes the sport of charter elections.

We cannot be certain that a merit system even if

adopted is to abide until it has become part of the
accepted tradition of municipal government.
Even then the wisdom of municipal ownership

of such business may be doubted. No government
agency is as alert and profitable as an interested
private agency. It is desirable to continue the pri-

vate agency in furnishing the supplies or the ac-

commodations that are requisite in such matters,

but not upon such terms as have prevailed hitherto

in the majority of the cities of the United States.

The city must share and share alike with the private

company, for it contributes to the partnership an
essential part of the business. Without municipal
grant the private corporation cannot do business.

The grant, therefore, is as valuable as any money
capital that the private corporation may invest. The
grant should be placed against the capital, that the

partnership may be equal, and the profits should
be to the joint account of the private corporation
and of the public corporation. The direct benefit to

the people in car transportation would be a reduced
fare, but since it seems impossible to obtain that

the next best benefit to the people is the munici-
pality's share in the profit made on transporta-

tion. ; -
I

I ; I
I

'

Year in and year out dividends have been paid
upon the stock of street raihvays in Chicago
anywdiere from 8 to 20 per cent. Five per
cent, is regarded as a very desirable return upon
the investment of capital, and why should not the

city, which contributes the most essential capital

to street railway coinpanies, have half the com-
pany's dividends? The asset the municipality puts

into this private company is an asset immediately
capitalized for millions of dollars, ariB yet the city

receives next to no compensation at all.

The subject ought to be thoroughly discussed
before any additional grants are made to the local

intramural transportation companies or to any con-
cerns looking to a profit out of a municipal grant.

It is rumored that an electric light plant will be
installed at Westby, Wis., soon.
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Inferior Service of Government Tele-
grapln System.

It really seems to us, says tlie Newcastle (Eng.)

Chronicle, the postofike authorities deserve to be

complimented on having reached perfection in

the art of mismanaging one branch of the business

with which the nation has foolishly entrusted them.

The postoffice has carried its mismanagement to

such a pitch of perfection as to deprive the very

word "telegraphy" of a portion of its signification.

Writing in 1892, Mr. Preece, the chief engineer of

the telegraph department, explained that while

"telegraph" was "a general name for any means of

conveying intelligence other than by voice or by the

transmission of written messages," "the idea of speed

is generally misunderstood." The idiia. thanks to

the postoffice, is now excluded. What is now con-

noted by "telegraphy" is delay, vexation, loss and

chaos.

The London Daily Mail, commenting on the

failure of the telegraph service, says: The abnor-

mal delay in the telegraph department of the post-

office continues. On Tuesday all previous records

in this respect were beaten. The central gallery

presented the appearance of a decorated chamber

in honor of some festive) occasion, so numerous
were the slips drawn from the Wheatstone instru-

ments, placed with methodical accuracy on the pegs

in the room, awaiting transcription. And they

hung there, not for one hour or two, but for three,

four and five hours. They were messages for the

most part from Liverpool, messages from the mer-

chants of that city to their clients in London. They
had telegraphed in the fond hope of a speedy de-

livery: they fiave yet to learn that their hope was
in vain. The officials of the department were at

their wits' ends to know how best to grapple with

the difficulty, and ended by not grapplin.? with it

at all. The telegraphists, on the other hand, re-

garded the extraordinary situation with compara-
tive unconcern, although the oldest among them
admitted that they had not seen the like before.

Some with a facetious turn of mind wanted to

know when the man Avas coming around to dust the

slips, and make them look fresh again. The mat-
ter, however, is of serious moment to the public,

who are the sufferers. Here is a list of a few towns
where the delay was severely felt on Tuesday:

Liverpool 5 hours
Brighton 2 hours
Margate 2 hours
Oxford 2 hours
Peterborough 1% hours
Aldershot 1% hours
Sheffield (with special arrangements to

avoid delay) 1V2 hours

The Daily Mail is among those who have suf-

fered inconvenience and annoyance. A glaring in-

stance occurred on Monday evening, when the new
comic opera by Mr. James Glover and Mr. Arthur
Sturgess was produced at the Grand Theater, Bir-

mingham. The dramatic critic of the Daily Mail made
a special journey to the Midland City to furnish

a description of the performance and to record the

verdict of the audience on the new production.

He faithfully discharged his mission, and the fact

that there was no mention of the piece in Tuesday's
issue is unreservedly due to the unaccountable de-
lay on the part of the telegi'aph office. An hour
and 55 minutes elapsed between the time the mes-
sage was handed in at Birmingham and the time
it reached the Daily Mail office in Carmelite street.

It was coded as being received at the Birmingham
office at 11:47 P- m. It reached St. Martin's, ac-

cording to the code time on the message, at i :02

a. m., and it arrived at our office exactly 40 minutes
afterward.

As no apology was forthcoming from the tele-

graph officials for such an astounding performance,
an explanation was sought. A representative of

the Daily Mail called at the central office on Tues-
day and saw Mr. Nops, the superintendent of the
department in which press messages are dealt with.

He explained the facts to that gentleman; he pro-
duced the useless flimsies; he pointed out the ab-
solute loss which had been incurred in consequence
of the delay in sending a representative especially
to Birmingham; and he invited Mr. Nops to be
good enough to give some explanation that might
serve as a solatium for the annoyance which had
been caused. Mr. Nops examined the flimsies care-
fully, took a note of the fact that the code times
were accurately stated, and admitted that there had
been serious delay, but without investigating the
matter thorou.ghly he could not offer any more sat-

isfactory explanation. Then an idea struck him.
Perhaps the dramatic critic of the Daily Mail had
sent the same message to other papers. He was
assured that such was not the case. Perhaps, ven-
tured Mr. Nops, the critic had handed the message
in at a branch office, and it had to be transmitted.
It was pointed out that unless Birmingham was
diliferent from other large towns, branch offices
were not kept open, in the ordinary course of busi-
ness, until 11:45 in the evening. Mr. Nops acqui-
esced, and then went on to explain that at this time
of the year there was a great rush of telegrams.
The representative ventured to think that this was
hardly possible just before midnight; and then Mr.
Nops, poor man, pointed out that it might have
been that, owing to the lateness of the hour, the

staff at Birmingham had been reduced, and that
that was accountable for the delay. At all events,

he made a note of the matter, and promised that it

should receive his earnest consideration.

Another System of Motive Power.'

Chief among the almost numberless mechanisms
which have undergone striking development since

the application of electricity to commercial ends are

prime movers of the various types. Notwithstanding
that the steam engine is still the machine which
most satisfactorily answers to the demands of elec-

trical power supply generally, the attempts to ap-

ply other engines and motors to the same service

have wrought marked improvements on the same.
The result has been that not only have engines and
motors employed in the electrical industries been
very much improved, but the skill in design and
workmanship which has evolved as a natural out-

come of attempts to provide the best for the demands
of electrical requirements has also extended to most
all other industrial lines as well, and produced a

much better class of energy transformers through-
out. Especially is this statement true as applying to

water wheels and gas engines. Although as yet the

speed regulation of these two types of machines has
not been brought to within anything like the same
measure of control obtained for steam engines, yet

such machines are constantly being brought out in

units of increasing capacity, and under conditions

offering an approximately full load factor their op-
eration has reached a measure of success which may
be said to meet with general satisfaction.

In traction work a progressive betterment of

power generators and motors corresponding in de-

gree to that achieved in power machinery in general
has ensued. In the short space of time since this de-
velopment began, electric motors using power trans-

mitted from central stations over conducting wires
have taken the lead almost exclusively over other
means installed for propelling cars employed in lo-

cal passenger traffic in densely populated districts,

especially where such traffic is handled on public
right-of-way, in streets and highways; and the man-
ner in which the service thereby secured has been
able to compete for business with parallel lines

steam equipped bids fair to lead to the eventual
adoption of the system by many steam roads now
operating under conditions which render the electric

motor inore adaptable to the work than the steam
locomotive. Nevertheless, the limitations on the
field open to the trolley or third rail (the latter being
in principle a trolley) system appear to be such that

no machine heretofore displayed yet gives promise
of supplanting the steam locomotive in long-dis-

tance transit not supplying sufficient traffic for close

scheduled trains. "The loss in power through trans-

mission to trolley cars over distances exceeding
about 10 miles from a power station is so great that
any inherent advantages w'hich make the system the

most profitable one for shorter distances are counter-
acted. As, however, the distances in what may be
termed rapid-transit fields of traffic are continually

increasing, necessarily there arises a demand for

some mechanism better adaptable than the steam
locomotive, which shall in the larger field carry with
it the advantages possessed by the trolley-system

within the limitations of its field. Projects sug-
gested to fulfill these requirements make up a long
list, but naturally there is sought some scheme
comprising a motor car which is self-contained.

With the experiments on compressed-air locomo-
tives and storage battery cars most engineers and
mechanical men are more or less familiar. The
compressed-air locomotive fails of fulfilling the de-

sired requirement from the fact that its supply of air

must, at periods corresponding to more or less defi-

nite distances run, be replenished from a plant lo-

cated at some point central to its range of operation,
and the storage battery car fall short of accom-
plishing the purpose for similar reasons. The de-
sire to equip a car with machinery possessing the
rapidity of acceleration possible with the electric

motor, and at the same time be independent of a
stationary generating plant or power station, has
been so great as to lead to the bold construction
of one which practically concentrates all the es-

sential parts of a power station on wheels. Those
cognizant of comparatively recent developments
will easily recognize a reference to the Heilmann
locomotive, for the last three years considerably
experimented with in France. Notwithstanding the
large losses known to follow, through the numerous
transformations which take place in this machine,
yet the advantages to be had in uniform torque at

starting, and the high speeds which may be at-

tained without rapid reciprocating motion (such
motion being confined to the comparatively low-
speed engine which drives the generator), have en-

listed sufficient faith in the outcome of the scheme
to furnish means for the fitting out of several nia-

chines of magnificent proportions, no expense being
spared to provide complete designs on lines of mod-
ern improvement.
The highly fluctuating loads necessarily imposed

upon machines employed in traction work has hith-

erto excluded the gas engine from all such service

therein as might be considered bej^ond the experi-
mental stage. While it mil be seen that this

machine has been tardy in the process of gain-

j. om the Railway and Engineering Review,

ing public recognition, nevertheless it is believed
that principles are involved which afford a solution
in one way of the problems above outlined, and
ising to at least justify a thorough investigation into
its merits. Although its development as thus far

exhibited might be considered an insufficient demon-
stration of an expected economy in fuel consump-
tion and cost of operation, yet there is a conviction
that at least one important question has been settled,

namely, the entire feasibility of the scheme and its

reliability of action in work within the range of its

capacity.

It is believed that the idea involved in the make-
up of this machine presents a scheme of accomplish-
ing a long looked-for achievement, namely, that of
employing a prime mover working under practi-
cally a constant load. The well-known losses in-

cident to the employment of power generators of
sufficient capacity to perform the requirements of
train acceleration have led to considerable effort to
provide means of storing power, to the intent that
smaller generating machines sufficient in capacity
only to maintain speed after the acceleration has
been accompished could be employed. The only
arrangement thus far found to be practicable for the
accomplishment of this purpose on trolley roads is

the installing of storage batteries in the power house
to assist the generator in taking care of overload
during the periods of heaviest traffic, morning and
evening. Practically the same idea is involved in

the arrangement of the machinery in the motor car
under consideration, and with prospects of even
greater success. The economy of gas engines oper-
ating under conditions permissive of their use is

well understood, and their safety and reliability of
action under such condition call for but small
expenditure for attendance. The experience re-

cently had with storage batteries in traction work is

such as to relieve the situation of any doubt as to
their trustworthiness and their ability to withstand
arduous service. In this case the fact that they are
not drawn upon except during occasional periods
of overload, and then not as a rule to any consider-
able degree of exhaustion, would make the work im-
posed on them less severe than that endured in sim
pie storage battery traction, and a consequent slower
deterioration ought to follow. As the reliability

of the gas engine under, or up to, the point of full

load is not questioned, and the providing of storage
battery cells in parallel groups of sufficient number
to furnish capacity for any degree of overload on the
machine is perfectly feasible, tlie ability of this ma-
chine to handle any loads not without the total

capacity calculated upon would seem to be assured.

The question as to the economy to be had in the

use of this machine for ordinary traction work might
not stand in the way of its use under certain condi-
tions of traffic where cost of fuel does not enter
largely into the total cost of operation. For in-

stance, there are steam lines of considerable length
on which the local traffic in passengers and freight

is not sufficient to pay the expense of operating
trains equipped in the ordinary manner with steam
locomotives and the necessary attendance upon mo-
tive power and train. Machines of this type, of

capacity sufficient to handle trains large enough to

accommodate the passenger and freight demands
of small roads, could be built at far less cost than
steam locomotives and operated at an exceedingly
small expense for attendance. There are also trol-

ley lines operating but few cars, where the use of

a system of this kind might save the expense of

power house construction and equipment and still

effect some saving in the cost of furnishing power.

Remarkable Coincidence.

Few men identified with the electrical and allied

interests are so well known as Dan Hemingray of

Covington, Ky., who with John Hamilton figures

in the following story, which is taken from the
Cincinnati Enquirer:

"Perhaps one of the strangest experiences I

ever had was in connection with the terrible Ash-
tabula accident," said Hamilton. "It was by the
narrowest escape that I missed it. I had been in
that city for a day and a half, and had made ar-

rangements to take that very train, when as I

stepped out of the hotel I had some trouble with a
stranger. He was about half drunk, ready to fight

and when I happened to jostle him he turned and
punched my head. Of course, I had to punch back,
and we were both arrested and locked up. One of

my customers bailed me out, and, rushing to the
hotel, I grabbed my satchel and was off for the
train. I was within a block of the depot when

"When you fell over a dog and was delayed, and
didn't catch the train," interrupted Dan Hemingray.

"Just so, sir; but how did you know?"
"Oh, I've heard that story told by 15 different

men."
"Did they all say it was a bulldog?"
"Every one of them."
"And they were so grateful to him that they

bought him a silver collar?"

"Quite true."

"And they presented the man who raised the row
on the street with them with $50 in cash?"

"Just $50. sir."

"Then all I've got to say," said Hamilton, "is

that the mysteries of Hfe are past finding out,"
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South Side Electric Railway Situation.

It is said that the Chicago City Railway company
does not now fear serious trouble from the General
.Electric Railway company, which (has franchises

for the use of a number of important South Side
streets, with permission to use the overhead trolley,

because of the discovery of contracts with the city,

made in 1863 and still in force, which provide that

no other railway corporation shall construct lines

in Michigan avenue, Wabash avenue north of

Thirty-ninth street, Third avenue (now Plymouth
place), and other specified streets, without the con-
sent of the City Railway company. The main line

of the General Electric road, according to the in-

tention of its promoters and the provision of the

franchise, is to be in Wabash avenue, south of

Twenty-second street, and one of the two northern
termini was to extend from Fourteenth street to

Jackson boulevard in Plymouth place. Acting on
.^the discovery, the Chicago City Railway company

(ti,s filed a bill in the United States Court for an
injunction restraining the General Electric Rail-

way company from building lines in Wabash av-

enue north of Thirty-ninth street and in Plymouth
place.

But in the defense of the General Electric Rail-

way company to the suit of Charles Austin Bates

asking for a receiver it is averred that the Chicago
City people still regEird the new company as possibly

a formidable rival. The answer was filed in the

Federal Court by the General Electric Railway
company on Wednesday to refute the complaint of

Mr. Bates, charging Perry A. Hull, Edward J.

Judd, Lucius Clark and others with an attempt to

wreck the road, and asking for a receiver. The
20,000 shares of stock alleged to be withheld from
Bates and Brandenburg are asserted to have been
given to Clark to sell; that after the sale money
and notes were given to Bates, the latter resigned

from the directory. The answer accuses the Chi-

cago City Railway company of being behind tlie

prosecution and alleged persecution of the General

Electric in order to get rid of a prospective formida-

ble rival. A letter is quoted purporting to have been

sent by Judge McConnell, attorney for Bates and
Brandenburg, to Gen. G. M. Dodge of the Love
Traction company, in which it is suggested that "a

community of interests might suggest to you a policy

of negotiation." It is also charged that a similar

letter ^ras sent to Widener and Elkins of Philadel-

phia.

Breaking Strain of Trolley Wire.
[From the Electrical Review. Ljiidoo.]

We believe it is a general stipulation in American
tramway specifications that the trolley wire should

stand a breaking strain of 30 tons per square inch.

To some extent consulting engineers in this country

are insisting upon a similar strength; but it is

questionable, not only whether 30 tons is necessary,

but whether that figure is ever obtained in ordinary
practice. From some recent tests carried ou» in
both English and American trolley wires, it would
appear that the average test is about 23 tons per
square inch, as will be seen from the following:

English Wire.

Tons per square
inch.

Sample A No. o 23.4

Sample B No. 23.9

Sample C No. 23.9

Sample D No. o 24.07

American Wire.

Sample A No. o 20.2

Sample B No. 23.4
Sample C No. 0000 21.

i

It would, at any rate, appear that some of the
American wire sent to this country is a long way
short of 30 tons per square inch, though it would
no doubt withstand all the strains that are likely

to be put upon it in practice.

Rubber Covered Wire Trust.
[From the Wall Street loiirnal.l

We understand that the members of the rubber-
covered wire combination are in daily session in

this city with a view of arranging details of the
agreement of wire concerns which not only
cover the wire, but which manufacture the wire
which they cover. It is understood that this mat-
ter will be disposed of by a contract taking from
these concerns their output of uninsulated wire, in
consideration of an agreement on their part to stop
the manufacture of the insulated wire.

Sprague System of Train Control in

Operation.

An Alley "L" train of cars electrically equipped
with the Sprague system of controlling motors on
each car from any point on the train is now being-
tested on the Metropolitan elevated tracks and the
Union Loop in Chicago. On the first trip an air-
brake coupling burst, but Mr. Sprague was enabled
to operate the train from another car, and the first

trial was declared to be a success. A lo-day trial
of the system under working conditions will be
given on the Metropolitan road.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

Portable Milli-ammeter for Alternating
Current Circuits.

The Western Electrician is in receipt of a com-
munication from the Keystone Electrical Instru-
ment company of Philadelphia, in which it an-
nounces the new instrument named above. The
company states that something over a year ago it

received a request from the committee on meters
of the American Electro-therapeutic association
to design and submit for test a portable milli-

ammeter for use on the sinusoidal alternating
and faradic current circuits. The solution of the
voltmeter problem was quite simple and the re-
(juiremeuts were fully met by the Keystone
]»ortal)le voltmeter for direct and alternating cur-
rent circuits, but the design of a portable milli-
ammeter for this class of work presented a novel
problem which had never been sucessfully solved.
.\fter several months' careful experimenting the
company succeeded in perfecting an instrument
which practical tests proved to be satisfactory. The
report of the committee on meters presented at the
annual convention of the American Electro-thera-
peutic association, held in Harrisburg last Sep-
tember, contained an unciualified approval of this

instrument, and, as a result of the tests and in-

vestigation, recommended them to the profession.
In the course of the experimental work a num-

ber of tests were made with the milli-ammeter,
and some data obtained on commercial apparatus
which heretofore had only been obtainable by cal-
culations. Among other things tested was the
current consumption in the primary coils of trans-
formers when the secondary was on open circuit,

thus determining directly and without calculation
the idle losses in the transformer systein. The re-

sult of the test showed the very great difference in

what might be termed the idle efficiency of trans-
formers of various makes, and further showed a
marked diff'erence between new transformers and
transformers in which the iron had aged as the re-
suit of several years' continuous, use.

This whole question is one of more than passing
interest to central station managers who employ
the alternating current, and careful tests of the
amount of current required to energi.-3e the primary
coils of transformers when the secondary is in open
circuit would, no doubt, lead to a more careful se-

lection of transformers and the replacing of many
v.hich have outlived their usefulness. Direct read-
ing in such matters is far superior to calculation,
and no doubt many stations would discover unex-
pected losses by making a series of tests on the
transformers now on their lines.

The instrument itself is neatly designed and
mounted on a polished mahogany case; its cali-

bration is carefully made, and it is said that its

indications may be relied upon as perfectly correct.

Discipline of Employes.'
Bv George H. Davis.

Synopsis.

1. Introduction and Definition of Railway Discip-
line.

2. Principles of Discipline.

(a) Confidence of Employes.
(b) Fair Dealing.
(c) Organization and Classification.

(d) Issuance of Orders.
(e) Employment to Full Capacity.
(f) Vigilance.

3. Civil Service Offered as a Suggestion and Par-
tial Solution of Questions of Discipline in

Railway Operation.
4. Civil Service Methods as Employed by the

Government.
5. What Features a Successful Civil Service

Method Should Include.
6. General Questions of Employment and Promo-

tion, According to Civil Service Methods.
7. Civil Service Methods Employed by the Canal

and Claiborne Railroad company.
(a) System of Marking.
(b) Principles of Same.

8. Application of Civil Service Methods to Large
Railway Systems.

9. Results of Competitive Civil Service.
10. Conclusion.

Discipline is universally recognized as a necessity
in every important industrial undertaking. It is as
thoroughly essential to success in the operation of
railways as are the plans and specifications in their
construction. In the broad sense it means the gov-
ernment of operatives through whom the equipment
is rnade to do its work, and the efficiency of the
eqiiipment varies in direct ratio with the efficiency
of its operatives.
A road has good discipline when all employes

respect and kindly regard each other; when the
officers do their best for the men, and vice versa;
and when both ofificers and men sacrifice everything
to the interests of the company.

It is a somewhat difficult task to maintain the con-
ditions as defined, but the nearer this standard is

approached the greater the surplus earnings.
Discipline should never be interpreted in the nar-

row sense that a man is to work as a machine. It

is true that "cars should run like clock-work," but

I Read before the American Street Railway association,
Niagara Falls, N . Y., O clober 22, 1897.

to arrive at this result through the constantly chang-
ing circumstances that arise requires the services
of men of thorough training, presence of mind and
good judgment.
There is no fixed method of maintaining good

discipline. It is frequently the result of the natural
personal characteristics of the man in charge. There
are, however, certain principles which are probably
of universal application. First of all, a railway
manager must gain the implicit confidence of his
officers and men. To do this he must, in general,
know the details of the design, construction, oper.a-
tion and maintenance of railways. He must have a
universal reputation among his men of being
shrewd, vigilant, industrious, honest and perfectly
fair in his dealings. He must know them all per-
sonally, stand by them, and respect them as gentle-
men upon all occasions. He must be thoroughly
popular and able to create among them a spirit of
loyalty and enthusiasm in regard to the road and its

interests.

A thing of greatest assistance in discipline is
complete organization. Every man engaged in rail-
way operation, from president to track-greaser,
should have before him, in printed form, a full
synopsis outlining all the essential features, the ex-
act limit, scope and character of service that he is

• to render.
All officers should have their exact relative rank

in the service, which should be thoroughly known
among all employes. In this way, if conflicting
oral orders are given, the order given by the officer
of superior rank will be obeyed without question.
Another feature of discipline is the issuance of

orders. Many failures to obey orders are due to a
misunderstanding or misinterp'retation. It is, there-
fore, important in railway operation to issue all
orders in printed form, clearly and definitely stated.
These orders should be sent in explanatory per-
sonal letters to all superintendents, foremen, in-
spectors and starters, and be published on con-
spicuous bulletin boards at all stations. An order
should never be issued except that it meets with the
approval of the best officers and men, and, after once
issued, it should be an infallible law, applicable to
all employes alike, and, if broken, it should in all
cases be followed by a prompt and severe penalty.

Satisfactory discipline cannot be maintained un-
less employes in all ranks are worked to their full,
natural capacity and physical strength. Idleness
and easy positions in railway operation will under-
mine the best system of government that could be
established.

Again, constant watching is a most important
factor. The general manager, or whoever is re-
sponsible for the receipts, expenses, maintenance
and discipline, should spend at least eight hours a
day directly on the lines of the company. There
should be trusted starters at both ends of all lines
at all times and at least one inspector for each
30 cars operated.

Written reports for the smallest details of both
good and bad features of the service should be in-
sisted upon from all officers of the company, and a
false report or statement from any employe shoulil
be sufficient cause for his immediate discharge.
Nothing good or bad in a man's service should be
passed without the manager's recognition. One of
the strongest incentives to good work among men
who are trying to do their best is praise. When a
inotorman saves a pedestrian from mutilation or
death from an electric car, his act should be recog-
nized by a. complimentary personal letter thanking
him for his skillful work. In general, a manager
should have only praise for his officers, and among
the men 90 per cent, of them should be above
censure. However, when a man is censured it

should be severe and the final preliminary to his
discharge. A man should never be discharged ex-
cept his case is given a thorough investigation, and
he is given abundant opportunity for defense. When
he is once discharged he should never be reinstated.
Railway employes, as a rule, admire a policy

which is open, fair and generous. When an un-
usually large day's work is done in handling a
great crowd of passengers, it is no more than fair

for the company to share its profits with the men
in giving them a few hours' extra time, the number
of hours being in proportion to the extra receipts.
The amount of money thus invested will in the
future return to the coffers of the company a hun-
dred-fold and more.

Perfect management is something beyond human
efl:ort: still, if the problem is earnestly and indus-
triously studied, railways may be operated to the
complete satisfaction of the public, the stockholders
and the employes.
As a partial solution of the difTerent questions

arising in connection with dscipline, a competitive
ciA'il service system is offered as a suggestion.
There are no new principles in this sysem as com-
monly understood. It is only a way of carrying
out what every successful man has always followed
in his business career. He selects the man whom
he belie\-es most efficient; he promotes the man who
is of the greatest service to him, and discharges the
man whose services are of the least value.

All civil-service methods employed by the go\--

ernment take account only of a man's ability in

successfully passing the initial competitive exam-
ination. In reality a man's work in the service after

employment should have far greater weight in re-

gard to his retention or promotion than the mere
fact that he was able to answer correctly a series
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nf i|iicstioiis, :U best having only an auxiliary con-

nection with the worl< to be performed. Anotlier

serious weakness in municipal or government civil-

service methods is that often questions arc pre-

pared and answers examined by commissioners who
know nothing of the business, trade or profession

for which they are conducting the examination. In

all cases questions should be prepared and examina-
tions conducted by the head of the department under

whom the candidate is to work after entering the

service. To insure perfect fairness, commissioners
may be delegated to criticise the questions, witness

the examinations and judge of the relative merits

of all answers. Any successful competitive civi.1

service system for railways must take into account:

1. The previous history of the applicant, includ

ing his railway experience.

2. His knowlege and skill in railway operation,

which is covered by competitive examination.

3. His physical condition.

4. The quality of his work after entering the

service.

The quality of his work after entering the service

is the best criterion by which to judge of his rela-

tive value. However, before a man is employed it

is impossible to judge of his work, and the onl}'

alternative is a broad, practical, competitive exam-
ination, which covers a sample of his work under
the observation of the examiner, together with an-

swers to the most practical cjuestions that may be
framed.
In applying these methods to railway operation

and maintenance, it is necessary, so far as practicable,

to classify the positions of each of the departments,
so that there is a fixed line of promotion from the
lowest to the highest rank. This does not mean
that a man shall have worked in all ranks of a
given branch of the service, or even in all branches
of a given department. It does mean, however,
that he shall have started at the lowest round of the
ladder in some one branch and have learned some
one department to perfection and all departments
in general. Railway companies vary widely in their

classification of positions and the relative importance
which they attach to the services of each department.
It is not intended at this point to discuss the organi-
zation of railway operatives.

A classification so far as civil service methods are
concerned may be compared to a river and its tribu-

taries, where "the waters of all branches, if they are
not evaporated, may reach the desired terminal. Iw
short, it is a question of all being given an oppor-
tunity, and the survival of the fittest.

There are, apparently, some difficult features in

the general policy of promoting men according to

their relative standing, from one department to an-
other, or even from one branch to another of the
same department. The skill and experience required
in one may be totally different from that required
in another, and again, a man may show marked
ability in one position, while in another he would
prove most inefficient. However, if a man is in-

dustrious, bright and faithful in one position, he
will maintain the same characteristics in another,
and, as every practical man knows, these qualities

of character in an employe are more desirable than
all others.

A competitive civil service system if correctly
applied is a most advantageous solution of the ques-
tion of advancement of employes, and does not inter-

fere with a practical line of promotion. For exam-
ple, if a vacancy occurs at the head of a given de-
partment, all employes ranking highest in the va-
rious branches are eligible to compete for the posi-
tion. In deciding upon the successful candidate,
two things should be taken into consideration—the
previous standing and record of the competitors
with the company, and the result of their competitive
examination.

In all departments of the Canal and Claiborne
Kailroad company employes are placed upon a basis
of competition. Men are employed who have the
best standing according to a broad, competitive ex-
amination, and are placed in the low^est rank of any
given branch of the service.

Promotions in the several branches, so far as
practicable, are made consecutively from one rank
to another. The company fills every position from
among its own employes, provided there is anyone
in the service competent to take the place. To
illustrate, if the position of chief dispatcher were
vacant, all starters employed by the company would
be eligible to compete for the position. The chief

dispatcher prepares all schedules, knows the exact
position of every car on the road and the crew that
is operating it. Now, if, upon competitive exam-
ination, it was found that no starter employed by the
company was able to, prepare a thoroughly practical,

satisfactory and economical schedule, then no one
in the direct line of promotion would be given the
position. In this case another examination would
be held in which the employes of all departments
would be eligible, together with the employes of

other companies or outside persons. In this way
merit alone is recognized as a basis for 'advance-
ment, and also the highest standard of efficiency is

maintained in the various positions.

So far as practicable the same regulations apply
to the transportation department, the maintenance
department and the accounting department.

In the transportation department, in the employ-
ment of motormen and conductors, when an ap-
plicant presents himself, if he is worthy of considera-
tion after a preliminary conversation and inspec-

tion, ho is given application and recommendation
blanks.
To be eligible for appointment as motorman or

conductor, the applicant must be between the ages
of 25 and 40, tor the position of motorman he
must weigh at least 160 pounds and not exceed 210,
and must be at least five feet eight inches in height;
he must have had at least one year's experience in
the position he seeks, and should be recommended
to the service by at least three officers of the
company, including foremen, inspectors and starters,
and also by at least seven motormen and con-
ductors who are already in the service. He then
obtains the company's physician's certificate with
regard to his physical condition. If his certificate,

application and recommendations fill the require-
ments and are apparently satisfactory, they are then
given to an inspector who personally investigates
his previous record among the employes with whom
the applicant has worked, and also among outside
persons who know the applicant. If the inspector's
report of investigation is satisfactory, the applicant
is placed on the lines of the company with motor-
men and conductors who have the best standing in
the service. He rides with these men until he is

familiar with the special features of the lines of the
company. He is then given the competitive exam-
ination. This is intended to be extremely practical
and consists of two parts:

First—The applicant takes charge of a car with
an inspector who estimates the quality of his work
for one trip over each line of the road.
Second—He answers a list of questions covering

the various things connected with this department
of railway service.

Finally, the applicant presents himself at the office

of the general manager, where he is questioned in
regard to all orders and instructions previously is-

sued by the company, and his understanding of the
conditions under which he will be expected to work.
Based upon the foregoing, applicants having the

highest standing are given the positions as extra
motormen and conductors as fast as vacancies
occur.

If inexperienced men are employed at all in the
service, they are taken on as conductors and kept
in this position for at least six months, and for three
months they work without pay. After this work
as conductors they break in as motormen with
motormen already in the service who liave the
highest standing. After six months' service of this

kind, they are given their examination and are
placed on the lines of the company as extra
motormen.
To determine the relative standing of employes

a system of marking has been adopted, .which takes
into account:

First—The general quality of a man's work, ac-

cording to the judgment of the foreman in charge.
Second—The value of the special acts in his service

as reported by foremen and marked in the record
of the employe according to a fixed scale kept in the
main office.

To illustrate, in the department of transportation
for motormen and conductors blanks are prepared
which contain the names and numbers of every
motorman and conductor in the service. At the
head of these blanks there is a personal letter ad-
dressed to the general manager, which is as follows:

"According to my best judgment the quality of

service rendered by each employe coming under my
observation in my department of the service, being
fairly and honestly estimated for to-day, is as

follows:"
Opposite the name of the motorman or conductor

there is a blank space left for the mark of the fore-

man. Each foreman, inspector and starter has one
of, these blanks, and marks after the conductor's or

motorman's name the quality of his work for the

day, and sends the blank to the main office the next
morning. He marks "v e" for very excellent, "e"
for excellent, "g" for good, "f" for fair, "p" for

poor, and "v p" for very jjoor.

In the main office these marks are reduced to an
arithmetical basis and placed in the record of the

employes. In determining the marks to be placed

in the record, the marks of all foremen, inspectors

and starters for a given man are added and the mean
taken, which is considered the final mark. In this

way the average judgment of perhaps 10 different

foremen in regard to an employe's work is obtained.

The marking of the special acts of an employe is

on a more definite basis, and has no connection with

the judgment of the foremen, inspectors and starters.

They simply report the acts. Based upon bulletins,

instructions or orders issued, and also upon ex-

perience in good railway practice, two lists of acts

of employes are made, one delineating all the de-

sirable or commendable features of the service of an
employe, the other all the undesirable or intolerable

features. For each of the acts in the commendable
list, a certain number of points of merit are always
given. Similarly, for each of the acts in the un-

commendable or intolerable list a certain number
of points of demerit are given. To illustrate more
thoroughly, a few of the acts mentioned in the

merit and demerit list may be given. In the merit

list for motormen we have: Skillfully avoiding acci-

dents; assistance on minor road repairs; sugges-

tions as to best speed of cars; helping to clear

blockades; assistance rendered on special occasions;

obtaining names in accident cases, etc., etc.

In the demerit list for motormen we have: Run-
ning with hands oK of brake and controller; looking

around while car is in motion; not running on
schedule time; feeding car too fast; untidy condi-
tion of dress; accidents to persons (serious, medium,
slight injury); accidents to cars (serious, medium,
slight injury); accidents to vehicles (serious,
medium, slight injury).

In the merit list for conductors we have: Com-
plete and perfect accident reports; reports as to
where the company is gaining or losing traffic; re-
ports as to what passengers say; kindness to aged
and infirm persons; assistance rendered on special
occasions; obtaining names of witnesses in accident
cases, etc., etc.

In the demerit list for conductors we have: In-
complete accident reports; insufiicient number of
names in accident cases; no change; not announcing
route, streets and transfer points; leaning against
door conversing with passengers inside; short regis-
ter; bunching fares; ringing up fares when officer
boards car; register not turned; shorts and overs;
untidy condition of dress, etc.. etc.
The marking for general daily reports, together

with reports of special acts, is kept in a record book,
which allows four pages to each employe, each of
the pages being numbered to correspond with the
employe's badge number. The first two pages of
each employe's record are made tip in blank form,
allowing space for each day of the month, together
with each month of the year. The next two pages
are plain ruled, and are used for explanations of
each mark given.
The margin of the first page is divided into blank

form, giving the information regarding an employe,
which is usually covered by headings placed in ap-
plication blanks. Each month the points of merit
and demerit are balanced. If an employe's record
falls below zero, he is discharged.
The estimation of the value of a man's services

according to the above method, is based upon two
foimdation principles, one being a check upon the
other. Every officer of the company has his own
ideal, and, due to the fact that every human being
sees the world from a different standpoint from
every other human being, the chances are that with
an employe's work estimated upon by 10 thoroughly
experienced railway operatives, the average judg-
inent of these men should be correct. Acting upon
this principle, favoritism among officers is almost
completely eliminated. Some men might be favor-
ites with two or three officers, due to outside cir-
cumstances, but this would never extend to the
whole 10, or even five. A car operative's life is not
filled with opportunities to render brilliant services
in behalf of the company, and, for this reason, some
method of estimating his work must be adopted
which will give credit for every day's efficient, satis-
factory conduct. The method employed has proven
by experience to be simple, just and effective.
The second principle used in the estimation of the

quality of the service is embodied in the fact that a
more just and unbiased decision can be reached
in regard to the merit or demerit of an act, if
judgment has already been passed on an exactly
similar case. Now, by the system of marking men-
tioned, a list of all possible cases is prepared, and
judgment passed upon by them by the general officers
of the company, the relative number of points of
merit and demerit being fixed. Now, when an act
occurs, it only remains to locate it in the list to
pass judgment. Hasty or snap judgment passed in
a fit of anger on an employe's offense usually re-
sults in the greatest injustice to the emploj'e. The
reaction among employes is such as to practically
destroy their confidence in the company and always
proves detrimental to the best interests of the road.
Promotions among motormen and conductors

are always made according to their standing, as de-
termined by their records, without examination.
The "extra" motorman or conductor having the
best record is promoted to a "swing" run. Simi-
larly, the "swing" men to "half-and-half" and the
"half-and-half" men to "straight day" runs.
Straight-day motormen and conductors are pro-
moted to the positions of inspectors, starters and
transfer agents on their records alone. No ac-
count whatever is taken of the relative data at which
the employe entered the service.

As mentioned before, the same general methods
are employed in all departments, but, owing to the
fact that the transportation department is the most
important of all, the details of the civil service sys-
tem are carried out most thoroughly in this con-
nection.

To insure perfect accuracy and fairness each em-
ploye is invited to examine his own record or that
of any other employe at any time. He is also at
liberty to inspect the scale of marking by which
the records are adjusted.

It is evident that a system of bookkeeping result-
ing from the methods as described would be more
expensive to maintain than other forms of discip-
line which have been generally employed. It has
been found, however, that the extra expense at-

tached to this system is trifling in comparison with
the results obtained.
The larger a street railway the more thoroughly

applicable are civil-service methods. This comes
from the fact that on small roads the general offi-

cers of the company come more in contact with the

employes, thus being able to judge personally of

the quality of their service, regardless of records

kept, and, too, on small roads the same employe
may fill several positions, in comparison with 3
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thoroughly classified organization which must be
nuiintauii^d In large street railway systems.
Regarding the geneial results of a thoroughly en-

forced competitive system, it may be stated tha:
tiicre is as much dihl^erence in the quality of work
rendered by men engaged by a road operated on
a conipc'titive basis oif promotion, and a road
on which promotion is made according to the posi-
tion of a man's name on the list, as there is between
two 'railway companies, one having a monopoly
of the traffic and the other having a direct parallel-

mg competitor. It has been found by experience
in the operations of roads where employes work
on a competitive basis that they invariably do
their best. They are gentlemanly in their treat-

ment of passengers, neat and tidy in their dress,

and skillful and pn)mi)t in the discharge of their

dttties. They take great pritie in the company's
fine equipment, its large business, its management
and principles of fiiir dealing. They never fail to

praise the company and its service to patrons, and
are only too glad to answer, in behalf of the com-
pany, any adverse criticism ofTered by patrons or
the public. The)' feel from the start that their

])resent and future positions in the railway business
deijend upon the quality of their work, and nothing
else.

Legitimate conipetition is one of the most iiower-

lul incentives that can be employed. Men under
these conditions are forced to make their Ijest ef-

forts. This is illustrated constantly in all profes-
siona.lv mercantile and manufacturing industries.

Th^ piece-work system in vogue in New England
factories is only o;ie method of competition, by
which a man is paid according to the quality ami
quantity of his work.
On a competitive basis the standard of excd'ence

i-. constantly being raised. When a large number
of men are engaged in the same kind of work, there

are ^always a few who will accomplish most extra-
ordinary results, add their work stands as a most
elTective object-lesson to the others. If a man has
anything in him. competition will bring it out; if

he has no redeeming features, then his services are

not required.

Another advantage of the civil-service system is

that it effectually debars all outside influence and
eliminates the bugber commonly designated among
the men as a "pull." It also completely obliterates

political interference, which is the greatest bane
t9 the efficient services of American street rail-

\\aiys. ^^
In c6'nclusion. it mgy be stated that this system

is not iirged as a panacea for the ills of railway
management, but is merely ofTered as a suggestion,

with the hope that it may be of some slight assist-

ance in improving the successful methods which
have always been employed.

CORRESPONDENCE,
New York Notes.

New York, November 15.—The favorable report

of the Supreme Court commissioners 011 the plan

of the Rapid Transit Board will come up for con-
firmation before the Appellate Division of the Su-
preme Court on Monday next. The Sun and the

Brooklyn Eagle are opposing the project, but Presi-

dent Orr of the Board of Rapid Transit Commis-
sioners says that the testimony in favor of the

tunnel route was so overwhelming that he does not
see how the court can fail to approve the report.

Mr. Orr told a reporter that if the decision of the

cour| were favorable the Rapid Transit Board
would soon advertise for bids. The advertisements

will have to run three weeks, and at least one sat-

isfactory bid is hoped for. It may be that the first

contract will be awarded before the year is closed.

The Brooklyn bridge trustees have been tem-
porarily enjoined from prosecuting the work of

laying the loop trolley car tracks across the pass ige-

way at the New "^'ork terminus of the bridge. The
injunction was granted by Justice Giegerich of the

Supreme Court on Eriady night, and copies of it

were served on President William Berri. Comp-
troller Fitch, who is ex-officio a mendjer of the

board, and Superintendent C. C. Martin of the

bridge. The complaint sets forth that the trolley

tracks across the passageway are a menace to pub-
lic life and health. Comptroller Eitch says that thj

trustees have a good defense, and thinks the injunc-

tion will be vacated when their side is heard. "T

understand." he said, "that the plan which was
ad(^ipted was the niost feasible one which compe-
tent engineers could devise, and it is. they say. a

safe plan." Superintendent Martin said that the

plan was a perfectly feasible one and could not be
better. "The danger to pedestrians crossing the

trolley loops is comparatively slight," he said,

"when the dangers they ordinarily incur arc con-

sidered. In all the improvements on the bridge

the trustees have always taken the safety of the pub-
lic into consideration the first thing, and I think
they have done so in this case."

The recent decision of the Court of Appeals in

the Kingston case, that the tracks of a railroad com-
pany cannot be used by another company, may
prevent the running of trolley cars and elevated

railroad trains across the Brooklyn Bridge.

President Berri of the bridge trustees said: "If

the decision of the Court of Appeals forbids the

cars of all the trolley companies coming; to the
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bridge by way of Washington street and leaving
the bridge ipy way of Fidton street, the entire
bridge-crossing project is endangered. It would
appear that the Brooklyn Heights road is the only
trolley company that would have access to both
roadways, and thus could make connections to both
reach and leave the bridge. Tlie other companies
have no possible means of connection with the south
roadway or the one by which thty are to leave the
bridge, although they could reach the bridge at

the north roadway at Washington street. The pol-
icy of the board has always been that the privilege
of crossing the bridge should not be confined to
any one company or system, either trolley or clc-

\'ated. and I am convinced that if it should turn out
that .the Kingston decision prevents any one of the
com]>anies from reaching and leaving the bridge,
the trustees would revoke the pri\-ilege of all, in-

cluding the elevated railroads."

The relations between the Electrical Contractors'
association of this city and the Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers ha\'c now reached a crisis.

Early this year the brotherhood informed the asso-
ciation that on January i, i8g8, it w^ould demand an
increase of wages from $3 a day to $4 a day. Ti"e
brotherhood was notified by the association that
the demand would be denied, as the conditions of
business would not justify such an increase, nor
did the association regard the work rcpiired as
sufficiently skilled to call for so high a rate of wages.
The (|uestion has since then been a subject of con-
timtous negotiation, neither side showing any dis-

position to recede from the position taken. Other
c'.ses of irritation have also arisen. One in par-
ticitlar has called forth much protest from the em-
ployers. Th's is the alleged refcsal of the jourrey-
men to admit into their union a sufficient number
of men to supply the demand in this city and v'\-

cinity. The association has sent to the brother-
hood an ultimatum. In part it says: "Our ment-
bers ha\e not yet engaged non-union employes,
IhU if by reason of yotir own action they ."tiinot se-

cure competent union help, they w"ill have no alterna-

ti^e but to do so. They do not wish to do it without
notice to you. which will gi\'e. the opportunity of

remedying the difficulty, and, therefore, at the

meeting of this association held November 9, 1897,
it was resolved that your union be notified of this

complaint, and requested to promptly remove the
trouble by such effective action as the situation

seems to call for. Failing to receive due notice
from you of such effective action by Monday, No-
vember 15, 1897, yoti are informed that the mem-
l>ers of this association will be compelled, in order
to carry out their contracts to the satisfaction of

their customers, to call to their assistance the serv-

ices of such workmen as they may need, without
requiring that they shall be members of the union."
Although it was stated in the communication that

the intention therein expressed would be carried

out to-day. if the conditions insisted upon were not
complied with, the committee later decided not to

make the ultimatum operative until Wednesday.
.Apparently the workmen ha^-c no intention of tak-
in.g any notice of the communication, not in any
way ha\'ing acknowledged the receipt of it. al-

thou.gh it was sent l)y registered mail four days ago.
M. S.

Northwestern Notations.

Minneapolis, November 16,—The receiver of the
street car line at St. Cloud, Minn., has beeii ati-

thorized by the bondholders to expend $3,500 in

new motors, new poles and rebonding the rails.

The owners have declined two offers for the system
arid consider it a good properly. It is now earn-
ing more than operating exoenses.
The Eau Claire (Wis.) Light and Power com-

pany has been permanently organized. The com-
pany has expended considerable money since the

reorganization in improvements and will make
others. The steam plant will be enlarged and the

water power impro^-ed.

It is said that the dynamo for the new electric light

]3lant at Valley Cit3\ N. D., will have to be replaced
hy a larger one before spring, as the present one
is carrying all that it can, and there is considerable
demand for light that cannot be met.
The Business Men's association of Green Bay,

Wis., wants telegraph tolls reduced, and will ap-
peal to the Postal and Western Union companies
to .grant a reduction.

The Sheboygan Electric Radway company has a

franchise for an electric car line to Sheboygan
Falls. Wis., and will construct the line in time.

It is understood that R. C. Libbey of the'Britton,

S. D., mills contemplates putting in an electric

light plant to furnish light for the town.
The Fergus Casket company of Fergus Falls,

Minn., contemplates putting in a plant to furnish
light for its factory.

The Chippewa Valley Electric Railway company
has selected a right-of-way for the interurban line

to Chippewa Falls, Wis., from Eau Claire. The
iron is arriving, and construction will be begun in

the early spring.

The Oshkosh. Wis., City Council, has granted
a franchise to the Citizens' Traction company in

place of that held by the Oshkosh Street Railway
company. It requires the company to use iron

trolley poles on the main streets.

C. Burkhardt has bought the interest of his part-

ner in the electric light plant in Hudson, Wis..
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for a consideration of about $.w,ooo, Mr. Burk-
hardt now owns the entire plant.
The General Electric company of Des Moines la

has filed a notice with the City Council that it'wili
not accept the new ordinance rates, citing the con-
stuution of the United States to support its posi-
tion. The company contends that the city is lakin.^
Its property wuhout due jjrocess of law. The com'^
munication means a fight in the Federal Court if
the ordmance is not repealed or modified.
The Monitor Electric company of Minneapolis

nas filed articles of incorporation with the secre-
tary of stale. The capital stock is $100,000. The
incorporators are A. D. Arundel, S \ Smith
T. _B. Hatch and T. C. Shove.
George K. Folds, who has been prominently as-

sociated with the Twin City Rapiil Transit com-
pany m Minneapolis for the last five vears, was
offered the position of claim agent for the Nassau
I'.lectric Railroad company of Greater New York
but refused it. c

PERSONAL.
J. O. Crane of I-Iolmes, Booth & I lavdeiis, New

York and Waterbury, Conn., visited Chicago last
week.

Among last week's visitors in Chicago was J. H.
Mason, general manager of the Simplex Electrical
company of Boston,

Manager Henry A. Coit of the Missouri Tele-
phone Manufacturing company of St. Louis visited
Chicago on Wednesday. Mr. Coit returned to St.
Louis the same evening.

W. D. Packard, secretary and treasurer of Ihe
New York and Ohio company, of Warren, O..
l)assed several days in Chicago last w^eck before
returning to his home from the East.

A. W. Kilbourne, general sales agent of the Ohio
Storage Battery company of Cleveland, O., visited
Chicago last week. From Chicago Mr. Kilbourne
went to St. Louis, thence he will go to Indianap-
olis, Cincinnati and Pittsburg, where he proposes
establishing agencies.

J. F. Gray is again connected with the Chicago
Edison company. Mr. Gray was secretary of the
electrical engineering staff at the World's Fair, and
in that position made many friends by his tact and
unfailing courtesy, .'\fterward he ac'cpted a posi-
tion with the Chicago Edison company, but later
he secured a lakeside farm in Michigan and de-
voted his energies to fruit raising. Having now-
disposed of his horticultural interests to advantage.
Mr. Gray is once more in the field advancing the
interests of his old company.

Mr, Walter G. Whitmore of the General Elec-
tric company and Miss K. Marcellus-Buttrick of
Bay Ridge, N. Y., were married on October 12th
at the home of the bride's parents. Mr. Whitmore
is a graduate of the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, whence he went to Chicago and was for
some time with the Chicago Edison companv. In
i88g he joined the engineering staff of the Edison
General Electric company, and, after the consolida-
tion of the interests which became the General
Electric company, he was placed in charge of the
entire electrical construction work of the New York
office of that company, with the title of local en-
gineer. Mr. and Mrs. Whitmore have the best
wishes of many friends in the electrical fraternity.

James A. Colby, for nine years manager and
treasurer of the Edison Electric Light conipany of
Dcs Moines, Iowa, and more recently manager of
the consolidated electric companies of that city, has
.srone to Schenectady. N. Y'., the headquarters of
the General Electric company, to assume the duties
of a more responsible position with the latter com-
liauy. Mr. Colby, in his business intercourse with
the people of Des Moines, has won their esteem ancl
high regard for fairness and affability, and the Iowa
State Register says that in leaving the city he will
be followed to the distant field of his future labors
by the hearty good wishes of everyone who w-as
fa\ored to know him in the years he has been
associated with the Edison company in Des Moines.

John Conover Hmchman of Summit. N. J., died
in the Orange Memorial Hospital at Orange
on November i.^th, after a lin.gering illness. Mr.
Hinchman was born in 1820 near Hackettstown.
and was educated at Lafayette College. He became
interested in telegraphy, and for a number of vears
he was associated with the ^Vestern LTnicn Tele-
graph conipany. In 1875 he was promoted, on the
death of George H. Mumford, to the place of su-
perintendent of the eastern division, embracing the
New England states and the British provinces." On
reorganization of the company in 1S81, under Gen-
eral Eckert, Mr. Hinchman resigned, but later ac-
cepted another place and was connected with the
company at the time of his death. Mr. Hinchman
removed to Summit with his family from Brooklyn
in 1865, and had livetl there ever since, spending
his summers at his place in the Adirondacks. He
leaves a widow and two .grown daughters.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
A Chinese syndicate has been formed for intro-

ducing electric light in Hang-Chow- Fu, the capi-
tal of Chi-Kiang, and in the town of Han-Kau, on
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the Yang-tsii-Kiiing. An electric light plant is svip-

plying' curi-cnt [or private lighting in Chiing-sha-

I'\i, in the anti-lInropL-an ])iu\-nico of Hnnaii.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The right-of-\\a> lor an eloctrir road betwCLMi

I'Mint and Pontiac, Mich., has been secured. Joseph
Sawyer of Pontiac and George E. Taylor of Flint

are among the promoters.

The Plamilton, Venice and Okcna Electric Street

Railroad company has filed articles of incorporation,

llie incorporators inchuling O. V. Da\'is. W. C.

Shepherd and E. Mueller. The capital stock is $10,-

000. and the headquarters will be at Hamilton, Q.

The Central Passenger Railway company of Bal-

timore has installed in its power house a storage

battery plant of 265 cells having a capacity of i.ooo

ampere-hours. It is said that the battery could
operate the entire system for five hours it all the

power house machinery were shut down or dis-

aliled by accident.

Charles A. Mann of Bangor, Me., proposes to

do away with some of the annoyance of rainy-

weather riding on open street cars by building a

.gutter about the edges of the roof of the car. Hol-
low hand-rails for passengers, at the sides of the

car, are extended to the roof and conduct the water

to the ,gron)id. The device has been patented.

The Brooklyn Rapid Transit company, which
controls the entire Brooklyn Pleights trolley sj's-

trm. has purchased the New York and Sea Beach
railroad, which will furnish a direct route to Coney
Island. The connection between the two roads

will be made at Third avenue and Sixty-fifth street.

Electric instead of steam power will be used on the

Sea Beach line, and traffic will be continued all the

year. It is said that the Rapid Transit company
may also purchase the Brighton Beach road.

A successful trial was made on the 22d of Oc-
tober of the new electric street railway of Bamberg,
Germany. The trial was made before a royal com-
mission of experts from Munich, Nuremberg and
Bayreuth, and the performance of the cars under
difficult conditions, up steep glades and around
sharp curves, evoked the hearty approval of the

judges. A particular feature of the trial was the

application of the electric brake, which seems to be
jiopular abroad. The cars are equipped through-
out by the Walker company of Clexeland, O.

.-V lease for 999 years of the Coney Island and
Gravesend Railway company to the Nassau Electric

Railroad company of Brooklyn was filed with the

secretary of state at Albany on No\'ember 12th.

Part of the Gravesend company's lines are yet to

be constructed, but the lease covers all. The con-

sideration named is that the Nassau company shall

pay the costs of construction and all taxes and as-

sessments on the Gravesend lines, and also the

sum of $150,000 in cash, with five per cent, in'.erest,

within the next five years or at the expiration of

that period. The lease is signed by P. H. Flynn,

president, and Fred. C. Cocheu. secretary of the

Coney Island and Gravesend Railway company,
and by A. L. Johnson, president, and W. F. Ham,
secretary of the Nassau Electric Railroad company.

The Raihvay Review notes that PIcnry George's
plan of free street railway ser\"icc is said to have
Nvorkcd well at Sidney, New South Wales, where
the city owns the lines, and runs them without
charging fares. It is stated that the people do not
use them any more than they did before they were
free, and that the expense of maintenance is cheer-

fully borne by the taxpayers. The only places in

the United States where the public enjoys free

transportation, so far as can be ascertained, are
Oakland, Cal.. and Havre de Grace. Md. When
lite Central Pacilic Raihvaj' companj' was seeking
right-of-way into Oakland it was granted by the
Common Council itpon the condition that the sub-
urban trains sh(-)uld carry all citizens free within
the city limits. The bridge across the Susquehanna
at HaNTC de Grace belonged to the coimty, and
when the Philadelphia, Wilmington and Baltimore
company w^as seeking the privilege of crossing it

many years ago the entire property was turned over
to tbat corporation upon the agreement that it

should be maintained perpetually as a free bridge
and that no fares should be charged for crossing,

either for foot pedestrians or passengers upon the

1 rains.

There are some Londoners who think that the
streets of that town are none too .good for the

overhead trolley wires, so that mtich-needed im-
provement in transportation facilities may be se-

cured. Thus a corespondent of the Pall Mall Ga-
zette says: "Two years ha^'c elapsed since a long
letter which I have before me appeared in your
paper advocating the employment of electricity for

propelling tramcars in London. The writer then
asked, 'Why does London wait?' and if he still

lives he may repeat to himself the question, and
soliloquize upon the lack of energy which pervades
the metropolis. Every week now one reads of

large towns, such as Manchester, Leeds and Shef-

field, making the fullest inquiry into various
electric systems: and is it too much to expect that

London, with her enormous number of daily trav-

elers, should not be the last to offer them quicker

transport, lower fares and more fomfovtable and

better lighted vehicles? The objectors to prompt
action urge in defense that scjiiu improved system
may yet be discovered! Or that the appearance of
I verhead wires would be most disfiguring! If we
:dways follow the first principle, and wait for some-
thing better to turn u|j, the nuirch of progress will

be indeed slow. Further, when convenience and
appearance arc placed side by side and only one
can be enjoyed, the nation of 'shopkeepers' should
choose the fcn-mer. It would be well for those who
oppose the system, which involves the use of one
wire down the center of each car track, to visit

Queen Victoria street and see overhead the thou-
sands of wires crossing, yet not disturbing the
minds of those who come or go on business be-
neath. No, sir, the question of telephones,* mere
luxuries, may well be relegated to the future, but
the operation of tramways in London is a matter
for present and decisive action."

TELEPHONE.
The Vermont Telephone and Telegraph company

has sold its entire system of wire and insiruments,
extending over five counties, to the New England
Telephone and Telegraph company, for abotit $50,-

000.

ELECTRICAL SECURITIES.
Last year the third quarterly report of the Syra-

cuse Rapid Transit company recorded a deficit of

$7.96: in the business of that period. This year the
company's net income is $16,650 after paying fixed
charges and all operating expenses. Its receipts

were more than double those of the corresponding
quarter of last year.

The Buffalo Railway company's report for last

quarter is extremely satisfactory. .After providing
for operating expenses and fi.xed charges it showed
a surplus of $100,179, an increase of $15,367 over
last year's corresponding quarter. The Crosstown
Street Railway company of Buffalo, on the other
hand, reports a decrease of $3,598 in the same time.

There was a considerable falling off in the gross
earnings of the Brooklyn City and New"to\vn Rail-

road company during the quarter ended September
30th, but as the expenses were cut down consider-
ably, the net incomeWas almost the same as a year
ago. The company's operating expenses were
$65,380 and its fixed charges $33,492, leaving net
income $18,410.

Increase in earnings and decrease in operating
expenses and fixed charges contribute to an im-
provement amounting to $117,358 in the financial

condition of the Metropolitan i^treet Railway com-
pany of New York for the quarter ended Septem-
ber 30th. The gross earnings were $2,217,942, op-
erating expenses $1,214,351, other income $164,385,
fixed charges $783,791, leaving a surplus of $384,-

185. The general balance sheet shows cash on
hand $6,093,704 and a profit and loss surplus of

$1,277,899.

Sixty was bid for a Lake Street "L" first-mort-

gage bond on the Chicago Stock Exchange last

Wednesday. The fact that the bid failed to bring
a reply of any kind may be taken as an indication

that the holders of the first-mortgage bonds of the

road feel strong in their belief that the court will

tiphold them in their opposition to the reorganiza-
tion agreement by which the assenting bonds were
scaled 40 per cent., receiving in lieu of the 40 per
cent, shaved off their holdings 15 per cent, in in-

come scrip. It shows that the holders of the first-

mortgage bonds regard them as good and free

securities, representing a first mortgage on the

Lake Street "L" property for the amount of their

full face value, and not as certificates which entitle

them to 75 per cent, of the face value in debenttires

and income bonds. If the holders of the first-mort-

gage bonds had the least idea that the court would
e\entually uphold the Lake Street reorganization
plan as applj'ing to their bonds, there is little doubt
that they w'onld be only too glad to sell out at

60, for that price for the first-mortgage bond would
be equal to 95 for the debenture, wdiich wotild be
issued for 60 per cent, of the mortgage bond's face

value, figuring that the income bonds are worth
30, about their present market value, and a value
they ha\e rarely exceeded in the market. The de-
bentures which have been isstted are now selling

at 71.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Occident Club gave a pleasing musicale in

its rooms in the Western Electric company's
building on November 13th.

The Chilean Congress, lately in session, passed
a law empowering the municipality of Valparaiso
to grant for a term of years, not to exceed 30, the
use of the streets, roads and squares of the city, for

the installation of electric lighting and a system of

tramways, wdth electricity as the motive power.

In 1896 there were imported into the Hawaiian
Islands electric and telephone instruments and ma-
terials to a total value of $32,492,04. Of this, $13,-

099.89 represented the value of the goods on which
duty was paid when imported, and $19,392.15 the
value of the goods entered free. In addition,
there were also entered free, under the provisions of

the Civil Code, 210 packages of wire for electrical

purposes, valued at $731.09; loC packages of vari-
ous articles, valued at $4,117.09, and one lot of
electric materials, valued at $189.04.

An ingenious device for supporting an incandcS'
cent electric lamp upon any part of a machine is

on trial at the Topeka shops of the Santa Fc rail-

road. It consists simply of a couple of magnets
attached lo the jocket of the portable lamp, by
which the lamp ni.-iy be attached to any body of
iron or steel.

An electrically proiielled "moving sidewalk" is

a proposed feature of the Paris Exposition of 1900.
.'\s at the World's Fair, there will be two sections.
The speeds will be about three and six miles an
hour, and the motive power for each section \yill

be distinct. The platforms will be built on an ele-
vated structure.

This item recently appeared in a New York finan-
cial paper: "An interest close to General Electric
says the operation of the trade pool has terminated
costly competition for orders, although each in-
terest is energetic in its search for business. The
legal expenses of the company have been reduced
fully 80 per cent, as a result of the combination
and the settlement or termination of cost'y patent
suits."

By a decree recently promulgated by the gov-
ernment of Guatemala electric batteries, uncharged,
for public purposes, are admitted free of duty.
Galvanized iron wire and copper wire (insulated)
for electrical transmission, electric apparatus (with
the exception of certain chemical substances com-
prised in the tariff') and glass globes for incan-
descent electric lights pay duties on their gross
"weight.

In the new plant of the Reading Car Wheel com-
pany of Reading, Pa., which wae recently smarted,

electric power is used throughout. The molding •

department is a steel building .94 by 155 feet, and
the cupola building connected with it is two stories
and 40 by 80 feet. H. H. Hewitt, who is also presi-

dent of the Union Car company of Depew-, N. Y.,
is president. The vice-president and general su-

perintendent is Richard E. Coleman.

Chief Engineer Daniel Dodson of the electric

lighting plant at Sedgwick street and Chicago av-
enue, Chicago, was cleaning a dynamo a few days
ago when he accidentally touched a live wire and re-

ceived a severe shock. The force of the shock was
so great that he was thrown violently against the wall

at the opposite side of the engine room, where he
lay unconscious for some time, until Assistant En-
gineer George Steadman returned at eight o'clock
from his supper. Dodson w'as taken to the Poly-
clinic Hospital. W'here an examination showed that

the two middle fingers of the right hand were
bro)<en. his body severely bruised, and that several

severe scalp wounds had been sustained. The phy-
sicians say that he will recover.

The Rhodin system for the electrolysis of brine

and the production of alkali and bleach, which
is receiving attention abroad, is of the mercury
type, in which that metal acts as a carrier of

sodium from the brine, whence it is derived

to an external compartment, where it comes into

contact with water, producing caustic soda.

Whether it acts as a final or an intermediate elec-

trode is not made plain by the descriptions of the

apparatus which have been published. There are

obvious advantages in the apparatus. The circula-

tion of the mercury is rotatory, and it is a simple
. matter to heat the contents of the cell should a
moderately high temperature be found advantage-
ous for electrolysis. The claim is made that a

greater output per unit of plant can be obtained

than by any other process.

Consul Bidlake writes the State Department
fiom Barranquilla, Colombia, as follows: "The
manager of the electric light plant in this city in-

forms me that the lowest price that he has been
offei'ed incandescent lamps in the United States is

]8 cents, but that he has had offers from Italy ot

c^rdinary lamps of 31 watts at 55 centimes. He
also informs me that wire can be bought in

Germany at from 10 to 15 per cent, less than

in the United States. In writing to me upon
electrical apparatus in Colombia, the manager
says: 'In the country that you represent the ma-
jor part of the manufacturers of this class of mer-
chandise are sleeping upon their laurels, waiting

for orders to come in through commission firms;

they do not study the South American market, so

as to become acquainted with the requirements of

these countries.'
"

The case of Ruppert against the Brooklyn Heights
Railroad company, in which a judgment for the

plaintiff' was recently reversed by the Court of Ap-
peals, illustrates how judges will differ upon the

question whether negligence may or may not be
inferred from a given state of facts. The com-
plainant's son was driving a wagon which came
into contact with a paving stone alleged to have
been left in the street by the carelessness of the

railroad company. The shock of the collision

threw him off his seat to the ground, and he was
run over and killed. The main issue w^as wdiether

the stone was left in the street bj' the railroad cor-

poration or somebody else. Four judges of the

Court of Appeals thought there was not enough
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evidence in the case to justify the jury in conclud-

ing that the defendant company placed it there,

while three of the judges thought otherwise. Thus,
thc.pUiintiff rcco\ers nothing for the loss of his sou.

although seven of the lO judges who have heard
the case in one court or another ha\e agreed that

there was sufficient proof to sustain a verdict in

his favor; that is to say. the judge who tried the

suit with a jury, the three General Term justices

who affirmed the judgment in the Supreme Court,

and the three judges in the Court of Appeals who
dissented from the views of the majority of that

tribunal.

The Myers automatic ballot machine was used
in the city of Yonkers in the recent election and,

according to the New York Times, "it is conceded
that in one instance one machine made an error

of 200." The possibility of such mistakes ^v'Ould

seem to be a gra\'e objection to the continued em-
pioyinent of this method of registering votes. In the

matter of Many, which arose in the city of Mount
\ ernon last year, the Appellate Division of the

Sttpreme Court in the Second Department had
occasion to consider the question whether the set-

ting of the dial in the Myers automatic ballot ma-
chine at the figure prescribed by the statute before

the voting begins is a judicial or an administrative

function. In deciding that it was a purely ministe-

rial or administrative duty the court remarked tha.t

the facts of the case suggested the possibility, not
to say probability, of errors in the operation of

ballot machines which might give rise to serious

consequences in the future.

Robert Goelet's new Scotch-built yacht, the

Nahma, is said to have cost $6co.ooo. The boat is

a large one, and a noticeable feature is the c.xten-

si\'e aitd varied use that" is made of electricity, tjt

course, the general lighting of the interior is no
novelty at the present da^'. nor can her powerful
electric searchlights be now considered peculiar,

but the use of electric sidelights and masthead
lights seems to be new among pleasure vessels.

These are all adjustable, and are removed each

morning. Electric heaters are also seen in some
of the living rooms, and in the laundry the women
use electrically heated smoothing-irons. In the

charthouse there is an invention wdiich tells the

moment at which any or all of the sidelights and
masthead lights fail to shine out. if this should ever

happen at night. And when the e.-ctension bell

service for the calling of stewards and for the sig-

nals of officers is also considered, the Nahma may
be said to possess a more complete electrical outtit

than any other yacht afloat.

The Massachusetts railroad commissioners lately

gave a hearing on the petition of the city of Boston
. for approval of a plan to sprinkle the streets by use

of electric car sprinklers on the tracks of the U'est

- End street railroad. Frank D. Perry teslilied that

75 or 80 feet of surface could be sprinkled by the

cars. Superintendent Stone of the Worcester high-

ways. Mayor Kamsdell of Lynn and others testi-

fied to the success of electric car sprinklers in those
cities. President Little of the West End road and
Superintendent J. E. Rugg of the same company
opposed the petition on the ground that it W'Ould

be against the interests of the public, and that the

road could not make a contract for street sprinkling,

as it was a transportation company. Besides, it

would be necessary to make a stop every three-

quarters of a luile to fill the sprinkler car, wdiich

means 18 stops in sprinkling the distance planned
for, w'ith a constant delay to traffic. Mayor yttincy

V argued that the scope of the street sprinkling now
done could be very largely increased at a slight ex-
pense by this method, thotigh he admitted that it

would probably delay traffic to permit sprinkling

at all hours. He also admitted that it would be an
innovation to sprinkle so large a city by this method.
Chairman Sandford of the commission pointed
out that the act, passed this year, permitted the
electric road to sprinkle the streets, but that it onl}^

permitted the board to approve, not prescribe, the
terms of a contract wdiich must be made between
the city and compan^^ Mayor Quincy hoped the
moral influence of the decision would lead the com-
pany to make the contract. The mayor was re-

quested to draw such an order as he felt covered
the case, and the board intimated that it would then
decide if it could consistently approve it.

TRADE NEWS.
The ' Van" gas engine is well esteemed by those

capable to judge. The management of Purdue
University has placed an order with Van Home,
Burger & Co. of Dayton, O., for one of these en-
gines, to be used in the experimental station.

The "Imperial" telephone is made by the Tele-
phone Manufacturhig company of Sumter, S. C.

The instruments are handsome in appearance and
are said to be well made, with fine talking qualities.

The company makes switchboards and telephone
supplies also and is making an energetic bid for

southern trade. An illustrated catalogue is sent to

applicants.

Meysenburg & Badt, Monadnock building, Chi-
cago, have just issued a neat folder announcing that

they are the authorized representatives of the Wes-
ton Electrical Instrument company; Hugo Reis-

inger, importer of "Electra" Nuernberg carbons;
the Ward Leonard Electric company, maker of

the Leonard and Carpenter rheostats, starting

bo.xcs. theater dimmers, circuit breakers, etc.; the

Helios Electric coni]>any, maker of open arc. en-

closed arc and incandescent arc lamps, for direct

and alternating currents, and the E.xcelsior Electric

company, for electro-plating, eleetrolyping -and elec-

trolytic dynamos. Meysenburg & Badt take espe-
cial pains to impress the fact that they are not sup-
ply dealers, but manufacturers' representatives in

these lines. The)' have also prepared a neat price-

list of electrical instruments made by the Weston
Electrical Instrument company, which should prove
valuable for central station managers, as it is ar-

ranged in convenient form.

One of the largest orders for arc lamps in New
York city that has been offered for competition

was given on the i6th inst. by R. H. Macy & Co.

to the Diehl Manufacturing company of Elizabeth-

port, N. J. The latter is to furnish its new en-

closed arc lamp No. 207, w-hicli was put on the

market about the first of October. It is of special

design, having the new oxidized finish that has

never before been accomplished in the manufacture
of arc lamps. By the use of this finsh the lamp
can be cleaned with a damp cloth at any time, and
always retain its original high polish, thus obvi-

ating the necessity of burnishing the metal. This

lamp was selected after one of the most exacting

tests, in competition with other manufacturers, that

has occurred in the East, several lamps having been

in competitive test for over a month; and it is cer-

tainly of interest to the trade to know that the

Diehl Manufacturing company has been awarded
the contract after such an investigation into the

merits of the lamps.

The fact that the L. P. and D. Transmitter com-
pany of Montpelier, Vt., is now in shape to do
business, after some delay in reorganization, will

be pleasant information for the managers of elec-

tric light stations who have not been able to con-

sider Uiis method of utilizing power. The entire

interests of this company were purchased by John
li. Senter, one of the prominent lawyers of the

state of Vermont, living at Montpelier, wdio has

appointed W. E. Laird, the inventor of the system,

1 usiness manager. When in charge of the electric

light station at Montpelier Mr. Laird applied his

invention with such success to the apparatus in his

charge that he attracted the attention of many out-

side interests, which resulted in the formation of a

company for its sale. This system is used in con-

i^ection with belt-driven units, and after 11 years'

practical experience Mr. Laird has gathered a mass
of interesting data in regard to his invention. Mr.
Lai^d is also the inventor of the friction cone pul-

leys, but sold his interest in the device to Frank
Evans of Boston some years ago.

A device for automatically turning off and on
the lights in a store has recently been perfected.

It is, m fact, an automatic time switch, and the

\\'estern Electric company of Chicago and NewY'ork
is the agent for the United States. This swdtch is

a double-pole, 30 ampere, snap swdtch. with a ca-

pacity up to 220 volts, arranged in combination with

a clock. A person desiring his lights to burn until .

12 o'clock, or any specified time, sets the clock as

he would an alarm clock, and turns on tlie lights.

As soon as the time indicated by the little pointer

on the dial of the clock is reached the clock auto-

matically releases a catch and the lights are turned
out. The same device is used for turning on lights;

Where central stations are selling light Dy conttact

to burn to specified horns these artomatic time

switches can be installed by the electric light eoiii-

]>any .and the inspector may carry a key to the

twitch. By this mernis tlie company can be as-

sured of having the light turned off at the time

specified in their contracts with customers. If the

customer has a meter and desires to keep his store

illuminated until a certain hour he can, wdth per-

fect assurance, lock his door and leave the auto-

matic switch to take care of any lights, knowing
that he is not dependent upon the service of any
watchman and that his lights will not be taking cur-

rent and a bill run up on account of lack of atten-

tion.

Few appreciate the actual cost of introducing
successfully on the market an article embodying
a new principle. In most cases the cost of selling

is found to exceed the cost of manufacturing the

article. The liberal pohcy of the makers of the

"Pioneer" enclosed arc lamp demonstrated this in

forcing to the front and making a place in the elec-

trical field for the enclosed are lamp, and even at

the old price they found the margin of profit small.

The preliminary work, they consider, has now been
done, and the enclosed arc lamp has attained an es-

tablished position. The business has grown to such
magnitude that the Electric Arc Light coinpany
early in the season took steps to enlarge its manu-
facturing plant, and is pleased to announce that

this plant is now completed, with a capacity of

1.000 lamps per month. With the new facilities

thus secured and with the large «nount of business
the company is doing, it is enabled to effect a

saving which it is its purpose to give to the con-
sumer. Accordingly a substantial reduction in

price of the standard brass lamp is announced.
This liberal policy will undoubtedly be responded

to by the trade, and still further add to the demand
on the Electric Arc Light company for "Pioneer"
lamps. This company has always claimed this
lamp to be the most perfect piece of mechanism in
the market, and now the price has been placed on
a level with that of makers of lamps who, the "Pio-
neer" people claim, have had less experience. Now
that the commercial position of the "Pioneer" lamp
is assured, it is understood that the owners of the
Marks patents are beginning a vigorous crusade
against alleged infringers.

The list of awards in the section of machine tools
at the Brussels Exposition is flattering to Ameri-
cans. The "grand prix," or highest possible dis-
tinction, was awarded to but three concerns, one
foreign and tw'o .'\merican: Brown & Sharpc Man-
ufacturing company. Providence. R. I.; the Pratt
& Whitney company, Hartford, Conn.; Le Prog-
rcs Industriel, Brussels, Belgium. The gold medal,
or next to the highest distinction, was awarded to
eight foreign and these American competitors: Cin-
cinnati Milling Machine company, Cincinnati, O.;
Gould & Eberhardt, Newark, N. J.; G. A. Gray com-
pany, Cincinnati, O. ; J. Becker Manufacturing
conqiany. Fitchburg. Mass.; Morse Twist Drill

and Machine company. New Bedford, Mass.; Nor-
ton Emery Wheel company. Worcester, Mass.;
Prentice Bros.. Worcester, Mass.; Bullard Ma-
chine Tool company, Bridgeport, Conn.; Warner
& Sw'asey, Cleveland, O.. The sil\-er medal was
awarded to eight foreign and nine American com-
petitors. The latter were; Acme Machinery com-
pany, Cleveland, O.; W. F. & J. Barnes, Rockford.
III.; Bickford Drill and Tool coinpany, Cincinnati,
O.; Bradford Mill company, Cincinnati, O.; Gis-
holt Machine coinpany. Madison, Wis.; Landis
Bros., Waynesboro. Pa.; F. E. Reed company,
Worcester, Mass. ; Bradley company. Syracuse,
N. Y.; Hendey Machine company, Torrington.
Conn. The bronze medal was awarded to four
American competitors; D'Amour & Littledale.

New York City; Dwight Slate Machine company.
Hartford, Conn.; Hurlbut Rogers Machine com-
pany. South Sudbury, Mass. ; L. S. Starrctt com-
pany, .^thol. Mass.

BUSINESS.
The Western Electric company is placing upon

the market an ornamental enclosed arc lamp simi-
lar in style to its standard enclosed arc lamp, but
finished in polished brass. The features of this en-
closed arc lamp have placed it in the front rank.

The Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Manufactur-
ing coinpany of Chicago, one of the largest manu-
facturers of telephones in the country, has just
gotten out a public telephone pay station sign, es-

pecially for the use of independent telephone com-
panies.- This sign is made of best enameled iron,

both sides of which are alike. The size of the si.gn

is 8 by 22^^ inches, and it is very attractive. It

will be sent for a nominal cliar,ge.

The Central Telephone and Electric company of

St. Louis reports a greatly increased demand for

its goods. lia\'ing filled orders last week for com-
plete exchange equipment at Baird, Tex., and also

several long lines in Illinois, besides smaller or-

ders from West . Virginia, Georgia, Mississippi,

Tennessee, Arkansas, Indian Territory, Kansas, Ne-
braska, Idaho, low'a and Missouri. The progres-
si"\-e up-to-date policy of this company is rapidlj-

winning recognition, and the outlook for business
is bright.

Some of the salesmen of the Central Electric

company of Chicago have been inflicted with in-

cipient cases of heart failure when confronted with
a circular bearing a likeness and description of the

salesman and headed in prominent type ";5ioo Re-
ward." A closer examination, however, tends to

relieve the tension on their ner\ous systems, and
discloses the fact that the rew-ard is for 'any man
who can oft'er a better line of electrical supplies

than" the salesman referred to. It calls attention

to the salesman, and is an excellent ad\-ertisement

for the house he represents.

The new- Hinds patent tubular sw-itch, which is

manufactured by the Crouse-Hinds Electric com-
pany of Syracuse, N. Y.. is the result of no little

study on the part of Mr. Hinds, and the results

which have been obtained for it in the electrical

trade are reported by this concern to be beyond
expectations. Overtime has been the order in the

factory during the last tw-o months, and it is pleas-

ant to note that the company reports that business
has doubled since it first began operations less than
a year ago. Messrs. Crouse and Hinds are both
practical men in the electrical business, and they
know wdiat is wanted by the trade.

The Standard Electric Construction company of

32 North Water street, Rochester, N. Y., manu-
factures Freeman's electric soldering compound,
which is warranted to be non-corrosive, possessing
the particular points of a good soldering flux for

copper, brass, tin and all kinds of electrical w-ork,

and having the advantage that it is cheaper than
acids or salts and is also a very convenient ar-

ticle to use. It will not spill, neither will it drip

or sputter, and there is no danger of fire by wires

corroding off. It also has no fumes, and will not
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injure the luuuls. Tlie fact thai it is indorsed b}'

the National Board of Fire Underwriters is a sig-

nificant testimonial of merit. It is pnt up in pack-

ages of any size suited to the purchaser, and free

samples will be sent to anyone making application.

A handsome descriptive catalogue, No. 3. of the

Paragon fan and power motors is issued by J. P.

Williams, general agent. 39 and 41 Cortlandt slreet.

New York. This catalogue is profusely illustrated,

showing the various types of the new model l8gR,

Paragon desk, wall bracket, suspended and up-
right fans. One of the novelties mentioned is the

duplex motor fan, which is made with 13 and 14

inch blades. A new feature is noticed in the Para-
.t>on ceiling fan, which is nianufactured to run on
lio, 220 and 500 A'olt circuit direct current. That
the trade may fully understand the manufacture of

the Paragon fan and power motors, each part is

illustrated by a cut. which gi\es.the prospective
])urchaser a complete idea as possible of its general

construction. The speed regulator is shown with
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the new porcelain resistance coil. Tables give
data in regard to 'the various styles in which the
motors are manufactured, and also indicating a
code word, which can be used when ordering by
telegraijh.

The Bosscrt Electric Conslruction company of
Utica, N. Y., is now located in its new factory
building at the corner of Capitol avenue and York
street, in that city, wdicre it has erected a large
Ihrce-story factory building. The first story is used
for heavy presswork, departments for raw material
and finished work being also located on that floor.

Plandsome executive offices are located on the first

floor. The second story is arranged for the as-

sembling of the product, with the nickeling de-
partment and drafting room. The third story is

used for special storage room for raw material and
finished stock. The factory is heated by steam and
lighted by incandescent and arc lights from its own
plant. The company has just completed a large

working exhibit of its junction boxes, which dem-

Noveiiiiicr 20, iAy7

onstratcs their merit. The engine and dynamo
room is located in a detached brick building, which
also contains the departments for inarideizing slate,

enameling boxes, a special feature lieing a large
oven in which the enamel is hardened by steam
lieat, thereby reducing to a minimum any liability

of the enameling cracking or flaking off. The
company has a driven well with a large capacity
and also city water. The factory is complete in

every detail, and leflects great credit upon Presi-
dent Wm. F. Bossert, who planned the details.

The vice-president of this company is H. P. Crouse,
one of the prominent wholesale merchants of
Utica, who gives much of his time to the geueral
policy of this company. Frank G. Scholield, the
secretary and treasurer, has recently connected him-
self with this company, and will have charge of the
office details of the eoncern. Being a man of wide
experience in the sales department of one of the
largest metal concerns in the country, he will add
very much to the strength of the institution.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

593. 1S7. Electrical Instrument. William C. Banks,
New York, N. Y. Application filed March 12,

iS97.

The device is composed of an electro-maenet provided
wirli an armature, two terminals, one connected to one
end of ilie niaenet coil, a resistance, o'le enii in circuit
with ilie second end of the majinet coil, tlie other end con-
nected to the second terminal, two contact points adapted
to break and make contact with ^ach other, one connected
to an end of the jiiagnet coil other than that whicli is con-
nected tothe (irst terminal, a short-circuit not including
the resistance electrically connectine the second terminal
and the second contact point, one of whicli contact points
is mounted upon a yielding support in the line of move-
ment of the magnet armature, whereby a sulli';;ien[ excita-
tion of the eldCtro-maenet will cause its armature to force
and hold the contact poinis apart and break and hold open
the shori-citcuit. thus makine the only complete circuit
from terminal to terminal include tbe resistance, and will

yet leave the ma|i;net coil in the circuit from terminal to

terminal.

NO. 593. 1S7.

503,193. Battery Cup. James A. Britton. Ph'.r.ip.;-

burg. N. J. Application filed Novembei' 7, iSg'S.

A t^raviiy battery comprises a jar, copper and zinc, and
a cup provided with an open bottom covered by a textile

material, and having a supporting flange about its upper
edge and adapted to rest upon tlie upper edt?e of the jar.

593,230. Magnetic Circuit Breaker. Daniel M.
Moore. Newark, N. J. Application filed June
24, i8g6.

A circuit-breaker having a toneue or vibrating pari in
magnetic equipoise, and means for intermittently moving
it from f qnipcise.

593.237. Electric Switch for Chandel-'ers or Brack-
ets. Joseph W. Parkin, Philadelphia, Pa. Ap-
plication filed January 26, 1S97.

An electric switch for chandeliers comprises a casing
having openings in its sides, a cap covering an opening in

the casing, a roiatable stem in the casing, a non-conduct-
ing ping through which the stem passes, coniaci points
carried by the plug, conductors connected wiili the con-
tact points, contact devices mounted on and insulated
from the stem adapted to contact with the points, and a

groove in the under side of the plug adapted to sustain ilie

conductor, whereby the plug is prevented from turning,

593.244. System of Electrical Distribution. Charles

F. Scott, Pittsburg. Pa. Appplication filed Jan-
uary 12, 1895.

A system of electrical distribution, comprising an alter-

nating current generator, its circuit and translating de-
vices, fed thereby, and a step-up transformer interposed in

the circuit approximately midway beiween the generator
arid translating devices for raising the electromotive force
tn substantially the maxinmm limit allowable at [he gener-
ator.

593.245. Apparatus for Party Teleplione Lines.

Charles E. Scribner, Chicago, 111. Application
filed March 16. 1897.

The system includes a normally complete metallic line
circuit, appliances at difterent stations, and means in the
line circuit for exciting the instruments through the
agency of current in the complete circuit, other appli-
ances connected with each of the line conductors, a relay
at one extremiiy of the circuit adapted to sever the connec-
tion between the line conductors there, means at the other
terminal of the circuit for applying current to either line
conductor to determine the operation of the appliance
connected therewith, and means controlled from the same
terminal for exciting the relay to break the connection be-
tween the line conductors.

593.255. Telephone Transmitter. James W. Thom-
son, Bedford Ind. Application filed March i,

1897.

A telephone transmitter is provided with a diaphragm
carrying a cell containing resistance-varying material and
two electrodes, one fixed in relation to the diaphr"agm, the
other loosely suspended in the midst of the granules.

593,282. Apparatus for Assembling Commutator
Bars. Sidney H. Short, Cleveland, O, Appli-
cation filed April 26, 1897.

A diagonally split and compressible spring-strap or hoop
in which the commutator bars are assembled radially, a

casting arranged to receive the split-ring, and means for

contracting the strap or hoop within the casting are de-
gcriUed,

Issued jVoz-embcr g, jSgj.

593,283. Construction of End Rings for Commuta-
tors. Sidney H. Short, Cle\ eland, O. Appli-
cation filed May 3, 1897.
An end ring for commutators built up of thin sheets or

strips of insuLiting material, the sheets or strips being lap-
jointed and individually and separately bent to the re-

quired shape.

^93,286. Electric

York, N. Y.
Switch. Henry E. Waite. New
Application filed May 28, 1S97.

A switch-arm is provided with a contact piece having
one contact of a width less than the distance between two
adjacent co-operating cnntacts, and having another con-
tact piece of a width sufficient to bridge the two adjicent
co-operating contacts, and means whereby either of the
contacts may be brought into operative position.

593,301! Trolley. Edwin Lane and Jacob A. Sny-
der, Johnstown, Pa. Application filed April 24,

1897.

A pair of trolley poles is mounted on pivoted supports
having apertures through which the poles pass; springs
for projecting the poles are connected to the lower endsof
the same and to the upper portion of the supports; yokes
are carried by the upper ends of the poles and are pivot-
ally connected with each other, and a trolley wheel is

mounted upon the connecting means beiween the yokes.

System. Charles B. Sterling,

Y. Application filed February
593.314- Signaling

New York, N.
25, 1897.

Supply conductors, a circuit-closer, an electro magnet
and an automatically operating circuit mnker and breaker
controlled by the magnet, are included in the supply cir-

cuit, and a branch circuit inclii ling the circuit maker and
breaker and a plurality of alarms, in combination with
means for niovint! the circuit-closer into position, a lock
or latch for holding it in position, and means for freeing
the same.

593.332. Battery Zinc. Dora Ogdcn. Columbus,
Ind. Application filed December 24, 1896.

There is the combination of an electrode, means carried
thereby tor interlocking with a similar electrode, and
means by which two such electrodes may be independently
held in a cell, the arrangement being such that one elec-
trode will lie immediately beneath ths oilier.

593-335- Lock Circuit Closer. Charks E. Pierce,

New York, N. Y. Application filed July 2, 1S96.

A circuit closing device for electrical burglar alarms
having a support, a lever fiilcrumed on the support and
adapted to be engaged by the side of the bolt of a lock as
the bolt moves laterally upon the forcing of the door, and
two contacts carried by the support and normally discon-
nected frim each other, the contacts being engaged ;ind
connected by the lever as the lever swings.

NO. 592,230.

593,369. Return-wire Connection for Electric Rail-

ways. John H. Bickford. Salem, Mass. Ap-
plication filed March 15, 1897.

The stranded cable is separated and having several
strands leading to each rail, and solid ends or connectors
by which the ends of the strands are connected to the
rails.

593,372. Telephone System. William W. Dean, St.

Louis, Mo. Application filed July 12, 1897.

Claim is made for the combination with a telephone line
and a party telephone line extending from the exchange,
of a cord-circuit for forming a continuation of the fir='t

telephone line, a plurality of connecting plugs, each sever-
ally adapted to.connect the cord circuit and the first tele-

phone line with the party telephone line, signal bells at

the subscribers' stations of the party line, a source of
signaling current connected or adapted to be connected
with each connecting plug, each connecting plug corre-
sponding to a subscriber's station of the party line and
adapted to include signaling current in circuit with the
signal bell thereat, the bells at the remaining station or
stations being irresponsive to the signaling current thus
included in circuit with the bell at the selected station, and

switching mechanism for connecting the source of calling
current with or disconnecting it from the connecting
plugs.

503.388. Constant Current Dynamo. Charles N.
Black, New Haven, Conn. Application filed

February i, 1897.

An open coil constant current dynamo having the termi-
nals of its individual bobbin^? or sets of connected bobbins
connected to segments of different commutator ringp.

593.389- Electrically Actuated Switch Mechanism.
Walram S. Browne, Brooklyn, N. Y^ Appli-
cation filed June 8, 1897.

The combination is claimed with the tracks and switch,
of two helices surrounding a tube of brass or other non-
magnetic material, a core adapted to sliding freely end-
wise within such tube according to which of the helices
may be energized, a siud attached to the core and passing
through a slot in the surrounding tube and connected with
tlie switch.

NO. 593,283

593.394- Multiple Switchboard System. Fred C.
Hughes and George W. Kelley, Detroit. Mich.
Application filed February i, 1892. Renewed
July 26, 1897.

One claim is given : In a telephone system, the combi-
nation of the line circuit having two limbs, one of which
contains an annunciator, the spring-jack connected wiili
said limbs, the electro-magnet in circuit with said jack,
said magnet cpntrolling a circuit breaker in said limbs, a
set of plugs connected by cords having a magnetic coil
therein that actuates the clearing-out drop and which
forms apart of the talking circuit, a cord having a source
of electricity thereon connected with said plugs, which,
being inserted in iheir respective jacks, connect the sub-
scribers, and at the same time energize the magnets in the
au,\iliary line to break the annunciator circuits.

593,442. Joint or Coupling for Electric Cables.
George Tailleur, Chicago, 111. Application filed

July 31, 1S97.

The combination is claimed with the conductor or cable
ends, of interlocking terminals, insulating sleeves having
bores within which the termihals lit. and a coupling for
uniting the sleeves comprising interiorly and exierioily
threaded cylindrical parts adapted to be secured 10-

getlier.

593,467. Tip for Telephone Cords. John W.
Gottschalk, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed

October 6, 1897.

There are an electrical conductor, a pin and a clamp
having a perforated end slipped over the pm, with means
for holding the clamp onto the electrical conductor.

593,481. Automatic Circuit Breaker. William G.
Eowrie, Newark, N. J. Application filed April

24, 1897.

There is the combination of a source of electric energy,

a magnetic field created thereby, a circuit-breaker con-
trolled by the magnetic field, and means for short-circiiit

ing the field and breaking the circuit %vhen the current ex-

ceeds a certain strength.

593,504. Automatic Block Signal. James M. Will-

iams and Thomas P. Kinney, Danville, and
Harry W. Kinney, Lynchburg, Va. Applica-

tion filed May 28, 1897.

In this combinicion there is a signal-arm mounted
thereon, a motor for operating the arm, gearing for con-

necting the motor with the arm, a gear-wheel of the gear-

ing being loose upon its shaft, arms rigidly secured to the

shaft, spring-controlled stops loosely mounted upon the

loosely mounted gear-wheel adapted to engage the arms
tor imparting movement to the shaft, the construction be-

ing such that the motor is enabled to attain a degree of

velocity before it actuates the arm, and means for elec-

trically controlling the motor.

593,510. Electric Circuit Controller. Joseph H.
Bowley, Washington, D. C. Application filed

February 24, i897-

An automatic regulator for electric circuits is described,

consisting of a receptacle having a base and neck portion,

the neck having an upper and lower compartment, a float

mounted in the lower compartment of the neck, a standard

erected upon the float and in the neck, and having

lingers designed to engage the ends of the wires forming

the circuit.
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•Additional Power Facilities at Niagara
Falls.

By Orrin E. Dunlap.

The enlargement of power plants seems to be the

order of the day at Niagara Falls. For several

months the Niagara Falls Hydraulic Power and
Manufacturing company has had a large force of

-men engaged in building an addition to its power
house and increasing the capacity of the plant at

all points in order that more power might be made
available. This company, it will be recalled, con-
trols the surface canal at the Falls, its factory dis-

trict being located on the edge of the high bank of

the lower river, while the power house is situated

at the water's edge in the gorge below. No doubt
many readers of the Western Electrician have visited

to the cliff. It is probable that the south end will

be enclosed by a temporary wall, possibly the par-
tition now in the south end of the first section, which
will be taken down to throw the two sections into

one room. The new tail race beneath the power
house floor is a little deeper and wider than the old
one. Its walls are of the best ashlar masonry, the
stone used being somewhat similar to that quarried
on the site. A departure has been made from the
plan of building of the old tail race, the new penstock
and wheels being supported by a series of heavy
posts and beams, all parts of which will be made
adjustable by keys. This part of the work will be
done by the Variety Iron Works of Cleveland, O.

It is intended to install five wheels of 2,500 horse
power each in the power house addition, and the

I

being veneered with stone. The dimensions of the
extension will be about 100 feet long, 30 feet wide
and 22 feet deep. It is being built on the south end
of the first section, in the rear of the aluminum
works, and right at the edge of the cliff. It is pro-
posed to connect this latest section of the forebay
with the basin of the main canal by a canal about
300 feet long, 22 feet wide and 20 feet deep. This
proposed canal will run along the south side of the

aluminum works and afford a second connection

between the canal basin and the forebay. At pres-

ent it is thought that the first connecting canal be-

tween the forebay and basin will afford ample water
supply for the present contemplated installation,

but as soon as necessary the new canal will be built.

The gates, racks, etc., with the exception of the waste

FIG. I. ADDITIONAL POWER FACILITIES AT NIAGARA FALLS.—DRILL BOAT.

this novel installation while attending some of the
conventions in the Power City, and well understand
the value of the development, as well as its method.
The first section built of the power station is 60
feet long by 100 feet wide. In it are eight genera-
tors, which supply power for the "Great Gorge
Route" and for the lower works of the Pittsburg
Reduction company, which are located at the edge
of the cliff on the bank above. These generators

"are operated by four turbines made by James Lef-

fel & Co. of Springfield, O. The installation has
been in every way so satisfactory that the company
very early started to increase the capacity of the

plant by building an addition on the south end.

"This new section is similar in dimensions to the

original section, making the present dimensions of

the station 120 by 100, and to this, at some later

period, it is intended to add still another section
60 by 100. thus making the size of tire building in

its complete form 180 by 100.

The roof of the new section is of the steel truss

pattern, identical with that of the first section. The
walls are of the most substantial masonry, very wide
at the foundation. The inside wall is built close up

first of these has been ordered from R. D. Wood &
Co. of Philadelphia. There will also be two smaller'
wheels to operate two exciters, to be placed on the
power house floor to furnish current to the fields

of the generators. The first generator to be placed
in service will supply current to the new plant of

the National Electrolytic company, now in course
of erection adjoining the Cliff Paper company's
mill on the bank above. This generator will be made
by the General Electric company and will be of

about i^Q2 horse power. It \vii\ have 14 poles and
make 237 revolutions per minute, giving an output
of 5,000 amperes at 175 volts. It will be most care-

fully designed in order to enable it to cope with
the severe electrolytic work. It will be directly

connected to the shaft of the turbine. Other wheels
and generators will be added to the station as the
demand increaseS~tfwh4—the installation is complete.
While the power house work has been going on

down in the gorge, another gang of men has been
busy at the top of the bank extending the forebay
(Fig. 2), in order to afford water connection, and
asstire a water supply. The new section of the fore-

bay will have walls made of concrete, some of them

gates, in which an irnprovement will be made in or-
der to overcome the ice difficult}^, will be very similar
to those in the original installation, and, with the
floor covering the forebay, will be furnished by the
Buffalo Bridge and Iron Works.
The penstock will be made by Struthers. .Wells

& Co. of Warren, Pa. It will open into the fore-
bay with an elliptical bell mouth about 20 by 11 feet.

Leaving the forebay it will extend out horizontally
about 60 feet, then run vertically about 200 feet down
to the power house. It will be 11 feet in diameter
until it passes beneath the power house, and then
for about 50 feet it will be 13 feel in diameter until

it passes one or two wheels, when it will be reduced
to seven feet and finally taper oft' into a cone 18
inches in diameter to form a head, ending in an air

chamber four feet in diameter and 15 feet high. The
steel from which it will be made will vary from
five-sixths to 1% inches in thickness. As it will

stand out from the cliff, it will look like a huge col-

umn, and be of an imposing nature. The old pen-
stock is eight feet in diameter and hugs the cliff

in its descent to the power house.

The canal that will supply the water for the power
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lunisc extension is one of the oldest waterways in

Western New York. Wlien the Niagara Falls Ily-

(Iranlic Power and Manufacturing company obtained

control of it, it was a listless stream flowing unused
through the village and over the bluff. Many thou-

sands of dollars have been expended in developing its

resources, and the state recently formally recognized
the company's right to take water from the upper Ni-

agara for power purposes. For several years the

company has had men and dredges at work widen-

ing and deepening the canal, with the result that

the water supply it alifords has greatly been in-

creased. The width of the canal at Port Day is now
_>50 feet, narrowing to 100 feet in 400 feet of length.

From this point down to the basin it is about 70
feet wide, but tlie company owns land enough to

widen it to too feet. For about 30 feet of its width
the canal is eight feet deep, and for the remaining

40 feet it is 14 feet deep. This latter channel has

but recently been blasted out, the company having

a drill boat, two dredges and a tug. in order: tp carry

on the work with all possible rapidity and economy
(Fig. l). It was quite an attractive sight many times

to see the blast set off (Fig. 5). Sometimes the water

was thrown in the air in beautiful form. As the

blasts broke the rock it was picked up by the dredges,

placed in scows and taken by the tug up the canal

to Port Day (Fig. 3), where it was raised from the

scows by a large derrick and dumped in great piles

(Fig. 4), and afterward used in various ways. The
14 foot channel runs aloug the north side of the

canal down to Third street, where it crosses to the

south side and continues down to the basin, on
which part the drill boat and dredges are now at

The power plan of tlic company is very similar
in its idea to that now in process of development at

Massena, but it is recognized as being far superior
to the Massena project, because just as large a
volume of water will be available for power pur-
poses, while the head of water obtainable will be
nearly four times as great, meaning, of course,
greater power and more of it. Two miles above the
falls, on the Canadian side, is the little historic vil-

lage of Chippawa, and there the Welland River or
Chippawa Creek flows into the upper Niagara.
This small stream has so slight a descent that a

little deepening of its bed would cause it to flow
the other way. Therefore it is felt that by enlarging
its channel it can be made the outlet of a goodly
portion of the water that now passes over the Horse-
;shoe Fall. Five iiiiles from the mouth of the river

the body of water would be emptied into a canal

that, would carry it to a point on the Niagara es-

carpment or bluff, which is a .continuation of the

Queenston Heights, where a fall of 150 feet would
be obtained, the w^ter to be carried in huge pen-
stocks from the canal basin or reservoir on the
top of the bluff to the wheels below.
The mountain or bluff to which it is thus pro-

posed to transfer the power resources of the Niagara
runs along on both sides of the river for miles. The
scheme proposed by the Welland Power and Supply
Canal company is very similar to that of the Model
City company on the New York state side, with the
slight advantage that in the Welland River it has
a channel for its canal for a portion of the distance.

The proposed canal, according to the present plans,

from the Welland River to the bluff would be about

FIG. 2. ADDITIONAL POWER FACILITIES AT NIAGARA FALLS.—BUILDING THE FOREEAY.

work. The work on the canal, on the forebay and
power house extension is all done by the day, and
not by contract, as in many cases of the kind, the
power company finding this a very satisfactory way
of doing things. Wallace C. Johnson, chief engi-
neer of the company, is in full charge and plans
all the work, while F. C. Lott, the electrical super-
intendent of the company, is in charge of the elec-
trical installation and all of the electrical work. Mr.
Lott is also manager of the Buffalo and Niagara
Falls Electric Light and Power company, thus com-
ing in touch with the output of both of the great
Niagara Powder companies. Arthur Schoellkopf is

the secretary-treasurer of the Niagara Falls Hy-
draulic Power and Manufacturing company and
gives close personal attention to the work. He is,

in fact, the business head of the company.
Canadian Power Project.

Interest has been revived at Niagara Falls in the
water power privileges controlled by the Welland
Power and Supply Canal company, a Canadian com-
pany incorporated by special act of Parliament of
the Dominion for the purpose of utilizing the water
power of the Niagara River and Welland Canal for
promoting manufacturing enterprises. The organi-
zation of the Canadian Power League has had a
tendency to arouse public interest to a great ex-
tent in power projects, and this interest has given
new lite to the company mentioned. .

'

. .

In addition to this, the ire of the commissioners
of the New York State reservation at Niagara has
been aroused, and at their annual meeting, held in

New York city, on Thursday, November i8th. Presi-
dent Andrew H. Green was authorized to take steps
to secure by international agreement the protection
of the falls and upper river. This step was no
doubt taken owing to the announcement that the
plan of the Welland Power and Supply Canal was
not dead, but that efforts were being made to carry
the project to completion.

100 feet wide, 14 feet deep, its length being several

miles. It. is estimated that 150,000 horse power
could be developed. - - --^

The men interested in the company are mainly
from St. Catharines, Ont., Wallace C. Johnson be- :

ing their consulting engineer. It is : estimated that

a capital of $5,000,000 would be required to complete
the project and put the entire plant in operation.

Considering the variety of questions that have
arisen as to the rights of companies to divert water
from the Niagara River, which is an international

boundary, the right of the Dominion to authorize

the diversion of so much water as is proposed from
the river may be questioned. It is apparent to anyone
knowing the relations of the Niagara-River, W-eUand
River and the line of the proposed canal that if the

new waterway was made large enough the entire

body of water, at least the greater part of it, now
passing info the river frorh Lake Erie could be made
to flow through the new channel, and thus the Do-
minion would be in full possession of all the power
developed from the Niagara^ not only depriving New
York state of its great power development, but the

world of that sublime spectacle, the Falls of Niagara.

edticate tramway companies, engineers and corpo-
rations, and with such success that now, when at
last we have overcome the bugbear of icsthetic ob-
jections, and when nearly all tramway companies
and corporations arc going in at once for electrify-
ing their whole systems, there is not one English
manufacturer who is able to compete in price or
quality with American-made goods.

''No corporation or tramway company can possibly
afiord to put in experimental work, or to allow con-
tractors who have not done good work before, to
gain their experience at the expense of tramway
owners or those who are going to work the line
and wish to make it a financial success."

American Advantage in Electric Rail-

way Work.

In a contribution to the London Electrical Re-
view upon "Twenty-five Years of Electric Traction,''

Philip Dawson says:

"After having been practically the first in the field

as regards electric traction for nearly 12 years, Eng-
land rested on her oars without even making an
attempt to find out what was being done in America
and on the Continent of Europe, or to profit by the

experience of others.

"The American manufacturers soon realized the

fact that England would shortly be a fine field, and
they, therefore, took every conceivable trouble to

Proposed British Cable to Australia.'

As several incorrect and misleading statements on
this subject have been recently made public, a few facts
•relating to the proposition laid before her majesty's
governriient may be of interest. The first part of
the project is to lay cables from Porthcurnow, in
.Cornwall, to Gibraltar (1,198 knots), Gibraltar to
Sierra Leone (2,379) or Bathurst, thence to Ascen-
sion (1,168), on to St. Helena (810), and from there
to Cape Town (1,910). This will afford a triplicate
route to South Africa largely clear of existing cables,
and not likely to be affected by causes producing
interruption of the present lines, such as earthquakes,
or, in the case of cables on the coast, river floods.
All experience shows that duplicate cables, even
when separated by such a continent as Africa, do not
afford sufficient security against interruption of com-
munication, and the ncw^ route referred to will, if

laid, be welcomed by all connected with South Af-
rica as diminishing the risk of communication being
cut off.

The second part of the scheme is to lay a cable
from Natal to Mauritius (1,818 knots). This, in con-
junction with the present Zanzibar-Seychelles-Mau-
ritius line, will also have the effect of providing an
alternative to the following section, should they at
any time be interrupted: Zanzibar-Mozambique (al-

ready duplicated), Mozambique-Delagoa Bay, and
Delagoa Bay-Durban. From Mauritius the route
may be to Rodriguez Island (406 knots), thence to
Cocos or Keeling Island (2,218), and on to Perth,
Western Australia. It is proposed that these cables
should be laid by the Eastern, the Eastern and South
African, and the Eastern Extension, Australasia and
China Telegraph companies.
When completed this new route from England to

Australia will form a very considerable addition of
about 13,684 nautical miles to the existing submarine
cables, which have been manufactured and laid by
British industry and enterprise, and are worked by
British clerks. As already stated, the new cables will

land only in British possessions, and will form a trip-

licate route to Australia, removed from the volcanic
dangers of the Java seas; while experience on both
sides of Africa shows that interruptions from seismic
disturbance there are not frequent.

This scheme is put forward in the judgment of the
companies concerned as being preferable in every
way to the Pacific route to Australia, where a single

break in the chain would interrupt communication

;

while in the proposed scheme, except in the case of

the cables front Mauritius to Perth, if any of the

sections were broken there Would be two alternative

lines as far as Zanzibar, and one between that place

and Mauritius. Some of the depths in the Pacific

are very great, while in the projected line the re-

corded soundings indicate no depth greater than
cables already are lying in. Again, in the Cape route

the distances are all practicable without making the

cables too expensive, because in a section much
above 2,000 miles in length the amount of copper
and gutta-percha insulation would have to be largely

increased to secure a good working speed.

In place of the route given above it has been er-

roneously stated that the projected lines were to go
from Mauritius to Ceylon, Singapore and Batavia

to Australia; and in one press reference to the mat-
ter it has been stated that such a cable would be
liable to prohibitive dangers from seismic interrup-

tions, but it may be pointed out that existing lines

.. from. Madras _to _Australia..have, not by any means
ruined the proprietor company by the cost of repairs,

and that communication between this country and
Australia has not once been interrupted since 1890.

This pessimistic view of the matter is supported in

the case referred to by attributing all the interrup-

tions which have occurred during periods of from
nine to 17 years on the Madras-Penan.g, Singapore-

. Batavia, and Java-Port Darwin cables to a single

year, and further giving a seismic or volcanic cause

to all the breaks or faults which have occurred on
these sections; whereas most of the trouble of the

early days was due to the teredo boring-worm and
abrasion over rocky ground. Fortunately an effect-

ual remedy appears to have been found in respect

to the former danger by the adoption of a brass

taping laid spirally round the gutta-percha insulator,

and, in regard to the latter, the cable was relaid on
a better bottom. When it is remembered that inter-

ruptions may be due to many other causes—from a

fishhook to a whale—it may be seen how greatly

the earthquake danger has been exaggerated.

Finally, it may be said that the land-line communi-
cation between Perth and the south and east of Aus-
tralia is ample and reliable.

'

I. From the London Times.
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American Goods in Australia.
American exporters to Australia appear to take

precautions that, according to the consular reports,

arc sometimes lacking in the efforts to secure Euro-
pean trade. An Australian merchant, in a long let-

ter to the London Times, tells of the superiority of

American to British methods in securing a market

for manufactured goods in his country.

The American manufacturer or responsible man-
ager dictates his correspondence to a shorthand

typewriter, and with the invoice, the Australian says,

sends also valuable information. The invoices also

are typewritten, and the extensions are carried out

in parallel columns in dollars and sterling at the

FIG. 3. ADDITIONAL POWER FACILITIES AT NIAGARA
FALLS.—TUG TAKING EXCAVATED MATERIAL TO

PORT DAY.

current rate of exchange, and by means of carbon
copies are furnished in triplicate. This latter is a

prized facility, giving one copy for use by the im-
porter's clerk at the custom-house, another by which
the stock office can work out the cost, and a third

for the ledger accountant and transactions with the
bank.
The American excels the manufacturers of all

nations in his printed matter. His catalogues are
admirably illustrated, printed on good paper,
strongl}' bound. If so requested, he will print the

name of the importer on every sheet, and also the
latter's selling prices instead of his own. The agri-

cultural-implement catalogues are marvelous pro-
ductions. In the case of reapers and binders, every
separate part is illustrated and numbered, and to

each a code word is attached, also the importer's
price for that part. In case of a break at han'Cst
time, a farmer living a hundred miles away can tele-

giaph the code word for the broken part, and thus
reduce delay to a minimum.
The British manufacturer sends his agent to every

importer, gets all the orders possible from that class,

then goes to the smaller dealers and does the" same.
This has become so general that many large im-
porters now refuse to have dealings with British

salesmen. The American agent goes to the largest

house in his particular line and offers him sole con-
trol of his goods. He also goes to the large farms
and shows how to operate the machinery, without
expense to the importer.
The American has made the packing of goods

sent to Australia a fine art, it seems, and has been
so successful that no damage is done by the severe
handling received on wharves or railways. But the
best thing about the .'Vmerican manufacturer is, ac-

cording to the Australian writer, that he never dis-

putes with jwcustomer—he knows it does not pay

—

while his British competitor invariably disputes any
claim for damages. An Australian farmer wrote the
importer of whom he bought some American plows
that the molding-board of one was broken. The
letter was forwarded to the American makers, who
promptly replied: "This is the first time that we
have been notified that one of our molding-boards
has been broken by fair wear and tear. Express
our regret to your farmer, send him three new ones
and charge all expenses to our account." That
farmer was turned into a walking advertisement at

very slight expense.

Raising a Stranded Cruiser.

Electrical appliances have been of much service
to Russian engineers in the recent work of raising

a great ship. The cruiser Rossia, 4S0 feet long and
of 12.000 tons displacement, one of the lar.gest ships
of the Baltic fleet of Russia, ran aground a year ago
on a bank of the Ne\-a in 20 feet of water. The water
fell afterward so that the boat pressed on the sand
and gravel below with a load of 2,500 tons. At-
tempts to pull her off having failed, the admiralty
applied to the imperial school for divers at Kron-
stadt. Operations were begun in the middle of win-
ter, when the ice was so troublesome that the
cruiser could not be kept clear, and the opera-
tions had finally to be conducted from tents erected
oh the ice. The first thing was to ascertain exactly
how the boat was lying. For this purpose long
poles were fixed in the bottom in an oblique posi-

tion close to the hull, the divers, descending along

these poles and communicating by telephone with
the men above, took their measurements by means
of the plumb line. The rudder was found to be
free; most of the keel was buried in the ground.
When the relief had been mapped out, an iron pipe
60 feet long and two feet in diameter was inserted
in the soil underneath the keel, and the keel cleared
in this way. The hydraulic current was so strong
that one of the divers was upset, though 60 feet away
from the mouth of the pipe, and the 200 candle power
electric lamps which the divers had did not pene-
trate through more than a foot of the turbid water.

But the process was entirely successful. By the

middle of December only a small part of the keel

was still embedded. The operations were carried

out in a thoroughly scientific and practical manner.
The success is partly attributed to the telephone
and the electric lamps, which did a good deal to

cheer the divers up. They could never bear the

cold for more than half an hour. The outfits had
been obtained from France. In the cold water the

rubber shirts became quite brittle and had con-
stantly to be reheated; the air pumps also needed
heating; the automatic valves contracted so much
that the divers were soaked; the leather collars of

the helmets broke when the divers put their dress

off again. __^^^^^^_«_«^^_

Safe Carrying Capacity for Electrical
Conductors.'

By C. H. Sewall.

The proper amount of metal in an electric con-

ductor sufficient to transfer a given energy is gov-
erned by loss and carrying capacity.

Any conductor offers a resistance to the passage

of current causing a certain loss in energy which
passes from it in the form of radiated heat. The re-

sistance offered is directly proportional to length

and inversely to cross-sectional area. A long con-

ductor has large radiating surface in proportion to

the amount of current developed, and, consequently,

in a connection between two points a considerable

distance apart, the limit of economy in loss is gen-

erally reached without undue heating.

On the other hand, a short conductor, by reason

ber of amperes that can be sent through wires made
from pure copper of 98 per cent, conductivity for
three different conditions, and covering a range from
No. 18 B. & S. gauge to 2,000,000 circular mils.
Here is a tabulated abstract from the national

code

:

FIG. 4. ADDITIONAL POWER FACILITIES AT NIAGARA
FALLS.—STONE PILES AT PORT DAY.

of its low resistance, will cause a heavier current to

flow; and owing to the small extent of surface ex-

posed for radiation may develop a temperature dan-
gerous to its surroundings, while the loss in energy
still remains within proper bounds.

In the common acceptance of the term, carrying
capacity means safe current capacity; that is, the

current which may be carried without danger for

a given cross-section. .

The carrying capacity of a conductor is expressed
by the number of amperes of electric current it will

transmit without exhibiting more than a specified

increase in temperature above that of its surrounding
medium; and it is safe when that specified increase

is safely limited.

To determine the proper limit is the undisputed
prerogative of fire insurance companies. These com-
panies have formed associations for mutual protec-

tion, and the culmination of this organization is the

National Board of Fire Underwriters, which issues a

code of rules to be observed by property owners
who desire to be insured by any of the companies
in the associations. Municipal ordinances have been
made in conformity with insurance rules, so that

both the insured and the uninsured are bound by
them.

Recently delegates from nine different bodies, in-

cluding the American Institute of Architects, Ameri-
can Institute of Electrical Engineers, American So-

ciety of Mechanical Engineers, American Street

Railway association. Factory Iilutual Fire Insurance
companies, National Electric Light association.

National Association of Fire Engineers, National
Board of Fire Underwriters, Underwriters' National
Electric association, have united in framing what is

called the National Electrical Code for the govern-
ment of the installation of electric wires and appa-
ratus. It has been adopted by municipal authorities

generally, and is now, for all practical purposes,
as much the law of the land as if it had been de-

creed by state or national legislature.

So far as the code relates to carrying capacity of

conductors, it prescribes, in a table, a maximum num-

I. Read before the Chicago Eiectri(;al association. Nove-Ji-

ber 5, 1897.

Cir. Mils. Amperes rub-
ber covered.

Amperes,
W. P. wires.

Amperes,
marine work.

2,000,000 1.050
650
390

1,670
1,000

590

1,000,000
500,000

413,639 340
235250,529

B. &S. G.
0000 210

127

46
12

3

312
:85

65
16

5

6
14

18
12

3

It is the purpose of this paper briefly to discuss
the general physical laws and conditions which bear
upon the subject.

One of the old rules for determining safe current
capacity was that of Clark, Ford & Co., English
wire manufacturers. It allowed ic pounds of copper
per mile for each ampere of current. Translated
into familiar terms this means that No. 18 B. & S.
carries 2%, No. 6 12, and No. ooco 330 amperes. I

will put them on the board opposite the figures of
national code for same sizes:

Size. R. C. wires. C, F. & Co. W. p. wires.

0000
6
18

210
46
3

338
42
2|<

312

5

Taking averages for all conditions, this ancient
rule of thumb is not so far out of the way for those
sizes with which the early manufacturers were fa-

mihar.
Subsequently the British Board of Trade estab-

lished the rule of i,ooo amperes per square inch of
cross-section.

Here is the comparison with the code:

Cir. Mils. R. ('. wires. B. T. W. P. wires.

2,000,000 1,050 1.570 1,670
1,000,000 550 785 1,000

4-0 210 166 312
127 83 185

6 46 21 65
14 12 3!4 16

In March, 1884, Prof. George Forbes read a paper
before the London Institution of Electrical Engi-
neers, in which he exhibited mathematical calcula-

tions showing the number of amperes neces-
sary to raise wires of given diameters to certain

temperatures, and also calculations -as to the effect

of insulated coverings. He pointed out that the
Board of Trade rule, 1,000 amperes per square inch,

was uneconomical for small conductors and act-

ually unsafe for those of large, though perhaps un-
usual, diameters
A. E. Kennelly read before the Edison convention

at Niagara Falls, in August, l88g, a description of

a series, of e.xperiments furnishing a great amount
of leliable information. He did not, however, make
experiments nor calculate tables upon the stranded
conductors that are generally used when larger than

0000 B. & S. is required; and as the conditions

in stranded conductors are quite different from those

in solid ones, there was still uncertainty as to the

proper current for large leads.

FIG. 5. ADDITIONAL POWER FACILITIES AT NIAGARA
FALLS.—BEAUTIFUL BLAST.

In November, 1896, Mr. Merrill, electrician for

the Chicago Board of Fire Underwriters, made ex-
periments in a station of the Chicago Edison com-
pany, the results of which were issued in his labora-
tory report No. 523, and are now published as part
of the code.

The maximum temperature to which a conductor
may be raised must be limited by several considera-

tions;

1. Heat increases the resistance of conductors.

2. Heat decreases the resistance of dielectrics.

3. Some kinds of dielectrics, notably rubber, will

soften at high temperatures and permit the metal
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to sink into them, bringing it nearer the surface of,

or, possibly, quite through, the insulating covering.

4, The temperature may rise to such an extreme

as to cause a conflagration.

In 1S88 a committee of the London Institution of

Electrical Engineers reported the following rule:

"The conductivity and sectional area of any con-

ductor should be so proportioned to the work it has

to do that if twice the current proposed be sent

through it the temperature of such conductor shall

not exceed 150 degrees F."

If 150 degrees F. is the maximum limit, it is hardly

possible to better the rule. It is supposable that

no one will object to a factor of safety of two. The
writer knows of one instance where, under very

careful experimental conditions, a fuse that had been

long in service successfully resisted current of twice

its rated capacity.

As a starting point Mr. Kennelly thought that 75

degrees F. represented a fair average condition, and

his experiments were built up from that point. It

was assumed that the temperature would increase

as the square of the current strength, That being

the case, a current sufficient to increase the tempera-

ture 18 degrees F. (to 93 degrees) would, if doubled,

raise it four times 18 degrees, or to 147, and just

within the committee's danger line.

As Mr. Kennelly's figure for 0000 insulated wire

run in molding is 175 amperes, and the new code
gives 210, then the rise in temperature under the

latter figure will be as 175- or 30,625 is to 210" or

44,100: and as the former rise was i8 the latter

will be 28, and doubling the current we shall ha\e
112, or to a maximum limit of 187 degrees. But 75
degrees is not the maximum condition. It is con-

ceivable that on a July day paneled wires may be
surrounded by a medium showing loo degrees F., and
it seems fair to suppose that if double the current in

cotton was found to be higher in temperature, with
the same current, than a bare one.
For a gutta-percha covering it is supposed that

radiation will be better than with rubber. Prof.
Forbes makes the proportion of thermal conduc-
tivity as 48 to 41 in favor of gutta-percha as com-
pared with rubber.

It is also highly probable that a conductor with
an ordinary wall of insulating material encased in

lead will bear more current than if protected by
rubber or gutta-percha alone. Mr. Fisher of the
Standard company placed upon a wooden fioor four
cables running side by side in the form of an ellip-

tical spiral. Unfortunately, lull data are not given,

but the calculated tables from the experiment show,
for a rise in temperature of 25 degrees, about the

same figures as the national code, and as the cables

lying side by side must have heated one another, it

is a fair inference that their radiating properties

under even conditions are rather better than for

bare wires. Undoubtedly cables suspended in air

will carry much more than the code allows. If

underground much will depend upon conduit ven-

tilation.

After heat has been brought to the surface of a

conductor and is radiating therefrom it causes the

particles of air in its vicinity to move away and to be
replaced by others, which are again moved and re-

placed, and so on. This process is called "convec-
tion."

The experiments of '89 showed that a No. 10 B.

& S. bare copper wire in a room from which drafts

of air have been carefully excluded will be raised

in temperature iS degrees F. from 75 degrees F. by
26 amperes, and Avill require 42 amperes to bring it

to the same temperature if the wire be suspended
out of doors upon a calm summer day.

In a room guarded against outside drafts the agi-

oS&o

op
Fig- 3- Fig. 2. Fig. I.

Fig. 4.

SAFE CARRYING CAPACITY FOR ELECTRICAL CONDUCTORS,

amperes given in the present code should be sent

through a wire in the condition indicated, its tem-
perature will be raised to 212 degrees.

Temperature limitations in an electrical conductor
depend upon:

1. Electrical conductivity.

2. Extent of radiating surface.

3. Nature of radiating surface.

4. Nature and condition of surrounding medium.
5. Specific heat of metal.

Extent of radiating surface depends first upon
form, a thin, flat strip having the greatest, a round
solid wire the least. A stranded conductor has, for

the same ohmic resistance, a larger circumference

than a solid one, and its surface is corrugated.

The cuts illustrate the effect of form on radiating

surface. Fig. i represents the cross-section of a

solid conductor. Fig. 2 is the same circular mil-

age made into a concentric strand of 37 wires. Fig.

3 is the same section in a cable containing seven

strands, each strand of seven wires. Fig. 4 is the

same surface in a rectangular cross-section.

Approximately the distances around them, count-

ing in all curves, in corrugations are as follows:

Linear inches.

Circle 8.27

Strand 12.22

Cable 14-14

Bar 22.73

And their radiating surfaces for equal lengths are

in that proportion.
Roughened surfaces will give off heat faster than

polished ones. If thoroughly blackened the co-

efficient of radiation is twice that of a polished sur-

face. If covered with a black insulating coverin.g

radiation will be still further promoted. Prof.
Forbes' calculations showed that the greater sur-
face obtained by applying an insulating covering
more than compensated, up to a certain thickness
of coating, for the poor thermal conductivity of the

insulator, and this was borne out by Kennelly's find-

ings. Two of the latter's curves disclose the fact

that a rubber-covered wire with an insulation 73 mils
thick had a temperature elevation 30 per cent, lower
than that attained by a wire of the same diameter
but only covered to a thickness of 11 mils. From
the tests the evidence was distinct that the effect

of an insulated covering was to cool the wires if

the covering was black; wire wound with white

tation of a fan near a current-bearing wire sensibly
decreased its temperature elevation.

The influence on radiation from convection and
from color also may be seen by grouping figures
from experiments for No. 0000 B. & S. gauge under
four different conditions, viz.:

Amperes.
Bright bare copper in a room with still air 162
Blackened bare copper in a room with still air 200
Bright bare copper out of doors, calm weather 322
Blackened bare copper out of doors, calm weather 340

Starting with the same temperature elevation and
attaining the same rise.

The influence of extent of radiating surface is

shown by comparing code allowances for the same
cross-section ; first, in one conductor No. 0000 gauge,
210 amperes; second, in two conductors of one
naught gauge, 254 amperes, 21 per cent, increase.
The percentage increase from one 2,000,000 cir-

cular mils conductor to two of 1,000,000 circular
mils each is from 1,050 to 1,300 amperes, or nearly
24 per cent.

It may be convenient to remember that with large
conductors there can be gained from 20 to 25 per
cent, in cooling effect By making a lead of two con-
ductors of one-half the cross-section required, in-

stead of using one conductor with the whole cross-
section required.

While convection is not directly proportional to
radiating surface, it seems to be to length, and Mr.
Kennelly gives as an approximate rule that in still

air the loss of energy due to convection has a mean
value of 0.00175 watt per linear centimeter for each
de.gree Centigrade of temperature elevation, or one
kilowatt for every 114 meters at 50 degrees C. tem-
perature rise.

Different quantities of heat arc required to raise
the temperature of a given weight of different sub-
stances a certain number of degrees. This is called
specific heat. For the reason that the specific heat
of iron is 25 per cent, greater than that of copper,
we may expect to find that iron wires safely carry
more current than is indicated by their compared
resistance with copper for the same cross-section.
For metals other than copper I have been able to

find but little information. Mr. Preece in 1888 fur-

nished very complete data on fusing effects, but as

these involve the capacity of the metal to resist melt-
ing, they are not reliable guides to effects of mod-
erate heat. In a catalogue issued some years ago

there are tables for carrying capacity of iron. These
give for the equivalent in cross-section of No. 10
B. & S. in galvanized iron wire a maximum safe
current of 12 amperes: for tinned wires, 12.3 amperes.
These figures are about one-half the code allowance
for same size rubber-covered copper wire. The re-
sistance given in the same table (6M; times that of
copper) indicates a low grade, electrically, of iron
wire.

In the same book German silver. No. 10 B. & S.,

having a resistance 16 2-3 times greater than copper,
is allowed a safe carrying capacity of 8.5 amperes.
The 16 per cent. German silver wire usually found
in the market of to-day has a resistance 18 times
that of copper.
No further explanations as to conditions accom-

pany the table just mentioned.
It is a law that the temperature of a conductor

increases as the square of the current strength if

the resistance is constant. As temperature rises
resistance increases; but it is also the fact that
greater activity in radiation and convection tend to
offset the effect of higher resistance, and experiments
have shown that, in a wire which is given a fair
chance to part with its heat, the rule approximately
holds good for an indefinite time.
For the same reasons and under the same condi-

tions, with a given rise in temperature the square of
the current varies as the cube of the diameter of a
round wire.

The law governing safe temperature "of a round
wire is expressed by the formula C=ad' where
C is the proper current in amperes, d diameter, a
the constant which is applied to suit conditions un-
der which the wire is to be used. Kennelly's con-
stant for insulated wire in molding is 560, if d be
in inches.

Solid No. 0000 B. & S. IS .46 inch diameter. That
figure raised to the S power is .312; .312X560=
174.72 amperes, which was for a long time the un-
derwriters' rule for No. 0000.
As the limit has been raised to 212 for rubber-

covered wires, it follows that the present constant
IS 212-H.312,, or 680 (nearly), and for weather-proofed
wires 3I2-^.3I2, or 1,000.

For stranded conductors let us consider a familiar
size, 500,000 circular mils, which by the latest cata-
logue (Roebling's) is of a diameter .819. For ease
in computation call it .82 (for neither stranding nor
carrying capacity are as yet exact sciences); (82) =

is .742. Code amperes for 500,000 circular mils are
390, which divided by .742 gives 526 as the constant
for rubber-covered strand. A similar process will
show 800 to be the constant for weather-proof strand.

It will be noted that the constants for stranded
conductors are smaller than for solid ones.
This is because the diameters for strands are

larger, in proportion to resistance, than for solid ones.
Previous to issuance of the present code the only

rule as to stranded wires that I was able to find was
given in an English publication by Stuart A. Rus-
sell on electric light cables. Speaking of Mr. Ken-
nelly's constant for solid wires (560) he said: "When
stranded conductors are used it must be remembered
that their resistance is about 28 per cent, greater
than that of a solid conductor of the same length
and diameter, owing to the loss of space in strand-
ing; and therefore the formula given must be modi-
fied so as to take this into account. It is evident
that the same amount of heat will be generated
whether the current C is passed through a resistance
R or a current

C

^'1.28

is passed through a resistance 1.28 R, and therefore
for stranded wires the constant 560 must be divided
by

K1.28,

making the formula C=:50od'-"
Acting upon this suggestion the writer, some years

ago, calculated a table for strands. Apparently
English manufacturers made their strands smaller
in diameter than the Americans, and my constant
figured 487 instead of 500. But it was questionable
whether air in the inter-spaces of a strand would
not so retard radiation as practically to counteract
effect of larger outside surface.

Mr. Merrill's results have demonstrated that there
is a counteracting influence, for the constant of 487
corrected by results of experiments becomes 434 Ifor

a limiting current of 174 amperes for 0000 (the old
rule).

It is probable that there is neither gain nor loss, so
far as heating effect is concerned, by making con-
ductors in concentric strands. This is corroborated
by an examination of the published code. We find

that 200,000 circular mils stranded conductor is al-

lowed 200 amperes, or one per i.ooo circular mils,

and that a No. 0000 solid conductor of 211,600 cir-

cular mils is allowed 210 amperes, or very nearly in

the same ratio. There may be advantage in using
the cable form; but it is doubtful.

Prof. Forbes, at one time, seriously proposed the

use of flat strips for underground conductors, but he
overlooked the fact that large surface means great
increase in cost of insulation. In those days the
wires were buried in the ground without the use
of conduits, a condition very unfavorable to active

convection. We can all remember that but a few
years ago conduits were not ventilated except as
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the nirinhole covers, from time to time, acted auto-

matically.

All data so far given in this paper are based upon
the action of direct current. There can be no doubt
that the heating effect of alternating current, espe-

cially in large conductors, must be considerably

greater than if direct current is used. But I have
no information on the subject and will not weary
you with speculation.

Electrical Power Plant at Rheinfelden
on the Rhine.'

Prominent among the rivers which present con-
ditions favorable to the erection of electrical power
plants is the Rhine, and particularly that part of it
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stand a pressure of 70 tons. When repairs are neces-
sary, bulkheads will be put in above and below the
turbines and the water will be drawn off by elec-
trically driven pumps.
As a result of the large quantity of water, 3,740

to 5,500 gallons per second, which passes through
each turbine, they all had to be built with a large
diameter and to operate at a slow speed of revolu-
tion. It was decided to run the turbines at 55 rev-

olutions per minute, and the design adopted was the
Francis reaction turbine, with two turbine wheels
superimposed. The wheels, which are seven feet SVti

inches in diameter and four feet one inch high, have
each 32 vanes, and the guide frames have each 36
blades, the distance between centers of the wheels
being 11 feet.

ELECTRICAL POWER PLANT AT RHEINFELDEN ON THE RHINE.—LOOKING UP HEAD RACE.

which extends from Reichenau to Basle, a distance

of 154 miles, in which there is a total fall of 1,120

feet. At Schaffhausen, where there is a fall of 90
feet, the Neuhausen Aluminum Works are already
established, and are using all the water that can
be diverted from the falls without destroying their

picturesque beauty. Below the confluence of the

Aar and the Rhine there is a constant flow of 77,000
gallons per second, and this circumstance, coupled
with the fact that the topography of the surround-
ing country is favorable to the location of factories,

and that in a stretch of the river i'Y2 miles long,

just above Rheinfelden, there are three rapids

with a mean fall of 23y2 feet, determined the location

of the great power plant which forms the subject of

the present article.

It was originally proposed to utilize the whole low-
water head of 25 feet, and the first plans estimated

that 11.000 horse power could be realized for an ex-
penditure of $2,500,000. The plans were finally modi-
fied by Prof. Intze of Aix-la-Chapelle, and it was
decided to use a head of only 16 feet, thereby con-

fining the construction to about 1,100 yards of the

river. It was estimated that to secure 15,000 horse
power, the cost of turbines and buildings alone,

exclusive of the electrical equipment, would be

$1,115,000. The contract was let to Escher, Wyss
& Co. of Zurich and Zschokke & Co. of Aarau.

Prof. C. Zschokke taking charge of the work under
the superintendence of Prof. Intze. The electrical

plant was built by the Allgemeine Elektricitats Ge-
sellschaft and the Oerlikon Works.
A plan of the works shows the location of the

dam, which is built clear across the river and con-
tains a sluiceway 65 feet in width, the head race

which leads the water to the turbines and the power
house. The crown of the dam is 6V:z feet broad, and
while the back of it has a steep angle, the face slopes

gently to the bed of the river. The head race is

170 feet wide, the wall on the river side being 23
feet high, five feet broad at the top and 13 feet at

the base. The entrance to the head race is protected
by screens to keep out rocks, boulders and rubbish.

Here also are located the gates which regulate the

flow of water. The sides of the head race are lined

with brick and cement. A sluiceway, 20 feet wide,

is provided on the right-hand side of the turbines

for letting out the ice from the front of the screens
in winter time.

The power house has 20 chambers, although only
10 of the 840 horse power turbines are at present in-

stalled. The chambers measure 18 feet by 33 feet

by 49 feet high. The partition walls are four feet

in thickness. Each chamber is supplied with a bal-

ance gate nine feet wide by 16 feet high for shutting
off the water. These gates are moved by a hand-
wheel in the dynamo room, which is situated above
the turbine chambers. The gates are built to with-

I From the Scientific American.

The lowest guide frame, which rests on a bearing
ring cast into concrete, conducts the outflow of the
lower half of the turbine to the tail race. A wrought-
iron receiver rests upon this guide frame and re-

ceives the outflow of the upper half of the lower
turbine and the lower half of the upper turbine and
conducts it into the tail race. Another wrought-iron
receiver on the upper guide frame leads away the
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lower turbine is sufficient to supply the necessary
power and the upper turbine is entirely cut off. As
the water of the river rises, decreasing the head,
the lower pair of valve chambers is opened first and
then the upper pair.

The three-phase alternating current system of
transmission was adopted, as this was considered to
be the most economical for this plant. At present
it will be operated at a potential of 6.800 volts, but
ultimately, as the demand increases, the voltage will
be raised to 16,500. The generators are of the in-
ductor type, with stationary armatures and rotating
pole pieces. They consist of two stationary arma-
ture rings which are connected both mechanically
and magnetically by the outside cover or frame.
The rings are built up of laminated plates and carry
the coils by means of projecting teeth. The in-
ductor ring is cast in sections and bolted to a mas-
sive spider which is keyed on the main shaft. Fifty-
five pole pieces of a general yoke shape are carried
upon the periphery of the ring.

The generators rest on a floor of concrete imme-
diately above the water tanks of the turbine. The
generator shaft, as already mentioned, is connected
to the turbine shaft by means of a flange coupling
which is welded on the inductor wheel, being keyed
to a boss near the center of the shaft. The great
size of the generator may be judged from the fact

that the outer cast-iron frame is 22 feet five inches
in diameter. It consists of four separate castings,
each of which has two standards or feet which rest

directly upon the cement floor of the engine room.
The frame is divided horizontally into two parts,

which are bolted together.

The turbine wheels on the lower part of the shaft
weigh altogether 35 tons, and the inductor wheel and
the upper shaft weigh 20 tons, making a total of 53
tons in all. This, of course, necessitates a very solid
support. It consists of two semi-circular castings and
is 15 feet in diameter. Its outer edge is carried by an
annular bed plate let into a cement foundation on the
concrete floor. To save the great waste of power
due to the friction of this load, oil is pumped into

the bearing under pressure of 350 pounds to- the
square inch. The oil, which is forced to the inside,

runs throught the vertical bearing and keeps it clean.

That which is forced outwardly is collected for use
again. The normal output of each dynamo is about
720 kilc^watts and the efficiency is calculated at 92
per cent. The machines are excited by three 150
horse power rotar}' transformers. Transformers are
also used for lighting the power house and the sur-
rounding grounds. Five of the generators will be
set aside for lighting and the other 15 are intended
for power and for electro-chemical works. The in-

sulators are built to withstand a working pressure of

16.500 volts. The three large insulators on one side

of the pole are for the lighting mains and the three

on the other side for the power mains. The mains
are of bare copper, and silicium bronze wires of

smaller diameter will be used for the telephone wires

ELECTRICAL POWER PLANT AT RHEINFELDEN ON THE RHINE.—CONSTRUCTION OF TURBINE CHAMBERS.

outflow from the upper guide frame. Both wheels
are carried on a 12 inch shaft, which is held by three

24 inch bearings of of lignum vita?, which is par-
ticularly suitable, on account of its hardness and
the large percentage of resin which it contains, for

bearings of this kind. The turbines are direct-con-

nected to the dynamos by means of a vertical shaft,

which is a continuation of the turbine shaft. This
works in a metal bearing carried on a cross frame-
work. Regulation is effected by cylinder gates in

the lower turbine by means of a four-part gate and
in the upper turbinei by two independent double
gates. When there is a high head of water, the

and testing wires, which are placed below the guard
nets. Charge for current for lighting purposes will

be about 10 cents as a maximum per unit, with a

scale of discount varying from five per cent., if the

average demand extends over 500 hours, to 80 per
cent, if it extends over 6.000 hours per year.

It is hoped that the construction of this fine plant

will transform the district of the Upper Rhine into

a manufacturing center of considerable note. The
company has acquired considerable tracts of land on
both the Baden and Swiss sides, which, it is hoped,

will in time be utilized for the erection of its manu-
facturing plants.
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The relative rights of a street railway company and

a passenger in the matter of transfers was the ques-

tion submitted by John Jenkins and the Brooklyn

Heights Railroad company to Justice Dickey of the

Supreme Court of New York for adjudication last

week. It appears that on October 14, 1895, the

plaintiff received a transfer ticket from the Mon-

tague street line to the Fulton street line, dated, and

the announcement that it was good for a ride only

until 2:40 o'clock. He received it 10 minutes before

that time. When he boarded a Fulton street car

the ID minutes had elapsed, the conductor de-

clined to accept the transfer, and when Mr. Jenkins

refused to pay his fare the conductor ejected him

from the car. Mr. Jenkins was then arrested, but was

discharged by a police justice. The counsel for the

railroad company said that the reason Mr. Jenkins

was arrested was because he had created a disturbance

on the car. He commenced an action against the

company for $10,000 damages, and it was in dismiss-

ing this suit that Justice Dickey said that the company

only issued transfer tickets as an accommodation
' and a convenience to the passengers, and it had

a right to make rules regulating the transfer tickets

and to limit the time when the tickets could be used.

He said the plaintiff was not entitled to ride without

the payment of a fare and therefore the conductor

properly took steps to eject him. The plaintifif, he

said, might have had an action for the recovery of

five cents fare, if it had been paid, but he had no

right to remain and seek violence.

Municipal ownership in England has been extolled

so highly that the intimation that there exists cause

for criticism in the action of the advocates of this

policy will be a severe shock as well as a surprise

to those who have been led to believe that perfec-

tion had been attained by English municipalities in

the management of their affairs. But the London

Electrical Engineer breaks the charm. It says:

There have recently been discussions in one or two
town councils in connection with the payment of

deputations in search of information as to municipal

electric lighting. No doubt the agitation at this sea-

son of the year is mostly prompted by electioneering

considerations, but, nevertheless, it loses none of its

absurdity. To say—as one councillor said—that,

after they had spent all that money, the committee

were as ignorant as they were before, is an imputa-

tion of imbecility which makes us wonder what body
of voters could fail to detect it. As regards the

principle of the thing, if one does not intend to profit

by one's neighbors' experience and mistakes, then

by all means do away with deputations. But when
business men try to conduct municipal affairs with-

out detriment to their private business, it is childish

to suggest that they select Saturday for visiting

other towns on purpose to have a week-end at the

seaside. The experience which they undoubtedly

gain is used for the benefit of their town, and is re-

markably cheap at the price which is usually paid

for it—namely, bare traveling and out-of-pocket ex-

penses.

Can it be possible that English officials resort to

such measures? Perish the thought! No doubt an

investigation would disclose the fact that Yankees

had crept into the town councils and succeeded in

bringing these bodies into ill repute.

American street railway men, especially those in-

terested in the use of storage batteries, will be inter-

ested in the experiments at Zurich and Remscheid,

which have been described in a paper by Ludwig

Schroder before the Elektrotechnischer Verein. The

battery was used as an auxiliary, and the experiment

of connecting it directly across the terminals of the dy-

namo without using an automatic cell was successfully

tried. The current and voltage curves which were

taken showed that the output of the generators varied

between 72 and 102 amperes in the dynamo circuit,

while the line fluctuated from 20 to 210 amperes.

The voltage on the line circuit was quite constant,

the. maximum variation being between 535 and 560.

The battery has been in service 2V2 years, and for

nine months has been connected directly to the dy-

namo terminals. The coal consumption has de-

creased to 3.9 pounds per car-mile. On the Rem-

scheid lines there are some heavy gradients, and in

a total length of 6.8 miles there is only 180 feet on

level roadbed. Motors in 40 manufacturing estab-

lishments are also connected to the line circtiit. The

power station equipment consists of three boilers

working at 120 pounds pressure, four Mclntosh-

Seymour 160 horse power engines and four 100
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kilowatt generators. To meet the increased demand
for power for factories, a storage battery was in-

stalled consisting of 250 Hagen cells having a ca-

pacity of 648 ampere-hours, with a rate of discharge

of 216 amperes. The four compounded dynamos
were connected as shunt machines in parallel with

the battery, and a booster designed to give 600 am-
peres at 100 volts was placed in series with it. The
battery is credited with having effected a wonderful
saving.

An alderman of the city of Manchester is reported

by an English contemporary to have said that "it

was a mistaken notion to suppose that Manchester
was the home of engineering," yet that is the com-
mon belief in England, and it will probably require
more than the assurance of this city father to con-
vince the English people that they are far behind the
times. The remark just quoted was made by a
member of the committee appointed by the City
Council of Manchester some time ago to visit Ger-
many and Austria and investigate the engineering
professions, the technical educational institutions and
the terms of apprenticeship of those countries. On
their return, one of the aldermen, speaking of the
comparative intelligence of the English and German
artisans, said: "In England our workpeople are
only about half savages compared with the intelligent

artisans of Germany;" and another member of the
committee admitted that in all the electrical in-

stallations he had seen on the Continent the engines
and apparatus were of foreign manufacture, and he
had never beheld finer engines anywhere than he
had seen abroad. A member of the Amalgamated
Engineers, who accompanied the party, said that

before his visit to the Continent he had always
maintained that England could make the best en-

gines and dynamos, but he had come back with an
altered opinion, and was bound to admit that he
had seen work in Germany and Austria which would
put to shame s. great deal of the work done in Eng-
land. It is evident from these brief extracts that

many intelligent Englishmen are awakening to a

realization of their true position. If they desire to

add to their information and pursue their investiga-

tions until they are in position to take a compre-
hensive view of the situation, they should send a

delegation to this country to make an examination
here and prepare an unbiased and unprejudiced re-

port.

Those who fondly imagine that the application

of electricity to the operation of trunk lines is near

at hand may be disappointed in the utterances of

Dr. Hutchinson before the New York Railroad

Club, which are reproduced elsewhere; but his views
should be carefully considered. His conclusion that

the improvements and advancements made during
the last 15 years had not materially advanced the elec-

tric motor in this branch of the service will not

find many supporters among progressive railroad

men, although it must be admitted, on the other hand,

that many of the claims made for the electric loco-

motive in connection with trunk-line service are

absurdly extravagant.

Dr. Hutchinson pronounced the experiment of the

New Haven system as trolley service on 2 large scale

and would not admit the possibility of a modifica-

tion of this plan being adopted upon steam trunk

lines. The speaker criticized the officials of the

New Haven road for their attitude upon the ques-

tion. "I think a great deal of harm has been done

by the indiscriminate laudation of this third-rail

system. It has created an impression on the minds

of the public generally that electricity is applicable

to any kind of a steam line. In one case particularly

I hat I know of, this loose talk was the cause of a

loss of nearly $150,000. The people in question had

gone to the expense of developing a water power

plant for operating an electric road under condi-

tions that were utterly unsuitable for electric serv-

ice. I was sent out to examine it, and advised them

to discard all their electrical machinery and use

steam locomotives. The head of the enterprise told

me that he had been led to the adoption of electricity

by the fact that the New York, New Haven and

Hartford road was using it." We hope that Dr.

Hutchinson is not so foolish as to hold tlie New
Haven officials responsible for the blunder of his

clients.
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National Electric Light Association Will
Meet in Chicago Next Year.

At the meeting of the executive committee of the

National Electric Light association, held in New
York on Monday, President Samuel InsuU of Chi-

cago, Vice-president George R. Stetson of New
Bedford, F. A. Gilbert of Boston, John A. Seely of

New York, W. McLea Walback of Montreal,

George A. Redman of Rochester, A. J. De Camp of

Philadelphia, E. H. Stevens of Elizabeth, N. J., and

W. Worth Bean of St. Joseph, Mich., were present,

as well as ex-Presidents James I. Ayer and E. A.
Armstrong. George Urban of Buffalo was also in

attendance. After some discussion it was decided

to hold the next convention of the association in

Chicago in May or June, leaving the exact date to

be selected by the president.

Next year's convention will be the twenty-first

held by the association and the third in Chicago.

The organization was formed in this city at a meet-
ing held in the Grand Pacific Hotel on February
25, 1885. Four years later, when it had grown to be

a large and hnportant society, it again vished Chi-

cago, and the convention of that year, in the old

Exposition building on the Lake Front, with its at-

tendant display of electrical apparatus, was a very

successful one, with a large attendance and much
enthusiasm. After a nine-year interval, Chicago will

again be the scene of the association's annual meet-

ing, and while it is too early to make predictions,

there is no risk in saying that the committee will

in negotiation for some time.

New Management for the Walker Com-
pany.

On January 1st the business of the Walker com-
pany of Cleveland will pass into the hands of east-

ern capitalists who have purchased the property.

The new owners include ex-Governor R. P. Flower
of New Y'ork; Anthony N. Brady, the street rail-

way magnate of Brooklyn; J. W. Hinkley, presi-

dent of the United States Casualty company, and
others. It is rumored that the company will be con-

solidated with the General Electric company or

with the Westinghouse company, but this is denied

by representatives of the latter corporations. The
Walker company has a stock and bond issue amount-
ing to $5,000,000, and is a large manufacturer of elec-

trical machinery, particularly for street railways.

It has been notably successful in the export trade.

The officers are: President, J. W. Hinkley; vice-

president, Sidney H. Short; treasurer, F. W. Fer-

guson; manager of sales, H. McL. Harding. It is

said that the list of officers will remain unchanged,
for some time at least. The purchasers of the stock

have been minority holders, and the deal has been
in ngotiation for some time.

Chicago Edison Club.

About 90 gentlernen sat down to the bi-monthly
dinner of the Chicago Edison Club (which is com-
posed of department men of the Chicago Edison
company) at Metzger's Restaurant, on November
iSth. President InsuU, Controller Anthony and
General Superintendent Ferguson were present.

Dinner was served at 6:30 p. in., and afterward W. G.

Carlton read a paper on "Electrical Work at Ni-

agara," followed by one on "Steam Piping," pre-

pared by C. G. Y'. King. Mr. Ferguson gave an

informal talk on the three-phase system of alternat-

ing current distribution, pointing out its value in

supplying outlying districts in cities from a cen-

trally located power station. The raeetmg proved
to be both pleasant and profitable.

Trolley Conduit Railway in a Flood.

The behavior during flood times of an electric

street railway operated on the open conduit trolley

system, such as the Metropolitan Street Railway
company of New York is so extensively laying down,
is of interest to the public. While no flooding of

the conduit has ever occurred on the Lenox avenue
line in New Y'ork, it has been averred that, if it were
flooded, traffic would necessainly stop, owing to

short-circuit, until the water had been run off. That
this has not been the case in practice is shown by
an interesting experience on the line of the Metro-
politan Traction company in Washington, D. C.

On October g, 1897, as the result of a heavy rain-

storm, a stretch of track some 150 feet long on the

F street line became completely flooded, the water

filling and overflowing the conduit, as it was unable

to run off by the usual sewer connection, which was
cut off. According to the statement of Mr. Weaver,
president of the road, although the conduit was
completely filled with water for nearly two hours,

the station was not short-circuited, nor were the

water rheostats called into requisition. The normal
load of the feeder for the section is 300 amperes;
the load during the time the conduit was flooded

was 600 amperes, and the cars were also operated on
the sections on laoth sides of that which was under
water. "The water was practically pure, and this

partially accounts for the small additional load.

The Washington electrical conduit system, al-

though its conduit had been several times flooded,

has never yet been tied up, it is said, except once

when the water almost covered the floors of the

cars and flooded the motors. At other times the

line has been operated by means of a reducing rheo-
stat. The present instance is the only one in which
the flooded section has been operated directly from
the generators without reducing medium. It was
estimated that the pressure of the current on the
cars in the center of the flooded portion was about
250 volts.

Lake View Central Station Sold to the
Chicago Edison Company.

Tho central station plant of the Western Light
and Power company at 600 Lincoln avenue, Chi-
cago, recently illustrated in the Western Electrician,

has been sold to interests which are understood to
represent the Chicago Edison company. The capi-

tal stock of the corporation, amounting to $100,000,

was transferred to a syndicate headed by John J.
Schayer, who, the Chicago Record states, has been
an agent for the Edison company. Negotiations
with Max Eichberg, president and principal owner,
have been pending for several weeks, with the result

that he released the property at terms which are
said to place the purchase in the neighborhood of

$300,000.

The company is in exclusive possession of the elec-

trical illuminating field of Lake View and operates
under a 50-year franchise covering the entire town-
ship. The grant was made in i886 by the Town
Board, consolidation with the city of Chicago not
having been effected at that time, and is the only
one of its kind in existence. Mr, Eichberg became
interested in the property in 1890, purchasing from
the Thomson-Houston company the plant of the
Lake View Electric Light company, the former cor-

poration having secured possession through fore-

closure proceedings. The plant was small and the
equipment inadequate, while the franchise was not
particularly valuable. The Western Light and
Power franchise was then controlled by otlier in-

terests, which had obtained it from the Town Board,
and the grant was acquired by Mr. Eichberg for

about $60,000. The plant was rebuilt and equipped
with later improvements for electric lighting, while
the overhead system of wires was extended through
the township. The growth of business required an
enlargement of the power house, and in its present

state the plant is well built and efficient. Nothing
of the original plant remains.

It is stated that the gross earnings of the property
are about $49,000 a year and the expense of operating
about $30,000, leaving net earnings of $19,000, which,
after deducting $6,000 for bond interest, amounts
to 13 per cent, on the capital stock. The basis of

purchase is said to be about si.x per cent.

Telegraph in Spain.

The twenty-fifth anniversary of the formation of the
Direct Spanish Telegraph company was commemo-
rated on November 6th by the officers and employes
at the London office. The event recalls the fact

that on December 31, 1872, communication was first

established between the Lizard and Bilbao; but, ow-
ing to the Carlist war, it was interrupted from
August 18, 1873, to May s, 1874, when the cable was
diverted from Bilbao to Satander, and communi-
cation was not restored with Bilbao until April, 1876,

The Marseilles-Barcelona cable was laid in 1S74.

When the cable was first opened the Siemens polar-

ized relay was used, but owing to the prevalence
of strong earth currents, resort was made to mirror
working. The Allan Brown relay was then adopted,

doing away with mirror working. In March, 1881,

und,erground cables were laid between the Lizard and
Falmouth, to enable direct working thence to Bil-

bao. On January i, 1883, communication was es-

tablished between London and Bilbao, also between
London and Madrid, a distance of about 1,300 miles;

this being the longest Morse circuit in practical

daily use from London. In May, 1884, a new cable

was laid between Bilbao and Kennack in Cornwall,
and since that time communication with Spain has
been uninterrupted with one or two exceptions. In

January, 1891, owing to great increase of traffic, the

system was duplexed, and additional offices opened,
and in January, 1895, Liverpool and Manchester were
added to the list of the company's stations.

Sale of Storage Battery Road Confirmed.

Judge Showalter on Friday, November 19th, en-

tered an order confirming the sale under foreclos-

ure of the Englewood and Chicago electric street

railway October 12th.

Before entering his order Judge Showalter listened

to a strong protest against it. Attorney Frederick
R. Babcock of the firm of Winston & Meagher and
William Burry of Runnels & Burry, representing

holders of unsatisfied claims against the Engle-
wood and Chicago property, and Levy Mayer, rep-

resenting the reorganization committee, composed
of Alfred S. Heidelbach, Samuel R. Shipley, Jules

S, Bach and Isaac L. Rice, engaged in a heated de-

bate, which lasted four hours.
The opposition to the sale was based on two points,

the principal contention being that the upset price

of $250,000 fixed on the property was altogether too
low, considering the fact that the court had author-

ized $325,000 worth of receiver's certificates, all of

which, with the exception of $16,635, were issued.

The road was purchased by the reorganization com-
mittee on a bid of $260,000, and after legal fees and

expenses were deducted from this amount there was
left only sufficient to pay 71 cents on the dollar of
the face value of the receiver's certificates issued.
Though most of the certificates were originally
taken or later bought up by the reorganization com-
mittee members, there are now about $8,500 of them
held outside of the committee and about $35,000 of
claims against the property still unadjusted, but pro-
vided for by the certificates.

The authorization of receiver's certificates is gen-
erally regarded as the assurance of the court that
the property against which they are issued is worth
at least enough more than the amount of the certifi-

cates to return for them on sale 100 cents on the
dollar. Rarely is the upset price fixed upon a prop-
erty in a foreclosure sale less than the amount of
the receiver's certificates issued, though in this case
the upset price was more than 20 per cent, less than
the amount of the certificates, without allowing any-
thing at all for a large bill of legal expenses which
had first to come out of the proceeds of the sale.

Further than this, a good percentage of the pro-
ceeds .arising from the sale of certificates went into
the completion and equipment of the Englewood
and Chicago property, and the property when it

was sold represented money thus invested in addi-
tion to its value before the receiver's certificates

were authorized.

Telephone News from the Northwest.
[From the Minneapolis correspondent of the Western Elec-

trician.

1

The Wisconsin Telephone company has an-
nounced a 20 per cent, reduction in rates at Menom-
onie. Wis., from January ist. The city recently
granted a franchise to J. E. Keelyn for an opposition
company.
A. T. Hess, a director in the Mutual Telephone

company of Des Moines, la., has sued the com-
pany to prevent a loan of $15,000. This company is

just getting its exchange in operation and has over
1,000 instruments in position. Hess claims that the
company is being wrecked by the management and
is incurring more debts than the articles of incor-

poration warrant.
The opposition to the request for a franchise by

the American Telephone and Telegraph company
at Duluth, Minn., has been strong and the demands
of the council so burdensome that the company has

withdrawn from that field and will seek a franchise

in West Superior, Wis., and not attempt to do busi-

ness in Duluth.
The F. E. Bell Telephone company has com-

pleted the extension of its lines to Lodi, Wis. This
company will extend to other points in the spring.

The Rocky Mountain Bell Telephone company
has completed connection to Gaylord, Mont.
The Ottumwa Telephone company of Ottumwa,

la., has been incorporated with $40,000 capital stock,

and has begun work on its system. The wires in

the down-town district will be underground. The
company is rushing work to the utmost limit and
expects to have the system in operation by January
1st.

The long-distance telephone system, which now
barely touches the upper peninsula of Michigan, is

to be extended to Escanaba, Mich., and later to Ish-

peming and Houghton.
The Wisconsin Telephone company announces

that it will probably make long-distance connection
with Ashland, Wis.
The Wisconsin Valley Telephone company has

awarded the contracts to construct lines to New
Richmond from Shell Lake, Wis., and also to Su-
perior. Work has been begun.

J. E. Tomlinson of the Iowa and Dakota Tele-

phone company has been at Vermillion, S, D., look-

ing over the territory with a view to establishing an
exchange there.

C. L. Vaughn will put in an exchange in Churches
Ferry, N. D., if sufficient business develops,

A telephone exchange will be installed at Brook-
ings, S. D., at once.

The Harrison Telephone company has received

its switchboard for the Rapid City, S. D., exchange,

and will shortly put in the instruments.

Glencoe, Minn., complains that the Northwestern
Telephone Exchange company will not allow mes-
sages from the Western Union lines to be trans-

ferred to its system at Carver, Minn., though the

toll be paid. As Glencoe has not through tele-

phone connection with the Twin Cities, this is an

annoyance to those in that city who desire to reach

the Twin Cities.

The long-distance telephone system will shortly

connect with Glenwood, Minn.
The Forman Telephone company of Forman,

N. D., is an applicant for a right-of-way through
Richland county. North Dakota, to reach Wahpe-
ton. The county commissioners are disinclined to

give the permission.

American Street Railway Association.
Some delay has been occasioned in the publica-

tion of the proceedings of the Niag.ira Falls con-

vention of the American Street Railway asociation,

but the distribution of the report will be made upon
December loth. The stenographer's trunk, contain-

ing the report of the convention, was on the train

which went into the Hudson, and it required consid-

erable labor and expense to reproduce the transac-

tions.
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Swiss Power Transmission Plants.^

By WiLKRiD L. Spence.

The town lighting supply station at Zurich and
Neuchatel are typical cases of single-phase plant. The
demand in the former place having outgrown the

supply, it is eked out by a motor alternator (and

not. as has been frequently stated, by a rectifier) and
battery plant at the remote end of a feeder. At Neu-
chatel the alternators are especially arranged for

running, if desired, at some future time as two-phase
machines. Baden and Chevres (city of Geneva sup-

ply) are excellent examples of two-phase machinery,
the distribution being purely two-phase alternating

in the former and hybrid in the latter. Three-phase
plant is exemplified on a large scale for long-distance

transmission at Oerlikon and at the Zurich works
of Escher, Wyss & Co. Single-phase transmission

for power purposes is not used to any very consid-
erable extent, and it will not be considered further,

although it has been stated that the memorable ex-
periments at Frankfort were originally intended to

be with this class of machine, and only by the acci-

dent of having a three-phase generator at hand was
a polyphase current employed.
The works of the Maschinen-Fabrik Oerlikon are

largely driven by electrical power obtained from
Hochfelden, distant nearly 14M: miles. Three-phase
current at 50 periods is generated at S6 volts, and
after transformation to 13.000 volts is transmitted over
a line consisting of four wires placed symmetrically at

the corners of a square of ig% inches side at a height
of about 25 feet above the ground. The four wires,

of which one is spare, are carried on oil insulators;

each wire is four miJlimeters (0.158 inch) diameter,

the material copper, and the resistance 31 ohms.
At Oerlikon, the current, after being reduced in

pressure to 190 volts, is distributed to induction mo-
tors, some of which are started by directly switch-
ing on the full pressure without resistance; other
motors are furnished with slip rings, and have three-

circuit starting resistance and switches to corre-
spond. The line loss is given at 7.5 per cent, of the
initial high-tension voltage with 18 amperes per
phase. This apparent load of 400 kilowatts furnished
by two of the three 200 kilowatt hydro-electric gen-
erators running at full load corresponds to an act-

ual net load of 310 kilowatts on the low-tension
secondary at Oerlikon. The efficiency of the step-

down transformers is not stated, but taking into ac-

count their size and the space occupied by the in-

sulation necessary for 13,000 volts, it will probably
not exceed, say, 95 per cent., and on this assumption
the power factor appears to be slightly over 87 per
cent.—-namely, ratio of apparent to true watts on
the high-tension side at Oerlikon. This is undoubt-
edly a high result, and it is attained by the extensive
use made of synchronous machines, there being one
such motor of 170 horse power and another of 80
horse power, and in addition a steam-driven alterna-

tor of 65 kilowatts, over-excited, and run in parallel

with the power circuits, but doing little or no other
work than acting as a phase controller.

With such a long transmission line as 14 miles,

it might be expected that there would be a very con-
siderable amount of self-induction to compensate,
but this does not appear tO' be the case. The Ma-
schinen-Fabrik Oerlikon states that the "effect of

induction on the line is not of importance, and can
be neglected;" hence it would appear that the re-

duced factor is entirely due to the induction motors,
some of which will always be running lightly loaded.
It is noteworthy that the lighting and power cir-

cuits at Oerlikon are kept distinct, the bulk of the
lamps being fed with continuous current. There
may be a special reason for this, as the hydro-elec-
tric power available is inadequate to run the whole
works, steam auxiliary plant being regularly in use.

Just here it is interesting to make a rough calcu-

lation of what could be accomplished with a high-
tension continuous current over the same 14 miles

of line and using the same amount of copper. The
basis of comparison, if not scientifically accurate, is an
eminently practical one. The commercial transmis-
sion efificiency may be put thus: There are two' 200
kilowatt generators running together fully loaded at

Hochfelden, and affording a net load of 310 kilowatts

on the secondary at Oerlikon. For direct-current

transmission the three active line wires, having each
a resistance of 31 ohms, will be combined into two
of equal section, affording a complete circuit with
a resistance of 19.4 ohms. The efficiency of two di-

rect-current transformers to give a combined output
of 310 kilowatts on the secondary will be 93.5 per
cent., so that 331.55 kilowatts must be delivered as

high-tension current. This leaves 68.45 kilowatts as

the line loss, corresponding to a current of 40.69
amperes, to a primary generating pressure of 9,830
volts, to a line drop of 1,631 volts, and to a terminal
electromotive force of 8,149 volts. Present experi-

ence with high-tension commutators goes to show
that these pressures, while undesirable on a single

machine, would be perfectly practicable if divided
over two with the neutral connection earthed. This
is a remarkable result, as the direct current primary
pressure is fully 35 per cent, less than that actually

used with the three-phase current.

Another instructive example of three-phase trans-

mission was seen at the very fine and extensive Zurich
works of Escher. Wyss & Co. The hydro-electric

power house is actuated at Zufikon, Bremgarten, dis-

tant about 12^ miles. There are four alternators of

I. From the London Electrical Engineer.
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224 kilowatts each, driven by a 325 horse power tur-
1)ine. Three-phase, 50 period current is generated at
5,000 volts and distributed in seveial directions, some
Mo horse power each going to Oerlikon and Wohlon,
60 kilowatts to Sebach, about 250 horse power to
a flour mill in Ziirich. and about 400 kilowatts to
Messrs. Escher, Wyss & Co. The Zurich line con-
sists of two three-wire feeders, each conductor being
of copper 7.7 millimeters in diameter carried on
double-shed porcelain insulators. The actual resist-
ance of each wire is not known to the author, but
it should be about 7.85 ohms. The conductors are
symmetrically arranged three on each side of the
post on the same number of cross-arms, the distance,
bofthvertical and horizontal, between contiguous wires
being 17% inches. The normal maximum load dur-
ing the daytime is about 400 kilowatts, and the line

loss about IS per cent. The load consists entirely of
induction motors, many running more or less light,

hence the power factor is only 75 per cent. As at

Oerlikon, a synchronous motor is run continuously
to compensate for the lagging current. In this case,

however, the machine is a very large one, the three-

phase armature being wound for 210 volts and 500
amperes at a speed of 750 revolutions, and it runs
absolutely without external load so as to secure the
best regulation. The cost of this machine, with
starting and synchronizing gear, was about ^480, or
only i2 13s. per kilovvatt, the speed being very high.

Here also the lighting is carried out with direct

curre)nts on a three-wire system, it being considered

undesirable to have lamps on the motor circuits.

During the summer the direct-current lighting ma-
chines, aggregating 60 horse power, are driven by
a three-phase motor, but in winter larger generators

are required, and they are then run by a steam engine.

Again comparing with a direct-current transmis-

sion. Three of the 7.7 millimeter wires, each 7.85

ohms resistance when combined into two, will give

a circuit resistance of 10.46 ohms. Allowing a total

loss of 36.25 per cent, (corresponding to 15 per cent,

line drop and a 75 per cent, power factor) it is found
that with a primary generating pressure of 5,000

volts a current of 173 amperes can be transmitted,

giving a net power of 550 kilowatts, available on the

high-tension side at Ziirich. This, of course, is very

largely in excess of what is now actually obtained.

Two-phase transmission is not, so far as the author

is aware, used in Switzerland over any long dis-

tances.

The Baden plant, installed by Brown, Boveri &
Co., is an excellent example of two-phase apparatus.

Tbe generators are each composed of two electrically

and magnetically independent single-phase alterna-

tors of what is known in this country as the West-
inghouse type. In appearance they are almost iden-

tical with the two-phase generators subseciuently ex-

hibited by that company at Chicago. Each half

machine is independently regulated, and the several

alternators are paralleled in the power house. The
frequency is 40 periods and the voltage only 1,000,

the town feeders being barely a mile long, while

Brown, Boveri & Co.'s feeder is only five-eighths

of a mile in length. In these works power is dis-

tributed at 115 volts by two-phase induction motors
driving principally short lengths of shafting. These
motors, running up to 30 horse po\^erj^ are started

without resistance, but also without load, by means
of a slack belt gear. Some smaller motors are

started indifferently with or without load and with-

out resistance, but all machines on public supply-

circuits must be provided either with a reducing
transformer, or preferably with slip rings, and an
appropriate starting resistance for the rotor circuit.

The latter disposition is the better one, as motors
get under weigh with full load torque without tak-

ing more than the normal full load current. The
crane motors in these shops are all three-phase

machines running with the very low frequency of

13 periods per second. Current for them is fur-

nished by slip rings on a two-pole direct-current ma-
chine coupled to a two-phase induction motor, an
arrangeinent, as will be seen, which removes from
direct connection with the main circuits those mo-
tors most liable to frequent starts, stops, reversals

and variations of load. The main shop motors are,

of course, run continuously during working hours.

The factory lights are principally tapped through
special transfonners on the town feeder, only a few

being fed from their own power circuit. Brown,
Boveri & Co. wish it to be borne in mind in con-

nection with this plant that it was designed and laid

down in 1892, a fact which will account for the di-

vergence from, modern practice in several of the

details.

Perhaps the finest example of hydro-electric work
in Switzerland, and certainly one of the most well

considered, is the station at Chevres, on the Rhone,
supplying Geneva with two-phase. 45 period current

at 2,500 volts. The distance is not great, being about

3% miles, with an underground transmission line

composed of four conductors, each 0.76 square inch

in section. The generators are simply two single-

phase machines of an inductor type superposed on
a vertical shaft. Each phase is regulated independ-

ently, and the alternators are to be paralleled in

the power house. The general arrangement of these

dynamos is rather good in that a considerable fly-

wheel effect is obtained without undue weight on
the shaft, and to the extent that there is no moving
wire it appears preferable to the Niagara design,

which would not in any case have answered at Chev-
res, because current suitable for lighting is a prime
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necessity. In passing, it may be noted that these
machines give considerably less electromotive force
than was anticipated, and the difference is made up
by boosters—"survolteurs." At the receiving end
in Geneva there are several systems of distribution.
One. a three-wire direct-current supply at 2X1 10 volts;
another, an alternating network at the same pressure;
a two-phase power circuit at 500 volts, also used for
street lighting; and fourth, the trolley system, direct
current, at 500 to 550 volts. The first and last of
these are fed through rotary converters, made by
the Alioth company of Munchenstein, Bale, and it

is noteworthy that, notwithstanding the independent
control over each phase at Chevres, the constancy
of pressure at Geneva was greatly increased when
these rotaries were started up. Unfortunately, ow-
ing to the stoppage of the Chevres plant since the
close of the exhibition, the experience with these
converters has not been very great, but Col. Tur-
rettini has informed the author that the working of
the 2X1 10 volt lighting machines was not attended
by any sparking, and they are believed to have been
entirely satisfactory. These rotary converters are
really very fine specimens of their class, and ap-
peared to be thoroughly well designed and put to-
gether. A description of one of the two types

—

that with a Gramme armature—has been published
in this country, but the larger machines, with drum
armatures, have not previously been described.
This latter form is preferred by the Alioth company]
who have very kindly placed the following particu-
lars at the author's disposal:
The machine takes current at 360 volts alternating

on the slip rings from two 80 kilowatt transformers—one for each phase, at a speed of 33'6 revolutions
per minute, delivers 560 volts and 268 amperes at
the commutator brushes. The armature is 34%
inches diameter by 11% inches long. There are
320 slots, and the same number of coils and com-
mutator bars. The winding is of copper wire 2.5
millimeters diameter. The armature weighs 6,400
pounds, and carbon brushes are used. The magnet
yoke is of cast-iron, carrying 16 steel limbs and
pole-pieces, and absorbing 1.150 watts for excita-
tion. The complete machine weighs 26,000 pounds.
It is started by a regulating transformer of only five
kilowatts, used, however, as a reducer, the starting
current being slightly in excess of that at full load,
and the requisite electromotive force only 12 volts
or so.

The method, while evidently very efficient from the
point of view of regula_tion, is obviously no royal
road to overcoming loss' on the line. Between light
load with its lagging current and heavier load with
its leading current there is apparently only one point
where the power factor becomes unity, and then
only are generators, line, and com'erters working
individually and collectively at their best, or at what
should be their best. At all other times the losses
must be considerably greater than correspond to
the work done. This particular method is not, so
far as can be learned, in use in Switzerland at pres-
ent. Any required variation on the direct-current
side is there obtainable either by regulation of the
static transformers, which reduce the line pressure
2,500 volts to 360 volts for the slip rings, or by
boosters on the primary. Other analogous arrange-
ments are possible, and, in the author's opinion,
preferable to compounding, which, however, is sim-
ple and automatic.

Reverting now for a moment to the claims al-

ready enumerated which have been advanced for

polyphase power transmission plant. At Hochfelden
(Oerlikon) the three-phase dynamos comply with
the claims: they are relatively small and inexpensive,
are highly efficient, generate at a low pressure, which
is transformed without difficulty to a very high one,

and but for the inductive load would have a small
pressure drop. The line, for reasons stated, does
not show the 23 per cent, economy in copper which
the three-phase system is supposed to efTect over a

direct-current line. The motors at Oerlikon are

doubtless quite satisfactory. Their use. however,
entails a low power factor (reducing the available

horse power some 13 to 15 per cent.). This reacts

on the generators, and tends to cause a pressure
drop of 15 per cent, or so, which is compensated at

the cost of larger machines. At Bremgarten (Escher.

Wyss & Co.'s) the same remarks apply to the gen-
erators and to the line. The motors are not quite

so simple as claimed, being, in fair sizes, started

with resistance in the rotor circuit. Their general

rise at all sorts of loads causes a very low power
factor, not greater thaji 75 per cent. At Baden
(Brown, Boveri & Co.'s) the two-phase alternators

do not comply with any of the claims made for poly-

phase apparatus, but their construction does make
it practicable to operate motors and lights together.

The line has none of the advantages pertaining to

polyphase circuits, the power and lighting feeders

being distinct. The factory motors in medium
sizes fulfill the claims, but are started with a slack

belt gear. At Chevres (Geneva) the foregoing re-

marks apply to the alternators and to the trans-

mission line.

With regard to lighting, it seems to be generally

admitted that in connection with induction motors
running under variable load, really good results

cannot be obtained at all on the three-phase system.

If lamps must be connected to the motor circuits,

then a four-wire lighting distribution, supplied, if

possible, by a separate feeder, should be used. With
a two-phase system and single magnetic current

^
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generators the same remarks apply. A practicable
result is obtained with independently controlled
phases, but even then separate feeders are most de-
sirable, and at the best one circuit—say. the lighting
—is closely regulated at the expense ot the other

—

the power circuit. In all cases where the transmis-
sion line is a long one, synchronous motors, or their

equivalent, are essential at the receiving end.

It may be objected that in each of the three ex-
amples—Oerlikon. Zurich and Eaden—the plant is

not of the most modern design, and that with ma-
turer experience the generators and transformers
could be constructed with a smaller drop, and the
motors with smaller air space and less magnetizing
current. This may or may not be valid, but it re-

mains that those who have had most experience
consider that alternators with a potential drop of

four to five per cent, at the lamps and about 15 per
cent, at the motors are about as good as can be
made.
Having said so much about the system generally,

it is due to add that from the factory manager's
point of view two and three-phase motors are per-

fectly satisfactory. Not too much need be made of

starting under load and without resistance, because
the same claim can be made for direct-current shunt
motors, and because in neither case is this allowed
on public supply circuits. The satisfaction arises

more perhaps from the perfection of accessory de-

tails. It was noticed at Brown, Boveri & Co.'s

that small motor spindles were case-hardened and
ground true. The bearings, it goes without saying,

are self-oiling. The worm reducing gear as turned
out by the Maschinen-Fabrik Oerlikon, and, doubt-

less, by others since, is a most excellently arranged
mechanism. Its efficiency, which is remarkably
high, is partly due to the ball thrust bearings, and
partly, it is claimed, to high surface speed; but how-
e\'er arising, the success is undoubted, and more than

sufficient to cover the multitude of sins attributable

to high rotative speed. This gear is in almost uni-

versal use, not alone with induction motors, but

also with direct-current machines on overhead trav-

elers, and one of the most pleasing features in all

works visited was the favor with which the arrange-

ment is regarded. It is almost unnecessary to add
that no one-motor cranes were seen.

The author's conclusions with regard to polyphase
plant are as follows:

(a) As exemplified by the two long-distance trans-

missions named, three-phase plants involve very

much higher line pressures than would be necessary

with a practical direct-current constant-potential

equipment under like conditions.

(b) Three-phase transmission at 10.000 volts, with

power distribution by inductor motors only, com-
pares unfavorably with direct-current plant at little

more than one-half the voltage.

(c) For long-distance transmission a three-phase

line has undoubted advantages over any other sys-

tem, but to realize these it is essential that none but

synchronous or non-inductive consuming devices be

used—induction motors have no place in work of

this character.

(d) The best combination for really long-distance

transmission comprises three-phase generators (step-

up transformers), line and step-down transformers,

rotary converters excited for minimum current, a

direct-current distributing network, and direct-cur-

rent motors. Any regulation on the latter circuit

is to be arranged so as not to cause phase displace-

ment on the primary side. This is nearly, but not

quite, the Niagara-Buffalo system.

(e) Where a line pressure of, say, 6,000 volts will

give the necessary economy, three-phase apparatus

is superfluous: a direct-current plant pure and sim-

ple will be more advantageous.
(f) For short-distance transmision at or below

2,000 volts, the use of two .or three-phase equipment
is generally disadvantageous.

(g) English engineer-electricians are to be con-

gratulated on having viewed with some degree of

scepticism the plunge made by their continental

friends into polyphase work. This type of plant,

which is undoubtedly doing good service in Switzer-

land, has no raison d'etre in England. Its develop-

ment is a result of really cheap water power in some
cases, and of supposedly cheap water power in

others.

It reiTiains to notice another type of transmission

which is peculiar to Switzerland, or. at least, to

Swiss engineers—the extra high-tension, continuous,
constant current, series system developed by Mr.
Thury of Geneva. The general arrangement is well

understood and will not now be detailed. The sys-

tem is best suited for the transmission of power only,

and for its distribution in moderately large units.

The machines, generators and motors alike are un-
questionably very inefficient as compared with Eng-
li.ch constant-potential dynamos of the same output;

but, on the other hand, is the fact that they work
direct without any transformation on circuits of

15,000 volts or so. The motors have constant torque
and a wide ran.ge of speed: the switchboards are ex-

tremely simple, because the connections are never
opened (only short-circuited); there are no fuses.

and the line is of uniform size throughout. The
disadvantages are obvious. Each machine has to

be mounted entirely on insulators, and can only
drive through a leather belt or insulating coupling.

A wide wooden platform, also on insulators, is neces-

sary round the machine for safely, and every mo-
tor requires an independent governor to control

the speed. The system is consequently practicable
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with main as distinguished from individual machine
motors. For lighting purposes it is rather cum-
brous, as low-tension current can only be produced
by the combination of a dynamo direct coupled to,

but insulated from, a motor as above described.
The details of governors, automatic short-circuiting
cut-outs, switchboards and lightning arresters are
well worked out, and seem to give good satisfaction.

The system has found considerable acceptance in
Italy and Switzerland in competition with poly-
phase apparatus, but particularly in situations where
natural water powers exist but are too far separated
or too inaccessible to be unified into one large
scheme. These are picked up, so to speak, in series,

an arrangement to which the plant readily lends it-

self.

The Maxim Filament.

Mr. Hiram S. Maxim, the inventor, has written
to the London Electrician a letter relating to his

experiments with incandescent lamp filaments. It

is of interest to American electrical men, although
it may be imagined that there are American manufac-
turers who will take issue with the "four watts per
candle" statement. Mr. Maxim says:

"All the reports that have appeared in the Ameri-
can and English press regarding my experiments
with electric lamps have come from a single source.

An American newspaper reporter came to interview

me. He said he had heard I was doing something
with lamps. I said: 'It is quite true that I am ex-
perimenting, but as yet I have no particulars to give.

However, the lamp which is lighting this room,
and which has displaced three 16 candle power
lamps, is 42 candle power. When this lamp was
made it was found to give a candle power for con-
siderably less than two watts, whereas the ordinary
lamp takes at least four. I did not believe the

lamp would last two hours; however, we put it on,

and this was a long time ago and the lamp is still

running and is of great brilliancy and quite clean.

If I were sure of being able to make lamps like this,

in large quantities, the process would be worth a lot

of money, but so far I have not advanced far enough
to show the lamp to the public. I am running a

number of lamps in a large room upstairs, and
some have been running 1,000 hours.' As to the

lamp in question, when it was put on it was 42 can-

dle power; about two months later it was found

to be ,S2 candle power. However, it has commenced
to go off, and when last tested was 41 candle power,

which would seem to indicate that it is not going

to last forever after all.

"What I have been attempting to do is to pro-

duce a lamp in which a very high resistance might
be obtained with a short and thick filament, also

to produce a filament which will stand a higher

temperature than those ordinarily used, as it is well

known that a slight rise in the temperature greatly

augments the light given in proportion to the cur-

rent used, but the preparation of the carbon and
other materials which form the filament requires a

very expensive apparatus. The cost, however, of

the finished filament—excepting first cost of plant

—

is no greater than with the ordinary lamps.

"I have tested the new lamps in competition with

all the best lamps I could find, and there is no ques-

tion but what they show a very marked saving in

electrical current, and this, of course, is the object

aimed at after all. I have not decided as yet

whether to keep the process a secret or to patent it."

Heilmann Locomotive.

Commenting upon the announcement of the test

of the Heilmann locomotive between Paris and
Nantes, mentioned in the last issue of Western Elec-

trician, and the additional statement in the press

dispatches that "the directors have decided to adopt
the Heilmann locomotives," the Railroad Gazette

points out that the changes that have been made in

design and construction have not modified the origi-

nal idea: "We suppose that every reader of the

Railroad Gazette who has any interest in this matter

knows too much to accept for a moment the state-

ment that the directors of the Western Railroad of

France or any other great railroad will adopt the
Heilmann locomotive unless it might be for some very

peculiar service. The locomotive mentioned in this

cable dispatch is doubtless the new Heilmann loco-

motive built within a year, and which is modified
considerably from the "Fusee" (Rocket) of two or

three years ago. It embodies, however, all the es-

sential principles of the earlier Heilmann locomotive.

It is a central station and an electric locomotive
combined. On 16 driving wheels (eight-coupled at

either end) are carred an ordinary locomotive boiler

with a Belpaire firebox, and an upright steam engine

of from 1,300 to 1,400 horse power, with six cylinders,

also two generators and an exciter, and. finally, an

electric motor on each one of the eight axles. It

goes without saying that such a machine can de-

velop and can sustain great power and speed; but,

on the other hand, it also goes without saying that

it is an extremely costly, cumbersome and unme-
chanical way of hauling trains over the face of the

earth. This aspect of the subject we discussed at

considerable length when the earlier Heilmann loco-

motive was attracting attention, namely, November 9,

1894, and that discussion was sun-med up in the fol-

lowing sentence: 'Theoretically, it is wrong; prac-

tically, it is too heavy and complicated.' We see

no reason for changing that opinion now."
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Electricity for Trunk-line Working.
At a recent meeting of the New York Railroad

Club the subject for discussion was "The Engineer-
ing Side of the Application of Electricity to Stand-
ard Railroading." Mr. Potter of the Ge'neral Elec-
tric company, who was to have presented a paper,
was unable to prepare it, and the discussion was
verbal and informal. Dr. Gary T. Hutchinson, in
the course of his remarks, said:
"Something has been said about electricity, but

nothing regarding trunk-line conditions. I am of
the opinion that the latter is by far the more impor-
tant side of the question, and if electricity is «ver
applied to trunk lines it will be due chiefly to changes
made in the conditions of the trunk-line service
and very little to improvements in electrical ma-
chinery. Although the electric locomotives which
are built to-day are as far superior to the one shown
on the board as is New York Central "No. 999"
to the first "Rocket," yet I think that the application
of electricity to trunk-line service is no nearer than
it was at the time this locomotive of Mr. Edison
was built. The electrical appliances have improved
steadily, but the trunk-line conditions have become
worse, from an electrical point of view; that is to
say, freight trains are heavier, express trains run
faster and are more numerous, and the entire tend-
ency has been away from conditions favorable to elec-

tricity.

"The chief condition for economical electrical serv-
ice is that the train service shall be frequent; that
is to say, that the machinery, including the copper
feeders, be always kept loaded, doing work to its

full capacity, nearly all the time, instead of two or
three minutes out of the hour, as would be the case
were an attempt made to run the present trunk-line
service with electricity.

"The only place in the country where there is

anything approximating to the application of elec-

tricity to trunk-line service is at Baltimore, and
here the reasons leading to this application were not
primarily those of economJ^ Incidentally the change
has proved economical, but the cause for this appli-

cation was the comfort and convenience of the pas-
sengers, rather than any saving in the operation.
The locomotives here, as you may know, weigh
about 200,000 pounds, and have given on test a draw-
bar pull of 65,000 pounds, probably as heavy duty
as any steam locomotive has ever given.

"This question is not changed materially in my
opinion by the use of alternating currents in any
form; it is purely and simply a question of keeping
the machinery at work all the time and of supplying
sufficient track facilities.

"I wish to disabuse your minds of the impression
that probably prevails that the work of the New
York, New Haven and Hartford on the third-rail

system has advanced in any degree this application

of electricity to trunk-line conditions. The service

given by the N. Y., N. H. and H. is nothing
more than a trolley service on a large scale, with
heavier cars and higher speeds, and with the trolley

wire put on the ground in the form of a third rail.

Engineering difficulties have, of course, been met
with and overcome, but there is no relation between
this work and the topic under discussion. I think

a great deal of harm has been done by the indiscrimi-

nate laudation of this third-rail system, much of it

coming from the N. Y., N. H. and H. officials. It

has created an impression on the minds of the pub-
lic generally that electricity is applicable to any kind

of a steam line. In one case particularly that I know
of, this loose talk was the cause of a loss of nearly

$150,000. The people in question had gone to the

expense of developing a water power plant for op-
erating an electric road under conditions that were
utterly unsuitable for electric service. I was sent

out to examine it. and advised them to discard all

their electrical machinery and use steam locomotives.

The head of the enterprise told me that he had been
led to the adoption of electricity by the fact that the

N. Y., N. H. and H. road was using it."

Interesting Instance of Electrical
Economy.

The convenience of electric motors, for attachment
to machinery which was not arranged with a view
of their employment is nicely shown in a design

worked out some time ago by George Gibbs. me-
chanical engineer for the Chicago, Milwaukee and
St. Paul railway, at the West Milwaukee locomotive
repair shop, and described in the American Engineer.

The application is to the operation of a walking
crane formerly driven by a rope. The crane bears

the name of Craven Brothers. Manchester, and has

done service for a number of years. The floor car-

riage is built of I-beams. These beams are covered

at top and bottom by iron cover plates, and within

the box thus formed the propelling motor was placed.

The mast is also of I-beams carrjdng a small car-

riage at its top which forms the upper bearing of

the crane and runs along a track formed by two I-

beams turned on their sides and extending the full

length of the shop. The crane is located centrally

between the machine and the erecting floors and it

is kept busy a large part of the time. The motor
for hoisting is secured to brackets at the top of

the mast. The motors have separate controllers

mounted on the base carriage and they are very

compact, taking up little space.

The motors are of the Gibbs type, known as "F 5,"
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and run at 700 revolutions per minute, taking cur-

rent froni overhead wires suspended above the upper
rail of the crane. Power is furnished from gener-
ators which are always running for other purposes
during working' hours. Worm gearing is used in

both cases, the system of reduction being exceed-
ingly compact and strong, and it is also well pro-

tected from injury in opei-ation.

The most interesting feature of the design is not
connected with the details of construction, but is the

fact that the rope drive could be so neatly and easily

replaced by motors. The crane formerly run by
means of a cotton rope which was wrapped around
sheaves on the top of the mast between the rails,

and gearing was employed to traverse the crane and
do the lifting. The rope ran at a very high speed

and was kept running all day. It was found that

the countershaft and rope consumed 12 horse power
when running light, and the total power consumed
when running the crane at its full capacity was only

15 horse power, which gave three horse power avail-

able for doing useful work, a very small proportion.

The electric motors are rated at five horse power
each. x\s they were applied with very little change
in the mechanism, the work of applying them was
not expensive. The hoisting motor required the

addition of one gear and pinion and two small gears

added to connect the traversing motor to the driv-

ing wheel.

Twenty-five Years of Telegraphic
Progress.'

By W. H. Preece.

There are doubtless many who would argue that

had not the telegraph system of this country been
shackled by its connection with the state, the actual

progress which would have made since the trans-

fer (in 1870) would have been far greater than it

actually has been. Whether the argument is a cor-

rect one or not matters little, but that a very sub-
stantial progress indeed has been made since 1872,

the date from which our record is to commence,
admits of no doubt whatever. Statistics confirm it

most amply. No better commencement can be
made than to state the number of telegrams which
are recorded as having passed over the postal tele-

graph wires in 1871-72 and in 1896-97. In the former
statistical year the total amounted to 10,207,362,

whilst in 1896-97 this total had grown to the large
figure of 79,423,556, or nearly an eightfold increase.

In 1871-72, the number of offices open was about
3,500, and in 1896-97 this had increased to 8,282
Again, let us compare the line and wire mileages;
these in 1871-72 amounted to 21,843 and 94,991 re-

spectively; they now (1896-97) total 41,393 and 279,935.
In 1871-72 the total number of instruments in use

was 8,945; in 1896-97 the total number had increased
up to 30,132, made up as follows: Automatic, 436;
quadruplex, 137; multiplex, 31; repeaters, 131;

sounders, 4,735; Morse printers, 739; Hughes, JJ;
Bright's bell, 952; single needle, 4,714; A. B. C.,

S,oi8; telephones, 8,843; miscellaneous, 4,319.

We see not only a very large increase in the total

of apparatus, but we have the introduction of the

quadruplex and multiplex systems, which, originated

by American ingenuity, have, more especially in the

case of the multiplex, been very materially modified
in important points of detail, without which their

efficiency would have been appreciably less than at

present.

Turning now to what is unmistakably an English
form of apparatus, viz., the "Wheatstone automatic,"
in 1872 a speed of 100 words a minute was considered
a very respectable achievement; now, 600 words has
been practically obtained, although for commercial,
and not for electrical or mechanical reasons, 400
words is the practical limit at which working is car-

ried on. A comparison of the mechanism of the
apparatus as it at present exists, with the older form,
is an instructive study. The present high speed, it

may be stated, has been largely due to the inclusion
of a "shunted condenser*' in the receiving circuit,

an arrangement first applied in 1S82. As regards
the value of the Wheatstone. without its use the
enormous amount of press traffic passing over the
wires could not possibly be handled.

If we may take elaboration as an example of prog-
ress, we have it in the form of the "fast-speed re-

peaters" used in connection with the Wheatstone
apparatus when the latter have to be worked over
exceptionally long circuits. The present form of

this apparatus, for use on cable circuits, comprises
\i instruments of 26 different forms; it is arranged
to work bridge duplex on the cable side, and differ-

ential on the land section of the circuit. The value
of repeaters for speed purposes may be illustrated

by the fact that direct working between London and
Aberdeen (560 miles) would not be possible at a

higher speed than 40 words per minute, whereas
with repeaters at Leeds and Edinburgh the working
speed is fixed at 350 words. These repeaters in their

present efficient form are an introduction within the
last 25 years and are marvelous examples of ingenu-
ity.

The past period of 25 years has witnessed the in-

troduction of the "sounder" into the postal tele-

graph system to the partial disuse of the Morse inker,

although the latter cannot yet be said to have be-

come an obsolete piece of apparatus. In the use
of the two forms of' instrument the sounder and the

I.- From the London Electrical Review.
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inker, this country stands intermediate between
America and the Continent. America uses the
sounder exclusively, whilst on the Continent (he inker
is practically the standard form of instrument. A
small but important addition to all local apparatus,
i. e., apparatus worked by relays, has been the gen-
eral introduction of a double wound spark coil, or
shunt of high resistance, across the terminals of the
same; this has resulted in the suppression of the
spark at the relay contacts and a consequent greater
certainty of action. The improvements in point of
detail, which are really of far greater importance
than might at first sight be unagired, are practically
legion, and can only be appreciated by those who
for a long period of time have had the handling of
apparatus.
The last 25 years has witnessed the introduction of

the Fuller bichromate battery, a type which has done
most excellent work; the several types of Daniell
cell, which have been used, have, as a result of the
"survival of the fittest" law, been reduced to one
standard pattern.

The use of currents produced by dynamos has not
received acceptance for telegraphic purposes in this

country, the actual conditions required for working
the circuits practically not admitting of their em-
ployment, but a great revolution has come about in
the adoption of accumulators in all large offices;

the result being a great improvement in working
and a saving in maintenance and in space. The use
of accumulators has required many matters of de-
tail to ensure safety and reliability of working to be
worked out; these, however, have been most care-
fully and skillfully dealt with by the engineering staff,

with most excellent results.

Line construction has made vast strides within
the period under review, the old larch pole of ir-

regular section and not over-regular run has given
way to the present fine looking fir timber of sym-
metrical form. Preservation by burnettizing, ky-
anizing and bouchcrizing, is a thing of the past,

and now creosoting is universal. A line of less than
a dozen wires which at the beginning of the 25 years'

period would be thought a heavy one is looked on
as insignificant now, and several of these lines which
at the time they were constructed were thought to

afford an ample margin for future wants have had
to be entirely rebuilt with stouter timber, in order
to afford efficient strength for the greatly increased
number of wires that the increase of message traffic,

and especially the introduction of the telephone,
has necessitated. The use of "H" poles strongly
and rigidly bound together with iron stays has be-
come very general.

A new departure in the, shape of iron arms, intro-

duced by Mr. Langdon of the Midland railway, in

the place of those of oak, has been recently made,
and an important line on the Midland railway has
been constructed in this manner; the arms being of

tubular section are very strong, and at the same
time are light.

A marked improvement in insulators was the in-

troduction of the "screw" pattern in 1877, a form
which enabled the cleaning of the porcelain to be
greatly facilitated, as the cups instead of being ce-

mented were only screwed on to the bolts.

In connection with aerial lines the change which
has come about in the description of wire used is

striking. In the very early days of telegraphy cop-
per wire was employed, but was very soon aban-
doned in consequence of its lack of strength, and
also, it has been stated, in consequence of its liability

to be stolen, though there is no evidence to prove
that the last statement ever had any foundation in

fact. The employment of galvanized iron became
practically universal, and in spite of its inferior con-
ducting power has done excellent service. The
continued demand for this iron telegraph wdre has
resulted in a very great improvement in its manu-
facture, not only as regards its strength, but notably
in its specific conductivity, which has probably been
increased more than 50 per cent, within the last 25
years. A bold and costly experiment of erecting a
copper wire from London to Newcastle, in 1887,

has revolutionized the hitherto universal practice of

employing iron wire, and the discovery that for long
lines the employment of copper, on account of its

low electro-magnetic inertia, was vitally necessary,

has led to a great extension in its use, not only
for telegraphic purposes but almost universally for

telephonic use. The improvement which has re-

sulted in the manufacture of the copper has re-

sulted in the hard-drawn quality now so well known,
which has a conductivity exceeding 100 per cent,

of the Matthiessen standard. Doubtless the extended
use of the metal for telegraph lines has largely been
the result of the low price which has so long reigned,

a price which, from a telegraphic point of view, it

IS to be hoped will be maintained. The advantage
which copper posseses over galvanized iron (irre-

spective of the absence of electro-magnetic inertia)

is instanced by the fact that an 800 pound iron wire,

the largest size which can practically be employed,
has a resistance of (i.(:^ standard ohms per mile,

whilst an 800 pound copper wire has a resistance of

but 1.098, the minimum breaking strain of the two
being very nearly alike, viz., 2,480 in the case of the

iron and 2,400 for copper; moreover, the durability

of copper is far greater than that of iron.

With reference to the great increase in wires ne-

cessitated by increased traffic, it may be mentioned
that nearly all the main roads available for the pur-

pose have mow been taken up on both sides with
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lines of telegraph poles, and in view of the still in-
creasing requirements, the problem of a satisfactory
system of underground wires has had to be tackled.
The actual amount of underground work at present
in existence amounts to no less than 942 miles of
pipes and 30,058 miles of wire, of which 17,000 miles
of wire are within the metropolitan area alone.
None of this wire, however, with the exception of
a section between Manchester and Liverpool, comes
under the category of main line systems; the wire is
actually only used for the purpose of avoiding the
employment of aerial wires within the limits of a
town where the use of poles is impracticable, or
rather is forbidden by the local authorities. The
introduction of "paper cables" seems likely to ma-
terially help towards solving the problem of under-
ground communication, as the electrostatic capacity
of these cables reaches a low point hitherto unattain-
able, and moreover, the item of expense, which has
hitherto been a great barrier, is in the case of paper
insulation reduced to a minimum. At the present
time a paper cable of 76 wires is in progress of being
laid between London and Birmingham, and although
this cannot be looked upon in the light of an ex-
periment only, still the experience which will be
gained will doubtless have a material effect in show-
ing to what extent long lengths of underground
work will be advisable in the future.
Turning now to the question of progress as in-

dicated by the extent of plant, workshops, etc.,

which used to be sufficient for the needs of the postal
telegraph service and what is necessary now, it may
be pointed out that a small establishment (originally
the property of the Electrical International Tele-
graph company) at Gloucester Road, Chalk Farm,
and covering about one acre of ground, was suffi-
cient in 1872 to contain the workshops and stores
of the department. Now, the major portion of the
land occupied by the old Clerkenwell prison, 10 acres,
and a fine factory employing 200 men at Holloway,
is taxed to the utmost to keep pace with the require-
ments of the service. More than 50.000 pieces of
apparatus are passed through the mechanics' work-
shops each year, and this number tends to augment
year by year.

It is, perhaps, somewhat invidious to make com-
parisons, but it is none the less a fact that though
we in England have been rapidly advancing- in tele-
graph matters, not only in regard to improvements
devised by our o^vn engineering staff (which im-
provements, though unknown to the public from the
simple fact that they are not patented at home nor
published abroad, are nevertheless very real indeed)
but also in regard to our readily taking up and im-
proving such inventions as have here and there been
devised by other countries, yet other nationalities,

even the United States of America, have almost
stood still, except from the point of view of increase
of mileage of wire and of the number of offices

opened.
The introduction of the 6d. tariff in 1890 has had, of

course, much to do with the increase of volume in

telegraphic business, but the able character of the
whole engineering staff has enabled this increase to
be properly handled, to the general satisfaction of the
exacting public, who, as a rule, are not given to
praising what is done well by their own sei-vants

and who seldom fail to find fault on the slightest

provocation.

Electricity for Balky Horses.
[From the Pittsburg Dispatch.

J

Electricity has been put to a new and so far suc-
cessful use, that of conquering a balky and lazy
horse. In one case a very high-spirited and valua-
ble animal, but extremely vicious and balky, was
cured in one hour with the aid of a three-volt dry
battery.

The officials of the Western Pennsylvania Humane
society were notified some time ago that Thomas
Rodgers of AA'alon was using the dry battery on his

horse, which was as bad as a valuable high-bred
horse could be. Superintendent Thomas M. Porter
investigated the case, and Friday he gave Rodgers
a hearing before Justice William Griscom of Avalon.
Rodgers said his horse was worth $1,000 if he could
be cured of balking and one or two other vicious
habits. He had offered $500 to anyone who could
rnanage the animal, and at last consulted Dr. T. C.

McNeil, the city veterinary. The doctor advised
Rodgers to try electricity, and he bought a three-

volt storage battery, and by means of three wires
connected each side of the bit and the crupper with
the battery. The horse was hitched to a road cart

and at first refused to move, standing with all four
feet in a braced position. Mr. Rodgers then had
the wires connected to the battery, which was placed
in the cart, and at the first push of the button the
horse jumped, snorted and then moved off. Each
day for a week he went through the same lesson,

and is now the pride road horse of Avalon and
never balks, bites or kicks.
That was the testimony brought out at the hear-

ing, and as the veterinary and squire thought three
volts was not a sufficient shock to hurt the animal,
Rodgers was discharged.
Superintendent Porter had a similar case some

months ago. He found that one of the rich sub-
urban residents was using the fluid battery on a
lazy horse in cultivating his summer garden. After
several unsuccessful attempts to catch the gardener
using the horse, he was at last rewarded by catching
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the gardener weeding: the potato patch with the
horse hitched to a harrow. The sii/perintendent
went to tlie driver and, after introducing himself
and informing the njan why he visited him, he was
shown the contrivance.
Strapped to the backhand was a small fluid battery,

with wires running from it to the martingale and
crupper. A^^joi^ge was fastened to the wire at each
place and kept moist by the heat of the horse's body.
When the animal got tired it would stop, and by
pressing two buttons together the circuit was
formed, and the horse w-ould move on for several
hours. Porter tested the full strength of the bat-
tery on himself, and found that the sensation did
not go above his elbows and that the voltage was
only a fraction over two. He said he thought it

was better and more-humane to use a small amount
of electricity on a horse than to whip it, and was
satisfied it was not a case of cruelty. He has written
to several of the best-known horse doctors in the
United States, asking their opinions on the subject,
and is waiting for their replies with a good deal
of interest.

Electric Motors for Rolling Mills.

Ernest K. Scott, in a recent contribution to the
Iron and Coal Trades Review, says that owing to
the extreme variations of load it has generally been
considered to be extremely difficult to drive rolling
mills by means of electric motors, and this idea has
probably been helped because up to the present a
ponderous slow-running engine (in some cases the
ancient beam engine) has generally been employed
for the work. While it is true, however, that the
electric motor is essentially a high-speed machine,
the experience which has been gained with large
multipolar direct-driven dynamos for traction and
power work shows that dynamo-electric machinery
may be economically built for any speed, even so
low as 60 revolutions, and at the ^ame time give
ample flywheel effort.

There is no doubt that the motor would have its

work cut out if appHed to some of the older and
heavier rolling mills, on account of the jar and vi-

bration due to the gearing; but with the armature
coils sunk into the armature core and thoroughly
insulated the difficulty could be satisfactorily met.
As a matter of fact, it is not at all clear that the users
of rolling mills believe in toothed wheels to the ex-
tent they did; for at the Bromford Iron Works,
West Bromwich, three sets of double leather belts

{the largest a 20 inch on a 22 inch) have been suc-
cessfully driving heavy pairs of rolls for some con-
siderable time. Of course, w^ith such belt drives the

matter, so far as the electric motor is concerned, 15

quite simple, and the ordinary two-pole type with
smooth-cored armature will do very well.

Motors have for some time been successfully used
on bending rolls for boiler plates, and the condi-
tions of service in this instance and in rolling mills

are very similar. In the case of machines built by
the Niles Tool W^orks the motors are given, a speed
of 300 revolutions a minute, but this can be varied

within wide limits by controllers. The motors are

^ made by the Card Manufacturing company, and are
* of the steel-clad type with a spring suspension, in

exactly the same way as a tramcar motor, which is

found to be an advantage, because of its enabling
the motor to give slightly in starting against a load.

Controllers for this kind of service are frequently

made almost as large as the motor; and this is a

good point, because being the part which is directly

handled by the workmen, it is very Hable to be dam-
aged. Not a few of the mishaps which have at-

tended the application of motors, especially re-

versible motors, to machine tools, winding engines.

etc., have been due to the skimping of this detail,

for experience has shown that handles and gear
which will work very well in a test room, or even
in an electric engineering workshop, are apt to have
a very short life when in the hands of the ordinary
workman, who will break them if he can. Seeing
that the breakdown, if it does occur, is blamed onto
electrical work generally, it therefore behooves
manufacturers to put plenty of metal into those me-
chanical details which must of necessity be handled
by strangers.

In driving the lighter class of rolling plant there
is undoubtedly a good opening for electric motors;
and when a little experience has been gained in the

work, no doubt some of the very heaviest class of

, rolling mills will also be actuated electrically. That
there is room for improvement on present practice

is shown by the fact that the large direct-coupled
rolling mill engine is very liable to stop on or near
the dead centers, or at any rate in such a position
that when starting again it cannot exert its full

torque. A very much larger engine than is really

required has therefore to be laid down; and as it

works at low efficiency, its steam consumption can-
not be less than six or seven pounds per indicated

.
horse power. With an electric motor there is no
dead center, and the engine employed in generating
the electric energy may be of the most efficient

triple-expansion high-speed type, taking only about
1% pounds per indicated horse power.
Another advantage of employing electric power

is that the whole of the auxiliary work of moving
the live rollers, the elevating and traverse gear and
the overhead cranes can be effected by separate
motors, all receiving energy from some central point
under the most efficient conditions and at a great
saving in labor.
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Comparative Economy of Direct-con-
nected and Belt-driven Generators.
Very recently the Railroad Gazette endeavored

to obtain from some street railway managers
and from engine builders information concerning
the relative economy between direct-connected
and belt-driven generators in electric railroad work,
but these inquiries met with no favorable response,
inasmuch as accurate tests had not been made. Now.
however, such a test has been made at the power
house of the Chester Traction companj-, Chester, Pa,
.\ tandem compound condensing engine built by
Robert Wetherill & Co., with cylinders ;>o and 36
inches by 48 inches, and designed to run at 100 rev-
olutions a minute, was direct-connected to an eight-
pole, 400 kilowatt multipolar General Electric gener-
ator, runing at 100 revolutions. The engine was
supplied with steam from four horizontal return
tubular boilers, burning a fair quality of Likens Val-
ley buckwheat coal, free from moisture. The results
of the test, which lasted 17 hours 30 minutes, showed
that the coal consumed in pounds per kilowatt-hour
was 3.004, and the coal in pounds per engine horse
power was 2.242. This test was followed by one on
two condensing engines with cylinders 22 by 48
inches, and running at 80 revolutions. These en-
gines were also built by the same company as those
used in the other test and were supplied with steam
fiom the same source as the compound engine.
Coal from the same source was used in both cases.

The boiler pressure was 100 pounds. A Westing-
house compound railroad generator of 225 kilowatts
was belted to each engine. The results of this test

showed that the coal in pounds per kilowatt-hour
was 3.882. The feed-water per engine horse power
was 2.901. A comparison of the two results showed
a saving in coal of 22.7 per cent, in favor of the
tandem compound, and while this saving would have
been less had there been one instead of two gen-
erators in the latter case, yet the results show un-
mistakably the economy of direct-connected units.

Besides this. J. D. Rostron. civil engineer of the
Chester Traction company, points out that the dif-

ference of the interest on the ccst of installation

would be comparatively small and would reduce
the foregoing figure but about 7% per cent.

Referring to the tests. Mr. Rostron writes as fol-

lows: "I have made other tests upon the.same pair
of engines, and the results show an economy of 20.6

and 21.3 per cent. I wish to note, however, from
close observations, I find compounding or railroad
work is productive of good results, providing the
proper method of valve setting is adopted. I ar-

rived at the present stage of economy after changing
the relation of cut-off in the two cylinders three
times on the present compound engine. One point
to avoid is receiver expansion, which is a great loss.''

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, November 23.—A conference was held
last week between the Rapid Transit Commission
and the Public Works Department, the engineers
of both being present, in regard to the specifications

to be put into the contract for building the rapid
transit route in case the Supreme Court hands down
a decision favorable to the building of the road.
After the meeting, it was said that the conference
had been entirely satisfactory. The Department of
Public Works agreed generally with the plans of

the Rapid Transit Commission as to the moving and
replacing of sewers, etc., and in all cases an agree-
ment satisfactory to all concerned was reached. The
commission is making ready so that, if a decision is

handed down by the Supreme Court favorable to the
tunnel, it ma}^ make the formal advertisement for

bids for building the road, the intention of the com-
mission being to get the actual building of the road
started at the earliest possible moment. John C.
Sheehan, the Tammany leader, is reported as saying
that it was true that he would try to secure a con-
tract for some of the work of building the new rapid
transit system in case a favorable decision is handed
down by the courts. "Some time ago," said he,
"a number of other contractors and myself made
an examination of the plans for the proposed road,
with a view to the organizing of a company to bid
for the contract, but no definite arrangements Iiave

been made as yet to secure the work. From our
investigation we consider the plans entirely feasible,

but the work is one of great magnitude, ancl we could
then make little progress in our plans. According
to the contract that the Rapid Transit Commission
will insist upon, the successful contractor must de-
posit $r,ooo,ooo in cash in the city treasury, to re-

main there until the work is finished. Then he will

have to give bonds for $5,000,000 more. Besides this,

he must buy real estate along the route, to be used
in building the road, and this would cost about
$7,000,000 more. It is not easy to get all this money.
I want to see the work carried out well, and I would
like to get the contract. If bids are invited the firm
I represent will try for the contract."
Some interesting figures are contained in the fol-

lowing statement issued on Thursday by Controller
Fitch: "The Metropolitan Street Railway company
paid to Controller Fitch yesterday $150,000 for their

franchise percentage on the Broadway line for the

year ending September 30, 1897, and the following
sums of percentage on the other lines controlled by
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them. These moneys form a part of the income
of the sinking fund, which has a number of sources
of revenue not possessed by the other municipalities,
towns and villages included in the Greater New
York

:

Second Avenue Railroad company:
Mainline «,„, <,

Eighly-sixth street evtensionV. .'.'.'.'..

I'l^ot^
First avenue extension....

y'l^.'oiColumbus and Ninth Avenue Railroad';.'.'.'." s'lot'o?
Metropolitan Crosstown Railroad Ii'eoo'so
Metropolitan Crosstown Railroad extension frio 11Lexington Avenue Railroad extension.... 2?«'j8
BleeckerStreet andFulton Railway. "" 22,?,,
Extension of Lexington avenue line '60600
Houston, West and Pavonia R'dilroad:

'

Extension of Chambers and Grand Street Railroad. . 610 QsManhattan avenue extension of Columbus and Ninth
Avenue Railroad

i 454 6jFiftythird street extension of Columbus and Ninth
Avenue Railroad 4-6 -sTwenty-eichth and Twenty-ninth Streets' Railroad '.'...'.

1 Xcn'ii
Fulton Street Railroad I'Tio'eo
Thirty fourth Street Crosstown Line

'"''.'''.
2 581 12Chambers and Grand Street Railroad '". 5'83o'56

Columbus and Ninth avenue extension of 109th street..

!

'261 10Lexington Avenue main line . gg, ,5Harlem. Eighty-sixth street and Astoria extension "ofNew York and Harlen Railroad 7,728.28

^°^^^ .358,649,17

"Making together the sum of $208,649.17."

Col. John Jameson, general manager of the Union
Subway Construction company, died at his home
in Brooklyn on the 14th inst. Col. Jameson was
born in Albany in 1841. His family removed to
Wisconsin in 1847. At the outbreak of the Civil
War he entered the volunteer service as a private in
the Second Wisconsin Infantry, and in 1862 was
transfered with his company to Battery B, First Wis-
consin Artillery, in which he was advanced to senior
first lieutenant. On September 5, 1865, he was mus-
tered out of the service, after declining'a commissionm the regular army. Upon leaving the army he
entered the service of the United States PostoflSce
Department as a route agent, and advanced through
the different grades until in J884 he was appointed
general superintendent of the railway mail service
by President Arthur. At the close of the Arthur
administration he declined an appointment as major
and paymaster in the regular army, and remained
in the railway mail ser\'ice until 18S7, when he re-
signed to accept a position in the management of
the company then engaged in the construction of
the electrical subways in New York. Since that
time he has been closely identified with the subway
work in this city, and his careful study of the un-
derground problem earned him a national reputation
as an authority on the subject. He was frequently
consulted by the officials of different cities on the
question of the operation of electrical currents un-
derground. Col. Jameson was a director of the
Union Subway Construction company, the Consoli-
dated Telegraph and Electrical Subway company,
the New York Telephone company and the Ameri-
can Telephone and Telegraph company. M. S.

From Old Virginia.

Richmond, November 23.—The fact that Norfolk
has recently become a subscriber to the American
Telegraph and Telephone company, thereby secur-
ing speaking connections with other cities all over
the country, has roused the residents of Wilmington,
N. C, to what may turn out an effort to secure con-
nections for that city. This company is rapidly
running its lines southward, coming into Norfolk
from Washington and Alexandria, and there would
seem to be every reason to expect that Wilmington
will be the next city to get tlie long-distance con-
nection. Another line of the same company is

in process of establishment through the central part
of the country, and is completed as far south as
Huntsvillc, Ala. It is claimed that its wires and
poles are put up more securely than those of the
telegraph companies, and this claim finds its proof
in the statement that in the September storm of this

year the wires of the telephone company stayed up
five hours longer, and, after being finally blown
down, were put up a good deal sooner, than those
of the telegraph company.
An eft'ort is being made to get the government to

con.struct a telephone line from Hatteras to Ocracoke.
N. C. A code of signals can then be used from the
Portsmotith life-saving station. This will give con-
nection with the telegraph line at Hatteras.
Last July Capt. Lewis F. Cooper, one of Winches-

ter's City Council, sprung a surprise itpon the coun-
cil, and created a sensation in the town by making a
proposition to furnish the electric lighting and the
water for the town at half the cost now being paid
for such services. The proposal was so much in

contrast with the price they are now payin,g that the
councillors have been holding aloof. At a late

meeting of the council the proposition was renewed
by the same gentleman, who rec[uested early action
upon the matter in order that he may have time
to make the necessary changes in time to take up the

work at the expiration of the present contract. If

not accepted by December 1st the proposition will

be wthdrawn. Y. P.

PERSONAL.
Prof. Sidney FI. Short and H. McL. Harding of

the Walker company of Cleveland were in Chicago
early in the week.

W. M. T. Weise, a member of the firm of Weise
Bros., electrical contractors of Davenport, Iowa, was
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ill Chicago on Monday. Mr. Weise reports that the

electrical business is slowly improving in Eastern
Iowa.

John W. Sankcy of the English manufacturing
house of Joseph Sankey & Sons spent several days
in Chicago recently. Mr. Sankey has visited many
of the large electrical works of the country during
his trip.

.

Mr. J. J. Philbrick, president of the Key West
Gas and Ekctric Light company, Key West, Fla.,

died recently, aged 57. He was born in Keene,
N. H., and went to Key West as paymaster at the
United States naval station.

J. Appleton, the chief engineer of the Electric
Storage Battery company, was in Chicago early in

the week. Mr. Appleton was returning from a trip

to San Francisco, where he installed a large battery
])lant in the Edison station.

Frank H. Clark, the recently appointed district

manager for the Electric Storage Battery company
in Chicago, is well known in eastern electrical

circles. He came from Washington and has been
connected with the storage battery business for some
time, although formerly a central-station manager.

John M. Clark has been elected president of the
Chicago Telephone company to succeed Robert T.
Lincoln, who has resigned that position in order
that he may devote his whole attention to the af-

fairs of the Pullman company, of which he is acting
president. Mr. Clark is a director and one of the
largest stockholders in the Chicago Telephone com-
pany. He is also a well-known citizen of Chicago,
has held the office of collector of the port, and until

recently was chairman of the Civil Service Commis-
sion. Mr. Lincoln had ser\-ed as president of the
Chicago Telephone company since July 17th, when
he was elected to succeed the late Henry B. Stone.
Mr. Clark will now fiU the remainder of the term
until the annual meeting and election of the com-
pany during the latter part of January.
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
H. G. Meumann has decided to erect a plant for

electric lighting and has applied for a city franchise
in Bessemer, Ala.

A Mr. Frank Whelan-Boyle, in an article in the
Ludgate Magazine, denounces London as the worst
lighted city in the world, with the exception of
Pekin.

The installation of the People's Light and Power
company of Newark, N. J., will shortly be increased
by 18 125-light Brush arc dynamos, having a total

capacity of 2,250 2,000-candle power arc lamps.

A notable change is about to be made at Omaha,
Neb., where the new Omaha Thomson-Houston
Electric Light company is undertaking the concen-
tration of its system. It has recently placed an
>rder with the General Electric company for three
monocyclic alternators, each one to be directly con-
nected to a compound condensing Mclnitosh &
Seymour engine. These alternators will be revolv-
ing armature, 48 pole machines, each of .^oo kilo-

watts at 150 revolutions, and will be separately ex-
cited. They will take the place of a considerable
number of smaller machines and will be used to

furnish current to an extensive system of thre«-
wire secondary mains fed from large transformers.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
All the street railroads in Munich are to use elec-

tricity as motix'e power within two years and charge
a uniform fare of 2.4 cents.

The Engineer and Iron Trades Advertiser of Glas-
gow states that the ofifer of the Westinghousc Elec-
tric company to construct the electric plant for the
ne\v Springburn experimental route, at a cost of
i:i9,657, has been accepted by the Glasgow tramway
traction committee.

The street-car vestibule ordinance has been passed
by the Chicago City Council. A neglect or refusal
to comply with the provisions of the ordinance will

subject the companies to a penalty of not more than
$50 nor less than $10 for each day and each car used
and operated in violation of the provisions of the
ordinance.

J. T. Voss of Fort Worth, Tex., president of the
Glenwood and Polytechnic Street Railway com-
pany, announces that the company is asking the
City Council for a franchise over several streets on
the South Side to extend this line, which in the fu-
ture will be known as the Belt Line. The length
of this connection will be 2M= miles long, which will

require about five more cars to be put in operation.

The canal commissioners met in Springfield on
November 19th and considered two applications for
a part of the right-of-way along the go foot towpath
of the Illinois and Michigan canal from Joliet to La
Salle. Both applications were rejected, and the
commission decided not to act in the matter at pres-
ent. The applicants desired the right-of-way for
the purpose of constructing an electric railway.
One of the applications was made by W. H. Hol-
comb of Chicago and H. B. Judson, also of Chi-

cago, . representing the Chicago, Burlington and
Quincy road. The second application was made by
U. J. Dunson and W. C. Rile of La Salle.

C. B. Storey of Hoosick Falls, N. Y.,has the con-
tract for building iiM; miles of single track of the
Bennington and Ploosick Valley Railway company,
which will connect with the Hoosick Railway com-
pany. The power will be obtained from the Hoosick
Falls Water Power and Light company. Sixty-
pound T-rails will be used throughout, and 14 cars
will comprise the rolling stock, it is expected that
the road will be in operation by December 15th.

The Delawlane Terminal ,Railroiid company of
Sidney, N. Y., was incorporated with the secretary
of state on November gth, with a capital stock of

$150,000, to build an electric road from the village

of Sidney to the village of Franklin, in Delaware
C'ounty, a distance of 14% miles. The directors are
Charles L. Burgess, Siegmund T. Meyer, David S.

Meyer, John Nef and H. S. Meyer of New York
city; Louis F. Raymond of Franklin and Edmund
R. Halsey of Newark, N. J.

Lake Street Elevated express trains are soon to add
to the loop complications and give rapid transit to

Chicago's western suburbanites. This is vouched
for by J. M. Roach, president of the Suburban Rail-
road company. He asserts that the elevated ex-
press trains will connect with the new Suburban
electric line at the Fifty-second avenue terminus and
deliver Oak Park and adjacent suburban residents
to the heart of the city in less time than is required
by any other method of transportation.

The St. Louis, Kansas City and Colorado Rail-

road company, which is preparin_g to make a prac-
tical test of the Seaton. third-rail device, is 55% miles
in length, extending from St. Louis to Union, Mo.
The company was incorporated in 1884, and the
earnings for the year ended June 30, 1896, amounted
to $89,372, the operating expenses were $119,907,
and the miscellaneous receipts of $815 brought the
net deficit to $29,720 for that year. After taking
into account the interest on the bonds there was a
deficit of $115,380, bringing the total deficit up to

June 30 last year to $1,741,092. The management
hopes that with the introduction of electricity the ex-
penses may be cut down so as to permit the continu-
ance of the operation of the road.

The original ordinance granting a franchise to the

Northwestern elevated road in Chicago provided
that it should be finished by December 31, 1897, but
an ordinance has been introduced in the City Coun-
cil to extend the time to July i, 1899. It is said that

there has been much delay in building the road on
account of legal proceedings and similar obstacles.

The whole matter was referred to the committee on
streets and alleys north. In connection with the ap-
plication for more time on the part of Mr. Yerkes,
a story was circulated around the City Hall to the

eflfect that the railroad management had given out

the information that were the extension refused it

would be impossible to float the bonds needed for

the completion of the road, but if it were granted

$3,500,000 in ready cash would be forthcoming in-

side of 30 days. The general impression, accord-
ingly, is that the extension will be promptly passed.

The Marietta and Parkersburg Traction com-
pany of Parkersburg, W. Va., which was granted a

charter by the secretary of state of West Virginia

week before last, to build an electric road from Mar-
ietta to Parkersburg, W. Va., has secured a part of

the right-of-way between Parkersburg and Williams-

town, W. Va., and it will be ready to begin work as

soon as the bridge over the Ohio is ready. The in-

corporators are: A. McCash, Parkersburg, W. Va.;

E. E. Wickson, Parkersburg; A. J. Yoke, Grafton,

W. Va.; S. S. Stone, Vienna, W. Va., and W. W.
Reynolds of Oil City, Pa. The City Council of

Parkersburg granted a 50 year franchise to the

Parkersburg Electric and Railway company over

the streets of the city for an electric railroad. The
franchise provides that the ordinance accompanying
it must be accepted by the company within 10 days,

construction work must begin within 30 days, and
10 miles of the road must be completed within 13

months. The company securing the franchise in-

cludes J. M. Jackson, Jr., C. H. Shattuck, John
Busch, C. C. Martin, H. H. Moss, W. W. Van Win-
kle and others of Parkersburg. Negotiations are

pending between the new company and the Park
City Horse Car company for the absorption of the

latter.

Electric cars are now running over the line of the

Chicago, Harlem and Batavia railway, and as this

line is part of the Subiu'ban electric system, which
now has connection with the Lake Street Elevated,

it is expected that traffic on the latter road will re-

ceive material benefit. The Harlem and Batavia
line has been operated by steam and its passengers
have been carried into the city over the Chicago and
Northern Pacific to the Grand Central depot. They
will now be carried Ijy electricity to Fifty-second

street, where the Suburban connects with the Lake
Street Elevated. It is thought probable that most
of the former traffic of the Batavia and Harlem will

be held for the new route and that it probably will

be increased. It is intimated that the gain for Lake
Street Elevated will be from 4,000 to 5,000 passen-

gers per day. The electric equipment of the Har-
lem and Batavia was completed for the most part

about four months ago, but an injunction against
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the crossing of the line through the town of River-
side and some trouble with the switching arrange-
ments caused considerable delay.

Speaking of the heavy-traction electrical tests of
the Pennsylvania Railroad company in conjunction
with the Westinghousc company on the experimental
tracks at East Pittsburg, the Philadelphia Press
says: "It is what is known as the button system.
The third-rail system is also to be tested in every
detad. The tracks which the Pennsylvania company
has established, and which the Westinghousc peo-
ple are utilizing with an electric car, are supplemented
by two interior rails. That is to say, it is not a
single third-rail system, but is what may be called
the double third-rail system. This system is now
being tested upon these tracks, very largely for the
purpose of determining whether the element of dan-
ger can be completely eliminated, and if this can be
done, whether the system thus established can be
operated as economically and as satisfactorily in
other ways as the third-rail system with the live rail,
such as President Clark is using upon the branch
line near Hartford, Conn."

POWER TRANSMISSION.
The Salt Lake correspondent of the Engineering

and Mining Journal says: "Probably up to the pres-
ent the best paying electric power transmission plant
hereabouts is the Utah, in Little Cottonwood Cafion.
It furnishes power for the Salt Lake street-car serv-
ice and is the only plant in this part of the state
not embraced in the consolidation of the Union
Light and Power company. Recently it is reaching
out and, is figuring to supply power to the mines -

of Bingham. It offers to furnish power at $80 per
horse power per year, provided contracts can be
made for 400 horse power. As most of the mines
have to haul coal several miles uphill from the rail-
road, making the cost $6.25 to $7.50 per ton, a con-
siderable saving can be made. Some eight or 10
mines arc considering the proposition."

TELEGRAPH.
There is a project on foot for the connection of

Victoria, B. C, with Anacortes by a telegraph line
imder the Western Union cable.

Vice-consul Jones, at Turk Island, W. I., has in-
formed the State Department that a contract has
been entered into between the Direct West India
Cable company and the British government, to lay
a cable from Bermuda to Turk Island and thence to
Jamaica. The Telegraph Construction and Main-
tenance company of London has sent a steamer to
the island to make the initial arrangements for the
laying of the cable. It has been decided to land it

at Riding Place, Grand Turk. It is anticipated that
the cable will be in operation by the end of January,
1898.

ELECTRICAL SECURITIES.
The Consolidated Traction company of New Jer-

sey reports for October gross earnings of $264,359;
operating expenses, $130,159; net earnings, $134,199;
fixed charges, interest and ta.xes, $113,972; surplus,
$20,226. For the 10 months ended October 31st the
surplus over all charges was $163,470, an increase of

$97,279 over the corresponding period of 1896.

The Edisoji Electric Illum,inating company of
New York reports for the month of October gross
earnings of $214,580.60, an increase over 18^ of
$20,75.3.50. Net earnings were $91,398.65, an . in-

crease of $13,923.61. For 10 months the gross earn-
ings show an increase of $182,702.47, and the net
earnings an increase of $120,045.67. This is inclu-
sive of high-tension systems.

The last 50 shares of the stock of the Columbus
(O.) Electric Light and Power company have been
deposited with the Capital City Bank and the prop-
erty will be formally transferred to a New York
syndicate. The franchise runs until 1920. A new
company will be capitalized at $750,000, the plant
largely extended and the cost of light and power
reduced. The net earnings of the company last

year were $42,000, it is said.

MISCELLANEOUS.
An ordinance licensing electrical engineers and

contractors and defining their cpialifications has
been defeated in the Chicago City Council.

The sixteenth annual ball of the Chicago Asso-
ciation of Stationary Engineers was given on
Thanksgiving Eve, and was a successful affair.

Charles D. Seeberger, secretary of the Chicago
Club, has devised a new form of moving stairway
for "L" road stations. Stairsteps are fastened to

endless belts, wdiich are electrically operated.

At the meeting of the Engineers' Society of West-
ern New York, on November gth, Newcomb Carl-
ton read a paper on "The Northern Elevator and
the Application of Electricity to its Operation, as

Well as to Other Mechanical Appliances."

At the annual meeting of the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers at New York, on Noyember
30th, two papers will be presented upon electrical

subjects. W. S. Aldrich will read one on "Rating
Electric Power Plants on the Heat-tinit Standard.''
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The other will be entitled "Electricity in Cotton

Mills." and will be prepared by \V. B. Smith-

Whaley.

It is said that tandem bicycles equipped with stor-

age batteries and motors are used in Paris as pacing
machines. These bicycles must be much heavier than

ordinary tandems, but it is said that they can be op-

erated at a speed as high as 50 miles an hour.

The foundation for the power house located on the

Yadkin River, near Winston, N. C, has been laid,

and it is expected that the plant will be in operation

by February ist. The company, which has $150,000
capital, expects to develop 5,000 horse power in all.

At present the power will be obtained from a plant

representing 2.500 liorse power, wdiich w"i!l be ob-
tained from eight turbine wheels. The location, it

is stated, is one of the most desirable in the South
for a power house, and the company calculates to

furnish both power and light to Winston and Salem.
The building is to be three stories in height, to be
constructed of brick and granite. Among those in-

terested are H. E. Fries of Vi'inston and S. Morgan
Smith of York, Pa.

Copper production in the United States in October
reached a total of 17.541 tuns and was closely up
to the average of the 10 months of the present

year. It shows, how-e\'er, a decrease of 3V2 per

cent, from October of last year, and is consid-

erably below that of the earlier months of (the

liresent year. The total United States produc-
tion for the 10 months ended with October was
17O.38S tons, wdiich was greater by four per cent,

tlian in the corresponding period last year. Ex-
ports of copper from the United States showed a

coisiderable decline as compared with previous

months, and were 2,586 tons less than in October,

i8g6. The total this year has been 108.97S tons,

which is 8,384 tons more than last year. The export

this year has been 62 per cent, of the production.

The foreign production shows little change this

year: but the consumption abroad seems to keep

up very well.

An electric car for fire engines has been intro-

duced by an eastern firm. The car consists of two
motor trucks supporting between them a platform

large enough to hold a regulation fire engine. The
extreme length is 30 feet 10% inches; greatest width,

eight feet 6V-; inches, and height of car floor above
the track, gVi! inches. The total weight, including

trucks and suspended floor, is 14.000 pounds. The
car can be propelled by motors mounted upon the

a.vlcs, as is customary at present, or it may be drawn
by an electric locomottive, or an electric ear can be

impressed in an emergency. To load on a fire en-

gine the side channel beams are released from the

front truck and lowered until the front end of the

floor rests upon the ground. The forward truck is

then run ahead out of the way. the engine backed
into place and drawn on the platform by a winch
on the rear truck. The front truck is then run back
to its former position and the channels raised to

place by a windlass. In the course of a recent test

it was demonstrated that the car could be run into

position, uncoupled, the engine loaded on and all

made ready for a trip in iVi minutes. Better time

was made in unloading, only 1% minutes being re-

(|uired to detach the forward truck and hitch the

horses ready for a run.

TRADE NEWS.
The General Electric company states that during

the months of June, July and August it received

orders for 278 generators, aggregating nearly 14,-

000 kilowatts, for lighting purposes alone.

The Electric Third Rail and Signal company of

St. Louis has been incorporated to introduce and
manufacture apparatus for the operation of the Sea-

ton third-rail electric system for street cars. The
capital stock is $250,000.

The popular representative of the Electric Railway
E(|uipmeut company dropped into Chicago from
Cincinnati last week. Mi". Wick was looking after

the Railway Eciuipment company's Chicago trade,

but he only spent a few days in the city.

The Norwegian Mica company has been organ-

ized in Christ:an:a. The company is working mines
of mica in Norway. The professor of mineralogy

.;a the University of Christiania, Yohan H. L. Vogt,

is a director, and Henry E. Mohn is president.

A. N. Loper, representing the New Haven Car
Register company of New Haven, Conn., was in

Chicago last week, looking after the interests of his

company. Mr. Loper seems to be ubiquitous. He
is here to-day, there to-morrow, and always on the

go-

Since the advance agent of prosperity has swept

the country and renewed activity is noticeable in all

branches of industry, especially in the electrical

business, rumors of all kinds are constantly finding

their way into the columns of the daily papers. One
of the latest is that the Wcstinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing company will build a branch factory

at Buffalo. N. Y. Color was given to this story,

no doubt, by the fact that the Wcstinghouse Electric

and Manufacturing company is doing such an
amount of business at BulTalo and Niagara Falls

that people think that the entire factory is

moved up there. However, this is not the case.

The existing factory of the W(;stinghouse company
at East Pittsburg, Pa., is said to be the most com-

plete establishment for the manufacture of electrical

machinery in the world.

The Automatic Circuit Breaker company's plant

at Newaygo, Mich., formerly belonging to the Sweet
Automatic Circuit Breaker company of Grand Rap-
ids, has been sold under first mortgage and was
purchased by the Furniture City Electric company
of Grand Rapids. The plant employed about 20
hands. The machinery alone was valued at $4,500.

and the stock on hand at $2,000. A representative

of the purchaser states that it will at once be re-

turned to Grand Rapids, and that the manufacture of

circuit breakers will be continued as a part of the

present business of manufacturing, repairing and
contracting.

Some managers of electric light plants do not
realize the economy resulting from the use of a
good steam engine indicator. With one of these

instruments it is said that a sa\'ing of from 10 to

40 per cent of fuel may be made. A falla-

cious idea is that the services of an expert are re-

quired to operate one of these instruments. James
L. Robertson & Sons, 204 Fulton street, New York,
claim that all of the complication has been dispenseil

and that any ordinary enghieer may secure the best

results from the improved Roberlson-Thompson in-

dicator, Victor reducing wheel, and Lippincott plani-

mcter, the last-named instrument giving the mean
effective pressure dirct for any spring without com-
putation of any kind. An instructive catalogue of

these instruments may be had by addressing the

manufacturers.

The many friends of Secretary Paul W. Bosscrt

of the American Telephone company, Chicago, will

doubtless be surprised to know that he has resigned

his position with the American Telephone company
to assume the duties of general manager of a new
company to be known as the "Pennsylvania Electric

company of Philadelphia, Pa." This new concern
will make a specialty of manufacturing magneto
bells and telephone receivers. The factory of the

Pennsylvania Electric company will be at Marietta,

Pa. The building is already erected and the work
of manufacturing is expected to commence soon.

It is Mr. Bossert's purpose to locate his Philadel-

phia office, if possible, in the Bourse building, al-

though this has not yet been decided upon. The
Pennsylvania Electric company realizes the great

future and the possibilities in catermg to the vast

and rapidly growing telephone interests in the

United States and other countries, and friends of

Mr. Bossert who best know the telephone situation

feel that his move is a wise one. Mr. Bossert has

had a valuable experience in the telephone business,

one that should be of great value to the new organi-

zation. While he has not as yet left his desk at the

American company's office, he nevertheless expects

shortly to go to Philadelphia.

It is said that, with an otitput of over 6.500.000

lamps yearly, the General Electric company is man-
ufacturing a better and more uniform lamp than

formerly could have been procured for double the

price. So large a production and sale naturally al-

lows of the adoption of improvements. The lamp
works are provided with a very complete laboratory,

with a staff' of competent chemists and electricians

constantly occupied in carrying on experiments and
tests, all tending to the betterment of the product.

Perhaps the most noteworthy improvement intro-

duced during the last two years is the new exhaus-

tion process. By the adoption of this process the

quality of the Edison lamp is distinctly advanced
beyond lamps exhausted by other methods. Dur-
ing recent years mechanical exhaust pumps, that is,

pumps operated without mercury, have from time

to time been presented, but in each case the size of

the pump has been too great, the object having been

to exhaust a large number of lamps at one time.

This practice being considered injudicious, such

pumps have not been adopted, but the lamp works
have succeeded in obtaining a small mechanical
pump, with a rate of exhaustion such that it can

practically be employed to exhaust one lamp at a

time. Experiments with this pump lasted nearly

two years, and showed that the lamps could be ex-

hausted more nearly the ideal lamp vacuum by this

pump than by any other. It is now used to e.xhaust

the Edison lamp, and the mercury pumps, have been
discarded. The final perfection of the vacuum,
however, is not obtained by the pumps unaided. In

combination with these pumps a chemical process

is introduced, exclusively used in this country by

the lamp works, and as the various phenontena of

exhaustion are clearly marked, a very definite rule

of operation has been formulated. The natural re-

sidual gases of an incandescent lamp may be con-

sidered conducting gases, since they allow current

to pass from one leg of the filament to the other.

The residual gases are, therefore, not only injurious

to the filament, but their necessary removal has pre-

viously involved long and tedious processes. By
the new method of chemical exhaustion, all the

residual gases are thoroughly removed from the

lamp by the introduction of a gas capable of com-
bining with them. Previous to this introduction a

blue glow fills the bulb when the filament is brought
tip to bright incandescence, but when the combina-
tion takes place between the residual gases and the

new gas the blue glow suddenly disappears, and a

lamp "sealed off" at this moment has a vacuum of

perfect insulating properties. The advantages of the

chemical process of exhaustion are several, The

combination of the gases in the bulb is a phenome-
non so marked as to furnish an absolute proof that
the proper vacuum has been obtained, 'The lamps
are exhausted one at a time, and the whole attention
of the operator is concentrated on a single lamp.
This insures a perfection of vacuum difficult to ob-
tain in lamps exhausted in groups. The operator
sits in a comfortable position and. not unduly
wearied, can do as accurate w^ork late in the day as
in the morning. The injurious effects of mercury
upon the health of the operator being avoided, his
uninterrupted service is secured and the very highest
skill dependent upon continued practice is retained.

BUSINESS.
The new go\ernor for the steam engines made by

the Ball Engine company of Erie, Pa., is illustrated

and concisely described in a recently issued circular,

which is sent on application.

Blotters can be had from the Diamond Electric

company, 1202 Fisher building, Chicago, showing
pictures of the Scheeffer wattmeters anrl trans-

formers and the Cardew earthing device, and setting

forth the merits of these appliances.

The first of the '98 calendars trj reach the office

of the Western Electrician is from the Missouri
Telephone Manufacturing company of St. Louis.
This enterprising concern sends it out, a little in

advance, with the "compliments of the season."

The D. A. Kusel Telephone and Electric Manu-
facturing company, mo Pine street. St. Louis, has

just finished the contract to furnish line material

and 35 long-distance telephones for the lines run-

ning into Fulton. Mo. It has also furnished an ex-

change for Aikansas and has several other contracts

on hand from Missouri. Illinois and Texas. Busi-

ness prospects are bright.

The Monon Route's new through sleeping-car

line between Chicago and Washington and Balti-

more, via Cincinnati, the C, H. and D., B. and
O. S. W. and B. and O. railways has proven a great

success. The sleeper is ready for occupancy in the

Dearborn station at 9:30 p. m., and leaves at 2:45

a. m. daily, arriving at Washington at 6:47 and Bal-

timore 7:55 the following morning. .\s the sleeper

goes through without change, and as the hours of

leaving and arriving are so convenient, this is a very

comfortable as well as the most picturesque route

to the national capital. The city ticket office is at

232 Clark street.

Treasurer Charles Landis of the .American Re-
flector and Lighting company of 271-273 Franklin

street. Chicago, reports a factory full of orders.

The American Reflector company manufactures over

150 styles of reflectors for electricity, gas and oil.

It is impossible to realize the full extent of the line

of reflector goods carried by this institution without

the aid of one of its complete catalogues, which will

be sent on request. The American Reflector com-
pany is making a specialty of all styles of reflectors

for users of electric light under almost every con-

dition. It makes reflectors for lighting art galleries,

window reflectors, orchestra shades, incandescent

street electric light hoods, stage dimmers, incan-

descent calcium light theatrical lamps with hand

feed, also reflector chandeliers, hall and vestibule

lamps, silver-plated mirror reflectors for incandes-

cent clusters \vith prisms—in fact, it is safe to say

anyone desirous of purchasing anything in the Hue

of reflectors can find goods to suit him in the Chi-

cago salesroom of the American company.

The K. & W. company of Pittsfield. Mass., has

been manufacturing a line of specialties wdiich is

prominently known among the central stations and

isolated plants. Appreciating that there was a de-

mand for an incandescent lamp which possessed

some features not embodied in those now offered

for sale, the company decided to add this branch

of business to its concern, and it was decided to

take larger quarters in the new manufacturing build-

ing recently erected by W. .\. Whittlesey, securing

a portion of the first floor for the offices. The lamp
department will be under the management of S. M.
Hardy, who has been prominently identified in the

manufacture of incandescent lamps for several years.

Until recently Mr. Hardy was superintendent of the

Imperial lamp factory at Mariboro, Mass. The
most improved apparatus for the manufacture of in-

candescent lamps is now being installed, and it is

the intention to make this the most complete factory

m the country in this line. For candle piwer and

mechanical finish the lamps will demand ihe atten-

tion of those who ask for the highest grade lamp,

and are willing to pay a slight advance over the

price of cheap lamps and thereby save money. The
company states that nothing but the best skilled

labor will be employed in its factory, p'aetig no re-

liance upon cheap help and child labor, and with

this end in vievif Mr. Hardy has brought with him
from Marlboro a force of workmen who have

grown up in the lamp business. The new lamp
will be .known as the Hardy incandescent lamp,

and it bids fair to achieve a strong position

in the electrical trade. The K. & W. dynamo
birushes, hanger-boards, spark arresters, etc.,

will be manufactured as usual, and arrangements
made to meet the increased demand for these prod-
ucts. The officers of the K. & W. company are

W. A. Whittlesey, president: J. H. Kelman, sec-

retary: F. R. Whittlesey, treasurer, and S. M. Hardy,
manager of lamp department.
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ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

593.559- Storage Battery. Edward A. Barber,

Watertown, N. Y. Application filed May 14,

1897-

This battery coinpiises a stack of trays, each of whicb
has on opposite sides of its bottom portion an ioteEral

comparinieiu plate, the coinpartiiienis in which contain

the active niaieriat, iosulatiug stiips on the upper edges of

the outer and central dividinp walls of the coniparlment
plates, the asbestos sheets resting on the strips, the lower
surface of each plate resiing on an asbestos sheet, the

positive and negative plates at the top and bottom of the

trays respectively, and electrical connections therewith.

593.571. Magnetic Clutch. Thomas J. Fay, Brook-
lyn. N. V. Application tiled February 5. 1897.

The hermetically sealed case contains a machine hav-

ing a main rotating shaft, a driving motor and its rotating

shaft located outside of tbe casing, an electro-magnetic

clutch having its two members mounted respectively on
the two rotating shafts, one member being inside ihe

casing and the other outside thereof, an unperforated wall

of the casing composed of dielectric material being inter-

posed between the two members of the clutch, and through
which the clutching and unclutching of the two rotating

shafts is effected.

NO. 593.559-

593.611. Multiple Switchboard System for Tele-

phone Exchanges. Charles E. Scribner. Chi-

cago. 111. Application filed May 13, 1892.

The combination is described with a telephone line cir-

cuit of a repeating coil, one of whose coiis is included
permanently in the line circuit, and the oiher of whose
coils is included in a local circuit with an individual an-

nunciator, and means for shunting the hrst-mentioned coil

of the repeating coil when connection is established with
the line.

503.612. Toll Counter for Telephone Lines. Charles

E- Scribner. Chicago, 111. Application filed

September 10, 1894.

One claim is for a magnet having a permanent held, two
electromagnets and means for intermittently exciting
them independently of each other, an armature having
projections adapted to come successively into the perma-
nent field, ihe electro-magnets being adapted v;hen succes-
sively excited to bring a new projection into the permanent
field.

593.613. Polarized Signal Bell. Charles E. Scrib-

ner, Chicago, 111. Application filed November
25. ]895.

A local storage battery is placed in the line at a sub sta-

tion, and provided with means for producing alternating
currents in the line, an electric bell whose electro-magnet
is provided with two ditfereniial windings in different
parallel branches of the line circuit, one of which branches
is constructed to have high impedance, whereby the bell

remains neutral to the charging current, but may be oper-
ated by alternating current.

593.614. Telephone System. Charles E. Scribner,

Chicago, 111. Application filed September 25,

^896.

The telephone line has a transmitting telephone and an
induction coil at its sub-station and terminates in an ap-
pliance for establishing connection with another tele-

phone at a central station ; a iupply circuit distinct from
the line permanently includes the transmitting telephone
and the primary winding of the induction coil at the sub-
station and terminates in a separate contact piece ol the
appliance; a source of current at the central station, a
switch contact forming the terminal thereof, and means
for applying the switch contact to the contact terminal of
the supply circuit in the act of making connection with the
line.

593.625. Insulated Hanger. Ernest P. Warner,
Chicago, 111. Application filed March 8, 1897.

Lugs are formed upon the interior of a metallic liood ; a
metallic ring is supported by the lugs; a glass insulator re-

tained in position within the hood by the ring, a hook, the
shank whereof passes through the insulator, and a ditk
secured to the end of the shank and supported by the in-

sulator, tbe disk being of such diameter that it cannot
pass through tbe ring.

593.626. Electric Arc Lamp. Ernest P. Warner.
Chicago, III. Application filed March 16, 1897.

There is the combination witli a chain or ribbon sup-
porting the carbon, of a controlling wheel over which the
ohain or ribbon is passed, two rotaiable clutching mem-
bers, mounted one at either side of the controlling wheel,
link connections between the clutching members, whereby
independent rotation of one of the members with relation
to the other varies the distance between them, causing
engagement or release of the conirolling wheel, and elec-
tro-magnetic ineaiis for causing such independent rotation,
thereby to effect the regulation of the lamp.

593,6.27. Telephone. John Weil, Mansfield O. Ap-
plication filed February 25, 1897.

The shaft is mounted in a generator box. a lever being
pivotally mounted on the shaft and lormed at its free end
with a receiver hook, a crank mounted on the shaft, a rod
pivotally connected to the end of the crank, a bow-spring
having one end secured to the casing of the box and the
other pivotally mounted upon the lower end of the rod, so
as to normally force the same upward, a pivoted switch-
lever connected to the rod, and contacting points con-
nected with the bell and main-line circuits, and adapted
to be engaged by the switch lever.

593,692. Electric Signaling Mechanism. Lewis G.
Rowand, Camden, N. J. Application filed De-
cember 22, 1896.

Included in this device-are a normally closed circuit, a
magnet upon the circuit, a ^^cond circuit having a' signal

Issued November 16, iSgj.

or sigrials thereon, a switch comprising two members, one
of which is moved by the magnet in one direction, and
means independent of the magnet to move it in the other
direction, and means to hold ilie second member of the
switch out of alignment with the firstmentioned switch
member when moving under llie action of the magnet.

593-697- Electric Arc Lamp. Clarence C. Stirling,

Hartford, Conn. Application filed February 6,

1897-

Feeding mechanism is provided for the carbons, com-
prising a feeding-screw for each carbon, one of which is

made hollow and internally screw-threaded to receive the
other, means for turning the hollow screw-shaft by band,
and an actuator consisting of a motor comprising a field
magnet and a rotary armature, the latter being operatively
connected with the hollow screw-shaft.

593.716. Alternating Current Motor. Alexander J.

Churchward, Brooklyn, N. Y. y\pplication filed

July I, 1896.

A single-phase self-starting alternating current motor
has its field excited when running as a synchronous motor
by two coils, one of which provides a contact field excita-
tion, while the other carries current increasing with the
load and obtained from a commutator located, as de-
scribed, between armature and field, so as to cause tbe
alternating current supplied to the motor and flowing in
coils of the armature as an alternating current to flow
through the field as a continuous current.

593.718. Electrically Driven Gas Machine. Thomas
J. Fay, Brooklyn, N. Y. Application filed Feb-
ruary 25, 1897.

Claim one is given: The combination of a sealed gas
casing, an electric motor located outside thereof, and
whose field magnet system itself forms a sealed casing,
and a sealed gas passage connecting the motor and casing
together and through which the armature shaft leads.

593,720. Telephone Toll Station. William Gray,
Hartford, Conn. Application filed November
17. 1893.

In combination with a set of telephone instruments
there are a signal-box containing a channel board, a signal
device located in the path of the falling coin, openings
through the wall of the box for the reception of a coin, llie

channel board secured in firm contact with a wall of tlie

signal-box, the transmitter and the transmitter support
secured in firm contact with that part of the signal box to
which the channel board is secured.

h9l^7^- Electric Arc Lamp. William H. Coughlin,
Worcester, Mass. Ai)plication filed . April 9,

1897-

The special features of construction in the globe holder
include the spindle, having an opening therethrough, with
a solid metal bearing seat at tbe bottom of the opening, in
combination with tlie swinging dog arranged in the open-
ing, and having one end horizontally pivoted near the
lower part thereof, its head or free end adapted to nor-
mally fall outward and project laterally from one side of
the spindle, with the side of the dog supported upon the
solid bearing seat, the dog adapted to be turned upward
within the opening to permit the globe supporting collar to

pass onto or from the spindle,

593,803. Electric Battery. William W. Hanscom
and Arthur Hough, San P>ancisco, Cal. Ap-
plication filed April 21, 1897.

The method of constructing elements for storage bat-
teries consists in electrolytically producing slabs of spongy
lead, then compressing tbe same about the edge to a dense
mass, and welding metallic lead upon the compressed
edge to form a frame.

593.817. Rheostat. George J. Schneider, Detroit,

Mich. Application filed March 5, 1897.

With a circuit-closing switch and tbe movahte contact of
a rheostat there is a time motor for actuating the movable
contact to cut out resistance adapted to be started upon
the closing of the switch, and means for compelling the
return of the movable contact before the opening of the
switch.

NO. 593,571

593.819. Telephone and Signaling or Calling Sys-
tem. James G. Smith, New York, N. Y. Ap-
plication filed April 4. 1895.

Tbe signaling !>v5iem comprises a plurality of stations, a
circuit for the stations divided into sections in each sta-

tion, and electrically operating devices in each station ar-

ranged to be operated directly from any of the stations for
connecting two sections of tlie circuit together to establish
a through line between any two of tbe stations.

593.820. Electric Signaling or Calling System.
James G. Smith, New York, N. Y. Original
application filed April 4, 1895. Divided and this

application filed July 14, 1897.

A circuit for the stations is divided into sections in the
stations, two magnets on the circuit in the stations, an
armature for each of the magnets, one of the armatures be-
ing arranged to break the circuit of the signaling instru-
ment in its station and to connect two sections of the cir-

cuit to partially establish a complete circuit through the
station, the other of the armatures being arranged to

temporarily break tbe circuit and then complete the cir-

cuit.

593,832. Electric Brake for Elevators. John P.

Casey, Bloomsburg, Pa. Application filed Au-
gust 2Z, 1894.

The electric motor rotates the shaft; a friction gravity
brake is adapted to arrest the rotation of the s-haft; an
electro-magnetic device for removing the brake ib pro-

vided with high and low resistance coils for producing the
same polarities in the electromagnetic devices; an elec-
tric circuit including the low resistance coil in series with
the armature, a shunt circuit including the higli resistance
coil in shunt relation with thn armature of tbe motor, and
a switch device for controlling the flow of current through
the circuits for always maintaining the carrent flowing in
both coils of the brake magnet in the same direction at any
moment of time.

593.852. Multiple Metering of Electric Currents.
Eustace Oxley, Washington, D. C. Application
filed October 2, 1897.

In a process of multiple-rate metering of electricity
there is the combination with suitable metering or regis-
tering apparatus of an electro-magnetic device suitably
located and arranged with relation to each point where a
multiple rate is given, a normally open circuit for the elec-
tro magnetic device, and means located at a single point
for establishing the circuit at suitable intervals to control
the metering or registering apparatus in showing the con-
sumption of current at different rates.

NO. 593,718.

593-853. Electric Cut-out. Harry T. Paiste, Phila-
delphia, Pa. Application filed July 8, 1897.

The base has contact plates and line-wire connections,
the cap having plates forming electrical connections with
the contact plates of the base, and other plates providing
tor mechanical connection ilierewith, and set-screws for
effecting this mechanical connection, the latter and the
line-wire connections being wliolly outside of the limits of
the cap. and the electrical connections being wholly inside
of the same.

593.858. Indicator for Electrical Measurements. Ed-
ward B. Rosa, Middletown, Conn. Application
filed July 13, 1897.

In apparatus for recording instaotaneous values ef elec-
trical quantities, the combination with an instantaneous
contact maker having a brush adapted to move periodi-
cally, of a recording surface adapted to move in synchro-
nism with the brush, and means for recording the electrical
values on the surface.

593.877. Igniting Device for Gas or like Motors,
Albert dc Dicn and Georges Bouton, Puteaux,
France. Application filed September 5, 1896.

Patented in France September 13, 1895; in

Switzerland October 17, 1895; in England Oc-
tober 21, 1895, and in Germany October 23, 1895.

The apparatus consists of a vibratory conducting strip
or circuit-closer, having a shoe, a conducting contact
point, wires connected to both and to the terminals of the
primary of an induction coil, and a notched disk upon the
periphery of which the shoe of the circuit-closer rests out
of contact with the point, and at each revolution falls into
the notch and closes the circuit of the primary of the iu-

duction coil.

593,884. Electric Annunciator. James A. Gowans,
Stratford, Canada. Application filed April 3,

1897.

A suitably carried motor consisting of field magnets and
a suitably supported rotatable armature and a stop-aim
connected to the shatt of the armature of the motor are in

combination with one or more electrically actuated slop
mechanisms, and means for causing a current to pass
through the motor and to any one of the stop mechanisms,
50 as to draw the stop-arm round to and arrest it at the
stop mechanism.

593.899- Electric Arc Lamp. G\:orge R. Lean,
Cleveland, O. Application filed January 2^,

1897.

The claim : The combination with an arc-inrlosed alter-
nating current arc lamp, of cored carbons, the cores of
which are one-sixteenth of an inch in diameter or less.

593,914. Electric Switch. Will M. T. Weise, Dav-
enport, la. Application filed February 24, 1897.

One claim is for a telephone line having a main and a
ring circuit, a plurality of phones and switches therefor in

the line, actuating members for said switches, a cenii;il

switch controlling the phone switches, a coniact conticl-
)ing the main and ring circuits, tbe circuit contact havii.g
Irictional connection with the central switch.

593.919- Electrical Switchboard for Coin-operated
Machines, jerry L. Blodgett, Los Angeles, Cil.

Application filetl July 20, 1897.

Electrical contacts are beneath the receptacle to snppr rt

a coin in the receptacle, and be thereby electrically c n-

nected to make a circuit: a lever for moving the slide and
a lock for locking such lever and airanged to I e reledsed
by the magnet are also provided.

593.965. Coupling for Electric Circuits in Railway
Trains. James Merryweather, Grcencaslle, Ind.

Application filed October 7, 1897.

A coupling device for electric signalii g circiii's on lail-

way trains is composed of two hahts, one coupling
half being box like in general foim wiih sv\ii)gine dcf is

for the contact surfaces, ai.d the other consisiing < f a
plunger or arm adapted to pass into the hos-like couj ling

lialf an|d jn contact with the doors thereof.
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CompactDCentral Station.
An example of excellent design and construction

is presented in the central station at Flushing, L. I.,

where particular attention was given details that

would insure economical operation. Small electric

stations as well as the larger ones possess interest

for the engmeer, and present problems that are often

more difficult of solution and are of a peculiar kind,

demanding engineering ability of a high order, as

it becomes a question not of warranting the em-
ployment of all the little and big economies devised,

but of handling a more variable quantity at retail,

on a scale which would render the economies re-

Tlie buildings are located on a narrow strip of
land lying between the water and Lawrence street,

near Bridge street, and consist of two communi-
cating structures, in one of which is located the
steam generating apparatus, and in the other the
engines, dynamos and offices. They were both
built by the Berlin Iron Bridge company, and con-
sist of skeleton steel construction filled in with brick.

The roofs are of corrugated iron, with monitors on
each, providing ample, ventilation and light, carried

on steel trusses. The engine room is provided with

the Berlin Iron Bridge company's non-conduct-
ing, fireproof, nan-condensing lining. In both the

live steam purifier and exhaust steam heater. The
Hoppes system of feed-water purifying is used, as
the quality of the water is not the best The water
is usually pumped from the well by the low-service
system into the exhaust heater, and thence by the
boiler-feed pumps into the live steam purifier, whence
it descends by gravity into the boilers, the elevation
of the purifier being sufficient for this purpose.
The steam for operating all of the auxiliaries is

ordinarily taken from the live steam purifier instead
of from the boilers direct, so as to provide circulation

in the purifier, but provision is made, by means
of a supplementary header connected with each

COMPACT CENTRAL STATION.—ENGINE AND DYNAMO ROOM.

ferred to extravagances, and yet produce a fairly eco-
nomical mechanism. This latter problem is the one
that was presented in the city of Flushing, L. I.

—

a small but thrifty and growing community which
had already outgrown one plant, but which, with
the metropolitan bee buzzing in its ears, demanded
something more modern than had done service in

its village days-

The situation was not far different from that which
is found in many other small communities consist-

ing largely of residences somewhat widely scattered

and small retail stores, the characteristic of the serv-

ice being an extremely low-load factor. To meet
this service economicaJly, to provide for a small

power demand already existing which it was desired

to cultivate and increase, and to furnish direct cur-

rent arc lighting for the streets and stores, were the

particular conditions which confronted the me-
chanical engineer of the company, F. H. Thompson,
and the contracting engineers, Westinghouse,
Church, Kerr & Co.

boiler and engine room the floor is one solid body
of concrete, and the whole is absolutely fireproof.

The boiler house, which faces on the water, oc-
cupies a ground area of 40 feet six inches by 40
feet, and is equipped with four 61-inch Manning
high-pressure boilers, each of 130 horse power. Cen-
tennial rating. These are arranged along one side

of the room, as shown in Fig. 2, and adjoining them,
next to the dynamo room are located the boiler-feed

pumps, whch are of the Dean duplex type, six inches
by four inches by six inches.
Beneath the building the company has sunk an ar-

tesian well, from which the water supply for the boil-

ers is taken by a low-service steam pump, and dis-

charged either into a large tank just outside or
directly into the exhaust steam heater. Arrange-
ments are made, however, so that the pumps can
draw either from the exhaust heater, the tank, the
well or the city water mains.

Directly over the condensers, and therefore oc-
cupying no otherwise useful space, are located the

boiler, to permit direct connection in case the puri-

fier is for any reason out of service. The exhaust
from all the auxiliaries is discharged into the heater.

The condensers, which are also located in this

corner of the building, are of the Dean independent
type in pairs, and are arranged with by-passes so

that either condenser can be run with any combina-
tion of engines. The exhaust pipes are provided with

automatic relief valves, and the condensers are sup-

plied with salt water throught cast-iron suction pipes.

The equipment (Fig. 3) occupies one side of the

boiler house, the foundations for an exact duplicate

being provided on the other side. Thus it will be
seen that within an area of 1,620 square feet of floor

space there is provided generating capacity for 1,040

horse power. Centennial rating, or about one horse

power to each 1.5 square feet, including all auxili-

aries, pumps, condensers, steam heaters, purifiers

and coal room.
Just without the boiler room is located the stack,

which is worthy of notice. This is a steel cylinder
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54 inches in diameter and 125 feet high, weighing

24,000 pounds, and was erected in one piece. Its

foundation consists of a solid block of concrete, 15

feet square and 10 feet deep, laid on piles. On ac-

count of the narrowness of the property, which is

bounded on the one side by the street and on the

other by the water, it was impossible to support this

tall shaft by guy wires, so it was necessary to de-

sign it to be self-supporting. The stack is shown
prominently in the exterior view, Fig. 4.

The building having the engine and dynamo room
also contams the offices, but these are partitioned

off at one end. The structure is connected with the

boiler house by a single door, measuring 41 by 48

feet inside, and contains, besides overhead cranes

running the entire length of the room, four Westing-
house compound automatic engines, with cylinders

measuring 12 inches and 20 inches by 12 inches and
indicating 150 horse power when operating condens-
ing at 125' pounds of steam.

Two of these are located on the east side of the

room, each driving a 75 kilowatt two-phase West-
inghouse alternator and a small direct current ex-

citer, and there is a foundation for another unit of

the same size. These are for the incandescent light-

ing and power service, and on the other side of the

room are located the other two engines of the same
size, devoted to direct current arc lighting service.

7'his is supplied by three Westinghouse 75 light

and one 100 light direct current open coil arc ma-
chines. There is also a reserve incandescent dy-

namo of 75 kilowatts capacity on this side.

The method of driving these machines is one
which, while not entirely new, is not yet very com-
mon; namely, the L. P. and D. transmitter, manu-
factured by the L. P. and D. Transmitter company
of Montpelier, Vt. This feature is well illustrated

in Fig. I. One of the advantages which commended
this device to the engineers was that it permitted
of very close belt centers—two of the arc machines

FIG. 4. COMPACT CENTRAL STATION.—EXTERIOR VIEW
OF STATION SHOWING STACK.

being belted on four feet three inch centers, and
both cf the incandescent machines on eight feet

six inch centers, which is certainly about as com-
pact an arrangement as is possible where, on account
of the smallness of the units, it is advisable to use
belt transmission. Another illustration of its util-

ity is shown in this station on the arc light side of

the building. As already mentioned, this side of

the room contains two 150 horse power engines
from which are driven four arc light machines, but
it was the design to hold one of these machines
and one of these engines as a reserve. To ac-

complish this and to add flexibility to the system,
these engines were connected with a jack-shaft by
means of jaw clutches, and the arc machines were
driven from separate pulleys on this jack-shaft by
the L. P. and D. transmitters. The incandescent
reserve unit is driven from the spare arc engine
unit. With this arrangement, either engine may
be thrown into connection with the shaft, and any
or all of the arc machines or the reserve incandes-
cent machine may be thrown either in or out of

service, \vithout the aid of clutches, by simply
changing the adjustment of the transmitter belt.

All of the engines are operated condensing, a single
valve and a single eccentric controlling the steam of
both cylinders. This is a great simplification over
the usual valve gear of compound engines, and per-
mits of their being operated non-condensing or con-
densing without any changes in the valves or their

setting.

Lubrication is both copious and economical, and
is effected in the manner peculiar to this make of
engine, by the churning action of the crank-shaft
and connecting rods running at high speed in a
closed reservoir of oil and water, the splash delug-
ing every friction surface. The governor is also en-
closed in a case which is filled with oil, so that the
lubrication is both generous and automatic and all

wastes are prevented.
The incandescent lighting machines are of the

Westinghouse two-phase type, the armature being
drum-wound with connections taken out at four
points 90° apart. The curpent is distributed at 2,000
volts with 7,200 alterations, supplying lights on the
single alternating system and power on the two-
phase system.

Returning now to the arc light machines, it is

worthy of mention that they are of the constant-

current open-coil type, but, while really wound as
two-phase machines, they are commutated so as to

give a unidirectional current. Instead of being self-

excited, as is usual, with direct-current arc machines,
these are separately excited from a small exciter,

which also does service when necessary in supply-
ing the station lighting. This commutated two-
phase current is slightly pulsating, but this is

claimed as an advantage, as it causes a very slight

but constant vibration in the moving mechanism
of the arc lamps which materially reduces the
chances of sticking or failure to feed without per-
ceptibly affecting the steadiness of the light. As
shown in Fig. 5, the armature coils are entirely en-

closed in the metal of the armature, so that it is ef-

fectually protected from possible mechanical injury.

The stampings of which the core is built up have
eight T-shaped teeth upon which the armature coils

previously wound on forms are mounted and held
in place by wooden wedges dovetailed in. By the

arrangement employed, the replacing of a damaged
coil is an exceedingly simple matter and can be
performed by an ordinary mechanic in a very short
time.

A word also about the commutator (Fig, 6) and

6. To this commutator a two-phase current having
6,600 periods per minute is delivered, and to the line
a direct current of 6.8 amperes at 50 volts.

But the most interesting feature of this machine
is its method of regulation. While Sayre in Eng-
land and Ryan in this country have been trying to
overcome or nullify armature reaction, the designers
of this apparatus have taken the bull by the horns
and converted it into a useful agent. By a bold
step they have striven to magnify this armature re-

action to the highest extent, and thereby have ob-
tained a characteristic beyond the bend, which is

essentially a vertical straight line, which means ex-
act regulation within wdde limits solely by means
of armature reaction. Then in addition to this, by
means of the unvarying field excitation, they have
extended this regulation so that if the dynamo be
absolutely short-circuited the rise of current will not
exceed one-tenth ampere.
The switchboard needs no special mention, ex-

cept that it is a handsome marble structure equipped
with p'lunger switches for the alternating current,

and operates the generators in multiple except dur-
ing light loads.

All of the steam piping in the establishment is

FIG. 3. COMPACT CENTRAL STATION.^EXHAUST STEAM HEATER, LIVE STEAM PURIFIER, PUMPS, BOILERS AND CONDENSERS.

method of commutation may not be out of place
at this time. As is usual with open-coil constant-
current machines relying upon their high self-in-

duction to prevent disastrous cutting by sparking,
the dead spaces between the commutator blocks are
wide. In the earlier types of this machine these
spaces were either left vacant or were filled in with
some solid insulating material. In the former case
the brushes were apt to chatter, and in both cases
they behaved badly with the tool when it was neces-
sary to put them on the lathe to turn them down.
.A very simple and eft'ective remedy for both trou-
bles was found by introducing into this air-gap an
intermediate narrow block of copper, insulated, of

course, both from the shaft and from the adjacent
commutator segments. As to the method of com-
mutation, there are in this machine eight armature
poles and only six field poles, but by the method of

commutation two of the armature coils are always
dead, the connections of the coils being arranged
according to the diagram. Fig. 7.

Coils I and 5 of the outside commutator are in

series and 3 and 7 dead, while 2 and 8 of the inside

commutator are in multiple series with coils 4 and

extra heavy and provided with valves and fittings

so as to be interchangeable, enabling any boiler to
be put on any engine. The pipes, boilers, heater
and purifier are covered with crimp asbestos paper
furnished by the New York Air Cell company, and
are well protected against radiation losses.

In the boiler room it was found that there was
but 1.5 square feet for each rated horse power of
steam generating plant, including all auxiliaries ex-
cept the stack. In the dynamo room the following
figures obtain: Each 75 light arc machine occupies
four feet by five feet six inches floor space. Each
75 kilowatt unit, including the 15c horse power en-
gine, dynamo and transmission, covers a floor space
of 10 feet nine inches by eight feet six inches, or
gi.3 square feet—1.2 square feet per kilowatt—and
the dynamo room as a whole, including engines,
dynamos, transmission, switchboard and all acces-
sories, as well as ample clearance space, is on a
basis of but 2.6 square feet per indicated horse
power. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Work is being pushed on the electric light system

for Grand Forks, B. C.
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Future of the Self-propelled Vehicle.

By Clinton E. Woods.

As the use of electricity develops, its possible

sub-division into local domestic uses, in many
ways, are beyond man's present power to conceive.

It opens up new changes in conditions; creates new
desires in mankind, which in turn set inventive

genius to work, and so on ad infinitum; and now
on the eve of another great change in our domestic
customs, the one of highway and byway convey-
ance, by the innovation of the horseless vehicle, we
cannot but feel intensely interested as to the mor-
row.

Bicycles came and made a great change, of a

very permanent nature, notwithstanding the fact

that the major part of the people believed them
a fad. They, however, disturbed no existing

condition, but rather created a new one, with ac-

companying pleasure and convenience; but now
with the horseless age staring us in the face,_ it

not only means a new creation but a far-reaching
disturbance in already exisiting conditions, and peo-
ple already inquire eagerly into its possibilities and
advantages, its convenience, pleasure and tttility.

Long use and association with other means of

transportation than by animal power have brought
this about by unconsciously giving birth to a strong
desire and preference in the minds of the public

for mechanical conveyance. The bicycle was one
of the strongest factors in opening the way for the

new era before us, because of its new mechanical
conception and place of operation.

What will be the benefits in general of the self-

propelled vehicle? With it will come an independ-
ence and rapidity of motion delightful to antici-
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in the choicest residential districts of any city, as
objections, arising from disagreeable odors and
noises surrounding the horse livery stable, will no
longer exist, and the space occupied will be com-
paratively small, making the investment for prop-
erty or rental at such a point well within practical
measures, because there will be required no room
for stables, hay lofts, feeding facilities, harness
room, and, best of all, no oats and attendants when
vehicles are not in use, at the same time putting

equipment. A vehicle that is simply a machine
i- not acceptable to the people in this country who
are users of fine carriages.

Municipalities have little recognition, at the pres-
ent moment, of the vast importance it means in
expense saved on street repair and sewerage main-
tenance to them; rubber tires and absence of horses'
feet, which pound like so many iron hammers and
dig like so many iron picks on the roads and
streets, will decrease the cost of repair fully 75

FIG. 5. COMPACT CENTRAL STATION.—ARMATURE FOR 75-LIGHT DIRECT CURRENT ARC MACHINE.
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PIG. 7. COMPACT CENTRAL STATION.—METHOD OF
COMMUTATION.

pate. The tired, hot, sweaty, overdriven, irritable

horse will no longer annoy us; there will be a

great economy of time from point to point; much
less congestion in street traffic, as each vehicle will

only occupy, on the streets, about half the space

now taken up; a great reduction of cost for miles

traveled per annum, because there will be no horses

to feed and groom when vehicles are idle; great

reduction in barn and stable room, with a propor-
tionate low cost of rental; absence of noise and
clatter on the street, which will of itself be a great

boon to the over-wrought nerves of this high-
strung and sensitive generation; an improved sani-

tary condition of the streets, of vast importance to

the health and finances of every city; a refinement

such an enterprise into close contact with the best
trade toi be secured.

Another great innovation will be the establishing
of interurban transportation lines by the use of

these vehicles, which will work in harmony with
the regular standard and street railway suburban
service of cities, thus making a complete conveyance
to every man's door, and it would not be surprising
even to see such lines in direct competition with the
regular street railways.

In the service of merchandise delivery these ve-
hicles will work a great change by their rapid and
noiseless operation, and one vehicle will be able to

do twice the work in the same time as those in pres-

ent use. The coupe, cab and hack conveyance will

be twice—yea, thrice—as rapid, surer, safer and
more comfortable; a closed carriage with electric

lights and heating apparatus in its interior means
the acme of comfort.
The United States government is already consid-

ering the equipment of its mail wagons in large

cities with means of self-propulsion, and it is re-

ported that an experiment of 20 or 40 wagons is

to be made within the coming year. The large

express companies are also investigating the mat-
ter, and municipalities are most anxious for this

foim of propulsion on their ambulances and patrol

wagons.
In and around the city of Pari-s to-day some

FIG. 2. COMPACT CENTRAL STATION.—BOILER ROOM.

of pleasure riding, which the presence of an animal
destroys in many objectionable ways, and an in-

dependent control of speeds, avoidance of accidents

and dexterity of progress not obtained by the use
of animal power.
To the inquiry as to new departures and possi-

bilities, in a commercial and practical way, the

horseless vehicle holds out great commercial induce-

ments aside from the novelty of the moment. In
the first place, public liveries may be established

2,000 horseless vehicles are in service, and four

large concerns, there engaged in the manufacture

of these carriages, are unable to meet the demands
made upon them by running their factories night

and day. In London many of these vehicles are

already in use, and quite a few are to be found in

Germany. The foreign articles are, however,
clumsy in most instances, and it has remained for

the American inventor to put the artistic finish to

these vehicles and to simplify the mechanical power

per cent. The improved sanitary condition of the
streets will not only make them clean and healthy,
but leave the sewers free, and make heavy stone
pavements unnecessary. Macadamized or asphalt
will be used instead, and two miles can be built for
the present cost of one. The expense of street
cleaning and sweeping will be reduced to a mini-
mum, and a means of local conveyance established
most delightful to anticipate. In addition to this,

with horses removed, the same number of vehicles
will only occupy one-half the space on the street,

thus avoiding much congestion. All of this con-
cerns not only the owners and users of these ve-

FIG. 6. COMPACT CENTRAL STATION.—COMMUTATOR.

hides, but every citizen and (every taxpayer in

every large city.

The cost of making roads especially adapted to
this form of vehicle, in country districts, is not
expensive if horses are kept off of them, and as
speeds are easily obtainable up to 20 and 25 miles
per hour, the benefits to be derived in this direc-
tion can easily be recognized.

In most large cities the present condition of the
street is favorable for the operation of these ve-
hicles, as they will run through and over rough
and uneven, soft and muddy places without any
difticulty whatever. Where heavy grades or hills

have to be climbed a differential gear has been
designed that can be thrown in while the vehicle is

in motion, multiplying the leverage on the wheels
from six to 12 times, as desired. But with the in-
troduction of these vehicles in conjunction with
bicycles a great and rapid change in roadways will

be demanded in the country districts, probably to
such an extent that turnpikes will be constructed
for these two methods of conveyance to run on,
exclusively, at a toll of so much per mile, on which
no horses will be allowed. The cost of mainte-
nance will be very low, as it is the feet of horses
constantly digging into the roads that cause their

rapid depreciation. With such roads through the
country, from town to town, much of the personal
pleasure transportation will be done with the self-

propelled vehicles.

Charging stations for the batteries will be
equipped by electric light companies in every town,
and we will exchange our batteries anywhere for

a freshly charged set, as they are so arranged in

trays as to be instantly removed and duplicated
with a new set, or they can be charged remaining
in the wagon, if time permits. Current from an
arc light circuit or from an incandescent circuit

can be used; in fact, wherever there are electric

lights, a gentleman or firm running these vehicles

has only to have the wires from the lighting cir-

cuit brought to his carriage house and to attach

them to his battery when necessary. They can be
charged in as short a time as two hours, or can
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be adjusted to consume 12 to 15 hours over night

in charging, as desired. Firms using a number of

vehicles can put in a small gas engine and dynamo
and charge their own batteries, or a private in-

dividual tail put in the same equipment and not

only charge his batteries but light his house and

barns from the dynamo direct or the storage bat-

teries, which can be interchangeable for lighting or

use in the vehicle if it is not desired to run the

engine nights. The expense of running a vehicle

so charged, for four persons, will not exceed one-

half cent per mile.

Many questions touching the practical side of

self-propelled vehicles have been asked the writer by

all classes of people touching upon the initial cost,

cost to operate, method of controlling, possibilities

in its application to existing vehicles, best forms

of power and what changes it will make in future

conditions of road transportatian.

Touching the cost of the vehicles first, and con-

sidering fine carriages only, a stanhope carrying

two people, finished in the best manner of the car-

ria.gemaker's art, will cost about $1,000, as against

the- ordinary stanhope costing about $500, and an

additional $300 for such a horse as is used, and

about $150 for the harness, thus making the cost

of the rigs about equal. A mail phaeton, carrying

four people, will cost about $2,200. This is a

strictly first-class carriage in every detail; an ordi-

nary vehicle of the same kind will cost from $1,000

to $1,600, horses about $600, and harness about $300.

thus making little difference in the cost of either

complete. A fine private brougham will cost about

$2,400. and a cheaper one can be built for $i.Soo;

a doctor's phaeton for about $1,000; and a large

brake, carrying 12 to 14 passengers, for $3,000.

Each of these vehicles will be equipped to run 40

hides, conditions of operation must be studied from
a strictly engineering point of view, and an equip-

ment designed to meet these conditions, followed

by a vehicle so designed as to acccommodate such
an equipment. Some peojjle seem to think, because
a wagon will run by means of power propulsion,

it should be run 100 or more miles on one charge

of the batteries. This will be demanded only by
heavy transportation in freigltil. vehicles, but is

FIG. I. MODERN GEAR PLANT.— GEAR PLANT OF GEN-

ERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, AT LYNN.

wholly unnecessary in all general classes of pleas-

ure vehicles. Our best locomotives on railroads

hardly give that length of operation. Coal and
water have to be taken on quite frequently. A
careful inquiry among all classes of vehicle drivers

and owners divulges the fact that a distance of

over 30 miles per day is rarely needed in the op-

eration of any vehicle. Drivers of merchandise or

delivery wragons cannot deliver goods from their

wagons over an area greater than this per day, ex-

cept in a special or isolated case. The average

FXG. 2. MODERN GEAR PLANT.—INTERIOR OF GEAR PLANT, SHOWING GEARS READY FOR SHIPMENT.

miles with one charge of battery, on level, hard
roadways; hills and very w-indy weather will re-
duce the mileage capacity from 10 to 25 per cent.,

according to size and strength. The cost of charg-.
ing a set of batteries, carrying two people, is 40
cents, and in one, carrying four people, 60 cents,

In one case, one cent per mile; in the other, 1V2
cents per mile for every two passengers over this.

The weight complete of a vehicle like the stanhope,
for two people, will not exceed 1,050 pounds, and
a vehicle for four people will not exceed 1,600
pounds, and so on, in proportion. The long, much
abused and misunderstood storage battery is no
longer an obstacle in the way of success. Means
devised for utilizing it and improvement in the bat-
tery itself have already reduced the weight to one-
half of what it was a year ago. People must not
expect to put their horses inside of the wagon and
have nothing to show that such a thing has been
done except their absence.
The idea that storage batteries were prohibitive

for use in a vehicle because of their weight was
gained from the early and crude application to
street cars. Experiments came to a standstill, and
development for this work ceased because the first

cost of a trolley equipment proved to be much the
cheaper.
The horseless vehicle is not a thing which has

grown up mushroom fashion, as some people seem
to think. From time to time inventors have sprung
up with so-called horseless carriages designed to
operate on ordinary roadways and streets, all of
which have died a natural death because of their
crude and mechanical appearance, for one thing,
and because of lack of interest in such things by
the general public, for another. Their conceptions
were in most instances the work of a crank in-
ventor or amateur electrician and mechanic. In
order to understand the necessary design of ve-

brougham, cab or hack does not e.xcced 25 miles

per day in its hardest day's work. Livery rentals

rarely exceed 2V2 hours, a possible 25 miles ride,

and what private individual cares to ride for pleas-

ure more than 30 miles at a time? Therefore, why
is it necessary to put in an excessive battery equip-

ment to cover long distances, when the short time

of charging or ease of duplicating the freshly

charged sets is so well arranged? It is proper to

mention here that the time of operation is in pro-

portion to the speed. For instance, a wagon will

run s^ miles in three hours, at 12 miles per hour,

or 36 miles in six hours at six miles per hour, and
so on. Another vital question, and one which only

can be answered by data from the operation of the

same things in other directions, is the question of

depreciation in the batteries and motors of vehicles.

It must be understood first that in pleasure ve-

hicles the best possible workmanship is incorpo-

rated; ball-bearing axles are used for reducing the

friction tO' a minimum, and rubber tires are also

used to preserve the mechanism and the ball-bear-

ing axles and the batteries from any violent jar.

The vehicle itself, under such conditions, will last

much longer than the ordinarily constructed vehicle

drawn by horses. It is a well-known fact that the

depreciation of a thoroughly first-class motor does

not exceed 10 per cent, per annum, and the depre-
ciation of good storage batteries well taken care

of will not exceed the same figure.

Now we come to a question that is one of the

most interesting of all, and that is the form of

motive power best adapted to the propulsion of

vehicles on ordinary roads, and it lays, of course,

between the equipment of a vehicle with electrical

means of propulsion, or one propelled by gas or
petroleum motors or engines or a combination of

both of these factors. It is undeniable that some
considerable effort has been made with the gaso-

line or hydroArbon motor equipment, and from
an engineering point of view, with fairly good
success, but it li^is so many objections surrounding
it for use on fine carriages designed for only per-
sonal and individual use that public sentiment
seems to be decidedly against it. Among these objec-
tions may be mentioned: Absence of refinement and
artistic beauty in looks; the intense concentration
of heat in the engine itself, which in most cases has
to be dissipated by water jackets consta.ntly re-

filled as the water heats up; disagreeable odors
from the burned oil; objectionable noises of a me-
chanical nature and also from the puffing exhausts;
visible vapors or smoke from these exhausts; ex-
cessive vibrations imparted to the vehicle from the
engine's reciprocating motion; mechanical compli-
cations, as the speed has to be controlled by variable
gears, etc. The efficiency of these motors also
depends upon their working at full load and they
have not the factor of flexibility desired. In other
words, a motor of two horse power will not work
beyond that. If it comes to a hard place, where
more power is required, it simply stops. Examin-
ing this point for a moment, a horse power is not, as
many people suppose, what one horse pulls; its

equivalent in mechanics is 33,000 pounds raised one
foot high in one minute's time, and in climbing
heavy grades and going through bad roads, one
horse oftentimes makes an effort equal to two or
three mechanical horse power for a very short period
of time. With an electrical equipment we can per-
form exactly the same thing; any given size of mo-
tor and battery can be momentarily worked up to

two and three times its normal rated power. That
is, a two horse power motor can be made to develop
four or five horse power for a short period of time,

in climbing a bad hill or starting in a bad place,

thus developing the same flexibility of power ap-
plication as exists in the use of a horse. With a

gas engine nothing of this Jfind can be accomplished.
The electrically equipped vehicle does not have any
of the objections already enumerated that exist in

the simple gas engine equipment alone. Its control

of speeds is not mechanical, but is purely an elec-

trical proposition. As regards the weight between
the two vehicles, notwithstanding all talk to the

contrary, the gas engine equipment weighs as much
as the electrically equipped vehicle does. In all

fairness, however, it is to be said that this criticism

of the gas engine equipment is confined to high-
grade carriages for both public and general passen-

ger use and private family use. The writer believes,

however, that the gas engine has a field of its own
on wagons for heavy freight transportation and
trucking, as. of course, it is understood that the

refinement demanded in carriages is of no moment
in freight and transportation work on road vehicles.

This is done by providing it with an auxiliary

flexibility not inherent in itself, or, in other words,

by combining the gas engine, storage batteries and
electric motor into one unit of power equipment,

thereby generating the current in the wagon itself

for the batteries and motor. This system is known
as the Patton motor system, and has already been
applied to motor cars, and at the present moment
is being applied to six-ton express wagons. In the

wagons being built two' normal six horse power
driving motors are used, one geared to either hind

wheel, one seven horse power gas engine, and one

6% horse power generator, besides 44 cells of bat-

teries, all of which weighs 2,500 pounds. The wagon
itself weighs 2,500 pounds and will transport a load

of four tons at a speed of seven miles an hour, dis-

tance being limited only when gasoline or petro-

leum cannot be secured. The maximum available

power for momentary work on grades and bad
places to start is 20 horse power when the batteries

and engine are used together, the motor being ca-

pable of standing 80 per cent, overload for short

periods of time-

The data of four different equipments using straight

storage batteries that are being perfected for the

market by another concern have also been handed
me. These equipments are designed for fine pri-

Data of Standard Vehicle Equipment Using Two
Motors per Vehicle.

No. I.

Weight of waeon. ODiy 276 lbs.

Weight of batteries 4S4 lbs.

Weight of two motors 140 lbs.

Complete wt- of vehicle.. 900 lbs.

Load to be carried 400 lbs.

Horse power required in
each motor 75

Speed of motor, revolu-
tions per minute 1,000

Number of battery cells.. 44
Ampere-hours capacity

(three hours' discharge). 40
Maximum speed of ve-
hicle (miles per hour).. 12

Time of running (hours). 3

Minimum speed vehicle
(miles per hour) 3

Hours' time of running. .

.

12

Average mileage capacity 36
Diameter of rear or driv-

ing wheel 32 "

Diameter of driving gear. 14 "

Diameter of motor gear.. 2 "

Diameter of front wheel.

.

28 "

Diameter pneumatic tire. 2H"
Size of rear or driving
axle 1^8*'

Size of front axle i "

Width of battery in ve-
hicle 24 "

Length of battery in ve-
hicle 26 "

Height of battery in ve-
hicle 9W

No. 2,

560 lbs,

660 lbs.

180 lbs.

1.400 lbs.

700 lbs.

No. 3. No. 4.

850 lbs. 1,556 lbs.

880 lbs. 1,144 lbs.

220 lbs 300 lbs.

1,950 lbs. 3.000 lbs.

1,050 lbs. 1,050 lbs.

1.67 2.5

36
"

ig'/s"

36
"

19H"
2V."

36

zV,

32
"

3
"

32
"

3%"
32

4

i!4" i«" i5S

28 " 28 " 28

30
"

36
"

42

ioJ4" 10% " I0V4
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vate and public light carriages. I give the figures

in full for the benefit of those interested. One large

carriage concern has already commenced the build-

ing of vehicles to use the equipment, which is fur-

nished in its entirety. The table shows about what

the vehicle should be built to weigh, independent

of tiie equipment, which is to include controller,

reversing switches, brakes and part of the steering

gear when demanded, in addition to the motor and

batteries. This will relieve the carriagemakers of

all expensive experimental work and enable them

to interest themselve in the proposition at once.

In addition to the service demands of ordinary

vehicles, as here outlined, it may be of interest to

mention some actual figures regarding possibilities of

economy in public livery stables which the use of

an electrically equipped vehicle will insure. The
stable cited is located in a large city and operates

30 landaus or hacks and a few broughams commonly
called coupes. To operate 30 vehicles on an av-

erage six hours per day required the keeping and

maintenance of 100 horses. The cost of maintenance

on this point averages a dollar a day per head, mak-
ing the fixed charge for keeping the horses $ico

a day. This, of course, includes attendants, shoeing

and rental, but did not include interest on an in-

vestment of $50,000. The total mileage capacity

available under these conditions did not exceed 25

miles per day per vehicle. The depreciation in horse

flesh was estimated at 20 per cent, per annum,

which was afterward stated to be an e:;treniely low

figure. Thirty carriages of a similar character,

equipped electrically, would have a first cost of about

$60,000; the actual cost to operate them for powei;—

that is. electric current as it can be bought from city

mains which furnish electric light and power

—

would be $17.50 to operate the 30 carriages six hours

per day, givin.g a mileage capacity to each carriage

of 40 miles. The cost of attendants would be not

to exceed four men (drivers are not included in this

case, neither were they in case of vehicles drawn

by horses); these men would probably cost $8 a

day, making a net cost of operation of $25.50 per day,

as against $100, using horses. About one-third of

the space would be required to house these vehicles,

as compared with a horse stable, and in addition to

this it must be remembered, whether business is

good or not the fixed charge of keeping a horse

remains the same, while the cost of operation in elec-

trical equipments, otherwise than attendants and in-

terest on investments, is exactly in proportion to

the number of miles the carriage runs. The cost of

depreciation on these vehicles will not under any

circumstances exceed the figure mentioned for horses.

This means nearly 50 -per cent, increase in mileage

capacity at about one-third of the cost of investment;

a,lso the advantage of more rapid transportation, as

the vehicles are geared up to something like 14

miles per hour, and the possibilities of an entree to

the finest residential districts of any city. The cost

of current would be reduced by nearly one-half where

a small gas engine and dynamo are installed in the

livery, enabling the concern to generate its own
current for the batteries.

Modern Gear Plant.

A conservative estimate places the number of

electric railway motor gears in daily use in the

United States alone at not less than 50,000, and -as

the average life of the gear is about two years, a

yearly output of from 20,000 to 30,000 is necessary

for renewals alone, exclusive of those required for

new motors. In the pioneer days of the electric

street railway the cast-iron gear and pinion of -gun-

metal were used exclusively, but to-d;u' the standard

motor gears are of cast-steel and tlie pinions of

hammered steel, while the teeth are accurately cut

from the solid stock by machines as perfect in their

adjustment and performance for their work as those

which cut the more delicate gears of higher class

machinery. The change from cast-iron to steel has

resulted in a reduction of 60 to 70 pounds in the

w^eight of the gears, wdiile their life has been very

materially increased. A steel gear will w^ear more

than twice as long as a cast-iron gear, and while

with the latter type breakage was a common occur-

rence, with the steel gear it is practically unknown.

The General Electric company established some

time ago at its river works, Lynn, Mass., a plant for

the manufacture of gears and pinions, equipped with

cutting machinery of modern character. The ex-

terior of the establishment is shown in Fig. i. In

this building is an extensive foundry for the .gear

blanks, as well as the gear-cutting shop. The

former is equipped with overhead traveling cranes

driven by electric motors, furnaces for the molten

metal, core ovens and modern appliances of all

kinds' for the manufacture of steel castings of the

highest grade. The great difficulty encountered in

making steel castings—the tendency to secure blow

holes, draws and cracks—has been overcome in this

foundry. After a long series of experiments, the

General Electric company perfected a process

which now enables the foundrymau to produce

steel eastings which are as practically perfect as if

of hammered steel. Indeed, it may be said that in

this gear foundry the manufacture of sound steel

castings has reached an extremely high state of de-

velopment, for not only has the question of sound-

ness secured practical perfection, but the strength

and wearing qualities have been the subject of long

experiment until the steel produced possesses both
in a striking degree.
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Fig. 2 shows an interior view of the shop, that
.side devoted to the milling machines, gear cutters,
key-seating machines, special drill presses for drill-

ing the bolt-holes in the gears, and others. Some
idea of the extent of the industry may be gathered
from the number of gears in the foreground stand-
ing ready for shipment on order or removal to the
stock room. Fig. 3 is a nearer view of

some of the special drill presses, milling
machines, etc., with a lot of gears in course
of preparation for the teeth-cutting ma-
chines.

The process of manufacture of a pinion
is illustrated in Fig. 4, showing the pinion
forging, the pinion blank, milled, bored
and seated, ready for the teeth to be cut,

and the finished pinion ready to ship.
Fig. 5 shows a steel gear, bolted together
and machined, with part of the teeth cut.
These teeth are cut from the solid stock
by specially made cutters, themselves de-
signed after exhaustive experiment. The
machines used are both elaborate and ex-
pensive and are of unusually heavy design
and accurate workmanship. They are all

fitted with ingenious devices for producing
uniform teeth. The pinions are cut from
the best hammered steel forgings, and ih;
teeth are cut with the same care as is taken
in the cutting of the gears. Both pinions
and gears undergo a rigid inspection be-
fore shipment.
The question of age of gears has not,

perhaps, received from street railway man-
agers the attention it deserves. In the life

of gears there is a distinct difference be-
tween the extreme life and the proper
economical life. There is a point in the
age of gear and pinion at which it becomes
more economical to consign them to the
scrap heap and to use a new gear and pin-
ion than to retain them in service. The
question is a nice one, and a series of eflfi-

"°' ^'

ciency tests has recently been carried out, showing
that a worn gear and pinion require about 400 watts
more energy than a new gear and pinion.

Several step-down transformers will also be
placed in the station of the Buffalo General Electric
company, and from these three-phase current, con-
verted into direct current in rotary converters, will
be utilized for lighting purposes and small motors.
The Buffalo Railway company is also increasing

its step-down transformer and rotary converter ca-

Additional Niagara Power for Buffalo.
The power transmission line from Niagara Falls

to Buffalo is now undergoing a considerable in-
crease. The demand for power from Buiifalo, it is

said, has within the last few months grown be-
yond the capacity of the line first put up. The three
wires now strung on the poles will shortly be dupli-
cated.

,A new order for cable, as well as for transformers,
has been placed with the General Electric company.
The cable will be of special manufacture, insulated
to stand the ultimate pressure of the line, which will
be 22,000 volts, and a considerably higher pressure
before leaving the works. At first 24,000 feet of this
cable will be used for that part of the transmission
line within the city of Buffalo. The order for in-

creasing the transformers covers seven of similar
size and design to the three already installed in the
transformer house of the Niagara Falls Power com-
pany. These 10 transformers are the largest ever
built, making a total step-up transformer capacity of
10,000 horse power. They are of the air-blast type,

and will stand in rows of four upon the air-tight

chamber, whence the air will be forced through the
ventilating spaces in the transformers. It will be
remembered that the two-phase current at 2,200
volts passes from the 5,000 horse power generators
in the. power house to the transformers. In these it

MODERN GEAR PLANT.—D«ILL PRESSES, MILLING MACHINES
ETC., IN GEAR PLANT.

pacify in its Niagara street power house. In addi-
tion to the two 500 horse power converters already
in operation, the General Electric company has built
two others of similar capacity and construction.
These will bring the total converter capacity in the
station up to 2.000 horse power. To supply these
necessitates the installation of three additional step-
down transformers in the transformer house between
the station and the canal. These will be of about
the same capacity as the three already there—each of

275 kilowatts, reducing three-phase current from
about 10,500 volts to 375 volts for delivery to the
alternating current side of the rotary converters, in

order that it may issue direct current at 550 volts,

at which pressure it is delivered to the bus-bars of
the station switchboard.

Western Union Claim Against Govern-
ment.

Attention has already been directed to the fact

that when John Wanamaker was postmaster-gen-
eral he issued an order fixing the rate to be paid
by the government for the transmission of tele-

graphic messages at one mill a word. Against this

the Western Union Telegraph company protested
throughout the administration of which Mr. Wana-
maker was a member, and at the close of his term
of office sued the goveniment in the Court of Claims

Fig. 4. Growth of a Pinion.
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Gear Under Way.

is not only increased in pressure but changed in

phase, the current issuing from the transformers
three-phase current at 11,000 volts. This pressure
will be adopted until it becomes necessary to in-

crease it, when it wall be doubled and be delivered to

the transmission lines at 22,000 volts. On its arrival

in Buffalo it will be delivered to the step-down trans-

formers of the Cataract Power and Conduit com-
pany, wdiich controls its distribution there. The
electricity will be transformed down to different

pressures for distribution over a city network to

different points for a variety of purposes, being used
directly in induction motors, a number of which will

probably be installed in grain elevators.

to recover the amount of money to w'hich it thought
it was entitled for the business transacted during
the existence of that order. The matter was re-

ferred last June to First Assistant Postmaster-gen-
eral Heath, as master, for examination. In Sep-
tember he reported that the telegraph company was
entitled to recover $258^869.84. This report was
confirmed by the court last week and judgment
given the telegraph company for that sum. The
decree, however, expressly stipulates that nothing
it contains shall in any manner prejudice the right

of the government in case of any other litigation

respecting telegraph rates to assert its rights to fix

the rates for government business.
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Action upon the proposed lease of the West End
road to the Boston Elevated Railway company by

'

the State Board of Railroad Commisisoners, which

is announced elsewhere, has been hailed with delight

by the people of Boston, not onl}^ because it

was believed that the formal approval of this

measure by the board would jeopard the interests of

the people, but because it is taken as an indication

that the commission is independent of the baleful

influence of the corporations that are so. much
dreaded throughout Massachusetts. There is prob-

ably no section of the country where corporations

are so powerful as in New England, and outside

of Kansas there is no state in which they are more

generally disliked as in Massachusetts. Yet the cor-

porations thrive and prosper, giving good service

and reaping their reward as they go along; but the

feeling against them is growing stronger each day,

unreasoning and unreasonable as it is, in spite of

all that has been done by the corporations, especially

the electric railway companies, in developing New
England. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Chicago street railway corporations have been

brought face to face with the question of providing

fenders for trolley and cable cars. Thus far they

have been unable to agree upon a form of guard that

commands the approval of the city officials charged

with executing the order of the Council. The street

railway companies frankly admit that they have little

hope of securing a fender that will serve as an

efficient protection to pedestrians and children, as

they know of none now on the market that can be

so described. Such an admission is rather dis-

creditable to American ingenuity, unles it be true

that the street railway companies have discouraged

invention and improvement in this line. It seems

hardly credible that an honest and persistent effort

could have been made without success, since the

danger attending the increase in speed of mechani-

cally propelled cars has been recognized.

To an unprejudiced observer it seems as if the

only thing for the street railway companies to do is

to devise a fender or improve existing fenders until

an efficient form has been developed. This journal

has repeatedly urged the necessity of giving atten-

tion to this question, and also the problem of con-

trolling trolley cars, which is probably of more

importance than that of providing fenders. It is

generally understood that electric street railway lines

are poorly equipped for braking, and where more

than one car is operated there is constant danger of

accident, as the train cannot be stopped quickly by

hand-brakes alone.

Steps should be taken by the street railway com-

panies to remedy these defects in the present service.

Congress will again be asked to take up the ques-

tion of establishing telegraphic communication be-

tween this country and Hawaii. In the 54th Con-

gress a bill was introduced authorizing the Pacific

Cable company of New York to build the cable.

After being reported favorably by the committee

on commerce in the House it was sent to the post-

master-general for a report. This document has

not as yet been given out, but it is said that it will

be presented to. Congress soon after it assembles.

It is announced that the government has completed

a survey of the route as far as the Hawaiian Islands,

and if the bill is passed at the coming session the

cable will be in operation in 1898. The company

announces that its proposed cable will connect San

Francisco with the Hawaiian Islands near Honolulu,

and that extensions from the Hawaiian Islands will

be made to Japan and Australasia. The surveys for

the cable between the coast of California and the

Hawaiian Islands are highly satisfactory. Deep-sea

surveys in the southwestern Pacific show a remark-

ably even bottom, much more favorable than the

older charts indicated, many supposed shoals hav-

ing been expunged from the admiralty charts. It

will require over 9,000 miles of cable to connect the

United States with the Hawaiian Islands, Japan,

China and Australasia.

The prospect of establishing a British cable has

been pushed so vigorously of late that it seems to

have aroused the promoters of the American enter-

prise to a realization of the necessity for action. It

is the desire of the British government that the

United States shall authorize a British company to

land a cable on one of the Hawaiian Islands, this

cable to connect Canada and Australia. Aside

from the conflict of interests controlled by Ameri-

cans, such authorization is opposed by the French

government on the ground that the laying of a cable

v,nth British capital would place Great Britain in

control of a telegraphic system reaching around the

entire world, and that, in the event of war, before

a message could be transmitted the British govern-

ment's consent would have to be obtained. It is

anticipated that the present administration will see

to it that any cable connection that may be estab-

lished between this country and the Hawaiian

Islands shall be directly controlled by Americans.

Enthusiastic independent telephone men an-

nounce their intention of invading Greater New
York and engaging the Bell interests in active war-

fare in the stronghold of the old company. While
the wisdom of such a policy may be questioned, the

earnestness and confidence of the independent in-

terests command admiration. Heretofore the out-

side companies have confined their eft'orts to the

smaller cities and towns that had not been supplied

with telephone service at all, but of late there has

been a tendency toward more pretentious effort.

The almost uninterrupted success of the independent
companies has undoubtedly lent confidence to the

promoters of these projects. Generally speaking,
the business community has given valuable assist-

ance to the independent movement. It has been rec-

ognized that the Bell interests have restricted the use

of the telephone and have not made it as valuable

an auxiliary to the subscriber's business as it might
have become under more liberal policy. But in the

large cities where the Bell company is firmly estab-

lished it has been generally considered an unprofita-

ble task to attempt to dislodge it. In cities like

Detroit, Grand Rapids and St. Louis the independ-
ent movement has proved very popular. In the

last named city at the present time the preparations

for introducing an independent service are being
carried on, and it is reported authoritatively that the
new concern has already more subscribers than the
old company. It may be that Chicago and New
York will, in turn, become the scene of a telephone
war. The prospect of such an event will be viewed
with satisfaction by the subscribers who have been
bled so long and systematically by the Bell com-
pany, and it is not to be expected that they will dis-

courage the idea.

Investigation of the causes of the great conflagra-

tion in London recently disclosed a condition of

affairs that can scarcely be appreciated in this coun-
try. It seems highly incredible that the commercial
metropolis of the world should be thus exposed to

destruction by fire in spite of the safeguards that

modern science has provided. In the city of Lon-
don, it is said, there are but 300 fire-alarm boxes,

whereas in New York, which is not a model Ameri-
can city by any means, there are more than 10 times

that number. In American cities any citizen can

turn in an alarm, but in London it seems very few
persons care to assume the responsibility, and, as a
rule, notify a police officer if one can be found con-

veniently. In London some of the alarm boxes have
keys; others have glass fronts that must be broken
before an alarm can go. An alarm being turned in,

it goes to Ae nearest station or engine house, and
only that company turns out and goes to the scene,

as there is no comprehensive system of communica-
tion between the several fire houses. There is no
such thing, either, as ringing a second or a third

alarm from the nearest fire-alarm bo.x. While the

insufficiency of the London fire-alarm system is ag-

gravated by the fact that London has only about

one-tenth as much telegraph service as New York
for communicating alarms of fire, the difference be-

tween the fire departments of the two cities is even

more intensified by the theory of London firemen

that when an alarm is sounded, after all delays and

obstacles are overcome, it will not amount to much,

and that, presumably, one fire-engine company can

extinguish it. About five minutes' time, on the av-

erage, is lost in getting the engine started, in lighting

up a fire, and in making the necessary preparations

to respond to the call. If, as generally happens, the

fire call responded to does not amount to much, all

goes well, the fire is extinguished and the company

returns; but if, on the other hand, the fire proves to

be a serious one, then telephoning is begun at a

lively rate for the assistance of other companies,

and meanwhile the flames are spreading and

gaining headway. Such was the experience in the

last great fire, and the lesson seems to have been

appreciated, as the London city officials are said to

be making preparations for introducing an electric

fire-alarm system after the American plan.
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Electrical Equipment of Testing Tank.
Considerable progress has already been made upon

the construction of the model testing plant for which
Congress at its last session apppropriated $100,000.

It is estimated that it has cost the government over
three millions of dollars in speed premiums to verify

by performance the calculations of the designing
bureaus of the Navy Department, but hereafter, by
means of the experimental tank at the navy yard in

Washington, the possibilities of the heaviest ships

may be determined to a nicety. Much as mathe-
matical science has done in other directions, it

still is unequal to the solution of all the difficult

questions involved in the motion of a body in water,

and it is only by practical experiments that the

forces at work can be rightly measured and divided

among the elements of wave motion, surface friction

and mechanical propulsion. Dr. William Froude
of England demonstrated the fact that the perform-
ance of a model bears a mathematical ratio to the

performance of a full-sized ship, and by multiplying

the known functions of the miniature by its ratio

to the proposed craft the possibilities and peculi-

arities of the contemplated vessel may be accurately

predetermined.
The experimental tank now being constructed at

Washington embodies the result of many years of

investigation in this line and is said to be superior

in design, construction and equipment to those now
in service abroad. The completed structure will

consist primarily of a concrete-lined basin sur-

rounded by a one-story brick building, which is

surmounted by a steel-trussed roof. The building

is 500 feet long and 50 feet wide, with two small

extensions for the installation of the ventilating,

heating, pumping, filtering and power plants. The
main basin is 370 feet long and 43 feet wide, and will

have a uniform depth of 14 feet. At one end will

be a narrow, shoal extension, 70 feet long and si.x

feet wide, from which the trial runs will be started,

and at the other end one 34 feet long and eight feet

wide, into which the models will be carried upon
the completion of the runs. The latter extension

will have no special features; but at the starting end
there will be a pit on each side and at the rear, for

the purpose of providing convenient means for

measuring the models as they float in the basin

preparatory to the trials. There, too, will be a

standard weighing apparatus for adjusting and
standardizing the dynamometer which measures the

resistance of the models or the correlative, the power
required to tow them at their several speeds.

On the inner lip of the main foundation of con-

crete will rest the tracks upon which the carriage

will travel during the runs. These tracks, of which
there are two on each side of the basin, extend from
end to end of the building, and are of the heaviest

railroad type, and are so fastened to the foundation

as to make them as nearly rigid as possible. The
object of this is to obtain a surface over which the

carriage, which spans the basin and tows the mod-
els, may be run at high speeds and with the least

amount of jar. This is essential to the proper work-
ing of the necessarily delicate instruments that

register and record accurately the various elements

of the trials.

The towing carriage is also rigidlj' constructed

and is driven by electric motors taking current from
a trolley after the manner of an electric street rail-

way. There are four of these motors. Two will be
needed for runs at speeds from one to 12 knots,

while all four will be required from that up to the

maximum of 20 knots.

In starting the experimental runs it will be need-
ful, in utilizing the whole length of the deep main
basin, that the carriage with the model shall attain

tfte full speed of the intended test by the time it

emerges from the extension at the starting end,

otherwise the length of the runs, especially at high
speeds, would be materially reduced. To this end,

ample power will be provided to overcome the in-

ertia of the heavy carriage, which, when once in

motion, will be kept at a uniform speed by the ex-

penditure of very little power—its own weight con-
tributing to that end, while absorbing w^hatever

slight vibration may be present.

The dynamometer for measuring the resistance of

the models, together with the apparatus for record-
ing the results and the necessary fixtures and elec-

trical instruments required, will be grouped on a
platform at the center of the carriage. This plat-

form can be raised or lowered to suit the various
models.
The dynamometer consists of a very clever adapta-

tion of the spring balance under electrical control.

The model is attached by a towing rod to one end
of a spring, while an electric motor moving a

threaded shaft holds the other end under control.

The moment the carriage starts an electrical contact,

working automatically, throws the motor in gear
and starts the tension of the spring and keeps it up
till the pull of the motor at one end exactly balances
the pull of the model at the other end; another elec-

trical contact preserves this counterpoise- The posi-
tion of the motor-moved end of the spring denotes
the tension or resistance of the model; and an arm
reaching up to a cylinder carrying a sheet of paper
traces with a pen a record of this resistance and its

variations. This cylinder, before which one of the
operators sits, revolves at a fixed ratio to the ad-
vance of the carriage.

Other pens register any change of trim, settling

by the bow or the stern, at regular periods, and
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the actual distance and position of the carriage at
every interval of the run. These latter elements are
checked electrically from the track and must be
positive, and, by the combination with the time rec-
ord, determine the actual speed of the carriage at

any point in its run. The result is a diagram of
simultaneous records from which everything can be
read and checked with ease. The springs used will

necessarily vary in strength with the speed and
character of the model, and the standard weighing
apparatus will be used to standardize each one be-
fore trials.

In addition to these more simple experiments
arrangements will be provided for testing the func-
tions or qualities of the models; the effects of pro-
pellers of various sorts and at different speeds, and
their relations to the form of the hull about the
stern where the water runs in to the screws; and
also to tell what proportionate part of the total re-

sistance of the model is due to friction of the under-
water surface, what to wave resistance and what
to eddies.

The high speed at which it may be neeedful to run
the carriage—20 knots or 23 miles an hour—ne-

cessitates special arrangement at the end of the run
for bringing the carriage to a halt without undue
shock to the heavy mass in motion. This is to be
accomplished by a huge friction brake carefully

graduated in its pressure by hydraulic cylinders, and
operating uniformly on each side of the carriage.

When this brake is in operation it will be possible to

bring the carriage to a stop from full speed within

20 feet. A supplementary or emergency brake, in

the shape of an immense hydraulic cylinder, is auto-

matically thrown into gear upon the failure of the

friction brakes, and will be absolute in case of acci-

dent.

The models to be experimented upon will be as

nearly as possible of a uniform length of 20 feet

as an even scale proportionate to the full-sized craft

will allow. For instance, a vessel 156 feet long
will have a model on an eighth scale, that is 19%
feet long, while a craft 383 feet long will have a

model on a nineteenth scale, or 20.1 feet long. They
will be made of pine wood, accurately cut by a spe-

cial machine from the lines of the proposed vessel,

and then carefully measured and checked before

being launched into the basin. They will then be
prepared in the balancing basin prior to starting, and
nicely ballasted so as to represent accurately the

intended craft when she is ready for her trial.

In order to lessen the chance of disturbing

draughts,the walls of the building will be without

windows, light and air coming in through the

glazed skylight above. The steel-trussed roof is both

unique and light, and does away entirely with any
obstructing supports against the walls of the build-

ing, and leaves an unbroken run for a gallery on
each side, where the models may be conveniently

stored after trial, and space also for a footpath from
which photographs of the models under way may
be taken and other observations made. The entire

structure inside will be painted white and besides

providing a light and convenient building for the

work in hand will present an attractive appearance.

At the Navy Department it is believed that the

records will be free from that jumpiness and vibra-

tion common to other tank registers, owing to the

precautions that have been taken in the construc-

tion and equipment.

Duty on Electrical Apparatus In Cuba.

The new tariff of Cuba which is now in effect

provides that submarine telegraph cables may be im-
ported free of duty. The duties on electrical equip-

ment are as follows:

Ordinary hollow glass and electrical insulators:

Discriminating duty, $1.85; revenue^ duty, $.277

per 100 kilogrammes, gross weight; subject, however,
to a tare allowance of 30 per cent.

Incandescent electric lamps: Mounted or not,

$2,778 per 100 kilogrammes, gross weight; tare al-

lowance, 30 per cent.

Wire cables: Discriminating duty. $1,947 per 100
kilogrammes, revenue duty, $0,926. gross weight.

Copper wire, or its alloys: Wire covered with
cloth or with insulating covers, and cables for con-
ducting electricity along the highway. $i3.8g per 100
kilogrammes, gross weight. By "cables for conduct-
ing electricity" is meant those consisting of one or
more wires of copper or of an alloy into which cop-
per enters, whatever their thickness, provided they
are covered with an insulating wrapping, and whether
or not contained in iron or lead pipes or strength-

ened with iron or steel cords or wires.

Carbon prepared for electric lights, $5-55 per 100
kilogrammes.
Dynamo-electrical machines: (a) Those weighing

more than 50 kilogrammes, $8,148 per 100 kilo-

grammes, gross weight, (h) Those weighing 50 kilo-

grammes or less, and the inductors and seoarate
pieces, $13.89 per 100 kilogrames, gross weight.
Gross weight includes all wrappings.

West End Street Railway Affairs.
[Special correspondence of the Western Electrician.]

Boston, November 23.—The tenth annual meeting
of the stockholders of the West End Street Railway
company was held in this city to-day. President
Samuel Little submitted his annual report, and the
following board of directors was elected: Samuel
Little, G. T. W. Braman, T. Jefferson Coolidge,
William Hooper, Albert C. Houghton, Joseph B.
Russell, Richard M. Saltonstall, Samuel Spencer,
Walter S. Swan, Stephen M. Weld, Moses Williams,
Alfred Winsor.
The report to the stockholders was in substance

as follows:
Your directors submit the following statement and

report covering the operations of your railway for
the year ended September 30, 1897:

Gross earnings (increase S377.075.49) $8,719,031,78
Operating expenses (tiecrease 120.910.58) 6.213,708.56

Net earnings (increase S497.984. 07) 52,50^323.22
Taxes 8372,460.18

Interest and rentals of leased
roads and subway 507.915.38

Total fixed charges.

Balance

Against %vhich the dividend charges were as follows:

8 per cent, dividend on preferred
stock $512,000.00

3^ percent dividend on common
stock, paid April 1st 3l7.975.oo

4 per cent, dividend on common
stock, to be paid October 1st,. 363,400.00

Balance.
Against which are charged value of

tracks taken up, and bad debts,
etc.. written otf, as shown in the
auditor's statement C $449,258.49

Less credit for transfer of insurance:
Sinking fund 79,478.59

880.375-56

$1,624,947.66

$431,57266

369.779.90

S 61,792.76

Comment Unnecessary.
(From the Railroad Gazette]

Some time ago a company, interested in intro-
ducing gas engines as motors on street railroads,
built a railroad in Dessau which was to demonstrate
the advantages of such motors and serve as a model.
Now this railroad has contracted with Siemens &
Halske for an electric plant.

Surplus

In his report President Little pays considerable
attention to the subway. He says:
"The past fiscal year has been marked by two

events in connection with the company of more
importance than any that have preceded them—the
leasing and opening of the subway and the leasing
of the road to the Boston Elevated Railroad com-
pany. On December 15, 1896, a contract for a
lease of the subway having been signed by the city
of Boston and by the Transit Ccm'misison, and by
your president, duly authorized by the board of
directors, a special meeting of the stockholders vras
held and the contract was ratified by them. Sub-
sequently the contract was approved by the Board
of Railroad Commissioners, and became binding
upon your company for 20 years, as provided in
the contract.

"The portions of the subway from the Public
Garden, and from Tremont street and Pleasant street

to Park Street station, were completed during the
past season. The completed portions are believed
to be constructed in the most permanent and sub-
stantial manner. The engineering skill which has
been shown in the construction of this—the most
extensive work of the kind in the country when it

is remembered that for a large part of its route it

is under the most congested streets of the city

—

and the success of the engineers in overcoming the
difficult problems which arose in the progress of
the work, have been most favorably commented on
by engineering experts from this country as well
as from many foreign countries, who have pro-
fessed great pleasure in the examination of the work.
When the work upon the now completed portion
of the subway had been sufficiently advanced to
permit it, the track-laying and equipping of the
same was commenced by the company. The di-

rectors authorized the engagement of a well-known
expert engineer to advise with our own construc-
tion and engineering depaitments and present plans
for the work in all its details, with the end in view
that the work might be of the most substantial
character, the chances of accident eliminated or re-
duced to the minimum, and, withal, to make it as
comfortable and acceptable to our patrons as pos-
sible. It is believed that to a great extent this has
been accomplished.

"The; roadbed consists of an 85-pound T-rail laid

on chestnut ties bedded in a bottom .of cracked
stone about 14 inches in depth. On the entire
length of this rail is a firmly attached guard-rail,
with a surface above the rail for travel of seven-
eighths of an inch, making a total weight of rail

of 128 pounds to the yard. This would seem to
make the derailment of a car improbable, if not
well-nigh impossible. No gas or oil is used in the
sub\vay. The lighting is from two entirely separate
electric circuits, and the lighting of the cars from
still another circuit, making the chances of the sub-
way ever being in darkness very small. A com-
plete system of hydrants connected wdth the city

water has been introduced, with a full attachment
of hose always ready for use if occasion should re-

quire. The same care and precaution have been
taken in all the various details of equipment.
"The portion of the subway from the Public Gar-

den to Park street was opened for travel Septem-
ber I, 1S97; and from Tremont street and Shawmut
avenue to Park street October i, 1897. It is ex-
pected that during the coming year the portion
from Park street to the Union station will be com-
pleted and open for travel.

"The portion of the subway in use at the present
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lime is open for travel from 6 a. m. to midnight,

during <;ach day of tlie week. There are at present

1,362 trips per day being run through the subway.

In the immediate future three additional lines of

cars will be added, making a total of 1,790 regular

trips per day, with extra trips as the travel demands.

This, in the' busy hours of the day, when the largest

number of trips per hour is being run. will give

from two to three cairs a minute leaving Park street,

which is quite a tax upon the capacity of that sta-

tion. Our returns show that nearly one-fifth of the

passengers taking the cars in the subway during the

day do so between the hours of s and 6 p. m. and

that 90 per cent of these take cars at Park street.

"Our returns show that seven per cent, of the

total number of passengers carried over the entire

system are carried through the subway.

"The number of total round trips made daily by

cars north of Boylston, on Tremont street, to Union
station, Charlestown, Chelsea Ferry and Somerville

is 1,757- , . . ,

"The cost to the company of equipping the por-

tion of the subway already in use has been large,

and when the remaining portion is completed a

large outlay for equipment will be required. The
contract for the use of the subway and the cost of

the care of same, and the quite considerable force

of men emploj'ed when the whole shall have been

completed, will entail a large expense upon the com-
pany. As the charge for rental is based upon the

cost, and as it can only be estimated at this time

what part of the $7,000,000 authorized will be spent

on construction, the charge to the company for

rental can only be estimated, but the work has

so far proceeded that it can be safely stated that

the cost to the company for rental and expenses

will be at least $350,000 per annum, and this with

no account made of the expense of equipping the

subway. With only a portion of the subway open
for travel, and that having been in use but a short

time, it is too early to expect any judgment of the

effect of the subway when completed and in use,

upon the travel of the road.

"During the year land has been purchased on
Boylston street. Cambridge, near Harvard Square,

on the borders of the Charles River, for the erection

of a power house, which is at the present time very

nearly completed. This house will contain three

direct-coupled engines of 1.800 horse power each,

making a total of 5,400 horse power. This will

make the rated horse power at all stations 30,950.

- The building which has been erected is a most sub-

stantial one. and has capacity for the installing of

another engine. The chimney has been completed,

of dimensions large enough for nearly double the

capacity of the present house. The boilers and ma-
chinery, both steam and electrical, with all the ap-

purtenances, are believed to be of the highest grade
for efficiency and durability, and it is expected that

conduits laid with a length of 9.15 miles, containin.g

120.32 miles of duct, 47.02 miles of feeder cable,

2.78 miles of telephone cable. 18.43 miles return

cable with duct, and of Ijuricd return cables other
than in duct, 35.67 miles. Quite a percentage of

this was in sections outside of the prescribed dis-

trict for laying underground cables.

"The passenger car mileage for the year has been
29.786,936 miles, an increase over the previous year
of 3,945,029 miles. The number of revenue passen-

gers carried has been 172,554,513, an increase over

the preceding year of 5,692,225. The number of free

qucncc there is a deficit of more than eight per
cent., which would make the dividend on the in-

trinsic value of the stock still higher.

Two principal reasons are given by the railroad

commissioners for refusing to approve the terms
of the lease. The first of these is that the lease, as

drawn, takes the West End out of the special class

of railways that may be controlled at any time by
s]jecific legislation and places it under the charter

of the Boston Elevated Railroad company, which
specially provides that no "other burden, duty or
obligation, which is not at the same time imposed

GAS AND GASOLINE ENGINES.

transfer passengers carried during the year has been
23,777,726, an increase over the previous year of

6,211,365. This makes the total number of passen-

gers carried in the cars 196.332,239.

"The number of employes in all departments is

5.095."

The Board of Railroad Commissioners has refused

to ratify the terms of the lease of the West End
street railroad to the Boston Elevated Railroad com-
pany. Without the approval of this board the lease

cannot become valid. Months were spent after the

Elevated Railroad act had passed the Legislature

last spring by representati"\'es of the two companies
in conference and in arranging a form of lease which
should be satisfactory to the stockholders of the

West End and the Boston Elevated and to the com-
monwealth, as represented by the State Board of

Railroad Commissioners. It was undoubtedly felt by
those most directly interested that the railroad com-
mission would approve the terms of the lease after

Mechanism. Globe lowered
for trimming
and cleaning.

Weatlierproof Lamp
with Reflector.

DIEHL IMPROVED EECLOSED ARC LAMPS.

when this house is completed and put into service

it will be a model one in every particular.

"There have been purchased during the year 175
nine-bench open cars. At the date of the annual

report, September 30, 1897, the road was under con-

tract for 60 25-foot box cars, which have since that

date been received, but are not included in the re-

port. Maintenance and repairs of track are a large

item in the expenses of the company. There has

been expended during the year for this purpose

$831,411.51. There has been used on new construc-

tion and on repairs of track 5.984i;;-lii- tons of

rails. There has been expended for girder special

work $116,372; for tram cast special work, $13,447.

These' items do not include the cost of laying the

same.
"On September 30th the company had underground

giving the matter a reasonable amount of thought
and consideration, and it was something of a sur-

prise when, two months ago, the commission ap-

pointed a board of three experts, one of whom was
a real estate broker, the second a civil engineer and
the third a practical street railroad man, to make an
appraisal of the property and equipments of the

West End, declining to give its decision on the

lease tintil the report from these experts had been
received. This has been made, and while the de-

tails of the report are not given to the public, the

railroad commissioners state in the document which
gives their reasons for refusing to ratify the terms of

the lease that the recent investigation made into the

valuation of th'e West End showed that apparently

the road had been applying too little of its assets

to the depreciation of property, and that in conse-

by general laws on all street railway companies"
shall be placed upon it. This, in the opinion of the
commissioners, removes a valuable safeguard to

public safety and convenience in the conduct of the
road by making it necessary to apply to every road
in the state any measure needed to- correct local

abuses of any kind.

The second important defect with the lease, as it

affects public interests, is that from the long term.

99 years, it would exercise an important influence
toward blocking any reforms in the reduction of
existing fares because of the large compensation
to be paid to the West End, which would, in the
opinion of the commissioners, tax the earning power
of the new company to the utmost. The Elevated
company agrees to pay eight per cent, on the stock
of the West End. besides other charges and ex-
penses that would bring the total up to 11 per cent,

on the par value of the common stock, which is

absolutely guaranteed, whether earned or not. In
the last four years and three-quarters the W^est End
has earned 6.84 per cent, on its common stock, and
there is no reason to suppose that in the future it

would earn more, the tendency, in fact, being to-
ward a decrease rather than an increase in the
value of investments. On the contrary, the West
End might easily be placed in a position where its

earnings would materially fall ofl:, in spite of which
this largo dividend is absolutely guaranteed by the
provisions of the lease for a term covering three
generations. The commissioners point out that, in

the lease of the subway and the charter of the Ele-
vated road the Legislature has carefully followed
its usual policy of giving concession for only a com-
paratively short term, and that this lease should be
drawn in accordance with the same policy. In con-
nection with this the report says: "The proposed
lease in its present form is wholly discordant with
the public policy deliberately settled and wisely re-

stricted by the Legislature. It is practically de-
structive to that policy." As this large rental must
be deducted from the net earnings of the Elevated
company before there could be any possibility of any
reduction in fares, it becomes evident that this pro-
vision works directly against any such reduction.
The news of the decision of the railroad com-

missioners was received on the stock excliange this

morning and had a most emphatic effect. Yesterday
the final sale of the common stock was at 9494; in

the first hour of trading this morning the price ran
off to 86% on dealings which aggregated some 6,000
shares. This was in one hour only; after 11 a. m,
the decline continued, carrying the price to 85^.
The preferred stock sold in a small way only, at

100%, a decline of but i. In the middle of the af-

ternoon fresh selling on exhausted margins carried
the price to 81, a total drop of 13%. The West End
shares have a par value of $50. There are 181,700
common shares, and the drop of $13.75 P^r share
shows a decrease in the market on selling value of

the equity of the property, of $2,498,375. This may
be taken as the first effort of the "street" to ap-
praise the presumable damage to the stock of the
company by the decision of the railroad commis-
sioners.

The decision of the railroad commissioners will

undoubtedly meets general approval. It again
disproves the assertion that the railroad commis-
sioners, as a board, are committed to the interests

of corporations.
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Weston Imperial Engines for Dynamo
Driving.

The illustrations show the Weston Engine com-
pany's Imperial engine directly connected to dyna-

mos—in one case to a Triumph generator and in the

other to a C & C machine. The company builds

belted engines of all sizes, but has also a full line

of patterns for all the prominent dynamos now on

the market and can promptly deliver engines for

direct connection in sizes up to 250 horse power.

The pictures show the general appearance of the

engine and the compactness of direct-connected

units.

The Imperial engine is of the center crank, auto-

matic type, and is built for high and medium speeds.

It is self-oiling, without the use of oil-cups, pumps
or tanks, every bearing being automatically supplied

with oil from reservoirs within the engine. By the

peculiar construction of the main bearings, there

is no possibility of oil being thrown on the dynamo.
The engine is dust-proof, and the company guar-

antees it to be of longer life and to require less

attention than engines of other makes. All engines

are tested at the works under a working pressure of

125 pounds and are subjected to a continuous run of

at least live hours under full load.

The valve is a single casting with parallel faces

and works steam-tight between its scat and a heavy

pressure plate. The steam, being admitted to the

outside of the valve, acts in a direction to force the

pressure plate against the valve. This it is prevented

from doing by distance pieces, top and bottom, that

rest against the valve seat. Thus the entire pressure

of steam is carried by the pressure plate^ and the

valve is left to work in perfect balance.' even under

the most extreme steam pressure. By recessing the

pressure plate to correspond with the ports of cylin-

der, four openings are obtained for the admission

of steam, each equaling in length the diameter of

the cylinder. This, together with a large travel and

ample ports, gives, it is stated, a high steam line

and a sharp cut-off. The exhaust is through a

double opening, and is attended with the same ad-

vantages that characterize the steam admission.

This form of valve, when properly, fitted up, will

keep tight for long time, acquiring a beautiful polish

and working without appreciable friction.

A distinctive feature of the engine is the method
of attaching the counterbalancing disks to the crank-

shaft. This is effected by flanges attached to the

sides of the crank cheeks, which are drilled for the

studs fastened in the counterbalancing disks. By
leaving a collar on the shaft next to the cheeks and

a hole in the disks to correspond to this collar, the

disks may be slipped over the shaft easily and re-

placed accurately in the true position.

Rites' inertia governor is used in a late adaptation.

The entire governor consists of a single moving
piece swinging on a single supporting pin, and even

the eccentric is integrally formed with the weight

structure. With no link \«}iatever and no interlock-

ing scheme, with no dash-pot or obstructing mech-
anism in connection with the governor, it is thought

that the limit of simplicity has been reached, while

it is said that a performance not before dreamed of

as a possibility is reached with ease. "The cen-

trifugal element is combined in the same piece with

an inertia element relatively so great that instantane-

ous and extreme changes of load are provided for co-

incident with such variation, without waiting for. the

otherwise necessary manifestation of centrifugal

force. The crowning feature is the resistance of the

exaggerated inertia to the disturbing action of grav-

ity, whereby the balancing weight is dispensed with

and the whole governor is reduced to a single piece.

High Potential Pin.

The call for a heavy pin, designed especially to

carry heavy cables and in every way perfectly insu-

late them, has been met by the in\ ention of Fred M.
Locke of Victor, N. Y., shown in the accompanying
illustration. The total length of pin is 10 inches,

having a one-half inch bolt running through a wood
top five inches long, which is made of selected oak
thoroughly dried and then saturated with paraffine.

As a base to this top there is a porcelain insulator

three inches and a half long. This device has been
adopted by the Southern California Power com-
pany of Redlands, Cal., which operates the longest

street railway line in America, and also carries the

highest pressure, 33,000 volts. It is claimed for

this device that it will safely carry .?o,ooo volts.

Diehl Improved Enclosed Arc Lamp.
The use of enclosed arc, or long burning, lamps

in modern electric lighting practice has become so

general and the advantages of this class of lamps
are so thoroughly understood that it is needless to

mention their merits. The latest type of this lamp
to be placed on the market by the Diehl Manufac-
turing company of Elizabethport, N. J., is herewith
illustrated.

The cuts show the general design of the lamp for

indoor and outdoor use and the method of lowering
the outer globe and holding it in position while the

lamp is being trimmed. The lower carbon holder,

to which the inner globe is rigidly clamped by a

spinning, is securely held in a socket on the frame
of the lamp, but it may he instantly detached, bring-

ing with it the inner globe and lower carbon. This

makes it the easiest and quickest lamp to trim, re-

ducing the breakage of inner globes to a minimum
and admitting of perfect alignment of the carbons.
The outer globe-holder screws into the bottom

frame of the lamp, and not only forms a rigid sup-
port for the globe, but permits standing the lamp
on end during installation or at any time when it

may be necessary to take it down.
The mechanism is extremely simple. There are

no gear wheels, pinions or springs. The magnets
are firmly held at both ends and two large dash-
pots maintain a steady arc without flickering or
jumping. The clutch is a particularly firm yet sen-

sitive one and gives to the lamp an almost impercep-
tible feed. There are no sliding contacts on the
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rack rod, the current being supplied to the upper
carbon by a flexible cable.

It is impossible for a carbon to become jammed
in the lower holder, as it is so designed that by
loosening one binding screw the jaws may be en-

tirely removed from the holder. This point will be
found of the greatest convenience.

In case of breakage of an inner globe or bulb a

new globe may be inserted in the spinning already

on the lamp, as the bulb is retained in the spinning

by a binding coil. This obviates the purchase of

a new spinning with every globe, and when screwed
down upon the lower carbon holder it forms an
absolutely air-tight joint.

The ornamental lamps are furnished in a number
of special finishes, the ones most in demand being

iDronze, ebony, iridescent, oxidized copper, oxidized

brass, dull brass with black bands, antique copper

and gold lacquer, the latter giving an especially

rich effect. The plain indoor lamps are furnished

in lustrous black, but may be had in a dull black

finish instead if so desired. All indoor lamps,

whether ornamental or plain, are equipped with

switch for turning the current on and oft'.

levers, and the inner surface of the cylinder, over
which the piston travels, is free from any ports or
holes, as used in some engines for the purpose of
exhausting the burnt gases.
Among the special features of the Foos engine is

the ingeniously constructed electric igniter. It ac-
complishes the object of always producing a bright
spark by using what is known as the "wiping con-
tact," which assures absolutely clean surfaces of the
two electrodes, the wiping action in itself having
the effect of removing any oil or other unclean sub-
stances from the points of contact.

The extreme sensitiveness of the governor makes
it especially well adapted for all purposes requiring
absolute steadiness of speed, such as generating
electric current for light and power use, flour mills
and similar plants.

For electrical work of every description, includ-
ing the driving of arc and incandescent light dyna-
mos, power generators for street railway and simi-
lar purposes and electro-plating dynamos, the Foos
gas and gasoline engine is forging to the front as a
most reliable, economical and efficient engine.
During recent years a number of electric plants

have been installed in which the Foos engine fur-

nishes power. Special electric light engines, fitted

with a most sensitive governor and flywheels of
sufficient size and weight to insure a perfectly steady
incandescent light, are being installed constantly in

hotels, office buildings and manufacturing estab-
lishments for operating isolated light plants. Cen-
tral stations for towns of moderate size are also
supplied with gas or gasoline motors, the plants be-
ing in most cases so arranged as to enable the oper-
ator to either drive pumps for supplying water to
reservoirs or to connect the engines to the dynamos.
In this manner a neat combination of electric light

and water works can be erected at a very small
outlay.

Gas and Gasoline Engines.

Among the progressive manufacturers of gas and
gasoline engines the Foos Gas Engine company of

Springfield, Ohio, whose engine is represented in

the accompanying cut, occupies a prominent posi-

tion, as pioneer gas engine builder in the West. It

is claimed for the Foos engine that it combines sim-

plicity, excelleiiit finish and durability, with efifi-

ciency, economy and safety. The principle of con-

Export Trade in Heavy Machinery.
From a recent newspaper interview with William

W. AUis, president of the Edward P. AUis company
of Milwaukee, the following interesting statements
are taken

;

"We are just now making machinery for the un-
derground railway in London. Besides -this we are
filling orders for engines for the electric railways or
tramways in Edinburg, Scotland: Dublin, Ireland;

Madrid and Barcelona, Spain, and Sydney, Austra-
lia. They have come to recognize in England and
elsewhere that we are far advanced in the making of
machinery and they come to us to get it. To-day
we received a visit from a special representative of

the South African Consolidated Gold Fields, who
has placed with us an order for more machinery.
That concern is, perhaps, the wealthiest and most
successful gold concern in the world, whose stock,

now worth some $500,000,000, has advanced i.ooo

per cent, since the company was first founded. The
mines are located in the same field where the late

Barney Barnato made his fortune. We have fur-

nished them so far about $1,000,000 of machinery,
and are to furnish them a great deal more. At
Edinburg, Dublin, Madrid and Barcelona, where.
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struction is based on the well-known four-cycle sys-

tem, namely, drawing in a charge of air and gas or

gasoline during the first forward stroke of the pis-

ton, compressing this mixture on the return stroke,

at the end of which it is fired by an electric spark
generated by the battery furnished with each en-

gine. During the second forward or working stroke

the expansion of the exploded mixture takes place,

and on the fourth stroke of the piston, which com-
pletes the cycle, the products of combustion are ex-

pelled through the exhaust valve. Both inlet and
exhaust valves are operated positively by cams and

we are furnishing tramway power machinery, the

contracts amount to about $500,000 in each. Our
contract for equipping the tramway at Sydney is

with the Australian government, and amounts to

considerably more. Aside from this we have re-

cently secured a contract for supplying blowing ma-
chinery for steel works at Trieste, Austria, without

even any competition. The representatives of those

works have inspected the Carnegie works at Pitts-

burg and seen the blowing engines which we have

made and which are in use there. The impression

produced on them by what they saw was such that
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they came here and left an order for the same kind

of engines. Twelve of such engines, made by us

for Carnegie, have caused the shutting ofif of 40

boilers at one of Carnegie's plants, and this fur-

nishes an idea of the great saving in steam and coal.

We are very busy and have all we can do to fill

orders."
The Allis works have for some time been running

day and night, and the force of men employed has

been nearly doubled in the last few months.

American Reflectors.
The accompanying cut indicates the character and

variety of the electrical reflector goods manufactured
by the American Reflector and Lighting company,
271-273 Franklin street, Chicago. It is only fair to
say, however, that the company makes a much

also to intercept the rays which usually go upward
and off into space with no practical efficiency and
throw them with the remainder into the space de-
sired, thus utilizing all the light possible, is what is

accomplished by these reflectors.

The reflectors are made of he^vy tin, japanned

New Telegraph Key.

E. W. Farnham of the Chicago, Burlington' and
Quincy Railroad company, who is a practical teleg-

rapher, has for some time been at work on the

problem of improving the telegraph key, primarily

with the end in view of preventing that scourge of

operators, known as telegraphers' paralysis, and
secondly, in a desire to simplify the work of the

operator.

The inducing cause of telegraphers' cramp, or

paralysis, is the constant solid concussion between
the key and the anvil, continued for hours, which
ultimately affects the nerves of the hand and wrist.

It requires 77 of these blows to go once through
the Morse alphabet, omitting the figures and other

marks.
Mr. Farnham has made the blow on the anvil

a yielding one, thus destroying the shock. This is

accomplished through a secondary lever, moved by
the ordinary key, the opening spring being attached

to the secondary, which is of a T- shape. The prin-

ciple of increasing motion by increased leverage is

taken advantage of, so that a very minute and
particularly easy motion of the hand does the work,
while the contact between the key and the anvil

is silent and yielding, the latter being a spring.

The contact is one, too, which is far less liable to

fouling and making an imperfect signal because of

the slightly sliding contact motion.
The circuit closer is also done away with in Mr.

Farnham's key. The contact between the key lever

and the secondary lever is of such a nature as to

require but a slightly extra pressure to close the

key permanently, and in this position it is far less

liable to accidental opening through handling books,
blanks, etc., on the operator's table.

The illustration herewith should make the fea-

tures clear. A, the base of the key, is quite similar

.to the ordinary base. The key lever C is movable
on the trunnions E, but ends at C, where it makes
a mechanical contact with the secondary lever I,

which is somewhat T-shaped, centered at the lower

AMERICAN RErLECTORS.

greater variety than is here shown, and it is prepared
to produce special designs.

The "Paragon" reflectors, as a special line of the

American company's product is called, are adapted
to general uses, utilizing, the company claims, all

the light possible, and distributing it where it is

NEW TELEGRAPH KEY.

extremity, at J, while the upper part has an ad-

justable spring L. The third portion of the lever

carries the contact point directly over the spring
anvil N.
A depression of the key acts upon the secondary

lever through the lower of two contact notches,

or hollows in the secondary lever, closing it at N,
and on opening the key the spring L acts to open

wanted. They are made in a great variety of forms,

depending upon the position in which they are to be
used; also upon area and shape of space to be
lighted, the object being to have each reflector give

the best possible results, all things considered. The
increased efficiency of light due to the reflectors, as

demonstrated by scientific experiments, varies from
300 to 400 per cent., the average increase with re-

dark green, are very strong and rigid, yet of neat
and graceful appearance. They are lined with im-
ported crystal glass, which is plated with pure me-
tallic silver, well protected by a coating, rendering
it impervious to moisture, gases or other injurious
influences. The crystal glass gives the best prac-
tical reflecting surface known; it is also the most
durable and easily cared for. The American Reflec-
tor company manufactures over 150 styles of reflec-

tors for electricity, gas and oil, and it is making a
specialty of all styles of reflectors for users of elec-

tric light under almost every condition. It makes
reflectors for lighting art galleries, window reflec-

tors, orchestra shades, incandescent street electric

light hoods, stage dimmers, incandescent calcium
light theatrical lamps with hand feed; also reflector

chandeliers, hall and vestibule lamps, silver-plated

mirror reflectors for incandescent clusters with
prisms. It will materially assist one in gaining some
idea of the full extent of the line of reflector goods
carried by this institution to procure one of its com-
plete catalogues, which will be sent on request.

Improved Robertson-Thompson
Indicator.

The improved Robertson-Thompson indicator,

which has just been placed on the market, is un-
usually heavy, but as a result of most careful ex-
periment this weight is so perfectly distributed that

the best results may be attained at speeds far in ex-
cess of any met with in actual practice. One of the

most serious errors in ordinary indicator work is

caused by flexure of the arm which carries the drum,
particularly when the cord is carried above or below
the instrument. In this manner an error of 10 per
cent, is easily possible, particularly if the instru-

ment is being used with a high-pressure spring.

For instance, with an 80 spring, it would require a

movement of but one-eightieth of an inch to show an
error of one pound. In many cases ^weakness at

this point will account for the curious features often

-r-

the contact at N. Above this lower notch is seen
another, I'', into which, by a slightly increased pres-

sure on the key the end at C is forced, which de-

presses N still further than in the writing contact,

and locks the key firmly. To use the key anew
requires but a slight lifting pressure, while an
accidental opening is almost impossible.

Fred Brush contemplates putting in an electric

light plant for Warren, Minn.

Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

IMPROVED ROBERTSON-THOMPSON INDICATOR.

flectors being over four times that without reflec-

tors.

The system consists of entirely new and improved
forms, made up by combinations of the surfaces

generated by the revolutions of one or more of the

conic sections.

The combination of these surfaces about a com-
mon focus, which is the center of the light used,

with such arrangement as will produce a uniform
intensity of the light over the area to be lighted, and

noticed at the junction of the admission and steam
lines on the diagram. The drum-carrying arm of

the improved Robertson-Thompson indicator is so

stiff that no error from this cause is possible.

The cylinder is steam jacketed, and by its con-
struction the possibility ofthe piston being cramped
as a result of external strains is precluded- The area

of this cylinder is exactly one-half inch, and each

spring is suitable for twice the pressure stamped on
it; for instance, a 60 spring may be used for a pres-
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sure of 120 pounds or less. The coupling is reamed

to one-quarter inch area, and with each instrument

an e.Ktra one-quarter inch piston is furnished, as

shown in Fig. 2. With this piston each spring may
be used for pressures four times as great as the

number stamped thereon, so that with a 60 spring

240 pounds may be safely indicated. This extra

piston is of special value for hydraulic and gas en-

gine work. The pistons are made of steel, but

phosphor-bronze will be substituted if preferred.

The piston springs are standardized by the most

approved testing apparatus, in connection with a

mercury column. To guarantee against pressure

above the piston a large relief opening has been

provided, the outlet being a neat swivel elbow by

means of which the "blow" may be discharged in

any direction, at the will of the operator. Each in-

strument is provided with a detent or stop motion.

In Fig. 3 a new device is shown for adjusting the

tension of the drum spring. By rotating the knurled

head S to the right, the spring may be tightened as

much as desired and securely held by pawl P; the

ratchet wheel N is securely attached to the shaft by

means of a left-hand thread. Thus the tendency of

the drum spring is to tighten this ratchet nut more

firmly. By pressing the thumb into the recess in

the spring winder S the pawl is released, when the

tension may be diminished to any desired amount.

This ratchet wheel has 16 teeth, which provide for

the adjustment of the spring to a nicety. Drum
springs are of the clock type, but spiral form wdl

be furnished if preferred. Cone bearings are pro-

vided to take up all wear of the drum spindle. The
parallel movement is made of tool steel, highly pol-

ished and richly blued. All bearings arewide and

perfectlv fitted.

In Fig. 4 the pencil mechanism is shown in three

positions, which will give a perfect idea of the man-

ner in which an absolutely correct straight line is

obtained. This movement forms a perfect panto-

graph, so that the pencil movement is exactly pro-

portional to that of the piston, the ratio being five

to one.

All moving pai-ts are worked down to the Ugtitest

weight consistent with durability. For comparison

it may be stated that the drum weight is but 1%
ounces, and the pencil lever 25 grains.

By special order the instrument will be fitted with

the improved Victor reducing wheel, which com-

prises the usual cord-feeding device. The manu-

facturers are James L. Robertson & Sons, No. 204

Fulton street, New York.

American Society of Civil Engineers.

The new home of the American Society of Civil

Engineers at No. 220 West Fifty-second street, New
York, has been formally opened. It covers a plot

of ground 50 feet wide and no feet deep. The ex-

terior walls are faced with Indiana limestone, and

the building is handsome and dignified in appear-

ance. It was designed by C. L. W. Eidlitz. On the

first floor are the reception room, coat room and the

offices of the secretary, as well as a large room in-

tended for a convenient meeting place for members
for social as well as business intercourse. On the

second floor are the reading room and auditorium,

the latter having a seating capacity of over 400. On
the third floor space is reserved for a museum and

model room; the clerical force has offices here.

The fourth floor is used exclusively as a stack room,

where the books have a permanent place. An elec-

tric hoist for books runs to the reading room on the

second floor. The stack room has a total capacity

of over 100,000 volumes and the stacks for books are

similar to those used in the new Congressional

Library at Washington. In the basement are jan-

itor's quarters, with storage and publication rooms.

The building is steam-heated throughout and lighted

by electricity, the energy for which is provided by
two gas engines of 25 horse power each. This

society is purely a scientific body and the building

is in no sense a clubhouse, its use being entirely for

the advancement of the science of engineering. It

is the first building erected in America to be devoted
to that exclusive purpose.
The society was founded 45 years ago and has

now 2,100 members, with an annual income of over
$40,000. Thirty-eight volumes of its transactions

have been issued, and its library numbers 22,000 vol-

umes. Its membership embraces many eminent
names. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Telephone News from the Northwest.
[From the Minneapolis correspondent of the Western Elec-

trician.

1

The Wisconsin Valley Telephone company will

extend its line from Black River Falls, Wis., to

Viroqua, Wis., at once.

Edwin C. Sparks has taken charge of the Stevens
Point, Wis., telephone exchange, succeeding B. B.

Flack.
The Inland Telephone and Telegraph company

contemplates an extension of 300 miles to connect
with Boise, Idaho, and La Grande and Baker City,

Oregon.
The Wisconsin Telephone company is construct-

ing a line from Hurley, Wis., to Iron Belt.

A co-operative telephone company has been
formed at Yucatan, Minn., to build a line to Hous-
ton, Minn.
John Avery, manager of the Merrill, Wis., office of

the Wisconsin Telephone company, has been trans-

ferred to Grand Rapids, .Wis. A. W. Rumsey, who
has been at Grand Rapids, has been making a de-

termined fight against the local company, but it

proved a losing one.

The Mutual Telephone company of Des Moines,
la., has arranged for toll-line connection whh about
200 towns in Iowa and Missouri.

The Ottumwa Telephone company has begun con-

struction work for its exchange at Ottumwa, la.

Arrangements have been made and a company
formed at Fond du Lac, Wis., to build a telephone

line to Calumetville, Wis., work to be begun in the

spring.

W S. Crowley has applied for a franchise for a

local telephone exchange in St. James, Minn.
The Wisconsin Valley Telephone company has

awarded the contract to construct a line from Ash-
land to Hayward, Wis., to J. J. McGeehan of Ash-
land, and for a line from Ashland to Superior to

P. J. Raarup. A loop of 40 miles will be made to

take in Port Wing, Orienta and the mouth of the

Brule, on the Ashland-Superior line. A line to Hur-
ley and Ironwood will be built in the spring.

The Dell Rapids, S. D., Telephone company has
been incorporated to put in a local exchange. It

will start with 26 instruments.

C. J. Smallwood is taking steps to put in an ex-

change at Worthington, Minn., if enough business
can be secured.

The Wisconsin Telephone company announces a

reduction in rates at Ashland, Wis.
A telephone exchange may be installed in

Church's Ferry, N. D.
Sioux City, la., and Sioux Falls, S. D., are now

connected by telephone. This enables patrons in

Minneapolis to talk with persons in Sioux City.

Nearly all the stations on the Minneapolis-Will-
mar lines are equipped for service.

P. G. Reynolds, superintendent of construction for

the Northwestern Telephone company, has returned
from Waco, Tex.

ter under advisement, but will probably not hand
down an opinion before January.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Three-cent Fare Argument.
The question of the jurisdiction of the United

States Court of Appeals in the Indianapolis three-

cent street-car fare case was argued recently be-

fore Judges Woods, Jenkins and Bunn of that

court in Chicago. W. H. H. Miller represented the

street-car interests and City Attorney John W. Kern
appeared for the city of Indianapolis.

The attorneys argued on a motion to dismiss the

appeal of the city from the temporary injunction

issued by Judge Showalter. Mr. Miller's clients

contend that the question is one affecting the con-

struction of the federal constitution, and that the

right to construe constitutional questions is with

the United States Supreme Court. He claimed that

the appeal should have been taken to that tribunal.

On the other hand Attorney Kern asserts that Judge
Showalter's injunction is in the nature of an inter-

locutory decree, and that the act creating the Cir-

cuit Court of Appeals specifically reserves the right

to pass upon such decrees to the Court of Appeals.
He contends that the involving of a constitutional

question in no wise weakens the present appeal.

The main case is one in which the Central Trust
company of New York in a bill filed in the Federal

Court at Indianapolis asked for an injunction re-

straining the enforcement of the three-cent car-fare

act pased by the Legislature of Indiana last March.
The Trust company is the mortgagee for a $3,000,-

000 bond issue of the Indianapolis street-car lines,

and claims that the three-cent fare will irremediably
injure the value of the securities, and is in contraven-

tion of the constitution of the United States, which
declares that no states shall pass any law "impairing

the obligation of contracts."

The Trust company also asserted that the act of

the Legislature was class legislation, as it restricted

the three-cent fare to Indianapolis alone.

In the argument before Judge Showalter the city

claimed that the Supreme Court of Indiana alone

was competent to pass upon the constitutionality

of the law, and that the Federal Court should
not make any order until the state Supreme Court
had passed upon the question.

Judge Showalter, in granting the temporary in-

junction, held that a federal question was involved,

and that, further, the citizenship of the trust com-
pany gave it a right in the Federal Court. On that

phase he said: "When a federal question is in-

volved the decision of the highest court of the state

is not final, but is reviewable by the Supreme Court
of the United States. To this extent at least the

judicial power of the state is subordinate to that of

the United States." He held that it would be un-
just to refuse protection to the street car company
until after the state Supreme Court had passed upon
the validity of the act: that the company should
not be compelled to suffer during the pendency of

the validity of the act or its contravention of the

national constitution.

Referring to the act passed by the Legislature,

Judge Showalter termed it "class legislation." It

was limited in its operation to cities of 100.000 pop-
ulation by the federal census of 1890. "The legis-

lative intent is made clear," said the court, "and
undoubtedly the act was designed never to have any
effect or operation anywhere in the state outside of

the city of Indianapolis, while it purports to be a

general act."

The United States Court of Appeals took the mat-

New York Note^.

New York, November 30.—In spite of the in-

tensity of feeling that prevails against the Bell in-

terests in this locality, it is not deemed probable
that any serious attempt will be made to establish a
rival telephone system in Greater New York. The
project exploited in the daily papers this week would
be generally welcomed, but the conditions do not ad-
mit of serious consideration of the plans outlined by
the promoters of the enterprise. To begin with, it

i; claimed, all of the wires are underground below
Canal street in New York, and a large portion in

Brooklyn is also underground, and the New York
Telephone company has entire control of this busi-

ness. It operates a radius of 33 miles from the city

hall to Westchester county, Long Island and
Staten Island, and the northern half of New Jersey
from Trenton. It uses only the metallic circuit.

The New York and New Jersey Telephone com-
pany is a sub-company. The New York Telephone
company has about 21.000 subscribers on Manhattan
Island, and close to 18.000 in Brooklyn and vicinity,

after years of hard and persistent work. It is not
likely, therefore, that the independent company has
50.000 subscribers, as announced.
John S. Kennedy has secured a temporary injunc-

tion in the Supreme Court against the New York
Telephone company, restraining that corporation
from unlawfully entering his premises or placing
hooks and staples on his walls or extending wires
over his house. The telephone company is begin-
ning to put a system of aerial cables and wires over
private property. Last summer, before beginning
the work, the company set out to get permits from
the property owners affected to run wires along the

boundary walls and fences. It secured the permits
of all, it is said, except Mr. Kennedy and Frederic
Cromwell, who gave a verbal permit on condition

that Mr. Kennedy's consent was secured. Mr. Ken-
nedy was unwilling to permit the driving of hooks
and staples and the stringing of wires, and when
his consent was sought again it was again refused.

Then the New York Telephone company took the

matter into its own hands and decided to string

the wires whether Mr. Kennedy liked it or not, and
he brought this suit to stop the work. On several

occasions Mr. Kennedy's servants have driven away
employes of the telephone company, who have
scaled the fences in their effort to affix staples or

hooks for wires. He has had to have his premises
almost constantly watched, and at times has himself
been on guard in his library.

Following is a statement of the earnings of the

Brooklyn Rapid Transit company for the year ended
October 31st, compared with the previous year:

1S97. 1896.

Gross earnings S5.356.105 70 S5. 217. 620.08

Operating expenses 3,379.046.60 3. 431. 18505

Net earnings $1,977,059.10 $r, 786,435.03
Other income 182.342.62 192.314.11

Total net income S2.15940172 S1.978.749.14
Fixed charges 2,0^ 872.61 2,057.502.68

Surplus S89.529.11
Deficit 578,753-5+

This is the first time in the history of the corpora-

tion that it has been able t,o make such a favorable

showing. The Brooklyn Rapid Transit company em-
braces the Brooklyn Heights Railroad company and
the Brooklyn, Queens County and Suburban Railroad
company. Under the management of President

Clinton L. Rossiter the Brooklyn Heights company
had made a surplus before, but the Suburban had
not. The Rapid Transit company had a surplus

this year of $89,529.11, as against $78,753.54 deficit

last year. The changes in management and methods
have resulted in not only putting the company upon
a paying basis, but disarming public criticism.

Brooklyn street railway men are so confident that

the decision of Justice Andrews, stopping all work
on the trolley loop at the New York bridge terminal,

will be upset by the Appellate Division, that they

have decided to go ahead with the other construc-

tion changes on the bridge, notwithstanding the in-

junction. The presidents of the several roads met
at the office of the Brooklyn Heights company, and
unanimously resolved to proceed with the other

work unaffected by the injunction. James C. Ber-

gen, the counsel for the bridge trustees, it was stated,

had made arrangements with the opposing counsel

that the appeal motion should be made on December
loth.

President Albert L. Johnson of the Nassau com-

pany said:

with cars operating on the bridge the people crossing would
easily reach the 200 000 per day mark, and every day that the

the cars are stooped it means just so many more thousands ot

dollars the public is required to spend. Under through transit

the bridee fare will be abolished and passengers will be carried

to New York for a five-cent fare, with the added convenience of

not being obliged to change cars. Five cents per day saving to

200000 passengers means a total saving of sio. 000. or with 300

working days per year, a total saving per year of §3,000,000 with

through transit.

President Rossiter of the Heights road said:

We shall continue with the work of laying tracks on the

bridge because we believe the Appellate Division will quash the

injunction. All our arrangements have been made in good

faith, and they are for the advantage and benefit ot the people

who live here now and who will come hereafter to make their
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home in Brooklyn. At present the foot traffic is insignificant,

and it will be less when our cars cross the bridee. There will be

no danger whatevnr at the loops. All the railroad presidents

are agreed that we should go ahead, and that's what we are

going to do. If the present plans are rejected by the courts

others will be prepared. We shall cross the bridge.

The Commercial Cable and Telegraph company,

capitalized at $100,000, was incorporated at Albany,

November 29th. The principal office of the company
is in New York, and it proposes to operate a tele-

graph system throughout the United States and

Canada. Its directors are John W. Mackay ol Vir-

ginia City, Nev.; Dumont Clarke of Schraalenburg,

N. J.; James W. Ellsworth of Chicago; Edward C.

Bradley of East Orange, N. J.; Charles R. Hosmer
and William C. Van Home of Montreal; Albert B.

Chandler, William H. Baker and Edward C. Piatt

of Brooklyn; Clarence H. Mackay, George G. Ward,
George Clapperton and Charles E. Merritt of New
York. Officials of the Commercial Cable company
and the Postal Telegraph company, which have re-

cently been practically amalgamateti, said last night

they thought it probable that the incorporation of

the new concern meant that the business of the two
companies would be conducted in future under the

name of the Commercial Cable and Telegraph com-
pany. The directors of the new company are largely

made up of the men controlling the Commercial and
Postal systems.

Washington, D. C.

Washington, November 30.—Telephone commu-
nication is about to be arranged between the Capi-

tol and the new library building. In addition to

the line to the capitol, the library, will also be fitted

with a complete system within the building, similar

to the systems in use in many of the departments.

It is the policy of the War Department to have

all military posts in telegraphic or telephonic com-
munication with the commercial systems, in order to

insure the prompt presence of troops at commer-
cial centers in cases of emergency. Plans are ac-

cordingly being considered for the construction of

a military line between Washington and Fort Wash-
ington, Md., and Sheridan Point, Va. The ord-

nance, engineer and signal departments of the army
are particularly interested in securing this communi-
cation, and a strong effort will be made to secure an

appropriation therefor from the coming Congress.

A complete system of electric lighting is being

placed in the buildings and grounds at the Soldiers'

Home. The plan of establishing a plant was pro-

posed several months ago and was recommended
to the board of managers by the governor of the

home. The wires have been erected under the di-

rect supervision of the officers of the home. On
75 of the poles clusters each containing four incan-

descent lamps have been placed. The illumination

will render the grounds much safer on dark even-

ings, and will be appreciated by all who frequent

the grounds. About 2,000 lights are being placed

in the home buildings. The dynamos and engines

will be located in a building which is being erected

immediately adjoining the engine house.

There are 273 buildings throughout the country

under the control of the Treasury Department, and

in the larger cities the buildings are equipped with

electric light plants belonging to the government

and operated by it. The plant in the new post-

office in this city will comprise four vertical cross

or horizontal tandem compound self-contained en-

gines, which must each have a guaranteed duty with

125 pounds initial pressure. Each engine is to be

connected to a i20-kilowatt capacity dynamo, the

armature of which is to be attached directly to the

shaft of the engine, while the speed of the latter

is not permitted to exceed 300 revolutions per min-

ute, and they are required to be capable of a contin-

uous performance of 72 hours under maximum load,

and not consume more than eight horse power with

each frictional load, running the generators with

their brushes ofif. Their governors are to be so de-

signed that in case of breakage or any accident

the engines will come to a standstill,_ and the regu-

lation of the engine is to be so adjusted that the

governors will govern within three per cent, from
full load to no load. The dynamos, at 125 volts,

are to have a normal output of 925 amperes each.

The total capacity of the four machines will be about

8,000 16 candle power lamps, but the current will

not be required for illumination only, as it can be

applied to the operation of motors driving cancelling

machines, ventilating fans, hoisting apparatus and
other purposes. The dynamos are to be of the mul-
tipolar pattern, having internal armatures of the

.Gramme wound type. The field magnets of the gen-
erators are to be compound wound and three per
cent, over-compounded. These generators are re-

quired to carry theii full load for at least 12 hours'

continuous run, and also be capable of carrying

25 per cent, overload for one-half hour without dan-

gerous heating in any part. The steam for the op-
eration of the plant will be furnished by boilers

now in the building, through a 10 inch high pres-

sure steam main, and the piping will be arranged with

individual stop valves, so that each engine and gen-

erator can be worked independently, or they can

together discharge their output to the bus-bars of

the switchboard provided to receive and distribute the

current throughout the building. The switchboard

will be of marble. The mains from the dynamos
to the switchboard are lead-covered cables. These
cables are run from the generators in iron conduits

placed in the floor of the engine room, and termi-

nating in suitable connections at the bus-bars. On
the marble switchboard are arranged the necessary
devices for the regulation and distribution of the
current, including automatic double-pole magnetic
cut-ofifs for the dynamos, an illuminated dial Wes-
ton voltmeter, reading 225 volts, and four illuminated
dial Weston ammeters of 1,000 amperes each. There
is also provided a ground detector, with illuminated
dial. The switchboard is to be set upon solid iron
columns, inclosed in hollow cast-iron ornamental
pedestals, and is to be equipped with ornamental
scroll-work. From the switchboard the feed wires
ascend to the distribution tablets, located on the

various floors. There are to be four of these tab-

lets on each floor, of highly polished pink or Ten-
nessee marble, having on their face a pair of pol-

ished copper bus-bars, and copper double-pole,
highly polished lever-jaw switches for each tap or

branch wire taken from the tablet. These points of

distribution are fed from the switchboard by indi-

vidual systems of wiring. From these diiTerent tab-

lets are distributed the wiring to the combination
gas and electric light fixtures, with which the build-

ing is to be subsequently provided. The tablets are

to be set in the walls at the various places to be se-

lected, and to be provided with a glass cover and
hinged frame. The wiring of the building is all

to be run in iron-armored conduit having an in-

terior and non-corrosive water-proof lining. These
conduits are to be laid on the various floors of the

building and buried in the cement. The engine
room will be tiled and furnished with the latest and
most approved system of ventilation and general
furnishings. It will present a handsome and at-

tractive appearance when completed. The plant

will represent the latest standard isolated electric

light practice, and in view of the character of the

work there is likely to be keen competition to se-

cure the contract, the representatives of the largest

electrical construction companies of the country
having expressed an intention to compete for it.

The plant of the United States Electric Lighting
company was badly damaged by fire November 20th.

The fire originated in the room where the incandes-

cent system was controlled, and the principal damage
was sustained there. The flames were first seen at

the mouth of the conduit through which the cables
enter the building. As soon as the fire was dis-

covered the engineer shut down all the engines and
took all precautions against any boiler explosions
in the event the fire should reach the boiler room.
This had the effect of extinguishing all the lights

in the city furnished by that company and gave the

impression that the damage was far greater than it

really was. The fire also crippled the city post-
office service, as the canceling machines were run
by current furnished by this company, and all the
available men were put to work canceling mail mat-
ter by hand.

T. I. P.

PERSONAL.
J. G. Nolen of the Western Telephone Construc-

tion company, after a serious illness of nearly two
months, is once more actively to the front.

Arthur Howland. secretary of the Anchor Elec-
tric company of Boston, is visiting Chicago. Mr.
Howland is spending his vacation in Chicago with
a few personal friends.

Prof. Herbert Gaytes, formerly of the Armour
Institute of Technology of Chicago, has been ap-
pointed electrical engineer for the Oakland, Cal.,

Street Railway company.

Lord Armstrong, who is chiefly known for his

improvements in cannon and for his connection with
one of the largest manufacturing establishments in

the world, has given some attention to electricity,

and has just published what is probably the most
sumptuously printed work on that science, entitled

"Electric Movement on Air and Water, with Theo-
retical Inferences,"

Mrs. Leroy Ransom, a grandniece of Benjamin
Franklin, died at the residence of her son, Charles
Ransom, at Homestead, Pa., on November 23, She
was born 98 years age at Richmond, Va. Her
maiden name was Malinda F. Franklin. She was
twice married and had 13 children. Five of her sons
enlisted in the Union army and four were killed on
the field of battle, Charles, the youngest, being the
only survivor. Mrs- Ransom went to Homestead
with her son 12 years ago, was remarkably bright
and active for her age, and kept house until within
a few weeks of her death.

Roswell Hart Rochester, treasurer of the Western
Union Telegraph company, died suddenly on Sat-

urday last at his home in Englewood, N. J. Mr.
Rochester, who was 58 years old, was apparently
in good health up to within a short time of his

death, and had enjoyed a drive into the country
during the afternoon of the day upon which he died.

Heart trouble was the cause of his death. Mr.
Rochester belonged to the pioneer family from
which Rochester. N. Y., derived its name. He was
born at Gates, Monroe County, New York, on Au-
gust 17, 1839. He entered the service of the West-
ern Union Telegraph company, April i, 1865, as a
clerk in the office in Rochester. He continued to
occupy that place until the executive offices were
removed to New York city, when, having discharged
his duties acceptably, he became assistant treasurer.

a place which was created for him at the instance
of O. H. Palmer, secretary and treasurer of the
company. On the election of Judge Palmer to the
vice-presidency in 1871, Mr. Rochester was pro-
moted to the treasureship of the corporation, which
office he had since then held. He was active in

the financial management of many religious and
charitable institutions, and had served as an ex-
ecutor and trustee of several estates. He was a
member of the Sons of the Revolution, and of the
Military Order of Foreign Wars. He leaves a
widow and one daughter.

Dr. Julius A. Skilton, who died in Brooklyn last

week, was a member of the firm of J. A. Skilton

& Co., electrical engineers of New York. The de-
ceased had had a career of unusual interest. He
was a surgeon in the Civil War, and participated in

27 engagements, at one time being on the stafi of
General Banks. In 1865 he went to Vera Cruz as
a newspaper correspondent, to watch the opera-
tions of the French troops. On one occasion he
was suspected of being a spy and narrowly escapeti
death. After the conflict he was made a medical
officer in the escort which accompanied General
Juarez and his family to Mexico and restored the
general to power. Dr. Skilton continued to act

as newspaper correspondent until General Grant's
election, when he was made consul-general in the
City of Mexico, acting also in special matters for
England, France and Austria. It was Dr. Skilton
who c-xhumed the body of Emperor Maximilian and
sent it to Austria, at the request of the Austrian
Emperor Francis Joseph. Dr. Skilton also ob-
tained the release of Maximilian's prime minister,

and as a token of gratitude was asked to take the
custody of the dead emperor's personal effects.

While in Mexico he gave much of his time to ar-

ch;eological research. His collection of relics is

now in the Yale Museum. When President Grant's
second term expired Dr. Skilton remained in Mex-
ico and became prominent in railroad mining enter-
prises. About 12 years ago he returned to New
York to look after his interests in electrical and
other contract work in Mexico, the West Indies
and South America. While consul-general in Mex-
ico he had much to do with the establishment of
the missions of the Methodist Episcopal Church in

and near the City of Mexico. He was a member
of Lafayette Post, G. A. R., of Brooklyn.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Terrell, Tex., is urging the establishment of an

electric light plant.

The work of enlarging the electric light plant at

the Statesville, N. C, cotton mills has been com-
pleted. The mills now have a 450 light dynamo.

Preliminary steps have been taken to reorganize
the old Ocala (Fla.) Electric Light company, which
for several years has been in financial difficulties.

The new Warren induction alternator of 3,000 six-

teen candle power lamps capacity for the electric

light plant at Brenham, Tex., which, on account
of the quarantine regulations, was tied up at New
Orleans for the past two or three months, has

at last reached its destination, and the people are

rejoicing.

The War Department, through the Corps of En-
gineers, is inviting sealed proposals until December
23d, for furnishing and setting up an electric light-

ing plant at Fort Monroe, Va. Prospective bidders

can obtain specifications and information concerning
the contract upon application to Capt. Thomas L.

Casey, 166 Granby street, Norfolk, Va.

The electric light company at Mobile, Ala., is now
engaged in making extensive repairs to the ma-
chinery, and an addition of a 500 horse power Cor-
liss engine. The building is being enlarged and the

foundation is being laid for a brick smokestack 80
feet high. When completed this company will pos-

sess one of the finest and most complete electric

lighting and powei^ plants in the South.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Richmond Traction company has a new de-

vice to be used when the hose are placed over the

tracks. An iron bridge over the hose will enable

the cars to run.

The storage battery house for the Richmond Rail-

way and Electric company is about completed, and
electricians will shortly be ready to look after the

equipment of the plant.

The Salisbury (N. C.) Street Railway and Electric

company, recently organized, has applied to the

Board of Aldermen of Salisbury for a franchise to
operate a street railway in that town.

Receiver F. W. Oakley sold the property of the
Madison, Wis,, Street Railway company on Decem-
ber 1st under foreclosure proceedings. C. R. New-
comb of Cleveland, representing the bondholders,
bid in the road for $110,000.

The Prussian railway minister, Herr von Thirlen,
has decided next year to substitute electricity for

steam on the railway between Berlin and Potsdam,
in order to test the adaptability of the electrical loco-
motive for general railway traffic. The engineers
maintain that traffic conducted by electricity will be
both cheaper and faster than the present system.
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The line between Berlin and Potsdam, on account

of its many suburban stations, is one of the busiest

in the whole of Germany.

The Alexandria, Va., City Council has passed

an ordinance fixing the speed of the electric trains

running through the city at not more than eight

miles an hour; also, an ordinance making it in-

cumbent upon the electric railway conipany to place

improved pick-up fenders upon all of its motor cars.

Receiver Jump of the Street Railway and Electric

Light company of Terre Haute, Ind., has reported

to the court that the total indebtedness is $I,338,5I7-

In this amount is $250,000 in bonds issued as collat-

eral for floating indebtedness. There are first-mort-

gage bonds to the amount of $400,000, second-mort-

gage bonds $542,000, interest $8,883, taxes $10,000,

street improvements $52,634, and floating indebted-

ness $325,000- The receiver says he is unable to make
a report of the inventory at present because some of

the machinery was bought conditionally, and there

is from $5,000 to $11,000 due from the Michigan City

Trolley Line company, of which Russell Harrison

of the company is president, and which was fur-

nished with supplies and equipment from this plant.

Consul Boyle has written an interesting report on

the dock system of Liverpool, in the course of which

he says: "Closely identified with the dock system,

but yet under an entirely separate management, is

the overhead [elevated] electric passenger railroad,

which runs along the entire line of docks on the

Liverpool side. It was built four years ago, and is

satisfactorily successful financially. The electric

current is carried by a central third rail. This line

is used not only by business and laboring men whose
occupations are in connection with the docks and

shipping interests, but by the general public as a

quick and convenient means of transit from one

end of the city to the other. There is an ambition

that it is but the beginning of an overhead 'belt

line' around the city, after the example of a number
of American cities."

TELEPHONE.
Ninety-five subscribers were added by the Rich-

mond Telephone company in November.

The secretary of state of North Carolina has is-

sued a charter to the Dunn and Lillington Tele-

phone company; capital, $5,000.

The Hickory and Newton Telephone company
is making arrangements to extend its telephone line

from Claremont, S. C, to Catawba.

The Southern States Telephone company has ex-

tended its lines and now connects with the Hamp-
ton and Old Point Telephone company.

Work is rapidly progressing on the new telephone

exchange at Concord, N. C. The exchange \yill

have a capacity of 140 telephones, about 80 of which

are already subscribed for.

The Southwestern Telegraph and Telephone com-
pany has secured the right-of-way for an extension

of its lines to Wharton, Tex., giving that city con-

nection with every prominent point in the state.

The Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph com-

pany's connection up Broad street, Richmond, has

been completed and many new poles erected. The
Richmond Telephone company's men are hard

at work running new lines, and the sub-exchange

in Manchester is now ready for work.

The railroad commission at Raleigh, N- C, has

rendered a unanimous decision, annulling all previ-

ous orders regarding telephone rates. Attorney-

general Walser advised the commission that it did

not have the power to fix the price of telephones,

but only the transmission of messages. As a result

of this action the Long-distance Telephone com-
pany will soon extend its lines in the state.

ELECTRICAL SECURITIES.
The Akron Street Railway and Illuminating com-

pany of Akron O., has issued $1,500,000 five per
cent. 30-year first consolidated mortgage gold bonds,
which are offered for sale at 95 per cent, by Sutro,

Scholle & Co. of New York and H. F. Bachman
& Co. of Philadelphia. The company's earnings

for 1896 were $210,246.59 and its expenses $123,-

769.51. The company is free from floating

debt except its current monthly bills. Samuel
Thomas of New York is its president. The Man-
hattan Trust company is trustee of the mortgage.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The 2,000 horse power electric plant on Yadkin

River, 13 miles from Winston-Salem, N. C, is well

under way, and will be in operation next February.
It will furnish power for street cars, mills and fac-

tories, and electric lighting for not only Winston
and Salem, but all towns within its circuit, and this

embraces a large and prosperous territory.

The Mathieson Alkali company of Niagara Falls

has started one unit of cells in the new works, which
are located on the property of the Niagara Falls

Power company, the electric power being supplied
from the latter company's central power station.

That portion of the plant now in operation repre-

sents only about one-tenth of the total capacity of

the works. The remaining cells will be started as

soon as they are in readiness for operation. The
product of the plant will be caustic soda and bleach-

ing powder. The works are among the most ex-

tensive of the electro-chemical plants at Niagara
Falls.

The lighthouse at Punta Brava, Venezuela, about

one mile north of the harbor, is at present using
an ordinary ship's lamp, but the electric light at

the wharf, sometimes seen at a distance of 30 miles

at sea, furnishes the mariner with a certain guide to

port. The United States consul at Puerto Cabello,

says: "The cable line from here to La Guayra,
thence to Curacao, Hayti, and to New York has
proven of infinite service to the merchants of Puerto
Cabello. Its present reliability has been productive

of its more frequent use, and merchants' cable or-

ders to New York for goods have increased. The
telegraph system of the country is owned and con-
trolled by the national government. The rate

charged for messages is much less than in the

United States."

TRADE NEWS.
The Massachusetts Chemical company of Boston

has hit upon an excellent idea in the way of special

advertising. Its latest contribution to the fable

series is number 9,999,999.

The Wright demand system for charging, which
was discussed at the last convention of the National
Electric Light association and also by the Associa-
tion of Edison Illuminating companies, is being ex-

ploited by R. S. Hale of 31 Milk street, Boston.

The partnership between W. W. Burnham and
James L. Gethins at 181 Tremont street, Boston,

under the name of the Bumham-Gethins company,
was dissolved November 24th. Mr. Burnham an-

nounces that he intends to do the same kind of busi-

ness hereafter on his own account.

A very handsome paper weight, showing the spe-

cial features of construction of a car wheel, is being
sent out as a souvenir by the Griffin Wheel company.
The names of the cities in which this company has
foundries—Chicago, Detroit, Denver, St. Paul and
Tacoma—are cast on the wheel to remind pur-

chasers of the facilities which the company possesses

for filling orders.

General Agent J. P. Williams of 39 Cortlandt

street, New York, has returned from a three weeks'
trip through the Central and Western states. He
took with him a full line of the 189S Paragon fan

motors, and reports that the results of his trip far

exceeded his anticipations. The indications point

toward the Paragon being more prominently iden-

tified in the desk and ceiling fan business than last

year.

Few companies have made such an excellent rep-

utation in so short a time as the Farr Telephone and
Construction Supply company, 342 Dearborn street,

Chicago, which supplies anything used in connec-
tion with telephone and construction work. One of

its special features is the promptness with which
orders are filled and the general satisfaction its

goods give to users. A little book containing gen-
eral information on the construction and mainte-
nance of telephones will be cheerfully sent to anyone
on request.

William Roche of 259 Greenwich street, New
York, has recently undertaken the manufacture of a

dry battery which will be known as the New Stand-
ard. Mr. Roche has had a number of years' expe-
rience in the manufacture of dry batteries. He is

the inventor of the Exeter dry battery cell, which
was given such prominence at the World's Fair in

connection with the opening ceremonies. In con-
nection with the manufacture of batteries he will

also take up a line of special apparatus to meet par-
ticular conditions. Mr. Roche has been connected
with the Manhattan Supply company of New York.

"We have the largest number of orders to fill,

and are running our factory more hours per day,

than at any time during the last two years," was
the cheerful reply of H. Durant Cheever of the
Okonite company of New York, when ques-
tioned as to the comparative demands of the present
business and that of the last two years. Mr. Chee-
ver further stated that if the present rush of orders
continued the company would find it necessary to
either increase the present facilities for manufac-
turing or refuse orders. The high standard which
has always been maintained in the manufacture of

Okonite wire is well known to the electrical trade,

and it is a pleasure to note that a large share of
this well-known product is purchased in the central
and western states.

The prospective purchasers of arc lamps will be
pleased to learn that the Clark Electric company
has recently added to its facilities for producing its

lamp in larger quantities in order to meet the de-
mand of the trade. The company commenced the
manufacture of arc lamps about eight years ago,
having in mind the special purpose of lighting all

classes of stores, offices and factories. It also man-
ufactures a high-grade arc lamp for street illumina-
tion. The standard has been maintained in all im-
provements, and in consequence the company has
found steady demand for the product. Among the

installations in New York are those of B. Altman
& Co. and the New York Herald. The Clark Elec-
tric company is now located in the Postal Telegraph
building, 253 Broadway, New York.

Two exceedingly interesting and valuable contri-
butions to catalogue literature are recent publica-
tions by the General Electric company. One is on
Edison incandescent lamps for electric railway serv-
ice. It is claimed that the best quality of street rail-

way lamps may be so misused as to make the lamp
worthless, but that by proper use a maximum of life

and light is obtained The conditions of proper use
require that only lamps of same amperage or make
be burned in the same car or series, that lamps be
ordered to suit the total voltage of the circuit, and
that lamps be replaced by new ones whenever they
get old and dim. This last requirement is necessary
if light is to be economically produced. A treatise

upon the "Operation of Electric Mining Plants"
deals particularly with the electric haulage system,
and contains much valuable data.

BUSINESS.
A testimonial sheet, giving the opinions of users

of Schoonmaker's mica, is issued by A. O. Schoon-
maker, 158 William street. New York. All the
writers unite in the opinion that this mica gives
complete satisfaction in electrical service.

The Pittsburg and Lake Superior Iron company
of Whitney, Mich., is highly elated over the fact

that the Central Union Telephone company of Chi-
cago has accepted its bid to furnish 60,000 tele-

phone poles. The contract aggregates over $100,000
and is one of the largest ever let.

The necessity of providing suitable lamps for use
in surgical and dental work has led the American
Endoscopic company of Providence to bring out a
complete line of incandescent lamps for this purpose.
These are thoroughly described in the illustrated

catalogue just issued by the company.

The works of Julius Fuchs in Nuremberg are

now controlled by Schiff, Jordan & Co. of Vienna.
Mr. Fuchs has manufactured the "Electra" carbons
for a number of years, and will hereafter have charge
of the manufacturing department of the Vienna
works, as well as the Nuremberg plant. Mr. Fuchs
has recently made great improvement in carbons
for alternating current and for the enclosed arc lamp
sold exclusively by Schiff, Jordan & Co. of 232 and
234 Greenwich street, New York.

McKinlock & Camp, agents for the successors
of the Metropolitan Electric company, returned
from their eastern trip last week. Mr. McKinlock
reports the revival of many pleasant old acquaint-

ances, and he further announces that he and Mr.
Camp now feel that their prospects for meeting with
success in their new enterprise are better than ever.

Messrs. McKinlock and Camp are still pushing the
remainder of the Metropolitan company's stock and
report a number of orders for slices of that cake.

In an interview with F. E. Dolbier, manager of

the arc lamp sales department of the General In-

candescent Arc Light company, he is reported to

have said that the success which the concern is

meeting in the sale of the enclosed arc lamp denotes
the popularity of this product, and the satisfactory

service obtained by the use of the lamps of this

type. He mentioned that the company h.ad just

closed a contract for the installation of Bergmann
enclosed arc lamps in the new addition of Bloom-
ingdale Brothers' dry goods store in New York
city.

A sign adaptable for public telephone pay-station

service is proving one of the most attractive novel-

ties that has yet been introduced by the Stromberg-
Carlson Telephone Manufacturing company of Chi-
cago. The company is now sending out a hand-
some card in colors advertising this telephone sign

and advising all independent telephone companies
to thus "show their colors" by having their signs

marked "Independent." This sign is made of the

best enameled iron with heavily baked enamel. The
size of the sign is 8 by 2^ inches. Both sides have
the American shield in a large, white block at one
end, with the original 13 stars in a blue field, and
red and white stripes, with the word "Independent"
in bold letters across the face of the shield. The
main part of the sign is of a blue ground, with the

words "Public Telephone Pay Station" in large

white letters. The sign is made with a flange for

fastening against wall or post, and holes for sus-

pending. It has no mark of the manufacturer, and
is intended expressly for independent public tele-

phone exchanges.

An improvement in manufacture has recently been
perfected which makes the Packard lamp a prac-

tically smokeless lamp. A difference is very easily

perceptible, it is said, when one of the smokeless

Packard lamps is allowed to burn beside a lamp
of some other make. The improvement produces a

lamp which, it is claimed, is practically undimmed to

the end of its life. There is no perceptible blacken-

ing of the globe even during a life of 800 to 1,000

hour. The improved process is being rapidly ap-

plied to all of the lamps made by the Packard com-
pany, and the entire product will soon be made up of

smokeless lamps. The Electric Appliance company.
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the general western agent for the Packard lamp, has

been making some interesting tests along this line,

and reports that the n-ew lamp is a wonder. The
trade will soon have an opportunity to determine

for itself the merits of the smokeless lamp by coni-

parative tests, and it is believed that the results will

be very largely in favor of the Packard lamp. The
Electric Appliance company is looking for a largely

increased business.

Timmis & Clessold of Bound Brook, N. J., call

attention to the Carhart friction clutch which they

manufacture. This clutch consists of a sleeve
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mounted upon a shaft and secured with set-screws
or keys, and upon the sleeve the pulley is mounted
so that it may revolve, the pulley having an annular
flanged hub of suitable diameter to engage with
two bell-shaped clamping collars. These collars

are connected and driven with the sleeve by means
of two or more diametrically opposite lugs and two
or more keys at either end, the front collar

carrying two or more levers which have U-shaped
recesses, and are cam faced, and have engagement
with the sleeve lugs, compressing the pulley disk

between the front and rear collars, making a firm

December 4, 1897

and compact arrangement. In releasing the clutch,
the loose spool is thrown in the opposite direction
or away from the sleeve, bringing the U-shaped
recess in contact with the opposite side of the sleeve
lug withdrawing the front collar, at the same time
allowing the pulley to run free upon the sleeve
and between the collars. The sleeve is provided
with a nut for adjustment. The oil canal is

for oiling the exterior of the sleeve and bore of
pulley. Carhart clutches are fitted with bronze
bushings. Graphite bushings are also furnished
when desired.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

593,981. Apparatus for Electrically Heating Metals

and Ores. George D. Burton, Boston, Mass.

Application filed February 20, 1897.

A tank contains an electrolytic solution; a hearth is ele-

vated above the plane of the sides of the tank: a reservoir

is elevated above the hearth, and means for elevating the

liquid from the solution in the tank into the reservoir and
means for supplying an electrolytic solution to the hearth

from the reservoir are provided.

593,986. Separable Recording Meter. James R.

Cravath, Chicago, 111. Application filed Au-
gust 12, 1S97.

The actuating parts of an electric recording meter and a

box carrying the recording mechanism, with separable
gearing connecung the recording mechanism and the

actuating parts of the meter and permitting the removal of

the box, are described.

593,988. Resistance Device. George K. Cummings,
Chicago, 111. Application filed December 23,

1895-

Terminal rods are supported on cross-pieces, two of the

latter being movable; a number of tubes containing electric

resistance material of constant density are supported be-

tween the movable cross-pieces, and means for adjusting

the tubes on some of the terminal rods are described.

594,020. Apparatus for Feeding Cables into Under-
ground Conduits. Willbur H. Johnston, St.

Louis, Mo. Application filed July 28, 1897.

The cable may be passed through a curved tubular
guide and adapted for insertion within the manhole;
means for bringing an end of the guide into communica-
tion with a duct communicating with the manhole, through
which duct the cable is to be threaded, and means for

securing the curved tubular guide in position at the man-
hole opening, permitting the sidewJse movement of the

guide by the cable as it is unwound, whereby the guide is

maintained in alignment with the unwinding cable, are de-

scribed.

NO. 594,020;

594,034. Automatic Circuit Controller. Charles W.
Price, Newark, N. J- Application filed March
23, 1897.

An electro-mechanical controller for an electric circuit

comprises a spring-driven motor, holding devices for the
motor, an electro-magnet in a normally closed local circuit

for operating one of the holding devices, another electro-

magnet in a normally open local circuit for operating the

other of the holding devices, a main circuit and two cir-

cuit-controlling disks for the main circuit and operated by
the motor.

594,036. Rontgen Ray Tube. Henry L. Sayen,
Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed April 29,

1897.
As a means for varying the pressure in a high vacuum

tube a main circuit is provided for operating the tube and
a shunt circuit for varying the pressure.

594,060. Telephone. Theodore Berdell, New York,
N. Y. Application filed December 27, 1895.

A telephone in which are comprised two diaphragms un-
encumbered at their centers and held apart at their
peripheries in an insulating case, a ring of insulating ma-
terial held between the diaphragms, and spherical or
granular material loosely held in the space outside of the
ring, the space between the diaphragms within the ring be-
ing unoccupied.

594,069. Means for Regulating Operation of Eleva-
tor or Traveling Cars. Frederick L. Emery,
Lexington, Mass. Application filed December
II, 1896.

Electrically controlled means insure the movement of
the cars in desired order, one with relation to another,
and circuit-controlling devices operated by movement of
the cars govern the means, some of the circuit-controlling
devices after movement by a car automatically resuming
original position when released by movement of the car,
white others are always in position where left by mova-
ment of a car until positively changed into different posi-
tion by movements of a different car.

Issued Nov€7nher 23, i8gy.

594,122. Indicator for Underground Electric Rail-

ways. Harry C. Reagan, Jr., Philadelphia, Pa.

Application filed June 4, 1896.

Details of construction include an insulated continuous
sectional conductor, energizing means for its sections,
brushes or other contact devices carried upon each end of
a car and adapted to contact with different sections of the
conductor, an indicator connected with each of the
brushes, a resistance coil connected with the indicators
and a wire from the resistance coil grounded in the fraine.

594,131. Bell Extension for Telephones. Ernest S.

Dickerson, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed

August II, 1897.

When the call-bell lever oscillates the flexible arm will

periodically engage the contact, a local battery circuit
wherein the contacts-are included, and one or more signal-

ing devices included in the local battery circuit.

NO. 594.143-

594.143. Regulating Rontgen Ray Tubes. Martin
P. Rice, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed

July 17, 1897.

An automatic vacuum adjuster for Runtgen ray tubes
consists of a shunt circuit including in the path of the cur-
rent a volatile salt within the vacuum inclosure, and a
high resistance in lieu of the usual spark gap.

594.144. Regulation of Alternating Current Systems.
Charles P. Steinmetz, Lynn, Mass. Application
filed December 22, 1893.

The method of localizing or rendering independent two
or more sub-circuits or portions of an alternating system
supplied from common mains consists in adjusting to dif-

ferent conditions the self-induction and the displacement
of phase of electromotive force and current in such differ-

ent portions.

594.145. Inductor Dynamo. Charles P. Steinmetz,

Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed August
12, 1897.

A polar inductor and an annular magnetic structure re-

cessed to receive the armature coils, and having its mag-
netic reluctance increased by an air gap or gaps of high
reluctance compared with the reluctance of the armature
iron.

594,150. Starting Device for Alternating Current
Motors. William J. Foster, Schenectady, N. Y.
Application filed January 4, 1896.

As a means of increasing the starting torque of a syn-

chronous alternating current motor, a bridge of magnetic
material adjacent to the polar faces of the induced mem-
ber is utilized.

NO. 594,144.

594,155- Section Insulator. Joseph Hoffman,
Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed August
7, 1897.

Amain portion or body of insulating material and me-
tallic end pieces are secured to the main portion, and have
a transverse flange or rib engaging the main portion,

594,156. Rontgen Ray Tube. Irwin W. Howell,
Newark, N. J. Application filed August 26,

1897-

This vacuum tube has in shunt to the liiain discharge
path a second discharge path through a gas-producing
agent in the same vacuous space with the main discharge
path, and serving to regulate the vacuum in the main bulb.

594,192. Automatic Electric Burglar-alarm. John
W. Baughman, Dalton, O. Application filed

March 25, 1897.

An electric alarm system is described, comprising the
vibrating bell, having the terminal connecting posts, the
lever provided with a pin projecting into the path of the
hammer arm, a conductor connecting the lever with the
post, a contact located in the path of one end of the lever
and in electrical connection with the post through the
conductor, post, magnet and conductor, the contact post
connected to the terminal post by the conductor, and the
local battery having its poles connected to the terminal
posts, in combination with the alarm circuit, its battery
and spring connections.

594,247. Electric Cable. John D. Gould, Brooklyn,
N. Y. Application filed January 11, 1897.
An electric cable is described, comprising a fusible core,

a copper or similar wire extended longitudinally through
the core, an insulating material covering the core, a series
of conductors wound spirally around the insulating mate-
rial, and an insulating cord wound spirally around the in-
sulating material between adjacent spirally wound con-
ductors.

594,256. Electric Railway Signal and Safety De-
vice. Koby Kohn, Seward, Neb, Application
filed March 8, 1895.
An electric conductor is arranged alongside the track,

and devices on the train maintain electric contact with the
conductor. There are connected the steam valve, the
lever carried by the spindle of the valve, the armature en-
gaging the lever, the coils and the wire connections for
energizing the same, the rod normally pressed outward,
and pivoted movable connections between the rod and the
upper end of the lever.

594,281. Automatic Signaling System. Charles W.
Price, Newark, N. J. Application filed January
II, 1897.

An electro-mechanical controller for an electric circuit
is described, comprising a motor, a screw-shaft operated
by the motor, a circuit making and breaking disk for a
main circuit on the screw-shaft, a pivoted lever movable,
by the screw-shaft and adapted to stop the motor after a
certain number of rotations of the circuit-controlling disk
shall have been made, an electro-magnet in a local circuit,
an armature lever operated by the electro-magnet for re-
leasing the motor, a spring-plate for locking the armature
lever and a lever serving to move the spring-plate out of
engagement with the armature lever, and also serving to
return the locking-lever to its normal position.

' f^

NO. 594,281.

594.'3i3- Storage or Secondary Battery. Ralph Ash-
ley, Port Republic, N. J. Application filed

April 25, 1896. Renewed July 17, 1897.

An electrode for a storage or other battery consisting of
the horizontal, straight and corrugated metal strips alter-

nating with each other, and the spacing pieces between
the ends thereof and soldered thereto.

594.323. Means for Indicating Movement or Cessa-
tion of Movement of Fluid. Orville Carpenter,
Pawtucket, R. I. Application filed December 5,

1896.

The device described comprises a body in a fluid, the
body being heavier than the fluid and arranged to be
moved by the pressure of (he fluid when the fluid is in
motion, and a magnet exterior of the fluid and body, and
so arranged that the body may come within and leave the
field of the magnet to cause a disturbance thereof.

594,346. Heat Regulating Apparatus. Charles L.

Fortier, Milwaukee, Wis. Application filed Sep-
tember 12, 1896.

The combination is claimed with a heat-regulating valve
or damper of an electro-magnet for controlling the oper-
ation of the valve or damper, an electric circuit connect-
ing the coil of the magnet with a source of electricity and
a shunt containing a thermostat and tapping the circuit on
apposite sides of the magnet.

594,363. Telephone System. Alfred F. Swan, Bay-
onne, N. J. Application filed December lo,

1896.

Claim is made for the combination with the telephone
apparatus, the line and the switch-barrel having means
for stepping it around, of a triple series of circumfer-
entially arranged insulating and conducting strips on the

switch-barrel, a set of brushes to contact with one series of

conducting strips and cut the bell to line, and the talking

set into the line circuit controlled by the telephone hook,
a second set of brushes arranged to connect with a second
series of conducting strips and cut the talking set to line,

a second set of brushes to contact with the third series of

conducting strips and cut the talking set and bell out by
short-circuiting, and suitable connections between the

brushes, the telephone apparatus and the line.
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Electrical Equipment of the South Side
Elevated Railroad.

About the middle of July last the work of chang-
ing the South Side elevated railroad of Chicago,
better known as the Alley "L," from steam to

an electric road was started, and has been progres-
sing quietly but none the less vigorously since that

time.

The outside electrical construction is now so

near completion that the Western Electrician is

enabled to publish herewith several photographic
views and a synopsis of the work and the methods
employed in its execution.
The object of the engineers, Messrs. Sargent and

ratchet drills. During certain hours of the day,

when a stretch of track between two cross-
overs could be had, these little wagons were run
along on the guard-rails, their wheels being flanged
and made to fit a is-inch gauge, the distance be-
tween guard-rails. At other times, when the sched-
ule would permit of the use of but one track, it was
necessary to do the drilling between trains, some-
times on two minutes' headway.
The men handling these drilling outfits became

so expert in their use that the attaching and de-

taching of the drill presses to the rail was accom-
plished with a rapidity and precision that was re-

markable, and reduced the time lost by the passing

of what it consists of than any amount of descriptive
matter. It may not be amiss, however, to state
the quantity of copper used and the method em-
ployed in erecting it. From the power house,
which is located at State and Fortieth streets, im-
mediately adjacent to the elevated structure, there
extend southward five bare copper cables with a
total sectional area of 5,500,000 circular mils, and
northward from the power house three cables of a
sectional area of 2,500,000 circular mils. In all there
are about 24 miles of copper cable in use weigh-
ing about 200 tons, and worth, at the present mar-
ket prices, about $55,000. As will be seen in Fig.

3, these cables are supported by standard cross-

Lundy, seems to have been to employ
standard methods and material where-
ever possible, and so far as the con-
struction work is concerned this de-

termination has proved to be wise.

One hardly appreciates at first glance

what it has meant to the railroad com-
panj', the contractors or the engineers

to do the work above mentioned with-

out accident or interruption to the very
frequent train service of an elevated

railroad.

The outside electrical construction
naturally falls into three main divisions:

first, track bonding and return circuit;

second, third or trolley rail; third,

feeder system.
For the return circuit the four service

rails and the entire steel structure of

the road is used, being made common
by a system of bonding and cross-bond-
ing and connections between the rails

and longitudinal girders. Standard No.
per bonds are used at each rail joint,

being cross-bonded at frequent intervals

cross-bonds in turn connected with the structure
at still greater intervals. This work necessitated
the drilling in the service track rails and structure
about 20,000 seven-eighth inch holes, and the plac-

ing of 10,000 rail and other copper bonds. Owing
to the presence of the wooden guard-rail on either

side of the track rail the drilling of this great num-
ber of holes in anything like an economical manner
was for a time a perplexing question. With the
use of an electric motor, a flexible shaft and a com-
pact little drill press which operated in nine inches
of space, the work was easily and rapidly carried
on. A good idea of the appearance of the appa-
ratus will be had by reference to Fig. i.

The two drilling outfits were designed and built

especially for this work by the Ele.ctrical Installa-

tion company of Chicago, and caused much favor-
able comment by all who witnessed their opera-
tion, except candidates for jobs working hand

tig. 3. Bare Copper Feeders in Position.
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the track
and these

of trains to a,minimum. Then, again, the rivalry

between two drilling crews was so sharp that per-
sonal encounters were often imminent. As a pre-
cautionary measure, a red flag was always placed
between the workmen and an approaching train,

this flag being pulled only when the track was
clear.

During the progress of the entire work on the
service rails of the South Side Elevated Railroad
company not a train was held over 10 seconds, and
the few delays were simply due to the precaution
exercised by the drillers in not allowing a train

to pass when there was a possible danger to it or
the workmen.
For the third or trolley rail a 60-foot 40-pound

T-rail is used, which is double bonded with horse-
shoe bonds and is mounted on the General Elec-
tric company's standard third-rail insulator. A
view of the contact rails in place is shown with the

feeder cables in Fig. 3. A glance at the picture of

the feeder system, which was taken at Michigan av-
enue and Fortieth street, will give a clearer idea

Hauling Feeder Cable on [he Structure.

arms, iron cored pins and glass in-
.sulators, iron-clad insulators being
used wherever additional strength is

required. The cables are of three
sizes, 1,500,000. 1,000,000 and 500,000
circular mils, the first being supplied
in 1,000-foot lengths, the second in

I.SCO-foot lengths, and the third in
3,000-foot lengths, and one length to
a reel, which weighed about zVa. tons
each.

The engineers exacted that the
cable must not be cut, and permitted
only as many splices or joints as
there were reels of wire. Their speci-
fications also provided that the
cables be run under the structure at
the IS track cross-overs. How best
to pull these heavy cables along the
structure, down beneath it at cross-
overs, and then back to the normal
position, without injury to the cables,

was somewhat of a problem; it was extremely easy
of execution, however, with the aid of sheave wheels
mounted in rigid wooden frames, and a locomotive
to do the pulling. The stringing of all the feeder

cables had to be done between the hours of i and 5
a. in., in order not to interfere with trafSc, but the

greater portion of the work was done by daylight.

The day crew distributed reels at predetermined
points, setting up the reel stands and sheave frames,

arranging the tackle so that the night crew, with

its locomotive, had simply to hook on to the end

of a cable and pull it into place, the reels being

always on the ground under the structure, as is

shown in Fig. 2. In this manner a 3,000-foot length

of 500,000 circular mils cable was pulled into place

in a surprisingly short space of time. Another day

crew was employed in the splicing, stretching, tying

in and otherwise finishing the w^ork. To protect

the feeders from accidental contact, and serving in

addition as a walk, there is built over them a wooden
box, which is now being laid at the rate of about
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3,000 feet a day. This covering it not shown in

the picture.

For the speed and excellence of this work credit

is due the Electrical Installation company, which
did all of the outside construction, with the excep-

tion of laying the third rail, and which has also

the sub-contract, under the Sprague Electric com-
pany, for the remodeling' and equipment of the

cars. The work was done under the general super-

vision of Superintendent J. A. Brett, with the as-

sistance of A. H. Stocking, engineer, Walter Hal-

pine was foreman of the outside construction, and
George E. Morrine of the car equipment.
In Fig. 4 is shown one of the Alley "L" cars

heaps of clothing and silverware were found. They
are still at large.

George R. Blodgett was about 38 years of age
and leaves a wife and one child. He was a native
of Maine, and his parents arrived from Bucksport,
in that state, an hour after their son's death in his

Schenectady home. Mr. Blodgett was a graduate
of Yale, and not long after leaving college he en-
tered the Patent Office as an assistant examiner, after

a competitive examination. It is said of him that
he passed the best examination and wrote the poor-
est hand of anyone connected with the department.
He was several times promoted, and during this

period studied law and was admitted to the bar.

4. iELECTRICAL EQOIPMENT OF THE SOUTH SIDE ELEVATED RAILROAD.

-

MULTIPLE-UNIT SYSTEM.

-CAR FITTED WITH THE SPRAGUE

equipped -for the Sprague electrical multiple-unit
system of ' train propulsion, with folding vestibule.

All of this company's cars will be similarly equipped,
each being an independent unit, supplied with its

own contact shoes, controller, motors, air com-
pressor, engineer's air valve and gauge, electric

heaters, etc. Each car may be run by itself or as

a unit in a train of any number of cars. A train of

these cars is now in daily service on the Metropoli-
tan West Side road, and it seems to be giving entire

satisfaction.

The power house for the Alley "L" is nearing
completion, and will be completely inclosed within
two weeks.

George R. Blodgett Murdered.
Aroused by a burglar in his house at Schenectady,

early on the morning of December 3d, George R.
Blodgett arose to protect his home. He was un-
armed, but advanced toward the marauder, who
commanded him to throw up his hands. Endeav-
oring to avoid the attack or attempting to grapple
his antagonist about the legs, Mr. Blodgett threw
himself forward. At this moment the burglar fired

his revolver, and the ball entered the prostrate man's
back, pasing downward over the right kidney. In
the ensuing confusion the burglar escaped. As-
sistance was summoned, and during the day an un-
successful effort was made to locate the bullet by
the use of X-rays. In the evening an operation was
performed, but the shock was too great, and the

.
injured man gradually sank to his death, which
occurred at 2:30 p. m. on Saturday. Mr. Blodgett
was at the head of the legal department of the Gen-
eral Electric company at Schenectady, and that
company has offered a reward of $5,000 for the arrest
and conviction of the burglar who killed him.

Everything possible was done for Mr. Blodgett
by his associates in the company and his neighbors
as soon as the shooting became known. It was
discovered that the wires leading to the telephone
in the house had been cut, but nevertheless the
news was widely known before daylight. Local phy-
sicians were quickly at Mr. Blodgett's bedside, and
a distinguished surgeon from Albany was brought
to Schenectady so quickly on a special locomotive
that he arrived on the scene within two hours from
the time of the shooting. The X-ray experiment
failed, it is said, from the fact that the ball lay be-
hind the great side bone of the pelvis, having per-
forated the intestines.

The burglars—for it is believed that there was
more than one—secured little booty, although they
had evidently been in the house some time, as two

He left the Patent Office to practice patent law, and
associated himself with the Boston firm having in
charge the extensive patent interests of the Thom-
son-Houston company. After the consolidation
with the Edison company Mr. Blodgett became con-
nected with the General Electric company, and witen
the main office was removed to Schenectady he, with
the other officers, became a resident of that town.
He was permanently retained by the company at

a salary stated to have been $8,000 a year. He was
chief solicitor of patents and had charge of the
legal staff at Schenectady. As counsel he ranked
next to F. P. Fish, the chief counsel of the com-
pany. He was highly esteemed bv Mr. Fish and

Daterminatlon of the Virtual Eleccromo-
tive Force of Alternators.

By Karsten- Knudsen.

Part I.

The theory is based upon the assumption that
the useful magnetic flux is fairly distributed within
definite limits. These limits we may consider as
the lines which inclose the mean path for the lines
of force, or, more clearly defined, the corners of
the pole-face. In consequence of spreading of the
lines into the armature core, it follows that the
hypothesis mentioned does not agree with the truth;
but by contemplation of the magnetic flux in al-

ternators mostly used in practice, the investigation
will result in that inference, that the theory based
upon hypothesis may hold good within practical
limits. It is evident that if the pole-face is of
large area in comparison with a small air-gap, the
amount of lines of force leaking from the corners
of the poles into the armature is small compared
with the flux direct from the pole-face. Even for
ordinary alternators with small pole-face, the es-
timated voltage agrees fairly with the practical re-
sidts.

A conductor, when moving uniturmly about a
fixed axis in a uniform magnetic field, cutting" the
lines of force, develops an electromotive force,
which depends on the velocity of the conductor,
strength of the field and angle in which the con-
ductor cuts the lines of force.

Fig. I indicates a conductor A, moving in a
uniform field between the poles N S about a fixed
axis. The vertical parallel dotted lines between
the mean paths of the poles represent the lines

of force. It will be seen that when the conductor
passes 0° the electromotive force is equal to o, be-
cause in that instant the direction of the motion
is parallel to the lines of force.

The maximum value of the electromotive force
the conductor will develop is reached when it passes
90°, because in that instant the direction of the
motion is at right angles to the lines of force. If

we consider the maximum value of the electromo-
tive force represented by the radius of the circle,

all values between 0° and 90° are represented by
the ordinates or the distances from the circum-
ference perpendicular to the line A B. Considering
the space above the line A B positive, and that be-
neath negative, the electromotive force will remain
positive over half a circle, or from 0° to 180°, and
will then change intO' a negative value until the
conductor has completed the rest of the circle.

Two alternations, one positive and one negative, or
one complete cycle, have been accomplished in one
revolution. The cycle is repeated with every rev-

olution.

We may, however, represent the circumference
of the circle by the straight line x x. When the
conductor moves uniformly around the circumfer-
ence of the circle, and has completed one revolu-
tion from 0° to 360°, we may represent the line x x
from 0° to 360° for the time of one revolution of

the conductor.
If we denote by e the variable electromotive

forces, and by E the maximum electromiotive force,

then we have
e= E sin a.]

e being also a sine function of the time. Connect-
ing the top of all the ordinates we will have the so-

called sine curve.

W^e will now consider the more practical appli-

cations of the magnetic field, and the electromotive

FIG. I. DETERMINATION OF THE VIRTUAL ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE OF ALTERNATORS.

the officers of the company, and his shocking death
is greatly regretted. As a patent lawyer he was
noted for his thorough mastery of the technics of
electrical and mechanical applications. He hat! the
working knowledge of a practical electrician as well
as the training of a law]^er, and his services were
consequently of great value to the company. He
was active in advancing and defending the patent
interests of the General Electric company. On Tues-
day of last week be was in Washington arguing an
interference case in the Patent Office in opposition
to Frank T. Brown, the Chicago patent lawyer.
He stopped in New York on his return, and on
his very first night at home, after this journey, he
received the desperado's bullet that ended his life.

forces set up in conductors when moving in a
field of definite strength.

Fig. 2 represents a field in which the lines of force
enter and leave the armature through narrow air-

gaps. The lines of force we will consider fairly

distributed over the surface of the poles, crossing
the air-gaps at right angle to the circumference.
We will then have a uniform field over an angle
of m degrees.
According to a well-known definition: A unit

of electromotive force is produced when a con-
ductoF of unit length moves in a field of unit
strength with a velocity of unit length per unit time,
or one second, and we may write:

E = Hlv
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where E denotes the electromotive force in C.G.S.

units, H lines of force per square centimeter, 1

length of the conductor in centimeters and v the ve-

locity of the conductor in centimeters per second.

If A denotes the area of the air-gap inclosed by
the pole, the total lines of force through the air

gap is:

N
H A = N; or H =

A
Substituting the foregoing,N = total lines of force,

we have:

N

If the conductors are diametrical on the arma-
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motive force virill be kept constant over that num-
ber of degrees, equal to the difference between g
and m, or m and g if m is larger than g.

It is evident that when the arc of the coil does
not exceed the arc of the pole, the maximum elec-

tromotive force from a wide coil will be the same
as from a narrow one, providing, of course, that

the number of conductors in both cases is the same.
The wide coil we may consider divided into as
many sections as the number of times greater it

is than the narrow coil. The narrow coil is then
under the same influence of the field as each of

the parts of the wide coil, but the narrow coil con-
tains the same number of conductors as the com-
bined sections of the wide coil together, conse-
quently the maximum electromotive forces in both
cases are equal.

DETERMINATION OF THE VIRTUAL ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE OF ALTERNATORS.

ture, the electromotive forces in both branches are
added, and if C denotes the total number of con-
ductors which a very narrow space may inclose,
on both sides of the armature, then

N
E = 1 v C;

A

but 1 is equal to the length of one conductor which
is under influence of the magnetic field, or, what
is the same, equal to the width of the pole; there-

fore

m
A — -r d 1

360

where m = number of degrees which each pole in-

closes and d the average diameter of the circles

which the moving conductors describe.

Substituting for A we have:

N V C 360

Denoting by s the number of degrees g is greater
than m, the total number of conductors under the

influence of the field is:

ra -j- s

X C.

Therefore: . NC-
360

:NCn-
360

but V = ""dn;

Hence:
where n ^ revolutions per second.

N "^ d n C 360
:NnC

360

This equation gives the maximum electromotive

m -|t;^s m ra + s

This formula gives the maximum electromotive
force for conductors distributed over any space of

the armature surface.

If we connect the armature conductors with a

commutator or convey them into a continuous
current armature, we will have two armature cir-

cuits in parallel and the equation becomes
I 360

E= — NCn ;

-2 m -|-s

but the conductors in this case cover the whole
surface, and s is equal to

180—m.
Substituting for s we have

NCn 360
E = — NCn,

2 (m-|-(i8o

—

w) )

01 in practical units:

E = NCn io-».

A
K

g-m

T
\
M V

/
V
r

FIG. 3. DETERMINATION OF THE VIRTUAL ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE OF ALTERNATORS.

force for the conductors on the armature concen-
trated into single lines, moving in a uniform field,

distributed over ah arc of m degrees.
In practice, however, the conductors cover the

whole or a part of the armature surface. We must
therefore put the equation into another form.

Fig. 3 is a field inclosed by m degrees, and the
conductors are distributed over an arc of g de-
grees. It will be readily seen that the electromo-
tive force will have its maximum when the largest
number of conductors cut the field, and the electro-

which is the well-known formi-.la for continuous
current dynamos.

Determination of' the Square Root of the Mean
Square, or the Virtual ELECTROMOTive Force.

We have attempted to determine the theoretical
value of the maximum electromotive force. This
is, however, of less importance than the mean value,
because on the latter depends the amount of work
obtainable from the apparatus. This mean value,
we will prove, is the square root of the mean square
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of all the variable electromotive forces, and is called
"the virtual electromotive force."
A continuous current apparatus having a con-

stant electromotive force will in a given period
of time, accomplish an amount of work (Fig. 4):

E, I, t = a;

^>
but I, =

R

Hence:
R

where a denotes the amount of work, R the resist-
ance, t the periods of time and E, the electromo-
tive force.

In order to obtain the same amount of work
froni an alternating current apparatus in the same
period of time, through the same resistance (free
from self-induction), we have to find an equation
that is equal to E and may be expressed in terms
of e.

The work that the variable electromotive force
and current acomplish (Fig. 5) in the time dx
is accomplished by the equation:

da ^ iedx
where i is the variable current and e the variable
electromotive force; but

e e= ^ /-I
i = ; therefore, da = dx, and a = /e-dx

R R R„
Substituting in equation for a we have:

El I /-.

t = ——/e= dx,

R R<
or:

P dx

/"ee-dx designates also the sum of the squares of the elec-
tromotive forces over the axis of time from o to t.

E.

t t
FIGS. 4 AND 5. DETERMINATION OF THE VIRTUAL ELEC-

TROMOTIVE FORCE OF ALTERNATORS.

We may say: /-

1

t^ /dx or the sum of all ordinates, or

o
electromotive forces from o to t, and we may write:

/e- dx

o

e;=

[^ dx.

o

E^ is also equal to the square of all the ordi-

nates divided by their number. E ^
is the square

of the mean squares of the instantaneous values of e;

Ei-

which is the square root of the mean square, or the
virtual electromotive force.

Spring-suspended Motor Patent Inter-
ference.

Patent applications of Walter Knight and Ed-
mund C. Walker relating to tlie spring suspension
of motors for railway cars are in interference in

the Patent Office, Messrs. Knight and Morgan,
the inventors, are backed, respectively, by the Gen-
eral Electric company and the Walker company,
and the issue is considered one of much importance.
On September 9th the examiner of interferences
in the Patent Office decided in favor of Mr. Mor-
gan as the prior inventor, and last week the case
was argued before the Board of Appeal of the Pat-
ent Office by the late George R. Blodgett for the
General Electric company and Frank T. Brown,
of Brown & Darby, Chicago, for the Walker com-
pany. The decision was reserved.

It is rumored an electric light system will be es-

tablished in Park River, N. D.
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Magnetic Tests of Open Hearth Cast-
steel.

Special allcnlioii has been given the subject of

open heartli steel for electrical castings, by the

Sargent company of Chicago, which furnishes the

typical cases represented in the accompanying

cuts.

A series of careful experiments, conducted by

Prof. \V. U. Stine at Armour Institute of Chicago,

disclosed valuable information upon this subject.

Two pairs of bars, rough turned to ii inches by

five-eighths inch, were submitted. The bars were

marked as stated on the curves herewith presented.

Both bars were accurately turned down and ground

to a diameter of one-half inch. An end on each

bar was ground od smooth and square. They were

magnetized in the frame of a Hopkinson's divided

bar permeameter. This consists of a heavy yoke

of soft wrought-iron. The ends of the yoke were

accurately drilled for a snug iit with a bar of one-

half inch diameter. The test bars abut in the cen-

ter of the longitudinal slot in the yoke. One test

bar is clamped in place and the other is fitted with

a handle for pulling the bars apart. Each bar

carries a magnetizing coil, and over the joint is

placed the test coil.

The magnetizing current was measured by an ac-

curately calibrated ammeter, and the magnetic

strength in the bars read off in terms of the de-

flection of a calibrated ballistic galvanometer.

This was accomplished by pulling the bars apart

about an inch and allowing tlie test coil to snap out

and cut the lines of force. It is claimed that this

method, when suitable apparatus is employed, is

the most satisfactory one for determining the mag-
netic permeability of iron. It has two objections,

however, namely, the three air-gaps introduce a

slight error and the hysteresis area is slightly re-

duced by pulling the bars apart. For commercial

purposes in general, both these errors are negli-

gible.

The samples were run through five quarter cycles,

comprising the magnetization from to maximum
in either direction.

The. data for the first quarter cycle were platted

for the magnetization curve. This is the curve upon

which are based the calculations for dynamo fields

and electro-magnets of constant polarity.

The curves submitted were platted in terms ol

centimeter measure. The strength of the mag-
netization is given in terms of H units: H per

centimeter ilengthl of the magnetic circuit being

I.2S times the ampere-turns. The ordinates are

expressed in terms of B units and represent the act-

ual number of magnetic lines per square centimeter

in the cross-section of the sample for the corre-

sponding magnetization.

The permeability of the iron, denoted by the

symbol H, is the ratio betweeen the number of lines

of force per square centimeter and the correspond-

ing value of the magnetization in H units, or in

general, B is H times H.
The hysteresis curve is . of value in such

' cases where the metal is exposed to alternating

magnetization. The residual magnetism in these

samples is about 5,000 lines, while the magnetiza-

tion needed to reduce the residual magnetism to

zero is about two units.

If it is desirable to express the values of B and

H in square-inch measure, multiply them by the

factor 6.541; i. e., there are 6.451 square centimeters

in one square inch. Thus, where B is. 10,000 lines

per square centimeter it is, for corresponding per-

meability. 64.51 lines per square inch.

The data for the hysteresis cycle state the actual

results of the test for the quarters indicated. The
data for the curves of magnetization are the read-

ings for the first or ascending quarter cycle.

Hysteresis Cvcle, Cast-steel Bar No. i.

Lines per Magnetic Second Quarter.
D. C M. force. Lines per IMagnetic

"B." "H." D. C. M. force.

17.000 58.4 "B " "H."
16,650 44-5 400 2.5

15,600 25.8 7.150 5-57

15,100 19.2 13,200 12.79

14,200 12.78 14.400 19.25

12.750 5 57 15.150

9.800 2.5 16,500 44.5

5,000 00.00 17,000 58.4

Third Quarter. Fourth Ql .\RTt:R.

16,650 44-2 450 2-5

15,600 258 7,150 5-57

15.150 19.2 13,220 12.79

14.175 12.78 14.400 19.25

12,780 5-57 15.200

g,8oo 2-5 16.500 44-45

5,000 0.00 17.000 58.4

MagnetiZATION Curve, Bar No. I.

Lines perD. C. M. Magnetic force. Permeability.
"B." "H." "M."
5,000 2-5 2,000

10,200 5.57 1,860

13,650 12.79 1,064

14,700 19-45 755
15.400 26.15 590
16,500 44.5 372
17,000 58.4 296

MagnetiZATION Curve, Bar No 2.

Lines per D.C. M. Magnetic force. Permeability.
B." "H." "M."
2,850 2-5 1,142

8,250 5-57 1,4-8

12,900 12.79 1,042

14,050 19-45 726
14,900 26 15 572
16,100 4450 360

16,550 5E 4 284

The Right of Injunction to Stop Rail-
road Construction on Sunday.

"Go away from home to learn the news," is the

old saying. "Go to England to learn the law,"
might be a modern satirical version. For example,
the Electrician of Eoiulon solemnly assures its

readers that "There is a curious law in the United
States which permits of the construction of a rail-

way unhampered by risk of an injunction, provided
only that the work be done, and a car or train be
run over the finished line, between midnight of Sat-

urday and the same hour on Sunday." Such a law
would be a curious one indeed, bat nobody seems
to know anything about it but the English journal

quoted. In expounding American law, the writer

seems to be his own statute-maker. However, it

is true that the transformation of a few miles of

ordinary road or street into the site of a completely
equipped railway has been made more than once
inside of the 24 hours succeeding midnight of Sat-

urday. Moreover, that the custom probably leads

to some of what the Electrician styles "jerry work"
must also be admitted. But the fault is not in the

law. It is that people are not so watchful on Sun-
day and that it is more difficult then than at any
other time to find the proper persons to draw the

necessary bill, grant, issue and serve the writ of

injunction. The subject is one of considerable in-

terest, and the Western Electrician has been at some
pains to investigate it.

What appears to be the leading case on the sub-

etc. Anciently, h(.)wever, courts oi justice difl sit

on Sunday. The early Christians of the sixth cen-
tury, and before, used all days alike for hearing of

causes, not sparing the Sunday itself; but in the

year 517 a canon was promulgated exempting Sun-

iliili iilllljiiil^ ^^^^^^

MAGNETIC TESTS OF OPEN HEARTH CAST-STEEL.

days. Other canons were adopted in subsequent
years exempting other days, which were all revised

and adopted by the Saxon kings, and all confirmed
by William the Conqueror and Henry the Second,
and in that way became a part of the common law

MAGNETIC TESTS OF OPEN HEARTH CAST-STEEL.

ject, if not about the only one, is that of Langabier
against the Fairbury, Pontiac and Northwestern
Railroad company, 64 Illinois Reports, 243. The
bill filed in this ease allc.ged, among other things,

that the company, immediately after 12 o'clock of

the night of Saturday, with a large force of men,
had taken violent possession of the

street for the express and avowed
purpose of finishing its vrack through
its entire length before the next Mon-
day morning, and that it had selected

Sunday for the work for the purpose
of evading an injunction and avoid-
ing the process of court, etc. This bill

was presented to a master in chancery,

in the absence of the circuit judge,

on Sunday. The writ of injunction

was ordered by the master on that day, MHHI
and issued by the clerk and served by gggngi
the sherifif on the same day. At a
subsequent term of the Circuit Court
a motion Avas made to quash the writ,

which was allowed and the bill dis-

missed. Appeal was then taivcn to

the Supreme Court of Illinois, wdiich

reversed the decree of the court below,
holding that it was error to dismiss
the bill and that the Sunday issuance

of the injunction was valid.

There is much in the decision which Mr. Justice

Breese prepared for the Supreme Court in this case

which is of general interest. He, or the Supreme
Court of Illinois speaking through him, says that,

as a general proposition, it may be conceded that

Sunday is not a day in law for proceedings, contracts,

of England. By the canons of the church Sunday
was decreed dies non juridicus, and by the same
canons other days were declared unjuridical, as the

Day of the Purification of the Blessed Virgin Mary,
the Feast of the Ascension, the Feast of St. John
the Baptist, and All Saints' and All Souls' days.

bo.ooo-W«i'. "+0.% 53-5L%
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These were as miica unjuridical as Sunday, yet the

most devoted admirer of the common law would
not hesitate to say that the proceedings of a court

of justice in this state on either of those days would
be valid- Why, then, if such an act can be done
and have binding force on those unjuridical days
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ill ill's slate, should not equal efficacy be accorded

to the same act if done on the other unjuridical

day. Sunday? It is answered that secidar employ-
ment of any kind is prohibited by our criminal code.

On a previous occasion the court construed that

provision of the code as permitting acts of not

only physical and absolute necessity, but work
about which there is a moral fitness and propriety

under the circumstances of each particular case.

The notion that Sunday is a day so sacred that

no judicial act can be performed, continues this

opinion, had its origin with ecclesiastics of an un-

enlightened age, and rests upon no substantial basis,

and if it is the doctrine of the common law, it need

not have application here, in this day of thought and
increased enlightenment. Men are freer now than

then, and are perinittcd to regard acts as innocent

and harmless which were then deemed sacrilegious

and worthy of anathema.
In the case under consideration this dies non juri-

dicus was selected by the railway company as the

proper day to commit a great outrage upon private

and public rights, believing the arm of the law

would not be extended on that day to arrest it in

its high-handed and unlawful design. To the com-
plainant the acts it was organised to perpetrate

on that day were fraught with irreparable injury.

Feeble, indeed, would be the judicial arm if it could

not reach such miscreants. To save a debt of $20,

judicial acts can be performed on Sunday, and
maintained as well. To prevent the ruin of an in-

dividual, such an act must not be done. 'Lame and
impotent conclusion!" A court of chancery, as the

ma.xini goes, is always open.

This case involved irreparable injury to properLy.

\n imperious necessity demanded the prompt in-

terposition of chancery. On that principle the act

was fully justified. This, in conclusion, it is said,

is the dictate of right, of reason, of common justice

and common sense.

The doctrine of this case is cited with approval in

Richmond against Moore. 107 Illinois Reports, 429

(439). It is adopted as being established and of

general application, in 24 American and English

Encyclop;cdia of Law, 579: in 2 High on Injunc-

tions (second edition), paragraph 15S4: and in i

Beach on Injunctions, paragraph 154.

It may be added that the above decision was ren-

dered at the September term. 1S72, and that, in

the .^ct of 1874. to revise the law of Illinois in rela-

tion to injunction, the state Legislature especially

provided that it shall be lawful for any officer who
is authorized by the law of this state to grant writs

of injunction, if it appears to him from the affidavit

filed by the complainant, his agent or attorney, that

the benefits of an injunction will be lost or endan-

gered, or irremediable damage occasioned unless

such writ be immediately issued, and if the com-
plainant otherwise be entitled to such writ_ und.er

the law, to grant a writ of injunction on a Sunday,

and it shall be lawful for the cleik to issue, and for

the sheriff or coroner to serve, such writ of injunc-

tion on a Sunday as on any other day, and all affi-

davits and bonds made and proceedings had in such

case shall have the same force and eft'ect as if made
or had on any other day.

If tracks are once laid, or any other act done on
Sunday, it will have the same effect as if accom-
plished on any other day. perhaps restricting the

remedy to one for recovery of damages only, or

making the legal battle one of such odds, with the

aggressor once in possession, that prudence will

counsel an abandonment of direct opposition.

Canadian Alderman's Views on Electric
Power.

The question of securing cheap electrical energy
has been agitating the minds of the officials of To-
ronto, Ont., for some time, and recently the Board
of Control recommended that the council advertise

until December 9th for proposals to furnish the city

electric power, a forfeit of $30,000 to be posted and
$100,000 to be spent on the development during the

first two years. This recommendation the City Coun-
cil rejected, and one objector asserted that there was
no demand for electric power in Toronto. This

was Alderman Spence, who expressed the opinion

that electrical energy was a very expensive form of

power, especially when it was used on a large scale

and constantly. If electric energy was developed
at the Humber it could not be brought to Toronto
without great waste, he said, and the factories would
be taken from the city to the Humber, thus injuring

the city. The alderman delivered a learned disser-

tation upon power transmission, and he said that it

was well known that scientific men were at present

working upon the problem of long-distance trans-

mission, the solution of which might mean that

power could be brought from Niagara Falls or the

Severn River to Toronto at a cheaper rate than it

could be produced by coal. Where the demand did

not exist the factories would not come for any
cheapening of price. He cited the case of the Severn
river, on the line of the Grand Trunk railway, where
free power and exemption from taxation were of-

fered to factories locating there, but despite these

conditions factories did not appear. Factories are

not crowding to Ottawa, notwithstanding its enor-

mous power. It was not his intention or desire to

deprecate the value of cheap power, but its value

might be overestimated. He added that the running
expenses of the proposed plant on the Humber
river were to be $120,000. and that 12.000 horse

power would be produced. This amount would be
reduced one-half by loss in transmission, according
to the engineer's statement. This would leave 6,000
horse power at a cost of $120,000. Running 300
days in a year this would mean 18,000,000 horse
power hours, which would cost two-thirds of a cent
or .66 of a cent for each horse power hour. He
showed that the city was now producing power by
steam at a cost of .60 of a cent per horse power
hour, and that if an engine to produce 15,000 horse
power were acquired it could produce power at .54

of a cent. The calculation on this point was as fol-

lows: Cost of 45 tons of coal at $2.50 per ton eipials

$112.50 per day, or $41,062.50 per year.

Darby are Mr. Baker's attorneys, and Ward &
Cameron of Albany represent Mr. McElroy.

Varley Duplex Magnet in England.

The accompanying picture was taken at Derby,
England. It shows in a group the stockholders of
the Varley Duplex Magnet company (limited) im-
mediately after the perfecting of their organization.
Some of the leading men of the town, after a thor-
ough examination of several months into the merits
of the special machines, etc., which are used in the
manufacture of the Varley duplex magnets, decided
to form this company for the manufacture of duplex
magnets and the various classes of work that can be
produced by these special machines, working in

harmony with the company in Jersey City. The
English concern was capitalized for $50,000, fully

paid up. The stock was over-subscribed by 40 per
cent.

Location was obtained for a factory in Derby.

Telephone News from the Northwest.
[From the Minneapolis correspondent of the Western Elec-

trician.)

The annual report of the Winnebago Telephone
company of Forest City, la., shows the financial
affairs of the company to be in good shape.
The Dell Rapids, S. D., Telephone company has

been incorporated with $2,000 capital stock.
The Iowa Telephone company is arranging to es-

tablish an exchange in Albia, la., and another in

Guthrie Center.
The Rocky Mountain Bell Telephone company

will extend its system to Choteau, Mont., from Cas-
cade.
The Western Telephone company is arranging to

install a small exchange at Hamilton. la.

The committee for the independent telephone com-
pany of Mankato. Minn., has 200 subscribers in sight,

and intends to make the number 300 to 400.

C. H. Billings contemplates a telephone exchange
at Primghar, la.

The Jefferson Telephone company of Jefferson,

la., has completed connection with Adaza, Jolly,

Konoke and Fonda, la.

Work has begun on Rowe Bros.' telephone
line from Pierre, S. D., to the Black Hills, and it

is expected to have the line completed and in opera-
tion by March 1st.

No less than 25 free telephones of the Wisconsin

ENGLISH STOCKHOLDERS IN THE VARLEY DUPLEX MAGNET COMPANY.

where a full line of special machinery is being in-

stalled. A number of special machines are being
constructed by the Varley Duplex Magnet company
at Jersey City for the English factory. Everything
that is manufactured in America in the line of mag-
nets will be immediately reproduced by the concern

at Derby, and it is expected that a saving in the cost

of production will be effected. It is hoped that by
January 1st the new factory will be in full operation.

The formation of this company was brought about

by a visit to his native city bj^ President Richard
\'arley, Jr., of the Varley Duplex Magnet company.
Mr. Varley went to England in July, accompanied
by Mrs. Varley, and his stay was prolonged by
prominent men in that city becoming interested in

his patented apparatus. He returned to New York
on the Lucania. November 20th. and will at once

push operations for the extension of the company's
facilities in order to meet the large increase of trade.

The address of the parent company is I.?S Seventh
street, Jersey City. N. J.

Electric Coupling Device in Interfer-

ence.

An interference in the Patent Office has been set

up between J. F. McElroy, the engineer for the

Consolidated Car Heating company of Albany, and
W. E. Baker, the superintendent of the Metro-
politan West Side elevated railway of Chicago.
It relates to an electric coupling device for con-
necting, when necessary, the wiring systems of the

cars of a train. Mr. Baker devised an appliance

for use on the Metropolitan road and Mr. McEl-
roy got up one that is employed on the Lake Street

elevated road. Both genitlemen applied for pat-

ents, and the interference resulted. The examiner
of interferences lately decided in favor of Mr. Baker,

but an appeal will probably be taken. Brown &

Telephone company in Grand Rapids and Centralia.

Wis., have been ordered out by the subscribers, who
have been persuaded thus to do by the local com-
pany.

W. E. Forker wanted damages from the Missis-

sippi Valley Telephone company at Burlington, la.,

for stringing wires in a private alley and over his

house. A jury decided that no damages were due
him.
Work has been begun on the toll-line system of

the Wisconsin Valley Telephone company between
Ashland and Hayward.
The Dakota Central Telephone company of Aber-

deen. S. D., has connection with Ortonviile, Minn.,
on the east. Huron, S. D.. on the south, and Colum-
bia on the north. Nearly all these lines were built

this season.
The establishment of a long-distance telephone

exchange in St. Paul was discussed by the Chamber
of Commerce in that city, and it was resolved to

recommend that a franchise for that purpose be
granted to the American Telephone and Telegraph
company of Minnesota by the council.

P. G. Reynolds, who spent a number of weeks in

Texas, has returned to his office in Minneapolis.

As superintendent of constructiori for the South-
western Telephone company, he has had ample op-
portunity to see the progress in telephone building
in the South. The telephone is used more in that

section than in the Northwest. Cotton shippers in-

sure their cargoes by telephone, and a large amount
of other business transacted in the North by mail
and telegraph is done there by telephone. Construc-
tion goes on all the year round. A new line is

about to be built from Russellville to Van Buren,
Ark., by this company, a distance of 94 miles. Mr.
Reynolds says that in 10 days all construction work
in the Northwest will cease, except that an e.xtra

circuit will be run from Faribault. Minn., to Minne-
apolis to take care of the extra amount of business.
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'J'lie chief of police of Omaha is an intelligent,

official. He has included pay-station telephone

instruments in his order for the destruction of all

slot machines found in the city. There will be no

lack of supporters of his view that the dime-in-the-

slot telephone is a game of chance, with very little

show for the person contributing the dimes.

Prof. Koch, in Elektrotechnische Rundschau, re-

cently described some very interesting experiments

which seem to ha-ve a marked bearing on the con-

ductivity of lightning rods.

He formed a chain several meters in length with

links of iron oxide, and placed it in circuit with

two accumulator cells and a galvanometer. This

coherer was constructed in a room 30 meters from

the galvanometer. When a spark was discharged

in the vicinity of the chain the deviation of the

galvanometer showed that the resistance of the cir-

cuit was reduced to one-thousandth of its normal

value, and in a second experiment the resistance

fell to one ten-thousandth of the normal.

Prof. Koch concludes fj-om these! experiments

that they may afford an explanation why lightning-

rods with poor conductivity are nevertheless ef-

fective in thunder-storms. The oscillations pro-

duced provoke an enormous reduction of resistance

at the proper instant to facilitate the flow of current

through the conductor.

In the discussion of a paper recently read before

the British Institution of Electrical Engineers on

the subject of accumulator traction, Mr. Manby de-

scribed a new accumulator which has been used for

the last few months on the Dresden tramways with

considerable success. The special feature of this cell

was the paste, which acquired a great degree of

hardness. It had been subjected to very severe tests

at Dresden, and had never cracked or broken up

under them. The plates used at Dresden were 11

centimeters by 27 centimeters. There were 13 plates

to each cell, which weighed 13% kilogrammes. They

worked at a discharge of 65 amperes, and on emer-

gency up to 120 amperes without the slightest dam-

age. On one occasion on the Dresden tramway

line they had run for a whole working day over a

distance of 130 miles without any charging. After

seven months' trial the Dresden Tramway company

was so satisfied with this type of cell that it

decided to fit the whole of its cars with them. The

normal discharge was one ampere for about 8%
square inches of positive plate, and a discharge of

one ampere for 4.659 inches of positive plate was

perfectly safe. Mr. Manby added that these facts

had caused something of a sensation on the Conti-

nent.

Electrical manufacturers are particularly interested

in the growth of the American export trade, and

anything which our European competitors have to

teach us should receive attention. There may be

a hint in the example of the commercial association

at Stettin, described by the British consul. This

organization was established soon after the con-

clusion of the Franco-German war, for the pur-

pose of extending and improving the maritime

trade of the port and assisting it to- compete with

Hamburg and Bremen. The original members, at

their first meeting in December, 1871, decided that

the better education of clerks and young men who
took up commerce as a profession was necessary.

For this purpose evening classes were instituted,

at which all branches of commercial education were

taught. Further, young men were to be sent abroad

to the British colonies, America and elsewhere to

improve their knowledge of business and to work in

the interests of Stettin trade. Each was to get $375

to cover traveling expenses and living for three

months at the destination. This sum was a free

gift; but repayment, when the recipient was able to

do so, was treated as a matter of honor. Very few

have failed to repay the money, the failures being

mostly due to death. The German consul is ad-

vised of the student's arrival, and gives him assist-

ance in carrying out the aim of his journey. Val-

uable reports on a great variety of commercial sub-

jects have been sent in to the association by the

students, and many of them have been printed and
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circulated among the members. Since 1872, 50 of

these young men have been sent abroad to South
and Central America, Singapore, Rangoon, Java,

Hong Kong, the Transvaal, and other places, but

mostly to the republics of Spanish America.

Again the lesson that efficient train dispatching

and effective brakes are needed on electric as well as

steam railways, for cross-country operation, is pre-

sented. It comes now from the bad electric

railway accident which occurred near Detroit

on Saturday last on the line of the Oakland
Railway company between Pontiac and Birming-

ham, Mich. Two cars met in a head-on collision

at the foot of a steep hill, and as a result five per-

sons were killed and 14 injured. Among the killed

are John Savage of Birmingham, the superintend-

ent of the company, and the molorman on one of

the cars. The other motorman escaped with his

life but was injured. Both cars were wrecked,

one telescoping the other for a distance of 12 feet.

There is a steep grade on each side of the hollow
in which the cars met, and the impact was terrific.

The cause of this distressing accident seems to have
been reckless running. A ncAvspaper dispatch says;

"According to the schedule a car leaves each end,

Detroit and Pontiac, every hour, and there are

three sidings along the road. To-day the cars were
behind time. The one bound south for Detroit had
passed an out-bound car at the switch two miles

from Pontiac, the crew apparently being ignorant

of the fact that another out-bound car was
approaching them less than two miles distant, al-

though it is claimed that they should have known
it from orders sent from Birmingham. The weather

was foggy and the rails slippery from the sleet

which had formed upon them."

With a sigh of relief our English contemporaries
announce the result of the investigation into the

ancestral history of Michael Faraday. Dismay and
consternation were plainly visible everywhere when
the insinuation was made recently that the family

of the famous scientist occupied a humble position

in the lower walks of life. The "nice people" who
had been admiring the genius of Faraday were hor-

rified at the thought that among his progenitors

was a common "day laborer." This inipressiort is

now corrected, and joy and gladness fill the hearts

of the fraternity on the other side. A representa-

tive of the family, "Mr. John W. Faraday of Hayle,

Cornwall," furnishes the information that "one

Robert Faraday married Elizabeth Dean, the owner
of Clapham Wood Hall, in Yorkshire. This hall,

it is said, was of some beauty, and of a style peculiar

to that part of the country; architecturally, it was
very effective. Robert Faraday was the great sci-

entist's grandfather, his own father, Barnabas, being

born at the hall." It is explained that he was one

of a large family, the members of which had to

shift for themselves when they left the parental abode,

but particularly emphatic is the statement that "in

no instance was their condition in life anything

approaching that of a 'day laborer,' a class of men
whose position at that period was peculiarly mis-

erable and degraded." Faraday's father was verger

and sexton of the village church, leader of the choir,

and a shoemaker by trade. Faraday's uncle was the

owner of a neighboring quarry, and employed a

number of "day laborerSj" and "was noted for his

kindness to his employes." Faraday's father, James,

formed an attachment to Margaret Hastwell, whose

"father was a farmer, and also an employer of day

laborers." He was averse to the match, being am-

bitious for his daughter to marry someone who had

more cash than a youth who came from Clapham

Wood Hall was likely to have. It is also said that

James "followed the calling of a blacksmith," in

London, and eventually married Margaret, and took

her to London, where he had to fight his own battle,

andJ, like many another, found it hard enough,

Michael's earlier years are described as a struggle

against poverty.

All of which is very interesting, but scarcely

worth the fuss that has been made about it. How-
ever, it seems as if old-world prejudices must be

consulted even when the recognition of genius of

the highest order is involved.
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Trolley Lighters for the Chicago River.

By Angus S. Hibbard.

For some years it has been apparent to marine
engineers and even to casual observers that the Chi-
cago River is unfitted to provide harbor and wharf-
age for the growing commerce of the city. The
size of steamships and barges engaged in lake traffic

has steadily increased, and to-day a landing is ef-

fected at elevators or coal docks far up the stream
with the greatest difficulty. Drawbridges cross

the stream at frequent intervals, being at some points
so close together that when open they form a con-
tinuous line down its center, impeding not alone
the marine but far more the land traffic, which waits,

in long lines and blockades, the slow passing of some
heavily laden craft. As a stream navigable for the
purposes desired the river is not a success, and in its

interference with the land traffic of a great city may
be classed as a public nuisance. Recent agitation
of the question of river and harbor improvement
has taken the form of recommendations to dredge it

out once more, this time to a depth of 21 or 26 feet.

Opposed to this has come, from a competent source,
the recommendation to make a harbor in the lake
for all sh'pping along the 6,coo feet of frontage now
available, and so provide amply for anchorage,
dockage and wharfage of craft of any size. It was
further recommended that the river be closed and
covered and used from end to end as a boulevard.
This plan was bitterly opposed, as tending to destroy
the Lake Front Park and increase the congestion
of traffic in the down-town district by the teaming
of goods to and from the new lake docks. As a
practical method of surmounting these objections,
1 have proposed a plan for preserving and increasing
the utility of the Chicago river, which I wjjl briefly
outline.

I am in favor of an outside lake harbor for Chi-
cago, with a breakwater or sea-wall extending pref-
erably as far as the entrance to the Calumet River
at South Chicago. I believe it to be inevitable that
the gram, the coal and the greater part of the lumber
shipped from and to this port must go to the Cal-
umet River, where ample elevator and yard facilities

may be had and where drawbridges interfere with
the land travel of tens, or at most hundreds, instead'
of thousands of people.

Inside of the sea-wall docks and warehouses may
be built to provide for the loading and unloading
of freight, which may be transported tO' or from
the docks along the Chicago river to any part of
(he city in lighters propelled by electric power. I

should propose for the river traffic four lines of

double trolley wires, two along the center and one
along each dock. A broad, shallow lighter, say
TOO feet long by 25 or 30 feet beam, with a screw
wheel at each end and an electric motor at a point
amidships, would provide ample carriage for freight

of any description. It could attain a fair rate of

speed iir either direction, be steered from either

end and, with the clean, noiseless and ample power
provided, be made a handy boat for the purposes
desired.

Such a lighter, loaded from a steamship or barge
at anchor or from an outer dock, would first be
towed to the entrance of the river. There connec-
tion would be made by the usual underrunning
trolley, and power furnished to propel the boat at

a fair rate of speed under bridges and to the desired
dock. Here an overrunning contact and flexible

cable would serve to carry the current until the boat
was in place at the dock and tied up, when the cable

could be pulled aboard. At the docks the motor
could be used in various ways to furnish power to

unload the boat, lifting package freight to the dock
or onto trucks or hoisting it to upper floors of
warehouses along the docks. In the same way
lighters loaded at the docks would proceed to the
river's mouth by electric power and there be towed
alongside barges or steamships. Special lighters

could be made to carry six or eight freight cars,

thus carrying freight in carload lots either to the
outer docks or vessels or to local docks in the city.

At the ends of streets abutting the river public
docks could be established providing for handling
freight to or from warehouses or mercantile estab-

lishments near by. By means of these and the
trolley lighters, intramural transportation would be
cheaply and readily effected. Coal delivered at

yards in South Chicago could there be loaded on
trolley lighters in wagon boxes, be transported by
trolley to the docks nearest the point of delivery,

and there, box and all, be hoisted to trucks and
delivered with a minimum of teaming. In many
other ways the river, on this plan, would be utilized

and become a great water highway for the many in-

stead of the few.

Ornamental, permanent bridges would cross at

every street, serving for boulevards as well as tor

street railways, elevated railways and ordinary street

traffic. The teaming in and through the business
center would be reduced to a minimum, a result

wh'ch would do much to secure clean streets. The
bridge nuisance would disappear, and with it the

puffing, noisy tugs and boats which do more to

fill the air with smoke and grime than all other
causes combined. From the lake park we should
look out over a smooth sheet of water and, at a

distance of half a mile or more, see rows of docks
and warehouses, ships at wharves or at anchor,

long lines of lighters being towed to and fro, and
indeed the evidences of a busy commerce handled
in orderly fashion, utilizing and conserving not
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alone the facilities in harbor and river afforded by
nature, but availing of the advantages and econo-
mies to be secured from modern engineering. From
an engineering standpoint it is certain that the re-
sults outlined can be accomplished. Are we to per-
petuate the methods and the nuisances of the past or
avail of the forces of to-day?

Central Station Work in Washinp;ton.
Brief mention was made last week in the Wash-

ington letter in the Western Electrician of the
fire in the station of the United States Electric
Lighting company of that city, but at the time the
paragraph was written it was impossible to give
accurate details of the damage done and the quick
repair work that was accomplished.
The fire broke out about 2 a. m. on November

26th in the old station of the company at Fourteenth
and B streets. It is believed to have been caused
by a short-circuit in the wires in the outgoing cir-

cuits near the point where the cables leave the
building. It was first discovered at the near-by
switchboard, which was an old, wooden, boxed-in
affair, and which seemed to burst into flames all

at once. The switchboard, with all switches and
instruments, was destroyed, and also 18 dynamo
leads and 17 feeders leaving the board. The belts

were burned off the machines, and also the wooden
sheathing of the iron roof. The principal damage
to the machinery was by water, and the loss is

estimated as not exceeding $12,000, covered by in-

surance.
Frederick Sargent of Chicago, who is the con-

sulting engineer for the company in the building
of the new station, was in Washington at the time
of the fire, and he was placed in charge of the
emergency repair work. A new switchboard was
rapidly put up. Instruments were secured from the
General Electric company, and the local company
was fortunate in having a stock of cables on hand.
Two miles of cable of 500,000 circular mils area was
needed to replace the burned-out wires. Other
supplies were quickly obtained; the machines were
dried out, and on the first night after the fire all

the street arc lamps supplied from the station,

about 700 in number, were operated. At the same
time the alternating circuits had been rehabilitated

and were carrying their full load, while arrange-
ments were also made to supply light to the theaters.

By the afternoon of Monday, the 29th, all cus-
tomers were supplied as usual.

Within four months it is expected that the new
station will be ready for use. This will be equipped
with new machinery throughout, and is intended
to supersede the old plant. It will contain four
Mcintosh & Seymour engines—two of 1,200 horse
power each and tw^o of 600 horse power each. Each
of the larger engines is directly connected to two 400
kilowatt multipolar incandescent dynamos—one on
each side of the engine—of General Electric make,
and is also belted to a line shaft driving Brush
multi-circuit ai"c dynamos. The smaller units

—

each consisting of a 600 horse power engine and
two 200 kilowatt dynamos—are not belted to the
line shaft. There are six Babcock & Wilcox boil-
ers, each given a rating of 450 horse power, and
they are equipped with Babcock & Wilcox auto-
matic chain-grate stokers. Automatic coal-weigh-
ing apparatus is placed in front of each boiler. The
stack is of iron, 200 feet high, and the plant in-

cludes a Green economizer. In the engine room
there will be a Morgan overhead traveling crane,

electrically operated, of 25 tons capacity. The Edi-
son three-wire system of distribution will be used for

the incandescent work. The entire plant will cost

about $400,000, and it can be duplicated by tearing
down a portion of the old plant, to which it is ad-
jacent.

Electrical Measurement of Moisture of
Soil.

Milton Whitney, chief of the Division of Soils of

the Department of Agriculture, in his annual report
to the secretary, says: "The electrical method of

moisture determination has been still further per-
fected. Sixteen stations have been equipped with
electrical instruments in various parts of the
country, and in several important types of soil.

Records have been kept at these stations for

periods varying from two to four months, and it

has been found that the method can be used
by anyone with ordinary care. As a result of these
field records, I feel perfectly satisfied with the op-
erations of the method, and equally satisfied that it

will prove of great value in soil investigations, as

w^ell as of practical and commercial value. One
great value of the method is that the electrodes are
permanently buried in the field at any depth desired,

and the field can be cultivated or cropped as usual.

The electrical resistance between the electrodes is

read from a scale, and this resistance varies accord-

ing to the square of the water contents. By once
thoroughly standardizing the electrodes and by the

use of tables furnished by the Division, the moisture
contents of the soil can be determined at any time

from the electrical resistance of the soil."
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Chicago Edison Companyto Install Very
Large Storage Battery.

One of the improvements now under way by the
Chicago Edison company is the installation of a
storage battery plant of remarkably large size. A
contract with the Electric Storage Battery company
of Philadelphia for this purpose was closed last week
after a thorough investigation of the subject by
President InsuU and General Superintendent Fer-
guson, The plant will be placed in the basement
of the Adams street building to take the peak of
the down-town lighting and power load at the pe-
riod of maximum demand. It will have a capacity
of 22,400 ampere-hours at an eight-hour rate and
11,200 ampere-hours at a one-hour rate. The bat-
tery will consist of 166 cells, 83 on each side of the
distribution system. There will be 87 plates in each
cell, each 151/2 by 32 inches. The installation will
weigh about 500 tons and is to be in place by April
I, 1898. The cells will be so arranged that current
from them can be taken at a potential of either
130 or 140 volts.

When in position this will be the largest single
battery installation in the world. This statement
is still more striking when it is considered that the
plant will exceed the next largest by 43 per cent,
in ampere-hour capacity and by 70 per cent, in

watt caiiacity.

Telegraph and Telephone Business in

New Zealand.
The annual report of R. J. Seddon, postmaster-

general and electric telegraph commissioner of New
Zealand, shows that for the year ended March 31,
1897, the government receipts from telegrams were
%7,452 i8s. 7d. and the miscellaneous telegraphic
receipts £2,932 17s. fid. , while the revenue from tele-
phone exchanges was £29,248 193. 5d. The value of
government telegrams sent was £23, 1182s. fid. The
number of forwarded telegrams was 2,520,169, an
increase of 395,958. At the close of the fiscal year
there were 6,284 miles of telegraph lines and 16,470
miles of wire. The number of telephone subscribers
on March 31st was 5,747, connected with 29 e.'c-

changes. There is one "superintendent of electric

lines," three telegraph inspectors, one sub-inspector,
one electrician, 34fi operators and 58 linemen. The
telegraph and telephone business of the colony, as

judged by the revenue, increased 2.55 per cent,

over the preceding year, and the proportion of
telegrams per head of population is 3.55. The
telegraphic receipts were over £23,000 less than
the expenditure, but, taking into account the value
of government telegrams, a nearly even balance is

figured. The operation of the government tele-

phone service shows a loss since 1893. The loss for

the year ended March 31st last amounted to £5.742
3s. 3d-

Chicago General Electric Railway.

Charles Austin Bates' effort to have a receiver
appointed for the General Electric Railway company
of Chicago has failed, but in other respects the
decision of Judge Grosscup is rather in the nature
of a victory for the complainant. The motion of

Bates' attorney to the effect that the officers of the
company shall produce the books of the corporation
in court was granted, and the court ordered that the

defendants appear before the judge or one of his

masters, together with all the books and papers of

the company, to testify respecting the issue of the

cause. The order entered also enjoins the company
from removing any of its books, papers or documents
from the reach or jurisdiction of the court, and the
clerk was ordered to issue subpoenas carrying out
the court's order. Judge Grosscup, after rendering
his decision, said, in answer to a question from one
of the attorneys in the case, that during the pend-
ency of the litigation any attempt on the part of the

company to further dispose of bonds would no doubt
bring about the immediate appointment of a re-

ceiver.

Ohio Brass Company's Trolley Business
Sold Out.

As the result of negotiations that have been pend-

ing for some time, the General Electric company
has purchased, at what is said to be a good figure,

that part of the business of the Ohio Brass company
of Mansfield, O., relating to the manufacture and
sale of trolleys, or parts of trolleys, for electric rail-

ways. For a substantial consideration the Ohio
company has entered into contract to desist from
manufacturing trolleys and has transferred all its

stock, good-will and business in the trolley-making

line to the General Electric company. The con-

tract has no bearing on other electrical devices

made by the Ohio Brass company. Some time ago
the General Electric company began suit against

the Ohio company for infringement, under the

broad Vandepoele patent, but when it became evi-

dent that that patent was not as impregnable as

had been hoped the General Electric company
adopted different tactics, with, the result noted.

The council of Marion, Va., has granted a 15

year franchise for lighting that town by electricity.

The town will take 175 incandescent lamps of fio

candle power each for street-lighting purposes.

The contract for furnishing the Signal Office with

50 miles of galvanized iron telegraph wire has been

awarded to John A. Roebling's Sons, Trenton. N. J.,

at 4-^/4 cents per pound, less 50 cents on each 100

pounds, making the price 3% cents per pound.
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Electrical Machinery for the Manufac-
ture of Armor Plate.

In accurdance with the act of Congress, approved
July JQ, J897, the Navy Department is inviting

sealed proposals until January 29, 1898, for the con-

struction by contract of a government armor fac-

tory, as a whole, in accordance with the plans and
spccifica'tions. Proposals will also be received at

the same time for ftn"nishing separately the whole
or any part of the machinery embraced in the plant.

The following is the electrical equipment required:

One electric charging machine; two 160-ton and two
75-ton electric overhead traveling cranes, with spe-

cial hydraulic lifts; one 160-ton, one lOO-ton, trve

75-ton, one 50-ton, one 20-ton, and one five-ton elec-

tric overhead traveling cranes; three electric porta-

ble grinders; three direct-connected multipolar

generators of 400 kilowatts capacity each, with en-

gine complete; about 25 electric motors for oper-

ating tools of varying sizes; arc and incandescent

lamps, and wiring for entire plant.

All bids must be accompanied by specifications

and drawings, showing in detail the machinery pro-

posed to be furnished. The department presumes
that, should an appropriation be made by Congress
for the erection of this plant, successful bidders
will be required to enter into- contract and give
satisfactory bond in a penal sum for the perform-
ance thereof within the time specified in their pro-
posals. The bidders will distinctly understand that

no such appropriation has yet been made, and that

not only is the usual right reserved by the depart-

ment to reject any or all bids, but that, under the

statute authorizing proposals, the department will
'

report to Congress the receipt of all bids made,
and await its further action. The time in which
the work can be delivered or completed must be
stated in the bid. and, in considering the bids,

weight will be given to this statement, and also to

any statement which bidders make as to the security

which they will furnish for the faithful performance
of any contract awarded to them.

Prospective bidders should apply in person to

the recorder of the Armor Factory Board for infor-

mation as to details, specifications and plans of

such a plant, and for opportunity to examine and
use the same in preparing their proposals. Pro-
posals must be addressed to the secretary of the

navy, Washington, D. C.

Arc Lamps for Photo-engravers.
The Manhattan automatic focusing photo-en-

gravin.g lamp manufactured by the Manhattan Gen-
eral Construction company, and which is here
illustrated, is said to operate to the entire satisfac-

tion of the user^ of such apparatus. The continued
requests for a lamp of this description which have
been made to the Manhattan company within the

last three years, during which period the company

ARC LAMPS FOR PHOTO-ENGRAVERS.

had placed on the market 15,000 Manhattan arc
lamps, made it apparent that a lamp constructed on
substantial lines and to obtain proper results would
meet a real demand. Such a lamp must be able
to burn at any angle, give out steady light, without
sputtering, and eliminate the spots and shadows so
annoying in photo-engraving work. The Manhattan
company accordingly went into the matter and has
perfected the Manhattan photo-engraving lamp,
which is recommended as designed to meet all the
requirements for photographic and blue-print work.
The lamp is portable, weighing but 40 pounds, and
is constructed to operate singly or two in series
on direct current no to 220 volt circuits.

Shadowless Arc Light Radiator.
The accompanying cuts show two arc lamps

equipped with S.-W. arc light radiators, one open
and the other closed, so as to show the method of
attaching them. These radiators are made up of
glass rods and are built in a frame of iron, and may
b( either plain, etched or colored. As compared
with the common glass globe, they are practically
indestructible. The light is more uniformly dis-
tributed over a greater area, while side shadows
and those cast by flying insects are entirely done
away with. The radiators are light in weight,
easily attached and detached and can be cleaned
without much trouble. They don't wear out and

u

SHADOWLESS ARC LIGHT RADIATOR,

they are not easily broken, and it is also claimed
that where used there is an appreciable saving of
carbons. These radiators are niade so that it is

practically impossible for large bugs to get inside
as in the old-style globes. The Shadovi'less Radi-
ator Manufacturing company of Faribault, Minn.,
manufactures this radiator.

Mario Iron-box Bell.

The manufacturer of the electric bell herewith il-

lustrated, the Proctor-Raymond Manufacturing
company, 444 Niagara street, Bufifalo, claims that it

cannot get out of adjustment. Important improve-
ments in the contact post, armature and contact
spring are claimed. The cover is made of cast-iron

neatly japanned both inside and out, and firmly held
in place by a German silver spring. The best ma-

MARLO IRON-BOX BELL.

terial and first-class workmanship are claimed, and
each bell is in adjustment for one or two cells.

Every bell is tested three times before being packed
for shipment. It is said that where a contractor
guarantees his work, the Mario is the only safe

bell to use, as it will save its cost several times over
in labor on repairs before the guarantee expires.

Street-car Lamp.
The important feature in lamps intended for use

. on railway circuits is long life without decrease in
brilliancy. To secure this both mechanical strength
and uniformity of product are essential. Railway
lamps should be uniform not only in size, shape
and appearance, but absolutely so in current con-
sumption. Both length of life and sustained can-
dle power depend upon such uniformity, and while
the -former is the most desirable characteristic, it

should not be forgotten that lamps are primarily
made to give light. Practically, any length of life

can be secured in lamps "of low efficiency—lamps
consuming a large amount of power; but power is

not had for nothing, and while one lamp may last

longer than another, it may consume so much cur-
rent as to make it cost more than a lamp of shorter
life consuming less current. Furthermore, a lamp
may have a very long life, and yet be so dim as to
make it worthless—consuming current without giv-
ing a proper return in life. The ideal lamp, there-
fore, is that in which the average life is combined
with average candle power and energy consumed
to give the best lighting service for the least cost,

including lamp renewals and power consumed.
In the Edison railway incandescent lamp the de-

sirable results are obtained, first, by its mechanical
strength, the filament, of cellulose with a hard graph-
itic carbon coating, being so shaped and anchored

as to protect it, as well as the bulb, from injuries
likely to occur from the vibration and shock in-
separable from street-car service. The anchoring of
the filament is essential. An unanchorcd filament
must necessarily be so stifif and short as to limit
the light to a small area. This reduces both the
efficiency and sustained brilliancy of the lamp. The
position of the anchor is also of importance.
To anchor the lower end of the filament to the in-
side of the bulb is objectionable. The filament is

held too rigidly, exposing both it and the anchor
to rupture in case of jar or shock. Rigidity can
be eliminated by loosely resting the filament in the
loop of the anchor, but the friction of the filament
in the loop quickly wears it away. In the Edison
lamp the anchor is set in the stem and the vibration
of the filament is rather checked than entirely pre-
vented. It is thus not strained or weakened, as both
filament and anchor vibrate together, and no chance
exists of the branches interlocking and short-cir-
cuiting, as would probably be the case if one loop
of the filament were anchored to the side of the bulb
and the other left free to vibrate and strike against
it.

As railway lamps are operated in series, the cur-
rent capacity should be uniform. Edison railway
lamps are, therefore, made in three different clases—for 500 volt circuits, for 550 volt circuits and for
600 volt circuits—in each class the lamp being se-
lected for a given amperage. The standard railway
lamps have an efficiency of four watts per candle
at full 16 candle power. They are fitted with the
standard Edison screw base, or with bases to fit

almost any make of socket. The lamp is made in
the standard pear shape, but for the decoration of
cars or for headlights, or special locations in which
a small, compact bulb is required, the round-bulb
lamp is manufactured. Its filament is shaped and
anchored as in the standard railway lamp, and both
are furnished frosted or of almost any desired color
—either artificially dipped or in natural glass. The

V
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cut shows the exact size and shape of the round-bulb
lamp.
The best lamp can be so misused as to render it

worthless, while by proper use the maximum of life

and light is obtained. Proper use demands that the
same amperage and make in lamps be used on the
same car or series; that they be ordered to suit the
total voltage of the circuit, and that the lamps which
have become dim from age be at once replaced by
new ones. And this last requirement is necessary
if light is to be economically produced.

Three Big Railway Deals.

Representatives of a syndicate of Baltimore, Lon-
don, New York, Philadelphia and Pittsburg capi-
talists have purchased all the stock of the United
Traction company of Pittsburg, amounting to $20,-

000,000, of which $3,000,000 is preferred and $17,000,-
000 common. This will give them control of the
largest street railway system in Pittsburg and Alle-
gheny, owning and operating 117 miles of electric

lines. The United Traction company is a consoli-

dation, effected about July 1st, of all the lines for-

merly owned and operated by the Second Avenue
Traction company, running through some of the
principal streets of Pittsburg and connecting that

city with several suburbs. It controls the only ac-

cess by street railway to Pittsburg on both sides of

the river from the valley of the Monongahela. The
consolidation also included all the lines formerly

owned and operated by the Pittsburg, Allegheny
and Manchester Traction company and the Federal

Street and Pleasant Valley Passenger Railway com-
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pany, comprising practically all the lints in the city

of Allegheny. Ihe earnings of the United Traction
company for the months of July, August, September
and October amounted to $501,129.78. The oper-

ating expenses, including taxes and insurance, were

$248,538.29, leaving net earning;s of $252,757.49. The
fixed charges for the same lime were $1615,433.34,

leaving a surplus of $86,325.15.

It is annuonced that the Union Traction com-
pany of Philadelphia has secured control of

the Hestonville, Mantua and Fairmount Railway
company, although the officials of the Traction com-
pany say that it was purely a transaction of indi-

viduals, and that the company is not directly

concerned. As a result, it is said that the two com-
panies will henceforth be operated in harmony, and
the opinion is general that the Hestonville will act-

ually pass into the control of the Union Traction.

The Union Traction company for several years has

controlled all the street railway lines of Philadelphia

with the exception of those of the Hestonville com-
pany. The latter opeiates 24 miles of track, and
last year carried about ii.oco.ooo passengers, with

gross receipts of about $600,000. The transaction

was private, and the price was not made public,

Fig- 7-

but the announcement of the deal on the Philadel-
phia Stock Exchange was followed by a rise in
Hestonville of $1 a share to 50, and Union advanced
one-half to I2^^.

That Washington and Baltimore will be joined
by a railway system operated by electricity at an
early date seems now to be a fact. The majority
interest in the Maryland and Columbia railway has
been purchased by a syndicate through the Balti-
more Security and Trading company. The deal has
been pending for some time, and the announcement
is now made that it has been consummated. The
purchase carries with it the control of the Ecking-
ton and Soldiers' Home and the Belt line of Wash-
ington and the Catonsville Short line, and the Elli-

cott City line of Baltimore. The price stated as

having been paid for a controlling interest in the
roads is $450,000. Among the purchasers are named
John E. Searles of New York; H. P. Scott, Wil-
mington; Henry A. Parr. Thomas J. Haywarct and
Edward L. Bartlett of Baltimore, and Charles A.
Lieb of New York. The purchaser named in the
record is the Baltimore Security and Trading com-
pany, the officers of which are: Nicholas P. Bond,
president: Francis A. Carey, secretary, and David
M. Newbold. treasurer, who, with O. T. Crosby of

Washington and Robert S. Carswell of Baltimore,
compose the board of directors of the company. By
the consummation of the deal some well-known men
who were interested in the road have been retired.
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These include W. L. Elkins, P. A. B. Widener,
Thomas Dolan, S. F. Tyler and George A. Huhn
of Philadelphia, T. Edward Hambleton, Thomas M.
Lanahan and B. N. Baker of Baltimore. The plant
includes one of the best constructed roadbeds for
street railway purposes in the country.

Bossert Steel Boxes for Electrical
Wiring.

No electrical specialty has been placed on the

market for several years which promises to have so
extended an introduction into construction work as
the steel outlet and switch boxes described below.
They are the natural outgrowth of the demand of

insurance men for the use of better material and safer

methods in all electric lighting work, and they are

such an improvement over cast-iron boxes that it

seems to be only a question of time before the
cast-iron box will have disappeared entirely from all

wiring installations.

The steel boxes are light, indestructible, neat in

appearance, and, it is stated, can be produced
cheaper than the cheapest cast box. Moreover, there
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pleasure with a few sharp blow^s of a hammer.
Ihe holes are made the e.xact outside diameter of
the pipe, insuring a .fairly good water-tight joint.
In cast-iron boxes a good fit cannot be had, be-
cause of unequal shrinkage, which necessitates the
holes being left somewhat larger than the~conduit.

Fig. 3 is a split box which recommends itself be-
cause of the ease with which it can be placed in
position, particularly if it is used as a combination
fixture box, and it is desired to run through it a
gas pipe which is already up. This box is furnished
with all the openings closed by metal disks, which
can easily be removed wherever desired.

In Fig. 4 is shown a box with fixture stem inside
for electric fixture, and in Figs. 5 and 6 a box for
combination gas and electric fixture. The gas pipe
passes through the steel tube in the center of the
box and the tube is made slightly longer than the
box is deep, in order to shed any moisture which may
collect at the back of the box and run down the
gas pipe.

Fig. 7 shows a switch box for push-button
switches and plug receptacles. It possesses an in-
genious feature in the way of an adjustable cover
which allows the switch plate to be set perpen-

BOSSERT STEEL BOXES FOR ELECTRICAL WIRING.

is no trouble due to inequalities of shrinkage, as
every steel box is the same.
Two different styles of outlet boxes are used by

contractors at the present time: First, the lined
cast-iron box with hMles drijlled and tapped in
sides for insulated nipples; second, the unlined cast
split boxes with seven or more untapped openings in
sides; for inserting the conduit, the extra holes being
in some cases closed by small metal disks. The first

style, is evidently the better, because a continuous
\vater-tight passage for the wires is formed by coup-
ling up the nipples and the conduit; but it is consid-
ered too expensive for general use. The second
style possesses only one point of merit—its cheap-
ness. Those who have used boxes of this class
testify that they are about as water-tight and fire-

proof as a soap box.
In order to meet the demand for either of the

styles mentioned, the manufacturers are placing on
the markettwo kinds of steel boxes, one to be screwed
on conduit, the other to have the conduit laid in
openings in the sides. Fig. i shows the first style.

Figs. 2 and 3 the second. Fig. I gives an ideal
arrangement where an air-tight, water-tight and
fireproof construction is desired. Figs. 2 and 3
show the other style, in which the conduit is inserted
without screwing in. In Fig. 2 the holes are plugged
with a steel plug after being Dunched. These plugs
are inserted by machinery, and when in position close
the holes completely. They can be removed at

Fig. 9.

dicularly independent of the box, the entire cover
swinging around the center by means of the
elongated screw-holes shown. This is a simple
feature which has been widely appreciated.

Fig 8 shows a smaller box intended for flush

switches. It is very light and just small enough to

give the flush plate a little lap on all sides. This
promises to be a very popular box.
A box for two flush switches is shown in Fig. 9.

This also has the adjustable cover previously referred
to, and is so arranged as to do away with the neces-
sity of a back plate, which always adds considerably
to the expense of gang switches.

All the round and square boxes are made in two
styles, either with or without the threaded lugs and
with the outlets plugged or open as ordered.
Covers are also furnished in different styles, depend-
ing upon the use to which the box is put. The
fixture box has a cover with large hole in center to

go around the fixture, and two small bushed open-
ings, one on each side the central hole, for the
passage of the cord or fixture wire. -Other covers
have one bushed opening in center for fixture cord,
and still others are made solid.

The Bossert Electric Construction company man-
ufactures these boxes under the patents of the presi-

dent of the company, W. F. Bossert, a gentleman
who has been in the electrical business for many
years. The company is at present taking ag-
gressive means of placing these boxes on the mar-
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ket, feeling sure that they only need to be known to

be appreciated. It has just issued a handsome
catalogue, which is probably the most complete

catalogue of outlet boxes ever published, 1,200 differ-

ent boxes being listed. The factory is in Utica, N. Y.

Commercial Travelers' Fair.

Flattering reports are received from Alfred Chas-

scaud concerning the coming Commercial Travelers'

Fair, which is to be held February 28th to March
Sth at Madison Square Garden, Mr. Chasseaud

is the general manager. The fair, in just the meas-

ure that it proves successful financially, will help to

complete the partly built national home for disabled

commercial travelers and their dependent fainilies

and the widows and orphans of commercial travel-

ers. The incomplete building stands on South
Mountain, near the city of Binghamton, N. Y.

The Commercial Travelers' association recently

held a convention at Binghamton and unani-

mously voted tO' assist the fair, Mr, Chasseaud
was appointed to manage the fair, and all the travel-

ers agreed to back him up. The officers of the Com-
mercial Trevelers' Fair are: President, Chauncey
M. Depew; vice-presidents. Governor Frank S.

Black and Mayor William L. Strong of New York;
secretary, R. G. Dun of New York, and treasurer.

Mayor George E. Green of Binghamton. Mrs.
T. C. Flatt is the chairman of the women's commit-
tee, and Van Schaick & Norton are the counsel.

Travelers in many parts of the country are sending
in to Manager Chasseaud pledges of cash New
Yearns gifts, and in hotels everywhere are being

placed glass collection boxes in the shape of minia-

ture travelers' trunks. The Buffalo Hotel Men's as-

sociation has just pledged its hearty support to the

fair and other hotel organizations will aid.

Evils of Public Ownership.
[From Leslie's Weekly.]

There is much talk nowadays of public ownership
of everything, from gas and water to street cars,

telegraphs and telephones. In theory this is no
doubt very pretty, but in practice we have an idea

that, under present conditions, at least, it would
prove to be expensive and even dangerous.

If our municipal corporations were as well man-
aged as they should be, if the political machines
were already as effectually smashed as in good time
they will be, then the public ownership of all these

semi-public properties might be very well indeed.

But at present we have much more property pub-
licly administered than can be looked after with
either economy or skill.

As a general thing the streets in American cities

are badly paved, badly drained and badly cleaned.

On the otiier hand, the street cars, the street lights

and the telephones—all generally under private man-
agement—are usually very good.
Whenever we hear an argument for public own-

ership we are usually told to look at the English
example of the effective working of the telegraphs
and telephones by the Postoffice Department, But
even in 'England they put up jobs on the best post-
office department in the world, and private owners
secure from the public the most profitable privi-

leges that are to be had. In 1892 Sir James Fer-
gusson was postmaster-general of Great Britain and
made a contract with the National Telephone com-
pany, turning over to that corporation the very
profitable business of the local telephone exchanges
in the great cities and leaving to the Postoffice De-
partment the operation and maintenance of the ex-
pensive trunk lines between the different towns.
In 1897, when the Duke of Norfolk has become
postmaster-general, Sir James Fergusson is the di-

rector of the National Telephone company. So,
even in England, we see that there are grave dan-
gers that jobs may be put through to the injury of

the public and the profit of monopolists.
In this country the general government and the

municipalities as well have bitten off quite as much
as they can comfortably masticate.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New Y'ork, December 7.—It looks now as though
the dispute between the electrical contractors and the
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers might be settled

without a strike. The question at issue is one of
wages, the men demanding $4 for a day of eight
hours, instead of $3, which they are now receiving,
A conference has been arranged to consider the mat-
ter, and a satisfactory outcome is hoped for. The
demands are directed against the Electrical Con-
tractors' association, composed of 25 of the principal
electrical construction firms in the city. There are
about 1,000 men in the electrical workers' organiza-
tion, and it is feared that if the strike does come the
men of other building trades will become involved
in it. The conference was arranged by the execu-
tive committee of the United Building Trades, of

which the Electrical Contractors' association forms
a part, and that committee has practically arranged
for a conference with the workers. George O. Jen-
ney, chairman of the conference committee and
delegate of the Brotherhood of Electrical Workers,
said yesterday that there were some details still to

be arranged, but that such a conference would be

held, and that it looked as if there would be a sat-

isfactory settlement within a few days. He is con-
fident that the $4 scale will be accepted by the con-
tractors. On the other hand, come concessions of

importance may be made by the workers. Mr.
Jenney said: "The present scale has been in force
for seven or eight years, without any change, except
that on May 15, 1895, the hours of labor were re-
duced to eight, the wages remaining at $3 a day.
We feel that we ought to receive at least as much
as, if not more than, is paid to other workers in the
building trades, because considerable technical
knowledge is required of electrical workers, and
they have to fit themselves for their work by dili-

gent study. The steamfitters and plumbers receive

?3-75 a day; carpenters, $3.50; stonecutters, masons
and bricklayers, from $4 to $5, The brotherhood
has a board of three expert electricians, which ex-
amines every man who applies for a union card,
and so thorough is this test that the card is accepted
by employers as a certificate that the man is quali-
fied for work in the line specified on the card,

whether it be fixture, bell or dynamo work or gen-
eral wiring. There is such activity in the trade that
every electrical worker in the district is employed,
and some firms have advertised for men to enable
them to carry out their contracts. To meet this need
the examining board held an examination of nearly
100 men on Friday, and will hold two more exami-
nations this week. -The members of the brotherhood
dc practically all the electrical construction and repair
work in New York and within a radius of 25 miles.

There are few non-union men, and about the only
work not done by the brotherhood is that of the
small contractors who do their own work with the
occasional assistance of a helper or an apprentice."
The Kings County Electric Light and Power com-

pany, recently organized in Brooklyn by well-
'kniown capitalists jtol compete with the Edison
Electric Illuminating company of Brooklyn, is

pushing forward its work with rapidity. The
last of the four cash installments of the $5,000,000
in which the company has been capitalized will be
paid in on December 20th. The contract for the
ironwork of the station at Gold street and the
East River was let on Wednesday, The work is

to be done in three months. The building com-
plete will cost about $350,000, and it is said that
the company will have spent, when its plant is

ready for business, about $2,500,000. There are
down already 20 miles of heavy mains, and Fulton
street. Myrtle avenue and Flatbush avenue are torn
up at present by the employes of the company.
The practical head of the company is A. M, Young
of Waterbury, Conn, Mr, Young has set up many
electric light plants, and this one is his largest
and most important undertaking. It is stated that
the plant will have a capacity of from 25,000 to

30,000 horse power, and it is the intention of the
company to make its power house the most com-
plete of any in the United States. The Brooklyn
men interested in the new company include Will-
iam Berri, Felix Campbell and Seth L. Keeney.
Besides these, Vice-president Garret A, Hobart,
ex-Governor Roswell P. Flower, Anthony N.
Brady, Mr. Barbour, the thread manufacturer of
Paterson, and others, are heavy stockholders-
While the promoters and stockholders of the new
company are reticent as to their plans, it is known
that they expect to get a good deal of the Edis"'^
company's business. The probability of extend-
ing the operations of the company to Manhattan
Island are quietly discussed, and it is altogether
probable that early plans will be made to cover
the desirable thoroughfares of the suburban terri-

tory in the city of New York on Long Island.

The new company has received an advantageous
offer from both the elevated railroad companies,
it is said, to furnish motive power for the roads,
but the offer is not likely to be accepted. It is

hoped to have the plant ready to run by March 1st.

At the convention of the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers in this city last week these
officers were elected: President. Charles Wallace
Hunt, New York; vice-presidents. E. S. Cramp,
Philadelphia; S. T. Wellman, Cleveland; J, F,

Durfee. New York: John C. Kafer, New York;
David R. Eraser, Chicago, and Walter S. Russell,

Detroit: managers, Norman C. Stiles, Watertown,
N, Y, : E, D, Meier, St, Louis; George W, Dickie,
San Francisco; H, S. Haines, Atlanta. Ga,; Gus-
tavus C. Henning, New York; A, Wells Robinson,
Milwaukee; Tames B, Stanwood, Cincinnati; Henrv
H, Suplee. Philadelphia, and George Richmond,
New York; treasurer, Major Willinm H. Wiley.
New York, Among the papers read were: "Mul-
tiple-cylinder Engines; Effects of Variation of Pro-
portions and Variable Loads," by R. H. Thurston;
"Notes on Rating Electric Power Plants on the

Heat-unit Standard." by W, S, Aldrich: "Elec-

tricity in Cotton Mills," bv W, B, Smith Whaley of

Columbia. S C, and "Thermodynamics Without
the Calculus," by George Richmond of New York.

M, S-

New England News.

Boston, December 7,—It is slated that during
the last 12 months of its operation the West End
Street Railway company has carried 200,000,000

passengers, as against 137,028,449 in 1894, 155.231,-

506 in 1895, and 166,862,228 in 1896, This is said to

surpass all similar totals for a year in any other

city in the world in proportion to population, and
from these figures it is argued that the local trans-
portation problem is a long way from solution, and
will soon demand earnest consideration. For the
past 10 years and more this question has been troub-
ling the citizens of "Greater Boston," so called,
and it is claimed in certain quarters that the question
of local transit is as much an open one to-day as
it was before the subway was started or the scheme
of building an elevated road was conceived. When
the whole line of the Boston subway is in operation
it is estimated that 33,000,000 passengers will an-
nually avail themselves of its benefits. It is further
claimed that one-half of this number will be made
up of residents of cities and towns outside of Bos-
ton. What the above gain in traffic represents may
best be judged by taking into account that in 1877
the number of passengers carried by all of the street
railroads now controlled by the West End was less
than 50,000,000. In 1887 the number had increased
to over 90,000,000. It is said that no other city in
the world can approach these figures, population
considered.

President Samuel Little of the West End placed
one of his handsome parlor cars at the disposal of
President Ingalls of the Big Four and the Chicago
park commissioners who visited Boston recently.
A run was made through the suburban districts,

and the visitors were profuse in their compliment-
ary allusions to the city's beautiful and extensive
open-air resorts.

A bill for $2,714.61 has been sent to the West End
Street Railroad company by the Rapid Transit Com-
mission for the rent for the part of the subway used
by the company from September 1st to October
1st. The commission has estimated this rent on the
basis of 4% per cent, per annum on the cost of con-
struction, which for the present purpose is figured
at $668,211.53 for sections i, 2 and 3.

Sixty members of the Electric Club partook of
the autumn banquet held at the United States Ho-
tel last month. The guests of the club were
M. J. O'Leary, secretary of the Telegraphers' Mu-
tual Benefit association of New York; Charles C.
Bruch, assistant secretary_ of the Postal Telegraph
company of New York, and W. W. Neifert of Nan-
tucket. There was a long and varied musical pro-
gramme. The speakers of the evening were John
D. Mulloney, who' told of the hardships and priva-

tions endured by Prof. Samuel F. B. Morse, while
perfecting the telegraph, Joseph W. Larish, Charles
E. Bagley and the guests of the evening.
The Massachusetts Editor, a new monthly paper

which has been adopted as the official organ of the
different press associations in the state, has the fol-

lowing note in reference to the Bell Telephone com-
pany in its latest issue: "It makes the editors of

New England ache to realize the prices charged by
the New England Telephone company for the rent

of telephones when he knows that in the middle and
western states splendid local telephone service is

offered profitably at one-quarter the prices paid
here. Isn't it high time for the newspaper editors

of this section to talk and work against these' ex-

orbitant charges? If the New England editors

should combine in an assault upon these excessive

rates the day of cheaper and fairer prices would
soon dawn. No class of business men suffer from
these exorbitant charges more than publishers, be
cause a telephone is well-nigh a necessity in a news-
paper office. To illustrate into what straits the Bell

monopoly is driven, where competition has grown
strong, it is stated as a fact that in some middle-

west cities its telephone service has been offered

free in order to combat the competing companies.
Editors should not, in all fairness and justice,

longer remain quiet under these unjust, unfair, ex-

orbitant fees."

Franchises have been granted for the construction

of electric street rairoads in Walpole and Foxboro,
Needham and Milton. The last-named place is

an aristocratic suburb of Boston, and, until very

recently, projects contemplating the building of an

electric car line through the streets had always been
defeated. The street railway supporters won at a

special town meeting on October 26th, and now the

selectmen are giving hearings in regard to the lo-

cation. Another electric road is in process of con-

struction from Marshfield station, the home of

Daniel Webster, to Brant Rock, a summer resort

situated in the same town. The line will then go
to Duxbury Beach, a distance of five miles, and
will be completed for the summer travel next year.

The first electric railroad in Vermont, north or

east of Burlington, is rapidly nearing completion.

It extends from Waterbury, a town on the Vermont
Central railroad, to Stowe, a mountain inland town
eight miles south of Morrisville. The new road

will enable Stowe to have connections with other

parts of the state by rail, traffic being now carried

on over rough wagon roads, which are practically

impassable several months in the year. The new
line will be 10 miles in length and will carry both
passengers and freight. The rails are heavier than

those ordinarily used on electric roads, and freight

cars from steam roads will be carried over them.

The American Street Railway association hav-

ing decided to hold its convention of 1898 in Bos-
ton, it can be prophesied that the members will be
given a taste of genuine old-fashioned New Eng-
land hospitality. Already steps are being taken to

make the event the most interesting and memorable
in the history of the organization. In addition to
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the business of the meeting, it is proposed to have

one of the finest exhibitions of electrical appliances

in the field of street railway transportation possible

to assemble, and it is expected that the demand for

space will be so great that it will be necessary to

lease the whole of Mechanics' building;. If this is

done, it is proposed to continue the exhibit until the

association opens its regular fair season, and make
it a part of the regular display of the Mechanics'

Charitable association. The American Street Rail-

way association had its birth in this city. Here

was held its first gathering, and from the small be-

ginning one of the largest and most important com-

bmations of practical railway men has grown. It

is, therefore, fitting that the city should give a royal

welcome to the members.
The meeting of the National Academy of Science

brought to this city a distinguished company. Al-

most every one of the professors and other men of

note who made up the gathering ranks as a noted

expert in his line. Among those who contributed

papers were Prof. Charles R. Cross, head of the elec-

trical department of the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology; Prof. Charles Sedgwick Minot of the

Harvard Medical School; Prof. Trowbridge of Har-

vard, who lectured Wednesday evening on the ef-

fects of electricity from a large battery of 10,000 ele-

ments, lately made by him; Prof. Michaelson of

Chicago; Prof. Hyatt of the Natural History Mu-
seum, who gave a contribution on geology; Prof. Ira

Remsen, who read a chemical paper, and Prof.

Rogers of Maine, who discussed the value of the old

standards of measure. At the second day's session

of the Academy a matter of unusual interest came

before the body. Miss Alice L. Gould, daughter of

the late Benjamin Apthorp Gould, wlio was a

member of the Academy, presented to the organiza-

tion a fund of $20,000, for which the Academy se-

lected trustees. This is to be known as the Alice L.

Gould fund, to distinguish it from the generous gift

made to the Academy by the deceased astronomer,

and the proceeds of the fund are to be used at the

discretion of the trustees in furthering astronomi-

cal and mathematical research.

At a joint convention of the city government of

.Auburn, Me., on November isth, the first step was

taken which probably makes certain that during the

coming season an electric road will be built to Turner,

which will be a link in the electric road project

being engineered by the wealthy syndicate com-

posed of Amos F. Gerald of Fairfield, the Hon I. C.

Libby of Waterville. the Hon. H. Fritz Twitchell

and Hon. Galen C. Moses of Bath and Hon. Her-

bert M. Heath of Augusta. At the meeting an order

was introduced authorizing the location and con-

struction of the line from the terminus of the Lewis-

ton and Auburn electric road in Auburn to Turner.

This will no doubt have a unanimous passage. In

the spring the road will probably be built from

Lewiston to Brunswick and Bath, with branches to

Small Point and other places. The plan is also un-

derstood to include an extension tO' Portland, which
will eventually connect with a network of roads

which will extend into Massachusetts.

Only the finishing touches on the magnificent

electric light and heating plant of the Boston city

hospital remain to be made. Henry F. Cottle, chief

of the electrical construction division of the Public

Buildings Department, places the cost at about $65.-

000. It was a little more than a year ago that the

work was commenced, and the plant, it is held, is

superior to any other in this part of the country.

The machinery is placed on the street floor in the

power house on Albany street, opposite the hos-

pital. There are three engines and three dynamos,
besides the original boiler. The dynamos were
built by the Siemens & Halske company, and the

engines were built by the Ideal Engine company
of Harrisburg, Pa., but the two companies con-

sulted each other's plans and built, according to

the specifications, -combination machines. The most
striking feature of the plant is the switchboard,

which cost $3,500. It is of black enameled slate, 35
by 10 feet, and set in brickwork. The instruments

with which it is equipped are all of special construc-

tion. The engines are self-oiling.

Since the Board of Railroad Commissioners an-

nounced its decision refusing to ratify the terms of

the lease of the West End street railway to the

Boston Elevated Railroad company, the directors

of both companies have been in conference trying

to draw up some form of lease which would be satis-

factory to the commission, and at the same time
meet the approval of the stockholders of both com-
panies interested. A new lease has been drawn
which will be submitted for approval to the stock-
holders of the West End at a special meeting called

for December 9th. The new proposition provides
for the lease of the West End to the Elevated com-
pany for a term of 25 years, at a guaranteed dividend
of seven per cent, upon the West End common stock.

The lease which was rejected by the railroad com-
missioners provided for a 99-year tenure and a
guarantee of eight per cent, on the common stock of
the West End.

Because of the grounding of an electric feed cable
in a manhole on Summer street, on the morning of

November 29th, the trolley system of the West End
Street Railway company north of Dover street, and
including many of the suburbs of the city, was tied up
for about four hours. In the Summer street conduit
are 18 cables of the West End company, including
the trunk-line feeder cable, which starts from the

power house in Albany street and runs down-town
to Adams square. The first disturbance was noticed
by a patrolman, who lifted the cover from the man-
hole. .A cloud of smoke poured forth, followed by
a column of flame. A large force of repairers was
immediately put to work, and in a few hours the
cars were running on schedule time.

A new corporation which intends to provide the
connecting link between Boston, Providence, Fall
River and New Bedford—the Norfolk Southern
Street Railway company—was organized at the office

of George S. Forbush, 53 State street, and the fol-

lowing-named directors were elected: Frederick S.

Lane, John C. Lane, Edward F. Draper, George S.

Forbush, Robert S. Gray, George P. Moore and
Aaron R. Sanderson. At a meeting of the directors
Frederick S. Lane was elected president, John C.
Lane vice-president, and Edward F. Draper clerk
and treasurer. The new line is to be built from Nor-
wood, through the towns of Walpole and Fo.xboro
to Mansfield, and with the completion of this and the
line from Mansfield, Boston will have trolley connec-
tion with Providence, New Bedford. Fall River,
Attleboro. Brockton and Taunton, making the Nor-
folk Southern an important link.

The action of the City Council of Laconia, N. H.,
in granting a fran.;hise to the Electric Light and
Power company in every way satisfactory, assures
the early lease of the East Tilton power and the
construction of the plant, which will double the ac-
cessible power for manufacturing purposes in La-
conia. Several large contracts for power have been
made, and the town of Belmont, adjacent to
Laconia, has just granted a franchise to the company
for the erecting of wires for the transmission of
electricity for both power and lighting. Over
$100,000 will be invested in the plant at once

^ C. S. G.

Northwestern Notations.

Minneapolis, December 7.—The council of the
city of Oshkosh, Wis., recently granted an amend-
ment to the franchise of the Citizens' Traction com-
pany, which was objectionable to some of the citi-

zens. The mayor left town without returning to
the city clerk the ordinance with his approval or
veto. On the last day the president of the coiincil,

as acting mayor, approved the ordinance, and half
an hour later a message was filed from the mayor,
which had evidently been left by him when he went
out of town, vetoing the ordinance. Now the ques-
tion is. which signature takes precedence—the act-
ing mayor's in the city or that of the mayor when
not in the city.

The long-discussed question of better lighting at
Grand Forks, N. D., has finally resulted in the
award of the contract to W. I. Gray & Co. of Min-
neapolis for $12,703 to furnish a municipal electric
lighting plant. It will have 125 arc lights of 2,oco
candle power.
The new electric light plant for the city of Rock

Rapids, la., has finally been completed and put in
operation. Nearly 1,800 lights have been installed.

The electric light company of Greene, la., has re-
cently put in a larger boiler to accommodate the de-
mand for more light. The business now carries be-
tween 400 and 500 electric lights, besides street lights.

The burning out of an armature of the Electric
Light and Power company of Oshkosh, Wis.,
caused a shut-down of the light system until the
damage could be repaired. Andrew Thomoson has
ordered a dynamo and other materials lor an elec-
tric light plant for Dawson, Minn. He will operate
it in connection with his machine shop.

It is probable that the city of Litchfield, Minn.,
may be obliged to put in a larger dynamo for its

lighting plant to accommodate the increased call

for lights.

The City Council of Ortonville. Minn., has finally

rejected all bids for the electric light plant and will
treat privately with contractors and manufacturers.

It is reported that Windom, Minn., has declined
to supply any more residences with electric light, as
the capacity of the plant will not permit it.

The city of Cumberland, Wis., has purchased new
and second-hand materials for an electric light plant
and will operate it in connection with the water
works.
The Citizens' Electric Light company is the name

of the proposed independent electric company at
Aberdeen, S. D., which wants a plant to be oper-
ated on a longer schedule than the city plant uses.
The City Council has renewed a contract with the

Electric Light and Power company of Menomonie,
Wis., for street lighting. The president of the com-
pany announced that if the contract were renewed
the company would put in a day service and expend
$7,000 in improving the plant.

The General Electric company of Butte. Mont.,
has secured an option on the plant of the Phcenix
Electric company, running until next May. It is

understood the figure is $60,000.
The Northern Pacific Railway company will put

an electric light plant in its yards at East Grand
Forks, Minn., to furnish light for its buildings in

East Grand Forks and also Grand Forks. N. D.
The Commercial Club of Duluth has joined in the

chorus of complaint at Duluth. Minn., on the serv-
ice that is given the West End and West Duluth.
Lakeside people continue their complaint also.

City Clerk Matt Jensen of St. Paul has called for
bids to furnish 120 arc lights of 2,000 nominal can-
dle power to be placed where the present lights are.

and 85 arc lights of 2,000 candle power to be placed
where the council shall direct.

The plant of the McMillan Light and Power com-
pany in West Salem, Wis., was sold under the ham-
mer in that city to Dr. E. C. Swartout for $3,000.
When the new owner went to have the plant put in
repair, Sam McMillan ordered the men to desist
from work. When Dr. Swartout found this out he
ordered them to resume, and they were again or-
dered to stop by the former owner, who stood guard
over the property, armed. McMillan claims an
ownership in the flume and waterwheel, notwith-
standing the sale, and refused to allow it to be re-
paired. Arrangements have finally been made by
which the repairs are being made. .A lawsuit will
probably result to settle the ownership.
The citizens of South St. Paul are agitating the

extension of the Rice and Concord street car line
to South St. Paul. Alderman Bell of the Sixth
ward in St. Paul is strongly in favor of the improve-
ment.

C. P. Wainman and J. W. Christie have been in
Chicago on business connected with the Minneapolis
telephone exchange, which will shortly be removed
to the Telephone building.

In selecting a jury for the trial of Alderman
George A. Durnam of Minneapolis for asking a
bribe, the city attorney objected to J. W. Christie
as a juror, on the ground that he, as manager of the
Northwestern Telephone company, would be in-

duced to favor the defendant. Mr. Christie did not
think that the fact that the council had the power
to take away the telephone franchise would influ-

ence him, but the next day changed his answer to
one of the questions asked him and was excused.
The incident is of interest in showing the relation
of aldermen to those desiring franchises of any
kind.

The American Steel Barge company of West Su-
perior, Wis., has bought the electric generating
plant which was originally bought for the fronton
Structural Steel company of Duluth, and will set it

up in the barge works.
W. B. Clement has arranged to open an electric

light plant at Cavalier, N. D.
United States Senator Turner, John A. Finch

and A. B. Campbell of Spokane, Wash., are di-

rectors of a company which has been formed in

New York to develop water power from the Pend
d'Oreille River near its confluence with the Colum-
bia, and transmit power to Rossland, Traill and
other mining camps in the Kootenai district.

H. H. King & Co. of Jordan, Minn., have awarded
a contract to put in an electric lighting plant to W. I.

Gray & Co. of Minneapolis. The plant will be
operated in connection with the flour mill and will

furnish light for the town.
The Mantorville, Minn., Electric Light, Street

Railway, Milling and Mercantile company has been
incorporated with $50,000 capital stock.

The council of Valley City, N. D., is considering
the purchase of a new dynamo to supply the demand
for electric lights.

The Barnes Electric Light company of Maquoketa,
Iowa, has applied for a franchise to run 25 years.

The Gas and Electric Light company of Green
Bay, Wis., contemplates running wires to De Pare,
Wis., to furnish light for that city.

The Gas and Electric company of Green Bay,
Wis., has cut its arc light rates in two. It is a meas-
ure of competition to meet the new plant being put
in by Allan Shewman.
The extension of the Mason City and Clear Lake,

Iowa, electric line to Dougherty, Iowa, is proposed.
R. Williams has made a proposition to the council

of Wheaton, Minn., to put in an electric light plant.

The council of Fergus Falls, Minn., will take bids
on a new dynamo of either 1,800, 2,000 or 2,500
lights' capacity.

The Western Union Telegraph company has re-

duced tolls from Superior, Wis., and Duluth, Minn.,
to Northern Minnesota cities from 40 to 25 cents.

An electric light plant has been installed at the
poor farm of Polk county, in Des Moines, Iowa.
The Board of Public Works of Racine, Wis., has

ordered that electric light, telephone, telegraph and
other poles for wires be painted different colors, in

order that the owners may be known by the color of

the pole. Red, white, blue, black, brown, yellow
and green are the colors decided upon. The cause
for this unique order is that the city lost a suit for

damages for the death of a boy by an electric wire
pole falling on him. The ownership of the pole
could not be readily ascertained.
The press of Hillsboro, N. D., suggests that the

matter of electric lights be considered.
The press of Rat Portage, Ont, thinks that an

electric car line would prosper there with the cheap
water power at hand.
The charter commission of Duluth, Minn., has

decided to leave the appointment of a city electrician

to the Board of Fire Commissioners, and he shall do
the electric work of the police department.
The Chippewa Valley Electric Railway company

of Eau Claire, Wis., has arranged for an extension
of its lines on the Shawtown end in the spring, and
will give improved service hereafter, 15 minutes serv-
ice instead of 20.

The Des Moines Street Railway company of Des
Moines, Iowa, has arranged for an extension of its

lines to Valley Junction, Iowa, in the spring.
The estimated cost of an electric light plant for

Whatcom, Wash., is $10,389.
The Park River mill at Park River, N. D., will
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put in new boilers and engine and an electric light

plant, at a cost of about $10,000,

The electric street railway of Madison, Wis., was
sold to a trustee for the bondholders for $110,000.

The bonds and interest due aggregate $174,412.

J. G. Ball has resigned as superintendent of the

electric light works of Moorhead, Minn., and has

been succeeded by Mr. Simengton.
Judge Lochren of the United States Circuit Court

rendered a decision at Minneapolis a few days ago
of some interest to electrical men. A question in the

theory of estoppel was raised in the joint cases of

the Thomson-Houston Electric company and the

Edison Electric Light company against the Minne-
apolis International Electric company, in arguing a

demurrer by the defendants against a supplemental
bill filed by the plaintiffs. The judge sustained the

demurrer and held that estoppel could not be urged,

because the analogy between this case and that of

the same companies against the E. S. Bernard com-
pany (lately decided) was not complete. The
Siemens & Halske company manufactures the ap-

pliances used by the defendant, and the plaintiffs

claimed that it was the real defendant. The case

involves the infringement of electrical patents, and
the decision of the judge on the other points, which
will be argued December loth, will be watched for.

Representatives of the gas. electric lighting and
street railway companies debated the question of

franchises versus municipal ownership before the

commission which is preparing a new charter for

Minneapolis. Attorney Geo. B. Flannery appeared
for the Minneapolis General Electric company, and
argued strongly against municipal control of electric

franchises. Among other things he stated that De-
troit Mich., is the only city in the United States that

keeps accurate statistics of electric lighting. C.

Washington, D. C.

Washington, December 6.—The extension of the

long-distance telephone service is regarded with
great favor in the government departments. It is a
great relief to officials who wish to be away for short
periods, or who are called way on business, for

they can feel certain of being in constant and in-

stantaneous communication with their respective de-

partments. Secretary Bliss not infrequently holds
conversations while he is in New York with officials

of his department, and while here has interviews with
his business managers in New York. Postmaster-
general Gary when in Baltimore uses the same nieans
in looking after the affairs of his department and
while here in supervising his private business.

Nearly all the cabinet officers do the same thing,

and it is confidently asserted that more than one
member of the cabinet would not be in such a posi-

tion were it not for the convenience of modern
means of communication, which no longer make it

necessary for an official to be tied to his desk in the
department over which he presides.

The Potomac Electric Power company has been
notified that no permits will be granted to it after

January 1st, unless the commissioners' request of

September i8th, that a deposit of $500 be made, is

complied with. The company has also been noti-
fied that it has overdrawn its deposit to the extent
of $24.57.
Engineer Commissioner Black has received a re-

port from B. C. Shipman, inspector of electric light-

ing, detailing a series of investigations made by him
in regard to the installation and operation of the
Brown underground electric system now in use on
the Capital Railway company's lines on Eleventh
and M streets southeast. He says: 'T saw nearly
all of the system installed and tested parts of it my-
self and have witnessed the first trial runs. In
regard to the contact boxes and accessories, it ap-
pears that they were put in in a most careful man-
ner and according to all the requirements of good
engineering practice so far as compatible with the
haste necessary. The fact that time was limited ne-
cessitated work in the rain sometimes, with the at-

tendant risk, of course, that this work would
afterwards prove faulty, the least moisture in cable
work being fatal; but owing to the care exercised
it has so far shown up very well. The bricks them-
selves, with the terminals in them, were tested, so
I was informed, at 1,200 volts, more than twice the
tension they will be called upon to resist. When
the whole system was connected up I made a test

at the power station and found the leak to be but
two-tenths of an ampere, corresponding to .14

of a horse power. For half a mile of double track
this is quite a fine showing, considering that a great
deal of rain had fallen in the week preceding the test.

From later developments it appears that even this

leak was in a distributing cable and not in the boxes
themselves. Since the time mentioned the cable
has burned out in several places, and after having
been repaired the small leak above noticed has ap-
parently disappeared, according to the station appa-
ratus, but no exact measurement of the leak has since
been made. On numerous occasions in the spring
and summer, before I was detailed on the work, the
cable had burned out at various points. To come
down to the pre'sent, since they have installed the
improved brick, etc., they have had four grounds
and burned-out cables. A conduit system in which
each main, sub and branch wire is accessible at

both ends, and susceptible of removal without dis-

turbing the street, is imperative. With such a con-

duit system and the cable properly installed therein,
I see no reason whatever why the Brown system,
as at present developed, should not prove a com-
mercial success and the cheapest solution of the
overhead trolley question. It is perhaps but just
to the manufacturers of the system to state that in

the short time they had to install the road originally
it was impossible to develop and obtain a conduit
suitable for this system. I have been present at
several trials of the car, both in the daytime and at
night after 12 o'clock, and in no case since the por-
celain cups have been put in has there been a 'live

box.' Of course, it is possible for such a thing to
occur, but hardly probable." T. I, P.

Canadian Intelligence.

Ottawa, December 6.—The receipts of the Hull
electric railway for this year have exceeded those
of last year by $31,000.
The Kingston electric street railway will be ex-

tended to Kingston Junction very soon, it is re-
ported.
The earnings of the Toronto Street Railway com-

pany for the months of July, August and Septem-
ber show an increase of $35,323 over those for the
same period last year. This increase is said to be
due to the running of cars on Sunday and to the
several conventions which were held in Toronto
during the summer.
The statement of the Halifax (N. S.) Street Rail-

way company for October shows an increase over
the same month last year, not including receipts
from electric lighting, of $1,620.
The annual statement of the Cornwall Electric

Street Railway company shows total receipts of
$25,283, and the surplus carried over, after paying
interest on bonds, etc., is $1,359. The total capital
is $150,000, and the company has in its treasury
$35,800.
There is talk in Brantford, Ont., of constructing,

at an early date, an electric railway from that city
to Paris, Ont., a distance of seven miles.
Toronto capitalists are said to be inaugurating a

scheme for the building of an electric railway be-
tween Woodstock and IngersoU, both flourishing
and large towns in the province of Ontario.

It is said that a movement is on foot to construct
an electric railway from the town of Oshawa to the
city of Toronto, equipped to carry passengers and
farm produce to the city.

The Canadian minister of public works intends
asking the Dominion Parliament, at its next session,
for a large vote to extend the government telegraph
lines in the Northwest and British Columbia, where
the Dominion government already owns 700 miles
of telegraph lines. The Public Works Department
is at present considering whether it will be better
to extend the present line from Quesnelle, B. C,
to Dawson City, or simply build a short line, about
70 miles in length, across the Chilkoot Pass, con-
necting Dyea with Teslin Lake.
A company is said to have been organized at

Hamilton, Ont., under President Myles of the
Hamilton, Grinesby and Beamsville railway, with a
capital of $200,000, to extend an electric railway
from Beamsville to St. Catherines, a distance of 12
miles. The line will be commenced in the early
spring. Much activity is being shown among the
promoters of the electric road between Hamilton and
Guelph. This latter road would have been con-
structed and in operation months ago, but for the
opposition of farmers of Waterdown.
H. J. Beemer of the Pontiac and Pacific Junction

railway has a big scheme in hand. It is his inten-
tion to purchase the North Shore line pj the Cana-
dian Pacific railway, and have the whole Quebec
system operated by electricity, with headquarters
in Hull. It is proposed, also, to operate the
Gatineau railway by electricity as soon as the first

scheme is carried out. The plant will, in all prob-
ability, be located at Lachute, as that water power
is amply sufficient to provide a motive power for
such a system.
The Civic Board of Control for the city of Toronto

has awarded the contract for the city hall electric
elevators to the lowest bidder, the Sprague Electric
company of New York. It is said that the contract
price is $29,875.
From all over Canada come reports of the utiliza-

tion of water power for the purpose of generating
electricity. The city of Belleville proposes drawing
power for manufacturing from a falls near by, and
Sterling will probably make use of the same serv-

ice. In almost every large city in the Dominion
steam-produced electricity has given place, or will

shortly give place, to water-produced electricity,

which is very much cheaper. Montreal has har-
nessed Lachine Rapids, Ottawa the power of the
Chaudiere, Quebec the waters of Montmorency,
Port Elgin the falls at Bull's Head, and a big
scheme is now proposed to divert the waters of

Chippewa Creek over the Hamilton Mountain and
to supply electric energy therefrom for manufac-
turing enterprises both in the cities of Hamilton
and Toronto. It is said that in the United States

157,000 horse power is secured in the form of elec-

trical energy from water power, and in Canada about
15,000.

The British Columbia Electric Railway company
has closed a contract to furnish power to the Esqui-
mau Waterworks company. A power house will

be erected at Coldstream, with Pelton water wheels

and generators, at which point the waterworks com-
pany will furnish the elettric railway company with
a sufficient quantity of water under an effective work-
ing head to develop electric power. The power will

be transmitted to the company at Victoria, B. C,
and there stepped down and applied to the various
purposes for which it is required.

The Chateauguay and Northern Railway com-
pany at Montreal is making preparations to handle
an extensive freight business in connection with the

Canadian Pacific railway. It has ordered from the
Canadian Genieral Electric colmpany four "G E
1000" equipments, with four controllers and com-
mutating switches. ' The outfit, though of less capac-
ity, is similar to that for the large locomotive re-

cently supplied by that company to the Hull Elec-
tric company, which has handled as many as 33 cars

on a shunt.

The Robb Engineering company of Amherst,
Nova Scotia, received a cable from England re-

cently, ordering three more Robb-Armstrong en-
gines. The engines are, it is thought, for a new
electric railway at Sheffield. A. V. W.

PERSONAL
Luther Stieringer of New Y'ork was in Chicago

early in the week.

Charles D. Shain of New York paid Chicago a

flying visit on Wednesday.

Edwin G. Nourse, assistant engineer in charge of

construction of the new bridge at Rock Island for

the Davenport and Rock Island Bridge and Termi-
nal company, was instantly killed by a falling der-

rick on the morning of Dcember 8th. Mr. Nourse^
w-as one of the best known engineers in the West.
He gained particular distinction by designing the

railroad terminal tracks entering the World's Fair

grounds in Chicago.

Alonzo S. Kimball, professor of physics at the

Worcester Polytechnic Institute, is dead. He was
born in Center Harbor, N. H., in 1843, and was
graduated from Amherst College in 1866. He es-

tablished the departments of physics and electrical

engineering at the Polytechnic Institute, and was
a lecturer for a number of years at Mount Ilolyoke
College. He contributed a number of valuable

papers to scientific publications and scientific so-

cieties, and was a member of the American Acad-
emy of Arts and Science and of the American In-

stitute of Electrical Engineers. He leaves a widow
and three children.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
It is said that the catacombs of St.. Calixtus in

Rome were lighted by electricity for the first time

on November 23d.

The Harrison Electric company of Allegan, Mich-,

has secured from the City Council the passage of a

resolution authorizing it to furnish 68 arc lights

for the streets.

The contract for changes and additions to electric

light conduits and wiring in the Omaha public build-

ing has been awarded to the Industrial Iron Works
of Omaha, at $882.75.

The City Council of Gilman, 111., has entered into

contract for a term of 10 years for 23 all-night

arc lights of 2,000 nominal candle power each and
the operation and maintenance of the water-works

plant for $1,600 per annum.

The secretary of state of North Carolina has been
asked to issue a charter to the Sanford Water and
Light company; capital, $25,000. It is proposed

that the people of Sanford shall guarantee interest

on $25,000 of the company's first-mortgage bonds.

Bids were opened on November 30th for tubing

and wnring the St. Paul postoffice as follows
:_

Mc-
Kay-Howard Engineering company, Baltimore,

$6,120; Southern Electric company, Baltimore,

$5,766.66; Western Electric company, Chicago,

$5,170; P. T. Dunn, St. Paul, $8,250; Northwest
Engineering company, St. Paul, $7,5oo.

The Treasury Department is inviting sealed pro-

posals until December 21st for installing in the

United States postoffice building at Saginaw, Mich.,

a system of electric light wiring and interior con-

duits for the same. Specifications can be had upon
application to the chief clerk of the Treasury De-
partment, Washington, D. C, and to the super-

intendent of construction of the building. Plans,

showing the location of the lights, can also be seen

upon application to the superintendent.

The time for opening bids for installing an elec-

tric light and power plant in the United States post-

office building at Washington, D. C, has been

extended from November 30th to December 30, 1897.

Proposals will be received as follows: First, for

tubing and wiring the building; second, for dyna-

mos and engines; third, for the plant complete.

All necessary information relative to this contract

can be obtained upon application to the chief clerk

of the Treasury Department, Washington, D. C.

North Clark street in Chicago has been repaved

and greatly improved, and it is to be especially

lighted by concerted arrangement. It is proposed
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to place an arc light in front of each store at a uni-

form height and above the center of the sidewalk.

The Chicago Edison company has entered into an

agreement to furnish lights on a two-year contract

at $1.70 a week, the lights to burn until 12 o'clock,

or $1.25 for lights burning until 12 o'clock Satur-

day nights and until 10 o'clock other nights of the

week. The light soliciting connnittee has secured

contracts from the business men of several blocks.

As soon as the committee secures a contract from

every man in a block it will order the light turned

on that block and use it as an argument on the busi-

ness men in the adjoining block. Out of 300 busi-

ness places the committee e.^cpects to secure con-

tracts that will provide North Clark street with 250

sidewalk lights in a few weeks.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Postmaster-general Gary states that the greater

expedition to the mails secured through transporta-

tion on electric cars has created an increasing dt-

mand for the extension of tne service. There are

more applications now pending in the Postofficc

Department for the establishment of electric-car

mail service than can be met from the appropriation

for the current year. The annual rate of expendi-

ture for the electric and cable-car postal service on

June 30, J897, was $183,038.43. Uniform rates of

pay have been adopted, based on space and mileage.

TELEPHONE.
The Harrison Telephone company of Toledo, O.,

has passed into the hands of a receiver. It appears

that the company defaulted in the payment of the

interest on its bonds over a year ago. The petition

has been filed in the Common Pleas Court at Toledo,

and Daniel Morris was appointed receiver under

$15,000 bond.

It is stated at Florence, Ala., that there is a strong

probability that the fight against the Bell Telephone
company, which recently came to an end with the

sale of the property of the Citizens' Telephone com-
pany, will be reopened and waged still more bit-

erly. It became known on November 27th that

the Bell company would reinstate the former prices

as soon as the present contracts expire, and the sub-

scribers are literally up in arms at the proceeding,

and a plan is being talked of for a determined fight.

In Baltimore, on November 30th, the grand jury

found presentments against F. B. Hubbell, William

J. Atkinson and James Russell, president, secretary

and treasurer of the Best Telephone company, charg-

ing them with having made false reports of the finan-

cial condition of the concern, with intent to deceive.

The prosecuting witnesses are all members of the

Baltimore Stock Exchange. According to the story

told before the grand jury, Atkinson caused to be

made to the Stock Exchange a sworn statement,

signed by Hubbell and Russell, that the corporation

had assets of about $2,500,000. This was done for

the purpose of inducing the exchange to list the

company's stock. The Stock Exchange refused to

list the stock, the creditors of the telephone com-
pany became pressing, and Mr. .Atkinson had the

concern placed in the hands of receivers. The re-

ceivers found that the assets of the company were
worth not more than $12,000 or $15,000.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Atlantic and Pacific Aerial Navigation com-

pany of San Francisco has just had made by the

Pittsburg Reduction company, at the works of the

latter in New Kensington, Pa., aluminum sheets for

the manufacture of a cylinder 38 feet and two inches

in diameter, which will have a forward cone of 50

feet and a rear cone of 45 feet, to be used in the

construction of an air ship. This ship mil be pro-

pelled by a gasoline engine of 105 horse power and
have a carrying capacity of more than a ton. When
completed it will weigh 5,000 pounds and cost about

$15,000. The order is a duplicate of one filled about

a year ago.

TRADE NEWS.
The property of the Arraington & Sims Engine

company in Providence is to be sold at auction by
the creditors' committee at noon on December 29th.

Charles Wirt of Philadelphia is renewing old ac-

quaintances in Chicago and showing the trade the

new Wirt rheostat. His temporary address is 1564
Monadnock building.

Type "S" solenoid blow-out controller is de-

scribed in a dainty booklet written by Prof. Short
and published by the Walker company. The me-
chanical execution of this little book is of noteworthy
excellence.

The Burnley Battery and Manufacturing company
of Painesville, O., reports that within the last few
months it has received from dealeis and others tes-

timonials to the effect that the Burnley dry battery

is the best on the market, both for work done and
ability to hold up its value over long periods of time.

The latter feature is attained by adding in a certain

proportion to chloride of zinc a new chemical which
the company found, after severe tests, to almost

if not entirely stop waste by loss of moisture. Chlo-

ride of zinc alone has been used for this purpose,
but has not filled the bill. Those who have use for

dry batteries wherein service is required to extend
over long periods of time are asked to investi-

gate the merits of this new feature by trying the

Burnley dry battery.

D. A. Kusel, proprietor of the D. A. Kusd Tele-

phone and Electric Manufacturing company, mo
Pine street, St. Louis, announces that he has just

completed a contract with the company running
a toll-line from Kell, 111., to Hickory Hill, 111.

This equipment, under the order, requires at least

25 instruments, and reflects credit on the skill of

Mr. Kusel as a manufacturer of high-class instru-

ments.

The firm of Meysenburg & Badt, Chicago, con-
sulting and contracting engineers, of which Lieut.

F. B. Badt is president and Edward A Meysenburg
secretary and treasurer, has met with such good
success in its undertaking that it has already been
found necessary to remove to larger and more
commodious quarters. The firm is now located in

rooms 1503 and 1504 Monadnock block, where it

will be better able to take care of its constantly

increasing business. The firm represents such
well-known establishments as the Weston Elec-

trical Instrument company, make of the world-
renowned Weston instruments; Hugo Reisinger,

importer of "Electra", high-grade Nuremberg car-

bons; Ward Leonard Electric company, manu-
facturer of the Leonard and Carpenter rheostats;

Helios Electric company, maker of arc lamps;
E.xcelsior Electric company, maker of electrolytic

dynamos, and the K. & W. company, manufacturer
of the Hardy incandescent lamp and K. & W. spe-

cialties. With so choice a line of specialties it

would seem impossible for Meysenburg & Badt not

to be successful. Besides, they are doing, as usual,

a good business in the contracting and consulting
lines.

Stationary engineers have no problem that so much
annoys them as scale in steam boilers. The pres-

ence of scale or sediment in a boiler results in loss

of fuel, Ijurning and cracking of the boiler, predis-

position to explosion, and necessitates extensive re-

pairs. It is estimated that the presence of one-si.x-

teenth inch of scale causes a loss of 13 per cent, of

fuel. The boiler e.xpurgator, manufactured by the

Boiler Expurgator company of Chicago, is designed

to remove the scale from steam boilers, and save

money by holding the surface of the boiler in a

natural condition. The boiler can be run a longer
time' between washings, which reduces the expense
of more frequent washing. The advantage of longer

runs is that it avoids the serious injuries that result

from frequent heating up and cooling off boilers.

Repeated extremes of contraction and expansion are

hard on boilers. The boiler e.xpurgator prevents

and removes scale, is also a preventive of foaming,

and is effective alike in all kinds of water. It has

met with great favor from users, and those wishing
to investigate its merits are asked to correspond
with the manufacturer or its agents. The boiler ex-

purgator, as well as Holm's "Tesoline" commutator
compound, whith is manufactured by the same com-
pany, is handled by the following-named selling

agents: Chas. B. Boothe & Co., Los Angeles, Cal.;

Caldwell Bros, Tacoma, Wask; Hendrie & Bolthoff

Manufacturing company, Denver, Colo.; H. P. Yale
& Co., Milwaukee, Wis., and the Southwick Oil and
Grease company, San Francisco, Cal.

December 4th was moving day for the Sprague
Electric Elevator company and Interior Conduit
and Insulation company of New York, as both
of these concerns moved to the Commercial Cable
building, 20 and 22 Broad street, where they will

occupy the entire fifteenth floor of this building, with

one of the best locations and most conveniently

equipped suite of offices in New York. Vice-presi-

dent E. H. Johnson and Second Vice-president

Frank J. Sprague are located in spacious and sightly

offices which are especially arranged for their con-
venience. The concentrating of the offices of two
large lines of business necessitated a great deal of

attention to detail, but it is in evidence that this

has been done to the best advantage in the arrange-

ment of the treasurer's office, general sales depart-

ment, contracting office, bookkeeping department,
drafting offices, billing room and mailing and filing

department. Although it might be expected that

some confusion would ensue from such consoli-

dation of interests, it was not seen at the offices.

On Monday business was being transacted as usual,

and all callers were served" with that prompt at-

tention which has always been observed at the

previous locations of these companies. The scope
and variety of the electrical apparatus which has
been manufactured by the two concerns will be very
materially added to along the lines which have been
planned, and it is apparent that a company of this

nature is in a position to furnish not only full out-

fits in electric lighting and power plants for the

average installation, but can furnish complete power
installations and complete railroad systems. It is

likely to become one of the great electrical indus-

tries of this country.

BUSINESS.
The Hartley Electrical Works, 263 Randolph

street, Chicago, are receiving considerable repair

work, of which they make a specialty. The com-
pany also buys and sells second-hand electrical ma-
chinery.

"The Warner telephone generator is becoming
quite popular among telephone men; so much so,
that the manufacturer, W. F. Warner, Muncie, In-
diana, has been unable to keep up with his orders
since the machine was first introduced.

M. I. Vought, LaCrosse, Wis., manufacturer of
the well-known "two balls" adjustable hanger for
incandescent lamps, is meeting with great success
with this useful device. It will require much over-
time work to catch up with the orders now on hand.

The Reliable Electrical Supply company, 236%
Madison street, Chicago, is meeting with gratifying
success in its business. Although a new concern,
it has firmly established itself in the electrical busi-
ness, and has already secured nrany permanent
customers who are said to be more than satisfied
with the excellent treatment received at the hands
of the Reliable company.

The Packard transformer is still holding its repu-
tation for indestructibility. As now made this
transformer is so thoroughly insulated that it seems
almost impossible to burn it out. In only very
rare cases has it been unable to withstand severe
lightning discharges. This immunity from burn-
outs has made the Packard transformer very pop-
ular, and the Electric Appliance company is reaping
the benefits of its popularity this fall in a largely
increased trade.

The O. C. White company, Worcester, Mass., is

having great success with its adjustable holders for
incandescent lamps. This useful article has been
on the market a long time, has been thoroughly
tested and seems to meet with general favor. The
White company is kept busy filling orders for these
holders, and those who are not already using them
and are in the market for an article of this kind
may find it to their interest to get further informa-
tion from the company.

Hugo Reisinger of 38 Beaver street. New York,
sole agent of the celebrated "Electra" highest grade
Nuremberg carbons, says that the outlook for the
present season is most promising. The large and
numerous orders that have lately reached him prove
not only an increase in business, but that station

managers are fully aware of the advantages gained
by the use of this carbon. The European factory

Mr. Reisinger represents has been enlarged re-

cently, thus enabling him to fill orders for the largest

quantities of carbons on short notice.

John Child, western agent for A. O. Schoon-
maker of New York, is exhibiting at his Chi-
cago office a magnificent piece of mica. Mr.
Child is doing excellent work for the Schoon-
n;aker mica, and this evidence of the splendid

character of the product which he is disposing of

should interest purchasers. There is, as is well

known, a good market for mica for various pur-
poses in the West, and there is no reason why, with
such an excellent mica to handle, Mr. Child cannot
greatly increase his business during the coming
year.

The eleventh edition of the annual catalogue of

W. R. Ostrander & Co. of 22 Dey street. New York,
is out. This is the largest catalogue which has been
as yet issued by this firm, containing 247 pages of

matter of interest to the electrical trade. It has
a complete list of all the goods which are manufac-
tured by this concern. Because of the enlargement
of the factory, the firm is enabled to increase its

business. Especial attention has been given to the

hiring of skilled mechanics and to better shipping
facilities, the latter enabling the concern to fill all

orders promptly. One of the prominent features

in the catalogue is the large number of designs for

speaking-tube whistles and annunciators; but it

would seem that about everything that a possible

purchaser could desire could be found in this cata-

logue, which is profusely illustrated. A new de-

partment has been made for the handling of telephone

and telegraph supplies. W. R. Ostrander & Co.
have steadily advanced in their line of business, and
have paid special attention to the manufacture of

patented articles controlled by themselves in the

line of speaking tubes, hardware, electric bell goods,
electric light material, telegraph and telephone

goods.

A quarter of a century ago less than a score of

firms were engaged in the manufacture of piston

packings. Of late years hundreds have engaged in

the business, and every engineer knows that the

market is flooded with all kinds of packings. The
use of some of these may get him into trouble.

The great increase in the use of steam machinery,
with higher speed and higher pressures, has cre-

ated a demand for superior packings for the pistons

and plungers of engines, pumps, pumping, hy-

draulic and ice and refrigerating machinery. There
is one firm in this line whose reception from the

start was of a most cordial nature, through its

untiring efforts to serve its patrons faithfully and
with high-grade packing of known reliability for

quality, durability and economy. The word Gar-
lock stands for excellence in the manufacture of

packings for steam, water, gas, ammonia, etc., and
is recognized by engineers in every country. The
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customers of the Gaxlock Packing company are

numbered by the thousands in all civilized sections

of the world. The steam engine has been the great

civilizing agent of the world, and wherever it is

found, there, also, are Garlock packings; the two

go hand in hand in nearly every part of the globe.

Devoting themselves to the production of electri-

cal novelties, the gentlemen in charge of the Ohio
Electric Works of Cleveland have made an enviable

reputation. The company is working night and

day to meet the demand for its battery table

lamp, necktie light, dollar motor and bicycle light.

Those in charge know the different needs of all

branches of the business, and they are prepared to

fill orders promptly from the comprehensive stock

carried at all times or by special contract. The
productions of the Ohio Electric Works are char-

acterized not alone by fitness of material and ex-

cellence of workmanship, but by originality and
merit of design, worked out by the employes of the

company, who are, of course, especially skilled in

the work of this house. The head of the concern
gives his personal supervision to every department,
and the company is able to invite correspondence
with complete confidence in its ability to offer in-

ducements which cannot fail to compel favorable
consideration. The Ohio Electric Works desire

agents everywhere to sell the four leading electric

novelties before mentioned. Excellent terms will be
extended, and those desiring pleasant and profitable
employment are requested to enter into correspond-
ence with the company.
The Wheeler Reflector company of Boston, Mass.,

manfacturer of the celebrated Wheeler reflectors,

reports an increasing demand for reflectors, shades,
etc., of which it makes hundreds of different styles.

A specialty in this line is show-window lighting.

Merchants are recognizing the importance and value
.of well lighted stores and show windows; and the
extensive use of electricity and patent gas burners

. for this purpose has made reflectors and shades
almost a necessity when the matter of efficiency and

iconomy is considered. The Wheeler system of
icflectors, electric, oil and gas, is based on the gen-
eral principle of special shapes for special uses,
and numerous styles have been originated on mathe-
matical principles, thus saving and making useful
light that otherwise would be wasted. This com-
pany also manufactures electric and oil headlights
for street railway use, and has recently brought out
another electric headlight, with parabolic reflector,
requiring no hole in the dashboard, and which pro-
jects but 4% inches, being amply protected by the
buffer. The superiority of this headlight is being
proved by its exceedingly rapid adoption on street
railways throughout the country. For nearly a
score of years the Wheeler Reflector company has
been bringing out specialty after specialty of rec-
ognized practical merit, the value of which has been
attested by that imitation by other makers which is

the sincerest flattery. The latest catalogues of the
company show the progress that is being made in
np-lo-date illumination.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

594.379- Electric System of Propulsion. William M.
Brown, Johnstown, Pa. Application filed May
II, 1897.

Motors and an electro-magnetic closer are earned by

the vehicle, and an energizing coil for ihe closer is fixed

in series with the motors and connected through a switch

to the terminals of an independent source of electric sup-

ply carried by the vehicle.

594,382. Signaling System. Henry A. Chase, Bos-
ton, Mass. Application filed January 23, 1893.

A signal transmitting apparatus is constructed to trans-

mit a number of impulses indicative of the apparatus and
additional impulses indicative of different signals, and

. comprises a receiving instrument or relay responsive to

all the impulses transmitted, an audible signal normally
passive or non-responsive to the impulses indicative of the

apparatus, and a controller for tbe audible signal gov-

erned by the relay and controlling the operation of the
audible signal to cause the audible signal to become re-

sponsive to each additional impulse indicative of the dif-

erent signals.

594,386. Electric Contact Device and Conductor
Construction Therefor. John M. Dortch, Johns-
town, Pa. Application filed January 19. 1897.

An electric contact device is carried by the conductor,
having a plurality of supporting portions and cam-faces in

alignment with the conductor hangers.

594,407. Telephone Line Switch. Gilbert Lay,

Licking, Mo. Application filed October 10,

1896.

This switch comprises a movable pair of connected me-
tallic arms, a second pair of such arms, insulated bridging
strips on one arm of each pair, and stationary contact
points connected to the line wires, and an intermediate
connecting plate spanned by the bridging strips.

NO. 594.489-

594,426. . Electric Arc Lamp. Henry R. Quinby,
Rochester, N. Y. Application filed February
18, 1897.

There is the combination with the movable armature
having the tapering recess, of the carbon clamp embody-
ing the collar through which the carbon passes movable
in the recess, having the radial apertures and the balls ar-
ranged in the apertures and engaging the walls of the
tapering recess, and also the carbon, and a releasing pro-
jection co-operating with the clamp collar.

594,435- Combined Gas and Electric Generator
Plant. Sidney H. Short, Cleveland, Ohio. Ap-
plication filed May 4, 1896.

A gas retort, means for heating the same, a coke-holder
communicating with but insulated from tbe retort, an elec-
trolyte in which the carbon-holder is immersed, a material
electro-negative with respect to the coke, and means for
healing the electro-negative material and electrolyte by
the products of combustion of the retort-heating means.

594,471. Electrically Controlled Block Signal for

Railways. Robert J. Hewett, St. Louis, Mo.
Application filed August 20, 1896.

A block having a plurality of insulated track sections is

described, each section being provided with art independ-
ent track circuit, signals in independent signal operating
circuits for each direction of travel, and interlocking mag-
netic devices controlling the signal circuits and included
in the track circuits.

594,488. Polycircuit Dynamo. Irving R. Prentiss,

Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed November 9,

1896.

A multipolar dynamo-electric machine having separate
independent circuits, each connected with part of the
poles and their corresponding brushes and disconnected
from the other poles and brushes.

Issued November jo, i8gy.

504,489. Polycircuit Dynamo. Irving R. Prentiss,

Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed March 31,

1897.

A closed-coil armature having the brushes under each
pair of field magnets of opposite polarity connected in
series with an external circuit is described.

594,493. Electric Brake. Sidney H. Short, Cleve-
land, Ohio. Application filed May 10, 1897.

Claim is made for tbe combination with circuits closed
upon themselves in a closed magnetic field of means for
inducing heavy currents in the closed circuits.

594,575- Electrically Operated Switch. Walter D.
Stanton, Springfield, Mass. Application filed

January 14, 1897.

In an electrically operated railway switch tbe combina-
tion with insulated sections of the main and siding rails,

of a pivoted switch-rail movable in a horizontal plane, an
electro-magnet located beneath and at a distance from the
free end of the switch-rail, and having electrical connec-
tion with one of the insulated raii-seciions and also with
one of the main or siding rail-sections, a lever moving in a
vertical plane and interposed between the magnet and
switch-rail, the lever being fulcrumed at an intermediate
point in its height, and having a loose connection at its

upper end with the switch-rail, and a retracting spring
connected to the lever,

594,585. Electric Arc Lamp. Thomas E. Adams,
Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed January 21,

1897.

One claim is for the combination with a lamp-arm hav-
ing a pin or projection thereon, of a carbon guide com-
prising an expansible body portion provided at one of its

ends with an arm adapted to engage the pin or projection
on the lamp arm. and fingers projecting upwardly and in-

wardly from the body portion, the fingers having pointed
free ends to engage the carbon passing through the guide.

594,618. Electric Switch. Monroe Guett, Hartford,

Conn. Application filed May 29, 1897.

Push-buttons are connected with the oscillating plate; a
locking lever is adapted to tngage with tbe plate during
a part of its oscillation ; a crank arm is engaged by a lock-
ing lever; a spindle is connected with the crank-arm

;
poles

are mounted upon the spindle, and a spring is arranged to

engage with the oscillating plate and also with tbe crank-
arm.

594,656. Electric Switch. Ferdinand Schwedtmann,
St, Louis, Mo. Application filed December 14,

1896.

A suitable contact part is adapted with a switch-blade to

make contact, a solid pivot post carrying the switch-blade
and having formed in it a slot at the termination of the
opening for the reception of the switch-blade, and a con-
tact spring firmly secured in the slot with the free end be-

tween the pivot post and the switch-blade.

594,665. Electric Brake. William Weihl, New
York, N. Y. Application filed October 22, 1896.

Electro-magnets are mounted to vibrate, and means are
provided for closing a circuit through the electro-magnets

;

a hand-brake is provided with a gsar-wheel ; a brake rod
is connected with the operating lever of the electric-brake
system and is provided with a rack engaging with the
gear-wheel on the hand brake, and a ratchet wheel and
pav/1 in connection with the hand-brake.

504,678. Electric Burglar Alarm; Thomas A.
Clarke, Bootle, England. Application filed Jan-
uary 12, 1897.

Two portions form the upp9r and lower parts of the

wedge, with a series of thin contact p'ates forming the

hinge and arranged with contacts of opposite polarity side
by side and covering a greater portion of the surface of

the wedge, whereby if a metal tool be used to push it away
it will complete the circuit by bridging the distance be-
tween two contacts,

594,682. Electric Arc Lamp. Thomas E. Drohan,
Chicago, 111. Application filed July 9, 1897.

Features of this mechanism are a tubular part through
which the carbon is adapted to be ted, of a trigger adapted
to rest upon the carbon as it is fed through the passage
and to engage with the tubular part after the carbon has
passed the trigger.

594,687. Commutator. Charles J. Greiner, St.

Louis, Mo. Application filed August 31, 1897.

A commutator cylinder has a periphery consisting of
certain segments, other segments arranged alternately
with the former segments, while still other segments are
arranged in longitudinal alignment with the second seg-

ments, and the non-conducting surfaces are arranged in

alignment with the first segments.

594,700. Electric Pleasure Railway. Luke Lilley,

Cincinnati, Ohio-. Application filed February

4, 1896.

This invention consists of inclined railway tracks lead-

ing to the base of a dark tower and thence spirally around
the inside of the outer wall of the tower to the top, the
track leading to the base of an observation tower, with a

spiral railway arranged around the outside and leading to
the top, forming an observation tower.

594.702. Electric Railway. Robert Lundell, Brook-
lyn, N. Y. Application filed August 24, 1896.
Patented in England September 17, 1896.

Three sets of surface contacts are employed, one set be-
ing connected to the positive or plus current main, the
second to the negative or minus main or return, and the
third set connected to the track rails through switching
electro-magnets.

504,744. Means for Controlling Electric Currents.
Patrick Kennedy, Brooklyn, N. Y. Application
filed April 26, 1897.

One claim is given: In a device for controlling electric
currents, the combination with a dynamo, an external cir-
cuit fed by said dynamo, a solenoid in said external cir-
cuit, the movable core of said solenoid and its spring, a
rheostat in the field magnet circuit of the dynamo, and

- mechanism substantially as described whereby the move-
ment of the solenoid core controls the resistance in the
said field magnet coils, of a branch circuit from the main
exterior circuit, means for breaking said branch circuit, an
electro-magnet in said branch circuit, an armature lever,
one arm of which is coupled to the spring of the solenoid
core and the other provided with an armature in the field
of force of said electro-magnet and said armature, whereby
when said branch circuit is broken the tension of said
spring is reduced.

NO 594 6S2

594,745. Pole-changing Mechanism for Electric
Generators. Patrick Kennedy, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Application filed April 26, 1897.

Two relatively shallow circumferential grooves and a
deeper spiral groove connect two circumferential grooves
and form deflecting shoulders at the points of intersection
therewith; a shifting lever has a stud which engages a
groove in the helix and gearing between the armature of
the dynamo and the helix, whereby the former rotates the
latter, and a pole-changer connected with and adapted to
be operated by the shifting lever when the direction of the
rotation of the dynamo is reversed.

594,779. Regulating Electric Motors. Albert G.

Davis, Washington, D. C. Original application

filed November 17, 1896. Divided and this ap-

plication filed July 17, 1897.

A plurality of motors is coupled in tandem, with phase-
advancing devices adapted to neutralize in whole or in

part the self-induction of the intermediate circuits.

594,800. Electric Rail Bond. Slaughter W. Huff,

Baltimore. Md. Original application filed Au-
gust 29, 1S96. Divided and this application filed

March II, 1897.

A bond for electrical connections, comprising a flat-

metal body portion composed of a number of parts which
render it flexible edgewise, and attaching lugs integral

with the ends of the body portion and termed of the same
original body of metal as the body portion.
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Death of Gardiner Greene Hubbard.
A conspicuous figure in tlie early history of the

telephone and probably the most important factor

in the commercial development of the industry,

passed away in the death of Gardiner Greene Hub-
bard early Saturday morning, December nth, at

his country residence, Twin Oaks, Woodley Lane,

near Washington, D. C. Mr. Hubbard's health had

been failing for several weeks, but the announcement

of his death found his friends wholly unprepared for

the shock. It was known that he was in ill health,

but there had not been the slightest knowledge of

his serious condition, which steadily grew worse dur-

ing Friday afternoon and night, until the time of his

death, three o'clock Saturday morning. His last ap-

pearance before the Geographic Society, in which or-

ganization he always took great pride and interest, was

on the evening the members of the organization made

an excursion to the Naval Observatory and _
inspected the scientific instruments used

in that department of the government's

work. Mr. Hubbard did not accompany
the party, but on their return trip the mem-
bers called at Twin Oaks and spent a

short while with their president. Mr.

Hubbard seemingly enjoyed and appreci-

ated the impromptu visit very much, and
entertained his guests in his usual hospit-

able manner. His last appearance at a

public function was on the evening of Oc-
tober 26th. the occasion of the reception

tendered Dr. Nansen, the arctic explorer,

at the .\rlington. President Hubbard re-

ceived the guests. Shortly before this he

had accompanied the scientists on their

excursion to Cabin John Bridge and par-

icipated in the field work of the day. He
\\as also present and presided at the lec-

ture of Prince Kropotkin at the Columbia
Theater. On this occasion Mr. Hubbard
was also seemingly in the best of health.

He introduced the lecturer and sat through
the afternoon an interested listener to all

that was said about Russia and the Siber'an

territory. After the Nansen reception Mr.
Hubbard vrds seldom seen in public, how--

ever. He was compelled to appoint some-
one to preside in his stead at the subse-

quent meetings of the society.

Mr. Hubbard's career was truly remark-
able. He was born at Boston on August
J5, 1822. and throughout his entire life

continued intimately associated with the
afifairs of his native place, for which he
had a strong affection. His fatlier was
Samuel Hubbard, a justice of the Supreme
Court of Massachusetts, and his mother
was a daughter of Gardiner Greene of

Boston, then one of the three wealthiest

men in America. The Hubbard family is

a very old and honorable one in Massa-
chusetts. Gardiner Hubbard was gradu-
ated from Dartmouth College in 1841, and
after studying law at Cambridge was ad-
mitted to practice in 1843 in Boston. In

1873 Itc went to Washington, where he
practiced law until 1878.

At that time he became interested in

telephony and gave up the practice of law
to devote all of his attention to the com-
mercial development of the invention
that was then considered even by Bell him-
self a mere toy. He formed the National Tele-
phone company that exploited Bell's original pat-
ent and was afterward merged into the American
Bell Telephone company. He was the controlling
spirit in the enterprise, and it was his shrewd man-
agement and prescience that enabled the Bell in-

terests to maintain their commanding position in

the telephone field in spite of all competition. The
policy of the parent company in retaining control
of the exchanges and the operating companies rent-
ing instruinents to subscribers instead of selling them
outright, was Mr. Hubbard's idea, and was only
one of many steps he took which made the tele-

phone for many years the absolute property' of the
Bell interests. He went to Europe and organized
several telephone companies, among them the In-
ternational and the Oriental. He recognized the
w^orth of the Berliner invention, which has since
been the subject of bitter controversy, and pur-
chased it before any separate company could be
organized to exploit it. Valuable concessions were
granted to him by the Russian government, and he
repaid the empire by giving it one of the best tele-

phone systems in Europe, He retained his connection
with the parent company, although he had long since
retired from the active management of the concern.

While he resided in Massachusetts Mr. Hubbard
was interested in many public enterprises, his most
notable achievement being the establishment, through
his influence, of the Clarke School for the Blind
at Northampton. He was for 10 years a member
of the Massachusetts State Board of Education, and
of the Centennial Commission of 1876. President
Grant appointed him in 1876 a special commissioner
to investigate the subject of railway mail transporta-

tion. Mr. Hubbard was a strong advocate of gov-
ernment ownership of railroads. He was an elo-

quent and logical speaker, and possessed high
education and refinement. Pie was perhaps most
popularly known as president of the National Geo-
graphic Society. He was also first vice-president

of the American Association to Promote Oral In-

struction of the Deaf, and of the American Associa-

tion of Inventors and Manufacturers. He was a

GARDINEK GREENE HUBBARD.

member of the board of trustees of the Church of

the Covenant, the Boaid of Trade, and also of the

Columbian University; a member of the Board of

Trustees of the Clarke Institution of Northampton,
Mass., and of various other corporations and benevo-
lent associations.

The funeral services were held at the Church of

the Covenant in Washington and the burial at Rock
Creek cemetery. The honorary pallbearers were
Justice Brown of the United States Supreme Court,

Senator Hoar, ex-Senator Dawes, President Gilinan

of Johns Hopkins University, President Whitman
of Columbian University. ex-Secretary John W. Fos-

ter, ex-Secretary Herbert, Professor Langley of the

Smithsonian Institution, Professor Newcomb of

the Naval Observatory, Major Powell of the Bureau
of Ethnology, Anthony Pollock and James E. Fitch.

The active pallbearers were the 16 officers and rnem-
Ijers of the board of management of the National
Geographic Society, as follows: General A. W.
Greely. Marcus Baker, William H. Dall. C. Hart
Merriam. Professor C. K. Gilbert. H. S. Ogden.
E:verett Hayden, Henry Gannett, H. F. Blount. W.
T. McGee. C. W, Dabney. F. H. Newell, David T.

bay. W. B. Powell, John Hyde and John B. Wight.

The following appreciative sketch by William E.

Curtis, the Washington correspondent of the Chi-
cago Record, will be read with interest:

"One of the best men that ever lived will be buried
under the naked trees of Rock Creek cemetery to-

morrow—Gardiner Greene Hubbard. His noble life

was prolonged for 76 years, but was terminated sud-
denly last Saturday morning at the height of his
usefulness, even while his generous soul was en-
gaged in forming plans for the benefit and happiness
of his fellow-men. He was blessed with great
wealth, and appreciated fully and sensibly the ad-
vantages and opportunMies it afforded for doing good.
.Although he retired from what is called active busi-
ness many years ago, few men had less leisure or
enjoyed labor more, for he transferred his activity

fiom one field to another, and his mind, his hands
and his money were busy in enterprises in art, sci-

ence, literature and philanthropy, instead oi buying
and selling merchandise. Surrounded by

'^'''' the luxuries, comforts and conveniences,
with two hospitable mansions—one in this

city and one on the hills overlooking Wash-
ington—filled with books and pictures and
statuary, and all that attracts and engages
men of refinement and culture, he lived a

simple, frugal, unostentatious life, whose
happiest hours were spent with his grand-
children, planning for their pleasure and
watching their games or arranging hospi-

lalities for the entertainment of his friends.

I )ne of his daughters is the wife of Charles

J. Bell, a banker of this city, who had
charge of the inauguration ceremonies last

March. Another is the wife of Alexander
(jraham Bell, the inventor of the telephone.

Mr. Hubbard conducted the business trans-

actions in the development and practical

:il)plication of that invention. For several

\ears he w^as the active head of the Bell

Telephone company, but after it was fully

organized he retired in favor of younger
men who had the benefit of his training

and ahvays sought his advice upon matters
of importance. It would take many pages
to describe the marked characteristics of

his unique personality and the various en-
terprises in which he was engaged and the

achievements he accomplished. The great

hobby of his later life W"a3 the National
Geographic Society, and the only honor
he sought w"as the presidency of that or-

ganization. He was a regent of the Smith-
sonian Institution, a director in many
financial, industrial and benevolent corpo-
rations, the chairman of the board of trus-

tees of the Presbyterian Church of the

Covenant, the silent partner in many en-

terprises of charity, the unseen "angel''

behind many undertalcings and publications

in science, literature and art. and was al-

was a bank upon which one could draw
when money was required for a good ob-
ject. Of a singularly amiable and unas-
suming disposition, his moveinents were
always transparent, but his sympathetx
nature embraced everything that was good,

as bis upright soul shrank from all that

was tainted. No citizen of Washington
was more universally respected or deeply
loved. None would be more sincerely

mourned."

Telephone News from the Northwest.
[From the Minneapolis correspondent of the Western Elec-

trician. 1

Vermillion, S. D., has telephone connection over
the Northwestern Telephone company's lines with
the Twin Cities, Sioux City and other points.

Yankton will soon be in connection.

The City Council of Sheboygan, Wis., has in-

structed the city attorney to proceed against the

Wisconsin Telephone company to compel the re-

moval of its poles and lines, as it has no franchise,

while the local company has an exclusive franchise.

Andrew Stevens has been appointed manager of

the Wisconsin Telephone company's office in Mer-
rill, Wis., succeeding John Avery, who was trans-

ferred to Grand Rapids.
The Atlantic. Corning and Mt. Etna Telephone

company has been incorporated to build a line from

Atlantic, la., to Corning.
D. B. Foster of Fairchild. Wis., sought to pre-

vent the Wisconsin Valley Telephone company
from planting a pole in front of his house by chop-

ping it down. The officers of the coinpany say they

will sue for damages.
Dell Rapids, S. D., now has connection with Sioux

City, la., over the Northwestern Telephone Ex-
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change company's system. Sioux Falls, S. D., is

also on the line.

The Wisconsin Valley Telephone company is ar-

ranging- to connect with Washburn, Wis.

Work has been begun on the telephone line

of Rowe Brothers from Pierre to the Black Hills

of South Dakota. It is expected to have the line

completed by March ist.

The Soo Line has put in a telephone exchange

at Oakes, N. D. The patrons supplied the instru-

ments, and the road furnished wire, poles and

switchboard connection.

The Chippewa Falls, Wis., Telephone company
has been incorporated with $25,000 capital stock.

The new exchange will be in operation in a few

weeks,
. .

The Cedar Valley Telephone company is buildmg

a line from Waverly, la., to Nashua, in the same

state.

The Mississippi Valley Telephone company of

Keokuk, la., has been compelled by increasing busi-

ness to order a 500 drop switchboard to replace the

present one of 300 drops.

There are about 1,800 telephones in use in Sioux

City, la. The Iowa Telephone company has 1,000

and the Home Telephone company 800 or more.

The Marquette County Telephone company has

been compelled to put in a larger switchboard at

Ishpeming, Mich. The company has 750 instru-

ments in use in Ishpeming, Negaunee and Marquette.

The Wisconsin Telephone company announces a

reduction of 50 cents per month at Ashland, Wis.,

where the Wisconsin Valley has made application

for a franchise.

The American Telephone and Telegraph company-
has applied for a long-distance franchise at Winona,
Minn. ^

Big Power Station at Niagara Falls.

The extension to the central power station of the

Niagara Falls Power company has practically been

completed on the outside, and, as shown in the ac-

companying picture, it is one of the most magnficent

power stations to be found in the world. When this

company erected the first section of its power house

the style of architecture and general finish was very

much admired. Its substantiality in all parts was
impressive of the fact that the company was not

building for a day or in any temporary manner, but,

to use a popular expression, it was evident that it

had come to stay. During the period of service

the first section of the building has given satisfac-

tion, so much so that the extension, which is twice

as long as the original building, has been erected

on exactly the same style of architecture and of the

same material.

The length of the original section was 140 feet,

and that of the addition is 286 feet, making the pres-

ent length of the power house 426 feet. This length

covers the entire wheel-pit and will afiford ample
room for installing the seven additional generators

necessary to make the product of the station 50,000

horse power. This length covers 10 inlets, which
afford a water supply for 10 turbines.

The 50-ton electric crane will run the entire length

of the interior to assist in placing the machinery.

Work on installing the fourth turbine and generator

is now in progress.

Viewed from any side the building is of striking

beauty. The outer surface is of limestone, and the

inner walls for a height of six feet from the floor

are of enameled brick, while above that point is

ordinary brick coated with white enamel paint. The
designs for the building, it will be recalled, were by
McKim, Mead & White of New York,

Street Railways in Pennsylvania.

In the annual report of Major I. B. Brown, chief

of the State Bureau of Railways of Pennsylvania,
which has just been completed, the data upon the

total capitalization shows tliat the amount of capital

stock outstanding June 30, 1897, was $143,489,309;
funded indebtedness. $42,812,430; current liabilities,

$34,266,976, or a total capitalization of $220,568,715.

Of capital stock and funded indebtedness outstand-
ing the corporations themselves' own $52,314,349.
While there have not been many consolidations or
mergers in law, yet practically there has been a
large number of cases where traction companies, as

authorized by law, have leased the lines of other
street railway corporations upon a nominal rental,

and the stock or a large portion of the' stock of the

leased company is assigned to the traction company,
the stockholders talking in lieu thereof the stock
of the traction company.

It is claimed that the great advance in the
total capitalization during the last six or eight years
is largely due to the fact that when a traction com-
pany takes charge of the lines by lease, merger or
consolidation, the capitalization of the traction com-
pany is made usually two or three times as great

as was the combined capital stock of the companies
leased, merged or consolidated. By this process of

controlling the lines of street railways in Penn-
sylvania, the stock capitalization per mile of road
is increased to an amount far exceeding the average
cost of steam railways and their equipment in the
United States. Major Brown says it may not be
improper to suggest that the process referred to is

an effort by the management of the street railway
enterprises to make them pay a dividend upon a
much larger capitalization than fairness to the pub-
lic would warrant, The total gross earnings from

operations were $18,879,649; income from other
sources, $8,516,840, or a total income of $27,396,489.
The receipts have fallen off in a measurable degree
from those of the previous year. Major Brown says:

"In all probability the use of the bicycle by busi-
ness people and pleasure-seekers is the prolific source
of the reduction in the receipts of many street rail-

way companies. In cities where favorable conditions
do not e.xist for the use of the bicycle, where the
hills are steep and not easy of ascent or descent,
the railway companies probably have not been af-

fected by the use of the wheel to so great an extent,

but in cities like Harrisburg and many others it

cannot be gainsaid that the bicycle has become a
most serious competitor of the railway."
To reinforce this view of the case an observation

was made on Third street, Harrisburg, during the
month of October, 1897. The observation covered •

two days from seven in the morning to si.K in the
evening. During that time 6,078 persons passed a
given point, 1,962 in the cars and 4,116 on bicycles;

67,7 per cent, on bicycles and 32.3 per cent, on the
cars, or more than two to one in favor of the wheel.
To what extent this large number of bicycle riders

affected the receipts of the traction company can
only be conjectured.
The total cost of road and equipment is reported

to be $118,250,014, and Major Brown suggests that

the disparity between these figures and the total

capitalization of $220,568,715 is so great that it can
be accounted for only in one way, and that is by the
fictitious issue of stock and possibly of bonds.
The total of operating expenses is given at $10,-

power. These engines, too, must be vertical, and
the cross-compound type is required. A maximum
speed of 460 revolutions per minute will be allowed.
The successful bidder must set up his engine or
engines within 90 days from the date of the contract,
at Sixty-eighth street, under a forfeit of $25 a day
after that time. Then he must operate it or them
for a period not less than 30 nor more than 60 days
until the tests are made. If the tests are satisfactory,

payment will then be made in full. If not, the con-
tractor will be given 30 days to correct the faults,

and after that there is a forfeit of $10 a day to -the

purchaser until the engine or engines is made sat-

isfactory.

Ten series arc dynamos of 150 lights capacity each
are required. Ten ammeters are also mentioned in

the dynamo specifications. Bids are asked for belt-

driven machines and for dynamos arranged for di-

rect connection. The normal current output must be
9.6 amperes and the maximum voltage 7,750. The
speed must not exceed 650 revolutions per minute for

belted dynamos or 460 revolutions per minute for

direct-connected machines. The frame must be of

soft cast-iron with wrought-iron pole-pieces. The
field coils must be wound in the form of spools,

easily removable from the cores. The armature must
be a Gramme ring with removable coils and a core
of laminated metal. No band wires are allowed.
An automatic regulator is specified, and the com-
mutator must be of the open type. A commercial
efficiency not less than 87 per cent, at full load is

to be guaranteed. The heating limits allowed are
75° F. above atmosphere in the armature; the same
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075,644; taxes, $1,567,335; interest on funded debt,

81,919,084; rentals, $7,736,525; other expenses,

$942,481; dividends, $5,214,874; a total of $27,455,-

943. If these figures are correct, then the disburse-

ments have by a small amount exceeded the income
during the year. The report shows that there are

in the service of the street railways of Pennsylvania

4.914 motor cars and 499 other cars, or a total of

S.413, and that the number of employes is 12,079, to

whom was paid during the year $6,920,692, The
number of passengers carried is shown to be 409,-

723.418.

During the year there were 18 passengers killed

and 519 injured. Grade crossings seem to have been
responsible for many of the accidents.

Sperifications for Chicago Street
Lighting Plants.

Controller Waller of Chicago, through City Elec-

trician Ellicott, has issued the specifications for the

engines, dynamos, lamps, wire, etc., which are to be

purchased for the municipal arc lighting plant at

the Sixty-eighth street pumping station. Proposals

will be received at the controller's office in the city

hall at 10 a. m., on December 22d.

Bids are solicited on three classes of engines-
Corliss cross-compound, high-speed compound di-

rect-connected to countershaft, and high-speed di-

rect-connected to dynamos. All engines are to be
run condensing. The Corliss type must be a ver-

tical cross-compound belted engine of not less than

1,200 indicated horse power at one-quarter cut-off

and 125 pounds steam pressure. The maximum
speed allowed for this type is 100 revolutions per

minute. Two engines, each of 600 horse power, will

be needed, if the second, or vertical high-speed com-
pound, type is selected. These engines are designed

to be direct-connected to a countershaft by clutch

couplings. The maximum speed for these engines

is 250 revolutions per minute, with steam pressure

as before. The third class of engines in contem-
plation is intended for direct connection to the

dynamos. Ten would be required, each of 125 horse

in field coils and frame, and 100° in bearings after

a continuous run of 14 hours at half and full load.

The dynamos must be capable of operating with

a load of 10 lamps or an overload of 10 lamps, and
the regulator must not require adjustment from no
load to full load. The contractor is required to

set up the dynamos and start them within 60 days
from the date of the contract, under penalty of a

daily forfeit of $25. The tests will be made within

10 days after dynamos are set up, and if satisfactory

the machines will be accepted. If not. the con-

tractor will be allowed 30 days to correct the faults.

If the dynamos do not then comply with the require-

ments, they will be rejected.

The arc lamps required will be about i.ioo in

number, of 2,000 nominal candle power each, with

the same number of brackets and hoods. The lamps
must be provided for single carbons capable of burn-
ing 14 hours. They are to be equipped with globes,

globe holders and all attachments complete. The
frame is to be of the single side-rod type, and the

shells must be of polished and lacquered copper or

brass. The lamps must feed between 48 and 53
volts, and the point of cut-off must not exceed 65

volts. A sample or design of the lamp, bracket and
hood must be submitted with the bid.

About 246 miles of the best quality of weather-

proof line wire will be required, half to be delivered

at Sixty-eighth street and half at the Englewood
Fire Alarm Office on Wentworth avenue, near Sixty-

third street. It is to be of No. 6 B. & S. gauge.

Bidders must state the weight per mile of wire, and
a 50-foot sample must be submitted with the bid.

The poles are to be of cedar. 40 feet high and not

less than seven inches in diameter at the top. They
must be smoothly shaved and painted with one
good priming coat of white lead and boiled oil.

About 700 will be required. The other supplies in-

clude galvanized iron wire. 10,000 glass insulator.^.

9,000 locust pins, 1.500 cross-arms. etc.

All bids must be for a type of apparatus which has
been in successful commercial operation for at least

two years, and the usual bond for patent infringe-

ment, etc., must be given.
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Electrical Exh,ibitJon.

An informal meeting of the officers of thc- Elec-
trical Exhibition company of New York was held
on Monday, December 6th, for the purpose of giving
the promoters of the enterprise an opportunity to

present their plans to representatives of the electrical

press.

Hugh H. Harrison, chairjiian of the executive
committee, explained that before the organization
was formed there had been a large number of in-

quiries upon the subject of an electrical exhibition,
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Formation of a Wire Trust.
It is generally admitted that a great wire trust is

in course of formation.
Representatives of a majority of the steel wire,

rod and nail manufacturers were in conference De-
cember Qth, relative to the pending scheme of con-
solidation of all their interests into one corporation.
The meeting was held in New York and was at-
tended by John W. Gates of the Consolidated Steel
and Wire company, J. H. Parks and J. C. Pierson of
Boston, Philip W. Moen, William E. Rice and
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screen and netting wire, in addition to that used for
electrical and kindred purposes. In fact thc plan is
to secure the entire and absolute control of the wire
manufacture of the country.
The first admission of importance is contained in

the statement given out by Philip W. Moen, treasurer
and general manager of the Washburn & Moen Man-
ufacturing company; "No scheme looking to a trust
in the proper use of the term has been under con-
sideration, but for the purposes of economy in ad-
ministration and in the manufacture of wire and wire
products several of thc larger manufacturers are
proposing to form a new corporation, under the di-
rection of J. P. Morgan & Co. of New York, to
take over as going concerns several establishments
that are engaged, some in mining ore and coal and
the manufacture of steel and .others in the
manufacture of wire and wire products, with the
expectation that most beneficial results will ensue,
both to the manufacturers and to the buyers and
consumers. The Washburn & Moen Manufacturing
company has been approached with reference to thc
purchasing of the shares of the capital stock of this
corporation at a price which will properly represent
the value of the business conducted by it.

' It is

quite possible that negotiations now going on
may be concluded to this end within a few
months. In this event, each shareholder may then
look for an opportunity of receiving a price for his
stock which will represent the value of the business
conducted and the large surplus which has grad-
ually been accumulating during the past 10 years.
Should the sale eventuate, there will be no change
in the continuance of the works under the present
general management, but simply a transfer of the.
ownership of the shares."

ELECTRICAL EXHIBITION.

and the desire had been expressed that one be held
in New York the coming spring. Mr. Harrison also

said that upon hearing that no effort was being made
in Chicago or elsewhere in the same line, it was de-
cided to perfect the organization, which' was done;
and that in the short time that had ensued a great

deal had been accomplished. Madison Square Gar-
den had been leased for the month of May, 189S.

This placed at the disposal of the company ,15,000

square feet of floor space, and it is hoped that it

will enable the management to avoid confusion and
crowding." A floor will be laid covering the arena

boxes, which will be nine feet above the cement
floor of Madison Square Garden. A promenade will

be arranged around the entire exhibition on this

floor of 10 feet, and just above this will be an ex-

hibit space of II feet. Mr. Harrison said that in

the Electrical E.xhibition held at the Grand Central

Palace in May, 1896, there was used one battery of

boilers of 600 horse power, and 12 different engines
and dynamos, and at this early day the indications

were that there would be three bateries of boilers

and a very large increase in the operative exhibits

of both engines and dynamos.
General Manager Marcus Nathan explained in de-

tail the general arrangement of exhibits as shown in

the accompanying illustrations, and added that at

present there was sold one-third of the full amount
of floor space that was occupied at the Grand Cen-
tral Palace. Applications were being filed very
rapidly, and desirable space would soon be a diffi-

cult thing to procure if the demand kept on the

w-ay it had during the past 10 days. It was pleasant

to notice', he said, that among the first to send ap-

plications for space were those who exhibited a year

ago, all being anxious for still larger assignments.

Mr. Nathan also informed those present that espe-

cial attention would be given to securing novelties

in the electrical line.

There were present Hugh H. Harrison, chairman
of the executive committee; George F. Porter, sec-

letary and treasurer; Marcus Nathan, general man-
ager; C. -A. Lieb of the board of directors; W. D.
Weaver, American Electrician; C. W. Price, Elec-
trical Review; T. C. Martin, Electrical Engineer;
W. J. Johnston, Electrical Worid; W. T. Hunt.
Electrical Age; W. F. Osborne, Western Elec-
trician. Letters of regret were read from L. F.

Requa and Charles D. Shain.

Judge Dewey of the Washburn & Moen Manufactur-
ing company. Worcester, Mass.; G. H. Ten-Broek
and D. J. Wolff of St. Louis, George Oliver
and H. T. Oliver of Pittsburg, the Chis-
holms of Cleveland, representning the Horse
Power Nail company and the Cleveland Roll-
ing Mill company; Frank Baackes of the Salem
Wire Nail company, and I. L. Ellwood of the Ell-

wood Manufacturing company. It is understood
that the whole scheme of consolidation is to be
underwritten by the banking house of J. P. Morgan
& Co. Three appraisers have been appointed, rep-
resenting different parts of the country, to whom
the estimates of each firm as to the value' of its estab-
lishment have been submitted. The interests con-
trolling some of these companies will sell out for
cash, while others will take stock in the new cor-
poration, which will be named the American Steel

and W^ire company. It will have a capital stock of

$70,000,000, half common and half preferred. The

Independent Telephone Movement in

Michigan Copper Country.
[From. the Daily Mining Journal, December lolh.]

The second meeting of thc promoters of the
Houghton County Telephone company was held
Tuesday afternoon at the offices of Dunstan & Han-
chette at Hancock. Reports were received from the
committee appointed to investigate the question of
the cost of telephone plants, the prices charged at
ether places by local telephone concerns, and other
information touching upon the question. No fur-

ther action was taken, and the books of the organi-
zation were placed in the hands of Messrs. Heid-
camp and Grierson for further subscription.
The new company has met with considerable en-

couragement, which is offset by a serious drawback
in being unable to secure recognition from any of

the various mining and smelting companies, which
is almost indispensable to its success. Both Messrs.
Heidcamp and Hanchette stated this to be the situa-

tion, and should the affair be eventually dropped
the latter says that it will be for this reason. The
Houghton County Telephone company has accom-

a7~5TREET •

Electric Linemen Prevented from Cut-
ting Trees.

An attempt of some linemen of the West End
Electric Light company to mutilate fine shade trees

in front of the Pardee residence, in Hazleton, Pa
,

was effectually checked by Miss Edith Pardee.
These trees are especially dear to the Pardee family
because they were planted 40 years ago by Ario Par-
dee, the founder of Pardee Hall at Lafayette College.

Some of the branches were in the way of the wires,
and the men began to cut them. When Miss Pardee
perceived this she called out to them from a second-
story window to stop. They refused to do so, but
the next moment the lineman who had made the

refusal found himself looking into the barrel of a
small pearl-handled pistol held by Miss Pardee.
"Stop cutting those trees at once," said Miss

Pardee, "or you'll get hurt!"

"Oh. certainly," replied the lineman, and he slid

down from his perch in a hurry. At last accounts
no further spoliation of the trees had been attempted.

ELECTRICAL EXHIBITION.

initial steps have already been taken to obtain a
charter under the laws of the state of New Jersey.
Just when the consolidation will be completed is not
known, but it is expected to be within the next two
months.
A telegram from Providence says that the follow-

ing eastern firrris are among those to be taken into
the new combination: The Ansonia Wire and Brass
company of Ansonia, Conn.; the Bridgeport Brass
company of Bridgeport, Conn.; the Benedict &
Burnham Manufacturing company of Waterbury,
Conn.; Coe Brass Manufacturing company of An-
sonia and Torrington, Conn.; Holmes, Booth &
Haydens of Waterbury, Conn.; the Taunton Copper
Manufacturing company of Taunton, Mass.; the
Seymour Manufacturing company of Seymour,
Conn.; Washburn & Moen of Worcester, Mass.;
J. A. Roebling of Trenton, N. J., and the American
Electrical Works of Phillipsdale. R. I. The con-
solidation embraces the manufacturers of wire nails,

barbed and roofing wire, and the countless form of

plished, during its brief career, that which for some
time has fallen upon deaf ears, viz.: A material re-

duction in the rates of the Michigan Telephone
company, for which the communit}' owes it a debt
of gratitude.

Mr. Hanchette stated that since the reduction re-

cently made by the Bell people some of the mining
companies have made extended contracts at remark-
ably low prices, so that recognition to a local concern
in these instances seems impossible for some time,

at least. The disadvantage is apparent, when it is

considered that the 'phone business at Atlantic,

Quincy, Franklin, Dollar Bay, Wolverine, Centen-
nial and it might be said South Lake Linden, is

confined largely to the mining companies. The
Calumet and Hecla company is averse. to the propo-
sition, having recently made a long contract with

the Bell company, and objects to additional poles

being erected on its property. The Tamarack, and
also the entire Bigelow group of mines, it is stated,

are in much the same position.
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Storage Battery Road at Ostend.

The elei-tric plant of the Ostend railway, accord-

ing to rElcctricien, was established in the depot of

the local railway. The line so operated has an ex-

tent of 3.1 kilometers, and is virtually a circular road,

connecting the Kursa] boulevard, Rogier station and
the harbor.
The plant includes one compound engine direct-

connected to a Westinghouse dynamo, generating

135 amperes at 2S0 volts, and operating at 650 revolu-

tions.

The switchboard is of three white marble sections,

with the usual instruments, and commands four ac-

cumulator-charging circuits, with pressures varying

between 240 and 270 volts.

The charging of the accumulators is done upon a

Electricity on Shipboard.

George W. Dickie, manager of the Union Iron
Works of San Francisco, under whose supervision
several of the new warships were built, read an in-

teresting paper before the recent meeting of the
.'\merican Society of Mechanical Engineers in New
York, in which he compared the merits of the sev-
eral methods now employed in transmitting power
on war vessels.

"Unfortunately," Mr. Dickie says, "on govern-
ment vessels the work which has to be done by ma-
chinery is divided up and placed under the cog-
nizance of various bureaus, each having a decided
preference for some particular mode of transmitting
power which might really be the best for the par-
ticular work of that bureau, but not applicable at all

STORAGE BATTERY ROAD AT OSTENU.— CHARGING STAND, ACCUMULATORS AND REFUSE lANK.

central track, so that the handling, both loading and
unloading, is extremely easy of accomplishnieTit.

The complement of each car comprises 12 boxes
of nine elements, having a capacity of 140 ampere-
hours, at a 50-ampere rate. The charge lasts from
three-quarters of an hour to two hours, according
to the demand made upon the battery. As constant

use gradually disintegrates the active matter of the

positive plates, this is carefully saved in the tank C,

in the picture of the accumulator room, and eventu-

ally used for renewing the battery. This process is

several times repeated before the frame finally be-

comes worthless, when it is recast.

Each element is contained in an ebonite vessel,

the nine elements being inclosed in a wooden trough,

having two bands of copper for contacts..

The carriages weigh 7,500 kilogrammes without
accumulators or passengers, and have a capacity of

24 seats and 26 standing places. They have no im-

perial or deck seats.

The carriages are lighted by six i6-candle power
lamps each, and are provided with two 18 kilowatt

Westinghouse motors, each direct-connected to an
axle by reducing gears of one to five.

The motors are regulated by a series-parallel com-
mutator with spark extinguisher.

According to data obtained foi three months of

active service, the management claims that the ex-
pense of this line will be very much below anything

so far known in this form of traction, the consump-
tion of coal being shown to be but 1.45 kilogrammes
per kilometer-car.

to the class of work under the cognizance of another
bureau, the result being that in one ship we are
very likely to find three different methods of trans-
mitting power in use, and no one in charge master
of any one method."
Concerning the general and special applications

of electricity to ship service, Mr. Dickie says

:

"Electric power is generated for lighting pur-
poses, for controllng searchlights, operating small
fans for special purposes, and for signal purposes.
In quite a large number of vessels electric power
is used to operate ammunition hoists, and in one or
two recent cases the lighter turrets have been op-
erated by electric motors. In some vessels now
building a further extension of electric transmission

mission from a central generating station of one
type to compare with another ship having an equally
complete system from a central generating station
of another type." Mr. Dickie assumes that all the
operations requiring power on a warship can,
through properly designed machinery, be performed
by steam sent direct from the boilers, water under
pressure, compressed air or electricity.

One of the greatest disadvantages of using steam
for all power purposes is thus considered: "The
presence of steam pipes in all compartments of a war
vessel must be considered in connection with the
business in which the vessel is to be engaged, and
that is to fight. It would be difficult to overesti-
mate the loss which migh result from a broken steam
pipe in any compartment under the main deck of a
war vessel in action. Such an accident might
not only involve the loss of all men in such
a compartment, but the total disablement of the
ship as a fighting machine." Then Mr. Dickie
speaks of the heat which steam pipes and engines
must of necessity give off, and says that it is difficult

to see how under exposure to this heat men can be
expected to perform all of the duties of the under-
deck force in time of action.

It is admitted that electricity has many features
to commend it. One of its advantages is that it

is now the fashionable agent for power distribution,
and the electric installation would be likely to re-

ceive more intelligent care and more skillful appli-
cation than any other. The economy of the system
Mr. Dickie grants, and the ease with which electric

wires can be carried through a ship is admitted to
to be an important advantage over every other
method of transmitting power. Two features, how-
ever, he questions. He says:

"We might safely take it for granted that whatever
disturbance would fracture pipes of an air or water
.system would part the wires of an electric system. In
that case the danger to life and also to the ship would
be far greater with the electric system than with
the others. Automatic safeties could be applied to al-

most any conceivable extent against such accidents,
yet, where safety devices are needed, the system
cannot be so safe as where no safety devices are
needed.
"There is also a growing fear among marine en-

gineers that certain materials are rapidly destroyed
by electric action, caused by the hull of the vessel

become magnetized in some way, the nature of

which is not yet fully understood. It is claimed that
vessels fitted with electric generators develop rapid
deterioration in all sea-water pipe connections.
Whether sufficient reliable data have been collected,

either to establish or refute this claim is, we think,

doubtful. It is a question which, we think, ought
to be most fully investigated. At present it is sim-
ply a matter of conjecture, and, to marine engineers,

a matter of uneasiness."
Throughout the paper Mr. Dickie earnestly

advocates the use of compressed air, althotigh

Power from the Whirlpool Rapids.

[From the Toronto Globe.]

The discussion of the power question has arrived

at that stage where the City Council might very
well open up negotiations with other municipalities

with the object of discovering whether the cost to

each of electric energy might not be greatly lessened

by the co-operation of all in a comprehensive pro-

ject.

The Board of Trade of Niagara Falls asks that

the city engineer investigate their proposal for the
generation of power from the Whirlpool Rapids,
claiming that an unlimited quantity can be obtained
at $12 per horse power. Hamilton is negotiating
for cheap electric energy, and all over the country
between Toronto and the Falls electric railways are
springing up, which would be greatly benefited by
power at the lowest possible price. There are two
routes by which Niagara power may be brought to
Toronto; the first and most direct by cable across
the lake, the second by overhead Wire around the end
of the lake, passing en route Hamilton, Oakville,
and other places, where power could be largely used.
The second route would involve twice the mileage
of the first mentioned, and would doubtless be very
much more costly at the outset, but it would be
less liable to disturbance and breakdown than the
cable, which would, of course, become useless the mo-
ment the insulation was penetrated at any one spot.
The question of routes and of comparative economy
is one for experts, however, and should be referred
to them for a comprehensive report.

STORAGE BATTERY ROAD AT OSTEND.—TRUCK.

of power is being made to include the large turrets
and all the gun mount movements of the large guns,
so that we now have the Ordnance Bureau fairly

committed to this method of transmission. In some
of our ships the distribution of power is divided be-
tween electric and hydraulic transmission, the main
battery being operated, including the turrets, by
hydraulic power, while the ammunition for all sec-
ondary guns is served by electric hoists."

The difficulty of making a fair and comprehensive
comparison of the several methods is recognized
by the writer. "In the present state of the art of
transmitting power to all parts of a modern warship
it is not possible to compare one method with an-
other as a whole and from actual experience, there
being no one ship with a complete system of trans-

he disclaims any such intention, and in conclusion
says:

"This paper does not aim to show the superiority

of any one system over another, the comparisons
made being simply to show that there is no mechani-
cal difficulty in operating all auxiliaries by any one
of the systems herein mentioned and to express a

hope that our government would either adopt some
one system and carry it out complete, developing
that system to its utmost efficiency, or else take
one or two similar ships and fit them with power
transmission systems completely representing dif-

ferent agents—say one electric, one hj'draulic and
one compressed air. Let each be placed for three

years in the hands of officers heartily in favor of the
system in use on their own ship, and thereby obtain
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a practical demonstration of the very best points in

each system.
"While we have hitherto advocated with all the

ability we possess a complete hydraulic system, our
experience in the practical working of hydraulics
on shipboard has not been of the most pleasant
character. Officers are required to care for and
get the best out of a hydraulic system, while per-
sonally they would rather sit up all night with an
electric plant than spend a moment more than the
law requires with a water motor. The future hopes
of the young officer are centered in electricity, and
he devotes himself to it with a will; and so long as
that condition prevails, the electric method of trans-
mission will have the best chance to succeed, be-
cause with that it has a flexibility and a general
adaptabdity which the other systems do not in them-
selves possess."

Laundry in Street Railway Plant.
Economy in the management of large street rail-

way properties has made necessary many changes
from the crude methods that obtained in the days of
the old horse-car lines, before the substitution of
electricity for animal power and the extension of the
service and establishment of the network of elec-
tric trolley lines that can now be found in all large
cities. One of the latest innovations in this class

that has been introduced into the service of the Chi-
cago City Railway company is the equipment of
a laundry in the shops on Dearborn street, at the
rear of the company's power house and ofhce build-
ing. A large washing machine and wringer have al-

ready been placed in position, and an ironing room
is now being iitted up. The principal work of this

laundry is the washing of curtains used on the open
summer cars and the towels used by the office

force and conductors.
The company had 800 open cars in service last

summer and as there are 14 curtains to each car
it will be seen that at the close of the season, when
the cars were withdrawn from service, there were
11,200 soiled curtains to be washed and ironed.
In former years the washing alone of these curtains

kept four men busy all winter, and the results were
far from saitisfactory. The curtains were spread
out on a table or bench, and the men scrubbed them
with brushes. This proved a very costly method,
and as the number of cars in service increased each
year and the number of curtains grew correspond-
ingly larger, the problem became quite serious, and
the master mechanic of the company, C. E. Moore,
was called upon to devise some method by which
the washing could be done by machine. It was
found that the washing machines on the market were
not suited for the purpose, and it became necessary
to design one to meet the requirements of this spe-

cial work. The present equipment is the invention
of Mr. Moore, and in service it has proved sat-

isfactory in every respect.

As sh'own in the accompanying picture of the

plarut, the machine comprises a barrel-shaped re-

ceptacle for the articles to be washed, revolved upon
an axle supported by a frame. At one side is ar-

ranged the driving mechanism. This includes three

pulleys, the middle one being connected to the axle

which turns the machine and belted to a shaft over-

head when it is desired to operate.

A reversing mechanism, designed by Mr. Moore,
automatically changes the direction of travel and
secures uniformity in the number of turns each way.
This last feature is necessary in order to prevent
the curtains from being rolled into a ball, as they

would be if absolute accuracy was not obtained in

the number of revolutions before each reversal.

The capacity of the machine is 42 curtains, those

of standard weight requiring 30 minutes and those
of lighter material 20 minutes. Ten minutes is al-

lowed for rinsing. This is done-by draining off the

water in which the curtains were washed and turning
on a supply of cold water. The supply of hot and
cold water is brought directly to the machines by
feed-pipes. After the rinsing process the curtains

are taken out and put through a wringing machine.
The work requires only part of one man's time.

An ingenious electric time-signaling device is ar-

ranged to warn him when his attention is required.

This comprises a clock, with an. extra metallic rim
around its face, a plug, two primary batteries con-
nected to the clock mechanism and the metallic rim,

and an electric bell. This device is shown in the

cut. There are 12 holes in the metallic rim corre-

sponding to the hours on the dial. When the at-

tendant "charges" his washing machine, say at seven

o'clock in the morning, he puts the plug in the hole

below six, and at 7:30 o'clock the bell will ring to

notify him that time is up. A metallic extension

of the minute hand makes contact with the plug
and completes the circuit while the hand is passing
the point. The plug can then be advanced two
holes, and in 10 minutes another warning will be
sounded, notifying the attendant that the time al-

lowed for rinsing has expired. By this means uni-

formity is secured and the best possible results are

obtained from the machine.
The plant is also used for washing towels, as al-

ready mentioned. Formerly the company sent out

its towels and paid $40 a month for washing them.
With the present equipment it is estimated that a

saving of $30 a month can be effected in this item

alone.

In addition to the economical features of the

equipment, these labor-saving devices have relieved

the force of great deal of drudgery, and in other

ways it is proving equally satisfactory.
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Three-wire Practice in England and
America.'

By Harold Lomas.

The "three- wire system" was to all intents and
purposes simultaneously and independently invented
by Edison in America and Dr. John Hopkinson in
this country.

In America Edison companies were formed, and
we thus have companies bearing this name in'New
York, Philadelphia, Chicago and Boston, which,
working on the most thorough lines, are gradually'
in the different cities in which they exist, absorbing
and converting to their own uses all rival companies;
thus their systems are of enormous magnitude. For
instance, the New York Edison company has no
fewer than five three-wire generating stations, as
well as a battery sub-station, all linked together by
feeders, so as to reinforce one another according
to the load distribution. The service attached to
the mains amounted at the end of i8g6 to an equiva-
lent of 540,342 16 candle power lamps.

In England we have no three-wire stations that
will compare from point of output, and the independ-
ent development of the system in two countries
has led to many differences of detail, some of which
are due to the immense disparity in s-ze.

Considering the generating plant, first the type of
engine or dynamo employed for any particular serv-
ice is to a large extent influenced by the size required.
The advantages of direct driving have long ago
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across the "outers," that is to say, for the same out-
put the Americans build two dynamos, each of half
the output, to our one of the whole output.
On the other hand, they use their dynamos as

fly-wheels and do not require an outside bearing,
while we must have at least one three-wire unit or
two complete sets giving the voltage between the
outer and neutral wires. As regards switchboards
and mains, in the most modern American practice
all the mains within the station are fireproof, and
at the switchboard itself copper of the highest' con-
ductivity is used throughout, even down to studs
and nuts.

The now universally used Weston shunt ammeter
is the natural outcome of the use of large currents,
and the edgewise ammeter helps to make a very
compact board. The practice- of running at several
potentials is, of course, incidental to the supply of
a large area. The Edison tubing used lor the mains
consist of drawing in the three mains insulated with
jute into iron pipes cast in lengths cf 20 feet; a
non-conducting compound is then forced in, effect-
ually insulating the mains from each other and the
pipe. This makes an exceedingly good piece of
work, and breakdowns are rare, but repair is difti-

cult.

The neutral is purposely grounded, the idea being
that if a short-circuit does occur, it will not have
the full voltage of the "outers."
This grounding of the neutral is quite out of the

question where bare copper mains are laid, as in

LAUNDRY IN STREET RAILWAY PLANT.

been recognized for electric lighting purposes, and
this once settled, the requirements of engine and
dynamo each tend to modify the other. The mod-
ern practice in the States tends to a vertical slow-
speed engine of the marine type.

In the great Duane street station, the most modern
development of the New York Edison company, we
find two-crank quadruple expansion engines (two
cylinders in tandem on each crank) of 2,500 horse
power. So great is the space economy of this ar-
rangement that power is generated at the rate of
a horse power for each half square foot of engine
floor. In Chicago three-crank triple expansion en-
gines of the same type are used, with one cylinder
to each crank. In iDoth cases the generators are
carried on extensions of the shaft, without an outr
side bearing, serving as fly-wheels in addition to their

ether duties. In England the high-speed engine
has attained a popularity it has never reached on
the other side of the water; the value of the Willans
engine, both from point of view of its economy as

a steam user and the small space it requires, is too

well known to require more than mention.

As regards generators, the large output of the

American demand a multipolar design, and though
tw'O-pole machines are almost invariably used here

for- small outputs, the advantages of the multipolar
machine in larger sizes are fully recognized.

In the combined sets there is, however, this dif-

ference, that whereas in America each set forms in

itself a three-wire unit, here it is quite as usual to

have one or two balancing machines connected be-

tween the positive and neutral and neutral arid

negative respectively, and all the others connected

I, From the London Electrical Review.

some English practice, because after some working
the resistance of the negative to earth becomes very
low.

On the question of working costs the American,
Ciuite unusually we admit, is very reticent; direct
comparison is, however, impossible, iirst because
their rate of wages is so much higher, and secondly,
they always include in their working costs the price
of renewing, testing and trimming lamps, both arc
and incandescent.
The popularity of the "three-wire" system in the

United Kingdom is rather marked, there being about
30 stations so equipped, and it is pleasing to be
able to record that in the matter of electric lighting
generally we can fairly hold our own with the Ameri-
can,

The question of combined lighting and traction
plants is very much before the English engineer
now; as yet it has not been tried on a large scale,

and it is too early to get results from Dover, where
an alternating lighting station supplies a part of the
current for the trams by means of a nrotor-genera-
tor, but this much may be said, that a lighting plant
on the three-wire system with 500 volts across the
"outers" offers the most facilities and might, under
special circumstances, be advantageously combined
with a traction plant. At any rate, in selecting a

system this point is worth the consideration of any
corporation proposing to install electric light, and
it is the bounden duty of every corporation to equip
its city with electric trams.

The receipts of the Calumet Electric company for

November were reported to be $2,000 ahead of the

same month last year.
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There is a deal of balderdash in the statements of

professional advocates of governmental control of

the telegraph and similar public enterprises. Here

is a sample of the spread-eagle oratory that de-

lighted the members of the Single Ta.x club of Chi-

cago at a recent meeting:

One giant corporation has the American nation by
the throat and colors its commercial reports to suit

the selfish ends of greedy monopolists and mere
money makers.
The greatest of aH public utilities should be run

by the nation. It is monstrous for the private and
personal business of the citizen—his telegrams, which
are generally more important than even his mail

—

should be submitted to the espionage of employes
of a monopoly.

Of course such utterances only serve to bring the

cause advocated by the organization into dis-

favor, among men of intelligence, but there

are many perso.ns who do not discriminate be-

tween the wild utterances of a man looking for

a government job or a man with a grievance, and

those who give economic questions careful consid-

eration. It is to be regretted that an organization

containing so many able and really brilliant men

as the Single Tax club should furnish the means

of sending forth such rot as here Cjuoted.

In considering the "Polarization Capacities of

Membranes," G. P. Grimaldi and G. Platania in-

vestigated the polarization of a voltameter containing

a thin metallic membrane by means of a pendulum

interrupter enabling them to charge it for a very

short and precisely determined interval. They used

films and plates of gold, that metal bein.g particu-

larly suitable on account of its malleability and its

slight tendency to occlude gases. The London Elec-

trician says that the experiments brought out the

important influence of duration of charge upon the

polarization capacity, that being invariably greater

in the case of films than in the case of plates when

the charging time was very short. As the time in-

creased the difference in the behavior of plates and

films decreased, and eventually reached zero. After

that point, however, a difference in the opposite

sense set in, the polarization capacity of the plates

becoming greater. The shortest time interval ob-

tained was .001 second. The neutral point set in

about .3 second." The explanation of these facts is

to be sought in the penetration of the charges—the

diffusion of ions into the iiitei-ior of the electrodes.

The experiments show that the charge traverses the

whole thickness of the gold film in a very short time.
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The Philadelphia Inquirer enters a protest against

agitations to restore the graves of eminent people.

Taking for its text a recent statement that Benjamin

Franklin's grave is in a state of neglect, it says:

"There never was anything the matter with Frank-

lin's grave, and there isn't to-day, except, perhaps,

in the minds of those persons who think that the

modern cemetery is an ideal of beauty, and who im-

agine that something essentially pretentious, huge

and modern in marble would be a suitable thing to

place over the grave of a century ago. Franklin's

grave is just as it should be, in keeping with its time

and the tastes and simple personal habits of the

Philadelphia printer and statesman."

We are glad to receive' this assurance that Dr.

Franklin's grave has not been neglected, and we be-

lieve the electrical fraternity generally will favor the

idea of respecting"the wish of the great scientist to

avoid all ostentation and display. But we believe

that too much respect cannot be paid the memory
of the great American philosopher, statesman and

scientist, and that much good may come from im-

pressing the lessons of his life upon the present

generation. Dr. Franklin was a fine old man with

a high sense of duty, and if his ideas of responsi-

bilities of citizenship can l)c kept prominently before
the people by shafts of marble or other memorials,
they should be erected everywhere throughout the

land.

Few applications of electric power have more
general interest than the utilization of electricity in

the operation of elevators. The growing impor-
tance of this branch is recognized in the effort that
is now being made to overcome mechanical and
electrical difficulties. That the engineering fra-

ternity appreciates the situation is apparent. Mr.
Moses' article on "Standards of Practice in Electric
Elevator Installation" is a valuable contribution on
the present condition of the art. The safety of this

type of elevator is emphasized by the writer, and
its efficiency and convenience are, in his estima-

tion, clearly proven by the remarkable increase in

the number of installations recently made. There
is one point, however, upon which Mr. Moses is

mistaken. It may be true that the establishment
of the elevated railroads in kew York led to the
erection of the high buildings that have recently

been put up in that town, and thus created a de-
mand for high-speed elevators, but the conditions

in Chicago were different. The sky-scrapers of. this

city preceded the building of the elevated roads;
in fact, they made the latter necessary, as the con-
gestion of traffic in the down-town disti-ict had
become so great during the rush hours that the

surface roads could not handle it. However, the

dependence of one on the other is established in

both cases. First-class transportation facilities are

absolutely necessary where sky-scrapers are the

rule, and where elevators are needed at all the

advantages of the electric system' command the at-

tention of architects and builders.

Since the World's Fair so well demonstrated the

capabilities of Americans as builders of electrical

pleasure craft, a new department of our e-xport trade

has been opened, which, though not of great e.xtent. ^

is of exceptional interest. This is the building of.

electrical boats for foreign owners. It will be re-

membered that a number of the electrical launches

which were so successful on the lagoons in Jackson

Park were afterward shipped to Venice, w^here they

vied with the time-honored gondolas for popular

favor. Some of the men connected with the build-

ing and operation of the fleet of electrical boats at

the exposition in Chicago formed a company to en-

gage in the business of furnishing such boats, and

they have sent several specimens of their work

abroad on special order. Two recent instances are

noteworthy, one order being from the czar of Russia

and the other from Baron Nathaniel de Rothschild.

The czar's boat is now building, while the other was

shipped to .Trieste last week on a Mediterranean

steamer. The Russian monarch's gig will be 37 feet

over all, with a freeboard amidships of two feet fqur^

inches. It is made to be hoisted into the davits of a

large steam yacht, and its hull below the water-line

will be covered with sheet brass. The deck fittings

will be of brass casting, in some places nickeled, and

the boat will carry a folding anchor, with a manila

rope cable, and three lights at night. The batteries,

motor and gearing will be entirely concealed from

sight under the velvet-carpeted flooring and side

seats. The latter are to be upholstered in dark-blue

Russia leather. The cells are encased in hard-rubber

shells and are connected to give a working potential

of up volts. Tlje order calls for a speed of eight

miles an hour for three hours, or for seven miles an

hour for six hours. An awning of white and blue

will be arranged so that the operator in the after-

cockpit caJi tilt it in any direction. The czar will

probably have this craft in use by the middle of next

May,as itwill be ready for delivery before April isth.

All told, the little vessel will be the most comple.te

specimen of its class ever shipped from the country.

However, the launch which has been purchased by

Baron de Rothschild is scarcely less elegalit, al-

though smaller. It will be used with the owner's

steam yacht, the Veglia. It is 25 feet long, with 6%-

toot beam, but is expected to go nearly as fast as the

imperial vessel, the contract speed being 6.8 miles an

hour for four hours, and 6% miles an hour for six

hours. This boat is built of mahogany. It is hoped

that it and the czar's launch will serve to bring addi-

tional orders to America.
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Indianapolis Street Railway Litigation.

The decision of the United Stales Circuit Court of

Appeals dismissing the appeal in the case involving

the constitutionality of the three-cent street-car fare

law passed by the last Legislature of Indiana was
handed down at Indianapolis on December loth.

Among the attorneys for the company was ex-Presi-

dent Harrison, who appeared in all stages of the case

before Judge Showalter when it was argued here

last spring, and in his decisions Judge Showalter
followed very closely the line of argument pursued
by the ex-president. The decision does not affect

the status of the parties, as the court simply decided
that it did not have jurisdiction of the appeal.

Within two or three months the case will be sent

to the United States Supreme Court, where it will

be tried on its merits.

It will be recalled that the Indiana Legislature

at its late session passed an act providing that in all

cities of over 100,000 population the fares on street

railway cars should not be over three cents for

each passenger. Indianapolis, the only city in the

state which answers the description as indicated by
the number of its inhabitants, attempted to enforce

this law in regulating the management of street rail-

ways. In a proper suit in the local courts the valid-

ity of the state law was sustained, and on appeal

to the state Supreme Court this decision was af-

firmed. It appeared as if Indianapolis was about to

realize the benefits of a cheap-fare system, but at

this point the Central Trust company of New York,
a financial institution which held $3,000,000 of the

bonds of the Citizens' Street Railway company, in-

terfered. An injunction was secured from Judge
Showalter of the United States Circuit Court to

prohibit the city of Indianapohs from enforcing the

three-cent fare law. On a motion to dissolve this

injunction it was argued before Judge Showalter
that it was the universal rule for the federal courts
to follow the decision of the state supreme courts
in the construction of state laws. He refused the

motion, and from this decision the appeal was taken
to the Court of Appeals.
The two vital points in the case are these : First,

Was the three-cent fare act a violation of the charter
contract between the state and the railway company?
Second, Was the act of the state Legislature in ap-
plying the three-cent fare act to cities of over 100.000

ir.habitants—Indianapolis being the only city of that

description—such special legislation as the constitu-

tion of Indiana prohibits? These questions are

intricately involved with each other.

To these is added a third question : Shall the
federal courts in all instances follow the decisions

of the highest state courts in the construction of

state constitutions and laws?
The Court of Appeals simply dismisses the appeal

of the city of Indianapolis from Judge Showalter's
decision. Apparently it is on the ground of lack of

jurisdiction. It is said that Judge Showalter had
jurisdiction to decide the case of his own injunction.

The appeal, therefore, should be directly to the Su-
preme Court of the United States.

But Judge Woods, in delivering the opinion of

the Court of Appeals, argues some of the questions
in a way ads-erse to the claim of the city of Indian-

-apolis. He intimates that, in his opinion, the three-

cent fare agt violates a contract, and that an act of

the Legislature applying to cities of over 100,000
population—when there is but one such city in the

slate—is as clearly special legislation as if the city

had been designated by name.
As has already been pointed out, this makes the

case of superior interest in Chicago and in all the
legislation of Illinois relating to this city. Many of

the statutes are in the form of legislation that will

apply to no other city in the state. Are these such
"general" laws as the constitution requires?

The state Supreme Court has sustained most of

these laws where the question was raised. But at

some time the question will go before the Supreme
Court of the United States, and if that tribunal

should refuse to follow the state court a vast amount
of legislation on which the inost important interests

rest and on which mtmicipal credit is based wcmld
be swept awa3^

Taxation of Street Railways in Massa-
chusetts.

Everett W. Burdett, counsel for the Massachu-
setts Street Railway association, appeared before the

special commission on street railways, by special

assignment, on December 3d, to submit his closing
arguments for the railways of the commonwealth.
With this final statement the special conmiission
closed the series of public hearings, and it will now
devote itself to the preparation of its report on the

relations existing between the municipalities and
the railways of the commonwealth. Mr. Burdett
announced that he represented companies whose ag-
gregate investment in the business amounted to

more than $50,000,000. The only real foundation for

the claim that these particular users of highways
should be subjected to special and peculiar taxes,

he said, came from the alleged fact that they in-

volve large charges upon municipalities to meet the
extra cost for the care, repair and maintenance of

highways. His claim was that if street railways Ihad,

in fact, increased the cost of road maintenance, they
made ample returns to the municipalities in several

ways, principally in the form of direct taxaton. The
companies have also made enormous contributions
to the public in the way of paving, road widening
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and grading, bridge building, removal of snow and
ice, etc., and Mr. Burdette submitted a table of the
cost of these items to five roads, exclusive of the
West End, taken at random, from which it appeared
that they had already invested considerably more
than $1,000,000 in the item of paving alone. The
roads have made other and less direct, but none the
less valuable, contributions to the public in the in-

crease of valuations which have followed their in-

troduction and extension, which comparative results

show to be practically gratuitous contributions to
the public. Mr, Burdett claimed that whatever
might be the theoretical demands of the case, as a
matter of fact the companies could not afiford to pay
more in the way of direct taxation than they were
now paying. The average rate of dividends for the
last 10 years has scarcely increased -at all, while the
percentage of surplus to capital has steadily fallen

from 15.01 per cent, in 1886 to 1.66 per cent, in 1896,
and this decline has been most rapid since the in-

troduction of electric traction. The claim for a re-

duction of fares, he said, was without support. In
no other form, except perhaps for postage, can one
obtain so much for a given amount of money as on
the street railways of to-day. The American system
of one fare for an indeterminate ride is distinctly in

the interests of the general public. He said that
eight per cent, upon the par value of existing capital
is as little as ought to be fixed upon as the share
belonging to the stockholders before division with
the public.

American Machinery in Great Britain.'

That of late a considerable quantity of American
electrical machinery has been supplied to the order
of British customers is well known. That in some
special branches the American manufacturer is in
possession of greater experience, and therefore
knowledge, than the British manufacturer, is ad-
mitted. But that American traction plants should
find a market in Great Britain in competition with
British production would appear to be the cause of
much heart-burning, and occasionally of not a little

display of acerbity on the part of some who feel

that their own work is being ousted. It is perhaps
but natural that this feeling should be given ex-
pression to, for, after all, human nature finds it

difficult to rise above the common lines, which are
more or less selfish ones—rather more than less as
a rule. British human nature is apt, too, to be of a
somewhat pronounced and sturdy type. While the
claim is made that love of the principle 'Fair play
and may the best win'' is an innate national charac-
teristic, yet it may be observed that there are some
who reserve to themselves the privilege of "glorious
inconsistency," as witness what occurs upon almost
every occasion when the American competitor scores
over his British opponents in tendering for elec-

trical traction and other contracts. A wail of in-

dignation and resentment arises from the disap-
pointed ones, which, were it but based on just and
business-like grounds, would be worthy of serious
consideration. But what are the reasons behind
his action? Does the British manufacturer decry
the use of plant from across the Atlantic because
it is of poorer and less eflicient design than that
made by himself, or because it has less skill and
high-class workmanship embodied in it than his own
has? Well, no, not now; the days when such re-

flections could be uttered are past, for the very ex-
cellent reason that every British order filled by
American manufacturers has been a practical refuta-

tion of such bogus charges. American machinery has
been and is subject to the same tests prior to its ac-
ceptance; it has equally severe working conditions to
contend with, and in addition is saddled with a far

greater expense in transportation than is the case
with British plant. In the face of this it competes,
and that successfully, with all comers. Nor is it

made by cheap labor; the American mechanic re-

ceives a high late of wages, which is still higli when
compared with the cost of living. The British man-
ufacturer, who either cannot or will not be induced
to study the raison d'etre of these facts, and, hating
to see his own wares being supplanted, falls back
upon sentiment for a battle-cry. He appeals to the
public to support "home industries," to give "em-
ployment to British labor," and so forth. But all

the time he continues to offer an article that is be-
coming obsolete, or that is more or less crude, and
if reproached on the former head, he, in effect, re-

plies that it is as efficient as any that can be made,
while in regard to the latter his answer is that he
is not to blame because the public will only afford
him limited opportunities for manufacturing this

semi-developed apparatus. It is but just to say here
that the British nation is about the most obstinately
conservative one in all Christendom, so there is

some show of reason for the fact that the electrical

manufacturer of the country has not aided to any
great extent in the perfecting of traction systems.
It is very evident that since the people have resolutely
objected to the introduction of up-to-date methods
until quite recently, often bringing forward ridicu-

lous reasons to sustain their attitude of hostility,

the manufacturers could hardly be expected to ac-
quire much experience in such work.
Now that the public opinion has been, with great

effort (put forth almost entirely lay American, not
British firms), swayed to the other side, and electric

traction made to boom, it is nothing more than just

and equitable that those manufacturers who have

I. From the London Electrical Review.
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so largely helped to develop the knowledge of the
subject m other countries should reap some of the
fruits of their labors in this, which is commencing
to avail Itself of the pioneer work done elsewhere
But evidently some British manufacturers cannot see
the fairness of this, because, doubtless, from their

?»*?L'"
°' ^"^W' "'he boot is on the wrong foot"

When the steam engine was made a commercial
success, British engineers offered no objection what-
ever to the filling of orders from, foreign countries
And the same in the case of the locomotive At
the present day they are happy to send such plant
abroad as they are paid for, even to countries that
could themselves manufacture it. When it so hap-
pens, however, that certain branches of electrical
work arc, at great expenditure of money and energv
pc-rfected outside of Great Britain, and when thosewho are responsible for this advance are given
British orders to execute, there goes up a dog-in-the-
manger cry, the motives of which are only too ap-
parent.

J ' ai.

The truth underlying the whole matter is not
difficult to point out. Given a public notoriously
conservative on the one hand, and, to a certain ex-
tent, bound up in vested interests on the other 'itcan be readily understood that the advantages 'of-
fered by electrical science will not gain a very rapid
headway. These characteristics will, nevertheless
operate to insure permanency in any progress that
IS made. Cleariy. then, it would have been good
business for the British manufacturer to have striven
in season and out, to win over the puljlic to a thor-ough appreciation of the benefits awaiting acceptance
and m so doing he would have created the opportu-
nities for enlarging his own experience. Instead ofthrowing himself, heart and soul, into a propaganda
of this nature, he has been content to proceed alongm a leisurely and very dignified manner, with the
inevitable result that others elsewhere have seen
their opportunity, and, being of hustling, business-
like habits, have not been slow to grasp it
Then again, although the Bitish manufacturer has

the advantage of low wages, cheap material and verv
short distances of transportation, he either cannot or
will not sell his goods on a level wih his American
rival. 1-rom this fact it is justifiable to infer one oftwo alternatives; either that an unduly large profit is
looked for, or that the workshop management is of
a low order.
To sum up the conclusions rendered apparent by

the foregoing, it may be concisely stated that the
manufacturer of American plant is entitled to the
support he is receiving in Great Britain (not to
mention the British colonies) because he has very
largely been the perfector of the highest and most
satisfactory types of apparatus for traction and power
purposes; because he has convinced the British
public of the backward state of its urban and sub-
urban transit facilities; because he has gained a
knowledge and experience in the workino of the
most modern and satisfactory system of traction
known, that few can equal, and finally, because he
competes for this support under the condition which
has tor generations past been entwined into British
business life: the purchase (other things being equal)
in the cheapest market.

Objections to Coast Searchlights.
The plan to establish at Barnegat the electric

searchlight purchased from France wnich was shown
at Chicago during the Worid's Fair and whicii isnow being tested at TompkinsviUe, Staten Island
will probably be abandoned by the Lighthouse
Board, m deference to the opinion of experienced
mariners. Such lights have been in practical use
on the north and west coasts of France and Ger-
m.any for several years, and it .was thought that the
installation of one on the New Jersey shore would
prove of great advantage in bad weather to both
transatlantic and coastwise vessels bound for New
\0Tk which were deterred from approaching too
near Sandy Hook in heavy gales and storms It
is known that the great light which the lighthouse
establishment owns would give warning of its pres-
ence at least 50 miles out at sea, while the present
apparatus at Barnegat is visible onlv 19 nautical
miles, and that at Navesink only 21 miles, the great-
est radius of visibility of all lights on the coast.
The Gironde River entrance light on the west

coast of France is clearly seen 2i miles, but its "lumi-
nous range of visibility" is 56 miles, and a little
further north the Belle Isle light has a luminous
range of 54 miles, its intensity varying according
to atmospheric conditions. A similar light near
Cherbourg, directly visible for 22 miles, has a lu-
minous range of 50 miles, and there are several
others of like power along the channel.

Captain Robley D. Evans, who commanded the
New York at the Kiel review, taking that vessel on
a considerable cruise through northern European
waters, had experience with these great lights, and
now, as a member of the Lighthouse Board, he mil
probably prevent their adoption in this country. He
says that instead of assisting; mariners they con-
tribute to' the dangers of navigation. He says the
object of a light is to warn navigators of its exact
location, in order that it may be avoided, and to
display its characteristic features so that its indi-
viduality may be definitely known, thereby enabling
a pilot, after seeing it. to set his course true. The
great French lights in all bad weather utterly fail

in these essentials. Their extreme visibility depends
on the reflection of their great intensity from the
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sky, the lantern itself being below the horizon. At

times when llie New York was going placidly along

on a safe conrse, at night, ovcrhangnig clouds would

catch the rellection of one of these lights and startle

everyone on the ship. It was impossible to tell the

direction of the source of illumination, or whether

it was 50 or 10 miles away, and for all anyone knew
it might h;ivc been a searchlight signal from a ship

(lead ahead or astern.

The reflection of the Cherbourg light has been

noticed nearly 75 miles at sea, without givmg a clew

to its direction. His investigations and those of

other members of the board have led to the prac-

tical conclusion not to put the big light at Barnegat

at present, though it might be utilized at some other

point, preferably on the Pacific coast.

Standards of Practice in Electric Ele-

vator Installation.'

By Percival Robert Moses.

The question arising in the design and construc-

tion of elevators have recived little attention

in the technical press—a surprising omission in

view of the number of fatal accidents occurring,

th« majority of which could be avoided by con-

sideration of elementary mechanical principles.

The importance of the subject in the United States

is indicated by the fact that there are more than

6,000 elevators in New York city alone, and a low

estimate of the car-trips made per day is more than

500,000; while the passengers certainly outnumber

those carried by the street and elevated railroads

combined. The growth of this branch of the in-

dustry can be compared only to tliat of the "trolley."

From barely 3,000 horse power on the central-sta-

tion service in 1894 the number has increased unti)

there is now more than 10,000 horse power installed.

The elevators operated from isolated building

plants probably bring the total to nearly 20,000

horse power.
In Great Britain and on the continent the devel-

opment has barely commenced, but its possibilities

are hardly calculable. Experience has shown that

facilities for vertical traffic are the direct result of

increased means of rapid transit on the level.

While business men are restricted to the slow-

moving horse car or cab, business interests were

scattered; the shipowner had his office at the dock,

the lawyer was at the courts, and the manufacturer

at his factory; as a consequence, the building of

live stories fulfilled all requirements, and the lift

was a luxury. The advent of comfortable rapid

transit and the telephone changes these conditions;

the separate trades draw close to each other by
means of business ofiices in the city, and the en-

suing contraction causes the high building to spring

up and the lift to become a necessary tool in the

"manufacture of transportation.'"' The new elec-

tric underground railroads in London will lead to

the building of tall buildings of 12 stories and up-

ward, notwithstanding the present laws, as the ele-

vated railroads have already done in New York
and Chicago. That the elevators used in these and
smaller buildings will be operated by electric mo-
tors there can be but little doubt, and a study of

the actual conditions will not be out of place. The
mechanical problems encountered and overcome are

more severe than those of street railroads; the ele-

vator car runs on a 100 per cent, grade, is able

to attain a speed of 600 feet a minute without jerk-

ing, in about a second and a quarter, and may be

stopped in the same manner and time. It must be

capable of continuous operation, as there is no car

barn into which it can be run and repaired while

another is substituted to do its work. Space is

limited, and a shut-down of one elevator out of

six in a large office building is a serious annoyance
during the busy hours. Moreover, it must be ab-

solutely safe and easily operated. On the other

hand, the advantage of a clean, clear track and con-

tinual super\asion of the operating mechanism is

obtained.

Elevators are divided into those for passengers

and those for freight. In the former, three sub-di-

visions, depending on the speed, may be recog-

nized, viz., high speed, from 300 to 700 feet a min-
ute; medium speed, from 150 to 300 feet] and low
speed, or less than 150 feet per minute. With freight

elevators only two speeds^—medium and low—are

necessary; high-speed freight is invariably carried

by one of the passenger elevators during slack

hours. In general, that passenger-elevator system

is the best which gives the greatest speed consist-

ent with safety and comfort at the least cost of

operation and maintenance. The most efficient

freight system is the one which transfers greatest

loads quickest at the least cost of operation and
maintenance.
To meet the varying requirements of speed and

load three types of electric elevator have been per-

fected, and numerous others advocated. The three

are the screw with multiple sheaves, the double
worm-gear drum, and the single worm-gear drum.
The methods of operation of the last two are simi-

lar, the difference lying in the absence of all end
thrust and increase of bearing surface with the

double machine due to two worms and wheels and
interlocking gears; otherwise each has an electric '

motor keyed to a shaft directly coupled to the worm
shaft, which operates a large worm wheel directly
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attached to a drum on which the car and counter-
weight ropes wind, transmitting movement to the
car. Motion is arrested by removal of power and
by application of brake on the motyr shaft or
closing of the motor circuit through a resistance,
causing work to be done by the car or by both.
The screw type was built to compete with the

high-speed hydraulic, and closely resembles it in
many characteristics. Like the ordinary hydraulic
elevator,^ it is constructed for either horizontal or
vertical installation; transforms power at low speed
into power at high speed by nests of sheaves and
a sheave on the counterweight; has absolute and
fixed limits of travel; raises the car by power,
and lowers it by gravity; has a fixed lead of the
ropes in the hoist-way, and allows of equalization
of their work at the machine. These factors are
of great importance for all high-speed work. The
method of operation is as follows: Power is de-
livered to an ejectric motor coupled to a forged
steel screw; rotary motion of the screw transmits
lateral motion to a traveling cross-head, by a so-
called frictionless ball-bearing nut, to which is

attached a nest of sheaves. Ropes from the car
(or counterweight) travel over these sheaves and
a stationary set (at the end of the machine away
from the motor), multiplying the velocity of the
nut eight to 10 times. Motion is arrested as in

the drum machine, but the action is assisted by
gravity instead of being impeded.
The car is caused to lower by the attraction of

gravity, the speed being regulated by a variable
resistance in the main circuit, forcing the descend-
ing elevator to .do work in direct proportion to
the amount of power given out by the motor, which,
by reversal of conditions, has become a dynamo.

Designing an elevator installation demands the

consideration of a number of points, among which
are the class of travel, distance between floors,

available space, labor and power, heating system
(in old buildings), probable ratio of maximum to

average load, continuity of service and legal re-

strictions.

For example, an apartment house, seven stories

high, containing women and children, and in which
the service is intermittent and moderate, requires

a different type of elevator from that necessary for

a transient hotel, which, in turn, has needs differing

from those of a loft or office-building.

The distance between floors aflfects the permissi-
ble speed without absolutely determining it; a

small available .space means few cars at high speed
with skilled operators; the availability ol power
from a central station detennines, in small Ouild-

ings, the question of the motive power used; the

heating system affects the type of engine or pump
employed; the relation of average to maximum
load indicates the amount of overbalance, kind of

motive power to be used, and the rating of the

machinery in horse power; and continuity of service

bears on these points, and on the source, as dis-

tinguished from the kind, of power as well. Legal
restrictions vary in different communities, but re-

late generally to questions of safety, and not to the

type or kind of machine to be employed.

The question of prime importance in elevator de-

sign is that of safety. Economy of operation and
ease of control are large factors, but, no matter

what else may have to be sacrificed, human life

must be secured. Accidents may occur either from
carelessness or from faulty design. The former
may be guarded against, but not absolutely pre-

vented; for the latter there is no excuse. A system,

to be absolutely safe, should include apparatus for

preventing a drop, should all the ropes break at

once, or, if one should fail, for preventing abnormal
speed due to excessive load or other cause; for

holding the car stationary on the removal of power,

or under any possible conditions of overload; for

absolutely arresting the motion of the hoisting ma-
chine, and for removal of power when the car

approaches the limits of travel; for immediate re-

moval of power from the hoisting machine in

emergency, if the cables slacken or in case of tem-
porary cessation of supply; for receiving and stop-

ping the car and the counterweight, should all the

other devices fail to operate; for prevention of

operation untd hoistway doors are actually closed.

The last condition is rarely fulfilled, the automatic

house machine being alone in its compliance.

Speed is of sufficient importance in the majority

of cases to offset the results of possible cai-elessness

on the part of the operator. In addition to the appa-

ratus above mentioned, the cables for hoisting, the

safety clutch for gripping the rails, the sheaves,

bearing, and, in fact, all vital parts should be of a

strength far in excess of average actual requirements.

This strength costs little and is of great importance.

Easy, reliable cotntrol and| economical operation

are in a degree opposed, if the fixed charges are

included in the latter. An ideally controlled ele-

vator would be capable of starting the car from
rest with uniformly and rapidly accelerating ve-

locity and minimum waste of power, of running the

car at varying speeds, and of arresting motion easily

for ordinary stops, and immediately for emergencies.

It would be noiseless, simple and absolutely re-

liable in its action, and, in case of accident or care-

lessness of operator, should automatically stop the

car. It would be so designed and constructed as

to preclude accident, no matter what the operator

might attempt to do. These conditions are hard

to realize completely in one system, but they have

been partly fulfilled by several. Two general meth-
i>ds of control arc recognized. The first allows of
varying the speed from the car; the second does
not, except for starting and stopping". The object
of the first method is obtained in two ways: by
a pilot motor operating to vary resistance in the
main circuit, as in the Sprague system, with an
inverse variation of the motor field strength; and the
variable voltage, or Leonard, control, where each
elevator motor has a separate generator, and the

speed of the car changes in accordance with the
varying electric pressure of the generator. This
pressure is determined by a resistance in series with
the small field current, and is adjusted from the car.

Both methods meet most of the conditions im-
posed, and the question of choice for all speeds of

less than 350 feet per minute is one of comparative
economy. The Leonard system is employed only
for worm-gear machines, and could not be oper-
ated with the present make of screw and multiple
sheave machine. The variable voltage system al-

lows of an ideal start and stop, whether from the
standpoint of economy or from that of comfort; on
the other hand, from the point of total economy
in operation, the rheostat control is advisable be-
cause of the necessaril}' continuous operation, and
the first cost of a separate generator for each ma-
chine. The proportion of time during which a car
is in actual motion varies with the class of travel,

but even in ordinary office buildings it rarely ex-
ceeds five-eighths, and generally falls below one-
half of the total operating period. In addition,
each generator must be of capacity sufllcient for

the maximum starting load, and consequently runs
at low efficiency. In this connection the following
data from 17 elevators, taken at random from more
than a hundred tests, is of interest. The speed
varied from 60 to 450 feet per minute, the maxi-
mum capacities from 1,500 pounds to 3,000, the

maximum live load was 1,600 pounds, the minimum
150 pounds, and the average only 593 pounds. A
test on a tall office building showed the average
load to be less than one-seventh of the maximum,
and the figures on another, where the elevators
were apparently worked to their fullest ca-

pacity, showed it to be less than one-fifth. In
general the average live load varies from one-
fifth to one-eighth of the maximum. As far

as statistics show, the variable voltage system is

less economical and simple than the ordinary rheo-
stat control when applied to worm-gear machines;
in smoothness of starting and operation it is su-

perior. For low-speed machines, or for buildings
where variable speed is not essential, a solenoid
control answers all purposes, and its operation may
be controlled directly by electricity from the car,

or the shipper rope and wheel may be employed
to close switches .on the machine and operate the

brake.
House elevators have an automatic control, which

includes the following features: push-button or
buttons on each floor to bring the car to the land-

ing; automatic locks, to prevent opening of the

door except when the car is about level with the

floor; door switches, stopping the car if door is

opened; and a device preventing the operation or

calling of the elevator by more than one person
at a time. This control works with complete safety

and satisfaction with the various parts strongly and
mechanically made. Small spring and trigger at-

tachments are to be avoided, positive action, con-
trolled electrically or mechanically, being substi-

tuted. Stopping the car is an important branch
of the control, and is accomplished by removal of

power, brake and short circuiting for heavy loads,

and by the first and either of the other two for

light loads. The difficidties are apparent; a car

must be brought to rest within a few feet under
widely differing conditions of speed and load, and
this involves as well the stoppage of the hoisting

machine, the counterweight and the sheaves. For
this reason with heavy loads a device compelling
the car to do work in stopping is almost a necessity

for safe and easy operation. For very high-speed
machines still another device is used, which al-

lows the brake band to touch the pulley just before

stopping, causing the car to perform direct me-
chanical work, in addition to the electrical work
caused by short-circuiting.

The use of a brake depends largely on the con-

struction of the worm gear. If this is of such a

nature as to allow a loaded car to reverse its mo-
tion, a brake is a necessity for holding the elevator

in position. If the gear will reverse only when
actuated by the motor, the brake becomes an

emergency stop, and short circuiting, combined
with the friction of the worm, is relied upon for

ordinary occasions. This latter method involves

the use of a worm gear with a more acute angle

of contact, entailing increased friction and decreased

efficiency, and requires a larger current for the

down start and running. It has, however, an

added element of safety.

Correct counterbalancing has an important bear-

ing on the successful operation of the car. Effi-

ciency and ease of running are in a degree opposed.
Theoretically, that system will be under the best

control which has the least inertia; hence the use

of a counterweight tends to reduce the certainty of

control, and this result increases with the speed.

Practice has shown, however, that, so long as the

car exerts one-quarter to one-half more downward
force than the counterweight, no trouble need be
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feared. With the drum machine and a speed of

350 feet a minute or less, two counterweights may
be employed, the car counterweight exerting two-
thirds as much force as the car unloaded, and the
drum counterweight, the ropes of which wind on
the drum in an opposite direction to the car ropes,

exerting a force equal to that due to the unbal-
anced weight of the car and to the average load.

Where lights or motors are to be supplied from the

generators that supply the elevators, the question
of economical operation gives precedence to steadi-

ness of. pressure, and it may prove advisable to

have the counterweight balance one-half the ma.xi-

,mum load. In high buildings a varying counter-
weight must also be employed to allow for the

change in the force exerted by the ropes, as the

car moves up and down the shaft, and for the de-

crease in load in the upper portion of the building.

This variable counterweight is a heavy chain, at-

tached at one end to the bottom of the car, and at

the other to the counterweight, or to an anchorage
in the hoistway. With high-speed service the car

should descend by its own weight, and should
never be overbalanced. A system involving the

opposite principle— i. e., a counterweight exerting
a force greater than the car fully loaded—is in use
and should be condemned. The inertia of the sys-

tem is nearly doubled, and in case of accident and
failure of safeties, the ropes are sure to break with
the car at the top, dropping it the whole height of

the building. With reduction of inertia in view,
the counterweight for .high-speed cars moves at

only one-half or one-third the velocity of the car,

the weight being increased in proportion. This
reduces the total inertia of the system, and, in ad-
dition, decreases the cost of the counterweight,
guides and ropes.

The proper speed for a given building is one
which will enable a trip up or down to be made
in half a minute without stops. This figure will

be modified to a certain extent by local conditions,
but is a rough approximation. ADOarenthf the
speed should depend on the number of passengers
to be carried, biit this varying condition must bj
met by the size of the car, as there are certain peri-

ods of the day when the tenants all move, and
high speed is of no advantage. Express elevators
to the upper half or third of a tall building have
been used with doubtful success. Crowding out
of lower-floor tenants is almost prevented, but a
rmmber of annoying features have arisen, such as

restriction of ease of intercommunication, mistake^
in cars, etc. In addition, during all but the "rush"
hours two cars are fulfilling the duty of one. Ve-
locity of service is increased by floor calls and in-

dicators showing the position of the cars. Variable
speed is a necessity where the cars are required to

run at certain distances apart, or where elevators
are run from a lighting plant.

For high buildings, with elevators running from
350 to 700 feet per minute, the Increase in the in-

ertia of the system and in the probable and possible
strains due to sudden stoppage must be met by
increased cable strength, fixed and absolute limits

of travel, an underbalanced car with a counter-
weight moving at one-half or one-third its speed,
etc. These conditions are filled only by the hy-
draulic and screw electric machines. The worm-
gear drum machine is unfitted for such work, as
it has an endless character of movement, and can
not have double or triple ropes on the drum, on ac-
count of the size of drum necessary and the im-
possibility of equalizing their work at the machine.
With the screw and ball nut type multiplication of
the speed is effected by multiple sheaves on the
nut; the ropes from the last of these sheaves are
attached to the bottom of the counterweight. From
an anchorage at the top of the shaft other ropes
pass around a sheave fastened to the top of the
counterweight, and thence over and around the
overhead sheaves to the car. Short distances be-
tween floors and the necessity for a quick stop
indicate probable limits of multiplication. An in-

terval of one second with the screw turning 250
times per minute would carry the car 8 1-3 feet in
a second, with a multiplication of 20 to i. The
practical limit lies at about these figures, and higher
car speed must be obtained by increasing that of
the machine. For buildings with elevators running
from 150 to 350 feet per minute the double worm-
gear drum elevator satisfies all requirements. In
this the speed is varied by the ratio of the worm
wheel to the worm, and by the size of the drum.
Up to a certain limit, with a worm of given size,

the greater the ratio, the more economical is the
operation of the gear and of the electric motor
due to the increased angle of contact, decreased
friction at high speed, and electrical losses. By
increasing the diameter of a worm, the path trav-
eled by the point of contact -with the wheel is in-
creased, and the angle of contact decreased for a
given pitch, rendering a reversal of rotation of the
worm by the car more difficult. However, more
surface is obtained if the gears are correctly cut
and variation in speed and work is more gradual.
Consequently heavy loads require large worms.
The limit of multiplication is fixed by the size of
the drum, which, in turn, is determined largely by
the height of the hoistway, and in some cases by
the space allotted to the elevator machinery. For
residences, apartment houses and sidewalk hoists,
requiring speeds of 150 feet per minute or less, the
single worm-gear drum is used exclusively, and is
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operated by a solenoid or by automatic control.
As these machines receive little or no care, they
must be simple and automatic in their action, and
at the same time be capable of receiving bad treat-
ment without injury; hence self-oiling bearings,
self-cleaning switches, enclosed motors and parts,
and magnetic blow-outs or other arc arresters are
desirable. Where the car is run but seldom, it may
be advisable to counterweight for one-half the
maximum load, in order to decrease first cost of the
motor; but the question is not of importance.
The requirements of the motors for all the three
types are strength, sparkless commutation with all

loads and speeds, ventilated armatures, careful se-
curing of lugs, commutator bars, and winding, and
avoidance of sharp corners, fields variable and
balanced, etc. Devices for opening and closing the
circuit without destructive arcing involve either the
magnetic blow-out or the divided arc principle
for all heavy work. For light loads a quick, long
break answers all purposes. In general, high speed
is not advisable or essential. The hoistway
should be of a fireproof material and covered by
a skylight, with a screen placed immediately be-
low the overhead machinery. Ample room above
and below the car at its limits of travel, to provide
for possible slip or stretch in the ropes, should
be allow'ed. If grille work is used, a simple, open
pattern, giving a clear view of the landings, is most
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rently ruinous to fine machinery, such as buildings
half completed and damp holes, without serious
damage; they require but little attention, oiling and
cleaning being necessary only once or twice a day,
and are highly efficient.

Double Acting Pumps.
It is contended for the triplex pump of the Still-

v.'ell-Bierce and Smith-Vaile company of Dayton,
Ohio, which is herewith illustrated, that it possesse.;
special merit on account of dividing the work on the
shaft so that a card taken off the water end shows
very near a true line. Among the features of this
pump not shown in any other design are four stand-
ards, giNdng four bearings on the crank; in other
words, placing the piston connections with a bearing
on each side. The pistons coming out of the cylin-
der are guided, running in cross-heads, with brass
shoes which are adjustable. In this way a perfect
alignment is preserved at all times and the stuffing
boxes will not cut out. Still another feature that is

found only on the double acting pumps of this com-
pany is that the cylmders are made and cast separate
from the pump, and are in this way removable, so
that they can be supplied any time. The frame is

raised high enough above the pump so that they are
perfectly accessible to pack. The valves are given
a very large area, over 50 per cent., which allows
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satisfactory to the operator, and may be made en-
tirely safe.

Operation of elevators from the lighting engine
is frequently desirable; with overbalanced ma-
chines carrying, moderate loads this can be accom-
plished by adopting a slow starting device or by
running the generator below its rated output. In
either case, even with perfect engine regulation, a
flicker in the lights will occur, due to the electrical

reaction of the varying current. With underbal-
anced machines the flicker is more noticeable and
can be removed only by the employment of a sep-
arate generator for power—coupled or belted to the
lighting engine, or by the use of storage batteries in

connection with a booster motor-dynamo.
Where a number of worm-gear elevators are in-

stalled, a large economy results from the balancing
action of the descending elevators, which return
current to the source, aiding those ascending.
The cost of electric elevator operation is lower

than that of any _ other practical method. The
power required per car-mile in office buildings
varies from two kilowatt-hours (with the over-
balanced worm gear) to four kilowatt-hours (with
the underbalanced screw). Approximate costs on
the central service at 10 cents per horse power
hour for small, and 10 cents per kilowatt-hour for
large, consumers are $3 to $10 for residences, $10
to $20 for apartment houses, $15 to $40 for loft and
small office buildings, and $40 to $90 for tall ofiSce

buildings, per month.
In conclusion, an answer to the question so of-

ten advanced: "Are 'electric elevators safe and
reliable?" will not be unfitting. Electric elevators
are the safest vehicles to travel in known to hu-
manity; none have ever fallen, nor have people been
killed by them except through their own careless-
ness—a remarkable record considering the novelty
and number of machines installed. Like the mo-
tor of the trolley car, they run in positions appa-

a high speed without any undue friction or hammer-
ing. All the valve seats are made of composition
and are screwed in. Where thick liquid is used or
stuff pumps, the valve chambers are altered some-
what and ball valves are used. Cut gear is em-
ployed ,and for pressures of 150 pounds and above,
bevel gears, while for 80 pounds and below there is

a single gear.

Where a motor is used an extra base is cast, and
it is flanged and bolted up to the pump base. The
double acting pump gives a very even load on the
motor.

Successful Trial of the Corner Grat
Railway.

The first trial trips on the electric railway up the
Corner Grat, near Zermatt, were carried out last

week in the presence of the inspectors of the Swiss
Railway Department. The section already com-
pleted has a length of 1,600 meters and a gradient of
12 per cent.

The tests were satisfactory, both the ascent and
descent being effected without the slightest difiiculty,

the motors holding the locomotive perfectly to its

proper speed. Starting on the maximum gradient
w-ith a fully loaded train was also effected mth
great facility.

It will be remembered that this is a rack railwa5^

the total length being 9.8 kilometers and the maxi-
mum gradient 20 per cent. The power is derived
from the Findelenbach, which drives four turbines
of 250 horse power each, coupled directly to three-

phase alternators of 5,000 volts. Transformers are
placed in the power house itself for feeding the line

as it passes the building, and two other transformer
stations are provided. Thf^ tension of the trolley

line is 550 volts. Each locomotive is equipped with
two three-phase motors of 90 horse power each,

driving the main pinions by spur-gear. Owing to

the property of three-phase motors, by which they
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will act as generators and take up the full power
which thcv are designed to give out as motors, when
driven at" two or three per cent, above the speed

of synchronism, the locomotive w'iU, in descending,

give power back to the line. In case onb' descending

trains should be on the line, the surplus power will

\w- taken up in a water resistance in the power house.

The contractors for the electrical equipment were

Brown, Boveri & Co., who, in the well-known Lu-
gano tramway, were the first to apply the three-

phase system directly to traction. They have also

supplied the electrical parts of the locomotive for

the Jungfrau railway, where their system is to be

adopted, and are now engaged on the equipment of

the line from Stansstaad to Engclberg. which is to

be running next spring.

The standard gauge line from Burgdorf to Thun
in Canton Bern is also to be equipped by them on

the three-phase system, the power being taken from

tile power station on the Kandcr.

Show Window Illumination.

In economy and brilliancy the Wheeler Reflector

company of Boston maintains that it can obtain

results in lighting show windows with its new re-

flectors that cannot be reached ui any other way.

FIG I. SHOW WINDOW ILLUMINATION.

The cuts illustrate the methods employed. It is

proposed to place the reflectors (Fig. i) on ball and
socket brackets, at the very front of window, close

to the ceiling, the curtain hiding lamps from view on
sidewalk. Fig. 2 shows how the light is utilized.

The reflector is lined with sixteen pieces or facets

of silver-plated mirror-glass. Each facet reflects

downward substantially the same amount of light

as is given by the lamp itself. The cut shows
an under view, wnth 16 candle power lamp.

Storage Batteries in Street Railway
Work.

At the last annual meeting of the American Street
Railway association, held in Niagara Falls in Oc-
tober last, Charles Hew^itt of Philadelphia read a

paper on the application of the storage battery to

electric traction w^hich attracted attention to this

FIG. .2. SHOW WINDOW ILLUMINATION.

subject, and provoked a general discussion. It was
clear that the .usefulness of the storage battery in
the field mentioned was recognized, and one of the
results is now apparent, the Buffalo Railway com-
pany having decided to establish, a large storage
battery plant in connection with its already ex-
tensive outfit. This addition will one of the largest
and most progressive improvements ever made by
a street railway company, and the operation of the
battery on so large a scale will be watched with
great interest by street railway operators and elec-
trical engineers throughout the country.
The capacity of the battery to be installed will

be 1,200 horse power hours. The battery will con-
tain 2go cells, each .of which will weigh 1,200
pounds. It will occupy 2,800 feet of floor space,
and be constructed in large iron tanks. In order
to accommodate it, a new fireproof building will
be erected adjoining the railway company's plant
on Niagara street, and in this building the battery
will be placed. It is expected to be completed in

90 days, so that probably it will be in operation
early in March next. The company is quite en-
thusiastic as to the benefits it will derive from the
battery, so much so that it will provide tanks, in
which the cells will be placed, considerably larger
than are necessary to meet the present needs. The
object of this is so that the battery may be increased
by the addition of plates without enlarging the
tanks. In this way, with the size tanks "that will
be put in, it will be possible to increase the ca-
pacity of the battery 662-3 per cent.
The battery will be a substantial reserve oper-
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ating force. Should anything happen to one of
the company's engines, to the boiler plant, or to the
supply of power transmitted from Niagara Falls,

the storage battery would take the load and help
out until the original plant would be in good shape
again. The Niagara Falls Power company furnishes
a 24-hours' service, but all the street cars do not
run that length of time, making it possible to store
some of the power furnished for use at other times
of the day. The lines are busiest about six o'clock
in the evening, and then it issoraetimes necessary
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Motor Speed Regulating Rheostat.
The speed regulator of the American Rheostat

company of Milwaukee is constructed with suffi-
cient capacity to carry the full current continuously
without excessive heating. Every part is fire-proof,
and it is built with or without the automatic release.
With the automatic release it has all of the advan-
tages and protection of an automatic starting box
in addition to the convenience of speed regulator.
The arm can be carried over the contacts in either
direction, as desired, and the automatic release is
operative at any point. This operation is simple
requiring no complicated parts.
The necessity of an automatic release on a speed

regulator is exactly the same as on a starting box.
as the current from the power plant is liable to be
suddenly cut off at any time and just as suddenly
thrown on.
The standard size is built for a reduction of .^0

per cent, in the speed under full load. It should
be borne in mind that a speed regulator in the arma-
ture circuit does not give the same reduction of
speed for any load on the motor. If constructed
to reduce the speed 59 per cent, under full load it

would give but very little reduction with no load
on the motor.

New West End Lease.

A special meeting of the stockholders of the West
End Street Railway company was held at Boston on
December gth, and the terms of the new lease of the
West End to the Boston Elevated Railroad company
was authorized to be executed. In the place of a
90-year lease on a dividend basis of eight per cent
which was rejected several weeks ago by the rail-
road commissioners, this new lease, while conform-
ing in its general scope to the original one
substitutes a 25-year tenure and a seven per cent,
dividend. The new lease now goes to the railroad
commissioners for approval. The commissioners,
although they know the terms of the new lease!
have declined to state whether the modification is
all that they will require, but the general op'nion in
financial circles is that they will offer no obiect'on
to it.

MOTOR SPEED REGULATING RHEOSTAT.

to supply more power. When the battery has been
installed, instead of turning in another engine to

get more power, the company will simply draw
from the storage battery and use the reserve power
it will contain.

The Electric Storage Battery company of Phila-
delphia will supply the plant, which will be
the first to be put into use on a large system of

street railways in this countr3^ In Philadelphia
the Union 'Traction company is using a battery

for the suburban service, and it was the experience
in the operation of this plant that Mr. Hewitt re-

lated to the American Street Railway association

at Niagara Falls last October.

Silver Medal Awarded at Nashville Ex-
position.

The G. & H. Barnett company of Philadelphia

received a silver medal at the Nashville Exposition
for the excellence of its goods. This was the only

Penny-in-the-slot Electricity.
[From the London Mail.l

A novel departure in connection with the new ar-
tisans' dwellings, which the Shoreditch vestry are
erecting, will be the provision of penny-in-the-slot
electric light meters, so that the tenants may be able
to avail themselves of the most modern illuminant.
Lord Kelvin, when he visited Shoreditch, said that
the vestry ought to be able to supply electric light
more cheaply than gas is supplied, and, as a matter
of fact, the penny-in-the-slot consumer will find that
for 2s. lod. he will be provided with electricity
equivalent to 1,000 feet of gas. When the extra
charge made by the gas companies for the provision
of the fittings is taken into consideration the vestry's
price compares favorably with that of the companies,
though of course the electric light will not be avail-
able for heating purposes.

Further inquiries elicited the information that the
favorable position in which the vestry finds itself

for providing electric light at a cheap rate is due
to the fact that, instead of having to pay for fuel
for its electric stations, it is actually paid to receive
it. Manufacturers are glad to give the municipal
authorities payment ranging from a shilling per ton
upward to take thefr refuse, and indeed the stations

SILVER MEDAL AWARDED AT NASHVILLE EXPOSITION.

award made in the line which this company ex-
hibited. The accompanying cut illustrates the medal,
which the company is naturally very proud of.

Three-cent Fares Don't Pay.
IFrom the Detroit EveDiDg News.]

A report comes to the News from a high source,

in fact from several sources, that the Detroit rail-

way (three-cent fare railway line) was unable to

meet the interest on the bonds when the latest pay-
ment became due.

There also comes a reiteration of the report that

Tom L. Johnson declines to keep a promise alleged

to have been made at the time of the so-called con-
solidation of the Citizens' and the Detroit companies
that if the Detroit didn't earn enough above operat-

ing expenses to pay its bonded interest he would see

that it was paid.

use a few tons of coal on Sundays only when no
refuse is available.

The development of the dust destruction under-
taking is marvelous. Even after the refuse has
passed through the furnaces it is still valuable,

since it is made up into flagstones and also tised for

the purpose of fireproof flooring. And even the

waste steam from the central station is to be utilized

for providing the necessary heat for the adjoining
public baths and washhouses now in course of erec-

tion.

In addition to light, the vestry supply electric

power to workshops, and this should be a great

lioon to the many small firms engaged in the fur-

niture industry in Shoreditch. It is claimed that

electric power is cheaper and more efficient than
steam power, since there Is no waste, as the motor
can be got right on to the lathe, or other instrument
used, while a boy can work it by pressing a button.
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Shepherd Killed by Lightning; Flock
Wanders 500 Miles.

All interesting story comes from Albuquerque
disclosing the fate of a shepherd in Arizona whose
flock was found wandering in New Mexico, 500

miles from the tragedy described. A herder in

charge of a flock of 2,000 sheep which were grazing

near the base of the San Francisco Mountains in

Arizona was killed by lightning during a terrific

storm which visited that section about August ist.

As the herder was not expected to come in with his

sheep until October 1st, his absence during Atigust

and September was in the regular line of business

and attracted no attention, but when the middle of

October came and he did not appear messengers

were sent out to find him and see what was the mat-

ter. After a search of some days in the vicinity

of where he was last seen, the remains of a camp were

found under a tree which had been riven by the

lightning. The cooking utensils were scattered

about and the remains of a blanket Avere found,

which were identified as parts of one which the man
had taken with him. The water keg was also rec-

ognized by a mark which had been burned into one

of the staves, A further search revealed the bones

of a man scattered about over the ground, some of

them more than 100 yards from the tree, where they

had evidently been carried by the wolves.

A prospector who had passed that way had camped

a night with the man about August ist, and said the

herd was then moving northward. This tree,

around which these articles were fonnd, was just

about far enough north to have been the next camp-

ing place, and as it was remembered that there was

a severe storm with thunder and lightning in that

section one night about the time referred to, it was

assumed that the man had made his camp under

this tree, and had been killed by lightning and bis

body devoured by wolves. The sheep had never

been heard of, and no trace of them could be found

anywhere in that part of the country.

About three weeks ago a herd of about 2.000 sheep

was found on the plain in San Miguel County in

New Mexico, with no one in charge of them, and

to all appearances, belonging to nobody. The peo-

ple in Arizona heard of this fact and wrote to an

officer in the county where the sheep were found,

giving their marks, and explaining how the animals

could be identified, when it was found beyond any

doubt that this was the same herd that had disap-

peared from the range in Arizona about August ist.

They had been shifting for themselves for at least

three months and a half, and turned up at a point

fully 500 miles from where the herder was killed,

and had crossed the Rio Grande on the way.

six months the other mill did not require a cent for

repairs to the motors. The electric mill could be
operated in parts also without running all the shaft-

ing. The test showed that there was a saving in

friction in the electric mill of 77 horse power.

President Ingalls on the Future of Rail-

roading.

M. E. Ingalls, president of the "Big Four" rail-

road system, in the course of a recent address on

"Railways of America" at Purdue University, said:

"Probably locomotives propelled by electricity will

come in the future. If not, something else may.

And we cannot tell what the next years have in store

in the way of improving our railway facilities; higher

speed, possibly cheaper trains, but it is necessary to

this country of ours that the railways should be en-

couraged so that they may go on improving their

systems, so that branch lines can be built to every

county seat in the country. Instead of stopping at

182,000 miles of railway we shoidd build at least

5,000 miles a year in short and inexpensive lines, as

feeders to the main systems, so that the days of the

stage coach and the heavy wagon should be un-

known. This country will soon have 100,000,000 of

people. It will require at least 250,000 miles of rail-

ways to serve them properly—an increase of 40 per

cent, over the present mileage. They cannot be

built, they cannot be improved and increased with

the present system of legislation and with the present

prejudice against them. The development of the

country demands that this must be changed. It is

through such institutions as this, it is through such

students as these, that the change must come. In

the centuries that have gone the youth of the various

countries sought fame and preferment in war and its

accompaniments. We live in better days and m a

higher civilization, but the service of our railways

offers a wider field for advancement and fame than

anything of old. The road to success in this line

is not through carnage and suffering, but it is none
the less sure and requires equally moral courage and
intelligence. A new evangel must be preached in

reference to railways; they must be placed upon a

higher order, and instead of being pariahs in busi-

ness, they must be the benefactors and friends of all."

Electricity in Cotton Mills.

At the annual meeting of the American Society

of Mechanical Engineers, a paper was read by W.
B. T. Whaley of Columbia, S. C., on "Electricity in

Cotton Mills," in which he told of some comparative
tests which were made of two mills of nearly equal

size, in one of which the spindles and looms were
run by steam and the other equipped with electric

motors. One notable advantage which the latter

mill had because of its electric equipment was that

it required only about 122,000 pounds of shafting

to make its connections, as against about 136,000

pounds for the steam mill. The steam mill required

more oil and other items of running cost, while in

Independent Telephone Exchanges.
I
From the Chicago Chronicle.]

The independent telephone interests take excep-
tion to an article recently given prominence in an
eastern financial paper, containing a list of cities

and towns in the United States where independent
telephone companies had given up the field in favor
of the American Bell Telephone company. The in-

dependent interests claim that the tendency of the
article was to impress readers with the idea that the
independent telephone movement was not succeed-
ing and declare that the list published included less

than four per cent, of the independent telephone
exchanges in the country. The list referred to was
composed of 45 exchanges, and the independents
claim that quite a number of them were bought out
by the Bell telephone interests at a price well above
their original cost. It is claimed there are over
1,200 independent telephone exchanges in operation
in the United States to-day and that they represent
an actual investment of between $20,000,000 and
$30,000,000. Ohio heads the list with 173 exchanges;
Illinois comes second with 169; New York has 164,

Pennsylvania 147, Indiana 142, Iowa 139 and Mich-
igan 133.

Engineering Association of the South.

At the annual meeting of the Engineering .Asso-

ciation of the South the acting secretary announced
that at a meeting held November 12th, ballots for

officers for the ensuing year were canvassed and re-

sulted in the election of J. S. Walker, Nashville,

Tenn., president; Prof. W. H. Schueiman, Nash-
ville, Teiin., vice-president; William B. Atkinson,
Earlington, Ky., second vice-president; C. B. Wil-
son, Nashville, Tenn., secretary and treasurer; Hun-
ter McDonald, Capt. John Biddle and L. P. Brown,
Nashville, Tenn., directors.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, December 14.—There has been a lively

scramble for franchises and privileges of all kinds
in every part of Greater New York during the last

.year, but nothing more comprehensive has been sug-
gested thaai the application that has been made re-

cently to nearly every board of town or village trus-

tees, supervisors or highway commissioners in

Richmond County—soon to become a borough of

Greater New York—for a franchise described in the

following resolution

:

"Resolved, That M. Menzenado, Edward Wisely,

John S. Warde, Erastus F. Mead, G. N. Whitney,
H. P. Whitney, Fred L. M. Masury, John Irving

and G. Lynch, their executors and administrators
and assigns, are hereby collectively authorized and
empowered to construct subways, to erect, lay, con-
struct, operate, maintain and use (and collect tolls,

rent and compensation therefor), in, on, under, over,

through and along all streets, lanes, alleys, squares,

public parks, highways and places in the village

of New Brighton, wires, pipes, tubes, poles, con-
ductors, conduits, fixtures, appliances and appurte-

nances for the purpose of conducting and distribut-

ing electricity, gas, water, oil, fluids, wires, steam,

compressed air and any other property, substance
or product capable of transportation of transmission

therein or thereon by any force, power or mechani-
cal agency, and to erect and maintain all necessary

and convenient buildings, stations, tanks, fixtures,

machines and appliances for the proper conduct and
distribution of the aforesaid property, substances
or products.
"And the said grantees, and their executors, ad-

ministrators or assigns, collectively, as aforesaid,

are authorized and empowered for the purpose of

constructing and maintaining all of the same, to

open the streets, highways, sidewalks and public

places of the village at all times. Immediately after

any work they agree that all streets, highways, side-

walks and public places, shall be restored to the

same condition as before such opening.
"The said grantees shall take steps to induce all

persons and corporations having wires and poles

in the streets to put the same underground, and
for the rights and privileges herein granted, the

said grantees or their assigns shall the first year
pay to the village of New Brighton the sum of $100
and in addition one-half of one per cent, of their

gross receipts, and after the first year they shall

pay to said village each year one per cent, of their

gross receipts. That before any streets or public

places shall be opened a bond in the penalty of $5,000
shall be filed with the clerk of the village to se-

cure the restoring of the streets and public places

and to indemnify the village against accident. All

work shall be finished to the satisfaction of the

Board of Trustees."
The order of Justice Smyth enjoining the Board

of Aldermen from granting a franchise for the Kings-
bridge railroad, on the application of the Forty-sec-

ond Street, Manhattanville and St. Nicholas Avenue
Railroad company, for more than 25 years, has been
affirmed by the Appellate Division of the Supreme
Court. Justice Rumsey holds that section 73 of

the new charter, which says that "after the approval
of this act," the "Municipal Assembly" shall not
grant franchises for more than 25 years, must be
construed by "eliminating the words Municipal As-
sembly" to mean that from the date of the enact-
ment of the charter franchises to use the streets of
the city for a longer period than 25 years shall not
be granted. The charter became law on May 4,
1897, and the prohibition applies to all franchises
to use the streets granted in the Greater New York
territory since that date. The court says: "For
many years it has been sought to devise some means
by which the city of New York might obtain some
compensation for the grant .of franchises to use its

streets for railway and other purposes. Such grants
were of great value to the corporations to which
they have been given, yet but little if any revenue
had been derived therefrom by the city. It was
quite apparent that upon the organization of the
greater city such franchises would be still more val-
uable than they had been before, and it might have
been expected that as soon as the act constituting
the greater city should become a certainty pressure
would be put upon all these various municipalities
which for a short time possessed the right of granting
permanent franchises to grant such franchises to
corporations before the statute creating the Greater
New York took effect. That this was the condition
of affairs, and that this was a reasonable and prob-
able expectation, is well known to everybody, and
it must be considered in giving construction to the
provisions of the section now under consideration."
The question of continuing the injunctions re-

straining the Brooklyn Board of Aldermen from
passing over Mayor Wurster's expected veto a

franchise to the East River and Atlantic Ocean Rail-
road company for the use of about 25 miles of streets

was argued before Justice Van Wyck in the Su-
preme Court in Brooklyn. December 8th. Justice
Van Wyck granted temporary injunctions restrain-

ing Mayor Wurster from approving the aldermanic
grants, and also restraining the aldermen from
passing the franchise over the mayor's expected
veto. Injunctions were also granted holding up the

franchises applied for by the Flatbush Gas Light
company and the Municipal Electric Light company.
Corporation Counsel Burr, who appeared for Mayor
Wurster, said that Mayor Wurster feels it to

be bis duty to veto the resolutions. He makes
no charges or insinuation of fraud, corrup-
tion or improper motives against the aldermen,"
said Mr. Burr. He believes they have done
an illegal act, although possibly they were innocent
in doing so." Former Senator David B. Hill, in

opposing the grants, said that under the new charter

the action of the aldermen was void in granting

a franchise in perpetuity, as the new charter was
in reality in operation after the date of its approval.
He said that if the franchise was allowed to stand,

it meant that 25 miles of streets which the greater

city of New York was entitled to would belong to

a private corporation. The charter, he said, was
very plain in its language, and meant that after the

charter was approved no franchise could be granted
in perpetuity. It also meant that the powers of

the present aldermen were simply suspended in this

respect until the organization of the Municipal As-
sembly. He also argued that under the new char-

ter no franchises could be granted unless the Board
of Estimate and Apportionment had given its per-

mission.
Concerning the stories that several syndicates had

been formed to construct the underground tunnel,

William Barclay Parsons, chief engineer of the

commission, said: "I know that there are at least

three syndicates which are entirely responsible and
financially able to undertake the contract, which
have employed lawyers and engineers, both of high
standing, to assure the commission of their actual

intent to enter into competition for the contract

and to look into the plans and estimates. I know
a few of the persons who are interested in

these inquiries, but I do not believe that either Mr.
Orr or the other commissioners are aware of the

identity of the principal men back of the schemes.

Naturally, it is the purpose of these men to keep
their identity unknown, both for their own reasons

and to save embarrassing the commission. Engi-

neers of high standing have been at work for months
in my office looking over the plans and making
computations of cost." Mr. Parsons said it Avas

quite possible that before the contract was offered

the three syndicates he mentioned might make a

combination and offer only one bid.

General Collis has asked the Gas Commission to al-

low him to double the number of electric lights in

Fifth avenue from Eighth to Fifty-ninth street, where
he said the finest hotels, clubs and restaurants in

the world were located, and which is also a great

passageway for pedestrians. The estimated cost for

the increase of light there is $16,000.

A handsome residence owned by P. B. Delaney.
the electrical inventor, in Scotland road, South Or-
ange, was destroyed by fire on December 5th. The
house was occupied by Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Van Rens-
selaer, and jewelry and valuables owned by them,
to the value of $10,000. were lost in the fire, which
started from a drapery that was blown against a

gas jet.

Among the recently incorporated electrical com-
panies reported by the secretary of state is the

Bower}' Bay Electric Light and Power company,
to furnish electricity for lighting and other pur-

poses in Long Island City and Newtown, the capi-

tal stock of which is $10,000. George Ehret, John B.
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Hiisslockcr and Edvv;ird M. Burkhard of New York
i-ity, Louis von Bcrmith and Walter C. Foster of

Long Island Cily, arc named as directors.

In a recentcasc in thcYorkville Police Court, Mag.
istrate Deuel censured the Board of Electrical Con-

trol for allowing a wire to be kept strung across

Madison avenue for five years and then ordering the

arrest of men who tried to repair it. The case on

trial was that of Patrick Sullivan, a driver, and John
P.. Parker, an electrician, who had been arrested at

the instance of Andrew M. Cameron, an inspector of

the Board of Electrical Control. Cameron was sent

by Superintendent Brown of the Board of Electrical

Control to Madison avenue to cut a wire stretched

across the avenue at Fifty-eighth street. The wire

ran between the Madison Avenue Hotel, the Savoy
Hotel, the Leno.x Lyceum and ex-Alderman Hall's

stable, at Sixty-second street and Madison avenue,

and was used to communicate with Mr. Hall's stable.

The wire has been up tor five years, and Superin-

tendent Brown told Cameron to cut it down, and
wait there for a time. If anyone came to repair it he

was to be arrested. Cameron cut the wire, and soon

Parker and Sullivan came to repair it. Cameron got

a policeman to arrest the men. and they ware ar
raigned in the Yorkville court on the charge of

violating the law which prohibits the stringing of

overhead wires. When the case had been explained

to Magistrate Deuel, he said: "These two men simply

repaired a cut wire, which had been permitted to

remain in existence with the knowledge of the Board
of Electrical Control for five years. I regard the

board as negligent in not having enforced the law

all this time. These men simply repaired the wire.

They are innocent of any wrongdoing, and are dis-

charged." The Board of Electrical Control is de-

termined that the wire shall come down, and ex-

. Alderman Hall is as determined that it shall stay up,

so that there is the possibility of a legal contest.

The New York and Philadelphia Traction com-
pany has won a victory in its war with the Bruns-
wick Traction company in Somerset County. N. J.

Two months ago the Brunswick Traction company
started to build a line from New Brunswick to

Bound Brook on the north side of the Raritan River.

About the same time the New York and Philadel-

phia Traction company hurried to get the right-of-

way to build a competing line from Boimd Brook to

New Brunswick on the south side of the Raritan

River. The Franklin Township committee and the

commissioners of .South Bound Brook were held up
by. an order issued by Chancellor McGill. at the insti-

gation of the Brunswick Traction company, which
restrained the New York and Philadelphia Traction
conipanj^ from building or operating in the state.

When the case was recently argusd Chancellor McGill
said he had issued thewritwith the understandingthat
the people of Somerset County objected to the con-
struction of a trolley road by the New York and
Philadelphia Traction company, but as the afifidavits

presented by the defendants showed that the chief

objection came from a rival company he would
strike out that part of the restraining order pro-

hibiting the New York and Philadelphia Traction
company from building or operating in the state.

The commissioners of South Bound Brook and the

Franklin Township committee held special meet-
ings at once and granted the delayed franchise,

giving the New York and Philadelphia Traction
company the right-of-way from Bound Brook to

the Middlesex County line, a distance of seven mi'es.

The company has agreed to construct its line withm
go days. The Brunswick Traction company has
constructed its line on the north side of the Raritan

River, but is held up about one mile from Bound
Brook through trouble in crossing the tracks of

the New Jersey Central railroad. The New Jersey
Central is openly supporting the New York and
Philadelphia Traction company, and a constant

watch is kept on the crossing in order to frustrate

any attempt of the Brunswick Traction company
to put a large force at work in the night.

The Appellate Division of the Supreme Court in

Brooklyn has confirmed the judgment obtained by
the Brooklyn Elevated Railroad company compel-
ling the Nassau Electric company to charge lO cents

fare over its West End trolley route to Coney Island.

The damages, however, of $15,000 given by the

lower court, were reduced to $10,000.

The Court of Appeals has affirmed the order of

the lower court in the case of the people on the
relation of the Brooklyn City Railroad company and
the Brooklyn Heights railroad against the Brook-
lyn Board of Assessors, the appellants. This was
an. appeal from the order of the Appellate Division
affirming the decision and order of the Special Term
setting aside the assessment in 1S96, for purposes
of taxation of the capital stock of the Brooklyn
City Railroad company in the sum of $4.o.-?2.35o

made by the assessors, and directing a reconsidera-
tion and reassessment, if any may be had, of such
capital stock. The Brooklyn City road is leased by
the Brooklyn Heights, and the latter pays the taxes
levied on the former.
Negotiations have been begun in Brooklyn look-

ing to a combination between all the trolley lines,

on a traffic agreement, 50 that they may be operated
as one system. The two elevated railroads, it is said,

may also be included in the deal. It is estimated
that nearly $1,000,000 a year would be saved in the
running expenses if the scheme could be accom-
plished. President Rossiter of the Heights company
admitted that the subject had been under considera-
tion now for over a year. "There is no doubt that

it would be a great thing," he added, "both for the
railroads and the public. I am heartily in favor of
it, and I do not care whether it comes in the form
of a combination, actual consolidation, traffic ar-
rangement, lease, or just an agreement. But as
yet nothing definite has come of it."

Those who are interested in the application of
electricity to canal propulsion will be surprised to
learn that, like all political jobs, the original appro-
priation for the improvement of the canals in this
state was only sufficient to get the work well started,
The $9,000,000 appropriation to improve the state
canals will fall far short of the amount required for
the work. The $9,000,000 is almost wholly ex-
pended, and last week State Engineer Adams in-

formed Superintendent Aldridge that another ap-
propriation of $5,000,000 would be needed to complete
the improvements already begun to the Erie, Os-
wego and Champlain canals. So far the improve-
ments have cost $1,000,000 more than had been
anticipated, owing to the difficulty met with
as the work progressed. About 153 miles of the
canals remains to be improved, a large portion of
which must be done on the Champlain and Oswego
canals. The Legislature will have to decide whether
$5,000,000 additional shall be spent on canal im-
provements. Superintendent Aldridge says the
improvement is about half completed, and that if

the work is abandoned now great damage would
result. M. S.

New England News.
Boston, December 13.—Another link has been

forged in the chain of franchises necessary in order
to electrically unite Fall River, Mass., and Newport,
R. I., the little town of Tiverton, R. I., having re-
cently granted the location within her precincts asked
for. Favorable action is expected by the other town
authorities when the proposition for constructing
the road is brought to their attention. Anthony,
Tucker & Co. of Boston, who are the promoters and
financiers of the new line, were instrumental in se-
curing Tiverton's endorsement. The company is to
commence work before July i, 1858. and complete it

within one year from that date.

An important petition has been received from the
Boston Electric Light company by the gas and
electric light commissioners. The company wants
authority to issue $800,000 additional cap-'tal stock
to purchase real estate upon which to build a new
generating station in connection with its existing
plants. The company already has outstanding
$1,700,000 stock. A few years ago the Legislature
authorized the company to increase to $3,000,000. It

is under the provisions of that law that the company
now seeks its increase. C. S. G.

PERSONAL
M. K. Bowen and William B. Walker have been

elected managers of the Chicago City Railway com-
pany in place of James C. King and Erskine M.
Phelps, resigned.

H. L. Parker, the president and manager of the
Emerson Electric Manufacturing company of St.

Lotiis, was a recent Chicago visitor. In company
with W. W. Low, the president of the Electric Ap-
pliance company. Mr. Parker made a number of

pleasant calls in this city.

Wooster Blake Curtis of the General E'ectric
company and Miss Julia Marshall Caldwell, daugh-
ter of Marshall O. Caldwell of Schenectady, were
married on December 7th. Mr. Curtis is a native
of San Jose, Cal.. and an honor graduate of Tufts
College. He has been with ihe General E'ectric com-
pany during the last five years, in which time he
has filled several positions of trust. Mr. Curtis is

highly esteemed by his comrades, from all of whom
he carries the very best wishes for his future pros-
perity and happiness.

G. Herbert Condict, who made many pleasant
associations in Chicago while building the Engle-
wood storage battery railway, of which he became
the receiver, is now the chief engineer of the Electric

Vehicle company of New York, and is preparing
plans for a station having capacity to shelter and
charge 100 electric cabs. These vehicles—50 han-
soms and 50 broughams—have been ordered, and
will be placed on the streets of New York at an
early date. Mr. Condict is an engineer of wide ex-

perience in storage-battery applications, and his

services cannot fail to be of great value to the New
York company which is so extensively engaging
in the operation of electric carriages.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Beecher Smith of Somerset, Ky.. writes that as he

has secured the contract for lighting the city of

Somerset, he is in the market for engines, dynamos
and other electric lighting apparatus. The fran-
chise is of 20 years' duration.

Attorney-general McCormick of Pennsylvania
granted the petition of the Municipal League of
Philadelphia for a writ of quo warranto to try the
title of the seat of Henry Clay, a member of the
Select Council in that city. It is alleged that Mr.
Clay is interested in electric light companies which
have contracts with the city, and that, therefore, un-

der the act of Asscnd:)ly he is ineligible to a seat in
council.

A boiler in the Citizens' Electric Light and Power
company's power house in Portsmouth, Va., ex-
ploded on the afternoon of December 7th, fatally
scalding one man and killing the fireman, Ben Den-
nis. The engineer escaped with a few bruises. The
boiler room was completely wrecked, the end of
the engine room torn out, and the boiler blown lOO
yards across a pile of cordwood 20 feet high. Bricks
were blown through the windows and roofs of
nearby houses, and debris was found blocks away.
The cause for the explosion is not known, but it

is believed to have been low water. The plant sup-
plied the stores and business houses with light, and
many of them were in darkness as the result of the
explosion.

The Town Board of Trustees of Jamaica, L. I., on
December loth created a lighting district, taking
in 50 square miles of territory, which is mostly farm
land. Within the area there are 80 miles of improved
highways, and the Town Board decided to have
these highways lighted by electricity. Should the
town officials give out a contract for arc lights 300
feet apart it would cost about $125,000 a year to
n:aintain the system of lighting, most of which
would be paid by New York ta.xpayers. A curious
objection was raised by John O'Donnell, J. Van
Sicklen and other farmers, who appeared before
the board and opposed the creation of a lighting
district. They asserted that the lights would enable
thieves to visit their fields and steal the crops.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
A member of the Cicero Town Board is quoted a_s

authority for the announcement that the Lake Streei
"L" company of Chicago has promised to extend its

elevated structure to Harlem avenue, a distance of
about three miles from its present terminal, on con-
dition that the board shall grant the 50-ycar franchise
which is asked for by the company. This c-vteiision

is two miles greater in length than any which the
Lake Street "L" people haA^e talked of lately.

A syndicate of New Yorkers has been looking
into the feasibility of a scheme to construct an elec-
tric railway from Cape Charles, Va., to the extreme
point of the peninsula, a distance of 15 miles. A
careful survey of the country has been made by
engineers, and an estimate of the cost will be sub-
mitted to the syndicate. It is the idea of those at

the head of the enterprise to couple an electric

plant for the purpose of furnishing Cape Charles
City and the New York, Philadelphia and Norfolk
railroad with lights.

The recently completed street car line in Cedar
Falls, Iowa, running from the heart of the city to the
State Normal School at its southern border was
formally opened December 14th with a general public
celebration. All btisiness houses were closed and
speeches were made by Mayor Melendy and Presi-

dent Seerley of the school. A salute of 13 guns
welcomed the first car over the line and two" bands
furnished music. The Patton motor which is em-
ployed is the invention of W. H. Patton of Chicago.
It is said to work admirably, and the daily expense of
operating the line, it is claimed, will be much less

than by any other system.

It is believed in Jamaica, L. I., that the promoters
of the Cross-Country Trolley company are looking
ahead to consolidation with the Nassau electric rail-

road of Brooklyn. The lines which the Cross-
Country company intends to build will reach within
a short distance of some of the streets for which
Patrick H. Flynn is now trying to get franchises

from the Brooklyn Board of Aldermen. The Queens
County road is having less trouble in getting its

franchises than Mr. Flynn has experienced. The
Queens County supervisors and the town authori-
ties of Flushing and Jamaica have already given the

road franchises for all the streets for which they
have asked.

A trolley car on the North Hudson County line

was approaching the ferry in Hoboken at 6:30 o'clock
December ist, when the motor fuse burned out and
the car came to a stop on the elevated structure

near Jefferson street. A car following was stopped
near the disabled one. while an investigation was
being made to find the cause of the trouble. A
third car going down the steep incline crashed into

this one, and the collision jammed the second car

up against the first one. The glass in the three cars

was smashed, and the rear platform of the second
car and the front platform of the third car were
twisted and badly damaged. The passengers in the

three cars escaped with slight injuries, but the mo-
torman of the last car, Robert McAlevey, 23 years

old, was severely injured, and was removed to St.

Mary's Hospital in an ambulance.

POWER TRANSMISSION.
An important concession has been granted a Ger-

man engineer, Hugo Luther, in the exclusive right

to use the rapids of the Danube between Brnitza and
Kladovo for the production of power during the
next 99 years. At the same time, the right was
granted him to extract coal, iron ore, copper, lead, sil-

ver, gold, etc., from the earth in the east of Servia, and
to cut wood and to build the workshops that mighi
be necessary in the accomplishment" of his designs.
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The concessiunary is only bound to observe certain

government regulations, and is exempted from taxes

and customs duties lor 30 years. It is estimated

and the fajls of the Danube have about 200,000 horse

power.

TELEPHONE.
The Elgin Telephone company has completed

connection with the .\utomatic Telephone company
of Rochester, Minn.

F. A. Swartwood and others at Waseca, Minn.,

are taking steps to form a stock company and put

in a telephone exchange.

Denison, la., voted to grant a franchise to the

Iowa Telephone company, the vote being 94 to 57.

A local company, headed by Dr. Philbrook, will

soon ask a franchise.

The Southern Maryland Telephone company has

completed its line between Lanham's station and
Hyattsville, and communication is established be-

tween those places. There is a plan afoot to extend

the line to Bowie and thence to Upper Marlboro,

the county seat.

The Bell Telephone company has increased its

rates in Alabama to $36 and $46 per annum, the

former price for residences and the latter for busi-

ness houses. These rates are subject to a discount

c^f $6 for quick payment. The people think these

rates too high and are kicking. A movement is now
on foot to organize a new company, and it is rneeting

with general co-operation. The matter is in the

hands of active and energetic men, and it seems to

be the generally accepted verdict that it would be

much better for the Bell people to accept a lower

I ate than to precipitate another telephone war.

The permit issued to the Chesapeake and Potomac
Telephone company for the erection of poles on
Wyoming avenue, in Washington, D. C, has been

recalled. This was the outcome of a lively scene

on Wyoming avenue one evening last week, when
a large force of men worked industriously by moon-
light to get the poles in position, presumably before

the citizens could make objections. The work was

not begun until nearly dark, and the men were dig-

ging holes rapidly when several of the residents of

that section who object to overhead wires hastilly

called upon Commissioners Wight and Black and

secured an order putting a stop to the proceedings.

The police department was notified, and when offi-

cers reached Wyoming avenue they found several

wagons unloading poles along the curb line near

the holes. After some discussion with the police

the workmen withdrew.

At the annual meeting of the stockholders of the

Home Telephone company, Monday evening, De-

cember 6th, at Fort Wayne, Ind., the report of the

officers for the year just closed showed a continually

increasing business. There are now 1,295 telephone

instruments in use by the company's subscribers,

and additions to the list are being made every day.

The following board of directors was elected:

George W. Beers, Charles Bash, Charles McCul-
loch, John W. Sale, Samuel M. Foster, Charles D.

Taw, William J. Vesey, Charles F. Pfeiffer, Louis

Fox. Christopher Hettler, Charles Falk, A. S. Cov-

erdale, .Tohu P. Evans, Leopold Freiburger and

Max 13.' Fisher. The new board of directors con-

sists of 15 members, six more than the former

board. It was deemed advisable to increase the num-
ber of directors in view of the constant enlargement

of the service, and for better attention to the details

of the business. On Wednesday evening, December

8th, the board organized by electing officers as fol-

lows: President, George W. Beers; vice-president,

Charles S. Bash: secretary, John W. Sale: treas-

urer, Charles McCulloch. These officers, with John
P. Evans, constitute the executive committee, having

control of the business.

ELECTRICAL SECURITIES.
The Brooklyn Rapid Transit company reports

gross earnings for November of $433.70,3, an in-

crease of $12,243 as compared with the same month
last year.

The gross earnings of the West Chicago street

railroad for the week ended December 2d were

$70,219. against $66,466 for the same week last year,

an increase of $3,753, or 5.64 per cent.

The North Shore Traction company reports gros5

earnings for October of $122,284, an increase of

$10,458 as compared with the same month of last

year, and net $50,395, an increase of $5 511-

The New York City and Queens County Elec ric

Light company of Newtown, Queens County, was
incorporated on December 9th with a capital of

f250.O0O, to furnish electricity for public and pri-

\ate purposes in Greater New- York and in villages

(if Queens County. The directors are John Welz,

Charles Zcrwick. Anton Newburger, Siegbert Bala-

ban of Brooklyn, and John Niedcrstein, Jr., of Mid-

dle Village, L. I.

The Bridgeport Traction company reports gross

earnings for November of $25,765, an increase of

$1,924 as compared with the same month of last

year, and net $12,196, an increase of $1,638. For
the five months ended November 30th the gross

earnings were $145,873. a decrease of $1,227 as com-

pared with the corresponding period of last year,
and net $73,576, an increase of $9,443. Fixed charges
were $35,222, leaving a surplus of $38,354. an increase
of $9,444-

The Columbus Street Railroad company reports
gross earnings for November of $49,747, an increase
of $1,710 as compared with the same month of last

year, and net $26,303, an increase of $2,010.

IMISCELLANEOUS.
The large agricultural implement factory of Deere

& Co. of Moline, HI., will soon be equipped for
electrical operation. Five 100 horse power motors
and two of 75 horse power each will be required.

The report of the labor commissioner of North
Carolina will show that there are 22 electric light

companies in the state, eight telephone companies,
13 telephone exchanges and seven electric street

railways.

United States Minister Newel reports from the
Hague that it has been ordered that ventilators, ex-
hausters and bellows which are worked by a steam,
gas, petroleum or electric motor only, and are used
in factories and on ships, and only in exceptional
cases elsewhere, may henceforth be admited free

of import duty in the Netherlands, but that venti-

lators for ordinary purposes and not worked by the
aforementioned motive powers shall remain subject
to the existing duty.

Reports from Chile indicate that a strong syndicate
composed of English and German capitalists is in

charge of electric lighting of Santiago and of the
electric railways in service in the city. The motive
power will be taken from the River Maipo. Some
26,000,000 marks ($6,188,000) are already invested in

the enterprise, and the work will be begun at once.
There are a number of water powers in Chile hav-
ing a fall sufficient to develop electric power, which
will doubtless be utilized in the development of

national industry.

TRADE NEWS.
The Electric .\ppliance company has been ap-

pointed excUisiA'e Chicago agent for Holm's "Teso-
line'' commutator compound, manufactured by the
Boiler Expurgator company.

The Williams & Abbott Electric company of

Cleveland, Ohio, has just booked an order from the
American Electric Telephone company, Chicago,
for magneto bells, w'hich is said to 'ue the largest

single order for bells ever placed. The Williams &
yVbbott company is working a full force 24 hours
a day without intermission.

William H. McKinlock and W. C. Camp, agents
to the successors of the Metropolitan Electric com-
pany of Chicago, have taken a five-story and base-
ment building at 175 Randolph street, where they
will carry on the business of electrical supplies.

Their increased facilities at this location promise
better attention to their large list of customers.
Those interested in electrical matters of any kind
are invited to call and inspect the new store. The
mammoth catalogue of the Metropolitan Electric
company will be available, and the customers of this

firm can use the catalogue numbers and trade words
as usual.

The American Rheostat company of Milwaukee
has enjoyed a rapid growth since its incorporation
in the spring of 1896. The directors of the company
lately found it necessary to vote an increase of the
capital stock to $25,000, to enable the company to

take care of its constantly increasing business. Its

officers are all progressive men and have been un-
tiring in their efforts to make the business a suc-

cessful one, and the popularity of the American
rheostats is the result of their endeavors. It is said

that some of the largest motor manufacturers in the
country prefer the American rheostat to all others,

and accordingly buy their supplies exclusively of

this company. The officers of the company are as

follows: Frank R. Bacon, president: F. E. Herd-
man, vice-president: J. Gilbert Hickcox, secretary

and treasurer. A finely equipped plant will shortly

be erected and the factory will then be moved from
its present quarters. The company e:,cpects then,

with its improved facilities, to materially increase its

output.

The Dobbie Foundry and Machine company of

Niagara Falls has just completed eight of the

largest iron castings ever made in that city. These
castings are struts or columns to be placed in the

extension of the Niagara Falls Power company's
wheel-pit as braces for the walls. The columns
are hollow, 12 feet long and 30 inches wide at the

widest part. They are made with ribs to give them
bending strength, and in the bases are iron plates

to prevent the interior tilling with dirt or unde-
sirable material. The ribs are two inches wide by
four inches deep. The bases that will support the

columns will be fastened with anchor bolts to the

walls on each side of the pit, and the columns will

rest on a lip at the lower edge of the base. The
columns weigh six tons each, while the total weight

of the bases is 11,705 pounds. The bases are 3%
feet square and 18 inches high. When the col-

umns and bases are in position they will be made

more substantial by a rust joint. In all, about 20
of the columns will be used.

The Dayton Globe Iron Vv'orks company of Day-
ton, Ohio, has just completed the installation of
four pairs of 42-inch new American turbines and two
single 2S-inch turbines for the Helena Water and
Electric Power company at Clasoit station, Mon-
tana. The four pairs of 42-inch wheels are guar-
anteed to develop 4,000 horse power under 26 feet
working head, and this power is to be transmitted
electrically to Helena, Montana, 15 miles distant, to
be used for driving smelting works and numerous
ether industrial works. The two 25-inch turbines
are to drive exciters. The Helena Water and Elec-
tric Power company has about completed its dam
across the Missouri River and the immense pipe
line leading to the turbines, and when this is com-
pleted it will have one of the largest and finest water
power plants in the country.

BUSINESS.
The Central Telephone and Electric company of

St. Louis has just closed contracts for 50 telephones
and a 6o-drop switchboard for Hamilton, Mo., and
has shipped all construction material for exchange of

100 subscribers and county lines of over 100 miles to
the Cape Girardeau County Telephone company.

New schedules give the Pennsylvania Short Lines
increased facilities for a quick and pleasant trip from
Chicago via Cincinnati and via Louisville to Florida
and resorts in the South. Full details for the asking.
H. R. Dering, assistant general passenger agent, 2^
South Clark street, Chicago, is the person to address.

A trolleyless electric railroad may be seen in daily
operation on Adams street, Chicago. It is said that no
franchise has been given for this road, and the meth-
ods adopted to secure the permit to operate it are not
clearly understood. No passenger has thus far been
"rung up." For further particulars see the window
of the Central Electric company.

One of the latest specialties of the Electric Ap-
pliance company is the Ham sand-bo.x for electric

and other street cars. The device does not supply
the sand to the track by means of a valve; instead,
the sand is pushed off a little shelf by an oscillating
finger which is entirely controlled by the motorman.
In this way the sand is delivered only as wanted
and there is no chance for a valve to become stopped
up or blocked open so that the sand will run con-
tinuously, which means a saving in sand as well as
better results, as too much sand is just as bad on
the track and on the wheels as no sand at all. These
boxes are immensely popular wherever used, and
the Electric Appliance company is so confident of
the success of the device that it is offering to furnish
sample pairs on trial wherever a customer will put
them on a car and give them a thorough test.

For isolated plants Ihe General Electric company
has recently issued an incandescent lamp catalogue,
which is something of a departure and w^hich should
be of special interest and value to lamp users. This
catalogue contains descriptions of the class of lamps
used by isolated station plants. The omission of
all other types of lamps has made the catalogue
a simple, concise pamphlet. It is something more
than a catalogue, in that it contains several opening
chapters of special value to lamp users, discussing
improved methods of manufacture and showing how
important special experience and facilities are in

the production of the highest quality of incandes-
cent lamps. Following this the subject of selection

of lamps is discussed, with the idea of assisting the
customer to obtain the lamp best suited to his con-
ditions. Then an account is given of the require-

ments for the proper use of lamps and a pertinent
example figured out showing the saving to be effected

by proper lamp renewals. Descriptions of stand-
ard lamps as used by isolated plants are given, ac-

companied by full-sized illustrations of the lamps.
Among others the catalogue contains an account of

250-volt lamps. The catalogue is excellently gotten
up, typographically, and contains a folder giving
prices of the various types of lamps. The General
electric company has endeavored to send copies of

this catalogue to every isolated plant in the country,

and will be glad to furnish copies to any plant or
customer desiring the same. It is intended that

this treatise shall be in the hands of every pur-

chaser of incandescent lamps and retained as a book
of reference.

The Willard Electric and Battery company has
been absorbed by Sipe & Sigler, and the manufacture
of the Willard storage battery will be henceforward
conducted on an extensive scale. The members of

the firm are still young men, and they are well known
for their enterprise. In the deal that has just been
consummated Theodore A. Willard, the inventor of

the battery which bears his name, and H. M. Haw-
ley have become members of the firm, and the busi-

ness will hereafter be conducted under the name of

Sipe & Sigler. This deal was brought about be-

cause the demands for the Willard battery far ex-

ceeded the capacity of the Willard Electric and
Battery company to supph\ The manufacture and
sale of the batteries wall be conducted in the Sipe

& Sigler power building, which is one of the finest

and most perfectly appointed in Cleveland. It con-

tains six stories and a basement, and each floor is
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~,5 feet by los feet. The entire building will be de-

voted to the mannfncture of the Willard storage

batteries ol all types and sizes, each one adapted to

its own particular use. The basement will contain

the power plant and a storage battery for the light-

ing of the buildiTig and for supplying ol power. The

lirst floor will be devoted to the electro-chemical

process of forming; the second to the offices, lab-

iiratory, drafting and engineering departments; the

Ihird to assembling and kindred operations, while

the fourth and fifth will be equipped with special

machinery for the manufacture of the plates and

rliier parts, and the sixth floor will be devoted to

the manufacture of the concentric form of Willard

Ijattcry, which has sprung into popular favor owing

to the many advantages ol its peculiar and orignal

construction. The building was designed especially

for fine manufacturing purposes by Sipe & Sigler,

and is especially well suited for it, being per-

fectly lighted from all sides.

Rumors have been circulated of late to the effect

that the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing

company was to have a branch establishment near

Buffalo, N. Y. Upon investigation at the Pittsburg

offiee of the company, it was learned that this was

not the case. It is probable that this rumor obtained

currency through the fact that the Westinghouse

people have received many orders for ma-
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ehinery for Niagara Falls, Buffalo and vicinity, and
shipments of these goods are constantly going on.

Among the orders which the Westinghouse com-
pany received from that territory recently may be
mentioned the following: The Cataract Construc-
tion company contracted with the Westinghouse
people for an addition to the power station,

consisting of five 5,000 horse power generators
of the same pattern as the three installed at

present; also exciters, representing a capacity of

67s horse power, and the switchboard with neces-
sary appliances for controlling the five 5,000 horse
power generators. The Niagara Falls Hydraulic
Power and Manufacturing company some time ago
contracted with the Westinghouse Electric and Man-
ufacturing company for six 750 horse power direct

current generators, 300 volls, 250 revolutions per min-
ute. These generators will be directly connected to

Leffel turbines, and will be used for generating cur-
rent that will be stipplied to the aluminum factory of

the Pittsburg Reduction company at Niagara. The
Westinghouse company has constructed two 300
horse power two-phase induction motors for the
Buffalo and Niagara Falls Electric Light and Power
company. These motors will be used for driving al^

ternating current generators, direct current genera;ors
and arc machines. The Niagara Electro-chemical
company has contracted for a large increase in its

transformer station, located above the power house
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of the Niagara Falls Power company, con-
sisting of three 235 horse power two-phase ro-
tary transformers and one 175 kilowatt rotary
transformer supplying current for the reduction of
metallic sodium from caustic soda. In addition to
theso transformers, the Westinghouse company is

also making for the same company 800 horse power
in air-cooled oil converters, consisting of six 133
horse power converters, 3.000 alternations, which will
supply current for the rotaries. The Acetylene Light
and Power company has ordered two 1,000 horse
power water-cooled oil converters, of 3,000 alterna-
tions, primary 2,200 volts, secondary 100 volts.

These converters will supply current for arc furnaces
for the manufacture of calcium carbide. The Mathie-
son Alkali company contracted with the Westmg-
house company some time ago for a number of rotary
transformers, induction motors and oil converters
which were recently installed and consist of eleven
165 horse power rotary transformers, several small
induction motors, twenty-two 82% horse power oil

converters, four 33% horse power oil converters and
two 13% horse power oil converters. These facts

are the best evidence of the growiig use of electrical
apparatus at Niagara Falls, occasioned largely by
the erection of the large power station of the Cata-
ract Construction coiupany, the generators for which
were installed by the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing company.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
Issued December iSgy.

592,872. Electric Soldering Iron. Frank li. Harri-

man. Hartford, Conn. Application filed April

17, 1897.

A solderinghead constitutes one terminal of an electric

circuit, a conducLinj^ shell surrounds and insulates it

from the stem of the soldering-head and is filled with a

comminuted carbonaceous material, and consinutes the

other terminal of the circuit, and a handle is connected
with the soldering-head.

594,879. Potential Switch. John D. Ihlder, Yonkers,
N. Y. Application filed October 15. 1896.

A switch having two sets of terminals, a cup-shaped
housing inclosing the magnet, an armature thereon having
a lug. a lever mounted on the housing and having a catch
engaging the lug on the armature, the lever being under
stress of a spring.

NO. 594i9[3-

594,882. Electric Cable. John H. Kelman, Pitts-

field Mass. Application filed September 25,

1897.

A cable consisting of several conductors separately
coaied with a continuous coaung of varnish hardened by
oxidation, and a covering holding the conductors together
in close proximity.

594,913. Trolley Connection for Canal Boats. Fred-
erick J. Shewring, Toronto, Canada. Applica-
tion filed March 11, 1897.

A trolley system for canal boats is described, consisting
of a main circuit wire, a trolley wheel mounted on the
main circuit wire, a vertical frame for the trolley wheel
composed of two sides united at the lop. an eye connected
to the top of the sides, a hanger depending froua one of
the sides below the wheel, a horizontal extension for the
hanger projecting under the vertical axis of the wheel, a

vertical extension depending from the horizontal exten-
sion, a balance connected to the end of the vertical exten-
sion, a circuit wire elevated above the main circuit wire
at canal junctions to allow of the free transit of the boats
passing beneath, a trolley wheel mounted on the elevated
circuit wire, a hanger depending from the trolley wheel
having a hook shaped end to engage the eye of the princi-
pal trolley wheel.

594,928. Electric Arc Lamp. Haydn M. Baker, Jr.,

and. Arthur W. Fox, Brooklyn, N. Y. Applica-
tion filed Februai-y 24, 1897.
The holder of an arc lamp is provided with a pivoted

lever carrying a revolving engaging wheel, in combination
with the feed screw, and also provided with a lever for
tripping the wheel lever, the axis of the revolving wheel
and of ihe teed screw being parallel.

594,932. Terminal for Electric Conductors. Will-
iam P. Booth, South Bend, Ind. Application
filed December 16, 1S96.

A plug having multiple conducting contacts is mounted
on one side of a body of insulating material, and is adapted
to be inserted between resilient conducting strips and
electrodes.

594,944. Electric Switch. Frederick A. Gilbert,

Brookline, Mass. Application filed December
18, 1896.

A binding post for electric wires has an opening for the
wire, an offset binding screw to act upon one side of the
wire, and a second binder to bear directly upon the top of
the wire.

504,946. Controller for Motors and Brakes of Elec-
tric Cars. Adolphe Grossman, New Orleans,
La. Application filed August 31, 1897.

A mechanism for controlling ihe motor and brake of an
electric car comprises a rotary brake staft, a handle so
connected wiih the staft that it wi'i turn in one direction
with the staff and in the opposite direc[ion loose on the
same, a gear wheel loosely mounted on the staff, a suitable
means for holding the gear wheel against casual rotation,
suitable means for detachably connecting the gear wheel
with the handle, and a rheostat or switch shaft connected
by gearing with the gear wheel.

594,979. Telephonic Selective Signaling. John A.
Barrett, Brooklyn, N. Y. Application filed

March i, 1897.

The circuit coQtroller consists of a plurality of keys
adapted to introduce in the circuit prescribed polarities
and distribution of the current supplied by the battery;
motor signal receivers consist of a plurality of coils in a
closed circuit upon an iron ring in such relation to the
main circuit that upon the manipulation of any key
two definite predetermined consequent poles of opposite
polarity differing for each key will be selectively estab-
lished in the ring, and a rotary polarized magnet in in-
ductive relation with the ring is adapted to arrange itself
in line between the established poles.

594,998. Conduit for Electric Wires. Robert W.
Lyle, Perth Amboy, N. J. Application filed Oc-
tober I, 1897.
A conduit for electric wires having longitudinal and

transverse scorings in its body to facilitate the removal of
sections thereof.

595,004. Telephone Circuit. George K. Thompson,
Maiden, Mass. Application filed July 23, 1897.

One claim is given: The combination of a sub-station
circuit provided with spring-jacks at the sv/itchboard sec-
tions and adapted for the operation of automatic signals,
current in the line from a central source being determined
by the telephone switch at the sub-station, a line lamp
signal, a controlling devics therefor, and a circuit-con-
trolling device and test circuit, the conductors of said cir-

cuit terminating at the poles of a battery, with a cord cir-

cuit comprising three conductors, a bridge between the
conductors including said battery, and supervisory lamp
signals in one, and electro-magnets for controlling the
same in another of the said cord conductors, whereby upon
the removal of the telephone from its switch at the sub-
station the line signal is lighted, and upon the insertion of
the answering plug the line signal is extinguished, a test
circuit established, a supervisory signal lighted and its

rays shielded.

595,008. Electric Railway. George Westinghouse,
Pittsburg. Pa., and William Chapman, Washing-
ton, D, C. Application filed October 31, 1896.

An electric railway provided with a plurality of lines of
sectional, inverted, trough-shaped contact rails, in which
the sections are insulated from each other, stationary in-

sulating supporting blocks for the rail sections and clamps
for holding the sections against lateral displacement.

595,016. Electrical Igniter for Gas Engines. Benja-
min W. Grist and Edmund Cellison, Philadel-
phia, Pa. Application filed August 21. 1896.

An electrical ignitine device for gas or other explosive
engines is described, having two normally separated and
oscillatory electrodes, a spring for each electrode, connec-
tions from the engine for moving one into contact with the
other and an automatic releasing mechanism, in combina-
tion with means for limiting the motion produced by the
springs, and so placed as to allow the contact to be broken.

NO. 595.008.

595,078. Multiple Circuit Block. Duny A. Schutt,

Peru, Ind. Application filed April 16, 1897.

A circuit block for- use in making brduch electrical con-
nections consists of two or more sections of insulating
material secured together by metallic bars at the back,
main-wire sockets with fusible electrical connections to

the bars, and branch connections through the block and to

binding screws at the side.

595,081. Armature for Dynamo-electric Machines.
Sidney H. Short, Cleveland, Ohio. Application
filed March 12, 1897.

A separating lamina for a dynamo-electric armature
having peripheral teeth, the ends of which are bent at

right angles.

595,086. Electric Elevator Controller. Charles M.
Weymann. San Francisco, Cal. Application filed

January 27, 1897.

There is the combination with an electric motor and an
elevator mechanism moved thereby, of a mechanism com-
prising solenoids having movable cores and mechanism

actuated by the cores, whereby contacts are produced and
the direction of the motor first established, a controlling
device whereby both armature and field resistance are
varied proportionately to the desired motor speed, and an
automatically operating device comprising an electric
clutch within the circuit, which is established through the
solenoids and intermediate mechanism, whereby the con-
troller is disengaged and returned to its normal position.

595.089. Third Rail Insulator. Albert Anderson,
Boston, Mass. Application filed July 23, 1897.
A metallic hood is provided with longitudinal sockets on

its inner side, and a metal bolt has its head and shank en-
veloped by a covering of insulating material, longitudinal
ribs on the insulated head engaging the longitudinal sock-
ets in the hood, and a base to which the bolt is secured.

NO. 595,241.

595,132. Secondary Battery. Ralph Ashley, Port
Republic, N. J. Application filed October 9,

1896. Renewed July 17, 1897.

In a secondary or storage battery the combination is

claimed with the cell, the negative electrodes located
therein, consisting of the U-shaped conducting frames.

. the series of superimposed troughs provided with integral
end pieces, and the conductors located in the troughs and
their ends connected with the frame of the positive elec-
trodes, consisting of a number of superimposed lead plates
having their ends bent backward onto and secured to the

. main portion, so as to form spaces between the plates.

595,224. Underground Trolley System. Louis E.
Walkins, Springfield, Mass. Application filed

May 17, 1897.

An underground trolley system for electric railroads is

described, comprising a conduit, suitable frames for sup-
porting the conduit, rails su imported on the frames, a cover
for the conduit secured to the edges thereof and having a
continuous longitudinally central slot therein, an insulat-

ing material for lining the conduit and for forming longi-
tudinal partitions therein, supports for the cover between
the top of the partitions and the cover, guard plates of in-

sulating material extending from the under side of the
cover near opposite edges of the slot downward to a point
beyond the upper edge ot the partitions, insulated trolley
rails on the partitions and the under side of the cover, a
trolley carriage for the rails having trolley arms extending
therefrom upward through the slot in the cover for connec-
tion with a motor ot an electric car, line wires in separate
compartments of the conduit, and connections from the
line wires to the tr illey rails on one of the partitions and
from the trolley carriage to a motor and return, and from
the trolley carriage to the rails on the other of the parti-

tions.

595,238. Armored Conduit. Edwin T. Greenfield,

New York, N. Y. Application filed July 2y,

1897-

Aq armored conduit consisting oE a flexible interior in-

sulating tube and one or more spirally wound layers of
metal secured thereto is described.

595,241. Central Station Combined Telegraph and
Telephone System. Arthur C. Robbins. San
Francisco, Cal. Application filed Marcli 26,

1897.

An improved telegraph and telephone signal system is

described, consisting of a central station, a fulcrumed lever

at the station, a suspended removable receiver and con-
tacts at opposite portions of the lever alternately made
and broken by the suspension or removal of the receiver,

an alarm and a local battery circuit at the central station

for operating the same, a relay actuated by the inain-line

current and controlling contacts in the local circuit, and
an independent contact with which the lever engages, the
last-named contact being closed when the receiver is sus-
pended and open when the receiver is removed.
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Decorative Holiday Illumination In

Chicago.
During llie holiday season it is customary for

mercliants in the larger cities throughout the coun-
try to make a special display of their wares in the

most attractive manner possible, hoping thereby to

catch the eye and please the fancy of the multitude

of Christmas shoppers.
In Chicago this prac-

tice has grown steadily

for several years, and of

late electric lighting

has entered largely into

all these arrangements.
The show windows

in the big retail estab-

lishments d'o\\Ti-town.

especially the depart-
ment stores, are bril-

liantly illuminated, and
in many cases very
striking effects are se-

cured. Some of the
pictures presented
along State street are
splendid examples of

the perfection attained

in the window-dresser's
art. For instance, one
large department store
has a scene in which
hundreds of dolls, pret-

tily attired and each
bearing a miniature in-

candescent lamp,
throng the approach to

a lighthouse. The sub-
dued effect of these

lights is really artistic.

The central feature in

the display of one of .

the largest retail

houses on State street

was an arrangement of

peacock plumage con-
c e a 1 i n g incandescent
lamps. This was pro-
nounced one of the
most attractive win-
dows in the city.

All the big stores and
the little ones, too, for

that matter, between
Randolph and C o n-

gress streets make
generous use of incan-
descent lamps in their

windows, with the re-

sult that State street

between these points
is bathed in a flood

of light.

Of course there were
many special displays,

and some of them were
unusually striking. The
plan of switching lights

in and out of circuit at

regular intervals is still

in favor, and illumi-

nated revolving signs
seem to be more popu-
ular this year than ever
before.

. A very pretty effect

was produced by the

Chicago Cloak codi-

p a n y, which had a

unique distribution of

incandescent lamps in

its show window outlin-

ing an auger. The pic-

ture on this page, Fig.i
,

gives a good idea of the

arrangement.
Probably thle moist attractive electrical exhibit

was that made by the Chicago Edison company in

the window of its Adams street building. Fig. 2
is a photographic representation of this display.

It is composed principally of incandescent lamps,
plain and colored, in all sizes, from miniature to

those for commercial use, and affords an object
lesson in the use of these lamps for signs and spe-
cial decorations.

In many other parts of the city, especially upon
West Madison street, the illumination of show
windows was. made on an unusually large scale this

year, and here, too, many attractive displays are
presented.

In evidence of the fact that electricity plays an
important part in all these plans, it is mentioned
that the Chicago Edison company's maximum load
during the present week reached a higher point than
ever before in the history of the company. This is

explained by the fact that most of the large depart-
ment stores in the down-town retail district which
arc making such an unusual display this year are

FIG. I. DECORATIVE HOLIDAY ILLUMINATION IN CHICAGO.— CHICAGO CLOAK COMPANY S WINDOW.

taking current from this company. One day's
business may be taken as fairly illustrative of this

fact. On Monday, December 20th, the maximum
load on all the stations of the Chicago Edison com-
pany was 8,965 kilowatts, 13,457 indicated horse
power. Of this the low-tension service com-
prised 7,500 kilowatts, and in the down-town dis-

trict 43,200 amperes was distributed. This load is

about 30 per cent, greater than that carried in the

corresponding period of last year.

An electric light franchise was granted at Spring
Green, Wis.

Telephone News from the Northwest.
[From the Minneapolis correspondent of the Western Elec-

trician.]

The Duluth Telephone company is the first tele-
phone company in the state to file a report of its

gross earnings with the state treasurer, under the
law for the ta.xation of gi-oss earnings, passed last

winter. Its earnings are
placed at $27,700 for
business within the state.

No account is taken of
the interstate earnings.
An opinion will be se-
cured from the attorney-
general whether the re-
port, omitting a state-

ment of interstate busi-
ness, can be accepted.
A telephone line is

projected between Traer
and Elberon, la.

Work is being rushed
on the lines of the Wis-
consin Valley Telephone
company toward Ash-
land. Arrangements are
being made to have ex-
changes in Hurley, Iron-
wood and Bessemer.
The company has se-

cured 500 subscribers in

Ashland, Washburn and
Bayfield.

The poles and wires
of the Wisconsin Valley
Telephone company have
reached Trempealeau,
Wis., making the fifth

telephone company in

that little place. It is

believed the American
Telegraph and T e 1 e-

phone company will run
through Trempealeau,
giving it six different

telephone companies to

do business with.

It will not be long un-
til Spokane, Wash., will

be one terminus and San
Diego, Cal., the other of

the longest telephone
line in the world. The
line will be 1,829 miles
long, exceeding the line

from Omaha to Boston
about 129 miles. The
gap between Eugene,
Ore., and Redding, Cal.,

is rapidly being closed,

and when it is finished

the line between the two
extremes will be com-
plete.

The Iowa Telephone
company has completed
a line between Missouri
Valley. la., and Blencoe.
The Clearfield and Mt.

.\yr Telephone company
is building toward Des
Moines, la:, and expects
to complete the Ijne

this month.
The Cumberland Tele-

phone company has been
organized at Cumber-
land, Wis., and will put
in an exchange at once.
A telephone line from

Lemstown, , Mont., or
Gilt Edge is in contem-
plation to connect with
the Stephens, Fergus and
Hilger ranches.

J. E. Swindlehurst has been granted a franchise
at Livingston, Mont., for a local telephone exchange.
It will be put in as soon as the weather will permit.
The Fort Madison, la., council refuses to allow

the Mississippi Valley Telphone company to even
run its lines through that town.
The Dwelle Telephone company has completed

a line to Zumbro Falls, Hammond, Plainview, Wa-
basha and Mazeppa, Minn., and connects with Roch-
ester, Winona and other towns.
A telephone company has been organized at

Waseca, Minn., with $10,000 capital stock.

The Pin Oak Telephone company is stringing

wires for its line between Dubuque, la., and Pin
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Oak, and expects to have it in operation by Decem-
bei- 25th.

A merry war is on at La Crosse, Wis., between

the Bell and anti-Bell interests. The American
Telephone and Telegraph company has been an

applicant for a franchise there, and its original fran-

chise was regarded by the independent company as

discriminating against it. So the council agreed

that no franchise should be passed that did not con-

tain an anti-discrimination clause; that the long-

distance company must treat all local exchanges

alike. This provision the American Telephone

and Telegraph company refused to accept.

An independent telephone exchange is projected

at Mt. Pleasant, la.

The Emmetsburg Telephone company of Emmets-
burg, la., has been incorporated with $10,000 capital

stock.

The Sibley County Telephone company has com-
pleted its lines between Arlington and Fairfax, Minn.

Current Rectifier.

Mr. L. Graetz, says ITndustric Electrique, has

invented a rectifier of alternate currents by the aid of

a peculiar property of aluminum, when this metal
forms one of the electrodes of an electrolytic com-
bination. The inventor has not published the com-
position of the liquid in the bath, however.
When an aluminum plate forms the anode of an

electrolytic bath, the cathode being formed by a

plate of carbon or platinum, there will be no passage

of current while the electromotive force is be-

low 22 volts. This is then a sort of valve or elec-

trical dam to pressures up to 22 volts. Mounting
several similar baths in series, a counter pressure

might be maintained whch would be practically

without limit.

Mr. Graetz's arrangement will be understood by
reference to the cut. There are four series of elec-

trolytic batteries. A,, A„, B,, B... coupled as shown.
The alternator D produces a continuous or rectified

PIG. 2. DECORATIVE HOLIDAY ILLUMINATION IN CHICAGO.—DISPLAY OF CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY.

The 280 telephone instruments in use at Appleton,
Wis., average about 3,000 calls a day.
The Iowa Telephone company is installing in its

.Des Moines office the four-instrument party-line
service. The central is signaled by taking down the
receiver with these instruments, and the other tele-

phones on the line are not rung up when anyone is

. called.

The Mississippi Valley Telephone company an-
nounces that it has not given up the fight to secure
a franchise in Minneapolis. It says it will possibly
be forced to submit the question to the people of
Minneapolis at a special election, which it will do
if necessary. With this in view the company asks
that the contracts signed by Minneapolis persons
be extended six months, at the end of which time,
it it is not successful, it will retire from the contest.
Most of the contracts the company secured expire
January i, 189S.

current in the circuit R, which is branched or
coupled between G and H. On such a branch the
phenomena pertaining to a direct current have been
realized: the deposition of metal and the running
of direct current motors.
The inventor claims that the loss of transformation

does not exceed four to five per cent. Mr. Graetz
attributes the effect of the aluminum electrode to a
phenomenon of electrostatic condensation. When
the anode is of aluminum a layer of oxygen or other
anion forms at once and acts as a thin dielectric

film, partially enfeebling the current action.

The idea of Mr. Graetz had already been presented
to the academy by Mr. Pollak through Mr. Lippman,
but no one thus far has furnished the results of ex-
periments which tend to show the practical value
of the invention.

Mrs. Charles Brierly of Matamoras, Pa., has ap-
plied to the board of managers of the Port Jervis
electric street railroad for the place of motorman.
She is a strong woman, quite good-looking, and is

one of three women in tliis country who have had
experience as practical "motormen." The board is

considering Mrs. Brierly's application.

Big Strain on Telegraph Cables.
[Springfield, Mass., Republican.]

This Austrian domestic agitation may yet be re-

sponsible for a breakdown in the trans-Atlantic ca-

bles. There is Czwrczek. for instance, the name of

a Czech of Freiwalden, Silesia, who has lately come
into some prominence. It takes a strong piece of

machinery to withstand a strain like that.

Power Required fir lVIi3'iin3 Tjjls
D. Selby-Bigge of Newcastle-on-Tyne, who has

been a conspicuous advocate in England of the use
of electricity for driving tools, has dealt with the
subject in a paper read before the Cleveland Insti-

tute of Engineers. In his paper he gives the fol-

lowing list of the various powers absorbed by ship-
yard and other machine tools when running light

and heavy laden. In many cases a great part of

the power is expended in getting the machines under
way and keeping them running, irrespective of what
work they may be doing.

Electrical
horse

Double punch

—

power.
Running light 2
Fnuehing bath ends, 1-Iuch hole, %-inch plate, 28
punches per minute at each end 5

Punch and shear

—

Kunnlug light 2
Punching hole as above and shearing %-lnch plate,
6^^-lnch cut, 28 strokes per minute 6.5

Large plate-bending rolls

—

Running ligiht 5.5
Kolling plate, 9-20 inch thick by 4 feet 4 inches
wide by 15 feet 6 inches long, endways on (4 feet
4 inches) 6.9

Sideways on (16 feet 6 inches) 12.2
Plate 11-20 Inch by 4 feet SYj inclies by 21 inches
long, sideways on 19.3

Same rolls lifting and lowering top roll

—

Lifting ...: 8.5
Lowering 7
Forcing 11-20-inch plate down 10

Forge fan

—

For 24 flres 10.5
Angle squeezer-
Running light 0.8
Squeezing 2.5

Wood-working machinery

—

Small plane 0.8
Tenoning machine . S
Band .saw 1.5
Cross-cut saw 3.5
Small circular saw, cutting 6-inch pitch pine, hand
fed 6.4

Circular saw, 48 inches, sawing 18-inch teak, 65
feet per minute 24

Sawing 4^^ feet teak, 25 feet per minute 17.7
Countersinking machine

—

Actual power taken in countersinking 3.5
Riveting machine-
Running light l.G
Riveting 3

Wail planer

—

Taking %-inch cut east-iron 5
Radial drill—
Drilling 1 1-14-inch hole cast-iron 1.5!)

Plate planing machine

—

Running light O.G
Reversing light 1.6
Cutting l-ihch by 14-foot plate 3.1

Stern frame boring

—

Cutting 1,75
Shafting lathe, IS-inch center-
Running lig:ht 0.5
One tool cutting 11-16-iucli square cut 1.8
Two tool cutting 2.5

Lathe. 9-iuch center

—

3-16-inch cut 0.6
Angle cutting machine

—

Running light l.G
Cutting angle 6 inches by 3^^ inches plus ^ inch. . 3.5

Winch-
Lifting 28 hundredweight, single purchase, 50 feet
per minute 6.5

Ending machine

—

Running light 1.9
Cutting 4-inch by 4-inch angle 4 to 4.S

Cold saw—
Running light 24-indh saw 2
Cutting 4-inch by 4-inch angle 4 to 4.5

Air compressor

—

10-inch by 14-inch cylinder, 50 pounds pressure..15 to 23.5
Portable drill

—

When driling 1-incli hole 1.5
Hydraulic pumps

—

Three rams 3% inches diameter, 4%-inch stroke, 60
strokes per minute; pressure, 870 pounds; power
taken 38

Joiner's shop motor

—

Normal load 14.8 to 22
Machines being driven from this motor

—

One 20-inch plane.
One circular saw, 24 inches.
One 30-inch planing and sandpaper machine.

Electric winch

—

~ Running light 1.2
Lifting 24 hundredweight, 16 feet per minute 5.6

Mr. Selby-Bigge states that in iron and steel works
the powers must be somewhat heavier, and the size

of the plant necessary for the driving of the works
more powerful. In addition to the ordinary out-
lying machinery, shops, hydraulic plant, all the
small live roUet-gear engines, skid engines, capstans,
winches, etc., can be advantageously replaced by
electric motors. Plate rolls, angle rolls and other
similar machines are easily adapted for electric
driving.

American Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers.

At the meeting of tihe Institute in New York,
Wednesday, December 15th, about 100 members and
visitors were in attendance.
A paper was read by Thorbum Reid of New York

on "Sparking, Its Cause and Effects," which is

presented elsewhere in this issue. The discussion

was opened by Gano S. Dunn, and was participated

in by Messrs. 'Kennelly, Steinmetz and others.

At the close of the discussion W. J. Clarke of

New York gave a very interesting and successful

exhibition iof the Marconi wireless telegraphy.

Signals wej'e audibly transmitted between the ex-

treme ends''of the parlor and lecture room, the fold-

ing doors being closed between them.
At the meeting of the executive commitee in the af-

ternoon the following-named associate members were
transferred to full membership: Joseph Sachs, New
York, and Robert B. Owens, Lincoln, Neb.
The meeting of January 26th will be devoted to the

question of standardizing generators, motors and
transformers. The policy of undertaking this work
as well as the technical problems involved may be
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discussed. Communications upon the subject are

invited and may be sent to the secretary in advance
of the meeting.

Niagara-Buffalo Transmission Line.

By Okrin E. Dunlap.

The power transmission line running between Ni-

agara Falls and Buffalo has recently been doubled in

capacity by the stringing of three additional copper
cables. This line is owned by the Niagara Falls

Power company, and it was in the fall of 1896 that

the first three cables were strung, which, with the

three just added, make six cables jn all for the trans-

mission of power. The three cables last strung
are of the same size as the three original cables,

each having 19 strands and each being of 350.000
circular mils. All the power cables are placed on
the upper crossarm, three on each side of the pole.

NIAGARA-BUFFALO TRANSMISSION LINE.

The lower crossarm, intended tor power cables, is

as yet unused. The length of each of the copper
cables is about 26 miles, thus in the six cables there
are over 150 miles of line if the cables were strung
end to end. The number of insulators has likewise
been increased to six.

The Niagara Falls Power company has found
the demand for power in Buffalo fully up to its

expectations, and it has very promptly enlarged the

capacity of the transmission line in order to supply
the call for current. When the pole line was erected
it w'as built in expectation of enlarging the trans-

mission, and the addition to its capacity has been
very rapidly effected. In the transformer station

at Niagara Falls men are busy installing seven new
transformers to be put in service on the line as

called for. F^ch of these transformers has a ca-

pacity of 1,250 horse power, and thus the 10 will

represent over 10,000 horse power. These machines
are the product of the General Electric company, and
have been described in this journal. They will

stand in rows of four over the air chamber in the
station adjoining the power house. By their use
the voltage of the current is raised to about 11,000.

The transmission of additional power to Buft"alo

also calls for an increase in the number of step-down
transformers at the Buffalo end of the line, and this

increase is being made.

American Street Railway Association.

The proceedings of the sixteenth annual meeting
of the American Street Railway association, which
was held at Niagara Falls, N. Y., October 19-22,

have been printed and distributed to members under
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the supervision of the secretary, T. C. Penington.
This year's report is a volume of 266 pages, con-
taining a comprehensive account of the meeting
and banquet and a list of members and visitors

present.

In view of the difficulties under which the report
was prepared this year, the completeness, accuracy
and prompteness which mark its presentation are all

the more noteworthy. Mr. Penington is descrying
of much credit for this work.
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Sparking, Its Cause and Effects.'

Bv Thorburn Reid.

Present theories in regard to the operation of

commutation and the nature of sparking show con-
siderable progress beyond those of a few years ago.
The most important step forward was taken when
the reactance of the coil under commutation was
recognized as the greatest obstacle to perfect com-
mutation, and the duty of overcoming this reactance
was assigned to the electromotive force set up by
the cutting of the lines from the field by the coil

under commutation. It was also recognized that
this must be limited by the available reversal elec-

tromotive force.

This was a long step forward, but it stopped just
short of a complete explanation of the phenomena
involved. This failure was due to an erroneous idea,

which has fastened itself on the theory from the
start, that injurious sparking was due to the cur-
rent sparking across the gap between the brtish and
the receding segment, by reason either of incomplete
reversal of the current or of over-reversal.

I shall attempt to show in what follows that spark-
ing from either of these causes may be harmless,
and that the real injury is done before the segment
leaves the bmsh.
Taking first the simplest case of commutation,

that of a coil of n turns with its ends connected
to adjacent commutator segments, we may state the
operation of perfect commutation thus:

First, consider a coil which is approaching a brush
through which the current is entering the armature
from the outside circuit.. The brush covers the seg-
ment connected to one end of this coil, and half

of the brush current is passing through the coil

from segment 3 to segment 2 (Fig. i), the other half

from segment 3 to segment 4.

Second, consider this coil receding from the brush,

which now covers segment 2, as shown in Fig. 5.

Half of the brush current is now passing through
the coil from segment 2 to segment i, the other half

passing through the next adjacent coil from seg-

ment 2 to segment 3. The current in the coil 3-2

now has the same value under the conditions shown
in Fig. 5, as it had before in Fig. i, but its direction

of flow through the coil has been reversed. Be-
tween these two positions of the coil with reference

to the brush, the whole operation of commutation
has taken place, requiring generally but a very small

fraction of a second.
Fig. 2 shows the first operation in commutation.

The two ends of the coil are now connected through
the brush, and the current passing around the left-

hand circuit of the armature has two possible paths,

the one through segment 2, the other through seg-

ment 3. The amount of current which will flow

from the brush direct to segment 2 depends on the

difference of potential between the brush and seg-

ment 2, and on the resistance of contact area of

segment 2.

Since the difference of potential of any two points

in a circuit is the same through whatever path the

current flows, tliis difference of potential is equal

to the algebraic sum of the potentials reckoned from
the point of contact of the brush with segment 2

to the point of contact ol the brush with segment 3
across this contact and through the coil to segment
2. The difference of potential in the commutator
segment need not be considered, as it is negligible.

The difference of potential in the brush itself is also

negligible.

The difference of potential across the area of: con-

tact of segment 3 varies directly with the current
flowing across it and inversely \\'ith the area of con-
tact. The difference of potential in the coil 3-2 de-

pends on three factors, the CR drop in the coil, the
counter electromotive force of self-induction due to

change in the value of the current and the electromo-
tive force due to cutting the lines of force of the field.

This last we will call reversal E.

The CR drop varies with the current flowing in the

coil. The counter electromotive force or inductance

drop varies with the rate of change of the current in

the coil. Reversal E varies with the rate of cutting

of the field hues.

The CR drop at the contact area and the CR drop
in the coil both oppose the current, and the in-

ductance drop aids it as long as the current is de-

creasing. The reversal E may act in either direction,

but is usually opposed to the inductance E. There-
fore the difference of potential between the brush
and segment 2 equals the CR between the brush and
segment 3 plus the CR in the coil 3-2. minus
the inductance drop in the coil, plus reversal E. It

is seen that, as the brush moves over from the posi-

tion of Fig. 2 to that of Fig. 3. the area of contact

of segment 2 increases, while that of segment 3 de-

creases. Thus the resistance of the current path
from the brush to segment 3 and through the coil

to segment 2 is continually increasing, while the re-

sistance from the brush to segment 2 direct is

decreasing. Therefore the CR drop across the con-

tact area of segment 3 will increase or decrease

according as the contact area of current decreases

more rapidly.

Thus throughout the period of commutation there

is an increasing opposition to the passage of the

current through the segment 3. and an increasing

facility for its passage through segment 2 due merely
to the changes of the areas of contact of the brush

I. Read before the American Institute of Electrical Engineers,
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with the two segments, and to the consequent
changes of resistance.
For perfect commutation, which is the case we are

considering at present, the impedance of the coil e
should always be equal and opposite to the reversal
E, as will appear later.

The next period in commutation is that during
which the current in the coil is increasing to its

final^ value after having passed through zero.
When the current in the coil is zero, one-half of

the brush current is passing through each of the
two segments under the brush on the proper as-
sumption that the current divides equally between
the two halves of the armature. The CR drop at the
contact surfaces of the two segments will then be
inversely proportional to the area of the contact
surfaces, and the difference between the impedance
E and the reversal E will then, as before, be equal
and opposite to the difference between the two CR
drops at the contact surfaces. It should be noted
here, that, although the current in the coil is zero,
its rate of change may be considerable, and thus
cause considerable inductance E.
While the current in the coil is increasing, the

inductance E is in opposition to the current, while
the reversal E is in the same direction with the cur-
rent. Thus while in the first period of commuta-
tion, the inductance E prevented the decrease of the
current, in this period it prevents its increase. The
reversal E on the other hand aids the decrease of
the current in the first period, as well as its increase
in the second. The increase of the contact surface
of segment 2, and the decrease of that of segment 3
still continue to aid the flow of the current from
segment 2 through the coil to segment 3, so. that
the effect of all these varying electromotive forces
is just the same throughout this period as through-
out the first period, but the resistance of the coil
itself, which in the first period aided the decrease
of the current, in this period opposes its increase.
.

Finally, just as segment 3 leaves the brush (Fig.
4) the current in the coil becomes equal to one-

\jUL-/vj!jt_yv_s.e,yV_!La_^4_«j2_^

I 11 1 2 t^a 4~r71 (Fig. 2)

(Fig. 3.)

(Fig. 4.)

(Fig. 5 )

SPARKING, ITS CAUSE AND EFFECT.

half the brush current and no current passes through
from the brush to segment 3, and the segment leaves
the brush without any difference of potential be-
tween it and the brush.
Now consider how the current should vary during

the period of commutation, so that the energy of
commutation will be developed equally over every
part of the contact surface, and so that the amount
of energy developed shall be a minimum.

First consider the variation of the current which
will satisfy the first of these conditions. This con-
dition will be fulfilled if the current density in every
section remains constant as long as the area of con-
tact is changing: for every part of the segment re-

mains in contact with the brush for the same length
of time, that is, the time required for that part to
pass from the heel to the toe of the brush. There-
fore, since every part is receiving energj' at the
same rate and for the same length of time, the en-
ergy developed in each part is equal. While the
whole segment is covered, any change in the cur-
rent density will affect every section equally, so that

the current may vary in any way during that period,
without causing unequal distribution of energy.

Consider how the current should change so as

to develop the least energy. That is, how the cur-
rent must be distributed between the contact sur-

faces of the segments so as to develop the least pos-
sible amount of energy.
Let R, and R^ be the resistance of the two ses;ments,

and C^ and C^ the corresponding currents, C being
the total current flowing. Then we ha^'e for the rate

at which energy is being developed at any period:

W = C,= R, 4- (C—C,)-- R. (I)

Differentiating and equating to zero, we have
R.,

C, = C (2)

R, -^R,
To determine whether this gives a maximum or
minimum value, substitute in equation (l) for Cj

the values C =r and C,=: C, and we get for C,= o,

W = C- R, and for C, = C, W = C- R. Both these

values are higher than that obtained by substituting

from equation (2) in equation (i>, namely:
R, Ro

W "= C-

R-f- R.
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Therefore that value of C, makes W a iiiinimum.

Tliis means that for each position of the brush, the

energy developed at the contact surface will be a

minimum when the current divides between the seg-

n)ent9 under the brush in the ratio of their areas

of contact. It is seen that under these conditions,

the current density remains constant, and that there-

fore the requirements of equal distribution of en-

ergy are also fulfilled.

Perfect commutation may now be defined as a

complete reversal of the current in the coil under

the contact area of the entering segment increases
more rapidly than the contact surface increases. The
current intensity in that part of the segment then
increases, and more energy is concentrated at this
point than at other parts of the segment, and it will
accordingly be raised to a higher temperature. If

this temperature is not high enough to melt the
copper, no harm results and there is no spark, since
the contact is not broken at that point. If, however,
the temperature produced is high enough to melt the
copper, the melted copper may be carried along by
the brush, and the entering edge of the segment
is thus gradually eaten away. This will not show

E
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Determination of the Virtual Electromo-
tive Force of Alternators.'

By Karsten Knudsen.

Part II.

In the preceding article the equation for the vir-
tual electromotive force was derived. We will now
see how to apply this in some special cases.

Suppose an electromotive force is a simple sine
function of the time, we can apply the equation in
order to find the virtual electromotive force for
this case. It is sufficient to make the integration for
one-quarter of a period, or from to 90 degrees over
the axis of time.

It may be more convenient to use the equation
in the form:

E, t

-P-
dx.

We have from Fig. 6

e = E sin X
e^ = E^ sin^x

Substituting in the equation:

E° ' = E°/^sln= xtlx

1 cos 2x
but sin' X =

FIGS. 6, 7 AND

90"

DETERMINATION OF THE VIRTUAL ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE OF ALTERNATORS.

commutation in such a manner that the portions of

the current flowing through the two segments to

which ends of the coil are connected shall be pro-

portional to the respective contact areas of the seg-

ments.
It was shown above that C„ R. = C, R, -|- CR

drop in the coil plus the inductance E in the coil

plus the reversal E. If, therefore, the sum of the

CRdropofthe coil plus its inductance E were always
equaPand opposite to the reversal E, C, R, would be

equal to C, R™, which is the condition for perfect

commutation as defined above.
Following are some of the various ways in which

imperfect commutation may occur, and the manner
in which this imperfect commutation causes injury

to the commutator:
First—Suppose that the current flowing across

the contact surface of the receding segment does
not decrease as rapidly as the contact surface of

that segment decreases. The current density then
increases and is a maximum at the last part of the

segment that touches the brush. More energy is

thus concentrated at that point than at any other, and
owing to the fact that time is required to conduct
that energy to other parts of the segment, that part

will be raised to the highest temperature. This
temperature may be high enough to melt, or even
volatilize, the copper of the segment, therefore when
the brush leaves the segment, the current continues
to flow through the film of melted copper, vola-

tilizes it and draws an arc. This arc constitutes the
injurious or vicious spark. The removal of the

volatilized copper from the receding edge gradually
wears that edge away. Reduction of the contact
surface thus continually increases the current density,

and the arc is formed at an earlier stage of the
commutation when the current to be broken is

greater, and thus the spark increases in viciousness

until the commutator has to be turned down before
the machine wall run at all.

Again the energy developed at the receding edge

by any sparking immediately, but it will eventually

cause a spark to appear in the following manner:
The eating away of the entering edge of the segment
gradually reduces the area of the entering segment
and thus increases the resistance of that segment.
This delays the decrease of current in the receding

From tiie time to t = 90'

/"'/ 1 cos 2x \

= 90° or —

;

2

' S V 4 4 /

Hence, ^= VT~ =

m. m. «H
FIGS. 9 AND 10. DETERMINATION OF THE VIRTUAL ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE OF ALTERNATORS,

segment, and the current density in both segments
increases until the temperature gets high enough
to produce a spark as described in the first case of

imperfect commutation. Another incidental injury

that may occur is the deposition of the melted cop-
per at the back of the segment, thus raising the sur-

I i

FIGS. II TO l8. DETERMINATION OF THE VIRTUAL ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE OF ALTERNATORS.

of the segment may not be sufficient to melt the
copper. In this case the current to be broken when
the segment leaves the brush will jump across from
the brush to the segment. This spark has no dele-
terious effect, since most of its energy is developed
in the space between the segment and the receding
brush, instead of being concentrated at the edge of
the receding segment. This spark is of the same
bluish color as that of the Ruhrakorfli coil, by which
it may be distinguished from the injurious spark,
which is yellow.
Second—Suppose that the current flowing across

face of the segment at that point, and this, together
with the depression of the surface at the front of

the segment, would cause the brush to jump and
chatter, which of itself would cause deleterious

sparking.
This would explain the cases where a machine

runs perfectly sparkless when first set up, but after

a time commences to spark, the spark increasing in

intensity and deleterious effect and disappearing
when the commutator surface has been turned up,
only to reappear after sufficient time has elapsed.

{^Continued on;page jbi.\

The virtual electromotive force of a sine curve is

also .707 X the maximum electromotive force.

In order to determine the virtual electromotive
force, the form of the curve must be knovm, and
an equation suitable for general application in re-

gard to the relation between the width of the
field-poles and the armature winding is desired.

In using the fundamental hypothesis, which con-
siders the lines of force uniformly distributed be-
tween definite limits, we are able to find the height
of the ordinates or variable electromotive forces for
any mdth of field-pole and armature winding re-

spectively. In consequence of leakage and spreading
of lines of force from the comers of the poles, the
curve obtained in practice differs from the theo-
retical, in that the sharp corners are more or less

rounded and the lines which the theoretical figure

is composed of are more or less curved. The het-
erogeneousness of the field becomes less by decreas-
ing the air-gap or increasing the area of the pole-
face. The larger the pole-face, and the smaller the
air-gap, the more our hypothesis agrees with the
truth.

As before stated, the electromotive force obtained
from alternators most frequently used in actual
practice agrees fairly with the theoretical value.

In some cases the difference is only a couple of per
cent, lower than the theoretical electromotive force.

In all the cases where (m -j- g) is equal or less

than 180°; or g=i8o°; or m =; 180°, the electro-

motive force between 0° and maximum may be rep-

resented by the straight line 1, Fig. 7.

If g is less than 180° respectively (m -f- g) > 180°,

the electromotive force between and maximum
may be represented by the broken line in Fig. 8.

For convenience we may treat these two cases

separately, denoting the first case a, and the second
case b.

Case A.

Terms: (m -f g) 5 180°; org =180°; or ra = 180°.

It may be convehient in order to determine the

I. A typographical error in Ihe first article (December iitb)

should be corrected. The second paraErapb. third column, page
329. should read as follows : "In order to obtain the same amount
of work from an alternating current apparatus in the same period
of time, through the same resistance (free from self-iDduction),
we have to find an equation that is equal to E^ and may be ex-

pressed in terms of e."
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virtual electromotive force, to consider only one-

quarter of a period, and divide the x axis from p°

to 90° in three parts; m,, m.. and m;,; each ex-

pressed in parts of t or go°, and to find the squares

of all the ordinates of A, B and C, Fig. 10.

We have the squares of A = o; the squares of

V — Je'ix;
K=x=

and In Pig. 10, =
m, mj X njj

By substituting, the squares of

B =--/x"dx = _L ^= 1 E»„,
n>,m, „,= 3 3

The squares of C ^ E^ la.^, and the equation for the

squares of A, B and C becomes

FIG. 19. DETERMINATION OF THE VIRTUAL ELECTRO-
MOTIVE FORCE OF ALTERNATORS.

1

0-I--3- E'm.-I-E^ma;

and therefore we have:
1

1

-J- E«m2 -I- E'ms
E, = mi -1- mj -I- ni3 '

but mi, m» and m^ are expressed in parts of 90°;

consequently

rai -f- mo -j- m3 = 1.

1 / 1 \
- IDs I

/ 1

Hence, E^ = —3- E^ma -f- E=m3 = E= (
—

E '.yjL.m,- - E-
3ni3

3 " Vi~
In the preceding article the expression for the

maximum electromotive force was derived, and reads

m -}- s

Substituting for E we have

360 VrsL^ -\- 3m3
Bi-NCn^tpj yf=—

The expression for the electromotive force for a

continuous current dynamo is

NCn.
The ratio between the equation for the electro-

motive force for alternators and that of continuous
current dynamos is a coefficient denoted by k;

360 Vm
Hence, k --

-3m3

m-i-s V3-

If we have p pair of poles, the equation for the
virtual electromotive force, in practical unit, be-
comes

pNUn
Ei = 1Q8 k.

C is the total number of conductors in series, N
lines of force per pair of poles and n revolutions
per second; m., and m;, can be determined by reference to

Figs. 9 and 10.

That number of degrees over which the electro-
motive force is constant for one-quarter of a cycle is

consequently, mg

and, mi =

±(^)T(+)

180 - (m-l-g)
80 180

but mi + m2 -^ m3 = 1 ; and we have:

m, = I — (mi-l-ma).

If in the expression for mi (m -j- g) > 180° we
will -get a negative value, but since in such cases
we do not have intervals of no electromotive forces, it

follows that m , must be for (m -j- g) = 180°.

ilfln the expression for m^; m^ g it reads
m —

g

ma =
; if m < g

180

g —

m

The following examples will illustrate the use of
the formulas, in order to determine the coefficient k.
The examples relate to, and the formulas required
are for, case a:

m-t- s VT-

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

,, 180-(m + g)

180
m.. = 1 — (mi-Hma)

g — m m — g

s = g — m; I

= 1t(m+g) J 180"

It m > g
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c, m^ and m^ we can easily find by reference to Figs
20 and 21:

g -f m — 180

180

= 1t m = g

m and g ^= number of degrees pole-face and arma-
ture winding inclose respectively.

In Pig 11. m = 180°; g =90; therefore. mj = 0; m., = K; ms =
/" ; s = 0,

and k =
180 Vi-

2vr
1.635

g —

m

B -f- m — 180
"* "

180

and mo ^ 1 — (m;; ~f- nij)

For example (Fig. 20):

m -- 90*; g — 120°; therefore, c =-
J; 013 — J: m^ -

J. and
mo - 3;

In Fig. 12. m = B0°; g = 180°; therefore, mi = 0; mo = 14; mj
= 1/2:8 = 90, and k is consequently the same as for Fig. 11 =
1.635.

In Fig. 13. m = 90°; g = 90°; therefore, mj = I; m. = 0; s =
360 1 4

and k = = = 2.308.

In Pig. 14, m = 60°: g = 60°; therefore, mo = JJ; mj = 0; s =

360 1^ —3—
i/,5—

and k = t7== "^ ^^ =-3.828.

60 V3
In Pig. 15, m = 60°; g= 90°; therefore, mo = ?i; m3= J; s — 30,

and k = 4 ?_ L. = i ?_ = 2.494.

k: ^^^m)(0V3

v-3- V—
In Fig. 16, m ^ eo°; g = 180°; theTefore, m^ = M; ni3 --

I - 120,

and k = -

^TV

120 Ks

In some cases it may be of great advantage to let

the conductors cover the entire armature surface; it

plays an important part in regard to a good regula-
tion of the electromotive force, something that is

desired especially for light and power transmission
generators. Fig. 22 shows a part of the field and
armature of such a generator for two-phase current.
The armature is slotted, and has two independent
circuits 90° apart; each slot contains one conductor
for each phase. It may be of interest to know how
wide we have to make the pole-face in order to ob-
tain a curve which is almost a sine curve:

180 vr -r , 1.795. k for a sine curve is:

360 1

m-l-s Y2~
In Pig. 17, m = 160°; g = 180°; therefore, mo — 1; s = 0.

2
and k — = 1.156.

V3— .

In Fig. 18, m — 180°; g practically = 0; therefore, m3 = I,

and k =2 ^ 3,

Case B.

Terms; g< 180° respectively (g-|-m) > 180°.

i

'

but m -J- s = 180°

and k therefore = l/'i —1.414.

180- m
mo =• ; mi ^ 0; because g = 180° mo

180

/I80— m\

= 1;

180

(180— m\
I"

180 / 180

Substituting in the equation for k (case a), we have

FIGS. 20 and 21. DETERMINATION OF THE VIRTUAL ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE OF ALTERNATORS.

//m / 180-m \

_ 180
"•" " V 180 ''

To find the mean square of Fig. 19, we may use

the same method as in case a.

The squares of C ^ E'm^.
The squares of the triangle B = J u=m,.

The squares of B„ we can find by integrating between
the limits Kq .^1, and we have squares of

B„=ye=ix
xo

but , .. f.2 —
X, s. " XI

Therefore the squares of

^/-x, ^ 'i, — '^o

Bo- '/ x'ix -2 3
^1 Xo ^i

We have from Fig. 19:

E u

By squaring.

k=-4

180

V3-

(m -t- 3 X 180 — 3 X m)
3 X 180

From which we find that

12 X 180 — 3 X 160 X 2

or equal to -

m = .

135
= 3 times the degrees between the poles.

180—135

In consequence of spreading of lines of force into
the armature from the pole-corners, we will reduce
the 135° by, say, four per cent., which gives actual
width of pole-.face to be about 130°. As we in this

xi Xo

E (xi — mp)

= xi mo;

- .--. „, Emp
Therefore Xi = - g^r^

E mp u mp
and xp — j._y — mo —

]5 _ y

Substituting for x, and Xp in the foregoing equation,

we have the squares of

Bo-

/•_Emp\» / ump '^'

^AE^u/ ~ >,E-u/
3 / Emp y
Ve — u/

1 (E'-u°)
E — u

The mean square of all the ordinates of B, B„ and C is

-3- u=m4 + -3-

but m, -(- m, + m„ =

mo E-u E= m.

ms -I- mj + mp

:. Hence

1? l/~^ i (E=— u")
*' 1^ S- u= mi + ^- mo F._„ -|-E= m3

3 "» E-u
If we by c denote the ratio of -g- then we may write

u
c =— or u = cE.

E
Substituting, and using the same treatment as for

case a, the coefficient for case b becomes:

FIG. 22. DETERMINATION OF THE VIRTUAL ELECTRO-
MOTIVE FORCE OF ALTERNATORS.

field have eight poles, or four pairs of poles, the
number of degrees a pole incloses is 130=32.5°.

K /• 1 — c» >.

cmi-f-mp
(^ j_ J J

-I- Sms

" m + s V3-

Up to Date.

Dentist
—"Will you have gas, sir?"

Uncle Wayback—"Naw, I won't! Yer thought
I'd jump at the chance, bein' brought up with oil

lamps, but I fool yer. I've hed gas in th' house fer

3 year. Gimme 'lectricityl"—New York Evening
Journal.
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To all our friends we extend greetings and assur-

ances of our good wishes. A merry Christmas and

a happy and prosperous New Year!

Great preparations are making for the merging

of Brooklyn into Greater New York. The Brook-

lyn aldermen have adopted an ordinance compel-

ling the trolley companies to provide cars for the

accommodation of smokers. Not less than one in

every three cars must be a smoker between .5

a. m. and 9 a. m. and 5 p. m. and 7 p. m.,

and during the remainder of the day the average

is to be one to five. Now, if the aldermen will

compel the companies to provide sleeping cars and

"through diners," life in Brooklyn will be made tol-

erable.

What a change has come over the Bell interests!

Nowadays they are ready to celebrate as a victory

any temporary check the independent movement may
receive, no matter how the result may have been

brought about or how great the concession they may
have been compelled to make may have been. Thus,

we find in the copper country in Michigan that the

Bell interests have cut prices and made long-term

contracts with the mining companies on the latter's

terms. Threatened competition at Houghton has se-

cured a material reduction in the rates of the Michi-

gan Telephone company, according to the admission

of that corporation, yet it proclaims a victory over

the independent movement.

What has been stated in a general way regarding

the influence of the bicycle upon the receipts of

street railway companies now appears to be con-

clusively established by the data compiled under the

direction of Major I. B. Brown, chief of the State

Bureau of Railways of Pennsylvania, who has made
a comprehensive report. Where there are numerous

hills and other drawbacks to wheeling the street rail-

way traffic has not been affected, but "in cities like

Harrisburg and many others it cannot be gainsaid

that the bicycle has become a serious competitor

of the railway." This view is supported by the re^

suit of observations made on several street railway

lines operating under different conditions.

In the rearrangement of powers and duties and

responsibilities, not to mention the distribution of

offices, under the new order made necessary by the

creation of Greater New York, one of the members

of the Board of Public Improvements, the chief

administrative body of the new municipality, will

be the commissioner of public buildings, lighting

and supplies, who will succeed to the duties now
performed by the superintendent of repairs and

supplie's and the superintendent of lamps and gas

in tlie Public Works Department. He will also

be invested with the functions of the Board of Elec-

trical Control, which will go out of existence with

the year. The consolidation has done one good

thing at least in killing off the subway commission.

Information is presented in the annual report of

the postmaster-general of New Zealand upon the

subject of telegraphic service in the colQiij^^aiid the

effect of the extension of the lines and th«.J^nlSI:tion

in rates upon the business of the departfJMiw Until

1890 the rates prevailing in the colony.we?

ling for 10 words, with free address-.^™"

the charge for deferred telegrams b^^
Two years later the maximum numberj

increased to 12 without any alteratioS

Later another extension of the ms^
granted, and this continued until last

the 12-word limit, inclusive of addresses

ture, for sixpence was introduced. At first there was

a decided run on the lower charge, the revenue profit-

ing greatly thereby; but in a short time the senders

began to cut down messages, so that the average

payment, which was nearly 11 pence per message in

the first month, fell to a little over nine pence after

a 10 months' run. Further shrinkage is expected;

while an increase in the nuinber of telegrams is

already making an extension of plant and an in-

creased staff of operators necessary. The post-

master-general warns the public that concessions of

this magnitude must disturb the revenue very ma-

terially and involve a largely increased expenditure

for a number of years. The results of this policy

should be carefully studied by those considering

a similar movement in this country. There is an

unreasonable cry for a government telegraph sys-

tem, the advocates of which hold out as inducements

for the support of rural congressmen the promise

that the service shall be extended throughout the

country districts, and that the tariff shall be lowered

The disastrous effect of such a policy in this coun-

try can be estimated after consideration of the work-

ings of the plan in New Zealand upon a limited

scale.

Royal patronage has ensured the success of the

electric cab in London, it is thought, and it may in-

fluence a certain class in this country. The London
Electrician says: "It is stated that H. R. H. the

Prince of Wales patronized the electric cabs in Lon-

don recently by riding in one of them accompanied

by an equerry. This should ensure the popularity of

these useful vehicles." Of course, it would be out of

the question for any of the "best" people to patronize

or even recognize such an innovation until it had

secured the approval of H. R. H, Wales.

Strikes are always costly, and when they are pro-

tracted they prove a great drain upon the corpo-

rations as well as on the employes. The experience

in Milwaukee during the late street railway troubles

forcibly illustrates this fact. The employes of the

company spent the savings they had been years in

accumulating, and in many cases found it necessary

to go in debt. Much misery and suffering were

also produced. Now, the other side is presented

to view. The employers, according to court rec-

ords, spent $123,103 in defeating the men. This

fact was brought out by the testimony of an expert

accountant, who had examined the books of the

company. The lesson is obvious. Arbitration of

differences might have saved this annoyance, suf-

fering and expense, if both parties were willing to

make some concessions and consider the matter in

a spirit of fairness.

Much interest has been shown in the recent de-

cision of the Court of Appeals of New York in the

Kingston railroad case, and now that tribunal has

denied a motion for reargument. At the same time

the court points out that the decision affects only the

right of one street railroad company to compel an-

other to allow it to use its tracks under the general

railroad act, and does noit involve the legality of

that use where it has been granted voluntarily. The

court rests its decision upon the provision of the

railroad act which says that street surface railroads

or "extensions or branches thereof" shall not be

built, extended or operated unless the consent in

writing of a majority of the abutting owners, or

that of the municipal authorities, shall have been first

obtained. Upon this provision the court decides

that without having obtained the consent required,

a street railroad company cannot compel another

company to grant it the use of its tracks. What a

company can do when tha.t use is voluntarily granted,

is left for future consideration.

The original decision in this case was handed

down several weeks ago, and while the case itself

applies only to the city of Kingston, where one

street surface railroad sought to use the tracks of

another on a street where it was necessary for both

to operate to have continuous lines, the decision was

general in character, and was held to apply to all

other lines in the state. It has been held that the

opinion stuck a severe blow to existing street sur-

face roads in New York and Brooklyn, in that it

held that one street railroad could not use a portion

of the tracks of another road without the consent of

the local authorities and adjacent property owners.

In Brooklyn especially, the street surface roads have

been bargaining with one another to use tracks

without regard to the consents of the local authori-

ties and property owners. The Brooklyn roads

sought a reargument in order that the court in its

subsequent decision might settle definitely many

points made in its original opinion, upon whch the

railroad attorneys placed different constructions.

Although the court denies a motion for reargu-

ment in its opinion, it practically holds that the New
York and Brooklyn surface roads need not fear any

disastrous consequences from the decision and opin-

ion in this individual case. The court says that it

was not its intentioti to decide any case but the one

before it, and that the opinion should be read in

the light of that purpose.
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Sparking, Its Cause and Effect.

[Cotiiimted from fage j'5<f.]

The wearing away of the front edge of the segment
is hardly likely to be noticed, since no injury would
be looked for until the spark appeared, and then
the cutting of the back edge would be much more
prominent, because that, being produced by an arc,

would have a roughened appearance, while the sur-

iace of the front edge would be left smooth by the
rubbing off of the melted copper.
Third—The reversal E may be large enough not

only to reverse the current in the coil under com-
mutation, but even to increase it beyond the value
of half the brush current. In this case the extra
current would flow through both segment surfaces,

but owing to the fact that this current would be in-

creasing while the receding segment was reducing
its contact area, that segment would get hottest,

and as soon as it reached the melting point an arc
would be drawn and destructive sparking would
ensue.
The problem that the designer of the modern ma-

chine has before him is to design a machine that will

run from no load to 25 per cent, above full load
without sparking, and without movement of the

brushes.
In the case of machines intended for lighting, the

condition of no shifting of the brushes is not gen-
erally required, but most of our modern lighting

jnachines are made to fill that requirement.
The current to be reversed therefore varies from

the exciting current of the machine up to 25 per
cent, above its full load current. The inductance E
and the CR drop in the coil also vary in this pro-
portion, and for perfect commutation through all

these varying loads it would be necessary for the

reversal E also to vary in the same proportion. As
a matter of fact, the reversal E does not vary in any-
thing like the same proportion, and may even de-

decrease with increase of load, on account of

distortion of the flux coming from the field by the

armature ampere-turns.
Perfect commutation for any particular position

of the brushes can therefore only take place at one
value of the load. At heavier loads than this critical

one the current is not completely reversed before
the segment leaves the brush and at lighter loads

it is more than reversed. This problem may be
stated a little more precisely in the following manner:
Assume that the brushes are set as far back as

is consistent with sparkless running at the maximum
load at whioh the machine is required to run spark-
lessly. This means that the reversal E is just equal
to the coil impedance E at that point. Now let the
load be removed gradually. The impedance E of

the coil under commutation is reduced, while the

reversal E remains practically constant. The tend-

ency is therefore for the current to be more than
reversed, and this tendency increases as the load is

reduced, until finally, when the load has been re-

moved entirely, there is no current to reverse, and
the reversal E simply tends to produce a current

in the coil under commutation. The production of

this current is now opposed by the inductance and
resistance of the coil, and by the resistance of the

brush contact surfaces, the contact surfaces of the two
segments being in series as regards this current. If

the impedance of the coil is low as compared with
this contact resistance, the reversal E would be small

compared with the CR drop across the contact sur-

faces at full load current. Therefore the current

produced by the reversal E would be small as com-
pared with the full load current.

We may also note here, that, whereas the variation

of the contact resistances aids the reversal of the
current, as soon as this current becomes greater

titan that which flows through the armature, the

excess current must pass across the contact area's

of both the segments under the brush. The resist-

ances of these two surfaces are then placed in series

as regards this current, and the lowest possible re-

sistance that these could have would be reached
when the brush covers an equal surface on each
segment, making the contact resistance in the path
of this current equal to twice the resistance of the

contact surface of either segment at that time. The
resistance of this path then starts at infinity, de-

creases to this minimum and goes back to infinity

again.

Now examine more closely the order of events
in commutation at no load. The resistance of the
coil circuit first starts at infinity and rapidly de-
creases, while the reversal E starts at a minimum
and more slowly increases. As soon as a current
commences to flow, inductance T enters the problem.
If there were no contact resistance, the current would
reach its normal full load value at about the
middle of the commutation period. This, of course,

assumes that the revrsal E is of such magnitude
as to reverse the current at full load without the

aid of the varying contact resistances. In fact the
reversal E does a very small part of the reversing
at full load when the inductance is small compared
with the contact resistances. The current at the

middle of the commutation period would therefore

be much smaller than the normal full load current,

even if there were no contact resistance to limit it.

Now, Introducing this contact resistance, which
starts at infinity and decreases to a minimum, which
may be several times greater than the impedance
of the coil, the current must be reduced at least in

the proportion of the impedance to this minimum
resistance. During the rest of that period the re-

sistance is increasing till at the end it has reached
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infinity again. The current, already very small, is

rapidly cut down till it is too small to produce a
visible spark at the break, and the commutator has
not been heated up enough at any point to produce
arcing.

The same principles hold in the case of machines
whose brushes must be shifted, the range of spark-
less commutation only being less.

There have been some machines, however, which
would not run sparklessly for any position of the
brushes. This is readily explained on the hypothe-
sis of too high an impedance, for in that case the
variation of the current during commutation will be
mainly governed by the impedance and reversal e,

instead of by the variation of the contact resistances,

so that even if complete reversal is exactly attained,

the current density at other parts of the commuta-
tion period does not remain constant, with the result

that the total energy of commutation is increased.

A large part of this energy is concentrated at the
beginning and end of the commutation period, thus
producing heating at the edges of the segments with
its corresponding melting of the copper and arcing.

These considerations indicate two ways by which
sparkless commutation may be assured. First, by in-

creasing the brush contact resistance, and second by
decreasing the impedance of the coil under commu-
tation.

The limitation of the second of these conditions
is merely one of economical design, lowering of the
inductance below a certain point increasing the cost

of the machine.
The limitation of the first condition is that of rise

of temperature of the commutator. It has been
shown that for perfect commutation the current
density is constant and uniform throughout the whole
period of commutation. Its value is found by di-

viding the total brush current by the contact area
of the segments under a brush. This varies in-

versely with the brush contact area, and the energy
developed therefore varies in the same proportion.
The amount of commutator metal to be heated,

as well ,as the radiating surface, also varies inversely

with the current density, so that the rise of temper-
ature probably varies nearly as the square of the
current density, provided the commutation be prac-
tically perfect.

The increasing use of the carbon brush in place
of the copper brush is thus explained by the fact

that the contact resistance of carbon on copper per
square inch is much greater than tfiat of copper on
copper. Increased resistance is obtained with the
copper brush by reducing its contact area, but this

also reduces the metal to be heated in the commu-
tator, as well as its radiating surface, so that the
same amount of commutating energy will result in

a much greater rise of temperature.
By taking these facts into consideration, however,

and properly proportioning the contact areas and
inductance, commutating machines may be designed
to run as cool with copper brushes as with carbon
wherever this may be desirable.

The reasoning so far has been based on the as-

sumption of but one coil being commutated at a
time. This assumption will only be true when the
brush thickness is equal to or less than the width
of one segment, plus twice the thickness of the in-

sulation between segments. In practice, brushes
are often made to cover a segment and a half, some-
times two segments or even more than this without
deleterious sparking. This means that the current
in two or more coils is being commutated at the same
time.

At first sight, this appears to be an advantage,
since it enables us to get the same current density
with less length of commutator, but the time of
commutation is increased, so that while the rate of
development of energy is not changed, the total

amount of energy developed will vary with the time
of commutation, and, in addition to this, the amount
of metal to be heated and the radiating surface are
both decreased, so that in this respect the change
is rather a disadvantage than an advantage. An-
other important advantage is gained, however, in

that the increase in the length of the commuta-
tion period decreases the reactance of the coil by
decreasing its frequency of commutation, so that the
ratio of impedance to contact resistance is de-
creased, thus tending toward more perfect commu-
tation. This advantage is again limited by the fact

that the mutual inductaince of two coils commutating
at the same time increases the reaction of both.
To sum up, the deleterious effects of sparking are

due to excessive local heating of the commutator
contact surface, causing the copper to melt, and
an arc to be drawn, the segments being thus disin-

tegrated.

The causes of deleterious sparking are either too
great a departure from perfect commutation or too
high a current density.

Perfect commutation can only be practically se-
cured by making the impedance of the coil negli-
gible as compared with the contact resistance. A
comparison of the sparking constants of a large
number of machines was made before this theory
of commutation was evolved.

It has been found to explain many cases of spark-
ing, which had before been unexplained.

It has been found difficult to determine definite

safe working constants, on account of the small
number of tests that have been made to determine
accurately the inductance of tlie coil under com-
mutation and the effect on each other of two or more
coils commutating at the same time.
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West End Lease Approved.
[From Ihe Boston correspondent of the Western Electrician.!

The Board of Railroad Commissioners of Massa-
chusetts on December i8th promulgated in a spe-
cial report its decision approving, in a new form
the lease of the West End Street Railway company
to the Boston Elevated Railway company.
The lease now proposed contains important

changes in several particulars to which attention was
called in the special report on the first petition:

(1) The stipulated divWend rental on tlie West Endcommon stock Is reduced from eight to seven per cent,
per annum.

(2) The term of the lease Is shortened from 99 years
JSnf*

years, eight months and nine days, from October 1,
1897, so that the Ii-ase shall expire at the same time
with the special immunities which are granted to the
Boston Elevated Railway company by St. 1897, c. 500,
and which run 25 years from June 10, 1897, the date
of the passage of that act.

(3) There is Inserted in the amended lease a covenant
that the lessee (the Boston Elevated) "shall not dimln-
Ish the facilities for travel upon the lessor's rthe West
End] railway as they exist at the inception of this
lease, except so far as substantially equal facilities may
be furnished in substitution therefor, either by the
lessee's elevated railway or otherwise,"

(4) The mandatory provision in the former leas* that
'the lessor (the West End) shall make and execute such
other leases or operating contracts with other street
railway companies as the lessee [the Boston Elevated!may request," is now stricken out.

The commissioners review the proceedings and
discuss the terms of the lease as follows:

It was stated in the former report that the lease
then proposed would have the effect, by virtue of
the provisions of section lo of the statute cited,
to exempt the West End system for the period of
25 years from any legislation specifically designed
to secure or promote the due and safe transporta-
tion of the public on its lines. The same must be
said of the present lease. The reason is also the
same, namely, that this exemption is not created
by the terms of the lease as formulated by the parties,
hut attaches upon the making of any' such lease,
whatever its terms, by the force of the statute.
While we have not been able to modify our views
as to the serious import of the objection involved,
we are also confirmed upon further reflection in
the opinion before indicated, that this feature of the
case is conclusively determined by provisions of
law which it is not competent for us to revise. It
is the terms of the lease and not of the statute that
are subject to the approval of the board.
An objection to the lease not before presented,

and not discussed in the previous report, was urged
at the recent hearings with much vigor and range
of argument by citizens of Boston especially en-
titled to be heard on the question raised. The ob-
jection was stated by ex-Mayor Matthews as follows:
Our objection, the only objection that we collectively

care to Impress upon the attention of this board, is
nhat this lease, as now submitted for your considera-
tion, makes no provision for the accommodation along
the main line of the subway of the surface cars of
the West End Street Railway company; that it will
permit the complete diversion for 25 years of the sub-
way from the purposes for which it was voted by,-^he
people of Boston, built at their expense and leased
by their authority; that it will inevitably result, sooner
or later. In the restoration of the surface tracks upon
the whole length of Tremont and cormecting streets;
that the result will be that the main object of the
subway will have lieen lost sight of and destroyed;
and that, instead of there being less congestion of
trafflc in the business part of the city of Boston, there
will be an increase of congestion, whioh will be main-
tained, without the possibility of relief on the part
of the public, for 25 years. That is our main objection,
and the only one we care to press.

It was urged in particular that the pending lease
would not prevent the apparently intended use ex-
clusively for elevated cars and trains, of the two
through subway tracks from Shawmut avenue to
Causeway street, which are now designed for sur-
face cars—so that passengers by surface lines, on
arriving at the Shawmut avenue entrance to the sub-
way, would be compelled either to change to ele-
vated cars or to reach their destination by circui-
tous routes; and that it would be impossible during
the term of the lease to secure the enlargement of
the subway and the building of two additional
through tracks, so as to accommodate both kinds
of travel, as originally intended and authorized by
the subway acts.

The force of the objection evidently turns on the
question whether, under the lease, the manner of the
utilization of the subway would depend on the will
and pleasure of the lessee, as the objection appears
to assume, or would continue to be, as it now is,

subject to public regulation and control. If by rea-
son of the lease the former condition would arise,
the lease ought not to be approved. After careful
consideration, both before and since the recent hear-
ings, we have come to the conclusion that the latter
condition would continue to exist under the lease.

In the first subway act (St. 1893, c. 478), there is

no intimation of the use of the subway in connection
with other than surface railways. In the subsequent
acts (Sts. 1894, c. 548; 1895, c. 440), provision is

made for its use in connection with elevated as well
as surface railways. In the latter act, the Boston
Transit Commission is empowered to "enter into
contracts with any surface or elevated railway com-
pany" for locations and other rights in the subway;
and under St. 1897. c. 500. the Boston Elevated,
upon obtaining a due assignment of the contract
made by that commission with the West End, "may
operate its railroad in said subway."

All of the rights and obligations with respect to
the use of the subway that now exist are created
and governed by the provisions of this contract with
the West End company. No other subway contract
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has been made. The assignment of this contrapt is

authorized in tlac contract itself; but only on con-

diiion that the "succeeding corporation shall assume
all the duties, obligations and undertakings herein

imposed upon said West End Street Railway com-
pany." The statute of 1897 requires that the as-

signment of the subway contract to the Boston Ele-

vated shall be made "under the provisions of said

contract." The pending lease assigns the contract

"subject to all the duties, obligations and undertak-

ings thereby imposed;" and any failure by the lessee

to comply with the terms of the subway contract

works a forfeiture of the lease. We do not find here,

eitlier in the statute or in the lease, any evidence of

an intention to alter or relax the conditions of the

contract; and if such were the intention, there would
not be the power. The assignment merely changes

one of the parties to the contract. Its .terms remain
the same. The Boston Elevated would therefore

have, under the lease, the same rights, duties and
oljligations with respect to the subway that the West
End now has—no less and no more.
There is no provision in the subway acts by which
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the corporation holding a subway contract is ex-
empted from the imposition of any burden, duty or
obligation by special law; and the contract itself,

as stated in the former report, contains an express
stipulation that any corporation using the subway
shall, with respect to the use and operation of the
railway and tracks therein, be subject to all general
and special laws that are or may be applicable to
such company. By a now existing general law (St.

1891, c. 216), to which the Boston Elevated would be
subject, this board, for example, would have the
power from time to time to order such additional
accommodations to be provided for the traveling
public on the subway lines as it should deem that
justice to all parties required; and stringent pen-
alties are provided for non-compliance with any such
order.
As regards the enlargement of the subway, the

Boston Transit Commission, by the subway act of
1895, was given discretion to construct in the first

instance any portion of the subway for less than four
tracks; but was at the same time authorized to make
suitable provision for the future enlargement of any
such portion so as to accommodate four tracks; and
to construct such enlargement when the commission

deemed it expedient to do so. It is moreover stipu-

lated in the subway contract that "the commission,
if it deems that public convenience and necessity

so require, may make such additions to or improve-
ments or changes in the subway, within the limits

defined by existing acts, as it sees fit;" and the
party of the second part (the West End) binds itself

to equip and use the subway after such additions,

improvements and changes have been made, with the
same privileges and under the same obligations as

before, including the obligation to pay annually 4%
per cent, on the additional cost thereby incurred.
All of these privileges and obligations, as we have
seen, would devolve on the Boston Elevated by the
assignment of the contract.
An enlargement ai the subway would (clearly

be an "addition" or "improvement" or "change" in

the subway—one, if not all three. An enlargement
for four tracks would come "within the limits

defined" by the act of 1895, to which the con-
tract appears to refer. Taking the act and the

contract together, we have been unable to see
any valid ground for a contention that under
the lease the transit commission would not have
the same power to enlarge the subway that it

now has, or that tlie Boston Elevated would not
be under the same obligation to use and pay for the
enlargement that now rests upon the West End.

It was suggested that, as the present transit

commission expires in 1899, and as no provision
is made in the contract for a transfer of its powers
in this particular, the right to require the enlarge-
ment of the subway would lapse with the com-
mission, and should be provided for in the lease.

There would seem, however, to be no question as

to the competence of the Legislature to extend the
term of the present commisison, or at any time
to create a commission with like powers.

It therefore seems clear to the board that the
lease would not have the effect to abridge the

power of the Legislature or other public authority,

by and under general and special laws now or
hereafter in force, to regulate and control the man-
ner of the use of the subway, whether for elevated
or for surface cars, or for both; or in any way
to hinder the enlargement of the subway for four
tracks, in pursuance of the provisions of the sub
way acts and contract above cited.

If, however, these views are not well grounded
what is the remedy proposed? "A few readily

drafted clauses," it is said, may be inserted in the
lease, binding the lessee company to the condi
tions in question. If we could see that this

method would avail for the further security of the
public, we should seriously consider its adoption,
even if doubtful as to its need. Who, it must be
asked, could compel a compliance with such cov
enants, if inserted in the lease? Nobody but a
party to the lease. The value to the public of a

remedy which could be enforced only by one of

the parties to this lease as against the other hardly
admits of serious discussion.

The trouble, if any, is that the provisions of tihe

subway contract are not sufficiently clear and
strong. We did not think a year ago, when these

objectors were urging the approval of that con
tract, and do not think now, that such is the case

If, however, the contract has infirmities that need
to be cured, it is idle to attempt to cure them by
stipulations in a lease between different parties

It can be done only by some further agreement
or assurance by and between the parties to the

original contract, or their assigns.

We cannot, therefore, disapprove the le^e be
cause it does not contain the provision suggested
for two reasons: First, we do not think their in

sertion in the lease is necessary; and, second if

inserted in the lease, they would be of no value

to the public'
It will hardly be questioned that the alterations

in the lease as first submitted have materially im
proved it in the direction of the public interest

The more important change, in the view of the

board, is that which reduces the term of the lease

to less than one-quarter of its original length, and
thus brings it into harmony with the limited and
tentative policy that has otherwise been adopted
in dealing with the subject of metropolitan rapid

transit.

As regards the proposed dividend rental of

seven per cent, on the West End common stock,

something should perhaps be added. In consid-

eration of the generally anticipated benefits to be
derived by the public from the execution of the

elevated railway scheme, to the success of which
a lease of the West End system is by many thought
essential, the adoption of any extreme view as

1. Since tlie foregoing was written the board has been
gratified to learn that the Boston Elevated Railway
company has now executed an obligation to the city of
Boston, to become operative with the lease, in which
that company covenants and agrees that whenever the
subway between Scollay square and Shawmut avenue
is enlarged or reconstructed for two additional tracks,
the company will enter Into a contract, to expire with
the existing subway contract, for the use and opera-
tion of such addition to the subway; and will pay to
the city of Boston an annual rental or compensation
to be computed on the cost thereof at the same rate,
and under conditions otherwise the same, as provided
in the present contract. The board is also advised by
ex-Mayor Matthews and Col. Thomas L. LIvermore,
who, acting for themselves and others, appear to have
been mainly Instrumental in securing this appropriate
and effective solution of the question above discussed,
that the main objection to the approval of the lease,
which, In cooperation with other citizens of Boston,
was presented by them at the recent hearings. Is now
withdrawn.

to a proper rental return would not in the judg-
ment of the board be wise. We are satisfied upon
investigation that the impairment of the common
stock which was shown in the previous report is

not a now accruing impairment. In other words,
the property deficit from which the impairment re-
sults would have been found larger some years ago
than it now appears. If the continuance of present
conditions were assured, there is reason to believe
that the West End company would be able to repair
its capital, to keep good its plant, and at the
same time to maintain an average dividend rate of
seven per cent, on the common stock. By grant-
ing the exemption from reduction of fares and the
other immunities that have been referred to, the
Legislature has practically given an assurance that
the existing conditions shall continue for 25 years.
Under these circumstances, it can hardly be said
that the agreed dividend rental for the same period
is without reason, or that it has not even the im-
plied sanction of law. What would be a reason-
able guaranteed dividend rental for 99 years is a
different question.

It may be regarded as a matter for some con-
gratulation that the stockholders of the corporations
concerned have deemed it expedient, as shown by
their recent votes, to make the concessions that have
been noted. We are confident that in the long run
it will not prove for their disadvantage to have done
so. A public-service corporation can acquire no
more valuable or remunerative asset than the rea-
sonable satisfaction and good-will of the public it

undertakes to serve.

As the case now stands, and in view of the stat-

utory provisions in deference to which our decision
must be made, it appears to be the duty of the board
to approve the terms of the modified lease, so far

as they relate "to the rental or compensation to be
paid and to the due and safe transportation of the
public." ^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Russian Order for American Product.
An American manufacturer who receives an or-

der from Russia is naturally expected to have a
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feeling of pride and satisfaction. This was the ex-
perience at least of President J. A. J. Shultz of the
Shultz Belting company of St. Louis, who on De-
cember 7th was the recipient of a request and a re-

mittance from the land of the czar for four pounds
of Shultz belting cement; but Mr. Shultz's pride
was somewhat tempered by the fact that the order,
wlhich amounted to 10 roubles, an equivalent in

Russian money to about $4.70 United States currency,
cost him in express charges $2.10. The order came
in letter form, and just why the sender should have
seen fit to have the money forwarded by express
instead of post is not clear, but the fact neverthe-
less remains that the purchaser evidently was badly
in need of the Shultz cement and proposed to have
it at whatever cost.

As the form of this Russian order was of a some-
what interesting nature, reproductions of it are pre^
sented herewith. Fig. i shows the front side of
the envelope, with all its curious markings. Fig.2
shows the peculiar manner in which the Russian
started the communication. Fig. 3 shows the ad-
dress of the gentleman wishing the cement, while
Fig. 4 is a half-tone reproduction of the lo-rouble
note.

This order is not only an evidence of the high
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estimation in wliich the Shultz products are held, but
it is also proof of the wisdom of the company's
policy of extensive advertising that has done so

much to build up the present magnificent foreign

and domestic business of the Shultz Belting com-
pany. ^^^_______^_^__

Overshiner Telephone Transmitter.

The accompanying cut illustrates a neat and sim-

ple "coal grain" microphone transmitter that has just

been brought out by the Logansport Telephone Man-
ufacturing company of Logansport, Ind. This in-

strument is the design of Manager E. B. Over-
shiner of the Logansport Mutual Telephone com-
pany, and embodies what he considers to be the

most essential and important principles in a suit-

able and practical transmitter for the use of inde-

pendent telephone companies. It is claimed for
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machine is quite extensively used for therapeutical
work. This company makes a special tube for use
with static machines.

OVERSHINER TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER.

this new instrument that it can be placed on any
telephone equipment; that it is impossible to pack
or get out of order in any way; it is guaranteed
to be most sensitive, to have more volume, to be
more distinct and take less battery power than
any other transmitter. It is further claimed that

it will faithfully reproduce the voice without that

harsh and metallic sound common to many trans-

mitters. As Mr. Overshiner is in control of the
Logansport Mutual Telephone company, its ex-
change has afforded unexcelled facilities for testing

these transmitters. In service in connection with
several telephone exchanges and long-distance lines

covering over 200 towns and cities in Indiana and
Illinois the present form of transmitter is the re-

sult of comparison, Mr. Overshiner claims, with
the best transmitters in the market. It is claimed
that ther are several entirely new features in this

instrument, but the manufacturer feels that this

transmitter must be seen, examined and tested to

be fully appreciated.

New Static Machine.
The static machine shown herewith is made by the

Swett & Lewis company, Boston. It is composed
of two or more pairs of stationary glass plates be-

NEW STATIC MACHINE.

tween pairs of hard rubber plates. The glass plates
are coated by a special insulating and moisture-re-
pelling varnish, and the rubber plates are mounted
upon ball bearings especially constructed to run
without oil or adjustment. These plates are espe-
cially vulcanized and will not vrarp. The whole
machine is mounted in a mahogany case arranged
with doors at the ends so that all parts of the whole
machine are accessible. It is arranged so that it

can be driven by hand or power, at the will of the
operator. A spark eight inches long can be ob-
tained in all weather.
The machine shown in the cut is a new one which

the company has just gotten out. In it there are
four glass plates and four rubber plates. The spark
given is the same length as that of the smaller ma-
chine but of greater thickness. With this machine
the time of exposure is cut down a great deal and
much better work can be done than with the smaller
machine. Many of these machines are in use in

the leading institutions of the country. The larger

Life In Washington.

A Washington correspondent declares that the
assertion that "Washington is the best governed
city in the world" is not entirely in acordance
with the facts. There is no gainsaying that the

streets of Washington are broad, well paved, well

shaded, and generally clean, or that its public parks
are models of beautiful breathing spaces, well cared
for by the government, but it is contended that if

any keen-witted, fair-minded man will examine the
matters of street lighting, telephone rates, water
supply, gas and electric lighting, and sidewalks, he
will admit that the three solons (one a Republican,
one a Democrat, and the third an army ofiicer sup-
posedly without any political bias) who, under the

direction of Congress, manage the municipal af-

fairs of the District of Columbia, might profitably

take lessons from the Common Council of many
an insignificant village.

There are only half a dozen streets in Washington
and the business thoroughfares which are lighted by
electricity, and it is only within the last few months
that the commissioners have revoked the ancient

order that required the streets to be lighted in any
manner only on the nights when, according to the
almanac, the moon did not shine. If the almanac
happened to be wrong several nights in each month,
the citizens were left to grope their way about the

streets as best they could in the dark. Another cause

of complaint is the fact that a telephone in a private

residence in Washington costs $75 a year net, and
in a business office, $100, both being in advance.

But bumpy sidewalks, half lighted streets muddy
water, unswept snow, unshoveled mud and high
telephone charges are as flies on a barndoor to the

Hardships that the Washington taxpayer suffers at

the hands of the company that owns and controls

the gas-plant of the city, according to the same
authority. The lighting of the streets is bad, but

that of the houses is worse. The gas company has

things all its own way, and nobody is more keenly

aware of that fact than the company. Probably less

than two per cent, of the houses in the District of

Columbia, including Washington, Georgetown and
the many suburbs, are lighted by electricity. This
is not because gas is popular and cheap, but rather

that electricity is not within reach of the general

householder.
Until about a year ago the one electric company

had as complete a monopoly in the electrical line

as the gas company enjoys. It had not been able

to reap such tangible and valuable benefits, how-
ever, because of the sensible law that compels it

hereafter to lay wires underground. It could not

get such authority as it desired for tearing up the

streets, and so. as a rule, only the streets in the busi-

ness part of Washington are lighted by electricity.

As to prices, however, and such other conditions

as the company could control, it had a "cinch" com-
plete and unquestioned. Then a rival company or-

ganized, but when it sought permission to lav wires

and to do business it found itself confronted by an

opposition in Congress that appeared to be bound
hand and foot to the old company.
On getting permission from the District commis-

sioners to lay certain conduits the new company
met with the entirely unexpected interference of the

Senate committee on appropriations, that sought to

put it out of business by assuming the questionable

responsibility of stipulating that contracts for light-

ing should be made only with the old companv.
Nothing daunted, the new concern commenced the

work of laying conduits across the city east and west

fvom Georgetown to Washington. A resolution was
introduced into the Senate immediately to stop the

work. It was about to pass when David B_. Hill

came forth as the champion of comoetition in the

interest of the taxpayers. Day by day he fousrht.

by all the tactics of parliamentary skill in which he

is a master, to keep the resolution from coming to

a vote. In the meantime the work of laying the

conduits was conducted day and night. The senator

fought until the wires were laid, and won his fiffht.

The new company immediately began supplying

light to private consumers, and at once the price

of electricity was reduced almost if not ouite one-

half. But it is still beyond the reach of the avera_o-e

householder, because the small nurnber of conduits

makes its transmission too expensive and because

comparatively few houses in Wasbinsfton.^ except

the new ones, are wired for the use of electricity.

The Telephone in Chinatown.

San Francisco has a novelty in a telephone ex-

change for the use of the Chinese merchants of

Chinatown. Now, Ching Soy Sing, says the Call

of that city, is a modest-looking young man, but

it is evident that he feels his position, for he says

he is the first Chinese telephone "opellata" in the

world. The Chinese who have had connections put

in their places of business were at first a little

nervous concerning the mystery of a voice sailing

over a wire and would stand from the 'phone as

far as the receiver would permit, but the "unnat-

uralness" of the system is gradually working off,

and seemingly all will be in working order before

many days.
Ching's explanation of the workings of the tele-
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phone sounded like an act in "The First Born."
He said in broken English: "No sabe voice
walkee here, but I sabe fixee him for walkee, you
bet. One man say, 'Bin ong ke ong sop.' I
catchee plug, stab him on board and voicee walkee
to me, then to 'nother China boy. One tirne no
catchee 'nother man, I talkee Choy Que' Ko.
Then 'nother man sit doivn. He talkee me one
time again and I talkee 'Mut ia ho so,' all same
Melican man. What man you likee talkee? Next
time maybe catchee, then voice walkee. Wat's mat-
ter you bet, heap good. I likee sometime, evely-
body talkee all samee time. Wat's matta him. I
no sabe again. Wha for ho do that all timee?
If hatchetman talkee, 'bout killee some more men,
I hear him and tell 'nother man, you bet I stop
him voice walkee, and 'nother man no sabe nothing.
I no likee talkee me 'hello gaily.' Smart fello

sometimee talkee me likee him, 'nother man say
'hello gaily' to me. Wha for? No sabe. Next
time I stoppe him voice walkee, you bet."

Incandescent Lamp Wire Guards.
The wire guards for incandescent lamps illus-

trated herewith are manufactured by P. R. Wagor
& Co., Springfield, Mass. As will be seen from the
illustration, they are made in various styles and
adapted to meet almost every requirement. They
are made in tinned wire or polished brass and have
given satisfaction wherever used. These guards are

INCANDESCENT LAMP WIRE GUARDS.

substantially made, yet the wire used is very thin,

so that the light is not obstructed. In addition to
the manufacture of wire guards, Wagor & Co. are
manufacturers of plain and fancy wirework of all

kinds. Further information will be gladly sent by
the firm on request.

Electricity in Battleships.

Much interest is displayed by British naval
experts in the advances that have been made by
American shipbuilders in the utilization of elec-

tricity in handling large vessels, especially battle-

ships. Last week the British government received
from the Navy Department at Washington a copy
of the chief constructor's report of the United States

Navy. The Admiralty people say it is deeply in-

teresting to recognize th« superior, effective use
of electricity for more serious purposes than light-

ing. They are watching with interest the experi-

ments with electric motors for moving the turrets

of battleships, and while they are not enamored
of the scheme, they are willing to learn.

Anticipating that Congress will authorize the

construction of at least one battleship, the design-

ing bureau of the navy has drawn up preliminary

plans for a first-rate vessel of this type, differing

somewhat from the ships now being built and in-

tended to have a heavier armament. The new plans

call for a ship of not less than 16 knots speed

under forced draught, a length of 372 feet by 73
feet beam, and a mean draught of not more than

24 feet on a displacement of 11,500 tons. The
plans of the engineers call for twin screws and ver-

tical triple expansion engines, with la maximum
indicated horse power of not less than 10,000. The
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turrets will be of the deflective type, and an in-

teresting featnre nf the ship is the more general use

of electricity, including the appliance of the power

to the turning of the turrets. The plans have been

drawn thus early in order that bids may be promptly

asked should authority be given by Congress.

Heretofore the completion of the new ships has been

delayed si.x months or more, owing to the neces-

sity of drawing entirely new plans.

Electric Traction.

By Cloyd Marshall.

Electric traction is now and has been for some
years the foremost branch of electrical industry in

the United States, and present indications point to

its growing importance. Already there are 13.765

miles of electric lines and the capital invested has

reached the great sum of $846,130,000. Nearly every

city and village in the country is provided with elec-

tric cars, but from now on the development will be

in the more important field of hea^-y trafific. By this

term is meant the conditions of service on the ele-

vated and underground roads, the interurban lines

and the systems operated under steam road condi-

tions. The elevated service has a very limited ap-

plication, and only in the largest cities, but on these

lines the solution of some of the problems there

being worked out will be of material assistance on
the surface lines. It has been found that electricity

is much more economical and satisfactory than steam
in such work. The Metropolitan and Lake Street

elevated lines in Chicago and the Liverpool over-

head road have demonstrated this point. The equip-

ments are all very similar, except that gearless mo-
tors are used at Liverpool.
One notable departure in elevated road practice is

the adoption of the Sprague system by the South
Side Elevated Railroad company of Chicago, which
now uses small steam locomotives in operating its

cars. There are a number of new ideas embodied in

the apparatus and its arrangement on this system.

Each car is equipped as a complete motor car, hav-

ing a motor on each truck, a controlling mechanism
and an air compressor automatically operated by a

small motor. The feature which stamps originality

on the system is the possibility of joining any num-
ber of these cars together, each doing its own part

of the work in propelling the train. The controlling

mechanism can be governed from any vestibule on
the train, and all parts act in synchronism.
The advantages of such an arrangement are ap-

parent. Trains of any length can be run with the

motors always working at an economical point, re-

gardless of the number of cars. Cars can be put
on or taken off at times of heavy or light service,

and at convenient places changes can be quickly

made. The power for acceleration, which is so im-
portant in elevated road service, is greater with this

system than with any other for the weight of each
car, and its load is available for tractive effort.

These advantages have been secured at the price of

complication, and in multiplying the number of

pieces of automatic mechanism, while the chances

of breakdown and cost of maintenance are increased.

The use of small motors will not make a marked
difference in the current demand, for the difference

in efficiency between a 50 horse power motor and
a 200 horse power motor would be little more than

two or three per cent. However, the cost of power
is not such a great factor on elevated roads as on
surface lines.

To test the real merits of the system it will have
to be subjected to actual service for a considerable

period. Even though it may be more expensive,

the flexibility, convenience and higher average speed
of the Sprague system might so commend it to the

public as to greatly increase the patronage of the

road. If it is successful its adoption by the other

elevated companies will be only a question of time.

Electric traction is now passing through an evolu-
tion, and it is difficult to tell where the limitations

will be. The short lines in the cities have been ex-

tended into the suburban districts, and connecting
roads are being constructed to unite the systems of

neighboring towns. The Cleveland suburban and in-

terurban lines are examples of such extension ; five

lines run from the public square to cities 20 to 38
miles distant. The steam roads are fighting these

lines by making nominal rates, but the clean and
freciuent service of the electric cars more than
compensates for everything else.

The apparatus and equipment for electric traction

have so far been designed to replace horse power
and for the comparatively short lines in the cities.

For interurban service, where higher speed and more
power are required, the motors have been enlarged,

the car bodies strengthened and the double trucks
adopted. With plans for the long lines between
cities and high speeds in competition with the steam
roads, it is evident some more important changes
are needed, and the apparatus should be designed
to conform with steam road engineering". The con-

ditions of such service are very exacting on the

equipment.
The first question is. Can the electric lines com-

pete with the steam roads? It has been the experi-

ence near Cleveland, Boston, Hartford and Min-
neapolis that the trolley roads, parallel to the steam
railroads, .get the lion's share of the traffic, and this

in spite of slower speed. The success lies in the
fact that the inteT\als between the trolley trains are

I. Read before the Chicago Eleetrical association, December
3. 1897.

short; the schedule is unvarying; the cars are clean,

cool in summer, and warm and well lighted in win-
ter, and stop at convenient points. Most of the in-

terurbans arc cariying mad, small packages and
express matter, and this affords considerable income.
Of course the steam roads do not want the expense
of adopting electric traction, but if the business
turns to the more convenient, cheaper and popular
trolley car, something must be done.
One alter another the equipment questions are

being solved; there is no longer doubt that the
electric motor can perform the work of the loco-
motive. It can climb steeper grades; the absence of

reciprocating parts makes a greater speed possible,

and the fact that the source of power is external
enables it to have greater capacity and pull heavier
loads. The motor does not require skilled labor
for handling and repairs, so that the personal factor
in the steam engine is much greater than with the
motor. Greater accelera,tion can be attained with
the motor; such results as were obtained at Schen-
ectady were never dreamed of with the locomotive.
The smoother running of the motor is easier on the
track and equipment. One other difficulty with the
locomotive is that units of motive power are not
available for all kinds of work. Sometimes loco-
motives are used in passenger service which requires
a half, a quarter or a tenth of its power. The steam
motor car, recently built at the Schenectady Loco-
motive Works, is evidence of the fact that such small
units are needed in steam road work.
Now as to the coal bill. With the electric hne

the energy is generated in the most economical
manner, while each locomotive is a little generating
plant of itself. With express locomotives, operating
under favorable conditions, the coal consumption
is about four pounds per horse power per hour. One
of the New York Central express engines made a
record of 3% pounds. For local traffic five pounds
is a good average, and for freight six to 10 pounds
is the usual consumption, without considering the
coal consumed in starting, banking and drawing
the fires. With large stationary engines a horse
power hour can be generated with two pounds
of coal; some, under very favorable conditions,
take but i..S pounds. Coal consumed in the
power house is very much less expensive in first cost
and handling than that on the locomotive. One of
the large mills in New England reported the yearly
cost per horse power to be $11.64. and the manager
of the General Electric company stated in an English
paper that the cost per horse power per annum
of running a 600 horse power compound condensing
engine at the Peel Works was as follows, with coal
at $1.68 per ton:

Coal $4.76
Labor 2.34
Oil and supplies 1.42
Repairs .12

Total ; ...$8.64
Such figures as .these, of course, are not realized

in street railway stations, but. they show what can
be done. The Street Railway Review has been col-

lecting some data on the cost of power house op-
eration, and from the figures I, find that the average
for 10 of the principal street railways of the United
States is .885 cent per kilowatt-hour, or $20.54
horse power for 310 days of 10 hours each, or
$43.62 for 365 days of 18 hours. This includes
fuel, labor, supplies and repairs, but not interest and
depreciation. The fuel bill ranges from 36 to 73
per cent., the average being 54. i per cent, of the
power house operating expenses. As a rule the cost
of fuel for an electric system is about five per cent,

of the operating expense, while on steam roads it

is 10 per cent. Whenev^er water power can be util-

ized or the power station located near coal mines
or culm heaps in generating power the electric lines

then possess very great advantages over the steam
roads.
A stud yof the question will reveal the fact that

for electric lines the power can be .generated and
applied more economically than on steam roads;
it is the economic transmission of the energy which
is the difficult problem. Some writers on electric

traction have neglected to fully consider these diffi-

culties and have reached impractical conclusions.
As far as an engineer can see into the future it is

improbable that electricity will supplant steam for

general railroading purposes, but there are some de-

partments of the work where the adoption of elec-

tricity will be a great advancement. In thickly

settled communities, as parts of the New England,
North Atlantic and central states, the railroads will

be forced to make changes in their service to suc-

cessfully compete with the parallel trolley lines. If

the example of the New York, New Haven and
Hartford Railroad company is followed, this can be
done. Service on a private right-of-way enables
high-speed service to be given, faster than would
be permissible than on the public highways. Col.

Heft states that, in consequence of this change, the

traffic between Berlin and Hartford has increased

400 per cent, since the opening of the line, It is

the old story of better, although costlier, service

being more popular and profitable. It is cheaper
to travel by canal than on the railroads, but we can
hardly consider the canal a competitor of the latter.

Althougli the railroad papers are persistent in de-

crying the usefulness and adaptability of electricity

to steam railroads under any conditions, yet it is

significant that they devote much space to the sub-

ject, and many of l:he leading railroad engineers are

making a careful study of it. The Illinois Central
was instrumental in having the Schenectady accel-
eration tests made, which were so remarkable in
their results. The engineers of the Chicago and
Northwestern and the Chicago, Milwaukee and St.
Paul were present and admit that they are getting
posted on the electric traction. In personal inter-
views they disclaim any intention of their companies
adopting electric traction, yet they say under some
conditions it would be advantageous to do so.

It seems the day is near at hand when the electric
locomotive will find wide application within the limits
of the great cities, and the steam locomotives will
be outlawed. At present each railroad track is an
unclean strip through the city, and the smoke, soot
and dust make contiguous property undesirable. As
a result the railroad routes are lined with huts,
hovels and tumble-down warehouses. The hand-
some and costly stations erected by the companies
are begrimed and soon rendered unsightly. For
public health and the improvement of the city the
presence of the locomotive within the city limits

should be prohibited. The adoption of the electric

locomotive from the limits to the stations would do
away with the smoke and filth, and enhance the value
of property along the railroad tracks. The railroad

men would raise a cry about the dangers of the third

rail and the complications at switching points. The
same objections, with greater force, have been raised

against the use of the trolley in the streets, and the
Union Loop and the South Side elevated at its

yards in Chicago have succeeded in operating some
complicated third-rail work.
For high-speed work the trolley is not suited, the

danger limit being about 40 miles an hour, although
some experiments have exceeded that figure. One
of the large electric companies spent much time and
money experimenting on a small Pennsylvania road,

and some record tests were made with the trolley.

High speed was made for a considerable distance,

one mile being covered in 57 seconds, but the trolley

wheel jumped the wire, tore down the line and
broke off several poles at the grotmd; also the top
of the car was damaged. It is obvious that the trol-

ley will not do for this work, and we must turn to

the third rail. Fortunately, the third rail for rail-

road work costs about half as much as the trolley.

It should be protected in some way so that anyone
crossing or working on the tracks will not be sub-
jected to danger, and tools and bars will not short-

circuit the section by careless handling. Such a

system is on the market, though it has hardly passed
the experimental stage. Another system which
might be worked out would be to have the rail sec-

tioned in lengths of 3,000 feet, more or less as con-
venient, and energized like the underground mag-
netic system.
With the present equipment it seems that 500 or

600 volts at most is the limitation of the direct cur-

rent motor, and long lines can only be operated by
placing power stations at frequent intervals, say lo

or 12 miles apart. The transmission at this voltage

envolves enormous losses or great expense for cop-
per. On one road recently tested the voltage varied

from 525 volts near the station to 240 volts at the

end of a line seven miles distant. It is obvious that

for transmission alternating currents must be em-
ployed. How necessary high voltages are may be
seen from a little calculation on the cost of copper
for line wire. Mr. Stillwell gives the cost of copper
required tO' deliver one horse power at motor shaft

TO miles from the generator, allowing a 20 per cent,

drop and copper 15 cents per pound, at =;oo volts,

$780.75, and at 10,000 volts, $1.95. Thus it is seen
that it costs 400 times as much to furnish copper at

500 volts as it does at 10.000. A voltage of 10,000

is well within present engineering practice.

With apparatus in the present stage of develop-
ment the best plan is to generate an alternating cur-

rent at the place of most favorable conditions and
transmit at high voltages to sub-stations, where
rotary converters will change it to a direct current
and supply sections of line of medium length. It

is generally believed that alternating current motors
are out of consideration for traction purposes, and
it is true that the experiments have not been success-

ful on account of the low starting torque and lack
of regulation, but the improvements which have of

late been made go far in perfecting this machine.
As an example of Avhat can be done, reference is

made to the 400 horse power two-phase induction
motor installed by the Westinghouse company at

the station of the Buffalo and Niagara Falls Light
and Power company. These machines require prac-

tically no attention, having no commutator, col-

lector rings, brushes or any sliding contacts.

The speed of multi-phase motors may be regulated

by changing the number of excited poles, the speed

being inversely proportional to the number of pairs

of poles; also resistance in the armature circuit will

have the same effect.

In some recent experiments in Germany, it was
reported that a single-phase motor with auxiliary

coils of a few turns causing a phase shifting, gave
a starting torque 2% times the normal in

the short-circuited armature parallel to the ex-
citing coils. Otherwise the machine was the same
as the ordinary single-phase motor and no starting

resistance was necessary in the main circuit. Of
course this starting torque is not so great as that

obtained with the series motor, but the experimenter
stated that it could be increased. It is desirable to

transmit a single-phase current on one wire and use
a phase shifting or splitting device on the car. If
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the third-rail construction be adopted a fourth rail

would not be objectionable, as is the second trolley

wire, and a polyphase motor can be used. There
are many advantages and much economy in the use

of alternating currents, and their utilization for rail-

way work depends on the designs ol the motors.

The application of electricity to heavy traction

promises to be its greatest field, and as the past

year has been fruitful in some striking and suc-

ful examples, the coming year will solve many im-

portant problems in this line.

Northwestern "L" Extension.

The ordinance extending the time of the North-
western electric elcA'ated railroad of Chicago may
be used by the city ofificials to increase the compen-
sation paid by that company to the city for its

franchise. The joint committees on streets and

alleys decided to recommend for passage an

ordinance extending the time for the completion of

the Northwestern road one year instead of 18 months
as asked in the ordinance which was introduced.

While the extension ordinance was under considera-

tion Aid. Ailing called attention to the fact that it

would be a good time to drive a bargain with the

elevated railroad for more compensation. It is said

that Mayor Harrison and his friends are already

considering the feasibility of asking for a better

compensation clause.

The Northwestern elevated railroad ordinance

was passed during the first meeting of the council

over which Mayor Hopkins presided, and in it was
inserted what is said to be the first compensation

clause in a Chicago franchise. It provides for one

per cent, of the gross proceeds for the first 10 years,

two per cent, for the next 10 years and three per

cent, for the remainder of the life of the franchise.

Aid. Ailing suggested that it be increased to three,

five and seven per cent.

Trains will be running on the Northwestern "L"
within six months or a year, according to the pres-

ent plans of Charles T. Yerkes, if the council ap-

proves the recommendation of the joint committees,

thus removing the last bar to completing the work.

Mr. Yerkes has negotiated a loan sufficient to com-
plete and equip the road.

Work on the incomplete portions of the structure

between North avenue and the city's center, it is

planned, will be begun as soon after the first of the

year as possible. Only the ironwork must be

raised, for the foundations are all in except for

about half a mile between Chicago and North
avenues.
Two miles of ironwork will be necessary to fill

in the gap between the loop and the northern por-

tion of the structure. That amount of iron, built

expressly for that part of the road, is ready to be
shipped at a moment's notice. The right of way is

all secured, and no delay would be caused by waiting

for the frost to go out in order to set the founda-
tions. In addition to this, the Wells street bridge

is rebuilt and ready to receive the tracks of the new
elevated line, and the entrance to the loop is laid

with track.

In addition to all other preparations for speedy
completion and operation of the North Side ele-

vated, the work on the loop power plant is being
hurried forward rapidly. For a time, at least, it

will furnish not only the power for the loop, but
also for the fourth elevated road in Chicago. The
plant is being built with much reserve power, and
a large part of this, for a time at least, will be used
to operate cars on the Northwestern "L."
The Edgewater Improvement association, which

embraces the residents of Edgewater and other resi-

dents along the lake shore and north of Buena
Park, are worried because of the Northwestern Ele-
vated Railroad company's long delay in completing
its road. The suburbs are said to be in great need
of better transportation facilities, and the people are
exceedingly anxious to have the elevated road com-
pleted, so as to give them rapid transit to the center
of the city.

Petitions of the association and citizens to the
City Council will be presented urging that the rail-

road be speedily completed, and that the ordinance
now pending asking for an extension of the time of
such completion be promptly passed. The com-
pany promises that in case the ordinance is passed it

can secure the funds necessary for the completion of
its road without further delay. The Northwestern
company has spent over $5,000,000 in construction
and the balance required is said to be $3,000,000.
Mass meetings have been called in Edgewater,

Buena Park, Argyle Park and at Clark and Addison
streets in support of the petitions.

Injunction by Telephone.
The telephone is being used frequently in the exe-

cution of court orders. At Paterson, N. J., recently
the sale of the stock of clothing in the store of Aaron
Sonneborn, under a chatel mortgage, was advertised,
but creditors of Sonneborn decided to test the le-

gality of the cliattel mortgage, and the case was
taken into the Court of Chancery. The lawyer
hastened to Jersey City and procured a restraining
order from Vice-chancellor Pitney. It was five
m.inutes before the time for the sale when the order
was signed, and the vice-chancellor called up the
deputy sheriff on the telephone and informed him
of it, stopping the sale.

Bids for Chicago Street Lighting Plant.

The bids for the arc lighting plant to be erected by
the city of Chicago at the Sixty-eighth street pump-
ing station were opened in Controller Waller's
office on Wednesday. The figures for the principal

types of apparatus are as follows:

Boilers (four water-tube boilers of about 500
horse power each).—Aultman & Taylor Machinery
company, Mansfield, O. (Babcock & Wilcox type),

$16,824; Heine Safety Boiler company, St. Louis,

$19,130.
Engine (Corliss, vertical, cross-compound, belted,

condensing, 1,200 horse power).—Filer & Stowell
company, Milwaukee, $18,590.

Engines (two high-speed, vertical, compound, 600
horse power, condensing engines, to be direct-con-

nected to countershaft).—Charles F. Elms, Chicago,

$12,750; Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co., Pitts-

burg, $13,450.
Engines (10 high-speed, vertical, condensmg,

cross-compound, 125 horse power engines, to be di-

rect-connected to dynamo shafts).—Charles F. Elms,
Chicago, $14,995-
The Western Electric company of Chicago put -,n

a bid for five engines of the Willans type to be
arranged to drive 10 dynamos by direct connec-
tion, each engine being coupled to a dynamo on
each side. This bid, which was $15,000, was re-

jected for not complying with the specifications.

Dynamos (10 series arc machines of 150 lights

capacity each—g.6 amperes at 7,750 volts—arranged

lor belt driving).—Western Electric company. $20,-

5C0; General Electric company (Brush), $21,800.

Dynamos (10 series arc machines of same ca-

pacity arranged for direct connection).—Western
Electric company, $28,500; General Electric com-
pany (Brush), $30,000.

Wire (246 miles of No. 6 weatherproof line wire).

—Central Electric company, Chicago, $17,047.80;

Chicago Insulated Wire company. $17,058.13:

American Electrical Works, Phillipsdale, R. I., $17,-

250.7s: Western Electric company, $17,700; Simplex
Electrical company, Boston, $18,763.65.

Lamps (single-carbon, all-night, 2,000 nominal
candle power).—Charles E. Gregory company, Chi-

cago, $10 a lamp; General Electric company, $19.30

a lamp; Western Electric company, $20 a lamp.

About 1,100 lamps will be required.

Hoods and brackets.—General Electric company,

$3.25: Western Electric company, $3.50; Charles E.

Gregory company, $4.

Controller Waller asked the representatives of the

bidders, at the time of the opening of the bids, if

company has spent over $5,000,000 in construction,

but no objection was recorded.
Charles M. Nicholls, believed to be acting in the

interest of the lighting companies on the South Side

that will be affected by the construction of the plant,

has brought suit as a taxpayer to restrain the award-
ing of any contracts, on the ground that the appro-
priation was illegally made by the city government.
Until Judge Tuley passes on the application for a

preliminary injunction, no action will be taken on
the bids by the controller.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, December 21.—The long-expected
decision of the Appellate Division of the Supreme
Court was handed down on Friday. It is favorable

to the tunnel scheme of the Rapid Transit Com-
mission, but embraces one stipulation as to the

indemnity bond which causes much concern. The
decision was in the nature of an affirmation of the

report of the special inquiry commission of the

court, but it leaves the matter in such shape that

further court proceedings must be had, and no one
can tell when a contract for the building of the

road will be entered into, if ever.

Four of the five justices concur in the opinion
of the court, and there was a dissenting opinion
by Justice Ingraham. The opening paragraphs of

the prevailing opinion, written by Justice Van
Brunt, are as follows:

"The imperious necessity of improved means of

transit in the city of New York has long been rec-

ognized. It had become so evident that in the year
1893 the people determined that, as there seemed
to be no other means for its accomplishment, it

should be brouglit into existence, even by the
pledge of the credit of the city. This necessity

seems to have addressed itself so strongly to the
people that they considered that the accomplish-
ment of this end should be attained, though the

ability of the city to carry on contemplated im-
provements might be thereby curtailed.

"It has been said that the people have not by
their vote approved of the plan now presented
to the court, but that it was another scheme, which
differed in many of its characteristics from the plan
now under consideration. I think, however, that

a reference to the history of the rapid transit en-
terprise will show that the people did not give
their vote to any particular detail by which rapid
transit was to be obtained, but rather in favor of

a result to be reached in any manner which might
be found to be practicable.
"The presentation of the plan now before the

court and the proofs and developments surround-
ing it constitute striking evidence of the correctness
of the conclusions of this court in condemnation

of the previous scheme which was submitted to
it. This plan, however, calling, as it does, for an
expenditure of from $20,000,000 to $40,000,000 less
than the scheme presented to the court before, still

involves grave questions of law as to the possi-
bility of its completion."
The court then discusses the financial problems

involved in the construction of the road, and con-
cludes: "In view of the magnitude of the under-
taking which we are asked to approve, and the
vital interest which the city has in the prompt com-
pletion of the contract for the building of the road
when entered into and its effective equipment,
maintenance and operation, we think that we
should, before consummating our confirmation of
the report of the Supreme Court commissioners
by the entry of an order to that effect, have some
assurance that the powers of the Rapid Transit
commissioners in respect to security, provided by
section 34 of the Rapid Transit act for the payment
of the rental specified in the contract, and for the
faithful performance of all the conditions, cov-
enants and requirements provided for in the con-
tract, should be exercised so as to protect the in-
terests of the city in a substantial nianer: and to
that end a stipulation should be filed by the Rapid
Transit commissioners that the penalty of the bond
specified in section 34 of the Rapid Transit act
will be fixed at not less than $15,000,000. This
amount, in view of the large interests of the city
involved in its advances of credit for the work as
it progresses is not more than sufficient security
to the city in the event of the failure of the contractor
to perform his or its contract, and to enable it to
carry the road to completion in case the enterprise
is thrown on its hands by the default or forfeiture
of the contractor.
"Upon the filing of the stipulation referred

to in the foregoing opinion, an order will be en-
tered upon the usual notice, confirming the report
of the Supreme Court commissioners."

Justice Ingraham. dissenting, holds that the re-

port of the commission of inquiry should not be
confirmed, because the construction of the road
would involve the city in debt beyond the consti-
tutional limitation, and that, therefore, any contract
entered into for the purpose would be void.
Comment on the decision relates mostly to the

great size of the bond required and as to whether
this bond is to cover merely the time of construc-
tion or the operation and maintenance of the sys-
tem during the period of the 50-year lease. At
any rate, as neitlier the advocates nor opponents of
the tunnel scheme are satisfied, it is evident that

the question is far from a settlement.
It was announced to-day that Ernest H. Crosby

had agreed to act as umpire in the dispute between
the Electrical Contractors' association and the Elec-
trical Workers' union. There will be no strike after

January 1st for the advance of wages demanded, both
sides agreeing to be bound by the decision of Mr.
Crosby. The first meeting of the arbitration com-
ing Trades Club in the Townsend building, Broad-
way and Twenty-fifth street.

The business, property and rights of the Electric

Carriage and Wagon company, of which Isaac L.

Rice was president, and which has been operating
since January 1st 14 electric cabs, have been taken
over by the Electric Vehicle company. The new
company, under the direction of G. Herbert Con-
diet, chief engineer, will electrically operate 100
new hansom cabs and broughams. The premises at

1680-84 Broadway have been leased for the com-
pany's principal station. Mr. Rice states that the

experience of his company has proved the prac-

ticability of the electric vehicle: that it is perfectly

safe; that it is attractive 'to the public, and that

the financial results invited an enlargement of the

business. M. S.

Canadian Intelligence.

Ottawa, December 20.—Interest in the cheap elec-

tric power question is extending, and the cities and
towns between Toronto and Niagara Falls seem pre-

pared to join in a comprehensive project which will

give them power from the wires expected to be laid

between these points. There are two routes by
which Niagara power may be brought to Toronto:
The first, and most direct, by cable across the lake;

the second, by overhead wire around the end of the

lake, and passing Hamilton, Oakville and other
places, where power could be largely used. The
probable use of electrical energj' within the city of

Toronto is approximately as follows: For street

lighting, 800 electrical horse power; for lighting

buildings and private residences, not served by the
Edison system, 2,000 horse power; for electric street

railways, 3.000 horse power; for incandescent light-

ing, 2,000 horse power, and for \vaterworks opera-
tions, 3.000 horse power.
The Perth Waterworks company, which is install-

ing the waterworks system for Perth, Ont.. will use
electric power for pumping. The pump-house is

located within the limits of the town, but the power
they intend using is about four miles awaj', on the
Tay River. Here it is installing a water-wheel
and a 200 horse power generator which will, in addi-

tion to that supplying the power for pumping pur-
poses, furnish light and power. The company has
bought out the old Tay Electric company, and will

distribute light and power on the old circuits. The
pumping is to be done by means of a 75 horse power
motor belted directly to a triplex double-acting
power pump which pumps directly into the mains.
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The Cataract Power company of Hamilton, Ont.,

having had sufficient stock subscribed to complete
its plant, has lost no time in getting down to work.
A contract lias been let for the construction of the

canal, which will be about 4',i: miles long, from near

Allanburgh to the brow of the "Mountain," not far

from De Cew's Falls, where a head of 270 feet will

be obtained. The water will be taken from the

Welland Canal, a short distance above Allanburgh,

The distance from the power house to the terminus
at Hamilton will be 38 miles. This will be the long-

est electrical transmission line as j'et in actual opera-
tion except that of the Blue Lakes Water Power
company of California, which transmits power 45
miles. The Cataract Power company will have
4,000 horse power available, and has already closed
contracts with a number of corporations and private

manufacturing concerns for the supply of power in

Hamilton. It is expected that the plant will be in

operation by the first of May.
There is a movement on foot at Peterboro, Ont.,

for the purchase from the Grand Trunk Railway com-
pany of the lines of railway extending from that town
to Lakefield and Chemong, with a view to their con-
version into electric roads.

The Lachine Rapids Hydraulic and Land com-
pany of Montreal contemplates supplying the ship-

ping interests of that port with electric power for

the purpose of loading and unloading vessels, much
cheaper than the same work can be done by steam,
besides ridding the harbor front of smoke and noise.

For some time the Hull Electric company has
been considering plans for a proposed interpro-
vincial bridge over the Ottawa River between Ottawa
and Hull. The plans are prepared, and tenders have
been asked for portions of the bridge, which will be
of the high-level cantilever type. It will be 50 feet

wide, and will have double tracks for railway pur-
poses, two driveways, and two walks for pedestrians.
The trestles will be 35 feet high, and the piers will

be 150 feet apart.

It is understood that a syndicate of Toronto cap-
italists has been formed to secure interests in a num-
ber of the smaller electric light companies through-
out Ontario. The idea is to secure the bulk of the
stock in these companies and then amalgamate them
under one management. An agent of the syndicate
is at present traveling through the province inspect-
ing electric light properties which the syndicate de-
sires to secure.

Toronto electric street railway stock, which has
been fluctuating between 70 and 80 for a couple of
years, has taken a sudden rise and recently sold at

85.

"The application of the electric current is cer-
tainly assuming a wider range every day," said Mr.
MacGregor of the Dominion Electrical Heating
company of this city to me the other day. "Only
a short time ago we were manufacturing electric
heaters for a very limited number of purposes, and
to-day here is a consignment just about to be sent
to a concern in Montreal, the details of which
would astonish most people." The consignment
in question consisted of a heap of articles that
would be tedious to enumerate. Principally among
them, however, were tailors' goose irons, hatters'
smoothing irons, urns and tea and coffee kettles.

Application has been made to the Ottawa City
Council by the Deschenes Electric Light company
for permission to do a general light, heat and power
business in Ottawa. It has connection with Ottawa
through a submarine cable from the Hull side, and is

now furnishing power to some special concerns.
The company proposes to use underground wires in
the resident and business portions of the city.

The directors of the Hamilton, Chedoke and An-
caster Electric Railway company have decided to
make an extra effort to dispose of the $15,000 of
stock yet unsold of the required $40,000 for the pur-
pose of beginning operations. The directors con-
cluded to send representatives to the conventions
of Retail Grocers' and Business Men's associa-
tions about to be held, with a view to interesting the
members financially in the proposed electric railway.

It is semi-oflicially announced that the Dominion
government will now construct and complete a
telegraph line to Dawson City, in the Yukon terri-
tory, over the route originally surveyed 30 years
ago by George Kennan, the Siberian traveler. .

The Packard Electric company of St. Catherines,
Ont.. has put in an improved sand-blast frosting
machine, which will enable it to produce frosted
lamps of any style or pattern.

_
It is reported that the Atlantic and Lake Supe-

rior Railway company, which owns the Lachute
and St. Andrews railway in the Province of Que-
bec, intends converting the road into an electric
system and extending it to Carillon.
A scheme has been laid before some of the lum-

bermen in Ottawa by which the sawdust, which ha.s

be«n a nuisance for many years, and the subject
of legislation in the Federal Parliament, is to be
utilized for the manufacture of calcium carbide, un-
der the process patented by Prof. Wilson of St.

Catherines, Ont. By this process the sawdust,
slabs, bark and all refuse from sawmills can be
rapidly converted into carbon. This carbon is

powdered and mixed in equal parts with limestone,
and the mixture is then subjected for 10 hours to
an intense electrical current, strong enough to con-
vert iron into a boiling mass and lead into an
explosive gas. The result is calcium carbide, a
substance very much like pig-iron. The mass is

broken into small lumps by sledgehammers and

in that form is shipped in tin cans to consumers.
The Royal Electric Light company of Montreal,

receives every year from that city $160,000. While
cities in tile United States and Canada pay $50 and
$60 a year per arc light, Montreal pays $120, and
this condition of things is to last 10 years. The
company's profits on incandescent lights are
greater, in proportion, than on arc lights.

The noon gun, at Ottawa, is shortly to be fired by
electricity direct from Montreal every day. The rea-

son for this is that on account of the complicated
and indirect method now in vogue for transmitting
the time-signal from the observatory at Montreal to
the firing station here, the correct time cannot be
ascertained. The plan, now under consideration of
the Marine Department, provides for the firing of
the gun direct by means of an electric fuse. Instead
of the ordinary telegraph battery hitherto employed,
it is proposed to utilize the low-voltage current of
the city incandescent lighting system. A few min-
utes before 12, noon, the fuse will be inserted in

the loaded gun, and the wires connected at the signal
house with the Montreal line. Upon the hour the
operator at the Montreal observatory will press an
ordinary telegraph key, closing the circuit and in-

stantly discharging the gun. A. V. W.

Washington, D. C.
Washington, December 20.—Senator McMillan

has, by request, introduced a bill affecting the over-
head wires of the electric lighting companies of the
District of Columbia. It is understood that this bill

was prepared by the Potomac company, and the last

paragraph is said to be aimed especially at the ex-
tension of the conduits by the United States com-
pany. The Potomac company is fighting the ex-
tension in the coitrts, these having been authorized by
the last Congress. The bill allows both lighting
companys to lay service conduits to and into alleys

of all blocks adjacent to the conduits that may be
controlled by such companies. Several provisions
are attached to this clause of the bill, the first being
that no overhead wires extending over public prop-
city shall be used in making such connections, and
that the burying of overhead wires in the city shall

be accomplished within a year. Tlie last paragraph,
which is said to be aimed directly at the United
States company, reads: "Provided, further, except
as herein provided, no public streets, roads, avenues,
highways, parks or reservations shall be opened in

the District of Columbia for the laying therein of
electric light conduits or wires."

The work of installing the trolley conduit system
to replace the cable power of the Capital Traction
company on the Pennsylvania avenue and Four-
teenth street lines is rapidly progressing. All of

the conduits for carrying the feed wires from Fif-

teenth street and New York avenue to the George-
town terminus, and from the same location to

Mount Pleasant, by the way of Fourteenth street,

and from the Peace monument to the Navy Yard
terminus, are completed. It is not expected, how-
ever, that the first car will be run over the route
before February i, 1898. On all portions of the
road, except between the capitol and the Treasury
Department, the rails will be replaced. The grip-

men are being broken in on the electric branch of

the road, the Chevy Chase line. T. I. P.

A bill has been introduced in Congress looking to

the extension of the tracks of the Capital Traction
company in a number of directions. "The system to

be used will be of the underground electric type now
being installed on the lines of this company.
A charter has been granted in Alexandria, Va., to

the Washington Electrical and Manufacturing com-
pany, with capital stock of $10,000. The president is

H. P. Hill of Washington, D. C.

A director of the Moundsville, Benwood and
Wheeling electric line, John W. Burchinal, is head-
ing a movement to build an electric line from Frost-
burg to Piedmont, W. Va., a distance of 18 miles.

The Metropolitan railroad is asking for a right to

extend its underground electric system over certain
outlying streets of the district not served at present.

A. F. T.

PERSONAL.
George M. Chandler, formerly of the Chandler

& Taylor company of Indianapolis, is now rep-
resenting the Brownell & Co. of Dayton, Ohio,
builder of engines, boilers, sawmills and sheet-

iron works.

E. C. Dunn, local manager for the Western Union
Telegraph company at Chattanooga, Tenn., died on
December 19th. He was well known in telegraph
circles and was said to be the youngest manager
employed by the company in the United States.

H. C. Mackey, assistant auditor for the street

railway company of Minneapolis, has gone to Mil-
waukee to assume the duties of his new position

as auditor of the Milwaukee Electric Railway and
Light company.

Three handsomely executed portraits of well-

known street railway men have been distributed

among members of the American Street Railway
association. They are splendid likenesses of Cap-
tain McCulloch of St. Louis, T. C. Penington of

Chicago and the late William J. Richardson of

Brooklyn.

William Gay, 50 years old, a telegraph operator

in the general office of the Western Union Tele-

graph company at New York, died of heart disease
while on a train going from White Plains to New
York, December 15th. The body was taken from
the train and returned to White Plains in less than
an hour after Gay left home to go to his work.

The many friends of A. P. Manning, well known
in the electrical business through his connection
with the Edison General Electric company. Ana-
conda Mining company, Central Electric company.
Ward Leonard Electric company and the Bullock
Electric company, will be interested to know
that he has lately accepted the position of sec-
retary and treasurer of the Iron Clad Rheostat
company, Westfield, N. J. Mr. Munning's wide ac-
quaintance and experience in the electrical business
should make his services invaluable.

The perils attending the establishment of tele-
graphic communication with many parts of Asia
and Africa are brought home by the account just
received of the death of E. Graves, assistant super-
intendent of the Persian Gulf and Persian section
of the Indo-European Telegraph department. While
inspecting the line between Jask and Chauber, at a
distance of 90 miles from the former place, he was
attacked in camp and brutally m.urdered by tribes-
men, who entered his tent at dusk, and, pinning him
to bis bed, mutilated his body in the most frightful
manner. The camp was looted and destroyed, but
the native staff escaped. Mr. Graves was born De-
cember S, 1844, and had been in the service over 30
years. He was widely known as one of the pioneers
of the telegraph in Persia.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Lake Street Elevated Railroad company of

Chicago has asked the Town Board of Cicero to
grant an extension of its franchise for 50 years, in
return for which privilege it proposes to extend the
road from Fifty-second avenue to Austin avenue,
the western limit of Austin, to give a five-cent fare
from Cicero to the heart of the city on the main
line and 12 rides for $1 on all connecting lines.

The village trustees of New Rochelle, N. Y., have
decided to postpone the consideration of electric
street railway franchises for a month. This action
was taken in order to allow the Union Railway
company, the Philadelphia Improvement company
and others to compete with the local company for
a franchise. The Philadelphia company has offered
to pay $10,000 for the right to lay its tracks through
the village.

The testimony of an expert accountant who exam-
ined the books of the Milwaukee Street Railroad
company established the fact that the earnings of
the company have been much greater than admitted
by the officials. It w^as said that the books were
kept in such a manner that the expense account
contained many items which did not properly come
under that heading. The expert testified that the
cost of operating the road was much less than the

books indicated on the surface. It was brought out
that the cost of the strike last year was $123,103, and
that it was entered under the head of expenses. The
salary of Henry C. Payne for the year 1893, he said,

was charged to the expense account of 1894.

The street railway lines of Lincoln, Neb., were
sold at foreclosure December 17th for $60,500, sub-
ject to the lien of the city for taxes to the amount
of $60,000. The purchasers were M. L. Scudder
of New York and William Belcher of New London,
Conn., representing the first and second mortgage
bondholders, the New York Security and Trust
company and the New York Guaranty and In-
demnity company. The first-mortgage bonds
amount to $500,000 with five years' defaulted in-

terest and the second-mortgage bonds to $840,000.

The two trust companies are not owners of the
bonds, but trustees for several hundred owners.
The value of the road equipment and franchises

was estimated at less than $200,000.

The Indianapolis, Greenwood and Franklin Rail-

way company of Indianapolis, Ind., has selected a

new board of directors consisting of George E.

Fisher, Detroit, Mich.; John C. Vanatta, Brookston,
Ind.; Charles F. Coffin, Indianapolis; James T.Polk
and John A. Polk of Greenwood, Ind. Mr. Fisher
says that the company will complete the line from In-

dianapolis to Greenwood, a distance of 10 miles,

early this spring, the grading being already completed
and the necessary stone arches as well. The power
house will be located at Greenwood, to provide the

proposed extention to Franklin, a further distance

of 10 miles. The power will consist of 700 horse
power in water-tube boilers, compound condensing
engines and direct-connected generators. The line

will be double trolley figure 8; track, 60-pound T-
rails; oak hewed ties. Provision will be made for

handling freight, the immense canning factory of

James T. Polk alone requiring Soo freight cars dur-

ing the season. Over half the capital stock has

been placed, and the company also has a subsidy
of $34,000. Five per cent. 20-year bonds will be

issued to cover part of the cost of construction.

The board will meet in Indianapolis about the mid-
dle of January for the pupose of closing contracts

for the work contemplated. George E. Fisher, 1113

Majestic building, Detroit, Mich., is chairman of the

executive committee, to whom all communications
should be addressed.
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TELEPHONE.
A new telephone line is being constructed from

Warren Point to Raleigh, N. C.

Carolina Beach will be connected with Wilming-
ton, N. C., by telephone in a short time.

H. T. Simpson, superintendent of telegraphs of

the Chesapeake and Ohio railway, has completed
arrangements with the Bell Telephone company for

putting in a private telephone system for the piers

and yards in Richmond. The central office will be
located in pier 4, where connections may be had with

the city system or the long-distance line to Rich-
mond. This step will greatly facilitate the com-
pany's Norfolk business.

W. J. Crews of the Bell Telephone company has
been in Raleigh, N. C, perfecting arrangements for

the extension of the Bell lines into the state. When
the line is completed to Danville, through con-
nection will be had to New York and Boston. Mr.
Crews states that the Bell company has appropri-
ated $300,000 for the connection of North Carolina
towns, and that work will begin at an early date.

Raleigh will be the headquarters and all lines will

ramify from there.

TELEGRAPH.
The "telegraph trail" is under consideration as an

overland route from Spokane to the Klondike. It

extends along the abandoned line of the Western
Union company, and has frequently been used in

all seasons of the year.

Cablegrams are still reckoned among the lu.Kuries.

The highest price paid for a single message is said

to be $16,000, which was paid for a cablegram sent

by Henniker Heaton to Australia in behalf of the

British Parliament. Reuter's account of the mur-
derer Deeming's trial, 4,000 words, cost $8,000. An
1,800-word dispatch from London to Argentina cost

$7,500. The most expensive private message so far

is that sent by the King of Italy to the Duke of

Abruzzi, at Rio Janeiro, informing him of the death

of his father, the late Duke of Aosta, which cost

$2,670.

ELECTRICAL SECURITIES.
The American Bell Telephone company has de-

declared a quarterly dividend of three per cent, and
an extra dividend of 1% per cent., payable January

iSth.

The National Railway company of Illinois, which
controls the street railways of St. Louis, and the

stock of which is largely held in Chicago, has de-

clared the usual quarterly dividend of 1% per cent.,

payable January loth to stockholders of record De-
cember 31st.

It is reported that the Central Union Telephone
company may resume dividend payments next

month at the rate of four per cent. Dividends have

been suspended since January, 189S, but the property

is now showing increased earnings, and its physical

condition is excellent, as extensive improvements

have been made.

The Edison Electric Illuminating company of

Brooklyn reports gross earnings for November of

$86,582, an increase of $5,IS7 as compared with the

same month of last year, and net $43,372, an increase

of $1,471. For the 11 months ended November 30th

the gross earnings were $795,071, an increase of $50,-

681 as compared with the corresponding period of

last year, and net $361,409, an increase of $28,473.

The Edison Electric Illuminating company of New
York reports gross earnings for November of $247,-

295, an increase of $21,766 as compared with the

same month of last year, and net $120,568, an in-

crease of $8,643. For the 11 months ended Novem-
ber 30th the gross earnings were $2,205,630, an in-

crease of $204,468 as compared with lie correspond-

ing period of last year, and net $977,822, an increase

of $130,646.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Prof. George D. Shepardson of the University

of Minnesota has designed a fine Italian marble
switchboard for the electrical engineering depart-

ment, and it will be installed in the chemical and
physical laboratory at the university.

The Indianapolis Journal prints a telegram from
Muncie, Ind., narrating the result of a storm In that

town. It says that during the storm "lightning
knocked hundreds of people right and left in this

city, but none was seriously hurt." The whole town
must have been affected.

Representative Quigg has introduced a bill in the

House of Representatives providing for the exten-
sion of the letters patent of Baker Jamison and
Tallmadge Lambert for an "improvement in in-

sulating submarine cables." The bill was referred

to the committee on patents.

The, fact has been demonstrated that aluminum
is an excellent purifier of water. The salts of this

metal are insoluble in water, and, consequently,
when these salts are formed the water can be strained
and the impurities removed therefrom. Perhaps
the most practicable method of purifying water by
this means is by employing a trough composed of

plates of aluminum and zinc or iron, six or eight
inches apart. One end of the tank affords an en-
trance for the volume of water which passes over
the top of one plate and thence under the plate next
to it, this being accomplished by the fact that the
elevation of the several plates is different. In con-
nection with this tank there is an electrical generator
of moderate size. It is explained that when an elec-

tric current comes in contact with water in this

manner, it decomposes a certain portion of the
fluid, and the result of such decomposition is that

ozone is formed and oxygen freed—insuring the
absolute extinction of life in any microbes or or-

ganic matter which the water might contain, leaving
it, after meeting the purification the salts of alumi-
num occasion, as clear and healthful as the water
which flows from the purest spring.

attention will be given particularly to making a
specialty of boiler settings and other high-class ma-
sonry and brickwork in connection with power
plants. Mr. Merton, as is well known, has had a
most extensive experience in the boiler business,
which should be exceedingly valuable to the new
concern. S. D. Merton & Co. will have their office
at 417 Security building, St. Louis, Mo.

TRADE NEWS.
The Manchester Electric company, having com-

pleted the extensive enlargements and improvements
of its plant, corner of West Brook and Canal streets,

Manchester, N. H., opened the establishment for

the inspection of the trade on Wednesday, December
22d, at two o'clock.

The Western Electric company has been made
exclusive agent for the Tuerk alternating current

ceiling fan in the territory west of Pittsburg. It

has also been made exclusive agent for the car

heaters and office heating devices manufactured by
the Globe Heating company.

The Walker company announces that it has re-

cently opened an office at 912 Ellicott Square, Buf-
falo, for the business in Western New York. The
company calls attention to the new alternating

generators and power transformers, which it is

now prepared to furnish, as well as its direct cur-

rent apparatus for railway, lighting or power serv-

ice.

Seth C. Adams has recently been appointed agent
for the Walker company, with headquarters at Utica,

N. Y., to look after its interests in that vicinity.

Mr. Adams is a gentleman well "known in the elec-

trical trade, having recently resigned as secretary

of the Bossert Electric Manufacturing company of

LTtica. His favorable acquaintance in the various
lines of trade will be of assistance to him in his

new location.

Probably the first telephones to be shipped to the

Klondike gold mining country were forwarded on
a telegraph order by Taber & Mayer of Boston
last week. Several wall sets will be used in connec-
tion with a tramway seridce between Dawson City

and Dyea. This concern has been doing a large
telephone business of late, and reports that its or-

ders have nearly doubled during the last three

months, a large portion going West.

Notice is given that the partnership exist-

ing between William W. Burnham and James L.
Gethins, who have been doing business at 181 Tre-
mont street, Boston, Mass., under the firm name
of the Burnham-Gethins company, has been dis-

solved. Fred A. Fernald has been appointed re-

ceiver to close up the business. The settlement of

all accounts should be made with the receiver only.

Mr. Fernald's address is at 209 Washington street,

Boston, Mass.

The India Rubber and Gutta Percha Insulating
company, of which William M. Habirshaw is gen-
eral manager and with which J. W. Godfrey, F. W.
Harrington and J. B. Olson are connected, presents
its compliments to the trade and announces that the

gentlemen named will receive and entertain patrons
of the company Friday afternoon, December 31st,

1897, one to six, at room 62, 15 Cortlandt street.

New York. The indications for the day are good
time and good company.

The new Edison automatic phonograph wdiich

has recently been placed on the market, through

J. H. Bunnell & Co. of New York, has proved to

be a great seller, and far beyond their anticipations.

They have now a phonograph which is within reach

of the average purchaser, which is equipped with

all the latest attachments, and which is clairned to

be the best of anything yet produced in this line

of work. A new catalogue descriptive of the firm's

line of phonographs, records and electrical supplies

has recently been issued by J. H. Bunnell & Co.

The American Electrical Works of Providence,

R. I., report that they have been astonished at the

tremendous increase of business during the last few
months. October was the banner month of their

business history. President Eugene Phillips has

reason to feel proud over the growth of the business

of this concern. Through his careful management
it has grown from a small business to Us now large

proportions, and there is no concern that is more
widely known for its fair treatment to the trade and
its excellence of production. In the large increase

in business the West has shown a large proportion

of gain.

Friends of S. D. Merton throughout, the West
and especially in St. Louis are doubtless by this

time aware of the fact that he has recently severed

his connection with the Heine Safety Boiler com-
pany of St. Louis, and has formed the firm of S. D.
Merton & Co., contractors. The new institution's

BUSINESS.
The American Stoker company has removed

its offices from Dayton, Ohio, to rooms 72-73-74
Garfield building, Brooklyn, N. Y., where all
correspondence should be addressed.

"It is more blessed to give than to receive;" there-
fore, the American Electrical Works points out
that a golden opportunity is offered its friends at this
season to attain perfection by giving the Providence
concern orders for railway feeder and trolley wire,
telephone and telegraph wire, cables, etc. Its Chirst-
mas tree is a creation of great artistic value.

McKinlock & Camp, agents of the successors of
the Metropolitan Electric company, are handling the
new standard dry battery which is manufactured
by William Roche, the pioneer dry battery maker.
It is claimed to be superior to any dry battery on
the market, and a sample test will, it is said, verify
this statement. The new address is 175 Randolph
street, Chicago.

The "Two Balls" adjustable incandescent lamp
hangers, manufactured by M. I. Vought, 202 South
Front street. La Crosse, Wis., are considered to
have such merit that they are sent on approval.
"If not satisfactory, return them," says Mr. Vought.
The device is said to be very efficient and extremely
simple. It has been on the market but a few months,
but large sales are reported, including shipments
to Europe, Canada, Mexico and Australia.

New time-tables just adopted on the Pennsylvania
Short Lines between Chicago and Cincinnati and
Louisville, and between those gateways and winter
havens in Florida and the South, present unusual
facilities for a quick and comfortable trip. The
route is the most direct, the train service is fine,
the tourist rates are reasonable. H. R. Dering, as-
sistant general passenger agent, 248 South Clark
street, Chicago, will answer inquiries on the sub-
ject.

The Highland electrical soldering paste is rapidly
coming to the front as the only soldering flux to
use where careful work is a requisite. It is claimed
that careful comparative tests have shown that this
paste gives the best joint that can be made with
the least possible amount of solder and without any
corrosion whatever. It is now being used almost
exclusively by telephone companies, where the fore-
going points of merit are particularly valuable. The
electric light companies are also coming to realize
that it is very important that every joint made on
their lines should be a good joint, and are now
using the Highland paste extensively. The Electric
Appliance company, Chicago, is sending out a two-
ounce box, which gives a good opportunity to test

the paste. This is a supply of paste which will

last probably as long as one pound of soldering salt.

The catalogue of Edison incandescent lamps re-
cently issued by the General Electric company forms
the most complete document of the kind ever pro-
duced. It is really a treatise on incandescent lamps
from the customer's viewpoint. The catalogue be-
gins with introductory chapters on the "Production,
Selection and Use of Lamps," in which are set

forth in a concise, telling manner the methods em-
ployed in the manufacture of this lamp, and some
idea of the importance and value of skill and ex-
perience in lamp production, how to select the type
best suited to the purchaser's conditions, and the
necessary requirements for the proper use of lamps.
Descriptions of several types of lamps follow, and
a full-sized illustration accompanies each lamp de-
scribed. The descriptions and illustrations include
every class of lamp manufactured by the General
Electric company, of which there are over 30,000
varieties, including the various voltages and candle
powers, etc., and of which the General Electric com-
pany produces and sells annually over 6,500,000. An
"Appendix of Information on Incandescent Lamps,"
of great value to all lamp users, is another feature.

The opening discussion is on the "Life and Candle
Power of Lamps," in which the subject of decline of

candle power and its bearing upon the lamp re-

newals is clearly set forth. Next is a chapter on the

"Importance of Good Regulation," and additional

chapters on the "Method of Measuring Lamp Value
by Candle Power Area," "Special Points to Be Re-
membered in the Use of Lamps,'' "Faults in Incan-

descent Lamps" and tables of lamp data. The con-
cluding chapters of the appcndi.x are given to the

subject of "General Illumination and Correct Use
Light," and "How to Avoid Harmful Effects on the

Eyes." Altogether the catalogue is complete and
interesting; its typography is excellent and the il-

lustrations of the lamps well designed and e.xe-

cuted, making it a valuable and useful book of in-

formation and reference. Copies have been sent to

station managers throughout the United States and
can be obtained from the General Electric company's
lamp works, Harrison, N. J., or at the nearest local

office.
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ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
595.293 Electric Railway. John R, Farmer, St.

Louis, Mo. Application filed March 2. 1896.

Tliis system employs surface contacts, and a bridgine-
shoe is carried by tlie car having means for rendering it

magnetic to operate a circuit-closer in the road-bed; the
contact device has a mapnetic contact exposed on the
surface and a projecting horn also of magnetic material
extending in the direction from which the car approaches,
whereby a preliminary effect is produced on the circuit-

Closer. , ,

595.294. Railway Signal. William J. Fawcett,
Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed February 4,

1S97.

A bracket is mounted on the car; the solenoid magnet is

supported thereon, and the vertically movable spiral
armature bar is designed to work within the 'magnet; a
slotted bracket arm through which the spiral portion of
the armature bar reciprocates to cause a rotary movement
thereto; a signal-board mounted on the bar and a spring to

return the latter to its normal position are also provided.

595

595

595

595,

595

595

NO- 595.325-

,325- Electric Meter. William D. Marks, Phila-
delphia, Pa. Application filed September 10,

1897.

There is an oscillating electric motor or pendulum, with
a circuit controller for periodically opening and closing
the circuit, comprising a contact plate movable with the
pendulum, a second contact carried by an overbalanced
arm pivoted to a stationary support eccentrically to the
pendulum and capable of movement independently of the
pendulum to periodically open and close the circuit, an
insulating guard for limiting the movement of the pivoted
contact, and a device co-operating with the circuit con-
troller for maintaining the regularity and proper duration
of contact at the circuit controller.

,327. Electrical Lighter for Burners. Svend M.
Meyer, Brooklyn, N. Y. Application filed No-
vember 6, 1896.

Essential features of the combination are the case bat-
teries and conductors, with the metallic lamp-cone and the
resistance coil in the circuit, which is closed by the applica-
tion ot the lighter to ihe lamp burner.

,329. Means for Generating Electricity from
Car Wheel Axles. Morris Moskowitz, Newark,
N. J. Application filed May 17, 1897.
A dynamo-electric machine, subject to variable armature

speed, has a self-escited field coil in shunt with its arma-
ture, an opposing high resistance coil, a series coil wound
in the opposite direction around the field of the dynamo,
and an automatic regulating device comprising a series
coil and a make-and-break device connected therewith for
regulating the flow of electricity through the coils on the
field of the dynamo, consisting essentially of a plunger
connected with a pair ot pivoted arms normally acting
against a tension spring, and contact arms connected with
the plunger and movable against certain contacts con-
nected in circuit with a coil on the dynamo field.

,330. Electric Regulator. Morris Moskowitz,
Newark, N. J. Application filed May 26, 1897.
The device comprises in combination with a coil a

movable plunger in the coil, a frame connected with the
ends of the plunger, a pair of contact arms connected with
the frame, contact posts between which the arms are
adapted to vibrate, and mechanical means connected with
the frame to cause contact between the arms and the con-
tact posts when there is no current of electricity passing
through the coil.

,338. Insulated Joint for Gas Fixtures. Joseph
VV. Parkin, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed
January ii, 1897.

In a joint for gas fixtures members are provided with
flanges, and sleeves hold the members in ju-xtaposition,
one of the sleeves fitting within the other, whereby the
sleeves are held in position, an insulating ring interme-
diate the flanges, insulating rings adjacent the flanges,
metal rings intermediate the sleeves and rings, and oftsets
located opposite each other and forming locking devices.

5-343. Blind Raised or Lowered bv Means of Elec-
tricity and Solar Rays. Euge'n Roth. Osna-
bruck, Germany. Application filed December
5, 1896.

A motor is employed to operate the shade roller, and is
controlled by the sunshine-operated circuit-closer, com-
prising the U-shaped tube containing a circuit-closing
fluid, the three switch plates, the circuit wires extending
from the switch plates to the circuit-closer and adapted to
form two circuits, the switch having electrical connection
with the motor, and having two arms adapted to contact
with two of the switch plates, and means for automatically
shifting the switch at the limit of the movement of the
shade roller in either direction to reverse the polarity of
the armature and field with relation to each other.

,3-14- Controlling Device for Electric Motors.
Frank J. Russell, New York, N. Y. Applica-
tion filed April 22, 1897.
The method of controlling an electric motor consists in

establishing in an electro-magnetic circuit-closing device
a succession of current impulses corresponding in direc-

/ssued December 14. i8gy.
tion to the deviation of the controlling lever, and thereby
causing the armature of the motor controlled by the device
to move in a direction corresponding to the direction of
the current impulses, and to an extent depending upon the .

number of current impulses.

595.345- Electrical Controlling Mechanism. Frank
J. Russell. New York. N. Y. Application filed
May 7, 1S97.

Two fixed contact plates and a movable contact plate are
employed, the faces of which are inclined and substantially
parallel, and a body of insulating material on one face of
the movable plate.

595.364- Space Block for Armature Cores. Asa F.
Batchelder, Schenectady, N. Y. Application
filed September 15, 1897.
A space-block for armature cores, consisting of an in-

ternal support or spider, a circumferential ring mounted
on the arms oE the spider, and radial arms consisting of
tbin strips of metal mounted on the circumferential ring.

595.375- Electric Signaling Apparatus. William .

E. Decrow, Boston, Mass. Application filed

July 17, 1897.
A signal-box having means for transmitting two classes

of signals, one of which is accompanied by a differentiat-
ing impulse, a message-recording instrument for receiving
the signals of both classes, and a bell constructed and ar-
ranged to respond successively to the impulses of one
class of signals, and to respond continuously upon the
reception of a signal of the other class.

595.395- Rheostat or Electric Heater. Frank
Kraemer, Chicago, III. Application filed Jan-
uary 23, 1896.

Solid carbon sticks of a high resistance are completely
embedded in a plastic material composed of barite or its
equivalent and silicic acid.

595.3^... Electric Alarm Device. Fedor Louis,
Brooklyn, N. Y. Application filed January 7,
1897. .

The steam pipe is provided with a downwardly directed
loop or bend, in the bottom of which is placed mercury,
the upwardly directed arm of the loop or bend being pro-
vided with a float which is suspended therein by a cord or
other device which is passed over pulleys, and the oppo-
site end of which is provided with a weight which movesm a vertical guide or casing, and other devices are adapted
to be operated by the weight for closing an open circuit in
which the electrical alarm device and the battery are
placed, and a clock is supported adjacent to the device
and is adapted to be stopped thereby.

595,402. Conductor for Electrical Apparatus. John
Mills, U. S. Army. Application filed March
27, 1S97
An electric conductor made of thin strips or laminations

of material is both a conductor of electricity and also capa-
ble of being affected by and of readily transmitting mag-
netic force or influence, and having the lamina? separated
by insulating material

.

595.403- Transformer. Walter S. Moody, Lynn,
Mass. Application filed February 10, 1897.
There is the combination of a core, a winding mounted

thereon, and a winding in inductive relation to the first-
named winding and connected to a three-wire circuit com-
prising a plurality of coils connected to each side of the
three-wire circuit, the coils being so arranged on the core
that they receive substantially equal induction from the
first-mentioned winding under balanced and unbalanced
loads.

595,409- Electric Railway Motor. Edward D.
Priest, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed
February 23, 1S97.

The combination is described of a field magnet, an arma-
ture, a shaft therefor, brasses mounted above and below
the shaft and partially encircling it, supports and guides
for the brasses, means for adjusting the brasses, chambers
on both sides of the shaft, and waste in the chambers en-
gaging with the sides of the shaft.

595,410. Electric Motor. Edward D. Priest,
Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed April 13,
1897.

Claim is made in an armature for the combination of a
body of laminffi, a sleeve to which the lamina? are secured,
a shaft rotating with the sleeve, and an oil thrower or
throwers formed integral with the sleeve.

NO. 595-364-

595.412. Regulating Alternating Current Dynamo-
electric Machines. Edwin W. Rice, Jr., Schen-
ectady, N. Y. Application filed October 26,
1894.

The method of regulating an alternating current dynamo-
electric machine consists in causing the main current to
strengthen the exciting current with an increase of lag, and
to weaken it with an increase of lead.

595.413. Braking Alternating Current Induction
Motors. Edwin W. Rice. Jr., Schenectady,
N. Y. Application filed March 6. 1897.
The method of braking the load connected to an induc-

tion motor consists in connecting the motor with a circuit
capable of absorbing energy, and passing through its in-
ducing member an alternating magnetizing current of a
frequency such that the motor will act as an induction
generator.

595419.. Method of and Apparatus for Converting
Electric Currents. Elihu Thomson, Swamp-
scott, Mass. . Application filed February 27,

1897.

The art of converting electric energy described consists
in energizing a coil at relatively high potential, breaking
the circuitof the coil and at about the same time closing
the circuit of a low potential coil in inductive relation
thereto, and then interrupting the current flow in the sec-
ond coil, thereby setting up in another coil the desired
electromotive forces.

595,420. Electric Arc Lamp. Elihu Thomson,
Swampscott, and Charles E. Harthan, Lynn,
Mass. Application filed June 12, 1897.
A central vertically movable tube for carrying the upper

carbon, a pair of dash-pots yoked to the tube, and pistons for
the dash-pots, mounted on the main frame, are set forth.

595,446. Prepayment Attachment for Electric Me-
ters. John Strachan and James Niven, Sag-
inaw, Mich. Application filed May 11, 1897.

Provision is made for a fixed coin chute, a pivoted coin
chute, a lever projecting into the pivoted coin chute in the
path of the coin, a train of spring actuated gearing carry-
ing a rotating switch-bar forming part of the lighting cir
cuit and controlled by a pawl operated by a solenoid, and
means for energizing the solenoid by the action of the
coin-actuated lever.

595.570. Controlling Device for Electric Railways
Rudolph M. Hunter, Philadelphia, Pa. Appli-
cation filed October 12, 1897.
A controller device for electric motors consists of a

counter-electromotive force generator, a series of resist-
ances and a hand-switch device for alternately varying the
counter-electromotive force of the generator and inserting
resistances and successively removing the resistances
while maintaining the counter-electromotive force.

NO. 595.403-

595,573- Galvano-cautery Instrument. Charles Mac-
Gregor, Dayton, Ohio. Application filed Oc-
tober 16, 1897.
The handle consists of two parts of non-conducting ma-

terial, each having angular cavities and longitudinal
grooves in their meeting sides ; electrodes are adapted to
fit into the grooves, and angular contact blocks to which
the inner ends of the disconnected electrodes are affixed,
the blocks being loosely inclosed in the cavities in the
handle and prevented from becoming detached from the
ends of the electrode.

595,575- Electric Signal Indicator.- Maunsell Mer-
cier, Manchester, England. Application filed
March 3, 1897.
A rotary indicator is mounted on an arbor or spindle and

has a ratchet-wheel on the arbor, the indicator being
normally actuated in a backward direction. There are
also an electro-magnet having an armature, a pawl con-
nected with the armature and adapted to engage the
ratchet-wheel to actuate the indicator in a forward direc-
tion, a dash-pot and a close-fitting piston therein, an arm
connected with the armature and 'adapted to raise the
piston, a detent adapted to engage the ratchet-wheel and
engaged by the piston, and a secondary electro-magnet
having an armature adapted to engage a valve in the dash-
pot.

595. 5S0. Secondary Battery. Paul F. Ribbe, Ber-
lin, Germany. Application filed April 7, 1896.
Patented in Norway March 16, i8g6; in Spain
May 22, 1896; in Hungary October 30, 1896;
in Denmark February 10, 1S97; in Sweden
April 8, 1897, and in Canada July 15, 1S97.
A celluloid plate is placed on each side of a lead plate

having apertures. The celluloid plates have projections
extending into the apertures in the lead plate and thereby
forming contact, at which contacts t'hey are united, and
active material is held on the lead plate by the celluloid
plates.

595.584- Incandescent Lamp Socket. Duny A.
Schutt, Peru, Ind. Application filed April 16,

1897-

A three-part socket is composed of insulating material
comprising a securing base, a lamp-receiving socket, a
rigid metallic intervening connecting post provided with
means for attachment of a lamp within the socket compris-
ing a normally closed terminal, and a terminal mounted in
the socket designed to contact with the base of a lamp,
with an intervening movable shifting ring provided with
binding attachments for circuit wires, and contact springs
for transmitting the current to the terminals.

595.585. Fuse Block. Duny A. Schutt, Peru, Ind.
Application filed April 16, 1S97.

A fuse block consisting of a circular dome-shaped hollow
body of insulating material is provided with a securing
bracket, internal annular pin-retaining flanges integral
therewith on the opposite inside faces thereof with inter-
vening openings, an annular space above the flanges with
oppositely located contact springs therein midway of the
flanges connected to binding posts mounted on the outer
face of the flanges.

505.590. Electric Railway System. Merle J. Wight-
man, Scranton, Pa. Application filed August
10, 1896-

A conduit with a continuous flexible conductor which is

adapted to be lifted by magnetic attraction and rigidly
secured at one end by a suitable clamp and at the other
end wound about a weighted roller.

595.659. Trolley Stand. Sidney H. Short, Cleve-
land, Ohio. Application filed September 26,

1896.

In a trolley stand, the combination of a base, a trolley-
arm support mounted on a vertical axis upon the base, and
a trolley arm pivoted on a horizontal pivot to the support,
with the rod secured to the support, the collar which slides
upon the rod, the links and the two springs which embrace
the rod.

595.660. Pipe Organ. Ernest M. Skinner, Boston,
Mass. Application filed February 21, 1896.

Provision is made for electro-magnets having a plurality
of independent windings, an independent energizing cir-
cuit for each winding, including a key contact and an in-
termediate switch-plate or switch, a return wire common
to all the independent energizing circuits, and a suitable
source of electric energy.
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SIMPLEX INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

WESTERN sELUNG AGENT, Simolcx Blectr'ical Company,
t 137 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO. 75-81 Cornhill, BOSTON, MASS.

IVI
MANUFACTURER Oh

INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
SSOO AMD 20a NORTH THIRUHTREET. PHII>AnP.I>PHIA, I»v».

1889—Paris Exposition,
lledal for Kubber Insnlation.

1893—World's Fair,
Medal for Rubber Insalation.^^l'^.

TRADEMARK.

THE STAlUfDABD FOB
BVBBFK IIirSUI.ATIOSr.

Sole Manufacturers of

Qkonite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee "p^^.?'' Wires.

253 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

«. Durant Cheever, I

""""S^'^-
Geo, T. Manson, Gen') Supt.
W. H Hodgins, Secy.

National Conduit & Gable Co.
ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS AND PATENTEES OF

Paper Insulated Cables and Cement Lined Pipes
For all Classes of C^lectric Service, Electric Mailivay, Ijiglit and Power,

Telephone and. Telegrapli.

At least three-quarters of the underground cables ordered \n the United States during 1896

an d 1897 -are paper insulated. Our strongest endorsement is found in tlie fact that our competitors
ar 6 endeavoring to put cheap imitations on tlie market. BEAVAKE OF INFRINGEKS.

If jou want the best, or to learn what is the best, communicate with us.

MAINOFFICE,TIIVIESBUILDING,NEW YORK.
BRANCHES: Chicago. Rookery; Philadelphia. Betz BIdg.: Boston, Ames BIdg.

N. 1. R.
National

India
Rubber Co's

RUBBEiR COVERED
\Mlr&& and Oables.

OFFICE and FACTORY: BRISTOL, R. I.

GORDON PRIMARY CELL.
For Open and Closed Circuit Work.

The Perfect, Modern, Longest Lived and Most Economical
Cell Ever Put on the Market.

In use by the leading cities, railroads, telephone and gas engine
companies.

WE CLAIM:—Constant discharge of current without polari-

zation; no local action; no noxious gases or fumes; no acids; least

labor for operation; cleanest; not freezing at 28° below zero; eco-

nomic value 50 per cent, greater than gravity cell, and 30 per cent.

greater than best otlier cell in market. For No. 1 cell, 250 ampere
hours; for No. 2 cell, lOO ampere hours; on open circuit, .9 to 1

volt; on closed circuit, .65 to /o"}! volt. [Send for circular and price list.

THE GORDON -BDRNHAM BATTERY CO,
82 to 86 West Broadway, New York City.

General Western Agent. S. F. B. MORSE. Marquetts BIdg., Chicago. 111.

^ESTIIN Electeal IngtJnfflent Co,,

"~"^^f 114-120 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

WBBlonShnaariPorlilils Direct kdinf !*''*"^' """"'»'»«'«'^' ^''""''f^'

' kmetws, Mllllimineters,

Ground Detectors and Circuit Testers,

Oiimmeters, Portable Balvanometers.

Our Portable Instruments are recog-

nized as The Standard the world over.

The Semi-Portable Laboratory Stand-
ards are still better.

Our Station Voltmeters and Am-
meters are unsurpassed in point of ex-

treme accuracy and lowest consumption
of energy.

W'»»*0» Standard Portable Direct Mention the Wssiebit Elxotbiouh vhen wrltinir

MIGH
PARIS 1867 CHICAGO 1893. PHILADELPHIA 1876.

WIRES AHD GABLES.
.\ERIAL, UNDERGROUND,

SUBMARINE.

W. R. BRIXEY, Mfr.

203 Broadway, New York.

Western Office, Marquette BIdg., Chicago, III.

CALIFORNIA ELEC. WORKS,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

M. DUPEROW, NEW ORLEANS ELEC. CO.,

WASHINGTON, D. C. NEW ORLEANS. LA.

TUCMTCDIron Clad Rheostat Co.,
I n tH I k n

WESTFIELD, N. J., U. S. A.

DIMMERS.
I^ l-lEOST '^K.TS

FOR ALL PURPOSES.

CARPENTER
ENAMEL RHEOSTATS.

Automatic 9Iotor Starters.
All sizes. List price of 1 H. P. size, $13.00.

EeUable. FuUy guaranteed. BUghlyfloiahed. Cheap.

Ward Leonard Electric Co., Hoboken, N.J.

Queen & Co.,
1012 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA.

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-Wirt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Ray

Focus Tubes, Induction Coils.

A. L. BOCART,
sor.F.

M.\xuK.\(::irRBK
OF

I

Frictional
I Machines,
Porcelain
Burners,
Etc.,

For Multiple Electric Gas Lislitins for Theaters,
Clmrclies, otc. Dynanio-Klectriu Torches

and .Supplies of every description.

aa Union isiquare, Xew York City.
Send for latest catalogue, enclosing card.

PLATINUM_ For «r^ Purposea.M 8or*p *2kd NatlTO fUtiaaa Parohawd"^ BAKER « CO.. 408-414 New Jerse*
BaUroad Ave., NeTrarlc, N. J

,^anuf6cnirer)])ARTRICK£/?ARTER fO. Etf^TOAL

•Qealers II25So.2ndSt.V)PHILADA.VPA. goods:

OFFICE AND FACTORY, SANDUSKY, 0.

-AGENTS-

Mayer & Englund, lo S. loth St., Phila., Pa.
Smith & Wallace,Hamilton St., Boston. Mass.
Arthur S. Partridge, Bank of Commerce

BIdg., St. Louis, Mo.
Joshua Hendy Machine Works. 4J Fremont

St., San Francisco.
Central Electric Co., 173 Adams St., Chicago.
Harry M. Shaw, 130 Liberty St., New York.

Jewell Belting Co.,

TAXHTEBS OF

OAK BELTING LEATHER.
^' SlanufliCturers of ...

.

High Grade Oak Belting,

HARTFORD, CONN.

TRIMMER'S
TOWER WACO

NOVEL FEATURES.
With it a Trimmer Ctin trim about ;ir

pared with 60 lamps trimmed by "truC

.

and kit. ' Write for detailed descripti.

STUDEBAKER BROS, m
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The TRY OUR PRICES!

"Knapp"

Annunciator.
MANUFACTURED BY

THE MOON MFG. CO
43 to 49 S. Canal St., Chicago, III.

Alcatraz Electrical Compoundi
Mannfactnred by

THE CALIFORNIA ASPHALT CO., 'V^^IV}-
ABSOLUTELY UNEQUALED FOR

ELECTRICAL AND WIRE INSULATION, Insulating Connections, Dynamos and Motor Bases, Battery and Accumulator
Shelving, Circuit and Switch-Boards.

WATER-PROOFING Cut-Out Boxes, coating wires when subjected to acid or alkaline fumes, and when laid under
cement, etc.

PAINTING Poles, Bracltets, Cross-Arms, Benches, Floors, etc.
COATING CABLES, Lead-Covered Pipes, and all underground work.

'^''C'^TRAZ ELECTRICAL COMPOUND is manufactured of the celebrated brand of Alcatraz Asphalt, and possesses many well-known points of superiority.
It has been tried under severe and exacting conditions, and has given perfect satisfaction. It will not Scale, Crack or Burn. Presents a Smooth Surface.
Adheres Tenaciously. Not affected by Thermal or Climatic Conditions. Resists the action of the Elements, Acids, Alkalies, Sewer Gases, and possesses
great strength and elasticity. Being the producers of the raw product, we are enabled to save the middleman's profit, and offer consumers a superior article at a
veryiowprice.

SAMPLE UPON APPLICATION. Agents wanted in all leading cities, ^^^
SIEMENS £ HALSKE ELECTRIC COMPANY OF AMERICA,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Direct Current, Multipolar, Slow Speed, External Armature Generators and Motors, especially av^pted for Direct Connection.
(Typ^ )— lr> siz^s fi-^m 20 -to 2,000 IH. 1^.

Direct Current, Multipolar, Medium Speed, Internal Armature Generators and Motors adapted for Belting.

(I'yp^ J^.)—In siz^s frcam lO -1:^ 300 H. F3.
Direct Current, Bipolar, Medium Speed, Internal Armature Generators and Motors adapted for Belting.

(Typo I— M.)—In sizes 'from 5 to 130 M. I».
Direct Currant Boosters, absolutely controlled by U. S. Patents granted to Siemens & Halske Electric Company.

SIEMENS' BAND ARC LAMPS FOR DIRECT AND ALTERNATINO CURRENT, ELECTRIC MINING LOCOMOTIVES, STEAM LOCOMOTIVES, ETC., ETC.

COMPLETE ELECTRIC RAILWAY EQUIPMENTS UNDER SIEMENS' PATENTS:

Siemens' I^Jniderrunning: HTr^lleys.
T^,

'^'^E, Siemens Contact Bar is safer than the ordinary trolley, and the overhead construction is less costly. Dr. Ernst Werner von Siemens was the pioneer in
Electric Traction. He built his first Electric Railway in 1879. Write for Catalogues and further information to

SIEMENS $t HALSKE ELECTRIC CO. OF AIVIERICA, 98 Jackson St., Chicago.
8AI.]i:t$ OKriCK!* :-NEW YORK, Eastern District. American Surety BuildlnK; GREATER NEW YORK. 136 Liberty St. CINCINNATI. Perln BulWins. MINNEAPOLIS, 249 Second Avenue^""th. nRN\ KR. fiOR Bnstou Ulncn. SALT LAKE CITY. Knutstord .Bntel Buildine. SAN FRANCISCO. 10 Front St. BOSTON. .TollD Hancnck Hlrtff, PHILADELPHIA: 631 Chestnut Si!'

KEYSTONE ELECTRICAL i

INSTRUMENT COMPANf.
Switchboard Voltmeters, Ammeters, Ground Detectors and

Differential Voltmeters.

Type "K" Illuminated Dial.

We meet all the requirements of modern Central Stations or Isolated Plants, whether
using direct or alternating current circuits.

Our Instruments are constant and durable, sensitive and accurate, pleasing irt

appearance and always correct.
We can Interest you in prices and other details if you will write to

Ninth St. and Montgomery Ave., Philadelphia.
New York, 15 Cortlandt Street.

Chicago, 1440 Monadnock Building.
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The "Pioneer"

Secures

You Safety.
You avoid the rocks of litiga-

tion by placing your orders with

the owners of the broad basic

patents of Enclosed Arc Lighting;

also you get safety from falling

sparks by our method. The
'

' Pioneer " gives the best light,

soft, steady, sim-

ple and saving. /<^BH|^^

The electric ARC LIGHT CO.

LOUIS B. MARKS, M.M.H.

CHIEF ELECTRICIAN-

687 «Sc 689 Broadway,

NEW YORK. ISO UOTTSS-

The Best of Incandescent Lamps for 1? cents each.
Send us your burned-out lamps and we will return them at the above price and GUARANTEE them to be equal

to the best.
We have a good filament. We procure a vacuum superior to the mercury process.
We renew only those bulbs which have not lost their vacuum, and thus proven that they are without flaw.
We thoroughly clean the bulbs and tighten the loose collars.
Xiamps to be renewed should be sent by FREIGHT, as we pay charges to our factory. Be sure your name accom-

panies shipnients and advise us by letter of voltage, base, efficiency and candle pow^er desired.

Lynn Incandescent Lamp Co., Lynn, Mass.
ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.

ihlm-Edwards Elec. Co .

American Battery Co xiil

Am. Elec. Heater Co six

American El. Heat. Corp.

American El, Meter Co vil

Amer. El. Telephone Co.

xvP, xvlil

American Elec. Works xl 1

1

American Engine Co xiv

Amer. Impulse Wheel Co.

Armorlte Int, Con. Co. . . xi

Arnold El. Pr. Station Co.

Auto. Clr. Breaker Co.... xx

Bain, Foree xlx

BakerA do 1

BallEngineCo
Harnett Co., G. & H xxiv

Belknap Motor Co xxil

Besly &Co.,Chas. H xxiv

Bogart, A. L i

Brady,!'. H xlii

BriUCo., J. G xlx
Brlxey, W. R 1

Brush Electric Co vlil

BTyan Jc Humphrey six
Bryant Electric Co Iv
Buckeye Electric Co x
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co xv

California Asphalt Co 11

Card Electric Co vll

Carley, Ira xv

Carlisle A Finch Co x
Case, J. I.,T. M. Co —
Central Electric Co v

Chicago Armature Co xxi

Chicago Belting Co xxil

C. B. &Q. R. R xiv, XV
Chicago Edison Co iv

Chicago El. & Stereo. Co.. xlv

Chicago Fuse Wire & Mfg.
Co

C, M.&St. P. E.R xlx
ClonbrockSt. B. Co xxi
Commercial El. Sup. Co.. . xl

Conn. Pipe Mfg. Co iv

Cornman Co xiv

Cutter El. & Mfg. Co xii

Dallett & Co., Thos. H
D. & W. FuseCo.... ... xlll

Davis & Son, r. B XX
DaytonGlobeIronWks. Co. xx
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.

Det. AClev. St. Nav. Co... xiv
Diamond Elec. Co
DiehlMfg.Co vil

Directory, Principal Elec.
and Mech. Engineers... xix

Dixon Crucible Co. , Jos. . x i

v

Eastern Elec. Cable Co.... xlii

Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co 1 x
Edwards <k Co xli

Electrical Exchange, The. xlv

Elec. Appliance Co xii

Electric Arc Light Co ill

Elec. Gas Ltg. Co
Electric Storage Batt. Go.
Electrician Pub.Co.xviil, xxlil

Empire China Works xvlii

Farr Tel. A Cons. Sup. Co.
For Sale Advertisements., xlv
Fort Wayne El. Corp xili

Fuel Economizer Co

Garlock Packing Co
Garvin Machine Co., The . vi

General Electric Co xili

Genor & Colburn xxiv
Gordon-Burnham Bat. Co. 1

Guild & Lord xxi

Hart & HegemanMfg. Co... Iv

Hodge, Walsh & Loring... xiv
Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co.

Huebel & Manger vll

Hunter Fan & Motor Co. . . . iv

xli

xiv

1

Intemat'l Cor. Schools..

International Elec. Co
Iron-Clad Rheostat Co. ..

Jewell Belting Co
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W

i

iv

Kartavert Mfg. Co ."

Keystone Elec. Inst. Co., ii

Krotz, Allen & Kelly xx
Kusel, D. A. Tel. Mfg. Co. xvlii

Leclanche Battery Co— xv

Leffel & Co., James xx
Leonard, Ward, Elec. Co. , \

Lever C. H. Mfg. Co xiv

Llndsley Bros xv
Lockwood Long Dist. Tel.
& Tel. Co. of America. . .

Lombard Water Wh. G. Co.

Lynn Inc. Lamp Co. til

Main Belting Co
ManhattanGen'lCons.Co.

.

Mansfield Tem. Cop. Co .

.

McLaurIn & McLaren
McLennan & Co., K
McRae, A. L
Metropolitan Elec. Co
Mica Insulator Co
Mitchell Temp. Copper Co,

Moon Mfg. Co
Moore, Alfred F ,

Muir A Sons, Tlios

Munsell & Co., Eugene..

xxi

xii

xxiv
xli

xii

xlx

xii

xiv

11

i

xlii

Nat. Conduit A Cable Co. 1

National Electric Co xxi

National India Rubber Co. i

National Tube Works Co. xx

New York Ins.Wire Co.... xxiv

Northern Elec. Mfg. Co xi

Ohio Electric Works

—

Ohio Storage Batt. Co..

OkonlteCo.,The

Orne Elec. Const. Co xlx

Otto Gas Engine Wks.— xxi

Pacific Electric Co xiv

PaisteCo., H. T xiv

Partrick A Carter Co i

Partridge Carbon Co 1

Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.... xii

Pelton Water Wheel Co xx
Peoples' Electric Co vi

Perkins El Switch MfgCo . .
.^

Perrizo A Sons xv
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co xlv

PhiUips Ins'd. Wire Co.. . xlii

Phosphor-Bronze S.Co.Ld . xx
Pittsburg A L. S. Iron Co... xv

Pratt, Chas. A xix

Queen A Co 1

Relslnger, Hugo
Reynolds, S. K
Rose Poly. Inst

Samson Cordage Wks.... xii

Sawyer-Man Electric Co .

Schneider Mfg. Co, x

Scott A Jauney Elec. A
Mfg. Co X

Shultz Belting Co xxiv

Siemens A Halske E. Co. . 11

Simplex Electrical Co., The, i

Smith Co., S.Morgan xx
Standard Paint Co xli

Standard Tel.A El. Co.... xlx

StandardUnderg.CableCo.

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.. ^—
Sterling A Son. W. C xv
Stilwell-Bierce A Smith-
Vaile Co xiv, xv

Storey Motor A Tool Co. ..—
Stromberg-Carlson Tel.
Mfg. Co xviii

Studebaker Bros. Mfg. Co. i

Swarts Metal Refln'g Co. xiv

Taber A Mayer
Triumph Electric Co xlx

Valentine-Clark Co xv
Van Duzen Gas A Gasoline
Engine Co xxi

Van Home, Burger A Co.. xxi

Viaduct Mfg. Co xix

Vulcanized Fibre Co xxiv

Want Advertisements... xiv

Ward A Co., Montgomery, xii

Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.... xxiv

Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
xili

Western Electric Co x, xi

Western Tel. Cons. Co.
xvi

WestinghouseEl.AMf.Co. vil

Weston Electrical Inst. Co. i

Whitman A Couch , xvili

Willard El. A Bat. Co ... . xii

WlUmsp.Wdn.PipeCo.... xxiv

Worcester Polytech. Inst, xlv

F"or Olasttl-Flod Ind^x of Advor-felsckm^n-fe^^ 3oe ^s y^u
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FAN MOTORS.
CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY,

139 ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO.

THE ORIGINAL PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS OF

Cement-Lined Ducts

Engineers and Contractors for Complete Subways.

Address all Correspondence: SEW HAVEN, COKJC.

The Connecticut Pipe Manufacturing Company,

Office and Factory, West Haven, Conn.

Business Established 1SC5.

Incorporated 1892.
E. H. Phipps, President.
GEO. O. Richards, Secretary.
Charles Ward, Gen. Mgr,

For Iron Armored
Conduit for

Hart Flush Switches,

Single or Gang Switches.

Switch and Box Complete.

'•Indicating,"

"Porcelain Clad"
Flush Switclies.

THEHART&HEGEIVIAN IVIFG. CO.. HARTFORD, CONN.

BRYANT POOPS ARE GOOD OOODS."
|

BRYANT-PAISTE SWITCH.

prices greatly reduced.
write; your jobber for revised

FIGURES.

THE BRYANT ELECTRIC CO.,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

SECTION INSULATORS.
Strongest,
Simplest,
Durable.

The "Philadelphia Break" and Insulated Crossings are used in some of the
most complicated overhead work in the United States. None lighter, more reliable
or practical. Crossings made for

special angles, multiple wires, etc.

Trolley Line Insulators

Vulcabeston Controller Parts, etc.

Toggle-Clamp Cable Insulators,
etc.

H.W.JOHNS MANUFACTURING CO.,
^40-342 Randolph 8t., Chicago, III.

NEW YORK. BOSTON. PHILADELPHIA. LONDON.

The Tuerk Alternating
1897 PATTERNS NOW READY.

Some New Features Embodied in Our '97 Product Make
It Better than Ever.

MADE FOR FROM 50 TO 120 VOLTS.

60, 125 AND 140 CYCLES.

Current Ceiling Fan.
THE HANDSOMEST FAN ON THE MARKET.

strong, Reliable, Noiseless, Durable, Ornamental
and Inexpensive to Operate.

SEND FOR 1897 CATALOGUE.

HUNTER FAN & MOTOR GO.,
FULTON, NEW YORK.

E. B. LATHAM & CO., General Sell-

ing Agents, 136 Liberty Street, New
Banff, Ivory and Cold, Nickel, Polished Brass.^ ^ York U. S. A.

Migl-i Ec2onc3r-riy

.

A.dj CIS-tab 1^ ^lad^s.

Five different styles of finish—Bronze, Bower-

l^'t'tcsfl-m
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It has been considered for many years that there was a

rian in the noon

But a photograph taken on the new forty=inch telescope at the Chicago

University discloses the fact that it is not a man, but a

Lundell Fan flotor.
See It?

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY.
Geo. A. ncKinlock, Prest.

Charles E. Brown, Sec'y.

S. R. Frazier, Treas.

173=175 Adams Street,

CHICAGO.
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TheGarvin MachineCo.,
MANUFACTURERS OF MACHINE TOOLS AND MACHINERV,

SPRING & VARICK STS., NEW YORK.

51 N. SEVENTH ST., PHILADELPHIA.

WESTERN AGENCY:
Fay & Egan Co., 22 S, Canal St.. Chicago.

METAL
WORKING
machinery;

Our facilities for equipping PLANTS
engaged in the manufacture of ELEC-
TRICAL goods are unquestionably the f^^
best of any concern in the country.

We have in stocl< over 500 machines.

Write us for No. 19 list of new and second-hand machinery. It will be of
value to you.

HJM> ^^^y STOCK

mfifs afCT/f/c c,

mo/so A/, WIS

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Accumulators.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.

Electric Storage Battery Co.

Onio Storage Battery Co.
Willard El. A Battery Co.

AnnnnciatorH.
Central Electric Co.

Commercial El. Supply Co.

Edwards S Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Moon Mfg. Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Arc Lamps.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Diehl Mfg Co.
Electric Arc Light Co.

Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Manhattan Gen'l Cons. Co.

Peoples Electric Co.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Arc, liiffht Cord.
Cential Electric Co.
Samson Cordage Wka.

Batteries and Jare.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co,

Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Gas Lighting Co.
Genor A Colburn.
Gordon-Burnham Battery Co
Leclanche Battery Co.. The.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Muir A Son, Thos.
Ohio Electric Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

BeUs.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Edwards & Oo.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Ohio Electric Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Beltins.
Chicago Belting Co.
Jewell Belting Co.
Main Belting Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.
Shultz Belting Co.

Boilers.
Clonbrock Steam Boiler Co.

Books. Electrical.
Electrician Publlahing Co.

Brasbes.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.

Burglar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Edwards & Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Moon Mfg. Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Cables (See Insulated Wires.)
Cables, jglectric (See Insu-
lated Wires), Copper,
Sheet and Bar.
American Eleo. Works.
Brliey. W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Moore. Alfred P.
National Cond. & Cable Co.
New York Ins. Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Carbon8,Polnts& Plates.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.
Relsinger, Hugo.

Cars.
Brill Co., J. G.

Compound.
Central Electric Co.
California Asphalt Co.
Commercial El Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Johns Wfg. Co.. H. W.
McLennan & Co., K.
Okonite Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Conduits.
Armorite Interior Cond. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Conn. Pipe Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Muir & Son. Thos.
National Cond. & Cable Co.
Williamsport Wdn. Pipe Co.

Construction & Repairs.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Chicago Armature Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Hodge, Walsh & Lorlng,
National Electric Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.

Contractors and Electric
liight Plants.

Ahlm-Edwards El. Co.
Arnold El. Pr. Station Co.
Bain, Foree.
Brush Electric Co.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Card Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Hodge, Walsh & Lorlng.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Scott & Janney El.A Mfg, Co.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
Triumph Electric Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse Elec & Mfg Co.

Copper,

Besly &Co.. Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Mansfield Temp. Copper Co.
Mitchell Temp. Copper Co.

Copper VTires.

American Electrical Works.
Besly & Co., Chas H.
Brixey. W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Cordage.
Central Electric Co.
Samaon Cordane Wks.

Correspondence Schools.
Int. Correspond. Schools.

Croohes' Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Perkins Eleo. Switch Mfg.Co.

Cross-Arms,
Brackets.

Plus and

Brady, T. H.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Cut-Outs and Svvltches.
Automatic Clr. Breaker Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Elec. Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
PalBte Co., H. T.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Perkins Eleo.Switch Mfg. Co.
Reynolds, S. K.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg.Co.

BjTiamos.
Ahlm-Edwards El. Co.
American Engine Co.
Brush Electric Ca
Bullock Elec Mfg. Co.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Armature Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Muir & Son, Thos.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Scott & Janney El. & Mfg.Co.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
Triumph Electric Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Economizers, Fuel.
Fuel Economizer Co.

Electric Heaters.
American El. Heater Co.
American El. Heating Corp.
Central Electric Co.
Johns, H. W., Mfg. Co.

Electric meters.
American El. Meter Co.
Central Electric Co.

Electric RailTrays.
Brush Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Krotz. Allen & Kelly.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Electric Toys.
Carlisle &, Finch Co.

Electrical and mechani-
cal Engineers,
Bain, Foree.
Bryan & Humphrey.
McRae, A. L.
Pratt. Chas. A.

Electrical Instruments.
Automatic Clr. Breaker Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Keystone EL Instrument Co.
Palste Co., H. T.
Queen & Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Electrical Specialties,
Automatic Clr. Breaker Go.
Carlisle & Finch Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
PaisteCo.,H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Electrical IVoodwork.
Lever, C. H. Mfg. Co.

Electro-Plating Mach'y.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
General Electric Co-

Engines, etas.
Case. J. I., T. M. Co.
Otto Gas Engine Wks.
VanDuzenGas&Gso.En.Co.
Van Home, Burger & Co,

Engines, Steam.
American Engine Go.
Ball Engine Co.

Fan Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
Hunter Pan & Motor Co.
Schneider Mfg. Co.
Scott & Janney El.A Mfg. Co.
Western Elec. Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Feed Water Heaters.
Davis & Son, I. B.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

FUes.
Barnett Co., G. <k H.
Central Electric Oo.

Fixtures, El. & Comb'n.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Fuses.
D. &. W. Fuse Co.

Fuse Wire.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Fuse W ire a M fg Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Oo.

Graskets.
Jobns, H. W., Mfg. Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Oas liighting, Electric.
Bogart. A. L.
Central Electric Co.

Besly*& Co.. Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.

General Elec. Supplies.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Genor & Colburn.
Hodge, Walsh & Lorlng.
International Elec. Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co
Ohio Electric Works.
Palste Co,,H. T-
Partrick & Carter Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Celebes and Electrical
OlassTvare.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

GoT'nors, IVater Wheel,
LombardWaterWheel Gv.Co.

firraphlte Specialties.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Induction Coils.
Central Electric Co.
International Elec. Co.
Queen & Co.

Insulators and Insulat-
ing materials.
Brixey, W. R.
Bryant Electric Co.
California Asphalt Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Go.
Empire China Works.
Hodge, Walsh & Lorlng.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Mica Insulator Co.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co.. The.
Palste Co., H. T.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.

Insulated Wires and
Cables—magnet IVires.
American Electrical Works.
Brliey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Moore, Alfred P.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

liamps. Incandescent.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co..
Lynn Incandescent Lp. Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Sawyer-MauElec. Co.

V\ e!-t' rn Electric Co
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

liamn Trim'r's "Wagons.
fjLudebaker Bros. Mfg. Co.

J^ightnins Arresters.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

magnet W^ire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

mechanical machinery.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Garvin Machine Co , The.
StilweU-Bierce Smith-Vaile

mica.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
McLaurln & McLaren.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.

mining Apparatus, Elec,
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

motors.
Ahlm-Edwards Elec. Co.
American Engine Co.
Belknap Motor Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Biillock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Armature Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Dallett A Co., Thos. H.
Diehl Mig. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Muir A Son, Thos.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Peoples Electric Co.
ScottS Janney El. A Mfg. Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Storey Motor A Tool Co.
Triumph Electric Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co

Packing.
Besly A Co. Chas. H.
Garlock Packing Co.
Johns, H. W., Mfg. Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Faints.
California Asphalt Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Johns, H. W. Mfg. Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Phosphor Bronze.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co. Ltd.

Platinum.
Baker A Go.

Poles.
Carley, Ira.
LIndsley Bros.
National Tube Works Co.
Perrizo A Sons.
Pittsburg A L. S. Iron Co.
Sterling A Son, W. C.
Valentine-Clark A Co.

Porcelain.
Bryant Electric Co>
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Empire China Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Push Buttons.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Oo.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Refiners..
SwartB Metal Refining Co.

Reflectors.
Muir A Son, Thos.

Regulators.
Belknap Motor Co.

Re-W^inding.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Armature Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Hodge, Walsh A Lorlng.
National Electric Co.

F^or- .A^IpHabG-tiGs

Rheostats.
Am. El. Heat, r-ornr ration.
Central Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Iron Clad Rheostat Co.
Leonard. Ward, Elec. Co.
Muir A Son, Thos.
Westinghouse El. A Mfsr Co

Second-Hand machin'y.
Chicago Armature Co.
Cornman Co.
Eiectri. al Exchange. The.
National Electric Go.

Shades.
Central Electric Co.
Muir & Son, Thos.

Speaking Tubes.
Central > lectric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Speed Indicators,
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Keystone El. instrument Co.
Queen & Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Steel Pipe.
National Tube Works Co.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Central Electrio Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Ohio Storage Battery Co.
WUlard El. A Battery Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical Works.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El, Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
New York Insulated Wire Co
Okonite Co., The.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Washburn A Moen Mfg, Co.

Telephones, Telephone
material and Switch-
boat ds.
American El. Telephone Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
li-arr Tel. A Cons. Sud. Co.
Kusel. D A , Tel. Mfg. Co.
Lockwond T. A T. Co. of Am.
Metropolitan Electrio Co.
Orne Elec. Cons. Co.
Peoples ElectrlO'Co.
Standard Tel. A El. Co.
Stromberg-CarlsonTl.M.Co.
Taber A Mayer.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western Tel. Cons. Oo.
Wnltman & Couch.

Transformers.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diamond Elec. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation
General Electric Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Central Electric Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Trucks, Electric Car,
Brill Co , J. G.
General Electric Co,
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co

Turbine W^heels,
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Leffel & Co., Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.
Smith Co., S. Morgan.
Stilwell-Blerce Smith-Valle.

IVater Wlieels.
Am. Impulse Wheel Co-
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
LetTel A Co., Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.
Sniith Co . S. M(Hrgatt.
SUlwell-Bierce Smith-Valle

W^lre, Bare.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Brliey. W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co
Standard Underground C Oo
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.X Ray Outfits.
Central Electric Co,
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Que^n & Go.

Ind^^c ^t .^Vd-v^r-tis^nn^n'ts III.
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DIEHL ELECTRIC FANS.
WOUND FOR ALL CURRENTS, EXCEPT ALTERNATING.

New Designsfor this Season.
Oeilingr F~ans,

Column I

II.

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY. GREATEST DURABILITY.
Our finest designs are ornamented witii solid cast brass.

OUR '97 FAN CATALOGUES ARE NOW READY.
Amy ofOur Fans Fnrnishecl with Four Blades if so Ordered.

SIHO^A/^ ROOIVIS:^^' NEW YORK, 561-563 Broadway. BOSTON, 128-132 Essex Street.

CHICAGO, 192-194 VAN BUREN STREET.

DIEHL MANUFACTURING CO 'J

ELIZABETHPORT, N. J.
Agents for Canada: CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., 65-71 Front St. West, Toronto, Ont.

M^5nELD,DHiiElJ.5./l.

THE AMERICAN ELECTRIC METER.

Designed

for all

Forms

of

Service.

Seud tor cir-

cnlars and
price lists. 3>Wire 22'Llgbt Meter. Case Open, Showlag Mecbanlsm.

The . . .

American

Electric

Meter

Co.,

Cor. 9th Street and
Montgomery Ave .

PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

H BELL
EASY KIXGER.

PIVOTED ARMATURE,

DOUBLE ADJUSTMENT.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

HUEBEL & MANGER,
MANUFACTURERS,

290 Graham St.. Brooklyn. N. Y.

It Rives a light that's white and bright,
And two cents Is the cost per night.

^ WE UNDERSELL ALL!
EicvrleEle.-tricI.ighti! 84.00

Necktie Eleutrio Lights 1.50

Edison Electric Motors 1.00
gSMedical Batteries.... 3.95

Electric Bells, finest... .25

Di V Batteries, best 35
811)0 Bicvcles.best made 39.00

^^||- ?1.25 Bicycle Bells..

" Agents Wanted.
Oar Eicyoie Eleetrie Light
is the he?-t thing that ever

Ohio Electric Works,
13 S. "Water St.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Westlnghouse Polipiiase Apparatus Supreme,
Generators, Motoi'S, Transformers, for Two-Phase, Three-Phase and C. F. Scott

Two-Phase Three-Phase System of Alternating Current Power Transmission.

26,000 H. P. IIM OIL-IIV8ULATED TRAIMSFORMERS CONSTRUCTED.
Potentials from 5,000 to 50,000 Yolts. All Apparatus Necessary for 100 Mile Transmission.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING CO.,
BUJRG,

New York, 120 Broadway.
Boston, Exchange BIdg.
Buffalo, N. Y., 8 Erie Co. BankBldg.
Charlotte, N. C, 36-38 College St.

Chicago, N. Y. Life BIdg.
Philadelohla. Oirard Bid*
Pittsburg, Westlnghouse Bldg.
St. Louis, American Central Bldg.

San Francisco, Mills Bldg.
Syracuse, N. Y., Bastable Bldg.
Tarnma. Wash to-: « i"**" St.
Atlanta.'Qa., Equitable Bldg.

Westlnghouse Electric Co.. Ltd.,

32 Victoria St.. London, S.W., England.

For Canada address
Abeam & Soper, Otlstta, Otit.
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THE

BRUSH ELECTRIC

COMPANY. BRUSH
THE

BRUSH ELECTRIC

COMPANY.

Brush apparatus has been on the

market for 20 years. A majority of

customers order supply parts direct

from us. Many do not. We want

this trade and are reducing our prices

in order to secure it. Ask for quota-

tions and send orders to the nearest

Sales Office.
FIRST BRUSH ARC DYNAMO 1877

SALES OFFICES:
Schenectady, N. Y.
Cleveland, Ohio.

Jioston, Mass., 180 Summer Street.

New York, N. Y., u Broad Street. .

Philadelphia, Pa., 500 Arch Street.

Cincinnati, Ohio, 420 West Fourth Street.

Chicago, 111., Monadnock Building.

St. Louis, IVIo., Wainwright Building.
Atlanta, Ga., Eiiuitable Building.

Denver, Colo., Klttredge Building.

San Francisco, Cal., 15 First Street.

Toronto, Ont., Canadian General Electric Co., Ltd.
Pittsburg, Pa., Carnegie Building,

Many stations have ex-

changed all their small units

for large Brush arc dynamos.

Among them are the Brook-

lyn-Citizens with 3000 lights

capacity. Brooklyn-Munici-

pal 800, Newark 3000,

Cleveland 1800, Philadelphia

Brush 1 500, Philadelphia-

Northern 1300, Buffalo I500,

Worcester 1400, Toronto

900, Quebec 62^, Harrisburg

7^0, Erie 750, Albany ^00,

Troy ^00, Paterson ^00,

City of Ciiicago 400, John
Wanamaker 625, Carnegie

Steel Co. 500.

Over 40,000 lights ca-

pacity in large Brush arc

dynamos sold. A large pro-

portion of them using Multi-

Circuit Dynamos.
The newly designed

Brush dynamos have the

following capacities; 5'^, 80,

100, 12^, 240, 300,2000 can-

dle-power lights, 45', 85',

120, 160, 1200 candle-power

lights.

Brush arc lamps were
first used in 1877. More of

them being sold to-day than

ever before.

BRUSH MULTI-CIRCUIT lag LIQHT ARC DYNAMO—1897.

Two or more separate circuits run direct from one dynamo with any distribution of load on the different circuits.

The advantages are absolute flexibility in handling of circuits; reduction of high voltages on circuits run from large dynamos; use of large

units with corresponding increase of efficiency; saving in floor space, oil, belts, shafting, pulleys, attendance.
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Eddy Generators

Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central

Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

EDDY MOTORS-SLOW, MEDIUM OR HIGH SPEED.

We build all necessary apparatus for the transmission

of Electrical Power through factory or other buildings.

All Our Apparatus Guaranteed as Represented.

The Eddy Electric Manufacturing GoDipan},
TTITINDSOR, CONN.

New York, H. B. Coho & Co., Mail and Express Building. Elmira, S. N. Blake.
'

Philadelphia, Walter C. Mclntire & Co., 506 Commerce St. St. Louis Western Electrical Supply Co.

Boston, G. M. Angier & Co., 64 Federal St. Kansas City, W. T. Osborn.

San Francisco, Cal., California Electrical Works, 409 Market St. Cincinnati, O., John A. Stewart.
Western Office: 804 Dearborn St., Chicago, l^Vallace & Uine, Western Agents.
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The Gem Water Motor Fan.
Simple, Effective,
Economical, ]Voi8cle.ss.

List Price, $10.00.

Xovel in Constrnction.
As Ea$iily Installed as an Electric Fan Motor.

Discounts for E.xclusive Agents. Correspondence Solicited.

JUST THE THING FOR SUPPLY HOUSES TO CARRY.

THE SCHNEIDER MFG. CO., "?;.';L"l'iroSro"*
McGILL & POMEROY, 1 129 Monadnock, Chicago, III., Agents for Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Iowa, Wisconsin, Michigan.

BuCaExE
QUALITY
UNEQUALED

FACTORY
PRODUCTION
TRIPLED.

IIMOAIMD
Monadnock Building, Chicago.

IVI
THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

CHICAGO.

Water Motor and Dynamo
Complete
as shown,
ready to
attach to
faucet, Price, $8.00

Weight, packed in box, 16 lbs.

"Will charge storage batteries for bi-

cycle lights and for medical apparatus.

Will light small incandescent lamps.

Direct current for general experi-

menting.

8®"Stamp for catalogue.

THE CARLISLE & FINCH CO., - 832 W. 6tli Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

CARDTO THE PUBLIC.
The General Electric Company, Westinghouse Electric Company, Thomson-Houston Electric

Company and the Tesia Electric Company have brought suits against the Scott & Janney Electric &
Manufacturing Company for "alletrefl infringements" of their various patents.

Tills is tile USUAL "BLUFF" tliat is broiiRlit to bear u|)on those wliose inventions are bound to

suiiplant tlie inventions of the ahove named and otlier large electrical concerns, who cannot at their own
terms control such new inventions.

We are manufacturing under ourown patents and are not Infringing.
The above named tlrnis are suing us upon a small tan motor as an excuse to eet a chance to make

the public believe tliat the state of tlie art is not history as far as they Itnow it.

'tliey liave spent millions of dollars trvlnp; to invent apparatus to do certain tilings. They tailed,

"We did invent it and liave had it patented ail over the world. AND IT WORKS.
Tliey will try by strategy to do what they dare not do openly.
We wish to ask that the dealers and others who have received or will receive threatening letters

from the above named concerns, will please send same to our attorneys, Messrs. Alexander & Magill.
Giraid Building, Philadelphia. „»,.„,,„We are in the field to stay and do not propose to be intimidated. The Scott & Janney Long Dis-
tance Wngle Phase Alternating Hallway and Power System will supersede the inventions of the above
named companies. AND THEY KNOW IT.

FI7I.I. PKOTECTION GUAKAXTEED TO AM.
PURCHASERS OF OUR APPARATUS.

The Scott & Janney

Electric and Mfg. Co.,

1707-1709 Filbert Street, PHILADELPHIA.
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Eugene F. Phillips, Prest. F. N. Phillips, Treas. W. II. Sawykk, Secy.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PKOVlJDESrCE, K. I.

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE.
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

New Yokk Store, P. C. Ackerman. 10 Cortlitiidt St.

Chicago Stork, F. E, Donohoe. 241 Madison St.

MONTKBAL Branch, Eugene F. rhlUlps' Electrical Worts.

THE CLARK WIRE.
FOR

SWITCHBOARD,

RAILWAY

and MOTOR USE.

CLARK WIRE'

All sizes of

Stranded and Flex-

ible Wire and

Cables with
' Clark's Insulation.

Inspector Boston PIre Underwriters' Union says;

"A thoroughly reliable and desirable wire In every respect.

"

The Clark wire has been before the public and in use for the past ten years,

and has met with universal favor. We guarantee our Insulation wherever used.

Aerial, Underground or Submarine, and our net prices are as low, it not lower,

than any other first-class insulated wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues,

with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY.
IIENEY A. CLAEK, Treas. and Oen'l Manager.

IIEEBERT II. EUSTIS. Tres. and Electrician.

61-63 Hampshire Street,

Fort Wayne Electric Corporation,
FORT WAYNE, IND.

Arc, Dir
ins li^

Apparatus for

ec-fc Curren-t and .Al-fcei

andescen-fc L-ish-fcing e
na't-
nd

THOS, MUiR & SON.
^ ' DETROIT,

MICH.,
OUR NEW

Aliiminuni-Lined

REFLECTORS.

m

f Ca

f "I 5

13 Larned St. W.
Manufacturers

and
• Selling Agents for

Card Electric Co., Dynamos.
'Lundell" Motors and Fans.

f "Imperial" Incandescent Lamps, f

^ Interior Conduit, Brass and Iron. ^
Insulated Wires. i INCANDESCENT
Insulating Tapes, Etc. > AND
"Detroit" riedlcal Batteries.

J WELSBACH
^

J
LIGHTS HADE

OUR NEW

ELEVATOR

AUTO-MOTOR

STARTER.

J In;

\ Ini

f "r

110, 220, 500 Volts. I PRICES.

\ Estimates Given on Elevators, i brilliant.

}CET J
J
OUR

S>^'S><S«Sk$hS«SxSkSk5^<S> iS>^«.<S><$KS,<s>^KS>^«5xS><$xS>«<i; ft^^KS-^KSHSMS*^)

A NON-ARCING FUSE.

A llEI^IABI^E ANDACCIKATE FUSE.
A FUSE that will open a High-Tension Short Circuit without

A.^C C3IR l=-|_A.5l-l.
Endorsed by the National Board of Underwriters.

53
Aborn St. D.^W.FUSECO., Providence,

R. I.

«K8H8><sxSxs><s><s.<t>^<S><S><S^<S><8^^<S^<$><8xS><S>^<SxS><Sxs><s>^<^^><$H^

SINGLE POLE 1.000 VOLTS. DOUBLE POLE 1,000 VOLTS.

Wirt Short-Gap For Alternating

'^^^^^^"
Current Circuits of

Lightning Arresters any

Will take the discharge when large gap arresters fail to protect. Small current only at time ot dis-
charge. No moving parts.

These Arresters protect the Niagara-Buffalo Transmission and most of the Important Long Dis»
tance Transmissions using High Voltage Currents. Write for prices.

General Electric Company,
MAIN OFFICE: SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

Sales Ofllces In all large Cities of tlie tTnlted States. For Canada address Canadian dieneral Electric Company, Toronto.

The

T.H.Brady, New Britain„Conn.,U.S. A.,

Manufacturer of Mast Arms.Pole and
Swinging Hoods. House Brackets and
other Specialties for Construction
'\VoT]i..— Catalogues and Prices fur-
nished on application.

AMERICAN"Sr
ARE THE BEST. SenB for Descriptive Circula,.

Absolutely Non-Infringing.
Protection Cuaranteea.

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
ESTD 1BB9. 38 W. Quincy St., Clllcago. 111.

EVERYTHING IN WIRE.
BARE AND INSULATED.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF THE "CHICAGO" RAIL BOND.

WASHBURN $( MOEN IVIFC. CO.,
'XA/^^ FRCEST I Vli

BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES: New York. Chicago, San Francisco, Houston, Philadelphia,
Pittsburg, Boston.

WEATHERPROOF WIRE.
AGENCIES:

Western Electric Co., New York.

Electric Appliance Co., Clllcago.

Pettlngell Andrews Co., Boston.

Electrical Engineering Co., Minneapolis.

St. Louis Electrical Supply Co., St. Lonis,

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.,

Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET, R. I
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WANTED.
roiiipotent man to tako cliarpie electrical re-

pair shops. Must fully undorstand rewlndlnp;

armatures of all makes. One who has worked
In 'r.-H. or WestluRhouse shops proterred.

Must have oxoerience and conic well reconi-

mendert. Ciood salary to right man. "X. Y. Z.."

care Wkstrkn Er.KCTinciAN. 511) Marquette
liuUilliiK. chlcaso.

WANTED.
rosttlon as superintendent oE electric llfiliting

or iiower plant by man witli twelve years' expe-
rience in building ami operating plants. I can
ilive tlie best of references as to ability and
3liaracter. ^Vould be pleased to liear from par-

ties wanting a No. 1 hustler. Address '-Hustler."

care Westrkn Electkician, 510 Marquette
Building, Chicago.

WANTED.
Position as engineer and electrician of light

plant by a man ot 6 years' experience in running
light plant and water works. Strictly temperate
and can give first-class references as to abili-y

and character. Would be pleased to hear from
parties who want a sober. Industrious electrician

and engineer. Address "Temperate," care West-
ern Klectkician, 510 Marquette Building,
Chicago.

POSITION WANTED.
An experienced electrical engineer, at present

connected witli a multiphase power transmission
plant, having a tliorougli experience with incan-
descent and arc llghtinsi and rniUvay apparatus,
and seeing no immediate prospect of advance-
ment, desires to find position as superiatendnnt
witli some company that can reasoiiablypromise
advancement according to worth. Address
* *». S ." care Ellierc Wakeman, Attorney, 9;>

Nassau St.. New York.

\A/^A. IMTED.
ARMATURES TO REWIND.
Winders direct from T.-H. and "VVestinghousf-
shops. "Work guaranteed. Ten years' experience.
Light plants installed complete. Send for prices.

HODGE, WALSH & LORINC,
531 Delaware. KANSAS Cety, Mo.

Second liand Arc Lamps of different manu-
facture; good as new and iliorouglily tested:
also, Arc and Incandescent Dj names and other
electrical ai>paratus.
Always in the market for scrap Dynamos,

Motors, Wire, Copper, burned out Incandes-
cent Lamps and Lamp bases, etc. AddressTHK
COKXMAimCOMFAJ^Y, 1134 Hamilton St.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

FOR SALE.
Electric light plant and franchise; no competi-

tion. All in a No. 1 order. In one of the best
county seat towns in Iowa, with a go >d and con-
stantly increasing business. Will sell entire
plant or half interest to a practical man who
lias the casli. No otliers need apply. For full

particulars address J. F. Babcock, New Hamp-
ton, Iowa.

FOR SALE.
Electric light plant and franchise. No otlier

competing electric or gas plants. Will sell en-
tire or ]iart interest to responsible party.
Standard Electric Co.. Clinton Wis.

PROPOSAL.
Bids for ligliting tlie streets and public squares

of Oneida. Madison County, N. Y., with elec-
tricity, for five years, will be received up to 8
o'clock p. m., .Uily 9, 1897. Write to. under-
signed for specifications.

H. L. BONNEY, Clerk,
Oneida, Madison County, N. Y.

By order of the Board of Trustees.

Notice to Contractors for

Electric Lighting.
The village of EelleTue, Ohio, will receive

sealed proposals at the office of the Village
Clerk of said villa{2:e until 1:2 o'clock at noon,
July 21, 1S97, for the lluhting with electricitj' the
streets, alleys, and public places of said Tillage,
from dusk until dawn, and from dusk until
12:30 a. m., all dark hours for the term of five (5)
years, and for a term of seven (7) years from
May 1, 1898.
Tlie tiids will be accepted and considered upon

the plans and specifications for lif^hting the vil-
lage now on file in the clerk's office.

It is particularly understood that the council
reserves to itself tlie right to reject any or all
bids under this notice. W. fi. DIMIC K,

A^illage Clerk.
Bellevue, Ohio, May 26, 1897.

Bargains in IStreet Railway
Apparatus.

MOTORS. Price each,

4G. E, son motors sis.i.oo

2 steel motors, "C" No. 3 200.00
4 Walker motors. 30 li. p 17.''j,oo

2 Westlnghouse No. 12, 30 h. p 150.00
10

" No.l2,20h.p 100.00
!3 " N0.3,25h,p 150.00
24 Edison No. 6, 15 h. p 65.00

GENERATORS.
Edison, T.-H., Detroit, liae. Write for prices.

TRUCKS.
20 McGuIre old style trucks, 2.5 Brill trucks.

Cars and Trailers. Write for photos and prices.

The Electrical Exchange,
Long Distance Tel. 744 Express.

1 66- 1 74 S. Clinton St., Chicae;o.

ELECTROTYPES.
CHICAGO ELECTRO. & STEREO. CO.,

140-155 Plymouth Place, Chicago.

Agents Wanted.

A few good live agents

to take subscriptions for

the WESTEKN EL,EC-
TRICIAIV and handle our

book publications. Liberal

commissions paid.

Address, stating expe-

rience and references,

Electrician Publishing Co.,

5 I O MARQUETTE BLDC,

CHICAGO.

Ihe Coast Line to MACKINAC
"

—

TAKE THE—

'

TO
MACKINAC
DETROIT
PETOSKEY
CHICAGO

New Steel Passenger Steamers
The Greatest Perfection yet attained in

Boat Construction—Luxurious Equipment,
Artistic Furnishing, Decoration and Effic-

ient Service, insuring the highest degree of

COMFORT, SPEED AND SAFETY
Four Trips per Week Between

Toledo, Detroit and Mackinac
PETOSKEY, "the SOO," MARQUETTE

AND DULUTH.
LOW RATES to Picturesque Mackinacand

Return, including fleals and Berths. From
Clevelnnd, $i8; from Toledo, $15; from
Detroit, $13.50.

DAY AND NIQHT SERVICE.

Between Detroit and Cleveland
Counecting at Cleveland with Earliest

Trains for all points East, South and South-
west and at Detroit for all points North and
Northwest.

Sunday Trips June, July, August and Sept. Only*

EVERY DAY BETWEEN

Cieveland,Put=in=Bay^Toledo
Send for Illustrated Pamphlet. Address
A. A. SCHANTZ, «. p. a.. DETROIT, MICH.

TUG Delroit I Glevelaqd Steam Nav. Go.

Telephone Men!
Read Webb's "Telephone Hand-

Book." Price, $1.00. . . .

Electrician Publishing Company,
SnlteSlO Harqiiettn Bl<le~ ChlcaKO.

Scrap Copper Wire Wanted
If you have any Old Copper Wire of any description to

dispose of, it will pay you to communicate -with us, as we are
".'„ all times in tlie market for any quantity of Scrap Copper
Wire, at tlie highest market values. Vfe pay cash and send
prompt returns. We are also supplying the electrical trade with
our high grade Babbitt, Cotton Waste, Solder, Etc. Please com-
municate witli us.

SWARTS METAL REFINING CO.
20 N. Desplalnes Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

s Patents™™ Water Purifier.
Removes all Impurities.

ENTIRELY PREVENTS SCALE IN STEAM

BOILERS. Catalogue on Application.

Tlie Stilfell-Bierce & Smitli-Vaile Co.,

DAYTON, OHIO.
Risdon Iron & Iiocomotive IVorks. San Francisco. Cal.. Pacillc Coast Asent.

M Worcester Polytecliiic InstiMe,
IVOKCESTER, 3IASS.

T. C. MEXBENHAtlj, President.

Courses of study in Mechanical, Civil and Elec-
trical EnKineerinp, Chemistry and General
Science. New and extensive laboratories in
EDpineerinET. Electricity, Physics and Chemistry.
Special facilities in Steam and Hydraulics. 176-
pagre Cataloffue. showing positions filled by
a;raduates mailed free. Address J. K. MAE-
SHALL. Registrar.

COPPEPf
C0R1Y-P« „
MITOICLLJEMT! f07f ERG

INTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC CO,
76 Beekman Street,

Mew York,
ftuhmkorft

Induction Coils,

Tetepbone Coils, Experi-

mental Work, Small Ma-
chinery, Binding Posts.

Anchor or Toggle Bolt.

Electrical and Small Woodwork a Specialty.
Send for catalogue.

C.H.LEVERMFG. CO., CHICAGO.

1^ Clede BATrERiESI

IPOKCEIAIN INSUIATION 01 all Kinds. J
ite Solicit the maKlnsot

SpeoM- Designs ot=- Porcelain.

DIXON'S BELT DRESSING
AND I.EATHER PRESERVATIVE.

Is guaranteed to prevent slipping and to preserve the leather.
It will pay you to send for circulars and testimonials.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

Making Cut-outs Our Specialty-
Write for full particulars, etc. 26 styles

of Open and Covered.

ĉ̂̂̂̂ Money saved is money earned.

H. T. PAISTE CO.
CHICAGO PHILADELPHIA

,UT'OUTS

Map of the United States.
A large handsome Map of the United

States, mounted and suitable for office or

home use, is issued by the Burlington

Route. Copies will be mailed to any ad-

dress on receipt of fifteen cents in postage

by P. S. EusTis, Gen'l Pass. Agent, C, B.

&Q. R. R., Chicago, 111,

AUTOMATIC BICYCLE BELL
Attached to front fort of machine by a damp

bracket and connected by a small lever on the
left handle bar. Operated by toe Au-
ger without moving ban.-l out of po-

.

sltion. Made of best bell metal, baa ^
a fine silver ring, easily adjusted,
gives short or continuous ring, nick-
el plated. Price for ^ inch, ¥1.50;
S inch, $1.75. Sent by mail on receipt i

of price and 10c. for postage.
1^" Send for Circular "S. A.'* _

PACIFIC ELECTRIC CO.. 120 Main St., La Crosse.Wls.

SeconilHand Engines.

A rare chance to buy good second-hand engines

built in the best known shops and guaranteed to be

in good repair,

American Engine Ce.,
BOUND BROOK, N. J.
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Victor Turbine Water Wheel.
Cylinder or Register Gate— Close Regulation and High Efficiency

at Full and Partial Gate-
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CELKBRATCn WATER

WHfcilfilj as particularly adapted to tlieir use. on account of its reniHrkitblr ftieady motion,
high speed and greut efllrleiicy and lar^re fHpa<-ily for its diameter, being double
the power of most wheels ot the s;inie diameter. It is used by a number of the leadint,' electric com-
panies with great satisfaction. In the economical use ol water it is \vittiout an equal, prodrcmg the
highest per cent oi useful effect giiarauteed.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PARTIOULAR&,
The accompanying engraving represents a single 10-inch Victor Turbine on horizontal shaft ti*

develop 36 H. P. under 38 feet head. Arranged with 12-inch Worrell FrictioQ Coupling at one end to
disconnect pulley.

We are now prepared to furnish Victor Turbines, either single or in pairs, on horizontal shafts
and where the situation admits of their use we recommend them.

THE S^ILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO., DAYTON. OHIO.
R'5don Iron & Locomotive Works. San Francisco. Cal Pacific Coast Agents

Playing waras.

You can obtain a pack of best quality

playing cards by sending fifteen cents in

postage to P. S. Eusxis, Gen'l Pass. Agent,

C. B. & Q. R. R.,, Chicago, 111.

WHITE CEDAR POLES
And STREET CAR TIES.

IpVholesale Producers.

CEDAR
LiNDSLEY Bros.,

MENOMINEE, MICH.,

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS. POLES

Ira Carley
Can ship you anywhere anything in cedar from
a 3 in. 7 ft. to 7 in. 70 ft. JBIectvical cou-
tracts my specialty.

INGALLS, MICH.

Cedar Poles at First Hands.
We can supply you with anything In the cedar line. Write for delivered prices.

Pittsburgh & Lake Superior Iron Co., Whitney, Menominee Co., Mich.

NOTICE.

TO THOSE INTERESTED IN ELECTRIC
LIGHTING.

If you haven't read Buckley's "ELECTRIC LIGHTING
PLANTS; THEIR COST AND OPERATION," you should

order a copy at once. It is the only work of its kind in print

and will prove an inseparable companion. It is ;ust the book

thousands of men have been waiting for; it will be what you

want. 275 pages. Illustrated. Cloth, $2.00. Paper cover,

$1.00. Postage free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY.
Suite 510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

Cedar Railway, Telephone,
Telegraph and Electric Liight

f»oue:s.
Pine painted cross arms and Oak pins. Get

our prices for delivery at any destination. Six
sorting yards, our Monroe yard heinfi most
Soutliern and Eastern in Michigan. Our card:
Ai i)oles and good despatch.

W. G. Sterling & Son,
MONROE, MICH.

The Standard Open Circuit Batteries

of tiie World.

SEND FOB OIKOULAK AND PRICE?!.

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.,

111 to 117 East 131st St.. N. Y.

The Bullock Electric Mfg. Co.,
I032 B^^A,^>A/^A.V', CHIMCIIMN A.-ri, OIHIO. \^ *

ELECTRIC LIGHT ^^ "^""°^^
AND

f-^-^g
' .1^^^^ BOSTON:

POWER PLANTS,
AND

^ ,_.^,^^™_, ^

SLOW SPEED
MOTORS.

St. Paul Building.

No. 8 Oliver Street.

PHILADELPHIA:
No. 662 Bourse Building.

CHICAGO:
H*f, 623 Western Union Bldg.
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IMPORTANT!
Regardless of the Action of Others^

Associations or combinations—the

WESTERN TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
Proposes to take care of itself and its customers and will not rely on litigation which is not

under its control.

It has done this since its organization; it is the only company that has fought the

Bell company in legal battle and insisted on fighting the common enemy to final

hearings.
But for the victories in the Watson and Roosevelt suits the independent companies

would have had to abandon the field*

Either of these suits was harder to fight and of more doubtful outcome than this com-

pany anticipates the suit on the Berliner patent will be; in view of the evidence at its

disposal.
This company is the owner of a number of valuable improvements which are covered

by patents and proposes to force the rights on them. Vide: The suits recently brought by

the Western Telephone Construction Co. against the American Bell Telephone

Co.; the American Telephone & Telegraph Co.; the Western Electric Co. and the American

Electric Telephone Co.

No material or care is too good for this company; and it will continue to produce the

best telephone apparatus that human ingenuity and skill can devise.

Those interested in telephone work; whether familiar with Western apparatus or not; are

cordially invited to visit the company^s factory and inspect the apparatus; not only in its fin-

ished state; but also in the various stages of its manufacture.

WESTERN TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION COMPANY,
250 S. CIiINTOIff ST., CHICAGO, IT. S. A.

THK T?RIaRPHOKR HAND-BOOK
BY HERBERT LAWS WE.BB,

Member of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, London. Author of "^ Pra iioal Guide to the Testing of
Insulated Wires and Cables.'^ Joint Author of ''Electricity in Daily Life."

I4& looses, 138 lllus-tra-tions, Clo-th, Hand-Boole Size, Prioe $I.OO.
EXTRACT FROM TREFACE.

"This little book has no pretension to be considered a complete treatise on telephony as it exists in America. The time for such a work Is not yet come. Bat It is felt that there Is a demand
for a practical book on tcidplionri working and management, and the TELEPHONE HAND BOOK Is an attempt at meeting that demand. With the exception of a few eliapters dealing with
certain forms of transmitters and receive. ^ used in Europe, which are given for the information of those who may wisli to engage in the manufacture of telephones, the book is based entirely on

lost of the material, apparatus and metliods described are pecuhar to or liave originated in this country."

for a practical book on tciephoDH worklnp aud inanaftement, and tlie TELIiPHONE HAND BOOK Is an attempt at meetlnj! that demand. With the exception of a few chapters dealmEWltU
certain forms of transmitters 'ind recc""'" "^'"' " c—"'>"r^ »:Ti.;ni-> nt-n rrirr^n tnr. ^^tm\^tfr\f^m^i^\^^^\ nf ^hnc-a-nri-.r. mmr nTioii frt i^nn-n .V1-. ; n ^tlQ ino niif-iot-n no nF toiiiiiimniJir fiir^ iini^it i •; h.i.<{H(i entirelv on
standard American practice; and most c

''To pains have been spared to make It the hp:;t book of Its Idnd. It is right up to date, intensely practical, and so plain and clear in its language that anyone can understand and learn from it

everything regarding teleplione work and management. IL conforms in size and style to oar other Kand-Books which have been so favorably received by the entire electrical fraternity.

CHAPTER 1. The Invention of the Telephone.
2. Soimd AVaves. Articulate Sj)eech.
3. Electric Telephony. The Bell Telephone.
4. The Microphone.
6. Current Induction. Electromagnetic In-

duction.
6. The Induction Coll: Its Use In the Tele-

phone Transmitter.
7. The Com;ilete Telephone Circuit.
8. Magnet Telephones.
9. The Bell Telephone Receiver.
10, Other forms of Magnet Telephones.
11, The Gower, Ader and D'Arsonval Receiv-

ers, Mercadier's Bi-Telephone.
12, The Siemens, Kotyra, Neumayer and

BGttcher Receivers.

-OONTENTS.
CHAPTER 13. Carbon Transmitters.

J4. The make Transmitter.
15. The Long Distance Transmitter.
16. The Solid-back Transmitter.
17. The Berliner Transmitter.
18. The Cuttrlss Transmitter.
19. Various European Transmitters.
20. The Efficiency of Carbon Transmitters.
21. Batteries for Telephone Work.
22. Open Circuit Batteries.
23. Cfosed Circuit Batteries.
24. The Practical Management of Batteries.
25. Magneto Bell.

26- Automatic Switches.
27. Telephone Line Construction.

CHAPTER 28. Metallic Circuit.

29. Underground Wires.
30. n^ilghtuinfj Arresters.
31. Inside Wiring.
32. Installation of Telephone Instruments.
33. Inspection and Maintenance.
34. The Condenser; Its Use in Telephony.
85. Electromagnetic Retardation.
86. Exchange Working.
87. Small Exchanges.
38. ]'arty Lines: Tlie Bridging Bell.

39. Long Distance Telephony.
40. Duplex Telephony.
41. Simultaneous Telegraphy and Telephony

AppeudiXc

i?abM.heawidrorBaiei.y ELECTRICIAN PUBUISHINO CO., Suite 610 Marquette Building, CHICAGO
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See onr Exhibit, Commerce Building, Tennessee Centennial Exposition, IVaslirille.
Medal Awarded, Cotton States and International Exposition, Atlanta, 1895.

NEW EXPRESS SYSTEM.
??

WE NOW HAVE BEADY FOB THE 3IABKET OUB XEW

"Express" Switchboard.
This Board is a Xew Departure, the Most Bapid Switching Apparatus Ever Devised

and will pay a Daily Dividend in Quality of Service Bendered.

Self-Restoring Drop.

Self-Restoring Ring-Off,

Rapid Ringing Device.

^ Each Drop and Jack Self-contained in a Hard Bubber Case, can be removed and
replaced in Board in one minute without disturbing a single connection.

Each Drop indicates if line is working properly.

Cut shows a complete loo drop "Express"
Switchboard.

TXO. 33. OVR L.£AD£R. XO. 30.
With Long Distance Transmitter with adjustable arm and 500 ohm Induction Coll.

SPECIAJL JVO. la.

Onr Bridging Telephones, fio. liO or No. 33 type, eqnipped with generators having extra lieavy qnantity ontpnt. rijigers
wonnd to a resiiistance of 1,600 ohms and irlth high co-efiicientofself-indaction, provided witli onr special iiidnotion coils used
in connection witlinetv Solid Bacli Amplifying Transmitter, represents the most powerful, efficient and dnrable bridging
outfits ever produced.

OUR NEW AMERICAN

Solid Back Amplifying Transmitter
Is tlie most powerful instrument yet produced. Especially built for long and
severe lines.

This instrument for volume of voice transmission, distinctness of articu-
lation, exact reproduction of articulate sounds and dnrable qualities is un.
equaled. Apparatus sold strictly on merits.

American Electric Teleplione Co.,

'''"^'•'^'?e^mo%irfrorKTkornoto 171-173 S. CAIMAL ST., CHICAGO
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Build Your House Upon a Rock.
A SOLID FOUNDATION is what you must have to make a

success in any business.

First Class, High Grade Telephones and Switchboards.

Guaranteed by responsible firm, are the essential elements for a
solid foundation and success in the telephone business. Estab- j^
lished I 886—and not a dissatisfied customer on our books. This f£[
is our record and we leave you to take the hint.

The D. A. Kusel Telephone Mfg. Co.,
I 105 PINE STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.

We Have Cut Our Prices Lower Than Ever!
You have no further excuse for not equipping your exchange with StrOMlberg'-CarlSOn Telephones

and Telephone Apparatus.
We liave cut our coat according to the cloth—our prices to the times. OUT Standard Of Higfh Grade

Work is maintained throughout. Our profits are sacrificed.

DON'T BUY A LAWSUIT.
GET OUR CATALOGUE.
There's good reading in it on the patent situation. Good advice to the uninitiated.

The Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co.,
7G W. JACKSON BOULEVARD, CHICAGO, ILL., T. S. A.

Full equipment for Central Stations, also for House, Office, Factory, Police and Fire Alarm systems, manu-
factured in our own shops from crude material.

The very simplest and most efficient Street Railway System on the market.

American Electric

Telephone Co.,

The Largest Manufacturers
-OP-

TelepHones #
S^A/'itcKlboa rds

TS THE TBriTED STATES.

An Goods Strictly High Grade.
325 e.xchanges, aggregating 60,000 teleptiones, in

use. Three years service. Write for our 1897
catalogue showing new types and prices.

American Elec. Telephone Co.,

and 1 73 S. Canal Street, CHICAGO.
ipCEI^J^JAN;UFACTORY.mw

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand-Book.
By F-. B. 3ADT.

tZd Pages, 140 Illustrations. Flexible Cloth Binding. Size ot Type Page
5 1-2x3 inches. Price $1.00.

This is, as the name indicates, a NEW BOOK, much more complete than the
old one, with all the information, instructions and rules which are required by
practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers, and owners
and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It is the only book ot the kind
published in the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Tenders'
Hand-Book sold, and over 5,000 ot the new.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
Suite 510 Marquette Building, CHICAQO.

Swedish
Telephones.

^ Adjustable Arm 'Plione for Ex-
change and Toll !Line IVork.
liVrite for prices.

WHITMAN & COUCH,
196 Summer St., Boston.

McFell Electric Co., 1 549-50 Marquette BIdg., Chicago Agents.

PTETWT EDITIOM,X -RAYS
FOR EVERYBODY.

ty Ed^M^ard Tr^-v^rt.

Just off the Press. 93 Pages. 47 Illustrations.

Fully describes in plain terms how to perform experiments with the X-Ray Outfit.
Tells what electrical apparatus is needed and how to manipulate it. Illustrations show
clearly how to connect up the Crookes Tube, the Ruhmkorff Coil, and how to run
them, either by batteries or electric light currents. How to make an X-Ray Outfit
very cheaply, including a Fluoroscope.

Write us at once, enclosing 25 Cents in stamps, postal note, express money or-
der, and get one of these valuable books.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO..
^'° !St:?^«i*lJ'^e-
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u^Pfi^THISe HAS BEEN MAKING

ITelephones
fff 20 YEARS, NOT CHEAP BUT
SERVICEABLE AND FUUY OUARJNTEED.

, CIRCULARS FURNISHED. •

ViADVCT Electric C"
BALTIMORE.MD.U.S.A.

STUDENTS
Will find that the Western
Electrician can help them
wonderfully in the study of

electricity. Subscribe now.

$3.00 per year, in advance.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

CHICAGOSuite 510 Marquette BIdg.,

NEW CATECHISM OF ELECTRICITY*
A PEACTICAL TREATISE.

TESTinONIAL. Chas. M. Weir, Chief Engi-
neer TJ. S. Projectile Works, Brooklyn, N. Y.

:

"It is one of the most practical and concise
works on the subject I ever saw It is just the
right thing in the right place, and I most ciieer-

fnlly recommend it to all who desire a practical

knowledge of Electricity."

This is a book of 6.W pp., full of up-to-date In-

formation. 300 illustrations. Handsomely bound
In red leather, pocketbook form, size 4'/2X6'/s,

witli titles and edges in gold. Price, $2.00, post-
paid. 100 page descriptive catalogue of electri-

cal books free on request.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
610 Marquette Building, Chicago,

"OUR GLADIATOR"
HIGH GRADE AND NON-INFRINGING APPARATUS.

Standard

Telephone and

Electric Co.,|
3IAI>II«OX, 1VI>«.,

Manufacturers of

TELI^PHONES,
SWITCHBOARDS

and Exchange Apparatus.

This company controls and
sells under u. S. Letters Pat-
ent to Cli. Mildi^, a Carbon
Transnlitter. which does not
infringe the Berliner Patent,
even if the latter should be
sustained on its merits, and
we are ready and able to pro-
tect ourselves and customers
against any suit for Infringe-
ment.

VA^r-l-fce -for Olroulars, E-lio

EUCTRIC
M

e

ATI N G APPAT^ ATU5

1

J. G. BRILL COMPANY, PHILADELPHIA,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Electric Cars

and Tracks,

Solid Forged

F ame Tracks,

Tracks for

4-Wlieel Cars.

PIVOTAL TRUCKS FOR STEAM AND ELECTRIC SERVICE.

The PERFECT TRUCK, our "No. 27," is safer, easier on rails, easier tor passengers and
imparts less motion to the car body than any truck ever made.

WE CAN SUBSTANTIATE OUR CLAIMS.

We have just issued a NEW cata-
logue of electrical books containing 100
pages, listing every ivork on electric-
ity. Acopyivill be cheerfully mailed
on receipt of a two-cent stamp.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

610 Harquette Eldg., Chicago.

DIRECTORY OF PRINCIPAL ELEC-

TRICAL AND MECHANICAL

ENGINEERS.

Charles A. Pratt,

Consulting Electrical Engineer.

Power transmission and subdivision for
f.&ctorles. Electric coal mining plants.
MesigDs lor special machinery.
Plans, specifications, tests, supervision.

\X\.H aionadnock Bldg.. Chicago.

Foree Bain
Consulting,

' Electrical and
Mechanical Engineer.

Supervising, Plans, Specifications and
Constructing, General Engineering.
Testing. Expert In Patent Causes.

Ignite 1657, 165H and 1G59
fifonadnock BlUg.. CHICAGO.

William H^ Bryan, M. E.,

H, H, Humphrey, M. S.,

Mechanical and E>. lir-.c ;.^ H-ngintflrs,

'OoDsmtations, Eeoorts, Est-fliateS; Plana.
Sp6c).flcaftons, SuperJntendence, Tests, Pnr-
chasijjg Designs of Ceotra', Sts-fons s. Spe
olaity Turner BaUdine ^t~ liOni^

i

A. L. McRae,
!

Consulting Electrical Engineer.

1 Estimates, Plans, Specifications^ Ex-

I

aminations, Reports, Tests.

;

306 Oriel Bldg., ST. I.OIJIS, 9IO.

EVERY-DAY EXCURSIONS

To all parts of the world can be arrang-
ed for any day in the year, for one or

more persons, upon application to any
principal ticket agent of the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway. Itiner-

aries carefully prepared for excursions
to California, Mexico, China, Japan,
and to any part of Europe. Estimates
furnished, including all expenses.
Tickets furnished for the complete
journey. It is not necessary to wait for
any so-called "Personally Conducted
Excursions." In these days of progress-
ive enlightenment, with the English
language spoken in every land under the
sun, one does not need to depend upon
the services of guides for sight-seeing,

but can go it alone or in small family
parties, with great comfort and security
and at.one*s own convenience. Write to

0. N. Souther, City Ticket Agent, 95
Adams St., Chicago.

....BINDERS....
FOR THE

Western Electrician
SI.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUB. CO.,
CHICT^GO.

THE TRIUMPH ELECTRIC CO.,
CIIMCIIMIMA.-ri, OHIO,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Medium and Slow Speed Electrical Machinery,
Direct Connected Generators,

Direct Connected Elevator Motors,
Direct Crip Hoists,

Motors for Special Work.
WRITE FOR CIRCULAR M.

OFFICE AND FACTORY: 610-616 BATMILLEB STREET.
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PROGRESS THE ORDER OF THE AGE.
The New American Leads. ;

Recent ImprovementB made Id the New Amerioan Turbine have Increased the power ae per theip

'

diameter, and produced greater efflclencr flom whole to half water than any other turbln3, ae
eridenced by the following, copied from certified teste made at Holyoke, Mass., on the datea naoied,
and signed by A. F. Slckman, engineer in charge of eiperimenta, and E. S. Waters, hyd^o>^*-ic
engineer.

The originals of these certificates and tests of other sized wheels can be seen at our oigce.

Test of a 45-Inch Wheel—July 9, 1894.

Head K«'l'»'' Cn. Ft. „ „ Per
"«"'• Mia. perSec. "• '^- Oent.

Whole Gate
%

16.06
16.42

16.78
17.03

16.88

119.17

122.00
117.33
111.83
118.67

141.68
127.18
112.60
98.12
82.07

205.27
195.19
175.74
149.99

118.40

79.76
32.58
82.18
79.31

76.62

Testol a 42-inch Wheel-luly 14, 1894.

Head Kev.per Cu. Ft. „ p Per
"^'"'- Min. perSeo. ^^- Cent.

16.33

16.56

16.59

17.13

17.48

128.00
134.80

l;9.33
125.25
121.00

134.18
120.85

104.85
92.76

70.S0

199.50

188.14

162.89

142.40
98.85

82 77
79.21

70.60

For Information and catalogue write

•^^ THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO,
NO. 80 LUDLOW STREET,
BAYTOIV, OHIO.

Xi2^BERRYIVIAIM
Feed Water Heater and Purifier.

Provided with U-shaped Tubes, it Never Leaks.
THE HIGHEST eRADE OlHIiY.

Our catalogue contains tlie representative names of a large number of con-
tented buyers of BERKYMAN HEATERS built by us In the last twenty
years. A copy awaits your order at any time.

I. B. DAVIS & SON, Makers, Hartford, Conn.,
Or addresses given below:

Jas. Berryman. (25 North 4tb St., Philadelphia.
W. H. GitsoD. 520 Medlnah Temple, Chicago.

Jos. Whitaker. 7 and 9 Pearl Street. Boston.
A. A. Cardwell, 39 Cortlandt Street, Room 127, New York.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL
Is known the world over as afTordingthe most simple, reliable

and economical powerforall purposes.

7,000 WHEELS NOW RUNNING
Filling every condition of service in a most effi-

cient and satisfactory way.

CICPTDIP DnU/CD TDAMCMICCinM Felton Wheels are especially adapted to
CLCUl niU rUVlCn I nAllolVIIOOlUll. tins purpose and are operating the major-
ity of'Stiitions nf this chjirach-r ill all i>arts of the world. Highest efficiency and best regulation
guaranteed. Cat:ili);j;ui.'s luniislii-U on aiipliL-ation. Address

PELTON WATER WHEEL CO.,
143 Liberty Street, or 121-123 Main §treet,

NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL, U. S. A.

[ffli

THE Mccormick
TURBINE.

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,
Especially Adapted for Electrical Work.

Oives more power per diameter 'witli a higher
pereentage of useful elfect than any other "water-
wheel heretofore made. All sizes, right and left hand,
are built from patterns perfected under systematic tests In the
Holyolte Testing; Khime.

Parties having power plants which are imsatisfactory, and
those contemplating the improvement of powers, will find it to
their interest to confer with us, as we are -willing to
guarantee results wliere others have fta,iled, no
matter what make of turbine has been in use.
STATE REqUIKEMEXTS AW© SEND FOR
CATAI.O«DE. ^

S.MORGAN SMITH CO., York, Pa.
Estimates furnished for complete power plants and

results guaranteed.

National Tube Works Company.
Boston, 70 Federal St. I Chicago, corner Clinton and Pulton Streets.
New York, Havemeyer Building, Cortlandt St. St. Louis, 938 North Second Street.
Pittsburg, Fidelity Building, Fourth Ave. I Works, McKeesport, Pa.

WATER WHEELS
For Heads of 3 Feet to 2000 Feet.

Especially adapted to all kinds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke, given below, enable us to guarantee:

Tlie Largest Power ever obtaiTied from a wheel of the same diametei-. Tlie highest
speed ever obtained for the same power. The highest mean efficiency ivhen
runnivg from half to full gate. We guarantee also: A runner of the greatest
possible strength. A gate unequaled in quickness and ease of opening and closing.

Testof a46 in. SAMSON, Jan. 25, 97. Test of a 3B inch SA MSON, Feb.1,'97.

Gale
OKn. Head.

Rev.
Pr.Min.

Ou. Ft.
Pr.Sec.

Horse
Power.

Per
Ceut.

Gate
Open- ''"''•|pr''Mi„-

Cu. Kt-

Pr. Sec.
Hor.se

Power-
Per
Cent.

Full

r>

K
H
'A

15.00

1504
15."
1588
16.47

144.00
138.12

127.67

126.87

172.69
15503
133-24
112.65

90.04

240.97
223.61

191.06
163.80

127.73

82.03

8455
83.68

80.25

75-95

Full 15.291 194 25
16-56! 187.75

1733 178-50
17.54 176.40
17-68: 168-50

102.02

92.15
S3-95
6S.82

57-69

143-44

146-73
138.40
09-64
88.14

81 -oS

84-78

83-88
80.09

76.19

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.

ALL
Live men read the

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

Each Week. Do You ?

REG-TRAOE MARKS

-^Lt^

The Phosphor Bronze SmeltingCo.Iimited,

2200 Washington ave^philadelpkia;

"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE

'

INGOTS.CASTINGS, WIRE,RODS.SHEETS, ETC.^— DELTA METAL-
CASTINGS, STAMPINGS AND FORGINGS
ORIGINAL AND Sole Makers iN-T,He"UiS»

NON-ARCING AUTOMATIC CIRCUIT BREAKERS
GUARANTEED TO OPERATE PERFECTLY OR NO PAY. MADE FOR ALTERNATING OR

DIRECT CURRENT. ANY VOLTAGE. CATALOGUE FREE.

AUTOMATIC CIRCUIT BREAKER COMPANY. NEWAYGO, MICHIGAN. U, S, A

THE K. A. K.
Simple in Construction.

Successfully Stood the Se-
vere Tests of Last Win-

ter's Snowstorms.

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
Practical in Operation.

SEND FOR FULL PARTICULARS.

KROTZ,ALLEN& KELLY, »"£f«
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RfWRS
/ DEALERS I/V A

J.e. ELLIOTT. cuiL Moi^. A/ATlO/VAL ^IICTFIC Co., is miujij^ansi., CL£^tLAN2>. Otfio^

CHICAGO ARMATURE CO.,
Ariiiatures^ Flel<ls

ji 11 d TranaforniorN

ICe-wouml.

M>iiplicate A r 111 a-

tiirew made.
Bxpert Electrical

Testing.

(INCORPORATED.)

14 and 16

North Canal St.,
CHICAGO.

Onr Specialty: Commutators made and re-filled and armature winding for any system.

FOR SALE:
IVew an d Becood-

hand Oypamo-Mo-
torn. Arr-LampBtetc.
Write for our »pe -

eial discount.

-TMI

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Manufacturers of the

Morrifl "Climax" an! "Conipflnif Safety Water

Tnk Boilers.

BUILT IN UNITS OF 60 TO 1 ,000 H, P.

CAUTION:
Beware of infringers, they will

be rigidly prosecuted.

ALSO BUILDERS OF

Smoke Stacks, Tanks, Etc., and
All Classes of Iron Work.

Speciftcations, l>ra'tvings and Prices furnished
on application.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boilers*

BUY
Your Electrical Books of the Electrician

Publisliing Co., Suite 510 Harquette

Bldg., Chicago. You will save TIME and

MONEY by doing so

THE OTTO
Gas,

Gasoline

and....

Natural Gas ENGINES

OTEB 45,000 SOU)

Electric Lighting.
SIZES 1 TO 250 H. P.

Electric Light Plants in Operation

from 2 to 250 H. P.

Tie Otto Gas Eniine forks, Inc.,

FHII.AI>EI.PHIA.

When you
are Tired

Of using "Dynamo" Belting made from
"Shoulder Stock," write us for prices
and information on "Leviathan" and
"Oalt Leaf" Belting, and our method
of "Belline up" Electric Liglit and
Power Plants.
High grade Belting only. Best Re-

sults. Least Cost.

Write fully, conditions under which
Belting runs, power required, etc.

It Helps

Mechanics

MAIN BELTING CO.,

55 and 57 Market St.. CHICAGO, ILL.
1221-1235 Carpenter St., Philadelphia.

120 I'earlSt., Boston.

I
Lord's Power and tellsall about the i

thousand and one 1

Machinery Magazine things every me-
< u n- , , %i ., , ,

chanic and en-{Pubhsh^a Montkly) ginger ought to i

know. It tells about those things that \

every good mechanic must know. It goea
into details. It is practical, full of hints,
and helps its readers to become skilled

Jand expert workmen. The more a man '

knows about his profes.sion, the more sal-
ary he will command. The small price it
costs to subscribe C$1 a year) will come i

back many times over in increased salary. '

Sample copy sent for 10 cents. Write
your name and address on a postal card,
and mail it to

GUILD & LORD
6i.i Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

C8pirri£h> 1886,—B*u«-WillUaM Compui^, W. y.-<

Book Orders
GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

Suite BIO Manuette Bldg.. CHICAGO.

6AS ISOLATED LIGHTING,
Small Power.

City, Districts State Agents Wanted

NOTHING LIKE IT.

The Best knd^^ I ^ • "rue Jiest mat

Gasoline Engines. che.p..tF.w
'-' er for drlTlns

Dynamos. Steady JAght Onaranteed. Send
for Catalocne, Ete.

THE VAN DUZEN GASOLINE ENGINE CO., CINCINNATI, OHIO.

FIVE
GOOD
BOOKS.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
Suite 510 Marquette Building,

CHICAGO, ILL.

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

DONT READ
The WESTERN ELECTRICIAN unless you want

to be made fully aware of what is going on in the

electrical field
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Largest Leather Belt in the World.
MANUFACTURED BY

Chicago Belting Company,
67-69 South Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL,

STATfON: NEW LEVEE ST -IV-

rr BET RICHARD a, MARKET STS-

OFFICE OF RECEIVERS, 828 GRAVIER.ST.
TELEPHONE N? 1486,

fOWEf^:

New Orleans, La. Dec.ieth.isge.

Chicago Belting Co.,

:ff316 & 518 St. Charles St.

Gentlemen;

-

In reply to your enquiry- regarding the 143 feet of

84 inch wide three ply "Reliance Belt", fumtahed to us by ybur

Company, we wish to say that it has now been in use for about

five months-. We have found that this belt is all that you claimed

it to be, and since the day It was put on the pulleys, it has never

given us a moment's trouble. It runs true and straight, is vety

even, and has stretched very little, although we have carried witJi

it a load of 1800 horse power. The belt is made withoLit rivets

or pegs, depending only on the cement, none of th^ laps or Joints

have opened, and the belt is in apparently as good condition as it

was the day it was placed upon the pulleys.

Very truly.

WRITE FOR PRICES ON "DYNAnO" BELTING.

tNAPM^ 11,1

I^rtlancl

USAJ

Steady Lights from

Unsteady Power.
The Chapman Voltage Regulator
Controls the voltage of varying speed dynamos.

Lamp renewals reduced.
Perfect regulation of voltage by an automatic device magnetically

controlled. 35 to 50 per cent, variation in speed of water wheel or
engine controlled within 2 per cent, of the normal, and it acts as
quick as a circuit breaker. Every central station should have them.
Generators cajn be worked nearer the limit of their capacity by their
use, thus increasing their eflFective working power.

Some who are using:
Vermont Electric Light Co., Burlington, Vt.
Glen Mfg. Co., Berlin, N. H.
Kumford Falls Sulphite Co., Rumtord Falls, Me.
Norlhfield Electric Co., Northfleld, Vt.
Hollingsworth & Whitney- Co., Waterville, Me.
Bar Mills Electric Co., Bar Mills, Me.
Forest Mills Co., Bridgton, Me.
Norwaj' Electric Light Co., Norway, Me.

Crookston Water, Pr. &Lt. Co., Crookston, Minn.
Pondicherry Mills, Bridglon, Me.
Kingston Electric Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Burgess Sulphite Co., Berlin, N. H.
Cliff Paper Co., Niagara Falls, N. Y.
Westbrook Electric Light Co., Westbrook, Me.
Valleyfield Electric Co., Valleyfield, Quebec.
Orr & Co., Paper Mills, Troy, N. Y.

Recent orders have just been received from Stanley Electric Mfg. Co., Pittsfield, Mass.; Calumet
& Hecla Smelting Co., So. Lake Linden, Mich.; Edison Elec. lU'g Co., Topeka, Kan.; Marietta Eleo.

Co., Marietta, O., and Westbrook Eleo. Lt. & Pr. Co., Westbrook, Me.

CORRI •ondeimce: iOI-ICITED.
Patents owned and controlled exclusively by

Boston Office. 154 Conjiress St.

New York Office. Brewster Eng. Co.
Tbames Building, New York City

Sead for Circular A, or
mention Western Electrician

Tiii BELKNAP MOTOR CO
Home OfTice and Manufactory: Portland, Me., Ui S. A.

J
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Offer!
WESTERN . .

.

ELECTRICIAN

3 MONTHS 50 CENTS
THIRTEEN NUMBERS CONTAINING B. J. ARNOLD'S ELEVEN LECTURES ON THE

"DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS," DE-
LIVERED IN MARCH AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA.

ErCHTH LECTURE IN ISSUE JUNE 19.

TITLES OF THE LECTURES:

B. J. ARNOLD.

I . Possible Sources of Cnergy.
a. Cost ofthe FrodDftion of Power.
:{. Boilers and Accessories.
4. IVater Supply, Pumps, Condensers, Heaters,

Economizers, Etc.
5'. Engines.
a. Piping.

I 7. Connections between Engines and €ien-

{

erators.
S. Generators and Siritchboard.
9. Storage Battery Auxiliaries.

10. Preliminary Determinations.
11. Buildings and General Arrangements.

"In securing the exclusive right to the serial publi-

cation of the lectures delivered last month at the Uni-

versity of Nebraska, by Bion J. Arnold, the West-

ern Electrician feels that it is providing for iti

readers during the next three months a feature of

assured excellence. As a student, Mr. Arnold is

close, careful, persistent, yet enthusiastic withal; as

an engineer he is practical, cautious, yet quick to

adapt himself to existing conditions, and eager to

secure the best result without dogmatic adhesion

to any pet theory. He seems to balance well the-

ory and practice and has been successful in ac-

complishment. Devoting especial attention to power

station work, he is well qualified to speak on the

"Design and Construction of Electric Power Planti,"

which is the subject of his series of lectures. The

first lecture, which appears in this issue, somewhat

abridged, shows with what thoroughness Mr. Ar-

nold approaches his subject."

—

Edilorial Announce-

ment.

A BIT OF HIS WOBK. FORT JDODCiE, IOWA, STATION.

Send 50 cents and Receive the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN for 13 Weeks, and learn all about Electric Power Plants.

:B^oJi JSCxiziTKlaers C^n :^o IJHarjcxislneta.
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"*%;; MAISlSj^lELD
wm^2S^^.^.:w.^JW*

OPPER CO \
MANISFIEI-b.OHIO.

NfW DRY CELL!
1 Valuable fea-

tiire!«—E X ce p -

tionally long life

—Stands "shelf-
wear" indefi-
nitely.

gM GENOR&COLBURN,
92 Washington St.,

BUFFALO, N. Y.

^Dynamo

JHUIJZ PATENT
VI®ppi£i»i)ER;L|NK BEIJING

.

Bt. lionla, aio., 17. IS. A,

GENUINE RAWHIDt

ACE LEATHER,

SHULTZ'S PATENT

PULLEY i COVER.

IBELT DRESSINS
AND

BELT, CEMENT,

,

ogndJor (Trciilars

" KANOHES: IM Sommei St., Boston; 119 Llbertr St.. Hew York; 139 North 34 St., PhllBd«lpM«.

SEND FOR LIST OF
ARTICLES ON X-RAY

EXPERIMENTS PUBLISHED IN THE WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, u..^^?.%r^.... CHICAGO.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

. HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wiLMfNGTON.DEL. THc Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. i^devstTnI^vork.

REWIREOWrni "- .iN M '. CORE WIRE

OFFICE
TK^ F'or-ris V^Keel Co.

D131 THE ROOKERY,

Chicago, April 30, 189G.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,

320 Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

Gentlemen:—After carefully consider-
ing the merits of the various brands of
wire upon the market, we have decided to
use your "Raven White Core" exclusively
for rewiring the Ferris Wheel,
As you are aware, the wire upon the

wheel is very much exposed and the test
will no doubt be a most severe one.

Yours very truly
THE FERRIS WHEEL CO.

By L. V. Rice. Mgr.

rRIM^UAUU \A/H!TF PfiRF used exclusively for all Injcandescent Light-
ing at World's Columbian Exposition.

QAIirU Il/UITC PHRP Used in some of the largest buildings in the United
States.

rnWIPFTITIflN I INF U/iRF used by some of the^argest central stations

and Fire and Police Departments in the U.S.

GRIMSHAW TAPES, COMPETITION TAPES AND SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

13.17 Cortludt St., New Yorli,
BRANCHES:] 3/«^*J°=S,.

BOSTON:
134 Congreu St,

SAN FRANCISCO.
115 New MntlMMfT SL

Black Diamond File Works.
Est. 1863

Twelve

Medals

Awarded at

international

Expositions.

Inc. 1895.

Special Prize

Gold Medal

at Atlanta,

1895.

Onr goods are on sale in every leading Hardware Store

in the United States and Canada.

Q. & H. BARNETT COMPANY, »
PHILADELPHIA, PA. ^

N. Bi BUBB, Manager. J. M. CHESNUT, Supt.

WILLIAMSPDRT WOODEN PIPE CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

WOODEN CONDUIT,
VKDIK CHESISUT PATEIST.

Write for Information and Save Money.

WILLIAMSPORT, PA.

AN EXTENSIVE AND IMPROVED CREOSQTINS WORKS ATTACHED TO THE PLANT.

For underground electrical purposes the conduit produced under

this process is the most practical, the most durable and the most

economical of any conduit on the market.

This conduit is now being used in the leading cities, and the best

of references furnished on application.

= = a[^HE>-- NOISELESS IN OPERATION,
A MONEY EARNER.

WARREN ALTERNATOR,
A Dynamo

without Collector Rings or Commutator,
without Brushes, without Moving Wires,

without liability to "Burn Out."

Induction Type,
Any Voltage or Multi-Voltage.

Stationary Armature.
Stationary Field.

An

Unqualified Success.

As demonstrated by two years' hard

service, and now we are on the

War Path

for Business.

arren Electric Manufacturing Co.,
SANDUSKY, OHIO.

'^^.rfcr



$3 per An num. Eleotrlctttn Publishing Otjinimriy, Chicago. EVERY SATURDAY. Knft>i-p<l at rhif^nfit, iv^-tortt.'.

Vol. XXI. CHICAGO, JULY lo, 1897.

1 cents per

Pi

SIMPLEX INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

WESTEBN SELLING AGENT, siiTiplex BlectHcal Companv,
H. R< HIXSONf

1137 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO. 75-81 Cornhill, BOSTON, MASS.

MANUFACTURER OF

INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
«oo AsiD aoa north thibu street. - phil.adei,phia. pa.

^.ON'-!:

1889—Paris Exposition,
medal for Bnbber Insulation.

1893—AVorld's Fair,
Jfiedal for Rubber Insulation.

TKADEMARK.

THiB STAKDABD FOB
RVBBIIB HTSUIiATIOJr.

Sole Manufacturers of

Okonite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee ''I'Zr Wires.

253 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
Wlllard L. Candee, I >.,„,„.,.
H. Durant Cheever, 1

'^="=9^'=-
Geo. T. Manson, Gen'l Supt.
W, H Hodgins,Secy.

Jewell Belting Co.,

TAHrnrEBS OF

OAK BELTING LEATHER.
Mannthctarers of ...

.

High Grade Oak Belting,

HARTFORD, CONN.

Have You Seen Our Dog?
He is a great seller these hot

days. He is easily kept, as he

eats nothing but electricity, and
only a little of that. He is not

particular whether it is alter-

nating' or direct current, and he

always repays the person who
feeds him by heating up their

curling iron to perfection.

Send for circular and prices.

MANUFACTURED BY

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL HEATER CO.,

197 Rivei Street, Detroit, Mich,

WESTIIH EleDtriDal IngtamenS Co.,
** —i^— 114-120 WilUam St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

We desire to call attention to a line of

cheap but excellent Switchboard Instru-

ments for Direct Current Circuits, which
we designate as

"Round Pattern," Type F.

These Instruments are particularly

suitable tor Isolated Plants and Feeder
Circuits in Railway and Power Plants,

Voltmeters in ranges from 3 to 750 volts.

Ammeters in ranges from 1 to3,5C0amp.
All Weston Instruments are unsurpassed
in excellence of workmanship, in accu-

racy and economy of operation.

UentioQ tke WK8TEBN Electbioeai* wtien WrltJDCWeston *'Round Pattern Vultnieter

PARIS 1867. CHICAGO 1893. PHILADELPHIA 1876.

IIVSUXvA.'TE^D

WIRES AND GABLES
AERIAL, UNDERGROUND,

SUBMARINE.
I<:E>ieiTE> TA-I^K.

W. R. BRIXEY, Mfr.

203 Broadway, New York.

Western Office, Marquette BIdg., Clilcago, III.

CALIFOANIA ELEC, WORKS,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

M, DUPEROW, NEW ORLEANS ELEC. CO.,

WASHINGTON. D. C. NEW ORLEANS. LA.

Standard Underground Gable Go.
THE liOOKEKY,

CHICAGO.
WESTINOHOUSE BUItDIXG,

PITTSBURG.
18 COKTI.ANDT ST.,
NEW VDRK CITY.

Electriu Gables, Conduits, Wires and Accessories.
Also High-Grade HubbeT Covered Wires and Cables.

MOTOR- Iron Clad Rheostat Co.,

Westfield. N.1.,U. S. A.

RHEOSTATSi foe all purposes.

pLATINUMForal^ Purpo«es.
StifAp «ati, NatlTO f'lati-niiun Fnrohu«d,

BAB:£R & CO.,408'41A New Jersey
BaUrosd Ave., NewarJc, N< O^

Queen & Co.,
1012 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA.

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-Wirt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Ray

Focus Tubes, Induction Coils.

OFFICE AND FACTORY, SANDUSKY, 0.

AGENTS

Mayer & Englund, lo S, loth St.,Phlla., Pa.
Smith & Wallace,Hamilton St. , Boston. Mass.
Arthur S. Partridge, Bank of Commerce

Blder.,St. Louis, Mo.
Joshua Hendy Machine Works. 42 Fremont

St., San Francisco.
Central Electric Co., 173 Adams St.. Chicago.
Harry M. Shaw, 120 Liberty St., New York.

,^flnufecnirer;nARTRICK£/?ARTER CO. EtfCTRlCAi

Dealers IIZSSo.ZndSt.UPHILADA.lJPA. cooDsf

TNE SAVISOIN BATTERY
\ -rEUEPMONEj ^ " SHIPPED SET UP " ^ qAS l-ICHT|^^Q

Fort Wayne Electric Corporation,
FORT WAYNE, IND.

A.rc, Di
ins li^

Apparatus for

c-f: Ourreri't and A^l'te

sandesceni: l-ish-fcing;

'^v^^r Tr^nsnr-iissidn.

na-t-
ind

sole
makers IX THE

U. S. A.

THE Fuel Economizer ^
MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS: HSnEAWA!!

BRAyog OmoKa: 74 Cortlandt lir.. New Vorlc ,

phantrft Tllilii 'illl
"
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EDDY GENERATORS.
Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

Eddy Motors—Slow, Medium or High Speed.

We build all necessary apparatus for the transmission of Eleetrieal
Power through factory or other buIIdinKS>

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.,

NEW YORK, H. B. Coho & Co., Mail and Express Building.
PHILADELPHIA, Walter O. Mclntire & Co., 506 Commerce St-
BOSTON, G. M. Angler & Co., 64 Federal St.

ELMIRA, S. N. Blake.
ST. LOUIS, Western Electrical Supply Co.
KANSAS CITY, W. T. Osborn.
CINCINNATI, 0., Nevada Bldg., John A. Stewart.
CHICAGO, 305 Dearborn St., Wallace & Bine, Manaeers.

SAN FRANCISCO, CA'L., CaU Elec. Wks., 409 Market St.

Alcatraz Electrical Compound,
SlannfactDred by

THE CALIFORNIA ASPHALT CO., 'V^^IV!^
ABSOLUTELY UNEQUALED FOR

^*-^$J'''9^'- ^"^ WIRE INSULATION, Insulating Connections, Dynamos and Motor Bases, Battery and Accumulator
Shelving, Circuit and Switch-Boards.

WATER-PROOFING Cut-Out Boxes, coating wires when subjected to acid or ailcaiine fumes, and when laid under
cement, etc.

PAINTING Poles, Brackets, Cross-Arms, Benches, Floors, etc.
9PAT'NG CABLES, Lead-Covered Pipes, and all underground worlc.
, ,

ALCATRAZ ELECTRICAL COMPOUND is manufactured of the celebrated brand of Alcatraz Asphalt, and possesses many well-known points of superiority.

AAu ^° '''J^
under severe and exacting conditions, and has given perfect satisfaction. It will not Scale, Crack or Burn. Presents a Smooth Surface.Adheres Tenaciously. Not affected by Thermal or Climatic Conditions. Resists the action of the Elements, Acids, Alkalies, Sewer Gases, and possesses

great strength and elasticity. Being the producers of the raw product, we are enabled to save the middleman's profit, and offer consumers a superior article at a
,ery,owprice.

SAMPLE UPON APPLICATION. Agents wanted in all leading cities.

NON-ARCING AUTOMATIC CIRCUIT BREAKERS
GUARANTEED TO OPERATE PERFECTLY OR NO PAY. MADE FOR ALTERNATING OR

DIRECT CURRENT. ANY VOLTAGE. CATALOGUE FREE.

AUTOMATIC CIRCUIT BREAKER COMPANY, NEWAYGO, MICHIGAN, U S, A,

THE K. A. K.
Simple in Construction.

Successfully Stood the Se-
vere Tests of Last Win-

ter's Snowstorms.

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
Practical in Operation.

SEND FOR FULL PARTICULARS.

KROTZ. ALLEN & KELLY, sphmeio.
) OHIO.

IN A PORCELAIN GUP.
This is One Way of Putting Up

PERKINS FLUSH SWITCHES
AND NO EXTRA COST.

All Parts of Switch insulated. Solid Adjustable Plates Any
Size You Want.

PERKINS ELECTRIC
SWITCH MFC. CO.,

New Yoi-k. Hartford, Conn. Chicago.
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From the Torch to the "PIONEER" Enclosed Arc Light, the world has
gradually advanced through all the stages of improving illumination until

now we are practically delivering artificial sunshine. Steady, Clear, Soft,

Shadowless, Simple, Economical and Safe.

IN WRITING FOR OUR CATALOGUE, KINDLY MENTION THIS PAPER.

THE ELECTRIC ARC LIGHT CO.
7 A.ND

LOUIS B. MARKS, M. M. E.,
CHIEF ELECTRICIAN.

D^A/AV,

. . . . NEW YORK.

The Best of Incandescent Lamps for 12 cents each.
Send us your burned-out lamps and we will return them at the above price and GUARANTEE them to be equal

to the best.
"We have a good filament. We procure a vacuum superior to the mercury process.
We renew only those bulbs which have not lost their vacuum, and thus proven that they are without flaw.
We thoroughly clean the bulbs and tighten the loose collars.
Lamps to be renewed should be sent by FREIGHT, as we pay charges to our factory. Be sure your name accom-

panies shipments and advise us by letter of voltage, base, efficiency and candle power desired.

Lynn Incandescent Lamp Co., Lynn, Mass.
ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.

A^hlm-Edwards Elec. Co . .- vill

American Battery Co xiil

Am. Elec. Heater Co i

American El. Heat. Corp. xl

American El. Meter Co
Amer. El. Telephone Co. xvi

American Elec. Works .... xiii

American Engine Co xiv

Amer. Impulse Wheel Co. xx
Armorite Int. Con. Co. . . xi

Arnold El. Pr. Station Co. xiv

Auto. Cir. Breaker Co— li

Bain, Foree xvii

Baker& Co i

Ball Engine Co xsi

Barnett Co. , G. A H xxi

v

Belknap Motor Co
Bealy & Co.,Chas. H xxlv

Bogart, A, L
Brady, T. H xiii

BrillCo., J. G ix

Brlxey, W. R 1

Brush Electric Co x

Bryan A Humphrey xv ii

Bryant Electric Co
Buckeye Electric Co
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co xli

California Asphalt Co 11

Card Electric Co vii

Carley. Ira xv

Carlisle & Finch Co
Case, J. I., T. M. Co xxi
Central Electric Co v

Chicago Armature Co. xii

C. B. AQ. R. R xiv

Chicago Edison Co iv

Chicago El. & Stereo. Co.. xiv

Chicago Fuse Wire & Mfg.
Co xi

C, M.&St. P. R. R xiv

CloHbrock St. B. Co xxi

Commercial El. Sup. Co... vii

Conn. Pipe Mfg. Co iv

Cornman Co xiv

Crocker- Wheeler Elec. Co. v

Cutter El. & Mfg. Co xii

DaUett&Co.,Thos. H iv

D. AW. Fuse Co.... ... xiii

Davis A Son, LB xx
DaytonGlohelronWks. Co. i x
Delaware Hard Fibre Co. xxiv
Det. & Clev. St. Nav. Co... xiv
Diamond Elec. Co. xiii

DiehlMfg. Co vii

Directory, Principal Elec.
and Mech. Engineers... xvii

Dixon Crucible Co. , Jos. . xv

Eastern Elec. Cable Co
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co ii

Edwards A Co
Electrical Exchange, The. xiv

Elec. Appliance Co xii

Electric Arc Light Co Hi
Elec. Gas Lighting Co j

Electric Storage Batt. Co.
Electrician Pub.Co. xvi, xvlii

Empire China Works xvl

For Sale Advertisements .

.

Fort Wayne El, Corp
Fuel Economizer Co

Garlock Packing Co xxi
Garvin Machine Co., The .

General Electric Co xxlii

Gen'l Inc. Are Light Co. . . xii

Genor A Colburn xxir
Gordon-Burnham Bat. Co. vili

GuildALord

Hart A HegemanMfg. Co... is
Hodge, Walsh A Lorlng. .. xiv
Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co. xii

Huebel A Manger vii

Hunter Fan A Motor Co. ... iv

Intemat'l Cor. Schools.,

International Elec. Co . .

.

Iron-Clad Rheostat Co. .

,

xiv

xiv

i

JeweU Belting Co
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.

Kartavert Mfg. Co
Keystone Elec. Inst. Co.. xii

Krotz, Allen A Kelly ii

Kusel, D. A. Tel. Mfg. Co.

Leclanche Battery Co— xv
LeSel A Co., James xx
Leonard, Ward, Elec. Co..

Lever C. H. Mfg. Co xiv

Lindsley Bros xv
Locbwood Long Dist. Tel.
A Tel. Co. of America... xv-i

Lombard Water Wh. G. Co. xiii

Lynn Inc. Lamp Co ill

Main Belting Co
ManhattanGen'lCons.Co..
Mansfield Tem. Cop. Co.. xxiv

McLaurln & McLaren xii

McLennan A Co., K
McRae, A. L xvii

Metropolitan Elec. Co— xix

Mica Insulator Co
Mitchell Temp. Copper Co. xiv

Moore, Alfred F i

Muir A Sons, Thos
Munsell A Co., Eugene... xii

National Electric Co
National India Rubber Co.

National Tube Works Co. xxi

New York Ins.Wire Co.... xxiv

Northern Elec. Mfg. Co xl

Ohio Electric Works.

.

vii

Ohio Storage Batt. Co ix

OkoniteCo., The 1

Orne Elec. Const. Co xvii

Otto Gas Engine Wka

PaisteCo., H. T xiv

Partrick & Carter Co i

Partridge Carbon Co 1

Peerless Rubber Mfg.Co xii

Pelton Water Wheel Co xx
Peoples' Electric Co xiv

Perkins El Switch MfgCo ... ii

Perrizo A Sons xv
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co ii

Phillips Ina'd. Wire Co. . . xiii

Phosphor-Bronze S. Co. Ld . . xx
Pratt, Chas. A xvii

Queen A Co
,

Reisinger, Hugo.
Reynolds, S. K ...

Rose Poly. Inst..,

Ill

Wor Olassi-Flod Ind^x of Aclvor«lsomon1:s

Samson Cordage Wks . .

.

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Schneider Mfg. Co xi

Scott A Janney Elec. A
Mfg.Co vi

Shultz Belti ng Co xxiv
Siemens A Halske E. Co..

Simplex Electrical Co., The, 1

Smith Co., S. Morgan xx
Standard Paint Co

Standard Tel.A EL Co xvii

StandardUnderg.Cahle Co. i

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.. viii

Sterling A Son, W. C xv
Stilwell-Bierce A Smith-
Vaile Co xiv, xv

Storey Motor A Tool Co. .. iv

Stromberg- Carlson TeL
MfR.Co xvi

Studebaker Bros. Mfg. Co. xiii

Swarts Metal Refln'g Co. xiv

Taber A Mayer xvii

Triumph Electric Co

Valentine-Clark Co xv
Van Duzen Gas A Gasoline
Engine Co xxi

Van Home. Burger A Co.. xxi
Viaduct Mfg. Co xvii

Vulcanized Fibre Co xxiv

Want Advertisements... xiv

Warren Elec. Mfg.Co xxiv
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.

xiii

Western Electric Co viii, ix

Western Tel. Cons. Co ... . xvi
WestinghouseEl.AMf.Co. vll

Weston Electrical Inst. Go. 1

Whitman A Couch xvi
WlUard El. A Bat. Co. .. . xU
Willmsp.WdiLPipeCo.... xxiv
Worcester Polytech. Inst, xiv
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PARAGON

FAN MOTORS.
CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY,

139 ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO.

THE ORIGINAL PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS OF

Cement-Jjed Ducts

Engineers and Contractors for Complete Subways.

Address all Correspondence : KEW HAVEBf COWIi".

The Connecticut Pipe Manufacturing Company,

Office and Factory, West Haven, Conn.

Business Established 1865.

Incorporated 1892.
E. H. Phipps, President.
GEO. O. Richards, Secretary.
Charles Ward, Gen. Mgr.

Electric Motors and Generators,
MANUFACTURED BY

THOS. H. DALLETT ^ CO.,
York St. and Sedgley Ave.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

••••••••••••

Portable Electric Drills,

Starting Boxes and
Controllers,

Automatic Switches

Flexible Insulated Couplings.

THE

Storey
Motors.

Iron-clad. Completely Closed
In. Dust and Moisture
Proof. No External Mag-
netism.

Specially Adapted for Direct
Connection to Machinery.

Special Direct Current Motors for All Classes of Work.

THE STOREY MOTOR & TOOL CO.,

anT'^aK? 2 1
2-226 Carter St., Philadelphia, Pa.

CHICAGO OFFICE: MetropoUtan Flee. Co., 186-188 Fifth Ave.

BRAKCH FACTORY: Hamilton, Canada.

Strain Insulators.
Brooklyns, Giants, Globes.

For Span Wires, Anchors and Feeding=in.
Pertectly insulated with moulded mica.

Strongest,

ff^\
Most Durable.VULCABESTON

Controller Parts, Commu
tator Rings, Bushings,
Magnet Spools, Etc.

Send for catalogue Trolley Insulators, Section Insula /v—yi

lators, Insulated Crossings, Toggle Clamp Feed-Wire Insu- \|^J
lator, Grauten Rail Bonds, Etc

H.W. JOHNS M'F'G CO.,
NEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA.

None more widely
used.

240-242 RANDOLPH STREET,

The Tuerk Alternating T Current Ceiling Fan.
1897 PATTERNS NOW READY.

Some New Features Embodied in Our '97 Product Make
It Better than Ever.

MADE FOR FROM 50 TO 120 VOLTS.

60, 125 AND 140 CYCLES. /i

THE HANDSOMEST FAN ON THE MARKET.

Strong, Reliable, Noiseless, Durable, Ornamental |
and Inexpensive to Operate. |

^^i^lr* C c= C3n c» it-,y .

Fiye different siy/es of finisli—Bronze, Bower-

Barff, Ivory and Gold, Nickel, Polished Brass.

SEND FOR 1897 CATALOGUE.

HUNTER FAN & MOTOR CO.,
FULTON, NEW YORK.

E. B. LATHAM & CO., General Sell-

ing Agents, 136 Liberty Street, New

York, U. S. A.

^«^S^$>«^^^«SkS^ <$x5xS>«^«SK$KS.<s^x5>«H^4HS>4«j^>.S^x5y$>^<8K8«8«$«S«5^ «kS^S^^S«S^«>'S^'SxS«M^ ««MhShS«SkSxs>^«$k5^ShSk8«s <5«s«8>^^^^^^>.&«-S^««SxS<$«S><S^<S><^«>«hS«S^<S>^>«^ <S.«y$^H$xS^«^«SKS«$M^^^
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Don't Run Two Plants
Your own and some other fellow's repair shop. Repairs eradicate

regular dividends; some repairs arise from regular and natural causes,

but most of them are due to accidents. A lightning struck armature

or transformer is an accident, and it's for these that we offer you ab-

solute indemnity by the use of the

Qarton Lightning Arrester.
it's like a new policeman out for a record—arrests every tramp or sneak current that

comes along. If you want protection use it.

Send for Circular.

Central Electric Company.

Geo. A. McKinlock, Prest.
Charles E. Brown, Sec'y.

S. R. Frazier, Treas.

173=175 Adams Street,

CHICAGO.

The Crocker-Wheeler
Electric Company

Have pleasure in announcing that they are established at

Rooms 1514^16 Old Colony Building, Chicago,

For the conduct of their business as manufacturers and electrical en-

gineers, formerly conducted in this territory by Messrs. Sargent &
Lundy. Mr. 0. H. Wilmerding will have charge of this office as en-

gineer and Western manager, and Mr. Julian Roe has been detailed as

salesman. Customers will have, in consequence, the advantage of deal-

ing with the company and of obtaining direct the benefit of its well-

known guarantees and its engineering ability, and will have the

convenience of direct telegraphic communication with the factory at

Ampere, N. J.
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CARDTO THE PUBLIC.
TlieOenerar Electric Company, Westlnghouse Electric Company. Thomson-Houston Electric

Company and tlm Tesia Electric Company have brmiKllt suits against the Scott & Janney Electric &
Manufacturlnjr Company lor "alleged infringements'' of their various patents.

, ^ ,

This is Ihr USUAL "BLUFF" that is lirouglit to ijear ujion tliose whose Inventions are hound to

suiijilaul llip iinciitirais of the above named and otlier large electrical concerns, who cannot at their own
Icrins cDUirnl sucli ni'w inventions.

\Vr arc iiiainilartiiring under ourown patents and are not infringing. ..
.. ^ ...

The alwnc named lirnis are suing us ujion a small fan motor as an excuse to get a ehanee to make
the public liili.-vc that the state of the art is not liistory as tar as they linow It.

Tliev h-AM- s|iiiit lulllious of dollars trying to invent apparatus to do certain things. They failed.

We did invent 11 and liaie had it patented all over the world. AND IT WOKKS>.
Tliey will try by strategy to do what they dare not do openly.

. „ n , . , „
We wish to asli that the dealers and others who have received or will receive threatening letters

from the above named concerns, will please send same to our attorneys, Messrs. Alexander & Magill,

Glrard Building, ptiiladelnhia.
. , ^ ^ ..., „i.4. e t t t^,

We are In the field to stay and do not propose to be intimidated. The Scott & .Janney Long Dis-

tance Single Phase AltiTn.-itliiK Kaiiway and Power System will supersede the inventions of tlie above

named companies. AND THEY KNOW IT.

FlJI/Ii PBOTECTIOI* GUARAXTEEB TO Aljli

PITRCHA8EBS OF OUR APPARATUS.

The Scott & Janney

Electric and Mfg. Go.,

1707-1709 Filbert Street, PHILADELPHIA,

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Acciunnlators.
American Battery Co.

Central Electric Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co:

Ohio Storage Battery Co.

WlUaid El. & Battery Co.

Annniiciators.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Edwards &Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Arc Ijunps.
Central Electric Oo.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Diehl Mfg. Co.
Eleotrio Arc LigUt Co.

FtWayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.

Manhattan Qen'l Cons. Co.

Peoples Electric Co.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Arc liiffht Cord.
Central Electric Co.

Samson Cordage Wka.
Batteries and Jars.
Central Electric Co.

Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

Elec. Gas Lighting Co.

Genor A Colburn.
Gordon-Burnham Battery Co
Leolanohe Battery Co., The.
Metropoliun Electric Co.
Mulr&Soa. Thos.
Ohio Electric Works.
Peru Elec Mfg. Co.

BeUfi.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Edwards & Oo.
Eleotrio Appliance Co.
Huehel & Manger.
Ohio Electric Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Beltins-
Jewell Belting Co.
Main Belting Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.
Shults Belting Co.

Boilers.
Glonbrook Steam Boiler Co.

Books. Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Bmshes.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.
Pftrtridga Carbon Co.

Bnrfflar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Edwards & Co.
Electric Appliance Go.
Huehel & Manger.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Cables (Bee Insulated Wires.)
Cables, Electric (See Insu-
lated Wires), Copper,
Sheet and Bar.
American Elec. Works.
Brliey. W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
General Electric Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Moore. Alfred F.
New York Ins. Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Carbons.Points& Plates.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Gen'l Inc. Arc Light Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.
Reialnger, Hugo.

Cars.
Brill Co.. J. G.

Compound.
Central Electric Co.
California Asphalt Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
McLennan & Co., K.
Okonlte Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Conduits.
Armorlte Interior Cond. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Conn. Pipe Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Muir & Son. Thos.
WlUlamsport Wdn. Pipe Co.

Construction A. Repairs.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Chicago Armature Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Hodge. Walsh & Lorlng.
National Electric Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.

Contractors and Electric
liislit Plants.

Ahlm-Edwards EI. Co.
Arnold El. Pr. Station Co.
Bain, Force.
Brush Electric Co.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Card Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Elec. Co.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Hodge, Walsh & Loring.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Scott & Janney E1.& Mfg.Co.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
Triumph Electric Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse Elec & Mfg Co.

Copper.
Besly&Co..Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Mansfield Temp. Copper Co.
Mitchell Temp. Copper Co.

Copper Wires.
American Electrical Works.
Besly & Co., Chas H.
Brliey, W. R.
Central Electric Oo.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
Philllpa Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Cordase.
Central Electric Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Correspondence i^cliools*

Int. Correspond. Schools.

Crookes' Tubes.

Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg.Co.

Cross-Arms,
Brackets.

Pins and

Brady, T. fl.

Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Cnt-Outs and Switches.
Automatic CIr. Breaker Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Elec. Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Palste Co., H. T.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Perkins Elec.Switch Mfg. Co.
Reynolds, S. K.
Westlnghouse El. 8i Mfg.Co.

Dynamos,
Ahlm-Edwards El. Co.
American Engine Co.
Brush Electric Ca
Bullock Elec Mfg. Co.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Armature Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Elec. Co.
DIehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Muir & Son, Thos.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co. -

Scott & Janney El. & Mfg.Co.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
Triumph Electric Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Economizers, Fuel.
Fuel Economizer Co.

Electric Heaters.
American El. Heater Co.
American El. Heating Corp.
Central Electric Co.
Johns. H. W., Mfg. Co.

Electric Meters.
American El. Meter Co.
Central Electric Co.

Electric Railways.
Brush Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Krotz, Allen & Kelly.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Electric Toys.
CarltBle &. Finch Co.

Electrical and Mechani-
cal Engineers.
Bain, Foree.
Bryan & Humphrey.
McRae, A. L.
Pratt. Chas. A.

Electrical Instruments.
Automatic Clr. Breaker Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Keystone El. Instrument Co.
Palste Co., H. T.
Queen A Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Electrical Specialties.
Automatic Clr. Breaker Co,
Carlisle A Finch Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Palste Co., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Electrical Woodwork.
Lever, C. H. Mfg. Co.

Electro-Plating Slach'y.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
General Electric Co.

Engines, Cias.
Case. J. I..T. M. Co.
Otto Gas Engine Wks.
Van Duzen Gas & Gso. En.Co.
Van Borne, Burger & Co.

Engines, Steam.
American Engine Go.
Ball Engine Co.

Fan Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Go.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Hunter Fan & Motor Co.
Schneider Mfg. Co.
Scott & Janney El. & Mfg. Co.
Western Elec. Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Feed IVater Heaters.
Davis & Son, I. B.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Go.

FUes.
Barnfitt Co., G. & H.
Central Electric Oo.

Fixtures, El. & Comb'u.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Fuses.
D. &. W. Fuse Co.

Fuse W^lre.
Central Electjic Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire & Mfg.Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Oaskets.
Johns, H. W., Mfg. Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Oas liighting, Electric.
Bogart. A. L.
Central Electric Co.

Oears.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.

General Elec. Supplies.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Genor & Colburn.
Hodge, Walsh & Loring.
International Elec. Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co
Ohio Electric Works.
Palste Co., H. T.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Globes and Electrical
€rlassware.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Go.

IjrOT'nors, Water WTieel.
LombardWaterWheel Gv.Co.

<KraplLlte Specialties.
Besly &Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Induction Coils.
Central Electric Co.
International Elec. Go.
Queen & Go.

Insulators and Insulat-
ing materials.
Briiey, W. R.
Bryant Electric Co.
California Asphalt Co.
Central Electric Oo.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial EL Supply Go.
Electric Appliance Co.
Empire China Works.
Hodge, Walsh & Loring.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Mica Insulator Co.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Go.
Okonlte Co.. The.
Palste Co., H. T.
Peoples Electric Go.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Go.
Phillips Insulated Wire Go.
Standard Paint Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground G. Co.

Insulated W^ires and
Cables—SKagnet Wires.
American Electrical Works.
Brliey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Go.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Go.
General Electric Go.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Go.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Iiamps, Incandescent.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co..
Lynn Incandescent Lp. Co.
Metropolitan Electric Go.
Ohio Electric Works-
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Bawyer-ManElec. Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

I^amp Trim^r's Wagons.
titudebaker Bros. Mfg. Co.

liightning Arresters.
Central Electric Go.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Go.

niagnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

Mechanical Machinery.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Garvin Machine Co., The.
Stllwell-BIerce Smith-Valle

Mica,
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
McLaurln & McLaren.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.

Mining Apparatus, Elec.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Go.

Motors.
Ahlm-Edwards Elec. Co.
American Engine Co.
Belknap Motor Go.
Brush Electric Co.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Card Electric Go.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Armature Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Elec. Co.
Dallett A Co., Thos. H.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Mulr A Son, Thos.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Go.
Ohio Electric Works.
Peoples Electric Co.
Scott & Janney El. A Mfg. Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Storey Motor A Tool Co.
Triumph Electric Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Go.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Go

Packing.
Besly A Co. Chas. E.
Garlock Packing Co.
Johns, H. W., Mfg. Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Paints.
California Asphalt Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Johns. H. W. Mfg. Co.
Standard Faint Go.

Phosphor Bronze.
Besly & Co., Ghaa. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Go.Ltd.

Platinum.
Baker A Co.

Poles.
Carley, Ira.
Lindaley Bros.
National Tube Works Go.
Perrizo A Sons.
Sterling A Son. W. C.
Valentine-Clark A Co.

Porcelain.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Empire China Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Push Buttons.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Refiners.
SwartB Metal Refining Co.

Reflectors.
Mulr A Son, Thos.

Regulators.
Belknap Motor Co.

Re-W^Inding.
Central Electric Go.
Chicago Armature Co,
Chicago Edison Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Hodge, Walsh A Loring.
National Electric Co.

Rheostats.
Am. El. Heat. Oorporation.
Central Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Iron Glad Rheostat Co.
Leonard, Ward, Elec. Go.
Muir A Son, Thos.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Go

Second-Hand Machin'y.
Chicago Armature Co.
Cornman Co.
Electrical Exchange. The.
National Electric Co.

Shades.
Central Electric Co.
Muir A Son, Thos.

Speaking Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrlck A Carter Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly & Co., Ghas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Keystone El, Instrument Co.
Queen & Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Steel Pipe,
National Tube Works Co.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Ohio Storage Battery Co.
Willard El. A Battery Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical Works.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
New York Insulated Wire Co
Okonlte Co., The.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Paint Go.
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.

Telephones, Telephone
Material and Switch-
boards.
American El. Telephone Go.
Central Electric Go.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Kusel, D A., Tel. Mfg. Co.
Lockwood T. A T. Co. of Am.
Metropolitan Electric Go.
Orne Elec. Cons. Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Standard Tel. A El. Co.
Stromberg-Carlson Tl.M.Co.
Taber A Mayer.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western Tel. Cons. Oo.
Whitman & Couch.

Transformers.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diamond Elec. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation
General Electric Go.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Go.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Central Electric Oo.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Trucks, Electric Car.
Brill Co , J. G.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Turbine AVheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Go.
LefTel & Co., Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Go.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
Stilwell-Bierce Smith-Valle.

W^ater Wheels.
Am. Impulse Wheel Co.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
LeSel A Co., Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
Stllwell-BIerce Smith-Valle

W^ixe, Bare.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Go.
Okonlte Go., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Underground C Go
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.
X Ray Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Queen & Co.

A^lpHab^-ti^al Ind^ac ^-f ^Acl-v-^r-tis^nrk^n-lis *ae^ III.
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^nr"''''"^ 6 "'^^ ^E^)* MAKING

ilELEPHONES
t? 20 YEARS, NOT CHEAP BUT
SERVICEABLE AND fUllY OUARSNTEED.

. • CIRCULARS FURNISHED. •

VIADVCTEIECTRICC"
BALTIMORE.MD..U.S.A.

STUDENTS
Will find that the Western
Electrician can help them
wonderfully in the study of

electricity. Subscribe now.
$3.00 per year, in advance.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

Suite 510 Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO

HAWKINS'
NEW CATECHISM OF ELECTRICITY.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE.

TESTinONlAL. Chas. M. Weir, Chief Engi-
neer TJ. S. Projectile Worlts. Brooklyn, N. Y.;
"It is one of tlie most practical and concise
works on tlie subject I ever saw It is just the
right tiling in tlie right place, and I most cheer-
fully recommend it to all who desire a practical
knowledge of Electricity."

This is a book of 550 pp., full of up-to-date in-

formation. 300 illustrations. Handsomely bound
in red leather, pocketbook form, size 4y2X6',l,

with titles and edges in gold. Price, $2.00, post-
paid. 100 page descriptive catalogue of electri-

cal books free on request.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
610 Marquette Building, Chicago.

The lockwood Transmitter
Is protected by letters patent No. 528640 and No. 557588, issued Nov.
6, it594, and April 7, 1896, respectively.

The electrodes have "A variable air space" between them, and the

adjustment is obtained by tension instead of pressure. The Lockwood
is positively the only Transmitter on the market having no contact

BETWEEN electrodes, consequently parties liable to infringement

suits and promoters of long-distance systems will find it to be the only
telephone that will satisfy the fears of their subscribers. The Trans-
mitter can be placed upon any instrument now in use, and an exchange
of Transmitters is easily effected.

Address:

The Lockwood Long Distance Telephone &
Telegraph Company of America,

JOSIAH TICE, Mgr. No. 80 Albany St., New Brunswick, N. J.

IT SPEAKS
FOR ITSELF AND FOR YOU!

THERE ARE MICROPHONES AND MICROPHONES,

THE MiLDE CARBON MICROPHONES
(CONTROLLED BY US)

Excel All Others.
So do onr SWITCHBOARDS and TELEPHONES.

STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.,
:i%^£i.ca.isoia.9 X2V^is., U. S. A»

"We have just issued a NEW cata-
logue o£ electrical books containing 100

fiages, listing every work on electric-
ty. A copy will be clieerfuUy mailed
On receipt of a two-cent stamp.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

510 Idarquette Bldg., Chicago.

DIRECTORY OF PRINCIPAL ELEC-

TRICAL AND MECHANICAL

ENGINEERS.

Charles A. Pratt,

Consulting Electrical Engineer.

Power transmission and subdivision for
factories. Electric coal mining plants.
Designs for special machinery.
Plans, Bpeclncatlons, tests, supervision.

IIIH ^Honadnock Blclg.. Chicago.

Foree Bain,
Electrical and

Consulting,
Dehlgning,
Hupervisinj;.
Constructing
Testing.

Mechanical Engineer.

I'lan.s.SpPciiications and
General Kngineerinti.
Expert in Patent Causes.

Suite ]<;57.
9Ioiia<l

Hi >S and 1<;.1«
k Hl.lg.. < HICA<^0.

William H. Bryan, M. E.,

H. H. Humphre)', M. S.,

Mechanical and Electrical Engineers,

Consultations, Reports, Kstiniatps. Plans.
Specifications, Superintendence, Tests, I'ur-
cliasinK. Designs of Central Stations a Spe-
cialty. Tnrher Building. St. Ijouih.

A. L. McRae,
Consulting Electrical Engineer.

Estimates. Plans, Specifications, Ex-

aminations, Reports, Tests.

306 Oriel Bids., ST. I,OUIS, 9IO.

E. S. TABER. V. A. MAYER.

TABER & MAYER,
lUANUFACTURERS AND
DEALERS IN

ELECTRICAL GOODS

TELEPHONE APPARATUS.
Telephone Instruments, Switchboards, Trans-

mitters, Keceivers. Cords, Ja«ks, Plugs, Drops,
Switches, Experimental Work.

185 FRANKLIN ST., BOSTON, MASS.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
Although lar

FOUND

Contains more news for the busy

reader than can be found in any

other journal devoted to electricity- Although large claims of superiority have been made

by our contemporaries^ it has been rA||M|l t^^* the Western Electrician is far

above the other papers in the matter | UUHU °^ news^ as is evidenced by the follow-

ing testimonial: ^^Although I have taken every electrical journal; there is none I like so well as

the Western Electrician/* This is the reason the Western Elec-

trician has so large a circulation, even if it was not found at the NORTH POLE.
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THE BLACK SPOTS
Which mark the difficulties met with in prac-
tice by Electricians, Engineers, Dynamo Tend-
ers, Linemen, Students and everyone interested
in Electricity, can be blotted out by securing
a copy of

ELECTRICITY
MAGNETISM

LESSONS.
AND

A series of thirty-four lessons covering the Science of Electricity from its Fundamental Principles to its

Everyday Practical Application. Comprises 325 pages, over 300 diagrams
and illustrations. Price $2.00. By

PROF. D. C. JACKSON, University of Wisconsin.
PROF. H. S. CARHART, University of Michigan.
PROF. B. F. THOMAS, University of Ohio.
PROF. WM. A. ANTHONY, of New York.

I

PROF. BROWN AYRES, Tulane University.
I
PROF. A. C. PERRINE,Leland Stanford Umversity,Cal.

I

PROF. GEO. D. SHEFARDSON, University of Minn.
I

And others.

A Comprehensive Treatise in Simple Language, free from Algebraic Equations and Easily Understood.

TABLE OF CONTENTS:
The nature and properties of electricity.
Machines for generating electricity by fric-

tion and by electric induction.
Electric batteries or appliances for generat-
ing electricity by chemical action.

Electric batteries or appliances for generat-
ing electricity by chemical action (con-
cluded).

The magnetic effects of electric currents,
magnetic fields.

The magnetic effects of electric currents,
and magnetic circuits.

Ohm's law of the flow of electricity.
Heatinff effects of electric currents. Mis-
cellaneous effects of electric currents.

Galvanometers and voltameters.
Measurement of electrical resistance.
Every-day measurements of electric currents
and pressures.

Every-day measurements of electric power.
Condensers and the measurement of their
capacity.

Electrolytic disposition of metals.
The electric telegraph.
Multiple telegraphy.
The telephone.
The' construction of telegraph and telephone
lines and instruments.

18

.

Testing lines for insulation and conductiv-
ity and the location of leaks and breaks.

19. Principles of continuous current dynamos
and motors.

20. Principles of continuous current dynamos
and motors, their construction, care and
attendance.

21. Arc lighting and arc light machinery.
22. Incandescent lighting and power transmis-

sion, two, three and five wire systems of
distribution for electric lights and motors.

23. Construction of electric light and power cir-

cuits and tiieir testing.
24. Testing electric Hglit circuits, and the dis-

tribution and measurement of light.
25. Electromagnetic induction.
26. Alternating currents.
27. Alternating currents and alternating cur-

rent machinery (concluded).
28. Miscellaneous applications of electric motors.
29. Electric railways.
30. Slethods of handling and controlling railway

motors and generators.
31. Model electric plants.
32. Underwriters' rules, etc.
33. Electric welding, forging, etc.; electricity

applied to the kitchen.
34. Electro-therapeutics.

FOUR PRIME FEATURES OF SUPERIORITY:
•Electricity and Magnetism*' differs materially

| The other one perhaps may be a college-bred
from any other book that was ever published on
the subject. Its characteristic features are:

1. Its Authority.—It was written by a corps
of men eminent in the Electrical profession,
whose life work Is the study of the science and
the imparting of their knowledge to others. No
other electrical book ever puolished has bad such
an array of talent on its electrical staff.

2. Its scope.—It treats the subject from its

primary and fundamental principles to its prac-
tical application, covering the Nature and Prop-
erties of Electricity, the Methods of Generation,
Its Principles of Action, and the laws which
govern it.

3. Simplicity of Language.— Out of every hun-
dred people who are interested in Electricity,
there are ninety-nine who have not had the ad-
vantages of more than an average education.

man who understands the higher mathematics
and can read technical works on electricity and
comprehend them. But this book is intended for
the ninety and nine, and hence has been written
in language that the man of average education
can understand. All superfluous technicalities
and intricate mathematical equations have been
eliminated and the whole subject is made plain
and practical.

4. It is a Catechism.—At the beginning of eacb
chapter or lesson throughout the book, is a series
of questions, bearing upon the previous chapter
or lesson, and intended to bring out every point
of importance In it. The reader can thus cate-
chise himself and determine whether In his read-
ing he has extracted all the information that It

was intended he should have.

T

D

I

T
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I
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Sent postage prepaid to any address in the World on
receipt of price, $3.00.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
510 Marquette Building,
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The Bullock Electric Mfg. Co.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT
AND

POWER PLANTS
AND

SLOW SPEED
MOTORS.

NEW YORK:

BOSTON:

St. Paul Building.

No. 8 Oliver Street.

PHILADELPHIA:
No. 662 Bourse Building.

CHICAGO:
No. 623 Western Union BIdg.

Metropolitan Electric Co.,
MANUFACTURERS,

IMPORTERS AND

DEALERS IN

SUI ,11

BARGAIN SHEET. 186 and J 88 Fifth Ave., Tdcpiione Main 3682, CHICAGO, ILL., U. S. A.

TO THOSE COXSTBIJCTIXG OR IXSTAri^IXG XEW EL.ECTRIC lilOHT PL,AKTS,

St^txoix O-wixers ^xx<3. Coxxtrectors, -we offer tlie folio-w-ixxg: i>rioess
Each.

Concealed Schaffer porcelain rosettes $ .06

Open Schaffer porcelain rosettes 06

10 Amp Sawyer-Man uncovered main cutouts 06^^

25 Amp. Sawyer-Man uncovered main cutouts 10
50 Amp. Sawyer-Man uncovered main cutouts 18

100 Amp. Sawyer-Man uncovered main cutouts 30

10 Amp. Sawyer-Man uncovered branch cutouts 06^
25 Amp. Sawyer-Man uncovered branch cutouts 10

50 Amp. Sawyer-Man uncovered branch cutouts 24
100 Amp. Sawyer-Man uncovered branch cutouts 35
10 Amp. Sawyer-Man covered main cutouts 09
50 Amp. Sawyer-Man covered main cutouts 25
100 Amp. Sawyer-Man covered main cutouts 40
10 Amp. Sawyer-Man covered branch cutouts 09
25 Amp. Sawyer-Man covered branch cutouts 13^

; i" Each.
50 Amp. Sawyer-Man covered branch cutouts 5 .29

List No. 61465 porcelain cutouts 18
List No. 61565 porcelain cutouts 27
List No. 62S35 porcelain cutouts 23
5 Amp. S. P. switches 15
10 Amp. S. P. switches 16
10 Amp. 3-pt. switches 25
10 Amp. D. P. switches 35
5 Amp. S. P. flush switches 40
10 Amp. S. P. flush switches 41
10 Amp. 3-pt. flush switches 50
10 Amp. D. P. flush switches 60
5 Amp. S. P. lock flush switches Go

10 Amp. S. P. lock flush switches 66
10 Amp. 3-pt. lock flush switches 75

h 3 ' ^ Each.
10 Amp. D. P. lock flush switches f .85

T. H. Key sockets 07
W. H. Key sockets 07
T. H. Keyless sockets 06
W. H. Keyless sockets 06
T. H. Key wall sockets 10%
W. H. Key wall sockets 10^^
T. H. Keyless wall sockets 03hi>

W. H. Keyless wall sockets 09%
Carbons, 7-16x12, coppered per M. 3.00
Reis & Scott fan motors, 50 volt alternating 6.00
Gllliiand battery telephones 7.00
Galvanized iron rail bonds 01
1% Locust pins 8 inches long per M.10.00
1% Locust pins 6 Inches long per M. 5.00

Everything else yon -want at correspondingly Iotv prices. Ask for onr mammotli catalogue Tfitli yonr order.

MOONLIGHT SCHEDULE
FOR 1897,

NOXA/ READY.
Send 1 cents for a copy. Liberal discount

if large quantities are ordered.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.
SUITE 510 MARQUETTE BUILDING CHICAGO.
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THE PELTON WATER WHEEL WATER WHEELS
Is known the world over as affording the most simple, reliable I

HH B ^B HH HH IB HH WIM IBI ^^Is known the world over as affording the most simple, reliable
and economical powerforall purposes

7,000 WHEELS NOW RUNNING
Filling every condition of service in a most effi-

cient and satisfactory way.

CI CPTDIP DnWPD TDAMCMICCinU ^^Iton wheels are especially adapted to

CLtulnlU ryifLn I nHIIOlTllOvlUni. tins purpose and are operating the major-
ity of stiitions of tluscliartR'ter in all parts of the world. Highest efficiency and best regulation
guaranteed. Catalogues furnished on api»heation. Address

PELTON WATER WHEEL CO.,
143 Liberty Street, or 121-123 Main Street,

NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., U. S. A.

Xb^ BEIRRYIVIAIM
Feed Water Heater and Purifier,

Provided with U-shaped Tubes, it Never Leal(S.

THi: HIGHEST GBAAE OmiiY.
Our catalogue contains the representative names of a large number of con-

tented buyers of BERKVMAJf HEATERS built by us in tlie last twenty
years. A copy awaits your order at any time.

I. B. DAVIS & SON, Makers, Hartford, Conn.,
Or addresses given below:

Jas. Berryman, 125 Nortll 4tli St., Philadelphia.
W. H. Gitson. B20 Medlnah Temple, Chicago.

Jos. Whitaker, 7 and 9 Pearl Street, Boston.
A. A. Cardwell, 39 Cortlandt Street, Boom 127, New York.

THE Mccormick
TURBINE.

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,
Especially Adapted for Electrical Work.

Ciives more power per diameter with a higher
percentage of useful effect than any other water-
wheel heretofore mnde. All sizes, right and left hand,
are huilt from patterns perfected under systematic tests in the
Holyoke Testing: h liime.

Parties liaving power plants which are unsatisfactory, anC
those contemplating the improvement of powers, will find it to
their interest to confer with us, as "we are willing to
guarantee results where others have failed, no
matter what make of turbine has been in use.
STATE REi^lilRBaiEXTS AMD SEXD FOR
CATAI.OGUE. ^

S.MORGAN SMITH CO., York, Pa.
Estimates furnished for complete power plants a.nd

results guaranteed.

For Heads of 3 Feet to 2000 Feet.
Especiallv adapted to all kiuds of

ELECTRIC power AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke, giveu Wlow, enable ns to guarantee:

Tlie Largest Power ever obtainedfrom a wheel of the same diameter. The highest
speed ever obtaiTied for the same power. The highest mean effideney when
running from half to fidl gate. We guarantee also; A runner of the greatest
p ossible strength. A gate uiiequaled in quickness and ease of opening and closing.

Test of a 45 in. SAMSON, Jan. 25, 97. Test of a 36 incll SAMSON, Feb.1,'97.

Gate
Open.

Head.
Rev.

Pr.Min.
Cu. Fi.
Pr.Sec.

Horse
Power.

Per
Cent.

Gate
tlpen.

Heail.
Rev.

Pr.MiQ.
Cu. Pt.

Pr. See.
Horse
Power.

Per
Cent.

Full

4

15.00

15.04

I5.88

16.47

144.00
138.12

127.67
I3'.50

126.87

172.69

15503
13324
112,65

90.04

240.97
223.61

191.06
162.80

127.73

82.03

8455
83.68

80.25

75-95

Full

H

15. 2Q
16.56

1733
17.54
17.68

19425
187.75

178.50
176.40
168.50

102.02

92.15
83.95
68.82

5769

14344
146.73
138.40
109.64
88.14

81.08

84.78

83.88

80.09

76.19

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U.S.A.

Front View of Bucket.

Cazin Water Wheel.
Pat. March 16, 1897.

Will furnish more power per cubic foot of water used than any other

wheel made.

Can be Operated by Steam at Periods of Low Water.
^^nd -F^i* ^^r«r«phl^-fc.

Ameican Impulse Wheel Co. of N. Y. ''l.'i^^'.

ALL
Live men read the

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

Each Week. Do You ?

REG.TRADE MARKS JhE PHOSPHOR BRONZE SMELTINGCO.IIMITED,
2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.

] "ELEPHANTBRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE'
1NGOTS,CASTINGS,WIRE,RODS, SHEETS, ETC.

mAroju'umy,"
^— DELTA METAL

y^^^ CASTINGS, STAMPINGS AND FORCINGS
ORIGINALandSoueMakersinthe U.S.

A. OOOD BOOK!!
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.

Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of which
45,000 copies have been sold. The new book deals in the author's well-known
practical style with all the problems of Electric Power Transmission.

NOW READY. PRICE $1.00.

Electrician Publishing Company, Suite 510 Marquette Building. Chicago.
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AUTOMAXIO EIMOIIVIE3
HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL, OF THE HIGHESTSTANDARD OF EXCELLENCE.

N/IEDA.I-S:
World's Industrial and Cotton Exposition, New Orleans
American Institute Fair, New Yorl<, ....
Centennial International Exposition, Melbourne, Australia]
Augusta Exposition, Augusta, Georgia,
World's Columbian Exposition, Chicago,
California Mid-winter Exposition, San Francisco, .

Cotton States and International Exposition, Atlanta Qa

THE BALL ENGINE CO.,

1885
1887
1888
1891
1893
1894

189s

Chicago Office, 1526 Monadnock Block.
ERIE, PA.

-TME-

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Manufacturers of the

lorrifl "Climax" ani "Conpnaf Safety Water

Tnlie Boilers.

BUILT IN UNITS OF 60 TO I,GOO H„ P.

Beware of infringers, they will
be rigidly prosecuted.CAUTION:
ALSO BUILDERS OF

Smoke Stacks, Tanks, Etc., and
All Classes of Iron Work.

Specifications, Drawings and Prices fumlslied
on application.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boilers.

BUY
Your Electrical Books of the Electrician

Publishing Co., Suite 510 ilarquette

Bldg., Chicago. You will save TIME and

MONEY by doing so

Garlock Waterproof Hydraulic Packing
EXCELS ALL

FOR COLD WATER ONLY.
GARLOCK EXTRA, ELASTIC RING, SECTIONAL, SPIRAL,

HIGH PRESSURE, AND DUO PACKINGS ARE STANDARD.

OURCUARANTEE.—We pack satisfactorily against all pressures
and temperatures of Steam, Water, Ammonia, etc., or no pay.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

THE GARLOCK PACKING COMPANY,
Palmyra, N.Y. New York. Philadelphia, Chicago. Rome, Ga.

Boston. Pittsburgh. Cleveland. St. Louis. Denver.

noiiEirous,
National Tube Works Company.

NewT^rrH^'l!."'**- B „H. ^ « ..^. I

Chicago, corner Clinton and Fulton StreeU.
pf«»h.?r^ B,V^f,?'l",,?,""'"S1'

Cortjandt St. St. Louis, 938 North Second Street.
Pittsburu, Fidelity Buildins, Fourth Ave. I Works, McKeesport, Pa.

"Raymond Improved"
GAS AND GASOLINE

ENGINES
For driving electric liglit and

stationary power plants.

ONE TO ONE HUNDRED HORSE POWER.
Efficiency unexcelled.

Manufactured by

J. L CASE T. M. CO.,

Full particulars given on application.

Isolated Lighting
and Economical Power.

City, District and State Agents Wanted.

IMOTHIIMC LIKE IT.

VAN HORNE, BURGER & CO., DAYTON. OHIO.

^% ^_> . . I V Tne Best and
Gasoline Engines. che.p.stp.w.

^^ ep fop driTlss
ItynamoH. Steady Idclit Gnaranteed. Send

for CatalOKne, Etc
THE VAN DUZEN GASOLINE ENGINE CO., CINCINNATI, OHIO.

A VALUABLE BOOK FOR ENGINEERS AND FIREMEN NOW READY.

MODERN EXAMINATIONS OF STEAM ENGINEERS or PRACTICAL THEORY EXPLAINED and ILLUSTRATED.

BY W. H. WAKEMAN.
Cloth. 53 Chapters.272 pages.

Containing a complete list of 300 questions such as will be asked of any
Engineer when taking examination for U. S. Government or State License, all

of which are fully answered in the text.

F=HIC©, $a.oo
By mail, postpaid, to any part of the world

This book while especially adapted for engineers' examinations, is also in-
tended as a practical guide to Engineers, Firemen, Boiler Makers, Machinists,
and others, in daily practice.

The author being a practical steam engineer himself, well knows the wants
of the working engineer, and has put into this work such knowledge and infor-
mation as is best adapted to their use, making it altogether the most complete
and comprehensive guide for the busy workers in the engine room, boiler works
and machine shops that has ever been published.

As one engineer who has read the book says: "I think there are few engi-

neers that it wouldn't do some good. It seems as if it was a review of all I

have ever read, and a lot more besides."
The author has treated of a very great variety of subjects which are of

vital importance to all who wish to improve and extend their knowledge of

steam engineering, and has explained the rules and formulas given, in the sim-
plest manner possible, and has worked out examples by them, so that all who
can read may understand them.

The 300 questions are an important feature of the book, they are entirely

separate from the 53 chapters of reading matter, and were written after many
years of practical experience and careful research by the author.

His connection with the Boardman Manual Training High School at New
Haven, Conn., as Instructor in Steam Engineering, his 12 years of active mem-
bership in the N. A. S. E., and his position as Instructor of No. 10 of Conn., a
sturdy branch of the National Organization, makes him especially competent
in this part of the work.

The many flattering commendations which this book has already received
trom competent judges and high authorities, speak well for its value.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, - - - Suite 510 Marquette Building, Chicag^o, 111.
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WESTERN . .

.

ELECTRICIAN

3 MONTHS 50 CENTS
THIRTEEN NUMBERS CONTAINING B. J. ARNOLD'S ELEVEN LECTURES ON THE

"DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS," DE-
LIVERED IN MARCH AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA.

FIRST HALF OF NINTH LECTURE IN THIS ISSUE.

TITLES OF THE LECTURES:

B. J. ARNOLD.

1. Possible ISonrces of Energy.
3. Cost of the Prodnction of Power.
3. Boilers and Accessories.
4. ItVater Supply, Pamps, Condensers, Heaters,

Economizers, Etc.
5. Engines.
6. Piping.

7. Connections between Engines and Gen-
erators.

8. Generators and Switcliboard.
9. {Storage Battery Auxiliaries.

10. Preliminary Determinations.
11. Buildings and General Arrangements.

0000
K K

ELEVATION OF ENGINE AND DYNAMO PLANT FOR THE ENGLEWOOD & CHICAGO RAILWAY.

A BIT OF HIS WORK.

Send 50 cents and Receive the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN for 13 Weeks, and learn all about Electric Power Plants.

'^st.otx. TSf-vixxxt^Grs C^n ]Be X^«3.JrJ3;lslne<a.
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SINGLE
SOLENOID
ENCLOSED
ARC LAMPS

t

FOR CONTINUOUS CURRENT
CIRCUITS.

Upevatc independenlly on 110 volts with con-
tinuous current circuits. Tal<e SO volts at the
arc. Wound for a standard of 3 or 5 amperes.

A great many 3-ampere lamps are now in use.
Where a strong light is not desired the 3-ampere
Jamp is recommended.

The Single Solenoid Lamp is short and com-
pact. It is peculiarly adapted to restaurants,
hallways, store windows, basements and where
ceilings are low.

Suitable casings and finishes are furnished
for interior and outside service. The 5-ampere
lamp only is recommended for outside lighting.

Write for Prices and Particulars.

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,
Main Office, SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

Sales Offices in all Large Cities of the United States.

For Canada, Address, Canadian General Electric Co.. Toronto.

t

\

^'

JUST iazhmt you are looking fori^ A New and Valuable Book =^

Electric Lighting Plants,
THEIR COST AND OPERATION.

By W. J. Buckley. With numerous illustrations, diagrams, plans, tables, etc. 275 pages. Cloth. Price, «2.oo, postage free. This work
gives all necessary data for the erection of an electric light plant of any size. The cost of Arc Lighting. The cost of Incandescent Lighting.

READ THE TABLE OF CONTENTS:
Alternating Arc Lamps, Arc Plants, Belting, Boilers, Boiler Settings, Boiler Efficiencies, Books, Building, Cost of Arc Dynamos and Lamps,

Cost of Arc Plants Erected, Cost of Alternating Dynamos, Cost of Alternating Plants Erected, Cost of Belts, Cost of Boilers, Cost of Brick
Chimneys, Cost of Copper for Alternating Circuit, Cost of Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound High
Speed Engines, Cost of Condensers, Cost of Friction Clutch Pulleys, Cost of Heaters, Cost of High Speed Engines, Cost of Incandescent
Dynamos, Cost of Idlers, Cost of Injectors, Cost of Meters, Cost of Motors. Cost of Operating Lamps per hour. Cost of Power Generators.
Cost of Poles, Cost of Plain Pulleys, Cost of Pillow Blocks, Cost of Pumps, Cost of Shafting, Cost of Shaft Couplings, Cost of Stacks-
iron, Cost of Stacks—brick, Cost of Steam, Cost of Transformers, Cost of Wire, Chimneys, Circuit Loss, Contract Blanks, Current Distri-
bution, Circuits—overhead. Circular Mils of Wire, Depreciation, Direct Connected Apparatus, Dynamos, Dynamo Data, Economy of Con-
densing, Economy of Covering Steam Pipes, Economy of Heater, Efficiency of Engines, Engines, Equivalent of Current in Hoise Power,
Equivalent Rates of Lighting, Fuel, Horse Power of Belting, Horse Power of Motors, Horse Power of Shafting, Incandescent Arc Lamps'
Instruments, Instructions for Employes, Insulation, Labor, Load Chart, Meter Connections, Municipal Ownership. Natural Gas, N.E.L.a!
Standard Rules, Oil, Outcome of Practical Management, Pole Line, PuUe\s, Rope Transmission, Resistance of Wire, Rules—Fire Under-
writers, Report Com, on Data N. E. L. A., Reports of Cities Owning Plant, Reports of Cities Contracting, Stock Room, Shafting. Trans-
formers, Transformer Curves, Wiring Tables—Primary Wiring, Wiring Tables—Secondary Wiring, Wiring Tables, ilotor AViring, Wire,
Wire Formula, Water Power, Wood as Fuel. The only book of its kind in the English Language. Price, $2.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Suite 51 Marquette Buiiding, Chicago.
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MANSFIELD

MANSriEI-D.OHIO.

NEW DRY CELL!
Valuable fea-

tures—Excep-
tionally long life

—Stands "shelf-

wear" indefi-
nitely.

^1^ genorIcolburn,
92 Washington St.,

BUFFALO, N. Y.

GENUINE RAWHIDE

L«£ LEATHER.

VgHULTZ'S PATENT

SHULTZTATENT i^ ,

St. 1.0U1., MO, U. ». A. "^^Jocdreular-s^

apsDRESSIMB

ILfi CEMEOT.

^Dynamo

BBAN0HE8: 164 Summer St., Boston; US Liberty St., New Sork; 129 North 3d St., PUladelpWji,

^H) DELAWARE HARD FIBRE CO.,
^^-^iks-^ WILMINGTON, DEL.

SEND FOK CATAIiOWlTE A!V'I> SAlIPliES.

Sheets, Rods, Tubes and Special Shapes.

BETTER THAN FIVE ACES

AierMi. woRDeRs nn/e raoknn/mits

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.

•-T.A.EII-.ISI-IE:^ iS73.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

WILMINGTON.' DEL. THc StaHclard Electrical Insulating; Material of the World. i4devstTnI>vyork.

RfWIREDWim RAVEN WMITt CORE WIRE

OFFICE

THe Perris >A/lioel ^o.
SI 31 THE ROOKERY.

Chicago, April 30, 1896.

NEW YORK INSUUTED WIRE CO.,
320 Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

Gentlembn:—After carefully consider-
ing the merits of the various brands of
wire upon the marlset, we have decided to
use your "Raven AVhite Core" exclusively
for rewiring the Ferris Wheel.
As you are aware, the wire upon the

wheel is very much exposed and the test
will no doubt be a most severe one.

Yours very truly
THE FERRIS WHEEL CO.

By Jj. V. Rice. Mgr.

Used e.yclusively for all Incandescent Ligkc-
ing at World's Columbian Exposition.GRIMSHAW WHITE CORE.

naiiru \I(U|TP PORP Used in some of the largest buildings in the United
States

COMPETITION LINE WIRE

GRIMSHAW TAPES, COMPETITION TAPES AND SPLICING COMPOUNDS

Used by some of the largest Central Stations

and Fire and Police Departments in the U. 8.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

13-17 CertUmit St., Mew York.
BRANCHES: \ CHICAGO:

I 320 Deirborn St.

BOSTON:
134 CoogreiB SI.

SAN FRANCISCO,
lis New MmtfMKr; St.

Black Diamond File Works.
Est. 1863,

Twelve

Medals

Awarded at

International

Expositions.

nc. 1895.

Special Prize

Gold Medal

at Atlanta,

1895.

Onr goods are on sale in every leading Hardware Store

in the United States and Canada.

0. & H. BARNETT COMPANY,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

•'••^^••'••••^••'•'••'^'•'•^'•'•^••'•^•^

N. B. BUBB, Manager. J. M. CHESNUT, Supt.

WILLIAMSPDRT WOODEN PIPE CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

WOODEN CONDUIT,
UKDEK CHESiarrT PATEBW.

Write tor Information and Save Money.

WILLIAMSPDRT, PA.

AN EXTENSIVE AND IMPROVED CREOSOTINS WORKS ATTACHED TO THE PLANT.

For underground electrical purposes the conduit produced under

this process is the most practical, the most durable and the most

economical of any conduit on the market.

This conduit is now being used in the leading cities, and the best

of references furnished on application.

THE WARREN ALTERNATOR.

A Dynamo
without

Collector Rings or

Commutator,

without Brushes,

without JVloving Wire.-;,

without Hability to

'Burn Out."

THE

MODERN DYNAMO
FOR

CENTRAL STATION WORK.

Its construction is such as to permit of various ways of connection for diiler-
fot TolEages without in any manner changing the machine, or requiring new coils.
It m ay lie L'onnected for a 110 or 2'20-volt system, and used without transfoimers for
sliort distaiK'es. or for i,(ioo or 2,000 volts to be used with transformers for long-
di^^tanoe t ran- mission, or it may he connected to operate a llO-volt circuit and a i.f«i.-

volt circuit both at the same time.

Warren

Electric Manufacturing Company,

NOISELESS IN OPERATION.
A MONEY EARNER.

SANDUSKY, OHIO.
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$3 per Annum. Copyrlclit, 1897, hv
Electrician Pubilsliint? CmnpHTiy, Chicago. EVERY SATURDAY. KntereU at Chicuuo Postofllco

i mall iiiuttt;!' of the tecond cIilK!i. 10 cents per Copy.
Vol. XXI. CHICAGO, JULY 17, 1897. No.

SIMPLEX INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

""^H.V. mxloNr' Simplex Electrical Company,
1 \S1 Unmtltnnfh OInntt ^UinA/^n . .1137 Monadncck Block, CHICAGO. 75-81 Cornhlll, BOSTON, MASS.

-. ivioore:,
URER OF

INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
MANUFACTURER OF

«oo AKD una aroRTH thirv street, - PHiiiAi>Ei:.FHiA. pa.

*.0N'>!:

1889—Paris Kxposition,
Medal for Rubber Insulation.

1893—World's Fail-,

Medal for Kubber Insulation.

TRAC&MARK.

THE STANDABB FOB
R1JBBEB XlfSIJIiATIOlir.

Sole Manufacturers of

Okonite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee "IfT Wires

253 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

H. Durant Cheevor. i"'*"*9^"-
Geo, T. Manson, Gen'l Supt.
W. H Hodgins. Secy.

Jewell Belting Go.

TANNEBS OF

OAK BELTING LEATHER.
9Iannflictiirers of ...

.

High Grade Oak Belting

HARTFORD, CONN.
IVational

India
Rnbber Co's

RUBBER COVERED
>A/ires and Oables.

OFFICE and FACTORY: BRISTOL, R. I.

GORDON PRIMARY CELL.
For Open and Closed Circuit Work.

The Perfect, Modern, Longest Lived and Most Economical
Cell Ever Put on the Market.

In USB by the leading cities, railroads, teleplione and gas engine
companies.

WE CLAIM:—Constant discharge of current without polari-

zation: no local action; no noxious gases or fumes: no acids; least
labor for operation; cleanest; not freezing at 28° below zero; eco-

nomic value 50 per cent, greater than gravity cell, and 30 per cent,

greater than best other cell in market. For No. 1 cell, 250 ampere
hours; for N"o. 2 cell, lOO ampere hours; on open circuit, .9 to I

volt; on closed circuit, .65 to ,
'A volt, send for circular and price Ust.

THE GORDON -BDRNHAM BATTERY CO,
SZ to 86 West Broadway, New York City.

General Western Agent, S. F. B. MORSE, Marquette BIdg., Chicago, III.

WESTIIH ElectriDal IngWnmeat Co.,
—^^^ 114-120 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

fsslonSlwdd Portable Birsclkding ;|*f'*' """"""f*'
v»'"^^^'"^'

^ Ammeters, Milliammeters,

Ground Detectors and Circuit Testers,

Portable Galvanometers.

Our Portable Instruments are recog-

nized as The Standard the world over.

The Semi-Portable Laboratory Stand-
ards are still better.

Our Station Voltmeters and Am-
meters are unsurpassed in point of ex-

treme accuracy and lowest consumption
ot energy.

PARIS 1867. CHICAGO 1893. PHILADELPHIA 1876.

SWIRES AND GABLES.
AERIAL, UNDERGROUND,

SUBMARINE.
Ifj) K:i3>i«i'rE> 'Ti^r'E.

W. R. BRIXEY, Mfr.

203 Broadway, New York.

Western Office, Marquette BIdg., Chicago, III.

CALIFORNIA ELEC. WORKS. M. DUPEROW. NEW ORLEANS ELEC. CO.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. WASHINGTON, D. C. NEW ORLEANS, U.

TUCRTCDIron Clad Rheostat Co.,n fcH b n
WESTFIELD. N. J., I). S. A.

e:osi-r'A.TPS
FOK ALL PUEPOSES.UIMInCKwi poi

CARPENTER
ENAMEL RHEOSTATS.

Automatic Motor Starters.
All eizea. List price of 1 H- P. size, $13.00.

Beliable. Fully goaraateed. Highly finished. Cheap.

Ward Leonard Electric Co., Hoboken, N.J.

Queen & Co.,
1012 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA.

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-Wirt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Ray

Focus Tubes, Induction Coils.

INTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC
76 Beekman Street.

Kew York.
Ruhmkorfl

Induction Coils,

Telephone Colls. Experi*

menial Work. Small Ma-
chinerv. Rlnriin? PnRts.

CORUY-Pfl „

PLATINUM
Fo» at' Purpovea.

BABLER^ CO., 408-411 New Jenef
Bailroad Ave., Newark, N. Jo

,^anufacnirer;nARTRICKS/5!VRTER f0. ElfCTRICAL

Dealers ri25So.2ndSt.V)PHILADA.V)RA. goods

OFFICE AND FACTORY, SANDUSKY, 0.

AGENTS

Mayer & Englund, lo S, loth St., Phlla., Pa.
Smith & Wallace, ffamllton St., Boston. Mass.
Arthur S. Partridge, Bank of Commerce

BIdg., St. Louts, Mo.
loshua Hendy Machine Works, 42 Fremont

St., 5aii Francisco.
Central Electric Co., 173 Adams St., Chicago.
Harry M. Shaw, lao Liberty St., New York.

INEXPENSIVE, DURABLE, LIGHT.
See Advertisements In Electric Lighit Convention Issues.

THE OHIO STORAGE BATTERY CO., 59 Wade BIdg., Cleveland, 0.

[HercUlkBAtTer!e^P
14. Clede BAHeiiikI
vv^^^\^^

n PWVCELMN INSUIAnON ot an Kinds, j• We Solwt Ihe maKln9 ot "

Speou. Designs of^ Porcelain.

Switch and Box Complete.

For Irou Armored
Condnit for

Hart Flush Switches
,

Single or Gang Switches.

•Indicating,"

"Porcelain Clad'

Flush Switcl;
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EDDY GENERATORS.
Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

Eddy Motors—Slow, Medium or High Speed.

We build all necessary apparatns for the transmission of Electrical
I'ower throngh factory or other bnlldlnKS.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.,
\A/ilMI3SOR, ^^NIM.

NEW YORK, H, B. Coho & Co., Mail and Express Building.
PHILADELPHIA, Walter C. Mclntire & Co., 506 Commerce St
BOSTON, G. M. Angier & Co., 64 Federal St.

ELMIRA, S. N. Blake.
ST. LOUIS, Western Electrical Supply Co.
KANSAS CITY, W. T. Osborn.
CINCINNATI, O., Nevada Bldg-., John A. Stewart.
CHICAGO, 305 Dearborn St., Wallace & Hine, Managers.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.. Cal. Elec. Wks., 409 Market St.

Alcatraz Electrical Compound,
Mannfactnred by

THE CALIFORNIA ASPHALT CO., '\^^^^l'}-

ABSOLUTELY UNEQUALED FOR
^*"^2r''.'?^^ f^^^ WIRE INSULATION, insulating Connections, Dynamos and Motor Bases, Battery and Accumulator

Shelving, Circuit and Switch-Boards.
WATER-PROOFING Cut-Out Boxes, coating wires when subjected to acid or alkaline fumes, and when laid undercement, etc.
PAINTING Poles, Brackets, Cross-Arms, Benches, Floors, etc.

^^'^^Ji'i^TO*^*'^*"^®'
'-®a«*"Covered Pipes, and all underground work.

T* !,„„ It . • ? ELECTRICAL COMPOUND is manufactured of the celebrated brand of Alcatraz Asphalt, and possesses many well-known points of superiority.

AAu ¥° -
"nder severe and exacting conditions, and has given perfect satisfaction. It will not Scale, Crack or Burn. Presents a Smooth Surface.

mr^,r«.tJ.f2?if'°"h ^r
N°t =«ected by Thermal or Climatic Conditions. Resists the action of the Elements, Acids, Alkalies, Sewer Oases, and possesses

ereai. &irengin ana elasticity. Being the producers of the raw product, we are enabled to save the middleman's profit, and offer consumers a superior article at a
^"^'°""^"'"

SAMPLE UPON APPLICATION. Agents wanted in all leading cities.

• NON-ARCING AUTOMATIC CIRCUIT BREAKERS
GUARANTEED TO OPERATE PERFECTLY OR NO PAY. MADE FOR ALTERNATING OR

DIRECT CURRENT. ANY VOLTAGE. CATALOGUE FREE.

AUTOMATIC CIRCUIT BREAKER COMPANY, NEWAYGO, MICHIGAN, U. S, A,

THE K. A. K.
Simple in Construction.

Successfully Stood the Se-
vere Tests of Last Win-

ter's Snowstorms.

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
Practical in Operation.

SEND FOR FULL PARTICULARS.

•**«**«^«« ******************m**i**Jii9***v***t**t*t****g

KROTZ, ALLEN & KELLY, sphwe^d.

KEYSTONE ELECTRICAL

INSTRUMENT CUMPANY.
Switchboard Voltmeters, Ammeters. Ground Detectors and

Differential Voltmeters.

Type "R" Instrument. •

We meet all the requirements of modern Central Stations or Isolated Plants, whether
using direct or alternating current circuits.

Our Instruments are constant and durable, sensitive and accurate, pleasing in
appearance and always correct.

We can Interest you In prices and other details if you will write to

Ninth St. and IVIontg:omery Ave., Philadelphia.
New York, 15 Cortlandt Street.

Chicago, 1440 Monadnock Building.
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Don't Run Two Plants
Your own and some other fellow's repair shop. Repairs eradicate

regular dividends; some repairs arise from regular and natural causes,

but most of them are due to accidents. A lightning struck armature

or transformer is an accident, and it's for these that we offer you ab-

solute indemnity by the use of the

Qarton Lightning Arrester.
It's like a new policeman out for a record—arrests every tramp or sneak current that

comes along. If you want protection use it.

Send for Circular.

Central Electric Company.

Geo. A. McKinlock, Prest.
Charles E. Brown, Sec'y.

S. R. Frazier, Treas.

^73=175 Adams Street,

CHICAGO.

YOUR SUPPLY MAINTAINED FOR I 2c.

LAMPS
Efficient, Long-Lived and

Guaranteed Satisfactory.

Write us before making another contract. We are THE
Lamp Renewing Company you have heard of.

Lynn Incandescent Lamp Co., Lynn, Mass.

DYNAMO=

ELECTRIC

MACHINE

DESIGN

TAUGHT

BY MAIL.

The Mechanical-Electrical Scholarship is a thorough course of instruction
for persons who wish to obtain such technical education as will qualify them
to design electrical machinery and to become Electrical Engineers.

Studies are carried on at home. Specially prepared Instruction and Ques-
tion Papers take the place of text-books. Instructors direct the student and
assist hun in his studies. Mechanical Drawing is successfully taught by a new
method.

For those who wish to study the operation and installation of electric
Ught, power and railway plants, the Electrical Power and Lighting Scholar-
ship is designed.

We also have courses in Steam E/iqineering; Civil Engineering in all its

branches; Book-Keeping and Susiuess Eorrns and the English Branches.

Mention the subject in which you are interested and send for our Free Cir-
cular whicli contains full particulars. Address

THE INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS.

Box 1002, SCRANTON. PA.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ihlm-Edwards Elec. Co .

American Battery Co xiil

Am. Elec. Heater Co xili
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-
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-
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PARAGON

FAN MOTORS.
CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY,

139 ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO.

THE ORIGINAL PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS OF

Cement-Ljiied Ducts

Engineers and Contractors for Complete Subways.

Address all Correspondence : BTEW HAVEHf, Cowls'.

The Connecticut Pipe Manufacturing Company,

Office and Factory, West Haven, Conn.

[BRYANT POOPS ARE GOOD, 00005."^

Business Established 1S65.

Incorporated 1892.
E. H. Phipps, President.
Geo. O. Richards, Secretary.
Charles Ward, Gen. Mgr.

ANON-ARCINeFUSEJ

i A «EI^IABL.EAWI>ACCURATE FUSE. I

$ I

I
A FUSE that will open a High-Tension Short Circuit without «

.AI9C ^F3 F-|_ASHI. 4
Endorsed by the National Board of Underwriters. f

53
Aborn St. D.^W.FUSECO., Providence,

R. I.

<^^^^^<$h8<S'<S>«>«>«^<8>«><S:<$><S«S«S.<S«S«S><S-$>««JhS><s»&«kSkSh&«^j^

BRYANT-PAISTE SWITCH.

PRICES GREATLY REDUCED.
WRITE YOUR JOBBER FOR REVISED

FIGURES.

THE BRYANT ELECTRIC CO.,

BRIDQEPORT. CONN. CHICAGO. ILL.

fei

H. W. J." Toggle Clamp
Feed Wire Insulator.

The weight of the wire in the hinged jaws

automatically causes the wire to be clamped with

a powerful toggle action. Wire may be instantly

detached from insulator by lifting it out.

NO BINDING WIRES, NO SCREW CAP,

NO DELAYS.

Economical, durable. No abrasion of insulation.

Trolley l.ine Insalators, Giant Strains, Philadelphia Section Insulators, Etc.

Volcabeston Parts for Controllers, motors, Etc.

H.W.JOHNS MANUFACTURING CO.,

NEW YORK.

340-343 Randolph St., Chicago, 111.

BOSTON. PHILADELPHIA. LONDON.

SxS>«kJ«ShM^<^«^>««S>«hS>«>*««>'$^^^4^^«>^^«^^^>^«>«>«^S«S~«^«^^«^^^ <ShSxS«SxSxS^<Sm^«>«k^^^^^^^^4)^.^^kS^kS>«><S<»M^*«^®«>*<&««~$^««$>«^^

The Tuerk Alternating
1897 PATTERNS NOW READY.

Some New Features Embodied in Our '97 Product Make
It Better than Ever.

MADE FOR FROM 50 TO 120 VOLTS

60, 125 AND 140 CYCLES.

Current Ceiling Fan.
THE HANDSOMEST FAN ON THE MARKET.

Strong, Reliable, Noiseless, Durable, Ornamental t
and Inexpensive to Operate. i

^-tar-tins ^wi-tcsh a-t I

Fire different styles of finish—Bronze, Bower-

Barff, Ivory and Gold, Nickel, Polished Brass.

SEND FOR 1897 CATALOGUE.

HUNTER FAN & MOTOR CO.,
FULTON, NEW YORK. %

E. B. LATHAM & CO., General Sell- |
ing Agents, 136 Liberty Street, New ^
York, U. S. A. 1
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AD. STUDIO.

"CLARENCE,"
(Fond of Music and Flowers.

Who will assist "Willie" and the "Old Man" to

advertise Interior Conduit, Fans (all kinds), Habir-

shaw Wire, Helios Lamps (enclosed arc) and the nu-

merous other valuable specialties of the

COMMERCFAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

ST. LOUIS.

P. S.—Above all, don't forget that splendid stock of FANS and be

sure to send for that CATALOGUE!
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The GARVIN MACHINE CO.,
51 N. 7th Street, PHILADELPHIA. SPRING AND VARICK STREETS,

NEW YORK.
We build 5 sizes of

Screw Machines
RANGING IN CAPACITY

From 1-4 inch to 2 1-2 inches.

WITH OR WITHOUT

Wire Feed, Back Gears,
Geared Friction Head,
Automatic Feed and

Chasing Bar,

As the sue and Style of Work Require

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

riACHINERY and flACHINE TOOLS
OF ALL KINDS KEPT IN 5T0CK.

THE AMERICAN ELECTRIC METER.

Designed

for all

Forms

of

Service.

Send tor cir-

cnlars and
price lists. 3-Wlre 22-Uglit Meter. Case Open, Sbowia; Meduilsm,

The . . .

American

Electric

IVIeter

Co.,

Cor. 9th Street and
Montgomery Ave ,

PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Aconnmlatore.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
OMo Storage Battery Co.
"Willard EL & Battery Co.

Annunciators.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Edwards & Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Arc Jjamps.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diehl Mfg Co.
Bleotrlo Arc Light Co.

Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Manhattan Gen'l Cons. Co.

Peoples Electric Co.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Arc Iii{Eht Cord.
Central Electric Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Batteries and Jars.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Gas Lighting Co.
Genor & Colburn.
Gordon-Burnham Battery Co
Lecianche Battery Co., The.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Muir&Son, Thos.
Ohio Electric Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

BeUs.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Edwards & Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Ohio Electric Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Belting.
Jewell Belting Co,
Main Belting Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.
Shultz Belting Co.

Boilers.
Clonbrock Steam Boiler Co.

Books. Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Brnslies.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.

Burglar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Edwards A- Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Partricb & Carter Co.

Cables (See Insulated Wires.)
Cables, Blectric (See Insu-
lated Wires), Copper,
Sheet and Bar.
American Elec. Works.
Brliey. W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
General Electric Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co,
Moore. Alfred F.
New York Ins. Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Carbon8.Points& Plates.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Gen'l Inc. Arc Light Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.
Reislnger, Hugo.

Cars.
Brill Co.. J. G.

Compound.
Central Electric Co.
California Asphalt Co.
Commercial El, Suoply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
McLennan & Co., K.
Okonlte Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Conduits.
Armorite Interior Cond. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.
Conn. Pipe Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Muir & Son. Thos.
Williamsport Wdn. Pipe Co.

Construction &. Repairs.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Chicago Armature Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Hodge, Walsh & Loring.
National Electric Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.

Contractors and £lectric
lAght Plants.

Ahlm-Edwards El. Co.
Arnold El. Pr. Station Co.
Bain, Foree.
Brush Electric Co,
Bryan & Humphrey.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Card Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Elec Co.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Hodge, Walsh A Loring.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Scott & Janney EL& Mfg.Co.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
Triumph Electric Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.^

Westlnghouse Elec & Mfg Co.

Copper.

Besly & Co.. Chas. H.
Central Electric Co,
Mansfield Temp. Copper Co.
Mitchell Temp. Copper Co.

Copper TVires.
American Electrical Works.
Besly & Co., ChasH.
Brixey, W, R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Go.
General Electric Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C, Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg, Co.

Cordage.
Central Electric Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Correspondence fi^chools.
Int. Correspond. Schools.

Crookes' Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg.Co.

Cross-Arms, Pins and
Brackets.
Brady, T. H,
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Cut-Outs and S^vltches.
Automatic Cir. Breaker Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial £1. Supply Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Go.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electrical Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Elec. Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Pai8teCo.,H. T.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Perkins Eleo.SwItch Mfg. Co.
Reynolds, S. K.
Westlnghouse EL & Mfg.Co.

Bynamos.
Ahlm-Edwards EL Co.
American Engine Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Bullock Elec Mfg. Co.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Armature Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Elec. Co.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Muir & Son, Thos.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Scott & Janney El. & Mfg.Co.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
Triumph Electric Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Economizers, Fuel.
Fuel Economizer Co.

Electric Heaters.
American EL Heater Co.
American EL Heating Corp.
Central Electric Co.
Johns, H. W.,Mfg. Co.

Electric Meters.
American EL Meter Co.
Central Electric Co.

Electric Kailirays.
Brush Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Krotz. Allen & Kelly.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
Westlnghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Electric Toys.
Carlisle A Finch Co.

Electrical and Mechani-
cal Engineers.
Bain, Foree.
Bryan & Humphrey.
McRae, A. L.
Pratt. Chas. A.

Electrical Instruments.
Automatic Cir. Breaker Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Keystone EL Instrument Co.
Paiste Co., H. T.
Queen & Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Electrical Specialties.
Automatic Cir. Breaker Co.
Carlisle A Finch Co,
Central Electric Co,
Commercial El, Supply Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Paiste Co., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mlg. Co.

Electrical TVoodn^ork.
Lever, C. H. Mfg. Co.

Electro-Plating Maeh'y.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
General Electric Co.

Engines, €ias.
Case. J. I., T. M. Co.
Otto Gas Engine Wks.
Van Duzen Gas & Gso. En. Co.
"Van Home, Burger & Co.

Engines, Steam.
American Engine Co.
Ball Engine Co.

Fan Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Hunter Pan & Motor Co.
Schneider Mfg. Co.
Scott & Janney EL & Mfg. Co.
Western Elec. Co.
Westlnghouse EL 4 Mfg. Co.

Feed Water Heaters.
Davis & Son, I. B.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

FUes.
Barnett Co.. Q. A H.
Central Electric Co.

Fixtures, El. & Comb'n.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Fuses.
D. &. W. Fuse Co.

Fuse 'Vrire.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire & Mfg.Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.
Electric Appliance (Jo.

C^askets.
Johns, H. W,, Mfg. Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

6as Jjiglitins, Electric.
Central Electric Co.

Gears.
Besly <& Co.. Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.

6reneral Elee. Supplies.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co,
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical Supply Co,
General Electric Co.
Genor & Colburn.
Hodge, Walsh & Loring.
International Elec. Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co
Ohio Electric Works.
Paiste Co., H. T.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Celebes and Electrical
Crlassn^are.
Central Electric Co,
Commercial EL Supply Co.

Gov^ors. IVater IVheel.
LombardWaterWheel Qv.Co.

Graplilte Specialties.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Induction Coils.
Central Electric Co.
International Elec. Co.
Queen «fe Co.

Insulators and Insulat-
ing Materials.
Brixey, W. R.
Bryant Electric Co.
California Asphalt Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical Supply Co.
Empire China Works.
Hodge, Walsh & Loring.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Mica Insulator Co.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
Paiste Co., H. T.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.

Insulated W^ires andCables—Magnet Wires.
American Electrical Works.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonlte Co., The,
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C.Co
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Liamps, Incandescent.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.,
Lynn Incandescent Lp. Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co
Ohio Electric Works.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co
Sawyer-ManElec. Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westlnghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

I<anip TrimVs IVagons.
citudebaker Bros. Mfg. Co.

liightning Arresters.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Magnet W^ire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

Mechanical Machinery.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Garvin Machine Co., The.
Stllwell-BIerce Smith-Valle.

Mica.
Central Electric Go.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
McLaurin & McLaren.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.

Mining Apparatus, Elec.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Motors.
Ahlm-Edwards Elec. Co.
American Engine Co.
Belknap Motor Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Armature Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Elec. Co.
Dallett & Co., Thos. H.
Diehl Mlg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electrical Supply Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Muir & Son, Thos.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Peoples Electric Co.
Scott & Janney EL & Mfg. Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Storey Motor & Tool Co.
Triumph Electric Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co

Packing.
Besly &. Co. Chas. H.
Garlock Packing Co.
Johns, H. W., Mfg. Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Paints.
California Asphalt Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Johns, H. W. Mfg. Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Phosphor Bronze.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co.Ltd.

Platinum.
Baker <fe Co.

Poles.
Carley, Ira.
Lindsley Bros.
National Tube Works Co.
Perrlzo & Sons.
Sterling & Son. W. C.

Porcelain.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Empire China Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Push Buttons.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Beflners.
SwartB Metal Refining Co.

Refiectors.
Muir A Son, Thos.

Regulators.
Belknap Motor Co.

Re-Winding.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Armature Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Hodge, Walsh A Loring.
National Electric Co.

Rheostats.
Am. EL Heat. Corporation.
Central Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Iron Clad Rheostat Co.
Leonard, Ward, Elec. Co.
Muir & Son, Thos.
Westlnghouse EL & Mfg. Co

Second-Hand Machin'y.
Chicago Armature Co.
Cornman Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
National Electric Co.

Shades.
Central Electric Co.
Muir & Son, Thos.

Speaking Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly «& Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Keystone El. Instrument Co,
Queen & Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Steel Pipe.
National Tube Works Co.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Go.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Ohio Storage Battery Co.
Willard EL & Battery Co.

Tapes. Insulating.
American Electrical Works-
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
New York Insulated Wire Co
Okonlte Co., The.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Telephones, Telephone
Material and Switch-
boards.
American El. Telephone Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Kusel, D A., Tel. Mfg. Co.
Lockwood T. & T. Co. ofAm.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Orne Elec. Cons. Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Standard Tel. & EL Co.
Stromberg-Carlson TLM.Co.
Taber & Mayer.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western TeL Cons. Co.
Whitman & Couch.

Transformers,
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diamond Elec. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporatlo"
General Electric Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Central Electric Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Trucks, Electric Car.
Brill Co , J. G.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Turbine Wlieels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Leflel & Co., Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.
Smith Co., S. Morgan.
StUwell-BIerce Smith-Vaile.

Water YVheels.
Am. Impulse Wheel Co.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Leflel & Co., Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
Stllwell-BIerce Smith-Vaile

Tl^ire, Bare.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Okonlte Co. , The,
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Underground Go
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.X Ray Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial EL Supply DO-
Queen & Co.

F"or A.lpHafc»et:io9l Ind^jc «>f JXdv^oi-ti39rriion-«9 f^^e:* III
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DIEHL ELECTRIC FANS.
WOUND FOR ALL CURRENTS, EXCEPT ALTERNATING.

New Designs tor this Season.
Ceiling

Column
ll<

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY. GREATEST DURABILITY.
Our finest designs are ornamented witii solid cast irm.

OUR '97 FAN CATALOGUES ARE NOW READY.
Any ofOnr Fans Furnished with Four Blades if so Ordered.

SHO\A/ ROOIVIS:
NEW YORK, 561-563 Broadway. BOSTON, 128-132 Essex Street.

CHICAGO, 192-194 VAN BUREN STREET.

DIEHL MANUFACTURING CO
ELIZABETHPORT, N. J.

Agents for Canada; CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., 65-7 1 Front St. West, Toronto, Ont.

M

BELT t /Y^^ J BIRECT
DRIVEN DRIVEN

M^5FIELD,DHmll.5./l

We have just Issued a NEW catft-
logTie of electrical books containlngiOO
fiages, listing every irork on electiic-
ty. A copy will be cheerfully mailed
On receipt of a two-cent stamp.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

&10 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

THE BELL,
STYLE "F"

3 TO 15 INCHES.
^VSK F-OF9 IT.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

HUEBEL & MANGER,
MANUFACTURERS,

290Graham St., Brooklyn, N.Y.

It grives a light that's white and bright,
And two cents is the cost per night.

#^^ WE UNDERSELL ALL!
:m Bicycle Electric Liprhts 84.00

Necktie Electric Lights 1.50
Edison Electric Motors 1.00

S8 Medical Batteries.... 3.95
Electric Bells, flneat... .25

Dry Batteries, best 25
8100 Bicycles, best made 39.00
81.25 Bicycle Bells 50

Agents Wanted.
Our Bicycle Electric Light
is the best thinp that ever
happened. Catalogue free.

Ohio Electric Works,
13 S. Wafer St.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Westinghouse Polnphase Apparatus Supreme.
Generators, Motors, Transformers, for Tivo-PIiase, Three-Phase and C. F. Scott
Two-Phase Three-Phase System of Alternating^ Cnrrent Power Transmission.

26,000 H. P. IN OIL-INSULATED TRANSFORMERS CONSTRUCTED.
Potentials from 5,000 to 50,000 Yolts. All Apparatus Xecessary for 100 Mile Transmission.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING CO
PI

New York, 120 Broadway. Chicago, N. Y. Life Bldg.
Boston, Exchange Bldg. Philadelphia, Qirard Bld.;^,

Buffalo, N. Y., 8 Erie Co. Bank Bldg. Pittsburg, Westinghouse Bldg.
Charlotte, N. C, 36-38 College St. St. Louis, American Central Bldg.

BURO,
San Francisco, Mills Bldg.
Syracuse, N. Y., Bastable Bldg.
Tacoma, Wash-. loi S. loth St.
Atlanta, Qa., Equitable Bldg.

Westinghouse Electric Co., Ltd.,
3a Victoria St., London, S. W., England.

For Canada address
Aheam & Soper, Ottawa, Ont.
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THE

BRUSH ELECTRIC

COMPANY. BRUSH
THE

BRUSH ELECTRIC

COMPANY.

Brush apparatus has been on the

market for 20 years. A majority of

customers order supply parts direct

from us. Many do not. We want

this trade and are reducing our prices

in order to secure it. Ask for quota-

tions and send orders to the nearest

Sales Office.
FIRST BRUSH ARC DYNAMO—1877

SALES OFFICES:
Schenectady, N. Y.
Cleveland, Ohio.

Boston, Mass., ISO Summer Street.

New York, N. Y., 44 Broad Street.

Philadelphia, Pa., 509 Arch Street.

Cincinnati, Ohio, 420 West Fourth Street.

Chicago, 111., Monadnock Building.

St. Louis, Mo., Walnwright Building.

Atlanta, Ga., Equitable Building.

Denver, Colo., Klttredge Building.

San Francisco, Caj., 15 First Street.

Toronto, Ont., Canadian General Electric Co., Ltd.

Pittsburg, Pa., Carnegie Building.

Many stations have ex-

changed all their small units

for large Brush arc dynamos.

Among them are the Brook-

lyn-Citizens with 3000 lights

capacity. Brooklyn-Munici-

pal 800, Newark 3000,

Cleveland 1800, Philadelphia

Brush I ^00, Philadelphia-

Northern 1300, Buffalo 1^00,

Worcester 1400, Toronto

900, Quebec 625, Harrisburg

7jo, Erie 750, Albany ^00,

Troy ^00, Paterson 500,

City of Chicago 400, John

Wanamaker 62^, Carnegie

Steel Co. ^00.

Over 40,000 lights ca-'

pacity in large Brush arc

dynamos sold. A large pro-

portion of them using Multi-

Circuit Dynamos.
The newly designed

Brush dynamos have the

following capacities; ^j, 80,

100, I2J, 240, 300,2000 can-

dle-power lights, 45', 85,

120, 160, 1200 candle-power

lights.

Brush arc lamps were
first used in 1877. More of

them being sold to-day than

:ever before.

BRUSH MULTI-CIRCUIT 125 LIGHT ARC DYNAMO—1897.

Two or more separate circuits run direct from one dynamo with any distribution of load on the different circuits.

The advantages are absolute flexibility in handling of circuits; reduction of high voltages on circuits run from large dynamos; use of large

units with corresponding increase of efficiency; saving in floor space, oil, belts, shafting, pulleys, attendance.
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TRADE MARK t

'©fjlorftrc afccHiHulatoc"

REGISTERED SEPTEMBER 11, 1084. CHLORIDE ACCUMULATORS
F-^R

CENTRAL STATIONS, TROLLEY REGULATION,
ISOLATED LIGHTING AND POWER PLANTS, ETC.

CATALOGUES. The Electric Storage Battery Co.,
Drexel BIdg., Philadelphia, Pa.

NEW YORK, 20-22 Broad St. BOSTON, 92 State Si. CHICAGO, 1543 Marquette BIdg. SAN FRANCISCO, 222 Market St.

The Gem Water Motor Fan.
Simple, Effective,
Economical, Noiseless.

List Price, $10.00.

Novel in Construction.
As Easily Installed as an Electric Fan Motor.

Discounts for E.xclusive Agents. Correspondence Solicited.

JUST THE THING FOR SUPPLY HOUSES TO CARRY.

THE SCHNEIDER MFG. CO., "IfE^JSroSVo"*'
McGILL & POMEROY, 1 1 29 Monadnock, Chicago, III., Agents for Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Iowa, Wisconsin, Michigan.

BUCSE7E
QUALITY
UNEQUALED

FACTORY
PRODUCTION
TRIPLED.

IIMOAND
Monadnock Building, Ciiicago.

IVII

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

FIVE
GOOD
BOOKS.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.

Electrician Publisbinc Co.,
Suite 510 Marquette Building,

CHICAGO, ILL.

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

CARDTO THE PUBLIC.
The General Electric Company, Westin^house Electric Company, Thomson-Houston Electric

Company and the Tesla Electric Company have brought suits against the Scott & Janney Electric &
Manufacturing Company for "alleged infringements'^ of their various patents.

Tills is tlie USUAL "BLUFF'* that is brought to bear upon those whose inventions are bound to
supplant the inventions of the aljove named and other large electrical concerns, who cannot at their own
terms control such new inventions. -

We are manufacturing under our own patents and are not infringing.
The above named Arms are suing us upon a small fan motor as an excuse to get a chance to make

the public believe that the state of the art is not history as far as they know it.

'I hey have spent millions of dollars trving to invent apparatus to do certain things. They failed.

We did invent it and have had it patented all over the world. AND IT WORKS.
They win try by stratfgy to do what they dare not do openly. .,, . ^, . .We wish to ask that the dealers and others who have received or will receive threatening letters

from the above named concerns, will please send same to our attorneys, Messrs. Alexander & Maglll,
Giraid Building, Philadelphia. „ ....We are In the field to stay and do not propose to be intimidated. The Scott & Janney Long Dis-
tance Single Phase Alternating Railway and Power System will supersede the inventions of the above
named companies. AND THEY KNOW IT.

FUliLi PROTECTIOHr GUAKAIHTEBD TO Alit
PtTRCHASEBS OF OUR APPARATUS.

The Scott & Janney

Electric and Mfg. Co.,

1707-1709 Filbert Street, PHILADELPHIA.
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Water Motor and D|iaanio,PPrice, $8.00

"Weight, packed in box, 16 lbs.

"Will charge storage batteries for bi-

cycle lights and for medical apparatus.

"Will light small incandescent lamps.

Direct current for general experi-

menting.

8®° Stamp for catalogue.

THE CARLISLE & FINCH CO., - 832 W. 6th Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

DIXON'S BELT DRESSING

BUY
Your Electrical Books of the Electrician

Publisliing Co., Suite 510 flarquette

Bldg., Chicago, You will save TIME and

MONEY by doing so. JOS.

AND LEATHER PRESERVATIVE.
I3 guaranteed to prevent slipping and to preserve the leather.

It will pay you to send for circulars and testimonials.

DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

Emm lE^m^mm: ^m
CHICAGO.

Steady Lights from

Unsteady Power.

The Chapman Voltage Regulator
Controls the voltage of varying speed dynamos.

Lamp renewals reduced.
Perfect regulation of voltage by an automatic device magnetically

controlled. 35 to 50 per cent, variation in speed of water wheel or
engine controlled within 2 per cent, of the normal, and it acts as
quick as a circuit breaker. Every central station should have them.
Generators can be worked nearer the limit of their capacity by their
use, thus increasing their eflPective working power.

Some who are using:
Vermont Electric Light Co., Burlington, Vt.
Glen Mfg. Co., Berlin, N. H.
Rumford Falls Sulphite Co., Rumtord Falls, Me.
Northfield Electric Co., Northfield, Vt.
Hollingsworth & Whitney Co., Waterville, Me.
Bar Mills Electric Co., Bar Mills, Me.
Forest Mills Co., Bridgton, Me.
Norway Electric Light Co., Norway, Me.

Crookston Water, Pr. &Lt. Co., Crookston, Minn.
Pondicherry Mills, Bridgton, Me.
Kingston Electric Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Baijgeas Sulphite Co., Berlin, N. H.
CliffjPaper Co., Niagara Falls, N. Y.
Westbrook Electric Light Co., Westbrook, Me.
Valleyfleld Electric Co., Valleyfield, Quebec.
Orr & Co., Paper Mills, Troy, N. Y.

Recent orders have just been received from Stanley Electric Mfg. Co., PittsBeld, Mass.; Calumet
& Hecla Smelting Co., So. Lake Linden, Mich.; Edison Eleo. lU'g Co., Topeka, Kan.; Marietta Elec.

Co., Marietta, O., and Westbrook Elec. Lt. & Pr. Co., Westbrook, Me.

CORRI »OIMDEIMCI SOUICI-TED.
Patents owned and controlled exclnsively by

Boston Olllcc. 154 Congress St.
New York Office. Brewster Enz Co

Tbames Building, New York Clt>

Send for Circular A oi

m^etlva WMt^ra Eleiptrlfl^Q,

Tiii BELKNAP MOTOR CO.,
Home Office and Manufactory: Portland, Me., Ui S. A.
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EiraKKB F. Fhuxipb, Frest. F. N. Phillips, Treaa. W. H. Sawteb, Seoy.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
111, PROTIDEISCE, K. I.

V /// BAEE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

New York Stoke. P. C. Ackerman. 10 Cortlaudt St.

Chicago Stoke, F. E. Donohoe. 241 Madison St.

MONTKEAL Branch, Eugene F. Phillips' Electrical Works.

THE CLARK WIRE.
FOR

SWITCHBOARD,

RAILWAY

and MOTOR USE.

CLARK WIRE"

All sizes of

Stranded and FEex*

ible Wire and
Cables with

~ Clark's Insulation.

Inspector Boston Fire Underwriters* Union says:

**A thoroughly reliable and desirable wire in every respect."

The Clark wire has been before the public and in use for the past ten years,

and has met with universal favor. We guarantee our insulation wherever used.

Aerial, Underground or Submarine, and our net prices are as low, if not lower,

than any other first-class insulated wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues,

with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
HENKY A. CLARK, Treas. and Gen'l Manager.

HEEBEKT H. EUSTIS. Pres. and Electrician.

61-63 Hampshire Street,

Given
Away

Our new catalogue of Elec-

trical Books. Contains 100
pages, listing all electrical

books to date of publication.

Send for a copy, mailed free

to any address. Electrician

Publishing Co., Suite 510
Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

TRIMMER'S
TOWER WAGON,

NOVEL FEATURES.
With it a Trimmer can trim about 2.50 lamps as com-

pared with 60 lamps trimmed by "tindKing with ladder
and kit. ' Write for detailed descripiion.

STUDEBAKER BROS. MFG. CO.,
SOUTH BEND, IND.

THOS, MUIR & SON.
DETROIT,

MICH.,

13 Larned

OUR NEW

ELEVATOR

AUTO-MOTOR

STARTER.

St. w.
Manufacturers

and
• Selling Agents for

Card Electric Co., Dynamos.
Lundell" Motors and Fans.

Imperial" Incandescent Lamps.
Interior Conduit, Brass and Iron.

A Insulated Wires.
\ Insulating Tapes, Etc.

f "Detroit" Hedical Batteries.

f Ca

f "I
i..I

^ Int

OUR NEW
Aiuminum-Lineii

REFLECTORS.

,220,500Volfs.

f Estimates Given on Elevators

J GET

J
OUR

^ INCANDESCENT
^ AND
i WELSBACH
i LIGHTS riADE

I BRILLIANT.

PRICES.

CHICJ^G^O JVIClMLJV.a^XJieE> CO.,
Aj-maturee, Fields

an d Transformers

Re-xyoniid.

Pnplieate Arma-
fnres made.

Expert El ectrical

Testing.

(INCORPORATED,)

14 and 16

North Canal St,
CHICAGO.

Onr Specialty: Gominiitators made and re-filled and armature winding for any system.

FOR SALE:
ye^v an d st'oond-

liand Oynamo-3Io-

tors. Arc-ljanips,etc.

"Write for onr spe-

oial diseouDt.

Fort Wayne Electric Corporation,
FORT WAYNE, IND.

Lro, DIr
Apparatus for

»c-fc Curren-t and Al-te
andescen-fc ^igh-fcing;
>M«/^^r Treinsmissi^n.

-na-t-
ind

T. H. Brady, New Britain,. Conn., U. S. A.,

Manufacturer of MastArms.Poleand
Swinging Hoods. House Brackets and
other Specialties for Construction
'WoT'k..— Catalogues and Prices fur-
nished on application.

AMERICAN"S«
ARE THE BEST. Sen^ for Descriptive CIrculat,

Absolutely Non-lnfrihging.
Protection Cuaranteeo.

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
ESTD 1S89. 38 W. Quincy St., Chicago, III.

EVERYTHING IN WIRE.
BARE AND INSULATED.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF JHE "CHICAGO" RAIL BOND.

MffATlNGAPPARATU^I

WEATHERPROOF WIRE.

WASHBURN ^ MOEN MFC. CO.,
'V^ORCeSTER, IVIASS.

BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES: New York, Chicago, San Francisco, Houston, Philadelphia,
Pittsburg, Boston,

COMPLETE STOCK CARRiED BY

Western Electric Co., New York,

Electric Appliance Co,, Chicago.

Pettlngell Andrews Co,, Boston.

Electrical Engineering Co., Minneapolis,

St. Louis Electrical Supply Co., St. Louis.

The Bradford Belting Co., Cincinnati

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.|

Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET, R, I.
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WANTED.
Ti'i'liiilrallyi'ilncali.'il vmiii!; clrrlrirlim. famil-

iar wllh lul.nr.ilon aiul rniiiHinvliil t.'^liij;,

miTliMlilral skill :it iilslniiili'iil liiiikiiiK: liiisiiicss

nxpiTH'iHT or ciiilhil In iri\.'sl iiii^'lil III' iil'advau-

tasc liiif air mil .ssriiliil, Slulr A^^r, raiicalliin,

oxpciiciii'c anil p:t\ r\|tiriiil. A 1 III icss ••Labira-

tory ." iM In W I 's I li K \ 1:1 lii 11:11 IAN. r.lli Mar-
ilncUi? I'.Uli;-., fllii'a^n.

WANTED.
By an ex]ierleuceil teloplione man, wlio woiiUi

invest a small >iuin of money, a position as super-
inli'iiilent iir mana|j;er in a telephone exchange
in a pi()t:rrssi\ e town. Has eight years' experi-
ence and can furnisli best of references. Ad-
dress "Telephone," care of AVestkrn Elec-
trician, ran Marquette Building. Chicago.

WANTED.
rosition as engineer and electrician of light

plant by a man of G years' experience in running
light plant and water worlvs. Strictly temperate
and can give lirst-class references as to ability

and character. Would be pleased to hear from
parties who want a sober. Industrious electrician

and engineer. Address "Temperate. "care West-
ern Klecteician, 010 IVIarquette Building,
Chicago.

\A/^A. IVTED.
ARMATURES TO REWIND.
Winders direct from T.-H. and Westinghouse
shops. Work guaranteed. Ten years' experience.
Light plants installed complete. Send for prices.

HODGE, WALSH & LORINC,
531 Delaware, Kansas City. Mo,

Assignee's Sale.
The Electric Engineering & Supply Company,

of Syracuse, liaving made a general assignment,
its entire plant con'sisting of machinery, tools,

dies and fixture&^and ail of its stock of goods are
for sale at reduced prices in bulk or in part.
Address communicaiions to BENJAMIN STOLZ.
Assignee, 339 Onondaga County Savings Bank
Building. Syracuse, N. Y.

FOR SALE CHEAP.
Make us an offer. One iron mast standing,

complete, 125 feet high, secondhand, for -1 lamps,
in good state of preservation; having no further
use for it we are anxious to sell. Santa Barbara
Electric Light Co.. Santa Barbara, Cal.

Second hand Arc Lamps of different manu-
facture: good as new and llioroughly tested:
also. Arc and Incandescent Dynamos and other
electrical apparatus.
Always in the market for scrap Dynamos,

Motors, Wire, Copper, burned out Incandes-
cent Lamps and Lamp bases, etc. AddressTHE
CORHJMAM COMPAiWMlSi Hamilton St..

Cleveland, Ohio.

FOR SALE.
Electric liglit plant and franchise; no competi-

tion. All in a No. i order. In one of the best
county seat towns in Iowa, with a good and con-
stantly increasing busineys. Will sell entire
plant or half interest to a practical man who
has the casli. No others need apply. For full
particulars address J. F. Babcock, IS'ew Hamp-
ton. Iowa.

FOR SALE.
Electric light plant and franchise. No other

competing electric or gas plants. Will sell en-
tire or part interest, to responsible party.
Standard Electric Co., Clinton Wis.

Bargains in IStreet Railway
Apparatus.

MOTORS^ Price each.

4G. E. 800 motors $1S5.00
2 Steel motors. "C" No. 3 200.00
4 Walker motors, 30 h. p 175,00
2 Westinghouse No. 12, 30h. p 150.00
10 ' No. 12. 20h. p 160.00
23 " No.3.25h.p 150.00
24 Edison No. 6. 15 h. p G5.00

GENERATORS.
Edison, T.-H., Detroit. Eae. Write for piices.

TRUCKS.
20 McGuire old style trucks, 25 Brill trucks,

Cars and Trailers. Write for photos and prices.

Tlie Electrical Exchange,
Long Distance Tel. 744 Express.

166-174 S. Clinton St., Chicago.

Agents Wanted.

A few good live agents

to take snlbscriptions for

the WESTERIV ELEC-
TRICIAX and handle our
hook publications. Liheral

commissions paid.

Address, stating expe-

rience and references,

Electrician Publishing Co.,

5 ro MARQUETTE BLDC,

CHICAGO.

ELECTROTYPES.
IRHICAGO ELECTRO. & STEREO. CO.,

149-155 Plymouth Place, Chicago.

EVERY-DAY EXCURSIONS

To all parts of the world can be arrang-
ed for any day in the year,- for one or

more persons, upon application
,
to any

principal ticket agent of the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway. Itiner-

aries carefully prepared for excursions
to California, Mexico, China, Japan,
and to any part of Europe. Estimates
furnished, including all expenses.
Tickets furnished for the complete
journey. It is not necessary to wait for

any. so-called "Personally Conducted
Excursions." In these days of progress-
ive enlightenment, with the English
language spoken in every land under the
sun, one does not need to depend upon
the services of guides for sight-seeing,

but can go it alone or in small family
parties, with great comfort and security
and at one's own convenience. Write to

C. N. Souther, City Ticket Agent, 95

Adams St., Chicago.

The Coast Line to MACKINAC
" TAKE THE '

TO
MACKINAC
DETROIT
PETOSKEY
CHICAGO

New Steel Passenger Steamers
The Greatest Perfection yet attained in

Boat Construction—Luxurious Equipment,
Artistic Furnishing, Decoration and Effic-

ient Service, insuring the higliest degree of

COMFORT, SPEED AND SAFETY
Four Trips per Week Between

Toledo, Detroit and Mackinac
PETOSKEY, "the SOO," MARQUETTE

AND DULUTH.
LOW RATES to Picturesque Mackinacand

Return, inciudins neals and Berths. From
Cleveland. $|8; from Toledo, $15; from
Detroit, $13.50.

DAY AND NIGHT SERVICE.

Between Detroit and Cleveland
Connecting at Cleveland with Earliest

Trains for all points East. South and South-
west and at Detroit for all points North and
Northwest.

Sunday Trips June. July, August and Sept. Only

EVERY DAY BETWEEN

Cleveland,Put=in=Bay^Toledo
Send for Illustrated Pamphlet. Address
A. A. SCHANTZ, a. p. a.. DETROIT. MICH.

THe Detroit & cieveiaitd steam Hav. Go.

Scrap Copper Wire Wanted.
If you have any Old Copper Wire of any description to

dispose of, it will pay you to communicate with us, as we are
",1 all times in the market for any quantity of Scrap Copper
Wire, at the highest market values. We pay cash and send
prompt returns. We are also supplying the electrical trade with
our high grade Babbitt, Cotton Waste, Solder, Etc. Please com-
municate with us.

SWARTS METAL REFINING CO.,
20 N. Desplaines Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Stilwell's Patent stXed Water Purifier.
Removes all Impurities.

ENTIRELY PREVENTS SCALE IN STEAM

BOILERS. Catalogue on Application.

Tlie Stilfell-Bierce & Smitli-Vaile C0.3

DAYTON, OHIO.
Rlsdon Iron & tocomotiTe Works. San Francisco, Cal., Paclllc Coast Agent.

JUST PUBLISHED.

DYNAMOS,
A practical explanation of the Designing',

Construction, Operation, Main-
tenance and the

CARE AND MANAGEMENT
...OF...

DYINAiVIOS,
BY F. S. HUNTING,

Chief Engineer Fort "Wayne Electric Cor-
poration.

20 Pag-es, Size 7 by 10 inches, 26 Illustrations,
Pamphlet Form.

PRIOB, 3B CENTS-

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Suite 510 marauette Bldg., Chicago.

Anchor or Toggle Bolt.

PATENTED OCT. 20, 1 BBS.

TENSILE STRENGTH, 870 LBS.

Electrical and Small Woodwork a Specialty.
Send for catalogue.

C.H. LEVER MFG. CO., CHICAGO.

Making sockets our Specialty '

Write for full particulars, free Samples,
etc. We make many brands of

OCKETS
Have saved others money. Can save you.

H. T. PAISTE CO.
CHICAGO PHILADELPHIA

WANT A GOOD THING

The month
of June
beats the
Record.
Why?

Our goods are
Our prices are
Our methods are
Our location is

We are all

And you are all

S£XD FOR OUR BRA7V]> KEW UP-TO-BATE CATAXOGUE.

Tlie Worcester Polyteclmic InstMe
TVORCESTEK, MASS.

T. C. MEXftEJTHAJOr,, Prcsiaent.
Courses of study In Mechanical, Civil and Elec-

trical Engineering, Chemistry and General
Science. New and extensive laboratories In
Engiueerine. Electricity, Pliysics and Chemistry.
Special facilities in Steam aud Hydraulics, 1 76-
pagre Catalogue, showing positions filled by
fraduates mailed free. Address J. K. MAR-
HALL, Registrar.

SUP/'lies!

SeconilHand Engines.

A rare chance to buy good second-hand engines

built in the best known shops and guaranteed to ,b^

in good repair.

American Engine Co.,
BOUND BROOK, N. J.
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Victor Turbine Water Wheel.
Cylinder or Register Gate— Close Regulation and High Efficiency

at Full and Partial Gate-
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CELBBRATEn WATER

WHEF.I^ as particularly adapted to their use, on account of its remarkablr steady moilon,
lilgli Bpccd aitd great efficiency aud lar^e capacity for its diameter, being double
the power of most wheels of the same diameter. It is used by a number of the leading electric com-
panies with great satisfaction. In the economical use ot water it is without an equal, prodrcing the
highest per cent of usetul effect gaaranteed.

SE/\/D FOR CATALOGUE AND PARTICULARS.
The accompanying engraving represents a single 10-inch Victor Turbine on horizontal shalt to

develop 36 H. P. under 38 feet head. Arranged with 12-inch Worrell Friction Coupling at one end to
disconnect pulley.

We are now prepared to furnish Victor Turbines, either single or in pairs, on horizontal shafts
and where the situation admits of their use we recommend them.

THE S^ILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO., DAYTON, OHIO.
Risdon Iron & Locomotive Works, San Francisco. Cal Pacific Coast Agents

Cedar Railway, Telephone,
Telegraph and fllectric liight

Pine painted cross arms and Oak pins. Get
our prices for delivery at any destination. Six
sortinp: yards, our ISlonroe yard being most
Southern and Eastern in Michigan. Our card:
Al poles and good despatch.

W. G. Sterling & Son,
MONROE, MICH.

Hot

Cool

Weather or

Weather the

WESTERN

ELECTRICIAN
Is always interesting. Always contains
timely information as well as the latest
news. If you are not a regular reader
send us your name and address for trial

offer.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
Suite 510 Marquette Building,

CHICAGO, - - ILL.

WHITE CEDAR POLES
And STREET CAR TIES.

IVholesale Producers.

CEDAR
LiNDSLEY Bros.,

MENOMINEE, MICH.,

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS. POLES

Ira Carley
Can ship you anywhere anything In cedar from
a 3 in. 7 ft. to 7 in. 70 ft. Electrical con-
tracts my specialty.

INGALLS, MICH.

HAWKINS' NEW CATECHISM
OF ELECTRICITY.

Plan of the Work, Contents, Etc.

The New Catechism of Electricity will be found to be
surprisingly plain, and free from useless and ambiguous
terms. The plan upon which it is arranged is unique.
The book is, first of all. intended to be plain and in-

structive; some 3(K) illustrations have been introduced,
so that the mere pictures will afford almost a knowledge
of tlie subiects.

It is a school book from the manner in whicli it pro-
ceeds from the simple facts to the abstract principles
whicli the facts indicate; it is also a tioolt of reference
through the index of seventeen double columns of line
type pages; by means of this index a thousand items of
practical imponance are at once available.
It is an up-to-date work, whicli has cost a large outlay

of capital and time, and, in short, it is doubtful if any
more attractive book has ever been issued—or one more
useful.
The subjects treated upon are as follows: Dedication

to Thomas A. Edison, with engraving of Mr. Edison;
Preface and Introduction; Nature and Source ofKlec-
tricity and Magnetism.
The Dynamo; Conductors and Non-Conductors; Sym-

bols, abbreviations and definitions relating to electric-
ity; Parts of the Dynamo; The Motor; The Care and
Management of the Dynamo and Motor.
Electric Lighting; Wiring; The rules and require-

ments of the National Board of Underwriters in full;

Electrical Measurements.
The Electric Kailway; Line Work; Instruction and

Cautions for Linemen and the Dynamo Room; Storage
Batteries; Care and iManagenient of the Street Car
Motor; Electro Plating.
The Telephone and Telegraph; The Electric Elevator;

Accidents and Emergencies, etc., etc.

Tiie full one-third part of the whole work has been
devoted to the explanation and Illustrations of the dy-
namo, and particular directions relating to its care and
management;—all the directions are given in the sim-
plest and most kindly way to assist rather than confuse
the learner. The names of tlie various parts of tlie ma-

chme aie ilso given with pictorial illustrations of the same.
In the C itethism no less than 25 full page illustrations have been given of the various dynamo

machines made in different parth of tlie country, and an equal number of part page illustrations.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO.

The Standard Open Circuit Batteries

of the World.

SEND FOR CIKCnLAE AND PBICE3.

THE LECLANCHi BATTERY CO.,

Ill to 117 East 131st St., N. Y.

DON'T THINK
That you can keep posted as to

what is going on in the western

electrical field without reading the

Western Electrician. It is the
electrical newspaper, and if you
are not a subscriber you will find it

to your advantage to become one
at once.

$3.00 per year;

$1.50 for six months.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 510 Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO.

The Bullock Electric Mfg. Co.,
I032 BROA.D'XA/iBk.Y, ^IN^I rtfNiB^TI, OhHIO. %^

ELECTRIC LIGHT
AND

POWER PLANTS,
AND

SLOW SPEED
MOTORS.

NEW YORK:

BOSTON:

St. Paul Building.

No. 8 Oliver Street.

PHILADELPHIA:
No. 662 Bourse Building.

CHICAGO:
No. 623 Western Union BIdg.
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We Have Cut Our Prices Lower Than Ever!
You have no further excuse for not equipping 3'our exchange with StrombeCgf-CarlSOII Telephones

and Telephone Apparatus.
We have cut our coat according to the cloth—our prices to the times. OUT Standard Of High Grade

Work is maintained throughout. Our profits are sacrificed.

DON'T BUY A LAWSUIT.
GET OUR CATALOGUE.
There's good reading in it on the patent situation. Good advice to the uninitiated.

The Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co.,
76 W. JACKISON BOriiEVARD, CHICAGO, ILL., U. S. A.

Full equipment for Central Stations, also for House, Office, Factory, Police and Fire Alarm systems, manu-
factured in our own shops from crude material.

The very simplest and most efficient Street Railway System on the market.

American Electric

Telephone Co.,

The Largest Manufacturers

#

OF

Telep>l-ione
Sv^i-tcHboards

m THE rJTITED STATES.

AU Goods Strictly High Grade.
325 e.xchanges, aggregating 60,000 telephones, in

use. Three years service. Write for our 1897

catalogue showing new types and prices.

J
American Elec. Telephone Co.,

171 and 1 73 S. Canal Street, CHICAGO.
ipCELAlNj^,mi UFACTOKr.

•W«1^Sft«'

WESTERN TELEPHONE

-^^CONSTRUCTION CO.,
260 S. Clinton Street, CHICAGO,

. . LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OP . .

Telephoiies and AppUances,
EXCLUSIVELY. IN THE UNITED STATES.

Swedish
Telephones.

Adjustable Arm 'Phone for Ex-
change and Toll Liine TFork.
Write for prices.

WHITMAN & COUCH,
196 Summer St., Boston.

McFell Electric Co., 1 549-50 Marquette BIdg., Chicago Agents.

NETKT ZSDITIOH.X -RAYS
FOR EVERYBODY.

Idv^^^rd T'r^'V^r-l:.

Just off the Press. 93 Pages. 47 Illustrations.

Fully describes in plain terms how to perform experiments wjctt the X-Ray Outfit.

Tells what electrical apparatus is needed and how to manipulate it. Illustrations show
clearly how to connect up the Crookes Tube, the RuhmkorfE Coil, and how to run
them, either by batteries or electric light currents. How to make an X-Ray Outfit

very cheaply, including a Fluoroscope.
Write us at once, enclosing 2$ Cents in stamps, postal note, express money or-

der, and get one of these valuable books.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO..
610 Marquette BIdg.,

THR TELaEPHONE HAND-BOOK
t^&

BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB.

Member of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, London. Author of ''A PraJical Guide to the Testing of
Insulated Wires and Cables." Joint Author of "Electricity i7i Daily Life."

^QSes, 138 lllus-trs *ri^e $I.OO.i-ti^ns, Clo-tH, IH^nd-E
EXTRACT FROM PREFACE.

"This little book has no pretension to be considered a complete treatise on telephony as it exists in America. Tlie time for such a work Is not yet come. But It is felt that there Is a demand
for a practical book on tcleplione working and management, and the TELEPHONE HAND BOOK Is an attempt at meeting that demand. Witii the exception of a few chapters dealing wim
certam forms of transmitters and receiveis used in Europe, which are given for the information of tiiose who may wish to engage in the manufacture of telephones, the hook is based entirely on
standard American practice; and most of the material, apparatus and methods described are peculiar to or have originated in this country."

'v^o pains have been spared to make it the bPGt hook of its kind. It is right up to date, intensely practical, and so plain and clear In Its language that anyone can understand and learn from It

everything regarding telephone work and management. It conforms in size and style to oar other Kand-Books which have been so favorably received by the entire electrical fraternity.

CHAPTER 1. The Invention of the Telephone.
2. Sound Waves. Articulate Speech.
3. Electric Telephony. The Bell Telephone.
4. The Microphone.
5. Current Induction. Electromagnetic In-

duction.
6. The Induction Coll: Its Use In the Tele-

phone Transmitter.
7. The Comr>lete Telephone Circuit.
8. Magnet Telephones.
9. The Bell Telephone Receiver.

10. Other forms of Magnet Telephones.
U. The Gower, Ader and D'Arsonval Receiv-

ers. Mercadier's Bl-Telephone.
12. The Siemens, Kotyra, iNemnayer and

BGttcher Receivers.

-CONTENTS.-
CHAPTER 13. Carbon Transmitters.

14. The Blake Transmitter.
15. The Long Distance Transmitter.
16. The Solid-back Transmitter.
17. The Berliner Transmitter.
18. The Cuttriss Transmitter.
19. Various European Transmitters.
20. The Efficiency of Carbon Transmitters.
21. Batteries for Telephone Work.
22. Open Circuit Batteries.

23. Ck)sed Circuit Batteries.

24. The Practical Management of Batteries.
25. Magneto Bell.

26. Automatic Switches.
27. Telephone Line Construction,

CHAPTER 28. MetaUic Circuit,

29. Underground Wires.
30. Lightning Arresters.
31. Inside Wiring.
32. Installation of Telephone Instruments.
M- Inspection and Maintenance.

The Condenser; Its Use in Telephony.
Electromagnetic Retardation.

36. Exchange Working.
37. Small Exchanges.
38. Party Lines: The Bridging Bell.

39. Long Distance Telephony.
40. Duplex Telephony.
41. Simultaneous Teleeraphy and Telephony

Appendix.

34.

35.

MtnisiieduidrorBaieby ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COm Suite 6^I0 Marquette Buildingi CHICAGO.
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nr*THISC° HAS BEEN MAKING

fTELEPHOHES
f? 20 YEARS, NOT CHEAP BUT
SERVICEABLE SKD FULLY CUAWNTEED.

,
• CIRCULARS FURNISHED. •

VfADVCT Electric C°
BALTIMORE.MD.U.S.A.

Mechanical

Engineers

who are interested in elec-

tricity should write for our

catalogue of

ELECTRICAL

BOOKS

Electrician Publishing

Company,

Suite 510 Marquette Buildiu;,

CHICAGO.

ALL GOONS LOOK ALIKE TO ME-
HMD

All Telephones May Look Alike to You—
But before buying, examine the parts, test the working qualities and
investigate references. Cheap goods cost more in the end than high

grade goods to start with. If you want the best, write us.

THE D. A. KUSEL TELEPHONE MFG. CO.,
No. I 105 Pine St., ST. LOUIS, MO.

IT SPEAKS
FOR ITSELF and FOR YOU!

THERE ARE MICROPHONES AND MICROPHONES,

BUT
THE MILDE CARBON MICROPHONES

(CONTROLLED BY US)

Excel All Others.
So do oar SWITCHBOARDS and TEIiEPHOJTES.

STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.,
adCadisoiT., AJVis., U. S. A.

NOTICE.
TO THOSE INTERESTED IN ELECTRIC

LIGHTING.

If you haven't read Buckley's "ELECTRIC LIGHTING
PLANTS; THEIR COST AND OPERATION," you should

order a copy at once. It is the only work of its kind in print

and will prove an inseparable companion. It is ;ust the book
thousands of men have been waiting for; it will be what you
want. 275 pages. Illustrated. Cloth, $2.00. Paper cover,

81.00. Postage free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY.
Suite 510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago,

DIRECTORY OF PRINCIPAL ELEC-

TRICAL AND MECHANICAL

ENGINEERS.

Charles A. Pratt,

Consulting Electrical Engineer.

Power transmission and BubdiTlslon for
fftctorles. Electric coal mining plants.
Designs for special machinery.
Plans, speclflcatlons, tests, supervision.

1118 Jlonadnock Bldg., Chicago.

Foree Bain,

Consulting,
Designing,
Supervising.
Constructing,
Testing.

Electrical and
Mechanical Engineer.

Plans, Sppclfirations and
General Engineering.
Expert in Patent Causes.

Suite 1057. 1058 and 1050
Dlonadnock Itldff.. VHHAiiO.

William H. Bryan, M. E.,

H. H. Humphrey, M. S.,

Mechanical and Electrical Engineers,

Consultations, Keports, ?:stlmates, I'laus.
Specifications. Superintendence. Tests. J'ur-
cnasing. Designs of Ontral stations a S|te-
cialty. Turner Building. Ht. I.ouis.

I A. L. McRae,
I

Consulting Electrical Engineer.

!
Estimates, Plans, Specifications, Ex-

i

aminations, Reports, Tests.

I

306 Oriel Bldf;., ST. liOVIS, 9IO.

Map of the United States.
A large handsome Map of the United

States, mounted and suitable for office or

home use, is issued by the Burlington

Route. Copies will be mailed to any ad-

dress on receipt of fifteen cents in postage

by P. S. EusTis, Gen'l Pass. Agent, C, B.

& Q. R. R., Chicago, 111.

ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM.
A series of thirty-four lessons covering the Science of Electricity from its Fundamental Principles to its Everyday Practical Application. Comprises 325 pages, over 300 diagrams and illustralions. Price $2. By

PROF. D. C. JACKSON. University of Wisconsin.
j PROF. WM. A. ANTHONY, of New York. I

PROF. A. C. PERRINE. Leland Stanford University. Cal.

PROF. H. S. CARHART. University of Micliigau. PROF. BROWN AYRES, Tulaue University. I
PROF. GEO. D. SHEPARDSON University of Minn.,

PROF. B. F. THOMAS, University of Ohio. A. Comprehensive Treatise in Simple Language, free from Algebraic Equations and Easily IJnderatood. And others.

3.

The nature and properties of electricity.
Machines for generating electricity by friction and
by electric Induction.

Electric batteries or appliances for generating elec-
tricity by chemical action.
Electric batteries or appliances for generating elec-
tricity by chemical action (concluded).
The magnetic effects of electric currents, magnetic
fields.

The magnetic effects of electric currents, and mag-
netic circuits.
Ohm's law of the flow of electricity.
Heating effects of electric currents. Miscellaneous
effects of electric currents.
Galvanometers and voltameters.
Measurement of electrical resistancp.
Everyday measurements of electric eui-ronts and
pressures.

O F- CS^NI-C I

12. Everyday measurements of electric power. Con-
densers and the measurement of their capacity.

13. Electrolytic deposition of metals.
14. The electric telegraph.
15. Multiple telegraphv.
16. The telephone.
17. The construction of telegraph and telephone lines

and instruments.
18. Testing lines for insulation and conductivity and the

location of leaks and breaks.
19. Principles of continuous current dynamos and

motors.
20. Principles of continuous current dynamos and

motors, their construction, care and attendance.
21. Arc lighting and arc light machinery.
22. Incandescent lighting and power transmission, two.

three and five wire systems of distribution for
electric lights and motors.

23. Construction of electric light and power circuits and
their testing.
Testing electric light circuits, and the distribution
and measurement of light.

Electromagnetic induction.
Alternating currents.
Alternating currents and alternating current ma-
chinery (con-eluded).
Miscellaneous applications of electric motors.
Electric railways.
Methods of handling and controlling railway motors
and generators.
Model electric plants.
Underwriters' rules, etc.

Electric welding, forging, etc.; electricity applied to
the kitchen.

Electro-therapeutics.

SENT POSTAGE PREPAID TO ANY ADDRESS IN THE WORLD ON RECEIPT OF PRICE, $2.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 MARQUETTE BLDG., CHICAGO,
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Special Offer!
WESTERN .

.

ELECTRICIAN

3 MONTHS 50 CENTS
THIRTEEN NUMBERS CONTAINING B. J. ARNOLD'S ELEVEN LECTURES ON THE

"DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS," DE-
LIVERED IN MARCH AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA.

SECOND HALF OF NINTH LECTURE IN THIS ISSUE.

TITLES OF THE LECTURES:

B. J. ARNOLD.

1. Possible Sources of Energy.
2. Cost of the Production ofPower.
S. Boilers and Accessories.
4. Water Supply, Pumps, Condensers, Heaters,

Economizers, Etc.
5. Engines.
6. Piping.

7. Connections between Engines and Gen-
erators.

8. Oenerators and Switchboard.
9. Storage Battery Auxiliaries.

10. Preliminary Determinations.
11. Buildings and General Arrangements.

"In securing the exclusive rigrht to the serial publication

of the lectures delivered last month at the University of

Nebraska, by Bion ,T. Arnold, the Western Electrician
feels that it is providing for its readers during the next

three months a feature of assured excellence. As a student,

Mr. Arnold is close, careful, persistent, yet enthusiastic

withal; as an engineer he is practical, cautious, yet quick

to adapt himself to existing conditions, and eager to se-

cure the best result without dogmatic adhesion to any pet

theory. He seems to balance well theory and practice and
has been successful in accomplishment. Devoting especial

attention to power station work, he is well qualified to

speak on the "Design and Construction of Electric Power
Plants," which is the subject of his series of lectures.

The first lecture, which appears in this issue, somewhat
abridged, shows with what thoroughness Mr. Arnold ap-

proaches his subject."

—

Editorial Announcement.

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE PLANT.

A BIT OF HIS tVORK.

Send 50 cents and Receive the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN for 13 Weeks, and learn all about Electric Power Plants.

>-<H>0-0K><K><H>0<K><><K>O<><><H><>-0-0<H>^^
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/ DEALERS T/V

^i-ECOyVD HAN J) MAC Hi Nil.)

J.£. ELLIOTT. CLAimK^ AATID/VAL tllCTJ^iC Co., /S /l/llCHf&A/vsJ,, CbEVtLAN2>, OHIO..

^A/M
YOU ARE

TIRED
Of using "DYNA-
MO" Beltlns: made
from "3ho u Ide r

Stock," write us
for prices and in-

formation on "LE-
VIATHAN" and
"O A K LEAF"
Belting:, and our
method of "Belt-

i n g up" ELEC-
TRIC LIGHT and
POWER PLANTS.
High grade Belt-

ing only. Best
Results. Least
Cost.

Write fully, con-

d i 1 1 o n s under
which Belting
runs, power re-

quired, etc.

MAIN BEL-TINO CO.,

55and 57 Market St., CHICAGO, ILL.
1221-1235 Carpenter St., Philadelphia.

120 Pearl St., Boston.

DERIVATION OF

Practical Electrical lliiits.

LIEUT. F. B. BADT and PROF. H. S. CARHART.

PRICE, POSTAGE PREPAID, 75c.

This is a very handsome book of 60

pages, printed on fine heavy paper, with

neat cloth binding. It contains PoR-

TBAiTS and Biographies of Ohm, Watt,

Faraday, Joule, Gauss, Weber, Sir Wil-

liam Siemens, Dr. Werner von Siemens,

Volta, Ampere, Daniell, von Jacobi,

together with a carefully prepared table

of the Practical Electrical Units, with

their relative values.

In no other Single Volume can thrsi

Rare Collection of Portraits be Found.

Electrician Pilisliini Cofflpany,

510 Marquette Building, - CHICAGO.

-TMI

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Manufacturers of the

Morrii "Cliniax" and "Coipomf Safety Water

Tnlie Boilers.

BUILT IN UNITS OF 50 TO 1 ,00O He P.

CAUTION:
ALSO BUILDERS OF

Smoke Stacks, Tanks, Etc., and
All Classes of Iron Work.

Speciflcations, Dra-fFings and Prices f^amislied
on application.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boilers.

Beware of infringers, they will

be rigidly prosecuted.

TMlEirOUS,
National Tube Works Company.

Boston, 70 Federal St. I Chicago, corner Clinton and Fulton Streets.New York, Havemeyer Building, Cortlandt St. St. Louis, 938 Nortli Second Street.
Pittsburg, Fidelity Building, Fourth Ave. I Worlis, McKeesport, Pa.

Gas,

GasolineTHE OTTO

ENGINES
and....

Natural Gas

OVEB, 45,000 SOI<I>

Electric Lighting.
SIZES 1 TO 2B0 H. P.

Electric Light Plants in Operation

from 2 to 250 H. P.

Tie Otto das Ensine forks, Inc.

PHIIiADEIiPHIA.

Isolated Lighting
and Economical Power.

City, District and State Agents Wanted.

NOTHING LIKE IT.

VAN HORNE, BURGER & CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

ME>A/^ E DITIOIM,
CROSBY & BELL'S ELECTRIC RAILWAY,

JUST OUT. PKICE 82.50. SEX1> FOB IT.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 Marquette Bu ilding, CHICAGO.

The Best and^^ MH Xhe Jfest ano

Gasoline Engines, ceapestpow
"^ er for drlTtn.

Dynamos. Steady Ucht Guaranteed. ISenil

for Cataloffue. Etc.

THE VANDUZEN GASOLINE ENGINE CO., CINCINNATI, OHIOo

A VALUABLE BOOK FOR ENGINEERS AND FIREMEN NOW READY.

MODERN EXAMINATIONS OF STEAM ENGINEERS or PRACTICAL THEORY EXPLAINED and ILLUSTRATED.

BY W. H. WAKEMAN.
12 mo. Cloth. 53 Chapters.272 pages.

Containing a complete list of 300 questions such as will be asked of any
Engineer when taliing examination for U. S. Government or State License, all

of which are fully answered in the text.

PHice, $2.00
By mail, postpaid, to any part of the world

This book while especially adapted for engineers' examinations, is also in-

- tended as a practical guide to Engineers, Firemen, Boiler Makers, Machinists,
and others, in daily practice.

The author being a practical steam engineer himself, well knows the wants
of the working engineer, and has put into this work such knowledge and infor-

mation as is best adapted to their use, making it altogether the most complete
and comprehensive guide for the busy workers in the engine room, boiler works
and machine shops that has ever been published.

As one engineer who has read the book says: "I think there are few engi-

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, -

neers that it wouldn't do some good. It seems as if it was a review of all I

have ever read, and a lot more besides."
The author has treated of a very great variety of subjects which are of

vital importance to all who wish to improve and extend their knowledge of

steam engineering, and has explained the rules and formulas given, in the sim-

plest manner possible, and has worked out examples by them, so that all who
can read may understand them.

The 300 questions are an important feature of the book, they are entirely

separate from the 53 chapters of reading matter, and were written after many
years of practical experience and careful research by the author.

His connection with the Boardman Manual Training High School at Nevj

Haven, Conn., as Instructor in Steam Engineering, his 12 years of active mem-
bership in the N. A. S. E., and his position as Instructor of No. 10 of Conn., a

sturdy branch of the National Organization, makes him especially competent
in this part of the work.

The many flattering commendations which this book has already received

from competent judges and high authorities, speak well for its value.

- - Suite 510 Marquette Building;, Chicago, ill.
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THE PELTON WATER WHEEL
Is known the world over as afTording the most simple, reliable

and economical powerforall purposes.

7,000 WHEELS NOW RUNNING I^l^I^^^l^^''''"'
'""

'

"""' ^"-

CI CPTDIP DHU/CD TDAMCMICCiriM Pelton wheels are especially adapted to

ELlUIIiIu rUllLn InMllOllMOOlUll. tins purpose and are operating the major-
ity ofstations of tliis character in all parts of the world. Highest efficiency and hest regulation
guaranteed. Catalogues furnished on application. Address

PELTON WATER
143 Liberty Street, or

NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A.

WHEEL CO.,
121-123 Main Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL, U. S. A.

Z±iSBER!RYIVIAIM
Feed Water Heater and Purifier.

Provided with U-shaped Tubes, it Never Lealcs.

THE HIGHEST eBADE OaH.Y.
Our catalogue contains tlie representative names of a large number of con-

tented buyers of BERRYMASI HEATERS built by us in the last twenty
years. A copy awaits your order at any time.

I. B. DAVIS & SON, Makers, Hartford, Conn.,
Or addresses given below:

Jas. Berryman, 125 North 4tli St., Philadelphia.
W. H. Git son, 620 Medlnah Temple, Chicago.

Jos. Whltalier, 7 and 9 Pearl Street, Boston.
A. A. Cardwell, 39 Cortiandt Street, Eoom 127, New York.

THE Mccormick
TURBINE.

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,
Especially Adapted for Electrical Work.

Gives more power per diameter with a higher
percentage of useful effect than any other water-
wheel heretofore made. All sizes, right and left hand,
are built from patterns perfected under systematic tests in the
Holyoke Testing Flume.

Parties having power plants which are unsatisfactory, and
those contemplating the improvement of powers, will find it to
their interest to confer with us, as we are willing to
guarantee results w^here others have jailed, no
matter what make of turbine has been in use.
STATE REQUIREiaiEKTS A7(fl> SEKO FOR
CATAIiOGITE.

S.MORGAN SMITH CO., York, Pa.
Estimates furnished for complete power plants and

results guaranteed.

WATER WHEELS
For Heads of 3 Feet to 2000 Feet.

Especially adapted to all kiuds of

electric power and lighting plants.
Recent tests at Holyoke, given below, enable us to guarantee:

Tlie Ixirgest Power ever obtainedfrom a wheel of the same diameter. The highest
speed ever obtained for the same power. The highest mean efficiency when
running from half to full gate. We guarantee also: A runner of the greatest
possible strength. A gate micqualed in quickness and ease of opening and closing.

Test of a 45 in. SAMSON, Jan. 25, 97.

Gate
Open.

Full

Head

15.00

15.04

15-88

15.47

144,00
138.12

127.67
131-50
126.87

172.69

15503
133.24
112.65

90.04

Hor.'te Per

240.97
223.61

191.06
163.80

82.03

8455
83.68

80.25

127.73175-95

Test of a 35 inch SAMSON, Feb.1,'97.

Head.

15.29
16.56

1733
1754
i7.es

Bev.
Pr. Min.

19425
187.75
178.50
176.40
168.50

102.02

92.15
83.95
68.82

57.69

143.44
146.73
138.40
109.64
88.14

Per
Cent.

81.08

84.78
83.88

80.09

,76.19

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.

DYNAMO BUILDING,
With detail drawings and instructions for winding.
Criving correct sizes of ^vire, dimensions of iron, etc.
Also diagram for house wiring

BY L.. O. ATAA/OOD.
Profusely illustrated. Size of page, 10x8 inches. Price, 93.

"This work is gotten up especially for amateur builders and non-professional

men. All measurements and instructions for winding are taken from machines
in actual service. Particular attention has been given to every detail of construc-

tion, that they may be thoroughly understood. This work will be of great value,

not only to those who wish to build dynamos, but to superintendents, engineers

and workmen who have the care of established systems."

—

From Preface.

Pronounced to be a practical ajjd complete work.
t$ent postpaid on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
SUITE BIG MARQUETTE BUILDING. CHICAGO.

REG.TRADE MARKS The Phosphor Bronze SmeltingCo.Iimited,
2200 Washington ave.,philadelphia.

"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE'
INGOTS.CASTINGS, WIRE,RODS,SHEETS, ETC.^— DELTA METAL
CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORCINGS
ORIGINAL AND Sole Makers IN THE U.S.

A GrOOD book: 1

1

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous inand-book series, of which

45,000 copies have been sold. The new book deals in the author's well-known
practical style with all the problems of Electric Power Transmission.

NOW READY. PRICE $1.00.

Electrician Publishing Company, Suite 510 Marquette Building. Cliicago.
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SINGLE
SOLENOID
ENCLOSED
ARC LAMPS

t

FOR CONXrNUOUS CURRENT
CIRCUITS.

Operate independently on 110 volts with con-
tinuous current circuits. Take 80 volts at the

arc. Wound for a standard of 3 or 5 amperes.

A great many 3-ampere lamps are now in use.

Where a strong light is not desired the 3-ampere
lamp is recommended.

The Single Solenoid Lamp is short and com-
pact. It is peculiarly adapted to restaurants,

hallways, store windows, basements and where
ceilings are low.

Suitable casings and finishes are furnished
for interior and outside service. The 5-ampere
lamp only is recommended for outside lighting.

Write fur Prices and Particniars.

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,
Main Office, SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

Sales Offices in all Urge Cities of the United States.

For Canada, Address, Canadian General Electric Co., Toronto.

t

JUST in£HKT YOU T^RE LOOKING FOR!
^=- A New and Valuable Book——=^

Electric Lighting Plants,
THEIR COST AND OPERATION.

By W. J. Buckley. With numerous illustrations, diagrams, plans, tables, etc. 275 pages. Cloth. Price, $2.00, postage free. This work

gives all necessary data for the erection of an electric light plant of any size. The cost of Arc Lighting. The cost of Incandescent Lighting.

READ THE TABLE OF CONTENTS:
Alternating Arc Lamps, Arc Plants, Belting, Boilers, Boiler Settings, Boiler Efficiencies, Books, Building, Cost of Arc Dynamos and Lamps,

Cost of Arc Plants Erected, Cost of Alternating Dynamos, Cost of Alternating Plants Erected, Cost of Belts, Cost of Boilers, Cost of Brick

Chimneys, Cost of Copper for Alternating Circuit, Cost of Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound High
Speed Engines, Cost of Condensers, Cost of Friction Clutch Pulleys, Cost of Heaters, Cost of High Speed Engines, Cost of Incandescent

Dynamos, Cost of Idlers, Cost of Injectors, Cost of Meters, Cost of Motors, Cost of Operating Lamps per hour. Cost of Power Generators.

Cost of Poles, Cost of Plain Pulleys, Cost of Pillow Blocks, Cost of Pumps, Cost of Shafting, Cost of Shaft Couplings, Cost of Stacks—
iron. Cost of Stacks—brick. Cost of Steam, Cost of Transformers, Cost of Wire, Chimneys, Circuit Loss, Contract Blanks, Current Distri-

bution, Circuits—overhead. Circular Mils of Wire, Depreciation, Direct Connected Apparatus, Dynamos, Dynamo Data, Economy of Con-

densing, Economy of Covering Steam Pipes, Economy of Heater, Efficiency of Engines, Engines, Equivalent of Current in Horse Power,

Equivalent Rates of Lighting, Fuel, Horse Power of Belting, Horse Power of Motors, Horse Power of Shafting, Incandescent Arc Lamps,
Instruments, Instructions for Employes, Insulation, Labor, Load Chart, Meter Connections, Municipal Ownership, Natural Gas, N.E. L. A.

Standard Rules, Oil, Outcome of Practical Management, Pole Line, Pulleys, Rope Transmission, Resistance of Wire, Rules—Fire Under-

writers, Report Com. on Data N. E. L. A., Reports of Cities Owning Plant, Reports of Cities Contracting, Stock Room, Shafting, Trans-

formers, Transformer Curves, Wiring Tables—Primary Wiring, Wiring Tables—Secondary Wiring, Wiring Tables, Motor Wiring, Wire,

Wire Formula, Water Power, Wood as Fuel. The only book of its kind in the English Language. Price, $2.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Suite 51 Marquette Building, Chicago.
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NEW DRY CELL!
Yaliialble fea-

tures—Excep-
tionally long- life

—Stands "shelf-
wear" indefi-
nitely.

^^ genorIcolburn,
92 Washington St.,

BUFFALO, N. Y.

WOVEN LEATHER LINK BELTJI^G^^
"(i.ia»s"' -^ws*--^ --liisdi"- "ST^ig

GENUINE RAWHIOt

WCE LEATHER.

'j;,es,3HULTZS PATENT
'

' PULLEY COVER.

ELT DRESSIKS
_ AND
BELT CEMENT.

'^Dynamo
j^El-TINas **• lionls. Mo., V. S. A.

BRAHOBSB: lU Summer St, Boston; 113 Liberty St., Hev Xork; 129 North 3d St., FllUadelplila.

'(iji3|bend fo r (Trc

u

lara

KARTAVERT.
HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS, RODS AND TUBING.

For Electrical and Mechanical Purposes, Kailway Dust Guards, Washers
and Packings. Pafout Insulating Cleats.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE KARTAVERT MANUFACTURING CO., Wilmington, DeL

stuvoro^zseP^d^ '^ c*/>a»*i

'".ffiTjIi-

r/tCHlM^'iBt

f/AfC roots Af/o tnWP's. ttMRon^ne

VULCANIZED FIDRE GO
:^ IS73.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

. HARD VULCANIZED FIDRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

rACTpRY:^^^ The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. 14
"-^"^^^WILMINGTON, 14 DEY ST., NEW YORK.

REWIREO V»rm RAVEN WHITE CORE WIRE

OFFICE

9131 THE ROOKERY.

Chicago, April 30, 1896.

NEW YORK INSUUTED WIRE CO.,
320 Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

Gentlemen:—After carefully consider-
ing the merits of the various brands of
wire upon the market, we have decided to
use your "Raven White Core" exclusively
for rewiring the Ferris Wheel.
As you are aware, the wire upon the

wheel is very much exposed and the test
will no doubt be a most severe one.

Yours very truly
THE FERRIS WHEEL CO.

By L. v. Rice. Mer.

Used exclusively for all Incandescent Light-
ing at World's Columbian Exposition.

Used in some of the largest buildings in the United
States.

GRIMSHAW WHITE CORE

RAVEN WHITE CORE
PniUIDCTITinM I IMC llflDC Used by some of the largest Central stations
UUnirLMIlUn Line, WlnL. and Fire and Police Departments in the U. 8,

GRIMSHAW TAPES, COMPETITION TAPES AND SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

\Ml Cortludl St., New York.
BRANCHES:] 3„«iS^*J*S,

BOSTON:
134 Congrcli St,

SAN FRANCISCO.
IIS New Mnt|«ntj SI.

Black Diamood File Works.
Est. 1863. Inc. 1895.

Twelve

Medals

Awarded at

International

Expositions.

Special Prize

Gold Medal

at Atlanta,

1895.

Oar goods are on sale in every leading Hardware Store

in the United States and Canada.

G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY, |
PHILADELPHIA, PA. ^

N. Bi BUBB, Manager. J. M. CHESNUT, Supt.

WILLIAMSPORT WOODEN PIPE CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

WOODEN CONDUIT,

Write tor Information and Save Money.

WILLIAMSPORT, PA.

AN EXTENSIVE AND IMPROVED CRE0S0TIN8 WORKS AHACHED TO THE PLANT.

For underground electrical purposes the conduit produced under

this process is the most practical, the most durable and the most

economical of any conduit on the market.

This conduit is now being used in the leading cities, and the best

of references furnished on application.

NOISELESiS IN OPERATION.
A MONEY EARNER. THE-

Warren Alternator
THE

MODERN DYNAnO
FOR CENTRAL STATION WORK.

Embodies in the simplest possible form of construction all the most
advanced ideas in the generation of the alternating current for use
wherever and however it may be required.

WARREN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,
SANDUSKY, OHIO.
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SIMPLEX INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.
wESTERN^sELLiNG AGENT, Si'mplcx ElectHcal CoiTipany,
«l37Honadncck Block, CHICAGO. 75-81 Cornhlll, BOSTON, MASS.

R. IVIOORE,
MANUFACTURER OF

INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
«0O A1«I> !$0« NORTH THIRD STREET. PHIL.ADr,I,PHIA. PA.

1889—ParifS £xpositioii,
Medal for Bnbber Insnlation.

1893—World's Fair,
Medal for Rubber Insulation.

TRADE h_

Okonite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Gdndee

253 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

THE STAXDARD FOR
RVBBER nrsriiATionr.

Sole Manufacturers of

*»'• Wires.

HIGM
PARIS 1867. CHICAGO 1893. PHILADELPHIA 1876.

IJVSUIvA.'TK^D

WIRES AND GABLES.
AERIAL, UNDERGROUND,

. .^^^ , ^ . .. SUBMARINE.
'^'|i|HPr-'fif ICKI^I'TE) I^JVPJB.

lA>^^''^tA.\ ""• "• BRIXEY, Mfr.

^l »'' i '^3^ 203 Broadway, New York,

Western Office, Marquette BIdg., Chicago, III.

CALIFORNIA ELEC. WORKS. M. DUPEROW. NEW ORLEANS ELEC. CO.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. WASHINGTON, D. C. NEW ORLEANS,

Standard Underground Gable Go.
THE ROOKERY, -WESTIXOHOtlSE BUILDIXG,

CHICAGO. PITTSBURG.
1.SC0RTIJLNDTST.,
XEW YORK CITY.

Electriii Gables, Conduits, Wires and Accessories.
Also High-Grade Rubber Covered Wures and tables.

Wlllard L. Candee. I «,,....,s
«. Durant Cheever. i

"a""9ers.
Geo, T. Manson, Gen'I Supt.
W. H Hodgins, Secy.

Jewell Belting Go.,

TANITERS OF

OAK BELTING LEATHER.
Slannflictiirers of ...

.

Hlgb Grade Oat Belting,

HARTFORD, CONN.

Have You Seen Our Dog?
He is a great seller these hot

days. He is easily kept, as he

eats nothing but electricity, and
only a little of that. He. is not

particular whether it is alter-

nating or direct current, and he

always repays the person who
feeds him by heating up their

curling iron to perfection.

Send for circular and prices.

MOTOR ^^^ '''''" '''^'' Rheostat Co.,
niWIUn—

Westlield, N.I.,U. S. A.

RHEOSTATSi for all purposes.

PLATINUM
For »n Purpoaas.

@o»p atzk& NatlTa Platlnnm Furobami,
BAKER * CO., «0S<414 New Jeraef

BailTOBd Ave.. Newark. N. J.

Queen & Co.,
1012 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA.

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-Wirt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Ray

Focus Tubes, Induction Coils.

HanufacnirEr;DARTRIGKS/?aRTER f0. EUCTRICAL

Dealers 1125 So. 2nd St.DpHILADa-VPA. goods.

^ OFFICE AND FACTORY, SANDUSKY, 0.

AGENTS

Mayer & Bnglund, lo S. lotb St., Phlla., P..

Smith & Wallace,Hamilton St., Boston, Maai.
Arthur S. Partridge, Bank of Commerce

Bldg., St. Louis, Mo,
Joshua Hendy Machine Works, 47 Fremont

St., San Francisco.
' Central Electric Co., 173 Adams St., Chicago.
Harry M. Shaw, 130 Liberty St., New York.
Schmlnke & Newman, New Orleans, La.

LOWPRICE . SUCCESS WELIMADE

THE HDSS.

MANUFACTUFIED BY

AMERIGAN ELEGTRIGAL HEATER GO.,

197 Riier Slieel, Oelroit, Mich.

^ESTJIN ElBcMcai In^tMent Co,,
~"^^ 114-120 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

The Weston Arc Light Ammeter

Is cheap, but nevertheless reliable

and very accurate.

The scale is so proportioned that a change of

j\j of one ampere can be seen from a considerable

distance. The instrument is absolutely "dead

beat." Three different ranges are being made;

No. 1. 5.8' 6.8 7,8 amperes in Jj ampere div.

No. 3. 8.6 9.6 10.6 " "
j^

No. 3. 9.5 10.5 11.5 " "
I's

THf ELECTRIC GAS LIGHTIhOr C«.
197 DEVONSHIRE- ST, BOSTON, MASS.,

cc
I NA/AIMTT OIM

But can't spare the money." To such we say—let us know how muoh
you can pay in cash—give us references, and we will take balance in

installments. •

KUREKA PACKlKfi? It lasts 3 to 4 times
longer than any other. We manufacture Feed
Water Heaters.'Damper Resulators. Separators,

Oil Extraolors, Exhaust Heads, Filters, Etc.

HAVE YOU
TRIED

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

Jas. I. Robertson & Sons, " S.°lltT<54r"
Successors to HINE & ROBERTSON CO.

SOLE
MAKERS IN THE

r. s. A.

THE Fuei Eeoetomizer f-fn.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS! MATTHAWAH,
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EDDY GENERATORS.
Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

Eddy Motors—Slow, Medium or High Speed.

We build all necessary apparatus for the transmission of Klectrlcal
Power through factory or other halldines.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.,
AA^INDSOR, CONN.

NEW YORK, H. B. Coho & Co., Mail and Express Building.
PHILADELPHIA, Walter C. Mclntire & Co., 506 Commerce St.

BOSTON, G. M. Angler & Co., 64 Federal St.

ELMIRA, 6. N. Blake.
ST. LOUIS, Western Electrical Supply Co.
KANSAS CITY, W. T. Osborn.
CINCINNATI, O., Nevada Bldg., John A. Stewart.
CHICAGO, 305 Dearborn St., Wallace & Hine, Managers.

SAN FRANCISCO, OAL.. Cal. Elec. Wks., 409 Market St.

Alcatraz Electrical Compound,
Mannfactnred by

THE CALIFORNIA ASPHALT CO., "«i^'^2S^
ABSOLUTELY UNEQUALED FOR

ELECTRICAL AND WIRE INSULATION, Insulating Connections, Dynamos and Motor Bases, Battery and Accumulator
Shelving, Circuit and Switch-Boards.

WATER-PROOFING Cut-Out Boxes, coating wires when subjected to acid or alka)line fumes, and when laid under
cement, etc.

PAINTING Poles, Braclcets, Cross-Arms, Benches, Floors, etc.
COATING CABLES, Lead-Covered Pipes, arid all underground work.

ALCATRAZ ELECTRICAL, COMPOUND is manufactured of the celebrated brand of Alcatraz Asphalt, and possesses many well-known points of superiority.
It has been tried under severe and exacting conditions, and has given perfect satisfaction. It will not Scale, Crack or Burn. Presents a Smooth Surface.
Adheres Tenaciously. Not affected by Thermal or Climatic Conditions. Resists the action of the Elements, Acids, Alkalies, Sewer Oases, and possesses
great strength and elasticity. Being the producers of the raw product, we are enabled to save the middleman's profit, and offer consumers a superior article at a
reryiowprice.

SAMPLE UPON APPLICATION. Agciits wanted in all leading cities.

NON-ARCING AUTOMATIC CIRCUIT BREAKERS
GUARANTEED TO OPERATE PERFECTLY OR NO PAY. MADE FOR ALTERNATING OR

DIRECT CURRENT. ANY VOLTAGE. CATALOGUE FREE.

AUTOMATIC CIRCUIT BREAKER COMPANY, NEWAYGO. MICHIGAN. U. S, A,

THE K. A. K.
Simple in Construction.

Successfully Stood the Se-
vere Tests of Last Win-

ter's Snowstorms.

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
Practical in Operation.

SEND FOR FULL PARTICULARS.

KROTZ, ALLEN & KELLY, spugtn.

^%i----t;_- -
r^-r--^
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IN A PORCELAIN GUP.
This is One Way of Putting Up

PERKINS FLUSH SWITCHES
AXD ]VO EXTRA COST.

All Parts of Switch insulated. Solid Adjustable Plates Any
Size You Want.

PERKINS ELECTRIC
SWITCH MFC. CO.,

Xeiv York. Hartford, Conn. Chicago.
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From the Torch to the '"PIONEER" Enclosed Arc Light, the world has
gradually advanced through all the stages of improving illumination until

now we are practically delivering artificial sunshine. Steady, Clear, Soft,

Shadowless, Simple, Economical and Safe.

IN WRITING FOR OUR CATALOGUE, KINDLY MENTION THIS PAPER.

THE ELECTRIC ARC LIGHT CO.
7 A.IMD 683 (ROA,D^A/A.Y,

LOUIS B. MARKS, M. M. E.
CHIEF ELECTRICIAN. NEW YORK. 50 HOURS.

I

!

YOUR SUPPLY MAINTAINED FOR 12c.

LAMPS
Efficient, Long-Lived and

Guaranteed Satisfactory.

Write us before making another contract. We are THE
Lamp Renewing Company you have heard of.

Lynn Incandescent Lamp Co., Lynn, Mass.

WRITE FOR INFORMATION.

DYNAMOS,
5 to 1,000 Lights.

IN/IOTORS,
i to 50 H. P. ANY VOLTAGE.

Patented Adjustable Dj'namos and
Motors for Floor, Wall or Ceiling.

The Ahlm-Edwards Electric Co.,
CliEVEIiAND, OHIO.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Ahlm-Edwards Elec. Co . lii

American Battery Co xiil

Am. Elec. Heater Co i

American El. Heat. Corp. xi

American El. Meter Co....

Amer. El. Telephone Co. xvl

American Elec. Works.... xiii

American Engine Co xix

Amer. Impulse Wbeel Co. xx

Armorlte Int. Con. Co. . . xl

Arnold El. Pr. Station Co. xlv

Auto. Clr. Breaker Co.... ii

Bain, Foree..... xvil

Baker & Co 1

Ball Engine Co xsi

Bame.ttCo., G. &H '.

. xxlv

Belknap Motor Co
Bealy &Co.,Cha8, H xxlv

Brady, T. H xlii

BrlUCo., J. Q XTii

Brixey, W. R 1

Brush Electric Co xxli

Bryan <fc Humphrey xvlt

Bryant Electric Co
Buckeye Electric Co
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co xv

California Asphalt Co U
Card Electric Co Til

Carley , Ira xv

Case, J. I., T. M. Co sxl

Central Electric Co v

C. B. dt Q. R. R xiv

Chicago Edison Co vl

Chicago El. & Stereo. Co. . xlv

Chicago Fuse Wire & Mfg.
Co vii

C, M. iSt. P. R. R xlv

Clonbrock St. B. Co xxi

Commercial El. Sup. Co... vili

Conn. Pipe Mfg. Co ill

Cornman Co xlv

Crocker- 'Wheeler Elec. Co. v

Cutter El. A Mfg. Co xii

Dallett&Co.,Thos. H xl

D. &W. FuseCo vii

Davis & Son, I. B xx
DaytonGloljelronWks. Co. xx
Delaware Hard Fibre Co. xxlv
Det. & Clev. St. Nav. Co... xlv

Diamond Elec. Co . ix

DiehlMfg. Co vii

Directory, Principal Elec.
and Mech. EnglneerB... xvli

Dizou Crucible Co. , Jos. . xx

Eastern Eleo. Cable Co
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co 11

Edwards <& Co xll

Electrical Exchange, The. xlv

Electrical Supply Co xlv

Elec. Appliance Co xll

Electric Arc Light Co ill

Elec. Gas Lighting Co i

Electric Storage Batt. Co. —

r

Electrician Pub. Co
xvlil, xxi, xxlii

Empire China Works xvt

For Sale Advertisements . . xlv

Fort Wayne El. Corp xtU
Fuel Economizer Co i

Garlock Packing Co ....„

Garvin Machine Co., The .

General Electric Co xxlli

Qen'llnc. Arc Light Co... xlii

Genor & Colburn xxlv
Gordon-Burnham Bat. Co. xill

Guild & Lord

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.. xix
Hodge, Walsh ALorlng... xiv
Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co. xii

Huebel & Manger xv
Hunter Fan A Motor Co. ... Ix

Intemat'l Cor. Schools., xvil

International Elec. Co ... . xvii
Iron-Clad Rheostat Co . . . 1

Jewell Belting Oo
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.

i

xll

Kartavert Mfg. Co
Keystone Elec. Inst. Co..

Krotz, Allen A Kelly ii

Kusel, D. A. Tel. Mfg. Co.

Leclanche Battery Co— xv
LeSel & Co., James xx
Leonard, Ward, Elec. Co..

Lever C. H. Mfg. Co xlv

Lindsley Bros xv
Locbwood Long Dist. Tel.

»fc Tel. Co. of America . . . xvil

Lombard Water Wh. G. Go. xlii

Lynn Inc. Lamp Co ill

Main Belting Co
ManhattanOen'lCons.Co.. .

Mansfield Tem. Cop. Co.. xxlv

McLaurIn & McLaren xll

McLennan & Co., K......

Metropolitan Elec. Co— xix

Mica Insulator Co
Mitchell Temp. Copper Co. xvil

Moore, Alfred F 1

Mulr A Sons, Thos
Munsell&Co., Eugene... xii

National India Rubber Co.

National Tube Works Co. xlv

New York Ins.Wire Co . . ., xxlv

Northern Elec. Mfg. Go xl

Ohio Electric Works xUl
Ohio Storage Batt. Co ix

Okonlte Co., The 1

Orne Elec. Const. Co xvli

Otto Gas Engine Wks

PalsteCo., H. T xlv

Partrlck & Carter Co i

Partridge Carbon Co 1

Peerless Rubber Mfg.Co xii

Pelton Water Wheel Co xx
Peoples' Electric Co xlv

Perkins El Switch MfgCo . . li

Perrlzo & Sons xv
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co xlii

Phillips Ins'd. Wire Co. . . xlii

Phosphor-BronzeS.Co.Ld ..xx

Pratt, Ghas .A xvil

Queen & Co.

RelBlnger, Hugo ix

Reynolds, S.K xii

Robertson & Sons, Jas. L. i

Rose Poly. Inst xlv

Samson Cordage Wks xii

Sawyer-Man Electric Co. x

Schneider Mfg. Co x
Scott & Janney Elec. &
Mfg. Co Ix

Shultz Belt] ng Co xxlv

Siemens A Halske E. Co . .

Simplex Electrical Co., The, 1

Smith Co., B.Morgan xx
Standard Faint Co

Standard Tel.A El. Co xvli

StandardUnderg.Cable Co. i

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.. x
Sterling A Sou, W. C xv
StUwell-Blerce & Smith-
Valle Co xiv, xv

Storey Motor A Tool Co. .. xii

Stromberg -Carlson TeL
MfR. Co KVi

Studebaker Bros. Mfg. Co. xiii

Swarts Metal Refin'g Co. xiv

Taber & Mayer xvll

Triumph Electric Co

Van Duzen Gas & Gasoline
Engine Co xxi

Van Home, Burger & Co. .

Viaduct Mfg. Co xvli

Vought, M. I Ix

Vulcanized Fibre Co . xxiv

Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co iv

Want Advertisements... xiv
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co xxlv
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.

xiil

Western Electric Co x, li

Western Tel. Cons. Co ... . x vi

WestinghouseEl.AMf.Co. vii

Weston Electrical Inst. Co. 1

Whitman A Couch xvl

Willard El. A Bat. Co ... . xll

Wlllm8p.Wdn.Plpe Co.... xxlv
Worcester Polytech. Inst . xiv

^or Olasttl-rio^ in^^ac of Acivor-fcisomon-ts Soo IRaso ^^i-
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Multipolar Motors i Generators
F^n-

A Ne>v Design,
Embodying Every Advantageous Feature desired in

this Form of Apparatus.

•jii|ii|ii»'

Cut Steel Pole Piece.
Self-allgnins: Bearing.

Sparkless Commiitatioii.

Highest Efficiency.

Slow Speed or Moderate Speed as

Desired.

Hinimnm Heating.

Minimnm Attention in Operation.

Perfect Commutator.

Self-Lubricating Carbon Brusbes.

Best Materials.

Fine Appearance.

A Series Coil.

Ready for Delivery.

Motors
For HO, 250 or 80O Volts.

SLOW SPEED— 1 to 15 H. P.

Moderate Speed— 1.5 to 20 H. P.

Generators.

For 110, 250 or 500 Volts.

Slow Speed— 1 to 12.5 L 1.

Moderate Speed—1.5 to 16 k. w.

REMEMBER
That it is easy to design and build motors
and generators that will run, but when
efficiency, durability, first-class machine
work and perfect operation are called for,

but few machines are worth considering
seriously.

standard Shunt Field Coll.

Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
SELF-STARTING SINGLE PHASE.

Non-Synchronous Alternating
Current Power Motors,

Translormers. Switchboards.
Switchboard Instruments.

Celling Pan Itotors.

OEWERAIi OFFICES AND FACTORY:

13, U. S.
/T1003 Havemeyer Bldg., New York.
\ 1000 Betz Building. Philadelphia.
/ ; 620 Atlantic Ave., Boston.
\ ' 409 Market St., San Francisco.
i W. A. Johnson Electric Co., Toronto.
V^Central Electric Co., Chicago*
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We are after your Fan Motor Business,

AND NA/ANT IT.
The backward season finds us

at pre-inventory time overstocked on

Lundell Fan Montors;

we want them to move out of our

hands rapidly, and create a refresh-

ing breeze for you, and to that end

we are offering them at

Greatly Reduced Prices.

These are not single season

motors; are built for this year, next

year, and years after that—are good

to have on hand ready for a hot

day; you can do twice as much
work with four times the comfort,

can get two nights' sleep in one, and

defy the eccentricities of the weather

man if you have one of these busy,

breezy motors distributing refrig-

erated imitations of lake breezes.

We have them in two sizes, 1 2 inch

and 16 inch. Telephone us, tele-

graph us, or send for our circular.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Geo. A. McKinlock, Prest.

Charles E. Brown, Sec'y.

S. R. Frazier, Treas.

173=175 Adams Street,

CHICAGO.

The Crocker-Wheeler

Electric Company
Have pleasure in announcing that they are established at

Rooms 1514^16 Old Colony Building, Chicago,

For the conduct of their business as manufacturers and electrical engineers formerly con-

ducted in this territory by Messrs. Sargent and Lundy. Mr. C. H. Wiimerding as Western

manager, Mr. T. M. Pedersen of the factory as engineer, and Mr. Julian Roe as salesman,

have been detailed to this office and a tried and competent construction force is employed.

Customers will have, in consequence, the advantage of dealing v/ith the company, and

of obtaining direct the benefit of its well-known guarantees and its engineering ability,

and will have the convenience of direct telegraphic communication with the factory at

Ampere, N. J. Telephone Harrison 33.
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PARAGON

FAN MOTORS.
CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY

139 ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO.

Accnnmlators.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.

Electric Storage Battery Co.

Ohio Storage Battery Co.

Willard El. A Battery Co.

Annnnclators.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Edwards &Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Arc liamps.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
DieblMfg Co.
Electric Arc Light Co.

t't-Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.

Manhattan Gen'l Cons. Co.

Peoples Electric Co.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mlg. Co
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Axe Lifflit Cord«
Central Electric Co.

Samson Cordage Wka.

Batteries and Jars.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

Elec. Gas Lighting Co.

Genor & Colburn.
Gordon-Bumham Battery Co
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Metropoliun Electric Co.
Muir ASon, Thos.
Ohio Electric Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Belle.
Cefitral Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Edwards & Oo.

Eleotrij) Applianoe Co.

Huebel & Manger.
Ohio Electric works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Beltins.
Jewell Belting Co.
Main Belting Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Shultz Belting Co.

Boilers.
Clonbrook Steam Boiler Co.

Books. Electrical.
Electrician PubUshtng Co.

Braslies.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Go.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.
Partridge Carbon Go.

Burgrlar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Edwards & Co.
Eleotrlo Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Partrick & Carter Co.

CTables [See Insulated Wires.)
Cables, Electric (See Insu-
lated Wires), Copper,
Sbeet and Bar.
American Elec, Works.
Brixoy. W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
General Electric Co.
Metropolitan Electric Go.
Moore. Alfred F.
New York Ins. Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Carbons.Points& Plates.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Gen'l Inc. Arc Light Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.
Relslnger, Hugo.

Cars.
Brill Co., J. G.

Compound.
Central Electric Co.
Californlfl Asphalt Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
McLennan &Co., K.
Okonlte Co.
Standard Paint Co.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Conduits.
Armorlte Interior Cond. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Conn. Pipe Mfg Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Mulr & Son. Thos.
WilUamspoTt Wdn. Pipe Co.

Construction &. Repairs.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Hodge, Walsh & Lorlng,
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.

Contractors and Electric
lagrbt Plants.

Ahlm-Edwards El. Co.
Arnold El. Pr. Station Co.
Bain, Foree.
Brush Electric Co.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Card Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Elec. Co.
DIehl Mfg. Co.
Elddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Hodge, Walsh A. Lorlng.
Northern Electl. Mfg, Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Scott & Janney E1.& Mfg.Co.
Siemens & Halske Eleo. Co.
Triumph Electric Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse Elec & Mfg Co.

Copper.

Besly & Co.. Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Mansfield Temp. Copper Co.
Mitchell Temp. Copper Co.

Copper IVires.
American Electrical Works.
Bealy & Co., Chas H.
Brliey, W. R.
Central Electric Oo.
Chicago Edison Go.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Go.
Standard Underground G. Go.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Cordaee.
Central Electric Co.
Samson Cordaxe Wka.

Correspondence !!^cliooIs>

Int. Correspond. School^.

Crook:e8' Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Perkins Eleo. Switch Mfg.Co.

c;ros8-Arms, Pins and
Brackets.

Brady, T. H.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Cnt-Onts and ISTrltcbes.
Automatic CIr. Breaker Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electrical Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Eleo. Corporation.
General Elec. Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Palate Co., H. T.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Go.
Perkins Eleo.Switch Mfg. Co.
Reynolds. S. K.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. 81 Mfg.Co.

!Dynamos.
Ahlm-Edwarda fel. Go.
American Engine Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Bullock Eleo Mfg. Go.
Card Electric Go.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Go.
Crocker-Wheeler Elec. Co.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy E16C. Mfe- Co.
Ft. Wayne Eleo. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Muir & Son. Thos.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Go.
Scott & Janney El. & Mfg.Co.
Siemens & HalBke Eleo. Go.
Triumph Electric Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Go.

Economizers, Fuel.
Fuel Economizer Co.

Electric Heaters.
American El. HeSter Co.
American El. Hestting Corp.
Central Electric Co.
Johns. H. W., Mfg. Co.

Electric Heters.
American El. Meter Go.
Central Electric Co.

Electric RailTvays.
Brush Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Krotz. Allen & Kelly.
Siemens & Halske Eleo. Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and Mechani-
cal Eneineers^
Bain, Foree.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Pratt. Chas. A.

Electrical Instruments.
Automatic Clr. Breaker Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Go.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Keystone El. Instrument Co.
PalsteCo.. H. T.
Queen & Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Eleetrical iSpecialties.
Automatic Cir. Breaker Co.
Centt-al Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Go.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
PaistoCo.,H. T.
Peru Eleo. Mlg. Co.
Vought, M. I.

Electrical "Woodivorh.
Lever, C. H. Mfg. Co.

Electro-Plating IHacb'y.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
General Electric Go.

Encrtnes, Cta.s.
Case. J. L, T. M. Co.
Otto Gas Engine Wits.
Van Duzen Gas & Gso. En.Co.
Van Home, Burger & Co.

Engines, Steam.
American Engine Go.
Ball Engine Ca

Fan Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diehl Mfe. Co.
General Electric Go.
Hunter Fan & Motor Go.
Schneider Mfg. Co.
Scott A. Janney El.A Mfg. Go.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Go.
Weetem Elec. Co.
Westlnghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Feed Water Heaters.
DaTis & Son, L B.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

FUes.
Barnett Co., G. <b H.

- Central Electric Co.

Fixtures, El. & Comb'n.
Central Electric Go.
Commercial El. Supply Go.

Fuses.
D. &. w. Fuse Co.

Fuse VTlre.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire & Mfg.Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Craskets.
Johns, H, W., Mfg. Go.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

€ras fjle^litins. Electric.
Central Electric Co.

Oears.
Besly & Co.. Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.

General Elec. (Supplies.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical Supply Co,
General Electric Co.

*

Genor & Colburn.
Hodge, Walsh &, Lorlng.
International Elec. Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co
Ohio Electric Works.
PalsteCo.,H. T.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Crlobes and Electrical
CrlassTvare.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

GoT'nors, W^ater Wbeel.
LombardWaterWheel Gv.Co.

Graphite Specialties.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Dlion Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes FIbre-Qraphite Co.

Induction Coils.
Central Electric Co.
International Elec. Oo.
Queen & Co.

Insulators and Insnlat-
iuff Materials.
Brlxey, W. R.
Bryant Electric Co.
California Asphalt Go.
Central Electric Go.
§hlcago Edison Co.
ommeroial El. Supply Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical Supply Co.
Empire China Works.
Hodge, Walsh & Lorlng.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Mica Insulator Co.
National India Rubber Go.
New York InsulatedWire Co.
Okonlte Co.. The.
Palste Co., H. T.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.

Insulated W^ires and
Cables—Saffnet ITires.
American Electrical Works.
Brlrey, W. R.
Central Electric Go.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Go.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Go.
New York Insulated Wire Go.
Okonlte Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

I^amp Adjusters.
Vought, M. I.

Iiamps, Inc^descent.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Go.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.,
Lynn Incandescent Lp. Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Go.
Sawyer-ManElec. Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. Js. Mfg. Co.

Ijamp T^m'r's Wagons.
Eitudebaker Bros. Mfg. Co.

JJi^htnin^ Arresters.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El, & Mfg. Co.

aiagnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

9tecbanlcal macbinery.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Garvin Machine Co., The.
Robertson & Sons. Jas. L.
StllweU-Blerce Smith-Valle

Stica.
. Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
McLaurIn & McLaren.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.

mining: Apparatus, Elec.
General Electric Go.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

motors.
Ahlm-Edwards Elec. Co.
American Engine Co.
Belknap Motor Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Elec. Co,
Dallett&Co.,Thos. H.
Dlehl Mrg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electrical Supply Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Mulr & Son, Thos.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Peoples Eleci.rIo Co.
Scott& Janney El. & Mfg. Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Storey Motor & Tool Co.
Triumph Electric Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co

Packing.
Besly & Co. Chas. E.
Garlock Packing Co.
Johns, H. W., Mfg. Go.
Peerless Rubber Mfe. Co.
Robertson & Sons, Jas. L.

Paints.
California Asphalt Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Johns. H. W. Mfg. Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Phosphor Bronze.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co.Ltd.

Platinum.
Baker & Co.

Poles.
Carley, Ira.
Llndsley Bros.
National Tube Works Co.
Perrizo & Sons.
Sterling & Son. W. G.

Porcelain.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Empire China Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Push Buttons.
Central Electric Co.
Conimerclal El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Go.
Partrick & Garter Co,

BeAners.
Swarti Metal Refining Co.

Reflectors.
Muir & Son, Thos.

Regulators.
Belknap Motor Co.

Re-^Tlndlng.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Hodge, Walsh A, Lorlng.

Rheostats.
Am. El. Heat. Corporation.
Central Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Iron Glad Rheostat Co.
Leonard, Ward, Elec. Co.
Muir & Son, Thos.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfe. Co

Second-Hand machin'y.
Cornman Co.
Eiecirkal Exchange. The.

Shades.
Central Electric Co.
Mulr & Son, Thos.

Speaking Tubes.
Central tlectric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Keystone El. Instrument Co.
Queen & Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Go.

Steel Pipe.
National Tube Works Co.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Go.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Ohio Storage Battery Go.
Willard El. & Battery Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrlcfl Works.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El, Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
New York Insulated Wire Co
Okonlte Co., The.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Telephones, Telephone
material and Switch-
boards.
American El. Telephone Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Kusel, D A., Tel. Mfg. Co.
Lockwofid T. & T. Co. of Am.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Orne Elec. Cons. Co.
Peoples Electric Co,
Standard Tel. & El. Co.
Stromberg-Carlson Tl.M.Co.
Taber & Mayer.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western Tel. Cons. Oo.
Whitman & Couch.

Transformers.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diamond Elec. Go.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation^
General Electric Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Go.
Wagner Bleotric Mfg. Co.
Westinerhouse El. & Mfgi Co.

Tipolley Cord.
Central Electric Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Truclzs, Electric Car.
Brill Co , J. G.
General Electric Go.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Go

Turbine W^heels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Leffel&Co., Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.
Smith Co., S. Morgan.
Stilwell-Blerce Smlth-Valle.

Water Wlieels.
Am. Impulse Wheel Co.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Lelfel & Co., Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
Stllwell-Blerce Smith-Valle

Wire, Bare.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Go.
Electric Appliance Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co
Standard Underground C Co
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

S: Ray Outfits.
Central Electric Go.
Commercial El. Supply Lo.
Queen & Co.

A.lF>Kal3e-l:Eoal Indole of Advor-feisorr^on-fes III
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DIEHL ELECTRIC FANS.
«><S><S«S«S><S«S><$><$«8>««S«S'«^'^<8'<8'MkS><s><$><s><Sx^«><s.^^<SkSk$>^«S><^«.^^

<SxS><s><8.<S.<?.^^<S>.S>«>«^KS><s>«.<s~s>^<S>^«>^«S><S>^<$.«>«>^^<S^<S>^<S><S^«><S><S,«><S><S.<8.«Hj<8><$K$>^^

Ceiling Fans and

Exhaust Wheels
Wound for Any Current,

Except Alternating.

Our Exhaust Wheel

Combinations

Are the most compact and
i|

efficient made. I|

Write for catalogue and ||
prices. t|

Propeller or

Desk Fans
Wound for 110, 220 or in series on 500 volts.

Also for Primary or Secondary Battery Circuits.

Highest

Efficiency

Unbrolcen Magnetic Cir-
cuit, Self-Aligning Bronze
Bearings. Finest Insulation
Throughout. Four-Speed
Regulator.

SHOW ROOMS: New York, 561-563 Broadway; Chicago, 192-194 Van Buren St.; Boston, 128-132 Essex St.

Oei MANUFACTURING GUM^^iii^iHi'^'
Agents for Canada: Canadian General Electric Co., Toronto, Ontario.

A N0N-ARCIN6 FUSE.

A BEL.IABL.E ANDACCURATE FUSE.
A FUSE that will open a High-Tension Short Circuit without

Providence,

R. I.

Endorsed by the National Board of Underwriters.

.»^.1 D.^cW.FUSECC,
<ShShSh$>^xS>.$hSk$,.S«$«S«S^<Sh^<^^«^^<8^^S„jh8^kSxS>«^<&<S^«k^^

FUSE WIRE ^«»—4in«
AND LINKS > capacity.

FOR ALL SYSTEMS, i^'^-'rol^o™.

CHICAGO FUSE WIRE & MFG. CO.,

163 Lake St., Chicago.

Westlngiiouse Polyphase Apparatus Supreme.
Generators, Motors, Transformers, for Two-Phase, Three-Phase and C. E. Scott
Two-Phase Three-Phase System of Alternating Cnrrent Power Transmission.

26,000 H. P. IN OIL-INSULATED TRANSFORMERS CONSTRUCTED.
Potentials from 5,000 to 50,000 Volts. All Apparatus Wecessary for 100 Mile Transmission.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING CO.,
I

New York, 120 Broadway.
Boston, Exchange BIdg.
Buffalo, N. Y., 8 Erie Co. Bank Bldg.
Charlotte, N. C, 36-38 College St.

BIURG,
Chicago, N. Y. Life Bldg.
Philadelphia, Girard Bld^,
Pittsburg, Westinghouse Bldg.
St, Uouis, American Central Bldg.

San Francisco, Mills Bldg.

Syracuse, N. Y., Bastable Bldg.

Tacoma. Wash lo^ S. lofh St.
Atlanta, Qa„ Equitable Bldg.

Westinghouse Electric Co., Ltd.,

3a Victoria St., London, S.W., England.

For Canada address
Ahearn & Soper, Ottawa, Ont,
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THE ELECTRA
•TRADE MARK* •TRADE MARK'HIGHEST GRADE NUERNBERG CARBONS.

FOR DIRECT CURRENT ARC LAMPS. FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT ARC LAMPS.
-SEND F-OR 1_>VT-EST F>RICE UIST TO-

l-ILJOO REIISIIMOEF?, NO. 38 DCAVEn STHllT , NEW YUnK . uivited states asd casjada.

INEXPENSIVE, DURABLE, LIGHT.
See Advertisements in Eiectric LIglit Convention Issues.

THE OHIO STORAGE BATTERY CO., 59 Wade BIdg., Cleveland, 0.

THE "TWO BALLS" ADJUSTABLE HANGER
Can be used in connection with
common rosette, or an attach-
ment plii!?,the lamp remaining
at any desired helKht. You
can have the llfrht exactly
where you want it.

^'V.'HJ^G^rsT"- M.I. VOUGHT, Electrical specialties.
2£?|«otsl:°wll.'-

Transformers (

SCHEEFFER'S

IMPROVED ) Wattmeters.
Double Primary Coils,

Double Secondary Coils,

Qood Ventilation,

Light Weight,

High Efficiency,

Good Regulation,

Small Iron Loss.

Convenient to Install.

No Brushes,

No Commutator,
No Moving Wire,

Simplicity,

Durability,

Reliability,

Accuracy,

Even to a 6 c. p. Light.

DIAMOND ELECTRIC CO.,
Manufacturers,

Office : Factory :

1202 Fisher Bids., PEOBIA, Itl,,
CHICAGO, Ilil..

The Tuerk Alternating T Current Ceiling Fan.
1897 PATTERNS NOW READY.

Some New Features Embodied in Our '97 Product Make
it Better than Ever.

MADE FOR FROM 50 TO 120 VOLTS

60, 125 AND 140 CYCLES.

;

THE HANDSOMEST FAN ON THE MARKET. «>
«>

^el-F-^iiins B^^rirtgrs.

Fire different styles of finish—Bronze, Bower-

Barff, Ivory and Gold, Nickel, Polished Brass.

Strong, Reliable, Noiseless, Durable, Ornamental %
and Inexpensive to Operate. ^

SEND FOR 1897 CATALOGUE.

HUNTER FAN & MOTOR CO.,
FULTON, NEW YORK.

l^-t'fc^nn.

<9

E. B. LATHAM & CO., General Sell- |

ing Agents, 136 Liberty Street, New <»

York, U. S. A. 1

CARD TO THE PUBLIC.
The General Electric Company, Westinghouse Electric Company, Tbomson-Houston Electric

Company and the Tesia Electric Company have brought suits against the Scott & Janney Electric &
Manufacturing: Company for "alleged infringements of their various patents.

This is the USUAL "BLUFF" that is brought to bear upon those whose InTentions are bound to
supplant the inventions of the above named and other large electrical concerns, who cannot at their own
terras control such new inventions.

We are manufacturing under ourown patents and are not infringing.
The above named firms are suing us upon a small fan motor as an excuse to get a chance to make

the public believe that the state of the art is not historv as far as they know it.

'1 hey have spent millions of dollars trvlng to invent apparatus to do certain things. They tailed.
VN e did invent it and have had it patented all over the world. AND IT WORKS.

They will try by f trat gy to do what they dare not do openly.
We wish to ask that the dealers and others who have received or will receive threatening letters

from the above named concerns, will please send same to our attorneys, Messrs. Alexander & Magill,
Giraid Building, Philadelphia.

We are in the field to stay and do not propose to be intimidated. The Scott & Janney Long Dis-
tance Single Phase Alternaling Railway and Power System will supersede the inventions of the above
named companies. AND THEY KNOW IT.

FUIL, PROTECTIOIS GUARAISTEBB TO AIiI-

PURCHASERS OF OUR APPARATUS.

The Scott & Janney

Electric and Mfg. Co.,

1707-1709 Filbert Street, PHILADELPHIA.
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TSSZ. SAWYER-MAN LAMP
Is S-trll IVIad* nd Sold by' Us.

sa\a/ye:R' ivian
125 Robinson St., Allegheny City, Pa.

IVe-w ^"oi-li:, SIO XV^est SStX St.

The Gem Water Motor Fan.
Simple, £ifective,
Economical, Noiseless.

List Price, $10.00.

Novel in Constrnction.
As Easily Installed as an Electric Fan llotor.

Discounts for Exclusive Agents. Correspondence Solicited.

JUST THE THING FOR SUPPLY HOUSES TO CARRY.

THE SCHNEIDER MFG. CO., "Ifn'JL'JiWH^?."'
McGILL & POMEROY, 1129 Monadnock, Chicago, III., Agents for Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Iowa, Wisconsin, Michigan.

£wm
CHIC AG O. ly^Pf^DHE"

THE S. K. C. SYSTEM
A COMPLETE SYSTEM FOR

Long Distance Transmission,
General Station Distribution,

ill and Factory Equipment,
Generators will be wound and guaranteed for an E. M. F. as high as

10,000 VOL-TS.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED,

STANLEY ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
Pi-t-ts-Field, IN/li

THE ROYAL ELECTRIC CO., Montreal, Canada, are

sole licensees for the manufacture and sale of tlie S. K. C.

System in Canada. . . . . . . ,

u. s.
BRAXCHEI^ OFFICESi:

a^^, IS06 l\/larcii.j^-t-t:^ ^vjilding:

l^ew 'Voric, 39 ^oi-tland-t: ^t:
ornia ^-t:.
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EuaKNB F. Phillips, Prest. F. N. Phillips, Treas. W. H. Sawybr, Secy.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVlDEarCE, «. I.

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MACNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

New Yokk Store, P. C. Ackerman, 10 Cortlaudt St.

Chicago Store. F. E. Donolioe. 241 Madison St.

Montreal Branch, Eugene F. Phillips' Electrical Works.

-rm OINH-Y

WATER = WHEEL GOVERNOR
tRIMS.

Watbrville & Fairfield Railway & Light Co., I

Watertille, Me., Jan. 18, 1896.
)

Lombard Water-Wheel Governor Co., Boston, Mass.
Gentlemen:—In regard to your Type C governor, which is regulating for us

our two Hercules Wheels, which give power to operate our Light Plant, Street
R. R. and Power Generator, we are frank to admit that the machine does its work
admirably. We have no hesitancy in recommending it to those in want of a
governor. (Signed)

I. C. LiBBT, President Waterville & Fairfield R. R. & L. Co.

LOMBARD WATER-WHEEL GOVERNOR CO,
61 Hampshire St., BOSTON. MASS.

The 4 Leading Electric Novelties. ^^^^^,!^^s^.

Necktie JLight. Dollar Motor. 53 Necktie Light.

OHIO ELECTRIC WORKS, CLEVELAND, O. Bicycle Light

Agents wanted. Headquarters for Electric Novelties. Catalotine free. i^^^Our $6 Fan Motor
with 4 Batteries equals any $30 Outfit.

TRIMMER'S
TOWER WAGON.

NOVEL FEATURES.
With it a Trimmer can trim about om lamps as com-

pared with GO larni>s triirimed Ijy "tfidKinc with ladder
iind liit. ' Wrili- fcir detailed desfripl:on.

STUDEBAKER BROS. MFG. CO.,
SOUTH BEND, INO.

[HERCULESBATTER!E5
I^ Clede batteries!

POaCElAiN INSUIATIOM 01 all Kinds. J
life SolWI Ihe maKlns ol

Spectl Designs of PoncELAm.

GORDON PRIMARY CELL.
For Open and Closed Circuit Work.

The Perfect, Modern, Longest Lived and Most Economical
Cell Ever Put on ttie Market.

In use by the leading cities, railroads, telephone and gas engine
companies.

WE CLAIM:—Constant discharge of current without polari-
zation: no local action; no noxious gases or fumes; no acids; least
labor for operation; cleanest; not freezing at 28° below zero; eco-
nomic value 50 per cent, greater than gravity cell, and 30 per cent,
greater than best other cell in market. For No. I cell, 251) ampere
hours; for No. 2 cell, 100 ampere hours; on open circuit, .9 to l

volt; on closed circuit, .65 to iVo volt. Send for circular and price list.

THE GORDON -BDRNHAM BATTERY CO,
82 to 86 West Broadway, New York City.

General Western Agent. S. F. B. MORSE. Marquette BIdg.. Chicago. III.

NEW "UNIQUE" LONB-LIFE ARC LAMP,
AND SEVERAL OTHER STYLES,

ALL OF HIGHEST EXCELLENCE.
Pure Copper Switches and
Switchboards.

Celebrated "SUN-SCHMELZER-
NUREMBERC" Imported Carbons.

Send for Handsome New Complete Catalogue.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT CO.
FIRST AVE. AND 33d STREET,

S. BERCMANN, President. NEW YORK.

The SraP&slks.
T. H. Brady. New BritaIn„Conn., U. S. A..

Manufacturer of Mast Arms.Fole and
Swinging Hoods, House Brackets and
other Specialties for Construction
WoT^i.— Catalogues and Prices fur-
nished on application.

AMERICAN"]lLr
ARE THE BEST. Son^ for Descriptive Circular.

Absolutely Non-lnfrirtging.
Protection Cuaranteeo.

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
ESTD 1BB5. 38 W. Quincy St., Chicago. III.

EVERYTHINB IN WIRE.
BARE AND INSULATED.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF JHE "CHICAGO" RAIL BOND.

WASHBURN ^ MOEN MFC. CO.,
'\A/^Of9^l :pi, fviA.ss.

BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES: New York. Chicago, San Francisco. Houston, Philadelphia,
Pittsburg, Boston.

WEATHERPRUOFWIRE.
COMPLETE STOCK CARRIED BY

Western Electric Co., New York.

Electric Appliance Co., Chicago.

Pettingell Andrews Co., Boston.

Electrical Engineering Co., Minneapolis.

St. Lonis Electrical Supply Co., St. Louis.

Tlie Bradford Belting Co., Cincinnati

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.|

Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET. R, I.
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POSITION WANTED.
An experienced electrlciil ennineer, at present

connected wltliamultljihase power transmission

l)laut. havlDR a tliorimuli exncrionro with Incan-

descent and arc liclili"'-: ^i'"-' r.iilnuy :i|.|parntus,

and seolnc no hnmcdialc pro-^iicct "i advance-
ment, desires to find iiosition as snperiutcudent
wltll somrc.iinpanv that can reasonably promise
advaiicciiicut aicordkiR to worth. Address
"S. {si.." care WivStekn Electrician.

WANTED.
By an experienced telejilione man. wlio would

invest a small sum of money, a position as super-
intemU-nt or iiiaiKiu'tT in ;i trlrplHiiif I'xchanKe
in a proKressivc tow n. Has ci^'lit \<'a[>' experi-
ence ami can tiiiiilsli best uf references. Ad-
dress "Telephone." care of Western Elec-
TRiri.AN.5io Marquette Buildiup:, Chicago.

WANTED.
ChanRe of location by man of 2S, tlioroughly

familiar with tlie promotinp; of new telephone
exchanges and lines, and the developiDg to a
paying basis of established systems. Practical
in every detail—manufacture, construction, op-
erating and maintenance. At present engaged.
Highest reference furnished. Address "T.-H.."
care Western Electiucian.

\A/ A. iM -r e:D

.

ARMATURES TO REWIND.
Winders direct from T.-H. and Westinghouse
shops. Work guaranteed. Ten years' experience.
Light plants Installed complete. Send for prices.

HODCE, WALSH & LORING,
631 Delaware, KANSAS City. Mo,

Assignee's Sale.
The Electric Engineering & Supply Company,

of Syracuse, having made a general assignment,
its entire plant cou'^isting of macbinery, tools,

dies and fixtures and aU of its stock of goods are
for sale at reduced prices in bulk or in part.
Address eommnnicarions to BENJAMIN ST0L2.
As--ignee, 339 Onondaga County Savings Bank
Building. Syracuse, N. Y.

FOR SALE CHEAP.
Make us an offer. One iron mast standing,

complete, 125 feet high, second hand, fftr 4 lamps,
in good state of preservation; having no further
use for it we are anxious to sell. Santa Barbara
Electric Light Co .. Santa Barbara, Cal.

Second hand Arc Lamps of different manu-
facture; good as new and thoroughly tested:
also. Arc and Incandescent Dynamos and other
electrical apparatus.
Always in the market for scrap Dynamos,

Motors, Wire, Copper, burned out Incandes-
cent Lamps and Lamp bases, etc. AddressTHE
CORKMAXCOaiFAI^Y, 1134 Hamilton St.,
Cleveland, Ohio.

FOR SALE.
Electric light plant and franchise; no competi-

tion. All in a No. 1 order. In one of the best
county seat towns in Iowa, with a good and con-
stantly increasing business. Will sell entire
Etant or half interest to a practical man who
as the cash. No others need apply. For full

particulars address J. F. Babcock, New Hamp-
ton, Iowa.

ROSE POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
A College of Enertneering, Mechanical,Electricttl.Civil

Engineei-ing, Chemical courses. Well endowed. Exten-
sive Shopa. Modernly eiiuipped Laboratories in all
Depts. Expense.s low. 15th year. For catalogue ad-
dress C. L. JIEES, President, Terre Haute, Ind.

Bargains in Street Railway
Apparatus.

AAOTORSi Price each.

4G. E. 800 motors $185.00
2 Steel motors, "C" No.3-.'. 200.00
4 Walker motors, 30 h. p 175,00
2 Westinghouse No. 12, 30 h. p 150.00
10 ;• No.l2,20h.p 160.00
23 .''. No.3,25h,p 150.00
24 Edison K^O. 6, 15h. p 65.00

GENERATORS.
Edison, T.-H., Detroit, Eae. Write tor prices.

TRUCKS.
20 McGuire old style trucks, 25 Brill trucks,

Cars and Trailers. Write for photos and prices.

The mectrical Excliange,
Long Distance Tel. 744 Express.

166-174 S. Clinton St., Chicago.

Agents Wanted.

A few good live agents

to talie subscriptions for

tlie WESTERN ELEC-
TRICIAIV and handle our
boolt publications. Liberal

commissions paid.

Address, stating expe-

rience and references,

Electrician Publishing Co.,

5 I MARQUETTE BLDC,

CHICAGO.

ELECTROTYPES.
CHICAGO ELECTRO. & STEREO. CO.,

149-155 Plymouth Place, Chicago.

EVERY-DAY EXCURSIONS

To all parts of the world can be arrang-
ed for any day in the year, for one or

more persons, upon application to any
principal ticket agent of the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. .Paul Railway. Itiner-

aries carefully prepared for excursions
to California, Mexico, China, Japan,
and to any part of Europe. Estimates
furnished, including all expenses.
Tickets furnished for the complete
journey. It is not necessary to wait for

any so-called "Personally Conducted
Excursions." In these days of progress-
ive enlightenment, with the English
language spoken in every land under the
sun, one does not need to depend upon
the services of guides for sight-seeing,

but can go it alone or in small family
parties, with great comfort and security
and at one's own convenience. Write to

C. N. Souther, City Ticket Agent, 95
Adams St., Chicago.

The Coast Line to MACKINAC
'

—

TAKE THE—

'

W MACKINAC
DETROIT
PETOSKEY
CHICAGO

New Steel Passenger Steamers
The Greatest Perfection yet attained in

Boat Construction—Luxurious Equipment,
Artistic purnisliing. Decoration and Effic-

ient Service, insuring the highest degree of

COMFORT, SPEED AND SAFETY
FouB Trips per Week Between

Toledo, Detroit and Mackinac
PETOSKEY, "the SOO," MARQUETTE

AND DULUTH.
LOW RATES to Picturesque Mackinac and

Return, including fleais and Berths. From
Cleveland, $i8; from Toledo. $15; from
Detroit, $13-50.

DAY AND NIQHT SERVICE.

Between Detroit and Cleveland
Connecting at Cleveland with Earliest

Trains for all points East, South and South-
west and at Detroit for all points North and
Northwest.

Sunday Trips June, July, August and Sept. Only

EVERY DAY BETWEEN

Cleveland,Put=in=Bay4^Toledo
Send for Illustrated Pamphlet. Address
A. A. SCHANTZ, «. p. a., DETROIT, MICH.

THe Detioit k Gieveiami steam Nav. Go.

Scrap Copper Wire Wanted.
If you have any Old Copper Wire of any description to

dispose of, it will pay you to communicate with us, as we are
'.'„ all times in the market for any quantity of Scrap Copper
Wire, at the highest market values. We pay cash and send
prompt returns. We are also supplying the electrical trade with
our high grade Babbitt, Cotton Waste, Solder, Etc. Please com-
municate with us.

SWARTS METAL REFINING CO.,
20 N. Desplalnes Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

s Patent stem^fL Water Purifier.
Removes all Impurities.

ENTIRELY PREVENTS SCALE IN STEAM

BOILERS. Catalogue on Application.

The Stilwell-Bierce & Sinitli-yaile Co.,

DAYTON, OHIO.
Blsdon Iron A liOcomotiTe Works, San Francisco, Cal., Pacific Coast Asent.

JUST PUBLISHED.

DYNAMOS,
A practical explanation of the Desigrning-,

Construction, Operation, Main-
tenance and the

CARE AND MANAGEMENT
...OF...

DVNAiVlOS,
BY F. S. HUNTING,

Chief Eng-ineer Fort Waj'ne Electric Cor-
poration.

20 Pag-es, Size 7 by 10 inches, 26 Illustrations,
Pamphlet Form.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Suite 510 9Iar(|uette Bldg., Chicago.

Anctor or Toggle Bolt.

Electrical and Small Woodwork a Specialty.
Send for catalogue.

C.H. LEVER MFG. CO., CHICAGO.

Making Rosettes Our Specialty—
Write for full particulars, free Samples, eti^

RCleat-Concealed-Combination-Sq. Base

'OSETTES
CHICAGO

Investigate—$5 saved is interest on $ioo.

H.T. PAISTE CO.
PHILADELPHJA

"^ANT A GOOD THiNG^*

The month
of June
beats the
Record.
Why?

Our goods are
Our prices are
Our methods are
Our locatioD is

AVe are all

And you are allm
SEND FOB OU« BBAXD NEW UP-TO-DATE CATAtOeiJE.

Tie Worcester Polyteclmic Institnte,
\l'ORCESTER, MASS.

T. C aiEXDEXHA.!.!., President.
Courseg of study in Mechanical, Civil and Elec-

trical Engineering:. Chemistry and General
Science. New and extensive laboratories In
Engineerinff, Electricity, PJiysics and Chemistry.
Special facihties in Steam and Hydraulics, 176-
pa{!:e Catalosrne. showing positions filled by
Graduates mailed free. Address J. K. MAR-
HALL, Registrar.

Arnold Electric PowerStation Co.,
Suite 1540 IVIarquette BIdg,. Chicago.

Engineers and Contractors for

Electric Power Stations.

Sole owners of patents controlling the "ARNOLD
SYSTEIVI" of power station construction.

Keduction in first cost, economy and greater
reliability in operation. Write for information.

Playing Cards.

You can obtain a pack of best quality

playing cards by sending fifteen cents in

postage to P. S. Eustis, Gen'l Pass. Agent,

C, B. & Q. R. R., Chicago, 111.

TtOllEimEl
National Tube Works Company.

Boston, 70 Federal St. I Chicago, comer Clinton and Fulton Streets.
New York, Havemeyer Building, Cortlandt St. St. Louis, 938 North Second Street.
Pittsburg, Fidelity Building, Fourth Ave. I Works, McKeesport, Pa.
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Victor Turbine Water Wiieel.
Cylinder or Register Gate— Close Regulation and High Efficiency

at Full and Partial Gate-
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CELGBRATEn WATER

WHIiiEL as particularly adapted to their use, on account of its remarkablr uteady mof Ion,
liigh speed and great efficiency and larse capacity for its diameter, being double
the power of most wheels ot the same diameter. It is used by a number of the leadmg electric com-
panies with great satisfaction. In the economical use ol water it is without an equal, prodrcmg the
highest per cent of useful effect gaaranieed.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PARTICULARS.
The accompanying engraving represents a single 10-inch Victor Turbine on horizontal shaft to

develop 3fi H. P. under 38 feet head. Arranged with 12-inch Worrell Friction Coupling at one end to
disconnect pulley.

We are now prepared to furnish Victor Turbines, either single or in pairs, on horizontal shafts,
and where the situation admits of their use we recommend them.

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO., DAYTON, OHIO.
RisdoD Iron & Locomotive Works, Saa FranciscO: Cal Pacific Coast Agents

Cedar Railway, Telephone,
Telegraph and Electric Liight

f>oi-e:s.
Pine painted cross arms and Oak pins. Get

owT prices for delivery at any destination. Six
sorting yards, our Monroe yard belns most
Southern and Eastern in Michigan. Our card:
Al poles and good despatch.

W. G. Sterling & Son,
MONROE. MICH.

DERIVATION OF

Practical Electrical Units.

LIEUT. F. B. BADT and PROF. H. S. CARHART.

PRICE, POSTAGE PREPAID, 75c.

This is a very handsome book of 60

pages, printed on fine heavy paper, with

neat cloth binding. It contains Por-

traits and Biographies of Ohm, Watt,

Faraday, Joule, Gauss, Weber, Sir Wil-

liam Siemens, Dr. Werner von Siemens,

Volta, Ampere, Daniell, von Jacobi,

together with a carefully prepared table

of the Practical Electrical Units, with

their relative values.

In no other Single Volume can thfs

Rare Collection of Portraits be Found.

Electriciaii MxiWii [>mwi
510 Marquette Building, - CHICAGO.

WHITE CEDAR POLES
And STREET CAR TIES.

IpVholeBale Prodnoers.

CEDAR
LiNDSLEY Bros.,

MENOMINEE, MICH.,

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS. POLES

Ira Carley
Can ship you anywhere anything In cedar from
a 3 In. 7 ft. to 7 in. 70 ft. Electrical con-
tracts my specialty.

INGALLS, MICH.

HAWKINS' NEW CATECHISM
OF ELECTRICITY.

Plan of the Work, Contents, Etc.

The New Catechism of Electricity will be found to he
surprisingly plain, and free from useless and amhiguous
terms, llie plan upon which it Is arranged is unique.
The book is. first of all, intended to he plain and in-

structive: some 3()0 illustrations have been introduced,
so that the mere pictures will afford almost a knowledge
of the subiects.

It is a school book from the manner in which it pro-
ceeds from the simple facts to the abstract principles
whicli the facts indicate; it is also a book of reference
through the index of seventeen double columns of fine
type iiages; by means of this index a thousand items of
practical imporiance are at once available.
It is an up-to-date work, which has cost a large outlay

of capital and time. and. in short, it is doubtful if any
more attractive book has ever been issued—or one more
useful.
The subjects treated upon areas fo'lows: Dedication

to Thomas A. Edison, with engraving of Mr. Edison;
Preface and Introduction; Nature and Source of JClec-

trieity and Magnetism.
The Dynamo: Conductors and Non-Conductors; Sym-

bols, abbreviations and definitions relating to electric-
ity; Farts of the Dynamo; The Motor; The Care and
Management of the Dynamo and Motor.
Electric Lighting; Wiring; The rules and require-

ments of the National Board of Underwriters in full;

ElPctrical Measurements.
The Electric Kailway; Line Work; Instruction and

Cautions for Linemen and the Dynamo Room; Storage
Batteries; Care and Management; of the Street Car
Motor; Electro Plating.
The Telephone and Telegraph; The Electric Elevator;

Accidents and Emergencies, etc., etc.

The full one-third part of the whole work has been
devoted to the explanation and illustrations of the dy-
namo, and partiiMilar directions relating to its care and
management;— all the directions are given in the sim-
plest and most kindly way to assist rather than confuse
the learner. The names of the various parts of the ma-

chine are also given with pictorial illustrations of the same.
In the Catechism no less than 25 full page illustrations have been given of the various dynamo

machines made in different parts of the country, and an equal number of part page llhistrations.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO.

The Standard Open Circuit Batteries
of the World.

SEHD FOK CIECULAR AND PKICE3.

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.,
Ill to 117 East nislSt., N. Y.

THE BELL,
STYLE "F"

3 TO 15 INCHES.
A.SK: F-^R IT.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

HUEBEL & MANGER,
MANUFACTURERS,

290 Graham St., Brooklyn. N. Y.

....BINDERS....
FOR THE

Western Electrician
SI.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUB. CO.,
CHICAGO.

The Bullock Electric Mfg. Co.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT

I03S SROiB^D'XM/^.AY, CI NCIIMN A.-ri, OIHI^. \m

NEW YORK:

AND

POWER PLANTS
AND

SLOW SPEED
MOTORS.

BOSTON:

St. Paul Building.

No. 8 Oliver Street.

PHILADELPHIA:
No. 662 Bourse Building.

CHICAGO:
No. 623 Western Union BIdg.
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We Have Cut Our Prices Lower Than Ever!
You have no further excuse for not equipping your exchange wi

and Telephone Apparatus.
We have cut our coat according to the cloth—our prices to the times.

Work is maintained throughout. Our profits are sacrificed.

DON'T BUY A LAWSUIT.
GET OUR CATALOGUE.
There's good reading in it on the patent situation. Good advice to the uninitiated.

th Stromberg-Carlson Telephones

Our Standard of High Grade

The Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co.,
76 W. JACKSON BOULEVAKD, CHICAGO, ILL., U. S. A.

Full equipment for Central Stations, also for House, OHice, Factory, Police and Fire Alarm systems, manu-
factured in our own shops from crude material.

The very simplest and most efficient Street Railway System on the market.

American Electric

Telephone Co.,

The Largest Manufacturers

#
OF

~reler:>Hone
S^A^i-teHboards

it THE IJWITED STATES.

AU Goods Strictly High Grade.
325 exchanges, aggregating 60,000 telephones, in

use. Three years service. Write for our 1897
catalogue showing new types and prices.

American Elec. Telephone Co.,

171 and 1 73 S. Canal Street, CHICAGO.
PCEIAINJ^!m UFACToror.

_^ StmnO

i?s^jf«^r^'f''"-

E1 jjj|[^

11
WESTERN TELEPHONE

-•^CONSTRUCTION CO.,
250 S. Clinton Street, CHICAGO,

. . LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF . .

Telephones and Appliances,
EXCLUSIVELY. IN THE UNITED STATES.

Swedish
Telepiiones.

.^ Adjustable Arm 'Phone for Ex-
*" change and Toll !Line "Work.

"Write for prices.

WHITMAN & COUCH,
196 Summer St., Boston.

McFell Electric Co., 1 549-50 Marquette BIdg., Chicago Agents.

niElSkt edition.X -RiOkVS
FOR EVERYBODY.

:clv\/^eircl Tr^v^rt.

Just off the Press. 93 Pages. 47 Illustrations.

Fully describes in plain terms how to perform experiments with the X-Ray Outfit.

Tells what electrical apparatus is needed and how to manipulate it. Illustrations show
clearly how to connect up the Crookes Tube, the Ruhrakorfi Coil, and how to run
them, either by batteries or electric light currents. How to make an X-Ray Outfit

very cheaply, including a Fluoroscope.
Write us at once, enclosing 25 Cents in stamps, postal note, express money or-

der, and get one of these valuable books.

ELECTRICUN PUBLISHING CO.. «"> S?:?^»i21'<*-

T^HR T^EIaRPHONE hand-book:
i4e

BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB.
Mender of the American Institute of electrical E?igineers, and of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, London. Author of ''A PraMcal Guide to the Testing of

Insulated Wires and Cables." Joint Author of "Electricity in Daily Life."

'ogres, 138 lllcis-fcra-fcions, Clo'th, MJand-l
EXTKACT FROM PEEFACE.

*ric^ $1.00.
"This little lMok has DO pretension to be considered a complete treatise on telephony as it exists in America. Tlie time for such a work is not yet come. But It is felt that there is a demand

for a practical book on tcisphone working and management, and the TELEPHONE HAND BOOK Is an attempt at meeting that demand. With the exception of a few chapters dealing with
certain forms of transmitters and receiveis used in Europe, which are given for the infofmatlon of tliose who may wish to engage in the manufacture of telephones, the book is based entirely on
standard American practice; and most of the material, apparatus and metliods described are pecuhar to or have originated in this country."

'fo pains have been spared to make it the host hook of its kind. It is right up to dat«, intensely practical, and so plain and clear in its language that anyone can imderstand and learn from It

everything regarding teleplione work and management. It conforms in size and style to our other Kand-Books which liave been so favorably received by the entire electrical fraternity.

CHAPTEK 1.

2.

-CONTENTS.
The Invention of tlie Telephone.
Sound Waves. Articulate Speech.
Electric Telephony. The Bell Telephone.
The Microphone.
Current Induction. Electromagnetic In-

duction.
The Induction Coil: Its Use in the Tele-

phone Transmitter.
The Complete Telephone Circuit.
Magnet Telephones.
The Bell Telephone Eeceiver.
Other forms of Magnet Telephones.
The Gower, Ader and D'Arsonval Receiv-

ers, Mercadier's BI-Telephone.
The Siemens, Kotyra, Neumayer and

Bottcher Receivers.

CHAPTER 13. Carbon Transmitters.
14. The Blake Transmitter.
15. The Long Distance Transmitter.
16. The Solid-back Transmitter.
17. The Berhner Transmitter,
18. The Cuttriss Transmitter.
19. Various European Transmitters.
20. The Etticiency^of Carbon Transmitters.
21. Batteries for Telephone Work.
22. Open Circuit Batteries.
23. Closed Circuit Batteries.
24. The Practical Management of Batteries,
26. Magneto Bell.

26. Automatic Switches.
27, Telephone Line Construction.

CHAPTER 28. Metallic Circuit,

29. Underground Wires.
30. Lightning Arresters.
31. Inside Wiring.
32. Installation of Telephone Instruments.
33. Inspection and Maintenance.
34. The Condenser; Its Use in Telephony.
35. Electromagnetic Retardation.
36. Exchange Working.
37. Small Exchanges.
S8. Party Lines: Tlie Bridging BeU.
39. Long Distance Telephony.
"< Duplex Telephony.

Simultaneous Telegraphy and Telephony
Appendix.;

41.

9«bu*ii«daudfoTBaieby_ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., Suite^10 Marquette Bunding, CHICAGO.
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VT"''''<>S (S HAS BEEN MAKING

iTelephohes
\S' 20 YEARS, NOT CHEAP BUT
SERVICEABLE AND FULLY CUAMNTEED.

. CIRCULARS FURNISHED. '

VIADUCT ElECTRICC^
BALTIMORE.MD. U.S.A.

OurirtKy) 'Sl(JL(i.- Oilmty)

.

THE TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK
BY

HERBERT LAWS WEBB.
Price 81.00.

The only complete and practical work
of its kind on the market.

PUBLISHED BY

THE ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
Suite 510 Marquette BuildlUK. Chicaf;o,

E. S. TABER. V. A. MAYER.

TABER & MAYER,
MANUFACTURERS AND
DEALERS IN

ELECTRICAL GOODS
-AND-

TELEPHONE APPARATUS.
Telephone Instruments, Switchboards, Trans-

mitters, Receivers, Cords, Jacks, Plugs, Drops,
Switches, Experimental Work.

185 FRANKLIN ST., BOSTON, MASS.

The Lockwood Transmitter
Is protected by letters patent No. 528640 and No. 557588, issued Nov.
5, iSg4, and April 7, 1896, respectively.

The electrodes have "A variable air space" between them, and the

adjustment is obtained by tension instead of pressure. The Lockwood
is positively the only Transmitter on the market having no contact

BETWEEN electrodes, consequently parties liable to infringement

suits and promoters of long-distance systems will find it to be the only

telephone that will satisfy the fears of their subscribers. The Trans-
mitter can be placed upon any instrument now in use, and an exchange
of Transmitters is easily effected.

Address:

The Lockwood Long Distance Telephone &
Telegraph Company of America,

JOSIAH TICE, Mgr. No. 80 Albany St., New Brunswick, N. J.

Fort Wayne Electric Corporation,
FORT WAYNE, IND.

. Dir
Apparatus for

^fc Curren-fc and AI'fc^rnEi-l:-

J. G. BRILL COMPANY, PHILADELPHIA,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Electric Cars

and Trnc^,

Solid Forged

Frame Tracks,

Tracks for

4-Wlieel Cars.

PIVOTAL TRUCKS FOR STEAM AND ELECTRIC SERVICE.

The PERFECT TRUCK, our "No. 27," is safer, easier on rails, easier lor passengers and
Imparts less motion to the car body than any truck ever made.

WE CAN SUBSTANTIATE OUR CLAIMS.

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand-Book.
By F, B, BADT.

^26 Pases, 140 Illustrations. Plexlble<Cloth Binding.
5 1-2x3 inches. Price $1.00.

Size of Type Page

This is, as the name indicates, a NEW BOOK, much more complete than the
oM oiie, with all the inforinatlon, instructions and rules which are required by
practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers, and owners
and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It is the only book of the kind
published in the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Tenders'
Hand-Ttook sold, and over 5,000 of the new.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
510 Marquette Building;, CHICAGO.

DIRECTORY OF PRINCIPAL ELEC-

TRICAL AND MECHANICAL

ENGINEERS.

Charles A. Pratt,

Consulting Electrical Engineer.

Power transmission and subdivision for
fftctorles. Electric coal mining plants.
Designs for special machinery.
Plans, specifications, tests, supervision.

IIIH Jlonndnock Bldg., Chicago.

Foree Bain,
Electrical and
Mechanical Engineer.Consulting,

Designing,
Supervising. Plans, Sppcllications and
Constructing, General Knglneering.
Testing. Expert in Patent Causes.

Suite 1657, 105H and 1050
Slonadnocic Bid)?., CHICAGO.

William H. Bryan, M. E.,

H. H. Humphrey, M. S.,

Mechanical and Electrical Engineers,

Consultations, Reports. Estimates, Plans.
Specifications. Superintendpnc*-. Tests, Pur-
chasing. Designs of (

'(.-ritrai statious a Spe-
cialty. Turiier Buildin^c- ^t. LoniH.

Map of the United States.
A large handsome Map of the United

States, mounted and suitable for office or

home use, is issued by the Burlington

Route. Copies will be mailed to any ad-

dress on receipt of fifteen cents in postage

by P. S. EusTis, Gen'l Pass. Agent, C. B.

&Q. R. R., Chicago. 111.

IT SPEAKS
FOR ITSELF and FOR YOU!

THERE ARE MICROPHONES AND MICROPHONES,

BUT
THE MILDE CARBON MICROPHONES

(CONTROLLED BY US)

Excel All Others.
IWITCHBOARBS and TGIiKPHOlTES.

STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.,
AJCadisoxi, X2Vi®., U. S. A..

INTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC CO,
76 Beekman Street,

Tlevr York.
Ruhmkorfl

Induction Coils,

Telepbone Colls, Expert-

menial Work, Small Ma-
chinery, Bladlni Posts.

COPPEPl
CORRY-Pfl'

„
MiKUliLTEMV. COWIfO

Steam Engineering and
Electricity

Tauglit by Mail.

Our Stationary Engineers' Scholarship includes Instruction in Arithmetic, Mensuration and the
Use of Letters in Algebraic Formulas, Mechanics, Mechanical Drawhig, Steam and Steam Engines,
Steam Boilers, Dynamos and Motors.

Besides a thorough education in the theory of Steam Engineering the instruction is designed to

qualify Steam Engineers and other students to understand, operate and care for electrical ma-
chines; to Install electrical plants; to perform calculations and to locate and remedy faults.

Studies are carried on at home. No time lost from work. Specially prepared Instruction and
Question Papers, superior to text-books, furnished free tostudents.

_

A/sa courses in Mechanics ; Civil Enffineeri7ig in all its branches: Book-Keepingand Business Forms
and the English Branches.

A circular giving full particulars will be sent free. Mention the subject in which you are mter-
ested. Address

THE INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS, Box 1002. Scrantoo. Pa.
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Special Offer!
WESTERN ...

ELECTRICIAN

3 MONTHS 50 CENTS
-1.

THIRTEEN NUMBERS CONTAINING B. J. ARNOLD'S ELEVEN LECTURES ON THE
"DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS," DE-

LIVERED IN MARCH AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA.

TENTH LECTURE IN THIS ISSUE.

TITLES OF THE LECTURES:

B. J. ARNOLD.

1. Possible Sources of Energy.
2. Cost ofthe Prodnction ofPower.
S. Boilers and Accessories.
4. Water Supply, Pomps, Condensers, Heaters,

Economizers, Etc.
5. Engines.
6. Piping.

7. Connections between Engines and Gen-
erators.

8. Oenerators and Stritchboard.
9. Storage Battery Auxiliaries.

10. Preliminary Determinfttions.
11. Buildings and General Arrangements.

"In securing the exclusive right to the serial publication

of the lectures delivered last month at the University of

Nebraska, by Bion J. Arnold, the Wbstekn Electrician
feels that it is providing for its readers during the next

three months a feature of assured excellence. As a student,

Mr. Arnold is close, careful, persistent, yet enthusiastic

withal; as an engineer he is practical, cautious, yet quick

to adapt himself to existing conditions, and eager to se-

cure the best result without dogmatic adhesion to any pet

theory. He seems to balance well theory and practice and
has been successful in accomplishment. Devoting especial

attention to power station work, he is well qualified to

speak on the "Design and Construction of Electric Power
Plants," which is the subject of his series of lectures.

The first lecture, which appears in this issue, somewhat
abridged, shows with what thoroughness Mr. Arnold ap-

proaches his subject."

—

Editorial Announcement.

CHICAGO BOARD OP TRADE PLANT.

A BIT OV HIS WORK.

Send 50 cents and Receive the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN for 13 Weeks, and learn all about Electric Power Plants.

]B^olE ^ftjirxiLtoeirs C^im. :^e EiHurxiJ.sln.ecS.
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THE AMERICAN-BALL ENGINE
Has All the Latest Improvements.

Its self-oiling system is a splendid success and is ap-

preciated by the engineer because it furnishes a bath of oil

for the bearings without his constant attention, and it makes

the engine run noiselessly and cool.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

AMERICAN ENGINE CO..
Frank H. Ball, (jen'l aier..

iOUlMD BROOK, IM. J.

Metropolitan Electric Co.,
EUEOTRIOAl- SVJI»r»L.IE:S,

MANUFACTURERS,

IMPORTERS AND

DEALERS IN

BARGAIN SHEET. 186 and 188 Fifth Ave., Telephone Main 3682, CHICAGO, ILL., U. S. A.

TO THOSE COXSTRUCTI]¥G OR liUSTAIiMUffG XEW EI.ECTRIC I.IGHT PJLAKTS,

Each.
Concealed SchaEEer porcelain rosettes $ .06

Open Schaffer porcelain rosettes 06
10 Amp Sawyer-Man uncovered main cutouts 06^^
25 Amp. Sawyer-Man uncovered main cutouts 10
50 Amp. Sawyer-Man uncovered main cutouts 18
100 Amp. Sawyer-Man uncovered main cutouts 30
10 Amp. Sawyer-Man uncovered brancti cutouts 06%
25 Amp. Sawyer-Man uncovered brancli cutouts 10
50 Amp. Sawyer-Man uncovered branch cutouts 24
100 Amp.- Sawyer-Man uncovered branch cutouts 35
10 Amp. Sawyer-Man covered main cutouts 09
50 Amp. Sawyer-Man covered main cutouts 25
100 Amp. Sawyer-Man covered main cutouts 40
10 Amp. Sawyer-Man covered branch cutouts 09
25 Amp. Sawyer-Man covered branch cutouts 13%

Each.
50 Amp. Sawyer-Man covered branch cntoats 5 .29

Dist No. 61465 porcelain cutouts 18

List No. 61565 porcelain cutouts "T .27

List No. 62835 porcelain cutouts 23
5 Amp. S. P. switches 15
10 Amp. S. P. switches 16
10 Amp. 3-pt. switches 25
10 Amp. D. P. switches 35
5 Amp. S. P. flush switches 40
10 Amp. S. P. flush switches 41
10 Amp. 3-pt. flush switches 50
10 Amp. D. P. flush switches 60
5 Amp. S." P. lock flush switches K
10 Amp. S. P. lo'cli flush switches 66
10 Amp. 3rpt. lock flush switches 75

Each.
10 Amp. D. P. lock flash switches $ .»
T. H. Key sockets 07
W. H. Key sockets 07
T. H. Keyless sockets 06
W. H. Keyless sockets 06
T. H. Key wall sockets 10%
W. H. Key wall sockets 10%
T. H. Keyless wall sockets 09%
W. H. Keyless wall sockets 09%
Carbons. 7-16x12, coppered per M. 3.00
Reis & Scott fan motors, 50 volt alternating 6.00
Gilliland battery telephones 7.00
Galvanized iron rail bonds 01
1% Locust pins 8 Inches long per M.10.00
1% Locust pins 6 Inches long per M. 5.00

Everything; else yon want at correspondingly low prices. Ask for our mammoth catalogue with your order.

HART
FLUSH SWITCHES

IN GANGS OF ANY NUMBER.

THE SWITCHES ARE INSERTED AND

CONNECTED UP FROM THE FRONT.

FLUSH SWITCH FOR GANGS.

The Cut shows a No. 2 Box

for iron armored conduit, with

a gang of two switches.

The boxes are furnished with

any number of outlets desired.

Switches are "indicating."

The hart & HEGEMAN MFG. COMPANY,
NNI
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k ^^^^^^li^^^m ^ Dayton Globe Iron Works Co., Davton. cl.
Shafting.

Gearing,
Pulleys.

PillowBlocms^

Governors,

Etc.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL
16 known the vyorld over as affording the most simple, reliable

and economical power for all purposes.

7,000 WHEELS NOW RUNNING Slnrs7ti!^lT^^l^'""''
'° ' ""' ''""

CICPTDIP DflWCD TDAMCMICCinU Pelton Wheels are especially adapted to

CLCb I nib rUlf Cn I llAllOllllOOlUll. this purpose and are operating the major-
ltj'of statiousof thlscharacter in all parts of the world. Highest efficiency and hesc regulation
guaranteed. Catalogues furnished on application. Address

PELTON WATER
143 Liberty Street, or

NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., U. S. A.

WHEEL CO.,
121-123 Main Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.,

Caziii Water Wheel.
Pat. March 16, 1897.

Will furnish more power per cubic foot of water used than any other

wheel made.

Can be Operated by Steam at Periods of Lpw Water.

Ameican Impulse Wheel Co. of N., Y. '^-iliir

Front View of Bucket.

Xi2^ BEIRFSYIVIAIM
Feed Water Heater and Purifier.

Provided with U-shaped Tubes, it Never Leal(s.

THE HIGHEST eBAHE OXITT.
Our catalogue contains the representative names of a large number of con-

tented buyers ofBERRYMAW HEATERS built by us In the last twenty
years. A copy awaits your order at any time.

I. B. DAVIS & SON, Makers, Hartford. Conn..
Or addresses given below:

Jas. Berryman, 125 North 4th St., Philadelphia.
VV. H. Gitson, 520 Medlnali Temple. Chicago.

Jos. Whitaker. 7 and 9 Pearl Street, Boston.
A. A. Cardwell. 39 Cortlandt Street, Koora 127, New York.

WATER WHEELS
For Heads of 3 Feet to 2000 Feet.

Especially adapted to all kiuds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke, given below, enable us to guarantee:

The Largest Power ever obtainedfrom a wheel of the same diameter. The highest
apeed ever obtained for the same powei'. The highest mean efficiency when
running from half to full gate. We guarantee also: A runner of the greatest
poHsible strength. A gate uncqualed in quickness and ease of opening and closing.

Test of a 45 In. SAMSON, Jan. 26, 97. Testof a 3B inch SAMSON, Feb.1,'97.
|

Gate
Open.

Head.
Rev.

Pr.Min.
Cu. F.t.

Pr. Sec.

Hor.-e

Power.
Per
Ceut.

Gate
Open Head.

Rev.
Pr.Mio-

Cu. Ft-
Pr. Sec.

Horse
Power.

Per
Cent.

Full

H
H
'A

15.00

15.04
15.11

1588
16.47

144.00
138.12

127.67
131.50
126.87

172.69

15503
33-24
112.65

90-04

240.97 82.03

223.61 84 55
191.06 83.68
162.80 80.25

127-73 75.95

Full

H
'A

15-29

16.56

17-33
17-54
17-68

194 25
J87.75

178.50
176.40
168.50

102.02

IP
57-69

143-44
146.73
138.40
109.64
88.14

81.08
S4.7S

S3- 88
80.09

75.19

THE Mccormick
TURBINE.

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,
Especially Adapted for Electrical Work.

Oives more poTrer per diameter iv^ith a higher
percentage of useful effect than any other ivater-
wheel heretofore mnde. All sizes, right and left hand,
are built from patterns perfected under systematic tests in the
Holyoke Testing Flume.

Parties having power plants which are unsatisfactory, and
those contemplating the improvement of powers, will find it to
their interest to confer with us, as -we are willing to
guarantee results w^here others haxe flailed, no
matter w^hat make of turbine has been in use.
STAT£ REQriR£ai£XT!$ AKB »ESS> FOR
CATAI.OGUE.

S.MORGAN SMITH CO.. York, Pa.
Estimates furnished for complete power plants and

results guaranteed.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.

'•••GRAPHITE FOR RESISTANCE
Made in a,lmost any form required and of 1 ohm or 1,000,000 ohms as

desired. We also make graphite boxes and crucibles resisting heats
of 4,000 degrees • . . . .

JOS. DlXOHr CRrCIBIiE CO., ,- - Jersey City, W. J.

REG.TRADE MARKS The Phosphor Bronze SmeltingCo.Qmited,
2200 Washington ave.,Philadelphia.

"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE"
INGOTS,CASTING-S, WIRE,RODS, SHEETS, ETC.^

—

DELTA METAL
CASTINGS, STAMPINGS bnd FORGINGS
ORIGINAL AND Sole Makers IN THE U.S.

A VALUABLE BOOK FOR ENGINEERS AND FIREMEN NOW READY.

MODERN EXAMINATIONS OF STEAM ENGINEERS or PRACTICAL THEORY EXPLAINED and ILLUSTRATED.

BY W. H. WAKEMAN.
12 mo. Cloth. 272 pages. 53 Chapters.

Containing a complete list of 300 questions such as -Will be asked of any
Engineer when taking e.Tamination for U. S. Government or State License, all

of which are fully answered in the te.xt.

F>Rice, $2.00
By mail, postpaid, to any part of the world

This book while especially adapted for engineers' examinations, is also in-

tended as a practical guide to Engineers, Firemen, Boiler Makers, Machinists,
and others, in daily practice.

The author being a practical steam engineer himself, well knows the .wants
of the working engineer, and has put into this work such knowledge and infor-

mation as is best adapted to their use, making it altogether the most complete
and comprehensive guide for the busy workers in the engine room, boiler works
and machine shops that has ever been published.

As one engineer who has read the book says: "I think there are few engi-

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, -

neers that it wouldn't do some good. It seems as if it was a review of al! I

have ever read, and a lot more besides."
The author has treated of a very great variety of subjects which are oi

vital importance to all who wish to improve and extend their knowledge of

steam engineering, and has explained the rules and formulas given, in the sim-
plest manner possible, and has worked out examples by them, so that all who
can read may understand them.

The 300 questions are an important feature of the book, they are entirely

separate from the 53 chapters of reading matter, and were written after many
years of practical experience and careful research by the author.

His connection with the Boardmah Manual Training High School at New
Haven, Conn., as Instructor in Steam Engineering, his 12 years of active mem-
bership in the N. A. S. E., and his position as Instructor of No. 10 of Conn., a
sturdy branch of the National Organization, makes him especially competent
in this part of the work.

The many flattering commendations which this book has already received
from competent judges and high authorities, speak well for its value.

- SuitQ 910 Marquette Building, Chicago, III.
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AUTOIVIATIO INIOIN
HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL, OF THE HIGHEST

STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE.
IVIEIDA

World's Industrial and Cotton Exposition, New Orleans,
American Institute Fair, New York, ....
Centennial International Exposition, Melbourne, Australia,
Augusta Exposition, Augusta, Georgia,
World's Columbian Exposition, Chicago,
California Mid=winter Exposition, San Francisco,
Cotton States and International Exposition, Atlanta, Oa.,

THE BALL ENGINE CO.,

1885
1887
1888
189

1

1893
1894

189s

ERIE, PA.
Chicago Office, 1526 Monadnock Block.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Manufacturers of the

Morrii "Clinax" and "Componnf Safety Water

Tnlie Boilers.

BUILT IN UNITS OF 50 TO 1 ,00O H, P.

CAUTION:
Beware of infringers, they will

be rigidly prosecuted.

ALSO BUILDERS OF

Smoke Stacks, Tanks, Etc., and
All Classes of Iron Work.

fiaipeciflcations, Orawings and Prices furnished
on application.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boilers.

"Raymond Improved"
GAS AND GASOLINE

ENGINES
For driving electric light and

stationary power plaDts.

ONE TO ONE HUNDRED HORSE POWER.
Elli'jeiicy iiin?x('f'Iletl.

Maniifaetured by

J. I. CASE T. M. CO.,

Full particulars given on application.

^^ r* The Best and.

Gasoline Engines. c.xeape«tpow
*^ er for drivtns

Dynamos. Steady lilfflit GnaranteeiU liiend

for Cataloffue. !Bto*

THE VAN DUZEN GASOLINE ENGINE CO., • >gmGmNATl, 0HI1

ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM.
325 PAGES. PKICE »a.0O. 347 II^I^ITSTRATIOKS. A series ofTUirty-fonr Practical Liessons covering the !$cience of Electricity from ItsFnndamentnl

Principles to Its Every-day Applications. By Prof. I>. C. Jackson, University of Wisconsin ; Prof. U.S. Carhart, University of iflichigan : Prof.B. F. Thomas.
University of Ohio: Prof. AVm. A. Anthony, ofNew York : Prof. Brown Ayres.Tulane University; Prof. A. CPerrine, Ueland Stanford University, Cal.; Prof.
Geo. I>. Shephardson, I'niversity of ^linnesota, and others. A Comprelieusive Treatise in Simple Language, Free from Algebraic Ecpiations and Easily Understood.

ampere; Microampere; Three Classes of Magnetic Ampere- Constant Pressure; Loss of Voltage; Circular Mils; Prac'
meters; Weston Amperemeter; Electro Dynamometers; tical Examples; Weight of Copper Required for Trans
Hot Wire lustromeuts; Scales of Amperemeters; Alter- mission of Power at Different Pressures; Three-Wir
natiug Current Measuring Instruments; Measuring Very System; Motor Starting Resistances.—CHA PTEIt XXI

1

Large Currents; Measuring Electric Pressures; Voltmeters;

OOIMTEIMTS:
CHAPTER I: The Nature and Properties of Electricity;

Origin of Electricity; Two Kinds; Laws of Attraction and
Repulsion; Positive and Negative Charge; Terms, Cou-
ductors. Insulators, Electric Uouduetivity; Conveying Elec-
tricity; The Electroscope; Force Exerted Between Charged
liodies; Unit of Measurement of quantity of Electricity;
Electrometer.—CHAPTER II: Machines for Geueratiug
Electricity by l^'riction and by Electric luduction; Making
.Machine to Continuously (Jencrate Electricity by Friction;
The Elect rophorus; luduction Generator; Units of Elec-
tric Current and Pressure; Electricity Conveyed by Unit
Current Each Second; Negatively and I'ositively Charged
Conductors; Relation of Lightning and Sparks of Electrical
Machine.—CHAPTER III: Electric Batteries or Appliances
for Generating Electricity by Chemical Action; Action of
Batteries; Electric Pressure; VoltaicElcclrlcity; Directionof
Current Flow; Production of Continuous Current; Battery
Cells In Series; Production of Pressure by Cells; Polariza-
tion and Its Avoidance; Leclancbe Cell; Open Circuit Cells.

—CHAPTER IV: Electric Batteries or Appliances for Gen-
erating Electricity by Chemical Action (Concluded); Closed
Circuit Colls; Local Action; Law of Electro-chemical Ac-
tion; Eleclro-cbemical Equivalent; I'rlmary Batteries Com-
pared with Dynamos for Furnishing Current; Uses of
Batteries; Difference Between a Primary and Storage Bat-
tery; How Storage Batteries pre Made; I'nrallcl Coimection
of Plates in Storage Batteries.—CHAPTER V: Tbc Nature
and Properties of Magnetism, Magnetic Fields; Permanent
Magnetism; Magnetic Attraction and Repulsion; Poles of
Magnet; Magnitude of Force Between Two Magnets; Aging
Magnets; Earth's Action on Magnetic Needle; Magnetic
Field; Action of Lines of Force.—CHAPTER VI: The Mag-
netic Effects of Electric Currents and Magnetic Circuits;
Effect of Electric Current on Magnetic Needle; Relation
Between Direction of Lines of Force and Direction of
Current Flow; Determination of Current Direction by
Compass; Ampere Turns; Solenoids; Ampere's Tiieory;
Solenoids wUb Steel or Iron Cores; Residual Magnetism;
Electro-Magnets; Magnetic Permeability; Magnetic Re-
luctance; .Mairnoto Motive Force or Magnetic Pressure.

—

CHAPTER Vii: Ohm's Law of the Flow of Electricity;
Pressure; Resistance; Current; Volt; Ohm; Ampere; Mer-
cury liesistnncc; Conductivity of Copper Compared with
Other Metals; Resistance of Circuits Made T'p of the Same
Parts in Parallel; Joint Resistances; Fall of Voltage Over
Resistance; Effect of Temperature on Resistance; Copper
Temperature roefficicnt.—CHAPTER VIII: Heating Ef-
fects of Elrrtiic Currents; Miscellaneous Effects of Elec-
tric Currents; l-'nol-pound; Joule; Horse-power; Wall; Kilo-
watt; Watts per ITorse-power; Heating Effects on Bear-
ings of Macliincrv: KtToct of Elortricity on Nerves of Ani-
mals; Muscular Effect of Strong Currents.-CHAPTER IX:
Galvanometrrs .nn{l Vol(aineters;Dirrcreuces in Construction
for Large and Small Currents; Presence and Direcllon of
Currents Shown by Galvanometer: Strength of Current In-
rticated; Tamrent Galvnuonicter; Rrllecting Galvanometer;
Needle Suspension; rt'Arsnnvnl Gnlvanunieter; Terms
"Dead-Beat." "C^ilibrale;" Voltameter; Elect rolv to. Rloc-
tiolysis; Elcctrnde; Forms of Voltameters.—CHAPTER X:
Measurement of FJectrical Resistance; Resistance Meas-
ured by Substitution; Resistance Boxes; Use of German
Silver; Coils; Whentstone Bridire: Measuring Resistances
with Eridgp; Measuring Very High Resistances; Practical
Examples.—CHAPTER XI: Every-dny Measurements of
Elertric Currents .nnd Pr'"-ssuro; Thioe Effects Iiy Wliirli
Currents are Directly Measured; Amperemeters; Milli-

Cardew Voltmeter; Electrometers: Electrostatic Volt-
meters; Standard Cells; Jleasuring Currents by Voltmeter
and a Standard Resistance.—CHAPTER XII: Every-
day Measurements of Electric Power, Condensers and
The Measurement of their Capacity; Wattmeters; Electro-
dynamometer Used as "NVattmeter; Recording Wattnieters;
Coulomb Meters; Watt Hour; Ampere Hdnr; Capacity;
Farad; Microfarad; Condenser; Capacity of Condenser;
Charging Condenser; Specific Inductive Capacity; Selec-
tion of Insulation for Telephone Cables; Capacity of
Undergroimd Wires; Comparing Capacities by Ballistic
Galvanometer; Practical Capacity Measurements; Leyden
Jar.—CHAPTER XIII: Electrolytic Deposition of Metals;
Electroplating; Metals Commonly used in IMating; Salt
of a Metal; Nitrate of Silver; Cyanide of Silver and of Po-
tassium; Solution for Silver plating; Vats; Quality of Elec-
trolytic Deposit; Effect of Too Great or Small Currents;
Cleaning Articles to be Plated; Gilding Inside of Silver
Articles; Base Metals on Which Nickel is Usually Plated;
Solution for Nickel IMatiTig; Elcctrotyping; Electrotype
Molds; Eleclrotvpe Finisliing; Eleictrolvtic 'Refining of
Copper; Solution Used.—CHAl'TER XIV: The Electric
Telegraph; Elements of Electric Telegraph; Telegraph
Circuits; Telegraphic Signals; Sending and Receiving;
Telegraph Lines; Sounder: Relays; Local Circuits; Multi-
ple Telegraphy; Duplex Telegraphy; Diplex Telegraphy;
Quadruplex Telegraphy. -CHAPTER XV: Multiple Tele-
graphy; Differential Relay; Polarized Relay; Pole Changer;
Principles of Operation of Diplex, Quadruplex, Bridge
Duplex; Artificial Line; Autographic Telegraphy.—CHAP-
TER XVI: The Telephone; Bell Telephone: Microphone;
Blake Transmitter; Exchanges; Switchboard: Long-Distanec
Transmitter.-CHAPTER XVII; The Construction of
Telegraph and Telephone Lilies and Instruments; Poles:
Cross-Arms; Pins; Joints; Insulators; Insulation; Ground
Plates: Underground Cables; Conduits; Fuses; Multiple
Switchboards.—CHAPTER XVIII: Testing Lines for In-
sulation and Conductivity and the Location of Leaks and
Breaks; IJne Troubles; Grounds; Crosses; Locating
Trouble; Earth Currents; Line Conductivity and Insula-
tion; Testing.—CHAPTER XIX: Principles of Continu-
ous Current Dynamos and Motors; Electric Conduotor
in Magnetic Field; Field Strength; Induced Electric Pres-
sure; Direction of Current Moving Conductors; Alternnt-
U\s Current; Dynamos; Magnetos; Commutator.—CHAP-
TER XX: Principles of Continuous Current Dynamos
and Motors; their Construction, Care and Attendance;
Gramme Armature: Siemens Armature: Ariuature Cur-
rent; Ijamiuating Cores; Foucault or Eddy Currents; Hys-
teresis; Fundamental Principles of Dynamos and Motors:
Points of Good Dynamo; Counter Electric Pressure; Types
of Field Windings; Series. Shunt and Compound Wound
Machines; Multipolar Machines; Regulation, Care and
Maintenance.—CHAPTER XXI: Arc Lighting and Arc
IJght Machinery; The Arc; Arc Lamps; Principles of
Operntion; Connections; Arc Dynamos; Current and Pres-
sure Required; Making of Arc' Carbons: Regulators; Arc
Light Switchboards.—CHAPTER XXII: Incandescent
Lighting and Power Transmission, Two. Three and Five
Wire Systems of Distribution for Electric Lights and
Motors; IncandesC'^nt Lamp: Filaments: Vaccuum; Ma-
terial for and Making of Filaments: Advantages of In-
candescent Lamps; ^ncandesn^ent and Motor Circuits;

Construction of Electric Light and Power Circuits, and
Their Testing; Overhead Electric Light Wires; Weather-
Proof Wire; Arc Circuit Wires; "Drawing In" and
"Built In" Undergrouud System; Uuderground Electric
Light Cables; Edison Tubing; Feeders; Mains; Inside
Wiring; Cleat Work; Moulding Work; Concealed Work;
Dangers from Fires; Distribution System;.—CHAPTER
XXIV: Testing Electric Light Circuits and the Dis-
tribution and Measurement of Light; Faults; Soldered
Joints; Magneto Bell; Use of Voltmeter to Locate Grounds
on Arc Circuits; Ground Detector; General Testing;
Photometer; Standard Candles; Illuminating Effect of
Lamps; Effect of Opal Globes.—CHAPTER XXV: Elec-
tro-ilagnetic Induction; Effect of Cutting Lines of Force
by an Electric Conductor; Induced Currents; Induction
Coils; Cores of induction Coils; Transformers; Direc-
tion of Induced Current; Self Induction; Attraction and
Repulsion of I'aralJel Wires Carrying Currents.—CHAP-
TER XXVI: Alternating Currents: Alternator; Electro-
lytic Effect of Pulsating Current; Hr.-itiiig Effect of Al-
ternating Current; fiilffective Value; Alternating Current;
Measurements; Frciiuency; Period; Apparent Resistance.
-CHAPTER XXVII: Altprnating Currents and Alter-
nating CutTont Machinery (Concluded); Power Used in Al-
ternating Circuits; Alternating Currents for Lighting; M:ik-
iiig Transformers; Testing Transformers; Building Alterna-
tors; Number of Alterna-ions; The Exciter; Unnning Al-
ternators in Parallel ; Synchronous Motors; Two-Phase
and Three-Phase Systems; Induction Motors; Squirrel-
Cage Armature; Mesh Connection; Star Connection;.—
CHAPTER XXVIII: Miscellaneous Applications of
Electric Motors; Uses of Electric Motors: Slotors in Ma-
chine Shops; Waste of Power in Factories; Advantages
of Removing Shafts and Bells; Estimating Electrical
Power Required; Electric Elevntors; Electric Launches.—
CHAPTER XXIX: Electric Railways; Richmond Elec-
tric Railroad; Trolley Wire; Trolley; Track: Use of Two
Motors: Rail Bonds; Heavy Electric Loeonmtives.—CHAP-
TER XXX: Methods of Handling and Controlliu- Rstil-
wixy Motors and Generators; Output Records; Record-
ing Voltmeters; Load of Electric Railway Plant; Appli-
cation of Storage Batteries to Smooth Road Curve; Meth-
ods of Controlling Street Car Motors; Station Instru-
ments; Equalizer.—CHAPTER XXXI: Model Electric
Plant; First Central Station; Changes in General Me-
chanical Construction of Iiynamos; Instruments; Multi-
ple Arcing Galvanometers; Use of Double nnd Single
Pole Switches; Operating Dynamos in Parallel: Feeder
Connections in Continuous and Alteruating Stations;
Throwing Dynamo into Circuit: Cutting Dynamo Out.—
CH.^PTER XXXII: Underwriter's Rules, Etc.; Neces-
sity of Rules; Special Points in Wiring; Insulation of
Sockets, Fuses, Fixtures: .\ununcialor Wire; Office Wire;
Leaky Wires.—CHAPTER XXXIH: Electric Welding.
Forging. Etc.; Electricity Applied to the Kitchen; Elec-
trical Methods Applied to Metnl Working; Thomson
Apparatn.s for Heating Metals: Weldinq: b> Thomson
Method: Bernardos Process of Working Metals; Bringing
Piece of Metal to High Temperature by Dipping in Pail
of Water; Electric Current for AVarming and Cooking;
Electric Heating and Stoves Compared.—CHAPTER
XXXIV: Electro-Therapeutics; Gnlvanic Curren'': Fn ra-
dio Current: Static Electricifv: Electric Osmosis; Electro-
Cautery; Medical Electric Lights.

PRICE $2.00. Sent postage prepaid to any address in the world on receipt of price. The Ideal Work for Electricians. Central Station Men, Engineers, Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Students. Etc.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 MARQUETTE BLDC, CHICAGO.
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THE

BRUSH ELECTRIC

COMPANY. BRUSH
THE

BRUSH ELECTRIC

COMPANY.

Brush apparatus has been on the

market for 20 years. A majority of

customers order supply parts direct

from us. Many do not. We want

this trade and are reducing our prices

in order to secure it. Ask for quota-

tions and send orders to the nearest

Sales Office.
FIRST BRUSH ARC DYNAOTO—1877

SALES OFFICES:
Schenectady, N. Y.

Cleveland, Ohio.

Boston, Mass., 180 Summer Street.

New York, N. Y., 44 Broad Street.

Philadelphia, Ta., 509 Arch Street.

Cincinnati, Ohio, 420 West Fourth Street.

Clilcago, III., Monadnock Building.

St. Louis, Mo., Wainwright Building.

Atlanta, Ga., Equitable Building.

Denver, Colo., Klttredge Building.

San Francisco, Cal., 1,5 First Street.

Toronto, Ont , Canadian General Electric Co., Ltd.

Pittsburg. Pa., Carnegie Building.

Many stations have ex-

changed all their small units

for large Brush arc dynamos.

Among them are the Brook-

lyn-Citizens with 3000 lights

capacity. Brooklyn-Munici-

pal 800, Newark 3000,

Cleveland 1800, Philadelphia

Brush 1^00, Philadelphia-

Northern 1300, Buffalo 1^00,

Worcester 1400, Toronto

900, Quebec 625, Harrisburg

7^0, Erie 750, Albany 500,

Troy ^00, Paterson ^00,

City of Chicago 400, John
Wanamaker 625, Carnegie

Steel Co. 500.

Over 40,000 lights ca-

pacity in large Brush arc

dynamos sold. A large pro-

portion of them using Multi-

Circuit Dynamos.
The newly designed

Brush dynamos have the

following capacities; ^j, 80,

100, r25, 240, 300, 2000 can-

dle-power lights, 4$, 85',

120, 160, 1200 candle-power

lights.

."Brush arc lamps were

first used in 1877. More of

them being sold to-day than

ever before.

BRUSH MULTI-CIRCUIT 125 LIGHT ARC DYNAMO— 1897.

Two or more separate circuits run direct from one dynamo with any distribution of load on the different circuits.

The advantages are absolute flexibility in handling of circuits; reduction of high voltages on circuits run from large dynamos;.use of large

units with corresponding increase of efficiency; saving in floor space, oil, belts, shafting, pulleys, attendance.
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nsformor

Type H Transformers, 1,500-1,000—600 Watts. WITH

Note the Beneficial Results Obtained by Replacing Old Transformers ««

NEW TYPE H TRANSFORMERS. II

riarcb, 1895. January. 1897.

Number of Transformers Connected 619 162
Capacity of Transformers in 16 C. P. Lamps 21486 13496
Capacity of 16 C. P. Lamps'Connected to Lines 16360 20189
Maximum Load, 16 C. P. Lamps 7000 10000
K. W. Output per Month, Measured at Switchboard 74804 47664
Receipt per K. W., Measured at Switchboard 0438 .124

Total Receipt, Measured at Switchboard $3276 $6910

Write to us for estimate of

SAVING EFFECTED
by the use of

Transformers
in place of

youi- old and. inefflcienl

Transformers.

Full Line of Type H Transformers.

Secure pur Treatise,

"Use and Abuse
of Transformers."

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Main Office, SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

Sales Offices in all Large Cities of iiie United States. For Canada, Address, Canadian General Electric Co., Toronto.

The Electrical Transmission of Energy.
A Manual for the De!«isn of Electrical Circuits; by Arthur Vanghan Abbott, C. E., Chief Eng. Chicago Telephone Co.

Willi 9 Foiaios Plates. 588 Pages. 389 Illustrations and 74 Tables. JSIze of page, 6x9 in. Price S4.5V.

OF" ^^IMT-eiMT^:
CHAFTEE I.

Introduction.—Distribution In General— 1 >istril>ution in Series-
Distribution in Parallel—Mixed Systems—Indirect Distribution.

CHAPTER II.

The Properties of Wire.—The Conducting Circuit—Wire Man-
ufacture—Hard Drawlns-Wire Gauges The Circular Mil-
Copper Wire—Properties of Wire-Composite Wire-Galvanizing
and Tinning—Insulated Wire-Flexi1)le Cable—Testing and In-

spection—Wire Specitications—Teasion of Aerial Lines—The In-

fluence of the Variation of Temperature.

CHAPTEP. III.

The Construction of Aerial Circuits.— Pa/f /. General Line
Work. Classlftcation—Aerial Lines—Poles—Methods of Preser-
vation—Height o( Poles -Cross Arms—Pins-Facing of Arms-
Stresses- Calculation for Pole Strength—(Juying-AnchorPoles-
Setting Poles—Insulators—Value of Insulators—Oil Insulators-
Tying and Dead-Ending—Loops—Stringing Wires-Wire Joints-
Strength of Joints—The Suspension of Aerial Cables—Hununing
of Wires—Transposition of Telephone Lines—Power Circuits-
Pole Line Specillcatlons. J'art II. Electric Nadioai/ Virruitt.

Electric Eailway Circuits—Kailwav Return Circuit—Electrolytic
Action—Railway Poles—Wooden Poles—Iron Poles—Feed Wire
Insulators and Pole Tops—Trolley Insulators—Hallway Line
Worlc-strain Insulators—Anchors-Line Sections—Switclies—
Line Crossings. }'art HI, Zightniiig Arreaterf. Lightning
Guards and Strong Current Arresters—High Resistance Arres-
ter-Magnetic Blow-out Arrester-Mechanical Magnet .Arres-

ter—Air Expansion Arrester-Non-Arcing Metal Arrester-
Discriminating Arresters—Automatic Cut-outs—Cable and
Switcliboard Protectors—Appendix of Insurance Regulations.

CHAPTER IV.

Construction of Underground Circuits.— 2*rt7'^ /. Conduits.

Classillcatlon—Valentine Conduit—Wyclion Conduit—Paper Con-
duit-Pipe Conduits—Dorset Conduit—Chenowtth <;onduit—
Terra-cotta Conduits—Crompton System—Brooks System-.lohn-
stone System—Kennedy System-St. .James Sy.stem—Inflexible
Systems—Callender Solid System-Cologne Conduit—Zuricli Con-
duit—Manholes—.Tunctlon Boxes for Street Railway Feeds—In-
troduction of Circuits-Pneumatic Rodding—Gas—Electric Rail-
way Coudults—Buda-Pestlr . Conduit—Blackpool Conduit—Love
Conduit—Lenox Avenue Conduit—Metallic Conduits for Alternat-
ing Currents. Farl II. Cablett and Conduit Conductors. Con-
dnit Conductors—Armored Cables—The Siemens Cable—The
Edison System—The Ferrantl Mains—Telegraph Cables—Sub-
aqueous Cables—Power Circuits- -Paper Cables—Telephone
Cables—British Post Office Cables—Tlie Patterson Cable--Glover
Cables—Fowler Waring Cables—Felten-Guilleauine Cable-
Headed Cables—Cable .Joints—Tire Connection of Underground
and Aerial Systems—Cable Heads.

CHAPTER V.

Electrical Instruments. — Classification — Instruments for
Measurement of Keslstanoe—WJieatstone Bridge—Slide Wire

Sent, expreasage prepaid, on
receipt of price, $4.50.

Bridge—Ohm-Meter—Instruments for Measuring Quantity and
Pressure-D'Arsonval Galvanometer-Ballistic Galvanometer-
Galvanometer Constants—Reduction to Zero and Inferred Zero—
Shunts—Weston Instruments—Cardew Voltmeter—Electrostatic
Voltmeter—Siemens Dynamometer—Condensers—Wattmeters—
Keys—Magnet—Ground Indicators—Boyer Speed Recorder.

CHAPTER VI.
Hethods of Electrical, neasurement. Quantities to be Meas-

ured—Electrical Intensity—Electrical Quantity—Unit of Current-
The Watt — Capacity — Resistance— Ohm's Law— Kirchhoff 's

Laws—Measurement of Resistance by Deflection—By Wheatstone
Bridge—By \'oltmeter—By Volt and Ammeter—Measurement of
Small Resistance—Higii Resistance—Insulation Resistance—By
Loss of Cliarge—Line Resistance—Groimd Resistance—Special
Metliods for Galvanometer Resistance—For Battery Resistiince—
Potential Dift'erence—By Condenser—ANHieatstone's Method—
Lumsden's- Method— Measurement of Current Strength- By
Amnreter—By Voltmeter—By Differential Galvanometer—By
Slide Wire—Measurement of Capacity—Thomson's Method—
Gott'sMethod—Divided Charge Method—Localization of Faults—
Blavier's Method—Overlap Method—Loop Test—Murray's and
Varley's Metliods—Localization of Crosses—Measurement of In-
ductance—By CoodenserandBridge-With Alternating Current-
Mutual Inductance-Measureiuent on Alternating Currents—
DilTerence of Potential—Current—Power by Two Voltmeters—
By Three Ammeters-Measurement on Polyphase Circuits-
Electrical Railway Testing—Capacity of Aerial Lines—The In-
ductance of Aerial Lines—Mutual Inductance on Transmission
Lines.

CHAPTER VII.
Continuous Current Conductors. Part I. Conductors and

Ineidators. Conductors—Resistance—Ohm's Law—Specific Re-
sistance—Effect of Temperature—Resistance of Dielectrics—Line
Leakage—Distribution of Potential—The Effect of Leakage—Con-
ductance—Distribution of Potential in Branch Circuits. Part II.
The Healinrj 0/ Conductors. .Toule's Law—Location of Circuits-
Bare Wires Freely Suspended-Radiation and Convection—Pan-
eled Wire—Insulated Wire Freely Suspended—Rheostats and
Heaters—Cost of Electric Heating—Fuse Wires—Heating of In-
sulated Cables—Heating of Conduit Cables—Heating of Suspended
Cables.

CHAPTER VIII.
Conductors for Alternatlnic Currents. General Considera-

tions — Classification—skin Effect — Current Density — Induct-
ance—Magnetic Field—Electromotive ForceDue toVarying Field-
Equation of Energy—Harmonic Motion—Average Values—The
Solution of tlie Energy Equation—Effect of JIutual Inductance-
General Energy Equation for Mutuallv Inductive Circuits-Co-
efficients of Inductance—Effect of Capacitv—Solution of the En-
ergy Equation for Circuits with Capacity-The Energy Equation
for Circuits Containing Resistance—Iniuctance and Capicity—
Graphical Methods—V ector Quantities-Composition and Reso-
lution of E. M. F.—Simple Circuits with One Resistance and In-
ductance in Series— Reactance—Impedance—Resistance Vari-
able—Inductance Variable-Simple Circuits nitli Several Resist-

ances and Inductances in Series-Simple Circuits with One Re-sistance and Capacity in Series—Simple Circuits witli several
Resistances, Inductances and Capacities in Series-Circuits witli
Resistance, rnductance and Capacity in Parallel-Method ofEquivaJent Resistance and, Inductance-Circuits Containing Mu-
tual Inductance-Impedance Tables.

CHAPTER IX.
Series Distribution. Origin—Classification—Constant Current

Circuits with Uenerator and Motor at Fixed Distances—Location
of station—Current Density in Main Circuit—Economic Condi-
tions- Design for Heating-Limit — Design for Meclianical
Strength--Minlnium First Cost of Line-Minimum First Cost of
Station-Minimum First Cost of Plant and Cost of Maintenance
and Operation—Design for Minimum First Cost of Plant—Design
torBest Service—Minimum Cost of Plant for Maximum Income-
Calculation of Loads—Regulation—Automatic Cut-outs.

CHAPTER X.
Parallel DIstrlbutlon.-The Evolution of the Parallel Svstenl--

Methods of DIstribution—The Loop System—The Spiral Loop—
The Tree System-The Closet System—Conical Conductors-Anti-
Parallel Feeding—Distribution of Potential—Cylindrical Conduc-
tors. Parallel Feeding—Cylindrical Conductors. Anti-parallel
Feeding—Clonlcal Conductors, Parallel EeedlnK-Conical Con-
ductors, Anti-parallel Feeding—Tnree-w1re System—Mul-
tiple Series System—Five-Wire System—Relative Area Cov-
ered by tlie Multiple Wire Systems—Feeder and Main System-
Location of Central Station- Location of tlie Feeders and Cen-
ters of Distribution—Distributing Mains—Calculation of Feed-
ers—EHiciency of Conductors—Methods of Kegiiiation-The Com-
pensator In Electrical Railway Work—Fall of Pressure and Nec-
essary Section for Feeders—Laws of Economy and Feeder De-
sign-General Design for a System in Multiple Arc—Mechanical
Methods—Station Loads—Arc Lamps on Constant Potential Cir-
cuits—Electric Railway Wiring—Three-wire Railway Systems.

CHAPTER XI.
Miscellaneous Methods and Long Distance Transmission.—

Motor Transformers—Compeosaiors—Motor Transformers Run-
ning and Feeding in Serles-Hlghand Low Potential Distribution
from the Same Station—Accumulators—Sub-station Accmuula-
tors-Accumulator Distribution—Regulation b^- Means of Aceimiu-
lators—Transformers-Economy in Conductors-Isolated Trans-
formers—Efficiency of Distribution by Isolated Transformers-
Transformers as Sub-stations—Polyphase Systems—Long-dis-
tance Plants—Long-distance Transmission with Continuous Cur-
rents—Line Construction for Long-distance Transmission—Rela-
tive Amount of Coudacting Material for Transmission Systems.

CHAPTER XII.
The Cost of Production and Distribution.—Cost of Conductors-

Cost of Conduits—Teleplione and Telegraph Lines—Railway
Lines—Cost of Power Stations—Cost of Producing Energy—Coal
Consumption per Watt-hour—Water Power—The Gas Engine—
The Cost of Electrical Energv. as Developed bv Wind Power—
Tlie Actual Costof Electrical Energy-Commercial Considerations
of Transmission Problems.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 MARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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NEW DRY CELL!
Valuable fea-

tnres—E x c e p -

tionally long life

—Stands "shelf-
wear" indefi-
nitely.

^m genorIcolburn,
92 Washington St.,

BUFFALO, N. Y.

GENUINE RAWHIDI

IGE LEATHER,

ULTZS PATENT

PULICY COVER,

BELT DRESSING
AND

BELT CEMEMF.woven leather link beu ini

'"Dynamo
^ELTlNGs •**• !•<>»«•. Mo

,
r S. A

BBANOaSS: IM Somice- St., Boston; 119 Liberty St., New Tork; 129 Nortli 3d St., Fhiladelpiitje,

' r^Jor&cular,s

^H) DELAWARE HARD FIBRE GO.
Vmark^ WILMINGTON, DEL.

SEND FOR CATAI,0«IIE ASI» SAStPl.ES,

Sheets, Rods, Tubes and Special Shapes.

(

Mm M9
USE 1
HELMEl
fORYOUM
3£rt0 (rotK rATALO{)u£..

"

f OIL
f WHEEL

Wt^^^

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.

>-rA.BI_ISI-4E^ fS73.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIDRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wiLMiNGTotJ-DEL. THc Standard Electrical I nsulating Material of the World. 14 deystTne^^yqrk .

PRIM^HAW WHITF PflRF used exclusively tor aU incandescent Light

MMDEOwmi RAVBi wnin core wire

OFFICE
Tho P'errls AA/»^«»el Oo.

4131 THB ROOKENV.

Chicago, April 30, 1896.

NEW YORK INSUUTED WIRE CO.,
320 Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

GENTtEMEN:—After carefully consider-
ing the merits of the various brands of
wire upon the market, we have decided to
use your "Raven White Core" exclusively
for rewiring the Ferris Wheel.
As you are aware, the wire upon the

wheel is Very much exposed and the test
will no doubt be a most severe one.

Yoilrs very truly
THE FERRIS WHEEL Ca

By L. V. Rice. Mgr.

ing at World's Columbian Exposition.

nilliru UIUITP PHRI- Used in some of the largest buildings in the United
States.

Used by some of the largest Central Stations

and Fire and Police Departments in the U.S.COMPETITION LINE WIRE

GRIMSHAW TAPES, COMPETITION TAPES AND SPLICING COMPOUNDS

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

U-i; UniuH St., New York.
BRANCHES:],

j,<i«!SJJ»=a.
BOSTON:

lU Coigreu St.

SAN FRANCISCO,
lis Now Mntf017 St.

»»•'•'•—^—^^•'•••^•'^•/^—^•'••'^

Black Diamond File Works.
Est. 1863. Inc. 1895.

Twelve

Medals

Awarded at

International

Expositions.

Special Prize

Gold Medal

at Atlanta,

1895.

Onr goods are on sale in every leading Hardware Store

in the United States and €anada.

I
Q. & H. BARNETT COMPANY,

PHILADELPHIA. PA.
t

N. B. BUBB, Manager. J. M. CHESNUT, Supt.

WILLIAMSPORT WOOOEN PIPE CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

WOODEN CONDUIT,
uitnER CHEsarcT patesit.

Write for information and Save Money.

WILLIAMSPORT, PA.

AN EXTENSIVE AND IMPROVED GREOSOTINS WORKS AHAGHED TO THE PLANT.

For underground electrical purposes the conduit produced under

this process is the most practical, the most durable and the most

economical of any conduit on the market.

This conduit is now being used in the leading cities, and the best

of references furnished on application.

SIMPLICITY AND DURABILITY IN DESIGN.

THE WARREN ALTERNATOR.

noisele:ss in operation,
a money earner.

Massive and Heavy,

But Extremely

Compact.

A Dynamo without Collector Rln£s or

Commutator, without Brushes, without

rioving Wires, without Liability to

"Burn Out."

The Modern Dynamo
for Central

Station Work.

Hade for continuous runs vi'ithout atten>

tion, and proportioned to run up to an

enormous overload without wasting

energy in heating any part.

WARREN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,
SANDUSKY, OHIO.



$3 per Annum. CopyrJifht, 18117, by
p;iecfrlclRn PublisliinB Coniiiany EVERY SATURDAY.

Vol. XXI. CHICAGO, JULY 31, 1897.

1 cents per Copy.
No. 5

SIMPLEX INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.
wESTERN^sELUNG AGENT, Simplcx E/ectHcal Company,
4 H7 Monadncck Block, CHICAGO. 75.81 Cornhlll, BOSTON, MASS.

F. IVI
MANUFACTURES OF

INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
F't.ESCIIBL.E ^^rSCSS >EklMC3 OA.BC_ES.

«00 AND !iOii NORTH THIRD i^TREET, - PHI1>ADEI/PHIA, PA.

1889—Paris Exposition,
Medal for Rabber Insulation.

1893—World's Fair,
Medal for Rubber Insulation.^^1'^.

TRADE MmRK,

THE STABTDARD FOB
RUBBER IKSUI-ATIOK.

Sole Manufacturers of

Okonite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape; Candee '"^Jiir Wires.

253 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
Wlllard L. Candee. I m,„,„o,«
«. Ourant Cheever. i

Managers.
Geo. T, Manson.Gen'l Supt.
W. H Hodgins.Secy.

Jewell Belting Co.,

TAKWEBS OF

OAK BELTING LEATHER.
SlanufactnrerB of

.

Higb Grade Oak Belting,

HARTFORD, CONN.

H. 1. R.
Natioiial

India
Rubber Co's

RUBBER COVERED
\A/ires and OaBlos.

OFFICE and FACTORY: BRISTOL, R. I.

GORDON PRIMARY CELL.
For Open and Closed Circuit Work.

The Perfect, R/Todern, Longest Lived and Most Economical
Cell Ever Put on the Market.

In use by the leading cities, railroads, telephone aad gas engine
companies.

WE CLAIM:—Constant discharge of current without polari-
zation: no local action; no noxious gases or fmnes; no acids; least
labor lor operation; cleanest; notfreezingat 28° below zero; eco-
nomic value CO per cent, greater thau gravity cell, and 30 per cent.
greater than best other cell in market. For No. 1 cell, 250 ampere
ours; for No- 2 ceil, 100 ampere ho^irs; on open clrouit, .9 to 1

volt; on closed circuit, .05 to ^^a volt. Send for circular and price list.

THE GORDON -BDRNHAM BATTERY CO.,
82 to 86 West Broadway, New York City.

General Western Ag^nl, S. f. B. MORSE. Marquette BIdg., Chicago, III.

^ESTIIN ElBctMcal imnmmi Co.,
""^^ 1 14-120 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

Voltmeters, Miliinoltmeters, Voitammeters.

Ammeters, Milliammeters,

Ground Detectors and Circuit Testers,

Olimmeters, Portatile Balvanometers.

Our Portable iDstniments are recog-

nized as The Standard the world over.

The Semi-Portable Laboratory Stand-
ards are still better.

Our Station Voltmeters and Am-
meters are unsurpassed in point of e.v-

treme accuracy and lowest consumption
of energy.

Mention tlje Westeef ^ledtbioian when writingWenton Standard Portable Direct
K*M^ln.p 1H11. Amn. AtA..

MIOM
PARIS 1867. CHICAGO 1893. PHILADELPHIA 1876.

.^'^^
iivsurvA-'rE>i>

WIRES AND GABLES.
AERIAL, UNDERGROUND,

SUBMARINE.
I4J) KE>ICITE> 1*A-P>E>.

V^v^W. R. BRIXEY, Mfr.

^^ 203 Broadway, New York.

Western Office, Marquette BIdg.. Clilcago. III.

CALIFORNIA ELEC. WORKS, M. DUPEROW. NEW ORLEANS ELEC. CO.,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. WASHINGTON, D. C. NEW ORLEANS. U.

THEATER '''°" ^^^^ Rheostat Co.,
I n tH I t n WESTFIELD, N. J.. U. S. A.

R IHBos -r'.A 1-

s

FOR ALL PURPOSES.DIMMERS.

CARPENTER
ENAMEL RHEOSTATS.

Antomatic 9fotor Starters.
All sizee. List price of 1 H. P. size, 813.00,

Reliable. Fully guaranteed. Highly finiahed. Cheap.

Ward Leonard Electric Co., Hoboken, N.J.

Queen & Co.,
1012 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA.

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-Wirt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Ray

Focus Tubes, Induction Coils.

INTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC CO,
76 Beeliman Street,

Kew York.
Ruhmkorfl

induction Colls,

Telephone Colls, Experi-
mental Work, Small Ma- I

fihtnery, Bindinj Posts.
r^^himmmm

TfAlTfRf]) „,
COfPtTii

(HireHfLLTfAlP CO?f ERG

PLATINUM
Fq* ati Purpo«as.

6or«p«ad NatJTe PUti.naiB ForohaMd.
BAK£B A CO., 40a-4l« New J«r*ey

Ballroad Ave.. Newark* N. J,

,^flnufecnirer;|)ARTRICK£/?ARTER f0. ELECTRICAL

Dealers ri25So.2ndSt.V)PH[LADA.lJPA. goods.

ima^v%\k\\\^^ OFFICE AND FACTORY, SANDUSKY, 0.

AGENTS

Mayer & Eng^lund, loS. lothSt., Phlla.,Pa.
Smith & Wallace,Hamilton St. , Boston. Mass.
Arthur S. Partridge, Bank of Commerce

BIdg., St. Louis, Mo.
Joshua Hendy Machine Worjcs, 43 Fremont

St., 5an Francisco.
Central Electric Co., 173 Adams St., Chicago.
Harry M. Shaw, 120 Liberty St., New York.
Schmirike & Newman, New Orleans, La.

storage: ba-tteries.
INEXPENSIVE, DURABLE, LIGHT.

See Advertisements in Electric Light Convention Issues.

THE OHIO STORAGE BATTERY CO., 59 Wade BIdg., Cleveland, 0.

THE "TWO BALLS" ADJUSTABLE HANGER
Cau lie used in connection vith
common rosette, er an attacli-

ment plug, the lamp remaininjt
at any desired lieiglit. You
can have the lieht exactly
wliere you want it.

AGENTS WANTED.
SELLING FAST. I I. VOUGHT, Electrical Specialties, 202 South Front St

I CROSSE. WIS.

THOS- MUIR & SON-
DETROIT,

MICH.,

i 3 Lamed

OUe NEW

ELEVATOR

AU^OJOTOR

STARTER.

St. w.,
Manufacturers

and
• Selling Agents for

Card Electric Co., Dynamos.
Lundell" Motors and Fans.

# "Imperial" Incandescent Lamps.
4 Interior Conduit, Brass and Iron.

Insulated Wires.
Insulating Tapes, Etc.

Detroit" ITedical Batteries.

> In;

\ Ini

f "I

Im

;

NEW
Aiuminum-Lineil

REFLECTORS.

^00 Volts,

J
Estimates Given on Elevators,

J GET

J
OUR

INCANDESCENT
AND

WELSBACH
LIGHTS HADE
BRILLIANT.

PRICES.
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DY GENERATORS.
Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

Eddy Motors—Slow, Medium or High Speed.

W^. build all necessary apparatus for the transmisHlon of KlectricaS
Pon'er tlipons^h ftictory or other buildin^^s.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.,
>A/^ir4l3SOR, COIMIM.

NEW YORK, H. B. Coho & Co., Mail and Express Building.
PHILADELPHIA, Walter C. Mclntire & Co., 506 Commerce St-

BOSTON, G. M. Angler & Co., 64 Federal St.

ELMIRA, S. N. Blake.
ST. LOUIS, Western Electrical Supply Co.
KANSAS CITY, W. T. Osborn.
CINCINNATI, O., Nevada Bldg., John A. Stewart.
CHICAGO, 305 Dearborn St., Wallace & Hine, Managers.

. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.. Gal. Elec. Wks., 409 Market St.

Alcatraz Electrical Compound,
Mannfactnred hy

THE CALIFORNIA ASPHALT CO., ".^^^
ABSOLUTELY UNEQUALED FOR

ELECTRICAL AND WIRE INSULATION, Insulating Connections, Dynamos and Motor Bases, Battery and Accumulator
Shelving, Circuit and Switch-Boards.

WATER-PROOFING Cut-Out Boxes, coating wires when subjected to acid or alkaline fumes, and when laid under
cement, etc.

PAINTING Poles, Brackets, Cross-Arms, Benches, Floors, etc.
COATING CABLES, Lead-Covered Pipes, and all underground work.

ALCATRAZ ELECTRICAL COMPOUND is manufactured of the celebrated brand of Alcatraz Asphalt, and possesses many well-known points of superiority.
It has been tried under severe and exacting conditions, and has given perfect satisfaction. It will not Scale, Crack or Burn. Presents a Smooth Surface.
Adheres Tenaciously. Not affected by Thermal or Climatic Conditions. Resists the action of the Elements, Acids, Alkalies, Sewer Oases, and possesses
great strength and elasticity. Being the producers of the raw product, we are enabled to save the middleman's profit, and offer consumers a superior article at a
.eryiowprice.

SAMPLE UPON APPLICATION. Agents wanted in all leading cities.

NON-ARCING AUTOMATIC CIRCUIT BREAKERS
GUARANTEED TO OPERATE 1?ERFECTLY OR NO PAY. MADE FOR ALTERNATING OR

DIRECT CURRENT. ANY VOLTAGE. CATALOGUE FREE.

AUTOMATIC CIRCUIT BREAKER COMPANY, NEWAYGO, MICHIGAN. U. S, A,

THE K. A. K.
Simple in Construction.

Successfully Stood the Se-
vere Tests of Last Win-

ter's Snowstorms.

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
Practical in Operation.

SEND FOR FULL PARTICULARS.

KROTZ, ALLEN & KELLY, spnijff"'

KEYSTONE ELECTRICAL

INSTRUMENT COMPANY.

Switchboard Voltmeters, Ammeters. Ground Detectors and

Differential Voltmeters.

Type "K." Instrument.

We meet all the requirements of modern Central Stations or Isolated Plants, whether
using direct or alternating current circuits.

Our Instruments are constant and durable, sensitive and accurate, pleasing in
appearance and always correct.

We can Interest you in prices and other details if you will write to

Ninth St. and Montgomery Ave., PhTladelphia.
New York, 15 Cortlandt Street.

Chicago, 1440 Monadnock Building.
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We are after your Fan Motor Business,

AND NA/AINIT IT.
The backward season finds us

at pre-inventory time overstocked on

Lundell Fan Motors;

we want them to move out of our

hands rapidly, and create a refresh-

ing breeze for you, and to that end

we are offering them at

Greatly Reduced Prices.

These are not single season

motors; are built for this year, next

year, and years after that —are good

to have on hand ready for a hot

day; you can do twice as much
work with four times the comfort,

can get two nights' sleep in one, and

defy the eccentricities of the weather

man if you have one of these busy,

breezy motors distributing refrig-

erated imitations of lake breezes.

We have them in two sizes, 1 2 inch

and \6 inch. Telephone us, tele-

graph us, or send for our circular.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Geo. A. McKinlock, Prest.

Charles E. Brown, Sec'y.

S. R. Frazier, Treas.

173=175 Adams Street,

CHICAGO.

YOUR SUPPLY MAINTAINED FOR 12c.

LAMPS
Efficient, Long-Lived and

Guaranteed Satisfactory.

Write us before making another contract. We are THE
Lamp Renewing Company 5'ou have heard of.

Lynn Incandescent Lamp Co., Lynn, Mass.

A

THOROUGH

EDUCATION

In the theory of the Operation and Installation of Electric Light,
Power and Railway Plants, including riathematics. Mechanics and
Mechanical Drawing for $25.

The Electrical Power and Liglitirig Scholarship \s intended for In-
stallation Engineers, Managers of Electric Plants, Dynamo Tenders,
IJnemen. Wiremen, Motormen, Steam Engineers and workers in elec-
trical industries who desire to qualify themselves to install and operate
electrical machinery.

Studies are carried on at home. No time lost from work, .specially
prepared Instruction and Question Paijers, sujierior to text books, fur-
nished free to students. Mechanical Drawing is taught by a new and
successful method.

We also teach Steam Engineering, Stationary^ Locomotive or Marine',
Mechanics; Civil Engineeruig in all its branches; English Branches',
Book Keeping and Business Forms.

Mention the subject in which you are interested and send for our
free circular. Address

THE INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS.

Box 1002, Scranton, Pa.
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xl
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Perrizo & Sons xv
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co... xiii
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.
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Standard Paint Co xil

Standard TeLA EL Co xvii
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Stanley Electric Mfg. Co..

Sierling A Son, W. C xv
Stilwell-Bierce A Smith-
Valle Co xiv, xv
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.

Stromberg-Carlson Tel.
MfE- Co xvi

Studebaker Bros. Mfg. Co. xiii

Swarts Metal Refln'g Co. xiv
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Triumph Electric Co

Van Home, Burger A Co.. xlx
Viaduct Mfg. Co xvii

Vought, M.I i

Vulcanized Fibre Co xxii

Want Advertisements... xiv
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.. . . xxii

Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.
sill
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PARAGON

FAN MOTORS.
CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY

139 ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO.

THE ORIGINAL PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS OF

Cement-Lined Ducts

Engineers and Contractors for Complete Subways.

Address all Correspondence : STEW HAVEJC, CONHf.

The Connecticut Pipe Manufacturing Company,

Office and Factory, West Haven, Conn.

Business Established 1865.

Incorporated 1892.
E. H. Phipps, President.
GEO. O. Richards, Secretary.
Charles Wakd, Gen. Mgr.

S"S^>««^^^S>^^^xs^<S><S>^>^«5^5^^^>^<S«S«^<^<5^<2>^.S«S^

A NON-ARCING FUSE.

«>

AREtlABtE A:NI>ACCURATE FUSE.
I A FUSE that will open a High-Tension Short Circuit without

j

f Endorsed by the National Board of Underwriters.

53
Aborn St. D.^W.FUSECO., Providence,

R. I.

«^<S«S>«kS>^><S>«>«~S.<S>^^«><S><5<S><8kSkS><8kS^<S><S.<s>««Sk8>^^k8«Sx^^

I
" BRYANT OOODS ARE OOOD 000D5.""1

BRYANT-PAISTE SWITCH.

PRICES GREATLY REDUCED.
WRITE YOUR JOBBER FOR REVISED

FIGURES.

THE BRYANT ELECTRIC CO..

BRIDQEPORT, CONN. CHICAGO. ILL.

YULCABESTON Sr^r
'«^
No. 96r., No. 451'/..

Coninintafor Kingv, Briisli-IIoUIcr Bnsliinss, Controller
Farts, Field Magnet Spools, Ftc.

Revised prices on TROLLEY LINE INSULATORS, Philadelphia Section
Insulators, Insulated Crossings, Etc.

H.W. JOHNS MFG.CQ.
240-242 Randolph St.,

CHICAGO.
New York. Philadelphia. Boston. London.

The Tuerk Alternating f Current Ceiling Fan.j
1897 PATTERNS NOW READY.

Some New Features Embodied in Our '97 Product Mal(e
It Better than Ever.

MADE FOR FROM 50 TO 120 VOLTS

60, 125 AND 140 CYCLES.

^^If-^i I i r^g: ^^^rirfesE

^tar-ting Switch st±.

Five different styles of finisli—Bronze, Bower-

Barff, ivory and Gold, Nickel, Polished Brass.

THE HANDSOMEST FAN ON THE MARKET.

Strong, Reliable, Noiseless, Durable, Ornamental
and Inexpensive to Operate.

«>
<»

SEND FOR 1897 CATALOGUE.

HUNTER FAN & MOTOR CO.,
FULTON, NEW YORK.

E. B. LATHAM & CO., General Sell-

ing Agents, 136 Liberty Street, New

York, U. S. A.

<J4>^>««S«S>4«5>4«S^<$>«^h$>^hS«s«s>^«S.<$>^~S><S^<ShS^>S>^^$«S^
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THIS /S Am AD-AGE
'' THROW MUD ENOUGH AND SOME

or /T/3 3URE TO 5T/CK
''

I'.

'-."--cr-^^^-^-^.

BITCEE7E
QUALITY
UNEQUALED

FACTORY
PRODUCTION
TRIPLED.

IIMOAIMD
Monadnock Building, Chicago.

IVI
THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

FIVE
GOOD
BOOKS.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.

Electrician PuBusfflNG Co.,
Suite 510 Marquette Building,

CHICAGO, ILL.

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

NEW YORK:
143 Liberty Street.

BOSTON:
63 Oliver Street.

PHILADELPHIA:
633 Arcli Street.

ATLANTA:
630 Equitable Building.

The C & C Electric Company,
MANUFACTURERS OF

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS,
Take pleasure in announcing that they have made arrangements with

Messrs. Sargent £ Lundy
p

:c-rRicA.i_ A.IMD ivie:ci-ia.imica,l. engineers,

13-15 IVIonadnock Building, Chicago,

To act as their General Western Sales Agents. All inquiries addressed to this office will

receive immediate and careful attention.
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The Garvin MachineCo.,
MANUFACTURERS OF MACHINE TOOLS AND MACHINERr,

SPRING & VARICK STS., NEW YORK.

51 N. SEVENTH ST., PHILADELPHIA.

WESTERN AGENCY:
Fay & Egan Co., 22 S. Canal St., Chicago.

METAL
WORKING
MACHINERY.

Our facilities for equipping PLANTS
engaged in the manufacture of ELEC-
TRICAL goods are unquestionably the " .'^^
best of any concern in the country.
We have in stock over 500 machines.

Write us for No. 19 list of new and second-hand machinery,
value to you.

It will be of

THE AMERICAN ELECTRIC METER.

Designed

for all

Forms

of

Service.

Seiid tor cir-

cnlars and
price lists. 3-wire 22-l.lglil Meter. Case Open, Showing Mecbanlsm.

Tlie . . .

American

Electric

Meter

Co.,

Cor. 9th Street and
Montgomery Ave .

PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

Accnmnlators.

American Battery Co.

Central Electric Co.

Electric Storage Battery Co.

Ohio Storage Pattery Co.

Wlllaid El. & Battery Co.

Annnnciatora.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Edwards « Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Arc liampB.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Blehl Mtg Co.
Electric Arc Llgtt Co.

Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.

Manhattan Gen'l Cons. Co.

Peoples Electric Co,

PerJtins Elec. Switch Mlg. Co
Westlnghouse El. & Mlg. Co.

Arc liieht Cord.
Central Electric Co.

Samson Cordage Wks.

Batteries and Jars.

Central Electric Co.

Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co
Electric Appliance Co.

Elec. Gas Lighting Co.

Genor A Colburn.
Gordon-Burnham Battery Co
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Muir ASon, Thos.
Ohio Electric Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

BeUs.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El, Supply Co.

Edwards & Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Huebel & Manger.
Ohio Electric Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Belting.
Jewell Belting Co.

Main Belting Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Shultz Belting Co.

BoUers. „ „
Clonbrock Steam Boiler Co.

Books. Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Brashes.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Holmes Pibre-Graphlte Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.

Burglar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Edwards A Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Gables (See Insulated Wires.)
Cables, Electric (See Insu-
lated Wires), Copper,
t4heet and Bar.
American Eleo. Works.
Brliey. W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Rastsrn Electric Cable Co.
General Electric Co.
Moore. Alfred P.

New York Ins. Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Carbons.Polnts& Plates.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Gen'l Inc. Arc Light Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.
Relslnger, Hugo.

Cars.
Brill Co., J. G.

Compound.
Central Electric Co.
California Asphalt Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

- Electric Appliance Co.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
McLennan & Co., K.
Okonlte Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Conduits.
Armorite Interior Cond. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Conn. Pipe Mtg Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Muir & Son. Thos.
WiUiamsport Wdn. Pipe Co.

Construction & Repairs.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Hodge, Walsh & Lorlng.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.

Contractors andKlectric
liisht Plants.

Ahlm-Edwards El. Co.
Arnold El. Pr. Station Co.
Bain, Foree.
Brush Electric Co.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
C & C Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Hodge, Walsh A Lorlng.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Scott & Janney E1.& Mfg.Co.
Siemens & Halske Eieo. Co.
Triumph Electric Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse Elec St Mfg Co.

Copper.

Besly&Co..Chas. H.
General Electric Co.
Mansfield Temp. Copper Co.
Mitchell Temp. Copper Co.

Copper ^^ires.
American Electrical Works.
Besly&Co., Chas H.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply CO-
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simple]? Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Cordage.
Central Electric Co.
Samson Cordage Wka.

Correspondence Schools.
Int. Correspond. Schools.

Crookes^ Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Perkins Elec. STritch Mfg.Co.

Cross-ArmSf
Brackets.

Pins and

Brady, T. fl.

Central Electric Co.-
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Cut-Outs and STvitches.
Automatic Clr. Breaker Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Cutter El. & Mtg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation,
General Elec. Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
PalsteCo., H. T.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Perkins Eleo.Switch Mfg. Co.
Reynolds, S. K.
Westinghouse El. Si Mfg.Co.

Uynamos.
Ahlm-Edwards El. Co.
American Engine Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Bullock Eleo Mfg. Co.
C A C Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Muir & Son, Thos.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Scott & Janney El. & Mfg.Co.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
Triumph Electric Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

£coBoniizers, Fuel.
Fuel Economizer Co.

Electric Heaters.
American El. Heater Co.
American El. Heating Corp.
Central Electric Co.
Johns, H. W., Mfg. Co.

Electric Meters.
American El. Meter Co.
Central Electric Co.

Electric RaUirays.
Brush Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Krotz, Allen & Kelly.
Siemens & Halske Eleo. Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and mechani-
cal Engineers.
Bain, Foree.
Pratt. Chas. A.

Electrical Instruments.
Automatic Cir. Breaker Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Keystone El. Instrument Co.
Paiste Co., H. T.
Queen & Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Electrical Specialties.
Automatic Cir. Breaker Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Paiste Co., H. T.
Peru Eleo. Mtg. Co,
Vought, M. I.

Electrical IFood^vork.
Lever, C. H. Mfg. Co.

Electro-Plating Itlach'y.
Besly&Co., Chas. H.
General Electric Co.

Engines, Cias.
Case. J. L, T. M. Co.
Otto Gas Engine Wks.
Van Home, Burger & Co.

Engines^ Steam.
American Engine Co.
Ball Engine Co.

Fan Outfits.
C A C Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Biehl Mfp. Co.
General Electric Co.
Hunter Pan & Motor Co.
Schneider Mfg. Co.
Pcott A Janney El. & Mfg. Co.
AVagner Elcctr'C Mfg. Co.
Western Elec. Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Feed IVatcr Heaters.
Davis & Son, I. B.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Files.
Barnett Co., G. & H.
Central Electric Co.

Fixtures, El. & Comb'n.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Fuses.
D. &. w. Fuse Co.

Fuse IVlre.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire & Mfg.Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Graskets.
Johns, H. W., Mfg. Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

€ras Lightins:, Electric.
central Electric Co,

Gears.
Besly A Co.. Chas, H.
Central Electric Co.

General Elec. Supplies.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co,
General Electric Co.
Genor & Colburn.
Hodge, Walsh A Loring.
International Elec Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Paiste Co., H.T.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Globes and Electrical
Glassivare.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

GoT'nors, Water TVheel.
LombardWaterWheelGv.Co.

Graphite Specialties.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Induction Coils.
Central Electric Co.
International Elec. Co.
Queen A Co.

Insulators and Insulat-
ing Materials.
Brixey, W. R.
Bryant Electric Co.
California Asphalt Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Empire China Works.
Hodge, Walsh & Loring.
Johns Mfg. Co., H, W.
Mica Insulator Co.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonlte Co.. The.
Paiste Co., H. T.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.

Insulated VFires and
Cables—Maffnet W^ires.
American Electrical Works.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co,
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

lianip Adfnsters.
Vought, M. I.

"

liamps, Incandescent.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co..
Lynn Incandescent Lp. Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Sawyer-ManElec. Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Itamp Trim'r's M'^agons.
studebaker Bros. Mfg. Co.

liightning Arresters.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Magnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

Mechanical Machinery.
Besly A Co., Chas. H."
Garvin Machine Co., The.
S tilwell-Blerce Smith-Vaile.

Mica.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.

Mining Apparatus, Elec.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Motors.
Ahlm-Edwards Elec. Co.
American Engine Co.
Belknap Motor Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
C A C Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Elec. Co.
Dallett A Co., Thos. H.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Muir A Son, Thos.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Peoples Eleci-rlo Co.
Scott& Janney El, & Mfg. Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Storey Motor A Tool Co.
Triumph Electric Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co

Packing.
Besly A Co. Chas. H.
Garlock Packing Co.
Johns, H. W., Mfg. Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Paints.
California Asphalt Go,
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Johns. H. W. Mfg. Co.
Standard Faint Co.

Phosphor Bronze.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co. Ltd.

Platinum.
Baker A Co.

Poles.
Ahearn A Soper,
Carley, Ira.
Llndsley Bros.
McLean. A. J.

National Tube Works Co.
Perrizo A Sons.
Sterling A Son. W. C.

Porcelain.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Empire China Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Push Buttons.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Refiners.
Swarta Metal Refining Co.

Reflectors.
Muir A Son, Thos.

Regulators.
Belknap Motor Co.

Re-Winding.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Hodge, Walsh A Loring.

Rheostats.
Am. El. He^t. OorporatlOQ.
Central Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Iron Clad Rheostat Co.
Leonard, Ward, Elec. Co.
Muir A Son, Thos.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co

Seconrt-Hand Machin'y.
Cornman Co.
Eiectrital Exchange. The.

Shades.
Central Electric Co.
Muir A Son, Thos.

Speaking Tuhes.
Central Jtlectric Co.
Electric Appliance Go.
Partrlck A Carter Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Keystone El. Instrument Co.
Queen & Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Steel Pipe.
National Tube Works Co.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Ohio Storage Battery Co.
Willard El. A Battery Co.

Tapes. Insulating.
American Electrical Works.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
New York Insulated Wire Co
Okonlte Co., The.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Faint Co.
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.

Telephones, Telephone
Material and Switch-
boards.
American El. Telephone Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Kusel, D A., Tel. Mfg. Co.
Lockwood T. A T. Co. of Am.
Orne Elec. Cons. Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Standard Tel. A El. Co.
Stromberg-Carlsoa Tl.M.Co.
Taber A Mayer.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western Tel. Cons, Go.
Whitman & Couch.

Transformers.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diamond Elec. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation
General Electric Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Central Electric Co.
Samson Cordage Wks,

Trucks, Electric Car.
Brill Co , J. Q.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Turbine IVheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co,
Lelfel & Co,, Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.
Smith Co., S. Morgan.
StUwell-Blerce Smith-Valle.

W^ater Wheels.
Am. Impulse Wheel Co.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Leffel A Co., Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
Stllwell-Bierce Smith-Valle

W^ire, Bare.
Besly & Co^ Ghaa. H.
Brliey. W. R.
Central Electric Co,
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Underground C Co
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

X Bay Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply 00.
Queen ft Co.

iB^lfsHeibe-fcical IncJGx ^Vdv^r-tis^jp^^^.l.^ S^f III.
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DIEHL ELECTRIC FANS.
«.«hS>«>«k5X?>^<S.<SxS><S^«>«.<5><Sx$>^<S><s>«.^^<SxShs>^xs><S>«>«><$><s>«.<S><S^<S^««&

Ceiling Fans and

Exhaust Wheels
Wound for Any Current,

Except Alternating.

Our Exhaust Wheel

Combinations

Are the most compact and
efficient made.

Write for catalogue and
prices.

Propeller or

Desk Fans
Wound for 110, 220 or in series on 500 volts.

Also for Primary or Secondary Battery Circuits.

Highest

Efficiency

Unbroken Magnetic Cir-
cuit, Self-Aligning Bronze
Bearings. Finest Insulation
Throughout. Four-Speed
Regulator.

SHOW ROOMS: New York, 561-563 Broadway; Chicago, 192-194 Van Buren St.; Boston, 128-132 Essex St.

DIEHL MANUFACTURING CO.,^"»JEIHfOF.
Agents for Canada: Canadian General Electric Co., Toronto, Ontario.

BELT t /XiX\ .4 OIRECT
9R1VEN KrJYL^ DRIVEN

^(m> LECTRIC

M^5FIELD,DHmU.5./l.

NOTICE.
TO THOSE INTERESTED IN ELECTRIC

LIGHTING.

If you haven't read Buckley's "ELECTRIC LIGHTING
PLANTS; THEIR COST AND OPERATION," you should

order a copy at once. It is the only work of its kind in print

and will prove an inseparable companion. It is ;ust the book

thousands of men have been waiting for; it will be what you
want. 275 pages. Illustrated. Cloth, $2.00. Paper cover,

$L00. Postage free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY.
Suite 510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

THE BELL,
STYLE "F"

3 TO 15 INCHES.
>BkSK F-^IR IT.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE,

HUEBEL & MANGER,
MANUFACTURERS,

290 Graham St., Brooklyn. N.Y.

STUDENTS
Will find that the Western
Electrician can help them
wonderfully in the study of

electricity. Subscribe now.
^3.00 per year, in advance.

Electrician Pul]lisliing Co.,

Suite 510 Marquette BIdg., - CHICAGO

Westlngliouse Poiypliase Apparatus Supreme.
Generators, Motors, Transformers, for Two-Pliase, Three-Phase and C F. Scott
Two-Phase Three-Phase System of Alternating- Current Power Ti'ansmission.

26,000 H. P. IN OIL-INSULATED TRANSFORMERS CONSTRUCTED.
Potentials from 5,000 to 50,000 Tolts. All Apparatus Xecessary for 100 llile Transmission.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING GO.
BURG,

New York, 120 Broadway.
Boston, Exchange BIdg.

Chicago, N. Y. Life BIdg.
Philadelphia, Qirard Bldi;

Buffalo, N. Y., 8 Erie Co. Bank BIdg Pittsburg, Westinghouse BIdg.
Charlotte, N. C, 36-38 College St. St. Louis, American Central BIdg.

San Francisco, Mills BIdg.

Syracuse, N. V., Bastable BIdg.
Tacoma. Wash.. 102 S. loth St.
Atlanta, Oa., Equitable BIdg.

Westinghouse Electric Co., Ltd.,
3a Victoria St., London, S. W., England.

For Canada address
Ahearn & Soper, Ottawa, Ont.
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THE

BRUSH ELECTRIC

COMPANY. BRUSH
THE

BRUSH ELECTRIC

COMPANY.

Brush apparatus has been on the

market for 20 years. A majority of

customers order supply parts direct

from us. Many do not. We want

this trade and are reducing our prices

in order to secure it. Ask for quota-

tions and send orders to the nearest

Sales Office.
FIRST BRUSH ARC DYNAMO—1877

SALES OFFICES:
Schenectady, N. Y.

Cleveland. Ohio.

Boston, Mass.. 180 Summer Street.

New York, N. Y.. M Broad Street.

Philadelphia, Fa., 509 Arch Street.

Cincinnati, Ohio, 420 West Fourth Street.

Chicago, 111.. Monadnock Building.

St. Louis, Mo., Wainwright Building.

Atlanta, Ga., Equitable Building.

Denver, Colo., Klttredge Building.

San Francisco, Cal., 15 First Street.

Toronto, Ont., Canadian General Electric Co., Ltd.

Pittsburg, Pa., Carnegie Building.

Many stations have ex-

changed all their small units

for large Brush arc dynamos.

Among them are the Brook-

lyn-Citizens with 3000 lights

capacity. Brooklyn-Munici-

pal 800, Newark 3000,

Cleveland 1800, Philadelphia

Brush I ^00, Philadelphia-

Northern 1300, Buffalo I JOG,

Worcester 1400, Toronto

900, Quebec 62^, Harrisburg

7^0, Erie 750, Albany 500,

Troy ^00, Paterson ^00,

City of Chicago 400, John
Wanamaker 625, Carnegie

Steel Co. ^00.

Over 40,000 lights ca-

pacity in large Brush arc

dynamos sold. A large pro-

portion of them using Multi-

Circuit Dynamos.

The newly designed

Brush dynamos have the

following capacities; 5^, 80,

100, 12^, 240, 300,2000 can-

dle-power lights, 45, S$,

120, 160, 1200 candle-power

lights.

Brush arc lamps were

first used in 1877. More of

them being sold to-day than

ever before.

BRUSH MULTI-CIRCUIT 125 LIGHT ARC DYNAMO—1897.

Two or more separate circuits run direct from one dynamo with any distribution ol load on thie different circuits.

The advantages are absolute flexibility in handling of circuits; reduction of high voltages on circuits run from large dynamos; use of large

units with corresponding increase of efficiency; saving in floor space, oil, belts, shafting, pulleys, attendance.

I

I

i
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TRADE MARK

:

"fitfjloriHf Accumulator*'
REGISTERED SEPTEMBER 11, 1804. THE CHLORIDE ACCUMULATOR Is Most Ex-

tensively Used Where It Is Best Known.
A DUPLICATE of the battery of CHLORIDE ACCUMULATORS installed In the United States Cus-

tom House, New York, a year ago, has just been contracted for; it will carry the night lamps In the
Sub-Treasury and Assay office, and during the day, In connection with the original battery, it will

regulate in the electric elevator service in the Custom House.

CATALOGUES.

NEW YORK, 20-22 Broad St.

The Electric Storage Battery Co.,
Drexel BIdg., Philadelphia, Pa.

BOSTON, 92 State St. CHICAGO, 1543 Marquette BIdg. SAN FRANCISCO. 222 Market St.

CARDTO THE PUBLIC.
The General Electric Company, Westlnghouse Electric Company, Thomson-Houston Electric

Company and tlie Tesia Electric Company have broueht suits against the Scott & Janney Electric &
Manufacturing: Company for "alleged infringements of their various patents.

Tills is tlie USUAL "BLUFF" that is brought to bear ui>on those whose inventions are bound to
supplant the inventions of the above named and otlier large electrical concerns, who cannot at their own
terms control such new inventions.

We are manufacturing under ourown patents and are not infringing:.
The above named Hrms are suing us upon a small fan motor as an excuse to get a chance to make

the public believe that the state of the art is not history as far as they know it.

'1 hey have spent millions of dollars trvlng to invent apparat\is to do certain things. They failed.
We did invent it and have had it patented all over the world. AND IT WORKS.

They will try bv strat* gy to do what they dare not do openly.
We wish to asli that the dealers and others who have received or will receive threatening letters

from the above named concerns, will please send same to our attorneys, Messrs. Alexander & MaglU,
Giraid Building, Philadelphia. „ . ,We are in the tield to stay and do not propose to be intimidated. The Scott & .Janney Long Dis-
tance Single Phase Alternating Railway and Power System will supersede the inventions of the above
named companies. AND THEY KNOW-IT.

Fun- PKOTECTIOar GTTAKAIHTEED TO AM
PITRGHASERS OF OUR APPARATUS.

The Scott & Janney

Electric and Mfg. Co.,

1 707-1 709 Filbert Street, PHILADELPHIA.

624 pages, $3.00. 150 pages, $1.00.

'mam

5L0ANt

ISO pages, $1.00.

lELEewieiAN

158 pages, $1.00.

^^
- sldase:

135 pages, $1.00.

An Excellent Series of Electrical Books.
BV T. O'CONNOR SI-OKN©.

;

FOR THE BEGINNER as well as the student.
Profusely Illustrated. Practical. Necessary Adjuncts to every Library. Send in your Orders.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, • • Suite 510 Marquette Building. Chicago .

imAMERICAN-BALL ENGINE
Has All the Latest Improvements.

Its self-oiling system is a splendid success and is ap-

preciated by the engineer because it furnishes a bath of, oil

for the bearings without his constant attention, and it makes

the engine run noiselessly and cool.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

AMERICAN ENBINE CO.
Frank H. Ball, Cien'l Ugr.,

BOUND BROOK, IM. J.
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THE GEM WATER MOTOR FAN.
IVovel in Con8ti'uction.

As Eaf>iily IiiMtalled as an JE^Icctric Fan Illotor.

Discounts for Exclusive Agents. Correspondence Solicited

Niniple.
Economical.

Effective.
Noiseless.
List Trice, $iOMi

JUST THE THING FOR SUPPLY HOUSES TO CARRY.

j THE SCHNEIDER MFG. CO.,
1134 Hamilton street,

CL,EVELAllfl>, OHIO.
McCILL & POMEROY, I 129 Monadnock. Chicago, III.,

AiientH liir Indiana. Illinois. Missouri. Iowa. Wisconsin. MichlKan.

Did You Ever
See a copy of our

latest catalogue
of Electrical

Books? 100 pages,
mailed free.

mm\m publishing co.

Suite 510 Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO.

READ THE ELECTRICAL PAPER.

irS ALL RIGHT.

Webb's Telephone Hand-Book. A book for the
expert as well as the novice. Price $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
Sl^ IVlEir>c|«j^-fc't^ Ivjildlne* CKfeB^Eie^.

fiiRiN lu^ciHR^ic mm
CHICAGO.

steady Lights from

Unsteady Power.
The Chapman Voltage Regulator
Controls the voltage of varying speed dynamos.

Lamp renewals reduced.
Perfect regulation of voltage by an automatic device magnetically

controlled. 25 to 50 per cent, variation in speed of water ivheel or
engine controlled within 2 per cent, of the normal, and it acts as
quick as a circuit breaker. Every central station should have them.
Generators can be worked nearer the limit of their capacity by their
use, thus increasing their effective working power.

Some who are using:
Vermont Electric Light Co., Burlington, Vt.
Glen Mfg. Co., Berlin, N. H.
Rumford Falls Sulphite Co., Rumtord Falls, Me.
Northfield Electric Co., Northfleld, A't.

HoUingsworth & Whitney Co., Waterville, Me.
Bar Mills Electric Co., Bar Mills, Me.
Forest Mills Co., Bridgton, Me.
Norway Electric Light Co., Norway, Me.

Crookston Water, Pr. &Lt. Co., Crookston, Minn.
Pondicherry Mills, Bridgton, Me.
Kingston Electric Co., Philadelphia, Pa
Burgess Sulphite Co., Berlin, N. H.
Cliff Paper Co., Niagara Falls, N. Y.
Westbrook Electric Light Co., Westbrook, Me.
Valleyfleld Electric Co., Valleyfield, Quebec.
Orr & Co., Paper Mills, Troy, N. Y.

Recent orders have just been received from Stanley Electric Mfg. Co., Pittsfleld, Mass.; Calumet
& Heola Smelting Co., So. Lake Linden, Mich.; Edison Elec. Ill'g Co., Topeka, Kan.; Marietta Elec.
Co., Marietta, O., and Westbrook Elec. Lt. & Pr. Co., Westbrook, Me.

CORRI »OIMDEN^I UICITED.
Patents owned and controlled exclnsively by

Boston Olfice. 154 Coneress St.
New York Office. Brewster Eng. Co.,

Thames Building, New York City.

Send for Circular A, or
mention Western Electrician.

i BELKNAP MOTOR CO.,
Home Office and Manufactory: Portland, Me., Ui S. A.
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EcuENB F. Phillips, Prest. F. N. Phillips, Treas. W. H. Sawtbb, Secy.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
• PROVIDENCE, R. L

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LICHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

New York Store, P. C. Ackerman. 10 Cortlaudt St.

Chicago Stoke, F. E. Donohoe. 241 Madison St.

Montreal Branch, Eugene F. Phillips' Electrical Works.

THE CLARK WIRE.
FOR

SWITCHBOARD,
RAILWAY

and MOTOR USE.

CLARK WIRE"

All sizes of

Stranded and FEex<

Ible Wire and

Cables with
' Clark's Insulation.

Inspector Boston Fire Underwriters* Union says:

**A thoroughly reliable and desirable wire In every respect.'*

The Clark wire has been before the public and in use for the past ten years,

and has met with universal favor. We guarantee our insulation wherever used,

Aerial, Underground or Submarine, and our net prices are as low, if not lower,

than any other first-class insulated wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues,

with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
HENKY A. CLAEK, Treas. and Gen'l Manager.

HERBERT H. EUSTIS. Pres. and Electrician.

61-63 Hampshire Street,

The 4 leading Electric Novelties
We undersell all on
Everything Electrical.

Necktie Liu'lit. ])ollar Motor. J3 Necktie LigUt.

OHIO ELECTRIC WORKS, CLEVELAND, O. Bicycle Ligbt.

Agents wanted. Headquarters for Electric Novelties. Catalogue free. j^^Our $6 Fan Motor
with 4 Batteries equals any $30 Outfit.

TRIMMER'S
TOWER WACOIM.

NOVEL FEATURES.
With it a Trimmer can trim about 2.M lamps as com-

pared with 60 lamps trimmed hy "ti'idRing witli ladder
and Itit. ' Write for detailed descripi-on.

STUDEBAKER BROS. MFG.
SOUTH BENO, IND.

CO.,

iHERCijLESBATTERIES

1^ Clede BAITeriesI

I PORCEIAIN IKsu|AnON 01 au Kinds.^
ito Sollcll llie maKlnJ ot

Speou. Designs qt=- Porcelain.

Given
Away

Our new catalogue of Elec-

trical Books. Contains J 00
pages, listing all electrical

books to date of publication.

Send for a copy, mailed free

to any address. Electrician

Publishing Co., Suite 510
Marquette BIdg., Chicago.

The Bullock Electric Mfg. Co.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT

032 BF30^V^\A/^A,'V, ^IIM^IIMN A.-ri, OHI^. %^

NEW YORK:

AND

POWER PLANTS
AND

SLOW SPEED
iVIOTORS.

BOSTON:

St. Paul Building.

No. 8 Oliver Street.

PHILADELPHIA:
No. 662 Bourse Building.

CHICAGO:
No. 623 Western Union BIdg.

The BraPastks.
T. H. Brady, New Britain,. Conn., U. S. A.,

Manufacturer of MastArms ,Pole and
Swinging Hoods, House Brackets and
other Specialties for Construction
WotK,— Catalogues and Prices fur-
nished on application.

"AMERICAN" ?Lr
ARE THE BEST. Sen? for Descriptive Circular.

Absolutely Non-Infringing.
Protection Cuaranteeo.

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
I

EST'D isag. 38 W. Quincy St., Cillcago. lit.

EVERYTHINB IN WIRE.
BARE AND INSULATED.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF JHE "CHICAGO" RAIL BOND.

WASHBURN $c MOEN MFC. CO.,
\A/^OR^ES-rE:R, ISAA^SS.

BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES: New York, Chicago, San Francisco, Houston, Philadelphia,
Pittsburg, Boston.

WEATHERPROOF WIRE.
COMPLETE STOCK CARRIED BY

Western Electric Co., New York.

Electric Appliance Co., CUcago.

Pettlngell Andrews Co,, Boston,

y>ll Electrical Engineering Co., Minneapolis.

St. Louis Electrical Supply Co., St. Louis.

The Bradford Belting Co., Cincinnati

Phillips Insulated Wire Go.
Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET, R, I.
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POSITION WANTED.
An oxperlenoed electrical encinoer, at present

connected with :t iiuiltipliase power transmission
plant, having a thoroiiKli experience with incan-
descent and arc llKlUlm; and railway apparatus,
and seeing no immediate prospect of advance-
ment, desires to lind position as superintendent
with some company tliat can reasonably promise
advancement according to wortli. Address
"S. S.," careWESTKKN Electrician.

WANTED.
Position by experienced enfrineer and elec-

trician. Eiglit years' experience witli automatic
and Corliss engines, and incandescent and arc
dvnamos. Own indicator and set of tools.

References furnistied. Address '*lndicator."
care Western Electrician, 510 Maniuette
Bldg., Cliicago.

ARMATURES TO REWIND.
winders direct from T.-H. and Westinghouse
slxops. Work guaranteed. Ten years' experience.
Light plants Installed complete. Send for prices.

HODGE, WALSH Sl LORING,
531 Delaware. Kansas City, mo,

Agents Wanted.

A few good live agents

to take subscriptions for

the WESTERN ELEC-
TRICIAIV and handle our

hook publications. liiheral

commissions paid.

Address, stating expe-

rience and references,

Electrician Publishing Co.,

5 I O MARQUETTE BLDC,

CHICAGO.

FOR SALE.
Two new tj'pe 50-light, lO-ampere Excelsior arc

dynamos, used four years, in good repair and
running condition. Forty new type Kxcelsior
double lamps, in good working order. Having
discontinued the use of small dynamos, desire
to soli. Make us an offer. Will sell cheap for
cash. Ammeters and wall controllers go with
dynamos. Forest City Electric Light & Power Co.,
Eockford, 111.

FOR SALE CHEAP.
Make us an offer. One iron mast standing,

complete, 125 feet higli. second hand, for 4 lamps,
in good state of preservation; having no furtlier
use for it we are anxious to sell. Santa Barbara
Electric Light Co.. Santa Barbara, Cal.

Second hand Are Lamps of different manu-
facture; good as new and thoroughly tested:
also. Arc and Incandescent Dynamos and other
electrical apparatus.
Always in the market for scrap Dynamos,

Motors, Wire, Copper, burned out Incandes-
cent Lamps and Lamp bases, etc. AddressTHE
C0R:NMAX COMPAJHi Y,1134 Hamilton St.,
Cleveland, Ohio.

Bargains in Street Railway
Apparatus.

MOTORS. Price each.

4G. E. 800 motors $lfi5.00

2 Steel motors, "C" No. 3 20O.U0
4 Walker motors. 30 h. p 170,00
2 Westinghouse No. 12, so h. p Isn.OQ
10 •• No. 12. 20 h. p 160.00
23 " N0.3,25h.p 150.00
24 Edison No. 6. 15 h. p 65.00

GENERATORS.
Edison, T.-H., Detroit, Eae. Write for prices.

TRUCKS.
20McGuire old style trucks. 25 Brill trucks.

Cars and Trailers. Write for photos and prices.

The Electrical Exchange,
Long Distance Tel. 744 Express.

166-174 S. Clinton St., Chicago.

ELECTROTYPES.
CHICAGO ELECTRO. & STEREO. CO.,

149-155 Plymouth Place* Chicago.

EVERY-DAY EXCURSIONS

To all parts of the world can be arrang-
ed for any day in the year, for one or

more persons, upon application to any
principal ticket agent of the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway. Itiner-

aries carefully prepared for excursions
to California, Mexico, China, Japan,
and to any part of Europe. Estimates
furnished, including all expenses.
Tickets furnished for the complete
journey. It is not necessary to wait for

any so-called "Personally Conducted
Excursions.

'

' In these days of progress-

ive enlightenment, with the English
language spoken in every land under the
sun, one does not need to depend upon
the services of guides for sight-seeing,

but can go it alone or in small family
parties, with great comfort and security
and at one's own convenience. Write to

0. N. Souther, City Ticket Agent, 95

Adams St., Chicago.

The Coast Line to MACKINAC
•

—

TAKE THE—

'

W MACKINAC
DETROIT
PETOSKEY
CHICAGO

New Steel Passenger Steamers
The Greatest Perfection yet attained In

Boat Construction—Luxurious Equipment,
Artistic Furnishing, Decoration and Effic-

ient Service, insuring the highest degree of

COMFORT, SPEED AND SAFETY
Four Trips per Week Between

Toledo, Detroit and Mackinac
PETOSKEY, "the SOO," MARQUETTE

AND DULUTH.
LOW RATES to Picturesque IVlaclcinacand

Return, including rieals and Berths. From
Cleveland, $i8; from Toledo, $15; from
Detroit, $13.50.

DAY AND NIQHT SERVICE.

Between Detroit and Cleveland
Connecting at Cleveland with Earliest

Trains for all points East. South and South-
west and at Detroit for all points North and
Northwest.

Sunday Trips June, July, August and Sept. Only

EVERY DAY BETWEEN

Cleveland,Put=in=Bay#Toledo
Send for Illustrated Pamphlet. Address
A. A. SCHANTZ, a. p. a.. DETROIT, MICH.

me Detiolt & Cleveland Steam Nav. Go.

On receipt of

10 CENTS
We will send you a

Western Electrlciaii

Mooiilil ScMiile

FOR 1897.

Every Lighting man should

have one.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 510 Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO.

Scrap Copper Wire Wanted.
If you have any Old Copper Wire of any description to

dispose of, it will pay you to communicate with us, as we are
P-'i. all times in the market for any quantity of Scrap Copper
Wire, at the highest market values. We pay cash and send
prompt returns. We are also supplying the electrical trade with
our high grade Babbitt, Cotton Waste, Solder, Etc. Please com-
municate with us.

SWARTS METAL REFINING CO.,
20 N. Desplaines Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Stilweirs Patent st^fL Water Purifier.
Removes all Impurities.

ENTIRELY PREVENTS SCALE IN STEAM

BOILERS. Catalogue on Application.

Tie Stilwell-Bierce & Smith-Yaile Co.,

DAYTON, OHIO.
Bisdon Iron & liOcomotlve W orks, San Francisco, Cal., Pacific Coast Axent,

JUST PUBLISHED.

DYNAMOS,
A practical explanation of the DesigTung-,

Construction, Operation, Main-
tenance and the

CARE AND MANAGEMENT
...OF...

DYINAiVlOS,
BY F. S. HUNTING,

Chief Engineer Fort Wayne Electric Cor-
poration.

20 Pag-es, Size 7 bj' 10 inches, 26 Illustrations,
Pamphlet Form.

price:, 25 CBNTS.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Suite 510 aiarqnette Bldff., Chicaso.

Anchor or Toggle Bolt.

Electrical and Small Woodwork a Specialty.
Send for catalogue.

C.H. LEVER MFG. GO., CHICAGO.

Making Knife-switches Our Specialty

K

"Write for full particulars, etc.

Two new styles of Baby

NIFE-SMITCHES
Low Prices—that's wealth to you.

H. T. PAISTE CO.
CHICAGO PHILADELPHIA

MECHANICAL
Engineers interested in electricity should] send for our 100-page

Catalogue (mailed free to any address). Any electrical 'book pub-

lished sent prepaid on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., Me 510 Marptte BMg, CHICAGO.

Playing Cards.

You can obtain a pacli of best quality

playing cards by sending fifteen cents in

postage to P. S. EusTis, Gen'l Pass. Agent,

C, B. & Q. R. R., Chicago, 111.

Switch and Box Complete.

For Iron Armored
Condait for

Han Flush Switches
,

Single or Gang Switches.

"Indicating,"
"Porcelain Clad"

Flush S\»dtclies.

THE HART& HEGEMAN MFG. CO., HARTFORD. CONN.
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Victor Turbine Water Wheel.
Cylinder or Register Gate— Close Regulation and High Efficiency

at Full and Partial Gate-
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CELEBRATED "WATER

WHEVi^L as particularly adapted to their use, on account of its remarkably nteady motion^
liigh Bpeed and great efficiency and large capacity for its diameter^ being double
the poirer of most wheels ot the same diameter. It is used by a number of the leading electric com-
panies witli great satisfaction. In the economical use of water it is without an equal, prodrcing the
highest per cent of useful effect gaaranleed.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PARTICULARS.
The accompanying engraving represents a single 10-inch Victor Turbine on horizontal shaft to

develop 36 H. P. under 38 feet head. Arranged with 12-inch Worrell Friction Coupling at one end to
disconnect pulley.

We are now prepared to furnish Victor Turbines, either single or in pairs, on horizontal shafts
and where the situation admits of their use we recommend them.

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO., DAYTON, OHIO.
Ri^doD Iran & Locomotive Works, San Francisco. Cal Pacific Coast Agents

Cedar Railway, Telephone,
Telegraph and Electric liight

Pine painted cross arms and Oak pins. Get
our prices for delivery at any destination. Six
sorting yards, our Monroe yard being most
Southern and Eastern in Michigan. Our card:
Al poles and good despatch.

W. G. Sterling & Son,
MONROE, MICH.

Hot

Cool

Weather or

Weather the

WESTERN

ELECTRICIAN
Is always interesting. Always contains
timely information as well as the latest

news. If you are not a regular reader
send us your name and address for trial

offer.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
Suite 310 Marquette Building,

CHICAGO, - - ILL.

WHITE CEDAR POLES
And STREET CAR TIES.

Wholesale Producers.

IIRRIZO & SOIMS, DA-CSC^EIT-r, IVII^KI.

CEDAR
LiNDSLEY Bros.,

MENOMINEE, MICH.,

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS. POLES

Ira Carley
Can ship you anywhere anything In cedar from
a 3 in. 7 ft. to 7 in. 70 ft. Electrical con-
tracts my specialty.

INGALLS, MICH.

CEDAR
Telegraph, Telephone,

Railway and Electric Light POLES
IVI< Z^XIM, IVI^r>^mir>« IVIicsh.

Telephone Men!
Read Webb's "Telephone Hand' 4,000 30-foot sound cedar, 7-inch
Book." Price, $1.00. . . . tops. Can be shipped immediately.

Electrician Publishing Compaity, ahearn & soper,
Suite 510 marqnette Blds:» Chicago.mmm

National Tube Works Company.
Boston, 70 Federal St. I Chicago, comer Clinton and Pulton Streets,
New York, Havemeyer Buildingr, Cortlandt St. St. Louis, 038 North Second Street.
Pittsburg, Fidelity Building, Fourth Ave. I Works, McKeesport, Pa.

Preserve Your Copies
-—^^ Western Electrician.

BINDERS $1.00 EACH.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

iSnite 510 Harqnette Bnilding, • • . CHICAGO,

The Standard Open Circuit Batteries

of the World.

SEND FOK CIKCULAR AND PEICE3.

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.,

111 to 117 East 131st St.. N. Y.

DON'T THINK
That }'ou can keep posted as to

what is going on in the western
electrical field without reading the

Western Electrician. It is the
electrical newspaper, and if you
are not a subscriber you will find it

to your advantage to become one
at once.

$3.00 per year

;

$1.50 for six. montlis.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 510 Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
Although lar

FOUND

Contains more news for the busy

reader than can be found in any

other journal devoted to electricity- Although large claims of superiority have been made

by our contemporaries, it has been rfll|M|l that the Westem Electrician is far

above the other papers in the matter | U ||HU °^ news, as is evidenced by the follow-

ing testimonial: "Although I have taken every electrical journal, there is none I like so well as

the Westem Electrician/* This is the reason the Westem Elec-

trician has so large a circulation, even if it was not found at the NORTH POLE.
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American Electric

Telephone Co.,

The Largest Manufacturers
-OF-

#lepKione
S w/^ i -tcHb^a rds

IX THE r^flTEO STATES.

All Goods Strictly High Grade.
325 exchanges, aggregating 60,000 telephones, in

use. Three years service. Write for our 1897

catalogue showing new types and prices.

American Elec. Telephone Co.,

171 and 1 73 S. Canal Street, CHICACO.
ipCEi^J^UFACTomr.m

StantiG

WESTERN TELEPHONE

--^CONSTRUCTION CO.,
260 S. Clinton Street, CHICAGO,

. . LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF . ,

Telephones and Appliances,
EXCLUSIVELY. IN THE UNITED STATES.

Swedish
Telephones.

^ Adjustable Arm 'Phone for Ex-
'*' change and Toll liine Tl'^ork.

Write for prices.

WHITMAN & COUCH,
196 Summer St., Boston.

McFeli Electric Co., 1 549-50 Marquette BIdg., Chicago Agents.

NZSTTIT EDITION.X -RAYS
FOR EVERYBODY.

Id'kA^arcl Tr^v^^rt.

Just off the Press. 93 Pages. 47 illustrations.

Fully describes in plain terras how to perform experiments with the X-Ray Outfit.

Tells what electrical apparatus is needed and how to manipulate it. Illustrations show
clearly how to connect up the Crookes Tube, the RuhmkorfE Coil, and how to run
them, either by batteries or electric light currents. How to make an X-Ray Outlit

very cheaply, including a Fluoroscope.
Write us at once, enclosing 25 Cents in stamps, postal note, express money or-

der, and get one of these valuable books.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO..
5IO Marquette BIdg.,

c:i-i ic:,4v<5^.

We Have Cut Our Prices Lower Than Ever!
You have no further excuse for not equipping your exchange with StrOmberg-CarlSOn Telephones

and Telephone Apparatus.
We have cut our coat according to the cloth—our prices to the times. QuT Standard Of High Grade

Work is maintained throughout. Our profits are sacrificed.

DON'T BUY A LAWSUIT.
GET OUR CATALOGUE.
There's good reading in it on the patent situation. Good advice to the uninitiated.

The Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co.,
76 W. JACKSON BOULEVARD, CHICAGO, IL,Ii., U. S. A.

Full equipment for Central Stations, also for House, Office, Factory, Police and Fire Alarm systems, manu-
factured in our own shops from crude material.

The very simplest and most efficient Street Railway System on the market.

THK TRIaRPHONR HAMD-BOOK
t^&

BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB.

Mej/iber of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, London, Author of ''A PraAical Guide to the Testing of
Insulated Wires and Cables.'' Joint Author of ''Electricity in Daily Life,"

>ases, I3t $i.OO.Illus-tra-fcions, Clo-th, Hand-Book Size, ^ri<
EXTRACT FEOM PREFACE.

"This little book has no pretension to be considered a complete treatise on telephony as it exists In America. The time lor stich a worlt is not yet come. But It is felt that there Is a demand
for a practical book on telephone workinjr and manafjement, and the TELEPHONE HAND BOOK Is an attempt at meetinR that demand. Witll the exception of a few chapters dealinKWltn
certain forms of transmitters and receiveia used in Europe, which are siven for the information of those who may wish to enftage in the manufacture of telephones, the book is based entirely on
standard American practice; and most of the material, apparatus and methods described are paculiar to or have originated in this country."

fo pains have been spared to make It the bo3t book of its kind. It is right up to date, intensely practical, and so plain and clear in its language that anyone can understand and learn from It

syeiything regarding telephone work and management. It conforms in size and style to onr other Kind-Books whicn have been so favorably received by the entire electrical fraternity.

-CONTENTS.
CHAPTER 1. The Invention of the Tslephone.

2. Sound Waves. Articulate Speech.
Electric Telephony. The Bell Telephone.

Electromagnetic In-

to.

11.

ia.

CHAPTER 13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

Carbon Transmitters.
The Blake Transmitter.
The Long Distance Transmitter.
The Solid-back Transmitter.
The Berliner Transmitter.
The Cuttriss Transmitter.
Various European Transmitters.
The Efficiency of Carbon Transmitters.

_.. Batteries for Telephone Work.
22. Open Circuit Batteries.

23. Closed Circuit Batteries.

24. The Practical Management of Batteries.
25. Magneto Bell.

26 Automatic Switches.
37- Telephone Line Construction,

4. The .Microphone.
5. Current Induction,

duction.
6. The Induction Coll: Its Use In the Tele-

phone Transmitter.
7. The Complete Telephone Circuit.
8. Maenet Telephones.
9. The Bell Telephone Receiver.

Other forms of Magnet Telephones.
The Gower, Ader and D'Arsonval RecelV"

ers. Mercadier's Bi-Telephone.
The Siemens. Kotyra, Neumayer and

Bottcher Receivers.

^i>is«iif>iiandror8aie!,y ^LEPTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.« Suito 510 Marquette Buildinj^, CHICAGO

CHAPTER 28. Metallic Circuit,

29. Underf^round Wires.
30. LiglitninK Arresters.
31. Inside Wirinp.
32. Instaliation of Telephone Instruments.
33. Inspection and Mamtenance.
34. The Condenser; Its Use in Telephony.
35. Eleetroraaenetic Retardation.
36. Exchange Working.
37. Small Exchanges.
38. Party Lines: Tiie Bridging Bell.

39. Long Distance Telepliony.
40. Duplex Telephony.
41. Simultaneous Telegraphy and Telephony

Appendix.
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^^''THIS e HAS BEEN MAKING

[Telephones
S" 20 YEARS. NOT CHEAP BUT
SERVICEABLE AKO FULLY CUAMNTEED.

,
• CIRCULARS FURNISHED. •

VIADUCT ElECTRICC"
BALTIMORE. MP, U-S-A.

THE TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK
BY

HERBERT LAWS WEBB.
Price «tl.OO.

The only complete and practical work
of its kind on the market.

PUBLISHED BY

THE ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
Suite 510 Marquette BuUdiug, Chicago.

Owiimy) ^M!q.- Oiicacy).

....BINDERS....
FOR THE

Western Electrician
$1.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUB. CO.,
CHICKGO.

ALL GOONS LOOK ALIKE TO ME-
AH Telephones May Look Alike to You

—

Hut before buying, examine the parts, test the working qualities and
investigate references. Cheap goods cost more in the end than high

grade goods to start with. If you want the best, write us.

THE D. A. KUSEL TELEPHONE MFG. CO,,
No. I 105 Pine St., ST. LOUIS, MO.

We have juet issued ft NEW cata-
lo^e of electrical bookBcontaininglOO
fiages, listing every work on electric-
ty. A copy will be cheerfully mailed
On receipt of a two-cent stamp.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO ,

510 Marquette Eldg., Chicago.

IT SPEAKS
FOR ITSELF and FOR YOU!

THERE ARE MICROPHONES AND MICROPHONES.

THE lYIILDE CARBON MICROPHONES
(CONTROLLED BY US)

Excel All Others.
So do our SWITCHBOABDI^ and TClIiEPHONES.

STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO,,
JVlEiciison., 'Wis., U. S. A.,

DIRECTORY OF PRINCIPAL ELEC-

TRICAL AND MECHANICAL

ENGINEERS.

[Charles A. Pratt,
I

'

I Consulting Electrical Engineer.

! Power transmlsBion and subdivision for
:!ictorle9. Electric coal mining plants.
Peslgns for special machinery.
Plans, specifications, tebts, supervision.

1118 Jlonadnook Bldg., Chicago.

Foree Bain
Electrical and

Con'suKlug;,
DealKDine,
SupeniaiuK.
CousEructing.
Testing.

Mechanical Engineer.

I'laas. Sppcllications and
General KfiKineering.
Expert in Patent Causes.

I$uite l(;.>7. 10
:fIonadno(

>H and 1(>.1!»

Map of the United States.
A large handsome Map of. the United

States, mounted and suitable for office or

home use, is issued by the Burlington

Route. Copies will be mailed to any ad-

dress on receipt of fifteen cents in postage

by P. S. EusTis, Gen'l Pass. Agent, C. B.

&Q. R. R.. Chicago. 111.

"ELECTRIC LIGHTING,"
A PRACTICAL EXPOSITION OF THE ART FOR THE USE OF

Engineers, Students and Others Interested in the Installation or
Operation of Electrical Plants.

'rio<

r F-RANCis B. crooke:i
Professor of Electrical Engineering, Columbia University, New York.

»l3aicl. - Practical and Up--to-Da-t<
Just the Book you want. 450 Pages, over 150 Illustrations. Read the

SUE OF" COIMTE
Chapter I, Introduction; Chapter II, History of Electric Lighting; Chapter III, General Units and Measures; Chapter IV, Classification

and Selection of Electric Lighting System; Chapter V, The Location and General Arrangement of Electric Lighting Plants; Chapter VI, Build-
ings for Electric Lighting Plants; Chapter VII, Possible Sources of Electrical Energy; Chapter VIII, The Steam Engine, History and General
Principles; Chapter IX, Steam Boilers for Electric Lighting; Chapter X, Steam Engines for Electric Lighting, General Construction; Chapter
XI, Typical Forms of Steam Engine for Electric Lighting; Chapter XII, Steam Engines for Electric Lighting, Selection, Installation and
Management; Chapter XIII, Gas, Oil and Hot Air Engines; Chapter XIV, Water Wheels and Windmills; Chapter XV, Mechanical Connec-
tions between Engines and Dynamos, Direct Coupling, Belting and Shafting; Chapter XVI, Toothed, Friction and Other Gearing; Chapter
XVII, Principles, Construction and Management; Chapter XXI, Applications of Accumulators in Electric Lighting; Chapter XXII, Switch-
boards, Including Switches, Fuses and Circuit-Breakers; Chapter XXIII, Electrical Measuring Instruments; Chapter XXIV, Lightning Arresters.

Every Engineer and Electrician who desires to thoroughly master the Art of Electric Lighting should have a copy of
this book. Sent promptly.

ELECTRICIAN PUBtlSHINC COMPANY,
Suite 510 Marquette Building,
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Special Offer!
WESTERN ...

ELECTRICIAN

3 MONTHS 50 CENTS
THIRTEEN NUMBERS CONTAINING B. J. ARNOLD'S ELEVEN LECTURES ON THE

"DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS," DE-
LIVERED IN MARCH AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA.

TENTH LECTURE IN LAST ISSUE.
s

TITLES OF THE LECTURES:

, J. ARNOLD.

1. Possible Sources of Energy.
2. Cost of the Production of Power.
3. Boilers and Accessories.
4. IVater Supply, Pumps, Condensers, Heaters,

Economizers, Etc.
5. Engines.
G. Piping.

7. Connections between Engines and Gen-
erators.

8. Generators and Switchboard.
9. Storage Battery Auxiliaries,

to. Preliminary Determinations.
11. Buildings and General Arrangements.

"Ill securing the exclusive right to the serial publication

of the lectures delivered last month at the University of

Nebraska, by Bion J. Arnold, the Western Electrician
feels that it is providing for its readers during the next

three months a feature of assured excellence. As a student,

Mr. Arnold is close, careful, persistent, yet enthusiastic

withal; as an engineer he is practical, cautious, yet quick

to adapt himself to existing conditions, and eager to se-

cure the best result without dogmatic adhesion to any pet

theory. He seems to balance well theory and practice and
has been successful in accomplishment. Devoting especial

attention to powef station work, he is well qualified to

speak on the "Design and Construction of Eteotric Power
Plants, " which iS the subject of .his series of lectures.

The first lecture, Which appears in this issue, somewhat
abridged, shows with what thoroughness Mr. Arnold ap-

proaches his subject."

—

Editorial Amtoztm'cment.

rniCAGO BOARD OF TRADE PLANT.

A BIT OF HIS WORK.

Send 50 cents and Receive the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN for 13 Weeks, and learn all about Electric Power Plants.

0<H><>0-0-0-0-aO-0<>^<><><><><K>-0-(><><KK>0<K)^^
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Isolated Lighting
and Economical Power.

City, District and State Agents Wanted.

NOTHING LIKE IT.

VAN HORNE, BURGER & CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

When you
are Tired

Of using "Dynamo" Belting made from
"Slioulder Stock, " write us for prices

and information on "Leviathan" and
"Oak Leaf" Belting, and our method
of "Belting up" Electric Light and
Power Plants.
High grade Belting only. Best Re-

sults Least Cost.

Write fully, conditions under which
Beltingruns, power required etc

MAIX BJKI^TINO€0.,
^^l-fc IVI^Ic^rs,

56 and 57 Market St., CHtCACO, ILL.
1221-1235 Carpenter St., Philadelphia.

120 rearl St., Boston.

DERIVATION OF

LIEUT. F. B. BADT and PROF. H. S. CARHART.

PRICE, POSTAGE PREPAID, 75c.

This is a very handsome book of 60

pages, printed on fine heavy paper, with

neat cloth binding. It contains Por-

traits and Biographies of Ohm, Watt,

Faraday, Joule, Gauss, Weber, Sir Wil-

liam Siemens, Dr. Werner von Siemens,

Volta, Ampere, Daniell, von Jacobi,

together with a carefully prepared table

of the Practical Electrical Units, with

their relative values.

In no other Single Volume can thfsi

Rare Collection of Portraits be Found.

Electriciai hMiii Mm),
5IO Marquette Building, - CHICAGO.

Gas,

GasolineTHE OTTO

ENGINES

OTER 45,000 SOLD

and....

Natural Gas
FOB

Electric Lighting.
SIZES 1 TO 260 H. P.

Electric Light Plants in Operation

from 2 to 250 H. P.

The Otto Gas Enpe Works, Inc,

PHILADELPHIA.

-TM

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Manufacturers of the

Morrii "Cliinax" ani "Comiionif Safety Water

Tulie Boilers.

BUILT IN UNITS OF 50 TO 1 ,000 H, P.

CAUTION:
Beware of infringers, they will

be rigidly prosecuted.

ALSO BUILDERS OF

Smoke Stacks, Tanks, Etc., and
All Classes of Iron Work.

t^peciflcations, Drawings and Prices fomislied
on application.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boilers.

ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM
3«5 PAGES, PKICE Si2.00. 347 ILIjIJSTRATIONS. A series ofThirty-four Practical Jjessons covering the Science of Electricity from Its Fundamental

Principles to Its Every-day Applications. By Prof. I>. C Jackson, University of AVisconsin; Prof. M.S. Carhart, University of Slichigan ; Prof.B. F. Thomas,
University of Ohio ; Prof. Wm. A. Anthony, of Kew' York; Prof. Brown Ayres,Tulane University; Prof. A. CPerrine, Iceland Stanford University, Cal.; Prof.
Geo. B. Shephardson, University of9Iinnesota, and others. A Comprehensive Treatisein Simple Language, Free from Algebraic Equations and Easily Understood.

ampore; Microampere; Three Classes of Magnetic Ampere- Constant Pressure; Loss of Voltage; Circular Mils; Prn
meters; Weston Amperemeter; Electro Dynamometers; tical Examples; Weight of Copper Required for TrauL
Hot Wire Instraments; Scales of Amperemeters; Alter- mission of Power at Different Pressures: Three-Wire" "

" " Current Measuring Instruments; Measuring Very

OOIMTEIMTJ
CHAPTER I: The Nature and Properties of Electricity;

Origin of Electricity; Two. Kinds; Laws of Attraction and
Repulsion; Positive and Negative Charge; Terms, Con-
ductors, Insulators, Electric Conductivity; Conveying Elec-
tricity; The Electroscope; Force Exerted Between Charged
Bodies; Unit of Measurement of quantity of Electricity;
Electrometer.—CHAPTER II: Machines for Generating
Electricity by Friction and by Electric Induction; Making
Machine to Continuously Generate Electricity by Friction;
The Electrophorus; Induction Generator; Units of Elec-
tric Current and Pressure; Electricity Conveyed by Unit
Current Each Second;- Negatively and l*ositively Charged
Conductors; Relation of Lightning and Sparlis of Electrical
Machine.—CHAI'TER HI: Electric Batteries or Appliances
for Generating Electricity by Chemical Action; Action ctf

Batteries; Electric Pressure; VoltaicElectricity; Directionof
Current Flow; Production of Continuous Current; Battery
Cells In Series; Production of Pressure by Cells; Polariza-
tion and Its Avoidance; Leclancbe Cell; Open Circuit Cells.

—CHAPTER IV: Electric Batteries or Appliances for Gen-
erating Electricity by Chemical Action (Concluded); Closed
Circuit Cells; Local Action; Law of Electro-chemical Ac-
tion; Electro-chemical Equivaleut; Primary Batteries Com-
pared with Dynamos for Furnishing Current; Uses of
Batteries; Difference Between a Primary and Storage Bat-
tery; How Storage Batteries are Made; Parallel Connection
of Plates in Storage Batteries.—CHAPTER V: The Nature
and Properties of Magnetism, Magnetic Fields; Permanent
Magnetism; Magnetic Attraction and Repulsion; I'oles of
Magnet; Magnitude of Force Between Two Magnets; Aging
Magnets; Earth's Action on Magnetic Needle; Magnetic
Field; Action of Lines of Force.—CHAPTER VI: The Mag-
netic Effects of Electric Currents and Magnetic Circuits;
Effect of Electric Current on Magnetic Needle; Relation
Between Direction of Lines of Force and Direction of
Current Flow; Determination of Current Direction by
Ojnipass; Ampere Turns; Solenoids; Ampere's Theory;
Solenoids w'th Steel or Iron Cores; 'Residual Magnetism;
Electro-Magnets; Magnetic Permeability; Magnetic Re-
luctance; Magneto Motive Force or Magnetic Pressure.

—

CHAPTER VII: Ohm"s Law of the Fl.ow of Electricity;
Pressure; Resistance; Current; Volt; Ohm; Ampere; Mer-
cury Resistance; Conductivity of Copper Compared with
Other Metals; Resistance of Circuits Made Up of the Same
Parts in Parallel; Joint Resistances; Fall of Voltage Over
Resistance; Effect of Temperature on Resistance; Copper
Temperature Coefficient.-CHAPTER VIII: Heating Ef-
fects of Electric Currents; Miscellaneous Effects of Elec-
trie Currents; Foot-pound; Joule; Horse-power; Watt; Kilo-
watt; Watts per Horse-power; Heating Effects on Bear-
ings of Machinerv: Effect of Electricity on Nerves of Ani-
mals; Muscular Effect of Strong Currents.—CHAPTER IX:
Galvanometers and VoItanieters;DifCerences in Construction
for Large and Small Currents; Presence and Direction of
Currents Shown by Galvanometer; Strength of Current In-
dicated; Tangent Galvanometer; Reflecting Galvanometer;
Needle Suspension; d'Arsonval Galvanometer; Terms
"Dead-Beat," "Calibrate;" Voltameter; Elect rolvte. Elec-
trolysis; Electrode; Forms of Voltameters.—CHAPTER X:
Measurement of Electrical Resistance; Resistance Meas-
ured by Substitution; Resistance Boxes; Use of German
Silver: Coils; Wheatstone Bcldire; Measuring Resistances
with Bridge; Measuring Very, High Resistances; Practical
Examples.—CHAPTER XI: . Every-day Measurements of
Electric Currents and Pr'^ssure; Three Effects by Which
Currents are Directly Measured; Amperemeters; Mllli-

natiuL _ .. „ __..._ ,. ,_ ^

Large Currents; Measuring Electric Pressures; Voltmeters;
Cardew Voltmeter; Electrometers; Electrostatic Volt-
meters; Standard Cells; Measuring Currents by Voltmeter
and a Standard Resistance.—CHAPTER XII: Every-
day Measurements of Electric Power, Condensers and
The Measurement of their Capacity; Wattmeters; Electro-
dynamometer Used as Wattmeter; Recording Wattmeters;
Coulomb Meters; Watt Hour; Ampere Hour; Capacity;
Farad; Microfarad; Condenser; Capacity of Condenser;
Charging Condenser; Specific Inductive Capacity; Selec-
tion of Insulation for Telephone Cables; Capacity of
Underground Wires; Comparing Capacities by Ballistic
Galvanometer; Practical Capacity Measurements; Leyden
Jar.—CHAPTER XIII: Electrolytic Deposition of Metals;
Electroplating; Metals Commonly used in I'lating; Salt
of a Metal; Nitrate of Silver; Cyanide of Silver and of Po-
tassium; Solution for Silver plating; Vats; Quality of Elec-
trolytic Deposit; Effect of Too Great or Small Currents;
Cleaning Articles to be Plated; Gilding Inside of Silver
Articles; Base Metals on Which Nickel is Usually Plated;
Solution for Nickel Plating; Electrotyping; Electrotype
Molds; Electrotype Finishing; Elect rolv tic 'Refining of
Copper; Solution Used.—CHAPTER XIV: The Electric
/Telegraph; Elements of Electric Telegraph; Telegraph
Circuits; Telegraphic Signals; Sending and Receiving;
Telegraph Lines; Sounder; Relays; Local Circuits; Multi-
ple Telegraphy; Duplex Telegraphv; Diplex Telegraphy;
QuadruiJJex Telegraphy.—CHAPTER XV: Multiple Tele-
graphy; Differential Relay; Polarized Relay; Pole Changer;
Principles of Operation of Diplex. Quadruplex, Bridge
Duplex; Artificial Line; Autographic Telegraphv.—CHAP-
TER XVI: The Telephone; Bell Telephone: Microphone;
Blake Transmitter; Exchanges; Switchboard; Long-Distance
Transmitter.—CHAPTER XVII: The Construction of
Telegrnph and Telephone Lines and Instruments; Poles;
Cross-Arms; Pins; Joints; Insulators; Insulation; Ground
Plates: Underground Cables; Conduits: Fuses; Multiple
Switchboards.—CHAPTER XVIII: Testing Lines for In-
sulation and Conductivity and the Location of Leaks and
Breaks; Line Troubles; Grounds; Crosses; Locating
Trouble; Earth Currents: Line Condnctivity and Insula-
tion; Testing.—CHAPTER XIX: Principles of Continu-
ous Current Dynamos and Motors; Electric Conductor
in Magnetic Field; Field Strength; Induced Electric Pres-
sure; iDirection of Current Moving Conductors; Alternat-
ing Current; Dynamos; Magnetos; Commutator.—CHAP-
TER XX: Principles of Continuous Current Dynamos
and Motors; their Construction, Care and Attendance;
Gramme Armature; Siemens Armature; Armature Cur-
rent; Laminating Cores; Foucault or Eddy Currents; Hys-
teresis; Fundamental Principles of Dynamos and Motors;
Points of Good Dynamo: Counter Electric Pressure; Types
of Field Windings; Series, Shunt and Compound Wound
Machines; Multipolar Machines; Regulation, Care and
Maintenance.—CHAPTER XXI: Arc Lighting and Arc
Light Machinery; The Arc; Arc Lamps; Principles of
Operation; Connections; Arc Dynamos; Current and Pres-
sure Required; Making of Arc Carbons; Regulators; Arc
Light Switchboards.—CHAPTER XXII: Incandescent
Lighting and Power Transmission, Two, Three and Five
Wire Systems of Distribution for Electric Lights and
Motors: IucandPRC-=nt Lamp: Filaments; Vaccuum; Ma-
terial for and Making of Filaments; Advantages of In-
candescent Lamps; \Incandes<;ent and Motor Circuits;

System; Motor Starting Resistances.—CHAPTER XXIII:
Construction of Electric Light and Power Circuits, and
Their Testing; Overhead Electric Light Wires; Weather-
proof Wire; Arc Circuit Wires; "Drawing In" and
"Built In" Underground System; Underground Electric
Light Cables; Edison Tubing; Feeders; Mains; Inside
Wiring; Cleat Work; Moulding Work; Concealed Work;
Dangers from Fires; Distribution System;.—CHAPTER
XXIV: Testing Electric Light Circuits and the Dis-
tribution and Measurement of Light; Faults; Soldered
Joints; Magneto Bell; Use of Voltmeter to Locate Grounds
on Arc Circuits; Ground Detector; General Testing;
Photometer; Standard Candles; Illuminating Effect of
Lamps; Effect of Opal Globes.—CHAPTER XXV: Elec-
tro-Magnetic Induction; Effect of Cutting Lines of Force
by an Electric Conductor; Induced Currents; Induction
Coils; Cores of Induction Coils; Transformers; Direc-
tion of Induced Current; Self Induction; Attraction and
Repulsion of Parallel Wires Carrying Currents.-CHAI'-
TER XXVI: Alternating Currents: Alternator; Electro-
lytic Eft'ect of Pulsating Current; Heating Effect of Al-
ternating Current; Effective Value; Alternating Current;
Measurements; Frequency; Period; Apparent Resistance.
—CHAPTER XXVH: Alternating Currents and Alter-
nating Current Machinery (Concluded); Power Used in Al-
ternating Circuits; Alternating Currents for Lighting; Mak-
ing Transformers; Testing Transformers; Building Alterna-
tors; Number of Alternations; The Exciter; Running Al-
ternators in Parallel; Synchronous Motors; Two-Phase
and Three-Phase Systems; Induction Motors; Squirrel-
Cage Armature; Mesh Connection; Star Connection;.—
CHAPTER XXVIII: Miscellaneous Applications of
Electric Motors; Uses of Electric Motors; Motors in Ma-
chine Shops; Waste of Power in Factories; Advantages
of Removing Shafts and Beits; Estimating Electrical
Power Required; Electric Elevators; Electric Launches.—
CHAPTER XXIX: Electric Railways; Richmond Elec-
tric Railroad; Trolley Wire; Trolley; Track; Use of Two
Motors; Rail Bonds; Heavy Electric Locomotives.—CHAP-
TER XXX: Methods of Handling and Controlling Rail-
way Motors and Generators; Output Records; Record-
ing Voltmeters; Load of Electric Railway Plant; Appli-
cation of Storage Batteries to Smooth Road Curve; Meth-
ods of Controlling Street Car Motors; Station Instru-
ments; Equalizer.-CHAPTER XXXI: Model Electric
Plant; First Central Station; Changes in General Me-
chanical Construction of Dynamos; Instruments; Multi-
ple Arcing Galvanometers; Use of Double and Single
Pole Switches; Operating Dynamos in Parallel; Feeder
Connections in Continuous and Alternating Stations;
Throwing Dynamo into Circuit; Cutting Dynamo Out.—
CHAPTER XXXII: Underwriter's Rules, Etc.; Neces-
sity of Rules; Special Points in Wiring; Insulation of
Sockets, Fuses, Fixtures: Annunciator Wire; Office Wire;
Leaky Wires.—CHAPTER XXXIII: Electric Welding.
Forging. Etc.; Electricity Applied to the Kitchen; Elec-
trical Methods Applied to Metal Working; Thomson
Apparatus for Heating Metals; Weldins b> Thomson
Method; Bernardos Process of Working Metals; Bringing
Piece of Metal to High Temperature by Dipping in Pail
of Water; Electric Current for Warming and Cooking;
Electric Heating and Stoves Compared.—CHAPTER
XXXIV: Electro-Therapeutics; Galvanic Curren*: Fa ra-
dio Current; Static Electricity: Electric Osmosis; Electro-
Cautery; Medical Electric Lights.

PRICE $2.00. Sent postage prepaid to any address in the world on receipt of price. The Ideal Work for Electricians, Central Station Men, Engineers, Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Students. Etc.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 MARQUETTE BLDC, CHICAGO.
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THE PELTON WATER WHEEL
Is known the world over as afTordingthe most simple, reliable

and economical powerforall purposes.

Filling every condition of serylce In a most effi-

cient and satisfactory way.7,000 WHEELS NOW RUNNING
CICPTDIP DdWCD TDAMCMICCinM Pelton "Wheels are especially adapted to

CLCul nlu rUllLn I nAnOlTlloOlUII. this purpose and are operating the major-
ity of'Stations of this i-Iiariicti-r ill all parts of the world. Highest efficiency and best refriilatlon

guaranteed. Catalogues J'uriiislit'd lui apjilieatiou. Address

PELTON WATER WHEEL CO.,
143 Liberty Street, or 121-123 Main Street,

NEW YORK. N. Y., U. S. A. SAN FRANCISCO, GAL., U. S. A.

Feed Water Heater AND Purifier.

Provided with U-shaped Tubes, it Never Lealis,

THE HIGHEST OBADE OXI/X.
Our catalogue contains the representative names of a large number of con-

tented buyers of BERKYSIA9( HEATEBtS built by us in the last twentj'
years. A copy awaits your order at any time.

L B. DAVIS & SON. Makers, Hartford, Conn.,
Or addresses given below:

Jas. Berryman, 125 North 4tb St., Philadelphia.
VV. H. GitsoD. 620 Medlnah Temple, Chicago.

Jos. Whitaker. 7 and 9 Pearl Street, Boston.
A. A. Cardwell, 39 Cortlandt Street. Eoom 127, New York.

THE McCORMlCK
TURBINE.

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,
Especially Adapted for Electrical Work.

CriTes more power per diameter TFitU a higher
percentage of useful effect than any other -water-
wheel heretofore mi>de. AH stzes, rlglit and left hand,
are built froiu patterns perfected under systematic tests in the
Holyoke Testing Flume.

"Parties having power plants which are unsatisfactory. an(!

those contemplating the improvement of powers, will find it to
their interest to confer with us, atn -we are willing to
guarantee results Tvhere others have failed, no
matter ^vhat make of turbine has been in use.
STATE RE^LIREMEXTS AKI> SEKI> FOR
t'ATALOGlTE.

S.MORGAN SMITH CO., York, Pa.
Estimates furnished for complete power plants and

results guaranteed.

WATER WHEELS
For Heads of 3 Feet to 2000 Feet.

Especially adapted to all kinds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke, given below, enable us to guarantee:

r/i* Largest Power ever obtainedfrom a wheel of the same diameter. The higliesi

speed fewer obtained for the same power. The highest mean efficiencif when
running from half to fnll gate. We guaraiitoe also: A runner of the greatest
possible strength. A gate uncqualed in .guicfcness and case of opening and closing.

Test of a 4B in. SAMSON, Jan. 25, 97. Testof a 3S inch SAMSON, Feb.1,'97.
Kev,

Pr.Min.
Cu. Fl.

Pr. Sec.
Hor.e
Power.

Per
Cent.

Raie
Open.

Cu. Ft.
Pr. Seo.

Horse
Power.

Per
Cent,

81.08

84.78
83.88

80.09

76.19

Full 15.00

."-a 1504

H 15.88

'A 16.47

144.00
138.12

127.67
131.50
126.87

172.69

15503
13324
112 65
90.04

240.97
223.61

191.06
163.80

127.73

82.03

8455
83.68

80.25

75.95

Full

3/

15. 2Q 194 25
16.56, 187.75
7 33' 178.50
17.54! 176.40
17.68 168.50

102.02

92.15
83.95
68.82

5769

14344
146.73
138.40

109.64
88.14

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.

BUY
Your Electrical Books of the Electrician

Publishing Co., Suite 510 flarquette

Bldg., Chicago. You will save TIME and

MONEY by doing so. ........

•••GRAPHITE FOR RESISTANCE
Made in almost any form required and of 1 olim or 1,000,000 ohms as

desired. We also make graptiite boxes and crucibles resisting heats
of 4,000 degrees

JOS, DIXOW CRUCIBtE CO., - - Jersey City, IS. J.

REG.TRADE MARKS JhE PHOSPHOR BRONZE SMELTINGCO.IIMITED,
2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPH1A.

I
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE^
INGOTS,CASTINGS, WIRE, RODS, SHEETS, ETC.^— DELTA METAL
CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORCINGS
ORIGINAL AND SoUeMaKERS IN THE U.S,

SEND FOR LIST OF
^-= ARTICLES ON X-RAY
EXPERIMENTS PUBLISHED IN THE WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
SUITE 610

MARQUETTE BLDG. CHICAGO.

A VALUABLE BOOK FOR ENGINEERS AND FIREMEN NOW READY.

MODERN EXAMINATIONS OF STEAM ENGINEERS or PRACTICAL THEORY EXPLAINED and ILLUSTRATED.

BY W. H. WAKEMAN.
Cloth. S3 Chapters.272 pages.

Containing a complete list of 300 questions such as will be asked of any
Engineer when taking e.xaminalion for U. S. Government or State License, all

of which are fully answered in the text.

PRIC6. $2.00
By mail, postpaid, to any part of the world

This book while especially adapted for engineers' examinations, is also in-

tended as a practical guide to Engineers, Firemen, Boiler Makers, Machinists,
and others, in daily practice.

The author being a practical steam engineer himself, well knows the wants
of the working engineer, and has put into this work such knowledge and infor-

mation as is best adapted to their use, making it altogether the most complete
and comprehensive guide for the busy workers in the engine room, boiler works
and machine shops that has ever been published.

As one engineer who has read the book says: "I think there are few engi-

neers that it wouldn't do some good. It seems as if it was a review of all I

have ever read, and a lot more besides."
The author has treated of a very great variety of subjects which are of

vital importance to all who wish to improve and extend their knowledge of

steam engineering, and has explained the rules and formulas given, in the sim-
plest manner possible, and has worked out examples by them, so that all who
can read may understand them.

The 300 questions are an important feature of the book, they are entirely

separate from the 53 chapters of reading matter, and were written after many
years of practical experience and careful research by the author.

His connection with the Boardman Manual Training High School at New
Haven, Conn., as Instructor in Steam Engineering, his 13 years of active mem-
bership in the N. A. S. E., and his position as Instructor of No. 10 of Conn., a
sturdy branch of the National Organization, makes him especially competent
in this part of the work.

The many flattering commendations which this book has already received
from competent judges and high authorities, speak well for its value.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, - - - Suite 510 Marquette Building, Chicago, III.
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Electric

Lighting

Generator.

DIRECT
CONNECTED
OR
BELT
DRIVEN.

For
the
Smallest
Isolated
Plant
or

the
Largest
Central
Station.

EDISON EK.ECTBIC II.I<V}riNATIlVO CO., I'ATEKSOK. N. J.
Two M. P. 10-300-15O Uenrrators.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COIVIPANY,
SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

For Canada, address Canadian General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont.Sales Offices in all Large Cities in the United States.
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The Electrical Transmission of Energy.
A Manual for the Design of Electrical Cir/ciiit«i ; by Arthur Vanghan Abbott, C. £., Chief Eng. Chicago Telephone Co.

«'ith » FoldlDS Plates. 58« Pages. a8» Illustrations and 74 Tables. Size of page, 6x9 in. Price 8-i.5«.

CHAPTER I.

Introduction.—Distributionln General—Distribution in Series-
Distribution in Parallei—Mixert Systems—Indirect Distribution.

CHAPTER II.

The Properties of Wire.—The Conducting Circuit—Wire Man-
ufacture—Hard DrawinK-Wire Gauges -The Circular Mil—
Couoer Wire—Properties of Wire—Composite Wire—Galvanizing
and Tiunine—Insulated Wire- Flexible Cable—Testing and In-

spection—Wire Speoiticatlons—Tension of Aerial Lines—The In-

Huence of the Variation of Temperature.

CHAPTER III.

The Construction of Aerial Circuits.-Part /. General Line
Work, Classiflcation—Aerial Lines—Poles—Methods of Preser-
vation-Height of Poles—Cross Arms—Pins-Facing of Arms—
Stresses—Calculation for Pole Strength—Guying—Anchor Poles-
Setting Poles—Insulators—Value of Insulators—Oil Insulators-
Tying and Dead-Ending—Loops—Stringing Wires—Wire Joints-
Strength of Joints—The Suspension of Aerial Cables—Humming
of Wires—Transposition of Telephone Lines—Power Circuits-
Pole Line Specifications. Part II. Electric Railway Circnitn.

Electric Railway Circuits-Railway Return Circuit-Electrolytic
Action—Railway Poles—Wooden Poles—Iron Poles—Feed Wire
Insulators and Pole Tops—Trolley Insulators—Railway Line
Woris—Strain Insulators—Anchors—Line Sections—Switches—
Line Crossings. Part III. Llghtiiiuij Arresters. Lightning
Guards and Strong Current Arresters—High Resistance Arres-
ter-Magnetic Blow-out Arrester-Mechanical Magnet Arres-
ter— .\ir Expansion .4rrester~Non-Arcing Metal Arrester—
DIscrirolnatlnK Arresters—Automatic Cut-outs—Cable and
Switchboard Protectors—Appendix of Insurance Regulations.

CHAPTER IV.

Construction of Undergrround Circuits.—Par* /. Cortduits,

Classification—Valentine Conduit—Wyckoll Conduit—Paper Con-
duit—Pipe Conduits—Dorset Conduit—Chenowlth Conduit—
Terra-cotta Conduits—Crompton System—Brooks System^ -lohn-

•stone System—Kennedy System—St. James System—Inflexible
Systems-Callender Solid System—Cologne Conduit—Zurich Con-
duit—Manholes—Junction Boxes for Street Railway Feeds—In-
troduction of Circuits-Pneumatic Kodding—Gas—Electric Rail-

way Conduits—Buda-Pesth Conduit—Blackpool Conduit—Love
Conduit—-Lenox Avenue Conduit—Metallic Conduits for Alternat-

ing Currents. Part II. Cables and C'oiidmt Conductors. Con-
d\iit Conductors—Armored Cables—The Siemens Cable—The
Edison System—The Ferrantl Mains—Telegraph Cables—Sub-
aqueous Cables-Power Circuits- -Paper Cables—Telephone
Cables—British Post OtHce Cables-The Patterson Cable--Glover
Cables—Fowler Waring Cables—Felten-GuIUeaume Cable-
Beaded Cables—Cable Joints—The Connection of Underground
and Aerial Systems—Cable Heads.

CHAPTER V.

Electrical Instruments. — Classification — Instruments for

Measurement of Resistance—Wheatstone Bridge-Slide Wire

Sent, expressage prepaid, on
receipt of price, t4.50.

IE -rA.B1_E OF- ^OIM-T-SIMTS:
Bridge—Ohm-Meter—Instruments for Measuring Quantity and
Pressure—D'A rsonval Galvanometer—Ballistic Galvanometer-
Galvanometer Constants—Reduction to Zero and Inferred Zero-
Shunts—Weston Instruments—Cardew Voltmeter—Electrostatic
Voltmeter-Siemens Dynamometer—Condensers—Wattmeters

—

Keys—Magnet—Groimd Indicators—Boyer Speed Recorder.

CHAPTER VL
liethods of Electrical neasurement. 1 quantities to be' Meas-

ured-Electrical Intensity—Electrical Quantity—Unit ofCurrents
Tlie Watt — Capacity — Resistance — Ohm's Law— Kirchhoff.'s
Laws—Measurement of Resistaneeby Deflection—Bv Wheatstone
Bridge—By Voltmeter—By Volt and Anuneter—Measurement of
SmaU Resistance—High Resistance—Insulation Resistance—By
Loss of Cbarge-^Llne Resistance—Crroimd Resistance—Special
Methods for Galvanometer Resistance—For Battery Resistance-
Potential Difference—By Condenser—Wlieatstone's Method—
Lumsden's Method— Measurement of Current Strength— By
Ammeter—By Voltmeter—By Differential Galvanometer—By
Slide Wire—Measurement of Capacity—Thomson's Method—
Gott'sMetliod—Divided Charge Method— Loiali/.ation of Faults—
Blavler's Method—Overlap Method—Loop Tost—Murray's aud
Varley's Methods— Localization of Crosses—Measurement of In-
ductance—By Condenser and Bridge—With Alternating Current-
Mutual Inductance—Measurement on Alternating Currents—
Difference of Potential—Current—Power bv Two Voltmeters-
By Three Aimneters—Measurement on Polyphase Circuits—
Electrical Railway Testing—Capacity of Aerial Lines—The lu-
ductance of Aerial Lines—Mutual Inductance on Transmission
Lines.

CHAPTER All.
Continuous Current Conductors, f'art I. Conductors and

Innulators. Conductors—Resistance—ohui's Law—Specific Re-
sistance—Effect of Temperature—Resistance of Dielectrics—Line
Leakage—Distribution of Potential—The Effect of Leakage—Con-
ductance—Distribution of Potential in r.ruuch Circuits. Part II.
T/te Heating of Conductors. Joule's L;iw— Location of Circuits-
Bare Wires Freely Suspended—Radiatiou and Convection-Pan-
eled Wire—Insulated Wire Freely Susi«-mled—Rheostats and
Heaters—Cost of Electric Heating—Fuse Wires—Heating of In-
sulated Cables—Heating of Conduit Cablt s -1 Uating of Suspended
Cables.

CHAPTER Vlli,
Conductors lor Alternatlnic Current:^, General Considera-

tions — Classification—Skin Effect -Ciiiient Density— Induct-
ance—Jlagnetic Field—Electromotive Forcelme toVaryingFleld-
E<|uatlon of Energy—Harmonic Mocioii—Average Values—The
Solution of the Energy Equation—Effect of Mutual Inductance-
General Energy Equation for Mutualh Inductive Circuits—Co-
efficients of Inductance—Effect of Capacity-.-'(ilution of the En-
ergy Ecpiation for Circuits with Capacitv—Tiw Energy Eiiuatlon
for Circuits Containing Resistance-Iiu!'.:. r:!i\ce and Capicltv—
Graphical Methods-Vector QuantitJf- " m and Reso-
lution of E. M. F.—SiniiUe Circuits wie; ..uce and In-
ductance In Series— Reactance—Iui> ance Vari-
able-Inductance Variable—Simple c eral Resist-

ELECTRICIAN PUBLr \

ances aad loduotauces In Series—Simple Circuits with Ooe Re-
sistance ant! Capacity ia Series—Simple Circuits with Several
Kesistanees, loductauces and Capacities in Series—Circuits with
KesisCance, Inductance and Capacity in ParaUel—Method of
Equivalent Reslstaace and Inductance—Circuits Containing Mu-
tual Inductance—Impedance Tables.

CHAPTER IX.
Series DUtribution. Origin—Classitication—Constant Current

Circuits with (venerator ana Motor at Fixed Distances—Location
of Station—Current Density in Main Circuit-Economic Condi-
tions—Design for Heating-Limit — Design for Mechanical
Strength—Minimum First C-ost of Line—Minimum First Cost of
Station—Minimum First Cost of Plant and Cost of Maintenance
and Operation—Design for Miaimura First Cost of Plant—Design
for Best Service—Miaimura Cost of Plant for Maximum Income-
Calculation of Loads—Regulation-Automatic Cut-outs.

CHAPTER X.
Parallel Distribution.—The Evolution of the Parallel System—

Metliods of Distribution—The Loop System—The Spiral'Loop—
Tlie Tree System—The Closet System—Conical Conductors-Anti-
Parallel Feeding—Distributiou of Potential—Cylindrical Conduc-
tors. Parallel Feeding—Cylindrical Conductors, Anti-paralle
Feeding—Conical Conductors. Parallel Feedimr—Conical Con-
ductors, Anti-parallel Feeding—Three-wire System—Mul-
tiple Series System—Five-AVire System—Relative Area Cov-
ered by the Multiple Wire Systems—Feeder and Main System-
Location of Central Station- Location of the Feeders and Cen-
ters of Distribution—Distributing Mains—Calculation of Feed-
ers—Elflciency of Conductors—Methods of Resulation-The Com-
pensator in Electrical Railway Work—Fall of Pressure and Nec-
essary Section for Feeders—Laws of Economy and Feeder De-
sign—General Design for a System in Multiple Ate—Meehaniciti
Methods—Station Loads—Arc Lamps on Constant Focential Cir-
cuits-Electric Riilway Wiring-Three-wire Railway Svstems.

CHAPTER XT.
Miscellaneous Methods and Long: Distance Transmission.—

Motor Transformers—Corapeosators—Motor Trausiormers Rtui-
ning aud Feeding in Series—High and Low Potential Distribiitiou
from the Same Statiou-Accuuiulators—Sub-station Accmnula-
tors—Accumulator Distribution—Regulation byMeansof Acounui-
lators—Transformers—Economy in Conductors—Isolated Trans-
foruiers—Efficiency of Distribution by Isolated Transformers-
Transformers as Sub-stations—Polyphase Systems—Long-dis-
tance Plants-Long-distance Transmission witli Continuous Cur-
rents—Line Construction for Lung-distance Transmission—Rela-
tive Araoimt o£ Conducting Material for Transmission Systems,

CHAPTER Xtl.

TheCostof Production and Distribution.—Cost of Conductors-
Cost of Conduits—Telephone and Telegraph Lines—Railway
Lines—Cost of Power Stations—Cost of Producing Eaergv—Coai
Consumption per Watt-hour—Water Power—The ftas Engine—
The Cost of Electrical Energy, as Developed by WindPosvei —
The Actual Costof Electrical Energy—Commercial Consideratii>n?
of Transmission Problems.

i^G CO., 510 MARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICIOO.
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DRY CELL!
Valuable fea-

tures—Excep-
tionally long life

—Stands "shelf-

wear" indefi-
nitely.

^^m GENOR&COLBURN,
92 Washington St.,

BUFFALO, N. Y.

jf|M^(iK.

GENUItielRAWHIDE

UCE LEATHER.

;HULTZ'S PATENl

PULLEY COVER.

ifiLT DRESSINS
f AND
LT CEMEML

C^ELTING:}
(jfiui^culars'

SBAMOHEa: lu Samm».T at, Boston; 118 Liberty St. New loik; a2911ortli 3d St., PhllBdelpWu.

KARTAVERT,
HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS, RODS AND TUBINO.

For Electrical and Mechanical Purposes, Kailway Dust Guards, "Washerfi
and Packings. Patent Insulating Cleats.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE KARTAVERT MANUFACTURING CO., Wilmington, DeL

VULCANIZED FIDRE CO
IL.Ii IS 7.3.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

. HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
factory:

wilmington, d

In Sheets, Tubes, Bods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue- and Prices.

EL. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. i4DEYST:rNl<ii/voRK.

REWIRED WITH RAVEN WHITE CORE WIRE

OFFICE •

TKo F'erris V^heol Oo.
9 131 THE ROOKERY.

Chicago, April 30, 1896.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,

320 Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

Gentlemen:—After carefully consider-
ing the merits of the various brands of

,

wire upon tlie market, we have decided to
use your "Raven White Core" exclusively
for rewiring the Ferris Wheel.
As you are aware, the wire upon the

wheel is very much exposed and the test
will no doubt be a most severe one.

Yours very truly
THE FERRIS WHEEL CO.

By L. V. Bice. Mar.

Used exclusively for ail Incandescent Light-
ing at World's Columbian Exposition.GRIMSHAW WHITE CORE.

pHyCM U/UITF rnRP Used in some of the largest buildings in the United
States.

COMPETITION LINE WIRE.

GRIMSHAW TAPES, COMPETITION TAPES AND SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

Used by some of the largest Central Stations
and Fire and Police Departments in the U.S.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OmCE;

IM7 Cortlandt St., New York.
BRANCHES:] 32,<:«'^AOO=S, BOSTON:

134 Coagreil St.

SAN FRANCISCO.
115 New Mntteaeij St.

Black Diamond File Works.
Est. 1863

Twelve

Medals

Awarded at

International

Expositions.

nc. I 895.

Special Prize

Gold Medal

at Atlanta,

1895.

Oar goods are on sale in every leading Hardware {Store

in the United States and Canada.

Q. & H. BARNETT COMPANY,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

I*«'«-«'»«««'»««««/»'»«^»'«t»«/«/«««««^*'«««V«'9'*1i^

N. Bi BUBB, Manager. J. M. CHESNUT, Supt.

WILLIAMSPORT WOODEN PIPE CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

WOODEN CONDUIT,
UNDEB CHESNU'r PATEHTT.

Write for Information and Save Money.

WILLIAMSPORT, PA.

AN EXTENSIVE AND IMPROVED CREOSOTINS WORKS AHACHED TO THE PLANT.

For underground electrical purposes the conduit produced under

this process is the most practical, the most durable and the most

economical of anj' conduit on the market.

This conduit is now being used in the leading cities, and the best

of references furnished on application.

NOISELESS IN OPERATION.
A MONEY EARNER.

SIMPLICITY AND DURABILITY IN DESIGN.

THE WARREN ALTERNATOR.
induction Type. Any Voltage or Multi-Voltage.

Stationary Armature. Stationary Field.

Ttie mechanical t'eatares of the Warren Alternator have had most careful consideration. The
f-\'CeptionaIly long srlf-aligning and self-oiling bearings, carrying a forged steel shaft of great

diameter, permit nininng the rotor at the least possible clearance from the stationary parts, thereby

reducing the reluclaiict due to air gap to the merest fraction. It's not a cheap' machine in con-

structive cost, for it i.<i impossible to put cast steel and one sixty-fourth of an inch sheet steel to-

gether with the high t'rade of workmanship required, and make it cheap. It is, however, a cheap
machine to buy, whatever tlie price, for it cheapens transmitted energy.

WARREN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,

SANDUSKY, OHIO.
MriAMiiiUilB
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Klectrlclun l^ublishlni? (.'ompg^ny, Chieaffj. EVERY SATURDAY.

I O cents per Copy.
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SIMPLEX INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

"""H.V.mxIoNr -S/mp/eAT Electrical Company,
n37 Manadncck Block. CHICAGO. 7B-8 1 Cornhlll, BOSTON, MASS.

AL.F-Ri€P F". IN/IOORE:,
MANUFACTURER OF

INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
iri_KXIEII_E OOMtD^ A.IMC3 CS/KBI-KS.

aOO ASID SO* SroRTH THIHW STREET. - PHII.ADEI,PHI<%. PA.

^ON'^i
1889-Pari8 Exposition,
Medal for Rubber Insulation.

1893—>^orld's Pair,
Medal for Rubber Insnlafioii.

TflAOEMARK,

THE STAKDARD POR
RURBER IXSlJliATIOSr.

Sole Manufacturers of

Okonite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee ""io?" Wires.

263 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
Wlllard L. Candee. I uanano..
H. Oufint Ohaever, i

Managers.
Geo. T. Manson, Gen'l Supi.
W. H Hodgins, Secy.

Jewell Belting Co.,

TASfNERS OP

OAK BELTING LEATHER.
HKBnfactiu'ers of ...

.

High Grade Oak Belting,

HARTFORD, CONN.

Have You Seen Our Dog?
He is a great seller these hot

days. He is easily kept", as he

eats nothing but electricity, and
only a little of that. He is not

particular whether it is alter-

nating or direct current, and he

always repays the person who
feeds him by heating up their

curling iron to perfection.

Send for circular and prices.

MANUFACTURED BY

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL HEATER CO.,

197 River Street, Detroit, Mich.

WESTON ElecMcal Ingtoument Co,,* ^ 114-120 William St., NEWARK, N, J., U. S. A,

MIGM
PARIS 1867. CHICAGO 1893. PHILADELPHIA 1876

WIRES AND GABLES.
AERIAL, UNDERGROUND,

SUBMARINE.

W. R. BRIXEY, Mfr.

203 Broadway, New York.

Western Office. Marquette Bidg.. Clilcaga. III.

CAUFORNIA ELEC. WORKS,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

WssioQ Sta&dd Fortable Birscl Keiding

Voltmeters, Miiiiioltmeiers, Voltantneters,

Ammeters, Mllllamineters,

Bround Detectors and Circuit Testers,

Olimmeters. Porlalile GalYanoneters,

Our Portable Instruments are recog-

nized as The Standard the world over.

The Semi-Portable Laboratory Stand-
ards are still lietter.

Our Station Voltmeters and .Am-
meters are unsurpassed in point of ex-

treme accuracy andlowest consumption

M. DUPEROW, NEW ORLEANS ELEC. CO.,

WASHINGTON, 0. C. NEW ORLEANS. LA.

Standard Underground Cable Co.
THE KOOKERY, WESTIXGIIOf.SK BCILDIXG,

CHICAGO. PITTSBL'KG.
1SCOUTI..A.XDT.ST.,
NEW YORK CITY.

Electriii Cables, Conduits, Wires and Accessories.
Also High-Grade Bubber Covered Wires and tables.

unrnp ^^ iron Clad Rheostat Co.,mwlUn^-*^
Westfield,N.l.,U.S. A.

RHEOSTATS.
RHEOSTATS—

FOR ALL PURPOSES.

PJUATINUMF&f aH Purposes.
@«?ap ftad Natire FIaUiidib Parohated,

BAKGR A CO., 408-414 New Jeraef
BallToad Ave.. Newark. N. J.

Queen & Co.,
1012 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA.

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-Wirt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Ray

Focus Tubes, Induction Coils.

I^anufatfilregpARTRICKS/^RTER CO. EtfCT-mCAL

•Dealers I l25So.2ndSt.V)PHILADA.lJPA. goods.

OFFICE AND FACTORY, SANDUSKY, 0.

AGENTS

Mayer & Englund. lo S. loth St.. Pbfla.. Pa.
Smith & Waltace.Hamilton St. . Boston. Mas5.
Arthur S. Partridge, Bank of Commerce

Bldg., St. Louis. Mo.
Joshua -Hendy Machine Worfcs* 43 Freaittat

St., San Francisco.
' Central Electric Co., 173 Adams St., Chicago.
Harry M. Shaw, 120 Liberty St., New York.
Schminke 6t Newman, New Orleans. La.

intiPEi^FECT
^ ^AUTOMATIC ^

RE-SETTING

. -ANNUNCIATOR
'Tnt ELECTRIC OAS LIOHTING C°

EFFICIENT SERVICE 197 DEVONSHIRE: ST.. BOSTON. MASS.

The 4 Leading Electric Novelties. ¥^JrtiinfKr?o°a..

Ktie Liglic. Dollar Motor. js >;ecktie Light.

0H90 ELECTRIC WORKS, CLEVELAND, O. Bicycle Ligiu

Ageur> 'v:i;it(id. Headquarters for Electric Novelties. Catalou'ue iree. t^"Our $6 Fan Motor
with 4 Batteries equals any $30 Outfit.

-^*^ THE Fuel Economlier r
MAIM OFFICE ANDWO,»KS; MAnEAV.Af'
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THE UNITED ELECTRIC IPROYEMENT CO.
Ofrioe and ^A/orks:

IVI«Knu-fiac3-ture(rs of
>M I L.ade:l.|9ihiA,

Direct and Alternating Current Apparatus for Arc and IncandescentUghtingJransmission of Power, Etc.

lOH ORADE IIMOAIMDE:SOEIN"r L.AIVI
For ^jeries and Multiple Lighting of any Caudle Power or Voltage, adapted to Fit any Standard Socket.

Complete Equipment for Central Stations and Isolated Plants.

Send for Price on Lamp^ and Appurtenances. Corresponilence Solicited^

Alcatraz Electrical Compound,
HEannfactnred b^'

THE CALIFORNIA ASPHALT CO., ''^^^-
ABSOLUTELY UNEQUALED FOR

ELECTRICAL AND WIRE INSULATION, Insulating Connections, Dynamos and Motor Bases, Battery and Accumulator
Shelving, Circuit and Switch-Boards.

WATER-PROOFING Cut-Out Boxes, coating wires when subjected to acid or alkaline fumes, and when laid under
cement, etc.

PAINTING Poles, Brackets, Cross-Arms, Benches, Floors, etc.
COATING CABLES, Lead-Covered Pipes, and all underground work.

'^'-^'ATRAZ ELECTRICAL COMPOUND is manufactured of the celebrated brand of Alcatraz Asphalt, and possesses many well-known points of superiority.
It has been tried under severe and exacting conditions, and has given perfect satisfaction. It will not Scale, Crack or Burn.: Presents a Smooth Surface.
Adheres Tenaciously. Not affected by Thermal or Climatic Conditions. Resists the action of the Elements, Acids, Alkalies, Sewer Gases, and possesses
great strength and elasticity. Being the producers of the raw product, we are enabled to save the micldleman's profit, and offer consumers a superior article at a
veryiowprice

SAMPLE UPON APPLICATION. Agents wanted in all leading cities.

NON-ARCING AUTOMATIC CIRCUIT BREAKERS
GUARANTEED TO OPERATE PERFECTLY OR NO PAY. MADE FOR ALTERNATING OR

DIRECT CURRENT. ANY VOLTAGE. CATALOGUE FREE,

AUTOMATIC CIRCUIT BREAKER COMPANY, NEWAYGO, MICHIGAN. U, S, A,

THE K. A. K.
Simple in Construction.

Successfully Stood the Se-
vere Tests of Last Win-

ter's Snowstorms.

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
Practical in Operation.

SEND FOR FULL PARTICULARS.

KROTZ, ALLEN & KELLY, s™'"™.

SIEMENS & HALSKE ELECTRIC COMPANY OF AMERICA,
MANUFACTURERS OP

Direct Current, Multipolar, Slow Speed, E.vternal Arrnature Generators and Motors, especially adapted tor Direct Connection.

(Typo I)--li-»! sixo^ •fl-om 20 to 2,000 M. JF*.
Direct Current, Multipolar, Slow Speed and Medium Speed Internal Armature Generators and Motors adapted for P.eltins,

(Typo F".)— Ir» sizes fi-orr» lO to 300 M. f=».

Direct Current, Bipolar, Medium Speed, Internal Armature Generators and Motors adapted for Belting.

(Typo I— H.)— Ir» siKos from 5 to 130 H. f».
Direct Current Boosters, absolutely controlled by U. S. Patents granted to Siemens & Halske Electric Company.

SIEMENS' BAND ARC LAMPS FOR DIRECT AND ALTERNATIHO CURRENT, ELECTRIC MININQ LOCOMOTIVES, STEAM LOCOMOTIVES, ETC., ETC.

COMPLETE ELECTRIC RAILWAY EOUIPMENTS UNDER SIEMENS' PATENTS:

Siemens' iJnclerr?^ininlns ITrolleys.
in *

T'^e Siemens Contact Bar is safer than the ordinary trolley, and the overhead construction is less costly. Dr. Ernst Werner von Siemens was the pioneer in
Jilectnc Iraotion. He built his first Electric Railway in 1879. Write for Catalogues and further information to

SIE8VIENS $c HALSKE ELECTRIC CO. OF AIVIERICA, 98 Jackson St., Chicago.

SAI^ES OFFICES .-NEW YORK,
firM^l^^cr>rl?o°nfin^et!'"JIS's"l6N^'S^^^^^^^^^ sfrllf

^^^^ ""' '^""'""" «'"^' """""*-
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From the Torch to the ''PIONEER" Enclosed Arc Light, the world has
gradually advanced through all the stages of improving illumination until

now we are practically delivering artificial sunshine. Steady, Clear, Soft,

Shadowless, Simple, Economical and Safe.

IN WRITING FOR OUR CATALOGUE, KINDLY MENTION THIS PAPER.

THE ELECTRIC ARC LIGHT GO.
7 A.IMD

LOUIS B. MARKS, M. M. E.,
CHIEF ELECTRICIAN. .... NEW YORK. 150 HOURS. !

YOUR SUPPLY MAINTAINED FOR 12c.

LAMPS
Efficient, Long-Lived and

Guaranteed Satisfactory.

Write us before making another contract. We are THE
Lamp Renewing Company 3'ou have heard of.

Lynn Incandescent Lamp Co., Lynn, Mass.

WRITE FOR INFOR MATION.

DYNAMOS,
I E tn I nnn i ;~i.i.

'
1 5 to 1,000 Lights

IVIOTORS,
^ to 50 H. P. ANY VOLTAGE,

Patented Adjustable Dvnamos and
Motors for Floor, Wall or Ceiling-

The Ahlm-Edwards Electric Co.,
CLEVEI-AXD, OHIO.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Ahcarn & Soper xvil

Aiilin-Edwards Elec. Co .. lit

American Battery Co xv

Am. Elec. Heater Co i

American El. Heat. Corp. xili

American El. Meter" Co....

Amer. El. Telephone Co.xvili

American Elec. Works.... xr

American Engine Co xxil

Amer. Impulse Wheel Co. xxii

Armortte Int. Con. Co. . . xlii

Arnold El, Pr. St Co. . . . xii, xis

Auto. Cir. Breaker Co.... li

Bain, Foree xix

Baker & Co i

Ball Engine Co. xxiii

BamettCo,, G. & H xxvi

Belknap Motor Co
Besly & Co.,Chas. H xxvi

Brady, T. H xv

Brill Co., J. G xvi

Brixey, W. R i

Brush Electric Co xxiv

Bryant Electric Co
Buckeye Electric Co
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co xv

Bullock, M. C. Mfg. Co ... . X

California Asphalt Co li

C AC Electric Co v

Card Electric Co vii

•Carley. Ira xvil

Case, J. I., T. M. Co xxiii

Central Electric Co v

C. B. A Q. R. R XTi

Chicago Edison Co i

v

Chicago El. & Stereo. Co. . xvi

Chicago Fuse Wire & Mfg.
Co vil

C, M. & St. P. R. R
ClonbrockSt, B. Co xxul
Commercial El. Sup. Co.. . vi

Conn. Pipe Mfg. Co iv

Cornman Co xvi

Cutter El. & Mfg. Co xiv

Dallett &Co.,Thos. H vli

D.&W.FuseCo iv

Davis & Son. I. B xxii

DaytonGlobelronWks.Co. xxii

Delaware Hard Fibre Co. xxvi
Det. it Clev. St. Nav. Co... xvi

Diamond Elec. Co . xii

Diehl Mfg. Co vii

Directory, Principal Elec
and Mech. EngineerB... xix

Dixon Crucible Co.. Jos. . xxil

Eastern Elec. Cable Co
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co xl

Edwards & Co
Electrical Exchange, The. xvi

Elec. Appliance Co xiv

Electric Arc Light Co i U

Elec. Gas Lighting Co i

Electric Storage Batt. Co. x
Electrician Pub. Co

XX
Empire China Works xvili

For Sale Advertisements., xvi

Port Wayne El. Corp xv
Fuel Economizer Co i

Garlock Packing Co
Garvin Machine Co., The .

General Electric Co xxv
Gen'l Inc. Arc Light Co... siv
Genor & Colburn xxvi
Globe Elec. Heating Co. . xiii

Gordon-Burnham Bat. Co, xiv

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co . . x xi

Hiil, W. S. Electric Co.. xiii

Hodge, Walsh & Loring. . . xvi

Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co. xv
Huebel & Manger xvi

Hunter Fan & MotorCo iv

Intemat'l Cor. Schools.. x:v
Iron-Clad Rheostat Co. . . 1

Jewell Belting Co i

Johns Mfg. Co. , H. W i

v

Kartavert Mfg. Co ^

Keystone Electric Co.... xii

Keystone Elec. Inst. Co.. xiv

Krotz, Allen & Kelly ii

Kusel, D. A. Tel. Mfg. Co.

Leclanche Battery Co xvil

Leffel&Co.. James xxii

Leonard, Ward, Elec. Co..

Lever C. H. Mfg. Co xvi

Lindsley Bros xvii

Lochwood Long Dlst. Tel.
& Tel. Co. of America. . . xix

Lombard Water Wh. G. Co. x v

Lynn Inc. Lamp Co iii

Main Belting Co
ManhattanGen'lCons.Co..

Mansfield Tem. Cop. Co.. xxvi
McLean, A, J xvii

McLennan A Co., K
Mica Insulator Co
Mitchell Temp Copper Co. xvi

Moore, Alfred F i

Muir & Sons, Thos
MunscU & Co., Eugene... xiv

National India Rubber Co.

National Tube Works Co. xvil

New York Ins. Wire Co.. . xxvi

Northern Elec. Mfg. Co xiii

Ohio Electric Works. .

.

Ohio Storage Batt. Co.

.

Okonite Co., The 1

Orne Elec. Const. Co xix
Otto Gas Engine Wks

Paiste Co. , H . T xvi
Partrick & Carter Co i

Partridge Carbon Co 1

Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co ... . xiv
Pelton Water Wheel Co... xxii
Peoples' Electric Co vi

Perrizo & Sons xi ii

Peru Elec. Mfg. Co xv
Phillips Ins'd. Wire Co. . . x v

Phosphor-BronzeS.Co.Ld xxii
Point Marie n Mfg. Co xvii

Pratt. Chas. a xix

Queen & Co i

Reisinger, Hugo.

Samson Cordage Wks xiv

Sawyer-Man Electric Co .

Scott & Jauney Elec. &
Mfg. Co xvii

Shultz Belting Co xxvi
Siemens & Halske E. Co.. ii

Simplex Electrical Co., The. i

Smith Co., S. Morgan xxii

Standard Paint Co
Standard Tel.& El. Co six

StandardUnderg.Cable Co. i

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.. x
Sierliug & Son, W. C xvii
Stilwell-Bierce &. Smith-
Vaile Co xvi, xvii

Storey Motor & Tool Co. .. iv

Stromberg-Carlson Tel.
Mfg. Co xviil

Studebaker Bros. Mfg. Co. xv
Swarts Metal Refin'g Co. xvi

Taber A Mayer xix
Triumph Electric Co xix

United Elec. Imp. Co ii

Van Home, Burger & Co..
Viaduct Mfg. Co xix
Tought, M. I

Vulcanized Fibre Co xxvi

Want Advertisements... xvi
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.... xxvi
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

XV
Western Electric Co... xii, xiii

Western Tel. Cons. Co....sviii

WestinghouseEl.&Mf.Co . vii

Weston Electrical Inst. Co. 1

Whitman & Couch xvlii

Willard El. ABat. Co.... xiv
Wlllmsp.Wdn.Pipe Co xxvi

Zamel Arc Lt. Meter Co. viii

W^r Olassi-Fied Incl4 ^f ^^d^r^r-tis^rirft^rft'ts 5^.<9 V^l.
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PARAGON

FAN MOTORS.
CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY,

139 ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO.

THE ORIGINAL PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS OF

Cement-JJiied Ducts

Engineers and Contractors for Complete Subways.

Address all Correspondence : JTEW HAVEUT, COUfSf.

The Connecticut Pipe Manufacturing Company,

Office and Factory, West Haven, Conn.

Business Established 1865.

Incorporated 1892.
E. H. Phipps, President.
GEO. O. Richards, Secretary.
Charles Ward, Gen. Mgr,

! A NON-ARCING FUSE.!
•«

«>

<8>
A BEMABI^E ABfD ACCIJRATE FUSE.
A FUSE that will open a High-Tension Short Circuit without

Endorsed by the National Board of Underwriters.

53
Aborn St. D.^W.FUSECO., Providence,

R. I.

^jh^«><S>«hShS«s«j.«><$>.5>4>^,S><s><8;<8>^x8^^,^>^„^kS^j«5kj,<5^<^<5^

THE

Storey
Motors.

Iron-clad. Completely Closed
In. Dust and Moisture
Proof. No External Mag-
netism.

Specially Adapted for Direct
Connection to Machinery.

Special Direct Current Motors for All Classes of Work. '

THE STOREY MOTOR & TOOL CO.,
ANr?A8foTvf 212-226 Carter St., Philadelphia, Pa.

CHICAGO OFFICE: aietropoUtan Flee. Co., 186-188 Fifth Ave.

BKA1VCH FACTORS: Hamilton, Canada.

Strain Insulators.
Brooklyns, Giants, Globes.

For Span Wires, Anchors and Feeding°in.
Periectly insulated with moulded mica.

VULCABESTON
Controller Parts, Commu
tator Rings, Bushings,
Magnet Spools, Etc.

Send for catalogue Trolley Insulators, Section Insula-

lators, Insulated Crossings, Toggle Clamp Feed-Wire Insu-

lator, Grauten Rail Bonds, Etc.

H. W. JOHNS M'F'G CO.,
NEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA.

Strongest,
Most Durable.
None more widely

used.

240-24Z RANDOLPH STREET,

The Tuerk Alternating f Current Ceiling Fan.
1897 PATTERNS NOW READY.

Some New Features Embodied in Our '97 Product Make
It Better than Ever.

MADE FOR FROM BO TO 120 VOLTS

60, 125 AND 140 CYCLES.

THE HANDSOMEST FAN ON THE MARKET.

Strong, Reliable, Noiseless, Durable, Ornamental $
and Inexpensive to Operate. |

Five different styles of finisfi—Bronze, Bower-

Barff, Ivory and Gold, Nickel, Polished Brass.

SEND FOR 1897 CATALOGUE.

HUNTER FAN & MOTOR CO.,
FULTON, NEW YORK.

E. B. LATHAM & CO., General SelW

ing Agents, 136 Liberty Street, New

York, V. S. A.

<$^xJ«SxSk$^>S><S«Sxs. <SkS>^«j«8k$>^x$><$kS><j«s~S«SkS.4kSkS«8.<5x$«S^<Jks.<S«8^>^<S> <s^x8^«SxS«s^<^«>^^<$xS<J $>«^4^«J<SxS>««S^^.^<8xS «k^^x8kS^k8>«.^^.^«>^«^««Si4h8«s>4x$>.«^>««S><S>^>«>^^«><ShS^.$^<^4^^^>^4^«>
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flfls bat $ Black

^
«#

^^ iiKAtlll^ Cllit*^ '^ ^ distinctively peculiar wire in form and qi

«» ^^ ^^^ has a '^hump" and is always the best.

An architect once said to us: "I like that Okonite Wire for two rea^bnT-

have always had the best results with it, and can always tell when a contractor

is using Okonite by feeling for the "hump."

«^ The wire with the hump is the standard. The standard is the safest to use ^!^

^Sk because it is standard

6co. H. mcHinlock. President

Charles €. Brown, Secretary

$. R. Trazler. treasurer

Central electric Company
l$$7'l$97

I73M75 Mm$ Street

CWcaflo

^^^^^^^^^
NEW YORK:

143 Liberty Street.

BOSTON:
63 Oliver Street.

PHILADELPHIA:
633 Arch Street.

ATLANTA:
630 Equitable Building.

The C & C Electric Company,
MANUFACTURERS OF

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS,
Take pleasure in announcing that they have made arrangements with

Messrs. Sargent & Lundy
p

:CTRICA.L. A.ND IVIECHA.IMICA.L. ENOINI

13-15 Monadnock Building, Chicago,

To act as their General Western Sales Agents. All inquiries addressed to this office will

receive immediate and careful attention.
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NJM ^'^^r STOCK

Now, boys, you've had a good rest-
get ready tor next month-
new tune—same old words:—

"Low prices—big stock—
"Quick shipment to you.
"Some quote 'bed-rock' (?)"We alTvays do !

"

Accumnlators.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Ohio Storage Battery Co.
WiUard El. A Battery Co.

Annnnciators.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Edwards «i Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Arc liamps.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
DiehlMIg Co.
Electric Arc Light Co.

Pt.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Manhattan Gen'l Cons. Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. &. Mfg. Co.

Arc liiffht Cord.
Cential Electric Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

latteries and Jars.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Ga** Lighting Co.
Genor A Colhurn.
Gordon-B irnham Battery Co
r^ftclancne Battery Co., The.
Muir &Son, Thos.
Ohio Electric Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Bells.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Edwards & Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Ohio Electric Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Belting.
Jewell Belting Co.
Main Belting Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.
Shultz Belting Co.

Boilers.
Clonbrock Steam Boiler Co.

Books. Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Brushes.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.

Burglar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Edwards & Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Cables (See Insulated Wires.)
Cables, Electric (See Insu-
lated Wirea), Copper,
Sheet and Bar.
American Eleo, WorkB.
Briiey. W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
General Electric Co.
Moore. Alfred P.
New York Ins. Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C- Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Carbons.Points& Plates.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co-
Gen"l Inc. Arc Light Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.
Relsinger, Hugo.

Cars-
Brill Co., J. G.

Compound.
Central Electric Co.
California Asphalt Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
McLennan & Co., K.
Okonite Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Conduits.
Armorite Interior Cond. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Conn. Pipe Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Muir & Son. Thos.
Williamsport Wdn. Pipe Co.

Construction & Repairs,
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Hodge, Walsh & Loring.
Keystone Electric Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.

Contractors and Electric
liisht Plants.
Ahlm-Edwards El. Co.
Arnold El. Pr. Station Co.
Bain, Foree.
Brush Electric Co.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
C«teC EleciricCo.
Card Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Pt. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Hodge, Walsh A Loring,
Keystone Electric Co.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Scott & Janney El. A; Mfg.Co.
Siemens & Halske Eleo. Co.
Triumph Electric Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse Eleo fii Mfg Co.

Copper.
Besly&Co.. Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Mansfield Temp. Copper Co.
Mitchell Temp. Copper Co.

Copper TVlres,
American Electrical Works.
Besly&Co.,Chas H.
Brixey, W, R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Cordaffe.
Central Electric Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Correspondence t$chools>
Int. Correspond. Schools.

Croohes' Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Cross-Ajms, Pins and
Brackets.
Brady, T. H.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Point Marion Mfg. Co.

Cut-Outs and Swltehes,
Automatic Cir. Breaker Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Elec. Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Hill, W. S. KlectricCo.
Paiste Co., H. T.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Dynamos.
Ahlm-Edwards El. Co.
American Engine Co.
Brush Electric Co.

Bullock Eleo. Mfg. Co.
C&C Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mf?. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Keystone Electric Co.
Muir A Son, Thos.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Scott & Janney El. & Mfg.Co.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
Triumph Electric Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Economizers, Fuel.
Fuel Economizer Co.

Electric Heaths App's.
American El. Heater Co.
American El. Heating Corp.
Central Electric Go.
Globe Electric Heating Co.
Johns. H. W., Mfg. Co.

Electric IHeters.
American El. Meter Co.
Central Electric Co.
Zamel Arc Light Meter Co.

Electric Bailivays.
Brush Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Krotz, Allen & Kelly.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and mechani-
cal Eng^ineers.
Bain, Foree.
Pratt. Chas. A.

Electrical Instruments,
Automatic Clr. Breaker Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Keystone El. Instrument Co.
Paiste Co., H. T.
Queen & Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Electrical Specialties.
Automatic Clr. Breaker Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Paiste Co., H. T.
Peru Eleo. Mfg. Co.
Vought, M. I.

Electrical Woodwork.
Lever, C. H. Mfg. Co,

Electro-Platins Slach'y.
Besly&Co., Chas. H.
General Electric Co.

Engines, €ias.
Case. J. I.,T. M. Co.
Otto Gas Engine Wks.
Van Horne, Burger & Co.

Engines, Steam.
American Engine Co.
Ball Engine Co.
Bullock, M C. Mfg. Co.

Fan Outfits.
C & C Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Hunter Pan & Motor Co.
Scott & Janney El.& Mfg. Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Western Elec. Co.
Westlnghouse El. <fc Mfg. Co.

Feed "Water Heaters.
Davis & Son, I. B.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Files.
Barnett no.,a. «b H.
Central Electric Co.

Fixtures, El. A Comb'n.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Fuses.
D. &. W. Fuse Co.

Fuse W^ire.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire & Mfg.Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co-

baskets.
Jotins, H. W., Mfg. Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

€ias Jjightins. Electric.
Central Electric Co.

Gears.
Besly & Co.. Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.

General Elec. Supplies.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El, Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Genor & Colhurn.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Hodge, Walsh A Loring.
Ohio Electric Works.
Paiste Co., H T.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Globes and Electrical
Glassware,
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Gov'nors, Water Wheel.
LombardWaterWheel Gv.Co.

Graphite Specialties.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Induction Coils.
Central Electric Co.
Queen & Co.

Insulators and Insulat-
ing materials.
Brlxey, W. R.
Bryant Electric Co.
California Asphalt Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Empire China Works.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Hodge, Walsh & Loring.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Mica Insulator Co.
National India Rubber Co,
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Paiste Co., H. T.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.

Insulated W^lres and
Cables—niaemet W^ires.
American Electrical Works.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Moore. Alfred P.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

I^amp Adjusters.
Vouglit, M. I.

Iiamps, Incandescent.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co..
Lynn Incandescent Lp. Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Rawyer-ManElec. Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

I^amp Trim'r's Wagons.
E^tudebaker Bros. Mfg. Co. .

Llghtnins Arresters.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Magnet W^ire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

9Iechanical machinery.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Garvin Machine Co.. The.
Stllwell-Bierce Smith-Vaile

mica.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Munsell & Co.. Eugene.

Mining Apparatus, Elec.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Motors.
Ahlm-Edwards Elec. Co.
American Engine Co.
Belknap Motor Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
C A C Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Elec. Co.
Dallett & Co., Thos. H.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec, Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Keystone Electric Co.
Muir & Son, Thos.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Peoples Eleci-rlc Co.
Scott & Janney El. & Mfg. Co.
Stanley Elec, Mfg. Co.
Storey Motor & Tool Co.
Triumph Electric Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co

Packing.
Besly & Co. Chas. H.
Garlock Packing Co.
Johns, H. W., Mfg. Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Paints.
California Asphalt Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Johns. H. W. Mfg. Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Phosphor Bronze.
Besly & Co., Chaa. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co.Ltd.

Platinum.
Baker & Co.

Poles.
Ahearn & Soper.
Carley, Ira.
Llndsley Bros.
McLean. A. J.
National Tube Works Co.
Perrlzo & Sons.
Point Marion Mfg. Co.
Sterling & Son, W. C.

Porcelain.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Empire China Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Push Buttons.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Befiners.
Swarts Metal Refining Co.

Beflectors.
Muir & Son, Thos.

Begulators.
Belknap Motor Co.

Be-W^inding.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Hodge. Walsh & Loring.

BheoBtats.
Am. El. Heat. Corporation.
Central Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Iron Clad Rheostat Co.
Leonard, Ward, Elec. Co.
Muir & Son, Thos.
Westlnghouse El. & Mtg. Co

Second-Hand Machin'y.
Cornman Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.

Shades.
Central Electric Co.
Muir & Son, Thos,

Speaking Tubes.
Central Jtlectric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Keystone El. Instrument Co.
Queen & Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Steel Pipe,
National Tube Works Co.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Go.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Ohio Storage Battery Co.
WlUard El. & Battery Co.

Tapes. Insulating.
American Electrical Works.
Brixey. W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
New York Insulated Wire Co
Okonite Co., The.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Telephones, Telephone
Material and Switch-
boards.
American El. Telephone Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co,
Kusel, D A., Tel. Mfg.Co.
Lockwood T. & T. Co. of Am.
Orue Elec. Cons. Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Standard Tel. & El. Co.
Stromberg-Carlson Tl.M.Co.
TaberA Mayer.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western Tel. Cons. Co.
Wbitman & Couch.

Transformers.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diamond Elec. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporatio"
General Electric Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co,

Trolley Cord.
Central Electric Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Trucks, Electric Car.
Brill Co , J. G.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co,

Turbine W^heels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Leffel & Co., Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.
Smith Co., S. Morgan.
StilweU-Bierce Smith-Vaile.

IVater IVlLeels.
Am. Impulse Wheel Co.
DaTton Globe Iron Works Co,
LefTel & Co., Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
Stllwell-Bierce Smith-Vaile

W^ire, Bare.
Besly & COm Chas. H.
Brliey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co,
Electric Appliance Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co
Standard Underground C Co
Washburn & Moen Mfg, Co.

SLBay Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Queen & Co.

F'^r ^XIpKab^-fci^al Indeac ^f .A,clv^i-tis^n-k^n'ts III.
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DIEHL ELECTRIC FANS.
<S^^^>«>^<S.<S^<S«S><S>«><5><S><S><S^«><s>«.<S><8«>«HS>«>««S><S^«^<8><S><S><3>S^«^<S^

andCeiling Fans
Exhaust Wheels

Wound for Any Cnrrent,

Except Alternating.

Our Exhaust Wheel

Combinations

Are the most compact and
efficient made.

Write for catalogue and
prices.

Propeller or

Desk Fans
Wound for 110, 220 or in series on 000 volts.

Also for Primary or Secondary Battery Circuits.

Highest

Efficiency

Unbrolcen Magnetic Cir-
cuit, Self-Aligning Bronze
Bearings. Finest Insulation
Throughout. Four-Speed
Regulator.

«>«>«'«>«><8«S«S«S><5^<5>-S>«<S><SkS.«^<SkS>.S>^«SkS«$^^^«S>«><S«S>«kS.<s.<ShSxS><S>
«><$kS«$«$>^^kS><s.«><J.<SkS.«kSkS«$«s><s,ijhSxs.<s.«.^><5><S>«<5«S><S><5kJ«!h^^

SHOW ROOMS: New York, 561-563 Broadway; Chicago, 192-194 Van Buren St,; Boston, 128-132 Essex St.

DIEHL MANUFACTURINB G0.,ELLl1<>EJ!!fJ>F
Agents for Canada: Canadian General Electric Co., Toronto, Ontario.

M^5FiELD,DimU.5.yi.

Electric Motors and Generators,
MANUFACTURED BY

THOS. H. DALLETT ^ CO.,
York St. and Sedgley Ave.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

•••••••••••

Portable Electric Drills,

Starting Boxes and
Controllers,

Automatic Switches

Flexible Insulated Couplings.

FUSE WIRE) «»"««*.
I Carrymff

AND LINKS > capacity.

FOR ALL SYSTEMS. )'''*'""i?ni?or„..

99

e

CHICAGO FUSE WIRE & MFG. CO.,

163 Lake St., Chicago.

Westingliouse Polyphase Apparatus Supreme.
Oeneratoi's, Motors, Transformers, for Two-Phase, Tliree-Phase and C. F. Scott
Two-Phase Three-Phase System of Alternating Cux-rent Power Transmission.

26,000 H. P. IN OIL-INSULATED TRANSFORMERS CONSTRUCTED.
Potentials fnom 5,000 to 50,000 Tolts. All Apparatus Necessary for 100 Mile :Transiiiission.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING GO
PI

New York, 120 Broadway. Chicago, N. Y. Life Bldg.
Boston, Excliange BIdg. Philadelphia, Qirard BIdi;
Buffalo. N. Y., 8 Erie Co. Bank BIdg Pittsburg, Westinghouse BIdg.
Charlotte, N. C, 36-38 College St. St. Louis, American Central BIdg.

liJIRO,
San Francisco. Mills BIdg.

Syracuse, N. Y., Bastable BIdg.

Tacoma, Wash.. 102 S. loth St.
Atlanta, Qa., Equitable BIdg.

Westinghouse Electric Co., Ltd.,
3a Victoria St., London, S. W., England.

For Canada address
Ahearn & Soper, Ottawa, Ont.
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I

A MONEY SAVER!

AND CONTRACT GETTER I

Zamel Arc Light Meter and Current Tinier.

nd for Oi

ZAMEL ARC LICHT METER COMPANY,
266 Olue Island Ave., CKiicaso.
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5j»T^THIS e HAS BEEN MAKING

CTelephomes
t? 20 YEARS, NOT CHEAP BUT
SERVICEABLE AHD FUUY GUARANTEED.

. CIRCULARS FURMISHED.

VfADVCTElECTRlCC"
BALTIMORE, MP, U.S. A.

E. S. TABER. V. A. MAYER.

TABER & MAYER,
MANUFACTURERS AND '

DEALERS IN

ELECTRICAL GOODS

TELEPHONE APPARATUS.
Telephone Instruments, Switchboards, Trans-

mitters, Receivers. Cords, Jaclts, Plugs, Drops,
Switches, Experimental Work.

185 FRANKLIN ST., BOSTON, MASS.

The Lockwood Transmitter
Is protected by letters patent No. 528640 and No. 557588, issued Nov.
6, 1S94, and April 7, 1896, respectively.

The electrodes have "A variable air space" between them, and the
adjustment is obtained by tension instead of pressure. The Lockwood
is positively the only Transmitter on the market having no contact
BETWEEN electrodes, consequently parties liable to infringement
suits and promoters of long-distance systems will find it to be the only
telephone that will satisfy the fears of their subscribers. The Trans-
mitter can be placed upon any instrument now in use, and an exchange
of Transmitters is easily effected.

Address:

The Lockwood Long Distance Telephone &
Telegraph Company of America,

DIRECTORY OF PRINCIPAL ELEC-

TRICAL AND MECHANICAL

ENGINEERS.

Charles A. Pratt,

Consulting Electrical Engineer.

Power transmission and Bubdlvlslon for
^fcctories. Electric coal mining plants
Designs for special machinery.
Plans, specincatlons, tests, supervision.

1118 Monadnock Bldg., Chicago.

JOSIAHTICE, Mgr. No. 80 Albany St., New Brunswick, N. J.

Force Bain
Consulting,
Designing,
Supervising.
Constructing,
Testing.

' Electrical and
Mechanical Engineer.

Plans, SppcUications and
Oeneral Knuineering.
Expert in Patent Causes.

Suite 1057, 103« and 1650
aionadDock Bldg.. CHICA4VO.

IT SPEAKS
FOR ITSELF and FOR YOU!

THERE ARE MICROPHONES AND MICROPHONES,

THE MILDE CARBON MICROPHONES
(CONTROLLED BY US)

Excel All Others.
So do our SWITCHBOARDS and TEIiEPHOHTES.

STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.,
AdCatiison, "Wis., XJ. S. A..

Arnold Electric PowerStation Co.,
Suite 1540 Marquette BIdg., Chicago.

Engineers and Contractors for

Electric Power Stations.

Sole owners of patents controlling the "ARNOLD
SYSTEM" of power station construction.

Reduction in first cost, economy and greater
reliability in operation. Write for information.

iVIapcf the United States.
A large handsome Map of the United

States, monnted and suitable for office or

nome use, is issued by the Burlington

Route. Copies will be mailed to any ad-

dress on receipt of fifteen cents in postage

by P. S. EusTis, Gen'l Pass. Agent, C, B.

& Q. R. R., Chicago, 111.

A VALUABLE BOOK FOR ENGINEERS AND FIREMEN NOW READY.

MODERN EXAMINATIONS OF STEAM ENGINEERS or PRACTICAL THEORY EXPLAINED and ILLUSTRATED.

BY W. H. WAKEMAN.
Cloth. 53 Chapters.272 pages.

Containing a complete list of 300 questions such as will be asked o£ any
Engineer when taking examination for U. S. Government or State License, all

of which are fully answered in the te.xt.

pRice, $a.oo
By mail, postpaid, to any part of the world

This book while especially adapted for engineers' examinations, is also in-

tended as a practical guide to Engineers, Firemen, Boiler Makers, Machinists,
and others, in daily practice.

The author being a practical steam engineer himself, well knows the wants
of the working engineer, and has put into this work such knowledge and infor-

mation as is best adapted to their use, making it altogether the most complete
and comprehensive guide for the busy workers in the engine room, boiler works
and machine shops that has ever been published.

As one engineer who has read the book says: "I think there are few engi-

neers that it wouldn't do some good. It seems as if it was a review of all I

have ever read, and a lot more besides."
The author has treated of a very great variety of subjects which are ol

vital importance to all who wish to improve and extend their knowledge of
steam engineering, and has e.xplained the rules and formulas given, in the sim-
plest manner possible, and has worked out examples by them, so that all who
can read may understand them.

The 300 questions are an important feature of the book, they are entirely
separate from the 53 chapters of reading matter, and were written after many
years of practical experience and careful research by the author.

His connection with the Boardman Manual Training High School at New
Haven, Conn., as Instructor in Steam Engineering, his 12 years of active mem-
bership in the N. A. S. E., and his position as Instructor of No. 10 of Conn., a
sturdy branch of the National Organization, makes him especially competent
in this part of the work.

The many flattering commendations which this book has already received
from competent judges and high authorities, speak well for its value.

7ILECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, - - - Suite 510 Marquette Building, Chicag:o, III.

THE TRIUMPH ELECTRIC CO.,
CIIMCINNA.-ri, OHIO,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Medium and Slow Speed Electrical Machinery,
Direct Connected Generators,

Direct Connected Elevator Motors,
Direct Grip Hoists,

Motors for Special Work.
WRITE FOR CIRCULAR M.

OFFICE AND FACTORY: 610-616 BATMILLER STREET.
SALES OFFICES: Atlanta, Oa.. Moore & HcCrary, 312 Norcross BIdg.; Baltimore, fid.. Eastern Electric Co., 215 North Calvert St.; Buffalo, N. V., J. C. Sterns & Co.. 255 Pearl St.;

Chattanooga, Tenn.. W. C. Teas, Read House; Chicago. 111., Poster & Louis, looo-iooz Fischer Bld^.; Cleveland, Ohio, Forest City Construction Co. , 454 Arcade; Detroit, Mich., C- C. Wormer,
riachinery Co.; Los Angeles, Cal , E. D. Williams. 122 West Second St.; Nashville, Tenn., J. W. Chester; New York. N. Y., flachado & Roller, 203 Broadway; New Orleans, La., Hatcher & Tabb.
739 Qravler St.; Philadelphia, Pa., R.C. Strang. 723 Walnut St.; Pittsburg, Pa., W. B. Pearson, 504 Germanla Bank BIdg.; St. Louis, Ho., C. S. Nolloth, 604 Oriel BIdg.
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Special
WESTERN . .

.

ELECTRICIAN

3 MONTHS 50 CENTS
THIRTEEN NUMBERS CONTAINING B. J. ARNOLD'S ELEVEN LECTURES ON THE

"DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS," DE-
LIVERED IN MARCH AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA.

ELEVENTH LECTURE IN THIS ISSUE.

TITLES OF THE LECTURES:

B. J. ARNOLD.

1. Possible Sources of Energy.
a. Cost of the Prodnction of Power.
3. Boilers and Accessories.
4. Water [Supply, Pnmps, Condensers, Heaters,

Economizers, Etc.
5. Engines.
6. Piping.

7. Connections between Engines and (ien-
erators.

8. Generators and Switchboard.
9. Storage Battery Auxiliaries.

10. Preliminary Determinations.
11. Buildings and General Arrangements.

"In securing the exclusive right to the serial publication

of the lectures delivered last month at the University of

Nebraska, by Bion J. Arnold, the Western Electrician
feels that it is providing for its readers during the next

three months a feature of assured excellence. As a student,

Mr. Arnold is close, careful, persistent, yet enthusiastic

withal; as an engineer he ispra,ctical, cautious, yet quiclj

to adapt himself to existing conditions, and eager to se-

cure the best result without dogmatic adhesion to any pet

theory. He seems to balance well theory and practice and
has been successful in accomplishment. Devoting especial

attention to power station work, he is well qualifigd to

speak on the "Design and Construction of Electric Power
Plants," which is the subject of his series of lectures.

The first lecture, which appears in this issue, somewhat
abridged, shows with what thoroughness Mr. Arnold ap-

proaches his subject."

—

Editorial Announcement.

A BIT OF HIS YVORK.

Send 50 cents and Receive the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN for 13 Weeks, and learn all about Electric Power Plants.

:^^olz: :Pffuaa:a:xl3e'jr® C^xx :^^ riSjirxxisti^el.
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HART
FLUSH SWITCHES

IN GANGS OF ANY NUMBER.

THE SWITCHES ARE INSERTED AND

CONNECTED UP FROM THE FRONT.

FLUSH SWITCH FOR GANGS.

The Cut shows a No. 2 Box

for iron armored conduit, with

a gang of two switches.

The boxes are furnished with

any numberof outlets desired.

Switches are "Indicating."

The hart ^ HECEMAN MFG. COMPANY,
IHA -ORD, CONIMEICTICU-r.

JUST 5MHMT YOU MRE LOOKING FOR!
^===— A New and Valuable Book =^

Electric Lighting Plants,
THEIR COST AND OPERATION.

By W. J. Buckley. With numerous illustrations, diagrams, plans, tables, etc. 275 pages. Cloth. Price, ;?2.oo, postage free. This work

gives all necessary data for the erection of an electric light plant of any size. The cost of Arc Lighting. The cost of Incandescent Lighting.

READ THE TABLE OF CONTENTS:
Alternating Arc Lamps, Arc Plants, Belting, Boilers, Boiler Settings, Boiler Efficiencies, Books, Building, Cost of Arc Dynamos and Lamps,

Cost of Arc Plants Erected, Cost of Alternating Dynamos, Cost of Alternating Plants Erected, Cost of Belts, Cost of Boilers, Cost of Brick

Chimneys, Cost of Copper for Alternating Circuit, Cost of' Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound High

Speed Engines, Cost of Condensers, Cost of Friction Clutch Pulleys, Cost of Heaters, Cost of High Speed Engines, Cost of Incandescent

Dynamos, Cost of Idlers, Cost of Injectors, Cost of Meters, Cost of Motors, Cost of Operating Lamps per hour. Cost of Power Generators.

Cost of Poles, Cost of Plain Pulleys, Cost of Pillow Blocks, Cost of Pumps, Cost of Shafting, Cost of Shaft Couplings, Cost of Stacks

—

iron, Cost of Stacks—brick, Cost of Steam, Cost of Transformers, Cost of Wire, Chimneys, Circuit Loss, Contract Blanks, Current Distri-

bution, Circuits—overhead. Circular Mils of Wire, Depreciation, Direct Connected Apparatus, Dynamos, Dynamo Data, Economy of Con-

densing, Economy of Covering Steam Pipes, Economy of Heater, Efficiency of Engines, Engines, Equivalent of Current in Horse Power,

Equivalent Rates of Lighting, Fuel, Horse Power of Belting, Horse Power of Motors, Horse Power of Shafting, Incandescent Arc Lamps,

Instruments, Instructions for Employes, Insulation, Labor, Load Chart, Meter Connections, Municipal Ownership, Natural Gas, N.E.L.A.

Standard Rules, Oil, Outcome of Practical Management, Pole Line, Pulleys, Rope Transmission, Resistance of Wire, Rules—Fire Under-

writers, Report Com. on Data N. E. L. A., Reports of Cities Owning Plant, Reports of Cities Contracting, Stock Room, Shafting, Trans-

formers, Transformer Curves, Wiring Tables—Primary Wiring, Wiring Tables—Secondary Wiring, Wiring Tables, Motor Wiring, Wire,

Wire Formula, Water Power, Wood as Fuel. The only book of its kind in the English Language. Price, $2.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Suite 51 Marquette Building, Chicago.
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TURBINE
SEND FOR
CATALOGUE

H^ Dayton Globe Iron Works Co. Dayton. 0.
Shafting.

Gearing,
Pulleys,

PlLLOWBlOCKSi

Governors,

Etc.

Um^7^M^^%s^:^z sissisass'^atiss^'i

Xt^BERRYIVIAIM
Feed Water Heater and Purifier.

Provided with U-shaped Tubes, it Never Leaks.
THE HieHEST eRADE OKIiX.

Our catalogue contains the representative names of a large number of con-
tented buyers of BEBRYMAM HEATEB8 built by us In the last twenty

I
_,

years. A copy awaits your order at any time.

I. B. DAVIS & SON. Makers, Hartford. Conn..
Or addresses given below:

Jas. Berryman, 125 North 4th St., Philadelphia.

"f VV. H. Git son. 620 Medlnah Temple, Chicago.
Jos. Whltaker. 7 and 9 Pearl Street, Boston.

A. A. Cardwell, 39 Cortlandt Street, Eoom 127, New York.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL
Is known the world over as affording the most simple, reliable

and economical powerforall purposes.

7,000 WHEELS NOW RUNnInG

ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION.

Filling every condition of service in a most effi-

cient and satisfactory way.

Pelton Wheels are especially adapted to

. _.._ this purpose and are operating the major-
ity of'Stations of this character in all parts of ttie world. Highest efficiency and best regulation
guaranteed. Catalogues furnished on application. Address

143 Liberty Street,

NEW YORK, N. Y

PELTON WATER
or

S. A.

WHEEL CO.,
121-123 Main Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL, U. S. A.

THE Mccormick
TURBINE.

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,
Especially Adapted for Electrical Work.

Gives more pOTver per diameter Tvith a higher
peroentage of useful effect than any other water-
Tvheel heretofore made. All sizes, right and left hand,
are built from patterns perfected under systematic tests in the
Holyoke Testing Flume.

Parties having power plants which are imsatisfactory, and
those contemplatmg the improvement of powers, will find it to
their Interest to confer with us, as "we are willing to
guarantee results "where others have failed, no
matter n^hat make of turbine has been in use.
STATE REQUIREaiETVTIS AlVD S£NI> FOR
CATALOGrE.

S.MORGAN SMITH CO.. York. Pa.
Estimates furnished for complete power plants and

results guaranteed.

Cazin Water Wheel.
Pat. March IG, 1897.

Will furnish more power per cubic foot of water used than any other
Front View of Bucket. wheel made.

Can be Operated by Steam at Periods of Low Water.
S^nd -f^r- ^^mphl^-t:.

1 20 LIBERTY
Ameican Impulse Wheel Co. of N. Y. '^'iiiiT"

WATER WHEELS
For Heads of 3 Feet to 2000 Feet.

Especially adapted to all kinds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTINC PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke, given below, enable u& to guarantee:

The Largest Power ever obtained from a wheel of the same diameter. The highest
speed ever obtained for the same power. The highest mean efficiency when
running from half to full gate. We guarantee also: A rumier of the greatest
possible strength. A gate unequaled in quicfcjiess and ease of opening and closing.

Testof a4B in. SAMSON, Jan. 25, 97. Test of a 35 inch SA MSON, Feb.1,'97.

Gaie
Open.

Head.
Bev.

Pr.Min.
Cu. Fc.

Pr. Sec.
Horse
Power.

Per
Ceni.

Gate
Open.

Head.
Rev.

Pr.Min.
Cu. Ft.

Pr. Sec.
Horse
Power-

Per
Ceot.

Full

%
H
H
'A

15.00

15.04

15."
15-88

16.47

144.00
138.12

127.67

131.50
126.87

172.69

15503
133.24
112.65

90.04

240.97
223.61
191.06
162.80

127.73

S2.03

84-55
83.68
80.25

75-95

Full

H
15.29
16-56

7-33

19425
187.75
I7S.50

176.40
168.50

102.02

92.15

83-95
68.82

57-69

143-44
146.73
138.40
109.64
88.14

81.08

83.88
80.09

76.19

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.

DIXON'S BELT DRESSING
AND I.EATHER PRESERVATIVE.

Is guaranteed to prevent slipping and to preserve the leather.
It will pay you to send for circulars and testimonials.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.. JERSEY CiTY. N. J.

REG.TRADE MARKS Jhe Rhosphor BRONZE Smelting Co. Qmited,
2200 Washington ave.,philadelpkia!

h "ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE'^U 1NG0TS,CASTINGS,WIRE,R0DS, SHEETS, ETC.

^— DELTA METAL
CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORCINGS
ORIGINAL AND Sole Makers IN THE U.S,

IH£ AMERICAN-BALL ENGINE
Has All the Latest Improvements,

Its self-oiling system is a splendid success and is ap-

preciated by the engineer because it furnishes a bath of oil

for the bearings without his constant attention, and it makes
the engine run noiselessly and cool.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

AMERICAN ENGINE CO..
Frank H. Ball, 4iien'I 9Igr.,

lOiJIMD B K, IM. J.
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AUTOMAXIO IMOIIM
HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL, OF THE HIGHEST

STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE.
IVIEDA.US:

World's Industrial and Cotton Exposition, New Orleans,
American Institute Fair, New York, ....
Centennial International Exposition, Melbourne, Australia,
Augusta Exposition, Augusta, Georgia,
World's Columbian Exposition, Chicago,
California Mid-winter Exposition, San Francisco,
Cotton States and International Exposition, Atlanta, Ga.,

THE BALL ENGINE CO.,

1885
1887
1888
189

1

1893
1894

89s

ERIE, PA.
Chicago Office, 1526 Monadnock Block.

-TM

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Manufacturers of the

Morrin "Cliax" anfl "Cofflponif Safety Water

Tnlie Boilers.

BUILT IN UNITS OF 50 TO 1 ,000 H„ P.

CAUTION:
Beware of infringers, they will

be rigidly prosecuted.

ALSO BUILDERS OF

Smoke Stacks, Tanks, Etc., and
All Classes of Iron Work.

t^pecifloations, Dravriogs and Prices famished
on application.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boilers.

"Raymond Improved"
GAS AND GASOLINE

ENGINES
For driving electric light and

stationary power plants.

ONE TO ONE HUNDRED HORSE POWER.
Efiiciency unexcelled.

Manufactured by

J. I. CASE T. M. CO,,

Full particulars given on application.

The Electrician Publishing Co., Suite 510 Marquette

BIdg., Chicago. Headquarters for all latest Electrical

Books. Write for Catalogue.

ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM.
325 PAGtES. price S2.00. 347 IJLLlTi^TRATIOXS. A series ofThirty-fonr Practical liessons eoverin;^ the Science of £lectricity from Its Fundamental

Principles to Its Every-day Applications. By Prof. I>. C. Jackson, University of Wisconsin ; Prof. H. S. Carhart, University of Ulichigan ; Prof. B. F. Thomas,
University ofOhio: Prof. Wm. A. Anthony, ofNew York; Prof. Brown Ayres, Tulane University; Prof. A. C.Perrine, Iceland Stanford University, Cal.; Prof.
Geo. D. Shephardson, University of iUinnesota, and others. A Comprehensive Treatiseia Simple Language, Free from Algebraic Equations and Easily Understood.

OO IMTTEIMTS:
CHAPTEE I: The Nature and Properties of Electricity;

Origin of Electricity; Two Kinds; Laws of Attraction and
Repulsion; Positive and Negative Charge; Terms, Con-
ductors, Insulators. Electric Conductivity; Conveying Elec-

tricity; The Electroscope; Force Exerted Between Charged
Bodies; Unit of Measurement of quantity of Electricity;
Electrometer.—CHAPTER II: Machines for Generating
Electricity by Friction and by Electric Induction; Making
Machine to Continuously Generate Electricity by Friction;
The Electrophorus; Induction Generator; Units of Elec-
tric Current and Pressure; Electricity Conveyed by Unit
Current Each Second; Negatively and Positively Charged
Conductors; Relation of Lightning and Sparks of Electrical
Machine.—CHAPTER III: Electric Batteries or Appliances
for Generating Electricity by Chemical Action; Action of
Batteries; Electric Pressure; VoltaicElectricity; Directionof
Current Flow; Production of Continuous Current; Battery
Cells In Series; Production of Pressure by Cells; Polariza-
tion and Its Avoidance; Leclanche Cell; Open Circuit Cells.

—CHAPTER IV: Electric Batteries or Appliances for Gen-
erating Electricity by Chemical Action (Concluded); Closed
Circuit Cells; Local Action; Law of Electro-chemical Ac-
tion; Electro-chemical Equivalent; Primary Batteries Com-
pared with Dynamos for Furnishing Current; Uses of
Batteries; Difference Between a Primary and Storage Eat-
terv; How Storage Batteries are Made; Parallel Connection
of Plates in Storage Batteries.—CHAPTER V: The Nature
and Properties of Magnetism, Magnetic Fields; Permanent
Magnetism; Magnetic Attraction and Repulsion; Poles of
Magnet; Magnitude of Force Between Two Magnets; Aging
Magnets; Earth's Action on Magnetic Needle; Magnetic
Field; Action of Lines of Force.—CHAPTER VI: The Mag-
netic Effects of Electric Curreats and Magnetic Circuits;
Effect of Electric Current on Magnetic Needle; Relation
Between Direction of Lines of Force and Direction of
Current Flow; Determination of Current Direction by
Compass; Ampere Turns; Solenoids: Ampere's Theory;
Solenoids wUh Steel or Irou Cores; Residual Magnetism;
Electro-Maguets; Magnetic Permeability; Magnetic Re-
luctance; Maiineto Motive Force or Magnetic Pressure.—
CHAPTER VII: Ohm's Law of the Flow of Electricity;
Pressure; Resistance; Current; Volt; Ohm; Ampere; Mer-
cury Resistance; Conductivity of Copper Compared with
Other Metals; Resistance of Circuits Made Up of the Same
Parts in Parallel; Joint Resistances; Fall of Voltage Over
Resistance; Effect of Temperature on Resistance; Copper
Temperature Coefficient —CHAPTER VIII: Heating Ef-
fects of Electric Currents; Miscellaneous Effects of Elec-
tric Currents; Foot-pound; Joule; Horse-power; Watt; Kilo-
watt; Watts per Horse-power: Heating Effects on Bear-
ings of Maehinerv: Effect of Electricity on Nerves of Ani-
mals; Muscular Effect of Strong Currents.—CHAPTER IX:
Galvanometers and Voltameters; Differences in Construction
for Large and Small Currents; Presence and Direction of
Currents Shown bv Galvanometer: Strength of Current In-

dicated; Tangent "Galvanometer; Reflecting Galvanometer;
Needle Suspension; d'Arsonval Galvanometer; Terms
"Dead-Beat." "Calibrate;" Voltameter; Electrolyte. Elec-
trolysis; Electrode; Forms of Voltameters.—CHAPTER X:
Measurement of Electrical Resistance; Resistance Meas-
ured by Substitution; Resistance Boxes; Use of German
Silver; Coiis; Wheatstone Bridge; Measuring Resistances
with Bridge: Measuring Very High Resistances; Practical
Examples.—CHAPTER XI: Every-day Measurements of
Electric Currents and Pressure; Three Effects by Which
Currents are Directly Measured; Amperemeters; Milli-

ampere; Microampere; Three Classes of Magnetic Ampere-
meters; Weston Amperemeter; Electro Dynamometers;
Hot Wire Instrujnents; Scales of Amperemeters; Alter-
nating Current Measuring Instruments; Measuring Very
Large Currents; Measuring Electric Pressures; Voltmeters;
Cardew Voltmeter; Electrometers: Electrostatic Volt-
meters; Standard Cells; Measuring Currents by Voltmeter
and a Standard Resistance.—CHAPTER XII: Every-
day Measurements of Electric Power. Condensers and
The Measurement of tlieir Capacity: Wattmeters: Electro-
dynamometer Used as Wattmeter; Recording Wattmeters;
Coulomb Meters; Watt Hour; Ampere Hour; Capacity;
Farad; Microfarad; Condenser: Capacity of Condenser;
Charging Condenser; Specific Inductive Capacity; Selec-
tion of Insulation for Telephone Cables; Capa.city of
Underground AVires; Comparing Capacities by Ballistic
Galvanometer; Practical Capacity Measurements: Lerden
Jar.—CHAPTER XIII: Electrolytic Deposition of Metals;
Electroplating; Metals Commonly used in Plating; Salt
of a Metal; Nitrate of Silver; Cyanide of Silver and of Po-
tassium; Solution for Silver plating; Vats; Quality of Elec-
trolytic Deposit; Effect of Too Great or Small Currents;
Cleaning Articles to be Plated; Gilding Inside of Silver
Articles; Base Metals on Which Nickel is Usually Plated;
Solution for Nickel Plating; Electrotyping; Electrotype
Molds; Electrotype Finishing; Electrolvtic iRefining of
Copper; Solution Used.—CHAPTER XIV: The Electric
Telegraph; Elements of Electric Telegraph; Telegraph
Circuits; Telegraphic Signals; Sending and Receiving;
Telegraph Lines; Sounder; Relays; Local Circuits: Multi-
ple Telegraphy; Duplex Telegraphy; Diplex Telegraphy;
Quadruplex Telegraphy.—CHAPTER XV: Multiple Tele-
graphy; Differential Relay; Polarized Relay: Pole Changer;
Principles of Operation of Diplex. Quadruplex, Bridge
Duplex; Artificial Line; Autographic Telegraphy.—CHAP-
TER XVI: The Telephone; Bell Telephone: Microphone;
Blake Transmitter; Exchanges; Switchboard; Long-Distance
Transmitter.-CHAPTER XVII: The Construction of
Telegraph and Telephone Lines and Instruments; Poles;
Cross-Arms; Pins; Joints; Insulators: Insulation; Ground
Plates; Underground Cables; Conduits: Fuses; Multiple
Switchboards.—CHAPTER XVIII: Testing Lines for In-
sulation and Conductivity and the Location of Leaks and
Breaks; Line Troubles; Grounds; Crosses; Locating
Trouble; Earth Currents: Line Conductivity and Insula-
tion; Testing.—CHAPTER XIX: Principles of Continu-
ous Current Dynamos and Motors; Electric Conductor
in Magnetic Field; Field Strength; Induced Electric Pres-
sure; Direction of Current Moving Conductors: Alternat-
ing Current; Dynamos; Magnetos; Commutator.—CHAP-
TER XX: Principles of Continuous Current Dynamos
and Motors; their Construction, Care and Attendance;
Gramme Armature; Siemens Armature: Armature Cur-
rent; Laminating Cores; Foucault or Eddy Currents: Hys-
teresis; Fundamental Principles of Dvnamos and Motors;
Points of Good Dynamo; Counter Electric Pressure; Types
of Field Windings; Series, Shunt and Compound Wound
Machines; Multipolar Machines; Regulation, Care and
Maintenance.—CHAPTER XXI: Arc Lighting and Arc
Light Machinery; The Arc; Arc Lamps; Principles of
Operation: Connections; Arc Dynamos; Current and Pres-
sure Required; Making of Arc Carbons; Regulators; Arc
Light Switchboards.-CHAPTER XXII: Incandescent
Lighting and Power Transmission, Two. Three and Five
Wire Systems of Distribution for Electric Lights and
Motors; Incandescent Lamp; Filaments: Vaccunm; Ma-
terial for and Making of Filaments: Advantages of In-
candescent Lamps; ^Incandescent and Motor Circuits;

Constant Pressure; Loss of Voltage; Circular Mils; Prac-
tical Examples; Weight of Copper Required for Trans-
mission of Power at Different Pressures; Three-Wire
System; Motor Starting Resistances.—CHAPTER XXIII:
Construction of Electric Light and Power Circuits, and
Their Testing; Overhead Electric Light Wires; Weather-
proof Wire; Arc Circuit Wires; "Drawing In" and
"Built In" Underground System; Underground Electric
Light Cables; Edison Tubing; Feeders; Mains; Inside
Wiring; Cleat Work; Moulding Work; Concealed Work;
Dangers from Fires ; Distribution System ;.—CHAPTER
XTXIV: Testing Electric Light Circuits and the Dis-
tribution and Measurement of Light; Faults; Soldered
Joints; Magneto Bell; Use of Voltmeter to Locate Grounds
on Arc Circuits; Ground Detector; General Testing;
Photometer; Standard Candles; Illuminating Effect of
Lamps; Effect of Opal Globes.—CHAPTER XXV: Elec-
tro-Magnetic Induction; Effect of Cutting Lines of Force
by an Electric Conductor; Induced Currents; Induction
Coils; Cores of Induction Coils; Transformers: Direc-
tion of Induced Current; Self Induction; Attraction and
Repulsion of Parallel Wires Carrying Currents.—CHAP-
TER XXVI: Alternating Currents; Alternator; Electro-
lytic Effect of Pulsating Current; Heating Effect of Al-
ternating Current; Effective Value; Alternating Current;
Measurements ; Frequency ; Period ; Apparent Resistance.
—CHAPTER XXVII: Alternating Currents and Alter-
nating Current Machinery (Concluded); Power Used in Al-
ternating Circuits; Alternating Currents for Lighting; Mak-
ing Transformers; Testing Transformers; Building Alterna-
tors; Number of Alternations; The Exciter; Running Al-
ternators in Parallel ; Synchronous Motors ; Two-Phase
and Three-Phase Systems; Induction Motors; Squirrel-
Cage Armature; Mesh Connection; Star Connection;.—
CHAPTER XXVIII: Miscellaneous Applications of
Electric Motors; Uses of Electric Motors; Motors in Ma-
chine Shops; Waste of Power in Factories; Advantages
of Removing Shafts and Belts; Estimating Electrical
Power Required: Electric Elevators; Electric Launches —
CHAPTER XXIX: Electric Railways; Richmond Elec-
tric Railroad; Trolley Wire; Trolley; Track; Use of Two
Motors; Rail Bonds; Heavy Electric Locomotives.—CHAP-
TER XXX: Methods of Handling and Controlling Rail-
way Motors and Generators; Output Records; Record-
ing Voltmet3rs; Load of Electric Railway Plant; Appli-
cation of Storage Batteries to Smooth Road Curve; Meth-
ods of Controlling Street Car Motors; Station Instru-
ments; Equalizer.—CHAPTER XXXI: Model Electric
Plant ; First Central Station ; Changes in General Me-
chanical Construction of Dynamos; Instruments; Multi-
ple Arcing Galvanometers; Use of Double and Single
Pole Switches; Operating Dynamos in Parallel; Feeder
Connections" in Continuous and Alternating Stations;
Throwing Dynamo into Circuit; Cutting Dynamo Out.

—

CHAPTER XXXII: Underwriter's Rules, Etc.; Neces-
sity of Rules; Special Points in Wiring; Insulation of
Sockets, Fuses, Fixtures: Annunciator Wire; Office Wire;
Leaky Wires.—CHAPTER XXXIII: Electric Welding.
Forging. Etc.; Electricity Applied to the Kitchen; Elec-
trical Methods Applied to Metal Working; Thomson
Apparatus for Heating Metals; Welding by Thomson
Method; Bernardos Process of Working Metals; Bringing
Piece of Metal to High Temperature by Dipping in Pall
of Water; Electric Current for Warming and Cookinff;
Electric Heating and Stoves Compared.-CHAPTER
XXXIV: Electro-Therapeutics; Galvanic Curren*: Fara-
dic Current: Static Electricity; Electric Osmosis; Electro-
Cautery; Medical Electric Lights.

PRICE $2.00. Sent postage prepaid to any address in the world on receipt of price. The Ideal Work for Electricians, Central Station Men. Engineers, Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Students, Etc.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 MARQUETTE BLDC, CHICAGO.
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THE

BRUSH ELECTRIC

COMPANY. BRUSH
THE

BRUSH ELECTRIC

COMPANY.

Brush apparatus has been on the

market for 20 years. A majority of

customers order supply parts direct

from us. Many do not. We want

this trade and are reducing our prices

in order to secure it. Ask for quota-

tions and send orders to the nearest

Sales Office.
FIRST BRUSH ARC DYNAMO—1877

SALES OFFICES:
Schenectady, N. Y.

Cleveland, Ohio.

Boston, Mass., 180 Summer Street.

New York, N. Y., 44 Broad Street.

Philadelphia, Pa., 509 Arch Street.

Cincinnati, Ohio, 420 West Fourth Street.

Chicago, 111., Monadnock Building.

St. Louis, Mo., Wainwright Building.

Atlanta, Ga., Equitable Building.

Denver, Colo., Klttredge Building.

San Francisco, Cal., 15 First Street.

Toronto, Ont., Canadian General Electric Co., Ltd*
Pittsburg, Pa., Carnegie Building.

Many stations have ex-

changed all their small units

for large Brush arc dynamos.

Among them are the Brook-

lyn-Citizens with 3000 lights

capacity. Brooklyn-Munici-

pal 800, Newark 3000,

Cleveland 1800, Philadelphia

Brush I ^00, Philadelphia-

Northern 1300, Buffalo I500,

Worcester 1400, Toronto

,

900, Quebec 62^, Harrisburg

750, Erie 750, Albany 500,

Troy ^00, Paterson ^00,

City of Chicago 400, John
Wanamaker 62^, Carnegie

Steel Co. ^00.

Over 40,000 lights ca-

pacity in large Brush arc

dynamos sold. A large pro-

portion of them using Multi-

Circuit Dynamos.
The newly designed

Brush dynamos have the

following capacities; ^5', 80,

100, 12^, 240, 300,2000 can-

dle-power lights, 4^, 8^,

120, 160, 1200 candle-power

lights.

Brush arc lamps were

first used in 1877. More of

them being sold to-day than

ever before.

BRUSH MULTI-CIRCUIT 125 LIGHT ARC DYNAMO—1897.

Two or more separate circuits run direct from one dynamo with any distribution of load on the different circuits.

The advantages are absolute flexibility in handling of circuits; reduction of high voltages on circuits run from large dynamos; use of large

units with corresponding increase of efficiency; saving in floor space, oil, belts, shafting, pulleys, attendance.
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Type H Transformers, 1 ,600- 1
,000-600 Watts.

Note the Beneficial Results Obtained by Replacing Old Transformers

WITH NEW TYPE H TRANSFORMERS.

narch, i8q5. January, 1897.

Number of Transformers Connected 519 152
Capacity of Transformers in 16 C. P. Lamps 21485 13496
Capacity of 16 C. P. Lamps Connected to Lines 16360 20189
Maximum Load, 16 C. P. Lamps 7000 10000
K. W. Output per Month, Measured at Switchboard .... 74804 47664
Receipt per K. W., Measured at Switchboard 0438 .124

Total Receipt, Measured at Switchboard $3276 $5910

Write to us for estimate of

SAVING EFFECTED
by the use of

TYF^E M
Transformers

in place of

your old and inefficient

Transformers'.

Secure. our Treatise,

•'Use and Abuse
of Transformers."

iiittltiili
Full Line of Type H Transformers.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Main Office, SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

Sales Offices in all Large Cities of the United States. For Canada, Address, Canadian General Electric Co.. Toronto.

The Electrical Transmission of Energy.
A IfEannal for the Design of Electrical CircnitN; by Artknr Vaughan Abbott, C. E., Chief Eng, Chicago Telephone Co.

AVlth 9 FoldinfS Plates. 5^ Page^. 289 lllustcations and 74 TaMes. t$ixe or page, Ox1> In. Price le^-I.SV.

:ao ttmi T.Aei-E OF~ ^oiM,-rEni-rS:
CHAPTER I.

Introduction.—Distribution In General—Distribution In Series—
liistributloD in ParaUel—Mixed Systems—Indirect Distribution.

CHAPTEK 11.

The PropcrHes of Wire.-The CoaduetiDg Circuit-Wire Man-
iaafirure-Hard Drawing—Wire Gauges -The Circular Mil—
V, upper Wire—Properties of Wire—Composite Wire—Galvanizing
audTinnine—Insulated Wir^- Flexible Cable—Testing and In-

, specHon—Wire SpeciticatioDS—Tension of Aerial Lines—The In-
fluence of the Variation of Temperature.

CHAPTER III.

The Construction of Aerial Circuits.—Fa;-^ /. General Line
Work. Classification-Aerial Lines—Poles—Methods of Preser-
vation—Height of Poles-Cross Arras—Pins—Facing of Arms-
Stresses—Calculation for Pole strenp;th—Guying—Anclior Poles-
Setting Poles—Insulators—Value of Insulators—Oil Insulators—
Tvlnp and Dead-Ending—Loops—Stringing Wires-Wire Joints-
Strength of .Toints-The Suspension of Aerial Cables—Humming
of Wires—Transposition of Telephone Lines—Power Circuits—

. Pole Line Specifications. J'art II. Electric Raihvay CircmU.
Electric Rallwav Circuits—Railway Return Circuit—Electrolytic
Action—Railway Poles—Wooden Poles—Iron Poles—Feed Wire

- Iilsulators and Pole Tops—Trolley Insulators—Railway Line
Work—Strain Insulators—Anchors-Line Sections—Switches—
Line Crossings. Part III. Lightning Arree'ern. Lightning
Guards and Strong Current Arresters-High Resistance Arres-
ter—Magnetic Blow-out Arrester-Mechanical Magnet Arres-
ter—Air' Expansion Arrester-Non-Arcing Metal Arrester-
Discriminating Arresters—Automatic Cut-outs—Cable and
Switchboard Protectors-Appendix of Insurance Regulations.

CHAPTER IV.

Construction of Underground Circuits.-T'a/-^ /. Conduits.
. Ola^sidcation— Valentine Conduit—Wyckoff Conduit—Paper Con-
duit—Pipe Conduits—Dorset Conduit—ChenowUh Conduit—
Terra-cotia Conduits—Crouipton System—BrooliS System- .lohn-

stoDe System—Kennedy System—St. James System—Inflexible
Systems—Callender Solid System—Cologne Conduit—2\u-ich Con-
duit—Manholes—JuncUoh Boxes for Street Railway Feeds—In-
ti'oduction of Circuits—Pneumatic Kodding—Gas—Islectric Rail-
way Conduits—Buda-Pesth Conduit—Blackpool Conduit—Love
Conduit—Leuox Avenue Conduit—Metallic Conduits for Alternat-
ing Currents. Part II. CatAes and Conduit Comluctors. Con-
duit Conductors—Armored Cables—The Siemens Cable—The
Kili^ou System—The Ferranti Mains—Telegraph Cables—Sub-
aiiueous Cables—Power Circuits- -Paper - Cables—Telephone
Cables—British Post Office Cables— The Patterson Cable- -(iiover

CaMes—Fowler Waring Cables—Felten-Gullleaume Cable—
JVaded Cables—Cable Joints—The Cormectlon of Undergroimd
and Aerial S>'sterns—Cable Heads.

CHAPTER V.

Electrical In^ruments. — Classification — Instruments for
Measurement of lieslscaoce-Wheatstone Bridge—Slide Wire

Sent, expreseage prepaid, on
receipt of price, $4.50.

Bridge—Ohm-Meter—Instruments for Measuring Quantity and
Press-ure—D'Arsonval Galvanometer—Ballistic Galvanometer-
Galvanometer Constants—Reduction to Zero and Infecred Zero—
Shunts—AVeston Instruments—Cardew Voltmeter—Electrostatic
Voltmeter—Siemens Dynamometer—Condensers—Wattmeters-
Keys-^Magnet—Ground Indicators—Boyer Speed Recorder.

CHAPTER n.
riethods of Electrical rieasurement. (.Quantities to bt; Mea^~-

ured"-Electricjil Intensity—Electrical Quantity—Unit ofCurrent—
The Watt — Capacity — Resistance — C>hm's Law — Kirchhoffi's
Laws—Measurement of Resistance by Deileetion -By Wheatatone
Brldce—Bj' Voltmeter—By Volt ani Ammeter—Measurement oE
Small Resistance—High Resistance—Insulation Resistance—By
Loss of Charge—Line Resistance—Ground Resistance—Special
Metliods for Galvanometer Resistance—For Battery Resistance-
Potential Differeuce-By Condenser—"Wiseatitone's Method—
Lumsden's Method—Measurement of Current Strength— By
Ammeter—By Voltmeterr-Bv Differential Galvanometer—By
Slide Wire—Measurement of Capacity—Thomson's Method—
GotfsMetlmd—Divided Charge Method—Localization pf FaiUts-
Blavier's Method—Overlap Method-Loop Test—Murray's and
Varley's Methods-^Loealization of Crosses—Measurement of In-
ductance—ByCondenser and Bridge—Wich Alternating Current-
Mutual Inductance—Measurement on Alternutiug Currents-
Difference of Potential—Current—Power by Two Voltmeters—
By Three Ammeters—Measurement on Polyphase Circuits-
F.lectrlcai Railway Testiog-^Capacity of Aerial Lines—The In-
ductance of Aerial Lines—Mutual ludnotauce on Transmission
Lines.

CHAPTER VII.
Continuous Current Conductors. Parr /. CiyuUictors and

Insulatorti. Conductors—Resistance— ( linn's Law—Specific Re-
sistance—Effect of Temperature—Resistance of Dielectrics—Line
Leakage—Distribution of Potentiiil-The Effect of Leakage—C-on-
ductance—Distribution of Potential in Brancli (.'ircuits, /*«/(! //.
The Heatinff of Conductors. Joule's Law - Location of Circuits-
Bare Wires Freely Suspended—Badiatinii imiU Convection—Pan-
eled Wire—Insulated Wire Freely Sus;!iriuled— Rheostats and
Heaters—Cost of Electric Heating—Fu?- W'iies—Heating of In-
sulated Cables—Heating ofCondultCabk. -Heating of Suspended
Cables.

' CHAPTER Via.
Conductors for Alternatlns: Currents. General Considera-

tions — Cla ssi tie**tion—Skin Effect — Can tot Density — Induct-
ance-Magnetic Field—Electromotive For'. oDue toVarying Field—

,

Equation of Energy—Harmonic Motiuu—Average v'alues—The
Solution of the Energy Equation—Effect of Mutu:il Inductance-
General Energy E(iuatlon for Mutually IndiKiive (/ircuits—Co-

, iiD of the En-
i: :?'zy Equation
j.ud Cap^city—

^ {inn and Reso-
ijince and lu-
-i^cauce Vari-

-\ -'t-veralResjpit-

ethcients of Inductance-^Effect of Citpaii
ergy Equation for Circuits with Capacin -

for Circuits Containing Resistance—In:
Graphical Methods—Vector Quantiti'^-
lutlonof E- M. F.—Simple Circuits wit!,
(luetance in Series— Reactance—Iini
able -Inductance Variable—Simple Ci:

anoes and Inductances in Series—Simple Circuits with One Re-
sistance and Capacity in Series—simple Circuits with Several
Resistances. Inductances and Capacities in Series—Circuits with
Resistance. Inductance and Capacity in Parallel—Method of
Equivalent Resistance and Inductance-Circuits Containinir Mu-
tual Inductance—Impedance Tables.

CHAPTER IX.
Series Distribution. Origin—Classificatlou—Constant Current

Circuits with Generator and Motor at Fixed Distances—Location
of Station—Current Density in Main Circuit—Economic Condi-
tions — Design for Heating-Limit — Design for Mechanical
Strength—Minimum First C-ost of Line—Minimum First Cost of
station—Minimum First Cost of Plant and Cost of Maintenance
and Operation—Design for Minimum First Costof Plant—Design
for Best Service—Mininuira Cost of Plant for Maximum Income-
Calculation of Loads—Regulation—Automatic Cut-outs.

CHAPTER X.
Parallel Distribution.—The Evolution of the Parallel System-

Methods of Distribution—The Loop System—The Spiral Loop—
The Tree System—The Closet System—Conical Conductors—Anti-
Parallel Feeding-Distribution of Potential—Cylindrical Conduc-
tors. Parallel Feeding—Cylindrical Conductors. Anti-paralle
Feeding—Conical Conductors, Parallel Feeding—Conical "Con-
ductors, Anti-parallel Feeding—TUree-wi re Svstem—Mul-
tiple Series Svstem—Five-Wire Svstem—Relative "Area Cov-
ered by the Multiple Wire Systems—Feeder and Main System-
Location of Central Station- Location of the Feeders and Cen-
ters of D^tribution—Distributing Mains—Calculation of Feed-
ers—Efficiency of Conductors—Methods of Regulation-The Com-
pensator in Electrical Railway Work—Fall of Pressure and ?Jee-
essary Section for Feeders—Laws of Economy and Feeder De-
sigo—General Design for a System in Multiple Arc—MedianIcai
Methods—Station Loads—Arc Lamps on Constant Potential Cir-
cuits-Electric Railway Wiring—Three-wire Railway Systems.

CHAPTER XI.
Miscellaneous Methods and Long Distance Transmission.

—

Mtitor Transformers—Compensators—Motor Transformers Run-
ning and Feeding in Series-Hi^hand Low Potential Distribution
from the Same Station—Accumulators—Sub-station Accumula-
tors-Accumulator Distribution—Regulation by Means of Accumu-
lators—Transformers—Economy in Conductors—Isolated Trans-
formers— Efficiency of DistrlbutioT by Isolated Transformers-
Transformers as Sub-stations— Polyphase Systems—Long-dis-
tance Plants—Long-distance Transniission ^vith Continuous Cur-
rents—Line Construction for Long-distance Transmission—Rela-
tive Amount of Conducting Material for Transmission Systems,

CHAPTER XII.

TheCost of Production and Distribution.—Cost of Conductors-
Cost of Conduits—Telephone and Telegraph Lines—Railway
Lines-Cost of Power Stations—Cost of Producing Energy—Coa'l
Consumption per Watt-hour— U'ater l*ower—The Gas Engine—
The Cost of Electricai Energy, as Developed by Wind Power—
The ActualCost of Electrical Energy—Commercial Considerations
of Transmission Problems.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLI^o^lityiG QO., BIO MARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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NEW DRY CELL!
^O ValnaWc fea-

^ tnres—Kxcep-
tioiially long life

—Stands "shclf-
weav" indefi-
nitely.

genorTcolburn,
92 Washington St.,

BUFFALO, N. Y.

»»•'

'^Dynamo
jgELTINGn

SHULTZ pate;

St. liOnlij Mo., IT. 18. A.

mm
ITHER.

HULTZ'S PATENT

PULLEY COVER.

fBELT DRESSING
AND

BELT CEMENT.

^endJor(7rcularS'

FBiNOHEB: UK Sommsr St., Bortonj US Liberty St., New Torti 129 Korth 3d St., PBUsdelpWl.

DELAWARE HARD FIBRE CO.,
WILMINGTON, DEL.

SE3ID FOB CATALOOTE A511> SAMP1.ES.

Sheets, Rods, Tubes and Special Shapes.

ypDN'-pitjiD'^

9//VO /^a.-iCArAlOOO£

fiUPfiffTj iueuicr TO wsi/tCnuMisoiwe

Mfif lif Of ^piye Tools ^ Mt:Tfit.woifHenisv^^tmt

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.

E^-TA.BL.ISI-IE:D IS73.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
factory:

wilmington, del.

In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to orders Colors, Red, Black ancl Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

. The Standard Electrical Insuiating: Material of the World. 14 dey s'/r'NEW vork.

RCWREDWim RSVEH WHrrE CORE WIRE

OFflCE —
Tho Peri-is AA/heesI ^o.

«131 THE ROPKCRY.

Chicaso, April 30.' 1806.

NEW YORK INSUUTED WIRE CO.,
320 Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

Gentlemen:—After carefully consider-
ing the merits of the various Uraiids ot
wire upon the market, we have decided to
use your "Raven White Core" exclusively
for rewiring the Ferris Wheel.
As you are aware, the wire upon the

wheel is very much e.vposed and the test

Will no douljt be a most severe one.
Yours very truly

THE FERRIS WHEEL CO.
By,L. V. Rice. Mar.

PDIIUICUAW \tfillTC PADC Used exclusively for all incandescent Ltght-
UnllTIOnHn WmiU bUnC. Ing at WorWs Columbian Exposition.

DRIipU U/UITC rnRP Used in some of the largest buildings in the United
States.

COMPETITION LINE WIRE.

GRIMSHAW TAPES, COMPETITION TAPES AND SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

Used by some of the largest Central Station*
and Fire and Police Departments in the U. 8.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

13-17 CerUudt St., New Vock.
BLANCHES: ],„«;CAGO=S, BOSTON:

134 Coogrew St.

SAN FRANCISCO.
115 New MMtiMaOT Si.

%^/^i%'W/*^%/%^%^%i%^%'%'%'%'W'%'%'%^/%/%^^%/%^^/%i^i%^'%i%/m^

Black Diamond File Works.
Est. 1 863. Inc. I 895.

Twelve

Medals

Awarded at

International

Expositions.

Special Prize

Gold Medal

at Atlanta,

i895.

Onr goods are on sale ia«very leading Hardware Store

in tlie United States and Canada.

Q. & H. BARNETT COMPANY,
PHILADELPHIA. PA. V

d

N. Bi BUBB, Manager. J. M. CHESNUT, Supt.

WILLIAMSPORT WOODEN PIPE CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

WOODEN CONDUIT,
lISf»EK CHESSIUT PATENT.

Write for Information and Save Money.

WILLIAMSPORT, PA.

AN EXTENSIVE AND IMPROVED CRE0S0TIN8 WORKS AHACHED TO THE PLANT.

For underground electrical purposes the conduit produced under

this process is the most practical, the most durable and the most

economical of any conduit on the market.

This conduit is now being used in the leading cities, and the best

of references furnished on application.

NOISELESS IN OPERATION.
A MONEY EARNER.

SIMPLICITY AND DURABILITY IN DESIGN.

THE WARREN ALTERNATOR.
Induction Type. Any Voltage or Multi-Voltage.

Stationary Armature. Stationary Field.

The uieehatiical features of the Warren Alternator have had most careful consideration. Tlve
exceptionally lonp- .-e!f-aligning and selt-oiliag bearings,, carrying -a forged steel shaft of great
diameter, permit ninniiis the rotor at the least possible clearance from the stationary parts, thereby
reducing the relliciance due to air gap lo the merest traction. It's not a cheap machine in cpn-
sirucUve cost, for it i.<> impossible to put cast steel and one sixty-fourth of an inch sheet stee) to-

srether with the hi £rh prade of workmanship required, and make it cheap. It is, however, a cheap
maohint' to buy. «i '-ric.-. I'l.i-il clieapens Iransinitted energy.

WAiRREN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,

SANDUSKY, OHIO.
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SIMPLEX
H. R. HIXSON,

• 137 Monadncck Block, CHICAGO

INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBER COVERED, WEHTHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.
*ESTERN^sELL,N| AGENT, simplcx BlecMcal Company,

75-81 Cornhlll, BOSTON, MASS.

'. ivioore:,
MANUFACTURER OF

INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
F-i_E:xiaL.E ooRDS Anto oaol.bs.

«00 AND »0« NORTH THIRD ISTBEET. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

^t-ON'^:

1889—Paris Exposition,
Medal for Rubber Insulation.

1893—World's Fair,
Itledal for Robber Insulation.

THE STAHTDARD FOR
RUBBER ISrSULiATIOJir.

Sole Manufacturers of

Okonite Wires, Dkonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee "^y^"^" Wires.

253 BROAOyVAY, NEW YORK.
WMIard L. Candee. I „,.,„,,. Geo. T. Manson, Gen'l Supt.

W. H Hodgins, Secy.

JEWELL BELTINB CO.
MANUFACTUBEES OF

Jewell Dynamo Beit Cement,

Jewell Dynamo Belt Dressing,

Jewell Patent Pulley Covering.

HfiBkR-rF-OF^ID, COIMIM.

C.C.HASKINS,
MEMBER AM. INSTITUTE E. E.,

Electrical Expert,
ROOM 623 Western Union Bldc, CHICAGO.

Chicago City Inspector 13* years.
Telephone Electrician 4 years,

Telegraph Operator from Boyhood
And Inventor All the Time.

Possibly your invention has a bug in it; bring it to me.
Perhaps you are wavering as to buying a patent; come to me.
People grumbling about your plant, or are you dissatisfied? advise vrith me.

COME AND SEE ME ANYHOW.

WESTnS Eleetrical Ingtoment (Jo,,

1 14-120 WilUam St., NEWARK, N. J., U.. S. A.

Weston Standard
Portable
Direct Reading

Voltmeters.
31111 ivoltmeters,
Voltammeters^
Ammeter».
SlilllamineterB,
CrroniKl J>ete*'tor8 and
Circait Testers, .Ohmmet era.
Portable <xalTajiomet«ri9.

Our Portable lOBtrnmente are reoofjnized ee
The Standard the world over The Semi-Port-
able Laboratory Standards are sUU better.

Our Station Voltmeters and Ammeters are
UDPurpasseci in point of eitrem© acoaracy and
loweat coneamptlon o£ energy.

Mention the Wksxbbn Elkotbicun when
writing for catalogues. .

~

PARIS 1867. CHICAGO 1893. PHIUOELPHIA 1876.

WIRES AND GABLES.
AERIAL, UNDERGROUND,

,_. ,—^ , ^^^r- SUBMARINE.

^'}.^ll^^iU^ ICE>I«ITE> TA.!*!©
W. R. BRIXEY, Mfr.

203 Broadway, New York.

Western Office, MarqueHe BIdg., Chlcag«, III.

CALIFORNIA ELEC. WORKS, M. OUPEROW, NEW
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. WASHINGTON, D. C.

ORLEANS ELEC. CO.,

NEW ORLEANS. U.

THEATER *""' '^''"' '»<°<>^*a* co.,n fcH I b n
WESTFIELD, N. J., U. S. A.

DIMMERS. FOB ALL PURPOSES.

CARPENTER
ENAMEL RHEOSTATS.

Automatic Illotor Starters.
All sizes. List price of 1 H- P. size, $13.00.

Reliable. Fully guaranteed. Highly finished. Cheap.

Ward Leonard Electric Co., Hoboken, N. J.

Queen & Co.,
1012 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA.

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-Wirt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Ray

Focus Tubes, Induction Coils.

The

\

IraPasllrDS.
T. H. Brady. New Britain,. Conn., U. S. A.,

Maovifachirer of Mast AriQs.Poleand
SwingiDg Hoods. House Bracketsand
otber Specialties for Constrnctlon
"WoTk.— Catutogues and Prices fur-
nitthed on application.

COPPET?.'
CORRY-Pfl ,

MITCHILLTEMV. COTnUli

PLATINUMFo* ai^ Purposes.
&CSA'^ «£id JNatiT« Platlnoxa Farohaa»ii<

BAKGR A CO., 408-4x4 New tfersef
BaUroad Ave., Newark, N- J.

,^anufecnJrer;nARTRICKSBARTER CO. ELECTRICAL

Bealers ri25So.2ndSt.V)PHILADA.V)PA. goods.

N. i; R.
EiTational

India
Rubber Co's

RUBBER COVERED
XA/ires and Oables.

OFFICE and FACTORY: BRISTOL, R. I.

GORDON PRIMARY CELL.
For Open and Closed Circuit 'Work.

The Perfect, Modern, Longest Lived and Most Economical

Cell Ever Put on the Market.

In use by the leading cities, railroads, telephone and gas engine
companies.

WE CLAIIVI:—Constant discharge of current without polari-

zation; no local action; no noxious gases or fumes; no acids; least

labor for operation; cleanest; not freezing at 28° below zero; eco-

nomic value 50 per cent, greater than gravity cell, and 30 per cent.

greater than best other cell in market. For No. 1 cell. 250 ampere
ours; for No. 2 cell, 100 ampere hours; on open circuit, .9 to I

volt; on closed circiUt, .65 to A'a volt. Benu for circular and price list.

THE GORDON -BDRNHAM BATTERY CO,
82 to 86 West Broadway, New York City.

General Western Agent. S. F. B. MORSE, Marquette BIdg., ChicaBO, III-

THOS. MUIR ^ SON.
3 Larned St. W DETROIT,

MICH.,
\ OUR NEW
} Aluminum-Lined

J
REFLECTORS.

P!

Larned St. W.
Manufacturers

and
• Selling Agents for

Card Electric Co., Dynamos.
Lundell" Motors and Fans.

^ "Imperial" incandescent Lamps.
i Interior Conduit, Brass and iron.

Insulated Wires,
neulating Tapes, Etc.

'Detroit" riedical Batteries.

NEW

V&TOR

JTO-MOTOR

STARTER. ^Ir
A In;

\ Ini
INCANDESCENT
AND

WELSBACH
LIGHTS HADE

rnn ir.ii.

t Estimates Given on Elevators. .. brilliant.

^ GET
{our
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EDDY GENERATORS.
Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

Eddy Motors—Slow, Medium or High Speed.

We build all neceanary apparatus for the transmission of Electrical
Poiver tlironsrh factory or other halldines.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.,
>A/IIMDSOR, CONN.

NEW YORK, H. B. Coho,& Co., Mail and Express Building.
PHILADELPHIA, Walter C. Mclntire & Co., 506 Commerce St-

BOSTON, G. M. Angier & Co., 64 Federal St.

ELMIRA, S. N. Blake.
ST. LOUIS, Western Electrical Supply Co.
KANSAS CITY, W. T. Osborn.
CINCINNATI, O., Nevada Bldg., John A. Stewart!
. CHICAGO, 305 Dearborn St., Wallace &, Hlne, Manaeem.

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL., Cal. Elec. Wks., 409 Market St.

Alcatraz Electrical Compountl,
Mannfactnred by

THE CALIFORNIA ASPHALT CO., ''^^^^^J."-

ABSOLUTELY UNEQUALEO FOR
ELECTRICAL AND WIRE INSULATION, Insulating Connections, Dynamos and Motor Bases, Battery and Accumulator

Shelving, Circuit and Switch-Boards.
WATER-PROOFING Cut-Out Boxes, coating wires when subjected to acid or alkaline fumes, and when laid under

cement, etc.
PAINTING Poles, Brackets, Cross-Arms, Benches, Floors, etc.
COATING CABLES, Lead-Covered Pipes, and all underground work.

ALCATRAZ ELECTRICAL COMPOUND is manufactured ot the celebrated brand of Alcatraz Asphalt, and possesses many well-known points of superiority.
It has been tried under severe and exacting conditions, and has given perfect satisfaction. It will not Scale, Crack or Burn, Presents a Smooth Surface.
Adheres Tenaciously. Not affected by Thermal or Climatic Conditions. Resists the action of the Elements, Acids, Alkalies, 5ewer Qases, and possesses
^reat strength and elasticity. Being the producers of the raw product, we are enabled to save the middleman's profit, and offer consumers a superior article at a
T.ryiowprice.

SAMPLE UPON APPLICATION. Agents wanted in all leading cities.

NON-ARCING AUTOMATIC CIRCUIT BREAKERS
GUARANTEED TO OPERATE PERFECTLY OR NO PAY. MADE FOR ALTERNATING OR

DIRECT CURRENT. ANY VOLTAGE. CATALOGUE FREE.

AUTOMATIC CIRCUIT BREAKER COMPANY, NEWAYGO, MICHIGAN, U. S, A,

THE K. A. K.
Simple in Construction.

Successfully Stood the Se-
vere Tests of Last Win-

ter's Snowstorms.

CONDUIT SYSTEM.
Practical in Operation.

SEND FOR FULL PARTICULARS.

^•••«**««***«**«***«*««**«*«*»*«**««****««««««***«*«««*«*«^

KROTZ, ALLEN & KELLY, spugip.

KEYSTONE ELECTRICAL

INSTRUMENT COMPANY.
Switchboard Voltmeters, Ammeters, Ground Detectors and

Differential Voltmeters.

Type "R" Instrument.

We meet all the requirements of modern Central Stations or Isolated Plants, whether
using direct or alternating current circuits.

Our Instruments are constant and durable, sensitive and accurate, pleasing ir«

appearance and always correct.
We can interest you in prices and other details if you will write to

Ninth St. and Montgromery Ave., Philadelphia.
New York, 15 Cortlandt Street.

Chicago, 1440 Monadnock Building.
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jni's not Okonik tbafs Black

I Okoniic OliK

o
#
#
^
^
^

is a distinctively peculiar wire in form and quality

has a "hump" and is always the best.

An architect once said to us: "I like that Okonite Wire for two reasons: I

have always had the best results with it, and can always tell when a contractor

is using Okonite by feeling for the "hump."

The wire with the hump is the standard,

because it is standard.

o

Geo. fl. mcRinlock, President

Charles €. Brown, Secretary

$. R. frazler, treasurer

The standard is the safest to use ^<^

Central Electric eompanv ^^^ ^
1$$7-1$97

173=175 fldams Street

Cbicago

o
YOUR SUPPLY MAINTAINED FOR 12c.

LAMPS
Efficient, Long-Lived and

Guaranteed Satisfactory.

Write us before making another contract. We are THE
Lamp Renewing Companj' you have heard of.

Lynn Incandescent Lamp Co., Lynn, Mass.

steam Engineering and
Electricity

Taught by Mail.

Our Stationary Engineers' Scholarship includG^ instruction in Arithmetic, Mensuration and the
Use of Letters in Algebraic Formulas, Mechanics, Mechanical Drawing, Steam and Steam Engines,
Steam Boilers, Dynamos and Motors.

Besides a thorough education in the theory of Steam Engineering the instruction is designed to
quahiy Steam Engineers and other students to understand, operate and care for electrical ma-
ciiin^; to instill electrical plants; to perform calculations and to locate and remedy faults.

Studies are carried on at home. No time lost from work. Specially prepared Instruction and
Question Papers, superior to text-books, furnished free to students.

Also courses in Mechanics ; Civil Engineering in all its branches; Book-Keepingand Business Forms
and the English Bra?iches.

A" circular giving full particulars will be sent free. Mention the subject in which you are inter-
ested. Address

THE INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS, Box 1002. Scranton, Pa.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX 4>F ADVERTISEMENTS.
A-hlm-Edwards Elec. Co . .

American Battery Co xlU

American El. Heat. Corp.

American El. Meter Co vi

Amer. El. Telephone Co. xvi

American Elec. Works .... xili

American Engine Co x

Amer. Impulse Wheel Co.

Armorite Int. Con. Co. .

.

xi

Arnold El. Pr. St Co
Auto. Cir. Breaker Co.... ii

Baln,Foree xvii

BakerA Co I

Ball Engine Co
BamettCcG. AH xxil

Belknap Motor Co ix

Bealy & Co.,Chas. H xxii

Brady, T. H 1

Brill Co.. J. G xii

Brlxey, W. R 1

Brush Electric Co.; :.. vili

Bryant Electric Co i

v

Buckeye Electric Co x

Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co xiii

California Asphalt Co it

Card Electric Co vii

Carley , Ira xv

Case, J. I.,T. M. Co
Central Electric Co ill

C.B.AQ. R. R xiv

Chicago Edison Co It

Chicago El. <fc Stereo. Co. . xiv

Chicago Fuse Wire & Mfg.
Co

C.,M. &St. P. R. R xiv

Clonbroek St. B. Co xix

Commercial El. Sup. Co . . . v

Conn. Pipe Mfg. Co iv

Cornman Co xiv

Cutter El. A; Mfg. Co xii
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D. &W. FuseCo xxii
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Edwards&Co xii
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General Electric Co x xi
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Genor & Colburn xxii

Globe Elec. HeatingCo.. xiv

Gordon-Burnham Bat. Co. i

Hart <fc Hegeman Mfg. Co. . vii

Haskins, C. C 1

Hill, W. S. Electric Co..

Hodge, Walsh & Loring. . . xiv
Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co.

Huebel & Manger xiv
Hunter Fan & Motor Co iv

Intemat'l Cor. Schools .

,

Iron-Clad Rheostat Co. .

.

Jewell Belting Co
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.

Kartavert Mfg. Co... xxii
Keystone Electric Co.... x
Keystone Elec, Inst. Co.. ii

Krotz, Allen & Kelly ii

Kusel, D. A. Tel. Mfg. Go. xvii

Leclanche Battery Co— xv
Leffel&Co., James xx
Leonard, Ward, Elec. Co.. i

Lever C. H. Mfg. Co xiv

Lindsley Bros xv
Lock wood Long Dist. Tel.
& Tel. Co. of America. .

.

Lombard Water Wh. G. Co.

Lynn Inc. Lamp Co ill

Main Belting Co xix

ManhattanGen'lCons.Co.. xii

Mansfield Tem, Cop. Co.. xxil

McLean, A, J xv
McLennan & Co., K xii

Mica Insulator Co xii

Mitchell Temp Copper Co. i

Monon R. R vii

Moore, Alfred F i

Muir & Sons, Thos i

Munsell&Co., Eugene...

National India Rubber Co. i

National Tube Works Co. xv

New York Ins.Wire Co... xxii

Northern Elec. Mfg. Co xi

Ohio Electric Works xii

Ohio Storage Batt. Co xll

Okonite Co., The 1

Orne Elec. Const. Co xvii

Otto Gas Engine Wks xix

PaisteCo., H. T xiv

Partrick & Carter Co i

Partridge Carbon Co
Peerless Rubber Mfg.Co .... xii

Pelton Water Wheel Co . . . xx
Peoples' Electric Co.' xiii

Perrizo & Sons xv
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co xiii

PhiUips Ins'd. Wire Cc. . . xiii

Phosphor-Bronze S.Co.Ld xx
Point Marie n Mfg. Co
Pratt, Chas. A xvii

Queen & Co

.

Reislnger, Hugo.

Samson Cordage Wks xii

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.

Scott & Jauney Elec. &
Mfg. Co ix

Shultz Belting Co xxii

Siemens A Halske E. Co. .

Simplex Electrical Co., The, 1

Smith Co., S. Morgan xx
Standard Tel.A El. Co.... xvii

StandardUnderg.CableCo.

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co..
Sierling A Son, W. C xv
Stilwell-Bterce A Smith-
Vaile Co xiv, xv

Storey Motor A Tool Co . .
.

Stromberg-Carlson TeL
Mfff. Co xvi

Studebaker Bros. Mfg. Co. xili

Swarts Metal Refln'g Co. xiv

Taber & Mayer
Triumph Electric Co

United Elec. Imp. Co

Van Home, Burger A Co. . xix
Viaduct Mfg. Co xvii

Vought, M. I xiv
Vulcanized Fibre Co xxIl

Want Advertisements.. xiv
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.... xxil
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.

: xiii

Western Electric Co x, xi

Western Tel. Cons. Co ... . xvi
WestlnghouseEl.AMf.Co. vii

Weston Electrical Inst. Co. i

Whitman A Couch xvi
Wlllard El. ABat. Co xil

Zamel Arc Lt. Meter Co. xl

"or Olas8l-fl«cl Ind^x 9f Advor-felsoff^rion-fes S*4 VI-
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FAN MOTORS.
CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY,

139 ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO.

THE ORIGINAL PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS OF

Cement-JJned Ducts

Engineers and Contractors for Complete Subways.

Address all Corcespondence : XEW HAVEIf, CONK.

The Connecticut Pipe Manufacturing Company,

Office and Factory, West Haven, Conn.

Business EstaljUshed 1865.

Incorporated 1892.
E. H. Phipps, President.
GEO. O. EicHAKDs, Secretary,
Charles Ward, Gen. Mgr.

ii
H. W. J." Toggle Clamp

Feed Wire Insulator.

The weight of the wire in the hinged jaws

automatically causes the wire to be clamped with

a powerful toggle action. Wire may be instantly

detached from insulator by lifting it out.

NO BINDING WIRES, NO SCREW CAP,

NO DELAYS.

Economical, durable. No abrasion of insulation.

Trolley line Insnlators, Giant Strains. Philadelphia Section Insnlators, Etr.

Tolcabeston Parts for Controllers, Motors, Etc.

H.W.JOHNS MANUFACTURING CO.,

I
" BBVANT OOODS ARE OOOD OOODS."

|

BRYANT-PAISTE SWITCH.

PRICES GREATLY REDUCED.
WRITE YOUR JOBBER FOR REVISED

FIGURES.

THE BRYANT ELECTRIC CO..

BRIDQEPORT. CONN.

/#

We have just issued a NEW cata-
lo^ie of electrical books containine lOO

pages, listing everj' work on electric-

ity- A copy -will be cheerfully mailed
Oil receipt of a two-cent -stamp.
ELECTRICIAN PUELISHINO CO..

510 Marquette Eldg., Chicago.

NEW YORK.

2^0-2^2 Randolph ll$t., Chicago, 111.

BOSTON. PHILADELPHIA. LONDON. ^
•«xS«Sk$><sks^^^^h8hS>4kS>^«>«hS«S.<S^«Sh8«Sh8^<8«Sh$hShS^^

The Tuerk Alternating
1897 PATTERNS NOW READY.

Some New Features Embodied in Our '97 Product Make
It Better than Ever.

gi

MADE FOR FROM 50 TO 120 VOLTS

SO, 125 AND 140 CYCLES.

S^I-F-^il ins ^^^r-irtgs.

F/ye different styles of finish—Bronze, Bower-

Barff, Ivory and Gold, Nickel, Polished Brass.

Current Ceiling Fan.
THE HANDSOMEST FAN ON THE MARKET. I

strong, Reliable, Noiseless, Durable, Ornamental f
and Inexpensive to Operate. |

SEND FOR 1897 CATALOGUE.

HUNTER FAN & MOTOR CO.,
FULTON, NEW YORK.

E. B. LATHAM & CO., General Sell-

ing Agents, 136 Liberty Street, New

York, U. S. A.
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The GARVIN MACHINE CO.,
SI N. 7th Street, PHILADELPHIA. SPRING AND VARICK STREETS,

NEW YORK.
We build 5 sizes of

I

ScrewMachines
RANQINO IN CAPACITY

From 1-4 inch to 2 1-2 inches.

WITH OR WITHOUT

Wire Feed, Back Gears,
Qeared Friction Head,
Automatic Feed and

Chasing Bar,

As the Size aad Style of Work Require

WRITE FOR CATALOOUe AND PRICES.

ilACHINERY and flACHINE TOOLS
OF ALL KINDS KEPT IN STOCK.

THE AMERICAN ELECTRIC METER.

Designed

for all

Forms

of

Service.

Send tor cir-

cnlars and
price lists. 3'Wire22>Llsht Meter. Case Open, Sbowlag Mecbaalsm.

The . . .

American

Electric

Meter

Co.,

Cor. 9th Street and
Montgomery Ave ,

PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS
AccnmiLlators.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Ohio Storage Battery Co.
3^'illa^d El. & Battery Co.

AnnuDclators.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Edwards m Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Are liampa.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
DiehlMfg Co.

' Eleotrlo Arc Light Co.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Manhattan Gen'l Cons. Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Arc liiffht Cord.
Central Electric Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Batteries and Jars.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Gas Lighting Co.
Genor & Colburn.
Gordon-Burnham Battery Co
Leolanche Battery Co., The.
Muir &Son, Thos.
Ohio Electric Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

BeUs.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Edwards & Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Ohio Electric Works.
Partrlck <fc Carter Co.

Beltins.
Jewell Belting Co.
Main Belting Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.
Shultz Belting Co.

Boilers.
Clonbrook Steam Boiler Co.

Books. Electrical.
Electrician PubllshlnK Co.

Brnshes.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.

Bnrelar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Edwards & Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Cables (See Insulated Wires.)
Cables, Klectric (See Insu-
lated Wires), Copper,
Sbeet and Bar.
American Eleo. Works.
Brliey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
General Electric Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
New York Ins. Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Carbons.Points& Plates.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co
G%n'l Inc. Arc Light Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.
Relslnger, Hugo.

Cars.
Brill Co., J. G.

Cosnponnd.
Central Electric Co.
California Asphalt Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
McLennan & Co., K.
Okonite Co.

Conduits.
Armorite Interior Cond. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Conn. Pipe Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Muir A Son. Thos.

Constmctlon & Repairs.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Eisele, J. E.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Ft- Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Hodge, Walsh & Lorlng.
Keystone Electric Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.

Contractors and Electric
Liebt Plants.
Ahlm-Edwards El. Co.
Arnold El. Pr. Station Co.
Bain, Foree.
Brush Electric Co.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Card Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
DIehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Hodge, Walsh A Lorlng.
Keystone Electric Co.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Scott A Janney E1.& Mfg.Co.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
Triumph Electric Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse Elec & Mfg Co.

Copper.
^esly & Co.. Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Mansfield Temp. Copper Co.
Mitchell Temp. Copper Co.-

Copper IVires.
American Electrical Works.
Besly&Co., ChasH.
Briiey. W, R.
Central Eleotrlo Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Cordase.
Central Electric Co.
Samson Cordaf^e Wka.

Correspondence Scbools.
Int. Correspond. Schools.

Crookes' Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Cross-Arms, Pins and
Brackets.
Brady, T. H.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Point Marion Mfg. Co.

Cnt-Outs and Switches.
Automatic Clr. Breaker Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Eleo. Corporation.
General Elec. Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mf?. Co.
Hill, W. S. Hlectrlc Co.
PalBteCo., H. T.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg.Co.

I>ynamos.
Ahlm-Edwards El. Co.
American Engine Co.
Brush Electric Co.

Bullock Elec Mfg. Co.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
DIehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Keystone Electric Co.
Muir & Son, Thos.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Scott & Janney El. & Mfg. Co.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
Triumph Electric Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

BconomizerSf Fuel.
Fuel Economizer Co.

Electric Heat's App's.
American El. Heating Corp.
Central Electric Co.
Globe Electric Heating Co.
Johns, H. W., Mfg. Co.

Electric Meters.
American El. Meter Co.
Central Electric Co.
Zamel Arc Light Meter Co.

Electric Bailvrays.
Brush Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Krotz, Allen & Kelly.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
Westlnghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and mechani-
cal Engineers.
Bain, Foree.
Hasklns, C. C.
Pratt. Chas. A.

Electrical Instruments.
Automatic Clr. Breaker Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Keystone El. Instrument Co.
PalsteCo.. H. T.
Queen & Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Electrical Specialties.
Automatic Clr. Breaker Go.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
HIU, W. S. Electric Co.
PaisteCo.,H. T.
Peru Eleo. Mfg. Co.
Vought, M. I.

Electrical "Woodwork.
Lever, C. H. Mfg. Co.

Electro-Platine Mach'y.
Besly &Co.,Ohas. H.
General Electric Co.

Engrines, Gas.
Case. J. I., T. M. Co.
Otto Gas Engine Wks.
Van Home, Burger & Co.

Engrines, Steam.
American Engine Co.
Ball Engine Co-

Fan Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.
Diehl Mfjg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Hunter Fan & Motor Co.
Scott & Janney EL & Mfg Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Western Elec. Co.
Westlnghouse EL A Mfg. Co.

Feed IVater Heaters.
Davis & Son, L B.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Files.
BarnettCo.,G. AH.
Central Electric Co,

Fixtures, El. & Comb'n.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Fuses.
D. A. W. Fuse Co.

Fuse Wire.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire A Mfg.Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Gaskets.
Johns, H. W., Mfg. Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

G as liigrhtins. Electric.
central Electric Co.

Gears.
Besly A Co.. Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.

General Elec. Supplies.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Genor & Colburn.
HiU, W. S. Electric Co.
Hodge, Walsh A Lorlng.
Ohio Electric Works.
PalsteCo., H. T.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Globes and Electrical
Glassirare.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.

GoT'nors, Water Wheel.
LombardWaterWheelGv.Co.

Graphite Specialties.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Induction CoUs.
Central Electric Co.
Queen A Co.

Insulators and Insulat-
ing materials.
Brixey, W. R.
Bryant Electric Co.
California Asphalt Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Empire China Works.
HllL W. S. Electric Co.
Hodge, Walsh & Lorlng.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Mica Insulator Co.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co.. The.
Palste Co., H. T.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.

Insulated W^ires and
Cables—maarnet W^ires.
American Electrical Works.
Brliey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co,

"

General Electric Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
PhlUips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg, Co.

liamp Adjusters.
Voug)it. M. I.

Lamps, Incandescent.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.,
Lynn Incandescent Lp. Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Sawyer-ManElec. Co.
United Eleo. Imp. Co.

Western Electric Go.
Westlnghouse EL A Mfg. Co.

liamp Trim'r's W^agons.
studebaker Bros. Mfg. Co.

liightninsr Arresters.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

magnet '%Vire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

mechanical machinery.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Garvin Machine Co., The.
StilweU-Blerce Smith-Valle

mica.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.

mining Apparatus, Elec.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse EL A Mfg. Co.

motors,
Ahlm-Edwards Elec. Co.
American Engine Go.
Belknap Motor Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Elec. Co.
Dallett A Co., Thos. H.
Diehl Mig. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Keystone Electric Co.
Muir A Son, Thos.
Northern ElectL Mfg. Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Peoples Electric Co.
Scott & Janney El. A Mfg. Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Storey Motor A Tool Co.
Triumph Electric Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co

Packing.
Besly A Co. Chas. H.
Garlock Packing Co.
Johns, H. W., Mfg. Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Go.

Paints.
California Asphalt Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.
Johns, H. W. Mfg. Co.

Phosphor Bronze.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co.Ltd.

Platinum.
Baker A Co.

Poles.
Carley, Ira.
Llndsley Bros.
McLean. A. J.
National Tube Works Co.
Perrizo A Sons.
Point Marion Mfg. Co.
Sterling & Son. W. C.

Porcelain,
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.
Empire China Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Go.

Push Bnttons.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Refiners.
Swarts Metal Refining Co.

Reflectors.
Muir A Son, Thos.

Regulators.
Belknap Motor Co.

Re-W^inding.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Eisele, J. E.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Hodge. Walsh A Lorlng.

Rheostats.
Am. EL Heat. Oorporatlon.
Central Electric Co.
Geiieral Electric Co,
Iron Clad Rheostat Co.
Leonard, Ward, Elec. Co.
Muir A Son, Thos.
Westlnghouse EL A Mfg. Co

Second-Hand macltiu'y-
Cornman Co.
Electrical Exchange. The.

Shades.
Central Electric Co.
Muir A Son, Thos.

Speaking Tnbes.
Central itlecttic Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Keystone El. Instrument Co.
Queen & Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Steel Pipe.
National Tube Works Co.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Ohio Storage Battery Co.
Willard El. A Battery Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical Works.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Moore, Alfred P.
New York Insulated Wire Co
Okonite Co.. The.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.

Telephones, Telephone
material and Switch-
boards.
American El. Telephone Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.
Kusel, D A., Tel. Mfg. Co.
Lockwood T. A T. Co. of Am.
Orne Elec. Cons. Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Standard Tel. A El. Co.
Stromberg-Carlson Tl.M.Co.
Taber A Mayer.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western TeL Cons. Co.
Whitman & Couch.

Transformers,
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diamond Elec. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation
General Electric Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Central Electric Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Trucks, Electric Car.
Brill Co , J. G.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Turbine W^heels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co,
Leffel & Co., Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
Stllwell-Blerce Smith-Valle.

W^ater TTheels.
Am. Impulse Wheel Co.
Darton Globe Iron Works Co.
Leffel A Co., Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co,
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
Stllwell-Blerce Smith-Valle

W^ire, Bare.
Besly Si Co., Chas. H.
Brliey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co
Standard Underground C Co
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.

X Ray Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co,
Queen & Go.

F*or ^IpKekbe-tical Index of ^Xdvor-tEsemen-bs III.
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TRADE MARK ;

'(t\)lovitie Accumulator''
REGISTERED BEPTEMQER 11, IBg4. THE CHLORIDE ACCUMULATOR Is Most Ex-

tensively Used Where It Is Best Known.
A DUPLICATE of the battery of CHLORIDE ACCUMULATORS installed in the United States Cus-

tom House, New York, a year ago, has just been contracted for; it will carry the night lamps in the
Sub-Treasury and Assay office, and during the day, in connection with the original battery, it will

regulate in the electric elevator service in the Custom House.

CATALOGUES.

NEW YORK, 20-22 Broad St.

The Electric Storage Battery Co.,
Drexel BIdg., Philadelphia, Pa.

BOSTON, 92 state St. HIAGO, 1543 Marquette BIdg. SAN FRANCISCO, 222 Market St.

CARDTO THE PUBLIC.
The General Electric Company, Westinghouse Electric Company, Thomson-Houston Electric

Company and the Tesia Electric'Company have biouK'it suits agaiDSt the Scott & Janney Electric &
Manufacturing Company for "alleseu infriufrenients" of their va' ions patents.

This is the USUAL "BLUFF" that is brought to hear upon tliose wliose inventions are bound to
supplant tlie inventions of the above named and other large electrical concerns, who cannot at their own
terms control such new inventions.

"We are manufacturing under ourown patents and are not infringing.
The above named firms are suing us upon a small fan nioior as an excuse to get a chance to make

the public believe that the state of the art is not history as far as tiiey know it.

'J hey have spent millions of dollars trving t<t invent apparatus to do certain things. They failed.
We did invent it and have liad it patented all over the world. AND IT WORKS.

They will try by strat' gy to do what they dare not do openly.
V,'e wish to ask tliat tlie dealers and others who have received or will receive threatening letters

from the above named concerns, will please send same to our attorneys, Messrs. Alexander & Magill,
Giraid Building, Philadelpliia.

We are in the field to stay and do not propose to be intimidated. The Scott & .Taoney Long Dis-
tance Single Phase Alternalingjtailway and Fower System will supersede the inventions of the above
named companies. AND THEY KNOW IT.

FUI^JL PROTECTION OCARANTEEI) TO Al^Ii

PURCHASERS OF OUR APPARATUS.

The Scott & Janney

Electric and Mfg. Co.,

1707-1709 Filbert Street, PHILADELPHIA.

Steady Lights from

Unsteady Power.

The Chapman Voltage Regulator
Controls the voltage of varying speed dynamos.

liamp renewals reduced.
Perfect regulation of voltage by an automatic device magnetically

controlled. 35 to 50 per cent, variation in speed of water wheel or
engine controlled within 2 per cent, of the normal, and it acts as
quick as a circuit breaker. Every central station should have them.
Generators can be worked nearer the limit of their capacity by their
use, thus increasing their eflEective working power.

ISonie who are using

:

Vermont Electric Light Co., Burlington, Vt.
Glen Mfg. Co., Berlin, N. H.
Humford Falls Sulphite Co., Rumford Falls, Me.
Norlhfiend Electric Co., Northfield, Vt.
HoUingsworth & Whitney Co., Waterville, Me.
Bar MilK<i Electric Co., Bar Mills, Me.
ForesI; Mills Co., Bridgtnn, Me.
Norway Electric Light Co., Norway, Me.

Crookston Water, Pr. &Lt. Co., Crookston, Minn.
Pondicherry Mills, Bridgton, Me.
Kingston Electric Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Burgess Sulphite Co., Berlin, N. H.
Cliff Paper Co., Niagara Falls, N. Y.
Westbrook Electric Light Co., Westbrook, Me.
Valleyfleld Electric Co.,' Valleyfield, Quebec.
Orr & Co., Paper Mills, Troy, N. Y.

Recent orders have just been received from Stanley Electric Mfg. Co., Pittsfield, Mass.; Calumet
& Hecla Smelting Co., So. Lake Linden, Michi; Edison Elec. lU'g Co., Topeka, Kan.; Marietta Elec.

Co., Marietta, O., and Westbrook Elec. Lt. & Pr. Co., Westbrook, Me.

C0RRESF>0NE3EIMCE: iOI-ICITED.

Boston O'flce. 154 Coagress St.

New York Office. Brewster Eag. Co.,

Thames BuUdla;. New York City.

SeatJ for Circular 4, or
meatloa Western Blectrl^faa,

Patents owned and controlled exclusively by

Tm BELKNAP MOTOR CO.,
Home Office and Manufactory: Portland, iyi9., Ui 9* Ai
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BX7CSE7E
IIMOAIMD

Monadnock Building-, Chicago.

QUALITY
UNEQUALED

FACTORY
PRODUCTION
TRIPLED.

;IMT 1-AIVIPS.
THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

IT'S ALL RIGHT.

Webb's Telephone Hand-Book. A book for the
expert as well as the novice- Price $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHINC CO.,
5IO n/larque-t-te ^uildlnK. ^l->lc:aso-

KEYSTONE ELECTRIC CO.,
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY ERIE, PA.

A. GrOOD book: 1

1

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-bBok series, of which

45,000 copies have been sold. The new book deals in the author's well-known
practical style with all the problems of Electric Power Transmission.

NOW READY. PRICE $1.00.

Electrician Publishing Company, Suite 510 Marquette Building, Chicago.

IHiAMERICAN-BALL ENGINE
Has All the Latest Improvements,

Its self-oiling system is a splendid success and is ap-

preciated by the engineer because it furnishes a bath of oil

for the bearings without his constant attention, and it makes

the engine run noiselessly and cool.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

AMERICAN ENGINE CO.
Frank H. Ball, een'l Mgr.,

BOVJIMD BROOK, IM. J.
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EuQBHB F. Phillips, Prest. F. N. Phillips, Trea«. W. H. Sawyer, Secy,

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PKOVlUENCi:. It. I.

BAKE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE.
ELECTRIC LICHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

New Yokk Store, P. C. Ackerman. 10 Cortlrindt St.

Chicago Store, F. E. Donohoe. 241 Madison St.

Montreal Branch. Eugene F. Phillips' Electrical Works.

THE CLARK WIRE.
FOR

SWITCHBOARD,
RAILWAY

and MOTOR USE.

CLARK WIRE"

All sizes of

Stranded and Flex-

ible Wire and
Cables with

~
Clark's Insulation.

Inspector Boston Plre Underwriters' Union says;
* 'A thoroughly reliable and desirable wire In every respect. '

'

The Clark wire has been before the public and in use for the past ten years,

and has met with universal favor. We guarantee our insulation wherever used.

Aerial, Underground or Submarine, and our net prices are as low, if not lower,

than any other first-class insulated wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues,

with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
HENBY A. CLARK, Treas. and Gen'l Manager.

HERBERT H. EUSTIS. Pres. and Electrician.

61-63 Hampshire Street,
BOSTOrJ. I\/I.«K!

Preserve Your Copies

ym
OF THE

Western Electrician,
BINDERS 81.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 510 Marquette BaildinjE, • • • . CHICAOO.

TRIMMER'S
TOWER WACOM.

NOVEL FEATURES.
AVitli it a Trimmer can trim about 2.>o lamps as pom-

larrd with 60 tamns trimmed by "tiMdKiiig with ladder
ud liit. ' Write for detailed descripUon.

STUDEBAKER BROS. MFG. CO.,
SOUTH BEND, IND.

[MERCULES^ArTERjES

\X CLEDE BATrERIES|

I POaCEIAlH IHSUlAtlOfl 01 all Kinds, i

We Solicit \he maKIn^ of

Spec^u. Designs oi=- Porcelain.

Fort Wayne Electric Corporation,
FORT WAYNE, IND.

Apparatus for

Arc, Direc-fc Curreri't and Al-terna-fc-
ingr In^^nd^s^en-fc ^igKi-fcingr arid

The Bullock Electric Mfg. Co.,

ELECTRIC UGHT

I032 BROiB^^^A/^.AV', ^KNCINIM A.-ri, OMIO. \M

NEW YORK:

AND

POWER PLANTS
AND

SLOW SPEED
MOTORS.

BOSTON:

St. Paul Building.

No. 8 Oliver Street.

PHILADELPHIA:
No. 662 Bourse Building.

CHICAGO:
No. 623 Western Union BIdg.

AMERICAN" ^cLr
ARE THE BEST. Sen^ for Descriptive CIrculai.

Absolutely Non-Infringing.
Protection Cuaranteeo.

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
ESTD 1889. 38 W. Quincy St., Clilcago, III.'

EVERYTHING IN WIRE.
BARE AND INSULATED.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF JHE "CHICAGO" RAIL BOND.

WASHBURN $t MOEN MFC. CO.,
'NA/^ORCESTER, IVIA.SS.

BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES: New York. Cliicago, San Francisco, Houston, Philadelphia,
Pittsburg, Boston,

WEATHERPROOF WIRE.
COMPLETE STOCK CARRIED BY

Western Electric Co,, New York,

Electric Appliance Co,, Chicago,

Pettingell Andrews Co,, Boston.

Electrical Engineering Co., Minneapolis.

St. Lonis Electrical Supply Co,, St, Louis.

Tlie Bradford Belting Co,, Cincinnati

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.,

Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET, R, I.
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WANTED.
Conipotent olectrlolaii and mechanic; must be

familiar with olectrlcal nilQing machinery. Ad-
dress 0. Y. Z.. care Wkstkkn Ki.ectiuoian,
510 Marquette Itldp.. Clilcago.

WANTED.
A pond suporlutendent and electrician for

stiiall electric liRlit plant, at ;i sal;iry $75.00 a
mouth. Person mnst liave $l.."iiti In take stoclc

In same Co. Address 'STOCK." AVestkrn
Ei.KCTKii'iAN. 510 Marquettc Hld^.. ClilcaRO.

WANTED.
situation as manager or assistant manager or

inspector of some indepfeudetit telephone coin-

I>any by man experienced as manager and in-

spector, also as foreman of outside construction.
West references furnished. Address "Telephone
Mgr.." eare Western Klectkioian, 510 Mar-
quette Bldg., Chicago.

\A/^iMM T E: D .

ARMATURES TO REWIND.
winders direct from T.-H. and Westingliouse
shops. Work guaranteed. Ten years' experience.
LlKot plants Installed complete. Send for prices.

HODCE, WALSH & LORINC,
631 Delaware. Kansas City. Mo.

FOR SALE.
The wliole or a controlling interest in the stock

of the St. Paul and Suburban Railway Company.
This is a valuable property and will bear investi-

gation, and the stock will be sold at a very low
figure. No bonded or other Indebtedness. Full
particulars and description of the property will be
given upon application. Address E. W. PEET &
SON, Manhattan Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.

FOR SALE.
One -20 light, 2,000 c. p. Ball dynamo, cheap;

second-hand, good condition. ENGINEER, 10.52

Madison St., Chicago.

FOR SALE.
Thirty 20 ampere Shailenberger recording am-

pere-hour meters, practically new; very cheaji.

These meters are guaranteed to be equal in
accuracy and sensibility to new meters. Address
"X. Y. Z.." care VVesterk Electrician, 510
Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

FOR SALE.
Two new type 50-light, lO-arapere Excelsior arc

dynamos, used four years, in good repair and
running condition. Forty new type Excelsior
double lamps, in good working order. Having
discontinued the use of small dynamos, desire
to sell. Make us an otfer. Will sell cheap for
cash. Ammeters and wall controllers go with
dynamos. Forest City Electric Light & Power Co.,
Kockford, 111.

FOR SALE CHEAP.
Make us an offer. One iron mast standing,

complete, 125 feet high, second hand, for 4 lamps,
in good state of preservation; having no further
use for it we are anxious to sell. Santa Barbara
Electric Light Co .. Santa Barbara, Cal.

Second hand Arc Lamps of different manu-
facture: good as new and thoroughly tested:
also. Arc and Incandescent Dynamos and other
electrical apparatus.
Always in the market for scrap Dynamos,

Motors, Wire, Copper, burned out Incandes-
cent Lamjis and Lamp bases, etc. AddressTHE
CORNMAK CO]!rPA]!*IY,U3i HamiltonSt.,
Cleveland, Ohio.

Bargains in Street Railway
Apparatus.

MOTORSi Price each.

4G. E. 800 motors $1P5.00
2 Steel motors, "C" No. 3 200.00
4 Walker motors. 30 h. p 175,00
2 WestinghouseNo. 12, 30 h. p 150.00
10 ' No. 1-2. 20h. p 160.00
23 " No.3,25h.p 150.00
24 Edison No. 6, 15 h. p 65.00

GENERATORS.
Edison, T.-H., Detroit, Rae. Write for prices.

TRUCKS.
20McGuire old style tracks, 25 Brill trucks,

Cars and Trailers. Write for photos and prices.

The Electrical Exchange,
Long Distance Tel. 744 Express.

166-174- S. Clinton St., Chicago.

FOR SALE.
llnuriug mlU and oloctric light
iiii'T>r Micliigan's best wheat

An intnrnst in a II

plant. l(M';ih'(

counlii's, Ihivi' lung nmtriu^t with city and
railroad for water supitly. liovenue from elec-
tric lights and \\;iter more than pays for fuel
and engineers. Owners have invested all they
have and gone into debt to complete plant, and
are unable to stock and run It. Address "Mich-
igan." care Westrhn Electrician, 510 Mar-
i|uette Building, Chicago.

ARMATURES,
FIELDS,
COMMUTATORS
TELEPHONE MAIN 1120.

J. E. EISELE,
94 Lytle Street.

EVERY-DAY EXCURSIONS

To all parts of the world can be arrang-
ed for any day in the year, for one or
more persons, upon application to any
principal ticket agent of the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway. Itiner-
aries carefully prepared for excursions
to California, Mexico, China, Japan,
and to any part of Europe. Estimates
furnished, including all expenses.
Tickets furnished for the complete
journey. It is not necessary to wait for
any so-called "Personally Conducted
Excursions. '

' In these days of progress-
ive enlightenment, with the English
language spoken in every land under the
sun, one does not need to depend upon
the services of guides for sight-seeing,
but can go it alone or in small family
parties, with great comfort and security
and at one's own convenience. Write to

C. N. Souther, City Ticket Agent, 95
Adams St., Chicago.

ELECTROTYPES.
eHiCAGO ELECTRO. & STEREO. CO.,

149-155 Plymouth Place, Chicago.

Playing Cards.

Vou can obtain a pack of best quality

playing cards by sending fifteen cents in

postage to P. S. Eostis, Gen'l Pass. Agent,

C, B. & Q. R. R., Chicago, 111.

rHe Coast Line to MACKINAC
'

—

TAKE THE—

'

W MACKINAC
DETROIT
PETOSKEY
CHICAGO

New Steel Passenger Steamers
The Greatest Perfection yet attained in

Boat Construction—Luxurious Equipment,
Artistic Purnishlni;, Decoration and Effic-

ient Service, insuring the highest degree of

COMFORT, SPEED AND SAFETY
Four Trips per Week Between

Toledo, Detroit and Mackinac
PETOSKEY, "the SOO," MARQUETTE

AND DULUTH.
LOW RATES to Picturesque Mackinacand

Return, including: Heals and Bertlis. From
Cleveland, $|8; from Toledo, $15; trom
Detroit, $13.50.

DAY AND NIQHT SERVICE.

Between Detroit and Cleveland
Connecting at Cleveland with Earliest

Trains for all points East, South and South-
west and at Detroit for all points North and
Northwest.

Sunday Trips June. July, August and Sept. Only

EVERY DAY BETWEEN

CleveIand,Put=in=Bay^Toledo
Send for Illustrated Pamphlet. Address ;

A. A. SCHANTZ, a. p. *.. DETROIT, MICH,
i

THe Detroit & Glevelaim Steam Nav. Go. •,

Scrap Copper Wire Wanted.
If you have any Old Copper Wire of any description to

'

dispose of, it will pay you to communicate with us, as we are
',i all times in the market for any quantity of Scrap Copper
Wire, at the highest market values. We pay cash and send
prompt returns. We are also supplying the electrical trade with
our high grade Babbitt, CottonJWaste, Solder, Etc. Please com-
municate witli us.

8WARTS METAL REFINING CO.,
20 N. Desplalnes Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Stilwell's Patent sm^fL Water Purifier.
Removes all Impurities.

ENTIRELY PREVENTS SCALE IN STEAM

BOILERS. Catalogue on Application.

m Stilwell-Bierce & Siitli-Vaile Co.,

DAYTON, OHIO.
Risdon Iron &I.ocoinotive Works, San Francisco, Cal., Pacific Coast Agent,

Agents Wanted.

A few good live agents

to take subscriptions for

the WESTERN EL,EC-
TRICIAIV and handle our
book publications. liiberal

commissions paid.

Address, stating expe-

rience and references,

Electrician Publishing Co.,

5 I O IVIARQUETTE BLDC,

CHICAGO.

Anchor or Toggle Bolt.

PATENTED OCT. ZB, t SOB.

TENS'LE STRENGTH, 870 LBS.

Electrical and Small Woodwork a Specialty.
Send for catalogue.

C.H. LEVER MFG. CO., CHICAGO.

THE "TWO BALLS" ADJUSTABLE HANGER
Have the light exactly

where you want it. Only

50c M. I. YOUGHT, Electrical Specialties, \"2 South Front Si
t CROSSE. WIS.

The Electrician Publishing

Co., Suite 510 Marquette

Building, Chicago. Headquar-

ters for all latest Electrical

Books. Write for Catalogue.

THE BELL,
STYLE "F"

3 TO 15 INCHES.
iBk,SK F-OR IT.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

HUEBEL & MANGER,
MANUFACTURERS,

290 Graham St.. Brooklyn N.Y.

Making Switches Our Specialty-
^Vrite for full particulars, free Samples,

etc. A new brand—Pioneer

Good goods at low figures.

H. T. PAISTE CO.
CHICAGO PHILADELPHIA

WITCHES

SEND FOR LIST OF
APTiri FS ON X-RAV

EXPERIMENTS PUBLISHED IN THE WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, ...i."^h%lo.. CHICAGO.

ELECTRIC HEATERS ^^^""^^''^iNfMUM expense.

Portaljle Heater for residences and otfices, size 23 inches long, llVi Inches
high, 5 inches wide. Weight 30 pounds.

Highest Efficiency, Simplicity. Durability, Production Guaranteed.
Our Street Car neater.s lead all competitors.

,
,

'

Send for new illustrated circular.

tleatlng coils renewed like incandescent tamps. Constructed for any voltage. Work on direct
or alternating current. Consumes 6. 8 amperes on no volt current, i. 5 on s<»o volt current.

THE GLOBE ELECTRIC HEATING CO., "^^rr*^ Philadelphia, Pa.
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VnpTNIS @ HAS BEEN MAKING

[Telephones
f? 20 YEARS, NOT CHEAP BUT
SERVICEABLE AND FULIY CUARJMTEED.

,
• CIRCULARS FURNISHED. •

VfadvctEiectricC"
BALTIMORE. MP, U.S.A.

THETELEPHONE HAND-BOOK
BY

HERBERT LAWS WEBB.
Price 91.00.

The only complete and practical work
of its kind on the market.

PTTBLISHED BY

THE ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
Suite 610 Marquette BulldlDK, Chicago,

i'^'Onu toiik (^V>V. (b.

0umiqi6 Wq.- Oileaiy).

....BINDERS....
FOR THE

Western Electrician
$1.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUB. CO.,
CHICKGO.

IT SPEAKS
FOR ITSELF AND FOR YOU!

THERE ARE MICROPHONES AND MICROPHONES,

'i^f'^^l BUT
THE MILDE CARBON MICROPHONES

(CONTROLLED BY US)

Excel All Others.
So do ODi- SWITCHBOARDS and TELEPHONES.

STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.,
JM^^dlson, "Wis., JJ, S. A..

We have just IsBaed a NEW cata-
logue of electrical books containing 100

fiages, listing every work on electrlc-
ty. A copy will be clieerfully mailed
On receipt of a two-cent stamp.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

510 Marquette Bldg:., Chicago.

ALL GOONS LOOK ALIKE TO ME
All Telephones May Look Alike to You—

But before buying, examine the parts, test the working qualities and
investigate references. Cheap goods cost more in the end than high

grade goods to start with. If you want the best, write us.

THE D. A. KUSEL TELEPHONE MFG. CO,,
No. I 105 Pine St., ST. LOUIS, MO.

DIRECTORY OF PRINCIPAL ELEC

TRICAL AND MECHANICAL

ENGINEERS.

Charles A. Pratt,

Consnhing Electrical Engineer.

rower transmlBsloD ana BUDdlvlslon lor
::6ctorleB. Electric coal mining plants
Designs lor special machinery
'^lans, speclncatlons, tests, superrlslon.

1118 Monadnoclt Bldg.. Chicago.

Foree Bain,
Electrical and
Mechanical Engineer.ConeuUiue,

De>lKniDe.
Supervltlnp.
Constructing,
Testing-

Plans. Spreiiications and
(ieneral KiiglneeriDf!;.

Kxpert in Patent Causes.

Suite 1057. IGiiH and l«.>i>
llonadnock Bide, (HK'At^O.

On receipt of^

10 CENTS
We will send you a

Western Electriclaii

MooiiM Scleile

FOR 1897.

Every Lighting man should

have one.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 510 Marquette BIdq.. CHICAGO. -

Map of the United States.
A large handsome Map of the United

Slates, mounted and suitable for office or

home use, is issued by the Burlington

Route. Copies will be mailed to any ad-

dress on receipt of fifteen cents in postage

by P. S. EusTis, Gen'l Pass. Agent, C, B.

&Q. R.R.. Chicago, 111.

MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP:
With legal and eilitoi-ial opinions, tables and cost of lights as fnrnished by private companies and ninnicipal plants.

BY IVI. J. F-RAIMOISCO.
Eonrth edition, revised. lOO pages. PRICE 50c. ~ Fnll of valnable information for everyone interested in the snb.jeet.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 MARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

££ 55

THE BEST ANSWER TO A QUESTION
On Wiring, can be found in the New Book,

WIRING TABLES,
"How They are Made and How to Use Them."

BY THOS. C. CRIER.
Whenever yon are ashed a qnestion on Wiring, refer the

questioner to this book, and he will find Trhat he desires.
THE BOOK CONTAINS: The Law of Resistance, Electromotive Force an^l Current

Fully Explained. How to Calculate tiie Size of Wires. The Different Metliods of Wiring, with
Diai^rams. How to Apply the simple Formula, in Calculating the Size of Wires Under all Condi-
tions. Diagrams for Wiring 3 Point, 4 Point, Head Light and Heat Kegulating Switches.

27 TAB1,£S ON WIRING AND VAtCABLiE DATA.
Ohm's law is described in snch plain and simple langnage

that one cannot fail to clearly nnderstanfl it.

Bound in Cloth, 80 Pages, Size 5x7^ in. Sent, prepaid, on receipt of price, $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.. ^'ISr CHICAGO.

Of INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.
Bt Hbbbebt Laws Webb.

A New Book—Just What You Need.

A Practical Guide to the Testing of Electric Light, Electrie

Railway, Telephone and Telegraph Wires,

PBICE, FOSTA6E FBEPAID, »1,00.

SEND IN ITOUB OBDEB NOW<

ELEGTRIGIAN PUBLISHING GOMPANY,
Suite 510 Marquette Building, CHICAGO.
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Offer
WESTERN . .

.

ELECTRICIAN

3 MONTHS 50 CENTS
THIRTEEN NUMBERS CONTAINING B. J. ARNOLD'S ELEVEN LECTURES ON THE

"DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS," DE-
LIVERED IN MARCH AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA.

LAST LECTURE IN THIS ISSUE.

TITLES OF THE LECTURES:

B. J. ARNOLD.

1. Possible Sources of Energy.
2. Cost of the Production of Power.
3. Boilers and Accessories.
4. Water Snpply, Pumps, Condensers, Heaters,

Economizers, Etc.
5. Engines.
C Piping.

7. Connections betireen Engines and Gen-
erators.

8. Oenerators and Switcliboard.
9. Storage Battery Auxiliaries.

10. Preliminary Determinations.
11. Buildings and General Arrangements.

"In securing the exclusive right to the serial publication

or the lectures delivered last month at the University of

Nebraska, by Bion J. Arnold, the Western Electrician

feels that it is providing for its readers during the next

three months a feature of assured excellence. As a student,

Mr. Arnold is close, careful, persistent, yet enthusiastic

withal; as an engineer he is practical, cautious, yet quicic

to adapt himself to existing conditions, and eager to se-

cure the best result without dogmatic adhesion to any pet

theory. He seems to balance well theory and practice and
has been successful in accomplishment. Devoting especial

attention to power station work, he is well qualified to

speak on the "Design and Construction of Electric Power
Plants," which is the subject of his series of lectures.

The first lecture, which appears in this issue, somewhat
abridged, shows with what thoroughness Mr. Arnold ap-

proaches his subject. "

—

Editorial Announcement.

A BIT OF jaiS WORK.

LSend 50 cents and Receive the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN for 13 Weeks, antf learn all about Electric Power Plants, d

K><><>O<KK>O<K><><KV<><K)-0^K>-<><>O-C><HKKH>^^
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STEADY AS A CLOCK. '

Isolated lighting, economical power,
takes gas three times as often as others,

biit i as much at a time. Geneva!
agents wanted.

VAN HORNE, BURGER & CO.,

D.AV1-OIM, OMI^.

ELECTRICAL BOOKS,
All »«incls.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Snlte 510 Marquette, CHICAGO.

YOU ARE

li TIRED
0( using "DYNA-
MO" Belting made
from "Shou Ide r

Stock," write us

for prices and In-

formation on '
' LE-

VIATHAN" and
"O A K LEAF"
Belting, and our

method of "Belt-

i n g up" ELEC-
TRIC LIGHT and
POWER PLANTS.
High grade Belt-

ing only. Best
Results. Least
Cost.

Write fully, Con-

di t i o n s under

which Belting
runs, power re-

quired, etc.

MAIN BEL.Ti:sro CO.,

65 and 57 Market St., CHICAGO, ILL.
Iii2i-I235 Carpenter St., Philadelphia.

I'JO rearl St., Boston.

STUDENTS
Will find that the Western
Electrician can help them
wonderfully in the study of

electricity. Subscribe now.

S3. 00 per year, in advance.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

Suite 510 Marquette BIdg., • CHICAGO

Qas,

GasoHne

OTF.K f.-S.OOO SOI/D

THE OTTO

Natural Gas LllUlllLU
FOB

Electric Lighting.
SIZES 1 TO 260 H. P.

Electric Light Plants in Operation

from 2 to 250 H. P.

The Otto Gas Mne Works, Inc.,

PHIT/ADELPHIA.

THE-

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Manufacturers of tlie

Morrii "Clmax" M "Coiponflf Safety Water

Tie Boilers.

BUILT IN UNITS OF 50 TO ( ,000 H, P.

CAUTION , Beware of infringers, they will

I be rigidly prosecuted.

ALSO BUILDERS OF

Smoke Stacks, Tanks, Etc., and
All Classes of Iron Work.

SpeciflcatioDB, I>raTriDgs and Prices famished
on applieation.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boilers.

ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM.
325 PAGBS. PRIC£ S2.00. 347 ILlillSXRATIONS. A series ofThirty-four Practical J^essons covering the Science of £lectricity from Its Fundamental

Principles to Its £very-day Applications. By Prof. I>. C. Jacl£Son, University of Wisconsin : Prof.H. !4. 1'arhart, ITuiversityof Dlichigan ; Prof. B. >\ Thomas,
llniversity ofOhio; Prof. IVm. A. Anthony, ofNeiv York; Prof. Brown Ayres.Tulane University; Prof. A. C. Perriue, Leland Stanford University, Cal.; Prof.
CJeo. I>. Shephardson, University of Ulinnesota, and others. A Comprehensive Treatise in Simple Language, Free from Algebraic Equations and Easily Understood.

Loss of Voltage; Circular Mils; Prnc-coN-rciM-rs:
CHAPTER I: The Nature and Properties of Electricity;

Origin of Electricity; Two Kinds; Laws of Attraction and
Repulsion ; Positive and Negative Charge ; Terms, Con-
ductors, Insulators, Electric Conductivity; Conveying Elec-
tricity; The Electroscope; Force Exerted Between Charged
Hodles; Unit of Measurement of quantity of Electricity;
Electrometer.—CHAPTER H: Machines for Generatiug
Electricity by Friction and by Electric Induction; Making
Machine to Continuously Generate Electricity by Friction;
The Electrophorus; Induction Generator; Units of Elec-
tric Current and Pressure; Electricity Conveyed by Unit
Current Each Second; Negatively and Positively Charged
Conductors; Relation of Lightning and Sparks of Electrical
Machine.—CHAPTER III: Electric Batteries or Appliances
for Generating Electricity bv Chemical Action; Action of
Batteries; Electric Pressure; VoltaicElectricity; Directionof
Current Flow; Production of Continuous Current; Battery
Cells In Series; Production of Pressure by Cells; Polariza-
tion and Its Avoidance; Leclancbe Cell; Open Circuit Cells.

—CHAPTER IV: Electric Batteries or Appliances for Gen-
erating Electricity by Chemical Action (Concluded); Closed
Circuit Cells; Local Action; Law of Electro-chemical Ac-
tion; Electro-chemical Equivalent; Primary Batteries Com-
pared with Dynamos for Furnishing Current; Uses of
Batteries; Difference Between a Primary and Storage Bat-
tery; How Storage Batteries are Made; Parallel Connection
of Plates in Storage Batteries.—CHAPTER V: The Nature
and Properties of Magnetism, Magnetic Fields; Permanent
Magnetism; Magnetic Attraction and Repulsion; Poles of
Magnet"; Magnitude of Force Between Two Magnets; Aging
Magnets; Earth's Action on Magnetic Needle; Magnetic
Field; Action of Lines of Force.—CHAPTER VI: The Mag-
netic Effects of Electric Currents and Magnetic Circuits;
Effect of Electric Current on Magnetic Needle; Relation
Between Direction of Lines of Force and Direction of
(Current Flow; Determination of Current Direction by
<'i)nipass; Ampere Turns; Solenoids; Ampere's Theory;
Solenoids w'th Steel or Iron Cores; Residual Magnetism;
Electro-Magnets; Magnetic Permeability; Magnetic Re-
lu'ctffcce; Maffneto Motive Force or Magnetic Pressure.—
<!HAPTER VII: Ohm's Law of the Flow of Electricity;
Pressure; Resistance; Current; Volt; Ohm; Ampere; Mer-
cury Resistance; Conductivity of Copper Compared with.

Other Metals; Resistance of Circuits Made Up of the Same
Parts in Parallel; Joint Resistances; Fall of Voltage Over
Resistance; Effect of Temperature on Resistance; Copper
Temperature Coefficient.—CHAPTER VIII: Heating Ef-
fects of Electric Currents; Miscellaneous Effects of Elec-
tric Currents; Foot-pound; Joule; Horse-power; Watt; Kilo-
watt; Watts per Horse-power; Heating Effects on Bear-
ings of Machinerv; Effect of Electricity on Nerves of Ani-
mals; Muscular Effect of Strong Currents.—CHAPTER IX:
Galvanometers and Voltameters; Differences in Construction
for Large and Small Currents; Presence and Direction of
Currents Shown by Galvanometer; Strength of Current In-
dicated; Tangent Galvanometer; Reflecting Galvanometer;
Xeedle Suspension; d'Arsouval Galvanometer; Terms
"Dead-Beat." "Calibrate;" Voltameter; Elect rolvte. Elec-
trolysis; Electrode; Forms of Voltameters.—CHAPTER X:
Measurement of Electrical Resistance; Resistance Meas-
ured by Substitution: Resistance Boxes; Use of German
Silver; Coils; Wheatstone Bridce: Measuring Resistances
with Bridge: Measuring Very High Resistances; Practical
Examples.—CHAPTER XI: E very-day Measurements of
Electric Currents and Pressure; Three Effects by Which
Currents are Directly Measured; Amperemeters; Milli-

ampere; Microampere; Three Classes of Magnetic Ampere-
meters; Weston Amperemeter; Electro Dynamometers;
Hot Wire Instruments; Scales of Amperemeters; Alter-
nating Current Measuring Instruments; Measuring Very
Large Currents; Measuring Electric Pressures; Voltmeters;
Cardew Voltmeter; Electrometers; Electrostatic Volt-
meters; Standard Cells; Measuring Currents by Voltmoter
and a Standard Resistance.—CHAPTER XII: Every-
day Measurements of Electric Power. Condensers and
The Measurement of iheir Capacity; Wattmeters; Electro-
dyna!niometer Used as Wattmeter; Recording Wattmeters;
Coulomb Meters; Watt Hour; Ampere Hour; Capacity;
Farad; Microfarad; Condenser; Capacity of Condenser;
Charging Condenser; Specific Inductive Capacity; Selec-
tion of Insulation for Telephone Cables; Capacity of
Underground Wires; Comparing Capacities by Ballistic
Galvanometer; Practical Capacitv Measurements;- Leydeu
Jar.—CHAPTER XIII: Electrolytic Deposition of Metals;
Electroplating; Metals Commonly used in IMating; Salt
of a Metal; Nitrate of Silver; Cyanide of Silver and of Po-
tassium; Solution for Silver plating; Vats; Quality of Elec-
trolytic Deposit; Effect of Too Great or Small Currents;
Cleaning Articles to be Plated; Gilding Inside of Silver
Articles; Base Metals on Which Nickel ig Usually Plated;
Solution for Nickel Plating; Electrotyping; Electrotype
Molds; Electrotype Finishing; Eloctrolvtic 'Refining of
Copper; Solution Used.—CHAPTER XIV: The Electric
Telegraph ; Elements of Electric Telegraph ; Telegrapii
Circuits; Telegraphic Signals; Seuding aud Receiving;
Telegraph Lines; Sounder; Relays; Local Circuits; Multi-
ple Telegraphy; Duplex Telegraphy; Diplex Telegraphy;
Quadruplex Telegraphy.—CHAPTER XV: Multiple Tele-
graphy; Differential Relay; Polarized Relay; Pole Changer;
Principles of Operation of Diplex. Quadruplex, Bridge
Duplex; Artificial Line; Autographic Telegraphv.-CHAP-
TER XVI: The Telephone; Bell Telephone; Microphone;
•P.lake Transmitter; Exchanges; Switchboard; Loug-Distance
Transmitter.-CHAPTER XVII: The Construction of
Telegraph and Telephone Lines and Instruments; Poles;
Cross-Arms; Pins; Joints; Insulators; Insulation; Ground
Plates; Underground Cables: Conduits; Fuses; Multiple
Switchboards.—CHAPTER XVIII: Testing Lines for In-
sulation and Conductivity and the Location of Leaks aud
Breaks; Line Troubles; Grounds: Crosses; Locating
Trouble; Earth Currents; Line Conductivity and Insula-
tion; Testing.—CHAPTER XIX: Principles of Continu-
ous Current Dynamos and Motors; Electric Conductor
in Magnetic Field; Field Strength; Induced Electric Pres-
sure; Direction of Current Moving Conductors; Alternat-
inir Current; Dynamos; Magnetos; Commutator.—CHAP-
TER XX: Principles of Continuous Current Dynamos
and Motors: their Construction. Care aud Attendance;
Gramme Armature; Siemens Armature; Armature Cur-
rent; liaminatlug Cores; Foucault or Eddy Currents; Hys-
teresis; Fundamental I'rinciples of Dynamos and Motors;
Points of Good DynamO; Counter Electric Pressure; Types
of Field Windings; Series, Shunt and Compound AVound
Machines: Multipolar Machines; Regulation. Care and
Maintenance.—CHAPTER XXI: Arc Lightini; and Arc
Light Machinery; The Arc; Arc Lamps; Principles of
Operation; Connections; Arc Dynamos; Current and Pres-
sure Required; Making of Arc Carbons; Regulators; Arc
Light Switchboards.-CHAPTER XXII: Incandescent
Lighting and Power Transmission. Two. Three and Five
Wire Systems of Distribution for Electric Lights and
Motors; Incandescent Lamp: Filaments: Vaccnum; Ma-
terial for and Making of Filaments; Advantages of In-
candescent Lamps; vTucandesK^ent and Motor Circuits;

Constant Pressure;
tical Examples; Weight of Copper' Required for Trans-
mission of 1*0wer at Different Pressures; Three-Wire
Sj-stem; Motor Starting Resistances.—CHAPTER XXIII:
Construction of Electric Light and Power Circuits, aud
Their Testing; Overhead Electric Light Wires; Weather-
Proof Wire; Arc Circuit Wires; "Drawing In" and
"Built In" Underground System; Underground Electric
Light Cables; Edison Tubing; Feeders; Plains; Inside
Wiring; Cleat Work; Moulding Work; Concealed Work;
Dangers from Fires; Distribution System;.—CHAPTER
XXIV: Testing Electric Light Circuits and the Dis-
tribution and Measurement of Light; Faults; Soldered
Joints; Magneto Bell; Use of Voltmeter to Locate Grounds
on Arc Circuits; Ground Detector; General Testing;
Photometer; Standard Candles; Illuminating Eflfect of
Lamps; Effect of Opal Globes.—CHAPTER XXV: Elec-
tro-Magnetic Induction; Effect of Cutting Lines of Force
by an Electric Conductor; Induced Curreuts; Induction
Coils; Cores of Induction Coils; Transformers; Direc-
tion of Induced Current; Self Induction; Attraction aud
Repulsion of I'arallel Wires Carrying Currents.—CHAP-
TER XXVI: Alternating Currents; Alternator; Electro-
lytic Effect of I'lilsatiug Current; Heating Effect of Al-
ternating Current; Effective Value; Alternating Current;
Measurements; Fretiuency; Period; Apparent Resistance.
—CHAPTER XXVII: Alternating Curreuts and Alter-
nating Current Machinery (Concluded); Power Used in AI-

!
ternating Circuits; Alternating Currents for Lighting; Mak-
ing Transformers; Testing Transformers; Building Alterna-
tors; Number of Altsrnalions; The Exciter; Running Al-
ternators in Parallel; Synchronous Motors; Two-Phase
and Three-Phase Systems; Induction Motors; Squirrei-
Cage Armature; Mesh Connection; Star Connection;.—
CHAPTER XXVIII: Miscellaneous Applications of
Electric Motors; Uses of Electric Motors; Motors In Ma-
chine Shops; Waste of Power in Factories; Advantages
of Removing Shafts and Belts; Estimating Electrical
Power Required; Electric Elevators; Electric Launches.—
CHAPTER XXIX: Electric Railways; Richmond Elec-
tric Railroad; Trolley Wire; Trolley; Track; Use of Two
Motors: Rail Bonds; Heavy Electric Loebmotives.—CHAP-
TER XXX: MethoJs of Handling and Controlling Rail-
way Motors and Generators; Output Records; Record;
ing VoUmet.?rs; Load of Electric Railway Plant; Appli-
cation of Storage Batteries to Smooth Road Curve; Meth-
ods of Controlling Su-eet Car Motors; Station Instru-
ments: Equalizer.—CHAPTER XXXI: Model Electric
I'lant; First Central Station;, Changes in General Me-
chanical Construction of Dynamos; Instruments: Multi-
ple Arcing Galvanometers; Use of Double and Single
Pole Switches; Operating Dynamos in Parallel; Feeder
Connections In Continuous aud Alternating Stations;
Throwing Dynamo into Circuit; Cutting Dynamo Out.

—

CHAPTER XXXII: Underwriter's Rules, Etc.; Neces-
sity of Rules; Special Points in Wiring; Insulation of
Sockets, Fuses, Fixtures: Annunciator Wire; Office Wire;
Leaky Wires.—CHAPTER XXXIII: Electric Welding.
Forging. Etc.; Electricity Applied to the Kitchen; Elec-
trical Methods Applied to Jlctal Working; Thomson
Apparatus for Heating Metals; Welding by Thomson
Method: Eernardos Process of Working Metals; Bringing
Piece of Metal to High Temperature by Dipping in Pail
of Water; Electric Current for Wnrmlng and Cooking;
Electric Heating and Stoves Compared.—CHAPTER
XXXIV: Electro-Therapeutics; Galvanic Curren*-: Fara-
dic Current: Static Electricity: Electric Osmosis; Electro-
Cautery; Medical Electric Lights.

PRICE $2.00. Sent postage prepaid to any address in the world on receipt of price. The Ideal Work for Electricians. Central Station Men. Engineers, Dynamo Tenders. Linemen. Students, Etc.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO./510 MARQUETTE BLOC, CHICAOO.
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^ Dayton Globe Iron Works Co., Davtom. 0.
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Xb^ BEIIRRYIVIAIM
Feed Water Heater and Purifier.

Provided with U-shaped Tubes, it Never Lealcs,

THE HICiHEST «RAI>E 09II<Y.

Our catalogue contains the representative names of a large number of con-
tented buyers of BERKYMAN HEATERS built by us In the last twenty
years. A copy awaits your order at any time.

I. B. DAVIS & SON, Makers, Hartford, Conn.,
Or addresses given below:

Jas. Berryman. 125 North 4tli St., Philadelphia.
VV. H. Git son, 620 Medlnah Temple, Cliieago.

Jos. Whitaker, 7 and 9 Pearl Street, Boston.
A. A. Cardwell, 39 Cortlandt Street, Eoom 127, New York.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL
Is known theworldoveras affording the most simpie, reliable

and economical powerforall purposes.

7.000 WHEELS NOW RUNNING

ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION

Filling every condition of service in a most effi-

cient and satisfactory way.

Pelton "Wheels are especially adapted to

_ __ _ this purpose and are oiieratinp: the major-
ity orst;it;nns of tliischiinicter in all iiarts of tiie world. Highest efQciency and best regulation
guaranteed. Catalogues turnislied on application. Address

PELTON WATER WHEEL CO.,
143 Liberty Street, or 121-123 Main Street,

NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., U. S. A.

THE Mccormick
TURBINE.

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,
Especially Adapted for Electrical Work,

Gives more pow^er per diameter Tritli a higher
percentage of useful elt'ect than any other ivater-
Avheel heretofore mnde. All sizes, right and left hand,
are built from i)alterns perfected under systematic tests in the
Holyoke 1 esting l- lume.

Parties having power plants which are unsatisfactory, an^
those contemplating the improvement of powers, will find it to
their interest to confer with us, as we are ^vllline to
S^uarantee results where others have fbiled. no
matter Avhat make of turhine lias been in use.
STATE REQUlR£]UE]KTt$ AKD S£NI> FOR
CATALOGFE.

S.MORGAN SMITH CO., York, Pa.
Estimates furnished for complete power plants and

results guaranteed.

WATER WHEELS
For Heads of 3 Feet to 2000 Feet.

Especially adapted to all kinds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke, given below, enable us to guarantee:

The Largest Fower tree obtained from a wheel oftlie same diameter. The highest

speed ever obtained for the same power. The highest mean efficiency when
rannivgpom half to full gate. We guarantee also: A runner of the greatest

possible krength, A gate unequaled in quieknesa and m^i' of opening and closing.

Test of a 45 in. SAMSON, Jan. 25, 97. Test of a 36 inch SAMSON, Feb.1,'97.

Gate
Open.

Head.
Rev.

Pr.Min.
Ou. Pi.

Pr.Sec.
Horse
Power.

Per
Ceui.

Guie
Open.

Head.
Rev.

Pr.Min.
Cu. Ft.
Pr. Sec.

Horse
Power.

Per
Cent.

Full

%

15- oo

1504
15."
15-88

16.47

144.00
138.12

127.67
131.50
126.87

172.69

15503
133-24
112.65

90.04

240.97
223.61
191.06
162.80

127.73

82.03

I'' 11
83.68
80.25

75-95

Full

H 1733
17.54
17.68

19425
187.75
178.50

102.02

92.15

'if.
57.69

143-44
146.73
138.40
109.64
88.14

81.08
84.7S

83.88

80.09

76.19

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.

•••GRAPHITE FOR RESISTANCE
Made in almost any form required and of 1 olim or 1,000,000 ohms as

desired. We also make graphite boxes and crucibles resisting heats

of 4,000 degrees

JOS. mXOTV f!mTf!TBT.F. CO.. - .Tersev Citv. Ti. .T.

New Dynamo Tenders'Hand-M.
By r. B. BADT.

226 Vtigta, UO Illustrations. Plexible.CIoth Binding. Size of Type Page
5 1-2x3 inches. Price $1.00.

This is, as the name indicates, a NEW BOOK, much more complete than the
t):J one, with all the information, instructions and rules which are required by
practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers, and owners
and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It is the only book of the kind
published in the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Tenders'
Hand-Kook sold, and over 5,000 of the new.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
Sio Marquette Buildinir. CHirArs<^

REG.TRADE MARKS Jhe Rhosphor BRONZE SmeltingCo.Qmited,
2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA;

"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE

'

iNG0TS,CASTINGS,WIRE,RODS, SHEETS, ETC.

,/lv^J)}m,»J' ^— DELTA METAL
yC^ CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORGINGS

ORIGINALandSoleMakersinthe U.S.

A VALUABLE BOOK FOR ENGINEERS AND FIREMEN NOW READY.

MODERN EXAMINATIONS OF STEAM ENGINEERS or PRACTICAL THEORY EXPLAINED and ILLUSTRATED.

BY W. H. WAKEMAN.
Cloth. 272 pages. 53 Chapters.

Containing a complete list of 300 questions such as will be asked of any
Engineer when taking examination for U. S. Government or State License, all

of which are fully answered in the text.

PFJice. $2.00
By mail, postpaid, to any part of the world

This book while especially adapted for engineers' examinations, is also in-
tended as a practical guide to Engineers, Firemen, Boiler Makers, Machinists,
and others, in daily practice.

The author being a practical steam engineer himself, well knows the wants
of the working engineer, and has put into this work such knowledge and infor-

mation as is best adapted to their use, making it altogether the most complete
and comprehensive guide for the busy workers in the engine room, boiler works
and machine shops that has ever been published.

As one engineer who has read the book says: "I think there are few engi-

ELECTRICIAN FUBLISHING COIMIPANY, -

neers that it wouldn't do some good. It seems as if it was a review of all I

have ever read, and a lot more besides."
The author has treated of a very great variety of subjects which are of

vital importance to all who wish to improve and extend their knowledge of
steam engineering, aiid has explained the rules and formulas given, in the sim-
plest manner possible, and has worked out examples by them, so that all who
can read may understand them.

The 300 questions are an important feature of the book, they are entirely
separate from the 53 chapters of reading matter, and were written after many
years of practical experience and careful research by the author.

His connection with the Boardman Manual Training High School at New
Haven, Conn., as Instructor in Steam Engineering, his 13 years of active mem-
bership in the N. A. S. E., and his position as Instructor of No. 10 of Conn., a
sturdy branch of the National Organization, makes him especially competent
in this part of the work.

The many flattering commendations which this book has already received
from competent judges and high authorities, speak well for its value.

» Suite 510 Marquette Building, Chicago, III.
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ii)IIIir€}Ii£ POL,l! 1,000 VOI.TS.
DOUBIiE I'OIii: 1,000 VOI.TS.

WIRT SHORT-
GAP LIGHTNING
ARRESTERS

For Alternating Current Circuits

of any Potential.

"Will take tlie discharge when large gap arresters fail to protect. Small carrent only at time of discharge. No moving parts.

These Arresters Protect the Xiagara-Baffalo Transmission and Most of the Important
£<ong Distance Transmissions using- High Voltage Currents. l¥rite for Prices.

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,
IVIain Office

scales Omces in all Targe Cities of the United States.

ScHenec-tady, IM. Y.
For Canada, address Canadian General Electric Co., Toronto.

The Electrical Transmission of Energy.
A Manual for the Besi^n of Electrical Circuits; by Arlhnr Vaaghan Abbott, C. E., ChiefEng. Chicago Telephone Co.

With O Foldxne Plates. 586 PageH. ^89 Illnstrations and 74 Tables, t^ize of pase, 6x9 in. Price S4.50.

^ffr ^^IM-TEllNI-rS:
CHArXEK I.

Introduction.—Distribution In Geoeral—Distribution in Series—
Distribution Id Parallel—Mixed Systems—Indirect Distribution:

CHAPTER II.

The Properties of Wire.—The Conducting Circuit-Wire Man-
ufacture—Hard Drawing—Wire Gauges The Circular Mil-
Copper Wire—Properties of Wire—* omposite Wire—Galvanizing
and I iuiiinc:--Insutated Wire Flexible Cable—Testing and In-
spection—Wire Specilications—T. nsion of Aerial Lines—The In-
fluence of tlie Variation of Temperature.

CHAPTER ill.

The Construct! -n cf Aerial Circuits.—P<ir( 7. General Line
Work. Classification—Aerial Lines—Poles—Methods of Preser-
vation—Heiglit of Poles -Cross Arms—Pins—Facing of Anus—
Stresses-Calculation for Pole Strength—Guying—Anchor Poles-
Setting Poles—Insulators—Value of Insulators—oil Insulators-
Tying and Dead-Ending—Loops—Stringing Wires—Wire Joints—
Streontti of Jolnts-The Suspension of Aerial Cables—Humming
of Wires—Transposition of Telephone Lines—Power Circuits-
Pole Ijne Speciftcations. f*art II. Electric Railway Circuits.
Electric Railway Circuits—Rallwav Relum Circuit-Electrolytic
Action—Kailway Poles—Wooden Poles-Iron Poles—Feed Wire
Insulators and Pole Tops—Trolley Insulators^Raiiway Line
Work—Strain Insulators—Anchors—Line Sections—Switches—
Line Crossings. I'art III. Lightning Arresfera. Lightning
Guards and strong Current Arresters—High Resistance Arres-
ter—Magnetic Binw-out Arrester—Mechanical Magnet Arres-
ter—Air Expansion Arreater—Kon-Arcing Metal Arrester-
Discriminating Arresters—Automatic Cut-outs-Cable and
Switchboard Protectors—Appendix of Insurance Regulations.

CHAPTER IV.
Construction of Underground Circults.-^-Po/-^ /. Conduits,

(Massiricatlon—Valentine Conduit—Wyckoff Conduit—Paper Con-
duit—Pipe Conduits—Dorset Conduit—Chen with (-'onduit—
Terra-cotia Conduits—Crompton System—Brooks System- John-
stone System—Kennedy System—St. James System—Inflexible
Systems —Callender Solid System—Cologne Conduit—Zurich Con-
duit—Manholes—.Timctlon Boxes for Street Railway Feeds—In-
troduction of Circuits-Pneumatic Rodding—Gas— lilectric Kail-
way Conduits—Buda-Pestti Conduit—Blackpool Conduit—Love
Conduit—Lenox Avenue Conduit—Metallic Conduits for Alternat-
ing Currents. Part II. Cableit and Conduit Conductors. Con-
duit Conductors—Armored Cables—The Siemens Cable—The
Edison System—The Ferranti Mains—Telegraph Cables-Sub-
aqueous Cables—Power Circuits- -Paper Cables—Telephooe
Cables—British Post Ofiice Cables—The Patterson Cable- -Glover
Cables—Fowler Waring Cables—Felten-Guilleaume Cable-
Beaded Cables—Cable Joints—The Connection of Underground
and Aerial Systems—Cable Heads.

CHAPTER V.
Electrical Instruments. — Classification- Instrtunents for

Measurement of Resistance—Wheatstone Bridge—Slide Wire

Sent, expressage prepaid, on
receipt of price, <4.50.

Bridge—Ohm-Mfter—Instruments for Measuring Quantify and
Pressure—D'Arsonval Galvanometer—Ballistic Galvanometer-
Galvanometer Constants—Reduction to Zero and Inferred Zero -
Shunts—Weston Instruments—Cardew Voltmeter—Electrostatic
Voltmeter—Siemens Dynamometer—Condensers—Wattmeters-
Keys—Magnet—Ground Indicators-Boyer Speed Recorder.

CHAPTER VI.
riethods of Electrical Jleasurement. Quantities to be Meas-

ured—Electrical Intensity—Electrical Quantity—Unltof Current—
The Watt — Capacity — Resistance— Ohm's Law— KirchhofE's
Laws—Measurement of Resistance by Deflection—Bv Wheatstone
Bridge—By Voltmeter—By Volt and Ammeter—Measurement of
Small Resistance—High Resistance—Insulation Kesistance—By
Loss of Charge—Line Resistance-Grovmd Resistance—Special
Methods for Galvanometer Resistance -For Battery Resistance-
Potential Difference—By Condenser—Wheatstone's Method—
Lumsden's Method— Measurement of Current Strength— Ey
Aibmeter—By Voltmeter—By Difi'erentia! Galvanometer-By
Slide Wire—Measurement of Capacity—Thomson's Method—
Gott'sMethod—Divided Charge Method—Localization of Faults—
Blavier's Method—Overlap Method—Loop Test—Murray's and
Varley's Methods—Localization of Crosses—Measurement of In-
ductance—By Condenser and Bridge—With Alternating Current-
Mutual Inductance—Measurement on Alternating Currents-
Difference of Potential—Current—Power by Two voltmeters-
By Three Ammeters—Measurement on Polyphase Circuits-
Electrical Railway Testing—Capacity of Aerial Lines—The In-
ductance of Aerial Lines-Mutual Inductance on Transmlssioa
Lines.

CHAPTER VII.
Continuous Current Conductors. Part I. Conductors and

Insulators. Conductors—Kesistance—Ohm's Law—Specific Re-
sistance-Effect of Temperature—Resistance of Dielectrics—Line
Leakage—Distribution of Potential-TheEffect of Leakage—Con-
ductance—Distribution of Potential in Branch Circuits. Part II.
Tfie Heating of Conductors. Joule's Law—Location of Circuits-
Bare Wires Freely Susppnded—Radiation and Convection—Pan-
eled Wire—Insulated Wire Freely Suspended-Rheostats and
Heaters—Cost of Electric Heating—Fuse Wires-Heating of In-
sulatedCables—Heating of ConduitCables—Heating of Suspended
Cables.

CHAPTER VIII.
Conductors for Alternatlnit Currents. General Considera-

tions — Ciassification-Skin Effect — Current Density'- Induct-
ance-Magnetic Field—Electromotive ForceDue toVarying Field-
Equation of Energy—Harmonic Motion—Average Values—The
Solution of the Energy E'quation—Effect of Mutual Inductance-
General Energy Equation for Mutually Inductive Circuits-Co-
eflicients of Inductance—Effect of Capacity-Solution of the En-
ergy Equation for Circuits with Capacitv—The Energy Equation
for Circuits Containing Resistance—Inductance and Capacity-
Graphical Methods—Vector Quantities— Composition and Reso-
lution of E. M. F.—Simple Circuits with One Resistance and In-
ductance in Series— Reafifeance—Impt-dance-Resistance Vari-
able—Inductance Variable—Simple Circuits with Several Resist-

ances and Inductances in Series—Simple Circuits with One Re-
sistance and Capacity in Series—Simple Circuits with Several
Resistances, Inductances ap^d Capacities iuJi^ies—Circuits with
Resistance, Inductance arid .Capacity in Parallel—Method of
Equivalent Resistance and inductance—Circuits Containing Mu-
tual Inductance—impedance Tables.

CHAPTER IX.
Series Distribution. Origin—Classification—Constant Current

Circuits with Generator and Motor at Fixed Distances-Location
of Station—Current Density in Main ( -ireuit—Economic Condi-
tions—Design for Heating-Limit — Design for Mechanical
Strength—Minimum First Cost of Line—Minimum First Cost of
Station—Minimum First Cost of Plant and Cost of Maintenance
and Operation—Design for Miaimum First Cost of Plant—Design
for Best Service—Minimum Cost of Plant for Maximum Income-
Calculation of Loads—Regulation—Automatic Cut-outs.

CHAPTER X.
Parallel DUtrlbiitlon.—The Evolution of the Parallel System-

Methods of Distribution—The Loop System—The Spiral Loop—
The Tree System—Tlie Closet System—Conical Conductors—Anti-
Parallel Feeding—Distribution of Potential—Cylindrical Conduc-
tors. Parallel Feeding—Cylindrical Conductors. Anti-parallt-

1

Feeding—C'onical Conductors, Parallel Feeding—Conical Con-
ductors, Anti-parallel Feeding-Three-wire System—Mul-
tiple Series System-Five-Wire System—Relative Area Cov-
ered bv the Multiple Wire Systems—Feeder and Main System-
Location of Central Station- Location of the Feeders and Cen-
ters of Distribution—Distributing Mains—CalculRtion of Feed-
ers—Efficiency of Conductors—Methods of Reeulation—The Com-
pensator in Electrical Railway Work— Fail of Pressure and Nec-
essary Section for Feeders—Laws of Economy and Feeder De-
sign-General Design for a System in Multiple Arc—Mechanical
Methods—Station Loads— Are Lamps on Constant Potential Cir-
cuits—Electric Railway Wiring—Three-wire Railway Systems.

CHAPTER XI.
Miscellaneous Methods and Long; Distance Transmission.

—

Motor Transformers—Compeosators-Motor Transformers Kuu-
nlngand Feeding in J^eries—High aud Low Potential Distribution
from the same Sration—Accumulators—Sub-station Accumula-
tors—Accumulator Distribution—Regulation by Means ofAccumu-
lators—Transformers-Econoravin Conductors—Isolated Traus-
formers—Efficiency of Distribution by Isolated Transformers-
Transformers as Sub-stations— Polyphase Systems—Long-dis-
tance Plants—Long-distane& Transmission with Continuous Cur-
rents-Line Construction for Long-distauce Transmission—Rela-
tive Amount of Conducting Material for Transmission Systems.

CHAPTER XII.

The Cost of Production and Distribution.-Cost of Conductors-
Cost of Conduits—Telephone aud Telegraph Lines—Railway
Lines—Cost of Power Stations—Cost of Producing Energy—Coal
Consumption per Watt-lioxu'-W^ater Power—The Gas Engine

—

The Cost of Electrical Energy, as Developed by Wind Power—
The Actual Cost of Electrical Energy—Commercial Considerations
of Transmission Problems.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 MARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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NEW DRY CELL!
Taluable fea-

tures—Excep-
tionally long life

—Stands "shelf-
M'ear" indefi-
nitely.

^H GENORicOlBURN,
92 Washington St.,

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Dynamo
(^ELTINOtj 8t. lionl*, Ho„ V. ». A.

3LEATHER.

PATENT

IVER.

CEMENT,

BRANCHES: IM Summer St., Boston; 118 Liberty Bt., Kew Tori; 129 North 3d St., PhlUdelpliS*.

KARTAVERT.
HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS, RODS AND TUBINQ.

For Electrical and Mechanical Purposes; Railway Dust Guards, WasherB
and Packings. Patent Insulating Cleats.

WAXFFACTURED BY

THE KARTAVERT MANUFACTURING CO., Wilmington, Del,

Chicago. «i.ii usa.
a

VULCANIZED FIDRE CO
E:S-rA,^L.ISIHE:C3 tS73.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

. HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Eed, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

WILMINGTON.' DEL. THc Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. i

office:
4 dey st., new york.

REWIREOWmi RAVEN WHITE CORE WIRE

OFi-lbl;.

Tho Ferris V^heel ^n.
fl131 THE ROOKERY.

Chicago, April 30, 1896.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,
320 Dearborn St., Chicago, ill.

Gentlemen:—After carefully consider-
ing the merits of the various brands of
wire upon the market, we have decided to
use your "Raven White Core" exclusively
for rewiring the Ferris Wheel.
As you are aware, the wire upon the

wheel is very.much exposed and the test
will no doubt be a most severe one.

Yours very truly
THE FERRIS WHEEL CO.

By L. V. Rice. Mffr.

PDIMCUAIU UfUITC PADC Used exclusively for all Incandescent Llght-
UnllllOnllW WmiC UUnU. Ing at world's Columbian Exposition.

Used in some of the largest buildings in the United
States.RAVEN WHITE CORE.

OnMOCTITinM I IMC llflDC Used by some of the largest Central Stations

llUlllrClMlUn Line WmL. and Fire and PoUce Departments in the U.S.

GRIMSHAW TAPES, COMPETITION TAPES AND SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

13-17 CortlloiH St., New York.
BRANCHES:^ 3j,<£;eiG^S^ BOSTON:

134 Cengreu SI,

SAN FRANCISCO,
lis Mtw MntitMIJ SI.

Black Diamond File Works.
Est. 1863. Inc. 1 895.

Twelve

Medals

Awarded at

International

Expositions.

Special Prize

Gold Medal

at Atlanta,

1895.

.

Onr goods are on sale in every leading Hardware IStore

in the United States and Canada.

Q. & H. BARNETT COMPANY,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

*'^^^'^'^t^%^^'%'%i^i^'%'%'%'%i%/%/m^w%m/<ammm>w%iwwm/%^'^'9'^

8«S>^^«S>S^«S)<S^(^®^.^i^$^>«x^«^SkS^«S><5«S><SkS><s^<SkS>^><$^

«•

A NON-ARCING FUSE.

A REr,IABl.EANBACCURATE FUSE.
A FUSE that will open a High-Tension Short Circuit without

Endorsed* by the National Board of Underwriters.

D.^W.FUSECO.,

<s>

4>

Aborn Si.

Providence,

R. I.

THE WARREN ALTERNATOR.
A DYNAMO

without Collector Rings or Commutator, without Brushes,
without moving Wires, without liability to "Burn Out."

NOISELESS IN OPERATION.
A MONEY EARNER.

INDUCTION TYPE.
Any Voltage or Multi-Voltage. Stationary Armature, Stationary Field.

AN UNQUALIFIED SUCCESS,
as demonstrated by two years' hard service, and now we are or. tli.

War Path for Business.

WARREN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,
SANDUSKY, OHIO.
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SIMPLEX INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.
««TERN^8ELL,NQ «ENT, Sioiplex Electrical Company,
tl37llon»ancck Block, CHICAGO. 75.8! CornhlM, BOSTON, MASS.

MANUFACTURER OF

P-I-EXIBI-E CSOMOS A.nic
««OAI«J>S0«,1KOBTH THIRD ISTRF.ET. PHII.AI>RI,PHI/%. PA.

HIGM
PARIS 1867. CHICAGO 1893. PHIUDELPHIA 1876.

'. ivioore:,
URER OF

INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,

1889—Paris Exposition,
Stedal for Rubber Xnsnlation.

1893—IVorld's Fair,
Medal for Rubber Insulation.

TRADE fURIC

THE STAKDARD FOR
RUBBER IKSUIiATIOBf.

Sole Manufacturers of

Okonite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee "^^o^ Wires.

253 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

H. Ourant Otieever. f
"anage'S-

Geo, T. Manson. Gen'l Supl.
W. H H6(lgins,$ecy.

JEWELL BELTINB CO.
MANUFACTUREKS OF

Jewell Dynamo Belt Cement,

Jewell Dynamo Belt Dressing,

Jewell Patent Pulley Covering.

t-tA.V*-rVrOt^^, C^PilM.

SECTION INSULATORS.
Strongest,
Simplest,
Durable.

The "Philadelphia Break" and Insulated Crossings are used in some of the
most complicated overhead work in the United States. None lighter, more reliable
or practical. Crossings made for
special angles, multiple wires, etc.

Trolley Liie lasDlators,

Vulcabeston Controller Parts, etc.

Toggle-Clamp Cable Insulators,
«tc.

H.W.JOHNS MANUFACTURING CO.,

NEW YORK.

S40-34a Randolpli St., Chicago. III.

BOSTON. PHILADELPHIA. LONDON.

WESTIIN ElecMeal Ingtmineiit Co.,

114 120 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

Tie Weston StaMarJ PortaWe

DirectMm
Voltmeters and Wattmeters

. FOE

Alienating anOirect Cnrreit Circnils

Are the only standard portabl.; in-

struments of the type deserving this

name. Write for circular and price

lists 8 and 9.

Mention tbe Wbstbbk Elxotbious whenWtfiMn ettandard Portable Alteniatine and
Direct Current Wattmeter for

CALIFORNIA ELEC. WORKS,
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL

WIRES AND GABLES.
AERIAL, UNDERGROUND,

SUBMARINE.

W. R. BRIXEY, Mfr.

203 Broadway, New York.

Western Office, Marquette BIdg., Chicago, III.

M. DUPEROW, NEW ORLEANS
WASHINGTON. D. C. NEW

ELEC. CO.,

ORLEANS.

Standard Underground Gable Go.
THE ROOKEKY, 'WESTINCiHOUSE BUILDING,

CHICAGO. PITTSBUfiG.
l.S COKTI.ANBT ST.,
NEW YORK CITY.

Eiecfrio Gabies, Conduits, Wires and Accessories.
Also High-Cirade Rubber Covered TVlres and Cables.

liOTOR^^

RHEOSTATS, fob all FUBFOSES.

ron Clad Rheostat Co.,

Westneld. N.J.,U.S. A.

RHEOSTATS-

LATINUM
_ For all Purpoaaa.
M eofap aXLA -NatiT. PlaUnnia Parohued.'^ BAK£R A CO., 408-414 New Jeraef

Ballroad Ave., Newark, N. J.

P
Queen & Co.,

1012 Chestnut St., PHIUDELPHIA.

Acme Testing 5ets, Queen-WIrt
Switchboard instruments, X-Ray

Focus Tubes, Induction Colk.

^anufacnireijDARTRlGKC/^RTER f0. ELfCTRlCAL

•Dealers 1 125 So. 2nd St.V) PHILADa.UpA.'goods:

OFFICE AND FACTORY, SANDUSKY. 0.

AGENTS

Mayer & Englund, lo S, loth St.. Phlla.. Ps.
Smith & Wallace,Hamilton St. , Boston. Mass.
Arthur S. Partridge, Bank of Commercs

Bldg.. St. Louis, Mo.
Joshua Hendy Machine Works. 42 PremMit

St., San Francisco.
Central Electric Co.. 173 Adams St.. Chicago.
Harry M. Shaw, 120 Liberty St.. New York.
Schmlnke & Newman, New Orleans, La.

THE ADVANCE 5TEM BURNER.

THE ELECTRIC GAS LIOtlTING C5
197 DErVONSniRE ST.. BOSTON, MASS.

The 4 Leading Electric 'Novelties. I^e^AifJfKrSfat

7n*^~ r

]ScCKiitt i^igiit. Dollar Motor. *3 AecKtio ijigUt.

OHIO ELECTRIC WORKS, CLEVELAND, O. Bicycle Light.

Agents wanted. Headquarters for Electric Novelties. Catalogue free. ^^Our $6 Fan Motor
with 4 Batteries equals any $30 Outfit.

SOLE
MAKERS IN THE

tl. S. A.

THE Fuel Economizer Go,
MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS: MAHEAWAN, '

_, ^ Branch Offices: 74 Cortlandt .Ht.. New York; ;;

»• ehance Bide.. Boston. Mass.: irv«)ir.irnnr>t.tp.Rlfio- flhl.-.mW,,-
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EDDY GENERATORS.
Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, C<?'.i:ral Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

Eddy Motors—Slow. Medium or High Speed.

"n'l- build all necessary apparatus for the transmission of Klectrloal
Poorer throngh factory or other bnildlnss.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.,
\A^IIMI3S^I C^IMIM.

NEW YORK, H. B. Coho & Co., Mail and Express Building.
PHILADELPHIA, Walter C. Mclntire & Co., 506 Commerce St
BOSTON, G. M. Angier & Co., 64 Federal St.

ELMIRA, S. N. Blake.
ST. LOUIS, Western Electrical Supply Co.
KANSAS CITY, W. T. Osborn.
CINCINNATI, O., Nevada Bldg., John A. Stewart.
CHICAGO, 305 Dearborn St., Wallace & Hine, Manager*.

.SAN I'MiANCISfO, CAL.. Cal. Elec. Wks., 409 Market St.

Alcatraz Electrical Compound,
nannfactured by

THE CALIFORNIA ASPHALT CO., 'V^r^t'}-
ABSOLUTELY UNEQUALED FOR

EI.CCTRICAL AND WIRE INSULATIOINI, Insulating Connections, Dynamos and Motor Bases, Battery and Accumulator
Shelving, Circuit and Switch-Boards.

WATER-PROOFING Cut-Out Boxes, coating wires when subjected to acid or allcaline fumes, and when laid under
cement, etc.

PAINTING Poles, Brackets, Cross-Arms, Benches, Floors, etc.
COATING CABLES, Lead-Covered Pipes, and all underground worlc.

ALCATRAZ ELECTRICAL COMPOUND is manufactured of the celebrated brand of Alcatraz Asphalt, and possesses many well-known points of superiority.
It has been tried under severe and exacting conditions, and has given perfect satisfaction. It will not Scale, Crack or Burn. Presents a Smooth Surface.
Adheres Tenaciously. Not affected by Thermal or Climatic Conditions. Resists the action of the Elements, Acids, Alkalies, Sewer Oases, and possesses
great strength and elasticity. Being the producers of the raw product, we are enabled to save the middleman's profit, and offer consumers a superior article at a
..ryiowprice.

SAMPLE UPON APPLICATION. Agents wanted in all leading cities.

TheZamelArcLightMeter

^^^ Electric

Current

Timer
IS THE

Only

Reliable

Device
I For timing the use

1^ of Arc Lights. It

is positive in its

action.

Send for

Circular.

ZAMEL ARC LIGHT METER CO.;cHrAooriLL.

iARMORITE"!
INTERIOR CONDUIT

(ouMMiNo** pwrKrrrs.)

>

Note how the Wood-Lining does not crack.

AR9I!0RITE INTERIOR GONDUITCO., %S
KI.ECTBIC APPt.IAKCB CO., CUeaco, General Weatom AKento-

l/ondei,. Hub.. Hranch: B. H. Kilby, Itlgr., yo. « Mliburn C»4n»re, HUtam,
I/ondon, N. W. Tbe Terltye litd., General (Celling; A^nts.
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From the Torch to the PIONEER" Enclosed Arc Light, the world has
gradually advanced through all the stages of improving illumination until

now we are practically delivering artificial sunshine. Steady, Clear, Soft,

Shadowless, Simple, Economical and Safe.

' '"
IN WRITING FOR OUR CATALOGUE, KINDLY MENTION THIS PAPER.

THE ELECTRIC ARC LIGHT CO
7 A.IMD

LOUIS B. MARKS, M. M. E.,
CHIEF ELECTRICIAN. . . . . NEW YORK.

1 50 HOURS.

YOUR SUPPLY MAINTAINED FOR 12c.

LAMPS
Efficient, tong-LJvecf and

Guaranteed Satisfactory.

Write us before making afaottier contract. We are THE
Lamp Renewing Company you have heard of.

Lynn Incandescent Lamp Co., Lynn, Mass.

WRITE FOR INFOR MATION.

DYNAMOS,
15 to 1,000 Lights,

'

ivio-roRS,
I to 50 H. P. ANY VOLTAGE.

Patented Adjustable Dynamos and
Motors for Floor, Wall or Ceiling.

The Ahlm-Edwards Electric Co.,
CLEVEIjAND, OHIO.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Ahlm-Edwards Elec. Co .

.

Hi

American Battery Co xiii

American El. Heat. Corp. xv

American El. Meter Co—
Amer. El. Telephone Co. xvl

American Elec. Works .... xiil

American Engine Co xx

Amer. Impulse Wheel Co. xx

Armorite Int. Con. Co. .

.

H

AmoldEl. Pr. StCo xiv

Auto. Clr. Breaker Co. . ,

.

x

Baln.Foree xvii

Baker& Co i

Ball Engine Co xix

BarnettCo.. G. & H xxli

Belknap Motor Co

Bealy &Co..Chas. H xxli

Brady, T. H xlv

Brill Co., J. G xvii

Brixey, W.R 1

Brush Electric Co..; vill

Bryant Electric Co

Bnckeye Electric Co

Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co xlll

California Asphalt Co il

Card Electric Co vii

Carley, Ira xv

Case, J. I., T. M. Co xlx

Central Electric Co v

C.B. <fcQ. R. R x^'l

Chicago EdlBon Co Iv

Chicago El. &. Stereo. Co. . xv

Chicago Fuse Wire & Mfg.
Co Til

C, M. &St. P. R. R....,...xvil

Clonbrock St. B. Co xix

Commercial El. Sup. Co. . , iv

Conn. Pipe Mfg. Co iv

Cornman Co xlv

Cutter El. & Mfg. Co xii

Dallett A Co., Thos. H. .,,., vil

D. AW. Fuse Co.... ... sxii

Davis & Son, I. B xx

DaytonGlobeIronWks. Co. xx
Delaware Hard Fibre Co. xxli

Det. & Clev. St. Nav. Co...xvli

Diamond Elec. Co x
DiehlMfg. Co vii

Directory, Principal Elec.
and Mech. Engineers . . . xvl i

Dixon Crucible Co. , Jos. . x x

Eastern Elec. CaWe Co ... .

Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co 11

Edwards & Co
Eisele, J. E xlv

Electrical Exchange, The. xlv

Elec. Appliance Co xii

Electric Arc Light Co ill

Elec. Gas Lighting Co I

Electric Storage Batt. Co.

Electrician Pub. Co
xvl, xviil

Elliott, W. H. Elec. Co ... . xlv

Empire China Works xvi

For Sale Advertisements. . xlv

Fort Wayne El. Corp xiii

Fuel Economizer Co i

Qarlock Packing Co
Garvin Machine Co., The .

General Electric Go
Gen'l Inc. Arc Light Co. .

.

Globe Elec. Heating Co..

Gordon-Burnham Bat. Co.

xxi

xii

xii

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co . . x

Hill, W. S. Electric Co.... xi

_Hodge, Walsh <fc Lorlng..% xlv

Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co. xiii

Huebel & Manger xlv

Hunter Fan & Motor Co t

Internat'l Cor. Schools.

Iron-Clad Rheostat Co.

.

xu

Jewell Belting Co
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.

Kartavert Mfg. Co
Keystone Electric Co v

Keystone Elec. Inst. Co.. xii

KuSel, D. A. Tel.Mfg. Co.-

Leclanche Battery Co— xv

Leffel & Co. , James x x

Leonard, Ward, Elec. Co..

Lever C. H. Mfg. Co xlv

Lindsley Bros xv
Lock wood Long Dlst. Tel.

& Tel. Co. of America... xvi

Lombard Water Wh. Q. Co. xiii

Lynn Inc. Lamp Co ill

Main Belling Co —
ManhattanGen'lCons.Co. .

Mansfield Tern. Cop. Co.. xxli

McLean, A. J xv
McLennan A Co., K
McKae. A. L xiv

Mica Insulator Co
MitchellTemp. Copper Co. xxii

Monon E. R xvii

Moore, Alfred P I

Muir & Sons, Thos
MunsellACo., Eugene... xii

National India Rubber Co.

National Tube Works Co. xv

N. V Accum. & Elec. Co. xxli

New York Ins.Wire Co.. . xxii

Northern Elec. Mfg. Co xi

Ohio Electric Works. .

.

Ohio Storage Batt. Co.

.

xii

OkonlteCo.,The 1

Orne Elec. Const. Co xvii

Otto Gas Engine Wks

PaisteCo., H. T xiv

Partrlck & Carter Co 1

Partridge Carbon Co i

Peerless Rubber Mfg.Co .... xU
Pelton Water Wheel Co... xx
Peoples' Electric Co xiii

Perrlzo & Sons xv
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co xlli

Phillips Ins'd. Wire Co, . . xiii

Phosphor-Bronze S.Co.Ld xx
Point Marion Mfg. Co xv

Pratt, Chas. A.. xvll

Queen & Co.

Reisinger, Hugo ,-.... xii

Samson Cordage Wks .... xii

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.

Scott & Jauney Elec. &
Mfg.Co vi

Shultz Belting Co xxli

Siemens & Halske E. Co. .

Simplex Electrical Co., The, I

Smith Co., S. Morgan xx
Standard Tel.A El. Co xvii

"StandardUnderg.Cable Co. i

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.. xi
Sterling & Son. W. C xv
Stilwell-Bierce & Smith-
ValleCo xiv, xv

Storey Motor & Tool Co. .. Iv

Stromberg-Carlson Tel.

Mfg Co xvi
Studebaker Bros. Mfg. Co. xlli

Swarts Metal Refln'g Co. xlv

Taber & Mayer xvii
Triumph Electric Co

United Elec. Imp. Co....

Van Home, Burger & Co..

Viaduct Mfg. Co xvii

Vought.M.I...
Vulcanized Fibre Co xxli

Want Advertisements.. xiv
Warren Elec. & Spec. Co. ^ ix

Warren Elec. Mfg. Co xxli

Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
xiii

Western Electric Co x, xi
Western Tel. Cons Co xvl
WestlughouseEl.&Mf.Co. vii

Weston Electrical Inst. Co. i

Willard El. & Bat. Co ... . xii

Zamel Arc Lt. Meter Co. 11

"or Olsissl-flAd lnd«»x of ^^cJ-ver-tisomon-ts Seo ^s VI.
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PARAGON

FAN MOTORS.
CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY,

139 ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO.

THE ORIGINAL PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS OF

Cement-Ljned Ducts

Engineers and Contractors for Complete Subways.

Address all Correspondence : 3fBW HAVEST, CONX.

The Connecticut Pipe Manufacturing Company,

Office and Factory, West Haven, Conn.

Business Establislied 1865.

Incorporated 1892.
E, H. Phipps, President. .

GEO. O. Richards, Secretary
Charles Ward. Gen. Mgr.

THE

Storey
Motors.

Iron-clad. Completely Closed
In. Dust and Moisture
Proof. No External Mag-
netism.

Specially Adapted for Direct
Connection to Machinery.

Special Direct Current Motors for All Classes of Work.

THE STOREY MOTOR & TOOL CO.,

ANT'ffl'vf 212-226 Carter St., Philadelphia, Pa.

BRANCH FACTOBY: HamUton. Canada.

'^^^m-^

'is

AD STUDIO

COMMERCIAL^
'-^''^^

ELECTRICAL "^>^J0.1
SUPPLY

It's only Little Willie and the Old Man burning a signal

fire to -warn buyers to send in their names for that Cata*
logue. It takes "fire" to make "smoke,"
so ask for discounts.

P.kS.—And don't forget that we're always well Btooked,
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We have an Okonite Wire Department.

We have an Interior Conduit Department.

We have a Lundell Motor Department.

We have a Sawyer-Man Incandescent Lamp Department.
• We have a Wagner Transformer Department.

We have a Helios Arc Lamp Department.

We have a Street Railway Department.

We Have a House Goods Department.

We also have a General Department from which everything pertaining to the electrical industries can be furnished.

We also have an Order Department noted for its accuracy in completing complicated orders, and a

Shipping Department whose sole mission is to get your goods started toward you with the greatest possible dispatch.

It is to your interest to get acquainted with us.

Geo. A. McKlnlock,
President.

Ch tries E. Brown,
Secretary.

^. R. Frazier,

Treasurer.

Central Electric Company,
1887-1897.

173-175 Adams Street, Chicago, III.

KEYSTONE ELECTRIC CO.,
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY, ERIE, PA.

The Tuerk Alternating f Current Ceiling Fan.
1897 PATTERNS NOW READY.

Some New Features Embodied in Our '97 Product Make
It Better than Ever.

MADE FOR FROM 50 TO 120 VOLTS

SO, 125 AND 140 CYCLES.

t4 is^ E^^n^nrky.

Five different styles of finish—Bronze, Bower-

Barff, Ivory and Gold, Nickel, Po/isfjedSrass.

THE HANDSOMEST FAN ON THE MARKET.

strong, Reliable, Noiseless, Durable, Ornamental
and Inexpensive to Operate.

SEND FOR 1897 CATALOGUE.

HUNTER FAN & MOTOR CO.,
FULTON, NEW YORK.

E. B. LATHAM & CO., General Sell-

ing Agents, 136 Liberty Street, New

York, U. S. A.
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CARDTO THE PUBLIC.
The General Electric Company, Westinghuuse Electric Company, Thomson-Houston Electric

Company and the Tesia Electric Company iKivu I MOllt^llt suits against the Scott & Janney Electric &
Manufacturing: Company for "allet^eti iutrliijienniits" of tlieir various patents.

Tliis is tlie USUAL "BLUFF" tliat is hroiii^lit to bear upon those whose luveutlous are Ijouud to
sui)planttlle inventions of tiie aitove named and oliier iarge electrical coneerns, who cannot at their own
terms control such new inventions.

We are manufacturing under ourown patents and are not infringing.
Tile aliove named lirnis are suing us upon a ^inali fan moior as an excuse to get a chance to make

the public believe tliat the state of the art Is not liistorv as far as tliey itnow It.

'i hey liave spent millions of dollars trving to ln\cnt apparatus to do certain tilings. Tiiey failed.
We did invent it and liave had it patented all over tlie world. AND IT WORKS.

They will try by strat gy to do what they dare not do openly.
We n Isll to asl< lliat tlie dealers and others who have received or will receive tlireatenlng letters

from the above named concerns, will please send same to our attorneys, Messrs. Alexander & Maglll.
fliraid Building, Philartolpliia.

We are in the field to stay and do not propose to be intimidated. The Scott & .Janney Long Dis-
tance Single lliasi' AUi'rnaling Kailwav and Power System will supersede the inventions of the above
named companies. AND THEY KNOW IT.

FUIili PROTECTION GTJAIlAaiTBED TO Alil.

PURCHASERS OF OUR APPARATUS.

The Scott & Janney

Electric and Mfg. Co.,

1707-1709 Filbert Street, PHILADELPHIA.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Accmnnlators.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

N. Y. Accum. & Electric Co.
Ohio Storage Battery Co.
"Willard El. A; Battery Co.

Annunciators.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eawards A Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Are liamps.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Dlehl Mlg Co.
Electric Arc Light Co.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Manhattan Gen'l Cons. Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Arc liifflit Cord.
Central ElecLrlu Co.
Samson Cordage Wks-

Batteries and Jars.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago EdiBOn Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Gas Lighting Co.
Gordon-Burnham Battery Co
Leclanohe Battery Co., The.
Mulr &Son. Thos.
Ohio Electric Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Bells.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Edwards & Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Ohio Electric Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Beltin ff.
Jewell Belting Co.
Main Belting Go.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.
Shultz Belting Co.

Boilers.
Clottbrock Steam Boiler Co.

Books. Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Brnslies.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.

Borfflar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Edwards & Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Cables (See Insulated Wires.)
Cables, Electric (See Insu-
lated WlreB), Copper,
Sheet and Bar.
American Elec. Works.
Briiey. W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
General Electric Co.
Moore. Alfred F.
New York Ins. Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C- Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Oarhon8,Points& Plates.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Gen'l Inc. Arc Light Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.
Reislnger, Hugo.

Cars.
Brill Co., J. G.

Compound.
Central Electric Co.
Oallfornla Asphalt Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Johns Mfg. Co.,H. W.
McLennan & Co., K.
Okonite Co.

Conduits.
Armorlte Interior Cond. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Conn. Pipe Mfg Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Mulr & Son, Thos.

Construction & Bepalrs.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Eisele, J. E.
Elpctrical Exchange, The.
Elliott, W. H. Elec. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Hodge, Walsh & Loring,
Keystone Electric Co.
MoRae, A. L.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.

Contractors and Electric
liisht PlantH.
Ahlm- Edwards El. Co.
Arnold El. Pr. Station Co.
Bain, Foree.
Brush Electric Co.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Card Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Hodge, Walsh A Loring.
Keystone Electric Co.
McRae, A. L.
Northern Electl, Mfg. Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Sc tt & Janney El & Mfg.Co.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
Triumph Electric Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse Elec & Mfg Co.

Copper.
Besly &Co.. Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Mansfield Temp. Copper Co.
Mitchell Temp Copper Co.

Copper IVires.
American Electrical Works.
Besly & Co., Chas H.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.
Okonite Co.. The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Cordaee.
Central ElectrJcCo.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Correspondence !!4cliools<
Int. correspond. Schools.

Crookes' Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Cross-Arms, Pins and
Brackets.
Brady, T. H.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Point Marlon Mfg. Co.

Cut-Outs and Switches.
Automatic Cir. Breaker Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Elec. Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Hill. W. S. Hlectric Co.
PaiBte Co., H. T.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg.Co.

Bynamos.
Ahlm-EdwardB El. Co.
American Engine Co.
Brush Electric Co.

Bullock Elec Mfg. Co.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
DIehlMfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Kevstone Electric Co.
Mulr & Son, Thos.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Scott & Janney El. & Mfg.Co.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
Triumph Electric Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Economizers, Fuel.
Fuel Economizer Co.

Electric Heaths App-s.
American El. Heating Corp.
Central Electric Co.
GJobe Electric Heating Co.
Johns, H. W., Mfg. Co.

Electric Meters.
American El. Meter Co.
Central Electric Co.
Zamel Arc Light Meter Co.

Electric BaUw^ays.
Brush Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and 1IIechani>
cat EnQueers.
Bain, Foree.
McRae, A. L.
Pratt. Chas. A.

Electrical Instruments.
Automatic CIr. Breaker Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Keystone El. Instrnment Co.
Palste Co., H. T.
Queen & Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Electrical Specialties.
Automatic Cir. Breaker Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
HIU, W S. Electric Co.
Palste Co., H.T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Vought, M. I.

Electrical TVood'Work.
Lever, C. H. Mfg. Co.

Electro-Platin;^ Dfaeh^y.
Besly&Co., Chas. H.
General Electric Co.

Ensrines. Gas.
Case. J. I., T. M. Co.
Otto Gas Engine Wks.
Van Home, Burger & Co.

Eng^es, Steam.
American Engine Co.
Ball Engine Co.

Fan Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co,
Diehl Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Hunter Fan & Motor Co.
Scott & Janney El.& Mfg. Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Western Elec. Co.
Westinghouse EI. A. Mfg. Co.

Feed ^Vater Heaters.
Davis & Son, I. B.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Kartavert Mfg.- Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

FUes.
Harnett Co., G. AH.
Central Electric Co.

Fixtures. El. A Comb'n.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Fuses.
i>. &. W. Fuse Co.

Fuse Wire.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire & Mfg.Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Gaskets.
Johns, H. W., Mfg. Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Oas JLightins, Electric.
central Electric Co.

Gears.
Besly & Co.. Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.

General Elec. Supplies.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hill. W S Electric Co:
Hodge, Walsh & Loring.
Ohio Electric Works.
Palste Co., H T.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Globes and Electrical
Glassn^are.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Gov'nors, ITater IFheel.
LombardWaterWheel Gv.Co.

Graphite Specialties.
Besly&Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Flbre-Graphite Co.

Induction Coils.
Central Electric Co.
Queen & Co.

Insnlators and Insnlat-
ing llaterlals.
BrLiey, W. R.
Bryant Electric Co.
California Asphalt Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Empire China Works.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Hodge, Walsh & Loring.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Mica Insulator Co.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Paisie Co., H. T.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.

Insulated TV^ires and
Cables—magnet W^ires.
American Electrical Works.
Brliey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Iiamp Adjusters.
_ Voug)it. M. I.

liamps. Incandescent.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co..
Lynn Incandescent Lp. Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Sawyer-ManElec. Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Warren Elec. &, Specialty Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. <te Mfg. Co.

Iiamp TrimVs IVagons.
studebaker Bros. Mfg. Co.

liightning Arresters.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

magnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

mechanical machinery.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Garvin Machine Co., The.
Stllwell-Bierce Smith-Vaile.

mica.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Munsell &Co., Eugene.

mining Apparatus, Elec.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

motors.
Ahlm-Edwards Elec. Co.
American Engine Co.
Belknap Motor Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Elec. Co.
Dalletf& Co., Thos. H.
Diehl Mig. Co.
Edd^lec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co,
Keystone Electric Co.
Mulr* Son, Thos.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Peoples ,Eleoi.rio Co.
Scott & Janney El. & Mfg. Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Storey Motor & Tool Co.
Triumph Electric Co.
United Elec, Imp. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co

Pacldng.
Besly & Co. Chas. H.
Garlock Packing Co.
Johns, H. W.. Mfg. Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Faints.
California Asphalt Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El, Supply Co.
Johns. H. W. Mfg. Co. ,

Phosphor Bronze.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co.Ltd.

Platinum.
Baker & Co.

Poles.
Carley, Ira.
LIndsley Bros.
McLean. A. J.
National Tube Works Co.
Perrlzo & Sons.
Point Marlon Mfg. Co.
Sterling & Son. W. C.

Porcelain.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Empire China Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Push Buttons.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Beflners.
Swarts Metal Refining Co.

Beflectors.
Mulr & Son, Thos.

Begnlators.
Belknap Motor Co.

Be-TVIndlng.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Eisele, J. E.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Elliott, W. H. Elec. Co.
Hodge. Walsh & Loring.

Bheostats.
Am. El. Heat. Oorporation.
Central Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Iron Clad Rheostat Co.
Leonard, Ward, Elec. Co.
Mulr & Son, Thos.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co

Second-Hand machin'y.
Cornman Co.
Eiectrkal Exchange, The.
Elliott, W. H. Elec. Co.

Shades.
Central Electric Co.
Muir & Son, Thos.

Speaking Tubes.
Central Jtlectrlc Co.
Electric Appliance Go.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Central Elpctric Co.
Keystone El. Instrument Co.
Queen & Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Steel Pipe. -
National Tube Works Co.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
N. Y. Accum. & Electric Co.
Ohio Storage Battery Co.
Willard El. & Battery Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical Works.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Moore, Alfred P.
New York Insulated Wire Co
Okonite Co.VlThe.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Telephones, Telephone
material and Switch -

boa* ds.
American El. Telephone Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Kusel, D A., Tel. Mfg. Co.
Lockwond T. & T. Co. ofAm
Orne Elec. Cons. Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Standard Tel. & El. Co.
Stromberg-Carlson Tl.M.Co.
Taber & Mayer.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western Tel. Cons. Co.

Transformers.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diamond Elec. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporatlo"^
General Electric Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Central Electric Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Trucks, Electric Car.
Brill Co , J. G.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co

Turbine Wlieels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Leflel & Co., Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
Stilwell-Bierce Smith-Valle.

Water IVlieels.
Am. Impulse Wheel Co.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Leflel & Co., Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
Stilwell-BIerce Smith-Vaile

Wire, Bare.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Briiey, W. R.
Central Electric Co,
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co
Standard Underground C Co
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

S: Bay Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Queen St Go.

.A.I|3Keib^-ti^al Irkd^ac ^f JVd-v^i-tis^ »ni^s III.
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DIEHL ELECTRIC FANS.
<8.«hS><ShSkS^««8.<Sh$,<s«kS^«>«,<S><$><^<$^«S><S.^>4>,$><S><S>«>«ks>«>^^^|kS^>«^<^

Ceiling Fans and

Exhaust Wheels
Wonnd for Any Carrent,

Except Alternating.

Our Exhaust Wheel

Combinations

Are the most compact and
efficient made.

Write for catalogue and
prices.

Propeller or

Desk Fans
Wonnd for 110, 220 or in series on 000 volts.

Also for Primary or Secondary Battery Circuits,

Highest

Efficiency

Unbrolcen Magnetic Cir-
cuit, Self-Aligning Bronze
Bearings. Finest Insulation
Throughout. Four-Speed
Regulator.

SHOW ROOMS: New York, 561-563 Broadway; Gliicago, 192-194 Van Buren St.; Boston, 128-132 Essex St.

DIEHL MANUFAGTURINB GO.,eu»beihport
* Agents for Canada; Canadian General Electric Co., Toronto, Ontario.

M^5FIELD,DHmU,5,/l

Electric Motors and Generators,
MANUFACTURED BY

THOS. H. DALLETT ^ CO.,
York St. and Sedgley Ave.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

••••••••••••

Portable Electric Drills,

Starting Boxes and
Controllers,

Automatic Switches

Flexible Insulated Couplings.

FUSE WIRE) «'»"«<'*
I Carrying

AND LINKS > capacity.

FOR ALL SYSTEMS.
)

''-'"' r^lL™.

CHICAGO FUSE WIRE & MFG. CO.,

163 Lake St., Chicago.

Westinghouse Polyphase Apparatus Supreme,
Cienei'ators, Motoi's, Transformers, for Two-Phase, Three-Phase and C. P. Scott
Two-Phase Three-Phase System of Alternating Current Power Transmission.

26,000 H. P. IN OIL-INSULATED TRANSFORMERS CONSTRUCTED.
Potentials from 5,000 to 50,000 Yolts. All Apparatus Necessary for 100 Mile Transmission.

WESTINQHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING CO.,
IRI

New York, 120 Broadway. Chicago, N. Y. Life BIdg.
Boston, Exchange Bldg. Philadelphia. Qirard Bld;-
Buffalo, N. Y., 8 Erie Co. Bank Bldg Pittsburg, Westioghouse Bldg.
Charlotte, N. C, 36-38 College 5t. st. Louis, American Central Bldg.

lURG,
San Francisco, Mills Bldg.
Syracuse, N. Y., Bastable Bldg.
Tacoma. Wash 102 S. infh St.
Atlanta, Qa., Equitable Bldg.

Westinghouse Electric Co., Ltd.,
3a Victoria St., London, S.W., England.

For Canada address
Ahearn & Soper, Ottawa, Ont,
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THE

BRUSH ELECTRIC

COMPANY. BRUSH
THE

BRUSH ELECTRIC

COMPANY.

Brush apparatus has been on the

market for 20 years. A majority of

customers order supply parts direct

from us. Many do not. We want

this trade and are reducing our prices

in order to secure it. Ask for quota-

tions and send orders to the nearest

Sales Office.
FIRST BRUSH ARC DYNAMO-1877

SALES OFFICES:
Schenectady, N. Y.

Cleveland, Ohio.

Boston, Mass., 180 Summer Street.

New York, N. Y., « Broad Street.

Philadelplila, Pa., 509 Arch Street.

Cincinnati, Ohio, 420 West Fourth Street.

Chicago, 111., Monadnock Building.

St. Louis, -Mo., Wainwright Building.

Atlanta, Ga., Equitable Building.

Denver, Colo., Klttredge Building.

San Francisco, Cal., 15 First Street.

Toronto, Ont, Canadian General Electric Co., Ltd.

Pittsburg, Fa., Carnegie Building.

Many stations have ex-

,

changed all their small units :

for large Brush arc dynamos.

'

Among them are the Brook- .

lyn-Citizens with 3000 lights i

capacity. Brooklyn-Munici-

:

pal 800, Newark 3000,

'

Cleveland 1800, Philadelphia;

Brush 1500, Philadelphia-'

Northern 1300, Buffalo ijoo,

Worcester 1400, Toronto

900, Quebec 62^, Harrisburg

750, Erie 7^0, Albany ^00,

Troy 500, Paterson 500,

City of Chicago 400, John
Wanamaker 62 j, Carnegie

Steel Co. ^00.

Over 40,000 lights ca-

pacity in large Brush arc

dynamos sold. A large pro-

portion of them using Multi-

Circuit Dynamos.

The newly designed

i
Brush dynamos have the

following capacities; ^^, 80,

100, 12^, 240, 300, 2000 can-

dle-power, lights, 4$, S$,

120, 160, 1200 candle-power

lights.

Brush arc lamps were

first used in 1877. More of

them being sold to-day than

ever before.

BRUSH MULTI-CIRCUIT 125 LIQHT ARC DYNAMO—1897.

Two or more separate circuits run direct from one dynamo with any distribution of load on ttie different circuits.
j

Tile advantages are absolute flexibility in handling of circuits; reduction of high voltages on circuits run from large dynamos; use of large

units with corresponding increase of efficiency; saving in floor space, oil, belts, shafting, pulleys, attendance.
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WHAT MAKES THE

WHEELS GO 'ROUND?

Public sentinient, backed by lov/ prices and

thoroughly good lamps, give us orders to run

every day in the year and a great iTiany of the

nights. The trust factories go by fits and starts,

or rather stops, v/hich v/e can only account for

in two v/ays—either they try to sell their lamps

for too high a price, or they are of poor quality,

or possibly both.

We v/ill be right here n^iaking high grade

lamps at fair prices when the Lamp Trust is

a thing of the past. We solicit your orders on

the above basis. Can't you support such a po-

sition? If so, send your orders to

The Warren Electric & Specialty Co.,

MANUFACTURERS HIGH GRADE ANTI-TRUSt INCANDESCENT LAMPS,

NA^arron, OKiio.

PRICES AS FOLLOWS:
10, 16 and 20 C. P. lamps, barrel lots, capped with Edison or

Westinghouse bases, 17c. T.-H., Brush-Swan, U.S. and Hawkeye
bases, Ic extra. Schaeffer and Perkins bases, 3c extra.

Mention the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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Transformers (

SCHEEFFER'S

IMPROVED )Wattmeters
Double Primary Coils,

Double Secondary Coils,

Good Ventilation,

Light Weight,

High Efficiency,

Good Regulation,

Small Iron Loss.

Convenient to Install.

No Brushes,

No Commutator,

No Moving Wire,

Simplicity,

Durability,

Reliability,

Accuracy,

Even ioa6 c. p. Light.

DIAMOND ELECTRIC CO.,
Manufacturers, „

Office

:

Factory

:

120S Fisher BIdg., PEORIA, IIiI/.

CHICAGO, IliL.

NON-ARCING AUTOMATIC CIRCUIT BREAKERS
GUARANTtiEI) TO OPliUATi-; PERFtCiLY OH NO PAY. MAOK POR Al.TtKNATING OR

DIRPXT CURRHNT. ANY VOLTAGE. CATALOGUE FREE.

AUTOMATIC CIRCUIT BREAKER COMPANY, NEWAYGO, MICHIGAN. U, S, A,

HART
FLUSH SWITCHES

IN GANGS OF ANY NUMBER.

THE SWITCHES ARE INSERTED AND

CONNECTED UP FROM THE FRONT.

FLUSH SWITCH FOR GANGS.

The Cut shows a No. 2 Box

for iron armored conduit, with

a gang of two switches.

The boxes are furnished with

any number of outlets desired.

Switches are "Indicating."

The hart & HECEMAN MFC. COMPANY,
NNECTICUT.

IF

you are anxious to

secure the latest

electrical books. YOU
should write to the

ElectricianPublishing

Co., Chicago. You CAN'T
procure too many

reliable, readable

books to READ.
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EuasiTB F. Phillips, Prest. F. N. Phillipb, Troas. W. H. 3AWTKK, Secy.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
111, PBOTIDENCE, B. I.

V /// BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LICHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

New York Stoke, P. C. Ackerman. 10 Cortlaudt St.

Chicago Stokk, F. E. Donolioe. 241 Madison St.

MOKTREAL Branch, Eugene F. Phillips' Electrical Works.

Tl-ll OIMUY

WATER = WHEEL GOVERNOR
ZRIMS.

Watekville ife Faikeield Railttay & Light Co. , I

Watekville, Me., Jan. 18, 1896.
j

Lombard Water-Wheel Qovernor Co., Boston, Mass.
Gentlemen:—In regard to your Type C governor, which is regulating for us

our two Hercules Wheels, which give power to operate our Light Plant, Street
R. R. and Power Generator, we are frank to admit that the machine does its work
admirably. We have no hesitancy in recommending it to those in want of a
governor. (Signed)

I. C. LiBBY, President Waterville & Fairfield R. R. & L. Co.

LOMBARD WATER-WHEEL GOVERNOR CO,
61 Hampshire St., BOSTOH. MASS.

No Sparking Under Varying Load, BSSBISA t

i
90^ PURE GRAPHITE. ^HHHHIIIIIIIlim^^ ^

d

Holmes Fibre=Grapliite Mfg. Co.,

station Z, Philadelphia.
WRITE FOB PKICB lilST.

m/^E-GRAPHITE]

, COMMUTATOR ^l^

, BT^USh I

TRIMMER'S
TOWER WACOIM.

NOVEL FEATURES.
With it a Trimmer can trim about 2.'* lamps as com-

pared with 60 iamjis trimmed by "tr;idKinK with ladder
and kit. ' Write for detailed description.

STUDEBAKER BROS. MFG. CO.,
SOUTH BEND, IND.

[HercUlesBAtTeries
14. Clede batteries I

IPOKCEIAIH IHSUIAnOM 01 all Kinds i

Wc Solicit Ihe maKIng ol

SpecAl Designs 01^ PorcclAifi.

Fort Wayne Electric Corporation,
FORT WAYNE, IND.

Apparatus for

Arc, Dire^-I: Curren-fc Einci iO^I-fcerna-fc-

•ng Incand^scen-fc LigKt-fcins ^nd

The Bullock Electric Mfg. Co.,
I03S BROA^O'XA^iBk.'V, ^hlMCI IMiM A.-ri, OI-IIO. \S ^

ELECTRIC LIGHT
AND

POWER PLANTS,
AND

SLOW SPEED
MOTORS.

NEW YORK:

BOSTON:

St. Paul Building.

No. 8 Oliver Street.

PHILADELPHIA:
No. 662 Bourse Building.

CHICAGO:
No. 623 Western Union BIdg.

^ufpues! AMERICAN" Sr
ARE THE BEST. SonS for Descriptive Circular.

Absolutely Non-Infringing.
Protection Cuaranteeo.

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
EST-o 1909. 38 W. Quincy St.. Chicago. 111.

EVERYTHINB IN WIRE.
BARE AND INSULATED.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF JHE "CHICAGO" RAIL BOND.

WASHBURN ^ MOEIM MFC. CO.,
'NA/^RCESTER, IVIA.SS.

BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES: New York, Chicago, San Francisco, Houston, Philadelphia,
Pittsburg, Boston.

WEATHERPROOF WIRE.
COMPLETE STOCK CARRIED BY

Western Electric Co., New York,

Electric Appliance Co., Chicago.

Pettingell Andrews Co., Boston,

Electrical Engineering Co., Minneapolis.

St. Louis Electrical Supply Co., St, Louis,

Tlie Bradford Belting Co,, Cincinnati

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.,

Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET, R, I.
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WANTED.
A man emnnetenl In ni:inaKe an electric repair

slio]). Must iM" a Konii mechaule lilmself and
have a fair technical education. One who Is

familiar with swltcliboard work or can develop
the mamifacttire of special appliance preferred.

State ano and experience. Address •REPAIR."
(•are Wkstkkn Kleitkh'IAx, 510 Manpiette
Hhlp.. Chlua^jo.

WANTED.
Position by a younp: man with a thorough tech-

nical edvieatlou and wide practical experience;
where there is some chance for advancement,
where ability, brains and hard work will be
appreciated and rewarded. Address "E. E.."

care Wkstkkn Electrician, r»io Mari]iiette

Bldj;.,ChleaK0.

WANTED.
Tosltion as superintendent or chief engineer

of power or electric light plant, by a man of ex-

Eerlence and college education. 1 can give
est reference as to ability and character.
Would be pleased to hear from parties wantmp;
an Al man. Address "POWER." care Westehn
Electkian, 510 Manpiette Bldg., Chicago.

WANTED.
Situation as manager or assistant manager or

Inspector of some independent telephone com-
pany by man experienced as manager and in-

spector, also as forejnan of outside construction.
Best references furnished. Address "Telephone
Mgr.." care Western Electrician, 510 Mar-
Muette Bldg., Chicago.

ARMATURES TO REWIND.
winders direct from T.-H. and Westinghouse
shops. Work guaranteed. Ten years' experience.
LlKut plants Installed coibplete. Send for prices.

HODCE, WALSH & LORINC,
631 Delaware, KANSAS CITY, Mo,

FOR SALE.
Thirty 20 ampere Shallenberger recording am-

pere-hour meters, practically new; very cheap.
These meters are guaranteed to be equal in
accuracy and sensibility to new meters. Address
"X. Y. Z.." care Western Electrician, 510
Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

FOR SALE.
Rare opportunity for investment and for busi-

ness. The whole or a controlling interest in the
stock of the St. Paul and Suburban Railway Com-
pany will be sold ^t ^ very low figure. This com-
pany owns and operates an electric line of railway
irom St. PaiU to White Bear Lake, and owns a
summer resort on the lake. This Is a valuable
property and will bear Investigation. No bonded
or other Indebtedness. Full particulars and de-
scription will be given upon apidicatlon to E. W.
PEET & SON. Manhattan Bldg., St. Paul. Minn.

FOR SALE CHEAP.
Make us an offer. One Iron mast standing,

complete, 125 feet high.-second hand, for 41amps,
In good state of preservation; having no further
use for It we uEe anxious to sell. Santa Barbara
Electric Light Co ., Santa Barbara, Oal.

(RCSR SA.I_E.
Second hand Arc Lamps of ditferent manu-

facture; good .as new and thoroughly tested:
also. Arc and Incandescent Dynamos and other
electrical apparatus.
Always In the market for scrap Dynamos,

Motors, Wire, Copper, burned out Incandes-
cent Lamns and Lanrp bases, etc. AddressTHE
CORanIAIV COSIPAMY, 1134 Hamilton St.,

Cleveland, Ohio'. -

Bargains in Street Railway
Apparatus.

MOTORS. Frlceeach.

4G. E. 800 motors....; $1b5.00
2 Steel motors, ",C" No. 3 200.00
4 Walker motors* 30 h. p 175,00
2 Westinghouse No. 12, 30 h. p 150.00
10 '• No. 12, 20h. p 160.00
23 " No.3,25h.p 150.00
24 Edison No. 6, 15 h. p 65.00

GENERATORS.
Edison, T.-H., Detroit, Eae. Write for prices.

TRUCKS.
20 McGulre old style trucks, 25 Brill trucks.

Cars and Trailers. Write for photos and prices.

The Electrical Exchange,
Long Distance Tel. 744 Express.

166-174 S. Clinton St., Chicago.

NOTICE TO BIDDERS.
Notice is hereby given tliat bids will

be received by the Common Council of
the City oC Niagara Palls up to and in-

cluding the first day of November, 1897,

at 8 o'clock p. m., tor the exclusive
furnishing of electric arc lights to the
City of Niagara Falls fora period of five

years from November 1, 189.8, atioording
to specifications on file with the city
clerk.

Each bid shall give the name and ad-
dress of the bidder and shall state the
price per annum for which the bidder
will furnish each electric arc light of a
two thousand (2,000) candle lamp power
for said teriri.

The estimated number of arc lights
to be furnished is three hundred (300)

with the right of the Common Council
of the said city to increase or decrease
the said number as it may elect during
said term.
The successful bidder will be required

to enter into contract for the furnishing
of such number of electric arc lights as
may be required for such term at the
price per annum named in its bid and
to furnish bond in twenty thousand dol-

lars ($20,000) for the faithful perform-
ance of said contract.
Each bidder must accompany his bid

with a certified check for ten thousand
dollars ($10,000) as a guarantee that he
will enter into contract if the same is

awarded to him.
Further information, if desired, will

be furnished by the city clerk upon ap-
plication.

All bids shall be opened at the meeting
of the Common Council to be held Mon-
day, November 1, 1897;

The Common Council reserves the
right to reiect any or all bids.

Dated August Ifi, 1897.

By order of the Corrimon Council.
S. P. ARKUSH,

City Clerk.

PROPOSALS FOR

LIGHTING.
Office of the City "

^

Clekk.
Proposals for lighting the streets of

the city of Lorain, Ohio.
Sealed proposals will be received at

the office of the City Clerk in the Wag-
ner building until Sept. 6, 1897, at 12

o'clock noon, for the'lighting, furnish-
ing, extinguishing and keeping in re-

pair, including the furnishing of glass

and all materials necessary therefor,

for 50 electric lamps more or less, of

1,200 or 3,000 candle power each. Also
for the lighting, furnishing and ex-
tinguishing and keeping in repair of

such number of gas or vapor lamps as
will be equivalent to 50 electric lamps
of 2,000 candle power each, and the
furnishing of poles and other equip-
ments therefor for a period of five

years and ten years alternating bids.

Specifications can be seen at the office

of the City Clerk.
Each proposal must contain the full

name of the party or parties making
the same, and all persons interested

therein, and must be accompanied by a
flve-hundred-doUar certified check on a
solvent bank in the city as surety that
if the proposals be accepted a contract
will be entered into.

No proposals will be entertained un
less delivered at the office of the city

clerk in the Wagner building by 12

o'clock noon, Sept. 6, 1897.

The city reserves the right to reject

any and all bids.

G. A. Resek, City Clerk.

A I UaDMC consulting electrical
• Li nCllACt ENfllNEER.-^

Estimates, Plans, Specillcatlons,
Examinations, Keports, Tests.

306 Oriel Bnilding. HT. I.OVIS, MO.

Scrap Copper Wire Wanted.
It you have any Old Copper Wire of any description to

dispose of, it will pay you to communicate with us, as we are
'/o all times in the market for any quantity of Scrap Copper
Wire, at the highest market values. We pay cash and send
prompt returns. We are also supplying the electrical trade with
our high grade Babbitt, Cotton Waste, Solder, Etc. Please com-
municate with us.

SWARTS METAL REFINING CO.,
30 N. Desplalnes Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Slilwell's Patent siEM^ffED Water Purifier.
Removes all Impurities.

ENTIRELY PREVENTS SCALE IN STEAM

BOILERS. Catalogue on Application.

Tlie Stilwell-Bierce & Smitli-Vaile Co.,

DAYTON, OHIO.
Rlsdon Iron & I.ocomotiTe AVorks. San Francisco, Cal., Paciflc Coast Agent.

BIDS WANTED.
Tliecityof Asheville.N.C, desires bids for fur-

nistiiii^' and maiotalDing ODe hundred Co one
luindri'il and fifty electric arc liglits of two-
thousand (2,00(1) candle power each.
Tile citv reserves the riKht to reject anv or

all bids. Bids to be received until Sept. 20, 1897.

GEO. F. SCOTT. Chairman,
Special Light Committee,

Asheville. N. C.

ARMATURES. I V Pl^sFI F
FIELDS, v« 1^* L^lOLwLwL^j

94 Lylle Street.
COMMUTATORS.
TELEPHONE MAIN 1120

Agents Wanted.

A few good live agents

to take sabscriptions for

the WESTERN ELEC-
TRICIAIV and handle our

book publications. L.iberal

commissions paid.

Address, stating expe-

rience and references,

Electrician Publishing Co.,

5 10 MARQUETTE BLDC,

CHICAGO.

The BraPastlrins.

T. H. Brady, New Britain., Conn.. U. S. A.,

Manufacturer of MastArms.Pole and
Swinging Hoods, House Brackets and
other Specialties for Construction
Work.— Catalogues and Prices fur-
nUhe.d on application.

Anctior or Toggle Bolt.

Electrical and Small Woodwork a Specialty.
Send for catalogue.

C.H. LEVER MFG. CO., CHICAGO,

Arnold Electric PowerStatlon Co.,
Suite 1540 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

Engineers and Contractors for

Electric Power Stations.

Sole owners of patents controlling the "ARNOLD
SYSTEIVI" of power station construction.

Reduction in first cost, economy and greater
reliability in operation. Write for information.

THE BELL,
STYLE "F"

3 TO 15 INCHES.
A.SK F-OR IT.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE,

HUEBEL & MANGER,
MANUFACTURERS,

290 Graham St.. Brooklyn N.Y.

Making Sockets Our Specialty
Write for full particulars, free Samples,

etc. We make many brands of

OCKETS
Have saved others money. Can save you.

H. T. PAISTE CO.
PHILADELPHIA

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand-Book.
3y F, B. BADT.

326 Pages, 140 Illustrations. Flexible Cloth Binding. Size of Tvpe Page
S 1-2x3 inches. Price $1.00.

This is, as the najine indicates, a NEW BOOK, much- mor«TC3mplete-than the
oid one, with all the'ihforniat.ion, instructions and rules which are required by
practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers, and owners
and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It is the only book of the kind
gublished in the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynama Tendeiri!'
[and-Book sold, and over 5,000 of the new.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
510 Marquette Buildlne. CHICAQO.

jHEV^s H. £ LLIOTT SL^CTHIC CO,
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Victor Turbine Water Wheel.
Cylinder or Register Gate— Close Regulation and High Efficiency

at Full and Partial Gate-
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CELEBRATED WATER

WHEEIj as particularly adapted to their use, on account of its remarkablT steady motion,
high speed and great efficiency and large capacity for its diameter, being double
the power of most wheels ot the same diameter. It is used by a number of the leading electric com-
panies with great satisfaction. In the economical use ol water it is without an equal, prodrcing the
highest per cent oi useful effect guaranteed.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PARTICULARS.
The accompanying engraving represents a single 10-inch Victor Turbine on horizontal shaft to

develop 36 H. P. under 38 feet head. Arranged with 12-inch Worrell Friction Coupling at one end to
disconnect pulley.

We are now prepared to furnish Victor Turbines, cither single or in pairs, on horizontal shafts,
and where the situation admits of their use we recommend them.

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO., DAYTON, OHIO.
R'sdon Iron & Locomotive Works, San Francisco, Cal ; Pacific Coast Agents.

WHITE CEDAR POLES
And STREET CAR TIES.

AVholesale Producers.

:rrizo & soiMS, DAOGE-r-r, is/iioi-i.

CEDAR
LiNDSLEY Bros.,

MENOMINEE, MICH.,

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS. POLES

IraCarley
Can ship you anywhere anything In cedar from
a 3 in. 7 ft. to 7 in. 70 ft. Electrical con-
tracts my specialty.

INGALLS, MICH.

P Cn A D Telegraph, Telephone, D fl I CC
UllUnll Railway and Electric Light fULCu

A.. J. IVIcsl-EiB^I^, IVIenominoe, IN/licK.

The Standard Open Circuit Batteries
of the World.

SEND rOK OIKOULAR AND PKICE3.

THE lECLANCH'E BATTERY CO.,
Ill to 117 East 131st St., N. Y.

ELECTROTYPES.
CHICAGO ELECTRO. & STEREO. CO.,

I4B-1SS Plymouth Place, Chicago.

Point Marion Mfg. Company,
Office: 430 Fourth Avenue, PITTSBURG. PA.

CHESTNUT AND POPLAR TELEGRAPH, TELEPHONE, ELECTRIC LIGHT AND RAILWAY POLES

Chestnut and poplar poles for any kind of work, 35 to 70 feet long; stronger,
straighter and better than cedar.

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH-CLASS OAK AND LOCUST PINS, BRACKETS, MOULDINGS. CROSS-ARMS.

ETC. SHIPMENTS MADE PROMPTLY. LOW PRICES. WRITE US.

PINS LOCUST ,^ PINS

TMiuroui
National Tube Works Company.

Boston, 7a Federal St. I Chicago, corner Clinton and Fulton Streets.
New York, Havemeyer Building, Cortlandt St. St. Louis, 938 North Second Street.
Pittsburg, Fidelity Building, Fourth Ave. I Works, McKeesport, Pa.

BUY
Your Electrical Books of the Electrician

Publishing Co., Suite 510 riarquette

Bldg., Chicago. You will save TIME and

MONEY by doing so

Cedar Railway, Telephone,
Telegraph and Electric Liight

F>OI-ES.
Fine painted cross arms and Oak pins. Get

our prices for delivery at any destination. Six
sortinc yards, our Monroe yard being most
Houtliern and Eastern in Michigan. Our card:
Ai poles and good despatcii.

W, G. Sterling & Son,
MONROE, MICH.

«5.00 93.00

Electric Stew Pan. Electric Curling Iron Heater.

Some of our goods which connect to lamp sockets,

using from i to 2 amperes at 110 volts.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC
HEATING CORPORATION.

Electric Heating Pad.

NEW YORK,

39 CORTLANDT STREET.

BOSTON.
SEARS BUILDING.

CHICAGO,
MONADNOCK BLOCK.

97.OO

Electric StoTe. Electric Smoothing Irons, Electric Foot Warmer

ELECTRIC HEATERS AVAILABLE TO ALL.
MINIMUM EXPENSE.

Portable Heater for residences and offices, size 23 inches long, lis inches
high, 6 inches wide. Weight 30 pounds.

Highest Efficiency, 5impl]city, Durability, Production Guaranteed.
Our Street Car Heaters lead all competitors.

Send for new illustrated circular.

Heating coils renewed like incandescent lamps. Constructed for any voltage. Work on direct
or alternating current. Consumes 6. 8 amperes on no volt current, i. s on 500 volt current.

THE GLOBE ELECTRIC HEATING CO.,
147 North i3th

Street, Ptijiadelphia, Pa.
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We Have Cut Our Prices Lower Than Ever!
You have no further excuse for not equipping your exchange with StrOmberg-CarlSOtl Telephones

and Telephone Apparatus.
We have cut our coat according to the cloth—our prices to the times. OUT Standard Of HlSfh Grade

Work is maintained throughout. Our profits are sacrificed.

DON'T BUY A LAWSUIT.
GET OUR CATALOGUE.
There's good reading in it on the patent situation. Good advice to the uninitiated.

The Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co.,
76 W. JACKI§iO]V BOULEVARD, CHICAGO, ILL., U. S. A.

Full equipment for Central Stations, also for House, Office, Factory, Police and Fire Alarm systems, manu-
factured in our own shops from crude material.

The very simplest and most efficient Street Railway System on the market.

American Electric

Telephone Co.,

The Largest Manufacturers
-OF-

JepHones #S ^A/^ i -be Ki fc>oa rds
VS THE UXITED STATES.

Aii Goods Strictly High Grade.
325 exchanges, aggregating 60,000 telephones, in

use. Three years service. Write for our 1897
catalogue showing new types and prices.

American Elec. Telephone Co.,

1 7 1 and 1 73 S. Canal Street, CH ICACQ,
^UfACTORV.

Saojw G

WESTERN TELEPHONE

—^CONSTRUCTION CO.,
260 S. Clinton Street, CHICAGO,

, . LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF . ,

Telephones and Appliances,
EXCLUSIVELY. IN THE UNITED STATES.

The Lockwood Transmitter
Is protected by letters,patent No. 528640 and No. 557588, issued Nov.
6, 1894, and April 7, 1896, respectively.

The electrodes have "A variable air space" between them, and the

adjustment is obtained by tension instead of pressure. The Lockwood
is positively the only Transmitter on the market having no contact

BETWEEN electrodes, consequently parties liable to infringemeiit

suits and promoters of long-distance systems will find it to be the only
telephone that will satisfy the fears of their subscribers. The Trans-

mitter can be placed upon any instrument now in use, and an exchange
of Transmitters is easily effected.

Address:

The Lockwood Long Distance Telephone &
Telegraph Company of America,

JOSIAH TICE, mgr. No. 80 Albany St., New Brunswick, N. J.

NTiJKr EDITION.X -RAYS
FOR EVERYBODY.

Icl''«A/'^rcl "r^-v^rt.

Just off the Press. 93 Pages. 47 Illustrations.

Fully describes in plain terras how to perform experiments with the X-Ray Outfit.

Tells what electrical apparatus is needed and how to manipulate it. Illustrations show
clearly how to connect up the Crookes Tube, the Ruhmkorfi Coil, and how to run
them, either by batteries or electric light currents. How to make an X-Ray OutJit
very cheaply, including a Fluoroscope.

Write us at once, enclosing 25 Cents in stamps, postal note, express money or-

der, and get one of these valuable books.

ELECTRICIIN PUBLISHING CO.. ='" 'SS^'l'^i!^-

THK TRLaRPHONE HAKD-BOOK
BY HERBERT LAWS WBBB.

Member 0/ the American histitute of £Jlecirical Engineers, and of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, London. Author of '^A PraMiJal Guide to the Testing of
Insulated Wires and Cables.'' Joint Author of '•Electricity in Daily Life."

took Si *ri^e $1.00.146 PQses, 138 lllus-tra-fcions, Clo1:l-i, Hand-I
EXTKACT FROM PREFACE.

"Thlsllttlebookhasnopretension to be considered a complete treatise on telephony as it exists In America. The time for such a work Is not yet come. But It is felt tliat there is a demand
for a practical book on tcleplionB workinp- aud management, and tlie TELEPHONK HAND BOOK Is an attempt at meeting tliat demand. With tlie exception of a few chapters deaunp; with
certain forms of transmitters and rficelveis used in Europe, wliioh are given for the information of tliose who may wish to engage in tlie manufacture of telephones, the book Is based entirely on
standard American practice; and most of the material, apparatus and methods described are peculiar to or have originated in this country."

'('o pains have been spared to make it the bP3t book of its kind. It is right up to dat«, intensely practical, and so plain and clear in its language that anyone can understand and learn from it

everything regarding telephone work and management. It conforms in size and style to our other Kand-Books which have been so favorably received by the entire electrical fraternity.

CHAPTER 1. The Invention of the Telephone.
2. Sound AVaves. Articulate Speech.
3. Electric Telephony. The Bell Telephone.
4. The IVIicrophone.
B. Current Induction. Electromagnetic In-

duction.
6. The Induction Coil; Its Use In the Tele-

phone Transmitter.
7. The Complete Telephone Circuit.
8. Maenet Telephones.
9. The Bell Telephone Receiver.
10. Other forms of Magnet Telephones.
11= The Gower, Ader and D'Arsonval Receiv-

ers, Mercadler's Bl-Telephone.
S2. The Siemens, Kotyra, Neumayer and

B^ttcber Receivers.

-CONTENTS.-
CHAPTER 13.

14.

15.

16.

17.
18.

19.

20.
21.

22.

2S.

Carbon Transmitters.
The Blake Transmitter.
The Long Distance Transmitter.
The Solid-back Transmitter.
Tlw Berliner Transmitter.
The Cuttriss Transmitter.
Various European Transmitters.
The EfQciency^of Carbon Transmitters.
Batteries for Telephone Work,
Open Circuit Batteries.

23. Closed Circuit Batteries.
The Practical Management of Batteries^
Magneto Bell.

Automatic switches.
Xeiephone Line CoQstructloa,27.

CHAPTER 28. Metallic Circuit,

29. Underground Wires.
30. Lightning Arresters.
31. Inside Wiring.
32. Installation of Telephone Instruments.
33. Inspection and Maintenance.
84. The Condenser; Its Use In Telephony,
35. Electromagnetic Retardation.
ate. Exchange Working.
37. Small Exchanges.

Party Lines: The Bridging Bell.

Long Distance Telephony.
Duplex Telephony. _
Simultaneous Telegraphy and xeleplioii/

Appendix,.

39.
40.

«1.

»»b!i.fc*.fiMidforBai6bF ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., Suit© BIO Marquette Building, CHiCACO
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^^THIS e HAS BEEN MAKING

fTELEPHOHES
fS* 20 YEARS, NOT CHEAP BUT
SERVICEABLE AND FULLY GUARANTEED.

,
• CIRCULARS FURNISHED.

VIADUCT Electric C°
BALTIMORE. MP. U.S. A.

THETELEPHONE HAND-BOOK
BY

HERBERT LAWS WEBB.
Price Wl.OO.

The only complete and practical work
of its kind on the market.

PUBLISHED BY

THE ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
Suite 610 Marquette BulldlnK, Chicago.

Owm^ Wq.- Oileaiy)

.

E. S. TABER. V. A. MAYER.

TABER & MAYER,
MANUFACTURERS AND '

DEALERS IN

ELECTRICAL GOODS

TEIEPHONE APPARATUS.
Telephone Instruments, Switchboards, Trans-

mitters, Receivers. Cords, Jacks, Plugs, Drops,
Switches, Experimental Work.

185 FRANKLIN ST., BOSTON. MASS.

IT SPEAKS
FOR ITSELF and FOR YOU!

THERE ARE MICROPHONES AND MICROPHONES,

BUT
THE MILDE CARBON MICROPHONES

(CONTROLLED BY US)

Excel All Others.
So do onr »$WITCHBOABDS and T£LiEPH09r£S.

STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.,
IWIsadison, "Wis., XJ. S. A..

EVERY-DAY EXCURSIONS

To all parts of the world can be arrang-
ed for any day in the year, for one or

more persons, upon application to any
principal ticket agent of the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway. Itiner-

aries carefully prepared for e.>tcursions

to California, Mexico, China, Japan,
and to any part of Europe. Estimates
furnished, including all expenses.
Tickets furnished for the complete
journey. It is not necessary to wait for

any so-called "Personally Conducted
Excursions." In these days of progress-
ive enlightenment, with the English
language spoken in every land under the
sun, one does not need to depend upon
the services of guides for sight-seeing,

but can go it alone or in small family
parties, with great comfort and security
and at one's own convenience. Write to

C. N. Souther, City Ticket Agent, 95
'Adams St., Chicago.

We have just issued a NEW cata-
logue of electtical bookscoutaininglOO
fiages, listing every.work on electiic-

ty. A copy will be cheerfully mailed
on receipt of a two-cent stamp.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

510 Marijuette Bldg., Chicago.

J. G. BRILL COMPANY, PHILADELPHIA,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Electric Cars

and Trncte,

Solid Forged

Frame Trucks,

Trucks for

4-Wlieel Cars.

PIVOTAL TRUCKS FOR STEAM AND ELECTRIC SERVICE.

The PERFECT TRUCK, our "No. 27." Is safer, easier on rails, easier for passeneers and
imparts less motion to ttie car body tlian any truck ever made.

WE CAN SUBSTANTIATE OUR CLAIMS.

DIRECTORY OF PRINCIPAL ELEC-

TRICAL AND MECHANICAL

ENGINEERS.

[Charles A. Pratt,

I

Consulting Electricat Engineer.

f'ower transmission and Buoctlvlslon for
' JfliCtorleB. Electric coal mining plants.

Defllgns for special machinery.
?lans, speclncatlons, tests, supervision.

1118 Monadnock Bldg.. Chicago.

Force Bain.
Electrical and
Mechanical Engineer.Consultint;,

Deblpnine,
SupervlsInK.
ConstructJDg,
Testing.

Suite IGSr. 1«5H and lO.,**
aionadnork Itldtr.. <'1II<'A<;0.

Plans, Sppcincations and
General Eogineering.
Expert in Patent Causes.

Playing Cards.

You can obtain a pack of best quality

playing cards by sending fifteen cents in

postage to P. S. Eustis, Gen'l Pass. Agent.

C. B. & Q. R. R., Chicago, 111.

....BINDERS....
FOR THE

Western Electrician
$1.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUB. CO.,
CHICAGO.

The Coast Line to iVlACKINAC
" TAKE THE '

TO
MACKINAC
DETROIT
PETOSKEY
CHICAGO

New Steel Passenger Steamers
., Tlie Greatest Perfection yet attained in

mat Construction—Luxurious E:quipment,
Artistic Purnistling, Decoration and Effic-
ient Service, insuring the liighest degree of

COMFORT, SPEED AND SAFETY
Four Trips per Week Between

Toledo, Detroit and Mackinac
PETOSKEY, "the SCO," MARQUETTE

AND DULUTH.
LOW RATES to Picturesque Mackinac and

Return, including Heals and Berths. Prom
Cleveland, S18; from Toledo, $15; from
Detroit, $13.50.

DAY AND NIQHT SERVICE.

Between Detroit and Cleveland
Connecting at Cleveland with Earliest

Trains for all points East. South and South-
west and at Detroit for all points North and
Northwest.

Sunday Trips June, July, August and Sept. Only>

EVERY DAY BETWEEN

Cleveland,Put=in=Bay^|itToledo
Send for Illustrated Pamphlet. Address
A. A. SCHANTZ, a. p. a., DETROIT^ MICH.

THe Detroit & Glevelatid Steam Nav. Go.

fi£ 99

THE BEST ANSWER TO A QUESTION
On Wiring, can be found in the New Bool(,

WIRING TABLES,
"How They are Made and How to Use Them."

BY THOS. C. CRIER.
Whenever yon are asked a qnestion on Wiring, refer the

questioner to this hook, and he irill find ivhat he desires.

THE BOOK CONTAINS: Tlie Law of Eesistance, Electromotive Force and Current
Fully Explained. How to Calculate the .Size of Wires. The Different Methods of "Wiring, with
Diagrams. How to Ap;:ily tlie .Simple Formula, in Calculating the Size of Wires Under all Condi-
tions. Diagrams for Wiring 3 Point, 4 Point, Head Light and Heat Regulating Switches.

37 tabi.es ois wibiko asji) vai.babi,e data.
Ohm's laiv is described in such plain and simple langnage

that one cannot fail to clearly understand it.

Bound in Glotti, 80 Pages, Size 5x72 in. Sent, prepaid, on receipt of price, $i.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO-ZTiZr CHICAGO.

DYNAMO BUILDING,
With detail draivings and instructions for winding.
Oiving correct sizes of wire, dimensions of iron, etc.
Also diagram for house wiring

BY I-. C. A.-r\A/^^OD.
iProfusely illustrated. Size of page, 10x8 inches. Price, S3.

"This work is gotten up especially for amateur builders and non-proressional

men. All measurements and instructions for winding are taken from machines
in actual service. Particular attention has been given to every detail of construc-

tion, that they may be thoroughly understood. This work will be of great value,

not only to those who wish to build dynamos, but to superintendents, engineers

and workmen who have the care of established systems."—i^rom Preface.

Pronounced to be a practical abtd complete work.
Sent postpaid on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING
SUITE 6 lO MARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

CO.,
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Special Offer

!

WESTERN ...

ELECTRICIAN

3 MONTHS 50 CENTS
THIRTEEN NUMBERS CONTAINING B. J. ARNOLD'S ELEVEN LECTURES ON THE

"DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS," DE-
LIVERED IN MARCH AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA.

TITLES OF THE LECTURES:

B. J. ARNOLD.

1. Possible Sources of Jlnergy.
2. Cost ofthe Production ofPower.
3. Boilers and Accessories.
4. liVater Supply, Pumps, Condensers, Heaters,

Economizers, £tc.
5. Engines.
6. Piping.

7. Connections between Engines and Gen-
erators.

8. Generators and Switchboard.
9. Storage Battery Auxiliaries.

10. Preliminary Determinations.
11. Buildings and General Arrangements.

"In securing the exclusive right to the serial publication

d{ the lectures delivered last month at the University of

Nebraska, by Bion J. Arnold, the Westekn Electrician
feels that it is providing for its readers during the next
three months a feature of assured excellence. As a student,

Mr. Arnold is close, careful, persistent, yet enthusiastic

withal; as an engineer he is practical, cautious, yet quick
to adapt himself to existing conditions, and eager to se-

cure the best result without dogmatic adhesion to any pet

thesry. He seems to balance well theory and practice and
has been successful in accomplishment. Devoting especial

attention to power station work, he is well qualified to

speak on the "Design and Construction of Electric Power
Plants," which is the subject of his series of lectures.

The first lecture, which appears in this issue, somewhat
abridged, shows with what thoroughness Mr. Arnold ap-

proaches his subject."

—

Editorial Announcement.

A BIT OF HIS WORK.

Send 50 cents and Receive the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN for 13 Weeks, and learn all about Electric Power Plants.
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AUTOMATIO
HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL, OF THE HIGHEST

STANDARD QF EXCELLENCE.
ivie:da.us:

World's Industrial and Cotton Exposition, New Orleans, .... 1885
American Institute Fair, New York, ........ 1887
Centennial International Exposition, Melbourne, Australia, .... 1888
Augusta Exposition, Augusta, Georgia, ....... 189

1

World's Columbian Exposition, Chicago, ...... 1893
Califorhia Mid-winter Exposition, San Francisco, ...... 1894
Cotton States and International Exposition, Atlanta, Oa., 1895

THE BALL ENGINE CO., - ERIE, PA.
Chicago Office, 1526 Monadnock Block.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Manufacturers of the

Morrifl "Climax" M "Conpiiad" Safety Water

Tnlie Boilers.

BUILT IN UNITS OF 50 TO 1 ,000 H. P.

CAUTION:
Beware of infringers, they will

be rigidly prosecuted.

ALSO BUILDERS OF

Smoke Stacks, Tanks, Etc., and
All Classes of Iron Work.

Specillcations, Dra-wingrs and Prices furnished
on application.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boilers.

"Raymond Improved"
GAS AND GASOLINE

ENGINES
For driving electric light and

stationary power plants.

ONE TO ONE HUNDRED HORSE POWER.
Ertiriency unexcelled.

Manufactured by

J. I. CASE T. M. CO.,

?"ull particulars given on aiiijllcatiou.

The Electrician Publishing Co., Suite 510 Marquette

Bldg., Chicago. Headquarters for all latest Electrical

Books. Write for Catalogue.

ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM.
3iS5 FAG£^. FRIC£ !£2.00. 347 ILIiUSTRATlON!^. A series ofThirty-four Practical I^essons covering the Science of Electricity from Its Fundamental

Principles to Its Every-Aay Applications. By Prof. 1>. C. Jackson, University of n'isconsin; Frof.H. S. Carhart, University ofMichigan ; Prof. B.F. Thomas,
University of Ohio ; Prof. Wm. A. Anthony, of 'Xew York ; Prof. Brown Ayres, Tulane University ; Prof- A.C Perrine, liCland Stanford University, Cal. ; Prof,
<jJeo. I>. !«»hephardson, tTniversity of Minnesota, and others. A Comprehensive Treatise in Simple Language, Free from Algebraic Equations and Easily Understood.

COIMTCN-rS:
CHAPTER I: The Nature and ProperUes ot Electricity;

Origin of Electricity; Two Kinds; Laws of Attraction and
Repulsion; Positive and Negative Charge; Terms, Con-
ductors, Insulators, Electric Conductivity; Conveying Elec-
tricity; The Electroscope; Force Exerted Between Charged
IJodies; Unit of Measurement of quantity of Electricity;
Electrometer.—CHAPTER II: Machines for Generating
Electricity by Friction and by Electric Induction; Making
Machine to Continuously Generate Electricity by Friction;
The Electrophorus; Induction Generator; Units of Elec-
tric Current and Pressure; Electricity Conveyed by Unit
(Jurrent Each Second; Negatively and Positively Charged
Conductors; Relation of Lightning and Sparks of Electrical
Machine.—CHAPTER III: Electric Batteries or Appliances
for Generating Electricity by Chemical Action; Action of
Batteries; Electric Pressure; VoltalcElectricity; Direction of
('urrent Flow; Production of Continuous Current; Battery
Oils In Series; Production of Pressure by Cells; Polariza-
tion and Its Avoidance; Leclancbe Cell; Open Circuit Cells.

—CHAPTER IV: Electric Batteries or Appliances for Gen-
orating Electricity by Chemical Action (Concluded); Closed
(Urcuit Ceils; Local Action; Law of Electro-chemical Ac-
tion; Electro-chemical Equivalent; Primary Batteries Com-
pared with Dynamos for Furnishing Current; Uses of
Batteries; Difference Between a Primary and Storage Bat-
terv: How Storage Batteries are Made; Parallel Connection
of Plates In Storage Batteries.—CHAPTER V: The Nature
ni\d Properties of Magnetism, Magnetic Fields; Permanent
Magnetism; Magnetic Attraction and Repulsion; Poles of
Magnet; Magnitude of Force Between Two Magnets; Aging
^[agnets; Earth's Action on Magnetic Needle; Magnetic
Field; Action of Lines 'of Force.—CHAPTER VI: The Mag-
netic Effects of Electric Currents and Magnetic Circuits;
Effect of Electric Current on Magnetic Needle; Relation
Between Direction of Lines of Force and Direction of
Current Flow; Determination of Current Direction by
Compass; Ampere Turns; Solenoids; Ampere's Theory;
Solenoids wUh Steel or Iron Cores; Residual Magnetism;
Klectro-Magnets; Magnetic Permeability; Magnetic Re-
luctance; Maffucto Motive Force or MacrnetJc Pressure.

—

<'HAPTER Vll: Ohm's Law of the Flow of Electricity;
Pressure; Resistance; Current; Volt; Ohm; Ampere; Mer-
curv Resistance; Conductivity of Copper Compared with
Other Metals; Resistance of Circuits Made Up of the Same
Parts in Parallel; Joint Resistances; Fall of Voltage Over
Resistance; Effect of Temperature on Resistance; Copper
Temperature Coefficient.—CHAPTER VIII: Heating Ef-
fects of Electric Currents; Miscellaneous Effects of Elec-
tric Currents; Foot-pound; Joule; Horse-power; Watt; Kilo-
watt; Watts per Horse-power: Heating Effects on Bear-
ings of Macliinerv: Effect of Electricity on Nerves of Ani-
mals; Muscular Effect of Strong Currents.—CHAPTER IX:
Galvanometers and Voltameters; Differences in Construction
for Largo and Small Currents; Presence and Direction of
Currents Shown bv Galvanometer: Strength of Current In-

dicated; Tangent 'Galvanometer; Reflecting Galvanometer;
Needle Suspension; d'Arsonval Galvanometer; Terms
"Dead-Beat," "Calibrate;" Voltameter: Electrolyte, Eiec-
trolvsis; Electrode; Forms of Voltameters.—CHAPTER X:
Measurement of Electrical Resistance; Resistance Meas-
ured bv Substitution; Resistance Boxes; Use of German
Sllver;'Coils; Wheatstone Bridge; Measuring Resistances
with Bridge; Measuriifg Very High Resistances; Practical
Examples.—CHAPTER XI: Every-day Measurements of
Electric Currents and Pressure; Three Effects by Which
Currents are Directly Measured; Amperemeters; Milli-

ampere; Microampere; Three Classes of Magnetic Ampere-
meters; Weston Amperemeter; Electro Dynamometers;
Hot Wire Instraments; Scales of Amperemeters; Alter-
nating Current Measuring Instruments; Measuring Very
Large Currents; Measuring Electric Pressures; Voltmeters;
Gardew Voltmeter; Electrometers; Electrostatic Volt-
meters; Standard Cells; Measuring Currents by Voltmeter
and a Standard Resistance.—CHAPTER XII: Every-
day Measurements of Electric Power, Condensers and
The Measurement of their Capacity; Wattmeters; Electro-
dynamometer Used as Wattmeter; Recording Wattmeters;
Coulomb Meters; Watt Hour; Ampere Hour; Capacity;
Farad; Microfarad; Condenser; Capacity of Condenser;
Charging Condenser; Specific Inductive Capacity; Selec-
tion of Insulation for Telephone Cables; Capacity of
Underground Wires; Comparing Capacities by Ballistic
Galvanometer; Practical Capacity Measurements; Leyden
Jar.—CHAPTER XHI: Electrolytic Deposition of Metals;
Electroplating; Metals Commonly used in Plating; Salt
of a Metal; Nitrate of Silver; Cyanide of Silver and of Po-
tassium; Solution for Silver plating; Vats; Quality of Elec-
trolytic Deposit; Effect of Too Great or Small Cnrre'nts;
Cleaning Articles to be Plated; Gilding Inside of Silver
Articles; Base Metals on Which Nicliel is Usually -Plated;
Solution for Nickel Plating; Electrotyping; Electrotype
Molds; Electrotype Finishing; Electrolvtic 'Refining of
Copper; Solution Used.—CHAPTER XIV: The l?lectric
Telegraph; Elements of Electric Telegraph; Telegraph
Circuits; Telegraphic Signals; Sending and Receiving;
Telegraph Lines;

' Sounder: Relays; Local Circuits; Multi-
ple Telegraphy; Duplex Telegraphy; Diplex Telegraphy;
Quadruplex Telegraphy.—CHAPTER XV: Multiple Tele-
graphy; Differential Relay; Polarized Relay; Pole Qhduger;
Principles of Operation of Diplex, Quadruplex, Bridge
Duplex; Artificial Line; Autographic Telegraphy.—CHAP-
TER XVI: Th"e',Telephone; Bell Telephone: Microphone;
Blake Transmittei;; Exchanges; Switchboard; Long-Di,6tance
Transmitter.—CHAPTER XVII: The Construction of
Telegraph and Telephone Lines and Instruments; Poles;
Cross-Arms; Pins; Joints; Insulators: Insulation; Ground
Plates; Underground Cables; Conduits; Fuses; Muyiple
Switchboards.—CHAPTER XVIII: Testing Lines /or In-
sulation and Conductivity and the Location of Leaks and
Breaks; Line Troubles; Grounds; Crosses; Locating
Trouble; Earth Currents; Line Conductivity and Insula-
tion; Testing.—CHAPTER XIX: Principles of Coritlnu-
ous Current Dynamos and Motors; Electric Conductor
in Magnetic Field; Field Strength; Induced Electric Pres-
sure; Direction! of Current Moving Couductors; Alternat-
ing Current; Dynamos; Magnetos; Commutator.—CHAP-
TER XX: Principles of Coutinuons Current Dynamos
and Motors; their Construction, Care and Attendance;
Gramme Arm.Tture; Siemens Armature: Armature Cur-
rent; Laminating Cores; Foucault or Eddy Currents: Hys-
teresis; Fundamental Principles of Dynamos and Motors;
Points of Good Dynamo; Counter Elec'tric Pressure; Types
of Field Windings; Series, Shunt and Compound Wound
Machines; Multipolar Machines; Regulation. Gate ' and
Maintenance.—CHAPTER XXI: Arc Lighting and Arc
Light Machinery; The Arc; Arc Lamps; Princ)ples of
Operation; Conuections; Arc Dynamos; Current apd Presr
sure Required; Making of Arc Carbons; Regulators; Arc
Light Switchboards.—CHAPTER XXII: Incandescent
Lighting and Power Transmission, Two, Three and Five
Wire Systems of Distribution for Electric LigfitB and
Motors: Incandescent Lamp: Filaments: Vaccuum; Ma-
terial for and Making of Filaments; Advantages of In-
candescent Lamps; ^Incandescent and Motor Clj-cnfts;

Constant Pressure; Loss of Voltage; Circular Mils; Prac-
tical Examples; Weight of Copper Required for Trans-
mission of Power at Different Pressures; Three-Wire
System; Motor Starting Resistances.—CHAPTER XXIIl:
Construction of Electric Light and Power Circuits, and
Their Testing; Overhead Electric Light Wires; Weather-
proof Wire; Arc Circuit Wires; "Drawing In" and
"Built In" Underground System; Underground Electric
Light Cables; Edison Tubing; Feeders; JIaius; Inside
Wiring; Cleat Work; Moulding Work; Concealed Work;
Dangers from Fires; Distribution System;.—CHAPTER
XXIV: Testing Electric Light Circuits and the Dis-
tribution and Measurement of Light; Faults; Soldered
Joints; Magneto Bell; Use of Voltmeter to Locate Grounds
on Arc Circuits; Ground Detector; General Testing;
Photometer; Standard Candles; Illuminating Effect of
Lamps; Effect of Opal Globes.—CHAPTER XXV: Elec-
tro-Magnetic Induction; Effect of Cutting Lines of Force
by au Electric Conductor; Induced Currents; Induction
Coils; Cores of Induction Coils; Transformers; Direc-
tion of Induced Current; Self Induction; Attraction and
Repulsion of Parallel Wires Carrying Currents.—CHAP-
TER XXVI: Alternating Currents; Alternator; Electro-
lytic Effect of Pulsating Current; Heating Effect of Al-
ternating Current; Effective Value; Alternating Current;
Measurements; Frequency; Period; Apparent Resistanccv
—CHAPTER XXVII: Alternating Currents and Alter-
nating Current Machinery (Concluded); Power Used in Al-
ternating Circuits; Alternating Currents for Lighting; Mak-
ing Transformers; Testing Transformers; Building Alterna-
tors; Number of Alternations; The Exciter; Running Al-
ternators in Parallel; Synchronous Motors; Two-Phase
and Three-Phas© Systems; Induction Motors; Squirrel-
Cage Armature ; Mesh Connection ; Star Connection ;.—
CHAPTER XXVIII: Miscellaneous Applications of
Electric Motors; Uses of Electric ilotors; Motors in Ma-
chine Shops; AVaste of Power in Factories; Advantages
of Removing Shafts and Belts; Estimating Electrical
Power Required; Electric Elevators; Electric Launches.—
CHAPTER XXIX: Electric Railways; Richmond Elec-
tric Railroad; Trolley Wire; Trolley; Track; Use of Two
Motors; Rail Bonds; Heavy Electric Locomotives.—CHAP-
TEIt XXX: Methods of Handling and Controlling Rail-
way Motors and Generators; Output Records; Record-
ing VoUmet.3rs; Load of Electric Railway Plant; Appli-
cation of Storage Batteries to Smooth Road Curve; Meth-
ods of Controlling Street Car Motors; Station Instru-
ments; Equalizer.-CHAPTER XXXI; Model Electric
I'lant; First Central Station; Changes in General Me-
chanical Construction of Dynamos; Instruments; Multi-
ple Arcing Galvanometers; Use of Double and Single
Pole Switches ; Operating Dynamos in Parallel ; Feeder
Connections in Continuous aud Alternating Stations;
Throwing Dynamo into Circuit; Cutting Dynamo Out.

—

CHAPTER XXXII: Underwriter's Rules, Etc.; Neces-
sity of Rules; Special Points in Wiring; Insulation of
Sockets, Fuses, Fixtures; Annunciator Wire; Office Wire;
Leaky Wires.-CHAPTER XXXIII: Electric Welding.
Forging. Etc.; Electricity Applied to the Kitchen; Elec-
trical Methods Applied to Metal Working; Thomson
Apparatus for Heating Metals; Welding by Thomson
Method; Bernardos Process of Working Metals; Bringing
Piece of Metal to High Temperature by Dipping in Pail
of Water; Electric Current for Warming and Cooking;
Electric Heating and Stoves Compared.—CHAPTER
XXXIV: Electro-Therapeutics; Galvanic Curren*: Fa ra-
dio Current; Static Electricity; Electric Osmosis; Electro-
Cautery; Medical Electric Lights.

PRICE $2.00. Sent postage prepaid to any address in the world on receipt of price'. The Ideal Workfor Electricians, Central Station Men, Engineers, Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Students. Etc.

ELECTRICIAN PUBUMSHING CO., 510 MARQUiTTE BLDG., CHICAGO.
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trH^ Dayton Globe Iron Works Co., Daytoin. 0.
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Shafting.

Gearing,
Pulleys,

PillowBlocks^

Governors,

Etc.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL
Is known the world over as affording the most simple, reliable

and economical power for all purposes.

7,000 WHEELS NOW RUNNING ^^l^I'^^Si^l^^""'''""'
' '""'' ^"-

CICPTDIP OnWCD TDAMCMICCIflM Felton "Wheels are especially adapted to

CLCli I nib rUlfLn I nHnOlTMOolUII. this purpose and are operatint; the major-
ity ofsturinn^ of this rliaracter in all parts of the world. Highest efficiency and best regulation
guaranteed. Catalogues furnished on application. Address

PELTON WATER
143 Liberty Street, or

NEW YORK. N. Y., U. S. A.

WHEEL CO.,
121-123 Main Street,

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL., U. S. A.

Xt^BERRYIVIAIM
Feed Water Heater and Purifier.

Provided with U-shaped Tubes, it Never Lealcs.

THE HIGHEST GRAOE OmLiY.
Our catalogue contains the representative names of a large number of con-

tented buyers of BERKYMAIS HEATEBS built by us in the last twenty
years. A copy awaits your order at any time.

L B. DAVIS & SON, Makers, Hartford, Conn.,
Or addresses given below:

Jas. Berrvman, 125 North 4tb St., Philadelphia.
VV. H. Git son, 620 Medlnah Temple, Chicago.

Jos. Whitaker. 7 and 9 Pearl Street, Boston.
A. A. CardweU, 39 Cortlandt Street, Room 127, New York.

THE Mccormick
TURBINE.

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,
Especially Adapted for Electrical Work.

GiiveH more poiver per diameter 'n^ith a higher
percentage of useful elTect tlian any other -wSter-
wheel lieretofore mnde. All sizes, right and left hand,
are built from patterns perfected under systematic tests in the
Holyoke Testiug Flume.

I'arties having power plants which are unsatisfactory, anC
tliose contemplating the improvement of powers, will find it to
their interest to confer with us, as ^we ai*e Tvillins to
guarantee results where others have failed, no
matter what make of turbine has been in use.
^TATB REQUIRBSIEJVTIS A7i1> S£NI> FOR
CATALOGUE.

S. MORGAN SMITH CO., York, Pa.
Estimates furnished for complete power plants and

results guaranteed.

WATER WHEELS
For Heads of 3 Feet to 2000 Feet.

. Especially adapted to all kiuds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyojie, given below, enable us toguarautee:

The largest Power ever obtaiiiedfrom a wliecl of the same diameter. The highest
speed ever obtained for the same power. The highest mean ejffieicney when
running from half to full gate. We guarautee also: A runiur of the greatest
pot^sible strength. A gate unequuled in quickness and ease of opening and closing.

Test of a 45 in. SAMSON, Jan. 25, 97.

1500
15.04

15-11

144.00
138.12

127.67
15.88) 131.50

16.47I 126.87

172.69

15503
133-24
112.65
go.04

Pow,-i

240.97
223.61
igi.o6

163.80

127.73

Per
Cent.

82.03

8455
83.68
80.25

75-95

Test ofa35 inch SAMSON, Feb.1,'97.

Rev.
Pr. Min.

15.29 194 25
16.56 187.75

1733 178.50

17.54 176.40
17.68 168.50

102.02 143.44

92.15146.73
83-951138.40
68.821109.64
57.69I 88.14

Cent.

81.08

84.78

83.88

80.09
76.19

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.

DIXON'S BELT DRESSING
AND LEATHER PRESERVATIVE.

Is guaranteed to prevent slipping and to preserve the leather.
It will pay you to send for circulars and testimonials.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.. JERSEY City, IM. J.

Cazin Water Wheel.
rat. March lo. iS(i7.

Will furnish more power per cubic foot of water used than any other

wheel made.

Can be Operated by Steam at Periods of Low Water.

American Impulse Wheel Co. of N. Y. '^^tS"

Front View of Bucket.

REG.TRADE MARKS JHE PHOSPHOR BRONZE SMELTINGCO.IIMITED,
2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.

\ "ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE''
INGOTS,CASTINGS, WIRE,RODS.SHEETS, ETC.

J ^ujj'iuivt,juuMyJ' — DELTA METAL^~"
/^"JN^ CASTINGS, STAMPINGS'and FORCINGS

ORIGINAL AND SouE Makers IN THE U.S,

IH£AMERICAN-BALL ENGINE
Has All the Latest Improvements.

Its self-oiling system is a splendid success and is ap-

preciated by the engineer because it furnishes a bath of oil

for the bearings without his constant attention, and it makes

the engine run noiselessly and cool.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

AMERICAN ENBINE CO.,
Frank H. Ball, (icnl aigr.,

BOI^IMD BROOK, N. -I.
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SINCLE POLE 1,000 VOtTS.
DOUBIiE POLE 1,000 VOLTS.

WIRT SHORT-
GAP LIGHTNING
ARRESTERS

For Alternating Current Circuits

of any Potential.

Will take the discharge when large gap arresters fail to protect. ISmall carrent only at time of discharge. Xo moving parts.

These Arresters Protect the IVlagara-Buffalo Transmission and Most of the Important
JLong Distance Transmissions nsitag'High Voltage Currents. IVrite for Prices.

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,
IVIain O-Ffice: Schenec-tady, IM. Y.

Sales Offices in all Large Cities of the United States. For Canada, address Canadian Creneral Electric Co., Toronto.

The ElectricalTransmission of Energy.
A Manual for the Design of Sjlectrical Circnitft; by Arthur Vanghan Abbott, C. £., ChiefBug. Chicago Telephone Co.

M^itli 9 Coldine Plates. 580 Pages. S$9 Illustratioiis and 74 Tables. Size of page, Ox9 in. Price S4.50.

OF~ O^IM1"E:i^'rS:
CHAPTER I.

Introduction.—Distribution )n General—Distribution in Series-
Distribution In Parallel—Mixed Systems—Indirect Distribution.

CHAPTER II.

The Properties o< Wire.—The Conducting CircuitsWire Man-
ufacture—Hard Drawing—"Wire Gauges Tlie Circular Mil-
Copper Wire—Properties of Wire—4 ompositeWlre- Galvanizing
ana I Innlne-Insulated Wire Flexible cable—Testing and In-
spection—Wire Specifications—T- nsion of Aerial Lines—The In-
fluence of the Variation of Temperature,

CHAPTER III.

The Constructl-n gI Aerial Circuits.—Par( /. General Line
Work Classification—Aerial Mnes—Foles—Methods of Preser-
vation-Height of Poles i'ross Arms—Pins-Faciog of Arms-
Stresses— ('aleulntlnn for Pole SirenL'th—Guying— An'*hor Poles—
Settiug Poles— Insulators—Value of Insulators—Oil Insulators—
TyinKand Dead-Kuding—Loops—Strint;lngWires—Wire Joints-
Streuutu of Joints—The Suspension of Aerial Cables—Humniiog
of WifHs —Transposition of Telephone Lines—Power Circuits-
Pole l*ine s^pecitications. f'nri //. Blfctric Hadway Circuit-'.

Electiic Raiway Circuits-Rallvpav Reiurn Circuit—Electrolytic
Action— HailwHy Poles—Wooden Pole<5—Iron Poles—Feed Wire
Insulators and Pole Tops—'1 rolley Insulators—Kailway Line
Work -Strtin Insulators-Anchors—Line Sections—Switches-
Line Crossings. ' ar' III. Lightning Arret er*. Lightning
Guards and strong Current Arresters—High Resistance Arres-
ter-Magnetic BI'<w-out Arrester—Mechanical Magnet Arres-
ter-Air ^xpanslon Arre-ter->'onArcing Metal Arrester-
Discriminating Arresters—Automatic Cut-outs— Cable and
Switcliboard Protectors—Appendix of insurance Regulations.

CHAPTER IV.

Construction of Underg^round Circuits.—Pari /. Conduitn.
Classi cation—Valentine Coniiuit—wyckoff Conduit—PaperOon-
dnit— I ipe Conduits—Dorset Conduits—Cheiiowlth ronduitT-
Terra-coc a Con-uiits—Crompton System—Brooks system- John-
stone system—Kennedy System— St. James System—Inflexible
Systems -'"allender Solid System—Cologne Conduit—Zurich i dn-
duit—Manlioles—Junction Hoxes for Street Kailway Feeds—In-
troduction o' Circuits—Pneumatic Rodding—Gas— Electric Rail-
way ' ond Us— Buda-Pesth Conduit-K)ackpor*l Conduit—Love
Condiiit-Lenox' Avenue Conduit—Metallic Conduits for Alternat-
ing Cu- rents. Part IL Cdbh.a and Conduit Conductors. Con-
duit Conductors—Armored Cables—The Siemens Cwble—Tlie
Edison -ystem—The Ferranti Mains -Telegraph Cables—Sub-
aqueous Cables— Power Circuits—Paper Cables—Telephone
Cables—Rrttish Post Office Cables—The Patterson ' ahle--GIover
Cables- F'lwler Waririg Cables—Felten-Guilleaume Cable-
Beaded ab!es-Cal>le Joints—The Connection of Underground
and Aerial Systems—Cable Heads.

CHAPTER V.

Electrical Instruments. — Classification— Instruments for
Measiirement of Resistance—Wheatstone Bridge—Slide Wire

Sent, expressage prepaid, on
receipt of pricet S4.50.

Bridge—Ohm-M**ter—Instrun:ients for Measuring Quantity and
Pressure—D'Arsonval Galvanometer—Ballistic Galvanometer-
Galvanometer Constants—Reduction to Zero and Inferred Zeio -
Shunts- Weston Instruments—Cardew Voltmeter-Electrostuic
Voltmeter-Siemens Dynamometer—Condensers-Wattmeters—
Keys—Magnet—Girouhd Indicators-Boyer' Speed Recorder.

CHAPTER VI.

riethods of Electrical nea<)urement. Quantities to tie Meas-
ured—Electrical Intensity—Electrical Quantity—Uuit of ( 'urrent-
The Watt — Capacity — Hesistance— Ohm's Law— Klrchhoff's

Laws—Measurement of Resistance hy Deflection—Bv Wheatstone
Brldee—By Voltmeter—By Volt and Ammeter-Measurement of
Small Resistance—High Resistance—Insulation Kesiatance—By
Loss of Charge—Line Resl-tance —Ground Resistance—Special
Methods for Galvanometer Resistance - F'tr Battery Resistance-
Potential Difference—By Condenser—Wheatstone's Method—
Lumsden's Method— Measurement of Current Strcgth—By
Ammeter—By Voltmeter—By Differential Galvanometer—By
Slide Wire—Measurement of Capacity—Thomson's Method—
Gott'sMethod—Divided Charge Method-Localization of Faults-
Blavier's Method Oveilap Method—Lo"p Test—Murray's and
Varley's Methods— Localization of Crosses—M-asnremenc of In-
ductance -By Condenser and Bridge —With AlEernaiing Current-
Mutual Inductance—Measurement on Alternatiug Currents-
Difference of Potential -Current—Power by Two Voltmeters—
By Three Ammeters-Measurem^-nt on Polyphase Circuits—
Flectrlcal Railway Testing—Capacity of Aerial I ines—The In-
ductance of Aerial Lines—Mutual Inductance on Transmission
Lines.

CHAPTER VII.
Continuous Current Conductors. Part X, Conductorx and

Insulator". *'"ondnctors—Reslslance—Ohm's Law—Specific Re-
sistance—Effect of Temperature—Resistance of Dielectrics— IJne
Leakage— Distiibmion of Potenti-'il-The iiffect of Leakage—Con-
duciance—Distrbution of Potential in B'auch Circuits. Part II.
The Hmflr.g or Cond'cfors JouleV Law—Location of <^ircuils—
Bare Wires Freely Susp-nded—Radiation and Convection—Pan-
eled Wire—Insulated wire Freely Suspended— Rheostats and
Heater.s~Cost of Electric Heating—Fuse Wire's-Heating of In-
sulated Cables—Heating of ConduitCables—Heating of Suspended
Cables.

CHAPTER VIII.
Conductors for Alternating Currents. General Considera-

tions — Classiftc-^tion-skin- Kffect — Current Density— Induct-
ance-Magnetic Field—Electromotive ForceDue toVarying Field-
Equation of Energy—Harmonic Motion—Averaire ViiUies—The
Solution of the Energy Fquation—Effect of Mutual Inductance-
General Energy Equation for Mutualtv Inductivo Circuits—Co-
efficients of Imtuctance— Effect of Capacltv—solution of the En-
ergy Equation for Circuits with Capacitv-tiie Energy Flquafion
for Circuits Containing liesiytance-lDdoctauee and Cap city-
Graphical Methods—Vector Quantities- Composition and Reso-
lution of E. M. F.—Simple CIn-uits «ith One icesis'ance and In
ductance In Series— lieactance—Imp dance—Resistance Vari-
able—Inductance Variable—Simple Circuits with Several Resist-

ances and Inductances in Series—Simple Circuits with One Re-
sistance and Capacity in Series—simple Circuits with Several
Resistances, Inductances and Capacities in S-ries—Circuits with
Itesistance. Inductance and Capacity In Parallel—Method of
Equivalent Resistance and Inductance—Circuits Containing Mu-
tual Inductance-Impedance Tables.

CHAPTER IX.
Series Distribution. Origin—Classification—Constant Current

Circuits wich Generator and Motor at Fixed Distances—Location
of Station—Current Den-ity In Main tsircuit-Economic Condi-
tions-Design for Heatmg-Limit — Design for Me-hanlcal
Strength—Minimum First Cost of Line—Minimum First Cost of
station—Minimum First Cost of Plant and Cost of Maintenance
and Operation—Design for Miniumm First Cost of Plant-Design
for liest Service—Minimum Cost of Plant for Maximum Income-
Calculation of Loads—Regulation—Automatic Cut-outs,

CHAPTER X.
Parallel DUtrlbution.-The Evolution of the Parallel System-

Methods of Distrihution—'ihe L'>op System-The Spiral Loop—
The Tree System—TlieClocet System—Conical Conduc ors— »nli-
Parallel Pee ling—Distrioution of Potential—Cylindrical Conduc-
tors. Parallel Feeding—Cylindrical Conductors, Anti-paradei
Feeding—Conical Conductors, Parallel Keeding—Conical Con-
ductors, Anti-paraltel Feeding-Three-wire System—Mul-
tiple Series System—Five-Wire System—RelJitlve Area rov-
ered hv the Multiple Wire Systf^nis-Feeder and Main System-
Location of C^'ntral station- Location of the Feeders and Cen-
ters of Distribution—Dhiribudng Mains— Calculation of Feed-
ers— Kfficienov of Conductors—Methods of Reyulatinn—The Com-
pensator in Kiectrical Hallway Work- Fall of Pressure and Nec-
essary Set^tion for Feeders—Laws of Economy and Feeder De-
sig t-Gt^nernl Desicn for a System in Multiple Arc- Mechanical
Methods—Station Loads— 4rc Lamps on Constant Potential Cir-

cuits—Electric Railway Wiling—Three- wire Railway Systems.

CHAPTER XL
Miscellaneous Methods and Long Distance Transmission.—

MotorTransfnrmers—Compensaiors—Motor Transformers Hun-
ning and Feeding in Series - High aiid Low Potential Distribution
froui the same S utiou -Accumulators—Sub-station Accumula-
tors—Accumulator Distribution —Regulation by Means of Accumu-
lators—Transfo mers—Economy in Conduc-tors-Isolated Trans-
formers—Erticiency of Distrlbutloi by Isolat^^d Transformers-
Transformers as Sub-stations— polyphase Systems— Long-dis-

tance Plants—Lone-distant'e Transmission with Conti'mous Cur-
rents—Line Construc^tion for Long-distance Transmission—Rela-
tive Amount of Conducting Material for Transmission Systems.

CHAPTER XIL
The Cost of Production and Distribution.-Cost of Conductors-

Cost of Conduits—Teleph.me a"d TelMgraph Lines— Kailway
Lines—Cost of Power staiions—'"ost of Producing Knerey—Coal
Consumption per Watt-hour—Water Power—The Gas Jilngine—

The Cost of Electrical Kneriiv. as Developed by Wind Power—
The <* ctual Cost of Electrical Energ>'—Commercial Considerations
of Transmission Problems.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 MARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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I MAISISFIELD

I COPPER C0\
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PLANTE
STORAGE BATTERIES

Have Wo Su perior.

New York Accumulator & Electric Co.,

ISO NASSAU ST.. NEW YORK CITY.

TfATfRfP „,

CORRY-P« „
.-Vt/rcOfLuTEWB CO?f EfiG

JYJ4AM0
c5ELTINGr» Ht. liOnU, He., v. B. A.

GENUINElRAWHIDE

iiWCL LEATHER.

IHULT/S PATENT

^PllLLfifJCOVER.

ELT 'dressing
"AND
CEMENT.

VBA^NCBES: IM Somnier 8t, Boston; US Llbortr Bt., Kew Xork; 129 North 3d Bt., PhUadolphls.^ DELAWARE HARD FIBRE CO.,
VmaSu> wilmii^cton, del.

SEDTD FOB CATAI^OtilK ASIO SA5IPJL.ES.

Sheets, Rods. Tubes and Special Shapes.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO
A^l-l,^l-IE^ IS73.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

. HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
FACTORY

WILMINGTON

In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

.DEL. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. iadeystTn
office:"^

" EW YORK.

KWUIEOWmi RAVEN Vmm CORE WIRE

OFFICE

t131 THE ROOKERY.

Chicago, April 30, 1896.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,
320 Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

Gentlemen:—After carefully consider-
ing the merits of the various brands of
wire upon the market, we have decided to
use your "Raven White Core" exclusively
for rewiring the Ferris Wheel.
As you are aware, the wire upon the

wheel is very much exposed and the test
will no doubt be a most severe one.

Yours very truly
THE FERRIS WHEEL Ca

By L. V. Rice. Mgr.

rDIMCUAllf UfUITC rnOC Used exclusively for all Incandescent LigUt-

UnMllOriHW nnllC UUnL. Ing at world's Columbian Exposition.

RAUPN \A/HITF PflRF used in some of the largest buildings in the United

mUDCTITinU I IMC lUIDC Used by some of the largest Central station!

bUllirCilllUn Line Wlnll. and Fire and PoUce Departments in the U.S.

GRIMSHAW TAPES, COMPETITION TAPES AND SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

M-17 Commit St., New York.
BRANCHES: J

„,'g«*J«=s,.
BOSTON:

M4 Coagnu St,

SAN ntANcnot.
IISNtwMOTliMaySt

w/%'t%'%/%'%im/%i%^t'i%/%/%/%/%'%i%/%/%t%m^%mm^%/%'m/%'%'%'m/%^

Black Diamond File Works.
Est. 1863. Irtc. 1895.

. Twelve

f Medals

# Awarded at

International

Expositions.

Special Prize

Gold Medal

at Atlanta,

1895.

Onr goods are on sale in every leading Hardware Store

in the United States and Canada.

Q. & H. BARNETT COMPANY, |
PHILADELPHIA, PA. M

A NON-ARCINB FUSE.

I A REtlABtE ABfI> ACCURATE FUSE. |

I
A FUSE that will open a High-Tension Short Circuit without

i A.V^Ci OR F-i_AStHI.
I Endorsed by the National Board of Underwriters.

«> D.&W.FUSECO., Providence,

R. I.Aborn St.

THE WARREN ALTERNATOR
NOISELESS IN OPERATION.

A MONEY EARNER.

A DYNAMO
without

Collector Rings

or Commutator,

without Brushes,

without Moving Wires,

without liability to

"Burn Out."

Its construction is such as to

permit of various -ways of connec-
tion for different voltages wltliout

in any manner clianging the ma-
chine, or requiring new- coils. It

may be connected with a 110 or
2a>-volt system, and used 'Without
transformers for short distances,

or for 1,000 or 2 000 volts to be
used with transformers for long-

distance transmission, or it may
he connected to operate a iiO-volt

circuit and a i,ooo-volt circuit botli at
the same time.

The

riodern

Dynamo

for

Central

Station

Work.

WARREN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,
SANDUSKY, OHIO.
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SIMPLEX INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.
WESTERN SELLING AGENT, SiiTjplex Electrical Company,H. R. HIXSON,
1 137 Monadncck Block. CHICAGO. 78-81 Cornhlll, BOSTON, MASS.

SO F-. IVI
MANUFACTURER OF

INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
P-L.EXIBUE ^^IV^S /klVia ^i».^UES.

«0« A^n 20!2 NORTH THUtU STREET. FHIIiAnRIiPHIA, PA.

^ON'^:
1889—Paris Exposition,
Medal for Bnbber Insnlation.

1893—World's Fair,
Medal for Bnbber Insnlation.

TRADEMARK.

THE STAKDABD FOB
BVBBFB IirSUIiATIOJf.

Sole Manufacturers of

Okonite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee "'°p?o'.r Wires.

253 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
Wlllard L. Candee, I ,,,.,..„
H. Durant Ohaeirer. i

""'9»f''
Geo. T. Manson, Gen'l Supt.
W. H. Hodgins, Secy.

JEWELL BELTIN6 CO.
MANUFACTUKEES OF

Jewell Dynamo Belt Cement,

Jewell Dynamo Belt Dressing,

Jewell Patent Pulley Covering.

ELCETROTHERM
"
HEATING PAD.

-'-"H^W

'^3

"'--'''•""f--^r*''^'-iif

A substitute tor hot water bottles, etc., of great
value in houseliolds, hospitals, and sanitariums,
and to doctors, nurses, therapeutists and others in
treating pneumonia, rheumatism, neuralgia, tooth-
ache, stomach-aohe, ear-ache, chilliness,, cold feet,
etc., and for covering the bandages over sprains,

fractures, etc. The Electrotherm has been carefully perfected- and is the only
practical electric heating pad. Three degrees of temperature are furnished by
the regulating switch. The operation of a thermostat at 210° F., which auto-
matically regulates at that temperature, makes the Electrotherm perfectly safe
in the hands of anyone. Inexpensive to operate. Thousands in use.

DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR SENT UPON REQUEST.

H.W.JOHNS MANUFACTURING CO.,
340-243 Bandolph St., Chicago, 111.

NEW YORK. BOSTON. PHILADELPHIA. LONDON.

WESTIIN Electrical hmmA Co.,
*" —"^W 1 14-120 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

The Weston Standard Portalile

Direct Reaflii^

Voltmeters and Wattmeters

W^eaton Mtandard Portable Direct

AlterMtlng and Direct Carrem Circnlts

Are the only standard portable in-

struments of the type deserving this

name. Write for circular and price

lists S and 9.

Mention the Western Elkotrioian when

PARIS 1867. CHICAGO 1893. PHILADELPHIA 1876.

!S1WIRES AND GABLES.
AERIAL, UNDERGROUND,

SUBMARINE.

X )

W- R- BRIXEY, IWfr.

^' 203 Broadway, Now York.

Western Office, Marquette BIdg., Clilcago, III.

CALIFORNIA ELEC. WORKS, M. DUPEROW. NEW ORLEANS ELEC. CO.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. WASHINGTON, D. C. NEW ORLEANS. U.

THEATER '''°'' '^'^'' ''^o^'^' (^<>->n kH I fc n
WESTFIELD, N. J., U. S. A.

niHIIEDC Ri-iEOSi-r'A-rs
UinmiknOi fobali^pubfoses.

CARPENTER
ENAMEL RHEOSTATS.

Automatic Slotor Starters.
All sizeH. List price of 1 H. P. size, W3.00.

Keliable. Tally guaranteed. Highly finished. Cheap.

Ward Leonard Electric Co., Hoboken, N. J.

Queen & Co.,
1012 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA.

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-Wirt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Ray

Focus Tubes, Induction Coils.

The hPa.stbs.
T. H. Brady, New Britain,. Conn., U. S. A.,

Manufacturer of MastArms.PoIe and
Swinging Hoods, House Bracbetsand
other Specialties for Construction
y^OT^i.— Catalogues and Prices fur-
nished on application.

A I lljkDAC CONSULTING CLECTRICAL
I Li MCllACy ENQINEER.^^

Estimates. Plans, Specifications,
ExaminatiODS. Reports, Tests.

306 Oriel BuUding. ST. LOUIS, 9IO.

COPPET?,'
CO RRY - P«„„,

l^anufacfiJrEr)|)ARTRICKS fi^RTER f0. Etf^L'S^AL

Dealers n25So.2ndSt.V)PHILADA.lJPA. goods!

.
MSi Wt R

IVational
Xndia

Rubber Co's
RUBBER COVERED

>A/ires and Oables.
OFFICE and FACTORY: BRISTOL, R. I.

GORDON PRIMARY CELL.
For Open and Closed Circuit "Work.

The Perfect, Modern, Longest Lived and Most Economical
Cell Ever Put on the Market.

In use by the leading cities, railroads, telephone and gas engiue
companies.

WE CLAIM:—Constant discharge of current without polari-

zation: no local action; no noxious gases or fumes ; no acids; least
labor for operation; cleanest; not freezing at 2S° belovr zero; eco-
nomic value 50 per cent, greater than gravity cell, and 30 per cent.

fpeater than best other cell in market. For No. 1 cell, 2oi) ampere
ours; for No. 2 ceil, 100 ampere hours; on open circuit, .9 to i

volt; on closed circuit, .65 to {,j% volt, yenu fox- ciroularand price list.

THE GORDON -BDRNHAM BATTERY CO,
82 to 36 West Broadway, New York City.

General Western Agent, S. F. B. MORSE, Marquette BIdg., Chicago, III.

THOS. mUlR & SON,
ISLarnedSt. W DETROIT,

MICH.,
OUR NEW

ELEVATOR

AUTOMOTOR

STARTER.

St. w.,
Manufacturers

and
• Selling Agents for

f Card Electric Co., Dynamos.

f "Lundell" Motors and Fans.

i "Imperial" Incandescent Lamps.
i Interior Conduit, Brass and Iron.

A Insulated Wires.
\ Insulating Tapes, Etc.
' "Detroit" Hedical Batteries.

; OUR NEW

I
Estimates Given on Elevators.

J CET f
jOUR

Aluminum-Lined

REFLECTORS.

INCANDESCENT
AND

WELSBACH
LIGHTS HADE
BRILLIANT.
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DDY GENERATORS.
Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, ^'entral Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

Eddy Motors—Slow. Medium or High Speed.

l\'e bnlld all necessary apparatus for the transmission of Klectrlcal
Power through fitctory or other bnlldines-

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.,

NEW YORK, H. B. Coho & Co., Mail and Express Building.
PHILADELPHIA, Walter C. Mclntire & Co., 506 Commerce St-

BOSTON, G. M. Angler & Co., 64 Federal St.

ELMIRA, S. N. Blake.
ST. LOUIS, Western Electrical Supply Co.
KANSAS CITY, W. T. Osborn.
CINCINNATI, O., Nevada Bldg,, John A. Stewart.
CHICAGO, 305 Dearborn St., Wallace & Hine, Managers.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.. Cal. Elec. Wks., 409 Market St.

Alcatraz Electrical Compound,
Manufactured by

THE CALIFORNIA ASPHALT CO., ''.^^^^l'}-

ABSOLUTELY UNEQUALED FOR
^•ECTRICAL AND WIRE INSULATION, Insulating Connections, Dynamos and Motor Bases, Battery and Accumulator

Shelvmg, Circuit and Switch-Boards.
WATER-PROOFING Cut-Out Boxes, coating wires when subjected to acid or alkaline fumes, and when laid under

cement, etc.
PAINTING Poles, Brackets, Cross-Arms, Benches, Floors, etc.
COATING CABLES, Lead-Covered Pipes, and all underground work.
.

ALCATRAZ ELECTRICAL COMPOUND is manufactured of the celebrated brand of Alcatraz Asphalt, and possesses many well-known points of superiority.

i^ju S^ ^", under severe and exacting conditions, and has given perfect satisfaction. It will not Scale, Crack or Burn. Presents a Smooth Surface.
Adheres Tenaciously. Not affected by Thermal or Climatic Conditions. Resists the action of the Elements, Acids, Alkalies, Sewer Oases, and possesses
great strength and elasticity. Being the producers of the raw product, we are enabled to save the middleman's profit, and offer consumers a superior article at a
veryiowprice.

SAMPLE UPON APPLICATION. Agents wanted in all leading cities.

The Zamel Arc Light Meter
AHD ELECTRIC CURRENT TIMER

Is the ONLY RELIABLE DEVICE for Timing the Use of Arc Lights.

l-t Is Posi-tive in l-ts Action.
SEXD FOR CIRCULAK.

Zamel Arc Light Meter Co.,
266 BI-UE ISI-AIVD AVE., CIHICAOO, ll-l_.

KEYSTONE ELECTRICAL

INSTRUMENT COMPANY.
Switchboard Voltmeters, Ammeters, Ground Detectors and

Differential Voltmeters.

We meet all tn
using direct or al'

Our instrumt
appearance and s\

We can Intere

Ninth St. anc
Type illuminated Dial.

equlrements of modern Central Stations or Isolated Plants, whether
atlng current circuits.

: are constant and durable, sensitive and accurate, pleasing in
ays correct.
>ou in prices and other details if you will write to

iVIontgomery Ave., Philadelphia.
aw York, 15 Cortlandt Street.

Chicago, 1440 Monadhock Building.
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We have an Okonite Wire Department.

We have an Interior Conduit Department.

We have a Lundell Motor Department.

We have a Sawyer-Man Incandescent Lamp Department.

We have a Wagner Transformer Department,

We have a Helios Arc Lamp Department.

We have a Street Railway Department.

We Have a House Goods Department.

We also have a General Department from which everything pertaining to the electrical industries can be furnished.

We also have an Order Department noted for its accuracy in completing complicated orders, and a
Shipping Department whose sole mission is to get your goods started toward you with the greatest possible dispatch.

It is to your interest to get acquainted with us.

Qeo. A. McKinlock,
President.

Charles E. Brown,
Secretary.

S. R. Frazier,

Treasurer,

Central Electric Company,
1887-1897.

173=175 Adams Street, Chicago, 111.

YOUR SUPPLY MAINTAINED FOR 12c.

LAMPS
Efficient, Long-Lived and

Guaranteed Satisfactory.

Write us before making another contract. We are THE
Lamp Renewing Company you have heard of.

Lynn Incandescent Lamp Co., Lynn, Mass.

steam Engineering and
Electricity

Taught by Mail.

Our Stationary Engineers' Scholarship incln.dGi instruction in Arithmetic, Mensuration and tlie
Use of Letters in Algebraic Formulas, Mechanics, Meclianical Drawing. Steam and Steam Engines,
Steam Boilers. Dynamos and Motors.

Besides a thorough education in the tlieory of Steam Engineering the instruction is designed to
qualify Steam Engineers and other students to understand, operate and care for electrical ma-
chines; to inst ill electrical plants; to perform calculations and to locate and remedy faults.

Studies are carried on at liome. No time lost from work. Specially prepared "Instruction and
Question Papers, superior to text-books, furnished free to students.

Also courses in Mechanics : Civil Engineering in all its branches: Book-Keeping and Business Forms
and the English Branches.

A circular giving full particulars will be sent free. Mention the subject in which you arfe inter-
ested. Address

THE INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS, Box 1002, Scranton, Pa.
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PARAGON

FAN MOTORS.
CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY,

139 ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO.

THE ORIGINAL PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS OF

Cement-Ljiied Ducts

Engineers and Contractors for Complete Subways.

Address all Correspondence : JCEW HAVElf, COlfIf.

The Connecticut Pipe Manufacturing Company,

Office and Factory, West Haven, Conn.

Business Established 1865.

Incorporated 1892.
E. H. Phipps, President.
GEO. O. Richards, Secretary,
Chaeles Waed. Gen. Mgr.

1" BRYANT OOODS ARE GOOD QOODS."
|

BRYANT-PAISTE SWITCH.

PRICES GREATIiY REDUCED.
WRITE YOUR JOBBER FOR REVISED

FIGURES.

THE BRYANT ELECTRIC CO..

BRIDGEPORT, CONN. CHICAGO. IL

Switch and Box Complete.

For Iron Armored
Condait for

Hart Flush Switches
,

Single or Gang Switches.

"Indicating,"
"Porcelain Clad"

Flnsli !S\*^itclies.

THEHART&HEGEIVJANMFG.CO,. HARTFORD. CONN.

We have just issued a NEW cata-
iogrie of electrical books containinglOO
pages, listing every work on electric-
ity. A copy will be cheerfully mailed
On receipt o£ a two-cent stamp.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO .

510 Marquette Eldg., Chicago.

<S>^>^'^><2>'3>^><s><S>^h$>«x^^>^<S>^>4xS><SmS^^^

The Tuerk Alternating
1897 PATTERNS NOW READY.

Some New Features Embodied in Our '97 Product Make
It Better than Ever.

MADE FOR FROM 50 TO 120 VOLTS.

SO, 125 AND 140 CYCLES.

SPECI^^i- F-E:.A-r«_II^ES:

Starting ^vwitcH at bottom.

Five different styles of finisli—Bronze, Bower-

Barff, Ivory and Gold, Nickel, Polished Brass.

Current Ceiling Fan.
THE HANDSOMEST FAN ON THE MARKET.

strong, Reliable, Noiseless, Durable, Ornamental |
and Inexpensive to Operate. i

SEND FOR 1897 CATALOGUE.

HUNTER FAN & MOTOR CO.,
FULTON, NEW YORK.

E. B. LATHAM iS CO., General Sell-

t ing Agents, 136 Liberty Street, New

York, U. S. A.

«<S«S^>«xS^$>«^S«S«S. •S^kSx&^^x$«S><sx5h$^xS><?«S> <8^^<SHSx$M$><s.<j>^>^K$>^<S>$.4^K8>«.«ySHS^«xS><S^KS^^ «"$^5^«ks>^h$><$^^^^>^^^>^^^«^k^<S>^^^^.S>^<S~SkJ><S^<ShS>«^hSkSkS«8«^ <S.<^«hs>4x5^<$^-^^4^$-S^
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TEAR ME OUT AND
HANG ME HERE.

COMPLIMENTS
OF

Some of Our Customers Attending ihe 19th Annual Clam Bake, Providence, R. I., '97.
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"The Banquet on the Bluff."

A glimpse of our customers at the recent Northwestern (La Crosse) Convention.

Do You See Your Face in the Picture?

CHICAGO. Western Electric Company.
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THE GARVIN MACHINE CO,
Spring and Varick Streets, New York.

51 N. 7(h STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

Manufnclurers of and Dealers Id

METAL WORKING MACBINERV
OF ALL KINDS.

Universal and Plain Milling: Machines, Screw Machines, Drill

Presses, Hand and Engine Lathes, Turret Lathes, Planers,
Shapers, Gear Cutters, Grinders, Tapping flachines, Etc.

Send for our Illustrated Catalogue and List of

New and Second-hand Machinery for

Immediate Delivery.

Complete plants equipped for making

ELECTRICAL GOODS AND MACHINERY,

Bicycles, Firearms, Etc. No, 1 1 Milling Mar:biae.

THE AMERICAN ELECTRIC METER.

Designed

for all

Forms

of

Service.

Send tor cir-

cnlars and
price lists. 3.wire 22-Llghl Meter. Case Open, Showing Mecbanlsm,

The . . .

American

Electric

Meter

Co.,

Cor. 9th Street and
Montgomery Ave ,

PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
AccomiLlators.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
N- Y. Accum. & Electric Co.
Ohio Storage Battery Co.
Willard El. & Battery Co.

Annuiiciators.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eawards &vo.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Arc Lamps.
Central Electric Go.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diehl Mfg Co.
Electric Arc Light Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Manhattan Gen'l Cons. Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Arc Liisht Cord.
Cential ElecLriu Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Batteries and Jars.
Central Electric Co.
CMcago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Go.
Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Gas Lighting Co.
Gordon-Burnham Battery Co
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Muir&Son, Thos.
Ohio Electric Works.
Peru Elec, Mfg. Co.

Bells.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El Supply Co.
Edwards & Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Ohio Electric Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Belting.
Jewell Belting Co.
Main Belting Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.
Shultz Belting Co.

Boilers.
Clonbrook Steam Boiler Co.

Books. £lectrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Brnsbes.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.

Burglar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Edwards A Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Cables (See Insulated Wires.)
Cables. Electric {See Insu-
lated Wlrea), Copper,
8heet and Bar.
American Elec. Works.
Brliey. W. R,
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
General Electric Co.
Moore. Alfred P.
New York Ins. Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Go.

Carbons.Points^ Plates.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Gen'l Inc. Arc Light Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.
Reislnger, Hugo.

Cars.
Brill Co., J. G.

Compound.
Central Electric Co.
California Asphalt Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
McLennan & Co., K.
Okonite Co.

Conduits.
Armorlte Interior Cond. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Conn. Pipe Mfg Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Muir & Son. Thos.

Construction & Repairs.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electrical Eiobange, The.
Elliott, W. H. Elec. Co.
Pt. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Hodge, Walsh & Lnrlng,
Keystone Electric Co.
McRae, A. L.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.

Contractors and Electric
Light PlantN.
Ahlm- Edwards El. Co.
Arnold El. Pr. Station Co.
Bain, Force.
Brush Electric Co.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Card Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Hodge, Walsh A Lorlng.
Keystone Electric Co.
Mcftae, A. L.

Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Peoples Klectric t-o.

Sc tt & Janney El & Mfg.Co.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
Triumph Electric Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Warren Eleccrlc Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse Elec & Mfg Co.

Copper.
Besly SCo.. Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Mansfield Temp. Copper Co.
Mitchell Temp Copper Co.

Copper Wires.
American Electrical Works.
Besly & Co., ChasH.
Brixey, W, R.
Central Eleotrio Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.
Okonite Co.. The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Cordage.
Central Electric Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Correspondence i^cbools.
Int. Correspond. Schools.

Crookes* Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Cross-Arms, Pins and
Brackets.
Brady, T. H.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Point Marion Mfg. Co.

Cut-Onts and Switcbes.
Automatic Clr. Breaker Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Elec. Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Hill, W. S. BlectricCo.
PalsteCo., H. T-
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg.Co.

Dynamos.
Ahlm-Edwards El. Co.
American Engine Co.
Brush Eleotrio Co.

Bullock fc:iec Mfg. Co.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Kevstone Electric Co.
Muir & Son, Thos.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Scott & Janney EL & Mfg.Co.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
Triumph Electric Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Economizers, Fuel.
Fuel Economizer Co.

Electric Heat'g App's.
American El. Heating Corp.
Central Electric Co.
Globe Elei-trlc Heating Co.
Johns. H. W., Mfg. Co.

Electric Sleters.
American El. Meter Co.
Central Electric Co.
Zamel Arc Light Meter Co.

Electric Bailirays.
Brush Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and Slecbanl-
cal Engineers.
Bain, Poree.
McRae, A. L.
Pratt. Chas. A.

Electrical Instruments.
Automatic Cir. Breaker Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Electric AppUance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co,
General Electric Co.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Keystone El. Instrument Co.
Palate Co., H. T.
Queen & Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Go.

Electrical Specialties.
Automatic Cir. Breaker Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Hill, W S. Electric Co.
Paiste Co., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mlg. Co.
Vought, M. I.

Electrical W^oodfrork.
Lever, C. H. Mfg. Co.

Electro-Plating Slacb'y.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
General Electric Co.

Engines, €las.
Otto Gas Engine Wks.
Van Home. Burger & Co.

Engines, Steam,
American Engine Co.
Ball Engine Co.

Fan Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Hunter Fan & Motor Co.
Scott & Janney El.& Mfg. Co.
Wagner Electr'c Mfg. Co.
Western Elec. Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Feed Water fieaters.
Davis & Son, I. B.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

FUes.
Barnett Co., G. & H.
Central Electric Co.

Fixtures, El. & Comb'n.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.

Fuses.
D. &. W. Fuse Co.

Fuse Wire.
Central Electric Co,
Chicago Fuse Wire & Mfg.Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Caskets.
Johns, H. W., Mfg. Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

€ras Ligbting, Electric.
Central Electric Co.

Gears.
Besly & Co.. Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.

General Elec. Mupplies.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
HIU. W S Electric Co.
Hodge. Walsh & Loring.
Ohio Electric Works.
Palsie Co., H T.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Peoples Electric l-o.

Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Globes and Electrical
Glassw^are.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

GoT'nors, Water W^beel.
LombardWaterWheel Gv.Co.

Grapbite Specialties.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes FIbre-Graphite Co.

Induction Coils.
Central Electric Co.
Queen & Co.

Insulators and Insulat-
ing Slaterials.
Brixey, W. R.
Bryant Electric Co.
California Asphalt Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Empire China Works.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Hodge, Walsh & Lorlng.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Mica Insulator Co.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co.. The.
PalsieCo., H. T.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.

Insulated Wires and
Cables—Magnet W^ires.
American Electrical Works.
Briiey. W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Lamp Adjusters.
Voug)it. M. I.

Lamps, Incandescent.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.,
Lynn Incandescent Lp. Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Sawyer-ManElec. Co.
United Eleo. Imp. Co.

W estfcrn Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL A Mfg. Co.

Lamp Trim'r's W^agons.
tttudebaker Bros. Mfg. Co.

Lightnins Arresters.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Slagnet W^ire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

niecbanical Ulacbinery.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Garvin Machine Co., The.
StilweU-BIerce Smith-Vaile.

mica.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.

mining Apparatus, Elec.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Motors.
Ahlm- Edwards Elec. Co.
American Engine Co.
Belknap Motor Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El Supply Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Elec. Co.
Diehl Mrg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Keystone Electric Co.
Muir & Son, Thos.
Northern Electl Mfg. Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Peoples Electric Co.
Scott & Janney El. & Mfg. Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Storey Motor A Tool Co.
Triumph Electric Co.
United Elec Imp. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co

Packing.
Besly & Co. Chas. H.
Garlock Packing Co.
Johns, H. W., Mfg. Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Paints.
California Asphalt Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Johns. H. W. Mfg. Co.

Fbosphor Bronze.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co. Ltd.

Platinum.
Baker & Co.

Poles.
Carley, Ira.
Lindsley Bros.
McLean. A. J.
National Tube Works Co.
Northern Supply Co.
Perrizo & Sons.
Point Marion Mfg. Co.
Sterling & Son. W. C.

Porcelain.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Empire China Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Pusb Buttons.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co
Partrick & Carter Co.

Refiners.
Swarta Metal Refining Co.

Reflectors.
Muir & Son, Thos.

Regulators.
Belknap Motor Co.

Re-W^inding.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Elliott, W. H. Elec. .Co.

Hodge. Walsh & Loring.

Rbeostats.
Am. El. Heat. Corporation.
Central Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Iron Clad Rheostat Co.
Leonard, Ward, Elec. Co.
Muir & Son, Thos.
Westinghouse Bl. & Mlg. Co

Second-Hand Macbin'y.
Cornman Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Elliott, W. H. Elec. Co.

Shades.
Central Electric Co.
Muir & Son, Thos.

Speaking Tubes.
Central fclectric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Central Elpctric Co.
Keystone El. Instrument Co.
Queen & Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Steel Pipe.
National Tube Works Co.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
N. Y. Ac«um. ^e. Electric Co.
Ohio Storage Battery Co.
Willard El & Battery Co.

Tapes. Insulating.
American Electrical Works.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
New York Insulated Wire Co
Okonite Co., The.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Telephones, Telephone
Material and Switch-
boa ds.
American El. Telephone Co.
Central Electric Co.
Climax Novelty Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Kusel, D A, Tel. Mfg. Co.
Lockwond T. & T. Co. of Am
Mo. Tel. Mfg. Co.
Orne Elec. Cons. Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Standard Tel. & El. Co.
Stromberg-Carlson Tl.M.Co.
Taber & Mayer.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western TeL Cons. Co.

Transformers.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diamond Elec. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation
General Electric Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Central Electric Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Trucks, Electric Car.
Brill Co , J. G.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co

Turbine Wheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Leflel & Co., Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
StIlweU-Bierce Smith-Vaile.

Water Wlieels.
Am. Impulse Wheel Co.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Leftel & Co., Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
StilweU-BIerce Smith-Vaile

W^ire, Bare.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Briiey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co
Standard Underground C Co
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

X Ray Outfits.
Central Electric Co,
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Queen & Co.

.4^l|3hftsbe-l:i^al Ind^ix ^f '^d-ver-tis^m^n-ts S«
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DIEHL ELECTRIC FANS.
andCeiling Fans

Exhaust Wheels
Wound for Any Cnrrent,

Except Alternating,

Our Exhaust Wheel

Combinations

Are the most compact and
efficient made.

Write for catalogue and
prices.

Propeller or

Desk Fans
Wound for 110, 220 or in series on 500 volts.

Also for Primary or Secondary Battery Circuits.

Highest

Efficiency

Unbroken Magnetic Cir-
cuit, Self-Aligning Bronze
Bearings. Finest Insulation
Throughout. Four-Speed
Regulator.

SHOW ROOMS: New York, 561-563 Broadway; Cliicago, 192-194 Van Buren St.; Boston, 128-132 Essex St.

DIEHL MANUFACTURING GD.,ELL2-f!!ElHfiT'
Agents for Canada: Canadian General Electric Co., Toronto, Ontario.

NfcFIELD,DHi:ii.5./l

C£ 99

THE BEST ANSWER TO A QUESTION
On Wiring, can be found in the New Book,

WIRING TABLES,
"How They are Made and How to Use Tlietn."

BY THOS. C. CRIER.
Whenever yon are asked a qnestion on Wiring, refer the

qnestioner to this book, and he Tvill find Trhat he desires.

THE BOOK CONTAINS: The Law of Resistance, Electromotive Force an*! Current
Fully Explained. How to Calculate the Size of Wires. The Different Methods of Wiring, with
Diagrams. How to Apply the Simple Formula, in Caleulatinp: the Size of Wires Under ail Condi-
tions. Diagrams for Wiring 3 Point, 4 Point, Head Light and Heat Regulating Switches.

87 TABL,ES OX WIBISiCi A!SD VAIiUABlrE DATA.
Ohm's la'tr is described in snch plain and simple language

that one cannot fail to clearly understand it.

Bound in Cloth, 80 Pages, Size 5x7^ in. Sent, prepaid, on receipt of price, $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBUSHING CC^TiZr CHICAGO.

Tiie Latest

few^JRontgen
^^^ V^l^^^w^ Shadowgraph

B1 1 In
ipi%]ii,--^^HOWS THE

ix-
i MDNON ROUTE ) \

"^ To„cTnt DIRECT LINE- "..twech

CHICAGO LAFAYETTE
INDIANAPOLIS LOUISVILLE

CINCINNATI <vD«tL PO'"" SOUTH

Westingliouse Polyphase Apparatus Supreme,
Crenerators, Motors, Transformers, for Two-Pliase, Three-Phase and C F. Scott
Two-Phase Three-Phase System of Alternating Current Power Transmission.

26,000 H. P. IN OIL-IIMSULATED TRANSFORMERS CONSTRUCTED.
Potentials from 5,000 to 50,000 Tolts. All Apparatus Necessary for 100 Mile Transmission.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING CO.

New York, 120 Broadway. Chicago, N. Y. Life BIdg.
Boston, Exchange BIdg. Philadelphia, Qirard Bid;.
Buffalo, N. Y., 8 Erie Co. Bank BIdg. Pittsburg, Westinghouse BIdg.
Charlotte, N. C, 36-38 College St. St. Louis, American Central BIdg.

BURO,
San Francisco, Mills BIdg.
Syracuse, N. Y., Bastable BIdg.
Tacoma. Wash • 102 S. inth St.
Atlanta, Qa., Equitable BIdg.

Westinghouse Electric Co., Ltd.,
3a Victoria St., London, S. W., England.

For Canada address 3

Abeam & Soper, Ottawa, Ont.
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THE

BRUSH ELECTRIC

COMPANY. BRUSH
THE

BRUSH ELECTRIC

COMPANY.

Brush apparatus has been on the

market for 20 years. A majority of

customers order supply parts direct

from us. Many do not. We want

this trade and are reducing our prices

in order to secure it. Ask for quota-

tions and send orders to the nearest

Sales Office.
FIRST BRUSH ARC DYNAMO-1877

SALES OFFICES;
Sdhenectady, N. Y.

Cleveland, Ohio.

Boston, Mass., 180 Summer Street.

New York, N. Y., 44 Broad Street.

Philadelphia, Pa., 609 Arch Street.

Cincinnati, Ohio, 420 West Fourth Street.

Chicago, 111., Monadnock Building.

St. Louis, Mo., Walnwrlght Building.

Atlanta, Ga., Equitable Building.

Denver, Colo., Klttredge Building.

San Francisco, Cal., 15 First Street.

Toronto, Ont., Canadian General Electric Co., Ltd.
Pittsburg, Pa., Carnegie Building.

Many stations have ex-

changed all their small units

for large Brush arc dynamos.

Among them are the Brook-

lyn-Citizens with 3000 lights

capacity. Brooklyn-Munici-

pal 800, Newark jooo,

Cleveland 1800, Philadelphia

Brush 1 500, Philadelphia-

Northern 1300, Buffalo I500,

Worcester 1400, Toronto

900, Quebec 62 j, Harrisburg

750, Erie 7^0, Albany joo,

Troy ^00, Paterson joo,

City of Chicago 400, John
Wanamaker 62 j, Carnegie

Steel Co. 500.

Over 40,000 lights ca-

pacity in large Brush arc

dynamos sold. A large pro-

portion of them using Multi-

Circuit Dynamos.
The newly designed

Brush dynamos have the

following capacities; ^<^, 80,

100, 12^, 240, 300, 2000 can-

dle-power lights, 4$, 85,

120, 160, 1200 candle-power

lights.

Brush arc lamps were
first used in 1877. More of

them being sold to-day than

ever before.

BRUSH MULTI-CIRCUIT 125 LIQHT ARC DYNAMO—1897.

Two or more separate circuits run direct from one dynamo with any distribution of load on the different circuits.

The advantages are absolute flexibility in handling: of circuits; reduction of high voltages on circuits run from large dynamos; use of large

units with corresponding increase of efficiency; saving in floor space, oil, belts, shafting, pulleys, attendance.
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TRADE MARK t

" mtfilovitse SIttttmulatoc*'

REGISTERED SEPTEMBER 1 THE CHLORIDE ACCUMULATOR Is Most Ex-

tensively Used Where It Is Best Known.
A DUPLICATE of the battery of CHLORIDE ACCUMULATORS Installed In the United States Cus-

tom House, New York, a year ago, has just been contracted for; it will carry the night lamps in the
Sub-Treasury and Assay office, and during the day, in connection with the original battery, it will
regulate in the electric elevator service In the Custom House.

CATALOGUES. The Electric Storage Battery Co.,
Drexel BIdg., Philadelphia, Pa.

NEW YORK, 20-22 Broad St. BOSTON, 92 State St. CHICAGO, 1 543 Marquette BIdg. SAN FRANCISCO, 222 Market St.

GREATER THAN KLONDIKE!

AD. STVIWIO

The A'eiv YorA- Daily World says:

Oreater than Klondike.
Dollar wheat In the market raeaos co-cent wheat

on the farm. Sixty-cent wheat on the farm means
that the wheat farmers of the United States will

receive just about $300,000,000 for their crop of 1897.

Three hundred millions is a huge sum. For the

wheat farmers of the country it lays the broad
foundation of a real prosperity. A three-hundred-

million-dollar wheat crop is indeed a splendid

piece of cereal wealth. This golden nufeget from
the wheat field is a whole Klondike in itself.

COMMERCIAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

ST. LOVIS.

p. S.—Business is steadily picking up.

Do you realize that now yon can buy sup-
plies oiieaper tlian ever before? Wliy
not lay in your stock now and at "bot-
tom."

P. S.—Catalogue? Wliy not?

Steady Lights from

Unsteady Power.

The Chapman Voltage Regulator
Controls the voltage of varying speed dynamos.

Liamp renewals reduced.
Perfect regulation of voltage by an automatic device magnetically

controlled. 35 to 50 per cent, variation in speed of water wheel or
engine controlled within 2 per cent, of the normal, and it acts as
quick as a circuit breaker. Every central station should have them.
Generators can be worked nearer the limit of their capacity by their
use, thus increasing their effective working power.

Some who are using:
Vermont Electric Light Co., Burlington, Vt.
Glen Mfg. Co., Berlin, N. H.
Kumford Falls Sulphite Co., Rumford Falls, Me.
Norlhfleld Electric Co., Northfield, Vt.

Hiillingsworth & Whitney Co., Waterville, Me.
Bar Mills Electric Co., Bar Mills, Me.
Forest Mills Co., Bridgton, Me.
Norway Electric Light Co., Norway, Me.

Crookston Water, Pr. &Lt. Co., Crookston, Minn.
Pondicherry Mills, Bridgton, Me.
Kingston Electric Co., Philadelphia, Pa
Burgess Sulphite Co., Berlin, N. H.
Cliff Paper Co., Niagara Falls, N. Y.
Westbrook Electric Light Co., Westbrook, Me.
Valleyfleld Electric Co., Valleyfleld, Quebec.
Orr & Co., Paper Mills, Troy, N. Y.

Recent orders have just been received from Stanley Electric Mfg. Co., Pittsfield, Mass.; Calumet
& Hecla Smelting Co., So. Lake Linden, Mich.; Edison Elec. Ill'g Co., Topeka, Kan.; Marietta Elec.

Co., Marietta, O., and Westbrook Elec. Lt. & Pr. Co., Westbrook, Me.

CORREJ IMDEIM< .ICI'

BoHOO Ofilcc. 154 Congress St.

New York Office. Brewster Eni;. Co.,

Ttiames Building, New York City.

Send for Circular A, ot
mention Western Electrician.

Patents owned and controlled exclusively by

Tiii BELKNAP MOTOR CO.,
Home Office and Manufactory: Portland, Me., UiS. A.
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THE OLD,

ORIGINAL SAWYER-MAN LAMP
Is S^ill IVIacl< nd Sold by LJs.

SA\A/YEIR- IVIAN
125 Robinson St., Allegheny City, Pa.

KEYSTONE ELECTRIC CO.,
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY, ERIE, PA.

NON-ARCING AUTOMATIC CIRCUIT BREAKERS
GUARANTEED TO OPERATE PERFECTLY OR NO PAY. MADE FOR ALTERNATING OR

DIRECT CURRENT. ANY VOLTAGE. CATALOGUE FREE.

AUTOMATIC CIRCUIT BREAKER COMPANY, NEWAYGO, MICHIGAN. U, S, A,

CARDTO THE PUBLIC.
The General Electric Company. Westinghouse Electric Company, Thomson-Houston Electric

Company and ttle Tesla Electric Company have brouglit suits against the Scott & Janney Electric &
Manufacturing Company for "alleged infrinpements of their various patents.

This is the USuAL "BLUFF" that is brought to bear upon those whose inventions are bound to
supplant the inventions of the above named and other large electrical concerns, who cannot at their own
terms control such new inventions.

We are mamjfacturing under ourown patents and are not infringing.
The above named firms are suing us upon a small fan motor as an excuse to get a chance to make

the public believe that the state of the art is not historv as far as they know it.

'i hey have spent millions of dollars trving to invent apparatus to do certain things. They failed.
"We did invent it and have had it patented all over the world. AND IT WORKS.

They will (ry by strata gy to do what they dare not do openly.
We wish to ask that the dealers and others who have received or will receive threatening letters

from the above named concerns, will please send same to our attorneys, Messrs. Alexander & Magill,
Giraid Building, Philadelphia.

We are in the field to stay and do not propose to be intimidated. The Scott & Janney Long Dis-
tance Single Phase Alternating Railway and Power System will supersede the inventions of the above
named companies. AND THEY KNOVV IT.

FVLIi PROTECTION Ol}AKAXTE£I> TO AI^I^

PURCHASERS OF OUR APPARATUS.

The Scott & Janney

Electric and Mfg. Co.,
1707-1709 Filbert Street. PHILADELPHIA.

BUCSETE
QUALITY
UNEQUALED

FACTORY
PRODUCTION
TRIPLED.

IIMOAND
Monadnock Building, Chicago.

IVI
THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

FIVE
GOOD
BOOKS.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.

Electrician PuBiiSBiNfi Co.,
Suite 510 Marquette Building,

CHICAGO, ILL.

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

f^mm lEt^cmR^ic mm
CHICAG O,
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EnasHB F. PHTTiLipg, Prost. F, N. FHii.Lipg, Tresi. W. H. Sawteb, Secy.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
FBOVIDKKCE, B. I.

'

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LICHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANiTE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

Kew York Store, P. C. Ackerman, 10 Cortlaudt St.

Chicago Stoke, F. E. Donohoe. 241 Madison St.

Montreal Branch, Eugene F. rhilllps' Electrical Workfi.

THE CLARK WIRE.
FOR

SWITCHBOARD,
RAILWAY

and MOTOR USE.

CLARK WIRE"

All sizes of

Stranded and FEex'

ible Wire and
Cables with

~ Clark's Insulation.

Inspector Boston Fire Underwriters' Union says:

"A thoroughly reliable and desirable wire In every respect."

The Clark wire has been before the public and in use for the past ten years,

and Has met with universal favor. We guarantee our insulation wherever used.

Aerial, Underground or Submarine, and our net prices are as low, if not lower,

than any other first-class insulated wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues,

with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
HENRY A. CLARK, Treas. and Gen'l Manager.

HEEBEET H. EUSTIS. Pres. and Electrician.

61-63 Hampshire Street,BOSTON, IVIA.!

Preserve Your Copies
-

—

°-^ Western Eiectrician,
BINDERS $1.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

SniteSlOHarqnetteBnildins, .... CHICACQ.

TRIMMER'S
TOWER WAGON.

Highly Endorsed.
Sludebaker Bros. Mfg. Co.

/r. /-//'//<./..— In reply to your inquiry as to the ad-
vantiit,''^ in the use of l.ttjlit Tower wagons, whlcli
you constructed by my n-quest, to be used in trim-
ming the arc lamps which are distributed through-
out the parks and boulevards of the West Chicago
park system, I will say that w<* have purchased six
of these wagons and they havf^ proven to be every-
thing anticipated. I have had two trliumers taking
care of i;oo arc lamps per day of eight hours. The
trimmers would trim and clean the lamps and keep
tlieni In ^satisfactory condition without any dUliculty,
and this has been done when the tliermonieter was
below zero. In thn use of the wagon on smooth
roads It is not necessary to have an extra driver, thi-
horse soon becomes so well trained that he will stop
liefore each lamp pole by a simple command from
the trimmer. 1 consider the Tower Wagon, as a
means of trimming arc lamps, to be nuich cheaper
than the old way of trimming by the use of ladders.

Yours truly, Foree Bain.
Chicago, July C. isii7.

Write for detailed description.

STUDEBAKERBROS.MFG.CO.,
SOUTH BEND, IND.

[HercUlesBaiTerie:
I^ Clede batteries

(POKCELAlH IHSUIATION Ot all KindsJ
We Solicit the maKIn^ ot

SpecAl Designs of^ PorceuVin.

Pun.; L"ii.(iiiic*lro,(o.

Port Wayne Electric Corporation,
FORT WAYNE, IND.

Arc, Oire
Ins Inc

Apparatus for

cfc Ckirreri'fc and iEVI-t^rnei-fc>

and^sc^ni: L.ish-ti ngr and
^^M^^r Transnrtissi^n.

The Bullock Electric Mfg. Co.,
I032 BF«O.AD^A/^A,Y, CtlMCirilM A.-ri, ^I^IO. %^

ELECTRIC LIGHT
AND

POWER PLANTS
AND

SLOW SPEED
MOTORS.

NEW YORK:

BOSTON:

St. Paul Building.

No. 8 Oliver Street.

PHILADELPHIA:
No. 662 Bourse Building.

CHICAGO:
No. 623 Western Union BIdg.

wans^m

AMERICAN" ?lfr
ARE THE BEST. Sen^ for Descriptive CIrculai.

Absolutely Non-Infringing.
Protection Cuaranteeo,

EVERYTHING IN WIRE.
BARE AND INSULATED.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF JHE "CHICAGO " RAIL BOND.

WASHBURN ^ MOEIM MFC. CO.,
^A/^R^ES-rE:R, via.ss.

BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES: New York, Chicago, San Francisco, Houston, Phlladelptila,
t Pittsburg, Boston.

WEATHERPROOF WIRE.
COMPLETE STOCK CARRIED BY

Western Electric Co., New York.

Electric Appliance Co., Chicago.

Pettingell Andrews Co., Boston,

Electrical Engineering Co., Minneapolis.

St, Louis Electrical Supply Co,, St. Louis.

The Bradford Belting Co,, Cincinnati

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.,

Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET. R, I.
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WANTED.
A seeoTul-liMMil (.iiliss imkUu', mil or 4rin horse

power. riL'lit liaiiil :uk1 .Mx4s. Must lie In kooo
/oiulltion, Aililress R. H. WOMACK. City rlerli.

Jtliinnibal. Mo.

WANTED.
Conilietont;inilc\|ii'iiciirL'il.;li-c'lri(:il.inec-hiin-

ical eilRlneer and iliaitsmaii. .Must he t'oiii-

iiotent to desif.'!! new ;i|i|iaialiis. t.ive full iiiir-

tienliirs of praetleal e\|«rlelK-e. Aihln ss MANU-
FACIURER. I.oik Jiox ITli, Chkai;.), III.

WANTED.
I'osition as manacer of a ijooil eleeti'ic llk'ht

iilant or a street railway, especially one needing'

ouildiDK u]) and remodeling, by a competent
bnsiness man who is also a nieelianical and
electrical eusineer. >:ow managlnir a larj-e

plant hnt wants a larger field. Address "Y."
care Wkstkhn Electjucian, 610 Marquette
Bids , Chicauo.

WANTED.
Position as superintendent or cliief engineer

of power or electric liglit plant, by a man of ex-

perience and eoUefte education. 1 can plve
best reference as to ability and character.
Would be pleased to hear from parties wantinp;

an Al man. Address "POWER." care Westkkn
Ki.RCTKiAN,5lo Maniuette Bldfr-. Chica^ro.

WANTED.
I'osition by a young man Tviili a tlioroiigh tech-

nical edvieat'ion and wide practical experience;
where there is some chance for advancement,
where ability, brains and hard worlt will be
apjireciated and rewarded. Address "E. E..''

care Westekn Elehtkician, 510 Marquette
Blds-.Chicaso.

\A/A. IMTEID.
ARMATURES TO REWIND.
winders direct from T.-H. and Westinghouse
shops. Work guaranteed. Ten years' experience.
Light plants Installed complete. Send for prices.

HODGE, WALSH & LORINC,
531 Delaware, Kansas Citv. Mo,

FOR SALE.
Thirty '^0 ampere Shallenberger reeordinp am-

pere-hour meters, practically now; very cheaji.

These meters are guaranteed to be equal in

accuracy and sensibility to new meters. Address
"X. Y. Z.." care Westekn Electkician, 510
Marijuette Bldg., Cbicaso.

FOR SALE CHEAP.
Make us an offer. One iron mast standing,

complete, 125 feet high, second liand. for 4 lamps,
ill good state of preservation; liaving no furtlier
use for it "we are anxious to sell. Santa Barbara
Electric Light Co .. Santa Barbara, Cal.

FOR SALE.
l^are opportimity for investment and for busi-

ness. The whole or a controlling interest in the
stock of the St. Paul and vSuburban Railway Com-
pany will be sold at a very low figTire. Tliis com-
pany owns and operates an electiic line of railway
irom St. Paul to White Bear Lake, and owns a
summer resort on the lake. This is a valuable
propertj' and will bear investigation. No bonded
or other indebtedness. Pull particulars and de-
scription will be tjiven upon apnUcation to E. W.
PEET & SON. Manhattan Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.

Second hand Arc Lamps of different manu-
facture; good as new and thoroughly tested:
also. Arc and Incandescent Dynamos and other
electrical apparatus.
Always in the market for scrap Djuamos,

Motors, Wire, Copper, burned out Incandes-
cent Lami>s and Lamp bases, etc. AddressTHE
COR1V3IAIVC031PAJMY, 1134 Hamilton St,.

Cleveland, Ohio.

Bargains in Street Railway
Apparatus.

MOTORS i Price each.

4G. E. 800 motors Sl'-S.OO
2 Steel motiirs, "C" No. 3 20U.('0

4 Walker moiors, 30 h. p 175.00
2 Westingbouse No. 12. 30 h. p 150.00
111

• No. 12, 20 b. p IGO.UO
23 " No. 3, 25 h. p 1.50.(i|j

24 Edison No. G, 15 h. p G5.00

GENERATORS.
Edison, T.-H., Detroit, Kae. Write for pices.

TRUCKS.
20 McGuire old style trucks. 25 Brill trucks.

Cars and Trailers. Write for photos and prices.

The Electrical Exchange,
Long Distance Tel. 744 Express.

166-1 74 S. Clinton St., Chicago.

NOTICE TO BIDDERS.
Notice is liereby given tliiit bids will

be received by tlie Common Council of
the City ot Niagara Falla up to and in-

cluding the first day of November, 18!)7,

at 8 o'clock p. m., for the exclusive
furnishing of electric arc lights to the
City of Niagara Falls for a period of five

years from November 1, 1898, according
to specifications on file with the city
clerk.

Each bid shall give the name and ad-
dress of the bidder and shall state the
price per annum for which the bidder
will furnish each electric arc light of a
two thousand (2,000) candle lamp power
for said term.
The estimated number of arc lights

lobe furnished is three hundred (300)
w th the right ot the Common Council
of the said city to increase or decrease
the said number as it may elect during
said term.
The successful bidder will be required

to enter into contract for the furnishing
of such number of electric arc lights as
may be required for such term at the
price per annum named in its bid and
to furnish bond in twenty thousand dol-
lars ($30,000) for the faithful perform-
ance of said contract.

Each bidder must accompany his bid
with a certified check for ten thousand
dollars ($10,(]00) as a guarantee that he
will enter into contract if the same is

awarded to him.
Further information, if desired, will

be furnished by the city clerk upon ap-
plication.

All bids shall be opened at the meeting
of the Common Council to be held Mon-
day, November 1, 1897.

The Common Council reserves the
right to reject any or all bids.

Dated August 16. 1897.

By order of the Common Council.
S. P. ARKUSH,

City Clerk.

PROPOSALS FOR

LIGHTING.
OfKicE OF THE City

Clekk.
Proposals for ligliting the streets ot

the city of Lorain, Ohio.
Sealed proposals will be received at

the office ot the Cily Clerk in the Wag-
ner building until Sept. 6. 1897, at 13

o'clock noon, for the lighting, furnish-
ing, extinguishing and keeping in re-

pair, including the furnishing ot glass

and all materials necessary therefor,

for 50 electric lamps more or less, ot

1,200 or 2,000 candle power each. Also
tor the lighting, furnishing and ex-

tinguishing and keeping in repair of

such number of gas or vapor lamps as

will be equivalent to 50 electric lamps
ot 2,000 candle power each, and the
furnishing ot poles and other equip-
ments therefor for a period of five

years and ten years alternating bids.

Specifications can be seen at the office

ot the City Clerk.
Each proposal must contain the full

name of the party or parties making
the same, and all persons interested
therein, and must be accompanied by a
five-hundred-dollar certified check on a
solvent bank in the city as surety that

it the proposals be accepted a contract
will be entered into.

No proposals will be entertained un-
less dtlivered at the office ot the city

clerk in the Wagner building by 13

o'clock noon, Sept. 0, 1897.

The city reserves the right to reject

any and all bids.

G. A. Resek, City Clerk.

PLATINUM
Fof ai^ PurpCAos.

gfiSfip ji^ii N4tiTe tiBtfn^im PQroha»e<S„

B.4.KC.R & CO.^408-4iA New Jersey
Railroad Ave.t Newark, N- J.

Scrap Copper Wire Wanted.
It you have any Old Copper Wire ot any description to

dispose of, it will pay you to communicate with us, as we are
"Ji all times in the market for any quantity of Scrap Copper
Wire, at the highest market values. We pay cash and send
prompt returns. AVe are also supplying the electrical trade with
our high grade Babbitt, Cotton Waste, Solder, Etc. Please com-
municate witli us.

SW/VRTS METAL REFINING CO.,
20 N. Desplaines Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Stilwell's Patent s^Zed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

ENTIRELY PREVENTS SCALE IN STEAM

BOILERS. Catalogue on Application.

Tlie Stilfell-Bierce & Saitli-Vaile Co.,

DAYTON, OHIO.
RlHilon Iron & I.ocomotiTe IVorks. San Francisco, Cal., Paclflc Coast Asent.

NOTICE.
Au established New Vorlt nrni with Al

facilities desires Eastern ngency for first-class

malve of direct current dynamos and motors.
Address A. M. C, lOS Times Kldg., New Yorit.

One General Electric M. P. 100, 500
volt railway "generator, complete with
panel switchboard.

Fifty Security fare registers, in first-

rate order and condition.

Write for prices,

Charles N. Wood,
31 State St., BOSTON, MASS.

....BINDERS....
FOR THE

Western Electrician
$ 1 .00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUB. CO.,
CHICAGO.

Anchor or Toggle Bolt.

Electrical and Small Woodwork a Specialty.
Send for catalogue.

C.H. LEVER MFG. CO., CHICAGO.

THE BELL,
STYLE "F"

3 TO 15 INCHES.
iCVSK F-OF^ IT.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE,

HUEBEL & MANGER,
MANUFACTURERS,

290 Graham St.. Brooklyn N.Y.

The Emerson Electric Mfg. Co.,
Alternating Current
Fan Motors,
Ceiling Fans,
Power Motors.

Knife Switches and
Switch Boards,
Multiple Fuse Boards,
Push Buttons.

ST. LOUIS,
U. S. A.

THE "TWO BALLS ' ADJUSTABLE HANGER.
Patents PentUng(Automatic) Side SwiDi; At-

tacliment (adjustable).

ivi. I. \^c3uc?»-i-r,
EleL-tiifal Specialties,

202 S. FrontSt.. La Crosse, Wis.

„„-,, „,,
I

Chicago General Fixture Co., Chicajro. Commercial Eleutiical Supply Co., St. Loui^;.
^.UL.i.' Bi

I
U. s. Electric. Sui)ply Co., 120 Liberty St., New York. Geo. C. Evving, 8 Oliver St., Boston,

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand-Book.
By F. B. BADT.

t-iO Illustrations. Fiexibje Cloth Binding.
5 1-2x3 inches. Price $1.00.

Sisec of Type Page

This is, as the name indicates, a NEW BOOK, much more complete than the
n'.d one, with all the information, instructions and rules which are required by
practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers, and owners
and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It is the only book of the kind
published in the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo TeiiSeis'
Eatd-Kook sold, and over 5,000 of the new.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
5IO Marquette Building. CHICAOO.

J H B V^y H.^ L L I TT 5 L E CTR I C. CO.
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Victor Turbine Water Wtieel.
Cylinder or Register Gate— Close Regulation and High Efficiehcy

at Full and Partial Gate.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CELKBRATEH WATER

WHl!.]fi:ij as particularly adapted to their use, on account of its remarkablr steady motion^
Jilgb speed and great efficiency and larse capacity for its diameter, being double
the powtT of must wheels ol the same diameter. It is used by a number of the leading electric com-
panies with great satisfaction. In the economical use ol \viter it is without an equal, prodrcing the
highest per cent of useful effect gtiarauleed.

SEIVD FOR CATALOGUE AND PARTICULARS.
The accompanying engraving represents a single 10-inch Victor Turbine on horizontal shaft t*

develop 36 H. P. under 38 feet head. Arranged with 12-inch Worrell Friction Coupling at one end to
disconnect pulley.

We are now prepared to furnish Victor Turbines, either single or in pairs, on horizontal shafts
and wliere the situation admits of their use we recommend them.

THE S^ILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO., DAYTON, OHIO.
R ?d^r) Iron & Locomotive Works, San Fiaucisco. Ca' Pacif^: Coast Agents

The Standard Open Circuit Batteries

of tlie World.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND PRICES.

THE LECLANGH^ BATTERY CO.,

111 to 117 East 131st St.. N. Y.

DON'T THINK
That you can keep posted as to

what is going on in the western

electrical field without reading the

Western Electrician. It is the

, electrical newspaper, and if you
are not a subscriber you will find it

to your advantage to become one
at once.

93.00 per year;

$1.50 for six. montlis.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 510 Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO.

WHITE CEDAR POLES
And STREET GAR TIES.

IVliolenale Producers.

CEDAR
LiNDSLEY Bros.,

MENOMINEE, MICH.,

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS. POLES

Ira Carley
Can ship you anywliere anything in cedar from
a 3 in. 7 ft. to 7 in. 70 ft. Electrical con-
tracts my specialty.

INGALLS, MICH.

CEDAR
Telegraph, Telephone,

Railway and Electric Light POLES
A.. J, IVIcsL-C/VIM, IVIenonr-tii-iee, IVIidi.

CEDAR POLES
AND RAILWAY TIES.

NORTHERN SUPPLY COMPANY.
Yards, Peshtigo, Wis.. Fisher and Nathan, Mich. Office. Old Colony BIdg.. Chicago. III.

MLEinUS,
National Tube Works Company.

Boston, 70 Federal £t. I Chicago, corner Clinton and Pulton Streets.
New York, Havemeyer Building, Cortlandt St. St. Louis, 938 North Second Street.
Plttsburic, Fidelity Building, Fourth Ave. I Works, McKeesport, Pa

MECHANICAl
Bngineers interested in electricity should send for our 100-page

Catalogue (mailed free to any address). Any electrical book pub-

lished sent prepaid on receipt of price.

aZCTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, Suite 510 Marquette Building, CHICAGO.

Ceilai- Railway, Telephone,
Telegraph and Electric Liglit

F»OI-ES.
Pine painted cross arms and Oak pius. Get

our prices for deliyery at any destinatifin. Six
sorting yards, our Monroe yard being most
Southern and Eastern in Michigan. Our card:
Al poles and good rtespatcli.

W. G. Sterling & Son,
MONROE, MICH.

Hot

Cool

Weather or

Weather the

WESTERN

ELECTRICIAN
Is always interesting. Always contains
timely information as well as the latest
news. If you are not a regular reader
send us your name and address for trial

offer. . .,..,,
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

Suite 510 Marquette Building,

CHICAGO, - - ILL.

THR TEIaRPHONE HAMD-BOOH
Br HERBERT LAWS WtBB.

Marnier of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, London. Author of "A Prajical Guide to the Testing of
Insulated Wires and Cables.'^ Joint Author of ''Electricity in Daily Life."

146 Pases, 138 lllus-fcra-fcions, Clo-tl-i, Hand-Boole Size, Price $I.OO.
EXTRACT FROM PREFACE.

"Tills little book lias no pretension to be considered a complete treatise on telephony as it exists in America. The time for such a work Is not yet come. But It is felt that there Is a demand
for a practical book on telephone workinp and management, and the TELEPHONE HAND BOOK Is an attempt at meeting that demand. Wltli the exception of a few chapters dealnis; with

certain forms of traosmitters and receive. s used in Europe, which are given for the info'matlon of those who may wish to engage in the manufacture of telephones, the book is based entirely on

standard American practice; and most of the material, apparatus and methods described are pacuUar to or have originated in this country."

"f pains have been spared to make It the bi>st book of Its kind. It is right up to date, intensely practical, and so plain and clear in Its language that anyone can understand and learn from it

•veiytblng regarding telephone work and management. It conforms In size and style to our other Kand-Books wlilcn have been so favorably received by the entire electrical fraternity.

CHAPTER 1. The Invention of the Telephone.
2. Sound Waves. Articulate Speech.
3. Electric Telephony. The Bell Telephone.
4. The Microphone.
6. Current Induction. Electromagnetic In-

duction.
6. The Induction Coll: Its Use In the Tele-

phone Transmitter.
7. The Complete Telephone Circuit.
8. Magnet Telephones.
». The Bell Telephone Receiver.

10. Other forms of Magnet Telephones.
11. The Gower, Ader and D'Arsonval Receiv-

ers, Mercadler's Bl-Telephone.
S3. The Siemens, Kotyra, ^eumayer and

B6ttcher Receivers,

CHAPTER 13,

14,

15.

16.

17.
18.

19.

20.

21.
22.

23.

24.

26.

26,

S7,

—CONTENTS.
Carbon Transmitters.
The Blake Transmitter.
The Long Distance Transmitter.
The Solid-back Transmitter.
The Berliner Transmitter.
The Cuttriss Transmitter.
Various European Transmitters.
The Efficiency of Carbon Transmitters.
Batteries for Telephone Work.
Open Circuit Batteries.
Closed Circuit Batteries.
The Practical Management of Batteries,
Magneto Bell.
Automatic Switches.
Telephone Line Construction.

CHAPTER 28. Metallic Circuit,
29, Underground Wires.
" Lightning Arresters.

Inside Wiring.
Installation of Telephone Instruments.

33. Inspection and Maintenance,
34. The Condenser; Its Use in Telephony.
35. Electromagnetic Retardation.
36. Exchange Working.
37. Small Exchanges.
38. Party Lines: The Bridging Bell,

39. Long Distance Telephony.
40. Duplex Telephony.
41. Simultaneous Telegraphy and Telephony

Appendix,

31.

32.
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The Neale Automatic Call Indicator

HAVE YOU HAD A CALL?

SLOOK at THAT!

AND CIRCUIT CLOSING ATTACHMENT.

Perfect, Reliable, Faultless In Construction and Artistic in Appearance.

ICE ^l.50.

Patented.

Advantages Claimed in this Indicator are: Saving time and annoyance where there is more than one
Announcing a call during absence. telephone in use.

Working independent of the line circuit. Any number of bells can be applied at exact cost of bell.

A mechanical action, giving a continuous ringing bell. An ordinary electric bell can be used.

All these advantages at one-third the regular cost.

Special prices on dozen and gross lots to dealers and agents. Address communications to

The Climax Novelty Co., Pittsburg, Pa,
TV. C. PBICRETT, Pres.; E. V. MARSH, Seey. and Treas.; A. D. 1VEAL.E. Gen'l SIgr.

American Electric

Telephone Co.,

The Largest Manufacturers
-OF-

.#Tolopl-iorio_ ^.

Sv^i-tcKiboards
IK THE TKITED STATES.

All Goods Strictly High Grade.
335 exchanges, aggregating 60,000 telephones, in

use. Three years service. Write for our 1897
catalogue showing new types and prices.

American Elec. Telephone Co.,

1 7 1 and 1 73 S. Canal Street,CH ICAGO.
mi

WESTERN TELEPHONE

-•^CONSTRUCTION CO.
260 S. Clinton Street, CHICAGO,

. . LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OP . .

Telephones and Appliances,
EXCLUSIVELY. IN THE UNITED STATES.

IT SPEAKS
FOR ITSELF AND FOR YOU I

THERE ARE MICROPHONES AND MICROPHONES,

BUT
THE MILDE CARBON MICROPHONES

(CONTROLLED BY US)

Excel All Others.
So do onr SWITCHBOAICDS and TEI.EFHOXES.

STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.,
adtataisoM, "Wis., U. S. A..

NZSinr EDITION.X -RAYS
FOR EVERYBODY.

Id^M/^^rd Tr^'ver-t.

Just off the Press. 93 Pages. 47 Illustrations.

Fully describes in plain terras how to perform experiments with the X-Ray Outfit.

Tells what electrical apparatus is needed and how to manipulate it. Illustrations show
clearly how to connect up the Crookes Tube, the Ruhmkorff Coil, and how tQ-run

them, either by batteries or electric light currents. How to make an X-Ray OutJit

very cheaply, including a Fluoroscope.
Write us at once, enclosing 25 Cents in stamps, postal note, express money or-

der, and get one of these valuable books.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO..
^'° !Sti?^«i*Jl'^«"

MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP:
with legal and editorial opiiiioiisi. tableiii and cost of lights a<>i famished by private companies and ninnioipal plants.

BY IS/I. J. F'RAIMCISCO.
Fourth edition, revised. 100 pages. FKICE 50c. Foil of valnahle information for everyone interested in tlie subject.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 MARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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^Tf^THIS e HAS BEEN MAKING

Telephones
f? 20 YEARS, NOT CHEAP BUT
SERVICEABLE AND FULLY GUARANTEED.

, CIRCULARS FURNISHED.

ViadvctEiectricC"
BALTIMORE. MP. U.S. A.

THETELEPHONE HAND-BOOK
BY

HERBERT LAWS WEBB.
Prit-e »I.OO.

The only complete and practical work
of its kind on the market.

PURLI.SHKn BV

THE ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
Suite 510 Marquette Bulldlug. Chicago.

OwiAiq|6 Mq.- Oa,l£a(y)

.

ELECTROTYPES.
CHICAGO ELECTRO. & STEREO. CO.,

149-155 Plymoutn Place, Chicago.

Mapcf the United States.
A large handsome Map of the United

Slates, mounted and suitable for office or

home use, is issued by the Burlington

Route. Copies will be mailed to any ad-

dress on receipt of fifteen cents in postage

by P. S.EusTis, Gen'l Pass. Agent, C, B

& Q. R. R., Chicago, 111.

EVERY-DAY EXCURSIONS

To all parts of the world can be arrang-
ed for any day in the year, tor one or

more persons, upon application to any
principal ticket agent of the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway. Itiner-

aries carefully prepared for excursions
to California, Mexico, China, Japan,
and to any part of Europe. Estimates
furnished, including all expenses.

Tickets furnished for the complete
journey. It is not necessary to wait for

any so-called "Personally Conducted
Excursions." In these days of progress-

ive enlightenment, with the English
language spoken in every land under the

sun, one does not need to depend upon
the services of guides for sight-seeing,

but can go it alone or in small family
parties, with great comfort and security

and at cue's own convenience. Write to

C. N. Souther, City Ticket Agent, S5

Adams St., Chicago.

Special Inducements
TO AGENTS OF UNDOUBTED RESPONSIBILITY

Kansas City, Mo.
Des Moines, la.

Omaha, Neb.
Salt Lake, Utah.

In the Following Cities:

San Francisco, Cah
Denver, Colo.

Fort Worth, or

Dallas, Tex.

Little Rock, Ark.

New Orleans, La.
Mem phis, Tenn., and
Louisville, Ky.

\A^i^i~rE: A.T oiv^e:.

THE D, A, KUSEL TELEPHONE MFG, CO,,
No. I 105 Pine St., ST. LOUIS, MO.

Missouri Telephone Mfg. Co.,
Manufacture a Complete Line of

TELEPHONES, SWITCHBOARDS

And Telephone Parts.

Everything to fully equip a model and up-to-date Tele-

phone Exchange, including construction material, at low-

est market prices."

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

issouri Telephone Mfg. Co.,
Nos. 917 AND 919 MARKET ST.. ST. LOUIS, MO., U.S.A.

HAWKINS' NEW CATECHISM
OF ELECTRICITY.

Plan of the Work, Contents, Etc.
The New Catechism of Electricity will be found to be

surprisingly plain, and free from useless and ambiguous
terms. Tlie plan upon which it is arranged is unique.
The book is. first of all, intended to be plain and in-

structive: some 300 illustrations have been introduced,
so that the mere pictures will afford almost a knowledge
of the subjects.

It is a school book from the manner in which it pro-
ceeds from tlie simple facts to the abstract principles
whi<h the facts indicate; it is also a book of reference
through the index of seventeen double columns of fine
type pages; by menus of this index a thousand items of
practical impor-ance are at once available.

It is an up-to date work, which has co^t a large outlay
of capital and time, and, in short, it is doubtful if any
more attractive book has ever been issued—or one more
useful.
The subjects treated upon are as fo'lows: Dedication

to Thomas A. Edison, with engraving of Mr. Edison;
Preface and Introduction; Nature and Source of Elec-
tricity and Magnetism.
The Dynamo; Conductors and Non-Conduetors; Sym-

bols, abbreviations aud delinitions relating to electric-
ity; Parts of the Dynamo; Tlie Motor; The Care and
Management of the Dynamo and Motor.
Electric Lighting; Wiring; The rules and require-

ments of the National Board of Underwriters in full;

El' ctrical Measurements.
The Electric Kailway; Line Work; Instruction and

Cautions for Linemen and the Dynamo Room; Storage
Batteries; Care and Management of the Street Car
Motor; Electro Plating.
The Telephone and Telegraph ; The Electric Elevator

;

Accidents and Emergencies, etc., etc.

The full one-third part of the whole work has been
devoted to the explanation and illustrations of the dy-
namo, and i)articular directions relating to its care and
management;— all the directions are given in the sim-
plest and most kindly way to assist rather tlian confuse
the learner. Tlie names of the various parts of the ma-

,.iai) given with pictorial illustrations of the same.
Catechism no less than 25 full page illustrations have been given of the various dynamo
made In different parts of tlie country, and an equal number of part page Illustrations.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.. 510 Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO.

chiue ii

In the
machines

DIRECTORY OF PRINCIPAL ELEC-

TRICAL AND MECHANICAL

ENGINEERS.

[Charles A. Pratt,
' Consulting Electrical Engineer.

I Power transmission and suodlvlslon for

I

ffcctorles. Electric coal mining plants.

I Designs for special machinery.
I

Plans, specifications, tests, supervision.

ms Monadnock Bldg., Chicago.

Force Bain, Electrical and
Mechanical Engineer.

Plans. Specifications and
(ieneral Engineering.
Expert in Patent Causes.

Suite 1G57, 165^ and 1650
Ifonadnock BIdg., CHICAGO.

Consulting,
De-igning,
Supers i^ing.
Constructing.
Testing.

Bound Volumes

Western [lectrigian

FOB 3AI.E,

From Vol. I. to Vol. XV.

ASDILEaB

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 610 Marquette Building. CHICAGO

1 he Coast Line to MACKINAC
'—TAKE THE '

W MACKINAC
DETROIT
PETOSKEY
CHICAGO

New Steel Passenger Steamers
The Greatest Perfection yet attained in

Boat Construction—Luiturious Equipment,
Artistic Furnisliini:, Decoration and Effic-

ient Service, insuring ihe highest degree of

COMFORT, SPEED AND SAFETY
Four Trips per Week Between

Toledo, Detroit and Mackinac
PETOSKEY, "the SOO," MARQUETTE

AND DULUTH,
LOW RATES to Picturesque Mackinac and

Return, including neals and Berths. From
Cleveland, $|S; from Toledo, $15; from
Detroit, $13.50.

DAY AND NIGHT SERVICE.

Between Detroit and Cleveland
Connecting at Cleveland with Earliest

Trains for all points East. South and South-
west and at Detroit for all points North and
Northwest.

Sunday Trips June, July, August and Sept Only

EVERY DAY BETWEEN

Cleveland,Put=in=Bayj^Toledo
Send for Illustrated Pamphlet. Address
A> A. SCHANTZ, o. p. a., DETROIT. MICH.

me Detroit & Gleveiaiid Steam Nav. Go.

We Have Cut Our Prices Lower Than Ever!
You have no further excuse for not equipping your exchange with

and Telephone Apparatus.
We have cut our coat according to the cloth—our prices to the times,

Work is maintained throughout. Our profits are sacrificed.

DON'T BUY A LAWSUIT.
GET OUR CATALOGUE.
There's good reading in it on the patent situation. Good advice to the uninitiated.

Stromberg-Carlson Telephones

Our Standard of High Grade

The Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co.,
76 W. JACKISOIV BOIJLEVAKD, CHICAGO, IliL., U. S. A.

Full equipment for Central Stations, also for House, Office, Factory, Police and Fire Alarm systems, manu-
factured in our own shops from crude material.

The very simplest and most efficient Street Railway System on the market.
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Special Offer!
WESTERN . .

.

ELECTRICIAN

3 MONTHS 50 CENTS
THIRTEEN NUMBERS CONTAINING B. J. ARNOLD'S ELEVEN LECTURES ON THE

"DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS," DE-
LIVERED IN MARCH AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA.

TITLES OF THE LECTURES:

B. J. ARNOLD.

1. Possible Sources of Energy.
2. Cost of the Production of Power.
S. Boilers and Accessories.
4. Water Supply, Pumps, Condensers, Heaters,

Economizers, Etc.
5. Engines.
6. Piping.

7. Connections betTreeu Engines and Gen-
erators.

8. Generators and Switchboard.
9. Storage Battery Auxiliaries.

10. Preliminary Determinations.
11. Buildings and General Arrangements.

"In securing the exclusive rigrht to the serial publication

of the lectures delivered last month at the University of

Nebraska, by Bion J. Arnold, the Western Electrician

feels that it is providing tor its readers during the next

tiiree months a feature of assured excellence. As a student,

Mr. Arnold is close, careful, persistent, yet enthusiastic

withal; as an engineer he is practical, cautious, yet quicli

to adapt himself to existing conditions, and eager to se-

cure the best result without dogmatic adhesion to any pet

theory. He seems to balance well theory and practice and
has been successful in accomplishment. Devoting especial

attention to power station work, he is well qualified to

speak on the "Design and Construction of Electric Power
Plants," which is the subject of his series of lectures.

The first lecture, which appears in this issue, somewhat
abridged, shows with what thoroughness Mr. Arnold ap-

proaches his subject."

—

Editorial Announcement.

A. BIT OF HIS WORK.

Send 50 cents and Receive the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN for 13 Weeks, and learn all about Electric Power Plants.
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STEADY AS A CLOCK. '

Isolated lighting, economical power,
takes gas three times as often as others,
but i as much at a time. General
agents wanted.

VAN HORNE, BURGER & CO.,

ELECTRICAL BOOKS,
,AII Kinds.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Snlte 510 Marqnette, CHICAGO

When you
are Tired

Of using "Dynamo" Belting made from
"Shoulder Stock," write us for prices

and information on "Leviathan" and
"Oak Leaf" Belting, and our method
of "Belting up" Electric Light and
Power Plants.
High grade Belting only. Best Re-

sults. Least Cost.

Write fully, conditions under which
Belting runs, power required, etc.

MAIK BKL,T1NC; CO.,

65 and 67 Market SL, CHICAGO, ILL.
1221-1235 Carpenter St., Philadelphia.

120 Pearl St., Boston.

STUDENTS
Will find that the Western
Electrician can help them
wonderfully in the study of

electricity. Subscribe now.
^3.00 per year, in advance.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

CHICAGOSuite 510 Marquette BIdg.,

Oas,

GasolineTHE OTTO

ENGINES

OTEB 45,000 SOI.I»

and....

Natural Oas

Electric Lighting.
SIZES 1 TO 260 H. P.

Electric Light Plants in Operation

from 2 to 250 H. P.

'me Otto Gas Engine Works, lie,,

PHIliADEIiPHIA.

-TM

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Manufacturers of the

Morrifl "Clmax" M "Componnf Safety Water

Tie Boilers.

BUILT IN UNITS OF 50 TO 1 ,000 H, P.

CAUTION:
Beware of infringers, they will

be rigidly prosecuted.

ALSO BUILDERS OF

Smoke Stacks, Tanks, Etc., and
All Classes of Iron Work.

Speciflcations, Dra-n^ings and Prices furnislied
on application.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boilers.

ELECTRICITY AND MACNETISM.
325 PA€r£S. PRICE $*^.00. 347 ILI.USTRATIONS. A series ofThirty-four Practical l^essons covering the Science of Electricity from ItsFondamentnl

Principles to Its Every-day Applications. By Prof. 1>. C. Jackson, University of ^Visconsin ; Prof. H. S. Carhart,UniversityofMichigan ; Prof. B.F. Thomas.
University ofOhio;Prof.^Vm. A. Anthony, of Effcw York; Prof. Brown Ayres,Tulane University; Prof. A. CPerrine, Leland Stanford University, Cal.; Prof.
6eo. I>. Shephardson, University ofMinnesota, and others. A Comprehensive Treatise in Simple Language, Free from Algebraic Equations and Easily Understood.

CONTENTS:
CHAPTER I: The Nature and Properties of Electricity:

Origin of Electricity; Two Kinds; Laws of Attraction and
Repulsion ; Positive and Negative Charge ; Terms, Con-
ductors, Insulators. Electric Conductivity; Conveying Elec-
tricity; The Electroscope; Force Exerted Between Charged
Bodies; Unit of Measurement of quantity of Electricity;
Electrometer.—CHAPTER II: Machines for Generating
Electricity by Friction and by Electric Induction; Making
Machine to Continuously Generate Electricity by Friction;
The Elect rophorus; Induction Generator; Units of Elec-
tric Current and Pressure; Electricity Conveyed by Unit
Current Each Second; Negatively and Positively Charged
Conductors; Relation of Lightning and Sparks of Electrical
Machine.—CHAPTER III: Electric Batteries or Appliances
for Generating Electricity bv Chemical Action; Action of
Batteries; Electric Pressure; Voltaic Electricity; Directionof
Current Flow; Production of Continuous Current; Battery
Cells In Series; Production of Pressure by Cells; Polariza-
tion and Its Avoidance; Leclanche Cell; Opeu Circuit Cells.

—CHAPTER IV: Electric Batteries or Appliances for Gen-
erating Electricity by Chemical Action (Concluded); Closed
Circuit Cells; Local Action; Law of Electro-chemical Ac-
tion; Electro-chemical Equivalent; Primary Batteries Com-
pared with Dynamos for Furnishing Current; Uses of
Batteries; Difference Between a Primary and Storage Bat-
tery; How Storage Batteries are Made; Parallel Connection
of Plates in Storage Batteries.—CHAPTER V: The Nature
and Properties of Magnetism, Magnetic Fields; Permanent
Magnetism; Magnetic Attraction and Repulsion; Poles of
Magnet; Magnitude of Force Between Two Magnets; Aging
Magnets; Earth's Action on Magnetic Needle; Magnetic
Field; Action of Lines of Force.—CHAPTER VI: The Mag-
netic Effects of Electric Currents and Magnetic Circuits;
Effect of Electric Current on Magnetic Needle; Relation
Between Direction of Lines of Force and Direction of
Current Flow; Determination of Current Direction by
Compass; Ampere Turns; Solenoids; Ampere's Theory;
Solenoids w'th Steel or Iron Coves; Residual Magnetism;
Electro-Magnets; Magnetic Permeability; Magnetic Re-
luctance; Magneto Motive Force or Magnetic Pressure.—
CHAPTER VII: Ohm's Law of the Flow of Electricity;
Pressure: Resistance; Current; Volt; Ohm; Ampere; Mer-
curv Resistance; Conductivity of Copper Compared with
Other Metals; Resistance of Circuits Made Up of the Same
Parts in Parallel; Joint Resistances; Fall of Voltage Over
Resistance; Effect of Temperature on Resistance; Copper
Temperature Coefficient.—CHAPTER VIII: Heating Ef-
fects of Electric Currents; Miscellaneous Effects of Elec-
tric Currents; Foot-pound; Joule; Horse-power; Watt; Kilo-
watt; W.-itts per Horse-power; Heating Effects on Bear-
ings of Machinerv; Effect of Electricity on Nerves of Ani-
mals; Muscular Effect of Strong Currents.-CHAPTER IX:
Galvanometers and Voltameters; Differences in Construction
for Large and Small Currents; Presence and Direction of
Currents Shown by Galvanometer; Strength of Current In-
dicated; Tangent Galvanometer; Reflecting Galvanometer;
Needle Suspension; d'Arsonval Galvanometer; Terms
"Dead-Beat," "Calibrate;" Voltameter; Electrolyte, Elec-
trolysis; Electrode: Forms of Voltameters.—CHAPTER X:
Measurement of Electrical Resistance; Resistance Meas-
ured by Substitution; Resistance Boxes; Use of German
Silver; Coiis; Wtieatstone Bridge; Measuring Resistances
with Bridge; Measuring Very High Resistances; Practical
Examples.—CHAPTER XI: Every-day Measurements of
Electric Currents and Pr'^ssnre; Three Effects by Which
Currents are Directly Measured; Amperemeters; Milli-

ampere; Microampere; Three Classes of Magnetic Ampere-
meters ; Weston Amperemeter; Electro Dynamometers

;

Hot Wire Instruments; Scales of Amperemeters; Alter-
nating Current Measuring Instruments; Measuring Very
Large Currents; Measuring Electric Pressures; Voltmeters;
Gardew Voltmeter; Electrometers: Electrostatic Volt-
meters; Standard Cells; Measuring Currents by Voltmeter
and a Standard Resistance.—CHAPTER XII: Every-
day Measurements of Electric Power, Condensers and
The Measurement of their Capacity: Wattmeters; Electro-
dynamometer Used as Wattmeter; Recording Wattmeters;
Coulomb Meters ; Watt Hour; Ampere Hour; Capacity

;

Farad; Microfarad; Condenser; Capacity of Condenser;
Charging Condenser; Specific Inductive Capacity; Selec-
tion of Insulation for Telephone Cables; Capacity of
Underground Wires; Comparing Capacities by Ballistic
Galvanometer; Practical Capacitv Measurements; Leyden
Jar.—CHAPTER XIII: Electrolytic Deposition of Metals;
Electroplating; Metals Commonly used in Plating; Salt
of a Metal; Nitrate of Silver; Cyanide of Silver and of Po-
tassium; Solution for Silver plating; Vats; Quality of Elec-
trolytic Deposit; Effect of Too Great or Small Currents;
Cleaning Articles to be Plated; Gilding Inside of Silver
Articles; Base Metals on Which Nickel is Usually Plated;
Solution for Nickel Plating; Electrotyplng; Electrotype
Molds; Electrotype Finishing; Electrolytic 'Refining of
Copper; Solution Used.—CHAPTER XIV: The Electric
Telegraph; Elements of Electric Telegraph; Telegraph
Circuits; Telegraphic Signals; Sending and Receiving;
Telegraph Lines; Sounder; Relays; Local Circuits; Multi-
ple Telegraphy; Duplex Telegraphy; Diplex Telegraphy;
Quadruplex Telegraphy.—CHAPTER XV: Multiple Tele-
graphy; Differential Relay; Polarized Relay; Pole Changer;
Principles of Operation of Diplex, Quadruplex, Bridge
Duplex; Artificial Line; Autographic Telegraphy.—CHAP-
TER XVI: The Telephone; Bell Telephone; Microphone;
Blake Transmitter; Exchanges; Switchboard; Long-Distance
Transmitter.-CHAPTER XVII: The Construction of
Telegraph and Telephone Lines and Instruments; Poles;
Cross-Arms; Pins; Joints; Insulators: Insulation; Ground
Plates; Underground Cables; Conduits; Fuses; Multiple
Switchboards.—CHAPTER XVIII: Testing Lines for In-
sulation and Conductivity and the Location of Leaks and
Breaks; Line Troubles; Grounds; Crosses; Locating
Trouble; Earth Currents; Line Conductivity and Insula-
tion; Testing.—CHAPTER XIX: Principles of Continu-
ous Current Dynamos and Motors; Electric Conductor
In Magnetic Field; Field Strength; Induced Electric Pres-
sure; Direction of Current Moving Conductors; Alternat-
ing Current; Dynamos; Magnetos; Commutator.—CHAP-
TER XX: Principles of Continuous Current Dynamos
and Motors; their Construction. Care and Attendance;
Gramme Armature; Siemens Armature; Armature Cur-
rent; Laminating Cores; Foucault or Eddy Currents; Hys-
teresis; Fundamental Principles of Dynamos and Motors;
Points of Good Dynamo; Coainter Electric Pressure; Types
of Field Windings; Series, Shunt and Compound Wound
Machines; Multipolar Machines; Regulation, Care and
Maintenance.—CHAPTER XXI: Arc Lighting and Arc
Light Machinery; The Arc; Arc Lamps; Principles of
Operation; Connections; Arc Dynamos; Current and Pres-
sure Required; Making of Arc Carbons; Regulators; Arc
Light Switchboards.—CHAPTER XXII: Incandescent
Lighting and Power Transmission, Two, Three and Five
Wire Systems of Distribution for Electric Lights and
Motors: Incandesc-?nt Lamp; Filaments: Vaccuum; Ma-
terial for and Making of Filaments; Advantages of In-
candescent Lamps; ^Incandescent and Motor Circuits;

Constant Pressure; Loss of Voltage; Circular Mils; Prac-
tical Examples; Weight of Copper Required for Trans-
mission of Power at Different Pressures; Three-Wire
System; Motor Starting Resistances.—CHAPTER XXIII:
Construction of Electric Light and Power Circuits, and
Their Testing; Overhead Electric Light Wires; Weather-
proof Wire; Arc Circuit Wires; "Drawing lu" and
"Built In" Underground System; Underground Electric
Light Cables; Edison Tubing; Feeders; Mains; Inside
Wiring; Cleat Work; Moulding Work; Concealed Work;
Dangers from Fires; Distribution System;.—CHAPTER
XXIV: Testing Electric Light Circuits and the Dis-
tribution and Measurement of Light; Faults; Soldered
Joints; Magneto Bell; Use of Voltmeter to Locate Grounds
on Arc Circuits; Ground Detector; General Testing;
Photometer; Standard Candles; Illuminating Effect of
Lamps; Effect of Opal Globes.—CHAPTER XXV: Elec-
tro-Magnetic Induction; Effect of Cutting Lines of Force
by an Electric Conductor; Induced Currents; Induction
Coils; Cores of Induction Coils; Transformers; Direc-
tion of Induced Current; Self Induction; Attraction and
Repulsion of Parallel Wires Carrying Currents.—CHAP-
TER XXVI: Alternating Currents; Alternator; Electro-
lytic Effect of Pulsating Current; Heating Effect of Al-
ternating Current; Effective Value; Alternating Current;
Measurements; Frequency: Period; Apparent Resistance.
—CHAPTER XXVII; Alternating Currents and Alter-
nating Current Machinery (Concluded); Power Used In Al-
ternating Circuits; Alternating Currents for Lighting: Mak-
ing Transformers; Testing Transformers; Building Alterna-
tors; Number of Alteruations; The Exciter; RuuniDg Al-
ternators in Parallel; Synchronous Motors; Two-Phase
and Three-Phase Systems; Induction Motors; Squirrel-
Cage Armature; Mesh Connection; Star Connection;.—
CHAPTER XXVIII: Miscellaneous Applications of
Electric Motors; Uses of Electric Motors; Motors in Ma-
chine Shops; Waste of Power in Factories; Advantages
of Removing Shafts and Belts; Estimating Electrical
Power Required; Electric Elevators; Electric Launches.—
CHAPTER XXIX: Electric Railways; Richmond Elec-
tric Railroad; Trolley Wire; Trolley: Track; Use of Two
Motors; Rail Bonds; Heavy Electric Locomotives.—CHAP-
TER XXX: Methods of Handling and Controlling Rail-
way Motors and Generators; Output Records; Record-
ing Voltmeters; Load of Electric Railway Plant; Appli-
cation of Storage Batteries to Smooth Road Curve; Bleth-
ods of Controlling Street Car Motors; Station Instru-
ments; Equalizer.—CHAPTER XXXI: Model Electric
Plant; First Central Station; Changes In General Me-
chanical Construction of Dynamos; Instruments; Multi-
ple Arcing Galvanometers; Use of Double and Single
Pole Switches; Operating Dynamos in Parallel; Feeder
Connections in Continuous and Alternating Stations;
Throwing Dynamo into Circuit; Cutting Dynamo Out.—
CHAPTER XXXII: Underwriter's Rules, Etc.; Neces-
sity of Rules; Special Points in Wiring; Insulation of
Sockets. Fuses, Fixtures: Annunciator Wire; Office Wire;
Leaky Wires.-CHAPTER XXXIII: Electric Welding,
Forging. Etc.; Electricity Applied to the Kitchen; Elec-
trical Methods Applied to Metal Working; Thomson
Apparatus for Heating Metals: Welding b> Thomson
Method; Bernardos Process of Working Metals; Bringing
Piece of Metal to High Temperature by Dipping in Pail
of Water; Electric Current for Warming and Cooking;
Electric Heating and Stoves Compared.—CHAPTER
XXXIV: Electro-Therapeutics; Galvanic Curren*: Farn-
dic Current: Static Electricity: Electric Osmosis; Electro-
Cautery; Medical Electric Lights.

PRICE $2.00. Sent postage prepaid to any address in the world on receipt of price. The Ideal Work for Electricians, Central Station Men, Engineers, Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Students. Etc.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 MARQUETTE BLDC, CHICAGO.
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THE
NEW

AriERICAN

TURBINE
SEfSD FOR
CATALOOIE

itH ^ Dayton Qlobe Iron Works Co., Daytoin. 0.
Shafting.

Gearing,
Pulleys.

PillowBlocks,

Governors,

Etc.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL
Is known the world over as afTordingthe most simple, reliable

and economical powerforall purposes.

7,000 WHEELS NOW RUNNING ^i^l^r^^^Si^l^^"'"'''"'''^"'"^

CICPTDIP OniA/CD TDAMCMICCinM Pelton Wheels are especially adapted to

CLLU I n I u r U u t n I nH 11 ItII O 1 U 11 . this purpose and are operating the major-
ity of-stations of this character in all iiarts of the world. Higliest efQciency and best regulation
guaranteed. Catalogues furnislied on ap[tlication. Address

PELTON WATER
143 Liberty Street, or

NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A.

WHEEL CO.,
121-123 Main Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., U. S. A.

XJl^BERRYIVIAIM
Feed Water Heater and Purifier.

Provided with U-shaped Tubes, it Never Lealis.

THE HIGHEST eRAI>E ONIiY.
Our catalogue contains the representative names of a large number of con-

tented buyers of BERRITMAN HEATEBS built by us in the last twenty
years. A copy awaits your order at any time.

I. B. DAVIS & SON, Makers, Hartford, Conn.,
Or addresses given below:

Jas. Berryman, 125 North 4rt St., Philadelphia.
W. H. Gil son, 620 Medlnah Temple, Chicago.

Jos. Whitaker. 7 and 9 Pearl Street, Boston.
A. A. Cardwell, 39 Cortlandt Street, Boom 127, New York.

THE Mccormick
TURBINE.

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,
Especially Adapted for Electrical VV'ork.

Oives more power per diameter "witlt a higher
percentage of useful effect than any other water-
wheel heretofore made. All sizes, right and left hand,
are built from patterns perfected under systematic tests in the
Holyoke Testing Flimae,

Parties having power plants which are unsatisfactory, and
those contemplating the improvement of powers, will find it to
tlieir Interest to confer witlx us, as we are -willing to
guarantee results w^here others have failed, no
matter what mahe of turhine has been in use.
STATE RBQVIREMENTS AKI> SEND FOR
CATAr-OCJlTE.

S. MORGAN SMITH CO., York, Pa.
Estimates furnished for complete power plants and

results guaranteed.

WATER WHEELS
For Heads of 3 Feet to 2000 Feet.

Especially adapted to all liiuds of

ELECTRIC power AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke, given below, euable ns to guarantee:

The Largest Power ever obtainedfrom a loheel of the same diameter. The highest
speed ever obtained for the same power. Tlie highest mean efficiency when
running from half to full gate. We guarantee also: A runner of the greatest

-^'-
slff>jig(}i^ _4 gate unequaled in quickness and ease of opening and closing.

Test of a 4B in. SAMSON, Jan. 25, 97. Test of a 35 inch SAMSON, Feb.1,'97.

Gate
Opsn.

Head.
Rev,

Pr-Min.
Cu- Fc.

Pr- Sec.

Horse
Power-

Per
Cenl-

Gace
Open.

Head.
Rev.

Pr.Min.
Cu. Ft.
Pr. Sec.

HorEe
Po,ver.

Per
Cent.

Full

k

I5.CX3

15.04

15-11

15-88

15-47

144-00
138.12

127-67
131-50
126.87

172.69

155-03
133-24
112.65

90.04

240.97
223.61
191.06
162.80

127.73

82.03

Mi
83.68
80.25

75-95

Full

1

15-29
16.56

17-33

17-54
17.68

9425
187.75

178.50
"176.40

168.50

102.02

92.15

'Hi
57.69

14344
146.73
138.40
iog.64

88.14

81.08

84.78
83.88

80.09

76.19

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.

GRAPHITE FOR RESISTANCE...
Made in almost any form required and of 1 ohm or 1,000,000 ohms as
desired. We also make graphite boxes and crucibles resisting heats
of 4,000 degrees

JOS. DIXON CBUCIBIiE CO., - - Jersey City, ST. J.

We have just Issued a NEW cata-
logue of electrical books containinglOO
pages, listing every work on electric-
ity. A copy will Le cheerfully mailed
on receipt of a two-cent stamp.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLIRHING CO.,

510 Marguette Bldg., Chicago.

REG.TRADE MARKS The Rhosphor BRONZE SmeltingCo.|]mited,
2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPKIA;

I

"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE"
iNGOTSj;ASTINGS,WIRE,RODS,SHEETS,ETC.

'^Jm6io^3-um^" -^— DELTA METAL
/X CASTINGS, STAMPINGS AND FORCINGS

>^FITX_ ORIGINALandSoleMakers INTHE U.S,

IHIAMERICAN-BALL ENGINE
Has All the Latest Improvements.

Its self-oiling system is a splendid success and is ap-

preciated by the engineer because it furnishes a bath of oil

for the bearings without his constant attention, and it makes

the engine run noiselessly and cool.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

AMERICAN ENBINE CO.,
Franlz H. Ball, Cren'l Slgr.,

BOUND BROOK, IM. J.
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SIHrOI/K POI.E 1,000 VOtTS.
DOUnL.£ POtE 1,000 VOLTS.

WIRT SHORT-
GAP LIGHTNING
ARRESTERS

For Alternating Current Circuits

of any Potential.

will take the dixchargc vrlien large gap arresters fail to protect. Small carrent only at time of discharge. TSo moving parts.

These Arresters Protect the Niag-ara-Bnffalo Transmission and Most of the Important
JLong Distance Transmissions using High Voltage Currents. Write for Prices.

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,
IVIain Office:

Sales Offices in all Large Cities of the United States.

^t-ienectady, IM- Y-
For Canada, address Canadian General Electric Co., Toronto.

The ElectricalTransmission of Energy.
A Manual for the I>esig;n of Electrical €ircait»; hy Arthur Vanghan Abbott, C. £., Chief £!ng^. Chicago Telephone Co.

Witlt 9 Folding Plates. 5SG Pages. 289 Illustrations and 74 Tables. t$ize of page, 6x9 in. Price S4.50.

EEi^viD -thie: TA^ei-E CDF- o^^iMTEirkinrss
CHAPTER I.

Introduction.—Distribution In GcDeral—Distribution in Series-
Distribution in Parallel—Mixed Systems—Indirect Distribution.

CHAPTER II.

The Properties of Wire.—The Conducting Circuit—Wire Man-
ufacture—Hard Drawing—Wire Gauges -The Circular Mil-
Copper Wire—Properties of Wire—Composite Wire- Galvanizing
ana TinninK—Insulated Wire -Flexible Cable—Testing and In-
spection-Wire Speclfleations—Tfnsion of Aerial Lines—The In-
fluence of the Variation of Temperature.

CHAPTER III.

The ConstructUn of Aerial Circuits.—Par^ /. General Line
Work. Classification-Aerial Lines—Poles—Methods of Preser-
vation—Height of Poles -Cross Arms—Pins—Facing of Arms—
Stresses—Calculation for Pole Strenptli—Guying—Anchor Poles-
Setting Poles—Insulators-Value of Insulators—Oil Insulators-
Tying and Dead-Ending—Loops—Stringing Wires—Wire Joints-
Strength of Joints—The Suspension of Aerial Cables—Humming
of Wires—Transposition of Telephone Lines—Power Circuits-
Pole Line Specifteations. f'arC II. Electric Railway Circuits.
Electric Railway Circuits—Railway Return Circuit—Electrolytic
Action—Railway Poles—Wooden Poles—Iron Poles—Feed AVire
Insulators and Pole Tops—Trolley Insulators—Railway Line
Work—Strain Insulators—Anchors—Line Sections-Switches —
Line Crossings, t'art III. Lightning Arresters. Lightning
Guards and Strong Current Arresters—High Resistance Arres-
ter-Magnetic JBlow-out Arrester-Mechanical Magnet Arres-
ter—Air Expansion Arrester—Non-Arcing Metal Arrester-
Discriminating Arresters-Automatic Cut-outs—Cable and
Switchboard Protectors—Append i.x of Insurance Regulations.

CHAPTER IV.

Construction of Underground Circuits.—Pari I. Gonduitn.
Classitlcation—Valentine Conduit—Wye koffi Conduit—Paper Con-
duit—Pipe Conduits—Dorset Conduit—Chenowith ('onduit

—

Terra-cotia Conduits—Crompton System—Brooks System- John-
stone System—Kennedy System— St. James System—Inflexible
Systems—Callender Solid System—Cologne Conduit—Zurich Con-
duit—Manholes—Junction Uoxes for Street Railwav Feeds—In-
troduction of Circuits—Pneumatic Eodding—Gas— fillectric Rail-
way Conduits—Buda-Pesth Conduit—Blackpool Conduit—Love
Conduit—Lenox Avenue Conduit—Metallic Conduits for Alternat-
ing Currents. Part II. Cables and Conduit Conductors. Con-
duit Conductors—Armored Cables—The Siemens Cable—The
Edison System—The Ferraotl Mains—Telegraph Cables—Sub-
aqueous Cables—Power Circuits- -Paper Cables—Telephone
Cables—British Post Office Cables—The Patterson Cable—Glover
Cables—Fowler Waring Cables—Felten-Guilleaume Cable-
Beaded <'ables—Cable Joints—The Connection of Underground
and Aerial Systems—Cable Heads.

CHAPTER V.

Electrical Instruments. — C la sslftcation — Instruments for
Measurement of Resistance—Wheatstone Bridge—Slide Wire

Sent, expressage prepaid, on
receipt of price, S4.50.

Bridge—Ohm-Meter—Instruments for Measuring Quantity and
Pressure—D'Arsonval Galvanometer—Ballistic Galvanometer-
Galvanometer Constants—Reduction to Zero and Inferred Zero—
Shunts—Weston Instruments—Cardew Voltmeter—Electrostatic
Voltmeter—Siemens Dynamometer—Condensers-Wattmeters-
Keys—Magnet—Ground Indicators—Boyer Speed Recorder.

CHAPTER VI.

riethods of Electrical Heasurement. Quantities to be Meas-
ured-Electrical Intensity-Electrical Quantity—Unit of Current-
The Watt — Capacity— Resistance— Olmi's Law— KlrchliofE's
Laws—Measurement of Resistance by Deflection—Bv Wheatstone
Bridge—By Voltmeter—By Volt and Ammeter—Measurement of
Small Resistance—High Resistance—Insulation Resistance-By
Loss of Charge—Line Resistance—Ground Resistance—Special
Methods for (Jalvanometer Resistance -For Battery Resistance-
Potential Difference—By Condenser—Wheatstone's Method—
Lumsden's Method— Measurement of Current Strengtli— By
Ammeter—By Voltmeter—By Differential Galvanometer—By
Slide Wire—Measurement of Capacity—Thomson's Method—
Gott'sMetlmd—Divided Charge Method—Localization of Faults—
Blavier's Method—Overlap Method—Loop Test—Murray's and
Varley's Methods— Localization of Crosses—Measurement of In-
ductance—By Condenser and Bridge—With Alternating Current-
Mutual Inductance—Measurement on Alteruatiug Currents-
Difference of Potential—Current—Power by Two Voltmeters—
By Three Ammeters—Measurement on Polyphase Circuits-
Electrical Railway Testing—Capacity of Aerial Lines—The In-
ductance of Aerial Llnes^Mutual Inductance on Transmission
Lihes.

CHAPTER VII.
Continuous Current Conductors. Part I. Condiictorg and

Insulators. Conductors-Resistance—Ohm's Law—Specific Re-
sistance—Effect of Temperature—Resistance of Dielectrics-Line
Leakage—Distribution of Potential-The Effect of Leakage—Con-
ductance—Distribution of Potential in Branch Circuits. Part II.
The Heating of Condnctore. Joule's Law—Location of Circuits-
Bare Wires Freely Suspended-Radiation and Convection—Pan-
eled Wire-Insulated wire Freely Suspended—Rheostats and
Heaters—Cost of Electric Heating—Fuse Wires—Heating of In-
sulated Cables—Heating of Conduit Cables—Heating of Suspended
Cables.

CHAPTER VIII.
Conductors for Alternating Currents. General Considera-

tions — Classification—Skin Effect — Current Density— Induct-
ance-Magnetic Field—Electromotive ForceDue toVaryingField-
Equation of Energy—Harmonic Motion—Average Values—The
Solution of the Energy Equation—Effect of Mutual Inductance-
General Energy Equation for Mutually Inductive Circuits—Co-
efticientsof Inductance—Effect of Capacit\-—Solution of the En-
ergy Equation for Circuits with Capacitv—The Energy Equation
for Circuits Containing Resistance—Inductance and Capacity-
Graphical Methods—Vector Quantities- Composition and Reso-
lution of E. M. F.—Simple Circuits with One Jiesistance and In-
ductance in Series— Reactance—Impedaiioe—Resistance Vari-
able—Inductance Variable—Simple Circuity with Several Resist-

ances and Inductances in Series—Simple Circuits with One Re-
sistance and Capacity in Series—Simple Circuits with Several
Resistances, Inductances and Capacities In Series—Circuits with
Resistance, Inductance and Capacity in Parallel—Method of
Equivalent Resistance and Inductance—Circuits Containing Mu-
tual Inductance—Impedance Tables.

CHAPTER IX.
Series Distribution. Origin—Classification—Constant Current

Circuits with Generator and Motor at Fixed Distances—Location
of Station—Current Density in Main Circuit—Economic Condi-
tions — Design for Heating-Limit — Design for Mechanical
Strength—Minimum First Cost of Line—Minimum First Cost of
Station—Minimum First Cost of Plant and Cost of Maintenance
and Operation-Design for Minirauni First Cost of Plant—Design
for Best Service—Minimum Cost of Plant for Maximum Income-
Calculation of Loads—Regulation—Automatic Cut-outs.

CHAPTER X.
Parallel Distribution.-The Evolution of the Parallel System-

Methods of Distribution—The Loop System—Tlie Spiral Loop—
The Tree System—Tlie Closet System—Conical Conductors—Anti-
Parallel Feeding—Distribution of Potential—Cylindrical Conduc-
tors. Parallel Feeding—Cylindrical ('onductors, Anti-parallei
Feeding—Conical Conductors, Parallel Feeding—Conical Con-
ductors, Anti-parallel Fepding—Three-wire System—Mul-
tiple Series Svstem—Five-Wire System—Relative Area Cov-
ered by the Multiple Wire Systems—Feeder and Main System-
Location of Central Station- Location of the Feeders and Cen-
ters of Distribution—Distributing Mains—Calculation of Feed-
ers-Efficiency of Conductors—Methods of Reeulation—The Com-
pensator in Electrical Railway Work— Fall of Pressure and Nec-
essary Section for Feeders—Laws of Economy and Feeder De-
sign-General Design for a System in Multiple Arc-Mechanical
Methods—Station Loads—Arc Lamps on Constant Potential Cir-
cuits-Electric Railway Wiring—Three-wire Railway Systems.

CHAPTER XL
Miscellaneous Methods and Lons: Distance Transmission.-

MotorTransformers—Compensators-Motor Transformers Run-
ning and Feeding In Series—High andLow Potential Distribution
from the Same Station—Aecumulators—Sub-station Accumula-
tors—AccumulatorDistribution— Regulation by Means of Accumu-
lators—Transformers—Economy In Conductors—Isolated Trans-
formers—Efficiency of Dlstrlbutlori by Isolated Traosforuiers—
Transformers as Sub-stations— Pniypiiase Systems—Long-dis-
tance Plants—Long-distance Transmission with Continuous Cur-
rents-Line Construction for Long-distance Transmission—Rela-
tive Amount of Conducting Material for Transmission Systems.

CHAPTER XII.

The Cost of Production and Distribution.-Cost of Conductors-
Cost of Conduits—Telephoue aod Telegraph Lines—Railway
Lines-Cost of Power Stations—€ost of Producing Energy—Coal
Consumption per Watt-hour-Water Power—The Gas Engine—
The Cost of Electrical Energy, as Developed by Wind Power—
The Actual Cost of Electrical Energy—Commercial Considerations
of Transmission Problems.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 MARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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PLANTE
STORAGE BATTERIES

Have No Superior.

New York Accumulator & Electric Co.,

160 ^ASSAU ST.. NEW YORK CITY.

The Electrician Publishing

Co., Suite 510 Marquette

Building, Chicago. Headquar-

ters for all latest Electrical

Books. Write for Catalogue.

- SHULTZ PATE
WOVEN LEATHER LINK i

'^DvXAMO
^ELTINGs »t.I<ouls,Mo,r.l».A

eR4-»(0aEa: lU Somnier 8t,, BoBton; 113 Llbertr St. New Tork; 129 Horth 3d St., PMladelpMis,

mNUINF: RAWHIDE

lace leather,

hultz's patent

Ulleybover.
jafiDRESSINK

lag^I: CEMENT„

mh DELAWARE HARD FIBRE CO.,
^-^.j^s>s^ WILMINGTON, DEL.

SEKI> FOB CATA1.0«l'E ASID SAaiPIiES.

Sheets, Rod8, Tubes and Special Shapes.

Die iTOCK
ryU THREAD AT QNl CUT Alt P/^RTi iU B-
J£CT To WEAR (Air HflflDCNiD All GUIDES
OF HAftOtfyEp JTCCL |0-|1 N.t AWALSr.'Mn-fcO Itt.

KARTAVERT.
HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS, RODS AND TUBING.

For Electrical and Mechanical Purposes, Kailway Dust Guards, Washere
and Paclvings. Patent Insulating Cleats.

MANTJFACTiritED BY

THE KARTAVERT MANUFACTURING CO., Wilmington, Del.

Making Rosettes Our Specialty
Write for full particulars, free Samples, et<i

RCleat-Concealed-Combination-Sq. Base

OSETTES
Investigate—$6 saved is interest on $100,

H.T. PAISTE CO.
PHILADELPHIA

REWIREO Wi™ RAVEN WHrTE CORE WIRE

OFFICE
TTHo F^orris 'NA/Koel Co.

5 131 THE ROOKERY.

Chicago, April 30, 189C.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,
320 Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

Gentlemen:—After carefully, consider-
ing the merits of the various brands of
wire upon the market, we have decided to
use your "Raven White Core" exclusively
for rewiring the Ferris Wheel.
As .you are aware, the wire upon the

wheel is very much exposed and the test
will no doubt be a most severe one.

Yours very truly
THE FERRIS WHEEL CO.

By L. V. Rice. Mgr.

PRIMQUAU/ UUUITP PflRF used exclusively for all incandescent Light-

ing at World's Columbian Exposition.

RAUPN \AIHITF rilRF used in some of the largest bulWlngs in the Umiied
States.

Used by some of the largest Central Statioos

and Fire and Police Departments in the U. B,COMPETITION LINE WIRE.

GRIMSHAW TAPES, COMPETITION TAPES AND SPLICING COMPOUNDS,

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

13-17 Coftlniiit St., New York.
BRANCBES:]3„«:^G0:^_ BOSTON:

134 Coagreii St,

SAN FRANCISCO.
IIS New Mwtfuj St.

Black Diamond File Works.
Est. 1863. Inc. ISBS.

Twelve

Medals

Awarded at

International

Expositions.

Special Prize

Gold Medal

at Atlanta,

1895.

Oar goods are on sale in every leading Hardware Store

in the United States and Canada.

Q. & H. BARNETT COMPANY,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

t
*'9'*'*'%'%'^^'^i%^'%'%^m^m/9'%/%i%'m^'ni^^mm'wm/9'^'M'M'^^m'ni^

A NON-ARCINB FUSE.

A REtlABIiEANDACCURATE FUSE.
|

A FUSE that will open a High-Tension .Short Circuit without 4
A.F3C OR F-L.A.S»HI. ^

Endorsed by the National Board of Underwriters. it

D.&W.FUSECO., Providence,

R. I.^
Aborn St.

NOISELESS IN OPERATION.
A MONEY EARNER.

THE WARREN ALTERNATOR.
THE

riodern Dynamo for

Central Station Work,

Embodies in the simplest possible form of construction all the
most advancec! ideas in the generation of the alternating cur=
rent, for use ^ herever and however it may be required."

WARR! ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,
SANDUSKY, OHIQ.
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SIMPLEX INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

'""^H.V.'mxsoNr ^^"^P'^x Electrical Company,
1137 Monadncck Block, CHICAGO. 75-81 Cornhlll, BOSTON, MASS.

MANUFACTURER OF

'. ivioore:,
URER OF

INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
«0«AIVO »iO«IIIOBTH THIKD STREET. PHI1,ADBI.PHIA. PA.

^ON'^:
1889—Paris Exposition,
Medal for Rubber Insulation.

1893—World's Fair,
Medal for Rubber Insulation.

TRADEMARK.

THE STANDARD FOR
RUBBER I]!fSIH.ATI05r.

Sole Manufacturers of

Weather-
0konite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee '"'pr^oi" Wires.

253 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
Wlllard L Ctndee, I „.„,„„„
«. Durant Wieever, f

"anagers.
Geo. T. MansoOiGen't Supt.
W. H Hodgins, Secy.

JEWELL BELTIN6 CO.
MANUFACTUEEES OF

Jewell Dynamo Belt Cement,

Jewell Dynamo Belt Dressing,

Jewell Patent Pulley Covering.

l-ii^l9-riB-OF90, csorsiiM.

TRIMMER'S
TOWER WAGON.

Highly Endorsed.

5tudebaker Bros. Mfg. Co.
Oe/>t,lfimen:~~lQ reply to your inquiry as to the ad-

vantage in the use of Light Tower Wagons, which
you constructed by my request, to be used In trim-
ming the arc lamps which are distributed through-
out ttie parks and boulevards of the West Chicago
park system, I will say that we have purchased six
of these wagons and they have proven to he everv-
thing anticipated. I have had two trimmers taWrig
care of COO arc lamps per day of eight hours. The
trimmers would trim and clean the lamps and keep
thera in satisfactory condition witliont any dit^culty,
and tiiis has been done when the thermometer was
below zero. In tiie use of the wagon on smooth
roads it is not necessary to have an extra driver, the
horse soon becomes so well trained that he will stop
before each lamp polf by a simple command from
the trimmer. 1 consider the Tower "Wagon, as a
means of trimming arc lamps, to be much clieaper
than the old way of trimming by the use of ladders.

Yours truly, Foree Bain.
Chicago, JiUy 6, l.S!.»7.

Write for detailed description.

STUDEBAKERBROS.MFG.CO.,
SOUTH BEND, IND.

WESTnS EleDtrical In^WiimEiit! Co.,
"" —""ilf 114-120 WUliam St., NEWARK, N. J,, U. S. A.

THE WESTON STANDARD PORTABLE

DIRECT READING

Voltmeters and Wattmeters

Alternating ant Direct Cnrrent Circuits

Are the only stanrtard portable iastruments'of

the tj'pe deserving this name.

Write for Circular and Price List 8 and -9.

MeatloD the Wesx'kbk ELBofBici\N when
writing for cataloguee.

mighe:
PARIS 1867. CHICAGO 1893. PHILADELPHIA 1876.

(:

'V_..

^i WIRES AND CABLES.
1 AERIAL, UNDERGROUND,

_ »J SUBMARINE.{^^m^M^ i<:i3>Tei'rE> i^Ar>E>,
(VN'^^'^^X \ W. R. BRIXEY, Mfr.

^-ito I ,0/ 203 Broadway, New York.

V3-V^ Western Olflce, HarqueHe Bldg., Chicago, III.

CALIFORNIA ELEC. WORKS, M. DUPEROW, NEW ORLEANS ELEC. CO.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL WASHINGTON, D. C. NEW ORLEANS, LA.

Standard Underground Gable Go.
THK EOOKEKY, WESTINCIHOUSE liUir.DtNU,

CHICAGO. I'lTTSBURG.
ISCOIiTr.ANDTST.,
.XKW YOKKCITV.

Elecfrio Cables, Conduits, Wires and Accessories.
Also High-Grade Rubber Covered AVires and Cables.

MOTOR- Iron Clad Rheostat Co.,

Westfreld, N.J.,U. S. A.

RHEOSTATS, fob all PPRFOSES.

CONSULTINQ ELECTRICAL
BNQINEBR.'^-A. L McRAE,

Estimates. Plans, Specifications,
Examinations, Keports, Tests.

306 Oriel Building, ST.KiOtJIS^HIO.

Queen & Co.,
1012 Chestnut St., PHIUDELPHIA.

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-Wirt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Ray

Focus Tubes, Induction Coil5.

HanufecRFrer;|)ARTRICKS0VRTER f0. ELECTRICAL

f) EALERs 112550. 2nd St.V) PHILADa.U PA. goo ds.

OFFICE AND FACTORY, SANDUSKY, 0.

AGENTS

Mayer & Englund, lo S. lotli St., Phlla., P..
Smith & Wailace.Hainiltan St. , Boston, IVIaM.

Arthur S. Partridge, Bank of Commerce
BIdg., St. Louis, Mo.

Joshua Hendy Machine Works, 42 Fremont
St., San Franciseo.

' Central Electric Co., 173 Adams St., Chicago.
Harry M. Shaw, 120 LilKrty St.. New York.
Schminke & Newman, New Orleans, La.

THE SAMSOIN BATTERY
\ -j-EUEPnONEj ^ "sniPPED SET up " -• qAS LIGHT|r,(j^

THE ELECTRIC &AS LI&nTIMCrCO
197 DEVONSHIRE ST, BOSTON. MASS..

Fort Wayne Electric Corporation,
FORT WAYNE, IND.

/^rc, Di
ins l*^

Apparatus for

c-fc Curr^n-fc and XVI-fce

andescen-fc ^ish-liing and
•^v^^r msnnission.

W^Mtim MtjtnilMrd l>Ai.CjLrilA vkl

SOLE
MAKERS IN THB

U. S. A.

THE Fuel Economizer n«
MAIN OFFICE AND SVOUKS: MATTEAW.'
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THE UNITED ELEGTRie IMPROVEMENT CO.
^-FFloe and HiiWoi-lcs:

ISTTH A.ND MABM^ A.VEIMUE, F»MII_AOEUF>Mt.A,,
IVIar»M'feiC5*'-J-»-'ei-s oT

Direct and Alternating Current Apparatus for Arc andl ncandescent Lighting, Transmission of Power. Etc.

MiOH orxvde: iiMO.AiMOE:soE:iMnr i-a.ivii

For Series and Multiple Lighting of any Candle Power or Voltage, adapted tp Fit any Standard Socket.

Complete Equipment for Central Stations and Isolated Plants.

Send for Price on Lamps and Appurtenances. Correspondence Solicited.

Alcatraz Electrical Gompoundp
Hannfactnred by

THE CALIFORNIA ASPHALT CO., 'V^^IV}-
ABSOLUTELY UNCQUALED FOR

ELECTRICAL AND WIRE INSULATION, Insulating Connections, Dynamos and Motor Bases, Battery and Accumulator
Shelving, Circuit and Switch-Boards.

WATER-PROOFING Cut-Out Boxes, coating wires when subjected to acid or alioline fumes, and when laid under
cement, etc.

PAINTING Poles, Bracliets, Cross-Arms, Benches, Floors, etc.
COATING CABLES, Lead-Covered Pipes, and all underground work.

ALCATRAZ ELECTRICAL COMPOUND is manufactured of the celebrated brand of Alcatraz Asphalt, and possesses many well-known points of superiority-

It has been tried under severe and exacting conditions, and has given perfect satisfaction. It will not Scale, Crack or Burn. Presents a Smooth Surface.
Adheres Tenaciously. Not affected by Thermal or Climatic Conditions. Resists the action of the Elements, Acids, Allcalies, Sewer Oases, and possesse»
great strength and elasticity. Being the producers of the raw product, we are enabled to save the middleman's profit, and offer consumers a saperior article at a
Teryiowprice.

SAMPLE UPON APPLICATION. Agents wanted in all leading cities. -^__

SIEMENS & HALSKE ELECTRIC COMPANY OF AMERICA,
-MANUFACTURERS OF

Direct Current, Multipolar, Slow Speed, External Armature Generators and Motors, especially adapted for Direct Connection.

(Typ^ I]—In siz^s from 20 -to 2i,000 l-i. P.
Direct Current, Multipolar, Slow Speed aild Medium Speed Internal Armature Generators and Motors adapted tor Belting.

(Typ^ F".)— li-» sizes fror-r^ I to 300 M. P*i.

Direct Current, Bipolar, Medium Speed, Internal Armature Generators and Motors adapted for Belting.

(Typ^ ^. H.)— lr» siae^s fi-onm S to 130 M- P.
Direct Current Boosters, absolutely controlled by XJ. S. Patents granted to Siemens & Halske Electric Company.

SIEMENS' BAND ARC LAMPS FOR DIRECT AND ALTEftNATINO CURRENT, ELECTRIC MINING LOCOMOTIVES, STEAM LOCOMOTIVES, ETC.. ETC.

COMPLETE ELECTRIC RAILWAY EQUIPMENTS UNDER SIEMENS' PATENTS:

Siemens' I^JriderrunnSriS roll
The Siemens Contact Bar is safer than the ordinary trolley, and the overhead construction is less costly. Dr. Ernst Werner von, Siemens was the pioneer ini

Electric Traction. He built his first Electric Railway in 1879. Write for Catalogues and further information to

SIEMENS $c HALSKE ELECTRIC CO. OF AlVI ERICA. 98 Jackson St., Chicago^

SAIiES OFFICES :-NEW YOEK, Eastern District. American Surety BuiWing. CINCINNATI, Perin Building. DENVER, 608 Boston Block. SALT LAKE CITY, Kautsford Hotel Building..
SAN FRANCISCO. 10 Front Street. BOSTON. Jobn Hancock Building. PHILADELPHIA, 531 Chestnut Street.

NOISELESS IN OPERATION.
A MONEY EARNER.

THE WARREN ALTERNATOR.
A machine of highest possible efficiency and correct

regulation that will not burn out or require costly-

repairs.

A machine which, aside from a due regard to lubrication, may be put
into the most severe service and let to run perpetually without atten-
tion of any sort; a dynamo of slow speed which meets all the conditions-
of the Lest o( the well-known typesof Alternators, but from which all

hazard is eliminated.

The riodern Dynamo for Central Station Work.

WARR I ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,
SANDUSKY, OHIO.
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From the Torch to the "PIONEER" Enclosed Arc Light, the world has
gradually advanced through all the stages of improving illumination until

now we are practically delivering artificial sunshine. Steady, Clear, Soft,

Shadowless, Simple, Economical and Safe.

IN WRITING FOR OUR CATALOGUE, KINDLY MENTION THIS PAPER.

1 THE ELECTRIC ARC LIGHT CO.
i

J

7 A.IMD

2 LOUIS B. MARKS, M. M. E.,V CHIEF ELECTRICIAN.

IROA D^A/^A.Y,

.... NEW YORK. 150 HOURS. I

YOUR SUPPLY MAINTAINED FOR i 2c.

LAMPS
Efficient, Long-Lived and

Guaranteed Satisfactory.

Write us before making another contract. We are THE
Lamp Renewing Company you have heard of.

Lynn Incandescent Lamp Co., Lynn, Mass.

WRITE FOR INFORMATION.

DYNAMOS,
15 to 1,000 Lights.

'

IVIOTORS,
I to 50 H. P. ANY VOLTAGE.

Patented Adjustable Dynamos and
Motors for Floor, Wall or Ceiling-

The Ahlm-Edwards Electric Co.,
«^I.P,VEl/A!\'», OHIO.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
A.hlm- Edwards Elec. Co . Ui

American Battery Co xiil

(Vmcrican El. Heat. Corp. xi

American El. Meter Co
Amer. El. Telephone Co. xvi

American Elec. Works.... xiil

American Engine Co xviii

Amer. Impulse Wbeel Co. xx
Armorite Int. Con. Co. . . xi

Arnold El. Pr. St Co xiv

Auto. Cir. Breaker Co.... x.

Bain. Foree xvii

BakerA Co xiv

Ball Engine Co xix

BarnettCo., G. AH xxil

Belknap Motor Co

Besly & Co. , Chas. H xxii

Brady, T. H xill

Brill Co., J. G xvliL

Brlxey, W. R 1

Bryant Electric Co

Buckeye Electric Co
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co xlii

Galilomia Asphalt Co il

Card Electric Co vii

Central Electric Co v

C. B. & Q. R. R xvlf

Chicago Edison Co iv

Chicago El. A Stereo. Co. . x v

Chicago Fuse Wire & Mfg.
Co vii

C, M.&St. P. R. R
Climax Novelty Co xvi

ClonbrockSt. B. Co xix

Commercial El. Sup. Co. . . Ti

Conn. Pipe Mfg. Co iv

Cornman Co xiv

Cutter El. A Mfg. Co xii

D. A W. Fuse Co ... xxii

Davis & Son, I. B xx
DaytonGlobelronWks.Co. ix
Delaware Hard Fibre Co. xxii

Det. A Clev. St. Nav. Co.. .xvli

Diamond Elec. Co. x

DiehlMfg.Co vii

Directory, Principal Elec.
and Mech. Engmeers... xvii

Dixon Crucible Co., Job. . xx

Eastern Elec. Cable Co
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co ix

Edwards A Co .

Electrical Exchange, The. xiv

Elec. Appliance Co xii

Electric Arc Light Co iii

Elec. Gas Lighting Co i

Electric Storage Batt. Co.

Electrician Pub. Co
xvi, xviii

Elliott, W. H. Elec. Co.... xiv

Emerson El. Mfp. Co xii

Empire China Works xvi

For Sale Advertisements.

.

Fort Wayne EL Corp
Fuel Economizer Co

xiv

Garlock Packing Co
Garvin Machine Co., The .

General Electric Co xxi

Gen'l Inc. Arc Light Co. . . x
Globe Elec. Heating Co.. xi

Gordon-Burnham Bat. Co.xvitl

Hart A HegemanMfg. Co.. vii I

Hill, W. S. Electric Co.... x
Hodge, Walsh A Loring. . . xiv

Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co. xlii

Huebel A Manger xiv

Hunter Fan A Motor Co 1 v

Internat'l Cor. Schools., xviii

Iron-Clad Rheostat Co. .

.

1

Jewell Belting Co i

Johns Mfg. Co., H. W vii

Kartavert Mfg. Go
Keystone Electric Co i
Keystone Elec. Inst. Co.. xii

Kusel, D. A. Tel. Mfg. Co.

Leclanche Battery Co.... xv

Leflfel A Co., James ... xx

Leonard, Ward, Elec. Co..

Lever C. H. Mfg. Co
Lindsley Bros xv
Lockwood Long Dist. Tel.
A Tel. Co. of America. . . xvil

Lombard Water Wh. G. Co. xiii

Lynn Inc. Lamp Co Iii

Main Belting Co
ManhattanOen'lCons.Co..
Mansfield Tem. Cop. Co . . xxii

McFell Electric Co xvii

McLean, A. J xv
McLennan A Co., K xii

McRae. A. L i

Mica Insulator Co
Mo. Tel. Mfg. Co xvii

MitchellTemp. Copper Co. xxii

Monon R. R xix

Moore, Alfred P i

Muir A Sons, Thos
MunsellACo., Eugene... xii

National India Rubber Go.

National Tube Works Co. xv

New York Ins.Wire Co.. . xxii

Northern Elec. Mfg. Go xi

Northern Supply Co xv

Ohio Electric Works
Ohio Storage Batt. Co.

.

xii

Okonlte Co., The I

Orne Elec. Const. Co xvii

Otto Gas Engine Wks

PaisteCo., H. T xiv
Partrick A Carter Co 1

Partridge Carbon Co i

Peerless Rubber Mfg.Co.... xii

Pelton Water Wheel Co... xx
Peoples' Electric Co vi

Perrizo A Sons xv
Peru Elec. Mfg. Go xiii

Phillips Ins'd. Wire Go. .

.

xiii

Phosphor-Bronze S.Co.Ld xx
Point Marion Mfg. Co.... xv
Pratt, Chas. A xvii

Prouty Co., The six
Puritan Electric Co xii

Queen A Co i

Reislnger, Hugo xii

St. Clair Hotel xiv

Samson Cordage Wks xii

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.

Scott A Janney Elec. A
Mfg. Go xi

Shultz Belting Co .xxii

Siemens A Halske E. Go ii

Simplex Electrical Co.. The. I

Smith Co., S. Morgan xx
SpUtdorf, C. F xxii

Standard TeLA El. Co.... xvi

StandardUnderg.Cable Co. i

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.. vlli
Sierling ASon, W. C xv
Stilwell-Bierce A Smith-
ValleCo xiv. xv

Storey Motor A Tool Go. .. ir
Stromberg- Carlson Tel.

Mfff Co xvli
Studebaker Bros Mfg. Co. i

Swarts Metal Refin'g Co. xiv

TaberAMayer xvii
Thordarson, C. H xiii

Triumph Electrid Co i r

United Elec. Imp Co.... }\

Van Home, Burger A Co.
Viaduct Mfg. Co xvii
Vought, M. I

Vulcanized Fibre Co xxii

Wagner El. Mfg. Co xii

Want Advertisements.. xiv
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.. . . ii

Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.
xiii

Western Electric Co
Western Tel. Cons Co ... . xvi
WestlnghouseEl.AMf.Co. vii

Weston Electrical Inst. Co. i

Willard El. A Bat. Co ... . xii

Zamel Arc Lt. Meter Co. xxii

F'or ^lassiflod Inci^x of A.clver-fcisArT-ftor«-ts Soo \^\,
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PARAGON

FAN MOTORS.
CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY,

139 ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO.

YOUR TIME HAS COME
T^ E^^IMOIVIi:

Independent Lighting Plants of Medium Size, or

Plants of any Size for Manufactories,
Hotels and Large Stores.

THE

Storey
Motors.

Iron-clad. Completely Closed
In. Dust and Moisture
Proof. No External Mag-
netism.

Specially Adapted for Direct
Connection to Machinery.

^KiftHiMilJtJ

TRIUMPH ELECTRIC CO.
^IIM^IIMP4XK-ri, ^l-ll^.

f

Special Direct Current Motors for All Classes of Work.

THE STOREY MOTOR & TOOL CO.,

ArFV"foTv^ 212-226 Carter St., Philadelphia, Pa.

BKAIVCH FACTORY': Hamilton, Canada.

THE ORIGINAL PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS OF

Cement-Lined Ducts

Engineers and Contractors for Complete Subways.

Adflress all Correspondence: XEW HAVESf, COJJIf.

The Connecticut Pipe Manufacturing Company,

Office and Factory, West Haven, Conn.

Business Established 1865.
Incorporated 1892.

E. H. Phii'PS, President.
(jEo. O. R10HAHDK, Seeretary,
Charles Ward, Gen. Mgr,

jTheTuerk Alternating T Current Ceiling Fan.)
1897 PATTERNS NOW READY.

Some New Features Embodied in Our '97 Product Make
It Better than Ever.

MADE FOR FROM BO TO 120 VOLTS

SO, 125 AND 140 CYCLES.

F/'ye different sfyfes of finisfi—Bronze. Bower-

THE HANDSOMEST FAN ON THE MARKET.

strong, Reliable, Noiseless, Durable, Ornamental %
and Inexpensive to Operate.

SEND FOR 1897 CATALOGUE.

HUNTER FAN & MOTOR CO.,
FULTON, NEW YORK.

ing Agents, 136 Liberty Street, New

^ Barff, hory and Gold, Nickel, Polished Brass. •"•"^ 'S York U. S. A.
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^^^^^5^3S&2gJ2^^ 2S&^^3^5SJ2Sf2gJ^2^^
IF

^
^ ir prosperity or increased business or better times aj

w is to be the actual result of all this talk, if there is a ^
# ^^ prospect of a realization after years of anticipation, it iA

^ would seem to be a sensible proposition for everyone |j

^ to fall in line and help push* If there are good things ^
^ to be distributed we all want our share, but good things I?

^ are not coming to anyone unless he gets out and ^
^ hustles to secure them* w
«A Years of decreased profits and increased compe- ^
^ tition have prevented many needful repairs and exten- vt

^ J sions, but it is **m the air'* that the coming Fall and ^^%
Winter will see an enormous impetus given the vari-

ous electrical industries, and it behooves everyone to

get ready for it*

We have that faith in present conditions that

we are ^^stocking up** much heavier than ever

before in anticipation of your Fall business; shall we

be so favored?

Central Electric Company,
1887-1897

(!eo. A. McKinlock, Presideut
; E. Brown, Seer
S. It. Frazier, Treasurer,

Charles EBrmvn, secretary. 173=175 AdaiTIS StfCCt, Chicag:0.

^^^^^^^^^t J^^^^^^^^^
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NE/iR ^^^T STOCK

mDlSON, WIS Now. boys, you've had a good rest-
get ready for next month-
new tune—same old words:—

"Low prices—big stock-
"Quick shipment to you.
"Some quote 'bed-rock' t

'.')

"We alw^ays do !

"

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Accaniulators.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Ohio Storage Battery Co.
Willard El. & Battery Co.

Annnnciators.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Edwards & Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Arc liamps.
Central Electric Oo.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
DiehlMfg Co.
Electric Arc. Light Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Manhattan Gen'l Cons. Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Puritan Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Arc Ijieht Cord.
Central Electric Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Batteries and Jars.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Gas Lighting Co.
Gordon-Burnham Battery Co
L^eclanohe Baltery Co., The.
Muir A Son, Thos.
Ohio Electric Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Bells.
Central Electr(c Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Edwards & Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Ohio Electric Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Beltins.
Jewell Belting Co.
Main Belting Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.
Shultz Belting Co.

Boilers.
Olonbrook Steam Boiler Co.

Books. Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Brashes.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.

Burglar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Edwards & Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Cables (See Insulated Wires.)
Cables, Electric (See Insu-
lated Wires), Copper,
^heet and Bar.
American Elec, Works.
BrUey. W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
General Electric Co.
Moore. Alfred P.

New York Ins. Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Carbons.Points& Plates.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co
Gen'i Inc. Arc Light Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.
Relslnger, Hugo.

Cars.
Brill Co.. J. G.

Compound.
Central Electric Co.
California Asphalt Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
McLennan & Co., K.
Okonite Co.

Conduits.
Armorlte Interior Cond Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Conn. Pipe Mfg Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Muir Si, Son. Thos.

Construction A Bepairs.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Elliott, W. H. Elec. Co.
Ft- Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Hodge, Walsh & Lorlng.
Keystone Electric Co.
McFell Electric Co.
MeRae, A. L.
Thordarson, C. G.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.

Contractors and Electric
Ijiffht Plants.
Ahlm-Edwards El. Co.
Arnold El. Pr. Station Go.
Bain. Foree.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Card Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Hodge, Walsh A Lorlng.
Keystone Electric Co.
McRae, A. L.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Scott & Janney E1.& Mfg.Co.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
Triumph Electric Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Weatlnghouse Elec & Mfg Co.

Copper.
Besly&Co.. Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Mansfield Temp. Copper Co.
Mitchell Temp. Copper Co.

Copper ITires.
American Electrical Works.
Besly&Co., Chas H.
Brliey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial EI. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Cordaffe.
Central Electric Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Correspondence Schools.
Int. Correspond. Schools.

Crookes' Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Cross-Arms, Pins and
Brackets.
Brady, T. H.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Ob.
Point Marion Mfg. Co.

Cut-Outs and S'vritches.
Automatic Clr. Breaker Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co. .

Commercial El. Supply Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Go.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Elec. Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Hill. W. S. Hlectric Co.
PaisteCo., H. T.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg.Co.

Bynames.
Ahlm-EdwardB El. Co.
American Engine Co.

Bullock Elec Mfg. Co.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
Edd^ Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Keystone Electric Co.
Muir & Son, Thos.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Scott & Janney El. & Mfg.Co.
Siemens St Halske Elec. Co.
Triumph Electric Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Economizers, Fuel.
Fuel Economizer Co.

Electric Heafe App's.
American EL Heating Corp.
Central Electric Co.
Globe Electric Heating Co.
Johns. H, W., Mfg. Co.

Electric Sleters.
American EL Meter Co.
Central Electric Co.
Zamel Arc Light Meter Co.

Electric Hallways.
General Electric Co.
Siemens ft-Hal^ke Elec. Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and Dlechanl-
cal-Eng^eers.
Bain, Foree.
MoRae, A. L.
Pratt. Chas. A.

Electrical Instruments.
Automatic Clr. Breaker Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appllftnce Co.
Emerson El. Mig. Co.
General Electric Co.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Keystone El. Instrument Co.
PaisteCo., H. T.
Queen & Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Elect£ioal"Specialties.
Automatic CJr. Breaker Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
PaisteCo.,H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Splitdorf , C. F.
Thordarson, O. H.
Vought, M. I.

Electrical Woodwork.
Lever, C. H. Mfg. Co.

Electro-Plating; mach'y.
Besly&Co., Chas. H.
General Electric Co-

Engrines, 4i!as.
Otto Gas Engine Wks.
Prouty Co., The.
Van Home, Burger & Co.

Engrines, Steam.
American Engine Co.
Ball Engine Co.

Fan Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Hunter Fan & Motor Co.
Scott & Janney E 1. & Mfg. Co.
Wagner Electr'c Mfg. Co.
Western Elec. Co.
Westinghouse EL <b Mfg. Co.

Feed Water Heaters.
Davis & Son, I. B.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Kanavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

FUes.
Barnett fo., G. <fe H.
Central Electric Oo.

Fixtures. El. A. Comb'n,
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Fuses.
D. A. W. Fuse Co.

Fuse Wire.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire & Mfg.Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

<]raskets.

Johns, H. W., Mfg. Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Oas liiglitins, Electric.
Central Electric Co.

6rears.
Besly A Co.. Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.

C^eneral Elec. Supplies.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Hodge, Walsh A Lorlng.
Ohio Electric Works.
PaisteCo., H. T.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Globes and Electrical
Crlassirare.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

OoVnors, Water W^keel.
LombardWaterWheelGv.Co.

<iirapliite Specialties.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Induction Coils.
Central Electric Co.
Queen A Co.
Splitdorf, C. F.

Insulators and Insulat-
ing: Materials.
Brixey, W. R.
Bryant Electric Co.
California Asphalt Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Empire China Works.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Hodge, Walsh & Lorlng.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Mica Insulator Co.
National India Rubber Go.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Paisie Co. H. T.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Undercround C. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.

Insulated W^lres and
Cables—aiaamet W^ires.
American Electrical Works.
Brixey. W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eastern Electric Gable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Iianip Adjusters.
Voug)it. M. I.

Lamps, Incandescent.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.,
Lynn Incandescent Lp. Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Sawyer-ManElec. Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL A Mfg. Co.

liamp Trim'r-s ^Vagrons.
studebaker Bros. Mfg. Co.

Iiishtnine Arresters.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co,
Westinghouse EL A Mfg. Co.

Ulagrnet ^Vire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

9Ieckanical SlacMnery,
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Garvin Machine Co., The.
StUwell-Blerce Smith-Valle.

Slica.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.

Ulining: Apparatus, Elec.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL A Mfg. Co.

motors.
Ahlm-Edwards Elec. Co.
American Engine Co.
Belknap Motor Co.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Elec. Co.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Keystone Electric Co.
Muir & Son, Thos.
Northern ElectL Mfg. Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Peoples Electric Co.
Scott& Janney ELA Mfg.Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Storpj Motor A Tool Co.
Triumph Electric Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co

Pafl^nff.
Besly ACo. Chas. H.
Garlock Packing Co.
Johns, H. W., Mfg. Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Paints.
California Asphalt Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Johns. H. W. Mfg. Co.

Phosphor Bronze.
Beal7&Co.,Chaa. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm. Go. Ltd.

Platinum.
Baker A Co.

Poles.
Llndsley Bros.
McLean. A. J.
National Tube Works Co.
Northern Supply Co.
Perrlzo A Sons.
Point Marion Mfg. Co.
Sterling A Son. W. C.

Porcelain,
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.
Empire China Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Push Buttons.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Oo.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Refiners.
Swarti Metal Retlning Co.

Reflectors.
Muir A Son, Thos.

Bcffilla'tors.
Belknap Motor Co.

Re-Wlndlns—Repairs.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Elliott. W. H. Elec. Co.
Hodee. Walsh A Lorlng.
Thordarson, C. H.

Rheostats.
Am. EL Heat. Corporation.
Central Electric Co.

General Electric Co.
Iron Clad Rheostat Co.
Leonard, Ward, Elec. Co.
Muir A Son. Thos.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co

ISecond-Hand Machin'y.
Cornman Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Elliott, W. H. Elec. Co.

Shades.
Central Electric Co.
Muir A Son, Thos.

Speahing: Tubes.
Central lilectric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrlck A Carter Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Keystone El. Instrument Co.
Queen & Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Steel Pipe.
National Tube Works Co.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Go.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Ohio Storage Battery Co.
Willard El. A Battery Co.

Tapes. Insulating.
American Electrical Works.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Moore, Alfred P.
New York Insulated Wire Co
Okonite Co., The.
Simplex Ejlectrical Co.
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.

Telephones, Telephone
Material and Sivltch-
boards.
American El. Telephone Co.
Central Electric Co.
Climax Novelty Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Kusel, D A., TeL Mfg. Co.
Lockwond T. A T. Co. ofAm
McFell Electric Co.
Mo. Tel. Mfg. Co.
Orne Elec. Cons. Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Splitdorf, C. f .

Standard Tel. A EL Co.
Stromberg-Carlson Tl.M.Co.
TaberA Mayer.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western Tel. Cons. Co.

Transformers.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diamond Elec. Co.
Pt. Wayne Elec. Corporation^
General Electric Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Oo.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Central Electric Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Trucks, Electric Car.
Brill Co , J. G.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Turbine Wlieels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Leffelft Co., Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
Stilwell-BIerce Smith-Valle.

W^ater Wlieels.
Am. Impulse Wheel Co.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Leflel A Co., Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
Stllwell-BIerce Smith-Valle

Wire, Bare.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Okonite Co. , The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Underground C Co
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.

XBay Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Oueen fa Cr».

Splitdorf, O. F.

.^XIiDKabe-tlGal lncl« ^cJ-vor-fctsiomorft-ts Soo ^ai III.
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DIEHL ELECTRIC FANS.
andCeiling Fans

Exhaust Wheels
Wonnd for Any Carrent,

Except Alternating.

Our Exhaust Wheel

Combinations

Are the most compact and
efficient made.

Write for catalogue and
prices.

Propeller or

Desk Fans
Wonnd for HO, 220 or in series on 500 volts.

Also for Primary or Secondary Battery Circuits.

Highest

Efficiency

Unbroken Magnetic Cir-
cuit, Self-Aligning Bronze
Bearings. Finest Insulation
Throughout. Four-Speed
Regulator.

SHOW ROOMS: New York, 561-563 Broadway; Chicago, 192-194 Van Buren St.; Boston, 128-132 Essex St.

DIEHL MANUFACTURING CU.,ELl2i!!Em"T'
Agents for Canada; Canadian General Electric Co., Toronto, Ontario.

M^SFIELD.DHmll.S./

,

"H. W. J." Electric Car Heaters.

SlMPtE, DFRABIiE, EFFECTIVE, ECOXOMICAIi.

Heat evenly distributed full length of

Gar. Three degrees of regulation witli

patented knife switch. No coils to

short-circuit or brcaic.

Trolley Line Insulators,

Vulcabeston Controller Parts,

Commntator Rings, Bushings, Etc.

H. W. Johns Manufacturing Co.JcHICAGOFUSEWIRE&MFG.CO.,

FUSE WIRE)*"™"*.
I Carryins

AND LINKS > capacity.

FOR ALL SYSTEMS. i^'^-'^^niL™.

240-242 RANDOLPH ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
New York. Philadelphia. Boston. London.

163 Lake St., Chicago.

Westinghouse Polypiiase Apparatus Supreme.
Crenerators, Motors, Transformers, for Tt* o-Pliase, Tliree-Phase and C. F. Scott
T\*^o-Phase Three-Phase System of Alternating' Current Power Transmission.

26,000 H. P. IN OIL-INSULATED TRANSFORMERS CONSTRUCTED.
Potentials from 5,000 to 5O,0O0 Tolts. All Apparatus Xecessary for 100 Mile Transmission.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING CO.,
PI

New York, 120 Broadway. Chicago, N. Y. Life BIdg.
Boston, Exchange BIdg. Philadelphia, Qirard Bid?,
Buffalo, N. Y., 8 Erie Co. Bank BIdg. Pittsburg, Westinghouse BIdg.
Charlotte, N. C, 36-38 College St. St. Louis, American Central BIdg.

;uiRO,
San Francisco, Mills BIdg.
Syracuse, N. Y., Bastable BIdg.
Tacoma. Wash . 102 S. loth St.
Atlanta, Qa., Equitable BIdg.

Westinghouse Electric Co., Ltd.,
3a Victoria St., London, S.W., EnglaniL
For Canada address

Ahearn & Soper, Ottawa, Out.
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THE S. K. C. SYSTEM.
A COMPLETE SYSTEM FOR

Long Distance Transmission,
General Station Distribution,

ill and Factory Equipmenti
Generators will be wound and guaranteed for an E. M. F. as high as

10,000 VOL-TS.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

STANLEY ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
^i-t-ts-Field, ISAass., KJ.

TifE ROYAL ELECTRIC CO., Montreal, Canada, arc ,

.

sole licensees for the manufacture and sale of the S. K. C. i

System in Canada. . ,

BRANCHES OFFICES:
rKi^as^s I506 l\/larc|Uie>-t-te JSuilding;.
^^s-ti^n, Ccqiul-t^bl^ ^uildine.

IMevw Yorlc, 39 ^or-fclandt: S-fc.

Sari F"r>^rkcsiso^, 8^0 ^aii-F<
JK.r%<i^r^^w\, S. ^.

ornia S-fc.

HART
FLUSH SWITCHES

IN GANGS OF ANY NUMBER.

THE SWITCHES ARE INSERTED AND

CONNECTED UP FROM THE FRONT.

FLUSH SWITCH FOR GANGS.

The Cut shows a No. 2 Box

for iron armored conduit, with

a gang of two switches.

The boxes are furnished with

any number of outlets desired.

Switches are "Indicating."

The hart lb HEGEMAN MFC. COMPANY,
HA, COIMNECTIOUT.
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Eddy Generators

Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central

Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

EDDY MOTORS-SLOW, MEDIUM OR HIBH SPEED.

We build all necessary apparatus for the transmission

of Electrical Power through factory or other buildings.

All Our Apparatus Guaranteed as Represented.

The Edd} Electric Maoufacturing Gompany,
IKTINDSOR, CONN.

New York, H. B. Coho & Co., Mail and Express Building. Elmira, S. N. Blake.

Philadelphia, Walter C. Mclntire & Co., 506 Commerce St. St. Louis Western Electrical Supply Co.

Boston, G. M. Angier & Co., 64 Federal St. Kansas City, W. T. Osborn.

San Francisco, Cal., California Electrical Works, 409 Market St. Cincinnati, O., John'A. Stewart.
Western Office: 804 Dearborn St., Chicaso,i\Vallace & Hine, Western Agents.
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Transformers (

SCHEEFFER'S

IMPROVED ) Wattmeters
Double Primary Coils,

Double Secondary Coils,

Good Ventilation,

Light Weight,

High Efficiency,

Cood Regulation,

Small Iron Loss.

Convenient to Install.

No Brushes,

No Commutator,

No Moving Wire,

Simplicity,

Durability,

Reliability,

Accuracy,

Even to a &c. p. Light.

DIAMOND ELECTRIC dO.,

Office:
1S03 Fisher Bids.,
CniCA«0. IL,Iv.

Manufacturers,
Factory

:

FEOBIA, Ilili.

W. S. HILL ELECTRIC CO.. New Bedford, Mass.
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS:

Send for Catalogue. Central Electric Co., Chicago.
\A/|-rCH BOA.RDS.
»\A/^|-rCHE:S A.IMD iRA.IMI :L. BOA.R

NEW "UNIQUE" LONB-LIFE ARC LAMP,
AND SEVERAL OTHER STYLES,

ALL OF HIGHEST EXCELLENCE.
Pure Copper Switches and
Switchboards.

Celebrated "SUN-SCHMELZER-
NUREMBERG" Imported Carbons.

Send for Handsome New Complete Catalogue.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT CO.,
FIRST AVE. AND 33d STREET,

S. BERGMANN, President. NEW YORK.

KEYSTONE ELECTRIC CO..
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY, ERIE, PA.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
Although lar

FOUND

Contains more news for the busy

reader than can be found in any

other journal devoted to electricity^ Although large claims of superiority have been made

by our contemporaries^ it has been rfl||Mlt that the Westem Electrician is far

above the other papers in the matter TUUHU °^ news, as is evidenced by the follow-

ing testimonial: ^Wthough I have taken every electrical journal, there is none I like so well as

the Westem Electrician/^ This is the reason the Westem Elec-

trici?.n has so large a circulation, even if it was not found at the NORTH POLE.
NON-ARCING AUTOMATIC CIRCUIT BREAKERS

GUARANTEED TO OPERATE PERFECTLY OR.NO PAY. MADE FOR ALTERNATING OR
DIRECT CURRENT. ANY VOLTAGE. CATALOGUE FREE.

AUTOMATIC CIRCUIT BREAKER COMPANY, NEWAYGO, MICHIGAN, U S, A,
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ECGBKa F. Phillips, Frest. F. N. Phillips, Treag. W. H. 8AWTER, Secy.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PKOVIDENCK, K. I.

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

New York Store. P. C. Ackerman, 10 Cortliindt St.

Chicago Stork. F. E. Donohoe. 241 Madison St.

Montreal Branch, Eugene F. Phillips' Electrical Works.

Ti-ii OIMUY

WATER = WHEEL GOVERNOR
GOVERNS.

Watervili.e >t Fairfield Railway & Light Co., )

W.vfERViLLE. Me., Jan. 18, 1896.
)

Lombard Water-Wheel Governor Co., Boston, Mass.
Gentlemen:—In regard to your Type C governor, which is regulating for us

our two Hercules Wheels, which give power to operate our Light Plant, Street
R. R. and Power Generator, we arefranlc to admit that the machine does its work
admirably. We have no hesitancy, in recommending it to those in want of a
governor. (Signed)

I. C. LiBBY, President Waterville & Fairfield R. R. & L. Co.

LOMBARD WATER-WHEEL GOVERNOR CO.,
61 Hampshire St., BOSTON. MASS.

Preserve Your Copies
OP THE

Western Electrician,
BINDERS $1.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 510 Marqnette Building:, • • . . CHICAGO.

If llie Chicago Teii-phone Co.. Ujc- Po.staI Tt-lcgraph Co., the AVi-stern Utjion
Telegraph Co. and the Ceniral I'nion Telephone Co. are satisfied wiih the worli
we have done for Ihem. do you iiot lliiiil; we can do 'V^iJI^ worl< 10Y^U^ entire sati.'sfaction

'

We make a specialty of Winding Armatures of any size
or system, Transformers, Field Magnet Coils, Repairing
Telephone and Telegraph Apparatus, Electrical Instruments
and Machinery.

ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING OF ANY KIND.
We liave done work for the folluwinsr well known companies for years; tu

whom we refer you (vvilh their permission) for references:

CHICAGO TELEPHONE CO., J. C. Kenny, Purchasing Agent.
POSTAL TELEGRAPH-CABLE CO . J. F. Butlerfield. Asst. Elec. Eng., Chicago.
CENTRAL UNION TELEPHONE CO.. S. G. McNleen, Chief Elec. Eng.
WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH CO., Chicago, Eng. Dept.

Let us figure with you before placing your repair work.

C. H.THORDARSON, Electric BlocU2 Market St., CMcap.

[HerculesB/ffft^
1^ Clede batteries
VV^v^;

n POHCEIAIN ISSdlAnon 01 an Kinds,
j

We Soltell Ihe maKlnj ot

SpEOb- Designs Qt=- Porcelain.

Pl:»U [LLdRlcMrd.lO.
-- Pl.RL. hi). -

No Sparking Under Varying Load, ISIlHISHBf^ t

90^ PURE GRAPHITE. gWMuujW^j^^^^l ^

Holmes Fibre=Graphite Mfg. Co.,^
station Z, Philadelphia.

IVRITE FOR PRICE LiIST. i5)t\J-VM^WCKT\HC
•«^»«««'*««««'»'««««^»««'««««««««/»«««««^»««

The Bullock Electric Mfg. Co.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT

I032 ^iRO.AD\A/^A.Y, CklMCIIMN A.-ri, ^IHI^. \^

NEW YORK:

AND

POWER PLANTS,
AND

SLOW SPEED
MOTORS.

BOSTON:

St. Paul Building.

No. 8 Oliver Street.

PHILADELPHIA:
No. 662 Bourse Building.

CHICAGO:
66 -i No. 623 Western Union BIdg.

AMERICAN" SS:.'"
ARE THE BEST. Sen^ for Descpjptive Circular.

Absolutely Non-Infringing.
Protection Cuaranteeo.

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
EST'D I8B9. 38 W. Quincy St., Chicago. III.

ThehlyMks.
T.H. Brady, New Britain,. Conn., U. S. A.,

Manufacturer of Mast Arms.Pole and
SwlngiDg Hoods, House Brackets and
other Specialties for Cf>nstruction

Work.

—

Catalogues and Prices fur-
nished on application.

EVERYTHING IN WIRE.
BARE AND INSULATED.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF JHE "CHICAGO" RAIL BOND.

WASHBURN ti MOEN MFC. CO.,
BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES: New York, Chicago, San Francisco, Hou&ton, Philadelphia,

Pittsburg, Boston.

WEATHERPROOF WIRE.
COMPLETE STOCK CARRiED BY

Western Electric Co., New York.

Electric Appliance Co., Ctiicago.

Pettingell Andrews Co,, Boston.

Electrical Engineering Co., Minneapolis.

St. Louis Electrical Supply Co., St. Louis,

The Bradford Belting Co,, Cincinnati

Phillips Insulated Wire Co,,

Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET. R, L
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WANTED.
To I.i'iisc-Eloi-trlc llKliC lil.iiit, Pitlii-r iTiKoml

condition or ollionvlse. If plant Is run down,
terms must be reasonable, for lirst year at least.

Address FINANCIAL." care Wics'rEUN Kl.KC-

TUiri.vN, .MO Maninette Hldp;., ClilCiiKO.

WANTED.
Vnsition fis nianacr of a ^'ond elertrlc Ilclit

plant or a street nillwav. oRpcciallv onn iif'odlni:

buildtuR up and rcinoih-liii^!;. I)y a <)iii|H'lciit

business man who is alsit a nin-liaiiical jmhI

electrical eusineor. Mow mauuglmi a lar^e

plant but wants a Ifirper field. Address "Y.*"

care Westkkn Elkctkician, 510 Marquette
BldK . Cliicago.

WANTED.
I'Msltion as siiperinteudeut or cliief ent;iiieer

of power or electric light plant, by a man of ex-

Seriem^e and college education. 1 can give
est reference as to ability and chara(tter.

Would be pleased to hear from parties wanting
an Al man. Address "POWER." care Westekn
Elkctkian, 510 Marquette lildg.. Chicapo.

WANTED.
Position by a young man with a thorougli tecli-

Dical education and wide practical experience;
where there is some chance for advancement,
where abihty, brains and hard work will be
appreciated and rewarded. Address "E. E.."

care Westbkn Elf-gtrtcuax, OIO Marquette
Bidg., Chicago.

\A/^A,IM-rE:D.
ARMATURES TO REWIND.
winders direct from T.-H. and WestlnRliouse
shops. Work guaranteed. Ten years' experience.
Lleot plants Installed complete. Send for prices.

HODCE, WALSH & LORINC,
631 Delaware. Kansas City, Mo.

FOR SALE CHEAP.
Make us an offer. One iron mast standing,

complete. 125 feet higli. second liand. for 4 lamps,
in good state of preservation; having no further
nse for it we are anxious to sell. Santa Barbara
Electric Light Co .. Santa Barbara. Cal.

FOR SALE.
Rareopportunity for investment and for busi-

ness. The whole or a controlling interest in the
stock of the St. Paul and Suburban Railway Com-
pany will be sold at a very low tigure. This ^:oni-

pany owns and operates an electric hue of railway
trom St. Paul to Wliite Bear Lake, and owns a
summer resort on the lake. This is a valuable
property and will bear investigation. No bonded
or other indebtedness. Full particulars and de-
scription will be given upon api)lication to E. W.
PEET & SON. Manhattan Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.

Second hand Arc Lamps of different manu-
faxjture; good as new and thoroughly tested:
also. Arc and Incandescent Dynamos and other
electrical apparatus.
Always in the market for scrap Dynamos,

Motors, Wire, Copper, burned out Incandes-
cent Lamps and Lamp bases, etc. AddressTHK
CORNHIAN COMPA]^ Y, ns* Hamilton St.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Bargains in l^treet Railway
Apparatus.

MOTORSi Price each.

4G. E. 800 motors $1S5.00
2 Steel motors. "C" No. 3 200.uo
4 Walker motors, 30 h. p 175.00
2 Westinghouse No. 12. 30 h. p 150.00
10 " No. 12. 20 h. p IGO.OO
23 " No. 3.2511.P 1.50.00

24 Edison No. (J. I5h.p 05.00

GENERATORS.
Edison, T.-H., Detroit, Rae. Write for piices.

TRUCKS.
'20 McGuire old style trucks. 25 Brill trucks.

Cars and Trailers. Write for photos and prices.

The Electrical Exchange,
Long Distance Tel. 744 Express.

1 66- 1 74 S. Clinton St., Chicago.

BIDS WANTED.
Thecityof A.sheville,N.C., desires bids for fur-

nishing and maintaioing one hundred to one
hundred and fifty electric arc bghts of two-
thousand (2,000) candle power eacii,
The city reserves the right to reject anv or

all bids. Bids- to be received umil Sept. 20, 1897.
GEO. F. SCOTT. Ciiairman,

Special Light Committee.
Asheville, X. C.

NOTICE TO BIDDERS.
Notice is hereby given that bids will

be received by the Common Council of
the City of Niagara Falls up to and in-
cluding the first day of November, 1897,
at 8 o'clock p. m., for the exclusive
furnishing of electric arc lights to the
City of Niagara Falls fora period of five

years from November 1, 1898, according
to speoiflcations on file with the city
clerk.

Each bid shall give the name and ad-
dress of the bidder ami shall state the
price per annum for which the bidder
will furnish each electric arc light of a
two thousand (2,000) candle lamp power
for said term.
The estimated number of arc lights

to be furnished is three hundred (300)
w th the right of the Common Council
of the said city to increase or decrease
the said number as it may elect during
said term.
The successful bidder will be required

to enter into contract for the furnishing
of such number of electric arc lights as
may be required for such term at the
price per annum named in its bid and
to furnish bond in twenty thousand dol-
lars ($20,000) for the faithful perform-
ance of said contract.

15ach bidder must accompany his bid
with a certified check for ten thousand
dollars ($10,000) as a guarantee that he
will enter into contract if the same is

awarded to him.
Further information, if desired, will

be furnished by the city clerk upon ap-
plication.

All bids shall be opened at the meeting
of the Common Council to be held Mon-
day, November 1, 1897.

The Common Council reserves the
right to reject any or all bids.

Dated August 16, 1897.

By order of the Common Council.
S. F. ARKUSH,

City Clerk.

PROPOSALS FOR

LIGHTING.
OfI'IUK Ot' THE ClTT

Clerk.
Proposals for lighting the streets of

the city of Lorain, Ohio.
Sealed proposals will bo received at

the oflice of the City Clerk in the Wag-
ner building until Sept. B, 1897, at 12

o'clock noon, for the lighting, furnish-
ing, extinguishing and keeping in re-

pair, including the furnishing of glass

and all materials necessary therefor,

for 50 electric lamps more or less, of

1,200 or 2.000 candle power each. Also
for the lighting, furnishing and ex-

tinguishing and keeping in repair of

such number of gas or vapor lamps as
will be equivalent to 50 electric lamps
of 2,000 candle power each, and the
furnishing of poles and other equip-
ments therefor for a period of five

years and ten years alternating bids.

Specifications can be seen at the office

of the City Clerk.
Kach proposal must contain the full

name of the party or parties making
the same, and all persons interested
therein, and must be accompanied by a
flve-hundred-doUar certified check on a
solvent bank in the city.^s surety that
if the proposals be accepted a contract
will be entered into.

No proposals will be entertained un
less dtlivered at the office of the city

clerk in the Wagner building by 12

o'clock noon, Sept. 0, 1897.

The cily reserves the right to reject

any and all bids.

G. A. Resek, City Clerk.

PLATINUM
FctralU Purposes.

@{iS'Ap> asid, N&tiTe flat^aHun Fiarohai«<£c

StAlKGR& CO., 408-414 New aerse?
BaUroad Ave., Mewarlc, N. J,

Scrap Copper Wire Wanted.
If you have any Old Copper Wire of any description to

dispose of, it will pay you to communicate with us, as we are
"o all times in the market for any quantity of Scrap Copper
V/ire, at the highest market values. 'We pay cash and send
prompt returns. We are also supplying the electrical trade with
our high grade Babbitt, Cotton Waste, Solder, Etc. Please com-
municate with us.

SWARTS METAL REFINING CO.,
20 N. Despialnes Stre6t, CHICAGO, ILL.

Stilwell's Patent sm»ra Water Purifier.
Removes all Impurities.

ENTIRELY PREVENTS SCALE IN STEAM

BOILERS. Catalogue on Application.

Tlie Stilwell-Bierce & Smitli-lfaile Co.,

DAYTON, OHIO.
RlHiInn Iron A I/oromotivp Works. San Francisco. Cal., Paciflc Coast Axent.

Proposals for Electric Lighting.

Sealed proposals are in\'ited by the
Cily Council of Oilman, III., for in-

stalling an electric light plant in con-
nection with the water works plant of

said city. The city will furnish power
house, with a 60 h. p. boiler and pump,
and will contract for 23 2,000 c. p. arc
lights, all-night service, and pumping
water. Franchise for a term of years will

be granted for commercial and private
lighting in said city. All bids opened
Sept. 15. Particulars furnished upon
application, the City Council reserving
the right of rejecting anv or all bids.

Address C. P. Enright, Clerk, Oilman, III.

....BINDERS....
FOR THE

Western Electrician
$I.OO EACH.

Electrician pub. Co.,
CHIC75GO.

THE BELL,
STYLE "F"

3 TO 15 INCHES.
A.^I>C F'OF9 IT.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

HUEBEL & MANGER,
MANUFACTURERS,

290 Graham St.. Brooklvn N.Y.

ST.CLAIR HOTEL
AMERICAN PLAN,

Sixth, Mound and Kenyon Streets,

CINCINNATI, O.

All modern cunveniences; rooms en suite;
private baths; excellent cuisine. For trau'iient
and resident quests. Coolest and cleanest place
in the city. Atmosphere of home.

LEWIS KENNEDY & SON.

Arnold Electric PowerStation Co.,
Suite 1540 Marquette Bldg,, Chicago.

Engineers and Contractors for

Electric Power Stations.

Solo owners of patents controlling the "ARNOLD
SYSTEM" of poweF station construction.

Reduction in first cost, eeonoiny and greater
reliability in operation. AVrite for information.

SEND FOR LIST OF
.===_ ARTICLES ON X-RAV
EXPERIMENTS PUBLISHED IN THE WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, ...i."^'r.%loo. CHICAGO.

Making Knife-switches our Specialty

K

'Write for full particulars, etc.

Two new styles of Baby

NIFE-SMITCHES
Low Prices—that's wealth to you.

H. r. PAISTE CO.
CHICAGO PHILADELPHIA

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand-Book.
By F, B, BADT.

Zzt) Pages, S40 illusiradons. Flexible Cloth Binding. Size of Tjpe Pags
5 1-2x3 Inches. Price $1.00.

This is, as the name indicates, a NEW BOOK, mucn more complete than th*
s'A one, with all the information, instructions and rules whloc are required by
practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers, and owners
a,nd operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It is the on'iy book of. the kjnfi

published in the English language. 9,000 copies of ihe old Dynamo T«iiG.2ig'

ITacj-Book sold, and over .5,000 of the aew.

Electffciair Publish i nit Co.
510 Marquette Building. CniCAOO.

jHE.y^^ H> £ LLI07T £ LECTIN IL CO.
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Victor Turbine Water Wiieel.
Cylinder or Register Gate— Close Regulation and High Efficiency

at Full and Partial Gate-

The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CELEBRATEn WATERWHEEL as particularly adapted to their use, on account of its remarkablr Mteadj' motion,
lil^li npeed and great efficiency and larsce capacity for its diameter, Ijein^ double
tile power of most wheels ot the same diameter. It is used by a number of the leading electric com-
panies with great satisfaction. In the economical use of water it is without an equal, prodrclng the
highest per cent oi useful effect gdaranteed.

SBND FOR CATALOGUE AND PARTICULARS.
The accompanying engraving represents a single 10-inch Victor Turbine on horizontal shaft to

develop 36 H. P. under 38 feet head, Arranged with 12-inch Worrell Friction Coupling at one end to

disconnect pulley, i

We are now prepared to furnish Victor Turbines, either single or in pairs, on horizontal shafts

and where the situation admits of their use we recommend them.

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO., DAYTON, OHIO.
R-',3d5D. Iron & Locomotive Works. San Francisco Cal Pacifi': Coast Agents

WHITE CEDAR POLES
And STREET CAR TIES.

Wholesale Producers.

:0 & SOPiS, DA,G<5E-r-r, IVII^HI.

The standard Open Circuit Batteries
of the World.

SEND FOE CIKOULAK AND PEICES.

THE lEClANCH'E BATTERY CO.,
Ill to 117 East 131st St., N. Y.

CEDAR
LiNDSLEY Bros.,

MENOMINEE, MICH.,

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS. POLES
Telegraph, Telephone,

Dfll [Q
Kailway and Electric Light I U LLU

A.. J. IVIcsL-EiOklM, IVI^r«or«nii-«»^, IVIiol-i.
CEDAR

CEDAR POLES
AND RAILWAY TIES.

NORTHERN SUPPLY COMPANY.
Yards, Peshtigo, Wis., Fisher and Natlian, Mich. Office, Old Colony Bldg.. Chicago, ML

We have just issued a NEW cata-
logTie of electrical books containing 100

fiages, listing every work on electric-

ty. Acopyirill be cheerfully mailed
On receipt of a two-cent Ktarap.
ELECTRICliN PUBLISHING CO,,

510 Marquette Eldg., Chicago.

Cedar Railway, Telephone,
Telegraph and Electric Liight

Pine painted cross arms and Oak pins. Get
our prices for dehvery at any destination. Six
sorting yards, our Monroe yard being most
Southern and Eastern in Michigan. Our card:
Al poles and good despatch.

W. C. Sterling & Son,
MONROE, MICH.

ELECTROTYPES.
RHIGAGO ELECTRO. & STEREO. CO.,

149-155 Plymouth Place, Chicago.mmm
National Tube Works Company.

Boston, 70 Federal St. I Chicago, corner Clinton and Fulton Streets.
New York, Havemeyer Building, Cortlandt St. St. Louis, 938 North Second Street.
Pittsburg, Fidelity Building. Fourth Ave. I Works, McKeesport, Pa.

BUY
Your Electrical Books of the Electrician

Publishing Co., Suite 510 flarquette

Bldg., Chicago. You will save TIME and

MONEY by doing so . .

Point Marion Mfg. Company,
Office: 430 Fourth Avenue, PIHSBURG. PA.

CHESTNUT AND POPLAR TELEGRAPH, TELEPHONE, ELECTRIC LIQBT AND RAILWAY POLES

Chestnut and poplar poles for any kind of worlc, 35 to 70 feet long ; stronger,
straighter and better than cedar.

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH-CLASS OAK AND LOCUST PINS, BRACKETS. MOULDINGS. CROSS-ARMS,

ETC. SHIPMENTS MADE PROMPTLY. LOW PRICES. WRITE US.

OAK PINS

THK t:"elaRphonr hand-book
BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB.

Member of the American Institute of Mecty'ical Engineers, and of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, London. Author of "A Fra.iical Guide to the Testing of
Insulated Wires and Cables."' Joint Author of ''Electricity in Daily Life."'

i^& ^OS^Ss 138 lllus-lirs i-tions, Clo-thi, Harftd-BooR Size, Prioe $I.OO.
EXTRACT FROM PREFACE.

"Thislittlebookhasnopretensiontobeconsideredaeompletetreatiseon telephony as it exists in America. Tiietime for sucli a work is not yet come. But it is felt that tiiere is a demand
for a practical book on tcl^pliono working and management, and the TELEPHONK HAND BOOIv Is an attempt at meeting tliat demand. With the exception of a few chapters dealinR with
certain forms of transmitters and receive. 3 used in Europe, which are ii,\ven for the infor-mation of tliose who may wish to engaj^e in tlie manufacture of telephones, the book is based entirely on
standard American practice; and most of the material, apparatus and methods described are psculiar to or have origiflated in this coimtry."

'fo pains liavelieen spared to make it the bP3t book of its kind. It is right up to date, intensely practical, and so plain and clear in its language tliat anyone can imderstaad and learn from It

avei-ytbing regarding teleplione work and management. It conforms in size and style to our other Rand-Books which have been so favorably received by the entire electrical fraternity.

-CONTENTS.
CHAPTER 1. The Invention of the Telephone.

2. Sound Waves. Articulate Speech.
3. Electric Telephony. The Bell Telephone.

9.

10.

Tiie Microphone.
Current Induction. Electromagnetic In-

duction.
The Induction Coil: Its Use In the Tele-

phone Transmitter.
The Complete Telephone Circuit.
Magnet Telephones.
The Bell Telephone Receiver.
Other forms of Magnet Telephones.
The Gower, Ader and D'Arsonval RecelT=

ers. Mercadier's Bi-Telephone.
The Slpmeus, Kotyraj, Nemnayer andl

BOttcher KecelverBo

CHAFTER 13. Carbon Transmitters.
14. The Blake Transmitter.
15. The I.ong Distance Transmitter.
16. The Solid-back Transmitter.
17. The Berliner Transmitter.
18. The Cuttriss Transmitter.
19. Various European Transmitters.
20. The Efficiency of Carbon Transmitters.
21. Batteries for Telephone Work,
22. Open Circuit Batteries.
23. Closed Circuit Batteries.
24. The Practical Management of Batteries.
25= Magneto Bell.
26. Automatic Switches.
Sfo Telephone Line Construction,

CHAPTER 28.

29.

Metallic Circuit.
Underground Wires.
Lightninfj Arresters.

31. Inside Wiring.
32. Installation of Telephone Instruments.
S3. Inspection and Maintenance.
34. The Condenser; Its Use in Telephony.
35. Electromagnetic Retardation.
36. Exchange Working.
37. Small Exchanges.
38. Party Lines: The Bridging Bell.

39. Long Distance Telephony.
40. Duplex Telephony.
41. Simultaneous Telegraphy and Telephony

AppendiXc

[Vo8.Hw]fe«a«i,« for Bale Jiy ELEPTRICIAIi »>UBLISHIN<S eO., Suit© 510 Marquette Sullding, CHICACOo
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The Neale Automatic Gall Indicator

HAVE YOU HAD A GALL?

JLOOK AT THAT!

AND CIRCUIT CLOSING ATTACHMENT.

Patented.

Perfect, Reliable, Faultless in Construction and Artistic in Appearance.

^rice: si.50.
Advantages Claimed in this Indicator are: Saving time and annoyance where there is more than one

Announcing a call during absence. telephone in use.

Working independent of the line circuit. Any number of bells can be applied at exact cost of bell.

A mechanical action, giving a continuous ringing bell. An ordinary electric bell can be used.

All these advantages at one=third the regular cost.

Special prices on dozen and gross lots to dealers and agents. Address communications to

The Climax Novelty Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
W. C. PRICRETT, Pres.; E. V. 3IARSH, Secy, and Treas.: A. D. A'EAL.E. Gen"! Mar.

American Electric

Telephone Co.,

The Largest IVIanufacturers
-OF-

TelepHones #S \A/^ i -tc Kiboa rds
IN THE UNITED STATES,

All Goods Strictly High Grade.
325 exchanges, aggregating 60,000 telephones, in

use. Three years service. Write for our 1897

catalogue showing new types and prices.

American Elec. Telephone Co.,

7f and 1 73 S. Canal Street, CHICAGO.

W^^&t
urAUiunl

StmoM G

WESTERN TELEPHONE

-•^CONSTRUCTION CO.,
250 S. Clinton Street, CHICAGO,

. LARGEST MANUFACTUHBES OP , .

Telephones and Appliances,
EXCLUSIVELY. IN THE UNITED STATES.

IT SPEAKS
FOR ITSELF AND FOR YOUl

THERE ARE MICROPHONES AND MICROPHONES,

BUT
THE MILDE CARBON MICROPHONES

(CONTROLLED BY US)

Excel All Others.
WITCHBOABDS and TEIiEFHONES.

STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO,,
:iVi;£icIisorx, "Wis., XJ, S. A.

NZSIV ESDITION.X -RAYS
FOR EVERYBODY.

:clM\/^rcl "r^'v^rt.

Just off the Press. 93 Pages. 47 Illustrations.

Fully describes xn plain terms how to perform experiments with the X-Ray Outfit.

Tells what electrical apparatus is needed and how to manipulate it. Illustrations show
clearly how to connect up the Crookes Tube, the Ruhmkorff Coil, and how to run
them, either by batteries or electric light currents. How to make an X-Ray Outfit

very cheaply, including a Fluoroscope.
Write us at once, enclosing 25 Cents in stamps, postal note, express money or-

der, and get one of these valuable books.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.. ^'°
!Sti:?^«i*Jl'^^'

MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP:
M^itli legal and editorial opinions, tables and cost of lights as famished by private companies and ninnicipal plants.

BY IVI. J. F'RAIMCISOO.
Foni-th edition, revised. 100 pages. PRICE iiOe. Full of valuable information for everyone interested in the snbject.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 MARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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/f^.,"-r*™'SeNASBEEN MAKING

PTelephones
iS" 20 YEARS, NOT CHEAP BUT
SERVICEABLE fiND FULLY GUARANTEED.

. • CIRCULARS FURNISHED.

jViadvctEiectricC';
BALTIMORE. MP. U.S. A.

THE TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK
BV

HERBERT LAWS WEBB.
Price 81.00.

The only complete and practical work
of it3 kind on the market.

PUBLISHED BY

THE ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
Suite 510 Marquette BuUdlnc, ChlcaRO.

E. S. TABER. V. A. MAYER.

TABER & MAYER,
MANUFACTURERS AND '

DEALERS IN

ELECTRICAL GOODS

TELEPHONE APPARATUS.
Telephone lostruinents, Switchboards. TraDS-

mitters, Receivers. Cords, Jaclis, Phigs, Drops,
Switches, Experimental "Work.

185 FRANKLIN ST., BOSTON, MASS.

SWEDISH

TELEPHONES.
:fII('ROPHOA;K«!t <>il'ARANTI<;EI> 1XI>RFI\ITI-:IjV,

HiMl ar*^ tlie only ones that cnn l»e ininiei'Netl in water
for a month Avithoiit impairing: el1it-i<'n<-;|-.

McFell Electric Co.,
1549-50 and 1726 Marquette BIdg., Chicago.

Missouri Telephone Mfg. Co.,
Manufacture a Complete Line of

TELEPHONES, SWITCHBOARDS

And Telephone Parts.

Everything to fully equip a model and up-to-date Tele-

i.ont;. phone Exchange, including construction material, at low-
tlistanco
'Phone. est market prices.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

Missouri Telephone Mfg. Co.,
Nos. 917 AND 919 MARKET ST.. ST. LOUIS, MO., U.S.A.

The Lockwood Transmitter
Is protected by letters patent No. 528640 and No. 557588, issued Nov.

6, 1S94, and April 7, 1896, respectively.

The electrodes have "A variable air space" between them, and the

adjustment is obtained by tension instead of pressure. The Lockwood
is positively the only Transmitter on the market having no contact

BETWEEN electrodes, consequently parties liable to infringement

suits and promoters of long-distance systems will find it to be the only

telephone that will satisfy the fears of their subscribers. The Trans-

mitter can be placed upon any instrument now in use, and an exchange

of Transmitters is easily effected.

Address:

The Lockwood Long Distance Telephone &
Telegraph Company of America,

JOSIAH TICE, Mgr. No. 80 Albany St., New Brunswick, N. J.

DIRECTORY OF PRINCIPAL ELEC-

TRICAL AND MECHANICAL

ENGINEERS.

'Charles A. Pratt,

Consulting Electrical Engineer.

'jW'ei* tranamissioi; ano suDdivlslon tor
*-ctorle8. Electric coai minlD^ plants.

Designs! for special machinery
•^lans, fipeclflcatlons, tests, supervision.

IIIH Monadnock Bldg., Chicago.

Foree Bain,
Electrical and
Mechanical Engineer.Consiiltinti,

DeblyniDK.
Superviblnp.
Constructing,
Testing.

Plans, Sppcifications and
General I^ngineering.
Expert In Patent Causes.

Suite 10S7, IGiiS and 1050
llonadnook Bldg.. CHICAGO.

Bound Volumes

)|yESTERN [lECTRICIAN

FOB SAIiE.

From Vol. I. to Vol. XV.

AZJSBEBS

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

>^iiltpr,m lUaronettARniidine. OHHCario

Ihe Coast Line to MACKINAC
-TAKE THE-

TO
MACKINAC
DETROIT
PETOSKEY
CHICAGO

New Steel Passenger Steamers
The Greatest Perfection yet attained in

Boat Construction—Luxurious Equipment,
Artistic Furnishini;, Decoration and Effic-

ient Service, insuring the highest degree of

COMFORT, SPEED AND SAFETY
Four Trips per Week Between

Toledo, Detroit and Mackinac
PETOSKEY, "the SOO," MARQUETTE

AND DULUTH.
LOW RATES to Picturesque Mackinac and

Return, including Heals and Berths. From
Cleveland. $l8; from Toledo, $15; from
Detroit, $13.50.

DAY AND NIQHT SERVICE.

Between Detroit and Cleveland
Connecting at Cleveland with Earliest

Trains for all points East. South and South-
west and at Detroit for all points North and
Northwest.

Sunday Trips June, July, August and Sept. Only

EVERY DAY BETWEEN

Cleveland,Put=in=Bay^ToIedo
Send for Illustrated Pamphlet. Address
A. A. SCHANTZ, a. p. *.. DETROIT, MICH.

THe Detroit & Glevelaqd Steam Nav. Go.

We Have Cut Our Prices Lower Than Ever!
You have no further excuse for not equipping your exchange with StrOmbergr-CarlSOn Telephones

and Telephone Apparatus.
We have cut our coat according to the cloth—our prices to the times. Our Standard Of High Grade

Work is maintained throughout. Our profits are sacrificed.

DON'T BUY A LAWSUIT.
GET OUR CATALOGUE.
There's good reading in it on the patent situation. Good advice to the uninitiated.

The Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co.,
76 W. JACKSOX BOULEVARD, CHICAGO, IL,L., IJ. S. A.

Full equipment for Central Stations, also for House, Office, Factory, Police and Fire Alarm systems, manu-
factured in our own shops from crude material.

The very simplest and most efficient Street Railway System on the market.
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Uncle Sam Knows a Good Thing When He Sees It.

That is why the War Department has just ordered an American-Ball Engine and a 35 K. W.
Direct-Connected Generator of the American Engine Company of Bound Brook, N. J.

J. G. BRILL COMPANY, PHILADELPHIA,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Electric Cars

and Trucks,

Solid Forged

Frame Tracks,

Trucks for

4-Wlieel Cars.

PIVOTAL TRUCKS FOR STEAM AND ELECTRIC SERVICE.

The PERFECT TRUCK, our "No. 27." issafer, easier on rails, easier for passengers
Imparts less motion to tlie car body tllan any trucit ever made.

WE CAN SUBSTANTIATE OUR CLAilMS.

GORDON PRIMARY CELL.
For Opea and Closed Circuit Work.

The Perfect, Modern, Longest Lived and Most Economical

Cell Ever Put on the Market.

In use by the leading cities, railroads, telephone and gas engine
companies.

WE CLAIM:—Constant discharge of current without polari-
zatiou; no local action; no noxious gases or fumes; no acids; least
labor for operation; cleanest; not freezing at 28" below zero; eco-
nomic value 50 per cent, greater than gravity ceil, and 30 per cent,
greater than best other cell in market. For No. 1 cell, 250 ampere
liours; for No. 2 cell, 100 ampere hours; on open circuit, .9 to i

volt; on closed circuit, .G5 to iVa volt. Sendfnrcircularandpricelist.

THE GORDON -BURNHAM BATTERY CO,,

82 to 86 West Broadway, New York City.

General Western Agent, S. f. B. MORSE, Marquette BIdg.. Chicago. III.

THE BEST ANSWER TO A QUESTION
On Wiring, can be found in the New Bool(,

"WIRING TABLES,"
"How They are Made and How to Use Them."

BY THOS. C. CRIER.
Whenever yon are asked a question on Wiring, refer the

questioner to this book, and lie will tind what he desires.

THE BOOK CONTAINS: The Law of Resistance, Electromotive Force and Current
Fuily Kxplained. }low to Calculate the Size of Wires. The Different Metliods of Wiring, with
Diagrams. How to Aijply tlie Simiile Formula, in Caicuiating the Size of Wires Under ail Coniii-
tions. Diagrams for Wiring 3 Point, 4 Point, Head Light and Heat Regulating Switches.

2? TAB1.E)$ ON WJRlXCi AND VAIiUABLiE DATA.
Ohm's law is described in such plain and simple language

that one cannot fail to clearly understand it.

Bound in Cloth, 80 Pages, Size 5x74 in, Sent, prepaid, on receipt of price, $i.OO.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.. "°.ST CHICAGD.

THOROUGn

EDUCATION

In the theory of the Operation and Installation of Electric Light,
Power and Railway Plants, including flathematlcs, Mechanics and
Mechanical Drawing for $25.

The Electrical Power and Lighting Scholarship is intended for In-
stallation Engineers, Managers of lilectric Plants, Dynamo Tenders,
Linemen. Wiremeu, Motormen. Steam Engineers and workers in elec-
trical industries who desire to qualify themselves to install andt)perate
electrical machinery.

Studies are carried on at home. No time lost from work. Specially
prepared Instruction and Question Papers, superior to text booKs, fur-
nished free to students. Mechanical Drawing Is taught by a new and
successful method.

We also teach Steam Eaqineering, Stationary, Locomotive or Marine;
Mechanics; Civil Engineering ifi all its branches; English Branches;
Book Keeping and Business Forms.

Mention the subject in which you are interested and send for our
free circular. Address

THE INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS.

Box 1002, Scranton, Pa.

TE^ S>Tl liNJ^Gr
OF INSUtATED WIRES AND CABLES,

By Hekbert Laws Webb

A New Book—Just What You Need.

K Practical Guide to the Testing of Electric Light, Electrie

Railway, Telephone and Telegraph Wires.

PBICE. FO!$TAe}£ PREPAID, $1.00.

SEIVD IX irOUB ORDER NOW.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Suite 510 Marquette Building, CHICAGO.
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i-tur^s ^f O^jr Elrisines XA/or^bH Remembering:
lst~A symiiictrical desiifn ^vith an int«lligent, McientiKc diNtribntioii of metal, giving ex-

oi-ptional stvrciigtii and perfect balance.
Snil The only ahNolntel.v toteani-tight valve, wliieh automatically adjuiiits itself for wear

needing no outside attention.
3rd—"Rites governor system," which combines the greatest simplicity with most perfect

regulation.
4th—i'rank shaft forged open-hearth high-carbon steel, combining greatest strengtii, best

wearing qualities and smoothest surface.
5th—Most complete automatic oiling system.

EIMGIIMEOO
Cliii'a<>'o Oific*c, 1520 Moiisidiiock Block. ERIK, PEIVISST LVAIVIA, I . S. A.

Electro-Gasoline Engine
3 to so II. P. **

IJiins williiiut siiinkc. inh>r or iKuBe.
Qiiiwii'il .;f vl. .: I',, I' I'li'i'i ri.- l.iL'lit ini;.

I'S, ll.iislf,.

s, I'l intiiij.' OIKffS
i-v I'lii'powe^. Ail

iiii's cii;iT:uirci.-«l iiTid iiuiy be re-
Kil lit iiiir fxiiciist- jr not iisrepre-

.-. 1M..I THE PKOUTT <^0.,
7» Mfsiibom St., ini€AGO, C.S.A.

STUDENTS
Will find that the Western
Electrician can help them
wonderfully in the study of

electricity. Subscribe now.
$3.00 per 3'ear, in advance.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

Suite 510 Marguetto BIdg., • CHICAGO

-TM

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Manufacturers of the

lorriD "Climai" and "Componif Safety Water

Tie Boilers.

BUILT IN UNITS OF 50 TO 1 ,000 H, P.

CAUTION:
Beware oC infringers, they will

be rigidly prosecuted.

ALSO BUILDERS OF

Smoke Stacks, Tanks, Etc., and
All Classes of Iron Work.

I^peoifleations, J>rawings and Prices furnished
on application.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boilers.

ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM.
:i-i5 PAd^S, PRIC£ $3.00. 347 ILIiUiSTRATlOTVS. A series ofThirty-four Practical licssons roverin;£ the Science of JBlectricity from ItsFnndamentHl

I'rtiiciples to Its Every-day Applications. By Frof. I>. C. .Fackson. University of AVisoonsin : Prof. II. S. Carhart, University ofMichigan ;Prof. B. F. Thomas.
I^niversity of Ohio: Prof. %Vni. A. Anthony, ofNew York; Prof. Brown Ayres, Tulane University ; Prof. A. CPerrine, Lelantl Stanford University, Cal.; Piof.
<peo. D. Shephardson, I'niversity of Iflinucsota, and others. A Comprehensive Treatise ia Simple Language, Freelroin Algebraic Equations and Easily Understood.

COIMTEIM
ciIAr'TER I: The Nature and Properties of Electricity;

(h-i^^iu of Electricity; Two Kinds; Laws of Attraction and
licpuision; Positive and Negative Charge; Terms, Con-
iluctors. Insulators. Electric Conductivity; Conveyinj; Elec-
li-iclty; The Electroscope; Force Exerted P.etweeu Charged
Hodies; Unit of Measurement of quantity of Electricity;
Eloctronieter.—CHAPTER II: Machines for Generating
lOlectricity by Friction and by Electric Induction; Making
Machine to Continuously Generate Electricity by Friction;
The Electrophorus; Induction Generator; Units of PJlec-

irie Current and Pressure; Electricity Conveyed by Unit
(Current Each Second; Negatively and Positively Charged
('ouductors; Relation of Lightning and Sparks of Electrical
Machine.—CHAI'TER HI: Electric Patterios or Appliances
i'nv Generating Electricity by Chemical Acti.jn; Action of
Patteries; Electric Pressure; Voltaic Electricity ; Directionof
Current Flow; I'roduction of Continuous Current; Battery
Ct-lls In Series; Production of Pressure by Cells; I'olariza-

lion and Its Avoidance; Leclanche Coll; Open Circuit Cells.

—CHAPTER IV; Electric Batteries or Appliances for Gen-
erating Electricity by Chemical Action (Concluded); Closed
Circuit Cells; Local Action; Law of Electro-chemical Ac-
tiun; Electro-chemical Equivalent; I'rimary Batteries Com-
pared J with Dynamos for Furnishing Current; Uses of
Batteries; Difference Between a Primary and Storage Bat-
Icrv; How Storage Batteries are JIade; Parallel Connection
of "Plates in Storage Batteries.—CHAPTER V: The Nature
nud I'roperties of Magnetism. Magnetic Fields; Permanent
Magnetism; Magnetic Attraction and Repulsion; I'oles of
Magnet; Magnitude of Force Between Two Magnets; Aging
Magnets; Earth's Action on Magnetic Needle; Magnetic
Field; Action of Lines of Force.—CHAPTER VI: The Mag-
netic Etrects of Electric. Currents and Magnetic Circuits;
Effect of Electric Current on Mai^netic Needle; Relation
Between Direction of Lines of Force and Direction of
(Current Flow; Determlimtion of Current Direction by
i 'onipass; Ampere Turns; Solenoids; Ampere's Theory;
Solenoids wUh Steel or Iron Coves: Residual Magnetism;
Electro-Magnets; Magnetic Permeability; Magnetic Re-
luctance; Magneto Motive Force or MnErnetic Pressure.

—

GHAPTER VII: Ohm's Law of the Flow of Electricity;
Pressure; Resistance; Current; Volt; Ohm; Ampere; Mer-
(Mirv Resistance; Conductivity of Copper Compared with
<»thcr Metals: Resistance of Circuits Made Up of the Same
Parts in I'araMel; Joint Resistances; Fall of Voltage Over
Resistance; Effect of Temperature on Resistance; Copper
Temperature CoefHcieut.—CHAPTER VIII: Heating Ef-
fects of Electric Currents; Miscellaneous Effects of Elec-
tric Currents; Foot-pound; Joule; Horse-power; Watt; Kilo-
watt; Watts per Horse-power; Heating Effects on Bear-
ings of Machinerv; Effect of Electricity on Ner^-es of Anl-
nmls; Muscular Effect of Strong Currents.-CHAPTER IX:
Galvanometers and Voltameters; Differences in Construction
for Large and Small Currents: Presence and Direction of
Currents Shown by Galvanometer; Strength of Current In-
dicated; Tangent Galvnuometer; Reflecting Galvanometer;
Needle Suspension; d'Arsonvnl Galvanometer; Terms
"Dead-Beat." "Calibrate;" Voltameter: Electrolvte, Elec-
trolysis; Electrode: Forms of Voltameters.—CHAPTER X:
Measurement of Electrical Resistance; Resistance Meas-
ured by Substitution; Resistance Boxes; Use of German
Silver; Coils; Wheatstone Bridtre; Measuring Resistances
with Bridge; Pleasuring Very High Resistances; Pi'actical
Examples.—CHAPTER XI: Every-day Measurements of
Electric Currents and Pressure; Three Effects by Which
Currents are Directly Pleasured; Amperemeters; Milli-

ampcre; Microampere; Three Classes of Magnetic Ampere-
meters; Weston Amperemeter; Electro Dynamometers;
Hot Wire Instruments; Scales of Amperemeters; Alter-
nating Current Measuring Instruments; Measuring Very
Large Currents; Measuring Electric Pressures; Voltmeters;
Gardew Voltmeter; Electrometers; Electrostatic Volt-
meters; Standard Cells; Measuring Currents bv Voltmeter
and a Standard Resistance.—CHAI'TER' 'Xll: Every-
day Measurements of Electric Power, Condensers and
The Measurement of their Capacity; Wattmeters; Electro-
dynamometer Used as ^Vattmeter; Recording Wattmeters;
Coulomb Meters; Watt Hour; Ampere Hour; Capacity;
Farad; Microfarad; Condenser; Capacity of Condenser;
Charging Condenser; Specific Inductive Capacity; Selec-
tion of Insulation for Telephone Cables; Capacity of
Underground Wires; Comparing Capacities by Ballistic
Galvanometer; Practical Capacitv Measurements; Leyden
Jar.—CHAPTER XIII: Electrolytic Deposition of Metals;
Electroplating; Metals Commonly used in IMating; Salt
of a Metal; Nitrate of Silver; Cyanide of Silver and of Po-
tassium; Solution for Silver plating; Vats; Quality of Elec-
trolytic Deposit; Effect of Too Great or Small Curreuts;
Cleaning Articles to be Plated; Gilding Inside of Silver
Articles; Base Metals on Which Nickel is Usually Plated;
Solution for Nickel Plating; Electrotyping; Electrotype
Molds; Electrotype Finishing; Electrolytic 'Refining of
Copper; Solution Used.—CHAPTER XIV: The Electric
Telegraph; Elements of Electric Telegraph; Telegraph
Circuits; Telegraphic Signals; Sending and Receiving;
Telegraph Lines; Sounder; Relays; Local Circuits; Jlulti-
ple Telegraphy; Duplex Telegraphy; Diplex Telegraphy;
Quadruplex Telegraphy. -CHAPTER XV; Multiple Tele-
graphy; Differential Relay; Polarized Relay; Pole Changer;
Principles of Operation of Diplex. Quadruplex. Bridge
Duplex; Artificial Line; Autographic Telegraphy.—CHAI'-
TER XVI: The Telephone: Bell Telephone: Microphone;
Blake Transmitter; Exchanges; Switchboard; Long-Distance
Transmitter.-CHAPTER XVII: The Construction of
Telegraph and Telephone Lines and Instruments; Poles:
Cross-Arms; Pins; Joints; Insulators: Insulation; Ground
Plates; Underground Cables; Conduits: Fuses; Multiple
Switchboards.—CHAPTER XVIII: Testing Lines for In-
sulation and Conductivity and the Location of Leaks and
Breaks; Line Troubles; Grounds; Crosses; Locating
Trouble; Earth Currents; Line Conductivity and Insula-
tion; Testing.—CHAPTER XIX: Principles of Continu-
ous Current Dynamos and Motors; Electric Conductor
in Magnetic Field; Field Strength; Induced Electric Pres-
sure; Direction of Current Moving Contluctors; Alternat-
ing Current; Dynamos; Magnetos; Commutator.-CHAP-
TER XX; Principles of Continuous Current Dynamos
and Motors; their Construction. Care and Attendance;
Gramme Armature; Siemens Armature; Armature Cur-
rent; Laminating Cores; Foucault or Eddy Currents; Hys-
teresis; Fundamental Principles of Dynamos and Motors;
Points of Good Dynamo; Counter Electric Pressure; Types
of Field Windings; Series, Shunt and Compound Wound
Machines; Multipolar Machines; Regulation. Care and
Maintenance.-CHAPTER XXI: Arc Lighting and Arc
Light JIachinery; The Arc; Arc Lamps; Principles of
Operation; Connections; Arc Dynamos; Current and Pres-
sure Required; Making of Arc Carbons; Regulators; Arc
Light Switchboards.-CHAPTER XXII: Incandescent
Lighting and Power Transmission. Two, Three and Five
Wire Systems of Distribution for Electric Lights and
Motors: Iucandesc-?nt Lamp; Filaments; Vaccnum; Jla-
terial for and Making of Filaments; Advantages of In-
candescent Lamps; dncandes<:ent and Motor Circuits;

Constant Pressure; Loss of Voltage; Circular Mils; Prac-
tical Examples; Weight of Copper Required for Trans-
mission of Power at Different Pressures: Three-\\'irc
System; Motor Starting Resistances.—CHAPTER XXlli:
Construction of Electric Light and Power Circuits, and
Their Testing; Overhead Electric Light Wires; Weather-
proof Wire; Arc Circuit Wires; "Drawing In" and
"Built In" Underground System; Underground Electric
Light Cables; Edison Tubing; Feeders; Mains; Inside
Wiring; Cleat Work; Moulding AVork; Concealed Work;
Dangers from Fires; Distribution System;.—CHAPTER
XXIV: Testing Electric Light Circuits and the Dis-
tribution and Measurement of Light; Faults; Soldered
Joints; Magueto Beil; Use of Voltmeter to Locate Grounds
on Arc Circuits; Ground Detector; General Testing;
Photometer; Standard Candles; Illuminating Effect of
Lamps; Effect of Opal Globes.—CHAPTER XXV: Elcu-
tro-Magnefie Induction; Effect of Cutting Lines of Force
by an Electric Conductor; Induced Curreuts; Induction
Coils: Cores of Induction Coils; Transformers; Dir''c-
tion of Induced Current; Self Induction; Attraction and
Repulsion of Parallel Wires Carrying Currents.—CHAP-
TER XXVI: Alternating Currents; Alteruator; Electro-
lytic Effect of Pulsating Current; Heating Effect of Al-
ternating Current; Effective Value; Alternating Current;
Measurements; Frequency; Period; Apparent Resistance.
—CHAPTER XXVI I: Alternating Currents and Alter-
nating Current Machinery (Concluded); Power Used in Al-
ternating Circuits; Alternating Currents for Lighting; Mak-
ing Transformers; Testing Transformers; Building Alterna-
tors; Number of Alternavions; The Exciter; Running Al-
ternators in Parallel; Synchronous Motors; Two-Pliaso
and Three-phase Systems; Induction Motors; Squirrel-
Cage Armature; Mesh Connection; Star Connectioii;.—
CHAPTER XXVIII: Jliscellaneous Applications of
Electric Motors; Uses of Electric Motors; Motors in Ma-
chine Shops; Waste of Power in Factories; Advantages
of Removing Shafts and Belts; Estimating Electrical
Power Required; Electric Elevators; Electric Launches.—
CHAPTER XXIX: Electric Railways; Richmond Elec-
tric Railroad; Trolley Wire; Trolley; "Track; Use of Two
Motors: Rail Bonds; Heavy Electric Locomotives.—CHAP-
TER XXX: Methods of Handling and Controlling Rail-
way Motors and Generators; Output Records; Record-
ing Voltmet.irs; Load of Electric Railway Plant; Appli-
cation of Storage Batteries to Smooth Road Curve; Meth-
ods of Controlling Street Car Motors; Station Instru-
ments; Equalizer.—CHAPTER XXXI: Model Electric
Plant; First Central Station; Changes in General Me-
chanical Construction of Dynamos; Instruments; Multi-
ple Arcing Galvanometers; Use of Double and Single
Pole Switches; Operating Dynamos in Parallel; Feeder
Connections in Continuous and Alternating Stations;
Throwing Dynamo into Circuit; Cutting Dynamo Out.

—

CHAPTER XXXII: Underwriter's Rules, Etc.; Neces-
sity of Rules; Special Points in Wiring; Insulation of
Sockets, Fuses, Fixtures; Annunciator Wire; Office Wire;
Leaky Wires.—CHAPTER XXXIII: Electric AVelding.
Forging. Etc.; Electricity Applied to the Kitchen; Elec-
trical Methods Applied to Metal Working; Thomson
Apparatus for Heating Metals; Welding by Thomson
Method; Bernardos Process of Working Metals; Bringing
Piece of Metal to High Temperature by Dipping in Pail
of Water; Electric Current for Warming and Cooking;
Electric Heating and Stoves Compared.—CHAPTER
XXXIV: Electro-Therapeutics; Galvanic Curren*: Fa ra-
dio Current: Static Eleetriclty: Electric Osmosis; Electro-
Cautery; Medical Electric Lights.

PRICE $2,00. Sent postage prepaid to any address in the world on receipt of price. The Ideal Work for Electricians. Central StatioR Men. Engineers, Dynamo Tenders. Linemen. Students. Etc.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 MARQUETTE BLDC, CHICAGO.
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THE
NEW

AMERICAN

TURBINE
SEND FOR
CATALOGUE

itH^ Dayton Globe Iron works Co., Dayton, cl
.

^^^^^s
Shafting.

Gearing,
Pulleys.

PiLLOWBLOCKSi

Governors,

Etc.

THE Mccormick
TURBINE.

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,
Especially Adapted for Electrical Work.

C»i\'es more power per diameter ivith a hi;g;lier
l»eroentage of useful effeet than any other ivaler-
\vheel heretofore niflde. All sizes, right and left lumd,
are iniilt from iiiitterns perfected under systematic tests in tlie

Holynke Testiiiti Flume.
'Piii-ties haTJug jiower plants ivliicli are unsatisfactory, au^

those contemplating the improvement of powers, will lind it to
their interest to confer with us, as we arc -willing: to
s;uarantee results n'here others have failed, no
matter what make of turbine has been in use.
STATE REQITIREMEXTS AND SEKI> FOR
CATAtOOl'E.

S.MORGAN SMITH CO., York, Pa.
Estimates furnished for complete power plants and

results guaranteed.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL
Is known the world over as afTording the most simple, reliable

and economical power for all purposes.

7,000 WHEELS NOW RUNNING Sl^^SSS^'^^Jf"™''*"^
""^"'™-

CiCPTDIP DnU/CD TDAMCMICClhU relton "Wheels are especially adapted to

LLlU I nlu rUlfLn I nHllulTIIOOlUll. this purpose and are operatniR the maior-
ityofst;uions of this character in nil p;irt< of tlie world. Hi?:hest efficiency and best regulation
guaranteed. Catalogues furnistied on application. Address

PELTON WATER WHEEL CO.,
143 Liberty Street, or 121-123 Main Street,

NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL, U, S, A.

Xb^BERRVlviAN
Feed Water Heater and Purifier.

Provided with U-shaped Tubes, it Never Leal(s,

THE HIGHEST GRADE Oail/Y.

Our catalogue contains the renresentative names of a large number of con-
tented buyers of BERK¥9I/1.!V HEATERS built by us in the last twenty
years. A copy awaits your order at any time.

JL I. B. DAVIS & SON, Makers, Hartford. Conn.,
z^—m-^ Or addresses given below:

Jas. Berryman, 125 Nortli 4tli St., Philadelphia.
W. H. fiitson, 520 Medlnah Temple, <;hlcago.

Jos. ^^'llitaUer. 7 and Pearl Street, Boston.
A. A. Cardwell. 39 t'ortlandt Street, Koom 127, New York,

REG.TRADE MARKS The Rhosphor BRONZE SmeltingCo.Qmited,
2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.

h "ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE"

onpfw^Jj-lcm,

iNGOTSXASTINGS,WIRE,ROPS,SHEETS,ETC.
^— DELTA IVIETAL

CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORCINGS
ORIGINAL AND SoleMakers in the U.Si'

WATER WHEELS
For Heads of 3 Feet to 3000 Feet.

Espuciallv adapted to all kinds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
ieceiit tL-sis at llolyoke. piveu below, enable ns to guarantee:
njr^l Poiii r . r. ; nbtnnuil fvnm a wheel of the same diameter. The highest
nr nblont'ii fnr lii< t:aiiie jHiwfT. The iiifjiicst mean effieienni ivhen
[I jrniii linlf Ui iiiU iidli'. \\\- guarantee also: A nimu'r of tlie'ftnalest

strnnitli. A ijiile uiininaled in infifl:iit-<^ 'tnd 'n^r /jf i^ji/ ninti niul rltiyinij.

of a 4B in. SAMSON. Jan. 25, 97.

Pr. Sec.

172.69

1.5503
133.24
112.65

240.97
223.61
191.06
162.80

Op€ri.

82.03

8455
83.68
8025
75-95

Test of a 35 inch SAIVISON, Feb.1,'97.

15.2Q 194 25
16.56 187.75

17.33 178.50

17.54 176.40
I7.6I iso

l.-t.l Hor^c
;,-.:. I Po,vCT.

102.02 143.44

92.15 146.73

83.951138.40
68.82. log. 64I80.09

57-691 88.14176. 19

^ent.

81.08

84.78

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U.S. A.

DIXON'S BELT DRESSING
AND LEATHER PRESERVATIVE.

Is guaranteed to prevent slipping antl to preserve the leather.
It will pay you to send for circulars and testimonials.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

Cazin Water Wheel

Front View of Bucket.

Pat. March IG, 1897-

Will furnish more power per cubic foot of water used than any other

wheel made.

Can be Operated by Steam at Periods of Low Water.
S^nd -For ^^rirtphl^-t.

American Impulse Wheel Co. of N. Y.
120 LIBERTY

STREET-

A VALUABLE BOOK FOR ENGINEERS AND FIREMEN NOW READY.

MODERN EXAMINATIONS OF STEAM ENGINEERS or PRACTICAL THEORY EXPLAINED and ILLUSTRATED.

BY W. H. WAKEMAN.
Cloth. 53 Chapters.272 pages.

Containinf: a complete list of 300 questions such as will be asked of any
Engineer when taking examination for U, S, Government or State License, all

"f which are fully answered in the text,

F>Rice. $2.00
By mail, postpaid, to any part of the world

This booK while especially adapted for engineers' examinations, is also in-

tended as a practical guide to Engineers, Firemen, Boiler Makers, Machinists,
and others, in daily practice.

The author being a practical steam engineer himself, well knows the wants
of the working engineer, and has put into this work such knowledge and infor-
mation as is best adapted to their use, making it altogether the most complete
and comprehensive guide for the busy workers in the engine room, boiler works
and machine shops that has ever been published.

As one engineer who has read the book says: "I think there are few engi-

neers that it wouldn't do some good. It seems as if it was a review of all I

have ever read, and a lot more besides,"
The author has treated of a very great variety of subjects which are oi

vital importance to all who wish to improve and extend their knowledge of
steam engineering, and has e.vplained the rules and formulas given, in the sim-
plest manner possible, and has worked out examples by them, so that all who
can read may understand them.

The 300 questions are an important feature of the book, they are entirely
separate from the 53 chapters of reading matter, and were written after many
years of practical experience and careful research by the author.

His connection with the Boardman Manual Training High School at New
Haven, Conn., as Instructor in Steam Engineering, his 12 years of active mem-
bership in the N. A. S. E., and his position as Instructor of No. 10 of Conn., a
sturdy branch of the National Organization, makes him especially competent
in this part of the work.

The many flattering commendations which this book has already received
from competent judges and high authorities, speak well for its value.

LECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, - - - Suite 51 Marquette Building:, Chicag^o, IN
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SIJfGLE POtE 1.000 VOLTS.
DOUBLE POLE 1,000 VOLTS.

WIRT SHORT-
GAP LIGHTNING
ARRESTERS

For Alternating Current Circuits

of any Potential.

Will take the discharge when large gap arresters fail to protect. Small current only at time of discharge. Ko moving parts.

These Arresters Protect the Xiagara-Buffalo Transiuissiou and Most of the Important
JLong- Distance Transmissions using High Voltage Currents. Write for Prices.

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,
IVIain O-Ffice:

Sales Offices in all Large Cities oif the United States.

•chen^c-taiciy, IM. Y.
Foi- Canada, address Canadian G^eneral Electric Co., Toronto.

The ElectricalTransmission of Energy.
A Manual iV>r the Desig^n of JBlectrical Circaitsi; by Arthar Vaughan Abbott, C, E., ChiefEn^. Chicago Telephone Co.

AVitU 9 Foldtne Plates. 586 Pages. *4H9 Illustrations and 74 Tables. Size of page, «xO in. Price S4.50.

Ei^ilK^ THflE -r.A.^L-E OR* O^^IM~rE:N*1"^=
CHAPTER I.

Introduction.—DistrlbuUon In General—Distribution in Series—
Distribution in Parallel—Mixed Systems-Indirect Distribution.

CHAPTER II.

The Properties of Wire.—The Conducting rircmt—Wire Man-
ufacture—Hard Drawing—"VVIre Gauges The Circular Mil—
Copper Wire-Properties of Wire—4 omposlte Wire- Galvanizing
and I iunine—Insulated Wire Flexible Cable—Testing and In-
spection-Wire Specifications-Tt nsion of Aerial Lines—The In-
fluence of the Variation of Temperature.

CHAPTER III.

The ConstructI:.:i of Aerial Circuits.—Pa7't I. General Line
Work. Claijsifteatioa—Aerial I.ines—Poles-Methods of Preser-
vation—Height of Poles -Cross Arms-Fins—Facing of Arms—
Stresses—Calculation for Pole .Strength—Guying—Anchor Poles-
Setting Poles—Insulators—Value of Insulators-Oil Insulators-
Tying and Dead-Ending—Loops—Stringing Wires—Wire Joints—
strentrtn of Joints—The Suspension of Aerial Cables—Humming
of Wires—Transposition of Telephone Lines—Power Circuits-
Pole Line Specitications. fart II. Ek<:(ric Eadway Circuits.
Electric Railway Clrcuits^Rallwav Return Circuit—Electrolytic
Action— Kailway Poles—Wooden Poles—Iron Poles—Feed Wire
iDsnlators and Pole Tops—Trolley Insulators—Railway Line
Work—Str«^in Insulators-Anchors—Line Sections—Switch^'s —
Line Crossings. I'arf, III. LiqliUinff ArremerA. Lightning
Guards and strong Current Arresters—High Resistance Arres-
ter—Magnetic Blow-out Arrester—Mechanical Magnet Arres-
ter—Air Kxpansion Arrester—Non-Arcing Metal Arrester-
Discriminating Arresters—Automatic Cut-outs— Cable and
Switchboard Protectors—Appendix of Insurance Regulations.

CHAPTER IV.
Construction of Underground CircuiXs.—Part I. Conduitn.

Classiiicatioh—Valentine Conduit—Wyekoff Conduit—Paper Con-
duit—Pipe Conduits—Dorset Conduit—Chenowlth <:onduit—
Terra-cotia Con-iults—Crompton System—Brooks System- John-
stone System—Kennedy System— St. James System—Inflexible
Systems—Callender Solid System^CoIogneCouduit—Zurich Con-
duit—Manholes—Junction Boxes for Street Kailway Feeds—In-
troduction of Circuits—Pneumatic Rodding—Gas—Electric Rail-
way Conduits—Burta-Pesth Conduit^Biackpool Conduit—Love
Conduit—Lenox Avenue Conduit—Metallic Conduits for Alternat-
ing Currents. Pari IT. Cablea and Comlait Conductors. Con-
duit Conductors—Armored Cables-The Siemens Cable—The
Edison System—The Ferranti Mams—Telegraph Cables—Sub-
aqueous Cables—Power Circuits- -Paper Cables—Telephone
Cables—British Post Office Cables-The Patterson Cable—Glover
Cables—Fowler Waring Cables-Felt«n~Guilleaume Cable-
Beaded ( ables—Cable Joints—The Connection of Underground
and Aerial Systems—Cable Heads.

CHAPTER V.
Electrical Instruments. — Classification — Instruments for

Measurement of Resistance—Wheatstone Bridge—Siide Wire

Sent, expraesage prepaid, on
receipt of price, S4.50.

Bridge—Ohm-Meter—Instruments for Measuring Quantily and
Pressure—D'Arsonval Galvanometer— Ballistic Galvanometer-
Galvanometer Constants-Redm^tiun to Zero and Inferred Zei o -
Shunts—Weston Instruments—Cardew Voltmeter—Electrostdiic
Voltmeter—Siemens Dynamometer—Condensers-Wattmeters-
Keys—Magnet—Ground Indicators-Boyer Speed Recorder.

CHAPTER Vl.
riethods of Electrical flea-surement. Quantities to be Meas-

ured—Electrical Inteusity-EleetricalOuantlty— Unit of Current—
The Watt — Capacity — Resistance— Ohm's Law— Kirchhotf's
Laws—Measurement of Resistance by Deflection—Bv Wheatstone
Bridge—By Voltmeter—By Volt and Ammeter—Mea^urenieut of
Small Resistance—High Resistance—Insulation Keslstauce—By
Loss of Charge—Line Resi>taDce—Ground Resistance—Special
Methods for (Talvanonieter Resistance -F'>r Battery Resistance-
Potential Difference-By Condenser—Wheatstone's Methodj-
Lumsden's Method— Measurement of Current Strength- By
Ammeter—By Voltmeter—By Dlrt'erential Galvanometer—By
Slide Wire-Measurement of Capacity-Tliotiisou's Method—
Gott's Method—Divided Charge Method— LocaUzation of Faults—
Blavier's Method— Overlap Method—Loop Test—Murray's and
Varley's Methods— Localization of Crosses—M^asuremenC of In-
ductance-ByCondenserandBridge—Witli Alternaling Current-
Mutual Inductance—Measurement on Alternating Currents-
Difference of Potential-Current—Power by Two Voltmeters—
By Three Ammeters—Measurement ua Polyphase Circuits-
Electrical Railway Testing—Capacity of Aerial IJnes—The In-
ductance of Aerial Lines—Mutual Inductance on Transmission
Lines.

CHAPTER VII.
Continuous Current Conductors. Part, I. Conductors and

Imnlatore. Conductors—Resistance—Ohm's Lavf—Specific Re-
sistance—Effect of Temperature—Resistance of Dielectrics—Line
Leakage—Distribution of Potential—The Effect of Leakage—Con-
ductance—Distribution of Potential in Branch Circuits, Part IL
The Heating of Cond'ictors. Joule's Law— Location of Circuits-
Bare Wires Freely Susppnded-Radiiitinn and Convection—Pan-
eled Wire—Insulated wire Freely Suspended—Rheostats and
Heaters—Cost of Electric Heating—Fuse Wires—Heating of In-
sulated Cables—Heating of Conduit Cables—Heating of Suspended
Cables.

CHAPTER VIII.

Conductors for Alternatinz Currents. General Considera-
tions — Classification-Skin Effect — Current Density — Induct-
ance—Magnetic Field—Electromotive ForceDue toA''aryingFieId—
Equation of Energy—Harmonic Motion—Average Values—The
Solution of the Energy EVjuatiou—Effect of Mutual Inductance-
General Energy Equation for Mutually Inductive Circuits—Co-
efficients of Inductance—Effect of Capat'ltv-Solution of the En-
ergy EquationforCircuits withCapaeltv-The Energy Equation
for Circuits Containing Resistance— Inductance and CapiClty—
Graphical Methods— vector Quantities- Composition and Reso-
lution of E. M. F.—Simple Circuits with One Resistance and In-
ductance in Series — Reactance—Imp'-dance-Resistanee Vari-
able- -Inductance Variable— Simple Circuits with Several Resist-

ances and Inductances in Series—Simple Circuits with One Re-
sistance and Capacity in Series—simple Circuits with Several
Resistances, Inductances and Capacities in Series—Circuits with
Resistance, inductance and Capacity in Parallel—Method of
Equivalent Resistance and Inductance—Circuits Containing Mu-
tual Inductance—impedance Tables.

CHAPTER IX.
5ertes Distribution. Origin—Classification—Constant Current

Circuits wlch Generator and Motor at Fixed Distances—Location
of Station—Current Density In Main ('ircuit—Economic Condi-
tions-Design for Heating-Limit — Design for Medianical
Strength—Minimum First Cost of Line—Minimum First Cost of
Station—Minimum First Cost of Plant and Cost of Maintenance
and Operation—Design for :\Iiuimum First Cost of Plaut^Design
for Best service-.VTinimum Cost of Plant for Maximum Income—
Calculation of Loads—Regulation-Automatic Cut-outs.

CHAPTER X.
Parallel Di<tribution.—The Evolution of the Parallel System-

Methods of Distribution—'I he Loop System—The Splral'Loop—
The Tree System-TliBCIo«et System—Conical Conduciors—j5 mi-
Parallel Eeeiling—Distribution of Potential—Cylindrical Conduc-
tors. Parallel Feeding— Cylindrical Conductors, Anti-paraiit-i
Feeding—Conical Conductors, Parallel Feeiling—Conical Con-
ductors, Anti-parallel Ferding—Three-wire System—Mul-
tiple Series S\ stem—Eive-Wire System—Relfitlve 'Area Cov-
ered bv the Multiple Wire Systems—Feeder and Main System-
Location of Central Station- Location of the Feeders and Cen-
ters of Distribution—Distributing Mains— Calculation of Feed-
ers— Bfficieney of Conductors—Methods of Reaulation—Tlie Com-
pensator in Electrical Railway Work— Fall of Pressure and Nec-
essary Section for Feeders—Laws of Economy and Feeder De-
sigri—General Dasign for a System in Multiple Arc—Mechanical
Methods—Station Loads—Arc Lamps on Constant Potential Cir-
euits—Electric Rillway Wiring—Three-wire Railway Systems.

CHAPTER XL
Miscellaneous Methods and Long Distance Transmission.—

Motor Transformers—Compensaiors—Motor Transformers Run-
ning and Feeding in Series—High and Low Potential Distribution
from the Same Siationr-Accumulators—Sub-station Accumula-
tors—AccumulatorDistribution—Regulation by Means ofAccumu-
lators—Transfoiraers-Economy in Conductors—Isolated Traus-
formers—Efficiency of Distrlbutloa by Isolated Trausformers-
Transformers as Sub-stations— Polyphase systems—Long-dis-
tance Plants—Long-distance Transmission witli Contiouous Cur-
rents—Line Construction for Long-distance Transmission—Rela-
tive Amount of Conducting Material for Transmission Systems,

CHAPTER Xir.

The Cost of Production and Distribution.—Cost of Conductors-
Cost ot Conduits—Telephone and Telegraph Lines—Railway
Lines-Cost of Power Stations—Cost of Producing Energy—Coal
Consumption per Watt-hour—Water Power—The (ias Engine—
TlieCost of Electrical Energv. as Developed by Wind Power—
The A ctual Cost of Electrical Energy—Commercial Considerations
of Transmission Problems.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 MARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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Telephone Induction Coi)6>

Electro- -w^SBHI^^^ Medical

Magnets. /W^^^'^WI ^''''^-

Receiver Bobbins. X-Ray Coilfi.

C. F. SPLtTDORF,
Manufacturer of Electrical Specialties*

17-27 VANOEWATER ST., N. Y.

COPPER.

'

CORRY-Pfl ;
M;rc«ELLTE«'R CO?f ERG

GENUINE^RAWHIDE

, WCE. LEATHER,

e;,SHULTZ'S PATENT

PIJLIEY'COVER.

EmiDRESSINS

(j^ELTINGs **• *'»'>«> Mo., V. ». A.

I9BAN0HES: 164 Sommec St., Boston; US Llbertj St., ITew Tork; 129 North 3d St., Fhlladelpklit,

^LT CEMENT,

^ DELAWARE HARD FIBRE 00.,
^^-£2^55^ WILMINGTON, DEL.

SEHTD FOB CATAliOGHE AND SAaiPLiES.

Sheets, Rods. Tubes and Special Shapes.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.

E:^-rA.BL-ISIHE:^ iS73.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

factory:
wilmington, del. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. i

office:
4deyst., new york,

REWIRED WrTH fywEN WHITE CORE WIRE

OFFICE ^
Tho F'orris \A/l-tool C»o.

9 131 THE I400KERY.

Chicago, April 30, 1896.

NEW YORK INSUUTED WIRE CO.,
320 Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

Gentlemen:—After carefully consider-
ing the merits of the various brands of
wire upon the market, we have decided to
use your "Raven White Core" exclusively
lor rewiring the Ferris Wheel.
As you are aware, the wire upon the

wheel is very much exposed and the test
will no doubt be a most severe one.

Yours very truly
THE FERRIS WHEEL CO.

By L. V. Rice. Mar.

PDIMCLIA\U \ULIITC PADC Used exclusively for all Inoandeacent Ligbt
Un I IIIOnH Wl nn I I L l>Un C. ing at WorWs Columbian Exposition.

naurU U/UITr PflRF' Used in some of the la,rgest buildings in the Un:i>e<S

rniUIDCTITinM l IMC \UIDC used by some of the largest central Statki,.-

LUIllrul I I lUn Line wine., and Fire and Police Departments in the U, ti

GRIMSHAW TAPES, COMPETITION TAPES AND SPLICING COMPOUNDS

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

13-17 Corttioiit St., New York.
BRANCHES: Ij^'^^JO^S,,

BOSTON:
134 Coogreu St.

SAN FRANCISCO,
lis New MMtiMMTT Si.

Black Diamond File Works.
K8t. 1803.4^

49

J*
I*
J*
J*

*t ovn eooDi^ are ox sal,b in eveky i.eai>iivc; haruware ^
J^ STORE IJV THE UMTED STATES AKD CANADA. \JL,

IG.&H.BARNETT COMPANY,!
^ PHILADELPHIA, PA. S

Twelve

Medals

Awarded at

International

Expositions.

Special

Prize

Gold Medal

at Atlanta,

1895.

A NON-ARCING FUSE.

AREMABI^EAND ACCURATE FUSE.
A FUSE that will open a High-Tension Short Circuit without

JKt^^ OR i=-|_iekSi-i.
Endorsed by the National Board of Underwrit»5rs.

53
Aborn St. D.^cW.FUSECO., Providence.

R. I.

I

The Zamel Arc Light Meter
AHD ELECTRIC CURREMT TIMER

Is the ONLY RELIABLE PEVICE for Timing the Use of Arc Lights,

l-t Is l^osi-tivo in l-ts Acti
S="--fI> FOR CIRCIJLAK.

mel Arc ight Meter Co.,
ase BL-Ue IS .MO' AVE., ^HflCiBkOO, ll_U.
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SIMPLEX INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

""^H.V.'mxsoNr ^'f^P^^x Electrical Company,
11 37 Monadncck Block, CHICAGO. 75-81 Cornhlll, BOSTON, MASS.

MANUFACTURER OF

INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
«00 AND SOii NORTH THIRD ISTRRET. PHIIiADEIiPHIA. PA.

*.0N'>!:

1889—Paris Exi>osition,
medal for Bubber Insulation.

1893—World's Fair,
Sledal for Babber Insulation.

TRADEMARK.

THE STAJTDABD FOB
BVBBEB IHrSUIiATIOIf.

Sole Manufacturer* of

Okonite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee *;?r- Wires

253 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
Wlllard L. Candee, (.u,„,„„„ Geo, T. Manson.Gon'l Supl.

W. H Hodgins, Secy.

JEWELL BELTING CO.
MANUFACTUEEES OF

Jewell Dynamo Belt Cement,

Jewell Dynamo Belt Dressing,

Jewell Patent Pulley Covering.

THOS, MUIR & SON-
DETROIT,

MICH.,
1 3 Larned St. W.,

Manufacturers
and

Selling Agents for

Card Electric Co., Dynamos.
"Lundell" Motors and Fans.

"Imperial" Incandescent Lamps,
Interior Conduit, Brass and Iron

Insulated Wires.
Insulating Tapes, Etc.

•Detroit" fledical Batteries.

OUR NEW

ELEVATOR

AUTO-IVIOTOR

STARTER.

\ Ini

f "I

OUR NEW
Aluminum-Lined

REFLECTORS.

IIO,220,500ValU. i PRICES.

^ Estimates Given on Elevators

J GET
^OUR

INCANDESCENT
AND

WELSBACH
LIGHTS HADE
BRILLIANT.

WESTflN
"•^ "^"'^[f 1 14-120

'William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A,

lllMsaiedM
Station Instrmests.

Th«ee iDBtrumeota are
based upoo the eame gen-
ersl principle and are just
B8 acoarate as our regular
Standard Portable Direct
Onrrent Voltmetera and
Ammetere, but are much
lareer, and the working
parts are iocloaed Id a
neatly designed, dnst-proof
cast-iron case wblch. effeot-

ivel7 etaietda the Instm-
menta from dfatnrbiog in-

Silences of external mag-
aetlo fields.

In^tfument Co.,

Weston Standard Illuminated
Dial Station Voltmeter,

. Style B.

Weston Standard

Portable Cireot Beading
Voltmeters and MlUlTolt-
meters. Ammeters and Mil-
amnapters, Wattmeters
and Voltmeters, for Alter-
nating andDlieot Onrrent
Oironits.

Our portable Instnuuents
are recognized as standards
throughout the clTlUzQd
world.

Oar Semi-Portable La-
boratory Standard Volt-
meters and Ammetera are
etlll better.

Thejr are the mosf relia-

ble, absolute standards for
Laboratory oee.

Monfli^n H>«,'nrwOTn't>'M Wr r nrti<^n TtTi*IHn

MIGH
PARIS 1867. CHICAGO 1893. PHILADELPHIA 1876.

i]vsui:vA.TKr>

WIRES AND GABLES.
AERIAL, UNDERGROUND,

SUBMARINE.

W. R. BRIXEY, Mfr.

203 Broadway, New York.

Western Offlce, Marquette BIdg., Chicago, III.

CALIFORNIA ELEC. WORKS, M. DUPEDOW, NEW ORLEANS ELEC. CO.,

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL. WASHINGTON, D. C. NEW ORLEANS,

^mp

THEATER ''''"' ^^^* Rheostat Co.,
I n bH I b n WESTFIELD, N. J., U. S. A.

IIIMMtndi vo
e:os»T'A.-rs

FOR ALI. PURPOSES.

CARPENTER
ENAMEL RHEOSTATS.

Automatic Slotor Starters.
All sizes. List price of 1 H- P. aize, $13.00.

Beliable. Tally guaranteed. Highly finished. Cheap.

Ward Leonard Electric Co., Hoboken. N.J.

Queen & Co.,
1012 Chestnuts!., PHIUDELPHIA.

The

S^

SraPasllriBS.

T. H. Brady. New Britain,. Conn., U. S. A.,

Manufacturer of MastArms.PoIe and
Swinging Hoods. House Brackets and
other Specialties for Construction
\^QT^,—Catalogues and Prices fur-
nifthed on application.

A. L. McRAE,
CONSULTINQ ELECTRICAL
eNOINEER.-^.

Estimates, Plans, Specifications,
ExamiDations, Keports, Tests.

306 Oriel Baildlng. ST. JLOUIS, MO.

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-Wirt
Stvitcliboard Instruments, X-Ray

Focus Tubes, Induction Coils.

,^anufecnirer;nARTRICK£/^RTER f0. Eif5L«JCAL

Dealers ll25So.2nd$t.V)PHILADA.l)PA. goods.

IM: i; R.
National

India
Rnbber Co's

RUBBER COVERED
^A/^ires and Oables.

OFFICE and FACTORY; BRISTOL, R. I.

GORDON PRIMARY CELL.
For Open and Closed Circuit Work,

The Perfect, Modern, Longest Lived and Most Economicai
Cell Ever Put on the Market.

In use by the leading cities, railroads, telephone and gas engine
companies.

WE CLAIM:—Constant discharge of current without polari-

zation; no local action; no noxious gases or fumes; no acids; least
laborfor operation; cleanest; not freezing at 2s° below zero; eco-
nomic value 50 per cent, greater than gravity cell, and 30 per cent.
greater than best other cell in market. For jVo. 1 cell, 250 ampere
ours; for No. 2 cell, 100 ampere hours; on open circuit. .9 to i

volt; on closed circuit, .65 to ,"(,=a Tolt. Send for circular and price list.

THE GORDON -BDRNHAM BATTERY CO.,

82 to 86 West Broadway, New York City.

General Western Agent, S. F. B. MORSE, Marquette BIdg., Cliicago, III.

If the Chicago Telephone Co., the Postal Telegraph Co., the Western Union
Telegraph Co. and the Central Union Telephone Co. are satisfied witli the w.orlc

we liave done for them, do you not think -we can do "V^CIR work to

YOILJFR entire satisfaction?

We make a specialty of Winding Armatures of any size

or system, Transformers, Field Magnet Coils, Repairing
Telephone and Telegraph Apparatus, Electrical Instruments
and Machinery.

ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING OF ANY KIND.

We have done work for the following well known companies for years, to

whom we refer you (with their permission^ for references:

CHICAGO TELEPHONE CO., J. C. Kenny, Purchasing Agent.

POSTAL TELEGRAPH-CABIE CO., J. F. Bullerfleld, Asst. Elec. Eng., Chicago.

CEI^TRAL UNION TELEPHONE CO., S. G. McMeen. Chief Elec. Eng.

WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH CO., Chicago, Eng. Dept.

Lei us figure with you before placing your repair work.

P.. HJHORDARSON. ElectricBM. 82 MaiietEt.C'ii
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EDDY GENERATORS.
Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Centra! Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

Eddy Motors—Slow. Medium or High Speed.

We linild all necessary apparatus for the transmismion of £leetrical
Pou-er through factory or other buildlnett.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.,
'NA/^IIM^SOR, <SC3IMIM.

NEW YORK, H. B. Coho & Co., Mail and Express Building.
PHILADELPHIA, Walter C. Mclntire & Co., 500 Commerce St-

BOSTON, G. M. Angler & Co., G4 Federal St.

ELMIRA, S. N. Blake.
ST. LOUIS, Western Electrical Supply Co.
KANSAS CITY, W. T. Osborn.
CINCINNATI, O., Nevada Bldg., John A. Stewart.
CHICAGO, 305 Dearborn St., Wallace & Hine, Managers.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Cal. Klec. Wks., 409 Market St.

Alcatraz Electrical Compoundi
Mannfactnred by

THE CALIFORNIA ASPHALT CO., 'V^^lt'}-'

ABSOLUTELY UNEQUALED FOR
ELECTRICAL AND WIRE INSULATION, Insulating Connections, Dynamos and Motor Bases, Battery and Accumulator

Shelving, Circuit and Switch-Boards.
WATER-PROOFINC Cut-Out Boxes, coating wires when subjected to acid or alkaline fumes, and when laid under

cement, etc.
PAINTING Poles, Brackets, Cross-Arms, Benches, Floors, etc.
COATING CABLES, Lead-Covered Pipes, and all underground work.

ALCATRAZ ELECTRICAL COMPOUND is manufactured of the celebrated brand of Alcatraz Asphalt, and possesses many -well-known points of superiority.
It has been tried under severe and exacting conditions, and has given perfect satisfaction. It will not Scale, Crack or Burn. Presents a Smooth Surface.
Adheres Tenaciously. Not affected by Thermal or Climatic Conditions. Resists the action of the Elements, Acids, Alkalies, Sewer Qases, and possesses
great strength and elasticity. Being the producers of the raw product, we are enabled to save the middleman's profit, and offer consumers a superior article at a
Teryiowprice.

SAMPLE UPON APPLICATION. Agents wanted in all leading cities.

NOISELESS IN OPERATION.
A MONEY EARNER.

THE WARREN ALTERNATOR.
A machine of highest possible efficiency and correct

regulation that will not burn out or require costly

repairs.

A machine which, aside from a due regard to lubrication, may be put
into the most severe service and let to run perpetually without atten-
tion of any sort; a dynamo of slow speed which meets all the conditions
of the best of the well-known types of Alternators, but from which all

hazard is eliminated.

The riodern Dynamo for Central Station Work.

WARREN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,
SANDUSKY, OHIO.

^•••*«*««***«4«««***««**«««*****«*««««**«««««««««««««««,««^

KEYSTONE ELECTRICAL

INSTRUMENT COMPANY.
Switchboard Voltmeters, Ammeters, Ground Detectors and

Differential Voltmeters.

Type "H" Instrument.
V «*••«.«. ....•».«««.3.....«.«.«..«.......f.,^,^..*«..*«:,,,9

We meet all the requirements of modern Central Stations or Isolated Plants, whether
using direct or alternating current circuits.

Our Instruments are constant and durable, sensitive and accurate, pleasing in
appearance and always correct.

We can interest you in prices and other details if you will write to

Ninth St. and Montgromery Ave., Philadelphia.
New York, 15 Cortlandt Street.

Chicago, 1440 Monadnock Building.
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Primary Batteries for Every Purpose.
Our Closed Circuit Batteries :ire by Tar tlio most pcoiiomical I'or tiie prndiiction of constant current.

--S^M^

•UHCESSEI!

?0«T«S(.j.

^l-OSED cmcuiT

"TTERT

"«"Ur«CTURED BV

THE KUKOESSEB

ElKTBICBATTESrco.

CLEVELAHD.OHIO.

We combine all the desirable features of the most expensive batteries at one-half the cost. We positively guarantee them free
from local action or deterioration while on open circuit. They have the highest E. M. F. and largest constant current discharge yet
obtainable on closed circuit work. E.xtreme changes in temperature, H0° below zero, have no effect upon them.

They are the most compact and longest life batteries of this class, and are e.xtensively used for Gas and Gasoline Engine Ignition,
Railway Signals, Police and Fire Alarms, Etc.

Our specialties are 300 ampere-hour sealed screw top hard-rubber cells for Motor Wagons, and 600 ampere-hour batteries for Fan
Motors. Write for prices, etc.

Dry Batteries three years in advance. We have made the greatest progress in the perfection of Dry Batteries. We lead,
others follow.

Our batteries possess the highest degree of perfection, combined with valuable new features. A coBiparative test will convince
the most .skeptical that we manufacture the most powerful and longest life Dry Batteries yet produced. Their recuperative power
is unequaled, and when reduced by long service can be recharged from any direct current, a storage feature not possessed by any
other dry battery. Our 1000 Dry Battery is fully three years in advance of any battery of this class. Absolutely no local action when
on open circuit.

Chloride of Silver Batteries. The advantages we claim for them are: Compactness, Efficiency, Constancy and Durability. They
are put up in hard rubber cells and perfectly sealed, and are especially adapted for electrical measuring and testing, and are' largely used on all forms of portable
gas and gasoline engines, and all other service where a constant and uniform current is desirable. Contain a constant E. M. F. of 1.10 volt and a current of from
1 to 3 amperes.

NUNQESSER
iHUmiOE OF SILVfl

BATTERY.

|bio«T VKitu i,m fc

L

The Nungesser Electric Battery Co.,

Manufacturers of Dry Batteries, Closed Circnit Batteries

and Cliloride of Silver Batteries,

18 HIGH ST., CLEVELAND, OHIO.

YOUR SUPPLY MAINTAINED FOR 12c.

LAMPS
Efficient, Long-Lived and

Guaranteed Satisfactory.

Write us before making another contract. We are THE
Lamp Renewing Company you have heard of.

Lynn Incandescent Lamp Co., Lynn, Mass.

I
The Fibre-Graphite Commutator Brush. $

f (U. S. and Foreign Patents.) ^^^^^^^^^^n ^

A No Sparking Dnder Varying Load.

\ No Wear on Commutator.

f No Siiifting of Quadrant.

f 80 per cent. Pure Grapiiite.

T I'^or Sample Order, andPrices, write to"

i

^Holmes Fibre - Graphite Mfg. Co.,

station Z, Philadelphia.

COMMUTATm'l^

BRUSHmsi

'i'LVf -\-\i?'WCK\\\\<i;

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Ahlm-Edwards J31ec. Co ..

American Battery Co xill

American Ei. Meter Co. - - . ^ i

Amer. El. Telephone Co, xvl

American Elec. Works.... xiil

American Engine Co xiv

Amer. Impulse Wheel Co.

Armorlte Int. Con. Co. .
.

xi

Arnold El. Pr. St Co

Auto. Cir. Breaker Co.... x

Bain,Foree xvll

Baker & Co xiv

Ball Engine Co
BarnettCo., G. AH xxil

Belknap Motor Co is

Bealy & Co.,Chas. H xxil

Brady, T. H i

Brill Co., J. G >:ii

Brlxey. W. R 1

Bryant Electric Co iv

Buckeye Electric Co x

Bullock Elec. MEg. Co xlii

California Asphalt Co 11

Card ElectrlcCo vii

Central Electric Co v

CentralMfg. Co xv

C. B. A Q. R. R xvli

Chicago Edison Co iv

Chicago El. & Stereo. Co. . xv

Chicago Fuse Wire & Mfg.
Co

C.,M. A,St. P. R. R
Climax Novelty Co xvi

Clonbrock St. B. Co xix

Commercial El. Sup. Co. . . vfil

Conn. Pipe Mfg. Co iv

Cornman Co xiv

Cutter El. & Mfg. Co xii

D. &W. PuseCo xxii

Davis & Son. I. B xx
DaytonGlobelronWks. Co. xx
Delaware Hard Fibre Co. xxii

Det. & Clev. St. Nav. Co... xvll

Diamond Elec. Co .

DiehlMfg.Co vii

Directory, Principal Elec.
and Mech. Engineers... xvii

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos. . xx

Eastern Elec. Cable Co ... . xiii

Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co ii

Edwards & Co '. xii

Electrical Exchange, The. xiv

Elec. Appliance Co xii

Electric Arc Light Co
Elec. Gas Lighting Co
Electric Storage Batt. Co. ix

Electrician Pub. Co
xvi, xvlii

Elliott. W. H. Elec. Co.... xiv

Emerson El. Mfg. Co xii

Empire ChinaW orks xvi

For Sale Advertisements . . xiv

Fort Wayne El. Corp xii

Fuel Economizer Co

Garlock Packing Co xiv

Garvin Machine Co., The . vi

General Electric Co xxl

Gen'l Inc. Arc Light Co. ..

Globe Elec. Heating Co.. ix

Gordon-Burnham Bat. Co. i

xivHartley Elec. Wks
Hart & Hegeman M fg. Co . . i x

Hill, W. S. Electric Co ... .

Hodge, Walsh & Loring... xiv

Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co. iii

Hueljel & Manger xiv

Internat'l Cor. Schools., xii

Iron-Clad Rheostat Co . .

.

i

Jewell Belting Co i

Johns Mfg. Co., H. W vii

Kartavert Mfg. Co xxii

Keystrne Electric Co x
Keystone Elec. Tnst. Co,. ii

Kokomo Tel.A El.Mfg Co. xvii

Kusel, D. A. Tel. Mfg. Co xvii

Leclan che Battery Co ... . xv
Leffel&Co.. James xx
Leonard, Ward, Elec. Co.. i

LindsleyBros xv

Locliwood Long Dist. Tel.

& Tel. Co. of America . . .

Lombard Water Wh. G. Co.

Lynn Inc. Lamp Co iii

Main Belting Go xix

ManhattanGen'lCons.Co. . xii

Mansfield Tem. Cop. Co.. xxll

McFell Electric Co xvii

McLean, A. J xv

McLennan&Co., K xii

McRae. A. L i

Mica Insulator Co xii

Mo. Tel. Mfg. Co xvil

MitchellTemp Copper Co. xxii

MononR. R vii

Moore, Alfred F i

Muir A Sons, Thos i

Munsell&Co., Eugene...

National India Rubber Oo. i

National Tube Works Co. xv

New York Ins.WireCo.. . xxii

Northern Elec. Mfg. Co xl

Northern Supply Co xv

Nungesser El. Battery Co.. Hi

Ohio Electric Works xiil

Ohio Storage Batt. Co xii

Okonite Co. , The 1

Orne Elec. Const. Co xvli

Otto Gas Engine Wks xix

PaisteCo., H. T xxil

Partrlck & Carter Co i

Partridge Carbon Co -

—

Peerless Rubber Mfg.Co .... xii

Pelton Water Wheel Co . . . xx
Peoples' Electric Co i

Perrizo & Sous xv
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co xiii

Phillips Ins'd. Wire Co. . . xiii

Phosphor-Bronze S. Co. Ld xs
Point Marion Mfg. Co
Pratt, Chas . A xvii

Prouty Co.. The xix
Puritan Electric Co

Queen & Co

.

Relslnger, Hugo.

St. Clair Hotel xiv
Samson Cordage Wks xii

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Scott & Jauney Elec. &
Mfg.Co iv

Shultz Belting Co xxii

Simplex Electrical Co., The, 1

Smith Co.. S. Morgan xx
Splitdorf, C. F xxii

Standard Tel.& El. Co.... xvi

StandardUnderg. Cable Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co..
Sterling & Son, W. C xv
Stilwell-BIerce & Smith-
Vaile Co xiv, xv

Storey Motor & Tool Co. ..

Stromberg-Carlson TeL
Mfg. Co xvli

Studebaker Bros Mfg. Co. xlii

Swarts Metal Refln'g Co. xiv

Taber & Mayer
Thordarson, C. H ...

Triumph ElectrlcCo.

United Elec. Imp. Co.... —
Van Home, Burger & Co. xix
Viaduct Mfg. Co xvll
Vought, M. I xiv

Wagner El. Mfg. Co
Want Advertisements.. xiv
Warren Elec. Mfg.Co.... ii

Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
xiii

Western Tel. Cons Co ... . xvi
WestinghouseEl.&M f.Co . vii

Weston Electrical Inst. Co. 1

Wlllard El. & Bat. Co xil

Wood, Chas. N xiv

Zamel Arc Lt. Meter Co. xxii

ITor Olassi-Fied Indox of ^Ldvor-fcisomon-ts Soe ^affo A^l.
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HARDTMUTH GORED CARBONS for Direct and Alternating Current

ARC LAMPS.
; HABIRSHAW AND Q. E. CO.'S ;

I WIRES AND CABLES. !

[
:

American Carbon Co.'s
Plain and Coated Carbons for Series Arc Lighting.

|™™;^;q Chicago edison company.

DEALERS IN ELECTRIC LICHTING SUPPLIES,

HABIRSHAW AND C. E. CO.'S . ^„WIRES AND CABLES 139 Adams Street, CHICAGO.'—'^^ WIRES AND CABLES. .^^t^^^^^^^ t ^^ #«Uaill9 OLIC^Cl, Vrn Vr#« Vl\^. ^^.^

THE ORIGINAL PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS OF

Ceinent-Ljiied Ducts

Engineers and Contractors for Complete Subways.

Address all Correspondence : BfE"W HAVEK, CONN.

The Connecticut Pipe Manufacturing Company,

Office and Factory, West Haven, Conn.

Business Kstablished 1865.

[Dcorporated 1892.
E. H. Phipps, President.
GEO. O. Richards, Secretary,
Charles Ward, Gen. Mgr.

I
"BRYANT QOODS ARE GOOD QOQDS.'n

BRYANT-PAISTE SWITCH.

PRICES GREATLY REDUCED.
WRITE YOUR JOBBER FOR REVISED

FIGURES.

THE BRYANT ELECTRIC CO.,

BfllOGEPORT, CONN.

CARD TO THE PUBLIC.
Tlie General Electric Company, Westinghouse Electric Company, Thomson-Houston Electric

Company and tlie Tesia Electric Company have brought suits against the Scott & Janney Electric &
Manufacturing Coitipany for "allegeu infringements of their various patents.

This is tlie USUAL "BLUFF" tliat is brought to bear uporj those whose inventions are hound to
supplant the inventions of the aiiove named and otlier large electrical concerns, who cannot at their own
terms control such new inventions.

We are manufacturing under ourown patents and are not infringing.
The above named lirms are suing us upon a small fan motor as an excuse to get a chance to nial<e

the public believe that the state of the art is not historv as far as they know it.

'I'hey have spent millions of dollars trving to invent apparatus to do certain things. They failed.

We did invent It and have had it patented all over the world. A^D IT WORKS.
They will try by .'^trat' gy to do what they dare not do openly.
We wish to aslc Ihat the dealers and others who have received or will receive threatening letters

from the above named concerns, will please send same to our attorneys, Messrs. Alexander & Maglll,
Giraid Building, Philadelphia. „,„>>., , „.We are in the tield to stay and do not propose to be Intimidated. The Scott & Janney Long Dis-
tance Single Phase Alternaling Railway and Power System will supersede the inventions of the above
named companies. AND THEY KNOW IT.

FUIiL PKOTECTIOar GrARAXTBEI) TO AM.
PUKCHASERS OF OUK APPARATUS.

The Scott & Janney

Electric and Mfg. Co.,

1707-1709 Filbert Street, PHILADELPHIA.
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o

^Jn prosperity or increased business or better times is to be the actual

result of all this talk, if there is a prospect of a realization after

yearsof anticipation, it would seem to be asensibleproposition for every-

one to fall in line and help push. If there are good things to be distribu-

ted we all want our share, but good things are not coming to anyone

unless he gets out aiid hustles to secure them.

Years of decreased profits and increased competition have prevented

many needful repairs and e.xtensions, but it is "in the air" that the com-

ing Fall and Winter will see an enormous impetus given the various elec-

trical industries, and it behooves everyone to get ready for it.

We have that faith in present conditions that we are "stocking up"

much heavier than ever before in anticipation of your Fall business: shall

^\'e be so favored?

o
Central Electric Company,

(;eo. A. McKiulock. Fresident. i887-is97

Charles E. Brown, Secretary.

S. R. Frazier, Treasurer. *73"i75 Adams St., Chicago.

O
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The Garvin MachineCo.,
MANUFACTURERS OF MACHINE TOOLS AND MACHINERT,

SPRING & VARICK STS.. NEW YORK.

51 N. SEVENTH ST., PHILADELPHIA.

WESTERN AGENCY:
Fay & Egan Co., 22 S. Canal St.. Chicago,

METAL
WORKING
MACHINERY.

Our facilities for equipping PLANTS
engaged in the manufacture of ELEC-
TRICAL goods are unquestionably the

best of any concern in the country.

We have in stock over 500 machines.

Write us for No. 19 list of new and second-hand machinery,
value to you.

It will be of

THE AMERICAN ELECTRIC METER.

Designed

for all

Forms

of

Service.

Send tor cir-

cnlars and
price lists. 3*wire 22-Llght Meter. Case Opeo, Sliowias Mecfiaolsm,

The . . .

American

Electric

Meter

Co.,

Cor. 9lh Street and
Montgomery Ave ,

PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

AccumalatOTS.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Olilo Storage Battery Co.

Willard El. & Battery Co.

Axmnnciators.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Edwards & Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Arc liamps.
Central Electric Oo.

_ Commercial El. Supply Co.

I DiehlMfg Co.
i Electric Arc Light Co.

a Ft-Wayne Elec. Corporation.
* General Electric Co.

Manhattan Gen'l Cons. Co.

Peoples Electric Co.
Puritan Electric Go.
Westlnghouse El. 4; Mfg. Co.

Arc liiffht Cord.
Central Electric Co.

Samson Cordage Wka.

Batteries and Jars.
Central Electric Co.

Chicago Edison Co.

Commercial El. Supply Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Gas Lighting Co.
Gordon-Burnham Battery Co
I^lanche Battery Co., The.
MuIr&Son. Thos.
NuDgesser El. Battery Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Edwards & Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Ohio Electric Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Belting.
Jewell Belting Co.
Main Belting Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.
Shultz Belting Co.

Boilers.
Clonbrook Steam Boiler Co.

Books. Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Brashes.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.

Burglar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Edwards & Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
partrick & Carter Co.

Cables (See Insulated Wires.)
Cables* Electric (See Insu-
lated Wires), Copper,
Sheet and Bar.
American Elec, Works.
Briiey. W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
General Electric Co.
Moore. Alfred P.
New York Ins. Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Go.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Carbons,Points& Plates.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Go.
Gen'l Inc. Arc Light Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.
Relslnger, Hugo.

Cars.
Brill Co., J. G.

Compound.
Central Electric Co.
California Asphalt Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
McLennan & Co., K.
Okonite Co.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS
Conduits.
Armorlte Interior Cond. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Conn. Pipe Mfg. Co.
Electric Appllancs Co.
Mulr & Son, Thos.

Constmction & Repairs.
BuUock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Elliott, W. H. Elec. CO.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation,
Hodge, Walsh & Lorlng.
Keystone Electric Co.
McFell Electric Co.
McRae, A. L.
Thordarson, C. O.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec Mfg. Co!
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.

Contractors and Electric
liiffht Plants.
Ahlm-Edwards EI. Co.
Arnold El. Pr. Station Co.
Bain. Foree.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Card Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
DIehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Hodge, Walsh & Lorlng.
Keystone Electric Co.
McRae, A. L.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Scott & Janney E1.& Mfg.Co.
Triumph Electric Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse Eleo & Mfg Co.

Copper.
Besly&Co..Cha8. H.
Central Electric Co.
Mansfield Temp. Copper Co.
Mitchell Temp. Copper Co.

Copper TVires.
American Electrical Works.
Besly &Co., Chas H.
Brixey, W, R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Cordage.
Central Electric Co.
Samson Cordaf^e Wka.

Correspondence t^chools.
Int. Correspond. Schools.

Crookes' Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial EI. Supply Co.

Cross-Arms, Pins and
Brackets.
Brady, T. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co-
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Point Marion Mfg. Co.

Cut-Outs and STvltches.
Automatic Clr. Breaker Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Elec. Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mffr. Co.
Hill, W. S. Bleotric Co.
Palate Co., H. T.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg.Co.

Dynamos.
Ahlm-Edwarda El. Co.
American Engine Co.

Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diehl Mfg. Co.

? Eddy Elec. Mfg. Col.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Keystone Electric Co.
Muir & Son, Thos.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
ScottA Janney El. k Mfg.Co.
Triumph Electric Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.

,
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Economizers, Fuel.
Fuel Economizer Co.

Electric Heat'g App's.
Central Electric Co.
Globe Electric Heating Co.
Johns. H. W., Mfg. Co.

Electric Sleters.
American El. Meter Go.
Zamel Arc Light Meter Co.

Electric Railirays.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and mechani-
cal Engineers.
Bain, Foree.
MoRae, A. L.
Pratt. Chas. A.

Electrical Instruments.
Automatic Cir. Breaker Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Hill. W. S. Electric Co.
Keystone El. Instrument Co.
PalsteCo.. H. T.
Queen & Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Electrical Specialties.
Automatic Cir. Breaker Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Hill. W. S. Electric Co.
Palate Co., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Splitdorf, C. P.
Thordarson, O. H.
Vought, M. I.

Electro-Plating Ulach'y.

Besly & Co., Chas. H.
General Electric Co.

.Engines, G as.
- Otto Gas Engine Wks.
ProutyCo.,The.
Van Home, Burger & Oo.

Engines, Steam.
American Engine Co.
Ball Engine Co.

Fan Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Scott & Janney El. & Mfg. Co.
Wagner Electr'c Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Feed IFater Heaters.
Davis & Son, I. B.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.

FUes.
BarnettCo.,G. AH.
Central Electric Co.

Fixtures, El. A Comb'n.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Fuses.
D. &. W. Fuse Co.

Fuse ^Vire.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago b'nse w Ire s. Mfg. Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance oo

Gaskets.
Johns, H. W., Mfg Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Oas Iiiglittng, Electric.
central Electric Co.

Gears.
Besly & Co.. Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.

General Elec. Supplies.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hill, W. S Electric Co.
Hodge, Walsh & Lorlng.
Ohio Electric Works.
Palste Co., H. T.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Globes and Electrical
Glassware.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Gov^ors. Water Wheel.
LombardWaterWheel Gv.Co.

Graphite Specialties.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Go.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Induction CoUs.
Central Electric Co.
Queen & Co.
Splitdorf, C. F.

Insulators and Insulat-
ing materials.
Brixey, W. R.
Bryant Electric Co.
California Asphalt Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Empire China Works.
Hill, W. S. Electric Go.
Hodge, Walsh & Lorlng.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Mica Insulator Go.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co.. The.
Palsie Co., H. T.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Undereround C. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.

Insulated ^Vires and
Cables—magnet Wires.
American Electrical Works.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Moore, Alfred P.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

lianip Adjusters.
Voug)tt, M. I.

liamps. Incandescent.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.,
Lynn Incandescent Lp. Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Sawyer-ManElec. Co.
United Eleo. Imp. Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

liamp Trlm'r's Wagons.
tetudebaker Bros. Mfg. Co.

Ijightuin;; Arresters.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

magnet W^ire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

mechanical machinery.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Garvin Machine Co.. The.
Stilwell-BIerce Smith-Valle.

mica.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Munsell Si Co., Eugene.

mining Apparatus, Elec.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

motors.
Ahlm-Edwards Elec. Co.
American Engine Co.
Belknap Motor Co.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Eleo. Co.
Diehl Mlg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Keystone Electric Co.
Mulr & Son, Thos.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Peoples Electric Co.
Scott & Janney El. & Mfg. Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Storey Motor & Tool Co.
Triumph Electric Go.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co

Packing.
Besly & Co. Chas. H.
Garlock Packing Co.
Johns, H. W., Mfg. Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Paints.
California Asphalt Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Johns, H. W. Mfg. Co.

Phosphor Bronze.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co. Ltd.

Platinum.
Baker & Co.

Poles.
Central Mfg. Go.
Lindsley Bros.
McLean. A. J.

National Tube Works Co.
Northern Supply Co,
Perrizo & Sons.
Point Marlon Mfg. Co.
Sterling & Son. W. C.

Porcelain.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Empire China Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Pnsh Buttons.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co
Partrick & Carter Co.

Refiners.
Swarta Metal Refining Co.

Reflectors.
Muir &, Son. Thos.

Regulators.
Belknap Motor Co.

Re-W^inding—Repairs.
Central Electric Go.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Elliott, W. H. Elec. Co.
Hodge. Walsh A Lorlng.
Thordarson, C. H.

Rheostats.
Central Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Iron Clad Rheostat Co.
Leonard, Ward, Elec. Co.

Muir & Son, Tho.s.

Westlnghouse El. &. Mtg. Co
Second-Hand machines'.
Gornman Co.
Electriial Exchange. Tbe.
Elliott, W. H. Elec. Lo.
Hartley EJec. Wus.
Wood. Chas. N

Shades.
Central Electric Go.
Mulr & Son, Thos.

Speaking TubeN.
Central tlectric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Keystone El. Instrument Co.
Queen & Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Steel Pipe.
National Tube Works Co.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Ohio Storage Battery Co.
Willard EL A Battery Go.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical Works.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
New York Insulated Wire Co
Okonite Co., The.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Telephones, Telephone
material and Switch-
boards.
American El. Telephone Co.
Central Electric Co.
Climax Novelty Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Kokomo Tel. & El. Mfg. Co.
Kusel, D A., Tel. Mfg. Co.
Lockwond T. & T. Co. of Am.
McFell Electric Co.
Mo. Tel. Mfg. Co.
Orne Elec. Cons. Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Splitdorf, C. F.
Standard Tel. & El. Co.
Stromberg-Carlson Tl.M.Co.
Taber & Mayer.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western Tel. Cons. Oo.

Transformers.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diamond Elec. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporatlo"
General Electric Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Oo.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Central Electric Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Trucks, Electric Car.
Brill Co , J. G.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Turbine Wheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Leffel & Co., Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.
Smith Co., S. Morgan.
StUweU-Blerce Smith-Valle.

Water Wheels.
Am. Impulse Wheel Co.
Dajton Globe Iron Works Co.
Leflel & Co., Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co,
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
Stilwell-Bierce Smith-Valle

Wire, Bare.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Okonite Co., The.
PhlUlps Insulated Wire Co
Standard Underground C Co
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

XRay Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply co-
Queen & Co.
Splitdorf, C. F.

~^r ^VI|3Kab^-t:E^^I Irtd^ac ^f ^^d^^^r-fcis^rr^^r^-ts
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DIEHL ELECTRIC FANS.
andCeiling Fans

Exhaust Wheels j^
Wound for Any Current,

Except Alternating.

Our Exhaust Wheel

Combinations

Are the most compact and
efficient made.

Write for catalogue and
prices.

Propeller or

Desk Fans
Wound for 110, 220 or in series on 500 volts.

Also for Primary or Secondary Battery Circuits.

Highest

Efficiency

Unbroken Magnetic Cir-
cuit, Self-Aligning Bronze
Bearings. Finest Insulation
Throughout. Four-Speed
Regulator.

SHOW ROOMS: New York, 561-563 Broadway; Cliicago, 192-194 Van BurenSt.; Boston, 128-132 Essex St.

DIEHL MANUFACTURING CDM^^L^iii^F
Agents for Canada: Canadian General Electric Co., Toronto, Ontario.

6i

H. W. J." Toggle Clamp
Feed Wire Insulator.

The weight of the wire in the hinged jaws

automatically causes the wire to be clamped with

a powerful toggle action. "Wire may be instantly

detached from insulator by lifting it out.

NO BINDING WIRES, NO SCREW CAP,

NO DELAYS.

Economical, durable. No abrasion of insulation.

Trolley L,ine Insulators, Giant Strains. Philadelphia Section Insulators, Etr.

Vnlcabeston Parts for Controllers, Motors, Etc.

H.W.JOHNS MANUFACTURING CO.,

Ttie Latest

Rontgen
Shadowgraph

-

]f MDNON ROUTE

NEW YORK.

340-242 Randolph St., Chicago, III.

BOSTON. PHILADELPHIA. LONDON.

INDIANAPOLIS

CINCINNATI

LOUISVILLE
at po'~'* SOUTH

Westingiiouse Polyphase Apparatus Supreme,
Generators, Motors, Transformers, for Two-Phase, Tliree-Phase and C F. Scott
Two-Phase Three-Phase System of Alternating- Current Power Transmission.

26,000 H. P. IIM OIL-INSULATED TRAIMSFORMERS CONSTRUCTED.
Potentials from 5,000 to 50,000 Yolts. All Apparatus Xecessary for 100 Ulile Transmission.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING CO
J BURG,

New York, I20 Broadway. Chicago, N. Y. Life BIdg. San Francisco, iWills BIdg.
Boston, Exchange BIdg. Philadelphia, Qirard Pldi; Syracuse, N. Y., Bastable BIdg.
Buffalo, N. v., 8 Erie Co. Banic BIdg. Pittsburg, Westlnghouse BIdg. Tai'^mn. ^^«sh »»' s infh St.
Charlotte, N. C, 36-38 College St, 5t. Louis, Amerifsq Pentral BIdg, Atlanta, Oa., Equitable BIdg,

Westinghouse Electric Co., Ltd.,

31 Victoria St.. London, S.W., England.

For Canada address
Ahearn & Soper, Ottawa. Out.
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COMMERCIAL

ELECTRICAL

SUPPIV CO.

SHOUIS.

NO JOKE!
A glance at this picture shows that

"Little Willie" appreciates the ur-
gent necessity of having construc-
tion material" ready forthe '-fall!"

Lo you?
You may not have to "go under-

ground"\we ctrtainly hope not!;, but
wliether "underground" or 'over-
head" you'll need supplies for this
Fall and Winter— let us quote you on
anyilJing electrical— street railway,
or lighting plant, or telephone ex-
change.

P. S. Remember our location and
that big stock.
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TRADE MARK :

"Ctfjlorrte Slttumulator "

' REGISTERED SEPTEMBER II, 1604.

THE CHLORIDE ACCUMULATOR.
TYPE D-B.

Chloride Accumulators
Of any desired capacity for

Central Stations, Trolley Regulation, Isolated Lighting

and Power Plants; for Telegraph, Telephone and Fire

Alarm Service, Etc.

The Electric Storace Battery Co.,
Drexel Building, Philadelphia, Pa. catalogues.

DDAuou ncci<>ec I 20-22 Broad St., New York. 22 Market St.. San Francisco. Cal. 1.513 Marquette Building, Cliicago, III.
UHANLH ui-i-ikt^

)' lio state St.. Boston, Mass. 215 N. Calvert St., Baltimore, Md.

Switch and Box Complete.

For Iron Armored
Conduit for

Hart Flush Switches
,

Single or Gang Switches.

"Indicating-,"

"Porcelain Clad"
Flush ST^'itches.

ELECTRIC HEATERS ' minimum expense.

THE HART&HEGEMAN MFG. CO., HARTFORD, CONN.

Portable Heater for residences and offices, size 23 inches long. 11 ^i inches
high, 5 inches wide. Weight 30 pounds.

Hlffhest Efficiency. Simplicity. Durability, Production Guaranteed,
Our Street Car Heaters lead all competitors.

Send for new illustrated circular.

Heating coils renewed like incandescent lamps. Constructed for any voltage. Work on direct
or alternating^ current. Consumes 6. 8 ampteres on no volt current, i. 5 on 500 volt current.

THE GLOBE ELECTRIC HEATING CO.,
-47 North I2th

Street, Piijiadeipliia, Pa.

Steady Lights from

Unsteady Power.

The Chapman Voltage Regulator
Controls the voltage of varying speed dynamos.

JLanip renewals reduced.
Perfect regulation of voltage by an automatic device magnetically

controlled. 35 to 50 per cent, variation in speed of water wheel or
engine controlled within 2 per cent, of the normal, and it acts as
quick as a circuit breaker. Every central station should have them.
Generators can be worked nearer the limit of their capacity by their
use, thus increasing their effective working power.

Some who are using

:

Vermont Electric Liglit Co., Burlington, Vt.
Glen Mfg. Co., Berlin, N. H.
Rumford Falls Sulphite Co., Rumford Falls, Me.
Northfleld Electric Co., Northfield, Yt.
Hollingsworth & Whitney Co., Waterville, Me.
Bar Mills Electric Co., Bar Mills, Me.
Forest Mills Co., Bridgton, Me.
Norway Electric Light Co., Norway, Me.

Crookston Water, Pr. &Lt. Co.. Crookston. Minn.
Pondicherry Mills, Bridgton, Me.
Kingston Electric Co., Philadelphia, Pa
Burgess Sulphite Co., Berlin, N. H.
Cliff Paper Co., Niagara Falls, N. Y.
Westbrook Electric Light Co., Westbrook, Me.
Yalle3-field Electric Co., Yalleyfield, Quebec.
Orr & Co., Paper Mills, Troy, N. Y.

Recent orders have just been received from Stanley Electric Mfg. Co., Pittsfleld, Mass.: Calumet
& Hecla Smelting Co., So. Lake Linden, Mich.;- Edison Elec. lU'g Co., Topeka, Kan.; Marietta Elec.
Co., Marietta, 0., and Westbrook Elec. Lt. & Pr. Co., Westbrook, Me.

CO •OIMDENCI .ici-

Patents owned and controlled exclnsively by

Bosion O'ftce. 154 Confess St.

New York Office. Brewster tug. Co.,

Thames Bulldlo^. New York City.

Send for Circular A, or
mentloa Western Electrician.

THE BELKNAP MOTOR CO.,
Home Office and Manufactory: Portland, Me., Ui S. A.
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KEYSTONE ELECTRIC CO.,
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY, ERIE, PA.

NON-ARCING AUTOMATIC CIRCUIT BREAKERS
GUARANTEED TO OPERATE PERFECTLY OR NO PAY. MADE FOR ALTERNATING OR

DIRECT CURRENT. ANY VOLTAGE. CATALOGUE FREE.

AUTOMATIC CIRCUIT BREAKER COMPANY. NEWAYGO, MICHIGAN. U, S, A,

FIVE
GOOD
BOOKS.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
Suite 5T0 Marquette Building,

CHICAGO, ILL.

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

BUCZETE
QUALITY

UNEQUALED
FACTORY
PRODUCTION
TRIPLED.

IIMOA.IMD
Monadnock Building, Ciiicago.

IVI
THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

JUST JrtiHMT YOU MRE LOOKING FORI
^=— A New and Valuable Book—^=^

Electric Lighting Plants,
THEIR COST AND OPERATION.

By W. J. Buckley. With numerous illustrations, diagrams, plans, tables, etc. 275 pages. Cloth. Price, S2.00, postage free. This work
gives all necessary data for the erection of an electric light plant of any size. The cost of Arc Lighting. The cost of Incandescent Lighting.

READ THE TABLE OF CONTENTS:
Alternating Arc Lamps, Arc Plants, Belting, Boilers, Boiler Settings, Boiler Efficiencies, Books, Building, Cost of Arc Dynamos and Lamps,

Cost of Arc Plants Erected, Cost of Alternating Dynamos, Cost of Alternating Plants Erected, Cost of Belts, Cost of Boilers, Cost of Brick
Chimneys, Cost of Copper for Alternating Circuit, Cost of Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound High
Speed Engines,. Cost of Condensers, Cost of Friction Clutch Pulleys, Cost of Heaters, Cost of High Speed Engines, Cost of Incandescent
Dynamos, Cost of Idlers, Cost of Injectors, Cost of Meters, Cost of Motors, Cost of Operating Lamps per hour. Cost of Power Generators.

Cost of Poles, Cost of Plain Pulleys, Cost of Pillow Blocks, Cost of Pumps, Cost of Shafting, Cost of Shaft Couplings, Cost of Stacks-
iron, Cost of Stacks—brick. Cost of Steam, Cost of Transformers, Cost of Wire, Chimneys, Circuit Loss, Contract Blanks, Current Distri-

bution, Circuits—overhead. Circular Mils of Wire, Depreciation, Direct Connected Apparatus, Dynamos, Dynamo Data, Economy of Con-
densing, Economy of Covering Steam Pipes, Economy of Heater, Efficiency of Engines, Engines, Equivalent of Current in Horse Power,
Equivalent Rates of Lighting, Fuel, Horse Power of Belting, Horse Power of Motors, Horse Power of Shafting, Incandescent Arc Lamps,
Instruments, Instructions for Employes, Insulation, Labor, Load Chart, Meter Connections, Municipal Ownership, Natural Gas, N.E.L.A.
Standard Rules, Oil, Outcome of Practical Management, Pole Line, Pulleys, Rope Transmission, Resistance of Wire, Rules—Fire Under-
writers, Report Com. on Data N. E. L. A., Reports of Cities Owning Plant, Reports of Cities Contracting, Stock Room, Shafting, Trans-
formers, Transformer Curves, Wiring Tables—Primary Wiring, Wiring Tables—Secondary Wiring, Wiring Tables, Motor Wiring, Wire,
Wire Formula, Water Power, Wood as Fuel. The only book of its kind in the English Language. Price, $2.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Suite 51 Marquette Building, Chicago.
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EuoEyE F, Phillips, Prest. F. N. Phillips, Treas. W. H. Sawtkb, Secy.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PKOVIUENC'K, K. 1.

BAEE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

iiv.w YOHK Store, 1*. 0. Ackerman, lo Cortliindt St.

Chicago Stoke, F. K. Donohoe. 241 MiiiHsou St.

Montreal, Brakch. Eugene F. riillltps' Electrical Works.

THE CLARK WIRE.
FOR

SWITCHBOARD,

RAILWAY

and MOTOR USE.

CLARK WIRE"

All sizes of

Stranded and Flex*

ibie Wire and
Cables with

' Clark's insulation.

laspector Boston Fire Underwriters* Uttlon says;

"A thoroughly reliable aad desirable wire In every respect.'*

The Clark wire has been before the public and in use for the past ten years,

and has met with universal favor. We guarantee our insulation wherever used.

Aerial, Underground or Submarine, and our net prices are as low, if not lower,

than any other first-class insulated wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues,

with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
JHENEY A. CLAEK, Treas. and Gen'l Manager.
HERBERT H. EUSTIS. Fres. and Electrician.

61-63 Hampshire Street,

Preserve Your Copies

-—2^' Western Electrician.
BINDERS $1.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

ISnite 510 Marquette Baildinj;;, CHIC.4GO.

^1 ^^^^|u'

1
5

It Wmm- ,1

1

TRIMMER'S
TOWER WAGON.

Highly Endorsed.
5tudebaker Bros. Mfg. Co.

0€ntlt7fien:—ln reply to your inquiry as to the ad-
vantage in the use of Light Tower wagons, which
you constructed by my request, to be used In trlm-
mlDgthe arc lamps which are distributed through-
out tlie parks and boulevards of the West Chicago
Iiark system, 1 will say that we have purchased six
i)f these wagons and they have proven to be every-
thing anticipated. I have had two trimmers taking
care of (;oo arc lamps per day of eight hours. The
trimmers would trim and clean the lamps and keep
them In satisfactory eondlilon without any dltllculty,
and this has been done when the thermometer was
below zero. In the use of the wagon on smooth
roads it U not necessary to have an extra driver, the
horse soon becomes so well trained that he will stop
before each lamp pole by a simple command from
ihe trimmer. I consider the Tower Wagon, as a
means of trimming arc lamps, to be much cheaper
than the old way of trimming by the use of ladders.

Yours trulv, Fokee Bain.
Chicago, July (!, ik-.i?.

Write for detailed description.

STUDEBAKERBROS.MFG.CO.,
SOUTH BEND, IND.

[HercUlesBAtTerie:
1^ Clede batteries

PiitL liKfRirMifi.fn.
-- Pmil. Imi

-

(POKCEUlH INSUIAIIOM Of all KindsJ
We Solklt Ihe maKlrJ ol

SpecAl Designs of- Porcelain.

\Ve undersell all on
EverjthingElectrical.

r~)*322'

The 4 Leading Electric Novelties.

T^tp-2 r

KbCkiio LlgJit. Dollar Motor. »3 iNecKtie I^iglit.

OHIO ELECTRIC WORKS, CLEVELAND, O. Bicycle Light.

Agents wanted. Headquarters for Electric Novelties. Catalogue free.
with 4 Batteries equals any $30 Outfit.

^^Our 56 Fan Motor

The Bullock Electric Mfg. Co.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT

032 BF30.AD>A^A,Y, CklM^IIMN A.-ri, OHI^. \^

NEW YORK:

AND

POWER PLANTS,
AND

SLOW SPEED
MOTORS.

BOSTON:

St. Paul Building;.

No. 8 Oliver Street.

PHILADELPHIA:
No. 662 Bourse Building.

CHICAGO:
No. 623 Western Union BIdg.

AMERICAN"lkr
ARE THE BEST. Sen? lor Descriptive Circular.

Absolutely Non-lnfrlnging.
Protection Cuaranteec.

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
TD 1BS9. 38 W. Quincy SI., Chicago, Ml.

The Electrician Publishing

Co., Suite 510 Marquette

Building, Chicago. Headquar-

ters for all latest Electrical

Books. Write for Catalogue.

everythinb in wire.
BARE AND INSULATED.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF THE "CHICAGO" RAIL BOND.

WASHBURN ^ MOEIM IVIFC. CO.,
VK/^^F^CESTER, VIA.SS.

BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES: New York. Chicago, San Francisco, Houston, Phlladelohia,
Pittsburg, Boston.

WEATHERPROOF WIRE.
COMPLETE STOCK CARRIED BY

Western Electric Co., New York.

Electric Appliance Co., Chicago.

Pettingell Andrews Co., Boston.

Electrical Engineering Co., Minneapolis.

St. Lonis Electrical Supply Co., St. Louis,

Tlie Bradford Belting Co., Cincinnati

Pliillips Insulated Wire Co.,

Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET, R. L
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WANTED.
A practical elci'trU' liKliI iHii'inan. thnroiiplily

compett'ut to <lfi uiul l-ikc I'liarue of line and
house wIl'lDg; musi iKMupiililr of liandlliiK men
to advuntaKo. state salary, ex pt-rlence and edu-

cation. Mono hut oxperieTUa'd men need apply.
AUGUSTA RAILWAY & ELECTRIC CO.,

AUGUSTA, (lA.

WANTED.
By an exiierlenced telephone man who would

invest a small sum of money, a position as super-
intendent or manager in a telephone exchange
in a prosresstve town. Has elgnt years' experi-

ence and can furnish best of references. Ad-
dress "Telephone." care of Western Elec-
TitTCiAN, 610 Marquette Building, Chicago.

>A/ A. IMTEID.
ARMATURES TO REWIND.
winders direct from T.-H. and Westinghonse
sliops. Wort< guaranteed. Ten years' experience.
Light plants installed complete. 8eud for puces.

HODCE, WALSH & LORINC,
531 Delaware. Kansas City. Mo,

FOR SALE.
TwolSOK. W. 500-Tolt multipolar' generators

very cheap.

Hartley Electrical Works.
203 Randolph Street, CHICAGO.

Second=Hand Engines.

for sale cheap by The American Engine Co.,

builders of the American-Ball Engines and Elec-

trical Machinery. Hound Brook, N. J.

F-OF9 SiEkL-El.
Second hand Arc Lamps of different manu-

facture: good as new and thoroughly tested:

also, Arc and Incandescent Dynamos and other
electrical apparatus.
Always in the market for scrap Dynamos,

Motors, Wire, Copper, burned out Incandes-
cent Lamps and Lamp bases, etc. AddressTHE
C0R:\MAX com*"aimY, 1134 Hamilton St.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Bargains in Street Railway
Apparatus.

MOTORS^ Price each.

4G. E. 800 motors $1.«5.00

2SteL'lmotors, "C" No. 3 200.(j0

4 Walker moiors, 30 h. p 175,00

2 Westinghouse No. 12, 30 h. p 150.00

10
• No.l2.20ll.p 160.00

23 " No.3.25h.p 150.00
24 Edison No. 6, 15 h. p 65.00

GENERATORS.
Edison, T.-H., Detroit, Rae. Write for prices.

TRUCKS.
20McGuire old style trucks. 25 Brill trucks.

Cars and Trailers, write for photos and prices.

Tlie Electrical ^Exchange,
Long Distance Tel. 744 Express.

166-174 S. Clinton St., Chicago.

BIDS WANTED.
Thecityof Asheville,N.C.. desires bids for fur-

nishing and maintaining one hundred to one
hundred and fifty electric arc lights of two-
thousand (2,000) candle power each.
The city reserves the right to reject anv or

all bids. Bids to be received until Sept. 20, 1S97.
GEO. F. SCOTT. Chairman.

Special Light Committee,
Asheville, N. C.

Proposals for Electric Lighting.

Sealed proposals are invited by the
City Council of Gilman, 111., for in-
stalling an electric light plant in con-
nection with the water works plant of
said city. The city will furnish power
house, with a 60 h. p. boiler and pump,
and will contract for 23 3,000 c. p. arc
lights, all-night service, and pumping
water. Franchise for a term of years will
be granted for commercial and private
lighting in said city. All bids opened
Sept. 15. Particulars furnished upon
application, the City Council reserving
the right of reiecting anv or all bids.
Address C. P. Eoright, Clerk, Oilman, III.

NOTICE TO BIDDERS.
Notice is hereby given that bids will

be received by the Common Council of
the City of Niagara Falls up to and in-

cluding the first day of November, 1897,

at 8 o'cloclc p. m., for the exclusive
furnishing of electric arc lights to the
City of Niagara Falls for a period of five

years from November 1, 1898, according
to specifications" on file with the city
clerk.

Each bid shall give the name and ad-
dress of the bidder and shall state the
price per annum for which the bidder
will furnish each electric arc li^ht of a
two thousand (2,000) candle lamp power
for said term.
The estimated number of arc lights

to be furnished is three hundred (300)

w th the right of the Common Council
of the said city to increase or decrease
the said number as it may elect during
said term.
The successful bidder will be required

to enter into contract for the furnishing
of such number of electric arc lights as
may be required for such term at the
price per annum named in its bid and
to furnish bond in twenty thousand dol-

lars ($20,000) for the faithful perform-
ance of said contract.
Each bidder must accompany his bid

with a certified check for ten thousand
dollars ($10,1(00) as a guarantee that he
will enter into contract if the same is

awarded to him.
Further information, if desired, will

be furnished by the city clerk upon ap-
plication.

All bids shall be opened at the meeting
of the Common Council to be held Mon-
day. November 1, 1897.

The Common Council reserves the

right to reject any or all bids.

Dated August 16. 1897.

By order of the Common Council.

S. F. ARKUriH,

LEGAL NOTICE.
STATE OF ILLINOIS, COUNTY OF

COOK, SS.
In the County Court of Cook County,
In the matter of the Metropolitan Electric

Company, Insolvent, 16.384.

Under an Order of Court entered in the
above entitled cause, on the first day of
September, 1897, sealed proposals for the
purchase of the entire stock of merchandise
now on hand, trade marks, pateuts, fiood
will and husiness of the above named in-

solvent, which will be shown by the inven-
tory on file in said cause, after deducting
goods sold by the assignee herein under
Order of Court, entered July 31, 1897, and
not including, however, bills and accounts
receivable, real estate and cash on hand,
will be received by the undersigned as as-
signee at its office, 100 Washington, street,
Chicago, 111., on or before 12 o'clock noou
of September 14, 1S97.

Copies' of the inventory of the said prop-
erty can be examined and all information
will be furnished by the undersigned as such
assignee, and aa Inspection of the property
can be had upon application to the under-
signed at its office, 100 Washington street,
Chicago, 111., at any time prior to Septem-
ber 14, 1897, at 12 o'clock noon.
The terms of the sale of the property

under said order are cash, and under the
terms of said order said assignee will at
2 o'clock p. m. on the 14th day of Septem-
ber, 1897, present in open court all pro-
posals or offers received by it for the pur-
chase of said property, which said bids
will thereupon be opened by the court, and
additional bids for the said stock of mer-
chandise, trade marks, patents, good will
and business, as an, entirety, will be re-
ceived by said court.
The right is reserved to reject all pro-

posals.
It is further ordered by the court that

each bid for the purchase of the property
be accompanied by a deposit, in currency
or certified check, for ten per cent. (10 per
cent.) of the purcha^ price, which shall be
forfeited to the estate in case such party,
if he becomes a buyer of said merchandise,
fails to comply with his bid and proposal
and fails to pay the amount due for said
merchandise in six (6) davs thereafter.
CHICAGO TITLE AND TRUSTCOMPANY,
Assignee of the Metropolitan Electric

Company, Insolvent,
By HENRY W. LEMAN, Second Vice-

President.
LOUIS SPAHN. Attorney for Assignee.

PLATINUMF&f o>- Purpoaea.

BAKER & CO., 408 4iA New Jersey
Railroad Ave., Newark* N^ J^

Scrap Copper Wire Wanted.
If you have any Old Copper Wire of any description to

dispose of, It will pay you to commuDicate with us, as we are
".'u _all times in the market for any quantity of Scrap Copper
Wire, at the highest market values. We pay cash and send
prompt returns. We are also supplying the electrical trade with
our high grade Babbitt, Cotton Waste, Solder, Etc. Please com-
municate with us.

SWARTS METAL REFINING CO.,
20 N. Desplalnes Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Stilwell's Patent s^/iTfL Water Purifier.
Removes all Impurities.

ENTIRELY PREVENTS SCALE IN STEAM

BOILERS. Catalogue on Application.

Tie Stilwell-Bierce & Smitli-Vaile Co.,

DAYTON, OHIO.
Risilon Iron & liocomotlve Works. San Francisco. Cal., Paclflc Coast Asent.

DON'T THINK
That )'ou can keep posted as to

what is going on in the western

electrical field without reading the

Western Electrician. It is the
electrical newspaper, and if you
are not a subscriber you will find it

to your advantage to become one
at once.

*3.00 per year

;

$1.50 for six months.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 510 MarauettR RIdq.. CHICAGO

THE BELL,
STYLE "F"

3 TO 15 INCHES.
A,S»« F-OR IT.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

HUEBEL & MANGER,
MANUFACTURERS,

290 Graham St., Brooklyn. N. Y.

ST.CLAIR HOTEL
AMERICAN PLAN,

Sixth, Mound and Kenyon Streets,

CINCINNATI, O.

All modern conveniences; rooms en suite;
private baths; excellent cuisine. For transient
and resident guests. Coolest and cleanest place
in tlie city. Atmosphere of home.

LEWIS KENNEDY & SON.

THE "TWO BALLS " ADJUSTABLE HANGER,
(Automatic! Side Swing At-

tachment (adjustable).

IVI. I. \/^uc^i-i-i-.
Electrical Specialties,

202 S. FrontSt.. La Crosse, Wis.

' I'ateiits Pending.

SOLD BY I Chicago General Fixture Co., Cliicago. Commercial Electrical Supply Co.. St. Louis.
I
U. S: Electric. Supply Co., 120 Liberty St., New York. Geo. C. Ewing, S OUver St., Boston,

RAILWAY GENERATORS.
One T.-H. M. V. 100, 13.5 h. p.. complete wltli pan il switcliboard, excellent condition.
Four D 62's. 80 h. p., with station instruments.
Two Edison CO K. W.. 80 h. p., with station instruments
Four T.-H. M. P. 500, (JCG h. p., with station apparatus.

20 li;-foot closed car bodies. Will sell these car bodies alone or fully equipped on trucks,
with Walker motors, single or double equipment. All In Ai condition ana ready for immediate
service. Cars of Brill and Jones malte.

i>0 Security Fare Registers in first rate order and condition.

CHAS. N. WOOD,%'TiitTf Boston, Mass.

Garlock Waterproof Hydraulic Packing
EXCELS ALL

FOR COLD WATER ONLY.
GARLOCK EXTRA, ELASTIC RING, SECTIONAL, SPIRAL,

HIGH PRESSURE, AND DUO PACKINGS ARE STANDARD.

OUR GUARANTEE.—We pack satisfactorily apainst all pressures
aod temperatures of Steam, Water, Ammonia, etc., or no pay.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

THE GARLOCK PACKING COMPANY,
Palmyra, N. Y. New York. Philadelphia. Chicago. Rome. Ga.

Boston. Pittsburgh. Cleveland. St. Louis. Denver.

JHB^V^ H> £ LLI07T ELECTRICL CQ,
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Victor Turbine Water Wlieel.
Cylinder or Register Gate— Close Regulation and High Efficiehcy

at Full and Partial Gate.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CELEBRATEn WATER

WHIi^VIIj as particularly adapted to their use, on account of its remarkably steady moilon,
high speed and great effleiency and larse capacity for its diameter, being double
the power of most wheels ot the same diameter. It is used by a number of the leading electric com-
panies with great satisfaction. In the economical use ol water it is without an equal, prodrcmg the
highest per cent of uselul effect gaarauieed.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PARTICULARS.
The accompanying engraving represents a single ID-inch Victor Turbine on horizontal shaft to

develop 36 H. P. under 3S feet head. Arranged with 12-inch Worrell Friction Coupling at one end to
disconnect pulley.

We are now prepared to furnish Victor Turbines, cither single or in pairs, on horizontal shafts
and where the situation admits of their use we recommend them.

THE S^ILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO., DAYTON, OHIO.
R ^d-M5 tron & Locomotivp Works, San FrauciscO: Cal Pacific "oast Agents

The Standard Open Circuit Batteries

of the World.

SEND FOB CIECULAK AND PBICE3.

THE LECLANCH^ BATTERY CO.,
Ill to 117 East 131st St.. N. Y.

On receipt of.

10 CENTS
We will send you a

Westeri Electrim

loofllM ScleJulG

FOR 1897.

Every Lighting man should

have one.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 510 Marquette BIdg.. CHICAGO

WHITE CEDAR POLES
And STREET CAR TIES.

Wholesale Producers.

:c3 & SCRIMS, ^A.cscsE-r-r, ivii^iH.

CEDAR
LiNDSLEY Bros.,

MENOMINEE, MICH.,

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS. POLES

CEDAR
Telegraph, Telephone, DO I CO

Railway and Electric L.ight f U LtU
A.. J. IVI<sl_EilKINi, IN/Ienonninee, IVIicK.

CEDAR PDLES
AND RAILWAY TIES.

NORTHERN SUPPLY COMPANY.
Yards, Pesbtlgo, Wis., Fislier and Nathan, Midi. Office. Old Colony BIdg.. Chicago, III.

Central Manufacturing; Co.,
CHA.TTAJ400GA, manufacturers and dealers in TBNN.

ELECTRICAL MOULDINGS;^

—

LJ U'J

TMIIIW
National Tube Works Company.

Boston, 70 Federal St. I Chicago, corner Clinton and Fulton Streets.
New York, Havemey^r Building. Cortlandt St. St. Louis. 938 North Second Street.
Pittsburg, Fidelity Building. Fourth Ave. I Works McKeesport, Pa-

I'edar ICailivay. Telephone.
Telegraph and Electric Light

I'ino painted cross arms ^nd Oak pins. Get
niir prices for delivery at any destination. Six
sorting yards, our Monroe yard beintr most
Southern and Knstern in Michigan. Ourcard;
Al poles and good despatch.

W. G. Sterling & Son,
MONROE, MICH.

ELECTROTYPES.
C-HIGAGO ELECTRO. & STEREO. CO.,

149-155 Plymoutn Place, Chicago.

JUST PUBLISHED.

DYNAMOS >
A practical explanation of the DesigTung,

Construction, Operation, Main-
tenance and the

CARE AND MANAGEMENT
...OF...

DVINAiVIOS,
BY F. S. HUNTING,

Chief Engineer Fort Wayne Electric Cor-
poration.

20 Pages, Size 7 by 10 inches, 26 Illustrations,
Pamphlet Form.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Suite 510 9Iariiiiette Bldg:^ Chicago.

THE TEIaEPHONR HAKD-BOOKl
BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB.

Member of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, London. Autlior of "^ Pra.iical Guide to the TestiTig of
Insulated Wires and Cables.'^ Joint Author of "Electricity in Daily Life."

^ri^^ $1.00.l^& Poses, 138 lllus-tra'tioins, Clo-fcH, Hand'
EXTKACT FROM PREFACE.

"This little book has no pretension to be considered a complete treatise on telephony as it exists in America. The time for such a work is not yet come. But it is felt that there Is a demand
for a practical book on telephone workinp and management, and the TELEPHONE HAND BOOK Is an attempt at meeting that demand. With the exception of a few chanters dealing with
certain forms of transmitters and receive, s used in Europe, which are given for the infot-mation of those who may wish to engage in the manufacture of telephones, the book is b.ised entirely on
standard American practice; and most of the material, apparatus and methods described are paculiar to or have originated in this country."

'Jo pains have been spared to make It the bf^t book of its kind. It is right up to date, intensely practical, and so plain and clear in its language that anyone can understand and learn from it

»Tei7thlng regarding teleplione work and management. It conforms in size and style to our other Kand-Books whicti have been so favorably received by the entire electrical fraternity.

CHAPTEK 1. The Invention of the Tslephone.
2. Sound Waves. Articulate Speech.
3. Electric Telephony. The Bell Telephone.
4. The Microphone.
5. Current Induction. Electromagnetic In-

duction.
6. The Induction Coll: Its Use In the Tele-

phone Transmitter.
7. The Complete Telephone Circuit
8. Magnet Telephones.
9. The Bell Telephone Receiver.

10. Other forms of Magnet Telephones.
U^ The Gower, Ader and D'Arsonval Receiv-

ers, Mercadier's Bi-Telephone.
53^ The Siemens, Kotyra^ Neumayer and

BQttcber Receivers.

-CONTENTS.
CHAPTER J3. Carbon Transmitters.

14. The Blake Transmitter.
15. The Long Distance Transmitter.
16. The Solid-back Transmitter.
17. The Berliner Transmitter.
18. The Cuttrlss Transmitter.
19. Various European Transmitters.
20. The Effleiency of Carbon Transmitters.
21. Batteries for Teleplione Work.
22. Open Circuit Batteries.
23. Closed Circuit Batteries.
24. The Practical Management of Batteries.
25o .Magneto Bell.
26. Automatic Switches.
??„ Telephone Line Construction.

1 28. Metallic Circuit,

29. Underground Wlres^
30. Lightning Arresters.
31. Inside Wiring.
32. Installation of Telephone Instruments.
33. Inspection and Maintenance.
34. The Condenser; Its Use in Telephony.
35. Electromagnetic Retardation.
36. Exchange Working.
37. Small Exchanges.
38. Party Lines : The Bridging BelL
39. Long Distance Telephony.
40. Duplex Telephony.
41. Simultaneous Telegraphy and Telephony

Appendix.;

i»tsteM.i.».fl*a«*i»r,aiei.y gLEPTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., Suit© 5!0 IWIarguett© Buildiireg, eHIGAeOo,
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Neale Automatic Call Indicator

HAVE YOU HAD A CALL?

fLOOK AT THAT!

AND CIRCUIT CLOSING ATTACHMENT.

Patented.

Perfect, Reliable, Faultless in Construction and Artistic in Appearance.

Advantages Claimed in this Indicator are: Saving time and annoyance where there is more than one
Announcing a call during absence. telephone in use.

Working independent of the line circuit. Any number of bells can be applied at exact cost of bell.

A mechanical action, giving a continuous ringing bell. An ordinary electric bell can be used.

All these advantages at one-third the regular cost.

Special prices on dozen and gross lots to dealers and agents. Address communications to

The Climax Novelty Co., Pittsburg, Pa,
^V. C. PRICKETT, Pres.; E. V. 9IAKSH, Secy, and Treas.: A. I». XEAIiE, Gen'l Mgr.

American Electric

Telephone Co.,

The Largest Manufacturers
-OF-

171

lepKiones s
S\A^i'tcHboa rds

ISf THE rWITED STATES.

All Goods Strictly High Grade.
325 exchanges, aggregating 60,000 telephones, in

use. Three years service. Write for our 1897
catalogue showing new types and prices.

American Elec. Telephone Co.,

and I73S. Canal Street, CHICAGO.
PCEIAIN]^!lUFACTOinr.PORCf

SkkhO

\Wk
IK

1h
WESTERN TELEPHONE

-•^CONSTRUCTION CO.,
260 S. Clinton Street, CHICAGO,

. . LARGEST MANUFACTUSESS OF . .

Telephones and Appliances,
EXCLUSIVELY. IN THE UNITED STATES.

IT SPEAKS
FOR ITSELF AND FOR YOU!

THERE ARE MICROPHONES AND IVIICROPHONES,

BUT
THE MILDE CARBON IVIICROPHONES

(CONTROLLED BY US)

Excel All Others.
WITCHBOABDS and TEIiEFHONES.

STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.,
IVIcicJJsonL. "Wis., XJ. S. A.

NHW EDITION.X -RAYS
FOR EVERYBODY.

Iclv\^^rcl Tr^-s^^r^.

Just off the Press. 93 Pages. 47 Illustrations.

Fully describes in plain terms how to perform experiments with the X-Ray Outfit.

Tells what electrical apparatus is needed and how to manipulate it. Illustrations show
clearly how to connect up the Crookes Tube, the RuhrnkorS Coil, and how to run

them, either by batteries or electric light currents. How to make an X-Ray Outl5t

very cheaply, including a Fluoroscope.
Write us at once, enclosing 25 Cents in stamps, postal note, express money or-

der, and get one of these valuable books.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO..
^'°

!St:?^^i*J<?.'^^'

MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP:
With leg-al and editorial opinions, tables and cost of lights as tarnished by private companies and municipal plants.

BY IVI. J. F-RAIMOISCO.
Fourth edition, revised. 10« pages. PBICE 50c. Full of valuable information for everyone interested in the subject.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 610 MARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICAGO,
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I New UUm Transmitter,

IIAKKALOW PATENT.

Issued Nov. 17, 1890.

FINEST TALKER ON EARTH.

Especially for I'^xcliance and

Long-Distance Service.

AVe manufacture Switcliboards,

all styles of Telepiiones and every-

thing to equip an exchange.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

Kokomo Telephone &
Electric Mfg. Co.,

KOKOMO, INI)., U.S. A.

Special Inducements
TO AGENTS OF UNDOUBTED RESPONSIBILITY

Kansas City, Mo.
Des Moines, la.

Omaha, Neb.
Salt Lake, Utah.

In the Following Cities:

San Francisco, Cal.

Denver, Colo.

Fort Worth, or

Dallas, Te.\.

Little Rock, Ark.

New Orleans, La.

Memphis, Tenn., and
Louisville, Ky.

ite: A.-r ^im^e:.

THE D. A, KUSEL TELEPHONE MFG. CO,,
No. I 105 Pine St., ST. LOUIS, MO.

^T^TNISQHASBEEH MAKING

tTELEPHONES
f? 20 YEARS, NOT CHEAP BUT
SERVICEABLE AIIIl FULLY CUSRAKTEED.

,
• CIRCULARS FURNISHED. •

VIADUCT ElECTRlCC«
BALTIMORE. MP. U.S. A.

sm/r/zm ron/uYfou/FAH

OP-^TO-J^ATS.

mfpmrfmmu
OuniTuy) Mq.- Oiieaey)

.

/^^C . CO^

DOMESTIC
Electrical Work.
Concise and Practical Explanations for Plumb-
ers, Tinners and Hardware Dealers on How

to Wire Buildings for Bells, Alarms,
Annunciators and for Qas

Lighting from Batteries.

Illustrated with Twenty-two Diagrams.

By William A. Wittbecker.

Price in Paper, 25 Cents.
Price in Cloth, 50 Cents.

THE growing demand for simple electrical ap
paratus in dwelling houses, offices and-\i'6rk

shops and the need of plain instructions whereby
any person without a previous knowledge of elec-

tricitj' may be enabled to undertake their suc-
cessful installation, has prompted tlie publication
of this little book. It is not intended for the
amateur wlio seeks for notliing but experii^entai
work, neither is it expected to enlighten tqe ex-
pert electrician ; but to the person who is seeking
for information that will assist him in increasing
his daily earnings this little volume is addressaC
The Information given is above all else practi-

cal, and with a close observance of the directfons
laid down anyone without the slightest knowl-
edge of electricity should be able to do the work
described.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

Suite 5 10 Marquette BIdg.,

SWEDISH

TELEPHONES.

lIICROPaOHVES eUARA.NTEEI> ISfBEFJNITEIiY,
and are the only ones that can he immersed in w^ater

for a month without impairing efflviencj''.

McFell Electric Co.,
1549-50 and 1726 Marquette BIdg., Chicago.

SEND FOR LIST OF
^— ARTICLES ON X-RAY
EXPERIMENTS PUBLISHED IN THE WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, ...i^^V.^'^.^.. CHICAGO.

DIRECTORY OF PRINCIPAL ELEC-

TRICAL AND MECHANICAL

ENGINEERS.

i

Charles A. Pratt,

Consulting Electrical Engineer.

\ ^.:.w6^ transmission ana suDdlvlslon tor

I ITfcctories. Electric coal mining plants

I

Designs lor special machinery,
Plans, specifications, tests, supervision.

1118 Monadnock BIdg.. Chicago.

Force Bain,
Electrical and
Mechanical Engineer.ConsultiUK,

IieaiKDlne,
rtuper\ islntr. I'lans. Sppcllicatlons and
Constructing, i;cneral Engineering.
Testing. Expert in Patent Causes.

t^nlte 1057. \»nH aod ir,m>
llonadnock BIdg.. <IIIC.4<;0.

Bound Volumes

Western [legtrigian

FOB SAliE,

From Vol. I. to Vol. XV.

&DDBEBS

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

SnltP510^Vla^^llettQPnt^^^tng. CUJCAftO

Ihe Coast Line to MACKINAC
' TAKE THE '

W MACKINAC
DETROIT
PETOSKEY
CHICAGO

New Steel Passenger Steamers
The Greatest Perfection yet attained In

Boat Construction—Luxurious Equipment,
Artistic Furnishing, Decoration and Effic-

ient Service, insuring: ihe highest degree of

COMFORT, SPEED AND SAFETY
Four Trips per Week Between

Toledo, Detroit and Mackinac
PETOSKEY, "the SOO," MARQUETTE

AND DULUTH.
LOW RATES to Picturesque Mackinacand

Return, including Heals and Berths. From
Cleveland, $18; from Toledo. $15; from
Detroit. $13 So-

DAY AND NIGHT SERVICE.

Between Detroit and Cleveland
Connecting at Cleveland with Earliest

Trains for all points East, South and South-
west and at Detroit for all points North and
Northwest.

Sunday Trips June, July, August and Sept Only

EVERY DAY BETWEEN

Cleveland,Put=in=Bay.j^Toledo
Send for Illustrated Pamphlet. Address
A. A. SCHANTZ, a. p. «.. DETROIT^ MICH.

me Detioit & Cleveland 8tean Nav. Go.

I THAT

Our profits

WE'RE NOT ASSEMBLERS-WE MAKE EVERYTHING OURSELVES.

wi'h'l™^?.* !.';'.*l!^'."'"'^'j!°''
not jqulPPlng your exchange with STROMBERQ-CARLSON TELEPHONES and TELEPHONE APPARATUS,

are SKrlfS DON'T BUvTla"^IUt°~°"'' '"''"' '^ """ STANDARD OP HIQH GRADE WORK is maintained throughout.

Get our Catalogue, good reading in it on tlie patent situation. Goodadvlce to the uninitiated.

The Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. COi
76 W. JA€K801% KOUI.KVAKI), CHICAGO, ILl.., If. S. A.
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KNOWLEDGE IS POWER.
Everyone engaged in the electrical business should keep posted on the developments in

the art by reading the latest books on the subject. We are headquarters in the

West for electrical books and can fill orders for any work published, promptly on

receipt of price. We call your special attention to the following standard books:

Allsop, F. C.—Electrical Bell Construct on; Treatise on the
Ooaatruction of Electric Bells, Indicators, aad similar

apparatus. 177 illustrations $1.25

Angell, J.—Elements of Magnetism and Electricity, witb
Practical Instructions for the Performance of Eip' rt-

ments, nnd the ooostructioa of cheap apparatus. One
hundredth thousand. 160 lllusirationa %1.0J

Atkinson, Philip.—The Elements of Electric Lighting.
Sovenih edition, fully revised, and new matter added. 104
illustrations. 260 pages f1.50

Atkinson, Philip.—The Elements of Dynamic Electricity and
Magnetism. 406 pages and 117 Illustrations. Second
edition $2.00

Ayrton. W. E.—Practical Elpctricity; a Laboratory and
Lecture Course for First-year Students of Electrical
Engineering, based on Ihe Practical Definitioas of the
Electrical Units. With numerous illuetrations. Sixth
edition $2.50

Badt, Lieut. F. B.—New Dynamo Tenders' Hand Boot. Thi^
is, as the name indicate'', a Mew Book, much more com-
plete tban the old one. with all the luformation, instroc-
cions and rules which are required by practical men,
as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers, nnd
owners and operators of all kinds of Electric Plantn. It is

the only book of the kind pub ished Id the English
language. 226 pages, 140 illustrations, flexible cloth
binding, size of type page 5>^x3 Inches $1.00

Badt, Lieut. F. B.—Incandescent Wiring Hand-book. A
timely book containing fall illustrations for incandescent
wiring and complete Information concerning methods of
running wires, location of pafety device-*, hplices, insula-
tion, testing for faults, wire gnuge^, general electrical

data, calculating sizes ot wires, wiring flxiui'fs, elevator /,

buildings, isolated and central statinn piauts 'Ihe only
book of the kind published. Type page 6]^x3 inches,
flexible cloth bindlDg. 66 pageEi, 35 cuts and 5 tables, 3 of
which are 12x18 inches $1.00

Badt, Lieut. F. B.—Bell Hangars' Hanrt-ook. Just ihe book
for people engaged in selLng, in^^talling or handling elec-
tric batteries, electric bells, plevators, house or hotel
annunciators, burglar or fire alnrms, electric gas lighting
apparatus, electric heat apparatus. 106 pages, 97 Illustra-

tions, flexible cloth binding. Type page 5!4sa inches.$1.00 '

Badt, Lieut. F. B.—Electric Transmission Hand-book. First
edition, three thousand copies. 97 pages, 22 illustrations,

27 original tables ...$1.00
Gives more Practical information on the subject than

any work published to date The book contains all neces-
sary Information for Power Producers, Capitalists, Agents,
Engineers and Motor Inspectors. With this book anybody
may make estimates on the co.-t of Transuaission Plants.

BedelL Fred'k and Albert C. Crehore.—Alternating Cur-
rents; An Analytical and Graphical Treatment for Btu-
dents and Engineers. Second edition. 112 illustra-

tions $2.50

Blakesley, T. H.—Papers on Alternating Turrents of Elec-
tricity for the use of Students and Engineers. Third
edition, enlarged. 12mo, cloth $1.50

Bonney, Q. E.—Electro-Plater's Hand Book. A Manual for
Amateurs and Young Students on Electro-Metallurgy. 60
illustrations. 208 pages. 12mo, cloth $1.25

Bottone, S. R.—Electrical Instrument Making for Amateurs.
A Practical Hand-book, with 48 illustrations. Fourth edi-
tion. Enlarged by a chapter on tho Telephone $0.50

Bottone, 5. R.—The Dynamo, How Made and How Used. A
Book for Amateurs. Eighth edition, with additional mat-
ter and 39 illustrations $1.00

Bottone, S. R.—Electro-Motors. How Made and How Used.
A Handbook for Amateurs and Practical Men, Reduced to

$0.50

Bottone, S. R.—How to Manage the Dynamo. A Hand-book
for Ship Engineers, Electric Light Engineers and Electro-
Platers $0.60

Buckley, W, J.—Electric Lighting Plants, their cost and
operation, 275 pages, many Illustrations and diagrams
Cloth $2.00
Paper .'^. 1.00

Cox, Frank P.—Oontinaous Onrrent Dynamos and Motors.
An Elementary Treatise for Students and Engineers.
Illustrated $2,00

Crocker, F. B., and Wheeler, S. S,—The Practical Manage-
ment of Dynamos and Motors. With a special chapter by
H, A. Foster. Illustrated, Second edition, revised and
enlarged $1.00

Crosby, O. T., and Dr. Louis Bell.—The Electric Kailwa; in
Theory and Practice. A Complete Treatise on the Con-
struction and Operation of Electric Railways, Second edi-
tion, revised and enlarged. 183 Illustrations #2.50

Desmond. Chas.—Electricity for Eotriufers Part I. Con-
stant Current A clear and comprehensive treatise on the
princlpltis, constmction ana operation of Dynamos, Mo-
torn, Limps Indicator und Mettsuring Instruments; also a
full 6.xplaQatloo of the electrical terms used in the work
Part II. Alternate Current Apparatus. Containing hu
explanation of the principles £;overning the generation of.

and a description of the instruments and machinery used
Id connection with Alteinate t-lectric Currents. Illus-

trated. Revised edition $2.60

Dyer, A.—Induction Coils. How Made and How Used. Third
edition. Boards $0.50

Fleming, J. A.—Short Lectures to Electrical Artisans. A
course of Experimental Lectures delivered to a Practical
Audience. Fourth edition. 74 illustrations $1.50

Flemings, J. A.—The Alternate Current Transformer in
Theory and Practice. Vol. I. The Induction of Electric
Currents, 500 pages, fully illustrated and with copious
index. Second edition $3.00
Synopsis of contents; Chapte-- 1. Introductory. 2. Elec-

tro-Magnetic Induction . 3. The Theory of Simple Periodic
Currents. 4, Mutual and Self loductioij. 5. Dynamical
Theory of Current induction.

Vol. II. The Utilization of Induced Currents, 8vo. cloth.
London, 1892 $5.00

Gore, G.—The Art of Electro-Metallurgy, including all Known
Processes of Electro Deposition. Fourth edition $2.00

Gordon.—School Electricity. Sources, Currents, Measure-
ment, Telegraphy, Telephony, Lightning, Electrolysis,
Induction, etc. 262 pages, with 140 illustrations $2.00

Grier, Thos. G.—Wiring for Motor Circuits. A handy little

pamphlet contaiuing tables for wiring and for motor serv-
ice, arranged in convenient form for ready reference. $1.00

Haskins, C. H.—TheGalvanome'^er and its Uses, A Mnnual for
Electricians and Scudents. Fourtti edition, revised . .$1.50

Haskins.— Traosformer-o. Their Theory.-rConstruction and
Application Simplified. 38 i lustrations^ $1.25

Hawkins. C. C. and F. Wallis.—Tlie Dynamo, its Theory,
Design and Manufaclure. I'JO iliu^trntioas $3.00

Herln^.—Practical Directions for Windinj; Magnets and
Dynamos. 12mo, cloth, reprint without additions. ... $1.25

Hopkins, Geo. M. — Experimental Scieufe. Elementary,
Practical aoud Experimental Pbysics, 650 Illustrations $4.00

Hopkinson.—Original Papers on Dynamo Machinery and
Allied Subjects. Illustrated $1.00

Hopkinson, Dr. John.—Dynamic Electricity; It^ Modern Use
and Measurement, chiefly in its Application to Electric
Lighting and Telegraphy $0.50

Hospitaller, E.—Domestic Electricity for Amateurs, Trans-
lated from the French. With additions by C. .1. Wharton.
With illustrations $2 50

Houston, Prof. E. J.—A Dictionary of Electrical Worfls,
Terms and Phrases. Third edition, re-written and greatly
enlarged. Large 8vo. 562 pages, and 570 Illustrations

$5.00

Kapp, Gisbert.—Electric Transmission of Energy and its

Transformation, SubdivisoD and Distribition. A practi-
cal handbook. Third edition $3.00

Kapp, Gisbert.—Alternate Current Machinery Illustrated.$0.50
[Vol. 96 Vhu Nostrand's Scieace Series.J

Kapp, Gisbert.— Alternating Curre'ts of Electricity. Their
Generation, Measurement, Distribution and Application.
Authorized American ed. With au introduction by William
Stanley, Jr. Illustrated $1.00

Kapp, Qisbert.—Dynamos, Alternators and Transformers.
138 illuetrations $4.00

Kempe, H. R.—A Handbook of Electrical Testing. Fifth edi-
tion. 200 illustrations. 8vo. cloth. London, 1892 $7.25
In this edition there is a considerable amount of new

matter; the old matter has been thoroughly revised.

Kempe, H. R.—The Electrical Engineer's Pocket Book.
Modern Rules, lormulie, Tables and Data, 32mo, leather

$L75

Lockwood„T. D.—Electricity, Magnetism and Electric Teleg-
raphy. A Practical Guide and Handbook of General
Information for Electrical Students, Operators and In-
spectors, 376 pages, 152 Illustrations $2.50

Lockwood, T. D.—Electrical Measurement and the Galvanom-
eter; its Construction and Use. Second edition... $1.50

Lockwood, T. D.—Practical Information for Telephonists.
12mo, cloth. N, T $1.00

Meadowcroft, W. H.—The A. B. C. of Electricity, 36
lUustratlous $0.60

Martin, T. C.—Inventions, Researches and Writings of Nikola
Tesla, With special reference to his work in polyphEise
currents and high potential lighting. 500 pp. 300 Illustra-
tions, second edition $4.00

Martin, T. C. and Wetzler. J.—The Electric Motor and its

Applications. Third edition. With an Appendix on the
Development of the Electric Motor since 1888. By Dr. L.
Bell. 300 Illubtrations $3.00

Haver, and Davis, M. M.—The Quadmplex. With Chapters
on the Dynumo-Electric Machine In Relation to the Quad-
ruples. The Practical Working of the Duplex Telegraph
Repeaters and the ffheatstone Automatic Telegraph. 63
illustrations .... $1.5L'

McClure, J. B.—Edison and his Inventions, with Full Ex-
planations of the Telephone, Phonograph, Tapemeter.
Electric Light and all his Principal Discoveries, etc, .$1.00

Niaudet, Alfred.—Elementary Treatise on Electric Batteries.
Translated I rom the French by L. M. Fishback. Illus-

trated . . $2.5()

Noll, Augustus.—How to Wire Buildings. A manual of the
art of interior wiring. Illustrated $1.50

Pope, Franklin Leonard.—Modern Practice of ihe Electric
Telegraph. A technical Hand-book for Electricians,
Managers and Operators. 185 illustrations. I4th edition,
rewritten and enlarged $1.50

Prindle, H. B -A Popular Treatise on the Electric Railway
of to-day. Fully illustrated $0.25

Russell, Stuart A.—Electric Light Cables and Distribution
of Electricity. 107 illustrations $2.25

Salomons, Sir David.—Electric Light Installations. Vol. 1.

The Management of Accumulators. A Practical Hand-
book. 7th edition, revised and enlarged. With illus-

trations. 12 mo, cl. London, 1893 $1.50

Sloane, T. O'Conner.-Electricity SimpUQed. The Practice
and Theory of Electricity, including a Popular l-eview of
the Theory of Electriclly, with Analogies and Examples
of its Practical Application in every-day life. Illus-

trated $1.00

5loane, T. O'Connor.—The Standard Electrical Dictionary.
A Popular Dictionary of Words and Terms used in the
practice of Electrical Engineering, 350 illustrations. $3.00

Sloane, T. O'Connor.-Electric Toy Making for Amateurs,
including Batteries, Magnets, Motors, Miscellaneous Toys

$1.00

Sloane, T. ' O'Connor.—The Arithmetic of Electricity. A
Manual of Electrical Calculations by Arithmetical Methods,
including numerous rules, examples and tables in the field

of practical electrical engineering and experimenting.
Third edition, revised $1.00

Tesla, Nikola.—fxperiments with Alternate Cnrrents of High
Potential and High frequency. A lecture delivered before
tbe Institution of Electrical Engineers, London. With a
portrait and biographical sketch of the Author Illus-
trated $1 00

Tesla, Nikola.—Lectures on the Electro-Magnet. Illnstrated,
$1.00

Thurston, Prof. R. H.—Stationary Steam Engines, especially
adapted to Electric Lightint; Purposes. Treating of the
development of Steam Engines, the Principles of Con-
struction and Economy, with description of Moderate and
High Speed Engines. Witb many folding plates $1.50

Thomson, Prof. Elihu—What is Electricity f Illustrated.$0.25
Thompson, 5ylvanu5 P.—Dynamo-Electric Machinery. A

Series of Lectures, with an introduction by Franklin L.
Pope. 16mo. Numerous illustrations, fancy boards (Van
Nostrand's Science Series, No. 66) $0.50

Thompson, 5ylvanus P.—Polyphase Eleotrlc Currents and
Alternate-Current Motors. Mailed to any address in the
world on receipt of , $3.50

Thompson, 5ylvanus P.—Recent Progress in Dynamo-Elec-
tric Machines, being a Supplement to Dynamo-Electric
Machinery, 16mo. (Van Nostrand's Science Series,
No. 75) $0.50

Thompson, Sylvanus P.—Dynamo - Electric Machinery.
Fourth edition, revised and rewritten. Numerous illus-

trations and 29 plates. 1,000 pages $6 00

Trevert'.—How to Make Electric Batteries at Home. Illus

trated $0.25

Urquhart.-Electro-Plating. A Practical Hand-book on the
Deposition of Copper, Silver, Nickel, Gold, Aluminum,
Brass, Platinum, etc. Second edition; carefully revised,
with additions $2.00

Walker, F.—Practical Dynamo Building, for Amateurs. How
to wind for any output. With numerous illustrations.

16mo, boards. (Van Nostrand's Science Series, No. 98).$0,50

Webb, H, L.—A practical Guide to the Testing of Insulated
Wires and Cables. Illustrated $1.00

Webb, Herbert Laws.—Telephone Hand-book, Illustrated.
12mo, cloth. Chicago, 1895 $1.00
The only complete work on the Telephone. All possible

information for any one interested in Telephones and how
to make and operate them.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
Suite 5t0 Marquette Buildings Chicago

<
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YOU ARE

TIRED

01 using "DYNA-
MO" Belting made
from "5ho u I de r

Stock," write us
for prices and in-

formation on *
' LE-

VIATHAN" and
"O A K LEAF"
Belting, and our
method of "Belt-

ing up" ELEC-
TRIC LIGHT and
POWER PLANTS.
High grade Belt-

ing only. Best
Results. Least
Cost.

Write fully, Con-

di t i o n s under

which Belting
runs, power re-

quired, etc.

MAIBT BEL.TI:N0 CO.,

65 and 57 Market St., CHICAGO, ILL.
1221-1235 Carpenter St., Philadelpliia.

120 Pearl St., Boston.

Electro-Gasoline Engine
Itims wit Ik lilt h(iiuI:i', mlnr or noise.

flpfviiil htvl.'H fur ]':ir,'iiii> I,ij.'litii)B,

T,n;i1w, Ml'liillK I."<-'>lll'ilJv.'S, Hoists,
I'nrliLUlr.TlircshiiiK, I'liriijiiiiK, Karm

Iiis)irc'i inn fuirl" Strn-t

.
>'' , I'l [i(i] Olll.'i

I'l All

tiirtii'tl jxt c.iir._-\|irrc^'' if ri.ii ;i.sri'pr<--

^.nlKl. THE PK»irTY <0.,
?» IH-arln.rn 8»., rin<A(JO, U.S.A.

STUDENTS
Will find that the W estern
Electrician can help them
wonderfully in the study of

electricity. Subscribe now.

S3. 00 per year, in advance.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

Suite 510 Marauette BIdg. . CHICAGO

BUY
Your Electrical Books of the Electrician

Publishing Co., Suite 510 flarquette

Bldg., Chicago. You will save TIME and

MONEY by doing so . .

Qas,

GasolineTHE OTTO

ENGINES
and....

Natural Qas

OVEK 45,000 SOIib

Electric Lighting.
SIZES 1 TO 2B0 H. P.

Electric Light Plants in Operation

Trom 2 to 250 H. P.

'me Otto Gas Enpe Worts, iuc,

PHI1.ADRI.PHIA.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Manufacturers of the

Morrifl "Cliax" anfl "Compoiini" Safety ^ater

Tie Boilers.

BUILT IN UNITS OF 50 TO 1 ,00O H, P.

CAUTION:
Beware of infringers, ttiey will

be rigidly prosecuted.

ALSO BUILDERS OF

Smolce Staclcs, Tanks, Etc., and
All Classes of Iron Work.

i^peciflcations. Dran'ings and Prices furniehed
on axipllcation.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boilers.

ELECTRICITY AND MACNETISM
»25 PAG}Ea$. PKICK SS.OO. 347 IliLVSTKATIOAlS. A serietS ofThirty-four Practical l^eBSons covering the Science of £iectricity from ItsFundamentnl

Trinciples to Its JEvery-day Applications. By Prof. D. C Jackson, University of AVisconsin ; Prof. H. S. Carhart, University ofMichigan ; Prof. B. P. Thomas.
ITniversity ofOhio; Prof. W^ni. A. Anthony, ofNew York; Prof. Brown Ayrea,Tulane University; Prof. A. C.Perrine, licland Stanford University, Cal. ; Prof.
<)i^eo. I>. Shephardson, University ofSlinnesota, and others. A Compreheusive Treatise in Simple Language, Free from Algebraic Equations and Easily Understood.

ampere; Microampere; Three Classes of Magnetic Ampere- Constant Pressure; Loss of Voltage; Circular Mils; Prac
meters; Weston Amperemeter; Electro Dynamometers; tical Examples; Weight of Copper Required for Traus'
Hot Wire Instriuuents; Scales of Amperemeters; Alter- mission of Power at Different Pressures; Three-Wire

Measuring Instruments; Measuring Very

OOIMTEIMTS:
CHAPTER I: The Nature and Properties of Electricity;

Origin of Electricity; Two Kinds; Laws of Attraction and
Repulsion; Positive and Negative Charge; Terms, Con-
ductors, Insulators, Electric Conductivity; Conveying Elec-
tricity; The Electroscope; Force Exerted Between Charged
Bodies; Unit of Measurement of quantity of Electricity;
Electrometer.—CHAPTER II: Machines for Generating
Electricity by Friction and by Electric Inductiou; Making
Machine to Continuously Generate Electricity by Friction;
The Elect rophorus; Induction Generator; Units of Elec-
tric Current and Pressure; Electricity Conveyed by Unit
Current Each Second; Negatively and Positively Charged
Conductors; Relation of Lightning and Sparks of Electrical
Machine.—CHAPTER III: Electric Batteries or Appliances
for Generating Electricity by Cliomical Action; ActiO!i of
Batteries; Electric Pressure; VoltaicElectricity; Directionof
Current Flow; Production of Continuous Current; Battery
Cells In Series; Production of Pressnre by Cells; Polariza-
tion and Its Avoidance; Leclanche Cell; Open Circuit Cells.

—CHAPTER IV: Electric Batteries or Appliances for Gen-
erating Electricity by Chemical Action (Concluded); Closed
Circuit Cells; Local Action; Law of Electro-chemical Ac-
tion; Electro-chemical Equivalent; I'rimary Batteries Com-
pared with Dynamos for Furnishing Current; Uses of
Batteries; Difference Between a Primary and Storage Bat-
terv; How Storage Batteries are Made; Parallel Counection
of Plates in Storage Batteries.—CHAPTER V: The Nature
and Properties of Magnetism, Magnetic Fields; Permanent
Magnetism; Magnetic Attraction and Repulsion; Poles of
Magnet; Magnitude of Force Between Two Magnets; Aging
Magnets; Earth's Action on Magnetic Needle; Magnetic
Field; Action of Lines of Force.—CHAPTER VI: The Mag-
netic Etfects of Electric Currents and Magnetic Circuits;
Effect of Electric Current on Magnetic Needle; Relation
Between Direction of Lines of Force and Direction of
I'urrent Flow; Determination of Current Direction by
Compass; Ampere Turns; Solenoids: Ampere's Theory;
Solenoids w'th Steel or Iron Cores; Residual Magnetism;
Electro-Magnets; Magnetic Permeability; Magnetic Re-
luctance; Magneto Motive Force or Magnetic Pressure.—
CHAPTER VII: Ohm's Law of the Flow of Electricity;
Pressure; Resistance; Current; Volt; Ohm; Ampere; Mer-
cury Resistance; Conductivity of Copper Compared with
Other Metals; Resistance of Circuits Made Up of the Same
Parts in Parallel; Joint Resistances; Fall of Voltage Over
Resistance; Effect of Temperature ou Resistance; Copger
Temperature Coefficient.—CHAPTER VIII: Heating Ef-
fects of Electric Currents; Miscelliineous Effects of Elec-
tric Currents; Foot-pound; Joule; Horse-power; Watt; Kilo-
watt; Watts per Horse-power; Heating Effects on Bear-
ings of Machinery; Effect of Electricity on Nerves of Ani-
mals; Muscular Effect of Strong Currents.—CHAPTER IX:
Galvanometers and Voltameters;DiEL'erencGs in Construction
for Large and Small Currents; Presence and Direction of
Currents Shown by Galvanometer: Strength of Current In-
dicated; Tangent Galvanometer; Reflecting Galvanometer;
Needle Suspension; d'Arsonval Galvanometer; Terms
"Dead-Beat." "Calibrate;" Voltameter; Electrolvte. Elec-
trolysis; Electrode; Forms of Voltameters.—CHAPTER X:
Measurement of Electrical Resistance; Resistance Meas-
ured by Substitution: Resistance Boxes; Use of German
Silver; Coils; Wheatstone Bridge; Measuring Resistances
with Bridge; Measuring Very High Resistances; Practical
Examples.-CHAPTER XI: Every-day Measurements of
Electric Currents and Pressure; Three Effects by Which
Currents are Directly Measured; Amperemeters; Milli-

nating Current
Large Currents; Measuring Electric Pressures; Voltmeters;
Cardew Voltmeter; Electrometers; Electrostatic Volt-
meters; Standard Cells; Measuring Currents by Voltmeter
and a Standard Resistance.—CHAPTER XH: Every-
day Measurements of Electric Power, Condejiisers and
The Measurement of their Capacity: Wattmetej-s; Elegtro-
dynamometer Used as Wattmeter; Recording Wattmeters;
Coulomb Meters; Watt Hour; Ampere Hour; Capacity;
Farad; Microfarad; Condenser; Capacity of Condenser;
Charging Condenser; Specific Inductive Capacity; Selec-
tion of Insulation for Telephone Cables; Capacity of
Underground Wires; Comparing Capacities by Ballistic
Galvanometer; Practical Capacity Measurements; Leydeii
Jar.—CHAPTER XIH: Electrolytic Deposition of Metals;
Electroplatiug; Metals Commonly used In I'lating; Salt
of a Metal; Nitrate of Silver; Cyanide of Silver aiid of Po-
tassium; Solution for Silver i)lating; Vats; Quality of Elec-
trolytic Deposit; ELfect of Too Great or Small Currents;
Cleaning Articles to be I'lated; Gilding Inside of Silver
Articles; Base Metals on Which Nickel is Usually Platedj
Solution for Nickel Plating; Electrotyping; Electrotype
Molds; Electrotype Finisliing; Electrolytic 'Refining of
Copper; Solution Used.—CHAPTER XIV: The Electric
Telegraph; Elements of Electric Telegraph; Telegraph
Circuits; Telegraphic Signals; Sending and 'Receiving;
Telegraph Lines; Sounder: Relays; Local Circuits; Multi-
ple Telegraphy; Duplex Telegraphy; Diplex Telegraphy;
Quadruplex Telegraphy.—CHAPTER Js^V: Multiple Tele-
graphy; Differential Relay; Polarized Relay; I'ole Changer;
Principles of Operation of Diplex, Quadruplex, Bridge
Duplex; Artificial Line; Autographic Telegraphy.—CHAP-
TER XVI: The Telephone; Bel! Telephone: Microphone;
Blake Transmitter; Exchange.';; Switchboard; Long-Distance
Transmitter.—CHAPTER XVII: The Construction of
Telegraph and Telephone Lines and Instruments; PoJe_aj
Cross-Arms; Pins; Joints; Insulators; Insulation; Ground
Plates; Underground Cables: Conduits: Fuses; Multiple
Switchboards.-CHAPTER XVIII: Testing Lines for In-
sulation and Conductivity and the Location of Leaks and
Breaks; Line Troubles; Grounds; Cross'^s; Locating
Trouble; Earth Currents; Line Conductivity and Ipsnla-
tion; Testing.—CHAPTER XIX: Principles of Cofltinu-
ous Current Dynamos and Motors; Electric Conductor
in Magnetic Field; Field Strength; Induced Electric Pres-
sure; Direction of Current Moving Conductors: Alternat-
ing Current; Dynamos; Magnetos; Commutator.—CHAP-
TER XX: Principles of Continuous Current Dynamos
and Motors; their Construction. Care and Attendance;
Gramme Armature; Siemens Armature: Armatiire Cur-
rent; Laminating Cores; Foucault or Eddy. Currents; Hys-
teresis; Fundamental Principles of Dynamos' and Motors;
Points of Good Dynamo: Counter Electric J'ressure; Types
of Field Windings: Series, Shunt and Compound Wound
Machines; Multipolar Machines; Regulation, Care and
Maintenance.—CHAPTER XXI: Arc Lighting and Arc
Light Machinery; The Arc; Arc Lamps; Principles of
Operation; Connections; Arc Dynamos; Current and Pres-
sure Required; Making of Arc Carbons: Regulators; Arc
Light Switchboards.—CHAPTER XXII: - Incandescent
Lighting and Power Transmission, Two, Three and Five
Wire Systems of Distribution for Electric -Lights and
Motors: Incandescent I/fimp: Filaments: Vaccuum; Ma-
terial for and Making of Filaments; Advantages of In-
candescent Lamps; \Incandescent and Motor Circuits;

PRICE $2.00. Sent postage prepaid to any address in tlie world on receipt of price. The Ideal Work for Electricians, Central Station Men, Engineers, Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Students, Etc.

System; Motor Starting Resistances.—CHAPTER XXIII:
Construction of Electric Light and Power Circuits, and
Their Testing; Overhead I'^lectric Light Wires; Weather-
proof W'ire; Arc Circuit Wires; "Drawing In" and
"Built In" Underground System; Underground Electric
Light Cables; Edison Tubing; Feeders; Mains; Inside
Wiring; Cleat Work; Moulding Work; Concealed Work;
Dangers from Fires; Distribution System;.—CHAPTER
XXIV: Testing Electric Light Circuits and the Dis-
tribution and Measurement of Light; Faults; Soldered
Joints; Magneto Bell; Use of Voltmeter to Locate Grounds
on Arc Circuits; Ground Detector; General Testing;
I'hotometer; Standard Candles; Illuminating Effect of
Lamps; Effect of Opal Globes.—CHAPTER XXV: Elec-
tro-Magnetic Induction; Ett'ect of Cutting Lines of Force
by an Electric Conductor; Induced Currents; Induction
Coils; Cores of Induction Coils; Transformers; Direc-
tion of Induced Current; Self Induction; Attraction and
Repulsion of Parallel Wires Carrying Currents.—CHAP-
TER XXVI: Alternating Currents: Alternator; Electro-
lytic Effect of Pulsating Current; Heating Effect of Al-
ternating Current; Effective Value; Alternating Current;
Measurements; Frequency; Period; Apparent Resistance.
—CHAPTER XXVII; Alternating Currents and Alter-
nating Current Machinery (Concluded); Power Used in Al-
ternating Circuits; Alternating Currents for Lighting; Mak-
ing Transformers; Testing Transformers; Building Alterna-
tors; Number of AlternaUons; The Exciter; Running Al-
ternators in Parallel ; Synchronous Motors; Two-Phase
and Three-Phase- Systems; I ud notion Motors; Squirrel-
Cage Armature; Mesh Connection; Star Connection;.—
CHAPTER XXVIII; Miscellaneous Applications of
Electric Motors; Uses of Electric Motors; Motors in Ma-
chine Shops; Waste of Power in Factories; Advantages
of Removing Shafts and Belts; Estimating Electrical
Power Required; Electric Elevators; Electric Launches.—
CHAPTER XXIX: Electric Railways; Richmond' Elec-
tric Railroad; Trolley Wire; Trolley; Track; Use of Two
Motors; Rail Bonds; Heavy Electric Locomotives.—CHAP-
TER XXX; Methods of Handling and Controlling Ruil-
way Motors and Generators; Output Records; Record-
ing Voltmeters; Load of Electric Railway Plant; Appli-
cation, of Storage Batteries to Smooth Road Curve; Meth-
ods of Controlling Street Car Motors; Station Instru-
ments; Equalizer.-CHAPTER XXXI; Model Electric
Plant; First Central Station; Changes in General Me-
chanical Construction of Dynamos; Instruments; Multi-
ple Arcing Galvanometers; Use of Double and Single
Pole Switches; Operating Dynamos in Parallel; Feeder
Connections in Continuous and Alternating Stations;
Throwing Dynamo into Circuit; Cutting Dynamo Out.—
CHAPTER XXXII: Underwriter's Rules, Etc.; Neces-
sity of Rules; Special Points in Wiring; Insulation of
Sockets, Fuses, Fixtures: Annunciator Wire; Office Wire;
Leaky Wires.—CHAPTER XXXIII: Electric Welding.
Forging. Etc.; Electricity Applied to the Kitchen; Elec-
trical Methods Applied to Metal Working; Thomson
Apparatus for Heating Metals; Welding by Thomson
Method: Bernardos Process of Working Metals; Bringing
Piece of Metal to High Temperature by Dipping in Pail
of Water; Electric Current for Warming and Cooking;
Electric Heating and Stoves Compared.-CHAPTER
XXXIV: Electro-Therapeutics; Galvanic Curren*: Farn-
dic Current; Static Electricity: Electric Osmosis; Electro-
Cautery; Medical Electric Lights.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 MARQUETTE BLDG., CHICAGO.
GAS ENGINES.

ECONOMICAL POWER . . .

. . . ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

TAN HOEl, BURGER & CO.,
DAYTON. 0..

20 CLAIR STREET.
GENERAL "

AGENTS WANTED.

The Klectrician Publishing Co., Suite 510 Marquette

Bldg., Chicago. Headquarters for all latest Electrical

Books. Write for Catalosue.
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THE PELTON WATER WHEEL
Is known the world over as affording the most simple, reliable

and economical powerforall purposes.

7,000 WHEELS NOW RUNnInG
FilHog every condition of service in a most effi-

cient and satisfactory way.

ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION
Ity of'Stations of tliiscliaracter iu :i" -

"-'

guaranteed. Catalogues furnislu-d

Pelton "Wheels are especially adapted to
this purpose and are operating the maior-

n^ (if'tlio world. Highest efficiency and best regulation
applii'jitioD. Address

PELTON WATER WHEEL CO.,
143 Liberty Street, or 121-123 Main Street.

NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., U. S. A.

XJ2^BE
Feed Water Heater and Purifier.

Provided with U-shaped Tubes, it Never Lealis,

TH£ HIOHEST eBAl>E OmiiY.

Our catalogue contains the representative names of a large nxunber of con-
tented buyers of BEKBYMAS HEATERS built by us in the last twenty
years. A copy awaits your order at any time.

L B. DAVIS & SON, Makers, Hartford, Conn.,
Or addresses given below:

Jas. Berrvman, i25 North 4tb St., Philadelphia.
W. H. Gitson. 520 Medlnah Temple, Chicago.

Jos. Whitaker. 7 and 9 Pearl Street, Boston.
A. A. Cardwell, 39 Cortlandt Street, Room 127, New York.

GRAPHITE FOR RESISTANCE...
Made in almost any form required and of 1 olim or 1,000,0(JU olims as

desired. We also make graphite boxes and crucibles resisting heals

of 4,000 degrees

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBIiE CO., - - Jersey City, ST. J.

THE Mccormick
TURBINE.

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,

Especially Adapted for Electrical Work.
Grives more poTver per diameter Tvith a higher

percentage of useful effect than any other water-
wheel heretofore mnde. All s*zes, right and left hand,
are huilt from patterns perfected under systematic tests in the
Holyoke Testing Flume.

Parties having power plants which are unsatisfactory, and
those contemplating the improvement of powers, will aind it .to

their interest to confer with us, as we are -wiHing to
guarantee results where others hav^e failed; no
matter ^vhat make of turhine has been in use.
ESTATE REqUIR£III£XT8 A2HD S£NI> FOR
CATALOOIJE.

S.MORGAN SMITH CO., York. Pa.
Estimates furnished for complete power plants and

results guaranteed.

NewDpmo Tenders' Hand-Book.
By F. B. BADT.

iiZ6 Fages, 140 lliustrations. Flexible<Clotli Binding;. Size of Type Page
5 1-2x3 Inches. Price $1.00.

This is, as the name indicates, a NEW BOOK, much more complete than the

old one, with all the information, instructions and rules which are required by
practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers, and ownert
and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants, It Is the only book of the kind
published in the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Teadeirs'

Hand-Book sold, and over 5,000 of the new.

Electrician Publishing Qo.,
510 Marquette Bulldini;. CMICAnii

WATER WHEELS
For Heads of 3 Feet to 2000 Feet.

Especially adapted to all kiuds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Receut tests at Holyoke, gi'^u below, euable us lo guarantee:

The Largest Power ever obtaijiedfrom a wlieel of the same diameter. The higheM
speed ever obtained for the same power. The highest mean efficiend:;/ when
running from half to full gate. We guaraiiiee also: A rumicr of the greatest

strength. A gate uncqaaUd in quickness and ease of opening and rinsing.

Testofa4Bin. SAMSON.Jail.25,97. Test of a 3B inch SAMSON, Feb.1,'97.

Gate
Oi.cn.

Head.
llev.

Pr. Miri.

Cm, Kt.

Pr. Set;.

H(,r-c
P.,WIT.

Pit

fST'
'•8

Head.

1 5. 20
16.56

17-33

17-54
17.68

Rev.
Pr. Min.

Cu. Ft.

Pr. Sec.

Horse
Power.

14344
146.73
138.40
109.64
83.14

Per
Cenl.

81.08

84.78
83.88

80.09

76.19

Full

H
H
'A

15.00

1504
15. II

15.88

16.47

144.00
138.12

127.67

126 87

172.69

13503
133-24
112 65
90.04

240.97
223.61
lgl.o6
162.80

127.73

82.03

8455
83.68

8025
75-95

19425
187.75
178.50
176.40
168.50

102.02

92.15

83-95
6S.82

57-69

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.

REG.TRADE MARKS Jhe Rhosphor BRONZE SmeltingCo.Qmited,
2200 Washington AVE.,PHiLADELPHiA.

I

"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE"
lNGOTSjCASTINGS,WIRE,RODS,SHEETS,ETC.

J ^ujj'LiiimMunm' — DELTA METAL
y^^^ CASTINGS, STAMPINGS'and FORCINGS

X ORIGINAL AND Sole Makers IN THE U.S,

A VALUABLE BOOK FOR ENGINEERS AND FIREMEN NOW READY.

MODERN EXAMINATIONS OF STEAM ENGINEERS or PRACTICAL THEORY EXPLAINED and ILLUSTRATED.

BY W. H. WAKEMAN.
Cloth. 53 Chapters.272 pages.

Containing a complete list of 300 questions such as will be asked o| any
Engineer when taking examination for U. S. Government or State License, all

of which are fully answered in the te.vt.

pRice, $2.00
,

By mail, postpaid, to any part of the world
This booK while especially adapted for engineers' examinations, is also in-

tended as a practical guide to Engineers, Firemen, Boiler Makers, Machinists,
and others, in daily practice.

The author being a practical steam engineer h'mself, well knows the wants
of the working engineer, and has put into this work such knowledge and infor-

mation as is best adapted to their use, making it altogether the most complete
and comprehensive guide for the busy workers in the engine room, boiler works
and machine shops that has ever been. published.

As one engineer who has read the book says: "I think there are few engi-

7ILECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, -

neers that it wouldn't do some good. It seems as if it was a review of all I

have ever read, and a lot more besides."
The author has treated of a very great variety of subjects which are of

vital importance to all who wish to improve and extend their knowledge of

steam engineering, and has explained the rules and formulas given, in the sim-
plest manner possible, and has worked out examples I?y them, so that all who
can read may understand them.

The 300 questions are an important feature of the book, they are entirely

separate from the 53 chapters of reading matter, and were written after many
years of practical experience and careful research by the author.

His connection with the Boardman Manu^ Training High School at Nevi

Haven, Conn., as Instructor in Steam Engineeitng, his 12 years of active mem-
bership in the N. A. S. E., and his position as instructor of No. 10 of Conn., a
sturdy branch of the National Organization, makes him especially competent
in this part of the work.

The many flattering commendations which this book has already received
from competent judges and high authorities, speak well for its value.

- Suite 510 Marquette Building, Chicago, III.
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Ii Electric

11
Lighting

I! Generator.

DIRECT
CONNECTED
OR
BELT
DRIVEN.

For
the
Smallest
Isolated

Plant
or

the
Largest
Central
Station.

EDISOSI EI.ECTRIG IlilillMIKATISIW CO.. PAT£R!$01V. X. J.
Two M. F. lO-aoO-150 Generators.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

Sales Offices In all Large Cities in the United States. For Canada, address Canadian General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont.

The Electrical Transmission of Energy.
A Manual for the Design of Ejlectrical Circuits; hy Arthur Taughau Abhott, €. E,, Chief£ng. Chicago Telephone Co.

With 9 Foldine; Plates. 58e Pages. 289 Illustrations and 74 Tables, tSize of page, 6x9 in. Price «4.50.

OF- ^^i\i-rE:iNi-r^s
CHAPTER I.

Introduction.—Distribution In General—DistritiutioD in Series-
Distribution in Parallel—Mixed Systems—Indirect Distribution.

CHAPTER II.

The Properties off Wire.—The Conducting Circuit—Wire Man-
ufacture—Hard Drawing—Wire Gauges -The Circular Mil-
Copper Wire-Properties of Wire—Composite Wire—Galvanizing
ana TiuninK—Insulated Wire -Flexible Cable—Testing and In-
spection—Wire Specifications—Tension of Aerial Lines—The In-
fluence of the Variation of Temperature.

CHAPTER III.

The Construction of Aerial Circuits.—Pari T. General Line
Work. Classification—AerlalLlnes—Foles—Methods of Preser-
vation-Height of Poles—Cross Arms—Pins—Facing of Arras-
Stresses-Calculation for Pole Strength—Guying—Anchor Poles-
Setting Poles—Insulators-Value of Insulators—Oil Insulators-
Tying and Dead-Ending—Loops—Stringing Wires-Wij-e Joints-
Strength of Joints—The Suspension of Aerial Cables—Humming
of Wires—Transposition of Telephone Lines—Power Circuits-
Pole Line Specifications, /'art IT. Electric Railway Circuits.
Electric Railway Circuits—Railway Return Circuit—Electrolytic
Action—Railway Poles—Wooden Poles—Iron Poles—Feed Wire
Insulators and Pole Tops—Trolley Insulators—Railway Line
Work—Strain Insulators—Anchors—Line Sections—Switches—

'

Line Crossings. Fart in. Li^ghtning Arreefern. Lightning
Guards and Strong Current Arresters—High Resistance Arres-
ter—Magnetic Blow-out Arrester—Mechanical Magnet Arres-
ter—Air Expansion Arrester—Non-Arcing Metal Arrester—
Discriminating Arresters—Automatic Cut-outs—Cable and
Switchboard Protectors—Appendix of Insurance Regulations.

CHAPTER IV.

Construction off Underground Circuits.—Par^ I. Conduitn.
Classification-Valentine Conduit—Wyckoff Conduit—PaperCon-
duit—Pipe Conduits—Dorset Conduit—Chenowlth <3oDduiE—
Terra-cotta Conduits—Grompton System—Brooks System- John-
stone System—Kennedy System—St. James System—Inflexible
Systems—Callender Sohd System—Cologne Conduit—Zurich Con-
duit—Manholies—Junction Boxes for Street RailwEiy Feeds—In-
troduction of Circuits—Pneumatic Rodding—Gas—Electric Rail-
way Conduits—Buda-Pesth Conduit—Blackpool Conduit—Love
Conduit—Lenox Avenue Conduit—Metallic Conduits for Alternat-
ing Currents. Part II. Cables and Cofiduit Conductors. Con-
duit Conductors—Armored Cables—The Siemens Cable—The
Edison System—The FerrantI Mains—Telegraph Cables—Sub-
aqueous Cables—Power Circuits- -Paper Cables—Teleplione
Cables—British Post Office Cables—Tlie Patterson Cable—Glover
Cables—Fowler Waring Cables—Felten-Guilleaume Cable-
Beaded Cables—Cable Joints—The Connection of Underground
and Aerial Systems—Cable Heads.

CHAPTER V.
Electrical Instruments. — Classification — Instruments for

Measurement of Resistance—Wheatstone Bridge—Slide Wire

Sent, axpresaage prepaid, on
receipt of price, S4.60.

Bridge—Ohm-MPter-Instruments for Measuring Quantity and
Pressure—D'Arsonval Galvanometer—Ballistic Galvanometer—
Galvanometer Constants—Redur.tion to Zero and Inferred Zero —
Shunts—Weston Instruments—Cardew Voltmeter-Electrostatic
Voltmeter—Siemens Dynamometer—Condensers—Wattmeters—
Keys—Magnet—Ground Indicators—Boyer Speed Recorder.

CHAPTER VI.

I*tethods of Electrical Heasurement. Quantities to be Meas-
ured—Electrical Intensity—Electrical Quantity—Unit ofCurrent—
The Watt — Capacity — Resistance— Ohm's Law— Kirchholf's
Laws—Measurement of Resistaoce by Defiection—Bv Wheatstone
Bridge—By Voltmeter—By Volt and "Ammeter—Measurement of
Small Resistance—High Resistance—Insulation Resistance—By
Loss of Charge—Line Resi>tance—Ground Resistance—Special
Methods for Galvanometer Resistance -F<ir Battery Resistance-
Potential Difference—By Condenser—Wheatstone's Method—
Lumsden's Method— Measurement of Current Strength— By
Ammeter—By Voltmeter—By Differential Galvanometer—By
Slide Wire—Measurement of Capacity—Thouison's Method—
Gott'sMethod—Divided Charge Method—Localization of Faults—
Blavier's Method—Overlap Method—Loop Test—Murray's and
Varley's Methods—Localization of Crosses—Measurement of In-
ductance—By Condenser and Bridge—With Alternating Current-
Mutual Inductance—Measurement on Alternating Currents-
Difference of Potential—Current—Power by Two Voltmeters—
By Three Ammeters—Measurement on Polyphase Circuits-
Electrical Railway Testing—Capacity of Aerial Lines—The In-
ductance of Aerial Lines—Mutual Inductance on Transmission
Lines.

CHAPTER VII.
Continuous Current Conductors. Part I. Conductore and

Imulator<i. Conductors-Resistance—Ohm's Law—Specific Re-
sistance—Effect of Temperature—Resistance of Dielectrics-Line
Leakage—Distribution of Potential—The Effect ofLeakage—Con-
ductance—Distribution of Potential in Branch Circuits. Pai-t II.
The Heating of Conductors. Joule's Law—Location of Circuits-
Bare Wires Freely Susp«nded—Radiation and Convection—Pan-
eled Wire—Insulated wire Freely Suspended—Rheostats and
Heaters—Cost of Electric Heating-Fuse Wires—Heating of In-
sulated Cables-Heating of Conduit Cables—Heating of Suspended
Cables.

CHAPTER VIII.
Conductors ffor Alternating Currents. General Considera-

tions — Classification—Skin Effect — Current Density — Induct-
ance—Magnetic Field—Electromotive ForceDue toVaryingField-
Equation of Energy—Harmouic Motion—Average values—The
Solution of the Energy Fquatiuii—Effect of Mutual Inductance-
General Energy Equation for Mutually Inductive Circuits—Co-
efficients of Inductance—Effect of Capacity—Solution of the En-
ergy Equation for Circuits with '.'ai)acity—The Energy Equation
for Circuits Containing Resistautc—Inductance and Capacity-
Graphical Methods— vector Qiiautities—Composition and Reso-
lution of E. M. F.—Simple Circuits with One Resistance and In-
ductance in Series— Reactance—Impedance—Resistance Vari-
able—Inductance Variable—Simple Circuits with Several Resist-

ances and Inductances in Series—Simple Circuits with One Re-
sistance and Capacity in Series-Simple Circuits with Several
Resistances, Inductances and Capacities in Series—Circuits with
Resistance, Inductance and Capacity in Parallel—Method of
Equivalent Resistance nnd Inductance—Circuits Containing Mu-
tual Inductance—Impedance Tables.

CHAPTER IX.
Series Distribution. Origin—Classification—Constant Current

Circuits with lienerator and Motor at Fixed Distances—Location
of Station—Current Dnn-ity in Main (Mrcuit—Economic Condi-
tions-Design for Heating-Limit — Design for Mechanical
Strength—Minimum First Cost of Line—Minimum First Cost of
Station—Minimum First Cost of Plant and Cost of Maintenance
and Operation—Design for Minimum First Costof Plant-Design
for Best Service—Minimum Cost of Plant for Maximum Income-
Calculation of Loads—Regulation—Automatic Cut-outs.

CHAPTER X.
Parallel Distribution.-The Evolution of the Parallel System-

Methods of Distribution-The Loop System—The Spiral Loop—
The Tree System—The Closet System—Conical Conduciors-Anti-
Parallel Feeifing—Distrihution of Potential—Cylindrical Conduc-
tors. Parallel Feeding—Cyfindrical Conductors. Anti-parallel
Feeding—Conical Conductors, Parallel Feeding—Conical Con-
ductors, Anti-parall**l Fe- ding—Tiiree-wire System—Mul-
tiple Series S\stem—Five-Wire system—Relative Area <'ov-
ered bv the Multiple Wire syst'*ms—Feeder and Main System-
Location of Central Staii'^n- Location of the Feeders and Cen-
ters of Distribution—Dl-iributing Mains—Calculation of Feed-
ers—Efficiency of Condiiotors—Mt'thods of Reeulation—The Com-
pensator in Klectrical l-ailway Work-Fall of Pressure and Nec-
essary Section for Feeders—Laws of Economy and Feeder De-
sign—General Design fir a System in Multiple Arc—Mechanical
Methods—Station l.oad^— Arc Lamps on Constant Potential Cir-
cuits—Electric Railway Wiring—Three-wire Railway Systems.

CHAPTER XL
Miscellaneous Methods and Long Distance Transmission.-

Motor Transformers—Compensarors-Motor Transformers Run-
ning and Feeding in Series—High and Low Poteutial Distribution
from the same Station—Accumulators—Sub-station Accumula-
tors—Accumulator Distribution—Regulation by Meansof Accumu-
lators—Transformers—Economy In Conductors—Isolated Trans-
formers- Erticiency of Distribution bv Isolated Transformers-
Transformers as Sub-stations— Polyphase Systems—Long-dis-
tance Plants—Long-distance Transmission with Continuous Cur-
rents—Line Construction for Long-distance Transmission—Rela-
tive Amoimt of Conducting Material for. Transmission Systems.

CHAPTER XIT.

The Cost of Production and Distribution.-Cost of Conductors-
Cost of Conduits—Telf'plione and Telegraph Lines—Railway
Lines—Cost of Power staiions—Cost of Producing Energy—Coal
Consumption per Watt-hour—Water Power—The Gas Engine—
The Cost of Electrical lOnerey. as Developed by Wind Power—
The A ctual Costof Electrical Energy—Commercial Considerations
of Transmission Problems.
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Telephone Induction Coits-

Electro- 'Vr^&EflHlB^_ Medical

Magnets. /«^HI'''^'^H Coils.

Receiver Bobhins. - Ray Coils.

C. F. SPLITDORF,
Manufacturer of Electrical Specialties^

17-27 VANDEWATER ST., N. V.

^Dynamo
e^ELTINGs

.SHOLTZffWENT
WOVEN LEATHER UNK BEL

"'iaiS's**'"""'^**'''' ~*»«iii

Mt. liooia, Ho., v. 18. -

INUINE RAWHfDg

BE LEATHER.

ILTZS PATENT

LEY COrtR.

SCf'ORBSINS
% AND

fBELT CEMENT,

SenBJor(Trculiars-

PBANOHEa: IM Summer St., Boston; lia Llbtrtr St., ITew Torli; 129 Koith 3d s£., FhUadelpkic.

^H) DELAWARE HARD FIBRE CO.,
^--^tis^ WILMINCTON, DEL.

SEND FOR CATALOttUE AI«I> SAJIP1.ES.

Sheets, Rods, Tubes and Special Shapes.

KARTAVERT.
HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS, RODS AND TUBING.

For Electrical and Mechanical Purposes, ^Railway Bust Guards, Washerc
and Packings. Patent Insulating Cleats.

MANTJFACTTJEED BY

THE KARTAVERT MANUFACTURING CO., Wilmington, Del.

MAKING CUT-OUTS OUR SPECIALTY-
Write for full particulars, etc. 26 styles

of Open and Covered.

UT-OUTS
Money savetl is money earned.

H.T. PAISTE CO.
PHILADELPHIA

REWIRED Wmi RAVEN WHni CORE WIRE

OFFICE
Tho F'orris V^hteel ^o.

?131 The Rookery.

Chicago, April 30, 1896.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,
320 Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

Gentlemen:—After carefully consider-
ing the merits of the various brands of
wire upon the market, we have decided to
use your "Raven White Core" exclusively
for rewiring the Ferris Wheel.
As you are aware, the wire upon the

wheel is very much exposed and the test
will no doubt be a most severe one.

Yours very truly
THE FERRIS WHEEL CO.

By L. V. Rice. Mffr.

PRIMQHAU/ U/HJTP PflRF used exclusively for all incandescent Light-

ing at World's Columbian Exposition.

naiiru UfUITC PnRP Used in some of the largest buildings in the United
States.

Used by some of the largest Central Stations

and Fire and Police Departments in the U.S.COMPETITION LINE WIRE

GRIMSHAW TAPES, COMPETITION TAPES AND SPLICING COMPOUNDS

New York Insulated Wire Company,
•UIN on>ICE:

13-17 CoMaiKlt St., New York.
BRANCBES:] 32,'^^'^^S,

BOSTON:
IM Congrul St,

SAN FRANCISCO.
115 New M«t|«HlT !

^i^jfei^i^i^jfe4^i^i^i^:fejfe li^i^;fejfejfei^i^i^4^jfe;fejfei

4^
4S
4^
4^
4S

^
Black Diamond File Works, i

Bst. 1S63.

Special

Prize

Gold lUedal

at Atlanta,

1895.

J*

Vt OUR CiOODS ARE ON SALE IN EVERV IrEADINU HARDWARE ^1*
«|(^ STORE JIN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA. ^
|G. &H. BARNETT COMPANY,

|

^ PHILADELPHIA, PA. S

!ANON-ARCINBFUSE.i

AREMABI^E AlVDACCURATE FUSE.
A FUSE that will open a High-Tension Short Circuit without

Endorsed by the National Board of Underwriters.

S3
Aborn St. D.&W.FUSECO., Providence,

R. I.

The Zamel Arc Light Meter
AND ELECTRIC CURRENT TIMER

Is tlie ONLY RELIABLE DEVICE for Timing the Use of Arc Ligiits.

l-t Is >sii:ive in l-ts /V<»-tion.
SENB FOR CIRCriiAR.

Zamel Arc Light Meter Co.,
Approved l>y the Ifational Fire Underwri . \5s' Association.
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SIMPLEX INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.
WESTERN^SELUNG AGENT, Simplox BlectHcal Cowpany,
(1137 Monadncck Block. CHICAGO. 75-81 Cornhlll, BOSTON. MASS.

F". IVI
MANUFACTURER OF

INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
P-L.eXIBI-E CORC3S ,ANO OAlOI-ES.

««* ASn 20a RIORTH THIRU 8TRRRT. PHItADKtPHIA. PA,

^^l'^.

1889—Paris Exposition,
Medal for Rubber Insulation.

1893—World's Fair,
Sledal for Bnbber Insulation.

TRADEMARK.

THE STANDARD FOR
RUBBER INSriiATIOir.

Sole Manufacturers of

flkonite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee"p?ior Wires.

253 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
Wlllard L. Candoe, I u, -.„...
H. Durant Chee.er. f

Manage"-
Geo. T. Manson, Gen'l Supt.
W. H Hodgins, Secy.

JEWELL BELTINB CO.
MANDFACTUREES OF

MIGM
PARIS 1867. CHICAGO 1893. PHILADELPHIA 1876.

XO^^f^WIRES AND CABLES,
fW AERIAL, UNDERGROUND,
y SUBMARINE.

Ui) IClSieiTE^ OTA-PK.
^^r\ W. R. BRIXEY, Mfr.

^1 tof I j'o/ 203 Broadway, New York.

^-^i-^iJ Western Ofnce, Marquette Bldg., Chicago, III.

CALIFORNIA ELEC. WORKS, M. DUPEROW, HEW ORLEANS ELEC. CO.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. WASHINGTON. D. C. NEW ORLEANS. U).

Jewell Dynamo Belt Cement,

Jewell Dynamo Belt Dressing,

Jewell Patent Pulley "Covering.

C. H. THORDARSON,
Electrical Manufacturing and Repairing.

We Build and Refill Commutators.
ABMATURKS, Direct or Alternating', of any size, or for any

System.
W^e Make a Specialty of Winding EIEI,D MAGJJET COILS

and Transformers.

Telegraph Instruments, Polar Relays, Neutral Relays, Sounders, Telephone In-

struments, Repeating Coils, Impedance Coils, Non-inductive Resistance
Coils, Arc Lamp Coils, Regulator Coils.

Sa MARKET STREET, CHICAGO.
yully appreciating the fact tliat good workman .ship is the main factor for the estahlishmeDt of

permanent Dusiness, it has he«n my endeavor to always carry out this, idea, and as a result I am
^authorized to refer to the following four largeicompanies, for whom I have doue and am doing work:

Fostal Telegraph & Cable Co.. J.F. Bntterlield. Ass't Electrical Engineer, !Stocl<:Kxchaugel!ldg.
Chicago Telephone Co., J. C. Kenny, Purchasing Agent, Chicago Telephone Bldg
Central UDion Telephone Co., S. G. McMeen. Chief Electrical Engineer, AshlandBlock.
Kngineering Department. Western Union 'J'elegraph Co., M'estern Union Bldg.
The fact that the said firms have men in their employ frhose ability as competent judges of

workmanship cannot he (juestioned, will he ample evidence for my statement that I shall give full
satisfaction to everyone who will pifiee with me orders for the manufacturing and repairing of i

dynamos, motors and electrical instruments.

^ESTIIM ElEcMcal iDgtmraBnt Uo.
114-120 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A,

lllminated Bial

Uaimlnsiriunenis.

These iQfltraments are
bMed upon the eauie geo-
eral principle Bnd are juat

38 ficcurato as our regular

Standard Portable Liireot

Current Vottrnflters and
Ammeters, bat are much
larRer, and ttie working
partR are Inolosed iu a
aeatly designed, dust-p'-oof

cast-iron case whtc-b effect-

Svely shields tbe inotru-

ments from disturbiUK In-

flueoces of external mag-
oetic fields. Weston Standard Illuminated

Dial Station Ammeter,
Style B.

Mention the Western Electrician when writing for catalogues.

Weston Slandartt

portable Direct KeadlDg
Voltmeters and Millivolt^
meter- Ammetprs and-Mil-
nmnieterH. Wattmeters
and Voltmeters, tor Alter-
nating au.j Direct Current
Circuits.

Our porlMb'e iDStrum.<*Dts
are recoRQized asstentrard^
throuthuut Ihe civilized
woild.

Our Semi-Portable La-
boratory Standard Volt-
meters II Lid Ammeters are
still bettor,

They are tho most relia-
ble, abNdiute standards for
Laboratory uee.

Standard Underground Gable Go.
THE KOOKKRY, WESTIXfJHOUSE liUILDIXO, 18 COKTI.ANDT ST.

CHICAGO. riTTSBUKG. NEW YORK CITY.

Elecfrio Gables, Conduits, Wires and Accessories.
Also Hieh-Cirade Rubber Covered TVires and Cables.

MOTOR ^.^ ''"''" '''^'' '*''°°^'^' c°-'mUlUn—
Westfield.N.I.,U.S. A.

nHEDSTATSi for all purposes.

A. L McRAE,
CONSULTING ELECTRICAL
ENQINEER.-^

Estimates, Plans, Specifications,
Examinations, Reports, Tests.

306 Oriel Bailding. ST. 1/0018,910.

The SraPaslks.
T. H. Brady, New BritaIn„Conn.. U. S. A„

Manufacturer of MastArms;Poleand
Swinging Hoods,House Brackets and
other Specialties for Construction
WoT'k.— Catalogues and Prices fur-
nished on application.

Insulating Paint # Varnish.
We were the first chemists in the world to

make a special study of this problem. Our long
experience and careful investigation enables us
to be of service to wide-awake electricians.

MASSACHUSEHS CHEMICAL COMPANY,
Boston, Mass., U. S. A.

Queen & Co.,
1012 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA.

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-Wirt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Ray

Focus Tubes, Induction Coils.

LOW PRICE SUCCESS WELL MADE

THE RIVAL. THE ROSS.

THf fLBCTRIC GAS LIGHTIhO Ce.
197 OeVONSniRe ST, BOSTON, MASS.,

^^jiai^^g^^^ OFFICE AND FACTORY, SANDUSKY, 0.

AGENTS

Mayer 6t England, lo S, loth St., Phlla. , Pa.
5mlth & Wallace,Hamilton St., Boston. Mass.
Arthur S. Partridge, Bank of Commerce

Bldg:.. St. Louis, Mo.
Joshua Hendy Machine Works. 43 Fremont

St., 5an Francisco.
' Central Electric Co., 173 Adams St. , Chicago.
Harry M. Shaw, 120 Liberty St.. New York.
Schminke & Newman^ New Orleans. La.

COPPET?!

SOLE
MAKERS IN THE

U. S. A.

THE Fuel Economizer Co.,
MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS: MATTEAWAN, H. >

Rranch Offices; 74 Cortlandt St., Xe^v V'tIc; ,>'

change Bids., Boston, Mass.; 15W Mariiuette V' ' - '"' to; ;,.

St., Sau Francisco, CaL
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EDDY GENERATORS.
Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

Eddy Motors—Slow. Medium or High Speed.

We build all necessary apparatns for the tranmntsdlon of Eleetrlea>
Power throngh factory or other hnlldlnxa.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.,
^A^llMl c^Nrx.

NEW YORK. H. B. Coho & Co., Mail and Express Building.
PHILADELPHIA, Walter C. Mclntire & Co., 506 Commerce St-
BOSTON, G. M. Angier & Co., 64 Federal St.

ELMIRA, S. N. Blake.
ST. LOUIS, Western Electrical Supply Co.
KANSAS CITY, W. T. Osborn.
CINCINNATI, O., Nevada BIdg., John A. Stewart.
CHICAGO, 305 Dearborn St., Wallace & Hine, Managenj.

^AJM KKAJNCISLU, CAL.. Cal. Elec. Wks., 4U'J Ibarkel St.

Alcatraz Electrical Compound,
Manafactnred by

THE CALIFORNIA ASPHALT CO., "^.^^^
ABSOLUTELY UNEQUALED FOR

ELECTRICAL AND WIRE INSULATION, Insulating Connections, Dynamos and iVIotor Bases, Battery and Accunnulator
Shelving, Circuit and Switch-Boards.

WATER-PROOFING Cut-Out Boxes, coating wires when subjected to acid or alkaline fumes, and when laid under
cement, etc.

PAINTING Poles, Braclcets, Cross-Arms, Benches, Floors, etc.
COATING CABLES, Lead-Covered Pipes, and all underground work.

ALCATRAZ ELECTRICAL COMPOUND ia manufactured of the celebrated brand of Alcatraz Asphalt, and possesses many well-linown points of superiority.
It has been tried under severe and exacting conditions, and has given perfect satisfaction. It will not Scale, Crack or Burn. Presents a Smooth Surface.
Adheres Tenaciously. Not affected by Thermal or Climatic Conditions. Resists the action of the Elements, Acids, Alkalies, Sewer Qases, and possesses
great strength and elasticity. Being the producers of the raw product, we are enabled to save the middleman's profit, and offer consumers a superior article at a
veryiowprice.

SAMPLE UPON APPLICATION. Agents wanted in all leading cities-

Westinghouse Polyphase Apparatus Supreme.
Generators, Motors, Transformers, for Two-Phase, Three-Phase and C. P. iSeott
Tivo-Phase Three-Phase System of Alternating Cnrrent Pois^er Transmission.

26,000 H. P. IN OIL-INSULATEP TRANSFORMERS CONSTRUCTED.
Potentials from 5,000 to 50,000 Tolts. All Apparatus Necessary for 100 Mile Transmission.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING CO.,
;uF?o,

New York, 120 Broadway. Chicago, N. Y. Life Bldg.
Boston, Exchange BIdg. Philadelphia, Qirard Bid?-
Buffalo, N. Y., 8 Erie C.>. Bank BIdg. Pittsburg, Westinghouse Bldg.
Charlotte. N. C. 3(i.;iR Colieee St. St. Louis. American Central Bide.

San Francisco. Mills BIdg.
.Syracuse, N. Y., Bastable Bldg.
Taroma. X^ash >"•» S. loth St.
Atlanta, Qa., Equitable Bldg.

Westinghouse Electric Co., Ltd.,
33 Victoria St.. London, S. W., England.
For Canada address

Aheam & S<nier. Ottawa. Ant.

NOISELESS IN OPERATION.
A MON£Y EARNER.

SIMPLICITY AND DURABILITY IN DESIGN.

THE WARREN ALTERNATOR.
MASSIVE AND HEAVY

BUT EXTREMELY COMPACT.
A Dynamo without Collector Rings or Commutator, without Brushes, without Moving

Wires, without liability to "burn out."

Made for continuous runs without attention, and proportioned to run up to an enormous over-
load without wasting energy in heating any part.

The riodern Dynamo for Central Station Work.

WARREN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,
SANDUSKY, OHIO.
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From the Torch to the PIONEER" Enclosed Arc Light, the world has
gradually advanced through all the stages of improving Illumination until

now we are practically delivering artificial sunshine. Steady, Clear, Soft,
Shadowless, Simple, Economical and Safe.

IN WRITING FOR OUR CATALOGUE, KINDLY MENTION THIS PAPER.

THE ELECTRIC ARC LIGHT CO
5 687 A.IMD 689 BROiek.D^A/^A.V'.

LOUIS B. MARKS, M. M. E.
CHIEF ELECTRICIAN. NEW YORK.

YOUR SUPPLY MAINTAINED FOR 12c.

LAMPS
Efficient, Long-Lived and

Guaranteed Satisfactory.

Write us before making another contract. We are THE
Lamp Renewing Company you have heard of.

Lynn Incandescent Lamp Co., Lynn, Mass.

WRITE FOR INFOR MATION.

DYNAMOS,
15 to 1,000 Lights.

'

IN/IOTORS,
'z to 50 H. P. ANY VOLTAGE.

Patented Adjustable Dynamos and
Motors tor Floor, Wall or Ceiling.

The Ahlm-Edwards Electric Co..
CI.EVEI.AIIID, OHIO.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Ahim-Edwards Elec. Go . . Hi

Akron Ins. & Marble Co. .
xsii

American Battery Co xi

American El. Meter uo . . . .

Amer. El. Telephone Co. xvl

American Elec. Works. ..xi, xr

American Engine Co xil

Amer. Impulse Wheel Co. xx

American Rheostat Co— vU
Armorlte Int. Con. Co. . . i x

Arnold El. Fr. St Co xil

Auto. Clr. Breaker Co.. .
.

xlv

Baln.Poree xvti

Baker* Co xil

Ball Engine Co xlx

BarnettCo., G. 4H xxil

Belknap Motor Co

Bealy & Co.,Clias. H xxll

Boiler Ex purgalor Co.... xi

Brady.T. H 1

BriUCo.,J. Q xi

Brlxey.W.R i

Bryant Electric Co

Buckeye Electric Co

CaUJornla Asphalt Co 11

Card Electric Co vli

Carlisle & Finch Co vi

Central Electric Co v

Central MIg. Co

C.B. 4Q. K. K
Chicago Edison Co It

Chicago El. & Sterc o Co . . x

Chicago Fuse Wire & MIg EUlott, W. H. Elec. Co... xii

Co Emerson El. Mfg. Co xl
C, M. &St. P. E. E Empire China Works xvi
Climax Novelty Co xvli Evans Electric Co xil

CloHbrockSt. B. Co
Commercial EL Sup. Go. .

.

xtx

xlv
Faries MfgCo
Farr Tel. & Cons. Supply

xili

Conn. Pipe Alfg. Co Co xvl
xii xil

Crown WovenWire Brush Port Wayne EL Corp .... .X

. Co X Fuel Economizer Co I

Cutter El. & MIg. Co X
Garlock Packing Co

D. ^feW. Fuse Co xxil Garvin Machine Co., The

Davis & Son, I. B xs General Electric Co xxl

DaytonGlobelronWks. Co. XX Gen'l Inc. Arc Light Co.

.

xlT

Delaware Hard Fibre Co. xxil Globe Elec. Heating Co.. . Iv

Det. & Clev. St. Kav. Co.

.

xvil Gordon-Burnham Bat. Co Xl

Diamond Elec. Co ix Hartley Elec. Wks Xil

Diamond State Fibre Co.. .X Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co. xvUi

DiehlMfg. Co vil Hill, W. S. Electric Co. . .

.

vl

Directory, Principal Elec.
and Mech. Engineers...

Hodge, Walsh & Lorlng.. xil
xvli Holmes Fibre-Graph. Go.

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.

.

XX Huebel & Manger xii

Eastern Elec. Cable Co Interior Cond. S Ins. Co Till

Eddy Elec. MJg. Co
Edison Lamp Dept

ii
Internat'l Cor. Schools .

.

xxil

X Iron-Clad Eheostat Co. .

.

1

Electrical Exchange, The. xil JeweU Belting Co 1

Elec. Appliance Co X Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.... T1I

Electric Arc Light Go iil

Elec. Gas Lighting Co 1
Kartavert Mfg. Co

Electric Storage Batt. Co

.

Keystone Electric Co. . .

.

XIV

Electrician Pub. Co Keystone Elec. Inst. Co.. XI

XTl xlx Kokomo Tel.A ELMfg Co. xvil

Kusel, D. A. Tel. Mfg. Co.

Leclanche Battery Co
Leffel&Co., James
Leonard, Ward, Elec. Co.

LlndsleyBros
Lockwood Long Dist. Tel.
ATel. Co. of America...

Lombard Water Wh. G. Co,

Lynn Inc. Lamp Co

Main Belting Co
Manhattan Gen'lCons.Co

.

Mansfield Tem. Cop. Co.

.

Mass. Cbemiol Co
McFell Electric Co
JIcKinlock, W. C
McLean, A. J

McLennan & Co., K
McNaughton Co., J. C ...

McRae. A. L
Mica Insulator Co
Mo. Tel. Mfg. Co
MitchellTemp Copper Co.

Monon R. R..;

Moore. Alfred F
Muir & Sons, Thos
Munsell&Co., Eugene...

National India Rubber Co.

National Tube Works Co.

N. Y. Aco. & El. Co

New York Ins. Wire Co. .

.

Northern Elec. Mfg. Co

—

Northern Supply Co

xvil

xili

xili

xlii

xxll

ix

xiil I

Nungesser El. Battery Co..

Ohio Electric Works
Ohio Storage Batt. Co x

OkonlteCo.,The i

Orne Elec. Const xvii

Otto Gas Engine Wks

Palste Co., H. T xxil

Partrick & Garter Co xi

Partridge Carbon Co I

Peerless Rubber Mfg.Co.... x
Pelton Water Wheel Co... xx
Peoples' Electric Co i

Perrizo ASons xiii

Peru Elec. Mfg. Co x i

Phillips Ins'd. Wire Co. . . x i

Phosphor-Bronze S.Co.Ld xx
Point Maricn Mfg. Co xlii

Pratt, Chas. A x7li

Prouty Co., The xix
Puritan Electric Co .x

Queen & Co i

Retslnger, Hugo x

St. Clair Hotel xii

Samson Cordage Wks i
Sawyer-Man Electric Co .

Scott & Jauney Elec. &
Mfg.Co iv

Shultz Belting Co xxli

Simplex Electrical Co., The, i

Smith Co., S. Morgan.... xx
Splitdorf, C. F xxli

I

Standard TeLA EL Co xvl
StandardUnderg.Cable Co. i

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co..xvilI
Sierling & Son, W. C xHI
Stilwell-Bierce & Smlth-
VaileCo ..sii, xUi

Storey Motor*: Tool Co. .. Iv

Stromberg-Carlson Tel
Mfff. Co svu

Studebaker Bros Mfg.Co. iv

Swarts Metal Refin'g Co. xii

Taber A Mayer xvil

Thordarson, G. H i

Triumph Electric Co

United Elec. Imp. Co

Van tforne, Burger A Co.
Viaduct Mfg. Co xvli

Vought.M.I

Wagner EL Mfg. Co x
Want Advertisements.. xll

Warner. Wm. P xvl
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.... il

Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.
' si

Western Tel. Cons. Co ... . xvi
WestinghouseELAMf.Co. il

Weston Electrical Inst. Co. 1

Willard EL A Bat. Co.... li

Wood, Chas. N xii

Zamel Arc Lt. Meter Co. xxU

R'^r Olassi-fiod Indoac of .Ad'vor-tisenrfton-ts ^ee »aee VI.
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HARDTMUTH GORED CARBONS for Direct and Alternating Current

AFRO 1.AIVI \ HABIRSHAW AND G. E. CO.'S J

j
WIRES AND CABLES.

j

AMERICAN CARBON CO.'S Plain and Coated
CARBONS FOR SERIES ARC LIGHTING.

}
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS,

j

HABIRSHAW AND Q. E. CO.'S

WIRES A^D CABLES.

iioago Edison Co.,
DEALERS IN ELECTRIC LIGHTING SUPPLIES,

J39 Adams Street, CHICAGO.

THE ORIGINAL PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS OF

Cement-Lined Ducts

Engineers and Contractors for Complete Subways.

Address all Correspondence : WE"W^ HAVEBC, COKK.

The Connecticut Pipe Manufacturing Company.

Office and Factory, West Haven, Conn.

Business Established 1S65.
Incorporated 1892.

E. H. Phipps, President.
GEO. O. Richards, Secretary.
Charles Ward, Gen. Mgr.

THE

Storey
Motors.

Iron-dad. Completely Closed
In. Dust and Moisture
Proof. No External Mag-
netism.

Specially Adapted for Direct
Connection to Machinery.

Special Direct Current Motors for All Classes of Work.

THE STOREY MOTOR & TOOL CO.,

ArpV^foTvf 212-226 Carter St., Philadelphia, Pa.

BRAiVCH FACTORIT: Hamilton, Canada.

TRIMMER'S
TOWER WAGON.

Highly Endorsed.

Studebaker Bros. Mfg. Co.
Oentleme/3 :~ln reply to your inquiry as to tlie ad-

vantage in the use of Light Tower Wagons, wlilcli

you constructed by my request, to be used in trim-
ming the arc lamps which are distributed through-
out the parks and boulevards of the West Chicago
park system, I will say that we have purchased six
of thege wagons and they have nroven to be every-
thing anticipated. I have had two trimmers taking
care of GOO arc lamps per day of eight hours. The
trimmers would trim and clean tlie lamps and keep
them in satisfactory condiiion without any difiicuUy,
and this has been done when the thermometer was
below zero. In the use of the wagon on smooth
roads it is not necessary to have an extra driver, the
horse soon becomes so well trained that he will stop
before each lamp pole by a simple command from
llie trimmer. X consider the Tower Wagon, as a
means of trimming arc lamps, to be much cheaper
than the old way of trimming by the use of ladders.

Yours truly, Foree Bain.
Chicago, July C, 18S)7.

Write for detailed description.

STUDEBAKER BROS. MFG.CO.,
SOUTH BEND, IND.

ELECTRIC HEATERS AVAILABLE TO ALL.
MINIMUIVI EXPENSE.

i*ortabIe Heater for residences and offices, size 23 inches long, 114 inches
high, 5 inches wide. Weight 30 pounds.

Highest Efficiency, Simplicity, Durability, Production Guaranteed.
Our Street Car Heaters lead ail competitors.

Send for new illustrated circular.

Heating: coils renewed like incandescent lamps. Constructed for any voltage. Work on direct
or alternating current. Consumes 6. 8 amperes on no volt current, i. s on 500 volt current.

THE GLOBE ELECTRIC HEATING CO.,

'

47 North 12th
Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

CARDTO THE PUBLIC.
The General Electric Company, Westlnghouse Electric Company, Thomson-Houston Electric

Company and the Tesia Electric Company have hiouRht suits against the Scott & Janney Electric &
Manufacturing Company for "allegea infrlDEements" of their various patents.

Tliis is tlie USUAL "BLUFF" that is brouglit to bear upon those whose inventions are hound to
supplantthe inventious of the above named and other large electrical concerns, who cannot at their own
terms control such new inventions.

"We are manufacturing under ourown patents and are not infringing.
The above named lirnis are suing us upon a small fan motor as an excuse to get a chance to make

the public believe that the state of the art is not history as far as they know it.

'J hey have spent millions of dollars trving to invent apparatus to do certain tlungs. They failed.
We did invent it and have had it patented all over tlie world. AND IT WORKS.

They will try by strat- gy to do what they dare not do openly.
We wish to ask that the dealers and others who have received or will receive threatening letters

from the above named concerns, will please send same to our attorneys, Messrs. Alexander Si Magill,
Giraid Building, Philadelphia.

We are in the field to stay and do not propose to be intimidated. The Scott 4i .lanney Long Dis-
tance Single Phase Alternating Kailway and Power System will supersede the inventions of the above
named companies. AND THEY KNOW IT.

Firi.1, PROTECTION GUARAlSTEED TO AI^I-

PURCHASERS OF OUR APPARATUS.

The Scott & Janney

Electric and Mfg. Co.,
1707-1709 Filbert Street, PHILADELPHIA,
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HERE'S A LIST FOR
PARTICULAR

AND
PROGRESSIVE BUYERS.

(100 and 150 hour, direct and alter-

nating),

Okonite Wire,

Interior Conduit (iron and Brass),

Helios Arc Lamps

Sawyer-Man Incandescent Lamps,

Wagner Transformers,

Banner Weather-proof Wire,

Candee Line Wire,

Railway Supplies,

Queen-Wirt Instruments (Portawe and switchboard),

Scheeffer Wattmeters,

Lundell Power Motors,

Lundell Fan Motors,

Station Switches—

Anything and Everything Electrical.

Check off the articles you need and let us make you quotations.

THERE

MUST
BE

SOME-

THIHG

HERE

THAT

YOU

NEED.

Central Electric Company,

Geo. A. ncKinlock, Prest.
Charles E. Brown, Secy.

S. R. Frazier, Treas.

(1887-1897.)

173=175 Adams Street, Chicago.

^^M"b»ii"a¥
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E>TvB>ca^i«ioj^iv oro^^s
L^rge Double Track Car, Track, etc.

Water Motor and Dynamo
$6.50

8.00

A FEW OF OUR AGENTS:
J. H. BUNNELL & CO.. 76 Cortrandt St., New York.
W. T. OSBORN & CO., Kansas City, Mo.
ST. LOUIS ELEC. SUP. CO., 911 Market St., St. Louis, Mo.
NATIONAL AUTOMATIC FIRE ALARM CO., New (jrleans. La.

Send for Catalope B of Other Noyelties,

THE CARLISLE & FINCH CO.,
832 West Sixth St.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

W. S. HILL ELECTRIC CO.. New Bedlord. Mass.
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS:

Send for Catalogue. Central Electric Co., Chicago. s^A/i-rciH
V>>/STOMi

SOA.RDS.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Accumulators.
American Battery Co.

Central Electric Co.

Electric Storage Battery Co.

X. V. Acc. A El. Co.
Ohio Storage Battery Co.

Willard El. & Battery Co.

Annunciators.
Central Electric Co.

Commercial El. Supply Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Arc Ijamps.
Central Electric Co.

Commercial El. Supply Co.

DieW Mfg. Co.
Eleotrlo Arc Llgbt Co.

Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.

Manhattan Gen'l Cons. Co.

Peoples Electric Co.
-Puritan Electric Co.
-Weatlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Arc liieht Cord.
Central Electric Co.

Samson Cordage Wits.

Batteries and Jars.
Central Electric Co.

Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

Elec. Gas Lighting Co.
Gordon-Burnham Battery Co
I^eclanche Battery Co., The.
Muir &Son, Thos.
Nungesser El. Battery Co.

Ohio Electric Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

BeUs.
. „

Central Electric Co.

Commercial El. Supply Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

Huebel & Manger.
Ohio Electric Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Beltins-
Jewell Belting Co.
Main Belting Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Bhultx Belting Co.

Boilers. „ „
Glonbrook Steam Boiler Go.

BoolES. Electrical.
Klootrloian Publishing Co.

Bmslies.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Crown ^Voven Wire Brush
Co.

Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Fartrldfre Carbon Co.

Bnrelar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Cables (See Insulated Wires.)
CaMes, Electric (Seelnsu-

Lftt«d Wires). Copper,
Sbeet and Bar.
American Elec. Works.
Briiey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
General Electric Co.
Moore. Alfred P.
New York Ins. Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Carbon8.Points& Plates.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Gen'l Inc. Arc Light Co.
Partrldffe Carbon Co.
Relslnger, Hueo.

Cars.
BrlUCc, J. G.

Compound.
Boiler Expurgator Co.
Central Electric Co.
California Asphalt Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Johns Mfg. Co.. H. W.
Mass. Cbemical Co.
McLennan & Co., K-
OkOBlte Co.

Conduit and Conduitis.
Armorite Interior Cond. Co.
Central Electric Uo.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Conn. Pipe Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Interior Conduit A: Ins. Co,
Muir A; Son, Tlios.

Construction & Repairs.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Elliott, W. H. Elec. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Hodge, Walsh & Loring.
Keystone Electric Co.
McFell Electric Co.
McRae, A. L.
Tbordarson, C. H.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.

Contractors and JBlectric
liifflit Plants.
Ahlm-Edwards EI. Co.
Arnold El. Pr. Station Co.
Bain. Foree.
Card Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Hodge, Walsh & Loring.
Keystone Electric Co.
McElae. A. L.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Scott & Janney El.A Mfg.Co.
Triumph Electric Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse Elec & Mfg Co.

Copper.
Besly&Co.. Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Mansfield Temp. Copper Co.
Mitchell Temp. Copper Co.

Copper IVires.
American Electrical Works.
Besly&Co., ChasH.
Brliey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.
OkonlteCo., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Cordage.
Central Electric Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Correspondence ScUools.
Int. Correspond. Schools.

Crook.es' Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Edison Lump Dept.

Cross-Arms, Pins and
Bracl£ets.
Brady, T. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
l-'arr Tel. A Cons. Sup. Co.
Point Marion Mfg. Co.

Cnt-Onts and Sivltcbes.
Automatic Cir. Breaker Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Elec. Co,
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
HUl, W. S. Electric Co.
PalsteCo., H. T.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg.Co.

Dynamos.
Ahlm-EdwardB El. Co,
American Engine Co.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Evans Electric Co.
Ex. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Keystone Electric Co.
Muir & Son, Thos.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Scott & Janney El & Mfg.Co.
Triumph Electric Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
'-vagner Elec Mfg.Co.
Warner, Wm, F.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

JGconomizers, Fuel.
Fuel Economizer Co.

Electric Heat't; App's.
Central Electric Co.
Globe Electric Healing Co.
Johns, H. W., Mfg. Co.

Electric Meters.
American El. Meter Co.
Zamel Arc Light Meter Go.

Electric Kailivays.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and aiecbanl-
cal Engineers.
Bain, Foree.
McRae, A. L.
Pratt. Chas. A.

Electrical Instruments.
Automatic Cir. Breaker Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Keystone El. Instrument Co.
Palste Co., H. T.
Queen A Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Electrical Specialties.
Automatic Cir. Breaker Co,
Carlisle & Finch Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Paiste Co., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Splitdorf, C. F.
Tbordarson, C. H.
Vought, M. I.

Electro-Plating Macli'y.
Besly&Co., Chas. H.
General Electric Co.

Eng^ines, Gas.
Otto Gas Engine Wks.
Prouty Co.,The.
Van Home, Burger & Co.

Engines, Steam.
Anaerican Engine Co.
Ball Engine Co.

Fan Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Earr Tel. A Cons. Sup. Co.
Geueral Electric Co.
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.
Scott & Janney El. & Mfg. Co.
Wagner Electr)c Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Go.

Feed IVatcr Heaters.
Davis & Son, I. B.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Diamond State Fibre Co,
Kartavert Mfg. Co.

FUes.
Harnett Co., G. & H.
Central Electric Co.

Fixtures, El. & Comb'n.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial EI. Supply Co.

Fuses.
D. &. W. Fuse Co.

Fuse TTire.
Central Electric Co.
Chic&go Fuse Wire & Mfg.Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Gaskets.
Johns, H. W., Mfg. Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Gas Liglitine, Electric.
Central Electric Co.

Gears.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.

General Elec. Supplies.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Farr Tel. A Oonc. Sup. Co.
General Electric Co.
Hill, W. S Electric Co.
Hodge. Walsh A Loring.
McKinlock. W. C.
Ohio Electric Works.
Paiste Co., H. T.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Globes and Electrical
Glassivare.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

GoT'nors. IVater Wheel.
LombardWater WTieelGv.Co.

Graphite Specialties.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Induction Coils.
Central Electric Co.
Queen A Co.
Splitdorf, C. F.

Insulators and Insulat-
ing Slaterials.
Akron Ins. A Marble Co.
Brixey, W. R.
Bryant Electric Co.
California Asphalt Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Sunoly Co.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Diamond State Fibre Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson EL Mfg. Co.
Empire China Works.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Hodge, Walsh & Loring.
Johns Mfg. Co.. H. W.
Kartavert Mlg. Co.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Mica insulator Co.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
OkonlteCo.. The,
Paisie Co., H. T.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Undereround C. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg Co.

Insulated Wires and
Cables—magnet Wires.
American Electrical Works.
Briiey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Go.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
McKinloek, W. C
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Go.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C.Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Lamp Adjusters.
Faries Mfs. Oo.
Voug)it. M. I.

Lamps, Incandescent.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Go.
Edison Lamp Dept.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co..
Lynn Incandescent Lp. Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Sawyer-ManElec. Co.
United Elec. Imp. Go.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Lamp Trim'r's Wagons.
studebaker Bros. Mfg. Co.

Lightning Arresters.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

magnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

mechanical machinery.
Besly&Co., Chas. H.
Garvin Machine Co., The.
Stilwell-Bierce Smith-Valle.

mica.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Munsell Hi Co., Eugene.

mining Apparatus, Elec.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

motors.
Ahlm-Edwards EJec. Co.
American Engine Co.
Belknap Motor Co.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Grocker-Whee:er Elec. Co.
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Evans Electric Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
Keystone Electric Co.
Muir A Son, Thos.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Peoples Elecuric Co.
Scott & Janney El, A Mfg. Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Storey Motor A Tool Co.
Triumph Electric Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg, Co.
"Warner, V.'m. F.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co

Packing.
Besly A Co. Chas. H.
Garlock Packing Co.
Johns, H. W., Mfg. Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Paints.
California Asphalt Co.
Central Electric Go.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Johns. H. W. Mfg. Co.
Mass. Chemical Co.

Phosphor Bronze.
Besly&Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co.Ltd.

Platinum.
Baker A Co.

Poles.
Central Mfg. Co.
Lindsley Bros.
McLean. A. J.

McNaugtOD Co., J. C.
National Tube Works Co.
Northern Supply Co.
Perrizo A Sons.
Point Marion Mfg. Co.
Sterling A Son. W. C.

Porcelain.
Bryant Electric Go.
Central Electric Go.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Empire China Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Push Buttons.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Oo.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co
Partrick & Carter Co.

Refiners.
Swarts Metal Refining Co.

Reflectors.
Muir A Son, Thos.

Regulators.
Belknap Motor Co.

Re-W^inding—Repairs.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Elliott, W^ H. Elec. Co.
Hodee. Walsh 4; Loring.
Thordarson, C. H.

Rheostats.
American Rheostat Co.
Central Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Iron Clad Rheostat Co.
Leonard. Ward, Elec. Co.
Muir A Sou, Thos.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co

Second-Hand machin'y.
Cornmau Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Elliott. W. H. Elec. Co.

Hartley EKc. Whs.
McKinlocit. W. C.
Wood. Chas. N.

Shades.
Central Electric Co.
Muir A Son, Thos.

Speaking Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Keystone Ei. Instrument Co.
Queen & Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Steel Pipe.
National Tube Works Go.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Evans Electric Co.
N. Y. Acc. A El. Go.
Ohio Storage Battery Co.
Willard El. A Battery Co. '

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical Works-
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Go.
Commercial EL Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
New York Insulated Wire Co
Okonlte Co.. The.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.

Telephones, Telephone
material and Switch-
boards.
American El. Telephone Co.
Central Electric Go.
Climax Novelty Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Parr Tel. A Cons. Sup. Co.
Kokomo Tel. A El. Mfg. Co.
Kusel, D A., Tel. Mfg. Co.
Lockwood T. A T. Co. ofAm
McFell Electric Co.
Mo. Tel. Mfg. Co.
Orne Elec. Cons. Co,
Peoples Electric Co.
Splitdorf. C. If:

Standard Tel. A EL Co.
Stromberg-Carlson Tl.M.Co.
Taber A Mayer.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western TeL Cons. Oo.

Toys. Electrical.
Carlisle A F.nchCo.

Transformers.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diamond Elec. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporatlo"
General Electric Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Central Electric Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Trucks, Electric Car.
Brill Co , J. G.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Turbine Wlieels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co

.

Leffel & Co., Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
StUweU-BIerce Smith-Valle.

Water WHheels.
Am. Impulse Wheel Go.
DaTton Globe Iron Works Go.
Leflel A Co., Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
StIlwell-Bierce Smith-Valle

W^ire, Bare.
Besly & Co^Ghas. H,
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Underground C Co
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.

Wiring Tubes.
Akron Ins. A Marble Go.

XRay Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial EL Supply Oo.
Edison Lamp Dept.
Queen & Co.
Splitdorf, C. P.

^or JBklpHaK^e'tical Inclose >f ^\cl'v-^r"tis^nrk^rk'1;s S« III.
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DIEHL ELECTRIC FANS.
andCeiling Fans

Exhaust Wheels
Wound for Any Current,

Except Alternating.

Our Exhaust Wheel

Combinations

Are the most compact and
ef¥1cient made.

Write for catalogue and
prices.

Propeller or

Desk Fans
Wound for 110, 220 or in series on 500 volts.

Also for Primary or Secondary Battery Circuits.

Highest

Efficiency

Unbroken Magnetic Cir-
cuit, Self-Aligning Bronze
Bearings. Finest Insulation
Throughout. Four-Speed
Regulator.

SHOW ROOMS: New York, 561-563 Broadway; Chicago, 192-194 Van Buren St.; Boston, 128-132 Essex St.

DIEHL MANUFACTURING CO.,euza|eihport
Agents for Canada: Canadian General Electric Co., Toronto, Ontario.

BEUT h. /XX>> J DIRECT
BRIVEN hziJiYC^r DRIVEN

1he:(3kD'^'[i1'

M^SFIELD.nHiEU.STl

"H. W. J." Electric Car Heaters.

SlMPIiX:, DrBABL,!:, EFFECTIVE, ECOHTOMICAL,.

Heat evenly distributed full length ol;

oar. Three degrees o[ regulation with
patented linife switch. No coils to
short-circuit or broalc.

Trolley Line Insulators,

Vulcabeston Controller Parts,

Commutator Rings, Bushings, Etc.

H. W. Johns Manufacturing Co.,
240-242 RANDOLPH ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

New York. Philadelphia. Boston. London.

FUSE WIRE )«»--.

^

AND LINKS > capacity.

FOR ALL SYSTEMS. i'^'^'^riJo™.

CHICAGO FUSE WIRE & MFG. CO.,

153 Lake St., Chicago.

Send us Your Orders and you will not be

Disappointed either as to Quality of

our apparatus or the Promptness

with which we fill orders.

PATENTED REVERSIBLE ELEVATOR CONTROLLER

AMERICAN RHEOSTAT CO.,
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN,

MANIIFAnTIIRFR!^ HP RHFRf^TAT!; PRR All PHPPnCFC
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The Iron-Armored Conduit Sfstem

INTERIOR CONDniT AND INSOLATION CO.

IS THE ONLY STANDARD.

WE OFFER THE ONLY COMPLETE SYSTEM OF ELECTRIC WIRING.

OUR STANDARD IRON-ARMORED INSULATING CONDUIT
is far superior to any ever placed upon the market. Like all

other Standards this material will be imitated. However, the

broad, fundamental patents covering our process of manu-

facture prevent even a near approach to the features

wherein lie the strength and integrity of insulation possessed

by our

STANDARD IRON-ARMORED INSULATINC CONDUIT.

CATALOGUES, SAMPLES AND ALL INFORMATION UPON APPLICATION.

INTERIOR CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.,
GENERAL OFFICES AND WORKS:

527 West 34th Street, NEW YORK, N. Y.
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MOTORS-DYNAMOS
Direct Connected and Belted, I H. P. to 150 H. P.

« •

Motors require no floor space and are immediately adjustable to any speed or any position.

FOB PABTICVL.ARS ADDBESS

NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MFG. COMPANY
niADISON, IVISCONSIH.

P
Chicago Office,

IGOa HONADXOCK.

^MORITE"!
INTERIOR CONDUIT

(CUMMINO'S RATCNTS.)

4

Note how the Wood-Lining does not crack.

ARMORITE INTERIOR CONDUIT CO., iH%'
EIjECTBIC AFPIjIAIVCE: CO., Chlcaso, General TVestem Agents.

Ijondon, Eng., Branch: R. H. Kilby, 9Igr., Ko. 6 Kilburn !$q.uare, Kilburn,
liOndon, X. IrV. The Veritys Ijtd., General Selling Agents.

a^HE>

MOTORMAN'S GUIDE,
A PRACTICAL TREATISE

OBC

Street Railway Motors;

How to Become a Practical Motormarir
By J. W. CAYETTY.

P»rioe, = = = = . = ^l.OO
CONTENTS.

1. Introduction. 2. Car wiring. 3. How to locate trouble in your car while
on the road. 4. How to cut out a motor. 5. Information on "K" controllers.

6. How to locate trouble in a reversing switch and how to overcome it. 7. How
to reverse a car in order to obtain best effects. 8. Points about motors that should
be looked after closely. 9. Short circuits. What a short circuit means and how
to locate it. 10. Information on incandescent light circuits. 11. Electric motor
force, or how armature rotation is obtained. 12. How to increase the speed of a
motor by changing two connections. 13. General information on Westinghouse
motors. 14. Westinghouse fuse block. 15. Westinghouse lightning arresters.

16. Westinghouse lamp circuit. 17. Information on open circuits and sparking
brushes. 18. Some questions you may be called upon to answer. 19. Points of
interest to all. 20. Conclusion. 21. Diagram of car.

EXTRACT FROM INTRODUCTION.
"Recognizing the fact that not one motorman in twenty thoroughly under-

stands his motors, I feel that I am giving them great value for their money, and
at the same time furnishing them with the means of holding a position on any
line they may be employed on. While serving as foreman in different car
houses, the author has been able to gain a great many painters that will come up on
the examination of motormen and conductors, and having possessed these, together
with my knowledge of electricity, I feel perfectly safe in stating that they can-
not ask you any question that I have not honestly and correctly answered in this

little book. If you wish to learn the value of this book, go to your electrician, or
man in charge of your motors, and ask him for information, and then, and not
until then, will you learn the true value of this book. It has always been under-
stood by all electricians or foremen of ear houses, that no information of any
importance be given to any one outside of their class, and consequently most men
running cars to-day are ignorant of their motors."

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHINC CO.,
510 MARQUETTE BLDC, CHICAGO.

TRANSFORMERS-WATTMETERS
:f-f-er's iivipr^ve^.

Double Primary Coils, No Brushes,
Double Secondary Coils, No Commutator,
Good Ventilation,
Light Weight, Simplicity,
High Efficiency, Durability,
Good Regulation, Reliability,
Small Iron Loss. Accuracy.

Convenient to Install. Even to a 6 c. p. Light

DIAMONO ELECTRIC CO.
N/i ^x iM vj F-^v^-rU I

f

Office: 1202 Fisher Building, Chicago, III. Factory: Peoria, III,
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Have You Seen It?
Our new issue of catalogue—GENERAL CATALOGUE NUHBER

TWELVE. If you have not seen it we must tell you that it is the most

complete and satisfactory electrical supply catalogue ever published; if

you have seen it you will readily agree with us in this statement. It

contains more solid, serviceable information than has ever before

been embodied in an electrical supply catalogue. It is made up of

nearly 600 7x10 pages, with over 1,500 large illustrations and is hand-

somely bound in heavy, stiff cloth cover.

In short if you are purchasers of electrical supplies you cannot

afford to be without it. We will send copies by prepaid express to the

trade on application.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
Elec-fcrioal Supplies, ^l-iicaso.

SPECIAL NOTE -Our stock is just as complete as our catalogue.

seuu ior oitmpioii aua rncos oi

SAMSON SPOT CORD
For 4rc Light and Trolley Cord. WATERPROOFED.

AIVISOIM COROAOE: -SfUfO^K^S, BOSTON, MASS.

HARD FIBRE
IN

SHEETS, 10
CENTS
PER LB.

DIAMOND STATE FIBRE CO., w. & N. JUNCTlO^, elsmere. del.

Mica" Segments. „

Drop Forge Copper Segneots.
"Mica" any size, sbape or pattern.

Write for prices.'^

Fort Wayne Electric Corporation,
FORT WAYNE, IND.

re. Din
Ing inc

Apparatus for

ae-fc Curren-fc and A.l-I:ei

tandescen-fc ^isl^'^^ii'^S s
na-fc-
nd

HON JOHN
i''()it—

.

Water**Hydraulics.

HYDRAULIC RAINBOW CORE PACKING. '" '"^ WUHLIJ LIKC IT.

. . . MANUFACTURED EXCLUSIVELY BY . . .

Peerless Rubber Mfg. Company,
16 Warren Street, NEW YORK.

16-24 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich. . 202-210 So. Water St., Chicago, III.

I GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.'S I

NEW

X-RAY TUBE
WITH AUTOMATIC VACUUM

REGULATOR.

No More Troubles From High Vacuum

Tubes.

Simple and Efficient. Keeps Vacuum
Adjusted Automatically. Cannot Kan
too High in Vacuum for Operation. Life
Practically Unliuiited.
Koentgen- Kay Exciting Apparatus:

Catalogue No. 9050. Miniature Lamps:
Catalogue No. 90H.

Edison Decorative and

Miniature Lamp Department,

(General Electric Co.) HARRISON. N. J.

<^-S>^>^'S>^<S><2>^H5.<^S«S>^<i> <S><SxSHS><S><Swg>^<g>^^^Kj>

ELECTROTYPES.
CHICAGO ELECTRO. & STEREO. CO.,

149-155 Plymouth Place, Chicago.

Storage Batteries.
NON-INFRINaiNG. DURABLE. LIQHT.

The Ohio Storage Battery Company,
Office and Factory removed to
y.t rhamplain Street. rt,F.VF.T>AXI>. OHIO.

ALTERNATING CIRCUITS. FOUR HUNDRED WATTS GUARANTEED.

LJRITAIM 178 DEVONSHIRE STREET, BOSTON.
ISO NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK.

XAJn«(^el\ 6:L£CTi^ic nrcx-Co.,

THE ELECTRA
HIGHEST GRADE NUERNBERG CARBONS.

??

•TRADEMARK'

FOR DIRECT CURRENT ARC LAMPS. FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT ARC LAMPS.

MUGO REISIIM NO. 38 BEAVER STREET . NEW YORK.
SOLE I9IPORTER FOB THE

tmriTED STATES AJTD CAJTADA.
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EuasRB F. FhiIiLIFB, Frest. F. N. Phillipb, Tre»i. W. H. Sawyer, Secy.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
\

I

I . PBOVIDENCE, B. I.

1I///A BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

New York Store, P. C. Ackerman. 10 Cortlaudt St.

Chicago Storb, F. E. Donolioe. 241 Madison St.

Montreal Branch. Eugene F. riiUUps' Electrical Works.

-tihe: oiml-y

WATER = WHEEL GOVERNOR
THAT GOVERNS.

Watekvillb & Fairfield Railway & Light Co., (

Watekville, Me., Jan. 18, 1896. f

Lombard Water-Wheel Qovernor Co., Boston, Mass.
Gentlemen:—In regard to your Type C governor, which is regulating for us

our two Hercules Wheels, which give power to operate our Light Plant, Street
R. R. and Power Generator, we are frank to admit that the machine does its work
admirably. We have no hesitancy in recommending it to those in want of a
governor. (Signed)

I. C. LiBBY, President Waterville & Fairfield R. R. & L. Co.

LOMBARD WATER-WHEEL GOVERNOR CO,
61 Hampshire ISt., BOSTON. MASS.

SAVE YOUR COMMUTATORS.
If you can notohtaln It from your dealer send for

free sample direct to us. We prepay mail or express
eliart^es.

50c per stick. $2.75 per half dozen, $5,00
per dozen.

TESOLINE prevents euttinf? and sparking:. Will
Not Gum the Brushes, urn] will keep the Commutator In t(Ood eondUion. We (marantee it to be
tlie best ('(ininiutator ( oiii|ioim(l on tlie market. A trial will convince you. ^^^^^

THE BOILER EXPURCATOR CO., SOLE SELLING AGENTS.

1 15 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.
S<'ii<l for Our I'aniphU't on the Preveiilioii of Ifioiler ln<TUHta1ion.

[HercUlesIB^tTerie^
\X CLEDrBATTERIESl

nPOKCElAI'^ IHSuymON 01 an Kind,

J

life Sollcll the maKlnj ot

SpeOU- Designs of Porcelain.

U!^ GORDON PRIMARY CELL.
For Open and Closed Circuit Work.

The Perfect, Modern, Longest Lived and Most Economical
Cell Ever Put on the Market.

In use by the leading cities, railroads, telephone and gas engine
companies.

WE CLAIM:—Constant discharge of current without polari-

zation; no local action; no noxious gases or fumes; no acids; least
labor for operation; cleanest; not freezing at 28° below zero; eco-
nomic value 50 per cent, greater than gravity cell, and 30 per cent,

greater than best other cell in market. For No. 1 cell, 250 ampere
hours; for No. 2 cell, 100 ampere hours; on open circuit, .9 to l

volt; on closed circuit, .65 to iVb voit. Sentifnr circular and price list.

l^flnufacyre^DARTRICKS/JARTER CO, ELfCTOAL

Dealers ri25So.2ndSt.V)PHILADA.VPA. goods.

Keystone tieciricai

Instrument Co.,
9tb St. & Montgomery Ave.,

PHILADELPHIA.
Switchboard Instruments

For Central Stations and
Isolated Plants.

New York, 15 Cortlandt Street.
Cbicaeo, 1440 Monadnock Bldg

THE W^IL,IiA>R»

STORAGE
BATTERY,

NON-INFRINGING.
PROTECTION GUARANTEED.

The Wlliard Electric & Battery Co.,

Cl.EVEl.ASJI>. OHIO.

The Emerson Electric Mfg. Co.,
Alternating Current
Fan Motors,
Celling Fans,
Power Motors.

Knife Switches and
Switch Boards, ST. LOUIS,
Multiple Fuse Boards, y_ g_ ^_
Push Buttons.

THE GORDON -BORNHAM BATTERY CO,
82 to 86 West Broadway, New York City.

General Western Agent, S. F. B. MORSE, Marquette Bldg., Chicago, 111.

J. G. BRILL COMPANY, PHILADELPHIA,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Electric Cars

and Trucks,

Solid Forged

Frame Trucks,

Tracks for

4-WIieel Cars.

PIVOTAL TRUCKS FOR STEAM AND ELECTRIC SERVICE.

The PERPBCT TRUCK, our "No. 27," Is safer, easier on rails, easier for passengers «nil

Imparts less motion to the car body than any truck ever made.

WE CAN SUBSTANTIATE OUR CLAIMS.

REWIRED WITH RAVEN WHITE CORE WIRE

—:—OFFICE
Tho Ferris V^heel Co.

fll3l THE Rookery.

Chicago, April 30, 1896.

NEW YORK INSUU^TED WIRE CO.,
320 Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

Gentlemen:—After carefully consider-
ing the merits of the various brands of
wire upon the market, we have decided to
use your "Raven White Core" exclusively
for rewiring the Ferris Wheel.
As you are aware, the wire upon the

wheel is very much exposed and the test

will no doubt be a most severe one.
Yours very truly

THE FERRIS WHEEL CO.
By L. V. Rice. Msr.

Used e.xciusively for all Incandescent Llgfet-

ing at World's Columbian Exposition.GRIMSHAW WHITE CORE.

RAVEN WHITE CORE, ^es

COMPETITION LINE WIRE.

GRIMSHAW TAPES, COMPETITION TAPES AND SPLICING COMPOUNDS

Used by some of the largest Central Stations

and Fire and Police Departments in theU.8

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OPFICE:

13-17 CortlmiH St., New York,
BRANCHES: I CHICAGO:

I
320 Dearboro St.

BOSTON:
134 Congrcis St.

SAN FRANCISCO.
IIS New MMtpMIT SI.

"AMERICAN" ?ir
ARE THE BEST.- Sen3 for Descriptive Circular.

Absolutely Non-Infringing.
Protection Cuaranteeo.

AIVIERICAN BATTERY CO.,
CSTD iea9 38 W. Quincy St.. Chicago. III.

The Electrician Publishing

Co., Suite 510 Marquette

Building, Chicago. Headquar-

ters for all latest Electrical

Books. Write for Catalogue.

k

EYERYTHINe IN WIRE.
BARE AND INSULATED.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF JHE "CHICAGO" RAIL BOND.

WASHBURN tt MOEN MFC. CO.,
V^/OR^ES-TER, VIA.SS.

BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES: New York, Chicago, San Francisco, Houston, Philadelphia,
Pittsburg, Boston.

WEATHERPROOF WIRE.
COMPLETE STOCK CARRIED BY

Western Electric Co., Hew York.

Electric Appliance Co., Chicago.

Pettingell Andrews Co., Boston,

Electrical Engineering Co., Minneapolis.

St. Louis Electrical Supply Co., St. Lonis,

Tlie Bradford Belting Co., Cincinnati

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.,

Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET. R. 1.
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WANTED.
Position by actlvo. technically educated, np-to-

date German of 3(1, of wide practical ex-

perience (lioldlng: superlntendency now), with
concern appreclatlnR ability and close applica-

tion. Temperate, reliable, full of resources,

InKenlous repairer, capable of drawing estimates

and speclflcatlons. •Electrician," oare Wkst-
EKN Eleutiucian, 510 Marquette HWr.,
ChlcaKO.

WANTED.
By an experlenceil toleiihouo man who would

Invest a small sum of inonev, a position as super-

intendent or nianaKer In a telephone exchange
m a prosrosslve town. Has elglit years' experi-

ence and can furnish best of references. Ad-
dress "Teleplione," eare of Westekn Elec-
TKiciAN, 510 Marquette Building, Chicago.

WANTED.
Position by experienced engineer and elec-

trician. Address -Machlulst." care of West-
ern Ei.KCTBiciAN, 610 Marquette Building.

Chicago.

ARMATURES TO REWIND.
winders direct from T.-H. and Westlnghouse
shops. Work guaranteed. Ten years' experience.

Light plants installed complete. Send for prices.

HODGE, WALSH & LORINC,
B31 Delaware, Kansas City. Mo,

FOR SALE.
TwolsoK. W. 500-yolt multipolar generators

very cheap.

Hartley Electrical Works,
2C3 Kandolph Street, CHICAGO.

Second=naad Engines.

for sale cheap by The American Engine Co.,

builders of the American-Ball EDRlnes and Elec-

trical Machinery. Bound Brook, N. J.

Second hand Arc Lamps of different manu-
facture; ROod as new and thoroughly tested:

also, Arc and Incandescent Dynamos and other
electrical apparatus.
Always in the market for scrap Dynamos,

Motors, Wire, Copper, burned 6ut Incandes-
cent Lamps and Lamp bases, etc. AddressTHE
CORKMANCOMFAMY, 1134 Hamilton St.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

BARGAINS

!

SEND FOR THE LATEST

ELECTRICAL BULLETIN.
The Largest and Best Lot of Bargains in

Electrical Merchandise Ever
Offered.

The Electrical Exchange,
166-1 74 5. CLINTON ST., CHICAGO.

Long Distance Telephone Express 744.

BIDS WANTED.
Thecityof Asheville, N.C., desires bids for fur-

nishing and maintalbing one hundred to one
hundred and fifty electric arc lights of two-
thousand (2,000) candle power each.
The city reserves the right to reject anv or

all bids. Bids to be received uniil Sept. 20, 1897.

GEO. E. SCOTT. Chairman,
Special Light Committee,

Asheville, N. C.

DYNAMOS
For Lighting and Plating.

20 light $ 40 00
50 light 75.00

100 light 125.00

MOTORS
'^% h.p.,$15: i/ah.p.,$25;
'l h. p., $40; 2 h. p., $60.
Storage battel ies and

propeller wheels for boats.

EVANS ELECTRIC CO., B-fil

N.Ashland - ve., Chicago, III.

( See next week's ad. for list of storage batteries.)

STATE OF ILLINOIS. COUNTY OK
COOK, SS.

In the County Court of Cook County.
In the matter t:f the Metropolitan Electrlr

Company, Insolvent, No. 16,384.

Under an order of Court, entered In tho
nbovo entitled cause on the 9th day of Sep-
tember, A. D. 18r.7, sealed proposals for the
pureluise of the book accounts and bills ro-
ceivnble, stock shares and all other property
of every name and nature (nxclusive of or
dors currently received and cash on luindl
not designated and comprehended in tin-
order heioin made on the 1st day of Sep-
tember. A. D. 1F97. will be received by thf
undersigned, as assignee, at Its office, 100
Washington street, Chicago, 111., on or be-
fore 12 o'clock, noon, Spptomber 24th, A. D
1897. A list of the said accounts and bills
receivnble, stock shares, etc., can be ex-
amined and all information will be -fur-
nished by the undersignd, as such assignee,
on appli<ation to its oIHce, 100 AVashingtoii
street, Chicago, 111., at any time prior to
September 24th, A. D. 1897. at 12 o'clock
noon.
The terms of the sale of the said accounts

and bills re'ceiv;ible and stock shares undfi
said order are cash, and under the terms of
said o/der said assignee win. at 2 o'cIocL,
p. m. on the 24th day of September. A. D
1897, present in open court all proposals or
ofJers received by it for the purcha^^eof said
property, which bids will be opened li\

the said Court, and additional bids for the
said accounts and bills receivable and stock
shares will be received by said Court.
The right is reserved to reject all bids and

proposals.
It is further ordered by the Court that

each bid for the purchase of the property be
accompanied by a deposit in currency or
certified check for ten per cent, of the
amount bid, which shall be forfeited to the
estate in case such party becomes buyer
of such merchandise and fails to comply
with his bid and proposal and fails to pay
the amount due for said property in six (^)
d:ivs thereafter.
CHICAGO TITLK AND TRUST COMPANY
Assignee of the Metropolitan Electric Co.
By HENKY W. LEMAN, Second Vice-

President.
LOUIS SPAHN, Attorney for Assignee.

To Steam, Electrical and Plumbing

Contractors.
Sealed proposals will be received up to

11 a. m., Tuesday. September 28, for fur-
nishing all the material and doing all the
labor in connection with the steam heat-
ing, electrical wiring, etc., for the Illinois
Western Hospital for the Insane, Water-
town, Rock Island Co., 111. All to be in
accordance with specifications on file in of-
fice of F. W. Gould, President Board
of Trustees, Moline, III.- also at the of-
fice of the Consulting Engineer, Charles
(J. Armstrong, 1306 Great Northern Build-
ing, Chicago, aud at the office of the
architect, M. E. Bell, Dexter Building,
Chicago, which plans and specdflcatlons
may be seen on or after September 21.

Each proposal must be accompanied by
a certified check for 2 per cent, of the
amount of the bid, payable to the order
of F. W. Gould, President, to be forfeited
to the State of Illinois in case the bidder
or bidders chosen fail to enter into a con-
tract with the Board and furnish a satis-
factory bond for the proper execution of
the same within ten days after the ac-
ceptance of their proposals.
Each bidder must be prepared to give

a ^atisfactory bond guaranteeing to fully
pay for all labor and material used in
this work.
Bids must be sealed and addressed to

the undersigned, and upon the envelope
must appear the name and address of the
bidder, and marked Proposal for Steam
Heating, Electrical Wiring and Plumbing
for the Illinois Western Hospital for In-
sane, Watertown. HI.
The Board of Trustees reserve the right

to reject any or all bids or to accept any
bid or combination of bids which the
Board may deem to their advantage.
By order of the Board of Trustees.

F. W. GOULD. President.
Moline, Hi., Sept. 16, 1897.

fHE TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK
BT

HEEBERT LAWS WEBB.
Price St.OO.

The only complete and practical work
of its kind on the market.

PUBLISHED BY

THE ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
Suite 610 Marquette BulldlOK, ChlcaKO.

PIaATINUMFo' all) Purposes.
3oifft|i a&di NatiT» Plat^nom ForohsMdr

BAK£B A CO., 408-414 New Jerief
BsUroad Ave., Newark, y. J.

Scrap Copper Wire Wanted.
It you have any Old Copper Wire of any description to

dispose of, it will pay you to communicate with us, as we are
'.'v all times in the market for any quantity of Scrap Copper
Wire, at the highest market values. We pay cash and send
prompt returns. We are also supplying the electrical trade with
our high grade Babbitt, Cotton Waste, Solder, Etc. Please com-
municate with us.

Stilwell's Patent stXep Water Purifier.
Removes all Impurities.

ENTIRELY PREVENTS SCALE IN STEAM

BOILERS. Catalogue on Application.

The Stilfell-Bierce & Smitli-Vaile Co.,

DAYTON, OHIO.
Risdon Iron A Iiocomotive ^Vorks. San Francisco, Cal., Paciflc Coast Axent,

THE BELL,
STYLE "F"

3 TO IS INCHES.
ASK F-OR IT.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

HUEBEL & MANGER,
MANUFACTURERS,

290 Graham St.. Brooklyn N.Y.

J'lXIS-t lE^XM.'k>jL±&lXG<3Lm

PRACTICAL
Guide for Firemen,

Bt w. h. wakeman.

80 pages, 14 illustrations, bound In cloth.

An elementary treatise relating to the care
and manageineut of Steam Boilers, Tumps,
Injector;!, etc., and Steam Plants generally.
Containingtjomplete instructions, and many
valuable suggestions for the safe, practical,
and economical management of the Steam
Plant.
Especially intended for those who seek

promotion, and a»plreto be something more
than a "Coal hustler," and for the benefit of
l!''irt'men and Engineerd who do not "know
it all" antl who are willing to profit by thf
sugge-tions, etc., of "one who has beeu
there."
In writing this book it has been the aim of

the author to give the duties of the fireman,
or the one in charge of a steam plant, in aj
simple and concise a manner as the subject
antl the English language will ailmit of; and
to furnish all the information required to en-
able them to take charge of and operate a
steam plant successfully add economically.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY.

510 Marquette Building, CHICAGO.

ST.CLAIR HOTEL
AMERICAN PLAN,

Sixtb, Mound and Kenyon Streets,

CINCINNATI, O.

All modern conveniences: rooms en suite:
private baths; excellent cuisme. For transient
and resident guests. Coolest and cleanest place
in the city. Atmosphere of home.

LEWIS KENNEDY & SON.

Arnold Electric PowerStation Co.,
Suite 1640 Marquette BIdg., Chicago.

Engineers and Contractors for

Electric Power Stations.

Sole owners of patents controlling the "ARNOLD
SYSTEM" of power station construction.

Reduction in first cost, economy and greater
reliability in operation. Write for information.

SWARTS METAL REFINING CO.,
20 N. Desplalnes Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

RAILWAY GENERATORS.
One T.-H. M. P. 100, 135 h. p.. complete witli panel switchboard, excellent condition.
Four D C2's, 80 h. p., with station instruments.
Two Edison 60 K. W., 80 h. p., with station instruments
Four T.-H. M. P. 500, G6G h. p., With station apparatus.

25 iG-foot closed car bodies. Will sell these car bodies alone or fully equipped on trucks,
with Walker motors, single or double equipment. All in Ai condition and ready for immediate
service. Cars of Brill and Jones make.

50 Security Fare Registers in first rate order and condition.

OHAS. N. WOOD,%'TiItl^ Boston, Mass.

With legal and editorial opinions, tables and cost of lights as furifished by
private companies and municipal plants.

^V IVI. J. F-F34VIMCISCO.
Fourth edition, revised. loo pages. Price 50c. Full of valuable information

for everyone interested in the subject.

''°Bu^r;^"gr Chicago.ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.;

JHE W. H, E LLI07T £LECTRIL Co,

m-
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Victor Turbine Water Wheel.
Cylinder or Register Gate— Close Regulation and High Efficiency

at Full and Partial Gate.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CELEBRATED WATER

WHEIRIj as particularly adapted to their use, on account of its remarkablr »teady motloD,
bigb Bpced and great emclency aud larze capacltjr for its diameter^ bein^ doable
the power of most wheels ol the same diameter. It is used by a number of the leading electric com-
panies with great satisfaction. In the economical use ot water it is without aa equal, prodrcing the
highest per cent of uselul effect guaranteed.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PARTIOULAR&.
The acconipanying engraving represents a single 10-inch Victor Turbine on horizontal shaft ta

develop 36 H. P. under 38 feet head. Arranged with 12-inch Worrell Friction Coupling at one end to
disconnect pulley.

We are now prepared to furnish Victor Turbines, either single or in pairs, on horizontal shafts,,

and where the situation admits of their use we recommend them.

THE S^ILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO., DAYTON, OHIO.
Risdon Iron & Locomotive Works, San Francisco, Cal., Pacific Coast Agents

The Standard Open Circuit Batteries
of the World.

SEHD FOB OIROULAK AND PRICE3.

THE LECIANCH'E BATTERY CO.,
Ill lo 117 East 131st St., N. Y.

WHITE CEDAR POLES
And STREET CAR TIES.

1%'^holesale Producers.

»ERF9IZ^ & S^IMS, l3^K<?C9E-r-r, IVIICI

CEDAR
LiNDSLEY Bros.,

MENOMINEE, MICH.,

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS. POLES

CEDAR
Telegraph, Telephone, DHI CQ

Railway and Electric Light f U LLU
A.. J. IVIc^e^KIM, IVIonaminoo, IVIicK.

CEDAR POLES
AND RAILWAY TIES.

NORTHERN SUPPLY COMPANY.
Yards, Peshtigo, Wis., Fisher and Nathan, Micli. Office, Old Colony BIdg., Chicago, III.

Cedar Railway, Telephone,
Telegraph and Klectric liiffht

Pine painted cross arms and Oak pins. Get
our prices for delivery at any destination. Six
Bortlne yards, our Monroe yard being most
Southern and Eastern in Michigan. Our card;
Ai poies and good despatch.

W. G. Sterling & Son,
MONROE, MICH.

TROLLEY TIES AND POLES

!

J. C. McNAUGHTON CO., 30a BOURSE BLDG., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

TMllEimiS,
National Tube Works Company.

Boston, 70 Federal St. I Chicago, corner Clinton and Fulton Streets.New York, Havemeyer Bulldlne, Cortlandt St. St. Louis, 038 North Second Street.
Pittsburg, Fidelity Building, Fourth Ave. I Works, McKeesport, Pa.

^ 11%^ Your Electrical Books of the Electrician

IJ I I ^V Publishing Co., Suite 510 flarquette

IIU I
Bldg., Chicago. You will save TIME andUw I MONEY by doing so.

Point Marion Mfg. Company,
Office: 430 FAurth Avenue, PITTSBURG, PA.

CHESTNUT AND POPLAR TELEGRAPH, TELEPHONE, ELECTRIC LIGHT AND RAILWAY POLES

iWi>imMmOT'w'''»wttri'wwmm»hitytf'"ii'"""""""""''«^

Chestnut and poplar poles for any kind of ivork, S5 to 70 feet long; stronger,
stralghter and better than cedar.

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH-CLASS OAK AND LOCUST PINS, BRACKETS, MOULDINGS, CROSS-ARMS,

ETC. SHIPMENTS MADE PROMPTLY. LOW PRICES. WRITE US.

OAK LOCUST ^^ PfNS

m

'%^^^^

FOR SAI-E FOR CASM.
e. - - $11.75 per M.

- - - 7 75 "
4.00 "

28c. per lb.

13i
"

14i
"

... 15i "
- 164 "

100,000 Feet No. 12 Braided Rubber Covered Wi
150.000 " " 14
250,000 " " 16
1,200 Lbs. 3-4 in. Black Mac Friction T;pe. NEW.
4—0 to 8 Weatherproof Wire, 3 Braids,

9 & 10
11 & 12 "
13 & 14

WALTER C.McKINLOCK, 1

General Electric Merchandise, Tel. Main 3865. Fort Dearborn, Bldg.. CHICAGO. |

&<=
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"AD." STUDIO

CDMMERCIAL

ELECTRICAL

SUPPLY CO.

ST. LOOIS.

I can't ride a bicycle.

I don't eat meat.

Never sa'w a "dress suit."

I'm sorry wheat's gone up.

I don't play tennis.

I hate women.
What's "golf"?

I advertise? No!

At night I'm happy.

Good times—bosh!

"Working? Yes

—

Commercial El. Supply Co.

St. Liouis.

Good people!

Everything good in Electrical Supplies.

Telephone Supplies? Yes.

Electric light? Yes, yes.

Electric Railway? Yes! Yes!! Yes!!!

PS.
Remember that big and varied stock

always on hand in St. Louis.

NEW "UNIQUE" LONG-LIFE ARC LAMP,
AND SEVERAL OTHER STYLES,

ALL OF HIGHEST EXCELLENCE.
Pure Copper Switches and Celebrated "SUN-SCHMELZER-

NUREIVIBERC" Imported Carbons.Switchboards.

Send for Handsome New Complete Catalogue.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT CO.,
FIRST AVE. AND 33d STREET,

S. BERGMANN, President. NEW YORK.

KEYSTONE ELECTRIC CO.,
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY, ERIE, PA.

NON-ARCING AUTOMATIC CIRCUIT BREAKERS
GUARANTEED TO OPERATE PERFECTLY OR NO PAY. MADE FOR ALTERNATING OR

DIRECT CURRENT. ANY VOLTAGE. CATALOGUE FREE.

AUTOMATIC CIRCUIT BREAKER COMPANY. NEWAYGO, MICHIGAN. U, S, A.
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EUGENE F. PHILLIPS, President.

W. H. SAWYER, Secretary.

F. N. PHILLIPS, Treasurer.

C. R. REMINGTON, JR., Assistant Secretary.

WE HAVE JUST SECURED AN
ORDER (THE SECOND ) FOR

75 MILES

Bare, Stranded Copper Wire
(3S0,000 C. IVI.)

For the Niagara Falls Buffalo Electric Transmission Line.

^ o&UifumUl

A "REPEAT ORDER" IS UNEQUIVOCAL EVIDENCE OF SATISFACTION.
MANUFACTURERS OF

eARE AND INSUI-ATED \A/IRE
For Electric Railway, Electric Light, Telephone and Telegraph Service.

American Electrical Works,
PROVIDISNCZ:, R. I.

BRANCH EIS:
HEW YORK STORE: 10 Cortlandt ISt.

CHIC^AGO STORE: 341 Madison Street.
CAJfADIAK FACTORY: The Eugene F. Phillips Electrical Works, Lim-

ited, Montreal, Canada.

Main Offices and FadiorJes: PHILUPSDALE, R. I,
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WESTERN TELEPHONE

--^CONSTRUCTION CO.,
360 S. Clinton Street, CHICAGO,

. . LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF . .

Telephones and Appliances,
EXCLUSIVELY. IN THE UNITED STATES.

American Electric

Telephone Co.,

The Largest Manufacturers
OF

Telephiones #
3^A/^i-tcHboards

VX THE UWITED STATES.

All Goods Strictly High Grade.
325 exchanges, aggregating 60,000 telephones, in

use. Three years service. Write for our 1897
catalogue showing new types and prices.

American Elec. Telephone Co.,

171 and 173 8. Canal Street, CHICAGO.

The Lockwood Transmitter
Is protected by letters patent No. 528640 and No. 557588, issued Nov.

6, it!94, and April 7, 1896, respective!)-.

The electrodes have "A variable air space" between them, and the

adjustment is obtained b)' tension instead of pressure. The Lockwood
is positively the only Transmitter on the market having no contact

BETWEEN electrodes, consequently parties liable to infringement

suits and promoters of long-distance systems will find it to be the only

telephone that will satisfy the fears of their subscribers. The Trans-

mitter can be placed upon any instrument now in use, and an exchange
of Transmitters is easily effected.

Address:

The Lockwood Long Distance Teleplione &
Telegraph Company of America,

JOSIAH TICE, Mgr. No. 80 Albany St., New Brunswick, N. J.

THE WARNER
>i_o\A/^ spe:i

Telephone Generator.
A direct-coiiDected niotor-dynaino to furnish current for

operatinji teleplione subscribers' l)ells. Capacity i,200 pbones.
and j;uaranteed to ring six phones continuously. Furnished
wound to be nin ou no, 2'JO or 500 volt direct current circuits.
Occupies spaceless th^iu twelve inches square. Send for cir-
cular giving fall particulars.

W. F. WIRNER, - - Muncie Indiana.

THE TELaEPHONE HAKD-BOOK
i4e

Br HERBERT LAWS WEBB.
Member of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, London, Author of ''S Pra ticat Guide to the Testing of

Insulated Wires and Cables." Joint Author of •' Electricity in Daily Life."

*ag;es, 131 lllus-fcrs tiii^ns, Clo-th, Hand-
EXTRACT FROM PREF-ACE.

toolc Si >ri^^ $1.00.
"This little book lias no pretension to be considered a complete treatise OQ telephony as it exists iQ America. The time for such a work Is not yet come. But it is felt tliat tliere is a demand

for a practical book ou tcieplione workiup and management, and the TELEPHONE HAND VMOK Is an attempt at meeting tliat demand. Witli the exceptiou of a few cliapters dealiuR with
certain forms of transmitters and rpceiveis used in Europe, wliicli are given for tlie information of tliose who may wisli to engage in the manufacture of telepliones. the book is based entirely on
standard American practice; and most of the material, apparatus and metliods described are peculiar to or have originated in tills country."

'"'o pains liave been spared to make it the bi».it book of its kind. It is riglit up to date, Intensely practical, and so plain and clear in its language that anyone can understand and learn from it

avevythlng regarding telephone work and management. It conforms in size and style to our otiier Rand-Books which liave been so favorably received by the entire electrical fraternity.

CHAPTER 1. The Invention of tiie Teleplione.
2. Sound Waves. Articulate Speech.
3. Electric Telepliony, The Bell Telephone.
4. The Microphone.
5. Current Induction. Electromagnetic In-

duction.
6. The Induction Coil: Its Use In tiie Tele-

phone Transmitter.
7. The Complete Teleplione Circuit.
8. lUagnet Telephones.
9. The Bell Telephone Receiver.
10. Other forms of Magnet Telepiiout-s.
U. The Gower, Ader and D'Arsonval Receiv-

ers, Mercadler's Bl-Telephone.
ua. The Siemens, Kotyra, Neumayer an(i

BOttcher Receivers.

-CONTEISTS.-
CHAPTER 13. Carbon Transmitters.

14. The Blake Transmitter.
15. The Long Distance Transmitter.
16. The Solid-back Transmitter.
17. The Berliner Transmitter.
18. The Cuttriss Transmitter.
19. Various European Transmitters.
20. The Efficiency of Carbon Transmitters.
21. Batteries for Telephone Work.
22. Open Circuit Batteries.
23. Closed Circuit Batteries.
24. The Practical Management of Batteries.
26, Magneto Bell.

26. Automatic Switches.
3?. Telephone Line Construction.

CHAPTER 23.

29.

Metallic Circuit.
Underground Wires.
Lightning Arresters.
Inside Wiring.
Installation of Telephone Instruments.
Inspection and Maintenance.

34. The Condenser; Its Use in Telephony.
.35. Electromagnetic Retardation.
36. Exchange Working.
37. Small Exchanges.
38. Party Lines: The Bridging BelL
39. Long Distance Telephony.
40. Duplex Telephony.
41. Simultaneous Telegraphy and Telephonr

.Appendix.

!»ste!i«&r.ff»!i*f«,!-„i«.,i. eL,EPTRiCi&N 0UBI.ISHING GO., Suite 5(0 Wlarcjuette BuUtllnf. CHICACO.
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New Kokomo Transmitter.

JiAKKAr.OW PATENT.

Issued Nov. 17, 189(1.

FINEST TALKER ON EARTH.

Especially for Exchaiif^e and

I.ong-Distance Service.

We manufacture Switcliboards,

all styles of Telephones and every-

tliiDK to equip an exchange.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

Kokomo Telephone &
Electric Mfg. Co.,

KDKOMO, INI)., U. S. A.

vr^THIS (0 HAS BEEN MAKINC

fTELEPHONES
js" 20 years, not cherp but
servii:eable ahb fully cuarjnteed.

• CIRCULARS FURNISHED. •

VFADVCT Electric (»

BALTIMORE.MD. U.S.A.

Owmd^ Wq.- Oiv£a(y)

.

The Coast Line to MACKINAC
' TAKE THE

W MACKINAC
DETROIT
PETOSKEY
CHICAGO

New Steel Passenger Steamers
The Greatest Perfection yet attained In

Boat Construction—Luxurious Equipment,
Artistic Furnishing, Decoration and Effic-

ient Service, insuring ihe highest degree of

COMFORT, SPEED AND SAFETY
Four Trips per Week Between

Toledo, Detroit and Mackinac
PETOSKEY, "the SOO," MARQUETTE

AND DULUTH.
LOW RATES to Picturesque Mackinacand

Return, including /leals and Berths. From
Cleveland, $18; from Toledo, $15; from
Detroit, $13.50.

DAY AND NIQHT SERVICE.

Between Detroit and Cleveland
Connecting at Cleveland with Earliest

Trains for all points East, South and South-
west and at Detroit for all points North and
Northwest.

Sunday Trips June, July, August and Sept. Only-

EVERY DAY BETWEEN

Cleveland,Put=in=Bay^Toledo
Send for Illustrated Pamphlet. Address
A. A. SCHANTZ, a. p. «.. DETROIT^ MICH.

Ttfi Belroit & Cleveland Steam Nav. Co.

Smmil^G- roFmrSG^/fAft

U/>^TO-J>ArS

miPMmnmm!
//ijsstifm/

SWEDISH

TELEPHONES.
MlC'UOPHOA'£i$ <jirAK<%.?VTKEI> 1XD£F1:VITE11.V,

and are the only oiies that can be immersed in Avater

for a month without impairing: eflivieney.

McFell Electric Co.,
1549-50 and 1726 Marquette BUg., Chicago.

THE BEST ANSWER TO A QUESTION
On Wiring, can be found in the New Book,

"WIRING TABLES,"
"How They are Made and How to Use Them."

BY THOS. C. CRIER.
Wlienever you are asked a qnestion on Wiring, refer the

questioner to this book, and he ivill iind tcliat he desires.

THE BOOK CONTAINS: The Law of Beslstan'-e, Electromotive Force and Current
Fully Explained. How lo ('alculate tlie Size of Wires. The Ditterent Methods of Wiring, with
Diagrams. Hovr to Apply the simple Formula, in Calculating the Size of Wires Under all Condi-
tions. Diagrams for Wiring 3 Point, 4 Point, Head Light and Heat Regulating Switches.

87 TABL,ES OM WIRISiCi AXD VAIiBABl.E DATA.
Ohm's la\r is described in such plain and simple language

that one cannot fail to clearly understand it.

Bound in Cloth, 80 Pages, Size 5x7^ In. Sent, prepaid, on receipt of price, $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO./'riZr CHICAGO.

DIRECTORY OF PRINCIPAL ELEC-

TRICAL AND MECHANICAL

ENGINEERS.

!
Charles A. Pratt,

Consulting Electrical Engineer.

rower transmis sion ana BuDdivlsioD (or
»«.ctorlefl. Electric coal mining plants
Designs for special machinery.
.Plans, speclflcatlons, te&ts, supervision,

1118 Monadnock Bldg., Chicaeo.

THE NEALE AUTOMATIC GALL INDICATOR
And CircuJtClosing Attachment.

i^iSi^W^ HAVE YOU HAD A CALL?

I'H il

-^aOOK ATTHAT!
'dlL ir_^ Perfect, Reliable. Faultless in

Construction and Artistic in

Appearance. PRICE $1.50.

AdvantaK'^sflahiu'd iu tliis In-
ilicatnr are: Aunoum-intt a call
during; absence; worklnnindepcn-
(lent of the line circuit: amecnau-
ical at'tion. glvins a continuous
ringinK l>ell: saving time and an-
noyance \vlit*ri' tliere is more than
one telephone In use: any number
of bells can be applied at exact
cost of bell: an ordinary electric

Patented. bell can be used.
All Ibese advantates at one-tbird tbe regolar cost. Spe-
cial prices on dozen and gross lots to dealers and a^enis.

The Climax Novelty Co., PITTSBURG. PA.

E. S. TABER. V. A. MAYER.

TABER & MAYER,
MANUFACTURERS AND '

DEALERS IN

ELECTRICAL GOODS

TELEPHONE APPARATUS.
Telephone Instruments, Switchboards, Trans-

mitters, Receivers, Cords, Ja«ks, Plugs, Drops,
Switches, Experimental AYork.

185 FRANKLIN ST.. BOSTON, MASS.
AGENTS WANTED IN LEADING CITIES.

I THAT

Our profits

WERE NOT ASSEMBIERS-WE MAKE EVERYTHING OURSELVES,

You have no further excuse tor not equipping your exchange with STROMBERG-CARI.SON TELEPHONES and TELEPHONE APPARATUS.
Wehavecutourcoataccordingtothecloth—our prices to the times. OUR STANDARD OF HIQH GRADE WORK is maintained throughout.

are sacrificed. DON'T BUY A LAWSUIT.

Get our Catalogue, good reading In It on tlie patent situation. Good advice to the uninitiated.

The Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. GOi
76 W. JACKSOK BOUI.EVABD, CHICAGO, ILL., l. S. A.
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THE S. K. C. SYSTEM.
A COMPLETE SYSTEM FOR

Long Distance Transmission,
General Station Distribution,

ill and Factory Equipment.
Generators will be wound and guaranteed for an E. M. F. as high as

10,000 VOL-TS,
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED,

STANLEY ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CUMPANY,
'i^-ts-Field, IVIass., VJ. S. /V.

TIIE ROYAL ELECTRIC CO., Montreal, Canada, arc

sole licensees for the manufacture and sale of the S. K. C.

Svstem in Canada. . , , ,

BRANCHES OFFICEIS:
Sl-ilcsas^* I50G IVI^rqu^-t-t^ ^ulldlns.

INIevw^ Yoi-lc 39 ^or-tlandl: S-fc.

HART
FLUSH SWITCHES

IN GANGS OF ANY NUMBER.

THE SWITCHES ARE INSERTED AND S
CONNECTED UP FROM THE FRONT.

FLUSH SWITCH FOR GANGS.

The Cut shows a No. 2 Box

for iron armored conduit, with

a gang of two switches.

The boxes are furnished with

any number of outlets desired.

Switches are "Indicating."

The hart & HEGEMAN MFC. COMPANY,
HARTF-ORD, COIMIM icunr.

\
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i-tures of Our Ens'i^^s \A/or-tH Remembering:
-*\..' Ist—A symnietrical design with an intelligent, scientific (liHtribntion of metal, giving ex'

ceptionai fstrengtli and perfect balance.
Snd—The only absolntely steam-tight valve, which automatically adjnsts itself for wear,

needing no outside attention.

3rd—"Rites governor system," which combines the greatest simplicity ivith most perfect
regulation.

4th—Crank shaft forged open-hearth high-carbon steel, combining greatest strength, best
wearing qualities and smoothest surface.

5th—Most complete automatic oiling system.

NGINEOO
Chicago Office, 15:^0 Mouadnock Block. ERIE, PEI^XSYLVAIVIA, tl. S. A.

Electro-Gasoline Engine
3 to no II. P.

Runs without smoke, oiior or noise.
Special styles tor Electric Lityhting,
Boats, Milling Locomotives, Hoists,
Fortaljle, Threshing-, Pumping, Farm
and Dairies. Inspection and Sti-cet

Cai-3, Ruad-Wngons, Printing Offices
and all stationur.v purposes. All
engines guaranteed and may be re-

turned at our expense if not as repre-
sented. THE PKOUTTf CO.,
?» l>earbora St., CllIlAGO, C.S.A.

....BINDERS...
FOR THE

Western Electrician
SI.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUB. CO.,
CHICAGO.

-THE

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Manufacturers of the

Morrifl "Clifflax" ani "Coipomf Safety ^ater

Tnle Boilers.

BUILT IN UNITS OF 50 TO 1 ,00O H, P.

ABIITIAU, Beware of infringers, ttiey willBeware of infringers,

be rigidly prosecuted.

ALSO BUILDERS OF

Smoke Stacks, Tanks, Etc., and
All Classes of Iron Work.

Specifications, l>ran'ing8 and Prices Aimished
on application.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boilers.

ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM.
325 PAOES$. PRICE $3.00. 347 ILL1JSTRATIOIK$i. A series of Thirty-four Practical Ijessons covering the Science of £lectricity from ItsFandameutal

Principles to Its Every-day Applications. By Prof. I>. C. Jackson, University of AVisconsin ; Prof. H. !$. Carhart, University of Michig^an ;Prof.B. P. Thomas.
University of Ohio; Prof. Wm. A. Anthony, of Bfew York; Prof. Brown Ayres,Tulane University; Prof. A. C.Perrine, Leland Stanford University, Cal.; Prof.
'Greo. I>. Shephardson, University ofJSIiunesota, and others. A Comprehensive Treatise in Simple Language, Free from Algebraic Equations and Easily Understood.

CONTEIMTS:
CHAPTER I: The Nature and Properties of Electricity:

'Origin of Electricity; Two Kinds; Laws of Attraction and
Itepulsion; Positive and Negative Charge; Terms, Con-
'ductors, Insulators, Electric Conductivity; Conveying Elec-
tricity; The Electroscope; Force Exerted Between Charged
Jiodies; Unit of Measurement of quantity of Electricity;
Electrometer.—CHAPTER 11: Macbines for Generating
Electricity by Friction and by Electric Induction; Making
Machine to Continuously Generate Electricity by Friction;
iThe Electrophorus: Induction Generator; Units of Elec-
tric current and Pressure; Electricity Conveyed by Unit
Current Each Second; Negatively and Positively Charged
Conductors; Relation of Lightning and Sparks of Electrical
Machine.—CHAPTER III: Electric Batteries or Appliances
for Generating Electricity by Cbeniical Action: Action of
Batteries; Electric Pressure; Voltaic Electricity ; Directionof
Current Flow; Production of Continuous Current; Battery
Cells in Series; Production of Pressure by Cells; Polariza-
tion and Its Avoidance; Leclancbe Cell; Open Circuit Cells.

—CHAPTER IV: Electric Batteries or Appliances for Gen-
erating Electricity by Chemical Action {Concluded); Closed
Circuit Cells; Local Action; Law of Electro-chemical Ac-
tion; Electro-chemical Equivalent: Primary Batteries Com-
ipared with Dynamos for Furnishing Current; Uses of
Batteries; Difference Between a I'rimary and Storage Bat-
terv: How Storage Batteries are Made; I'arallel Connection
of Plates in Storage Batteries.—CHAPTER V: The Nature
:and Properties of Magnetism, Magnetic Fields; Permanent
^lagnetisra; Magnetic Attraction and Repulsion; Poles of
ilagnet; Magnitude of Force Between Two Magnets; Aging
Magnets; Earth's Action on Magnetic Needle; Magnetic
Field; Action of Lines of Force.—CHAPTER VI: The Mag-
3ietie Effects of Electric Currents and Magnetic Circuits;
Effect of Electric Current on Magnetic Needle; Relation
Between Direction of Lines of Force and Direction of
Current Flow; Determination of Current Direction by
Compass; Ampere Turns; Solenoids; Ampere's Theory;
Solenoids W'th Steel or Iron Cores; Residual Magnetism;
Electro-Magnets; Magnetic Permeability; Magnetic Re-
luctance: Macmeto Motive Force or Magnetic I'ressure.

—

CHAPTER VII: Ohm's Law of the Flow of Electricity;
Pressure; Resistance; Current; Volt; Ohm; Ampere; Mer-
cury Resistance; Conductivity of Copper Compared with
Other Metals; Resistance of Circuits Made Up of the Same
Parts in Parallel; Joint Resistances; Fall of Voltage Over
Resistance; Effect of Temperature on Resistance; Copper
Temperature Coefficient.—CHAPTER VIII: Heating Ef-
fects of Electric Currents; Miscellaneous Effects of Elec-
tric Currents; Foot-pound; Joule; Horse-power; Watt; Kilo-
watt; Watts per Horse-power; Heating Effects on Bear-
ings of Machinerv: Effect of Electricity on Nen'es of Ani-
mals; Muscular Effect of Strong Currents.-CHAPTER IX:
Galvanometers and Voltameters;Differences in Construction
for Large and Small Currents; Presence and Direction of
Currents Shown by Galvanometer: Strength of Current In-
dicated; Tangent Galvanometer; Reflecting Galvanometer;
Needle Suspension; d' Arsonval Galvanometer; Terms
"Dead-Beat," "Calibrate;" Voltameter; Electrolvte, Elec-
trolysis; Electrode: Forms of Voltameters.—CHAPTER X:
Measurement of Electrical Resistance; Resistance Meas-
ured by Substitution; Resistance Boxes; Use of German
Sliver; Coils; Wheatstone Bridge; Pleasuring Resistances
with Bridge; Measuring Very High Resistances; Practical
Examples.-CHAPTER XI: Every-day Measurements of
Electric Currents and Pressure; Three Effects by Which
Currents are Directly Measured; Amperemeters; MilU-

ampere; Microampere; Three Classes of Magnetic Ampere-
meters; Weston Amperemeter; Electro Dynamometers;
Hot Wire Instruments; Scales of Amperemeters; Alter-
nating Current Measuring Instruments; Measuring Very
Large Currents; Measuring Electric Pressures; Voltmeters;
Cardew Voltmeter; Electrometers; Electrostatic Volt-
meters; Standard Cells; Measuring Currents by Voltmeter
and a Standard Resistance.—CHAPTER XII: Every-
day Measurements of Electric Power, Condensers and
The Measurement of their Capacity; Wattmeters; Electro-
dynamometer Used as Wattmeter; Recording Wattmeters;
Coulomb Meters; Watt Hour; Ampere Hour; Capacity;
Farad; Microfarad; Condenser; Capacity of Condenser;
Charging Condenser; Specific Inductive Capacity; Selec-
tion of Insulation for Telephone Cables; Capacity of
Underground Wires; Comparing Capacities by Ballistic
Galvanometer; Practical Capacity Measurements; Leyden
Jar.—CHAPTER XIII: Electrolytic Deposition of Metals;
Electroplating; Metals Commonly used in Plating; Salt
of a Metal; Nitrate of Silver; Cyanide of Silver and of Po-
tassium; Solution for Silver plating; Vats; Quality of Elec-
trolytic Deposit; Effect of Too Great or Small Currents;
Cleaning Articles to be Plated; Gilding Inside of Silver
Articles; Base Metals on Which Nickel is Usually Plated;
Solution for Nickel Plating; Electrotyping; Electrotype
Molds; Electrotype Finishing: Electrolvtic >Refining of
Copper; Solution Used.—CHAPTER XIV: The Electric
Telegraph; Elements of Electric Telegraph; Telegraph
Circuits; Telegraphic Signals; Sending and Receiving;
Telegraph Lines; Sounder; Relays; Local Circuits; Multi-
ple Telegraphy; Duplex Telegraphy; Diplox Telegraphy;
Quadruplex Telegraphy. -CHAPTER XV: Multiple Tele-
graphy; Differential Relay; Polarized Relay; Pole Changer;
Principles of Operation of Diplex. Quadruplex, Bridge
Duplex; Artificial Line; Autographic Telegraphv.—CHAP-
TER XVI: The Telephone; Bell Telephone: Microphone;
Blake Transmitter; Exchanges; Switciiboard; Long-Distance
Transmitter.—CHAPTER XVII: The Construction of
Telegraph and Telephone Lines and Instruments; Poles;
Cross-Arms; Pins; Joints; Insulators: Insulation; Ground
Plates; Underground Cables; Conduits; Fuses; Multiple
Switchboards.—CHAPTER XVIII: Testing Lines for In-
sulation and Conductivity and the Location of Leaks and
Breaks; Line Troubles; Grounds; Crosses; Locating
Trouble; Earth Currents; Line Conductivity and Insula-
tion; Testing.—CHAPTER XIX: Principles of Continu-
ous Current Dynamos and Motors; Electric Conductor
in Magnetic Field; Field Strength; Induced Electric Pres-
sure; Direction of Current Moving Conductors; Alternat-
ing Current; Dynamos; Magnetos; Commutator.—CHAP-
TER XX: Principles of Continuous Current Dynamos
and Motors; their Construction. Care and Attendance;
Gramme Armature; Siemens Armature: Armature Cur-
rent; Laminating Cores; Foucault or Eddy Currents; Hys-
teresis; Fundamental Principles of Dynamos and Motors:
Points of Good Dynamo: Counter Electric Pressure; Types
of Field Windings; Series, Shunt and Compound Wound
Machines; Multipolar Machines; Regulation, Care and
Maintenance.—CHAPTER XXI: Arc Lighting and Arc
Light Machinery; The Arc; Arc Lamps; Principles of
Operation; Connections; Arc Dynamos: Current and Pres-
sure Required; Making of Arc Carbons; Regulators; Arc
Light Switchboards.-CHAPTER XXII: Incandescent
Lighting and Power Transmission, Two, Three and Five
Wire Systems of Distribution for Electric Lights and
Motors; Incandesc-=nt Lamp: Filaments: Vaccuum; Ma-
terial for and Making of Filaments; Advantages of In-
candescent Lamps; vTncaniJeacent and Motor Circuits;

Constant Pressure; Loss of Voltage; Circular Mils; Prac-
tical Examples; Weight of Copper Required for Trans-
mission of Power at Different Pressures; Tliree-Wire
System; Motor Starting Resistances.—CHAPTER XXIII:
Construction of Electric Light and Power Circuits, and
Their Testing; Overhead Electric Light Wires; Weather-
proof Wire; Arc Circuit Wires; "Drawing In" and
"Built In" Underground System; Underground Electric
Light Cables; Edison Tubing; Feeders; Mains; Inside
Wiring; Cleat Work; Moulding Work; Concealed Work;
Dangers from Fires; Distribution Svstem;.—CHAPTER
XXIV: Testing Electric Light Circuits and the Dis-
tribution and Measurement uf Light; Faults; Soldered
Joints; Magneto Bell; Use of Voltmeter to Locate Grounds
on Arc Circuits; Ground Detector; General Testing;
Photometer; Standard Candles; Illuminating Effect of
Lamps; Effect of Opal Globes.—CHAPTER XXV: • Elec-
tro-Magnetic Induction; Effect of Cutting Lines of Force
by an Electric Conductor; Induced Currents; Induction
Coils; Cores of Induction Colls; Transformers; Direc-
tion of Induced Current; Self Induction; Attraction and
Repulsion of Parallel Wires Carrying Currents.—CHAP-
TER XXVI: Alternating Currents; Alternator; Electro-
lytic Effect of Pulsating Current; Heating Effect of Al-
ternating Current; Effective Value; Alternating Current;
Measurements; Frequency; Period; Apparent Resistance.
—CHAPTER XXVII; Alternating Currents and Alter-
nating Current Machinery (Concluded); Power Used in Al-
ternating Circuits; Alternating Currents for Lighting; Mak-
ing Transformers; Testing Transformers; Building Alterna-
tors; Number of Alternations; The Exciter; Running Al-
ternators in Parallel; Synchronous Motors; Two-Phase
and Three-phase Systems; Induction Motors; Squirrel-
Cage Armature; Mesh Connection; Star Connection;.—
CHAPTER XXVIII; Miscellaneous Applications of
Electric Motors; Uses of Electric Motors; Motors in Ma-
chine Shops; Waste of Power in Factories; Advantages
of Removing Shafts and Belts; Estimating Electrical
Power Required; Electric Elevators; Electric Launches.

—

CHAPTER XXIX: Electric Railways; Richmond-' Elec-
tric Railroad; Trolley Wire; Trolley; Track; Use of Two
Motors; Rail Bonds; Heavy Electric Locomotives.—CHAP-
TER XXX; Methods of Handling and Controlling Rail-
way Motors and Generators; Output Records; Record-
ing Voltmeters; Load of Electric Railway Plant; Appli-
cation of Storage Batteries to Smooth Road Curve; aieth-
ods of Controlling Street Car Motors; Station Instru-
ments; Equalizer.—CHAPTER XXXI: Model Electric
Plant; First Central Station; Changes in General Me-
chanical Construction of Dynamos; Instruments; Multi-
ple Arcing Galvanometers; Use of Double and Single
Pole Switches; Operating Dynamos In Parallel; Feeder
Connections in Continuous and Alternating Stations;
Throwing Dvnamo into Circuit; Cutting Dynamo Out.

—

CHAPTER XXXII : Underwriter's Rules, Etc. ; Neces-
sity of Rules; Special Points in Wiring; Insulation of
Sockets, Fuses, Fixtures; Annunciator Wire; Office Wire;
Leaky Wires.—CHAPTER XXXIII: Electric Welding,
Forging. Etc.; Electricity Applied to the Kitchen; Elec-
trical Methods Applied to Metal Working; Thomson
Apparatus for Heating Metals; Welding by Thomson
Method; Bernardos Process of Working Metals; Bringing
Piece of Metal to High Temperature by Dipping in Pail
of Water; Electric Current for Warming and Cooking;
Electric Heating and Stoves Compared.—CHAPTER
XXXIV: Electro-Therapeutics; Galvanic Curren*; Fara-
dic Current; Static Electricity; Electric Osmosis; Electro-
Cautery; Medical Electric Lights.

PRICE $2.00. Sent postage prepaid to any address In the world on receipt of price. The Ideal Work for Electricians, Central Station Men, Engineers, Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Students, Etc.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 MARQUETTE BLDC, CHICACO.
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NEW

AMERICAN

TURBINE
SEND FOR
CATALOOIE

(rH^ Dayton Qlobe Iron Works Co., Daytoin. o.
Shafting.

Gearing,
Pulleys.

PillowBlocks,

Governors,

Etc.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL
Is known the world over as afTordingthe most simple, reliable

and economical powerforall purposes.

7,000 WHEELS NOW RUNNING ^^l^I^^Si^lt

ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION.
ItyofstatioDS of this character in all parts nt rlie world
guaranteed. Catalogues liirnished on ain)li(_'ation,

service in a most effi-

Pelton Wheels are especially adapted to
this purpose and are operating the niaior-

Higliest eflicieney and best regulation
Address

PELTON WATER WHEEL CO.,
143 Liberty Street,

NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A.

121-123 Main Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL, U. S. A.

Feed Water Heater and Purifier.

Provided with U-sPiaped Tubes, it Never Leal(s,

THE HIQHEST 6RADE 09IIiV.

Our cataIog:ue contains tbe representative names of a large nimiber of con-
tented buyers of BEKUYBIAII HEAT£Bj^ built by us In the last twenty
years. A copy awaits your order at any time,

I. B. DAVIS & SON, Makers, Hartford. Conn.,
Or addresses given below:

.Jas. Berrvman, r25 North 4th St., Philadelphia.
W. H. Git son, 520 Medlnah Temple, Chicago.

Jos. Whitalter, 7 and 9 I'earl Street, Boston.
A. A. Cardwell, 39 Cortlandt Street. Eoom 127, New Yorlc.

THE Mccormick
TURBINE.

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,
Especially Adapted for Electrical Work.

Gives more power per diameter with a higher
pevoentage of ut^eful effect than any other ivater-
wheel heretofore mnde. All s'zes, right and left hand,
are built from patterns perfected under systematic tests in the
Holyoke 'i estiug tlume.

Parties having power plants which are unsatisfactory, an(I
those contemplating the improvement of powers, will find it to
their interest to confer with us, as we are willing to
guarantee results where others have failed, no
matter nliat make of turhine lias heen in use.
STATE KE<tiriRE:fI£l\T!$ AND SE]VI> FOR
CATAIiOGVE.

S. MORGAN SMITH CO., York. Pa.
Estimates furnished for complete power plants and

results guaranteed.

Cazin Water Wheel.
Pat. March IG. 1S97.

Lj Will furnish more power per cubic foot of water used than any other

Front View of Bucket. wheel made.

Can be Operated by Steam at Periods of Low Water.
S^nd -For ^eimpHI^^.

tmerican Impulse Wheel Co. of N. Y. "VS'
\

DIXON'S BELT DRESSING
AND I.EATHER PRESERVATIVE.

Is guaranteed to prevent slipping and to preserve the leattier.

It will pay you to send for circulars and testimonials.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

WATER WHEELS
For Heads of 3 Feet to 2000 Feet.

Espucially udupted lo all kinds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Keceut tests at Holyoke, given below, enable us to guarantee:

Tlir Lanj-.^t pi/iar < n.r iibtainnl fnun (iw/ieel of the same diameter. The highest
sprnl inr chlaiii'-i jnr t/w sniin power. The highest mean efficiency when
running jroiu half to Jul! gnlr. We guarantee also: A ramvr oj the'greatest

possible drength. A gutc iDuqiuded in (juiclcness and raNC of opening and elomig.

Test of a 45 in. SAMSON, Jan. 25, 97. Test Of a 35 inch SAIUSON, Feb.1,'97.
|

GatL-

Open.
Heart.

Rev.
Pr. Min.

Cu. Fl.

Fr. Reo.

7^9
15503
133-24
112 65
90.04

Hor-e Per
Open ""''•

Pi-^Min-
Cu. Ft.

Pr. Sen.

Elerse

p„.er-
Per
Ceol-

Full

1
•A

15,00

1504
15."
15-88

16.47

144.00
138.12

127.67

131.50
126-87

240.97
223-61

191.06
162.80

127.73

82.03

8455
83.68
80 25

75.95

Full
7:;

15-29; 194 25
16,56 187,75

17-33, 178.50
17,54' 175,40

17,68 168,50

102.02

92.15

8395
68.82

57-69

14344
146.73
138.40

109-64
88.14

8l-o8

84-78

83.88

80.09

76.19

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.

REG.JRADE MARKS The Phosphor Bronze SmeltingCo.Iimited,

2200. Washington AVE.,PHiLADELPmA.

"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE

'

ING0TS,CASTINGS,WIRE,RODS,SHEETS,Etc.^— DELTA METAL-

—

CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORGINGS
ORIGINAL AND Sole Makers IN THE LJ:S,

A VALUABLE BOOK FOR ENGINEERS AND FIREMEN NOW READY.

MODERN EXAMINATIONS OF STEAM ENGINEERS or PRACTICAL THEORY EXPLAINED and ILLUSTRATED.

BY W: H. WAKEMAN.
Cloth. 53 Chapters.272 pages.

Containing; a complete list of 300 questions such as will be asked of any
Engineer when taking examination for U. S. Government or State License, all

of which are fully answered in the te.\t.

F>Rice, $2.00
By mail, postpaid, to any part of the world

This book while especially a,dapted for engineers' examinations, is also in-

tended as a practical guide to Engineers, Firemen, Boiler Makers, Machinists,
and others, in daily practice.

The author being a practical steam engineer himself, well knows the wants
of the working engineer, and has put into this work such knowledge and infor-

mation as is best adapted to their use, making it altogether the most complete
and comprehensive guide for the busy workers in the engine room, boiler works
and machine shops that has ever been published.

As one engineer who has read the book says: "I think there are few engl-

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, -

neers that it wouldn't do some good. It seems as if It was a review of all I

have ever read, and a lot more besides."

The author has treated of a very great variety of subjects which are oi

vital importance to all who wish to improve and extend their knowledge of

steam engineering, and has explained the rules and formulas given, in the sim-

plest manner possible, and has worked out examples by them, so that all who
can read may understand them.

The 300 questions are an important feature of the book, they are entirely

separate from the 53 chapters of reading matter, and were written after many
years of practical experience and careful research by the author.

His connection with the Boardman Manual Training High School at Ne-n

Haven, Conn., as Instructor in Steam Engineering, his 13 years of active mem-
bership in the N. A. S. E., and his position as Instructor of No. 10 of Conn., a

sturdy branch of the National Organization, makes him especially competent
in this part of the work.

The many flattering commendations which this book has already received

from competent judges and high authorities, speak well for its value.

- Suite 510 Marquette Building, Chicago, IIL
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Portable Alternating Current Volt- Meier.

AMMETERS
it

to
200 Amps.

VOLT-METERS
76 Volts
(50 "
650 "

WATTMETERS
leo, 300,

leoo
2600 Watts

PERMANENTLY ACCURATE UNDER ALL CONDITIONS

MIGH ORAD
INDISPENSABLE TO

STATION MANAGERS.
IM MAIN OFFICE,

SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

Sales Offices in all Urge Cities in tlic
United States.

For Canada. Aodress Canadian General
Electric Co., Toronto.

10
IVI

Portable Alternating Current Ammeter.

A Manual for the Desigii of Electrical Circuits; by Arthur Vaughau Abbott, C. B., ChiefBug. Chicago TelephIVith » FoIdiDS Pistes. 586 Pasea. 2Na II1n<.<:i-f.tin„<. .„. :y.i •r.i.i^.. •;==.«„-. ' „_„ ._ &. ^^••••-»b« icicpu
1 FoIdiDK Pistes. 586 Pages. 889 lUastrations and 74 Tables,

Tt-tlS. TABlt-
Size of page, «x» in. Price S4I.50.

one Co.

OF" ^OlMTEIM-rS:
CHAPTER I.

T,,'".'^?''?,'*'"."-;^'"*"'"'"'!™ In GeDeral-DlstTibntion in Series-
Distribution m Parallel-Mixed Systems-Indirect Distribution.

CHAPTER II.

The Prorerties of Wlre.-Tlie Conducting Circuit-Wire Man-utaeture-Hara Drawing—Wire Gauges The Circular Mii-Umper Wire-Properties of Wire—( omposite Wire- Galvanizing
and I iuuine-Insiirated Wire - Flexible Cable-Testing and In-spection-Wire Specihcations-Tfusion of Atrial Lines-The In-
fluence o£ the Variation of Temperature.

CHAPTER ni.

nJ''? *^"*'''."':'l'l=' '-* Aerial Circults.-Part 7. GeMral Line
Work. Classiflcation-Aenal Wnes-Poles-IVIethods of Preser-
Tation-Heiglit ot Poles -Cross Arms-Pins—Facing of Arms—
htresses-caicuiation for Pole Strengtli-Guying-Anchor Poles-
Setting Pples-Insulators-Value ot Insulators-Oil Jnsuiators-
%P,^^

and pead-hnding-;Loops-Stringing Wires-Wire Joints-
Mrenetn of .Toints-Tne suspension ot Aerial Cables—Humming
of Wires--Tran8position of Telephone Lines-Power Circuits--
Pole IJne Speciflcations. /"art fl. Electric Bttilway Circuil>.
tlectric Railway Circuits-Railway Return Circuit-ElectrolyticAction-Kailway Poles-Wooden Poles-Iron Poles-Feed Wire
Insii ators and Pole Tops-Trolley Insulators-Railway Line
VVorli-htrain Insulators-Anchors-Line Sections-Switches

-

Line Crossings, /art ni. LigUniwj Arres'sn. Lightning
Oiiards and strong Current Arresters-High Resistance Arres-
ter-Magnetic Blow-out Arrester-Mechanical Magnet Arres-
ter-Air Bxpansion Arrester-Non-Arcing Metal Arrester-
l"';f,'''."K°'"i°.S

Arresters-Automatic (Jut-outs^ Cable andSwitchboard Protectors—Appendix ot Insurance Regnlations.

CHAPTER IV.
Construction of Underground Clrcuils.-Poril 7. , ConHuite.

Classincation—\ alentine Conduit—Wyciioff Conduit—l>aper Con-
dult-Pi|je Conduits-Dorset Conduit—Chenowith Conduit—
Terra-cotia Couduits-Crompton System-Brooiis System-.lolm-
stone System—Kennedy System—St. James system—Inflexible
systems-callender Solid System-Cologne Conduit-Zurich Con-duit—Manholes—.Junction Boxes for Street lialiwav Feeds—In-
troduction or Circuits-Pneumatic Rodding—Gas-ljiectric Rail-way ( ondults-Buda-Pestii Conduit-Biaciipool Conduit-Love
Conduit-Lenox Avenue- Conduit-Metallic Conduits tor Alternat-
!P';^'-'K''''*?'5-

-P"'"' '' Cablen and Conduit Conductors. Con-duit Conductors-Armored Cables-Tlie Siemens Cable-Tiie
Edison System-Tha FerrantI Mains-Telegrapb Cables—Sub-
aiiuenus Cables- Power Circuits- -Paper Cables-Telephone '

Cab es-British Post Office Cahies-The Patterson cal>le-(ilover
Cables-Fowler Waring Cables-Feiten-Guiileaume Cable-Beaded I ables-Cable Joints-Tlie Connection of Underground
and Aerial Systems-Cable Heads.

i. uuo, gi uuuu

CHAPTER V.
Electric*! Instruments. — Classification — Instruments tor

Measurement ot Resistance-Wheatstone Bridge—Slide Wire

Sent, expressage prepaid, on
receipt of price, *4,S0.

Bndge—Ohm-Meter—Instruments for Measuring Quantity and
Pressure-D Arsonvai Galvanometer—Ballistic Galvanometer-
Galvanometer Constants- Reduction to Zero and Inferred Zeio -
Shunts—Weston Instruments-Cardew Voltmeter-Electrostatic
Voltmeter-Siemens Dynamometer-Condensers- Wattmeters-=-
Keys-Magnet—Ground Indicators—Boyer Speed Recorder.

CHAPTER VI.
nethods of Electrical rteasurement. Quantities to be Meas-

!il''''Tj'?P'''''=*"°'''ns'ty-lilecttical Quantity—Uuitof Current-
The watt -Capacity- Resistance^ Ohm's r,aw— Kirchholfs
Laws-Measurement ot Resistance hy Deflection—Bv vvheatstone
Bndee-By Voltmeter—By Volt and Ammeter-Measurement of
small Resistance-High Resistance—Insulation Kesistance—Bv
Ii?lt "1 Charge-Line Besi-tance-Grouud Resistance-Specia'i
Methods for Galvanometer Resistance -For Battery Kesistanoe-
Potential Difference-By Condenser—Wheatstone's Method—
Lumsden s Method— Measurement of Current Strengtii- ByAmmeter-By Voltmeter-By Differential Galvanometer-By
?.";?. Wire-Measurement of Capacitj'-Thoiuson's Method-
Gptt s Method-Divided Charge Method-Localization ot Faults-
Blaviers Method -Overlap Metliod-Loop Test-Murray's and
\ arley s Methods-- Localization of Crosses-Measurement of In-
ductance-By Condenser and Bridge-With Alternating Current-
Mutual Inductance—Measurement on Alternating Currents-
Difference of Potential-Cnrrent-Power by Two Voltmeters-By Three Ammeters-Measurement on Polyphase Circuits-
Eiectrieal Ra Iway 'I esting-Capacltv of Aerial l.incs-The In-
diwtance ot Aerial Lines-Mutual Inductance on Transmission

CHAPTER VII.
Continuous Current Conductors. Part I. Conductors and

/iisK(a(or» Conductors-Resistance—Oiim's Law—Speciflc Ee-
sistance-Efteot of Temperature-Resistance of Dielectrics-Line
Leakage-Distrilmiion of Potential-The Effect of Lealtage-Con-
diictance^Distributlon of Potential in Branch Circuits. Part II.

»„f '\'f"'aoj Conductors. Joule's Law-Location of Circuits-
Bare Wires Free y husponded-Radiation and Convection-Pan-
eled Wire-Insulated Wire Freely Suspended-Rheostats andH«at„rc_c!ost of Electric Heating-Fuse Wires-Heating of In-

Hoating of Conduit Cables—Heating of Suspended

CHAPTER vni.
Conductors for Alternating Currents. General Considera-

i'°!!^
- tlassific«tion-skln Effect - Current Density - Induct-

ance-Magnetic Field-Electromotive Forcel me toVarying Field-
Eriuation of Energy-Harmonic Motion-Average Values-The
Solution of the Lnergy Equation-Effect o( .Mutual Inductanoe-
General Energy Equation tor Mutually Inductive Circuits-Co-
eihcionts of Inductance-Effect of Capadtv-.Sohition ot the En-ergy Equation for Circuits with Capacitv-Tlie Energy Equation
for Circuits Containing Reslstance-Indu.-tauce and Cap.citv-
GraphicaliMethods-Vector Quantities- Composition and Reso-
lution of E. M. F.-Siinple Circuits with fme Resistance and In-ductance in Series-Reactanoe-Impi-flaiice-Resistance Vari-
able -Inductance Variable-Simple Circuit.^ with Several Resist-

Heaters
suiated Cables-
Cables.

ances and Inductances in Series—Simple Circuits with One Ra-sistance and Capacity in Series-simple Circuits with Several
Resistances. Inductances and Capacities in S-»ries-Circuits with
Resistance, Inductance and Capacity In Parallel-Method ofEquivalent Resistance and Inductance-Circuits Containing Mu-
tual Inductance—Impedance Tables.

CHAPTER IX.
Series Distribution. Origin-Classification—Constant Current

Circuits witii Generator and Motor at Fixed Distances-Location
of Station-Current Density in .Main l Circuit-Economic Coudi-
L?"* ~;P*f'.?°. ^""' Heating-Limit — Design for MechanicalMrength--Minimum First Cost or Llne-.Minimum First Cost ofStation-Minimum first Cost ot Plant and Cost of Maintenanceand Operation-Design tor Minimum First Costot Plant-Design
for Best Servlce-.Minlmum Cost of Plant for Maximum Incomfr-
Calculation of Loads-Regulation—Automatic Cut-outs.

CHAPTER X.
Parallel Distribution.—The Evolution of the Parallel System-

Methods of Distribution—The Loop System—The Spiral lyooo-The Tree System-TheCloset System—Conical Cnnducrors—AntU
ParaUel Feeding-Distribution of Potential—Cylindrical Conduc-
tors. Parallel Feeding—Cylindrical Conductors, Anti-parallei
Feeding—Conical Conductors, Parallel Feeding-Conical Con-
ductors, Anti-parallel Feeding—Three-wire System—Mul-
tiple Series Sv stem—Five-Wire Svstem—ReUtive Area Cov-
ered by the Multiple Wire Systems—Feeder and Main System-
Location of Central Station- Location of llie Feeders and Cen-
ters of Distribution—Distributing Mains-CalculHtion of Peed-
ers-Efficiency of Conductors—Methods of Reauiation-The Com-
pensator in Electrical Railway Work-Fail of Pressure and Nec-
essary Section tor Feeders—Laws of Economy and Feeder De-
lif^'Jr''™^''^' Design tor a System in Multiple A re-Mechanical
-aethods-Station Loads—Arc Lamps on Constant Potential Cir-
cuits—Electric Railway Wiring-Three-wire Railway Systems.

CHAPTER XI.
Miscellaneous Methods and Long Distance Transmission.—

Motor Transformers—Compeosarors— .Motor Tr.Tnsfonners Run-
ning and Feeding in Series-Higli and Low i'otentiai Distribution
from the same Siation-Accumuiators—Sub-station Accumula-
tors-Accumulator Distribution—Regniation by Means ofAccumu-
lators—Transformers—Economy in Conductors—Isolated Trans-
formers—Elllclencyot DistrlbutloT by Isolated Transformers-
Transformers as Sub-stations— Polyphase Systems— Long-dis-
tance Plants—Long-distance Transmission witii Continuous Cur-
rents—Line Construction for Long-distance Transmission—Rela-
tive Amount of Conducting Material for Transmission Systems.

CHAPTER XII.
The Cost of Production and Distribution Cost ot Conductors-

Cost of Conduits—Teleplione and Telegraph Lines—Railway
Lines—Cost of Power stations—Cost of Producing Energy—Coa'l
Consumption per Watt-hour—Water Power-Tlie" Gas Engine—
Tlie Cost of Electrical Energy, as Developed by AVind Power—
The Actual Cost of Electrical Energy—Commercial Considerations
of Transmission Problems.

^
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Telephone tnduotion Coile.

Electro- 'VJJ^kriHI^rai, Medical

Mugiicts. /w^VB^^m Coils.

Receiver Oobhins. X-Rny Coils.

C. F. SPLITDORf.
Mnnufnoturer of Electricnl SpecinltieSt

17-27 VANDtWATtn ST., N, Y.

MANSFIELD

MANSriEUa.OHIO.

PLANTE
STORAGEBATTERIES

Have No Superior.

New York Accumulator & Electric Co.,
160 NASSAU ST.. NEW YORK CITY.

'•I}y>iamo

W|)VEN LEATlfElfl

GENUINE RAWHIDfe

uce leather,

hlIltz's patent

imLEYi'COVER.

'DRESSINS
_ Ano
BELT CEMENT.

8t. lionla, Uo., 17. l». A. u "~Sm{1 fox(TrculaKS'-

PBiNOHES: 164 Snmmoi- St., BoBtonj 119 Liberty St.. Now Sork, 129 North Sd St , PhlladelplH**,

^H) DELAWARE HARD FIBRE CO.,
^^^j^is^ WILMINGTON, DEL.

SBSTD FOR CATAI,0«JIJE AX» fSAMPl.BS.

Sheets, Rods, Tubes and Special Shapes.

"Standard'' Elec=
trical Wiring Tubes

Insulators, Cleats and Electrical Specialties of all kinds. Cheapest and best on the market.

Mannfaoturei-i! .A^i-cKtojv, on:ro. Write for Pviees.

Making switches Our Specialty
^Vrite for full particulars, free Samples,

etc. A new brand—Pioneer

^^^^^F Good goods at low figures.

H. T. PAISTE CO.
CHICAGO PHILADELPHIA

WITCHES

PARIES UNIVERSAL LAMP HOLDER.

MANY
STYLES.

£very jobber and dealer should get
oar Kew Catalogae and get in line
for Fall bnsinessi.

Faries Manufacturing Company,

ANon-ArcingFuse.
Tlie "only" one deserving the name. Will open a high-tension short-circuit

without arc or flash.

We make Switchboard Eqnipments, Transformer and Subway Boxes.

^Ve Solicit Correspondence from Those Troubled with Fuses.

D. ^ W. FUSE CO.,
53 ABOBK STREET, FKOVIDESTCE, K. I.

Steam Engineering and
Electricity

Taught by Mail.

Our Stdtioharij Engineers' Scholm'sMp IncludGs instruction in Arithmetic, Mensuration and the
Use of Letters in Algebraic "Formulas, Meclianics, Mechanical Drawing, Steam and Steam Engines,
Steam Boilers, Dynamos and Motors.

Besides a thorough education in the tlieory of Steam Engmeering the instruction is designed to

qualify Steam Engineers and otiier students to understand, operate and care for electrical ma-
chines; to inst.ill electrical plants; to jierform calculations and to locate and remedy faults.

Studies are carried on at liome. No time lost from work. Specially prepared Instruction and
Question Papers, superior to text-boolts, furnished free tostudents.^

Also courses in mackanics: Civil '"
'

and the English Branches.
Eiiginecyiug- in all its brandies: Book-Keepingand Business Forms

A Circular giving full particulars will be sent free. Mention the subject in which you are Inter-

ested. Address

THE INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS, Box 1002. Scrantoa, Pa.

Black Diamond File Works, t
Eht. 1803. Inc. 1895.

4^ ... . .«. ». Ill ^

Twelve

Medals

Awarded at

International

Expositions.

Special

Prize

Gold Medal

at Atlanta,

,
1895.

J*
J*

^ OUR GOODS ARE OIH SALG IIS EVERV I/EADIKU HARDWARE ol*
iO STORE ISf THE trariTED STATES ASJD CA3KABA. i^

p. &H. BARNETT COMPANY,

|

^ PHILADELPHIA, PA. ^

The Zamel Arc Light Meter
AND ELECTRIC CURRENT TIMER

Is the ONLY RELIABLE DEVICE for Timing the Use of Arc Lights.

1^ Is si-tiv^ in lt:s A^-tiort.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

Zamel Arc Light Meter Co.,
Approved by the National Fire IJudcrwriters' Association.



$3 per Annum. Copyriirbt, lKlt7, by
Electrician Publlahliie Company, Chlcapro. EVERY SATURDAY. I O cents per Copy.
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SIMPLEX INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.
^EBTERN^sELUNo AGENT, Si'mplcx BJecMcal Company,
tt37 Monadncck Block, CHICAGO. 75-81 Cornhlll. BOSTON, MASS.

A^L-F-RED F". IVIOORE,
MANUFACTURER OF

INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
F-L.EXIBI-E: ^^i9^S ^VIM^ ^.ABL.ES.

««» AXn 202 IVORTH THIRI> NTRRP.T. - PHII.ADF.I,PHIA. PA.

^0N'^:
1889—Paris Exposition,
Medal for Rubber Insnlation.

1893—World's Fair,
Medal for Rubber Insnlation.

TRADE MARI^

THE STAKDARD FOR
RUBBER IKSUIiATIOJir.

Sole Manufacturers of

Okonlte Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee *??iar Wires.

263 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

N. Durant Otioever, 1
"'"agers.

Geo. T. Manson.Gen'l Supl.
W. H HoOgins, Secy.

JEWELL BELTINB CO.
P

MASUFACTUEEBS OF

IGHi
PARIS 1867. CHICAGO 1893. PHILADELPHIA 1876

i<0^1^WIRES AND GABLES,
AERIAL, UNDERGROUND,

SUBMARINE.
mtm KiKieiTK 'r.A.r»E.
A.]^- "• BRIXEY, Mfr.

r^ 203 Broadway, New York.

''^si/^i^y Western Office, Marquetto BIdg., Chicago, III.

CALIFORNIA ELEC. WORKS, M. DUPEROW. NEW ORLEANS ELEC. CO..

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. WASHINGTON. D. C. NEW ORLEANS. LA

THEATER '''°" '^'^'' '"'^°^*3' ^°'
I n tH I t n

WESTFIELD, N. J.. V. S. A.

DIMMERS.
f^ iH[Eo s» nr x^ -rs

FOKALIi PURPOSES.

Jewell Dynamo Belt Cement,

Jewell Dynamo Belt Dressing,

Jewell Patent Pulley Covering.

C. H. THORDARSON,
Electrical Manufacturing and Repairing.

IVe Build and Refill Commutators.
ABHATIIRES, Direct or Alternating, of any size, or for any

Systems.
Wb Make a !«pecialty of Winding FIELD MAOXET COII.!S

and Transformers.

Telegraph Instruments, Polar Relays, Neutral Relays, Sounders, Telephone In-

struments, Repeating Coils, Impedance Coils, Non-inductive Resistance
Coils, Arc Lamp Coils, Regulator Coils.

83 MARKET STREET, CHICAOO.
Folly appreciating the fact that good workmanship is the main factor for the establishment of

permanent business, It has been my endeavor to always carry out this idea, and as a result I am
authorized to refer to the following four large companies, forwhom I have done and am doing work;

Postal Telegraph & Cable Co.. J.F.Butterfield. Ass't Electrical Engineer, Stock ExehangeBidg.
ChlcafEO Tetephone Co., J. 0. Kenny, Purchasing Agent. Chicago Telephone Bldg.
Central Union Telephone Co., S. G. McMeen. Chief Electrical Engineer, AshlandBlock.
Engineering Department, Western Union Telegraph Co., Western Union Bldg.
The fact that the said firms have men in their employ whose ability as competent judges of

workmanship cannot be questloaed, will be ample evidence for my statement that I shall give full
satisfaction to everyone who will place with me orders for the manufacturing and repairing of
dynamos, motors and electrical instruments.

WESTIIN ElBcMcal InglsPDfflBnIi Cq.,

CARPENTER
ENAMEL RHEOSTATS.

Aatomatic :fIotor Starters.
All B'zeB. List pr'ce of 1 H P. size, $13.00,

Relinble. Fully guaranteed. Highly fiuished. Cbeap.

Ward Leonard Electric Co., Hoboken, N.J.

Queen & Co.,
1012 Chestnut St.. PHILADELPHIA.

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-Wirt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Ray

Focus Tubes, Induction Coils.

Insulating Paint / Varnish.
We were the first chemists in the world to

make a special study of this problem. Our long
experience and careful investigation enables us
to ne of service to wide-awake electricians.

MASSAGHUSEHS CHEMICAL COMPANY,
Boston, Mass., U. S. A.

CONSULTINQ ELECTRICAL
E.Sai.NEEl!.'^A. L. McRAE,

Esiimates. Plans, Specifications,
Examinations, Iteports, Tests.

<t06 Oriel Bailding, ST.LO0IS,]lf9.

I-T-E
CIRCUIT BREAKERS

CUHER ELECTRICAL CO., PHILADELPHW

Han«rerf|)ARTRICKS/BARTER f0. EtfCTRiCAL

Dealers nZSSo.ZndSt.DPHILADA.lJPA. goods.

II4-I20 WUliam St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

Hkiniled Bial

These iDBtromenta are
tweed upon the eeme rbq-
erml principle and are just

«• eocorate as our regular
Standard Portable Direct
Oorreat Voltmeters and
Ammeten, but are much
UrflWr, and the working;
parte are Incloaed ia a
neatly dealgded. dust-proof
eae*4roa o««e which efleot-

ireljr stilelds the Infltra-

'•from dleiarbiag fn-

eea of exteraal mag-
Dfieldi.

Weston Standard Illuminated
Dial Potential Indicator.

Style B. "Flush Type."

Vestoa Standard

Portable Direct Heading
Voltmeters and Milllvolt-
metera. Ammeters and Mil-
ammeters, Wattmeters
aod Voltmeters, for Alter-
nating: ana Direct Ourrent
OlrcDJts.

Our portable luatramente
are recof^ized aastandards
throUKbout the clvlUzed
world.

Our Seml-Portable La-
boratory Standard Volt-
meters and Ammeters are
still better.

They are the most rella-
hie, absolute standards for
Laboratory use.

N. 1. R.
National

India
Rubber €o's

RUBBER COVERED
\A/^ires and Oablos.

OFFICE and FACTORY: BRISTOL, R. I.

GORDON PRIMARY CELL.
For Open and Closed Circuit Work.

The Perfect,. Modern, Longest Lived and Most Economical
Cell Ever Put on the Market.

In use by the leading cities, railroads, telephone and gas engine
companies.

WE CLAIM;—Constant discharge of current without polari-
zation ; no local action ; no noxious gases or fumes; no acids; least
labor for operation; cleanest; not freezing at 28° below zero; eco-
nomic value 50 per cent, greater than gravity ceil, and so per cent.

treater than best other cell in market. For No. l cell. 250 ampere
ours; for No. 2 cell, lOO ampere hours; on open circuit, .9 to 1

volt; on closed circuit, .65 to rVo volt. Sendforclrcularandpricelist.

THE GORDON -BDRNHAM BATTERY CO.,
82 to 86 West Broadway, New Yoric City.

GenersI Westarn Agent, S. F. B. MORSE, Marquette Bldg., Chicago, IIL

THOS. IVIUIR & SON.
13 Larned St. W., .... DETROIT,

MICH.,
} OUR NEW

OUR NEW

ELEVATOR

AUin-MOTOR

STA^ITER.

lia.?!>O.SOOValit.

St. w.,
Manufacturers

and
• Selling Agents for

f Card Electric Co., Dynamos. \

f "Lundell" Motors add Fans. f

i "Imperial" Incandescent Lamps, f
Interior Conduit, Brass and Iron, f

A Insulated Wires. i
\ Insulating Tapes, Etc. l

f "Detroit" nedical Batteries. \

\ Estimates Given on Elevators, i brTlliant.

\ GET
\ OUR
i PRICES.

Aluminum'-Lined

REFLECTORS.

INCANDESCENT
AND

WELSBACH
LIGHTS HADE
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EDDY GENERATORS.
Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

Eddy Motors—Slow. Medium or High Speel
We build all necessary apparatus for the trauMmimHloit of Klectricat

Poiver throngrh f^itory or other liuUflincH.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.,
\A/IIM^S^R, COIMIM.

NEW YORK, H. B. Coho & Cd., Mail and Express Building.
PHILADELPHIA,' Walter C. Mclntire & Co., 500 Commerce St
BOSTON, G. M. Angler & Co., 64 Federal St.

ELMIRA, 8. N. Blake.
ST. LOUIS, Western Electrical Supply Co.
KANSAS CITY, W. T. Osborn.
CINCINNATI, O., Nevada Bldg., John A. Stewart.
CHICAGO, 305 Dearborn St., Wallace & Hine, Manager*.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Cal. Elec. Wks., 409 > biKri St.

Alcatraz Electrical Compound,
nanafactnred by

THE CALIFORNIA ASPHALT CO., 'V^r^t^
ABSOLUTELY UNEQUALED FOR

Ct-ECTRICAL AND WIRE INSULATION, Insulating Connections, Dynamos and Motor Bases, Battery and Accumulator
Shelving, Circuit and Switcii-Boards.

WATER-PROOFING Cut-Out Boxes, coating wires when subjected to acid or alkaline fumes, and when laid under
cement, etc.

PAINTING Poles, Brackets, Cross-Arms, Benches, Floors, etc.
COATING CABLES, Lead-Covered Pipes, and all underground work.

ALCATRAZ ELECTRICAL COMPOUND is manufactured of the celebrated brand of Alcatraz Asphalt, and possesses many well-known points of superiority.
It has been tried under severe and exacting conditions, and has given perfect satisfaction. It will not Scale, Crack or Bum. Presents a Smooth Surtace.
Adheres Tenaciously. Not affected by Thermal or Climatic Conditions. Resists the action of the Elements, Acids, Alkalies, Sewer Oases, and possesse*
Sreat strength and elasticity. Being the producers of the raw product, we are enabled to save the middleman's^proflt, and offer consumers a superior article at»

""'^''"'
SAMPLE UPON APPLICATION. Agents wanted in all leading cities.

KEYSTOKE ELECTRICAL

INSTRUMENT COMPANY.
Switchboard Voltmeters, Ammeters, Ground Detectors and

Differential Voltmeters.

Type K" Instrument

We meet all the requirements of modern Central Stations or Isolated Ptants, whether
using direct or alternating current circuits.

Our Instruments are constant and durable, sensitive and accurate, pleasing in
appearance and always correct.' ,

We can Interest you in prices and other details If you will write to

Ninth St. iand Montgomery Ave., Philadelphia.
New York, 1 5 Cortlandt Street.

Chicag:o, 1440 Monadnocic Building.

What would you think of a machine that we could set down in your plant,

belt up to power, turn it oyer and tell your dynamo "tender" to keep
away and let it run without attention ?

Pretty good thing ?

Well, we can do just that with the

WARREN INDUCTION ALTERNATOR.
Only needs oil in the reservoirs. It has no collector rings. No commutator
to grind away, wear out, short circuit, get hot, full of holes, loose bars,

etc., etc., and no brushes, no moving wires to, scrape insulation, break

joints and fly off at a tangent. It has none of the above evils.

Can we tell you some of the GOOD POINTS by mail?
Write and let us try. Illustrated Circulars.

Warren Electric Manufacturing Co.,
S/^IM^iJSKV, Ol-flO.
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BEAUTY
'

IN DESIGN 15 NOTTHEONLY IM

PORTANT FEATURE OFTHeRoTH

iiGH Grade dynamos* motors.

THEY HAVE MANY OTHER
FEATURES WHICH 'CONVINCE

BUYER5 OF THEIR SUPERIORITY

LET US SEND YOU FURTHER

PARTICULARS.

HIGH GRADE
MULTIPOLAR^BI POLAR
DYNAMOS ^MOTORS

5L01VA MEDIUM SPEED

ROTH BROS. & CO.,
MANUFACTURERS,

30 Market St , Chicago,

The Guclek Electric Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
E. C Van Noht Electric Co., St Louis, Mo.
N. V. Dynamo and Motor Co,, New York City.
M. K. Greenman. Sioux Citr, la. ,

A

THOROUGH

EDUCATION

In the theory of the Operation and Installation of Electric Ll^ht,
Power and Railway Plants, including: flathematlcs, Mechanics and
Mechanical Drawing: for $25.

The Electrical Pouwr and Lighting Scholarship is intended for In-:

stallation Engineers, Managers of Electric Plants, Dynamo Tenders,
Linemen, Wlremen, Motormen, Steam Engineers and worlters in elec-
trical industries who desire to qualify tliemselves to install and operate
electrical machinery.

Studies are carried on at home. No time lost from work. Specially
prepared Instruction and Question Paj)ers, superior to text booKs, fur-
nished free to students. Mechanical Drawing is taught by a new and
successful metliod.

We also teach Steam Engineering, Stationary, Locomotive or Mai'ine',

Mechanics; Cinil Engineering in all its branches; English Branches',
Book Keeping find Business Forms.

Mention the subject in which you are interested and send for our
free circular. Address

THE INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS.

Box 1002, Scranton. Pa.

YOUR SUPPLY MAINTAINED FOR 12c.

LAMPS
Efficient, Long-Lived and

Guaranteed Satisfactory.

Write us before making another contract. We are THE
Lamp Renewing Company you have heard of.

Lynn Incandescent Lamp Co., Lynn, Mass.

KNEELAND REFLECTOR!
Known for 1 Years as McCreary Standard

Reflector Shades.

We are prepared to furnish them in quantities to
suit. Any color top desired. Prompt shipments.
Keflectors for Welsbach and any Argandgas lamp.

Send for Prices.

Kneeland Reflector Co.,
24 Travers Street, BOSTON.

Agents Wanted In Leading Western Cities.

The Fibre-Graphite Commutator Brush
(U. S. and Foreign Patents.)

No Sparking Under Varying Load,

No Wear on Commutator.

No Shifting of Quadrant.

80 per cent. Pure Graphite.

For Sample Order, and Prices, write to

Holmes Fibre - Graphite Mfg. Co.,

station Z, Philadelphia.

FIBRtGRimntl
-- (

xoMMumm-iK,

/BRUSH ^4
"itVt -V\i?,RKK\Wt

^

^

^

i

5

^

^

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.

xvi

xiii

xiv

xi

Ahim-Edwards Elec. Go ..—
Akron Ins. A Marble Co. . xxii

American Battery Co xiii

American El. Meter Co— vi

Amer. El. Telephone Co,

American Elec. Works . .

.

American Engine Co
Amer. Impulse Wheel Co.

American Rheostat Co. ..

Armorite Int. Con. Co. .

.

Arnold El. Pr. St Go
Auto. Gir. Breaker Co.... xv

Bain, Foree svli

BakerA Co xlv

Ball Engine Co
BarnettCo., G. &H xxii

Belknap Motor Co ix

Besly & Co.,Cha8. H xxii

Boiler Ex purgator Co.... xiii

Brady, T. H xiii

BriUCc, J. G xiii

Brixey. W. B 1

Bmsh Electric Co vlii

Bryant Electric Co iv

Buckeye Electric Co ix

California Asphalt Co 11

Card Electric Co vli

Carlisle &. Finch Co
Central Electric Co v

Central Mfg. Co
C.B. AQ. R. R
ghlcago Edison Co iv, xiv

Chicago El. & Stereo. Co.. xiv

Chicago Fuse Wire & Mfg.
Co iv

Chicago Ing. Wire Co xii

C., M.&St. P. R. R
Climax Novelty Co xvil

Clonbrock St. B. Co xix

Commercial El. Sup Co.. iv

Cornman Co xiv

Crown Woven Wire Brush
Co xil

Cutter El. & Mfg. Co 1

D.&W.FuseCo xxii

Davis & Son, LB xx
Dayton GlobelronWks. Co. i x

Delaware Hard Fibre Co. xxii

Det. &, Clev. St. Nav. Co. . . xvil

Diamond Elec. Co .

Diamond State Fibre Co.. xil

Diehl Mfg. Co.. . , vii

Directory, Principal Elec.
and Mech. Engineers .. . xvii

Dixon Crucible Co.. Jos. . xx

Eastern Elec. Cable Go ... . xiii

Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co U
Edison Lamp Dept
Electrical Exchange, The. xiv

-Elec. Appliance Go xii

Electric Arc Light Go
Elec. Gas Lighting Co -

—

Electric Storage Batt. Co . ix

Electrician Pub. Co
xvi, xviii, xix

Elliott. W. H. Elec. Go..-, xiv

Emerson El. Mfg. Co...... xii

Empire China Works xvi

Evans Electric Co xlv

FariesMfgCo
Farr Tel. & Cons. Supply

Co xvi

For Sale Advertisements . . xlv

Fort Wayne El. Corp xiii

Fuel Economizer Co

Garlock Packing Co
Garvin Machine Co., The . vl

General Electric Co x xl

Gen'l Inc. Arc Light Co . .
.

Globe Elec. Heating Co. . xl

Gordon-Burnham Bat. Go. i

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co, xi

Hill, W. S. Electric Co ... .

Hodge, Walsh & Loring. ,. xlv

Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co. lil

Huebel & Manger xlv

111 Engraving Co x
Internat'l Gor. Schools.. iii

Iron-Glad Rheostat Co. .

.

i

Jewell Belting Go i

Johns Mfg. Co., H. W vli

Kartavert Mfg. Go xxii

Keystone Electric Co ir

Keystone Elec. Inst. Co.. il

Kneeland Reflector Go Hi

Kokomo Tel.A El.Mfg Go. xvii

Kusel, D. A. Tel. Mfg. Go.

Leclanche Battery Co ...

.

Leffel A Co.

Leonard, Ward, Elec. Co..

Lindsley Bros

Lockwood Long Dist. Tel.

& Tel. Go. of America. .

.

Lombard Water Wh. G. Co.

Lynn Inc. Lamp Co

Main Belting Co
ManhattanGen'lCons. Co .

.

Mansfield Tern. Cop. Go,

.

Mass. Cbemlcal Co
McFell Electric Co
McLean, A, J

McLennan & Co., K
McNaughton Co., J. G ...

McRae. A. L
Mica Insulator Co

Mo. Tel. Mfg. Go
MitchellTemp.CopperCo,

Monon B. R
Moore. Alfred F
Muir A Sons, Thos
MunsellACo., Eugene...

National India Rubber Co.

National Tube Works Co.

N. Y. Acc. & El. Co

New York Ins.WireCo..

.

Northern Elec. Mfg. Co ...

.

Nortb ern Supply Co

"Mungesser El. Battery Co

111

xii

xii

xxii

XV
i

xii

xvil

Iii

vii

xxii

xxii

Ohio Electric Works xiii

Ohio Storage Batt. Co xii

Okonite Co., The 1

Orne Elec. Const xvil

Otto Gas Engine Wks xix

PaisteCo., H. T xv
Partrlck & Carter CO i

Partridge Carbon Co
Peerless Rubber Mfg.Cp , . . . xii

Pelton Water Wheel Co . . . xx
Peoples' Electric Co iii

Perrizo A Sons xv
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co Iii

Phillips Ins'd. Wire Go... xiii

Phosphor-Bronze S. Co. Ld xx
Point Marion Mfg. Co....

Pratt, Chas .A xvii

Prouty Co.. The xix

Puritan Electric Co

Queen A Co I

Reisinger, Hugo
Reliable Elec. Sup. Co... xviil

Koth Bros. & Co iii

StandardUnderg.GableCo.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co..
Sierling A Son, W. C xv
Stilwell-Blerce & Smitb-
Vaile Co xiv, xv

Storey Motor A Tool Co . . . -

—

Stromberg-Garlson Tel.

Mfg. Go xvii
Studebaker Bros Mfg. Co. iv

Swarts Metal Refln'g Co. xiv

Taber & Mayer
Thordarson, C. H i

Triumph Electric Co

United Elec. Imp. Co
United Engra-^ing Co xi

Van Home, Burger A Co. xix
Vlg-duct Mfg. Go xvii

Vought, M. I xiv

Wagner El. Mfg. Go
Want Advertisements..

Warner, Wm. P
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co....

Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

xil

xlv

St. Clair Hotel xiv

Samson Cordage Wks xii

Sawyer-Man Electric Co. six

Shultz Belting Co xxii

Simplex Electrical Co., The. 1

Smith Co., S. Morgan....

Splitdorf, C. F xxii
I Standard lel.d PI. Co.. . > viZsn fl Arc Lt. Meter Co. xxU

Western Tel. Cons. Go
WestinghouseEl.AMf.Co

.

Weston Electrical Inst. Co,

WlUard El. A Bat. Go,

Wood, Chas. N

xiii

xvi

vii

xLii

xlv

Wor ^lassl-Flod Indwx of ^Advor-feisorr-kork-ts S« VI-
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HARDTMUTH GORED CARBONS for Direct and Alternating Current

ARC l-AIVl I
HABIRSHAW AND G. E. CO.'S \

t WIRES AND CABLES. t

AMERICAN CARBON CO.'S Plain and Coated
CARBONS FOR SERIES ARC LIGHTING.

r MTC \

I

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS.
|

HABIRSHAW AND 0. E. CO.'S
WIRES AND CABLES.

iicago i=^clison Co.,
DEALERS IN ELECTRIC LIGHTING SUPPLIES,

.139 Adams Street, CHICAGO.

[BRYANT POOPS ARE OOOD OOODS." |

BRYANT-PAISTE SWITCH.

PRICES GREATLY REDUCED.
WRITE YOUR JOBBER FOR REVISED

FIGURES.

THE BRYANT ELECTRIC CO..

BRIDOEPOn, CONN.

TRIMMER'S
TOWER WAGON.

Highly Endorsed.

Studebaker Bros. Mf^. Co.
Gentlemen .-—Iq reply to your inquiry as to the ad-

vantage in tlie use of Light Tower wagons, which
you constructed by my request, to ho used In trim-
ming tlie arc lamps which are distributed through-
out the parks and boulevards of the West Chicago
park system, I will say that we have purchased six
nf tliese wagons and they have nroven to be every-
thing anticipated. I have had two trimmers taking
care of (iOO arc lamps per day of eight hours. The
trimmers would trim and clean the lamps and keep
them in satisfactory condition without any difficulty,

and this has been done when the thermometer was
below zero. In the use of the wagon on smooth
roads it is not necessary to have an extra driver, the
horse soon becomes so well trained tha*; he will stop
before each lamp pole by a simple command from
ilie trimmer. 1 consider the Tower Wagon, as a
means of trimming arc lamps, to be much cheaper
than the old way of trimming by the use of ladders.

Yours truly, Foree Bain.
Chicago, July 6, 1897.

Write for detailed description.

STUDEBAKERBROS.MFG.CO.
SOUTH BEND, IND.

AD

GROWINGJVERY DAY.

The "long" and the "short" of

it is simply this : We advertise so

extensively In order that we may
keep it constantly before you that

we have the bigrgfest and most
varied stock of Electrical Goods
in the Southwest—anything: in

electrical goods—and for certain

reasons can make pHcesl

Get ready for winter!

COMI^€f<Clf\L iUCTfVCAL
SOPPL^ CO,

UNemiM LOOK!!!
This outfit contains five sizes of fuse I

wiRE.eachonaseparate spool; alsoagood as- I
sortment of fuse links. The advantages of I
this outfit for the use of all line men and fKEPAiR MEN, Will be Seen at once, as all I

BREAKAGE offuse links and ABKASION offuse I

wire is prevented, A full assortment may be I

carried, weighing no more than one ordinary I

spool of fuse wire. We carry in stock fuse I

wire on spools tofit the above kit at ordinary I

prices of Fuse Wire. 'Rumple Fuse Kit by mail |
complete with live sizes of fuselwire and an [
assortment of links, net, $1.00. Carried in I

stock by the trade.

n^ iAH£ sn CNfCAQO^
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HERE'S A LIST FOR
PARTICULAR

AND
PROGRESSIVE BUYERS.

(100 and 150 hour, direct and alter-

nating),

Okonite Wire,

Interior Conduit (iron and Brass),

Helios Arc Lamps

Sawyer-Man Incandescent Lamps,

Wagner Transformers,

Banner Weather-proof Wire,

Candee Line Wire,

Railway Supplies,

Queen-Wirt Instruments (Portable and switchboard),

ScheeiFer Wattmeters,

Lundell Power Motors,

Lundell Fan Motors,

Station Switches—

Anything and Everything Electrical.

Check off the articles you need and let us make you quotations.

THERE

MUST
BE

SOME-

THING

HERE

THAT

YOU

NEED.
I

I

n

n

Central Electric Company,
(1887-1897.

Qeo. A. ricKlnlock, Prest.
Charles B. Brown, Secy.

' ~ ~ '
, Treis. 173=175 Adams Street, Chicago.
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The QARVIN MACHINE CO.,
51 N. 7th Street, PHILADELPHIA. SPRING AND VARICK STREETS,

NEW YORK.
We build 6 s'«* "•

Screw Machines
RANQINQ IN CAPACITY

From 1-4 inch to 2 1-2 inches.

WITH OR WITHOUT

Wire Feed, Back Gears,

Geared Friction Head,
Automatic Feed and

Chasing Bar,

As the Size and Style of Work Require

Capacity wilh Wire Feed 7-8 inch. WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

riACHINERY and flACHINE TOOLS
OF ALL KINDS KEPT IN STOCK.

THE AMERICAN ELECTRIC METER.

Designed

for all

Forms

of

Service.

Send tor cir-

cnlars and
price lists. 3-wire 22-LlKbt Meter. Case Open, Showing Mecbailsm.

The . . .

American

Electric

Meter

Co.,

Cor. 9th Street and
Montgomery Ave-t

PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS
Accnmnlator^. 1

American Battery Co.

Central Electric Co.

Electric Storage Battery Co.

N. Y. Ace. A E . Co.

Ohio Storage Battery Co.

Willara El. & Battery Co.

AnnniiciatorH.
Central Electric Co.

Commercial El. Supply Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Arc Lamps.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Diehl Mlg Co.
Electric Arc Light Co.

Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.

Manhattan Gen'l Cons. Co.

Peoples Electric Co.
pnritan Electric Co.

Westinghouae El. & Mfg. Co.

Arc lilstit Cord.
Central Electric Co.

Samson Cordage Wits.

Batteries and Jars.

Central Electric Co.

Chicago Edison Co.

Commercial El. Supply Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

Elec. Gas Lighting Co.

Gordon-Burnham Battery Co
Leclanohe Battery Co., The.
ftluir ASon. Thos.
Nungesser El Battery Co.

Ohio Electric Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Roth Bros. & Co.

Hells.
. ^

Central Electric Co.

Commercial El. Supply Co.

Electric AppUance Co.

Huebel & IVianger.

Ohio Electrio works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

BeltlniE.
Jewell Belting Co.

Main Belting Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Shultt Belting Co.

Clonbro'ok Steam Boiler Co.

Books. Electrical.
Electrician PubUahlng Co.

Brasties.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Crown Woven Wire Brush
Oo.

Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Pftrtrldge Carbon Oo.

Barfflar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

Huebel & Manger.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Cables (See Insulated Wires.)

Cables, Electric (See Insu-

lated WireB), Copper,
»heet and Bar.
American Elec. Works,
Brlxey. W. R. ^
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Eastpra Electric Cable Co.

General Electric Co.
Moore. Alfred F.

New York Ins. Wire Co.

Simplex Electrical Co.

Standard Underground C- Co.

Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Carbon8.Polnts& Plates.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Electric Appliance Go.

Gen'l Inc. Arc Light Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.

Relslnger, H\igo.

Cars. ^ ^
Brill Co., J. G.

Componnd.
Boiler Expurgator Co.

Central Electric Co.
California Asphalt Co.

Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Mass. Chemical Co.
McLennan & Co., K-

Conduit and Conduits.
Armorite Interior Cond. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Mulr *fe Son, Thos.

Construction & Repairs.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Elliott, W. H. Elec. (JO.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Hodge, Walsh & Loring.
Keystone Electric Co.
McFell Electric Co.
McRae, A. L.
Roth Bros. &Co.
Thordarson, C. H-
United Elec. Imp Co.
Wagner Riec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.

Contractors and Electric
K^iffht PlantH.
Ahlm-Edwards El. Co.
Arnold El. Pr. Station Co.
Bain. Foree.
Brush Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co-
Hodge, Walsh & Loring.
Keystone Electric Co.
McEtae, A. L.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Peoples Electric Go.
Roth Hroa. & Co.
Triumph Electric Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse Elec & Mfg Co.

Copper.
Besly&Co..Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Mansfield Temp. Copper<;o.
Mitchell Temp. Copper Co.

Copper lEVires.
Amjsrlcan Electrical Works.
Besly &Co.,Chaa H.
Brliey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.
OkonlteCo-.The.
PhllUps Insulated Wire Co.

Reliable Electric Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Cordasre.
central Electric Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Correspondence Schools.
Int. Correspond. Schools.

Crookes* Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Edison Lamp Dept.

Cross-Anns, Pins and
Brackets.
Brady, T. H.
Central Electrio Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Farr Tel. A Cons. Sua Co.
Point Marion Mfg. Go.

Cnt-Onts and Sivitclies.
Automatic Clr. Breaker Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electrio Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Elec. Co.
Hart ft Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Hill. W. S. Hlectric Co.
Palate Co.. H. T.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

]>Tnanios.
Ahlm-Edwards El. Co.
American Enelne Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Diehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Evans Electric Co.
J't. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
G^eneral Electric Co.
Keystone Electric Co.
Muir & Son, Thos.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Roth Bros. &Co.
Triumph Electric Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
••Vagner Elec Mfg. Co.
Warner, Wm. F.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Economizers, Fuel.
Fuel Economizer Co.

Electric Heaths App's.
Central Electrio Co.
Globe Electric Heating Co.
Johns. H. W., Mfg. Co.

Electric aieters.
American El. Meter Co.
Zamel Arc Light Meter Co.

Electric Railways.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and mechani-
cal Engineers.
Bain, Foree.
McRae, A, L.
Pratt. Chas. A.

Electrical Instruments.
Automatic Clr. Breaker Co.

,

Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
mil, W. S. Electric Co.
Keystone EL Instrument Co.

Palste Co., H. T.
Queen & Go.
Reliable Electric Supply Co.

Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Electrical (Specialties.
Automatic Clr. Breaker Co.
Carlisle A Finch Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

HIH, W. S. Electric Co.
PaisteCo., H. T.
Peru Elec. MIg. Co.
^plitdprf, C. F.
Thordarson, O. H.
Vougbt, M. I.

Electro-Platins TUach'y.
Besly&Co., Chas. H.
General Electric Co.

Engines. Ga».
Otto Gas Engine Wka.
Prouty Co.,The.
Van Home. Burger & Co.

Enfflnes, Steam.
American Engine Go.
Ball Engine Co.

Fan Outfits.
Central Electrio Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Farr Tel. &, Cons. Sup. Co,
General Electric Co.
Roth Bros A Co.
Wagner Electr)c Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Feed Water Heaters.
Davis m Son, I. B.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Diamond State Fibre Co,
Kartavert Mfg. Co.

FUes.
Barnett Co., G. &E..
Central Electric Co.

Fixtures, El. A Comb'n.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Fuses.
D. &. W. Fuse Co.

Fuse IVlre.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire A Mfg. Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric AppUance Co.

baskets.
Johns, H. W., Mfg. Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Gas fjlshtlns. Electric.
Central Electric Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Gears.
Besly & Co.. Chas. H.
Central Electrio Co.

General Elec. Supplies.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Central Electrio Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Farr Tel. A Con=. Sup. Go.
General Electric Co.
Hill. W. S. Electric Co.
Hodge. Walsh & Loring.
Ohio Electric Works.
Palste Co., H. T.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Reliable Electric Supply Co.

Globes and Electrical
Glassware.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

GoVnors, Water Wheel.
LombardWaterWheelGv.Co.

Graphite Specialties.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Induction Coils.
Central Electric Co.
Queen & Co.
Splitdorf, C. F.

Insulators and Insulat-
ins Materials.
Akron Ins. & Marble Co.
Brlxey, W. R.
Bryant Electric Go.
California Asphalt Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co-
Gommeroial El. Supply Co.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Diamond State Fibre Go.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Empire China Works.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Hodge, Walsh & Loring.
Johns Mfg. CO..H. W.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
OkoniteCo..The.
Paisie Co., H. T.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
PhilUpa Insulated Wire Co.
Reliable Electric Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground 0. Go.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.

Insulated VFlres and
Cables—Blasnet W^ires.
American Electrical Works.
Brlxey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Go.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Commercial El. Supply Go.
Eastern Electric Gable Go.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
PhilUpR Insulated Wire Co.
Reliable Electric Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C.Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

l^anip Adfusters.
Faries Mfg. Co.
Vouglit. M. I.

I^ampSr Incandescent.
Buckeye Electric Go.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Edison Lamp Dept.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co..
Lynn Incandescent Lp. Co.
Ohio Electric Works,

r Reliable Electric Supply Co,
Sawyer-ManElec. Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co,

Ijamp Trim'r's W^agons.
istudebaker Bros. Mfg. Go.

Llffhtnlne Arresters.
Central Eleotric Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

lUa^rnet IVire.
(See Insulated Wires.) .

mechanical Machinery.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Garvin Machine Co., The.
StilweU-BIerce Smith-Valle.

Mica.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.

Mining Apparatus. Elec.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Motors.
Ahlm-Edwards Elec. Co.
American Engine Co.
Belknap Motor Co.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Evans Electric Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Keystone Electric Co.
Mulr & Son, Thos.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Ohio Electrio Works.
Peoples Elecirlc Co.
Roth Bros. A Co
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Storey Motor A Tool Co.
Triumph Electric Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warner, Wm. F.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co

Packing.
Besly & Go. Chas. H.
Garlock Packing Co.
Johns, H. W., Mfg. Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Paints.
California Asphalt Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Johns. H. W. Mfg. Co.
Mass. CbemlcalCo.

Phosphor Bronze.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm. Go. Ltd.

Platinum.
Baker & Co.

Poles.
Central Mfg Co.
Llndsley Bros.
McLean. A. J.

McNaugton Co., J. C.
National Tube Works Co.
Northern Supply Co.
Perrlzo & Sons.
Point Marlon Mfg. Co.
Sterling & Son. W. C.

Porcelain.
Bryant Electric Go.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Empire China Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Push Buttons.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co
Partrick & Carter Go.

Beflners.
SwartB Metal Refining Co.

Beflectors.
Kneeland Reflector Co.
Mulr & Son, Thos.

Begulators.
Belknap Motor Co.

Re-AVInding—Repairs.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electrical Exchange, The
Elliott, W. H. Elec. Co.
Hodcre. WalRb ft Loring.
Thordarson, C. H.

Rheostats.
American Rheostat Co.
Central Electric Co.
General Eleotric Co.
Iron Clad Rheostat Co.
Leonard. Ward, Elec. Co.
Muir A Son, Thos.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co

Seconfl-Hand Machin'y.
Cornman Go.
Electrical Exoliange. The.
Elliott, W. H. Elec. Co.

Wood. Chas. N
Shades.
Central Electric Co.
Muir A Son, Tbos.

Speaking Tubes.
Central Ifilectrlc Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Speed lndi(!ators.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Keystone El. Instrument Co.
Queen & Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Steel Pipe.
National Tube Works Co.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Fvans Electric Co.
N. V. Ace. A El. Co.
Ohio Storage Battery Co.
WiUard El. A Battery Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical Works.
Brlxey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

"

Electric Appliance Co.
Moore, Alfred P.
New York Insulated Wire Co
Okonite Co., The.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Go.

Telephones. Telephone
Material and Switch-
boards.
American El. Telephone Co.
Central Electric Co.
Climax Novelty Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Farr Tel. A Cons. Sup. Co.
Kokomo Tel. A El. Mfg. Co.
Kusel, D A., Tel. Mfg. Co.
Lockwond T. A T. Co. of Am
McFell Electric Co.
Mo. Tel. Mfg. Co.
Orne Elec. Cons. Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Splitdorf, C. i:
Standard Tel. A El. Co. |

Stromberg-Carlson Tl.M.Co.
Taber A Mayer.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western TeL Cons. Oo.

Toys. Electrical. '

Carlisle A Fnch Co.

Transformers.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diamond Elec. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporatlo"
General Electric Co.
Roth Bros. A Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Oo.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Central Electric Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Trucks, Electric Car. ,

Brill Co , J. G. .

General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co,

Turbine WTieels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
LeSel & Co., Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.
Smith Co., S. Morgan.
Stllwell-Blerce Smlth-Vatle.

W^ater Wlieels.
Am. Impulse Wheel Co.
Dajton Globe Iron Works Co.
Leffel A Co., Jas.
Pelton Water WTieel Co.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
Stllwell-Blerce Smith-Valle

W^ire, Bare.
Besly & COm Chas. H.
Brlxey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eleotric Appliance Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co
Standard Underground C Co
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.

W^iring Tubes.
Akron Ins. A Marble Co.

XBay Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Conunerclal El. Supply Co.
Edison Lamp Dept.
Queen b Cn.
Splitdorf, C. F.

F'or ,AI|9H«too'l:le«il Ini4di«»x of A«iv«r'fl:lsorr«4^n'fe» «•• ^««e* ipi.
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New Kokofflo Transmitter,

BARKALOW PATENT.
Issued Nov. 17. ISOG.

FINEST TALKER ON EARTH.

Especially for Kxclian^'e and
Ijong-Distance Service.

We maniifjicture Switchboaids,

all styles of Teleplioue-s and every-

tlilnj; to enuip an excliange.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

Kokomo Telephone A,

Electric M^g. Co.,

KOKOMO, IXD., U. S. A.

^npTHISCoHAS BEEN MAKING

ilELEPHONES
f? 20 YEARS, NOT CHEAP BUT
SERVICEABLE «ND FULLY OUARANTEED.

,
• CIRCULARS FURNISHED.

YfADVCT Electric C*i

BALTIMORE.MD.U.S.A.

^^Oia£tteXiuc(£U^V.(^.

Ihe Coast Line to MACKINAC
" TAKE THE '

TO
MACKINAC
DETROIT
PETOSKEY
CHICAGO

New Steel Passenger Steamers
The Greatest Perfection yet attained In

Boat Construction—Luxurious Equipment,
Artistic Furnishing, Decoration and Effic-
ient Service, insuring the highest degree of

COMFORT, SPEED AND SAFETY
Four Trips per Week Between

Toledo, Detroit and Mackinac
PETOSKEY, "the SOO," MARQUETTE

AND DULUTH.
LOW RATES to Picturesque Mackinacand

Return, including Heals and Berths. From
Cleveland. $iS ; from Toledo, $15; from
Detroit, $13.50.

DAY AND NIQHT SERVICE.

Between Detroit and Cleveland
Connecting at Cleveland with Earliest

Trains for all points East, South and South-
west and at Detroit for all points North and
Northwest.

Sunday Trips June. July, August and Sept. Only
EVERY DAY BETWEEN

CIeveland,Put=in=Bay^fToledo
Send for Illustrated Pamphlet. Address
A. A. SCHANTZ, a. p. »., DETROIT, MICH.

TUB Detroit i Cleveland Steam Nav. Ro.

Something Entirely New in Telephones.

OUR idealTelephone
Is tlic latest and most perfect instrument ever invented- It iMNniall.it in |ion (tI'dI. it in
liaiiflt^oiii(> and *lie iiiOKt roiiveiiieiit telepliom* on tli<» niai*k<>t. Vou Jiave not seen
tliis instJiinieiit, liiit if you ai<.' not married to soini- otlier niaimracdirfr or -riven them a mortgage
on your life, >'Hi will investigate our statements.

THE D. A. KUSEL TELEPHONE MFC. COMPANY,
ll'iii l»l\E STKKKT. ST. L.OI lf*t. MO.

^lotioc olmn^c 4»r afldi'OMM : ohi quartei-M too Mniall.

Smnfill^G- rormrSGl/ZfAft

Uf>^TO'J>f<T£

mipmfnmml

SEND FOR LIST OF
ARTICLES ON X-RAY

EXPERIMENTS PUBLISHED IN THE WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
SUITE 510

MARQUETTE BLDG. CHICAGO.

THE BEST ANSWER TO A QUESTION

C£ 5J

On Wiring, can be found in the New Boole,

WIRING TABLES,
"How They are Made and How to Use Them."

BY THOS. C. CRIER.
Whenever you are asked a qnestion on Wiring, refer the

qnestioner to this book, and he will find what he desires.
THE BOOK CONTAINS: The Law of Resistance, Electromotive Force and Current

Fully Explained. How to Calculate the Size of Wires. The Different Methods of Wiring, witli
Diagrams. How to .\.\<\t\-» the simple Formula, in CalculatinK the Size of Wires Under all Condi-
tions. Diaaranis for VViriae 3 Point, 4 Point, Head Liglit and Heat Regulating Switches.

27 T.\BL,ES OK WJBIXCr AXD VAI,C-4.B1,E D-\T-\.

Ohm's law is described in such plain and simple langnage
that one cannot fail to clearly understand it.

Bound in Cloth, 80 Pages, Size 5x72 In. Sent, prepaid, on receipt of price, $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO./^riZr CHICAGO.

DIRECTORY OF PRINCIPAL IMZ-

TRICAL AND MECHANICAL

ENGINEERS.

Charles A. Pratt.

Consulting Electncai Engineer

^owe-" transmissioL ano suDdivisloD for
'witoriee. Electric coa" mlnlne plants
Pesigris tor special machinery
"^lans, specifications, tests, supervisionmy Monadnocfa Bldg.. Chicago.

Foree Bain,
Consulting Engineer,

Electricity, Mechanics,

Solicitor of Patents
lixpert in patent causes.

Suite i6s7-S9 rionadnock Bldg., - ChIcag:o>

THE NEALE AUTOMATIC CALL INDICATOR

J^r^j_ And CircuitClosing Attachment.

HAVE YOU HAD A CALL?
:^;L00K at THAT!

Perfect, Reliable. Faultless in
Construction and Artistic in
Appearance. PRICE $1.50.

Advantages claimed in this In-
dicator are: AnnounciUK a call
during absence; working indepen-
dent of the line circuit: a mechan-
ical action, giving a continuous
ringing bell; saving time and an-
noyance wliere there is more than
one telephone In use: any number
of bells can be applied at exact
cost of bell: an ordinary electric
liell can be used.

All these advantaKes at one-lbird the re^lar cost. Spe*
cial prices on dozen and gross lots to dealers and agenls.

The Climax Novelty Co.,
No. 1 Renshaw Building. PITTSBURG. PA.

DERIVATION OF

Practical Electrical lliiits.

LIEUT. F. B. BADT and PROF. H. S. CARHART.

Patented.

PRICE, POSTAGE PREPAID, 75c,

This is a very handsome book of 60

pages, printed on fine heavy paper, with
neat cloth binding. It contains Por-
traits and Biographies of Ohm, Watt,
Faraday, Joule, Gauss, Weber, Sir Wil-
liam Siemens, Dr. Werner von Siemens,

Volta, Ampere, Daniell, von Jacobi,

together with a carefully prepared table

of the Practical Electrical Units, with
their relative values.

In no other Single Volume can thfs

Rare Collection of Portraits be Found.

510 Marquette Building, * CHICAGO.

I I THAT

(^K5*

m

WE'RE NOT ASSBMBIERS-WE MAKE EVERYTHING OURSELVES.
You have no further excuse tor not equipping your exchange with STROMBERO-CARLSON TELEPHONES and TELEPHONE APPARATUS.
Wehavecutourcoataccordineto the cloth—our prices to the times. OUR STANDARD OF HIGH GRADE WORK is maintained throughout. Our profits

•re sacrificed. DON'T BUY A LAWSUIT.

Get our Catalogue, good reading in it on the patent situation. Good advice to tlie uninitiated.

The Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co
7« W. J.41]tS4)\ ItOI I.KYAltl). CIIIC'ACO. III-., l. S. A.
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J. HARRIS. OTTO KEIMA^.

NEW CHICAGO

SUPPLY HOUSE.
The undersigned take great pleasure in announcing the opening: of a new electrical supply house, called The Reliable Electrical Supply

Co., 336i E. Madison Street, near Franklin. Having been for a great many years with the Metropolitan Electric Co., being therefore thoroughly
conversant with all demands in this line, buying ali our goods for cash from the large manufacturers, we are enabled to quote you the lowest

prices, and having a fresh and complete stock, we can guarantee you prompt service.

Our motto is: We study to please, lowest prices and no misrepresentation. We feel, therefore, confident that any order placed with us will

receive our promptest attention, and we are positive that by strictly adhering to above rules we shall be able to hold your valuable patronage.

Hoping to receive some orders from you soon, we beg to remain, Respectfully yours,

Electrical Supply Company,
236i E. MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

JUST i/\£HKT YOU KRE L.GOKING FORI
-^==- A New and Valuable Book =^

Electric Lighting Plants,
THEIR COST AND OPERATION.

ByW. J.
Buckley. With numerous illustrations, diagrams, plans, tables, etc. 275 pages. Cloth. Price, ^2.00, postage free. This work

gives all necessary^data for the erection of an electric light plant of any size. The cost of Arc Lighting. The cost of Incandescent Lighting.

READ THE TABLE OF CONTENTS:
Alternating Arc Lamps, Arc Plants, Belting, Boilers, Boiler Settings, Boiler Efficiencies, Books, Building, Cost of Arc Dynamos and Lamps,

Cost of Arc Plants Erected, Cost of Alternating Dynamos, Cost of Alternating Plants Erected, Cost of Belts, Cost of Boilers, Cost of Brick

Chimneys, Cost of Copper for Alternating Circuit, Cost of Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound High
Speed Engines, Cost of Condensers, Cost of Friction Clutch Pulleys, Cost of Heaters, Cost of High Speed Engines, Cost of Incandescent

Dynamos, Cost of Idlers, Cost of Injectors, Cost of Meters, Cost of Motors, Cost of Operating Lamps per hour. Cost of Power Generators.

Cost of Poles, Cost of Plain Pulleys, Cost of Pillow Blocks, Cost of Pumps, Cost of Shafting, Cost of Shaft Couplings, Cost of Stacks

—

iron. Cost of Stacks—brick, Cost of Steam, Cost of Transformers, Cost of Wire, Chimneys, Circuit Loss, Contract Blanks, Current Distri-

bution, Circuits—overhead. Circular Mils of Wire, Depreciation, Direct Connected Apparatus, Dynamos, Dynamo Data, Economy of Con-

densing, Economy of Covering Steam Pipes, Economy of Heater, Efficiency of Engines, Engines, Equivalent of Current in Horse Power,

Equivalent Rates of Lighting, Fuel, Horse Power of Belting, Horse Power of Motors, Horse Power of Shafting, Incandescent Arc Lamps,
Instruments, Instructions for Employes, Insulation, Labor, Load Chart, Meter Connections, Municipal Ownership, Natural Gas, N.E. L. A.

Standard Rules, Oil, Outcome of Practical Management, Pole Line, Pulleys, Rope Transmission, Resistance of Wire, Rules—Fire Under-

writers, Report Com. on Data N. E. L. A., Reports of Cities Owning Plant, Reports of Cities Contracting, Stock Room, Shafting, Trans-

formers, Transformer Curves, Wiring Tables—Primary Wiring, Wiring Tables—Secondary Wiring, Wiring Tables, Motor Wiring, Wire,

Wire Formula, Water Power, Wood as Fuel. The only book of its kind in the English Language. Price, $2.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Suite 510 MarquetteeBuilding, Chicago.
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S:f.S± SAWYER-MAN LAMP
Is 3-till IVIad. nd Sold by Us.

SA\A/YER-IVIAN El-E
125 Robinson St., Allegheny City, Pa.

IVe-*^ 'Srorli:, SIO West 23cl St.

Qas,

GasolineTHE OTTO

ENGINES
and....

Natural Qas

OT'ER 45.000 SOLD

Electric Lighting.
SIZES 1 TO 250 H. P.

Electric Light Plants in Operatiori

from 2 to 250 H. P.

TliB otto Gas Ensine forks, inc.,

PHILADEIiPHIA.

Elecfro-Gasollne Engine
3 to so H. P. "

Runs without Biuolce, odor or noise.
Special styleN Cor Electric Lighting,
Boats, Milling Locomotives. Hoists,
Portable, Thresliliig. Pumping. Farm
and Dairies. Inspection and Street
Cara, Road-Wagons, Printing Oflices
and all statlonar.v pui'poses. All
engines guarunteed and may be re-
turned at our expense If not as repre-
sented, THE PKOPTY «'0.,
79 Seurborn St., CHICAGO, C.S.A.

ELECTRICAL BOOKS,
.All Kinds.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

lulte 510 JHarqnette, CHICAGO.

Morrifl "Cliinai'

r
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Manufacturers of the

M "Cofflpoflflf Safety Water

Tnlie Boilers.

BUILT IN UNITS OF 50 TO 1 ,000 Hn P.

CAUTION:
Beware ot infringers, they will

be rigidly prosecuted.

ALSO BUILDERS OF

Smoke Stacks, Tanks, Etc., and
All Classes of Iron Work.

Speciftcations, l>ran'ing;s and Prices famished
on application.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boilers.

ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM.
3^5 PAGEti^. PRICE S3.00. 347 ILIiUSTRATIOXS. A series of Thirty-four Practical Lessons covering the iScience of Electricity from Its Fundamental

Principles to Its Every-tftiy Applications. By Prof. I>. C. Jackson, UniTcrsitj' of Wisconsin ; Prof. H. S. Carhart,University ofMichigan ; Prof. B. P. Thomas,
Tnivcrsity of Ohio; Prof. Wm. A. Anthony, of jVcw York; Prof. Brown Ayres,Tulane University; Prof. A. C.Perrine, l-elancl Stanford University, Cal. ; Prof.
Geo. D. !$hephardson. University of Minnesota, and others. A Comprehensive Treatise iu Simple Language, Free from Algebraic Equatioas aud Easily Understood.

IMTEIMTS:
CHAPTER I: The Nature and Properties of Electricity;

Origin of Electricity; Two Kinds; Laws of Attraction and
Repulsion; Positive and Negative Charge; Terms, Con-
ductors, Insulators, Electric Conductivity; Conveying Elec-
tricity; The Electroscope; Force Exerted Between Charged
Bodies; Unit of Measurement of quantity of Electricity;
Electrometer.—CHAPTER II: Machines for Generating
Electricity by Friction aud by Electric Induction; Making
Machine to Continuously Generate Electricity by Friction;
The Blectrophorus; Induction Generator; Units of Elec-
tric Current and Pressure; Electricity Conveyed by Unit
Current Each Second; Negatively aud Positively Charged
Conductors; Relation of Lightning and Spnrks of Electrical
Machine.—CHAPTER III: Electric Batteries or Appliances
for Generating Electricity bv Chemical Action; Action of
Batteries; Electric Pressure; Voltaic Electricity; Directionof
Current Flow; Production of Continuous Current; Battery
Cells In Series; Production of Pressure by Cells; Polariza-
tion and Its Avoidance; Leclancbe Cell; Open Circuit Cells.

—CHAPTER IV: Electric Batteries or Appliances for Gen-
erating Electricity by Chemical Action (Concluded) r Closed
Circuit Cells; Local Action; Law of Electro-chemical Ac-
tion; Electro-chemical Equivalent; Primary Batteries Com-
gared >with Dynamos for Furnishing Current; Uses of
atteries; Difference Between a Primary aud Storage Bat-

tery; How Storage Batteries aj-e Made; Parallel Connection
of Plates in Storage Batteries.—CHAPTER V: The Nature
and Properties of Magnetism, Magnetic Fields; Permanent
Magnetism; Magnetic Attraction and Repulsion; Poles of
Magnet; Magnitude of Force Between Two Magnets; Aging
Magnets; Earth's Action on Magnetic Needle; Magnetic
Field; Action of Lines of Force.—CHAPTER VI: The Mag-
netic Effects of Electric Currents and Magnetic Circuits;
Effect of Electric Current on Magnetic Needle; Relation
Between Direction of Lines of Force and Direction of
Current Flow; Determination of Current Direction by
Compass; Ampere Turns; Solenoids; Ampere's Theory;
Solenoids w'th Steel or Iron Cores; Residual Magnetism;
Electro-Maguets; Magnetic Permeability; Magnetic Re-
luctance; Magneto Motive Force or Magnetic Pressure.—
CHAPTER VII: Ohm's Law of the Flow of Electricity;
Pressure; Resistance; Current; Volt; Ohm; Ampere; Mer-
cury Resistance; Conductivity of Copper Compared with
Other Metals; Resistance of Circuits Made Up of the Same
Parts in Parallel; Joint Resistances; Fall of Voltage Over
Resistance; Effect of Temperature on Resistance; Copper
Temperature Coefficient.-CHAPTER VIII: Heating Ef-
fects of Electric Currents; Miscellaneous Effects of Elec-
tric Currents; Foot-pound; Joule; Horse-power; Watt; Kilo-
watt; Watts per Horse-power; Heating Effects on Bear-
ings of Machinerv; Effect of Electricity on Nerves of Ani-
mals; Muscular Effect of Strong Currents.—CHAPTER IX:
Galvanometers and Voltameters;Differeuces inConstruction
for Large and Small Currents; Presence and Direction of
Currents Shown by Galvanometer; Strength of Current In-

dicated; Tangent Galvanometer; Reflecting Galvanometer;
Needle Suspension; d'Arsonvai Galvanometer; Terms
"Dead-Beat," "Calibrate;" Voltameter; Electrolyte, Elec-
trolysis; Electrode; Forms of Voltameters.—CHAPTER X:
Measurement of Electrical Resistance; Resistance Meas-
ured by Substitution; Resistance Boxes; Use of German
Silver; Colls; Wheatstone Bridce; Measuring Resistances
with Bridge; Measuring Very High Resistances; Practical
Examples.—CHAPTER XI: Every-day Measurements of
Electric Currents and Pressure; Three Effects by Which
Currenta are Directly Measured; Amperemeters; MIllI-

ampere; Microampere; Three Classes of Magnetic Ampere-
meters; Weston Amperemeter; Electro Dynamometers;
Hot Wire lustroments; Scales of Amperemeters; Alter-
nating Current Measuring Instrumeuts; Measuring Very
Large Currents; Measuring Electric Pressures; Voltmeters;
Cardew Voltmeter; Electrometers; Electrostatic Volt-
meters; Standard Cells; Measuring Currents by Voltmeter
and a Standard Resistance.—CHAl'TER XII: Every-
day Measurements of Electric Power, Condensers and
The Measurement of their Capacity; Wattmeters; Electro-
dynamometer Used as Wattmeter; Recording Wattmeters;
Coulomb Meters; Watt Hour; Ampere Hour; Capacity;
Farad; Microfarad; Condenser; Capacity of Condenser;
Charging Condenser; Specific Inductive Capacity; Selec-
tion of Insulation for Telephone Cables; Capacity of
Underground Wires; Comparing Capacities by Ballistic
Galvanometer; Practical Capacity Measurements; Leyden
Jar.—CHAI^ER XIII: Electrolytic Deposition of Metals;
Electroplating; Metals Commonly used in Plating; Salt
of a Metal; Nitrate of Silver; Cyanide of Silver and of Pu-
tassium; Solution for Silver plating; Vats; Quality of Elec-
trolytic Deposit; Effect of Too Great or Small Currents;
Cleaning Articles to be Plated; Gilding Inside of Silver
Articles; Base Metals on Which Nickel is Usually Plated;
Solution for Nickel Plating; Electro typing; Electrotype
Molds; Elect rotvpe Finishing; Elect rolv tic iRefining of
Copper; Solution Used.—CHAPTER XIV: The Electric
Telegraph; Elements of Electric Telegraph; Telegraph
Circuits; Telegraphic Signals; Sending and Receiving;
Telegraph Lines; Sounder; Relays; Local Circuits; Multi-
ple Telegraphy; Duplex Telegraphv; Diplex Telegraphy;
Quadruplex Telegraphy. -CHAPTER XV: Multiple Tele-
graphy; Differential Relay; Polarized Relay: Pole Changer;
Principles of Operation of Diplex, Quadroplex, P.ridge
Duplex; Artificial Line; Autographic Telegraphv,—CHAP-
TER XVI: The Telephone; Bell Telephone: Microphone;
Blake Transmitter; Exchanges; Switchboard; Long-Distance
Transmitter.-CHAPTER XVII: The Construction of
Telegraph and Telephone Lines and Instruments ; Poles

;

Cross-Arms; Pins; Joints; Insulators; Insulatiou; Ground
folates : sUnderground Cables; Conduits; Fuses; Multiple
witchboards.—CHAPTER XVIII: Testing Lines for In-

sulation and Conductivity and the Locntlon of Leaks and
Breaks; Line Troubles; Grounds; Crosses; Locating
Trouble; Earth Currents: Line Conductivity and Insula-
tion; Testing.—CHAPTER XIX: Principles of Continu-
ous Current Dynamos and Motors: Electric Conductor
in Magnetic Field; Field Strength; Induced Electric Pres-
sure; Direction of Current Moving Conductors: Alternat-
Insr Current; Dynamos; Magnetos'; Commutator.—CHAP-
TER XX: Principles of Continuous Current Dynamos
and Motors; tbeir Construction, Care and Attendance;
Gramme Armature; Siemens Armature: Armature Cur-
rent; I,iamlnating Cores; Foucanlt or Eddy Currents; Hys-
teresis; Fundamental Principles of Dynamos and Motors;
Points of Good Dynamo; Counter Electric Pressure; Types
of Field Windings; Series, Shunt and Compound Wound
Machines; Multipolar Machines; Regulation, Care and
Maintenance.—CHAPTER XXI: Arc Lighting and Arc
Light Machinery; The Arc; Arc Lamps; Principles of
Operation; Connections; Arc Dynamos; Current and Pres-
sure Required; Making of Arc Carbons; Regulators; Arc
Light Switchboards.-CHAPTER XXII: Incandescent
Lighting and Power Transmission, Two, Three and Five
Wire Systems of Distribution for Electric Lights and
Motors; Incandesc-=?nt Lamp; Filaments; Vaccuum; Ma-
terial for and Making of Filaments; Advantages of In-
candescent Lamps; vincande&ceut and Motor Circuits;

Constant Pressure; Loss of Voltage; Circular Mils; Prac-
tical Examples; Weight of Copper Required for Trans-
mission of Power at Different Pressures; Three-Wire
System; Motor Starting Xieslstances.—CHAPTER XXIU:
Construction of Electric Light and Power Circuits, and
Tbeir Testing; Overhead Electric Light Wires; Weather-
I'roof Wire; Arc Circuit Wires; "Drawing In" and
"Built In" Underground System; Underground Electric
Light Cables; Edison Tubing; Feeders; Mains; Inside
Wiring; Cleat Work; Moulding Work; Concealed Work;
Dangers from Fires; Distribution System;.—CHAPTER
XXIV: Testing Electric Light Circuits and the Dis-
tribution and Measurement of Light; Faults; Soldered
Joints: Magneto Bell; Use of Voltmeter to Locate Grounds
on Arc Circuits; Ground Detector; General Testing;
Photometer: Standard Candles; Illuminating Effect of
Lamps; Effect of Opal Globes.—CHAPTER XXV: j Elec-
tro-Magnetic Induction; Effect of Cutting Lines of Force
by an Electric Conductor; Induced Currents; Induction
Coils; Cores of Induction Coils; Transformers; Direc-
tion of Induced Current; Self Induction; Attraction and
Repulsion of Parallel Wires Carrying Currents.—(CHAP-
TER XXVI: Alternating Currents; Alternator; Electro-
lytic Effect of Pulsating Current; Heating Effect of Al-
ternating Current; Effective Value; Alternating Current;
Measnremeuts; Frequencv; Period; Apparent Resistance.
—CHAPTER XXVII: Alternating Currents and Alter-
nating Current Machinery (Concluded); Power Used in Al-
ternating Circuits; Alternating Currents for Lighting; Mak-
ing Transformers; Testing Transformers; Building Alterna-
tors; Number of Alteruaiions; The Exciter; Running Al-
ternators in Parallel; Synchronous Motors; Two-Phase
and Three-Pbase Systems; luduction Motors; Squirrel-
Cage Armature; Mesh Connection; Star Connection;.—
CHAPTER XXVIII: Miscellaneous Applications of
Electric Motors: Uses of Electric Motors; Motors in Ma-
chine Shops; Waste of Power in Factories; Advantages
of Removing Shafts and Belts; Estimating Electrical
Power Required; Electric Elevators; Electric Launches.^
CHAPTER XXIX: Electric Railways; Richmond- Elec-
tric Railroad; Trolley Wire; Trolley; Track; Use of Two
Motors: Rail Bonds; Heavv Electric Locomotives.—CHAP-
TER XXX: Methods of Handling and Controlling Rail-
way Jlotors and Generators; Output Records; Record-
ing Voltmeters; Load of Electric Railway Plant; Appli-
cation of Storage Batteries to Smooth Road Curve; Meth-
ods of Controlling Street Car Motors; Station Instru-
ments; Equalizer.—CHAPTER XXXI: Model Electric
Plant; First Central Station; Changes iu General Me-
chanical Construction of Dynamos; Instruments; Multi-
ple Arcing Galvanometers; Use of Double and Single
Pole Switches; Operating Dynamos In Parallel; Feeder
Connections in Continuous and Alternating Stations;
Throwing Dvnamo Into Circuit; Cutting Dynamo Out.

—

CHAPTER XXXII: Underwriter's Rules, Etc.; Neces-
sity of Rules; Special Points in Wirinti; Insulation of
Sockets, Fuses, Fixtures: Annunciator Wire; Office Wire;
Leaky Wires.—CHAPTER XXXIII: Electric Welding.
Forging. Etc.; Electricity Applied to the Kitchen; Elec-
trical Methods Applied to Metal Working; Thomson
Apparatus for Heating Metals; Welding b> Thomson
Method; Bernardos Process of Working Metals; Bringing
Piece of Metal to Hich Temperature by Dipping In Pail
of Water; Electric Current for Warming and Cooking;
Electric Heating and Stoves Compared.-CHAPTER
XXXIV: Electro-Tberapeutics; Galvanic Curren'": Fara-
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THE PELTON WATER WHEEL
Is known the world over as afTording the rhOst simple, rellctble

and economical powerforall purposes.

7,000 WHEELS NOW RUNNING SSiri^SSi^^-^^J.^"™"'"
' """' "»-

CICPTDIP DnU/CD TDAMCMICCinU Pelton Wheels are especially adapted to

CLLu I nlu rUTvLn 1 nHllolTllOOlUll. this purpose and are operatiog the major-
ity of'Stations of this cliaracter in all parts of tlie world. Highest efficiency and best reprulacion
guaranteed. Catalogriies furnished on appUcation. Address

PELTON WATER WHEEL CO.,
143 Liberty Street, or 121-123 Main Street,

NEW YORK. N. Y., U. S. A. SAN FRANCISCO. CAL., U. S. A.

Xti^BERRYIVIAN
Feed Water Heater and Purifier.

Provided with U-shaped Tubes, it Never Leaks.

THE HIGHEST «iKADE 0\'I.Y.

Our catalogue contains the representative names of a large number of con-
tented buyers of B3BRUYHA^ HEATEB!^ built by us in the last twenty
years. A copy awaits your order at any time.

I. B. DAVIS & SON, Makers, Hartford. Conn.,
Or addresses given below:

Jas. Herrynian, ri", Xortli -Itb St., Philadelplila.
W. H. Gllson. 520 Mfdinali Temple, Cliicago.

Jos. \Mutaker, 7 and 9 I'earl Street, Hoston.
A. A. Card well. 30 fortlandt Street, Koom 127, New York.

THE Mccormick
TURBINE.

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,
Especially Adapted for Electrical Work.

Cjiives more power per diameter with a higher
peveentage of useful effeet than any other Avater-
wheel heretofore m»de. All stzes. right and left hand.
are built from jiatterns perfected under systematic tests in the
Holyoke Testing Hume.

Parties having power plants which are unsatisfactory, anC
those contemplating the improvement of powers, will ftna it to
their interest to confer with us, as we are willing to
g:uarantee results where others have failed, no
matter what make of turbine has heen iu use.
STATE RE^ITIREMEXTS ANI> SEIVI> FOB
<'ATAl-0<;rE.

S.MORGAN SMITH CO., York, Pa.
Estimates furnished for complete power plants and

results guaranteed.

GRAPHITE FOR RESISTANCE...
Made in almost any form required and of 1 ohm or 1,000,000 ohms aa

desired. We also make graphite bo.xes and crucibles resisting heats
of 4,000 degrees : . ,

JOS. DIXOBT CRlJCIBIiE CO., - - Jersey City. X. J.

WATER WHEELS
For Heads of 3 Feet to 2000 Feet.

Especially adapted to all kiuds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
KeceuL tests at Holyoke. given below, enable us to guarantee:

Tlir LartuM Poiar >. rur ubtain- <l jrtun a tvhed6f the same diameter. The highest
^pad I nr nbtniiud jor llif simif pninr. The highest mean cfficienei/ when
ninniiKj j'roni half li> jidl <}ntr. \\\- guurantee also: A runner of the greatest
ponsible t<(iTiigth. A ijiili ini'iiindcd in fjuirfcjirss and > fn^i of oprning a7id hloiting.

Testof a 45 in. SAMSON. Jan. 25. 97.

Rca.i.

15.00, 1^4.00
I5.O4I 138.12

15. 11: 127,67

15.88 131.50

116,47 126.87,

172. 6q 240.97 82.03

15503 223.6i!84 55

133.24f191.06l83.68
112.651162,80:80.25
9o.04li27.73'75'95

Test Of a 35 Inch SAMSON, Feb.1,'97.

Henri.

Full [15.20 194 25
;; '16.56 187.75

^ 17.33 178.50
--- 1754 176.40

, Ft

i7.e

102.02 143.44
92.15i146.73

83.951138.40
68.821109.64

50I 57.69I 88.14

Per

81.08

84.78

83.88

80.09

76.19

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., SpringfTeld, Ohio, U. S. A.

REG.TRADE MARKS JHE RHOSPHOR BRONZE SMELTINGCO.QMITED,
2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PH1LADELPK1A.

I "ELEPHANT BRANU PHOSPHOR-BRONZE"
iNG0TS,CASTINGS,WIRE,RODS,SHEETS,ETC.

'^Ao6/wvB'um^'-' .. -^^ DELTA METAL
/X. CASTINGS, STAMPINGS AND FORGINGS
^FIT^_ ORIGINALanoSoleMakers iNTHE U.S,

Preserve Your Copies

-—^^ Western Electrician.
BINDERS $1.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 510 Marqoette Building^ .... CHICAGO.

A VALUABLE BOOK FOR ENGINEERS AND FIREMEN NOW READY.

MODERN EXAMINATIONS OF STEAM ENGINEERS or PRACTICAL THEORY EXPLAINED and ILLUSTRATED.

BY W. H. WAKEMAN.
Cloth. 53 Chapters.272 pages.

Containing a complete list of 300 questions such as will be asked of any
Engineer when taking examination for U. S. Government or State License, all

of which are fully answered in the te.\t.

pRice. $2.00
By mail, postpaid, to any part of the world

This book while especially adapted for engineers' examinations, is also in-

tended as a practical guide to Engineers, Firemen, Boiler Makers, Machinists,
and others, in daily practice.

The author being a practical steam engineer himself, well knows the wants
of the working engineer, and has put into this work such knowledge and infor-
mation as is best adapted to their use, making it altogether the most complete
and comprehensive guide-for the busy workers in the engine room, boiler works
and machine shops that has ever been published.

As ope engineer who has read the book says: "I think there are few engi-

ELECTRIOIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, -

neers that it wouldn't do some good. It seems as if it was a review of all I

have ever read, and a lot more besides."

The author has treated of a very great variety of subjects which are of

vital importance to all who wish to improve and extend their knowledge of

steam engineering, and has explained the rules and formulas given, in the sim-

plest manner possible, and has worked out examples by them, so that all who
can read may understand them.

The 300 questions are an important feature of the book, they are entirely

separate from the 53 chapters of reading matter, and were written after many
years of practical experience and careful research by the author.

His connection with the Boardman Manual Training High School at New
Haven, Conn., as Instructor in Steam Engineering, his 12 years of active mem-
bership in the N. A. S. E., and his position as Instructor of No. 10 of Conn., a

sturdy branch of the National Organization, makes him especially competent
in this part of the work.

The many flattering commendations which this book has already received

{rom competent judges and high authorities, speak well for its value.

- Suite 510 Marquette Building, Chicag^o, III.
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Portable Alternating Current Volt- Meter.

AMMETERS
2
to

200 Amps.

VOLT-METERS
76 Volts
160 "

660 "

WATTMETERS
150, 30O,

I500
2500 Watts

PERMANENTLY ACCURATE UNDER ALL CONDITIONS

MIGH O L.O\A/

INDISPENSABLE TO

STATION MANAGERS
MAIN OFFICE,

SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

Sales Offices in all Urge Cities in the
United States.

fer Canada, Address Canadian General
Electric Co., Toronto. Portable Alternating Current Ammeter.

The Electrical Transmission of Energy.
A Manual for the Design of £lectrical Circnitsi; by Arthnr Vanghan Abbott, C. E., Chief Eng. Chicago Telephone Co.

With » FoIdlDK Pistes. SSA Pages. 389 Illastrntlons and 74 Tables. t»ize of pace, 6x0 In. Price S4.50.

CHAPTER I.

iDtroductlon.—DistributlOD In General—Distribution In Series-
Distribution Id Parallel—Mixed Systems—Indirect Distribution.

CHAPTER II.

Th» Properties of Wire.—The Conducting Circuit—Wire Man-
ufacture—Hard Drawing—Wire Gauges The Circular Mil-
Copper Wire—Properties of Wire—t omposite Wire—Galvanizing
and Tinning—Insulated Wire -Flexible Cable—Testing and In-
spection—Wire Speelflcations—Tension of Aerial Lines—The In-
fluence of the Variation of Temperature.

CHAPTER III.

The Construction of Aerial Circuits.—Part I. Omeral Line
Work. Clsssincation-Aerial Lines-Poles—Methods of Preser-
vmtton—Height of Poles -Cross Arms—Pins-Facing ot Arms—
Stresses—Calculation for-Pole Strength—Guying—Anchor Poles-
Setting Poles—Insulators—Value of Insulators—Oil Insulators-
Tying and Dead-Ending—Loops—Stringing Wires—Wire .lolnts—
Strength of Joints—The Suspension of Aerial Cables—Humming
of Wires—Transposition of Telephone Lines—Power Circuits-
Pole Line Specifications. Part IT. Electric Sailway Circuitg.
Electric Railway Circuits—Railway Return Circuit—Electrolytic
Action—Railway Poles—Wooden Poles-Iron Poles—Feed Wire
Insulators and Pole Tops—Trolley Insulators—Railway Line
Work—Strain Insulators—Anchors-Line Sections—Switches —
Line Crossings, fart III. Lightning Arrettert. Lightning
Guards and Strong Current Arresters—High Resistance Arres-
ter—Magnetic Blow-out Arrester—Mechanical Magnet Arres-
ter—Air Expansion Arrester—Non-Arcing Metal Arrester-
Discriminating Arresters—Automatic Cut-outs—Cable and
Switchboard Protectors—Appendix of Insurance Regulations.

CHAPTER IV.
Construction of Undergrround Circuits.—Par^ I. Conduiii.

Classlftcatlon-Valentine Conduit—Wyckott Conduit—Paper Con-
duit—Pipe Conduits—Dorset Conduit—Chenowlth (Jondult—
Terra-cotta Conduits—Crompton System—Brooiis System- John-
stone System—Kennedy System—St. James System—InHexlble
Systems—Callender Solid System—Cologne Conduit—Zurich Con-
duit—Manholes—Junction Boxes for Street Railway Feeds—In-
troduction of Circuits—Pneumatic Eoddlng—Gas—Jiilectrlc Rail-
way Conduits—Buda-Pesth Conduit—Blaciipoel Conduit—Love
Conduit—Lenox Avenue Conduit—Metallic Conduits for Alternat-
ing Currents. Part II. Cables and Conduit Conductors. Con-
duit Conductors—Armored Cables—The Siemens Cable-The
Edison System—The Ferrantl Mains—Telegraph Cables—Sub-
aqueous Cables—Power Clrcuits--Paper Cables—Telephone
Cables—British Post Office Cables—The Patterson Cable—Glover
Cables—Fowler Waring Cables—Feiten-GuiHeaume Cable—
Beaded Cables—Cable Joints—The Connection of Underground
and Aerial Systems—Cable Heads.

CHAPTER V.
Electrical Instruments. — ClasslSoatlon — Instruments for

Measurement of Resistance—Wheatstone Bridge—Slide Wire

S«nt, expreasage prepaid, on
' receipt of price, •4.S0.
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Bridge—Ohm-Meter—Instruments tor Measuring Quantity and
Pressure—D'Arsonval Galvanometer—Ballistic Galvanometer-
Galvanometer Constants—Reduction to Zero and Inferred Zero -
Shunts—Weston Instruments—JCardew Voltmeter—Electrostatic
Voltmeter—Siemens Dynamometer-Condensers-Wattmeters-
Keys—Magnet—Ground Indicators—Beyer Speed Recorder.

CHAPTER VI.
riettiods of Electrical neasurement. Quantities to be Meas-

ured-Electrical Intensity—Electrical Quantity—Unit of Current—
The Watt — Capacity — Resistance— Ohm's Law— Klrehholt's
Laws—Measurement of Resistance by Deflection—Bv VVheatstone
Brldee—By Voltmeter—By Volt and Ammeter—Measurement of
Small Resistance—High Resistance—Insulation Resistance—By
Loss of Charge—Line Resistance—Ground Resistance—Special
Methods for Galvanometer Resistanee-For Battery Resistance-
Potential Difference-By Condenser—Wheatstone's Method—
Lumsden's Method—Measurement of Current Strength— By
Ammeter—By Voltmeter—By Dlilerentlal Galvanometer-By
Slide Wire—Measurement of Capacity—Thomson's Method—
Gott'sMethod^DlildedCliarge Method—Localization of Fanlts—
Blavler's Method—Overlap Method—Loop Test—Murray's and
Varley's Methods—Localization of Crosses—Measurement of In-
ductance—ByCondenser and Bridge—With Alternating Current-
Mutual Inductance—Measurement on Alternating Currents-
Difference of Potential—Current-Power by Two Voltmeters—
By Three Ammeters—Measurement on Polyphase Circuits-
Electrical Railway Testing-Capaeity of Aerial Lines—The In-
ductance of Aerial Lines—Mutual Inductance on Transmission
Lines.

CHAPTER VII.
Continuous Current Conductors. Part I. Conductors and

Insulators. Conductors—Resistance—Ohm's Law—Specific Re-
sistance—Effect of Temperature—Resistance of Dielectrics-Line
Leakage—Distribution of Potential—The Effect of Leakage—Con-
ductance-Distribution of Potential in Branch Circuits. Part IL
The Heating of Conductors. Joule's Law—Location ot Circuits-
Bare Wires Freely Suspended-Radiation and Convection—Pan-
eled Wire—Insulated wire Freely Suspended—Rheostats and
Heaters—Cost of Electric Heating—Fuse Wires—Heating of In-
sulated Cables—Heating of Conduit Cables—Heating of Suspended
Cables.

CHAPTER VIII.
Conductors for Alternating Currents. General Considera-

tions— Classification-Skin Effect — Current Density — Induct-
ance—Magnetic Field—Electromotive ForceDue toVarylng Field-
Equation of Energy—Harmonic Motion-Average Values—The
Solution of the Energy E^quation-Effect of Mutual Inductance-
General Energy Equation for Mutually. Inductive Circuits—Co-
efficients of Inductance—Effect of Caparity—Solution of the En-
ergy Equation for Circuits with Capacitv-The Energy Equation
for Circuits Containing Resistance—Imluctance and Capacity-
Graphical Methods-Vector Quantities- Composition and Reso-
lution of E. M. F.—Simple Circuits with One Kesistance and In-
ductance in Series— Keaetance—Impedance—Resistance Vari-
able-Inductance Varlahle-Slmple cfri-'uits with Several Resist-

:iM-rs:
ances and Inductances in Series—Simple Circuits with One Re-
sistance and Capacity in Series—Simple Circuits with Several
Resistances, Inductances aud Capacities In Series—Circuits with
Resistance, inductance and Capacity in Parallel—Method o(
Equivalent Resistance and Inductance—Circuits Containing Mu-
tual Inductance—Impedance Tables.

CHAPTER LK.
Series Distribution. Origin—Classification—Constant Current

Circuits with Uenerator and Motor at Fixed Distances—Location
ot Station—Current Density in Main Circuit-Economic Coudi-
tions — Design for Heating-Limit — Design for Me.hanlcal
Strength—Minimum First Cost of Line-Minimum First Cost of
Station—Minimum First Cost of Plant and Cost of Maintenance
and Operation—Design for Minimum First Cost of Plaut—Design
for Best Service-Minimum Cost of Plant for Maximum Income-
Calculation of Loads—Regulation—Automatic Cut-outs.

CHAPTER X.
Parallel Distribution.—The Evolution of the Parallel System-

Methods of Distribution-The Loop System—The Spiral Loop—
The Tree System—TheCloset System—Conlc;tU'noduc'ors— Anti-
Parallel Feeding—Distribution of Potential—I'yiiudrical Conduc-
tors. Parallel Feeding—Cylindrical Conductors. ^ nti-parallei
Feeding—Conical Conductors, Parallel Feeiling-Coulcal Con-
ductors, Anti-parallel Feeding-Three-wire System—Mul-
tiple Series Svstem—Five-Wire System— ]!i 1 tlve Area Cov-
ered by the Multiple Wire Systems—Feeder and Main System-
Location of Central Station- Location of tiie Feeders and Cen-
ters of Distribution—Distributing Malns-Calcuiitinn of Feed-
ers—Eflflclency of Conductors—Methods of Regulation—The Com-
pensator in Electrical Railway Work—Fall of I'ressure and Nec-
essary Section for Feeders—Laws of Economy and Feeder De-
sign—General Design for a System in Multiple Arc—Mechanical
Methods—Station Loads—Arc Lamps on Constant PotentiiU Cir-
cuits-ElectricRailway Wiring—Three-wire Railway Systems.

CHAPTER XL
Miscellaneous Methods and Lone Distance Transmission.

—

Motor Transformers—Compensators—Motor Transformers Run-
ning and Feeding in Series-High and Low Potential Distribution
from the Same Station—AccumuIators—Sul>-statton Accumula-
tors-Accumulator Distribution—Regulation by Meansof Accumu-
lators—Transformers-Economy In Conductors—Isolated Trans-
formers—Efficiency of Distribution by Isolated Transformers-
Transformers as Sub-stations—Polyphase Systems—Long-dis-
tance Plants—Long-distance Transmission with Continuous Cur-
rents—Line Construction for Long-distance Transmission—Rela-
tive Amount of Conducting Material for Transmission Systems.

CHAPTER XII.

The Cost of Production and Distribution.-Cost of Conductors-
Cost of Conduits—Telephoue and Tel'^graph Lines-Railway
Lines—Cost of Power Stations—Cost of Producing Energy—Coal
Consumption per Watt-hour—Water Power—Tiie Gas Engine

—

The Cost of Electrical Energy, as Developed by Wind Power

—

The Actual Cost of Electrical JEnergy—Commercial Considerations
of Transmission Problems. ^
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Telephone Inciuction Ooils.

Elflciro- wS&StBStmtl. Medical

Magnets. r«^||"'m Coils.

Recoivor Bobbins. X^Ray Coils.

C. F. SPLITDORF,
Manufacturer of Electrical SpecialtleSf

17-27 VANOEWATCR ST., N. Y.

I MANSFIELD

MAN5F-|E:i_lD,OHia.

PLANTE
STORAGEBATTERIES

Have No Superior.

New York Accumulator & Electric Co.,
I BO NASSAU ST.. NEW YORK CITY.

'Dynamo
(^ELTING:*
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SBAJfOBES: 104 Snmmer 8K, Boston; IIS Llbartr St., New Tork; 129 Korth 3d St., PhUadelpSiSiis,

fH) DELAWARE HARD FIBRE CO.,
V^^ks^ WILMINGTON, DEL.

SEIHD FOR CATAI.O«UE ASI1> SA3IPJLES.

Sheets, Rods, Tubes and Special Shapes.

ANGUES Rl&HT AN6l.ES

SIDES PARAUEt

''Standard'' EIec=
trical Wiring Tubes

Insulators, Cleats and Electrical Specialties of all kinds. Cheapest and toest on the market.

Mannfacturers. J^TKi.TEt.O'Sf, OHIO. ^Vrlte for Prices.

KARTAVERT.
HARD AND FLBXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS, RODS AND TUBINQ.

For Electrical and Mechanical Purposes, 'Railway Dust Guards, Waslieri
and Packings. Patent Insulating Cleats.

MANUiPACTURED BY

THE KARTAVERT MANUFACTURING CO., Wilmington, Del

RtWtRmWm, RAVEN WHITE CORE WIRE

THo P'erris V^heol Co.
5 131 THE ROOKERY.

Chicago, April 30, 1896.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,
320 Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

Gentlemen:—^After carefully consider-
ing the merits of the various brands of
wire upon the market, we have decided to
use your "Raven White Core" exclusively
for rewiring the Ferris Wheel.
As you are aware, the wire upon the

wheel is very much exposed and the test
will no doubt be a most severe one,

Yours very truly
THE FERRIS WHEEL CO,

By L. V. Rice. Mgr.

PRIM^HAU/ \A/HITF PnRF used exclusively for allln^andesoent Light
ing at World's Columbian Exposition.

Used in some of the largest buildings in the Unite*
States.RAVEN WHITE CORE

COMPETITION LINE WIRE

GRIMSHAW TAPES, COMPETITION TAPES AND SPLICING COMPOUNDS

Used by some of the largest Central Stations-

and Fire and Police Departments in the U.8

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

13-17 CMttudt St., New York.
BRANCHES: I,

J ™JKAM^=^^_ BOSTON:
134 Congrcu St,

MN FRANCISCO.
US Nev MMllfllj SI.

I Blacki Diamond File Works!
4^

4S
jkQ Twelve

^ Medals

^^ Awarded at

^ri International

4^ Expositions.

Kst. 18U3. Inc. 1895.
,
^

Special 3[.
Prize p*
Gold Medal ^
at Atlanta, ^
1895. ^

ANon-Arcing^Fuse.
The "only" one deserving the name. Will open a high-tension short-cireuil

without arc or flash.

We make Switcliboard Equipments, Transformer and Subway Boxes.

^tVe Solicit Correspondence from Those Troubled Trith' Fuses.

D. & W. FUSE CO.,
53 ABORBr STREET, PBOTIDEHrCI!, B. I.

^ OUK GOODS ARE ON SAI,E IJf EVEBV I^EADIHK,^ HARDWARE ?*^ STORE lar THE VNITED STATES ASID CANABA ijL

|G. &H. BARNETT COMPANY,^
^ PHILADELPHIA, PA. W

The Zamel Arc Light Meter
A»D ELECTRIC CUffREJtT TIMER

Is tlie ONLY RELIABLE DEVICE for Timing tiie Use of Arc Lights^

f-t Is P^silii^^e in l-ts il\^-tion.
SEND FOB CIKCrLAR.

Zamel Arc Light Meter Co.

J

266 BL.UE ISI-AND A^VE.. ^Ml
ApprwTed l»y tke STational Fire ITndet-writers' Association.

CA,<»0, Ifc-L..
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INSULATED
-WIRES AND CABLES.

:
RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUrlD AND SUBMARINE.

*""H.V.'HixsoMr ^''"P^^x Electrical Company,
1137 Moniilncck Block, CHICAGO. 75-81 Cornhlll, BOSTON, MASS.

MANUFACTURER OF

INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
frUKXiaUK OOHOS AND OA.ML.KS.

«0O AND a08 NORTH THIRD ISTRBET. PHILADEIiPHIA, PA.

*0N'^:
18S9—Paris Exposition,
Medal for Bnbber Insulation.

1893—World's Fair,
Medal for Bnbber Insulation.

TRACE MnWb

THE SITAIJrBABD FOB
BIJBBFB IITHIILATIOW.

Sole Manufacturers of

Okonite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee ""«f Wires.

263 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
Wlllard L Ctndee, {«.„.„,_, Geo, T. MansohtGen'i Supt.

W. H Hodglns, Secy.

"Standard'' Elec=
tricalWiring Tubes

Insulators, Cleats and Electrical Specialties of all kinds. Cheapest and best on the market.

Tlie A.1^3roxx I*xst*l«itor Sa adCafTale Oo.,
nannfacturers. j^.KEie01«, OHIO. Write for Prices.

THE SAMSOM BATTERY
\ -f-euEPtiONej ^ " smppED SET UP " * qaS '•"^"'ihti

,

KNEELAND REFLECTOR!
Known for 10 Years a$ McCreary Standard

Reflector Shades.

We are prepared to furnish them in quantities to
suit. Any color top desired. Prompt shipments.
Keflectors for Weisbach and any Argand gas lamp.

Send for Prices.^ Kneeland Reflector Co.,
24 Travers Street, BOSTON.

Afpents Wanted In Leading Western Cities.

WESTnS ElEcMcal \mmmi Co.,
** -vi^ 114-iao Willinn St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A,

Theee Inetmmetits are
based upon the Bome fidn-

«ral principle and are jast

«8 aooorate as our regular
fitandard Portable Direct
Onrrent Voltmetera and
Ammeters, but are much
larger, and the vrorklng
parts are Inoloaed in a
neatly dealgned. dnst-proof
oaat-lron ease which efleot-

irely sbtelde the lustra-

mente from disturbing in-

flnencea of external m%g-
etlo Aelds.

Weston Standard illuminated
Dial Potential Indicator,

Style B. "Flush Type."

Portable Direct Beading
Voltmeters and MiUiTolU
meters. Ammeters and lUlI-

amroeters, Wattmeters
and Voltmeters, tor Alteri'
natlng and Direct Onrrent
Olroolts.

Onr portable InstrnmentB
are recognized asatandarde
throughout the civilized
world.

Onr Semi-Portable La-
boratory Standard Volt-
meters and Ammeters are
still better.

They are the moat relia-

ble, absolute standards for
Laboratory use.

HIGH
PARIS 1867 CHICAGO 1893. PHIUDELPHIA 1876.

iJ<«:fSUi:vA.TE>l>

WIRES AND GABLES.
AERIAL, UNDERGROUND,

SUBMARINE.

W. R. BRIXEY, M(r.

203 Broadway, New York.

Weitern Office, Marquette BIdg., Chle«g«, III.

CALIFORNIA ELEC. WORKS, M. DUPEROW, NEW ORLEANS EUC. CO.,

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL. WASHINGTON, D. C. NEW ORLEANS, lA.

Standard Underground Gable Go.
THE KOOKEKT, WESTINGHOUSE BUILDING,

CHICAGO. PITTSBURG.
18C0RTI.ANDTST.
NEW YORK cm.

Elecfrid Gabies, Conduits, Wires and Accessories.
Also Hieh-Arsde Bnbber Covered 'Wlxee and Cables.

MOTOR^

RHEOSTATS.

Iron Clad Rheostat Co.,

Westfie1d,N.J.,U. S. A.

RHEOSTATS—
FOR ALL PURPOSES.

A I UmDIIC CONSULTINQ ELECTRICAL
• Li nCnAC, ENQINGER.-^.

Estimates, Plans, Specifications,
Examiaations, Heports, Tests.

30e Oriel Building. ST.IiOCIS, 9IO.

Insulating Paint # Yarnisfa.
We were the first chemists in the world to

make a special study of this problem. Our lone
experience and careful iavestigation enables us
to be of service to wide-awalce electricians.

MASSACHUSEHS CHEMICAL COMPANY,
Boston, Mass., U. S. A.

Queen & Co.,
1012 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA.

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-Wirt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Ray

Focus Tubes, Induction Coils.

|iiporteo(a[IBON§

Wertheim"
OPEN/lRCS

-AdvanceW-in^ & Supply Co.

57 80 Canal St CHIT/vno.

I-T-E
CIRCUIT BREAKERS

CUTTER ELECTRICAL CO., PHILADELPHIA

^anufecnjrer;i)ARTRlGKs/?ARTER f0. ELfcmAi

Dealers I125So.2ndSt.V)PHiLADA.V)PA. goods.
,

OFFICE AND FACTORY, SANDUSKY, 0.

AGENTS

Mayer & Englund, lo S. loth St.. PhlU., Pa.
Smith & Wallace.Hamllton St. , Boston, Mau.
Arthur S. Partridge, Bank of Commerca

BIdg., St. Louis, Mo.
Joshua Hendy Machine Worlu, 43 FremMt

^ St. , 5an Francisco.
Central Electric Co., 173 Adams St., Chlcagv.
Harry M. Shaw, 120 Liberty St., New York.
Schminke & Newman, New 0rlean5, La.

Fort Wayne Electric Corporation,
FORT WAYNE, IND.

Apparatus for

Aro, DlreoHb Curren-fc and A.l-fcerna-fc-

SOLE
MAKERS IN THB

u: s. A.'

*'

THE Fuel Economizer Gc
MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS: MATTEAWAN, N.

'

Beanch Offtces: 74 Oortlandt .St.. New Yorit; 301
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Alcatraz Electrical Compound
Manufactnred by

THE CALIFORNIA ASPHALT CO., ""^^iJ^
ABSOLUTELY UNEQUALED FOR

ELECTRICAL AND WIRE INSULATION, Insulating Connections, Dynamos and Motor Bases, Battery and Accumulator
Shelving, Circuit and Switch-Boards.

WATER-PROOFING Cut-Out Boxes, coating wires when subjected to acid or alkaline fumes, and when laid under
cement, etc.

PAINTING Poles, Braclcets, Cross-Arms, Benches, Floors, etc.
COATING CABLES, Lead-Covered Pipes, and all underground work.

ALCATRAZ ELECTRICAL COMPOUND is manufactured of the celebrated brand of Alcatraz Asphalt, and possesses many well-known points of superiority."
It has been tried under severe and exacting conditions, and has given perfect satisfaction. It will not Scale, Crack or Burn. Presents a Smooth Surface.
Adheres Tenaciously. Not affected by Thermal or Climatic Conditions. Resists the action of the Elements, Acids, Alkalies, Sewer Oases, and possesses
great strength and elasticity. Being the producers of the raw product, we are enabled to save the middleman's profit, and offer consumers a superior article at a
r.,yiowprice.

SAMPLE UPON APPLICATION. Agents wanted> in all leading cities.

THE UNITED ELECTRIC IMPROVEMENT CO.
^fVlcse and 'XMAorks:

I9T-H STREE-r .AND A.L.L.EOHA.NY A.VI

Direct and Alternating Current Apparatus for Arc and Incandescent Lighting, Transmission of Power, Etc.

HIGH ORADE INOAIMDESOEIMir L-AIVIRS
For ISeries and Multiple Lighting of any Candle Power or Toltage, adapted to Fit any IStandard Sloeket.

Complete Equipment for Central Stations and Isolated Plants.

Send for Price on Lamps and Appurtenances. Correspondence Solicited.

Westingliouse Polnpiiase Apparatus Supreme.
Generators, Motors, Transformers, for Two-Pliase, Tliree-Pliase and C F. Scott
Two-Phase Tliree-Pliase System of Alternating Current Poiiver Transmission.

26,000 H. P. IN OIL-IIMSULATED TRANSFORMERS CONSTRUCTED.
Potentials from 5,000 to 50,000 Tolts. All Apparatus Xecessary for 100 Mile Transmission.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING CO..
Ri-rnrsBURG,

New York, 120 Broadway. Chicago, N. Y. Life BIdg. San Francisco, Mills BIdg. Westicghouse Electric Co., Ltd.,
Boston, Excliange Bldg. Philadelphia, Qirard BIdg. Syracuse, N. Y., Bastable BIdg. 3a Victoria St., London, S. W., England.
Buffalo, N. Y., 8 Erie Co. Bank BIdg. Pittsburg, Westinghouse BIdg. Tacoma, Wash. 102 S. loth St. For Canada address
Charlotte, N. C, 36-38 College St. St. Louis, American Central BIdg. Atlanta, Qa., Equitable BIdg. Ahearn & Soper, Ottawa, Got.

Last week we mentioned some of the bad

things not common to

WARREN INDUCTION ALTERNATORS
Now let us enumerate a few of the good things that relate to them.

They have large steel shafts, which, with, the extra long self-

aligning and self-oiling bearings, permit running the rotor at the least

possible clearance from the stationary parts, reducing the air gap to

the merest fraction. They are not cheap machines to build, because

the, finest material and best work is insisted upon, and' that is not

cheap. THEY ARE CHEAP TO BUY .because the expenditure stops

with the purchase price. There are no repairs, no attendance.

Warren Electric Manufacturing Co.^
'E:0 OIROVJL.ARtS? SiB^IMOUISKY',0 IH I ^.
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j; J: Salesmaa I How do you like the effect of our Dew Are lamp?
••;: Lady Shopper! It is excellent to match colors by, and horns with remarkable
•••• steadiness.

Employer! Well! How are you satisfied with the Pioneer Lamps?
Bookkeeper! After experimenting with all kinds of light. I am satisfied wn have a lamp that

gives a daylight effect at night and so steady that we feel no strain on
our eyes.

THE Pioneer Enclosed Arc Lamp has attained such perfec-
tion that it is being used in Stores, Offices and Factories
and for interior illumination generally.

SOFT ! STEADY ! CLEAR ! SHADOWLESS !

SAFE ! SIMPLE ! ECONOMICAL !

IT IS SUNSHINE

AT NIGHT.

Burns from 100 to 150 hours wiih one pair of Carbons.

M'lien Writing for Gataloffue, Kindly Ilention this Jonrnal.

THE ELECTRIC ARC LICHT COMPANY,
Makers of the PIONEER ENCLOSED ARC LAMP.

687-689 Broadway,

:::

NEW YORK.

YOUR SUPPLY MAINTAINED FOR 12c.

LAMPS
Efficient, Long-Lived and

Guaranteed Satisfactory.

Write us before making another contract. We are THE
Lamp Renewing Company you have heard of.

Lynn Incandescent Lamp Co., Lynn, Mass.

WRITE FOR INFOR MATION.

DYNAMOS,
IVI

1 5 to 1,000 Lights.

l to 50 H. P. ANY VOLTAGE.

Patented Adjustable Dynamos and
Motors for Floor, Wall or Ceiling

The Ahlm-Edwards Electric Co..
GliKVEI/AIKD, OHIO.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Advance Pkg. & Sup. Co. 1

Ahim-Edwards Elec. Co .

.

Hi

AkrOQ Ins. .V. Marble Co .

.

I

American Battery Co xiii

American El. Meter Co—
Amer. "El. Telephone Co. xvl

American Elec. Works ... x I i i

American Engine Co ix

Amer. Impulse Wheel Co. xx
American Rheostat Co

—

vil

Armorite Int. Con. Co. .

.

xi

Arnold El. Pr. St Co xiv

Auto. Cir. Breaker Co.. .

.

xy

Bain,Foree xvii

Baker & Co xlv

BallEngineCo xlx

BamettCo., G. & H xxii

Belknap Motor Co
Besly & Co.,Chas. H xxii

Boiler Expurgator Co.... xiii

Brady, T. H xxii

BriUCo., J. G xiii

Brlxey, W. R 1

Bryant Electric Co
Buckeye Electric Co —
Burnley Batt. & Mfg. Co. xlll

California Asphalt Co 11

Card Electric Co vii

Carlisle & Finch Co
Central Electric Co t

Central Mfg. Co it

C. B. &Q. R. R xiv

Chicago Edison Co iv, xiv

Chicago El. .ft Stereo. Co. . xii

Chicago Fuse Wire & Mfg.
Co xiv

Chicago Ins. Wire Co
C, M. &, St. P. R. R
Climax Novelty Go xvll

Clonbrock St. ?. Co xlx

Commercial El. Sup Co.. vi

Cornman Co xiv

Crown Woven Wire Brush
Co xll

Cutter El. & Mfg. Co 1

D. A W. Fuse Co xxii

Davis & Son, I. B XX
DaytonGlobelronWks. Co. xx
Delaware Hard Fibre Co. xxii

Diamond Eiec. Co iv

Diamond state Flore Co.. xll

DiehlMfg. Co vii

Directory, Principal Elec.
and Mech. Engineers... xvii

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos. . xx

Eastern Elec. Cable Co
Eddy Elec Mfg. Co i
Edison Lamp Dept xii

Electrical Exchange, The. xiv

Elec. Appliance Co xii

Electric Arc Light Co ill

Elec. Gas Lighting Co 1

Electric Storage Batt. Co. —

Electrician Pub. Co
xvi, xviii, xlx

Elliott, W. H. Eleo. Co.... xiv

Emerson El. Mfg. Co xxii

Empire China Works 7t1
Evans Electric- Co xiv

Farles MfgCo xxll

Farr Tel. & Cons. Supply
Co xvI

Foos Qas Engine Co xlx
For Sale Advertisements., xiv

Fort Wayne El. Corp 1

Fuel Economizer Co 1

Oarlock Packing Co
Garvin Machine Co., The .

General Electric Co xxi
Gen'l Inc. Arc Light Co. . . Ix

Globe Elec. Heating Co. . Iv

Gordon-Burnham Bat. Co. xiv

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co. xviil

Hill, W. S. Electric Co ... . xl

Holmes Fibre- Graph. Co.

Huebel & Manger xii

Intemat'l Cor. Schools . . xii

Iron-Clad Rheostat Co . . . 1

Jewell Belting Co xii

Johns Mfg. Co., H. W vii

Kartavert Mfg. Co
Keystone Electric Co xiii

Keystone Elec. Inst. Co. .. xlv
Kneeland Reflector Co 1

KokomoTel.& El.Mfg Co. xvii

Kusel, D. A. Tel. Mfg. Co.

Leclanche Battery Co— xv
Leffel & Co., James xx

Leonard, Ward, Elec. Co..

Lindsley Bros xv

LocUwood Long Dist. Tel.

& Tel. Co. of America... xvii

Lombard Water Wh. Q. Co. xiii

Lynn Inc. Lamp Co ill

Main Belting Co
ManhattanGen'lCons.Co..

Mansfield Tem. Cop. Co.. xxll

Mass. Chemli al Co ' i

McFell Electric Co xvi

McLean, A. J xv
McLennan &Co., K
McNaughton Co., J. C ... xv

McRae. A. L i

Mica Insulator Co
Mo. Tel. Mfg. Co xvii

MitchellTemp. Copper Co. xii

Monon R. R vii

Moore, Alfred F 1

Muir A Sons, Thos
Munsell & Co., Eugene.., xii

National India Rubber Co.

National Tube Works Co. xv

New York Ins.Wire Co.. . xi

Northern Elec. Mfg. Co xi

Nungesser El. Battery Co..

Ohio Electric Works xlll
|

Ohio Storage Batt. Co xii

Okonlte Co., The 1

Otto Gas Engine Wka

PalsteCo., H. T XV
Partrlck & Carter Co i

Partridge Carbon Co i

Peerless Rubber Mfg.Co.... xii

Pelton Water Wheel Co . . . xx
Peoples' Electric Co vl

Perrizo .Sc Sons xv
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co xili

Phillips Ins'd. Wire Co. . . xlll

Phosphor-BronzeS.Co.Ld xx
Point Marlon Mfg. Co xv
Pratt, Chas.A xvii

ProutyCo.,The xlx
Puritan Electric Co. ..vlii, xll

1Queen & Co

Relsinger, Hugo
Reliable Elec. Sup. Co.

Roth Bros. &Co

St. Clair Hotel xlv

Samson Cordage Wks xii

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.

Shultz Beltl ng Co xxii

Simplex Electrical Co., The, 1

SmithCo., S. Morgan.... xx
Snyder W. M xvii

SpUtdorf, C. F xxll

StandardTel.i El. Co.... xvi

StandardDnderg.Cable Co. 1

Stanley Electric Mfg. Oo..xvili
Sterling & Son, W. C xv
StUwell-Blerce & Smlth-
VaileCo xlv, XV

Storey Motor & Tool Co . . . I v

Stromberg-Carlson TeL
MfE Co xvll

Swarts Metal Refln'g Co. xlv

Taber&Mayer xvii

Xhordarson, C. H
Triumph Electric Co i v

United Elec. Imp. Co.... 11

Van Home, Burger & Co.
Viaduct Mfg. Co xvii

Vought.M.I

Wagner El. Mfg. Co xii

Want Advertisements., xlv
Warner, Wm. F xvi
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.... 11

Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
xlll

Western Tel. Cons Co ... . xvi
WestinghouseEl.&Mf.Co. II

Weston Electrical Inst. Co. 1

WlUard El. & Bat. Co xlll

Williams, J. P xxii
Wocd,Chas. N xlv

Zamel Arc Lt. Meter Co. xxll

^lassl-flod Indsx of .A«dver'l:isomsn«s Sso Paso ^^)•
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HARDTMUTH CORED CARBONS for Direct and Alternating Current

J% C9^^^ I ./V IVyi W^y ^^^ \ HABIRSHAW AND 0. E. CO.'S }^'^m^%>.^^ ^^IrlB ^m^m i WIRES AND CABLES. i

AMERICAN CARBON CO.'Sl^nlnd cVated
CARBONS FOR SERIES ARC LIGHTING.

PcENERAL WESTERN AGENTsH
OKlloagO EdlSOn Co.,

L . i
DEALERS IN ELECTRIC LIGHTING SUPPLIES,

139 Adams Street, CHICAGO.HABIRSHAW AND O. E. CO.'S

WIRES AND CABLES

YOUR TIME HAS COME
T^ e^^lMOIVII^E.

Independent Lighting Plants of Medium Size, or

Plants of any Size for Manufactories,
Hotels and Large Stores.

TRIUMPH ELECTRIC CO.
^IIM^INNA.-ri, ^IHIO.

J

THE

Storey
Motors.

Iron-clad. Completely Closed
In. Dust and Moisture
Proof. No External Mag-
netism.

Specially Adapted for Direct
Connection to Machinery.

Special Direct Current Motors for All Classes of Work.

THE STOREY MOTOR & TOOL CO.,

anWoTv? 2 1 2-226 Carter St., Philadelphia, Pa.

BRANCH FACTOBIT : Hamilton, Canada.
Cable address, Storey, Philadelphia. ABC Code used.

ELECTRIC HEATERS *""-"'-£,;';„Vii„P«sE.

Portable Heater for residences and offices, size 23 inches long, IVA inches
high, 5 inches wide.; Weight 30 pounds.

Highest Efnciency, Simplicity. Durability, Production Guaranteed.
Our Street Car Heaters lead all competitors.

Send for new illustrated circular.

Heating coils renewed like incandescent lamps. Constructed for any voltage. Work on direct
or alternating current. Consumes 6. 8 amperes on no volt current, i. s on soo volt current.

THE GLOBE ELECTRIC HEATING CO.,
47 North 12th

Street. ia, Pa.

TRANSFORMERS-WATTMETERS.
(SCIHE:EF-F-eR'S IIVIFBROVeD.

Double Primary Coils, No Brushes,
Double Secondary Coils, No Commutator,
Good Ventilation, No Moving Wire,
Light Weight, Simplicity,
High Efficiency, Durability,
Good Regulation, Reliability.
Small Iron Loss. Accuracy,

Convenient to Install. Even to a 6 c. p. Light

DIAmiOND ELECTRIC CO.,

Office: 1202 Fisher Building, Chicago, III. Factory: Peoria,
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'?f

IT'S HARD TO GET AWAY FROM OKONITE.

Central Electric Company,
(J887-I897.)

GEO. A. McKlNLOCK, Prest.
CHARLES E. BROWN, Secy,

S. R. FRAZIER, Treas.

mm
\73-\75 Adams Street, Chicago.

k m^^
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HE/iK ^̂ ^w STOCK

fEOfiEsmrmcc
mDISON, WIS Now, boys, you've had a good rest-

get ready for next month-
new tune—same old words:—

"Low prices—big stock—
"Quick shipment to you.
"Some quote 'bed-rock' (?)
'*We always <lo !

*'

Accnmnlators.
American Battery Co.
Central RlectricCo.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Ohi" Storage Battery Co.
"Willard EL A Battery Co.

Annunolatora.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial Kl. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Parlrick .% Carter Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.

Arr Eiamps.
Central Electric Co.

_ Commercial El. Supply Co.

I Dlehl Mfg Co.
5 Eleotrio Arc Light Co.

Ft Wayne Eleb. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Manhattan Gen'l Cons. Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Puritan Electric Co.
Westlnghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Arr Listit Cord.
Central Electric Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Batteiries and Jars.
Burnley Batt. & Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

i
Elec. Gab Lighting Cp.
Gordon-Burnham Battery Co
Leclanohe Battery Co., The.
MuiT&Son. Thos.
Nungesser El Battery Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Sunply Co
Roth Bros. & Co.

Bells.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Ohio Electric Works.
Reliable Elec Supply Co.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Beltlns:.
Jewell Belting Co.
Main Belting Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.
Shulti Belting Co.

Boilers.
Clonbrook Steam Boiler Co.

Books. Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Bmslies.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Crown Woven Wire Brush

Co.
Holmes Fibre-Graphlte Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.

Burslar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.
Eleotrio Appliance Ca
Huebel & Manger.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Cables (See Insulated Wires.)
Cables, Electric (See Insu-
lated WlresL Copper,
Sheet and Bar.
American Elec. Works.
Brlxey W R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
General Electric Co.
Moore. Alfred F.
New York Ins. Wire Co.
Rfliable Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electricax Co.
Standard Underground C Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

CJarbons.PolntsA Plates.
Advance Pkg 4 Sup. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago EdlBon Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Gen'l Inc. Arc Light Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.
Relsinger, Hugo.

Cars.
Brill Co.. J. G.

Componnd.
Boiler Expurgator Co.
Central Electric Co.
California Asphalt Co.
Commerolftl El. Supply co.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS
Electric Appliance Co.
Johns Mfg. Co.. H. W.
Mass. Chemical Co.
McLennan & Co., K.
Oknnlte Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Conduit and Conduits.
Armorlte Interior Cond. Uo.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Mulr A; Son. Thos.

Construction A Repairs.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Elliott, W. H. Elec. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Keystone Electric Co.
McFell Electric Co.
McRae, A. L.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Thordarson, G. H.
United Elec. Imp Co.
Wagner Rlec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.

Contractors andKlectrlc
JLlsht Plants.
Ahlm-Edwards El. Co.
Arnold El. Pr. Station Co.
Bain. Foree.
Card Electric Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Keystone Electric Co.
McElae, A. L.
Northern Elect!. Mfg. Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
RothBroR.&Co.
Triumph Electric Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse Elec & Mig Co.

Copper.
Besly&Co.. Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Mansfield Temp. Copper Co.
Mitchell Temp. Copper Co.

Copper Wires.
Ainerloan Electrical Works.
Besly&Co., Chas H.
Brlxey, W. R.
Central Eleotrio Oo.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply (3o.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.
OkonlteCo.,The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn <& Moen Mfg. Co.

Cordaffe.
central Electric Co.
Samson Cordage Wki.

Correspondence tSchools.
Int. Correspond. Schools.

Crookes' Tabes.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Edison Lamp Dept.

Ooss-Arms, Pins and
Brackets.
Brady, T. fl.

Central Electric Co.
Ceutral Mfg. Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Fair Tel. A Cons. Suo. Co.
Po'ni Marion Mfjr. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.

Cnt-Onts and Mw^itches.
Automatic Clr. Breaker Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Go.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Eleo. Corporation.
General Eleo. Co.
Hart ft Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Hill. W. S. BlectrlcCo.
PalBte Co., H. T.
Peoples Electric Co.
PAru ElfiC Mfg Co.
Reliable Elec. Simply Co.
Wagner Eleo. Mfg. Co.
Weafclnghouae EL ft Mfg.Co.

Dynamos.
Ahlm-EdwardB El, Co.
American Engine Co.

Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.C3
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Evans Electric Co.
Fi. Wayne Eleo. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Kevstone Electric Co.
Mulr & Son, Thos.
Northern ElectL Mfg. Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Triumph Electric Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
'Wagner Elec Mfg.Co.
Warner, Wm. F.
tVarjen Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse EL ft Mfg. Co.

JBcpnomlzers, Fuel.
F^el Economizer Co.

JEfectric Heat's App's.
Central Electric Co.
Globe Electric Heating Co.
John&. H. W.. Mfg. Co.

Electric Sleters.
American El. Meter Co.
Zamel Arc Light Meter Co.

Electric Bailways.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. ft Mfg. Co.

Electrical and mechani-
cal Eng^lneers.
Bain, Foree.
McRae, A. L.
Pratt. Chaa. A.

Electrical Instraments.
Automatic Clr. Breaker Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.
Cutter El. ft Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Go.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Hill. W. S. Electric Co.
Keystone El. Instrument Co.
PaisteCo.. H. T.
QiQeen & Co.
Reliable Eleo. Supply Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Westbn Electrical Inst. Co.

Electrical Specialties.
Autoinatlc Clr. Breaker Co.
Carlisle & Finch Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cdminerclal EL Supply Co.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Palste Co., H. T.
Peru Eleo. Mfg Go.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Splitdorf. C F.
Thordarson, C. H.
Vought. M. I.

Glectro-Ptatlne nach^.
Besly&Co., Chas. H.
Evans E'ectricCo.
General Electric Co.
Roth Bros, & Co.

Engines, Ci^as.
Foos Gas Engine Co.
Otto Gas Engine Wka.
Prouty Co., The.
Van Home. Burger & Co.

Enfflnes, Steam.
American Engine Co.
Ball Engine Co.

Fan Ontllts.
Cetttfal Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Emfirson EL Mfg. Co.
Farr Tel. A; Cons. Sup. Co.
General Electric Co.
Roih Bros (ft Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Feed IVater Heaters.
Davis ft Son, I. B.

Fibre.
D^Iavrare Hard Fibre Co.
Diamond State Fibre Co,
Kartavert Mfg. Co.

FUes.
Barnett Co., G. &. H.
Central Electric Co,

Fixtures, El. & Comb'n.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial £1. Supply Co.

Fuses.
D. A. W. Fuse Co.

Fuse Wire.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire & Mfg.Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Ctaskets.
Johns, H. W., Mfg. Go.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Oas Ijishtlnff. Klectric.
central Electric Co.
Partrlck &. Carter Co.

Gears.
Besly&Co.. Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.

Cienerai Elec. Nnpplles.
Besly & Co.. Chas. H.
Central Electrio Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Compiercial EL Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Farr Tel. A Con--. Sup. Co.
General Electric Co.
Hill. W S Electric Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Palste Co., H T.
Partrlck ft Carter Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Rlec. Mfg. Co.
R^able Elec. Supply Co.

Globes and Electrical
Glassware.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.

Go'v'nors, Water IVheel.
LombardWaterWheel Gv.Co.

Graphite iSpeclaltles.
Besly&Co., Chaa. H.
Central Electric Co.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holknes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Induction Coils.
Central Electrio Co.
Queen & Co.
Splitdorf, c. F.

InsnJators and Insnlat-
ind materials.
Akron Ins. & Marble Co.
Brlieyl, W. R.
Bryant Electric Co.
California Asphalt Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Commercial El. Sunnly Co.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Diamond State Fibre Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson EL Mfg. Co.
Empllr^ China Works.
Hill, W. S. Eleotrio Co.
Jolin8Mfg;Co.,H. W.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
OkonlteCo.,The.
PaisteCo., H. T.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Rel'able Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Undercrround C. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.

Insnlated ITires and
Cables—aiasnet TVires.
AiAerloan Electrical Works.
Briiey, W. R.
Cehtral Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Mdorei Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
O^ontte Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C.Co.
Washburn ft Moen Mfg, Co.

liamp Adjusters.
Faries Mf^. Co.
Voug)it. M. I.

Liamps, Alternating.
Puritan Electric Co.

liamps, Incandescent.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.
Edison Lamp Dept.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.,
Lynn Incandescent Lp. Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Sawyer-ManElec. Co.
United Eleo. Imp. Co-
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Jjigbtnine Arresters.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Slagnet IVire.
(See Insulated Wires.) ^

mechanical machinery.
Besly&Co., Chas. H.
Garvin Machine Co.. The.
Stilwell-Bierce Smith-Valle.

mica.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Munsell ft Co., Eugeue.

mining: Apparatus, Elec.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

motors.
Ahlm-Edwards Elec. Co.
American Engine Co.
Belknap Motor Co.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Dlehl Mig. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Evans Electric Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Kevstone Electric Co.
Mulr & Son, Thos.
Northern ElectL Mfg. CO.
Ohio Electric Works.
Peoples Elecbrio Co.
Roth Bros. A Co
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Storey Motor A Tool Co.
Triumph Electric Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warner, Wm. F.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El, & Mfg. Co
Williams, J. P.

Packing.
Besly & Co. Chas. H.
Garlock Packing Go.
Johns, H. W., Mfg. Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Paints.
California Asphalt Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.
Johns. H. W. Mfg. Co.
Mass. Chemical Co.

Phosphor Bronze.
Besly ft Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co. Ltd.

Platinum.
Baker & Go.

Poles.
Central Mfg Co.
Llndsley Bros.
McLean, A. J.
McKaugton Co., J. C.
National Tube Works Co.
Perrizo A Sons.
Point Marion Mfg. Co.
Sterling & Son. W. C.

Porcelain.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Empire China Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Push Buttons.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Oo.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co
Partrlck ft Carter Co.

Refiners.
Swarti Metal Refining Co.

Reflectors.
Kneeland Refiector Co.
Muir & Son, Thos.

Regulators.
Belknap Motor Co.

Re-Windiner—Repairs.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Elliott, W. H. Elec. Co.
Thordarson, C. H.

Rheostats.
American Rheostat Co.
Central Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Iron Clad Rheostat Co-
Leonard. Ward, Elec. Co.
Mulr & Son, Thos.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co

Second-Hand machin'y.
Cornman Co.
Electrical Exchange. The.
Elliott, W. H. Elec. Co.

Wood. Chas. N.
Shades.
Central Electric Co.
Mulr & Sou, Thos.

Speaking Tubes.
Central lilectric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Central Elpctric Co.
Keystone El. Instrument Co
Queen & Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Steel Pipe.
National Tube Works Co

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Evans Electric Co.
Ohio Storage Battery Co.
WiUard EL A Battery Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical Works.
Brlxey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co
Electric Appliance Co.
Moore Alfred P.
New York Insulated Wire Co
Okonlte Co., The.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical 00.
Washburn & Moen Mfg, Co.

Telephones, Telephone
material and Switch-
boa* ds.
American El. Telephone Co
Central Electric Co.
Climax Novelty Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Farr Tel. & Cons. Sup. Co.
Kokf mo Tel. A EL Mfg. Co
Kusel, D A,, TeL Mfg. Co
Lockwond T. & T. Co. ofAm
McFell Electric Co
Mo. Tel. Mfg. Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co
Snvder, W. M.
Splitdorf. C. P-.

Standard Tel. A El. Co.
Stromberg-Carlson Tl.M.Co.
TaberA Mayer.
Viaduct Mfg, Co.
Western Tel. Cons. Co.

Toys, Electrical.
Carlisle & P neb Co.

TranMformerH,
Central Electric Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.
Diamond Elec, Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation
General Electric Co.
Roth Bros. A Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Central Electric Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Trucks, £lectric Car.
BrillCo , J. G.
General Electrio Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co,

Turbine TTheeis.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
LefTel & Co., Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
Stllwell-BIerce Smith-Valle.

IVater IVheels.
Am. Impulse Wheel Co.
Darton Globe Iron Works Co.
Leffel A Co., Jas.
Pelton Water Wlieel Co.
Smith Co.. S Morgan.
Stllwell-BIerce Smith-Valle

IVire, Bare.
Besly ft Co., Chas, H.
Brlxey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Underground C Co
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

"Wiring Tubes.
Akronlns. A Marble Co.

XRay Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El Supply Co.
Edison Lamp Dept.
Queen ft Co.
Splitdorf, C. F.

i

F'or Alphabo'tleal Indox of Advor-tisomon'ts (o« Paa:« III.
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DIEHL ELECTRIC FANS.
andCeiling Fans

Exhaust Wheels
Wound for Any Cnrrent,

Except Alternating.

Our Exhaust Wheel

Combinations

Are the most compact and
efticient made.

Write for catalogue and
prices.

Propeller or

Desk Fans
Wound for 110, 220 or In series on 500 Yolts.

Also for Primary or Secondary fatter; Circuits.

Highest

Efficiency

Unbroken Magnetic Cir-
cuit, Self-Aligning Bronze
Bearings. Finest lnsulatl«in
Throughout. Four-Speed
Regulator.

SHOW ROOMS: New York, 561-563 Broadway; Chicago, 192-194 Van Buren St.; Boston, 128-132 Essex St.

DIEHL MANUFACTURINB CO^euzauijjport
Agents for Canada: Canadian General Electric Co., Toronto, Ontario.

BEUT
DRIVEN

i DIRECT
r DRIVEN

tbT^RDi
MiN5FIELD,DHmU.5./I.

"H. W. J." Electric Car Heaters.

S1IIIFI.I:, DVBABIiE, EFFECTIVE, ECOKOMICAIi.

Heat evenly distributed full length of
car. Three degrees of regulation with
patented knife switch. No coils to

short-circuit or break.

Trolley Line Insulators,

Vulcabeston Controller Parts,

Commutator-Rings, Bushings, Etc.

H. W. Johns Manufacturing Co.,
240-242 RANDOLPH ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

New York. Philadelphia. Boston. London.

1ih
•aw tarn

v\
i s- n

?>..
,

,;f9M
PATENTED REVERSIBLE ELEVATOR CONTROLLER

DURABLE, PLAIN AND COMPACT.

Send us Your Orders and you will not be

Disappointed either as to Quality of

our apparatus or the Promptness

with which we fill orders.

AMERICAN RHEOSTAT CO.,
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN,

MANUFACTURERS OF RHEOSTATS FOR ALL PURPOSES.
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i 1 04 VOLTS. 6 AMPERES, i

380 WATTS, i

Kr

pUD COURT HOUSE.I
\room T. Fiii»T_Fioo5^

fiffice^orElectrical Construction Division

fif Public Buildings Department.

, Mr stugiK wrwis;g>

lui'ltan Elec Coji i^5C[ Nassau si New Tork.

Peag Slr«,j

Jvfter an extended teat of your Puritan Lamp,

by this Div. We have found it satisfactory in every particular and up)

to the ciairas you have iaalde, we tested Laiiip on 104 Volt circuit at; Jd!

ainoerGs and. the wattage ranged from 340 to 3,80 \7hich we consider except

ionaliy soodV, \Tne test lasted 4 hours, "and we are perfectly satisfied'

to use them whenever possible .. Hoping ydii wiir have tho -mccess whichi

(youjj Ijamp merits;;

II am most Respt.

ALTERNATING

ENCLOSED

Chief of Elec const Div..

ARC LAMPS.
PURITAN ELECTRIC CO., ^

r:
I50NAS%AUSTREET,

NEW YORK.
178 DEVONSHIRE STREET,

BOSTON.
1511 MONADNOCK BLDC,

CHICAGO.

-mUiUiUliMUiiUiaUM
?^,^' M
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A
K,
^

IM

^^0^m
FOR ENCLOSED LONG-BURNING ARC LAMPS

^

FOR ^
DIRECT CURRENTi^

: ARC-LAMPS

UNEQUALLED^ IN^QU^fO^;^^
AND EFFICLEflCY \/ -//

* I^FOR ALTERNATING

CURRENT
i j >ii , .-/?RC-tAMPS

MJlftillMiJ ^

"^

b:^utely steady
' jlliant light.

HUGO REISINGER 38 BRAVER ST. NEW YORK.

A

N

Lubrication is sometimes useful and effective, or it may be

only decorative*

An illustration of the latter was given by the ^^hired man^'

who reported to his employer that he had ^%reased^^ the wagon all

over except the little places where the wheels turn around, which he

could not get at. Our American-Ball Engines are lubri-

cated on the other plan by a constant stream of cleansed oil auto-

matically poured on "the little places

where the wheels turn around/^ and

without any attention from the "hired

man.

Our Direct-Connected
Generators are up to the highest

standard of excellence, and our Belted

Machines belong to the same class.

AMERICAN ENGINE COMPANY,
IM< :iMUi (OiJIMD BROOK, IM. J.

NEW "UNIQUE" LQNB-LIFE ARC LAMP,
AND SEVERAL OTHER STYLES,

ALL OF HIGHEST EXCELLENCE.
Pure Copper Switches and
Switchboards.

Celebrated "SUN-SCHMELZER-
NUREMBERC" Imported Carbons.

Send for Handsome New Complete Catalogue.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT CO
FIRST AVE. AND 33d STREET,

S. BERGMANN, President. NEW YORK.
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Eddy Generators

Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central

Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

EDDY MDTORS-SLOW, MEDIDM DR HIGH SPEED.

We build all necessary apparatus for the transmission

of Electrical Power through factory or other buildings.

All Our Apparatus Guaranteed as Represented.

The Eddy Electric Manufacturing Company,
ITITINDSOR, CONN.

New York, H. B. Coho & Co., Mail and Express Building. Elmira, S. N. Blake.

Philadelphia, Walter C. Mclntire & Co., 506 Commerce St. St. Louis Western Electrical Supply Co.

Boston, G. M. Angier & Co., 64 Federal St. Kansas City, W. T. Osborn.

San Francisco, Cal., California Electrical Works, 409 Market St. Cincinnati, O., John A. Stewart
Western Office: 804 Dearborn St., €hicaeo, fVallace & Hine, Western Agents.
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Ettobitb F. PhUiLifs, Prest. F. N. Phiixips, Treu. W. H. Sawtrr, Secy.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PKOVIDEISCK, Jl. I.

BABE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIEE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MACNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

New Yokk Store, P. C. Ackerman, 10 Cortlaudt St.

Chicago Stoke, F. E. Donolioe. 241 Madison St.

Montreal Branch, Eugene F. Fliilllps' Electrical Works.

TTME OIMUY

WATER = WHEEL GOVERNOR
ZRIMS.

Watertille & Fairfield Railway & Light Co. , )

Waterville, Me., Jan. 18, 1896. j

Lombard Water-Wheel Governor Co., Boston, Mass.
Gentlemen:—In regard to your Type C governor, which is regulating for us

our two Hercules Wheels, which give power to operate our Light Plant, Street
R. R. and Power Generator, we are frank to admit that the machine does its work
admirably. We have no hesitancy in recommending it to those in want of a
governor. (Signed)

I. C. LiBBT, President Waterville & Fairfield R. R. & L. Co.

LOMBARD WATER-WHEEL GOVERNOR CO.,
61 Hampshire St., BOSTOHT. MASS.

THE WIIiliJHD

STORAGE
BATTERY,

NON-INFRINGING.
PROTECTION GUARANTEED.

The Willard Electric & Battery Co.,

CI/ETEliAIVD, OHIO.

FOR ALL OPEN CIRCUIT

WORK.
Points of Superiority Over All

Other Types.

In successful use for ten years.
Standard hlfch. Prices-low Send
for descriptive circular and testi-

monials.

The Burnley Battery & Mfg. Co.,

PAINESVILLF, OHIO.

"VVe undersell ail on
Everything Electrical.The 4 Leading Electric Novelties.

infP-2

w^
liccKtlo Light. Dollar Motor.

OHIO EUECTRiC WORKS, CLEVELAND, O. Bicycle Light.

Agents wanted. Headquarters for'EIectric Novelties. Catalogue free. ^^Our $6 Fan Motor
with 4 Batterie« equals any $30 Outfit.

p-—-^^4>-,

"1*300!

A Q
f ij

If you can not obtain it from your dealer send for
free sample direct to us. We prepay mail or express
eliarees.

50c per stick, $2.75 per half dozen, $5.00
per dozen.

TESOLINE prevents cutting and sparking. Will
the Commutator in good condition. \Ve giiaranrne it to be

SAV E YOU R COMIVIUTATORS.

II I Ml BP
Not Qum the Brushes, and will keen the Cor
tlie best Commuta,tor roiii|niiiiid on the niarkt-t. A trial will convince you

THE BOILER EXPURCATOR CO., SOLE SELLING AGENTS

I 15 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.
men.1 for Onr Pamphlet on the Prevention of Boiler InrrnHtation.

J. G. BRILL COMPANY, PHILADELPHIA,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Electric Cars

and Trucks,

Solid Forged

Frame Trucks,

Trncks for

4-Wlieel Cars.

PIVOTAL TRUCKS FOR STEAM AND ELECTRIC SERVICE.

The PERFECT TRUCK, our "No. 27," Is safer, easier on rails, easier lor passengers <nd
Imparts less motion to the car body than any truck ever made.

WE CAN SUBSTANTIATE OUR CLAIMS.

KEYSTONE ELECTRIC CO.,
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY, ERIE, PA.

"AMERICAN" 'oJtr
ARE THE BEST. SenB fOr Descriptive Circular.

Absolutely Non-Infringing.
Protection Guaranteec.

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
csTD 1889. 38 W. Quincy St.. Chicago. 111.

The Electrician Publishing

Co., Suite 510 Marquette

Building, Chicago. Headquar-

ters for all latest Electrical

Books. Write for Catalogue.

EVERYTHINB IN WIRE.
BARE AND INSULATED.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF JHE "CHICAGO" RAIL BOND.

WASHBURN ^ MOEN MFC. CO.,
'XA/^^IR^eS-TER, IVIA.SS.

BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES: New York. Chicago, San Francisco, Houston, Philadelphia,
Pittsburg, Boston.

WEATHERPROOF WIRE.
COMPLETE STOCK CARRIED BY

Western Electric Co,, New York.

Electric Appliance Co., Chicago,

Pettingell Andrews Co., Boston,

Electrical Engineering Co., Minneapolis.

St, Louis Electrical Supply Co., St. Louis,

Tlie Bradford Belting Co., Cincinnati,

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.;

Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET, R. I.
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WANTED.
Position bv oxperlenced engineer and elec-

trician. Address "Miichlnlst." care of West-
KBN Elkctkician, 610 Marquetto Building,

Chicago.

WANTED.
Position by active, teclinlciUly educated, up-to-

date tJerniJin of so, of wiuo practical ex-

perience (hol<liue superintendency now), with
concern appreciatinp ability and close applica-

tion. Temperate, reliable, full of resources,
ingenious repairer, capable of drawing estimates
and specifications. "Electrician," care West-
ern Electrician, 510 Marquette Bldg.,
Chicago.

WANTED.
By an experienced telephone man who would

Invest a small sum of money, a position as super-
intendent or manager in a telephone exchange
in a progressive town. Has eight years' experi-
ence and can furnish best of references. Ad-
dress "Telephone," care of Western Elec-
trician, 510 Marquette Building, Chicago.

Second hand Arc Lamps of different manu-
facture : good as new and thoroughly tested:

also. Arc and Incandescent Dynamos and other
electrical apparatus.
Always in the market for scrap Dynamos,

Motors, Wire, Copper, burned out Incandes-
cent Lamps and Lamp bases, etc. AddressTHK
CORN3IAW €OIIirFAJ!VlL%1131 HamlltonSt.,
Cleveland. Ohio.

BARGAINS!
SEND FOR THE LATEST

ELECTRICAL BULLETIN.
The Largest and Best Lot of Bargains in

Electrical Merchandise Ever
Offered.

The Electrical Exchange,
1 66-1 74 S. CLINTON ST., CHICAGO.

Long DistaDce Telephone Express 744.

DYNAMOS
For Lighting and Plating.

SOllglit $ 40 00
Mlllgllt 75.00
lOOUgllt 125.00

MOTORS
h ll. P-, Sl.'i; '/j h; p., 125;
I h. it., $40; 'ill. p.,«;o.
storage battel les and

propeller wheels for bo^ts.
EVANS ELECTRIC CO., BHJl^ N.Ashland .Ave., Chicago, 111.

(See next week'sad.lorllstofst«rage batteries.)

StJIweirs Patent mZED Water Purifier.
Removes all Impurities.

ENTIRELY PREVENTS SCALE IN STEAM

BOILERS. Catalogue on Application.

The Stilwell-Bierce & Siitt-Yaile Co.,

DAYTON, OHIO.
Blsdon Iron A liocomotlve TVorks, ISan Francisco. Cal., Paciflc Coast Agent,

RAILWAY GENERATORS.
One T--H. M. P. 106, 135 h. p., complete with panel switchboard, excellent condition.
Four 1) 62's, 80 h. pj^ with station instruments.
Two Hdlson 60 K. W., 80 h. p., with station Instruments
Four T.-H. M. P. 600, 666 h. p., wlih station anparatus.

25 16-foot closed car bodies
.

will sell these car bodies alone or fully equipped on trucks
with Walker motors, single or double equipment. All In Al condition and ready for Immediate
service. Cars of Brill aid Jones make.

F-ARE REGISTERS.
50 Security Fare Registers In first rate order and condition.

CHAS, N. WOOD,%'TlIgTf Boston, Mass.

T/^£ W. H. £ LLIOTT 6LECTRICL Co.,

CLEVELMD-O

ST.CLAIR HOTEL
AMERICAN PLAN,

Sixtb, Mound aad Keayon Streets,

CINCINNATI, O.

All modern conveniences: rooms en suite:
private baths; excellent cuisine. For transient
and resident guests. Coolest and cleanest place
In the city. Atmosphere of home.

LEWIS KENNEDY & SON.

A lot of Second-Hand Boilers, Engines, Pumps, Series Arc Dy-
namos, Direct and Alternating Current Generators.

IKTESmlNC: FIJBCHASEBS WII.I. SA.TE MOAiEY BY SENDlIKCi TO IIS FOB FBICES,

139 ^^DA.IVIJ ', CHICA.OO.

PLATINUM
Ferali Purpoaoa.

@«s«p aiad Native PUtinnn Pnrohawd^
BAKEB A CO., 408-414 Nsw Jenef

Ballro%d Ave., Newark, N. J^

Keystone Electrical

Instrument Co.,
9th St. & Montgomery Ave,,

PHILADELPHIA.
Switchboard Instruments
For Central Stations and

Isolated Plants-

Hew York, Ifi Cortlandt Street.
Chicago, 1440 Monadnock Bldg-

Playing Cards.

You can obtain a pack of best quality

playing cards by sending fifteen cents in

postage to P. S. Eustis. Gen'l Pass. Agent,

C, B. & Q. R, R.. Chicago, 111.

Arnold Electric PowerStation Co.,

Suite 1540 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

Engineers and Contractors for

Electric Power Stations.

Sole owners of patents controlling the "ARNOLD
SYSTEM" of power station Construction.

Reduction In first costvecoiiohiy and greater
reliability In operation, write for information.

STUDENTS
Will find that the Western
Electrician can help them
wonderfully in the study of

electricity. Subscribe now.

J3.00 per yeai", in advance.

Electrician Publisiiing Co.,

Suite 510 Marquette Bldg., CHICAGO

Scrap Copper Wire WafitBd,
If you have any Old Copper Wire of any descriiition to

dispose of, it will pay you to communicate witli us, as we are
at all times In the market for any quantity of Scrap Copper
Wire, at the highest market values. We pay casli and send
prompt returns. We are also supplying the electrical trade
witli our high grade Babbitt, Cotton Waste. 5older, Etc.
Please communicate with us.

SWARTS METAL REFINING COMPANY,
no IV. Despialnes i^treet, CHICAGO, lliL.

UN£MHi Look!!'
CHICAGO

I
IFUSE REPAIR J<IT

This outfit contains five sizes of fuse wire, eacl
on a separate spool; also a good assortment of fus;
LINKS. The advantages of this outfit for the use
all LINE MEN and repair wen, will he seen at once, a
all breakage of fuse links and abrasion of fuse wir
is prevented. A full assortment may be carried
weighing no more than one ordinary spool of fu&
wire. Vv e carry in stock fuse wire on spools to fit th
above kit at ordinary prices of Fuse Wire. Sampj'
Fuse Kit by mail complete \i ith five sizes of fuse ^\-ir

and an assortment of links, net, SI.OO. Can-ied li

stock by the trade. Chicago Fuse Wife IWtK
Co., 154 Lake St., Chicago.

BUY
Your Electrical Books of the Electriciatl

Publishing Co., Suite 510 flarquettd

Bldg., Chicago. You will save TIME and

MONEY by doing so. ........

GORDON PRIMARY CELL.
For Open and Closed Circuit Work.

The Perfect, Modern, Longest Lived and Most Economical

Cell Ever Put on the Market.

In use by the leading cities, railroads, telephone and gas engine
companies.

WE CLAIM:—Constant discharge of current without polari-

zation: no local action; no noxious gases or fumes; no acids; least

labor for operation; cleanest; not freezing at '28° below zero; eco-

nomic value 50 per cent, greater than gravity cell, and 30 per cent,

greater than best other cell in market. For No. 1 cell. 250 ampere
hours; for No. 2 cell, 100 ampere hours; on open circuit, .9 to 1

volt; on closed circuit, .GSto/o'i volt. Sena fnr circular and price list.

THE GORDON -BDRNHAM BATTERY CO.,

82 to se West Broadway, New York City.

General Western Agent,^. F. B. MORSE, Marquette-Bldg., Chicago, III.
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Victor Turbine Water Wheel.
Cylinder or Register Gate— Close Regulation and High Efficiehcy

at Full and Partial Gate-

The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANtES is called to this CELEBRAfEn -WATER
WHEEI^ as particularly adapted to their use, on account of its remurkablr steady motion,
biffb Bpeed and gre^t efflclency aud large <wpacUy for its diameter, being double
the powtr of most wheels of the same diameter, ft is used by a number of the leading electric com-
panies with great satisfaction. In the economical use ot water it is without an equal, prodrcing the
higtiest per cent gf useful effect gaaranleed.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PARTICULARS.
The accompanying engraving represents a single 10-inch Victor Turbine on horizontal shaft to

develop 36 H. P. under 38 feet head. Arranged with 12-inch Worrell Friction Coupling at one end to

disconnect pulley,
.

We are now prepared to furnish Victor Turbines, either single or in pairs, on horizontal shafts,

^nd where the situation admits of their use we recommend them.

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO., DAYTON, OHIO.
Risdon Iron & Locomotive Works, San Francisco, Cal., Pacific Coast Agents.

The Standard Open Circuit Batteries
of the World.

SEKD FOK CIECtTLAK AND PEICE8,

THE lECLANCH'E BATTERY CO.,
Ill to 117 East 131st St., N.Y.

WHITE CEDAr POLES And STREET CAR TIES.

M'hplesale Producers.

tlZ^ & SOIMS, ^A.G»OE-r-r, IWIICIH.

CEDAR
LiNDSLEY BROS.,

MENOMINEE, MICH,,

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS. POLES

CEDAR
Telegraph, Telephone,

Railway and Electric Light
A.. J, IVIcsl—E,4VN, IVIonominoo, IVIicsh

POLES

Making Rosettes Our specialty m
Write for full particulars, free Samples, et<^

RCleat-Concealed-Combination-Sq. Base

OSETTES
Investigate—$6 saved is interest on $loo.

H.T. PAISTE CO.
CHICAGO PHILADELPHIA

Cedar Railway, Telephone,
Telegraph and Electric liight

Pine painted cross arms and Oak pins. Get
our prices for delivery at any destination. Six
sorting yards, our Monroe yard being most
Southern and Eastern In Michigan. Our card:
Al poles and good despatch.

W. G. Sterling & Son,
MONROE, MICH.

TROLLEY TIES ANO POLES

!

J. C. McNAUGHTON CO., 303 BOURSE BLDG., PHILADELPHIA, PA

Central Manufacturing; Co.,
CHA-ITAJSIOOGA, manufacturers and dealers in TENN.

^^MHW^^EINS:

TltOllIimEl
National Tube Works Company.

Boston, 70 Federal St. I Chicago, corner Clinton and Pulton Streets.
New York, Havemeyer Building, Cortlandt St. St. Louis, 938 North Second Street.
PltUburg, Fidelity Bulldlnar, Fourth Ave. I Works, McKeesport, Pa.

SEND FOR LIST OF
^s=^- ARTICLES ON X-RAY
EXPERIMENTS PUBLISHED IN THE WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, ..ni."^.%lo.. CHICAGO.

^oint Marion Mfg. Company,
Office: 430 Fourth Avenue, PITTSBURG, PA.

CHESTNUT AND POPLAR TELEGRAPH, TELEPHONE, ELECTRIC LIGHT AND RAILWAY POLES

Cbestnnt and poplar poles for any kind ofwork, 35 to ?0 feet lone; stronger.
straigltter and better than cedar.

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH-CLASS OAK ANO LOCUST PINS, BRACKETS, MOULDINGS, CROSS-ARMS,

ETC. SHIPMENTS MADE PROMPTLY. LOW PRICES. WRITE US.

OAK PINS

THE FIFTH EDITION JUST OUT.
Er^lei rs^cl.

(Edition of 6,000 copies.)

Ip-^^-da^^.

"Standard Wiring" for Electric Light and Power,
By H. C. CUSHINQ. Jr.. Hember A. I. P.. E.

Electrical Inspector Fire Underwriters' Tariff Association of New York.

ABOFT£l> B¥ TH£ FIRE 1TIVI>EBWRITERS OF THE VIHITEO STATES.
It contains every table, formula and rule for all systems of outside and inside wiring, together

with thirty illustrations of the newest and safest methods for the installation of Pole Lines, Dyna-
mos, Motors, Switchboards, Transformers, etc., etc., as required by the insurance inspector.

RITSSIAW liEATHER COVER. POCKET SIZE, Sl.OO.
Sent postpaid to anp address upon receipt ofprice by

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 Marquette BIdg., Chicago.

NON-ARCING AUTOMATIC CIRCUIT BREAKERS
GU.-\RAN'IKED TO OPHRATK PhRrHC: ILY ( )|/ SO PAY. MAIih H )U Al rhl'NAlIM, OR

iJlRhCr CURRtiNT. ANY VUl IA(,H. CAIALOCjUK IRI.I:.

AUTOMATIC CIRCUIT BREAKER COMPANY, NE^XAAYGO, MICHIGAN. U, S. A
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WESTERN TELEPHONE

--^CONSTRUCTION CO.,
360 8. Clinton Street, CHICAGO,

. . LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF . .

Telephones and Appliances,
EXCLUSIVELY, IN THE UNITED STATES.

American Electric

Telephone Co.,

The Largest Manufacturers
-OF-

TelepHones^
S^A/^i-tcHboards

IBf THE UBTITED STATES.

All Goods Strictly High Grade.
325 exchanges, aggregating 60,000 telephones, in

use. Three years service. Write for our 1897
catalogue showing new types and prices.

American Elec. Telephone Co.,

171 and 1 73 Si Canal Street, CHICAGO.
ppElAlHJglUFACTom:

JccmiO

^^S^J^r^t"*

STANDMD

T[l[fflOHI"[UCTWC

THE WARNER
si-o>A/^ sf>e:i

Telephone Generator.
A direct-connected motor-dynamo to furnlbh current for

operating telephone subscribers' bells. Capacity l,aJO phones,
and guaranteed to ring six phones continuously. Furnished
wound to be run on 110, 2iiO or 500 volt direct current circuits.
Occupies space less than twelve inches square. Send for cir-
cular giving full particulars.

W. F. WARNER, - - Muncie Indiana.

SWEDISH

TELEPHONES.
HICROPHOKES eVARANTKED IKDEFIKITEIiY,

and are the only ones that can be Immersed In water
for a month without Impairing efficiency.

McFell Electric Co.,
1549-50 and 1726 Marquette BIdg., Chicago.

THR TRIaEPHONE HAND-BOOK
Br HERBERT LAWS WEBB.

Member of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and of the Institution of Electricul Engineers, London. Author of "A PraJival Guide to the Testing of
Insulated Wires and Cables.'* Joi/it Author of ''ElectricUy in Daily Life."

146 'ages, 131 (oolc Size, 'rn $I.OO.Illus-tra-tions, Clo-th, Hand-I
EXTRACT FROM PREFACE.

"This little book has no pretension to be considered a complete treatise on telephony as It exists lo America. The time tor such a work Is not yet come. But It is felt that there is a demand
for a practical book on tciephono working and management, and the TELEPHONE HAND BOOK Is an attempt at meeting that demand. With the exception of a few chapters dealing with
certain forms of transmitters and receive.^ used in Europe, which are given for tlie Information of those who may wish to engage in tile manufacture of telephones, the book is based entirely on
standard American practice; and most of the material, apparatus and methods described are peculiar to or have originated in this country."

To pains have been spared to make it the bpjt book of its kind. It Is right up to date, intensely practical, and so plain and clear In its language that anyone can understand and learn from It

•Teiything regarding telephone work and management. It conforms In size and style to our other Ksnd-Books which have been so favorably received by the entire electrical fraternity.

CHAPTER 1. The Invention of the Telephone.
2. Sound Waves, Articulate Speech.
8. Electric Telephony. The Bell Telephone.
4. The Microphone.
6. Current Induction. Electromagnetic In^

ductlon.
6, The Induction Coll: Its Use In the Tele-

phone Transmitter.
1. The Complete Telephone Circuit
8. Magnet Telephones.
». The Bell Telephone Receiver.

10, Other forms of Magnet Telephones.
W... The Gower, Ader and D'Arsonval Recelv-

~^"-
,ers, Mercadler's Bl-Telephone.

ia. Thffe-.Slemens, Kotyra, Neumayer anS

-CONTENTS.-
CHAPTEK 13, Carbon Transmitters.

14. The Blake Transmitter.
15. The Long Distance Transmitter.
16. The Solid-back Transmitter.
17. The Berliner Transmitter.
18. The Cuttrlss Transmitter.
19. Various European Transmitters.
20. The EfBcleney of Carbon Transmitters,
21. Batteries for Telephone Work.
22. Open Circuit Batteries.
23. Closed Circuit Batteries.
24. The Practical Management of Batteries.
26. Magneto Bell.

28. Automatic Switches.
S7« Telephone Line Construction.

BOttcher Receivers.

E?awi.i»«e«ndfor.aieb, ELECTRICIAN tPUBLISHINC COo, Sulte^SIO Marquette Buildritji, CHICAGO

CHAPTER 28. Metallic Circuit,

29. Underground Wires.
30. Lightning Arresters.
81. Inside Wiring.
32. Installation of Telephone Instruments.
33. Inspection and Maintenance.
34. The Condenser; Its Use In Telephony.
85. Electromagnetic Retardation.
86. Exchange Working.
87. Small Exchanges.
38. Party Lines: The Bridging BeU.
89. Lone Distance Telephony,
40. Duplex Telephony.
41. Simultaneous Telegraphy and Telephony

AppendlXo.

I
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^X^THlSe HAS BEEN MAKING

fTELEPHONES
i§' 20 YEARS, NOT CHEAP BUT
SERVICEABLE AND FULLY GUARANTEED.

. CIRCULARS FURNISHED. -

ViadvctEiectricC"
BflLTIMORE.MD. U.S.A.

New Kokomo Transmitter,

BARKALOW PATENT.
Issued Nov. 17, 1896.

FINEST TALKER ON EARTH.

Especially for Exchange and
Long-Distance Service.

We manufacture Switchboards,

all styles of Telephones and every-

thing to equip an exchange.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

Kokomo Telephone &
Electric Mfg. Co.,

KOKOVIO, IND., U. S. A.

E. S. TABER. V. A. MAYER.

TABER & MAYER,
MANUFACTURERS AND '

DEALERS IN

ELECTRICAL GOODS

TELEPHONE APPARATUS.
Telephone Instruments, Switchboards. Trans-

mitters, Receivers, Cords, Jacks, Flugs, Drops,
Switches, Experimental Work.

185 FRANKLIN ST.. BOSTON. MASS.
AGENTS WANTED IN LEADING CITIES.

Book Orders
GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

Suite 610 Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO.

The Volo Microphone.
This 'Phone Talks

Louder, Plainer

AND EASIER
Than Any Other.

This Instrunieot Is the Best Talker made.
It iiosltively Canaot Pack or get out of

order and is reliable In every way.

WM. M. SNYDER, 216 Mill St., Germantown, Pa.

Agents Wanted in IVentern Cltfes.

mfpmramm!

The Lockwood Transmitter
Is protected by letters patent No. 528640 and No. 557588, issued Nov.

6, iJi94, and April 7, 1896, respectively.

The electrodes have "A variable air space" between them, and the

adjustment is obtained by tension instead of pressure. The Lockwood
is positively the only Transmitter on the market having no contact

BETWEEN electrodes, consequently parties liable to infringement

suits and promoters of long-distance systems will find it to be the only

telephone that will satisfy the fears of their subscribers. The Trans-

mitter can be placed upon any instrument now in use, and an exchange
of Transmitters is easily effected.

Address:

The Lockwood Long Distance Telephone &
Telegraph Company of America,

JOSIAH TICE, Mgr. No. 80 Albany St., New Brunswick. N. J.

DIRECTORY OF PRINCIPAL ELEC-

TRICAL AND MECHANICAL

ENGINEERS.

I

Charles A. Pratt,

CoDsulting Electrical Engineer.

Fower traQflmisslon and BuhdlTlslon for
factories. Electric coal mining plants.

HeBlgnfl for special machinery,
Plana, Bpeclncatlona, tests, supervision.

Ilia Monadnock Bldg., CMcago.

Force Bain,
Consulting Engineer,

Electr city. Mechanics.

Solicitor of Patents
E.tpert in patent causes.

Suite 1657-59 rionadnock BIdg:., - Chicago* 1

THE NEALE AUTOMATIC CALL INDICATOR
And Circuit Closing Attachment.

HAVE YOU HAD A CALL?
==^LOOK ATTHAT!
Perfect, Reliable. Faultless In

Construction and Artistic in
Appearance. PRICE Si-50-

Advantages claimed in this In-
dicator are: Announcioc a call
during absence; working indepen-
dent of the line circuit; a mechan-
ical action. glvlDg a continuous
ringing bell; saving time and an-
noyance wliere there Is more than
one telephone In use: any number
of bells can be aipplied at exact
cost of bell: an ordinary electric

Pateoled. btll can be used.
All Ihesf advaotaies at «oe-ibird Ibe regDlar cost. Spe-

cial prices on dozeo and gross lois to dealers and agents.

The Climax Novelty Co ,

No. 1 Renshaw BuUdlna. - PITTSBURG, PA.

DERIVATION OF

Practical Electrical Halts.

LIEUT. F. B. BADT and PROF. H. S. CARHART.

PRICE, POSTAGE PREPAID, 75c.

This is a very handsome book o£ 60

pages, printed on fine heavy paper, with

neat cloth bindfng. It contains Por-

traits and Biographies of Ohm, Watt,

Faraday, Joule, Gauss, Weber, Sir Wil-

liam Siemens, Dr. Werner von Siemens,

Volta, Ampere, Daniell, von Jacobi,

together \{'ith a carefully prepared table

of the Practical Electrical Units, with

their relative values.

In no other Single Volume can thl!>

Rare Collection of Portraits be Found.

Electrician PnMislini Company,

51a Marquette BuIMing, - CHICAGO.

I

I

I

THAT

MWi

'm0M

WE'RE NOT ASSEMBIERS-WE MAKE EVERYTHING OURSELVES.
Yoa have no further excuse tor not equipping your exchange with STROMBERQ-CARLSON TELEPHONES and TELEPHONE APPARATUS.
Wehavecutourcoataccordingtothecloth—our prices to the times. OUR STANDARD OF HIQH ORADE WORK Is maintained throughout. Our profits

•re sacrificed. DON'T BUY A LAWSUIT.

Get our Catalogue, good reading In It on the patent situation. Good advice to the uninitiated.

The Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co
7(5 W. JA<KS<)]V BUUIEYABD. CHICAGO. ILL., U.S.A.
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THE S. K. C. SYSTEM.
A COMPLETE SYSTEM FOR

Long Distance Transmission,
General Station Distribution,

ill and Factory Equipment:
Generators will be wound and guaranteed for an E. M. F. as high as

10,000 VOI_TS.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

STANLEY ELECTRIC MANUFACTURIN6 COMPANY
•i-t-ts-Field, IVIass., KJ. S.

THE ROYAL ELECTRIC CO., Montreal, Canada, arc L

sole licensees for the manufacture and sale of the S. K. C. i

System in Canada. ... . . , , '

BBAXCHEIS OFFICES:

l^e-wv 'Voric 39 C^or-tland-fc S-l:.

St:. ^^\jis, IVI^., V^^s-fc^rn El^^^ri^^l Supply C^.

HART
FLUSH SWITCHES

IN CAJMCS OF ANY NUMBER.

THE SWITCHES ARE INSERTED AND

CONNECTED UP FROM THE FRONT,

FLUSH SWITCH FOR GANGS.

The Cut shows a No. 2 Box

for iron armored conduit, with

a gang of two switches.

The boxes are furnished with

any number of outlets desired.

Switches are "Indicating."

The hart U HECEMAN MFC. COMPANY,
lAR-TF-ORD, COIMNEICTIOUT.
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i-tures O'f Our Engines NA/or-th Rememberins=
^

li^t—A symmetrical design \rith an intelligent, scientific dii«tribation of metal, giving ex-
ceptional strength and perfect balance.

2nd—The only absolutely steam-tight valve, which automatically adjusts itself for wear,
needing no outside attention.

3rd—"Rites governor system," which combines the greatest simplicity -with most perfect
regulation.

4th—Crank shaft forged open-hearth high-carbon steel, combining greatest strength, best
ivearing qualities and smoothest surface.

5th—Most complete automatic oiling system.

Chiiu$>u Office, 15::^0 Moiiadnock Block.

ENGIIM
ERIE, PENNSYLVAJfIA, U. S. A.

Gas and Gasoline Engines ESa^I:^ ?e\%'e^
Adapted for ALL Power Purposes—Eleclric Lighting, Milling, Mining.

Water Works, Elevators, Factories, etc. Cheaper and Better tbao Steam.

WrilfBe(o«Pu"ba''sr„s. FOOS GAS ENGINE CO., Springfield, 0,

Electro-Gasoline Engine
2 to 50 H. P. **

^

Runs without smoke, odor or noise.
Special styles for Electric Lifrhtiiig,
Boats, MiiiinFT Locomotives, Hoists.
Portable. Threshing, Pumping, Farm
and Dairies, Inspection and Street
Cars, Road-Wagons, Printing Offices
and all stationary purposes. All
engines guaranteed and may be re-
turned at ourcxjii-iise if notasrepre-
sent.d. THE PKOl'TY CO.,
7» I>earyn>rn St., ( HHAfin, U.S.A.

ELECTRICAL BOOKS,
All Kir-icds.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

*>iuite 510 llarquette. CHICAGO.

We have just issued a NEW cata-
logue of electrical books containing lOO

fiages, listing every work on electric-

ty. A copy will be cheerfully mailed
On receipt of a two-cent stamp.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

610 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

-TMI

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Manufacturers of the

Morrin "Clmax" i\i "Cofflponnf Safety Water

Tnlie Boilers.

BUILT IN UNITS OF 50 TO I ,O0O H, P.

AA||T|AUg Beware of infringers, they will

UHU I lull be rigidly prosecuted.

ALSO BUILDERS OF

Smoke Stacks, Tanks, Etc., and
All Classes of Iron Work.

(^peclflcationH. Dra^r^ing^s and Prices furnished
on application.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boilers.

IMTEIMTS:
CHAPTER I: The Nature and Properties of Electricity;

Origin of Electricity; Two Kinds; Laws of Attraction and
Repulsion; Positive and Negative Charge; Terms, Con-
ductors, Insulators, Electric Conductivity; Conveying Elec-

tricity; The Electroscope; Force Exerted Between Charged
Bodies; Unit of Measurement of quantity of Electricity;
Electrometer.—CHAPTER II: Machines for Generating
Electricity by Friction and by Electric Induction; Maliing
Machine to Continuously Generate Electricity by Friction;
!rhe Electrophorus; Induction Generator; Units of Elec-
tric Current and Pressure; Electricity Conveyed by Unit
Current Each Second; Negatively and Positively Charged
Conductors; Relation of Lightning and Sparks of Electrical
Machine.—CHAPTER III: Electric Batteries or Appliances
for Generating Eleetricitv bv Chemical Action; Action of
Batteries; Electric Pressure; VoltaicEIectricity; Directionof
Current Flow; Production of Continuous Current; Battery
Cells In Series; Production of Pressure by Cells; Polariza-
tion and Its Avoidance; Leclanche Cell; Open Circuit Cells.

—CHAPTER IV: Electric Batteries or Appliances for Gen-
erating Electricity by Chemical Action (Concluded); Closed
Circuit Cells; Local Action; Law of Electro-chemical Ac-
tion; Electro-chemical Equivalent; Primary Batteries Com-
pared »with Dynamos for Furnishing Current; Uses of
Batteries; Difference Between a Primary and Storage Bat-
tery; How Storage Batteries are Made; Parallel Connection
of Plates in Storage Batteries.—CHAPTER V: The Nature
and Properties of Magnetism, Magnetic Fields; Permanent
Magnetism; Magnetic Attraction aud Repulsion; Poles of
Magnet; Magnitude of Force Between Two Magnets; Aging
Magnets; Earth's Action on Magnetic Needle; Magnetic
Field; Action of Lines of Force.—CHAPTER VI: The Mag-
netic Effects of Electric Currents and Magnetic Circuits;
Effect of Electric Current on Magnetic Needle; Relation
Between Direction of Lines of Force and Direction of
Current Flow; Determination of Current Direction by
Compass; Ampere Turns; Solenoids; Ampere's Theory;
Solenoids w'th Steel or Iron Cores; Residual Magnetism^
Electro-Magnets; Magnetic Permeability; Magnetic Re-
Inetance; Magneto Motive Force or Magnetic Pressure.

—

CHAPTER VII: Ohm's Law of the Flow of Electricity;
Pressure; Resistance; Current; Volt; Ohm; Ampere; Mer-
cury 'Resistance^; Conductivity of Copper Compared with
Other Metals; Resistance of Circuits Made Up of the Same
Parts in Parallel; Joint Resistances; Fall of Voltage Over
Resistance; Effect of Temperature on Resistance; Copper
Temperature Coefficient.—CHAPTER VIII: Heating Ef-
fects of Electric Currents; Miscellaneous Effects of Elec-
tric Currents; Foot-pound; Joule; Horse-power; Watt; Kilo-
watt; Watts per Horse-power; Heating Effects on Bear-
ings of Machinery; Effect of Electricity on Nerves of Ani-
mals; Muscular Effect of Strong Currents.—CHAPTER IX:
Galvanometers and Voltameters; Differences in Construction
for Large and Small Currents; Presence and Direction of
Currents Shown by Galvanometer; Strength of Current In-
dicated; Tangent "Galvanometer; Reflecting Galvanometer;
Needle Suspension; d'Arsonval Galvanometer; Terms
"Dead-Beat," "Calibrate;" Voltameter; Electrolyte, Elec-
trolysis; Electrode; Forms of Voltameters.—CHAPTER X:
Measurement of Electrical Resistance; Resistance Meas-
ured by Substitution; Resistance Boxes; Use of German
Silver; Colls; Wbeatstone Bridge; Measuring Resistances
with Bridge; Measuring Very High Resistances; Practical
Examples.-CHAPTER XI: Bvery-day Measurements of
Electric Currents and Pressure; Three Effects by Which
Currents are Directly Measured; Amperemeters; Milll-

ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM.
325 PAOX:s$. PRIC£ S3.00. 347 IliLITSTRATIOXS. A series ofThirty-four Practical Ijessons covering the Science of Ulectrlcity from Its Fundamental

Principles to Its Every-day Applications. By Prof. I>. C. Jaclsson, University of Wisconsin; Prof, H. S. Carhart, University ofMichigan ; Prof. B.F. Thomas,
University ofOhio; Prof. Wm. A. Anthony, ofNew York; Prof. Brown Ayres, Tulane University; Prof. A. C.Perrine, Iceland Stanford University, Cal.; Prof.
<weo. I>. Shephardson, University ofIllinnesota, and others. A Comprehensive Treatise in Simple Language, Free from Algebraic Equations and Easily Understood.

ampere; Microampere; Three Classes of Magnetic Ampere- ConsFant Pressure; Loss of Voltage; Circular Mils; Prac-
meters; Weston Amperemeter; Electro Dynamometers; tical Examples; Weight of Copper Required for Trans-
Hot Wire Instriunents; Scales of Amperemeters; Alter-

—'-'-- -^ •^.- .- .^.«. „
nating Current Measuring instruments; Rleasuring Very
Large Currents; Measuring Electric Pressures; Voltmeters;
Cardew Voltmeter; Electrometers; Electrostatic Volt-
meters; Standard Cells; Measuring Currents by Voltmeter
and a Standard Resistance.—CHAPTER XII: Every-
day Measurements of Electric Power, Condensers and
The Measurement of their Capacity; Wattmeters; Electro-
dynamometer Used as Wattmeter; Recording Wattmeters;
Coulomb Meters; Watt Hour; Ampere Hour; Capacity;
P^arad; Microfarad; Condenser; Capacity of Condenser;
Charging Condenser; Specific Inductive Capacity; Selec-
tion of Insulation for Telephone Cables; Capacity of
Underground Wires; Comparing Capacities by Ballistic
Galvanometer; Practical Capacity Measurements; Leyden
Jar.—CHAPTER XIII: Electrolytic Deposition of Metals;
Electroplating; Metals Commonly used in Plating; Salt
of a Metal; Nitrate of Silver; Cyanide of Silver and of Po-
tassium; Solution for Silver plating; Vats; Quality of Elec-
trolytic Deposit; Effect of Too Great or Small Currents;
Cleaning Articles to be Plated; Gilding Inside of Silver
Articles; Ease Metals on Which Nickel is Usually Plated;
Solution for Nickel Plating; Electrotyping; Electrotype
Molds;' Electrotype Finishing; ElQctrolytic 'Refining of
Copper; Solution Used.—CHAPTER XIV: The Electric
Telegraph ; Elements of Electric Telegraph ; Telegraph
Circuits; Telegraphic Signals; Sending and Receiving;
Telegraph Lines; Sounder; Relays; Local Circuits; Multi-
ple Telegraphy; Duplex Telegraphy; Diplcx Telegraphy;
Quadruplex Telegraphy. -CHAPTER XV: Multiple Tele-
graphy; Differential Relay; Polarized Relay; Pole Changer;
Principles of Operation of Diplex, Quadruples, Bridge
Duplex; Artificial Line; Autographic Telegraphy.—CHAP-
TER XVI: The Telephone; Bell Telephone: Microphone;
Blako Transmitter; Exchanges; Switchboard; Long-Distance
Transmitter.-CHAPTER XVII: The Construction of
Telegraph and Telephone Lines and Instruments; Poles;
Cross-Arms; Pins; Joints; Insulators: Insulation; Ground
Plates; Underground Cables; Conduits; Fuses; Multiple
Switchboards.—CHAPTER XVIII: Testing Lines for In-
sulation and Conductivity and the Location of Leaks and
Breaks; Line Troubles; Grounds; Crosses; Locating
Trouble; Earth Currents: Line Conductivity and Insula-
tion; Testing.—CHAPTER XIX: Principles of Continu-
ous Current Dynamos and Motors; Electric Conductor
In Magnetic Field; Field Strength; Induced Electric Pres-
sure; Direction of Current Moving Conductors; Alternat-
ing Current; Dynamos; Magnetos; Commutator.—CHAP-
TER XX: Principles of Continuous Current Dynamos
and Motors; their Construction, Care and Attendance;
Gramme Armature; Siemens Armature; Armature Cur-
rent; Laminating Cores; Foucault or Eddy Currents; Hys-
teresis; Fundamental Principles of Dynamos and Motors;
Points of Good Dynamo; Counter Electric Pressure; Types
of Field Windings; Series, Shunt and Compound Wound
Machines; Multipolar Machines; Regulation, Care and
Maintenance.-CHAPTER XXI: Arc Lighting and Arc
Light Machinery; The Arc; Arc Lamps; Prmciples of
Operation; Connections; Arc Dynamos; Current and Pres-
sure Required; Making of Arc Carbons; Regulators; Arc
Light Switchboards.—CHAPTER XXII: Incandescent
Lighting and Power Transmission, Two, Three and Five
Wire Systems of Distribution for Electric Lights and
Motors; Incandesc-3nt Lamp: Filaments; Vaccuum; Ma-
terial for and Making of Filaments; Advantages of In-
candescent Lamps; \Incandes<;ent and Motor Circuits;

PRICE $2,00. Sent postage prepaid to any address in the world on receipt of price. The Ideal Work for Electricians, Central Station Men, Engineers, Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Students, Etc.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 MARQUETTE BLDG., CHICAGO.

mission of Power at Different Pressures; Three-Wire
System; Motor Starting Resistances.—CHAPTER XXIII:
Construction of Electric Light and Power Circuits, and
Their Testing; Overhead Electric Light Wires; Weather-
proof Wire; Arc Circuit Wires; "Drawing In" and
"Built In" Underground System; Underground Electric
Light Cables; Edison Tubing; Feeders; Mains; Inside
Wiring; Cleat Work; Moulding Work; Concealed Work;
Dangers from Fires; Distribution System;.—CHAPTER
XXIV: Testing Electric Light Circuits and the Dis-
tribution and Measurement of Light; Faults; Soldered
Joints; Magneto Bell; Use of Voltmeter to Locate Grounds
on Arc Circuits; Ground Detector; General Testing;
Photometer; Standard Candles; Illuminating Effect of
Lamps; Effect of Opal Globes.—CHAPTER XXV: » Elec-
tro-Magnetic Induction; Effect of Cutting Lines of Force
by an Electric Conductor; Induced Currents; Induction
Coils; Cores of Induction Coils; Transformefs; Direc-
tion of Induced Current; Self Induction; Attraction and
Repulsion of Parallel Wires Carrying Currents.—CHAP-
TER XXVI: AUeruatiug Currents; Alternator; Electro-
lytic Effect of Pulsating Current; Heating Effect of Al-
ternating Current; Effective Value; Alternating Current;
Measurements; Frequency; Period; Apparent Resistance.
—CHAPTER XXVII: Alternating Currents and Alter-
nating Current Machinery (Concluded); Power Used in Al-
ternating Circuits; Alternating Currents for Lighting; Mak-
ing Transformers; Testing Transformers; Building Alterna-
tors; Number of Alternations; The Exciter; Running Al-
ternators in Parallel; Synchronous Motors; Two-Phase
and Three-Phase Systems; Induction Motors; Squirrel-
Cage Armature; Mesh Connection; Star Connection;.—
CHAPTER XXVIII; Miscellaneous Applications of
Electric Motors; Uses of Electric Motors; Motors in Ma-
chine Shops; Waste of Power in Factories; Advantages
of Removing Shafts and Belts; Estimating Electrical
Power Required; Electric Elevators; Electric Launches.—
CHAPTER XXIX: Electric Railways; Richmond' Elec-
tric Railroad; Trolley Wire; Trolley; Track; Use of Two
Motors; Rail Bonds; Heavy Electric Locomotives.—CHAP-
TER XXX: Methods of Handling and Controlling Rail-
way Motors and Generators; Output Records; Record-
ing Voltmeters; Load of Electric Railway Plant; Appli-
cation of Storage Batteries to Smooth Road Curve; Meth-
ods of Controlling Street Car Motors; Station Instru-
ments; Equalizer.-CHAPTER XXXI: Model Electric
Plant; First Central Station; Changes in General Me-
chanical Construction of Dynamos; instruments; Multi-
ple Arcing Galvanometers; Use of Double and Single
Pole Switches ; Operating Dynamos in Parallel ; Feeder
Connections in Continuous and Alternating Stations;
Throwing Dynamo into Circuit; Cutting Dynamo Out.—
CHAPTER XXXII: Underwriter's Rules. Etc.; Neces-
sity of Rules; Special Points In Wiring; Insulation of
Sockets, Fuses, Fixtures; Annunciator Wire; Office Wire;
Leaky Wires.—CHAPTER XXXIII: Electric Welding,
Forging. Etc.; Electricity Applied to the Kitchen; Elec-
trical Methods Applied to Metal Working; Thomson
Apparatus for Heating Metals; Welding b> Thomson
Method; Bernardos Process of Working Metals; Bringing
Piece of Metal to High Temperature by Dipping in Pail
of Water; Electric Current for Warming and Cooking;
Electric Heating and Stoves Compared.—CHAPTER
XXXIV: Electro-Therapeutics; Galvanic Curren*:; Fara-
dic Current; Static Electricity; Electric Osmosis; Electro-
Cautery; Medical Electric Lights.
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THE
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TURBINE
SEIND FOR
CATALOOUE

itH^ Dayton Globe Iron Works Co. Dayto^i. 0.
Shafting.

Gearing,
Pulleys.

PillowBlocks^

Governors,

Etc.

Filling every condition of service in a most effi-

cient and satisfactory way.

Pelton Wheels are especially adapted to

XtLSBERRYIVIAIM
Feed Water Heater and Purifier.

Provided with U-shaped Tubes, it Never Leaks,

THE HIGHEST GRADE OKI/Y.
Our catalogue contains the representative names of a large number of con-

tented buyers of BERRYMAIt HEATERS built by us in the last twenty
years. A copy awaits your order at any time.

I. B. DAVIS & SON. Makers, Hartford, Conn.,
Or addresses given below:

Jas. Berrynian, 125 North 4th St., Philadelpliia.
W. H. Git? son, 620 Medlnah Temple, Chicago.

Jos. Whitaker. 7 and 9 Pearl Street, Boston.
A. A. Cardwell, 39 Cortlandt Street, Eoom 127, New York.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL
Is known the world over as affordlngthe most simple, reliable

and economical power for all purposes.

7,000 WHEELS NOW RUNnInG

lLEL I nib rUVltn TnANoMloolUll. tms purpose and are operating themajor-
Ity of' stations of tills character in all parts of the world. Highest efficiency and hesc regulation
guaranteed. Catalogues furnished on application. Address

PELTON WATER WHEEL CO.,
143 Liberty Street, or 121-123 Main Street,

NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL, U. S. A.

THE Mccormick
TURBINE.

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,
Especially Adapted for Electrical Work.

Oives more pOTrer per diameter 'vrith a Iiigher
percentage of useful effect than any other water-
Tvheel heretofore mnde- All sizes, right and left hand,
are built from patterns perfected under systematic tests in the
Holyoke Testing Flume.

Parties having power plants which are unsatisfactory, a.nC
those contemplating the improvement of powers, will find it to
their Interest to confer with us, as -we are willing to
guarantee results where others have failed, no
matter TVhat make of turbine has been in use.
STATE RC:QIIIRE3I£XTS ANI> S£NI> FOR
CATAIiOOUE.

S. MORGAN SMITH CO.. York, Pa.
Estimates furnished for complete power plants and

results guaranteed.

WATER WHEELS
For Heads of 3 Feet to 2000 Feet.

Especially adapted to all kiuds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke, given below, enable us to guarantee:

The Largest Power ever obtaijiedfTom a wheel of the same diameter. The highest
speed ever obtained for the same power. The highest mean efficiency when
running from half to full gate. We guarantee also: A runner of the greatest
possible strength. A gaie unequaled in quickness and ease of opening and closing.

Test of a 45 in. SAMSON, Jan. 26, 97. Test of a 3B inch SAMSON, Feb.1,'97.
|

Gale
Open.

Head.
Rev.

Pr.Min.
Cu. Fc.
Pr. Sec.

Horse
Power.

Per
Cenl.

Gaie
Open.

Head.
Rev.

Pr. Min.
Cn. Ft.

Pr. Sec.
Horse
Power.

Per
Cent.

Full

'A

H

1500
1504
15.11

15.88

16.47

144.00
138.12
127.67

126.87

172.69

15503
133-24
112.65

90.04

240.97
223.61
igi.o6

162.S0

127.73

82.03

80.25

75-95

Full

'A

1

15.29
16.56

1733
1754
17.68

19425
"87.75
178.50
176.40
168.50

102.02

92.15

8395
68.82

5769

143.44
146.73
138.40
109.64
88.14

81.08

84.78
83.88
80.09

76.19

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.

DIXON S BELT DRESSING
AND LEATHER PRESERVATIVE.

Is guaranteed to prevent slipping and to preserve the leather.

It will pay you to send for circulars and testimonials.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., JERSEY CiTY, N. J.

Front View of Bucket.

Cazin Water Wheel.
Pat. March 16, 1897.

Will furnish more power per cubic foot of water used than any other

wheel made.

Can be Operated by Steam at Periods of Low Water.
S^nd -f^i- ^^m|3HI^-t.

American Impufse Wheel Co. of N. Y.
1 20 LIBERTY

STREET.

REG.TRADE MARKS The Phosphor Bronze SmeltingCo.Ijmited,
2200 Washington ave.,philadelphia.

"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE
INGOTSXASTINGS, WIRE, RODS, SHEETS, ETC

^

—

DELTA METAL
CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORCINGS
ORIGINAL AND Sole Makers IN THE U.S.

A VALUABLE BOOK FOR ENGINEERS AND FIREMEN NOW READY.

MODERN EXAMINATIONS OF STEAM ENGINEERS or PRACTICAL THEORY EXPLAINED and ILLUSTRATED.

BY W. H. WAKEMAN.
12 mo. Cloth. 272 pages. 53 Chapters.

Containing a complete list of 300 questions such as will be asked of any
Engineer when taking examination for U. S. Government or State License, all

of which are fully answered in the text. '

F=Hice, $2.00
By mail, postpaid, to any part of the world

This book while especially adapted for engineers' examinations, is also in-

tended as a practical guide to Engineers, Firemen, Boiler Makers, Machinists,
and others, in daily practice.

The author being a practical steam engineer hjmself, well knows the wants
of the working engineer, and has put into this work such knowledge and infor-
mation as is best adapted to their use, making it altogether the most complete
and comprehensive guide for the busy workers in the engine room, boiler works
and machine shops that has ever been published.

As one engineer who has read the book says: "I think there are few engi-

neers that it wouldn't do some good. It seems as if it was a review of all I

have ever read, and a lot more besides."
The author has treated of a very great variety of subjects which are ol

vital importance to all who wish to improve and extend their knowledge of

steam engineering, and has explained the rules and formulas given, in the sim-
plest manner possible, and has worked out examples by them, so that all who
can read may understand them.

The 300 questions are an important feature of the book, they are entirely

separate from the 53 chapters of reading matter, and were written after many
years of practical experience and careful research by the author.

His connection with the Eoardman Manual Training High School at New
Haven, Conn., as Instructor in Steam Engineering, his 12 years of active mem-
bership in the N. A. S. E., and his position as Instructor of No. 10 of Conn., a

sturdy branch of the National Organization, makes him especially competent
in this part of the work.

The many flattering commendations which this book has already received
from competent judges and high authorities, speak well for its value.

El*ECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, - - - Suite 510 Marquette Building, Chicago, IM.
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Portable Alternating Current Volt- Meter.

AMMETERS

to
200 Amps.

VOLT-METERS
75 Volts
tBO "

6BO "

WATTMETERS
150, 300,

f60O
2600 Watts

PERMANENTLY ACCURATE UNDER ALL CONDITIONS

MIOM O
INDISPENSABLE TO

STATION MANAGERS
N MAIN OFFICE,

SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

Sales Offices In all Large Cities in the
United States.

For Canada. Address Canadian General
Electric Co., Toronto.

I

COIVIF»AIMY.
Portable Alternating Current Ammeter.

The Electrical Transmissioii of Energy.
A. Manual for the Design of Electrical Circuits; by Arthur Vaughan Abbott, C. B., ChiefEng. Chicago TelephoneCoT

With 9 Foldlne Plates. 586 Pages. 889 Illustrations and 74 Tables. Size of page, 6x9 in. Price S4.5W.

ta.bi_e: of (3^iMTE:m-rs:
CHAPTER I.

Introduction.—Distribution In General—Distribution in .Series-
Distribution in Parallel—Mixed Systems—Indirect Distribution.

CHAPTER 11.

The Properties ol Wire.—The Conducting Circuit-Wire Man-
ufacture—Hard Drawing—Wire Gauges The Circular Mil-
Corner Wire—Properties of "Wire—Composite Wire-^ialTanizing
andTtanlng-Insulated Wire-Fle.xible Cable—Testing and In-
spection- Wire Speeilicatlons—Tension of Aerial Lines—The In-
fluence of the Variation of Temperature.

CHAPTER III.

The Constructluii of Aerial Circuits.—Par* /. General Line
Work. Classification-Aerial Lines—Poles—Methods of Preser-
vatlon-Helglit of Poles—Cross Arms—Pins—facing of Arms—
Stresses—Calculation for Pole Strength—Guying—AnchorPoles-
Setting Poles—Insulators—Value of Insulators—Oil Insulators-
Tying and Dead-Ending—Loops—Stringing Wires-Wire Joints-
btreneth of .loints—The Suspension of Aerial Cables—Humming
of Wires-Transposition of Telephone Lines—Power Circuits-
Pole Line SpeciBcatlons. Part II. Electric Bailwmj CircuUi.
Electric Railway Circuits—Railway Return Circuit—Electrolytic
Action—Railway Poles—Wooden Poles—Iron. Poles—Feed Wire
Insulators and Pole Tops—Trolley Insulators—Railway LmeWork-Strain Insulators—Anchors—Line Sections—Switches—
Line Crosstags. Part III. Lightning Arresters. Lightning
Guards and Strong Current Arresters—High Resistance Arres-
ter—Magnetic Blow-out Arrester—Mechanical Magnet Arres-
ter-Air Expansion Arrester—Non-Arcing Metal Arrester-
Discriminating Arresters-Automatic Cut-outs—Cable and
Switchboard Protectors—Appendix of Insurance Regulations.

CHAPTER IV.
Construction of Underground Circuits.—Part I, Oonduits

ClassiBcatlon—Valentine Conduit—Wyckoff Conduit—Paper Con-
duit—Pipe Conduits—Dorset Conduit—Chenowlth Conduit—
Terra-cotta Conduits—Crom|)ton System—Brooks System- .lolm-
stone System—Kennedy System—St, James System—Inflexible
Systems-Callender Solid System—Cologne Conduit—Zurich Con-
duit—Manholes—.lunctlon Boxes for Street Railway Feeds—In-
troduction of Circuits—Pneumatic Rodding—Gas—Electric Rail-
way Conduits—Buda-Pesth Conduit—Blackpool Conduit—Love
Conduit—Lenox Ayenue Conduit—Metallic Conduits for Alternat-
ing Currents. Part II. CaMes ana Conduit Conductors. Con-
duit Conductors—Armored Cables—The Siemens Cable—The
Edison System—The Ferrantl Mains—Telegraph Cables—Sub-
aqueous Cables—Power Circuits- -Paper Cables—Telephone
Cables—British Post Offlce Cables—The Patterson Cable—Glover
Cables—Fowler Waring Cables—Felten-Guilleaume Gable-
Beaded Cables—Cable .loints—The Connection of Underground
and Aerial Systems—Cable Heads.

CHAPTER V.
Electrical Instruments. — Classlfieation — Instruments for

Measurement of Resistance—Wheatstone Bridge—Slide Wire

Sent, expressage prepaid, on
receipt of price, S4.50.

Bridge—Ohm-Meter—Instruments for Measuring Quantity and
Pressure—D'Arsonval Galvanometer—Ballistic Galvanometer-
Galvanometer Constants—Reduction to Zero and Inferred Zero—
Shunts—Weston Instruments—Cardew Voltmeter—Electrostatic
Voltmeter—Siemens Dynamometer—Condensers—Wattmeters-
Keys—Magnet—Ground Indicators—Boyer Speed Recorder.

CHAPTER VI.
netiiods of Electrical neasurement. Quantities to be Meas-

ured—Electrical Intensity—Electrical Quantity—Unit of Current-
The Watt — Capacity — Resistance— Ohm's Law— Kirchhofl's
Laws—Measurement of Resistance by Deflection—By Wheatstone
Bridge—By Voltmeter—By Volt and Ammeter—Measurement of
Small Resistance-High Resistance—Insulation Resistance—By
Loss of Charge—Line Resistance—Ground Resistance-Special
Methods for Galvanometer Resistance -For Battery Resistance-
Potential DlHerence—By Condenser—Wheatstone's Method—
Lurasden's Method— Measurement of Current Strength- ByAmmeter—By Voltmeter—By Differential Galvanometer—By
Shde Wire—Measurement of Capacity—Thomson's Method—
Gott's Method—Divided Charge Method—Localization of Faults—
Blavier's Method—Overlap Method—Loop Test—Murray's and
\ arley's Methods—Localization of Crosses—Measurement of In-
ductance—By Condenser andBrldge-With Alternating Current-
Mutual Inductance—Measurement on Alternating Currents-
Difference of Potential—Current—Power by Two Voltmeters—
By Three Ammeters-Measurement on Polyphase Circuits-
Electrical Railway Testing-Capacity of Aerial Lines—The In-
ductance of Aerial. Lines—Mutual Inductance on Transmission
Llnesi

CHAPTER VII.
Continuous Current Conductors. Part I. Conductors and

Insulators. Conductors-Resistance—Olim's Law—Speeidc Re-
sistance—Effect of Temperature—Resistance of Dielectrics—Line
Leakage—Distribution of Potential—The Effect of Leakage—Con-
ductance—Distribution of Potential in Branch Circuits. Part II.
The Heating of Conductors. Joule's Law-Location of Circuits-
Bare Wires Freely Suspended-Radiation and Convection-Pan-
eled Wire—Insulated Wire Freely Suspended—Rheostats and
Heaters—Cost of Electric Heating—Fuse Wires—Heating of In-
sulated Cables—Heating of ConduitCables—Heating of Suspended
OaljlBS.

CHAPTER ^'III.

Conductors for Alternatine Currents. General Considera-
tions — Classiflcation—Skin Effect — Current Density -Induct-
ance—Magnetic Field—Electroinotlve ForceDue toVarying Field-
Equation of Energy—Harmonic Motlou-Average Values—Tlie
Solution of the Energy E'quation-Effect of Mutual Inductance-
General Energy Equation for Mutually Inductive Circuits-Co-
efnclents of Inductance—Effect of Capacltv—Solution of the En-
ergy Equation for Circuits with Capacity-The Energy Equation
for Circuits Containing Resistance—Inductance and Capicity—
Graphical Methods—vector Quantities-rraiipositinn and Reso-
lution of E. M. P.—Simple Circuits with One Kesisrance and In-
ductance in Series— Reactance—Impedauce—Kesistauce Vari-
able—Inductance Variable-Simple Circuits with Several Resist-

ances and Inductances in Series—Simple' Circuits with One Re-
sistance and Capacitj' in Series—simple CIrciuts with Several
Resistances, Inductances and Capacities in Series—Circuits witii
Resistance, Inductance and Capacity In Parallel—Method of

'

Equivalent Resistance and Inductance—Circuits Containing Mu-
tual Inductance-Impedance Tables.

CHAPTER IX.
Series Distribution. Origin—Classification—Constant Current

Circuits with Generator and Motor at Fixed Distances—Location
of Station—Current Density in Main (iircuit-Economic Coudi-
tions- Design for Heating-Limit — Design for Mechanical
Strength—.Minimum First Cost of Line—.Minimum First Cost of
Station—Minimum First Cost of Plant and Cost of Maintenance .

and Operation—Design for Minimum First Costof Plant—Design
for Best Service—Minimum Cost of Plant for Maximum Income— 1

Calculation of Loads—Regulation—Automatic Cut-outs.

CHAPTER X.
Parallel Di.<tribution.—The Evolution of the Parallel System-

Methods of Distribution—The Loop System—The Spiral Loop—
The Tree System—TlioOloset System—Conical Conductors—Ami-
Parallel Feeding—Distribution of Potential—Cylindrical Conduc-
tors. Parallel Feeding—Cylindrical Conductors, Anti-parallel
Feeding—Conical Conductors, Parallel Feeding—Conical Con-
ductors, Anti-parallel Feeding—Three-wire System—Mul-
tiple Series Svstem—Five-Wire System—Relative Area Cov-
ered by the Multiple Wire Systems—Feeder and Main System-
Location of Central Station—Location of the Feeders and Cen-
ters of Distribution—Distributing Mains—Calculation of Feed-
ers-Efficiency of Conductors—Methods of Reeulation—The Com-
pensator in Electrical Railway Work—Fall of Pressure and Nec-
essary Section for Feeders—Laws of Economy and Feeder De-
sign—General Design for a System in Multiple A re—Mechanical
Methods—Station Loads—Arc Lamps on Constant Potentisl Cir-
cuits-Electric Railway Wiring-Three-wire Railway Systems.

CHAPTER XI.
Miscellaneous Methods and Long: Distance Transmission.

—

Motor Transformers—Compensators—Motor Transformers Run-
ning and Feeding in Series—Highand Low Potential Distributioa
from the Same Station—Aceumulators-Sub-station Accumula-
tors-Accumulator Distribution—Regulation by Means of Accumu-
lators—Transformers—Economy in Conductors—Isolated Trans-
formers-Efficiency of Distribution by Isolated Transformers-
Transformers as Sub-stations—Polyphase Systems—Long-dis-
tance Plants—Long-distance Transmission with Continuous Cur-
rents-Line Construction for Long-distance Transmission—Rela-
tive Amount of Conducting Material for Transmission Systems.

CHAPTER XII.
The Cost of Production and Distribution.—Cost of Conductors-

Cost of Conduits—Telephone and Telegraph Lines—Railway
Lines-Cost of Power Stations—Cost of Producing Energy—<^oal
Consumption per Watt-hour—Water Power—The Gas Engine-
The Cost of Electrical Energy, as Developed by Wind Power—
The Actual Cost of Electrical Energy—Commercial Considerations
of Transmission Problems.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 MARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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Telephone Induction Colls.

Electro- -ii>^SaBrii^i__ Medical

Magnets. 'v^H^'^H Colls.

Receiver Bobbins. X-Ray Colls.

C. F. SPLITDORF,
Manufacturer of Electrical Specialties,

IT-2T VANoeWATER ST.. N. V.

I MANSFIELD

COPPER G:0\
MANSF-IEI-D.OHIO.

The

T. H. Brady, New Britain, , Conn. , U. S. A.,

Manufacturer ofMastArms.Fole and
Swinging Hoods, House Bracketsand
other Specialties for Ckmstnictton
WoTk.—Catalogues and Prices /ur-
nished on application.

'1)ynamo
C^ELTlNGr.

.SHULTZ PATENJV^ ;-

WOVEN LEATHER LINK BEIJING.

St. I.ouis. .Wo., I.'. S. A.

GENUINE RAWHIDE

. LACE LEATHER.

f.SKULTZ'S PATENT
'

i| PULLEY COVER.

SIIBELT DRESSING
/'- AN
:'BELT CEMENT.

-Send Jor(iVculaf5>

HUAXCURS; 104 Summer St., iio.Ktoii; 113 Liberty St., New York; 1 Jii N. .lil St.. I'liiknloIpli|:i.

:dh) DELAWARE HARD FIBRE CO.,
^»^«*5!s-^ WILMINGTON, DEL.

SESm FOB CATAIiOGUE AKD tSAHPliES.

Sheets, Rods, Tubes and Special Shapes.

PARIES
UNIVERSAL

Holders.
We make many styles of adjustable, portable

and stationary Holders. Our new catalogue

showing these and giving prices, will be mailed

upon application.

PARIES MPQ. CO., = Decatur, III.

The Emerson Electric Mfg. Co.,
Alternating Current
pan Motors,
Ceiling Fans,
Power Motors.

Knife Switches and
Switch Boards,
Multiple Fuse Boards,
Push Buttons.

ST. LOUIS,
U. S. A.

I Black Diamond File Works. ^^
^
«?
*?
?
?
?
?

Bet. 1863. Inc. 1895.

Twelve

Medals

Awarded at

International

Expositions.

Special

Prize

Gold Medal

at Atlanta,

1895.

J*

4^ 017B:«00DS ABE ON SAIiS IN ETEBY liEADINUi BABSWABE ^
l|Q STOBE Ur THE VmiTED STATES AND CANAJDA. \J^

|G. &H. BARNETT COMPANY,

|

^ PHILADELPHIA, PA. ^

"Paragon" Power Motors.
Estimates Furnislied for

Small Motors and

Motor-Dynamos.

Iron Clad; No External
Magaetlsm; Dust and

Moisture Proof.

iV. ii o> i' i 3'Dd 1 horse
power.

Send for catalogue and
discounts.

J. P. Williams, Gen'IAgt.,39CortlandtSt.,NewYorl(.

ANon-Arcing^Fuse.
The "only" one deserving the name. Will open a high-tension short-circuit

without arc or flash.

We make Switchboard Equipmeiits, Transformer and Snbway Boxes.

We Solicit Correspondence from Those Troubled with Funic*.

D. & W. FUSE CO..
53 ABOB?r STREET, PBOTIDEXCE, B. I.

The Zamel Arc Light Meter
AND ELECTRIC CURREHT TIMER

Is the ONLY RELIABLE DEVICE for Timing the Use of Arc Lights,

l-b Is F^osiiiive in l-ts Acliion.
SEND FOB CIRCULAR.

Zamel Arc Light Meter Co.,
266 BI_UIE ISL-AND A.Ve., OMI

Approved by the National Fire Underwriters' Association.

. II
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SIMPLEX INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.
wtsTEBN^sELLiNG AGENT, Simplex ElectHcal Company,
1137 Monadncck Block. CHICAGO. 75-81 Cornhill, BOSTON, MASS.

F-. IVIOORE,
MANUFACTURER OF

INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
fl-KXIBI-E OOMDS ANO OABt-l

«rM> AMD S09i WORTH THIRU i^TREET. - FRIIiAJ>RI.PHIA, PA.

1889—Paris Exposition,
Medal for Rubber Insulation.

1893—World's Fair,
Hedal for Rubber Insulation.

TRADEMARK.

THE STAKDARD FOR
RIJBBFR IIir!SlJI.ATIOIir.

Sole Manufacturers of

Okonite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee

263 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

*»'•
Wires.

Willard L. Candee. t u.-o-.,.
«. OurantCheever. f"""»8"8.

Geo. T. Manson, Gen'l Supt.
W. H Hodains. Secy.

''Standard" Elec=
trical Wiring Tubes

losalators, Cleats and Electrical Specialties of all kinds. Cheapest and best on the market,

aiannfacturera. A.I-CI«OT«, OHIO. ^VrKe for Prices.

j^anufecnjregnARTRICKcfARTER f0. EtfcrmcAi

Dealers ll25So.2ndSt.V)PHlLADA.V)PA. coobs.

THOS, MUIR & SON.
" DETROIT,

MICH.,
13 Larned St

OUR NEW

ElEVATOR

AUTO-MOTOR

STARTER.

1I0.220.5Q0V<>(K I PRICES

W.,
Manufacturers

and
Selling Agents for

Card Electric Co., Dynamos.
*<L,undeU" Motors and Fans.

"Imperial" Incandescent Lamps.
Interior Conduit, Brass and Iron.

Insulated Wires.
\ Insulating Tapes, Etc.
' "Detroit" fledical Batteries.

\ Estimates Given on Elevators.

^GET
Jour

t OUR NEW
Aluminum-Lined

REFLECTORS.

INCANDESCENT
AND

WELSBACH
LIGHTS nADE
BRILLIANT.

^ESTIIN Eleciirical Ingtonment Co,
II4-I20 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A,

lUaiedM

Theee loBtrnmenta sra
leased opoo the samo trea-
«ral prlaclpib and are just
«9accnrnt» as oar regular
Standard Portable Direct
Oarrent Voltmeters and
AmmeterB, but are much
birfter, aod tQ« worlclog
parta are iocloaed ia a
aeatly designed doftt-proof
caat-iron case which effect-
tv«l7. shields the InRtm-
^m^otafrom dlstnrblDK !-
llaeDoas M exiernal mag-
oetic field*.

IVemtoii Standard lUnminated
Olal Mtation Voltmeter.

Mtyle B. '^FlaHh Type.**

Weston Stdard
Portable Direct Reading
Voltmeters and MilUvolt-
metera. Ainmer.pra and Mil-
amrrpters. Wattmeters
and Voltmeters, for Alter-
nating: au'i Direct "Ourreot
Circuits,

Ourportable iDetrumeate
are recognized aBstfln'iarde
throuKhout the civilized
world.

Our Semi-Portable La-
boratory Standard Volt-
meters and Ammeters are
still better.

They are the most rella--
ble, abnoiute standards (or
X>abOTator7 oae.

HIGM
PARIS 1867. CHICAGO 1893. PHIUDELPHIA 1876.

WIRES AND GABLES.
AERIAL, UNDERGROUND,

SUBMARINE.

7XS'?'^'^>C j

W. R. BRIXEY, Mfr.

^i jto \ , jy 203 Broadway, New York.

^'i'VSy Western Office, Marquette BIdg., Chicago. III.

CALIFORNIA ELEC. WORKS, M. DUPEROW, NEW ORLEANS ELEC. CO..

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. WASHINGTON. 0. C. NEW ORLEANS. U

Insulating Paint s Varnish.
We were the first chemists In the world to

make a special study of this problem. Our long
experience and cart^ful Investl^atloD enables us
to be of service to wide-awake electricians.

MASSACHUSETTS CHEMICAL COMPANY,
Boston. Mass.. U. K. A.

THEATER '''°" ^'^^ '<i'°°^'a> co->
I n bH I b n

WESTFIELD, N. J., U. S. A.

DIMMERS.
:»-Eos T" '^v nrs

FOR ALL PURPOSES.

A. L. McRAE,
CONSULTINQ ELECTRICAL
ENaiNEER.-^

Estimates, Flans, Speclficatioas,
Exaiuiaatious, Keports. Xe^ts.

306 Oriel Baildini;. ST-JbOUIS, 9IO.

Queen & Co.,
1012 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA.

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-Wirt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Ray

Focus Tubes, Induction Coils.

CARPENTER
ENAMEL RHEOSTATS.

Automatic llotor Starters.
All sizes. List price of 1 B. P. .size, 113.00. .

Reliable. Folly guaranteed. Highly finished. Oheap,

Ward Leonard Elflofnc Co.. Hohnken. N.J.

"Wertheim
OPEN^RCS -^

STEADIEST
IjeHTf I

[ongEST E^

l^DV'f\NC&:fefkin6 A Supply Co.

57 So Cax.uSt CHICAGO.

I-T-E
CIRCUIT BREAKERS

CUTTER ELECTRICAL CO., PHILADELPHIA

The Emerson Electric Mfg. Co.,
Alternating Current
Fan Motors,
Ceiling Fans,
Power Motors.

Knife Switches and
Switch Boards,
Multiple Fuse Boards,
Push Buttons.

ST. LOUIS,
U. S. A.

N. 1. R.
National

India
Rubber Go's

RUBBER COVERED
>AAIres and Oablos.

OFFICE and FACTORY: BRISTOL, R. I.
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EDDY GENERATORS.
Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

Eddy Motors—Slow. Medium or High Speed.
Me build all necessary apparatus for the transmission of Electrical

Power through factory or other huildlnss.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.,
>A/^|IMDS^R, COIMrX.

NEW YORK, H. B. Coho & Co., Mail and Express Building.
PHILADELPHIA, Walter C. Mclntire & Co., 506 Commerce St-
BOSTON, G. M. Angier & Co., 64 Federal St.

ELMIEA, S. N. Blake.

I

ST. LOUIS, Western Electrical Supply Co.
' KANSAS CITY, W. T. Osborn. ,

CINCINNATI, O., Nevada BIdg., John A. Stewart.
CHICAGO, 305 Dearborn St., Wallace & Bine, Manaeero,

! SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.. Cal. Elec. Wks., 409 Market St.

Alcatraz Electrical Coinpound,
Mannfactnred by

THE CALIFORNIA ASPHALT CO., '\^^^IV}-
ABSOLUTELY UNEQUALED FOR

•ELECTRICAL AND WIRE INSULATION, Insulating Connections, Dynamos and Motor Bases, Battery and Accumulator
Shelving, Circuit and Switch-Boards.

WATER-PROOPINC Cut-Out Boxes, coating wires When subjected to acid or alkaline fumes, and when laid under
cement, etc. . „..„

PAINTING Poles, Brackets, Cros&-Arms, Benches, Floors, etc.
COATING CABLES, Lead-Covered Pipes, and all underground work.
,

ALCATRAZ ELECTRICAL COMPOUND is manufactured of the celebrated brand of Alcatraz Asphalt, and possesses many well-known points of superiority.

ajl'^^ ^" ''"1'' under severe and exacting conditions, and has given perfect satisfaction. It will not Scale, Crack or Burn. Presents a Smooth Surface.
Adheres Tenaciously. Not affected by Thei'mal or Climatic Conditions. Resists the action of the Elements, Acids, Alkalies, Sewer Oases, and possesses
great strength and elasticity. Being the producers of the raw product, we are enabled to save the middleman's profit, and offer consumers a superior article at a
^cyiowprice

SAMPLE UPON APPLICATION. Agents wanted in all leading cities.

KEYSTONE ELECTRICAL
INSTRUIVIENT COMPANY.

Switchboard Voltmeters, Ammeters, Ground Detectors ani

Differential Voltmeters.

We meet all the requirements of modern Central Stations or Isolated plants, whethf
using direct or alternating current circuits.

Our instruments are constant and durable, sensitive and accurate, pleasing in

appearance an<jt always correct.
We can interest you in prices and other details if you will write to

j
,

,

Ninth St. and Montgomery Ave., Philadelphia

^

! New York, 1 5 Cortlandt Street.
Chicago, 1440 Monadnock Building.

:tMo -vou ouiai

Week before last we mentioned some of the bad
things not common to

WARREN INDUCTION ALTERNATORS
Now lejt us enumerate a, few of the good things that relate to thero,

THey have large steel shafts^ which, with the extra lo'ng self-

aligning and self-oiling bearings, permit running the rotor atthe least
pbssibljs clearance from the stationary parts, reducing the' ait gap to
the mel'est fraction. They are not cheap machines to build, because
the finest material and best work is insisted upon, and that is not
cheap,

i

THEY ARE CHEAP TO BUY because the expenditure stops
with the purchase price. " There are no repairs, no attendance.

Warren Electric Manufacturing Co
SA.N^USK'V.OI-IIO.
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BEAUTY
IN DESIGN 15 NOT THEONLY IM

PORTA NT FEATURE OF THE Roth

"liGH Grade dynamo5* motors.

THEY HAVE MANY OTHER
FEATURES WHICH -CONVINCE

BUYERS OF THEIR SUPERIORITY

LET US SEND YOU FURTHER

PARTICULARS.

HIGH GRADE
MULTIPOLAR^BIPOIAR
DYNAMOS <^ MOTORS

5L0WAME-DIUMSPEED

ROTH BROS. & CO.,
MANUFACTURERS,

30 Market St., Chicago,

R Electric Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
JORi Electric Co., St Louis. Mo.
MO .\ND Motor Co., New Vork City.

Steam Engineering and
Electricity

Taught by Mail.

Our Stationary Engineers' Scholarship includGs instruction in Aritlimetic, Mensuration and the
Use of Letters in Algebraic Formulas, Meclianics, Mechanical Drawing, Steam and Steam Engines,
Steam Boilers. Dynamos and Motors.

Besides a thorough education in the theory of Steam Engineering the instruction is designed to
qualify Steam Engineers and other students to understand, operate and care for electrical ma-
cnines; to install electrical plants; to perform calculations and to locate and remedy faults.

Studies are carried on at home. No time lost from work. Specially prepared Instruction and
Question Papers, superior to text-books, furnished free to students.

Also courses in Mechanics; Civil Eytgitieerinff in all its branches; Book-Keepingand Business Forms
and the English Branches,

A circular giving full particulars will be sent free. Mention the subject in which you are inter-
ested. Address

THE INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDEIVCE SCHOOLS, Box 1002, Scranton, Pa.

YOUR SUPPLY MAINTAINED FOR 12c.

LAMPS
Efficient, Long-Lived and

Guaranteed Satisfactory.

Write us before making another contract. We are THE
Lamp Renewing Company you have heard of.

Lynn Incandesceni Lamp Co., Lynn, Mass.

THE AMERICAN ELECTRIC METER.

Designed

for all

Forms

of

Service.

Send tor cir-

cnlars and
price lists. 3.W(re 22.Llgbt Meter. Case Open, Sbowiog Mecfaaolsm.

The . . .

American

Electric

Meter

Co..

Cor. 9th Street and
Montgomery Ave .

PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

Strain Insulators.
Brooklyns, Giants, Globes.

For Span Wires, Anchors and Feeding-in.
Perfectly insulated with moulded mica.

Strongest,
Most Durable.
None more widely

used.

VULCABESTON
Controller Parts, Commu'
tator Rings, Bushings,
Magnet Spools, Etc.

Send for catalogue Trolley Insulators, Section Insula-

lators, Insulated Crossings, Toggle Clamp Feed-Wire Insu-

lator, Grauten Rail Bonds, Etc.

H. W. JOHNS M'F'C CO.,"°^JI^*I'^°r^i;''"^
NEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA. BOSTON.

JEWELL BELTINB CO.
}

MANUFACTUEEES OP

Jewell Dynamo Belt Cement,

Jewell Dynamo Belt Dressing,

Jewell Patent Pulley Covering.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Advance Pkg. & Sup. Co. i

Ahlm-Edwards Elec. Co .
.

Akron Ins. & Marble Co.- i

American Battery Co xlii

American El. Meter Uo ill

Amer. El. Telephone Co. xvl

American Elec. Worl£B...x,xili

American Engine Co x I v

Amer. Impulse Wheel Co.

Anierican Rheostat Co— —
Arpiorlte Int. Con. Co. . . xi

Arnold El. Pr. St Co

Bivln, Foree xvU
Baker <& Co xll

Ball Engine Co
BamettCo., G. &H xxli

Belknap Motor Co
Bealy A Co..Chas. H xxil

Boiler Expurgator Co....

Brady, T. H xxil

Brill Co., J. G xill

Brlxey, W. R i

Bryant Electric Co \v

Buckeye Electric Co Ix

Burnley Batt, & Mfg. Co. xijl

California Asphalt Co il

Card Electric Co vii

Carlisle & Finch Co
Central Electric Co v
Central Mrg. Co
C.B. &Q. R. R xlv

Chicago Edison Co It, xiv

Chicago El. & Stereo. Co.. xii

Chicago Fuse Wire & Mfg.
Co iv

Chicago Ins. Wire Co xil

C.,M.&St. P. R. R
Climax Novelty Co xvii

Clonbrock St. B. Co xix

Commercial El. Sup Co.. viii

Cornman Co xiv

Crown Woven Wire Brush
Co xil

Cutter El. & Mfg. Co 1

D.&W.FuseCo xxil

Davis & Son, I. B xx
DaytonGlobeIronWks. Co. xx
Delaware Hard Fibre Co. xxii

Diamond Elec. Co
Diamond State Flore Co.. xii

Diehl Mfg. Co vll

Directory, Principal Elec.
and Mech. Engfneere... xvii

Dixon Crucible Co.. Jos. . xx

Electrician Pub. Co
xvi, xvtli, xix

Elliott, W. H. Elec. Co.... xiv

Emerson El. Mfg. Co I

Empire China Works xvi

Evans Electric Co xiv

Paries MfgCo
Farr Tel. & Cons. Supply

Co xvi

FooB Gas Engine Co xix

For Sale Advertisements., xiv
Fort Wayne El. Corp xiii

Fuel Economizer Co

Oarlock Packing Co iv

Garvin Machine Co., The . vi

General Electric Co xxi

Gen'l Inc. Arc Light Co . .
.

Globe Elec. Heating Co.. iv

Gordon-Burnham Bat. Co, xxii

Hart «fc Hegeman Mfg. Co. vi

Hill, W. S. Electric Co.,..

Hodge, Walsh &. Loring. xiv

Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co. xil

Huebei & Manger xiv

Internat'l Cor. Schools.. lii

Iron-Clad Rheostat Co . .

.

i

Jewell Belting Co i i i

Johns Mfg. Co., H. W ill

Kartavert Mfg. Co xxii

Keystone Elec. Inst. Co.. 11

Eastern Elec. Cable Co xlii

Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co ii

Edison Lamp Dept
Electrical Exchange, The. xiv

Elec. Appliance Co xii

Electric Arc Light Co
Elec. Gas Lighting Co
Electric Storage Batt. Co. ix

^or Olassiflod Ind^ac of JVd'v^r'feis^nrk^ntis S^^

KokomoTel.& El.Mfg.Co. xvii

Kusel, D. A. Tel. Mfg. Co. xvii

Leclanche Battery Co— xv

Leffel & Co., James xx

Leonard, Ward, Elec. Co.. i

Lindsley Bros xv

Locltwood Long Dist. Tel.

& Tel. Co. of America. . .

Lombard Water Wh. G. Co.

Lynn Inc. Lamp Co Hi

Main Belting Co
ManhattanGen'lCons. Co .

,

Mansfield Tem. Cop. Co.

.

Mass. Chemical Co
McFell Electric Co
McLean, A, J
McLennan & Co., K
McNaughton Co., J. C ...

McRae. A. L
Mica Insulator Co
Mo. Tel, Mfg. Co
MitchellTemp. Copper Co.

Monon R. R
Moore, Alfred P
Muir & Son, Thos
Munsell & Co., Eugene...

National India Rubber Co.

National Tube Works Co.

New York Ins, Wire Co.. .

Northern Elec. Mfg. Co
NungesserEl. Battery Co..

xix

xii

xxil

XV

i

xii

xvii

xiv

vii

1

i

I
Ohio Electric Works xiii

|

Ohio Storage Batt. Co iv

OkonlteCo., The i

Otto Gas Engine Wks xix

PaisteCo., H. T xv
Partrick & Carter Co i

Partridge Carbon Co —
Peerless Rubber Mfg.Co ... xii

Pelton Water Wheel Co... xx
Peoples' Electric Co i

Perrizo & Sons xv
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co i

Phillips Ins'd. Wire Co. . . xiii

Phosphor-Bronze S. Co. Ld x x

Point Marlon Mfg. Co....

Pratt, Chas. A xvii

Prouty Co., The xix
Puritan Electric Co —

-

Queen & Co i

Rawson Electric Co xvii

Reistnger, Hugo .

Reliable Elec. Sup. Co ... . xi

Roth Bros. & Co iil

St. Clair Hotel xiv

Samson Cordage Wks xil

Sawyer-Man Electric Co ,

Shultz Belti ng Co xxii

Simplex Electrical Co., The, i

Smith Co., S. Morgan xx
Snyder W. M xvi
SpUtdorf, C. F xxii

Standard Tel.A El. Co xvl
StandardUnderg.Cable Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co..
Sterling & Son, W. C ' xv
Stilwell-Bierce & Smith-
Vaile Co xiv, xv

Storey Motor & Tool Co. ..

Stromberg-Carlson Tel.
Mfe. Co xvii

Swarts Metal Refin'g Co. xiv

Taber & Mayer
Thordarson, C. H
Triumph Electric Co

United Elec. Imp. Co....

Van Home, Burger & Co. xix
Viaduct Mfg. Co xvii

Vought, M. I xiv

Wagner El. Mfg. Co xil

Want Advertisements., xlv
Warner, Wm. F
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.... il

Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
xiii

Western Tel. Cons. Co ... . xvi
WestlnghouseEl.&Mf . Co . vii

Weston Electrical Inst. Co. i

Willard El. & Bat. Co xiii

Williams, J. P xxil
Wood, Chas. N xiv
Wright, Wm xiv

Zamel Arc Lt. Meter Co. ixU

VI.
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HARDTMUTH GORED CARBONS for Direct and Alternating Current

] HABIRSHAW AND O. E. CO.'S J

t WIRES AND CABLES. iARO l-AIVIRS
AMERICAN CARBON CO.'S Plain and Coated

CARBONS FOR SERIES ARC LIGHTING.

I
CFiioago Edison Co.,

DEALERS IN ELECTRIC LIGHTING SUPPLIES,

139 Adams Street, CHICAGO.

».»»
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS, t

HABIRSHAW AND 0. E. CO.'S

WIRES AND CABLES.

I
BRYANT aOODS ARE GOOD OOODS."m

BRYANT-PAISTE SWITCH.

PRICES GREATLY REDUCED.
WRITE YOUR JOBBER FOR REVISED

FIGURES.

THE BRYANT ELECTRIC CO..

eRIDQEPORT, CONN, CHICAGO. ILL.

A VALUABLE NEW WORK.

ELECTRICIANS' HANDY=BOOK
OF USEFUL INFORMATION.

Edited by A. E. WATSON. A. M., Teacher of Electricity, Brown University,
Providence, R. I.

Compiled by E. T. BUBI£It, 2d.
ILLUSTRATED.

A Compilation from the worlcs of Sylvanua P. Thompson, Kapp, Allsop, Munroe and Jamieson,
Watson. Bottone. Bonney, Watt, Poole, Trevert, tiaslcins,

norrow and Reid, and others.
This book gives a large number of receipts for makiog Battery Fluids, Battery Pastes, Insulating

Materials and Varnishes, Eleetro-PIatine Solutions, etc. Tells how to make Electric Batteries,
Bells, Telephone. Motors, Dynamos, Induction Coils, Influence and Static Machines, etc. Gives
formuUe for winding Dynamos, Motors, Armatures, Field Magnets. Transformers. Contains many
Rules, Tables, Data, etc. In fact it is almost a complete cyclopiiedia of Electricity. It is neatly
bound and of a convenient size to be carried in the pocket for handy reference.

History.
T heory.
Measurements. (Electric and Magnetic.)
Electric Batteries.
Electro-chemistry and Metallurgy.
The Telegraph and Teleplione.
Dynamos and vroto''s.

Management of Djnamos and Motors.

Electric Lighting.
Transformers.
Wiring for Electric Power.
Wiring for Bell Fitting and Gas Lighting
Electric Railways.
Miscellaneous.
Useful Tables.
Logarithms.

Contains over four hundred and fifty pages and many illustrations.

PRICE, CLOTH, ONLY $2.50; POSTPAID.

Storage BatterieSi
NON-INFRINGINQ. DURABLE. LIGHT.

The Ohio Storage Battery Company,
Office and Factory removort to
73 riiamplain Street, CLEVELAXn. OHIO.

Garlock Waterproof Hydraulic Packing
EXCELS ALL

FOR COLD WATER ONLY.
GARLOCK EXTRA, ELASTIC RING, SECTIONAL, SPIRAL,

HIGH PRESSURE, AND DUO PACKINGS ARE STANDARD.

OUR GUARANTEE.—We pack satisfactorily agaiDst all pressures
and temperatures of Steam, Water, Ammonia, etc., or no pay.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

THE GARLOCK PACKING COMPANY,
Palmyra, N. Y. New York. Philadelphia, Chicago. Rome, Ga.

Boston. Pittsburgh. Cleveland. St. Louis. Denver.

ELECTRIC HEATERS ^^'^""^°*"Sin°muw expense.

Portable Heater for residences and offices, size 23 inches long, li /a inches
liigh, 5 inches wide. Weight 30 pounds.

Highest Efficiency, Simplicity. Durability. Production Guaranteed,
Our Street Car Heaters lead all competitors.

Send for new illustrated circular.

Heating coils renewed like incandescent lamps. Constructed for any voltage. Work on direct
or alternating current. Consumes 6. 8 amperes on no volt current, i. 5 on goo volt current.

THE GLOBE ELECTRIC HEATING CO., ^^^tV.^t,"^*" Philadelphia, Pa.

Ui^£m£ii Lootaa
This outfit contains five sizes of rrsE I

T^ iRE.each on aseparate spool: also a good as- I
sortment of FrsE links. The advantages of I
this outfit for the use of all line men and IKEPAiR MEN, will be seen at once, as all IBREAKAGE of fuse links and ABRASION of fuse I
wire is prevented. A full assortment may be fcarried, weighing no more than one ordinary I

spool of fuse wire. We carrv in stock fuse I

wire on spools toflt the ahove kit at ordinary I

prices of Fuse Wire, ^nrnple Fuse Kit by mail I
complete with Hve sizes of fuse wire and an Iassortment of links, net, $1.00. Carried
stock by the trade.

/i-v^ lAHC sn
w CHfCAQO
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IT'S HARD TO GET AWAY FROM OKONITE.

Central Electric Company,
(I887-I897.)

GEO. A, McKINLOCK, Prest.
CHARLES E. BROWN, Secy.

S. R. FRAZIER, Trcas. 173-175 Adams Street^ Chicago*
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THE GARVIN MACHINE CO.,

Spring and Varick Streets, New York.

51 N. 7th STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

Manufacturers of and Dealers In

METAL WORKING MACHINERY
OF ALL KINDS.

Universal and Plain Milling Machines, Screw Machines, Drill

Presses, Hand and Eng-ine Lathes, Turret Lathes, Planers,
Shapers, Gear Cutters, Grinders, Tapping flachines, Etc.

Send for our Illustrated Catalogue and List of

New aad Second-baud Machinery for

Immediate Delivery.

Complete plants equipped for making-

ELECTRICAL GOODS AND MACHINERY,

Bicycles, Firearms, Etc. No. < I Milling Macblne.
For Small Work.

Switch and Box Complete

For Iron Armored
Condnit for

Hart Flush Switches
,

Single or Gang Switches.

'Indicating,"
^ "Porcelain Clad"

Flush S^vitches.

THEHART&HEGEMAN MFG. CO., HARTFORD, CONN.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
AccnmnIators.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Ohio Storage Battery Co.

WiUard El. & Battery Co.

Annnnciators .

Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Reliable Elec. Supply Co.

Arc Ijamps.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

DlehlMfg Co.
Electric Arc Light Co.

Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.

\
' Manhattan Gen'l Cons. Co.

i Peoples Electric Co,
Puritan Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Arc liieht Cord.
Central Electric Co.

Samson Cordage Wks-

Batteries and Jars.
Burnley Batt. & Mfg. Co.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co,

Electric Applianoe Co.

Elec. Gas Lighting Co.
Gordon-Burnham Battery Co
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Muir&Son, Thos.
Nungesser El Battery Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.

Roth Bros. & Co.

BeUs.
Central Electric Co.

Commercial El. Supply Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Ohio Electric Works.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.

Partrick & Carter Co.

Beltinff.
Jewell Belting Co.

Main Belting Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Shultx Belting Co.

Boilers.
Clonbrook Steam Boiler Co.

Books. Electrical.
Electrician PubllBhlng Co.

Brnshes.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

' Crown Woven Wire itrush

Co.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.

Bnrslai* Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Electric Applianoe Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Cables (See Insulated Wires.)
Cables, Electric (See Insu-
lated Wires ) , Copper,
Sheet and Bar.
American Eleo, Works.
Briiey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
General Electric Co.
Moore. Alfred P.
New York Ina. Wire Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Carbons,Polnts& Plates.
Advance Ptg. & Sup. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Gen'l Inc. Arc Light Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.
Reisinger, Hugo.

Cars.
Brill Co.. J. G.

Compound.
Boiler Expurgator Co.
Central Electric Co.
California Asphalt Co.
Commercial ^. Supply Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Mass. Cbemical Co.
McLennan & Co., K.
Okonite Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.

Conduit and Conduits.
Armorite interior Cond. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Muir & yon, Thos.

Construction A: Repairs.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Elliott, W. H. Elec. CO.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Hodge. Walsh A, Loring.
McFell Electric Co.
McRae, A. L.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Thordarson, C. H.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.

Contractors and Electric
JLis:lit Plants.
Ahlm- Edwards El. Co.
Arnold El. Pr. Station Co.
Bain, Foree.
Card Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
McRae, A. L.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Roth Bros. &Co.
Triumph Electric Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse Elec & Mfg Co.

Copper.
Besly&Co.. Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Mansfield Temp. Copper Co.
Mitchell Temp. Copper Co.

Copper IVires.
American Electrical Works.
Besly&Co., Chas H.
Brliey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Cordage.
Central Electric Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Correspondence ^^cliools*
Int. Correspond. Schools.

Crookes' Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Edison Lamp Dept.

Cross-Arms, Pins and
Brackets.
Brady, T. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Farr Tel. A Cons. Sup. Co.
Point Marion Mfg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.

Cut-Outs and Snitches.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Elec. Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
PaisteCo., H. T.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg.Co.

Bynamos.
Ahlm-EdwardB El. Co.
American Engine Co.

Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Evans Electric Co.
Fc. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Muir & Son, Thos.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Triumph Electric Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
'•Vagner Elec Mfg. Co.
Warner, Wm. F.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. i& Mfg. Co.
Wright, Wm.

Economizers, Fuel.
Fuel Economizer Co.

Electric Heat's App's.
Central Electric Co.
Globe Electric Heating Co.
Johns, H. W.. Mfg. Co.

Electric 11eters.
American El. Meter Co.
Zamel Arc Light Meter Co.

Electric Railways.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and mechani-
cal Eng^ineers.
Bain, Foree.
McRae, A. L.
Pratt. Chas. A.

Electrical Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson EL Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Keystone El. Instrument Co.
Palste Co.. H. T.
Queen & Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Electrical Specialties.
Carlisle & Finch Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Paiste Co., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Splitdorf, C. F.
Thordarson, 0. H.
Vought, M. I.

Electro-Plating niach'y.
Besly&Co., Chas. H.
Evans Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.

Engines, Gas.
Foos Gas Engine Co.
Otto Gas Engine Wks.
Prouty Co.,The.
Van Home, Burger & Co.

Engines, Steam.
American Engine Co.
Ball Engine Ca

Fan Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Farr Tel. & Cons. Sup. Co.
General Electric Co.
Roth Bros A Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Feed Water Heaters.
Davis & Son, I. B.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Diamond State Fibre Co,
Kartavert Mfg. Co.

Files.
Harnett Co., G. & H.
Central Electric Co,

Fixtures, El. A Comb'n.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Fuses.
D. &. W. Fuse Co.

Fuse W^ire.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire & Mfg.Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Gaskets.
Johns, H. W., Mfg. Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Gas Lighting, Electric.
uentral Electric Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Besly'& Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.

General Elec. Supplies.
Besly&Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Farr Tel. A Con=. Sup. Co.
General Electric Go.
Hodge. Walsh & Loring.
HiU, W. S Electric Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
PaisteCo., H. T.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.

Globes and Electrical
Glass-ware.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

GoVnors, Water W^heel.
LombardWaterWheel Gv.Co.

Graphite Specialties.
Besly&Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Induction Coils.
Central Electric Co.
Queen & Co.
Splitdorf, C. F.

Insulators and Insulat-
ing Slaterials.
Akron Ins. & Marble Co.
Brixey, W. R.
Bryant Electric Co.
California Asphalt Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Commercial El. Sunnly Co.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Diamond State Fibre Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Empire China Works.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Johns Mfg. Co.. H. W.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co.. The.
Paiste Co., H. T.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.

Insulated W^ires and
Cables—91agnet Wires.
American Electrical Works.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric AppUance Co.
General Electric Co.
Moore, Alfred P.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Lamp Adjusters.
Faries Mfg. Co.
Vought, M. I.

Lamps, Alternating.
J'uritan Electric Co.

Lamps, Incandescent.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Edison Lamp Dept.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co..
Lynn Incandescent Lp. Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Sawyer-ManElec. Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Lightning Arrester».
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Magnet ^Vire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

Slechanieal Machinery.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Garvin Machine Co.. The.
Stllwell-Blerce Smith-Valle

Mica.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Munsell 8i Co., Eugene.

Mining Apparatus, Elec.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

9lotors.
Ahlm-Edwards Elec. Co.
American Engine Co.
Belknap Motor Co.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diehl Mig. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Evans Electric Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Muir & Son, Thos.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Peoples Electric Co.
Roth Bros. &, Co.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Storey Motor & Tool Co.
Triumph Electric Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warner, Wm. F.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
WestlnghouBR El. & Mfg. Co
Williams. J. p.
Wright, Wm.

Packing.
Besly & Co. Chas. H.
Garlock Packing Co.
Johns, H. W., Mfg. Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Paints.
California Asphalt Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Johns, H. W. Mfg. Co.
Mass. Chemical Co.

Phosphor Bronze.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co. Ltd.

Platinum.
Baker & Co.

Poles.
Central Mfg. Co.
LIndsley Bros.
McLean. A. J.
McNaugton Co., J. C.
National Tube Works Co.
Perrizo & Sons.
Point Marion Mfg. Co.
Sterling & Son, W. C.

Porcelain.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Empire China Works.
Peru Elec, Mfg. Co.

Push Buttons.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Refiners.
Swarts Metal Refining Co.

Reflectors.
Muir & Son, Thos.

Regulators.
Belknap Motor Co.

Re-W^inding—Repairs.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Elliott, W. H. Elec. Co.
Hodge, Walsh & Loring.
Thordarson, C. H.

Rheostats.
American Rheostat Co.
Central Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Iron Clad Rheostat Co-
Leonard. Ward, Elec. Co.
Muir & Son, Thos.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co

Second-Hand Machin'y.
Cornman Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Elliott, W. H. Elec. Co.
Hodge, Walsh & Loring.
Wood. Chas. N.
Wright, Wm.

Shades.
Central Electric Co.
Muir &, Son, Thos.

Speaking Tubes.
Central isiectric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Keystone El. Instrument Co.
Queen & Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Steel Pipe.
National Tube Works Co.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Evans Electric Co.
Ohio Storage Battery Co.
WiUard El. & Battery Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical Works.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
New York Insulated Wire Co
Okonite Co., The.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Washjiurn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Telephones, Telephone
Material and Switch-
boards.
American El. Telephone Co.
Central Electric Co.
Climax Novelty Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Farr Tel. & Cons. Sup. Co.
Kokomo Tel. & El. Mfg. Co.
Kusel, A., Tel. Mfg. Co.
Lockwood T. A T. Co. ofAm
McFell Electric Co.
Mo. Tel. Mfg. Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Rawson Electric Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Snyder, W. M.
Splitdorf. C. B-.

Standard Tel. & El. Co.
Stromberg-Carlson Tl.M.Co.
TaberA Mayer.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western TeL Cons. Oo.

Toys, Electrical.
Carlisle A Frnch Co.

Transformers.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.
Diamond Elec. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporatlo*»
General Electric Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Oo.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Oo.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Central Electric Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Trucks, Electric Car.
Brill Co , J. G.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Turbine W^heels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Leffel & Co., Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.
Smith Co., S. Morgan.
StilweU-Blerce Smith-Vaile.

W^ater IVheels.
Am. Impulse Wheel Co.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Leffel A Co., Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
Stllwell-Blerce Smith-Valle

W^ire, Bare.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co,
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Underground C. Co
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

IViring Tubes.
Akron Ins. A Marble Co.

X.Bay Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Edison Lamp Dept.
Queen ft Co.
Splitdorf, O. F.

A.lf>Kabo-fcioal Indttsc e-f ^Vdvor-fcis^mon-fcs ^^o l^aarA til.
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DIEHL ELECTRIC FANS.
andCeiling Fans

Exhaust Wheels
Woiincl for Any Current,

Except Alternating.

Our Exhaust Wheel

Combinations

Are the most compact and
ef0cient made.

Write for catalogue and
prices.

Propeller or

Desk Fans
Wonnd for 110, 220 or in series on 500 volts.

Also for Primary or Secondary Battery Circuits.

Highest

Efficiency

Unbroken Magnetic Cir-
cuit, Self-Aligning Bronze
Bearings. Finest Insulation
Throughout. Four-Speed
Regulator.

SHOW ROOMS: New York, 561-563 Broadway; Chicago, 192-194 Van Buren St,; Boston, 128-132 Essex St.

DIEHL MANUFACTURING COM^LL^/flHriT-
Agents for Canada: Canadian General Electric Co., Toronto, Ontario.

BELT
DRIVEN

DIRECT
DRIVEN

-mm|HEV^K|;[L™
M^5FIELD,DHmU.5./l.

THE BEST ANSWER TO A QUESTION
On Wiring, can be found in the New Book,

"WIRING TABLES,"
"How They are Matie and How to Use Them."

BY THOS. C. CRIER.
IVheneTer yon are asked a question on Wiring, refer the

questioner to this book, and he tvill find -what he desires.

THE BOOK CONTAINS: The Law of Eesistance, Electromotive Force and Current
Fully p:xplaine(l. How to Calculate the Size of Wires. The Different Methods of Wiring, with
Diagrams. How to Apply tlie simple Formula, in Calculating the Size of Wires Under all Condi-
tions, Diagrams for Wiring 3 Point, 4 Point, Head Light and Heat Regulating Switches.

37 TAB1.es ok WIRiaJG AND VAI.irABL,E DATA.
Ohm's la\r is described in such plain and simple language

that one cannot fail to clearly understand it.

Bound in Cloth, 80 Pages, Size 5x7^ in. Sent, prepaid, on receipt of price, $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.. ''°BS„r CHICAGO.

INDIANAPOLIS LOUISVILLE

Westinghouse Polnphase Apparatus Supreme.
Generators, Motors, Transformers, for Two-Phase, Three-Phase and C. P. iScott

Two-Phase Three-Phase System of Alternating- Current Power Transmission.

26,000 H. P. IN OIL-IIMSULATED TRANSFORMERS CONSTRUCTED.
Potentials from 5,000 to 50,000 Tolts. All Apparatus Necessary for 100 HUle Transmission.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING CO.
Rl

New York, 120 Broadway. Chicago, N. Y. Life BIdg.
Boston, Exchange BIdg. Philadelphia. Qirard Bld^
Buffalo, N. Y., 8 Erie Co. Bank BIdg Pittsburg, Westinghouse BIdg.
Charlotte, N. C, 36-38 College St. St. Louis, American Central BIdg.

San Francisco, Mills BIdg.
Syracuse, N. Y., Bastable BIdg.
Taroma. 'Wash-. 102 S. loth St.
Atlanta, Qa., Equitable BIdg.

Westinghouse Electric Co., Ltd.,
31 Victoria St., London, S. W., England.

For Canada address
Aheam & Soper, Ottawa, Ont.
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You can readily understand how
it is that we are often at a loss as to

what particular line of electrical

goods we ought to advertise—we
have such a large and varied stock

of standard goods as well as a con-

stantly increasing list of novelties.

But as you buy your supplies this

iPall do not forget our location (St.

Louis) and remember we're always

hard at work "rolling the ball" of

"large sales at small profits."

Yours,
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TRADE MARK

;

'©fjlon'tif accumulator'
REGISTERED SEPTEMBER 11, I1

Chloride Accumulators
Of any desired capacity for

Central Stations, Trolley Regulation, Isolated Lighting

and Power Plants; for Telegraph, Telephone and Fire

Alarm Service, Etc.

The Electric Storage Battery Co.,
Drexel Building, Philadelphia, Pa. Catalogues.

BRANCH OFFICES

THE CHLORIDE ACCUMULATOR.
TYPE D-5.

20-22 Broad St.. New York. 22 Market St.. San Francisco. Cal.
60 State St.. Boston, Mass. 1513 Marquette Building, Chicago, 111.

Primary Batteries tor Every Purpose.
Our Closed Circuit Batteries are by far the most economical for the production of constant curreut.

r^.
THE " Ti

. DRY , .

I^attery; 4

THE

HIIIICESSER

?0«T*B(.f

CLOJEO CIBCUiT

.;t; B»TTEn
v.. ' =-•- :-''^

««NUF«CTUBEO BV

''"»' Httrmc hittiri'm.
T«E KUKOESSER

ELECTRIC BATTEUr CO

^^^^i^^ tl-EVELAIID.OHlo

NUNQesSER
WltlBlOE OF SIIIEI

BATTERY.

^*wo Elfrtifi Bitttij fc

We combine all the desirable features of the most expensive batteries at one-half the cost. We positively guarantee them free

from local action or deterioration while on open circuit. They have the highest E. M. F. and largest constant current discharge yet
obtainable on closed circuit work. B.ftreme changes in temperature, 30° below zero, have no effect upon them.

They are the most compact and longest life batteries of this class, and are e.xtensively used for Gas and Gasoline Engine Ignition,

Railway Signals, Police and Fire Alarms, Etc.

Our specialties are 300 ampere-hour sealed screw-top hard-rubber cells for Motor Wagons, and 600 ampere-hour batteries for Fan
Motors. Write for prices, etc.

Dry Batteries three years in advance. We have made the greatest progress in the perfection of Dry Batteries. We lead,

others follow.

Our batteries possess the highest degree of perfection, combined with valuable new features. A comparative test will convince
the most skeptical that we manufacture the most powerful and longest life Dry Batteries yet produced. Their recuperative power
is unequaled, and when reduced by long service can be recharged from any direct current, a storage feature not possessed by any
other dry battery. Our 1900 Dry Battery is fully three years in advance of any battery of this class. Absolutely no local action when
on open circuit.

Chloride of Silver Batteries. The advantages we claim for them are: Compactness, Efficiency, Constancy and Durability. They
i;e put up in hard rubber cells and perfectly sealed, and are especially adapted for electrical measuring and testing, and are largely used on all forms of portable

gas and gasoline engines, and all other service where a constant and uniform current is desirable. Contain a constant E. M. F. of 1.10 volt and a current of from
Ito 3 amperes.

*""K«t.ia

The Nungesser Electric Battery Co.,

Mannfacturers of Dry Batteries, Closed Circuit Batteries

and Cliloride of Silver Batteries,

18 HIGH ST., CLEVELAND, OHIO.

unMUMUL-
IIM<

Monadnock Building, Chicago.

QUALITY
UNEQUALED

FACTQRY
PRQDUCTIQN
TRIPLED.

;iM-r i-AiviPS.
THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

FIVE
GOOD
BOOKS.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.

Electrician PuBLiSHma Co.,
Suite 510 Marquette Building,

CHtCAGO, ILL.

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.
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We would not have believed your usually upright

Western Electrician would have published it, or a manu-
facturing company in the same line as ourselves used it

for advertising purposes. We are, however, always glad

to see our friends' faces in print, even though duplicated

in your case; once legitimate and once unauthorized. We
also heartily coincide with the "Advertiser's" statement:
"All our customers are satisfied," if the faces represented

are the ones referred to. When they place a wire order,

it is given at one of our offices, and filled from Providence,

and they cannot help being "satisfied." If the advertiser

has any more customers they wish to add to the same
list, we will be only too happy to welcome them.

19th ANNUAL CLAMBAKE

AMERICAN
ELECTRICAL WORKS,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

NEW YORK. CHICAGO. MONTREAL.
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Euaaira F. Phujjps, Prest. F. N. Fhiixifb, Treat. W. H. Sawtkb, Secy.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
FROTIDEnrCE, K. 1.

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

New Yoek Store, P. C. Ackerman. 10 Cortlaudt St.

Chicago Store, F. E. Donolioe. 241 Madison St.

Montreal Branch, Eugene F. Phillips' Electrical "Works.

THE CLARK WIRE.
FOR

SWITCHBOARD,

RAILWAY

and MOTOR USE.

CLARK WIRE'

All sizes of

Stranded and Flex*

Ible Wire and
Cables with

~ Clark's Insulation.

Inspector Boston Fire Underwriters* Union says:

"A thoroaglily reliable and desirable wire in every respect."

The Clark wire has been before the public and in use for the past ten years,

and has met with universal favor. We guarantee our insulation wherever used.

Aerial, Underground or Submarine, and our net prices are as low, if not lower,

than any other first-class insulated wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues,

with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY.
HENEY A. CLARK, Treas. and Gen'l Manager.

HERBERT H. EUSTIS. Pres. and Electrician.

61-63 Hampshire Street,

THE WIIiL..AJCD

STORAGE
BATTERY,

NON-INFRINGING.
PROTECTION GUARANTEED.

The Wlllard Electric & Battery Co.,

CIiETELAKD, OHIO.

..J^!^ FOR ALL OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.
Points of Superiority Over All

Other Types.

In successful use for ten years.
Standard hieh. Prices low. Send
for df'scrlptive circular and testi-

monials.

The Burnley Battery & Mfg. Co.,

PAINESVILLE, OHIO.

The 4 Leading Electric Novelties. Ve^i^ifhi^^^?.i

}r^m

J^ecktie Light. Dollar Motor. 3>3 JJecktie Light.

OHIO ELECTRIC WORKS, CLEVELAND, O. Bicycle Light.

Agents wanted. Headquarters for Electric Novelties. Catalogue free. Ij^^Our $6 Fan Motor
with 4 Batteries equals any $30 Outfit.

Fort Wayne Electric Corporation,
FORT WAYNE, IND.

Apparatus for

Arc, DIrec-t Curreri't and A.i'terna-t-

ins Incandesceni: ^•gl^'tins anci

J. G. BRILL COMPANY, PHILADELPHIA,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Electric Cars

and Tracks,

Solid Forged

Frame Tracks,

Tracks for

4-Wlieel Cars.

PIVOTAL TRUCKS FOR STEAM AND ELECTRIC SERVICE.

The PERFECT TRUCK, our "No. 27," is safer, easier on rails, easier lor passengers Rnd
Imparts less motion to tiie car body than any trucic ever made.

WE CAN SUBSTANTIATE OUR CLAIMS.

OF INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,
By Hehbert Laws Webb.

A New Book—Just What You Need.

A Practical Guide to the Testing of Electric Light, Electrie

Railway, Telephone and Telegraph V/ires.

PBICE, POSTAGE PREPAID, $1.00.

SEXD IN TOITB ORDER NOW.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHINC COMPANY,
Suite 510 Marquette Building, CHICAGO.

MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP:
With legal and editorial opinions, tables and cost of lights as fnrnished by private companies and municipal plants.OY IVI. J. F-RA.IMCISO^.
Fourth edition, revised. lOO pages. PRICE 50c. Fnll of valuable information for everyone interested in the subject.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 MARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

"AMERICAN"ar
ARE THE BEST. - Serii lor Descriptive Circular.

Absolutely Non-Infringing.
Protection Cuaranteeo.

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
ESTo 18B9. 38 W. Quincy St., Ciilcago, III.

The Electrician Publishing

Co., Suite 510 Marquette

Building, Chicago. Headquar-

ters for all latest Electrical

Books. Write for Catalogue.

EVERYTHIN6 IN WIRE.
BARE AND INSULATED.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF THE "CHICAGO" RAIL BOND.

WASHBURN ^ lyiOEIM MFC. CO.,
'NA/^ORCESTER, VIA.SS.

BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES: New Yorl(. CIticago, San Francisco, Houston, Philadelplila.
PitKburg, Boston.

WEATHERPROOF WIRE.
COMPLETE STOCK CARRIED BY

Western Electric Co., New York.

Electric Appliance Co., Chicago,

Pettingell Andrews Co., Boston.

Electrical Engineering Co., Minneapolis.

St, Loais Electrical Sapply Co,, St, Loais,

Tlie Bradford Belting Co,, Cincinnati.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.,

Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET, R. I.
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WANTED,
In a New York factory, nxiitripiu'eil younc man
to assemble teloplioDe s«ililil>":uas; also a man
who tlioroiii,'lily understaiiflK ti'lephone and
swltclilioard circuits and testlne. State (luallll-

catlons and wages. Address care li. S., Western
Klectrlclan.

^A/A.IM'T-E:D.
ARMATURES TO REWIND.
winders direct from T.-H. and Westlnchouse
shops. Work Kuaranteed. Ten years' experience.
Light plants Installed complete. Send for prices.

HODCE, WALSH & LORINC,
631 Delaware, KANSAS CITY, MO.

FOR SALE.
1,000 small spring motors, quantity of clock
movements, gears and springs.

.T. R. KOBINSON,
105 S. Canal St.. Chicaso.

Second hand Arc Lamps of different manu-
facture; good as new and thoroughly tested:

also. Arc and Incandescent Dynamos and other
electrical apparatus.
Always in ihe market for scrap Dynamos,

Motors, Wire. Copper, burned out Incandes-
cent Lamps and Lamp bases, etc. Address THE
CORXniAX COMrAaiY,ll34 Hamilton St.,

Cleveland. Ohln.

BARGAINS!
SEND FOR THE LATEST

ELECTRICAL BULLETIN.
The Largest and Best Lot of Bargains in

Electrical Merchandise Ever
Offered.

The Electrical Exchange,
166-1 74 S. CLINTON ST., CHICAGO.

Long Distance Telephone Express 744.

FOR SALE.
The following generators in good order

and condition, complete witli station in-

struments, are oflered for sale at rea-
sonable prices:

One T.-H. M. P. 100, 135 H. P.

One Edison 100 K. W., 135 H. P.

Four D 62's 80 H. P.

Two Edison 60 K. W.. 80 H. P.

Three T.-H. IW. P. 500's, 600 H. P.

Twenty-five 10-ft. closed oars. Brill

and Jones make, complete with trucks
and 2,^ H. P. motors.

CHARLES N, WOOD, 31 State St., Boston.

Complete Electrical Installations

BOUGHT, SOLD AND APPRAISED.

GENERAL WESTERN AGENT FOR
E. Q. Bernard Co.'s High Qrade

Multipolar Dynamos and Motors.

WM. WRIGHT, 939 Monadnock BIk., Chicago.

Stilwell's Patent smpL Water Purifier.
Removes all Impurities.

ENTIRELY PREVENTS SCALE IN STEAM

BOILERS. Catalogue on Application.

Tlie Stilwell-Bierce & Smitli-Vaile Co.^

DAYTON, OHIO.
Rlsdon Iron A liocomotive Works, San Francisco, Gal., Facillc Coast Ai "int.

SWITCHBOARDS.
For sale, four loo drop switchboards, cheap.

In first-class condition. For particulars address

LOGANSPORT MUTUAL TELEPHONE CO,,

LOGANSPORT. IND.

Second=Haad Engines.
for sale cheap by The American Engine Co.,

builders of the Anierlcan-Eall Engines and Elec-

trical Machinery, Bound Brook, N. J.

7//£ Wv H. £ LLIOTT 5LECTRIC. Co.,

CLfVfL/liVD-O

ST.CLAIR HOTEL
AMERICAN PLAN,

Sixth, Mound and Kenyon Streets,

CINCINNATI, O.

All modern conveniences; rooms en suite:
private baths; excellent cuisme. For transient
and resident guests. Coolest and cleanest place
In tile city. Atmosphere of home.

LEWIS KENNEDY & SON.

A lot of Second-Hand Boilers, Engines, Pumps, Series Arc Dy-
namos, Direct and Alternating Current Generators.

IIVTKSIDIIVQ PURGHASEBS Wllil. SAVE MOSIE'r B*^ SBWDINCi TO I7S FOB FBICES.

139 A.DA.IN/IS CHICAGO.

75 Amp Cell. SbowlDg 2 Cells.

Storage

Batteries.
30 Ampere Cell. $1.50
50 Ampere Cell, 2.25

75 Ampere Cell, 3.25
150 Ampere Cell, 5.50

Evans Electric Co.,
B.6I N. Ashland Ave.,

CHICAGO.

Playing Cards.

You can obtain a pacl< of best quality

playing cards by sending fifteen cepts in

postage to P. S. Eustis, Gen'l Pass. Agent,

C, B. & Q. R. R., Chicago, 111.

THE BELL,
STYLE "F"

3 TO 15 INCHES.
A.SK F-OR IT.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

HUEBEL & MANGER,
MANUFACTURERS,

290 Graham St., Brooklyn. N. Y.

COPPER.*
CORKY-Pfl- ^

Scrap Copper Wire Wanted.
If you have any Old Copper Wire of any description to

dispose of, it will pay you to communicate with us, as we are
at all times in the market for any (luantity of Scrap Copper
Wire, at the highest market values. We pay casli and send
prompt returns. We are also supplying the electrical trade
with our high grade Babbitt. Cotton Waste, Solder, Etc.
Please communicate with us.

SWARTS METAL REFINING COMPANY,
ao ai. Uesplalnes Street, CUICAUO, IL.Ii.

Two Balls" Adjustable Hanger.

M.I.Vought,'

Automatic. Perfection.

ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES, l-A OROSS

CROSBY & BELL'S ELECTRIC RAILWAY,
JUST OUT. PBICB sa.SO. SEND FOB IT.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 5IO Marquette Building, CHICAGO.

DYNAMO BUltblNG,
With detail draivings and instrnctions for winding.
Oiving correct sizes of wire, dimensions of iron, etc.
Also diagram for Iionse wiring

BY I-. C. A.-^^A/^OOD.
Profusely illustrated. Size of page, 10x.S inches. Price, S3.

"This work is gotten up especially for amateur builders and non-professional

men. All measurements and instructions for winding are taken from machines
in actual service. Particular attention has been given to every detail of construc-

tion, that they may be thoroughly understood. This work will be of great value,

not only to those who wish to build dynamos, but to superintendents, engineers

and workmen who have the care of established systems."

—

Prom Preface.

Pronounced to be a practical ajvd cobipIjETE work.
Sent postpaid on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING
SUITE 510 MARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

CO.,
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Victor Turbine Water Wlieel.
Cylinder or Register Gate— Close Regulation and High Efficiency

at Full and Partial Gate.

The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CELEBRATEn -WATER
WaEEI. as particularly adapted to their use, on account of its remarkably stead;' motion,
iilgb speed aud great emclency aud large capacity for its diameter, being doable
the pomfer of most wheels ol the same diameter. It is used by a number of the leading electric cora-

panies with great satisfaction. In the economical use ol water it is without an equal, prodrcing the

highest per cent of useiul effect guaranteed.

SEPJD FOR CATALOGUE AND PARTICULARS.
The accompanying engraving represents a single 10-inch Victor Turbine on horizontal shall t»

develop 36 H. p! under 38 feet head. Arranged with 12-inch Worrell Friction Coupling at one end to

disconnect pulley.
. , . i_.iii.ri

We are now prepared to furnish Victor Turbines, cither single or in pairs, on horizontal shalts,

and where the situation admits of their use we recommend them.

THE S^ILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO., DAYTON, OHIO.
RJTdoD. Iron & Locomotive Works, San Francisco, Cal . Pacific Coast Agents

The Standard Open Circuit Batteries

of the World.

SEND FOB CIECULAK AND PRICES.

THE LECLANCHfe BATTERY CO.,

Ill to 117 East 131st St.. N. Y.

WHITE CEDAR POLES
And STREET CAR TIES.

Wholesale Producers.

CEDilS
LiNDSLEY Bros.,

MENOMINEE, MICH.,

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS. POLES

CEDAR
Telegraph, Telephone,

Railway and Electric liight

A.. J. IVIcs^EitKIM, IVIonominee, IVI i

POLES

MAKING KNIFE-SWITCHES OUR SPECIALTY

K

Write for full particulars, etc.

Two new styles of Baby

NIFE-SMITCHES
Low Prices—that's wealth to you.

H. T. PAISTE CO.
CHICAGO PHILADELPHIA

Cedar Railway, Telephone,
Telegraph and Electric liight

F»OL.ES.
Pine painted cross arms and Oak pins. Get

our prices for deliTery at any destination. Six
sorting yards, our Monroe yard being most
Southern and Eastern in Michigan. Our card:
Al poles and good despatch.

W, G. Sterling & Son,
MONROE, MICH.

TROLLEY TIES AND POLES!
J. C. McNAUGHTON CO., 303 BOURSE BLDG., PHILADELPHIA, PA

TMiieimis.
National Tube Works Company.

Boston, 70 Federal St. I Chicago, corner Clinton and Pulton Streets,
New York, Havemeyer Building, Cortlandt St. St. Louis, <>38 North Second Street.
Pittsburg, Fidelity Building, Fourth Ave. I Works. McKeesport, Pa.

THE FIFTH EDITION JUST OUT.
(Edition of 5,000 copies.)

EnlargrecJ. ^^^I^ed

.

«-l|3--to-cla-te.

"Standard Wiring" for Electric Light and Power.
By H. C. CUSHING, Jr.. riember A. 1. E. E.

Electrical Inspector Fire Underwriters' Tariff Association of New York.

ABOPTED BY THE FIRE 1JIVI>£RWBIT£Bt$ OF THE rSilTEI) STATES.
It contains every table, formula and rule for all systems of outside and Inside wiring, together

with thirty illustrations of the newest and safest metliods for the installation of Pole Lines, Dyna-
mos, Motors, Switchboards, Transformers, etc., etc., as required by the insurance inspector.

RUSSIAN I.EATHER COVER, POCKET SIZE, Sl.OO.
Serit postpaid to any address upon, receipt ofprice by

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 Marquette BIdg., Chicago.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
Although lar

FOUND

Contains more news for the busy

reader than can be found in any

other journal devoted to electricity. Although large claims of superiority have been made

by our contemporaries^ it has been rAIIMIl that the Western Electrician is far

above the other papers in the matter | UUIIU of news, as is evidenced by the follow-

ing testimonial: ^^Although I have taken every electrical journal, there is none I like so well as

the Westem Electrician/' This is the reason the Western Elec-

trician has so large a circulation, even if it was not found at the MRTI PUE,

DON'T READ
The WESTERN ELECTRICIAIf unless you want

to be made fully aware of what is going on in the

electrical field
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WESTERN TELEPHONE

-^^CONSTRUCTION CO.,
260 S. Clinton Street, CHICAGO,

. . LARGEST MANUFA0TUKER8 OF . ,

Telephones and Appliances,
EXCLUSIVELY. IN THE UNITED STATES.

American Electric

Telephone Co.,

The Largest Manufacturers
-OF-

TelepKiones #S ^A/^ i -tc hi k>oa rds
IN THE UBTITED STATES.

An Goods Strictly High Grade.
325 exchanges, aggregating 60,000 telephones, in

use. Three years service. Write for our 1897
catalogue showing new types and prices.

American Elec. Telephone Co.,

171 and 1 73 8. Canal Street, CHICAGO.

STANDARD

mm
111. c ve vy f>l I n vvv v»<bf(&

The Volo Microplione.
This 'Phone Talks

Louder, Plainer

AND EASIER
Than Any Other.

This instrument is ttie Best Talker made.
It positively Caanot Pack or get out of

order and is reliable in every way.

WM. M. SNYDER, 216 Mill St., Germantown, Pa.

Agents "Waiited in IVestern Cities.

We have jus* Issned a NEW cata-
lo^e of electrical books containing 100
fiages, listing every yrork on electrlc-
ty. A copy will becheerfullymailed
On receipt of a two-cent Btamp.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

5X0 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

THE TELaRPHONE HAND-BOOK
146

BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB.

Member of the American Institute of J!;lect7-ical Engineers, and of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, London. Author of*'A FraMcal Guide to the Testing of
Insulated Wires and Gables." Joint Author of '*Electricity in Daily Life."

*ases, 138 lllus-trs i-tions, Clo-th, Mand-I
EXTRACT FROM PREFACE.

»rice $I.OO.
"This little book has DO pretension to 1)6 considered a complete treatise on telephony as it exists In America. Tile time for such a worlc is not yet come. But It Is felt that there Is a demand

for a practical book on telephone working and management, and tlie TELEPHONE HAND BOOK is an attempt at meeting that demand. With the exception of a few chapters dealing with
certam forms of transmitters and receiveis used in Europe, wliich are given for the infot.'mation of those who may wish to engage in the manufacture of telephones, the book is based entirely on
standard American practice; and most of the material, apparatus and methods described are peculiar to or have originated in this country."

'Jo pains have been spared to make it the bP3t book of its kind. It is right up to date, intensely practical, and so plain and clear In Its language that anyone can understand and learn from It

svei-ytbmg regarding telephone work and management. It conforms in size and style to our other Kind-Books which have been so favorably received by the entire electrical fraternity.

CHAPTER 1.

2.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Ilo

-CONTENTS.
The Invention of the Telephone.
Sound Waves. Articulate Speech.
Electric Telephony. The Bell Telephone.
The Microphone.
Current Induction. Electromagnetic In-

duction.
The Induction Coil: Its Use in the Tele-

phone Transmitter.
The Complete Telephone Circuit.
Magnet Telephones.
The Bell Telephone Receiver.
Other forms of Magnet Telephones.
The Gower, Ader and D'Arsonval Recely.

ers, Mercadier's Bl-Telephone.
llie Siemens, Kotyra, Neumayer and

BBttoher Receivers.

CHAPTER 13. Carbon Transmitters.
14. The Blake Transmitter.
15. The Long Distance Transmitter.
16. The Solid-back Transmitter.
17. The Berliner Transmitter.
18. The Cuttriss Transmitter.
19. Various European Transmitters.
20. The Efficiency of Carbon Transmitters.
21. Batteries for Telephone Work.
22. Open Circuit Batteries.
23. Closed Circuit Batteries.
24. The Practical Management of Batteries.
25. Magneto Bell.

26. Automatic Switches.
^0 Telephone Line Construction^

CHAPTER 28. Metallic Circuit,
29. Underground Wires.
30. Liglitning Arresters.
31. Inside Wiring.
32. Installation of Telephone Instruments.
33. Inspection and Maintenance.
34. The Condenser; Its Use in Telephony.
35. Electromagnetic Retardation.
36. Exchange Working.
37. Small Exchanges.
38. Party Lines: The Bridging Bell.

39. Long Distance Telephony.
40. Duplex Telephony.
41. Simultaneous Telegraphy and Telephony

Appendix.

^*,ii»h,>a»BSfor»aiei.y ELEOTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., Suit© 6iO Marquett@ Building, CHICACOc
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The ORATOR
AND

Improved Hunnings
solid back dust transmitters
in Wall, Desk and Cabinet
Styles. They are Conven-
ient, Durable and the best
of talkers.
A trial will convince anyone

of tlieir superiority on either
short or long distance w'ork.
Anyone can make an instru-

ment that will work well at
first, hut to produce one tliat

will continue to meet every
proper deiuand is quite an-
other problem.
The ORATOR will.

MANUFACTURED HY

The RAWSON ELECTRIC CO.,

THE ORATOR ELYRIA, O , U. S. A.

V^TNIS (b HAS BEEN MAKING

ilELEPHONES
F^' Za YEARS, NOT CHEAP BUT
SERVICEABLE AND FULLY CUARJNTEED.

,
• CIRCULARS FURNISHED.

Viaduct EiECTRicC"
BALTIMORE, MP, U.S.A.

m New Kokomo Transmitter,

BARKALOW PATENT.

Issued Nov. 17, 189G.

FINEST TALKER ON EARTH.

Especially for Exchange and
Long-Distance Service.

We manufacture Switcliboards,

all styles of Telephones and every-

thing to equip an exchange.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

Kokomo Telephone &
Electric Mfg. Co.,

KOKOMO, IND..U. S. A.

DON'T THINK
That you can keep posted as to

what is going on in the western

electrical field without reading the

Western Electrician. It is the
electrical newspaper, and if you
are not a subscriber you will find it

to your advantage to become one
at once.

$3.00 per year

;

$1.50 for six months.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 510 Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO

Something Entirely New in Telephones.

OUR IDEALTELEPHONE
Is the latest and most perfect instrument ever invented. It in 8niall.it its powerful, it iw

haixlsoiiie and the mnst oonvenient telephone on the market. You liave not seen

this instrument, but if you are not married to some other manufacturer or given them a mortgage

ou your life, you will investigate our statements.

THE D. A. KUSEL TELEPHONE MFC. COMPANY,
liaa PIXE STKEET, ST. L,OUIt!>, MO.

Xotii'e change <»f adrtreww : ol<l qtiartei'H too Hniall.

SmiTHII^G- TomLY£QU/FAH
up-^To^XiArs

mfPmramm!

SEND FOR LIST OF
ARTICLES ON X-RAV

EXPERIMENTS PUBLISHED IN THE WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, ...S^?.^^^.... CHICAGO.

SWEDISH

TELEPHONES,

miCROPHONES G^UABANTEEB lXI>EFIKITJBIiY,

and are the only ones that can be immersed in ivater

for a month ivithout impairing: efficiency.

McFell Electric Co.,
1549-50 and 1726 Marquette BIdg., Chicago.

DIRECTORY OF PRINCIPAL ELEC

TRICAL AND MECHANICAL

ENGINEERS.

j

Charles A. Pratt,

Consulting Electrical Engineer

! jpowe? transmission and Buodlvlslon toi

"Mtorles. Electric coai, mmine plants
Designs tor special machinery
Plans; specifications, tests, supervision.

1118 Monadnock Bldg.. Chicago.

Force Bain,
Consulting Engineer,

Electricity, Mechanics,

Solicitor of Patents
Expert in patent causes.

Suite 1657-59 nonadnock BIdg.. - Chicago*

THE NEALE AUTOMATIC CALL INDICATOR
And Circuit Closing Attachment.

HAVE YOU HAD A CALL?
^-^^LOOK AT THAT!

Perfect, Reliable. Faultless in
Construction and Artistic in

Appearance. PRICE Si. 50.

.Advantages claimed in this In-
liicator are; AnnouncinK a call
during absence; working indepen-
dent of the lin« circuit; a mechan-
ical action, giving a continuous
ringing bell; saving time and an-
noyance where I here is mo- e than
one teleplione In use ; a ny number
of bells can he applied at exact
cost of bell: an ordinary electric
btU can be used.

All these advantaKcs at one-third the retiular cost Spe-

cial prices on dozea and gross lots to dealers and agenis.

The Climax Novelty Co.,
No. 1 Renshaw Building. PITTSBURG, PA.

DERIVATION OF

Practical Electrical Units.

LIEUT. F. B. BADT and PROF. H. S. CARHART.

PRICE, POSTAGE PREPAID, 75c.

This is a very handsome book of GO

pages, printed on fine heavy paper, with

neat cloth binding. It contains Pou-
TEAiTS and Biographies of Ohm, Watt,

Faraday, Joule, Gauss, Weber, Sir Wil-

liam Siemens, Dr. Werner von Siemens,

Volta, Ampere, Daniell, von Jacobi,

together with a carefully prepared table

of the Practical Electrical Units, with

their relative values.

In no other Single Volume can thisi

Rare Collection of Portraits be Found.

Electrician PnMisliini Company,

510 Marquette Building, - CHICAGO.

We Claim to Make the Best Telephones
And the ONLY absolutely NON-INFRINGING apparatus made in the United

States to-day, AND WE ARE ABLE TO BACK THAT CLAIM.

Full Equipment for Exchanges, Offices, Buildings, TOLL UINES, Mines, Factories, Etc.

GET OUR CATALOGUE AND YOU |

CET OUR TELEPHONES. . . . . I

THE STROMBERG- CARLSON TELEPHONE MFG. CO.
76 W. JACKSON BLVD., CHICAGO, U. S. Ai, STATION U.

READ THE ELECTRICAL PAPER.

IT'S ALL RIGHT.

Webb's Telephone Hand-Book. A book for the
expert as well as the novice- Price $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN
Ia fciu ^-t-^^

PUBLISHING CO.,
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KNOWLEDGE IS POWER.
Everyone engaged in the electrical business should keep posted on the developments in

the art by reading the latest books on the subject. We are headquarters in the

West for electrical books and can fill orders for any work published^ promptly on

receipt of price. We call your special attention to the following standard books:

Allsop, F, C.—Electrical Bell roastruct on; Treatise oa the
t-ouSEructioD of El'-ctric Bells, Indicators, and ainDla'-

ai>paracuB. 177 itlustrationa $1.25

Angell, J.—Elements of Magnetism and Electricity, with
I'racticaL Instruction^ for the Performance of Exp ri-

mt uts, «nd the oonsiructlon of cheap apparatus. Odb
LUQ.iredih thousand. 160 illustrations $1.0^

Atkinson, Philip.—The Elements of Electric Lighting,
f^ivemh edition, fully revised, and new matter added. 104
iiluatiations. 260 pages $1.50

Atkinson, Philip.—Th's Elements of Dynamic Electricity and
MHfjDetism. 406 pages aod 117 illustratiune. Second
editi m $2.00

Ayrton. W, E.—Practical El"ctricity; a Laboratory and
i.e*:Curo Course lor Flrct year htudonts of Electrical
Engineering, based on the Practical Definitions of the
E) metrical Units. With numerous lllUBtraliona. Sixth
edition $2.50

Badt, Lieut. F. B.—Xew Dynamo Tenders' Hand Boot. This
i(4, a:4 iho nmue indicate-', a New Book, much more com-
plete tban the old one. with ail the 1 lEormation, inatruc-
tion-* and rules which are required by practical -TneD,

as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Siationary EnaineerB, 1 nd
owners and operators of all kinds of ! lectrlc Plants. U is

the only book of the kind pub Ished in the English
language. 226 pages, 140 illustrations, flexible cloth
binding, size of type page 633x3 Inches $1.00

Badt, Lieut. F. B.—Incaodegceot Wiring Hand-book. A
timely bnoS containiog full illustrat'ons for incandescent
wiring an I cnmplole Information concerniug mt-thods of
running wires, location of pafety device-j, splices. Insula^
tion, tesiiog for faults, wire gmige-, general electrical

data, cftlculatini; B'Z(?8 of wires, wiling flxiu.-s, elevators,
buildings, ijiolated aad central station piaut.-*. 'Ihe only
book of the kind published. Type page 5!^x3 inches,
flexible clolh binding, 66 pagee, 35 cuta and 5 lablea, 3 of
which are 12x18 inches $1,00

Badt. Lieut. F. B.—Bell HnngTs' Hand-ook. Just the book
for people engaged in sell ng, installing or handling elec-
tric batteries, electric bells, c'.evatora, bouse or hotel
annunciators, burglar or fire alrtrma, cle^ trie gas lighting
apparatus, electric heat apparatus. 106 jag-^s, 07 illustra-

tions, flexible cloth binding. Type puge 53'2XJ inchec.$1.00

Badt, Lieut. F. B.—Electric Transmisaion Uand-book. First
edition, three thousand copies. 97 pages, 22 illustrations,
27 original tables $L00
Gives more Practical information no the subject than

any work published to dale The book cont«ius all ueces-
Fary Information for Power Producers, Ca; llali^ts, Atren'a,
Engineers and Motor Inspectors. Wlili thi-' boolt anybody
may make estimates on the co t of Transmission Plants.

Bedell, Fred'k and Albert C. Crehore.—Alternating Cur-
rents; An Analytical and Grapliical 'Jreaiment for s^tu-

dents and Engineers. Second editlou. 112 illustra-

tions $2.50

Blakesley, T. H.—Papers on Alternating rnrrenta of Elec-
tricity for the use of Studenta and Engineers. Third
edition, enlarged. 12mo, cloth $1.50

Bonney, Q. E.—E'ectro-Plater's Hand Book. A Manual for
Amateurs and Young Students on Electro-Metallurgy. 60
illustrations. 208 pages. 12mo, cloth $1.25

Bottone, S. R.—Electrical Inatrument Making for Amateurs.
A Practic.1l Hand-book, with 48 illustrations. Fourth edi-
tion. Enlarged by a chapter on the- Telephone $0.60

Bottone, 5. R.—The Dynamo, How Made and How Used. A
Book for Amfileure- Eighth edition, with additional mat-
ter and 39 illustrations $1.00

Bottone, 5. R.—Electro-Motora. How Made and How Uaed.
A Handbook for Amateurs and Practical Men. Reduced to

$0 50

Bottone, S. R.—How to Manage the Dynamo. A Hand-book
for Ship Engineers, Electric Light Engineers and Electro-
Platers $0.60

Buckley, W. J.—Electric Lighting Plants, their cost and
operation. 275 pages, many lUuatrationa and diagrams
Cloth $2.00
Paper 1.00

Cox, Frank P.—Continuous Current Dynamoa and Motors.
Ad Elementary Treatise for Students and Engineers,
Illustrated $2. 00

Crocker, F. B., and Wheeler, S. S.—The Practical Manage-
ment of Dynamos and Motors, With a special chapter by
H. A. Foster. Illustrated. Second edition, revised and
enlarged $1.00

Crosby, O. T., and Dr. Louis Bell.—The Electric Railway in
Theory and Practice. A Complete Treatise ou the Lon-
strnction and Operation of Electric Railways, Second edi-
tion, revised and enlarged. 183 illustrHtiona $2.5t

Desmond. Chas.—Electricity for Engineers Fart I. Con-
stant Current A clear and comprehensive treatise on the
prlnciplea, conBtructioa and operation of Dynamoa, Mo-
tora, Limpa Indicator and Measuring Instruments; also a
full explanation of the electrical terms used in the work
Part 11. Alternate Current Apparatus. Containing )
explanation of the principles governing the generation of.

and a description of the instruments and machinery used
in connection with Alte.nate jLl»ctric Currents. II us-
tialed. Revised edition $2 60

Dyer, A.—Induction Coila. How Made and How Uaed. Third
edition, boards $0 . 50

Fleming, J. A.—Short Lectnrei to Electrical Artisans. A
cou'se of Experimental Lectures delivered to a PracticRl
Audience. Fourth edition. 74 illustrations $1.50

Fleming, J. A.—The Alternate Current Transformer In
Theory and Pi actice. Vol. I. Tbe Induction of Electric
Currents, 500 pages, fully illustrated and with copious
index. Second edition $3.00
Synopsis of contents; Chapte'" 1. Introductory. 2. Elec-

( ro-Masnetic Induction . 3. The Theory of Simple Periodic
Currents, i. Mutual and Self Induction. 6. Dynamical
Theory of Current Induction.

Vol. II. The Utilization of Induced Currents, 8vo. cloth.
Linion, 1892 $5.0J

Gore, Q.—The Art of Electro-Metallurgy, including all Known
Processes of Electro Deposition. Fourth edition $2 00

Gordon.—School Electricity. Sources, Currents. Measure-
ment, Teleuraphv, Telephony, Lightning, Electrolysia,
Induction, etc. 262 pages, with 140 illustrations $2.00

Qrier, Thos. G.—Wiring for Motor Circuita. A handy little

pamphlet containing tables for wiring and for motor serv-
ice, arrange! in convenient form for ready reference. $1.00

Ha5kin5,C. H.—The Galvanometer and its Uses. AManualfor
Electricians and Students. Fourth edition, revised ..$1.50

Haskins.— Tranaformera. Their Theory, Construction and
Application Simplified. 38 i lustrations $1.25

Hawkins, C. C. and F. Wallis.—The Dynamo, its Theory,
Design and Manufacture. IJO iUustrationd $3.00

Hering.—Practical Directions for Winding Mngneta and
Dynamos. 12mo. cloth, reprint without additions $1.25

Hopkins, Geo. M. — Experimental Scien-^e. Elementary,
Practical and Experimental Physica, 650 Illustrations $4.00

Hopkinson.—Original Papers on Dyoamo Machinery and
Allied Subjects. Illustrated $1.00

Hopkinson, Dr. John.—Dynamic Electricity; Its Modern Use
and Measurement, chiefly in its Application to Electric
Lighting and Telegraphy $0.50

Hospitaller, E.—Domeatic Electricity for Amateurs, Trans-
luted from the French. With additions by C. .T. Wharton.
With illustrations $2 50

Houston, Prof. E. J.—A Diclionary of Electrical Wor'is,
Terms and Phrases. Third eJitiou, re-writt^tn and greatly
enlarged. Large 8vo. 562 pages, and 570 illustrations

$5.00

Kapp, Gisbert.—Electric Transmission of Energy and its

Transformation, Rubdivison and Dtsttib itlon. A practi-
cal handbook. Tuird ediiioa $3.00

Kapp, Gisbert.—Alternate CurrentMachinery Illustrated.$0.50
[Vol. 96 Vju Nostit.nd'8 Sciejce Series.

J

Kapp, Gisbert.- Alternating Curre" ta of Electricity. Theii
Generation, Measurement, Distribution and Api.llrati<,°'
Authoiiz d American ed. With au iutroduction by Wil'iai
Stanley, Jr. Illustrated $1.00

Kapp, Gisbert.—Dynamoa, Alternatora and Tranalormers.
138 illustrations $4.00

Kempe, H. R.—A Handbook of Electrical Testing. Fifth edi-
tion. 200 illustrationa. 8vo. cloth. London, 1892. .. .$7 25
In this edition there is a considerable amount of new

matter; the old matter haa been thoroughly revised.

Kempe, H. R.-—The Electfical Engineer's Pocket Book.
Modern Rules, tormulaj. Tables and Data. 32mo, lea'her

$1.75

Lockwood,,T. D.—Electricity, Magnetism and Electric Teleg-
raphy. A Practical Guide and Hdudb lok of General
Information for Electrical Students, Operators and In-
spectors, 376 pages, 152 Illustrations $2.50

Lockwood, T. D.—Electrical Measurement and the Galvanom-
eter; its CoustmctiOQ and Use. Second edition... $1.50

Lockwood, T. D. -Practical Information for Telephonists.
12mo, cloth. N. T $100

Meadowcroft, W. H.—The A. B. 0. of Electricity. 36
Illustrations $0.60

Martin, T. C—Inventions, Researches and Writings of N'kola
Tesla. With special reference to his work in polyphase
currente and high potential lighting. 500 pp. 3'l0 Illustra-
tions, second edition $4.00

Martin, T. C. and Wetzler, J.—The Electric Motor aod its
Applications. Third edit.on. With an Appendix on the
Development of the Eiectric Motor since 1888. By Dr L.
Bell. 300 Illuetrations $3.00

Haver, and Davis, M. M.—The Quadruplex. With Chnp era
on the Dyoumo-Eleclric Machine in Relation to the Q-.ad-
ruplex. The Practical Working of the Duplex lele^r j-h

Repe iters and the Wheatstune Automatic Telegraph 63
illustrations $1 5c

McClure, J. B.—Edison and his Inventions, with Full Ex-
plaaationa of the Telephone. Phonograph, Taer-eler.
Electric L'ght and all his Principal Discoverlea, etc. .$1 00

Niaudet, Alfred.—Elementary Treitise on Electric Baiteripa.
Translated irom 1 he French by L. M. FishboCb II us^
trated $^.5q

NoU, Augustus.—How to Wire Buildings. A manual of the
art of interior wiring. Illustrated $1 60

Pope, Franklin Leonard.—Modern Practice of the El^'ctric

Telegraph. A technical Hind-book for Eeclricia- s,

Manager-i andOperat-tra. 185 illastratlona. I4th eulti<>n,

rewritten and enlarged $1 50

Prindle, H. B —A Popular Treatise on the Electric Railway
ofto-day. Fully illustrated $0.25

Russell, Stuart A.—Electric Light Cables and Distribution
of Electricity. 107 illustrations %l.'^5

Salomons, Sir David.—Electric Light Installatinns. Vol. 1.

The Management of Accumulators. A Practical Hand-
book. 7th edition, revised and enlarged. Wiih illus-

trationa. 12 mo, cl. London, 1893 $1.60

Sloane, T. O'Conner.—Electricity Simplified. The Prnctlce
and Theory ot Electricity, inf^ludiug a Popular 1 eview of
the Theory of Electriciiy, with Analogies and Examples
of its Practical Application in every-day life. Illus-

trated $L00

5loane,T. O'Connor.—The Standard Electrical Dictionary.
A Popular Dictionary of Words and Terma uaed in the
practice of Electrical Engineering, 350 illuatrationa.$3.00

Sloane, T. O'Connor.—Electric Toy Making for Amateurs,
including Batteries, Magnets, Motors, Miscellaneoua Toys

$1.00

Sloane, T. O'Connor.—The Arithmetic of Electricity. A
Manual of Electrical Calculations by Arithmetical Methods,
including numerous rulea, examplea and tablea in the field

of practical electrical engineeriag and experimenting.
Third edition, revtaed $1.00

Tesia, Nikola.—Fxperimente with Alternate Currents of High
Potential and High frequency. A lecture delivered before
tbe Inatitutiou of Electrical Engineers, London. With a
portrait and biographical sketch of the Author Illus-

trated $100
Tesla, Nikola.—Lectures on the Electro-Magnet. lUustrated,

tLOO
Thurston, Prof. R. H.—Stationary Steam Engines, especially

adapted to Electric l,.ghtlnii Purpoaea. Treating of the
development of Sieam Engines, the Principles of Con-
struction and E ;ooomy, with description of Moderate and
High Speed Engines. With many folding plates $1.60

Thomson, Prof. Elthu.—What is Electricity? niustrated.$0.25
Thompson, 5ylvanus P.—Dynamo-Electric Machinery. A

Series of Lectures, with an introduction by Franklin L.
Pope. 16mo. Numerous illustrations, fancy boards (Van
Nostrand's Science Series, No. 66) $0.60

Thompson, Sylvanus P.—Polyphase Electric Currents and
Alternate-Ourieat Motora. Mailed to any address Id the
world on receipt of

,
$3.60

Thompson, Sylvanus P.—Recent Progress in Dynamo-Elec-
tric Machines, being a Supplement to Dynamo-Electric
Machinery. 16mo. (Van Noetrand^s bcience Series,
No. 75) $0.50

Thompson, Sylvanus P.—Dynamo - Electric Machinery.
Fourth edition, reviaed and rewritten. Numerous illus-

trations and 29 plates. 1,000 pages $6 00

Trevert.—How to Make Electric Batteries at Home. Illus

trated $0.26

Urquhart.—Electro-Plating. A Practical Hand-book on the
Deposition of Copper, Silver, Nickel, Gold, Aluminum,
Brasa, Platinum, etc. Second edition; carefully reviaed,
with additiona $2.00

Walker, F.—Practical Dynamo Building, f^r Amateura. How
to wind for any output. With numerous illustrations.

16mo, boards. (Van Nostrand's Science Series, No. 98).$0.60

Webb, H. L.—A practical Guide to the Testing of Insulated
Wires and Cables. Illustrated $1.00

Webb, Herbert Laws.—Telephone Hand-book, Illustrated.
12mo, cloth. Chicago, 1895 $1.00
The only complete work on the Telephone. All possible

information for any one intereated in Telephones and how
to make and operate them.
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Gas and Gasoline Engines Sab1:e ?EA"mE|^j^^,
Adapted (or ALL Power Purposes—Electric LiglitinK, MMlinR. Mining, ^^^^JI^Vjl
Water Works, Elevators, Factories, etc. Cheaper and Better tlian Steam.

WrNe Bef^rfCba^W. FOOS GAS ENGINE CO. , Springfield, 0.

Power With Every Stroke of Piston.

il
'CONOMIGAL POWER

.LECTRIC LIGHTING.
Catalogue tells about it. Aj^ents wanted.

VAN HORNE, BURGER & CO ,

20 CLAIR ST., DAYTON, OHIO.

Write now. Not appear again soon.

BUY YOUR BOOKS
FROM THE

Electrician Pub. Co., 5 I Marquette BIdg.. Chicgi

Electro-Gasoline Engine
a to 50 u. p. **

Runs witliout smolvC, odor or noiso.
Special stylL's lor ElucLric Lli.'litiii|jr,

Buats, Milling Locomotives, Hoisls,
Purtable. Threshing:, Pumping, Farm
and Dairies, Inspection and Street
Cars, Uuad-Wagona. Piinting Ollicus
and all stationary purpose;!. All
enpini's pii.-iriintt-fil and iii:iy be le-
tiirni'ilat 'Hiri'XiMMi-.- if ti.iI asrcpre-
^,^t.ll, 'rilK I'KOCTTl' VO.,
7» J>i*rtrln»rii fSt., < IllCiiiO. U.S.A.

\A/M
YOU ARE

g TIRED

THE OTTO
Gas,

Gasoline

and....

Natural Gas ENGINES

•IVEK «5.O0O !!t01,l>

Electric Lighting.
SIZES 1 TO 2B0 H. P.

Electric Liftht Plants in Operation

from 2 to 250 H. P.

'me Otto &as Enpe Worlis, Inc..

PHILADELPHIA

Of using "DYNA=
MO" Belting made
from "5ho u I de r

Stock," write us

for prices and in-

formation on "LE-
VIATHAN" and
"OAK LE AF"
Belting, and our

method of "Belt-

i n g up" ELEC-
TRIC LIGHT and
POWER PLANTS.
High grade Belt-

ing only. Best
Results. Least
Cost.

Write fully, con-

d i t i o n s under

which Belting
runs, power re-

quired, etc.

MAJLIX BELTIXG CO.,

66 and 57 Markets!., CHICAGO, ILL.
1221-1235 Carpenter St., Philadelphia.

120 Pearl St., Boston.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Manufacturers of tfie

Mflrrin "Climax" aM "Cofflponnf Safety later

Tnle Boilers.

BUILT IN UNITS OF 50 TO 1,000 H, P.

^t^.^^-—

J

OAllTIANi I^^^^'^re of infringers, they will

g-~.^
J, J

UflUIIUIli be rigidly prosecuted.

ALSO BUILDERS OF

Smolce Staclcs, Tanks, Etc., and
All Classes of Iron Work.

Specifications^ Dran'ings and Prices furnished
on application.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boilers.

ELECTRICITY AHD MAGNETISM.
325 PAG£S. PRIC£ .S'S.OO. 347 ILLVSTRATIOSfS. A series ofThirty-four Practical Lessons covering the Science of Electricity from Its Fundamental

Principles to Its Every-day Applications. By Prof. D. C. Jackson., University of M'isconsin ; Prof, H. S. Carliart,University ofMichigan ; Prof. B, F. Thomas.
University of Ohio; Px'of. "Wni. A. Anthony, ofNew York; Prof. Brown Ayres.Tulane University; Prof. A, C.Perrine, Leland Stanford University, Cal.; Prof.
Cleo. D. Shephardson, l^niversity of Minnesota, and others. A Comprelieusive Treatise in Simple Language, Free from Algebraic Equations and Easily Understood.

OOraTEIMTS:
CHAPTER I: The Nature and Properties of Electricity;

Origin of Electricity; Two Kinds; Laws of Attraction and
Repulsion; Positive and Negative Charge; Terms, Con-
ductors, Insulators, Electric Conductivity; Conveying Elec-
tricity; The Electroscope; Force Exerted Between Charged
Bodies; Unit of Measurement of quantity of Electricity;
Electrometer.—CHAPTER II: Machines for Generating
Electricity by Friction and by Electric Induction; Making
Machine to Continuously Generate Electricity by Friction;
The Elect rophorus; Induction Generator; Units of Elec-
tric Current and Pressure; Electricity Conveyed by Unit
Current Each Second; Negatively and Positively Charged
Conductors; Relation of Lightning and Sparks of Electrical

Machine.—CHAPTER III: Electric Batteries or Appliances
for Generating Electricity bv Chemical Action; Action of
Batteries; Electric Pressure; VoItaicElectricity; Directionof
Current Flow; Production of Continuous Current; Battery
Cells In Series; Production of Pressure by Cells; Polariza-
tion and Its Avoidance; Leclancbe Cell; Open Circuit Cells.

—CHAPTER IV: Electric Batteries or Appliances for Gen-
erating Electricity by Chemical Action (Concluded); Closed
Circuit Cells; Local Action; Law of Electro-chemical Ac-
tion; Electro-chemical Equivalent; Primary Batteries Com-
pared«with Dynamos for Furnishing Current; Uses of

Batteries; Difference Between a Primary and Storage Eat-
terv; How Storage Batteries are Made; Parallel Connection
of Plates in Storage Batteries.—CHAPTER V: The Nature
and Properties of Magnetism, Magnetic Fields; Permanent
Magnetism; Magnetic Attraction and Repulsion; Poles of
Magnet; Magnitude of Force Between Two Magnets; Aging
Magnets; Earth's Action on Magnetic Needle; Magnetic
Field; Action of Lines of Force.—CHAPTER VI: The Mag-
netic Elfects of Electric Currents and Magnetic Circuits;
Effect of Electric Current on Magnetic Needle; Relation
Between Direction of Lines of Force and Direction of
Current Fluw; Determination of Current Direction by
Compass; Ampere Turns; Solenoids; Ampere's Theory;
Solenoids wUh Steel or Iron Cores; Residual Magnetism;
Electro-Magnets; Magnetic Permeability; Magnetic Re-
luctance; Magneto Motive Force or Masnetic Pressure.

—

CHAPTER VIZ: Ohm's Law of the Flow of Electricity;
Pressure; Resistance; Current; Volt; Ohm; Ampere; Mer-
cury >Resistance; Conductivity of Copper Compared with
Other Jletals; Resistance of Circuits Made Up of the Same
Parts in Parallel; Joint Resistances; Fall of Voltage Over
Resistance; Effect of Temperature on Resistance; Copper
Temperature Coefficient.—CHAPTER VIII: Heating Ef-
fects of Electric Currents; Miscellaneous Effects of Elec-
tric Currents; Foot-pound; Joule; Horse-power; Watt; Kilo-
watt; Watts per Horse-power; Heating Effects on Bear-
ings of Machinerv: Effect of Electricity on Nerves of Ani-
mals; Muscular Effect of Strong Currents.-CHAPTER IX:
Galvanometers and Voltameters; Differences in Construction
for Large and Small Currents: Presence and Direction of
Currents Shown by Galvanometer; Strength of Current In-

dicated; Tangent 'Galvanometer; Reflecting Galvanometer;
Needle Suspension; d' Arsonval Galvanometer; Terms
"Dead-Beat," "Calibrate;" Voltameter; Electrolyte, Elec-
trolysis; Electrode; Forms of Voltameters.—CHAPTER X:
Measurement of Electrical Resistance; Resistance Meas-
ured by Substitution: Resistance Boxes; Use of German
silver; Coils; Wheatstone Bridge; Pleasuring Resistances
with Bridge; Measuring Very High Resistances; Practical
Examples.—CHAPTER XI: Every-day Measurements of
Electric Currents and Pressure; Three Effects by Which
Currents are Directly Measured; Amperemeters; Milli-

ampere; Microampere; Three Classes of Magnetic Ampere-
meters; Weston Amperemeter; Electro Dynamometers;
Hot Wire Instruj^uents; Scales of Amperemeters; Alter-
nating Current Measuring Instrumeuts; Measuring Very
Large Currents; Measuring Electric I'ressures; Voltmeters;
Cardew Voltmeter; Electrometers; Electrostatic Volt-
meters; standard Cells; Measuring Currents by Voltmeter
and a Standard Resistance.—CHAPTER XII: Every-
day Measurements of Electric Power, Condensers and
The Measurement of their Capacity; Wattmeters; Electro-
dynamometer Used as AVattmeter; Recording Wattmeters;
Coulomb Meters; Watt Hour; Ampere Hour; Capacity;
Farad; Microfarad; Condenser; Capacity of Condenser;
Charging Condenser; Specific Inductive Capacity; Selec-
tion of Insulation for Telephone Cables; Capacity of
Underground Wires; Comparing Capacities by Ballistic
Galvanometer; I'ractical Capacity Measurements; Leyden
Jar.—CHAPTER XIH: Electrolytic Deposition of Metals;
Electroplating; Metals Commonly used in Plating; Salt
of a Metal; Nitrate of Silver; Cyanide of Silver and of Po-
tassium; Solution for Silver plating; Vats; Quality of Elec-
trolytic Deposit; Effect of Too Great or Small Currents;
Cleaning Articles to be Plated; Gilding Inside of Silver
Articles; Base Metals on Which Nickel is Usually Plated;
Solution for Nickel Plating; Electrotyping; Electrotype
Molds; Electrotype Finishing; Electrolytic 'Refining of
Copper; Solution Used—CHAPTER XIV: The Electric
Telegraph ; Elements of Electric Telegraph ; Telegraph
Circuits; Telegraphic Signals; Seniling and Receiving;
Telegraph Lines; Sounder; Relays; Local Circuits; Multi-
ple Telegraphy; Duplex Telegraphy; Dlplex Telegraphy;
Quadruplex Telegraphy. -CHAPTER XV: Multiple Tele-
graphy; Differential Relay; Polarized Relay; Pole Changer;
Principles of Operation of Diplex, Quadruplex, Bridge
Duplex; Artificial Line; Autographic Telegraphy.-CHAP-
TER XVI: The Telephone; Bell Telephone: Microphone;
Blake Transmitter; Exchanges; Switchboard; Long-Distance
Transmitter.-CHAPTER XVII; The Construction of
Telegraph and Telephone Lines and Instruments; Poles;
Cross-Arms; Pins; Joints; Insulators; Insulation; Ground
Plates; Underground Cables; Conduits; Fuses; Multiple
Switchboards.—CHAPTER XVIII: Testing Lines for In-
sulation and Conductivity and the Location of Leaks and
Breaks; Line Troubles; Grounds; Crosses; Locating
Trouble; Earth Currents; Line Conductivity and Insula-
tion; Testing.—CHAPTER XIX; Principles of Continu-
ous Current Dynamos and Motors; Electric Conductor
in Magnetic Field; Field Strength; Induced Electric Pres-
sure; Direction of Current Moving Conductors; Alternat-
ing Current; Dynamos; Magnetos; Commutator.—CHAP-
TER XX: Principles of Continuous Current Dynamos
and Motors; their Construction. Care and Attendance;
Gramme Armature; Siemens Armature; Armature Cur-
rent; Ijaminating Cores; Foucault or Eddy Currents; Hys-
teresis; Fundamental Principles of Dynamos and Motors;
Points of Good Dynamo; Coointer Electric Pressure; Types
of Field Windings; Series, Shunt and Compound Wound
Machines; Multipolar Machines; Regulation, Care and
Maintenance.-CHAPTER XXI: Arc Lighting and Arc
Light Machinery; The Arc; Arc Lamps; Principles of
Operatiou; Connections; Arc Dynamos; Current and Pres-
sure Required; Making of Arc Carbons; Regulators; Arc
Light Switchboards.—CHAPTER XXII: Incandescent
T,ighting and Power Transmission, Two, Three and Five
Wire Systems of Distribution for Electric Lights and
Motors; Incandesc-^nt Lamp: Filaments: Vaccuum; Ma-
terial for and Making of Filaments: Advantages of In-
candescent Lamps; ^Incandescent and Motor Circuits;

Constant Pressure; Loss of Voltage; Circular Mils; Prac-
tical Examples; Weight of Copper Required for Trans-
mission of Power at Different Pressures; Three-Wire
System; Motor Starting Resistances.—CHAPTER XXIII:
Construction of Electric Light and Power Circuits, and
Their Testing; Overhead Electric Light Wires; Weather-
I'roof Wire; Arc Circuit Wires; "Drawing In" and
"Built In" Underground System; Underground Electric
Light Cables; Edison Tubing; l-'eeders; Mains; Inside
Wiring; Cleat Work; Moulding Work; Concealed Work;
Dangers from Fires; Distribution System;.—CHAPTER
XXIV: Testing Electric Light Circuits and the Dis-
tribution and Measurement of Light; Faults; Soldei-ed
Joints; Magneto Bell; Use of Voltmeter to Locate Grounds
on Arc Circuits; Ground Detector; General Testing;
Photometer; Standard Candles; Illuminating Effect of
Lamps; Effect of Opal Globes.—CHAPTER XXV:(» Elec-
tro-Magnetic Induction; Effect of Cutting Lines of Force
by an Electric Conductor; Induced Currents; Induction
Coils; Cores of Induction Coils; Transformers; Dir"c-
tion of Induced Current; Self Induction; Attraction and
Repulsion of Parallel Wires Carrying Currents.-CHAP-
TER XXVI: Alternating Currents; Alternator; Electro-
lytic Effect of Pulsating Current; Heating Effect of Al-
ternating Current; Effective Value; Alternating Current;
Measurements; Frequency; Period; Apparent Resistance.
—CHAPTER XXVII: Alternating Currents and Alter-
nating Current Machinery (Concluded); Power Used in Al-
ternating Circuits; Alternating Currents for Lighting; Mak-
ing Transformers; Testing Transformers; Building Alterna-
tors; Number of Alternai.ions; The Exciter; Running Al-
ternators in I'arallel; Synchronous Motors; Two-Phase
and Three-Phase Systems; Induction Motors; Squirrel-
Cage Armature; Mesh Connection; Star Connection;.—
CHAPTER XXVIH: Miscellaneous Applications of
Electric Motors; Uses of Electric Motors; Motors in Ma-
chine Shops; Waste of Power in Factories; Advantages
of Removing Shafts and Belts; Estimating Electrical
Power Required; Electric Elevators; Electric Launches.—
CHAPTER XXIX: Electric Railways; Richmond- Elec-
tric Railroad; Trolley Wire; Trolley; Track; Use of Two
Motors; Itail Bonds; Heavy Electric Locomotives.—CHAP-
TER XXX: Methods of Handling and Controlling Rail-
way Motors and Generators; Output Records; Record-
ing Voltmeters; Load of Electric Railway Plant; Appli-
cation of Storage Batteries to Smooth Road Curve; Meth-
ods of Controlling Street Car Motors; Station Instru-
ments; Equalizer.-CHAPTER XXXI: Model Electric
l^lant; First Central Station; Changes in General Me-
chanical Construction of Dynamos; Instruments; Multi-
ple Arcing Galvanometers; Use of Double and Single
Pole Switches; Operating Dynamos in Parallel; Feeder
Connections in Continuous and Alternating Stations;
Throwing Dynamo into Circuit; Cutting Dynamo C)ut.

—

CHAPTER XXXII: Underwriter's Rules, Etc.; Neces-
sity of Rules; Special Points in Wiring; Insulation of
Sockets, Fuses, Fixtures; Annunciator Wire; Office Wire;
Leaky Wires.—CHAPTER XXXIII: Electric Welding,
Forging. Etc.; Electricity Applied to the Kitchen: Elec-
trical Methods Applied to Metal Working; Thomson
Apparatus for Heating Metals; Welding bj- Thomson
Method; Bernardos Process of Working Metals; Bringing
Piece of Metal to High Temperature by Dipping in Pail
of Water; Electric Current for Warming and Cooking;
Electric Heating and Stoves Compared.—CHAPTER
XXXIV: Electro-Therapeutics; Galvanic Curren*: Para-
die Current; Static Electricity; Electric Osmosis; Electro-
Cautery; Medical Electric Lights.

PRICE $2.00. Sent postage prepaid to any address in the world on receipt of price. The Ideal Workfor Electricians, Central Station Men, Engineers, Dynamo Tenders. Linemen, Students. Etc.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHINC CO., 510 MARQUETTE BLDC, CHICAGO.
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THE
NEW

AMERICAN

TURBINE
SEIND FOR
CATALOOIE

^ Dayton Globe Iron Works Co., Dayton, cl

'/i^,^(^//^/fi(>^//<iyi^/iy//iy{^^

w/m^7m^mm^7i^m^7^

Shafting.

Gearing,
Pulleys.

PillowBlocks^

Governors,

Etc.

Feed Water Heater and Purifier.

Provided with U-shaped Tubes, it Never Leaks.

THE HIGHEST GRAAE OKIil'.

Our catalogue contains the representative names of a large number of con-
tented buyers of BBJKKYMASf HEATEBS built by us in the last twenty
years. A copy awaits your order at any time.

I. B. DAVIS & SON. Makers, Hartford, Conn.,
Or addresses given below:

Jas. Berryman, 125 North 4th St., Philadelpliia.

7 W. H. GUson, 620 Medlnah Temple, Chicago.
'

Jos. Whitaker. 7 and 9 Pearl Street, Boston.
A. A. Cardwell, 39 Cortlandt Street, Room 127, New York.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL
Is known the world over as affording the most simple, reliable

and economical powerforall purposes.

7,000 WHEELS NOW RUNNING SlnXaLZSnat"™'"'™''''"
CICPTDIP DniA/CD TDAMCMICCinM Pelton AVheels are especially adapted to

CLLuI nib rUilCn I nHilOiTilOOiUii. this purpose and are operating tliemaior-
ity of'Stations of this character in all parts of the world. Highest efficiency and best regulation
guaranteed. Catalogues furnished on application. Address

PELTON WATER
143 Liberty Street, or

NEW YORK, N. Y., U.S.A.

WHEEL CO.,
121-123 Main Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., U. S. A.

THE Mccormick
TURBINE.

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,
Especially Adapted for Electrical Work.

€iives more power per diameter ^rith a higher
percentage of useful effect than any other ^vater-
Twheel heretofore made. All sizes, right and left hand,
are built from patterns perfected under systematic tests in the
Holyoke Testinp Flume,

Parties having power plants which are unsatisfactory, anc'

those contemplating the improvement of powers, will find it to
their interest to confer with us, as "we are "willing to
guarantee results where others have failed, no
matter ^vhat make of turbine has been in use.
STATE REqillBEHBXTS AWD SEMI> FOR
CATALOGTE.

S.MORGAN SMITH CO., York, Pa.
Kstimates furnished for complete power plants and

results guaranteed.

WATER WHEELS
For Heads of 3 Feet to 2000 Feet.

Especially adapted tn all kinds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTINC PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke, giveu bulow, euable us to guarantee:

The Largest Power ever obUxinedfrom a wheel of the same diameter. The highest
speed ever obtained /or the same power. The highest mean efficiency ivhen
running Jr01)I half to Jidl gate. We guarantee also: A runner of the greatest
'possible strength. A gate uiicqiialed til quick/Kss and ease of opening and hlotnng.

Test of a 45 in. SAMSON, Jan. 25, 97. Test of a 35 Inch SAMSON, Feb.1,'97.

Gate
Open.

Head.
Kev.

Pr, Min.
Cu. Fc.
Pr.Scc.

Horse
Power.

Per
Ceiil.

Giice
Open.

Head.
Rev.

Pr.Min.
Cu. Ft.

Pr. Sec.

Horse
Power.

Per
Cent.

Full

i
'A

15.00

1504
15."
15.88

16.47

144.00
138.12

127.67

131.50
126.87

172.69

15503
133.24
112 65
90.04

240.97
223.61

191.0^
163.80

127.73

82.03

8455
83.68
80.25

75.«

Full 15.29
16,56

17-33

17-54
17.68

19425
1S7.75

178.50
176.40
168.50

102.02
92.15

83.9s
68.82

57.69

143.44
146.73
138.40

109.64
88.14

81.08

84.78

83.88
8o.og

76.19

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.

GRAPHITE FOR RESISTANCE...
Made in almost any form required and of 1 ohm or 1,000,000 ohms as

desired. We also make graphite boxes and crucibles resisting heats
of 4,000 degrees . .

JOS. DIXON CRlJCIBLiE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

New DvDamo Tenders' Haod-BooL
By T. B. BADT.

£26 Pa^es, 140 Illustrations. Flexlble<CIoth Binding.
5 1-2x3 inches. Price $1.00.

Size ot Type Pagg

This is, as the name indicates, a NEW BOOK, much more complete than tii«

old one, with all the information, instructions and rules which are required by
practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers, and owners
and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It Is the only book ot the kind
published in the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Tenders'
Hand-Book sold, and over 5,000 of the new.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
Sio Marquette Building. CHICAOO

ADE MARKS The Phosphor Bronze SmeltingCo.Iimited,
2200 Washington AVE.,PHiLADELPHiA.

\ "ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE'
INGOTS,CASTINGS,W1RE,RODS,SHEETS,ETC.

fU^t6,^."
' ^— D E LTA ME TAL^

<\^ CASTINGS, STAMPINGS AND FORCINGS
ELTrt\ ORIGINAL AND SoLeMaKERS IN THE U.S,

A VALUABLE BOOK FOR ENGINEERS AND FIREMEN NOW READY.

MODERN EXAMINATIONS OF STEAM ENGINEERS or PRACTICAL THEORY EXPLAINED and ILLUSTRATED.

BY W. H. WAKEMAN.
Clotli. 53 Chapters.272 pages.

Containing a complete list of 300 questions such as will be asked of any
Engineer when taking examination for U. S. Government or State License, all

of which are fully answered in the. text.

F»Hice. $2.00
By mail, postpaid, to any part of the world

This book while especially adapted for engineers' examinations, is also in-

tended as a practical guide to Engineers, Firemen, Boiler Makers, Machinists,
and others, in daily practice.

The author being a practical steam engineer himself, well knows the wants
of the working engineer, and has put into this work such knowledge and infor-
mation as is best adapted to their use, making it altogether the most complete
and comprehensive guide for the busy workers in the engine room, boiler works
and machine shops that has ever been published. '

-.

As one engineer who has read the book says: "I think there are few engi-

£l*ECTRiCIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, -

neers that it wouldn't do some good. It seems as if it was a review of all I

have ever read, and a lot more besides."

The author has treated of a very great variety of subjects which are of

vital importance to all who wish to improve and extend their knowledge of

steam engineering, and has explained the rules and formulas given, in the sim-

plest manner possible, and has worked out examples by them, so that all who
can read may understand them.

The 300 questions are an important feature of the book, they are entirely

separate from the 53 chapters of reading matter, and were written after many
years of practical experience and careful research by the author.

His connection with the Boardman Manual Training High School at New
Haven, Conn., as Instructor in Steam Engineering, his 12 years of active mem-
bership in the N. A. S. E., and his position as Instructor of No. 10 of Conn., a

sturdy branch of the National Organization, makes him especially competent
in this part of the work.

The many flattering commendations which this book has already received

from competent judges and high authorities, speak well for its value.
,

- Suite 510 Marquette Building, Chicago, III.
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II Electric

iUenerator.

DIRECT
CONNECTED
OR
BELT
DRIVEN.

For
the
Smallest ^

Isolated

Plant

or

the
Largest
Central
Station.

: :

£ J

EDiSOlW ELECTRI«>lfcIiliaiIlVATiaj« CO., PATER80X, Si. J.
Two n. p. 10-«00-150 tieneratore.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

. IS

11

; S Sales Offices In all Large Cities in the Unitetf States.

'ft
* •

For Canada, address Canadian General Electric Co.. Toronto, Ont. i t
I :

:

**.|.*4i4^«*»4.*:4c#* «•>««**«**•*« «t»««**»*«»»*««*«**««*«*«*«*«*«»««*«***«*******«**«******«*<S0

A 9IanaaI for the Design pf JBIectrical Circuital; by Arthur Vaiig:han Abbott, C. E., Chief£ng. Chicago Telephone Co.
Tilth 9 Folding Plates. 586 Pa^es. 289 Illustrations and 74 Table». i^ize of p«se, 6x0 in. Price V^.SO.

OF" O^IMTEMTTSs
CHAPTER I.

Introduction.—DlBtribution )n General—Distribution in Series—
distribution in Parallel—Mixed Systems—Indirect Distribution.

CHAPTER II.

The Properties of Wire.—The Conducting Circuit-Wire Man-
ufacture—Hard Drawing-Wire Gauges The Circular Mil—
Cowper Wire—Properties of Wire—< omposlte Wire- Galvanizing
ana TlunlnK—Insulated Wire- Flexible Cable—Testing and In-
spection-Wire Specifications—Tt-nsion of Aerial Lines—The In-
fluence of the Variation of Temperature.

CHAPTER III.

The ConstructUn ct Aerial Circuits,—Purt T. General Line
Work' Classlflcation—Aerial Lines—Poles—Methods of Prsser-
THtion—Height of Poles ^Cross Arms-Pins—Facing of Arms-
Stresses—Calculation for Pole Strength-Guying^-Anohor Poles-
Setting Poles—Insulators—Value of Insulators—Oil Insulators-
Tying and Dead-Kndlng—Loops—Stringing Wires-Wire Joints-
Strength of Joints—The Suspension, of Aerial Cables—Humming
of Wires—Transposition of Telephone Lines—Power Circuits-
Pole Line Specifications. J^art tl. Electric ' Railioay Circuit.".

.Electric Railway Circuits—Railway Return Circuit—Electrolytic
Action—Railway Poles-Wooden Poles—Iron Poles—Feed Wire
Insulators and Pole Tops—Trolley Insulators—Railway Line
"Work-Strain Insulators—Anchors—Line Sections-Switches-

, IJoe Crossings. I'art JIT. Lightning Arrestei-ss. Lightning
.
Guards and Strong Current Arresters—High Resistance Arres-

. ter—Magnetic Blow-out Arrester-^Iecbanical Magnet Arres-
'. ter—Air Kxpansion Arrester—Non-Arcing Metal Arrester-
Discriminating Arresters-Automatic Cut-outs—Cable and
Switchboard Protectors—Appendix of Insurance Regulations.

.CHAPTER IV.

Construction of Underground Circuits.—Pari /. Conduit".
Classification—Valentine Conduit—Wyokotf Conduit—Paper Con-
duit— ripe Conduits—Dorset Conduit—Chenowlth t'onduit-
Terra-coWa Conuults—Croinpton System—Brooks System- .Tohn-
stone System-Kennedy System— St. James System—Inflexible

, Systems—Callender Solid System—Cologne Conduit—Zurich Con-
duit—Manholes—.function Boxes for Street Railway Feeds—In-
troduction of Circuits—Pneumatic Kodding—Gas—Electric Rail-
way Conduits—Buda-Pesth Conduit—Blackpool Conduit—I^ove
Conduit—J.,enox Avenue Conduit—Metallic Conduits for Alteruat-
log Currents. Pari II. Gablea and Conduit Conductors. Coa-

,
dult Conductors^Armored Cables—The Siemens Cable—The
Edison System—The Ferranti Mains—Telegraph Cables—Sub-
a<)ueous Cables—Power Circuits- -Paper Cables—Telephone
Cables—British Post Office Cables—The Patterson ( 'able—Glover
Cables—Fowler Waring Cables—Felten-Guilleaume Cable-
Beaded cables—Cable Joints—The Connection of Underground
and Aerlftl Systems—Cable Heads.

CHAPTER V.

Electrical Instruments. — Classlftcation — Instruments for
Measurement of Resistance—Wheatstone Bridge—Slide Wire

Sent* expretSBKe prepaid, on
receipt of price, •4.SO.

Bridge—Ohm-Meter-Tnstruments for Measuring Quantity and
Pressure—D'Arsonval Galvanometer—Ballistic Galvanometer-
Galvanometer Constants—Reduction to Zero and Inferred Zero -
Shunts—Weston Instruments—Cardew Voltmeter—Electrostatic
Voltmeter—Siemens Dynamometer—Condensers—Wattmeters—
Keys—Magnet—Ground Indicators-Boyer Speed Recorder,

. CHAPTER VI.

riethods o< Electrical ITeasurement. Quantities to be Meas-
ured—Electrical Intensity—Electrical Quantity—Unit of t'urrent—
The Watt — Capacity— Resistance— Ohm's Law— Kirchhoff's
Laws—Measurement of Resistance by Deflection—Bv Wheatstone
Bridee—By Voltmeter—By Volt and Ammeter—Meiieureraent of
Small Resistance—High Resistance—Insulation Kesistance—By
Loss of Charge—Line Resi'-tance—Ground Resistance—Special
Methods for Galvanometer Reslstance-F«'r Battery Resistance-
Potential Difference—By Condenser—Wheatstone's Method—
Lumsden's Method—Measurement of Current .strength- By
Ammeter—By Voltmeter—By Differential Galvanometer-By
Slide Wire—Measurement of Capacity—Thomson's Method—
Gott'sMethod—Divided Charge Method— Localization of Faults—
Blavier's Method- Overlap Method—Loop Test—Murray's and
Varley's Methods— Localization of Crosses—Aleasurement of In-
ductance—ByCondenserandBridge—With Alternating Current-
Mutual Inductance—Measurement on Alternating Currents-
Difference of Potential—Current—Power by Two "Voltmeters—
By Three Ammeters—Measurement on Polyphase Circuits-
Electrical Railway. Tpsting—Capacity of Aerial Lines-The In-
ductance of Aerial Lines—Mutual inductance on Transmission
Lines.

CHAPTER VII.
Continuous Current Conductors. Part I. ConditctO'^ft Qnd

Tnftulntor". <'onductors—Resistance—Ohm's Law—Specific Re-
sistance—Effect of Temperature—Resistance of Dielectrics—Line
Leakage-T-Distribution of Potenti:i]—The Kft'ect of Leakage—Con-
ductance—Distribution of Potential in Branch Circuits. Part JI.
The Heating 6/ Conductors. Joule's Law—Location of Circuits-
Bare Wires Freely Suspf^nded-Radiation and Cenvectlon—Pan-
eled Wire—Insulated Wire Freely Susijended-Rheostats and
Heaters—Cost of Electric Heating—Fuse Wires—Heating of In-
sulated Cables—Heating of Conduit Gabies—Heating of Suspended
Cables.

- CHAPTER VIII.
Conductors for Alternating Currents. General Considera-

tions — Classific-^tion-.skip Effect — Current Density — Induct-
ance-Magnetic Field—Electromotive ForceDue toVarying Field-
Equation of Energy—Harmonic Motion—Average Values—The
Sohitlon of the Energy Fquatiou-Eff»ji.-t of Mutual Inductance-
General Energy Equation for Mutually Inductive Circuits—Co-
eflieientsof Inductance— Effect of Cap;icitv—Solution of the En-
ergy Equation for Circuits with CapaciLv—The Energy Equation
for Circuits Containing Resbitanee—luiiuctance and Capicity—
Graphical Methods- vector Quantitits- Composition and Reso-
lution of E. M. F,—Simple Circuits witii One Resistance and In-
ductance in Series— Reactance—Imiif-clance-Resistance Vari-
able—Inductance Variable—Simple Cir-uits with Several Resist-

ances and Inductances In Series—Simple Circuits with One Re-
sistance and Capacity in Series—Simple Circuits with Several
Resistances, Inductances and Capacities in Series—Circuits with
Resistance, Inductance and Capacity in Parallel—Method of
Equivalent Resistance and Inductance—Circuits CoUtafning' Mu-
tual Inductance—Impedance Tables,

CHAPTER IX.
Series Distribution. Origin—Classification—Constant Current

Circuits wicli Generator and Motor at Fixed Distances—Location
of Station—Current Density in Main Circuit—Economic Condi-
tions— Design for Heating-Limit — Design for Mechanical
Strength—Minimum First Cost of Line—Minimum First Cost of
station—Minimum First Cost of Plant and Cost of Maintenance
and Operation-Design for Minimum First Cost of Plant—Design
for Best Service—Minimum Cost of Plant forMEccimum Income-
Calculation of Loads—Regulation—Automatic Cut-outs.

CHAPTER X.
Parallel Distribution.-The Evolution of the Parallel System-

Methods of Distribution-The Loop System—The Spiral Loop—
The Tree System—TtieCloset System—Conical Conduciors-Anti-
Parallel Feeding—DistrlDutinn of fotential—Cylindrical Conduc-
tors. Parallel Feeding—Cylindrical Conductors, Anti-parailei
Feeding—Conical Conductors, Parallel Feeding—Conical Con-
ductors, Anti-paraJiel Feeding-Three-wire System—Mul-
tiple Series Svstem—Five-Wire System—Relative Area <'ov-
ered by the Multiple Wire Systems—Feeder and Maiq System-
Location of Central Station- Location of the Feeders and Cen-
ters of Distribution-Distributing Mains—Calculation -of Feed-
ers-Efficiency of Conductors-Methods of ReEulation—The Com-
pensator in Electrical Kallway Work— Fall of Pressure and Jfec-

essary Section for Feeders—I'^i^s of Economy and. Feeder De-
sign-General Design for a System in Multiple Arc—ATechanlcai
Methods—Station Loads— Art* Lamps on Constant Potential Cir-
cuits-Electric Riilway Wiring—Three-wire Railway Systems.

CHAPTER XI.
Miscellaneous Methods and Long Distance Transmission.-

Motor Transformers—Corapeosarors—Motor Transformers Run-
ning and Feeding in series—Highand Low Potential Distributioii

from the same Siation—Accumulators-Sub-station Accimiula-
tors-AccumulatorDistribution—Regulation by Means of Accumu-
Iator.s—Transformers—Economy In Conductors—Isolated Trans-
formers-Efficiency of Distribution by Isolated Transformers-
Transformers as Sub-stations— polyphase System's—Long-dis-
tance Plants—Long-distance Transmission with Continuous Cur-
rents—Line Construction for Long-distance Transmission—Rela-
tive Amount of Conducting Material for Transmission Systems.

CHAPTER XII.

The Cost of Production and Distribution.—Cost of Conductors-
Cost of Conduits—Telephone and THegraph Lines—Kallway
Lines—Cost of Power stations—Cost of Producing Energy—Coal
Consumption per Watt-hour—Water Power—The Gas Engioe-
The Cost of Electrical Energv. as Developed by Wind Power—
The A ctual Cost of Electrical Energy—Commercial Considerations
of Transmission Problems.

|
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Telephon

Electro- iCfi

Magnets.

Receiver Bobbins.

im
Medical

Coils.

X-Ray Coils.

C. p. SPLITDORF,
JManufacture^ of Electrical Speci.-iltiee.

17-27 VANDEWATCR ST., N. V.

MANSFIELD

l^ MANSF-iEi-D.OHIO.

The SraPastks.

-^

T.H.Brady, New Britain,. Conn., U.S. Am

Manufacturer of Mast Arms.Pole and
Swinging Hoods. House Brackets and
other Specialties for Construction
^<^v\i,— CataloQum and Prices far-
nished on application.

(r^Tenr^/iBU mm/as:

)

:dh) DELAWARE HARD FIBRE CO.,
^-^!tiB^ WILIVIINGTON, DEL.

SBKD FOR CilTA1.0«lIE A!«l» SAMPJLES.

Sheets, Rods, Tubes and Special Shapes.

bARDNriDlEStllt;
'l^^ FOft CAMiOCi(/£

fUlV-THREftD-AT-OlVt-tUT- AUt
PARTJ-iUBJtCT TO W£AB Mil -MAB
DENtD-AU fcUIOtS OFMARD£NtDiTl£L

tVH'pES MfQ-CO <HKft{.0 lit. OiA

KARTAVERT.
HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS, RODS AND TUBING.

For Electrioal and Mechanical Purposes, Kailway Dust Guards, "Wastiera
and Facltings. Patent Insulating Cleats.

MAKirFACTUEED BY

THE KARTAVERT MANUFACTURING CO., Wilmington. Del.

GORDON PRIMARY CELL.
For Open and Closed Circuit Woric

The Perfect, Modern, Longest Lived and Most Economical
Cell Ever Put on the Market.

•luusebytho leading cities, railroads, telephone and gas engine
companies.

WE CLAIM:—Constant discharge of current without polari-

zation: no local action ; no noxious gases or tumes; no acids; least

laborior operation; cleanest; notfreeziugat as'^nelowzero; eco-

nomic value GO per cent, greater tlian gravity cell, and 30 per cent,

greater than best other cell in niarlcet. For No. l cell. 2^0 ampere
hours; for Ko. 'i cell, iiK> ampere hours; on open circuit, ,.0 to i

volt; on closed circuit, .65 to /nlj volt. Seudforcircularandpricelist.

THE GORDON -BDRNHAM BATTERY CO,
82 to 86 West Broadway, New York City.

General West»tn an.ilt. S. f'. B. WORSE. Harnuetta BIdq., Ctiica(|0. 111.

W^^^^i^^^^^^i^i^ li^-ife'fei^*jfe***;j^i^*P

Black Diamond File Works.
J*

J*

WIJRCiOOItS AKB OUT SAfcE IN EVERY I/EADIN<> IIAROtVAKE ^»TORE ISf THE DSflTEB STATES AJVD CANADA. ^

IG.&H.6ARNETT COMPANY,

i

^ PHILADELPHIA, PA. ^

Twelve

Medals

Awarded at

International

Expositions.

Special

Prize

Gold Medal

at Atlanta,

1895.

'^Paragon" Power Motors.
Estimates FornisM for

Small Motors and

Motor-Dynamos.

Iron Clad; No External

Magnetism; Dust and
Moisture Proof.

I,, \. I, J, i and 1 horse
power.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND DISCOUNTS.

J. P. Williams, Gen'l Agt., 39 Cortlandt St., New Yorl(.

ANon-ArcingFuse.
Tin? **only** one deserving the name. Will open a high-tension short-circuit

without arc or flash.

We make Switchboard Equipments, Transformer and Subway Boxes.

We iSollcit Correspondence from Tliose Troubled with Fuses.

D. «c W. FUSE CO.,
53 ABORBf STREET, PROVIDENCE, K. I.

The Zamel Arc Light Meter
AND ELECTRIC CURRENT TIUER

Is ttie ONLY RELIABLE DEVICE for Timing the Use of Arc Lights,

l-t Is sitiive in l-ts A^'tion.
SEND FOR CIKCUIiAR.

Zamel Arc Light Meter Co.,
266 BL.ije ISI-AIMD AVE., OI-II<SAOO> ii-L—

Approvfid by the National Fire ITnderTrriters' Association.
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SIMPLEX INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND AND SUBWARINE.
wESTERN^sELLiNG AGENT, SimpIcx Blecttical Cowpany,
1137 Honadncck Block, CHICAGO. 75-81 Cornhlll, BOSTON, MASS.

Al-RRED F*^ IVIOORE:,
MANUFACTURER OF

INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
P-t_E9CIBIl.K C^niSS 4VIMC3 ^A,BUES.

«00 .4ND SOiS NORTH THIRU STREET, - PHIIyADEI,PHIA, PA.

1889—Paris Exposition,
Medal for Rubber Insulation.

1893—W^orld's Fair,
HEedal for Rubber Insulation.

TRADE MARIC

THE STAJTDARD FOR
RVRBER inrsviiAXioisr.

Sole Manufacturers of

Okonite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee
"'•

Wires

263 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
Wlllard L. Candee. ) „,.,„„, Geo. T. Manson, Gen'l Supt.

W. H. Hodgins, Secy.

''Standard'' Blec=
trical Wiring Tubes

Insulators, Cleats and Electrical Specialties of all kinds. Cheapest and best on the market.

T»xo A.li:jroin. IinstJil^to*- ite JVIau?t»le Co.,
Ulanufactnrers. .Aicieoivr, OHIO. Wrile for Prices.

TnE ADVANCE STEM BURNER.

Tnt ELECTRIC GAS LlonilNO C?
197 DEVONSHIRE ST.. BOSTON, MASS.

JEWELL BELTIN6 CO.
MANUFACTUKEBS OF

Jewell Dynamo Belt Cement,

Jewell Dynamo Belt Dressing.

Jewell Patent Pulley Covering.

WESTON ElEDtoai Ingtament Co.,
-^"^^ 114 120 Wim»m St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

Weston SlaidwdPorlibyirBclkdiM
*"""'***"' "iiiitoitnters. voiuimetiri.

^ Ammetirs, Mllllamnieters,

GroiHid Detectsrs ud Circuit Testers,

Oiimmeters, Portai)ie 6aivanoinetert.

/ Our Portable Instruments are reoog-
' nized as The Standard the world over.

J/^ The Semi-Portable Laboratory Stand-
ards are still better.

Our Station Voltmeters and Am-
meters are unsurpassed in point of ex-

treme accuracy and lowest consumption
of energy.

PHILADELPHIA 1876.

MIGHI
PARIS 1867. CHICAGO 1893

WIRES AND GABLES.
AERIAL, UNDERGROUND,

SUBMARINE.

^ Itj) KJSiei'rE> Trivr»E>.
^r-^W. R. BRIXEY, Mfr.

t^y 203 Broadway, New York.

^ Western Office, Marquette BIdg., Chlca««, III.

CAUFORNIft ELEC. WORKS. M. DUPEROW. NEW ORLEANS ELEC. CO.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. WASHINGTON, 0. C. NEW ORLEANS, U.

fStandard Underground Gable Go.

Electrib' Cables, Conduits, Wires and Accessories.
Also HigU-Cirade Rubber Covered M'Lres and Cables.

MOTOR^

RHEOSTATS.

Iron Clad Rheostat Co.,

Westfield, N.J.,U. S. A.

RHEOSTATS—
FOR ALL PUKPOSES.

A I UoDIC CONSULTING ELECTRICAL
L. nCltllt, ENQINEER.'^

Estimates, Plans, Specittoations,
Examinations, Reports, Tests.

306 Oriel Building, ST.I,OVI8,]IIO.

Insulating Paint #Varnisli.
We were tlie first chemists in the world to

make a special study of this problem. Our long
experience and careful investigation enables ua
to be of service to wide-awake electricians.

MASSACHUSETTS CHEMiCAL COMPANY,
Boston, Mass., U. S. A.

Queen & Co.,
1012 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA.

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-Wirt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Ray

Focus Tubes, Induction Colls.

|HPORTED(|[IBON§

"Wertheim; IJ^'Germania

-)\DV\\CEJ\icking \ Supply Co.

57 So Canal St CHICAGO.

I-T-E
CIRCUIT BREAKERS

GUHER ELECTRICAL CO., PHILADELPHIA

,^anufecnirer;|)ARTRICKS/?ARTER CO. ELECTRICAL

"Dealers M25So.2ndSt.l)PHlLADA.V)PA. goods.

^ik^^1iSk%t£w OFFICE AND FACTORY, SANDUSKY, 0.

AGENTS

Mayer & Englund, 10 S, loth St.. PtalU., Pa.

Smith & Wallace.Haniilton St., Boston, Ma>5.
Arthur S. Partridge, Banic of Conunerca

BIdg., St. Louis, Mo.
Joshua Hendy Machine Works, 43 Fremont

St., San Francisco.
Central Electric Co., 173 Adams St.. Chicago.
Harry M. Shaw, 120 Liberty St.. New York.
Schmlnke & Newman. New Orleans, La.

Fort Wayne Electric Corporation,
FORT WAYNE, IND.

Arc, Dir<
Ine Inc

Apparatus for

tts-t, Curren-fc and A.l-fcerna-fc-

and^s^en't L.isH-fcirss eind

SOLE'
MAKERS IN THE

V. S. A.

»<r»*^' THE Fuel Economizer Co.,
MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS: MAHEAWAN, N. Y.

A^ Cf -Won. \'n
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Alcatraz Electrical Compound,
Slannfactiired by

THE CALIFORNIA ASPHALT CO., "^.^^^
ABSOLUTELY UNEQUALED FOR

ELECTRICAL AND WIRE INSULATION, Insulating Connections, Dynamos and Motor Bases, Battery and Accumulator
Shelving, Circuit and Switch-Boards.

WATER-PROOFING Cut-Out Boxes, coating wires when subjected to acid or alkaline fumes, and when laid under
cement, etc.

PAINTING Poles, Brackets, Cross-Arms, Benches, Floors, etc.
COATING CABLES, Lead-Covered Pipes, and all underground work.

ALCATRAZ ELECTRICAL COMPOUND is manufactured of the celebrated brand of Alcatraz Asphalt, and possesses many well-known points of superiority.
It has been tried under severe and exacting conditions, and has given perfect satisfaction. It will not Scale, Crack or Burn. Presents a Smooth Surface.
Adheres Tenaciously. Not affected by Thermal or Climatic Conditions. Resists the action of the Elements, Acids, Alkalies, Sewer Gases, and possesses
great strength and elasticity. Being the producers of the raw product, we are enabled to save the middleman's profit, and offer consumers a superior article at a
veryiowprice.

SAMPLE UPON APPLICATION. Agents wanted in all leading cities.

More Light at Less Cost
FOR THE STREET RAILWAYS OF UNITED STATES.

By sending your burned-out incandescent lamps to us we can return them superior to new ones.

We pay the freight and divide the profits with you.

Did 3'ou know that your burned out lamps are worth 3 cents each when sent us.^

HOW MANY HAVE YOU BEEN THROWING AWAY?

We will pay cash for 2,000,000 burned out lamps.

PACK UP WHAT YOU HAVE AND SEND AT ONCE.

We Renew a Lamp Specially for Street Cars.
The filament is adjusted to meet all jars and does not need a support; is superior to any incandescent lamp manufac-

tured for this purpose, to horizontal work, as the carbon WJH nOt drop.

Place an order with us and we will fill it at 15 cents, net cash 30 days, and when you send I ^J ^^^ *%+^
us your burned out lamps we will credit the bill at 3 cents each, making the lamps cost you

LYNN INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.
LYNN,
MASS.

Several weeks agowe mentioned some of the bad

things not common to

WARREN INDUCTION ALTERNATORS
Now let us enumerate a few of the good things that relate to them.

They have large steel shafts, which, with the extra long self-

ahgning and self-oiling bearings, permit irunning the rotor at the least

possible clearance from the stationary parts, reducing the air gap to

the merest fraction. They are not cheap machines to build, because

the finest material and best work is insisted upon, and that is not

cheap. THEY ARE CHEAP TO BUY because the expenditure stops

with the purchase price. There are no repairs, no attendance.

Warren Electric Manufacturing Co.,
SANDCISK'V,OI-IIO.
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;;; Salcsmaal llciw do yiui like the etUxt o£ our new Arc UinipV

•;• Lsdy Shopperl It is excellent to iiuitch colors liy, and burns with remarkuhle
II'. steadiness.

Emptoyerl Well! Mow are you satislied with the I'ioneer Lamps'.'

Bookkeeper! After experimeutinp: with all Kinds of lit^ht. lam satislied wehavealanipthat
Rives a daylight effect at night and so steady that we feel no strain on
our eyes.

'HE Pioneer Enclosed Arc Lamp has attained such perfec-
tion that it is beings used in Stores, Offices and Factories
and for interior illumination generally.

STEADY ! CLEAR ! SHADOWLESS

'

IT IS SUNSHINE

AT NIGHT.

SOFT
SAFE! SIMPLE! ECONOMICAL!

Burns from 100 to 150 hours with one pair of Carbons.

AVhen Writiiijs: for Catalogue, Kindly Slention this Journal.

THE ELECTRIC ARC LICHT COMPANY,
Makers of the PIONEER ENCLOSED ARC LAMP,

Untler patents of £<. It. lUarks, IlIarkH «& Kansoni and others.

::: 687-689 Broadway, ifc ^NEW YORK.

YOUR SUPPLY MAINTAINED FOR 12c.

LAMPS
Efficient, Long-Lived and

Guaranteed Satisfactory.

Write us before making another contract. We are THE
Lamp Renewing Company you have heard of.

Lynn Incandescent Lamp Co., Lynn, Mass.

WRITE FOR INFOR MATION.

DYNAMOS,
15 to 1,000 Lights.

'

IN/IOTORS,
J to 50 H. P. ANY VOLTAGE.

Patented -Adjustable Dynamos and
Motors for Floor, Wall "or Ceiling.

The Ah Im-Edwards Electric Co.,
ci.ey'i;l.aivd, ohio.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Advance Pkg.A Sup. Co. i

Ahlm-Edwards Elec. Co .. iii

Akron Ins. A Marble Co.. I

American Battery Co xi x

American El. MeterCo—
Amer. El. Telephone Co.xxUi

American Elec. Works ... xi x

American Engine Co.xi, xxviii

Amer. Impulse Wheel Co. xxx
American Rheostat Co— vii

Armorlte Int. Con. Co. . . xvli

Bain, Force sxv
Baker A Co xvjii

Ball Engine Co xxix

BarnettCo., G. AH xxxlv

Besly & Co.,Chas. H xxxiv

Boiler Expurgator Co.... vi

Brady, T. H xxxiv

Brill Co., J. G vli

Brixey, W. R i

Bryant Electric Co
Buckeye Electric Co
Burnley Watt. & Mfg. Co. xix

California Asphalt Co li

Card Electric Co vii

Carlisle it Finch Co xix

Central Electric Co v

Central Mfg. Co

C. B. A Q. R. R ..-. XX
Chicago Edison Co iv.xx

Chicago El. A Stereo. Ccxviii
Chicago Fuse Wire A Mfg.

Co xix

Chicago Ins. Wire Co
C. M. & St. P. R. R xxxi
Climax Kovelty Co xxv
Clonbrock St. B.Co.xxvli.xxxt

Columbia Inc. Lamp Co. xiv

Commercial El. Sup. Co.. xiv

Cornman Co xx
Crown Woven Wire Brush

Co xvlli

Cutter El. A Mfg. Co I

D. A W. Fuse Co xxxiv
Davis A Son, I. B xxx
Day.tonGIobelronWks.Co. xxx
Delaware Hard Fibre Co. xxxiv

Diamond Elec. Co. iv

Diamond State Fibre Co.xviii

Diehl Mfg. Co vii

Directory, Principal Elec.
and Mech. EngineeiB... xxv

Dixon Crucible Co., Job., xxx

Eastern Elec. Cable Co
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co....

Edison Lamji Dept ...

Electrical Exchange, The.

Elec. Appliance Co
Electric A re Light Co ...

.

Elec. Gas Lighting Co
Electric Storage Batt.Go.

Electrician Pub. Co
xxii, xxiv

Elliott, W.H Elec. Co..

Emerson El. Mfg. Co .... x

Empire China Works

. xlil

xvlii

xviii

iii

xxiv

xxll

Evans Electric Co xx

Faries Mfg Co xxxiv
Farr Tel. fii Cons. Supply

Co xxii

Foos Gas Engine Co xxxl

For Sale Advertisements . . xx
Fort Wayne El. Corp i

Fuel Economizer Co i

Garlock Packing Co
Garvin Machine Co., The .

—

-

General Electric Co xxxiii

Gen'llnc. Arc Light Co... x vii

Globe Elec. Heating Co . . iv

Gordon-Burnham Bat. Co. xxi

Hamlin, Geo. R xix

Hart A Hegeman Mfg. Co. xxiv
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.... xxiv
Hodge, Walsh A Loring. xx
Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co.

Huebel A Manger xix

Int. Conduit A Ins. Co... xv
Internat'l Cor. Schools.. iv

Iron-Clad Rheostat Co. . . i

Jewell Belting Co i

Kartavert Mfg. Co
Keystone Elec. Inst. Co.. xix
KokomoTel.A El.Mfg Co. xxv
Kusel, D. A. Tel. Mfg. Co.

Leclanche Battery Co.... xxi

LeffelACo., James xxx

Leonard, Ward, Elec. Co..

Lindsley Bros xxi

Lockwood Long Dist. Tel.

A Tel. Co. of America... xxv

LombardWaterWh. G, Co. xix

Lynn Inc. Lamp Co ii, ill

Main Belting Co
ManhattanGen'lCons.Co. .

Manross, F. N vli

Mansfield Tern. Cop. Co. xxxiv

Mass. Chemital Co i

McFell Electric Co xxv
McLean, A. J xxi

McLennan A Co., K
McRae. A. L i

Mica Insulator Co

Mo. Tel. Mfg. Co xxv
MitchellTemp, Copper Co.xviii

Monona Cedar Co xxi

Monon R. R vii

Moore, Alfred F 1

Muir A Son, Thos
MunsellACo., Eugene., xviii

National India Rubber Co.

National Tube Works Co. xxi

Newton Appliance Co. .. xviii

New York Ins. Wire Co.. . xxiv

Northern Elec. Mfg. Co. . . xvil

Nungesser El. Battery Co..

Ohio Electric Works xviii

Ohio Storage Batt. Co iv

Okonlte Co., The I, xl

Otto Gas Engine Wks
PaisteCo., H. T xxi

Partrick A Carter Co i

Partridge Carbon Co 1

Peerless Rubber Mfg.Co . . xviii

Pelton Water Wheel Co. xxx
Peoples' Electric Co xxi

Perrizo A Sons xxi
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co iv

Phillips Ins'd. Wire Co.. . xix

Phosphor-Bronze S.Co.Ld. xxx
Point Marlon Mfg. Co.... xxi
Pratt, Chas. A xxv
Prouty Co., The xxxi
Puritan Electric Co xviii

Queen & Co 1

Rawson Electric Co
Reislnger, Hugo .. . xviii

Reliable Elec. Sup. Co ... . xvii

Roth Bros. A Co

Safety Ins. Wire Sl Cb. Co. xii

St. Clair Hotel xx
Samson Cordage Wks xviii

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.

Schiff. Jordan & Co xvl

Shultz Belting Go xxxiv
Simplex Electrical Co., The, 1

Smith Co., S. Morgan.... xxx
Snyder W. M xxii

Splitdorf, C. F xxxiv
Standard Tel.A El. Co.... xxii

StandardUnderg.Cable Co. i

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.. xvi

Sierling A Son, W. C xxl
Stilwell-Bierce A Smith-
Vaile Co xx, xxl

Storey Motor A Tool Co . . . i v

StowMfg. Co xix
Stromberg-Carlson Tel.
Mfg. Co xxv

Swarts Metal Refln'g Co. xx

Taber A Mayer xxv
Thordarson, C. H xtx
Triumph Electric Co x

United Elec. Imp. Co....

Van Home, Burger A Co.

Viaduct Mfg. Co xxv
Vought, M. I

Wagner El. Mfg. Co.,..viIi, ix

Walker Company xxvi
Want Advertisements.. xx
Warner. Wm. P xxii

Warren Elec. Mfg. Co li

Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
xix

Western Tel. Cons. Co.... xxii

WestinghouseEl.AMf . Co . x
Weston Electrical Inst. Go. i

Weston Engine Co xxxU
Wlllard El. ABat. Co.... xvlii

Williams. J. P xxxiv
Wood, Chas. N xx
Wright, Wm xx

Zamel Arc Lt. Meter Cb.xxxiv

F'or Classi-fiod Ind^x: o-f .AcJ-ver-tisem^rft-ts See ^^l.
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HARDTMUTH GORED CARBONS for Direct and Alternating Current

AFRO l-AIVIF»S \ HABIRSHAW AND Q. E. CO.'S {

t WIRES AND CABLES. i

AMERICAN CARBON CO.'S Plain and Coated

Fgeneral western agents.

HABIRSHAW AND O. E. CO.'S

WIRES AND CABLES.

CARBONS FOR SERIES ARC LICHTINC.

^ CKiioago Eldison
1 DEALERS IN ELECTRIC LICHTINC SUPPLIES,

139 Adams Street, CHICAGO.

Storage Batteries.
NON-INFRJNaiNG. DURABLE. LIQHT.

The Ohio Storage Battery Company,
Ollloe and Factory removed to
7ti Chaoiplain Street. CI.EVEI^AXD. OHIO.

In the theory of the Operation and Installation of Electric Llg^ht,
Power and Railway Plants, including flathematics, Mechanics and
Mechanical Drawing for $25.

The Electrical Poiver and Lighting Scholarship is intended for In-
stallation Engineers, Managers of Electric Plants, Dynamo Tenders,
Linemen, Wiremen, Motormen, Steam Engineers and workers in elec-
trical industries who desire to quaUfy themselves to install and operate
electrical machinery.

Studies are carried on at home. No time lost from work, ypecially
prepared Instruction and Question Papers, superior to text books, fur-
nished free to students. Mechanical Drawing is taught by a new and
successful method.

We also teach Steam Engineering, Stationary, Locomotive or Marine)
Mechanics; Civil Engineering in all its branches; English Bi'anches;
Book Keeping and Business ^orTns.

Mention the subject in which you are interested and send for our
free circular. Address

THE INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS.

Box 1002, Scranton, Pa,

A

THOROUIiH

EDUCATION

/AtO.

IHE .

Storey
Motors.

Iron-clad. Completely Closed
In. Dust and Moisture
Proof. No External Mag-
netism.

Specially Adapted for Direct
Connection to Machinery.

Special Direct Current Motors for All Classes of Work.

THE STOREY MOTOR «& TOOL CO.,
MAIN OFFICE

AND FACTORY:212-226 Carter St., ia, Pa.

Cable address, Storey, Philadelphia.

BRANCH FACTORY:
ABC Code used.

Hamilton, Canad.

ELECTRIC HEATERS AVAILABLE TO ALL.
MINIMUM EXPENSE.

Portable Heater for residences and offices, size 23 inches long, 11V4 Indies
liigh, 5 inclies wide. Weiglit 30 pounds.

Hiihest Efficiency, Simplicity, Durability, Production Quaranteed.
Our Street Car Heaters lead all competitors.

Send for new illustrated circular.

Heating coils renewed like incandescent lamps. Constructed for any voltage. Work on direct
or alternating: current. Consumes 6. 8 amperes on no volt current, I, s on soo volt current.

THE GLOBE ELECTRIC HEATING CO.,
47 North 12th

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

TRANSFORMERS-WATTMETERS.
(SCDIHEIEF'F'ER'S I IVIRFR^VCD.

Double Primary Coils.
Double Secondary Coils,
Good Ventilation,
Light Weight.
High Efficiency.
Good Regulation,
Small Iron Loss.

Convenient to Install.

No Brushes,
No Commutator.
No Moving Wire,
Simplicity,
Durability,
Reliability.
Accuracy,

Even to a 6 c. p. Light.

DIAMOND ELECTRIC CD.,
Office: 1202 Fisher Building, Chicago, III. Factory: Peoria
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Tf'ox' !St»ie t^^' tl^t* I-vtit KlJoir {*tij^i>i>' HoiAses.

50c. per Stick. $2.75 per half doz. $5.00 per doz. Send for Free Sample.

THE BOILER EXPURGATOR CO., 115 Dearborn St., Chicago,
Sole SelliM-Si: A-gjents.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Accmnnlators.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Ohio Storage Battery Co.
Willard El. A Battery Co.

AnnnDelators.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.

Arc liamps.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diehl Mfg Co.
Electric Arc Light Co.

Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.

Manhattan Gen'l Cons. Co.

Peoples Electric Co.
Puritan Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Arc liifflit Cord.
Central Electric Co.
Samson Cordage Wka.

BatterieB and Jars.
Burnley Batt. & Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Gas Lighting Co.
Gordon-Burnham Battery Co
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Mulr&Son. Thos.
NuDgesser El Battery Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Reliable Elec. SuDply Co.
Roth Bros. &Co.

BeUs.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Ohio Electric Works.
Reliable Elec Supply Co.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Beltinff.
Jewell Belting Co.
Main Belting Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.
Shultz Belting Co.

Boilers.
Clonbrock Steam Boiler Co.

Books. Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Brashes.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Crown Woven Wn-e Brush

Co.
Holmes Fibre-Graphlte Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.

Bnrglar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Partrlck & Garter Co.

Cables (See Insulated Wires.)
Cables, Electric (See Insu-
lated Wires), Copper,
^heet and Bar.
American Elec. Works.
Briiey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
General Electric Co.
Moore. Alfred F.
New York Ins. Wire Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground G. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Carbons,Points& Plates.
Advance Pkt.^ & Sup. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Gen'l Inc. Arc Light Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.
RelsingfiT, Hugo.
Schlff, Jordan* Co.

Cars.
Brill Co., J. G.

Compound.
Boiler Expurgator Co.
Central Electric Co.
California Asphalt Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Mass. Cbemical Co.
McLennan & Co., K.
Okonlte Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.

Conduit and Conduits.
Armorlte Interior Cond. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Interior Cond. A Ins. Co.
Muir A Son. Thos.

Construction A Repairs.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Elliott, W. H. Elec. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Hodge. Walsh it Lorlng.
McFell Electric Co.
McRae, A. L.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Thordarson, C. H.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Rlec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.

Contractors and Electric
liieht Plants.
Ahlm-Edwards El. Co.
Bain. Foree.
Card Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
McRae, A, L.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Roth Bros. &Co.
Triumph Electric Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Welter Company.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse Elec & Mfg Co.

Copper.
Besly &Co..Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Mansfield Temp. Copper Co.
Mitchell Temp. Copper Co.

Copper Wires.
American Electrical Works.
Besly & Co., Chas H.
Brixey, W, R-
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El, Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Safety Ins. Wire A Cable Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Cordage.
Central Electric Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Correspondence Schools-
Int. Correspond. Schools.

Crookes' Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Edison Lamp Dept.

Cross-Axmis, Pins and
Brackets.
Brady, T. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Farr Tel. A Cons. Sup. Co.
Monona Cedar Co.
Point Marion Mfg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.

Cut-Outs and Snitches.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Eleo. Corporation.
General Elec. Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Hill, W. S. Blectrlc Co.
PalBteCo., H. T.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec Mfg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg.Co.

Dynamos.
Ahlm-EdwardB El. Co.
American Engine Co.

Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Evans Electric Co.
E't. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Muir & Son. Thos.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Triumph Electric Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
'A'agner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Waliter Company,
Warner, Wm. F.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Wright, Wm.

Economizers, Fuel.
Fuel Economizer Co.

Electric Heat'e App^s.
Central Electric Co.
Globe Electric Heating Co.

Electric Sleters.
American El. Meter Co.
Zamel Arc Light Meter Co.

Electric Bailw^ays.
General Electric Co.
Walker Company.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and mechani-
cal Engineers.
Bain, Foree.
McRae, A. L.
Pratt. Chas. A.

Electrical Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Cutter El. a Mtg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Keystone El. Instrument Co.
Paiste Co., H. T.
Queen & Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Electrical Specialties.
Carlisle & Pmcb Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Paiste Co., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mlg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Splitdorf, C. F.
Thordarson, O. H.
Vought, M. I.

Electro-Plating llach'y.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Evans Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Roth Bros & Co.

Engines, €>as.
Foos Gas Engine Co.
Otto Gas Engine Wks.
Prouty Co., The.
Van Home, Burger & Co.

Engines, Steam.
American Engine Go.
Ball Engine Co.
Weston Engine Co.

Fan Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Farr Tel. & Cons. Sup. Co.
General Electric Co.
Roth Bros & Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Feed Water Heaters.
Davis & Son, I. B.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Diamond State Fibre Co,
Kartavert Mfg. Co.

FUee.
BarnettCo.,G. AH.
Central Electric Co.

Fixtures, El. & Comb'n.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Fuses.
D, &. W. Fuse Co.

Fnse IVire.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire & Mfg.Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric AppUauce Co.

Oaskets.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Has Lighting, Electric.
Central Electric Co.
Partrlck A Carter Co.

Crears.
Besly & Co.. Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.

Cieneral Elec. Supplies.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Farr Tel. A Con=. Sup. Co.
General Electric Go.
Hodge. Walsh & Loring.
HtU, W. S. Electric Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Paiste Co., H. T.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.

Globes and Electrical
GlassTFare.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Gov'nors, Water TVheel.
LombardWaterWheelGv.Co.

liirapliite Specialties.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Induction Coils.
Central Electric Co.
Queen & Co.
Splitdorf, C F.

Insulators and Xnsnlat-
ing Materials.
Akron Ins. & Marble Co.
Brixey, W. R.
Bryant Electric Co.
California Asphalt Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Commercial El. Sunnly Co.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Diamond State Fibre Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Empire China Works.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonlte Co.. The.
Palsie Co. H. T.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Undereround C. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.

Insulated W^ires and
Cables—magnet Wires.
American Electrical Works.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Safely Ins. Wire ^tCableCo.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Lamp Adjusters.
Faries Mfg. Co.
Vouglit. M. I.

Lamps, Alternating.
Puritan Electric Co.

Lamps, Incandescent.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Edison Lamp Dept.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co..
Lynn Incandescent Lp. Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Sawyer-ManElec. Co.
United Eleo. Imp. Co.
Westinghouse El. dt Mfg. Co.

Lightning Arresters,
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

magnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

mechanical machinery.
Besly & Co., Chas. H,
Garvin Machine Co.. The.
Stllwell-BIerce Smith-Valle.

mica.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.

mining Apparatus, Elec.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

motors.
Ahlm-Edwards Elec. Co.
American Engine Go.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El, Supply Co.
Diehl Mrg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Evans Electric Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Muir & Son, Thos.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Peoples Eleci-ric Co.
Roth Bros. A Co
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Storey Motor & Tool Co.
Triumph Electric Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Walker Company.
Warner, Wm. F.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouso El. & Mfg. Co
Williams. J. P.
Wright, Wm.

Packing.
Besly & Co. Chas. H.
Garlock Packing Co."
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Faints.
California Asphalt Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Mass. Chemical Co.

Phosphor Bronze.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co. Ltd.

Platinum.
Baker & Co,

Poles.
Central Mfg Co.
Llndsley Bros.
McLean, A. J.

Monona Cedar Co,
National Tube Works Co.
Perrizo & Sons.
Point Marion Mfg. Co.
Sterling & Son. W. C.

Porcelain.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Empire China Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Push Buttons.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Refiners.
Swarts Metal Refining Co.

Reflectors.
Muir & Son, Thos.

Be-W^inding—Repairs.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Elliott, W. H.Elec. Co.
Hodge, Walsh & Loring.
Thordarson, C. H.

Rheostats.
American Rheostat Co.
Central Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Iron Clad Rheostat Co.
Leonard. Ward. Elec. Co.
Muir A Son, Thos.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co

Second-Hand macliin^y.
Cornman Co.
Electrical Exchange. The.
Elliott, W. H. Elec. Co.
Hodge, Walsh & Loring-
"Wood. Chas. N.
Wright, Wm.

Shades.
Central Electric Co.
Muir &Son, Thos.

Speaking Tubes.
Central l^iectric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Keystone El. Instrument Co.
Queen & Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Springs.
Manrots, F. N.

Steel Pipe.
National Tube Works Co.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Evans Electric Co.
Ohio Storage Battery Co.
Willard EL & Battery Co.

Tapes. Insulating.
American Electrical Works.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Moore, Alfred P.
New York Insulated Wire Co
Okonlte Co., The.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Telephones, Telephone
material and Switch-
boards.
American EL Telephone Co.
Central Electric Co.
Climax Novelty Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.
Farr Tel. & Cons. Sup. Co.
Kokrmo Tel. A EL Mfg. Co.
Kusel, D A., TeL Mfg. Co.
Lockwond T. & T. Co. of Am
McFell Electric Co.
Mo. TeL Mfg. Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Rawson Electric Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Snyder, W. M.
Splitdorf. C. J'.

Standard Tel. & El. Co.
Stromberg-Carlson Tl.M.Co.
Taber & Mayer.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western Tel. Cons. Co.

Toys, Electrical.
Carlisle & P.nch Co.

Transformers.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.
Diamond Elec. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation
General Electric Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co,

Trolley Cord.
Central Electric Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Trucks, Electric Car.
Brill Co J. Q.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Turbine Wheels,
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Leffel&Co.. Jas.
Pelton Wat»r Wheel Co.
Smith Co., S. Morgan.
Stilwell-Bi9rte Smith-Valle.

W^ater IVheels.
Am. Impulse Wheel Co.
DaTton Globe Iron Works Co.
LeffelA Co., Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
Stllwell-BIerce Smith-Valle

Wire, Bare.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co,
Okonlte Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Underground C Co
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

W^ii'ing Tubes.
Akron Ins. & Marble Co.

:X.Ray Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Go,
Edison Lamp Dept.
Queen ft Co.
Splitdorf, C. F.

ff^^r A.I|DK£kl>^i:i^al Ir-kd^^c ^f .Adv^r-tBs^m^n-ts S^4 III.
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DIEHL ELECTRIC FANS.
andCeiling Fans

Exhaust Wheels
Wonnd for Any Cnrrent,

Except Alternating,

Our Exhaust Wheel

Combinations

Are the most compact and
efllcient made.

Write for catalogue and
prices.

Propeller or

Desk Fans
Wonnd for 110, 220 or in series on 500 volts.

Also for Primary or Secondary Battery Circuits.

Highest

Efficiency

Unbroken Magnetic Cir-
cuit, Self-Aligning Bronze
Bearings. Finest Insulation
Throughout. Four-Speed
Regulator.

SHOW ROOMS: New York, 561-563 Broadway; Chicago, 192-194 Van Buren St.; Boston, 128-132 Essex St.

DIEHL MANUFACTURING CDm^lizabethport,

Agents for Canada: Canadian General Electric Co., Toronto, Ontario.

PHOSPHOR BRONZE HAIRSPRINGS.
FOR ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS, CAUCES, ETC.

F. N. MANROSS, Forestville, Conn., U. S.A. ^^T^X"^!^^^

J. G. BRILL COMPANY, PHILADELPHIA
MANUFACTURERS OF

Electric Cars

and Trncks,

Solid Forged

Frame Trncks,

Trncks for

4-Wlieel Cars.

PIVOTAL TRUCKS FOR STEAM AND ELECTRIC SERVICE.

The PERFECT TRUCK, our "No. 27," is safer, easier on rails, easier tor passengers -.nd

Imparts less motion to the car body than any truck ever made.

WE CAN SUBSTANTIATE OUR CLAIMS.

IT'

dk
'!

,

^^nat^lr -B' 1 |"l_ " ^
1
K-^'OSB

^^^H^^^T^^^^^^^^^H

^RHfej^^^^^^^^BjI^HL
:-•:-

' , .
- --I

'AIENTED REVERSIBLE ELEVATOR CONTROLLER
DURABLE, PLAIN AND COMPACT.

Send us Your Orders and you will not be

Disappointed either as to Quality of

our apparatus or the Promptness

with which we fill orders.

AMERICAN RHEOSTAT CO.,
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN,

MANUFACTURERS OF RHEOSTATS FOR ALL PURPOSES,
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^Sii

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.

/^/WAyv^•^/wv^./v^

Westinghouse Railway Apparatus
HAS STOOD THE TEST OF TIME, AND HAY BE CONSIDERED

The Standard Electric Railway System of the World.

/W\/W\/\/\/WX/VN

IRA.IMCIH O ICES:

New York, 120 Broadway. Tacoma, Wash., 102 South Tenth St. Syracuse, N. Y., Bastable Building.

San Francisco, Mills Building. St. Louis, American Central Building. Pittsburg, Westinghouse Building.

Philadelphia, Qirard Building. Chicago, New York Life Building. Charlotte, N. C, 36-38 College Street.

Buffalo, N. Y., 1130 Guaranty Building. Boston, Exchange Building. Atlanta, Qa., Equitable Building.

Westinghouse Electric Company, Ltd., 32 Victoria Street, London, S. W., England.

For Canada, address, Ahearn & Soper, Ottawa, Ont.

•-.im m'-im ^,

Triumph Power Generator,
BV11.T
BT . .. THE TRIUMPH ELECTRIC CO., BIAMUFACTUHEKS

OF

High Grade Electrical Apparatus
p&HiP Street Railway Generators.

Complete
Plants
a Specialty.

Municipal
Liig'liting-

aud Power
Installations.

Carbon
Bruslies.

Write us.

m

Wj Write for

M^m%
Catalogue 1>.

^M^^^^^T^ ''•

MML- -"^ - - rr*-* im .tM
Office and

W^^^Kr Factory,

Bh^^P 610-610

Baymiller
Street,

i^ir ^': -}
Cincinnati,

: \-^" ^
Ohio.
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FEEDERS

THIS IS WHY PAPA IS ALWAYS HAPPY."

The Okonite Company, Ltd., 1^:3

253 Broadway,

New York.

;^auiUiiiiUiUiUii^iUiuiuiiiiUiiauiuiUiiiiiiiUiUiUiUiUiUii^
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WE FURNISHED
-ALL THE-

INSULATED CABLES
HB^^n

For Transmission of Niagara Power to Buffalo.

Gables Were Specified to Test 20,000 Volts.

((

SAFETY'INSULATEDWIRESandCABLES
Are always intimately associated with all prominent

first-class installations.

Six Prominent Street Railway Contracts which Specified "Safety" will Interest You.

CHICAGO CITY STREET R. R. CO., 20 miles of 350,000 C. M. Rubber Covered, Lead Encased
"Safety" Cable.

NORTH CHICAGO STREET R. R., 10 miles of 350,000 C. M. Rubber Covered, Lead Encased
"Safety" Cable.

WEST CHICAGO STREET R. R. CO., 90 miles, from 350,000 to 1,600,000 C. M. Rubber Covered,
Lead Encased "Safety" Cable.

UNION TRACTION CO., Philadelphia, 10 miles of 1,000,000 C. M. Rubber Covered, Lead En-
cased "Safety" Cable.

WEST END STREET R. R., Boston, 10 miles of 500,000 C. M. Rubber Covered, Lead Encased
"Safety" Cable.

PEOPLE'S TRACTION CO., Philadelphia, 100 miles of 1,000,000 C. M. Rubber Covered, Lead
Encased "Safety" Cable.

Send for Our List of Rubber Covered, Lead Encased Cables Now in Use by Electric Railway Companies.

THE SAFETY INSULATED WIRE & CABLE COMPANY,
225 to 239 West 28th Street, New York.

E. J. SPENCER, LEONARD P. REftUA, M. B. AUSTIN,
Security Bldg., St. Louis. Gen'l Mgr. Monadnock Block, Chicago, 111.

\
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FOR TELEPHONE MEN

!

We are now issuing a number of descriptive circulars of
decided interest to telephone men which it will be well
worth your while to have in your files. You should know
about the American Carbon Lightning Arrester illustrated
in the accompanying advertisement. A circular of great
interest, too, is one under the head of "Party Line Ser^-ice,"
being an explanation of advantages gained by use of
"bridging" Bell telephones on long lines with a number
of stations connected, etc., etc. You will the better appre-
ciate the need of having our circular matter on hand when
j'ou realize that American telephonic apparatus is in use
in over 100 prospeious independent telephone exchanges, in
the navy and war departments, and by various companies,
etc., aggregating over 80,000 telephones. Remember, we
own carbon works in the natural gas district and from this
intimate knowledge of the manufacture of carbon special-
ties are able to supply the only perfect gi-anulated carbon
trani^niitters that have been proven by the test of time not '

to pack. Above all things bear in mind you are prO"
tected in tl'e use of our apparatus, as we guarantee work-
manship, material and eiliciency of our apparatus to be of
the HUJHEST GRADE, and agree to defend, at our own ex-
pense anj' action at law which may be brought against
our PATRONS on alleged infringement of patents owing to
the use of our instruments.

fKW-^

/l/1BmCflM \£L£CTRtC

TELEPHONe\ CO.,

cHicmo.
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W. S. HILL ELECTRIC CO.. Hew Bedford, Mass,
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS:

Send for Catalogue. Central Electric Co., Chicago.
\A^|-rCH BOAR
l\A/|-rOHES A.IMD F^iBilMI

REWIRED WITT1 RAVEN WHITE CORE WIRE

OFFICE

The F'erris ^A/l-teol Co.
1 131 THE Rookery.

Chicago, April 30, 189G.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,
320 Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

Gentlemen:—After carefully consider-
ing the merits of the various brands of
wire upon the market, we have decided to
u3e your "Raven White Core" exclusively
for rewiring the Ferris Wheel.
As you are aware, the wire upon the

wheel is very much exposed and the test

will no doubt be a most severe one.
Yours very truly

THE FERRIS WHEEL CO
By L. V. Rice. M?r.

Used exclusively for all Incandescent Light-
ing at World's Columbian Exposition.GRIIYISHAW WHITE CORE.

pRIirU \1/U|TC PHRf Used in some of the largest buildings in the United
States.

Used by some of the largest Central Stations
and Fire and Police Departments in the U. S.COMPETITION LINE WIRE.

GRIMSHAW TAPES, COMPETITION TAPES AND SPLICING COMPOUND.

New York Iflsulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE: drinpucc' CHICAGO: BOSTON: SAN FRANCISCO :

13-17 Cortlandt St., New York. """"''""
1 320 Dearborn St. 134 Congress St. 116 New MontgomerySt.

624 pages, $3.00.

SipAi!^

150 pages, $1.00.

5L0ANE.

150 pages, $1.00.

iELECT'llielAN

158 pages, $1.00. 135 pages, $1.00.

An Excellent Series of Electrical Books.
BV T. O'CONNOR SL-OHNS.

FOR THE BEGINNER as well as the student.
Profusely Illustrated. Practical. Necessary Adjuncts to every Library. Send in your Orders, x.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY. Suite 510 Marquette Building, Chicago.

HART
FLUSH SWITCHES

IN GANGS OF ANY NUMBER.

THE SWITCHES ARE INSERTED AND

CONNECTED UP FROM THE FRONT.

FLUSH SWITCH FOR GANGS.

The Cut shows a No. 2 Box

for iron armored conduit, with

a gang of two switches.

The boxes are furnished with

any number of outlets desired.

Switches are "Indicating."

The hart & HEGEMAN MFG. COMPANYV
RD, COIMNElCTICCI-r.
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THE NEALE AUTOMATIC CALL INDICATOR
And Circuit Closing Attachment.

HAVE YOU HAD A CALL?
^^LOOK ATTHAT-
Perfect, Reliable. Faultless ir

Construction and Artistic in
Appearance. PRICE $1.50.

^ (Ivantages claimed in this In
fiicalor are: Announeinf; a cal,

durinpalisenee; worklnpindepeu
dent of the IIdh circuit; amecliau
ioal action, Riving a coutinuoiis
rinp;inK bell; saving time and an-
noyance where there is mot ellian
one teleplione in use; Rny number
of bells can be applied at exact
cost of bell; an ordinary electric

Patented. bi-llcan be used.
All these advantaxes at (>oe>ttiird the regular cost. Spe-

cial prices on dozen and gross lots to dealers and agenis.

The Climax Novelty Co.,
No. 1 Renshaw Buildinn. PITTSBURfi. PA.

^^THISC^HAS BEEN MAKIMG

[Telephones
fS* 20 YEARS, NOT CHEAP BUT
SERVICEABLE AND FULLY GUAR«NTEED.

. CIRCULARS FURNISHED.

VlADVCtElECTRlCC"
BALTIMORE.MD. U.S.A.

New Kokomo Transmitter,

BAEKALOW PATENT.
Issued Nov. 17. 1896.

FINEST TALKER ON EARTH.

Especially for Exchange and
Long-Distance Service.

"We manufacture Switcliboards,

all styles of Telepliones and every-

tliing to equip an exchange.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

Kokomo Telephone &
Electric Mfg. Co.,

KOKOVIO. IND., U.S.A.

JUST PUBLISHED.

DYNAMOS
A practical explanation of the Designing,

Construction, Operation, Main-
tenance and the

5

CARE AND MANAGEMENT
...OF...

DYINAiVlOS,
BY F. S. HUNTING,

Chief Eng-ineer Fort Wayne Electric Cor-
poration.

20 Pat^^s, Size 7 by 10 inches, 26 Illustrations,
Pamphlet Form.

F>RICE, 25 CENTS.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Suite 510 aiarquette Bldg;., Chicago.

smiWii^G- rormrso^/fAfT

UP^^TO-^DATS

mmmamm!

The Lockwood Transmitter
Is protected by letters patent No. 528640 and No. 557588, issued Nov.
6, 1894, and April 7, 1896, respectively.

The electrodes have "A variable air space" between them, and the

adjustment is obtained by tension instead of pressure. The Lockwood
is positively the only Transmitter on the market having no contact

BETWEEN electrodes, consequently parties liable to infringement

suits and promoters of long-distance systems will find it to be the only

telephone that will satisfy the fears of their subscribers. The Trans-

mitter can be placed upon any instrument now in use, and an exchange
of Transmitters is easily effected.

Address:

The Lockwood Long Distance Telephone &
Telegraph Company of America,

JOSIAH TICE, Mgr. No. 80 Albany St., New Brunswick, N. J.

SWEDISH

TELEPHONES.
MICROPHOXEiS CJUARAMTEED INDEFINITELY,

and are the only ones that can be immeriited in ^vater

for a month n^ithoat impairing ellleiency.

McFell Electric Co.,
1549-50 and 1726 Marquette BIdg., Chicago.

DIRECTORY OF PRINCIPAL ELEC-

TRICAL AND MECHANICAL

ENGINEERS,

: Charles A. Pratt,

j

Consulting Electrical Engineer.

I IPowe? transmisslot anc Buodlvlslon for
i>.ctorl68. Electric coa' mining plants

I>eslgn& tor special machinery
?lans. epeclflcatlons, tebts. supervision

1 1 IW Jlonadnock Bl«lg.. Chicago.

Force Bain,
Consulting Engineer,

Eleclr city. Mechanics.

Solicitor of Patents
Expert in patent causes.

Suite i657^.'^0 rionadnock lildg.. - Chicago.

1

E. S. TABER. V. A. MAYER.

TABER & MAYER,
MANUFACTURERS AND '

DEALERS IN

ELECTRICAL GOODS

TELEPHONE APPARATUS.
Telephone Instruments, Switchboards. Trans-

mitters, Receivers. Cords, .Jaeks, Plugs, Drops,
Switches, Experimental Work.

185 FRANKLIN ST., BOSTON. MASS.
AGENTS WANTED IN LEADING CITIES.

STUDENTS^
Will find that the Western
Electrician can help them
wonderfully in the study of

electricity. Subscribe now.

J3.00 per year, in advance.

Eiectricjan Publishing Co.,

Suite 510 Marauettp BIdg.. . CHICAGO

We Claim to Make the Best Telephones
And the ONLY absolutely NON-INFRINCINC apparatus made in the United

States to-day, AND WE ARE ABLE TO BACK THAT CLAIM.

Full Equipment for Exchanges, Offices, Buildings, TOLL LINES, Mines, Factories, Etc

GET OUR CATALOGUE AND YOU |

GET OUR TELEPHONES THE STROMBERG- CARLSON TELEPHONE MFG. CO.
76 W. JACKSON BLVD., CHICAGO, U. S. A., STATION U.

FIVE
GOOD
BOOKS
^mm.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.

Electkician Publishing Ca,
Suite 510 Marquette Building,

CHICAGO, ILL

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

I^I^W^WaHV.WTHg^JBLLU,JJ MB4AJW IMUM,.^igKUiiLU]MUM i .Jg^^^BBWWi wmmgmm^
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HAVE YOU
The Walker Elevated Railway Motor, No. 25,

of 200 Horse Power?

It is the Largest Standard

Railway Motor in the World.

Maximum Power.

Minimum Bulk

and Weight.

RAILWAY GENERATORS
Up to 1 ,600 K. W. Capacity are manufactured by

the Walker Company as a Standard Product.

COMPLETE RAILWAY EQUIPMENTS

For all Varieties of Traction.

Spring Suspension Prevents Jar and Vibration.

Our patrons in the United States, England, France, Germany, Austria, Russia, Spain, Italy, Hol-
land, Egypt, South Africa, China, Japan, Australia and South America testify to

the SUPREME EXCELLENCE of our equipments.

WALKER COMPANY,
cl-e:vei-aimd, ohio.
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WHAT'S IN A NAME?
EVERYTHING

WHEN IT INDICATES

SUPERIORITY.

THUS STAND THE

Morrin Climax
Steam Boilers

OBSERVE THAT the Trans-Mississippi and International

Exposition Company of Omaha, Neb., after the closest investiga-

tion of the various boilers, selected the Morrin Ciimax Boilers,

placing an order for 3,500 horse power.

Parties NOT POSTED may ask WHY ?

HERE ARE THE REASONS:
The Climax Boilers surpass all others in points of SAFETY.

DURABILITY, steadiness of water level, accessibility and draft,

perfect in mechanical construction, absolutely no dead points in

circulation. .:'

Send for Our New Catalogue. Tells the Story in a Few Words.

The Clonbrock Steam Boiler Co.

L msn
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Lubrication is sometimes

useful and effective^ or it

may be only decorative.

An illustration of the lat-

ter was given by the ''hired

man'^ who reported to his

employer that he had

''greased^^ the wagon all over

except the little places where

the wheels turn around,

which he could not get at.

Our American-Ball Engines are lubricated on the other plan by a constant stream

of cleansed oil automatically poured on ''the little places where the wheels turn around/^ and

without any attention from the "hired man.^^

Our Direct-Connected Generators are up to the highest standard of excel-

lence, and our Belted IVIachines belong to the same class.

iOllVIERIOAN ENOINE: OOIVIF^ANY
i>i< RA.IRITiEKIM A.VEIMVJI (OUIMD BROOK, IM. Jl.

The ElectricalTransmission of Energy.
A Manaal for the I>esig:ii of Electrical Circuits; by Arthur ~Vang;han Abbott, C. £., Chief Eng. Chicago Telephone Co.

AVith 9 Folding; Plates, 586 Pages. 389 Illustrations and 74 Tables. Size of page, 6x9 in. Price :e4.50.

OF- C^IM1~EIMTS:
CHAPTER I.

Introduction.—Distribution In General—Distribution in Series-
Distribution in Parallel—Mixed Systems-Indirect Distribution.

CHAPTER II.
^

The Properties of Wire.—Tlie Conducting Circuit-Wire Man-
ufacture-Hard Drawing—"Wire Gauges The Circular Mil—
Comjer Wire— Properties of \Vire~< ompositeWire- Ualvanizing
ana I innine—Insulated Wire Flexible Cable—Testing and In-
spection—Wire Speciflcations—Ti nsion of Aerial Lines—The In-
fluence of the Variation of Temperature.

CHAPTER III.

The Constructl'.:! cf Aerial Circuits.—P<7r^ /. General Line
Work. Classification—Aerial F.ines—Poles—Methods of Preser-
vation—Height ot Poles -Cross Arms—Pins—Facing of Arms-
Stresses—Calculation for Pole Strength—Guying—AuL-hor Poles-
Setting Poles—Insulators—Value of Insulators—Oil Insulators-
Tying and Dead-Ending—Loops—Stringing Wires-Wire Joints—
Strenetli of Joints -The Suspension o& Aerial Cables—Humming
of Wires—Transposition of Telephone Lines—Power Circuits-
Pole Line Rpeciflcations. /'art II. Electric Railway CircuiU.
Electiic Railway Circuits—Railway Return Circuit-Electrolytic
Action—Railway Poles—Wooden Poles—Iron Poles—Feed Wire
Insulators and Pole Tops—Trolley Insulators—Railway Line
Work-Strain Insulators—Anchors—Line Sections—Switches-
Line Crossings. I'art III. Lightning Arresters. Lightning
Guards and Strong Current Arresters—High Resistance Arres-
ter—Magnetic Blow-out Arrester—Mechanical Magnet Arres-
ter—Air Expansion A ^re^ter—Non-Arcing Metal Arrester-
Discriminating Arresters—Automatic Cut-outs-Cable and
Switchboard Protectors—Appendix of Insurance Regulations.

CHAPTER IV.
Construction of Underground Circuits.—Pori 7. ConduiU.

Classification—Valentine Conduit—Wyckoff Conduit—Paper Con-
duit—Pipe Conduits—Dorset Conduit—Chenowlth Conduit—
Terra-cotra Conduits—Crompton System—Brooks System- John-
stone System—Kennedy System— St. James System—Inflexible
Systems—Callender Solid System—Cologne Conduit—Zurich Con-
duit—Manholes—Junction Boxes for Street Railway Feeds—In-
troduction of Circuits—Pneumatic Rodding—Gas—Electric Rail-
way Conduits—Bud a-Pesth Conduit—Blackpool Conduit—Love
Conduit—Lenox Avenue Conduit—Metallic Conduits for Alternat-
ing Currents. Pari II. Cables and Conduit Conductors. Con-
duit Conductors—Armored Cables—The Siemens Cable—The
Edison System—The Ferranti Mains -Telegraph Cables-Sub-
aqueous Cables—Power Circuits- -Paper Cables—'telephone
Cables—British Post Office Cables—The Patterson Cable--Glover
Cables—Fowler Waring Cables—Felten-Guilleaume Cable-
Beaded Cables—Cable Joints—The Connection of Underground
and Aerial Systems—Cable Heads.

CHAPTER V.
Electrical Instruments. — Classification— Instruments for

Measurement of Resistance—Wheatstone Bridge—Slide Wire

Sent, expressage prepaid, on
receipt of price, S4.60.

Bridge—Ohm-Meter—Instruments for Measuring Quantity and
Pressure—D'A rsonvat Galvanometer-Ballistic Galvanometer-
Galvanometer Constants—Reduction to Zero and Inferred Zeio -
Shunts—Weston Instruments—Cardew Voltmeter—Electrostatic
Voltmeter—Siemens Dynamometer—Condensers—Wattmeters—
Keys—Magnet—Ground Indicators—Boyer Speed Recorder.

CHAPTER VI.

riethods of Electrical rieasurement. Quantities to be Meas-
ured— Electrical Intensity—Electrical Quantity—Unit of ('urrent—
The Watt — Capacity — Resistance— Ohm's Law— Kirchhoff's
Laws—Measurement of Resistance hy Deflection-Bv Wheatstone
Bridee—By Voltmeter—By Volt and Ammeter—Measurement of
Small Resistance—High Resistance—Insulation Kesistance—By
Loss of fiharge-Line Resistance—Ground Resistance—Special
Methods for (ialvanometer Resistance -F'>r Battery Resistance-
Potential Difference-By Condenser—Wheatstone's Method—
Lumsden's Method— Measurement of Current Strength— By
Ammeter—By Voltmeter—By Differential Galvanometer—By
Slide Wire—Measurement of Capacity—Thouison's Method—
Gott'sMethod—Divided Charge Method— Localization of Faults—
Blaviei's Method,—Overlap Method—Loop Test—Murray's and
Varley's Methods— Localization of Crosses—Measurement of In-
ductance—ByCorif^enserandBridge—With Alternating Current-
Mutual Inductance—Measurement on Alternating Currents-
Difference of Potential—Current—Power by Two voltmeters—
By Three Ammeters—Measurement on Polyphase Circuits—
Klectrical Railway Testing—Capacity of Aerial Lines—The In-
ductance of Aerial Lines—Mutual Inductance on Transmission
Lines.

CHAPTER VII.
Continuous Current Conductors. Part I. Conductor^ and

Insulators. Conductors-Resistance—Ohm's Law—Specific Re-
sistance—Effect of Temperature-Resistance of Dielectrics—IJne
Leakage—Distribution of Potenti:il—The Effect of Leakage—Con-
ductance—Distribution of Potential in Branch Circuits. Pa)-t 11.
The Heating of Cond-ictors. Joule's Law—Location of Circuits-
Bare Wires Freely Susp'^nded-Radiation and Convection—Pan-
eled Wire—Insulated Wire Freely Suspended— Rheostats and
Heaters—Cost of Electric Heating—Fuse Wires—Heating of In-
sulated Cables—Heating of Conduit Cables—Heating of Suspended
Cables.

CHAPTER VIIL
Conductors for Alternatina Currents. General Considera-

tions — Classification—Skin Effect — Current Density — Induct-
ance—Magnetic Field—Electromotive ForceDue toVarying Field-
Equation of Energy—Harmonic Motion—Average values—The
Solution of the Energy E'quatiou—EtTect of Mutual Inductance-
General Energy Equation for Mutually Inductive Circuits—Co-
efficients of Inductance—Effect of Capacity—Solution of the En-
ergy Equation for Circuits with Capacity—The Energy Equation
for Circuits Containing Resistance-Inductance and Capicity—
Graphical Methods—Vector Quantities- Composition and Reso-
lution of E. M. F.—Simple Circuits with One Resistance and In-
ductance in Series— Reactance—Impedance—Resistance Vari-
able—Inductance Variable—Simple Circuits with Several Resist-

ances and Inductances in Series—Simple Circuits with One Re-
sistance and Capacity in Series—Simple Circuits with Several
Resistances, Inductances and Capacities in Series—Circuits with
Resistance, Inductance and Capacity in Parallel—Method of
Equivalent Resistance and Inductance—Circuits Containing Mu-
tual Inductance—Impedance Tables.

CHAPTER IX.
Series Distribution. Origin—Classification—Constant Current

Circuits witli Generator and Motor at Fixed Distances—Location
of Station—Current Density iu Main Circuit—Economic Condi-
tions-Design for Heating-Limit — Design for Mechanical
Strength—Minimum First Cost of Line—Minimum First Cost of
Station—Minimum First Cost of Plant and Cost of Maintenance
and Operation—Design for Minimum First Costof Plant- Design
for Best Service—Minimum Cost of Plant for Maximum Income-
Calculation of Loads—Regulation—Automatic Cut-outs.

CHAPTER X.
Parallel Distribution.—Tlie Evolution of the Parallel System-

Methods of Distribution—The Loop System—The Spiral Loop—
The Tree System—The Closet System—Conical Conductors—Anti-
Parallel Feeding—Distribution of Potential—Cylindrical Conduc-
tors. Parallel Feeding—Cylindrical Conductors, Anti-parallel
Feeding—Conical Conductors, Parallel Feeding—Conical Con-
ductors, Anti-parallel Feeding-Three-wire System—Mul-
tiple Series Sv stem—Five-Wire System—Relative Area Cov-
ered by the Multiple Wire Systems—Feeder and Main System-
Location of Central Station- Location of the Feeders and Cen-
ters of Distribution—Distributing Mains—Calculation of Feed-
ers-Efficiency of Conductors—Methods of Regulation-The Com-
pensator in Klectrical Railway Work—Fall of Pressure and Nec-
essary Section for Feeders—Laws of Economy and Feeder De-
sign— General Design for a System in Multiple Arc—Mechanical
Methods—Station Loads— Arc Lamps on Constant Potential Clr-

cuiis—Electric Rillway Wiring—Three- wire Railway Systems.

CHAPTER XL
Miscellaneous Methods and Long: Distance Transmission.—

Motor Transformers—Compensators—Motor Transformers Run-
ning and Feeding in Series—High and Low Potential Distribution
from the same Siation—Accumulators—Sub-station Accumula-
tors-Accumulator Distribution—Regulation by Means of Accumu-
lators—Transformers—Economy in Conductors—Isolated Trans-
formers-Efficiency of Distribution by Isolated Transformers-
Transformers as Sub-stations—Polyphase Systems—Long-dis-
tance Plants—Long-distance Transmission with Continuous Cur-
rents-Line Construction for Long-distance Transmission—Rela-
tive Amount of Conducting Material for Transmission Systems.

CHAPTER XXL
The Cost of Production and Distribution .—Cost of Conductors-

Cost of Conduits—Telephone and Telegraph Lines—Railway
Lines—Cost of Power stations—Cost of Producing Energy—Coal
Consumption per Watt-liour—Water Power—The Gas Engine—
The Cose of Electrical Energy, as Developed by Wind Power—
The ActualCostof Electrical Energy—Commercial Considerations
of Transmission Problems. f
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NEW

AriERICAN

TURBINE
SEIND FOR
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^Dayton OlobeIronWorks Co. Daytom. o.
Shafting.

GEAmNO,
Pulleys.

PillowBlocks^

Governors,

Etc.
^^^^^^m

Feed Water Heater and Purifier.

Provided with U-shaped Tubes, it Never Leaks.
THE HIGHEST «RAI>E OKIiYT.

Our catalogue contains the representative names of a large number of con-
tented buyers of BERKVMASf HEATERS built by us In the last twentj-
years. A copy awaits your order at any time.

I. B. DAVIS & SON, Makers, Hartford, Conn.,
Or addresses given below:

Jas. Berryman. 125 Nortli 4th St., Philadelphia.
\V. H. Git son, B20 Medlnah Temple, Chicago.

Jos. \Vliitaker. 7 and 9 I'earl Street. Boston.
A. A. Cardwell. 39 Corllandt Street, Room 127, New York.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL
Is known the world over as affording the most simple, reliable

and economical powerforall purposes.

7,000 WHEELS NOW RUNnInG

ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION.

Filling every condition of service in a most effi-

cient and satisfactory way.

Pelton Wlieels are especially adapted to
. this itiirpose and are oiieratiric the major-

ity of-stations of this character in all parts of the world. Highest efficiency and best regulation
guaranteed. Catalogues furnished on application. Address

PELTON WATER WHEEL CO.,
143 Liberty Street,

NEW YORK, N. Y. U. S. A.

121-123 Main Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., U. S. A.

THE Mccormick
TURBINE.

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,
Especially Adapted for Electrical Work.

<wive8 more po^ver per dianieterivith ahigliei*
percentage of useful effect than any other -ivaler-
wheel heretofore made. AH sizes, right and left hand,
are built from i>atterns perfected under systematic tests in the
Holyoke Testing Flume.

Parties having power plants which are imsatisfactory, and
those contemplating the improvement of powers, will find it to
their interest to confer with us, as "we are "willing to
guarantee results where others have failed, no
matter what make of turbine has been in use.
i$TAT£ REQIIIREMi:XT!« AIV1> !$BND FOR
CATAI^OCrE.

S. MORGAN SMITH CO., York, Pa.
Estimates furnished for complete power plants and

results guaranteed.

Cazin Water Wheel.
Fat. March 16. 1897.

Ed Will furnish more power per cubic foot of water used than any other

Front View of Bucket. wheel made.

Can be Operated by Steam at Periods of Low Water.
S^rtd -f^r ^efcnn phi ^t.

American Impulse Wheel Co. of N. Y.
120 LIBERTY

STREET

DIXON'S BELT DRESSING
AND I.EATHER PRESERVATIVE.

Is guaranteed to prevent slipping and to preserve the leather.
It will pay you to send for circulars and testimonials.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.. Jersey City, N. J.

WATER WHEELS
''Hfl

Mm

For Heads of 3 Feet to 2000 Feet.
E.spccially adapted to all kinds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke, given below, enable us to guarantee:

T\m Largest Power evar obtaiiiedfrom a wheel of the same diameter. The highest
\ speed ever obtained for the same powa\ The highest mean efficiency when
Iranninij from half to'full gntr. We guarautee also: A runner of the'greatest

I po>^sib!t' iftrrngth. A ijutc inicqunkd in quickness aiid ease of opening and closing.

Test of a 4B in. SAMSON, Jan. 2B, 97. Test of a 35 inch SAMSON, Fetl.1,'97.

Gale
Op«n.

Head.
Rev.

Pr.Min,
Cu. Ft.

Pr. Sec.
Hor^e
I'luver.

Per
Cent.

(iutc
Ope,,.

Head. Re,-.

Pr.Min.
Cu. l--t-

Pr. See.
Horse
Power.

Per
Ceot.

Full

n
H
^1

15.00

1504
I5.II

15-88

16.47

144.00
138.12

127.67
131.50
126.87

172.69

15503
13324
112.65

90.04

240.97
223.61

191.06
i6a.8o

127.73

S2.03

8455
83.68
80.25

75.95

Full 15-20

16.56

1733
17-54
17-68

19425
187.75
178.50
176-40
168.50

102.02

9215

llil
57.69

143-44
146.73
138.40
109.64
88.14

Si.08
84.78
83.88

80.09

76.19

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.

REG.TRADE MARKS JHE RhOSPHOR BRONZE SMELTINGCO-IIMITED,
2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.

I

""ELEPHANT BRAND PHdSPHOR-BRONZE''
1NGOTS,CASTINGS,WIRE,RODS, SHEETS, ETC.

„ur^^ou,m-
^— DELTA METAL

^,,/j\^ CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORCINGS
ORIGINALanoSoueMakersinthe U.S,

A VALUABLE BOOK FOR ENGINEERS AND FIREMEN NOW READY.

MODERN EXAMINATIONS OF STEAM ENGINEERS or PRACTICAL THEORY EXPLAINED and ILLUSTRATED.

BY W. H. WAKEMAN.
12 mo. Cloth. 53 Chapters.272 pages.

Containing a complete list of 300 questions such as will be asked of any
Engineer when taking examination for U. S. Government or State License, all

of which are fully answered in the text.

PHipe. $2.00
By mail, postpaid, to any part of the world

This book while especially adapted for engineers' examinations, is also in-

tended as a practical guide to Engineers, Firemen, Boiler Makers, Machinists,
and others, in daily practice.

The author being a practical steam engineer himself, well knows the wants
of the working engineer, and has put into this work such knowledge and infor-

mation as is best adapted to their use, making it altogether the most complete
and comprehensiye guide for the busy workers in the engine room, boiler works
and machine shops that has ever been published.

As one engineer who has read the book says: "I think there are few engi-

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, -

neers that it wouldn't do some good. It seems as if it was a review of all I

have ever read, and a lot more besides."

The author has treated of a very great variety of subjects which are ot

vital importance to all who wish to improve and extend their knowledge of

steam engineering, and has e.xplained the rules and formulas given, in the sim-

plest manner possible, and has worked out examples by them, so that all who
can read may understand them.

The 300 questions are an important feature of the book, they are entirely

separate from the 58 chapters of reading matter, and were written after many
years of practical experience and careful research by the author.

His connection with the Boardman Manual Training High School at New
Haven, Conn., as Instructor in Steam Engineering, his 12 years of active mem-
bership in the N. A. S. E., and his position as Instructor of No. 10 of Conn., a

sturdy branch of the National Organization, makes him especially competent
in this part of the work.

The many flattering commendations which this book has already received

from competent judges and high authorities, speak well for Its value.

- Suite 510 Marquette Building, Chicago, III.
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Gas and Gasoline Engines desirable feature's.

Adapted lor ALL Power Purposes—Electric Lithtini;. Mlllinj, Mining,

Water Works, Elevators, Factories, etc. Cheaper and Better tbao Steam.

Write Mo'rf°P.,rcba''siag. FOOS GAS ENGINE CO., Springfield, 0,

EVERY-DAY EXCURSIONS

To all parts of the world can be arrang-

ed for any day in the year, for one or

more persons, upon application to any
principal ticket agent of the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway. Itiner-

aries carefully prepared for excursions

to California, Mexico, China, Japan,

and to any part of Europe. Estimates
furnished, including all expenses.

Tickets furnished for the complete
journey. It is not necessary to wait for

any so-called "Personally Conducted
Excursions." In these days of progress-

ive enlightenment, with the English
language spoken in every land under the

sun, one does not need to depend upon
the services of guides for sight-seeing,

but can go it alone or in small family

parties, with great comfort and security

and at one*s own convenience. Write to

C. N. Souther, City Ticket Agent, 95

Adams St., Chicago.

THE TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK
BY

HERBERT LAWS WEBB.
Price 81.00.

The only complete and practical work
of its kind on the market.

PUBLISHED ET

THE ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
Suite 510 Marquette Bulldlug. CbicaEO.

Electro-Gasoline Engine
a to so H. p. **

Runs without smokn, u.lur or noise.
Special BtyleH fur Klecli ic Lij-'litiiiK,

BitfttH, Milling LoromutlvoH, Hoists,
I'ortalilf. Threshing:, Pumping, Karm
aiui Piiirii'H. Inspection and Street
Cars, It..ad-WaRons. Printing: Offlcea
and all ntationar.v purposes. A 1

1

enpinea gruarnntptd and may be re-

turned at our expense if not as repre-
sented. THE PKOCTT <'0.,
7» Pearborn St., IIIICAOO, T.S.A.

DOMESTIC
Electrical Work.
Concise and Practical Bxplanatlons for Plumb-
ers, Tinners and Hardware Dealers on Mow

to Wire Buildings for Bells, Alarms,
Annunciators and for Gas

Lighting from Batteries.

Illustrated with Twenty-two 'Diagrams.

By William A. Wittbecker.

Price in Paper, 25 Cents.
Price in Clotli, 50 Cents.

THE growinp UemaDd for simi>Ie electrical ap
paratus in dwellioK liouses, ollioes and work

shops and the need of i)laln iDstnictious wherebj
any person ^vlthout a urenous knowledge of elec-

tricity may be enabled to imdertake their snc-

oessful installation, has proni|iie<i tlie publiealioL
of this httle book. It is not intended for th(

amateur who seeks for nothiuf; but experimental
work, neither is it expected to enlicliten the ex-

pert electrician; but to the person who is seekinf;
for information that u 111 assist him in increasine
his daily earnings this little vilunie is addressed
The information given is above all else practl

eal. and witli a close observance of the direction;
laid down anyone without the slightest knowl
edge of electricity should be ublu to do the worl-
described.

Electrician Publisliing Co..

Suite 5 I O Marquette BIdg.,

CHICAGO.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
lUanufacturers of the

Morrifl "Clmai" anl "CofflponBf Safety ^ater

Tnlie Boilers.

BUILT IN UNITS OF 50 TO 1 ,000 H, P.

AJ|||T|AU, Beware ot infringers, they will

UAU I lUH be rigidly prosecuted.

ALSO BUILDERS OF

Smoke Stacks, Tanks, Etc., and
All Classes of Iron Work.

Bpeclflcations, Drawings and Prices furnished
on application.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boilers.

MECHANICAL
Engineers interested in electricity should send for our 100-page

Catalogue (mailed free to any address). Any electrical book pub-

lished sent prepaid on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.. Me filO Marpette BMg,, CHICAGO.

ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM,
325 PA6r£!!^. PRICE 82.00. 347 ILIiUSTRATIO^fS. A series of Thirty-four Practical Ijessons coTcring the Science of Electricity from Its Fundamental

Principles to Its Every-day Applications. By Prof. I>. C. Jackson, University of IVisconsin; Prof. H. S. Carhart^UniTersityof ilIiclLigan ;Prof. B. E. Thomas.
Vniversity ofOhio;Prof.Wm. A. Anthony, ofXew York; Prof. Brown Ayres,Tulane University; Prof. A. C.Perrine, licland Stanford University, Cal.; Prof.
Oeo. D.Shephardson, University of Minnesota, and others, A Comprehensive Treatise in Simple Language, Free from Algebraic Equations and Easily Understood.

CONTEIM-rS:
CHAPTER I: The Nature and PropertJes of Electricity;

Origin of Electricity; Two Kinds; Laws of Attraction and
Kepulsion; Positive and Negative Charge; Terms, Con-
ductors, Insulators. Electric Conductivity; Conveying Elec-
tricity; The Electroscope; Force Exerted Between Charged
Bodies; Unit of Measurement of quantity of Electricity;
Electrometer.—CHAPTER II: Machines for Generating
Electricity by Friction and by Electric Induction; Making
Machine to Continuously Generate Electricity by Friction;
The Elect rophorus; Induction Generator; Units of Elec-
tric Current and Pressure; Electricity Conveyed by Unit
Current Each Second; Negatively aud Positively Charged
Conductors; Relation of Lightning and Sparks of Electrical
Machine.—CHAPTER III: Electric Batteries or Appliances
for Generating Electricity by Chemical Action: Action of
Batteries; Electric Pressure; VoltaicElectricity; Directionof
Current Flow; Production of Contiuuous Current; Battery
Cells In Series; Production of Pressure by Cells; Polariza-
tion and Its Avoidance; Leclanche Cell; Open Circuit Cells.

—CHAPTER IV: Electric Batteries or Appliances for Gen-
erating Electricity by Chemical Action (Concluded); Closed
Circuit Cells; Local Action; Law of Electro-chemical Ac-
tion: Electro-chemical Equivalent: Primary Batteries Com-
Sared»with Dynamos for -Furnishing Current; Uses of
atteries; Difference Between a Primary and Storage Bat-

terv: How Storage Batteries are Made; Parallel Connection
of Plates in Storage Batteries.—CHAPTER V: The Nature
and Properties of Magnetism, Magnetic Fields; Permanent
Magnetism; Magnetic Attraction and Repulsion; Poles of
Magnet; Magnitude of Force Between Two Magnets; Aging
Magnets; Earth's Action on Magnetic Needle; Magnetic
Field; Action of Lines of Force.-CHAPTER VI: The Mag-
netic Effects of Electric Currents and Magnetic Circuits;
Effect of Electric Current on Magnetic Needle; Relation
Between Direction of Lines of Force and Direction of
Current Flow; Determination of Curreut Direction by
Compass; Ampere Turns; Solenoids: Ampere's Theory;
Solenoids wUh Steel or Iron Cores; Residual Magnetism;
Electro-Magnets; Magnetic Permeability: Magnetic Re-
luctance: Magneto Motive Force or Magnetic Pressure.

—

CHAPTER VII: Ohm's Law of the Flow of Electricity;
Pressure; Resistance; Current; Volt; Ohm; Ampere; Mer-
cury »Resistance; Conductivity of Copper Compared with
Other Metals; Resistance of Circuits Made Up of the Same
Parts in Parallel; Joint Resistances; Fall of Voltage Over
Resistance; Effect of Temperature on Resistance; Copper
Temperature Coefficient.—CHAPTER VIII: Heating Ef-
fects of Electric Currents; Miscellaneous Effects of Elec-
tric Currents; Foot-pound; Joule; Horse-power; Watt; Kilo-
watt; Watts per Horse-power; Heating Effects on Bear-
ings of Machinerv: Effect of Electricity on Nerves of Ani-
mals; Muscular Effect of Strong Currents.—CHAPTER IX:
Galvanometers and Voltameters; Differences in Construction
for Large and Small Currents; Presence and Direction of
Currents Shown by Galvanometer: Strength of Current In-
dicated; Tangent Galvanometer; Reflecting Galvanometer;
Needle Suspension; d'Arson val Galvanometer; Terms
"Dead-Beat." "Calibrate:" Voltameter; Electrolyte, Elec-
trolysis; Electrode; Forms of Voltameters.—CHAPTER X:
Measurement of Electrical Resistance; Resistance Meas-
ured by Substitution; Resistance Boxes; Use of German
Silver; Coils; Wheatstone Bridge; Measuring Resistances
with Bridge; Measuring Very High Resistances; Practical
Examples.-CHAPTER XI: Every-day Measurements of
Electric Currents and Pressure; Three Effects by Which
Currents are Directly Measured; Amperemeters; Milli-

ampere; Microampere; Three Classes of Magnetic Ampere-
meters; Weston Amperemeter; Electro Dynamometers;
Hot Wire Instruments; Scales of Amperemeters; Alter-
nating Current Measui'ing Instruments; Measuring Very
Large Currents; Measuring Electric Pressures; Voltmeters;
Cardew Voltmeter; Electrometers; Electrostatic Volt-
meters; Standard Cells; Measuring Currents by Voltmeter
and a Standard Resistance.—CHAPTER XII: Every-
day Measurements of Electric Power, Condensers and
The Measurement of their Capacity; Wattmeters; Electro-
dynamometer Used as Wattmeter; Recording Wattmeters;
Coulomb Meters; Watt Hour; Ampere Hour; Capacity;
Farad; Microfarad; Condenser; Capacity of Condenser;
Charging Condenser; Specific Inductive Capacity; Selec-
tion -of Insulation for Telephone Cables; Capacity of
Underground Wires; Comparing Capacities by Ballistic
Galvanometer; Practical Capacity Measurements: Leyden
Jar.-CHAPTER XIII: Electrolytic Deposition of Metals;
Electroplating; Metals Commonly used in Plating; Salt
of a Metal; Nitrate of Silver; Cyanide of Silver and of Po-
tassium; Solution for Silver plating; \'ats; Quality of Elec-
trolytic Deposit; Effect of Too Great or Small Currents:
Cleaning Articles to b'e Plated; Gilding Inside of Silver
Articles; Base Metals on Wh^ph Nickel is Usually Plated;
Solution for Nickel Plating; Electrotyping; Electrotype
Molds; Electrotype Finishing; Electrolytic 'Refining of
Copper; Solution Used.—CHAPTER XIV; The Electric
Telegraph; Elements of Electric Telegraph; Telegraph
Circuits; Telegraphic Signals; Sending and Receiving;
Telegraph Lines; Sounder; Relays; Local Circuits; Multi-
ple Telegraphy; Duplex Telegraphy; Diplex Telegraphy;
Quadruplex Telegraphy. -CHAPTER XV: Multiple Tele-
graphy; Differential Relay; Polarized Relay; Pole Changer;
Principles of Operation of Diplex, Quadruplex, Bridge
Duplex; Artificial Line; Autographic Telegraphy.—CHAP-
TER XVI: The Telephone; Bell Telephone: Microphone;
Blake Transmitter; Exchanges; Switchboard; Long-Distance
Transmitter.-CHAPTER XVII: The Construction of
Telegraph and Telephone Lines and Instruments; Poles;
Gross-Arms; Pins; Joints; Insulators; Insulatiou; Ground
Plates; Underground Cables; Conduits: Fuses; Multiple
Switchboards.—CHAPTER XVIII: Testing Lines for In-
sulation and Conductivity and the Location of Leaks and
Breaks; Line Troubles; Grounds: Crosses; Locating
Trouble; Earth Currents; Line Conductivity and Insula-
tion; Testing.—CHAPTER XIX: Principles of Continu-
ous Current Dynamos and Motors: Electric Conductor
in Magnetic Field; Field Strength; Induced Electric Pres-
sure: Direction of Current Moving Conductors; Alternat-
ing Current; Dynamos; Magnetos; Commutator.—CHAP-
TER XX: Principles of Continuous Current Dynamos
and Motors; their Construction, Care and Attendance;
Gramme Armature; Siemens Armature; Armature Cur-
rent; Laminating Cores; Foucault or Eddy Currents; Hys-
teresis; Fundamental Principles of Dynamos and Motors;
Points of Good Dynamo; Counter Electric Pressure; Types
of Field Windings; Series, Shunt and Compound Wound
Machines; Multipolar Machines; Regulation, Care and
Maintenance.—CHAPTER XXI: Arc Lighting and Arc
Light Machinery; The Arc; Arc Lamps; Principles of
Operation; Connections; Arc Dynamos; Current and Pres-
sure Required; Making of Arc Carbons; Regulators; Arc
Light Switchboards.-CHAPTER XXII: Incandescent
Lighting and Power Transmission. Two. Three and Five
Wire Systems of Distribution for Electric Lights and
Motors; Incandesc-ent Lamp; Filaments; Vaccuum; Ma-
terial for and Making of Filaments; Advantages of In-
candescent Lamps; jncandescent and Motor Circuits;

Constant Pressure; Loss of Voltage; Circular Mils; Prac-
tical Examples; Weight of Copper Required for Trans-
mission of Power at Different Pressures; ThreOrWirc
System; Motor Starting Resistances.—CHAPTER XXIIl

:

Construction of Electric Light and Power Circuits, aud
Their Testing; Overhead Electric Light Wires; Weather-
proof Wire; Arc Circuit Wires; "Drawing lu" and
"Built In" Underground System; Underground Electric
Light Cables: Edison Tubing; Feeders; Mains: Inside
Wiring; Cleat Work; Moulding Work; Concealed Work;
Dangers from Fires; Distribution System;,—CHAPTER

'

XXIV: Testing Electric Light Circuits and the Dis-
tribution and Measurement of Light; Faults; Soldered
Joints; Magneto Bell; Use of Voltmeter to Locate Grounds
on Arc Circuits; Ground Detector; General Testing;
Photometer; Standard Candles; Illuminating Effect of
Lamps; Effect of Opal Globes.—CHAPTER XXV:o Elec-
tro-Magnetic Induction; Effect of Cutting Lines of Force
by an Electric Conductor; Induced Currents; Induction
Coils: Cores of Induction Coils; Transformer9; Direc-
tion of Induced Current; Self Induction: Attraction and
Repulsion of Parallel Wires Carrying Currents.—CHAP-
TER XXVI: Alternating Currents; Alternator; Electro-
lytic Effect of Pulsating Current; Heating Effect of Al-
ternating Current; Effective Value; Alternating Current;
Measurements; Frequency; Period; Apparent Resistance.
—CHAPTER XXVII: Alternating Currents and Alter-
nating Current Machinery (Concluded); Power Used in Al-
ternating Circuits; Alternating Currents for Lighting; Mak-
ing Transformers; Testing Transformers; Building Alterna-
tors; Number of Altsrnaiions; The Exciter; Running Al-
ternators in Parallel; Synchronous Motors; Two-Phase
and Three-Phase Systems; Induction Motors; Squirrel-
Cage Armature ; Mesh Connection ; Star Connection ;.—
CHAPTER XXVIII: Miscellaneous Applications of
Electric Motor.= : Uses of Electric Motors; ilotors in Ma-
chine Shops; Waste of Power in Factories; Advantages
of Removing Shafts and Belts; Estimating Electrical
Power Required: Electric Elevators; Electric Launches.—
CHAPTER XXIX: Electric Railways; Richmond Elec-
tric Railroad; Trolley Wire; Trolley; Track; Use of Two
Motors; Rail Bonds; Heavy Electric Locomotives.—CHAP-
TER XXX: Methods of Handling and Controlling Rail-
way Motors and Generators; Output Records; Record-
ing Voltmeters; Load of Electric Railway Plant; Appli-
cation of Storage Batteries to Smooth Road Curve; Meth-
ods of Controlling Street Car Motors; Station Instru-
ments; Equalizer.—CHAPTER XXXI: Model Electric
Plant; First Central Station; Changes in General Sle-
chanical Construction of Dynamos; Instruments; Multi-
ple Arcing Galvanometers; Use of Double and Single
Pole Switches ; Operating Dynamos in Parallel ; Feeder
Connections in Continuous and Alternating Stations;
Throwing Dynamo into Circuit; Cutting Dynamo Out.—
CHAPTER XXXII: Underwriter's Rules, Etc.; Neces-
sity of Rules; Special Points in Wiring; Insulation of
Sockets, Fuses, Fixtures: Annunciator Wire; Office Wire;
Leaky Wires.—CHAPTER XXXIII: Electric Welding.
Forging, Etc. ; Electricity Applied to the Kitchen ; Elec-
trical Methods Applied to Metal Working; Thomson
Apparatus for Heating Metals; Welding b> Thomson
Method; Bernardos Process of Working Metals; Bringing
Piece of Metal to High Temperature by Dipping in Pail
of Water; Electric Current for Warming and Cooking;
Electric Heating and Stoves Compared.-CHAPTER
XXXIV: Electro-Therapeutics; Galvanic Curren*-: Fara-
dic Current; Static Electricity; Electric Osmosis; Electro-
Cautery; Medical Electric Lights.

PRICE $2.00. Sent postage prepaid to any address in the world on receipt of price. The Ideal Work for Electricians. Central Station Men, Engineers, Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Students. Etc.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 MARQUETTE BLPC, CHICAGO.
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IMPERIAL SELF-
OILINC ENGINES

Are the highest product of advanced engine building, and are without a parallel for excellence.

THE IMPERIAL
Is a necessary and logical outgrowth of the demand for a clean and practical self-oiling engine.

Built in Sizes I5 to 300 Horse Power. Direct-Connected or Belted.

BEAUTIFUL IN DESIGN AND HANDSOMELY FINISHED.
ALL ADJUSTABLE PARTS EASILY ACCESSIBLE.

Weston Engine Co
General Offices: Painted Post, N. Y.

Branch Office: 1203 Fisher BIdg., Chicago.

:iM

Julian SchoU & Co., 12() Liberty St., New York City.
Scranton Supply and Machinery Co., 131 AVyomins Ave., Scranton Pa.
St. Louis; Moses P. Johnson Machinery Co., 71.5 N. Second St.
Boston: 77 Oliver St., H. F. Ruggles, Agt.

® T. K. Carey & Bros. Co., 30 Light St., Baltimore, Md.
Mitchell, Lewis & Staver Co., Seattle, "Wash.
Los Angeles, Cal.: Chas. B. Boothe & Co., 12(i S. Los Angeles St.
Denver; Hendrie & Bolthoff Mfg. Co., Agts.

CiEXERAI/ f^OUTHKASTERN AOEXTS: D. A. TOillPKIXS CO., CHARIiOTTE, ]«. C.
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Il«ll«
RAILWAY
GENERATORS.

DIRZSCT-CONNECTZSD,

100 K. W. TO 2,400 K. W.,

Or Belt Driven, 100 K. W. to 500 K. W.

We have luannfactured and shipped 289,000

K. W. (380,133 h. p.) in

Q. E.

Railway
Generators

8ince onr incorporation.

WHY?
TheyAre Universally Conceded

to Be the Best.

netropolitan West Side Elevated Railroad, Chicago, III.

800 K. W. and 1,500 K. W. Generators.

We are the LARGEST ELECTRICAL COMPAWY IN THE WORLD and the OIVLY COMPAXY THAT CAN
FURNISH ARSOLrTELY EVERY ELECTRICAL DEVICE FOR ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,
niAIN OFI"ICE, SCHZSNECTADir, N. Y.

SALES OFFICES:
r.osTON, MASS.. 180 Summer Street
NEW YORK, N. Y., 44 Broad Street.
SVRAOU.SE, N. Y.. Sedgwick. Andrews & Kennedy Bldg
f.UFFALO, N. Y., 901 D. S. Morgan Building.
I'UILADELPHIA, PA.. 509 Arch Street.
r.ALTIMORB. MD.. 227 E. German Street.
I'lTTSBURG, PA., 302 Tradesman's Bank Building'.

ATLANTA. GA., Equitable Building.
NEW ORLEANS. LA., 423 Baronne Street.
(CINCINNATI OHIO., 420 West Fourtll Street.
OOLDMBUS. OHIO., 14 North High Street.
NASHVILLE, TENN., 30S North Sumnaer Street.
CHICAGO, ILL., Monadnock Building.
DETROIT, MICH., 101 Woodward Aye.

ST. LOUIS, MO..WaInwright Building.
DALLAS, TEXAS, Junction Building.
HELENA, MONT.. Electric Building.
MiINNBAPOLIS, MINN., Phoenix Building.
DENVER. COLO.. Kittredge Building.
SAN PEANCISCO, CAL., 15 First Street.
PORTLAND, ORB., Worcester Building.

For all business ontfciile the United States and Canada: Foreign Sept» Schenectady , Al. ¥.. and 44 Broad St., ST. Y.
For Canada, address Canadian Veneral Electric Co , I>td., Toronto, Canada.
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Telephone Induction Cotle.

Electro- -w^SindEBft-. Medical

Magnets. '^^H''''m Coils.

fleoelver Bobbins. X-Ray Coils.

C. F. SPLITDORF,
Manufacrurer of Electricnl Specialties,

lT-27 VANOEWATEfl ST., N. Y.

It*

T. H. Brady, New Britain,. Conn., U. S. A.,

Manufacturer of MastArms.Pole and
Swlngiud Hoods. House Brackets and
otlier Specialties for Construction
V/oTk.—Cataloffues and Pricee fur-
nished on application.

-v' - GENUINE RAWHIDE
"''

' *:; LACE LEATHER.

[e.s1|HULTZ'S PATENT

^piy IPULIEY COVER.

•^CHiiiT7 D&TrMT .-T^^^^P^LT DRESSING
SHULTZ PATENT . ., ''^i5^^^E^" and

.
' WOVEN li:/ffHERUNKBEgiNGS;>,,'S^^'3£^

Dynamo "' '^^^a (oc(rrciiiars-

C^ELTINQr. S«- Louis, aio.', U. S. A. ' "^

BltANCUES: IW Slimmer St., Boston; 113 Liberty St., New York; 12i)N. 3d St., Philadelphia.

'-5efidJoc(rrcii|ars-

:aH) DELAWARE HARD FIBRE CO.,
^^^.i^S!^ WILMINGTON, DEL.

SBHTD FOR CATAIiOOIJE AHJD SAMPl^S.

Sheets, Rods, Tubes and Special Shapes.

FAMES IMBSAL LAMP
(/ ^^r~\i

rf Catalogue No. 5
'i^V^^^^-—<^ Xow Ready.

Enables tlie light to be shifted instantly to any desired Dosition with no attention

to fastenings. Adapted to all requirements.

GET OUB lATE CATAIOGITE.

FARIES MFG. CO., Decatur, III.

The Emerson Electric Mfg. Co.,
Alternating Current
Pan Motors,
Ceiling Pans,
Power Motors.

Knife Switches and
Switch Boards,
Multiple Fuse Boards,
Push Buttons.

ST. LOUIS,
U. S. A.

Inc. 1895.

lioioio********* I************^

I Black Diamond File Works. I

J*

"Paragon" Power Motors.
Estimate's Fnrnislied for

Small Motors and

Motor-Dynamos,

Iron Clad; No External

Magnetism; Dust and

Moisture Proof.

A-, i, \, }. i and 1

horse power.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND DISCOUNTS.

J. P.Williams, Gen'l Agt.,39 Cortland! St., New York.

Special

Prize

Gold Medal

at Atlanta,

1895.

4^ OCKIGOODS ABB OUT SAL,E IIV EVERY lEADIKG HABU1VABE ^^ STOBE Uf THE riSITED STATES AJSD CANADA. L^

|G. &H. BARNETT COMPANY,^
^ PHILADELPHIA, PA. S

ANon-ArcingFuse.
The "only" one deserving the name. WiU open a high-tension short-circuit

without arc or flash.

We make Switcliboard Equipments, Transformer and Subway Boxes.

We Solicit Correspondence from Those Troubled with Fuses.

D. * W. FUSE CO.,
53 ABOBST STBEKT, PBOTIDEKCE, B. I.

The Zamel Arc Light Meter
AND ELECTRIC CURRENT TIMER

Is the ONLY RELIABLE DEVICE for Timing the Use of Arc Lights,

i-t ii i-tive in l-ts

SEND FOK CIRCUIiAR.

lori.

Zamel Arc Light Meter Co.,
266 BI-UE ISL-AIMD A.VE:., ^HICAOO, ll-l-.

Approved by the National Fire Underwriters' Association.
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SIMPLEX INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBER COVEAED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.
wESTERN^sELLiNG AOENT. SimpIcx BlecMcal Cowpany,
1137 Mon.micck Block. CHICAGO. 78-81 Cornhlll, BOSTON, MASS.

£:d f-. ivioore:,
MANUFACTURER OF

INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
r-i-KXIBI-K COnOS ANO CABL.KS.

«•><> .\»ID itOSS KOBTH THIRD STREET. PHILAOEIiPHIA. PA.

^.ON'-i

18S9—Paris Exposition,
Medal for Bnbber Insalation.

1893—TTorld's Fair,
lledal for Rubber Insolation.

TRADEMARK.

THE STAXDABD FOB
BVBBEB ISrSriiATIOHT.

Sole Manufacturers of

Okonite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee *??!!;?'• Wires.

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd.
Willird L. Candee. i

H. OurantCheever. i

Managers. 253 Broadway, New York,
Geo'. T. Manson, tien'l Supt.
W. H Hod^ins. Secy.

''Standard'' EIec=
trical Wiring TubesI

Insulators, Cleats and Electrical Sjjecialties of all kiBds. Cheapest and best on the market.

31anufactui'cri$. AVrile for Prices.

^snufecRJreripARTRICKS fi^RTER f0. ELfJ^Al
Sealers ri25So.2ndSt.V)PHILADA.V)PA. goods.

/MO,

^ESTIIM EleDSriGal Wfment Co.,
1 14-120 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

lUmin&ted Dial

Mm InsirmeotSi

These iDBtmrnenfa are
t>B&ed npoD the same gen-
eral principle and are just
aa accurate as onr regular
Standard Portable Direct
Current Voltmeters and
Ammeters, but are much
larger, and the working
part? are inclosed la a
neatly deeigned. dost-proof
caat-iron case which effect-
ively ahlelda the Instxn*
ments from disturbing In-
fluencee of external mag-
oetic fields. Weston Standard Illnminated

Dial Potential Indicator,

Veston Siandird

Portable Direct Beading
Voltmetera and Millivolt-
meters. Ammetersand Mil-
ammeters, Wattmeters
andVoItmeterj, for Alter-
nating and Direct Current
Circuits.

Our portable instruments
are recognized asstandarde
throughout the civilized
world.

Our Semi-Portable La-
boratory Standard Volt-
meters and Anuuetere are
still better.

They are the most relia-
ble, absolute standards for
Laboratory nie.

MIGH
PARIS 1867. CHICAGO 1893. PHIUDELPHIA 1876.

WIRES AND GABLES.
AERIAL, UNOEROROUND,

SUBMARINE.

W. R. BRIXEY, Mfr.

203 Broadway, New York.

Wnlarn OfRca, Marquette Bidg., Chicago, 111.

CALIFORNIA ELEC. WORKS. M. DUPEROW, NEW ORLEANS ELEC. CO.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL, WASHINGTON, 0. C. NEW ORLEANS. LA

Insulating Paint s Varnish.
We were the (Irst chemists in the world to

make a special study.of this problem. Our Iodr
experience and careful luvestipatlon enables us
to be of service to wide-awake electricians.

MASSACHUSEHS CHEMICAL COMPANY,
Boston. Masft.. II. S. A.

TUC ATE p Iron Clad Rheostat Co.,nbH I I. n
WESTFIELD, N. J., U. S. A.

EOs-r'A.TS
rOItALI. PURPOSES.illMMCKQi .' FOii

A I IImDIIE ccssulting electrical
Li nCnitC) ENQINEER.'^k'

Estimates, Plans, Specifications,
ExaniioatioQS, Keports, Tests.

30G Oriel Building, ST.IiOIIIS,I»0.

Queen & Co.,
1012 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA.

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-Wirt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Ray

Focus Tubes, Induction Colls.

CARPENTER
ENAMEL RHEOSTATS.

Aatomatlc Motor l^tarters.
All-iizes. List price of 1 H. P. size, tl3.00.

Reliable, fully guaranteed. Highly finished. Cheap.

Ward Leonard Electric Co., Hoboken, N.J.

)MPORTE0(|RBON§

"Wertheim" M Germanja
OPEN°yiRCS -'^HrINCLOSED ARCS

STEADIEST [^HT^T^ESTUFE

^nVWCP l><,Lin6 .vSunnK ( 0.

57 So Canal St CHICAGO.

I-T-E
CIRCUIT BREAKERS

CUTTER ELECTRICAL CO., PHILADELPHIA

The Emerson Electric Mfg. Co.,
Alternating Current
Fan Motors,
Ceiling Fans,
Power Motors.

Knife Switches and
Switch Boards,
Multiple Fuse Boards,
Push Buttons.

ST. LOUIS,
U. S. A.

N. 1. R.
National

India
Rubber €o's

RUBBER COVERED
\AAiros and Cables.

OFFICE and FACTORY: BRISTOL, R. I.

C^H. THORDARSON,
Eiectricai Manufacturing and Repairing.

We Bnil<l and RefiU ConiinntatorN.
AKMATURKS, Birect or Alternating, of any siiise, or for any

i^ystem.
We Make a Specialty of Winding FIEL,D MAGXET COILS

and Transforn»ei-».

Telegraph Instrumeni.s, Polar Ri-lays, Neutral Relays, Sounders, Telephone In-

struments, Kepeaiin^ Coils, Impedance Coils, Non-inductive Resistance
Co^ls, Arc Lamp Coils, RcKiilator Coils.

JiS MAKKKT STREET, ClIICAGOv
Fi)lly>|

permameSQ
authorigl

Ch^c:^
(Vnta
Kuull

reciatiriK the fact that <:ooa workmanship is the main factor for the establishTiient o£

msiness. it Iius been my ^ndeiivor to alway;; carry out this idea, and as a result 1 am
ir»-ler to the fnlUiwIuy fuiirlargt'C'iriipanu's.lnrwhoni I have donuaudamdoingwork:
lecrapli & i 'ablu Co.. .1 F. liuttcrrK-id. A.ss't Klectrlcal Knsineer, .-^tock Exchange Bldg.
Ffelfphone Co.. .1. C. Kenov. I*inrlia-.iim AL'eiit. Ciiioatro Teiephon" lilil'^.

,:nlnn Telephone Co., s. c. McMeeii. cliii-f Klfctrical Engineer. AslilundBInck.
inj; l)epitrtint_"iit. Westwru Uuioii Teleirniph Co.. Western Union Jiia-:. ^_.

Mar the .said lirnis liave men in their eiiiphn- whose ability as competent judges^
) cannot be quo-sUoned. will be ample evUlerice for my statenieat that I sliaH Kive

le orders for the
'--'--;-— -* - -'"-
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EDDY GENERATORS.
Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

Eddy Motors—Slow. Medium or High Speed.
We build all necessary apparatus tot the transmission of Electrical

Power throngh factory or other bnlldlncs.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.,
>A/INDSOR, OOIMIM.

NEW YORK; H. B. Coho & Co., Mail and Express Building,
PHILADELPHIA, Walter C. Mclntire & Co., 506 Commerce St.
BOSTON, G. M. Angler & Co., 64 Federal St.
ELMIRA, S. N. Blake.
ST. LOUIS, Western Electrical Supply Co.
KANSAS CITY, W. T. Osborn.
CINCINNATI, O., Nevada Bldg., John A. Stewart.
CHICAGO, 305 Dearborn St., Wallace & Hine, ManaECrj.

SAN FRANCISCO, OaL.. Cal. Elec. Wks., 409 Uarket St.

Alcatraz Electrical Compound,
nanafactared by

THE CALIFORNIA ASPHALT CO., "«i',t'.'?L«'

ABSOLUTELY UNEQUALED FOR
ELECTRICAL AND WIRE INSULATION, Insulating Connections, Dynamos and Motor Bases, Battery and Accumulator

Shelving, Circuit and Switch-Boards.
WATER-PROOFING Cut-Out Boxes, coating wires when subjected to acid or allcaline fumes, and when laid undercement, etc. •

PAINTING Poles, Brackets, Cross-Arms, Benches, Floors, etc.
COATING CABLES, Lead-Covered Pipes, and all underground work.
Tt ^..o K

''".'^'*? ELECTRICAL COMPOUND is manufactured of the celebrated brand of Alcatraz Asphalt, and possesses many well-known points of superiority

iHh!:l.„ t" !
under severe and exacting conditions, and has given perfect satisfaction. It will not Scale, Crack or Burn. Presents a Smooth Surface.

^.i^r«tJnifh '""h'^,-
Not/"^^ted by Thermal or Climatic Conditions. Resists the action of the Elements, Acids, Alkalies. Sewer Oases? and possessedxreai sirengtn ana elasticity. Being the producers of the raw product, we are enabled to save the middleman's profit, and offer consumers a superior article at averyiowpnee

SAMPLE UPON APPLICATION. Agents wanted in all leading cities.

KEYSTONE ELECTRICAL

INSTRUMENT COMPANY.
Switchboard Voltmeters, Ammeters, Ground Detectors and

Differential Voltmeters.

Type "K" Illuminated Dial

We meet all the requirements of modern Central Stations or Isolated Plants, whether
using direct or alternating current circuits.

Our Instruments are constant and durable, sensitive and accurate, pleasing in
appearance and always correct.

We can interest you in prices and other details If you will write to

Ninth St. and Montgomery Ave., Philadelphia.
New York, 15 Cortlandt Street.

Chica&fo. 1440 Monadnock Building.

Makes No Noise, Hakes Money.
The large steel shaft and the extra long, self-oiling,

self-aligning bearings permit running the rotor of the
WARREN INDUCTION ALTERNATOR with the least
possible clearance, reducing the air gap to a mere
fraction.

You can set one of our dynamos down in your station,
belt to power, and go off hunting for new lighting con-
tracts. The machine needs no attention; requires no
repairs.

Investment stops with the purchase price.

WARREN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,
Sandusky, Ohio.

May we send our illustrated circulars?
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I^or jS^l^ t>y tl"i^ Iv^^dli-i-e: Sij.i>i:>iy Hoi;«.se-s.

60c. per Stick. $2.75 per half doz. $5.00 per doz. Send for Tree Sample.

THE BOILER EXPURGATOR CO., 115 Dearborn St., Chicago,
Sole SelXiang; A.g;ents.

Eastern Distributers, BIBBER WHITE COMPANY, 49 Federal Street, Boston, Mass.

BUCSETE
QUALITY
UNEOUALED

FACTORY
PRODUCTION
TRIPLED.

IIMOiEklMDI
Monadnock Building, Chicago.

IVI
THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

TH/^N;S^roRneRs; ?

I0^6^(<et^ ^kUTW prcxCo,

YOUR SUPPLY MAINTAINED FOR 12c.

LAMPS
Efficient, Long-Lived and

Guaranteed Satisfactory.

Write us before making another contract. Wears THE
Lamp Renewing Company you have heard of.

Lynn Incandescent Lamp Co., Lynn, Mass.

DYNAMO=

ELECTRIC

MACHINE

DESIGN

TAUQHT

BY MAIL.

The MechaiiicaUElectrical Scholarship is a thorough course of instmction
for persons who wish to obtain such technical education as will qualify them
to design electrical machinery and to become Electrical Engineers.

Studies are carried on at home. Specially prepared Instruction and Ques-
tion Papers take the place of text-books. Instructors direct the student and
assist hmi in bis studies. Mechanical Drawing is successfully taught by a new
method.

For those who wish to study the operation and installation of electric
light, power and railway plants, the Electrical Power and Lighting Scholar-
ship is designed.

We also have courses in Steam Engineering; Civil Engineering in all its

branches; Book-Keeping and Business Eorms and the English Branches.

Mention the subject in which you are interested and send for our Free Cir-
cular which contains full particulars. Address

THE INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS.

Box 1002, SCRANTON, PA.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Advance Pkg. A Sup. Co. i

A.hlm-Edwards Elec. Go .
.

Akron Ins. & Marble Co. . i

American Battery Co xvi

American El. Meter Uo xiii

Amer. El. Telephone Co.xvlii

American Elec. Works ... xv
American Engine Co xvi

Amer. Impulse Wheel Co.

American Rheostat Co—
Armorite Int. Con. Co.. Till, ix

Bain, Foree xvi

Baker & Co xiv

Ball Engine Co xxv
BarnettCo., G. & H xxviii

Bernstein Electric Co— xii

Bealy & Co.,Chas. H xxviii

Boiler Espurgator Go ill

Brady, T. H xxvili

BriUCo.. J. Q vli

Brixey, W. R 1

Bryant Electric Co iv

Buckeye Electric Co i i i

Burnley Batt. & Mfg. Co. xvi

Califoraia Asphalt Co 11

Card Electric Co vil

Carlisle &. Finch Co
Central Electric Co v

Central Mfg. Go
Central Tel. & Elec. Co. . xix

C. B. AQ. E. R xix

Chicago Edison Co Iv, xvi

Cblcaeo El. & Stereo. Co . . x iv

Chicago Fuse Wire & Mfg.
Co xviii

Chicago Ins. Wire Co xiv

C.,M. &St. P. R. R
Climax Novelty Co ilx

Clonbrock St. B.Co..xxili, xxv
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co. xxli

Commercial El. Sup. Co.. x

Cornman Co xvi

Crown WovenWire Brush
Co xiv

Cutter EL & Mfg. Co i

D. &W. Fuse Co xxviii

Davis & Son, I. B xxiv

DaytonGlobelronWks. Co. xxiv
DelawareHard Fibre Co.xxviii

Diamond Elec. Co iv

Diamond State Fibre Co. xiv

DieblMfg. Co vil

Dixon Crucible Co. . Jos. . xxiv

Eastern Elec. Cable Co x ?

Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co ti

Edison Lamp Dept xiv

Electrical Exchange, The. x-^l

Elec. Appliance Co xiv

Electric Arc Light Go
Elec. Gas Lighting Co
Electric Storage Batt.Co. xli

Electrician Pub. Co.
xviii, xix, xxv

Elliott, W. H. Eleo. Co.... xvi

Emerson El. Mfg. Co 1

Empire China Works xvlil

Evans Electric Co xvi

Paries MfgCo ,
;

Farr Tel. & Cons. Supply
Co xviii

Foos Gas Engine Co xxv
For Sale Advertisements. . xvi
Fort Wayne El. Corp iv

Fuel Economizer Co

Garlock Packing Co
Garvin Machine Co., The . vi

General Electric Go xxvli
Gen'l Inc. Are Light Co . .

.

Globe Elec. Heating Co . . i

v

Gordon-Burnham Bat. Co.xvli

Hart A Hegeman Mfg. Co. xxii

Hill, W. S. Electric Co ... .

Hodge, Walsh & Loring. xvi
Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co. xvi
Huebel & Manger xix

Intemat'l Cor. Schools.. iii

Iron-Clad Rheostat Co. . . i

JeweU Belting Co xxviii

Kartavert Mfg. Co xxviii

Keystone Elec. Inst. Co.. ii

Kokomo Tel.& El.Mfg.Co. xix

Leclaoche Battery Co xvli

Leffel & Co., James xxiv
Leonard, Ward, Elec. Co.. i

Lindsley Bros xvii

Link Belt Machinery Co. xxiv
Lockwood Long Dist. Tel.
& Tel. Co. of America. . .

Lombard Water Wh. G. Co.

Lynn Inc. Lamp Co Hi

MainBeltlngCo xxv
ManhattanGen'lCons.Co.. xiv

Manross, F. N vli

Mansfield Tem. Cop. Co.xxviii

Mass. Chemical Co i

McFell Electric Co xix

McKInlock, W. C vli

McLean, A. J xvli

McLennan* Co., K xU
McNaughton Co., J. C ... xvii

McRae. A. L i

Mica Insulator Co xiv

Mo. Tel. Mfg. Co xix

MitchellTemp. Copper Co. xix

Monona Cedar Co xvii

MononR.R vii

Moore, Alfred F 1

Muir *fe Son, Thos xiii

Munsell AGO., Eugene..

Murray Iron Works Co. . . vi

National India Rubber Co. I

National Tube Works Co. xvii

Newton Appliance Co... xvi

New York Ins.Wire Co . . . xx

Northern Elec. Mfg. Co. . . xiii

Nungesser El. Battery Co,.

Ohio Electric Works xvi

Okonlte Co., The 1

Otto Gas Engine Wks xxv

PaisteCo..H. T xvii

Partrick & Carter Co 1

Partridge Carbon Co
Peerless Rubber Mfg.Co.. xiv

Pelton Water Wheel Co. xxiv

Peoples' Electric Co i

Perrizo & Sous xvii

Peru Elec. Mfg. Co i

PhlUlps Ins'd. Wire Co. . . xv

Phosphor-BronzeS.Co.Ld xxiv

Point Marion Mfg. Co
Prouty Co., The xxv
Puritan Electric Co

Queen & Co. i

Rawson Electric Co.: xix

Reislnger, Hugo . xv
Reliable Elec. Sup. Co— xiii

Replogle Governor Wks . xlli

Roth Bros. & Co iv

St. Clair Hotel

Samson Cordage Wks xiv

Sargent & Lundy xv
Sawyer-Man Electric Co. xx
SchifT. Jordan & Co
Schoonmaker, A O xv
Shultz Belting Co xxviii

Simplex Electrical Co., The. i

Smith Co., S.Morgan xxiv

Snyder W. M xviii

Splitdorf , C. F xxviii

Standard Air Brake Co . . xxi

Standard Tel.A El. Co. . . . xviii

StandardUnderg.Cahle Co.

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co..

Sierling & Son, W. C xvii

Stilwell-Bierce & Smith-
Vaile Co xvi, xvii

Storey Motor A Tool Co. ..

Stow Wfg. Co XV
Stromberg-Carlson Tel.
Mfg. Co xix

Swarts Metal Kefin'g Co. xvi

TaberA Mayer
Thordarson, C. H 1

Triumph Electric Co

United Elec. Imp. Co

Van Home, Burger A Co. xxv
"Viaduct Mfg. Co xix
Vougbt, M. I xvi

Wagner El. Mfg. Co
iii, xiv, XV, XX

Want Advertisements., xvi

Warner. Wm. P
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co ... . il

Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
XV

Western Electric Co xi

Western Tel. Cons. Co ... . xviii

WestinghouseEl.AMf . Co . xx
Weston Electrical Inst. Co. i

Weston Engine Co xxvl
Willard El. A Bat. Co xvi

Williams. J. P xxviii

Wood, Chas. N xvi

Wright, Wm xvi

Zamel Arc Lt. Meter Co.xxviii

ITor ^lassi-fied lncl«x o-f Advor-tBsemon-bs Soo Paee ^^1.
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HARDTMUTH GORED CARBONS for Direct and Alternating Current

AFRO UAIVI I
HABIRSHAW AND O. E. CO.'S |

t WIRES AND CABLES. t

i

—

T--^--r----^- — -^----^- — - — -^-~-t i j

AMERICAN CARBON CO.'S Plain and Coated
CARBONS FOR SERIES ARC LICHTING.

n CKicaeo Edi
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS, t

—

-

--—-&^ ,

.... I
DEALERS IN ELECTRIC LIGHTING SUPPLIES,

HABIRSHAW AND 0. E. CO.'S

WIRES AND CABLES. .139 Adams Street, CHICAGO.

.,, BEAUTY ^

;^^ IN DESIGN 15 NOT THEONLY IM
""'*

PORTANT FEATURE OFTHe RqTH
'

'H1G.H Grade dynamos & motors.

THEY HAVE MANY OTHER

;:;,; FEATURES WHICH 'CONVINCE
'" BUYERS OF THEIR 5UPEPI0RITY

LET US SEND YOU FURTHER

PARTICULARS.
i

HIGH GRADE
MULTIPOLAR^BIPOLAR
DYNAMOS -^MOTORS

SLOW A MEDIUM SPEED

ROTH BROS. & CO..
MANUFACTUREflS,

30 Market St., Chicago,

The Gucler Electric Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
E. C Van Nori Electric Co., Si Louis. Mo
N. V. Dynamo .^.nd Motor Co., New York City.
H. K. Greenman, Sioux Citr, la. .

Fort Wayne Electric Corporation,
FORT WAYNE, IND.

Arc, Dire
ins incs

Apparatus for

=-1: Curr^n-fc and ^^i-fc^i

ind^s^^n-fc l_isl^'tii^S s
la-t-

id

I

' BRYANT POOPS ARE GOOD O00D5."
|

BRYANT-PAISTE SWITCH.

PRICES CfREATLY KEDUCED,
WRITE YOUR JOBBER FOR REVISED

FIGURES.

THE BRYANT ELECTRIC CO..

BRIDGEPORT. CONN.

El EPTRIP HFfiTFR^ available to all.QLLUiniu nLHicno minimum expense.

Portable Heater for residences and offices, size 23 Inches long, 11J4 Inches
high, 5 inches wide. Weight 30 pounds.

Highest Efficiency, Simplicity, Durability, Production Guaranteed.
Our Street Car Heaters lead all competitors.

Send for new illustrated circular.

Heating; colls renewed like incandescent lamps. Constructed for any voltage. Work on direct
or alternating current. Consumes 6. 8 amperes on no volt current, 1. s on 500 volt current.

THE GLOBE ELECTRIC HEATING CO.,
[47 North 12th

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

TRANSFORMERS-WATTMETERS.
(SCIHEEF-F-EIR'S IVI I^FRO'VE^.

Double Primary Coils, No Brushes,
Double Secondary Coils, No Commutator,
Good Ventilation, No Moving Wire,
Light Weight, Simplicity,
High Efficiency, Durability,
Good Regulation, Reliability,
Small Iron Loss. Accuracy,

Convenient to Install. Even to a 6 c. p. Light

DIAMOND ELECTRIC CO.,

1202 Fisher Building, Chicago, III. Factory: Peoria
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I

IN
IN SECOND HAND MACHINERY.

We have just purchased the complete outfits of several large

plants at figures that will allow us to put on sale the following

tools, many of them in an almost new condition, at very low
prices:

Lathes, Planers, Shapers, Drill Presses,
Screw Machines, Milling Machines,
Tappers, Presses and Shears, Grinders, Etc.

Sent! for list No. 20 and prices and description of any macliine you are
in need of.

THE QARVIN MACHINE CO.,
Spring and Varick Sts., NEW YORK.

Philadelphia Store, 51 Nortli Seventh St., Philadelphia, Pa.

I
THE MURRAY IRON WORKS CO., I

BURLI NGTON, IOWA. |

HIGH-GRADE I

SIOUX !

CORLISS ENGINES. |

: Formerly Bu,lt a. SIOUX CITY, IOWA. g.^p^E AND COMPOUND. I
: :

;
Direct Connected when Desirable, J

; Tnbular Boilers for all y^_
*

I Pressures.

• Complete Power

I Plants.

J Ice Machines.
*

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
AccniniLlators.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

"Willard El. & Battery Co.

Air Brakes.
atandard Air Brake Co.

Antumciators.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.

Arc liamps.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
DieHl Mfg. Co.
Eleotrio Arc LlgM Co.

Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.

Manhattan Gen'l Cons. Co.

Peoples Electric Co.
Puritan Electric Co.
Weallnghouae El. & Mfg. Co.

Arc !Lisht Cord.
Central Electric Co.

Samson Cordage Wks.

Batteries and Jars.
burnley Batt. & Mfg. Co.

Central Electric Co.

CMcago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Gas Lighting Co.
Gordon-Burnham Battery Co
Lieclanche Battery Co., The.
Muir & Son, Thos.
Nungesser El. Battery Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Sunply Co.

Roth Bros. &Co.
BeUs.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Ohio Electric Works.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Belting;.
Jewell Belting Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Main Belting Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.
Shulta Belting Co.

Boilers.
Clonbrock Steam Boiler Co.

Murray Iron Works Co.

Books. Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Brnslies.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Grown Woven Wire Brush

Co.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.

Burglar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Cables (See Insulated Wires.)
Cables, Electric (See Insu-
lated Wires), Copper,
tmieet and Bar.
American Elec, Works.
Briiey. W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
General Electric Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
New York Ins. Wire Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Carbons,Foint8& Plates.
Advance Pkg. & Sup. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Geu'l Inc. Arc Light Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.
Reislnger. Hugo.
Schiff, Jordan &Co.

Cars.
Brill Co., J. Q.

Compound.
Boiler Expurgator Co.
Central Electric Co.
California Asphalt Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Mass. Chemical Co.
McLennan & Co., K.
Okonite Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.

Conduit and Conduits.
Armorlte Interior Cond. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Muir & Son. Thos.

Construction A Bepatrs.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Elliott, W. H. Elec. Co.
Ft. Wa3Tie Elec. Corporation.
Hodge, Walsh & Lorlng.
McFell Electric Co.
McRae, A. L.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
Thordarson, C. H.
United Eleo. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.

Contractors and Electric
Xiiglit Plants.
Ahlm-Edwards El. Co.
Bain. Force.
Card Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Dlehl Mfg. Go.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
McRae, A. L.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
Triumph Electric Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse Eleo & Mfg Co.

Conveyors.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.

Copper.
Besly &Co..Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Mansfield Temp. Copper Co.
Mitchell Temp. Copper Co.

Copper IVires.
American Electrical Works.
Besly & Co., Chas H.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Cordase.
Central Electric Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Correspondence i^cliools.
Int. Correspond. Schools.

Crook.es' Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Edison Lamp Dept.

C^oss-Arms, Pins and
Brackets.
Brady, T. fl.

Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Fair Tel. A Cons. Sup. Co.
Monona Cedar Co.
Point Marion Mfg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.

Cnt-Onts and Sifi^tckes.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Eleotrio Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Elec. Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Go.
Hill, W. S. Blectric Co.
PalsteCo., H. T.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Wagner Eleo. Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg.Co.

Dynamos.
Ahlm-Edwards El. Co.
American Engine Co.

Card Blectric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Evans Electric Co.
Fc. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Muir &, Son, Thos.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
Triumph Electric Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warner, Wm, F.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Wright. Wm.

Economizers, Fuel.
Fuel Economizer Co.

Electric Heat'e App's.
Central Electric Co.
Globe Electric Heating Co.

Electric Sleters.
American El. Meter Co.
Zamel Arc Light Meter Co.

Electric BailTrays,
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and Mechani-
cal Engineers.
Bain, Foree.
McRae, A. L.
Sargent & Lundy.

Eleetrical Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Keystone El. Instrument Co.
PalsteCo., H. T.
Queen & Co.
Reliable Eleo. Supply Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Electrical Specialties.
Carlisle & Finch Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
HIU, W. S. Electric Co.
Paiste Co., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Splltdorf, C. F.
Thordarson, 0. H.
Vought, M. I.

Electro-Plating TMach'y.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Evans Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.

Engines, Ci^as.
Foos Gas Engine Co.
Otto Gas Engine Wks.
Prouty Co.,The.
Van Home, Burger & Co.

Engines, Steam,
American Engine Co.
Ball Engine Co.
Murray Iron Works Go.
Weston Engine Co.

Fan Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Fair Tel. v!t Cons. Sup. Co.
General Electric Co.
Roth Bros. A, Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Feed Water Heaters.
Davis & Son, I. B.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Diamond State Fibre Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.

Files.
BarnettCo.,G. &B..
Central Electric Co.

Fixtures, El. A Comb'n,
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Fuses.
D. &. W. Fuse Co.

Fuse IVlre.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire & Mfg.Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Go.

€raskets.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

G&s Liishting, Electric.
central Electric Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Grcars.
Besly* Co.. Chas, H.
Central Electric Co.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.

6reneral Elec. Supplies.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Farr Tel. & Conp. Sup. Co.
General Electric Co.
Hodge. Walsh &. Lorlng.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
McKinlock. W. C
Ohio Electric Works.
Paiste Co.,H. T.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.

r Western Electric Co.
Globes and Electrical
Glassnrare.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

6rOT^ors, Water Wheel.
LombardWaterWheelGv.Co.
Replogle Governer Works.

Graphite Specialties.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Induction Coils.
Central Electric Co.
Queen & Co.
Splitdorf, C. F.

Insulators and Insulat-
ing aiaterials.
Akron Ins. & Marble Co.
Brliey, W. R.
Bryant Electric Co.
California Asphalt Co.
Central Electric Go.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Ids. Wire Co.
Commercial El. Sunply Co.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Diamond State Fibre Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson EI. Mfg. Co.
Empire China Works.
Hill. W. S. Electric Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
PalsteCo., H. T.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.

Insulated W^ires and
Cables—magnet W^iree.
American Electrical Works.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Commercial Bl. Supply Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Go.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C.Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

liamp Adjusters.
Fanes Mfg. Co.
Vougiit. M.I.

Ijamps. Alternating.
Puritan Electric Co.

I^amps, Incandescent.
Bernstein Electric Co.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Edison Lamp Dept,
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.,
Lynn Incandescent Lp. Co,
Ohio Electric Works.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Sawyer-MauElec. Co.
United Eleo. Imp. Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Ijightning Arresters.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Slagnet ^Vire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

mechanical machinery,
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Garvin Machine Co., The.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.
Stilwell-Blerce Smith-Valle.

mica.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Muusell & Co., Eugene.
Schoonmaker, A. O.

mining Apparatus, Elec.
General Electric Co.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Go.

motors,
Ahlm-Edwards Elec. Co.
American Engine Co.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Evans Electric Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
MuirA Son, Thos.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Peoples Electric Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Sargent A Lundy.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Storey Motor & Tool Co.
Triumph Electric Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warner, Wm. F.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co
Williams. J. P.
Wright, Wm.

Packing.
Besly & Co. Chas. H.
Garlock Packing Co.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Faints.
California Asphalt Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Mass. Chemical Co.

Phosphor Bronze.
Besly b Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co. Ltd.

Platinum.
Baker A Go.

Poles.
Central Mfg. Co.
Llndsley Bros.
McLean. A. J.
McNaugton Co., J. C.
Monona Cedar Co,
National Tube Works Co.
Perrlzo & Sons.
Point Marion Mfg. Co.
Sterling & Son, W. C.

Porcelain.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Empire China Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Push Buttons.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Go.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Refiners.
SwartB Metal Refining Co.

Befliectors.
Muir & Son, Thos.

Re-Winding—Repairs.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Elliott, W. H.'Elec. Co.
Hodge, Walsh & Loring.
Thordarson, C. H.

Rheostats.
American Rheostat Co.
Central Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Iron Clad Rheostat Co.
Leonard, Ward, Elec. Co.
Muir & Son, Thos.
Westlnghouse El. <fc Mfg. Co

Second-Hand machin'y.
Cornman Co.
Electrical Exchange. The.
Elliott, W. H. Elec. Co.
Hodge, Walsh A Lori n
Wood. Chas. N.
Wright, Wm.

Shades.
Central Electric Co.
Muir & Son, Thos.

SpealUng Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Keystone El. Instrument Co.
Queen & Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Springs.
Manro5s,F. N.

Steel Pipe.
National Tube Works Co.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Evans Electric Co.
Willard El. & Battery Co.

Tapes. Insulating.
American Electrical Works.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Moore, Alfred P.
New York Insulated Wire Co
Okonite Co.. The.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Telephones, Telephone
material and Switch-
boards.
American El. Telephone Co.
Central Electric Co.
Central Tel. & Elec. Co.
Climax Novelty Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co
Farr Tel. & Cons. Sup. Co.
Kokomo Tel. & El. Mfg. Co.
Lockwood T. & T. Co. of Am
McFell Electric Co.
Mo. Tel. Mfg. Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Rawson Electric Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Snyder, W. M.
Splitdorf, C. I-.

Standard Tel. & El. Co.
Stromberg-Carlson Tl.M.Co.
Taber & Mayer.
Viaduct Mfg. Go.
Western Tel. Cons. Co.

Toys, Electrical.
Carlisle & Pinch Co.

Transformers.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diamond Elec. Go.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporatlo"
General Electric Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Central Electric Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Trucks, Electric Car.
Brill Co . J. G.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Turbine Wheels.
Dayton Glob« Iron Works Go.
Leffel&Co., Jas.
Pelton Wat»r Wheel Co.
Smith Co., S. Morgan.
Stilwell-Blttrce Smith-Valle.

IVater Wlieels.
Am, Impulse Wheel Go.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Leffel A Co., Jas.
Pelton Water vmeel Co.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
Stllwell-BIerce Smith-Valle,

Wire, Bare.
Besly & Co^ Chas. H.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Underground C. Go
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Wiring Tubes.
Akron Ins. & Marble Co.

XRay Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Oo.
Edison Lamp Dept.
Queen & Co.
Splltdorf, O. F.

F'or- .^XIpKiabe'feical Irfecl4 ^1^ iB^cl^r^ri&is^inr^^rft'lis III.
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DIEHL ELECTRIC FANS.
andCeiling Fans

Exhaust Wheels
Wonnd for Any Current,

Except Alternating.

Our Exhaust Wheel

Combinations

Are the most compact and
efVcient made.

Write for catalogue and
prices.

Propeller or

Desk Fans
Wonnd for 110, 220 or in series on 500 volts.

Also for Primary or Secondary Battery Circuits.

Highest

Efficiency

Unbroken Magnetic Cir-
cuit, Self-Aligning Bronze
Bearings. Finest Insulation
Throughout. Four-Speed
Regulator.

SHOW ROOMS: New York, 561-563 Broadway; Chicago, 192-194 Van BurenSt.; Boston, 128-132 Essex St.

DIEHL MANUFACTURING GO.,E"iJ!J>ElH£!J!T
Agents for Canada: Canadian General Electric Co., Toronto, Ontario.

BELT V/XxXV 4 OIRECT
3R1VEN -CZyfL~T' DRIVENDRIVEN

l/N5nELD,DHiSU.57l

PHOSPHOR BRONZE HAIRSPRINGS
FOR ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS, GAUGES, ETC.

Mfr. of Cloc
springs of every description.F. N. MANROSS, Forestville, Conn., U. S. A,
^'"^c.oci.andGaugeHair-

J. G. BRILL COMPANY, PHILADELPHIA,
IVANUFACTURERS OF

Electric Cars

and Trncks,

Solid Forged

Frame Trucks,

Trucks for

4-llinieel Cars.

PIVOTAL TRUCKS FOR STEAM AND ELECTRIC SERVICE.

The PERFECT TRUCK, our "No. 27," is safer, easier on rails, easier for passengers «nd
Imparts less motion to the car body than any truck ever made.

WE CAN SUBSTANTIATE OUR CLAIMS.

100,000 Feet No. 12 Braided Rubber Covered Wire,

150.000 " " 14
250,000 " " 16 " ' " "
1,200 Lbs. 3-4 in. Black Mac Friction Tape, NEW,
4—0 to B Weatherproof Wire, 3 Braids,

9 & 10
11 & 12 " < " . .

$11.75 per M.
7.75 "

4.00 "

28c. per lb.

13i
14i
15i "

13 & 14 " « « .... 16f "

WALTER C. MCKINLOCK,
General Electric Merchandise, Tel. Main 3865. Fort Dearborn, BIdg., CHICAGO.
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GETTING
CLOSER
EVERY DAY.

cw,

/I

TRY OUR
PRICES

'/'

U. 1^

AD
STUDIO

COMMERCIAL

ELECTRICAL

SUPPLY CO.

61 LOUIS.

T^^
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THE CONQUEROR.

Western Electric Company,

Chicago. New York.

Capacity
OniaiNALITY
Nerve
Quality
Uniformity
Experience
Reliability

Organization
Reputation
Skill
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Chloride Accumulators
TRADE MARK ;

"<Jt!)Iorflif Sttntmulator"'

REGISTERED SEPTEMBER 11, 1804.

FOR TROLLEY REGULATION.

For FACTS regarding this system see the paper on *^The Applica-

tion of Storage Batteries to Electric Traction/' read by Mr* Chas.

Hewett, Electrical Engineer of the Union Traction Co* of Philadelphia,

together with the discussion, at the Street Railway Convention at Niag-

ara Falls, Oct* 20, J 897. •

DIcintc Inctcill^rl fc%ir The Woonsocket, R. I., Electric Muchine & Power Co.; Union Traction Co ,
Philadelphia, Pa.; Consolidated Trac-

I^IClllXS iriSlClllcU 1 tl I tion Co., Pittsburg, (two batteries), Central Railway Co., Baltimore: Barre & Montpelier, Vt., Electric Railway Co.;

Potomac Electric Power Co., Washington, D. C; Electric Railway Light & Power Co., Anaconda, Mont.; Union Street Railway Co., Pramingham, Mass.; Easton,
Pa., Edison Co.; Abington, Mass., H. L. & P. Co.

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY CO.,
DREXEL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA, PA, CATALOGUES.

Branch Oiiices:—New York, 20-22 Broad St.; Boston, CO State St.: Chicago, 1543 Marquette Bldg.; San Francisco, 222 Market St.

THE POET'S DREAM. THE REALIZATION. THE STREET RAILWAY

MANAGER'S DREAM.

BECAUSE
It takes from 10 to 40 per cent, less energy.
It does not blacken in a few hours' burning.
It has 10 to 40 per cent, longer life.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.,
355 CONGRESS STREET,

IM, IVI
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MOTORS-DYNAMOS
ODirect Connected and Belted, I H. P. to 150 H. P.

Motors require no floor space and are immediately adjustable to any speed or any position.

FOR PARTICULiAKS ADDREi^S

NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MFG. COMPANY
niADISON, TKriSCOIffSIH.

p
Chicago Office,

1602 noarADNOGK.

THE AMERICAN ELECTRIC METER.

Designed

for all

Forms

of

Service.

Send tor cir-

cnlars and
price lista. 3-Wlre 22-Llght Meter. Case Opea, Sbowlng Mecbaolsm.

The . . .

American

Electric

Meter

Co.,

^or. 9th Slrept and
Montgomery Ave ,

PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

THOS, MUIR & SON-
DETROIT,

MICH.,
1 3 Larned St. W.,

Manufacturers

Jc .^rf"^/^*'**"' ^ OUR NEW
\ Card Electric Co., Dynamos. \ ... j

^ -'Lundell- Motors and Fans. f AlUminUm-Lined

i
••"nperial" Incandescent Lamps.

J REFLECTORS.
i Interior Conduit, Brass and Iron, f
> Insulated Wires.

if INCANDESCENT
\ Insulating Tapes, Etc. A \t^fi
' "Detroit" Hedical Batteries. . WELSBACH
'

J
LIGHTS HADE

OUR NEW

ELEVATOR

AUTO-MOTOR

STARTER.

J
Estimates Given on Elevators.; brilliant.

\ GET
Jour

,220,500Valt8. ; PRICES.

GOOD GOVERNMENT ...

.

is as essential in a water power plant as in municipal affairs..

A WELL GOVERNED WATER POWER
means dollars in its stockholders' pockets,

OUR NEW RELAY RETURNING GOVERNOR
represents the most efficient, accurate and satisfactory type of Water-Wheel
Governor ever placed on the market.

It insures a closer degree of regulation than has been possible hereto-

fore, equaling the best Corliss engine regulation.

^^ddr^ss Incitjii-i^^ 'to

THE REPLOGLE GOVERNOR WORKS, ^l^fo'
RON,
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A KNIFE THAT CUTS.
Our F. & L. Motor Knife Switches cut the price of any-

thing else on the market in the line of a serviceable low

priced motor switch.

We have a large stock in Chicago and can ship these

just as promptly as we do our supply orders. We have a

great reputation for making prompt shipments. Did you know
that? If notjsend us a good long order and watch the results.

Electric Appliance Company,
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES, 242 Madison St., Chicago.

HARD FIBRE
IN

SHEETS, 10
CENTS
PER LB.

RODS. TUBES. WASHEKS. SPECIAIi SHAPES.
DIAMOND STATE FIBRE CO., w. & N. JUNCTION, elsmere. del

PLATIMUMFef si^ Purponea-

BAKBB 3s CO., 408-414. New Jerce^
BailroBd Ave.f Newark^ N. Ju

ELECTROTYPES.
CHICAGO ELECTRO. & STEREO. CO.,

149-155 Plymouth Place, Chicago.

HON IM
FOE

Water#Hydraulics.

HYDRAULIC RAINBOW CORE PACKING.

. . . MANUFACTURED EXCLUSIVELY BY

IN THE WORLD LIKE IT.

XCLUSIVELY BY . . .

Peerless Rubber Mfg. Company,
16 Warren Street, NEW YORK.

16-24 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich. . 202-210 So. Water St., Cliicago, Ml.

,lt^^VT1['t''i;mt'^l;f'^*f»Ifffl

PERFECT

mm\
INSULATOR .

Commutator 5egment5 arid Rlngw
» for all Railway Hotors.

'

@llcanite" Plates, Cloth,'

MICAINSULATQRCD
NewYork Chibaqo. - London

; :2I9WATEhSK M7-ll9lJ«KE,Stid2CAMDM>titeT

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY'S

NEW

X-RAY TUBE
WUH AUTOMATIC VACUUM

REGULATOR.

^>^

No More Troubles From High Vacuum Tubes.

Simple and Efficient. Keeps Vacuum Ad-
iusted Automaticaliy. Cannot Run too Higli in
Vacuum for Operation. Life Practically Un-
limited.
Roentgen- Ray Exciting Apparatus; Catalogue

No. 9050. Miniature Lamps: Catalogue No. 9044

EDISON DECORATIVE AND
MINIATURE LAMP DEPARTMENT,

(General Electric Co.) HARRISON, N.J.

ELECTRICAL BOOKS,
A,ll K:incis.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Siiite .'>l0 1Iai-nn<-«t<-. CMirAGO.

Send for Samples and Prices of

SAMSON SPOT CORD
For Arc Light and Trolley Cord. WATERPROOFED.

^A/^^F9ICS, BOSTON, MASS.

MANHATTAN GENERAL CONSTRUCTION CO..
NEW YORK,

I I Broadway.

ENCLOSED ARC LAMP
Burns 150 hours with 12 inches of carbons.

12,000 Manhattan Arcs in service.

100 CENTRAL STATIONS.
WRITE FOR LATEST CATALOGUE. "THE LIGHT OF EXPERIENCE."

61 I John Hancock BIdg., BOSTON.
l.'ill Ilonadnock Bids.. CHICAtiO.

"And'-
A. Motors
Switches.

I FauB.
I Instruments
I Switchboards
I Transformers
ID. c Motors
land Ge

JlN^TRKiiejilTS:,!
<AMfiJweR euur^K f\r<kXo,

Upon receipt of tMs coupon we will send FREE, sample stick of

K. Mclennan & co.:
Please send sample stick.

Name

Address . c
OMMUTATOR

OMPOUND.

The only article that will prevent

sparking. Will keep the Commu-
tator in good condition and pre-

vent cutting.

ABSOLUTELY WILL NOT GUM THE BRUSHES.50 cents per stick.

$5.00 per dozen,

For Sale b^ all Supply Honsefji. or

K. McLennan &,C0., Sole Manufacturers,

1128 Marquette BIdg., - - CHICACQ.

It will put that high gloss on the
Commutator you have so long
sought after.
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Ettoeitk F. PHTLLrps, Preat. F. N. Phillipb, Treaa. w. H. Sawtke, Secy.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PBOTIDKKCE, B. i.

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC fIBE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

New Yokk Store, P. C. Ackerman, 10 Cortlandt St.

Chicago Store, F. E. Donohoe. 241 Madison St.

Montreal Branch, Eugene F. Phillips' Electrical Worts.

STAMPED SEGMENTS
aWASNERS

BUILT UP AND GAGED TO ANY THICKNESS ^'-

V MICA «
I MANY FORM WANTED. .

A.O.SCHOONMAKER
ibbWilliamSt, New York.

THE CLARK WIRE.
FOR

SWITCHBOARD,

RAILWAY
and MOTOR USE.

CLARK WIRE
All sizes of

_ Stranded and Flex-

ible Wire and
Cables with

Clark's Insulation

Inspector Boston Fire Underwriters' Union says:

"A thoroughly reliable and desirable wire in every respect.*'

The Clark wire has been before the public and in use for the past ten years,

and has met with universal favor. We guarantee our insulation wherever used,
Aerial, Underground or Submarine, and our net prices are as low, if not lower,

than any other first-class insulated wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues,
with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY.
HENRY A. CLARK, Treas. and Gen'l Manager.

HERBERT H. EUSTIS, Pres. and Electrician.

61-63 Hampshire Street,
BOSTON, MASS.

EsTAl;l,i>UEn 187.",.

<3 0l\/I^IIM./V-riC3IM OF-

Stow Flexible Shaft

IRON CLAD ELECTRIC MOTOR.
Practically dust and water proof. For Portable

Drilling. Tdpi)ine. Jteamiot;. Kinei y Orindioe, etc.
Write for ('atiiloKue and Pliers.

STOW MFG. CO., Binghamton, N. Y.
(ien'l European Agents. Seli?, Sonnenthal & Co.,

85 (^ueen Victoria wtreet. London. Kntrland.

A

IM
UNEQUALLED IN QU,

AND EFFICLEffcY

^b:^lutely steady
^^^^"ILLIANT LIGHT.

HUGO REI SINGER 38 BRAVER ST. NEW YORK.

A

IM

Frederick Sargent. A. D. Lundy. Martin J. Insull.

SARGENT & LUNDY,
ENGINEERS,

13 and 15 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO, ILL.

EVERYTHING IN WIRE.
BARE AND INSULATED.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF THE "CHICAGO" RAIL BOND.

WASHBURN tt MOEIM MFC. CO.,
BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES: New Yorli. Clilcago, San Francisco, Houston, Philadelohia

Pittsburg, Boston.
'^

WEATHERPROOF WIRE.
COMPLETE STOCK CARRIED BY

Western Electric Co., New York.

Electric Appliance Co., Chicago.

Pettingell Andrews Co,, Boston,

Electrical Engineering Co., Minneapolis.

St, Loiis Electrical Supply Co., St, Louis.

The Bradford Belting Co., Cincinnati

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.,

Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET, R. I.
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Two fli-st-dass salesmen lor the country and
tor the eltv; must liave established trade and
good references. No others need apply. Reliable

Electrical Supply Co.. 23r>' . E. Madison St. Chlcapo.

NOTICE.
Xoiicf IS horeby 1,'iveii tlial I!. Mnnss has no

coiuu'ftion wlialever with the niukT-^i^'nod. and
Ihiil I will not be rusponsiblf i<>r ;niy iiftion he
may take in my name. Samuel flankowltz,
wholesale and retail dealer in electrical sup-
plies and materials, I'll S. Clinton St., Chicai,'o.

WANTED.
Position as superintendent witli'an electric

light company by a mechanical and electrical

engineer of 14 years' experience iu erecting and
operating electric light plants; can give flrst-ciass

references; go anywhere. Address "Engineer,*'
care Westeiin Electrician, 5lo Marquette
Bldg., Chicago.

WANTED.
Situation by yonng man 21. Seven years' ex-

perience in electrical work; capable of taking
charge of small teleplione exchange; can do
line work. Al references. Address S. H. P.,
care of Western Electiuoian. 510 Mar«iuette
Bldg.. Chicago.

WANTED.
One ;-i5 to 45 k. w. 500 ^olt generator, second-

hand, with instruments complete. Also one 12

to 15 h. p. 500 volt motor complete. Address,
giving full description, terms of payment and
price f. 0. b. ears. C. C. C , Main and Pearl
Sts.. Columbus, ( >.

ARMATURES TO REWIND.
Winders direct from T.-H. and Westinehonse
shops. Work gnaranteetf. Ten years' experience.
Lignt plants installed complete. Send for p' ices.

HODGE, WALSH & LORINC,
5;)i I'elawHre. KANSAS CrTv. Mo,

SWITCHBOARDS.
For sale, four 100 drop switchboards, cheap.

In lirst-class cooditioQ. For parti<*ulars address

LOGANSPORT MUTUAL TELEPHONE CO,,

LOGANSPORT, IND.

FOR SALE.
The following generators in good order

and condition, complete with station in-

struments, are offered for sale at rea-

sonable prices:

One T.-H. IW. P. 100, 135 H. P.

One Edison 100 K. W., 135 H. P.

Four D 62's 80 H. P.

Two Edison 60 K. W.. 80 H. P.

Three T.-H. M. T*. SCO's, 600 H. P.

Twenty-five 10-ft. closed cars. Brill

and Jones make, complete with trucks
and 25 H. P. motors.

CHARLES N.WOOD, 31 State St., Boston.

Complete Electrical Installations

BOUGHT, SOLD AND APPRAISED.

GENERAL WESTERN AGENT FOR

E. a. Bernard Co.'s Hitch Qrade
Multipolar Dynamos and Motors.

WM. WRIGHT, 939 Monadnock BIk. , Chicago.

StilweH's Patent sT^rp^ED Water Purifier.
Removes all Impurities.

ENTIRELY PREVENTS SCALE IN STEAM

BOILERS. Catalogue on Application.

Tlie Stilwell-Bierce & Smitli-yaile Co.,

DAYTON, OHIO.
Rlsdon Iron & fiocomotivc AVorkB. San Francisco, Cal., Paciflc Coast Asent.

BARGAINS!
SEND FOR THE LATEST

ELECTRICAL BULLETIN.
The Largest and Best I ot of Bargains in

Electricdl Mpreliandise Ever
offered.

The Electrical Exchange,
166174 S.CLINTON ST., CHICAGO.

Long Distance Telephone Express 744.

CLEV[im-0.

Second=Hand Engines.
for sale cheap by The American Engine Co.,

builders of the American-Ball Engines and Elec-

trical Machinery, Bound Brook. N. J.

Newton Appliance Co.,

Beard Bldg., 120 Liberty St.. N. Y.

FMTSH SWITCHRS.
I'lXTKItK AitM HnlTCHES

FL'!«R OARRIF.RS,
BVa CUT-OUTS. ETC.

AMERICAN"]li:r
ARE THE BEST. Sen? for Descriptive Circular.

Absolutely Non-Infringing.
Protection Cuaranteeo.

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
csT-D 1889. 38 W. Qulncy St., Chicago. 111.,

A lot of Second-Hand Boilers, Engines, Pumps, Series Arc Dy-
namos, Direct and Alternating Current Generators.

lIVT£N»l.\e PURCHASERS WILLi SATE 9IOAIEY BT SEIVDIIVC} TO US FOR PRICES.

IVI) CHICAGO.

Second liand Arc Lamps of different manu-
facture, good as new and ihorouthly tested:
also, Arc and lucandesceut Dinamos and other
electrical apparatus.
Always in the market for scrap Dynamos,

Motors, Wire, ToMper, bnrued out Incandes-
cent Lumps and Lamp bases. et<*. AddressTHE
C<»K\')IA\ 4:o.»Ba'AAV.li34HamlltonSt.,
Cleveland, Ohio.

Batteries.
Ampere Tell, SI.50

^(} Ampere Cell, y.25
^5 Ampere Cell, 3.25

1 Ampere Cell, 5.50

Evans Electric Co.,

B'6IN. Ashlacd Ave..

75 Amp Cell. Sbowlog 2 Cells- CHICAGO.

S'^'SM

FOR ALL OPEN CIRCUIT WORK,
Points of Superiority Over All

Other Types.

In successful use for ten years.
Standard hiffh. Prices low. Send
for descriptive circular and testi-

monials.

The Burnley Battery & Mfg. Co.^

PAINESVILLr, OHIO*

THE WTL,L.A,R«

STORAGE
BATTERY,

HIGH DURABILITY.

PROTECTION GUARANTEED.
The Willard Electric & Battery Co.,

CI.ETEL.AKD, OHIO.

Scrap Copper Wire Wanted,
It you have any Old Copper Wire ot any description to

dispose of, it will pay you to comnmnieate with us, as we are

at all times in the market for any iiuantlty of Scrap Copper
Wire, at the highest market values. We pay cash and send

prompt returns. We are also supplying tlie electrical trade

with our high grade Babbitt, Cotton Waste, Solder, Etc
Please communicate with us.

SWARTS METAL REFINING COMPANY,
30 ai. Desplaines Street, CHICAGO, I1.I,.

"Two Balls" Adjustable Hanger.

M.I.VoughV

Automatic. Perfect io

ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES, 1-A. CROSSE, 'VA/^IS.

The 4 Leading Electric Novelties. V<^?^^^^^.

)r\*l^-s

Kecktie Light. Dollar Motor. *3 iSecktie Light.

OHIO ELECTRIC WORKS, CLEVELAND, O. Bicycle Light.

Agents wanted. Headquarters for Electric Novelties. Catalogue free. ^^Our $6 Fan Motor
with 4 Batteries equals any $30 Outfit.

hhe Fibre-Graphite Commutator Brush.
|

(U. S. and Foreign Patents.)

No Spirking Under Varying Load.

No Wear on Commutator,

No Stilfting ot Quadrant.

80 per cent. Pure Graphite.

For Sample Order, and Trices, write to

Holmes Fibre -Graphite Mfg. Co.,

station Z, Philadelphia.
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Victor Turbine Water Wheel.
Cylinder or Register Gate— Close Regulation and High Efficiehcy

at Full and Partial Gate-
The attention of ELECTRJC COMPANIES is called to this CELEBRATEn WATERWHEEL as particularly adapted to their use, on account of its rcmarkablr steady motion,

lilgli speed and great emciency aud large capacity for its diameter, being double
the power of most wheels of the same diameter. It is used by a number of the leading electric com-
panies with great satisfaction. In the economical use of water it is without an equal, prodrcing the
highest per cent 01 useful effect guaranteed.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PARTICULARS.
The accornpanying engraving represents a single 10-inch Victor Turbine on honzontah shaft'tu

develop 36 H. P. under 38 feet head. Arranged with 12-inch Worrell Friction Coupling at one end^to
disconnect pulley.

We arc now prepared tp furnish Victor Turbines, either single or in pairs, on horizontal shaftSr
and where the situation admits of their use we recommend them. >•

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO., DAYTON, OHIO.
Risd:>n Iron & Locomotive Works, Saa Francisco, Cal., Pacific Coast Agents

The Standard Open Circuit Batteries

of tlie World.

SEND FOB CIKCULAK AND PRICES.

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.,

Ill to 117 East 131st St.. N. Y.

WHITE CEDAR POLES
And STREET CAR TIES.

^Vhole^ale Producers.

CEDAR
LiNDSLEY Bros.,

MENOMINEE, MICH.,

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS. POLES

CEDAR
Telegraph, Telephone,

Railway and Electric Light POLES
J. IVIol-l Vl^rt^mirt^^, IVIicsl

Making switches Our Specialty -

Write for full particulars, free Samples,
etc. A new brand—Pioneer

ŝ̂̂̂r Good goods at low figures.

H. T. PAISTE CO.
CHICAGO PHILADELPHIA

WITCHES

Cedar Railway, Telephone,
Telegraph and Electric Liight

F»OUES.
Pine painted cross arms and Oak pins. Get

our prices for delivery at any destination. Six
sorting yards, our Monroe yard being most
Southern and Eastern in I\Iiehigan. Our card:
Al poles and good despatch.

W. G. Sterling & Son,
MONROE. MICH.

TROLLEY TIES AND POLES!
J. C. McNAUGHTON CO., 303 BOURSE BLDG., PHILADELPHIA, PAmmm

National Tube Works Company.
Boston, 70 Federal 5t.
New York, Havemeyer Building, Cortlandt St.
Pittsburg:, Fidelity Building, Fourth Ave.

Chicago, corner Clinton and Fulton StreetJ.
St. Louis, 938 North 5econd Street.
Works, McKeesport, Pa-

THE FIFTH EDITION JUST OUT.
Eral^rS^cJ.

(Edition of 5,000 copies.)

I |3--to-d^-l:^.

"Standard Wiring" for Electric Liglit and Power.
By H. C. CUSHING. Jr., Hember A, I. FJ. E.

Electrical Inspector Fire Underwriters' Tariff Association of New York.

ADOPTED BY THE FIRE UNDERWRITERS OF THE UAITED STATES.
It contains every table, formula and rule for all systems of outside and inside wiring, together

with thirty illustrations of the newest and safest methods for the installation of Pole Lines, Dyna-
mos. Motors, Switchboards, Transformers, etc., etc., as required by the insurance inspector.

RV^SIAIV I.EATHER COVER, POCKET SIZE, Sl.OO.
Sent postpaid to any address upon receipt of price by

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

GORDON PRIMARY CELL.
For Open and Closed Circuit Work.

The Perfect, Modern, Longest Lived and Most Economical
Cell Ever Put on the Market.

In use by the leading cities, railroads, telephone and gas engine
companies.

WE CLAIM:—Constant discharge of current without polari-
zation: no local action; no noxious gases or fumes; no acids; least
labor for operation; cleanest; not freezing at 2S° below zero; eco-
nomic value 50 per cent, greater than gravity cell, and 30 per cent,
greater than best other cell in market. For No. 1 cell, 250 ampere
hours; for No. 2 cell, 100 ampere liours; on open circuit, .9 to 1

volt; on closed circuit, .65 to I'g^a volt. Send fnr circular and price list.

THE GORDON -BDRNHAM BATTERY CO,
82 to 86 West Broadway, New York City.

GEO. W. PATTERSON, 1114 Marquette Bldg., Chicago, III.

WHITE CEDAR
POLES.

MONONA CEDAR CO.,
MARINETTE, WIS.

Whitney, Mich.
Hermansville, Mich.

YARDS AT
Vt^ausaukee, Vl^is.

Marinette, Wis.

fiC 55

THE BEST ANSWER TO A QUESTION
On Wiring, can be found in the New Book,

WIRING TABLES,
"How They are Made and How to Use Them."

BY THOS. C. CRIER.
Whenever yon are asked a question on Wiring, refer the

questioner to this book, and he -will find ivhat he desires.

THE BOOK CONTAINS: The Law of Kesistance, ElectromotiFC Force and Current
FuUv Explained. How to Calculate the Size of Wires. The Different Methods of Wiring, ivith
Diagrams. How to Apply the Simple Korniuia. in Calculating the Size of Wires Under all Condi-
tions. Diagrams for wiring 3 Point. 4 Toint, Head Light and Heat Regulating Switches.

27 TAB1.es OU WIBIXG AXD VAIiUABtE DATA.
Ohm's law is described in such plain and simple language

that one cannot fail to clearly understand it.

Bound in Cloth, 80 Pages, Size 5x7^ in. Sent, prepaid, on receipt of price, $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO./'rsr CHICAGO.
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The Volo Microphone.
This 'Phone Talks

Louder, Plainer

AND EASIER
Than Any Other.

This iustrument is tlie Best Talker made.

It positively Cannot Pack or get out of

order and is reliable in every way.

WM. M. SNYDER, 216 Mill St., Germantown, Pa.

Agents Wanted in IVestern Cities.

WESTERN TELEPHONE

-^^CONSTRUCTION CO.,
260 S. Clinton Street, CHICAGO,

. LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF , .

Telephones and Appliances,
EXCLUSIVELY. IN THE UNITED STATES.

STANDMD

T[l[WIOHI"[l[CTWC

CONP/IHY
mmm wi6

NO. 30 AMERICAN TRANSMITTER.
This instrument, for

vt)hiiiio of voice traus-
iiiissinn. distinctness of
articulation, exact re-

production of articulate
sounds and durable
qualities is unequaled.

The Largest Hanu-
facturers of Tele=
phones and Switch-
boards in the United
States.
h'tiur hundred exchanges

a tit-' legating 80.000 tele-

liliones in use. Four
years' service.

Write for catalogue showing new types and prices.

\A/C niADAMTCC Workmanship, material and efficipuc

fiL tlUAnAI1ll.t of our apparatus to be of the h/gbesr
grade, and ;mrpp to defend, at our own exi)ense, any action ai

law which may be l)rought against our patrons on alleged in
fringement of patents owing to the use of our Instruments.

American Electric Telephone Co.,

^IHICACS^

LH^£mi$i Lootcri/
This outfit contains five sizes of fuse wire, each

on a separate spool ; also a good assortment of fuse
LINKS. The advanta;res of this outfit for the use of
all LIKE MEN and repair men, wiU be seen at once, as
all BREAKAGE of fuse links and abrasion of fuse wire
is prevented. A full assortment may be carried,
weighing no more than one ordinary spool of fuse
\vire. We carry in stock fuse wire on spools to fit tbe
above kit at ordinary prices of Fuse Wire. Sample
Fuse Kit by mail complete with five sizes of fuse wire
and an assortment of links, net, SI.00. Carried in
stock by the trade. Chicago Fuse Wire Wife.
Or... 154 Lake St., Chicago. ^Co.,

¥/* n.ih. cv«rv^*l'"

y\y^K ti^cv tf }/i^ Thioj wo mtKfc

THK t:^riaRphonr hand-book
BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB.

Member of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, London, Author of ''A FraMcal Guide to the Testing of
Insulated Wires and Gables.'* Joint Author of "Electricity in Daily Life."

I4& ^Qgres, 138 lllus-fcra-fcions, Clo-fch, Hand-Boole Size, Price $I.OO.
EXTRACT FROM PREFACE.

"This little book has no pretension to he considered a complete treatise on telephony as it exists in America. The time for such a work Is not yet come. But It is felt that there Is a demand
for a practical book on telephone worklnp- and management, and the TELEPHONE HAND BOOK Is an attempt at meeting that demand. With the exception of a few eliapters deahng with
certain forms of transmitters and receive/ i used in Europe, which are jgiven for the infoi-mation of tliose who may wish to engage in the manufacture of telephones, the book is based entirely on
standard American practice; and most of the material, apparatus and methods described are peculiar to or have originated in this country."

"Jo pains have been spared to make it the bP3t book of its kind. It is right up to date, Intensely practical, and so plain and clear In its language that anyone can miderstand and learn from It

«verythlng regarding teleplione work and management. It conforms in size and style to our other Kind-Books which have been so favorably received by the entire electrical fraternity.

CHAPTER The Invention of tlie Telephone.
Sound Waves. Articulate Speech.
Elect_r_io Telephony. The Bell Telephone.

Electromagnetic In-

10.

a.

:s.

CHAPTER 13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

21.

23.

34,

37,

The Microphone.
Current Induction,

duction.
The Induction Coil: Its Dse in the Tele-

phone Transmitter.
The Complete Telephone Circuit.
Magnet Telephones.
The Bell Telephone Receiver.
Other forms of Magnet Telephones.
The Gower, Ader and D'Arsonval Receiv-

ers, Mercadler's Bi-Telephone.
The Siemens, Kotyra, .Neumaye? and

Bdttcher Receivers-

.^aiiisabf«aftB&2%»s-8aieb^ gl^g^YRICIikli P^UBLlSHINe CO.^ Suite 6iO Mar€|yett@ Sylldini^ eHICilGO

—CONTENTS.
Carbon Transmitters.
The Blake Transmitter.
The liong Distance Transmitter.
The Solid-back Transmitter.
The Berliner Transmitter.
The Cuttriss Transmitter.
Various European Transmitters.
The Eflflclency^of Carbon Transmitters.
Batteries for Telephone Work.
Open Circuit Batteries.
Closed Circuit Batteries.
The Practical Management of Batteries,
Magneto Bell.
Automatic Switches.
Telephone Line Gonstructloa,

CHAPTER 28. Metallic Circuit.

29. Underground Wires.
30. Lightning Arresters.
31. Inside Wiring.
32. Installation of Telephone Instruments,
ss- Inspection and Maintenance.

The Condenser; Its Use in Telephony.
Electromagnetic Retardation.
Exchange Working.

„.. Small Exchanges.
38. Party Lines: The Bridging Bell.

89. Long Distance Telephony.
40. Duplex Telephony.
41, Simultaneous Telegraphy and Telephony

Appendix^
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New Rolfonio Traismitter.

BAKKALOW PATENT.

Issued Nov. 17, 1896.

FINEST TALKER ON EARTH.

Especially for Exchange and
Long-Distance Service.

We manufacture Switcliboards,

all styles of Telepliones and every-

thing to equip an e.xchange.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

Kokomo Telephone &
Electric Mfg. Co.,

KOKOMO, IND., U.S. A.

m.PT-<THlS e HAS BEEN MAKING

sTelephones
]!? 20 YEARS, NOT CHEAP BUT
SERVICEABLE A«D FULLY CUARSNTEED.

, CIRCULARS FURNISHED.

ViADVCT Electric C°
BALTIMORE. MD., U.S. A.

THE NEALE AUTOMATIC CALL INDICATOR
And CircuitClosing Attachment.

HAVE YOU HAD A CALL?
==^LOOK ATTHAT!
Perfect, Reliabre. Faultless in

Construction and Artistic in

Appearance. PRICE $1.50.

.A dvautages claimed in this In
(lieator are: Announcins a call
during absence; working indejieu-
dtnt of theliDH circuit; antechau-
ioal action, givine a eoutimious
rinpins iJell; saving time and an-
noyance where there is moi e than
one telephonHin use; anynumbt-r
of bells can be applied at exuci
cost of bell: an ordinary electric
bi llcan be used.

All these advaotates at coe-ibird the re[;ular co<;t. Spe-
cial prices oa dozen aad gross lots to dealers and agems.

The Climax Novelty Co.,
No. 1 Renshiw BuMdina. . pittcruRR. PA.

Patented.

STUDENTS
Will find that the Western
Electrician can help them
wonderfully in the study of

electricity. Subscribe now.

$3.00 per year, in advance.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

Suite 510 Marquette BIdg., - CHICAGO

THE BELL,
STYLE "F"

3 TO 15 INCHES.
ASKF-OR IT.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

HUEBEL & MANGER,
MANUFACTURERS,

290Graham St., Brooklyn. N.Y.

A Card to Our Friends and Customers.
St. Louis, Mo., October 1.^, 1897.

The undersifxned bef^ to inform you that on and after the above date, the
business formerly conducted by Messrs. I). A. Kuiiel and .las. S. Cumintr. under
the firm name of The D. A. Kusel Telephone Mfg. Co., will in future operate as
the Central Telephone and Electric Co.—Mr. I). A. Kusel having sold his inter-

est and good will in the business to Mr. R. T. Durrett, who will have charge of

the financial department of the new company, while Mr. Cuming will give his

entire attention to the practical manacrement of the business. All instruments
heretofore manufactured by the D. A. Kusel Telephone Mfg. Co. will be manu-
factured by us, though we shall make such improvements as experience has
taught us will elevate the standard of e.vcellence to the highest point obtainable,
andon accountof the increased facilities which we shall have, andour desire to sat-

isfy our customers, we can assure you of better values than can be obtained
elsewhere.

All the books, accounts and correspondence of the old company are our prop-
erty and will remain in our possession, therefore any reference to former corre-

spondence will receive intelligent attention.

We shall soon issue a new Catalogue and Price List, which will be the most
complete of its character ever printed, and in the meantime we shall be pleased
to furnish revised prices on any article in our line. Soliciting your patronage
and hoping to hear from you early and often, we remain,

Yours very respectfully,

CENTRAL TELEPHONE AND ELECTRIC CO.
Revised Price List Now Ready. 123 Pine St., St. Louis, Mo.

SmiTHII^G- romiriOl/ZFAH

UP-^Ta^X^f^TB

nifpmsfxmm!

SWEDISH

TELEPHONES.

BIICROPnOKES OUARAIVTEEI) IXDEFl^miTEIiY,
and are the only ones that can be immersed in water
for a month, irithont impairing efficiency.

McFell Electric Co.,
1549-50 and 1726 Marauette Bide.. Chicago.

The ORATOR
Improved Hunnings
solid back fiust transmitters
In Wall, Desk and <"abin>-t
Styles. They are Conven-
ient, Durable and the best
of talkers.
A trial will convince anyone

of their superiority on either
short or longdlsianee work.
Anyone can make an instru-

ment that will work welt at
first, but to i»roduce one that
will continue to meet every
proper demand is quite an-
other problem.

Tlie ORATOR will.

\i.\>'ui .vrTriiKi) r;v

The RAWSON ELECTRIC CO.,

THE ORATOR ELYRIA.C, U.S. A.

Playing Cards.

You can obtain a pack of best quality

playing cards by sending fifteen cents in

postage to P. S. Eustis, Gen'l Pass. Agent,

C, B. & Q. R. R., Chicago, 111.

Tf/M?fHfP „,
COPPET^f

CO RRY - P«
*/rc«fi.LTE«"R £:0?f ERG

NEW CATECHISM OF ELECTRIGITYb
A PKACTICAL TREATI^K.

TESTinONIAL. Chas. M. Weir. Chief Engl-
ueer U. S- Prnjectiie Works, Brooklyn, N, Y.:
'It is one of the most practical and concise
works on the subject 1 ever s<iw It is iust the
right thing in the right place, and I most cheer-
fully recommend it to all who desire a practical
knowledge o£ Lkctricity."

Thib I 1 1 f 1 p full of up to date In-
formation. 300 illustrations. Handsomely boimd
in red leather, pocketbook form, size 4»2x6'4,
with titles and edges in gold. Price, ?2.00, post-
paid. 100 page descriptive catalogue of electri-
cal books free on request.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY.
510 Marquette Building, Chicago.

FIVE
GOOD
BOOKS.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.

Electrician Pubusding Co.,
Suite 5T0 Marquette Building,

CHICAGO. ILL.

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

WE CLAIM TO MAKE THE BEST TELEPHONES
And the ONLY absolutely NON-INFRINGING apparatus made in the United

States to-day, AND WE ARE ABLE TO BACK THAT CLAIM. ^
Full Equipment for Exchanges, Offices, Buildings, TOLL LINES, Mines, Factories, Etc.

'

"; 0°": ';T.^^:ir
~

I

THE STROMBERG-CARLSON TELEPHONE MFG. CO.,
~ 76 W.JACKSON BLVD., CHICAGO, U. S. A., STATION U.
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THE OLD,

ORIGINAL SAWYER-MAN LAMP
Is S-bill IVIad* nd Sold by U.

SA\A/YER- IVIAN
125 Robinson St., Allegheny City, Pa.

I»fe-w- 'S'orlc, SIO -West 23cl St.

REWIRED WrTH RflVfN WHITF CflRE WIRE

OFFICE

Th^ F'^rris ^A/I^^^I Co.
5131 The rookery.

Chicago, April 30, 1896.

NEW YORK INSUUTED WIRE CO.,
320 Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

Gentlemen:—After carefully consider-
ing the merits of the various brands of
wire upon the market, we have decided to
u^e your "Raven White Core" exclusively
for rewiring the Ferris Wheel.
As you are aware, the wire upon the

wheel is very much exposed and the test

will no doubt be a most severe one.
Yours very truly

THE FERRIS WHEEL CO.
By L. V. Rice. Mar.

Used exclusively tor all Incandescent Light-
ing at World's Columbian Exposition.GRIMSHAW WHITE CORE

RAVEN WHITE CORE

COMPETITION LINE WIRE

GRIMSHAW TAPES, COMPETITION TAPES AND SPLICING COMPOUND.

Used in some of the largest buildings in the United
States.

Used by some of the largest Central Stations
and Fire and Police Departments in the U. S.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE;

13-17 Cortlandt St.. New York.
CHICAGO: BOSTON: SAN FRANCISCO:

I
320 Dearborn St. 134 Congress St. lie New MontgomerySt.

1

•And"
A. C Motors
Switches.
Fana.
Instruments
Switchboards 5(af.5!TftRTtifx K- NOTOl^S; ?
D. C Motors
aiirt Ceiiejalors

Westinghouse Electric £ Manufacturing Co.

/\A/WV\A/W\A/\/\

Westinghouse Railway Apparatus
HAS STOOD THE TEST OF TIME, AND HAY BE CONSIDERED

The Standard Electric Railway System of the World.

/W\/W\/\A/WW\

New York, i2o Broadway.
San Francisco, Mills Building.

Philadelphia, Girard Building.

Buffalo, N. Y., 1130 Guaranty Building.

BRA.IMCH OF-F-ICI

Tacoma, Wash., 102 South Tenth St.

St. Louis, American Central Building.

Chicago, New York Life Building.

Boston, Exchange Building.

Syracuse, N. Y., Bastable Building.

Pittsburg, Westinghouse Building.

Charlotte, N. C, 36-38 College Street.

Atlanta, Ga., Equitable Building.

Westinghouse Electric Company, Ltd., 32 Victoria Street, London, S. W., England.

For Canada, address, Ahearn & Soper, Ottawa, Ont.

Si'
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IF
there was any one subject which seemed to interest delegates at Niagara Falls,

it was that of Air-Brakes. Air-Brakes were in the air and it was gratifying

to notice the great interest taken in them.

Our exhibit was well located and we had the pleasure of having scores of

visitors who made themselves at home. Our axle types were carefully looked over,

but most attention was centered upon our motor compressor. This was in opera-

tion every few minutes during the Convention. Lots of railway men handled the

interlocking device, blew the whistle and put the Compressor through its paces, and

it stood the test, too

!

Many delegates also rode on the cars in Buffalo on which thirty of our brakes

are nearing their third year of successful operation. We were paid handsome com-

pliments, based on their performance.

Now that recognition has come, we will say here that we are ready to equip

any car or train with Air-Brakes. All inquiries promptly answered. We take

this means of informing our friends that Mr. George E. Pratt, late General Manager

of the Hunt Air-Brake Co., is now in our employ and will hereafter represent

Standard Air-Brakes.

The Standard Air=Brake Co.,

("THE PIONEERS,")

E. J. WESSELS, General Manager. 100 Broadway, NEW YORK, i

Catole ^svcldress, "JVIH: I^ie^VIiE," Kff. TT.

Risdon Iron Works, San Francisco, Cal., Sole Agents for the Pacific Coast.

flessrs, Dick, Kerr & Co., Ltd., no Cannon St., London E.C.,SoleAgents for the United Kingdom.

riessrs. Bergische Stahl= Industrie, Equitable Bldg., Berlin,W., Sole Agents for the Continent of

Europe, with the exception of France.

Messrs. E. H. Cadiot & Cie, 12 Rue St. Georges, Paris, Sole Agents for France,

riessrs. Noyes Brothers, Sydney and Melbourne, Sole Agents for Australia.
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COLUMBIA LAMPS.
UNEQUALED IN QUALITY.

/ N

>—

The cut shown herewith represents our new type of

railway lamp. The consumption of current in these lamps

is absolutely uniform. They are made low in economy and

will give a most satisfactory life, and at the same time the

candle power of the lamp will be excellently maintained.

They possess many advantages over the old anchored type.

We also show herewith a cut of our small round bulb

lamp which is well adapted for headlights for railway cars.

This lamp takes the same amount of energy as our regular

railway type and can be burned in series with it. It is a

beautiful lamp also for decoration in cars for trolley parties.

We guarantee our product to be the highest in quality.

Our regular product for central stations and isolated

plants is unexcelled.

The above lamps are all made from our new type of

filament which we have developed to such an extent

as to show an almost absolute maintenance of can=
die power.

The Columbia Incandescent Lamp Company,
BRANCH OFFICES;

Office and Works: 1910, 1912, 1914 Olive Street, ST. LOUIS, MO.

New York Office, Room 711 Havemeyer Bldg. Chicago Office, Room 1236 Monadnock Bldg. San Francisco, Paul Seller Electrical Works,

HART
FLUSH SWITCHES

IN CAIMCS OF ANY NUMBER.

THE SWITCHES ARE INSERTED AND ^_S
CONNECTED UP FROM THE FRONT.

FLUSH SWITCH FOR GANGS.

The Cut shows a No. 2 Box

for iron armored conduit, with

a gang of two switches.

The boxes are furnished with

any number of outlets desired.

Switches are "Indicating."

The hart & HECEMAN MFC. COMPANY,
IHA.RTFORD, CONIMEOTICUT.
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WHArS IN A NAME?
EVERYTHING

WHEN IT INDICATES

SUPERIORITY.

THUS STAND THE

Morrin Climax
Steam Boilers

OBSERVE THAT the Tennessee Centennial Exposition Com-

pany of Nashville, Tenn., and the Trans-Mississippi and Inter-

national Exposition Company of Omaha, Neb., after the closest

investigation of the various boilers by them, selected the Morrin

Climax Boilers, placing an order for the entire power equipment

of their respective plants.

Parties NOT POSTED may ask WHY?
HERE ARE THE REASONS:
The Climax Boilers surpass all others in points of SAFETY,

DURABILITY, steadiness of water level, accessibility and draft,

perfect in mechanical construction, absolutely no dead points in

circulation.

Send for Our New Catalogue. Tells the Story in a Few Words.

The Clonbrock Steam Boiler Co.,
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THE
(NEW

AriERICAN

TURBINE
SEIND FOR
CATALOOIE

^AYTQN OLObFJROINWORKS CO. DAYTO^I. 0.
Shaftimg.

Gearing,
Pulleys.

PillowBlocks^

Governors,

Etc.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL
Is known theworld over as affording the most simple, reiiabie

and economical powerforall purposes.

7,000 WHEELS NOW RUNNING S?lSI^S?l^^''''''"'''"'°'""'-

tICPTDIP DHU/CD TDAMCMICCinM Pelton Wheels are especially adapted to

CLlU I nlU rUnCn I nHHolTnoOlUll. tins purpose and are operating the maior-
Ityofstiitiims of this character In aU parts of tlie world. Highest efficiency and best regulation
guaranteed. Catalogues furnished on application. Address

PELTON WATER WHEEL CO.,
143 Liberty Street, or 121-123 Main Street,

NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., U. S. A.

Xb^BERRYIVIAIM
Feed Water Heater and Purifier.

Provided with U-shaped Tubes, it Never Leal(S.

THE HIGHEST GRADE OIVI/Y.

Our catalogue contains the representative names of a large number of con-
tented buyers of BERHYUAIV HEATEBt^ built by us In the last twenty
years. A copy awaits your order at any time.

I. B. DAVIS & SON. Makers, Hartford. Conn.,
Or addresses given below:

Jas. Berryman. 125 North 4tb St., Philadelphia.
Y W. H. GItson. 620 Medlnah Temple, Chicago.
*

Jos. Wliitaker, 7 and 9 Pearl Street, Boston.
A. A. Cardwell, 39 Cortlandt Street, Room 127, New York.

THE Mccormick
TURBINE.

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,
Especially Adapted for Electrical Work.

CJives more pow^er per diameter 'with a higher
percentage of useful elfect than any other ^vatei*-
Tvheel heretofore m»de- All s'zes, right and left hand,
are built from patterns perfected under systematic tests in the
Holyoke Testiug Flume.

Parties having power plants which are unsatisfactory, and
thoseeontemplating the improvement of powers, will find it to
their interest to confer wltii us, as we are willing to
guarantee results n^liere others have failed, no
matter what mahe of turbine has been in use.
i^TATK RRQDIREJIIRXTI^ AAII> ^END FOR
CATAIiOGITE.

S.MORGAN SMITH CO., York, Pa.
Estimates furnished for complete power plants and

results guaranteed.

^ry^ur^^^rG,

Modern Power Transmission Machinery,

Rope Drives, Heavy Pulleys, Gears # Fly Wheels,

Approved Friction Clutches, Etc.,

^ Modern Methods of Handling Coal in

Power Plants and Large Electric Stations.

Designs and Estimates Submitted Promptly,

THE LINK-BELT fflACHINERYCO.,

1
CHICAGO, IT. S. A.

ORAPHITE FOR RESISTANCE...
Made in almost any form required and ot 1 oliin or 1,000,000 ohms as

desired. We also malie graphite boxes and crucibles resisting heats

of 4,000 degrees • •

JOS, MXON CRUCIBLE CO., - Jersey City, ST. J.

WATER WHEELS
For Heads of 3 Feet to 2000 Feet.

Especially adapted to all kinds of

electric power and lighting plants.
Recent tests at Holyoke, given below, enable ns to guarantee:

The Largest Power ever obtainedfrom a wlieel oftlie same diameter. The highest

speed ever obtained far the same power. The highest mean efficiency when
running from half to full gate. We guarantee also: A runner, of tlie greatest

possible strength. A gate unequaled in quickness and case of opening and closing.

Test of a 46 in. SAMSON, Jan. 26, 97. Test of a 36 inch SAMSON, Fetl.1,'97.

Gate
Open.

Head.
Rev.

Pr.Min,
Cu. ![.

Pr. Sec.

Horse
Power.

Per
Ceol. o'p"'.!. H-l-lpr^Sun.

Cu. Ft.

Pr. Sec.

Horse
Power,

Per
Cent.

Full

K

'A

15.00

1504
15."
15.88

15.47

144.00
138.12

127.67

131.50
126.87

172.69

155.03

13324
112.65

90.04

240.97
223.61
igi.o6
162.80

127.73

82.03

845s
83.68

80.25

7595

Full 15.29 194 25
16.56 187.75

1733 178.50

17541 76.40
17.681 168.50

102.02

92.13

8395
68.82

37.69

143.44
146.73
138.40
109.64
88.14

81.08

80.09

76.19

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.

REG.TRADE MARKS JHE PHOSPHOR BRONZ E SMELTING CO. QMITED.

2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.

I

"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE'
ING0TS,CASTINGS,WIRE,RODS, SHEETS, ETC.

m<rijjLOivy"
^— DELTA METAL

y/^^ CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORCINGS
ORIGINAL AND Sole Makers IN THE U.S.

A VALUABLE BOOK FOR ENGINEERS AND FIREMEN NOW READY.

MODERN EXAMINATIONS OF STEAM ENGINEERS or PRACTICAL THEORY EXPLAINED andlLLUSTRATED.

BY W. H. WAKEMAN.
Cloth. 53 Chapters.272 pages.

Containing; a complete list of 300 questions such as will be asked of any
Engineer when taking examination for U. S. Government or State License, all

of which are fully answered in the te.xt.

F>Rice. $2.00
By mail,' postpaid, to any part of the world

This book while especially adapted for engineers' examinations, is also in-

tended as a practical guide to Engineers, Firemen, Boiler Makers, Machinists,

and others, in daily practice.
The author being a practical steam engineer himself, well knows the wants

of the working engineer, and has put into this work such knowledge and infor-

mation as is best adapted to their use, making it altogether the most complete
and comprehensive guide for the busy workers in the engine room, boiler works
and machine shops that has ever been published.

As one engineer who has read the book says: "I think there are few engi-

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, -

neers that it wouldn't do some good. It seems as if it was a review of all I

have ever read, and a lot more besides."

The author has treated of a very great variety of subjects which are of

vital importance to all who wish to improve and extend their knowledge of

steam engineering, and has explained the rules and formulas given, in the sim-

plest manner possible, and has worked out examples by them, so that all who
can read may understand them.

The 300 questions are an important feature of the book, they are entirely

separate from the 53 chapters of reading matter, and were written after many
years of practical experience and careful research by the author.

His connection with the Boardman Manual Training High School at New
Haven, Conn., as Instructor in Steam Engineering, his 12 years of active mem-
bership in the N. A. S. E., and his position as Instructor of No. 10 of Conn., a

sturdy branch of the National Organization, makes him especially competent

in this part of the work.
The many flattering commendations which this book has already received

from competent judges and high authorities, speak well for its value.

- Suite 510 Marquette Building, Chicago, III.
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i-tcires o-F Our Eneines XA/or'bhi me rriber I ri g:
1st—A symmetrical design witli an intelligent, scientific distribution of metal, giving ex-

ceptional strengtii and perfect balance.
2nd—The only absolately steam-tight valve, which automatically adjusts itself for wear,

needing no outside attention.
3rd—"Rites governor system," which combines the greatest simplicity with most perfect

regulation.
4th—Crank shaft forged open-hearth high-carbon steel, combining greatest strength, best

wearing qualities and smoothest surface.
5th—Most complete automatic oiling system.

IMGINEOO
Chicago Office, 1536 jflonadnock Block. ERIE, PENNSYLVANIA, I . S. A.

EXCEL ALL OTHERS IN
DESIRABLE FEATURES.Gas and Gasoline Engines

Adapted for ALL Power Purposes—ElectHc Li^btiOK, Milliog, Mining,

Water Works, Elevators, Factories, etc. Cheaper and Better tban Steam.

2 to 250 H. P.
WrileB°forrPa"toW. FOOS GAS ENGINE CO., Springfield, 0,

El

Power With Every Stroke of Piston.

;gonomigal power

.lectrig lighting.
Catalogue tells about it. Agents wanted.

VAN HORNE, BURGER & CO.,

20 CLAIR ST., DAYTON, OHIO.

Write uow. Not appear again soon.

BUY YOUR BOOKS
FRO:\I THE

Electrician Pub. Co., BIO MarquelteBldg., Chicago.

Electro-Gasoline Engine
» to so H. P. **

Runs without smoke, odor or noise.
Special stylfs for Electric Litrlitine,

Boats, Milling Locomotives, Hoists,
Portable, Threshing. Puiiipiiie, Farm
and Dairies. Inapection and Street
Cars, Road-Wagons, Fiinting- Offices
and all stationary purposes. All
engines guaranteed and may be re-

turned at our expeiise if not as repre-
sented. THE PKOUTT CO.,
7» Dearborn St.. CHICAGO, U.S.A.

When you
are Tired

Of using "Dynamo" Belting made from
"Slioulder Stoclv," write us for prices
and information on "Leviathan" and
"Oak Leaf" Belting, and our method
of "Beltine up" Electric Liglit and
Power Plants.

Higli grade Belting only. Best Re-
sults. Least Cost.

Write fully, conditions under which
Belting runs, power required etc

MAIX BEliTIXO CO.,

55 and 57 Market St.. CHICAGO, ILL.
122M235 Carpenter St., Philadelptlia.

120 Pearl St., Boston.

Gas,

Gasoline

OTEIt 45,000 80I.I>

THE OTTO

Natural Gas Lllblllllu
FOB

Electric Lighting.
SIZES 1 TO 260 H. P.

Electric Light Plants in Operation

from 2 to 250 H. P.

The Otto Gas Enpe Woris, iiic.,

PHII/ADEI/FHIA-

-TM

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Manufacturers of the

Morrin "Clmax" aM "Componnf Safety Water

Tnlie Boilers.

BUILT IN UNITS OF 50 TO I,GOO Hr P.

CAUTION:
Beware of infringers, they will

be rigidly prosecuted.

ALSO BUILDERS OF

Smolce Stacks, Tanlcs, Etc., and
All Classes of Iron Work.

tSpeciflcations, JDran^ings and Prices famished
on application.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boilers.

ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM.
A series of thirty-four lessons covering the Scietice of Electricity from its Fundamental Principles to its Everyday Practical Application.

PROF. D. C. JACKSON. University of Wi&:-ODsin. I PROF. WM. A. ANTHONY, of New York. I
PROF. A. C. PERRINE. Lelaiid Stanford University. Cal.

PROF. H. S. CARHART, University of Michigan. PROF. BROWN AYRES, Tulaue University. I
PROF. GEO. D. SHEPARDSON, University of Minn..

I'ROF. li. F. THOMAS, University of Ohio. A Compreheneive Treatise in Simple I^anguase. free from Alj^ebraic Eq.aations and Easily IJnderatoud. And others.

Comprises325pages,over300diagramsandillustraiions. Price$2, By

I

Z.

The nature and properties of electricity.
Machines for generating electricity by friction and
by electric induction.

Electric batteries or appliances for generating elec-
tricity by chemical action.

Electric batteries or appliances for generating elec-
tricity by cheujicul action (concluded).
The magnetic efCeets of electric currents, magnetic
fields.

The magnetic effects of electric currents, and mag-
netic circuits.
Ohm's law of the flow of electricity.
Heating effects of electric currents. Miscellaneous
effects of electric currents.
Galvanometers and voltameters.
Measurement of electrical resistance.
Everyday measurements of electric currents and

12. Everyday measurements of electric power. Con-
densers and the measurement of their capacity.

13. Electrolytic deposition of metals.
14. The electric telegraph.
15. Multiple telegraphy.
16. The telephone.
17. The construction of telegraph and telephone lines

and instruments.
Testing lines for insulation and conductivity and the
location of leaks and breaks.

Principles of continuous current dynamos and
motors.
Principles of continuohs current dynamos and
motors, their construction, care and attendance.
Arc lighting and arc light machinery.
Incandescent lighting and power transmission, two,
three and five wire systems of distribution for
electrio liglils and motors.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

29.

Construction of electric light and power circuits and
their testing.

Testing electric light circuits, and the distribution
and measurement of light.

Electromagnetic iuduction.
Alternating currents.
Alternating currents and alternating current ma-
chinery (concluded).
Miscellaneous applications of electric motors.
Electric railways.
Methods of handling and controlling railway motors
and generators.
Model electric plants.
Underwriters' rules, etc.

Electric welding, forging, etc.; electricity applied to
the kitchen.

Electro-therapeutics.
pressures.

SENT POSTAGE PREPAID TO ANY ADDRESS IN THE WORLD ON RECEIPT OF PRICE, $2.O0.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 MARQUETTE BLDG., CHICAGO.

IT'S ALL RIGHT.

Webb's Telephone Hand-Book. A book for the
expert as well as the novice. Price $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COp»
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IMPERIAL iSiic ENGINES
Are the highest product of advanced engine building, and are without a parallel for excellence.

THE IMPERIAL
Is a necessary and logical outgrowth of the demand for a clean and practical self-oiling engine.

/

^

Built in Sizes 15 to 300 Horse Power. Direct-Connected or Belted.

BEAUTIFUL IN DESIGN AND HANDSOIYIELY FINISHED.
ALL ADJUSTABLE PARTS EASILY ACCESSIBLE.

Weston Engine Co
General Offices: Painted Post, N. Y.

Branch Office: 1203 Fisher BIdg., Chicago.

F«EiRRESEN-riBk.TIVBS:
Julian Scholl & Co., 126 Liberty St., New York City. ® T. K. Carey c& Bros, Co., 2e Light St., Baltimore, Md.
Soranton Supply and Machinery Co., 131 Wyoming Ave., Scranton Pa. ; Mitchell, Lewis & Staver Co., Seattle, Wash.
St. Louis: Moses P. Johnson Machinery Co., 715 N. Second St. • Los Angeles, Cal.: Chas. B. Boothe & Co., 126 S. Los Angeles St.
Boston; 77 Oliver St., H. F. Ruggles, Agt. : Denver: Heudrie & Bolthoff Mfg. Co., Agts.

QEIVERAI. SOUTHEASTEKK AGEKTS: 1>. A. TOaiPKIKS CO., CHABI.OTTE, SI. C.
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6«E«
RAILWAY
GENERATORS.

DIRSGT-CONNXZCTX:]!,

100 K. W. TO 2,400 K. W.,

Or Beit Driven, 100 K. W. to 500 K. W,

AVe have manufactured and shipped 399.60(»

K. W. (386,133 h. p.) in

G. E.

Railway
Generators

Since our incorporation.

WHY?
TheyAre Universally Conceded

to Be the Best.

Hetropolitan West Side Elevated Railroad, Chicago, III. :

8oo K. W. and 1,500 K. W. Generators.

We are the LARGEST EliECTKICAL COMPANY IN THE WORLD and the ONLY COIttPANY THAT CAX
FLRNISH ARSOL1ITELY EVERY ELECTRICAL DEVICE FOR ELECTRIC RAILWAY^S.

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,
IKEAIN OFFICi:, SCHISNISC'TADV, N. Y.

-SALES OFFICES:
KOSTON, MASS.. ISO Summer Street.
.NEW YORK. N. Y., 44 Bro.<ld Street.
SYRACUSE. X. Y., Sedgwick. Andrews & Kennedy Bids.
BUFFALO. X. Y., 901 1>. S. Morgan Building.
PHILADELPHIA. PA.. 509 Arch Street.
BALTIMORE. MD., 227 E. German Street..
PITTSBURG, .PA., 502 Tradesman's Bank Bnllding.

ATLANT.i, GA., Equitable Building.
XBW ORLEANS, LA., 423 Baronne Street.
CINCINNATI OHIO., 420 West Ponrth Street.
COLUMBUS. OHIO., 14 North High Street.
NASHVILLE, TENN., SOS North Summer Street
CHICAGO, ILL., Monadnock Building.
DETROIT, MICH., 101 Woodward Ave.

ST. LOUIS. MCWainwrlght Buildlrc;.
DALLAS, TEXAS, Junction Buildlag.
HELENA, MONT., Electric Building.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., Phoenix Building
DENVER, COLO.. Kitreedge Building.
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL., 15 First Street.
PORTLAND, ORE., Worcester' Building;

For all business outi^ide tlieUiiit««l states anil Canada: Foreign Dept.. Schenectady. ^'.Y^ and 4-4 Broad St., X. V.
For Canad i. address Canadian <>eneral Electric Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Canada.
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Telephone Induction Colle.

Electro- -vBaMll^^ Medical

MagnrU. oB^H^m Colls.

Hcoeivfr Bobbins. X-Ray Coils.

C. F. SPLITDORF, ,

e^anufacturer of Electrical Specialties^
IT-?T VANOCWATER ST.. N. Y.

I MANSFIELD

OP PER ca\
MAN5riE:i-D,aHIO.

The Srai;MasllriDS.

T. H. Brady, New Britain.. Conn., U. S. A.;

Manulactiirer of MastArms,Pole and
SwInelDg Hoods. House Brackets and
other Specialties for Constraction
\Vot\i.— Catalogues and Prices fur-
nished -on application.

^TL^fJi^ A70.

fH) DELAWARE HARD FIBRE CO.,
^^^A^J^ WILMINGTON, DEL.

SEinO FOB CATAI>0«rE A!SI> SAMPIiES.

Sheets, Rods, Tubes and Special Shapes.

KARTAVERT.
HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS, RODS AND TUBING.

For Electrical and Mechanical Purposes, Kailway Dust Guards, Wasliera
and Packings.- Patent Insulating Cleats.

MANUFACrtTRED BT

THE KARTAVERT MANUFACTUfiING CO., Wilmington, Del.

JEWELL BELTING CO.
MAXUFACTUEEES OF

Jewell Dynamo Belt Cement,

Jewell Dynamo Belt Dressing,

Jewell Patent Pulley Covering.

I Black Diamond File Works !*?— . ^
4Q Est. 1803. luc-. 1)^0.?. \%,

^ -.^^^... _ ^
^to Twelve ^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 9^
jJA Medals ^^df^^^^H^^I^^^^^- ^'*!< Awarded at .^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^S^^^^ ^o'"' ™8''*' st*

^fX ^^^^^HHSSSHMB^^^^^^ ^' Atlanta, ^
•fJ Expositions. ^^^W"^ .

s.- ". ?^ 1895. )ji

^ ^-^r- —— S
%\ OCR.eoOOS ABE OW SAL,B IK EVEBY I.EADIIVU HABUtVABE }^
||Q STORE rW THE VXITED STATES AND CAKADA. L^

|G.&H. BARNETT COMPANY,

|

^ PHILADELPHIA, PA. ^

^'Paragon" Power Motors.
Estimates FDrnislied for

Small Motors and

Kotor-Dynamos.

Iron Clad; No External
Magnetism; Dust and

Moisture Proof.

^, i. h i. "i and 1 horse
power.

Send for catalogue and
discounts.

J. P.Williams, Gen'IARt..39 CortlandtSt.,NewYork.

ANon-AroingFuse.
The **oply" one deserving the name. Will open a high-tension short-circuit

without arc or fiash.

We make Switchboard Equipments, Transformer anctSubway Boxes.

We Solicit Correspondence from Those Troubled ivith Fnsea.

D. ii W. FUSE CO.,
53 ABOBUr STREET, PKOVIDEKCE, B. I.

The Zamel Arc Light Meter
AND ELECTRIC CURRENT TIMER

Is the ONLY RELIABLE DEVICE for Timing the Use of Arc Lights,

It Is tsitiv^i in Its Action.
SEKD FOB CIRClJIiAR.

Zamel Arc Light Meter Co.,
Approved by the National Fire Underwriters' Association.
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SIMPLEX INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

*'"H.V.m'xloNr' ^'"^P'ex Electrical Company,
1 137 Monadncck Block. CHICAGO. 75.31 Comhill, BOSTON, MASS.

ED F-. IVI
MANUFACTURER OF

INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
i=-L.EXIBI_e CORDS .ANO CSA.Bt_BS.

«0O ASiD -iOit NORTH THIRD STREET. - PHIIiADEI^PHIA, PA.

*.0N'>.
1889—Paris IDxpositlon,
Sledal for Rubber Insulation.

1893—World's Fair,
Medal for Rubber Insulation.

TRADEMARK,

THE STAJIDARD FOR
RVRBER nrsiJiiATioir.

Sole Manufacturers of

Qkonite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee Toor Wires.

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd.
T^:i\i l^T^i. \

""»9"»- 253 Broadway, New York.
Geo. T. Manson, Gen'l Supt.
W. H Hodgins. Secy.

''Standard" Blec=
trical Wiring Tubes

Insulators, Cleats and Electrical Specialties ot all kinds. Cheapest and best on the market.

Til© .A.]£x-oxi Inscti^tor «b lSXsk-r\yt& Oo.,
aiannfacturers. A.l«;BeoI«, OHIO. Write for Prices.

HanufecnJrer(])ARTRICK£/?ARTER f0. ELECTRICAL

Sealers 1125 So. 2nd St.l) PH1LADa.V)PA.coods.

/MO.

WESTIIN Electrical \n\mm\ Co.,
"""^^ 114-120 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A,

We desire to call attention to a line of

cheap but excellent Switchboard Instru-

ments for Direct Current Circuits, which
we designate as

"Round Pattern," Style F.

These Instruments are particularly

suitable for Isolated Plants and Feeder

Circuits in Railway and Power Plants.

Voltmeters in ranges from 3 to 750 volts.

Ammeters in ranges from 1 to 3,5t amp.
All Weston Instruments are unsurpassed

in ezcellence of workmanship, in accu-

racy and economy of operation.

mbgme:
PARIS 1867. CHICAGO 1893. PHILADELPHIA 1876

-^A;

WIRES AND GABLES.
AERIAL, UNDERGROUND,

SUBMARINE.
ICKRITI5 'r.?vr»E>.

W. R. BRIXEY, Mfr.

203 Broadway, New York.

Western Offlce, Marquette BIdg., Chicago, III.

CALIFORNIA ELEC. WORKS.
SAN FRANCISCO,, CAL.

M. DUPEROW. NEW ORLEANS ELEC. CO.,

WASHINGTON, D. C. NEW ORLEANS, LA.

Standard Underground Gable Go.
THE EOOKEEY, "WESTINOIIOUSE BUILDING,

CHICAGO. I'lXTSBURG.
18 COETLANDT ST.
NEW YOEK CITY.

Electric Cables, Conduits, Wires and Accessories.
Also Hiffh-Cirade Rubber Covered IVlres and Cables.

MOTOR ^<^ ''"''" ^^^^ Rheostat Co.,mwiun—
Westfield. N.J..U.S.A.

RHCUSTATSi FOR ALL PURPOSES.

A I UaDIC consulting ELECTRICAL
• Li IHCnHC, ENGINBER.-^.

Estimates, Plans, Specifications,
Examinations, Reports, Tests.

306 Oriel BaUding, ST.IiOCIS,3IO.

Queen & Co.,
1012 Chestnut SI., PHIUDELPHIA.

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-Wirt
Switchboard Instruments, X<Ray

Focus Tubes, Induction Coils.

Insulating Paint # Varnish.
We were the first chemists in the world ixi

make a special study of this problem. Our long
experience and careful iDvestifration enables us
to be of service to wide-awake electricians.

MASSACHUSEHS CHEMICAL COMPANY,
Boston, IMass., U. S. A.

I-T-E
CIRCUIT BREAKERS

CUnER ELECTRICAL CO., PHILADELPHIA

THE SAMSOIN BATTERY
\ -rEL^PNONEj a- " SMIPPED SET UP " •* qAS LinHTiHq^

¥

JOBBCHS

THE ELECTRIC OAS LIGtITIMCrCO
197 DEVONSHIRE ST, BOSTON. MASS.,

,^^\^%\\\^^Sag OFFICE AND FACTORY, SANDUSKY, 0.

AGENTS

Mayer & Englund, lo S. loth St., Phlla., P*.
Smith & Wallace,Hamilton St., Boston. Mass.
Arthur S. Partridge, Bank o< Commerca

BIdg., St. Louis, Mo.
Joshua Heady Machine Works, 42 Fremont

St., £an Francisco.
Central Electric Co., 173 Adams St., Chicago.
Harry M. Shaw, 120 Liberty St.. New York.
Schmlnke & Newman, New Orleans, La.

The Emerson Electric Mfg. Co.,
Alternating Current
Fan Motors,
Ceiling Fans,
Power Motors.

Knife Switches and
Switch Boards, ST. LOUIS,
Multiple Fuse Boards, u_ g_ ^^
Push Buttons.

iO - SOLE
MAKEES IN THE

U. S. A.

''^'^
THE Fuel Economizer Co.,

.*** MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS; MAHEAWAN, ;:

BR.iJTCH Offices: h Cortlandt St.. New York; v
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DDY GENERATORS.
Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

Eddy Motors—Slow, Medium or High Speed.

We build all necessary apparatus for the transmission of BlectrlcaJ
Poiver tlirough factory or other bnildinss*

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.,
^A^INDSOR, ^ONN.

NEW YORK, H. B. Coho & Co., Mail and Express Building.
PHILADELPHIA, Walter C. Mclntire & Co., 506 Commerce St.

BOSTON, G. M. Angler & Co., 64 Federal St.

ELMIRA, S. N. Blake.
ST. LOUIS, Western Electrical Supply Co.
KANSAS CITY, W. T. Osborn.
CINCINNATI, O., Nevada Bldg., John A. Stewart.
CHICAGO, 305 Dearborn St., Wallace & Hine, Manageri.

bAN l''KANCl8CO, CAL.. Cal. Elec. Wks., 409 Market St.

Alcatraz Electrical Compound:
Mannfactnred by

THE CALIFORNIA ASPHALT CO., "«iU^=?i^
ABSOLUTELY UNEQUALED FOR

ELECTRICAL AND WIRE INSULATION, Insulating Connections, Dynamos and Motor Bases, Battery and Accumulator
Shelving, Circuit and Switch-Boards.

WATER-PROOFING Cut-Out Boxes, coating wires when subjected to acid or alkaline fumes, and when laid under
cement, etc.

PAINTING Poles, Brackets, Cross-Arms, Benches, Floors, etc.
CjOATING CABLES, Lead-Covered Pipes, and all underground work.

ALCATRAZ ELECTRICAL COMPOUND is manufactured of the celebrated brand of Alcatraz Asphalt, and possesses many well-known points of superiority.
It has been tried under severe and exacting conditions, and has given perfect satisfaction. It will not Scale, Crack or Burn. Presents a Smooth Surface.
Adheres Tenaciously. Not affected by Thermal or Climatic Conditions. Resists the action of the Elements, Acids, Allcalies, Sewer Gases, and possesses
great strength and elasticity. Being the producers of the raw product, we are enabled to save the middleman's profit, jind offer consumers a superior article at a
veryiowprice.

SAMPLE UPON APPLICATION. Agents wanted in all leading cities,

Westingiiouse Poijipliase Apparatus Supreme.
Oenerators, Motors, Transformers, for Two-Kiase, Tliree-Phase and C F. 8cott
Tivo-Phase Three-Phase System of Alternating Current Power Transmission.

26,000 H. P. IN OIL-INSULATED TRANSFORMERS CONSTRUCTED.
Potentials from 5,000 to 50,000 Tolts. All Apparatus Necessary for 100 Mile Transmission.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING CO.

New York, 120 Broadway.
Boston, Exchange BIdg.
Buffalo, N. Y., 8 Erie Co. Bank BIdg.
Charlotte, N. C, 36-38 College St.

J
Chicago, N. Y. Life BIdg.
Philadelphia, Qirard Bid;;.

Pittsburg, Westinghoose BIdg.
St. Louis, American Central BIdg.

San Francisco, Mills BIdg.
Syracuse, N. Y., Bastable BIdg.
Tacoma. AVash . 102 S. loth St.
Atlanta, Qa., Equitable BIdg.

Westlnghouse Electric Co., Ltd.,
3a Victoria St., London, S.W., England.
For Canada address

Ahearn & Soper, Ottawa, Got.

Makes No Noise, flakes Money.

-^

.',' .---"^"' "^•v.-.

'-

_:<-^y^' i^^^^U^ -'

'^ J ^*«i^ ^^ J^^^^

w^^^-^i^ssa H*v ;,— -"^S^oBfl

1

The large steel shaft and the extra long, self-oiling,

self-aligning bearings permit running the rotor of the
WARREN INDUCTION ALTERNATOR with the least

possible clearance, reducing the air gap to a mere
fraction. !

You can set one of our dynamos down in your station,

belt to power, and go off hunting for new lighting con-
tracts. The machine needs no attention; requires no
repairs.

Investment stops with the purchase price.

WARREN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,
Sandusky, Ohio.

May we send our Illustrated circulars?
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1; Prepare for Holiday Lighting.

"SUPERIORITY GETS THE BUSINESS.
>»

Victories

of THE PIONEER.
Abraham & Straus, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

James A. Hearn & Son, New York, N. Y.,

Callender, McAuslan &Troup Co., Providence, R.I.,

H. O'Neill & Co., New York, N. Y.,

Flint & Kent, Buffalo, N. Y.,

Jos. H. Bauland Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.,

DRV GOOIDS
DRY GOODS
DRY GOODS
DRY GOODS
DRY GOODS
DRY GOODS

300
130

61
^7

Manufactured under basic enclosed arc lamp patents ot L. B. Marks, Marks-Ransom and others.

THE ELECTRIC ARC LIGHT COMPANY,
%ARC#^ 150 Nassau Street, NEW YORK.

YOUR SUPPLY MAINTAINED FOR 12c.

LAMPS
Efficient, Long-lived and

Guaranteed Satisfactory,

Write us before making another contract. We are THE
Lamp Renewing Company you have heard of.

Lynn Incandescent Lamp Co., Lynn, Mass. Ingin^^r"^,

Modern Power Transmission Macliinery,

Rope Drives, Heavy Pulleys, Gears # Fly Wheels,

Approved Friction Clutches, Etc.,

Modern Methods of Handling Coal in

Power Plants and Large Electric Stations.

Designs and Estimates Submitted Promptly.

THE LINK-BELT MACHINERY CO.,

CHI€A4^0, U. S. A.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Advance Pkg. & Sup. Co.

Ahim-Edwards Elec. Go .

Akron Ins. ct Marble Co.

American Battery Co
American El. Meter Co...

Amer. El. Telephone Co.

American Elec. Works . .

.

American Engine Co
Amer. Impulse Wheel Co.

American Rheostat Co. ..

Armorite Int. Con. Co—
Bain, Force

BakerA Co
Ball Engine Co
BamettCo., G. &H
Besly & Co.,Chas. H
Boiler Espurgator Co...

Brady, T. H
Brill Co., J. G
Brixey, W. E...,-

Bryant Electric Co
Buckeye Electric Co
Burnley Batt. & Mfg. Co.

California Asphalt Co....

Card Electric Co
Carlisle & Finch Co
Central Electric Co
CentralMfg. Co
Central Tel. & Elec. Co..

C. B. AQ. R. E

i

xiii

xvi

xiii

xiv

\x
vii

xi

xiii

xil

xix

xxil

xxii

xsii

vli

1

Chicago Edison Co iv. xiv

ChicagoEl.A Stereo. Co.. xli

Chicago Fuse Wire & MIg.
Co Tii

Chicago Ina. Wire Co
C, M. &St. P. R. R xlv

Climax Novelty Co xvli

ClonbrockSt. B.Co xix

Commercial El. Sup. Co.. xxH
Cornman Co xiv

Crown Woven Wire Brush
Co xli

Cutter El. & Mfg. Co i

D. & W. Fuse Co xxii

Davis <fe Son, LB xx
DaytonGlobelronWks. Co. xx
DelawareHard Fibre Co. . . xxii

Diamond Elec. Co iv

Diamond State Fibre Co. xli

DiehlMfg. Co vii

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos. . xx

Eastern Elec. Cable Co....

Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co ii

Edison Lamp Dept
Electrical Exchange, The. xlv

Elec. Appliance Co xli

Electric Arc Light Co lii

Elec. Gas Lighting Co i

Electric Storage Batt. Co.
Electrician Pub. Co

X, xviii

Elliott, W. H. Elec. Co.... xiv

Emerson El. Mfg. Co i

EmpireChina Works..... xvi

Evans Electric Co xiv

Faries MfgCo xxii

Farr Tel. & Cons. Suppy
Co xvi

Poos Gas Engine Co xix

For Sale Advertisements . . xiv

Fort Wayne EL Corp xii

Fuel Economizer Co i

Garlock Packing Co
Garvin Machine Co., The .

General Electric Co sxi

Gen'l Inc. Arc Light Co . . . ix

Globe Elec. Heating Co.. Iv

Gordon-Burnham Bat. Co. xiii

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.

Helios Electric Co
Hill, W. S. Electric Co ...

.

Hodge, Walsh & Loring.
Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co.

Huebel & Manger

Internal '1 Cor. Schools,.

Iron-Clad Rheostat Co. .

.

Jewell Belting Co

Kartavert Mfg. Co
Keystone Elec. Inst. Co.. xil

Kokomo Tel.& ELMfg.Oo.xvll

Leclanche Battery Co.... xv

Leffel&Co., James xx

Leonard, Ward, Elec. Co..

Lindsley Bros xv

Link Belt Machinery Co. Hi

Lockwood Long Dist. Tel.
& TeL Co. of America... xvii

Lombard Water Wh. G. Co. xtli
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HARDTMUTH GORED CARBONS for Direct and Alternating Gurrent

yy ^^>^^^ I yy IV/I W^^^S 1 HABIRSHAW AND G. E. CO.'S \-^^^^K.^^ fc"«^^lw^l» ^B^-
I

WIRES AND CABLES.
j

AMERICAN CARBON CO.'sTla[n^^ed
CARBONS FOR SERIES ARC LIGHTING.

I
Chicaso Edi

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTSU
;on

HABIRSHAW AND Q. E. CO.'S

WIRBS AND CABLES.

DEALERS IN ELECTRIC LIGHTING SUPPLIES,

.139 Adams Street, CHICAGO.

JEWELL BELTINB CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Jewell Dynamo Belt Cement,

Jewell Dynamo Belt Dressing,

Jewell Patent Pulley Covering.

Steam Engineering and
Electricity

Taught by Mail.

Our Stationary Engineers'' Scholarship includGa instruction in Arithmetic, Mensuration and the
Use of Letters in Algebraic Formulas, Meclianics, Mechanical Drawing, Steam and Steam Engines,
Steam Boilers. Dynamos and Motors.

Besides a thorough education in the theory of Steam Engineering the instruction is designed to
qualify Steam Engineers and other students to understand, operate and care for electrical ma-
chines; to install electrical plants; to perform calculations and to locate and remedy faults.

Studies are carried on at home. No time lost from work. Specially prepared Instruction and
Question Papers, superior to text-books, furnished free to students.

Also courses in Mechanics ; Civil Engineering in all its branches: Book-Keepingand Business Forjns
and the English Branches.

A circular giving full particulars will be sent free. Mention the subject in which you are inter-
ested. Address

THE INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS, Box 1002, ScrantOD. Pa.

WRITE FOR INFORMATION.

DYNAMOS,
15 to 1,000 Lights.

ivionroRS,
I to 50 H. P. ANY VOLTAGE.

Patented Adjustable Dynamos and
Motors for Floor, Wall or Ceiling-

The Ahlm-Edwards Electric Co.,
C£.EVX:i<A]KI>, OHIO.

THE

Storey
Motors.

Iron-clad. Completely Closed
In. Dust and Moisture
Proof. No External Mag-
netism.

Specially Adapted for Direct
Connectioti to Machinery.

Special Direct Current Motors for All Classes of Work.

THE STOREY MOTOR & TOOL CO.,
MAIN OFFICE

AND FACTORY:f2l2-226CarterSt., Philadelphia, Pa.

BRAIVCH FACTOBX : HamUton, Canada.
Cable address, Storey, Philadelphia. ABC Code used.

ELECTRIC HEATERS ^ ^' ^ ""minimum expense.

Portable Heater for residences and offices, size 23 inches long, 1114 inches
high, 5 inches wide. Weight 30 pounds.

HlKhcBt Efficiency, Simplicity, Durability, Production Guaranteed,
Our Street Car Heaters lead all competitors.

Send for new illustrated circular.

Heating colls renewed like Incandescent lamps. Constructed for any voltage. Work on direct
or alternating current. Consumes 6. S amperes on no volt current, i. 5 on 500 volt current.

THE GLOBE ELECTRIC HEATING CO.,
147 North 12th

Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

TRANSFORMERS-WATTMETERS.
(soi-ieef-f-e:r'S iiviproved.)

Double Primary Coils,
Double Secondary Coils,
Good Ventilation,
Light Weight,
High Efficiency,
Good Regulation,
Small Iron Loss.

Convenient to Install.

No Brushes,
No Commutator,
No Moving Wire,
Simplicity,
Durability,
Reliability,
Accuracy,

Even to a 6 c. p. Light.

DIAMOND ELECTRIC CO.,
VIAIMUF-A.CTWIFRBRS, '

Office: 1202 Fisher Building, Chicago, III, Factory: Peoria, III.
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20
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!! Some Inducementsin House Goods, li
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• • - • t!
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« w • £

:: Extra Best Best Iron Box Bell, 2 or ^ inch, 100 lots 20 cents each :s

• • Extra Best Best Carbon Battery, complete, 100 lots 19 cents each ;|

:| Wood Pushes, assorted woods, 100 lots. . . . , 4^4 cents each ij

:• Metal Pushes, 100 lots lO cents each i;

: ; Annunciator Wire, 5 to 6 lb. spools 21 cents lb. •
\

1 1 Annunciator Wire, 100 lb. lots .• . . . 20 cents lb. i

- 5 JH * \

;; Tin Spiking Tube, i inch, 1,000 ft. lots $8.50 :j

: • Tin Speaking Tube Elbows, i inch, 100 lots I^ cents each :
j

ji Tin Speaking Tube T-Joints, I inch, 100 lots 3 cents each jj

: i Full lines in other departments at proportionally favorable prices. j
|

: i It's a good time to buy. 5 \

Central Electric Company,
m •
• *
• *

Geo. A. ncKlnlock, President.'

Charles E. Brown, Secretary.

S. R. Frazler, Treasurer.

173=175 Adams St.,

Chicago.

!0*' :i|.-**«***«****ik**A***«««»i|:****«**«***«**** **««*i«*t*iC*« t»**************************»*******«*********'^***iii**************i**ii:»********************l'***9*f9•**»**•»* OS

HAVE YOU EVER MET THE MAN

Type 610.

Who informs people how very foolish it is to use an enclosed arc

lamp which burns longer than 80 to 100 hours, with one trimming,

because the deposit of impurities on the walls of the cylinder become

so excessive after that as to absorb the greater part of the available

light?

We say that the amount of impurity in a 12-inch carbon

does not change with the length of time it can be made to burn,

and that there is no difference in the amount of impurity on the cylinder

walls when a 13-inch carbon burns 80 to 100 hours and when we cause

the same twelve inches of carbon to burn from 150 to 200 hours.

Our lamps burn from 150 to 200 hours with one trimming, and

consequently effect an economy of about 100 per cent, in carbon con-

sumption and in attendance. We make enclosed arc lamps for all con-

stant potential D. C. Circuits of 100 to 550 volts.

HELIOS ELECTRIC CO., Philadelphia, Pa, us. A
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CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Accninalators.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Willard El. & Battery Co.

Annuiiciators .

Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrtck A Carter Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.

Arc liamps.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El, Supply Co.
DieblMfg Co.
Electric Arc Light Co.

Pt. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.

Helios Electric Co.
Manhattan Gen'l Cons. Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Puritan Eiertric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Arc Light Cord.
Central Electric Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Batteries and Jars.
Burnley Batt. & Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Elec. Gas Lighting Co.
Gordon-Burnham Battery Co
Leclanohe Battery Co.. The.
Nungesser El. Battery Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Roth Bros. &Co.

BeUs.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Ohio Electric Works.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Beltine- ^

Jewell Belting Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Main Belting Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.
Shultz Belting Co.

Boilers.
Clonbrook Steam Boiler Co.

Books. Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Brnshes.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Crown Woven Wire Brush

Co.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.

Burglar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Cables [See Insulated Wires.)

Cables, Electric (See Insu-
lated Wires), Copper,
Sheet and Bar.
American Elec, Works.
Brliey, W- R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
General Electric Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
New York Ins. Wire Co-
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Carbons,FoLatsA Plates.
Advance Pkg. & Sup. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Geu'l Inc. Arc Light Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.
Reisluger. Hugo.
Schiff, Jordan A Co.

Cars,
Brill Co., J. G.

Compoiind.
Boiler Expurgator Co.
Central Electric Co.
California Asphalt Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Mass. Chemical Co.
McLennan & Co., K.
Okonite Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.

Conduit and Conduits.
. Armorite Interior Cond. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Construction A Repairs.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Elliott, W. H. Elec. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Hodge. Walsh A Loring.
McPell Electric Co.
McRae, A. L.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
Tbordarson, C. H.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.

Contractors and £lectric
liisht Plants.
Ahlm- Edwards El. Co.
Bain. Foree.
Card Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
McRae, A. L.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co,
Peoples Electric Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
Triumph Electric Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse Elec & MfgCo.

Conveyors.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.

Copper.
Besly SCO.. Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Mansfield Temp. Copper Co.
Mitchell Temp. Copper Co.

Copper TFlres.
American Electrical Works.
Besly &Co., Chas H.
Brlxey, W, R.
Central Eleotrio Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.
Okonite Co., The.
PhlUlpa Insulated Wire Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Cordage.
Central Electric Co.
Samson CordaKe Wks.

Correspondence i^cbools.
Int. Correspond. Schools.

Crookes' Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Edison Lamp Dept.

Cross-Arms, Pins and
Brackets.
Brady, T. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Farr Tel. & Cons. Sup. Co.
Monona Cedar Co.
Point Marion Mfg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.

Cnt-Outs and S^vitclies.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Elec. Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Hill, W. S. Blectric Co.
PalBte Co., H. T.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Wagner Eleo. Mfg. Co.
Weatinchouafl El. & Mfg. Co.

Dynamos.
Ahlm-Edwards El. Co.
American Engine Co.

Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Evans Electric Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
Triumph Electric Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warner, Wm. F.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Wright, Wm.

Elconomizers, Fuel.
Fuel Economizer Co.

Electric Heat'g App^s.
Central Electric Co.
Globe Electric Heating Co.

Electric Meters.
American El. Meter Co.
Zamel Arc Light Meter Co.

Electric RaUTvays.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and Mechani-
cal Engineers.
Bain, Foree.
McRae, A. L.
Sargent & Lundy.

Electrical Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Keystone El. Instrument Co.
Paiste Co.. H. T.
Queen & Co.
Reliable Eleo. Supply Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Electrical ti^pecialties.

Carlisle & Finch Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Paiste Co., H. T.
Peru Eleo. Mtg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Thordarson, C H.
Vought. M. I.

Electro-Platlns mach'y.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Evans Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Roth Bros & Co.

Engines, <»as.
Foos Gas Engine Co.
Otto Gas Engine Wka.
Prouty Co., The.
"Van Home, Burger & Co.

Eng^lnes, Steam.
American Engine Go.
Ball Engine Co.

Fan Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diehl Mfg. Go.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Farr Tel. & Cons. Sup. Co.
General Electric Co.
Roth Bros. A Co.
Wagner Electr'c Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Feed AVater Heaters.
Davis & Son, I. B.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Diamond State Fibre Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.

FUes.
BarnettCo.,G. AH.
Central Electric Co.

Fixtures, El. A Comb'n.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Fuses.
D. A. W. Fuse Co.

Fuse TFlre.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire & Mfg. Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric AppUance Co.

Gaskets.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

t^as LiightinSi Klectric.
central Electric Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Gears.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.

General Elec. Hnpplles.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Farr Tel. & ConR. Sup. Co.
General Electric Co.
Hodge, Walsh & Loring.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Paiste Co., H. T.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.

Globes and Electrical
GlassTC^are.

Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

GoT^ors. W^ater Wheel.
LombardWaterWheel Gv.Co.

Graphite Specialties.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Flbre-Qraphite Co.

Induction Coils.
Central Electric Co.
Queen & Co.

Insulators and Insnlat-
ins Materials.
Akron Ins. & Marble Co.
Brixey, W. R.
Bryant Electric Co.
California Asphalt Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Diamond State Fibre Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson EI. Mtg. Co.
Empire China Works.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co.. The.
Paiste Co., H. T.
Peoples Electric Co. •
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Go.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.

Insulated TV^ires and
Cables—91asmet Wires.
American Electrical Works.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Go.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

liamp Adjusters.
Faries Mfj;. Co.
Vouglit, M. I.

Ijanips, Alternafinff.
I'uritan Electric Co.

liamps. Incandescent.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El- Supply Co.
Edison Lamp Dept.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.,
Lynn Incandescent Lp. Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Sawyer-ManElec. Co.
United Eleo. Imp. Co-
Westinghouse El, & Mfg. Co.

Liightnins Arresters.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

magnet IVire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

Klechanical llachlnery.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Garvin Machine Co., The.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.
Stilwell-Bierce Smith- Vaile.

9Iica.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.

mining Apparatus, Elec.
General Electric Co.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

motors.
Ahlm-Edwards Elec. Co.
American Engine Co-
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diehl Mfg. Cq.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Evans Electric Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Peoples Electric Co.
Roth Bros. A Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Storey Motor & Tool Co.
Triumph Electric Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mtg. Co.
Warner, Wm. F.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co
Williams. J. P.
Wright, Wm.

Packing:.
Besly & Co. Chas. H.
Garlock Packing Co.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Paints.
California Asphalt Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Mass. Chemical Co.

Phosphor Bronze.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co.Ltd.

Platinum.
Baker &. Co.

Poles.
Central Mfg. Co.
LIndsley Bros.
McLean. A. J.
Monona Cedar Co,
National Tube Works Co.
Perrizo & Sons.
Point Marlon Mfg. Co.
Sterling & Son, W. C.

Porcelain.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Empire China Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Push Buttons.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Refiners.
SwartB Metal Refining Co.

Re-lVindingr—Bepairs.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Elliott, W. H. Elec. Co.
Hodge, Walsh & Loring.
Thordarson, C. H.

Rheostats.
American Rheostat Co.
Central Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
I^on Clad Rheostat Co.
"Leonard, Ward, Eleo. Co.
Muir & Son, Thos.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co

Second-Hand machin'y.
Cornman Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Elliott. W. H. Elec. Go.
Hodge, Walsh & Loring.
Wright, Wm.

Shades.
Central Electric Co.

Speaking Tubes.
Central islectrlc Co.
Electric AppUance Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Keystone El. Instrument Co.
Queen & Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Steel Pipe.
National Tube Works Co.

Storag^e Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Evans Electric Co.
WlUard El. & Battery Co.

Tapes, Insulating:.
American Electrical Works.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
New York Insulated Wire Co
Okonite Co., The.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Telephones, Telephone
material and S^nltch-
boards.
American El. Telephone Co.
Central Electric Co.
Central Tel. & Elec. Co.
Climax Novelty Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Farr Tel. & Cons. Sup. Co.
Kokomo Tel. & El. Mfg. Co.
Lockwood T. & T. Co. of Am.
McFell Electric Co.
Mo. Tel. Mfg. Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Rawson Electric Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Standard Tel. & El. Co.
Stromberg-Carlson TI.M.C0.
Taber & Mayer.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western Tel. Cons. Co.

Toys, Electrical.
Carlisle & Finch Co.

Transformers.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diamond Elec. Co.
Pt. Wayne Elec. Corporation
General Electric Co.
Roth Bros. <fe Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Central Electric Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Trucks, Blectric Car.
Brill Co , J. G.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Turbine Wheels.
Dayton Glob« Iron Works Co
Leffel & Co., Jas.
Pelton Wat»r Wheel Co.
Smith Co., S. Morgan.
StilweU-BIawe Smith-Vaile.

TVater TVheels.
Am. Impulse Wheel Co.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Leirel & Co., Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
Stilwell-Bierce Smith-Vaile

IVire, Bare.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co
Standard Underground C Co
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Wiring Tubes.
Akron Ins. & Marble Co.

XBay Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Comanercial El. Supply 00.
Edison Lamp Dept.
Queen & Co.

P'oi- iDWI|3K£ib^-tE^al Ind* ^-f iOkkd^r^r-bis^m^rft-ts S« III.
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DIEHL ELECTRIC FANS.
andCeiling Fans

Exhaust Wheels
Wound for Any Carrent,

Except Alternating.

Our Exhaust Wheel

Combinations

Are the most compact and
efficient made.

Write for catalogue and
prices.

Propeller or

Desk Fans
Wonnd for 110, 220 or In series on 800 volts.

Also for Primary or Secondary Battery Circuits.

Highest

Efficiency

Unbroken Magnetic Cir-
cuit, Self-Aligning Bronze
Bearings. Finest Insulation
Throughout. Four-Speed
Regulator.

SHOW ROOMS: New York, 561-563 Broaiiway; Cliicago, 192-194 Van Buren St.; Boston, 128-132 Essex St.

DIEHL MANUFAGTURINe GOmEuzabeihport,
Agents for Canada: Canadian General Electric Co., Toronto, Ontario.

rnmTsFiELD.DHmll.S./l.

The .Electrician Publishing Co., Suite 510 Marquette

Bldg., Chicago. Headquarters for all latest Electrical

Books. Write for Catalogue.

J. G. BRILL COMPANY, PHILADELPHIA,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Electric Cars

and Trncks,

Solid Forged

Frame Trncks,

Tracks for

4-Wlieel Cars.

PIVOTAL TRUCKS FOR STEAM AND ELECTRIC SERVICE.

The PERFECT TRUCK, our "No. 27," is safer, easier on rails, easier for passengers and
imparts less motion to tlie car body than any truck ever made.

WE CAN SUBSTANTIATE OUR CLAIMS.

FUSE WIRE)«»"rr .f Carrying

AND LINKS > capacity.

FOR ALL SYSTEMS. )'"''"'ri?o™

CHICAGO FUSE WIRE & MFG. CO.,

163 Lake St., Chicago.

PATENTED REVERSIBLE ELEVATOR CONTROLLER
DURABLE, PLAIN AND COMPACT.

Send us Your Orders and you will not be

Disappointed either as to Quality of

our apparatus or the Promptness

with which we fill orders.

AMERIGAN RHEOSTAT GO.,
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN,

MANUFACTURERS OF RHEOSTATS FOR ALL PURPOSES.
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THE S. K. C. SYSTEM.
A COMPLETE SYSTEM FOR

Long Distance Transmission,
General Station Distribution,

ill and Factory Equipment,
Generators will be wound and guaranteed for an E. M. F. as high as

10,000 VOUTS.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED,

STANLEY ELECTRIC MANUFftCTURINB COMPANY,
^i-t-ts-Field, IVIass., KJ. S.

niE ROYAL ELECTRIC CO., Montreal, Canada, are

sole licensees for the manufacture and sale of the S. K. C.

System in Canada, » ,

BRAHCHEIS OFFICES:

l^e^A^ 'Yov-lc 3^ ^or-tlancJ-t S-t.

HART
FLUSH SWITCHES

IN GANGS OF ANY NUMBER.

THE SWITCHES ARE INSERTED AND

CONNECTED UP FROM THE FRONT.

FLUSH SWITCH FOR GANGS.

The Cut shows a No. 2 Box

for iron armored conduit, with

a gang of two switches.

The boxes are furnished with

any number of outlets desired.

Switches are "Indicating."

The hart ^ HECEMAN MFC. COMPANY,
-ORD, COIMNEC-riCUT.
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A

INI
UNEQUALLED IN QU,

AND EFFICIENCY

B^^tUTELY STEADY
' JLLIANT LIGHT.

HUGO REI SINGER 38 BiAVERk NEW YORK.

A

INI

"VAN"
GAS ENGINES.

Vain Horne, BUrger & Co.
Power with Every Stroke of the Piston.

y(zu/t?n, ^.,

V. P Van Horne.

L. F Burger.

E. A Parrot.

Oct. 5, 1897.

Western Eleotrlolan
Chicago

Gentlemen: We have been using your columns of your paper
for four months, and fxnd the results very satisfactory. We have sold
six engines that can be traced to the paper, and made a 'number of
agency contracts. We expect to continue our advertisement with you as
long as we get such results.

Yours Truly
Van Home, Burger & Co

^ 9:6^7^^^-^/

NEW "UNIQUE" LONHIFE ARC LAMP,
AND SEVERAL OTHER STYLES,

ALL OF HIGHEST EXCELLENCE.
Celebrated "SUN-SCHMELZER-
NUREMBERG" Imported Carbons.

Pure Copper Switches and
Switchboards.

Send for Handsome New Complete Catalogue.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT CO.
FIRST AYEi AND 33d STREET,

S. BERGMANN, President. NgW YORK.
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KNOWLEDGE IS POWER.
Everyone engaged in the electrical business should keep posted on the developments in

the art by reading the latest books on the subject. We are headquarters in the

West for electrical books and can fill orders for any work published; promptly on

receipt of price. We call your special attention to the following standard books:

Allsop, F. C—Electrical Bell CoaBtnict'on; TreatiBo on the
OonstructioD of Electric Bells, Indicators, and Bimilaf

apparatus. 177 Illustrations $1.25

Angell, J.—Elements of Magoetlsm and Electricity, with
Practical Instructions for the Performance oC Exp ri-

mentB, Bnd the ooneCructlon of chenp apfaratus. Udh
hundredth thousand. 160illustratiuuH $1.0

j

Atkinson, Philip.—The Elements of Electric Lighting.
Seventh edition, fully revised, and new matter added. 104

illustrations. 260 pages $1.50

Atkinson, Philip.—The Elements of Dynamic Electricity and
Magnetism. 406 pages and 117 illustrations. Second
edition $2.00

Ayrton, W. E.—Practical Electricity; a Laboratory and
Lecture Course lor First-year htudents of Electrical

Engineering, based on the Practical Definitio?as of the
Electrical Units. With numerous illuetratione. Sixth
edition $2.60

Badt, Lieut. F. B.—New Dynamo Tenders' Hand Book. This
is, as the name indioate<>, a New Book, much more com-
plete than the old one. with all the iDformation, instrac-

tione and rules which are required by practical Toen,
as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary ^nsineers, »nd
owners and operators of all binds of Electric Plants. It is

the only boob of the bind published In the English
language. 226 pages, 140 iltustratione, flexible cloth
binding, size of typo page 5j^x3 Inches $1.00

Badt, Lieut. F. B.—Inoaadescent Wiring Hand-boob. A
timely boob containing full illustrations for incandescent
wiring and complete Information concerning methods of
running wires, location of safety devices, splices, insula-
tion, testing for faults, wire gauges, general electrical

data, calculating sizes or wires, wiring flxtur^'B, elevators,

buildings, isolated and central atation plantst. 'ihe only
boob of the bind published. Type page 5>^x3 inches,
flexible cloth binding, 66 pages, 35 cuts and 5 tables, 3 of
which are 12x18 inches $1.00

Badt. Lieut. F. B.—Bell Hangars' Hand-oob. JuE't Ihe boob
for people engaged in selling, inntelliog or handling elec-
tric batteries, electric bells, elevators, house or hotel
annunciators, burglar or fire aliirms, electric gan lighting
apparatus, electric heat apparatus. 106 rsgQB, 97 illustra-

tions, flexible cloth binding. Type page ^)^xi inchec.ll.OO

Badt, Lieut. F. B.—Electric Transmission Hand-boob. First
edition, three thouBand copies. 97 pages, 22 illustrations.

27 original tables $1.00

Gives more Practical information on the subject than
any worb published to date The boob contains all neces-
Bary Information for Power Producers, Caititaliote, Agents,
Engineers and Motor Inspectors. Wiih thia boob anybody
may mabe estimates ou the co.-t of Transmission Plants.

Bedell, Fred'k and Albert C. Crehore.—Alternating Cur*
rents; An Analytical and graphical Treatment for htu-
dents and Engineers, Second edition. 112 illustra-

tions $2.50

Blakesley, T. H.—Papers on Alternating Turrents of Elec-
tricity for the use of Students and Engineers. Third
edition, enlarged. 12mo, cloth $1.50

Bonney. Q. E.—Electro-Plater's Hand Boob. A Manual for
Amateurs and Young Students on Electro-Metallurgy. 60
illustrations. 208 pages. 12mo, cloth $1.25

Bottone, S. R.—Electrical Instrument Making for Amateurs.
A Practical Hand-boot, with 48 illustrations. Fourth edi-
tion. Enlarged by a chapter on th3 Telephone $0.50

Bottone, S. R.—The Dynamo, How Mad$ and How Used. A
Boob for Amateurs. Eighth edition, with additional mat-
ter and 39 illuBtrations $1.00

Bottone, S. R.—Electro-Motors. How Made and How Used.
A Handboob for Amateurs and Practical Men. Reduced to

$0 50

Bottone, S. R.—How to Manage the Dypamo. A Hand-boob
for Ship Engineers, Electric Light Engineers and Electro-
Platers $0.60

Buckley, W. J.—Electric Lighting plants, their cost and
operation. 275 pages, many Illustrations and diagrams
Oloth $2.00
Paper 1.00

Cox, Frank P.—Oontinuoua Current Dynamos and Motors.
An Elementary Treatise for Students and Engineers.
lUnetrated $2.00

Crocker, F. B., and Wheeler, S. S.—The Practical Manage-
ment of Dynamos and Motora, With a special chapter by
H, A. Foster. Illustrated. Second edition, revised and
enlarged $1.00

Crosby, O. T., and Dr. Louis B«ll.—The Electric Railwa; in
Theory and Practice. A Oomplete Treatise on the (Jon-

Btrnction and Operation of ^ectric Railways, Second edi-
tion, revised and enlarged. 183 illustrations J2.50

Desmond, Chas.—Electricity for Engineers Part I. Con-
stant Current. A clear and comprehensive treatise on the
princlpleB, construction and operation of Dynamos, Mo-
torn, Lnmps Indicator end Measuring Instruments; also a
full e.vplanation of the electrical terms used in the worb.
Part II. Alternate Current Apparatus. Containing an
explanation of the principles governing the generation of.

and a description of the instruments and machinery used
in connection with Alto- nate iilnctrlc Currents. II us-

tiated. Revised edition $2.60

Dyer, A.—Induction Coils. How Made and How Used. Third
edition. Boards $0.50

Fleming:, J. A.—Short Lectures to Elpctrical Artisans. A
course of Experimental Lectures delivered to a Practical
Audience. Fourth edition. 74 illustrations $1.50

Fleming, J. A.—The Alternate Current Transformer in
Theory and Practice. Vol. I. The Induction of Electric
Carrent>i, 500 pages, fully illustrated and with copious
index. Second edition $3.00
Synopsis of contents; Chaptei" 1. Introductory. 2. Elec-

tro-Magnetic Induction . 3. The Theory of Simple Periodic
Currents. 4. Mutual and Self Induction. 5. Dynamical
Theory of Current induction.

Vol. II. The Utilization of Induced Onrrents, 8vo. cloth.

London, 1892 $5.00

Gore, G.—The Art of Electro-Metallurgy, including all Known
Procegsesof Electro Deposition. Fourth edition $2.00

Cordon,—School Electricity. Sources, Currents, Measure-
ment, Teletjraphv, Telephony, Lightning, tlectrolysia,
Induction, etc. 262 pages, with 140 illustrations $2.00

Qrier, Thos. G.—Wiring for Motor Circuits. A handy little

pamphlet containing tables for wiring ao'l for motor serv-
ice, arranged in convenient form for ready reference. $1.00

Ha5kins,C. H.—TheGalvanome''er audits Uses. A Manual for
Electr.cians and Scudents. Fourth edition, revised . .$1.50

Haskins.— Traosformerf. Their Theory, Construction and
Application Simplified. 33 i. lustrations $1.25

Hawkins, C. C. and F. Wallis. -The Dynamo, its Theory,
Design and Manufacture. 1^0 illustrations . $3.1)0

Herin^.—Practical Directions for Winding Magnets and
Dynamos. 12mo. cloth, reprint without additions $1.25

Hopkins, Geo. M. — Experimental Science. Elementary,
Practical and Experimental Physics, 650 Illustrations $4.00

Hopkinson.—Original Papers on Dynamo Machinery and
Allied Subjects. Illustrated $1.00

Hopkinson, Dr. John.—Dynamic Electricity; It"? Modern Use
and Measurement, chiefly in Its Application to Electric
Lighting and Telegraphy $0.50

Hospitalier, E.—Domestic Electricity for Amateurs, Trans-
lated from the French. With additions by C. J. Wharton.
With illustrations $2 50

Houston, Prof. E. J.—A Dictionary of Electrical Words,
Terms and Phrases. Third edition, re-writtetl and greatly
enlarged. Large 8vo. 562 pages, and 570 illuetrations

$5.00

Kapp, Gisbert.—Electric Transmission of Energy and its

Transformation, Subdivison and Distribution. A practi-
cal handbook. Third edition $3.00

Kapp, Gisbert.—Alternate Current Machinery Illu8trated.$0.60
[Vol. 96 Van Nostrand's Science Series.]

Kapp, Gisbert.— Alternating Currents of Electricity. Their
feneration, Measurement, Distribution and AppUcatioii-
Authorize d American ed. With an introduction by William
Stanley, Jr. Illustrated $L00

Kapp, Gisbert.—Dynamos, Alternators and Transtormers.
138 illustrations $4.00

Kempe, H. R.—A Handbook of Electrical Testing. Fifth edi-
tion. 200 illustrations. 8vo. cloth. London, 1892 $7.25
In this edition there is a considerable a.mount of new

matter; thu old matter has been thoroughly revised.

Kempe, H. R.—The Electrical Engineer's Pocket Book.
Modern Rules, Formulaa, Tables and Data. 32mo, leather

$1.76

Lockwood^T. D.—Electricity, Magnetism and Electric Teleg-
raphy. A Practical Guide and Handboob of General
Information for Electrical Students, Operators and In-
spectors. 376 pages, 152 Illustrations $2.60

Lockwood, T. D.—Electrical Measurement and the Galvanom-
eter; its Construction and Use. Second edition... $1.50

Lockwood, T. D.— Practical Information for Telephonists.
12mo, cloth. N. Y $1.00

Meadowcroft, W. H.—The A. B. O. of Electricity. 36
Illustrations $0.60

Martin, T. C.—Inventions, Researches and Writings of Nikola
Teala. With special reference to his work in polyphase
currents and high potential lighting. 500 pp. 300 lUuetra-
tions, second edition $4.00

Martin, T. C. and Wetzler, J.—The Electric Motor and its

Applications. Third edition. With an Appendix on the
Develoiiiiieht of the Electric Motor since 1888. By Dr. L.
Bell. 300 Illu&trationB $3.00

Haver, and Davis, M.M.—TheQuadmplex. With Chapters
on the Ilynamo-Electric Machine In Relation to the Quad-
ruple!. The Practical Working of the Duplex Telegraph
Repeaters And the Wbeatstone Automatic Telegraph. 63
Ulustrationa $1.5C

McClure, J. B.—Edison and his Inventions, with Full Ex-
planations oE the Telephone, Phonograph, Ta^emeter,
Electric Light and all his Principal Discoveries, etc. .$1.00

Niaudet, Alfred.—Elementary Treatise op Electric Batteries.
Translated Irom the French by L. M. Fishbucb. Ilius.
trated $2.5o

Noll, Au^fuitus.-How to Wire Buildings. A manual of the
art of interior wiring. Illustrated $1.50

Pope, Franklin Leonard.-Modern Practice of the Electric
TelegraJ)h. A technical Hand-boob for Electricians,
Managers and Operators. 185 illustrations. 14tli edition,
rewritten and enlarged $1.50

Prindle, H. B —APopnlar Treatise on the Electric Railway
of to-day. Fully illustrated $0.25

Russell, Stbart A.—Electric Light Cables and Distribution
of Electricity. 107 illustrations.' $2.25

Salomond, Sir David.-Electric Light Installations. Vol. 1.

The Management of Accumulators. A Practical Hand-
boob. 7th edition, revised aod enlarged. With illus-

trations. 12 mo, ol. London, 1893 $1.50

5loane, T. O'Conner.—Electricity Simplified. The Practice
and Theory of Electricity, Including a Popular > eview of
the Theory of Electricity, with Analogies and Examples
of its Practical Application in every-day life. Illus-
trated , $1.00

Sloane, T. O'Connor.—The Standard Electrical Dictionary.
A Popular Dictionary of Words and Terms need in the
practice of Electrical Engineering, 360 illustrations -$3.00

Stoane, T. O'Connor.— Electric Toy Making for Amateurs,
Includibg Batteries, Magnets, Motors, Miscellaneous Toys

$1.00

Sloane, T. O'Connor.-The Arithmetic of Electricity. A
Manual of Electrical Calculations by Arithmetical MethodB,
including numerous rules, examples and tables in the field

of practical electrical engineering and experimenting.
Third edition, revised $1.00

Tesla, Nikola.—Fxperiments with Alternate Currents of High
Potential and High frequency. A lecture delivered before
the Institution of Electrical Engineers, London. With a
portrait and biographical sketch of the Author Illus-
trated $100

Tesla, Nikola.—Lectures on the Electro-Magnet. Illustrated,
$1.00

Thurston, Prof. R. H.—Stationary Steam Engines, especially
adapted to Electric Lightini< Purposes. Treating of the
development of Steam Engines, the Principles of Con-
struction and Economy, with description of Moderate and
High Speed Engines. With many folding plates $1.50

Thomson, Prof. Elihu—What is Electricity? IUustrated.$0.25
Thompson, 5ylvanus P.—Dyoamo-Electric Machinery. A

Series of Lectures, with an introduction by Franklin L.
Pope. 16mo. Numerous illustrations, fancy boards (Van
Nostrand's Science Series, No, 66) $0.50

Thompson, 5ylvanus P.—Polyphase Electric Currents and
Alterndte-Onrreut Motors. Mailed to any address In the
world On receipt of , $3.60

Thompson, Sylvanus P.—Recent Progress in Dynamo-Elec-
tric Machines, being a Supplement to Dynamo-Eleotrio
Machinery. 16mo. (Van Nostrand's Science Series,
No. 75) $0.50

Thompson, Sylvanus P.—Dynamo - Electric Machinery.
Fourth edition, revised and rewritten. Numerous illus-

trations and 29 plates. 1,000 pages $6 00

Trevert.—How to Mabe Electric Batteries at Home. Illus

trated -< $0.26

UrquhaK.—Electro-Plating. A Practical Hand-boob on the
Depositioil of Copper, Silver, Nickel, Gold, Aluminum,
Brass, Platinum, etc. Second edition; carefully revised,
with additions i' $2.00

Walker, F.—Practical Dynamo Building, fQr 4i^ateur8. How
to wind for any output. With numerous illustrations.

16mo, boards. (Van Nostrand's Science Series, No. 98).$0.50

Webb, H. L.—A practical Guide to the Testing of Insulated
Wires and Cables. lUnstrated $1.00

Webb, Herbert Laws.—Telephone Hand-boob, lUnstrated.
12mo, cloth. Chicago, 1895 $1.00
The only complete worb on the Telephone. All possible

information for any one Interested in Telephones and how
to make and operate them.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
..Suite 510 Marquette Buildings Chicago^^,..

pr-..- rr Z3i:$::ii3: " ^^ - " .. " TT^ - "'^ ..
"^^ !- ^'"''TT''^*Tr"'''''~rr " .. " ..

^''
't "-"-
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EUOBVE F. Fhillifb, Frest. F. N. Phillips, Treas. W. H. Sawter, Secy.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDEIVCE, ». I.

BABE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

New Yokk Stoee. P. C. AckermaD, 10 Cortlaiidt St.

Chicago Store, F. K. Donohoe. 241 Madison St.

Montreal Branch, Eugene F. Phillips' Electrical Worka.

TMI OIMI_Y

WATER = WHEEL GOVERNOR
THAT* GOVERNS.

Watekville & Fairfield Railway & Light Co., }

Watekville, Me., Jan. 18, 1896. )

Lombard Water-Wheel Governor Co., Boston, Mass.
Gentlemen:—In regard to your Type C governor, which is regulating for us

3ur two Hercules Wheels, which give power to operate our Light Plant, Street
R. R. and Power Generator, we are frank to admit that the machine does its work
admirably. We have no hesitancy in recommending it to those in want of a
governor. (Signed)

L C. LiBBT, President Waterville & Fairfleld R. R. & L. Co.

LOMBARD WATER-WHEEL GOVERNOR CO.,
61 Hampshire St.. BOSTOy. MASiS.

GORDON PRIMARY CELL.
For Open and Closed Circuit Work.

The Perfect, Modern, Longest Lived and Most Economical
Cell Ever Put on the Market.

In use by the leading cities, railroads, telephone and gas engine
companies.

WE CLAIM:—Constant discharge of current without polari-

zation: no local action; uo noxious gases or fumes; no acids; least
labor for operation; cleanest; not freezing at 2S° below zuro; eco-

nomic value 50 per cent, greater thau gravity cell, and 30 per cent,
greater than best other cell in market. For No. 1 cell. 25't ampere
hours; for No. 2 cell, 100 ampere hours; on open circuit, .9 to l

volt; on closed circuit, .65 to jVa volt. Send fnr circular and i)rice list.

THE GORDON -BDRNHAM BATTERY CO,
82 to 86 West Broadway, New York City.

GEO. W. PATTERSON. 1114 Marquette BIdg., Chicago, III.

ESTAHLISJCKD 1875.

Stow Flexible Shaft
IRON CLAD ELECTRIC MOTOR.
Practically dust and water proof. For T'ortable

Drlllinii, Tapping. Keaming. Emery (Jrlnding, etc.
Write for CatMlogue and Prices.

STOW MFG. CO., Binghamton, N. Y.
(leii'I European Agents. Selie. 5onnenthal & Co.,

85 ijueen Victoria Street. London, England,

Complete Electrical Installations

BOUGHT, SOLD AND APPRAISED.

GENERAL WESTERN AGENT FOR
E. a. Bernard Co.'s High Grade

Multipolar Dynamos and Motors.

WM. WRIGHT, 939 Monadnock BIk., Chicago.

The 4 Leading Electric Novelties. "^^^V^^i

Necktie Light. Dollar Motor. J3 JSecktie Light.

OHIO ELECTRIC WORKS, CLEVELAND, O. Bicycle u^i.t

Agents wanted. HeAdqiiaHers for Electric Novelties. Catalogue free. J^^Our $6 Fan Motor
with 4 Batteries equals any $30 Outfit.

BUY
Your Electrical Books of the Electrician

Publishing Co., Suite 510 flarquette

Bldg., Chicago. You will save TIME and

MONEY by doing so

"AMERICAN''Si TfAlffRfP,
ARE THE BEST." Sen^ for Descriptive Circular. 11 CO t f ^ ^ *ARE THE BEST.- Sen^ for Descriptive Circular.

Absolutely Non-Infringing.
Protection Cuaranteeo.

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
EST-D 1889. 38 W. Quiiicy St., Chicago. Ml. /M/7CHfLLTfM'RC0?fEFG

624 pages, $3.00. 150 pages, $1.00.

pilMPLlflED

5L0ANt

150 pages, $1.00. 158 pages. $1.00. 135 pages, $1.00.

An Excellent Series of Electrical Books.
BY T. O'CONNOR SL-OKN©.

FOR THE BEGINNER as well as the student.
Profusely Illustrated. Practical. Necessary Adjuncts to every Library. Send in your Orders.

I^ILECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY. - Suite 510 Marauette Building. Chicagn

Frederick Sargent. A. D. Lundy. Martin J. Insull.

SARGENT & LUNDY,
eimoiimeezrs,

13 and 15 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO, ILL.

EVERYTHING IN WIRE.
BARE AND INSULATED.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF JHE "CHICAGO" RAIL BOND.

WASHBURN ^ MOEN MFC. CO.,
'XA/ORCESTER, VI.ASS.

BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES: New York. Chicago, San Francisco, Houston. Piiiladeiohla
Pittsburg, Boston.

WEATHERPROOF WIRE.
COMPLETE STOCK CARRIED BY

Western Electric Co., New York,

Electric Appliance Co., Chicago.

Pettingell Andrews Co., Boston.

Electrical Engineering Co., Minneapolis.

St, Lonis Electrical Supply Co., St. Lonls,

The Bradford Belting Co., Cincinnati.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co,
Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET. R. 1.
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WANTED.
Practical raan wlio can take tlio supervision

of a well equipped factory of electric motors,
dynamos, transformers, etc., cotiiliined with an
efectric llcnt and power ]ilant. or lo lii- able to

take tlieroati as srllimianctit. I,oral Inn; Illinois,

In the uciKlil'orlhiod of ('hl.-ai;o. (mix such need
apply who ivlU take a iiioncyccl inlcresl In the

concern. Address 1». I., care Wkstkhn Ei.ec-
•rKiciAN, 510 Marquette l?Ulp:., Chicago, 111.

WANTED.
Tositiou In elertrlc light plant; ten years' ex-

perience; competent to install or take charge of

plant. Will refuse no good offer; Rood refer-

ences. Address A. F. Ide, uare A. L. Ide & Sods,
SprlDEfield, 111.

WANTED.
Situation by yotiDg man 21. Seven years' ex-

perience in elecirical work; capable of takinp;

charge of small telephone exchange; can do
line work. Ai references. Address S.. H. P.,
care of Western Electrician, 510 Marquette
Bldg., Chicago.

WANTED.
One ^ to 45 k. w. 500 volt generator, second-

hand, with Instruments complete. Also one 12
to 15 h. p. 500 volt motor complete. Address,
giving full description, terms of payment and
price f. o. b. cars, C. C. C, Main and Pearl,
tots., Columbus, 0.

ARMATURES TO REWIND.
Winders direct from T.-H. and AVestinghouse
shops. Work guaranteed. Ten years' experience.
Light plants installed complete. Send for prices.

HODGE, WALSH & LORINC,
631 Delaware. KANSAS City,. Mo.

SWITCHBOARDS.
For sale, four 100 drop switchboards, cheap.

Id first-class condition. For particulars address

LOGAHSPORT MUTUAL TELEPHONE CO,,

LOGANSPORT, IND.

NOTICE.
, Notice is hereby given that H. Maaits has no
connection whatever with the undersigned, and
that I will not be rttsponslble for any action he
may take In my name. Samuel riankowltz,
wholesale and retail dealer In electrical sup-
plies and materials, 141 S. Olinlon St., Cbicaijo.

WANTED.
Address of parties having for sale bound or

unbound volumes English, French or German
electrical journals. An offer of publications con-
taining telepbuue data speciaUy desired. Ho
"high price offer will be considered. Address
"Telephone." care Western Elkotrician,
510 Maniuette lildg., Chicago.

WANTED.
Position by an active, up-to date experienced

"Meter Man." I guarantee to clean and repair
old, dirty and damaged electric recording meters
and bring them up to the same accuracy and
sensibility as new meters. Would clean and
repair meters at a contract price per meter, or
would take charge of meter department for a
central station company at a reasonable salary.
Address "Meter flan,'* care Western Elec-
trician, 510 Marquette Bldg.. Chicago, III.

s Patents™. Water Purifier.
Removes all Impurities.

ENTIRELY PREVENTS SCALE IN STEAM

BOILERS. Catalogue on Application.

m Stilwell-Bierce & Smtli-lfaile Co,,

DAYTON, OHIO.
KIsdon Iron & I..oeomotive Works. San rraneisco, Cal., Paciflc Coast Agents,

BARGAINS

!

SEND FOR THE LATEST

ELECTRICAL BULLETIN.
The Largest and Best Lot of Bargains in

Electrical Merchandise Ever
Offered.

The Electrical Exchange,
166-1 74 S. CLINTON ST.. CHICAGO.

Long Distance Telephone Express 744.

THE W. H. e L L I 07T 5 L ECTfi Id C _
,,

CLEVElMD-0

ST.CLAIR HOTEL
AMERICAN PLAN,

Sixth, Mound and Kenyon Streets,

CINCINNATI, O.

All modern conveniences; rooms en suite;

private baths; excellent cuisme. For transient
and resident guests. Coolest and cleanest place
in the city. Atmosphere of home.

LEWIS KENNEDY &. SON.

A lot of Second-Hand Boilers, Engines, Pumps, Series Arc Dy-
namos, Direct and Alternating Current Generators.

INTEIHDIIVe PURCHASERS WII.!. SAVE KOSIET R¥ SEKDISIC: TO US FOR PRICES.

139 IVIS :t, CHICAOO.

Second hand Arc Lamps of different manu-
facture: good as new and thoroughly tested:

also. Arc and Incandescent Dynamos and other
electrical apparatus.
Always in the market for scrap Dynamos,

Motors, Wire. Copper, burned out Incandes-
cent Lamps and Lamp bases, etc. AddressTHE
CORNIIA^' COaiFAMY', 1134 Hamilton St.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

DYNAMOS
For Lighting and Plating.

20 light $ 40 00
Bought 75.00

100 light -125.00

MOTORS
1 h.p.,$15; '/ih.p.,$25;

'Ih. p., *40-, 2h. p.,*60.
Storage batteries and

propeller wheels for boats.
EVANS ELECTRIC CO., B.61
N.Ashland Ave,. Cliicago, 111.

(See next week's ad. for list of storage batteries.)

Second=Hand Engines.
for sale cheap by TJie American Engine Co.,

builders of the American-Ball Engines and Elec-

trical Machinery, Bound Brook, N. J.

Map of the United States.
A large handsome Map of the United

States, mounted and suitable for office or

home use, is issued by the Burlington

Route. Copies will be mailed to any ad-

dress on receipt of fifteen cents in postage

by P. S. EusTis, Gen'l Pass. Agent, C, B.

& Q. R. R., Chicago, III.

Scrap Copper Wire Wanted.
If you have any Old Capper Wire of any description to

dispose of , it win pay you to communicate with us, as we are

at all times in the market for any quantity of Scrap Copper
Wire, at the highest market values. We pay cash and send
prompt returns. We are also supplying tne electrical trade
with our high grade Babbitt, Cotton Waste, Solder, Htc.

Please communicate with us.

SWARTS METAL REFINING COMPANY,
30 ST. Desplaines t^treet, CUICAWO, lliJU.

i^i^

EVERY-DAY EXCURSIONS

To all parts of the world can be arrang-
ed for any day in the year, for one or
more persons, upon application to any
principal ticket agent of the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway. Itiner-
aries carefully prepared for excursions
to California, Mexico, China, Japan,
and to any part of Europe. Estimates
furnished, including all expenses.
Tickets furnished for the complete
journey. It is not necessary to wait for
any so-called "Personally Conducted
Excursions." In these days of progress-
ive enlightenment, with the English
language spoken in every land under the
sun, one does not need to depend upon
the services of guides for sight-seeing,

but can go it alone or in small family
parties, with great comfort and security
and at one's own convenience. Write to

C. N. Souther, City Ticket Agent, 95
Adams St., Chicago.

INDIANAPOLIS LOUISVILLE

With legal and editorial opinions, tables and cost of lights as furnished by
private companies and municipal plants.

BY IVI. J.
I Fourth edition, revised. loo pages. Price 50C. Full of valuable information

for everyone interested in the subject.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.."'°Ba"r Chicago.
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Victor Turbine Water Wtieel.
Cylinder or Register Gate— Close Regulation and High Efficiehcy

at Full and Partial Gate.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CELEBRATED WATER

W0EEIj as particularly adapted to their use, on account of its remarkablr Btea.dy motLoD,
liigh spe^d and great emclency aud large capacity for its diameter, being double
the power of most wheels of the same diameter. It is used by a number of the leading electric com*
panies with great satisfaction. In the economical use ot water it is without an equal, prodccing the
highest per cent of uselul effect guaranteed.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PARTICULARS.
The accompanying engraving represents a single 10-inch Victor Turbine on horizontal shaft t»

develop 36 H. P. under 38 feet head. Arranged with 13-inch Worrell Friction Coupling at one end ta
disconnect pulley.

We are now prepared to furnish Victor Turbines, either single or in pairs, on horizontal shafts,
and where the situation admits of their use we recommend them.

THE S^ILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO., DAYTON, OHIO.
Risdon Iron & Locomotive Works, San Fraucisco. Cal., Pacific Coast Agents

The Standard Open Circuit Batteries
of the World.

SEND FOK CIROnLAK AND PKICES.

THE LfCLANCH'E BAHERY CO.,
Ill to 117 East 131sf St., N. Y.

WHITE CEDAR POLES
And STREET CAR TIES.

^Vholesale Producers.

CEDAR
LiNDSLEY Bros.,

MENOMINEE, MICH.,

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS. POLES
Telegraph, Telephone,

Railway and Electric I^ight

A.. J. IVIo^e^VIM, IVIeoominoo, IN/liclt.
CEDAR POLES

Making Socisets our Specialty-—

_

Write for full particulars, free Samples,
etc. We make many brands of

OCKETS
Have saved others money. Can save you.

H. T. PAISTE CO.
PHILADELPHIA

Cedar Railway, Telephone,
Telegraph and I^lectric liight

Pine painted cross arms and Oak pins. Get
oiiT prices for delivery at any destination. Six
sorting yards, oar Monroe yard being most
Southern and Eastern in Michigan. Our card;
Al poies and good despatch.

W. G. Sterling & Son,
MONROE, MICH.

Playing Cards.

You can obtain a pack of best quality

playing cards by sending fifteen cents in

postage to P. S. Eustis, Gen'l Pass. Agent,

C, B. & Q. R. R., Chicago, 111.

TMlliiniES,
National Tube Works Company.

Boston, 70 Federal 5t. {Chicago, corner Clinton and Pulton Streets.
New York, Havemeyer Building, Cortlandt St. St. Louis, 938 North Second Street.
Pittsburg, Fidelity Building, Fourth Ave. I Works, McKeesport, Pa.

WHITE CEDAR
POLES.

MONONA CEDAR CO.,
MARINETTE, WIS.

Whitney, Mich.
[ \ Wausaukee, Wis.

Hermansville, Mich. \ I Marinette, Wis.

IT'S ALL RIGHT.

Webb's Telephone Hand-Book. A book for the
expert as well as the novice. Price $ 1 .00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

THE BEST ANSWER TO A QUESTION
On Wiring, can be found in the New Bool(,

"WIRING TABLES,"
"How They are Made and How to Use Them."

BY THOS. C. CRIER.
Whenever yon are asked a question on Wiring, refer the

questioner to this book, and he ivill ftnd ii'hat he desires.
THE BOOK CONTAINS: The Law of Resistance, Electromotire Force and Current

Fully Explained. How to Calculate the Size of Wires. The Different Methods of Wiring, with
Diagrams. How to Ajiply the shnple Formula, in Calculating the Size of Wires Under all Condi-
tions. Diagrams for Wiring 3 Foipt, 4 Point. Head Light and Heat Regulating Switches.

87 TABL.E!« ON WUtlSIG AKD VA1CABL.E DATA.
Ohm's law is described in sach plain and simple language

that one cannot fail to clearly understand it.

Bound in Cloth, 80 Pages, Size 5x7i in. Sent, prepaid, on receipt of price, $i.OO.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CC/'^BSr CHICAGO.

Point Marion Mfg. Company,
Office: 430 Fouiili Avenue, PirrSBURG, PA.

CHESTNUT AND POPLAR TELEQRAPH, TELEPHONE, ELECTRIC LiOMT AND RAILWAY POLES

ChestDUt and poplar poles for any kind ofwork, 25 to 70 feet long ; stronger,
straighter and better than cedar.

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH-CLASS OAK AND LOCUST PINS, BRACKETS. MOULOiNGS. CROSS-ARMS,

ETC. SHIPMENTS MADE PROMPTLY. LOW PRICES. WRITE US.

OAK PINS PINS
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THE WARNER

Telephone Generator.
A (llrect-conuecteil inotor-dyniiiiio to furnlBh current for

operatiufi telephone subscribers' bells. Capaultv 1,200 plioDes,
and (guaranteed to ring six pliones continuously] Furnished
wound to be run on no, 220 or cOO volt direct current circuits.
Occupies spaceless than twelve Inches square. Send for cir-
cular giving full particulars.

W. F. WARNER, Muncie Indiana.

WESTERN TELEPHONE

-•^CONSTRUCTION CO.,
S50 8. Clinton Street, CHICAGO,

. . LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF , ,

Telephones and Appliances,
EXCLUSIVELY. IN THE UNITED STATES.

Standard Electrical Dictionary.
BY PROF. T. O'CONOR SLOANE.

Author of "Arithmetic of Electricity." ''Electricity Simplifeed,"
"Electric Toy Making," Etc.

682 Pages, 393 Illustrations. Handsomely bound in cloth, 8vo, $3.

An Entirely New Edition, Brought Up to Date
and Greatly Enlarged.

COMPLETE-CONCISE-CONVENIENT.
In publishing the "Standard Electrical Dictionary." the autlior

has adhered to what the work purports to be, exhausting the
subject of electrical terms, giving each title the clearness of ex-
planation necessary to make the understanding of it'c&mplete
without imnecessary elaboration. In this work, every electrical
word, term, or phrase will be found intelligently defined.
A practical handbook of reference, containing definitions .of

about 5,000 distinct words, terms and phrases.
The work is absolutely indispensable to all in any way inter-

ested Id electrical science, from the higher electrical expert to
the everyday electrical workman. In fact. It should be in the
possession of all who desire to keep abreast with the progress of
this branch of science.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

STANDARD

TEICMOHE-EIKTRIC

(ONPANY

NO. 30 AMERICAN TRANSMITTER.
This iustrumeut, for

volume of voice trans-
mission, distinctness of
articulation, exact re-

production of articulate
sounds and durable
i|ualities is unequaled.

The Largest rianu-
facturers of Tele=
phones and 5witch=
boards in the United
States.

Four hundred exchanges
aggregating 80.000 tele-

phones In use. Four
years' service.

Write for catalogue showing new types and prices.

WE PIIADAMTPr "Workmanship, material and efflcien<

11 L UUHnHII I Lt of our apparatus to be of the highest
grade, and agree to defend, at our own expense, any action at
law which may l)e brought against ouu patrons on alleged In-
fringement of patents owing to the use of our instruments.

American Electric Telephone Co.,

<SMl^A.<S^.

POEIMNWIFACTORTT.

PORCf

iHHKaiaaeSt
StmiO

THE t:^riaEPHOKE hand-book
BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB.

Member of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, London. Author of "A Practical Guide to the Testing of
Insulated Wires and Cables." Joint Author of ''Electricity In Daily Life."

146 *ases, 131 lllus-fcrs i-fci^ns, CI^-fcKi, Heincl-
EXTRACT FROM PREFACE.

*ri^e $I.OO.

"This little book has no pretension to be considered a complete treatise on telephony as It exists In America. The time tor such a work Is not yet come. But It Is felt that there ts a demand
fur a practical book on tcldphone working and management and the TELEPHONE HAND BOOK Is an attempt at meeting that demand. With the exception of a few chapters dealing with

certain forms of transmitters and receivers used in Europe, which are glyen for the infoi'mation of those who may wish to engage in the manufacture of telephones, the book is based entirely on
standard American practice; and most of the material, apparatus and methods described are peculiar to or have originated in this coimtry."

'Jo pains have been spared to make It the bP3t book of its kind. It Is right up to dat«, Intensely practical, and so plain and clear in its language that anyone can understand and learn from It

sverythlng regarding telephone work and management. It conforms in size and style to our other Kand-Books which have been so favorably received by the entire electrical fraternity.

-CONTENTS.

Electromagnetic In-

OHAPTER 1. The Invention of the Telephone.
2. Sound Waves. Articulate Speech.
3. Electric Telephony. The Bell Telephone.
4. The Microphone.
B. Current Induction.

duction.
The Induction Coil: Its Use in the Tele-

phone Transmitter.
The Complete Telephone Circuit.

8. Magnet Telephones.
9. The Bell Telephone Receiver.

Other forms of Magnet Telephones.
The Gower, Ader and D'Arsonval ReceiT=

ers, Mercadler's El-Telephone.
The Siemens, Kotyra^ jNeumayef and

BSttcher Receivers.

6.

7.

10.

11=

CHAPTER 13. Carbon Transmitters.
14. The Blake Transmitter.
15. The Long Distance Transmitter,
16. The Solid-back Transmitter.
17. The Berliner Transmitter.
18. The Cuttriss Transmitter.
19. Various European Transmitters.
20. The Efflciency of Carbon Transmitters.
21. Batteries for Telephone Work.
22. Open Circuit Batteries.
23. Closed Circuit Batteries.
24. The Practical Management of Batteries,
26, Magneto Bell.

26, Automatic Switches,
2?a Telephone Line Construction,

CHAPTER 28. Metallic Circuit,

29, Underground Wires,
30, Lightning Arresters.
31, Inside Wiring.
32, Installation of Telephone Instruments,
33, Inspection and Maintenance.
34, The Condenser; Its Use in Telephony.
35, Electromagnetic Retardation,

Exchange Working,
Small Exchanges,
Party Lines: The Bridging Bell.

sa. Lone Distance Telephony,
40, Duplex Telephony,
11. Simultaneous Telegraphy and Telephony

Appendix,

37.

.rt>i«»a«a«»an.s»ai«oy ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHINC GO.o Suite 6i0 Mar^u@n@ @uiMifim9 ©HICACOo
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THE NEALE AUTOMATIC CALL INDICATOR
And Circuit Closing Attachment.

HAVE YOU HAD A CALL?
==^LOOK ATTHAT!
Perfect, Reliable. Faultless In

Construction and Artistic In
Appearance. PRICE $1.50.

A dvantuges claimed in this In
(iicator are: AnnouncioK a call

during absence; working indepen-
dent of the line circuit; a nieclian-

1.

ical action, giving a continuous
ringing bell; saving time and an-
noyance where there is more tlian

one telephone in use; any number
of bells can be applied at exact"" cost of bell: an ordinary electric

Patented. btllcan be used.
All these advantsKes at one-third tfae re^^ular cost. Spe-

cial prices oa dozen and gross lots to dealers and ageais.

The Climax Novelty Co.,
No. 1 Renshaw Building. PITTSBURG, PA.

^Tf^THIS(o HAS BEEN MAKING

flELEPHONES
y 20 YEARS, NOT CHEAP BUT
SERVICEABLE AND FULLY CUAiMNTEED.

,
- CIRCU

VIADV

CIRCULARS FURNISHED.

CT Electric C»
BALTIMORE. MD, U.S. A.

^ New Kolomo Traismitter.

BAEKALOW PATENT.
Issued Nov. 17, 1896.

FINEST TALKER ON EARTH.

Especially for Exchange and
Long-Dlstance Service.

We manufacture Switchboards,
all styles of Telephones and every-

thing to equip an exchange.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

Kokomo Telephone &
Electric Mfg. Co.,

KOKOMO, INC., U. S. A.

DON'T THINK
That 5'ou can keep posted as to

what is going on in the western

electrical field without reading the

Western Electrician. It is the
electrical newspaper, and if you
are not a subscriber you will find it

to your advantage to become one
at once.

$3.00 per year;

SI.50 for six months.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 510 MarqueHe BIdg., CHICAGO.

The Lockwood Transmitter
Is protected by letters patent No. 528640 and No. 557588, issued Nov.
6, iSg4, and April 7, 1896, respectively.

The electrodes have "A variable air space" between them, and the

adjustment is obtained by tension instead of pressure. The Lockwood
is positively the only Transmitter on the market having no contact
BETWEEN electrodes, consequently parties liable to infringement
suits and promoters of long-distance systems will find it to be the only
telephone that will satisfy the fears of their subscribers. The Trans-
mitter can be placed upon any instrument now in use, and an exchange
of Transmitters is easily effected.

Address:

The Lockwood Long Distance Telephone &
Telegraph Company of America,

JOSIAHTICE, Mgr. No. 80 Albany St., New Brunswick, N. J.

smnfiu^G' romirsm/fAH
^^>^

UP-~To-x>Ars

nifPmfamm!

SWEDISH

TELEPHONES.
MICROPHONES GUAR^NTEEB INBEFIIVITEIiY,

and are the only ones that can be immersed in Trater

for a month -without impairing efSviency.

McFell Electric Co.,
1549-50 and 1726 Marquette BIdg., Chicago.

E. S. TABER. V. A. MAYER.

TABER & MAYER.
MANUFACTURERS AND
DEALERS IN

ELECTRICAL GOODS

TELEPHONE APPARATUS.
Telephone Instruments, Switcliboards. Trans-

mitters, Receivers, Cords, Jacks, Plugs, Drops,
Switches, Experimental Work.

185 FRANKLIN ST.. BOSTON. MASS.
AGENTS WANTED IN LEADING CITIES.

NEW CATECHISM OF ELECTRiCITYa
A PRACTICAL TREATISE.

TESTinONIAL. Chas. M. Weir, Chief Enrf-
neer U. S. Projectile Works. Brooklyn, N. Y.:
"It is one of the most practical and concise
worlds on the subject I ever saw It is just the
riclit thing in the right place, and I most cheer-
fully recommend It to all who desire a practical
knowledge of Electricity."

This is a book of 550 pp., full of up-to-date In-
formation. 300 Illustrations. Handsomely boimd
in red leather, pocketbook form, size iV^xGij,
with titles and edges in gold. Price. $2.00, 'post-
paid. 100 page descriptive catalogue of electri-
cal books free on request.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY.
510 Marquette Building, Chicago.

FIVE
GOOD
BOOKS.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.

Electrician Publisbing Co.,
Suite 510 Marquette Building,

CHICAGO, ILL.

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

WE CLAIM TO MAKE THE BEST TELEPHONES
And the ONLY absolutely NON-INFRINGING apparatus made in the United

States to-day, AND WE ARE ABLE TO BACK THAT CLAIM.

Full Equipment for Exchanges, Offices, Buildings, TOLL LINES, Mines, Factories, Etc.

«" lu": T."VM°r"".^
I

THE STROMBERG- CARLSON TELEPHONE MFG. CO.,
76 W. JACKSON BLVD., CHICAGO, U. S. A., STATION U.
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Popular Books for Students of Electricity.

Everybody's Hand Book of Electricity.

With a glossary of electrical terms and tables for
wiring. ^3' Edward Trevert. 120 pages, 50 illus-

trations. Clotii. 12mo., 50 cents. Paper, 25 cents.

Dynamos and Electric Motors.
And all ahout them. By Edward Trevert. Cloth

12mo. 50 cents.

Electricity And Its Recent Applications

Bj' Edward Trevert. A book complete on all sub-
jects of electricitj-. Price, 2.00

Electric Railway Engineering.
Embracing practical hints upon po-wer-house dy-

namos, motor, and line construction. Bv Edward
Trevert. Cloth, 12mo. ' $2.00

Electric riotor Construction
Amateurs.

for

^ Bj'- Lieut, C. D. Parkhurst. 16mo., 115 pages,
illustrated, cloth. Price, $1.00
An excellent little book, giving working drawings.

Practical Handbook of Electro=Plating.
I^y Edward Trevert. 75 pages, limp cloth, 50c.

Hand Book of Wiring Tables.
For arc, incandescent 1

Bv A. E. Watson.
ghting and motor circuitB.

Price, 75 cents.

A Treatise on Electro=nagnetism.
B3'- D. E. Connor, C. E' This is a verj' interesting

book which everj-body should read. Cloth. 50 cents.

How to riake & Use the Storage Bat=
tery.

Py P. B. Warwick. Illustrated with full working
drawings, including directions for installing and
maintaining Storage Battery Plants. Price, $1.50.

fEleOtrie-l

JiiL.Mdtors

How to Build Dynamo-Electric
riachinery.

A complete and practical work on this subject.

350 pages, numerous illustrations. By Edward
Trevert. With working drawings. $2.50

Questions & Answers about Electricity.

A first book for students. Theory of electricity

and magnetism. Edited by Edward T. Bubier,2d.
Cloth, 12mo. 50 cents

Experimental Electricity.

By Edward Trevert. Tells how tomake batteries,
bells, dynamos, motors, telephones, telegraphs, elec-

tric bells, etc. A very usefulbook, finely illustrated.

Cloth. Price, $1.00

How to flake and Use a Telephone.

By Geo. H Carj', A.M. A thorough and practical
work on this subject. Cloth, illustrated. Price, $1.00

Arithmetic of Hagnetism & Electricity.

up to date. The latest and best book on the sub-
ject. Now ready. By John T. Morrow, M. E., and
Thorbum Reid, M. E., A. M., Associate Members,
American Institxite of Electrical Engineers. $1.00

Electricity for Students.

By Edward Trevert. Fully .illustrated. Bound
in a neat cloth binding. Price, Postpaid, $1.00

How to Build A Fifty Light Dynamo
Or Four H. P. motor, By A. E. Watson. Cloth.

Price, 50 cents.

Armature and Field flagnet Winding,
By Edward Trevert, giving both the theory and

practical directions for winding dynamos and
motors. Cloth. Price, $1.50.

^^^AnyBook Postpaid on Receipt of Price.

dLBCfi^JCJAN PUBUStmsa Co., 610 Marquette Building, Chicago,

I

JUST irtiHHT YOU MRE L-OOKING FORI
-=- A New and Valuable Book =^

Electric Lighting Plants,
THEIR COST AND OPERATION.

By W. J.
Buckle}'. With numerous illustrations, diagrams, plans, tables, etc. 275 pages. Cloth. Price, J2.00, postage free. This work

gives all necessary data for the erection of an electric light plant of any size. The cost of Arc Lighting. The cost of Incandescent Lighting.

READ THE TABLE OF CONTENTS:
Alternating Arc Lamps, Arc Plants, Belting, Boilers, Boiler Settings, Boiler Efficiencies, Books, Building, Cost of Arc Dynamos and Lamps,

Cost of Arc Plants Erected, Cost of Alternating Dynamos, Cost of Alternating Plants Erected, Cost of Belts, Cost of Boilers, Cost of Brick

Chimneys, Cost of Copper for Alternating Circuit, Cost of Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound High
Speed Engines, Cost of Condensers, Cost of Friction Clutch Pulleys, Cost of Heaters, Cost of High Speed Engines, Cost of Incandescent

Dynamos, Cost of Idlers, Cost of Injectors, Cost of Meters, Cost of Motors, Cost of Operating Lamps per hour. Cost of Power Generators.

Cost of Poles, Cost of Plain Pulleys, Cost of Pillow Blocks, Cost of Pumps, Cost of Shafting, Cost of Shaft Couplings, Cost of Stacks—

•

iron, Cost of Stacks—brick, Cost of Steam, Cost of Transformers, Cost of Wire, Chimneys, Circuit Loss, Contract Blanks, Current Distri-

bution, Circuits—overhead, Circular Mils of Wire, Depreciation, Direct Connected Apparatus, Dynamos, Dynamo Data, Economy of Con-

densing, Economy of Covering Steam Pipes, Economy of Heater, Efficiency of Engines, Engines, Equivalent of Current in Horse Power,

Equivalent Rates of Lighting, Fuel, Horse Power of Belting, Horse Power of Motors, Horse Power of Shafting, Incandescent Arc Lamps,
Instruments, Instructions for Employes, Insulation, Labor, Load Chart, Meter Connections, Municipal Ownership, Natural Gas, N.E.L.A,
Standard Rules, Oil, Outcome of Practical Management, Pole Line, Pulleys, Rope Transmission, Resistance of -Wire, Rules—Fire Under-

writers, Report Com. on Data N. E. L. A., Reports of Cities Owning Plant, Reports of Cities Contracting, Stock Room, Shafting, Trans-

formers, Transformer Curves, Wiring Tables—Primary Wiring, Wiring Tables—Secondary Wiring, Wiring Tables, Motor Wiring, Wire,

Wire Formula, Water Power, Wood as Fuel. The only book of its kind in the English Language. Price, $2.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Suite 51 Marquette«Building, Chicago.
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-tures o-F Our Ensines \A/or-tH Rememberini
Ist—A symmetrical design irith an intelligent, scientific distribation of metal, giving ex-

ceptional strength and perfect balance.
2nd—The only absolutely steam-tight valve, which automatically adjusts itself for wear,

needing no outside attention.
3rd—"Kites governor system," which combines the greatest simplicity with most perfect

regulation.
4th—Crank shaft forged open-hearth high-carbon steel, combining greatest strength, best

wearing qualities and smoothest surface.
.^th—most complete automatic oiling system.

Chicago Office, 1536 Monadnock Block.

ENGINE 00.,
ERIE, PEXIVSYLVAIVIA, T. S. A.

EXCEL ALU OTHERS IN
DESIRABLE FEATURESGas and Gasoline Engines

AJaplEd lor ALL Power Purposes— Eleclric Lighting, Hilling, Mining,

Water Works, Elevators, Factories, etc. Cheaper and Better than Steam.

2 to 250 H. p.
WrlttBelolfChSsing. FOOS GAS ENGINE CO., Springfield, 0,

Electro-Gasoline Engine
S to 50 H. P. **

Runs without smoke, oiior or noise.
Special styles for Electric LitrhtiiiB,

Boats, fllminer Locomotives. Hoists,
Portable, Threshing, Pumping, Farm
and Dairies, Inspection and Street
Cars, Road-Wagons, Printing Offices
and all stationary purposes. Ail
engines guaranteed and niaj' be le-

turnedat our expense if not as repre-
sented. THE PKOUTY CO.,
T» Dearborn St., CHICAGO, C.S.A.

....BINDERS....
FOR THE

Western Electrician
$1.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUB. CO.,
CHICT^GO.

REG.TRADE MARKS Jhe Rhosphor Bronz E SmeltingCo.Qmited,
2200 Washington AVE.,PHiLADELPHiA.

\ "ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE"
1NG0TS,CASTINGS,W1RE,R0DS,SHEETS,ETC.

'M:^/y/lUAm^." ^^ DELTA METAL
VX CASTINGS, STAMPINGS «nd FORGINGS^FITX ORIGINAL AND SoL-EMaKERS IN THE U.S^

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Manufacturers of the

Mora "Clinai" M "Compniir Safety 1?ater

Tiilie Boilers.

BUILT IN UNITS OF 50 TO 1 ,000 H, P.

AB||T|AU, Beware of infringers, ttiey will

llHU I lUil be rigidly prosecuted.

ALSO BUILDERS OF

Smoke Stacks, Tanks, Etc., and
All Classes of Iron Work.

iSpeclflcations, Drawings and Prices furnished
on application.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boilers.

ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM.
325 PACr£8. PRIC£ SS.OO. 347 ILLUSTRATIONS. A series of Thirty-four Practical Iiessons covering the Science of Electricity from Its Fandamental

Principles to Its Every-day Applications. By Prof. D. C. Jackson, University of AVisconsin ; Prof. H. S. Carhart, University of Michigan ; Prof. B. P. Thomas,
University of Ohio: Prof. M'^m. A. Anthony, ofXew York; Prof. Brown Ayres.Tulane University; Prof. A. CPerrine, Leland Stanford University, Cal.; Prof.
<jTeo. I>. Shephardson, University oflUinnesota^ and others. A Comprehensive Treatisein Simple Laoguage, Free from Algebraic Equations and Easily Understood.

COIMTEIM-rS:
CHAPTER I: The Nature and Properties of Electricity;

Origin of Electricity; Two Kinds; Laws of Attraction and
Repulsion; Positive and Negative Ctiarge; Terms, Con-
ductors, Insulators, Electric Conductivity; Conveying Elec-
tricity; The Electroscope; Force Exerted Between Charged
Bodies; Unit of Measurement of quantity of Electricity;
Electrometer.—CHAPTER 11: Machines for Generating
Electricity by Friction and by Electric Induction; Making
Machine to Continuously Generate Electricity by Friction;
'rhe Elect rophorus; Induction Generator; Units of Pllec-

tric Current and Pressure; Electricity Conveyed by Unit
Current Each Second; Negatively and Positively Charged
Conductors; Relation of Lightning and Sparks of Electrical
Machine.—CHAPTER III: Electric Batteries or Appliances
for Generating Electricity by Chemical Action; Action of
Batteries; Electric Pressure; VoltaicEIectricity; Directionof
Current Flow; Production of Continuous Current; Battery
Cells in Series; Production of Pressure by Cells; Polariza-
tion and Its Avoidance; Leclanche Cell; Open Circuit Cells.

—CHAPTER IV: Electric Batteries or Appliances for Gen-
erating Electricity by Chemical Action (Concluded); Closed
Circuit Cells; Local Action; Law of Electro-chemical Ac-
tion; Electro-chemical Equivalent; Primary Batteries Com-
pared ©with Dynamos for Furnishing' Current; Uses of
Batteries; Difference Between a Primary and Storage Bat-
tery; How Storage Batteries are Made; Parallel Connect'.on
of Plates in Storage Batteries.—CHAPTER V: The Nature
and Properties of Magnetism, Magnetic Fields; Permanent
Magnetism; Magnetic Attraction and Repulsion; Poles of
Magnet; Magnitude of Force Between Two Magnets; Aging
Magnets; Earth's Action on Magnetic Needle; Magnetic
Field; Action of Lines of Force.—CHAPTER VI: The Mag-
netic Etfects of Electric Currents and Magnetic Circuits;
Effect of Electric Current on Magnetic Needle; Relation
Between Direction of Lines of Force and Direction of
Current Flow; Determination of Current Direction by
Compass; Ampere Tnrus; Solenoids: Ampere's Theory;
Solenoids with Steel or Iron Coves; Residual Magnetism;
Electro-Magnets; RIagnetic Permeability; Magnetic Re-
luctance; Maernoto Motive Force or Magnetic Pressure.—
CHAPTER VII: Ohm's Law of the Flow of Electricity;
Pressure; Resistance; Current; Volt; Ohm; Ampere; Mer-
cury»Resistance; Conductivity of Copper Compared with
Other Metals; Resistance of Circuits Made Up of the Same
Parts in Parallel; Joint Resistances; Fall of Voltage Over
Resistance; Effect of Temperature on Resistance; Copper
Temperature Coefficient.—CHAPTER VIII: Heating Ef-
fects of Electric Currents; Miscellaneous Effects of Elec-
tric Currents; Foot-pound; Joule; Horse-power; Watt; Kilo-
watt; Watts per Horse-power; Heating Effects on Bear-
ings of Machinerv; Effect of Electricity on Nerves of Ani-
mals; Muscular Effect of Strong Currents.-CHAPTER IX:
Galvanometers and Voltameters; Differences in Construction
for Large and Small Currents; Presence and Direction of
Currents Shown by Galvanometer; Strength of Current In-
dicated; Tangent Galvanometer; Reflecting Galvanometer;
Needle Suspension; d'Arson val Galvanometer; Terms
"Dead-Beat," "Calibrate;" Voltameter; Electrolvte, Elec-
trolysis; Electrode: Forms of Voltameters.—CHAPTER X:
Measurement of Electrical Resistance; Resistance Meas-
ured by Substitution; Resistance Boxes; Use of German
Silver; Coils; Wheatstone Bridge; Measuring Resistances
with Bridge; Measuring Very High Resistances; Practical
Examples.-CHAPTER XI: Every-day Measurements of
Electric Currents and Pressure; Three Effects by Which
Currents are Directly Measured; Amperemeters; Milli-

ampere; Microampere; Three Classes of Magnetic Ampere-
meters ; Weston Amperemeter; Electro Dynamometers

;

Hot Wire Instrujnents; Scales of Amperemeters; Alter-
nating Current Measuring Instruments; Measuring Very
Large Currents; Measuring- Electric Pressures; Voltmeters;
Cardew Voltmeter; Electrometers; Electrostatic Volt-
meters; Standard Cells; Measuring Currents by Voltmeter
and a Standard Resistance.—CHAPTER XII: Every-
day Measurements of Electric Power, Condensers and
The Measurement of their Capacity; Wattmeters; Electro-
dynamometer Used as Wattmeter; Recording Wattmeters;
Coulomb Meters; Watt Hour; Ampere Hour; Capacity;
Farad; Microfarad; Condenser; Capacity of Condenser;
Charging Condenser; Specific Inductive Capacity; Selec-
tion of Insulation for Telephone Cables; Capacity of
Underground Wires; Comparing Capacities by Ballistic
Galvanometer; Practical Capacity Measurements; Leyden
Jar.—CHAPTER XIII: Electrolytic Deposition of Metals;
Electroplating; Metals Commonly used in Plating; Salt
of a Metal; Nitrate of Silver; Cyanide of Silver and of Po-
tassium; Solution for Silver plating; Vats; Quality of Elec-
trolytic Deposit; Effect of Too Great or Small Currents;
Cleaning Articles to be Plated; Gilding Inside of Silver
Articles; Base Metals on Which Nickel is Usually Plated;
Solution for Nickel Plating; Electrotyping; Electrotype
Molds; Electrotype Finishing; Elejctrolvtic 'Refining of
Copper; Solution Used.—CHAPTER XIV: The Electric
Telegraph; Elements of Electric Telegraph; Telegraph
Circuits; Telegraphic Signals; Sending and Receiving;
Telegraph Lines; Sounder; Relays; Local Circuits; Multi-
ple Telegraphy; Duplex Telegraphy; Diplex Telegraphy;
Quadruplex Telegraphy.—CHAPTER XV: Multiple Tele-
graphy; Differential Relay; Polarized Relay; Pole Changer;
Principles of Operation of Diplex. Quadruplex, Bridge
Duplex; Artificial Line; Autographic Telegraphv.—CHAP-
TER XVI: The Telephone; Bell Telephone; Microphone;
Blake Transmitter; Exchanges; Switchboard; Long-Distance
Transmitter.—CHAPTER XVII: The Construction of
Telegraph and Telephone Lines and Instruments; Poles;
Cross-Arms; Pins; Joints; Insulators; Insulation; Ground
Plates; Underground Gables; Conduits; Fuses; Multiple
Switchboards.—CHAPTER XVIII: Testing Lines for In-
sulation and Conductivity and the Location of Leaks and
Breaks; Line Troubles; Grounds; Crosses; Locating
Trouble; Earth Currents: Line Conductivity and Insula-
tion; Testing.—CHAPTER XIX: Principles of Continu-
ous Current Dynamos and Motors; Electric Conductor
In Magnetic Field; Field Strength; Induced Electric Pres-
sure; Direction of Current Moving Conductors; Alternat-
ing Current; Dynamos; Magnetos; Commutator.—CHAP-
TER XX: Principles of Continuous Current Dynamos
and Motors; their Construction. Care and Attendance;
Gramme Armature; Siemens Armature; Armature Cur-
rent; Laminating Cores; Foncault or Eddy Currents; Hys-
teresis; Fundamental Principles of Dynamos and Motors;
Points of Good Dynamo; Counter Electric Pressure; Types
of Field Windings; Series, Shunt and Compound Wound
Machines; Multipolar Machines; Regulation, Care and
Maintenance.—CHAPTER XXI: Arc Lighting and Arc
Light Machinery; The Arc; Arc Lamps; Principles of
Operation; Connections; Arc Dynamos; Current and Pres-
sure Required; Making of Arc Carbons: Regulators; Arc
Light Switchboards.—CHAPTER XXII: Incandescent
I..lghtlng and Power Transmission, Two, Three and Five
Wire Systems of Distribution for Electric Lights and
Motors: Incandescent Lamp: Filaments: Vaccuum; Ma-
terial for and Making of Filaments; Advantages of In-
candescent Lamps

; ilncandescent and Motor Circuits

;

Constant Pressure; Loss of Voltage; Circular Mils; Prac-
tical Examples; Weight of Copper Required for Trans-
mission of Power at Different Pressures; Three-Wire
System; Motor Starting Resistances.—CHAPTER XXIII:
Construction of Electric Light and Power Circuits, and
Their Testing; Overhead Electric Light Wires; Weather-
proof Wire; Arc Circuit Wires; "Drawing lu" and
"Built In" Underground System; Underground Electric
Light Cables; Edison Tubing; Feeders; Mains; Inside
Wiring; Cleat Work; Moulding Work; Concealed Work;
Dangers from Fires; Distribution System;,—CHAPTER
XXIA''; Testing Electric Light Circuits and the Dis-
tribution and Measurement of Light; Faults; Soldered
Joints; Magneto Bell; Use of Voltmeter to Locate Grounds
on Arc Circuits; Ground Detector; General Testing;
Photometer; Standard Candies; Illuminating Effect of
Lamps; Effect of Opal Globes.—CHAPTER XXV:(» Elec-
tro-Magnetic Induction; Effect of Cutting Lines of Force
by an Electric Conductor; Induced Currents; Induction
Coils; Cores of Induction Coils; Transformers; Direc-
tion of Induced Current; Self Induction; Attraction and
Repulsion of Parallel Wires Carrying Currents.—CHAP-
TER XXVI: - Alternating Currents; Alternator; Electro-
lytic Effect of Pulsating Current; Heating Effect of Al-
ternating Current; Effective Value; Alternating Current;
Measurements; Frequencv; Period; Apparent Resistance.
—CHAPTER XXVII: Alternating Currents and Alter-
nating Current Machinery (Concluded); Power Used in Al-
ternating Circuits; Alternating Currents for Lighting; Mak-
ing Transformers; Testing Transformers; Building Alterna-
tors; Number of Alt?ruai.ious; The Exciter; Running Al-
ternators in Parallel; Synchronous Motors; Two-Phase
and Three-Phase Systems; Inductiou Motors; Squirrel-
Cage Armature; Mesh Connection; Star Connection;.—
CHAPTER XXVIII: Miscellaneous Applications of
Electric Motors; Uses of Electric Motors; Motors in Jla-
chine Shops; Waste of Power in Factories; Advantages
of Removing Shafts and Belts; Estimating- Electrical
I^ower Required; Electric Elevators; Electric Launches.—
CHAPTER XXIX: Electric Railways; Richmond Elec-
tric Railroad; Trolley Wire; Trolley; Track; Use of Two
Motors; Rail Bonds; Heavv Electric Locomotives.—CHAP-
TER XXX: Methods of Handling and Controlling Rail-
way Motors and Generators; Output Records; Record-
ing Voltmetars; Load of Electric Railway Plant; Appli-
cation of Storage Batteries to Smooth Roa"d Curve; Meth-
ods of Controlling Street Car Motors; Station Instru-
ments; "Equalizer.—CHAPTER XXXI: Model Electric
Plant: First Central Station; Changes in General Jle-
chanical Construction of Dynamos; Instruments; Multi-
ple Arcing Galvanometers; Use of Double and Single
Pole Switches: Operating Dynamos In Parallel; Feeder
Connections in Continuous and Alternating Stations;
Throwing Dvnamo into Circuit; Cutting Dynamo Out.

—

CHAPTER XXXII: Underwriter's Rules, Etc.; Neces-
sity of Rules; Special Points in Wiring; Insulation of
Sockets, Fuses, Fixtures; Annunciator Wire; Office Wire;
Leaky Wires.—CHAPTER XXXIII: Electric Welding,
Forging, Etc.; Electricity Applied to the Kitchen; Elec-
trical Methods Applied to Metal Working; Thomson
Apparatus for Heating Metals: Welding b>' Thomson
Method; Bernardos Process of Working Metals; Bringing
Piece of Metal to High Temperature by Dipping in Pali
of Water; Electric Current for Warming and Cooking;
Electric Heating and Stoves Compared.—CHAPTER
XXXIV: Electro-Therapeutics; Galvanic Curren*:: Fara-
dic Current; Static Electricity: Electric Osmosis; Electro-
Cautery; Medical Electric Lights.

PRICE $2.00. Sent postage prepaid to any address in the world on receipt of price. The Ideal Work for Electricians, Central Station Men. Engineers, Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Students, Etc.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 MARQUETTE BLDC, CHICAGO.
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Shaftip^g.

Gearing,
Pulleys.

PillowBlocks,

Governors,

Etc.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL
Is known the world over as affording the most simple, reliable

and economical powerfor all purposes.

7,000 WHEELS NOW RUNNING

ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION.

Filling every condition of service in a most effi-

cient and satisfactory way.

Pelton Wlieels are especially adapted to

-..«...-. . — .. _ this purpose and are operating the major-
ity of'Stat/ons of tliis character in all parts of the world. Highest efficiency and best regulation
guaranteed. Catalogues furnished on application. Address

PELTON WATER
143 Liberty Street, or

NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A.

WHEEL CO.,
121-123 Main Street.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL, U. S. A.

Xl2^OERRYIVIiBVIM
Feed Water Heater and Purifier.

Provided with U-shaped Tubes, it Never Leal(s.

THE HIGHEST ORAAE ONIiY.
,

Our catalogue contains the representative Dames of a large numter of con-
tented buyers ofBERKYMAS! HEATEBS built by us In the last twenty
years. A copy awaits your order at any time.

L B. DAVIS & SON, Makers, Hartford, Conn.,
Or addresses given below:

^ Jas. Berrvman. /25 North 4th St., Philadelphia.~
VI. H. Git son. 620 Medlnah Temple, Chicago.

Jos. Whitaker. 7 and 9 Pearl Street, Boston.
A. A. Cardwell, 39 Cortlandt Street, Koom 127, New York.

THE Mccormick
TURBINE.

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,
Especially Adapted for Electrical Work.

Gives more po\*^er per diameter Tvith a higfher
percentage of useful effect than any other ^vater-
-wheel heretofore made. AH sizes, right and left hand,
are built from patterns perfected under systematic tests in the
Holyoke Testing Flume.

Parties havmg power plants which are unsatisfactory, and
those eontemplatmg the improvement of powers, will find it to
their interest to confer with us, as -we are ivilling to
guarantee results "where others have flailed, no
matter what make of turbine has been in use.
STATE REQUIKE9IEXTS AHHB SEKD FOR
CATA1.0Gr£.

S.MORGAN SMITH CO.. York, Pa.
Estimates furnished for complete power plants and

results guaranteed.

Front View of Bucket.

Cazin Water Wheel.
Pat. March 16, 1897.

Will furnish more power per cubic foot of water used than any other

wheel made.

Can be Operated by Steam at Periods of Low Water.

120 LIBERTY
STREET.American Impulse Wheel Co. of N. Y.

DIXON'S BELT DRESSING
AND LEATHER PRESERVAmVE.

Is guaranteed to prevent slipping and to preserve the leather.
It will pay you to send for circulars and testimonials.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

We have just Issued a NEW cata-
lo^eof electrical books containinelOO
fiages, listing every irork on electric-
ty. A copy will be cheerfully mailed
On receipt of a two-cent stamp.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHINU CO.,

510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

WATER WHEELS
For Heads of 3 Feet to 2000 Feet.

Especially adapted to all kinds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Keceut tests nt Iloiyoke. piveii bi;lo\v, enable us to guarantee:

Tlie Largest Power ever obtained j'rom a wheel of (lie same diameter. The highest
speed ever obtain^ for the same pou-er. The highest mean efficiency when
running from half to full gate. We guarantee also: A ninjier of the'greatest
possible strength. A gate wnegualed in quickness and ease of opening mid closing.

Test of a 45 in. SAMSON, Jan. 26, 97. Testof a 35 incli SAMSON, Feb.1,'97.

Gaie
Open.

Head.
Rov.

Pr. Min.
Gu. Ft.

Pr. Sec.

Hor.-e

Pnvrpr.

Per
Ceui.

Qate
Open.

Head.
Rev.

Pr. Mia.
Cu. Pt.

Pr. Sec.

Horse
Power.

Per
Cent.

Full

%
u

15.00

1504
15. 1

1

15.88

16.47

144.00
138.12

127.67
131.50
126.87

172.69
15503
133-24
112.65

90.04

240.97
223.61

191.06
163.80

127.73

82.03

83.68
80.25

75-95

Full

1
V2

15.29
16.56

17-33

17-68

19425
187.75
178.50
176.40
168.50

102.02

92.15

8395
68.82

57-69

143-44
146-73
138.40
109.64
88.14

81-08

&-l8
80.09

76.19

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U.S.A.

A VALUABLE BOOK FOR ENGINEERS AND FIREMEN NOW READY.

MODERN EXAMINATIONS OF STEAM ENGINEERS or PRACTICAL THEORY EXPLAINED and ILLUSTRATED.

BY W. H. WAKEMAN.
Cloth. 272 pages. 53 Chapters.

Containing a complete list of 300 questions such as will be asked of any
Engineer when taking examination for U. S. Government or State License, all

of which are fully answered in the text.

F>FJice. $2.00
By mail, postpaid, to any part of the world

This book while especially adapted for engineers' examinations, is also in-

tended as a practical guide to Engineers, Firemen, Boiler Makers, Machinists,
and others, in daily practice.

The author being a practical steam engineer himself, well knows the wants
of the working engineer, and has put into this work such knowledge and infor-
mation as is best adapted to their use, making it altogether the most complete
and comprehensive guide for the busy workers in the engine room, boiler works
and machine shops that has ever been published.

As one engineer who has read the book says: "I think there are few engi-

neers that it wouldn't do some good. It seems as if it was a review of all I

have ever read, and a lot more besides."
The author has treated of a very great variety of subjects which are of

vital importance to all who wish to improve and extend their knowledge of

steam engineering, and has explained the rules and formulas given, in the sim-

plest manner possible, and has worked out examples by them, so that all who
can read may understand them.

The 300 questions are an important feature of the book, they are entirely

separate from the 53 chapters of reading matter, and were written after many
years of practical experience and careful research by the author.

His connection with the Boardman Manual Training High School at New
Haven, Conn., as Instructor in Steam Engineering, his 12 years of active mem-
bership in the N. A. S. E., and his position as Instructor of No. 10 of Conn., a

sturdy branch of the National Organization, makes him especially competent
in this part of the work.

The many flattering commendations which this book has already received

from competent judges and high authorities, speak well for its value.

ECECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, - - - Suite 510 Marquette Building, Chicago. III.
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Enclosed Arc Lamps
FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT CIRCUITS.

: : 80 PER CENT.

I I
ECONOMY IN

I

:

CARBON
: \ ACCOUNT.

• «
• «

FOR
INDOOR
OR

OUTDOOR
USE.

60to70Hrs. 11

Of steady, Quiet and
TJnoTbsti'ucted Xight

WITH ONE PAIR OF CARBONS.

Simple in Construction,

Few Moving Parts,

Positive in Action.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

Sales Offices in all Large Cities in tiie United States. For Canada, address Canadian General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont.
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The ElectricalTransmission of Energy.
A Maniiai for the Be8ig:n of Electrical Circuits; by Arthur Tang:han Abbott, C- E., Chief Eug. Chicago Telephone Co.

^Vith » Foldine Plates. 586 Pages. 389 XlluBtrations and 74 Tables. Size of page, Gx9 in. Price S4.50.

REIiDtD -riHI -r.^^BI-l£ ^p- ^^iNi-rE:iM-T-S:
CHAPTER I.

Introduction,—Distribution In General—Distribution in Series—
Distribution in Parallel—Mixed Systems-Indirect Distribution.

CHAPTER II.

The Properties of Wire.—The Conducting Circuit—Wire Man-
ufacture—Hard Drawing—Wire Gauges—The Circular Mil-
Copper Wire—Properties of Wire—ConipositeWire—Galvanizing
anaxiuning-Insulated Wire - Flexible Cable—Testing and In-
spection—Wire Specifications-Tension of Aerial Lines—The In-
fluence of the Variation of Temperature.

CHAPTER III.

The ConstructU'ii of Aerial Circuits.—P«r( 7. General Line
Work. Classification-Aerial Lines—Poles—Metliods of Preser-
vation—Heiglit of Poles—Cross Arms—Pins—Facing of Arms-
Stresses—Calculation for Pole Strenj^th—Guying—Anchor Poles-
Setting Poles—Insulators—Value of Insulators—Oil Insulators-
Tying and Dead-Ending—Loops—Stringing Wires—Wire Joiots—
Strength of Joints—The Suspension of Aerial Cables—Humming
of Wires—Transposition of Telephone Lines—Power Circuits-
Pole Line Specifications. Part U. BledHc Railway Circuits.
Electric Railway Circuits—Railway Return Circuit-Electrolytic
Action—Railway Poles—Wooden Poles—Iron Poles—Feed Wire
Insulators and Pole Tops—Trolley Insulators—Railway Line
Work— Strain Insulators—Anchors—Line Sections—Switches-
Line Crossings. ParC XII. Lightning Arresters. Lightning
Guards and strong Current Arresters—High Resistance Arres-
ter-Magnetic Blow-oufc Arrester—Mechanical Magnet Arres-
ter—Air Expansion Arrester—Non-Arcing Metal Arrester-
Discriminating Arresters—Automatic Cut-outs—Cable and
Switchboard Protectors—Appendix of Insurance Regulations.

CHAPTER IV.
Construction of Underground Circuits.—Par^ I. Conduits.

Classification-Valentine Coqduit-Wyckoff Conduit—Paper Con-
duit—Pipe Conduits—Dorset Conduit—Ohenowlth (Jondult—
Terra-cotta Conduits—Crompton System—Brooks Systmn-.Tohn-
Btone System—Kennedy System—St. James System—Inflexible
Systems—Callender Solid System—Cologne Conduit—Zurich Con-
duit—Manlioles-Jimction Boxes for Street Railway Feeds—In-
troduction of Circuits—Pneumatic Redding—Gas—Electric Rail-
way Conduits—Buda-Pesth Conduit—Blackpool Conduit—Love'
Conduit—Lenox Avenue Conduit—Metallic Conduits for Alternat-v
Ing Currents. Part II. Cables and Conduit Conductors. Con-
duit Conductors—Armored Cables—The Siemens Cable—The
Edison System—The FerrantI Mains—Telegraph Cables—Sub-
aqueous Cables—Power Circuits- -Paper Cables—Teleplione
Cables—British Post Office Cables—Tlie Patterson Cable—Glover
Cables—Fowler Waring Cables—Felten-Gullleaume Cable-
Beaded Cables—Cable Joints—The Connection of Underground
and Aerial Systems—Cable Heads.

CHAPTER V.
Electrical Instruments. — Classification — Instruments for

Measurement of Resistance—Wheatstone Bridge—Slide Wire

Sent, expressage prepaid, on
receipt of price, $4.60.

Bridge—Ohm-Meter—Instruments for Measuring Quantity and
Pressure—D'Arsonval Galvanometer—Ballistic Galvanometer-
Galvanometer Constants—Reduction to Zero and Inferred Zero—
Shunts—Weston Instrimients—Cardew Voltmeter—Electrostatic
Voltmeter—Siemens Dynamometer—Condensers—Wattmeters-
Keys—Magnet—Ground Indicators—Boyer Speed Recorder.

CHAPTER VI.
Jlethods of Electrical rieasurement. Quantities to be Meas-

ured—Electrical Intensity—Electrical Quantity—Unit ofCurrent—
The Watt — Capacity — Resistance— Ohm's Law— Kirchhoff's

Laws—Measurement of Resistance by Deflection—By Wheatstone
Bridge—By Voltmeter—By Volt and Ammeter—Measurement of
Small Resistance—High Resistance—Insulation Resistance—By
Loss of Cliarge-^Line Resistance—Ground Resistance—Special
Methods for Galvanometer Resistance—For Battery Resistance-
Potential Difference—By Condenser—Wheatstone's Method—
Lumsden's Method— Measurement of Current Strength— By
Ammeter—By Voltmeter—By Ditferential Galvanometer—By
Slide Wire—Measurement of Capacity—Thomson's Method—
Gott'sMetliod—Divided Charge Method—Localization of Faults—
Blavier's Method—Overlap Method—Loop Test—Murray's and
Varley's Metliods—Localization of Crosses—Measurement of In-
ductance—By Condenser and Bridge—With Alternating Current-
Mutual Inductance—Measurement on Alternatiug Currents-
Difference of Potential—Current—Power by Two Voltmeters—
By Three Ammeters—Measurement on Polyphase Circuits-
Electrical Railway Testing—Capacity of Aerial Lines—The In-
ductance of Aerial Lines—Mutual Inductance on Transmission
Lines.

CHAPTER VII.
Continuous Current Conductors. Part I. Conductors and

Insulators. Conductors—Resistance—Ohm's Law—Specific Re-
sistance—Effect of Temperature—Resistance of Dielectrics—Line
Leakage—Distribution of Potential—The Ertect of Leakage—Con-
ductance—Distribution of Potential in Braneii Circuits. Part //.
The Heating of Conductors. Joule's Law—Location of Circuits-
Bare Wires Freely Suspended-Radiation and Convection—Pan-
eled Wire—Insulated wire Freely Suspended—Rheostats and
Heaters—Cost of Electric Heating—Fuse Wires—Heating of In-
sulated Cables—HeatUig of Conduit Cables—Heating of Suspended
Cables.

CHAPTER VIII.
Conductors for Alternating Currents. General Considera-

tions — Classification—Skin Effect — Current Density — Induct-
ance—Magnetic Field—Electromotive ForccDue toVarying Field-
Equation of Energy—Harmonic Motion—Average Values—Tlie
Solution of the Energy EViuation-Effect of Mutual Inductance-
General Energy Equation for Mutually Inductive Circuits—Co-
efficients of Inductance—Effect of Capacity-Solution of the En-
ergy Equation for Circuits with Capacity—The Energy Equation
for Circuits Containing Resistance—laduotance and Capacity-
Graphical Methods—Vector Quantities—Composition and Reso-
lution of E. M. F.—Simple Circuits with One Resistance and In-
ductance in Series— Reactance—Impedance—Resistance Vari-
able—Inductance Variable—Simple Circuits with Several Resist-

ances and Inductances in Series—Simple Circuits with One Re-
sistance and Capacity in Series—simple Circuits with Several
Resistances. Inductances and Capacities in Series—Circuits with
Resistance, Inductance and Capacity in Parallel—Method of
Equivalent Resistance and Inductance—Circuits Containing Mu-
tual Inductance—Impedance Tables.

CHAPTER IX.
Series Distribution. Origin-Classification—Constant Current

Circuits with Generator and Motor at Fixed Distances—Location
of Station—Current Density in Main Circuit—Economic Condi-
tions—Design for Heating-Limit — Design for Mechanical
Strength—Minimum First Cost of Line—Minimum First Cost of
Station—Minimum First Cost of Plant and Cost of Maintenance
and Operation—Design for Minimum FirstCostof Plant—Design
for Best Service—Minimum Cost of Plant for Maximum Income-
Calculation of Loads—Regulation—Automatic Cut-outs.

CHAPTER X.
Parallel Distribution.-The Evolution of the Parallel System—

Metliods of Distribution—The Loop System—The Spiral Loop—
The Tree System—The Closet System—Conical Conductors—A nti-
Parallel Feeding—Distribution of Potential—Cylindrical Conduc-
tors. Parallel Feeding—Cylindrical Conductors. Antl-parallei
Feeding—Conical Conductors, Parallel Feeding—Conical Con-
ductors, Anti-paraJlel Feeding—Three-wire System—Mul-
tiple Series System—Five-Wire System—Relative Area Cov-
ered by the Multiple Wire Systems—Feeder and Main System-
Location of Central Station- Location of the Feeders and Cen-
ters of Distribution—Distributing Mains—Calculation of Feed-
ers—Efficiency of Conductors—Methods of Regulation—The Com-
pensator in Electrical Railway Work—Fall of Pressure and Nec-
essary Section for Feeders—Laws of Economy and Feeder De-
sign—General Design for a System in Multiple Arc—Mechanical
Methods—Station Loads—Arc Lamps on Constant Potential Cir-
cuits-Electric Railway Wiring—Three-wire Railway Systems.

CHAPTER XL *

Miscellaneous Methods and Long Distance Transmission.-
Motor Transformers—Compensators—Motor Transformers Run-
ning and Feeding in Series-High and Low Potential Distributioa
from tlie Same Slatioo-Accumulators—Sub-station Accumula-
tors-Accumulator Distribution—Regulation by Means of Accumu-
lators—Transformers—Economy in Conductors—Isolated Trans-
formers-Efficiency of Distribution by Isolated Transformers

—

Transformers as Sub-stations— Poly^piiase Systems—Long-dis-
tance Plants—Long-distance Transmission witu Continuous Cur-
rents—Line Construction for Loug-distance Transmission—Rela-
tive Amount of Conducting Material for Transmission Systems.

CHAPTER XIT. -

The Cost of Production and Distribution.—Cost of Conductors-
Cost of Conduits—Telephone aod Telegraph Lines—Railway
Lines—Cost of Power Statioos-Cost of Producing Energ>'—Coal
Consumption per Watt-hour—AVater Power—The Gas Engine-
The Cost of Electrical Energy, as Developed by Wind Power-
The Actual Cost of Electrical Energj'—Commercial Considerations
of Transmission Problems.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 MARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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•SraPastta.
T. H. Bradv, New Britain .Conn., U. S. A.,

MaDufacturerofMastArjiis.roloand
SwiDKliip Hoods, House Brackets and
ul.liyi- Specialties for Construction
^Vo^k.— Crt^ofoy'/sx and Pricci /ur-
ninh.'-d on cepplicntion

GtNUINE RAWHIDE

LACE LEATHER.

SHULTZ'S PATENT

t PULLEY COVER.

BBELT DRESSING
AND

BELT CEMENT.
SHULTZ PATENT/: , , <a

WOVEN LEATHER LINK BEtTING.:, 'i^liiK^ s
«tLi "^^^^^^

JYNAMO j .

' ;^-SsKa [or(rrculars-

C^ELTINGr. St. l^ouis, Mo., U. 8. A. '^

BKANCHES: IM Sunimer St., Boston; 113Llberty St., New York; 129 N. 3d St., Philadelphia,

-SsKHJor(rrcu[ars-

^H) DELAWARE HARD FIBRE CO.,
^^i2ks-> WILMINGTON, DEL.

SEKD FOB CATALOGUE A-TiX* SA9IPL.ES.

Sheets, Rods, Tubes and Special Shapes.

>-

^ '^ L

Jm^-:r,,7 ^ r.rz

Faries Universal

Lamp Holders.

We have just added a num-
ber of aew designs to our former
line of adjustable and portable

holders.

Catalogue IVo. S, shoiiriiig same,

'will be mailed upon application.

FARIES MFG. CO.,
DECATCB, IMi.

BOOKS.
BUY YOUR BOOKS FROM THt

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
610 Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO.

^ioJo********** I************^

I Black Diamond File Works. I
^
^
^
^
^
^
^
?

Inc. 1895.

Twelve

Medals

Awarded at

International

Expositions.

Special

Prize
J

Gold Medal S^
at Atlanta.

1895.
J*

4^ OUR.CiOODS ARE OBf SALE IJS EVBKY l.EAI>I!V'«i HARDWARE }^^ STORE IK THE VNITEU STATES AND CANADA. »^

|G. &H. BARNETT COMPANY,^
^ PHILADELPHIA, PA. ^

Now, boys, you've had a good rest-

get ready for next month-
new tune—same old words:—

"Low prices—big stock—
"Quick shipment to j'ou.

"Some quote 'bed-rock* (?)
"We alTFays do !

"

ANon-Arcing^Fuse.
The "only" one deserving the name. Will open a high-tension short-circuit

without arc or flash.

We make Switchboard Equipments, Transformer and Subway Boxes,

We Solicit Correspondence from Those Troubled with Fuses.

D. $c W. FUSE CO.,
53 ABOBK STREET, PROVIDEXCE, B. I.

The Zamel Arc Light Meter
AND ELECTRIC CURRENT TINIER

Is the ONLY RELIABLE DEVICE for Timing -the Use of Arc Lights,

l-t Is si1:i>/'e in l-ts iB^^Hbion.
SiEWD FOR CIRCULAR.

Zamel Arc Light Meter Co.,
S66 Bi-ue isi-A.i>i^ A,^/e.,

Approved by the ITational Fire Underwriters' Association.
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SIMPLEX INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.
wE8TERN^8ELUN|AGENT. St'ivplex BlectHcal Cowpany,
1137 onadncck Block. CHICAGO. 75-81 Cornhlll, BOSTON, MASS.

AL-RRED F~. IVIOORE,
MANUFACTURER OF

INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
«0O AN D iSOiS NORTH TRIRU STREET. - ' PHU.ADEI.PHIA. PA.

ir^l'^.

1889—Paris Exposition,
Medal for Rubber Insolation.

1893—World's Pair,
Medal for Rubber Insolation.

TRADS^MARK.

THE STANDARD POR
RUBBER IHSUIiATIOHr.

Sole Manufacturers of

Okonite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee *'p™or Wires.

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd.
Willard L. Candee, I. u.-aoers
H. Durant Cheever. \

"anagers. 253 Broadway, New York.
Geo. T. Manson. Gen'l Supt
W. H. Hodgins. Secy.

Queen & Co.,
1012 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA.

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-Wirt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Ray

Focus Tubes, Induction Colls.

Insulating Paint # Varnish.
We were the first chemists In the world to

make a special study of this problem. Our long
experience and careful investigation enables us
to be of service to wide-awake electricians.

MASSACHUSETTS CHEMICAL COMPANY,
Boston, Mass., U. S. A.

|<an.fecnirer;nARTRlGK£/?ARTER f0. ELECTRICAL

•Dealers 1125 So. 2nd St
v V -HOUSE-

.vPHILADa.UPA. goods.

/MO.

MIGM
PARIS 1867. CHICAGO 1893. PHILADELPHIA 1876.

WIRES AND GABLES.
AERIAL, UNDERGROUND,

SUBMARINE.
K:K>IeI'l^E> i*iVi*E>.

W. R. BRIXEY, Mfr.

203 Broadway, New York.

Western Office, Marquette BIdg., Chleage, III.

CALIFORNIA ELEC. WORKS, M. DUPEROW, NEW ORLEANS ELEC. CO.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. WASHINGTON, D. C. NEW ORLEANS, I

TUCilTCD Iron Clad Rheostat Co.,
n tH I k n

WESTFIELD, N. J., U. S. A.

RI-IEOST'A.TS
FOR ALL PURPOSES.DIMMERS.

A I ||<.B||B CONSULTINO ELECTRICAL
Li nCIIACl ENaiNEER.-^.

Estimates, Plans, Specifications,
Examinations, Keports, Tests,

306 Oriel BuUding, ST.I.OUI8,IH:o.

CARPENTER
ENAMEL RHEOSTATS.

Automatic Hlotor 6$ta]*rers-
Ail Sizes. List price of '1 H. P. size, %Vi.m.

Ueliai>le. Fully pruaranteed. Higlily ibiiwhed. Cheap.

Ward Leonard Electric Co., Bronxville, N. Y.

r^'-1 FOR ALL OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.

ftUC'id:;-

51l'l>

^

Points of Superiority Over All
Other Types.

In successful use for ten years.
Standard hieh. Prices low. Send
for di'scriptive circular and testi-

monials.

The Burnley Battery & Mfg. Co.,

PAINESVILLE, OHIO.

JHP0RTtD@lBON§

"WERTHEIM"
. I J "Germania

FOB -JStlb^afe" FOP

oPENyiRcs -ll^ ENCLOSED Arcs

STEADIEST
ijGHT j

lONGESr U!^

l^DVi\NC&jm;kiiieASu|)pl\ Co.

.57 So Canal St CHICAGO.

I-T-E
CIRCUIT BREAKERS

CUHER ELECTRICAL CO., PHILADELPHIA

N. 1. R.

YfESTIIK EleeMcal Xn'mml Co.,
"^^^ 114.120 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A,

WertonSlMdardPorlaliyirsclIleadiiiF
^''"'"''*"*' •*'"'»»"»«!'"«' voitammeters,

* Amnietirs, Mllllammeters,

Sround Detectors and Circuit Testers,

Ohmmeters, Portable OalYanometeri.

Out Portable Instruments are recog-

nized fts The Standard the world over.

Tiie Semi-Portable Laboratory Stand-
ards are still better.

Our Station Voltmeters and Am-
meters are unsurpassed in point of ex-

treme accuracy and lowest consumption
of energy.

National
India

Rubber Co's
RUBBER COVERED

\A/^ires and Oables.
OFFICE and FACTORY: BRISTOL, R. I.

JOHN D. CBIMMINS, JR., Prest.

^CATRAT

[EicilfALlsi

.COMPOUNl

^^MrYo?-

Alcatraz Electrical
Compound.

Absolutely unequaled for Insulating and
Water-proofing; not affected by Acids or Alkalies;
elastic and durable. Alcatraz Asphalt Paint is a
tenacious and durable coating for all kinds of
metal. Samples upon application.

Ask your nearest supply house for it, or

The California Asplialt Co.,
57 EAST 59TH STREET, NEW YORK.

HERIi ^^^r STOCK

/^ftMlSQN, WfS
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EDDY GENERATORS.
Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central Stations, Isolated Ligliting or Power Plants.

Eddy Motors—Slow, Medium or High Speed.

IVe bnUd all necessary apparatus for the transmission of Klectrieol
Poiver throngli factory or other huUdinitB-

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.,
'NA/'IIM^SOfR, C»ONIM.

NEW YORK, H. B. Coho & Co., Mail and JExpress Building.
PHILADELPHIA, Walter C. Mclntire & Co., 506 Commerce St.

BOSTON, G. M. Angier & Co., 64 Federal St.

ELMIRA, S. N. Blake.
ST. LOUIS, Western Electrical Supply Co.
KANSAS CITY, W. T. Osborn.
CINCINNATI, O., Nevada Bid?., John A. Stewart.
CHICAGO, 305 Dearborn St., Wallace & Hine. Manaeers,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Cal. Elec. Wks., 409 Market St.

KEYSTONE ELECTRICAL
INSTRUMENT COMPANY.

Galvanometer Ground Detector.

Switchboard Voltmeters, Ammeters, Ground Detectors and

Differential Voltmeters.

We meet all the requirements of modern Central Stations or Isolated Plants, whether
using direct or alternating current circuits.

Our instruments are constant and durable, sensitive and accurate, pleasing in
appearance and always correct.

We can interest you in prices and other details if you/will write to

Ninth St. and Montgfomery Ave., Philadeiphiai
New York, 1 5 Cortlandt Street.

Chicago, 1440 Monadnock Building.

Westlnghouse Poliphase Apparatus Supreme.
Oenerators, Motors, Transfonuers, for TTro-Phase, Three-Phase and C. F. iScott

Two-Pliase Tliree-Phase System of Alternating Current PoT»^er Ti*ansniission.

26,000 H. P. IN OIL-IIMSULATED TRANSFORMERS CONSTRUCTED.
Potentials from 5,000 to 50,000 Tolts. All Apparatus Necessary for 100 Mile Transmission.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING CO
i BUIRO,

New York, 120 Broadway.
Boston, Exchange BIdg.
Buffalo, N. Y., 8 Erie Co. Bank BIdg.
Charlotte, N. C, 36-38 College St.

Chicago, N. Y. Life BIdg.
Philadelphia, Oirard Bld;£.

Pittsburg, Westlnghouse BIdg.
St. Louis, American Central BIdg.

San Francisco, Mills BIdg.
Syracuse, N. Y., Bastable BIdg.
Tacoma, Wash.. 103 S. 10th St.
Atlanta, Qa., Equitable BIdg.

Westinghouse Electric Co., Ltd.,
3a Victoria St., London, S.W., England.
For Canada address

Aheam & Soper, Ottawa, Ont.

Makes No Noise, Hakes Money.

nay we send our Illustrated circulars?

Not a Screw, nor a Bolt...
Enters into the design of the WARREN DYNAMO unless of
absolute necessity and utility. The builders have eliminated
complicated parts and intricate construction.

While the machine impresses you with its massive strength,
it is yet graceful in outline and extremely SIMPLE AND
COMPACT.

NO ATTENDANCE NECESSARY. With oil in the reservoir

there is no reason why the dynamo could not be run a year
continuously without attention.

The kind of a dynamo to buy.

WARREN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,
Sandusky, Ohio.
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20

Cents

Some Inducements in House Goods.
•«*«•«***«••**********«*****•*******•*****«****«*••••••*••*•«*•*«•**••*****•*****•«*•«*«*•«•«*•*«*«•«««••«•«

Extra Best Best Iron Box Bell, 2 or 3 inch, 100 lots 20 cents

Extra Best Best Carbon Battery, complete, 100 lots 19 cents

Wood Pushes, assorted woods, 100 lots .... 41^ cents

Metal Pushes, 100 lots 10 cents

Annunciiator Wire, 5 to 6 lb. spools. 21 cents

Annunciator Wire, 100 lb. lots 20 cents

Tin Speaking Tube, i inch, 1,000 ft. lots $8.50

Tin Speaking Tube Elbows, i inch, 100 lots i^ cents

Tin Speaking Tube T-Joints, i inch, 100 lots 3 cents

Full lines in other departments at proportionally favorable prices.

It's a good time to buy.

each

each

each

each

lb.

lb.

each

each

Central Electric Company,

Geo. A. ncKinlock, President.

Charles E. Brown, Secretary.

5. R. Frazler, Treasurer.

'73=175 Adams St.,

Chicago.

VM

A********** ******t***#***********t*t******t***^i******l,t0t»t**»mwmmm**n***mr\\

YOUR SUPPLY MAINTAINED FOR 12c.

LAMPS
Efficient, Long-Lived and

Guaranteed Satisfactory.

Write us before making another contract. We are THE
Lamp Renewing Company you have heard of.

Lynn Incandescent Lamp Co., Lynn, Mass.

A TECHNICAL
EDUCATION 50 CENTS

A WEEK.
The new installment plan of The Internatioual Correspondence Schools, Scranton. Pa.—the

largest and most successful institution teaching technical subjects by mail—places an education
within the reach of all. Students may enroll upon paying $2 in advance, the balance to be paid
at the rate of 13 a month. The charges are moderate and include all necessary text-books. Studies
arc carried on at home without loss of time from work.

;The Klectrical Power and l.<iu;hling !!$<*Iiolarship is a thorough eouxse of instruc-
tion in the installation, care and operation of electric light, power and railway plants designed
to meet the wants of liii^y men who wish to put into actual practice as soon as passible the in-
formation they auquir.'.

The llecliaiiieal-Electrical Seholarship includes instruction in mechanical and
electrical engineering and is intended especially for those who wish to become designers of elec-
trical machinery.

Also 43 courses including Steam Engineering. Mechanical Drawing, Machine Design. Civil
Engineering, Bookkeeping, Shorthand and English branches.

Write for circular, stating subject in which you are interested.

THE INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS, BOX 1002, SCRANTON, PA.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Advance Pkg. & Sup. Co. i

Ahlm-Edwards Elec. Co . .

American Battery Co xv

American El. Meter Co ... . vii

Amer. El. Telephone Co. xvi

American Elec. "Works . . . xill
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Bain, Foree xiii

BakerA Co xii
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Bealy &Co.,Chas. H xxii
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Brady, T. H xxii

Brlxey, W. R 1
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Bubler Publishing Co.... xill
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HARDTMUTH GORED CARBONS for Direct and Alternating Current

ARO l-AIVIRS. HABIRSHAW AND Q

L
».».

E. CO.'S

WIRES AND CABLES.
!

J
AMERICAN CARBON CO.'S Plain and Coated

CARBONS FOR SERIES ARC LIGHTING.

^ CHicago Edison Co.,
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS. «

.,_j DEALERS IN ELECTRIC LIGHTING SUPPLIES,
HABIRSHAW AND O. E. CO.'S

WIRES AND CABLES. .139 Adams Street, CHICAGO.

BEAUTY
IN DESIGN 15 NOT THEONLY IM

PORTANT FEATURE OFTHeRqTH

High Grade dynamos <& motors.

THEY HAVE MANY OTHER
FEATURES WHICH-CONVINCE

BUYERS OF THEIR SUPERIORITY

LET US SEND YOU FURTHER

PARTICULARS.

1 BRYANT POOPS ARE GOOD OOODS." |

HIGH GRADE
MULTIPOLARaiPOLAR
DYNAMOS ^MOTORS
5L0WA MEDIUM SPEED

ROTH BROS. & CO.,
MANUFACTURERS,

30 Market St., Chicago,

The G.UCLEK Electric Co., MinneapOliR, Minn;
E. C Van Nori Electric Co.. St Louis. Mo.
N. V. m-NAMO AND Motor Co., New York City.
H. K. Green-man, Sioux Ciij-, la. .

Fort Wayne Electric Corporation,
FORT WAYNE, IND.

Arc, Dlr4
Ing Inc

Apparatus for

»c-fc Curren-fc and A.l-fcei

andescen-fc L.islti:ing e
na«-
nd

BRYANT-PAISTE SWITCH.

PRICES GREATLY REDUCED.
WRITE YOUR JOBBER FOR REVISED

FIGURES.

THE BRYANT ELECTRIC CO..

BRIDGEPOn, CONN.

ELECTRIC HEATERS "*"-"'-S,;<?„»u^ii„PENSE.

Portable Heater for residences and offlces, size 23 Inches long, 11>^ Inches
high, 5 inches wide. Weight 30 pounds.

Highest Efficiency, Simplicity, Durability, Production Quaranteed,
Our Street Car Heaters lead all competitors.

Send for new illustrated circular.

Heating colls renewed like Incandescent lamps. Constructed for any voltage. Work on direct
or alternating current. Consumes 6. 8 amperes on no volt current, i. 5 on 300 volt current.

THE GLOBE ELECTRIC HEATING CO.,
147 North 12th

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

SEE THESE PRICES!
Weatherproof Wire, all sizes to No. 8, per lb $0,131
Rubber-covered Wire, No. 14, per 1,000 feet 7.50
Shaffer-Paiste Rosettes, concealed or cleat, each .051
Iron Box Bells, 100 lots .I9i
Wood Push Buttons, each .04
Dry Batteries, each .18
Metal Push Buttons 09

(OTHER 8FECIAI.TIES IN PROPORTION.)

RELIABLE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

2361

E. Madison St..

CHiCACQ.
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Here's a

^^Special
pp

LET US QUOTE YOU-

Helios Arc Lamps,

Medbery Switches and Railway

Material,

Duplex Lamp Guards,

Perfection Woven Wire Brushes,

Standard Electric Time Switches,

Pass & Seymour Tubes and Cut-

outs,

Holmes-Booth & Hayden's K. K.

Wire,

Dale Fixtures,

Perkins Switches and Cut-outs.

It May

Pay You,
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THE GARVIN MACHINE CO.,

- Spring and Varick Streets, New York.

SI N. 7lh STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

Maaufaclurers of and Dealers in

METAL WORKlNfi MACHINERY
OF ALL KINDS.

Universal and Plain Milling: Machines, Screw Machines, DriP
Presses, Hand and Engflne Lathes, Turret Lathes, Planers,

Shapers, Gear Cutters, Grinders, Tapping riachines, Etc.

Send for our Illustrated Catalogue and List of

New and Second-hand Machinery for

Immediate Delivery.

Complete plants equipped for making

ELECTRICAL GOODS AND MACHINERY,

Bicycles, Firearms, Etc. No. 1 1 Mirilns Machlae.
For Small Work.

WITHOUT A RIVAL.

SOLD BY THE LEADING SUPPLY HOUSES.

Prevents SQarking and Cutting. 50c per stick.

Will not Gum the Brushes. $2.75 " haifdoz.

Puts a Fine Polish on the Commutator. 500 " doz.

Until January, 1808, we will send with every order for ont dozen sticks the
New Dynamo Tender's Hand-Book, by F. B. Badt; a book that should be in every
dynamo room. Send in your order to-day.

Eastern Distributers:

BIBBER-WHITE CO.,

49 Federal Street,

BOSTON, - nASS.

THE BOILER EXPURGATOR CO.,
SOLE SELLING AGENTS,

I 15 DEARBORN ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS
Acoumnlators.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Willard El. it Battery Co.

Annnnciators.
Central Electric Co.

Commercial El. Supply Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Partrlck A Carter Co.

Reliable Elec. Supply Co.

Arc liamps.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

DlehlMfg Co.
Electric Arc Light Co.

Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.

Helios Electric Co.
Manhattan Gen'l Cons. Co.

Peoples Electric Co.
puritan Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Arc liight Cord.
Central Electric Co.

Samson Cordage Wlcs.

Batteries and Jars.
Burnley Batt. & MJg. Co.

. Central Electric Co.

Clilcago Edison Co.

Commercial El. Supply Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

Elec. Gas Lighting Co.

Gordon-Burnham Battery Co
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Nungesser El. Battery Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.

Roth Bros. & Co.

Bells.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huehel & Manger.
Ohio Electric Works.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Partrlck & Carter Oo.

Beltins.
Jewell Belting Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Main Belting Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.
Shultt Belting Co.

Boilers.
Clonbrook Steam Boiler Co.

Books. Ulectrlcal.
Electrician Publishing Oo.

Brnshea.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Crown Woven Wire Brush
Co.

Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.
-Partridge Carbon Oo.

Bnrsiar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Cables (See Insulated Wires.)

Cables, £lectric (See Insu-
lated Wires), Copper,
Sbeet and Bar.
American Eleo, Works.
Brliey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Go.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
General Electric Co.
Mankowitz, Sam'l.
Moore, Alfred F.
New York Ins. Wire Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Carbons,Points& Plates.
Advance Pkg. & Sup. Co.
Central Electric Co,
Shioago Edlsoa Co.
ommerclal El. Supply Co.

Eleotrlo Appliance Co.
Gen'l Inc. Arc Light Co.
Partridge Carbon Oo.
Relslnger, Hugo.
Schltf, Jordan &Co.

Gomponnd.
Boiler Expurgator Co.
Central Electric Co.
California Asphalt Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Mass. Chemical Go.
McLennan & Co., K.
Okonlte Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co,

Conduit and Conduits-
Armorlte Interior Oond. Co,
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Construction Jfc Repairs.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Elliott, W. H. Elec. uo.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Hodge. Walsh & Loring.
McFell Electric Co.
McRae, A. L.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.

Contractors and Blectric
Li^ht Plants.
Ahlm-Edwards El. Co.
Bain. Foree.
Card Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
McRae, A. L.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Roth Bros, &Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
Triumph Electric Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg, Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse Eleo & Mfg Co.

Conveyors.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.

Copper.
Besly&Co.. Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Mansfield Temp. Copper Co.
Mitchell Temp. Copper Co.

Copper Wires.
American Electrical Works.
Besly &Co.,Ohas H.
Brixey, W, R.
Central Eleotrlo Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El, Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Mankowitz, Sam'l.
National India Rubber Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground 0- Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Cordase.
Central Electric Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Correspondence Schools*
Int. Correspond. Schools.

Crookes' Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Edison Lamp Dept.

Cross-Arms, Pins and
Brackets.
Brady, T. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Commercial El. Supply Oo.
Electric Appliance Oo.
Farr Tel. & Cons. Sup. Co.
Monona Cedar Co.
Point Marion Mfg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.

Cnt-Onts and STvltches.
Bryant Electric Oo.
Central Eleotnc Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Oo.
Emerson El. Mfg. Go.
Ft. Wayne Eleo. Corporation.
General Elec. Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Hill. W. S. Blectric Co.
Mankowitz, Sam'l.
PaisteOo.,H. T.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. ft Mfg. Co.

Dynamos.
Ahlm-Edwards El. Co.
American Engine Co.

Card Electric Oo.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Oo.
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Evans Electric Co.
I't. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Mankowitz, Sam'l.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
Triumph Electric Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
W'arner, Wm. P.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Wright, Wm.

Economizers, Fuel.
Fuel Economizer Co.

Uleetric Heafs App's.
Central Electric Oo.
Globe Elentric Heating Co.

Electric Ifeters.
American El. Meter Co.
Zamel Arc Light Meter Co.

Electric Itailn'ays.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. St Mfg. Oo.

Electrical and mechani-
cal Eni^neers.
Bain, Foree.
MoRae, A. L.
Sargent & Lundy.

Electrical Instrnm^ents.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Oo.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Oo.
Hill, W\ S. Electric Co.
Keystone El. Instrument Co.
Mankowitz, Sam'l.
Palste Co.. H. T.
Queen & Co.
Reliable Elec Supply Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Oo.

Electrical Specialties.
Carlisle A Finch Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Go.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
PaisteCo.,H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Vought, M. I.

Electro-Platins Mach'y.
Besly&Co., Chas. H.
Evans EJectric Co.
General Electric Co
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Roth Bros. & Oo.

Engines, &as.
Foos Gas Engine Co.
Otto Gas Engine Wka.
Prouty Co., The,
Van Home, Burger & Oo.

Engines, Steam.
American Engine Co.
Ball Engine Co.

Fan Outfits.
Central Electric Oo.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Farr Tel. A Cons. Sup. Co.
General Electric Co.
Roih Bros A Oo.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse EI. A Mfg. Co.

Feed ^Vater Heaters.
Davis & Son, I. B.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Diamond State Fibre Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.

Files.
BarnettOc.G. AH.
Central Electric Co,

Fixtures, El. A Comb'n.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Fuses.
D. &. W. Fuse Co.

Fuse IVire.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire A Mfg.Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Craskets
Link-Belt Machinery Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Oo.

€ras LightinSi Electric.
Central Electric Co.
Partrlck A Carter Co.

Gears.
Besly A Co.. Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.

6reneral Elec. Supplies.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Oo.
Electric Appliance Co.
Farr Tel. A Con=. Sup. Co.
General Electric Co.
Hodge. Walsh A Loring.
Hill. W. S. Electric Co.
Mankowitz, Sam'l.
McKinlock A Camp, Agts.
Ohio Electric Works.
Paiste Co.,H. T.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Oo.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.

Grlobes and Electrical
6rlassvFare.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

OoT^ors, Water W^heel.
LombardWaterWheel Gv.Co.

<Wraphite Specialties.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Go.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Flbre-Graphite Co.

Induction Coils.
Central Electric Co.
Queen A Co.

Insulators and Insulat-
ine afaterials.
Brixey, W. R.
Bryant Electric Co.
California Asphalt Co.
Central Electric Oo.
Chicago Edison Oo.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Commercial El. Sunnly Co.
Delaware Hard'Fibre Co.
Diamond State Fibre Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Empire China Works.
Hill, W. S. Electric Oo.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Mankowitz, Sam'l.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonlte Co.. The.
PalsieCo., H. T.
Peoples Electric Oo.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Oo.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Undereround 0. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.

Insulated Wires and
Cables—niaeuet Wires.
American Electrical Works.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Oo.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Mankowitz, Sam'l.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Oo.
Standard Underground O. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

JLanip Adjusters.
Farias Mfi?. Co.
Voug)it, M. I.

Ijanips, Alternating;.
J'uritan Electric Co.

Lamps, Incandescent.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Oo.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Oo.
Edison Lamp Dept.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co..
Lynn Incandescent Lp. Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Reliable Elec. Supply Oo.
Sawyer-ManElec. Oo.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

liightning Arresters.
Central Electric Oo.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Slagnet AVire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

Dlechonical Ulachtnery.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Garvin Machine Co., The.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.
Stilwell-BIerce Smitn- Valle.

aiica.
Central Electric Oo.
Commercial El. Supply Oo.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.

Alining Apparatus, Elec.
General Electric Co.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Motors.
Ahlm-Edwards Elec. Co.
American Engine Co.
Card Electric Oo.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Dlehl Mfg. Oo.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Oo.
Evans Electric Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Manicowitz. Sam'l.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Oo.
Ohio Electric Works.
Peoples Electric Co.
Roth Bros. A Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Storey Motor A Tool Co.
Triumph Electric Co.
United Elec. Imp. Oo.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Oo.
Warner, Wm. F.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co
Williams, J. P.
Wright, Wm.

Packing.
Besly & Co. Chas. H.
Garlock Packing Co.
Link-Belt Machinery Oo.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co-

Paints.
California Asphalt Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Oo.
Mass. Chemical Co.

Phosphor Bronze.
Besly & Co., Ohas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co.Ltd.

Platinum.
Baker A Oo.

Poles.
Central Mfg Co.
Llndsley Bros.
McLean. A. J.
Monona Cedar Co,
National Tube Works Oo.
Perrlzo A Sons.
Point Marion Mfg. Co.

Porcelain.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Empire China Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Oo.

Push Buttons.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial EL Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Refiners.
Swarts Metal Refining Co.

Be-Winding—Repairs.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Elliott, W. H. Elec. Co.
Hodge, Walsh A Loring.

Rheostats.
American Rheostat Co.
Central Electric Co.
General Electric Oo,
Iron Clad Rheostat Oo.
Leonard, Ward, Elec. Oo.
Westinghouse El. A Mlg. Co

Second-Hand Slachin^y.
Oornmau Co.
Electrical Exchange. The.
Elliott, W. H. Elec. Co.
Hartley Electric Works.
Hodge, Walsh A Loring.
Wright, Wm.

Shades.
Central Electric Co.

Speaking Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrlck A Carter Oo.

Speed Indicators.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Central Elpctric Co.
Keystone El. Instrument Oo.
Queen & Oo.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Steel Pipe.
National Tube Works Co.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Evans Electric Co. •
WiUard El. & Battery Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical Works.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
New York Insulated Wire Oo
Okonlte Co., The.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.

Telephones, Telephone
material and Switch-
boards.
American El. Telephone Oo.
Central Electric Co.
Central Tel. A Elec. Co.
Climax Novelty Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co
Farr Tel. A Cons. Sup. Co.
Kokomo Tel. A El. Mfg. Co.
Lockwond T. A T Co. of Am.
McFell Electric Co.
Mo. Tel. Mfg. Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Rawson Electric Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co,
Snyder, Wm. M.
Standard Tel. & El. Oo.
Stromberg-Carlson Tl.M.Co.
Taber & Mayer.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western Tel. Oons. Oo.

Toys, Electrical.
Bubier Publishing Co.
Carlisle A Finch Co.

Transformers.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diamond Elec. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Oorporatio"
General Electric Oo.
Roth Bros. A Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Oo,
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Oo.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

TroUey Cord.
Central Electric Oo.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Trucks, Electric Car.
General Electric Oo.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Oo.

Turbine W^heels.
Dayton Glob« Iron Works Oo
Leflel&Co., Jas.
Pelton Wat»r Wheel Co.
Smith Co., S. Uorgan.
Stllwell-BUMW Smith-Valle.

W^ater Wlieels.
Am. Impulse Wheel Co.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co
LefTel A Co., Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Oo.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
Stllwell-Blerce Smith-Valle

W^ire, Bare.
Besly & Go^ Chas. H.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
PhiUlps Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Underground Co
Washburn &, Moen Mfg. Oo.

XRay Outfits.
Central Electric Oo.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Edison Lamp Dept.
Queen & Co.

JB^IpKab^-ti^al Ind^x: ^f ^Vcl'v^r-tls^rr-ft^rv'ts EO III.
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WE MANUFACTURE WHAT YOU WANT IN TELEPHONES.
Seven different styles of Exchange and Long-Distance Telephones.

Six grades of Magneto Bells for each style of telephones.
Two woods—Walnut or Oak—for any grade or style of telephones.

Seven times six times two equals eighty-four.
You can take your pick and satisfaction guaranteed.

CENTRAL TELEPHONE AND ELECTRIC CO., 1 123 PINE STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.

v-fM'n'ISe HAS BEEN MAKING

(Telephohes
1^ 20 YEARS, NOT CHEAP BUT
SERVICEABLE AND FULLY CUAIUNTEED.

,
- CIRCULARS FURNISHED. '

ViadvctEiectricC«
BALTIMORE.MD, U.S.A.

The ORATOR
AND

Improved Hunnings
solid back dust traDsraitters
in Wall, Desk and Cabinet
Styles. They are Conven-
ient, Durable and the best
of talkers.
A trial will convince anyone

of their superiority on either
sliort or longdistance work.
Anyone can make an Instru-

ment that will work well at
first, but to produce one that
will continue to meet every
proper demand is quite an-
other problem.
The ORATOR will.

MANUFACTURED BV

The RAWSON ELECTRIC CO.,

THE ORATOR EUYRIA, O.. U. S. A.

U/>--TO -I)ATE^Kg^-

rmpmamm!

We hftve just iasaed a NEW cata-
logue of electrical books containing' 100
pages, listing every work on electric-
ity. A copy will be cheerfully mailed
On receipt of a two-cent stamp.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

610 Marquette Bldg., CMcago.

Patented.

THE NEALE AUTOMATIC CALL INDICATOR
And Circuit Closing Attachment.

HAVE YOU HAD A CALL?
'^^LOOK ATTHAT!
Perfect, Reliable. Faultless In

Construction and Artistic In
Appearance. PRICE $1.50.

Advantages claimed In this In-
dicator are: Announcing a call

duringabsence; working indepen-
dent of the line circuit; aniechan-
ical action, giving a continuous
ringing bell; saving time and an-
noyance where there is more than
one telephone In use- any number
of bells can be applied at exact
cost of bell: an ordinary electric
btUcan be used.

All tbese advaotaies at one-third the repilsr cost. Spe*

dal prices oa dozen and gross lots to dealers and ageais.

The Climax Novelty Co.,
No. 1 Renshaw Building. • PITTSBURG, PA.

New Kotoio Transiitter.

BARKALOW PATENT.
Issued Nov. 17, 1896.

FINEST TALKER ON EARTH.

Especially for Exchange and
Long-Distance Service.

We manufacture Switchboards,

all styles of Telephones and every-

thing to equip an exchange.

Send for Illustrated Catalngue.

Kokomo Telephone &
Electric Mfg. Co.,

KOKOMO, IND., U. S. A.

SWEDISH

TELEPHONES.
HflCROPUOXES e^VARAXTEED INDEFINITELY,

and are the only ones that can be iaiKuerHed in Tvater

for a month Tvithout impairing efficiency.

McFell Electric Co.,
1549-50 and 1726 Marquette fidg., Chicago.

A VALUABLE NEW WORK.

ELECTRICIANS' HANDY=BOOK
OF USEFUL INFORMATION.

Edited by A. E. WATSON, A, M.. Teacher of Electricity, Brown University,
Providence, R. 1.

Compiled by E. T. BVBIEK, 2d.

ILLUSTRATED.
A Compilation from the works of Sylvanus P. Thompson, Kapp, Allsop. Munroe and Jamleson,

Watson, Bottone, Bonney, Watt, Poole, Trevert, Haskins,
norrow and Reld, and others.

Tills book gives a large number of receipts for making Battery Fluids, Battery Pastes, InsulatlnK
Materials and Varnislies, Klectro-Platins Solutions, etc. Tells how to make Eleetric Batteries.
Bells, Telephone. Motors. Dynamos, Induction Coils, Influence and Static Machines, etc. (Jives
formula- for winding Dynamos. Motors, Armatures. Field Magnets. Transformers, (.'ontalns many
Rules, Tables, Data, etc. In fact it is almost a complete cyclopaedia of Electricity. It Is neatly
bound and of a convenient size to be carried in the pocket for handy reference.

PART
9. Electric Lighting.

10. Transformers.
U. w, iring for Electric Power.
12. Wiring for Bell Fitting and Gas Lighting
13. Electric Railways.
14. Miscellaneous.
15. Useful Tables.
16. Logarithms.

History.
'I heory.
Measurements. (Electric and Magnetic.)
Electric Batteries.
Electro-chemistry and Metallurgy.
The Telegraph and Telephone.
I)ynaraos and Motors.
M!anagement of Djnamos and Motors.

Contains over four hundred and fifty pages and many illustrations.

PRICE, CLOTH, ONLY $2.50; POSTPAID.

THE STROMBERG-CARLSON

76 W. Jackson Blvd..

CHICAGO, U. S. A. TELEPHONE MFG. GO,

MAKES -riHE

Durable,
Simple,
Rapid.
Reliable,
Convenleut,
Complete,
Periect-

' Nowly designed,
Fully patented.
Non-infringing,
Up-to-date,
Absolutely safe.

Well guaranteed

ON THE MARKET.

Full equipment for public exchange and toll-line systems,

central station and intercommunicating private

plants, police, fire alarm and street

railway apparatus, etc., etc.

OUR TOLL-LINE SYSTEM HAS NO EQUAL.

^^cfe ^ur Ozn'katlos;*-'^-
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EXCEL ALL OTHERS IN
DESIRABLE FEATURES.Gas and Gasoline Engines

Adapted for ALL Power Purposes— Electric 1.JKhtIng. MiUinK. Mining,

Water Works, Elevators, Factories, etc. Cheaper and Better tbao Steam.

wnieByrfChrBing. FOOS GAS ENGINECO.,Springfield,a

Electro-Gasoline Engine
a to 50 H. p. **

,Runs without smoke, odor or noise.
Special styles for Electric LlfrhtiiiB,
Boats, Milling Locomotives, Hoists,
Portable, Threshing. Puiupliig, Farm
and Dairies. Inspection and Street
Cars, Road-Wagons, Printing OfHces
and all stationary purpoyes. All
enginoB guaranteed ond may be re-

turned at our exponm- if not as repre-
senttcl. THE PKOUTY VO.,
Ttt I>earborn St., CHICAGO, r.S.A.

\A/M
YOU ARE

TIRED
01 using "DYNA-
MO" Belting made
from "5hou Ide r

Stock," write us

for prices and in-

formation on *
' LE-

VIATHAN" and
"OAK LEAF"
Belting, and our

method of "Belt-

1 n g up" ELEC-
TRIC LIGHT and
POWER PLANTS.
High grade Belt-

ing only. Best
Results. Least
Cost.

Write fully, con-

d i 1 1 o n s under

which Belting
runs, power re-

quired, etc.

MAIX BEtTINO CO.,

55 and 57 Market St., CHICAGO, ILL.
1221-1235 Carpenter St., Philadelphia.

120 Peari St., Boston.

NEW CATECHISM OF ELECTRICITY*
A PRACTICAL TREATISE.

TESTinONIAL. Chas. M. Weir, Chief Enci-
neer U. S. Projectile Works. Brooltlyn, N. Y.:
"It is one of the most practical and concise
worlis on the subject I ever saw It is just the
riglit thing in the right place, and I most cheer-
Eully recommend it to all who desire a practical
Iinowiedgeof Electricity."

This is a boolt of srrf) pp., full of up-to-date In-

Eormation. 300 illustrations. Handsomely bound
in red leather, pocketbook form, size 4'^x6>4,
with titles and edges in gold. Price. $2.00, post-
paid. 100 page descriptive catalogue of electri-
cal books free on request.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY.
510 Marquette Building, Chicago.

Gas,

GasolineTHE OTTO

ENGINES
and...,

Natural Qas

OTER 45,O0O SOIiD

Electric Lighting.
SIZES 1 TO 250 H. P.

Electric Lifjht Plants in Operation

from 2 to 250 H. P.

The Otto Gas Engine Works, Inc.,

PHIIiADEIiPHIA.

-TM

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Manufacturers of the

lorrin "Cliax" anfl "Compnif Safety Water

Tie Boilers.

BUILT IN UNITS OF 60 TO 1 ,000 H^ P.

CAUTION:
Beware of infringers, they will

be rigidly prosecuted.

ALSO BUILDERS OF

Smoke Stacks, Tanks, Etc., and
All Classes of iron Work.

Specifications, Drawings and Prices ftamlslied
on application.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boilers.

ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM.
3%5 PAe£!$. PRICE S2.00. 347 ILIjUSTRATIONS. A series ofThirty-fonr Practical l^essons covering the Science of £lectricitj- from ItsFnndamental

Principles to Its Every-day Applications. By Prof. I>. C. Jackson, University of IVisconsin; Prof.H. I^.Carhart, University ofMichigan ; Prof. B.F. Thomas,
University ofOhio ; Prof.Wm. A. Anthony, ofKew York; Prof. Brovrn Ayres.Tulane University; Prof. A. C.Perrine, Iceland Stanford University, Cal. ; Prof,
Qeo. I>. Shephardson, University of Jtlinnesota, and others. A Comprehensive Treatise in Simple Language, Free from Algebraic Equations and Easily Understood.

Constant Pressure; Loss of Voltage; Circular Mils; Prac-COIMTEIMTS:
CHAPTER I: The Nature and Properties of Electricity;

Origin of Electricity; Two Kinds; Laws of Attraction and
Repulsion; Positive and Negative Charge; Terms, Con-
ductors, Insulators. Electric Conductivity; Conveying Elec-
tricity; The Electroscope; Force Exerted Between Charged
Bodies; Unit of Measurement of quantity of Electricity;
Electrometer.—CHAPTER II: Machines for Generating
Electricity by Friction and by Electric Induction; Making
Machine to Continuously Generate Electricity by Friction;
The Electrophorus; Induction Generator; Units of Elec-
tric Current and Pressure; Electricity Conveyed by Unit
Current Each Second; Negatively aijd Positively Charged
Conductors; Relation of Lightning and Sparks of Electrical
Machine.—CHAPTER III: Electric Batteries or Appliances
for Generating Electricity by Chemical Action; Action of
Batteries; Electric Pressure; Voltaic Electricity; Direction of
Current Flow; Production of Continuous Current; Battery
Cells In Series; Production of Pressure by Cells; Polariza-
tion and Its Avoidance; Leclancbe Cell; Open Circuit Cells.

—CHAPTER IV: Electric Batteries or Appliances for Gen-
erating Electricity by Chemical Action (Concluded); Closed
Circuit Ceils; Local Action; Law of Electro-chemical Ac-
tion; Electro-chemical Equivalent; Primary Batteries Com-
pared swith Dynamos for Furnishing Current ; Uses of
Batteries; Difference Between a Primary and Storage Bat-
tery; How Storage Batteries are Made; Parallel Connection
of Plates In Storage Batteries.—CHAPTER V: The Nature
and Properties of Magnetism, Magnetic Fields; Permanent
Magnetism; Magnetic Attraction and Repulsion; Poles of
Magnet; Magnitude of Force Between Two Magnets; Aging
Magnets; Earth's Action on Magnetic Needle; Magnetic
Field; Action of Lines of Force.—CHAPTER VI: The Mag-
netic Effects of Electric Currents and Magnetic Circuits;
Effect of Electric Current on Magnetic Needle; Relation
Between Direction of Lines of Force and Direction of
Current Flow; Determination of Current Direction by
Compass; Ampere Turus; Solenoids; Ampere's Theory;
Solenoids with Steel or Iron Cores; Residual Magpetisra;
Electro-Magnets; Magnetic Permeability; Magnetic Re-
luctance; RLagneto Motive Force or Magnetic Pressure.—
CHAPTER VII: Ohm's Law of the Flow of Electricity;
Pressure; Resistance; Current; Volt; Ohm; Ampere; Mer-
cury »Resistance; Conductivity of Copper Compared with
Other Metals; Resistance of Circuits Made Up of the Same
Parts in Parallel; Joint Resistances; Fall of Voltage Over
Resistance; Effect of Temperature on Resistance; Copper
Temperature Coefficient.—CHAPTER VIII: Heating Ef-
fects of Electric Currents; Miscellaneous Effects^ o^ Elec-
tric Currents; Foot-pound; Joule; Horse-power; Watt; Kilo-
watt; Watts per Horse-power; Heating Effects on Bear-
ings of Machiuerv: Effect of Electricity on Nerves of Ani-
mals; Muscular Effect of Strong Currents.-CHAPTER IX:
Galvanometers and VoltametersjDiffcrences in Construction
for Large and Small Currents; Presence and Direction of
Currents Shown by Galvanometer; Strength of Current In-
dicated; Tangent Galvanometer; Reflecting Galvanometer;
Needle Suspension; d' Arsonval Galvanometer; Terms
"Dead-Beat," "Calibrate;" Voltameter; Electrolyte, Elec-
trolysis; Electrode: Forms of Voltameters.-CHAPTER X:
Measurement of Electrical Resistance; Resistance Meas-
ured by Substitution; Resistance Boxes; Use of German
Silver; Colls; Wheatstone Bridge; Measuring Resistances
with Bridge: Measuring Very High Resistances; Practical
Examples,—CHAPTER XI: Every-day Measurements of
Electric Currents and Pressure; Three Effects by Which

ampere; Microampere; Three Classes of Magnetic Ampere-
meters; Weston Amperemeter; Electro Dynamometers;
Hot Wire Instruments; Scales of Amperemeters; Alter-
nating Current Measuring Instruments; Measuring Very
Large Currents; Measuring Electric Pressures; Voltmeters;
Cardew Voltmeter; Electrometers: Electrostatic Volt-
meters; Standard Cells; Measuring Currents by Voltmeter
and a Standard Resistance.—CHAPTER XII: Every-
day Measurements of Electric Power, Condensers and
The Measurement of their Capacity: Wattmeters; Electro-
dynamometer Used as Wattmeter; Recording Wattmeters;
Coulomb Meters; Watt Hour; Ampere Hour; Capacity;
Farad; Microfarad; Condenser; Capacity of Condenser;
Charging Condenser; Specific Inductive Capacity; Selec-
tion of Insulation for Telephone Cables; Capacity of
Underground Wires; Comparing Capacities by Ballistic
Galvanometer; Practical Capacity Measurements; Leydeu
Jar.—CHAPTER XIII: Electrolytic Deposition of Metals;
Electroplating; Metals Commonly used in Plating; .Salt
of a Metal; Nitrate of Silver; Cyanide of Silver and nif Po-
tassium; Solution for Silver plating; Vats; Quality of Elec-
trolytic Deposit; Effect of Too Great or Small Currents;
Cleaning Articles to be Plated; Gilding Inside of Silver
Articles; Base Metals on Which Nickel is Usually. J^ated;
Solution for Nickel Plating; Electrotyping; Electrotype
Molds; Electrotype Finishing; Elefctrolytic 'Refining of
Copper; Solution Used.—CHAPTER XIV: The Electric
Telegraph: Elements of Electric Telegraph; Telegraph
Circuits; Telegraphic Signals; Sending and Receiving;
Telegraph Lines; Sounder: Relays: Local Circuits: Multi-
ple Telegraphy; Duplex Telegraphy; Diplex Telegraphy;
Quadruplex Telegraphy.—CHAPTER XV: Multiple Tele-
graphy; Differential Relay; Polarized Relay: Pole Changer;
Principles of Operation of Diplex. Quadruplex, Bridge
Duplex; Artificial Line; Autographic Telegraphy.—CHAP-
TER XVI: The Telephone; Bell Telephone: Microphone;
Blake Transmitter; Exchanges;Switchboard; Long-Distance
Transmitter.-CHAPTER XVII: The Construction of
Telegraph and Telephone Lines and Instruments; Poles:
Cross-Arms; Pins; Joints; Insulators; Insulation; Ground
Plates: Underground 'Cables: Conduits; Fuses; Multiple
Switchboards.—CHAPTER XVIII: Testing Lines for In-
sulation and Conductivity and the Location of Leaks and
Breaks; Line Troubles; Grounds; Crosses; Locating
Trouble; Earth Currents; Line Conductivity and Insula-
tion; Testing.—CHAPTER XIX: Principles of Continu-
ous Current Dynamos and Motors; Electric CoiQiictor
in Magnetic Field; Field Strength; Induced Electric Pres-
sure; Direction of Current Moving Conductors; Alternat-
ing Current; Dynamos; Magnetos; Commutator.—CHAP-
TER XX: Principles of Continuous Current Dynamos
and Motors; their Construction, Care and Attendance;
Gramme Armature: Siemens Armature: Armature Cur-
rent; Laminating Cores; Foucault or Eddy Currents; Hys-
teresis; Fundamental Principles of Dynamos andrWotors;
Points of Good Dynamo; Counter Electric Pressure; Types
of Field Windings; Series, Shunt and Compound Wound
Machines ; Multipolar Machines ; Regulation, Care and
Maintenance.-CHAPTER XXI: Arc Lighting and Arc
Light Machinery: The Arc; Arc Lamps; Principles of
Operation; Connections; Arc Dynamos; Current and Pres-
sure Required: Making of Arc Carbons; Regulators; Arc
Light Switchboards.—CHAPTER XXII: Incandescent
Lighting and Power Transmission, Two. Three and Five
Wire Systems of Distribution for Electric Lights and
Motors: Incandescent Lamp; Filaments; Vaccuum; Ma-
terial for and Making of Filaments; Advantage's of In-
candescent Lamps; incandescent and Motor Circuits;

tical Examples; Weight of Copper Required for Trans-
mission of Power at Different Pressures;' Three-Wire
System; Motor Starting Resistances.—CHAPTER XXIII:
Construction of Electric Light and Power Circuits, and
Their Testing; Overhead Electric Light Wires; Weather-
Proof Wire; Arc Circuit Wires; "Drawing In" and
"Built In" Underground System; Undergrohnd Electric
Light Cables; Edison Tubing; Feeders; Mains; Inside
Wiring; Cleat Work ; Moulding Work ; Concealed Work

;

Dangers from Fires; Distribution System;.—CHAPTER
XXIV: Testing Electric Light Circuits and the Dis-
tribution and Measurement of Light; Faults;' Soldered
Joints; Magneto Bell; Use of Voltmeter to Locate Grounds
on Arc Circuits; Ground Detector; General Testing;
Photometer; Standard Candles; Illuminating Effect of
Lamps; Effect of Opal Globes.—CHAPTER XXV:# Elec-
tro-Magnetic Induction; Effect of Cutting Lines of Force
by an Electric Conductor; Induced Currents; Induction
Coils; Cores of Induction Coils; Transformers: Direc-
tion of Induced Current; Self Induction; Attraction and
Repulsion of Parallel Wires Carrying Currents.—CHAP-
TER XXVI: Alternating Currents; Alternator; Electro-
lytic Effect of Pulsating Current; Heating Effect of Al-
ternating Current; Effective Value; Alternating -Current;
Measurements; Frequency: Period; Apparent Resistance.
—CHAPTER XXVII: Alternating Currents and Alter-
nating Current Machinery (Concluded): Power Used in Al-
ternating Circuits; Alternating Currents for Lighting; Mak-
ing Transformers; Testing Transformers; Building Alterna-
tors; Number of Alternations; The Exciter; Running Al-
ternators in Parallel ; Synchronous Motors ; Two-Phase
and Thtee-Phase Systems; Induction Motors; Squirrel-
Cage Armature; Mesh Connection; Star Connection;.—
CHAPTER XXVIII: Miscellaneous Applications of
Electric Motors; Uses of Electric Motors; Motors in Ma-
chine Shops; Waste of Power in Factories; Advantages
of Removing Shafts and Belts; Estimating Electrical
Power Required: Electric Elevators; Electric Launches.—
CHAPTER XXIX: Electric Railways; Richmond- Elec-
tric Railroad; Trolley Wire; Trolley; Track:'Use of Two
Motors; Rail Bonds; Heavy Electric Locomotives.—CHAP-
TER XXX: Methods of Handling and Contrblling Rail-
way Motors and Generators; Output Records'; Record-
ing Voltmeters; Load of Electric Railway Plant; Appli-
cation of Storage Batteries to Smooth Road Curve; Meth-
ods of Controlling Street Car Motors; Station' Instru-
ments; Equalizer.-CHAPTER XXXI: Model Electric
Plant; First Central Station; Changes in General Me-
chanical Construction of Dynamos; Instruments; Multi-
ple Arcing Galvanometers; Use of Double and Single
Pole Switches; Operating Dynamos In Parallel; Feeder
Connections in Continuous and Alternating -Stations;
Throwing Dynamo into Circuit; Cutting Dynamo Out.—
CHAPTER XXXII: Underwriter's Rules, Etc.;. Neces-
sity of Rules; Special Points in Wiring; Insulation of
Sockets, Fuses, Fixtures; Annunciator Wire; Office Wire;
Leaky Wires.-CHAPTER XXXIII: Electric Welding.
Forging. Etc.; Electricity Applied to the Kitchen; Elec-
trical Methods Applied to Metal Working; Thomson
Apparatus for Heating Metals; Welding by Thomson
Method; Bernardos Process of Working Metals; Bringing
Piece of Metal to High Temperature by Dipping in Pail
of Water; Electric Current for Warming and Cooking;
Electric Heating and Stoves Compared.—CHAPTER
XXXIV: Electro-Therapeutics; Galvanic Curren*-: Fara-
dic Current; Static Electricity; Electric Osmosis; Electro-
Cautery; Medical Electric Lights.Currents are Directly Measured; Amperemeters; Milli-

PRICE $2.00. Sent postage prepaid to any address In the world on receipt of price. The Ideal Work for Electricians. Central Station Men, Engineers. Dynamo Tenders. Linemen, Students, Etc.

iLEOTRIQIAN PUPLISHING QO., 51Q MAR9UiTTi PLDG., OHIOAqO,
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^ Dayton Qlobe Iron Works Co. Daytoin. o.
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Shafting.

Gearing,
Pulleys,

PillowBlocks,

Governors,
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THE PELTON WATER WHEEL
Is known the world over as affording the most simple, reliable

and economical power for all purposes.

7,000 WHEELS NOW RUNNING ^^l^l^lSi^l^!'"""'"'

'

'""' ""

CICPTDIP DflU/CD TDAMCMICCinM Pelton wheels are especially adapted to

CLCulniu ryVlCn l IiHIioITIIOOIUiI. this purpose and are operatiDp; the major-
ity of-stations of this character in all parts of the world. Highest efficiency and best regulation
guaranteed. Catalogues'furn ished on application. Address

PELTON WATER WHEEL CO.,
143 Liberty Street, or 121-123 Main Street,

NEW YORK, N. Y., U.S.A. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., U. S. A.

Z±^BERRYIVIAIM
Feed Water Heater and Purifier.

Provided with U-shaped Tubes, it Never Leal(S.

THE HIGHEST eRAOE 09IIiY. I

- Our catalogue contains the representative names of a large number of con-
tented buyers of BERKYIHAIV HEATERS built by us in tlie last twenty
years. A copy awaits your order at any time.

I. B. DAVIS & SON. Makers, Hartford, Conn.,
Or addresses given below:

Jas. Berryman, 125 Nortli 4tb St., Pliiladelpliia.
W. H. Git son, Kin Medlnah Temple, Chicago.

Jos. Wliitaker, 7 and 9 Pearl Street, Boston.
A. A. Cardwell, 39 Cortlandt Street, Koom 127, New York.

THE Mccormick
TURBINE.

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,
Especially Adapted for Electrical Work.

CwiTOS more po^ver per diameter ivitli a higher
percentage of u!>(efiil effect than any other -water-
wheel heretofore made. All sizes, right and left hand,
are built from patterns perfected under systematic tests in the
Holyoke Testing Flume.

Parties having power plants which are unsatisfactory, and
those contemplating the improvement of powers, will find it to
their interest to confer with us, as -we are TvilliDg to
guarantee reBultB where others have failed, no
matter what niahe of turhine has been in umc.
STATJE RKQlJIRElflEXTiS AMD SEN1> FOR
CATAI.OOUE.

S. MORGAN SMITH CO., York, Pa.
Estimates furnished for complete power plants and

results guaranteed.

Modern Power Transmission Macliinery,

Rope Drives, Heavy Pulleys, Gears S' Fly Wlieels,

Approved Friction Clutches, Etc.,

Modern Methods of Handling Coal in

Power Plants and Large Electric Stations.

Designs aad Estimates Submitted Promptly.

THE LINK-BELT MACHINERYCO.,

CHICAGO, IT. S. A.

aRAPHITE FOR RESISTANCE...
Made in almost any form required and of 1 ohm or 1,000,000 ohms as

desired. We also make graphite boxes and crucibles resisting heats"

of 4,000 degrees. ....... • .

JOS. PIXOy CKrCIBIiE CO., - jersey City, Jf. J.

WATER WHEELS
For Heads of 3 Feet to 2000 Feet.

Especially adapted to all kiuds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Receut R'.stsjit Holyoke, given below, euable us to guarantee:

The Largest J'oiri r i r< r uhlninn! froin a 'wheel of the same diameter. TIk highest
speed ei^a' ubiaimd j'cr the mine power. Tftc highest mean, efficimci/ when
running from, half to Jidl gate.. Wc guarautee also: ,'1 runner oj the greatest

possible strength. A gate unequaled in quickiiess and case >if opining and vlosing.

Test of a 45 in. SAMSON, Jan. 25, 97. Testof a 35 inch SAMSON, Feb.1,'97.

Gttic
Open.

Head.
Rev.

Pr. Min.
Cu. Ft.

Pr. Sec.
Horse
Power.

Per
(Vnr. Open.

Head.
Rev.

Pr. Min.
Cii. Kt.

Pr. Sec.
Horse
Power.

Per
Cent.

Full

i

15.00

15.04

15-11

15-88

16.47

144-00
138.12

127.67
131 -SO

126.87

172.69

15503
133.24
112.65

90.04

240.97
223.61

191.06
163.80

127.73

82.03

8455
83.68
So. 25
75-95

Full

n

1^

15.29

16.56

1733

17-68

19425
187.75

178.50
176.40
168.50

102.02

92.15
83-95
68.82

57.69

143.44
146.73
138.40

109.64
88.14

S1.08
84.7S

83.88
80.09

76.19

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.

REG.TRADE MARKS Jhe Rhosphor Bronze SmeltingCo.Qmited,
2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPKIA.

\\ "ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE"
ING0TS,CASTINGS,WlRE,RODS,SHEETS,Etc.^— DELTA METAL-
CASTINGS, JSTAMPINGSandFORGINGS
ORIGINAL AND Sole Makers in the: U.S,

A VALUABLE BOOK FOR ENGINEERS AND FIREMEN NOW READY.

MODERN EXAMINATIONS OF STEAM ENGINEERS or PRACTICAL THEORY EXPLAINED and ILLUSTRATED.

BY W. H. WAKEMAN.
Cloth. 272 pages. 53 Chapters.

-Containing a complete list of 300 questions such as will be asked of any
Engineer when taking e.^amination for U. S. Government or State License, all

of which are fully answered in the te.xt.

pRice, $2.00
By mail, postpaid, to any part of the world

This book while especially adapted for engineers' examinations, is also in-

tended as a practical guide to Engineers, Firemen, Boiler Makers, Machinists,
and others, in daily practice.

The author being a practical steam engineer himself, well knows the wants
of the working engineer, and has put into this work such knowledge and infor-

mation as is best adapted to their use, making it altogether the most complete
and comprehensive guide for the busy workers in the engine room, boiler works
and machine shops that has ever been published.

As one engineer who has read the book says: "I think there are few engl-

Sl?iQTRIOIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, -

neers that it wouldn't do some good. It seems as if it was a review of all I

have ever read, and a lot more besides."

The author has treated of a very great variety of subjects which are o'f

vital importance to all who wish to improve and extend their knowledge of

steam engineering, and has explained the rules and formulas given, in t'ne sinr-

plest manner possible, and has worked out examples by them, so that all who
can read may understand them. !

The 300 questions are an important feature of the book, they are entirely

separate from the 53 chapters of reading matter, and were written after many
years of practical experience and careful research by the author.

His connection with the Boardman Manual Training High School at New
Haven, Conn., as Instructor in Steam Engineering, his 13 years of active memi-
bership in the N. A. S. E., and his position as Instructor of No. 10 of Conn., a

sturdy branch of the National Organization, makes him especially competent
in this part of the work.

The many flattering commendations which this book has already received

from competent judges and high authorities, speak well for its value.

- Suite 510 Marquette building:, Chicago, III.
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Enclosed Arc Lamps

|

FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT CIRCUITS,

80 PER CENT.
ECONOMY IN

CARBON
ACCOUNT.

2 :

FOR
INDOOR
OR

OUTDOOR
USE.

60to70Hrs. I

Of steady, Qniet and
Unobstructed L^ight

WITH ONE PAIR OF CARBONS.

Simple in Construction,

Few Moving Parts,

Positive in Action.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

Sates OfTicas in all Large Cities In the United States. For Canada, address Canadian General Electric Co., Toronto, Ont. *

The Electrical Transmission of Energy.
A Manaal for the Design of Electrical Circuits; by Arthur Vanghan Abbott, C. B., ChiefEng. Chicago Telephon^o;WitU 9 Folding Plates. 586 Pages. 889 Illustrations and 74 Tables. Size of page, 6x9 in. Price S4.50.

OF- CONTEIM-rS:
CHAPTER I.

Introduction.—Distribution In General—Distribution In Series-
Distribution In ParaUel—Mixed Systems—Indirect Distribution.

CHAPTEE II.

The Properties of Wire.—The Conducting Circuit-Wire Man-
iKacture—Hard Drawing-Wire Gauges -Tiie Circular Mil—
CopperWlre-ProperHes of Wire—Composite Wire-Galvanizing
and Tluning—Insulated Wire- Flexible Cable—Testing and In-
spection—Wire Specifications—Tfusion of Aerial Lines—The In-
fluence of the Variation of Temperature.

CHAPTEK III.

The Construction of Aerial Circuits.—Part 7. Oeneral Line
Work. Ciassiacation-Aerial Lines—Poles—Methods of Preser-
vation—Height of Poles—Cross Arms—Pins—Facing of Arms—
Stresses—Calculation for Pole Strength—Guying—Anchor Poles-
Setting Poles—Insulators—Value of Insulators—Oil Insulators-
Tying and Dead-Ending—Loops—Stringing Wires—Wire Joints-
Strength of Joints—The Suspension of Aerial Cables—Humming
of Wires-Transposition of Telephone Lines—Power Clrcuits--
Pole Line Speciflcatlons. Part //. Electric Bailioay Circmtg.
Electric Railway Circuits—Railway Return Circuit—Electrolytic
Action—Railway Poles—Wooden Poles—Iron Poles—Feed Wire
Insu ators and Pole Tops-Trolley Insulators-Kailway Linework—Strain Insulators—Anchors—Line Sections—Switches-
Line Crossings. Part III. Lightning Arresters. Lightning
Guards and strong Current Arresters—High Resistance Arres-
ter-Magnetic Blow-out Arrester—Mechanical Magnet Arres-
ter—Air Expansion Arrester—Non-Arcing Metal Arrester—
Discriminating Arresters-Automatic Cut-outs-Cable and
Switchboard Protectors—Appendix of Insurance Regulations.

CHAPTER IV.
Construction of Underground Circuits.-Part /. Conduits.

Classification—Valentine Conduit—Wyckoft Conduit—Paper Con-
duit—Pipe Conduits—Dorset Conduit—Chenowlth Conduit—
Terra-cotta Conduits—Crompton System—Brooks System- John-
stone System—Kennedy System—St. James System—Inflexible
Systems—Callender Solid System—Cologne Conduit—Zurich Con-
duit—Manholes—Junction Boxes for Street Railway Feeds-In-
troduction of Circuits—Pneumatic Rodding—Gas—Electric Rail-way Conduits—Buda-Pesth Conduit—Blackpool ConduH^Love
Conduit—Lenox Avenue Conduit—Metallic Conduits for Alteroat-
Ing Currents. Part II. Cables ami Conduit Conductors. Con-
duit Conductors—Armored Cables—The Siemens Cable—The
Edison System—The Ferrantl Mains-Telegraph Cables-Sub-
aqueous Cables—Power Circults--Paper Cables—Telephone
Cables—British Post OfBce Cables—The Patterson Cable-Glover
Cables-Fowler Waring Cables—Felten-Guilleaume Cable-
Beaded Cables-Cable Joints—The Connection of Underground
and Aerial Systems-Cable Heads.

CHAPTER V.
Electrical Instruments. — Classification — Instruments for

Measurement of Resistance—Wheatstone Bridge—Slide Wire

Sent, expreseage prepaid, on
receipt of price, S4.50.

Bridge—Ohm-Meter—Instruments for Measuring Quantity and
Pressure—D'Arsonval Galvanometer—Ballistic Galvanometer-
Galvanometer Constants—Reduction to Zero and Inferred Zero-
Shunts—Weston Instruments-Cardew Voltmeter—Electrostatic
Voltmeter—Siemens Dynamometer—Condensers—Wattmeters—
Keys—Magnet—Ground Indicators—Boyer Speed Recorder.

CHAPl'EE VI.
riethods of Electrical rieasurement. Quantities to be Meas-

ured—Electrical Intensity—Electrical Quantity—Unit of Current—
The Watt — Capacity— Resistance— Ohm's Law— Kirchliolf's
Laws—Measurement of Resistance by Deflection—Bv Wlieatstone
Bridge—By Voltmeter—By Volt and Ammeter—Measurement of
Small Resistance—High Resistance—Insulation Resistance—By
Loss of Charge—Line Resistance—Ground Resistance-Special
Methods for Galvanometer Resistance-For Battery Resistance-
Potential Difference—By Condenser-Wheatstone's Method—
Lumsdeu's Method—Measurement of Current Strength— ByAmmeter-By Voltmeter—By Diilerential Galvanometer—Bybhde Wire—Measurement of Capacity—Thomson's Method—
Gott'sMethod—Divided Charge Method—Localization of Faults-
Blavier's Method—Overlap Method—Loop Test—Murray's and
yarley's Methods—Localization of Crosses—Measurement of In-
ductance—ByCondenser and Bridge-With Alternating Current-
Mutual Inductance—Measurement on Alternating Currents-
Difference of Potential—Current—Power by Two Voltmeters—
By Three Ammeters—Measurement on Polyphase Circuits-
Electrical Railway Testing-Capacity of Aerial Lines—The In-
ductance of Aerial Lines—Mutual Inductance on Transmission
Lines.

CHAPTER VII.
Continuous Current Conductors. Part I. Conductors and

Insulators. Conductors—Resistance—Ohm's Law—Specific Re-
sistance—Effect of Temperature—Resistance of Dielectrics—Line
Leakage—Distribution of Potential—The Effect of Leakage—Con-
ductance—Distribution of Potential in Branch Circuits. Part II.
The Healing of Conductors. Joule's Law-Location of Circuits-
Bare W Ires Freely Suspended-Radiation and Convection—Pan-
eled Wire—Insulated Wire Freely Suspended—Rheostats and
Heaters—Cost of Electric Heating—Fuse Wires—Heating of In-
sulated Cables—Heating of ConduitCables—Heating of Suspended
CA[}16S.

CHAP'fEE VIII.
Conductors for Alternating Currents. General Considera-

tions — Olassification—Skin Effect — Current Density — Induct-
ance—Magnetic Field—Electromotive ForccDue toVarying Field-
Equation of Energy—Harmonic Motion—Average Values—The
Solution of the Energy Equation—Effect of Mutual Inductance-
General Energy Equation for Mutually Inductive Circuits-Co-
efficients of Inductance-Effect of Capacitv-Solution of the En-
ergy Equation for Circuits with Capacitv—The Energy Equation
for Circuits Containing Resistance—Inductance and Capacity-
Graphical Methods—Vector Quantities-Composition and Reso-
lution of E. M. F.—Simple Circuits with One Resistance and In-
ductance In Series— Reactance—Impedance—Resistance Vari-
able—Inductance Variable-Simple Circuits with Several Resist-

ances and Inductances in Series—Simple Circuits with One Re-
sistance and Capacity in Series—simple Circuits with Several
Resistances. Inductances and Capacities in Series—Circuits with
Resistance, Inductance and Capacity In Parallel—Method of
Equivalent Resistance and Inductance—Circuits Containing Mu-
tual Inductance—Impedance Tables.

CHAPTEE IX.
Series Distribution. Origin—Classiflcation—Constant Current

Circmts with Generator and Motor at Fixed Distances—Location
of Station—Current Density in Main Circuit—Economic Condi-
tions-Design for Heating-Limit — Design for Mechanical
Strength—Minimum First Cost of Line—Minimum First Cost of
Station—Minimum First Cost of Plant and Cost of Maintenance
and Operation—Design for Miuimum First Cost of Plant—Design
for Best Service—Minimum Cost of Plant for Maximum Income-
Calculation of Loads—Regulation—Automatic Cut-outs.

CHAPTER X.
Parallel Distribution.-The Evolution of the Parallel System-

Methods of Distribution—The Loop System—The Spiral Loop—
The Tree System—The Closet System—Conical Conductors—Anti-
Parallel Feeding—Distribution of Potential—Cylindrical Conduc-
tors, Parallel Feeding—Cylindrical Conductors, Anti-parallel
Feeding—Conical Conductors, Parallel Feeding—Conical Con-
ductors, Anti-parallel Feeding—Three-wire System—Mul-
tiple Series System—Five-Wire System—Relative Area Cov-
ered by the Multiple Wire Systems—Feeder and Main System-
Location of Central Station—Location of the Feeders and Cen-
ters of Distribution—Distributing Mains—Calculation of Feed-
ers—Efflciency of Conductors—Methods of Regulation—The Com-
pensator in Electrical Railway Work—Fall of Pressure and Nec-
essary Section for Feeders—Laws of Economy and Feeder De-
sign—General Design for a System in Multiple Arc-Mechanical
Methods—Station Loads—Arc Lamps on Constant Potentisl Cir-
cuits—Electric Railway Wiring—Three-wire Railway Systems.

CHAPTER XI.
Miscellaneous Methods and Long Distance Transmission.

—

Motor Transformers—Compensators—Motor Transformers Run-
ning and Feeding in Series—High andLow Potential Distribution
from tlie Same Slatiou—Accuraulators—Sub-station Accumula-
tors—Accumulator Distribution—Regulation byMeansofAccumu-
lators—Transformers—Economy in Conductors—Isolated Trans-
formers—Efficiency of Distribution by Isolated Transformers-
Transformers as Sub-stations—Polyphase Systems—Long-dis-
tance Plants—Long-distance Transmission with Continuous Cur-
rents—Line Construction for Long-distance Transmission—Rela-
tive Amount of Conducting Material for Transmission Systems.

CHAPTEE XII.
The Cost of Production and Distribution.—Cost of Conductors-

Cost of Conduits—Telephone and Telegraph Lines—Railway
Lines—Cost of Power stations—Cost of Producing Energy—Coal
Consumption per Watt-hour—Water Power—Tlie Gas I'^ngine—
The Cost of Electrical Energy, as Developed bv Wind Power—
The Actual Cost of Electrical Energy—Commercial Considerations
of Transmission Problems.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 MARQUETTE BUILDING. CHICAGO
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STORAGE
BATTERY,

HIGH DURABILITY.
PROTECTION GUARANTEED.

The Willard Electric & Battery Co.,

CliEVRI.AIVI», OHIO.

The BraPastlrns.
T.H.Brady, New BritaIn„Conn., U.S.A.,

Mnmifachirer of Mast Arms.Pole and
BwlnKiug: Hoods, House Brackets and
other .Specialties for ConstructloD
'Wor\^.—Cata[ogu€6 and Prices fur-
nished on application.

I MANSFIELD

IPER ©D:

MANSF-IELD.dHIO

^DH) DELAWARE HARD FIBRE CO.,
^^Zt^^^ WILMINGTON, DEL.

SBKD FOB CATA1.0GIJB AMD SAMPliES.

Sheets, Rods. Tubes and Special Shapes.

I

KARTAVERT.
HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS, RODS AND TUBINQ.

For Electrical and Mechanical Purposes, Railway Dust Guards, "Wasbere
and Packings. Patent Insulating Cleats.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE KARTAVERT MANUFACTURING CO., Wilmington, DeL

UN£m£fi looKr.'/
This outfit contains ftve sizes of fuse wire, each

on a separate spool ; also a good assortment of kuse
LINKS. The advantages of this outfit for the use of
al I LINE BiEN and repair wen, will be aeea at once, as
all BREAKAGE of fuse links and abrasion of fuse wire
is prevented. A full assortment may be carried,
weighing no more than one ordinary spool of fuse
wire. We carry in stock fuse wire on spools to fit the
above kit at ordinary prices of i-'use Wire. iJanipie
Fuse Kit by mail complete with five sizes of fuse wire
and au assortment of links, net, SliOO. Carried in
stock by the trade. Chicago Fuse Wire Mfg.
Co., 154 Lake St., Chicago. ^

HART SWITCH FORM OF CONTACT.

After several years' experience with various forms of Contact,

it has been found that the above "Double Contact" or "Knife Switch"

form is the safest and most durable, and the only one to be used on

currents of more than five amperes.

Specify "Hart Switches" when next ordering, and we guarantee

that you will be well pleased with value received.

All genuine Hart Switches have the words "HART SWITCH"
stamped on the metal. Look for the stamp.

Leading supply houses carry our Switches in stock and can

ship without delay.

THE HART & HEGEMAN fflFG. CO., "Sr'

I Black Diamond File Works.
Est. 1863. Inc. 1895.

Twelve

Medals

Awarded at

International

Expositions.

Special

Prize

Gold Medal

at Atlanta,

1895.

017R eOODS ABK OK SAI,K IN EVERY I.EADIIKU HARDWARE
STORE IIV THE VKITED STATES AND CANADA.

G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ANon-Arcing^Fuse.
The "only" one deserving the name. Will open a high-tension short-circuit

without arc or flash.

We make Switcliboard Equipments, Transformer and Subway Boxes.

We Solicit Correspondence from Tliose Troubled with Fases.

D. $c W. FUSE CO.,
53 ABOBUr STREET, PBOTIDEBTCE, B. I.

The Zamel Arc Light Meter
AMD ELECTRIC CURRENT TIMER

Is Ilie ONLY RELIABLE DEVICE for Timing the Use of Arc Lights,

l-b li sitii've in I'ts A^-tion.
I^END FOR CIBCVIiAR.

Zamel Arc Light Meter Co.,
266 BL.UE ISI-iBk,IV^ A.'VB., CIHIC».A<»0, IL-L..

Approved by the STational Fire Underwriters' Association.
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SIMPLEX INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.
«E9TERN^sELUN| AGENT. Si'mplcx ElectHcal Compaoy,
1137 Monadncck Block, CHICAGO. 75-81 Cornhlll, BOSTON, MASS.

AL.RRED F". IVIOORE,
MANUFACTURER OF

INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
«0O AMn 20a NORTH THIRD STREET, - PHILADF.I,PHIA. PA.

1889—Paris Exposition,
9ledal for Babber Insolation.

1893—TVorld's Fair,
Dledal for Rubber Insulation.

TRADEMARK.

THE STASDABD FOB
BVBBFB IXSIIIiATIO^tr.

Sole Manufacturers of

Okonite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee *p?i5r Wires.

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd.
JT'^rlnS ?h%"et';. \

"»"!"«• 253 Bfoailway, New York.
Geo. T. Manson, Gen'l Supt.
W. H. Hodgins. Secj.

FOR ALL OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.
Points of Superiority Over All

Other Types.

In successful use for ten years.
Standard hizh. Prices low. Send
for dHscrlptVve circular and testi-

monials.

The Burnley Battery & Mfg. Co.,

PAINCSVILLC, OHIO.

THE liVIliIiAJtB

STORAGE
BATTERY,

HIGH DURASILITV.
PROTECTION GUARANTEED.

The Willard Electric & Battery Co.,

CliF,VEL,AN». OHIO.

.JOBLN D. CRIMMINS, JR., Prest.

^CATR^

[EMl§.Li
.COMPOUNC

^fivYo*-!^

Alcatraz Electrical
Compound.

Absolutely unequaled for Insulating and
Water-proofing; not affected by Acids or Alkalies;
elastic and durable. Alcatraz Asphalt Paint is a
tenacious and durable coating for all kinds of
metal. Samples upon application.

Ask your nearest supply house for it, or

The California Asphalt Co.,
57 EAST 59TH STREET, NEW YORK.

JEWELL BELTING CO.
MANXIFACTUEERS OF

Jewell Dynamo Belt Cement,

Jewell Dynamo Belt Dressing,

Jewell Patent Pulley Covering.

l-IA,R-rF-ORD, CONN.

WESTIIN Electrical In^tviiment Co.," —™^^ ii4-iao waiiam St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

' Vnltmeter.

We desire to call attention to a line of

cheap but e.xcellent Switchboard Instru-

ments for Direct Current Circuits, which

we designate as

"Round Pattern," Type F.

These Instruments are particularly

suitable for Isolated Plants and Feeder

Circuits in Railway and Power Plants.

Voltmeters ,ln ranges from 3 to 750 volts.

Ammeters in ranges from 1 to3,5(0amp.

AU Weston Instruments are unsurpassed

in excellence of workmanship, in accu-

racy and economy of operation.

M*ntinn tk. WisTaRN Et^kotriolu* When wrltjns

MIGM
PARIS 1867. CHICAGO 1893. PHILADELPHIA 1876

IJVSUrv^VTED
WIRES AND GABLES,

AERIAL, UNDERGROUND,
f^^- __, . _, -^ SUBMARINE.

^'^yiF''A/) i<E>iei'rK> 'TA.i'je.
'>^^?^I!^X'Y *• "• BRIXEY, IWfr.

'5>-,f it*' 1 TV/ 203 Broadway, New York.

Western Offlce, Marquette BIdg., Chicago, III.

CALIFORNIA ELEC. WORKS. M. DUPEROW, NEW ORLEANS ELEC. CO.,

SAN FHSNCISCO. CAL. WASHINGTON. 0. C. NEW ORLEANS. U.

StandardUnderground Gable Go.
The Rookery, WestinBliouse Building,

Chicago. Pittsburg.

18 Cortlandt St.,

New York City.

IJetz BuildlDg,

FUlladelphia. Fa.

Electric Gables,Gonduits,Wires and Accessories.
Also High-Grade Jtnbber Covered Wires and Cables.

IHOTOR-
Iron Clad Rheostat Co.,

Wesllield. N.J.,U. S. A.

RHEOSTATS, for all rnnposES

A I IIMDie CONSULTING ELECTRICAL
Li mCltnCf BMomeeR.-*.

Estimates, Plans, Specifications,
Examiaations, Reports, Tests.

30ft Oriel Building, ST. 1.0 CIS, MO.

Queen & Co.,
1012 Chestnut St., PHIUDELPHIA.

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-Wirt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Ray

Focus Tubes, Induction Colls.

Insulating Faint # Varnish.
^^"ewere the first chemists Id the world to

make a special study of this problem. Our long
experience aod careful inTestlpation enables us
to he of service to wide-awake electricians.

MASSACHUSEHS CHEMICAL COMPANY,
Boston, Mass., U. S. A.

I-T-E
CIRCUIT BREAKERS

CUHER ELECTRICAL CO.. PHIUDELPHIA

yZ Jnt "«PtRFECT
** <AUTOMATIC :y

RE-SETTING

ANNUNCIATOR
^HE ELECTRIC OAS LIOHTINO C2

EFFICIENT SERVICE. 197 DEVONSHIRE: ST, BOSTON. MASS.

OFFICE AND FACTORY, SANDUSKY, 0.

AGENTS

Mayer & Enelund, lo S, lotb St., Phil*., Pa.
Smith & Wallace,Hamilton St., Boston, MU9.
Arthur S. Partridge, Bank of Commerea

BIdg., St. Louis, Mo.
Joshua Hendy Machine Works, 41 Fremaot

St., San Francisco.
Central Electric Co., 173 Adams St., Chlcag*.
Harry M. Shaw, 130 Liberty St., New York.
Schminke & Newman. New Orleans, La.

SOLE
MAKERS IN THB

U. S. A.

' THE Fuel Economizer Go.
,^»- MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS: HAHEAWAN, N. Y

Bravch Offices: 74 Cortlandt St., Xew York: 321
phflnaA RlHc Rn';fnn. Mass . I.yn iVfitrniipttf^Kldir.. C^l'.^aIrr^. ^WT
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EDDY GENERATORS.
Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

Eddy Motors—Slow, Medium or High Speed.

We build all necessary apparatus for the transmission of Electrieal
Power throneh factory or other hulldinss.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.,

NEW YORK, H. B. Coho & Co., Mail and Express Building.
PHILADELPHIA, Walter C. Mclntire & Co., 506 Commerce Sfc
BOSTON, G. M. Angler & Co., 64 Federal St.

ELMIRA, S. N. Blake.
ST. LOUIS, Western Electrical Supply Co.
KANSAS CITY, W. T. Osborn.
CINCINNATI, O., Nevada Bldg., John A. Stewart.
CHICAGO, 305 Dearborn St., Wallace & Hhie, Manaeeci,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Cal. Elec. Wks., 409 Market St.

TRANSFORMERS-WATTMETERS.
iF-PER's ii\/if>rove:d.)

Double Primary Coils, No Brushes,
Double Secondary Coils; No Commutator,
Good Ventilation, No Moving Wire,
Light Weight, Simplicity,
High Efficiency. Durability,
Good Regulation, Reliability,
Small Iron Loss. Accuracy,

Convenient to Install. Even to a 6 c. p. Light

DIAMOND ELECTRIC CO.,

Office: 1202 Fisher Building, Chicago, III. Factory: Peoria, III,

Westinghouse Polnphase Apparatus Supreme.
Crenerators, Motors, Transformers, for T^ o-Phase, Three-Phase and C. P. SIcott

T^svo-Phase Three-Phase System of 'Alternating Current Power Transmission.

26,000 H. P. IN OIL-INSULATED TRANSFORMERS CONSTRUCTED.
Potentials from 5,000 to 50,000 Tolts. All Apparatus Xecessary for 100 Mile Transmission.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING CO.,
i BURG,

New York, 120 Broadway. Chicago, N. Y. Life BIdg.
Boston, Exchange BIdg. Philadelphia, airard BIdg;.
Buffalo, N. Y., 8 Erie Co. Bank BIdg. Pittsburg, Westinghouse BIdg.
Charlotte. N. C, 36-38 College St. St. LouU, American Central BIdg.

San Francisco, Mills BIdg.
Syracuse, N. Y., Bastable BIdg.
Tacoma. Wash.. 102 S. loth St.
Atlanta, Oa., Equitable BIdg.

Westinghouse Electric Co., Ltd.,
31 Victoria St., London, S.W., England.
For Canada addreu

Aheam & Soper, Ottawa, Ont.

Makes No Noise, riakes Money.

Not a Screw, nor a Bolt...
Enters into the design of the WARREN DYNAMO unless of
absolute necessity and utility. The builders have eliminated
complicated parts and intricate construction.

While the machine impresses you with its massive strength,
it is yet graceful in outline and extremely SIMPLE AND
COMPACT.

NO ATTENDANCE NECESSARY. With oil in the reservoir
there is no reason why the dynamo could not be run a year
continuously without attention.

The kind of a dynamo to buy.

WARREN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,
Sandusky, Ohio.
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Prepare for Holiday Lighting.

"SUPERIORITY GETS THE RUSINESS.
M

Victories

of TKPinCER.
•••
•••
••••

Abraham & Straus, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

James A. Hearn & Son, New York, N. Y.,

Callendcr, McAusIan &Troup Co., Providence, R. I.,

H. O'Neill & Co., New York, N. Y.,

Flint & Kent, Buffalo, N. Y.,

Jos. H. Bauland Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.,

DRY GOO 430
130

Manufactured under basic enclosed arc lamp patents ot L. B. Marks, Marks-Ransom and others.

THE ELECTRIC ARC LIGHT COMPANY,
150 Nassau Street, NEW YORK.

YOUR SUPPLY MAINTAINED FOR 12c.

LAMPS
Efficient, Long-Lived and

Guaranteed Satisfactory.

Write us before making another contract. We are THE
Lamp Renewing Company you have heard of.

Lynn Incandescent Lamp Co., Lynn, Mass.

A TECHNICAL
EDUCATION 50 CENTS

A WEEK.
The new installment plan of The International Correspondence Schools, Scranton. Pa—the

lartjest and most successful institution teaching technical subjects by mail—places an education
within the reach of all. Students may enroll upon paying §3 in advance, the balance to be paid
at the rate of %'Z a month. The charges are moderate and include all necessary text-books. Studies
are carried on at home without loss of time from work.

The Electrical Power and JLi$;h1in;^ t^cholarship is a thorough course of instruc-
tion in the installation, care and operation of electric light, power and railway plants designed
to meet the wants of busy men who wish to put into actual practice as soon as possible the in-
formation they acquire.

The Uleclianical-Electrical Scholarship includes Instruction in mechanical and
electrical engineering and is intended especially for those who wish to become designers of elec-
trical machinery.

Also 43 courses including Steam Engineering, Jlechanical Drawing, Machine Design, Civil
Engineering, Bookkeeping, Shorthand and English branches.

Write for circular, stating subject in which you are interested.

THE INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS, BOX 1002, SCRANTON, PA.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Advan ce Pkg. & Sup. Co.

Ahlm-Edwards Elec. Co . xlii

American Battery Co xv

American El. Meter Co—
Amer, El, Telephone Co. xvli

American Elec. Works . . . xill

American Engine Co xiv

Amer. Impulse Wheel Co. xx

American Rheostat Co— vii

Armorlte Int, Con. Co— Iv

Baln.Foree xiii

Baker & Co xU
Ball Engine Co xis

Barnett Co. . G. AH xxli

Besly & C6.,ChaB. H xxil

Boiler Expurgator Co—
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Brady, T. H xxii

Brixey, W. E 1
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Central Mfg. Co
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Chicago Fuse Wire A. Mfg.
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Hodge, Walsh A Loring. xlv
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Huebel A Manger xlv

XIV
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Iron-Clad Rheostat Co . .

,

Jewell Belting Go

ni
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Keystone Elec. Inst. Co.. xli

KokomoTel.AEl.MfgCo. xvii

Kusel, D. A., Tel. A El.
Mfg. Co xvi

Leclanche Battery Co— xv

Leffel&Co., James xx

Leonard, Ward, Elec. Co..

Lindsley Bros xv

Link Belt Machinery Co. xill

Lockwood Long Dist. Tel.

A Tel. Co. of America ... xvi i

Lombard Water Wh. Q. Co. xill

Lynn Inc. Lamp Co iii

Main Belting Co
ManhattanGen'lCons.Co,.

Mankowitz, Sam'l xh
Mansfield Tem. Cop. Co. ..xxil

Mass. Chemical Co 1

McFell Electric Co xvll

McKlnlock A Camp, Agts. viii

McLean, A. J xv
McLennan A Co., K xii

McRae. A. L i

Mica Insulator Co
Mo. Tel. Mfg. Co xvii

MltchellTemp. CopperCo. xv
Monon R. R
Moore, Alfred P 1

MunsellACo., Eugene., xli

National India Rubber Co.

National Tube Works Co, xv
New York Ins.Wire Co.. . xl

Northern Elec, Mfg, Go. . . xi

NottACo.,A.D xvll

Nungesser El. Battery Co., v

Ohio Electric Works Ix

OkoniteCo.,The 1

Otto Gas Engine Wks

Palste Co., H. T XV
Partrlck A Carter Co xxil

Partridge Carbon Co I

Peerless Rubber Mfg.Co . . xii

Pelton Water Wheel Co. xx
Peoples' Electric Co xxil

Perrizo A Sons xv
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co xxil

Phillips Ins'd. Wire Go. . . xiii

Phosphor-Bronze S. Co. Ld xx
Point Marlon Mfg. Co.... xv
Prouty Co. , The xlx

Puritan Electric Co xli

Queen A Co 1

Rawson Electric Co
Reislnger, Hugo . ix

Reliable Elec. Sup. Go— iv

Roth Bros. A Co

^or ^lassE-Fied Ind^x: of ^^dver-tisomon-fcs

St. Clair Hotel xiv

Samson Cordage Wks xli

Sargent A Luudy xiii

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.

SchifT, Jordan A Co vi

Shultz Belting Co xxli

Simplex Electrical Co., The, 1

Smith Co., S. Morgan.... xx

Snyder, Wm. M xvi
StandardTel.AEl, Go xvj
StandardUnderg. Cable Go. i

Stanley Electric Mfg. Go.. x
Stllwell-Blerce A Smlth-
Valle Co xiv, xv

Storey Motor A Tool Co . . . iv

Stow Mfg Co xll

Stromberg- Carlson Tel.
Mfg. Co xvll

Swarts Metal Refin'g Co. xiv

Taber A Mayer xvii

United Elec. Imp. Co

Van Home, Burger A Co. xix
Viaduct Mfg. Co xvll

Vought.M.I I

Wagner El. Mfg. Go xll

Want Advertisements.. xlv
Warner, Wm. F xvl

Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.... 11

Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
xiii

Western Tel. Cons. Co ... . xvl
WestinghouseEl.AMf.Co. li

Weston Electrical Inst. Co. i

Wlllard El. A Bat. Co 1

Williams, J, P xiii

Wright, Wm xiii

Zamel Arc Lt. Meter Go, . , xxii
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HARDTMUTH GORED CARBONS for Direct and Alternating Current

\ HABIRSHAW AND 0. E. CO.'S |

I
WIRES AND CABLES. tARO l-AIVI

AMERICAN CARBON CO.'S Plain and Coated
CARBONS FOR SERIES ARC LIGHTING.

'^ Chicago Edison Co.,
t

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS, t

L. .1 DEALERS IN ELECTRIC LIGHTING SUPPLIES,
HABIRSHAW AND O. E. CO.'S

WIRES AND CABLES. .139 Adams Street, CHICAGO.

THE

Storey
Motors.

Iron-clad. Completely Closed
In. Dust and Moisture
Proof. No External Mag-
netism.

Specially Adapted for Direct
Connection to Machinery.

Special Direct Current Motors for All Classes of Work.

THE STOREY MOTOR & TOOL CO.,
MAIN OFFICE

AND FACTORY:f2l2-226CarterSt., Philadelphia, Pa.

BBANCH FACTORS : Hamilton, Canada.
Cable afldress, Storey, Philadelphia. ABC Code used.

ELECTRIC HEATERS ^^'^"'^^'"SiNfMUM expense.

Portable Heater for residences and offices, size 23 inches long, IVA inches
high, 5 inches wide. Weight 30 pounds.

Highest Efficiency, Simplicity, Durability, Production auaranteed.
Our Street Car Heaters lead all competitors.

Send for new illustrated circular.

Heating colls renewed like Incandescent lamps. Constructed for any voltage. Work on direct
or alternating current. Consumes 6. 8 amperes on no volt current, i. s on 500 volt current.

THE GLOBE ELECTRIC HEATING CO.,
147 North 12th

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

SEE THESE PRICES!
Weatherproof Wire, all sizes to No. 8, per lb $0.13^
Rubber-covered Wire, No. 14, per 1,000 feet 7.50
Shaffer-Paiste Rosettes, concealed or cleat, each 05^
iron Box Bells, 100 lots .19^
Wood Push Buttons, each 04
Dry Batteries, each * 18
Metal Push Buttons .09

(OTHER SPECIALITIES IN PROPORTION.)

RELIABLE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO..

236^

E. Madison St:,
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20

Cents

for

a

Bell.

Some Inducements in House Goods,

:: Extra Best Best Iron Box Bell, 2 or ^ inch, 100 lots 20 cents each

II Extra Best Best Carbon Battery, complete, loo lots 19 cents each
• •

:: Wood Pushes, assorted woods, 100 lots 4^ cents each

5

:

Metal Pushes, 1 00 lots 10 cents each
• *

; I Annunciator Wire, 5 to 6 lb. spools 21 cents lb.

• *

! i Annunciator Wire, 100 lb. lots 20 cents lb.
* *

•

;

Tin Speaking Tube, i inch, 1,000 ft. lots $8.50

i; Tin Speaking Tube Elbows, i inch, 100 lots i}^ cents each

• t Tin Speaking Tube T-Joints, i inch, 100 lots 3 cents each

• : Full lines in other departments at proportionally favorable prices.

is It's a good time to buy.

•

»

Central Electric Company,

• *

• *
• *

• *

Geo. A. HcKinlock, President.

Charles E. Brown, Secretary.

S, R. Frazler, Treasurer.

>73=i75 Adams 5t.,

Chicago.

-\*k4.-********«*«*««****«*********««***************««*i*******«****4'*******'**************************************«********i<'*******************«««*«**««*********««««*«***«**
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Primary Batteries tor Every Purpose.
Our Closed Circuit Batteries are by far the most economical for the production of constant current.

DRY
Battery

'"'"«
ascimc umm a

miKOESSEIl

fORTABlj.

CLOSED CIHCUJT

BATTERY

"•NUFACTUBED BV

'^"E HUHOESSER

ELECTRIC BATTERY M,

tEEVELANO.OHIO.

We combine all the desirable features of the most expensive batteries at one-half the cost. We positively guarantee them free

from local action or deterioration while on open circuit. They have the highest E. M. F. and largest constant current discharge yet
obtainable on closed circuit work. E.xtreme changes in temperature, 30° below zero, have no effect upon them.

They are the most compact and longest life batteries of this class, and are extensively used for Gas and Gasoline Engine Ignition,

Railway Signals, Police and Fire Alarms, Etc.

Our specialties are 300 ampere-hour sealed screw-top hard-rubber cells for Motor Wagons, and 600 ampere-hour batteries for Fan
Motors. Write for prices, etc.

Dry Batteries three years In advance. We have made the greatest progress in the perfection of Dry Batteries. We lead,

others follow.

Our batteries possess the highest degree of perfection, combined with valuable new features. A comparative test will convince
the most skeptical that we manufacture the most powerful and longest life Dry Batteries yet produced. Their recuperative power
is unequaled, and when reduced by long service can be recharged from any direct current, a storage feature not possessed by any
other dry battery. Our 1900 Dry Battery is fully three years in advance of any battery of this class. Absolutely no local action when
on open circuit.

Chloride of Silver Batteries. The advantages we claim for them are: Compactness, Efficiency, Constancy and Durability. They
are put up in hard rubber cells and perfectly sealed, and are especially adapted for electrical measuring and testing, and are largely used on all forms of portable

gas and gasoline engines, and all other service where a constant and uniform current is desirable. Contain a constant E. M. P. of 1.10 volt and a current of from
Uo 3 amperes.

NUNGESSER
mniDE OF Slim
eATTERY.

•"^Mio Elfrtm lifltij ts

The Nungesser Electric Battery Co.

Mannfactnrers of Dry Batteries, Closed Circnit Batteries

and Chloride of Silver Batteries,

18 HIGH ST., CLEVELAND, OHIO.
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CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Aceama Iatore.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Willard El. A Battery Co.

Aiuiunciators.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co,
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.

Arc Iiamps.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Diehl Mfg. Co.
Bleotrlo Arc Light Co.

Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Manhattan Gen'l Cons. Co.

Peoples Electric Co.
Puritan Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Arc lilffht Cord.
Central Electric Co.
Samson Cordage Wlcs.

Batteries and Jars.
Burnley Batt. & Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Gas Lighting Co.
Gordon-Burnham Battery Co
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Nott&Co., A. D.
Nungesser El. Battery Co.
Ohio eiectrio Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co,
Roth Bros. & Co.

BeUs.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eleotric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Ohio Electric Works.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Beltlnff.
Jewell Belting Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Main Belting Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.
ShuUz Belting Co.

Boilers.
Olonbrook Steam Boiler Go.

Books, Electrical.
Eleotrioian Publishing Co.

Bnislies.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Crown Woven Wire Brush

Co.
Holmes Pibre-Graphlte Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.

Bnrelar Alams.
Central Electric Qo.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eleotric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Cables (See Insulated Wires.)

Cables, klectrlc (See Insu-
lated Wires), Copper,
Sheet and Bar.
American Elec, Works.
Briiey. W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
General Electric Co.
Mankowitz, Sam'l.
Moore, Alfred F.
New York Ins. Wire Co.
Reliable Elec. Suiiply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C- Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Carbons,PolBts& Plates.
Advance Pkg. & Sup. Co.
Central Eiectrio Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eiectrio Appliance Co.
Gen'l Inc. Arc Light Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.
Reielnger, Hugo.
Schiff, Jordan & Co.

Compoand.
Boiler Expurgator Co.
Central Eleotric Co.
Oallfomia Asphalt Co.
Commercial £1. Supply Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Mass. Cbemical Co.
McLennan & Co. , K.
Okonite Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Go.

Conduit and Condnits.
Armorlte Interior Cond. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Constmction & Repairs.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Elliott, W. H. Elec. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Hodge, Walsh & Loring.
McPell Electric Co.
McRae, A. L.
Roth Bros. &Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Electric Mf g. Co.

Contractors andfilectrlc
Idsht Plants.
Ahlm-Edwarda El. Co.
Bain. Force.
Card Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Dlehl Mfg. Go.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
McRae, A. L.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse Elec St MfgCo.

ConA'eyors.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.

Copper.
Besly &Co.. Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Mansfield Temp. Copper Co.
Mitchell Temp. Copper Co.

Copper Wires.
Amerloan Electrical Works.
Besly & Co., Chas H.
Brixey, W, R.
Central Eiectrio Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El, Supply Co.
Eleotric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Mankowitz, Sam'l.
National India Rubber Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated TOre Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Cordase.
Central Electric Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Correspondence {Schools-
Int. Correspond. Schools.

Crookes' Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Edison Lamp Dept.

Cross-Arms, Pins and
Brackets.
Brady, T. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Farr Tel. A Cons. Sup. Co.
Point Marlon Mfg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.

Cat-Outs and Switches.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Eleotric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Eiectrio Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Eleo. Corporation.
General Elec. Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Hill. W, S. Hlectric Co.
Mankowit/., Sam'l.
PalBteCo., H. T.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
WesUnghouso £1. & Mfg.Co.

I>yiiamos.
Ahlm-Edwards El. Co.
American Engine Co.

Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial EI. Supply Co.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Fc. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Hobart Elec Mfg. Co.
Mankowitz, Sam'l.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Nott&Co., A. D.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warner, Wm. F.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Wright. Wm.

Scouomizers, Fuel.
Fuel Economizer Co.

Electric Heat's App's.
Central Electric Co.
Globe Electric Heating Co.

Electric meters.
American El. Meter Co.
Zamel Arc Light Meter Co.

Electric Hallways.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and mechani-
cal Engineers,
Bain, Force.
McRae, A. L.
Sargent & Lundy.

Electrical Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Keystone El. Instrument Co.
Mankowitz, Sam'l.
Paiste Co., H. T.
Queen & Co.
Reliable Elec Supply Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst- Co.

Electrical Specialties.
Carlisle & Finch Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Paiste Co., H. T.
Peru Eleo. MIg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Vought, M. I.

electro-Plating Macli'y.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
General Electric Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Nott &Cq , A. D.
Roth Bros. & Co.

Engines, Gas.
Foos Gas Engine Co.
Otto Gas Engine Wks.
Prouty Co,,The.
Van Home, Burger & Co.

Engines, f^team.
American Engine Co.
Ball Engine Co.

Fan Outnts.
Central Eiectrio Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Dip>lMfg.Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Farr Tel. & Cons. Sup. Co.
General Electric Co.
Roth Bros. A Co.
Wagner Electr'c Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Feed ^Vater Heaters.
Davis & Son, I. B.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Diamond State Fibre Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.

FUes.
Barnett Co.,G. AH.
Central Electric Co.

Fixtures, El. & Comb'n.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Fuses.
D. &. W. Fuse Co.

Fuse Wire.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire A Mfg.Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eiectrio Appliance Co.

Crasbets.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.
Feerleis Rubber Wig. Co.

4)ras fjisrlLtine., Electric.
(central Electric Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Gears.
Besly & Co.. Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.

General Elec. Mupplies.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Farr Tel. & Conn. Sup. Co.
General Electric Co.
Hodge, Walsh & Loring.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Mankowitz, Sam'l.
McKlnlock A Camp, Agts.
Ohio Electric Works.
Paiste Co., H. T.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Peoples Eiectrio Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.

Globes and Electrical
GlassTf'are.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Gov^ors, Water Wheel.
LombardWaterWheel Qv.Co.

Graphite Specialties.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Plbre-Graphite Co.

induction Coils.
Central Electric Co.
Queen & Co.

Insulators and Insulat-
ing aiaterials.
Brlxey, W. R.
Bryant Electric Co.
California Asphalt Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago In.s. Wire Co.
Commercial El. Suoply Co.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Diamond State Fibre Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Empire China Works.
Hill, W. S. Eleotric Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Mankowitz, Sam'l.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insu lated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
PalsieCo., H. T.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.

Insulated Wires and
Cables—Ulaemet IVires.
American Electrical Works.
Brlxey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Go.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Mankowitz, Sam'l.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn Si Moen Mfg. Co.

Junction Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Lamp Adjusters.
Faries Mfg. Co.
Vouglit. M. I.

Lamps, Alternating:.
I'uritan Electric Co.

Lamps, Incandescent.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Edison Lamp Dept.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.,
Lynn Incandescent Lp. Co,
Ohio Electric Works.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.,
Sawyer-ManElec. Co.
United Eleo. Imp. Co.
WeaUngbouBe El. & Mfg. Co.

Lightning Arresters.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

magnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

mechanical machinery.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Garvin Machine Co., The.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.
Stilwell-Blerce Smith-Valle.

mica.
Central Eleotric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.

mininfi; Apparatus, Elec.
General Electric Co.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

motors.
Ahlm-Edwards Elec. Co.
American Engine Co-
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
MankowitE. Sam'l.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Peoples Electric Co.
Roth Bros. A Go.
Sargent A Lundy.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Storey Motor A Tool Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warner, Wm. F.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co
Williams. J. P.
Wright, Wm.

Packing.
Besly A Co. Chas. H.
Garlock Packing Co.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Paints.
California Asphalt Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Mass. Chemical Co.

Phosphor Bronze.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co.Ltd.

Platinum.
Baker A Co.

Poles.
Central Mfg. Co.
Lindsley Bros.
McLean. A. J.
National Tube Works Co.
Perrizo A Sons.
Point Marlon Mfg. Co.

Porcelain.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Empire China Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Push Buttons.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eleotric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Refiners.
Swarts Metal Refining Co.

Ke-Winding—Repairs.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Elliott, W. H.Elec. Co.
Hodge, Walsh A Loring.

Rheostats.
American Rheostat Co.
Central Electric Co.
General Electric Go.
Iron Clad Rheostat Co.
Leonard, Ward, Elec. Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mtg. Co

Second-Hand machin'y.
Cornman Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Elliott, W. H. Elec. Co.
Hartley Electric Works.
Hodge, Walsh A LorlDg.

L. Wright, Wm.

Shades.
Central Electric Co.

Speaking Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Keystone El. Instrument Co.
Queen & Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.

Steel Pipe.
National Tube Works Co.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Central Eiectrio Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
WlUard El. A Battery Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical Works.
Brlxey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Moore, Alfred P.
New York Insulated Wire Co
Okonite Co.. The.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.

Telephones, Telephone
material and Switch-
boards.
American El. Telephone Co.
Central Electric Co.
Central Tel. A Elec. Co.
Climax Novelty Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Farr Tel. A Cons. Sup. Co.
Kokomo Tel. A El. Mfg. Co.
Kusel, D.A .Tel.AEl.Mfg.Co.
Lockwood T. A T. Co. of Am.
McFell Electric Co.
Mo. Tel. Mfg. Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Rawson Electric Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Snyder, Wm. M.
Standard Tel. A El. Co.
Stromberg-Carlson Tl.M.Co.
Taber A Mayer.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western Tel. Cons. Oo.

Toys, Electrical.
Carlisle A Pinch Co.

Transformers.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diamond Elec. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation
General Electric Co.
Rolh Bros. A Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Oo.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Central Electric Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Trucks, Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El, A Mfg. Co.

Turbine YVheels.
Dayton Glob« Iron Works Co
Leflel & Co., Jas.
Pelton Wat«r Wheel Co.
Smith Co., S. Morgan.
StUweU-Bl»ir«o Smith-Valle.

IFater IVlieels.
Am. Impulse Wheel Co.
DaTton Globe Iron Worki Co
Leffel A Co., Jaa.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
Stllwell-BIerce Smith-Valle

IFire, Bare.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Brlxey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Underground C. Co
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.

XBay Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Oo.
Edison Lamp Dept,
Quton A Oo.

X^I|»Kabe«locil Index of ^Wdvertlsomen-ts So* f^oiKO II
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Commercial

Electrical

Supply Co.,

St. Louis.
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I

1 .1 .U. IMI-

HERE'S A

"SPECIAL LIST.
LET US QUOTE YOU-

lielios Arc Lamps,
Medbery Switches and Railway Ma-

terial,

Duplex Lamp Guards,
Perfection Woven Wire Brushes,

Standard Electric Time Switches,

Pass& Seymour Tubes and Cut-outs,

Holmes=Booth & Hayden's K. K.

Wire,
Dale Fixtures,

Perkins Switches and Cut-outs.

IT MAY PAY YOU.

oi/R GL/iD mw/ SHm^i
V /XXXV -il DIRECT
-^T-AYL^ DRIVEN

M^5FIELD,DHmU.5./l

THE BEST ANSWER TO A QUESTION
On Wiring, can be found in the New Boole,

WIRING TABLES,"
"How They are Made and How to Use Them."

££

BY THOS. C. CRIER.
Whenever you are asked a qneistioii on Wiring, refer the

(inestioner to this book, and he will find tvhat he desires.

THE BOOK CONTAINS; The Law of Eesistaoce, Eleitrmiiotr p Force and Carrent
Fully Explained. How to Calculate the Size of Wires. Tlie Piftrnut Mrtluuls of Wiring, with
Diagrams. How to Apply tlie simple Formula, in Calculating tlie si/.r nl" Wirrs Under all Condi-
tions. Diagrams for Wiring 3 Point, 4 Point, Head Liglit and Heat Keii:ulatiug Switches.

87 TABL,£!$ ON WJBlKCi AND VA)HJABL,E DATA.
Ohm's \»,\i is described in snch plain and simple language

that one cannot fail to clearly understand it.

Bound in Cloth, 80 Pages, Size 5x7^ in. Sent, prepaid, on receipt of price, $i.OO.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., ^'^sr CHICAG6.

FUSE WIRE) «»"«"*.
f CarryinsAND LINKS > capacity.

FORALLSYSTEI^S. i^'^^'u^^o™.

CHICAGO FUSE WIRE & MFG. CO.,

163 Lake St., Chicago.

PATENTED REVERSIBLE ELEVATOR CONTROLLER

Send us Your Orders and you will not be

Disappointed either as to Quality of

our apparatus or the Promptness

with which we fill orders.

AMERICAN RHEOSTAT CO.,
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN,

MANUFACTURERS OF RHEOSTATS FOR ALL PURPOSES,
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SELUNG OUT!

SEND AND GET A SLICE!

GUARANTEE

BEiTm PUKE
The stock consists of RUBBER COVERED WIRE, Weatherproof

Wire, Magnet Wire, Porcelain and Clay Wiring Tubes, Incandescent
Lamps, Carbons, Tools of all kinds, House Annunciators, Push But-
tons, and a general assortment of Electric Supplies of standard
manufacture.

Send in your orders and try us, or let us quote you FIRST.

WM. H. McKINLOCK, - W. C. CAMP, ABENTS,
186-183 FIFTH AVENUE, CHICAGO.
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A -,^^^^ FOR ENCLOSED LONG-BURNING ARC LAMPS.

IM

«&•>

FOR ALTERNATING

CURRENT
ARC-LAMPS

A

AND EFFIClMCY

HUGO REISI,

B^LUTELY STEADY
' JLLIANT LIGHT. IN

ER' 38BiAVERST. NEW YORK.
OFFICE OF

K. McLENNAN & CO.,
SOLE MANUFACTURERS

Gale's Commutator Compound,
1128 MARQUETTE BUILDING

Factory: 55 Thirty-Sixth St.

Address All Communications to Office.

Chicago, November 8th, 1897.

Western Eleotrlolan,

510 Marquette Bldg.,

Gity.

Gentlemen:-

In simple justice to your paper, we feel called upon to

state, that the results obtained from advertisement in your columns,

have exceeded our expectations. We have been liberal in advertisement,

yet have insisted that such advertisements should at least pay for

themselves in results, and the orders that we can trace directly to

the Western Electrician, both in this country and in foreign countries,

justifies the statement, that such advertisements have been a profit-

able investment. So long as the present results continue, we shall

feel it incumbent upon ourselves to continue an advertisement in the

Western Electrician,

Very truly yours.

Die by M.J.I. Vf

H'?
ryi^-^

Necktie Light. Dollar Motor.

$1.50 Ajax Motor.

We are headquarters for the ffoods that pay the
proiit. ISend for prices to the trade, and oor $6 Bicycle Lights

new catalog;ae, just issued. We want agents. $2.50.

$1.50 Battery Lamp.
L'sed with dry batteries.

Ohio Electric Works, Cleveland, O.
$1.50 Student

Lamp.
For acid or storage

battery.
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10 Ampere, Double Pole. Gang Switch.

Flush Switch with Plate Removed. HART SWITCHES.
"Nothing succeeds like success." Hart Switches have been man-

ufactured since 1890. Each year our sales have grown larger. Each
year we have made some improvement in quality. Our Switches to-

day are better and sales larger, than ever before. We build for active
service—not for the bargain counter and scrap heap. A chain is no
stronger than its weakest link. Switches are links in electric circuits.

A defective or poorly constructed switch is worse than worthless—it is

a constant source of danger, annoyance and expense. Make your next
order read "HART" Switches and you will be well pleased with value
received. Your dealer carries a full stock of Hart Switches and will
ship without delay.

THE HART & HEGEMAN MFG. CO. Hartford, Conn

THE S. K. C. SYSTEM.
A COMPLETE SYSTEM FOR

Long Distance Transmission,
General Station Distribution,

ill and Factory Equipment,
Generators will be wound and guaranteed for an E. M. F. as high as

10,000 vouxs.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED,

STANLEY ELECTRIC MANUFACTURIN6 COMPANY,
•i-t-ts-Field, IVIass., KJ.

THE ROYAL ELECTRIC CO., Montreal, Canada, arc

sole licensees for the manufacture and sale of the S. K. C.

System in Canada. .,....,

5. AK.

BRAIVCHES OFFICES:
^Kl^aso I506 IVI^i-ciuesii-t^ BulldBne.

l^ew "Vorlc 3^ ^or-fcla nd-t ^-t.
ia S-fc.
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Etjobitb F. Phillips, Prest. F. N. Phillips, Treas. W. H. Sawyer, Secy.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PBOVIDEIVCE. K. I.

BAEE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIBE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

New Yokk Store, P. 0. AckermaD, lo i :ortl;iii(lt St.

Chicago Store, F. E. Donoiioe. 241 Madisim St.

Montreal Branch, Eugene F. I'liilllps' Electrical Works.

WATER = wIeT^ERNOR
GOVI !lMi

Waterville & Fairfield Railway & Light Co., )

Waterville, Me., Jan. 18, 1890. f

Lombard Water-Wheel Governor Co., Boston, Mass.
Gentlemen:—In regard to j'our Type C governor, which is regulating for us

our two Hercules Wheels, which give power to operate our Light Plant, Street
R. R. and Power Generator, we are frank to admit that the machine does its work
admirably. We have no hesitancy in recommending it to those in want of a

governor. (Signed)
I. G. LiBBT, President Waterville & Fairfield R. R. & L. Co.

LOMBARD WATER-WHEEL GOVERNOR CO.,
61 Hampshire St., BOiSTOX, MA!S^.

Frederick Sargent. Martin J. Insull.

SARGENT &LUNDY,
engine:!

13 and 15 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO, ILL.

WRITE FOR INFORMATION.

DYNAMOS,
1 5 to 1,000 Lights,

ivio-roRS,
i to 50 H. P. ANY VOLTAGE.

Patented Adjustable Dynamos and
Motors for Floor, Wall or Ceiling,

The Ah im-Edwards Electric Co.,
tXEVELAKD, OHIO.

ALL
Live men read the

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

Each Week. Do You ?

^1|_4^ GORDON PRIMARY CELL.
For Open and Closed Circuit Work.

The Perfect, Modern, Longest Lived and Most Economical
Cell Ever Put on the Market.

In use by the leading cities, railroads, telephone and gas engine
companies.

WE CLAIM:—Constant discharge of current without polari-
zation; no local action; no noxious K^ses or fames; no acids; least
labor for operatiou; cleanest; not freezing at I'S" below zero; eco-
nomic value r>0 per cent, greater than gravity cell, and ao per cent,
greater thuu best other cell in market. For No. 1 cell. 250 ampere
hours; for Ko -i cell, 100 ampere hours; on open circuit, .9 to l

volt; on closed circuit, .cr> to j'o'ij volt. .Send f"r circular and price list.

THE GORDON -BDRNHAM BATTERY CO.,

82 to 86 West Broadway, New York City.

GEO. W. PATTERSON. 1114 Marquette BIdg., Chrcago, III.

EVERYTHING IN WIRE.
BARE AND INSULATED.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF THE "CHICAGO" RAIL BOND.

WASHBURN $c MOEN MFC. CO.,
^A/^R^es'Tl IVIi

BRamCH offices and WAREHOUSES: New York. Chicago, San Francisco. Houston, Philadelphia,
Pittsburg, Boston.

^Tarapn" Power Motors.
Estimates Famislied for

Small Motors and

Motor-Dynamos,

Iron Clad; No External
Magnetism; Dust and

Moisture Proof.

^s= iV »• 1. i. = and 1 horse
power.

Send for catalogue and
discounts.

J. P.Williams, Gen'l Agt.,39 CortlandtSt.NewYork.

Foree Bain,
Consulting Engineer,

Electricity, Mechanics,

Solicitor of Patents
Expert in patent causes.

Suite 1657-59 rionadnock Bldg., - Chicago*

mplete Electrical Installations

BOUGHT, SOLD AND APPRAISED.

GENERAL WESTERN AGENT FOR
E. Q. Bernard Co.'s High Grade

Multipolar Dynamos and Motors.

WM. WRIGHT, 939 Monadnock BIk., Chicago.

Fort Wayne Electric Corporation.
FORT WAYNE, IND.

Arc, Dir^'
ins Incs

Apparatus for

5-fc Curren-fc and ^Vlii^i

ind^scen-fc ^igh-fcinss
M^^r Transnnission.

na-t-
nd

IE IVI^S-T l3BSIf9^^BI_E.

GARLOCK'S(PiTEiiTED)HIGH-GRAOEPACKINGS
Elastic Ring, Sectional, Spiral and Special High Pressure Packings for

Every Box of

OARLOCK PACKING
Has our Label with EED Trade

Mark.

STEAM, WATER, GAS, AMMONIA, ETC.,

Have been the STANDARD for 17 YE4RS. and
still hold the RECORD for QUALITY,

DURABILITYAND ECONOMY.
ODS CUSTOMERS are numbered' by the thousands in all

sections of the globe. Send for samples,
new catalogue and prices.

The Carlock Packing Co.,
New York. Boston. Chicago. Philadelphia. Pittsburg,

Cleveland, St. J.nuis. Denver.

NONE GENUINE WITHOUT IT. Main Offices and Factories: PALMYRA, N. Y., ROME, QA.

Modern Power Transmission Maciiinery,

Rope Drives, Heavy Pulleys, Gears ># Fly Wheels,

Approved Friction Clutches, Etc.,

Modern Methods of Handling Coal in

Power Plants and Large Electric Stations.

Designs and Estimates Submitted Promptly.

THE LINK-BELT MACHINERY CO.,

CHICAGO, r. S. A.

WEATHERPROOF WIRE.
COMPLETE STOCK CARRIED BY

Western Electric Co,, New York.

Electric Appliance Co,, Ctiicago.

Pettingell Andrews Co., Boston,

Electrical Engineering Co., Minneapolis.

St. Louis Electrical Snpply Co,, St, Lonis,

Tlie Bradford Belting Co,, Cincinnati,

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.,

Office and Factory: PAWTuCKET. R, I.
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WANTED.
A man 10 t.ttUe charge of electric llglU plnni

in small town. Mnst iinderstiind wiring anil

Ihecare ol' arc lamps, dynamos and engines and
linve executive ahilUy and not alrald of work.
Wages $75 per monih with prospect or Improve-
ment, Address "li/'cnre Wkstern Elkctru-ian,
mo Marqiielle Rldg.. Oliicago.

WANTED.
situation as amuiture windi'T, or to lake rtiarge

of armature shop, or stret-t railroad repair

shop, by a man who lias been in the iiusinefs 10

years, and who has held pc>^iiilln as foreman,
liest ol references. Address '/IRMATURE," care
Wkstebn KLEO-rRiciAN, 510 Manpiette Hldg.,

Chicago.

ARMATURES TO REWIND.
winders direct from T.-H. and Westlnghouse
shops. Worlf guaranteed. Ten years' experience.
Light plants Installed complete. Send for prices.

HODGE, WALSH & LORINC,
531 Delaware. Kansas City, Mo,

FOR SALE.
VERY CI-IEAf=.

One 15-light Kxcelsior arc dynamo.
One 25-llgiit Excelsior arc dynamo.
One 30-llglit Excelsior arc dynamo.
One 35-light Standard arc dynamo.

Hartley Elei'trioal Worhs,
2C3 RandoiplL St.. Chicago.

THE BELL,
«» STYLE "F"
3 TO 15 INCHES.

.ASK F-^R IT.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

C9fHUEBEL& MANGER,
MANUFACTURERS,

290 Graham St.. Brooklyn. N. Y.

Stilwell's Patent smJ'FL Water Purifier.
Removes all Impurities.

ENTIRELY PREVENTS SCALE IN STEAM

BOILERS. Catalogue on Application.

m Stilwell-Bierce & Smtli-Vaile Co.,

DAYTON, OHIO.
Rlsdon Iron A liooomotivp Works. San Francisco. Cal.. Pacific Coast AcenK,

Second hand Arc Lamps of different manu-
facture: good as new and thoroughly tested:

also. Arc and Incandescent Dynamos and other
electrical apparatus.
Always in the market for scrap Dynamos,

Motors, Wire, Copper, burned out Incandes-
cent Lami)S and Lamp bases, etc. AddressTHE
CORXIIAN COJlFAi\Y. 1134 Hamilton St.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

FOR SALE.
One 12x11 Standard Westingbouse engine; one

12x33 Putnam automatic engine. Both engines
are in good running order and at present in
operation, WARREN F. LEUND. Proprietor Tlie
Windsor, New Yorli City.

WWE.'!
H£W LOT

mmmw

BBIOW COMRihiA TiDAJ
'

'
^ £l£cr/ffeAl BARtXAtH Htuse

The Electrician Publishing Co., Suite 510 Marquette

Bldg., Chicago. Headquarters for all latest Electrical

Books. Write for Catalogue.

ST.CLAIR HOTEL
AMERICAN PLAN,

Sixth, Mound and Kenyon Streets,

CINCINNATI, O.

All modern conveniencesj rooms en suite;

private baths; excellent culsme. For transient
and resident guests. Coolest and cleanest place
in the city. Atmosphere of home.

LEWIS KENNEDY & SON.

A lot of Second-Hand Boilers, Engines, Pumps, Series Arc Dy-
namos, Direct and Alternating Current Generators.

INTENDIBie PURCHASERS WIIiLi SAVE KIONBX BY SEKDIKCi TO US FOR PRICES.

139 A.DA,IVIi :T, CHICAGO.

Second=nand Engines.
for sale cheap by The American Engine Co.,

builders of the American-Ball Engines and Elec-

trical IMachinery, Bound Brook. N. J.

BARGAINS!
SEND FOR THE LATES^TV,

ELECTRICAL BULLETIN.
The Largest and Best Lot of Bargains in

Electrical Merchandise Ever
Offered.

Tlie EleGtricaJ Exciiange,

166-1 74 S.CLINTON ST., CHICAGO.

Long Distance Telephone Express 744.

•? ^TQClt The Chicago, Milwaukee

f7\ »i & St. Paul Railway com.
^^^f^tl/ClJ^ pany owns and operates

6,151 miles of road. It owns and operates

its own Sleeping Cars and Dining Cars,

and its service is first-class in every re-

spect. It traverses the best portion of the

States of Illinois, Wisconsin. Northern

Michigan, Iowa, Missouri, Minnesota, South

Dakota and North Dakota. It runs vesti-

buled, electric-lighted trains between Chi-

cago, St. Paul and Minneapolis, and be-

tween Chicago and Omaha and Sioux City,

and solid trains between Chicago and Kan-
sas City. Also through sleeping cars and
coaches between St. Louis and Kansas
City and St. Paul and Minneapolis, daily,

via the Hedrick Route. It has the absolute

block system. It uses all modern appli-

ances for the comfort and safety of its pat-

rons. Its train employes are civil and
obliging, audits General Passenger Agent
asks every man, woman and child to buy
tickets over the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul R lilway—for it is A Great Railway. ^
(^% t^ (^* t2" ^* t^* ^^ *^ *^^ ^^

Standard Electrical Dictionary.
By prof. T. O'CONOR sloane.

Author of "Arithmetic of Electricity." "Electricity Simplified,"
"Electric Toy Making," Etc.

682 Pages, 393 Illustrations. Handsomely bound in cloth, 8vo, $3.

An Entirely New Edition, Brought Up to Date
and Greatly Enlarged,

COMPLETE-CONCISE-CONVENIENT.
In publishing the "Standard Electrical Dictionary," the author

has adhered to what the work purports to be, exhausting the
subject of electrical terms, giving each title the clearness of ex-
planation necessary to make the understanding of it complete
without unnecessary elaboration. In this work, every electrical
word, term, or phrase will be found intelligently defined.
A practical handbook of reference, containing definitions of

about 5,000 distinct words, terms and phrases.
The work is absolutely indispensable to all in any way Inter-

ested in electrical science, fr.au the higher electrical expert to
the everyday electrical workman. In fact. It should be in the
possession of all who desire to keep abreast with the progress of
this branch of science.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

Scrap Copper Wire Wanted.
If you have any Old Copper Wire of any description to

dispose of, it -will pay you to communicate witJi us, as we are
".'•, all times in tlie market for any quantity of Scrap Copper
Wire, at the highest marlcet values. We pay cash and send
prompt returns. We are also supplying the electrical trade with
our high grade Babbitt, Cotton Waste, Solder, Etc. Please com-
municate with us.

SWARTS METAL REFINiING CO.,
20 N. Desplalnes Street, CHiCACO, ILL.

THE y^^ H. £ LLI07T ELECTHICL
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Victor Turbine Water Wheel.
Cylinder or Register Gate— Close Regulation and High Efficlehcy

at Full and Partial Gate-
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANfES is called to this CELEBRATEn "WATER

WHEJEI* as particularly adapted to their use, on account of its remarhablv steady motion,
lilgfa speed and great efficiency and larfre capacity for its diameter, being double
the power of most wheels ot the same diameter. It is used by a number of the leading electric com-
ganies with great satisfaction. In the economical use ot water it is without an equal, prodrcing the
ighest per cent of useful effect gaaranleed.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PARTIOULARS.
The accompanying engraving represents a single 10-inch Victor Turbine on horizontal shall to.

develop 36 H. P. under 38 feet head. Arranged with 12-inch Worrell Friction Coupling at one end to
disconnect pulley.

We are now prepared to furnish Victor Turbines, cither single or in pairs, on horizontal shafts,
and where the situation admits of their use we recommend them,

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO., DAYTON. OHIO.
R'Ti^-'? Troa & Locomotive Works, San FrauciscO; C3I., Pacific Coast Agents

WHITE CEDAR POLES
And STREET CAR TIES.

^''holesale Producers.

CEDAR
LiNDSLEY Bros.,

MENOMINEE, MICH.,

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS. POLES

CEDAR
Telegraph, Telephone,

Railway and Electric Light POLES
JK, J. IN/I^^E^^N, IN/I^n^mirt^^, IVIic^l

Making Knife-Switches our SPEcrALTY

K

"Write for full particulars, etc.

Two new styles of Baby

The Standard Open Circuit Batteries
of the World.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND PRICES.

THE lECLANCH'E BATTERY CO.,
Ill to 117 East 131st St., N. Y.

NIFE-SMITCHES
Low Prices—that's wealth to you.

H. T. PAISTE CO.
CHICAGO PHILADELPHIA

AMERICAN"sr
ARE THE BEST. Sen? (or Descriptive Circular.

Absolutely Non-Infringing.
Protection Cuaranteeo.

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
esTD ia89. 38 W. Quirtcy St., Chicago, III.

ELECTRICAL BOOKS,
A.H »<incls.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Suite .;iO Ilarqnette. CHICAGO.

C0PPE1?.»
CO RRY - Pfl

/nirenrLLTfAIT? cci?fiH

Map of the United States.
A large handsome Map of the United

States, mounted and suitable for office or

home use, is issued by the Burlington

Route. Copies will be mailed to any ad-

dress on receipt of fifteen cents in postage

by P. S. EusTis. Gen'l Pass. Agent, C, B.

&Q. R. R., Chicago, 111.

TMllEimES.
National Tube Works Company.

Boston, 70 Federal 5t. I Chicago, corner Clinton and Fulton Street^a
New York, Havemeyer Building, Cortlandt St. St. Louis, 938 North Second Street.
Pittsburg, Fidelity Building. Fourth Ave. I Works. McKeesport, Pa^

Point Marion Mfg. Company,
Office: 430 Fourth Avenue. PITTSBURG, PA.

CHESTNUT AND POPLAR TELEGRAPH, TELEPHONE, ELECTRIC LIGHT AND RAILWAY POLES

Chestnut and poplar poles for any kind of work, S5 to 70 feet long; stronger,
straighter and better than cedar.

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH-CLASS OAK AND LOCUST PINS, BRACKETS. IVIOULDINGS. CROSS-ARMS.

ETC. SHIPIVIENTS IVIADE PROMPTLY. LOW PRICES. WRITE US.

OAK PINS LOCUST PINS

ELECTRICITY FOR ENGINEERS.
424 PAGES. ILLUSTRATED. PRICE $2.60.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.
510 Marquette Building, Cl-IICiCkOO.

Dig||iAg-

' "SLOANt^

624 pages, $3.00.

mm
Ak %^'^!r^

160 pages, $1.00.

5L0ANE

150 pages, $1.00. 158 pages, $1.00. 135 pages, $1.00.

An Excellent Series of Electrical Books.
BV T. O'CONNOR SI-OKNe.

FOR THE BEGINNER as well as the student.
Profusely Illustrated. Practical. Necessary Adjuncts to every Library. Send in your Orders.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHINC COMPANY, - Suite 510 Marquette Building. Chicago.
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The Volo Microphone.
This 'Phone Talks

Louder, Plainer

AND EASIER
Than Any Other.

This iustniinent is the Best Talker made.
It positively Cannot Pack or Ret out of

Older and is roliabte in every way.

WM. M. SNYDER, 216 Church Lane, GERMANTOWN, PA.

Agents Wanted in Western Cities.

WESTERN TELEPHONE

-^^CONSTRUCTION CO.,
260 S. Clinton Street, CHICAGO,

. . LARGEST MANUFACTUKBKS OF . ,

Telephones and Appfiances,
EXCLUSIVELY. IN THE UNITED STATES.

IPOJIAIN™POP
IFACTORT.

SokhQ

ffJMjte td"^

STANDilllD

laLPIIOMt-ElLCTIIIt

W- ^,ah, rv.rv+K.

'5 ^ D D C^ • MRDI50W WI6

"Hello! Hello!"
"What is it?

"

"I just want to tell you that D. A. Kusel is still in husinuss with a fine,

brand new factory at 1110 Pine Street."

•••••• OFKICIC OF ••••••

The D.A.KuselTelephone&Electric Mfg. Co.
MAN'Ul'AfTUHERS OF

Telephones and Switchboards,
UFFICE AND FACTORY,

1 1 10 PINE STREET.
And Dealers in

EtECTBliCAl, SUPPIilES.

N^TICSI
Tlie business formerly eondiieted by D. A. Kusel and .las. A. Cuming, under the firm name of

the D. A. Kusel Telephone Manufacturing Co., have dissolved partnership. Mr. I). A. Kusel, the
founder of the business, will continue the business under the same name wltli tlie exception of tlie

word "IClectric" added, so that it will read;

The D. A. Kusel Telephone and Electric Manufacturing Co.
I will contlmie to manufacture the same style of Koods as heretofore, and at greatly reduced

prices. Being a meclianical electrician and haviuj; had experience for over forty years In the elec-
trical business, any reference to former busines'5 directed to me will have prompt attention.

My now Catalogue and Price List is now ready, and will he sent on application.
Yours truly, U. A. KUSEL.

SPECIAL CAUTION.—Be sure in addressing letters to make no mistake in the name. See that
the address reads; "Tlie D. A. Kusel Telephone and Electric Mfg. Co., lun Pine St., St. Louis, Mo."

THE WARNER
SL-0\A/^ SPEED

Telephone Generator.
A direct-connected motor-dynamo to furnish current for

operating telephone subscribers' bells. Capacity i.iiOO phones,
and guarauteed to ring six pliones continuously. Furnislieil
wound to be run on iio, 2i20or 500 volt direct current circuits.
Occupies spaceless tlian twelve inches square. Send for cir-

cular giving full particulars.

W. F. WARNER, Muncie Indiana.

THR TRURPHOKR HAND-BOOK
BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB.

of the American Institute of Electrical Engineeri^, and of the Iiistitution of Electrical Enr/ineers, Lo/idon. Author of *'A Practical Guide to the Testing of
Insulated Wires and' Cables." Joint Author of '^Electricity in Daily Life."

1^6 lllus-trs h-tiorfts, Clo-tKi, Hj
EXTRACT EROM PRia-'ACK.

ind- »ri^^ $1.00.
"This little book has no pretension to be considered a complete treatise on telephony as it exists in America. The time tor such a work is not yet come. Hut it is felt that there is a dcmantl

for a practical book on telephone working and management, and the TELEPHONE HAND-HOOK is an attempt at meeting that demand. With the exception of a few chapters dealing with
certain forms of transmitters and receivers used in Europe, which are given for the information of those who may wish to engage in the manufacture of telephones, the book is based enlircly on
standard American practice; and most of the material, apparatus and methods described are peculiar to or have originated in tliis country.''

iS'o pains have been s)iared to make it the best book of its kind. It is right up to date, intensely practical, and so plain and clear in its language that anyone can understand and learn from it
cvtrytbing regarding telephone work and management. It conforms in size and style to our other lland-Uooks which have been so favorably received by the entire electrical fraternity.

-CONTENTS.
c:japter The Invention of the Telephone.

Sound Waves. Articulate Siieech.
Electric Telephony. The Bell Teleplione.
The Microphone.
Current Induction. Electromagnetic In-

duction.
The Induction Coil: Its Use In the Tele-

phone Transmitter.
The Complete Telephone Circuit.
Magnet Telephones.
The Bell Telephone Keceiver.
Other forms of Magnet Telephones.
The Gower, Ader and D'Arsonval Recelv-

ers. Mercadler's Bl-Telephone.
The Siemens, Kotyrai Neumaye? andl

CHAPTER 13. Carbon Transmitters.
14. The Blake Transmitter.
15. The Long Distance Transmitter,
16. The Solid-back Transmitter.
17. The Berliner Transmitter.
18. The Cuttriss Transmitter.
19. Various European Transmitters.
20. The Efficiency of Carbon Transmitters.
21. Batterlesfor Telephone Work.
22. Open Circuit Batteries.
23. Closed Circuit Batteries.
24. The Practical Management of Batteries,

26. Magneto Bell.

26. Automatic Switches.
27o TeHepbone Line Construction.

CHAPTER 28. Metallic Circuit.

29. Underground Wires.
30. Lightning Arresters.
31. Inside AViring.
32. Installation of Tele_phone Instruments.
33. Inspection and Maintenance.
34. The Condenser; Its Use in Telephony.
35. Electromagnetic Retardation.
36. Exchange Working.
37. Small Exchanges.
38. Party Lines: The Bridging Bell.

39. Lone Distance Telephony.
40. Duplex Telephony.

, „ , ^
«. Simultaneous Telegraphy and Telephony

Appendix.

mwished ana for sale 1)5 ELgCTRIQiAN PWPUISHINQ ©0»f 510 (Vlarqu^tte Bwiiding, Chicago.
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The Lockwood Transmitter
Is protected by letters patent No. 528640 and No. 557588, issued Nov.

6, it>94, and April 7, 1896, respectively.

The electrodes have "A variable air space" between them, and the

adjustment is obtained by tension instead of pressure. The Lockwood
is positively the only Transmitter on the market having no contact

BETWEEN electrodes, consequently parties liable to infringement

suits and promoters of long-distance systems will find it to be the only

telephone that will satisfy the fears of their subscribers. The Trans-

mitter can be placed upon any instrument now in use, and an exchange

of Transmitters is easily effected.

Address:

The Lockwpod Long Distance Telephone &
Telegraph Company of America,

JOSIAH TICE, Mgr. No. 80 Albany St., New Brunswick, N. J.

SWEDISH

TELEPHONES.
BflCROPHONfiS 6}UAR£&.KT£EI> INDEFINITEl^Y,

and are the only ones that can be immersed In Trater

for a month Trithout impairing; effluiency.

McFell Electric Co.,
1549-50 and 1726 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

THE STROMBERG-GARLSON

76 W. Jackson Blvd.,

CHICAGO, U. S. A. TELEPHONE MFG. GO.,

MAKES -TME

m Durable,
Simple,
Rapid,
Kellable.
Convenleut,
Complete,
Perfect

TELEPHONE

SWITCiilOARD

Nowly designed.
Fully patented,
Non-infringing,
Up-to-date,
Absolutely safe.

Well guaranteed

ON THE MARKET.

Full equipment for public exchange and toll-line systems,

central station and intercommunicating private

plants, police, fire alarm and street

railway apparatus, etc.. etc.

OUR TOUL-LINE SYSTEM HAS NO EQUAL.

Smnfill^G- TomLY£mF/^ff
tJfi^^TO'X>ArS

mfpmfamml

New Kokomo Transmitter,

BAKKALOW PATENT.
Issued Nov. 17, 189C.

FINEST TALKER ON EARTH.

EspeclitUy for Excliange and
Long-Distance Service.

We manufacture Switchboards,

all styles of Telephones and every-

thing to equip an exchange.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

Kokomo Telephone &
Electric Mfg. Co.,

KOKOMO, IND., U. S. A.

TPTHIS e HAS BEEH MAKING

[Telephones
I? 20 YEARS, NOT CHEAP BUT
SERVICEABLE AND FULLY CUARANTEED.

. • CIRCULARS FURNISHED. •

YiADVCT Electric C»
BALTIMORE.MD. U.S.A.

THE NEALE AUTOMATIC GALL INDICATOR
And Circuit Closing Attachment.

HAVE YOU HAD A CALL?
"^ILOOK ATTHAT!
Perfect, Reliable. Faultless in

Construction and Artistic in
Appearance. PRICE $1.50.

Advautitti;eselainied iu tliis In-
dicator are: AnnounciDs a call

during absence; working indepen-
dent of the line circuit; a mechan-
ical action, giving a continuous
ringing bell; saving time and an-
noyance wliere there is more tlian
one telephone In use; any number
of bells can be aijplied at exact
cost of bell: an ordinary electric
bell can be used.

All these advantaies at oae-tfaird tbe regular cost. Spe-

cial prices oa dozen and gross lots to dealers and agents.

The Climax Novelty Co.,
No. I Renshaw Buildlnq. PITTSBURG, PA.

Patented.

E. S. TA&ER. V. A. MAYER.

TABER & MAYER,
MANUFACTURERS AND '

DEALERS IN

ELECTRICAL GOODS

TELEPHONE APPARATUS.
Telephone Instruments, Switchboards, Trans-

mitters, Receivers, Cords, Jacks, Plugs, Drops,
Switches, Experimental Work.

185 FRANKLIN ST.. BOSTON, MASS.

AGENTS WANTED IN LEADING CITIES.

DYNAMOS
For Lighting and Plating

12 lights $:iO; 201i£hts$50
SOliglltS $80; 70 lights $9.''.;

1110 lights $l:i3; 200 lights
*-'" MOTORS.
'.1 h. p. $20; Vi h. p. $25;
1 h. p. $40; 2 h. p. $00.

. D. NOTT &. CO., lil aud ta N.
Ashland Ave.. Chicago, 111.

NO. 30 AMERIGAN TRANSMITTER.
This instrument, for

volume of voice trans-
mission, distinctness of
articulation, exact re-
production of articulate
sounds and durable
iiualities is unequaled.

The Largest Hanu-
facturers of T e I e-
phones and Switch-
boards in the United
States.
Four hundred exclianges
aggregating SO.OOO tele-

phones in use. F o u

r

years' service.

Write for catalogue showing new types and prices.

lA/C PIIADAMTCC "Workmansliip, material and efticleucv
lit UUHnHlllLL of our apparatus to be .»! the highest
grade, and agree to defend, at our own expense, any action at
law which may be brought against our patrons on" alleged In-
fringement of patents o^ving to the use of imr instruments.

American Electric Teleplione Co..

CI-«ICA.GO
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ELECTRICITY FOR ENGINEERS.
Latest Edition, Now Published in One Complete Volume, 424 Pages, Profusely Illustrated.

Just the Work for Engineers, Electricians, Dynamo Tenders, etc.

PART I, CONTENTS.—CHArTKR I: Electricity; Positive and Negative; Conductors.
Non-Conduetors and lusulators; Klertro-Motive Force; Volts; Resistance; Ohms; Current; Am-
pere:^.—CHAl'TKK 11 : )>vn;uiins; Mituncts: Field Coils; Electro Matrnets; Permanent Magnets.—
CHAI'TKi; 111: Ainuttiitvs.Cnnstnu-tinn ot. lUilm'Tit KiiHl^of; Cftniiimtators, How Made and Con-
uectfd; Hi-aliii^M.t Anii;itiiri's; Kddv ( iirn-iit-.. rilAI'TKi; W: Tin- Ciirreut; How Produced;
Inducliou; SiTirs Wniiiul l)vn;iiiiiis; Shunt \\'<mnil Ityiiaiiins; Kxcitiiiti tln^ Fields; Constant Cur-
rent and Constant I'nt' iilial i)\ii;niius: Scries and r'aratli-l; I'arallel or Multiple Arc Svsteni.—
CHAPTERV: inraiHlrsirut Lamps: I'MIaTiit-nt^; (nnn-M'tions; Flashiiit;; KxliaustiUfi; TestiniJ:;

Candle Power; Opcrati-d in Scries; Autoniatii- rut (tut; in Multijile Arc or Parallel; Multiple Series;
Multiple Series Cut nnt; Tlire,- \\ in- Svsleni. rilAi'TKi; \I: 'i'lie Arc Litiht; How Formed;
Causes of Cnste:niiness: Keiiie.iv. l-:ilect ui Sliades nr Clnlies; Shape of Carbons Under Different
t'onditions of hiitiiinL,'; Aih^ Lamps; Kemilatin^ and Cnl-i nu .Meelianisni; Aetion of Current; Cluleh
Lamps; Cloi'liw (II Iv Lamps; Dmilili' Lanijis; TKiuliles in Lamps.—cilAl'TEH VII: Commutators
and Brushes; The I'.rusli riniimntatitis; Lruslies; Hifb-reiit stjles of Brushes- Double Brushes;
Single Bruslies; Trnnttles w itii < i.mmutatdrs and Lrnshes; Correct Position of Brushes; Sparking
at Brushes; Care of l^.ruslies and Connnutatnrs; Flasliinii.- CllAPTEK VIII: Current Regulation;
Hand Regulation: l;v I'osiiii.n m Lrnshcs, i;, -distance Box; Resistance Coils.—CHAPTER IX:
American S\stem oi Aiitiuii:iii<- Cinient Kemilaliun; The Dynamo; Regulator; Action of Regulator.
CHAPTEKX: Hnisli System o| Antom;itie Cuireut iiPKUlation; Brush Armature; Diagram of Cir-
cuits tlirough Dynamo. Kemilator and Lamps; Dial or Regulator; Care and Adjustment of Dial;
Dial Controller; ('iriuits and Counectious of No. 8 Brusli Dynamo; Circuits of Compound Wound
Constant Potential I ;rnsh I lynamo.—CHAPTER XI: The Edison System; Automatic Regulator;
Circuits of Regulatni: circuits of Dynamo; Action of Regulator; Howell Pressure Indicator; Dia-
gram of Circuits; !)esi-rii>tiuii of Parts and nperatiou.CHAPTER XII: Excelsior System of Auto-
matic Current Regulation; Dvnaujo; Armature; Diagram of Circuits; Tlie Regulator and Motor;
Action of Reffulator. CI1A1'T1';k XITl; Seliuyler System of Automatic Current Regulation;

iiatiraiii of Circuits in Armature and Field; Regu-
riionison-Houston System of Automatic Current

iid Brushes; Controlling Magnet; Wall Controller;
Waterhouse System of Three-Brush Automatic

Current Reguhition; Dvnamo- Extra Brush; Resistance Coils and Regulator. CHAPTERXVI:
Ampere Meters; Taiiu'ential Scale; Solenoid Meters.—CHAPTER XVII: Voltmeters; Pressure
and Potential Indiearors.—CHAPTER XVIII: Testing; Galvanometers; Astatic Needle; Differ-
ential Anp;ir;itus. CHAPTER XIX: AVheatstone Bridge or Electrical Balance; Diagram of Cir-
cuits and Methods nf use; Bridge and Rlieostat; Round Form; Square Form.—CHAPTER XX:
TheMagnetoas;tlVsting Instrument; Armature; Field; Bell; Diagram of Circuits.-CHAPTER
XXI: Coupaii^Dyuanios Together; In Series; In Shunt; Series, Shunt and Compound Wound Ma-
chines.—CHAPTER XXII: Switches and Switchboards^ Loop Switch; Plug and Socket; Change
Over Plug and Socket: Conclusion. CHAPTER XXXIII: Electric Motors; General Principles the
Same as mDjTiamos; Types; Shunt and Series Motors Suitable for all General Purposes; Regula-
tion of Shunt Motors; Of Series Motors; Counter £. M. F.; Direction-of Rotacion and Direction of
Current; Starting Motors; Diagram of Connection.

Draamo; Armature, (.ununutator and Brusl. .

later; Circuits in Regulator.-CHAl'TLK XIN :

Regulation; Dvnamo; Armatin-e; ( ounuutator an
Diagram of Circuits; Air Blast.—CllArTKK XV:

PART II. CONTENTS.—<^HAPTER I: Alternate Current Dynamos; Principles of tlie

Field- Field Current Armature; Winding; Connections; Lamination; Different Types of Alterna-
tors; Regulation; Leading Systems; The Brush (Generators; Magnets; Armature; Principles of In-
duction.—CHAPTER II: Dynamos, Contiiuied: T!ie Mordev Alternator; Stationary Armatures;
Field Magnets; Ferranti Armature; Field Ma^'nets; Winding; Collectors.—CHAPTER III: Dyna-
mos Concluded; Siemens DyTiamo; Best M;ignetie <'ireuits; Stanley Constant Current Dynamo;
The Armature; Self Induction; Regulation.—CHAPTER H': Indueiiun Coils; Converters; Trans-
formers; Economy of Distribution; An Electrical H. P.: Losses in Conduitor; Induction Coils; Ef-
fect of Induction; Transformers.—CHAPTFIR X: Transformers Continued; Induction Coils; Con-
verters; Transformiug Up and Down; Design of TraiisfornuTs; The Static Charge; Protection
Against; (; rounding the Secondary ; other De\iees; Tlie Foil I'rotit-tor; Different Types of Trans-
tormers. cH.V?TER VI: Transformers, Coni-luded; luse^; Keguhitiou; Winding of Transformers;
Connei-tlng to ('ircuit; iiegulation; Safet\ Fuses. (.'II.M'TIU; \ll: Parallel System; Series Arc
Light System; Diagram of Circuits; Parallel System; Primary Circuit; Secondary Circuit; Placing
of Transformers; Fuses; Diagram of Series Arc Light Circuit.—CHAPTER VIII: Lines of Force;
Hysteresis- Magnetic Penetration; The Circuit of Lines of Force; Experiments with Magnet;
Rapidity of Reversals and Hysteresis.—CHAPTER IX: Arc Lamps; In Series; The Westinghouse
Arc Lamp: l>iagramof Circuits in Lamp; Action of tlie Mechanism; Flat Carbons.—CHAPTER X;
Arc J.amps. in Multiple; Slattery Differential Lamp; Mechanism of Lamp; Its Operation.—CHAP-
TER XI: Measuring and Indicating Apparatus: Instruments for Use with Alternating Currents
iJifter from those used with Continuous Currents; Ammeters; Voltmeters; Description of Several
Forms of Instruments.—CHAPTER XII: Measuring Instruments, Continued: Hot Wire Instru-
ments; The Cardew Voltmeter; Details of the Instrument; Low Potential Voltmeter.—CHAPTER
Xirii Voltmeters; Double Coil Voltmeter; Two Types.—CHAPTER XIV: Spring Meters; Curled
Spring Meter.—CHAPTER XV: Twisted Strip Instruments; Diagram of Connections and Opera-
tion of Instrument.—CHAPTERXVI: Recording Meters; Stanley Meter; Construction and Priiu-

ciples of Operation; Diagrams of Parts; Slattery Induction Meter; Description of Parts and Prin-
ciples of Operation; Watt Meter; Thomson Meter.—CHAPTER XVII: Generators in Parallel-
Difficulties in Operating; Alternate Current (Jenerators in Parallel; Arrangements of Circuits and
Machines for Operating in Parallel; Diagram of Common Arrangement of Machines and Circuits.- -

CHAPTER XVIII: Ohm's Law; Strength of Current; Formulas and Examples; Power and Heat-
ing Effects of Currents.—CHAPTER XIX: Ground Alarms and Leak Detectors.

PRICE, $2.50.

Orders for above book, or any electrical work published promptly sent on receipt of price, postage prepaid.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO.

JUST iA£HKT YOU MRE LOOKING FOR!
^=' A New and Valuable Book——=^

Electric Lighting Plants,
THEIR COST AND OPERATION.

By W. J. Buckley. With numerous illustrations, diagrams, plans, tables, etc. 275 pages. Cloth. Price, ^2.00, postage free. This work
gives all necessary data for the erection of an electric light plant of any size. The cost of Arc Lighting. The cost of Incandescent Lighting.

READ THE TABLE OF CONTENTS:
Alternating Arc Lamps, Arc Plants, Belting, Boilers, Boiler Settings, Boiler Efficiencies, Books, Building, Cost of Arc Dynamos and Lamps,

Cost of Arc Plants Erected, Cost of Alternating Dynamos, Cost of Alternating Plants Erected, Cost of Belts, Cost of Boilers, Cost of Brick
Chimneys, Cost of Copper for Alternating Circuit, Cost of Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound High
Speed Engines, Cost of Condensers, Cost of Friction Clutch Pulleys, Cost of Heaters, Cost of High Speed Engines, Cost of Incandescent
Dynamos, Cost of Idlers, Cost of Injectors, Cost of Meters, Cost of Motors, Cost of Operating Lamps per hour. Cost of Power Generators.
Cost of Poles, Cost of Plain Pulleys, Cost of Pillow Blocks, Cost of Pumps, Cost of Shafting, Cost of Shaft Couplings, Cost of Stacks-
iron, Cost of Stacks—brick. Cost of Steam, Cost of Transformers, Cost of Wire, Chimneys, Circuit Loss, Contract Blanks, Current Distri-

bution, Circuits—overhead. Circular Mils of Wire, Depreciation, Direct Connected Apparatus, Dynamos, Dynamo Data, Economy of Con-
densing, Economy of Covering Steam Pipes, Economy of Heater, Efficiency of Engines, Engines, Equivalent of Current in Horse Power,
Equivalent Rates of Lighting, Fuel, Horse Power of Belting, Horse Power of Motors, Horse Power of Shafting, Incandescent Arc Lamps,
Instruments, Instructions for Employes, Insulation, Labor, Load Chart, Meter Connections, Municipal Ownership, Natural Gas, N.E.L.A.
Standard Rules, Oil, Outcome of Practical Management, Pole Line, Pulleys, Rope Transmission, Resistance of Wire, Rules—Fire Under-
writers, Report Com. on Data N. E. L. A., Reports of Cities Owning Plant, Reports of Cities Contracting, Stock Room, Shafting, Trans-
formers, Transformer Curves, Wiring Tables—Primary Wiring, Wiring Tables—Secondary Wiring, Wiring Tables, Motor Wiring, Wire,
Wire Formula, Water Power, Wood as Fuel. The only book of its kind in the English Language. Price, $2.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Suite 510 Marquette Building, Chicago.
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Inures o-F Our Engines ^A/or-tKl Rememl3erins=
1st—A symmetrical design M'ith an intelligent, scientitic distribntion of metal, giving ex-

ceptional strength and perfect balance.
3nd—The only absolutely steam-tight valve, which automatically adjusts itself for wear,

needing no outside attention.
3rd—"Rites governor system," which combines the greatest simplicity with most perfect

regulation.
4th—Crank shaft forged open-hearth high-carbon steel, combining greatest strength, best

wearing qualities and smoothest surface.
5th—Most complete automatic oiling system.

engine:
ERIE, PEBTNSYLVANIA, V. S. A.Chicago Office, 1530 Monadnock Block.

EXCEL ALL OTHERS IN
DESIRABLE FEATURES.Gas and Gasoline Engines

Adapted for ALL Power Purposes—Electric Lighting, Milling, Mining,

Water Works, Elevators, Factories, etc. Cheaper and Belter than Steam.

WrilfBeforl^Pullh^W. FOOS GAS ENGINE CO., Sprirgfield, 0.

Electro-Gasoline Engine
3 to 50 n. p. **

Runs witliou't siuolii', udorornoise.
Special styk-s for Klcrtvic Lit-'litiiig,

Boats, Miiung Locomotives. Hoists,
Portable, Threshing:, Pumping, Farm
and Dairies, Inspection and Street
Cars, Road-Wagons, Printing Offices
and all stationary purposes. All
engines guaranteed and nuiy be re-

turned at our espe use if not as repre-
sented. THE PKOUTY CO.,
7» Dearborn St., Chicago, u.s.a.

....BINDERS....
FOR THE

Western Electrician
$1.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUB. CO.,
CHICKGO.

Electric Lighting,

Economical Power.

POWER WITH EVERY STROKE OF THE PISTON.

VAN HORNE, BURGER & CO,,

20 CLAIR ST., DAYTON, O.

-TMI

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Manufacturers of the

Cliinax" M
Tie Boilers

Compnif Safety ^ater

BUILT IN UNITS OF 50 TO 1 ,00O Hr P.

CAUTION:
Beware of infringers, tfiey will

be rigidlj' prosecuted.

ALSO BUILDERS OF

Smoke Staclcs, Tanks, Etc., and
All Classes of Iron Work.

ISpecUlcations, Drawings and Prices furnished
on application.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boilers.

ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM.
3!S5 PA€r£t$. PRICE i^'^.OO. 347 ILLVSTRATIOlV^-i. A series ofThirty-four Practical l^essons covering the Science of Electricity from Its Fandamental

Principles to Its Every-day Applications. By Prof. I>. C. Jacltson, University of "Wisconsin; Prof. H.S. Carhart, University ofBIichigan; Prof. B.F. Thomas.
University of Ohio ; Prof. "^Vm. A. Anthony, ofNeiv York ; Prof. Brown Ayres,Tnlane University ; Prof. A. C. Perrine, Iceland Stanford University, Cal. ; Prof.
€reo. D. t^hephardson, UnlA-ersity ofSlinnesota, and others. A Comprehensive Treatiseia Simple Language, Free from Algebraic Equations and Easily Understood.

Constant Pressure; Loss of Voltage; Circular Mils; Prac-
tical Examples; Weiglit of Copper Required for Traus-
niission of Power at Different Pressures; T'hree-Wire
System; Motor St^artiug Resistances.—CHAPTER XXIII:

and

CO IMT l£IM-rS:
CHAPTER I: The Nature nriri Properties of Electricity:

Origin of Electricity; Two Kinds; Laws of Attraction and
Repulsion ; Positive and Negative Charge ; Terms, Con-
ductors, Insulators, Electric Conductivity; Conveying Elec-
tricity; The Electroscope; Force Exerted Between Charged
Bodies; Unit of Measurement of quantity of Electricity;
Electrometer.—CHAPTER II: Machines for Generating
Electricity by Friction and by Electric Induction; Making
Machine to Continuously Generate Electricity by Friction;
The Elect rophorus; Induction Generator; Units of Elec-
tric Current and Pressure; Electricity Conveyed by Unit
Current Each Second; Negatively and Positively Charged
Conductors; Relation of Lightning and Sparks of Electrical
Machine.—CHAPTER III: Electric Batteries or Appliances
for Generating Electricity by Chemical Action; Action of
Batteries; Electric Pressure; Voltaic Electricity; Directionof
Current Flow; Production of Continuous Current; Battery
Cells In Series; Production of Pressure by Cells; Polariza-
tion and Its Avoidance; Leclanche Cell; Open Circuit Cells.
—CHAPTER IV: Electric Batteries or Appliances for Gen-
erating Electricity by Chemical Action (Concluded); Closed
Circuit Cells; Local Action; Law of Electro-chemical Ac-
tion; Electro-chemical Equivalent; Primary Batteries Com-
paredowith Dynamos for Furnishing Curretft; Uses of
Batteries; Difference Between a Primary and Storage Bat-
tery; How Storage Batteries are Made: Parallel Connection
of Plates in Storage Batteries.—CHAPTER V: The Nature
and Properties of I\Iagnetism, Magnetic Fields; Permanent
Magnetism; Magnetic Attraction and Repulsion; Poles of
Magnet; Magnitude of Force Between Two Magnets; Aging
Magnets; Earth's Action on Magnetic Needle; Magnetic
Field; Action of Lines of Force.-CHAPTER VI: The Mag-
netic Effects of Electric Currents and Magnetic Circuits;
Effect of Electric Current on Magnetic Needle; Relation
Between Direction of Lines of ITorce and Direction of
Current Flow; Determination of Current Direction by
Compass; Ampere Tiirus; Solenoids; Ampere's Theory;
Solenoids w'th Steel or Iron Cores; Residual Magnetism;
Electro-Magnets; Magnetic Permeability; Magnetic Re-
luctance: Magoeto Motive Force or Maenetic Pressure.—
CHAPTER VII: Ohm's Law of the Flow of Electricity;
Pressure; Resistance; Current; Volt; Ohm; Ampere; Mer-
cury Resistance; Conductivity of Copper Compared with
Other Metals; Resistance of Circuits Made Up of the Same
Parts in Parallel; Joint Resistances; Fall of Voltage Over
Resistance; Effect of Temperature on Resistance; Copper
Temperature Coefficient.—CHAPTER VIII: Heating Ef-
fects of Electric Currents; Miscellaneous Effects of Elec-
tric Currents; Foot-pound; Joule; Horse-power; Watt; Kilo-
watt; Watts per Horse-power; Heating Effects on Bear-
ings of Machinery; Effect of Electricity on Nerves of Ani-
mals; Muscular Effect of Strong Currents.-CHAPTER IX:
Galvanometers and Vollameters;Differences in Construction
for Large and Small Currents; Presence and Direction of
Currents Shown by Galvanometer; Strength of Current In-
dicated; Tangent Galvanometer; Reflecting Galvanometer;
Needle Suspension; d'Arsonval Galvanometer; Terms
"Dead-Beat," "Calibrate;" Voltameter; Electrolyte. Elec-
trolysis; Electrode; Forms of Voltameters.-CHAPTER X:
Measurement of Electrical Resistance; Resistance Meas-
ured by Substitution; Resistance Boxes; Use of German
Silver: Coils; Wheatstone Bridge; Measuring Resistances
with Bridge; Measuring Very High Resistances; Practical
Examples.-CHAPTER XI: Every-day Measurements of
Electric Currents and Pressure; Three Effects by Which
Current3 are Directly Measured; Amperemeters; MilH-

ampere; Microampere; Three Classes of Magnetic Ampere-
meters; Weston Amperemeter; Electro Dynamometers;
Hot Wire Instruxnents; Scales of Amperemeters; Alter-
nating Current Measuring Instruments; Measuring Very
Large Currents; Measuring Electric Pressures; Voltmeters;
Cardew Voltmeter; Electrometers; Electrostatic Volt-
meters; Standard Cells; Measuring Currents by Voltmeter
and a Standard Resistance.—CHAPTER XII: Every-
day Measurements of Electric Power, Condensers and
The Measurement of their Capacity; Wattmeters; Electro-
dynamometer Used as Wattmeter; Recording Wattmeters;
Coulomb Meters; Watt Hour; Ampere Hour; Capacity;
Farad; Microfarad; Condenser; Capacity of Condenser;
Charging Condenser; Specific Inductive Capacity; Selec-
tion 01 Insulation for Telephone Cables; Capacity of
Underground Wires; Comparing Capacities by Ballistic
Galvanometer: Practical Capacity Measurements; Leyden
Jar.—CHAPTER XIII: Electrolytic Deposition of Metals;
Electroplating; Metals Commonly used in Plating; Salt
of a Metal; Nitrate of Silver; Cyanide of Silver and of Po-
tassium; Solution for Silver plating; Vats; Quality of Elec-
trolytic Deposit; Effect of Too Great or Small Currents;
Cleaning Articles to be Plated; Gilding Inside of Silver
Articles; Base Metals on Which Nickel is Usually Plated;
Solution for Nickel Plating; Electrotyping; Electrotype
Molds; Electrotype Finishing; Electrolytic 'Refining of
Copper; Solution Used.—CHAPTER XIV: The Electric
Telegraph; Elements of Electric Telegraph; Telegraph
Circuits; Telegraphic Signals; Sending and Receiving;
Telegraph Lines; Sounder; Relays; Local Circuits; Multi-
ple Telegraphy; Duplex Telegraphv; Diplex Telegraphy;
Quadruples Telegraphy.—CHAPTER XV: Multiple Tele-
graphy; Differential Relay; Polarized Relay: Pole Changer;
Principles of Operation of Diplex. Quadruplex, Bridge
Duplex; Artificial Line; Autographic Telegraphy.—CHAP-
TER XVI: The Telephone; Bell Telephone; Microphone;
Blake Transmitter; Exchanges; Switchboard; Long-Distance
Transmitter.—CHAPTER XVII: The Construction of
Telegraph and Telephone Lines and Instruments; Poles:
Cross-Arms; Pins; Joints; Insulators; Insulation; Ground
Plates; Underground Cables; Conduits; Fuses; Multiple
Switchboards.-CHAPTER XVIII: Testing Lines for In-
sulation and Conductivity and the Location of Leaks and
Breaks; Line Troubles ; Grounds ; Crosses ; Locating
Trouble; Earth Currents; Line Conductivity and Insula-
tion; Testing.—CHAPTER XIX: Principles of Continu-
ous Current Dynamos and Motors; Electric Conductor
in Magnetic Field; Field Strength; Induced Electric Pres-
sure; Direction of Current Moving Conductors; Alternat-
ing Current; Dynamos; Magnetos; Commutator.—CHAP-
TER XX: Principles of Continuous Current Dynamos
and Motors; their Construction, Care and Attendance;
Gramme Armature; Siemens Armature: Armature Cur-
rent; Laminating Cores; Foucault or Eddy Currents; Hys-
teresis; Fundamental Principles of Dynamos and Motors;
Points of Good Dynamo; Counter Electric Pressure; Types
of Field Windings; Series, Shunt and Compound Wound
Machines; Multipolar Machines; Regulation, Care and
Maintenance.—CHAPTER XXI: Arc Lighting and Arc
Light Machinery; The Arc; Arc Lamps; Principles of
Operation; Connections; Arc Dynamos; Current and Pres-
sure Required; Making of Arc Carbons; Regulators; Arc
Light Switchboards.—CHAPTER XXII: Incandescent
Lighting and Power Transmission, Two, Three and Five
Wire Systems of Distribution for Electric Lights and
Motors; Incandescent Lamp; Filaments; Vaccuum; Ma-
terial for and Making of Filaments; Advantages of In-
candescent Lamps; \rncandescent and Motor Circuits';

Construction of Electric Light and Power Circuits, ar
Their Testing; Overhead IClectric Light Wires; Weathe
Proof Wire; Arc Circuit Wires; "Drawing In" and
"Built In" Underground System; Underground Electric
Light Cables; Edisou Tubing; Feeders; Mains; Inside
Wiring; Cleat Work; Moulding Work; Concealed Work;
Dangers from Fires; Distribution System;.—CHAPTER
XXIV: Testing Electric Light Circuits and the Dis-
tribution and Measurement of Light; Faults; Soldered
Joints; Magneto Bell; Use of Voltmeter to Locate Grounds
on Arc Circuits; Ground Detector; General Testing;
Photometer; Standard Candles; Illuminating Effect of
Lamps; Effect of Opal Globes.—CHAPTER XXV:(» Elec-
tro-Magnetic Induction; Effect of Cutting Lines of Force
by an Electric Conductor; Induced Currents: Induction
Coils; Cores of Induction Coils; Transformers; Direc-
tion of induced Current; Self Induction; Attraction and
Repulsion of Parallel Wires Carrying Currents.—CHAP-
TER XXVI: Alternating Currents; Alternator; Electro-
lytic Effect of Pulsating Current; Heating Effect of Al-
ternating Current; Effective Value; Alternating Current;
Measurements; Frequency; Period; Apparent Resistance.
—CHAPTER XXVII: Alternating Currents and Alter-
nating Current JIachinery (Concluded); Power Used in Al-
ternating Circuits; Alternating Currents for Lighting; Mak-
ing Transformers; Testing Transformers; Building- Alterna-
tors; Number of Alternations; The Exciter; Running Al-
ternators in Parallel; Synchronous Motors; Two-Phase
and Three-Phas© Systems ; Induction Motors ; Squirrel-
Cage Armature ; Mesh Connection ; Star Connection ;.—
CHAPTER XXVIII: Miscellaneous Applications of
Electric Motors; Uses of Electric Motors; Motors in Ma-
chine Shops; Waste of Power in Factories; Advantages
of Removing Shafts and Belts; Estimating Electrical
Power Required; Electric Elevators; Electric Launches.—
CHAPTER XXIX: Electric Railways; Richmond- Elec-
tric Railroad; Trolley Wire; Trolley; Track; Use of Two
Motors; Rail Bonds; Heavy Electric Locomotives.—CHAP-
TER XXX: Methods of Handling and Controlling Rail-
way Motors and Generators; Output Records; Record-
ing Voltmeters; Load of Electric Railway Plant; Appli-
cation of Storage Batteries to Smooth Road Curve; ISIeth-
ods of Controlling Street Car Motors; Station Instru-
ments; Equalizer.—CHAPTER XXXI: Model Electric
Plant; First Central Station ; Changes in General Me-
chanical Construction of Dynamos; Instruments; Multi-
ple Arcing Galvanometers; Use of Double and Single
Pole Switches; Operating Dynamos in Parallel; Feeder
Connections in Continuous and Alternating Stations;
Throwing Dynamo into Circuit; Cutting Dynamo Out.—
CHAPTER XXXII: Underwriter's Rules, Etc.; Neces-
sity of Rules; Special Points in Wiring; Insulation of
Sockets, Fuses, Fixtures; Annunciator Wire; Office Wire;
Leaky Wires.—CHAPTER XXXIII: Electric Welding.
Forging, Etc.; Electricity Applied to the Kitchen; Elec-
trical Methods Applied to Metal Working; Thomson
Apparatus for Heating Metals; Welding b> Thomson
Method; Bernardos Process of Working Metals; Briuging
Piece of Metal to High Temperature by Dipping in Pail
of Water; Electric Current for Warming and Cooking:
Electric Heating and Stoves Compared.—CHAPTER
XXXIV: Electro-Therapeutics; Galvanic Curren*": Fara-
dic Current: Static Electricity; Electric Osmosis; Electro-
Cautery; Medical Electric Lights.

PRICE $2.00. Sent postage prepaid to any address in the world on receipt of price. The Ideal Work for Electricians. Central Station Men. Engineers. Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Students. Etc.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 MARQUETTE BLDC, CHICAGO.
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THE
NEW

TURBINE
SEND FOR
CATALOOUE

itH^ Dayton Globe Iron Works Co., Daytom. o.
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Shafting.

Gearing,
Pulleys.

PlLLOWBmCKSi

Governors,

Etc.
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THE PELTON WATER WHEEL
Is known theworld over as affording the most simple, reliable

and economical powerforall purposes.

7,000 WHEELS NOW RUNNING Slr^SS^^^^^^^™^'"
"" "'"'' ''™-

CICPTDIP DnU/CD TDAMCMICCinU I'elton AVheels are especially adapted to

LLClliniu rUllCn l nHnolTIIOOIUIl. tlils purpose and are operatlns themajor-
Ity of'Statinnsof tliii^charach'f in ,-til ii;irts of the world. Hisliest efficiency and best repulation
guaranteed. Catalogues furnislieil on ;ip]ili('ation. Address

PELTON WATER WHEEL CO.,
143 Liberty Street, or 121-123 Main Street,

NEW YORK. N. Y., U. S. A. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., U. S. A.

Xti^BEIFRIRYIVIAIM
Feed Water Heater and Purifier.

Provided with U-shaped Tubes, it Never Leal^s.

THE HICiHEST CiKAUE ONIiY. 1

Otir catalogue contains tlie representative names of a large number of con-
tented buyers of BER'RYaiA]<I HEATEBS built by us In the last twenty
years. A copy awaits your order at any time.

L B. DAVIS & SON, Makers, Hartford, Conn.,
Or addresses given below:

Jas. Berrytnau, 125 North 4lh St., Philadelplila.
VV. H. Gilson, 520 Medlnali Temple, Chicago.

Jos. Whitaker, 7 and 9 Pearl Street, Hostou.
A, A. Cardwell. 30 Cortlandt Street, Koom 127, New York.

THE Mccormick
TURBINE.

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,
Especially Adapted for Electrical Work.

iirives mox'C power per diameter Tvitli a higher
percentage of useful effect than any other "ivater-
Tvheel heretofore made. All sizes, right and left hand,
are built from patterns perfected under systematic tests in the
Holyoke Testing Flume.

Parties having power plants which are unsatisfactory, and
those contemplating the improvement of powers, will find it to
their interest to confer with us, as -we are -ivilling to
guarantee results n^here others have failed, no
matter ^vhat make of turbine has been in use.
STATE RF.4triBEIIEEIVT^ AKD fSEIW FOR
CATALOGUE. ^
S.MORGAN SMITH CO., York, Pa.

Estimates furnished for complete power plants and
results guaranteed.

Cazin Water Wheel.
Fat. March 16, 1897.

Will furnish more power per cubic foot of water used than any other

Front VleV of Bucket. wheel made.

Can be Operated by Steam at Periods of Low Water.

ftmerican Impulse Wheel Co. of N. Y. "I,S"

DIXON'S BELT DRESSING
AND LEATHER PRESERVATIVE.

Is guaranteed to prevent slipping and to preserve the leather.
It will pay you to send for circulars and testimonials.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., JERSEY CiTY, N. J.

WATER WHEELS
For Heads of 3 Feet to 2000 Feet.

Especially adapted to all kinds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent te.st.s at Holyoke, given below, enable us to guarantee:

Thr Larrjc^t Pmrrr rrar iihlninnl (mm n vhrci nfilir smnr fJiamrtry. The highrH
Sji'fd irrr nblahi'd J'or flu' '^niur /unnr. Tlir liiiiltr^f mniii <{fi<:i>7i<'ii whftt.

nnmiiui from Imlf t" full <iitlr. Wc guarantee also: -i riiiDxi of thr (ircatei't

po^^ihlf i^frniiftli. A ijnff uiu'jti'ilcd in 'itiirknf!"' and rnsi- iif ojiniiioj and rlosiiicj.

Test of a 46 In. SAMSON, Jan. 25, 97.

Gn[C
Open.

Head.

15.00

1504
15.II

15.88

16.47

Hcv.
Pr. Mil

144.00
138.12

127.67

131.50
126.87

172.69

155.03
133.24
112.65
go.04

240.97
223.61

191.06
163.80

127.73

Per

82.03

8455
83.68
80.25

75.95

Test ot a 36 Inch SAMSON, Feb.1,'97.

"Full

""»-|p,";rr,.

15.29' 194 25
16,561 187.75

'7-33 178.50

17.54 176.40
17. 681 T68.50

Pr. See.

J02.02

92.15
83-95
63.82

57.69

143.44l81.08

146.73
138.40

109.64
88.14

84.78
83.88

80.09
76.19

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.

REG.TRflDE MARKS JhE RhOSPHOR BRONZE SMELTING CO.QMITED,

2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.

I

"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE'
INGOTS,CASTINGS,WIRE,RODS, SHEETS, ETC.

J 4'ujj-u7u^t,juccny" — DELTA METAL
/^^ CASTINGS, STAMPINGS AND FORCINGS

ORI GINAL AND Sole Makers IN THE U.S.

A VALUABLE BOOK FOR ENGINEERS AND FIREMEN NOW READY.

MODERN EXAMINATIONS OF STEAM ENGINEERS or PRACTICAL THEORY EXPLAINED and ILLUSTRATED.

BY W. H. WAKEMAN.
Cloth. 53 Chapters.272 pages.

Containing a complete list of 300 questions such as will be asked of any
Engineer when taking examination for U. S. Government or State License, all

of which are fully answered in the te.\t.

PRice, $2.00
By mail, postpaid, to any part of the world

This book while especially adapted for engineers' examinations, is also in-

tended as a practical guide to Engineers, Firemen, Boiler Makers, Machinists,
and others, in daily practice.

The author being a practical steam engineer himself, well knows the wants
of the working engineer, and has put into this work such knowledge and infor-
mation as is best adapted to their use, making it altogether the most complete
and comprehensive guide for the busy workers in the engine room, boiler works
and machine shops that has ever been published.

As one engineer who has read the book says: "I think there are few engi-

neers that it wouldn't do some good. It seems as if it was a review of all I

have ever read, and a lot more besides."
The author has treated of a very great variety of subjects which are of

vital importance to all who wish to improve and extend their knowledge of

steam engineering, and has explained the rules and formulas given, in the sim-
plest manner possible, and has worked out examples by them, so that all who
can read may understand them.

The 300 questions are an important feature of the book, they are entirely

separate from the 53 chapters of reading matter, and were written after many
years of practical experience and careful research by the author.

His connection with the Boardman Manual Training High School at New
Haven, Conn., as Instructor in Steam Engineering, his 12 years of active mem-
bership in the N. A. S. E., and his position as Instructor of No, 10 of Conn., a

sturdy branch of the National Organization, makes him especially competent
in this part of the work.

The many flattering commendations which this book has already received

from competent judges and high authorities, speak well for its value.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, - - - Suite 510 Marquette Building, Chicago, lU.
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Enclosed Arc Lamps
FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT CIRCUITS.

: : 80 PER CENT,

:
I
ECONOMY IN

1 I
CARBON

i : ACCOUNT.

FOR
INDOOR
OR

OUTDOOR
USE.

60to70Hrs. i

Of Steady, Quiet and
Unobstructed liight

WITH ONE PAIR OF CARBONS.

Simple in Construction,

Few Moving Parts,

Positive in Action.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

Safes Offices in all Large Cities in the United States. For Canada, address Canadian General Elec'ric Co., Toronto, Ont.

The Electrical Transmission of Energy.
A Slanaal foir the I>e8ig:n of Electrical Circnits; by Arthur Vaughan Abbott, C. £., Chief £iig:. Chicago Telephone Co.

With 9 Folding; Plates. S$6 Pages. iSSO Illustrations and 74 Tables. Size of page, 6x9 In. Price 84.50.

READ -riHI ^^IM-TENTS:
CHAPTER I.

Introduction.—Distribution In General—Distribution in Series-
Distribution in Parallel—Mixed Systems—Indirect Distribution.

CHAPTER II.

The Properties of Wire.—The Conducting Circuit—"Wire Man-
ufacture—Hard Drawing—"Wire Gauges - The Circular Mil-
Copper Wire—Properties of Wire—Composite Wire—Galvanizing
and TinninK—Insulated Wire-Flexible Cable—Testing and In-
spection—Wire Specifications—Tension of Aerial Lines—The In-
fluence of the Variation of Temperature.

CHAPTER III.

The Construction of Aerial Circuits.—i'ari 7. General Line
Work. Classification—Aerial Lines—Poles—Methods of Preser-
vation-Height of Poles—Cross Arms—Pins—Facing of Arms-
Stresses—Calculailon for Polo Strength—Guying—Anchor Poles-
Setting Poles—Insulators—Value of Insulators—Oil Insulators—
TylQg and Dead-Ending—Loops—Stringing Wires—Wire Joints-
Strength of Joints—The Suspension of Aerial Cables—Humming
of Wires—Transposition of Telephone Lines—Power Circuits-
Pole Line Specifications. Part II. Electric Railway GircuitR.
Electric Railway Circuits—Railway Return' Circuit—Electrolytic
Action—Railway Poles—Wooden Poles—Iron Poles—Feed Wire
Insulators and Pole Tops—Trolley Insulators—Railway Line
Work—Strain Insulators—Anchors—Line Sections—Switches-
Line Crossings. Part III. Lightning Arresters. Lightning
Guards and Strong Current Arresters—High Resistance Arres-
ter—Magnetic Blow-out Arrester—Mechanical Magnet Arres-
ter-Air Expansion Arrester-Non-Arcing Metal Arrester-
Discriminating Arresters-Automatic Cut-outs—Cable and
Switchboard Protectors—Appendix of Insurance Regulations.

CHAPTER IV.
Construction of Underground Circuits.-Pari I. Conduits.

ClassiQcation—Valentine Conduit—Wyckoff Conduit—Paper Con-
duit—Pipe Conduits—Dorset Conduit—Chenowlth Conduit—
Terra-cotta Conduits—Crompton System—Brooks System- John-
stone System—Kennedy System—St. James System—Inflexible
Systems—Callender Solid System—Cologne Conduit—Zurich Con-
dult^Man"holes—Junction Boxes for Street Railway Feeds—In-
troduction of Circuits—Pneumatic Rodding—Gas—Electric Rail-
way Conduits—Buda-Pesth Conduit—Blackpool Conduit—Love
Conduit—Lenox Avenue Conduit—Metallic Conduits for Alternat-
ing Currents. Part II. Cables and Conduit Conductors. Con-
duit Conductors—Armored Cables—The Siemens Cable—The
Edison System—The Ferrantl Mains—Telegraph Cables—Sub-
aqueous Cables—Power Circuits- -Paper Cables—Telephone
Cables—British Post Office Cables—The Patterson Cable—Glover
Cables—Fowler Waring Cables—Felten-Gullleaume Cable-
Beaded Cables—Cable Joints—The Connection of Underground
and Aerial Systems—Cable Heads.

CHAPTER V.
Blectrtcal Instruments. — Classtflcatlon — Instruments for

Measurement of Resistance—Wheatstone Bridge—Slide Wire

Bridge—Ohm-Meter—Instruments for Measuring Quantity and
Pressure—D'Arsonval Galvanometer—Ballistic Galvanometer-
Galvanometer Constants—Reduction to Zero and Inferred Zero-
Shunts—Weston Instruments—Cardew Voltmeter—Electrostatic
Voltmeter-Siemens Dynamometer—Condensers—Wattmeters-
Keys—Magnet—Ground Indicators—Beyer Speed Recorder.

CHAPTER VI.
riethods of Electrical Heasurement. Quantities to be Meas-

ured—Electrical Intensity—Electrical Quantity—Unit ofCurrent—
The Watt — Capacity — Resistance— Ohm's Law— Kirchhoff's
Laws—Measurement of Resistance by Deflection—By Wheatstone
BridKe-By Voltmeter—By Volt and Ammeter—Measurement of
Small Resistance—High Resistance—Insulation Resistance—By
Loss of Charge—Line Resistance—Ground Resistance—Special
Methods for Galvanometer Resistance-Fnr Battery Resistance-
Potential Difference—By Condenser—Wheatstone's Method—
Lumsden's Method— Measurement of Current Strength— By
Ammeter—By Voltmeter—By Differential Galvanometer—By
Slide Wire—Measurement of Capacity—Thomson's Method—
Gott'sMethod—Divided Charge Method—Localization of Faults—
Blavier's Method—Overlap Method—Loop Test—Murray's and
Varley's Methods—Localization of Crosses—Measurement of In-
ductance—By Condenser and Bridge—With Alternating Current-
Mutual Inductance—Measurement on Alternating Currents-
Difference of Potential-Current—Power by Two voltmeters—
By Three Ammeters—Measurement on Polyphase Circuits-
Electrical Railway Testing—Capacity of Aerial Lines—The In-
ductance of Aerial Lines—Mutual Inductance on Transmission
Lines.

CHAPTER VII.
Continuous Current Conductors. Part I. Conductor's and

Insulators. Conductors—Resistance—Ohm*s Law—Specific Re-
sistance—Effect of Temperature—Resistance of Dielectrics—Line
Leakage—Distribution of Potentl:*l—The Effect of Leakage—Con-
ductance—Distribution of Potential in Branch Circuits. Part II.
The Heating of Conductors. Joule's Law—Location of Circuits-
Bare Wires Freely Suspended—Radiation and Convection—Pan-
eled Wire—Insulated wire Freely Suspended—Rheostats and
Heaters—Cost of Electric Heating—Fuse Wires—Heating of In-
sulated Cables—Heating of Conduit Cables—Heating of Suspended-
Cables.

CHAPTER VIII.
Conductors for Alternatlne Currents. General Considera-

tions — Classification—Skin Effect — Current Density — Induct-
ance—Magnetic Field—Electromotive ForceDue toVarying Field-
Equation of Energy—Harmonic Motion—Average values—The
Solution of the Energy Equation—Effect of Mutual Inductance-
General Energy Equation for Mutuallv Inductive Circuits—Co-
efficients of Inductance—Effect of Capacitrv—Solution of the En-
ergy Equation for Circuits with Capacity—The Energy Equation
for Circuits Containing Resistance—Inductance and Capacity-
Graphical Methods—Vector Quantities— Composition and Reso-
lution of E. M. F.—Simple Circuits with One Resistance and In-
ductance In Series— Reactance—Impedance—Resistance Vari-
able—Inductance Variable—Simple Circuits with SeveralResist-

ances and Inductances in Series—Simple Circuits with Oae Re-
sistance and Capacity in Series-simple Circuits with Several
Resistances, Inductances and Capacities in Series—Circuits with
Resistance, Inductance and Cmiacity in Parallel—Method of
Equivalent Resistance and Inductance—Circuits Containing Mu-
tual Inductance—Impedance Tables.

CHAPTER IX.
5erles Distribution. Origin—Classification—Constant Current

Circuits with Uenerator and Motor at Fixed Distances—Location
of Station—Current Density in Main Circuit—Economic Coudi-
tiona — Design for Heating-Limit — Design for Mechanical
Strength—Minimum First Cost of Line—Minimum First Cost of
Station—Minimum First Cost of Plant and Cost of Maintenance
and Operation—Design for Minimum First Cost of Plant—Design
for Best Service—Minimum Cost of Plant for Maximum Income-
Calculation of Loads—Regulation—Automatic Cut-outs.

CHAPTER X.
Parallel Distribution.-The Evolution of the Parallel System-

Methods of Distribution—The Loop System—The Spiral Loop—
Tlie Tree System—The Closet System—Conical Conductors—Anti-
Parallel Feeding—Distribution of Potential—Cylindrical Conduc-
tors. Parallel Feeding—CyUndrical Conductors, Anti-parallei
Feeding—Conical Conductors, Parallel Feeding—Conical Con-
ductors, A nti-parallel Feeding—Th ree-wire System—Mul-
tiple Series Svstem—Five-Wire System—Relative Area <;'ov-

ered by the Multiple Wire Systems—Feeder and Main System-
Location of Central Station- Location of the Feeders and Cen-
ters of Distribution—Distributing Mains—Calculation of Feed-
ers-Efficiency of Conductors-Methods of Regulation-The Com-
pensator in Electrical Railway Work—Fall of Pressure and Nec-
essary Section for Feeders—Laws of Economy and Feeder De-
sigri—General Design for a System in Multiple Arc—Mechanical
Methods—Station Loads—Arc Lamps on Constant Potential Cir-
cuits—Electric Railway Wiring—Three- wire Railway Systems.

CHAPTER XL
Miscellaneous Methods and Long Distance Transmission.—

Motor Transformers—Compensators—Motor Transformers Run-
ning and Feeding in Series—High and Low Potential Distribution
from the Same Station—Accumulators—Sub-station Accumula-
tors-Accumulator Distribution—Regulation by Means of Accumu-
lators—Transformers—Economy in Conductors—Isolated Trans-
formers—Etllciency of Distribution by Isolated Transformers-
Transformers as Sub-stations— PnlyiJhase Systems—Long-dis-
tance Plants—Long-distance Transmission with Continuous Cur-
rents—Line Construction for Long-distance Transmission—Rela-
tive Amount of Conducting Material for Transmission Systems.

CHAPTER XII.

The Cost of Production and Distribution.-Cost of Conductors-
Cost of Conduits—Telephone aud Telegraph Lines—Railway
Lines—Cost of Power Stations—Cost of Producing Energy—Coal
Consumption per Watt-hour—Water Power—The Gas Engine—
The Cost of Electrical Energv. as Developed by Wind Power—
The ActualCostofElectrlcalEnergy—Commercial Considerations
of Transmission Problems.

S«nt, exprossage prepaid,
receipt of prlcOv •4.B0.

on ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., SiO MARQUEnE BUILDING. CHICAGO.
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'hpastlrms.
T.H.Brady, New Britain.. Conn., U.S. A.,

Manufacturer of MastArms,Polo and
Swlnglus Hoods, Uouse Brackets ami
other Spet'ialttes for Construetlou
V^^tV.,— Catalogues and Prices fur-
nished on application.

-=ri MANSFIELD

MAN5riE:i_D,OHIO.

GENUINE RAWHIDE

. fm. LEATHER.

t'SHULTZ'S PATENT

E PULLEY COVER.

SHULTZ PyVTENT -
^ Ml

°^'^ "°""'"

WOVEN LEJVTHER^MNKBEpiNGa^^T^
.'1)yJ<AM0

"""'" "*'"' "'

""'^^-Send'iorlTrculari-

C^ELTINGr. 8t.l.ouis, Mo., U. 8. A.

BltAKCHES: IGi Summer St., Boston: 113LllJerty St., New York; 121) N. 3il St., Philadolphlii.

^H) DELAWARE HARD FIBRE CO.,
^-.iJASK^ WILMINGTON, DEL.

SBBTD FOB CATAI.O«rB ASin SAaiPJLES.

Sheets, Rods. Tubes and Special Shapes.
roat-S Scf^Nfffi HAHovniire

i^anufecnirErjnARTRICKsfARTER f0. elec™al

Sealers ri25So.2ndSt.V)PHILADA.V)PA. goods.

Universal Lamp Holders.

We make adjustable, portable and stationary

holders to be used wherever the electric light is.

We want every jobber and dealer to get our Cat-

alogue No. 5, which describes the goods and gives

prices. It will be mailed" free upon application.

FARIES MANUFACTURING CO.,

/NO,

ANon-Arcing^Fuse.
The "only" one deserving the name. Will open a high-tension short-circuit

without arc or flash.

We make Switchboard EqAipments, Transformer and Snbway Boxes.

We Solicit Correspondence from Tliose.Troubled with Fnsea.

D. <e W. FUSE CO.,
53 ABOB]!r STREET, PROTIDEUfCi;, B. I.

% Black Diamond File Works.
Est. 1863. Inc. 18»S.

Twelve

Medals

Awarded at

International

Expositions.

Special

Prize

Gold Medal

at Atlanta,

1895.

4^ OVR GOODS ABB OK 8AI.E IK ETEBIT IiKADIKU HABDIVABE ^
^ 8TOBB IK THE ITKITED STATES AKD CAKADA. kj^

|G. &H. BARNETT COMPANY,^
1^ PHILADELPHIA, PA. ^

The Zamel Arc Light Meter
AMD ELECTRIC CURREMT TIMER

Is the ONLY RELIABLE DEVICE for Timing the Use of Arc Lights,

l-t li tsi-tive in l-ts A.^-tion.
SiE\D FOB CIRCULAR.

Zamel Arc Light Meter Co.,
266 BI-I-IE ISL.AND AVE., CHICAOO, IL.L..

Approved by the National Fire Underwriters' Association.



^ $3 per Annum. Copyrl(,*ht. 18117, by
Electrician Publislilnfe' Company, Chicago. EVERY SATURDAY. Kiitered at ChlcaK') r-tstoril...;

AB iii&ll matter of the secotnl class. 1 cents per Copy.
Vol. XXI. CHICAGO, NOVEAl 1897. No. 21

SIMPLEX INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.
wEBTERN^sELtiNG .GENT, Simphx BlectHcal Company,
1 137 Momdncck Block, CHICAGO. 76-81 Cornhlll, BOSTON, MASS.

At-RRED F". IVIOORE,
MANUFACTURER OF

INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
«0O AMD »0« NORTH THIRD STREET. PHIIiAnEIiPHIA. PA,

1889—Paris Exposition,
Medal for Bobber Insnlation.

1893—World's Fair,
Uledal for Rabber Insnlation.

TRADEMARK,

THE STANDAKD FOB
BVBBEB UrSUtATIOIir.

Sole Manufacturers of

Okonlte Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee
"'•

Wires.

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd.
Willard L. Cartdee. I

H. Durant Cheever, s

Managers. 253 Bfoailway, Ncw York.
Geo. T. Manson, Gen'l Sunt
W. H Hodglns.Secy.

Insalating Paint # Varnish.
We were the first chemists in the world to

make a special study of tliis problem. Our long
experience iind cart-ful investigation enables us
to be of service to wiJe-awake electricians.

MASSACHUSEHS CHEMICAL COMPANY,
Boston, Mass., U. S. A.

THE lIVlLLiAJElB

STORAGE
BATTERY,

HIGH DURABILITY.
PROTECTION GUARANTEED.

The WMIard Electric & Battery Co.,

CIiEVBl.Ain>. OHIO.

,^anufecfiIragI)ARTRICK£/?ARTER f0. ELEJ^AL

"Dealers f 125 So. 2nd St.V)PHILADA.l>PA. goods.

N. 1. R.
IVational

India

_ Rnbber Co's
RUBBER COVERED

\hilr&& and Oables.
OFFICE and FACTORY: BRISTOL, R. i.

.JOHN D. CRIMMINS. .fB., Prest. Alcatraz Electrical
Compound.

Absolutely uDequaled for Insulating and
Water-prooflng; not affected by Acids or Alkal' ss;

elastic and durable. Alcatraz Asphalt Paint '3 a
tenacious and durable coating for all kinds of

metal. Samples upon application.

Ask your nearest supply house for It, or

The California Asphalt Co.,
57 EAST 59TH STREET, NEW YORK.

^ESTIlN ElBcMcal InglmmEnt Co.,

1 14-120 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

Voltmeters, Millivoitmeters, Voltammeters,

Ammeters, Mllllammeters,

Ground Detectors and Circuit Testers,

Ohmmeters, Portable 6alvanometers.

Our Portable Instruments are recog-

nized as The Standard the world over.

The Semi-Portable Laboratory Stand-
ards are still better.

Our Station Voltmeters and Am-
meters are unsurpassed in point of e.v-

treme accuracy and lowest consumption
of energy.

Weston Standard Portable IHreot Mentioa the wesiebn Ei.scthician when writing
Readine Voltmeter. for cataiacuea

miome::
PARIS 1867. CHICAGO 1893. PHILADELPHIA 1876.

WIRES AND GABLES.
AERIAL, UNDERGROUND,

SUBMARINE.

W. R. BRIXEY, M(r.

203 Broadway, New York.

Western Office, Marquette Bidg., Chicago, III.

CALIFORNIA ELEC. WORKS, M. DUPEROW. NEW ORLEANS ELEC. CO.,

SAN FIIANCISCO. CAL WASHINGTON. D. C. NEW ORLEANS U

TUCRTCpiron Clad Rheostat Co.,
I nbH I b n

WESTPIELD, N. J., U. S. A.

FOR ALL rUKPOSES.UIMMCKdi roi

A I IImDRC CONSULTINQ ELGCTRICAL
L> iliCnnC; esoiNEER.'^

Estimates, Plans; SpeclttcatloQS,
Exauiiaatlons, Heports, Tests.

306 Oriel Ballding, ST.I.OUIS,aiO.

CARPENTER
ENAIVIEL RHEOSTATS.

Antoniatic Motor Starters.
All Sizes. Li^Ht price of 1 H. P, size. »I3,00.

Reliable. Fully jiuaiaiueeil. HigrhJy lliiished. Clieaii.

Ward Leonard Electric Co., Bronxvilte^ N. Y,

Queen & Co.,
1012 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA.

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-Wirt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Ray

Focus Tubes, Induction Coils.

J|lP0ilIED@lBON§

Wertheim"
FOR

OPENyiRCS -

STEADIEST {^HT- 1o_NGEST UE^

:j\ukin6c\Su|)pl\ Cd.

57 Sn Canal St CHICAGO.

I-T-E
CIRCUIT BREAKERS

CUnER ELECTRICAL CO.. PHILADELPHIA

Two Balls" Adjustable Hanger

M.I.Vought,

Automatic. Perfection

ELECTRBCAL SPECIALTIES, l-A CROSSE, \A/IS.

SP

A TECHNICAL
EDUCATION 50 CENTS

A WEEK.
The new installment plan of The International Correspondence Schools, Scranton. Pa.—the

largest and most successful institution teaching technical subjects by mail—places an eiJncation
within the reach of all. Students may enroll upon paying S3 in advance, the balance to be paid
at the rate of 19 a month. The charges are moderate and include all necessary text-books. Studies
are carried on at home without loss of time from work.

The FJectrical Pom er and riehtine t^i'holarship is a thorough course of instruc-
tion in the installation, care and operation of electric light, power and railway plants designed
to meet the wants of busy men who wish to put into actual practice as soon as possible the in-
formation they acquire.

The mechanical-Electrical Scholarnhip includes instruction in mechanical and
electrical engineering and is intended especially for those who wish to become designers of elec-
trical machinery.

Also 43 courses including Steam Kngineering, Mechanical Drawing, Machine Design. Civil
Engineering, Boolvkeeping. Shorthand and Knglish branches.

Write for circular, stating subject in which you are interested.

THE INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS, BOX 1002, SCRANTQH, PA.

WITHOUT A RIVAL.

SOLD BY THE LEADING SUPPLY HOUSES.

Prevents Soarking and Cutting. 5"^ per stick.

Will fiGt Gum the Brushes. $^75 " haifdoz.

Puts a Fine Polish on the Commutator. .voo " doz.

SIPE^I^VI- IMOTICSC
Until Jaiiuary, 1898, we will send with every order for ont. dozen stiqks the

New Dynamo Tender's Hand-Book, by F. B. Badt; a book that should be in every
dynamo room. Send in your order to-dav.

BrER^wHnrco THE BOILER EXPURGATOR CO..
40 Federal Street, SOLE SELLING AGENTS,

BOSTON. HASS.
I I 5 DEARBORN ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
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EDDY GENERATORS.
Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

Eddy Motors—Slow, Medium or High Speed.

We buUd all necessary apparatus for the transmission of Electrical
Power through Victory or other bulldlnes.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.,

NEW YORK, H. B. Coho & Co., Mail and Express Building.
PHILADELPHIA, Walter C. Mclntire & Co., 506 Commerce St
BOSTON, G. M. Angier & Co., 64 Federal St.

ELMIRA, S. N. Blake.
ST. LOUIS, Western Electrical Supply Co.
KANSAS CITY, W. T. Osborn.
CINCINNATI, O., Nevada Bldg., John A. Stewart.
CHICAGO, 305 Dearborn St., Wallace & Hine. Managers

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Cal. Elec. Wks., 409 Market St.

MORE THAN 300,000 PERSONS ^
VISITED THE ELECTRICAL EXHIBITION IN NEW YORK
IN 1896. IT BROUGHT PROFIT TO THE EXHIBITORS.

t

THE NEXT EXHIBITION
Will be held in MADISON SQUARE GARDEN
in MAY, 1898, under the same management,
and the attendance is likely to be nearer to

1,000,000.

FOR SPACE AND
PARTICULARS APPLY NOW

TO Electrical Exhibition Co.,
15 Cortlandt Street, New York City. i

*«««««***«««««*«»**« **«:** «4c«* 4 4: 4 «««*** 4^ :t««>(i*

KEYSTONE ELECTRICAL

INSTRUMENT COMPANY.
Switchboard Voltmeters, Ammeters, Ground Detectors and

Differential Voltmeters.

*i'*tHf:VAl****

We meet all the requirements of modern Central Stations or Isolated Plants, whether
using direct or alternating current circuits.

Our Instruments are constant and durable, sensitive and accurate, pleasing in
appearance and always correct.

We can interest you in prices and other details if you will write to

Ninth St. and Montgomery Ave., Philadelphia.
New York, 15 Cortlandt Street.

Chicago, 1440 IWonadnock Building.

Makes No Noise, Hakes Money.

The Circular Frame of the Warren Dynamo
Is cast STEEL, the base and sur-base cast iron. THE SHAFT IS

WROUGHT, HAMMERED STEEL. The annular openings at the
ends of frame are covered with an ornamental grille permitting a
perfect circulation of air through interior of machine.

THE BEARINGSARE LARGE and SELF-OILING, provided with
large reservoirs. Dynamo needs no attention except the usual
dusting and wiping off that every careful, neat engineer gives to

the machinery in his charge.

NO REPAIRS. NO BRUSHES. NO COMMUTATOR.

WARREN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING C0.,|

I

Sandusky, Ohio.

BBBBI
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Wc have completed our new manufacturing plant, which enables us to reduce the selling price of the

PIONEER ENCLOSED ARC LAMP.
We offer the consumer the benefit of this, in the shape of a reduction from $30 to $25 per lamp.

Manutaciured under Basic Enclosed Arc Lamp Patents of L. R. Marks, Marks-Ransom and otfiers.

ELECTRIC ARC LIBHT CO., 1 50 Nassau St., New York.

YOUR SUPPLY MAINTAINED FOR 12c.

LAMPS
Efficient, Long-Lived and

Guaranteed Satisfactory.

Write us before making another contract. We are THE
Lamp Renewing Company you have heard of.

Lynn Incandescent Lamp Co., Lynn, Mass.

GORDON PRIMARY CELL.
For Open and Closed Circuit Work.

The Perfect, Modern, Longest Lived and Most Economical
Cell Ever Put on the Market.

In use by the leading cities, railroads, telephone and gas engine
companies.

WE CLAIM:—Constant discharge of current without polari-
zation: no local action; no noxious gases or funies; noaelds; least
laborior operation; cleanest; not freezing at 23° below zero; eco-
nomic value 50 per cent, greater than gravity cell, and 30 per cent,
greater than best other cell in market. For No. 1 cell. 250 ampere
hours; for No. 2 cell, 100 ampere hours; on open circuit, .9 to 1

Tolt; on closed circuit, .65 to i^o'Jj volt. Send for circular and price list.

THE GORDON -BDRNHAM BATTERY CO.,
82 to se West Broadway, New York City.

OEO.W. PATTERSON, 1114 Marquette Bldg., Chicago, III.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Advance Pkg. & Sup. Co. i

Ahim-Edwards Elec. Co ..

American Battery Co kv

American El. Meter Uo— vll

Amer. El. Telep.Co. xvli,::viii

American Elec. Works . . . xlll

American Engine Co xlv

Amer. Impulse Wheel Co.

American Rheostat Co—
Armorite Int. Con. Co— x

Bain, Foree xlii

Baker »fc Co xll

Ball Engine Co
Barnett Co. , G. & H xxii

Besly & Co.,Chas. H sxli

Boiler Expurgator Co.... i

Bossert Elec. Const. Co..

Brady, T. H xxIi

Brlxey, W. R 1

Bryant Electric Co Iv

Buckeye Electric Co xi

Burnley Batt. & Mfg. Co. liii

Calilomla Asphalt Co 1

Card Electric Co vit

Carlisle & Pinch Co
Central Electric Co v

Central Mfg. Co
Central Tel. & Elec. Co . . . xvl

C. B. &Q. R. R XV
Chicago Edison Co Iv.xiv

Chicago El. & Stereo. Co . . xli

Chicago Fuse Wire & Mfg.
Co xxii

Chicago Ins. Wire Co xll

C, M. &St. P. R. R xtv

CloBbrockSt. B.Co xix
Commercial El. Sun. Co.. Ix

Cornman Co xlv

Crown Woven Wire Brush
Co xll

Cutter El. & Mfg. Co 1

D. & W. Fuse Co xxii

Davis & Son, I. B xx
DaytonGlobelronWkB. Co. xx
Delaware Hard Fibre Co. ..xxii

Diamond Elec. Co
Diamond State Fibre Co. xll

DiehlMfg. Co vil

Dlzon Crucible Co.. Jos. . xx

Eastern Elec. Cable Co xili

Eddy Elec Mfg. Co U
Edison Lamp Dept xil

Electrical Exchange, The. xlv

Electrical Exhibition Co. li

Elec. Appliance Co xii

Electric Arc Light Co ill

Elec. Gas Lighting Co
Electric Storage Batt. Co . l x
Electrician Pub. Co

xviii, xix, xxl
Elliott, W. H. Elec. Co.... xlv

Emerson El. Mfg. Co xlll

W^ir Olassl-Fl^c

Empire China Works xvlii

Farles Mfg Co
Farr Tel. & Cons. Supply

Co xvl

FooB Gas Engine Co xix

For Sale Advertisements., xiv

Fort Wayne El. Corp .... vil

Fuel Economizer Co

Garlock Packing Co —
Garvin Machine Co., The . vi

General Electric Co xxi
Gen'l Inc. Arc Light Co. . . iv

Globe Elec. Heating Co.. Iv

Gordon-Burnham Bat. Co. Ill

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.

Hartley Elec. Works
Hill, W. S. Electric Co. . .

.

Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co....

Hodge, Walsh & Loring.
Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co.

xi

xii

xlv

xlll

Huebel & Manger. xlv

Internat'l Cor. Schools.. 1

Iron-Clad Rheostat Co . . . l

Kartavert Mfg. Co xilt

Keystone Elec. Inst. Co.. ii

Kokomo Tel.&El.Mfg.Co.xvlIl
Kusel, D. A., Tel. & El.
Mfg. Co

Leclanche Battery Co xv

Leffel & Co., James xx
Leonard, Ward, Elec. Co.. I

Llndsley Bros x v

Link Belt Machinery Co. xiv

Locke, Fred. M vI

Locltwood Long Dist. Tel.

A Tel. Co. of America...

Lombard Water Wh. Q. Co.

Lynn Inc. Lamp Co iii

Main Belting Co xix
ManhattanGen'lCons.Co.. xll

Mankowitz. Sam'l \\\

Mansfield Tem. Cop. Co.. .xxii

Mass- Chemical Co i

McFell Electric Co xviil

McKlnlock & Camp, Agts. vili

McLennan & Co., K xli

McRae. A. L i

Mica Insulator Co xli

Mo. Tel. Mfg. Co .xvlll

MitchellTemp. Copper Co. x v

Monon R. R vil

Moore, Alfred F I

Munsell&Co., Eugene..

National India Rubber Co.

National Tube Works Co.

New York Ins.Wire Co . .

.

Northern Elec. Mfg. Co. ..

Nott & Co., A. D
Nungesser El. Battery Co.

Ohio Electric Works xlll

OkonlteCo.,The I

Otto Gas Engine Wks xtx

Palste Co., H. T XV
Partrlck A Carter Co i

Partridge Carbon Co
Peerless Rubber Mfg.Co.. xii

Pelton Water Wheel Co . xx
Peoples' Electric Co xxii

Perrizo A Sons xv
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co xxll

Phillips Ins'd. Wire Co. . . xlii

Phosphor-Bronze S.Co.Ld xx
Point Marion Mfg. Co....

Prouty Co., The six

Puritan Electric Co

Queen & Co 1

Rawson Electric Co xvlli

Relslnger, Hugo .

Reliable Elec. Sup. Co iv

Roth Bros. & Co vU

St. Clair Hotel xiv

Samson Cordage Wks xli

Sargent & Lundy xiil

Sawyer-Man Electric Co .

Schiff, Jordan & Co
Shultz Belting Co xxii

Simplex Electrical Co., The, 1

Smith Co., S. Morgan.... xx
Standard Elec. Cons. Co. xili

Standard Tel.A El. Co xvl

StandardUnderg.Cahle Co.

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co..

StUwell-Blerce A Smitfa-
Vaile Co xlv, xv

Storey Motor A Tool Co. ..

Stow Mfg. Co
Stromberg-Carlson TeL
Mfe- Co xvl

Swarts Metal Refin'g Co. xlv

Taber A Mayer

United Elec. Imp. Co....

Van Home. Burger A Co.

Viaduct Mfg. Co xviii

Vought, M.I I

Wagner El. Mfg. Co xii

Want Advertisements.. xiv

Warner, Wm. F
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.. . . II

Washburn A Moeu Mfg. Co.
xili

Washington Carbon Co... lii

Western Tel. Cons. Co xvill

WestinghouseEl.AMf.Co. ix

Weston Electrical Inst. Co. i

Wheeler Reflector Co x I

Wlllard El. A Bat. Co I

Williams, J.P xlll

Wright, Wm xlv

Zamel Arc Lt. MeterCo...xxlI

Kd^ac of ^Vdver-tisomon'fcs Soo Pae«» VI-
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HARDTMUTH GORED CARBONS for Direct and Alternating Current

HABIRSHAW AND Q. E. CO.'S |ARO 1-AIVIRS. L.
HABIRSHAW AND Q. E. CO.'S

WIRES AND CABLES U
AMERICAN CARBON CO.'S Plain and Coated

CARBONS FOR SERIES ARC LIGHTING.

PCENERAL WESTERN AGENTsH
CKlioagO Edison Co.,

I 1 DEALERS IN ELECTRIC LIGHTING SUPPLIES,

139 Adams Street, CHICAGO.HABIRSHAW AND O. E. CO.'S

WIRES AND CABLES.

"BERGMANN"
Enclosed
Arc
Lamps.

/ We have opened a Sales Office for

^F^ our Arc Lamp Department at

604 Bowling Green Building,

1 1 Broadway, New York,

To which address all inquiries should be sent.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT CO.
S. BER6MASnV, PRESIDENT.

I

' BRYANT POOPS ARE OOOD QOODS."
|

BRYANT-PAISTE SWITCH.

PRICES GREATLY REDrCED.
WRITE YOUR JOBBER FOR REVISED

FiqURES.

THE BRYANT ELECTRIC CO.,

fiXIDOEPOnT. CONN. CHIUflO. ILL.

ELECTRIC HEATERS ^^^"^°'"Sin°mum expense.

Portable Heater for residences and offlees, size 23 Inches long, iii^ Ifi&hes
high, 5 inches wide. Weight 30 pounds. '

. ,

HIehest Efficiency, Simplicity, Durability. Production Ouaranteed,
Our Street Car Heaters lead all competitors.

Send for new illustrated circular.

Heating coils renewed like incandescent lamps. Constructed for any voltage. Work on direct
or alternating current. Consumes 6. S amperes on no volt current, i. 5 on 500 volt current.

THE GLOBE ELECTRIC HEATING CO.,
147 North 12th

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

SEE THESE PRICES!
Weatherproof Wire, all sizes to No. 8, per lb $0,131
Rubber-covered Wire, No. 14, per 1,000 feet 7.50
ShafTer-Paiste Rosettes, concealed or cleat, each .052
Iron Box Bells, i 00 lots . i 9i
Wood Push Buttons, each 04
Dry Batteries, each 18
Metal Push Buttons 09

(OTHER SPEGIAIiTIES IN PROPORTIOIV.)

RELIABLE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY GO.

2361

E.Madison St..

I CHICAGO.
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Turkeys,

Chrysanthemums,

^ Okonite
ARE

Geo. A. McKlnlock,
President.

Charles B. Brown,
Secretary.

S. R. Frazier,

Timely Topics.

Tt^ey are ALIKE in that each is a K'^g.

K^ing of powls

—

K^ing of plowers

—

K^ing of Insulations,

Tbeq are HOT AbIK;E in that Okonite alone has a continuous reign.

But Okonite is not our only kingly specialty. We have:

Bryant Electric Specialties,

Perkins Electric Specialties,

]-lart Electric Specialties,

Paiste Electric Specialties,

Anchor Electric Specialties,

Ar^d ott^ers.

Central Electric Company,
173=175 Adams Street,

CHICAGO.
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The Garvin MachineCo.,
MANUFACTURERS OF MACHINE TOOLS AND MICHINERr,

SPRING & VARICK STS., NEW YORK.

51 N. SEVENTH ST., PHILADELPHIA.

WESTERN AGENCY:
Fay & Egan Co., 22 S. Canal St., Chicago.

METAL
WORKING
MACHINERY.'

Our facilities for equipping PLANTS
engaged in the manufacture pf ELEC-
TRICAL goods are unquestidiably the
best of any concern in the country.
We have In stock over 500 machines.
Write us for No. 19 list of new and second-hand machinery
value to you.

HIOIHI POnTEN-TIAI- IIMSUUAnrORS
will carry any current uj) to 50,000 volts. Used on the Niatcani Kails and i'-iillalo Transmission Hues.

It will be of

Insulators for High Voltage Power Transmission, Electric liailway, Electri'! Litiht, Telegraph and
Telephone Lines. Send for catalogue. ^f;ieD. IVI.L.OCKE, \^ic-tor-, IM.'V.

Accumnlators.
American Battery Co.
Central Rlectric Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Wtllard El. <t Battery Co.

Annunciators.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Rellahle Elec. Supply Co.

Are liamps.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Electric Arc Light Co.

Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Qen'l Inc. Arc Light Co.
Manhattan Gen'l Cons. Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Puritan Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Are lilffht Cord.
Central Electric Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Batteries and Jars.
Burnley Batt. & Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Gaa Lighting Co.
Gordon-Burnham Battery Co
Leolanche Battery Co., The.
Nott & Co., A. D.
Nungesser El. Battery Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Reliable Elec Supply Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.

BeUa.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Ohio Electric works.
Reliable Elec Supply Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Beltine
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Main Belting Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.
Bhulu Belting Co.

Boilers.
Olonbrook Steam Boiler Co.

BoobLS, Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Bmshes.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Crown Woven Wire Brush
Co.

Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.
Pftrtrldge Carbon Co.

Bnrfflar Almrmai.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eleotrlo AppUanoe Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Oables (See Insulated Wires.)

Cables, filectric (See Insu-
lated Wires), Copper,
Sheet and Bar.
American Elec. Works.
Briiey. W. R,
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
General Electric Co.
Mankowitz, Sam'l.
Moore, Alfred F.
New York Ins. Wire Co-
Rellable Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C- Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Carbon8,Points& Plates.
Advance Pkf:;. A Sup. Go.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eleotrlo Appliance Co
Gen'l Inc. Arc Light Co.
Partridge Carbon Go.
Relslnger, Hugo.
Schiff, Jordan A Co.
Washington Carbon Co

Compound.
Boiler Expurgator Co.
Central Electric Co.
Calirornla Asphalt Co.
Oommerclal El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Mass, chfiipjefvi Cq.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
McLennan & Co., K.
Okonlte Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Standard Elec. Const. Co.

Conduit and Conduits.
Armorlte Interior Cond. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Construction A Repairs.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Elliott, W. H. Elec Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Hodge, Walsh A Lorlng.
McFell Electric Co.
McRae, A. L.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.

Contractors and Electric
Ideht Plants,
Ahlm-Edwarda El. Co.
Bain. Foree.
Card Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Ed<^Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
McRae, A. L.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co,
Peoples Electric Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec Mfg. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse Elec & MfgCo,

Conveyors.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.

Copper.
Besly&Co.. Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Mansfield Temp. Copper Co.
Mitchell Temp. Copper Co.

Copper IVires.
American Electrical Works,
Besly &Co., Chas H.
Brlxey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Mankowitz, Sam'l.
National India Rubber Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Reliable Elec Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.

Cordaffe.
Central Electric Co.
Samson Cordage Wki.

Correspondence Schools*
Int, Correspond. Schools.

Crookes' Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co,
Edison Lamp Dept.

Cross-Arms, PjUis and
Brackets.
Brady, T. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
l-'arr Tel. A Cons. Sup. Co.
Locke, Fred. M.
Point, Marion Mfg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.

Cut-Onts and ST^tches.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co,
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Elec Co.
Hart ft Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Hill. W. S. HlectrlcCo.
Mankowitz, Sam'l.
Palate Co., H. T.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Wagner Elec Mfg. Co.
Westihghouse El. ft Mfg. Go.

Dynamos.
Ahlm-Edwarda El. Co.
American Engine Co.

Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Suoply Co.
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Hoban Elec Mfg. Co.
Mankowitz, Sam'l.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Nott A Co., A. D.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec Mfg. Co.
M'arner, Wm. F.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Wright, Wm.
Economizers, Fuel.
Fuel Economizer Co.

Electric JBeafs App''s.
Central Electric Co.
Globe Electric Heating Co.

Electric meters.
American El. Meter Co.
Zamel Arc Light Meter Co.

Electric Railivays.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse EI. & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and Mechani-
cal Engrineers.
Bain, Foree.
MoRae, A. L.
Sargent A Lundy.

Electrical instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Go.
Cutter El. 6 Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Keystone El. Instrument Co.
Mankowitz, Sam'l.
PaisteCo., H. T.
Queen A Co.
Reliable Elec Supply Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Electrical Specialties.
Carlisle & Finch Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Palste Co., H. T.
Peru Elec- Mfg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Vought, M. I.

Electro-Plating lllach^y.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
General Electric Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Nott A Co., A. D.
Roth Bros A Co.

En^rines, (i^as.
Foos Gas Engine Co.
Otto Gas Engine Wks.
Prouty Co.,The.
Van Home, Burger A Co.

Engrines, Steam.
American Engine Co.
Ball Engine Co.

Fan Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Parr Tel. A Cons. Sup. Co.
General Electric Co.
Roth Bros A Co.
Wagner Electr'c Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Feed tVater Heaters.
Davis & Son, I. B.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Diamond State Fibre Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.

FUes.
Barnett Co., G. A H,
Central Electric Go,

Fixtures, El. & Comb'n.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Fuses.
D. A. W. Fuse Co.

Fuse Wire.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire A Mfg.Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electiio Appliance Co.

€raskets.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Go.

d^as Lishtins:. Electric.
central Electric Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Gears.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.

General Elec. Supplies.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
F&TT Tel. A Cons. Sup. Co.
General Electric Oo.
Hodge. Wal.sh A Loring.
Hill. W. S, Electric Co.
Mankowitz, Sam'l.
McKlnlock A Camp, Agts.
Ohio Electric Works.
Palste Co., H. T.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.

Globes and Electrical
Glassware.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El- Supply Co.
Wheeler Reflector Co.

GoVnors, Water Wheel.
LombardWaterWheel Gt.Co.

Graphite Specialties.
Besly A Co.. Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Flbre-Graphite Co.

Induction Colls.
Central Electric Co.
Queen A Co.

Insulators and Insnlat-
ine Materials.
Brlxey, W. R.
Bryant Electric Co.
California Asphalt Co.
Central Electric Oo.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Diamond State Fibre Co.
Electric Appliance Go.
Emerson EI. Mfg. Co.
Empire China Works-
Hill, W. S. Eleotrlo Co,
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Locke, Fred. M.
Mankowitz, Sam'l,
Mass. Chemical Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonlte Co.. The.
PaisteCo., H. T.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phinipa Insulated Wire Co.
Reliable Elec Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co-
Standard Elec. Const. Co.
Standard Underground U. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.

Insulated Wires and
Cables—Maenet W^ires.
American Electrical Works.
Brlxey. W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co,
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Mankowitz, Sam'l.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Junction Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.

liamp Adiusters.
Paries Mfg. Co.
Voug)it, M. I.

Ijanips. Alternating.
Puritan Electric Co.

liumps. Incandescent.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Edison Lamp Dept.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.,
Lynn Incandescent Lp. Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.

Sawyer-ManElec Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Ijishtnine Arresters.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Magnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

Mechanical Machinery.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Garvin Machine Co.. The.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.
Stllwell-Blerce Smith-Valle.

Mica.
Central Electric Go.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.

Mining Apparatus, Elec.
General Electric Co.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Motors.
Ahlm-Edwards Elec. Co.
American Engine Co.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft, Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Mankowitz. Sam'l.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co,
Ohio Electric Works.
Peoples Electric Co.
Roth Bros. A Co.
Sargent A Lundy.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Storey Motor A Tool Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wag:ner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warner, Wm. F.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Williams. J. P.
Wright, Wm.

Packing.
Besly A Co, Ohas. H.
Garlock Packing Co.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Paints.
California Asphalt Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Mass. Chemical Co.

Phosphor Bronze.
Besly ft Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co.Ltd.

Platinum.
Baker A Co.

Poles.
Central Mfg. Co.
Lindsley Bros.
National Tube Works Co.
Perrizo A Sons.
Point Marion Mfg. Co.

Poreelaln.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Empire China Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Pnsh Buttons.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Oo.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Partrick & Carter Oo.

Reflners.
Swarts Metal Refining Co.

Reflectors.
Wheeler Reflector Co.

Re-W^indlng—Repairs.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Elliott, W. H.Elec. Co.
Hodge, Walsh A Loring.

Rheostats.
American Rheostat Co.
Central Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Iron Clad Rheostat Co.
Leonard, Ward. Elec. Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co

Second-Hand Machin'y.
Cornman Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Elliott. W. H. Elec. Co.
Hartley Electric Works.

Hodge, Walsh A Loring.
Wright, Wm.

Shades.
Central Electric Co.
Whee'er Reflector Co.

Speaking Tubes.
Central lilectrlc Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrick A Carter Co,

Speed Indicators.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Keystone SI. Instrument Co.
Queen & Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec Const. Co.

Steel Pipe.
National Tube Works Co.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Willard El. A Battery Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical Works.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Ids. Wire Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
New York Insulated Wire Co
Okonlte Co., The.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.

Telephones, Telephone
Material and Switch-
boards.
American El. Telephone Co.
Central Electric Co.
Central Tel. A Elec. Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co
Farr Tel. A Cons. Sup, Co.
Kokomo Tel. A El. Mfg. Co.
Kusel, D.A .Tel.AEl Mfg.Co.
Lockwood T. A T. Co. of Am.
McFell Electric Co.
Mo. Tel. Mfg. Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Rawson Electric Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Standard Tel. A El. Co.
Stromberg-Carlson Tl.M.Co.
TaberA Mayer,
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western Tel. Cons. Oo.

Toys, Electrical.
Carlisle A Finch Co.

Transformers.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diamond Elec Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation
General Electric Co.
Roth Bros. A Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co

Trolley Cord.
Central Electric Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Trucks, Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Turbine Wheels,
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co
Leffel & Co., Jas.
Pelton Watfcr Wheel Co.
Smith Co., S. Morgan.
Stllwell-BIowJe Smith-Valle.

Water Wheels.
Am, Impulse Wheel Co.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co
Leffel A Co., Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co,
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
Stilwell-Bierce Smith-Vaile

Wire, Bare.
Besly ft Co., Chas. H.
Brlxey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co
Standard Underground C Co
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.

XRay Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply oq
Edison Lamp Dept.
Queen ft Co.

F~^r ^i|9Hekbe'^i<?al Iricl^^ ^f ^clv^r-ti99rr«9rk't9 &^^ ^afiT^ II
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DIEHL ELECTRIC MOTORS
Direct Coupled to Exhaust

Wheels, wound for any

current except alternat-

ing.

Our exhaust wheel combi-

nations are the most

compact and elBcient

made.

Write for

New Catalogue

Motor and fan blades fitted

to the same shaft and

using but one set of

bearings.

Large radiating surface to

armature. Perfect lu-

brication.

Three-speed regulator.

SHOW ROOMS: New Yoik, 561-563 Broadway; Chicago, 192-194 Van Buren St.; Boston, 128-132 Essex St,

DIEHL MANUFACTURING CO., "H!1>>a'M
Agents for Canada: Canadian General Electric Co., Toronto, Ontario.

BEAUTY
IN DESIGN IS NOTTHEONLY IM

PORTANT FEATURE QFTHeRqTH

High Grade dynamo5* motors.

THEY have' many OTHER
FEATURES WHICH -CONVINCE

,

BUYERS OF THEIR SUPERIORITY

LET US SEND YOU FURTHER

PARTICULARS.

HIGH GRADE
MULTIPOLAR^BI POLAR
DYNAMOS <^ MOTORS

SLOWAME-DIUM SPEED

ROTH BROS, & CO.,
MANUFACTUREflS,

30 Market St., Chicago,

AGENTS:
THt GuGLER Electric Co., Minneap6lis. Minn
E. C Van Nori Electric Co., Si Louis. My.
N. V. Dynamo and Motor Co., New York City
H. K. Greenman, Sioux Cit\", la

Fort Wayne Electric Corporation,
FORT WAYNE, IND.

Arc, C

Apparatus for

• ir^c7-t Curr^n-fc ^nd /Kl-t^rna-fa-
ncandesceni: Lisht-fcins and
F*^w©r ^reknsmission.

The American
Electric Meter Co.,

9th St. and MoHtgomery Ave., Ptiiladelpliia, Pa.,

Is now prepared to take orders for early delivery of all

sizes of 3-Wire Constant Potential Registering- Meters.

This meter is calibrated ready for instant use.

Tills meter requires no l^nowledge of electricity to erect.

This meter shows the load passing every instant.
This meter is hermetically sealed.
This meter measures correctly with uneven loads.

This meter can be calibrated with a watch in six minutes.
This meter requires no lubrication.
This meter is magnetically shielded.
This meter is direct reading, having no multiplier.
This meter does not require one-thousandth of a horse power.
This meter will operate for years without opening.
This meter has no springs, jewels or frictional errors.

This meter once right is always right.

Ttie Latest

^ Rontgen
Shad(;W(ir<i|)li

SHOWS THE

MONON ROUTE

INDIANAPOLfS
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SELUNG OUT!

SEND AND CET A SLICE!

GUARANTEE

BEAT ANT ?R1
The stock consists of RUBBER COVERED WIRE, Weatherproof

Wire, Magnet Wire, Porcelain and Clay Wiring Tubes, Incandescent
Lamps, Carbons, Tools of all kinds. House Annunciators, Push But-
tons, and a general assortment of Electric Supplies of standard
manufacture.

Send in your orders and try us, or let us quote you FIRST.

WM. H. MINLOCK, - W. C. CAMP, AGENTS,
186-188 FIFTH AVENUE, CHICAGO.
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TRADE MARK

:

'©fjloriHf accumulator*
BEGISTERED atPTEMBER 11, 1864. CHLORIDE ACCUMULATORS

For Trolley Regulation.
Plan-fcs Ins-fcalled for

The WoonsAcket, B. I., Electric Machine & Power Co.
IJnion Traction Co., Philadelphia.
Consolidated Traction Co., Pittsburg (tiro batteries*).

Central Railway Co., Baltimore.
Barre & Montpelier, Vermont, Blectric Bailway Co.
Potomac Blectric Power Co., Washington, D. C.
Electric Bailway liight &. Power Co., Anaconda, Mont.
IJnion Street Railway Co., Framingham, Mass.
Easton, Pa.. Edison Co.
Abington. Mass., H. T^. & P. Vo.

CATALOGUES. TYxG Eiectrlc Storage BatterylCo.,
Drexel Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

BRANCH OFFICES:
New York. 20-22 Broad St, Boston, 92 Slate SI. Cliicago, 1543 Marquette BIdg. San Francisco, 222 Market St. Baltimore, 641 Equitable BIdg.

^Kd. S-tudio—

COMMERCIAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.
S-fc. 1.0UI8.

J

Jl/rs. Littlefellozu (indignantly): "Knock him down, Willie

—

if he's in your way."

Willie: "Oh, ma! ma! Thai's the trouble

—

he does the

knockin' down!"

HERE'S A

"SPECIAL" LIST.
LET U8 QUOTE VOU-

way Ma-
Helio* Arc Lamps,
Medbery Switches mnd Rail

terial.

Duplex LanipOuards.
PerfccUon Woven Wire Brushes.

Standard Electric Time Switches,

Pasi&5cymourTubcs and Cut-outs.

Holmes-Booth & Maydeo's K, K.

Wire,
Dale Fiitures.

Perlcliu Switches and Cut-outs.

IT MAY PAY YOU.

/

OUR 61M mUD! SfMff£!

^Standard

D I
c||a|Y I

'sLO^^ic

*^Ri-fHnF.ric

5L0ANt
!
ELECTRieiAN

;TlllC'9.

624 pages, $3.00. 150 pages, $1.00. 150 pages, $1.00. 158 pages, $1.00, 135 pages, $1.00,

An Excellent Series of Electrical Books.
BV T. O'CONNOR SUOKN©.

FOR THE BEGINNER as well as the student.
Profusely Illustrated. Practical. Necessary Adjuncts to every Library. Send in your Orders.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY. Suite 510 Marquette Building, Chicago.

Westingliouse Polypliase Apparatus Supreme,
Oenerators, Motors, Transformers, for T^^o-Phase, Three-Phase and C P. !§>coit

Two-Pliase Three-Phase System of Alternating Cnrrent PoTi^er Transmission.

26,000 H. P. IN OIL-INSULATED TRANSFORMERS CONSTRUCTED.
Potentials from 5,000 to 50,000 Yolts. AH Apparatus Xecessary for 100 Mile Transmission.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING CO.
I BUJRG,

New York, I20 Broadway. Chicago, N. Y. Life BIdg.
Bostqii, Exchange BIdg. Philadelphia, Qirard Bid;.
Buffalo, N. Y., 8 Erie Co. Bank BIdg. Pittsburg, Westlnghome BIdg.
Charlotte, N. C, 36-38 College St. St. Louis, American Central BIdg.

San Francisco, Mills BIdg.
Syracuse, N. Y., Bastable BIdg.
Tacnma. Wash.. 102 S. loth St.
Atlanta, Qa., Equitable BIdg.

Westlnghouse Electric Co., Ltd.,
3a Victoria St., London, S.W., England.

For Canada address
Aheam ft Soper, Ottawa, Out.
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Ecasini F. Phillipb, Prest. F. N. Fhillips, Treai. W. H. Sawibr, Secy.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDEKCE, R. I.

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

New York Store, P. C. Ackernian. 10 Cortlaudt St.

Chicago Stoke, F. E. Donolioe. 241 Madison St.

Montreal Branch, Eugene F. Phillips' Electrical Works.

THE CLARK WIRE.
FOR

SWITCHBOARD,

RAILWAY

and MOTOR USE.

All sizes of

Stranded and Flex-

ible Wire and
Cables with

Clark's Insulation

Inspector Boston Fire Underwriters* Union says:

"A thoroughly reliable and desirable wire in every respect."

The Clark wire has been before the public and in use for the past ten years,

and has met with universal favor. We guarantee our insulation wherever used.

Aerial, Underground or Submarine, and our net prices are as low, it not lower,

than any other first-class insulated wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues,

with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
HENRY A. CLAKK, Treas. and Gen'l Manager. 6 1 -63 Hampshire Street,
IIEKBERTH.EUSTIS.Pres. and Electrician. BOSTON, MASS.

'Paragon" Power Motors.
Estimates Famished for

Small Motors and

Motor-Dynamos.

Iron Clad; No External

Magnetism; Dust and

Moisture Proof.

I'i, i, I. i. i and 1

horse power.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND DISCOUNTS.

J. P. Williams, Gen'l Agt, 39 Cortlandt St., New York.

Frederick Sargent. A. I>. Liindy. Martin J. Insnll.

SARGENT &LUNDY,
e:ngiimeers,

13 and 15 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO, ILL.

—
'—

#

^#300!

/.A ^^

\ m/^ 1

Necktie Light.

1.50 Ajax Motor.

Dollar Motor.

We are headquarters for the a;oods that pay the
profit. 8end for priees to the trade, and onr
new catalogue, jnst issned. We want agents.

$1.50 Battery Lamp.
UsiiiJ wir,li (Jiy batteries.

Ohio Electric Works, Cleveland, O.
$1.50 student

Lamp.
For acid or storatje

battery.

TRIAL ORDER FREE.
Freeman's Electric Soltlerini ComjoiM,

WARRANTED NON-CORROSIVE.

A perfect sol-

dering flux for

Copper. Brass,

Tin and all

kinds of Elec-

trical Work.

It is Conven-
ient.

It will not
spill.

It will n t

drip out or
sputter.

No d a nger
from lire by
wires corrod-
ing off.

It has no
fumes and will
not injure the
hands.

It 's indorsed
and r e c ui-
luended by Na-
tional Board of
Fire Un d e r-

wr iters.

Manufactured
by - - - -

Standard Electric Cons. Co.,
32 N. -Water Street. ROCHESTER. N. Y.

Ask your nearest supply house for it. Agents
wanted in all cities.

mm coMPi

Foree Bain,
Consulting Engineer,

Electricity, Meclianics,

Solicitor of Patents
Expert in patent causes.

Suite 1657-^59 rionadnock BIdg., •> Chicago.

FORALL OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.
Points of Superiority Over All

Other Types.

In successful use for ten years.
Standard hig^h. Prices low> Send
for di'scriptive circular and testi-

monials.

The Burnley Battery & Mfg. Co.,

PAINESVILLE, OHIO.

DYNAMOS
For Lighting and Plating

12 lights $30; 201telltS$D0;
iiO lights $80; 70 lights $9.'>;

100 ligllts $135; 200 lights
*»250. MOTORS.
H h. p. $20; '.'2 h. p. $25;
1 h. p. $40; 2h. p. $00.

. D. NOTT & CO., 61 and 03 N.
Aslilaud Ave., ( hicago, 111.

Book Orders
GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

Suite 610 l\larquette BIdg., CHICAGO.

EVERYTHINB IN WIRE.
BARE AND INSULATED.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF THE "CHICAGO " RAIL BOND.

WASHBURN $( MOEIM MFC. CO.,
AA/^RCESTER, VIA.SS.

BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES: New York. Chlcaso, San Francisco, Houston,
Pittsburg, Boston.

Phlladelpliia,

The Emerson Electric Mig. Co.,
Alternating Current i Knife Switches and
Fan Motors, Switch Boards,
Ceiling Fans, Multiple Fuse Boards,
Power Motors.

| Push Buttons.

ST. LOUIS,
U. S. A.

$The Fibre-Graphite Commutator Brush. ^^

f (U. S. ajid Foreign Patents.

1

.r-

—

—^^ —. T(U. S. ajid Foreign Patents.)

i No Sparking Under Varying Load,

\ No Wear on Commutator,

' No Shitting of Quadrant.

80 per cent. Pure Graphite,

r For Sample Order, and Prices, write to

^Holmes Fibre -Graphite Mfg. Co.,

i station Z, Philadelphia.

m^^ma>

WEATHERPROOF WIRE.
COMPLETE STOCK CARRIED BY

Western Electric Co,, New Yori[.

Electric Appliance Co,, Chicago,

Pettingell Andrews Co., Boston,

Electrical Engineering Co., ffllnneapolis.

St. Louis Electrical Supply Co., St. Louis.

Ttie Bradford Belting Co., Cincinnati

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.;

Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET. R. I.
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WANTED.
situation as armature winder, or to take charge

01' armature sliop, or street railroad repair

shop, by a man who has been In the business lo

years, and who has held position as foreman.
Hest of references. Address "ARMATURE," care
Western ELECTBicrAN, 510 Maniuette Bldg.,

ChleaKo.

WANTED.
Position as foreman in electrical factory by a

llrst-class mechanic. Have had many years' ex-

perience as tool maker, and also superintending
work. Address "F. F.." care Western Elec-
trician, 510 Marquette Bldg.,- Chicago.

>A/A,N-rE:D.
ARMATURES TO REWIND.
winders direct from T.-H. and Westlnghouse
shops. Work guaranteed. Ten years' experience.
Light plants Installed complete. Send for prices.

HODCE, WALSH & LORINC,
531 Delaware, Kansas City, Mo,

FOR SALE.
35 shares capital stock of the Cutler-

Hammer Mfg. Co., Chicago. Address
,'K. K./" car^ Western Electrician,
510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

Second hand Arc Lamps of different manu-
facture; good as new and thoroughly tested:

also. Arc and Incandescent Dynamos and other
electrical apparatus.
Always in the market for scrap Dynamos,

Motors, Wire, Copper, burned out Incandes-
cent Lamps and Lamp bases, etc. AddressTHE
CORA'MAK COMPAJMY,ll34 Hamilton St.,

Cleveland. Ohio.

For Sale Cheap.
One A-.30 T.-H. Alternator i.ooo v. Ironclad

Armature with Exciter and Switchboard, with
all instruments complete. One45k.w. Stand-
ard Generator 500 v. Compound Wound. One
15 h.-p. 500 V Detroit motor. One 15 h.-p. 500 V
Commercial motor. One .50 light i.200c. p. Arc
Dynamo Standard. One30liehti,200c. p. Arc D y
namoSperry. WILLIAM WRIGHT, 939 Monadnock-
Huilding. Chicago.

Electric Supply System

Automatic Electric Traction Co.,

Room 121, 185 Dearborn St,, Chicago,

Second=Hand Engines.
for sale cheap by The American Engrine Co.,

builders of the American-Ball Engines and Elec-

trical Machinery, Bound Brook, N. J.

s Patentmmm Water Purifier.
Removes all Impurities.

ENTIRELY PREVENTS SCALE IN STEAM

BOILERS. Catalogue on Application.

Tlie Stilwell-Bierce & Smtti-?aile Co.,

DAYTON, OHIO.
Risdon Iron & Iiooomotive Works, San Francisco, Cal., Paclflc Coast Agent.

mm rOHSALE
H£\N LOT

mmmm

Ifl so CUMT6HJSr^tMg^^^f^l

The .Klectncian Publishing Co., Suite 510 Marqiuette

Bldg., Chicago. Headquarters for all latest Electrical

Books. Write for Catalogue.

ST.CLAIR HOTEL
AMERICAN PLAN,

Sixth, Mound and Kenyon Streets,

CINCINNATI, O.

All modern conveniences; rooms en suite:

private baths; excellent cuisme. For transient
and resident guests. Coolest and cleanest place
in the city. Atmosphere of home.

LEWIS KENNEDY & SON.

I>#D-IHA.IMD
iJirect cnrrent dynamos of ».?0, 700, 725, 800, 810, »00, 1,07.5, l,3SO, I.OIO and d,500 lights capacity.
Alternating cnrrent dynamos of 750, 900, 1,300. and 3.000 lights capacity.
Arc dynamos SO. S4, .30, 40, 50 and OO lights, both l.SOO and 2,00O c. p.
Engines, .'iO, 75, 85, lOO, 115, 1S5. 150, 175 and HOU h. p.
Boilers. lOO, S50, 375 and 500 h. p.
Heaters. 150 and I.OOO h. p.
Pnmps. all sizes.

WKITP. KOR P.*RTHni,4RS AlVU PRUJES.

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY, 139 Adams Street, Chicago.

., THE BELL,
Ijl STYLE "F"

3 TO IS INCHES.
ASK F-OR IT.

/ H SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

'( qJhuebel&manger,
V—^jy MANUFACTURERS,
^'Hl^ 290 Graham St., Brooklyn. N.Y,

BARGAINS!
SEND FOR THE LATEST

ELECTRICAL BULLETIN.
The Largest and BSjt Lot of Bargains in

Electrical JVlemhandise Ever
Offerftd.

The EleGtrical Exchange,
1 66-1 74 S. CLINTON iST., CHICAGO.

Long Distance Telephone Express 744.

^i ^re<Xt The Chicago, Milwaukee

f7\ ,» & St. Paul Railway com-
^*CZt(li/ClJ^ pany owns and operates

6,151 miles of road. It owns and operates

its own Sleeping Cars and Dining Cars,

and its service is first-class in every re-

spect. It traverses the best portion of the

States of Illinois, Wisconsin, Northern

Michigan, Iowa, Missouri, Minnesota, South

Dakota and North Dakota. It runs vesti-

buled, electric-lighted trains between Chi-

cago, St. Paul and Minneapolis, and be-

tween Chicago and Omaha and Sioux City,

and solid trains between Chicago and Kan-
sas City. Also through sleeping cars and
coaches between St. Louis and Kansas
City and St. Paul and Minneapolis, daily,

via the Hedrick Route. It has the absolute

block system. It uses all modern appli-

ances for the comfort and safety of its pat-

rons. Its train employes are civil and
obliging, and its General Passenger Agent
asks every man, woman and child to buy
tickets over the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul R lilway^for it is A Great Railway, t^

(^* i^* ^* ^* (^* t^* ^?* ^* ^* ti^

Scrap Copper Wire Wanted.
If you have any Old Copper Wire of any description to

dispose of, it will pay you to communicate with us, as we are
'.i all times in the market for any quantity of Scrap Copper
Wire, at the highest market values. We pay cash and send
prompt returns. We are also supplying the electrical trade with
our high grade Babbitt, Cotton Waste, Solder, Etic. Please com-
municate with us.

SWARTS METAL REFINrINC CO.,
20 N. DMplalnos Strest, CHICAGO, ILL.

.ngirk^^rs.

Modern Power Transmission IVIacliinery,

Rope Drives, Heavy Pulleys, Gears # Fly Wheels,

Approved Friction Clutches, Etc.,

Modern Methods of Handling Coal in

Power Plants and Large Electric Stations.

Designs and Estimates Submitted Promptly.

THELIM-BELTMACHIMYCO,,
CHICAGO, II. t^. A.

SEND FOR LIST OF
ARTICLES ON X-RAY

EXPERIMENTS PUBLISHED IN THE WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, ...i^^.%r.l... CHICAGO.

jHB^s H> £ LLIOTT SLECTRia CO,
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Victor Turbine Water Wheel.
Cylinder or Register Gate— Close Regulation and High Efficiehcy

at Full and Partial Gate.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CELEBRATEn WATER

tVHEEL as particularly adapted to their use, on account of its remarkably ntcady motion*
high speed and great efilciencf and large capacity (or its diameter, being double
the power of most wheels o! the same diameter, ft is used by a number of the leading electric com-
panies with great satisfaction. In the economical use ol water it is witfiout an equal, prcdrcing the
highest per cent of usetul effect gaaranleed.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PARTICULARS.
The accompanying engraving represents a single 10-inch Victor Turbine on horizontal shall to

develop 86 H. P. under 3S feet head. Arranged with 12-inch Worrell Frictiou Coupling at one end to
disconnect pulley.

We are now prepared to furnish Victor Turbines, either single or in pairs, on horizontal shafts
and where the situation admits of their use we recommend them.

THE S^ILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO., DAYTON, OHIO.
Rxcdon Xron & Locomotive Works, San Francisco^ Cal,. Pacific Coast Agents

The Standard Open Circuit Batteries

of tlie World.

SEND FOR CIKCULAE AND PRICES.

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY CD.,

lit to t17 East 131st St.. N. Y.

WHITE CEDAR POLES
And STREET CAR TIES.

"Wholesale Prodncers.

CEDAR
LiNDSLEY Bros.,

MENOMINEE, MICH.,

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS. POLES
Making Cut-outs Our Specialty-

Wrjte for full particulars, etc. 26 styles

of Open and Covered.

ĉ̂̂̂̂ Money saved is money earned.

H. T. PAISTE CO.
CHICAGO PHILADELPHIA

UT-OUTS

BOOKS.
BUY YOUR BOOKS FROM THE

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
510 Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO.

AMERICAN"Sr
ARE THE BEST. Son3 (or Descriptive Circular.

Absolutely Hon-lnfringing.
Protection Cuaranteeo.

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
csT-D ia89. 38 W. Qujncy St.. Chicago, 111.

ELECTRICAL BOOKS,
A.II Kinds.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

•Suite .ilOMarflnctte. CHICAGO.

COPPE??
CO RRY - Pfl„„,

Map Of the United States.
A large handsome Map of the United

States, mounted and suitable for office or

home use, is issued by the Burlington

Route. Copies will be mailed to any ad-

dress on receipt of fifteen cents in postage

by P. S. EusTis, Gen'l Pass. Agent, C. B,

&Q. R. R., Chicago. 111.

twmm
National Tube Works Company.

Boston, 70 Federal 5t.
Ngw York, Havemeyer Building, Cortlandt St.
Pittsburg. Fidelity Building, Fourth Ave.

Chicago, corner Clinton and Fulton Streets^
5t. Louis, 93S North Second Street.
WorkSr^ McKeesport, Pa^

A VALUABLE NEW WORK.

ELECTRICIANS' HANDY=BOOK
OF USEFUL INFORMATION.

Edited by A. E. WATSON, A. M., Teacher ol Electricity, Brown LIniversity,

Providence, R. 1.

Coniliiled by K. T. BlUtlEB, 2<l.

ILLUSTRATED.
A Compilation from tlie worlds of Syivanus P. Thompson, Kapp, Atisop, Munroe and Jamleson,

Watson, Bottone, Bonney, Watt, Poole, Trevert, Hasklns,
rtorrow and Reid. and others.

This book gives a large number of receipts for makins Battery Fluids, Battery Tastes, lusulatiiiK

Materials and Varuishes, Klectni-l'latiuK Solutions, etc. Tells how to make Electric Batteries,

Bells, 'ftlephone. Motors, Tiynamcis, Induction Coils, Influence and Static- Machuies, etc. (iives

formula' for winding Dynamos, Motors, Armatures, Field Magnets. Transformers. Contains many
Rules, Tables, Data, etc. In fact it is almost a complete cyeloiKvdia of Electricity. It is neatly

bound and of a convenient size to be carried in tlie pocket forjiandy reference.

1. History.
a. Ttieory.
3. Measurements. (Electric and Magnetic.)
4. Electric Batteries.
5. Electro-Gliemistry and Metallurgy.
G. The Telegrai)h and Telephone.
7. ]>ynamos and Motors.
S. Management of Dynamos and Motors.

Electric Ligliting.
Transformers.
Wiring for Electric Power.
Wiring for Bell Fitting and (.la

Eleettic Railways. ^

MisceHaiieous.
Useful Tables.
Logarithms.

Lighting

Contains over four lumdred and fifty pages and many illustrations.

PRICE, CLOTH, ONLY $2.50; POSTPAID.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.. 5H1 Marptte Mg., CHICAGO.

FIVE
GOOD
BOOKS.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
Suite 510 Marquette Building,

CHICAGO. ILL.

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

^s^
BEVdREDIVITJI RAVEN WHITE CORE WIRE

OFFICE
THe F'erris V^Heol Co.

S131 THE ROOKERY.

Chicago, April 30, 1896.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,
320 Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

Gentlemen:—After carefully consider-
ing the merits of the various brands oi
wire upon the market, we have decided to
u3e your "Raven White Core" exclusively
for rewiring the Ferris Wheel.
As you are aware, the wire upon the

wheel is very much exposed.- and 'he test

will no doubt be a most severe one.
Yours very truly

THE FERRIS WHEEL CO
By L. V. Rice, Mgr.

Used exclusively for all Incandescent Light-
ing at World's Columbian Exposition.GRIMSHAW WHITE CORE

RAVEN WHITE CORE

COMPETITION LINE WIRE

GRIMSHAW TAPES, COMPETITION TAPES AND SPLICING COMPOUND.

New York Insulated Wire Company,

Used in some of the largest buildings in the United
States.

Used by some of the largest Central Stations
and Fire and Police Departments in the U. S.

CHICAGO: SAN FRANCISCO:MAIN Ul-i-iCt: RRAUPUPQ-' i/niUHUU. Duaivn. .^hii rnMi.\j<,?vu

.

13-17 Cortlandl St.. New York. """"''""•
|
320 Dearborn St. 134 Congress St. IIB New Montgomery St
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Just theThing That's Wanted
yXIM

PUBLIC

TELEPHONE
PAY STATION

We are the Only Concern S'Im'— •* call oiirselv

SIGN
Tl-ia-t Sui-fcs .All—

THEY'LL GET U BUSINESS-THEN
That Talk

Any Distance,

That Don't "Go Dead,"
AND

Gel Catalog of

Valuable Information.

SWITCHBOARDS
That R rapid to operate

—

That don't fall down

—

Whose title is clear.

THEY'LL HOLD U'R BUSINESS.

A full line of toll line and private plant apparatus.
police, fire alarm, railway system

equipment, etc.

Tlie Stroilieri-Carlsoi

TelepbODe Mi Co,,

82 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago^ U. S. A.

Mho have the
to

es
tiiuvceKSors to THE 1». A. KISKI. TKLEPHOXK
]UF<w. €0., lint we do not rely on the old name to seonrc
bu)<ines$ and solicit yonr patronage on the merits of our
instrnments. The increased facilities now enjoyed hy
ns and the important improvements in our instruments
place ns in a position to successfully compete for any
order, BOTH IX QUALITY AND PRICE.

SPECIAL OFFER For thirty (la.v.>ii Ave irill accept tiial
orders for complete telephones from

any responsible parties in the I'nited States—the instrnments to be returned
at our expense if not satisfactory in everj' respect.

CENTRALTELEPHONE& ELECTRIC CO.,

No. 1 123 Pine Street, St. Louis, Mo.

TTe have jnst issued a SEW cata-
JoBTueof electrical books containing 100
pages, listing everv -work r>n eleftric-
Ity. A copy will be cheerfully mailed
on receipt of a two-cent Ptamp.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO..

510 Uarquette Bldg., Chicago.

MDAUD
TCIEWIOME IlttTWtmm

mmm wi5

T?HE T?ELEPHONE HAND-BOOK
BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB.

Member of the Jj/ierican Institute of Electrical Engineers, and of the In^iUuiion of Eleitr'nal Enrjineent^ Lon»tou. Author of ".1 Practical Guide to the Testing of
Insulated/ Wireti and Cahle^." Joint Anthor of ''•Electricity in Daily Life."

1^6 138 lllus-tra-tions, Clo-tK, Hanci-I ^ri^o $I.OO.
EXTRACT FROM PRKFACE.

"This liitle book has no pretension to be considered a complete treatise on telephony as it exisis in America. The time Eor such a work is not yet come. But it is felt that there is a demand
for a practical book on telephone working and management, and the TELEPHONE HAND-HOOK is an attempt at meeting that demand. With the exception of a few chapters dealing with
certain forms of transmitters and receivers used in Europe, which are-given for the information of tl]o.-,e who may wish to engage in the manufactureof telephones, the book is based entirely on
standard American practice; and most of the material, apparatus and methods described are peculiar to or have originated in this countrj'."'

No pains have been spared to make it the best book of its kind. It is right up to date, intensely practical, and so plain and clear in its language that anyone can understand and learn from it

everything regarding telephone work and management. It conforms in size and style to our otherlland-Uooks which have been so favorably received by the entire electrical fraternity.

-OOMTENTS.
C'^AJTER 1.

2.

3.

4.

6.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

u

Tlie Invention of the Telephone.
Sound Waves. Articulate Speech.
Electric Teleijhooy. The Bell Telephone.
The Microphone.
Ctirrent Induction. Electromagnetic Li-

ductioD.
The Induction Coil: Its Use In the Tele-

phone Transmitter.
The Complete Telephone Circuit
ilaenet Telephones.
The liell Telephone Receiver.
Other forms of Magnet Telephones.
The Gower. Ader and D'Arsonval ReceW

ers. Mercadier's Bi-Tele^'bone.
Ttte Siemens Kotyra NMijiuav«» I'^c

CHAPTER 13. Carbon Transmitters.
14. The Klake Transmitter.
15. The Long Distance Transmitter.
16. The Solid-hack Transmitter.
17. Tlie Berliner Transmitter.
18. The Cuttriss Transmitter.
19. Various European Transmitters.
20. The Efficiency of Carbon Transmitters.
21. Batteries for Telephone Work.
22. Open Circuit Batteries.
23. Closed Circuit Batteries.
24. The Practical Management of Batteries,
25. Magneto Bell.

26 Autiuiiatic Switches.
i7 reiepin'ue Lfite Oonstructioti

CHAPTER 28. Metallic Circuit.

29. Underground Wires-
30. Lightning Arresters.

Inside Wiring.
Installation of Telephone Instriunents.

Inspection and Maintenance.
__. The Condenser; Its Use in Telephony.
35. Electromagnetic Retardation.
36. Exchange Working.
37. Small Exchanges.
38. Party Lines: The Bridging Bell.

39. Long Distance Telephony.
40. Duplex Telephony. ^
1. Simultaneous Telegraphy and Telephony

ippe'jfJii

31.

31,

Pai>U8hed and ror sale by ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 Marquette Byilding, Chicago.
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No. 33—Our Leader.

No. 1.

TELEPHONE
PAY STATION

No. 30.

Above cut shows our Public Telephone Pay Station Sign. Enameled on iron, very

conspicuous and attractive. Actual size 8x22 inches.

No. 12—Special

Express Switch Board.

AMERICAN

ELECTRIC

TELEPHONE CO.
Largest Manufacturers of Telephones
and Accessories in the World,

171=173 S. Canal Street,

Chicago, 111.

Reliability is the foundation of success: As a proof

of this our apparatus is in use in over 350 Prosperous
Independent Telephone Exchanges, in the Navy and
War Departments, by Railroad Companie.s, etc.,

aggregating over 70,000 TELEPHONES.

No. 30—Our New American

Solid Back Amplifying Transmitter

Is the most poTverfal instrnnient
yet produced.

ESPECIALLY BUILT FOR LONG AND SEVERE LINES.

TIlis iustrument, for Volume of

Voice transmission, Distinctness

of Articulation, Exact Reproduc-

tion of Articulate Sounds anil

durable (luallCies, is unexcfiljed.
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NO. 30 AMERICAN TRANSMITTER.
This instrument, for

volume of voice trans-
mission, distinctness of
urtluulatlon, exact re-

[iroductiou of articulate
sounds and dural>Ie
<iu!ilities is unequaled.

The Largest Hanu-
facturers of Tel e*-

phones and Switch°
boards In the United
States.

Four luiudred exeluiufies
atTKi-ogatiuK sa,ot)u tele-

pliones in use. Four
years' service.

Write for i;italogue sliowinjr new types and prices.

U/C PIIADAMTCC WorUmansIiip. material and ettlcienc

fit UUAnAll I LC of our apparatus to be of the highest
f^rade, and at,'ree to defend, at our own expense, any actiou at
lawwhicli may he hrought at^ainst oun patkons on allR^ied in

friuiienieut of' patents owing to the use of onr instruments.

American Electric Telephone Co.,

CSIHICAGO

UP-TO-DATE TELEPHONES.^

UP-TO-DATE SWITCHBOARDS,

UP-TO-DATE PRICES.
"EVERYTHINfi TO FULLY EOUIP A HODEL
AWD UP-TO-DATE TELEPHONE KXCHAXGE."

Missouri Telephone Mfg. Company,

917-919 Market Street, St. Louis, Mo., U. S. A.

'Jl^ WRITE FOR PRICES, ETC.

New Kflkoino Transmitter.

BARKALOW PATENT.
Issued Nov. 17. 1896.

FINEST TALKER ON EARTH.

Kspecially for Exchange and
Long-Distance Service.

AVe manufacture Switchboards,

all styles of Telepliones and every-

thing to equip an exchange.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

Kokomo Telephone &
Electric Mfg. Co.,

KOKOMO, IND., U. S. A.

The ORATOR
ANI>

Improved Hunnings
solid back dust transmitters
in Wall, Desk and Cabinet
Styles. They are Conven-
ient, Durable and the best
of talkers.
A trial will convince anyone

of tlieir superiority on either
short or longdistance work.
Anyone can make an instru-

ment that will work well at
first, but to produce one that
will continue to meet every
proper demand is quite an-
other problem.
The ORATOR will.

BIANUFACTURED BY

The RAWSON ELECTRIC CO.,

THE ORATOR ELYRIA, O.. U. S. A.

SWEDISH

TELEPHONES.

HICROPHONES C;UARA.AfTEEI> I]VOEFlNIT£IiY,
and are tbe only ones tliat can be immersed in water
for a month without impairing effleiency.

McFell Electric Co.,
1549-50 and 1726 Marquette BIdg., Chicago.

ii^]^THIS e HAS BEEN MAKING

CTelephones
]? 20 YEARS, NOT CHEAP BUT
SERVICEABLE HM FULLY GUARINTEED.

. CIRCULARS FURNISHED. -

YIADVCTEIECTRKC"
BALTIMORE. MP. U.S. A.

DON'T THINK
That you can keep posted as to

what is going on in the western

electrical field without reading the

Western Electrician. It is tlie

electrical newspaper, and if you
are not a subscriber you will find it

to your advantage to become one
at once.

$3.00 per year

;

$1.50 for six months.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 510 Marauelie BIdq.. CHICAGO.

WESTERN TELEPHONE

-•^CONSTRUCTION CO.,
260 8. Clinton Street, CHICACO,

. . LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF . .

Telephones and Appliances,
EXCLUSIVELY. IN THE UNITED STATES.

THE FIFTH EDITION JUST OUT.
(Edition of 5,000 copies.)

Inlars^d. ^^^ised. Clp-'t^-cl^'fc^.

"Standard Wiring" for Electric Light and Power.
By H. C. GUSHING. Jr.. Hember A, 1. F!. E.

Electrical Inspector Fire Underwriters' Tariff Association of New York.

ADOPTED BY THE FIRE UKDERWRITEKS OF THE UKITEB STATES.
It contains every table, formula and rule for all systems of outside and inside wiring, topcether

'

with thirty illustrations of the newest and safest methods for the installation of Pole Lines, Dyna-
mos, Motors, Switchboards, Transformers, etc., etc., as required hy the insurance inspector.

RUSSIAIV LEATHER COVER, POCHET SIZE, Sl.OO.
Senl jiOBtpaid to any address upon, receipt of price by

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 Marquette BIdg., Chicago.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
Although lar

FOUND

Contains more news for the busy

reader than can be found in any

other journal devoted to electricity^ Although large claims of superiority have been made

by our contemporaries, it has been rflllMIt ^^^ t^^ Western Electrician is far

above the other papers in the matter | U ||HU of news, as is evidenced by the follow-

ing testimonial: ^^Although I have taken every electrical journal, there is none I like so well as

the Western Electrician/* This is the reason the Western Elec-
'^

trician has so large a circulation, even if it was not found at the NORTH POLE.
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Gas and Gasoline Engines
EXCEL ALI, OTHERS IN
DESIRABLE FEATURES.

Adapted lor ALL Power Purposes—Eledric Lljhling, Milling, Mining,

Water Works, Elevators, Factories, etc. Cbeaper and Better tban Steam.

Write Brfo'rfpn^ctaiog. FOOS GAS ENGINE CO., Springfield,

Electro-Gasoline Engine
3 to SO H. P. **

Runs witliuut smoke, oilor or noifle.

Special stylifi for Kk-cLric Liplitliip,

BoiLts, Miiiiiig Loconiotlvea, Hoists,
Poi-tablo.Thruahlne, rumpinff. Farm
and Dairleti. Iiispet'tlon and Street
Oars, Road-Wagons. Printing- Offlt-ea

and all Ktatlonarv purpoj*es. All
enpines guarantei'd and inuy be re-

turned atourcxpensi* if not as repre-
sented. THE PKOrTX CO.,
'YUBenrbornSt., tlllCAOO, C.S.a.

When you
are Tired

Of using "Dynamo" Belting made from
"Shoulder Stoctc," write us for prices

and information on "Leviathan" and
"Oak Leaf" Belting, and our method
of "Belting up" Electric Light and
Power Plants.
High grade Belting only. Best Re-

sults. Least Cost.

Write fully, conditions under which
Belting runs, power required, etc.

MAIX BEI^TIWO CO.,

65 and 57 Market St., CHICAGO, ILL.
1221-1235 Carpenter St., Philadelphia.

120 Pearl St., Boston.

NEW CATECHISM OF ELECTRICITY*
A PEAOTICAL TREATISE.

TESTinoNIAL. Chas. M. Weir, Chief Enel-
neer U. S. Projectile Works, Brooklyn, N. Y.:
"It is one of the most practical and concise
works on the subject I ever saw It Is lust the
right thing In the right place, and I most cheer-
Eally recoriiniend It to all who desire a practical
knowledge of Electricity."

^^^'S^.^
aSOTV^ sir - -

ThiM--) abooKof >,.opp., full of up-to-date In-

form uion sooilhistiations. Handsomely bound
In red lcatl..^.r, i-u^;kettiook form, size 4y2X6*/2,

with titles and edges in ^old. Price, ¥2.00, post-
paid. 100 page descriptive catalogue of electri-

cal books free on request.

ELECTRtCtAN PUBLISHING COMPANY.
510 Marquette Rtilldlne. Chloaeo.

GaSf

GasolineTHE OTTO

ENGINES

OVER 45,0OO SOIiU

and....

Natural Oas

Electric Lighting.
SIZES 1 TO 250 H.P.

Electric Light Plants in Operation

from 2 to 250 H. P.

'me Otto Sas Eniine Works, idd.,

PHII.ADEIiPHIA.

-TMI

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Manufacturers of the

Mora "Cliinax" ui "Cofflponnf Safety ^ater

Tilie Boilers.

BUILT IN VNITS OF 50 TO 1 ,000 H, P.

nB||T|AAI, Beware of infringers, they will

UHU I lUll I be rigidly prosecuted.

ALSO BUILDERS OF

Smoke Stacks, Tanks, Etc., and
All Classes of Iron Work.

Speclflcation8, Drawings and Prices ftarntehed
on application.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boilers.

ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM.
325 PAGEUP. PRIC£ %2.00. 347 ILIiUSTRATIOXS. A series ofThirty-four Practical l^essons covering the Science of Electricity from Its Fnndamentu I

Principles to Its Every-day Applications. By Prof. I>. C. Jackson, University of IVisconsin; Prof. H. !^. Carhart, University of Slichigan; Prof. B. P. ThomaH.
University ofOhio; Prof. Wm. A. Anthony, of STew^ York; Prof. Brown Ayres,TuIane University; Prof. A. C.Perrine, Leland Stanford University, Cal.; Prof.
<weo. 1>. Shephardson, IFniversity of Ulinnesota, and others. A Comprehensive Treatise in Simple Language, Free from Algebraic Equations and Easily Understood.

Constant Pressure; Loss of Voltage; Circular Mils; Prac-
tical Examples; Weight of Copper Required for Tran.s-
mission of Power at Different Pressures; Three-Wire
System; Motor Starting Resistances.—CHAPTER XXIU:
Construction of Electric Light and Power Circuits, and

OOIMTEIMTS:
CHAPTER I: The Nature and Properties of Electricity;

Origin of Electricity; Two Kinds; Laws of Attraction and
Repulsion; Positive and Negative Charge; Terms, Con-
Juctors, Insulators. Electric Conductivity; Conveying Elec-
tricity; The Electroscope; Force Exerted Between Charged
Bodies; Unit of Measurement of quantity of Electricity;
Electrometer.—CHAPTER 11: Machines for Generating
Electricity hy Friction and by Electric Induction; Making
Machine to Continuously Generate Electricity by Frictiou;
The Electrophorus; Induction Generator; Units of Elec-
tric Current and Pressure; Electricity Conveyed by Unit
Current Each Second; Negatively and Positively Charged
(Conductors; Relation of Lightning and Sparks of Electrical
Machine.—CHAPTER III: Electric Batteries or Appliances
for Generating Electricity by Cbemlcal Action; Actioii of
Batteries; Electric Pressure; VoItaicEIectricity; Directlonof
Current Flow; Production of Continuous Current; Battery
Cells in Series; Production of Pressure by Cells; Polariza-
tion and Its Avoidance; Leclanche Cell; Open Circuit Cells.

—CHAPTER IV: Electric Batteries or Appliances for Gen-
erating Electricity by Chemical Action (Concluded); Closed
Circuit Cells; Local Action; Law of Electro-cbeniical Ac-
tion; Electro-chemical Equivalent; Primary Batteries Com-
pared twith Dynamos for Furnishing Current; Uses of
Batteries; Difference Between a Primary and Stoi'age Bat-
tery; How Storage Batteries are Made; Parallel Connection
of Plates In Storage Batteries.—CHAPTER V: The Nature
and Properties of Magnetism, Magnetic Fields; Permanent
Magnetism; Magnetic Attraction aud Repulsion; Poles of
Magnet; Magnitude of Force Between Two Magnets; Aging
Magnets; Earth's Action on Magnetic Needle; Magnetic
Field; Action of Lines of Force.—CHAPTER VI: The Mag-
netic BITects of Electric Ctirrents and Magnetic Circuits;
Effect of Electric Current on Magnetic Needle; Relation
Between Direction of Lines of Force and Direction of
Current Flow; Determination of Current Direction by
<%>mpass; Ampere Turns; Solenoids; Ampere's Theory;
Solenoids w'th Steel or Iron Cores; Residual Magnetism;
Electro-Magnets; Magnetic Permeability; Magnetic Re-
luctance; aiagueto Motive Force or Magnetic Pressure.

—

CHAPTER VII: Ohm's Law of the Flow of Electricity;
Pressure; Resistance; Current; Volt; Ohm; Ampere; Mer-
cury ^Resistance; Conductivity of Copper Compared with
Other Metals; Resistance of Circuits Made Up of the Same
Parts in Parallel; Joint Resistances; Fall of Voltage Over
Resistance; Effect of Temperature on Resistance; Copper
Temperature Ooeffieient.—CHAPTER VIII: Heating Ef-
fects of Electric Currents; Miscellaneous Effects of Elec-
tric Currents; Foot-pound; Joule; Horse-power; Watt; Kilo-
watt; Watts per Horse-power; Heating Effects on Bear-
ings of JMachiuerv; Effect of Electricity on Nerves of Ani-
mals; Muscular Effect of Strong Currents.—CHAPTER IX:
Galvanometers and Voltameters; Differences in Construction
for Large and Small Currents; Presence and Direction of
Curreiits Shown by Galvanometer: Strength of Current In-
dicated; Tangent Galvanometer; Reflecting Galvanometer;
Needle Suspension; d' Arsonval Galvanometer; Terms
"Dead-Beat," "Calibrate;" Voltameter; Electrolvte, Elec-
trolysis; Electrode: Forms of Voltameters.-CHAPTER X:
Measurement of Electrical Resistance; Resistance Meas-
ured by Substitution; Resistance Boxes; Use of German
Silver; Coils; Wheatstone Bridge; Measuring Resistances
with Bridge; Measuring Very High Resistances; Practical
Examples.—CHAPTER XI: Every-day Measurements of
Electric Currents and Pressure; Three Effects by Which

ampere; Microampere; Three Classes of Magnetic Ampere-
meters; Weston Amperemeter; Electro Dynamometers;
Hot Wire Instruments; Scales of Amperemeters; Alter-
nating Current Measuring Instruments; Measuring Very
Large Currents; Measuring Electric Pressures; Voltmeters;
Cardew Voltmeter; Electrometers; Electrostatic Volt-
meters; Standard Cells; Measuring Curreuts by Voltmeter
aud a Standard Resistance.—CHAPTEIi XII: Every-
day Measurements of Electric Power, Condensers aud
The Measurement of their Capacity; Wattmeters; Electro-
dynamometer Used as Wattmeter; Recording Wattmeters;
Coulomb Meters; Watt Hour; Ampere Hour; Capacity;
Farad; Microfarad; Condenser; Capacity of Condenser;
Charging Condenser; Specific Inductive Capacity; Selec-
tion of Insulation for Telephone Cables; Capacity of
Underground Wires; Comparing Capacities by Ballistic
Galvanometer; Practical Capacity Measurements; Leyden
Jar.-CHAPTER XIII: Electrolytic Deposition of Metals;
Electroplating; Metals Commonly used In Plating; Salt
of a Metal; Nitrate of Silver; Cyanide of Silver and of Pj-
tassium; Solution for Silver plating; Vats; Quality of Elec-
trolytic Deposit; Effect of Too Great or Small Currents;
Cleaning Articles to be Plated; Gilding Inside of Silver
Articles; Base Metals on Which Nickel is Usually Plated;
Solution for Nickel Plating; Elect retyping; Electrotype
Molds; Electrotype Finishing; Elefctrolytlc 'Refining of
Copper; Solution Used.—CHAPTER XIV: The Electric
Telegraph; Elements of Electric Telegraph; Telegraph
Circuits; Telegraphic Signals; Sending and Receiving;
Telegraph Lines; Sounder; Relays; Local Circuits; Multi-
ple Telegraphy; Duplex Telegraphy; Diplex Telegraphy;
Quadruplex Telegraphy. -CHAPTER XV: Multiple Tele-
graphy; Differential Relay; Polarized Relay; Pole Changer;
Principles of Operation of Diplex. Quadruples, Bridge
Duplex; Artificial Line; Autographic Telegraphy.—CHAP-
TER XVI: The Telephone; Bell Telephone: Microphone;
Blake Transmitter; Exchanges; Switchboard; Long-Distance
Transmitter.-CHAPTER XVII: The Construction of
Telegraph and Telephone Lines and Instruments; Poles;
Cross-Arms; Pins; Joints; Insulators: Insulation; Grouud
Plates; Underground Cables; Conduits: Fuses; Multiple
Switchboards.—CHAPTER XVIII: Testing Lines for In-
sulation and Conductivity and th© Location of Leaks and
Breaks; Line Troubles; Grounds; Crosses; Locating
Trouble; Earth Currents; Line Conductivity and Insula-
tion; Testing.—CHAPTER XIX: Principles of Continu-
ous Current Dynamos and Motors; Electric Conductor
in Magnetic Field; Field Strength; Induced Electric Pres-
sure; Direction of Current Moving Conductors; Alternat-
ing Current; Dynamos; Magnetos; Commutator.-CHAP-
TER XX: Principles of Continuous Current Dynamos
and Motors ; their' Construction, Care and Attendance

;

Gramme Armature; Siemens Armature; Armature Cur-
rent; Laminating Cores; Foucault or Eddy Currents; Hys-
teresis; Fundamental Principles of Dynamos and Motors;
Points of Good Dynamo; Counter Electric Pressure; Types
of Field Windings; Series, Shunt and Compound Wound
Machines; Multipolar Machines; Regulation, Care and
Maintenance.-CHAPTER XXI: Arc Lighting and Arc
Light Machinery; The Arc; Arc Lamps; Principles of
Operation; Connections; Arc Dynamos; Current and Pres-
sure Required; Making of Arc Carbons; Regulators; Arc
Light Switchboards.—CHAPTER XXII: Incandescent
Lighting and Power Transmission. Two, Three and Five
Wire Systems of Distribution for Electric Lights and
Motors-; Incandescent Lamp; Filaments: Vaccuum; Ma-
terial for and Making: of Filaments; Advantages of In-
candescent Lamps; ^Incandescent and Motor Circuits;

Their Testing; Overhead Electric Light Wires; Weathe
Proof Wire; Arc Circuit Wires; "Drawing In" auii
"Built In" Underground System; Underground Electric
Light Cables; Edison Tubing; Feeders; Mains; Inside
Wiring; Cleat Work; Moulding Work; Concealed Work;
Dangers from Fires; Distribution System;.—CHAPTER
XXfV; Testing Electric Light Circuits and the Dis-
tribution and Measurement of Ligbt; Faults; Soldered
Joints; Magneto Bell; Use of Voltmeter to Locate Grouuds
on Ai-f^ Circuits; Grouud Detector; General Testing;
Photometer; Stand.Trd Caudles; Illuminating Effect of
Lamps; Efl'ect of Opal Globes.—CHAPTER XXV;o Elec-
tro-Magnetic Induction; Eft'ect of Cutting Lines of Force
by an Electric Conductor; Induced Currents; Induction
Coils; Cores of Induction Coils; Transformers; Dirt'c-
tion of Induced Current; Self Induction; Attraction and
Repulsion of Parallel Wires Carrying Currents.—CHAP-
TER XXVI: Alternating Currents: Alternator; Electru-
lytlc Effect of Pulsating Current; Heating Effect of Al-
ternating Current; Effective Value; Alternating Current;
Measurements; Frequency; Period; Apparent ResistancL'.
—CHAPTER XXVII: Alternating Currents aud Alter-
nating Current Machinery (Concluded); Power Used in Al-
ternating Circuits; Alternating Currents for Lighting; Ahtk-
Ing Transformers; Testing Transformers; Building Alterna-
tors; Number of Alternations; The Exciter; Running Al-
ternators in Parallel; Synchronous Motors; Two-Phase
and Three-Phase Systems; Induction Motors; Squirrel-
Cage Armature; Mesh Connection; Star Connection;.—
CHAPTER XXVIII; Miscellaneous Applications of
Electric Motors; Uses of Electric Motors; Motors in Ma-
chine Shops; Waste of Power in Factories; Advantages
of Removing Shafts and Belts; Estimating Electrical
Power Required; Electric Elevators; Electric Launches.—
CHAPTER XXIX: Electric Railways; Richmond- Elec-
tric Railroad; Trolley Wire; Trolley; Track; Use of Two
Motors; Rail Bonds; Heavy Electric Locomotives.—CHAP-
TER XXX: Methods of Handling and Controlling Rail-
way Motors and Generators; Output Records; Record-
ing Voltmeters; Load of Electric Railway Plant; Appli-
cation of Storage Batteries to Smooth Road Curve; Meth-
ods of Controlling Street Car Slotors; Station Instru-
ments; Equalizer.—CHAPTER XXXI; Model Electric
Plant; First Central Station; Changes in General Me-
chanical Construction of Dynamos; Instruments; Multi-
ple Arcing Galvanometers; Use of Double and Single
Pole Switches; Operating Dynamos in Parallel; Feeder
Connections in Continuous and Alternating Stations;
Throwing Dynamo into Circuit; Cutting Dynamo Out.—
CHAPTER XXXII: Underwriter's Rules, Etc.; Neces-
sity of Rules; Special Points in Wiring; Insulation of
Sockets, Fuses, Fixtures; Annunciator Wire; Office Wire;
Leaky Wires.—CHAPTER XXXIII: Electric Welding.
Forging, Etc.; Electricity Applied to the Kitchen; Elec-
trical Methods Applied to Metal Working; Thomson
Apparatus for Heating Metals; Welding by Thomson
Method; Bernardos Process of Working Metals; Bringing
Piece of Metal to High Temperature by Dipping in Pail
of Water; Electric Current for Warming and Cooking:
Electric Heating and Stoves Compared.—CHAPTER
XXXIV: Electro-Therapeutics; Galvanic Curren'': Farn-
dle Current; Static Electricity; Electric Osmosis; Electro-
Cautery; Medical Electric Lights.Currents are Directly Measured; Amperemeters; Mllli-

PRICE $2.00. Sent postage prepaid to any address In the world on receipt of price. The Ideal Work for Electricians, Central Station Men, Engineers, Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Students. Etc.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 MARQUETTE BLDC, CHICAGO.
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TURBINE
SEMD FOR
CATALOOIE

itH^ Dayton Globe Iron works Co., Dayto^i. 0.
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Shaftiing.

Gearing,
Pulleys.

PlLLOWBlOCKSi

Governors,

Etc.
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THE PELTON WATER WHEEL
Is known the world over as affording the most simple, reliable

and economical powerforall purposes.

7,000 WHEELS NOW RUNNING '^^nnlfiS^i'^^iryr'"" '"
'^ ""' '"^

CICPTDIP DHU/CD TDIMCIUICCinU Pelton Wlieels are especially adapted to

tLLblnlu rUlILn I nHllOlTlloOlUll. tins purpose and are operating the major'
Ity of'Statious of this character in all parts of the world. Highest eRicieney and best regulation
guaranteed. Catalogues lurnislied on application. Address

PELTON WATER WHEEL CO.,
143 Liberty Street, or 121-123 Main Street,

NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., U. S. A.

XbsBEIRRYIVIAIM
Feed Water Heater and Purifier.

Provided with U-shaped Tubes, it Never Leaks.

TH£ HIQHEST GRADE OlVIiY.

Our catalogue contains the representative names of a large number of con-
tented buyers of BERKVMAIV HEATEB8 built by us in the last twenty
years. A copy awaits your order at any time.

L B. DAVIS & SON, Makers, Hartford. Conn.,
Or addresses given below:

Jas. Berrvnian, 125 North 4tb St., Philadelphia.

II

W. H. GitsoD. 520 Medlnah Temple. Chicago.
Jos. Wliitaker. 7 and 9 I'earl Street. Boston.

A. A. Cardwell, 39 Corthindt Street, Room 127, New York.

THE Mccormick
TURBINE.

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,
Especially Adapted for Electrical Work.

drives more power per diameter Tritli a higher
percentage of useful eflTect than any other Avater-
wheel heretofore mnde. AU sizes, right and left hand,
are built from patterns perfected under systematic tests in the
Holyoke Testing Flume.

Parties having power plants which are imsatisfactory, anC
those contemplatmg the improvement of powers, will find it to
their interest to confer with us, as "we are willing to
guarantee results where others have failed, no
matter Avhat make of turbine has been in use.
STATJE REQUIREIIIEIVTH A^'I> SEND FOR
CATAIiOGlTK.

S. MORGAN SMITH CO., York, Pa.
Estimates furnished for complete power plants and

results guaranteed.

REG.TRADE MARKS THE Rhosphor Bronze'SmeltingCo.Iimited,
2200 Washington ave.,philadelphia.

1
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE'
INGOTS CASTINGS, WIRE,RODS,SHEETS, ETC.

,/U^t^,m" ^— DELTA IVIETAL
j/X CASTINGS, STAMPINGS AND FORCINGS
,FIT>v_ ORIGINAL AND SoUeMaKERE IN THE U.S.

GRAPHITE FOR RESISTANCE'•••

Made in almost any form required and of 1 olim or 1,000,000 ohms as
desired. We also make graphite boxes and crucibles resisting heats
of 4,000 degrees. . . .

JOS. PIXOX CRrCIBI^E CO., - - Jersey City, y. J.

WATER WHEELS
For Heads of 3 Feet to 2000 Feet.

Especially adapted to all kinds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
ktceiit tests lit Holyoke, giveu below, euable us to guarantee:

The Lanji^t Power ever ubtainccl from a ivhtd o/tlie same diameter. The highest
speed ever obtained j'or the same power. Tlie highest mean efficiency when
ninnivg from half to full gale. We guarantee also: A runner of the greatest
possible strength. A gate u-negualed in quickness and ease of opening and closing.

Test of a 45 in. SAMSON, Jan. 26, 97. Test Of a 35 inch SAMSON, Feb.1,'97.

G.te
Opon. ="« P^llVn.

Cu. K(.

Pr. Sec.

Horve
Power.

Per
Cent. o'pe'n. ""^•Ipr"?,',.

Cu. Fi.
Pr. Sec.

Horae
Power.

Per
Cent.

Full

i
'A

15.00 144.00
15.04 138.12

15.11 127.67

15.88 131.50
16.47 126.87

172.69

15503
133.24
112.65

90.04

240.97
223.61

191.06
162.S0

127.73

82.03

8455
83.68
80.25

75.95

Full

3';

H

15.20' 194 25
16.56 187.75

17331 178.50

17.54I 176.40
17. 681 168.50

102.02

92.15
83.95
68.82

5769

143.44
146.73
138.40

109.64
88.14

81.08

84.78

83.88

80.09

76.19

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand-Book,
By T; B. BADT,

^t6 Pages, t40 Illustrations. Flexible Cloth Binditigo Size of Type P»g»
S 1-2x3 inches. Price $1.00.

I'his is, as the name indicates, a NEW BOOK, m'lch mote complete than the

Old one, with all the information, instructions and ru'.es which are required by
practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, StaiioiQary Engineers, and owners
and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It it the only book of: the kind
published In the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Teodefs'
Hacd-Rook sold, and over 5,000 of the new.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
510 Marquette Building, CHICAQO.

A VALUABLE BOOK FOR ENGINEERS AND FIREMEN NOW READY.

MODERN EXAMINATIONS OF STEAM ENGINEERS or PRACTICAL THEORY EXPLAINED and ILLUSTRATED.

BY W. H. WAKEMAN.
Cloth. 53 Chapters.272 pages.

Containing: a complete list of 300 questions such as will be asked of any
Engineer when taking examination for U. S. Government or State License, all

uf which are fully answered in the text.

I=RIC6, $2.00
By mail, postpaid, to any part of the world

This book while especially adapted for engineers' examinations. Is also in-

tended as a practical guide to Engineers, Firemen, Boiler Makers, Machinists,
and others, in daily practice.

The author being a practical st'iam engineer himself, well knows the wants
of the working engineer, and has put into this work such knowledge and infor-
mation as is best adapted to their use, making it altogether the most complete
and comprehensive guide for the busy workers in the engine room, boiler works
and machine shops that has ever been published.

. As, one engineer who has read the book says: "I think there are few engl-

;iLECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, -

neers that it wouldn't do some good. It seems as if it was a review of all I

have ever read, and a lot more besides." ^
The author has treated of a very great variety of subjects which are of

vital importance to all who wish to improve and extend their knowledge of

steam engineering, and has explained the rules and formulas given, in the sim-
plest manner possible, and has worked out examples by them, so that all who
can read may understand them.

The 300 questions are an important feature of the book, they are entirely

separate from the 53 chapters of reading matter, and were written after many
years of practical experience and careful research by the author.

His connection with the Boardman Manual Training High School at New
Haven, Conn., as Instructor in Steam Engineering, his 12 years of active mem-
bership in the N. A. S. E., and his position as Instructor of No. 10 of Conn., a
sturdy branch of the National Organization, makes him especially competent '

in this part of the work.
The many flattering commendations which this book has already received

from competent judges and high authorities, speak well for its value.

- Suite 510 Marquette Building, Chicai^o, III. .
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Portable Alternating Current Volt- Meter.

AMMETERS

to
200 Amps.

VOLT-METERS
75 Volts
150 "
650 "

WATTMETERS
150, 30O,

I500
2500 Watts

PERMANENTLY ACCURATE UNDER ALL CONOITiONS

INDISPENSABLE TO

STATION MANAGERS.
IM MAIN OFFICE,

SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

Sales Offices in all Large Cities in tlie

United States.
For Canada. A<idre5s Canad'an General

Electric Co., Torontu.

I

COIVIF>AIMY,
Portable Alternating Current Ammeter.

The Electrical Transmission of Energy,
A Manual for the Desigin of Electrical Circuits ; by Arthur Vaaghan Abbott, C. E., Chief Eng:. Chicago Telephone Co.

With 9 Folding Plates. 586 Pagrcs. S89 Illustrations and ?4 Tables. iSize of page, 6x9 in. Price S4.50.

htihe: -rA.oL.E: of- c^ranrEra-rs:
CHAPTER I.

Introduction.—Distribution In General—Distribution in Series—
Distribution in Parallel—Mixed Systems—Indirect Distribution.

CHAPTER II.

The Properties of Wire.-The Conducting Circuit—"Wire Man-
ufacture—Hard Drawing-Wire Gauges The Circular Mil-
Copper Wire—Prouerties of Wire—( omposite Wire- Galvanizing
and Tiunine—Insulated Wire Flexible ('able—Testing and In-
spection-Wire Specilieations—Tension of Aerial Lines—The In-
fluence of the Variation of Temperature.

CHAPTER III.

The Construct! :;7i of Aerial Circuits.-Pari /. Gene7-al Line
Work. Ciassilication—Aerial Mnes—Poles—Methods of Preser-
vation—Height of Poles -Cross Arms—Pins—Facing of Arms—
-stresses—Calculation for Pole Strengtli—Guying—Anchor Poles-
Setting Poles—Insulators—Value of Insulators—Oil Insulators-
Tying and Dead-Knding^Loops—Stringing Wires—Wire Joints—
Strengtii of Joints -The Suspension of Aerial Cables—Humming
of Wires-Transposition of Telephone Lines—Power Circuits-
Pole Line Specifications. FaH JI. Electric Railway Circuita.
Electric Railway Circuits—Railway Return Circuit—Electrolytic
Action—Railway Poles—Wooden PoJes—Iron Poles—Feed Wire
Insulators and Pole Tops—Trolley Insulators—Railway Line
Work—Strain Insulators-Anchors—Lino Sections—Switches

-

Line Crossings. I'aH Til. Lightning Arresiern. Lightning
Guards and Strong Current Arresters-Higii Resistance Arres-
ter—Magnetic Blow-out Arrester—Mechanical Magnet Arres-
ter-Air Expansion Arrester—Non-Arcing Metal Arrester-
inseriininatiDE Arresters—Automatic Cut-outs—Cable and
Switchboard Protectors-Appendix of Insurance Regulations.

CHAPTER IV.
Construction of Underground Circuits.—P«r^ I. Conduits.

(Ciassilication—Valentine Conduit—Wyckoff Conduit—PaperCon-
duIt—Pipe Conduits—Dorset Conduit—Clienowlth (;onduit—
Terra-cotia Cou.iuits—Crompton System—Brooks System- Jolin-
stone System—Kennedy System—St. James System—Inflexible
Systems—rallender Solid System—Cologne Conduit-Zurich Con-
duit—Manholes—Junction Boxes for Street Railway Feeds—In-
troduction or Circuits—Pneumatic Rodding—Gas— Electric Rail-
way <'ondiiits-Buda-Pesth Conduit-Blackpool Conduit—Love
Conduit—Lenox Avenue Conduit—Metallic Conduits for Alternat-
ing Currents. Part II. Cables and Conduit Conductors. Con-
duit Conductors—Armored Cables—The Siemens Cable-The
Edison System—The Ferranti Mains -Telegraph Cables—Sub-
aqueous Cables—Power Circuits- -Paper Cables—Telephone
Cables—British Post Office Cables—Tlie Patterson rabIe--Glover
Cables—Fnwler Waring Cables—Felten-Guilleaume Cable-
Beaded fables—Cable Joints—The Connection of Underground
and Aerial Systems—Cable Heads.

CHAPTER V.
Electrical Instruments. — Classiflcatlon — Instruments for

Measurement of Resistance—Wheatstone Bridge—Slide Wire

Sent, expreasage prepaid, on
receipt of price, $4.50.

Bridge—Ohm-Meter—Instruments for Measuring Quantity and
Pressure—D'Arsonval Galvanometer—Ballistic Galvanometer-
Galvanometer Constants—Reduction to Zero and Inferred Zero —
Shunts—Weston Instruments—Cardew Voltmeter—Electrostatic
Voltmeter—Siemens Dynamometer—Condensers—Wattmeters-
Keys—Magnet—Ground Indicators—Boyer Speed Recorder.

CHAPTER VI.

riethods of Electrical rieasurement. Quantities to be Meas-
ured—ElectricaUntensity-KlectricalQuantlty-Uultof Current—
The Watt — Capacity — Resistance- Ohm's Law— Kirchhoff's
Laws—Measurement of Resistance by Deflection-Bv Wheatstone
Bridge—By Voltmeter—By Volt and Ammeter-Mea'^urement of
Small Resistance—High Resistance—Insulation Kesistance—By
Loss of Charge—Line Resistance—Ground Resistance—Special
Methods for Galvanometer Resistance -For Battery Resistance-
Potential Difference-By Condenser—Wheatstone's Method—
Lumsden's Method— Measurement of Current Strergth— By
Ammeter-By Voltmeter—By Differential Galvanometer—By
Slide Wire—Measurement of Capacity—TIiomisod's Method—
Gott'sMethod—Divided Charge Method— Localization of Faults—
Blavier's Method—Overlap Method—Loop Test—Murray's and
Varley's Methods-Localization of Crosses—M'-asurement of In-
ductance—ByCondenser and Bridge—With Alternating Current-
Mutual Inductance—Measureiiieut on Alternating Currents-
Difference of Potential—Current—Power by Two "Voltmeters—
By Three Ammeters—Measurement on Polyphase Circuits-
Electrical Railway Testing—Capacity of Aerial Lines—The In-
ductance of Aerial Lines—Mutual Inductance on Transmission
Lines.

CHAPTER VII.
Continuous Current Conductors. Part I. Conductors; and

Insulaiort. Conductors—Kesistance—Ohm's Law—Specific Re-
sistance—Effect of Temperature—Resistance of Dielectrics—Line
Leakage—Distribution of PotentiJiI—The Effect of Leakage—Con-
ductance—Distribution of Potential in Branch Circuits. ,P(i>'t II.
The Heating of Cond'ictorts. Joule's Law—Location of Circuits-
Bare Wires Freely Suspfnded—Radiation and Convection—Pan-
eled Wire—Insulated wire Freely Suspended— Rheostats and
Heaters—Cost of Electric Heating—Fuse Wires—Heating of In-
sulated Cables-Heating of Conduit Cables—Heating of Suspended
Cables.

CHAPTER Vin.
Conductors for Alternating Currents. General Considera-

tions — Classification—skin Effect — Current Density — Induct-
ance—Magnetic Field—Electromotive EoreeDue toVarving Field—
Efjuation of Energy—Harmonic :Moti()u—Average Values—The
Solution of the Energy Equation—EITect of Mutual Inductance-
General Energy Equation for Mutually Inductive Circuits—Co-
efficients of Inductance—Effect of Capacity—Solution of the En-
ergy Equation for Circuits with Capacity—Tlie Energy Equation
for Circuits Containing Resistance—Inductance and Capicity-
Graphical Methods— vector Quantities- Composition and Reso-
lution of E. M. F.—Simple Circuits with One Resistance and In-
ductance in Series— Reactance—Impedance—Resistance Vari-
able—Inductance Variable—Simple Circuits with Several Resist-

ances and Inductances in Series—Simple Circuits with One Re-
sistance and Capacity in Series—simple Circuits with Several
Resistances, Inductances and Capacities in S-^ries—Circuits with
Resistance, Inductance and Capacity in Parallel—Method of
Equivalent Resistance and Inductance—Circuits Containing Mu-
tual Inductance—Impedance Tables.

CHAPTER IX.
Series Distribution. Origin—Classification—Constant Current

Circuits with Generator and Motor at Fixed Distances—Location
of Station—Current Density in Main Circuit—Economic Condi-
tions—Design for Heating-Limit — Design for Mechanical
Strength—Minimum First Cost of Line—Miolmum First Cost of
Station-Minimum First Cost of Plant and Cost of Maintenanf'
and Operation—Design for Minimum First Cost of Plant—Design
for Best Service—Minimum Cost of Plant for Maximum Income-
Calculation of Loads—Regulation—Automatic Cut-outs.

CHAPTER X.
Parallel Distribution.-The Evolution of the Parallel System-

Methods of Distribution—The Loop System—The Spiral Loop—
The Tree System—The Closet System—Conical Conductors—An'i-
Parallel Feeding—Distribution of Potential—Cylindrical Conduc-
tors. Parallel Feeding—('ylindrical Conductors. Anti-paraMi i

Feeding—Conical Conductors, Parallel Feeding—Conical Con-
ductors, Anti-parallel Feeding-Three-wire System—Mul-
tiple Series System—Five-Wire System—Relative Area Cov-
ered by the Multiple Wire Systems—Feeder and Main System-
Location of Central Station- Location of the Feeders and Cen-
ters of Distribution—Distributing Mains—Caiculntion of Feed-
ers—Efficiency of Conductors—Methods of Reeulation—The Com-
pensator in Electrical Railway AVork-Fall of Pressure and Nec-
essary Section for Feeders—Laws of Economy and Feeder De'
sign—General Design for a System in Multiple Are-Mechanical
Methods—Station Loads— Arc Lamps on Constant Potenti^tt Cir-
c\uts—ElectricRailway Wiring—Three-wire Railway Systems.

CHAPTER XI.
Miscellaneous Methods and Long Distance Transmission.—

Motor Transformers—Compensators—Motor Transformers Rtm-
ningand Feeding in Series—Highand Low Potential Distributi'Ui

from the same Station—Accumulators—Sub-station Accumula-
tors—A ccumutator Distribution—Regulation by :Means of Aecuuin-
lators—Transformers—Economy in Conductors-Isolated Trans-
formers—Elticiency of Distribution by Isolated Transformers *

Transformers as Sub-stations—Polyphase System^:— Long-di---

taucePlants-Long-distance Transmission with Continuous Cur-
rents-Line Construction for Long-distance Transmissiou-Rt-!;i-

tive Amount of Conducting Material for Transmission System^.

CHAPTER Xn.
The Cost of Production and Distribution.—Cost of Cuuduotor'^—

Cost of Conduits—Telephone and Telegraph Lines— Kaitwnj
Lines—Cost of Power Stations-Cost of Producing Energy—(Vcii

Consumption per Watt-hour—Water Power -The ('•x^ Rngine—
The Cost of Electrical Energv. as Developed by Wind Power—
The ActualCostof Electrical Energy-Commercial Cousideratious
of Transmission Problems.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 MARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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Ir&p&stta.
T . H. Braay, New Britain., Conn., U. S. A.,

Mamihottircr of MastArms,Pole and
SwlngiupHoorts. House lirackfts and
other Spodultles for Construction
Vs o\V..—CaUdOi}ufB and Prices fur-
nished on aDpltalior.

The

7-£rA^y°j£ryv.£r/:f
\

S" MANSF'iEL.D.OHIO.

t^ivigE,

^1? LCiUt^ MO.

^H) DELAWARE HARD FIBRE CO.,
WILMINGTON, DEL.

SEND FOK CATALOGUE ASiD SAnPJLES.

Sheets, Rods. Tubes and Special Shapes^

C-H-BE$tYaCO<--Tu^w'

KARTAVERT.
HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS, RODS AND TUBINO.

For Electrical and Mechanical Purposes, Railway Dust Guards, Washert
and Packings. l*atent Insulating Cleats.

MANUFACIUBED BY

THE KARTAVERT MANUFACTURING CO., Wilmington, Del.

LiNcmiii LOOK!!/
'\ r^.^^;:T-afkI^;r^7af .....-^jM^jj.-r^ 'W^A

This outfit containp FIVE slues of FOSK wire, each
on a separate spool

. also a Kooii assortment of kuse
LINKS, The advanfa^es ol" thi.-i outfit tor the use of
all LINE MEN aiuf ru-:i'.MR mkn, will be Keeii at once, as
all BREAK.\GE of fiise links and abrasion of fuse wire
is prevented. A lull a.«snrtment may , be tarried,
weighing no mo?e than one ordinary spool of fuse
wire. VV'e carry in stock fuse wire on iipools tofit the
above kit at ordinaT'y prices of Fuse Wire. V2,tnpie
Kiise Kit. Ijy iiuiil onnitiiete willi live Mi-es of lune vvire
and an assortment of links, net. Sl.OO. Carried in
stock by the trade Chicago Fuse Wire Mfg.
Co., 154 Lake St., Chicago, *

/A/O.

i Black Diamond File Worl(s,
Est. 1863. Inc. 1805.

J*

Twelve

Medals

Awarded at

International

Expositions.

Special

Prize

Gold Medal

at Atlanta,

1895.

OUR CIOOIIH AKE OK SALK IK KVEKY IiKAI>IA4i IIAKDWARE ^
STOKE IK THE rKITEU l»TATES AKI> CAKASA. ?

|G. &H. BARNETT COMPANY,^
^ PHILADELPHIA, PA. ^

\

The next time that you lose a trans-

former or motor that the D. & 1||/. FUSE
opens the circuit before the danger
point is reached and fjQT until then. It

also opens a high-tension short circuit

iMhout ARS or FLASH.

Devices for Motors, Generators, Transformers.

53 Aborn St., PROVIDENCE, R. I.

New York: ]. C. Dolph & Co., 126 Liberty St.

Chicago; Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.,

82 W. Jackson Boul.
Philadelphia; Vallee Bros., 625 Arch St.

Philadelphia; R'y Dept., Mayer & Englund.
Pittsburg; Geo. W. Provost.

The Zamel Arc Light Meter
AHD ELECTRIC CURREMT TIMER

Is ttie ONLY RELIABLE DEVICE for Timing the Use of Arc Lights,

l-t li si-tiv^ in I'ts A^-ti^n.
SEXD FOB CIRCVIiAR.

Zamel Arc Light Meter Co
266 BL.Uie ISI.AIMD AVE.,

Approved by the National Fire Underwriters' Association.

CMII^i^O^, ll-L..
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SIMPLEX INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.
wcsTERN^scLUNQ AGENT, sSmphx ElecMcal Company,
1 137 Mona«ncck Block, CHICAGO. 78-81 Cornhlll, BOSTON, MASS.

ai.f-re:d f-. ivioore,
MANUFACTURER OF

INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
F-|-eXIBUK OOHOS AIMO OABUKS.

«0« AN D SO!S KOBTH THIRD STREET, - PHIIiAJDEIiPHIA. PA.

^0N/>
1SS9—Paris Bxposition,
medal for Rubber Insulation.

1893-World'8 Fair,
Kedal for Rubber Insulation.

TRADE MARIL

THE {STANDARD FOR
R1JBRFR IKSUIiATIOK.

Sole Manufacturers of

Okonite Wires, Okonite Tape, Hanson Tape, Candee ""fT Wires.

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd.
H."ir.t;tcKM.'e';.f «»"»<"«• 253 Broadway, New York. g,"ri'Holgrs"s"?"''"""-

Tlie Ansonia Electrical Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

SHIELD BRAND MOISTURE-PROOF
FEEDER AND LINE WIRES.

Magnet, Office, Damp-Proof Office and Annunciator Wires.

Bells, Batteries, Annunciators and all House Coods Supplies.

Fort Wayne Electric Corporation,
FORT WAYNE, IND.

Apparatus for

Are, Oiree-t Curren-t and ^Vl-fcerna-fc-

Ine li>GB'^<='os<'^i'^'^ ^ish-fcins and
l^ovirer Transnnissi^n.

JOHN D. CRIMMINS. .IE., Prest. Alcatraz Electrical
Compound.

Absolutely unequaled for Insulating and
Water-proofing; not affected by Acids or Alkalies;
elastic and durable. Alcatraz Asphalt Paint is a
tenacious and durable coating for all kinds of
metal. Samples upon application.

Ask your nearest supply house for it, or

The California Asphalt Co.,
57 EAST 89TH STREET, NEW YORK.

^ESTnS ElEcttcal \m\m\A Co.,
^~~~

114-120 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

The Weston Arc Light Ammeter

Is cheap, but nevertheless reliable

and very accurate.

The scale is so proportioned that a change of

I'c of one ampere can be seen from a considerable

distance. The instrument is absolutely "dead
beat." Three different ranges are being made;

No. 1. 5.8 6.8 7.8 amperes in ^5 ampere div.

No. 2. 8.6 9.6 10.6 " " ^ " "

No. 3. 9.5 10.5 11.5 " "
jfa " "

Weeton Are Ugbt Ammeter, Mentloa the Wxbtbbn Elsotbiotam when writing for oatalognea

PARIS 1867. CHICAGO 1893. PHILADELPHIA 1876.

WIRES AND GABLES,
AERIAL, UNDERGROUND.

SUBMARINE.

W. R. BRIXEY, IWfr.

203 Broadway, New York.

Weatetn Offlca, Marquette BIdg., Chicago, Ml.

CALIFORNIA ELEC. WORKS, M. DUPEROW. HEW ORLEANS ELEC. CO.,

SAN r:lANCISCO. CAL WASHINGTON. D. C. NEW ORLEANS. U>

StandardUndergroundCabieCo.
The liookery, Westlnghoase BuitUlDt;,

Chicago. FittstHirg.

18 Cortlandt St.,

New York City.

Betz Building,

Fbiladelphia, Fa.

Electric Cables,Coniluits,Wires and Accessories.
Also Migli-Qrade Uubber Covered Wires and Cables.

MOTOR ^<^ '''''" ^^^^ Rheostat Co.,mwiun— Westfleld. N.J.,U. S. A.

RHEOSTATSe for ali. purposes.

A. L. McRAE,
CONSULTINQ ELECTRICAL
ENGINEER.-^.

Estimates, Plans, Speeilicatlons,
£xamInatiODS. Keports, Tests.

306 Oriel BuUdlng, ST. I^OVIS, HO.

Queen & Co.,
1012 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA.

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-Wirt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Ray

Focus Tubes, Induction Coils.

Insulating Paint # Varnish.
^ewere the first chemists Id the world to

make a special study of this problem, Our long
experieDce and careful investli^atinD enables ui
to be of service to wlJe-awake electricians.

MASSACHUSETTS CHEMICAL COMPANY,
Boston. Mass., U. S. A.

I-T-E
CIRCUIT BREAKERS

CUHER ELECTRICAL CO., PHILADELPHIA

TME SAMSOIN BATTERY
\ yEUEPHOHEj »^ " SHIPPED SET UP " * ^p,S LIDMTihq

OFHCE AND FACTORY, SANDUSKY, 0.

AGENTS

Mayer & Englund, lo S, loth St., Phlla., Pa.
Smith & Wallace.Hamllton St., Boston, Maas.
Arthur S. Partridge, Bank of Commerc*

Bide., St. Louis, Mo.
Joshua Hendy Alachine Worlu, 42 Fremant

St., 5aa Francisco.
Central Electric Co., 173 Adams St., Chlcag*.
Harry M. Shaw, 130 Liberty St.. New York.
Schminke & Newman, New Orleans, La.

Two Balls" Adjustable Hanger.
Automatic. Perfection

M.I.Vouglit;
ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES, L.A. OROi

SOLE
MAKERS IN THE

U. S. A.

THE Fuel Economizer Co.,
MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS: MAHEAWAN, N. Y.

Branch Offices: 74 Cortlandt St.. New York; Si: I

change BldK.. Boston. Mass.; 1540 Marquette Bldg.„OiiU!agc; 32 f

St., .San Francisco, Cal.
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SEND AND CET A SLICE!

GUARANTEE
ON

THE

The stock consists of RUBBElR COVERED WIRE, Weatherproof
Wire, Magnet Wire, Porcelain and Clay Wiring Tubes, Incandescent

Lamps, Carbons, Tools of ail kinds. House Annunciators, Push But-

tons, and a general assortment of Electric Supplies of standard

manufacture.
^

'

Send in your orders and try us, or let us quote you FIRST.
,

WM. H. McKINLOCK, W. C. GAMP, ABENTSi
186-188 FIFTH AVENUE, CHICAGO.
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FOR ENCLOSED LONG-BURNING ARC LAMPS.

DIRECT CURRENTi
ARC-LAMPS ARC-LAMPS

iiil il ll^ttli^^ils

UNEQUALLED IN QU,

AND EFFICLElfcY

H

I

« itmimv^^&iMmir

MM^^i

A

LY STEADY
IILLIANT LIGHT. N

HUGO REI SINGER' 38 BiAVER^. NEW YORK.

D ^
We have completed our new manufacturing plant, which enables us to reduce the selling price of the

PIONEER ENCLOSED ARC LAMP.
We offer the consumer the benefit of this, in the shape of a reduction from ^30 to $25 per lamp.

Manufactured under Basic Enclosed Arc Lamp Patents of L. B. Marks, Marks-Ransom and others.

ELECTRIC ARC LIGHT CO.. 1 50 Nassau St.. New York
P J

YOUR SUPPLY MAINTAINED FOR 1 2c.

LAMPS
Efficient, Long-Lived and

Guaranteed Satisfactory.

Write us before making another contract. We are THE
Lamp Renewing Company you have heard of.

Lynn Incandescent Lamp Co., Lynn, Mass.

GORDON PRIMARY CELL.
For Open and Closed Circuit Work.

The Perfect; Modern, Longest Lived and Most Economical
Cell Ever Put on the Market.

In use by the leading cities, railroads, telephone and gas engine
companies.

WE CLAIM:—Constant discliarge of current without polari-
zation: no local action; no noxious gases or fumes; no acids; least
labor tor operation; cleanest; not freezing at 28° below zero; eco-
nomic value 50 per cent, greater than gravity cell, and 30 per cent,
greater than best other cell in market. For No. 1 cell, 250 ampere
hours; for No. 2 cell, 100 ampere hours; on open circuit, .9 to 1

volt; on closed circuit, .65to/oo ^olt. isend for circular and pricelist.

THE GORDON -BDRNHAM BATTERY CO.,

82 to 86 West Broadway, New York City.

GEO.W. PATTERSON, 1 114 Marquette BIdg., Chicago, III.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Advance Pkg. & Sup. Co
ihlm-Edwards Elec. Co . xiii

American Battery Co xv
American El. Meter Co
Amer. El. Telep.Co xvi

American Elec. Works . . . xill

American Engine Co xiv

Amer. Impulse Wheel Co. xx
Amer. Reflector A Ltg. Co. iv

American Kheostat Co. ... xi

Ansonla Electrical Co ..... . i

Armorite Int. Con. Co— v lii

Bain.Foree xili

Baker & Co xil

Ball Engine Co xlx

BarnettCo., G. AH xxil

Besly & Co.,Chas. H xxil

Boiler Expurgator Co—
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.

Brady, T. H
Brlxey, W. R
Bryant Electric Co
Buckeye Electric Co
Burnley Batt. & Mfg. Co.

California Asphalt Co...,

Card Electric Co
Carlisle & Finch Co
Central Electric Co ,

Central Mfg, Co
Central Tel. & Elec. Co .

.

C.B. &Q. R. R

. xi

.xxil

1

vil

I

vil

Chicago Edison Co Iv.xlv

Chicago El. A Stereo. Co . . x li

Chicago Ins. Wire Co
C, M. &St. P. R. R xlv

Clonbrock St. B. Co xi x

Commercial El. Sup Co.. Iv

Cornman Co xiv

Crown Woven Wire Brush
Co,.. xli

Cutter El. & Mfg. Co I

D. & W. Fuse Co xxil

Bavls & Son, I. B xx
DaytonGlobelronWks. Co, xx
Delaware Hard Fibre Co. . . xxil

Diamond Elec. Co x
Diamond State Fibre Co. xll

DlehlMfg. Co vil

Dixon Crucible Co. , Jos. . xx

Eastern Elec. Cable Co
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co vl

Edison Lamp Dept
Electrical Exchange, The.

Electrical Exhibition Co.

Elec. Appliance Co
Electric Arc Light Co
Elec. Gas Lighting Co
Electric Storage Batt. Co.

Electrician Pub. Co xvl

Elliott, W. H. Elec. Co.... xiv

Emerson El. Mfg. Co xll

xlv

XV
xll

Ui

I

Empire China Works xvi

Farles Mfg Co xxli

Farr Tel. & Cons. Supply
Co xvl

F00& Gas Engine Co xix

For Sale Advertisements., xiv

Fort Wayne El. Corp i

Fuel Economizer Co 1

Garlock Packing Co
Garvin Machine Co., The .

General Electric Co xxi
Gen'l Inc. Arc Light Co . .

.

Globe Elec. Heating Co. . Iv

Gordon-Burnham Bat. Co. Hi

Hart A HegemanMfg. Co. xix
Hartley Elec. Works
Helios Electric Co x
Hill, W. S. Electric Co. . . . xv
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co xlv
Hodge, Walsh & Lorlng. xlv

Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co.

Huebel & Manger xiv

Intemat'l Cor. Schools., vli

Iron-Clad Rheostat Co . . . 1

K. & W. Company, The .... I x

Kartavert Mfg. Co —
Keystone Elec. Inst. Co.. xill

KokomoTel.&El.Mfg.Co. xvi
Kusel, D. A., Tel. & El.
Mfg. Co xvli

Leclanche Battery Co— xt

Leffel & Co., James xx

Leonard, Ward, Elec. Co..

Llndsley Bros xv

Link Belt Machinery Co. xll

Locke, Pred. M
Lockwood Long Dlst. Tel.

&Tel. Co. of America... xvli

Lombard Water Wh. G. Co. xill

L. P. & D. Transmitter Co vil

Lynn Inc. Lamp Co iii

Main Belting Co
ManhattanGen'lCons.Co. .

MankowJtz. Sam'l xi\

Mansfield Tern. Cop. Co.. .xxil

Mass. Chemical Co 1

McFell Electric Co xvii

McKinlock 4 Camp, Agts. il

McLennan & Co., K xli

McRae. A. L i

Mica Insulator Co
Mo. Tel. Mfg. Co xvl

MltchellTemp. CopperCo. xv
Monon R. R vll

Moore, Alfred F I

Munsell&Co., Eugene., xli

National India Rubber Co.

National Tube Works Co. xv
New York Ins. Wire Co . . . xvlii

Northern Elec. Mfg. Co . . . xi

Nott A Co., A. D X

Ohio Electric Works xill

Okonlte Co., The l

Otto Gas Engine Wks
PalsteCo., H. T xv
Partrlck A Carter Co xxil

Partridge Carbon Co i

Peerless Rubber Mfg.Co.. xii

Pelton Water Wheel Co . xx
Peoples' Electric Co xxil

Perrizo A Sons xv
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co xxil

Phillips Ins'd. Wire Co. . . xill

Phosphor-Bronze S. Co. Ld xx
Point Marlon Mfg. Co xv
Prouty Co., The xlx

Puritan Electric Co xli

Queen A Co I

Rawson Electric Co
Reislnger, Hugo . iii

Reliable Elec. Sup. Co ... . iv

Robertson ft Sons, Jas. L. xill

Roth Bros. A Co

St. Clair Hotel xiv

Samson Cordage Wks xii

Sargent A Lundy xlii

Sawyer-Man Electric Co. xvlii

Schifl, Jordan A Co xi

Shultz Belting Co xxii

Simplex Jllectrlcal Co., The, 1

Smith Co., S.Morgan.... xx
Standard Elec. Cons. Co.

Standard TeLA El. Co xv'A

StandardUnderg. Cable Co. i

Stanley Electric Mfg, Co.. xxl
Stllwell-Blerce A Smlth-
VaileCo xlv, xv

Storey Motor A Tool Co. .. iv

StowMfg Co xll

Stromberg-Carlson Tel.
Mfg. Co xvli

Swarts Metal Refin'g Co, xlv

Taber A Mayer xvl

United Elec. Imp. Co....

Van Home, Burger A Co. xlx
Viaduct Mfg. Co xvl
Yought.M.1 1

Wagner El. Mfg. Co xll

Want Advertisements.. xlv
Warner, Wm. F xvl
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co xx
Washburn A Moeu Mfg. Co.

xili

Washington Carbon Co . . . x
Western Electric Co viti

Western Tel. Cons. Co xlv
WestinghouseELAMf. Co. xvlii

Weston Electrical Inst. Co. i

Wheeler Reflector Co vli I

wniard El. ABat. Co pU
Williams, J. P xill

Wright, Wm xlv

ZamelAroLt. Met6rCo...xxil

^or Classified Ind^ac of ^Kd'ver'tls^m^n'ts S* »aee \^l.
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HARDTMUTH GORED CARBONS for Direct and Alternating Current

HABIRSHAW AND Q. E. CO.'S

I
WIRES AND CABLES.ARC UAIVI

AMERICAN CARBON CO.'S Plain and Coated
CARBONS FOR SERIES ARC LIGHTING.

Edison Co.,
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS

HA6IRSHAW AND a. E. CO.'S

WIRES AND CABLES.

.J DEALERS IN ELECTRIC LIGHTING SUPPLIES,

.139 Adams Street, CHICAGO.

Now, boys, you've had a good rest
get ready for next month-
new tune—same old words:—

"Low prices—big stock—
"Quick shipment to you.
"Some quote 'bed-rock' (?)
"We always do 1

"

PHE

Storey
Motors.

Iron-clad. Completely Closed
In. Dust and Moisture
Proof. No External Mag-
netism.

Specially Adapted for Direct
Connection to Machinery.

Special Direct Current Motors for All Classes of Work.

THE STOREY MOTOR & TOOL CO.,
MAIN OFFICE
AND FACTORY : 212-226 ionic St., ^'^<^tiV., Philadelphia, Pa.

BBANCH FACTORX: Hamilton, Canada.
Cable address, Storey, Philadelphia. ABC Code used.

ELECTRIC HEATERS minimum' expense.

Portable Heater for residences and offlces, size 23 inches long, IV/2 inches
^^, o inches wide. Weight 30 pounds.

Hlffhett Efficiency, Simplicity, Durability. Production auaranteed.
Our Street Car Heaters lead all competitors.

Send for new Illustrated circular.

Heating: coils renewed like incandescent lamps. Constructed for any voltagre. Work on direct
or alternating: current. Consumes 6. 8 amperes on no volt current, i. 5 on 500 volt current.

THE GLOBE ELECTRIC HEATING CO.,
147 North 12th

Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

SEE THESE PRICES!
Weatherproof Wire, all sizes to No. 8, per lb $0,131
Rubber-covered Wire, No. 14, per 1,000 feet 7.50
Shaffer-Paiste Rosettes, concealed or cleat, each 05?
Iron Box Bells, iOO lots 19i
Wood Push Buttons, each 04
Dry Batteries, each .18
Metal Push Buttons 09

(OTHER SPECIAIiTIES IHT PROPORTION.)

RELIABLE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY GO.

2361

E. Madison St..

I CHICAGO.
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Turkeys,

Chrysanthemums,

3^ Okonite
ARE

Timely Topics.•»»»»» »»»

Ttjeg are flbll^B in that each is a I^ihg.

ing of powls

—

K^ing of plowers

—

K^ing of Insulations.

flIiIKE in that Okonite alone has a continuous reign.

Okonite is not our only kinglg specialty. We have:

ectric Specialties,

Perkins Electric Specialties,

|4art Electric Specialties,

Paiste Electric Specialties,

Arjchor Electric Specialties,

Hr?d otl^ers.

(3*t5*<^^^4^t^t^*^

Oeo. A. McKinlock,
President.

Charles E. Brown,
Secretary

.

5. R. Frazler,

Central Electric Company,
173=175 Adams Street,

CHICAGO.
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EDDY GENERATORS.
Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

Eddy Motors—Slow, Medium or High Speed.

We build all necessary apparatus for the transmission of Electrical
Poiver through factory or other huildines.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.|
NEW YORE, H. B. Coho & Co., Mail and Express Building.
PHILADELPHIA, Walter C. Mclntire & Co., 506 Commerce St.

BOSTON, G. M. Angler & Co., 64 Federal St.

ELMIRA, S. N. Blake.
ST. LOUIS, Western Electrical Supply Co.
KANSAS CITY, W. T. Osborn.
CINCINNATI, O., Nevada Bldg., John A. Stewart.
CHICAGO. 305 Dearborn St., Wallace & Hine. Mauagets,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Cal. Elec. Wks., 409 Market SI.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS
Accumulators.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Wlllard El. & Battery Co.

Annunciators.
Ansonla Electrical Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Partrlck A Carter Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.

Arc liamps.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
DiehlMfg Co.
Electric Arc Light Co.

Ft.Wayne Elec Corporation.
General Electric Co.

Gen'l Inc. Arc Light Co.
Helios Electric Co.
Manhattan Gen'l Cons. Co.

Peoples Electric Co.
Puritan Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Arc liisht Cord.
Central Electric Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Batteries and Jars.
Ansonla Electrical Co.^

Burnley Batt. & MIg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Eleotrio Appliance Co.
Elec. Gas Lighting Co.
Gordon-Burnham Battery Co
Leolanche Battery Co., The.
Nott&Co., A. D,
Ohio Electric Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Roth Bros. &Co.

BeUs.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric AppUance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Ohio Electric Works.
Reliable Elec Supply Co.
Partrick & Carter Uo.

BeltiiME.
Link Belt Wachinerv Co.
L. P- & D. Transmitter Co
Main Belting Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.
Shultz Belting Co.

Boilers.
Glonbrook Steam Boiler Co.

Books, Electrical.
Eleotriolan PubllBhine Co.

Blmshes.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Crown Woven Wire Brush
Co.

Holmes Fibre-Graphite Go.
Partridge Carbon Co.

Bnrelai* Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Cables (See Insulated Wires.)
Cables, filectric (See Insu-
lated Wires), Copper,
Sheet and Bar.
American Elec. Works.
Brliey. W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Go.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
General Electric Co.
Mankowitz, Sam'l.
Moore. Alfred F.
New York Ins. Wire Co
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Carbons,PointsA Plates.
Advance Pkfj. & Sup. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eleotrio Appliance Go.
Gen'l Inc. Arc Light Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.
Relslnger. Hugo.
Schifl, Jordan A Co,
Washington Carbon Co,

Compound.
Boiler Expurgator Co.
Central Electric Go.
California Asphalt Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric AppUance Go.
Mass, Cb^miofti co,

McLennan & Co., K.
Okonlte Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Standard Elec. Const. Co.

Conduit and Conduits.
Armorite Interior Cond. Go.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Go.

Construction & Repairs.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Elliott. W. H. Elec. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Hodge, Walsh A Loring.
McFell Electric Co.
McRae, A. L.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Rlec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Electric Mf g. Co.

Contractors and Electric
liieht Plants.
Ahlm-Rd wards El, Co.
Bain. Fortie.

Card Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Go.
DIehl Mfg. Go.
Eddy Elec Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Go.
McRae, A. L.

Northern Eleetl. Mfg. Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Roth Bro^i. &Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co,
Warren Electric Mfg. Go.
Westlnghouse Elec & MtgCo.

Conveyors.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.

Copper.
Besly&Co.. Chas. H.
Central Electric Go.
Mansfield Temp. Copper Go.
Mitchell Temp. Copper Co.

Copper Wires.
American Electrical Works.
Besly&Co., ChasH.
Brixey, W, R.
Central Eleotrio Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El, Supply Go.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Mankowitz, Sam'l.
National India Rubber Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Reliable Elec Supply Co,
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Cordase.
Central Electric Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Correspondence Schools'
Int. Correspond. Schools.

Crookes' Tabes.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Edison Lamp Dept.

Cross-Arms, Pins and
Brackets.
Brady, T. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Go.
Farr Tel. A Cons. Sup. Go.
Locke, Fred. M.
Point Marion Mfg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.

Cut-Outs and Sxvltches.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Go.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec Corporation.
General Elec Go.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Go.
Hill, W. S. Hlectrlc Co.
Mankowitz, Sam'l,
PalsteCc, H. T.
Peoples Electric Go.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Rpllable Elec. Supply Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Go.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg.Co.

Dynamos.
Ahlm-Edwards El. Co.
American Engine Co.

Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Go.
DiehlMfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
P^. Wayne Elec Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Hoban Elec Mfg. Co.
Mankowitz, Sam'l.
Northern Eleetl. Mfg. Co.
Nott & Co., A- D.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warner, Wm. F.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Wright. Wm.

Economizers, Fuel.
Fuel Economizer Go.

Electric Heat's App's.
Central Electric Co.
Globe Electric Heating Co.

Electric Sleters.
American El. Meter Co.
Zamel Arc Light Meter Co.

Electric Railways.
General Electric Go.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and mechani-
cal Engrineers.
Bain, Poree.
McRae, A. L.
Sargent & Lundy.

Electrical Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Gutter El. & Mfg. Go.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Go.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Keystone El. Instrument Co.
Mankowitz. Sam'l.
Palste Co., H. T.
Queen A Co.
Reliable Elec Supply Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Electrical Specialties.
Carlisle & Fmch Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Go.
Hill, W. S. Electric Go.
Palste Co., H. T.
Peru Elec Mfg. Go.
Reliable Elec Supply Co.
Vought. M. I.

Electro-Plating macVy.
Besly&Co., Chas. H.
General Electric Co.
Hobart Elec Mfg. Co.
Nott &Co., A. D.
Roth Bros & Go.

Engines, (iias.
Poos Gas Engine Co.
Otto Gas Engine Wks.
Prouty Co.,The.
Van Home, Burger & Go.

Engines, Steam.
American Engine Co.
Ball Engine Go.

Fan Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
DiehlMfg. Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Farr Tel. & Cons. Sup. Co.
General Electric Co.
Roth Bros <fc Co-
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. <fc Mfg. Co.

Feed IVater Heaters.
Davis & Son, I. B.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Diamond State Fibre Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.

Files.
Barnett Co.,G. AH.
Central Electric Co.

Fixtures, El. & Comb'n.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Fuses.
D. &. W. Fuse Co.

Fuse TVire.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

€raskets.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfe- Co
Robertson & Sons. Jaa. L.

Qas Lighting:, Electric.
Central Electric Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Oears.
Besly A Co.. Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.

Crenerai Elec. Supplies.
Ansonla Electrical Co.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Farr Tel. A Cons. Sup. Co.
General Electric Co.
Hodge. Walsh & Loring.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
K. A W. Company.
Mankowitz, Sam'l.
M^Kinlock A Camp, Agts.
Ohio Electric Works.
Palste Go.,H. T.
Partrick & Garter Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

€rlobes and Electrical
CrlassYvare.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Wheeler Reflector Co.

f^ov^ors. Water IVheel.
LombardWaterWheel Gt.Co.

Graphite Specialties,
Besly A Co.. Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Diion Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Induction Coils.
Central Electric Co.
Queen A Co.

Insulators and Insulat-
ing materials.
Ansonla Electrical Co.
Brixey, W. R.
Bryant Electric Co.
California Asphalt Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Commercial El. Supply Go.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Diamond State Fibre Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Empire China Works.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
K. A W. Company.
Locke, Fred. M.
Mankowitz, Sam'l.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
Palste Co., H. T.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co-
Standard Elec. Const. Co.
Standard Underdround U. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.

Insulated Wires and
Cables—magnet Wires.
American Electrical Works.
Brliey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Go.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Mankowitz, Sam'l.
Moore, Alfred P.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

.Tnnctlon Boxes.
Bossert Elec Const. Go.

Lamp Adiusters.
Faries Mfs. Go.
Voug)it. M. I.

Lamps, Alternating.
I'uritan Electric Co.

Lamps, Incandescent.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Edison Lamp Dept.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.,
K. A W. Company.

Lynn Incandescent Lp. Go,
Ohio Electric Works.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co,
Sawyer-ManElec. Co.
United Elec Imp. Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Lightning Arresters.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

magnet IVire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

mechanical machinery.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Garvin Machine Co., The.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.
Robertson A Sons. Jas. L.
StUwell-Blerce Smith-Vaile.

mica.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Go.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.

mining Apparatus, Elec.
General Electric Co.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

motors.
Ahlm-Edwards Elec. Co.
American Engine Co.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
DIehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Hobart Elec Mfg. Co.
Manitowitz. Sam'l.
Northern Eleetl. Mfg. Co.
Ohio Eleotrio Works.
Peoples Electric Co.
Roth Bros. A Co.
Sargent A Lundy.
Stanley Elec Mfg. Co.
Storey Motor A Tool Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warner, Wm. F.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El; & Mfg. Co.
Williams, J. P.
Wright, Wm.

Packing.
Besly A Co. Chas. H.
Garlock Packing Go.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.
Peerless Rubbpr Mfsr. Co-
Robertson & Sons, Jas. L.

Paints.
California Asphalt Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Mass. Chemical Co.

Phosphor Bronze.
Be^l7&Co.,Cha8. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co.Ltd.

Piatinum.
Baker A Co.

Poles.
Central Mfg. Co.
Llndsley Bros.
National Tube Works Co.
Perrlzo A Sons.
Point Marlon Mfg. Co.

Porcelain.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Go.
Empire China Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Push Buttons.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Go.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Refiners.
Swarts Metal Refining Co.

Reflectors.
Amer. Reflector A Ltg. Co.
Wheeler Reflector Co.

Re-W^inding—Repairs.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Elliott, W. H, Elec. Co.
Hodge, Walsh A Loring.

Rheostats.
American Rheostat Go.
Central Electric Co.
General Electric Go.
Iron Glad Rheostat Go.
Leonard. Ward, Elec. Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co

Second-Hand machin'y.
Cornman Co.
Electrical Exchange. The.

Elliott, W. H. Elec. Co.
Hartley Electric Works.
Hodge, Walsh & Loring.
Wright, Wm.

Shades.
Amer. Reflector & Ltg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Wheeler Reflector Co.

Speaking Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Keystone El. Instrument Co.
Queen & Co.
Robertson & Sous, Jas. L.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.

Steel Pipe.
National Tube Works Co.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Wlllard El. A Battery Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical Works.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Moore, Alfred P.
New York Insulated Wire Co
Okonite Co., The,
Reliable Elec. Supply Co-
Simplex Electrical Co.
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.

Telephones, Telephone
material and Siritch-
boards.
American El, Telephone Co.
Central Electric Go.
Central Tel. A Elec. Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Farr Tel. A Cons. Sup. Co.
Kokomo Tel. A El. Mfg. Co.
Kusel, D.A , Tel. AEl. Mfg.Co.
Lockwood T. A T. Co. of Am.
McFell Electric Co.
Mo. Tel. Mfg. Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Rawson Electric Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Standard Tel. A El. Co.
Stromberg-Carlson Tl.M.Co.
Taber A Mayer.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western Tel. Cons. Co.

Toys, Electrical.
Carlisle A Pinch Co.

Transformers.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Go.
Diamond Elec. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation
General Electric Co.
Roth Bros. A Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg, Co

Trolley Cord.
Central Electric Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Trucks, Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

!

Turbine W^heels,
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co
Leflel & Co., Jas.
Pelton Wat»r Wheel Co.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
Stilwell-Blawe Smith-Valle.

]

W^ater Wlieels.
Am. Impulse Wheel Co.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co
Leflel A Co., Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
Stllwell-Bierce Smith-Valle

W^ire, Bare.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Underground C Cdm
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.f
XRay Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply CO.
Edison Lamp Dept.
Queen ^ Cq,

F'^r AlpH9l99i;loeil lr»cl9X of Advor-tls^rr^^n'to @o9 UK
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THE D. A. KUSEL

Telephone & Electric Mfg. Co.,

Ho. mo PINE ST, ST. LOUIS, MO.,

Is still on deck, regardless of successor or no successor.

Anyone else using the name of the above firm, or a part thereof,

j
are frauds and deceivers. My motto has always been: Give the

i people good goods at the lowest living price and treat them

fair and square.

Send for my new catalogue and price list.

The Lockwood Transmitter
Is protected by letters patent No. 528640 and No. 557588, issued Nov.

6, 1894, and April 7, 1896, respectively.

The electrodes have "A variable air space" between them, and the

adjustment is obtained by tension instead of pressure. The Lockwood
is positively the only Transmitter on the market having no contact

BETWEEN electrodes, consequently parties liable to infringement

suits and promoters of long-distance systems will find it to be the only

telephone that will satisfy the fears of their subscribers. The Trans-

mitter can be placed upon any instrument now in use, and an exchange

of Transmitters is easily effected.

Address:

The Lockwood Long Distance Teleplione &
Telegraph Company of America,

JOSIAH TICE, Mgr. No. 80 Albany St., New Brunswick, N. J.

STANDilllD

T[l[W10III~[l[mit

KADISOM WI6

SWEDISH

TELEPHONES.
ailCROPHOIVES eiJARA.IVTEei> IXDEFIIVITEI^IT,

and are tlie only ones tliat can be immersed in crater

for a month irithont impairing efflviency.

McFell Electric Co.,
-^ 1549-50 and 1726 Marquette BIdg., Cliicago,

INDEPENDENTS!!!
A RAPID ROAD

TO SUCCESS.
GET

SIGNS
% TttAX.*''^ SUGGESTIVE AND
r ATTRACTIVE OF BEST ENAM-
\ ELEDIRON BOTH SIDES ALIKE
» THAT ARE EVERLASTING.
They Catch the "

I
"

and

TOLL
LINE SYSTEMS

THEY CATCH THE VOICE—
Wl lunDUAnUo r„?.V"*

"""'* "-
They catch the bond Bi-R

TOLL y T C II lb n^i^f^lVo^.,..
LINE I CI LlllO that all calls must go to

central

•THEY CATCH THE MONEY
THAT'S THE KIND " U " WANT

THAT'S THE KIND WE MAKE
Full Una of intercommunicating private plant apparatus,
Police, Fire Alarm, Railway System Equipment etc.

Send for Catalog of valuable information

THE STRONIBERG-CARLSON

^lH^c^/c^!u.l.t; TELEPHONE WFG. CO.TELEPHONE WFG. CO.

'^m^^-'^'

M
'M

w?i

I
i

ymmm
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THE OLD,

ORIGINAL SAWYER-MAN LAMP
Is S-till IVIade and Sold by Us.

ISA^^/YER- IVIAIM
125 Robinson St., Allegheny City, Pa.

IVe-*?*^ 'YoirJxif SIO West 23d St.

THE NAME OF

Westinghouse
IS A GUARANTEE.

The application of ELECTRICITY in every direction, during the past dozen years, is

largely due to Westinghouse inventiveness and enterprise. Westinghouse Electric Apparatus

is the Universal Standard. For whatever purpose electricity is used Westinghouse work gives

the best results. We do not confine our efforts to huge affairs like the famous Niagara plant,

or the 75,000 H. P. plant on the St. Lawrence, or the railway system which we exhibit at

Pittsburgh, or the street railway plants which we have placed all over the country. We pro=

duce EVERY KIND OF ELECTRIC APPARATUS. Our Arc Lamps are the best in the world.

Wurts Lightning Arresters are the only infallible protectors. Every electric plant in America

needs them. Shallenberger Meters require nothing to be said in their favor. Everybody buys

them, because it is useless to buy any other kind. Quick-break Switches; Switchboards that

are models; Ammeters and Voltmeters that are exact; Motors for small machinery and fine tools.

THE NAli^E OF

Westinghouse
IS A GUARANTEE.

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.,

New York. Boston. Chicago,
Syracuse. Buifalo. Atlanta.

London, 32 Victoria St., Westinghouse Electkic Co., Ltd.

St. Louis. San Francisco.
Philadelphia. Tacoma.

For Canada, Ahearn & Soper, Ottawa.

FIVE
GOOD
BOOKS.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
Suite 510 Marquette Building,

CHICAGO, ILL.

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

RtMRtowm liAVPi mirrt core wire.

OFFICE
Tho P'erris AA^heel Co.

^131 THE ROOKERY.

Chicago, April 30. 1896.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,
320 Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

Gentlemen:—After carefully consider-
ing the merits of the various brands of
wire upon the market, we have decided to
u3e your "Raven White Core" exclusively
for rewiring the Ferris Wheel.
As you are aware, the wire upon the

wheel is very much exposed and *he test
will no doubt be a most severe one.

Yours very truly
THE FERRIS WHEEL CO.

By L. V. Rice. Mgr.

PDIMCUAUf \lfUITC fnOC Used exclusively for all incandescent Light-'

UnllllOnHW WnilL UUnC. ing at world's Columbian Exposition.

niwru ll/UITC PHRP Used in some of the largest buildings in the United

Used by some of the largest Central Stations
and Fire and Police Departments in the U. S.COMPETITION LINE WIRE.

GRIMSHAW TAPES, COMPETITION TAPES AND SPLICING COMPOUND.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE: RR»ipur<:.J CHICAGO: BOSTON: SAN FRANCISCO:

13-I7Cortlan(ltSt., NewYork. ""'''"'"^''•I 320 Deartorn St, 1 34 Congress St, 116 New Montgomery SI
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i-tures o-F Our Eneinos \A/or-tH memlDerins:

Chicago Office, 1526 llonadnock Block.

Ist—A symmetrical design with an intelligent, scientific distribntion of metal, giving ex-
ceptional strength and perfect balance.

Snd—The only absolutely steam-tight valve, which automatically adjusts itself for wear,
needing no outside attention.

3rd—"Rites governor system," which combines the greatest simplicity with most perfect
regulation.

4th—Crank shaft forged open-hearth high-carbon steel, combining greatest strength, best
wearing qualities and smoothest surface.

5th—Most complete automatic oiling system.

ENGINE
ERIE, PElVlVSYIiVANIA, U. S. A.

EXCEL ALL OTHERS IN
DESIRABLE FEATURES.Gas and Gasoline Engines

Adapted for ALL Power Purposes—Electric Llgbting, Milling, Mining,

Water Works, Elevators, Factories, etc Clieaper and Better than Steam.

WrilfBetofpa" tains. FOOS GAS ENGINE CO., Springfield, 0,

Electro-Gasoline Engine
a to GO H. p. **

Run3 without smoke, odor or noise.
Special styles for Electric Lighting,
Boats, Milling* Locomotives, Hoists,
Portable, Threshing. Pumping, Farm
and Dairies, Inspection and Street
Cara, Road-Wagons, Printing Offices
and all stationary purposes. Alt
engines guaranteed and may be re-
turned at our expense if not as repre-
sented. THE PKOUTX CO.,
70 Dearborn St.* CHICAGO, U.S.A.

....BINDERS....
FOR THE

Western Electrician
$1.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUB. CO.,
CHICKGO.

"VAN" GAS ENGINE.
Electric Lighting,

Economical Power.
POWER WITH EVERY STROKE OF THE PISTON.

VAN HORNE, BURGER & CO.,
20 CLAIR ST., DAYTON, O.

-TMI

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Manufacturers of the

Morrifl "Cliniax" M "CoipoMf Safety Water

Tie Boilers.

BUILT IN UNITS OF 50 TO 1 ,000 He P.

CAUTION:
Beware of infringers, they will

be rigidly prosecuted.

ALSO BUILDERS OF

Smoke Stacks, Tanks, Etc., and
All Classes of Iron Work.

Specifications, Draw^ings and Prices famished
on application.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boilers.

ELECTRICITY FOR EN6INEERS.
424 PAGES. ILLUSTRATED. PRICE $2.50.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
SIC Marquette Building, - • csi-IICA.OO.

Of information, for practical men, is contained in onr Catalogue "C." Write for one if yon are not already
supplied. Page 7 reads as follows:

lo AMPERE 4-WAY OR COnnUTATION SWITCH.

•Dimensions the same as No. 21 Switch.

Price each, $1.35.

Bases open or closed. Packed six in a box.

No. 24.

3 WAY SWITCH.

A Four-Way, or Commutation Switch, is used in connection with two Three-

Way Switches for controlling a group of lights from three points. This number
may be increased indefinitely by connecting in a Four-Way Switch between the

two Three-Way Switches at each additional point desired.

It is necessary that the wires indicated should be connected to the binding posts

at the ends of the lines on the four-way base, shown below at X X

3 WAY SWITCH.4 WAY SWITCH.

Write your dealer for discounts or net prices.
All genuine Hart l^witclies have the words "Hart Switch" stamped in the metal. Look for the stamp.

THE HART & HECEMAN MFC. CO.,
HARTFORD,
CONN.
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THE PELTON WATER WHEEL
Is known the world over as affording the most simple, reliable

and economical power for all purposes.

7,000 WHEELS NOW RUNNING SlnTsSirc?i5V°^a1.^"^'"'°='
""'^^

CICPTDIP DPU/CD TDAMCMICCinU Pelton Wheels are especially adapted to

CLlUI niU r UllCn I nHllOlTIIOOIUIl* this purpose and are operating the major-
ity of-stations of this character in all parts of the world. Highest efflciency and hest regulation
guaranteed. Catalogues furnished on application. Address

PELTON WATER WHEEL CO.,
143 Liberty Street, or 121-123 Main Street,

NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., U. S. A.

Xt^BERRYIVIAIM
Feed Water Heater and Purifier.

Provided with U-shaped Tubes, it Never Leal(S.

THE HIGHEIST CiRAOE OKIiY.
Our catalogue contains the representative names of a large number of con-

tented buyers of BERKYMAIV HEATERS built by us in the last twenty
years. A copy awaits your order at any time.

I. B. DAVIS & SON, Makers, Hartford, Conn.,
Or addresses given below:

Jas. Berryman, 125 North 4th St., Philadelphia.
W. H. Gibson, 620 Medinah Temple, Chicago.

Jos. Whitaker, 7 and 9 Pearl Street, Boston.
A. A. Cardwell, 39 Cortlandt Street, Koom 127, New York.

THE Mccormick
TURBIIME.

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,
Especially Adapted for Electrical Work.

QiTes more poTv^er per diameter iFitli a higher
percentage of useful effeot than any other Avater-
wheel heretofore made. All sizes, right and left hand,
are huilt from patterns perfected under systematic tests in the
Holyoke Testing Flume.

Parties having power plants which are unsatisfactory, and
those contemplating the improvement of powers, will find it to
their interest to confer with us, ae we are willing to
guarantee results where others have failed, no
matter ^vhat make of turbine has been in use.
STATE RE^^UIREIIIENTS AXI> SEND FOR
CATAL.OG1TE.

S. MORGAN SMITH CO., York, Pa.
Estimates furnished for complete power plants and

results guaranteed.

WATER WHEELS
For Heads of 3 Feet to 2000 Feet.

E,specially adapted to all kiuds of

ELECTRIC power AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke, given below, enable us to guarantee:

Tlic Largest Power ever ubCxinedJrnm a wheel of the same diameter. The highest
speed ever obtaim:d for the same power. The hif/hcst mean efficiency, when
running from half to full gate. We guarantee also: A runner of the greatest
possible strength. A gate luiequaled in quickness and ease of opening and closing.

Testof a 45 in. SAIMSOIM, Jan. 25, 97. Test of a 36 inch SAMSON, Feb.1,'97.

Gate
Open.

Head.
Rev.

Pr. Min.
Cu. Ft.
Pr.Sec.

Horse
Power.

Per
Cenl.

Gate
Open.

Head.
Rev.

Pr.Min.
Cu. Ft.
Pr. Sec.

Horse
Power,

Per
Cent.

Full

%
'A
H
'A

15.00

1504
15.II

1588
16.47

144.00
138.12

127.67
131.50
126.87

172.69
155-03
133.24
112.65

90.04

240.97
223.61
lgl.o6
163.80

127.73

82.03

8455
83.68

80.25

75 95

Full

I

15.29

16.56

7.33
17-54
17.68

19425
187.75
178.50
06.40
168.50

102.02

92.15

57.69

143-44
146.73
138.40

81.08

84.78
83.88
8o.og

76.19

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.

DIXON'S BELT DRESSING
AND LEATHER PRESERVATIVE.

I3 guaranteed to prevent slipping and to preserve the leather.

It will pay you to send for circulars and testimonials.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., JERSEY CITY, N. J.

Cazin WateTWheel.
Fat. March 16, 1897.

Will furnish more power per cubic foot of water used than any other

Front View of Bucket. wheel made.

Can be Operated by Steam at Periods of Low Water-
S^rid -f^r ^anrkphl^-fc.

American Impulse Wheel Co. of N. Y.
120 LIBERTY

STREET.

REG.TRADE MARKS JhE PHOSPHOR BRONZE SMELTINGCO.IIMITED,
2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPH1A.

\ "ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE'
ING0TS,CAST1NGS, WIRE,RODS.SHEETS, ETC.^^ DELTA METAL
CASTINGS, STAMPINGS bnd FORCINGS
ORIGINAL AND Sole Makers IN THE U.S,

4
MakesJNo Noise, riakes Money.

The Circular Frame of the Warren Dynamo
Is cast STEEL, the base and sur-base cast iron, THE SHAFT IS

WROUGHT, HAMMERED STEEL. The annular openings at the

ends of frame are covered with an ornamental grille permitting a
perfect circulation of air through interior of machine.

THE BEARINGSARE LARGE and SELF-OILING, provided with

large reservoirs. Dynamo needs no attention except the usual

dusting and wiping off that every careful, neat engineer gives to

the machinery in his charge.

NO REPAIRS. NO BRUSHES. NO COMMUTATOR.

WARREN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,

Sandusky, Ohio.
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Scale of Pocket Ammeter, Exact SI'/e.

•••
a»<

•a*-

i'ocket Ammeter, 4!'sX3i; Inches.

Scale of Pocket Voltmeter, Exact Size.

•••

Testing Instruments
THOMSON
INCLINED COIL TYPE.
AN ACCURATE ALTERNATING
INSTRUMENT THAT CAN ALSO BE USED FOR
DIRECT CURRENT MEASUREMENTS.
LONG SCALE.
RELIABLE.
INDISPENSABLE FOR

THE ISOLATED PLANT ENGINEER,
THE SMALL STATION MANAGER,
THE PRACTICAL ELECTRICIAN.

MADE TO WITHSTAND ROUGH USAGE.
FITS COAT POCKET.
SMALL INSTRUMENT, LOW PRICE.

General Electric

Company,
SCHENECTADY, N. Y.
Sales Offices in all large cities in the United States.

For Canada address Canadian General Electric Co., Toronto, Canada.

•ai
•a*

::::

••ai
••a*

:a

•••aaa«aa«aaaaaa»«a«i»a«

THE S. K. C. SYSTEIVI.
A COMPLETE SYSTEM FOR^

Long Distance Transmission^
General Station Distribution,

ill and Factory Equipment,
Generators will be wound and guaranteed for an E. M. F. as high -a&

10,000 VOLJT3.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED,

STANLEY ELECTRIC MANUFACTURINB COMPANY:
Pi-t-ts-Fiold, IVIi

THE ROYAL ELECTRIC CO., Montreal, Canada, are

sole licensees for the manufacture and sale of the S. K. C.

System in Canada. . . ...

VJ.

BRANCHES OFFICES:
>hla*KO ISOS •Marqu«'fc«a fSulldlnsc-Hoa%an Kaul«abf» Bulldlno:.Now 'Vorlc 39 ^ar«lanci« S«.San F*ra>nolsao, SO.O OvII'Tepnlai S^
K't. ^auls, IWIo., ^A/ea«ei-n Kloo-fcrloal Supply Oa>
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T. H, Brady, New Britain,. Conn., U. S. A.,

Manufacturer o( Mast Arms.Pole and
BwiugiDg Hoods. House Brackets and
other Specialties for Construction
\SQiV..—CalalogutB and Prices fur'
niched on application.

I MANSFIELD

COPPER ;:&gj\
man5F"ie:i_d,ohio.

.. (
-y' ; GENUINE RAWHIDE

, LACE LEATHER.

85 ,5H'JLTZ'S PATENT

niV EpULLEY COVER.

/SHULJZ P^TiNT.: . ^^7^0^^^^^
• WOVEN LEATHER !.|NK.BELTINGv;i,j?;^^yiBELT CEMENT.

Dynamo ' 'i^"*''
'

"*^^^Srfcr(rrciilars-

C^ELTINGr. St. I^ouis. Mo.,-!.'. S. A. o

EKANCUES: IM Summer St., Boston; 113 Liberty St., New York; 121) N. sd St., Pliilartelphia.

^0H) DELAWARE HARD FIBRE CD.
^^^j^ki^ WILMINGTON, DEL.

SEIKD FOR CATALOtillE AMD SAMPJL.ES.

Sheets, Rods. Tubes and Special Shapes.

HCLMcrOii^

,^anufe^cnJrerj|)ARTRICKS/?aRTER f0. ELfCTRlCAL

Dealers n25So.2ndSt.V)PHILADA.l)PA. goods.

. "j^ ' _^5

d^
s i

Mm^r.;.r .4 iti»,.«-,.i

Faries Universal

Lamp Holders.

We have just added a num-
ber of new designs to our former
fine of adjustable and portable

holders.

Catalogue IXo. 5, shon'ing ^amc,
will be iitaile<l.np<ni.applicatioD.

FARIES MFG. CO.,
DECATUR, ILL,.

CO,
//no.

lememb
The- next time that you lose a trans-
former or motor that the

|), & W, FUSE
opens the circuit before the danger
ppint is reached and NOT until then. 1

1

also opens a high-tension short circuit

wZ/toMaRC or FLASH.

Devices for Motors, Generators, Transformers.

fl, Vt. II I Ji UMU VUl
53 Aborn St., PROVIDENCE, R. I.

New York: } C. Dolph & Co., 126 Liberty St.

Chicago; Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.,

82 W. Jackson Boul.
Philadelphia: Vallee Bros., 625 Arch St.

Philadelphia; R'y Dept., Mayer & Eoglund.
Pittsburg: Geo. W. Provost.

4^

4=?

|*3o*5o*3o3o3o**Jo* ?3o3o* *io3o*3o353o3o-

Black Diamond File Wori(s.
Est. 1803. Inc. 189S.

Twelve

Medals

Awarded at

Inlernational

Expositions.

Special

Prize

Gold Medal

at Atlanta,

t895.

OVS eOODS AKE ON SALK IK ETERY I.£AI>IK« HARDtVARE
STORE IN TKE CKITED STATES AJTD CANADA.

G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

The Zamel Arc Light Mete
'^ "

AHD ELECTRIC CURRENT TIMER
Is the ONLY RELIABLE DEVICE for Timing the Use of Arc Lights,

l-t Is si-tive in l-ts Action.
SEXD FOR CIRCULAR.

Zamel Arc Light Meter Co.
266 BL.UE: ISL-iB^IMD A.VE:., ^1-

Approved by the National Fire Undervrritera' Association.
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SIMPLEX INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.
*ESTERN^sELUN|AGENT, Simplcx ElectHcal Company,
1137 MonaHncck Block. CHICAGO. 75-81 Cornhill, BOSTON, MASS.

MANUFACTURER OF

INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
F-UEXIBI-E CORDS A.IMO C3.ABI_ES.

«00 AK» aO« NORTH THIRD STREET, PHIIiADECPHIA. PA,

1889—Paris Bxposition,
Medal for Rubber Insalation.

1893—World's Fair,
Medal for Rubber lusnlation.

TluuIEMAFIK,

THE STANBARB FOR
RrBBFR IBTSlJIiATIOJr.

Sole Manufacturers of

*»' Wires.Okonite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd.
l!f."r,nS c'h%"e^^.

} «-«««• 253 Broadway, New York. I'^WSSlf^?
'""'•

Tlie Ansonia Electrical Co.,
.A. IM S O IM I .A., ^^INird.,

MAJTUFACTUEERS OF

SHIELD BRAND MOISTURE-PROOF
FEEDER AND LINE WIRES.

Magnet, Ofllce, Damp-Proof Office and Annunciator Wires. ^.

l-lercsules Trolley \A/ire, ^^Oe MfS^^

Bells. Batteries, Annunciators and all House Goods SuppKe

Fort Wayne Electric Corporation,
FORT WAYNE, IND.

Aro, Dir
ing In

Apparatus for

^-fc Curr^ri't eincl\AB-fc^

ndes^^n-t ^igh'tins
^^i^^r Transrrkissi^n.

rna-fc.
eirici

JOHN D. CKIMMIXS, JR., Prest.

'ALCATRAr

.COMPQUNl

C^^^wYa^^

Alcatraz Electrical
Compound.

Absolutely unequaled for Insulating and
Water-proofing; not affected by Acids or Alkalies;
elastic and durable. Alcatraz Asphalt Paint is a
tenacious and durable coating for all kinds of

metal. Samples upon application,

Asl< your nearest supply house for it, or

The California Asphalt Co.,
57 EAST 39TH STREET, NEW YORK.

yjfESTIIH ElEolrieal In^tfoment Co.,
"-'^il^ H4-I20 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U, S. A,

Wesios Standard Portable Direct Heading

WcatOB Btaadard Portable JDlreet
BeaUnc mi-Ammeter.

Voltmeters, Miliivoitmeters, Voltammetersi

Ammeters, Mllliamineters,

Bround Detectors and Circuit Testers,

Oiimmeters, Portabie Galvanometeis,

Our Portable Instruments are recog-

nized as The Standard the world over.

The Semi-Portable Laboratory Stand-

ards are still better.

Our Station Voltmeters and Am-
meters are unsurpassed in point of ex-

treme accuracy and lowest consumption

of energy.

Uentloa tbe Westebn ^leotbioiax when writing'
for catclogueB.

PARIS 1867. CHICAGO 1893. PHILADELPHIA 1876.

WIRES AND GABLES.
AERIAL, UNDERGROUND,

SUBMARINE.

W. R. BRIXEY, Mfr,

203 Broadway, New York.

Western Office, Marquette BIdg., Ctileago, III.

CALiFORNIA ELEC. WORKS, M. DUPEROW, t(EW ORLEANS ELEC. CO..

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. WASHINGTON. 0. C. NEW ORLEANS.

THEATER '''°'' '^'^'' '^''^o^'a' co.,
I n fcH I b n

WESTFIELD, N. J., U. S. A.

ri-ie:os4T".ats
|

FOR ALL PURPOSES.

^^ei;

DIMMERS.

A. L. McRAE,
CONSULTINO ELECTRICAL
ENGINEER.-m'

Estimates, Plans, Specifications,
Examinations, Reports, Tests.

306 Oriel BuUding, ST, liOUIS, 910,

CARPENTER
ENAIVIEL RHEOSTATS.

Antomatic DIotor Htai-rers.
All Sizes. List piice of 1 H. P. size. «13.ft0.

Reliable. Fully guaranteed. Highly rtnialied. Cheap.

Ward Leonard Electric Co., Bronxville, N. Y,

Queen & Co.,
1012 Chestnut St., PHIUDELPHIA,

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-Wirt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Ray

Pocus Tubes, Induction Coils.

)|lP0RTED(glBON§

"Wertheim" ^ Germania
OPEN Arcs "^l^jlp enclos°edArcs

STEADIEST
[^GHT i IonGES^ U^^

^DVANC&>kiiigc\Suppl\ Co.

57 So Canal St CHICAGO.

I-T-E
CIRCUIT BREAKERS

CUHER ELECTRICAL CO., PHILADELPHIA

N. ). R.
National

India
Rubber Co's

RUBBER COVERED
^AAires and Oables.

OFFICE and FACTORY; BRISTOL. R. I.

Two Balls" Adjustable Hanger.

M.I.Vought,'

Automatic. Perfection.

ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES, l-A Ci^OSSE,

Insulating Paint a# Varnish.
We were the first chemists in the world to

make a special study of this problem. Our long
experience and careful iuTestigation enables us
to be of service to wide-awake electricians.

MASSACHUSETTS CHEMICAL COMPANY,
Boston, Mass., U. S. A.

THE l»^r,I.JiBD

STORAGE
BATTERY,

HIGH DURABILITY.
PROTECTION GUARANTEED.

The Willard Electric & Battery Co.,

CIvBTKl/AISD, OHIO.

^A/ITMO^JT A RIVAU.

SOLD BY THE LEADING SUPPLY HOUSES.

Prevents Sparking and Cutting. 50c per stick.

Will not Gum the Brushes. $2-75 " half doz.

Puts a Fine Polish on the Commutator. 50° " doz.

si3EC5ixvi_ imoi-i^e:.
Until January, 1898, we will send with every order for ont dozen sticks the

New Dynamo Tender's Hand-Book, by P. B. Badt; a book thai should be in every

dynamo room. Send in your order to-day.

B^trwrE-'co., THE BOILER EXPURGATOR CO.,
49 Federal street, SOLE SELLING AGENTS,

BOSTON, . nxSS.
I 15 DEARBORN ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

Pacific Coast Distributers: Southwick Oil & Grease Cc, 144 Natoma St., San Francisco,
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Tbe Hinds Patent Tubular Arm Switch—Style "A."

Switches,
Switchboards,
Panel Boards,

Electrical Specialties.

gwiuTje: fob cataliO«.(17Je:.^^

The finest switch made for fine switchboard work. Grouse- Hinds Electric Co.
IVIAIIM OF-F-ICE: A.ND F-ACTORY, SYRA.CUSE:, NE:>A/ YORK.

aJEW YOKK OFFICE: S9-41 COKTl,ANI)T 8TKBET, NEW XORK CITY.

THE UNITED ELECTRIC IMPROVEMENT CO.
^-f=Fice and AA/'or-lcs:

fWl^nva-fia^1:«jr^r^ ^-r

Direct and Alternating Current Apparatus for Arc and Incandescent Lighting, Transmission of Power, Etc.

MIOH GRADE INOitVIMDESOEIMnr 1.A.IVII

For Series and Snitiple Lighting of any Candle Power or Toltage, adapted to Fit any Standard Socket^

Complete Equipment for Central Stations and Isolated Plants.

Send for Price on Liamps and Appnrtenances. Corresnondence Solicited.

lHi9***********f**********t*********.V***************t**********tf

KEYSTONE ELECTRICAL

INSTRUMENT COMPANY.
Switchboard Voltmeters, Ammeters, Ground Detectors and

Differential Voltmeters.

*^****mt»9m**»**'t****»***i***i,*4*t**************»*#*!*t^**^,t.***^if^*

We meet all the requirements of modern Central Stations or Isolated Plants, whether
using direct or alternating current circuits.

Our Instruments are constant and durable, sensitive and accurate, pleasing in
appearance and always correct.

We can interest you in prices and other details if you will write to

Ninth St. and Montgomery Ave., Philadelphia.
New York, 15 Cortlandt Street.

Chicagfo, 1440 Monadnock Building^.!

Mattes No Noise, flalces Money.

99O/ of thought has been directed

^ to making the Warren Dynamo

'Wi
nay we send our illustrated circulars?

efficient, reliable, durable and easy to care for.

Very little thought to gold stripes and decalcomania.

Everything possible has been done to avoid burn-outs, repairs or excessive

cost of operation. The machine is pleasing in appearance and impresses one

witli its solidity, simplicity and capacity for severe, exacting service. No
brushes. No commutator. No moving wire. Self-oiling.

WARREN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,

Sandusky, Ohio.
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Prepare for Holiday Lighting.

'SUPERIORITY GETS THE BUSINESS.
M

Victories

of TKPHHffER.
Abraham & Straus, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

James A. Hearn & Son, New York, N. Y.,

Callender, McAuslan &Troup Co., Providence, R. I.,

H. O'Neill & Co., New York, N. Y.,

Flint & Kent, Buffalo, N. Y.,

Jos. H. Bauland Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.,

DRY

DRY GOO

430
I30

61
^"7

Manufactured under basic enclosed arc lamp patents of L. B. Marks, Marks-Ransom and others.

THE ELECTRIC ARC LIGHT COMPANY,
150 Nassau Street, NEW YORK.

Sffigg

YOUR SUPPLY MAINTAINED FOR 12c.

LAMPS
Efficient, Long-Lived and

Guaranteed Satisfactory.

Write us before making another contract. We are THE
Lamp Renewing Company you have heard of.

Lynn Incandescent Lamp Co., Lynn, Mass.

GORDON PRIMARY CELL.
For Open and Closed Circuit "Work.

The Perfect, Modern, Longest Lived and Most Economical
Cell Ever Put on the Market.

In use by the leading cities, railroads, telephone and gas engine
companies.

WE CLAIM:—Constant discharge of current without polari-
zation; no local action; no noxious gases or fumes; no acids; least
labor for operation; cleanest; not freezing at 2S° below zero; eco-
nomic value 50 per cent, greater than gravity ceil, and 30 per cent.
greater than best other cell in market. For No. 1 cell, 250 ampere
ours; for No. 2 ceil, 100 ampere hours; on open circuit, .9 to 1

volt; on closed circuit, .65 to iVo volt. Send for circular and price list.

THE GORDON -BORNHAM BATTERY CO,
82 to 86 West Broadway, New York City.

GEO. W. PATTERSON, 1114 Marquette Bldg., Chicago, III. n

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Advance Pkg. & Sup. Co. i

American Battery Co xv

American El. Meter Co— iv

Amer. EI. Telep.Co xvl

American Elec. Works . . . xUl

American Engine Co xvill

Amer. Impulse Wheel Co.

Amer. Reflector & Ltg. Co. iv

American Rheostat Co. . . .

Ansonla Electrical Co i

Armorite Int. Con. Co— xi

Bain, Foree xlli, xlv

Baker & Co xil

Ball Engine Co
BamettCo., G. A H xxii

Bealy & Co,,Chas. H xxii

Boiler Expurgator Co.... i

Bossert Elec. Const. Co..

Brady, T. H xxii

Brlxey, W. R i

Bryant Electric Co Iv
Buckeye Electric Co x
Burnley Batt. & Mfg. Co. xxii

California Asphalt Co l

Card Electric Co vil

Carlisle & Finch Co x
Central Electric Co v
Central Mfg. Co xv
Central Tel. SElec. Co... xvil

0. B. &Q. R. B xvl

Chicago EdiBon Co iv, xlv

ChlcagoEl. A Stereo. Co.. xii

Chicago Ins. Wire Co xii

C, M;&St. P. R. R xlv

Clonbrock St. B.Co xvili

Commercial El. Sup. Co.. Ix

Coruman Co xlv

Crouse-Hlnds Elec. Co. . . 11

Crown WovenWire Brush
Co xii

Cutter El. & Mfg. Co 1

D. A W. Fuse Co xxii

Davis & Son, I. B xx
DaytonGlohelronWks. Co. xx
DelawareHard Fibre Co. . . xxii

Diamond Elec. Co
Diamond State Fibre Co. xii

DiehlMfg.Co vii

Dixon Crucible Co. . Jos. . xx

Eastern Elec. Cable Co xlli

Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co viti

Edison Lamp Dept xii

Electrical Exchange, The. xiv

Electrical Exhibition Co. x

Elec. Appliance Co xii

Electric Arc Light Co iit

Elec. Gas Lighting Co
Electric Storage Batt. Co . vii

Electrician Pub. Co. . xix, xxl
Elliott, W. H. Elec. Co.... xiv

Emerson El. Mfg. Co xlv

^^1- Ol^ssEfi^c

Empire China Works xv i

Farles Mfg Co
Farr Tel. & Cons. Supply

Co xvl

F008 Gas Engine Co xvlll

For Sale Advertisements., xlv

Fort Wayne El. Corp .... i

Fuel Economizer Co

Qarlock Packing Co —
Garvin Machine Co., The . vi

General Electric Co xxi
Gen'l Inc. Arc Light Co. . . il

Globe Elec. Heating Co. . Iv

Gordon-Burnham Bat. Co. Hi

Hart A Hegeman Mfg. Co. xv
Hill, W. S. Electric Co. . .

.

Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co ... . xil

Hodge, Walsh & Loring. xlv

Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co. xiv

Huebel & Manger xvl

Intemat'l Cor. Schools., xxii

Iron-Clad Rheostat Co. . . I

K. & W. Company, The.... v
Kartavert Mfg. Co xxll

Keystone Elec. Inst. Co.. li

KokomoTel.&El.Mfg.Co. xvl

Kusel, D. A., Tel. & El.
Mfg. Co

Leclanche Battery Co xv
Leffel&Co., James xx

Leonard, Ward, Elec. Co.. i

Llndsley Bros xv

Link Belt Machinery Co. xx

Locke, p-red, M vl

Lockwood Long Dist. Tel.

& Tel. Co. of America...

Lombard Water Wh. G. Co.

L. P. & D. Transmitter Co.

Lynn Inc. Lamp Co. .... .. ill

Main Belting Co xvlii

ManhattanGen'lCons.Co.. xii

Mankowitz, Sam'l xiv

Mansfield Tem. Cop. Co... xxii

Mass. Chemical Co i

McFell Electric Co xvil

McKinlock & Camp, Agts. xi

McLennan & Co., K xU
McRae. A. L i

Mica Insulator Co xii

Mo. Tel. Mfg. Co xvl

MltchellTemp. Copper Co. xv
Monon R. R vil

Moore, Alfred F I

Munsell <fc Co., Eugene..

National India Rubber Co. 1

National Tube Works Co. xv

New York Ins.Wire Co.. . xvl

Northern Elec. Mfg. Co. . . xi

Northwestern Tel. Mfg. Co.xvl

NottACo.,A.D xiil

Ohio Electric Works x

Okonite Co., The l

Otto Gag Engine Wks xvlii

Paiste Co., H. T xv
Partrick & Carter Co xlil

Partridge Carbon Co
Peerless Rubber Mfg.Co.. xii

Pelton Water Wheel Co. xx
Peoples' Electric Co x v

Perrizo & Sons xv
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co xxii

Phillips Ins'd. Wire Co. . . xlll

Phosphor-Bronze S. Co. Ld xx
Point Marlon Mfg. Co
Prouty Co..The xvili

Puritan Electric Co..^

Queen <t Co i

Rawson Electric Co xvl

Reislnger, Hugo
Reliable Elec. Sup. Co iv

Robertson & Sons, Jas. L.

Roth Bros. & Co xlU

St. Clair Hotel xiv

Samson Cordage Wks xil

Sargent * Lundy xiil

Sawyer-Man Electric Co .

SchifF, Jordan & Co
Shadowless Rad. Mfg. Co. vil

Shultz Belt! ng Co xxii

Simplex Electrical Co., The, 1

Smith Co., S. Morgan xx
Standard Elec. Cons. Co. xili

Standard Tel. <fc El. Co xvil

StandardUnderg. Cable Co.

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co..

Stilwell-BIerce& Smlth-
Vaile Co xlv, xv

Stone Lumber Co xv
Storey Motor & Tool Co. ..

Stow Mfg. Co
Stromberg-Carlson TeL
Mfg. Co xvil

Swarts Metal Refln'g Co. xiv

Taber & Mayer

United Elec. Imp. Co li

Van Home, Burger & Co.

Viaduct Mfg. Co xvi
Vought.M.I - I

Wagner El. Mfg. Co xii

Want Advertisements., xlv

Warner, Wm. P
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co ii

Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.
xili

Washington Carbon Co . . .

Western Tel. Cons. Co xvil

WestlnghouseELAMf . Co . x
Weston Electrical Inst. Co. i

Wheeler Reflector Co v

Wlllard El. &Bat. Co I

Williams, J. P xili

Wright, Wm xlv

ZamelAroLt. MeterCc.xxll

Ind^ac ^-f ^Kd-v^r'feis^nrfe^rft-ts S^^ *^e^ ^^1.
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HARDTMUTH CORED CARBONS for Direct and Alternating Current

HABIRSHAW AND 0. E. CO.'S }AFRO l-AIVI
L.

HABIRSHAW AND 0. E. CO.'S

WIRES AND CABLES. 1* >»«»«#»»i»i»»»i»i J

AMERICAN CARBON CO.'S Plain and Coated
CARBONS FOR SERIES ARC LIGHTING.

CKiicago Edison Co.,
DEALERS IN ELECTRIC LIGHTING SUPPLIES,

139 Adams Street, CHICAGO.

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS.

HABIRSHAW AND O. E. CO.'S
WIRES AND CABLES

The American
Electric Meter Co.,

9th St, and Montgomery Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.,

Is now prepared to take orders for early delivery of all

sizes of 3-Wire Constant Potential Registering Meters.

Thi3 meter is calibrated ready for instant use.

This meter requires no knowledge of electricity to erect.

This meter shows the load passing every instant.

This meter is hermetically sealed.

This meter measures correctly with uneven loads.

This meter can be calibrated with a watch in six minutes.
This meter requires no lubrication.
This meter is magnetically shielded.
This meter is direct reading, having no multiplier.
This meter does not require one-thousandth of a horse power.
This meter will operate for years without opening.
This meter has no springs, jewels or friotional errors.

This meter once right is always right.

-H
pl>.g?
WkctA^

:
^^^t*^^'"'

^^s.k-^Qh
•<^

_iM

BRYANT-PAISTE SWITCH.

PBICEIS GREATLY REDrCED.
WRITE YOUR JOBBER FOR REVISED

FIGURES.

THE BRYANT ELECTRIC CO..

BRIDOEniHT, CONN.

ELECTRIC HEATERS
AVAILABLE TO ALL.

MINIMUM EXPENSE.

Portable Heater for residences aod offices, size 23 inches long, ll>4 inches
high, 5 inches wide. Weight 30 pounds.

Highest Efficiency, Simplicity, Durability, Production Ouaranteed.
Our Street Car Heaters lead all competitors.

Send for new illustrated circular.

Heating: colls renewed like Incandescent lamps. Constructed for any voltage. Work on direct
or alternating current. Consumes 6. 8 amperes on no volt current, i. 5 on 500 volt current.

THE GLOBE ELECTRIC HEATING CO.,
147 North lath

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

SEE THESE PRICES!
Weatherproof Wire, all sizes to No. 8, per lb $0,131
Rubber-covered Wire, No. 14, per 1,000 feet 7.50
Shaffer-Paiste Rosettes, concealed or cleat, each 051
iron Box Bells, 100 lots .I9J
Wood Push Buttons, each 04
Dry Batteries, each 18
Metal Push Buttons 09

(OTHER SPHCIAIiTIES IN FBOPORTION.)

RELIABLE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO..

236J

E. Madison St..

CHICAGO, I
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That waving effect,

desirable iartistically, is deplorable when applied to transmis-

Tape is designed to insulate and protect joints, not to wave

in the air; you can -get the "wavy effect," if desired, by migratory

kite tails.

fflanson tape sticks and stays stuck;

the longer it stays the tighter it sticks.

Okonite Tape for Insulation—Manson Tape for Protection.

''""'V '"'

Geo. A. n^Kinlock, President.

Charles ^. Brown, Secretary.

5. R. Prazler, Treasurer.

Central Electric Company,
»73=J75 Adams 5t., Chicago. ^^^

i!y@i^yy^^^y^E^iysE£@ysi^^

Webster Said....

That HARDY means

BOLD, BRAVE, STOUT, RESOLUTE, IN=

TREPID, and this well defines the

Hardy Incandescent Lamp
And the company that makes it.

BOLD in asserting that the lamp is the best made.

BRAVE in its willingness to prove it at its own expense.

STOUT in affirming the lamp's sustained candle power.

RESOLUTE in maintaining high grade at any cost.

INTREPID in bravfng' competition.

TO PROVE IT we iviH send you by express,

charges prepaid, a-^ozen 16 C.-P. lamps, any
base, any voltage, from 45 V. to 125 V., for

$3.16. Agents wanted. Write for prices.

The K. & W. Company,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Incandescent Lamps and Electrical Supplies,

PITTSFIELD, MASS.

theSUN & Its PROXY!

When the Sun ^ailjs «jou

Over 200 Styles 1^et\ectoi'S.di,a Shades.

Electr\c, Ga5,& Oi\

.

VV\ie^\er ^etlecVor Co.

24 Washing to«5t. Boston TlV^a.
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THE GARVIN MACHINE CO.,

Spring and Varick Streets, New York.

51 N. 7th STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

Manufacturers of and Dealers ia

METAL WORKING MACHINERY
OF ALL KINDS.

Universal and Plain Milling Machines, Screw Machines, Dril)

Presses, Hand and Engine Lathes, Turret Lathes, Planers,
Shapers, Qear Cutters, Grinders, Tapping Hachines, Etc.

Send for our Illustrated Catalogue and List of

New and Second-hand Machinery for

Immediate Delivery.

Complete plants equipped for making

ELECTRICAL GOODS AND MACHINERY,

Bicycles, Firearms, Etc. No. 1 1 Mililn; Macblne.

IHIOIH |90-rE:iMTIA.I_ IIMStJI-A.TOI
IN OI_ASS A.IMD FS^ROEI-AIIM.

Will carry any current up to 50,000 volts. Used on the NiaKara Falls and Buffalo Transmission lines.

^pHHH H
^HHP^ MD K UCKE ^

^^^B men u Laco.^K, ncron.]ir

I^W' numH.uai. '1^K 1ICTIH.I1I. '1

Insulators for Higli Voltage Power Transmission, Electric Railway, Electric Light, Telegraph and

Telephone Lines. Send for catalogue. F^'r^ECS. I\M. L.^^KE, >/'icto>-, I^.V.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS
Accumiilators,
American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Willard El. & Battery Co.

Annunciators.
Ansonia Electrical Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.

Arc I^ampB.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

' Dlehl Mfg. Co.
:

Electric Arc Light Co.
If't.Wayne Klec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Gen'l Inc. Arc Light Co.
Manhattan Gen'l Cons. Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Puritan Electric Co.
Westlnghouae El. & Mfg. Co.

Are lilffht Cord.
Central Electric Go.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Batteries and Jars.
Ansonia Electrical Co.
Burnley Batt. & Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co,
Eleotrlo Appliance Co.
Elec. Gas Lighting Co.
Gordon-Burnham Battery Co
Leolanohe Battery Co., The.
Nott &Co., A. D.
Ohio Electric Works.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.

BeUs.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eleotrlo Appliance Go.
Huebel & Manger.
Ohio Electric Works.
Reliable Elec Supply Co.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Beltins.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
L. P & D. Transmitter Co.
Main Belting Co.
peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.
Shultz Belting Co.

Boilers.
Cloubrook Steam Boiler Co.

Beol£S, Electrical.
Sleotriclan Publishing Co.

BriulieB.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Crown Woven Wire Brush
Co.

Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.
K. & W. Company.
Partridge Carbon Co.

Burfflar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eleotrlo Appllanoe Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Cables (See Insulated Wires.)
Cables, electric (See Insu-
lated WlreB), Copper,
Sheet and Bar.
American Elec. Works.
Brlxey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
General Electric Co.
Mankowitz, Sam'l.
Moore, Alfred F.
New York tns. Wire Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Carbons,Polnts& Plates.
Advance Pkg. & Sup. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Gen'l Inc. Arc Light Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.
RelBlnger. Hugo.
Schiff, Jordan A Co.
Washington Carbon Co.

Componnd.
Boiler Expurgator Co.
Central Electric Co.
Oaliforuia Asphalt Co.
Oommerctal El. Supply Co.
TCleotrlc Appliance Co.
K. & W. Company.
Mass. Chemical Co.

McLennan & Co., K.
Okonite Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Standiard Elec. Const. Co.

Conduit and Conduits.
Armorlte Interior Cond. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Construction A Bepalrs.
Chicago Edison Co.
Crouse-Hlnds Elec. Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Elliott, W. H. Elec. CO.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Hodge, Walsh A Lorlng.
McFell Electric Co.
McRae, A. L.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Electric Mf g. Co.

Contractors andJBlectric
lAsiit Plants.
Bam. Foree.
Card Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Go.
McRae, A. L.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Sargent & Lundy.

,
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co,
Westlnghouae Elec & Mfg Co.

Conveyors.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.

Copper.
Besly & Co.i. Chas. H.
Central Elactrio Co.
Mansfield Temp. Copper Co.
Mitchell Tdmp. Copper Co.

Copper W^ites,
American Electrical Works.
Besly & Co.<, Chas H.
Briiey, W, R.
Central Elqotric Co.
Chicago Emson Co.
Commercial El, Supply Co.
Electric A^pplianoe C3o.

General Electric Co.
Mankowit^, Sam'l.
National India Rubber Co.
Okonite Q'o., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Reliable 'Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standarfl Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Cordasfft.
Central Electric Co.
Samaori Cordage Wki.

Corresoondence Scb.ools<
Int. Correspond. Schools.

Crook^es' Tubes.
Centrnl Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Edison Lamp Dept.

Cross-Anns, Pins and
Brackets.
Brady, T. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Fair Tel. A Cons. Sup. Co.
Locke, Fred. M.
Point Marion Mfg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.

Cnt-Onts and t^ivltclies.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Crouse-Hinds Elec. Co.
Cutter EL & Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Elec. Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Hill, W. S. Blectric Co.
Mankowitz, Sam'l.
PalBte Co., H. T.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
WeaUnghouse £1. & Mfg.Go.

Dynamos.
Ameriean Engine Co.
Card Electric Co.

Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Hobart Elec Mfg. Co.
Mankowitz, Sam'L
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Nott &Co., A. D.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warner, Wm. F.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Wright, Wm.

Economizers, Fuel.
Fuel Economizer Co.

Blectric JOeat's App's.
Central Electric Co.
Globe Electric Heating Co.

Blectric Meters.
American El. Meter Co.
Zamel Are Light Meter Co.

Blectric Railways.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Blectrlcal and Meeliani-
cal Bngrineers.
Bain, Foree.
McRae, A. L.
Sargent & Lundy.

Blectrical instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Crouse-Hinds Elec. Co.
Cutter El. &Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Keystone El. Instrument Co.
Mankowitz, Sam'l.
Paiste Co.. H. T.
Queen & Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Wagner Elec Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Blectrical f^pecialties.
Carlisle & Finch Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Crouse-Hinds Elec Co.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Paiste Co., H.T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
'V^ought, M. I.

eiectro-Platlng: Mach'y.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
General Electric Co
Hobart Elec Mfg. Co.
Nbtt &Co., A. D.
Roth Bros & Co.

Bng^es, &as.
Poos Gas Engine Co.
Otto Gas Engine Wks.
Prouty Co.,The.
Van Horne, Burger & Co.

Bn^ines, Steam.
American Engine Co.
Ball Engine Co.

Fan Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El, Supply Co.
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Farr Tel. & Cons. Sup. Co.
General Electric Co.
Roth Bros & Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Feed IpTater Heaters.
Dayls & Son, I. B.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Diamond State Fibre Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.

FUes.
Barnett Co., G. AH.
Central Electric Co.

Fixtures, Bl. A Comb^n.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Fuses.
D. A. W. Fuse Co.

Fuse Vl^lre.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

C^asbets.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.
PeerlRRS Rubber Mfe. Co-
Robertson A Sons. Jas. L.

Oas liiffhtine, Blectric.
Central Electric Co.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

6rears.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.

Creneral Rlec. Supplies.
Ansonia Electrical Co.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Crouse-Hinds Elec. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Farr Tel. A Cons. Sup. Co.
General Electric Co.
Hodge. Walsh A Lorlng.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
K. & W. Company.
Mankowitz, Sam'l.
McKlnlock A Camp, Agts.
Ohio Electric Works.
Paiste Co., H. T.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Olobes and Blectrical
G^lassw^are.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Wheeler Reflector Co.

4i(OT'nors, Water Wheel.
LombardWaterWheel Gv.Co.

<irraphlte Specialties.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Central Electr-lc Co.
Diiou Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes FIbre-Graphite Co.

Induction Coils.
Central Electric Co.
Queen A Co.

Insulators and Insnlat-
ine Materials.
Ansonia Electrical Co.
Brlxey, W. R.
Bryant Electric Co.
California Asphalt Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Commercial El. SuoDly Co.
Crouse-Hinds Elec. Co.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Diamond State Fibre Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Empire China Works.
HUl, W. S. Electric Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
K. A W. Company.
Locke. Fred. M.
Mankowitz, Sam'l.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co.. The.
Paiste Co., H. T.
Peoples Blectric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co-
Standard Elec. Const. Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.

Insulated W^lres and
Cables—91asTuet Wires.
American Electrical Works.
Brliey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Go.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Mankowitz, Sam'l.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Junction Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.

liamp Adjusters.
Faries Mfg. Co.
Voug)it. M. I.

Lanips, Alternating.
I'uritan Electric Co.

Ijamps, Incandescent.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Edison Lamp Dept,
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.,

K. A W. Company.
Lynn Incandescent Lp. Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Sawyer-ManElec. Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Lishtnins Arresters.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Mag^net W^ire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

Mechanical Machinery.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Garvin Machine Co., The,
Link-Belt Machinery Co.
Robertson A Sons. Jas. L,
Stllwell-Blerce Smith-Valle

Mica.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.

Mining Apparatus, Blec.
General Electric Co.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.
Westinghouse EI. A Mfg. Co.

Motors.
Am.erican Engine Go.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfp. Co.
ManicQwitz. Sam'l.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Peoples Electric Co.
Roth Bros. A Co
Sargent A Lundy.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Storey Motor A Tool Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg, Co.
Warner, Wm, F.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
WestlnghousR El. A Mfg. Co.
Williams. J. P.
Wright, Wm.

Packing:.
Besly A Go. Chas. H.
Garlook Packing Co,
Link-Belt Machinery Co.
PeerleRs Rubber Mfir- Co
Robertson & Sons, Jas. L.

Paints.
California Asphalt Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Mass. Chemical Co.

Phosphor Bronze.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co. Ltd.

Platinum.
Baker A Go.

Poles.
Central Mfg. Co.
LIndsley Bros.
National Tube Works Co.
Perrizo A Sons.
Point Marion Mfg, Co.
Stone Lumber Co.

Porcelain.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El, Supply Co.
Empire China Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Push Buttons.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Radiator:^.
Shadowless Radiator Mfg.Co.

Refiners.
SwartB Metal Refining Co.

Reflectors.
Amer. Reflector A Ltg, Co.
Shadowless RadlatorMfg. Co.
Wheeler Reflector Co.

Be-Winding—Repairs.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co,
Electrical Exchange, The.
Elliott, W. H. Elec Co.
Hodge, Walsh A Loring.

Rheostats.
American Rheostat Co.
Central Electric Co,
General Electric Co.
Iron Clad Rheostat Co.
Leonard, Ward, Elec. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co

Second-Hand Macliin'y.
Cornman Co,
Electrical Exchange, The,
Ellloit, W. H. Elec. Co.
Hodge, Walsh A Lorlng.
Wright, Wm.

Shades.
Amer. Reflector A Ltg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Wheeler Reflector Co.

Speaking Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrlck A Carter Co.

Speed Jjidicators.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Keystone El. Instrument Co,
Queen & Co.
Robertson & Sons, Jas. L.
Weston Electrical InsV Co.

Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const, Co.

Steel Pipe.
National Tube Works Co.

Storage Batteries. '

American Battery Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co,
Willard El. A Battery Co.

Tapes, Insulatine.
American Electrical Works.
Brlxey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
New York Insulated Wire Co
Okonite Co., The.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.

• Simplex Electrical Co.
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.

Telephones, Telephone
Material and Sivltch-
boards.
American El. Telephone Co.
Central Electric Co.
Central Tel. A Elec Co.
Commercial El, Supply Co
Farr Tel. A Cons. Sup. Co.
Kokomo Tel, A El Mfg, Co.
Kusel, D.A. .TeLAEl Mfg.Co.
Lockwood T. A T Co. of Am.
McFell Electric Co.
Mo. Tel Mfg. Co.
N. W. Tel. Mfg. Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Rawson Electric Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Standard Tel. & El. Co.
Stromberg-Carlson Tl.M.Co.
Taber A Mayer.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western Tel. Cons. Co.

Toys, Electrical.
Carlisle A F nch Co,

Transformers.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diamond Elec. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporatlo*^
General Electric Co.
Roth Bros. A Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co

Trolley Cord.
Central Electric Co,
Samson Cordage Wks.

Trucks, Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co

Turbine W^heels.
Dayton Globa Iron Works Co
Leffel & Co., Jas.
Pelton Wat*r Wheel Co.
Smith Co., S. Morgan.
Stllwell-Bia«e Smith-Valle.

Water W^heels.
Am. Impulse Wteel Co.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co
Leflel A Co., Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
Stllwell-Blerce Smith-Valle

W^ire, Bare.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Brlxey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co
Standard Underground C Co
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.

:SBay Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial Bl. Supply Lo.
Edison Lamp Dept.
Queen Ii Go.

P^r ^VIphab^1:E^^I Ir^d^ac of ^Vcl^/^^i-1:i8^m^rk^s ftKO III.
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QUALITY TALKS
AND OUR TELEPHONES TALK LOUD.

We invite competitive tests of our instruments against any in the world, and will

send samples on trial to any responsible party in the United Slates. Oni* Tele-
phones are Winners. We have no troubles of our own and can therefore

listen to yours.

Special attention given to large, small and medium sized orders. Write us your

troubles.

CENTRAL TELEPHONE AND ELECTRIC CO.,
SIO. lias PIXE STKKET, ST. L,OUI8, MO.

WESTERN TELEPHONE

-•^CONSTRUCTION CO.,
260 S. Clinton Street, CHICAGO,

. . LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF , .

Telephones and Appliances,
EXCLUSIVELY, IN THE UNITED STATES.

OTHERS
WE =

claim to be-

The LARGEST manufacturers of

HIGH GRADE, NON-INFRINGING
Telephone Apparatus in the U. S.

Sole licensees and importers of the

IIILDE TRANSMITTERS.

STANDARD TELEPHONE
AND ELECTRIC CO.,

END FOR
-•""•- IWI^di^^rt,

\A/ i ^cs^ ft^ in

,

SWEDISH

TELEPHONES.
]|IICROPHO]V£S C^ITABANTEBB I9iri>£FIIVIT£IiY,

and are the only ones that can be immersed in water
for a month ivithont impairing: efficiency.

McFell Electric Co.,
1549-50 and 1726 Marquette BIdg., Chicago.

Standard Electrical Dictionary.
By prof. T. O'CONOB sloane.

Author of "Arithmetic of Electricity," "Electricity Simplified,"
"Electric Toy Making," Etc.

682 Pages, 393 Illustrations. Handsomely bound in cloth, 8yo, $3.

An Entirely New Edition, Brought Up to Date
and Greatly Enlarged.

COMPLETE—CONCISE—CONVEIMiENT.
In publishing the "Standard Electrical Dictionary," tlie autlior

has adhered to what the worli purports to be, exhausting the
subject of eieotrlcal terms, giving eacli title the clearness of ex-
planation necessary to make the understanding of it complete
without unnecessary elaboration. In this wor'', every electrical
word, term, or phrase will be found intelligently defined.
A practical handbook of reference, containing definitions of

about 6,0iM) distinct words, terms and phrase.";.
The work is absolutely indispensable to all in any way inter-

ested in electrical science, from the higher electrical expert to
the everyday electrical workman. In fact, it should be in the
possession of all who desire to keep abreast with the progress of
this branch of science.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 Marquette BIdg., Chicago.

INDEPENDENTS!!!
A RAPID ROAD

to SUCCESS.
GET

m

PAY STATION.

SIGNS
k THAT ARE SUGGESTIVE AND

ATTRACTIVE OF BEST ENAM-
\ ELED IRON BOTH SIDES ALIKE
» THAT ARE EVERLASTING.
They Catch the "

I
"

and

THAT

TALK r

ANY k

LAST

DISTANCE
TIME

TOLL
LINE SYSTEMS

-THEY CATCH THE VOICE

oiflluilDUAnUoi r-us"'"*

'

* """

-They catch the bond Bi-R
and o

tollPyotcmc jK^LVv?;VVitVo^or..
LINE I C I LlllO that all cells must go to

central

-THEY CATCH THE MONEY
THAT'S THE KIND "U" WANT

THAT'S THE KIND WE MAKE
Full line of Intercommunicating private plant apparatus,
Police, Fire Alarm, Railway System Equipment etc.

Send for Catalog of valuable information

THE STROMBERG-CARLSON

^iH^Aoru-lt TELEPHONE MFG. CO.TELEPHONE MFG. CO.

^^i^*
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EXCEL ALL OTHERS IN
DESIRABLE FEATURES.Gas and Gasoline Engines

Adopted (or ALL Power Purposes—Electric LiRhting. MilllnK, Mining,

Water Works, Elevators, Factories, etc. Cheaper and Better tban Steam.

WrH?B°fo'rf"p"c-b5';ing. FOOS GAS ENGINE CO., Springfield, 0.

Electro-Gasoline Engine
Runs without Kiiioko. odor or noise.

Special atylea for Electric Ligtitiiig,

Boats, Mining Locoinotivps, Hoists,
Portable, Threshing:, Pumping, Farm
and Dairies, Inspection and Street
Cars, Road-Wagons, Piintlngr Offices
and all stationary purposes. All
engines guaranteed and may be re-

turned at our expense if not as repre-
ss nted, THE PKOUTX CO.,
TW Beaiborn St., CHICAGO, D.S.A.

\A/HEIM
YOU ARE

TIRED
Of using: "DYNA-
MO" Beltlne made
from '*5ho u Ide r

Stock,'* write us
for prices and in-

formation on '

' LE-
VIATHAN" and
"O A K LEAF"
Belting, and our
method of "Belt-

1 n g up" ELEC-
TRIC LIGHT and
POWER PLANTS.
High grade Belt-

ing only. Best
Results. Least
Cost.

Write fully, Con-

di 1 1 o n s under
which Belting
runs, power re-

quired, etc.

MAIN BELTIXO CO.,

65and57MarketSt., CHICACOy ILL.
1221-1235 Carpenter St., Philadelphia.

120 Pearl St., Boston.

NEW CATECHISM OF ELEGTRICITYa
A PRACTICAL TREATISK.

TESTinONIAL. Chas. M. Weir, Chief Engl-
Deer XT. S. Projectile Works, Brooklyn, N. Y.:
"It is one of the most practical and concise
works on tlie subject 1 eVfer saw It is just the
right thing in tlie rifxlit place, and I most clieer-
folly recommend It to all who desire a practical
knowledge of Electricity."

This is a book of 5m pp., full of up-to-date In-
>rmation. 300 illustrations. Handsomely bound
I red leather, pocketbook form, size Wz^-GM,

A'ith titles and edges in gold. Price, ¥2.00, post-
paid. 100 page descriptive catalogue of electri-
;al books free on request.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
5in Marqnftte Rntldine:. Chicaco.

Qas,

Gasoline

OVER 45.000 ^Ol^Jt

THE OTTO

Natural Qas dlulllLU
FOB....

Electric Lighting.
SIZES 1 TO 250 H. P.

Electric Light Plants in Operation

from 2 to 250 H. P.

Tlie Otto &as Engine Worts, Inc.,

PHII<ADE1^PHIA.

-TMI

'J

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Manufacturers of the

lorrin "Climax" aii "Coiponif Safety Water

Tnlie Boilers.

BUILT IN UNITS OF 50 TO i.OOO H. P.

flB||T|A|y, Beware of infringers, the^ willUHU I lUll I be rigidly prosecuted.

ALSO BUILDERS OF

Smolce Stacks, Tanks, Etc., and
All Classes of Iron Work.

tSpecllIcattons, Drairlngs and Prices fUmlslied
on application.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boilers.

ELECTRICITY FOR ENBINEERS.
424 PAGES. ILLUSTRATED. PRICE $2.60.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
SIO Marquette Building, - • OHIO^^OO.

American-Ball Engine and Direct-Connected Generator
REQUIRE A. IVIIIMIIVIiJIVI OF" IIMTTIOINI.

Self Oiling Engine.

Self Regulating Generator.

"You press the button (open

the throttle), and the machine

does the rest.

"

No hot bearings.

No noise or vibration.

No oil outside of the engine.

No sparking at commutator.

No brush movement.

No uncertainty about voltage.

Nothing but happiness for all

concerned.

J't^d EZneiri) •impli md C^mp^und.
J-t^d Genera-t^rs and IN/lo-t^i

AMERICAN ENGINE CO.,
ATo. SJS I4arita.j:x A-^v-envie, iBoimci Brook, ^N^. J.
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BOOKS FOR THE HOLIDAYS.
. /VIMC3 XVPPROPtRIA.TE: F>iRE:sE:iM-rs.

Select such books as you desire and let us quote you our holiday price.

Note the following OFFER TO NEW SrBSCRIBERS : For $3 we will send the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN for one year, 52 times, and as a

premium will give one of a number of electrical books FREE. You cannot make a more acceptable present than a year's subscription to the WESTERN
ELECTRICIAN. i»-GET FURTHER PARTICULARS OF OUR H01,II>AY OFFER,

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand-Book.
LIEUT. F. B. BADT.

Ouc huudred and farty illustrations. Price, ?1. An
euUrely new and up-to-date work. 226 pages, fle.xible

clotli binding. Size o( page 5%x3Vi. Inclies. Designed for

dynamo tenders, linemen, stationary and marine en-

gineers. Just the book for men who wish to learn how
to operate and care for electric light Installatious. The
only book of the kind in the English language.

Bell Hangers' Hand-Book.
LIEUT. F. B. BADT.

One hundred and six pages, 97 illustrations. Just the

book for those engaged in selling, installing or haudllng

Cilectric batteries, electric bells, elevator, house or hotel

annunciators, burglar or fire alarms, electric gas light-

ing apparatus, electric heat regulating apparatus, etc.

The only book of its kind. Simple as A B C. Price, ,¥1.

Electricity for Engineers.

CHAS. DESMOND.
Latest edition now published In one volume.' 424 pages.

Price, $2.50. Profusely illustrated. Vov table of con-

tents see advertisement In Western Blectriclan. Just

the work for engineers, electricians, dynamo tenders, etc.

Incandescent Wiring Hand-Book.
LIEUT. F. B. BADT.

Profusely illustrated. Price, ?L Type page BVixS inches.

Flexible cloth binding, 66 pages, 35 cuts and nve tables,

three of which are 12x18 Inches. These tables give at

once, and without any calculation, the size of wire re-

quired In each case for any percentage of loss. A timely

book, containing full instructions for incandescent wiring,

and complete information concerning methods of running
wires, location of safety devices and switches, splices,

insulation and testing for faults, wire gauges, general
electrical data, calculating size of wires, wiring of fix-

tures, elevators, buildings, Isolated and central station
plants. The only complete book of the kind published.

Electric Transmission Hand-Book.
LIEUT. F. B. BADT.

Ninety-seven pages, 22 Illustrations. 27 original tables.

Gives more practical information on the subject than
any work published to date. The book contains all neces-
sary information for power producers, capitalists, agents,
engineers and motor inspectors. With this book any-
body may make estimates on the cost of transmission
plants. A practical and reliable work. Price, ?1.

Electricity and riagnetism.

PROF. D. 0. JACKSON,
University of Wisconsin, and others.

A series of thirty-four lessons covering the science of
electricity from its fundamental principles to its every-
day practical application. Comprises 325 pages, over 300

diagrams and illustrations. Price, .?2. A comprehensive
treatise in simple language, free from algebraic equations
and easily understood.

Electric Lighting Specifications for the Use of

Engineers and Architects.

B. A. UEKBILL.
Cloth, 176 pages. Price, including postage, 51.60.

Electric Railway Motors; Their Construction,
Operation and Maintenance.

NELSON W. PERRY.
An elementary practical handbook for those engaged

in the maiiagement and operation of electric railway ap-
paratus, with rules and instructions for niotormen. 12mo,

cloth. New York, 1894. Price, ?1.

Dynamo and Motor Building for Amateurs.
LIEUT. 0. D. PAEKHURST, U. g. A.

Cloth, 1S3 pages. 71 illustrations. Prici $1. Descrip-
tions and working drawings are given of the following
dynamosand motors: A small ventilating fan motor; a sew-
ing machine battery motor, requiring no patterns or cast-

ings in its construction; a sewing machine motor of more
finished appearance and greater eflBciency than the above;
a 50-light incandescent dynamo.

The Electric Motor and Its Applications.

T. O. MARTIN and J. WETZLBR.
Fourth edition, with an appendix on the development

of the electric motor since 1888. By Dr. L. Bell. 300

illustrations, quarto, cloth. New York, 1895. Price, $3.

Dynamos, Alternators and Transformers.
GISBBRT KAPP.

138 illustrations, 12mo, cloth. London, 1893. Price, $4.

In the present work it has been the author's object to

place before the reader an exposition of the general prin-

ciples underlying the construction of dynamo-electric ap-
paratus, and to do this without the use of high mathemat-
ics and complicated methods of investigation, thus en-
abling the average engineering student and the average
pracncal engineer, even if he have no previous knowledge
of electrical science, to follow the subject.

Hawkins' New Catechism of Electricity.

A practical treatise. This Is a book of 550 pages, full

of np-to-date information. 300 illustrations. Handsomely
bound In red leather, pocketbook form, size 4%x6^/6, with
titles and edges in gold. Price, |2

Practical Directions for Winding riagnets for
Dynamos.

CARL HBRING.
12mo, cloth. Reprint, without additions. New York,

1892. Price, ?1.25. This book is intended for the prac-
tical dynamo designer and constructor, as well as for
the student of electrical engineering. The calculations
Involved are of a very simple nature and may be made
by any Intelligent mechanic.

The Art of Electro-Metallurgy, Including all Known
Processes of Electro-Deposition.

G. GORE.
Fifth edition. 12mo, cloth, illustrated. New York, 1891.

Price, ?2.

How to Become a Successful Electrician.

T. O'CONNOR SLOANB.
The studies to be followed, methods of work, fields of

operation and ethics of the profession. 16mo, cloth. Il-

lustrated. New York, 1894. Price, .fl.

The Standard Electrical Dictionary.

T. O'CONNOR SLOANB.
A popular dictionary of words and terms used in the

practice of electric engineering. 350 illnstrations. I2mo.
cloth. New York, 1895. Price, ?3. The purpose of this
work is to present the public w^ith a concise and prac-
tical book of reference, which, it is believed, will be
appreciated in the age of electricity. The science has
expanded so much that the limits of what must be tennerl
strictly a dictionary of the present day would a few
years ago have sufficed for an encyclopEedla.

The Arithmetic of Electricity.

T. O'CONNOR SLOANB.
A manual of electrical calcniations by arithmetical

methods, including numerous rules, examples and tables
in the field of practical electrical engineering and experi-
menting. Fourth edition, revised, 12mo, cloth. New
York, 1895. Price, ?1.

Dynamo-Electric Machinery.
SYLVANUS P. THOMPSON.

A manual for students of electrotechnics. Fifth edi-
tion, revised. 835 pages and IS folding plates. Svo, cloth.
New York. 1896. Price, net, .f5.50. This new edition has
been rewritten and thoroughly revised throughout, and is

an entirely new book.

Electric Toy Making for Amateurs.
T. O'CONNOR SLOANB.

Electric toy making for amateurs, including batteries,
magnets, motors, miscellaneous toys and dynamo con-
struction. Fully illustrated. Second edition. 12mo, cloth.
New York, 1893. Price, $1.

How to Wire Buildings.

AUGUSTUS NOLL.
A manual of the art of interior wiring. Fourth edition.

Svo, cloth, illustrated. New York, 1895. Price, ?1.50.

The Quadruplex.
WILLIAM MAYER, JR., and M. M. DAVIS.

With chapters on the dynamo-electric machine in rela-

tion to the quadruplex. The practical working of the
duplex telegraph repeaters and the Wheatstoue automatic
telegi-aph. 63 illustrations. Svo. Price, $1.50.

Primary Batteries.

PROF. H. S. CAEHART.
Sixty-seven illustrations. 12mo, cloth. Boston, 1891.

Price, ?1.60.

Alternating Current Wiring and Distribution.

WILLIAM M. BMMBTT.
lemo, cloth, illustrated. New York, 1S94. Price, $1.

Points out the practical significance of some of the laws
governing the distribution of alternating currents, and
explains those laws in such a manner that their nature
aud relative importance may be realized.

Continuous Current Dynamos and Motors.
PRANK P. COX.

An elementary treatise for students and engineers.
Illustrated. 12mo, cloth. New York, 1893. Price, .?2.

Electric Bells and all About Them.
S. R. BOTTONE.

A practical book for practical men. With more than
100 Illustrations. Fifth edition, revised and enlarged.
12mo, cloth. Loudon, 1895. Price, 50 cents.

The Dynamo, How Hade and How Used.

S. E. BOTTONE.
A. Ijook for amateurs. Eighth edition, -n'lth additional

matter and 39 illustrations. 12mo, cloth. London, 1895.

Price, ?1.

First Principles of Electrical Engineering.

C. H. W BIGGS.
Being an attempt to provide an elemeutary book for

those who are intending to enter the profession of elec-

trical engineering. Second edition. Illustrated. 12mo,

cloth. London, 1893. Price. .?1.

Transformers—Their Theory, Construction and

Application, Simplified.

C. H. HASKINS.
Thirty-eight illustrations. 12mo, cloth. Lynn, 1892.

Price, 51.25. The author has endeavored to treat of the
transformer and its action in such a manner as to ren-

der the work of especial value to the central station

electrician, the student and the Investigator, while the
greatest care has been exercised to render the matter
so clear, simple and interesting that It may come within
the scope of the general public, and meet the demand
for a seml-technlcal and yet semi-popular treatise on the
electrical transformer which has not heretofore been ob-

tainable.

How to Build Dynamo-Electric Machinery.
EDWARD TRBVEET.

Embracing theory, designing and the construction of

dynamos and motors. With appendices on field magnet
and armature winding. Management of dynamos and
motors, and useful tables of wire gauges. Illustrated.

Svo, cloth. New York, 1S94. Price, ?2.50.

Dynamos and Electric Motors and All About Them.
EDWARD TRBVBRT.

One hundred illustrations. 12mo, cloth. Lynn, 1891. Price,

50 cents. This volume not only gives practical directions

for building dynamos and electric motors, but also gives
a large quantity of information about them.

The Practical Telephone Hand-Book and Guide to
the Telephonic Exchange.

J. POOLE. . f

Second edition, revised and enlarged. 12mo, cloth, with
288 Illustrations. London, 1895. Price, ?1.60. A thor-

oughly practical manual, of moderate size and cost,

describing the latest development of the sufiject.

A Manual of Telephony.
W. H. PRBBCB and ARTHUR T. STUBBS.

With illustrations and plates. 12mo, cloth. London,
1893. Price, .?4.50. A new .and enlarged edition of Preece
& Maier's "The Telephone," Issued in 1888.

The A B C of Electricity.

W. H. MEADOWCROFT.
Thirty-six illustrations. 12mo, cloth. New York, J89<1.

Price, 50 cents.

Houston & Kennelly's Electric Heating.
This book coulains a complete Irealnient of the com-

paratively new art of electric heating. The various forms
of ai)paratns necessary for the utilization in the arts
of the themial quality possessed by electric currents are
illustrated and described in a thorough and comprehen-
sive manner. The difficult problem of the electrical
heating of conductors is treated in this work In a way
to be readily understood by those not familiar with
mathematics or electrical science. Price. ?1.

E'ectrical Power Transmission.
DE. LOUIS BELL.

Octavo, cloth. New York. 1896. Price. $2.50. Uniform
in size with "The Electric Railway in Theory and Prac-
tice."

Pocketbook of Electrical Rules and Tables.

J. MUNRO and PROF. A. JAMIBSON.
For the use of electricians and engineers. Eleventh edi-

tion, revised aud enlarged. 16mo, leather. London, 1895.
Price, $2.60.

Electric Lighting.

F. B. CROCKER.
A practical exposition of the art for the use of elec-

tricians, students and others interested in the installa-
tion or operation of electric lighting plants. Volume I.

The Generating Plant. Svo, cloth. New York, 1896.

Price, $3.

A Dictionary of Electrical Words, Terms and
Phrases.

PROF. E. J. HOUSTON.
Third edition, revised and enlarged. One volume, Svo,

750 pages. Illustrated. Cloth. Price. $5. The new edi-
tion contains over 5,000 terms and 75 new illustrations.
Concise definitions of electrical terms in general use,
illustrated descriptions of electrical apparatus, and clear
explanations of electrical p-henomena. A work needed
in every scientific library and an invaluable reference
book to both students and professional men. One of
the features of the dictionary is that it is not a mere
word-book. The words, terms and phrases are invaria-
bly followed by a short, concise definition, giving the
sense in which they are correctly employed.

The Electrical Transmission of Energy.
ARTHUR VAUGHAN ABBOTT, C. E.

A manual for the design of electrical circuits. Oc-
tavo, cloth, 608 pages, nine folding plates, numerous il-

lustrations. Price, $4.50. The conducting circuit of trans-
mission plants has, as yet, only received incidental treat-
ment In connection with general descriptions of installa-
tions for the production and utilization of electrical en-
ergy. It is the purpose of the present manual to deal
exclusively with the conducting circuit, giving such an
account of the materials commonly used for electrical
circuits and their disposition, as will enable the de-
signer to accurately aud economically plan a conducting
circuit for any desired plant.

Practical Dynamo Building.

L. C. ATWOOD.
With detail drawings and instructions for winding.

Giving correct sizes of wire, dimensions of iroti, etc., etc.
Also diagram for house wiring. Illustrations and plates.
Quarto, cloth, St. Louis, 1S93. Price, $3.

The Elements of Electric Lighting, Including Elec-
tric Generation, Measurement, Storage

and Distribution.
PHILIP ATKINSON, A, M., PH. D.

Eighth edition, revised and enlarged. 264 pages, 12mo.
104 illustrations. Price, .$1.50. The eighth edition of
this popular work Is now ready. It has been thoroughly
revised by the author and brought down to date, some
of the most Important parts rewritten, and new and
highly valuable matter introduced, among which are
descriptions of new measuring instruments, Including
Thomson's recording Watt-Meter. It is the most com-
plete exposition of the principles of electric lighting
ever written, and its plain, untechnical. unmathematical
style commends It to all who desire information on this
highly important subject.

The Elements of Dynamic Electricity and Hag-
netism.

PHILIP ATKINSON, A. M., PH. D.

Author of "Elements of Static Electricity," and "The
Elements of Electric Lighting." 405 pages, 12mo, 120
Illustrations. Price, $2. A complete, comprehensive trea-
tise on the principles of practical electricity, in the
author's well-known, clear, unmathematical style.

Practical Directions for Armatureand Field-Magnet
Winding.

EDWARD TEBVEET.
Containing working directions for winding dynamos and

motors, with additional descriptions of some apparatus
made by the several leading electric companies in the
United States. 12mo, cloth. Illustrated. Price, $1.50.

"Wiring Tables; How They Are Hade and How to
Use Them."

THOS. G. GEIBR.
The hook contains: The law of resistance, electromoti%'e

force and current fully explained; how to calculate the
size of wires; the different methods of wiring, with dia-
grams; how to apply the simple formula, in calculating
the size of wires under all conditions, diagrams for
wiring 3-poInt, 4-point, head light and heat regulating
switches. Twenty-seven tables on wiring and valuable
data. Ohm's law is described in such plain and simple
language that one cannot fail to clearly understand it.

Bound In cloth. SO pages. Size, 5x7Mj inches. Price, $1.

Electricity in Our Homes and Workshops.
SIDNEY F. WALKBE.

A practical treatise on auxiliary eiectricirl apparatus.
12mo, cloth, with numerous Illustrations. Price, 52.

Electricians' Handy Book of Useful Information.

A. E. WATSON, A. M.

Compiled by B. T. Bubier, 2d. Illustrated. A com-
pilation from the works of Sylvanns P. Thompson, Kapp,
Allsop, Munroe and Jamleson, Watson, Eottone, Bonney.
Watt, Poole, Trevert, Hasklns, Morrow and Reld, and
others. Price, cloth, only $2.50, postpaid.

THB ABOVE BOOKS, OR ASV ElECXBICAL BOOK PlIBIilSHEJD, SENT OX RECEIPT OF PRICE, PREPAI1>.
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TURBINE
SEIND FOR
CATALOOIE

^ Dayton Globe Iron works Co. Davtoin. o.
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Shaftimg.

Gearing,
Pulleys.
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OOVERNORS,

Etc.
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THE PELTON WATER WHEEL
Is known the world over as afTording the most simple, reliable

and economical powerforall purposes.

7,000 WHEELS NOW RUNNING Sln^dlSisTaSV^val""'"^"
' "'"'' ^"-

CICPTDIP DnU/CD TDAMCMICCinM Pelton Wheels are especially adapted to

lLlUI n<ij rUVf Cn l nHIIOlTnoolUll. tins purpose and are operating the major-
ity orstjitions of this chariirtrr in all parts of the world. Highest efficiency and best regulation
guaranteed. Catalogues turnishf.'il uii api)lication. Address

PELTON WATER
143 Liberty Street,

NEW YORK.N. Y., U. S. A.

WHEEL CO.,
121-123 Main Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., U. S. A.

Xt^OERRYIVIAIM
Feed Water Heater and Purifier.

Provided with U-shaped Tubes, it Never Leaks.
THE HIOHEST CtRADE ODHiYT. I

Our catalogue contains the representative names of a large number of con-
tented buyers of BERRYMAIV HEATERS buiit by us in the iast twenty
years. A copy awaits your order at any time.

\. B. DAVIS & SON, Makers, Hartford, Conn.,
Or addresses given below:

Jas. Berryman. 125 Nortli 4tli St., Philadelpliia.
W. H. Gitson. 620 Mfdlnali Temple, Chicago.

Jos. Whitaker, 7 and 9 Pearl Street, Boston.
A. A. Cardwell. 39 Cortlandt Street. Koom 127, New York.

THE Mccormick
TURBINE.

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,
Especially Adapted for Electrical Work.

Gives more ponder per diameter with ahiglier
percentage of useful effect than any other Avater-
wheel heretofore made. All sizes, right and left hand,
are built from patterns perfected under systematic tests in the
Holyoke Testing Flume.

Parties having power plants which are unsatisfactory, an<!
those contemplating the Improvement of powers, will find it to
their interest to confer with us, as we are willing to
guarantee results where others have failed, no
matter what make of turbine has heen in use.
STAT£ REQIJIREIIIENTJ!^ AXB SEND FOR
CATAI.OGUE.

S.MORGAN SMITH CO., York, Pa.
Estimates furnished for complete power plants and

results guaranteed.

Modern Power Transmission Machinery,

Rope Drives, Heavy Pulleys, Gears and Fly Wheels,

Approved Friction Clutches, Etc.,

Modern Methods of Handling Coal in Power Plants and

Large Electric Stations. Designs and Estimates SubmlUea promptly.

THE LINK-BELT MACHINERY CO.,
ENGINEERS, FOUNDERS, MACHINISTS,
CHICAOO, \J. S. A.

WATER WHEELS
For Heads of 3 Feet to 2000 Feet.

Especially adapted to all kiuds of

electric power and lighting plants.
Recent tesLS at Holyoke. given below, enable us to guarantee:

TIte Largest Power ever obtainedfrom a wheel of Vie same diameter. The highest
speed ever obtained for the same poiver. The highest mean effieiency when
running from hcdf to full gate. We guarantee also: A runner of the greatest
possible strength. A gate unegualed in quickness and ease of opening and closing.

Test of a 45 in. SAMSON, Jan. 25, 97. Test of a 35 inch SA IMSON, Feb.1,'97.
Gat« Kev. Cu. Ft. Hor.^e PtT Oaie Rev. Cu. Ft. Horse Per
Open. Power. Open.

ea .

Pr. Min. Pr. Sec. Power. Cent.

Full 15.00 144.00 172.69 240.97 82.03 Full 15.29 19425 102.02 143-44 81.08

h 1.104 138.12 15503 223.61 S4,';5 Yi 16.5b 187.75 92.15 146.73 84.7«

¥, I'i.ii 127.67 133.24 191.06 83.68 17.33I 178.50 8395 13S.40 83.S8

y« IS-SS 31.50 112.65 162.80 80.25 H 17.541 176.40 68.82 109.64 So.cg

'A-
Ib.47 126.87 90.04 I27.73I75.95 17.68 168.50 57.69I S8.I4 76.19

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.

GRAPHITE FOR RESISTANCE...
Made in almost any form required and of 1 ohm or 1,000,000 otims aa
desired. We also make graphite boxes and crucibles resisting heats
of 4,000 degrees . .

JOS. DIXOK CRVCIBI.E CO., Jersey City, BT. J.

REG.TRADE MARKS Jhe Rhosphor BRONZE SmeltingCo.Limited,
2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PH1LADELPHIA.

1
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE'
ING0TS,CASTINGS,WIRE,RODS, SHEETS, ETC.

mcrc^ccnr'-
-^— DELTA METAL

CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORCINGS

A VALUABLE BOOK FOR ENGINEERS AND FIREMEN NOW READY.

MODERN EXAMINATIONS OF STEAM ENGINEERS or PRACTICAL THEORY EXPLAINED and ILLUSTRATED.

BY W. H. WAKEMAN.
Cloth. 272 pages. 53 Chapters.

Containing a complete list of 300 questions such as will be asked of any
Engineer when taking e.xaminalion for U. S. Government or State License, all

of -which are fully answered in the te.xt.

PHice. $2.00
By mail, postpaid, to any part of the world

This book while especially adapted for engineers' examinations, is also in-

teuded as a practical guide to Engineers, Firemen, Boiler Makers, Machinists,
and others, in daily practice.

The author being a practical st»,am engineer h'mself, well knows the wants
of the working engineer, and has put into this work such knowledge and infor-

mation as is best adapted to their use, making it altogether the most complete
and comprehensive guide for the busy workers in the engine room, boiler works
and machine shops that has ever been published.

As one engineer who has read the book says: "I think there are few engi-

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, -

neers that it wouldn't do some good. It seems as if it was a review of all I

have ever read, and a lot more besides."
The author has treated of a very great variety of subjects which are of

vital importance to all who wish to improve and extend their knowledge of

steam engineering, and has explained the rules and formulas given, in the sim-

plest manner possible, and has worked out examples by them, so that all who
can read may understand them.

The 300 questions are an important feature of the book, they are entirely

separate from the 53 chapters of reading matter, and were written after many
years of practical experience and careful research by the author.

His connection with the Boardman Manual Training High School at New
Haven, Conn., as Instructor in Steam Engineering, his 12 years of active mem-
bership in the N. A. S. E., and his position as Instructor of No. 10 of Conn., a

sturdy branch of the National Organization, makes him especially competent
in this part of the work.

The many flattering commendations which this book has already received

from competent judges and high authorities, speak well for its value.

• Suite 510 Marquette Building, Chicago, II!.

1
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Pocket Ammeter, 4H X 3',^ inches.

Scale of Pochet Voltmeter, Exact Size.

Testing Instruments
THOMSON
INCLINED COIL TYPE.
AN ACCURATE ALTERNATING
INSTRUMENT THAT CAN ALSO BE USED FOR
DIRECT CURRENT MEASUREMENTS.
LONG SCALE.
RELIABLE.
INDISPENSABLE FOR

THE ISOLATED PLANT ENGINEER,
THE SMALL STATION MANAGER,
THE PRACTICAL ELECTRICIAN.

MADE TO WITHSTAND ROUGH USAGE.
FITS COAT POCKET.
SMALL INSTRUMENT, LOW PRICE.

General Electric
Company,
SCHENECTADY, N. Y.
Sales Offices in all large cities in the United States.

For Canada address Canadian General Electric Co., Toronto, Canada.

::t
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ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM.
325 PA€rBt4. PBICEl SS.0O. 347 ILIiVSTRATIONS. A series ofTliirty-fonr Practical liessons covering the Science of £lectricity from Its Fnndamenta 1

Principles to Its Every-day Applications. By Prof. I>. C. Jackson, University of 'Wisconsin; Prof, H. IS. Carhart,lTniver8ityofMichigan ; Prof- B. P. Thomas.
I'niversity ofOhio; Prof. ^Vm. A. Anthony, ofBlew York; Prof. Brown Ajtcs, Tnlane University; Prof A. C.Perrine, Leland Stanford University, Cal.; Prof.
<j;co. T>. tl^hephardeon. University ofMinnesota, and others. A Comprehensive Treatise in Simple Language, Free from Algebraic Equations and Easily Understood.

Constant Pressure; Loss of Voltage; Circular Mils; Prac-IMTTEIMTTS:
I FiAFTER I: The Nature and Properties of Electricity;

Origin of Electricity; Two Kinds; Laws of Attraction and
Uepulsiou; .Positive and Negative Charge; Terms, Con-
iljL-tors, Insulators, Electric Conductivity; Conveying Elec-
tricity; The Electroscope; Force Exerted Between Charged
Bodies; Unit of Measurement of quantity of Electricity;
Electrometer.—CHAPTER. II: Machines for Generating
Electricity by Friction and by Electric Induction; Making
Machine to Continuously Generate Electricity by Friction;
The Electrophorus; Induction Generator; Units of Elec-
tric Current and Pressure; Electricity Conveyed by Unit
Current Each Second; Negatively and Positively Charged
Conductors; Relation of Lightning and Sparks of Electrical
Machine.—CHAPTER III: Electric Batteries or Appliances
for Generating Electricity by Chemical Action; Action of
Batteries; Electric Pressure; Voltaic Electricity; Directionof
Current Flow; Production of Continuous Current; Battery
Oeils In Series; Production of Pressure by Cells; Polariza-
tion and Its Avoidance; Leclancbe Cell; Open Circuit Cells.
—CHAPTER IV: Electric Batteries or Appliances for Gen-
erating Electricity by Chemical Action (Concluded); Closed
Circuit Cells; Local Action; Law of Electro-chemical Ac-
tion; Electro-chemical Equivalent; Primary Batteries Com-
pared iwitb Dynamos for Furnishing Current; Uses of
Hnfteries; Difference Between a Primary and Storage Bat-
I

^ ; IIow Storage Batteries are Made; Parallel Connection
: I'iates in Storage Batteries.—CHAPTER V: The Nature

1,1 1 I'roperties of Magnetism, Magnetic Fields; Permanent
Mii^'iicTism; Magnetic Attraction and Repulsion; Poles of
Mayuet; Magnitude of Force Between Two Magnets; Aging
^la^'iiets; Earth's Action on Magnetic Needle; Magnetic
Field; Action of Lines of Force.—CHAPTER VI: The Mag-
netic Effects of Electric Currents and Magnetic Circuits;
Effect of Electric Current on Magnetic Needle; Relation
rii'lueen Direction of Lines of Force and Direction of
I irent Flow; Determination of Current Direction by

.[ass; Ampere Turns; Solenoids;- Ampere's Theory;
I loids W'th Steel or Iron Cores; Residual Magnetism;

l.i. rlro-Magnets; Magnetic Permeability; Magnetic Re-
luctance; Maeneto Motive Force or Magnetic Pressure.—
CHAPTER Vli: Ohm's Law of the Flow of Electricity;
Pressure; Resistance; Current; Volt; Ohm; Ampere; Mer-
cury »Ilesistahce; Conductivity of Copper Compared with
Other Metals; Resistance of Circuits Made Up of the Same
Parts in Parallel; Joint Resistances; Fall of Voltage Over
Resistance; Effect of Temperature on Resistance; Copper
Temperature Coelficient.—CHAPTER VIII: Heating Ef-
fects of Electric Currents; Miscellaneous Effects of Elec-
trii- Currents; Foot-pound; Joule; Horse-power; Watt; Kilo-

' "t; AVatts per Horse-power: Heating Effects on Bear-
- of Machinerr: Eff'ect of Electricity on Nen^es of Ani-

'N.iU; Muscular Effect of Strong Currents.—CHAPTER IX:
'iaivauometers and Voltameters; Differences in Construction
for Large and Small Currents; Presence and Direction of
Currents Shown by Galvanometer: Strength of Current In-
dicated; Tangent Galvanometer; Reflecting Galvanometer;
Ncedie Suspension; d'Arsonval Galvanometer; Terms
"Doad-Reat." "Calibrate;" Voltameter; Electrolvte. Elec-
trolysis; Electrode: Forms of Voltameters.—CHAPTER X:
Measurement of Electrical Resistance; Resistance Meas-
ured by Substitution; Resistance Boxes; Use of German
Silver: Coils; Wheatstone Bridge: Measuring Resistances
with Bridge; Measuring Very High Resistances; Practical
Examples—CHAPTER XI: Everv-day Measurements of
Electric Currents and Pressure; Three Effects by Which
Currenta are Directly Measured; Amperemeters; Milli-

ampere; Microampere; Three Classes of Magnetic Ampere-
meters; Weston Amperemeter; Electro Dynamometers;
Hot Wire Instruments; Scales of Amperemeters; Alter-
nating Current Measuring Instruments ; Sleasuring Very
Large Currents; Measuring Electric Pressures; Voltmeters;
Cardew Voltmeter; Electrometers; Electrostatic Volt-
meters; Standard Cells; Measuring Currents by Voltmeter
and a Standard Resistance.—CHAPTER XII: Every-
day Measurements of Electric Power, Condensers and
The Measurement of their Capacity; Wattmeters; Electro-
dynamometer Used as Wattmeter; Recording Wattmeters;
Coulomb Meters; Watt Hour; Ampere Hour; Capacity;
Farad; Microfarad; Condenser; Capacity of Condenser;
Charging Condenser; Specific Inductive Capacity; Selec-
tion lof Insulation for Telephone Cables; Capacity of
Underground Wires; Comparing Capacities by Ballistic
Galvanometer; Practical Capacity Measurements; Leyden
Jar.—CHAPTER XIII: Electrolytic Deposition of Metals:
Electroplating; Metals Commonly used in Plating; Salt
of a Metal; Nitrate of Silver; Cyanide of Silver and of Po-
tassium; Solution for Silver plating; Vats; Quality of Elec-
trolytic Deposit; Effect of Too Great or Small Currents;
Cleaning Articles to be Plated; Gilding Inside of Silver
Articles; Base Metals on Which Nickel is Usually Plated;
Solution for Nickel Plating; Electro typing; Electrotype
Molds; Electrotype Finishing; Bleictrolytic 'Refining of
Copper; Solution Used.—CHAPTER XIV: The Electric
Telegraph; Elements of Electric Telograpb; Telegraph
Circuits; Telegraphic Signals; Sending and Receiving:
Telegraph Lines; Sounder; Relays; Local Circuits; Multi-
ple Telegraphy; Duplex Telegraphy; Diplex Telegraphy;
Quadruplex Telegraphy. -CHAPTER XV: Multiple Tele-
graphy; Differential Relay; Polarized Relay; Pole Changer;
Principles of Operation of Diplex, Quadruples, Bridge
Duplex; Artificial Line; Autographic Telegraphy.—CHAP-
TER XVI: The Telephone; Bel! Telephone: Microphone;
Blako Transmitter; Exf-hanges;Switchboard; Long-Distance
Transmitter.—CHAPTER XVII: The Construction of
Telegraph and Telephone Lines and Instruments; Poles;
Cross-Arms; Pins; Joints; Insulators: Insulation; Ground
Plates; Un,dergronnd Cables; Conduits: Fuses; Multiple
Switchboards.—CHAPTER XVIII: Testing Lines for In-
sulation and Conductivity and the Location of Leaks and
Breaks; Line Troubles; Grounds; Crosses; Locating
Trouble; Earth Currents: Line Conductivity and Insula-
tion; Testing.—CHAPTER XIX: Principles of Continu-
ous Current Dynamos and Motors; Electric Conductor
in Magnetic Field; Field Strength; Induced Electric Pres-
sure; Direction of Current Moving Conductors; Alternat-
ing Current; Dynamos; Magnetos; Commutator.—CH.VP-
TER XX: Principles of Continuous Current Dynamos
and Motors; their Construction, Care and Attendance;
Gramme Armature; Siemens Armature: Armature Cur-
rent; liaminating Cores; Foucault or Eddy Currents; Hys-
teresis; Fundamental Principles of Dvnamos and Motors;
Points of Good Dynamo; Counter E] c'tric Pressure; Types
of Field Windings; Series. Shunt and Compound Wound
Machines; Multipolar Machines; Regulation, Care and
Maintenance—CHAPTER XXI: Arc Lighting and Arc
Light Machinery; The Arc; Arc Lamps; Principles of
Operation; Connections; Arc Dynamos: Current and Pres-
sure Required; Making of Arc Carbons: Regulators; Arc
Light Switchboards.—CHAPTER XXTI: Incandescent
Lighting and Power Transmission. Two. Three and Five
Wire Systems of Distribution for Electric Lights and
Motors: Incandescent Lamp: Filaments: Vaccuum; Ma-
terial for and Making of Filaments : Advantages of In-
candescent Lamps; incandescent and Motor Circuits;

tical Examples; Weight of Copper Required for Trans-
mission of Power at Different Pressures; Three-Wire
System; Motor Starting Resistances.—CHAPTER XXIII:
Construction of Electric Light and Power Circuits, and
Their Testing; Overhead Electric Light Wires; Weather-
proof Wire; Arc Circuit Wires; "Drawing In" and
"Built In" Underground System; Underground Electric
Light Cables; Edison Tubing; Feeders; Mains; Inside
Wiring; Cleat Work; Moulding Work; Concealed Work;
Dangers from Fires; Distribution System;.—CHAPTER
XXIV: Testing Electric Light Circuits and the Dis-
tribution and Measurement of Light; Faults; Soldered
Joints; Magneto Bell; Use of Voltmeter to Locate Grounds
on Arc Circuits; Ground Detector; General Testing;
Photometer; Standard Candles; Illuminating Effect of
Lamps; Effect of Opal Globes.—CHAPTER XXV: » Elec-
tro-Magnetic Induction; Eff'ect of Cutting Lines of Force
by an Electric Conductor; Induced Currents; Induction
Coils; Cores of Induction Coils; Transformers; Direc-
tion of Induced Current; Self Induction; Attraction and
Repulsion of Parallel Wires Carrying Currents.—CHAP-
TER XXVI: Alternating Currents; Alternator; Electro-
lytic Effect of Pulsating Current; Heating Effect of Al-
ternating Current: Effective Value; Alternating Cnrrent;
Measurements; Frequency; Period; Apparent Resistance.
—CHAPTER XXVII: Alternating Currents and Alter-
nating Current Machinery (Concluded); Power Used in Al-
ternating Circuits: Alternating Currents for Lighting; Mak-
ing Transformers; Testing Transformers; Building Alterna-
tors; Number of Alternations; The Exciter; Running Al-
ternators in Parallel; Synchronous Motors; Two-Phase
and Three-phase Systems; Induction Motors; Squirrei-
Cage Armature; Mesh Connection; Star Connection;.—
CHAPTER XXVIII: Miscellaneous Applications of
Electric Motors; Uses of Electric Motors; ilotors in Ma-
chine Shops; Waste of Power in Factories; Advantages
of Removing Shafts and Belts; Estimatiug Electrical
Power Required; Electric Elevators; Electric'Launcbes.-
CHAPTER XXIX: Electric Railways; Richmond- Elec-
tric Railroad; Trolley Wire; Trolley; Track; Use of Two
Motors: Rail Bonds; Heavy Electric Locomotives.—CHAP-
TER XXX: Methods of Handling and Controlling Rail-
way Motors and Generators; Output Records; Record-
ing Voltmpt^rs; Load of Electric Railway Plant; Appli-
cation of Storage Batteries to Smooth Road Curve; Meth-
ods of Controlling Street Car Motors; Station Instru-
ments; Equalizer.-CHAPTER XXXI: Model Electric
Plant; First Central Station; Changes in General Me-
chanical Construction of Dynamos; Instruments; Multi-
ple Arcing Galvanometers; Use of Double and Sinirle
Pole Switches; Operating Dynamos in Parallel; Feeder
Connections in Continuous and Alternating Stations:
Throwing Dynamo into Circuit: Cutting Dynamo Out.

—

CHAPTER XXXTI: Underwriter's Rules, Etc.; Neces-
sity of Rules; Special Points in Wiring; Insulation of
Sockets, Fuses, Fixtures: Annunciator Wire; Office Wire;
Leaky Wires.—CHAPTER XXXill: Electric Welding.
Forging. Etc.; Electricity Applied to the Kitchen; Elec-
trical Methods Applied to Metal Working; Thomson
Apparatus for Heating Metals; Welding b> Thomson
Method: Bernardos Process of Working Metals; Bringing
Piece of Metal to High Temperature by Dipping in Paii
of Water; Electric Current for Warming and Cooking;
Electric Heating and Stoves Compared.—CHAPTER
XXXIV: Electro-Therapeutics; Galvanic Curren*: Fara-
dic Current; Static Electricity: Electric Osmosis; Electro-
Cautery; Medical Electric Lights,

PRICE $2.00. Sent postage prepaid to any address in the world on receipt of price. The Ideal Wfjriifor Electricians, Central Station Men. Engineers, Dynamo Tenders. Linemen. Students. Etc.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.. 510 MARQUETTE RLnn_, nHiHAnn
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,:uv. New 6riUln,.Conn., U. S. A.,

; ;l;istArms.rolpan(1

iMt Constrn.'ti'm
and PricfN fur-
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FORALL OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.
Toiuts of Siipi^riority Over AU

Other Types.

Tn pnccPKsfiil h?p for tea years.
Standard hieh. Prices low. Seud
lor (iHScrii'tlve (Circular aud testi-

moni:ils.

The Burnley Baliery & Mfg. Co.,

PAINCSVrLLt, OHIO.

^H) DELAWARE HARD FIBRE CO.,
"^I^A^^ WILMUNCTON, DEL.

SEND FOR CATA1.0*; IE AXD SAMPliES.

Sheets, Rode, Tubes and Special Shapes.

ji SOlloo, J,- lUBRICATtsANYTMINfe
/N^AVBE'APPHtD IN AN' POMTIOn

Will. NOT CLO<, NOR 60fV>
6.H.BtSUY^CQ- 1012 |\LC/^Hflbr 'ig^t

KARTAVERT.
HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS, RODS AND TUBINO„

For Electrical and Mechanical Purposes, "Railway Dust Guards, Washers
and Pacldngs. Patent Insulating Cleats.

RIA?nCTFACTUBEI> BY

THE KARTAVERT MANUFACTURING CO,, Wilmington, Del

A TECHNICAL
EDUCATION 50 CENTS

A WEEK.
Tbc newinstallraent plan of The International Correspondence Schools, Scranton, Pa.—the

largest and most successful institution teaching technical subjects by mail—places an education
within t lie reach of all. Students may enroll upon paying $3 in advance, the balance to be paid
at the rate of $3 a nionth. The charges are moderate and include all necessary text-books. Studies
are carried on at home without loss of time from work.

The Electrical Potfcf and liightiiig ^cUoIarsliip is a thorough course of instruc-
tion in the in.stallation, care and operation of electric light, power and railway plants designed
to meet tEie wants of busy men who wish to put into actual practice as soon as possihle the in-
formation they acquire.

The. llechanical-EIectrical Scholarship includes instruction in mechanical and
electrical engineering and is intended especially for those who wish to become designers of elec-
trical machinery.

Also 4;? courses including Steam Engineering, Mechanical Drawing, Machine Design, Civil
Tilngineering, Bookkeeping. Shorthand and English hranches.

Write for circular, stating subject in which you are interested.

THE INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS, BOX 1002, SCRANTON, PA.

R

The next time that you lose a tran<;

former or motor that the D, ^ \Hf, fUSE
opens the circuit before the dangtr
point is reached and NOT until then. 1

1

also opens a high-tension short circuii

without ARC or FLASH.

Devices for Motors, Generators, Transformers.

53 Aborn St., PROVIDENCE,

New York: J. C. Dolph & Co., 126 Liberty St

Chicago: Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.,

82 W. Jackson Boul.

Philadelphia: Vallee Bros., 625 Arch St.

Philadelphia: R'y Dept., Mayer & England.
Pittsburg: Geo. W. Provost.

Black Diamond File Works.
Est. 18C3. Inc. 18»5.

|g. &H. BARNETT COMPANY,
^ PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Twelve

Medals

Awarded at

International

Expositions.

Special

Prize

Gold Medal

at Atlanta,

1895.

OUR CiOODS ABE OIV SAI.E XS ETEBY I^EAI>lai«> BABD'tVAJEtE
STORE JUS THE BKITEI* STATES ASTO CABTAJDA.

The Zamel Arc Light Metei
AND ELECTRIC CURREHT TIMER

Is the ONLY RELIABLE DEVICE for Timing the Use of Arc Light

l-b Is F'osi-tive in l-ts Ac-fcion.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

Zamel Arc Light Meter Cp.
266 BI_UB ISI-.A,IMD A.'VE., OHIICiBWO^, IL_I_.

Approved by the National Fire Undcifwriters' Association.
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SIMPLEX INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND" AND SUBMARINE.
WESTEBN^SELUNG AGENT. Simplcx ElectHcal Company,
1 1 37 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO. 75.8! Cornhill, BOSTON, MASS.

IVI
MANUFACTURER OF

INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
F-1-EXleiL.E CORE3S A.'|MO OA.Bt.eS.

tilit XliO !iO!i NORTH THIRD (STREET. FHIIiAOF.I.PHI.4. PA.

1889—Paris Exposition,
Medal for Rubber Insulation.

1893-WorW9 Fair,
Medal for Rubber Insulation.

THRB^MHK.

THE STAWDABB FOB
BUBBFB nrsri/ATiON.

Sole Manufacturers of

Okonite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee ""'p^o'.?" Wires.

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd.
H. Ourant Checver. i

"onagers. 253 Broadway, New York.
Geo. T. Manson, Gen'l Supl-
W. H. Hodgins. Secy.

The Ansonia Electrical Co.,
^^ IM S O 1^ A., OOIMIM.,

MANirFACTUKEltS OF

SHIELD BRAND MOISTURe-PROOF
FEEDER AND LINE WIRES.

Alagnet, Office, Damp-Proof Office and Annunciator Wires.

IHIercules Trolley XA^Iro, •^^pp^'^^
Bells, Batteries, Annunciators and all House Goods Supplies.

HEADQUARTERS
RHEOSTATS!

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFG. CO:;
CHICAGO.

MOTOR ^rf^ ''"''" '^'^'' Rheostat Co.,
IHWlWn--**'

Weslfleld, N.1.,U. S. A.

RHEuSTATSa fok all ruRrosGs.

FORALL OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.
FoiQts of Superiority Over All

Other Types.

Id successful use for ten years.
Standard hitrh. Prices low. Send
for rit'scrlptive circular and testi-
monials.

The Burnley Battery & Mfg. Co.,

PAINeSVILLE, OHfO.

CONSULTING ELECTKICAL
ENGINEER.'^.

Estimates, Pians, Speciflcatlons,
Examinations, Keports, Tests.

306 Oriel Balldingr, ST. LOUIS, MO.

A. L. McRAE,

.JOHN D. CRIMMl.NS. JK., Prest. Alcatraz Electrical
Compound.

Absolutely unequaled for Insulating and
Water-proofing; not affected by Acidsor Alkalies;
elastic and durable. Alcatraz Asphalt Paint is a
tenacious and durable coating for all kinds of
metal. Samples upon application.

Ask your nearest supply house for it, or

The California Asphalt Co.,
57 EAST 39TH STREET, NEW YORK.

WESTnN ElecMcal iQ^tmBnli Co.,
""

114-120 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A,

Wesioii SUsdard Fortalile BiKct Eeadia^

Voltmeters, Milliioltmeters, Voltammeters,

Ammeters, Mllllammeters,

eroond Detectors and Circuit Testers,

Ohmmeters, Portable Galvanometers.

Our Portable Instruments are recog-

nized as The Standard the world over.

The Semi-Portable Laboratory Stand
ards are still better.

Our Station Voltmeters and Am-
meters are unsurpassed in point of ex-

treme accuracy and lowest consumption
of energy.

WMton Portable Cfalvanometer for Mention the Westebn Elkotbioiah wben writing

Brldace "Worfa. for oatalognes.

MIGIH
PARIS 1867. CHICAGO 1893. PHILADELPHIA 1876

.^WIRES AND CABLES.
^B AERIAL, UNDERGROUND,
1? SUBMARINE.

V r^W. R. BRIXEY, IMfr.

|/j/ 203 Broadway, New York,

Western Office, Marquette BIdg., Chicago, III.

CALIFORNIA ELEC. WORKS, M. DUPEROW. NEW ORLEANS ELEC. CO.,
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL. WASHINfSTON. 0. C NEW ORLEANS. U

^-'y

Standard Underground CableGo.
The Rookery, Westinghouse Biiildlnt;.

Cbicago. . .Pittsbur;:;.

iscorttandt St.,

New York City.

Eetz lluildlug. .

rhiladelplila. T*a.

Electric Cables,Gonduifs,Wires and Accessories.
Also HiKli-Cra<l>- Jtiit>l«-r Covei^rt Wires anil C'aiilcn.

THE WM.L,AKD
STORAGE

BATTERY,
HIGH DURABILITY.

PBOTEICTION GUARANTEED.
The Willard Electric & Battery Co.,

CI<KTI<:i.A»IJ>. OHIO.

Queen & Co.,
1012 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA.

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-Wirt
Switchboard instruments, X-Ray

Focus Tubes, Induction CaU5.

Insulating Paint # Varnish.
We were the first chemists In the world to

make a special study of this problem. Our long
experience and careful Investipatioo enables us
to be of service to wide-awake electricians.

I^ASSACHUSEnS CHEMICAL COMPANY,
Boston, Mass., U. S. A.

I-T-E
CIRCUIT BREAKERS

CUHER ELECTRICAL CO., PHILADELPHIA

LOW PRICE . SUCCESS WELL MADE

THE ROSS.

THe fLBCTRIC 0A5 LIGHTINO VI.
197 DEVONSHIRE- ST, BOSTON, MASS.,

^&^i^^^£:=' OFFICE AND FACTORY, SANDUSKY, 0.

AGENTS

Mayer & Englund, lo S, loth St.. Pblla., Pa.
Smith & Wallace,Hamlltoa St. . Boston. Maa«.
Arthur S. Partridge, Bank of Commeroo

Elds:.. St. Louis, Mo.
Joshua Heady Machine Works* 43 Premoat

St., 3an Francisco.
Central Electric Co.. 173 Adams St.. Chicago.
Harry M. Shaw, 120 Liberty St., New York.
Schmlnke & Newman, New Orleans* La.

'Two Balls" Adjustable Hanger.
Automatic. Perfection

ILVought,,1, f uugiii, Y
ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES, l-A. CROS

SOLE
MAKERS IN THB

U. S. A.

THE Fuel Economizer Go.,
MAIN OFFICE ANO WORKS; MATTEAWAH. H. Y.

BK-\jrcH Offices; 74 Cortlandc St, New York; :ai V.r-

cbaage Blrte., Boston, Mass.; 1340 ^tarnuett6Bldg., Chlcagf^; s-J t". ' -

Sc, Saa Fraaeieco.Cal.
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EDDY GENERATORS.
Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

Eddy Motors—Slow. Medium or High Speed.

>Ve build all nooeBsary apparatus for the tranmnlsnion of Klectrlcal
Power through factory or other hnildtncs.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.,

NEW YORK, H. B. Coho & Co., Mail and Express Building.
PHILADELPHIA, Walter C. Molntire & Co., 506 Commerce St-

BOSTON, G. M. Angier & Co., 64 Federal St.

ELMIRA, S. N. Blake.
ST. LOUIS, Western Electrical Supply Co.
KANSAS CITY, W. T. Osborn.
CINCINNATI, O., Nevada Bldg., John A. Stewart.
CHICAGO. 305 Dearborn St., Wallace & Hine. Managert,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Cal. Elec. Wks., 409 Market 81.

ELECTRIC HEATERS minimum expense.

Portable Heater for residences and offices, size 23inches long, iivi Inches
blgh, 5 inches wide. Weight 30 pounds.

Miffhest Efficiency, Simplicity, Durability, Production Guaranteed.
Our Street Car Heaters lead all competitors.

Send for new illustrated circular.

Heatlog coils renewed like incandescent lamps. Constructed for any voltage. Work on direct
or alternating- current. Consumes 6. 8 amperes on no volt current, i. 5 on 500 volt current.

THE GLOBE ELECTRIC HEATING CO.,
-47 North 12th

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

NA/HEIM IN NEED OF"

Electrical Supplies
OF ALL KINDS, ASK US FOR PRICES. WILL
MAKE LOWEST QUOTATIONS AND THE VERY
PROMPTEST SHIPMENTS

RELIABLE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.

236^

3

E. MadisonSt.

CHICAGO.

Makers No Noise, flakes Money,

nay we send our Illustrated circulars?

A Convenient Dynamo.
In the old days dynamos were built to look mysterious and awe-inspiring.

They were complicated, clumsy, inefficient.

THE WARREN DYNAMO is simple in design and construction, and
is easily understood. It may be connected in various ways for different volt-

ages, without in any manner changing the machine or requiring new coils.

It may be connected for a no or 220 volt and used without transformer for

short distances, or for 1,000 or 2,000 volts with transformer for long distance

transmission, or it iwill operate a no-volt circuit and a 1,000 volt circuit at

the same time.

WARREN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,

Sandusky, Ohio.
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^
We have completed our new manufacturing plant, which enables us to reduce the selling price of the

PIONEER ENCLOSED ARC LAMP.
We offer the consumer the benefit of this, in the shape of a reduction from $30 to $25 per lamp.

Manufactured under Basic Enclosed Arc Lamp Patents of L. B. Marks, Marks-Ransom and others

ELECTRIC ARC LI6HT CO., 150 Nassau St.. New York,

YOUR SUPPLY MAINTAINED FOR 12c.

LAMPS
Efficient, Long-Lived and

Guaranteed Satisfactory.

Write us before making another contract. We are THE
Lamp Renewing Company 3'ou have heard of.

Lynn Incandescent Lamp Co., Lynn, Mass.

GORDON PRIMARY CELL.
For Open and Closed Circuit Work.

The Perfect, Modern, Longest Lived and Most Economical
Cell Ever Put on the Market.

In use by tlie leading cities, railroads, telephone and gas engine
companies.

WE CLAIM:—Constant discharge of current without polari-
zation; no local action; no noxious gases or fumes; no acids; least
labor for operation; cleanest; not freezing at 2S° below zero; eco-
nomic value 50 per cent, greater than gravity cell, and 30 per cent,
greater than best other cell in market. For No. i cell, 250 ampere
hours; for No. 2 eeh, 100 ampere hours; on open circuit, .9 to 1

volt; on closed circuit, .65 to ^Va volt. SendfnreireularandpriceUst.

THE GORDON -BDRNHAM BATTERY CO,
82 to 86 West Broadway, New York City.

QEO.W. PATTERSON. 1114 Marquette Bid?., Chicago, III.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Advance Pkg. 4 Sup. Co
American Battery Co ..... xv
American El. Meter Uo—
Amer. El. Telep.Co xvl

American Elec. Works... xiii

American Engine Co siv

Amer. Impulse Wheel Co. xr
Amer. Reflector & Ltg. Co. ii

American Rheostat Co— ix

Ansonia Electrical Co i

Armorite Int. Conduit Co. xi

Bain, Foree ." ...xiii

BakerA Co xii

Ball Engine Co xviil

BarnetlCo., G. AH xxil

Bealy & Co.,Chas. H xxli

Boiler Expurgator Co
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.. vil

Brady, T. H xxli

Brixey, W. R 1

Broughton.H. P xli

Bryant Electric Co
Buckeye Electric Co
Burnley Batt. & Mfg. Co. i

California Asphalt Co l

Card Electric Co xli

Central Electric Co v
Central Mfg. Co
Central Tel. & Elec. Co...

C. B. AQ. R. R svi
Chicago Edison Co iv, xlv

ChlcagoEl. AStereo. Co.. xiii

Chicago Ins. Wire Co
C.,M. ASt. P. R. R xlv

Clonbrock St. B.Co xviii

Commercial El. Sup. Co.. vlii

CornmanCo xiv

Crouse-Hlnds Elec. Co. .
.

Crown Woven Wire Brush
Co xii

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co. i

Cutter El. A Mfg. Co i

D. & W. Fuse Co xxli

Davis A Son, I. B xx
DaytonGlobelronWks.Co. xx
DelawareHard Fibre Co. ..xxii

Diamond Elec. Co xi

Diamond State PiOre Co. xii

DlehlMfg. Co vil

Dlzon Crucible Co., Jos. . xx

Eastern Elec. Cable Co
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co 11

Edison Lamp Dept
Electrical Exchange. The. xiv

Electrical Exhibition Co.

Elec. Appliance Co xii

Electric Arc Light Co lit

Elec. Gas Lighting Co 1

Electric Storage Batt. Co .

Electrician Pub. Co. xix, xx
Elliott. W. H. Elec. Co.... xiv

Emerson EI. Mfg. Co xii

Empire China Works xvi

Faries Mfs Co xxli

Farr Tel. & Cons. Supply
Co xvii

Poos Gas Engine Co xviii

For Sale Advertisements., xiv

Fort Wayne El. Corp .... xii

Fuel Economizer Co 1

Garlock Packing Co xviii

Garvin Machine Co., The .

General Electric Co x x i

Gen'l Inc. Arc Light Co...

Globe Elec. Heating Co.. 11

Gordon-Burnham Bat. Co. Hi

Hart A Hegeman Mfg. Co. xviii

Hill, W. S. Electric Co ... . xv
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.... xiii

Hodge, Walsh & Loring. xiv

Holmes Fibre- Graph. Co.

Holmes, Pyott A Co xiv

Huebel A Manger xvli

Intemat'l Cor. Schools., xii

Iron-Clad Rheostat Co. . . I

K. A W. Company, The.... v

Kartavert Mfg. Co
Keystone Elec. Inst. Co.. xiii

Kokomo Tel.AEl.Mfg Co. xvii

Kusel, D. A., Tel. & El.
Mfg. Co xvii

Leclanche Battery Co xv
Leffel A Co., James xx
Leonard, Ward, Elec. Co..

Lindsley Bros
Link Belt Machinery Co.

Locke, Pred. M
Lockvpood Long Dist. Tel.

& Tel. Co. of America . .

.

Lombard Water Wh. G. Co.

L. P. A D. Transmitter Co

Lynn Inc. Lamp Co

Main Belting Co
ManhattanGen'lCons. Co .

.

Mankowitz. Samuel
Mansfield Tem. Cop. Co...

Mass. Chemical Co
McKinlock A Camp, Agts,

McLennan A Co., K
McRae. A. L
Meysenburg A Badt

Mica Insulator Co
Mo. Tel. Mfg. Co
MltchellTemp, Copper Co.

Mouon R. R
Moore, Alfred F
MunsellACo., Eugene..

National India Rubber Co.

National Tube Works Co.

New York Ins.Wire Co..

.

Northern Elec. Mfg. Co. .

.

Northwestern Tel. Mfg. Co.

Nott A Co., A. D

Ohio Electric Works
Okonite Co., The
Otto Gas Engine Wks, . .

.

X Vll

xiii

xl\

xxli

i

, XV

xvi

xi

xvii

xiv

xlli

i

PaisteCo., H. T xv

Partrlck A Carter Co x t i i

Partridge Carbon Co I

Peerless Rubber Mfg.Co.. xii

Pelton Water Wheel Co . xi
Peoples' Electric Co xxli

Perrizo A Sons xv

Peru Elec. Mfg. Co xxli
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HARDTMIITH CORED CARBONS for Direct and Alternating Current

ARO l-AIVIRS HABIRSHAW AND G. E. CO.'S |

t WIRES AND CABLES. t

AMERICAN CARBON CO.'S Plain and Coated
CARBONS FOR SERIES ARC LIGHTING.

^ CKiioago Edisc
FgENERAL WESTERN AGENTS, j

-w^- -.w«s'-' —^-«-^-
-
-^^.,

1 .1 DEALERS IN ELECTRIC LIGHTING SUPPLIES,
HABIRSHAW AND Q. E. CO.'S

WIRES AND CABLES. .139 Adams Street, CHICAGO.

Dry Batteries.
A HIGH-GRADE BATTERY

AT A FAIR PRICK.
I have made 1,250,000 dry batteries for other com-

panies, am now makincf llie '*New Standard" for

myself, the result of over eight years' close study, and
is absolutely the highest grade on the market.

Specially constructed for all open circuit work;
will guarantee it is beyond comparison with any other
cell for

Economical Telephone Service.
Give it a trial, be convinced and begin to save

money on battery account. A comparative test with
any other battery will prove above statement correct.

Please tvrite for Prices and Trade l>i8counts.

S59 Greenwich IStreet,

NE:^A/^ YORK.WILLIAM ROCHE,
Agents wanted in all leading cities.

THE

Storey
Motors.

Iron-clad. Completely Closed
In. Dust and Moisture
Proof. No External Mag-
netism.

Specially Adapted for Direct
Connection to Machinery.

Special Direct Current Motors for All Classes of Work.

THE STOREY MOTOR & TOOL CO.,

ArD"'FA''c7JR^^ 212-226 ionic St., t^A^/r^fsS:) Philadelphia, Pa.

BRAXni FACTORY: Hamilton, Canada.

i

Cable address, Storey, Fliiladelphia. ABC Code used.

mmnm h babt
^-r-.

(INCORPORATED),
?

CONTRACTING AND CONSULTING

CABLE ADDRESS, MEYSENBADT.
ABC CODE.'

Telephone, Harrison.,^45.

CONSULTING
EXGIXEEBS,

Estimates, Plans,

Specifications,

Supervision,

Tests,

Reports.

ENGINEERS,
1504 Monadnock Block, Chicago.

Experts in Patent Causes—Twenty Years' Experience.

.TRADE MARK-

EliECTBIC
Railways,

Lighting,

Power,
nining,

Electrolysis.

IVIanufs ic-tu
REPRESENTING

The Weston Electrical Instrument
Co., makers of the world-known
Weston Instruments.

Mr. Hugo
"Electra'
Carbons.

Reisinger, Importer of

highest grade Nuernberg

The Ward Leonard Electric Co.,

makers of the well-known Leonard
and Carpenter Rheostats, Starting
Boxes, Theater Dimmers, Circuit
Breakers, etc.

The Helios Electric Co., makers of

the best Open Arc Lamps and En-
closed Arc Lamps, both for direct

and alternating currents. Series

Enclosed Arc Lamps for Power
and Railway Circuits, Etc.

The Excelsior Electric Co., for their

Electro-plating, Electrotyping and
Electrolytic Dynamos.

The K. & W. Company, makers of

the Hardy Incandescent Lamp and
K. & W. Specialties.

Prices, terms, etc., exactly as if dealing with the home offices.

Mention tlic M'cstern EIeo<riri»n tvlien writing' for Catalogues or Information.
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That waving effect,

while desirable artistically, is deplorable when applied to transmis-

sion lines.

Tape is designed to insulate and protect joints, not to wave

in the air; you can get the "wavy effect," if desired, by migratory

kite tails.

Manson tape sticks and stays stuck;

the longer it stays the tighter it sticks.

Okonite Tape for Insulation—Manson Tape for Protection.

Central Electric Company,
•73=*75 Adams St, Chicago.

Webster Said...,

That HARDY means

BOLD, BRAVE, STOUT, RESOLUTE, IN=

TREPID, and this well defines the

Hardy Incandescent Lamp
And the company that makes it.

BOLD in asserting that the lamp is the best made.

BRAVE in its wilHngness to prove it at its own expense.

STOUT in affirming the lamp's sustained candle power.

RESOLUTE in maintaining high grade at any cost.

INTREPID in braving competition.

TO PROVE IT we wMI send you by express,

charges prepa?d, a dozen i6 C.-P. lamps, any
base, any voltage, from 45 V. to 125 V., for

$2.16. Agents wanted. Write for prices.

The K. & W. Company,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Incandescent Lamps and Electrical Supplies,

PITTSFIELD, MASS.

THE5UN& ITS PROXY!

When the 5ur\ ^ails Mou

Over 200 Styles l^etiectors.and 5hddes.

W\^ee\er H^^ledor Co.

E4\Ydsliin^ton3t Boston THeibs.
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Perfection Dro p

Elevator Annunciators.

XEVEK FAIL TO ^VOKK.
Are not affected by jars.

Fi'i'iel>t alloivod
to <Miioat;o on
all orders.

PRICES RIGHT FOR QUALITY.

The S-W Arc Light Radiators.

BRILLIANT AND ECONOMICAL.

Absolutely free from side shadows, or those cast

by flying insects.

Diffuses light uniformly.

Easily attached and detached.

Can be cleaned without removal and arc prac-

tically indestructible.

Made for all styles of arc lamps.

Send for descriptive circular and prices.

Will give exclusive agency to responsible house
in principal cities.

Star Electric Company,
279 Front St., Binghamton, N. Y.

SHADOWLESS RADiATOR IVIFG. CO..

FARIBAULT, MINN. j|

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS
Accamulatore.
American Battery Co.

Electric Storage Battery Co.

WlUard El. & Battery Co.

Ajmnnciators.
Ansonla Electrical Co.

Central Electric Co.

Commercial El. Supply Co.

Bleotrlo Appliance Co.

Partrick & Carter Co.

Proctor-Raymond Mig- Co.

Reliable Eiec Supply Co.

: Star Eleclilc Company.

Are Lamps.
Central Electric Go.

. Commercial El. Supply Co.

DleWMfg. Co.
• Eleotrio Arc Llgnt Co.

Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.

General Electric Co.

Gen-1 IDC, Arc Light Co.

. Manhattan Gen'l Cons. Co.

Meysenburg A Baat.

Puritan Electric Co.

Westlnghouse El. A MIg- Co.

Arc riglit Cord.
Central Electric Co.

Samson Cordage Wits.

Batteries and Jars.
Ansonla Electrical Co.

Burnley Batt. & MIg. Co.

Central Electric Co.

Chicago Edison Co.

Commercial El. Supply Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

Elec. Gas LightlnE Co.

Gordon-Burnham Battery Co
^fllanohe Battery Co., The.
Ohio Electric Works.
Partrlok A Carter Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.

Roche, William.

BeUs.
, ^

Central Electric Co.

Commercial El. Supply Co.

Eleotrio Appliance Co.

Huebel & Manger.
Ohio Electric works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Proctor-Raymond Mfg. Co.

Reliable Elec. Supply Co.

Beitiiu:.
LlnkBelt Machinerv Co.

L. P. & D. Transmitter Co,

Main Belting Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Bhulti Belting Co.

BeUers. „ „ „
Olonbrook Steam Boiler Co.

Books. Electrical.
Sleotrlolan Publishing Co.

BViiHlies. . ^
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Crown Woven W. Brush Co.

Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

K. &. W. Company.
Partridge Carbon Co.

BorslST Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Cables (See Insulated Wires.)
Cables, fllectric (See Insu-
lated Wires), Copper,
Sheet and Bar.
American Elec. Works.
Brliey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
General Electric Co.
Mankowitz, Sam'l.
Moore. Alfred F.
New York Ins. Wire Co.

Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Carbons,PointsA Plates.
Advance Pkg. & Sup. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Gen'l Inc. Arc Light Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.
Relalnger. Hugo.
Schlff, Jordan A Co.
Washington Carbon Co,

Compound.
Boiler Espurgator Co.
Central Electric Co.
Qallfornia Asphalt Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
K. & W. Company.
Mass. Chemical Co.

McLennan & Co., K.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.

Condnit and Conduits.
Armorite Interior Cond. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Construction & Repairs.
Chicago Edison Co.
Crouse-Hlnds Elec. Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Elliott, W. H. Elec. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Hodge. Walsh A Loring.
McRae, A. It.

Roth Bros. & Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
Sprague Elec. Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.

Contractors and Electric
Usbt Plants.
Bam. Force.
Broughton. H. P.
Card Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
McRae, A. L.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Peoples Electric Co.

,

Roth Bros. & Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse Elec & Mfg Co.

Conveyors.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.

Copper.
Besly & Co.. Chas. H.
Mansfield Temp. Copper Co.
Mitchell Temp. Copper Co.

Copper IVlres.
American Electrical Works.
Besly& Co., Chas H.
Briiey, W. R.
Central Eleotrio Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Mankowitz, Sam'l.
National India Rubber Co.
OkoniteCo.,The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Cordase.
Central Electric Co.
Samson Cordage Wki.

Correspondence Schools'
Int. Correspond. Schools.

Crookes' Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Edison Lamp Dept.

Cross-Anns, Fins and
Brackets.
Brady, T. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Farr Tel. & Cons. Sup. Co.
Locke, Fred. M.

Cut-Outs and S\rltcbes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
CrousB-Hinds Elec. Go.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
General Elec. Co.
Hart & Kegeman Mfg. Co.
Hill. W. S. Hleotric Co.
K. & W- Company.
Mankowitz, Sam'l.
PalBte Co., H. T.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Wagner Eleo. Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg.Co.

Dynamos.
American Engine Co.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.

Fi. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Hobart Elec Mfg. Co.
Mankowitz, Sam'l.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Nott &Co., A. D.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warner, Wm. F.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Wright, Wm.

JBconomlzers, Fuel.
Fuel Economizer Co.

Electric Heat's App's.
Central Electric Co.
Globe Electric Heating Co.

Electric meters.
American El. Meter Co.
Zamel Arc Light Meter Co.

Electric Bailvrays.
General Electric Co.
Sprague Eiec. Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and Wecbanl-
cal Eugineers.
Bain. Foree.
Broughton, H. P.
McRae, A. L.
Sargent & Lundy.

Electrical Instrnments.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Crouse-Hlnds Elec. Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Keystone El. Instrument Co.
Mankowitz, Sam'l.
Meysenburg & Badt.
Paiste Co.. H. T.
Queen & Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Electrical Specialties.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Crouse-Hlnds Elec. Co.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Paiste Co., H. T.
Peru Eleo. MIg. Co.
Vought, M. I.

Electro-KIagnets.
Varley Duplex-Magnet Co.

Electro-Plating mach'y.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
General Electric Go.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Nott &Co., A. D.
Roth Bros. & Co.

Enfflnes, Oas.
Foos Gas Engine Co.
Otto Gas Engine Wks.
Prouty Co. The.

Engrlnes, Steam.
American Engine Co.
Ball Engine Co.

Fan Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
DiehlMfg.Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Farr Tel. & Cons. Sup. Co.
General Electric Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Wagner Electr!c Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Feed IVater Heaters.
Daris & Son, I. B.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Diamond State Fibre Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.

FUes.
Barnett Co., G. A H,
Central Electric Co,

Fixtures, El. A Comb'n.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Fnses.
D. A. W. Fuse Co.

Fuse TVlre.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Oo.

Gaskets.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.
Robertson A Sons. Jas. L.

Gas Llsliiins:, Electric.
Central Electric Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Gears.
Besly A Co.. Chaa. H.
Central Electric Co.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.

General Elec. Supplies.
Ansonla Electrical Co.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Crou.se-Iiinds Elec. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hodge. Walsh A Loring.
Hill, W. S Electric Co.
K. A W. Company.
Mankowitz, Sam'l.
McKInlock it Camp, Agts.
Ohio Electric Works.
Paiste Co.,H. T.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.

Globes and Electrical
Glassn^are.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Wheeler Reflector Co.

GoT'nors. TFater Wheel.
LombardWaterWheel Gv.Co.

Graphite Specialties.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Flbre-Graphite Co.

Hansrer Boards.
K. A W. Company.

Induction Coils.
Central Electric Co.
Queen A Co.

Insulators and Insulat-
ing: Materials.
Ansonia Electrical Co.
Brixey, W. R.
Bryant Eleotrio Co,
California Asphalt Co.
Central Electric Oo.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Ciouse-Hinds Elec. Co.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Diamond State Fibre Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Empire China Works.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
K. A W. Company.
Locke, Fred. M.
Mankowitz, Sam'l,
Mass. Chemical Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co.. The.
Paiste Co.. H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
PhlUlpa Insulated Wire Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co,
Simplex Electrical Co-
Standard Underground O. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.

Insulated Wires and
Cables—9Iaenet Wires.
American Electrical Works.
Brixey. W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Mankowitz, Sam'l.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Junction Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.

I^amp Adjusters.
Fanes Mfg. Co.
Voug)it. M. I.

White Co.. O. C.

Iianips, Alternating:.
Puritan Electric Co.

liamps. Incandescent.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Sunply Co.
Edison Lamp Dept.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co..

K. A W. Company.
Lynn Incandescent Lp. Co.
Mey&enburg a, Badt
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Sawyer-ManElec. Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Ligrhtning Arresters.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Go.

Dlagnet W^ire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

Hechanical machinery.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Garvin Machine Co., The.
Link-Bolt Machinery Co.
Robertson A Sons. Jas. L.
Stilwell-Blerce Smith-Valle.

9Iica.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Munsell Si Co., Eugene.

niinine: Apparatus, Elec.
General Electric Co.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

motors.
American Engine Co.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Manicowitz. Sam'l.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Peoples Electric Co.
Roth Bros. A Co.
Sargent A Lundy.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Storey Motor A Tool Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Williams. J. P.
Wright, Wm.

PacbJlng.
Besly A Co. Chas. H.
Garlock Packing Co.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfe. Co.
Robertson & Sons, Jas. L.

Paints.
California Asphalt Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Mass. Chemical Co.

Phosphor Bronze.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co.Ltd.

Platinum.
Baker A Co.

Poles.
Central Mfg. Co.
Lindsley Bros.
National Tube Works Co.
Perrlzo A Sons.
Point Marion Mfg. Co.
Stone Lumber Co.

Porcelain.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Empire China Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Radiators.
Shadowless Radiator Mfg.Co.

Refiners.
SwartB Metal Refining Co.

Reflectors.
Amer. Reflector A Ltg. Co.
Shadowless RadlatorMfg. Co.

Wheeler Reflector Co.

Re-Winding—Repairs.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Elliott, W, H. Elec. Co.
Hodge, Walsh A Loring.

Rheostats.
American Rheostat Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Iron Clad Rheostat Co.
Leonard, Ward, Elec. Co.
Meysenburg A Badt.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Second-Hand 9Iachin-y.
Cornman Co.
Electrical Exchange. The.
Elliott, W. H. Elec. Co.
Hodge, Walsh & Loring.
Holmes, Pyott A Co.
Wright, Wm.

Shades.
Amer. Reflector A Ltg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Wheeler Reflector Co.

Spark Arresters.
K. & W. Company.

Speaking: Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Keystone El. Instrument Co,
Queen & Co.
Robertson & Sons, Jas. L.

Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.

Steel Pipe.
National Tube Works Co.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Willard El. A Battery Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical Works.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
New York Insulated Wire Co
Okonite Co., The.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.

Telephones, Telephone
material and Switch-
boards.
American El. Telephone Co.
Central Electric Co.
Central Tel. A Elec. Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co
Farr Tel. A Cons. Sup. Co.
Kokomo Tel. A El. Mfg. Co.
Kusel. D.A.Tel.AEl. Mfg.Co.
Lockwood T. A T. Co. of Am.
Mo. Tel. Mfg. Co.
N. W. Tel. Mfg. Co.
Rawson Electric Co.
Standard Tel. A El. Co.
Stromberg-Carlson Tl.M.Co.
Taber A Mayer.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western Tel. Cons. Co.

Transformers.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diamond Elec. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation
General Electric Co.
Roth Bros. A Oo.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Oo.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co

Trolley Cord.
Central Electric Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Trucks, Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Turbine and ^Vater
Wheels.
Am. Impulse Wheel Co.

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co
Leffel&Co., Jas.
Pelton Wat»r Wheel Co.
Smith Co., S. Morgan.
Stilwell-Blaww Smith-Valle.

Wire, Bare.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.

Standard Underground C. Co
Washburn A Moen Mfg. Co.

XRay Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial Bl. Supply OQ.

Edison Lamp Dept.
Qneen b Qo>

i
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IMPROVED ENCLOSED ARC LAMPS
Highest Develooment in Mechanical and Electrical Design.

»

For Constant
Potential Circuits.
Simplest Feeding
Mechanism.

Best Device for
Trimming and Cleaning
Inner Globe, Reducing
Breakage of Inner
Globes to a
Minimum.

Outdoor
Lamps Equipped
With Reflectors.

Finished in Many
New and Handsome
Styles, as follows:

Oxidized Copper
Bronze Finish,
Oxidized Brass,
Ebony Finish,
Gold Lacquer
Iridescent Finish,
Antique Finish.

All Indoor
Lamps Equipped
With Switches.

VIA.DE BY

DIEHL MANUFACTURING CO
I

361-563 Broadway, NEW YORK.
Showrooms" 128-1.32 Essex St., BOSTOIT.

< 193-194 Van Bmen St., CHK^AGO.
Mai» Office artworks;! S^^^5«^;!;P°:*'

WM. F. BOSSERT, Pres. H. P. GROUSE, V.-Pres. FRANK G. SCOFIELD, Sec'y and Treas.

Send for Catalogue "D."

»l_I^^IM^I
UTICA, N. Y.

^rri .As^ri-fcs.
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AD. STUDIO.

BY SPECIAL REQUEST!

"Gladys"
-A Sun=kissed Violet.

Commercial Electrical Supply Co.,

L.0UIS.
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A

ON

FOR ENCLOSED LONG-BURNING ARC LAMPS

A

UNEQUALLED IN QU

AND EFFICL

B^L:UTELY STEADY
^"^"ILLIANT LIGHT. N

HUGO REI SINGER'^ 38 BRAVERV/'nEW YORK.

WHEN YOU BUY A MOTOR see that you get an
AMERICAN Rheostat with it.

Our Rheostats are unsurpassed either in workmanship
or general finish throughout, and operate more satisfactorily

than others.

WRITE US FOR CIRCULARS AND PRICES OF OUR

Automatic Motor Starters, Elevator Controllers,
Field Regulators, Crane Controllers,
Speed Controllers, Automatic Overload Starters,

Pump Controllers,

RHEOSTATS FOR ANY PURPOSE.

American Rheostat Co., Milwaukee, wis.

IRON BOX BELL.

Cannot GetOut of Adjustment*,

fPATENTS PENDINO.)
The engraylng illustrates tue bell full size and without ooTer.

Gong cannot turn or loosen, and therefore always remains in right striking position for hammer.
Contact post and screw once in adjustment MUST always remain so. No bothersome checknut.
Armature pivoted on brass pin in brass supports, giving free, positive movement. No wabbling, sticking or magnetizing.
Adjusting and contact spring is made of one piece PHOSPHOR-BRONZE, spring giving a positive double ad-

justment and perfectly balanced armature movement.
Slotted binding posts. Riveted contacts and all iron parts and screws copper plated.

If your supply house does not carry the MARLO iii stock, write us, and wa will give you the names of those in your
vicinity that do, or we will be pleased to fill your order direct.

PROCTOR-RAYMOND MFG. CO..
^ '^'°

'

BUFFALO, N. Y.
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:bJ!n!!?!r?!f?!n!f!ff?!rf!fr!f?!??!nm!f?!t?!n!!r!fr!f?!f?!r?!n !!?!?? !!?&S

5^ The lately organized Sprague Electric Co, has taken up its ^
9^ permanent abode in the C^Z
^/^ ^^'^

I Commercial Cable Bldg., 20 and 22 Broad St., |
•W -r^^

l:c: From whence will shortly issue catalogues, circulars, pictorial, ::CZ

^ diagrammatic and other announcements concerning :::cZ

^ the wares of the ^

i SPRAGUE ELECTRIC ELEVATOR CO., I
t^ And the ^

Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.
f

As well as of certain lines of new electric work which the com-

pany has secured the control of and which it is preparing to put

upon the market with all possible dispatch.

Inquiries as to Interior conduits and Lundell motors should

be addressed to the INTERIOR CONDUIT & INSULATION
CO., 20 and 22 Broad Street, New York, and inquiries as to

Sprague Electric Elevators, the new Lundell Dynamos, or in re-

spect to Sprague's new system of Multiple Unit Railway Con-

trol, should be addressed to SPRAGUE ELECTRIC CO., 20
and 22 Broad Street, New York.

-j^^*^
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Euaxira F. PHiiiUPa, Freit, F. N. FHiiiiiiPS, Treai. W. H. Sawtbr, Secy.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PBOVIDESICE, K. I.

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

New Yokk Store. P. C. Ackerman. 10 Cortlaudt St.

Chicago Store, F. E. DoDOlioe. 241 Madison St.

Montreal Brakoh. Eunene F. I'lillllps' Electrical Works.

THI OIML-Y

WATER = WHEEL GOVERNOR
GOVERNS.

Waterville & Fairfield Railway & Light Co., )

Waterville, Me., Jan. 18, 1896. )

Lombard Water-Wheel Governor Co., Boston, Mass.
Gentlemen:—In regard to your Type C governor, which is regulating for us

aur two Hercules Wheels, which give power to operate our Light Plant, Street
R. R. and Power Generator, we are frank, to admit that the machine does its work
admirably. We have no hesitancy in recommending it to those in want of a
governor. (Signed)

I. C. LiEBY, President Waterville & Fairfield R. R. & L. Co.

LOMBARD WATER-WHEEL GOVERNOR CO.,
61 Hampshire St., BOISTOK. MASS.

The Handsomest
Pack of playinfi cards are sent to everyone sending us two 5-lb.

or one 10-lb. labels cut from the front of "Ettreka" Packing
boxes. An artist's model posed for the
JOKER; the ace and backs are special
designs. You know '"Eureka." It's

be' 'er than any other. Try Eureka

• INDICATORS. •
If we can alt'ord to sell vou on very easy terms, can't you afford to buy?
Send for catalogue and "installment terms. We have twenty-five ottier

high grade specialties.

JAS. L ROBERTSON & SONS,
a04 Falton Street, Xew Xork,

13 Pearl Street, Boston.

Keystone Electrical

Instrument Co.,
9th St. & Montgomery Ave.

PHILADELPHIA.
Switchboard Instrument'

For Central Stations anti

Isolated Plants.

Ifew Tork, 15 Cortlandt Street.
Clilcago, 1440 Monadnock Bldg

Foree Bain,
Consulting Engineer,

Electricity, Mechanics,

Solicitor of Patents
Expert in patent causes.

Suite 1657-59 rionadnock Bldg:,, - Chicago*

'Tarapn" Power Motors.
Estimates Fnrnished for

Small Motors and

Motor-Dynamos.

Iron Clad; No External

Magnetism; Dust and

Moisture Proof.

it, i. i, i. * and 1

horse power.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND DISCOUNTS.

J. P. Williams, Gen'l Agl, 39 Cortlandt St., New York.

We Give Something for Nothing.

SEIVD FOR THE

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN'S

HOLIDAY OFFER
TO XETV l§ilJBI§CRIBER8.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 Marquette Building, Chicago.

ELECTROMAGNETS.
THE VARLEY DUPLEX-MAGNET CO.,

J 138 Seventh Street,
I JERSEY CITY, K. J.

Steel Dynamos and Motors. 8,

15. 20. 35, 50, 100, 200, 300 and
500-Iight maebines. "i, i, 2, 3,

5. 10, 15, 30 and 50 h. p. mo-
tors. State what you want

^ and get our prices before or-

dering.
THE HOBART ELECTRIC MFG. CO., - Troy, Ohio.

ELECTROTYPES.
CHICAGO ELECTRO. & STEREO. CO.,

149-155 Plymouth Place, Chicago.

,^anufecnjrEr)|)ARTRIGK£/?ARTER rO. elec™al

"Dealers ri25So.2ndSt.V)PHILADA.V)PA. goods.

VTe are headquarters for the goods that pay the
profit. Send for prices to tlie trade, and onr
nvw catalogue, jnst issued. We ivant agents.

$6 Bicycle Lights.

$2.50.

$1.50 Battery Lamp.
ITsed with drv hafteries

Ohio Electric Works, Cleveland, O.
$1.50 Student

Lamp.
For actd or storage

battery.

Frederick Sargent. A. D. Lundy. Martin J. Insull.

SARGENT 1^ LUNDY,
e:imgiime:e:rs,

13 and 15 Monadnock Block, CHICACO, ILL.

EVERYTHINB IN WIRE.
BARE AND INSULATED.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF JHE "CHICAGO" RAIL BOND.

WASHBURN ^ IViOEN MFC. CO.,
BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES: New York, Chicago, San Francisco, Houston, Philadelphia;

Pittsburg, Boston. .

WEATHERPROOF WIRE.
COMPLETE STOCK CARRIED BY

Western Electric Co,, New York.

Electric Appliance Co., CMcago.

Pettingell Andrews Co., Boston.

Electrical Engineering Co., Minneapolis.

St. Louis Electrical Supply Co., St. Louis.

Tie Bradford Belting Co,, Cincinnati.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.,

Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET, R. I.
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WANTED.
Competeut house and outside wirenmn; also

must untlorstand trlmmlnp: lamps and keeping
them In riMialr. Steady work for rlplit man. Ad-
dress, statniK expt'rkince and reference,

Fairmont Electric Liglit and Power Co.,

FAIRMONT, W. VA.

TO ECONOMIC MANUFACTURERS OF IN-

SULATED WIRE.

A works manager ofTers his services, who can
furnish his ow ii privale sniid-cnre rut)ber stocks

for ;inv ^;^ade of work. MMxtiiivs for "wrather-
prool"";i[)d "ruiisMrs," di>-^it,Mis for all Uiiicis of
insuiatlUK iiuichiues. .SL-ieutiric nietliods ol hnd-
Ing costs of manufacture. More than ten years'
experience over a wide field. Correspondence
only with principals. Address "ECONOMIC,"
care Western Electrician, 510 Marquette
Bldfi., Chicago.

Wanted—To Exchange.
Pins, Brackets and Cross-Arms for

few Engines and Boilers. Address

P. 0. Box 895. Knoxville. Tenn.

POSITION WANTED.
An experienced electrical engineer, at present

connected wltli a muitipliase power transmis-
sion plant, liaving a thorough experience with
incandescent and arc lig;hting and railway ap-
paratus, and seeing no immediate prospect of
advancement, desires to find position as super-
intendent with some company tliat can reason-
ably promise advancement according to worth.
Address "A. A^" care Western Elec-
TKICIAN510 Marquette Bidg., Chicago.

\A/^A.IMTI£D.
ARMATURES TO REWIND.
Winders direct from T.-H. and Westinghouse
shops. Work guaranteed. Ten years' experience.
Light plants Installed complete. Send for prices.

HODCE, WALSH & LORINC,
531 Delaware, Kansas City, mo,

Second=fland Engines.

for sale cheap by The American Engine Co.,

builders of the American-Ball Engines and Elec-

trical Machinery, Bound Brook, N. J.

FOR SALE.
Six new 50-light 110 volt dynamos,

compound wound; sliding bases. Guar-

anteed first-class. $85 each, cash.

HOLnES, PYOTT & CO..

13 North Jefferson Street, Chicago,

For Sale Cheap.
One A-30 T.-H. Alternator 1,000 v. Ironclad

Armature with Exciter and Switcliboard, with
all instruments complete. One 45 k. w. Stand-
ard Generator 500 v. Compound Wound. One
15 h.-p. 500 V Detroit motor. One 15 h.-p. 500 V
Commercial motor. One .50 light l.L'OO c. p. Arc
Dynamo Standard. Ono301ighti,200c. p. Arc D y
namoSperry. WILLIAM WRIGHT, 939 Monadnock-
BuUding, Chicago.

Stilwell's Patent s^^fL Water Purifier.
Removes all Impurities.

ENTIRELY PREVENTS SCALE IN STEAM

BOILERS. Catalogue on Application.

Tlie Stilwell-Bierce & SfflitH-^aile Co,,

DAYTON, OHIO.

BUY YOUR BOOKS
FROM THE

Electrician Pub. Co., 5 10 Marquette BIdg., Chicago,

BMW "eaMSMA r/aA/
"

^ eietritnftL BAftcAtti tiMse
*¥i so ft-fMTej*sr.^/tM^A^/%

ST.CLAIR HOTEL
AMERICAN PLAN,

Sixth, Mound and Kenyon Streets,

CINCINNATI, O.

All modern conveniences; rooms en suite:
private baths; excellent cuisine. For transient
and resident guests. Coolest and cleanest place
in the city. Atmosphere of home.

LEWIS KENNEDY & SON.

:COIMD-HA.IMD
Direct current dynamos of 350, 700, 735, 800, 810, 900, 1,075, 1,330, 1,610 and 3,500 lights capacity.
Alternating current dynamos of 750, 900, 1,300, and 3,000 lights capacity.
Arc dynamos 30, 34, 30, 40, 50 and 60 lights, both 1,300 and 3,000 c. p.
Engines, 50, 75, 85, lOO, 115, 135, 150, 175 and 300 h. p.
Boilers, lOO, 350, 375 and 500 h. p.
Heaters, 150 and 1,000 h. p.
Pumps, all sizes.

\VBITE FOB PARTICtr£iAJCS AND PRICES.

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY, 139 Adams Street, Chicago.

Second hand Arc Lamps of different manu-
facture; good as new and thoroughly tested:
also, Arc and Incandescent Dynamos and other
electrical apparatus.
Always in the market for scrap Dynamos,

Motors, Wire, Copper, burned out Incandes-
cent Lamps and Lamp bases, etc. AddressTHE
CORNIIAN C031PAJWY, 1134 HamiltonSt.,
Cleveland, Ohio,

BARGAINS

!

SEND FOR THE LATEST

ELECTRICAL BULLETIN.
The Largest and Best Lot of Bargains in

Electrical Merchandise Ever
Offered.

The Electrical Exchange,
1 66-1 74 S. CLINTON ST.. CHICAGO.

Long Distance Telephone Express 744.

reCCt The Chicago, Milwaukee

f7\ »\ & St. Paul Railway com-
*^^Cl€ili/Ciy pany owns and operates

6,151 miles of road. It owns and operates

its own Sleeping Cars and Dining Cars,

and its service is first-class in every re-

spect. It traverses the best portion of the

States of Illinois, Wisconsin, Northern

Michigan, Iowa, Missouri, Minnesota, South

Dakota and North Dakota. It runs vesti-

buled, electric-lighted trains between Chi-

cago, St. Paul and Minneapolis, and be-

tween Chicago and Omaha and Sioux City,

and solid trains between Chicago and Kan-
sas City. Also through sleeping cars and
coaches between St. Louis and Kansas
City and St. Paul and Minneapolis, daily,

via the Hedrick Route. It has the absolute

block system. It uses all modern appli-

ances for the comfort and safety of its pat-

rons. Its train employes are civil and
obliging, and its General Passenger Agent
asks every man, woman and child to buy
tickets over the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul Railway—for it is A Great Railway, j*

(^fi ^* (^% ^* t^^ t^* i^* ^* t^* t£^

Scrap Copper Wire Wanted.
If you have any Old Copper Wire of any description to

dispose of, it will pay you to communicate with us, as we are
"Ji, all times in the market for any quantity of Scrap Copper
Wire, at the highest market values. We pay cash and send
prompt returns. We are also supplying the electrical trade with
our high grade Babbitt, Cotton Waste, Solder, Etc. Please com-
municate with us.

SWARTS METAL REFINiING CO.,
20 N. Desplalnes Street, CHICACO, ILL.

Map of the United States.
A large handsome Map of the United

Slates, mounted and suitable for office or

home use, is issued by the Burlington

Route. Copies will be mailed to any ad-

dress on receipt of fifteen cents in postage

by P. S. EusTis, Gen'l Pass. Agent, C, B.

&Q. R. R., Chicago, 111.

DYNAMOS
For Lighting and Plating

5012 lights$30; 201ielits$60;
lights $80; 70 lights $96|
100 lights $135; 200 lights
S250. MOTORS.
>4 h. p. $20; Vi h. p. $28;
11 h. p. $40; 2 h. p. $60.

A. D. NOTT & CO., 61 and 63 N.
Ashland Ave., Chicago, 111.

THE

Modern Power Transmission Maciiinery,

Rope Drives, Heavy Pulleys, Gears and Fly Wiieels,

Approved Friction Glutclies, Etc.,

Modern Metliods of Handling Goal in Power Plants and

Large Electric Stations, Designs and Estimates submitted Promptly.

LINK-BELT MACHINERY CO.,
ENGINEERS, FOUNDERS, iVIACHINlSTS,

Gt-H^A.CSO, «-l. S. A..

jHE.V/s H, £ LLIOTT SLECTRIL Co,
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Victor Turbine Water Wheel.
Cylinder or Register Gate— Close Regulation and High Efficiehcy

at Full and Partial Gate-
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CE:LEBRATE:n "WATER

WIIJB£Ij as particularly adapted to their use, on account of its remarkablr steady moitoDf
tilgb speed and great efflclency aud larse capacity for its diameter, being doable
the power of most wheels of the same diameter. It is used by a number of the leading electric com-
Sanies with great satisfaction. In the economical use oi water it is without an equal, prodrcing the
ighest per cent of useful effect guaranteed.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PARTICULARS.
The accompanying engraving represents a single 10-inch Victor Turbine on horizontal shalt ta

develop 36 H. P. under 38 feet head. Arranged with 12-inch Worrell Friction Coupling at one end to
disconnect pulley.

We are now prepared to furnish Victor Turbines, either single or in pairs, on horizontal shafts,
and where the situation admits of their use we recommend them.

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO., DAYTON. OHIO.

The Standard Open Circuit Batteries
of the World.

S£HD FOK CIKCULAK AND PBIOES.

THE lECLANCH'E BATTERY CO.,
Ill lo 117 East ISlslSI., N. Y.

WHITE CEDAR POLES
And STREET CAR TIES.

"Wholesale Producers.

tlZ^ & >OIMS, ^A.<3c»E-r-r, IVIICI

CEDAR
LiNDSLEY Bros.,

MENOMINEE, MICH.,

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS. POLES
Making Rosettes Our Specialty—

Write for full particulars, free Samples, etc;

RCleat-Concealed-Combination-Sq. Base

'OSETTES
CHICAGO

Investigate—$6 saved is interest on $ioo.

H.T. PAISTE CO.
PHILADELPHIA

BOOKS.
BUY YOUR BOOKS FROM THE

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
610 Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO.

CEDAR POLES

ELECTRICAL BOOKS,
JKtl Kinds.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Suite .^10 Klargnette, CHICAGO.

COPPE?.»
CORRY-Pfl „

Ai(rc«fLLTfAIT CO?f ERG

"AMERICAN" ^ir
ARE THE BEST. Son^ for Descriptive Circular.

Absolutely Non-Infringing.
Protection Cuaranteeo.

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
EST-D 1389. 38 W. Quincy St.. Chicago. Ml.

TMllEimK,
National Tube Works Company.

Boston, 7a Federal St. I Chicago, corner Clinton and Pulton Streets,
New York, Havemeyer Building;, Cortlandt St. St. Louis, 938 North Second Street.
Pittsburg, Fidelity Building, Fourth Ave. I Works, McKeesport, Pa.

Point Marion Mfg. Company,
Office: 430 Fourth Avenue, PITTSBURG, PA.

CHESTNUT AND POPLAR TELEGRAPH, TELEPHONE, ELECTRIC LIGHT AND RAILWAY POLES

iffi^\\m^iMllLV^mm»m»^\MmMMmmm\hi»MiLUMiiMUM»^^

Chestnnt and poplar poles for any kind ofwork, 35 to 70 feet long ; stronger,
straighter and better than cedar.

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH-CLASS OAK AND LOCUST PINS, BRACKETS, MOULDINGS, CROSS-ARMS,

ETC- SHIPMENTS MADE PROMPTLY. LOW PRICES. WRITE US.

W. S. HILL ELECTRIC CO.. New Bedford, Mass.
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS:

Send for Catalogue. Central Electric Co., Chicago.
^A/^l-rCH BOA.R
l\A/|-rCHES A.IMD F^/VIMJ (OA.IRDS.

SULLING OUT?
WM. H. MgKINLOGK,

W. C. GAMP, Agents,

186-188 Fifth Ave.,
CHICAGO.

se>:n:i3 j^wri3 OE>ar j^ sr^iOE>i
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JUST THE THING THAT'S WANTED
XKIM

PUBLIC
4UJ I i

PAY STATION.

SIGN
hat S
ha*'s
hEit's
THEY'

iui-fcs XXII—

LL GET U BUSINESS-THEN

That Talk
Any Distance,

That Don't "Go Dead,"
AND

SWITCHBOARDS
That R rapid to operate-

That don't fall down—
Whose title is clear.

THEY'LL HOLD U'R BUSINESS.
A full line of toll line and private plant apparatus,

police, fire alarm, railway system
equipment, etc.

Get Catalog of

Valuable Information.

Teleplione Ifg, Co,,

82 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, U. S. A.

UP-TO-DATE TELEPHONES.

UP-TO-DATE SWITCHBOARDS,

UP-TO-DATE PRICES.
"EVEBYTHIWC TO FULLY EQUIP A MODEL.
AWD UP-TO-DATE TELEPHONE EXCHANGE."

Missouri Telephone Mfg. Company,

917-919 Market Street, St. Louis, Mo., U. S. A.

WMITC FOR PRICES, ETC.

NO. 30 AMERICAN TRANSMITTER.
Tills Instrument, for

volume of voice trans-
mission, distinctness of
articulation, exact re-

production of articulate
sounds and durable
(luallties Is unoiiualed. ^
The Largest Hanu-

facturers of Tele=
phones and Switch-
boards in the United
States.
Four hundred exchanges

agfiregatlng 80,000 tele-

phones in use. Four
years' service.

Write for catalogue showing new types and prices.

U/t PMADAMTCC Workmanship, material and efficiency
'

III. UUAnHIl I tL of our apparatus to be of the highest
^rarfe, and agree to defend, at our own expense, any action at
law which may be brought against our patrons on alleged in-
fringement of patents owing to the use of our instruments.

American Electric Telephone Co.,

CIHIOiBk.G^

MDFACTORT.

StmtO

WESTERN TELEPHONE

--^CONSTRUCTION CO.,
260 S. Clinton Street, CHICAGO,

. . LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OP . ,

Telephones and Appliances,
EXCLUSIVELY, IN THE UNITED STATES.

THE BEST ANSWER TO A QUESTION

ii
On Wiring, can be found in the New Book,

WIRING TABLES,
"How They are Made and How to Use Them."

99

BY THOS. C. CRIER.
liVhenever yon are asked a question on Wiring, refer the

qnestioner to this book, and he trill And ivhat he desires.

THE BOOK CONTAINS: The Law of Resistance. Eleotromotire Force anci Current
Fully Explained. How to Calculate the Size of Wires. The Different Methods of Wiring, with
Diagrams. How to Apply the siniple Formula, in Calculating the Size of Wires Under all Condi-
tions. Diagrams for Wiring 3 Point, 4 Point, Head Light and Heat Regulating Switches.

2? TAB1>ES ON WIRISICi ANI) VAI.CABI.£ DATA.
Ohm's law is described in such plain and simple langnage

that one cannot fail to clearly understand it.

Bound in Cloth, 80 Pages, Size 5x7^ in. Sent, prepaid, on receipt of price, $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO./'»„r CHICAGO.

ITS ALL RIGHT
Webb's Telephone Hand-Book. A book for the

expert as well as the novice- Price $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

REWlRtPWITH RAVEH WHITE TORE WIRE

OFFICE
The F'erris ^A^heel Oo.

5 131 THE ROOKERY.

Chicago, April 30, 1896.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,
320 Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

Gentlemen:—After carefully consider-
ing the merits of the various brands of
wire upon the market, we have decided to
use your "Raven White Core" exclusively
for rewiring the Ferris Wheel.
As you are aware, the wire upon the

wheel is very much exposed and the test
will no doubt be a most severe one.

Yours very truly
THE FERRIS WHEEL CO.

By L. V. Rice. Mgr.

rRIM^UAUU UfUITP rnPF used exclusively for an Inc_andescent Light-

ing at World's Columbian Exposition.

Used in some of the largest buildings in. the United

States.

Used by some of the largest Central Stations

and Fire and Police Departments in the U. S.

RAVEN WHITE CORE

COMPETITION LINE WIRE

GRIMSHAW TAPES, COMPETITION TAPES AND SPLICING COMPOUND.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE: BH«iii<ue«J CHICAGO: BOSTON: SAN FRANCISCO:

13-17 Cortlandt St., New York. '""""'""
'1 320 Dearborn St. 134 Congress St. 116 New Montgomery II
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The D. A. Kusel

Telephone and Electric

Mfg. Go.
1110 PINE STREET. ST. LOUIS. MO.

The oldest and most reliable telephone
manufacturer in the West. All goods
^'uaranteed flrst-olass. Send tor cata-

logue and price list.

D. A. KUSEL, Proprietor.

NORTHWESTERN

Telephone Mfg.Go.
Offices, 43 and 44 Loan and Trust BIdg.,

MILWAUKEE, WIS.
TelepIioDes. Switch-

boards. Mapueto Bells,
etc. (Jvtr 15 years of
practical experience tn
the service with the li-

censees of the American
Bell Teleplione Co. a
sufficient -juarantee of
the safety and elticiency
of our appaiatus. All
of our telephooes are
eiiuii)i)ed with a Solid
Back Transmitter, iden-
tical in principle with
that utilized by the
American Bell T e 1 e -

plione Co. for transmit-
ting articulation a dis-
tance of 2,000 miles.

Send for prices and
mention this paper.

^]^TNlSCo HAS BEEN MAKING

[Telephones
f? 20 YEARS, NOT CHEAP BUT
SERVICEABLE AND FULLY CUARJBTEED.

. CIRCULARS FURNISHED.

Viaduct Electric C°
BALTIMORE. MD., U.S. A.

THE BELL,
STYLE "F"

3 TO 15 INCHES.
iSkSIC F-OR IT.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

HUEBEL & MANGER,
MANUFACTURERS,

290 Graham St., Brooklyn. N. Y.

E. S. TABER. V. A. MAYER.

TABER & MAYER,
MANUFACTURERS AND '

DEALERS IN

ELECTRICAL GOODS

TELEPHONE APPARATUS.
Telephone Instruments, Switchboards, Trans-

mitters, Receivers, Cords, Jacks, Plugs, Drops,
Switches, Experimental Work.

185 FRANKLIN ST,. BOSTON. MASS.

AGENTS WANTED IN LEADING CITIES.

THE WARNER

Telephone Generator.
A direct-connected motor-dynamo to furnish current lor

operatint^ telephone subscribers' l>ells. i'apacity 1,'J'K) i)noni-s.
and tiuarauteed to rint; six phnncs continuously. Furnished
wound to be run on iii). li.'n or .'.ixi volt direct current circuits,
Occupies sj)ace less than twelve inches square. Send for cir-

cular fiivintifull jiartieulars.

W. F. WARNER, - - Muncje Indiana.

OTHERS
WE =

claim to be

—

The LARGEST manufacturers of

HIGH GRADE, NON-INFRINGING
Telephone Apparatus in the U. S.

Sole licensees and importers of the

MILrDE TRAWSMITTEKS.

STANDARD TELEPHONE

AND ELECTRIC CO,.
I Edison,

^isc^onsin.

The Lockwood Transmitter
Is protected by letters patent No. 528640 and No. 557588, issued Nov.
6, 11)94, and April 7, 1896, respectively.

The electrodes have "A variable air space" between them, and the

adjustment is obtained by tension instead of pressure. The Lockwood
is positively the only Transmitter on the market having no contact

BETWEEN electrodes, consequently parties liable to infringement

suits and promoters of long-distance systems will find it to be the only

telephone that will satisfy the fears of their subscribers. The Trans-
mitter can be placed upon any instrument now in use, and an exchange
of Transmitters is easily effected.

Address:

The Lockwood Long Distance Telephone &
Telegraph Company of America,

JOSIAH TICE, Mgr. No. 80 Albany St., New Brunswick, N. J,

New Kotofflo Transmitter,

BAEKALOW PATENT.
Issued Nov. 17. I.SOG.

FINEST TALKER ON EARTH.

Especially for Excliange and
Long-Distance Service.

We manufacture Switcliboards,

all styles of Telephones andevery-
tliing to equip an e.xcliange.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

Kokomo Telephone &
Electric Mfg. Co.,

KOKOMO, IND., U. S. A.

000000000000000000 0000000000

The name of

^estinghouse

is a guarantee.

Westinghouse Electric

Invent, make and sell

electric apparatus. We
do so, despite the keenest

competition. ^ ^ ,^ ^

Westinghouse Electric

Workshops are largest

and best equipped in the

world,and the inventions

manufactured here.make
our output the electrical

standard of the world.

Westinghouse Electric

Rivals devote much time

and energy to denuncia-

tions of our apparatus.

That is to be expected.

But we say nothing

about their products or

their methods. We do
our own business in our

own way. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

Westinghouse Electric

Work speaks for itself.

Our motors, whether
for railways or mills,

are never supplanted. «^

Westinghouse Electric

Meters—Shallenberger,

renowned for accuracy.

Lightning Arresters

—

Wurts

—

"ii-'e give the real

name of the real inventor

—the only sure protect-

ors for electric plant.

We make everything

electric. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

Westinghouse
Electric & Mf^. Co.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

New York, Boston, Chicago, Phila-

delphia, San Francisco, Buffalo,

Syracuse, St, Louis, Atlanta,

Tacoma, Aheam &
Super, Ottawa.

Westinghouse Electric Co. Ltd.

32 Victoria St, London.

The name of

WESTINGHOUSE

is a guarantee.

DOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOQOOOOQ
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a-tures of Our Engines \A/or-th Rememberingr:
lst~A «iyminctrical design with an intelligent, scientific UiMtribntion of metal, giving ex-

ceptional strength and perfect balance.
2nd—The only absolntely steam-tight valve, which automatically ailjnsts itself for wear,

needing no ontside attention.
3rd—"Rites governor systent," which combines the greatest simplicity with most perfect

regnlation.
4th—Crank shaft forged open-hearth high-carbon steel, combining greatest strength, best

wearing qualities and smoothest surface.
5th—Most complete automatic oiling system.

IMGIIMECO
Chicago Office, 1536 Moiiadiiock Block. ERIE, PEIVIVSYLVAKIA, U. S. A.

Gas and Gasoline Engines Sable SIu're^^^^
Adapted for ALL Power Purposes— Electric Lighting, Milling, Mining,

Water Works, Elevators, Factories, etc. Cheaper and Better than Steam.

Wri,= Bef.Tpu"-ha';W FOOSGAS ENGINE CO., Springfield, 0.

Electro-Gasoline Engine
Runs without smoke, odor or noise.

Special styles lor Electric Litrlitins,

Boats, Miiiine Locomotives. Hoists,
Portable, Tliresbine. Puiiipi"e. Faiiii
and Dairies, Inspection and Street
Cars, Road-Wagons, Piinting Offices
and all stationary purposes. All
engines guaranteed and may be re-

turned at our expense if notasrepre-
s.nted. THE PKOUTT <^0.,
7W DearborD St., (.lllC.UiO, U.S.A.

....BINDERS....
FOR THE

Western Electrician
$1.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUB. CO.,
ci-riC7^co-

GARLOCK'S(i>ATENTED)HIGH-GRADEPACKINGS
Elastic Ring. Sectional, Spiral and Special High Pressure Packings tor

STEAM, WATER, GAS, AMMONIA, ETC.,

Have been the STANDARD for 17 YE4RS, and
still hold the RECORD for QUALITY,

DURABILITY AND ECONOMY.
OUJi OUSTOMKKS are numbered liy the thousands ia all

sections of the globe. Send for samples,
new catalogue and prices.

The Carlock Packing Co.,
Now York, Hostoii, Cllicafio. IMlilaaelpliia. I'ittsburf;,

Cleveland, St. I.nuis. Denver.

NONE GENUINE WITHOUT IT. Maia Offices and Factories: PALMYRA, N. Y., ROME, GA.

ICvery Box of

OARLOCK PACKING
lias our Label with KE D Trade

Mark.

--rui

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Manufacturers of the

Morrin "Cliai" an! "CompoMf Safety later

Tnlie Boilers.

BUILT IN UNITS OF 50 TO I ,O0O H, P.

CAUTION:
Beware of infringers, they will

be rigidly prosecuted.

ALSO BUILDERS OF

Smoke Stacks, Tanks, Etc., and
All Classes of Iron Work.

Specifications, l>rawin;;s and Prices furnished
on application.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boilers.

The Electrician Publishing Co., Suite 5 jo IVtarq'jetee

Bldg., Chicago. Headquarters for all latest Electrical

.Books. Write for Catalosrue.

HART SWITCHES ORDERS "ART SWITCHES

10 Ampere, Doul}le Pole.

Flush Switch, Regular Style,

With Plate Removed.

FILLED FROM STOCK.

Leading Supply Houses carry in stock a

full line of HART STANDARD AND
FLUSH SWITCHES, GANG PLATES
AND GANG SWITCHES, and can fill all

orders without delay.

ALL GENUINE HART SWITCHES
have the words ' HART SWITCH"
STAMPED in the METAL, and are

s:uaranteed. . . •

5 Amp, S. P.
10 " S. P.
10 " D. P.
10 " 3 Way.
10 " 4 "

' 10 Amp. Electrolier.
20 " D. P.
35 " D. P.
50 " D. P.

A special catalogue, containing wiring
diagrams and much interesting and useful

information concerning these switches, will be
furnished upon application.

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.,

Special Design for Interior Conduit &
Insulation Co.'s Boxes.

HARTFORD, CONN.
Flush Switch with Rectangular Base

Adapted to Fit Narrow Recesses.
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:{• KS FOR THE HOLIDAYS.
:rMUSEF'UII- A.IMD A.I=>l=>FROI»n

Select such books as you desire and let us quote you our holiday price.

Note the following OFFER TO IVEW SUBSCRIBERS: For $3 we will send the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN for one year, 52 times, and as a
premium will give one of a number of electrical books FREE. You cannot make a more acceptable present than a year's subscription to the WESTERN
ELECTRICIAN. «rGET FURTHER PARTICULARS OF OUR HOLIDAY OFFER.

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand°Book.
LIEUT. F. E. BADT.

One liundred and forty illustratious. PricL\ -fl. An
entirely new and up-to-date worU. 226 pages, llexible

elotli binding. Size of page 5%x3y2 inches. Designed fov

dynamo tenders, llneiuen, stationary and marine en-
gineers. Jnst the book for men who wish to learn how
to operate and care for electric light installations. The
only book of the kind in the English language.

Bell Hangers' Hand=Book.
LIEUT. F. B. BADT.

One hundred and six pages, 97 illustrations. Just the
book for those engaged in selling, installing or handling
electric batteries, electric bells, elevator, house or hotel
annunciators, burglar or fire alarms, electric gas light-

ing apparatus, electric heat regulating apparatus, etc.

The only book of its kind. Simple as A B O. Price. $1.

Electricity for Engineers.

CHAS. DESMOND.
Latest edition now published in one volume.' 424 pages.

Price, $2.50. I'rofusely Illustrated. For table of con-
tents see advertisement in Western Electrician. Just
the work for engineers, electricians, dynamo tenders, etc.

Incandescent Wiring Hand°Book.
LIEUT. F. B. BADT.

Profusely illusfrnted. Price. $L Type page 5^^s3 inches.

Flexible cloth binding, G6 pages, 35 cuts aud five tables,

three of which are 12x18 inches. These tables give at
once, aud without any calculation, the size of wire re-

(piired in each case for any percentage of loss. A timely
Look, containing full instructions for incandescent wiring,
and complete information concerning methods of running
wii'es, location of safety devices aud switches, splices,
iiiNUlatlou and testing for faults, wire gauges, general
electrical dala. calculating size of wires, wiring of fix-

tures, elevators, buildings, isolated and central station
plants. The only complete book of the kind published.

Electric Transmission Hand^Book.
LIEUT. F. B. BADT.

Ninety-seven pages, 22 illustrations. 27 original tables.

Gives "more praclical informal ion on the subject than
any work published to date. The book contains all neces-
sary Information for power producers, capitalists, agents,
engineers and motor inspectors. With this book any-
body may make estimates on the cost of transmission
plants. A practical aud reliable work. Price, $1.

Electricity and flagnetism.
PROF. D. C. JACKSON.

University of Wisconsin, and others.

A series of thirty-four lessons covering the science of
electricity from its fundamental principles to its every-
day practical application. Comprises 325 pages, over 300
diagrams and illustrations. Price, S2. A comprehensive
treatise in simple language, free from algebraic equations
and easily understocd.

Electric Lighting Specifications for the Use of

Engineers and Architects.

IJ. A. MERRILL.
Cloth, 17S pages. Price, includiug postage, 51.50.

Electric Railway Motors; Their Construction,
Operation and Maintenance.

NELSON W. PERRY.
An elementary practical handbook for those engaged

in the management and operation of electric railway ap-
paratus, with rules and instructions for motormen. 12mo,
cloth. New York, 1S94. Price, $1.

Dynamo and Motor Building for Amateurs.
LIEUT. C. D. PARKHURST, U. S. A.

Cloth. 103 pages. 71 illustratious. Price, $1. Descrip-
tions and working drawings are given of the following
dyuamosand motors: A small ventilating fan motor; a sew-
ing machine battery motor, requiring no patterns or cast-
ings in its construction; a sewing machine motor of more
finished appearance and greater efficiency than the above;
a 50-light iucandescent dynamo.

The Electric Motor and Its Applications.

T. C. MARTIN and J. WETZLER.
Fourth edition, with an appendix on the development

of the electric motor since 1888. By Dr. L. Bell. 300

illustrations, quarto, cloth. New York, 1S95. I'rice, ^3.

Dynamos, Alternators and Transformers.
GISBERT KAPP.

138 illustrations, 12mo, cloth. London. 1S93. Price, .$4.

In the present work it has been the author's object to
place before the reader an exposition of the general prin-
ciples underlying the construction of dynamo-electric ap-
paratus, and to do this without the use of high mathemat-
ics and complicated methods of investigation, thus en-
abling the average engineering student and the average
practical engineer, even if he have no previous knowledge
of electrical science, to follow the subject,

Hawkins' New Catechism of Electricity.

A practical treatise. This is a book of 550 pages, full

of up-to-date information. 300 illustrations. Handsomely
bound in red leather, pocketbook form, size 4i^x6^A, with
titles and edges in gold. Price, $2

Practical Directions for Winding riagnets for
Dynamos.

CARL HERING.
12mo, cloth. Reprint, without additions. New Y'ork,

lSy2. Price, $L25. This book is intended for the prac-
tical dyuamo designer and constructor, as well as for
the student of electrical engineering. The calculations
involved are of a very simple nature and may be made
by any intelligent mechanic.

The Art of Electro°MetaIIurgy", Including all Known
Processes of Electro-Deposition.

G. GORE.
Fifth edition. 12mo, cloth, illustrated. New York. 1891.

Price. ?2.

How to Become a Successful Electrician.

T. O'CONNOR SLOANE.
The studies to be followed, methods of work, fields of

operation and ethics of the profession. 16mo, cloth. Il-
lustrated. New York. 1894. Price, $1.

THE ABOVE BOOKS. OR ANY

The Standard Electrical Dictionary.

T. O'CONNOR SLOANE.
A popular dictionary of words and terms used in th<'

practice of electric engineering. 350 Illustrations. 12niu.
cloth. New York. 1S95. Price. $3. The purpose of this
work is to present the public with a concise and prac-
tical book of reference, which, it is believed, will be
appreciated in the age of electricity. The science has
expanded so much that the limits of what must be termed
strictly a dictiouary of the present day would a few
years ago have sufficed for an encyclopaedia.

The Arithmetic of Electricity.

T. O'CONNOR SLOANE.
A manual of electrical calculations by aritli met leal

methods, including numerous rules, examples and tables
in the lield of practical electrical engiueering and experi-
menting. Fourth edition, revised, 12mo, cloth. New
York, 1S95. Price, ?1.

Dynamo=Electric Machinery.
SYLVANUS P. THOMPSON.

A manual for students of electro technics. Fifth edi-
tion, revised. 835 pages and IS folding plates. 8vo, cloth.
New York. 1S96. Price, net. ¥5.50. This new edition has
been rewritten and thoroughly revised throughout, and is
an entirely new book.

Electric Toy Making for Amateurs.
T. O'CONNOR SLOANE.

Electric toy making for amateurs, including batteries,
magnets, motors, miscellaneous toys aud dynamo con-
struction. Fully illustrated. Second edition. 12mo, cloth.
New York. 1893. Price, .fl.

How to Wire Buildings.
AUGUSTUS NOLL.

A manual of the art of interior wiring. Fourth edition.
Svo, cloth, illustrated. New York, 1S95. Price. ¥1.50.

The Quadruplex.
WILLIAM MAVER, JR., and M. M. DAVIS.

With chapters on the dynamo-electric machine in rela-
tion to the quadruplex. The practical working of the
duplex telegraph repeaters and the Wheatstone automatic
telegraph. 63 illustrations. 8vo. Price, $1.50.

Primary Batteries.

PROF. H. S. CARHART.
Sixty-seven illustrations. 12mo. cloth. Boston, 1S91.

Price. $1.50.

Alternating Current Wiring and Distribution.

WILLIAM M. EM.METT.
16mo. cloth, illustrated. New York, 1894. Price, $1.

Points out the practical significance of some of the laws
governing the distribution of alternating currents, and
explains those laws in such a manner that their nature
and relative importance may be realized.

Continuous Current Dynamos and Motors.
FRANK P. COX.

An elementary treatise for students and engineers.
Illustrated. 12mo, cloth. New York, 1893. Price. ?2.

Electric Bells and all About Them.
S. R. BOTTONE.

A practical book for practical men. With more than
100 illustrations. Fifth edition, revised aud enlarged.
12mo, cloth. London, 1895. Price, 50 cents.

The Dynamo, How Hade and How Used.
S. R. BOTTONE.

A book for amateurs. Eighth edition, with additional
matter and 39 illustrations. 12mo, cloth. London, 1895.

Price. $1.

First Principles of Electrical Engineering.
C. H. W BIGGS.

Being an attempt to provide an elementary book for
those who are intending to enter the profession of elec-

trical engineering. Second edition. Illustrated. 12mo,
cloth. Londou, l'S93. Price. $1.

Transforcners—Their Theory, Construction and
Application, Simplified.

C. H. HASKINS.
Thirty-eight illustrations. 12rao, cloth. Lyun. 1892.

Price, $1.25. The author has endeavored to treat of the
transformer and its action in such a manner as to ren-
der the work of especial value to the central station
electrician, the student and the investigator, while the
greatest care has been exercised to render the matter
so clear, simple and interesting that it may come within
the scope of the general public, and meet the demand
for a semi-technical and yet semi-popular treatise on the
electrical transformer which has not heretofore been ob-
tainable.

How to Build Dynamo^Electric Machinery.
EDWARD TREVERT.

Embracing theory, designing aud the construction of
dynamos aud motors. With appendices on field magnet
and armature winding. Management of dynamos and
motors, and useful tables of wire gauges. Illustrated.
8vo, cloth. New York. 1894. Price, $2.50.

Dynamos and Electric Motors and All About Them.
EDWARD TREVERT.

One hundred illustrations. 12mo, cloth. Lynu, 1891. Price,
50 cents. This volume not only gives practical directions
for building dynamos and electric motors, but also gives
a large quantity of information about them.

The Practical Telephone Hand=Book and Guide to
the Telephonic Exchange.

J. POOLE.
Second edition, revised and enlarged. 12mo, cloth, with

288 illustrations. London, 1895. Price, $1.50. A thor-
oughly practical manual, uf moderate size and cost,
describiug the latest development of the suBject.

A Manual of Telephony.
W. H. PREECE and ARTHUR T. STUBBS.

With illustrations and plates. 12mo, cloth. London,
1893. Price, $4,50. A new and enlarged edition of Preece
& Maier's "The Telephone," issued in 1SS8.

EI.ECTBICAL BOOK PUBI^ISHIBD, SEIWT OK KK

The A B C of Electricity.

W. H. MEADOWCROFT.
Thirty-six illustrations. 12mo, cloth. New York, 1890.

Price, 50 cents.

Houston & Kennelly's Electric Heating.
This book contains a complete treatment of the com-

paratively new art of electric heating. The various forms
of apparatus necessary for the utilization in the arts
of the thermal quality possessed by electric currents are
illustrated aud described in a thorough and comprehen-
sive nuinner. The ditljcult problem of the electrical
heating of conduclors is treated in this work in a way
to be readily understood by those not familiar with
mathematics or electrical science. Price, .$1.

Electrical Power Transmission.
DR. LOUIS BELL

Octavo, cloth. New York. 189G. Price. $2.50. Uniform
in size with "The Electric Railway in Theory and Prac-
tice."

Pocketbook of Electrical Rules and Tables.
J. MUNRO and PROF. A. JAMIESON,

For the use of electricians and engineers. Eleventh edi-
tion, revised aud enlarged. 16mo, leather. London, 1895.
I'rice, $2.50.

Electric Lighting.

F. B. CROCKER.
A practical exposition of the art for the use of elec-

tricians, students and others interested in the installa-
tion or operation of electric lighting plants. Volume I.

The Generating Plant. 8vo, cloth. New York, 189d.
Price. $3.

A Dictionary of Electrical Words, Terms and
Phrases.

PROF. E. J. HOUSTON.
Third edition, revised and enlarged. One volume, Svo,

750 pages. Illustrated. Cloth. Price. $5. The new edi-
tion contains over 5,000 terms and 75 new illustrations.
Concise dehnit'ous of electrical terms in general use.
illustrated descriptions of electrical apparatus, and clear
explanations of electrical phenomeua. A work needed
in every scientiflc library and an invaluable reference
book to both students and professional men. One of
the features of the dictionary is that it is not a mere
word-book. The words, terms and phrases are invaria-
bly followed by a short, concise detinition, giving the
sense in which they are correctly employed.

The Electrical Transmission of Energy,
ARTHUR VAUGHAN ABBOTT, C. E.

A manual for the design of electrical circuits. Oc-
tavo, cloth, 60S pages, nine folding plates, numerous, il-

lustrations. Price, $4.50. The conducting circuit of trams--
mission plants has, as yet, only received incidental treat-
ment in connection with general descriptions of installa-
tions for the production and utilization of electrical en-
ergy. It is the purpose of the present manual to deal
exclusively with the conducting circuit, giving such an
account of the materials commonly used for electrical
circuita and their disposition, as will enable the de-
signer to accurately and economically plan a conducting
circuit for any desired plant.

Practical Dynamo Building.

L. C. ATWOOD.
With detail drawings and instructions for winding.

Giving correct sizes of wire, dimensions of iron, etc., etc.
Also diagram for house wiring. Illustrations and plates.
Quarto, cloth, St. Louis, 1893, Price, $3.

The Elements of Electric Lighting, Including Elec=
trie Generation, Measurement, Storage

and Distribution.
PHILIP ATKINSON, A. M., PH. D.

Eighth edition, revised and enlarged. 264 pages, 12mo.
104 Illustrations. Price, $1.50. The eighth edition of
this popular work is now ready. It has been thoroughly
revised by the author and brought down to date, some
of the most important parts rewritten, and new and
highly valuable matter introduced, among which are
descriptions of new measuring instruments, including
Thomson's recording Watt-Meter. It is the most com-
plete exposition of the principles of electric lighting
ever written, and its plain, untechnical, unmathematical
style commends it to all who desire information on this
highly important subject.

The Elements of Dynamic Electricity and flag-
netism.

PHILIP ATKINSON, A. M.. PH. D.
Author of "Elements of Static Electricitv," and "The

El«ments of Electric Lighting." 405 pag'es, 12mo, 120
illustrations. Price, $2. A complete, comprehensive trea-
tise on the principles of practical electricity, in the
author's well-known, clear, unmathematical style.

Practical Directions for Armatureand Field-Magnet
Winding.

EDWARD TREVERT.
Containing working directions for winding dynamos and

motors, with additional descriptions of some apparatus
made by the several leading electric companies In the
United States. 12mo, cloth. Illustrated. Price, $1.50.

••Wiring Tables; How They Are Hade and How to
Use Them.'* a

THOS. G. GRIER.
The book contains: The law of resistance, electromotive

force and current fully explained; how to calculate the
size of wires; the different methods of wiring, with dia-
grams; how to apply the simple formula, in calculating
the size of wires under all conditions, diagrams for
wiring 3-poiut, 4-point, head light and heat regulating
switches. Twenty-seven tables on wiring and valuable
data. Ohm's law is described in such plain and simple
language that one cannot fail to clearly understand it.

Bound in cloth, SO pages. Size, 5x7^/^ inches. Price, $1.

Electricity in Our Homes and Workshops.
SIDNEY F. WALKER.

A practical treatise on auxiliary electrical apparatus.
12mo, cloth, with numerous illustrations. Price, $2.

Electricians' Handy Book of Useful Information.
A. E. WATSON. A. M.

Compiled by E. T. Bubier, 2d. Illustrated. A com-
pilation from the works of Sylvanus P. Thompson, Kapp,
AIlsop, Munroe and Jamieson. Watson, Bottone, Bonney,
Watt, Poole, Trevert, Haskins, Morrow and Reid, and
others. Price, cloth, only $2.50, postpaid.

C'KIPT or PRICE, I»REPAII>.

EL.ECTRICIAN PUBtlSHINO COMPAXY, 510 MARQUETTE BUIIvDING, CHICAGO.
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THE
NEW

AMERICAN

TURBir^E
SEND FOR
CATALOOIE

$H^ Dayton Globe Iron Works Co., Dayton, q^ Shafting.

Gearing,
Pulleys,

PlLLOWBlOCKSi

OOVERNOnS,

Etc.

Xt^BEIIRaRYIVIAIM
Feed Water Heater and Purifier.

Provided with U-shaped Tubes, it Never Leaks.

THE HIC;HE!$T GRADE OSIIiY.

Our catalogue contains the renresentalive names of a large number of con-
tented buyers of BEKKYMAJ8 HEATERti built by us In the labt twenty
years. A copy awaits your order at any time.

I. B. DAVIS & SON, Makers, Hartford, Conn.,
Or addresses given below:

Jas. Berrvman, 125 Nortli 4tb St., Philadelphia.
W. H. Gltson, Ii20 Medlnah Temple, Chicago.

Jos. Wliitaker. 7 and 9 I'eari Street. JJoston.
A. A. Cardwell. 39 Cortlandt Street, Room 127, New York,

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL
Is known the world over as affording the most simple, reliable

and economical power for all purposes.

7,000 WHEELS NOW RUNNING Sl^I^Si^l^^'"'"' ''" ^ ™°^' ^"-

CI CPTDIP DnWPD TDAMCMICCinM r*elton ^Vheels are especially adapted to

LLLbiniu rUnCn InHIIOlrllOOlUll. tins purpose and are operating tlie major-
ity uEstatidns of this character in all parts of tlie world. Highest etflciency and best regulation
guaranteed. Catalogues furnished on application. Address

PELTON WATER
143 Liberty Street, or

NEW YORK. N. Y., U. S. A.

WHEEL CO.,
121-123 Main Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., U. S. A.

THE Mccormick
TURBINE.

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,
Especially Adapted for Electrical Work.

Cives more power per diameter with a higliei*
percentage of useful effect tliaii any other watei*-
wheel heretofore made. All sizes, right and left hand,
are built from patterns perfected under systematic tests in the
Holyoke Testing Flume.

Parties having power plants which are unsatisfactory, anC
those eontemplatmg the improvement of powers, will find it to
their interest to confer with us, as we are Trilling to.
g^uarantee results where others have failed, no
matter i>vhat make of turhine has been in use.
!!^TATE REqUIREJIIEXT!!^ AND fi^ENO FOB
CATAI^OGJITE.

S.MORGAN SMITH CO., York, Pa.
Estimates furnished for complete power plants and

results guaranteed.

Water Wheels and Motors.
Impulse or Turbine Wheels to meet requirements of every water

power installation. Electrical transmission plants, mines, mills, etc.,

to small units for operating lathes, saws, fans, etc.

Catalogue, drawings and quotations furnished on application.

AMERICAN IMPULSE WHEEL CO. OF NEW YORK.

120 LIBERTY STREET.

WATER WHEELS
For Heads of 3 Feet to 2000 Feet.

Especially adapted to all kiiuis of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
RfL'eiit lebLS at Ilolyoke, fiiveii bulow, enttlile ii.s (d guarantee:

Thf Largest Power ever ubtaincdfrom a wlicel of tin- miDc diainder. The liigltest

speed ever obtained for the same poucr. The highest mean effieieuct/ when
ninnbig from half fo full gate. We guaraiiiee also: A runner of the'greateat

possible strength. A gate unequaled in quickness and case of opening aiul doling.

Test of a 45 in. SAMSOIV, Jan. 25, 97. Testof a35 inch SAIHSON, Feb.1,'97.

Gate
Open.

Head.
Rev.

Pr. Mir..

Co. Fl,

Pr.See.
Hor>e
Power.

Per
Ceni.

(Jiiie

Open Head.
Rev.

Pr. Min-
Cu. [[.

Pr. Sec.

Horse
Power.

Per
Cenl.

Full

H
n
•A

15.00

1504
15-11

I5S8
16.47

144-00
138.12

127-67
I3J-50

126.87

172.69

15503
133-24
112-65

90.04

240,97
223.61

191.06
163.80

127.73

82.03

83.68

80.25

75-95

Full

5'-g

1733
17.54
17-68

19425
187-75
178.50
176.40
168.50

102.02

92.15
S3-95

68.82

57-69

143-44
146.73
138.40
109.64
88.14

8l.o8

85:l8

80.09

76.19

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U.S.A.

DIXON S BELT DRESSING
AND LEATHER PRESERVATIVE.

Is guaranteed to prevent slipping and to preserve the leattier.

It will pay you to send for circulars and testimonials.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., JERSEY CiTY. N. J.

The Phosphor Bronze Smelting Co. Qmited,

2200 Washington ave.,philadelphia.

"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE
'

1NG0TS,CASTINGS, WIRE,RODS,SHEETS, ETC.^^ DELTA METAL
CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORCINGS
ORIGINAL AND Sole Makers IN THE U.S.

ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM.
A series of thirty-four lessons covering the Science of Electricity from its Fundamental Principles to its Everyday Practical Application. Comprises 325 pages, over 300 diagrams and illustrations. Price $2. By

PROF. D. C. JACKSON. University of Wisconsin. I PROF. WM. A. ANTHONY, of New York. 1 PROF. A. C. PERRINB. Leland Staiifora University Cal.

PROF. H. S. CARHART, University of Micliigau. PROF. BROWN AYRES, Tulaue University. I
PROF. GEO. D. SHEPARDSON, University of ilinn.,

PROF. B. F. THOMAS. University of Ohio. A Comprehensive Treatise in Simple f^auffuaffe. free from Algebraic E<iuation8 and JGasily Understood. And others.

1. The nature and properties of electricity.
2. Machines for jieueratiug electricity by friction and

by electric induction.
3. Electric batteries or appliances for generating elec-

tricity by chemical action.
4. Electric batteries or appliances for generating elec-

,
tricity by cheiiiical action (couehided).

5. The magnetic effects of electric currents, magnetic
fields.

6. The magnetic effects of electric currents, and mag-
netic circuits.

7. Ohm's law of the flow of electricity.
S. Heating effects of electric currents. Miscellaueous

effects of electric currents.
9. Galvanometers and voltameters.

10. Measurement of electrical resistance.
11. Everyday measurements of electric currents and

pressures.

Everyday measurements of electric power. Con-
densers and the measurement of their capacity.
Electrolytic deposition of metals.
The electric telegraph.
Multiple telegraphy.
The telephone.
The construction of telegraph and telephone lines

and instruments.
Testing lines for insulation and couductivlty and the
location of leaks and hreaks.

Principles of continuous current dynamos and
motors.
Principles of continuous current dynamos and
motors, their construction, care and attendance.
Arc lighting and arc light machinery.
Incandescent lighting and power transmission, two.
three and five wire systems of distribution for
electric lights and motorsi

SENT POSTAGE PREPAID TO ANY ADDRESS
torsi

IN TH

31.

Construction of electric light and power circuits and
. their testing. ,.-,.. ..

Testing electric light circuits, and the distribution

and measurement of light.

Electromagnetic induction.
Alternating currents.
Alternating currents and alternating current ma-
chinery (concluded).
Miscellaneous applications of electric motors.
Electric railways.
Methods of handling and controlling railway motors
and generators.
Model electric plants.
Underwriters' rules, etc.

Electric welding, forging, etc.; electricity applied to

the kitchen.
Electro-therapeutics.

E WORLD ON RECEIPT OF PRICE, $2.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 MARQUETTE BLDG., CHICAGO.
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Enclosed Arc Lamps
FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT CIRCUITS.

8O PER CENT.
ECONOMY IN

CARBON
ACCOUNT.

FOR
INDOOR
OR

OUTDOOR
USE.

80to90Hrs.
Of steady, Quiet ancl

Unobstructed Ldght

WITH ONE PAII^ OF CARBONS.

Simple in Construction,

Few Moving Parts,

Positive in Action.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

Sates Offices in all Large Cities in the United States. For Canada, address Canadian General Electric Co.. Toronto. Ont.

«««•****

•*««*«**

THE S. K. C. SYSTEM
A COMPLETE SYSTEM FOR

Long Distance Transmission,
General Station Distribution,

ill and Factory Equipmenti
Generators will be wound and guaranteed for an E. M. F. as high as

10,000 VOL-TS,
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED^

STANLEY ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CUMPANY.
^i-t-ts-field, IVIass., U. S. A..

THE ROYAL ELECTRIC CO., Montreal, Canada, are

sole Kcensees for the manufacture and sale of the S. K. C
System in Canada

BRAlfCHES OFFICEIS:

^as«on Baui-table Bulldlne-
l^ew Ycxrlc 3^ ^oi-tland-t: S«:.San F'ranaEsoo, SO^ ^all'fof-nla S4:.^Kndarson S. ^.

S-k. kouis, IWIo., ^A^es'tern Electrical Supply ^o.
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SraP&stiri.
1. H Brady, New Britain,. Conn.. U. S. A.,

M aoHtactiirer of Mast Arms.Pole and
swinclns Hoods. House brackets and
othor S|iedaltios for Construction
V/oTky—Cattilogiifn and Prices fiir-

niRhpd on application.

^=n_ MANSFIELD

SUPPER e£^
i« MAN5FlE:i_D.aHIO.

-SHULTZ P/VTENWr- - :

WOVEN LEATHER UNKBELTING.

,;*
-..' 'jEMUINE RAWHIOE

''''\i^l LACE LEATHER.

ejiSnaLTZ'S PATENT

„ily - irpULLEY COVER.

jiiELT DRESSING
'SHr ANO

^»yS|^ CEMENT.

":~''^dJ'or(rrcu|ar5-UYNAMO . ,_-5-eiidjor^rcu:ar5-

pReLTINCt; St. lyouiH, Mo., K>: S. a.

»^> VNCHES: 1C4 Smnmer St., Boston; 113 Liberty St., New Vorlc; 12'.) X. 3.1 .St., Philadelphi

rgH) DELAWARE HARD FIBRE CO.
^k^^m^ WltMINCTON, DEL.

SBKD FOR CATAliO«lTE AKD SAMP1.ES.

Sheets, Rods. Tubes and Special Shapes.

.WELLlWEUftWElUffWTJ
WHAT I WANT. AU JIOEi PARAlltliAtI,

-

ANOtES RI6HT /tNOlEi CAN .BE Ut|t
DN A OPIli PReSiA PUWiRQUH/IPEfl.

IIMERSE LAMP

Catalogne Ko. 5
Jfow Ready.

Enables the light to be shifted instantly to any desired position with no attention

to fastenings. Adapted to all requirements.

GET OUR lATE CATAI-OGliE.

FARIES MFG. CO., Decatur, IIJ.

IINI^/».NI3E:SCeiM-r l-A,IN/ll su>i3i»oi9-ri
' Instant placement and lixtnre of lamp in any desired position, with no attention to fas
tenings. Adapted to every requirement from
library to workshop. Send for catalogue D. y i ^i. ^ .

i >

THE O.C.WHITE CO.,
WORCESTER, MASS.

(.If-

The next time that you lose a tranita

former or motor that the D. & V\f, FUSf
opens the circuit before the dangM
point is reached and (jiDT until then.- H
also opens a high-tension short circuil

W//WH/ ARC or FLASH.

Devices for Motors, Generators, Transformers.

I
53 Aboro St., PBOVIDENCE, R. I.

New York: J. C. Dolph & Co., 126 Liberty S|j

Chicago; Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.,

82 W. Jackson Boa
Philadelphia: Vallee Bros.. 625 Arch St.

Philadelphia: R'y Dept., Mayer & Englund. )

Pittsburg; Geo. W. Provost. .

"

Black Diamond File Works.
KBt. 1863. Inc. 1S03.

fcp.

-IS

Ic. & H. BARNETT COMPANY,
^ PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Special

Prize

.Gold Medal

at Atlanta,

1895.'

OVB GOODS ARE OK SAI,£ lH ETERV l.EAI>IKG JBAROIVABE
STORE IN THE IJKITED STATES AXD CANADA.

The Zamel Arc Light Metei
AMD ELECTRIC CURRENT TIMER

Is the ONLY RELIABLE DEVICE for Timing the Use of Arc Light!

l-t Is Posi'ti've in l-ts Action.
SEND FOB CIBCUIiAB.

Zamel Arc Light Meter Co.
> BL.WIE: ISL.A,IMO A.Ve.,

Approved by the IJITational Fire Underwriters' Association.
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SIMPLEX INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.
wESTERN^sELLiNG AGENT, Siwplex ElectHcal Company,
1137 Monadncck Block, CHICAGO. 75.8! Cornhlll, BOSTON, MASS.

F-. IS/I
MAfJUFACTURER OF

INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
«oo AsiB aoa north tribd stregt. - phii.ade£fhia, pa.

1889—Paris Exposition,
Medal for Bublier Insulation.

1893—\*^orld's Fair,
Medal for Rubber Insulation.

TRADE «U«iC

THE STANDABD FOB
BVBBEB IKSIJIiATION.

Sole Manufacturers of

Okonite Wires, Qkonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd.
I^.'^ah ?h%"e.%';. 1 ""'s^"- 253 Broadway, New York.

"?tr Wires.

Geo. T. Manson, Gen'l Supt
W. H- Hodgins. Secy.

The Ansonia EleGtrJGal Go.,

MAJTOFACTUKEBS OF

SHIELD BRAND MOISTURE-PROOF
FEEDER AND LINE WIRES.

Magnet, Office, Damp-Proof Office and Annunciator Wires.

IH^rcsules Trolley AA^ii-^,

Bells, Batteries, Annunciators and all House Goods Supplies.

Will Make Your CommutatorsShine.
BETTER THAN ANY SO-CALLED "COMPOUND.'

WILL NOT GUM THE
BRUSHES.

CONTAINS NO OIL.

GREASE OR ACID.

Saiisfaclion

Guarameed.

"\;\*,'^:V.^^.,;,,*KQ,^-~feVj«

COMMUTATOR
LUBRICANT.

"^
PRICES:

One Dozen, $5.00
One-half Doz., 2.75

Singlestick, .50

Send for Sample
Stick.

OHIO ELECTRIC SPECIALTY MFC. CO., TROY, OHIO.
ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF PERFECTION BRUSHES AND IMPERIAL' RHEOSTATS.

JOHN D. CRIMMINS, JK., Prest.

)?LCATRAr

lCOMPOUNE

^fivYo?.

Alcatraz Electrical
Compound.

Absolutely \inequaled for Insulating and
Water-proofing; not affected by Acids or Alkalies;
elastic and durable. Alcatraz Asphalt Paint is a
tenacious and durable coating for all kinds of
metal. Sampfes upon application.

Ask your nearest supply house for it; or

The California Asphalt Co.,
57 EAST 59TH STREET, NEW -YORK.

WESTHH Co.,
114-Z20 William St.,

eston Oroand Detectorand Circalt Tester,

IngtofflBnt
NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

Weston Standard
Portable
Direct Reading

Voltmeters.
MilliToltmeters,
Voltammetera,
Ammetf^rs.
IHilliamuieters,
Oi'onnd l>eteotors and
Circuit Testers,
Ohmmeters.
Portable CralTanometers.

Our Portable Instruments are reooRnized as
The Standard the world over. The Semi-Port-
able Laboratory Standards are still better.

Onr Station Voltmeters and Ammeters are
aDsnrpassed in point of extrem* accuracy and
lowest consumption of energy.

Mention the Wbstbbn Eleotmoian when
writing for catalo^es.

HIOM
PARIS 1867. CHICAGO 1893 PHIUDELPHIA 1876.

WIRIS AND GABLES.
AERIAL, UNDERGROUND,

SUBMARINE.

W. R. BRIXEY, Mfr.

203 Broadway, New York.

Western Office, Marquette BIdg., Chicago, IIL

CALIFORNIA ELEC. WORKS,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

M. DUPEROW. NEW ORLEANS ELEC. CO.,
WASHINGTON, D. C. NEW ORLEANS. U

THEATER '''''" ^'^'' '^''^o^'^t co.,
I n fcH fc n

WESTFIELD, N. J., U. S. A.

niHIIEnC Ri-iKOss-r'A-rs
UinnikllWa :r0R ALL PUKPOSES.

A. L. McRAE,
CONSULTING ELECTRICAL
ENOINEER.-^

Estimates, Plans, Specifications,
Examinations, Keports, Tests.

306 Ortel BaUdine, ST. IjOiriS,SO.

CARPENTER
ENAMEL rheostats.

Automatic Motor Starters.
All Sizes. List price of 1 H- P. size, 813.00,

Reliable, lully guaranteed. Highly finished. CheAp.

Ward I^onard Electric Co., Bronxville, N. Y.

Queen & Co.,
101 2. Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA.

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-Wirt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Ray

Focus Tubes, Induction Coils.

)MP'lHTED(AltBON§

"Wertheim' 'Germania
OPEN^RCS -"^l^i^EHCLOsFD/iRCS

§TEA01EST|^HT [ongEST li!^

-^DVAXCe^atkin^cVSuppK ( o.

i 57 Sn Canal St CHICAGO.

I-T-E
CIRCUIT BREAKERS

CUTTER ELECTRICAL CO., PHILADELPHIA

N. 1. R.
National

India
Rubber Co's

RUBBER COVERED
NA/^ires and Oables.

OFFICE and FACTORY: BRISTOL, R. I.

'Two Balls" Adjustable Hanger.
Automatic. Perfection,

ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES, L-A CROSSE, \A/IS.

THE I^^I.IiJKD

STORAGE
BATTERY,

HIGH DURABILITY.
PROTECTION GUARANTEED.

SIP>E & SIC9I_ER,
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Insnlating Paint # Varnish.
We were the first chemists iif the world to

make a special study of this problem. Our long
experience and careful investigation enables us
to be of service to wide-awake electricians.

MASSACHUSEHS CHEMICAL COMPANY,
Boston, Mass., U. S. A.

THE BEST IN THE WORLD.

SOLD BY THE LEADING SUPPLY HOUSES.

Prevents Sparking and Cutting. 50c per stick.

Will Not Gum the Bruslies. $2.75 " half doz.

Puts a Fine Polisli on the Commutator. 5-oo " doz.

The Boiler Expurgator Co.,
lis l3eai-born S-treet, CSIHK3A.OO.

Eastern Distributers. Biljber-White Co.. 49 Federal St., Boston. }Iass.

Pacitic Coast I>istril>utcrs, SonthTviclc Oil &. iirease Co.. 144 :Xatoma St..

San Francit4CO. Cal.
Exclusive Ctaicago Agents, Electric Appliance Co.. 243 nadison St.
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The Hinds Patent Tubular Arm Switch—Style "A."

Switches,
Switchboards,
Panel Boards,

Electrical Specialties.

|WB1T£ FOB GATAXOUVE.!

The finest switch made for fine switchboard work. Grouse- Hinds Electric Co.,

I\/IA.IIM OF'F'ICI AND F-ACrORY.SYRACUSE, IME:^A/ YORK.
NEW YORK OFFICE: 39-41 CORTL.ANI>T STBEET. ]VEW YORK CITY.

•••«***•«**«**• «»«******4>«**«**** «*•*•«*«*»• «*««*«**««««*«•«*«•«

KEYSTONE ELECTRICAL

INSTRUMENJ COMPANY.

Switchboard Voltmeters, Ammeters. Ground Detectors and^

Differential Voltmeters.

«4'******«i»**««» **«•**«**«***«*•«*«*

We meet all the requirements of modern Central Stations or Isolated Plants, whether^
using direct or alternating current circuits. l

Our Instruments are constant and durable, sensitive and accurate, pleasing in|
appearance and always correct.

We can interest you In prices and other details ifyou will write to

Ninth St. and Montgomery Ave., Philadelphia.
New York, 15 Cortlandt Street.

Chicago, 1440 Monadnock Buildlngr.l

NA/HEIM liM NEED OF"

Electrical Supplies
OF ALL KINDS, ASK US FOR PRICES. WILL
MAKE LOWEST QUOTATIONS AND THE VERY
PROMPTEST SHIPMENTS

RELIABLE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.

236^

J

E. MadisonSt.

CHICAGO.

Makes No Noise, Hakes Money.

THE BEARINGS provided on the warren alternator
^—•^^•^^^'^•^^^^^^^^^^ have no equal. They- have been designed

especially for the severe work*expected of a machine built for practically con-

tinuous runs in a service where stoppage from any cause occasions great an-

noyance and damage, frequently to entire communitfes. The best bearing

heretofore constructed has not met every requirement in the exacting service

of electric lighting With ordinary dynamo bearings the slightest wear or

derangement due to belt strains, magnetic pulls, centrifugal action, etc., necessi-

tates shutting down and adjusting connections. , The Warren bearings are

self-aligning, 'self-oiling, self-oil-film cushioning, and more than all, adjustable

in every direction tc/iile machine is in motion.

WARREN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,
IMDVJSKY, OHIO.
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EDDY GENERATORS.
Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

Eddy Motors—Slow, Medium or High Speed.

We build all necessary apparatus for the transmission of Electrical
Power throngh factory or other bnlldlnes.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.,

NEW YORK, H. B. Coho & Co., Mail and Express Building.
PHILADELPHIA, Walter C. Mclntire & Co., 506 Commerce St
BOSTON, G. M. Angier & Co., 64 Federal St.
ELMIRA, S. N. Blake.
ST. LOUIS, Western Electrical Supply Co.
KANSAS CITY, W. T. Osborn.
CINCINNATI, O., Nevada Bldg., John A. Stewart.
CHICAGO, 305 Dearborn St., Wallace & Hine. Manager!.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Cal. Elec. Wks., 409 Market St.

YOUR SUPPLY MAINTAINED FOR i 2c.

LAMPS
Efficient, Long-Lived and

Guaranteed Satisfactory.

Write us before making another contract. We are THE
Lamp Renewing Company you have heard of.

Lynn Incandescent Lamp Co., Lynn^ Rtess.

GORDON PRIMARY CELL.
For Open and Closed Circuit "Worb.

The Perfect, Modern, Longest Lived and Most Economical
Cell Ever Put on the Market.

In use ty the leading cities, railroads, telephone and gas engine
companies.

WE CLAIM:—Constant discharge of current without polari-

zation: no local action; no noxious gases or fumes; no acids; least
lahor for operation; cleanest; not freezing at 2S°l3eIow zero; eco-
nomic value 50 per cent, greater than gravity cell, and 30 per cent.

treater than best other cell in market. For No. 1 cell, 250 ampere
ours; for No. 2 cell, 100 ampere hours; on open circuit, .9 to i

volt; on closed circuit, .65 to iVa volt. Kena for circular and price list.

THE GORDON -BDRNHAM BATTERY CO,
82 to 86 West Broadway, New York City.

GEO. W. PATTERSON, 1114 Marquette BJdg., Chicago, 111.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Advance Pbg. & Sup. Co. 1

American Battery Co xv
American El. Meter Co— vil

Amer. El. Telep.Co xvii

American Elec. Works . . . xUi

American Engine Co xlv

Amer. Impulse Wheel Co.

Atner, Reflector & Ltg. Co. iv

American Rheostat Co. .. .

Ansonla Electrical Co i

Armorlte Int. Conduit Co. vlii

Bain.Foree ...xili

Baker & Co xiv

BallEngine Co
BamettCo., G. AH xxii

Berthold & Jennings xv
BcBly & Co.,Chas. H .'xxii

Boiler Ex purgator Co— i

Bossert Elec. Const. Co..

Brady, T. H xxii
Brlxey, W. R 1

BrouBhton, H. P xU
Bryant Electric Co Iv

Backeye Electric Co x
Burnley Batt. & Mfg. Co. xiii

California Asphalt Co 1

Card Electric Co vii

Central Electric Co v
Central Mfg. Co
Central Tel. & Elec. Co. . . xvi

C. B.&Q. R. R
Ghlcago EdlBon Co iv, xiv

Chicago El. & Stereo. Co . . xiii

Chicago Ins. Wire Co x 11

C.,M. &St. P. R. R xiv

ClonbrockSt. B.Co xvlli

Commercial El. Sup. Co.. ix

Cornman Co xiv

Crouse-Hlnds Elec. Co. . . ii

Crown WovenWire Brush
Co xll

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.

Cutter EL & Mfg. Co 1

D. & W. Fuse Co xxii

Bavis & Son, I. B xx
DaytonGlohelronWka . Co. xx
DelawareHard Fibre Co. ..xxii

Diamond Elec. Co
Diamond State Fibre Co. xll

BiehlMfg. Co vil

Dixon Crucible Co. , Jos. . xx

Eastern Elec. Cable Co xill

Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co ill

Edison Lamp Dept xli

Electrical Exchange, The. xiv
Electrical Exhibition Co. Iv

Elec. Appliance Co xll

Electric Arc Light Co
Elec. Gas Lighting Co
Electric Storage Batt. Co . vii

Electrician Pub. Co. xix, xx
EUlott, W. H. Elec. Co.... xiv
Emerson El. Mfg. Co xll

Empire China Works xvii

FarlesMfgCo
Farr Tel. & Cons. Supply

Co xvii

Foos Gas Engine Co xviil

For Sale Advertisements., xiv

Fort Wayne El. Corp x
Fuel Economizer Co

Garlock Packing Co
General Electric Co xxi
Gen'l Inc. Arc Light Co . . . x
Globe Elec. Heating Co. . Iv

Gordon-Burnham Bat. Co. Ill

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co. xi

Hill, W. S. Electric Co....

Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co ... . xlll

Hodge, Walsh & Loring. xiv

Holmes Fibre- Graph. Co. xlll

Holmes, Pyott & Co xiv

Huebel & Manger xiv

luternat'l Cor. Schools., xil

Iron-Clad Rheostat Co . . . I

K. & W. Company, The .... Ix

Kartavert Mfg. Co xxii

Keystone Elec. Inst. Co.. ii

KokomoTel.&El.Mfg.Co. xvii

Kusel, D. A., Tel. & El.
Mfg. Co

Leclanche Battery Co xv
Leflfel & Co., James xx
Leonard, Ward, Elec. Co.. 1

Llndsley Bros xv

Link Belt Machinery Co. xiv

Locke, Sred. M vi

Lockwood Long Dist. Tel.

& Tel. Co. of America.. .

Lombard Water Wh. G. Co.

L. P. & D. Transmitter Co
Lynn Inc. Lamp Co ill

Main Belting Co xviil

ManhattanGen'lCons.Co.. xII

Mansfield Tem. Cop. Co... xxii

Mass. Chemical Co 1

McKInlock k. Camp, Agts. xi

McLennan & Co., K xil

McRae. A. L i

Mica Insulator Co xil

Mo. Tel. Mfg. Co xvii

MltchellTemp. Copper Co. xv
Monon R. R vit

Moore, Alfred F 1

Munsell & Co., Eugene..

National India Rubber Co. 1

National Tube Works Co. xv
New York Ins.Wire Co . . . x

Northern Elec. Mfg. Co... xl

Northwestern Tel.Mfg.Co.xvIi

Nott&Co.,A. D xiv

Ohio Electric Works xiii

Ohio El. Specialty Mfg. Co. i

OkonlteCo.,The l

Otto Gas Engine Wks.... xvlli

^^r ^IcassE-fi^d Ind^ac ^-f A.cl-v^r-tis^m^rft-ts

PaisteCo., H. T xv
Partrlck & Carter Co xxii

Partridge Carbon Co
Peerless Rubber Mfg.Co . . xli

Pelton Water Wheel Co . xx
Peoples' Electric Co xxii

Perrizo & Sons xv
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co xxii

Phillips Ins'd. Wire Co. . . xiii

Phosphor-Bronze S.Co.Ld xx
Point Marion Mfg. Co
Proctor-Raymond MfgCo.xiv
Prouty Co. , The xviil

Puritan Electric Co

Queen A Co I

Rawson Electric Co xvii

Relslnger, Hugo
Reliable Elec. Sup. Co 11

Robertson & Sons, Jas. L.

Roche, William iv

Roth Bros. &Co x

St. Clair Hotel xiv

Samson Cordage Wks xil

Sargent & Lundy xlil

Sawyer-Man Electric Co .

SchifT, Jordan & Co
Shadowless Rad. Mfg. Co. vl

Shnltz Belting Co xxll

Simplex Electrical Co., The, 1

Slpe &SigleT i

Smith Co., S. Morgan.... xx
Standard Tel.A EL Co xvl

StandardDnderg.CaWe Co.

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co..

Star Electric Company....
Stllwell-Blerce & Smith-
Vaile Co xiv, xv

Stone Lumber Co xv
Storey Motor & Tool Co
Stow Mfg. Co —~
Stromberg-Carlson TeL
Mfg. Co xvi

Swarts Metal Refin'g Co. xiv

Taber & Mayer
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HARDTMUTH GORED CARBONS for Direct and Alternating Current

ARO LAIVIRS \ HABIRSHAW AND G. E. CO.'S j

t WIRES AND CABLES. i

AMERICAN CARBON CO.'S Plain and Coated
CARBONS FOR SERIES ARC LIGHTING.

CKiicago Eldison Co.,
DEALERS IN ELECTRIC LIGHTING SUPPLIES,

139 Adams Street, CHICAGO.

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS

HABIRSHAW AND Q. E. CO.'S

WIRES AND CABLES.

Dry Batteries.
A HIGH-GRADE BATTERY

AT A FAIR PRICE.
I have made 1,250,000 dry batteries for other com-

panies, am now makinjr the "New Standard" for

myself, the resultof over eight years' close study, and
is absolutely the highest grade on the market.

Specially constructed for all open circuit -work;

will guarantee it is beyond comparison with any other
cell for

Economical Telephone Service.

Give it a trial, be convinced and begin to save
money on battery account. A comparative test with
any other battery will prove above statement correct.

Please ^vrite for Prices and Trade I>isconiits.

359 Greenwich Street,

IMEXAA YORK.WILLIAM ROCHE,
Agents wanted in all leading cities.

BBYANT OOODS ARE OODD OQODS."
|

BRYANT-PAISTE SWITCH.

PRICES GREATLY REDUCED.
WRITE YOUR JOBBER FOR REVISED

FIGURES.

THE BRYANT ELECTRIC CO..

BRIDGEPORT, CONN. CHICAGO. ILU

ELECTRIC HEATERS
AVAILABLE TO ALL.

MINIMUM EXPENSE.

Portable Heater for residences and offices, size 23 inches long, liv^ inches
high, 5 inches wide. Weight 30 pounds.

illffheat Efficiency. Simplicity, Durability, Production Guaranteed.
Our Street Car Heaters lead all competitors.

Send for new illustrated circular.

Heating colls renewed like incandescent lamps. Constructed for any voltage. Work on direct
or alternating current. Consumes 6. 8 amperes on no volt current, i. 5 on 500 volt current.

THE GLOBE ELECTRIC HEATING CO.,
147 North i2th

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

**"*"*****•***•**•••;•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••«
SSSSSStSt?!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!?!****!******************* ********************* •'••••••^••••••« ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*•*

Operative Machinery at the Electrical Exhibition.!
At the first exhibition there was (me battery of boilers. It now looks as though there would be at least three :|;j

I

at the second exhibition to be held in Madison Square Garden, next May. jljj

With less room, fewer exhibits and only one entrance, enough of the trade and the public saw the last operative ::«

\

exhibit to make it profitable to the exhibitors. The next will have more room, a wider variety of interesting ex-

I

hibits and at least four entrances from three sides of Madison Square Garden. The location in the Garden is exactly

I

the same as successfully used for other operative machinery exhibits.

a...
• .a.

a...

...a
••am
...a

The management will arrange to use throUjihout the building the power generated in the operative section.
Engine, Boiler, Pump, Steam Specialties and Electrical Apparatus Companies. Plans on application.

Correspondence is invited from

ELECTRICAL EXHIBITION COMPANY,
Executive Office, 1 5 Cortlandt St., N. Y. City. MARCUS NATHAN, Gen'l Mgr.

'*l£l!S!l!!******f*********** ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••
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Miniature Incandescent Lamps,

Electric Toys,

Edison Phonographs.

Electric Portables and Reading Lamps.
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Arc Light Radiators
BRILLIANT AND ECONOMICAL.

Absolutely free from side shadows, or those cast by
flying insects.

Difluses light uniformly.

Easily attached and detached.

Can be cleaned without removal and are practically

indestructible.

Made for all styles of arc lamps.

Send for descriptive circular and prices.

Will give exclusive agency to responsible house in

principal cities.

Shadowless Radiator Mfg, Co.,

FARIBAULT, MINN.

HIGH POTEIIMTIAL. IIMSUL-AnrORS

Will carry any curreut up to 50,000 volts. Used on the Niagara Falls and Uufialo Transmlsslou lines.

Insulators for High Voltage Power Transmission, Electric Railway, Electric Ll^ht, Telegraph and
Telephone Lines. Send for catalogue. F'V^ED. IVI. ^OCfrCE' 'Viclior 1^ V

AccnmiLlators.
American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

isipe it Sigler.

Annunciators.
ADSonla Electrical Co.

Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Procter-Raymond Mfg. Co.

Reliable Elec. Supply Co.

Star Electric Company.

Axe liamps.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
DlehlMfg Co.
Sleotrlo Arc Light Co.

Pt.Wayne Elec Corporation.
General Electric Co.

Gen'i IQC. Arc Light Co.
Manhattan Gen'l Cons. Co.

Puritan Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. &. Mfg. Co.

Are Iii£lit Cord.
Central Electric Co.

Samson Cordage Wts.

Batteries and Jars.
Ansonia Electrical Co.

Burnley Batt- & IMfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.

Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Gas LIglittns Co.
Gprdon-Burnham Battery Co
fjflnlftnobe Battery Co., The.
OMo Electric Works.
Partricl: & Carter Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Roche, William.

BeUs.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

Huehel & Manger.
Ohio Electric Works.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Proctor-Raymond Mfg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.

Beltiiur.
LlnkBelt Machinery Co.
L. P AD. Transmitter Co.
Main Belting Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.
Shults Belting Co.

Boilers.
OloDbrook Steam Boiler Co.

Books, E^lectrical.
Eleotrloian Publishing Co.

Brushes.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Crown Wo^en W. Brush Co.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.
K. &W. Company.
Ohio Elec. Specially Co.
Pftrtrldge Carbon Co.

Burglar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Gables (See Insulated Wires.)
Cables, Klectric (See Insu-
lated Wires), Copper,
Sheet and Bar.
American Eleo. Works.
Brliey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
General Electric Co.
Moore. Alfred F.
New York Ins. Wire Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Carbons,Pofnts A: Plates.
Advance Pkg. & Sup. Co.
Central Electric Co.
ghloago EdlBon Co.
ommercial El. Supply Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Gen'l Inc. Arc Light Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.
Reietnger. Hugo.
SoUlfE, Jordan A. Co.
Washington Carbon Co.

Compound.
Boiler Expurgator Co.
Central Electric Co.
^lifornla Asphalt Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
K. & W. Company.
Mass. Chemical Co.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
I

McLennan & Co., K.
Ohio Elec. Specialty Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.

Conduit and Conduits.
Armorite Interior Cond. Co,
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Construction & Repairs.
Chicago Edison Co.
Crouse-Hlnds Elec. Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Elliott, W. H. Elec. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Hodge. Walsh A Lorlng.
McRae, A. L.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
Sprague Elec. Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.

Contractors and Blectric
I^ht Plants.
Bain. Force.
Broughton. H. P.
Card Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diehl Mfg. Go.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Eleo. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
McRae, A. L.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Roth Bros. &Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse Elec & Mfg Co.

Conveyors.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.

Copper.
Besly &Co.. Chas. H.
Mansfield Temp. Copper Co.
Mitchell Temp. Copper Co.

Copper IVires.
American Electrical Works.
Besly & Co., Chas H.
Brixey, W, R.
Central Electric Go.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eleotric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.
OkoniteCo.,The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Cordaffe.
Central Electric Co.
Samson Cordage WkB.

Correspondence Schools.
Int. Correspond. Schools.

Crookes' Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Edison Lamp Dept.

Cross-Arms, Pins and
Brackets.
Brady, T. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Farr Tel. & Cons. Sup. Co.
Locke. Fred. M.

Cut-Outs and Sivltehes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Eleotric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Crouse-Hinds Elec. Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
General Elec. Co-
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Hill. W. S. Electric Co.
K. & W. Company.
Palate Co., H. T.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. b Mfg. Co.

Dynamos.
American Engine Co.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Eleo. Mfg. Co.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Hobart Elec Mfg. Co.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Nott &Co., A. D.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warner, Wm. F.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Wright, Wm.

Economizers, Fuel.
Fuel Economizer Co.

Electric Heat's App's.
Central Electric Co.
Globe Electric Heating Co.

Electric meters.
American El. Meter Co.
Zamel Arc Light Meter Co.

Electric Railways.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and mechani-
cal Engineers.
Bain. Force.
Broughton, H. P.
MoRae, A. L.
Sargent & Lundy.

Electrical Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Crouse-Hinds Elec. Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Keystone El. Instrument Co.
Palste Co., H. T.
Queen & Co.
Reliable Elec Supply Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Electrical Specialties.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Crouae-Hlnds Elec. Co.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Ohio Elec Specialty Co.
PaisteCo.,H. T.
Peru Eleo. Mfg. Co.
Vought, M. L

Electro-Mag;nets.
Varley Duplex-Magnet Co.

Electro-Plating 9iach*y.
Besly&Co., Chas. H.
General Electric Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Nott ACo., A. D.
Roth Bros. &. Co.

Engrines, CJas.
Foos Gas Engine Co.
Otto Gas Engine Wka.
Prouty Co. The.

Eusrines, Steam.
American Engine Co.
Ball Engine Co.

Fan Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Farr Tel. & Cons. Sup. Co.
General Electric Co.
Roth Bros & Co.
Wagner Electr'c Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Feed ^Vater Heaters.
Davis Si Son, I. B.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Diamond State Fibre Co,
Kartavert Mfg. Co.

FUes.
BarnettCo.,G. <fe H.
Central Electric Co.

Fixtures, El. & Comb'n.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Fuses.
D. &. W. Fuse Co.

Fuse W^ire.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eleotric Appliance Co.

Qashets.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.
Robertson & Sons. Jas. L.

Oas Liehttng, Electric.
Central Electric Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Clears.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Link-Belt Machinery Co,

Crcneral Elec. Supplies.
Ansonia Electrical Co.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Crouse-Hinds Elec. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hodge, Walsh & Loring.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
K. & W. Company.
McKInlock & Camp, Agts.
Ohio Electric Works.
PaisteCo.,H. T.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.

Olobes and Electrical
Crlassirare.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Wheeler Reflector Co.

Crov^ors, Water TVheel.
LombardWaterWheel Gv.Co.

<irraphlte Specialties.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Go.
DLion Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co,

Hang^er Boards.
K. & W. Company.

Induction Coils.
Central Electric Co.
Queen & Co.

Insulators and Insulat-
ing: materials.
Ansonia Electrical Co.
Brixey, W. R.
Bryant Electric Co,
California Asphalt Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Sunnly Co.
Crouse-Hinds Elec' Co.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Diamond State Fibre Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Empire China Works.
Hill, W. S. Eleotric Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
K. & W. Company.
Locke, Fred. M.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
OkonlteCo.,The,
Paiste Co., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co,
Simplex Electrical Co-
Standard Underpround C. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.

Insulated Wires and
Cables—masnet IFires.
American Electrical Works,
Brliey. W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Go.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Junction Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.

Ijamp Adjusters.
Faries Mfg. C3o.

Voug)it. M. I.

White Co.. O. C.

liamps. Alternating.
I'uritan Electric Co.

LianiD Guards.
Wagor, P. R. & Co.

Iiamps, Incandescent.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Edison Lamp Dept.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co..

K. & W. Company.
Lynn Incandescent Lp. Co,
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Sawyer-ManElec. Co.
United Eleo. Imp. Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co,

IiifThtnins Arresters.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. A, Mfg. Co.

ma^Tuet Wire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

mechanical machinery.
Besly & Co.. Chas. H.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.
Robertson & Sons. Jas. L.
Stilwell-Bierce Smith-Valle.

mica.
Central Eleotric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Munsell Si Co., Eugene.

mining: Apparatus, Elec.
General Electric Co.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mlg. Co.

motors.
American Engine Co,
Card Electric Co.
Central ^Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Peoples Electric Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Sargent *fe Lundy.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Storey Motor & Tool Co.
United Elec. Imp, Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Williams. J. P.
Wright, Wm,

Fac]£ing;.
Besly & Co. Chas. H.
Garlock Packing Co.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfjr. Co.
Robertson & Sons, Jas. L.

Faints.
California Asphalt Co,
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Mass. Chemical Co.

Phosphor Bronze.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co.Ltd.

Platinum.
Baker A. Co.

Poles.
Berthold & Jennings.
Central Mfg. Go.
Lindsley Bros.
National Tube Works Co.
Perrizo & Sons.
Point Marion Mfg. Co.
Stone Lumber Co.

Porcelain.
Bryant Electric Co,
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Empire China Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Radiators.
Shadowless Radiator Mfg.Co.

Refiners.
SwartB Metal Refining Co.

Reflectors.
Amer. Reflector & Ltg. Co.
Shadowless RadiatorMfg.Co.
Wheeler Reflector Co.

Re-W^inding—Repairs.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Elliott, W- H.Elec. Co.
Hodge, Walsh & Loring.

Rheostats.
American Rheostat Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Iron Clad Rheostat Co.
Leonard, Ward, Elec. Co.
Ohio Elec. Spaoialty Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Second-Hand machin'y.
Cornman Co.
Electrical Exchange. The.
Elliott, W. H. Elec. Co.
Hodge. Walsh & Loring.
Holmes, Pyott & Co.
Wright, Wm.

Shades.
Amer. Reflectory Ltg, Co.
Central Electric Co.
Wheeler Reflector Co.

Spark Arresters.
K. & W. Company.

Speaking Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Keystone El. Instrument Co.
Queen & Co.
Robertson & Sons, Jas. L.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co,

Steel Roxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.

Steel Pipe.
National Tube Works Co.

Storage Ratteries.
American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Sipa & Sigler.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical Works.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
New York Insulated Wire Co
Okonite Co., The.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Telephones, Telephone
material and Switch-
boards.
American El. Telephone Co.
Central Electric Co.
Central Tel. & Elec. Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co
Farr Tel. & Cons. Sup. Co.
Kokomo Tel. & El. Mfg. Co.
Kusel, D.A .Tel.&El. Mfg.Co.
Lockwood T. & T. Co. of Am.
Mo. Tel. Mfg. Co.
N. W. Tel. Mfg. Co.
Rawson Electric Co.
Standard Tel. & El. Co,
Stromberg-Carlson Tl.M.Co.
Taber & Mayer.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western Tel. Cons. Co.

Transformers.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diamond Elec. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation
General Electric Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co

Trolley Cord.
Central Electric Co.
Samson Cordage Wka.

Trucks, Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Turbine and W^ater
W^heels.
Am. Impulse Wheel Co.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co
Leflel a Co., Jas.
Pelton Wat»r Wheel Co.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
Stilwell-Bierce Smith-Valle.

Wire, Bare.
Besly & Conchas. H.
BrUey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Underground C. Co
Washburn A Moen Mfg, Co.

XRay Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial Bl. Supply 00.
Edison Lamp Dept.
Queen ft Oo.

F~or A.lF>Kabe-l:Ecal IndGX o-f JOkdvor-fclsorv-feen-bs »aee III.
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IMPROVED ENCLOSED ARC LAMPS
Highest Development in Meclianical and Electrical Design.

For Constant
Potential Circuits.
Simplest Feeding
Mechanism.

Best Device for
Trimming and Cleaning
Inner Globe, Reducing
Breakage of Inner
Globes to a
Minimum.

Outdoor
Lamps Equipped
With Reflectors.

Finished in Many
New and Handsome
Styles, as follows:

Oxidized Copper
Bronze Finish,
Oxidized Brass,
Ebony Finish,
Cold Lacquer
Iridescent Finish,
Antique Finish.

All Indoor
Lamps ^Equipped
With Switches.

DIEHL MANUFACTURING CO
561-563 Broadway, NEW YORK.

ShOWrOOtnS' J l^^-l^S Essex St., BOSTOHr.
' 193-194 Van Baren St., CHK^AOO.

Main Offios and W.,te:lg^^«5«;,X'*'

TRADE MARK

:

" etijlocttrr Accumulator ''

REGISTERED SEPTEMBER 11, ISM.

Over 50,000 Horse Power Hours are Stored Daily in

Chloride Accumulators.
Chloride Accumulators for Trolley Regulation, Isolated Lighting and Power Plants, etc., etc.

THE ISIaZSCTRIC STORAGE BATTERY CO.,

Branch Oilices:

DREXEL BVIIiDIXG, PHIL,ADEIiPHIA, PA.

i

20-22 Broad Si., New York. Marquette Bldg., Chicago, III. GO State St., Boston, Mass.
Equitable Bldg., Baltimore, Md, 222 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

CATALOaUES.

BEUT
DRIVEN

J DIRECT
r DRIVEN

Mmr5FiELD,nHiEu.5.yi.

The American
Electric Meter Co.,

9th St. and Montgomery Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.,

Is now prepared to take orders for early delivery of all

sizes of 3-Wire Constant Potential Registering Meters.

This meter is calibrated ready for instant use.
This meter requires no knowledge of electricity to erect.

This meter shows the load passing every instant.
This meter is hermetically sealed.
This meter measures correctly with uneven loads.
This meter can be calibrated with a watch in six minutes.
This meter requires no lubrication.
This meter is magnetically shielded.
This meter is direct reading, having no multiplier.

This meter does not require one-thousandth of a horse power.
This meter will operate for years without opening.
This meter has no springs, jewels or trictional errors.

This meter once right is always right.
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Victor Turbine Water Wheel.
Cylinder or Register Gate— Close Regulation and High Efficiehcy

at Full and Partial Gate.

The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CELlBBRATEn IVATEIB
'WHEIGIj as particularly adapted to their use, on account of its remarkablr steady motion,
btgh speed and great emcleney aud large capacity for its diameter, being doabie
the powrer of most wheels ot the same diameter. It is used by a number of the leading electric com-
panies with great satisfaction. In ttfe economical use ot water it is without an equal, prodrcing the
highest per cent of useful effect guaranteed.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PARTICULARS.
The acconipanying engraving represents a single 10-inch Victor Turbine on horizontal shaft to

develop 36 H, P. under 38 feet head. Arranged with 12-inch Worrell Friction Coupling at one end to
disconnect pulley.

We are now prepared to furnish Victor Turbines, either single or in pairs, on horizontal shaftS;

and where the situation admits of their use we recommend them.

THE S-»-|LWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO., DAYTON. OHIO.

The Standard Open Circuit Batteries

of tlie World.

SEND FOR OIKCULAH AND PEICES.

THE LEGLANCHE BATTERY CO.,
in to 117 East 131st St.. N. Y.

WHITE CEDAR POLES
And STREET CAR TIES.

Wholesale Producers.

:o & ^^iMS, ioA.<s<SE.-r-r, ivii^i-i.

CEDAR
LiNDSLEY Bros.,

MENOMINEE, MICH.,

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS. POLES

POLES AND CROSSARMS
BERTHOLD & JENNINGS,

CHEMICAL BUILDING, ST. LOUIS.

BOOKS.
BUY YOUR BOOKS FROM THE

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
610 Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO.

CEDARPtES

ELECTRICAL BOOKS,
.All Kinds.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

'«uite.'>10 Marquette. CHICAGO.

COPPEPf
CO RtY - Pfl„„,

AMERICAN" ^cir
ARE THE BEST.- Sen^ for Descriptive Circuraf.

Absolutely Non-Infringing.
Protection Cuaranteeo.

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
ESTo 18B9. 38 W. Quincy St., Chicago. Ml.

TKOUtlFOUl
National Tube Works Company.

Boston, 70 Federal St. I Chicago, corner Clinton and Fulton Streets^
New York, Havemeyer Building, Cortlandt St. St. Louis, 938 North Second Street.
Pittsburg. Fidelity Building. Fourth Ave. I Works, McKeesport, Pa,

We have issued a NEW catalogue
of electrical books containing 100

pages, listing every work on electric-
ity. A copy will be cheerfully mailed
on recei|>t of a two-cent stamp.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

510 Marquette Bldg., Ch.cago.

Making knife-switches Our Specialty

K

Write for full particulars, etc.

Two new styles of Baby

NIFE-SMITCHES
Low Prices—that's wealth to you.

H. T. PAISTE CO.
CHICAGO PHILADELPHIA

THE FIFTH EDITION JUST OUT.
(Edition of 5,000 copies.)

fergred- ^^^/^ised. UlF>--to-cla-te.

"Standard Wiring" for Electric Light and Power.
By H. C. CUSHINQ. Jr.. Hember A. 1. P.. E.

Electrical Inspector Fire Underwriters' Tariff Association of New York.

ADOPTED BY TH£ FIR£ UKDERM'ItlTEBl^ OF THB USilTED STATES.
It contains every table, formula and rule for all systems of outside and inside wiring, together

with thirty illustrations of the newest and safest methods for the installation of Pole Lines, Dyna-
mos, Motors, Switchboards, Transformers, etc., etc., as required by the insurance inspector.

RUSSIAIV Ii£ATHER COVER, POCKET SIZE, $1.00.
Sent postpaid to any address upon 7'eceipt ofprice by

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 Marquette BIdg., Chicago.

NISlTir ZSDIT'ION.X -FRAYS
FOR EVERYBODY.

Id^A^Eircl "r^'v^r-t.

Just off tlie Press. 93 Pages. 47 Illustrations.

Fully describes in plain terms how to perform experiments with the X-Ray Outfit.

Tells what electrical apparatus is needed and how to manipulate it. Illustrations show
clearly how to connect up the Crookes Tube, the RuhmkorfE Coil, and how to run
them, either by batteries or electric light currents. How to make an X-Ray OutfU
very cheaply, including a Fluoroscope.

Write us at once, enclosing 25 Cents in stamps, postal note, express money or-

der, and get one of these valuable books.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO..
^'°

!St;?^«i*<l<?.'^«'

IT'S ALL RIGHT
Webb's Telephone Hand-Book. A book for the

expert as well as the novice- Price $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6IO IVIar-c|ue«1:e Buildine. ^l-iicsago.
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JUST THE THING THAT'S WANTED

PUBLIC
Ni3ij;iii:it
PAY STATION.

SIGN -ri-ia-fc Sui-fcs >VII—

n~l-ta-fc's E-v^rlas-fcingr-

THEY'LL GET U BUSINESS-THEN

That Talk
Any Distance,

That Don't "Go Dead,"
AND

SWITCHBOARDS
That R rapid to operate

—

That don't fall down

—

Whose title is clear.

THEY'LL HOLD U'R BUSINESS.
A full line of toll line and private plant apparatus,

police, fire alarm, railway system
equipment, etc.

Iromlifirs-

Get Catalog of

Valuable Information.

TeWone Mfg, Co,,

82 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, U. S. A.

A VALUABLE NEW WORK.

ELECTRICIANS' HANDY=BOOK
OF USEFUL INFORMATION.

Edited by A. E. WATSON, A. M.. Teacher of Electricity. Brown University.
Providence, R. 1.

Compiled by B. T. MUBIEB, 3d.
ILLUSTRATED.

A Compilation from the works of'SylvanuB P. Thompson, Kapp, Allsop. Munroe and Jamieson,
Watson, Bottone, Bonney, Watt, Poole, Trevert, Hasklns,

riorrow and Reid, and others.

This book gives a large number ot receipts for making Battery Fluifls, Battery Pastes, Insulating
Materials and Varuislies, Electro-Plating Solutions, etc. Tells how to make Electric Batteries,
Bells, Telephone. Motors, Dynamos, Induction Coils, Influence and Static Machines, etc. (iives
fornuikB for winding Dynamos, Motors, Armatures, Field Magnets, Transformers. Contains many
Kules. Tables, Data, etc. In fact It Is almost a complete eycloppedia of Electricity. It is neatly
bound and of a convenient size to be carried in the pocket for handy reference.

^^N -T e:N -rs.
History.
Theory.
Measurements. (Electric and Magnetic.)
Electric Batteries.
Electro-Cliemistry and Metallurgy.
The Telegraph and Telephone.
Dynamos and Motors.
Management of Dynamos and Motors.

PART
9. Electric Lighting.

10. Transformers.
11. Wiring for Electric Power.
12. Wiring for Bell Fitting and Gas Lighting
13. Electric Railways.
14. Miscellaneous.
15. Useful Tables.
16. Logaritlims.

Contains over four lumdred and fifty pages aud many illustrations.

PRICE, CLOTH, ONLY $2.50; POSTPAID.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 Marpette Bli„ CHICAGO

OUR NEW CATALOGUE

READY FOR MAjUANUARY 1st, 1898.

OE-TYOUR IMA.IVIE ON L.I

Central Telephone & Electric Co.,
1123 PINE STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.

WESTERN TELEPHONE
-*—^CONSTRUCTION CO.,

260 S. Clinton Street, CHICAGO,
. . LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF , .

Telephones and Appliances,
EXCLUSIVELY. 11^ THE UNITED STATES.

OTHERS
WE =

claim to be

—

The LARGEST manufacturers of

HIGH GRADE, NON-INFRINGING
Telephone Apparatus in the U. S.

Sole licensees and importers of the

MILDE TRANSMITTERS.

STANDARD TELEPHONE

AND ELECTRIC CO.,

Standard Electrical Dictionary.
By prof. T. O'CONOR sloane.

Author of "Arlttimetic of Electricity." "Electricity Simplified,"
"Electric Toy Making," Etc.

682 Pages, 393 Illustrations. Handsomely bound In cloth, 8vo, $3.

An Entirely New Edition, Brought Up to Date
and Greatly Enlarged.

COMPLETE-CONCISE—CONVENIENT.
In publishing the "Standard Electrical Dictionary," the author

has adhered to what the work purports to be, exhausting the
subject of electrical terms, giving each title the clearness of ex-
planation necessary to make the understanding of it complete
without unnecessary elaboration. In this worir, every electrical

word, term, or phrase will be found intelligently defined.
A practical handbook of ref< renee, containing definitions of

about 5.000 distinct words, terms and phrases.
The work is absolutely indispensable to all in any way inter-

ested in electrical science, from the higher electrical expert to

the everyday electrical workman. In fact, it should be in the
possession of all who desire to keep abreast with the progress of
tills branch of science.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 Marquette BIdg., Chicago.

THE TELaEPHONE HAKD-BOOK
BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB.

Member of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, London. Author of "A Practical Guide to the Testing of
Insulated Wires and Cables." Joint Author of '^Electricity in Daily Life.'"

146
EXTRACT FROM PREFACE.

tnd-B^^lc Si »rn 31.00.
"This little book has no pretension to be considered a complete treatise on telephony as it exists in America. The time for such a work is not yet come. But it is felt that there is a demand

for a practiciil book on telephone working and management, and theTELEPHONE HAND-I-OOK Is an attempt at meeting that demand. With the exception of a few chapters dealing with
certain forms of transmitters and receivers used in Europe, which are given for the information of those who may wish to engage in the manufacture of telephones, the book is based entirely on
standard American practice; and most of the material, apparatus and methods described are peculiar to or have originated in this country."

No pains have been spared to make it the best book of its kind. It is right up to date, intensely practical, and so plain and clear in its language that anyone can understand and learn from it
everything regai'ding telephone work and management. It conforms in size and style to our other* Haud-Books which have been so favorably received by tbe entire electrical fraternity.

caAPTER 1. The Invention of the Telephone.
2. Sound Waves. Articulate Speech.
3. Electric Telephony. The Bell Telephone.
4. The Microphone.
5. Current Induction. Electromagnetic In-

duction.
6. The Induction Coil: Its Use In the Tele-

phone Transmitter.
7. The Complete Telephone Circuit.
8. Magnet Telephones.
9. The Bell Telephone Receiver.
10. Other forms of Magnet Telephones.
lit The Gower, Ader and D'Arsonval Recelv

ers. Mercadler's Bl-Telephone.
TO- The Siemens. Kotyra NRumaye? aed

-OONTENTS.-
CHAPTER 13.

14.

15.
16.

17.

18.

19,

20.

24,

25.

Carbon Transmitters.
The Blake Transmitter.
The Long Distance Transmitter,
The Solid-back Transmitter.
Tli03erliner Transmitter.
The'Cuttrlss Transmitter.
Various European Transmitters,

_.. The Efficiency of Carbon Transmitters.
21, Batteries for Telephone Work.
22. Open Circuit Batteries.
2.<i. Closed Circuit Batteries.

Tbe Practical Management of Batteries.
Magneto Bell,

Automatic Switches.
27^ Telephone Line Construction^

CHAPTER 28.

29.
30.

31.
32,

33.
34.

35.

Metallic Circuit,
Underground Wires.
Lightning Arresters.
Inside Wiring.
Installation of Telephone Instruments.
Inspection and Maintenance.
The Condenser; Its Use in Telephony.
Electromagnetic Retardation.
Exchange Working.
Small Exchanges.
Party Lines: The Bridging Bell.

Long Distance Telephony,
Duplex Telephony. ^ ^ , ^
Simultaneous Telegraphy and Telephony
Appendix.

pnbiished and for sale uy ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 5IO Marquette Building, Chicago.
i
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NORTHWESTERN

Telephone Mfg.Go.
Offices, 43 and 44 Loan and Trust Bldg.,

MILWAUKEE, WIS.
Telepliones, Switch-

boards, Magneto Bells,

etc. Over 15 years of
practical experieuce In
the service with the li-

censees of the American
Bell Telephone Co. a
sufiicient t^uarantee of

the safety and elliciency

of our apparatus. All
of our telephones are
equipped with a Solid
Back Transmitter, iden-
tical in principle witli

that utilized by the
American Bell Tele-
phone Co. for transmit-
ting articulation a dis-

tance of 2,000 miles.

Send for prices and
mention this paper.

^r^TKIS&NASBEEN MAKING

iTELEPHONES
(§ 20 YEARS, HOT CHEAP BUT
SERVICEABLE MS FUUY DUAIUIITEED.

. CIRCULARS FURNISHED. •

YiadvctEiectricC;
BALTIMORE.MD. U.S.A.

OVERSTOCKED!
i—g^—i"i—»—

Gravity Hooks with contacts
in lots 100 at 12c.

Also a few switchboards and telephones taken ont
of exchanges, bnt re-equipped with our own devices.
Will sell at bargain.

EVERYTHING TO FULLY EQUIP A

Model and Up-to-date Exchange.

Missouri Telephone Mfg. Co.
917-919 Market St., ST. LOUIS, MO., U. S. A.

Preserve Your Copies

-

—

"^ Western Electrician.
BINDERS $1.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Snite 510 Marquette Bnildingf .... CHICAGO

New Kokofflo Transmitter.

BARKALOW PATENT.
Issued Nov. 17, 1896.

FINEST TALKER ON EARTH.

Especially for Exchange and
Long-Distance Service.

We manufacture Switchboards,

all styles of Telephones and every-

thing to equip an exchange.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

Kokomo Telephone &
Electric Mfg. Co.,

KOKOMO. IND., U.S. A.

THE ORATOR

The ORATOR
AND

Improved Hunnings
solid back dust transmitters
in Wall, Desk and Cabinet
Styles. They are Conven-
ient, Durable and the best
of talkers.
A tiial will convince anyone

of tlieir superiority on either

short or longdistance work.
Anyone can make aninstru-

nient that will work well at
tirsl, but to produce one that

will continue to meet every
proper demand is quite an-
other problem.
The ORATOR win.

MANUFACTURED EV

The RAWSON ELECTRIC CO.,

ELYRIA, O . U.S. A.

iim

' *^^H

NO. 30 AMERICAN TRANSMITTER.
This instrument, for

volume of voice trans-
mission, distinctness of
articulation, exact re-
production of articulate
sounds and durable
qualities is unequaled.

The Largest ilanu-
facturers of T e I e=
phones and 5witch°
boards in the United
States.
Four liundred exchanges
aggregating 80,000 tele-

phones in use. Four
years' service.

Write for catalogue showing new types and prices,

lA/C PIIADAMTCC Wor'-manship, material and efficiency

fV L UUAnAll I Cl of oup apparatus to be of the highest
grade, and atj;ree to defend, at our own expense, any action at
lawwhich may be brought against ouii patrons on alleged in-
fringement of patents owing to the use of our instruments.

American Electric Telephone Co.,

CIHIC.A.G^

SL0^N^

624 pages, $3.00.

'^R|-|-HHt.TlC

A'SipM^

150 pages, $1.00. 150 pages, $1.00. 15S pages, $1.00.

SLOAfiE

135 pages, $1.00.

An Excellent Series of Electrical Books.
BV T. O'CONNOR SLOKMS.

FOR THE BEGINNER as well as the student.
Profusely Illustrated. Practical. Necessary Adjuncts to every Library. Send in your Orders.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, Suite 510 Marquette Building, Chicago.
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Gas and Gasoline Engines SaSL^SIK
Adupted for ALL Power. purposes—ElcclHc Lif^htinj;, Milling:, Mining,

Water Works, Elevators, Factories, etc. Cheaper and Better tban Steam.

wri,?BcfoTpa"hJ'si„g. FOOS GAS ENGINE CO. Springfield, 0.

NEW CATECHISM OF ELECTRICITYa
A PKACTICAL TREATISK.

TESTinONIAL. Chas. M. Weir, Chief Engi-
neer U. S. Projectile Works, Brooklyn, N. Y.:
"It is one of the most practical and concise
works on the subject I ever saw IE is just the
right thiuf:; in the right place, and 1 most cheer-
fully recommend it to all who desire a practical
knowledge of Electricity."

This is a book of r»r.o pp., full of up-to-date in-
formation. 300 illustrations. Handsomely bound
in red leather, pocketbook form, size 4i^x6V4,
with titles and edges in gold. Price. $2,00, post-
paid. 100 page descriptive catalogue of electri-
cal books free on request. •

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY.
, 510 Marquette niiilding. Chicago.

Electro-Gasoline Engine
3 to SO 11. P. "

Rung withoutsmolii', uilnr or nniso.
Special styles for tOlvrn ii> Lit-lil ini,-,

Boats, Mininp Locumutivrs, Hnitl^.
Portanle, Threshing, Piiiuping, Farm
and Dairiea, Inspection and Street
Cars, Uoad-waeons, Printing Offices
and all stationary purposes. Ail
engines guaranteed and may be le-
turned at ovir ex pc'use if not as repre-
sented. THE PKOUTX ro.,
7tf Dearborn St., ailCAQO, U.S.A.

When you
are Tired

Of using "Dynamo" Belting made from
"Shoulder Stocl<," write us for prices
and information on *'Leviathan" and
"Oak Leaf" Belting, and our metliod
of "Belting up" Electric Light and
Power Plants.
High grade Belting only. Best Re-

sults. Least Cost.

Write fully, conditions under which
Beltingruns, power riMiuiri'd. etc.

miihiinuiuuiuu
MAIN BKLTINCJCO.,

55 and 57 Market St.. CHICAGO, ILL.
1221-1235 Carpenter St., Philadelphia.

120 Tearl St., Boston.

Oas,

GasolineTHE OTTO

ENGINES
and....

Natural Oas

«itVE». 45.000 ISOI.]>

Electric Lighting.
SIZES I TO 250 H. P.

Electric Light Plants in Operation

from 2 to 250 H. P.

TliB Otto &as Enpe Works, 1e.,

PHIIiADEIiPHIA.

-THE-

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Manufacturers of the

Morrin "Clmax" M "Conpoif Safety later

Tule Boilers.

BUILT IN UNITS OF 50 TO t ,000 Ho P.

CAUTION , Beware of infringers, they will

I be rigidly prosecuted.

ALSO BUILDERS OF

Smoke Stacks, Tanks, Etc., and
All Classes of iron Work.

Speciflcatlons, DrawlDgs and Prices flirnlslied

on application.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boilers.

ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM.
»35 PAGr£!$. PRICE S3.00. 347 IfililJSTRATIOXS. A series ofThirty-four Practical liessons covering the (Science of £lectricity from Its Fundamental

Principles to Its Every-day Applications. By Prof. I>. C. Jackson, University of ^''isconsin; Prof.H. !$. Carhart, University of Dlichlg^an; Prof. B.F. Thomas,
University of Ohio: Prof. AVni. A. Anthony, ofWew York; Prof. Brown Ayres,TiiIane University; Prof. A. CPerrine, lieland Stanford University, Cal. ; Prof.
Geo. I>. Shephardson, I'niversity of 3Iinnesota, and others. A Comprehensive Treatisein Simple Language, Free from Algebraic Equations and Easily Understood.

ampere; Microampere; Three Classes of Magnetic Ampere- Constant Pressure; Loss of Voltage; Circular Mils; Prac-
raeters; Weston Amperemeter; Electro Dynamometers; tical Examples; Weight of Copper Required for Trans-
Hot Wire lustriiments; Scales of Amperemeters; Alter- mission of Power at Different Pressures; Three-Wire

Current Pleasuring Instruments; Pleasuring Very

COIM'TEIM-rS:
CHAPTER I: The Nature and Properties of Electricity;

Origin of Electricity; Two Kinds; Laws of Attraction and
Repulsion; Positive and Negative Charge; Terms, Con-
ductors, Insulators, Electric Conductivity; Conveying Elec-
tricity; The Electroscope; Force Exerted Between Cbarged
Bodies; Unit of Measurement of qnnntity of Electricity;
Electrometer.—CHAPTER II: Machines for Generating
Electricity by Friction and by Electric Induction; Making
Machine to Continuously Generate Electricity by Friction;
The Elect rophorus; Induction Generator; Units of Elec-
tric Current and Pressure; Electricity Conveyed by Unit
Current Each Second; Negatively and Positively Charged
Conductors; Relation of Lightning and Sparks of Electrical
Machine.—CHAl'TER III: Electric Batteries or Appliances
for Generating Electricity by Chemical Action; Action of
Batteries; Electric Pressure; VoltaicEIectricity; Directionof
Current Flow; I'roduction of Continuous Current; Battery
Cells In Series; Production of Pressure by Cells; Polariza-
tion and Its Avoidance; Leclancbe Cell; Open Circuit Cells.
—CPIAl'TER IV: Electric Batteries or Appliances for Gen-
erating Electricity by Chemical Action (Concluded); Closed
Circuit Cells; Local Action; Law of Electro-chemical Ac-
tion; Electro-chemical Equivalent; Primary Batteries Com-
pared ewith Dyuamos for Furnishing Current; Uses of
13atteries; Difference Between a Primary and Storage Bat-
tery; How Storage Batteries pre Made; I'arallel Connection
of Plates in Storage Batteries.—CHAPTER V: The Nature
and Properties of Magnetism, Magnetic Fields; Permanent
Magnetism; Magnetic Attraction and Repulsion; Poles of
Magnet; Magnitude of Force Between Two Magnets; Aging
Magnets; Earth's Action on Magnetic Needle; Magnetic
Field; Action of Lines of Force.—CHAPTER VI: The Mag-
netic Effects of Electric Currents and iSIagnetic Circuits;
Effect of Electric Current on Magnetic Needle; Relation
Between Direction of Lines of Force and Direction of
Current Flow; Determination of Current Direction by
Compass; Ampere Turns; Solenoids; Ampere's Theory;
Solenoids w'th Steel or Iron Coves; Residual Magnetism;
Electro-Magnets; Magnetic Permeability; jMagnetic Re-
luctance; Magneto Motive Force or Magnetic Pressure.—
CHAPTER Vll; Ohm's Law of the Flow of Electricity;
Pressure; Resistance; Current; Volt; Ohm; Ampere; Mer-
cury »Resistance; Conductivity of Copper Compared with
Other Jletals; Resistance of Circuits Made Up of the Same
Parts in Parallel; Joint Resistances; Fall of Voltage Over
Resistance; Effect of Temperature on Resistance; Copper
Temperature Coefficient.—CHAPTER VIII: Heating Ef-
fects of Electric Currents; Miscellaneous Effects of Elec-
tric Currents; Foot-pound; Joule; Horse-power; Watt; Kilo-
watt; Watts per Horse-power; Heating Effects on Bear-
ings of Machinery; Effect of Electricity on Nerves of Ani-
mals; Muscular Effect of Strong Currents.—CHAPTER IX:
Galvanometers and Voltanieters;Din.'erences in Construction
for Large and Small Currents; Presence and Direction of
Currents Shown by Galvanometer; Strength of Current In-
dicated; Tangent Galvanometer; Reflecting Galvanometer;
Needle Suspension; d'Arsonvnl Galvanometer; Terms
"Dead-Beat," "Calibrate;" Voltameter; Electrolyte, Elec-
trolysis; Electrode; Forms of Voltameters.—CHAPTER X:
Measurement of Electrical Resistance; Resistance Meas-
ured by Substitution; Resistance Boxes; Use of German
Silver; Coils; Wheatstone Bridse; Measuring Resistances
with Bridge; Measuring Very High Resistances; Practical
Examples.—CHAPTER XI: Every-day Measurements of
Electric Currents and Pressure; Three Effects by Which
Currents are Directly Measured; Amperemeters; Milll-

natiuL, _ , ...
Large Currents; Measuring Electric Pressures; Voltmeters;
Cardew Voltmeter; Electrometers; Electrostatic Volt-
meters; Standard Cells; Measuring Currents by Voltmeter
and a Standard Resistance.-CHAPTER XII: Every-
day Measurements of Electric Power, Condensers and
The Measurement of their Capacity; Wattmeters; Electro-
dynamometer Used as AVattmeter; Recording Wattmeters;
Coulomb Meters; Watt Hour; Ampere Hour; Capacity;
Farad; Microfarad; Condenser; Capacity of Condenser;
Charging Condenser; Specilic Inductive Capacity; Selec-
tion of Insulation for Telephone Cables; Capacity of
Underground Wires; Comparing Capacities by Ballistic
Galvanometer; Practical Capacity Measurements; Leyden
Jar.-CHAPTER XIII; Electrolytic Deposition of Metals;
Electroplating; Metals Commonly used in Plating; Salt
of a Metal; Nitrate of Silver; Cyanide of Silver and of Po-
tassium; Solution for Silver plating; Vats; Quality of Elec-
trolytic Deposit; Effect of Too Great or Small Currents;
Cleaning Articles to be Plated; Gilding Inside of Silver
Articles; Base Metals on Which Nickel is Usually Plated;
Solution for Nickel Plating; Electro typing; Electrotype
Molds; Electrotype Finishing; Electrolytic 'Refining of
Copper; Solution Used.—CHAPTER XIV: The Electric
Telegraph; Elements of Electric Telegraph; Telegraph
Circuits; Telegraphic Signals; Sending and Receiving;
Telegraph Lines; Sounder; Relays; Local Circuits; Multi-
ple Telegraphy; Duplex Telegraphy; Diplex Telegraphy;
Quadruplex Telegraphy. -CHAPTER XV: Multiple Tele-
graphy; Differential Relay; Polarized Relay; Pole Changer;
Principles of Operation of Diplex, Quadruplex, Bridge
Duplex; Artificial Line; Autographic Telegraphy.—CHAP-
TER XVI: The Telephone; Bell Telephone; Microphone;
Blake Transmitter; Exchanges; Switchboard; Long-Distance
Transmitter.—CHAPTER XVII: The Construction of
Telegraph and Telephone Lines and Instruments; Poles;
Cross-Arms; Pins; Joints; Insulators; Insulation; Ground
Plates; Undergrnnnd Cables: Conduits; Fuses; Multiple
Switchboards.-CHAPTER XVIII: Testing Lines for In-
sulation and Conductivity and the Location of Leaks and
Breaks; Line Troubles; Grounds; Crosses; Locating
Trouble; Earth Currents; Line Conductivity and Insula-
tion; Testing.—CHAPTER XIX: Principles of Continu-
ous Current Dynamos and Motors; Electric Conductor
in Magnetic Field: Field Strength; Induced Electric Pres-
sure; Direction of Current Moving Conductors; Alternat-
ing Current; Dynamos; Blagnetos; Commutator.—CHAP-
TER XX: Principles of Continuous Current Dynamos
and Motors; their Construction. Care and Attendance;
Gramme Armature; Siemens Armature; Armature Cur-
rent; Ijuminating Cores; Foncault or Eddy Currents; Hys-
teresis; Fundamental Principles of Dynamos and Motors;
Points of Good Dynamo; Counter Electric Pressure; Types
of Field Windings; Series, Shunt and Compound Wound
Machines; Multipolar Machines; Regulation, Care and
Maintenance.—CHAPTER XXI:. Arc Lighting? and Arc
Light Machinery; The Arc; Arc Lamps; Principles of
Operation; Connections; Arc Dynamos; Current and Pres-
sure Required; Making of Arc Carbons; Regulators; Arc
Light Switchboards.—CHAPTER XXII: Incandescent
Lighting and Power Transmission, Two, Three and Five
Wire Systems of Distribution for Electric Lights and
Motors; Incandesc-^nt Lamp; Filaments; Vaccuum; Ma-
terial for and Making of Filaments; Advantages of In-
candescent Lamps; ^Incandescent and Motor Circuits;

System; Motor Starting Resistances.—CHAPTER XXIII.
Construction of Electric Light and Power Circuits, and
Their Testing; Overhead Electric Light Wires; Weather-
Proof Wire; Arc Circuit Wires; "Drawing In" and
"Built In" Underground System; Underground Electric
Light Cables; Edison Tubing; Feeders; Mains; Inside
Wiring; Cleat Work; Moulding Work; Concealed Work;
Dangers from Fires ; Distribution System ;.—CHAPTER
XXIV: Testing Electric Light Circuits and the Dis-
tribution and Measurement of Light; Faults; Soldered
Joints; Magneto Beil; Use of Voltmeter to Locate Grounds
on Arc Circuits; Ground Detector; General Testing;
Photometer; Standard. Candles; Illuminating- Effect of
Lamps; Effect of Opal Globes.—CHAPTER XXV: Elec-
tro-Magnetic Induction; Eff'ect of Cutting Lines of Force
by an Electric Conductor; Induced Currents; Induction
Coils; Cores of Induction Coils; Transformers; Direc-
tion of Induced Current; Self Induction; Attraction and
Repulsion of Parallel Wires Carrying Currents.—CHAP-
TER XXVI: Alternating Currents; Alternator; Electro-
lytic Effect of Pulsating Current; Heating Effect of Al-
ternating Current; Effective Value; Alternating Current;
Measurements; Frequency; Period; Apparent Itesistance.
—CHAPTER XXVII: Alternating Currents and Alter-
nating Current Machinery (Concluded); Power Used in Al-
ternating Circuits; Alternating Currents for Lighting; Mak-
ing Transformers; Testing Transformers; Building Alterna-
tors; Number of Alternations; The Exciter; Running Al-
ternators iu ParalleP; Synchronous Motors; Two-Phase
and Three-Phase Systems; Induction Motors; Squirrel-
Cage Armature; Mesh Connection; Star Connection;.—
CHAPTER XXVIII: Miscellaneous Applications of
Electric Motors; Uses of Electric Motors; Motors in Ma-
chine Shops; Waste of Power in Factories; Advantages
of Removing Shafts and Belts; Estimating Electrical
Power Required; Electric Elevators; Electric Launches.—
CHAPTER XXIX: Electric Railways; Richmond Elec-
tric Railroad; Trolley Wire; Trolley; Track; Use of Two
Motors; Rail Bonds; Heavv Electric Locomotives.—CHAP-
TER XXX: Methods of Handling and Controlling Rail-
way Motors and Generators; Output Records; Record-
ing Voltmetars; Load of Electric Railway Plant; Appli-
cation of Storage Batteries to Smooth Road Curve; Meth-
ods of Controlling Street Car Motors; Station Instru-
ments; Equalizer.-CHAPTER XXXI: Model Electric
Plant; First Central Station; Changes in General Me-
chanical Construction of Dynamos; Instruments; Multi-
ple Arcing Galvanometers; Use of Double and Single
Pole Switches ; Operating Dynamos in Parallel ; Feeder
Connections In Continuous and Alternating Stations;
Throwing Dynamo into Circuit; Cutting Dynamo Out.—
CHAPTER !SXXII: Underwriter's Rules, Etc.; Neces-
sity of Rules; Special Points in Wiring; Insulation of
Sockets, Fuses, Fixtures; Annunciator Wire; Oi35ce Wire;
Leaky Wires.—CHAPTER XXXIII: Electric Welding,
Forging, Etc.; Electricity Applied to the Kitchen; Elec-
trical Methods Applied to Metal Working; Thomson
Apparatus for Heating Metals; Welding b> Thomson
Method; Bernardos Process of Working Metals; Bringing
Piece of Metal to High Temperature by Dipping in Pail
of Water; Electric Current for Warming and Cooking;
Electric Heating and Stoves Compared.-CHAPTER
XXXIV: Electro-Therapeutics; Galvanic Curren*: Fara-
dic Current; Static Electricity; Electric Osmosis; Electro-
Cautery; Medical Electric Lights.

PRICE $2.00. Sent postage prepaid to any address in the world on receipt of price. The Ideal Work for Electricians, Central Station Men, Engineers, Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Students. Etc.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510"MARQUETTE BLDC, CHICACO.
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:{• KS FOR THE HOLIDAYS.
IN

Select such books as you desire and let us quote you our holiday price.

Note the following OFFJEK TO XEW SrBSCRIBEKS: For $3 we will send the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN for one year, 52 times, and as a

premium will give one of a number of electrical books FREE. You cannot make a more acceptable present than a year's subscription to the WESTERN
ELECTRICIAN. #^*GET FURTHER PARTICUI.ARS OF OUR HOL.IDAY OFFER.
' New Dynamo Tenders* Hand=Book.

P- LIEUT. F. B. BADT.
One hundrGcl and forty illustrations. Trice, ^1. An

entirely new and up-to-date work. 226 pftges, flexible

cloth binding. Size of page 5%x3yo inches. Designed for
dynamo tenders, linemen, stationary and marine en-
gineers. Just the book for men who wish to learn how
to operate and care for electric light installations. The
only book of the kind in the English language.

Bell Hangers' Hand=Book.
LIEUT. F. B. BADT.

One hundred and six* pages, 97 illustrations. Just the
book for those engaged iu selling, installing or handliug
electric batteries, electric bells, elevator, house or hotel
annunciators, burglar or fire alarms, electric gas light-

ing apparatus, electric heat regulating apparatus, etc.

The only booli of its kind. Simple as A B C. Price, $1.

Electricity for Engineers.

CHAS. DESMOND.
Latest edition now published in one volume." 424 pages.

Price, $2.50. Profusely illustrated. For table of con-

tents see advertisement in Western Electrician. Just
the work for engineers, electricians, dynamo tenders, etc.

Incandescent Wiring Hand=Book.
LIEUT. F. B. BADT.

Profusely Illustrated. Price. ?L Type page 5^,^x3 inches.

Flexible cloth binding, 66 pages, 35 cuts and five tables,

three of which are 12x18 inches. These tables give at

once, and without any calculation, the size of wire re-

quired in each case for any percentage of loss. A timely
book, containing full instructions for incandescent wiring,
and complete information coucerniug methods of running
wires, location of safety devices aud switches, splices,

insulation and testing for faults, wire gauges, general
electrical data, calculating size of wires, wiriug of fix-

tures, elevators, buildings, isolated aud central station
plants. The ouly complete book of the kind published.

Electric Transmission Hand=Book.
LIEUT. F. B. BADT.

Ninety-seven pages, 22 illustrations. 27 original tables.

Gives more practical information on the subject than
any work published to date. The book contains all neces-
sary information for power producers, capitalists, agents,
engineers and motor inspectors. With this book any-
body may make estimates on the cost of transmission
plants. A practical and reliable work. Price, ^1.

Electricity and flagnetism.
PROF. D. a JACKSON,

University of Wisconsin, and others.

• A series of thirty-four lessons covering the science of
electricity from its fundamental principles to its every-
day practical application. Comprises 325 pages, over 300

diagrams and illustrations. Price, $2. A comprehensive
treatise In simple language, free from algebraic equations
and easily understood.

Electric Lighting Specifications for the Use of

Engineers and Architects.

E. A. MERRILL.
Cloth, 176 pages. Price, including postage, $1.50.

Electric Railway Motors; Their Construction,
Operation and Maintenance.

NELSON W. PERRY.
An elementary practical handbook for those engaged

in the management aud operation of electric railway ap-
paratus, with rules and instructions for motormen. 12mo,
clotb. New York, 1S94. Price, $1.

Dynamo and Motor Building for Amateurs.
LIEUT. C. D. PARKHURST, V. S. A.

Cloth, 163 pages. 71 illustrations. Price, $1. Descrip-
tions a~ud working drawings are given of the following
dynamosand motors: A small ventilatingfan motor; a sew-
ing machine battery motor, requiring no patterns or cast-

ings in its construction; a sewing machine motor of more
finished appearance and greater efficiency than the above;
a 50-light incandescent dynamo.

The Electric Motor and Its Applications.

T. C. MARTIN and J. WETZLER.
Fourth edition, with an appendix on the development

of the electric motor since ISSS. By Dr. L. Bell. 300

illustrations, quarto, cloth. New York, 1S95. Price, $3.

Dynamos, Alternators and Transformers.
GISBERT KAPP.

138 illustrations, 12mo, cloth. London, 1S93. Price, .?4.

In the present work it has been the author's object to
place before the reader an expositiou of the general prin-

ciples underlying the construction of dynamo-electric ap-
paratus, and to do this without the use of high mathemat-
ics and complicated methods of investigation, thus en-
abling the average engineering student and the average
practical engineer, even if he have no previous knowledge
of .electrical science, to follow the subject.

Hawkins' New Catechism of Electricity.

A practical treatise. This is a book of 550 pages, full

of up-to-date information. 300 illustrations. Handsomely
bound in red leather, pocbetbook form, size 4^/^xGi^, with
titles and edges in gold. Price, $2

Practical Directions for Winding flagnets for
Dynamos.

CARL BERING.
12mo, cloth. Reprint, without additions. New York,

1892. Price, $1.25. This book is intended for the prac-
tical dynamo designer and constructor, as weli as for
the student of electrical engineering. The calculations
involved are of a very simple nature and may be made
by any intelligent mechanic.

The Art of Electro=Metallurgy , Including all Known
Processes of Electro-Deposition.

G. GORE.
Fifth edition. 12mo, cloth, illustrated. New York, 1891.

Price, ?2.

How to Become a Successful Electrician.

T. O'CONNOR SLOANE. '

The studies to be followed, methods of work, fields of
operation and ethics of the profession. 16mo, cloth. Il-
lustrated. New York, 1894. Price, $1.

THE ABOVB BOOKS, OR AMY EL.ECTBICAC BOOK PUBI^ISHEO, SEXT 03V RECEIPT OF PRICE, PREPAID.

P!¥.lsriTRTClABf PUBMSHINO COMPANY, 510 MAKOUETTE BTJILDIXG^, CBICAGO.

The Standard Electrical Dictionary.

T. O'CONNOR SLOANE.
A popular dictionary of words and terms used in the

practice of electric engineering. 350 lUustratiuns. ISinu,
cloth. New York, 1895. Price. $3. The purpose of thi.s

work is to present the public with a concise and prac-
tical book of reference, which, it is believed, will be
appreciated in the age of electricity. The science has
expanded so much that the limits of what must be termed
strictly a dictionary of the present day would a few
years ago have sufficed for an encyclopaedia.

The Arithmetic of Electricity.

T. O'CONNOR SLOANE.
A manual of electrical calculations by arithmetical

methods, including numerous rules, examples and tables
in the field of practical electrical engineering and experi-
menting. Fourth edition, revised, 12mo, cloth. New
York. 1895. Price, $1.

Dynamo=Electric Machinery.
SYLVANUS P. THOMPSON.

A manual for students of electro technics. Fifth edi-
tion, revised. 835 pages and IS folding plates. 8vo, cloth.
New York. 1896. Price, net, .?5.50. This new edition has
been rewritten and thoroughly revised throughout, and is

an entirely new book.

Electric Toy Making for Amateurs.
T. O'CONNOR SLOANE.

Electric toy making for amateurs, including batteries,
magnets, motors, miscellaneous toys and dynamo con-
struction. Fully illustrated. Second edition. 12mo, cloth.
New York, 1893. Price. ?1.

How to Wire Buildings.

AUGUSTUS NOLL.
A manual of the art of interior wiring. Fourth edition.

8vo, cloth, illustrated. New York, 1895. Price, 51.50.

The Quadruplex.
WILLIAM MAVBR, JR., and M. M. DAVIS.

With chapters on the dynamo-electric machine in rela-

tion to the quadruples. The practical working of the
duplex telegraph repeaters and the Wheatstone automatic
telegraph. 63 illustrations. 8vo. Price, $1.50.

Primary Batteries.

PROF. H. S. CARHART.
Sixty-seven illustrations. 12mo, cloth. Boston, 1891.

Price, ?L50.

Alternating Current Wiring and Distribution.

WILLIAM M. EMMETT.
16mo, cloth, illustrated. New York, 1894. Price, $1.

Points out the practical significance of some of the laws
governing the distribution of alternating currents, and
explains those laws in such a manner that their nature
and relative importance may be realized.

Continuous Current Dynamos and Motors.
FRANK P. COX.

An elementary treatise for students and engineers.
Illustrated. 12mo, cloth. New York, 1S93. Price, $2.

Electric Bells and all About Them.
S. R. BOTTONE.

A practical book for practical men. With more than
100 illnstratious. Fifth edition, revised and enlarged.
12mo, cloth. London, 1895. Price, 50 cents.

The Dynamo, How flade and How Used.
S. R. BOTTONE.

A book for amateurs. Eighth edition, with additional
matter and 39 illustrations, 12mo, cloth. London, 1895.

Price, $1.

First Principles of Electrical Engineering.

C. H. W BIGGS.
Being an attempt to provide an elementary book for

those who are intending to euter the profession of elec-

trical engineering. Second edition. Illustrated. 12mo,
cloth. London, 1893. Price. $1.

Transformers—Their Theory, Construction and
Application, Simplified.

C. H. HASKINS.
Thirty-eight illustrations. 12mo, cloth. Lyun, 1892.

Price. $1.25. The author has endeavored to treat of the
transformer and its action in such a manner as to ren-

der the work of especial value to the central station
electrician, the student and the investigator, while the
greatest care has been exercised to render the matter
so clear, simple and interesting that it may come within
the scope of the general public, and meet the demand
for a semi-technical and yet semi-popular treatise on the
electrical transformer which has not heretofore been ob-
tainable.

How to Build Dynamo=Electric Machinery.
EDWARD TREVERT.

Embracing theory, designing and the construction of
dynamos and motors. With appendices on field magnet
and armature winding. Management of dynamos and
motors, and useful tables of wire gauges. Illustrated.

8vo, cloth. New York, 1894. Price, $2.50.

Dynamos and Electric Motors and All About Them.
EDWARD TREVERT.

One hundred illustrations. 12mo, cloth. Lynn, 1S91. Price,

50 cents. This volume not only gives practical directions
for building dynamos and electric motors, but also gives
a large quantity of information about them.

The Practical Telephone Hand^Book and Guide to
the Telephonic Exchange.

J. POOLE.
Second edition, revised and enlarged. 12mo, cloth, with

288 illustrations. London. 1895. Price, $1.50. A thor-
oughly practical manual, uf moderate size and cost,
describiug the latest development of the suBject.

A Manual of Telephony.
W. H. PREECE and ARTHUR T. STUBBS.

With illustrations and plates. 12mo, cloth. London,
1893. Price, $4.50. A new and enlarged edition of Preece
&. Maier's "The Telephone," issued in 1888.

The A B C of Electricity.

W. H. MEADOWCROFT.
Thirty-six Illustrations. 12mo, cloth. New York, 1890.

Price, 50 cents.

Houston & Kennelly's Electric Heating.
This book contains a complete treatment of the com-

paratively new art of electric heating. The various forms
of apparatus necessary for the utilization in the arts
of the thermal quality possessed by electric currents are
illustrated and described in a thorough and comprehen-
sive manner. The difficult problem of the electrical
heating of conductors is treated in this work in a way
to be readily understood by those not familiar with
mathematics or electrical science. Price, $1.

Electrical Power Transmission.
DR. LOUIS BELL

Octavo,' cloth. New York. 1896. Price, .$2.50. Uniform
in size with "The Electric Railway iu Theory and Prac-
tice."

Pocketbook of Electrical Rules and Tables.

J. MUNRO and PROF. A. JAMIESON.
For the use of electricians aud engineers. Eleventh edi-

tion, revised and enlarged. 16mo, leather. London, 1895.

Price, $2.50.

Electric Lighting.

F. B. CROCKER.
A practical exposition of the art for the use of elec-

tricians, students and others interested in the installa-
tion or operation of electric lighting plants. Volume I.

The Generating Plant. 8vo, cloth. New York, 189ij.

Price, $3.

A Dictionary of Electrical Words, Terms and
Phrases.

PROF. E. J. HOUSTON.
Third edition, revised and enlarged. One volume, 8vo,

750 pages. Illustrated. Clotb. Price. 55. The uew edi-
tion contains over 5,000 terms and 75 new illustrations.
Concise detinlt'ous of electrical terms in general use,
illustrated descriptions of electrical apparatus, and clear
explanations of electrical phenomena. A work needed
iu every seientiflc library and an invaluable reference
book to both students and professional men. Oue of
the features of the dictionary is that it is not a mere
word-book. The words, terms and phrases are invaria-
bly followed by a short, concise definition, giving the
sense in which they are correctly employed.

The Electrical Transmission of Energy.
ARTHUR VAUGHAN ABBOTT, C. E.

A manual for the design of electrical circuits. Oc-
tavo, cloth, 60S pages, nine folding plates, numerous, il-

lustrations. Price, $4.50. The conducting circuit of trans-
mission plants has, as yet, only received incidental treat-
ment in connection with general descriptions of installa-
tions for the production and utilization of electrical en-
ergy. It is the purpose of the present manual to deal
exclusively with the conducting circuit, giving such an
account of the materials commonly used for electrical
circuits and their disposition, as will enable the de-
signer to accurately and economically plan a conducting
circuit for any desired plant.

Practical Dynamo Building.

L. C. .ATWOOD.
With detail drawings aud instructions for winding.

Giving correct sizes of wire, dimensions of iron, etc., etc.
Also diagram for house wiring. Illustrations and plates.
Quarto, cloth, St. Louis, 1S93. Price, ?3.

The Elements of Electric Lighting, Including Elec=
trie Generation, Measurement, Storage

and Distribution
PHILIP ATKINSON, A. M,, PH. D.

Eighth edition, revised and enlarged. 264 pages, 12mo.
104 illustrations. Price, .fl.50. The eighth edition of
this popular work is now ready. It has been thoroughly
revised by the author and brought down to date, some
of the most Important parts rewritteu, and new and
highly valuable matter introduced, among which are
descriptions of new measuring instruments, including
Thomson's recording Watt-Meter. It is the most com-
plete exposition of the principles of electric lighting
ever written, and its plain, untechnical. uumathematical
style commends it to all who desire information on this
highly important subject.

The Elements of Dynamic Electricity and nag=
netism.

PHILIP ATKINSON, A. M.. PH. D.
Author of "Elements of Static Electricity," and "The

Elements of Electric Lighting." 405 pages, 12mo. 120
illustrations. Price, ?2. A complete, comprehensive trea-
tise on the principles of practical electricity, in the
author's well-known, clear, uumathematical style.

Practical Directions for Armature and Field-Magnet
Winding.

EDWARD TREVERT.
Containing working directions for winding dynamos and

motors, with additional descriptions of some apparatus
made by the several leading electric companies in the
United States. 12mo, cloth. Illustrated. Price, $1.50.

* 'Wiring Tables; How They Are Hade and How to
Use Them."

THOS. G. GRIER.
The book contains: The law of resistance, electromotive

force and current fully explained; how to calculate the
size of wires; the different methods of wiring, with dia-
grams; how to apply the simple formula, in calculating
the size of wires under all conditions, diagrams for
wiriug 3-point, 4-point, head light and heat regulating
switches. Twenty-seven tables on wiring and valuable
data. Ohm's law is described in such plain and simple
language that one cannot fail to clearly understand it.

Bound in cloth. SO pages. Size, 5x7Vi inches. Price, ?1.

Electricity in Our Homes and Workshops.
SIDNEY F. WALKER.

A practical treatise on auxiliary electrical apparatus.
12mo, cloth, with numerous illustrations. Price, §2.

Electricians' Handy Book of Useful Information.
A. E. WATSON. A. M.

Compiled by E. T. Bubier, 2d. Illustrated. A com-
pilation from the works of Sylvanus P. Thompson, Kapp,
Allsop, Munroe and Jamieson, Watson, Bottone, Bonney,
Watt, Poole, Trevert, Haskins, Morrow and Reid, and
others. Price, cloth, only §2.50, postpaid.
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&H^ Oayton Globe Iron Works Co. Daytop^. 0.

Feed Water Heater and Purifier,

Provided with U-shaped Tubes, it Never Leal(s,

THE HIGHEST GRADE OKIiY.

Our catalogue contains the representative names of a large number of con-
tented buyers of BERKV'MA!S HEATERS built by us in the last twenty
years. A copy awaits your order at any time.

I. B. DAVIS & SON, Makers, Hartford, Conn.,
Or addresses given below:

Jas. Berryman, 12,5 North 4th St., Philadelphia.
W. H. Gitson. B20 Medlnah Temple, Chicago.

Jos. Whitaker. 7 and 9 Pearl Street, Boston.
A. A. Cardwell. 30 Cortlandt Street. Room 127, New York.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL
Is known the world over as affording the most simple, reliable

and economical powerforall purposes.

7,000 WHEELS NOW RUNNING S'Sln^dlSisTaSV"
w."™" '° ' ""' ""'

n CPTDIP DnWED TDAMCUICCinM I'^l*^^'^ Wheels are especially adapted to

CLCU I niu rUiVCn I nHliOlrllOOlUll. this purpose and are operating the major-
Ityof'Stations of this character in all parts of the world. Highest efficiency and best regulation
guaranteed, Catalogues furnished on appUcation. Address

PELTON WATER WHEEL CO.,
143 Liberty Street, or 121-123 Main Street,

NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., U. S. A.

WATER WHEELS
For Heads of 3 Feet to 2000 Feet.

Especially adapted to all kinds of

electric power and lighting plants.
Recent te.SiS at Holyoke, given below, enable us to guarantee:

The Largest Fowcr ever obtained from a wheel of the savie diameter. TlieMujkest
speed ever obtained for the same power. The hig/iest mean efficiency when
ranniny from half to full gate. We guaramee also: A runner of the greatest

possible strength. A gate UTiequalcd in quickness and ease of opening and dfising.

Test of a 45 in. SAIHSON, Jan. 26, 97. Test of a 35 inch SAMSON, Feb.1,'97.

Open.
Head.

Bev.
Pr.Min.

Cu. Ft.

Pr.Sec.
Hor.^e
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Open. Head.
Rev.
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Cu. I'"t.l Hnrse
Pr.Sec. P„.-er.
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H
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15.00

15-04
15.II

15.88

16.47

1,14.00

138.12

127.67
131.50
126.87

172.69
155.03
133.24
112.65

90.04

240.97
223.61

191.06
163.80

127.73

82.03

8455
83.68

8025
75.95

lull

H

%
•A

15.29
16.56

1733
17-54
17.68

19425
187.75
178.50
175.40
168.50

I02.02|143.44

92.15146.73
83-951138.40
68.821109.64

57.69^ 8S.I4

81.08

84.78
83.88

80.09

76.19

THE MgCORMICK
TURBINE.

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,
Especially Adapted for Electrical Work.

Gives more poTver per diameter -with altiglier
percentage of useful etfect than any other -^vater-
Tvheel hei'etofore mnde. All sizes, right and left hand,
are huilt from patterns perfected under systematic tests in the
Holyoke Testing Hume.

Parties having power plants which are unsatisfactory, am!
those contemplating the improvement of powers, will find it to
their interest to confer with us, as "we are ^villlng^ to
tifuarantee results ivhere others have failed, no
matter ^vhat make of tnrliine has been in use.
i^TATE REQUIREaiBNT!^ A9iri> SENI> FOB
CATAI.OGUK.

S. MORGAN SMITH CO., York, Pa.
Estimates furnished for complete power plants and

results guaranteed.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.

GRAPHITE FOR RESISTANCE...
Made in almost any form required and of 1 ohm or 1,000,000 ohms as

desired. We also make graphite boxes and crucibles resisting heats

of 4,000 degrees . .

JOS. PlXOIff CRUCIBIiE CO., - Jersey City, y. J.

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand-Book.
By F. B. BADT.

226 Pages, 140 Illustrations. Flexible tCloth Binding. Size of Type Pagjs

5 l>2x3 inches. Price $1.00.

This is, as the name Indicates, a NEW BOOK, much more complete than the

old one, with all the information, instructions and cules which are required by
practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers, and owners

and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It is the only book of the kind

published in the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Tendeyg'

Hand-Book sold, and over 5,000 of the new.

Electrician Publishing Co.s
510 Marquette Building, CHICAQO.

REG.TRADE MARKS THE Rhosphor BRONZE SmeltingCo.Iimited,
2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.

h "ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE'

Jwv'/l>nct-Jj''Lcivi

INGOTS,CASTINGS,WIRE,RODS, SHEETS, ETC

^— DELTA METAL
CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORCINGS
ORIGINAL AND Sole Makers IN THE U.S.

A VALUABLE BOOK FOR ENGINEERS AND FIREMEN NOW READY.

MODERN EXAMINATIONS OF STEAM ENGINEERS or PRACTICAL THEORY EXPLAINED and ILLUSTRATED.

BY W. H. WAKEMAN.
12 mo. Cloth. 272 pages. 53 Chapters.

Containing a complete list of 300 questions such as will be asked of any
Engineer when taking examination for U. S. Government or State License, all

of which are fully answered in the text.

F>Hice, $2.00
By mail, postpaid, to any part of the world

This book while especially adapted for engineers' examinations, is also in-

tended as a practical guide to Engineers, Firemen, Boiler Makers, Machinists,
and others, in daily practice.

The author being a practical st^tam engineer himself, well knows the wants
of the working engineer, and has put into this work such knowledge and infor-

mation as is best adapted to their use, making it altogether the most complete
and comprehensive guide for the busy workers in the engine room, boiler works
and machine shops that has ever been published.

As one engineer who has read the book says: "I think there are few engi-

neers that it wouldn't do some good. It seems as if it was a review of all I

have ever read, and a lot more besides."

The author has treated of a very great variety of subjects which are of

vital importance to all who wish to improve and extend their knowledge of

steam engineering, and has explained the rules and formulas given, in the sim-

plest manner possible, and has worked out examples by them, so that all who
can read may understand them.

The 300 questions are an important feature of the book, they are entirely

separate from the 53 chapters of reading matter, and were written after many
years of practical experience and careful research by the author.

His connection with the Boardman Manual Training High School at New
Haven, Conn., as Instructor in Steam Engineering, his 12 years of active mem-
bership in the N. A. S. E., and his position as Instructor of No. 10 of Conn., a

sturdy branch of the National Organization, makes him especially competent
in this part of the work.

The many flattering commendations which this book has already received

from competent judges and high authorities, speak well for its value.

uLECTRiCIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, - - • Suite 510 Marquette Building, Chicago, III.
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Inclined Coil Standard Switchboard Instruments.

Afflffleters and Voltmeters for an

Alternating Current Measurements.

CAN BE USED ON DIRECT CURRENTS.

High Grade, Reliable,

Accurate for all Frequencies.

Permanent Calibration. Ko Parts I^iable to Ininry or Alteration from Use. Binding Pos(s Top or Bottom. Dead
Beat. liOng Scale, tow Price. From lO to 1,000 Ampere. 75, 1.50, 650 Volts.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
SCHENKCTADY, IffElV YORK.

Sales Offices In all I.arge Cities In tlie Fnited States. For Canada address Canadian General Blectric Co., Toronto, Canada.

JUST iMHKT YOU HRE LOOKING FOR!
-^=— A New and Valuable Book——=^

Electric Lighting Plants,
THEIR COST AND OPERATION;

B}' W. J.
Buckley. With numerous illustrations, diagrams, plans, tables, etc. 275 pages. Cloth. Price, $2.00, postage free. This work

gives all necessary data for the erection of an electric light plant of anj' size. The cost of Arc Lighting. The cost of Incandescent Lighting.

READ THE TABLE OF CONTENTS:
Alternating Arc Lamps, Arc Plants, Belting, Boilers, Boiler Settings, Boiler Efficiencies, Books, Building, Cost of Arc Dynamos and Lamps,

Cost of Arc Plants Erected, Cost of Alternating Dynamos, Cost of Alternating Plants Erected, Cost of Belts, Cost of Boilers, Cost of Brick

Chimneys, Cost of Copper for Alternating Circuit, Cost of Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound High
Speed Engines, Cost of Condensers, Cost of Friction Clutch Pulleys, Cost of Heaters, Cost of High Speed Engines, Cost of Incandescent

Dynamos, Cost of Idlers, Cost of Injectors, Cost of Meters, Cost of Motors, Cost of Operating Lamps per hour. Cost of Power Generators.

Cost of Poles, Cost of Plain Pulleys, Cost of Pillow Blocks, Cost of Pumps, Cost of Shafting, Cost of Shaft Couplings, Cost of Stacks

—

iron. Cost of Stacks^brick, Cost of Steam, Cost of Transformers, Cost of Wire, Chimneys, Circuit Loss, Contract Blanks, Current Distri-

bution, Circuits—overhead. Circular Mils of Wire, Depreciation, Direct Connected Apparatus, Dynamos, Dynamo Data, Economy of Con-

densing, Economy of Covering Steam Pipes, Economy of Heater, EiBciency of Engines, Engines, Equivalent of Current in Horse Power,

Equivalent Rates of Lighting, Fuel, Horse Power of Belting, Horse Power of Motors, Horse Power of Shafting, Incandescent Arc Lamps,
Instruments, Instructions for Employes, Insulation, Labor, Load Chart, Meter Connections, Municipal Ownership, Natural Gas, N.E.L.A.

Standard Rules, Oil, Outcome of Practical Management, Pole Line, Pulleys, Rope Transmission, Resistance of Wire, Rules—Fire Under-

writers, Report Com. on Data N. E. L. A., Reports of Cities Owning Plant, Reports of Cities Contracting, Stock Room, Shafting, Trans-

formers, Transformer Curves, Wiring Tables—Primary Wiring, Wiring Tables—Secondary Wiring, Wiring Tables, Motor Wiring, Wire,

Wire Formula, Water Power, Wood as Fuel. The only book of its kind in the English Language. Price, $2.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Suite 510 Marquette Building, Chicago.
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^
T.H. Brady, New Brita(n„Conn.. U. S. A.,

Manufaeturor of Mast Arms.PoIeand
BwlnpluR Hoods, House Brackets and
other tliiecialtieS for Construction
\\oTk,~i'tita1ogut'H and Prices fur

-

nix/ie-2 on application.

I MANSFIELD

CQPPER_G:Q:::
MANSriEL-D.OHIO.

(f*ATCfir >t/iels /^/iwHfoc
)

^DH) DELAWARE HARD FIBRE CO.,
^^^A^i^ WILMINGTON, DEL.

SEND FOK CATAL.OGIIK AMD SAMP1.ES.

Sheets, Rods. Tubes and Special Shapes.

MERIT
WINS
PRAISE

LUBRICATE YOUR BICYCLt
WITH IT

ICMBESLY&CO. CXKA60 IH-WSA- I

KARTAVERT.
HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS, RODS AND TUBINa

For Electrieal and Mechanical Purposes, Railway Dust Guards, WasUet'
and Packings. Patent Insulating Cleats.

MANUFACTURED ET

THE KARTAVERT MANUFACTURING CO., Wilmington, Del

Instant placement and fixture of lamp in any desired posilio n, w ith co attention to fas-
teninps. Adapted to every requireineut from
library to workshop. Send for catalogue D.

THE O.C.WHITE CO.,
WORCESTER, MASS.

^flnufetnirer;j)ARTRIGKS/3VRTER f0. ELfCTmCAL

•Dealers 1 125 So. 2nd St.V) PHILADa.UPA.goods.

t'
tk^

f CO, '
/MO.

The next time that you lose k trans-
former or motor that the

fl, & )/y. pUSE
opens the circuit before the danger
point is reached and (JOT until then. It

also opens a high-tension short circuit

without ARC or FLASH.

Devices for Motors, Generators, Transformers.

D,I W II I .L UMU'VUl
53 Aborn St., PROVIDENCE, R. I.

New York: J. C. Dolph & Co., 126 Liberty St.

Chicago: Cntler-Hammer Mfg. Co., -

82 W. Jackson Boul.
Philadelphia: Vallee Bros., 625 Arch St.

Philadelphia: R'y Dept., Mayer & Eaglund.
Pittsburg: Geft. W. Provost.

i***3o*J»****** I
************!

4^

4S
4S
J

4^

^
Black Diamond File Works. ^

Kst. 1863. Inc. t8»5.

Special

Prize

Gold Medal

at Atlanta,

1895.

J*
J*

J*
J*

^-
OUK dOODS ARB OS! SAIiE IN EVERY I.EAI>IS[» HARDIVARE )l|»

8TORE IN THE lJaHTEI> STATES AJfD CAJTADA. »^

IG. &H. BARNETT COMPANY,^
PHILADELPHIA, PA. ^4S

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^l^^^^^^^^^^^i!

The Zamel Arc Light Meter
AND ELECTRIC CURRENT TIMER

Is the ONLY RELIABLE DEVICE for Timing the Use of Arc Lights,

« 1^ si-fcive in l-t» ilVc-fcion.

SEND FOB CIRCULAR.

Zamel Arc Light Meter Co.,
266 bl-vje: isi-and iBL,^AE:., >

Approved by the ISTational Fire Underwriters' Association.
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SIMPLEX INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

*""h.V. mxloNr' Simplex Electrical Company,
1137 Monailiicck Block. CHICAGO. 75.81 Cornhlll, BOSTON, MASS.

W^ IVI
MANUFACTURER OF

INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
«00 AND eoa WORTH THIRD STREET.' PBIL,ADEI.PHIjt, PA.

^^I't
1S89—Paris ]Sx,position,
Medal for Bnbber Insulation,

1893-Vrorld'8 Fair,
Medal for Hnbber Insulation.

TRADE MAnC

THi: SiTAlTDABD FOB
RUBBER IWiidJIiATIOir.

Sole Manufacturers of .

Okonite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee "'pfoT' Wires.

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd.
H.'W.nS«v%*r-. [«""»!""» 253 Broadway, Kew York.

Geo. T. Manson, Gen'l Supt
W. H Hodnins. Secv.

The Ansonia Electrical Go.,

MArUPACTDRERS OF

SHIELD BRAND MOISTURE-PROOF
FEEDER AMD LINE WIRES.

Mas:net. Office. Damp-Proof Office and Annunciator Wires.

Bells, Batteries, Annunciators and all House Coods Supplies.

HEADQUARTERS
RHEOSTATS!

THE CUTLER-HAMMER IViFG. CO.,
CHICAGO.

A 1 IIaDAC consulting r>l,P.CTRICAL

Ai Li IHCnllCy ENGlNBER.'m-
Estimates, Plans, Speciftcatloas,
Examinations, Heports, Tests.

306 Oriel BuUding, ST. JLOUXS, IttO.

^y FOR ALL OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.
HiHH Points of Superiority OTer Alt^|Mn Otber Types.

DIaATI numW^ For all Purposes.
JjL Scrap and Native Platinum Purcliased.

BAKER A CO., 408-414 Sew Jersey
Kallroad Ave., Sewarlt, TS. J.

[U|HH lu successtul use tor ten years.nnn StandamiiiKli. Prices low. Send^^^B for d<>scrlptiye circular and testi-^^B monials.

H9B The Burnley Battery & Mfg. Co.,

WSBBK^ PAINESVILLE, OHIO.

JOHN D. CBIMMI^NS, JR., Frest.

SSiCATRAriS

XQMPOUN[

Cf^EWX^'f-'t

Alcatraz Electrical
Compound.

Absolutely unequaled for Insulating and
Water-proofing; notaJfected by Acids or Alkalies;
elastic and durable. Alcatraz Asphalt Paint is a
tenacious and durable coating for all kinds of
metal. Samples upon application.

Ask your nearest supply liouse for it, or

The California Asphalt Co.,
57 EAST S9TH STREET, NEW YORK.

yifESTUN Electrioai immxaX (Jo.,

^ 114 120 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

TieWestoiStanMPortalile

Direct Mm,
Voltmeters and Wattmeters

FOB

AlternatUg anl Direct Cnrrent Circnils

Are the only standard portablj in-

struments of the type deserving this

name. Write for circular and price

lists 8 and 9.

Wcaton standard Portable Alternatlne and
Direct Current Wattmeter for

I.»mp Te»tlne;.

lUCentlon the Westkbn Eleotbioian when
\rrltlQg for oatalognes.

HIGH
PARIS 1867. CHICAGO 1893. PHILADELPHIA 1876.

WIRES AND GABLES.
\ AERIAL, UNDERGROUND,

SUBMARINE.

W. R. BRIXEY, Mfr.

203 Broadway, New York.

Western Office, Marquette BIdg., Chleage, III.

CALIFORNIA ELEC. WORKS, M. DUPEROW, NEW ORLEANS ELEC. CO.,

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL. WASHINGTON. 0. C. NEW ORLEANS. U

Standard Underground CableGo.
The Kookery, Westiaeliouse BulWiDg, is Cortlandt St., Betz Building,

Chicago. .Pittsburg. New York City. Philadelphia, Pa.

Electric Cables,Goniluits,Wires and Accessories.
AlHO Mtgh-Cirade Riil)1>er Covered M'ires and Cables.

STORAGE
BATTERY,

HIGH DURABILITY.
PROTEICTION GUARANTEED.

SIP>E: & SIOI-ER.
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Queen & Co.,
1012 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA.

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-Wirt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Ray

Focus Tulies. Induction Coils.

Insulating Paint ^Varnisli.
We were the first chemists in the world to

make a special study of this problem. Our iona
experience and car^-ful investigation enaliles xx%

to bo of service to wiJe-awake electricians.

MASSAGHUSEHS CHEMICAL COMPANY,
Boston, Mass., U. S. A.

I-T-E
CIRCUIT BREAKERS

CUHER ELECTRICAL CO.. PHIUDELPHIA

THE SAMSOM BATTERY
^Wet-EPHONEj ^ " SHIPPED SET UP " ^ q^S LIOHTI^jj^

OFFICE AND FACTORY, SANDUSKY, 0.

AGENTS

Mayer & Ensrlund^ lo S. loth St., Phlla., P«.
Smith & Wallace,HamlltoD St. , Boston. Mau.
Arthur S, Partridsre, Bank of Commerce

Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
' Joshua Hendy Machine Works. 43 Fremont

St., San Francisco.
Central Blectric Co.. 173 Adams St., Cbicagro.
Harry M. Shaw, 120 Liberty St.. New York.
Schmlnke & Newman, New Orleans, L«.

'Two Balls" Adjustable Hanger.

M.I.Vought,

Automatic. Perfection

ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES, l-A OROSSE, \^IS.

SOLE
MAKEESINTHB

U. S. A.

THE Fuel Economizer Co.,
,&'- MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS; MATTEAWAN, N. Y.^

Braitch Offices: 74 Cortlandt St.. New York: 821 F/t-'
change Bide., Boston, Mass.; 1540 Marquette Bldg.,Ch;,caKC:32T'pi,f
St.. Sao Francisco. Cal.
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EDDY G ENERATORS.1
Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

Eddy Motors—Slow. Medium or Wl^h Speec
Wo build all necessary apparatus for the transmission of £lectrleal^

Power throngU factory or other huildincH-

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.,
'XA/iiMOi CONN.

NEW YORK, H. B. Coho & Co., Mail and Express Building.
PHILADELPHIA, Walter C. Mclntire & Co., 506 Commerce Si-

BOSTON, G. M. Angier & Co., 64 Federal St.

ELMIRA, S. N. Blake.
ST. LOUIS, Western Electrical Supply Co.
KANSAS CITY, W. T. Osborn.
CINCINNATI, O., Nevada Bid?., John A. Stewart.
CHICAGO. 305 Dearborn St.. Wallace & Hine. Manaeen

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Cal. Elec. Wks., 409 Market 8l.

\A/HIEIM IN NEED

Electrical Supplies
OF ALL KINDS, ASK US FOR PRICES. WILL
MAKE LOWEST QUOTATIONS AND THE VERY
PROMPTEST SHIPMENTS.

RELIABLE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY GO.
E. MadisonSt.

I CHICAGO.

Makes No ISoise, flakes Money.

n.y we send onr Illustrated circular?

The Mechanicm Features of the warren alternator have

been given the most careful attention. The long self-oiling and self-

aligning bearings carry a ybr^eif steel shaft of large diameter. This

permits running the rotor (no moving wires) at the least possible

clearance from the stationary armature, reducing the reluctance due

to air-gap to the merest fraction. The WARREN is not a cheap

machine to build, because the finest material is used and the best and

most skillful-workmanship employed.

It is, lioweTer, a cheap macliine to bny, for it cheapens trans-
mitted energy.

WARREN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,
IMDUSKY, OHIO.
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Prepare for Holiday Lighting.

a
SUPERIORITY GETS THE BUSINESS

>i

Victories

THE PIONEER.
Abraham & Straus, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

James A. Hearn & Son, New York, N. Y.,

los. H. Bauland Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.,

The Root & McBride Co., Cleveland, Ohio,

Callender, McAusIan &Troup Co., Providence, R. I.,

H. O'Neill & Co., New York, N. Y.,

Flint & Kent, Buffalo, N. Y.,

DFRV GOODS
DRV GOODS
DRY GOODS
DRV GOODS
DRV GOODS
DRV GOODS
DRV GOODS

430 LAMPS.

I30
100

7&

Manufactured under basic enclosed arc lamp patents ot L. B. Marks, Marks-Ransom and others.

THE ELECTRIC ARC LIGHT COMPANY
J

'^y>^ 150 Nassau Street, NEW YORK.

6-<>0<K><>0-<><K><KH>0<K><K>-a<M><><><K>0<><>0<H>^^

YOUR SUPPLY MAINTAINED FOR 12c.

LAMPS
Efficient, Long-Lived and

Guaranteed Satisfactory.

Write us before making another contract. We are THE
Lamp Renewing Company you have heard of.

Lynn Incandescent Lamp Co., Lynn, Mass.

GORDON PRIMARY CELL.
For Open and Closed Circuit Work.

The Perfect, Modern, Longest Lived and Most Economical

Ceil Ever Put on the Market.

In use by the leading cities, railroads, telephone and gas engine
companies.

WE CLAIM:—Constant discharge of current without polari-

zation; no local action; no noxious gases or fumes; no acids; least
labor for operation; cleanest; not freezing at 28° below zero; eco-
nomic value 50 per cent, greater than gravity cell, and 30 per cent.

freater than best other cell in market. For No. 1 cell, 250 ampere
ours; for No. 2 cell, 100 ampere hours; on open circuit, .9 to 1

Tolt; on closed circuit, .65 to i^'ij volt. Send fnr circular and price list.

THE GORDON -BDRNHAM BATTERY CO,
82 to 86 West Broadway, New York City.

QEO. W. PATTERSON, iiu Marquette Bide., Chicago, III.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Advance Pkg. & Sup. Co-

American Battery Co xv

American El. Meter Uo—
Amer. El. Telep.Go xvli

American Elec. Works . . . xili

American Engine Co xiv

Amer. Impulse Wheel Co. xx

Amer, Reflector & Ltg. Co. iv

American Rheostat Co— x I

Ansonia Electrical Co i

Armorite Int. Conduit Co. ix

Bain, Foree xlli

Baker & Co i

Ball Engine Co xviil

BamettCo., G. A H xxii

Berthold & Jennings xv

Besly & Co.,Cha8. H xxii

Boiler Espurgator Co—
BoBsert Elec. Const. Co.. xi

Brady, T. H xxii

Brlxey, W. R 1

Broughton, H. P xii

Bryant Electric Co
Buckeye Electric Co
Burnley Batt. & Mfg. Co. i

Caliromia Asphalt Co 1

Card Electric Co vit

Central Electric Co v

Central Mfg. Co
Central Tel. & Elec. Co . .

.

C. B. AQ. K. R xlv

Chicago Edison Co iv. xiv

Chicago El. & Stereo. Co.. xil

Chicago Ins. Wire Co
C.,M. &St. P. R. R xlv

Clonbrock St. B. Co xviil

Commercial El. Sup. Co.. Ix

CornmanCo xiv

Crouse-Hlnds Elec. Co...

Crown WovenWire Brush
Co xii

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co. 1

Cutter El. & Mfg. Co i

D. & W. Fuse Co xxii

Davis & Son, LB xx
DaytonGlobelronWks. Co. xx
DelawareHard Fibre Co. . . xxii

Diamond Elec. Co iv

Diamond State Fibre Co. xll

Diehl Mfg. Co vii

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos. . xx

Eastern Elec. Cable Co
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co li

Edison Lamp Dept
Electrical Exchange, The. xlv

Electrical Exhibition Co.

Elec. Appliance Co xii

Electric Arc Light Co iii

Elec. Gas Lighting Co I

Electric Storage Batt.Co.

Electrician Pub. Co. xix, xx
Elliott, W. H. Elec. Co.... xiv

Emerson El. Mfg. Co xH
Empire China Works xvii

Faries Mfg Co xxii

Farr Tel. fit Cons. Supply
Co xvi

Foos Gas Engine Co xviil

For Sale Advertisements., xlv

Fort Wayne El. Corp xii

Fuel Economizer Co i

Garlock Packing Co
General Electric Co xxi

Gen'l Inc. Arc Light Co...

Globe Elec. Heating Co. . vli

Gordon-Burnham Bat. Co. Iii

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.

Hill, W. S. Electric Co ...

.

Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co....

Hodge, Walsh & Loring.

Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co.

Holmes, Pyott & Co
Huebel & Manger

Internal '1 Cor. Schools..

Iron-Clad Rheostat Co . . . .

K. & W. Company, The...,

Kartavert Mfg. Co
Keystone Elec. Inst. Co..

Kokomo Tel.&El.Mfg.Co.

Kusel, D. A., Tel. & El.
Mfg. Co

Leclanche Battery Co
LefFelACo., James
Leonard, Ward, Elec. Co..

Lindsley Bros

viii

XV
xili

xlv

xiv

xiv

xii

xlv

xvii

Link Belt Machinery Co. xlv

Locke, Bred. M
LocUwood Long Dist. Tel.

& Tel. Co. of America... xvii

Logansport Mut. Tel. Co. xvii

Lombard Water Wh. G. Co. xiil

L. P. &D. Transmitter Co. vli

Lynn Inc. Lamp Co ill

Main Belting Co
ManhattanGen'lCons.Co. .

Mansfield Tern. Cop. Cc.xxll
Mass. Chemical Co 1

McKInlock A, Camp, Agts. xi

McLennan & Co., K
McRae. A. L i

Mica Insulator Co
Mo. Tel. Mfg. Co XV)

MltchellTemp. Copper Co. xv
MononR.R vil

Moore, Alfred P i

Munsell&Co., Eugene., xii

Nationallndia Rubber Co,

National Tube Works Co. xv

New York Ins.Wire Co... xv

Northern Elec. Mfg. Co . .
.

Northwestern Tel.Mfg.Co. xvi

Nott 4 Co.. A. D xiv

Ohio Electric Works xill

Ohio El. Specialty Mfg. Co. xll

Okonite Co., The i

Otto Gas Engine Wks

W^r Ol^^sl-FBod Inclose of ^KcJvor-fclsomork-ts

Palste Co., H. T xviii

Partrick & Carter Co xiii

Partridge Carbon Co i

Peerless Rubber Mfg.Co. . xll

Pelton Water Wheel Co . xx
Peoples' Electric Co xxii

Perrlzo & Sons xv
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co xxii

PhUlips Ins'd. Wire Co. . . xiii

Phosphor-Bronze S. Co. Ld xx
Point Marlon Mfg. Co xv
Proctor-Raymond MfgCo.xiv
Prouty Co., The xvili

Puritan Electric Co xii

Queen & Co 1

Rawson Electric Co
Reisinger, Hugo . xl

Reliable Elec. Sup. Co 11

Robertson & Sons, Jas. L, xiii

Roche, William iv

Roth Bros. & Co —
St. Clair Hotel xlv

Samson Cordage Wks xii

Sargent & Lundy xiii

Sawyer-Man Electric Co. x
Schiff, Jordan & Co ii

Shadowless Had. Mfg. Co. vi

Shultz Belting Co xxii

Simplex Electrical Co., The, 1

Stpe ASigler i

Smith Co., S. Morgan xx
Standard Tel.<fc El. Co xvii

StandardUnderg.Cable Co. i

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.. vill

Star Electric Company vi

Stllwell-Blerce & Smith-
Valle Co xiv, x

v

StODC Lumber Co xv
Storey Motor A Tool Co. .. iv

Stow Mfg. Co xii

Stromberg-Carlson Tel.
Mfg. Co xvi

Swarts Metal Refln'g Co. xiv

Swett & Lewis Co iv

Taber & Mayer xvii

United Elec. Imp, Co

Varley DupIex-MagnetCo.xiii
Viaduct Mfg. Co xvii

Vought.M.I i

Wagner El. Mfg. Co xii

Wagor, P. R. & Co xiil

Want Advertisements.. xlv
Warner, Wm. F xvii

Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.... ii

Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co. xili

Washington Carbon Co. .
.

Western Tel. Cons. Co xtI
WestlnghonseEl.AMf.Co.. x
Weston Electrical Inst. Co. i

Whealer Reflector Co ix

WhlteCo.,O.C xxii

WiUiams, J.P nil
Wright, Wm xlv

Zamel ArcLt. MeterCo,..xxlI
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HARDTMUTH GORED CARBONS for Direct and Alternating Current

\ HABIRSHAW AND Q. E. CO.'S
\

I
WIRES AND CABLES. tARC LAIVIRS

AMERICAN CARBON CO.'S Plain and Coated

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS

CARBONS FOR SERIES ARC LIGHTING.

n CKii
'J

-9

HABIRSHAW AND 0. E. CO.'S
WIRES AND CABLES.

DEALERS IN ELECTRIC LIGHTING SUPPLIES,

.139 Adams Street, CHICAGO.

I

Dry Batteries.
A HIGH-GRADE BAHERY

AT A FAIR PRICE.
I have made 1,350,000 dry batteries for other com-

panies, am now making the "New Standard" for

myself, the result of over eight years' close study, and
is absolutely the highest grade on the market.

Specially constructed for all open circuit work;
will guarantee it is beyond comparison with any other
cell for

Economical Telephone Service.

Give it a trial, be convinced and begin to save
money on battery account. A comparative test with
any other battery will prove above statement correct.

Please write for Prices and Trade Dlsconnts.

259 CJreenwich Street,

IME:^AA YORK.WILLIAM ROCHE,
Agents wanted in all leading cities.

STATIC MACHINES
OF ALL SIZES.

X-RAY TUBES

FLUOROSCOPES
Of Oar Own Make.

Glass or Rubber Plates for All Machines.

Send stamp for Catalogue No. 4.

SWETT& LEWIS CO,,

1 1 Bromfield St.,

BOSTON, MASS.

THE

Storey
Motors.

Iron-clad. Completely Closed
In. Dust and Moisture
Proof. No External Mag-
netism.

Specially Adapted for Direct
Connection to Machinery.

Special Direct Current Motors for All Classes of Work.

THE STOREY MOTOR & TOOL CO.,

ZV^U^l. 212-226 Ionic St., ^X^fsV:, Philadelphia, Fa.

BRA^fCH FACTORIT: Hamilton, Canada.
Cable address, Storey, riiiladelphia. ABC Code used.

TRANSFORMERS-WATTMETERS.
I IS/IPROVED.)

Double Primary Coils, No Brushes,
Double Secondary Coils, No Commutator,
Good Ventilation, No Moving Wire,
Light Weight, Simplicity,
High Efficiency, Durability,
Good Regulation, Reliability,
Small Iron Loss. Accuracy, ....

Convenient to Install. Even to a 6 c. p. Light

DIAMOND ELECTRIC CO.,

: 1202 Fisher Building, Chicago, III. Factory: Peoria, III.
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CHARLES E.BR0Wf1.
Secretary

5.R.fRAZlER,
Treasurei

(^rdl ^rric @}pdf)y:
173-5 ADAHS ST. CHICAGO, ILL
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Perfection Dro p

Elevator Annunciators.

JfEVER FAII, TO WORK.
Are not affected by jars.

Freifflit allowed
to Cliicago on
all orders.

PRICES RIGHT FOR QUALITY,

Star Electric Company,
279 Front St., Binghamton, N. r.

The S-W Arc Liglit Radiators.

BRILLIANT AND ECONOMICAL.

Absolutely free from side shadows, or those cast

by flying insects.

Diffuses light uniformly.

Easily attached and detached.

Can be cleaned without removal and are prac-

tically indestructible.

Made for all styles of arc lamps.

Send for descriptive circular and prices.

Will give exclusive agency to responsible house

in principal cities.

SHADOWLESS RADIATOR MFG. CO.,

FARIBAULT, MINN.

Accmnalators. I

American Battery Co.

Eleotrlo Storage Battery Co.

Slpe & Slgler.

AJinnncIators.
Ansonla Electrical Co.

Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Proctor-Raymond Mfg. Co.

Reliable Elec. Supply Co.

Star Electric Company.

Axo liampa.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Dleil Utg Co.
£leotrlo Arc Light Co.

Pt.Wayne Klec. Corporation.

General Electric Co.

Gen'l Inc. Arc Light Co.

Manhattan Gen'l Cons. Co.

Puritan Electric Co.
Weatlnghouse El. & Mig. Co.

Axe Mglit Cord.
Central Electric Go.

Samson Cordage Wits.

Batteries and Jars.
Ansonla Electrical Co.

Burnley Batt. & MIg. Co.

Central Electric Co.

Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Eleotrlo Appliance Co.

Eleo. Gas Lighting Co.

Gordon-Burnham Battery Co
f^olanohe Battery Co., The.
Ohio Electric Works.
Partriok & Carter Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.

Roche, William.

BeUs.
, „

Central Electric Co.

Commercial El. Supply Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

Huebel & Manger.
Ohio Electric Works.
Partrlck A Carter Co.
Proctor-Raymond Mfg. Co.

Reliable Elec. Supply Co.

Beltlns.
Link Belt Machlnerv Co.

L. P & D. Transmitter Co
Main Belting Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Bhultl Belting Co.

AoUers.
Clonbrock Steam Boiler Go.

Books, Electrical.
Bleotrlcian Publishing Co.

Brnshes.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Crown Woven W. Brush Co.

Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

K & W. Company.
Ohio Elec. Specially Mfg. Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.

Borelar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eleotrlo Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Gables (See Insulated Wires.)
Cables, Electric (See Insu-
Uited Wires), Capper,
Sbeet and Bar.
American Elec, Works.
Brliey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
General Electric Co.
Moore. Alfred F.
New York Ins. Wire Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Carbons.Polnts& Plates.
Advance Pkg. A Sup. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edlaon Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Gen'l Inc. Arc Light Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.
Reislnger. Hugo.
Sohift, Jordan A Co.
Washington Carbon Co.

Compound.
Boiler Expurgator Co.
Central Electric Co.
California Asphalt Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
K. A W. Company.
Mass. Chemical Co.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
McLennan & Co.. K.
Ohio Elec. Specialty Mf^.Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.

Conduit and Conduits.
Armorite Interior Cond. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Construction& Repairs.
Chicago Edison Co.
Crouse-Hinds Elec. Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Elliott, W. H. Elec. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Hodge, Walsh & Lorlng.
McRae, A. L.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.

Contractors and Electric
Ufflit Plants.
Bam. Foree.
Broughtou. H. P.
Card Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
McRae, A. L.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. MIg. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse Eleo & Mfg Co.

Conveyors.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.

Copper.
Besly & Co.. Chas. H.
Mansfield Temp. Copper Co.
Mitchell Temp. Copper Co.

Copper Wires.
American Electrical Works.
Besly & Co., Chas H.
Brixey, W, R.
Central Electric Oo.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.
OkoniteCo., The.
Phillijia Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Cordase.
Central Electric Co.
Samion Cordage WkB.

Correspondence fi^diools.
Int. Correspond. Schools.

Croob:es' Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El, Supply Co.
Edison Lamp Dept.
Swett & Lewis Co.

Cross-Arms, Pins and
Brackets.
Brady, T. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Farr Tel. &. Cons. Sup. Co.
Locke. Fred. M.

Cut-Onts and STvltclies.

Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Crouse-Hinds Elec. Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Go.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
General Elec. Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
HUl, W. S. Bleotric Co.
K. & W. Company.
Palste Co.. H. T.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Westinghouie El. St Mfg. Co.

I>ynamos.
American Engine Co.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Hcban Elec Mfg. Co.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Nott &Co., A. D.
Roth Bros. 81 Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warner, Wm. F.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Wright. Wm.

Economizers, Fuel.
Fuel Economizer Co.

Electric JBeat'^ App's.
Central Electric Co.
Globe Electric Heating Co.

Electric Meters.
American El. Meter Co.
Zamel Arc Light Meter Co.

Electric JXailivays.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and Slecliani-
cal Eng^ineers,
Bain. Foree.
Broughton, H. P.
McRae, A. L.
Sargent & Lundy.

Electrical Instruments.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Crouse-Hinds Elec. Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Keystone El. Instrument Co.
Palste Co., H. T.
Queen & Co.
Reliable Eleo. Supply Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Electrical Specialties.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Crouse-Hinds Eleo. Co.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Ohio Elec Specialty Mfg.Co.
Palste Co., H. T.
Peru Eleo. MIg. Co.
Vought, M. I.

Electro-Magnets.
Varley Duplex-Magnet Co.

electro-Plattns Macli'y.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
General Electric Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Nott ACo., A. D.
Roth Bros. & Co.

Engrines, €l^as.
Foos Gas Engine Co.
Otto Gas Engine Wks.
Prouty Co. The.

Engrines, Steam.
American Engine Co.
Ball Engine Go.

Pan Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Go.
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Farr Tel. & Cons. Sup. Co.
General Electric Co.
Roth Bros A. Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Peed IrTater Heaters.
Davis & Son, I. B.

Pibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Diamond State Fibre Co,
Kart^kvert Mfg. Go.

Piles.
Barnett Co., G. & H.
Central Electric Co,

Pixtares, El. A Comb'n,
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.

Plexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Puses.
D. &. W. Fuse Go.

Fuse IVire.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Go.

baskets.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfe. Co.
Robertson & Sons. Jas. L.

Gas Ijislitina:. Electric.
Central Electric Co,

• Partrlck & Carter Co.

Oears.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.

Crcnerai Elec. Supplies.
Ansonla Electrical Co.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Crouse-Hinds Elec. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hodge. Walsh & Loring.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
K. & W. Company.
McKinlock & Camp, Agta.
Ohio Electric Works.
Palste Co., H. T.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Peoples Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.

Olobes and Electrical
Crlassw^are.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Wheeler Reflector Co.

Oov*nors, Water W^heel-
LombardWaterWheel Gv.Co.

(graphite Specialties.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Haug^er Boards.
K. & W. Company.

Induction Coils.
Central Electric Co.
Queen & Co.

Insulators and Insulat-
ing: Materials.
Ansonla Electrical Co.
Brixey, W. R.
Bryant Electric Co.
California Asphalt Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Crouse-Hinds Elec. Co.

, Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Diamond State Fibre Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Empire China Works.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
K. & W. Company.
Locke, Fred. M.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
OkoniteCo.. The.
Palste Co., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.

Insulated Wires and
Cables—Masnet Wires.
American Electrical Works.
Brlxey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Commercial El. Supply Go.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
OkoniteCo., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Go.
Reliable Elec. Supply Go.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C.Go.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

Junction Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.

Ijamp Adjusters.
Faries Mfg. Co.
VougJit. M. I.

White Co.. O. C.

Lamps, Alternating:.
I'uritan Electric Co.

Iiauio Guards.
Wagor, P. R. & Co.

Ijamps, Incandescent.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Edison Lamp Dept.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.,

K. & W. Company.
Lynn Incandescent Lp. Co.
Reliable Elec. Supply Co.
Sawyer-ManElec. Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Westinghouse El. <9k Mfg. Co.

ljig;litning Arresters.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Mag:net TVire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

Slechanlcal Macblnery.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.
Robertson & Sons. Jaa. L.
StllweU-Blerce Smith-Vaile.

Mica.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Munaell Si Co., Eugene.

Mining Apparatus, Elec.
General Electric Co.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Motors.
American Engine Co.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Go.
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
EddyElec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Northern ElectL Mfg. Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Peoples Electric Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Storey Motor & Tool Go.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Go.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El, & Mfg. Co.
Williams, J. P.
Wright, Wm.

Packing.
Besly & Co. Chas. H.
Garlock Packing Co.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.
Peerless Rubber MfK. Co.
Robertson & Sons, Jas. L-

Paints.
California Asphalt Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Mass. Chemical Co.

Phospkor Bronze.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Go.Ltcl.

Platinum.
Baker & Co.

Poles.
Berthold & Jennings.
Central Mfg. Co.
Lindsley Bros.
National Tube Works Co.
Perrizo & Sons.
Point Marion Mfg. Co.
Stone Lumber Go.

Porcelain.
Bryant Electric Go.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Empire China Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Badiators.
Shadowless Radiator Mfg.Co.

Refiners.
Swarts Metal Refining Co.

Reflectors.
Amer. Reflector & Ltg. Co.
Shadowless Radiator Mfg.Co.
Wheeler Reflector Co.

Re-W^inding—Bepairs.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Go.
Electrical Exchange, The.
EUiott, W. H.Elec. Co.
Hodge, Walsh & Loring.

Bkeostats.
American Rheostat Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Iron Clad Rheostat Go.
Leonard, Ward, Eleo. Co.
Ohio Eleo. Specialty Mfg.Co.
Westinghouse El. &. Mfg. Go.

Second-Mand Mackin'y.
Cornman Co.
Electrical Exchange, The.
Elliott, W. H. Elec. Co.
Hodge, Walsh & Loring.
Holmes. Pyott & Co.
Wright, Wm.

Shades.
Amer Reflector & Ltg. Go.
Central Electric Co.
Wbee'er Reflector Co.

Spark Arresters.
K. & W. Company.

Speaking Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Keystone El. Instrument Go.
Queen & Co.
Robertson & Sons, Jas. L.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.

Steel Pipe.
National Tube Works Co.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Slpe & Slgler.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical Works.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
New York InsulatedWire Co
Okonite Co., The.
Reliable Elec. Supply Go.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Go.

Telephones, Telephone
Material and Switch-
boards.
American El. Telephone Co.
Central Electric Co.
Central Tel. & Elec. Co.
Commercial El. Supply Go.
Farr Tel. & Cons. Sup. Co.
Kokomo Tel. & El. Mfg. Co.
Kusel. D. A .TeLc&El. Mfg.Co.
Lockwood T. & T. Co. of Am.
Logausport Mutual TeL Co.
Mo. Tel. Mfg. Co.
N. W. Tel. Mfg. Co.
Rawson Electric Co.
Standard Tel. & El. Co.
Stromberg-Carlson Tl.M.Co.
Taber & Mayer.
Viaduct Mfg. Go.
Western Tel. Cons. Go.

Transformers.
Central Electric Qo.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Diamond Elec. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation*
General Electric Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Oo.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co

Trolley Cord.
Central Electric Co.

Samson Cordage Wks.

Trucks, Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Turbine* WaterWheels.
Am. Impulse Wheel Co.

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co
LeSel & Co., Jas.
Peltou Wat»r Wheel Co.
Smith Co., S. Morgan.
Stllwell-Blarce Smlth-Valle.

Wire, Bare.
Besly & Co^ Chas. H.
BrUey, W. R.
Central Electric Go.
Commercial El. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Go.
Standard UndergroundC Go
Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co.

XBay Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial El. Supply Oo.
Edison Lamp Dept.
Queen 6 Co
Swett a Lewis Go.

"or ^IpHabe-tlGeil Index o-f ^^dvei-fcisomen'fcs III.
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IMPROVED ENCLOSED ARC LAMPS
Highest Development in Medianica! and Electrical Design.

For Constant
Potential Circuits.

Simplest Feeding
Mechanism.

Best Device for

Trimmine; and Cleaning
Inner Globe, Reducing
Breakage of Inner
Globes to a
Minimum.

Outdoor
Lamps Equipped
With Reflectors.

Finished in Many
New and Handsome
Styles, as follows:

Oxidized Copper
Bronze Finish,
Oxidized Brass,
Ebony Finish,
Gold Lacquer
Iridescent Finish,
Antique Finish.

All Indoor
Lamps Equipped
With Switches.

Weatherproof Lamp, Weatherproof Lamp with Reftector. Ornamental Lamp.

DIEHL MANUFACTURING CO
561-563 Broadway, XEW YORK.

Showrooms' )
li^S-lSa Essex St., BOSTOX.
192-194 Van Bnren St., CHH^AGO.

Main Office and W.,ks:j=^^-5:;^3P»:*'

BELT
DRIVEN

DIRECT
DRIVEN

M^5f!ELD,DHmU.5.yi.

ELECTRIC HEATERS minimum expense.

Portable Heater for residences and offices, size 23 inches long, IVA Inches
high, 5 inches wide. Weight 30 pounds.

Highest Efficiency, Simplicity, Durability, Production Guaranteed,
Our Street Car Heaters lead all competitors.

Send for new illustrated circular.

Heating: colls renewed like Incandescent lamps. Constructed for any voltage. Work on direct
or alternating: current. Consumes 6. 8 amperes on no volt current, i. 5 on 500 volt current.

^'srelV^*" Philadelphia, Pa.THE GLOBE ELECTRIC HEATING CO.,

'

Tiifi Latest

Rontgen
- Shadi^Wgrapli

SHOWS THE

MONQN ROUTE

INDIANAPOLIS
- GINCINNATI

TheBestSystem of Belting in tlieWorld
i Easier on bearings,

Compared with Straight Belts- --) smaiierper cent, of slip,

I One-half flie space.

(Dionrpmii^dp'

Compared with Clutches - - -

Compared with Direct Coupling

[
Less expense,

-j More efficient in operation,

( Great saving in space.

( About the same floor space,

i Cost much smaller,

I Easier to keep in repair.

Write for Further Particulars.
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FOR BUSY MEN.

>•$>

Hart Switches are built for busy, practical men—men to whom time means money and reputation is

capital.
1

1

11 Hart Switches are built for active service. They are easily installed. They last after they, are I

It installed. V

f<S>

«>
i

Hart Switches are cheapest because they'last longest, thus saving not only the cost of new switches ^ ..

I but the cost of repairs and annoyance of complaints. It
^^ Hart Switches are built for experienced men. If we were building for inexperienced or careless -"^$«> nAKi :5Wii(^Hts> are Duiii lor experiencea men. ir we were Duuaing ror mexpenenceu 01 caieiebb ^|
ti buyers and depending on "catch-trade," it would be an easy matter to "skimp" material and quality of it
«> * «>

<*, 111 -It .1 ^ . 1 ,,, ,*1.11 aV
||

:

work and put our switches on the market by "bargain counter" methods. ^ l|

1

1

We believe it is better and more profitable to sell one customer a hundred times than a hundred cus- ||

1

1

tomers once. We therefore make the best switches we know how. One sale results in many more to
|i

|| the same purchaser. i|
"t Our aim is to interest you sufficiently to cause you to examine our switches. We are certain of your tt

ll
i$ Write for Catalogue "C." ||

It ,n«. ______ _ __ -._ fl

_,«> KJiu aim lb Lo irueresi: you sumcieniiy 10 cause you 10 examine our swiicnes. we are ceuam ui yuui $|
approval.

. ^ i
All leading supply houses carry Hart Switches in stock. Make your next order read "Hart" Switches l|

and you will be well pleased with value received. 1

1

If The Hart & HeQ:enian r\fg. Co., Hartford, Conn, n
ft ...... t *->

THE S. K. C. SYSTEM.
A COMPLETE SYSTEM FOR

!

Long Distance Transmission,
General Station Distribution,

Mill and Factory Equipment.
Generators will be wound and guaranteed for an E. M. F. as high as

10,000 VOL-TS.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED,,—^^- M

STANLEY ELECTRIC MANUFACTURINB COMPANY,
Pi-t-tsfield, IVIass., \J. S. A..

THE ROYAL ELECTRIC CO., Montreal, Canada, are L ohioaeo isoe iviar-aue««e> Bunding.
^OS-tan Equlliabie building.

r^&yi>r V'ortc 39 ^or-tland-l: ^«.sole licensees for the manufacture and sale of the S. K. C.

System in Canada
r> F'rancslsxso, SOO California St.

>Kr»dorsorTi S. ^.
^t. Louis, IVIo., Vk/estierni Blecs-trical Supply ^o.
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BEST WISHES

WE DO SO HOPE

YOURt^lNlT"!

-THIS yEAR

theSUH & IT5fROXY!

When the 5ur\ ^c^ils Mou

Over 2ooStijlesl\et\cctor$.^r,a5hades.

VVl^e(d\er 1\e\lector Co.

E4Wdshin^ton5t. Boston TT\as>3.

A HAIR-PIN

IN A BOTTLE
MAY DESCRIBE THE ORDINARY INCANDESCENT
LAMP—BUT IS THIS WHAT YOU WANT? IF NOT,
AND YOU ARE LOOKING FOR A HIGH-GRADE LAMP,
TRY THE IHA.RDY.

SUSTAINED CANDLE POWER
IS ITS STRONG POINT.

TO PROVE THIS WE WILL SEND YOU BY
EXPRESS, CHARGES PREPAID, ONE DOZEN
16 C. P. 3 or 3* WATT LAMPS, ANY BASE, ANY
VOLTAGE FROM 45 VOLTS, TO 125 VOLTS, FOR
$2.16. AGENTS WANTED. WRITE FOR PRICES.

THE K. & W. COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Incandescent Lamps, Arc Hanger Boards, Composite Dynamo
Brushes, Spark Arresters, Commutator Compound.

PITTSFIELD, MASS.
IVestern Representativee

:

-Sleysenburg & Badt, Xo. 1504 Slonadnock Block, Chicago, 111.
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SAWYER-MAN LAMPTHE OLD,

ORIGINAL

Is S-till IVIacie and Sold by Us.

SiOiNA/YEIR-IVIAIM El-EOXRIO CO.,
125 Robinson St., Allegheny City, Pa.

I^fe-vv TTorlt, SIO "West SScL St.

000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

o

n The name of

estimghot-

is a guarantee.

1 ne name oi WT
wESTWGHousE Wc onginatc

^

others imitate inventions which revolutionize electrical work.
WcstinghouSC Our motors^ meters, lightning arresters, switches, circuit-

Eiectric & Mfg. Co. breakers are never supplanted. Westinghouse electric appa-
Pittsbufgh,Pa. ratus is the standard throughout the world. ^ ^ ^ ^

\Y/ /> c4'4'n fYr\m <C /? New York, Boston, Chicago, St. Louis, Philadelphia, San Francisco, Buffalo, Syracuse, Atlanta, Tacoma.W CoLlil^llUUOC For Canada, Aheam&Soper, Ottawa. Westinghouse Electric Co. Ltd., 32 Victoria St. London.

000000000000000000000 00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 000000000000000 0000000000 oooooo

NOW READY!
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN'S

MOONLIGHT SCHEDULE
FOR 1898.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
5 10 MARQUETTE BUILDING,

CHICAGO.

;^auuauiuaaiiiuiuiuiuiuiiauiuiuiuiiiuauuauiuiuiuii^
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EUQEITB F. Phiujts, Frest. F. N. Fhiixifb, Treas. W. H. Sawtkb, Secy.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDEKCE, B. I.

BAEE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

New York Stoke, P. C. Ackerraan, 10 Cortlaudt St.

Chicago Stori;, F. E. Donolioe. 241 Madlsoa St.

MONTEEAL Bkanch, Eugene F. Phillips' Electrical Works.

-rui OlMt-Y

WATER = WHEEL GOVERNOR
IRIMS.

Waterville & Faikfield Railway & Light Co. , I

Waterville, Me., Jan. 18, 1896. f

Lombard Water-Wheel Qovernor Co., Boston, f/^ass.

Gentlemen:—In regard to your Type C governor, which is regulating for us
3ur two Hercules Wheels, which give power to operate our Light Plant, Street
R. R. and Power Generator, we are frank to admit that the machine does its work
admirably. We have no hesitancy in recommending it to those in want of a
governor. (Signed)

I. C. LiBET, President Waterville & Fairfield R. R. & L. Co.

LOMBARD WATER-WHEEL GOVERNOR CO.,
61 Hampshire St., BOSTOIT. MASS.

The Handsomest
Pack of playins cards are sent to everyone sendini; iirj two n-lb.

or one 10-lb. labels cut from the front of "Eureka'' Packing
boxes. An artist's model posed for the
TOKEK; the ace and backs are sv^ecial

designs. You know **Kiireka.'" It's

be' 'er than any other. Try Eureka

• INDICATORS. •
If we can atFord to sell you on verv easy terms, can't you aflord to buy?
Send for catalosue and installment terms. We have twenty-tive other

high grade specialties.

JAS. L. ROBERTSON & SONS,
204 Fulton Street, Jfew York.

13 Pearl Street, Boston.

^AAIRE: GUA.RDS
And GUARDS to ORDER
For special purposes.
Write for Cataloeue B.

P.R.WAGOR&CO.,
WIRE WORKERS, MANU-
FACTURERS AND JOBBERS.

277-279 Main Street, Springfield, Mass.

Foree Bain,
Consulting Engineer,

Electricity, Mechanics.

Solicitor of Patents
Expert in patent causes.

Suite 1657-59 rionadnock Bldg., - Chicago.

^'Paragon" Power Motors.
Estimates Furnished for

Small Motors and

Motor-Dynamos,

Iron Clad; No External
Magnetism; Dust and

Moisture Proof.

A, i, J, i, i and 1 horse
power.

Send tor catalogue and
discounts.

J. P. Williams, Gen'l Agt., 39 Cortland! St., New York.

We Give Something for Nothing.

SEXD FOB THE

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN'S

HOLIDAY OFFER
TO BfEW ISUBIS€RIBER8.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 Marquette Building, Chicago.

ELECTROMAGNETS.
THE VARLEY DUPLEX-MAGNET CO.,

) 138 Seventh Street,
JERSEY CITY, ST. J.

BUY YOUR BOOKS
FROM THE

Electrician Pub. Co., 5 1 Marquette BIdg., Chicago

Steel Dynamos and Motors, 8,

15. 20. 35, 50, 100. 200. 300 and
500-light machines, y^, 1. 2. 3,

5, 10, 15. 30 and 50 h, p. mo-
tors. State what you want
and get our prices before or-
dering.

THE HOBART ELECTRIC MFG. CO.. - Troy, Ohio.

,^anufecnirer;|)ARTRlCK£/?/VRTER CO. ELECTRJCAL

Dealers n25So.2ndSt.V)PHILADA.l)PA. goods.

$1.50 Ajax Motor.

We are headquarters for the goods that pay the
profit. ISend for prices to the trade, and onr
new catalogue, just issued. We want agents.

Bicycle LJgtits.

$2.50.

$1.50 Battery Lamp.
''set! with rtrv halteries.

Ohio Electric Works, Cleveland, O.
$1.50 student

Lamp.
For acid or storage

battery.

Frederick Sargent. A. D. Lundy. Martin J. InsuU.

SARGENT & LUNDY,
ENOIIMI

13 and 15 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO, ILL.

EVERYTHING IN WIRE.
BARE AND INSULATED.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF JHE "CHICAGO" RAIL BOND.

WASHBURN ^ IVIOEIM MFG. CO.,
'NA/ORCESTEIR, IVIA.SS.

BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREHCUSES: New York. Chicago, San Franol«o«, Houston, PhlUdolphIa,
PRttburg, Boston.

WEATHERPROOF WIRE.
COMPLETE STOCK CARRIED BY

Western Electric Co., New York,

Electric Appliance Co., Chicago.

Pettingell Andrews Co., Boston,

Electrical Engineering Co., Minneapolis.

St, Lonis Electrical Supply Co., St. Lonls,

The Bradford Belting Co,, Cincinnati

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.,

Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET. R. I.
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WANTED.
KuKlnecr (or electric llclil plaut, western

town, SCO li. V capacity. .Must lie thoroughly
accnialntcd with hluh speed euKiues and also

mil mechiinlc. Will he leiiuired to run one
>hllt. None Init steady ;uul reliable parly need
apply. Salary satisfactory to rislit man. .\il-

dress "U. P..'" care \yKSTKUN Elkctkician,
510 llaninette Bldp.. Chicago.

WANTED.
Position :i.-^ supcFjiiteiuU'iit or elcctrieian witli

some electric lii:ht or railway oompauy by an
experienced electrical engineer, tiioroiigbly

familiar wltli station niauaKenient and construc-
tion work. Address "R. H.," care Westekn
Electkiciax, 510 Marquette Bldp;., Chicago.

Wanted—To Exchange.
Pins. Brackets and Cross-Arms for

fe^v Engines and Boilers. Address

P. 0. Box 895. Knoxville, Tenn.

WANTED.
A vounj: man who has studied electricity, had

two "years" experience in machine sliop, a short
time as enfilneer and dynamo tender, wants to
start anywhere in electric plant. At present a
bookkeeper and willing to do that kind of work
if not limited to that entirely. Address H.
EUGENE, 419 Frve Ave.. Peoria, 111.

\^^JX IMTED.
ARMATURES TO REWIND.
Winders direct from T.-H. and AVestinghouse
shops. Work guaranteed. Ten years' experience.
Light plants Installed complete. Send for prices.

HODCE, WALSH & LORING,
531 Delaware, Kansas City. Mo,

Second hand Arc Lamps of different manu-
facture; good as new and thoroughly tested:

also. Arc and Incandescent Dynamos and other
electrical apparatus.
Always in the market for scrap Dynamos,

Motors^ Wire, Copper, burned out Incandes-
cent Lami'S and Lamp bases, etc. AddressTHE
CORXMAX COMPANY, 1134 Hamilton St.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

FOR SALE.
Si.\" new 50-light 110 volt dynamos,

compound wound; sliding bases. Guar-

anteed flrst-class. $85 each, cash.

HOLHES. PYOTT & CO.,

13 North Jefferson Street, Chicago.

For Sale Cheap.
One A-;)0 T.-H. Alternator 1,000 v. Ironclad

Armature with Exciter and Switchboard, with
all instruments complete. One45k. w. Stand-
ard Cenorator r>oo v. Compound Wound. One
15 h.-ji. ."iifi A" IH'troit motor. One 15 h.-p. 500 V
Commeriial iiintor. One 50 light 1,200 c. p. Arc
Dynamo Standard. One 301iehti,200c.p. Arc D y
DamoSperry. WILLIAM WRIGHT, 939 Monadnock-
Uuilding. Chicago.

Second=Band Engines.
for sale cheap by The American Engine Co.,

builders of the American-Ball Engines and Elec-

trical Machinery, Bound Brook, N. J.

Bound Volumes
OF THIE

yifESTERN [leGTRIGIAH

FOB 3AI.S,

From Vol. I. to Vol. XV
ASDKESS

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite BIO Marouette BuUding. CHICAGO

SMITH-VAILE TRIPLEX PUMPS.
OPERATED BY ELECTRIC MOTOR.
SINGLE AND DOUBLE ACTING.

HOUSE PUMPS, ELEVATOR PUMPS,
WATER WORKS PUMPS, ETC.

ALSO
Pumping Machinery for Every Possible Duty. New

Catalogue Free.
Manufactured by

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO.,
DAYTON, OHIO, U. S. A.

MARLO rx" BELL
Is the Only

Double Adjustment Bell

That

Cannot Get Ont
Of Adjustment.

PROCTOR-RAYMOND
MFC. CO.,

Bu-FTalo, - IM.-V.

THE BELL,
STYLE "F"

3 TO 15 INCHES.
ASK POF? IT.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

HUEBEL & MANGER,
MANUFACTURERS,

290 Graham St.. Brooklyn. N.Y.

ELECTRICAL BOOKS,
>XII Kit-tds.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Saite 510 narqnette. CHICAGO.

ST.CLAIR HOTEL
AMERICAN PLAN,

Sixth, Mound and Kenyon Streets,

CINCINNATI, O.

All modern conveniencesj rooms en suite;
private baths; excellent cuisine. For transient
and resident guests. Coolest and cleanest place
in the city. Atmosphere of home.

LEWIS KENNEDY & SON.

:CONC3-IHA.IMD
Direct current dynamos of 350, 700, 735, 800, 810, 900, 1,075, 1,330, 1,610 and 3,500 liglits capacity.
Alternating current dynamos of 750, 900, 1,300, and 3,000 lights capacity.
Arc dynamos 30, 34, 30, 40, 50 and 60 lights, both 1,300 and 3,000 c. p.
Engines, 50, 75, 85, lOO, 115, 135, 150, 175 and 300 h. p.
Boilers, lOO, 350, 375 and 500 h. p.
Heaters, 150 and 1,000 h. p.
Pumps, all sizes.

WRITE FOB PAKTICtriiABS A.TSO PRICES.

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY, 139 Adams Street, Chicago.

Keystone Electrical

Instrument Co.,
9lh SI.& Montgomery Ave.,

PHILADELPHIA.
Switchboard Instruments

For Ceuti"al Stations and
Jsolated Plants.

Ifew York, 15 Cortlandt Street.
Chicafio. 1440 Monadnock Bldg

BARGAINS
In Dynamos, notors, Transformers,
Arc Lamps and Electrical Supplies.

GET OUR PRICES.

The Electrical Exchange,
166-172 S. CLINTON ST., CHICAGO.

Long Distance Telephone, Express 744.

J^S r̂O<Zt The Chicago, Milwaukee

fj\ ,» & St. Paul Railway com-
^tCZiiU/Cli^ pany owns and operates

6,151 miles of road. It owns and operates

its own Sleeping Cars and Dining Cars,

and its service is first-class in every re-

spect. It traverses the best portion of the

States of Illinois, Wisconsin. Northern

Michigan, Iowa, Missouri, Minnesota, South

Dakota and North Dakota. It runs vesti-

buled, electric-lighted trains between Chi-

cago, St. Paul and Minneapolis, and be-

tween Chicago and Omaha and Sioux City,

and solid trains between Chicago and Kan-
sas City. Also through sleeping cars and
coaches between St. Louis and Kansas
City and St. Paul and Minneapolis, daily,

via the Hedrick Route. It has the absolute

block system. It uses all modern appli-

ances for the comfort and safety of its pat-

rons. Its train employes are civil and
obliging, and its General Passenger Agent
asks every man, woman and child to buy
tickets over the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul Riilway—for it is A Great Railway. ^
^* t^* t^* t5* ^* ^* *^* ^* t^* ^*

Scrap Copper Wire Wanted.
If you have any Old Copper Wire of any description to

dispose of, it will pay you to communicate -with us, as we are
"Jf _all times in the market for any quantity of Scrap Copper
Wire, at the highest market values. We pay cash and send
prompt returns. We are also supplying the electrical trade with
our high grade Babbitt, Cotton Waste, Solder, Etc. Please com-
municate with us.

SWARTS METAL REFINING CO.,
20 H.'Despiaines'.Street, CHIGAGO, ILL.

Map of the United btaies.
A large handsome Map of the United

iiates, mounted and suitable for oflSce or

inme use, is issued by the Burlington

RoQte. Copies will be mailed to any ad

dress on receipt of fifteen cents in postage

by P. S. EuBTis. Gen'l Pass. Agent, C, B

&Q. R..R., Chicago. 111.

DYNAMOS
For Lighting and Plating

12 lights $30; 201iehts$50:
SOllKhts $80; 70 lights $95;

100 lights $135; 200 lights
SMO. MOTORS.
14 h. p. $20: 'i h. p. $2,s;;

ih. p. $40; 2h. p. $60.

A. D. NOTT & CO.. 61 and G3 I".

Ashland Ave.. Chicago. 111.

Modern Power Transmission Maciiinery,

Rope Drives, Heavy Pulleys, Gears and Fly Wheels,

Approved Friction Clutches, Etc.,

Modern Methods of Handling Goal in Power Plants and

Large Electric Stations. Designs and Estimates Submitted Promptiy.

THE LINK-BELT MACHINERY CO.,
ENGINEERS, FOUNDERS, MACHINISTS,

<St-il<SA.<S^, \J. ^. A..

\m?m
J fl^W» H. £ L L I TT 5 L iTT 5 L EW^IL CO.
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Victor Turbine Water Wheel.
Cylinder or Register Gate — Close Regulation and High Efficiency

at Full and Partial Gate.

The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CELEBRATED -WATER
WHEEIj as particularly adapted to their use. on account of its remarkablr eteadj' motloii«
bigh Bpeed and great efficiency and larse capacity for its diameter, being doable
the power of most wheels of the sam-e diameter. It is used by a number of the leading electric com-
panies with great satisfaction. In the economical use ol water it is without an equal, producing the
highest per cent of uselul effect goaranteed*

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PARTICULARS.
The acconopanying engiaving represents a single 10-inch Victor Turbine on horizontal shaft to

develop 36 H. P. under 38 feet head. Arranged with 12-inch Worrell Friction Coupling at one end to
disconnect pulley.

We are now prepared to furnish Victor Turbines, either single or in pairs, on horizontal shafts
and where the situation admits of their use we recommend them.

THE S^ILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

The Standard Open Circuit Batteries
of the World.

BBHD FOE OIECULAE AND PEICBg.

THE LECLANCH'E BATTERY CO.,
Ill to 117 East 131st St., N. Y.

WHITE CEDAR POLES
And STREET CAR TIES.

M'holeHale Producers.

:rrizo & SONS, DA.c^csE-r-r, iviiohi.

CEDAR
LiNDSLEY Bros.,

MENOMINEE, M!CH..

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS. POLES

POLES AND CROSSARMS
BERTHOLD & JENNINGS,

CHEMICAL BUILDING, ST. LOUIS.

BOOKS.
BUY YOUR BOOKS FROM THE

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
610 Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO.

CEDARPOLES

Book Orders
GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

SuitB BIO Mariuette BIdg.. CHICAGO.

coPPeHf

MlKU^LLTEMli COTFm

AMERICAN"Sr
ARE THE BEST.- Son^ for Descripti.e Circular.

Absolutely Non-Infringing.
Protection Cuaranteec.

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
-0 1BS9. 38 W. Quincy St.. Chicago. III.

TMLliirOUl
National Tube Works Company,

Boston, 7o Federal 5t. I Chlca^. comer Clinton and Fulton Streets.
New York, Havemeyer Buiidlne, Cortiandt St. St. Louis, 938 North Second Street.
Plttsburs. Fidelity Building, Fourth Ave. I Works, McKeesport, Pa.

Point Marion Mfg. Company,
Office: 430 Fourtii Avenue, PITTSBURG. PA.

CHESTNUT AND POPLAR TELEGRAPH, TELEPHONE. ELECTRIC LIOHT AND RAILWAY POLES

i8m)t>i4miMitmwimiftimt\>MiMtmwmtt\im\\»mww^

Chestnut and poplar poles for any kind ofwork, 25 to 70 feet long : stronger.
Btralgliter and better than cedar.

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH-CLASS OAK AND LOCUST PINS. BRACKETS. MOULDINGS. CROSS-ARMS.

ETC. SHIPMENTS MADE PROMPTLY. LOW PRICES. WRITE US.

PINS

W. S. HILL ELECTRIC CO.. New Bedford, Mass.
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS:

Send for Catalogue. Central Electric Co., Chicago.
"XA/ITOM (OARI

5 A.NI »A.NI

IT'S ALL RIGHT.

Webb's Telephone Hand-Book. A book for the
expert as well as the novice. Price $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

REWIRED wrm RAVEN WMin CORE WIRE

OFFICE
The Ferris V^hieel Co.

•'131 THE ROOKERY

Chicago, April 30, 1896.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,
320 Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

Gentlemen:—After carefully consider-
ing the merits of the various brands of
wire upon the market, we have decided to
U3e your "Raven White Core" exclusively
for rewiring the Ferris Wheel.
As you are aware, the wire upon the

wheel is very much exposed and fhe test
will no doubt be a most severe one.

Yours very truly
THE FERRIS WHEEL CO.

By L. T. Rice, Mgr.

rRIM^HAU/ Ul/HITF PflRF used exclusively for aU incandescent Ltght-

Qg at World's Columbian Exposition.

Used in some of the largest buildings in the United
States.

Used by some of the largest Central Stations

and Fire and Police Departments in the U. S.

RAVEN WHITE CORE.

COMPETITION LINE WIRE

GRIMSHAW TAPES, COMPETITION TAPES AND SPLICING COMPOUND.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE: pmijrucc.l CHICAGO: BOSTON: SAN FRANCISCO:

13-17 Cortlanilt St., New York, "'"*'"'""] 320 Dearborn St. 134 Congress St. 116 New Monlsomerji St
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JUST THE THING THAT'S WANTED
SI

SIGN
THEY LL GET U BUSINESS-THEN

That Talk
Any Distance,

That Don't "Go Dead,"
AND

SWITCHBOARDS
That R rapid to operate

—

That don't fall down—
Whose title is clear.

THEY'LL HOLD U'R BUSINESS.
A full line of toll line and private plant apparatus,

police, fire alarm, railway system
equipment, etc.

s-

Get Catalog of

Valuable Information.

TeWone Mfg, Co,,

82 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, U. S. A.

A VALUABLE NEW WORK.

ELECTRICIANS' HANDY=BOOK
OF USEFUL INFORMATION.

Edited by A, E. WATSON, A. M., Teacher of Electricity. Brown University,
Providence, R. I.

Compiled by E. T. BUBIEB, 3d.

ILLUSTRATED.
A Compilation from the works of Sylvanus P. Thompson, Kapp, Allsop, Munroe and Jamieson,

Watson, Bottone, Bonney, Watt, Poole, Trevert. Haskins,
Horrow and Reld, and others.

This book gives a large number of receipts for making Battery Fluids, Battery Pastes, Insulating
Materials and Varnishes, Electro-riating Solutions, etc. Tells how to make Electric Batteries,
Bells, Telephone, Motors, Dynamos. Induction Coils, Influence and Static Machines, etc. Gives
forniiihe for winding Dynamos, Motors, Armatures, Field Magnets, Transformers. Contains many
Rules, Tables, Data, etc. In fact it is almost a complete cvclop?edia of Electricity. It is neatly
bound and of a convenient size to be carried in the pocket for handy reference.CONTE

1. History.
2. Theory.
3. Measurements. (Electric and Magnetic.)
4. Electric Batteries.
5. Electro-Chemistry and Metallurgy.
6. The Telegraph and Telephone.
7. Dynamos and Motors.
8. Management of Dynamos and Motors.

PART
9. Electric Lighting.

10. Transformers.
11. Wiring for Electric Power.
12. Wiring for Bell Fitting and Gas Lighting
13. Electric Railways.
14. Miscellaneous.
15. Useful Tables.
16. Logarithms.

Contains over four hundred and fifty pages and many illustrations.

PRICE, CLOTH, ONLY $2.50; POSTPAID.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 larptte Ml, CHICAGO.

OVERSTOCKED!
Gravity Hooks with contacts

in lots 100 at 12c.
Also a few switchboards and telephones taken out

of exchanges, but re-equipped with our own devices.
Will sell at bargain.

EVERYTHING TO FULLY EQUIP A

Model and Up-to-date Exchange.

Missouri Telephone Mfg. Co.
317-919 Market St., ST. LOUIS, MO., U. S. A.

i

WESTERN TELEPHONE

—^CONSTRUCTION CO.,
260 S. Clinton Street, CHICAGO,

. . LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OP , ,.

Telephones and Appliances,
EXCLUSIVELY. IN THE UNITED STATES.

THE T^REEPHONE HAND-BOOK
BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB.

Member of the Avierican Institute of Electrical Engineers, and of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, London. Author of "A Practical Guide to the Testing of
Insulated Wires and Cables." Joint Author of "Electricity in Daily Life."

146 Hand-Boole >ri^^ $I.OO.ages, 138 lilcis-fcra-fcions, Clo-fch,
EXTRACT FROM PREFACE.

"This little book has no pretension to be considered ft complete treatise on telephony as it exists in America. The time for such a worlc is not yet come. But it is felt that there is a demand
for a practical book on telephone worlting and management, and the TELEPHONE HAXD-liOOK is an attempt at meeting that demaud. With the exception of a few chapters dealing with
certain forms of transmitters and receivers used in Europe, which are given for the information of those who may wish to engage in the manufacture of telephones, the book is based entirely on
standard American practice; and most of the material, apparatus and methods described are peculiar to or have originated in this country."

No pains have been spared to make it the Ijest book of its kind. It is right up to date, intensely practical, and so plain and clear in its language that anyone can understand and learn from it

everything re.eiarding telephone work and management. It conforms in size and style to our other Hand-Books which have been so favorably received by the entire electrical fraternity.

-CONTENTS.
CHAPTER 1. The Invention of the Telephone.

2. Sound Waves. Articulate Speech.
3. Electric Telephony. The Bell Telephone.
4. The Microphone.
5. Current Induction. Electromagnetic In-

duction.
6. The Induction Coll: Its Use In the Tele-

phone Transmitter,
7. The Complete Telephone Circuit
8. Magnet Telephones.
9. The Bell Telephone Receiver.
10, Other forms of Magnet Telephones.
11= The Gower, Ader and D'Arsonval Kecelv-

era, Mercadier's BI-Telephone,
SS= Tto.e Siemens, Kotyran Neumayer and

Bfittchor -Rm-elvars

CHAPTER 13. Carbon Transmitters.
14. The Blake Transmitter.
15. The Lone Distance Transmitter,
16. The Solid-back Transmitter.
17. The Berliner Transmitter.
18. The Cuttrlss Transmitter.
19. Various European Transmitters.
20. The EfQciency of Carbon Transmitters.
21. Batteries for Telephone Work,
22. Open Circuit Batteries.
23. Closed Circuit Batteries.
24. The Practical Management of Batteries.
36. Magneto Bell.

26. Automatic Switches.
S, Telephone Line Construction.

CHAPTER 28. Metallic Circuit,

29. Undergroimd Wires.
30. LightninE Arresters.
31. Inside Wiring.
32. Installation of Telephone Instruments.

S3. Inspection and Maintenance.
34. The Condenser; Its Use in Telephony.

35. Eiectromaenetic Ketardatlon.
36. Exchange Working.
37. Small Exchanges.
38. Party Llnes:TheBrldglng Bell.

39. Long Distance Telephony.
40. Duplex Telephony. ^ „ , , ,
41. Simultaneous Telegraphy and Telepnonj

pabushed and for sale by ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., BIO Marquette Building, Chicago.
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The D. A. Kusel

Telephone and Electric

Mfg. Go,
1110 PINE STREET. ST. LOUIS, MO.

The oldest and most reliable telephone
manufacturer in the West. All goods
guaranteed flrst-class. Send for cata-

logue and price list.

D. A. KUSEL. Proprietor.

NORTHWESTERN

Telephone Mfg.Go.
Offices, 43 and 44f Loan and Trust Bldg.,

MILWAUKEE, WIS.
TelephoDes, Switch-

boards. Magneto Bells,
etc. Over 15 years of
practical experience In
the service with Uie li-

censees of the American
Bell Telephone Co. a
sufficient guarantee of
the safety and efticiency

of our apparatus. All
of our telephones are
equipped- witli a Solid
Back Transmitter, iden-
tical In principle with
that utilized by the
American Bell T e 1 e -

phone Co. for transmit-
ting articulation a dis-

tance of 2,000 miles.

Send for prices and
mention this paper.

^]^THISQ HAS BEEN MAKING

flELEPHONES
f? 20 YEARS, NOT CHEAP BUT
SERVICEABLE AND FULLY GUARANTEED.

. CIRCULARS FURNISHED.

VIADUCT ElECTRlCC"
BALTIMDRE.MD.. U.S.A.

OTHERS
WE

claim to be

—

s
Onr

END FOR 5riS!S»'lte

are

The LARGEST manufacturers of

HIGH GRADE, NON-INFRINGING
Telephone Apparatus in the U. S.

Sole licensees and importers of the

MILDE TRAlVSmiTTERS.

STANDARD TELEPHONE

AND ELECTRIC CO,
IWI ^dl^^n.

The Lockwood Transmitter
Is protected by letters patent No. 528640 and No. 557588, issued Nov.

6, il!94, and April 7, 1896, respectively.

The electrodes have "A variable air space" between them, and the

adjustment is obtained by tension instead of pressure. The Lockwood
is positively the only Transmitter on the market having no contact

BETWEEN electrodes, consequently parties liable to infringement

suits and promoters of long-distance systems will find it to be the only

telephone that will satisfy the fears of their subscribers. The Trans-

mitter can be placed upon any instrument now in use, and an exchange
of Transmitters is easily effected.

Address:

The Lockwood Long Distance Telephone &
Telegraph Company of America,

JOSIAH TICE, Mgr. No. 80 Albany St., New Brunswick, N. J.

BUY
Your Electrical Books of the Electrician

Publishing Co., Suite 510 flarquette

Bldg., Chicago. You will save TIME and

MONEY by doing so -

.

NEW KOKOIO

TRANSMITTER.
Barkolow Patent.

Issued Xov. 17. 189G.

FINESTTALKER
ON EARTH.

Especially for Exchange
ao'l Long-Difitaaoe Service.
We niaoafacture Swltch-

I'oartU. all styles of Tele-
[.hnnea iiod everything to
'•quiji an excnange.
Send ior Illustrated Cata-

logue.

KOKOMO TELEPHONES.
ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,

Kokomo, Ind., U.S. A.

E. S. TABER. V. A. MAYER.

TABER & MAYER,
MANUFACTURERS AND
DEALERS IN

ELECTRICAL GOODS

TELEPHONE APPARATUS.
Telephone Instruments, Switchboards. Trans-

mitters, Ileceivers, Cords, Ja^iis, rings, Drops,
Switches, Experimental Work.

185 FRANKLIN ST.. BOSTON, MASS.

AGENTS WANTED IN LEADING CITIES.

THE WARNER

Telephone Generator.
A direct-connected motor-dynamo to furnish current for

operating telephone subscribers' bells. Capacitv 1,200 phones,
and guaranteed to ring six phones continuously. Furnished
wound to be run on 110, 2J0 or 500 volt direct current circuils.
Occupies spaceless than twelve inches square. Send for cir-
cular giving full particulars.

W. F. WARNER, - Muncie Indiana.

A NEW TRANSMITTER

PCEIAINJ^IDFACTORT.

SiatatG

NO. 30 AMERICAN TRANSMITTER.
This instrument, for

volume of voice trans-
mission, distinctness of
articulation, exact re-
production of articulate
sounds and durable
qualities is unequaled.

The Largest flanu^
facturers of T e I e=
phones and Switch-
boards in the United
States.
Four hundred exchanges
aggregating 80,000 tele-
phones in use. Four
years' service.

Write for catalogue showing new types and prices.

\A/r PIIADAMTCC WorVmanship, material and efflci

fit UUHnftn I LL of our apparatus to be of the highest
grade, and agree to defend, at our own expense, any action at
law which may be brought against our patrons on alleged In
fringement of patents owing to the use of our instruments.

American Electric Telephone Co.,

CI-IICA.O^

DON'T READ
The WESTERN ELECTRICIAN unless you want

to be made fully aware of what is going on in the

electrical field
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I^U of Our Engines \A^or'bH Rememberins^
1st—A symmetrical design with an intelligent, scientific distribation of metal, giving ex-

ceptional strength and perfect balance.
Snd—The only absolutely steam-tight valve, which antomatically adjusts itself for wear,

needing no outside attention.
3rd—"Rites governor system," which combines the greatest simplicity with most perfect

regulation.
4th—Crank shaft forged open-hearth high-carbon steel, combining greatest strength, best

( Yvearing qualities and smoothest surface.
V 5th—Most complete automatic oiling system.

XME BAI-.1- ENGINE CO.,
Chicago ^fncc, 1526 Monadnock Block. ERIE, PEKlVSYIiVANIA, U. S. A.

Gas and Gasoline Engines ESa^^^feaSI
Adapted for ALL Power Purposes—Electric Lighting, Milling, Mining,

Water Works, Elevators, Factories, etc. Cheaper and Better than Steam.

WrilfMo'rfCirsing. FOOSGAS ENGINE CO., Springfield, 0.

Electro-Gasoline Engine
a to 50 H. p. **

Runs without smoke, odor or noise.
Special styles Cor Electric Liphtiug,
Boats, Mining Locomotives, Hoists,
Portaole, Threshing, Pumping, Farm
and Dairies, Inspection and Street
Cara, Road-Wagons, Piinting Offices
and all stationary purposes. All
engines guaranteed and may be re-
turned at our expense if not as repre*
stnted. THE PKOUTT CO.,
70 Dearborn St., CllICAQO, C.S.A.

....BINDERS....
FOR THE

Western Electrician
Sr.OO EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUB. CO.,
OHIOT^GO.

Making Cut-outs Our Specialty-
Write for full particulars, etc. 26 styles

of Open and Covered.

UT-OUTS
Money saved is money earned.

H. T. PAISTE CO.
PHILADELPHIA

-THE

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Manufacturers of tlie

Morrin "Climax" M "CofflpoMf Safety Water

Tulie Boilers.

BUILT IN UNITS OF SO TO 1 ,000 Hn P.

CAUTION:
Beware of infringers, they will

be rigidly prosecuted.

ALSO BUILDERS OF

Smoke Stacks, Tanks, Etc., and
All Classes of Iron Work.

Speclflcations, Drawings and Prices ttamlshed
on application.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boilers.

ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM.
335 PAGES. PRICE $3.00. 347 ILIilJSTRATIOXS. A serieB ofThirty-four Practical liessons covering; the Science ofElectricity from ItsFundament:)!

Principles to Its Every-day Applications. By Prof. I>. C. Jackson, University of ^Visconsin; Prof.H. S. Carhart,lIuiver8ityofMichigan ; Prof.B.F, Thomas,
University of Ohio; Prof. IVm. A. Anthony, ofMew York; Prof. Brown Ayres.Tulane University; Prof. A. C.Perrine, Iceland Stanford University, Cal.; Prof.
Oeo. 1>. Shephardson, University of Minnesota, and others. A Comprehensive Treatise ia Simple Language, Free from Algebraic Equations and Easily Understood.

ampere; Microampere; Three Classes of Magnetic Ampere-
meters ; Weston Amperemeter; Electro Dynamometers

;

Hot Wire Instruments; Scales of Amperemeters; Alter-
nating Current Measuring Instruments; Measuring Very
Large Currents; Measuring Electric Pressures; Voltmeters;
Cardew Voltmeter; Electrometers; Electrostatic Volt-
meters; Standard Cells; Measuring Currents by Voltmeter
and a Standard Resistance.—CHAPTER XII: Every-
day Measurements of Electric Power, Condensers and
The Measurement of their Capacity; Wattmeters; Electro-
dynamometer Used as Wattmeter; Recording Wattmeters;
Coulomb Meters; Watt Hour; Ampere Hour; Capacity;
Farad; Microfarad; Condenser; Capacity of Condenser;
Charging Condenser; Specific Inductive Capacity; Selec-
tion of Insulation for Telephone Cables; Capacity of
Underground Wires; Comparing Capacities by Ballistic
Galvanometer; Practical Capacity Measurements; Leyden
Jar.—CHAPTER XIII: Electrolytic Deposition of Metals;
Electroplating; Metals Commonly nsed in Plating; Salt
of a Metal; Nitrate of Silver; Cyanide of Silver and of Po-
tassium; Solution for Silver plating; Vats; Quality of Elec-
trolytic Deposit; Effect of Too Great or Small Currents;
Cleaning Articles to be Plated; Gilding Inside of Silver
Articles; Base Metals on Which Nickel Is Usually Plated;
Solution for Nickel Plating; _ Elect rotyping; Electrotype
Molds; Electrotype Finishing; Electrolytic JRefining of
Copper; Solution Used.—CHAPTER .XIV: The Electric
Telegraph; Elements of Electric Telegraph; Telegraph
Circuits; Telegraphic Signals; Sending and Receiving;
Telegraph Lines; Sounder: Relays; Local Circuits; Multi-
ple Telegraphv; Duplex Telegrapliy; Diplex Telegraphy;
Quadruplex Telegraphy. -CHAPTER XV: Multiple Tele-
graphy; Differential Relay; I'olarized Relay; Pole Changer;
Principles of Operation of Diplex, Quadruplex, Bridge
Duplex; Artificial Line; Autographic Telegraphy.—CHAP-
TER XVI: The Telephone; Bell Telephone: Microphone;
Blake Transmitter; Exr-hnnges; Switchboard; Long-Distance
Transmitter.—CFIAPTER XVII: The Construction of
Telegraph and Telephone Lines and Instruments; Poles;
Cross-Arms; Pins; Joints: Insulators; Insulation; Ground
Plates: Underground Cables: Conduits; Fuses; Multiple
Switchboards.—CHAPTER XVIII: Testing Lines for In-
sulation and Conductivity and the Location of Leaks and
Breaks; Line Troubles; Grounds; Crosses; Locating
Trouble: Earth Currents: Line Conductivity and Insula-
tion; Testing.—CHAPTER XIX: Principles of Continu-
ous Current Dynamos and Motors; Electric Conductor
in Magnetic Field; Field Strength; Induced Electric Pres-
sure; Direction of Current Moving Conductors; Alternat-
ing Current; Dynamos; Magnetos; Commutator.—CHAP-
TER XX: Principles of Continuous Current Dynamos
and Motors; their Construction, Care and Attendance;
Gramme Armature; Siemens Armature; Armature Cur-
rent; Laminating Cores; Foucault or Eddy Currents; Hys-
tcre.'sis; Fundamental Principles of Dynamos and Motors;
Points of Good Dynamo; Counter Electric Pressure; Types
of Field Windings; Series, Shunt and Compound Wound
Machines; Multipolar Machines; Regulation, Care and
Maintenance.—CHAPTER XXI: Arc Lighting and Arc
Light Machinery; The Arc; Arc Lamps; Principles of
Operation; Connections; Arc Dynamos; Current and Pres-
sure Required; Making of Arc Carbons; Regulators; Arc
Light Switchboards.—CHAPTER XXII: Incandescent
Lighting and Power Transmission, Two, Three and Five
Wire Systems of Distribution for Electric Lights and
Motors: Incandescent Lamp: Filaments: Vaccuum; Ma-
terial for and Making of Filaments; Advantages of In-
candescent Lamps; ^ncandes-cent and Motor Circuits;

PRICE $2.00. Sent postage prepaid to any address in the world on receipt of price. The Ideal Work for Electricians, Central Station Men, Engineers, Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Students, Etc.

CONTEIIM-rS:
CHAPTER I: The Nature and Properties of Electricity;

Origin of Electricity; Two Kinds; Laws of Attraction and
Repulsion; Positive and Negative Charge; Terms, Con-
ductors, Insulators, Electric Conductivity; Conveying Elec-
tricity; The Electroscope; Force Exerted Between Charged
Bodies: Unit of Measurement of quantity of Electricity;
Electrometer.—CHAPTER II: Machines for Generatiug
Electricity by Friction aud by "Electric Induction; Making
Machine to Continuously Generate Electricity by Friction;
The Electrophorus; Induction Generator; Units of Elec-
tric Current and Pressure; Electricity Conveyed by Unit
Current Each Second; Negatively aud Positively Charged
Conductors; Relation of Lightning and Sparks of Electrical
Machine.—CHAPTER III: Electric Batteries or Appliances
for Generating Electricity by Chemical Action; Action of
Batteries; Electric Pressure; VoltaicEIectrlcity; Directionof
Current Flow; Production of Contiauous Current; Battery
Cells In Series; Production of Pressure by Cells; Polariza-
tion and Its Avoidance; Leclanche Cell; Open Circuit Cells,
—CHAPTER IV: Electric Batteries or Appliances for Gen-
erating Electricity by Chemical Action (Concluded); Closed
Circuit Cells; Local Action; Law of Electro-chemical Ac-
tion; Electro-chemical Equivalent; Primary Batteries Com-
pared ©with Dynamos for Furnishing Current; Uses of
Batteries; Difference Between a Primary and Storage Bat-
terv; How Storage Batteries are Made; Parallel Connection
of Plates In Storage Batteries.—CHAPTER V: The Nature
and Properties of Magnetism, Magnetic Fields; Permanent
Magnetism; Magnetic Attraction and Repulsion; Poles of
Magnet; Magnitude of Force Between Two Magnets; Aging
Magnets; Earth's Action on Magnetic Needle; Magnetic
Field; Action of Lines of Force.—CHAPTER VI: The Mag-
netic Effects of Electric Cnrre:its and Magnetic Circuits;
Effect of Electric Current on Magnetic Needle; Relation
Between Direction of Lines of Force and Direction of
Current Flow; Determination of Current Direction by
Compass; Ampere Turns; Solenoids; Ampere's Theory;
Solenoids w'th Steel or Iron Cores; Residual Magnetism;
Electro-Magnets; Magnetic Permeability; Magnetic Re-
luctance; Magneto Motive Force or Mncrnetic Pressure.

—

CHAPTER VII: Ohm's Law of the Flow of Electricity;
Pressure; Resistance; Current; Volt; Ohm; Ampere; Mer-
cury iResistance; Conductivity of Copper Compared with
Other Metals; Resistance of Circuits Made Up of the Same
Parts in Parallel; Joint Resistances; Fall of Voltage Over
Resistance; Effect of Temperature on Resistance; Copper
Temperature CoefBcient.—CHAPTER VIII: Heating Ef-
fects of Electric Currents; Miscellaneous Effects of Elec-
tric Currents; Foot-pound; Joule; Horse-power; Watt; Kilo-
watt; Watts per Horse-power; Heating Effects on Bear-
ings of Machinery: Effect of Electricity on Nerves of Ani-
mals; Muscular Effect of Strong Currents.—CHAPTER IX:
Galvanometers and Voltameters;Dlfferences in Construction
for Large and Small Currents; Presence and Direction of
Currents Shown by Galvanometer; Strength of Current In-
dicated; Tangent Galvanometer; Reflecting Galvanometer;
Needle Suspension; d'Arson val Galvanometer; Terms
"Dead -Beat," "Calibrate;" Voltameter; Electrolyte, Elec-
trolysis; Electrode; Forms of Voltameters.—CHAPTER X:
Measurement of Electrical Resistance; Resistance Meas-
ured by Substitution; Resistance Boxes; Use of German
Silver; Coils; Wheatstone Eridcce; Measuring Resistances
with Bridge; Measuring Very High Uosistances; Practical
Examples.—CHAPTER XI: Every-day Measurements of
Electric Currents and Pressure; Three Effects by Which
Currenta are Directly Measured; Amperemeters; MIllI-

Constant Pressure; Loss of Voltage; Circular Mils; Prac-
tical Examples; Weight of Copper Required for Trans-
mission of Power at Different Pressures; Three-Wire
System; Motor Starting Resistances.—CHAPTER XXIII:
Construction of Electric Light and Power Circuits, aud
Their Testing; Overhead Electric Light Wires; Weather-
proof Wire; Arc Circuit Wires; "Drawing In" and
"Built In" Underground System; Underground Electric
Light Cables; Edison Tubing; Feeders; Mains; Inside
Wiring; Cleat AVork; Moulding Work; Concealed Work;
Dangers from Fires; Distribution System;.—CHAPTER
XXIV: Testing Electric Light Circuits and the Dis-
tribution and Measurement of Light; Faults; Soldered
Joints: Magneto Bell; Use of Voltmeter to Locate Grounds
on Am Circuits; Ground Detector; General Testing;
Photometer; Standard Candles; Illuminating Effect of
Lamps; Effect of Opal Globes.—CHAPTER XXV:« Elec-
tro-Magnetic Induction; Effect of Cutting Lines of Force
by an Electric Conductor; Induced Currents; Induction
Coils; Cores of Induction Coils; Transformers; Direc-
tion of Induced Current; Self Induction; Attraction and
Repulsion of Parallel Wires Carrying Currents.—CHAP-
TER XXVI: Alternating Currents; Alternator; Electro-
lytic Effect of Pulsating Current; Heating Effect of Al-
ternating Current; Effective Value; Alternating Current;
Measurements ; Frequency : Period ; Apparent Resistance.
—CHAPTER XXVII: Alternating Currents and Alter-
nating Current Machinery (Concluded): Power Used in Al-
ternating Circuits; Alternating Currents for Lighting; Malt-
ing Transformers; Testing Transformers; Building Alterna-
tors; Number of Alternaiions; The Exciter; Ruuuing Al-
ternators in Parallel; Synchronous Motors; Two-Phase
and Three-Phas& Systems; Induction Motors; Squirrel-
Cage Armature; Mesh Connection; Star Connection;.—
CHAPTER XXVIII: Miscellaneous Applications of
Electric Motors; Uses of Electric Motors; Motors in Ma-
chine Shops; Waste of Power in Factories; Advantages
of Removing Shafts and Belts; Estimating Electrical
Power Required; Electric Elevators; Electric Launches.—
CHAPTER XXIX: Electric Railways; Richmond' Elec-
tric Railroad; Trolley Wire; Trolley; Track; Use of Two
Motors; Rail Bonds; Heavy Electric Locomotives.—CHAP-
TER XXX: Methods of Handling and Controlling Rail-
way Motors aud Generators; Output Records; Record-
ing Voltmeters; Load of Electric Railway Plant; Appli-
cation of Storage Batteries to Smooth Road Curve; Meth-
ods of Controlling Street Car Jlotors; Station Instru-
ments; Equalizer.—CHAPTER XXXI; Model Electric
Plant; First Central Station; Changes In General Me-
chanical Construction of Dynamos; Instruments; Multi-
ple Arcing Galvanometers; Use of Double and Single
Pole Switches; Operating Dynamos Jn Parallel; Feeder
Connections in Continuous and Alternating Stations;
Throwing Dynamo into Circuit; Cutting Dynamo Out,—
CHAPTER XXXII: Underwriter's Rules, Etc.; Necea
sity of Rules; Special Points In Wiring; Insulation ol
Sockets, Fus^s, Fixtures; Annunciator Wire; Office Wire;
Leaky Wires.—CHAPTER XXXIII: Electric Welding,
Forging. Etc.; Electricity Applied to the Kitchen; Elec-
trical Methods Applied to Metal Working; Thomsoc
Apparatus for Heating Metals; Welding b> Thomson
Method; Bernardos Process of Working Metals; Bringing
Piece of Metal to High Temperature by Dipping in Pall
of Water; Electric Current for Warming and Cooking;
Electric Heating and Stoves Compared.—CHAPTER
XXXIV: Electro-Therapeutics; Galvanic Cnrren*:: Para-
dlc Current; Static Electricity; Electric Osmosis; Electro-
Cautery; Medical Electric Lights.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHINC CO., 510 MARQUETTE BLDC, CHICACO.
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OOKS FOR THE HOLIDAYS.={• t
USEFUU A.IMD A.I=>l»ROPRIA.'rE PFRELSENT'S.

Select such books as you desire and let us quote you our holiday price.

Wote the following OFFER TO NEW 8VBS€RIBER!I$: For $3 we will send the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN for one year, 52 times, and as a
premium will give one of a number of electrical books FREE. You cannot make a more acceptable present than a year's subscription to the WESTERN
ELECTRICIAN. iHTGET FURTHER PARTICUI.ARS OF OUR HOLIDAY OFFER.

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand^Book.
LIEUT. F. B. BADT.

One luinclred and forty illustrations. rriee, -fl- An
entirely new and up-to-date work. 226 pages. Uexible
cloth binding. Size of page 5%x3i^ inches. Designed for

dynamo tenders, linemen, stationary and marine en-
gineers. Just the booli for men who wish to learn how
to operate and care for electric light installations. The
only booli of the liind in the English ianguage.

Bell Hangers' Hand»Book.
LIEUT. F. B. BADT.

One hundred and six pages. 97 illustrations. Just the
booii for those engaged in selling, installing or handling
electric batteries, electric bells, elevator, house or hotel
annunciators, burglar or fire alarms, electric gas light-

ing apparatus, electric heat regulating apparatus, etc.

The only book of its kind. Simple as A B C. Price. $1.

Electricity for Engineers.

CHAS. DESMOND.
Latest edition now published in one volume." 424 pages.

Price, $2.50. Profusely Illustrated. For table of cop-
tents see advertisement in Western Electrician. Just
the work for engineers, electricians, dynamo tenders, etc.

Incandescent Wiring Hand^Book.
LIEUT. F. B. BADT.

Profusely illustrated. Price, $1. Type page 5V2x3 inches.
Flexible cloth binding. 66 pages. 35 cuts and live tables,

three of which are 12slS inches. These tables give at
once, and without any calculation, the size of wire re-

quired in each case for any percentage of loss. A timely
book, containing full instructions for incandescent wiring,
and complete information concerning methods of running
wires, location of safety devices and switches, splices,

insulation and testing for faults, wire gauges, general
electrical data, calculating size of wires, wiring of fix-

tures, elevators, buildings, isolated and central station
plants. The only complete book of the kind published.

Electric Transmission Hand=Book.
LIEUT. F. B. BADT.

Ninety-seven pages, 22 illustrations. 27 original tables.

Gives more practical information on the subject than
any work published to date. The book contains all neces-
sary information for power producers, capitalists, agents,
engineers and motor inspectors. With this book any-
body may make estimates oo the cost of transmission
plants. A practical and reliable work. Price, $1.

Electricity atid ilagnetism.
PROF. D. C. JACKSON.

University of Wisconsin, and others.

A series of thirty-four lessons covering the science uf
electricity from its fundamental principles to its every-
day practical application. Comprises 325 pages, over 300
diagrams and illustrations. Price, $2. A comprehensive
tn-atise in simple language, free from algebraic equatious
and easily nudcrstocd.

Electric Lighting Specifications for the Use of

Engineers and Architects.

E. A. MERRILL.
Cloth, 176 pages. Price, including postage, ?1.50.

Electric Railway Motors; Their Construction,
Operation and Maintenance.

NELSON W. PERRY.
An elementary practical handbook for those engaged

in the management and operation of electric railway ap-
paratus, with rules and instructions for motormen. 12mo,
cloth. New York, 1S94. Price, .R

Dynamo and Motor Building for Amateurs.
LIEUT. C. D. PAUKHURST, U. S. A.

Cloth, 163 pages. 71 illustrationp. Price. ?1, Descrip-
tions and working drawings are given of the foUowiug
dynamosand motors: A small ventilating fan motor; a sew-
ing machine battery motor, requiring no patterns or cast-
ings In its construction; a serving machine motor of more
finished appearance and greater efficiency than the above;
a 5U-lighl incandescent dynamo.

The Electric Motor and Its Applications.

T. C. MARTIN and J. WETZLER.
Fourth edition, with an appendix on the developrntnt

of the electric motor since I8SS. By Dr. L. Bell. SOd
illustrations, quarto, cloth. New York. 1S95. Price, ?3.

Dynamos, Alternators and Transformers.
GISBERT KAPP.

13S illustrations, 12mo, cloth. London. 1S93. Price. S4.

In the present work it has been the author's object to
place before the reader an exposition of the general prin-
ciples underlying the construction of dynamo-electric ap-
paratus, and to do this without the use of high mathemat-
ics and complicated methods of investigation, thus en-
abling the average engineering student and the average
practical engineer, even if he have no previous knowledge
of electrical science, to follow the subject.

Hawkins' New Catechism of Electricity,

A practical treatise. This is a book of 550 pages, full

of up-to-date information. 300 illustrations. Handsomely
bound In red leather, pocketbook form, size 4V.S6V4, with
titles and edges in gold. Price, $2

Practical Directions for Winding Hagnets for
Dynamos.

CARL BERING.
12mo. cloth. Reprint, without additions. New York.

1S92. Price. $L25. This book is intended for the prac-
tical dyuamo designer and constructor, as well as for
tlie student of electrical engineering. The calculations
involved are of a very simple nature and may be made
by any iuteliigent mechanic.

The Art of Electro-Metallurgy , Including all Known
Processes of Electro- Deposition.

G. GORE.
Fifth edition. 12mo, cloth, illustrated. New York. 1891.

Price, $2.

How to Become a Successful Electrician.

T. O'CONNOR SLOANE.
The studies to be followed, methods of work, fields of

operation and ethics of the profession. 16mo, cloth. Il-
lustrated. New York, 1S94. Price. $L

The Standard Electrical Dictionary.

T. O'CONNOR SLOANE.
A popular dictionary of words and terms used in the

practice of electric engineering. 350 illustrations. 12inu,
cloth. New York, 1895. Price, .$3. The purpose of this
work is to present the public with a concise and prac-
tical book of reference, which, it is believed, will be
appreciated in the age of electricity. The science has
esi>anded so much that the limits of what must be termed
strictly a dictionary of the present day would a few
years ago have sufficed for an encyclopaedia.

The Arithmetic of Electricity.

T. O'CONNOR SLOANE.
A manual of electrical calculations by arithmetical

methods, iuchiding numerous rules, examples and tables
in the field of practical electrical engineering and experi-
menting. Fourth edition, revised, 12mo, cloth. New
York. 1895. Price, .fl.

Dynamo=Electric Machinery.
SYLVANUS P. THOMPSON.

A manual for students of electro technics. Fifth edi-
tion, revised. 835 pages and IS folding plates. 8vo. cloth.
New York, 1896. Price, net, $5.50. This new edition has
been rewritten and thoroughly revised throughout, and is
an entirely new book.

Electric Toy Making for Amateurs.
T. O'CONNOR SLOANE.

Electric toy makiug for amateurs, including batteries,
magnets, motors, miscellaneous toys and dynamo con-
struction. Fullv illustrated. Second edition. 12mo, cloth.
New York, 1893. Price. $1.

How to Wire Buildings.
AUGUSTUS NOLL.

A manual of the art of interior wiring. Fourth edition.
Svo. cloth, illustrated. New York, 1895. Price. $1.50.

The Quadruplex.
WILLIAM MAVER, JR.. and M. M. DAVIS.

With chapters on the dynamo-electric machine in rela-
tion to the quadruplex. The practical working of the
duplex telegraph repeaters and the Wheatstone automatic
telegraph. 63 illustrations. Svo. Price, ^1,50.

Primary Batteries.

PROF. H. S. CARHART.
Sixty-seven illustrations. 12mo, cloth. Boston, 1891.

Price, $1.50.

Alternating Current Wiring and Distribution.

WILLIAM M. EMMETT.
16mo, cloth, illustrated. New York, 1S94. Price, $1.

Points out the practical significance of some of the laws
governing the distribution of alternating currents, and
explains those laws in such a manner that their nature
and relative importance may be realized.

Continuous Current Dynamos and Motors.
FRANK P. COX.

An elementary treatise for students and engineers.
Illustrated. 12mo, cloth. New York, 1S93, Price. ?2.

Electric Bells and all About Them.
S. R. BOTTONE.

A practical book for practical men. With more thau
100 illustrations. Fifth edition, revised and enlarged.
12mo, cloth. London, 1S95. Price, 50 cents.

The Dynamo, How Hade and How Used.
S. U. BOTTOXE.

A book for amateurs. Eighth edition, with additional
matter and 39 illustrations. 12mo, cloth, Loudon, 1S95.

Price, ai.

First Principles of Electrical Engineering.
C. H. W BIGGS.

Being an attempt to provide an elementary book for
those Who are intending to enter the profession of elec-

trical engineering. Second edition. Illustrated. 12mo.
cloth. London, 1S93. Price. $1.

Transformers—Their Theory, Construction and
Application, Simplified.

C. H. HASKINS.
Thirty-eight illustrations. 12mo, cloth. Lynn, 1S92.

Price, $1.25. The author has endeavored to treat of the
transformer and its action in such a manner as to ren-
der the work of especial value to the central station
electrician, the student and the investigator, while the
greatest care has been exercised to render the matter
so clear, simple and interesting that it may come within
the scope of the general public, and meet the demand
for a semi-technical and yet semi-popular treatise on the
electrical transformer which has not heretofore been ob-
tainable.

How to Build Dynamo-^EIectric Machinery.
EDWARD TREVERT.

Embracing theory, designing and the construction of
dynamos and motors. With appendices on field magnet
and armature winding. Management of dynamos and
motors, and useful tables of wire gauges. Illustrated.
Svo, cloth. New York. 1894. Price, §2.50.

Dynamos and Electric Motors and All About Them.
EDWARD TREVERT.

One hundred illustrations. 12mo, cloth. Lynn, 1891. Price,
50 cents. This volume not only gives practical directions
for building dynamos and electric motors, but also gives
a large quantity of information about them.

The Practical Telephone Hand=Book and Guide to
the Telephonic Exchange.

J. POOLE.
Second edition, revised and enlarged. 12mo, cloth, with

288 illustrations. London, 1S95. Price, 51.50. A thor-
oughly practical manual, uf moderate size and cost,
describing the latest development of the subject.

A Manual of Telephony.
W. H. PREECE and ARTHUR T. STUBBS.

With illustrations and plates. 12mo, cloth. London,
1S93. Price, $4.50. A new and enlarged edition of Preece
& Maier's "The Telephone," Issued in 1SS8.

The A B C of Electricity.

W. H. MEADOWCROFT.
Thirty-six illustrations. 12mo, cloth. New York. 1890.

Price, 50 cents.

Houston & Kennelly's Electric Heating.
This book contains a complete treatment of the com-

paratively new art of electric heating. The various forms
of apparatus necessary for tbe utilization in the arts
of the thermal quality possessed by electric currents are
illustrated and described in a thorough and comprehen-
sive manner. The difficult problem of the electrical
heating of conductors is treated in this work in a way
to be readily understood by those not familiar with
mathematics or electrical science. Price, §1.

Electrical Power Transmission.
DR. LOUIS BELL

Octavo, cloth. New York, 18%. Price. §2.50. Uniform
in size with "The Electric Railway in Theory and Prac-
tice."

Pocketbook of Electrical Rules and Tables.
J. MUNRO and PROF. A. JAMIESON.

For the use of electricians and engineers. Eleventh edi-
tion, revised and enlarged. 16mo, leather. London, 1895.
Price, $2.50.

Electric Lighting.
F. B. CROCKER. *

A practical exposition of the art for the use of elec-
tricians, students and others interested in the installa-
tion or operation of electric lighting plants. Volume I.

The Generating Plant. Svo, cloth. New York, lS9ii.

Price. 53.

A Dictionary of Electrical Words, Terms and
Phrases.

PROF. E. J. HOUSTON.
Third edition, revised and enlarged. One volume, Svo,

750 pages. Illustrated. Cloth. Price. 55, The new edi-
tion contains over 5,000 terms and 75 new illustrations.
Concise definit'ons of electrical terms in general use.
Illustrated descriptions of electrical apparatus, and clear
explanations of electrical phenomena. A work needed
in every scientific library and an invaluable reference
book to both students and professional men. One of
the features of the dictionary is that it is not a mere
word-book. The words, terms and phrases are invaria-
bly followed by a short, concise definition, giving the
sense in which they are correctly employed.

The Electrical Transmission of Energy.
ARTHUR VAUGHAN ABBOTT, C. E.

A manual for the design of electrical circuits. Oc-
tavo, cloth, 60S pages, nine folding plates, numerous il-

lustrations. Price, 54.50. The conducting circuit of trans-
mission plants has. as yet, only received incidental treat-
ment in connection with general descriptions of installa-
tions for the production and utilization of electrical en-
ergy. It is the purpose of the present manual to deal
exclusively with the conducting circuit, giving such an
account of the materials commonly used for electrical
circuits and their disposition, as will enable the de-
signer to accurately and economically plan a conducting
circuit for any desired plant.

Practical Dynamo Building.

L. C. ATWOOD.
With detail drawings and instructions for winding.

Giving correct sizes of wire, dimensions of iron, etc., etc.
Also diagram for house wiring. Illustrations and plates.
Quarto, cloth, St. Louis, 1S93. Price, $3.

The Elements of Electric Lighting, Including Elec-
tric Generation, Measurement, Storage

and Distribution.
PHILIP ATKINSON, A. M., PH. D.

Eighth edition, revised and enlarged. 264 pages, 12mo.
104 illustrations. Price, 51.50. The eighth edition of
this popular work is now ready. It has been thoroughly
revised by the author and brought down to date, some
of the most important parts rewritten, and new and
highly valuable matter introduced, among which are
descriptions of new measuring instruments, including
Thomson's recording Watt-Meter. It is the most com-
plete exposition of the principles of electric lighting
ever written, and its plain, untechuical. unmathematlcal
style commends it to all who desire information on this
highly important subject.

The Elements of Dynamic Electricity and Hag-
netism.

PHILIP ATKINSON, A. M.. PH. D.
Author of "Elements of Static Electricity," and "The

Elaments of Electric Lighting." 405 pages. 12mo, 120
illustrations. Price, 52. A complete, comprehensive trea-
tise on the principles of practical electricity, in the
author's well-known, clear, unmathematlcal style.

Practical Directions for Armatureand Field-Magnet
Winding.

EDWARD TREVERT.
Containing working directions for winding dynamos and

motors, with additional descriptions of some apparatus
made by the several leading electric companies in the
United States. 12mo, cloth. Illustrated. Price, $1.50,

"Wiring Tables; How They Are Hade and How to
Use Them."

THOS, G, GRIER.
The book contains: The law of resistance, electromotive

force and current fully explained; how to calculate the
size of wires; the different methods of wiring, with dia-
grams; how to apply the simple formula, in calculating
the size of wires under all conditions, diagrams for
wiring 3-point, 4-point, head light and heat regulating
switches. Twenty-seven tables on wiring and valuable
data. Ohm's law is described in such plain and simple
language that one cannot fail to clearlv unders.tand it.

Bound in cloth, SO pages. Size, 5x7^/^ inches. Price, $1,

Electricity in Our Homes and Workshops,
SIDNEY F, WALKER.

A practical treatise on auxiliary electrical apparatus.
12mo, cloth, with numerous illustrations. Price, §2.

Electricians' Handy Book of Useful Information.
A. E. WATSON. A. M.

Compiled by E. T. Bubier, 2d. Illustrated. A com-
pilation from the works of Sylvanus P. Thompson. Kapp,
Allsop, Munroe and Jamieson. Watson, Bottone, Bonney.
Watt, Poole, Trevert, Haskins, Morrow and Reid, and
others. Price, cloth, only §2.50, postpaid.

THE ABOVE BOOKS, OR ABIY EliECTRICAL BOOK PUBIilSHlSO, SEXT OX RECEIPT OF PRICE, PREPAFD.
¥;T.l^.r;TR¥f;¥AW l»¥TRT.¥Sirf^«^ C0M1»A:WY. SIO MAROTTF.TTE BTTXIiDIXG. €HICA<^0.
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Xt^ BEIRRYIVIAIM
Feed Water Heater and Purifier.

Provided with U-shaped Tubes, it Never Lealcs.

THE HIGHEST GRAI>E ONIiY.
Our catalogue contains the representative names of a large nimiber of con-

tented buyers of BEKKYMAIV HEATERS built by us in tiie last twenty
years. A copy awaits your order at any time.

I. B. DAVIS & SON. Makers, Hartford, Conn.,
Or addresses given below:

Jas. Berryn)an, 125 North 4th St., Philadelphia.
W. H. GitsoD. 620 Medlnah Temple, Chicago.

Jos. Whitaker. 7 and 9 Fearl Street, Boston.
A. A. Cardwell, 39 Cortlandt Street, Room 127, New York.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL
Is known the world over as afford ing the most simple, reliable

and economical powerforall purposes.

7,000 WHEELS NOW RUNnInG

ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION.

Filling every condition of service In a most effi-

cient and satisfactory way.

Felton Wheels are especially adapted to
this purpose and are operating the major-

ity orstat/nns of tliis character in all parts of the world. Highest efficiency and best regulation
guaranteed. Catalogues furnished on application. Address

143 Liberty Street,

N^W YORK.N

PELTON WATER
or

Y.. U. S. A.

WHEEL CO.,
121-123 Main Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., U, S. A.

THE Mccormick
TURBINE.

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,
Especially Adapted for Electrical Work.

dives more power per diameter Tvitli a higher
percentage of usefal effect than any othenvater-
ivheel heretofore mnde. AH sizes, right and left hand,
are built from patterns perfected under systematic tests in tlie

Holyoke 'I esting Flume.
I'arties having power plants which are unsatisfactory, and

those contemplating the improvement of powers, will find it to
their interest to confer with us, as -we are willing to
guarantee results i%'here others have failed, no
matter what make of tnrbine has been in qise.
!^TATE RE<tlJlB^3I£:!VTt$ AIVB S£NI> FOR
CATALOGITE.

S. MORGAN SMITH CO., York, Pa.
Estimates furnished for complete power plants and

results guaranteed.

Water Wheels and Motors.
Impulse or Turbine Wheels to meet requirements of every water

power installation. Electrical transmission plants, mines, mills, etc.,

or small units for operating lathes, saws, fans, etc.

Catalogue, drawings and quotations furnished on application.

AMERICAN IMPULSE WHEEL CO. OF NEW YORK.

120 LIBERTY STREET.

DIXON'S BELT DRESSING
AND I.EATHER PRESERVATIVE.

Is guaranteed to prevent slipping and to preserve the leather.
It will pay you to send for circulars and testimonials.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

WATER WHEELS
For Heads of 3 Feet to 2000 Feet.

Especially adapted to all kiuds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent tes^s at Holyoke, given below, enable ns to guarantee:

Tlie Largeat Power ever obtained frovi a ivlieel of the same diameter. The highest
speed ever obtained for the same power. The highest mean efficiency when
I'unnivg from half to full gate. We guarantee also: A runner of the greatest

possible strength. A gate unegualed in quickness and case of opening and closing.

Test of a« in. SAMSON, Jan. 25, 97. Test of a 35 inch SAMSON, Feb.1,'97.

r.nte

Open.
Head.

Rev.
Pr.Min.

Cu. Ft.

Pr. Sec.
Hor.e
Power.

Per
Cent. npen.

Head.
Rev.

Pr. Slin.

Cu. Ft.

Pr. See.

Horse
Power.

Per
Cent.

Full

7's

H
•A

15.00

15.04

15-11

15-88

16-47

144.00
138.12

127.67
131-50
126.87

172.69

15503
133-24
11265
90.04

240.97
223.61

191.06
162.80

127.73

82.03

8455
83.68
8025
75-95

Full

H
H
'A

15.29

16.56

17-33

17-54
17-68

19425
187.75
178.50
176.40
168.50

102.02

92.15
83-95
68.82

57.69

143.44

146.73
138.40

109.64
88.14

81.08

in
So.og

76.19

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.

REG.TRADE MARKS JHE PHOSPHOR BRONZE SMELTINGCO-IIMITED,
2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPKIA.

)
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE"
INGOTS^CASTINGS, WIRE,RODS.SHEETS, ETC.

j.nvjmLnjjicivyJ' — DELTA METAL
/<\ CASTINGS, STAMPINGS AND FORCINGS

/oELTrfK ORIGINAL AND SoLeMaKERS iN THE U.S,

A VALUABLE BOOK FOR ENGINEERS AND FIREMEN NOW READY.

MODERN EXAMINATIONS OF STEAM ENGINEERS or PRACTICAL THEORY EXPLAINED and ILLUSTRATED.

BY W. H. WAKEMAN.
Cloth. 53 Chapters.272 pages.

Containinf: a complete list of 300 questions such as will be asked of any
Engineer when taking examination for U. S. Government or State License, all

of which are fully answered in the text.

PHice. $2.00
By mail, postpaid, to any part of the world

This book while especially adapted for engineers' examinations, is also in-

tended as a practical guide to Engineers, Firemen, Boiler Makers, Machinists,
and others, in daily practice.

The author being a practical st'^am engineer himself, well knows the wants
of the working engineer, and has put into this work such knowledge and infor-

mation as is best adapted to their use, making it altogether the most complete
and comprehensive guide for the busy workers in the engine room, boiler works
and machine shops that has ever been published.

As one engineer who has read the book says; "I think there are few engi-

E1?ECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, -

neers that it wouldn't do some good. It seems as if it was a review of all I

have ever read, and a lot more besides."

The author has treated of a very great variety of subjects which are oi

vital importance to all who wish to improve and extend their knowledge of

steam engineering, and has explained the rules and formulas given, in the sim-

plest manner possible, and has worked out examples by them, so that all who
can read may understand them.

The 300 questions are an important feature of the book, they are entirely

separate from the 53 chapters of reading matter, and were written after many
years of practical experience and careful research by the author.

His connection with the Boardman Manual Training High School at New
Haven, Conn., as Instructor in Steam Engineering, his 12 years of active mem-
bership in the N. A. S. E., and his position as Instructor of No. 10 of Conn., a

sturdy branch of the National Organization, makes him especially competent

in this part of the work.
The many flattering commendations which this book has already received

from competent judges and high authorities, speak well for its value.

- Suite 510 Marquette Building, Chicago. II!.
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Inclined Coil Standard Switchlioard Instruments,

Afflffleters and Voltmeters for an

Alternating Current Measurements.

CAN BE USED ON DIRECT CURRENTS.

High Grade, Reliable,

Accurate for all Frequencies.

Permanent Calibration. Xo Parts ^Liable to Iniary <kr Alteration from Use. Binding Posts Top or Bottom. Bead
Beat. IiOngi$cale. Liow Price. From lO to 1,000 Ampere. 75, 150, 630 Volts.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
SCHKIffECTAD'S', NEUff VORE.

Sales OlHces'in all Large Cities in the United States. For Canada address Canadian 4<renei'al £lectric COm Toronto, Canada.

I

JUST iA£HKT YOU MRE LOOKING FOR!
"~^ —A New and Valuable Book— —

^

Electric Lighting Plants,
THEIR COST AND OPERATION.

By W. J. Buckley. With numerous illustrations, diagrams, plans, tables, etc. 275 pages. Cloth. Price, $2.00, postage free. This work
gives all necessary data for the erection of an electric light plant of any size. The cost of Arc Lighting. The cost of Incandescent Lighting.

READ THE TABLE OF CONTENTS:
Alternating Arc Lamps, Arc Plants, Belting, Boilers, Boiler Settings, Boiler Efficiencies, Books, Building, Cost of Arc Dynamos and Lamps,

Cost of Arc Plants Erected, Cost of Alternating Dynamos, Cost of Alternating Plants Erected, Cost of Belts, Cost of Boilers, Cost of Brick
Chimneys, Cost of Copper for Alternating Circuit, Cost of Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound High
Speed Engines, Cost of Condensers, Cost of Friction Clutch Pulleys, Cost of Heaters, Cost of High Speed Engines, Cost of Incandescent
Dynamos, Cost of Idlers, Cost of Injectors, Cost of Meters, Cost of Motors, Cost of Operating Lamps per hour, Cost of Power Generators.
Cost of Poles, Cost of Plain Pulleys, Cost of Pillow Blocks, Cost of Pumps, Cost of Shafting, Cost of Shaft Couplings, Cost of Stacks-
Iron, Cost of Stacks—brick. Cost of Steam, Cost of Transformers, Cost of Wire, Chimneys, Circuit Loss, Contract Blanks, Current Distri-
bution, Circuits—overhead. Circular Mils of Wire, Depreciation, Direct Connected Apparatus, Dynamos, Dynamo Data, Economy of Con-
densing, Economy of Covering Steam Pipes, Economy of Heater, Efficiency of Engines, Engines, Equivalent of Current in Horse Power,
Equivalent Rates of Lighting, Fuel, Horse Power of Belting, Horse Power of Motors, Horse Power of Shafting, Incandescent Arc Lamps,
Instruments, Instructions for Employes, Insulation, Labor, Load Chart, Meter Connections, Municipal Ownership, Natural Gas, N.E.L.A.
Standard Rules, Oil, Outcome of Practical Management, Pole Line, Pulleys, Rope Transmission, Resistance of Wire, Rules Fire Under-
writers, Report Com. on Data N. E. L. A., Reports of Cities Owning Plant, Reports of Cities Contracting, Stock Room, Shafting, Trans-
formers, Transformer Curves, Wiring Tables—Primary Wiring, Wiring Tables—Secondary Wiring, Wiring Tables, Motor Wiring, Wire,
Wire Formula, Water Power, Wood as Fuel. The only book of its kind in the English Language. Price, $2.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Suite 51 Marquette Building, Chicago.
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T. H. firady, New 8rltaln„Conn., U. 5. A..

Mamifacturerof Mast Anns.Poleand
8v7lD^ing Hoods, House Brackets and
other Specialties for Constniction
"^^OTk.—Cataloijufit and Prices fur-
mehtd on application.S^

JftMJiMatUi
7-£rA^j°£rjv.

COPPER GO \
MANSRIELD.OHID.

^0H) DELAWARE HARD FIBRE CO.,
^^Zim^ WILMINGTON, DEL.

SBWD FOR CATA1.0GrE AND SAnPliXiS.

Sheets, Rods. Tubes, and Special Shapes.

1 Universal Lamp Holders.

We make adjustable, portable and stationary

holders to be us«d wherever the electric light is.

We want every jobber and dealer to get our Cat-

alogue No. 5, which describes the goods and gives

prices. It will be mailed free upon application.

FARIES MANUFACTURING CO.,

Instant placement and fixture of lamp in any desired position, v^ith no attention to fas-
tenlnRS. Adapted lo every requirement from
Hbrarv to workshop. Send lor catalogue D.

THE O.C.WHITE CO.,
WORCESTER, MASS.

/MO.

The next time that you lose a trans-
former or motor that the Q, Jj yy, pySE
opens the circuit before the danger
point is reached and NOT until then. It

also opens a high-tension short circuit

without ARC or FLASH.

Devices for Motors, Generators, Transformers.

53 Aborn St., PROVIDENCE, R. I.

New York: J. C. Dolph & Co., 126 Liberty St.

Chicago: Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.,

82 W. Jackson Boui.
Philadelphia: Vallee Bros., 625 Arch St.

Philadelphia: R'y Dept., Mayers Englund.
Pittsbarg: Geo» W. Provost.
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Black Diamond File Works.
VMt. 18G». Inc. 1895.

Twelve

Medals

Awarded at

International

Expositions.

Special

Prize

Gold Medal

at Atlanta,

1895.

OVB 600DS ABK ON SA1,K IN BVSB'X^ I.EADINU HABDTVABE
STOBE IN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA.

|G. &H. BAP.NETT COMPANY,

^

^ PHILADELPHIA, PA. ^

The Zamel Arc Light Meter
AMD ELECTRIC CURREHT TIMER

Is the ONLY RELIABLE DEVICE for Timing the Use of Arc Lights,

l-fc Is i-tive in l-ts iB^ction.
iSElTD FOR CIBCUIiAR.

Zamel Arc Light Meter Co.,
266 BL-Oe IS1-A.IM^ JOk.yfS..i

ApproTed by the ITational Fire Underwriters' Association.
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